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Accounls, Uniformity in the Method of Keeping Cen-
tral Station. By J. J. Burleigh. And Discussion (Na-

tional Electric Light Association) 170, 171

Accumulators in Belgium 75
Accumulators, Patent Litigation Over .66, 67
Actinism a Species of Electrolysis, Is? By Edwin J.
Houston {Franklin Institute) 334.

Adams' Dynamo and Motor. Illustrated

Advantages of the Electric Street Railway, by H. B.

Prindle 79,

African Explorer, The Electric Light in the Service

of the. Illustrated S

Aging Liquors by Electricity. Illustrated 3.J4

Air Gap and the Shape of the Poles to the Perform-
ance of Dynamo Electric Machinery, On the Rela-

tion of the. By Harris J. Ryan. And Discussion
(American Institute of Electrical Engineers). Illus-

trated. , 206, 207, 208. 220, 221
Allen Flats, Chicago, Lighting Plant at the. Illus-

trated 47
Alternating Currents, Distribution and Care of, Dis-

cussion of T. Carpenter Smith's Paper Read Before
the Providence Convention (National Electric Light
Association) 164, 165

Alternate Current Motor, Brown's Three Phase, II

lustrated 274
Alternating Current Motor, The Hubin-Le Blanc,

Illustrated

Alternate Currents of Very High P'rcquency and Theii
Application to Methods of Artificial Illumination,

Experiments with. By Nikola Tcsla. Illustrated,

(American Institute of Electrical Engineers)
18, 19, 21, 22, 23,

Alternating Current Telephone Transmitter, O'Con
nell's. Illustrated

Alternating Dynamos. New. Illustrated

Alternating Electric Systems and Their Physical Ilaz
ards. By George P. Low 335 ,

33O

A(^

24

300
275

Alternator, National Self Contained. Illustrated. ... iq..

Alternating Plant, English. Illustrated 1S6

Alternating Systems, A Central Station Combining the

Advantages of both Contii.ucus and. By II. Ward
Leonard. And Dis':ussion (National Electric Light
Association) 16S, 169 170

Alternating System in Long Distance Transmission,
The, By F. B. Badt (Communication) 117

Aluminum, Production of 24, 25
Amalgamating Process, Electrical Illustrated 319
Amateur Electricians 117
America, Following the Lead of . . 330
American Institute of Electiical Engineers. .17, iS, 19,

21.22, 23, 24. 201, 206, 207, 20S. 21g, 220, 22t,

272. 277. 27S, 279. 2S0, 303, 305.306, 377, 37S, 379
American International Telephone Cable 117
American Street Railway Association 87, 196, 205, 243
American Street Railway Association, Proceedings of

the Annual Convention at Pittsbuig. v

President's Address 256
Report of the Executive Committee 256, 257
Treasurer's Report 257
Perfect Electric Motor. By H. A. Everett, and

Discussion 257, 25S, 259
The Dependent—Overhead or Underground

—

System of Electric Motive Power. By (Jeorge

W. Mansfield, and Discussion. .259, 261, 262. 263
The Independmt—Storage or Primary Battery

—

System of Electric Traction. By Knight Nef-
tel. And Discussion 263, 264

Resolutions 264, 2O6
Standards in Electric Railway Practice. By 0-T.

Crosby, and Discussion 264, 265, 266
Election of Olllcers 266
The New President 266
Delegates in Attendance 266, 267
Applications for Membership 267
The Banquet ./. 267

Excursions and Entertainments 267
The Souvenir Badges. Illustrated 26S
Convention Notes, E.xhibils and Personals 26S

Apparatus for Indicating Variations of Pressure in

Gaseous Currents. Illustrated 75
Arc Lamp Hanger. Illustrated io6

Arc Lighting and Hazards, by Geo. P. Low 93. 94
Arc Lighting System as Practiced in the "Municipal"

of St. Louis, Some Details of the Care and Man-
agement of an. By J, I. Ayer, and Discussion

(National Electric Light Association) 179, iSo. iSi

Armstrong's Starling Device for Motors at :» Distance.

Illustrated 372. 373
Asbestos Manufacturers Consolidate, Prominent 65
Augusta Exposition, Electricity at the 320
Automatic Detector of Eire Damp in Coal Mines.

Illustrated 1 94
Automatic Pay Call Box for Telephones. Illustrated. 102

Avoiding De.ad Centers, Micheles' Ingenious Device
for. Illustrated ?2o

Bain's Compensating Voltmeter. Illustrated 249
Ball Engine, Cross Compound. Itliusiratcd 133
Battery Cells, Samples, Illustrated 33
Battry Chemistry of the Primary. By Frank K.

Irving - 361, 362
Batteries, Grouping. By Frank K. Imng 320
Battery, Midget. Illustrated 350
Battery. The Champion. lUubtraied 292
Battery. The Gladiator Dry. Illustrated 220
Battery with an Iron Electrode Second.iry. Il-

lustrated 3S^
Beckley, John K., with portrait S5

Bell Telephone Stork 6j

Bell. The lOoor Knob AKirm. Illustrated 302
Berliner Patent. Illustrated 315. ji^
Block Signal Problem. Solution of the, by H, Ward

Leonard. Illustrated 2H, 222
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175

168

50

333

92

Blooniington, III., Electric Road at 47
Board of Trade and the Telegraph 1S3

Book Table, the _ 50. 75. "^
Boston Street Railway Officials in Chicago 219
Bridges Operated by Electric Power. Illustrated. .85. 86

British Postmaster General, Death of the 133

Bradbur)--Stone Storage Battery Car at Sioux City.

la. Illustrated 272

Brush Generator and Motor. Illustrated 193

Buffalo Street Railway Company Electric System of.

Illustrated 103

Burning of Wiman's Electric Light Plant at St.

George. Staten Island. Illustrated 87

Business, (Xotes) -...14. 2S, 42, 56, 70, 84,98,
112, 126, 142, 156, 184, T9S, 212, 226, 240. 254,

270, 2S5, 2S4, 297. 298, 312, 325. 326, 340, 354. 36S, 3S2

Byllesby, Henry IVI., with portrait. 57

C. and C. Fan Motor. New. Illustrated 35

Cable Road Dismantled, the Oldest 199

Camp's Conduit. Illustrated 303
Canadian Electrical Association, Proposed. .291, 292, 347
Canada's International Exhibition 29

Carbons Used in Arc Lighting, Different Forms of,

by E. P. Warner. (National Electric Light As-

sociation) - . I S

I

Carriage, an Electric. Illustrated 333
Cassel. Germany, Electric Plant at. Illustrated. 244, 245
Census. Electrical Industries and the 208, 251

Census, Electrical Statistics for the (National Electric

Light Association) 174,

Central Stations Operated by Water Power. By George
A. Redman. Discussion (National Electric

Light Association) 165, 167,

Centrifugal Machines, Application of Electricity to.

Illustrated 319
Chemistry of the Primary Battery. By Frank K.

Irving 361, 362
Chicago Amateur Electric Society 196

Chicago and Milwaukee, Proposed Electric Road
Between 30,

Chicago Arc Light i.^ Power Company's Station

Burned
Chicago City Lighting Plant

Chicago Edison Company 49,
Chicago Edison Company's Operations
Chicago Electric Club 74, 87, 245, 26S.

269, 270, 306, 319, 333 342, 34S, 349, 350. 361, 362, 380
Chicago Electric Club and the Electrical Con-

gress of I S93 234
Chicago Electric Road, Proposed New

7. S8. 89, 183. 184, 347
Chicago Herald Building's New Electrical Equip-

ment. Illustrated 329
Chica-o Xeii'S Electrical Plant. Illustrated. . . .375, 376
Chicago's Parks and Boulevards, Lighting 355
Chicago Society of Operative Electricians 301
Chicago Telephone E.xchange, the New Ticket

Distributor at the 57
Chicago Trolley Clamp. Illustrated 65

Chicago West Side "L" Road Syndicate, Thomson-
Houston Company and the 29

Chicago's West Side Suburbs, an Electric Road for- . 43

Chicago, Cable Roads in . 370
Chicago, Municipal Lighting in 373
Chilian War Affecting Telephone Interests 65

China Switch, New Electrix. Illustrated 334
Cigar Lighter, Electric. Illustrated 328
Cincinnati, O., (Correspondence; 124. 210, 237, 309
Circuit Protector, The W. B. G. Illustrated 24

City & South London Railway 92

City (fc Sjuth London Electric Railway, Advantages
of the 281

Cleveland, C, (Correspondence) 154, 224, 23S, 338
Clock. Electric. Illustrated 10

Coal Cutter, Solenoid. Illustrated 133

Collier's Audible Telephone. Illustrated 33
Columbia College. Electrical Engineering at 364
Columbia System, The. Illustrated 217
Columbus, O.. (Correspondence) 238
Combination Eleclric Railway Section Insulator and

Lightoiog Arrester. Illustrated 330
Composing Room. Electricity in the 301

Construclion and Operation of Cable and Electric

Railways ..37. 33
Coastitution, Report of Committtee on (National

Electric Light Association) 162

Continuous and Alternating -Systems, A Central Sta-

tion Combining the Advantages of both the, By H.
Ward Leonard. f\nd Discussion. (National Electric

Light Asso::iaiion) 168, 169, 170
Continuous Current Motor by Alternating Current,

Driving a. Illustrated ^9
Contract, A 2,7C«3 I-ight 272
Concord. N. H, fCorrcspondeocc) 55, 210
Condenser, Tesla's Oil Insulated. Illustrated 365
Cone. f>ans' Friction. Illustrated 280
Congress of Electricians, Inteinalional. lJyHcnr>-S.

Carhart 233
Controversy Over a Eranchis* 16

Cope Automatic Wire Puller. Illustrated 150
Copper Men Think, What the (jr

Copp:r I'foduction in the United States 65, (/)

Cornell Men at Chicago 33

1

Corn Palace, Eleclriciiy at the. Illustrated 331
Ccr.cspondcnce u. 12. 13. 25,26. 3'^, 39, 40, 53,

£4 55. ^7. t»3, 69, 3r, S2, 94. 95. */j, IC9, no. in,
123. 124, 140. 153. 154. I-/-, 209. 210. 224, 237.
23^. 252, 253, 270, 23 1, 282. 294 295. 2f/j. 308. 309,

3*0.322,323 336 337.333 35M3=2.3'''4.3^'5,3<''^,3So, 381
Cranes, Electric and Steam 314
Crane, English Traveling. Illustrated 331
Cuadros' Apparatus for Auromalically Regulating

the Firing of Ordnance on Ships, Illustrated. ... 35
Ctirrents from the Sun, Electric. ;..... 219

163
220

237

338

263

143

40
64

7
117

Cutout, Wheeler's. Illustrated 330
Crystal Palace, Electrical Exhibition 50, 130

Darmstadt, Central Stations at Mulhausen and. Illus-

trated 313,
Data, Report of Committee on. By A. J. DeCamp.

(National Electric Light Association)
Dental Drill, Electrically Operated. Illustrated
Dentistry. Electricity as a Motive Power in. By Peter
Brown, L. D. S '.

Denver, Colo. (Correspondence) 96, 153, '^54, 323, 337,
Dependent-Overhead orUnderground—System Electric

Motive Power, The. By Geo. W. Mansfield. And
Discussion. (American Street Railway Association).

259. 261, 262,
Detroit, Electrical Decorations at

Detroit, Mich. (Correspondence) 12, 13,
Detroit. New Railway ^Ianageraent for

Detroit, Rapid Transit for

Diminutive Electric Light Plant. Illustrated

Distribution and Care of Alternating Currents. Dis-
cussion of T. Carpenter Smith's Paper, Read Before
the Providence Convention. (National Electric
Light Association) 164,

Double Carbon Suit, New 319,
Drilling Machine, The Edco Electrical. Illustrated. .

Drills at Lost Chance Mine, Idaho, Electric Percus-
sion. Illustrated

Driving a Continuous Current Motor by Alternating
Current. Illustrated

Druggist's Danger Signal. Illustrated

Dubuque Storage Battery Road
Dynamos at the Frankfort Exposition. Largest. Illus-

trated

Dynamos at the Frankfort Exhibition, One of the. Il-

lustrated

Dynamo. La Roche Alternating. I llustrated

Dynamo, La Roche Arc. Illustrated

Dynamo, La Roche Special. Illustrated . . -

Dynamo Men, L'seful Hints for. Illustrated

Dynamos, New Alternating. Illustrated

Dynamo. New C. & C. Illustrated 274,
Dynamo, Parsons' Steam Turbine. Illustrated

Dynamo, Perret, on the Romola. Illustrated

Dynamo, Prentice. Illustrated

Dynamos, Riker Low Speed Motors and. Illustrated.

165

327
371

33

302
30S

149

370
202
2S0

359
302

275

275
102

9

9
376

291

371
107

61

9
65

Easton Electric Company's Apparatus. Illustrated. .

Edco Electrical Drilling Machine, The. Illustrated. .

Edison Convention in New York 79, Sg, 106,
Edison Electric Illuminating Company at Paterson,

N. J., Stations of the 59. 60,
Edison Electric Locomotive for Mines and Mills.

Illustrated

Edison's Inventions, Claims an Interest in

Edison Men in Council 347
Edison Pressure Indicator. Illustrated 202
Edison Removal in Chicago 116
Editorial 6, 20, 34,

48, 62, 76, go, 104, ii8, 134, 148. 166, 190. 204.
21S, 232, 246, 260, 276. 290, 304, 318, 332, 346, 360, 374

Electric Clock. Illustrated 10
Electric Cranes 153
Electric Heating 92
Electric Light in the Service of the African Explorer,
The. Illustrated. 8

Electric Light. New Use for 71

57

115

Electric Light Plant for the Masonic Temple, Chicago
Electric Light Plant in the Land of the Midnight Sun.

Illustrated

Electric Light Plant in the New York fF(?;7,/ Building.
Illustrated

Electric Light Plant on the Virginia. Illustrated

114.
Electric Light Plants Operated by Gas Companies,
Growth of. 33

Electric Lighting. Data on (National Electric Light
Association) 1 64

Electric Lighting (Notes) 13, 27, 41, 55,
69.33,96.97,111, 125. 141, 154, 184, 197, 211.

225, 23S 239, 253. 282. 283. 296, 324, 338, 353, 367, 381
Electric Mining (Noles). 13, 27, 55, 56, 70, 83. 79, iii,

125, 141. 155. 184. 211, 225, 239, 325, 338, 367, 3S1
Electric Motive Power for Street Railways. Report

of the Committee on. By John N. Beckley. A Dis-
cussion. (New York State Street Railway Associa-
tion) 188, 189,191, 192

Electric Motor (Notes) 69, 83, iir, 211, 32 <;

Electric Motors for Switching and Suburban Work on
Steam Railroads 74,

Electric Organs, by James Swinburne 10,
Electric Percussion Drills at Lost Chance Mine,

Idaho, Illustrated

Electrical Plant, Chicago News. Illustrated . . . .375, 376
Electric Power Transmission. By F, B. Kadt.Co, 61, I2t
Electric Power Transmission Plant at Aspen, Colo.

Illustrated
, i, 2

Elec-ric Railway, f Notes) 13, 27,

41. 55.^9- 83. 97. Jii. 125. 141. 154. 155. 184, 197,
211.225.239 253,283.297,324,325. 338,353.367, 381

75

33

Electric Railway, Evanston.. 49
Electric Railway Construction and Operation and the

Consideration of Their Connection with Central
Station Interests, By C. J. Field. A Discussion.
CNalional Electric Light Association^ .. 177, 178, 179

Electric Railway. Future of the. By YxznV J.
^praguc 139

Electric Railway Patents, George F. Green's. Illus-

trated

Electric Railway System, New
Electric Railways, Three Years' Development of. By
Eugene Griffin. And Discussion. (National Electric

Light Association.) 171, 172, 173, 174
Electric Road at Bloomington, III 47

140

37 5

38

Electric Road Between Chicago and Milwaukee. Pro-
posed 30,

Electric Road for Chicago's West Side Suburbs, An..
Electric Road from Jersey City to Newark, Proposed.
Electric Street Railway, Advantages of the. By H.

B. Prindle yg,
Electric Wires in Rochester, N. Y
Electrical Advancement :n England, A London Elec-

trician's Opinion on
Electrical Census of the State of New York
Electrical Congress, Carl Hering and the. (Com-

munication)
,

Electrical Development in the Northwest
Electrical Engineering as a Profession in England.

306,
Electrical Executions, The
Electrical Grave Annunciator, An Illustrated
Electrical Method of Shaping Metal Bars. Illus-

trated

Electrical Patents. (Issued in the United Srates)...
14, 28. 42, 56, 70, 84 98, 112, 126, 142, 156, 198,
212,226, 240, 254, 2S4. 298, 3t2, 326, 340, 354, 368,

Electrical Signalmg on Board the Chicago in New
York Harbor. Illustrated 72, 73,

Electrical Sky Effects 149,'

Electrically Driven Ship's Winch. Illustrated
Electrically Regulated Clocks in Chicago
Electricity at "A Night in Pekin".
Electricity for Submarine Torpedoes. Illustrated./.
Electricity in a Chicago Rolling Mill. Illustrated. .

.

43. 44.
Electricity in Life. By Edward P. Jackson
Electricity on our Great Railways. By H. S. Wynkoop.

-114. 115,
Electric Magnet in Eye Surgery, The. By Silvanus

P. Thompson and J. Tatham Thompson. Illus-

trated
,

Electric Therapeutical Office Outfit. Illustrated ...
Elevator at the Chicago Athenreum, Electric. Illus-

trated

Elevator. Transmitting Power From an Electric
Motor to a Hand. Illustrated

Elliott PuU-off. Illustrated

Engine for Central Station Plants, New. Illustrated
Engine, Weston Automatic. Illustrated

Engine, Weston Compound. Illustrated

English Electrical Exhibition irg,
Enterprise in forwarding War News
Enterprising Suprintendent. An
Eternal City, Electric Lights for

Evans Friction Cone. Illustrated

Evanston's Electric Railway
Exaggerations, Electrical

Exhibits at the Pittsburg Convention, Street Railway.
Illustrated 255. 256, 257, 258, 259,

Experiment on the Zipernowski Electric Railway
With a Vertical Track. Illustrated 16,

Experiments With Alternate Currents of Very High
Frequency and Their Application to Metoods of
Artificial Illumination. By Nikola Tesla. Illus-

trated. (Am Inst, of El. Eng.). . 18, 19, 21, 22, 23

Fair Building, Chicago, The Lighting Plant in the.
Illustrated 369,

Fan Motor, New C. & C. Illustrated
'

Fan Outfit, La Boiteaux. Illustrated

Faraday's Religious Life

Ferranti, Hew About
Ferranti System, The.
Feed Water Heater, Improved. Illustrated

Feeding Mechanism for Arc Lamps, New. Illus-

trated

Fire Apparatus, Portable Electric. Illustrated

Fire Department Chiefs Buggy, Electric Light on a.

Illustrated

Firemen Aided by Electricity

Firemen's Convention, Electricity at the
Fires in Chicago, Two Central Station. Illustrated.
Fiske Range Finder
Flying by Means of Electricity

Forging Steel by Electricity

Frankfort Electrical Congress
Frankfort Electrical Exhibition

Frankfort Electrical Exhibition. By F. B. H. Paine.
Frankfort Electrical Exhibition. Illustrated ....
Frankfort Exhibition, A Glimpse of the Siemens &
Halske Exhibit at the. Illustrated 2:

Frankfort Exhibition and the World's Fair. Illus

trated 2S5, 286, 287,
Frankfort Exhibition, Electric Boat at the. Illus-

trated

Frankfort Exhibition, Electric Race Track at the. Il-

lustrated

Frankfort Exhibition, One of the Dynamos at the. Il-

lustrated

Frankfort Exhibition, Schuckert Dynamo at the Il-

lustrated

Frankfort, Germany, Transformer, House of the High
Tension Transmission .System. Illustrated

Frankfort-Offenbach Electric Railroad. Illus

trated 341,
Frankfort, The Iron Tower at. Illustrated

Frankfort Transmission, The Lauffen. Illustrated. 230,
Franklin Experimental Club 220,
Franklin Institute, ICIectrical Section of 334,
Frey's Compensating Shunts for Galvanometers. Il-

lustrated , 376,
Frisbie Electric Elevator. Illustrated

50

43
36

80

7

91

79

364
30-

307
36

35

ii6-

382

74
150
91

24S

57
77

45
153

116

37
150

24S

361
362
216
219
281
120

133
107

293
280
4f>

320

261

17

24

370
35
24
3&
133

59
78

119
242

345
49
107

343
356

94
89

234
91

IC()

213

8, 22r>

2S8

228

241

370

242

301

342
231

231

373-

335

377
IC5

Galvanometer liattery Gaiij;c, Pocket. Illustrated.. 234
Gas Interests, IClectricity licneficial to the 38
Gearless Motors for Street Kailways. Illustrated. . 1-8, 8';

rlcncrators, I'olyphasal, by .M. I. I'upin, I'll. U. Il-

lustrated. (American Institute KlectricaJ Engin-
eers; 377, 378, 379
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Gouben's Watt Meter. Illustrated 77
Governor for .Steam Engines. Improved. Illustrated. 78

Grant Locomotive Works, Electricity at the 234
Grassot Electric Meter. Illustrated ti9

Grave Annunciator, An Electrical. Illustrated. .. . 35

Green's Electric Railway Patents, George !•'. Illus-

trated .775

Gregory's Electrically Driven Model of an Ocean
.Steamer. Illustrated 107

Hale's Wire Cutter for Firemen. Illustrated

Halm, W. G., Death of

Harrisburg, Trouble at

Harvey Electric Road, Proposed
Havana Electric Light Station

Heat in its Relation lo Electricity and its Influence

Upon the Animal Body in Health. By J. D. Bon-

ner. M. D
Heat into Electricity, Direct Conversion of

Pfeating. Electric

Heating Houses by Electiicity 121,

Hercules Electric Motor. Illustrated

Hoist at the Black Diamond Mine, Electric. Illus-

trated

Holland, Electric Light in

Horse Clipper. Electric. Illustrated

plotel Proprietors, Suggestion to. Illustrated

Hubin-LeBlanc Alternating Current Motor. Illus-

trated

Hummel's Motor Meter. Il'ustrated

Hunt Street Generating Station, Cincinnati, O. Il-

lustrated

362

343
146

45
307

364
251

294
122

46

230

235
273
328

46
361

299

Impression Indicator for Printing Presses, Richard-

son's Electrical. Illustrated 47
Improvements in S:eno-TeIegraphy. Illustrated. .63. 64
Incandescent Lamp Litigation 51, 52, 53
Incandescent Lamps, Treating Filaments for. Il-

lustrated 358, 359
Incandescent Lamp Socket. Illustrated 234
Incandescent Lamp Suit Decided in Favor of Edison 32

Incandescent Lighting; Its Physical Hazard and
Means for Restricting the Same. By Geo. P.

Low 151, 152, 153

Independent— Storage or Primary Battery—System

of Electric Traction. By Knight Neftel. And
Discussion (American S'.reet Railway Associa-

tion) 263, 264

Indicator, a Simple. Illustrated , „ 32
Indianapolis. Ind. (Correspondence.) 40, 55. 296
Instrument for Measuring ihe Strength of Magnetic

Fields. Iliuitrated S

Insulating Joint, a New. Illustrated. 65

Insulating Material, New 379
Insulating or Break Knob. Illustrated 334
Insulator, New Porcelain. Illustrated 65

International Congress of Electricians at Frankfort.

.

50

Internationa! Congress of Electricians. By Henry S.

Carhart 233
Iowa Electric Club 242

Jersey City to Newark, Proposed Electric Road from. 36

Jewish Synagogue, Lighting a -.199. 200

Joints In Battery Wires, Method of Making Re-

liable. Illustrated 49

Kankakee, III., New Electric Road at. Illustrated.

.

S7

Kansas City (Correspondence) 337, 365, 3S0

Keyhole Circuit, a 103

LaBoiteaux Fan Outfit. Illustrated

Lamp Holder, New. Illustrated ...

Lamp Lighter, Wanted to See the

Lamp Shades and Holders. Illustrated

Largest Electric Pump in the World. Illustrated. . .

.

La Roche Alternating Dynamo. Illustrated

La Roche Arc Dynamo. Illustrated

La Roche Special Dynamo. Illustrated

Legislation Affecting Lighting Interests (National

Electric Light Association)

Leonard's. H. Ward, Criticism of F. B. Badt's Hand-
book. By Thos. G. Grier

Lighting Chicago Boulevards . .

Lighting Display, a Chance for a Wonderful. Illus-

trated

Lighting Plant at the Allen Flats, Chicago. Illustrat-

ed ,

Lighting the Model City

Lightning Conductors. Is
'

' Earth" of Any Value as the

Termination of a. By Sidney A. Walker. . 194.195.

Lightning in Germany, Statistics of Accidents Caused
by

Lightning, Protection Agamst
Line Tools. New. Illustrated

Liquors by Electricity, Aging. Illustrated

Litigaton in St. Louis, Electrical

Litigation, Incandescent Lamp 5i>52,

Litigation over Accumulators. Patent 66,

Locomotive for Mill Use, Electric

Locomotive for Mines and Mills, Edison Electric.

Illustrated

Locomotive, New Thomson- Houston Freight Switch-

ing Electric

London, Electric Lighting in

London, Electric Traction in 120,

London's Electric Lights

Louisville, Ky.
,
(Correspondence) 55,

24

293
364
334
113
202
280

359

164

146

1S7

47
80

196

36

344
1 86

53
67

2.16

327

359
121

91

366

Magnetic Button Fastener. Illustrated 47
Magnetic Reluctance. By A. E. Kennelly. And Dis

cussion. (American Institute of Electrical Engi-

neers ...277.278.279,305, 306
Mailloux Electric Motor. The. Illustrated 100

Maintaining a Constant Potential, Hering's Device for.

1

Manchester Square Electric Light Station. Illus-

trated 150,

Masonic Temple, Chicago, Electric Light Plant for

the

Mathematics, Use of

Mather Quadripolar Motor, New. Illustrated

Mayo System, The. Illustrated

Measuring Electric Currents, Thomson's Method of.

Illustrated

Measuring the Strength of Magnetic Fields, Instru-

ment for. Illustrated

Measurement Apparatus, New Standard. Illustrated

Medical Lighting Apparatus. Illustrated

Meter, Hummel's Motor, Illustrated

Meter, The Grassot Electric. Illustrated

Method of Making Reliable Joints in Battery Wires.
Illustrated

'

Method of Producing Light by Means of Currents of

High Frequency, Tesla's. Illustrated

Method of Securing Metal Bands on Wooden and
Other Articles. Thomson's. Illustrated

Micheles' Device for Avoiding Dead Centers. Illus-

trated

Military Field Telegraph Line, Laying: a. Illus-

trated

Mills, Thomson- Houston Electric Tramway for. Illus-

trated

Milwaukee, Proposed Electric Road between Chicago
and 30.

Milwaukee, Wis. (Correspondence)

40, 54. 252. 253, 2S2, 29G. 310, 337.
Mine Shafts, Safety Device for

Mines and Mills, Edison Electric Locomotive for.

Illustrated

Mines. Electric Lighting in Coal
Mining, An E.xpert Opinion on Electricity in

Mines, Notes on Electric Work in. By Albion T.
Sntll

Mining Apparatus, Recent Development in Electric.

By J. W. Kirkland. Illustrated.. 2,

Mining, l-lectricity in

Mining Machinery Abroad, Electric

Mining Machinery at the Inter-state Industrial Expo-
sition, Electrical. Illustrated 227.

Mining Machinery, Electric 122,

Mining Work, Electric Haulage for. Illustrated....

Minimum Cost Discussion, The, by Irving Hale,. . .

.

228,229,
Minimum First Cost of Plant and Maximum Cost of
Operating in the Electrical Transmission of Powei.
By F. B. Badt. (Communication) 145,

Minimum First Cost of Plant and Maximum Econo-
my of Operation in the Electrical Transmission of
Power. By H. Ward Leonard. . 135, 136, 137, 13S,

Minneapolis Cable Contract
Minneapolis Electric Railway System, St. Paul. Il-

lustrated 146,

Minneapolis, Minn. (Correspondence)
26, 39, 54, 82,95. 96, 294, 295, 309, 310,

Mmneapolis, Underground Wires, at

Miscellaneous (Notes). ... 13, 27, 41, 42, 56, 69.97,
HI, 125,141,142,155,211,225 239,339,353 354,

Model Central Station at Di.xon, 111. Illustrated ....

Monrath-Devold System of Rope Transmission for

Electric Car Trucks. Illustrated

Montreal as the Electric Light Convention Will See
It. Illustrated 127, 12S, 129. 130. 131.

Montreal Convention 3. 50, 64. 105. 117,
Montreal Convention, Englishmen Interested in the.

Montreal Convention. Illustrated 1.^4,

Moor's Blow pipe. Illustrated

Morrison's S:orage Bat'ery Electrode. Illustrated. .

Motor, B.own's Three Phase Alternating. Illustrated

Motor, Coiiom's. Illustrated

Motor Installation, Interesting. Illustrated

Motor Operating Automatically at any Desired Speed
or Torque, and with Maximum Efficiency Under all

Conditions. By H. Ward Leonard 320, 321,
Motor Operating Light Machinery, Small. Illustrated

Motor, Perret Low Speed Multipolar. Illustrated...
Motor, The Poiter. Illustrated

Motor Wiring. By Thos. G. Grier. Illustrated

Motors and Dynamos. Riker Low Speed. Illustrated.

Motors at a Distance, Armstrong's Stalling Device
for. Illustrated 372,

Motors in England, Electric

Mulhausen and Darmstadt, Central Stations at. Illus-

trated 313,
Multiphase Current Rotary or. Illustrated

Multiple Current, The
Multiple No-break Contact System. By J. J. O'Con-

nell. Illustrated '.

Municipal Lighting in Chicago
Municipal Plant, Sale of a.

92

19*
36

64

29:

49
361

119

35

120

32

366
3'7

9
220
302

236

3
7S

314

228

123
203

230

146

139
ss

367
243

132
130

245
145
3C0

3.S9

274
345
105

322
192

29

1

280

233
376

373
2S0

3U
120

250

316

373
214

Nashville, Tenn. (Correspondence) ',
. . 54, 366

National Electric Light .-Association 227
National Electric Light Association. Proceedings of

the Fourteenth Convention at Montreal.
Formal Opening 157
Prof. Bovey's Address 157
Mayor McShane's .\ddress of Welcome 157
Sir Donald A. Smith's .Address 157
Sir J. W. Dawson's Address 137, 158
Ex-Mayor Beaugrand's Address 1 58
U. S. Consul Knapp's Address 15S, 159
Judge Armstrong's Address 159
Eraslus Wiman's .\ddress 159. 160
President Huntley's Address 160
Members and Guests 160, 161, 162
Report of Committee on Constitution 162
Report of Committee on Relations o( Manufact-

uring and Central Station Companies, and Dis-
cussion 162, 163

Report of Committee on Data—Comparison of

Economy in the Generation of Power, By A J.DcCamp jf^-

World's Columbian Exposition— Address byj',
Allan Hornsby .^^ i^a

Data on Electric Lighting .' ifj.

Underground Conduits, By M. (. Francisco!
!!

' 164
Discussion of Paper, by T. Carpenter Smith, on

the Distribution and Care of Alternating Cur-
rents, read before the Providence Convention.

164I 165
Central Stations Operated by Water Power, By
George A. Redman. And Discussion. 1C5. 167, i6i

A Central Station Combining the Advantages of
both the Continuous and Alternating Current
Systems. By H. Ward Leonard. And Discus-
sion 165. 169. 170

Uniformity in .Me'hod of Keeping Central Sta-
tion Accounts By J. J. Burleigh. And Discus-
sion 1-0, 171

Three Years' Development of Electric Railway?.
By Eugene Griffin. And Discussion*

171, 172. 173, 174
Electrical Statistics forihe Census 174, 175
Wiring and Insurance Rules, and Discussion..

175. 176. 177
Electric Railway Construction and Operation,
and a Consideration of their Connection with
Central Station Interests. By C. J. Field. And
Discussion 177. 17S,

Some Details of the Care and .Management of an
Arc Light Sys'.em as Practiced in the "Muni-
pal" of St. Louis. By J. I Ayer. And Dis-
cussion

1 7Q. 1 So,

Different Forms of Carbons Used in Arc Light-
ing. By E. P. Warner

Secretary's Report
Treasurer's Report iSt,
Convention Notes 182,
The Banquet

National Electric Light Association Convention
National Series Transformer System for S'.reet Light-

ing. Illustrated

Newark, Proposed Electric Road from Jersey City to.
New Incorporations 13. 27. 41, 55,

69, S3. 96, III, 12.^, J41, 154, 197, 210, 211, 225.
23S, 253, 2S2, 297. 311, 324, 33S, 352, 553, 366,

New Orleans, Pole Chopping in 17
New York Electric Club 2cS,
New Yoik Notes. (Correspondence) 11, 12,

25. 26. 38, 39, 53, 67, 68, 81, 94. 95, log. no,
123. 124, 140. 153. ig6. 209, 224, 237, 252, 270,
28r,2S2. 294, 308,322, 336, 337, 351. 352, 264. 365.

New 'Vork Street Railway Association. Proceedings of
the Convention at New York.
Members and Visitors

r*resident Lewis' Address
Report of the Executive Committee
Treasurer's Report
Report of the Committee on Electric Motive
Power for Street Railways. By John N Beck-
ley. And Discussion ". iSS, 1S9, 191,

Dues from Small Companies
Election of Officers and Adjournmert

Niagara, To Utilize the Power of

Niagara, Utilizing the Power of. Illustrated

Ocean Cables, Projected

O'Connell's Alternating Current Telephone Transmit-
ter. Illustrated

OConnell's Metallic Telephone Exchange System.
Illustrated

O'Connell's Short Core Repeating Coil. Illustrated..

O'Connell's Telephone Relay. Illustrated

Ohio Tramway Association, Proceedings of the Con-
vention at Akron

Old Time Telegraphers .... -r,

Omaha, Neb. (Correspondence.) 96,
Operation of Electric and Cable Railways, Construc-

tion and 37, 3S
Order of Railway Telegraphers :;

Organs, Electric. By James Swinburn !o, 11

Otlumwa, la.. Electric Development at .... 302
Overhead Conductors, Electric Tramways with. By

A. Reckenzaun '. '533

Paris, Electric Lighting in. Illustrated 75
Paris, Underground Conductors in. Illustrated lo-
Paris, Underground Electric Roids for 347, 34S
Parsons' Steam Turbine Dynamo. Illustrated 102
Patent Decision, Interesting 301
Patents, Edison on 302
Paterson, N. J., Stations of the Editoo Electric Il-

luminating Company at - . 59, 60, 61
Paudroux Battery. Illustr.v.ed 102
Peculiar Accident. Illustrated 275
Perfect Electric Motor. By H. A. Everett. And Dis-

cussion. (American Street Railway .Vssociation.)

257. 25S, 259
Perret Dynamo on the Romola. Illustrated 9
Perret Low Speed Multipolar Motor. Illustrated. 290
Perry's Rotary Ice Cutter. Illustrated 1S6
Phonograph Batteries. Illustrated 92
Phonographic Telephone Signaling Apparatus. Il-

lustrated 4

Photo-chronograph. Illustrated loi, 102
Photographer's Dark Room, Electricity in the. Illus-

trated 342
Photometer, Queen's Laboratory. Illustrated 150
Pinion, New Rawhide. Illustrated 1S3
Pipe Threading Attachment for Lathes. Illustrated. 30S
Pipe Welding Plant in Chicago. First Electric. Il-

lustrated .15, 16
Pittsburg Convention, Street Railway E.\bibits at the.

Illustrated 255. 256, 257, 258, 259, ;62
Pittsburg, Electric Railways at 66

179

iSi

iSr

1 82
iS3

183

373

46
36

367
- 29
2C9

iSS
iSS
iSS

192

192
192
213

359

300

92
146

319

307
72
no

2344
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Pittsburg. Pa. (Correspondence )

13, 26,40, S3' 69. Si, S2, 96. 1 10. III. 124. 140. 154,

Plymouth Church, Brooklyn, Electric Lights in. Il-

lustrated ... . 355.

Pole Chopping in New Orleans

Poles on Streets, Electric Railroad -

Polyphasal Generators, by M. I. Pupin. Ph. D. Il-

lustrated. tAmerican Institute E ectrical Engin-

eers ) 377. 37S,

Portable Electric Light Plant, German. Illustrated. .

Porcelain Insulator, New. lUuslrated

Porter Motor, The. Illustrated

Postal Cars on Electric Roads in St. Lauis

Postal Telegraph, The - •

Power Distribution, Electric. By H. C. Spaulding...

Power in California, Electric

Power Transmission Plant at Aspen, Colo.. Electric.

Illustrated

Power Transmission Scheme. Big

Power Transmission. The Laiiffen-Frankfort. By Gis-

bert Kapp. Illustrated. . 22J,

Prediction from San Francisco, A
Prentice Dynamo. Illustrated

Pressure Valve. New Straightway Back. Illustiated.

Protection against Lightning
Pump, Largest Electric, in the Worid. Illustrated.

.

Pumps, Triple.K Electric. Illustrated 29,

356
17

379
344
350
2S0
131
S9

363
307

I, 2

203

77

9
293

113

30

Qaarr)-ing at Night by Electric Light 3

:

Quebec. Electricians Entertained at 192, 193
Queen's Improved Portable Testing Set. Illustrated 1S3

Queen's Laboratory Photometer. Illustrated 150

Queen's New Portable Galvanometer. Illustrated.. ig2

Queen's New Type of Siemens' Electro Dynamo-
meter. Illustrated 203

Racing News, How the Western Union Company
Obtained Its. Illustrated 214 215, 216

Railway Signal Controller. Illustrated 49
Rapid Transit for Detroit 7

Rapid Transit in New York 147
Rapid Transit in New York and Chicago 270
Rapid Transit in New York. Illustrated 273
Rebuked at Home 2og
Reflected Light in Dentistry. Illustrated 107

Regulating the Firingof Ordnance on Ships, Cuadros'

Apparatus for Automatically. Illustrated 35
Relations of Manufacturing and Central Station Com-

panies, Report of Committee on, and Discussion.

(National Electric Li^bt Ass'n) 162, 163

Reluctance, Magnetic. By A. E Kennelly and dis-

cussion (American Institute of Electrical Engireers)

277, 27S, 279, 2S0, 305, 306
Richardson's Electrical Impression Indicator for

Printing Presses. Illustrated 47
Ries' Electric Riveting Patent, Elias E. Illustrated.

371. 372
Riker Low Speed Motors and Dynamos. Illustrated. 376
Riverside, III., Edison Stat"on at 74
Riveting Patent, Elias E. Ries. Illustrated. . . .371, 372
Rochester, N. Y., Electric Railway, Switch- Board

for the. Illustrated 24
Rochester. N. Y., Electric Wiresin 7

Roebling's Wire Works, Trenton, N. J , Electric

Plant at. Illustrated 99. loo

Rolling Mill, Electricity in a Chicago. Illus'.rated. .

43 44. 45
Romances of the Telegraph 130, 131

Rope Transmission for Electric Car Trucks, i^Ionrath-

Devold System of. Illustrated 31

Rope Transmission, Memorandum on. By Thos. G.
Grier 361

Rotar>- or Multiphase Current, The . Illustrated 120
Rotary Engine, A New, Illustrated 303
Royal Naval E.xhibition, Electric Lighting at the. Il-

lustrated 372
Runaway Horses Stopped by Electricity 187

Safety Devices. By C. C, Haskins. And Discussion,

CCbicago Electric Club) 348,349,350, 363
Sample's Baltcr>* Cell. Illustrated 33
Saa Francisco, Cal. (Correspondence)

12. 39, 40, S2, 209.

210, 237. 235. 295. 296, 309, 310, 322. 323, 380, 3S1
Schlosser's Trolley Pole, Illustrated 358
Screws, Combination Adjusting. Illuslratcd. ... 293
Secondary Baiterj- with an Iron Electrode. Illua-

tratcd 356
Shain, Chas, D,, with portrait 71
Short Railway (ijneraior, New. Illustrated 135

Siemens &; Halske's Lighting Plant at Charlottenburg.
Illustrated

Signal Oilers, Improved. Illustrated

Single Reduction Motors for Street Railway Work.
Illustrated

Siou.x City's New Railway. Illustrated 4,

SiouK City Corn Palace. Electricity at the

Small Electric Light Plants. Illustrated

Sociological Aspect of Electric Traction. ...... 248,

Socket, New Incar.descent. Illustrated

South London Railway, City and
Span Wire Tightener. New. Illustrated

Sperry Railway Generator, New 150 Horse Power.
Illustrated

Spreckles' Sugar Refinery, Philadelphia, Electric

Plant at Claus. Illustrated

Steao telegraphy. Improvement? in. Illustrated 63,
Spokane Falls, (Correspondence)
Stage Regulator, Wirt. Illustrated.

Standards in Electric Railway Practice. By O. T.
Crosby And Discussion (American Sireet Railway
Association) 264, 265,

Stanley's Large Transformer. Illustrated

Steam Locomotives Supplanted by Electriciiy

Sterling, III. (Correspondence)
Stopping an Engine by Electricity.

Stopping Electric Cars. Device for

Storage Battery Car at Sioux City, la.. The Bradbury
Stone. Illustrated

Storage Battery Electrode, Morrison's. Illustrated. .

Storage Battery Road, Dubuque
Street Lighting, Statistics of

Street Railway Magnates, with portraits

Street Railway Track, The Duplex Illustrated

St. Gothard's Tunnel. Cables in the

St. Louis Electrical Exchange
St. Paul, Minn. (Correspondence)
St. Paul-Minneapolis Electric Railway System. Illus-

trated
, 146,

Switches, Hait. Illustrated

Switch for Dynamos, Carbon. Illustrated

Switch, New Double Pole. Illustrated

Switch, New Puih Button. Illustrated

Subways at Cincinnati 241,

Submarine Cable in the Pacific, Surveying for a. .28S.

Submarine Torpedoes, Electricity for. Illustrated. ,

.

Supply Interests. Proposed Consolidation of the ...

105
202

249

199

373
64
224

234

266

2^3
209

69

59
153

272

359
30S
120

205

217

149

347
309

147

194
200
2S1

2S0
242

289

77
24

Taunton Electrical Exhibition 133
Telegraph Message, First 373
Telegraphers' Strike, The 377
Thomson-Houston Carbon Works, Fire at the 330
Thomson-Houston Company and the Chicago West

Side "L" Road Syndicate. 29
Thomson- Houston Electric Tramway for Mills.

Illustrated 10
Thomson-Houston Freight Switching Electric Loco-

motive, Illustrated 327
Thomson's Method of Securing Metal Bands on
Wooden and Other Articles. Illustrated 35

Toledo, O, (Correspondence).... 310, 323, 3G6
Trade News (Notes) 13, 14, 27, 28, 42, 56, 70. 83, 84,

97, gS, 112, 125, 126, J42, 155, 156, 184 19S, 211,

212,225, 226, 239, 240, 253, 254, 270, 2S3, 297,
3n, 312, 325, 339, 340, 354, 367, 368.

Trailer Connecter, Wood's. Illustrated 2^19

Tramway for Mills, Thomson- Houston Electric, Il-

lustrated 10

Transmitting Power from an Electric Motor to a
Hand Elevator, Illustrated 361

Triplex Electric Pumps. Illustrated 29. 30
Triumphs of Electricity 329, 330
Trolley Pole, Schlosser's. Illustrated 35S
Trolley Wire Hanger. Illustrated 24S
Trolley Wires, Removing Ice from. Illustrated . , , . 301
Trolley Wires, Splice for. Illustrated 345
Telegraph and Telephone Scheme, The Postal 347
Telegraph Bill, Who Informed Morse of the Passage

of the 303
Telegraph. Governmental Control of the 351
Telegraph in China, Extending the 307
Telegraph in Guatemala. The 1B4
Telegraph, Making Love by 307
Telegraph (Notes.) 27. 41, 56, 83, 97. 111, 125,

141. 155, 1S4. 197. 198. 211, 225, 325, 33S, 353, 367
Telegraph, Romances of the 130, 131
Telegraph, The ^Vriting 223
Telegraph Thirty Years Ago, The 330
Telegraph Wires in Chicago Conduits, Tapping. ... 71

Telegraphers' Convention at Washington, D. C 117
Telegraphers in Convention 107, ic3, icg

Telegraphers, Old Time yi^ 72
Telegraphers' .Societies, Consolidation of '196
Telephone Cable, American International 117
Telephone, Collier's Audible. Illustrated 33
Telephone, London-Paris 103
Telephone Men Ahead iJ^t

Telephone (Notes)

..27, &9. 97, 111,125. HI, 155. 225, 239. 325, 338, 353
Telephone Numbers, Reform in 356
Telephone Relay, O'Connell's. Illustrated 319
Telephone Stock and the Bell Patents , 119
Telephone Suit, Status of the Bell 343
Telephone Transmitter, O'Connell's Alternating Cur-

rent. Illustrated 300
Telephone Transmitter without an Induction Coil,

Operating a. Illustrated 32S
Teltphone, Use of the 247, 248
Telephones, Automatic Pay Call Box. Illustrated.. :02
Temperature Indicators, Ingenious Electrical, Illus-

trated 289
Tesla's Oil Insulated Condenser. Illustrated 356
Type Setting Machine, Electrical 272

Underground Conduits, Report of Committee on. By
M. J. Francisco (National Electric Light Associa-
tion). 164

Underground Electric Road for Paris 347
Underground Electric Road in Germany 330
University of Wisconsin, Electrical Engineering at

the 147
Underground Wires at Minneapolis 17
Underground Wires for Cities 355, 356

Ventilating Chicago's Electrical Conduits, Project for 133
Villard, Henry, Reported Resignation of 146
Villard's. Henry, Plans ^ 50
Virginia, Electric Light Plant on the. Illustrated.

114. 115
Voltmeter, Bain's Compensating, Illustrated 249

War Time Reminiscence, A 209
Water Power, Data Relating to. By F. B. Badt. Il-

lustrated (Llectric Transmission Handbook)..
Water Power, Central Stations Operated by. By George

A. Redman, And Discussicn, (National Electric
Light Association.) 165, 167,

Watt Meter, Goubert's. Il'ustrated

Weather Prophet's Views on Electric Wires, A
Weber, Wilhelm Eduard's, Death, with portrait

Weehawken, Interesting Plant at 3
Welding Plant at the Okonite Factory, Passaic, N. J.,

Electric. Illustrated 247
Welding Plant at Chicago, First Electric Pipe. Illus-

trated 15. 16
Western Union Telegraph Company Obtained Racing
News, How the. Illustrated 214,215,216

Westinghouse Company, Reorganizition of the 9, 10
Westinghouse Interests, Reorganization of 50
Weston Automatic Engine. Illustrated 219
Wes:on Compound Engine. Illustrated 281
Weston Quick Break Switch. Illustrated 249
Wheeler's Cut-Out. Illustrated 330
Wire Gauge Novelty Electric. Illustrated 350
Wiring and Insurance Rules. (National Electric Light

Association) 1 75, 176, 1 77
Wire Cutter for Firemen, Plale's. Illustrated 362
Wiring Contract, Large 89
Wiring Motors. By Thos. G. Grier. Illustrated 233
Wiremen, Convention of 272

235

16S

77
123

7

34

164

Wires, Regulations for Electric

World's Columbian Exposition. By J. Allan Homsby.
And Discussion. (National Electric Light Associa-
tion) 163,

World's Congress of Electricians in 1S93. By Elisha
Gray, Ph. D., L. L. D. And Discussion. (Chicago
Electric Club.) 245, 268, 269, 270

World's Fair at Night. Illustrated 143
World's Fair, Electricity at the. 2, 30, 31, 45, 57, 58,

73. 74. 86, 99, 100, 113, 114, 132, 133. 143. 144, 185,
1S6, 201, 214, 233. 249, 250, 255, 275, 2S5, 286, 2S7,

288,293 299.300,313.314,327.328,341,342,357,358,376
World's Fair, Electric Subways for. Illustrated 317
World's Fair Electrical Congress 342
World's Fair, Temporary Lighting and Power Plant

at the. Illustrated 271, 272
Wooden Toothed Gearing. New Type of. Illustrat-

ed 249
Wood's Trailer Connecter. Illustrated 249
Working by Electric Light ico

Zipernowsky Electric Railway with a Vertical Track,
Experiments on the. Illustrated )6

r^
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"AJAX" The Best

Circuit Breal(er

and Only Indestructible Switch.

C. S. VAN NUIS, 136 Liberty St., New York.

HIGH INSULATION,

LOW
And Resistance, accoi

JACQUE
Telephonic transmission

CAME.

STATIC CAPACITY
And Resistance, according to Mr.

,'S FORMULA, maizes

Telephonic transmission through Our Cable an easy

^

THE HOLTZER-CABOT ELECTRIC CO.,
MjVNUFACTXrRERS OF AND DEALERS IN

EVERYTHING ELEGTRIGAL.
8END FOB iSSe-PAGE CATALOG CE,

111 Arcli Street, BOSTON, MASS.
•iftPiii irFuriFS-'i GLOWER & HARRIS, Dallas, Texas.
iFtUAL AbtHLita.

-j p^^ bbilers Elbctbioal Wobkb, San Franctaoo, Csl.

A fnll line of our mtnalactDre can be found at oar Agenclea.

THE BEST!
$30.52
WRITE US.

Ifuttall Trolley. Patents Pending.

COMPAXY,

29 Broadway,

To^xfsxr -vol

KELLOGG
COMBINATION STEEL CENTER AND SIDE

POJLES.
Engineering Equipment Co.,

SOLE AGENTS,

XKW fORK, 143 I.lberty St.

BOSTOX, lac Pearl St.

F. CAZENOVE JONES,
Manager of Factorloa.

WILLARD L. CANDEB, I Bnalneas Manaeers
H. DUEANT OHEEVEii, f

'^'''"'^''' ^'"'I'gs"-

,...,:i..OKONITE COMPANY, LIMITED.

jfil'^.
[trade: mark-I

BRANCHES: Chicago, Boston.
Kansas City, Omalia, Liouisville, St,

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES AiDCABLES,
For Aerial, Sutmarlne and Underground Dse.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproot Tape.
Philadelphia. Minneapolis, Cincinnati,
IjOuis. San Francisco.

«'i/:fi\^ VyARRFN OHIO.

f.af

Warren. OHIO.

\li^ MAMUFACTWIEm OT

"IE rdc/Q^y^ HlGHi^RMit

A6t.NT5
J.V/.PEALt.^^^^^^^^

ritW YORK.
Centrai. Electric Co.

CHICAGO. ILL.

ELCCTtNG^kMS Supply Co.
ST PAUL MINN.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
The acknOTvledg^ed Standard for durable and. Iilgli In-

sulation. Its merits proved by a record of over quarter
of a oentnary. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

CELEBRATED KERITE TAPE FOR INSULATING JOINTS.

Electric Light and Power,
Telegrapli and Telephone^
Railway and all other
Branches of Signaling,

ALL SIZES
Lead Encased Wires.

Aerial Use,
Subterranean Use,
Submarine Use.

Concealed Wiring In all Locations.

GEORGE B. PRESGOTT, Jr., Gen. Agt., 16 Dey St., New York.

"Western Electric Co., Chicago, III., Sole Agents for the West.

ALEXANDER, BARNEY ^ CHAPIN,
20 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

THE MOST
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IN THE MARKET

A.B^G.
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Price, with Rod Zinc. $1.1 5 per Cell, with Corrugated Zinc, $1.35 per Cell. 1 11 tS Li Ui UllUljJJli A VL VVl

5 AND 7 DEY STREET, NEW YORK.

Manulictureri, Importert and Dialer, In

Electrical Supplies
OF ALL DESCRIPTION.

Telegraph, Telephone, Electric l-ight and

Power Appliances, Construction

Tools and Line Material.

Complete C^l of Champion
Batlery.

Carbon Renervolr and Cover
of Chauiplou Ruttery.

CorruKated Zinc of Champion
Buttery.

standard
Electrical Measurement

apparatus.
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NOTE THE Contrast!!
INCANDESCENT LIGHTS

In Central Stations July 1st, 1890.

THOMSOMODSTON SYSTEM.

4,150

12,800

VERMONT,

TENNESSEE,

Anpepte of All OtliGr SystGis

2,200

1,485

1,500 SOUTH CAROLINA, NONE.

18.450
P

TOTAL
P

3,685

piyt T|MF\ ^s many of the Thomson-Houston System as of

ALL OTHERS COMBINED
The figures referring to "total of all

yBtemfl," taken from table published in

August number of "Electrical Industries,"

for year 1890, are of undisputed accuracy.

Total of aU

systems.

Thomson-Houston System.

Number.
Percentage to total of all

systems.

Vermont, - _ _ _

Tennessee, - - - -

South Carolina,

6,350
14,285
1,500

4,150
1 2,800
1,500

65,^o per cent.

89^ percent.
1 00 per cent.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
620 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass.

Wall and Uoyd Streets, Atlanta, Chi.

116 Broadway, New York City.

16 nmt Street, Ban Francisco, Cal.

831 Kew York Ufe Building. EansM City. Mo.

148 Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 111.

406 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.
216 West Fourth Street, Cincinnati, O.

1110 Noble Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
1333 F Street, Washington, B. C.

116 North 3d Street. St Louis. Mo.
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Electrician Pub. Co xii, xix

Electrical Construction Co., The. xv
Electrical Eogineering Co xv
Electrical Supply Co., The...xxiv
Elektron Mfg. Co xii

Empire City Electric Co xv
Empire China Works xiv

Engineering Equipment Co i

Evans Erictlon Cone Co xix

For Sale xv
Fort Wayne Electric Co xxvi
Freeman, Coleman & Co xvi
Globe Carbon Co xvii

Greeley & Co., The E. S i

Hawkeye Electric Mfg. Co
Hay-Horn Mfg. Co .

Hazelton Tripod Boiler Co xv
Heisler Electric Light Co. ......

Hill Clutch Works xix
Holmes, C. H xv
Holmes, Booth & Haydena iv

Holtzer- Cabot Electiic Co 1

Hood, Wm xii

Hunt Machine Co.,Rodney xix
India Rubber & Gutta Percha

insulating Co iv

Interior Conduit &Insulation Co. .xiv

International Okonlte Co i

Ireson, Chas. L
Kartavert Mfg. Co xvi
Knapp Electrical Works xxi
Leffel &Co.. Jas xv
McLaughlin, Jamea xvi
Mason, James H .^...., xv
Mason, J. W xv
Milliken Bros Iv

MinneapoUs Street Railway Co.
Monitor Electric Co xii

Munsell AC"*-, Eugene xv
National Carbon Co Iv

National Electric Mfg. Co xi

N.Y.Bpltinc & Packing Co. . . . xiv
New York Insulated Wire Co. .xvlli

New York & Ohio Co
Northwestern Electrical Spec-

ialty Co
Ostrander & Co., W. R xvi
Paiste. H. T xiv

Page Belting Co xvi

Partrlck & Carter Co xii

•Payne & Co., Geo. W xvi

Pearson &, Co., W. B sil

Phoenix Glass Co xix

Pond Engineering Co xx
Powell Co.. Wm
Queen & Co xv
Roebllngs' Sons Co., Jno. A x
Rose Polytechnic Institute xvi
Sawyer-Man Electric Co xlil

Schieren& Co. Chas. A xiv

Schoonmaker, A. xv
Schuyler Electric Co xvi
Short Electric Railway Co.xiv, xxlil

Shultz Belting Co
Sioux City Engine Works xx
Southern Electrical Supply Co.. xx

Standard Underground Cable Co— I

Stanley* Hall xiv

Standard Paint Co xiv

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co vi

Star Iron Tower Co
Stearns Mfg. Co xx
Stephenson Co., Jno xvill

Sterling, W. C xix

StUwell &BierceMfg. Co.. xvi, xvil

Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co ... . xvii

Taussig, S
Temple, J. C xvii

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Lighting Department ii

Thomeon-Houaton Electric Co.,

Railway Department xxil

Triumph Comp'd Engine Co xx
Turner Brass Works. xv
Union Hardware Co xiv

United States Electric Lighting
Co xiil

VanNuis C. S I

Vulcanized Fibre Co xvii

Wanted xv
Western Electric Co x
Westinghouse Electric and Mfg.
Co —

-

Westinghouse Machine Co xx
Weston Electrical Instrument
Co xiv

Woodbrldge & Turner Engineer-
ing Co xvii

Worth Ington, H^nry R xiv

CLASSIFIED LIST.

Ancnmal ators.
Accumulator Co., Tlie.
Brush Electric Co.

Alaminiiiii.
CowleB Electric Smelting & ReOn-
Ing Co.

Cleveland Alnmlnnm Co.
Freeman, Coleman & Co.

Annniiciators.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Construction Co., The.
Empire Cltv Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., The B. S.

Holtzer-Cabot Electric 00.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Ostrander & Co. W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Stanley & Hall.
Western Electric Co.

Antl-Friction Metal.
Turner Braae Works-

Arc IJamps.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Eaaton Electric Co.
Electric Conetrnctlon & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Hawkeye Electric Mfg, Co.
McLaughlin, Jae. --,-
Schuyler Electric Co.
ThomBon-Hooston Electric Co.
Weetinghonee Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Batteries.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.,The.
Maeon, Jas. H.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Southern Electrical Supply Co.
Stanley 4 Hall.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Stanley & Hall.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Electric.
Central Electric Co.
Empire City Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Northwestern Elect. Specialty Co.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Southern Electrical Supply Co.
StanJey &Hall.
Western Electric Co.

Bells* Maencto.
Central Electric Co.
Empire City Electric Co.
G-eeley & Co., The B. S.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Stajaey&Hall.
Western Electric Co.

Beltlns.
Evans Friction Cone Co.
Ireooo, Chan. L.
N. Y. Beltlne & Packing Co.
PageBeltinp Co.
Schieren & Co., Chas, A.
ShulU Beltlni^ Co.

BoUern.
Abendroth & RootMfg. Co.
Hazelton Tripod ISoIler Co.
Pond Englneerlot; Co.

Books, Rlectrlcal.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Braider Spoolers.
Payne A Co., Geo. W.

Brotjt^ Goods.
Blat/., L.
Turner Brass Works.

jAnrelar AlarmH.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Empire City Electric Co.
Greeley& Co..The E. S.

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moniior Electric Co.
Ostrander* Co., W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Southern Electrical Supply Co.

Cables.
(See Wire Insulated.)

Cable, Electric. (See Wire Insu-
lated), Copper, fe^tieet and Bar.
Roebling's sons Co., John A,
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Western Electric Co.

Carbons, Points and Plates.
Brush Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Empire City Electric Co.
Globe Carbon Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National Carbon Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cars, Electric Railway.
Minneapolis St. Ry. Co.
Stephenson Co., John.

Castlncs, Brass.
Blatz, L.
Turner Braes Works.

Clntclies, Friction.
HUl Clutch Works.

Construction and Repairs.
Chicago tClectric Mfg. Co.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Electric Construction & Supply Co.
Electrical Couetruction Co., The.
Electrical Engineering Co

.

Knapp Electrical Works.
McLaughlin, Jas.
Temple, J. C.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, Kleetric liisitt,
Bneine Plants and Electric
Batlivays.
Brash Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Eaeton Electric Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Engineering Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Engineering Equipment Co.
McLanghlln, <las.

PearsMi & Co., W. B.
Pond Engineering Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Temple, J. C.
Thomeon-HonBton Electric Co.
United States Electric Lighting Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Woodbrldge & Turner Eng. Co.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Woras.
Central Electric Co.
Clilcago Insulated Wire Co.
Edison yeneral Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., Jno. A.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, C. H.

^

Monitor Electric Co.
Southern Electrical Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cnt-onts and ^Tvitches.
Alexander, Barney & Chapln.
Automatic Switch Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Empire City Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. 3.

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Paiste, H.T.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Southern Electrical Supply Co.
Union Hardware Co.
VanNuis.C. S.

Western Electric Co.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
Bain Electric iUe. Co.
C. &C. Electric Motor Co.
Coibnrn&Co.,I. W.
Eaeton Electric Co.
Electrical Engineering Co.
Fort Wayne Kiectric Co.
Hawkeye Electric ManufacturlngCo.
Heisler Electric Light Co.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomson-Hooeton Electric Co,
United States Electric Lighting Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weatlnghouee Electric* Mfg. Co. -

Electrical Instrnments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E.S.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Inetrnment Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Northwestern Elect. Specialty Co.
Turner Braea Works.

Electric KailYvars.
Edison General Electric Co.
Short Klertric Kallwsr Co.
Thomeon-HouBton Electric Co.
WestlDghouee Electric & Mfg. Co.
Woodbridfie & Turner Eng. Co.

Electroliers and Combina-
tion Fixtnres.
Bftgcot, E.
Electrical -Supply Co.. The.
Sawyer-Man Klectric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

Blectro-riatinE Machines.
Brush Electric Co.
Colburn &Co.,I. W.
Edison General Electric Co.
ThomeoD-llouston Electric Co.

EncincH, Htcam.
Ball Engine Co.
EngiDeering Equipment Co.
Pearson & Co., ff.B.
Pond Encineering Co.
Sioui City Engine Works.
Steams Mfg. Co,
Triumph Compound Engine Co.
Westlogbouife Machine Co.

Encravrs.
Braun UluBtrating Co.

Fan Oaffits,
C. & 0. Electric Motor Co.
Card Sleclrlc Motor & Dynamo Co.
Electrical Supply t"o.

Stanley Efecirlc Mfg. Co.
TufEer Brass Works.

Fibre.
KariavertMfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp ElectricaJ Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Friction Cones.
Evans Friction Cone Co.

Gas Ifietitlne:, Electric.
Cleverly Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Knapp El«clncal Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

General Electrical Supplies.
Alexander, Barney & Chapln.
American Electrical Works.
Automatic Switch Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Cleverly Electrical Works.
EasLon Electric Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Construction & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Empire City Electric Co.
Ureeley &Co.,TheE. 8.
Eolme8> Booth& Haydens.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Maeon, J. W.
Monitor Electric Co.
Northwestern Electric Specialty Co.
Ostrander & Co.,W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Southern Electrical Supply Co,
Stanley & Hall.
Thomson-Honston ElectrlcCo.
Union Hardware Co.
VanNuis.C. S.

Western Electric Co.

Globes and Electrical Glass-
ware.
Baggot. E.
Phcenis Glass Co.

Hard Rubber for Electrical
Pnrpoaes.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Innnlators and Insnlatlns
91 aterials.
Alesander, Barney & Chapln.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Empire City Jilectric Co.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Munsell & Co., Eneeno.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Southern Electrical Supply Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
Uagrnet Wire.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Day'sKcrlte Insulation.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply <;o.. The.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
Interior Conduit & Inenlatlon Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber* Gutta Percha Ineu-
latlngCo.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Mason. J. W.
Monitor Electric Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Southern Electrical Supply Co.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Western Electric Co.

Journal Beartnars.
Turner Brass Works.

Lamps. Incandescent.
Alexander, Barney A Chapln.
Bcrneteln ElectrlcCo.
Brush ElectrlcCo.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Empire City Electric Co.
Greelev & Co., The B. 3.
Heisler Electric Light Co.
Hood, Wm.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monlnnr Electric Co.
>\^w York find Ohio Co.
Sawver-Mftn KlectrlcCo.
Southern ElectrlcAl Supply Co.
Sanbeam Inomdeicent L-amp Co.

I.amps.Incandescent—Contd.
Thomeon-Uouetou Electric Co.
Western ElectrlcCo.

nacrnct Wire.
tSee Insulated Wire.)

Medical BatterleH.
Partrlck i Carter Co.

.nica.
Munsell & Co.. Engine.
Schoonmakor, .\. O.

aflnlne Apparatof*, Electric.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Edl.-on General Electric Co.
Thorn son-Boa B ton Electric Co.
We8tIn;:hoaee Electric it Mfg. Co.

ISotors.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
BroBh Electric Co.
Baxter Electric Motor Co.
Card Electric MoTor & Dynamo Co,
Crocker-Wheeler EKrctric Motor Co.
C. &. C. Electric Motor Co.
Easton Electric Co.
Ediflon General Electric Co.
Electrical Eogineering Co.
Eltktrot Manafactonng Co,
Hawkeye Electric Mfg. Co.
Thomeoc-Houeton Electric Co.
U. 8. Electric Llchting Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Name Plates.
Blatz, L.
F/eeman, Coleman & Co,
Turner Brass Works.

Ofllce Fnmitnre.
Andrews & Co., A. H.

Oils.
TauBBlg, S.

Oil Cnps and Brass Goods.
Powell Co., Wm.

Packlns-
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Coolidge Fuel & Supply Co.
Electrical Supplj Co., The.
Holmes, C. H.
Standard Electrical Worfcs.
Southern Electrical Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Poles,
Brownlee & Co.
Central Electric Co.
Coolidge Fuel & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Engineering Equipment Co,
Holmes, C.H.
Milliken Bros,
Sterling, W. C
Star Iron Tower Co.

Pnblishers, Rlectrlcal.
Electrician Publlsliine Co.

Pnsli Buttons.
Central Electric Co,
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Eleciricat Works.
Northwestern Elect. Specialty Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bail-n-ays. Klectric.
tSee electric railways.)

Separators. Hteam.
Pond Engineering Co,

SpeaUins Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
BLnapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pumps,
Worthington, Henry R.

Street By. Equipment.
Minneapolis Street Ry. Co.

Supplies, Electric Kail^vay.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electric Railway Specialty Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co,
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
India RuDher & Gnna Percha In-
BulatingCo.

International Okonlte Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Western Electric Co.

Teleexaph ^pparatns.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Empire City Electric Co.
Greeley ^ Co., The S. S.

Knapp Electrical Worfcs.
Monitor Klectric Co.
Partrick .Vi^^srter Co.
Western ElectrlcCo.

Telephones. Klectric.
Western Klectric Co.

TclopUonep. Xon-Klectrlc
Bosiwick A Burgess Mfg. Co.

Test Instruments.
BjilD Electric Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supplv Co^The.
Greeley A Co., the E. S.

Knapp Electrlcil Works.
Queen A Co.
Western Electric Co.
\Yeston Electrical Inetruraent Co.

TransrornierH.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

Trucks, Klectric Car.
Edison General Klecirlc Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Stephenson Co., Jno.

'

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & M(^. Ca

Torblne "Wheels.
navton Globe Iron Works Co.
Hunt Machine Co., Rodney,
Leffel A Co., James.
SUlwell A Blerce Mfg. Co.

Wire, Bare.
American Kl«:tric»l Worts.
Ceotral Electric Co.
Electrical Supplv Co.. The.
Holmes, Booth * Haydens.
Knapp Electrical Works.
FarWck & Carter Co.
Boebttof^ Sons Co.. Jno. A-
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TTHrE iVATi:01^L4.t, C^KB OlV CO
CleTT-els-nca., Olaio.

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS aitd BATTERY MATERIAL.

Electric Specialties.
WB MAKB

Electric Supplies Under Contract.

Thit the Western Electrician enjoys the distinction

of having been selected by one of the shrewdest
of advertisers as the medium for carrying the
largest advertisement ever placed In an electrical

journal. This tells Its own story, and points
its own moral.

THE MILLIKEN PATENT POLE

56 LIBERTY STREET,

NEW YORK.

For Electric Street Railways anJ Electric LigM Work

MANUFACTDEED BY

MILLIKEN BROS.

59 DE4RB0RN STREET,

CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.-

fop Light Stations a Specialty.
-Iron Work

WRITE FOR CIRCUIiAR AJUD CATAL,OGIIE.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.

Underivriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton
jEiijtf^^ and Worsted Cordsfor Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. tS&llJ'lA

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire. ' ^

PATENT "K.K." LINE WIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

.^.g-ents for tKe -^7v^.A.SIiI2>Ta-T01T C-A-I^BOIT CO., CarTooias for -A.rc HLiigii.tiiig'.

THOS. L. SCOVILL, New York Agent, _ - - - 25 Park Place, NEW YORK.

THE INDIA RUBBER & BUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.,
MAXWFACTUREKS OF

VULCANIZED INDIA-RUBBER

Cables, to any Specification

up to 8.000 Megohms per

mile.

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES.

CONCENTRIC CABLES, any

millage. FLEXIBLE CORDS.

SILK. HEMP. COTTON. DY-

NAMO WIRES and CABLES,

very pliable. Every variety

ol INCANDESCENT CORES.

^^^^^-^Wi THREE and TWO - WIRE

CABLES, to any specifica-

tion up to 8,000 Me-

gohms per knot.

CABLES of High Insulation

and Long Lite, all milage.

If you are not acquainted with the merits of Habirshaw Insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABIRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 3 1 5 Madison Ave, Cor. 42(1 St, New York.

FACTORY: Glenwood, YonkersS;, Iff. Y.

WESTERN AGENTS, The Electrical Supply Co., 171 Randolph Street, Chicago, Illinois.
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C. & C. FAN OUTFITS.
THE

OLDEST
AND

BEST.

The season of 1891 marks the fifth year

since the introduction of the 0. & C. Fan

Outfits.

11<» VoK I- nil Ontllt Jioiit View. 110 Tolt Fan Ontnt. Back View.

Thousands in Operation in Every State and Territory in the Land.

With each season some improve-

ment either Electrical or Mechanical

has been made, until the Machine

as placed this year on the market,

is absolutely -without deftict.

Wound for any direct current

Circuit.

Finished in dipped brass, pol-

ished or nickeled.

.•SUO Volt Fan Ontnt.

For Electric Railway and Power Circuits we are this year ready to supply a Fan
Outfit designed especially for high Potential Circuits.

OFFICES:
BOSTON, 63 Oliver Street.

CHICAGO, Phenlx Building.

DENVER, 1316 Eighteenth Street.

CINCINNATI, Cincinnati Electric Light

Company.

ST. LOiriS, 411 N. 11th Street.

SAN FRANCISCO, 35 Market Street.

WASHINGTON, 609 Twelfth Street.

1-4 ]l. 1*. iflotor for oiicratiii:;: frltiiiu: rniiN CoiiNtniit CiirriMit Fnii Oatflt.

C. & G. ELECTRIC MOTOR COMPANY,
-i02 a,ixd- 4=0-5= a-a:ee3:xTx;^icl3- Street, ^TETTv^ ITO^^^Z.
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Stanley Electric Mfg. Co

TRANSFORMERS. A. C. FAN MOTORS.

Compare these weights
with weights of other trans-

formers:

5 light, 48 lbs.

10 light, 66 lbs.

20 light, 85 lbs.

30 light, 101 lbs.

40 light, 130 lbs.

100 light, 300 lbs.

SMALL,
NOISELESS,

RELIABLE.

Less than 1^ Amperes
required to drive it.

Price, $20.00.

PITTSFIELD, MAS

"WARD" ABC LAMPS
FOR CONSTANT POTENTML CIRCUITS,

I

THOUSANDS IIM USE
On both Isolated and Central Station Plants.

We Guarantee our Lamps Electrically and Mechanically.

In corresponding please give full particulars and state voltage.

Electric Construction and Supply Co.,

Phenix Building,

CHICAGO, ILLi Established 1881,

18 Cortlandt Street,

NEW YORK CITY.
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Our St. Louis Branch:

Southern Electrical Supply Co.,

slON/^

TRADE MARK.

823 Locust St.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

HEADQUARTERS
FOR ALL KINDS OF

Our Kansas City Branch:

Gate City Electric Company,

vlon/;:

"s/j;" r-v.SK.

522 Delaware St.,

KANSAS CITY, MO.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Besides being General Western Agents for

OKON^ITB
^IsTID

Improved Candee Weather-proof Wires.

Bryant Switches.

Bryant Sockets.

Packard High Grade Incandescent Lamps.

Commercial Fire-proof Lamp Cord.

WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF

Railway Supplies,

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Electrical House Goods,

Etc., Etc., Etc.

Our Omaha Branch:

Western Electrical Supply Co.,

slON/>

TRADE MARK.

418 S. 15th St.,

OMAHA, NEB.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC
COMPANY,

1 16 & 118 Franklin Street,

CHICAGO.

Connected by Private Wire with Postal Telegr.iph-Cable

Company's System.

Our Denver Branch:

Electric Power Transmission Co.,

4.0 N/;.

TEADE r:.\Ric

1722 Lawrence St.,

DENVER, COLO.
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Edison General Electric Co.

Edison Building, Broad St., New Vorli Cit;.

NB^TST

ELECTRIC MOTORS

MINIMUM OF ATTENTION AND REPAIR,

Highest Efficiency,

Slow Speed,

No Sparking.

H. p. LIST PRICES.

PRICES TO DSERS,

46 PERCENT. OFF LIST.

1-12

1-6

1-3

1-2

$ 40
60
100
125

$22.00
33.00
55.00

78.75

Independent Colls,

Improved Lnbrlcatlon,

ffleclianically Perfect.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR TO NEAREST DISTRICT OFFICE.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

Canadian nixtrict, KdiHon Bldg., Toronto, Can.

CcntrnI Oistrirt, ICinlto Kiiiltliiii;, <.'lii<-n(;<>, III.

E«Httm I»i«<»rift, KiliHon Itnildiiij;, Itroiid St., N«'W York.

Mew England UiMtrict, 26 Otix street. Boxton, StanH.

PacilicConMtI>iHt.,KdiHon Itldi;., I lli ItiiHli S(., Man l'Van<riH<-o,Cal.

I'noillc IVortliwPHt IliHtrirt, l-'iciHrliner Itidt;., I'orMand, Ore.

Kocky nouniain l>iHtri<-t, MaHonlc ItHildin^;, l>onvcr, Colo.

Honthcrn Ointrict, lO Dvcalnr Mtrcct, Atlanta, <j)u.
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ALEXANDER, BARNEY &CHAPIN
TELEPHONE BUILDING, 20 Cortlandt St., NEW YORK.

VOLTMETERS. A.B.C. AMMETERS.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
ARC AND
INCANDESCENT

I I LAMPS.

Dynamo Regulators and Rheostats
Of all descriptions in slock and manulaclured to order for any special work.

MOTOR SWITCHES,
Both Hand and Automatic, of Superior Design

and Construction.
Entire attention devoted to the manufacture and wiring of Rheostats

.

AUTOMATIC SWITCH COMPANY,
SOLE MANOPAOTURERS OP THE

Whittingham Automatic Switch,
No. 8 Keyset Building,

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST.

ELECTRIC
RAILWAY

For All Systems. SUPPLIES
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

ELECTRIC MERCHANDISE CO.,
11 ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO.

"W. K. MASON, General Manager.

Submarine.

Telegrapi,

Dnderground,

•-yf**)!^

t'»-'--

Telephone,

Interior,

Electric Light.

Sfhencctatly Works, Kdison Geiienil KU-di-ic foiiipimy.

Manufactured under Authority of SIEMENS & HALSKE,
BY

The Edison General Electric Company,
Estimates Furnished on Application.

AT THEIR SCHENECTAI>V WORKS.

Address, Wire Department, Edison General Electric Company,
EDISON KITII>01N«}, BROAD STREET, NEW Y<»RK, or Nearettt District Office.

I>ISmi.IOT ODPiE'IOIEIS:
CanaiUon IllHlrict: RcIIhoii Bulldlnc;. Toronto, i^an.
<'entral l>iHtriri : 17:t-17a A«lninH htr , 4'iiirnKO.
KnNtern MiMtrl<'t: K<11noii Biilldlngr, Kronil Ml-. IVen' Vork.
Alew JCufflaud UlHtrict: ^5 Otis t^t., BoHtOD, BlasH,

rnrillr <'onHt Itistrict : FiliNon Knlldins-. 1 \t llnRli St . I*an Frnnotsro. Cal.
l^ncillr Xciilhwcwl IH^ti-ict : I-U'IncIhic v Hntld*nir. I'orllnnrt. Ore.
Knrky lloiiiitaiii IHsirioi: llanonic Knlldlns. Urnvor. Colo-
b^oatheru l>letrlct: 10 Vecatnr »t-, Atlanln, iiia.
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THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.,
33 ^v^ercer Street, XTe-v^ "STorl^,

POSSESS SUTERIOR ADVANTAGES IN THE MANUFACTURE OK

y%.RD FtXTBBEZR GOODS
Dspeeiftlly in articles *tdaptetl to electfical intJttsti'ies, htivitiff obtainetl the Hole riffltt to numu^Hcture

HAni> liUBUER punier the valuable ratents yrante<l to IVIljI^IAJfl KIEL,.

ALL OPERATIONS OF SAWING, CUTTING, TURNING ANI> TOLISHING OUR NEW STANDARDS OF

SI I p rr^r R (^ r\ A W r^ T* l l R I M f^ *"^° ^^ lierformed with a larae redaction in the wear and tear of toolp, and coneiderat)le eavine of labor. Car new standards are
r~l £1 J-. I 9 11 kJ lJ jr\ IN lJ i U D 1 IN \JI of a richer black thrcmghout, not subject to change in color, are tougher and more ilexible. do not become brittle with age, and

have been tested and approved by the leading electrical companies of the United States. In addition to these advantages, we alBO offer advantages in prices.

KIEL'S PATENT HARD RUBBER CELLS FOR STORAGE AND PRIMARY BATTERIES
Still remain the most satisfactory and cheapest in the market, imcqualed for strength, durability, insulation and resistance to acids.

H8RD RUBBER GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION MJNUFACTUHED. ''•'';:':,'i°^7;H;,d1:u!H;ls:''''sSS"rS'rpB^

For Sale by THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO.

To Electric Railway Companies:
We shall be pleased to make you quotations on Washburn &

Moen's hard drawn copper trolley wire, and our own make of

Weatherproof insulation feeder wires. Our Weatherproof wire

is superior to any other wire of like character in the market.

CHICAGO.
NEW YORK.WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,

^ fW:J W^'l ll^f

CABLES OF ALL KINDS
UNDERGROUND CONDUCTORS.

LEAD COVERED TELEPHONE CABLES.
WEATHERPROOF AND UNDERWRITERS' LINE WIRE.

COPPER AND BRONZE TROLLEY WIRE.
MAGNET WIRE.

MANUFACTURED BY-

JOHN A. ROEBLING'S SONS CO.,

"Warehonse, 171 and 173 Lake St., Chicago, 111.
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COMPLETE

CENTRAL STATION EQUIPMENTS
FOR

LIGHT OR POWER
DIBTBIBUTION.

OUR APPARATUS IS OF THE

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
MECHANICALLY AND ELECTRICALLY.

WK UCAKAKTEK ITS OPKKATIOS AND

PROTECT OUR CUSTOMERS.

COMPLETE

DIRECT CURRENT SYSTEM
FOR

LiG-STiisra-.

NATrONAL ELECTRIC MFC. CO., Eau Claire, Wis.
C3^:ei^. :b. S^X.^w , Oezx'l AfAxxasox*..

NEW YORK. N. Y., National Electric Mfg. & Const. Co.. Elect. Fxchg. BIdg.

BUFFALO, N. Y., Little. McDonald & Co.. 141 East Seneca si.

CINCINNATI, O., W. N.Gray. 12 Chamber of Commerce.

WASHINGTON, D. C, • • . l. n. Cox, 16 Fiith si., s. e.

PHIkAPVbPNIA, PA., C. M. Blanchard, Girard Building.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.,

j^-a-"E'isrTS:
KANSAS CITY, MO.,
ST. PAUL, MINN.,
DETROIT, MICH.,
DENVER, COLO.,
WINNIPEG, MAN.,

National Electric Dtveiopmtnt Co.

Tliomas Wolfe. 515 Main St.

The Electrical Engineering & Supply Co.

- Commercial Electric Co.

The Mountain Electric Co.

Simpson-Davit Electrical Construction Co>
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BAIN ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
FOREE BAIN, President and Engineer,

47 and 49 S. Jefferson Street, CHICAGO.

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS
1-12 to 500 Horse Power.

Highest Class in Efficiency. Meclianical Design, and General Utility.

Experts in applying Electricity to New Uses.

SEND FOR OATAIiO«!I7E.

Electrical

Supplies
OF ALL KINDS

Honse Goods

-%

* >V^ .^•5' "^^ \

A SPECIALTY. ^^^^^^V^-^^^ ^̂ O.''y^.tt
c'>'

^^

#'
.^^^-

v^
A«:

^ Send us

Your

Business Card

'' and Trade Discount Sheet.

;^^o^0^ ,i^^y^ and get our Catalogue

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

WONDERFUL!
.#^^% WHAT?

^#^
^0^ TliG New \m\knt

'^^
"THE JEWEL"

; ANY VOLTAGE. FOR ANY SOCKET.

For parllculars apply to

^^V.^^# Wm. Hood,
OENKRAL AOENT,

239 LaSalle St., - CHICAGO.

STEAM PLANTS
ISrSTAIiliBD BY

TTIT. B. PEARSON i£ CO.,
UECHANICAI. EMeiKEEBH AIDU CONTRACTORS.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS
Send for Complete Catalogue.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO,,

6 Lakeside Building CHICAGO, ILL.

MONITOR
WOOD • BOX

ARE THE BEST.
ii Polished Case, Nickel Plated

Trimmings, Heavy Magnets,

\ \ Quick Stroke, Clear Ring^

; lij
Write for quotations to *

\\ C. A. HARNIOUNT, M'gr,

0-^ MONITOR ELECTRIC COMPANY
"^^^^^ 149 Wabash Av.j CHICAGO, ILI..

Western Agents Alfred F. Moore s Wires and Cables.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO,
79 and 81 Washington Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

-MANIJFACTlIRKllS OF-

Perret Electric MotorsiDynamos
liAMINATED FIELD MAGNETS, HIGH EFFICIENCY,

LOW SPEED, FULL POWER.
Motors of any size for any purpose. Faclories miuipped throuiihout with Mlectric Powen

Isolated I'lants for Incandescent Klectrlc MAyhting.

Ptnst 86 n. ?. Wilii.-, Si-sed U/j, Wei«liU,8IXl Ibt

CHICAGO. ItL., The Electrical Engineering Co., 320 Dearborn SI. W4SHINGT0N, D. C, J. U. Burkcll & Co., 1409 N. Y. A»o.

PHILADELPHIA, PA., Ponni/lyania Machine Co.. 29 N. 7th SI. ST. PAUL. MINN., F. J. Rcnz, 95 E. Fourth St.

NEW ORLEANS, U., George Baquio, 140 Gravier SI.
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THE United States Electric Lighting Co.,
(THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Lessees.^

m AND INMNDESCENT ISOLATED ELECTRIC UCHT PLANTS.

I

Store than 1000 Plants in operation in Factories, Hotels,

OfiBce BviildingB, Theaters, Etc.

MOTORS -GENERATORS
Direct Current GENERATORS and MOTORS for all purposes,

1-8 H. P. up to any power required, and at any-

required E. M. F.

Superior in Design and Woriiniansliip, and Dneqnaled in Efficiency.

Send for New U. S. Catalogues on Incandescent Lighting and Motors. -

GENERAL OFFICES: EQUITABLE BUILDING, - - 120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
J

CUT-OUTS,
Single Light, Main and Branch,

OF SUPERIUR PORCELAIN,
With all Connections Under Cover.

s
AW
Y
E
R

M
A
N

LAMPS-ANY
c p

VOLTAGE
BASE.

HIGH QUALITY LAMPS FOR EDISON CIRCUITS.

ITITRITC FOR PRICES.

See Catalogue of Aug. 1 , 1890.

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC CO «P
620 Atlantic Avenue,

BOSTON, MASS*
5 10-534 W. 23d Street,

NEW YORK.
217 LaSalle Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL.

If you are in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

BROWNLEE & CO, '^ns;:-
WRITE us FOR PRICES ON

SPEAKINGTUBES
J^I^JD STJIPFIjIES.

FORTY CENTS
FOR OUR DUST-PROOF BELL.

32 ASP 34 Frankfort Street, - - - NEW YORK CITY.

DHioi umm [0,

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

PATE NT RuiiH more j^lack than
Imperforated Belts, hence

;
adapted to uneven power
of Electric Railways and

L EAT H E R B E LT I N G **'^ Electric Power in Gen-
eral.

CHAS. A. SOHIEBEN Sc CO.,
PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTUBBR8,

Al&o New York, Hoston,

;

riiiladelphia.
!

46 SOUTH CANAL ST., CHICAGO. ILL.

REMEMBER
That ihe Western Electrician enjoys the dietloctlon of having been
aelected by one of the ehrewUeet of advertleera ae tbe medmm
for carrying the larLjeet advertifement ever placed In an electrical
joaroal. This tella ite ownetory, and pointe ite own mornl

THE WESTON STANDARD

Voltmeters and Ammeters.
These instruments are the most

accurate, reliable and sensitive port-

able instruments ever offered. A
large variety of ranges to meet the

requirements of all kinds of work.

Send for Illnstrateil Catalope.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,
114 & 116 William street, Newark, N, J.

BOSTON.
PHILADELPHIA Chicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.

ST. LOUIS.
ST. PAUL.

THE NEW CATALOGUE
-03B* T3

Copies mailed upon application to

UNDERGROUND CONDUIT SYSTEM
tTk Interior Conduit & Insulation Company

INTERIOR CONDUIT i£ INSUImATION COnflPANlT.
KUWABO H. JOHNSON, President.

W0BK8. .537 to S31 w. a4th St. and 536 to sss w. 35tb St. GENERAL OFFICES, 42 & 44 BROAD ST., NEW YORK.
H. 31. U.^DEBWOUD, Gen. Weatem Agent, Bookery Bnildins. Chlcaeo. B FBAKK JOHIVSOIV, Uen. Agt. for Pa., Provident Blde.PIilladelpIilB, Pa.

THOS. I>AY & to.. tJen. Agents for California, San Franelaeo, Cal.

THE SHORT GEARLESS MOTOR.
THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.,

H. T. PAISTX:,
Palste Electrical Specialties.

341 THE ROOKERY,
CHICtGO, ILL.

Eastern Office and Fictory:

1201 MARKET ST..

PHIUOELPHIA. PA

ri
PAI8TE
SWITCH
SOCKETS.

3Pno©, -iO Oonts.
Porcelain Insulation used.

Made to fit all Standard Lamps.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
III Id l.lfi Ure»n St., Crwn Toinl, Btoollya, E. D., ^. T.

HARD PORCELAIN ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
— INCI-UDINO —

Switch Bases, Cut-Out Boxes, Cleats, Circuit Breakers, Bushings,
Knobs and other Insulators.

The lio<ly <»f onr t^oodB Ih made non-ccnductlve. *)tir ware la the most dense
anrl in conp>'i|ii<'iitlv Die moat non-iibsorbent thai can be produced, being the
THUK IIARII rOIKM-ILAIN,

Armature Varnish,
Insulating Compounds,
Insulating Tapes,
Insulating Papers.

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,
HOI>K .MA.VI rA(;TI'KKBH,

2 Libertv Street, NEW YORK^

P:B
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Electric Power Transmission Plant at

Aspen, Colo.
An excellent idea of the rapid strides that are being

made in the application of electricity to mining may be

had by examining the electric power transmission plant at

Aspen, Colo. This is beyond doubt one of the most in-

teresting electric transmission plants in the United

States.

Aspen had been lighted by electricity for four years, the

power having been obtained from several small water

powers, when, owing to the limited quantity of water flow-

ing in the mountain streams of this region in winter, it be-

came necessary either to put in a steam plant or to use

water under a much greater head. The latter course was

deemed advisable, and the construction of a plant

providing for the use of water undera head of 900 feet was

begun about three years ago.

A dam was built on Hunter Creek, about three miles

from town. At this point a twelve foot dam creates a

500 volt 80 ampere Edison dynamo, and one 500 volt 160

ampere Edison dynamo. An excellent view of the dynamo

room is presented in Fig. i.

The arc lights are used for lighting the streets and stores;

the incandescent lights for stores, residencesand mines; the

500 volt dynamo furnishing power to mines.

The power dynamos supply current for driving motors,

generally used for ventilation and hoisting in mine inclines.

There are now in use one 10 horse power electric hoist

in the Regent mine, one 10 horse power electric hoist in

the Aspen mine, one 25 horse power electric hoist in the

Aspen mine, one 20 horse power motor running Taylor &
Brunton's sampling works and one three horse power motor

operating a blower in the Regent mine.

For hoisting purposes motors of the street car type are

used, so that the speed is under control of the operator.

The motors are connected to ordinary mine hoists by spur

gearing and paper friction wheels. These electric hoists

are all underground, at points where it would be both dif-

and sinking purposes, will be shortly introduced into some

of the tunnels and shafts.

As already stated, the water power is utilized by means

of Peiton wheels. In Fig. 3 is clearly shown the principle

of this wheel. The water arriving under high pressure is

thrown out of a nozzle against buckets of peculiar shape,

Fig. 4, fastened to the outer rim of the wheel. The
function of a water wheel, operated by a jet of water escap-

ing from a nozzle, is to convert the energy of the jet, due to

its velocity, into useful work. In order to utilize this en-

ergy fully the wheel bucket, after catching the jet, must

bring it to rest before discharging it, without inducing tur-

bulence or agitation of the particles.

This feature is succ?ssfu'.ly obtained in the Peiton bucket.

Fig 5 shows the jet of water entering and leaving the

bucket, under conditions theoretically and practically cor-

rect, and. it is claimed, giving a high commercial efficiency

to the wheel.

In the plant of the Roaring Fork Electric T '^' ' ' '^' ver

I. ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION PLANT AT ASPEN, COLO.

reservoir covering several acres of ground. It has been

necessary, during a few of the coldest winter nights, to

draw upon the supply of water, but the reservoir always

refilled during the following day.

From the dam the water is carried about two miles in a

wooden Hume, buried in the ground, to the head of the

pipeline, which is4,5oo feet lorg and has a fall of S76

feet, giving a pressure of 3S0 pounds per square inch at

the water wheels. Lap welded pipe, fourteen inches in di-

ameter and about one-quarter inch in thickness, is used.

This pipe line terminates at the power house, which is

shown in Fig. 2.

Here there are eight Peiton water wheels, each two feet

in diameter, and each capable of developing 150 horse

power. The water wheels run at the rate of 1,100 revolutions

per minute and each wheel is belted directly to one or more

dynamos. This power has now been in use about three

years, and has proved absolutely reliable. The wheels at

present operate three 60 light Brush arc dynamos; two 450

light Brush incandescent dynamos, no volt direct current;

three 750 light Westinghouse 1,000 volt alternators; one

ficult and expensive to obtain power in any other way.

The distance of the motors from the dynamo is, in most

cases, about two miles. Some of the hoists have been

running more than three years, and all have proved satisfac-

tory and reliable. The e.\pense for motor repairs has been

very small. There are also motors in use for running rock

crushers, etc. The motors range in size from three to

seventy five horse power.

The mining engineers in Aspen are wide awake to the

great advantages of tlectric mining machinery. Tte
Roaring Fork Electric Light & Power company and

the Aspen Mining &: Smelting company have lately

contracted with F. B. Badl, manager western power

and mining department, Thomson-Houston Electric

company, for complete electric percussion drill oulfits

made by the Thomson Van Depoelc Electric Mining

company. As the distances in these cases are very

great, the \'an Depoele direct current motor Iransform-

ers will be used to transform a direct current of

high potential into a pulsating current of 220 volts.

Electric tramways and electric pumps, both for station

company the power developed is made to conform to the

requirements of the plant by the use of reducing tips, so

that only as much water is applied as is necessary- to run

the machiner)' to which the wheels are attached.

Close regulation is afforded by means of a detlecling

nozzle and hydraulic governor attached to each wheel.

Some idea of the enormous power of these wheels, run-

ning under the conditions noted, may be obtained from the

fact that the weight of the wheels alone is but ninety

pounds each. This shows a capacity of nearly two horse

power for every pound of weight of material, and, includ-

ing accessories to make the plant complete, sucii as shaft-

ing, pulleys, boxes, gate, nozzles, etc., the proportion

would be four and one-quarter pounds to ever)- horse

power developed. The relative proportion in the best type

of steam plants would be from 400 to 500 pounds of ma-

terial to every horse power developed.

As far as the reliability of this power equipment is con-

cerned it is said that the wheels have worked perfectly

without interruption from any cause since they started,

some two years ago. Considering the severe weather en-
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couQtered ac such an altitude daring the winter season,

this record may be considered quite remarkable. The

statement is also made that no interruption of any moment

has occurred in the electrical service. Electric power trans-

mission is assuming^ such dimensions that the water power

of the Roaring Fork Electric Light & Power company is

all utilized, and the company will put in two Corliss com-

pound condensing engines of 250 horse power each to sup-

ply power to customers.

A large number of mining companies at Aspen own their

FIG. 2. ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION I-LANT AT ASPEN,
COLO.

own water power and use Pelton wheels with the best

results.

The Aspen Mining .S; Smelting company has an excel-

lent installation, using two So horse power Thomson-Hous-

ton 500 volt generators to drive the electric mining ma-

chinery, and the Castle Creek Tunnel & Power company,

which, under the management of Geo. S. Newman, is just

driving a tunnel which promises to be a rival to the famous

Sutro Tunnel, has erected one of the finest water power

plants in the United Slates. This company also uses the

Pelton wheels. Water power and electricity promise to

revolutionize mining in the near future.

The Western' Electrician is indebted to C. E. Doo-

little, superintendent of the Roaring Fork Electric Light

^: Power company, through whose courtesy the photographs

and data were received.

Electrical Department, World's Fair.

Of course the subject of keeping the e.xposition open

evenings is one of prime importance to the electric light in-

terests, and it is one which is engaging considerable atten-

tion jnst now. Chief Barrett is naturally desirous that

night displays should be a feature of the fair, and he re-

cently addressed «a communication to Director- General

Davis setting forth the fact that such displays would form

a most attractive characteristic of the exposition, and asking

that a definite decision be made regarding the matter.

In conversing on this subject with a representative of the

Western Electrician General Davis said: "We cer-

tainly want to make arrangements for lighting the grounds

and buildings at the fair at night. The exposition will

be open some evenings—on fete days, for instance— if not

on ever>- evening. I have therefore instructed Prof. Bar-

ret, acting in conjuction with the Department of Construc-

tion, to prepare plans and estimates for the electric light-

ing required."

It wilt therefore be seen that, %vhile the matter has not

been definitely settled, there is no doubt that electric

lighting on a large scale, as well as unique landscape and

water effects, will be a feature of the World's Columbian

Exposition.

Xo action has yet been taken in contracting for the

...re
FIG. 3. KLKCTRIC lOWF.R TRANSMISSION PLANT AT ASIKN,

COI/J.

temporary lighting arraogcmcnts at Jaclcwn Park, This

has been due to the fact that it has been decided to

have the lightioj^of the temporary administration building

includcfl in the bids, v\t first bids were only asked for arc

lamps to be ascd about the grounds, as required, it being

thought ihat 200 would Dltimatcly be necessary. Now,
faowerer, it has been deddcd to require the successful bid-

der tofarnish the incandescent lights for the A'lm'mUu:a\on

6uilding as well. Consequently, a second set of bids has

been requested.

Engineer Keller, whose appointment was announced in

last week's paper, has taken charge of his work at the De-

partment of Electricity.

Elisha Gray, the veteran inventor, writes from High-

land, 111., to say that he desires 10,000 square feet in the

electrical building at the World's Fair to display his in-

ventions. "I desire my application to be somewhat flexi-

ble," he says, "for I hope to have one or more new things

ready to exhibit by the time the exposition opens." Mr.

Gray will exhibit hotel signals, musical and speaking

telephones, telegraphic apparatus and his latest production,

the telautograph.

Recent Developments in Electric Mining
Apparatus.^

BV J. W. KlRtCLAND.

No other section of this continent offers such exceptional

and striking facilities for the introduction of electricity as

does this great province of Quebec. Nature has been

bounteous in her distribution of water, and your hills have,

by their ruggedness, forbidden these masses of water from

pursuing a slow and unbroken course to the sea. In

traveling through your country the visitor from the United

States is impressed by the fact that there is hardly a town,

hardly a mine, hardly a factory, which is not almost within

hailing di.>tance of some river or torrent which has for ages

been expending its kinetic energy in re-arranging its chan-

FIG. 4. ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION PLANT AT ASPEN,
COLO,

nel and cutting away the rock over which it flows. These

waterfalls are destined to become the great agency for

opening your mines and driving your mills, and for trans-

porting their joint products. So much for the water facili-

ties; but we may still go farther in congratulating you

upon your possessions of cheap power. Even where water

power is not at band you are still more advantageously

situated than are your neighbors, with your great wood-

lands waiting to be cleared in order that better things may

be planted, and in the clearing supplying cheap fuel for

your boiler fires.

In connection with the development which is bound to

FIG. 5. ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION PLANT AT ASPEN,
COLO.

spring from these great natural bequests, one fact is

assured: one powerful agent, electricity, must play an im-

portant part. The strides in its application have been

tremendous in the last few years; the prophet who will not

foretell still greater advances is faint-hcarled indeed.

An electric mining equipment consists of three elements,

each to be considered separately and each forming a distinct

part of the problem to be solved. They are, the generat-

ing plant, the line, and the motor or other device forutili/.-

ing the current. The generating plant, which comes first,

from its very nature, differs but very little from electric

lighting installations, already so common, the dynamo
electric machines having, however, a rather dilTercnt form.

The measuring and productive devices consist of the usual

ground and potential indicators, the lightning arresters, the

han'l switch and the automatic cutouts, the desirable po-

sition of which and the method, connection are often pre-

scribed by underwriters' rules. The generators arc, as a

rule, wound for an electric potential of 220 volts, this seem-

ingly odd quantity having become one of the standard units

'Ksad before thf mnr.Uny, of the Ocnrr.il Mining; n%\fici:iU'in of ilin

frrrr/incc fr( gucbcc.

of electric pressure by reason of the fact that the incandes-

cent lamp is conveniently made for a pressure of no volts,

so that upon 22D volts two incandescent lamps may be run

in series, The pressure chosen is one which is perfectly

harmless to either human or animal life. It admits of very

perfect insulation in the underground chambers of mines,

which are, as a rule, impregnate! with moisture which is al-

ways seeking to form a by-path for the electric current. The

generating station requires primarily a source of power,

FIG. 3. RECENT DEVELOMENTS IN ELECTRIC MINING
APPARATUS.—VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC

PERCUSSION DRILL.

whether of water or steam, and its position with reference

to the mine is therefore determined principally by the con-

dition of obtaining power cheaply and conveniently. It

may be several miles from the mine or quarry; it may be in

the quarry; or again it may be at the bottom of the mining

shaft, as is the case in a somswhat celebrated plant in the

Comstock Lode.

The line is so simple a feature as to require no descrip-

tion. You have your poles close at hand, generally need-

ing but a few strokes of a woodman's axe to prepare them

for their work; your wire and supplies you can buy cheaply

right here in Canada.

Having brought your power to the mine, the ways in

which you can dispose of it are almost without limit; with

it you may displace your ponderous steam pump, your cost-

ly air compressor, yoursteaming, sweating, and, worse still,

short-lived mules; and last, but not least, your dangerous

miner's lamp. With it you can ventilate the most remote

corner of your workings, and the shaft which has previous-

ly been useless because mother nature has chosen it as an

artery for her watery blood becomes, by the introduction of

an electric pump, a dividend-paying propeity.

I will call your attention to the form of drill invented

by Chas. J. Van Depoeleand manufactured by the Thomson-

Van Depoele Electric Mining company. This photograph

(reproduced in Fig. i) shows the drill as it appeared in a

practical test made at the quarry of the Cape Ann
Granite company, Cape Ann, Massachusetts, a few months

ago. The rock drill which is represented in the cut has a

capacity to drill a hole two inches in diameter in the hard-

est kind of granite that we were able to obtain for the test

at the rate of something over I^ in. per minute, and this with

an expenditure of only about 2^- electrical horse power.

The coils and connections, the carriers of the power-giving

current are completely inclosed within a solid iron casing

and are simple in the extreme, a quality which should be

one of the very first to be sDught in designing alt mining

machinery, whether electrical or otherwise. A cable con-

sisting of three separate insulated conductors of small

riC, 2, RICCKNT DEVELOPMKNTS IN ELECTRIC MINING
APPARATUS —VAN DKPOELB ELECTRIC

PERCUSSION DKU.L.

cross-sections is connected to corresponding termir,;ds in

the junction box at the lop of the machine. This dia

gram, Eig. 2, which has been prepared from the patent

granted to Mr, Van n»;poele on his invention, shows

the three wires running from the dynamo /) and the three

coils or solenoids within the drill. The central coil is

traversed by a current pulsating in intensity hut constant
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in sign or direction, wlilcli serves to keep the iron core or

piston in what is electrically termed a saturated condition

—

that is to say a state of maximum magnetization at all parts

of the stroke. It is termed a polarizer, and consists of

many turns of small wire. One terminal of this coil is con-

nected to one of the revolving brushes and the other to a

stationary one which is in this case the negative. The
current, therefore, in this coil varies from zero to maximum
and back again to zero, as the brush .•/ moves from the po-

sition in line with the negative brush all round the commu-

tator and back to its original place. Let us examine the

coincident conditions in the outside coils, first stating that

these are of few turns of comparatively large wire, and so

that if a north pole is at any instant at the inside end of

the upper coil, marked number i, a similar pole finds itself

at the corrresponding extremity of the coil number 2.

The polarizing coil is energized by a current produced by

the difference of potential between the brushes -/ and b

equal to one-half of the voltage of the dynamo—or no
volts. At this instant the outside coils are neutral because

the brushes A and B are at their middle points, and the

core is now drawn towards

the middle of the drill,

lagging behind the magnet-

ism an appreciable amount.

Assuming now that one-

quarter turn of the yoke

holding the revolving

brushes has been made, the

middle coil is now getting

its maximum current due to

the total electo-motive force

of the dynamo; the outside

coils are aUo at their max-

imum, and while one is

tending to repel the similarly

magnetized core in the di-

rection of the coil, I he latter

is itself at the same time ex-

erting an attraction upon the

core. Another one quarter

turn and the current in the

outside has waned and dis-

appeared entirely, and the

current in the polarizer has

also decreased to one-half

its maximum value. An-

other one quarter turn and

the conditions are the same

as those when the brush R C

was in line with the positive

terminal, except that the

direction of current in the

two outside solenoids is at

present of opposite sign.

The core is therefore pulled

toward the other extremity

of the dri I. This action

is repeated continuously,

the magnetized core always

seeking to place its north

pole as close as possible to

the nearest pole of opposite

sign, that is, it tends to

embrace at each instant

the greatest possible num-

ber of lines of force, or

in lay terms, magnetism.

From this I hope ihat those of you who have not neglect-

ed jour electrical education will see why the core is kept

vibrating, making one stroke up and down for each complete

revolution of the revolving brushes. The length of the

stroke depends upon the rate of pulsation and upon the dis-

tance of the drill from the rock it is cutting. Fig. 2 is

another view of the drill familiar to some of you. The

motion is imparled to the revolving brushes by means of a

small intermediate shaft, belted to a sliding yoke which

revolves close to ihe commutator and carries brush-holders

at its two opsite extremities It may be well to state that

an automatic device consisting of a steep pi'chcd screw and

nut gives the drill a turn of one-eighth of a revolution at

every stroke, thus insuring a clean-cut round hole. The

same form is at present made in three sizes. These drills

are also, when required, placed upon quarry bars for mine

^nd tunnel work.

Before leaving reciprocating apparatus entirely, it will be

well to touch upon a machine similar in principle to the

drill, viz., the reciprocating pump, in which the power end

resembles in outward appearance the corresponding end of

a steam pipe, but which, instead of containing a carefully

turned cylinder with close fitting piston and steam valves

and joints, contains essentially the s.nme arrangement of

solenoids as I have described in connection with the rock

drill. The pump is light and compact and lends itself

readily to use in sinking shafts, where space is of much

importance, and where it is necessary to suspend the pump
vertically and lower it by means of chains as the work

progresses. A pump of this kind hiving a water cylinder

of 4 by S inches, built by (he Knowles Pump company,

Warren, Mass , is now in Frankfort, Hermany, at the

great electrical exhibition. The results obtained from its

tests may be of interest. I quote drcctly from the report

of the expert in charge: 'Weight completeon base, about

Soo pounds; weight of motor end, 400 pounds; strokes per

minute, 120; horse power consumed, about 2.\ or 3; gallons

raised per minute. 50; head, loo feet. The water piston

was so tight that it could not be moved by hand, so that a

good deal of power was thus absorbed. After a day or two

of continuous working this difficulty will be removed."

Passing now from electrical apparatus in which the mag-

netic attraction is exerted to produce rectilinear motion,

let us turn to those in which the electric motor in its

usual form delivers its energy by a rotary motion.

RliCENT DEVELOPMENTS IN ELECTRIC MINING AITARATUS.—VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC PERCUSSION DRILLS,

Mine traction is one of the first problems to be solved,

and happily it is one to wh'ch electricity is peculiarly well

adapted. A new design of mining locomotive of a ca-

pacity of 60 horse power is being built for the Blossburg

Coal company, operating the Bear Run mine in Pennsyl-

vania.' Another of the same size is under construction for

the Hillside Coil & Iron company, another of 40 horse

power is to go to Schofield. Utah, and a fou-^tM of 25 horse

power to the Livingstone Coal & Coke company, Living-

stone, Montana.

The mechanism is inclosed completely in an iron covering

which prevents the admission of water and protects the

moving parts from injury which mi^ht be caused by falling

rock or careless workmen.

This machine weighs, complete, .about 21,000 pounds; it

has an estimated traction of 2.000 pounds, at 10 miles per

hour, and will haul a load of S5 tons at a speed of 10 miles

per hour on a level. Its height over all is only 40 inches

and its gauge is 36 inches up. The 60 horse power motor

is carried directly upon the axle of the machine, and is re-

versible. Its speed and traction are under the immediate

control of the driver or motorncer. as he is sometime

called, who is accommodated at one end of the platform

with a rheostat handle, reversing switch, and powerful brake

within easy reach. Not a single pound of materia! is

wasted in the construction of this machine: the grcit weight

necessary to prevent slipping is usefully disposed of in the

frame and platform, and in strengthening all parts, fn this

respect the new locomotive differsfromothcr types in which

the weight is too .often supplied by attaching otherwise

useless masses of iron to the platform.

A complete line of frogs, switches, crosses, etc., is pro-

vided for the overhead wire which guides the trolley wheel

in the proper direction.

It is not an unusual occurrence in mines to find sleep

grades of more or less length, which, if they were to be sur-

mounted by the locomotive, would require that it be of large

capacity for hauling ordinary loads on level stretches; to

do this work by such machines would therefore bs uccco-

nomical. How does electricity apply to these cases? 1

beg to call your attention to the electric hoist (see Western
Electrician, page 335, June 13. 1S91.) liy means of this

machine a system of tail-

rope hau'.ige upon the

grades is operated, running

from the top to the bottom,

and doing the work of a

locomotive in raising the

cars. This hoist consists

of an especially designed

motor, waterproof in con-

struction, mounted upon
one bedplate with a hoisting

drum, . and geared to it

through a friction clutch.

This motor is like the one

used in the mining locomo-

tive, reversible, and its speed

controlled by a rheostat. .\

strap friction brake is ap-

plied by a foot lever. This

clutch is operated by the

hand lever, and the rheostat

and reversing switch are

manipulated by a third

lever. The whole machine

is compact and simple, hav-

ing few moving parts and

requiring no skilled labor for

its operation.

The following are some
figures upon the 15 horse

power hoist: " Total weight,

4.435 pounds; speed of mo-
tor, varying between 700 and
1,200 revolutions per min-

ute; speed of winding drum,

varying between 24 and 41

revolutions per minute; ef-

ficiency of the hoist, 60;;,:^.

When you consider that

this figure of efiiciency takes

into consideration all the

mechanical and electrical

losses, such as friction of

gears and of rope, you will

I think.admit that it is high.

I leave it to you as prac-

tical men, to weigh the elec-

tric hoist against the steam hoist with all the small details

of piping and valves which the name implies, and I feel cer-

tain that the latter will be found wanting.

The electric hoist is, moreover, a probable successor to the

steam winch at the top of the mine shaft, used for raising

cars and buckets.

Montreal Convention.

Secretary IJeane of the National Kleclric Light associ-

ation writes enthusiastically of the coming Montreal con-
vention. He says that ten papers on interesting practical

subjects have been- promised from such authorities as W.
C. Warner of Chicago, Captain luigcnc Oriftin of Boston,
II. W.ird Leonard of New York. Prof. Weston. C.J. Field

of Ne.v York, J. L Aver of St. Louis, A. P. Seymour of

Buffalo, William Stanley of Piltstield. and others. Nikola
Tcsia has also promised that, if he is in the country at the
time, he will give an evening lecture on the subject of his

recent researches.

'Thisiuacliinc was itliistrnlcd in ilic Whstk*:n Ei-iictkician Ft-brn-
.iry 7, 1891.

The ,\merican River Syndicate of El Dorado county.

Cal., will operate a quartz mill by a 25 horse power elec-

tric motor. This company now h.as a 100 horse power
Brush generator, and a 60 horse power Brush motor.
Electric power will also be used to operate hoisting and
pumping works.
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Phonographic Telephone Signaling Ap-
paratus.

The accompanying; cut is a front and end view of a novel

telephone signaling instrument designed so that it may be

set so as to automatically ^end back through the telephone

most any verbal message that it is desired to dispatch to

those ringing up a subscriber during his absence. It is also

claimed for the de\'ice that it n?ay be made to register the

number of calls made at the telephone, and that by mutual

agreement between users of telephones, the number of times

the telephone is rung up may constitute a signiil showing the

importance of the call that has been made at the telephone.

The apparatus is a combination with the telephone, of a

phonograph and a mechanism of such construction that the

ordinary "ringing up" signal starts the phonograph, and a

spring operates and automatically stops it.

The arrangement of the clock-work in connection with

the phonograph will be readily understood from the illus-

ed in the circuit of the telephone, so that when the tele-

phone is rung up the signaling current magnetizes it.

This moves lever f{, so that its arm A releases the fan F
and permits the mainspring to revolve the gear-wheels and

the phonograph cylinder. The arrangement of the instru-

ment is such that for every pull of the magnet the cylinder

will make just one revolution and then stop automatically

until the telephone is rung up again. This action will be

understood from the following description: The lever //

when attracted by the magnet swings on its pivot till its

pin -\^ engages with the notch in the lever L, which is con-

stantly forced upward by the spring. When the ringing

of the telephone bell ceases, the magnet lets go the lever

H and the spring T will drive the arm A of the lever //

into a stopping-contact with the fan. To prevent the latter

movement from taking place before the roller has made

one revolution and to secure just one revolution of it, the

engagement of the pin -V with the lever Z is depended

PHOXOGRAPHIC TELEPHONE SIGNALING APPARATUS.

the operation, however, the in- upon to retain lever IL near the magnet until the pin W
engages with the free end of the lever L, and swings the

notch away from the pin y. This done, the lever //

is so far at liberty to swing back and engage with the fan

tration Before explainJu;

dicating portion of the apparatus must be described.

Two pointers, PP, are fitted on the horizontal bar B so

that they may be easily moved along and made to point to

any particular set of the letters or figures. The row of

notches, C, keeps the pointers exactly in place.

The surfaceof the phonograph cylinder may be considered

as being divided into three portions. Upon the portion to

the left, parallel and vertically arranged lines of words are

impressed as indicated by the dotted lines a For instance,

the one of the lines which is nearest to the end of the cylindet

may contain the words "One o'clock," or ' Out till one

o'clock " The next line will say "A quarter-pas* one."

The third line will say "Half past one." The fourth line

will say "A quarter to two," and the next succeeding line

will say, "Two o'clock;" and so on with all the hours and

quarters of the hours shown by the clock.

Upon theportion of the cylinder to the right on the oppo-

2 AND 3. HERING S DEVICE FOR
CONSTANT POTENTIAL.

MAINTAINING A

/', but. as this would stop the instrument, the circular "edge

of the cam R holds in place the lever until pin //' has

passed the free end of the lever L, when the arm A reaches

the fan and stops every part of the instrument in the prop-

er position

Hering's Device for Maintaining a Con-
stant Potential.

The difference of potential of a dynamo, or at the poles

of incandescent lamps supplied by a dynamo, is dependent

the armature, the variable amounts of current, the resist-

ance of the leads, the position of the brushes, and in shunt

or compound wound machines the heating of the field

magnet coils.

The object of the device illustrated diagrammaticaliy

herewith, which is an invention of Carl Hering of New
York, is to automatically compensate for the effects of such

irregularities in the difference of potential and thus main-

tain the difference of potential constant.

The regulator. Fig. i, consists, essentially, of a "detec-

tor" and an adjustable resistance. The object of the

former is to detect any changes, and when they exist to ad-

just the resistance. This resistance is so connected with

the circuit of the machine that it will control the difference

of potential at the points where it is to be kept constant.

The apparatus. Fig. t, may be connected into the circuits

of a shunt'Wound machine, as shown in the diagram of con-

nections, Fig. 2. G is the shunt wound generator feeding a

system of lamps from a center of distribution D. The coil

FIG. I. HERING S DEVICE FOR MAINTAINING A CONSTANT

POTENTIAL.

M is connected to the point D, where the potential is to

be kept constant. The resistance R is placed in the shunt-

magnet circuit. Should the potential at D rise or fall, the

detector will increase or decrease the resistance R. which

in turn will vary the field current accordingly, which will

again adjust the potential. The coil /!/ is connected to the

center of distribution, in order that it may correct for vari-

able losses of potential in the leads When the changes of

potential are so rapid that the magnetism of the field mag-
net does not respond quickly enough on changes of the

resistance R, or when the generator is a battery, the resist

ance is connected directly in the main circuit, as shown in

Fig, 3. This method is especially applicable to lighting

from storage batteries or to dynamos driven by gas en-

gines or other engines whose speed pulsates rapidly.

The electro-magnetic dimpir C -Vmiy be attached to

prevent too rapid motion. This latter device consists merely

of a copper disk geared, as shown, to the lever and revolving

between the two poles of a U shaped magnet. When the

lever moves currents are generated in the disk and the mo-

tion is retarded.

It will be noticed that the detector magnet M is of pecu

liar design. This construction was employed to obtain a

magnet of "long pull."

In Fig. 3 is shown an improved arrangement of the same

PIG 3, TIEKINV; S OE'.'ICX FOR -MAINTAlMNf; A CO.S.STANT

(OTEN'TIAL,

site side to that containing the words indicating the time,

sercn lines, each of which contains respectively ihc words

"Sanday,'' "Monday," *'Tucs<Jay." and w> on, arc im-

priased. The portion of the c>'llndcr between the two rec-

ords already mentioned U reserved for special me«iS3Kes,

The minncr 10 which the iostrumeot performs its work

rai/ n").^ b: dsMrribKl.' The electro mij;n=t /; if connect

si'»i;\' criYS NKv,' railway—')

on a number of factors, some of which it is difficult, if not

in many cases impossible, to maintain constant. Among
these factors arc the speed of the dynamo, the heating of

device, through which, it is claimed, a niagnificd effect may
be secured. In this arrangement, as will be seen from the

diagram, a relay is introduced.
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Sioux City's New Railway.
Probably the new electric line at Sioux City, Iowa,

which was formally opened with much enthusiasm on the

19th of last month, ma)- claim the honor of being the most

picturesque electric railway in the country. At least every-

body in Sioux City thinks it is, and all visitors have come

away impressed with a similar idea—a view borne out by

the glimpses of the line shown in the accompanying

illustrations.

The road, which is known as the Riverside Park railway,

is about nine miles in length, beginning at the center of

Sioux City and terminating at North Riverside. The lat-

SIOUX city's new railway. —the DFEr cur.

ter suburb contains a la^ge number of factories and is evi-

dently destined to be a manufacturing center. In addition

to the main line traflic, ilie company is building up a large

business in carrying peop'e to Riverside Park. This beau

tiful pleasure ground conta'ni about 400 acres and lies

along the Sioux river, which here separates Iowa from

South Dakota. Good boating facilities abound, and the

railway company owns several steam launches and about

one hundred row-boats.

Starting at the center of the city the line is double-

can be found at every turn, and the road can hardly fail

to achieve popularity if scenic attractions can assure it.

The pictures give a better idea of this. The long trestle is

one of the most prominent objects encountered in a ride

over the line. It is 634 feet long, having a I9 curve of 300

feet and a rise of four per cent. The upper end of the

trestle is 34 feet above the Chicago, Milwaukee &: St.

Paul track, which is seen passing underneath. On the

right of the illustration is a corner of the power house, be-

yond which is the confluence of the Sioux and Missouri

rivers. The view afforded while riding upon this

trestle is very fine. The excavation in the "deep cut/' also

shown, is 70 feet deep.

The power house is located at Riverside. It is a brick

building 62 by95 feet. Thesteam plant, furnished by West-

inghouse. Church, Kerr & Co., consists of Wortbington

pumps, Krochell heater, Hancock inspirators, four setsof

steam locps andtwoWestinghouse compound engines of 125

horse powereach. The engines are belted directly to two 100

horse power Westinghousc generators, which are run at 300

revolutions per minute. The switch- board is polished

sycamore with marble face, on which are placed all the

instruments necessary for manipulating the three circuits.

The car house is situated a shtrt distance from the pow-

er station. It is 50 by 150 feet and contains four tracks

the entire length of the building with ample pit room. An
elaborate system of car switches is Uid out in front of the

car house, switch signal lights being used on this line,

which is run on steam railroad principles.

Two 30 horse power Westinghcuse motors are rnounted

en esch motor car. A speed cf twenty-five miles an hour

was easily attainable, and later on, when the cars get lim-

bered up and the track is in better condition, higher speed

than this is confidently expected. The six motor cars and six

trailers were built by the Northern Car company at Minne-

apolis The motor cars are vestibuled and very handsome.

Their length overall is 36 feet. The trail cars, which are

open, are of similar length, and have sealing capacity for

7S persons. The trucks for these cars were furnished by

the McGuire Manufacturing company of Chicago and

are of their latest pattern, designed for the h^gh speeds re-

Order of Railway Telegraphers.
In addition to the officers given in last week's issue of

this paper as chosen at the St. i^Duis convention of ihc
Order of Railway Telegraphers, the following named were
selected; S. Worth. Canada, grand Junior telegrapher;
R. P, Wet more. Texas, grand inside sentinel; II. F,
Wcrle, New Jersey, grand outside sentinel; A. J. Hall.
Cleveland, O , pa t grand chief The members selected
to serve on the grand executive committee are D. G. Ram-
say. St. Louis; A. J. Applegate. Kansas; G C Flegel.
Indiana; J li. Fionan, Maryland; N. H. Kirch, Ken-
tucky; F. R. Eckhard. Illinois, and J. M. Clark, 'esas.
Through his position as assistant grand chief. iJaniel G.
Ramsay of St. Louis is the chairman of the grand execu-

SIOUX CITY S NEW RAILWAY ^TRESTLE OVER THE C, M
AND ST. I'. TRACK.

live committee. It was decided to hold the next conven-
tioa in Chattanooga during the second week in May, next
year. The insurance features of the order were abolished
altogether.

The constitution embodying the protective or strike

clause having been unanimcusly adopted, but little oppo
sition was expected to the proposition to federate the Or'de

of Railway Telegraphers with the Federated Order of Rail

way Employes. The grand chief telegrapher, in caHin

tracked to Floyd creek, from which point the remainder of

the road consists of single track. The overhead construc-

tion consists of single poles on one side of the track, with

brackets supporting the trolley wire. Although the line has

some thirty-eight curves, ranging from four to twenty de-

grees, yet it was found unnecessary to use curve brackets

or curve appliances, the special trolley hangers being sufTi-

cient to admit the trolley wire conforming to the alignment

of the track.

Owing to the nature of the ground cuttings and fillings

are frequent. From fifty to one hundred thousand yards

of earth were removed and filled in, in building the line.

Beautiful b'ts of scenery, with here and there riverglimpses.

SIOUX CITY S NEW RAILWAY.—POWER PLANT.

quired. All the overhead material was furnished by the

Electric Merchandise company of Chicago.

B. F. Jones, electrical engineer for the Westinghousc

Electric & Manufacturing company, had entire charge of

the electrical installation, and he performed his work in a

most satisfactory manner. The line is well built and well

equipped.

After the formal opening. J. Livingston liarclay and J.

M. Atkinson, representing the Westinghousc company, en-
tertained at the llotel Garretson the gentlemen interested

in the road, representatives of the press and several visitors.

Among those present were President Chas. \V. Ilornick,

Secretary England of the Electric Merchandise company
B. F. Jones, C. P. D'Oyly, C. P. Combs and others.

the matter up for final action, said that most of the time of
the convention had been given to discussion on this matter.
In the discussion that followed and in which many mem-
bers took part, it was asserted that the railway corpora-
tions were squeezing its members, and without the
protection clause, permitting strikes, the order would
he useless. With the strike clause in their constitution,

and their order alTdiated with the other skilled labor of the
railroads, they would be gteatly benefited. When the
result of the ballot w.^s announced it was found that all

but six members had voted for federation. The grand
secretary was instructed to apply at once to the Supreme
Council for admission to the Federated Ordtr of Railway
Employes. The result of the vote on federation was loud-

ly applauded, and the convention .idjourned with en-
thusiasm.
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With this nambsr ihe Westerx Elkctkiciax begins

its fifth year. It has been successful, and has gained for

itself a reputation second 10 no other electrical paper. But

its prosperity and its present standing were not acquired

without persistent effort and a large expenditure of time

and money. It should be remembered that a successful

DCT^ipaper is not established in a day, and a valuable cir-

cDlation can only be gained by constant work. Moreover,

time and mone)* must be devoted to ihe work.

From the beginning the Westecn Electrician adopted

a literal coarse, and it has been its policy to spare neither

expense nor labor in keeping abreast of the times. Im-

provcTncnls have been inlrodoccd, the paper has been en-

larged, its ^tld has Vjeen extended and to-day every de-

partment of the electrical industry is represented in its

pages.

All this has been duly recognized by the electrical inter-

ests, and they have signified their approval by substantial

patronage. On our part we have endeavored to increase

this confidence, and have introduced many improve-

ments.

Hereafter the Western Electrician will publish four-

teen pages every week. It will be noticed that the fron t

of the paper has been somewhat changed, though the old

familiar form is retained. Smaller type has been adopted,

but as it has a bold, clear face we trust the change will be

recognized as a marked improvement. Another change,and

one that we trust will be welcomed by those who appre-

ciate the importance of the little details that go to make up

a handsome journal, is the discontinuance of the use of

column rules, and the employment of a finer

texture of paper. This will enable us to secure even better

results than heretofore in presenting the fine illustrations

which have been a prominent feature of the Wester n

Electrician.

The electrical industry, though still new, has settled

down to a solid basis. It is larger and more extended in

its operations than ever before. It has greater need of and

is better able to support a strong, influential and widely

circulated newspaper than in the past.

It shall be our aim not only to maintain our pDsition in

the front rank, but also to increase our scope of useful-

ness.

A larger staff will be maintained and an eastern editor

will hereafter be stationed at our New York office.

cially has this been the case in railroad strikes, and the

utter collapse of the general telegraphic strike of a few

years ago will be remembered in this connection. We fear

that, should the occasion unfortunately arise, the Order

of Railway Telegraphers will be unable to prove itself an

exception to the rule, and that its new departure is not

dictated by wisdom or sound judgment.

The addition of the electric search light to the already

most complete outfit of the modern man-of war at the

present time would cause little or no comment. But when
one hears of a dynamo being hauled on a wagon into the

wilds of Africa where it is made to furnish current for a

lamp utilized as a means of defense against savage

marauders, there arises, naturally, the inclination to ask,

" What next?" A year ago we first heard of the electric

light having been employed in Bavaria to aid, in the

destruction of the forest bug; then we learn that even the

worms beneath the paving stones are unable to resist the

effect of its seductive rays; and now through its aid, the

poor heathen is deprived of his natural rights. Think what

was the predicament of the denizen of the " Dark Conti-

nent," as he sought to steal softly away but found himself

bathed in the light from a 10,odd candle power arc lamp!

'Tis a "deadly" light, indeed, and if man continues to

apply it in the manner described in another column, Africa

may yet prove to be a promising field of operation for that

particular type of individual to whom all currents are

" deadly"—that is, when it is best to have them so to suit

his purpose.

The announcement that the Order of R ulway Te legra-

pher^, at its recent convention in St. Louis, amended its

constitution to permit strikes and decided to join the

Federation of Railivay Employes will not be received

with unmixed satisfaction by the friends of the organiza-

tion outside the pale of its membership. The men who
are responsible for the transmission of telegraphic orders

to the conductors and locomotive engineers of trains oc-

cupy positions of peculiar responsibility. It is no exag-

geration to say that the lives of thousands of human
beings are daily dependent on their skill and vigilance.

It is not pleasant, therefore, to contemplate the fact that

at any time these telegraphers may be "ordered out," with

the result of paralyzing the railway service of extensive

sections of the country, or else jeopardizing the lives of

the traveling public by placing inexperienced and nervous

operators at the stations. It must be admitted that the

telegraphers have the same right to abandon their employ-

ment granted to other wage-workers, and it can hardly be

denied that the conspicuous parsimony of some railway

corporations seems to furnish sufficient provocation; but,

for all that, It is in every way to bi regretted that the

order has abandoned the conservative and manly course by

v/hich it has hitherto commanded the respect and confi-

dence of the public. Sustained by public opinion, tha tele-

graphers could hardly have failed to be successful in all just

and reasonable demands by the peaceful methods of agita-

tion and arbitration. Hut now—;;asting the rights of rail-

v/ay pjtrons aside and viewing the mi'tcr entirely from the

slandpoint of policy—the operators will have to face a re-

cord of great strikes almost uniformly un<iucccssful, Espc-

Compared with other large American cities, Chicago

is lamentably deficient in the matter of electric street rail-

ways, which are fast coming to be acknowledged as the

best of all surface roads in cities. The Chicago A^ews

graphically presents the situation as follows: "In 1893
world's fair visitors will inspect in the transportation build-

ing models of elevated railroads, electric roads, automatic

guard gates and the hundreds of other devices for the

safety and convenience of passengers. They will then

turn to the streets of Chicago and what will they see?

Grade crossings wuh rickety apologies for gates and one-

legged watchmen; antiquated horse cars with filthy seats

and trappings on all but the principal streets; on the latter

a cable system that breaks down when it is most necessary

that it should go, and that becomes absolutely useless in

case of the slightest accident. These will be the first evi-

dences to the world's fair visitors that Chicago's metropol-

itan pretensions are entirely theoretical in some important

respects. They will see hundreds of miles of public thor-

oughfares given over to cable and horse-car monopolies

that cling to these antiquated methods of transit because it

is most profitable in their estimation to be non-progressive.

They will see tens of thousands of passengers—and they

will be lucky if they are not among the number—fighting

for the privilege of standing for miles on the foot-boards-

of dangerously overcrowded cars, because the monopolies

are too mean to provide decent accommodation and the city

authorities are either too weak are too corrupt to compel

them."

This discloses a sad stale of affairs, but the description

is a strictly accurate one. Electric roads have been al-

lowed to operate only in the suburbs on the ground that

electric wires of any sort could not be allowed in the streets

in the central portion of the city. The result is as the

News has stated. For the most progressive city in the

Union, Chicago is most conspicuously behind in the mat-

ter of street railways. It is time she woke up to the pos-

sibilities of modern improvements in urban passenger traf-

fic.

The majority of the readers of the Western Electri-

cian are doubtless by this time familiar with the effects

obtained by Nikola Tesla in his recent experiments with

currents of high frequency, performed before the Institute

of Electrical Engineers. As a matter of course, these ex-

periments have been much talked of and there has been

considerable conjecture as to what might be their value

from a practical standpoint. On this account the descrip-

tion of a liihting system devised by Mr. Tesla, and pre-

sented in this issue will be read with interest. As was dem-

onstrated by the Institute experiments, a single carbon

rod, or filament, inclosed in a bulb from which all air has

been exhausted may be brought to incandescence, when
connected with only one terminal of a source of currents of

very high frequency. In the system described, advan-

tage is taken of this electro-static effect, and Mr. Tesla out-

lines a method through which he claims to be able to apply

the effect in a practical manner. To secure currents of

very high frequency and potential, he resorts to the con-

denser and utilizes its oscillatory discharge in a primary

circuit to produce working currents in a secondary. His
lamps may have but one terminal and light will be pro-

duced by what may be termed an electrical radiation

towards the walls of the room. It will be noted, though,,

that each lamp is in itself virtually a small condenser.

From all accounts Mr. Tesla's exhibition in New York

was a most brilliant one and it is to be hoped that further

work will lead to a more thorough .development along the

line indicated in the system which we have described. It

would seem, though, that these experiments were more
startling than wonderful. From what can be learned they

consisted in the main merely of exaggerations of effects

already well known. It may be mentioned, too, that there

is a similarity between a number of the Tesla experiments

and those described in an article under the head of "Ex-
periments with a Kuhmkorff Coil and Incandescent Lamp,"
presented in the Wes'I'icrn Elicctkician August 9, i8go.

It is not our object to attempt to belittle iMr. Tesla's ex-

periments, as through them, undoubtedly, there will be

given an impetus to research in what is virtually a new
path. Our object in calling attention to the experiments

with the Ruhmkorff coil and lamp is that, through their

employment, the inquisitive reader may be templed to

make a fcv/ personal tests.
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Wilhelm Eduard Websr's Death.

A cablejjram received list week announced the death of

Wilhelm Eduird Weber at Giettin^cn. The accompany-

ing pDrtrait and sketch of the eminent scientist is taken

from "Derivation of Pi'actical Electrical Units" by F. li.

Badt:

Wilhelm Eduard Webar was born at Wittenberg, Octo-

ber 24. 1804 In 1831 he was professor of physics at the

University of Gonttngen, and in 1843 was professor at the

University of Leipzig. In 1S49 he is found again at the

University of Goettingen. He published, with Gauss, in

i836-'4i the results of observation of the Magnetic associa-

tion. In 1840 he published the "Atlas of the Earth's

Magnetism." F.om 1846 to 1S7S he compiled "Electro-

Dynamic Measurements." In this latter work Weber in-

troduces the system of absolute units.

In the earlier stages of the science several units were in-

troduced for the measurement of quantities dealt with in

electricity. In illustration may be mentioned the wire of

Jacobi (^5 feet of copper wire weighing 345 grains), the

mercury column of Siemens (1 meter long with a section of

a square millimeter), which at given temperatures furnished

units of resistance, and the Daniell cell, which furnished the

unit of electromotive force. Jacobi's current unit was

based on the electrolytic decomposition of water. One

cubic centimeter of oxy-hydrogen gas is formed each minute.

All these units were perfectly arbitrary, and there was no

connection of any kind between them. The intro

ductionof a rational system of unitation, based on

the fundamental units of time, mass and length, was

one of the greatest achievements of modern times.

The impulse came from the famous memoir of

Gauss, "Intensitas vis Magnetics Terrestris and

Mensuram Absolutam Revocata,'' in 1S32. In

conjunction with Weber, he introduced his principles

into the measurement of the earth's magnetic force.

To Weber belongs the credit of doing a similar

service for electricity. He not only devised three

different systems of such units—the electro dynamic,

the electro-static and the electro-magnetic, but he ^.._^

carried out a series of measurements which practi- j;'.7-;^~

cally introduced the last two systems.

The practical units which are in use to-day are

simply certain multiples of the absolute or Centimeter-

Gramme-Second (C. G. S.) units. The absolute

units are either too great or too small for practical

use, and for convenience the "practical units" were

adopted, to which the names of the most famous

electricians are given.

Weber was the most illustrious among the sue.

cessors of Ampere. He greatly improved the

construction of the galvanometer and invented the

electro-dynamometer. To these instruments he ap-

plied the mirror scale and telescope method of read-

ing, which had been suggested by Poggendorf and

used by him and Gauss in magnetic measurements

about 1SS3. In 1846 he tested by means of his

improved apparatus the fundamental laws of Am-
pere. The result of his researches was to estab-

lish the truth of Ampere's principles, as far as

experiments with closed circuits could do so,

with a degree of accuracy far beyond anything at-

tainablewith the simple apparatus of the original dis-

very. Applying his improved instruments he alsoobtained

accurate verification of the laws of induction, which by this

time had beei developed mathematically by Neumann and

himself. The experiments of Weber must be considered

as experimental evidence establishing the theory of Ampere

and as such they form one of the corner stones of electrical

science. Clausius and Siemens proposed the term Weber

for the practical unit of the strength of the magnetic pole.

This unit is equal to 10^ C. G. S. units. The term has

notyetbeengenerallyadoptedas a practical unit. The term

Weber wasfomerly employed to designate the unit strength

of current. This term is now replaced by the ampere.

lime for tVc council to amend the ordinance, if desred,

and Eubsiitute electricity for cabli- on Wrio'w^id avc fc.

The company would be willing to accede to the change any

lime before the contract for the cable line may have been

signed. The companies may desire to extend their lines

in many directions, and establish new lines. They expiess

a willingness to do this and give first-class service, intro-

ducing the electric system on all their roads, provided their

franchises are extended 30 years.

The Grand River avenue street railway ordinance pre-

scribes the overhead wire system, provides for a double

track on Myrtle street, does away with one track on Wood-

ward avenue north of I-'ort street, and extends its track

from its pres3nt terminus at Jefferson avenue to the foot of

Woodward avenue. The tracks on Woodward avenue shall

be used by the Detroit City railway and the Grand River

avenue raiKvay in common.

The Fort Wayne and Elmwood company's proposed ordi-

nanceprovides for a double track on Champlain street, from

Mt. Elliot avenue to Van Dyke avenue, and also on Fort

street west from Clark street to the westerly limits of the city.

In all cases the maximum speed is to be 20 miles an hour,

so that in the business portion of the city the cars, may run

slowly and yet average 10 miles an hour.

Electric Wires in Rochester, N. Y.

Attention has heretofore been called to the effort being

made at Rochester, N. Y., to compel the electric compa-

nies to bury their wires. The committee on electricity of

said that it had cos: his company :$2oo,ooo 10 put the wires

underground. It would cost -"Jioo.ooo more to put in the

metallic circuits. He did no: believe that the company
could afford to do this, as the stockholders were only

receiving 6 per ccn*. dividends on their stock now and
were not sure of realizing this much in the feature.

City Electrician liarnes and the city attorney will pre-

pare an ordinance to provide for licensing men who string

wires and to make it a misdemeanor to interfere with or

lake down wires

Commenting on the subject, the Rochester P<.>-t-Expte::

says; "Since the extension of the system of electric lighting

and the introduction of the new street car sen-ice, the

danger to persons and property from the overhcid wires

has been increased greatly, and there can bs no doubt of

the necessity for careful supervision of all electrical sys-

tems by the authorities. Wires of all kinds have been

strung about the city, in some instances carelessly, with-

out proper consideration for the safety of human life, and
in disregard of existing laws. Some of the telegraph aud
electric light poles are rotten and liable to fall at any
moment; and in the aggregate, there are miles of *'dead*

wires—none of them of any use to the companies that put

them up, and all of them a constant source of danger,

"It would be fortunate if all telephone, telegraph and
electric light wires could be put underground, particularly

in the business portions of the city. They are not only

unsightly and dangerous, but are great impedi-

ments to quick and effective work by the fire de-

partment, for they must be cut before ladders can
be placed against the sides of burning buildings.

The electric light companies say no satisfactory

system of underground conduits for their wires

has ever been devised; but we think the experts can

put the wires below the surface of the streets and
make them work all right if enough money is

furnished. At any rate, this is a question to which
the committee ought to give its careful considera-

tion, making investigations in other cities, and
emplojing experts of its own.

"Great improvements are possible in the tele-

.
phone service. Ever since the electric cars began

i^^^^ running the telephones have worked verj- unsatis-
^'"^'^"^"^

factorily on account of the induction.

"Of course, the construction of metallic circuits

would be a heavy expense to the telephone company;
but the service would be infinitely better, and the

people would be willing to pay higher rentals. Not
only that, but many persons who refuse to use

telephones now because of the poor service would
put them in; so that, in the end, the company
would be better off in every way."

Proposed New Chicago
Read.

Electric

Rapid Transit for Detroit.

The city council of Detroit, Mich , and the street rail-

way companies last week held a conference regarding the

problem of rapid transit. Several ordinances have been

before the council. These ordinances are alike in

providing for an extension of the franchise to 30 years,

and in requiring the adoption of "cable, electric, or other

mechanical power, including steam," in lieu of animal

power. An exception is made of Woodward avenue, on

which, in accordance with thewishes of the WondwardAv-

enue Improvement association, the cable system is specified.

Mr. Currie read the ordinance to the committee, saying

that the Jefferson avenue line, already liaving the heavy

rails, would be equipped within six months, with the over-

head wire system, if the ordinance should be adopted, and

if the Woodward avenue people like it. then there would be

WILHELM EUUAKD WEilER.

the city council and City Electrician Barnes have taken the

matter up, and last week there was a conference between

the representatives of the city and the electrical companies.

It is believed that something will come of ihe present

agitation, as much interest is manifested. Those who
recollect the "late unpleasantness" between the telephone

company and its Rochester subscribers will be inclined to

believe that the present movement will be continued and

may possibly give the electric companies considerable

annoyance.

City ICIectrician Barnes says that the electric system of

Rochester has been so greatly developed that a standing

committee of the council has become necessary to super-

vise it. He called attention to the interference with the

successful working of the system caused by the induction

from the electric railway wires. He suggested that metal-

lic circuits would remedy this trouble.

Frank J. Amsden, secretary of the old Citizens* tele-

phone committee, which conducted the war on the Bell

company, appeared before the conference and said he had

heard numerous complaints. The committee looked to

the council to afford some relief. In iSSS, he said, the

telephone users had agreed to pay a certain rental rate for

a good service He knew that metallic circuits wouM
cost much money,and make rentals somewhat higher. He
believed that some arrangement could be made between

the company and the users of the telephones, and that the

latter might be willing to pay a small increase.

George Weldon, a director of the telephone company.

An ordinance giving a franchife to the Calumet
Electric Street Railway company was introduced at

the last meeting of the common council of Chicago.
The ordinance is a most comprehensive one, as it

is proposed to occupy nearly every important
north and south and cross street in that part

of Chicago south of Eighty seventh street with an
electric road track and provides for a loop extending
from Eighty-seventh street along South Chicago av-

enue and Stony Island boulevard and Sixty-seventh street,

bending westward on the latter thoroughfare to Cottage
Grove avenue, and thence scuth on that street to Eighty-

seventh street, with a cross-section on Eiglty-seventh street.

It is thus intended to brirg the extreme southern and eastern

sections of the city from the Indiana state line and Femwood
up to the gate of the World's Fair, At least one line of

track is to be in operation within eighteen months. The
overhead trolley system is to be used. The ordinance,

which is accompanied by a petition of the owners of abut-

ting properly on the several streets, was referred to the

committee on streets and alleys south, and the petition

was referred to the commissioner of public works for

verification. The promoters of the road are now the
owners of a few miles of electric road in the Calumet
region who are interested in the development of the Chi-

cago Canal and Dock company's property. .\t the head
of the number are Columbus R. Cummings. Sydney Kent,
W. B. Howard, Douglas S. Taylor and F. H. Wairiss.

A new electric light company has been incorporated in

Pana, III., with a caphal stock of ^50.000. The company
will operate an arc light pUant to compete with the old in-

candescent lighting company, and also proposes an electric

street railway line.

A Washington dispatch states that the bids for the

electric lighting apparatus for the new battleships. Maine
and Texas, building at the Brooklyn and Norfolk navy-

yards, were as follows: Edison General Electric com
pany. New Vork— Generating sets, ^67.327: ditto, in-

cluding spare parts. ^So.470.cS: electric search light,

lf4i.t159.20; signal apparatus, :fS.i6o. Thomson-Houston
company, Boston—Generating sets. i$6i),cco; ditto, in-

cluding spare parts, $$$.650; electric searchlight, ^39.549;
signal apparatus. $7,600. The time for completion is

about five months.
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The Electric Light in the Service of the
African Explorer.

lu OctoL-er, iSSg, the charter granting the British South

Africa company permission to occupy Mashooaland was

signed, and immediately afterward steps were taken to

raise a body of men to cut the road from the Macloutsie

river, in Bechuanaland, to Mount Hampden, in Matabele-

iand. The whole force, inclusive of iSj men called the

pioneer corps, numbered about five hundred. In April,

1S90, the pioneers left Cape Town and made a short stay

at Kimberley, where a portable six-horse power engine

was taken off its original carriage and was built into a Cape

wagon. The engine was used to drive a d\namo fir an *^lec

at incandescence. To express the idea in Mr. Tes!a"s own
words: "Any body capable of conducting the high tension

current described, and properly inclossd in a rarefied or

exhausted receiver, may be rendered luminous or incan-

descent, either when connected directly with one terminal

of the secondary source of energy or placed in the

vicinity of such terminals so as to be acted upon in-

ductively.''

These effecls referred to, which are generally attributed

to "molecular bombardment," "condenser action," etc.,

Mr. Tesla claims to be able to utilize in the following

manner:

In or ler that the reader may ha\e a clear idea of the

I HE bLl \

trie search light of ro.oco candle power, of the naval pat-

tern, placed upon a stand high enough to throw its rays all

over the country: for it was generally supposed that if the

column were attacked by the Matabele they would get as

close as possible by night, and at daylight would rush the

camp.

The Tuli river was reached without mishap in June.

At this place a strong position was taken up; the machine

guns and seven pounders and the search light were taken

to the top of a commanding hill, and the camp was formed

immediately beneath. Every precaution was taken and the

column rested here some few days. On September 12th the

pioneers arrived at their destination. Here another fort

was built, and on September 30th the column was disbanded.

The illustration, which is a view of the search light as

used at night at the camp near the Tuli river, is from a

sketch made for the Illustrated London Nevjs by Lieuten-

ant W. Eilerton Fr}* of the pioneer corps-.

ILE Oh IHt, VhhlLW LMLOKLl

system, it should be explained that the required current of

high frequency can be produced by a specially constructed

dynamo run in connection with an induction coil. In

order, however, to overcome the mechanical difiiculties

which in such cases become practically insurmountable

before the best results are reached, the principle of the dis-

ruptive discharge may be resorted to. Ey means of this lat-

ter plan a greater rate of change in the current can be secured.

The current for the system illustrated herewith is, there-

fore, obtained by the oscillatory discharge from a con-

denser arranged as shown in Fig. i. In this diagram G
is the primary source of current, which, it may be assumed,

is an alternating current generator of comparatively low

Tesla*s Method of Producing Light by
Means of Currents of High

Frequency.
From the cuts presented herewith the reader will be able

ta obtain an understanding of a lighting system devised

flG. 2 TRSLA S yW.IWAi fjV fKOIil.Cr.Nf; LIGHT IIY

ItEANS OP Ct'RRENTS OF HIGH l-kt'^fENCV,

by N'- T«Ia of New Vork, through which it i.s proposed

to put into practical acrvicc the pecuJiar luminous effects

produced in conductor* by currents of high frequency.

Alt«rnitin2 curfCT-tft of very h'gh frequency are not gen*

erally employed in lighting syslcms, but Mr. Tesla claims

to have discovered that if there be connccled to cither of

the terminals of a source of current of high potential, an

ordinary incandescent lamp, the carbon may be maintained

IXSTRUME.NT FOR MEASURTNG THE STKENGTH OF
M.\GXETIC FIELDS.

electromotive force. Under such circumstances the poten-

tial of the current is raised by means of an induction coil

having a primary P and a secondary S. By the current

developed in this secondary, a condenser C is charged and

this condenser is discharged into a circuit A, having an

air gap .7, or, in other words, a means for maintaining a

disruptive discharge. By this method a current of

enormous frequency is produced. The next step is to

convert this arrangement into a working circuit of very

high potential. To do this there is connected up in the

circuit A the primary /" of an induction coil having a long

fine wire secondary .S'.' The current in the primary /*'

develops in the secondary 5' a current or electrical effect of

corresponding frequency, but of enormous difference of

potential, and the secondary thus becomes the source cf

the energy to be applied to the purpose of producing light.

The light giving devices may be connected to either

terminal of the secondary .S".' If desired, one terminal may

be connected to a conducting wall W of a room and the

other arranged for connection with the lamps. In such

case the walls are to be coated with some metallic or

conducting substance in order that they may have sufficient

conductivity.

The light-giving devices may be ordinary incandescent

lamps; it is preferred, however, to use specially designed

lamps, such for instance as are iTui-trated in Fig. 2.

This lamp consists of an exhausted globe /' formed with a

cylindrical neck, within which there is a tube m of

conducting material on the side and over the end of a

plug ;/ of insulating material. The lower edges of this

tube arc in electrical contact with a metallic plate o,

secured to the plug n and all the exposed .surfaces of the

plate and of ihe other conductors arc carefully coated and

protected by insulation. The light giving body <:, in this

case a slraijiht stem of carbon. Is electrically connected

with the plate /'. The neck of the globe fits into a socket

composed of an insulating tube or cylinder /, with a more

or less complete nctallic lining .:, electrically connected by

a mtlallic plate /- with a conductor.;;, that is to be attached

to one pole from the generator. The metallic lining r, and

the sheet >ii thus compose Ihc p!alcs or armatures of a

condenser.

Another form of lamp is illustrated in Fig. 3. In this

cut ^ is a rarefied or exhausted glass globe in which there

is a conductor e. To this electrode is connected a metallic

conductor f, which passes through and is sealed in the

glass wall of the globe. Outside of the globe, it is united

to a- copper wire ,;,'', by means of which it is electrically

connected to one pole or terminal of the source of current.

Outside of the bulb, the conducting wires are protected by

a coating of insulation // Inside the globe, the supporting

wire is inclosed in and insulated by a tube / of a refractory

insulating substance, such as pipe-clay or the like. A
reilecttng plate / is shown applied to the outside of the

globe. This form of lamp is a type of those designed for

FIG. 3, TESLA b METIIOU OF PRODUCI?IG LIGHT DY
MEANS OF CURRENTS OF HIGH FREQUENCY.

direct electrical connection with one terminal of the source

of current; but it is asserted that there need not be a direct

connection, for the carbon or other illuminating body may
be rendered luminous by the inductive action of the

current. It may be mentioned that it is considered as

necessary, by Mr. Tesla, that care be taken to reduce to a

minimum the opportunity for the dissipation of the energy

from the conductors intermediate to the source of current

and the light-giving body. For this purpose the con-

ductors should be free from projections and points and well

covered with a good insulator.

Instrument for Measuring the Strength
of Magnetic Fields.

According to a correspondent at the Frankfort Exhibi-

tion, the display of Ilartmaiin & Braun is devoted largely to

its electrical measuring instruments, which are a specialty

of this house. There are shown numerous and important

novtlties, among which is an instrument for measuring the

intensity of a magnetic field. The principle of this device

which is illustrated in the cut, rests on the alteration in

resistance that a wire of bismuth undergoes when placed

in a magnetic field. A thin insulated wire of this metal is

wound bifilarly into a spiral, the ends being connected with

the terminal screws of a vulcanite handle. The thickness
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FIG. I. TESLA S METHOD OF I'RODUCINC LIGHT IJY

MEANS OF CURRENTS OF HIGH FREOUEN'CY.

of the spiral Is only about .04. inch, so that it can be inserted

in very narrow spaces, as, for instance, the air gaps of

dynamos. The variation in the resistance is a measure of

B, and i(X)Q lines per stjuare centimeter correspond to a

5 per cent, variation; a more exact correspondence is to be

seen from the gauge curve of the instrument.

About the first appearance of the I'rlncc of Wales since

the baccarat scandal in his character as a patron of science

was at the celebration in honor of the centcniary of

Faraday's birthday on June 17th. That the spell of his

influence has been but little abated, however, is shown by
the fact that all the newspapers reported the prince's

remarks verbatim and nearly all sumniiri/.jd in a few lines

the really remarkable oration delivered by I-ord Kaylcigh
in honor of tlic i;rcat electrician.
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Perret Dynamo on the *'Romola. *

The accompanying cut shows ihe plant recently installed

by the Klektron Manufacturing company of Brooklyn, N.

Y., on the steam yacht "Komola" belonging to Joseph

Pulitzer, proprietor of the New York It'or/i/. The dy-

namo is an S5 light slow speed Perret machine of the usual

construction, waterproof and connected by a flange coup-

ling to the shaft of the steam engine, running 585 revolu-

Edlson Electric Locomotive for Mines
and Mills,

In the accompanying cut is shown a new form of elec-

tric locomotive for mill and mine work placed on the mar-

ket by the Edison General Electric company.

The motor is protected by a metal housing arranged to

give ready access to the commutator and brushes. By sim-

ply lifting a slide and removing four bolts and raising the

Reorganization of the Westinghouse
Company.

The reorganization of the Westinghouse Electric &l

Manufacturing company will soon be consummated, and it

is quite probable that the next two weeks will bring mat-

ters into such shape that a meeting can be held to finally

settle all the details connected with the project.

The stockholders of the company held another meeting

last week 'I'uesday, but an adjournment was once more

decided upon. Mr. Westinghouse. the president of the

company, being absent, Mr. liannistcr. \'ice-president,

acted as chairman and announced that almost three-fourths

of the stock of the company had already been sent to the

Mercantile Trust company, the stockholders assenting to

the proposed plan of reorganizing the company; that the

plan had met with general approval everywhere, and that

at the next meeting the reorganization of the company
would take place. He also announced that Mr. Westing-

house and others, whose presence was necessar)' at the final

meeting, were now in the East Mr. Bannister suggested

that the meeting adjourn until July I5ih, which was done

after the report had been accepted.

The work of reorganizing the Westinghouse Electric S:

PERRET DVNAMO

tions per minute. The combination is placed on a sub-

stantial bracket in the side of the engine room, and runs

without any appreciable vibration.

The yacht, which is 170 feet long, is well lighted in the

evening by the dynamo direct and by storage batteries dur-

ing the day, or when the dynamo is not running.

Where it is desirable to be very econom'cal in floor space

a different style of coupling is used by the Elektron

Manufacturing company, and the space between engine

and dynamo may be shortened up considerably.

ON THE "ROMCtLA.

main cover, the whole motor is exposed to view, as shown

in the cut.

By this arrangement the motor is protected and at the

same time access to the working parts may be gained. A
15 horse power mfttor is used, one end of which is hung to

asupport on the frame, and the other flexibly suspended

after the street railway practice. The motor is connected

to both axles by direct gearing. There is a seat at either

end for the engineer, within e .sy reach of the lever of a

hand brake, and a switch of the street railway type, the

latter having one lever by which the motor is brought to a

I RENTICE DYNAMO.

Manufacturing company has now been in progress for over
six months and during that time, in spite of hampered facili-

ties, the management has been able to continue the busi-

ness. The shops have not been idle a single day. This
year the number of workmen was greativ reduced,

yet. it is claimed, the capacity has been more than doubled,

and to-day about seven hundred workmen are employed in

the several departments. One or more electric street rail-

way companies have their cirs equipped with the W'estJng-

house system in the following named cities: Des Moines,

la.; Lansing, Mich.; Champaign, III., Salt Lake City,

Utah; Springfield. Mo.; Merrill, \Vis ; Moline, III.; Lin-

coln, Neb.; Pittsburg, Kan.; Cleveland, O.; Greensburg,

Pa.; Glen Echo, D. C ; Dayton, O.: Richmond, Va.;

Prentice Dynamo.
The dynamo represented in the accompanying cuts is the

invention of Napier Prentice, an English electrical engineer.

It is claimed to have an efficiency of 90 per cent. The

armature core is made up of disks of soft charcoal iron.

It is claimed that the system of winding is peculiarly effect-

ive—so much so, in fact, that a high electrical efficiency

can be obtained at the comparatively slow speed of 500

PRENTICE DYNAMO.

revolutions per minute. The armature is protected from

injury by metal cases at each end, which entirely cover and

inclose the wires and commutator connections, and by strips

of fiber or bone placed over the wires and filling up the

spaces between the iron projections on the circumference.

The field magnet coils are protected by zinc cases, which

are securely soldered to the metal llanges at each end of

the coil. The commutator is built upon an iron sleeve so

that it can be readily replaced by a new one if necessary.

The dynamos are very light. One giving an output of 1 50

amperes at too volts only weighs about half a ton and runs

at the low speed of Soo revolutions per minute. The il-

lustrations were reproduced from EUcfricity, London.

F.DISON ELECTRIC LOCOMOn

standstill, started up or reversed, and the speed regulated

according to retiuirements.

In the construction of this locomotive care has been

taken to distribute the weight so that all four wheels will

bear evenly, to insure a maximum traction as both axles

are driven from the same motor.

Cedartown, Ga,, has voted to bond itself to the extent

of $50,000 to erect an electric light plant anil water
works.

Trouble has been engendered between the Piltsfield.

Mass., Electric company and the city authorities and citi-

zens generally. It is charged th.it the company set its

poles wherever it wished, cutting down trees and disre-

garding the wishes of the people.

VE FOR MINES AND MILLS.

Lebanon, Mo ; Reading. Pa ; Tcrrc Haute. Ind.; Find-

lay, O.; Dallas. T^x.; Maysvillc. Ky.; Sarannah. Ga..

Sandusky, O.; Seattle, Wash.; Helena. Montana; W"aco.

Tex.; Portland, Ore; Buriinglon, la.; Flushing. L. I.;

Louisvillc.Ivy. ;N.^shville.Tcnn ; Sioux City, la-; Newcastle,

Pa.: Washington, Pa ; Austin, Tex.; Pittsburg, Pa.; Og-
den, Utah; Piltsfield, Mass.; Ottawa, Ont; lUltimorc,

^M.; Glens Falls. N. V.; Wilkcsbam. Pa.; Toledo. O.
The Westinghouse roads in these cities are in actual oper-

ation, and in many cases orders have been received for an
increase of the equipment. The other departments of the
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works have been equally diligent in meeting the demands

of the central station incandescent as well as arc lighting.

A fan motor which can be attached to incandescent circuits

has been placed on the market. It has proved very suc-

cessful. Much of the success of the plans of the Westing-

house company under these difficulties has been due to the

excellent judgment of the present manager.

Thorn son-Houston Electric Tramway
for Mills.

In the accompanying illustration is shown an electric

tramway recently installed by the Thomson-Houston Motor

company of Boston at the works of the Pittsburg Plate

Glass company, Ford City, Fa. This installation is

especially interesting owing to the peculiar conditions

under which it is working. The tramway is used to trans-

fer the immense plates of glass in process of manufacture

from one part of the works to another.

Four locomotives, one of which is shown in the accom-

panying illustration, are in use, each being equipped with a

twenty horse power Thomson-Houston motor. This ma-

chine is used not only to propel the locomotive, but also to

drive a hoisting drum, which, by means of special gearing,

is thrown in or out at will.

Glass is loaded on cars which run on tracks at right an-

gles to the main track, and the hoisting apparatus men-

tioned is used to pull these cars up to the tow-cars, which

run on the main track and are hauled by the locomotives.

The tow-cara are ordinary platform truck>. The grade on

the main track is such that the platforms of the trucks are

on a level with the side track, and the cars when loaded

are placed on the trucks and then transferred to any de-

sired point.

There are two lines of main track, both of which are en-

tirely inside the works and each of which is about 700 feet

in length. The gauge of the road is nine feet and ten

inches, which is probably the broadest gauge ever used in

tramway work. The overhead single wire construction is used

and the current for the operation of the motor car is se-

cured from a 500 volt Thomson- Houston generator.

Hopkins University is protected from lightning by the roof

and spouting. You can safely class all patented lighlninj

rods as being of little value beyond conducting rods that

any man can put up himself, because the simple principle

underlying all is that the lightning will follow the best con-

ductor. The idea so largely adopted in the erection of

lightning rods, that a small band of glass will prevent the

electric current from passing to a better adjacent conductor,

seems playful. While it is true that lightning is attracted

to an elevated point or angle, when you cast your eyes over

a city like Baltimore and see the large number of such

points and angles, the use of pointed rods fades into insig-

ficance as compared with the method of roofing with a good
conductor. This was well illustrated by the incident of

lightning striking the great monument in Washington
several years ago The monument is capped with a piece

of aluminum, which has metallic connection with the ground
by means of the iron work of the interior, but the lightning

did not strike the top of the cap. It descended to some

Protection against Lightning.

Prof. Henr)' A. Rowland of the Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity is reported as follows in the Baltimore Sun in an
interview on the subject of protecting buildings against

lightning.

"Recent scientific study has swept away some of the old

ELECTRIC CLOCK.

copper fixed in the side of the pyramid^ top, some distance

from the apex, burst a portion of the stone, and. running

along the copper into the interior, leaped without any

metallic connection to the iron framework and passed to the

ground. A framework of copper rods covering the angles

and crossing the sides of the immense cap was recom-

mended by me at that time for the future protection of the

runs along the surface of a body, the body may be broken
or crushed by the enormous pressure brought to bear upon
it, in the same manner that an explosion of dynamite or
nitro glycerine would cause a fracture. I have some frag
ments of a church spire struck by lightning which are
bound together in their former relative positions, but ex-
hibiting all the fractures produced by the concussion.
There is a vast difference between the 'quantity of elec-
tricity and what is known as electrical pressure. This is

illustrated in a simple manner by the compression of air.
A small quantity of air can be compressed to the same
degree to obtain as great an expansive force as a lar^^e
quantity. The quantity of electricity in a stroke of hght-
ning is not nearly as much as passes along almost any
electric wire on the street, but the vohage or electrical
pressure of the street wire is rarely 3,000. A volt is the
basis on which the pressure is estimated. The voltage of
the lightning stroke is roughly estimated at G 000, coo,000
volts. In addition to this appalling difference it may be
said that the current of the wire is constant and continu-
ing, while the lightning dart is delivered in the one two-
hundredth part of a second. Such an astounding force is

capable of doing many strange things
"

In speaking of places of safety during an electrical storm
Dr. Rowland said that probably as safe a place as any other
would be an iron bedstead, provided the ground connection
is perfect, this being in line with the above theory, that the
lightning would follow the best conductor.

Electric Clock.

The accompanying illustration shows a new design of

electric clock in which an alternating current through a
single magnet works the escapement.

On a base plate A is fastened an electro magnet D, the

windings of which are connected to the two binding posts.

On the lower end of the magnet core there is a pole piece,

or shoe. F, which is mounted as shown on a stopper in

the center. For the armature there is employed a steel

magnet A', bent into the shape of a ring and fastened

to a brass disk, which is centrally pivoted on a bracket

L. The motion of this balanced armature is such that the

two poles, yVand^, alternately strike against the stopper on

the pole shoe of the magnet, as the polarity of the electro-

magnet changes with the current. This oscillating disk ar-

mature is geared to the escapement of the clock movement
in such a way that each swing of the armature moves
the escapement wheel one tooth.

These clocks are operated in the same way as other

electric time systems. A regulator at the station operates

a pole changing device and the clocks are joined in series.

Clocks operated on short circuits, with magnets of 3.6 ohms
resistance require .08 ampere of current and those for long

distance service with magnet of 10.8 ohms resistance lake

only .04 of an ampere.

This clock, which is manufactured by Georg Kesel, of

Kempten, Bavaria, is in operation in Munich, and is said

to have given good satisfaction, as shown by the recom-

mendations of the Polytechnic Society of Munich.

The illustrations are reproduced from the Elekiro-

technischer Auzeigiv.

•f»?M.SON-HOi;STON KI.KCTCIC TKANWAy V V.

notions about coriductors. The method now considered

the best for the protection o( buildings ifi to provide a metal

jr^A^ with an ample number of metal conductors leading to

r- '/round, which will receive and carry off the electric

r-', -.^ from the c''j'H':. f.^^*^ t*. rhc best malcrlal, but

tin or iron *; ' •! I always sux^csl

the pI.vHng ' ncTS of a buildinj;,

s/) that all p-'' ... ' '1-

'Thoogh rods rriay i^ used, rain ;*pout<» will answer the

parposc eqaally well. The physical laboratory 0/ the Johns

monument, and his probably been constructed. The ground
connection was to be through the internal iron work spoken

of, .Somewhat similar to these methods is that of the I'ea-

body library. The iron shelving connected with the

metallic roof, and resting on a stone foundation which
might be shattered by a stroke of lightning, has been con-

nected with ihc ground by metal conductors, and no danger

from lightning is apprchendr<l,

"Ujjhtning ha.s no fixed portion of a building to strike.

The stroke may fall at the center of a roof, and while it

Electric Organs.'

By James Swinburne.

The idea, and to some extent the application, of elec

tricity to the mechanism of organs is not new. CJaunt-

lett proposed to build models of various celebrated

crgans at the London exhibition of 1S51. and to con-

nect them all to one console. Barker, the inventor of

the pneumatic pallet, worked out what was probably

the earliest practical system of electrically controlled

organs.

An organ consists essentially of three or four inde-

pendent instruments. Each instrument is composed of

sets of pipes, called stops, arranged in rows, say, cross-

wise, on what is known as the "soundboard," probably

because it is not a soundboard. The pipes are also

arranged in rows from back to front, each row corre-

sponding to a key on the keyboard belonging to that

organ. Each key commands a valve, or pallet, letting

wind into a channel under all the front to back row
belonging to it. Each stop has a long perforated slip or

slider running under it, which can be moved so that the

holes correspond or not with those leading to the pipes.

These sliders arc controlled by the draw-stops A fourfold

organ has one pedal and three manual keyboards, called

"great,'' "swell" and "choir." Further mechanism is

necessary to connect various keyboards, and to admit of

rapid changes of the arrangement of the d'aw-stops.

This appears very simple, but when an organ has about

forty stops and over fifty draw-stops it becomes very

complicated. The first trouble is that it soon be

comes almost impossible for the fingers of the left hand

to work air valves or pallets large enough to control

the wind for twenty or thirty large pipes, even if equi-

librium valves arc used. I am, as far as possible,

using engineering, and not organ building, nomenclature.

To get over this, the air relay, or pneumatic pallet, has

been adopted in large organs. The finger then controls

a tiny t'(|ui]ibrium valve, which controls an air bellows

that does all the work. When this system is applied to

the great organ of a small instrument, it is generally ar-

ranged to work the "choir" and "swell," too, when coupled

to the "great.''

There is still another difliculty, Tn large inslrumcnls

'London Imhinlrlff.'
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the pneumatic pallets frequently have to be a long way
from the player, and the connections are apt to alici in

length and get out of adjustment. In All Saints' Church,
Mcinchester, there is, or was, an organ played from near
the reading desk, placed high up on each side of the

chancel 70 feet off. It has mechanical connections, but

they are not heavy, and seem to work very well. Gener-
ally, an arrangement like that used in pneumatic
bells is u?ed, and known as the tubular pneumatic system.
Barker, however^ controlled his little air relay valves

electrically, and realized the advantages of electrical con-

nections in admitting of great simplicity in coupling and
key mechanism, as well as ease in connecting distant

organs. The electric action, as it is called, has developed

especially abroad. Messrs. Bryceson have done a great

deal, and many English organs have electric connection.

In France there are a large number of these combined
electric and air relay mechanisms. M. Carre describes

several in a valuable article in La Lwnicrt- Eltctnque.

Roosevelt, in America has not only developed pneumatic
actions thoroughly, but has employed electricity too.

The three manual organ at Trinity Church, Boston, has

not only pneumatic action for the keys, but a pneumatic
stop action which admits of an exceedingly convenient

composition pedal arrangement. The pedal on being
pressed and hitched down draws its corresponding set of

stops, and shuts them ofif again when allowed to rise,

without Interfering with any arrangement that has already

been made. There is also an electric solo organ, but it

was out of order when I tried the instrument. There is a

concert organ by the same maker in Boston with a set of

composition pedals, each with a complete set of draw-
stops, which can be arranged beforehand, and come Into

use when the pedal is pressed. I believe the new Riga
organ is electrical.

j\Ir. Hope-Jones has recently paid great attention to the

subject of electric actions. Being an electrical engineer

and an organist, he Is well fitted for tackling such a difTi-

cult subject. The console of the organ of St. John's
Church, Birkenhead, where Mr. Ilops-Jones is organist,

is worthy of consideration. Instead of draw-stops at the

side of the player there are rows of little tumblers just

under the music. A touch at the top or bottom puts the

stop In or out. This organ, if arranged in the ordinary

way, would have about forty draw-stops. By the use of

electric gear, Mr. Hope-Jones produces an organ which
has the same effect as an instrument of fifty-three, with
the ease of manipulation of one of twenty draw-stops.

In addition," It has a whole host of composition buttons,

crescendo arrangements and other accessories.

So far electricity seems to have been used to work an
air relay only. The use of electricity may easily have been
carried very much farther than this. The difficulty has

been the supply of electrical energy, and batteries have
been used. Mr. Hope-Jones, who has had experience in

telephone work, has probably reduced the energy needed

to a minimum. It seems obvious, however, that to use

electricity to work an air relay for working a valve needing

a pull of a pound or two through half an inch is absurd;

and our electrical readers may well study the question, as

given, say, twenty watts available, the whole mechanism
of the ordinary organ might be swept away, and an
infinitely more convenient and less costly instrument

devised. It is easy to get the power. In England the

blower, who does the whole of the work when air relays

are used, works a thing like a pump handle up and down.
In France he works two levers with his feet. Sometimes
the blower is a water motor or a gas engine. All that is

wanted is rotary motion. Even if rotary motion is pro-

vided, by means of hand cranks, water motors or gas

engines, the feeders are generally on the principle of a

smith's bellows. We would suggest that such a machine
as the Baker positive blower would be very much cheaper
and better, giving a uniform supply without beating.

The electric power can then be supplied by a very small

magneto machine. This need have no commutator; it

may supply alternating currents of low enough frequency

to be silent. There is then nothing to get out of order,

and owing to hysteresis, if closed circuit electro magnets
be used, there is practically no sparking at the various con-

tacts. Organ music is limited entirely by the mechanism
of the organ, and develops with It. In Germany they have

only one sort of organ music, of which the works of

Merkel, Rheinberger and perhaps Mendelssohn may be
taken as examples. This needs no accessory mechanism,
and even modern German organs have, we believe, little

as a rule. The well-known organ at Tyne Dock, by
Schultze, has no composiclon pedals, and, If I remember
aright, no couplers. In France the organ Intersperses

showy scraps during church service; and many of the

organs are not designed for solid p'aying. The large

organ at St. Eustache, for instance, has the pedals so

arranged that the player cannot reach them without sliding

along the seat. They have all sorts of arrangements for

. meretricious effects—tremulants, fancy reeds, and "effets

d'orage." In England and the United States organ

playing has got as far as it can without a change in organ
construction. The average church organ spends Its time

in the monotonous accompaniment of hymns and chants,

but the concert instrument plays German fugue music.

German chorale organ music or the resulting German
organ sonata; then it plays Guilmant and light French

music; and then il indulges In a development which is es-

sentially English, the organ arrangement. As much of an
orchestral movement as can possibly be compressed Into

the region of ten fingers and two feet Is crammed on three

staves, and the organist has to change his stops as best he

can. It is probably only in England and America that

such things as the overtures to "'Der Freischuet/." or

''A Midsummer Night's Dream" are played on organs.

It is only because the mechanism does not give the right

combinations quickly enough, if at all, that the over-

ture to "Tannhauser" does not figure on recital pro-

grammes.
It is difficult to think of all that can be done easily and

cheap y by direct electric mechanism. If each key makes

circuit with a set of small electric valves one to each pipe,

and if the returns to each stop are controlled by what
corresponds to the draw-stop, all the ordinary mechanism
of pneumatic pallets, expensive soundboards—which some
times warp — trackers, sliders, rollers, etc., may be swept
off. It may be remarked parenthetically that the abolition

of pneumatic pallets Is itself most desirable. Apart from
expense, they tend to develop a bad style of playing. The
organist cannot accent a note by playing it louder, so em-
phasis is given to it by clipping the note before it a little

short. Phrasing thus depends on perfect instantaneous-

ness of the action, which is not always found with the air

relay. In a cathedral organ music gels mixed up into a

sort of roar. which rolls down the aisles ir a way poets like,

and slovenly phrasing does not matter; but in a concert

room an organist accustomed to a large instrument gen-
erally bears evidences of it. With electric mechanism, any
stop may be drawn on any manual, or prearranged for any
manual and composition button. Any grouping may thjs

be adopted. In orchestral music, though there are about
twenty staves in the score, the instruments fall roughly
Into a few groups. It should be easy to group the corre-

sponding stops on the organ in the same way for playing

orchestral music. This can be done by electricity.

Again, in playing from the ordinary piano score of, ora-

.

torios. there are four lines of voice parts, which demand
one keyboard, and two lines of condensed accompaniment,

,

which demand one or two keyboards, which must be cou-

pled instantly to the voice keyboard when there are no
hands available to play them. Existing organs generally

meet these last requirements. Electric action admits of

still another development. In a medium sized hall, one
manual may be an ordinary grand piano. A piano could

not be combir.ed with an ordinary organ, because the

touch is different; but if the console Is detached from the

organ so as to give breathing room for the piano, the

addition of the contacts to the keys will not interfere with

the touch of the piano at all. This suggestion will strike

many as odd, some may say barbarous, but the harp may
almost be considered part of the modern orchestra, and
apart from concertos, the piano might also be absorbed
too, especially if it were more portable, and several could
be employed together.

Enough has been said to show the enormous advantages
of simple organ mechanism One great difficulty will

probably be in organ builders themselves. They are often

too apt to regard electric action as complicated, untrust-

worthy and expensive. It must be remembered that

electric work has advanced enormously within the last few

years; and if electricity can sweep away the whole of the

rest of the action mechanism from organs, it is certainly

worth consideration. The excellence of the organ at

Birkenhead points to the advisability of organ builders

going to electricians to get the electrical part of their actions

put right, instead of designing it themselves, and then

rejecting it as costly or untrustworthy.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, June 27.
—"Four more persons, all women,

suffocated by gas from an open burner. Three accidents

in one, with a suicide added. How long before the ever

ingenious but sometimes dilatory Yankee inventor shall

come to our rescue by adding a tell-tale or self-snuffer, so

to speak, to every gas burner?" This mournful plaint was

uttered by one of the great metropolitan dailies at the

head of its editorial columns this week. That such a

shocking occurrence should have called forth even so much

comment from the daily press is passing strange, because

we are all accustomed to the deadly work of illuminating

gas. Scarcely a week passes but one or more lives are

thus silently snuffed out and nobody takes any notice, but

four In one night is an unusual record. Imagine the col-

umns of sensational matter that would have deluged our

breakfast tables had the dynamos instead of the gas holder

been to blame for this wholesale slaughter. The news-

mongers of New York would have been satisfied with

nothing less than the immediate electrocution of all the

officers of the company, from the president down to the

man In charge of the station. Yet nobody proposes to

indict a gas director or superintendent, and Mayor Grant

never even 'ninls that he would like to pull up all the gas

mains in New York until the burners are robbed of their

murderous powers.

Those who talk so glibly of the "dangers of electricity"

would probably be surprised to learn that there are twenty

deaths in New York from gas to one caused/by electricity.

In New York there were more than 1,300 accidental deaths

last year, of which just two were ascribed to electricity,

while over forty were put down to illuminating gas. But

.suffocation by gas is a trite occurrence and can no longer

be written up "artistically," while there is something novel

and mysterious and sensational about electricity, so for a

long time to come we shall continue to read of the 'dan-

gers of electricity." and gas will go on insidiously com-

mitting weekly murders without provoking comment or

protest.

The rapid transit question continues to crop up at vari-

ous times and in various lights. The elevated railway

people, balked in their endeavor to annex the best part of

Broadway and tlic whole of the boulevard, throw cold

water on ihe electric undeigiound scheme whenever it is dis-

cussed, and curiously they arc backed up by one or two of

the daily papers. Jay Gould pretends to believe that

electrical engineers will not be able to construct motors of

the necessary power to draw heavily laden trains. .^Ir-

Gould, from his connection with one of the largest electri-

cal concerns in the country, would be expected to have at

least a superficial knowledge of the progress and devel-

opment of electrical engineering, although at the same

time it must be acknowledged that his opportunities of

gaining such knowledge in the Western Union Telegraph

company are somewhat limited, because that company pays

very little attention to electrical engineering, and in fact

manages to get along without it. Be that as it may, Mr.

Gould disclaims all pretension to any such knowledge,

stating that to him electricity is an "unfathomable subject"

which he leaves entirely to experts. In that case it seems

rather gratuitous on the part of Mr. Gould to venture on

an opinion as to what "experts" can or cannot do, and

just as valuable an opinion might have been obtained from

one of Mr. Gould's messenger boys. The Sun supports

Jay Gould, and Mr. Dana doubts whether a motor can

be built to do the work. Mr. Sprague has challenged Mr.

Dana to ba.k his opinions to the tune of $50,000, but .Mr.

Dana preserves a discreet silence. Last year the vener-

able editor of the Sun spent his vacation in Spain, and he

appears to have acquired some of that country's conser\*a-

tism and opposition to progress; this year he would do

well to make a tour of this country and see what electric

motors are doing in many large towns. He will then think

better of the motor than he appears to at present.

The engineers of the Rapid Transit commission have

lately been engaged in sinking shafts along Broadway to

discover at what depth bed-rock was to be found. The
result of this work has been highly satisfactory, rock hav-

ing been found at an average depth of about too feet for a

considerable distance, the minimum being "S S feet at Dey
street, and the maximum 163.5 feet at Duane street. It

was prophesied that trouble would be met with at Canal

street, where Broadway runs into a hollow. It was said

that a subterranean creek existed Iiere, containing nothing

but soft mud, which would render tunneling practically im-

possible. The prophets were all wrong, however, as rock

was struck at Canal street at a depth of S7.6 feet, the

ground above consisting entirely of strata of coarse gravel

and sand. The Rapid Transit commissioners are very

much pleased with the results of the work, and they con-

sider that it has been conclusively demonstrated that not

only are many of the threatened difficulties absolutely non-

existent, but also that the lower section of the road can be

constructed much more easily and cheaply than bad at first

been supposed. It is estimated that the tunneling through

the sand and gravel that has been met with so far can be

advanced at the rate of fifteen or twenty feet a day. The
commission Is now engaged in considering an East Side

line.

The motive power in the tunnel which is being built

under the North river by the Hudson Tunnel railway

company, connecting New York city with Ilobokeo, will

be electricity, which is conceded to be the most practical

and economical. The electric locomotives used wilt be

much after the style of those used in the London under-

ground railwa5's. The Thomson-Houston Electric com-

pany has taken the contract, it is claimed.

The Metropolitan Telephone company inaugurated this

week the third of its model telephone buildings. The
new exchange is at Spring street, and serves what is known

as the dry goods district. It is equipped with a multiple

swiich-board of the latest type, embodying all the improve-

ments known to telephonists. Not an overhead wire en-

ters the new 'ouilding. all the subscribers being connected

through underground cables, and the change from the old

office to the new was effected in a novel and effertivi man-

ner entirely by means of underground cables. The old

exchange was operated by the Chinnock system, and with

its abandonment this system disappears from the telephone

service of New York. The Metropolitan company has for

some years past been doing very progressive work in re-

organizing its general plant and equipment, and all the

new exchanges are in bviildings specially erected for the

purpose. The amount of underground telephone cable

lying beneath the streets of New York is now something

prodigious, and is daily being added to. At the present

time a circuit could be run the entire length of Manhattan

Island from the Harlem River to the Battery exclusively

through underground cables, without an inch of overhead

wire, and still Mayor Grant is not happy. They say that

he finds so few poles used for electrical work in the streets

now that he is casting longing gl.ancesat the b.irbers' poles

and llagstaffs, although this may be mere c.>;.igge:ation.

The subway deadlock will probably find a solution be-

fore very long. The electric light companies, who have

sieadfistly fought the underground movement from the
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very first, owe the subway company large amounts for rent-

al of ducts. No payments have been made on the ground

that the rentals were excessive, and when the subway com-

pany threatened to cut the cables if a settlement of their

little bills were not made, the electric light companies ap-

plied for an injunction to prevent the execution of such

violent method:, which to them savored "of the earth,

earthy." A temporary injunction was granted, but on a

further hearing Judge Ingraham denied the motion, and

refused to continue the injunction. The Supreme Court,

General Term, has just affirmed the decision of Judge In-

graham, the opinion of the court being written by Pre-

siding Justice Van Bmnt and Justices Barrett and Patter-

son- This decision is. in vulgar parlance, a "facer" for

the electric light companies, who will now have to pay up

or submit to having their cables cut It is scarcely prob-

able that they will be willing to incur the losses that would

result from a general interruption of the lighting service,

and presumably they will now at least pay something on

account to the long suffering Subway company, which cer-

tainly must need the money bad enough.

The First Battalion of the Naval Militia of the state of

New York was legally enrolled a few nights ago by Adju-

tant General Porter, and New York now presents a naval

force of 201 men. Many electrical men are members of

the battalion, and great interest has been taken in it among

electrical circles in New York, especially since the publica-

tion of Lieut. Bradley Fiske's very able paper on "Elec-

tricity in IModern Warfare," read before the New York

Electrical society last fall. The commanding ofHcer of the

battalion is Lieut. Comminder Jacob W. Miller. The

battery commanders are: First B itten,% Lieut. S. Dana

Greene; Second, W. Butler Duncan; Third, Louis Mow-
bray; Fourth, T. M. Forshen. The battalion will go on

a cruise with the squadron of evolution on July 27th, when

the men will be drilled in handling heavy guns and rapid

Bring guns, target practice, boat tactics and landing as a

naval brigade to assist land forces.

News comes from Washington of an important omission

in the specifications for cruiser No. 13. It appears that no

provision has been made for that very necessary part of the

eqaipment of a modern man of-war, namely, the electric

lighting plant. Nobody seems able to explain how the

omission came about. The responsibility rests between

the Equipment Bureau, which has charge of such matters

as electrical appliances, and the office of the Judge Advo-

cate General which superintends the preparation of the

specifications. It appears that all the bids received for the

construction of the vessel are so close to the appropriation

that not enough money will remain to provide an electric

light plant under a separate contract. The lowest bid

leaves a margin of only l|6o.ooo, whereas the electric light

plant would, it is estimated, cost §roo,ooo. The secretary

tried to get the contractors, who have sent in bids, to

throw the electric plant in, but none would agree to do

that. It is probable that the lowest bid, that of the Bath

Iron Works, will be accepted, and the cost of the electric

light installation limited to $60,000. W. L. H.

San Francisco, Cal.

San Francisco, Cal., June 26.—Dr. Thomas Addison,

district manager for the Thomson-Houston Electric com-

pany, was closed a contract for the equipment of the San

Francisco &: San Mateo Electric road with Thomson-Hous-

ton apparatus. The initial plant will consist of six 80

kilowatt generators and 30 cars, 15 of which are to be 16

foot, single track cars, each carrying two 15 horse power

motors, and the remaining 15 cars are to be of the latest

32-foot, double track pattern, each truck carrying a 25 horse

power motor. It is hoped that the first division of the

road will be completed in October next.

The closing of this contract means that the Thomson-

Houston company will equip what is to be perhaps the

nearest approach to an electric trunk line of any road in

America, The San Francisco &: San Mateo company has

already obtained a franchise for ils line from San Fran-

cisco through the suburban towns of San Bruno, Millbrae,

Ocean View, San Mateo and Belmont to Redwood City, a

distance of 23 miles by the existing Southern Pacific route,

and last week application was made for an extension of the

franchise down the San Francisco peninsula, and through

the counties of San Mateo and Santa Clara to San Jose, a

distance oi about 52 miles from this city. Jt is evident,

therefore, that this is to be a remarkable line.

The Pacific Electrical Storage company has contracted

with Charles S. Wieland of San Francisco for the

eqaipment of an electric launch to ply on the watcriof

I-ake Tahoe. a famous summcrinj: place up in the Sierra

Nevada mountains. The little boat is to have a lenjrth of

23 feet over all, a beam of 6 feet and its depth amidships

is to be 3 feet. It will draw 30 inches of water at the stern.

Its electrical effaipmenl is to consist of one 2J horse p</wer

motor and 56 storage cells of the 23 M type, manufactured

by the Accumulator company. New York. The normal

speed of the craft will be from 6 to 3 miles per hour, and

it is capable of spurting at the rate of 12 miles per hour.

It will run about 70 miles on one charging, and. in addition

to the usual incandescent lamps necessary for its illumina-

tion, it is to be provided with an electric search light and

an electric fog horn. The accumulators are to be charged

by means of a 4 horse power gasoline engine and a 2.5

kilowatt Edison dynamo. The Storage company also re-

ports the sale during the week of a 160 light incandescent

plant to the San Jose Fruit Packing company of San Jose,

and the closing of the contract for the wiring of the Reid

boarding school at Belmont for 150 lights, preparatory to

the placing of a storage plant.

The California Electrical society has removed from

its former rooms in the Murphy building, and is now
quartered in the new Academy of Sciences building. The
rooms are nicely fitted up and are lighted by elec-

tricity.

The San Francisco Chronich- of June 17th contained the

following;

"At the close of the executive meeting of the Pacific

Underwriters' Association last evening the doors were

thrown open, and members of the Insurance Clerks' asso-

ciation were admitted. The object of the meeting was to

hear a lecture on 'The Advantages and Possibilities of

Electricitv,' delivered by George P. Low. electrical inspec-

tor of the Pacific Insurance Union.

"The paper was long and very interesting, and is to be

supplemented by another one on the 'Dangers of Electric

Wires,' to which last evening's lecture was introductory.

Mr. Low stated theimportanceof a knowledge of electricity

to the underwriter, and in an easy, entertaining manner

pointed out what is known in the abstract of the subtle

force of electricity. He compared it to gravity, and sug-

gested that the five senses may owe their action to elec-

tricity. Magnetism and electricity were compared and

their interconvertible nature was touched upon,

"Taking up the more practical side of the subject, Mr.

Low explained the fundamental principles of the dynamo,

and figured out that electrical industries of the value of

one-quarter of a billion dollars have been built up in the

United States through it. The comparative efficiency of

the steam engine and the motor, to the great advantage of

the latter, was mentioned, and the prophecy was made

that all our railroad lines will one day be operated by

electricity. What has been done was summed up neatly,

and then the possibilities of electricity were referred to,

closing a most entertaining paper."

The Pacific Postal Telegraph company has completed

the changing of the terminus of its cable between San

Francisco and Goat Island to the end of the Clay street

wharf. At the same lime a new cable was laid and in

about ten days a similar cable will be laid from Goat Island

to Seventh street, Oakland, The cost of the cable just

laid was over $25,000, It consists of ten separate con-

ductors, covered by an armor of iS No. 2 galvanized iron

wires. The cable proper was made in England, but the

armoring was done by the Roeblings.

S.

Detroit, Mich.

Detroit. Mich,, ]une 30. — The Supreme Court of the

State of Michigan has affirmed the decision of Circuit

Judge Reilly in the suit of the Detroit City Railway vs.

M. B, Mills and others, property owners on Mack
avenue, this city, arising from the construction of an elec-

tric street railway on that avenue. The Mack avenue

electric line was built by a corporation and sold to the De-

troit City Railway company, M. B. Mills, one of the

largest property owners on the street, aided in cutting

down the poles supporting the electric wires. The com-

pany secured a temporary injunction, and the trial of the

suit occupied several weeks. The properly owners claimed:

First that the act under which the complaint was in-

stituted was unconstitutional, second, that the company

had no right by its franchise to use electricity as a motive

power, third, that the company in the erection of poles

trespassed on the private property of the defendants.

The court held that the claim of the unconstitutionality.

of the act under which the company was organized was not

sustained. The second contention, that the city docs not

possess the power to permit operation of cars by electricity,

is disposed of by the answer that it is a matter between the

company and the state, and that the defendants are not in

a position to raise the issue. The mere usurpation of cor-

porate power docs not confer upon the individual the right

to bring suit to restrain the unlawful exercise of authority.

If the state choose to raise it, or by its silence permit the

action, no others can complain 5M3 long as the personal or

properly rights of the inilividual are not invaded or

affected. The court also finds it unnecessary to discuss

the proposition that the right of the company was not con-

ferred in the original act, as subsequent mandatory acts

conferred such right, which was. however, to be used un-

der authority of the council. The opinion also holds that

the use of streets for street railway purposes does not im-

pose new burdens and servitude beyond the power of the

city to authorize without additional compensation to ad-

joining lot owners. The court holds, however, that the

tracks cannot be constructed in a street too narrow to ad-

mit the passage of cars and other vehicles at the same
time. The road bed and track must be built substantially

wi h the level of the street so as to permit vehicles to cross

without difficulty, and the poles must be placed so as not

to interfere with the right of ingress and egress to abutting

property. Justices Morse and Grant dissent from the

opinion. This decision of the Supreme Court removes an

objection which the Detroit City railway has claimed to be

an obstacle to using electricity as a motive power.

The Detroit Electrical Works contemplate putting up
one of the most extensive electrical manufacturing estab

lishments in this country. The new works will include a

machine shop, foundery, pattern shops, finishing shops,

steam forges, erecting shops, carpenter shops, and labora-

tories, and possibly a large power plant capable of fur-

nishing an electric current for the motors of the whole

manufacturing establishment. The present works will

be utilized for manufacturing electrical supplies and
machinery. The machine shop of the new works will

be a large structure, and each department of the work will

be entirely separated from the others. The various build-

ings, while not taking up the whole space of the land, will

occupy a large share of it, and they will be so arranged

that additions can easily be made. All of the shops will

be fitted up with overhead electrical traveling cranes. The
intention for the next year's work is to turnout at least five

complete steel car electrical equipments per day and one

complete generator of a capacity of not less than 100 horse

power. The cost of the buildings is estimated at $200,-

000 to $300,000 including the additional machinery. The
plans and specifications are not ye* complete, but they are

expected to be finished so that work may be commenced
in July, and the works ready for operation by January ist.

The purchase of the property was consummated last week.

All the machinery will be operated by electricity, and the

shifting and hauling of cars about the ground will be done

by means of an overhead trolley system. There will also

be passenger cars operated by electricity and electric loco

motives, thus giving visitors an excellent opportunity to

examine the company's system completely. At present the

works are now running three hours overtime, beside em-

ploying the facilities of the Dry Dock Engine works in

turning out the different mechanical parts of new equip-

ment,

Louis Warfield, lately with the Pennsylvania Railroad

company, is now general manager and treasurer of the

company. The other officers are: President, Hugh
McMillan; vice-president, William A, Jackson; secretary,

William H. Wells.

The first electric cars to run regularly in Bay City were

started June 1st. The cars were greeted with cheers all

along the route. The majority of citizens herald this as the

beginning of a change ove^the whole street railway system

of Bay City.

Prcbident Hugh McMillan and General Manager War-

field of the Detroit Electrical Works have recently re-

turned from an extended trip through the East in the inter-

est of the company. Frank B Rae, electrical engineer of

the Detroit Electrical Works, was in Springfield and De-

catur, 111,, and Grand Rapids, Mich., last week on a tour

of inspection.

The Detroit Electrical Works have changed the shape

of the channel bars of their street car truck so that the

motor rests directly over the frame instead of being sus-

pended from it. The cross bar is bent so that it is only

necessary to open the trap door in the car lloor and take

out the armature.

Brownlee & Co. a few days since shipped a carload of

cross arms to Pedras Negras, consigned to the Mexican

government.

The final details of the purchase of the Brush Electric

Light company's plant by the Peninsular Electric Light

company have at last been completed, and the new corpo-

ration h;is elected officers. The pecuniary coTisiticration of

the sale is a round !i;0oo,ooo, or ^25,000 more than the

stock of the old itrush company. The new corporation

assumes all the Brush company's indebtedness, gives a

bo- ti and mortgage back on the plant, and agrees to keep

up the plant and bu.iincss of the did company, making such

improvements from time to lime as are necessary ^lo hold

and increase its business, 'I"he assets of the old company

compriHcd real estate, 150 lowers, 600 miles of lines and
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as complete a plant for incandescent and arc lighting as can

be found in the United States. Among other conditions

of the sale was a settlement and discontinuance of the law

suits pending between the lirush company and the l'"ort

Wayne Electric company. Without going into the details

of the litigalion over lower and double carbon lamp

patentc. it may be stated that the Detroit Electric Light and

Power company will now be able to use double carbon

lamps without further dread of injunctions, but its towers

will probably be taken down and the Brush towers used

instead. For president the stockholders have selected K.

T. McDonald of l-ort Wayne. Ind., who is also president

of the Fort Wayne Electrical company; J. L. Edson is

vice president, Edward llat borne of IJoston, secretary

and treasurer, and H. I,. Wilton, formerly of the Hrush

company, is assistant secretary. Mr. Ilalhorne has been

traveling auditor of the Fort Wayne company and is one

of the best e.xpert accountants in the country. G.

Pittsburg, Pa.

Pittsburg, Pa., June 27 —-There are probably few

parts of the country where electricity is so rapidly taking

the place of mules or horses as the motive power for street

railways, as in Western Pennsylvania. Even in the coke

regions the people are after the modern form of rapid tran-

sit, and in Connelsville the ground is now being broken for

an electric road. The line is to extend from that point

through New Haven ard Leisenring toward Uniontown,

and when it is finished it will be over live miles long. The
contract for the building of the road and the furnishing of

the motors and dynamos has just been let to a Pittsburg

compiny. The first electiic road ever built in the coke

region was put down at Uniontown last year, and since it

has been in operation it has been running very successfully.

This new line from Connelsville will eventually connect

with the Uniontown road, and a great deal of interest has

been awakened among the people of that district in electri-

cal rapid transit.

August. B.;lmont, Chas. Fairchild and IJrayton Ives, the

reorgaaization committee of the Wcslingliouse Electric &
Manufacturing company, have issued the following notice

to the stockholders of that company: Inasmuch as holders

of considerably more than two-thirds of the stock of the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing company have

assented to the plan of reorganization, the reorganization

committee has decided to limit to July Sth, inclusive, the

time in which stockholders may deposit their stock with

the Mercantile Trust company. Notice is hereby given

that after that date stock will only be accepted subject to

such additional conditions as the committee may
impose.

At the last meeting of the Allegheny councils the

management of the Pittsburg, Allegheny & Manchester

Traction company asked permission to have the time for

the completion of ihe road extended until November,

because it will be impossible to finish the work any sooner.

This was granted.

In the Pittsburg councils the ordinance compelling the

telephone, telegraph and electric light companies to put

their wires underground came up a few days ago. Rep-

resentatives of the different coaipanies of this city interested

in th's ordinance were present at the meeting of councils,

and the result was a very spirited discussion on the subject.

Mr. Campbtll of the Postal Telegraph company slated that

it was impossible lo put all the wires underground for the

reason that the telegraph cojapanies had so many district

messenger wires running into the oftices of the business

houses, which, being only transient wires, could not be put

underground, and he thought that the ordinance should be

modified lo meet that case. lie admitted that the main

cables could be easily placed beneath the surface of the

streets, but he held out for poles for the smaller wires. Mr.

Metzgar, the general manager of the Distiict Telephone

company, asked to have the ordinance amended £0 that each

company would be allowed to have one pole to each square.

Several gentlemen present also stated that they could not

see the fairness of the councils in demanding the wires of

the telephone and telegraph companies to be put under-

ground when the street car companies, whose wires were

really more objectionable than any cithers, were allowed

to leave their wires on the streets. The discussion was

postponed at last with the promise on the part of the De-

partment of Public Safety to extend the time for putting

the wires underground until November, 1892.

The factories of the Pittsburg Plate Glass Works at

P'ord City, Pa., are lo be lighted by electricity. In ad-

dition the company has made a contract for the installa-

tion of a power plant lo run an electric tramway. The
tramway is to convey the glass from the polishing tables to

the various departments in the factory. This is the first

electric tramway used for that purpose in the world.

B. L. W.

PERSONAL.
J. I,. Blackwell, general manager of the Baxter Electric

Motor company of Baltimore. Md., was in Chicago Mon-
day.

Gerald K. Fish, who recently resigned from the superin-

tendtncy of ihe Chicago Arc Light & Power company,
has been appointed 5Up.;rintcndcnt of lighting at I.ittle

Rock, Ark.

W. D. Allison manager of the main oflice of the Chi
cago Telephone company, has severed his connection with
theconpany. Mr. Allison had been with the company
twelve years

C, D Crandall has been appointed to succeed Chas. Iv.

Brown, as manager of ihe Western lOleclric company, Chi-
cago. Mr. Crandall will enter upon the duties of his new
position at once.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
West Lexington Land company, Lexington, \'a, ; capi-

tal stock, SSo.ooo; light, heat, power, etc.. electric works,
waterworks.

Plattville Electric Light & Power company, Piatt-

ville. Wis.; capital stock, !J;io,ooo; supplying electric light

and power at Plattville, Wis.

Milwaukee & Wauwatosa Electric company, Milwaukee,
Wis.; capital stock $75,000; to operate street railroad be-

tween Milwaukee and Wauwatosa.

Columbia Mining & Land company, Columbia, Va.

;

capital stock, .$250,000; electric light, heat, power, etc,
mining, gas works, manufacturing.

Canajoharie Electric Light company, Canajoharie.

N. Y.; capital stock, $10,000; manufacturing and using
electric light for lighting and heating purposes.

Star Light company, Oakland, Cal ; capital stock,

$2 500,000; to manufacture, produce, sell, distribute and
supply electric DOwer and electric light, and other artificial

light.

Union Electric company (incorporated in W. Va),

New \'ork, N. Y.; capital stock, $2,500; manufacturing,
selling, renting and using electrical appliances of all

kinds.

Winters Electric company, Chicago, 111. ; capital

stock, $to,ooo; to manufacture, construct, purchase and
sell all kinds of electrical and magnetic apparatus and
appliances.

Laclede Po.ver coiipmy of St. Louis. St. Louis, Mo
;

capital stock, $75 oi;o; to mike and furnish electric

pDwer for mechanical and minufacturing purposes, also
electric lights.

Inter-state Complete Electric Construction company, St.

Louis, Mo ; capital stock, $10,000; to construct and oper-
ate waterworks, gas and electric plants for furnishing heat
and power and light.

Enterprise Construction & Supply company (limited).

New Orleans, La.; capital stock, $50,000; buying, selling

and manufacturing all kinds of electrical machinery and
supplies, engines, boilers, etc.

Water ville 1-^ Fairfield Light & Railway company,
Waterville, Maine; capital stock, $200,000. To operate
the Waterville & Fairfield Railway and electric light

companies at Waterville and Fairfield.

Illinois Judson Power company, Chicago. 111.; capital

stock, Ijlt.ooo.ooo; to manufacture, own, use, lease and sell

machinery and other appliances for making, using, fur-

nishing and selling power for general purposes.

Topeka Wa'er & Electric Power company (in-

corporated in Colorado) Topeka, Kan. capital stock,

$500,000; to utilize water power from the Kansas River in

Shawnee county, Kan., for electric purposes, etc.

Pana Modern Electric Light, Power & Street Railway
company, Pana, 111., capital stock, $50,000; to furnish

light and pOtver for city, commercial and mining purposes,

and for any other use to which electricity may be applied.

Anderson Electric Street Railway company, Anderson,
Madison county, Ind ; capital stock, $200,000; construct-

ing, o*vning, maintaining and operating a street railway

in the city of Anderson, Ind.. and in the vicinity thereof.

Mattoon & Charleston Street Railway company.
Mattoon, II!.; capital stock, $1300.000; to construct, oper-

ate and maintain a system of dummy, tramway or street

railroad to be operated by electricity or other motive
power.

Chattanooga Waters Electric company (incorporated in

W. Va), Ctiicigo, III.; capital stock, $50,000; own-
ing and operating electric light plant, waterworks, hotel

property and pleasure resort in and near'the city of Chat-
tanooga, Tenn.

Portable Electric Light & Power company (incorporated

in W.Va ). New York, N. Y.; capital stock, $1,000,000;
manufacture and sell electrical accumulators, secondary
batteries, primary batteries, electric light plants and every-

thing pertaining to electricity.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
El Paso, Tex., has a new electric light company.

Football by electric light is said to be the latest Phila-

delphia fad.

A new electric light com,>any has been organized at

Flemingsburg, Ky.

The Lcesburg, Fla , Electric Light & Water Power
company has been incorporated with a capital stock of

$50,000.

The Ileislcr Electric Light company of Philadelphia
has secured the contr-ict for an incandescent lighting

plant at West Toronto Junction. Canada. This company
has also just sold a plant for .Morrillon, Ark.

The litigation between the Rochester. N, V.. Electric
Light company and the f^ochestcr Power company has
been settled by agreement. Both of the companies arc
owners of water power privileges on th« Genesee river and
a dispute arose as to their rights on adjoining property.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY.
Work has been begun on the new electric street railway

at Jackson, Mich.

IClectricily will be used as the motive power of the Lake
street railway of Wa.xahachie, Tex.

The West End Railway company of Savannah, fla , iias

obtained a franchise to build an electric road.

Tt is stated that the Austin, Tex., Street Railway com-
pany will soon operate its lines by electric power.

It is proposed to build an electric road from Santa Bar-
bara, Cal.. through Montecilo to the Hot Springs,

The Houston, Tex., City Street Railway companv,
which operates electric lines, will extend its system.

The Detroit Electrical Works are equipping in New
England six street railway systems as follows: The Law-
rence electric street railw y at Lawrence, Mass.; the
Black Rock & Salisbury Beach railjvay at Amesbury.
Mass ; the Augusta. Hallowell & Gardner electric street

railway at Augusta. Me.; the Newburyport street railway
at Newburyport. Mass . and the Gloucester street railway
at Gloucester, Mass.

The Kanawha Citv and Charleston Electrical Railway
company has been chartered in West \'irginia for the pur-
pose of building a railway line from Charleston to Kanawha
City. The length of the line will be about two miles be-
side the turns about the streets of the two cities. The
road will be operated by electricity, and will carry light

freight and passengers. The company has a capital stock
of $100,000, and will build as soon as possible.

ELECTRIC MINING.
A mining engineer of Sydney, New South Wales, has

invented an electro-chlorination process for the reduction
of gold ore.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The electric fountain at Lincoln park, Chicago, is in op

eration every Tuesday and Saturday evening.

Electricity is said to be the latest fashionable resource

as a cure for tippling by wealthy men in Paris and
London.

June electrical storms did considerable damage through-
out the country. At St. Paul, Minn., on the -7th, light-

ning struck a car on University avenue, destroyed the line

overhead and ruined the motor. A similar accident oc-

curred on West Seventh street. The house of Peter Rusan.
residing on Wyoming street, near Oakdale, was also

struck. The current, descending the chimney, struck Mrs.
Rusan, who was siting near it, and severely burned her
down the head and neck and partially paralyzed her lower
limbs. Two children who were on the fioor were slightly

burned. The house was considerably damaged. During
the same, storm at Archibald Malcom's farm near Oak
Lake, Manitoba, a bolt of lightning killed a team of horses
and a Frenchman standing near, while the driver was
unhurt.

TRADE NEWS.
The excessively hot weather last week is what electrical

people call "good fan weather." The Central Electric

company reports large sales of motor fans. It keeps a.

variety of this class of goods for its customers to select

from.

J. F. llockett was appointed general manager of the
Card Electric Motor Ov: Dynamo company of Cincmnali,
O., June 15th, in place of 11. H. Waller, resigned. This
company is reported to be in a most tlourishtng condition

and it is contemplating increasing the factor)* facilities

within the next sixty days.

Ingenious conceits and unctuous touches of humor char-
acterize the advertising matter of the Electrical Supply com-
pany, Chicago, in a marked and pleasing degree.

Several bright originalities of this character distinguish a
recent circular setting forth the merits of the Shield Brand
moisture prrof wire This "dry subject" is handled in ma-
chine-made blank verse and with various diagrams and
pictures, the whole making a unique combination.

The almost constantly increasing demand for a com-
pact simple and economic arrangement for isolated elec-

tric lighting has led L. J. Wing & Co., of New York and
Chicago, 'o introduce a combination of a Dake steam
engine and a Riker dynamo, the former being a small high-

speed engine and the latter a low-speed dynamo, and both
mounted on a single b.ise. The machine is especially

adapted for uss on locomotives for lighting trains, and
at the same time for ventilatinir and cooling the cars

with electric fans It is also valuable in lighting and vcn-
tiUting yachts, steamships, factories, etc.. requiring min-
imum care and attention, ana giving maximum light for

power used. It may be employed for arc and incandescent

lighting, or for either separately, and is made of various

sizes corresponding to the power desired. The light pro-

duced by this arrangement is constant and steady.

A. D. Lundy. of the firm of Sergeant Ov; Lundy, arrived

from Ihe East a few days siace, and has taken hold of the
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work connected with the new enterprise. Mr. Lundy is well

known in Chicago e'ectrical circles, particularly in connec-

tion with electric street railway interests, having ?er\^ed

for several years as chief engineer of the Sprague Electric

Equipment company, durirg which time fourteen roads

were built and equipped. During the past year he has

been with th^ SDUthern di^tiict of the Edison Gem ral com-
pany with headquarters at Atlanta. His connection with

the early work of electric street railway building has given

Mr. Lundy a valuable experience that will be of a special

value 10 him in his present duties. Mr. Sargent needs

no introduction in Chicago, having served a long appren-
ticeship with the Edison companies, and at present holding

a responsible position with the department of construction

of the World's Columbian Exposition as electrical engineer.

The new tirm is a strong one, and in the specialty which
it purposes making prominent, that of the complete equip-

ment of power plants, using the Mcintosh & Seymour
engines, its influence will undoubtedly be speedily felt.

BUSINESS.
The Cincinnati Engineering company is bringing out a

new electric freight and pass^ger elevator that has many
novel features, and which will undoubtedly attract atten-

tion when ready to be shown.

The Moore Electrical Manufacturing company, 652 and
654 Hudson stieet. New York, calls attention to its im-

proved Leclanche Disque balteiy.

Louis r.latz. 103 West Monroe street, Chicago, is adding
new macbinen.- to his brass foundry, and when completed

will have the best, or one of the best, equipped establish-

ments of the kind in the city. Mr. Blatz will make a

specialty of castings for electrical work.

The Cleveland Wheelbarrow Manufacturing company,
Cleveland, Ohio, has purchased the business, including

real and persona! assets, of the Cleveland Wheelbarrow
and Truck company. E. F. Wright has been succeeded

by T. W. Hornsey, secretary and treasurer.

Some idea of the extent of the use to which the fan

motor is being put for ventilating purposes can be gained

from the fact that Tones Bros, of Cincinnati have over

300 in use on a central slation circuit supplying 3,Soo

incandescent lamps and covering a radius of less than one
half mile -MI but a very few of these motors have been
installed since May ist. The demand for additional power
has compelled them to put in a new 150 horse powti Por-

ter engine in order to get sufficient current during the

day without running the large Hamilton-Corliss engine

which they have in place for their customary work.

Geo. Cutter has had three teams during the past week
constantly engaged in hauling weather-proof Simplex wire

from his warehouse to the various freight depots for ship-

m*;nt. Nfr. Cutter has also shipped direct from the factory

during the past week a large slate switch board for use in a

Detroit theater that is being refitted. He is also receiving

large orders for his new magnetic cut-out for railway use,

2S ha\-ing been shipped recently to one road. Cutter's

lamp supporting pulley is growing in popularity. It is

claimed for it that it is thoroughly sleet proof and will

hold the lamp securely even if the hoisting rope slip.

The Union Electric Works, 506 Springer Building.

Chicago, have recently added to the capacity of their fac-

tory, and are now ready to manufacture small electric ap-

pliances for the trade, or they will take special care in the

developing of any electric device, and when the same is

completed they will manufacture it on a royalty, or they

are prepared to purchase it outright from the inventor.

This company is provided with an able corps of electrical

and mechanical engineers, who are fully competent to pass

upon the value of any device or application offered, and it

is believed that this department will prove of great benefit

to young inventors and to any others that wish to dispose

of their productions.

L. A. Spaulding, Chicago, has just secured letters

patent on a deddedly novel application of the electric cur-

rent. His divice provides for the playing of a game of

pin p^ol on an ordinary pool table, minus the pins, and
also for the recording of the count in a game of 15 ball

px*l. In the former game sensitive push buttons are ar-

ranged in the center of the table under the spots usually

occupied by the pins, and the balls, in passing over them,

cause a contict to be mide, which is recorded by an or-

dinary annunciator placed for convenience in the wall near

by. In the 15 tall peel table the tuitcr? are arranged in

front of the pxkets. the count being shown in the same
manner The invention is certainly novel, and will un-

doubtedly attract attention.

The Central Electric company is showing some very

handsome samples of lead-encased Okonite cable. I'he

demand for this class of cable has increased so lately that

the Okonite company has decided to go into its manufact-
ure on a large scale. It is selling the product in the West
through the Central Electric company, which is the general

wcsrem agent. The company has already received some
fiaticrirg contractsand will soon be in ihc field as an active

competitor for this class of work. The company an-

nounces that it is prepared to lay the cable, and deliver it

connected up, ready for currect. The Central Electric

company is receiving some large orders for extra sizes of

Okonire wire, and has recently taken several contracts for

this wiie, tunning as high as 600.c^o circular mils

diameter. Most of ihia is for underground and submarine

AMhon^^h >ri* fo-nr months have elapsed since the En-
'/

'

rnnyof New York received its

;iMnred iucccss. Among the
g-y- ''^'i in promoting the prosperity

of ihecoEr.p.-.r.y Are the fo;lo»ing named: C, J. Field. ,M,

E., Aibcn C. Hale, fh. D.. ¥. I.. Pcrrinc. A. L.
Tinker, E. A. Magce. M, K., W, F. D. Crane, M. E.. C.

S. Merrill, C. H, Sewall and R. B. Cone. The company
is engaged solely in the business of furnishing steam and
electric equipment materials. No construction work is

attempted, although the lowest figures can be obtained for

the construction of steam power plants and electric rail-

ways. The Engineering Equipment company has its chief

ofBces in the Central building, 143 Liberty street. New
York. It is the sole eastern selling agency for patent

cotton leather belting and belting specialties, manufact-
ured by the Underwood Manufacturing company, and for

the Boston trolley and line materials, made solely by Albert
iS; J. M. Anderson. It has also the United States and
Canadian selling agency for the indurated fibre pipe, pro-

duced only at Mechanicsville, N. Y., and for the Kellogg
steel center and side poles made by the Kellogg Iron
Works of Buffalo, N. Y.; also Eastern selling agents for

Habirshaw wire, cables and cores, and general agents for

the machine tools manufactured by Edward Harrington,
Son L^ Co. Many large orders have been lilled by the com-
pany to the complete satisfaction of customers.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS-
IssiirJ June 23, iSqi.

454,450. Brake Mechanism for Street Cars. Norman
C. Eassett, Lynn, Mass.
The last claim follows:

"7. The combination of a truck having an electric

motor geared and supported thereon, so that the trac-

tive power of the wheels upon the different a.\les is

rendered unequal, with brakes for both sets of wheels,

and a pull rod or chain connected at one end to the

brake apparatus for the loaded wheels and at its other

end to a lever connected both with the truck-frame

aid a brake apparatus for the light wheels and means
for adjusting the connection of the rod relatively to

the lever for varying the braking pressure applied to the

last named wheels."

454,462. Electric Elevator. Rudolf Eickemeyer, Yonk
ers, N. Y.

454,467. Belt Controller for Dynamos. William A. Foote,

Battle Creek, Mich.

454,470. Signal Device for Telephone Pay Stations

William Gray, Hartford, Conn.

454 47 V Electric Regulator for Constant Potential. Carl

Hering, Philadelphia, Pa.

454.476. Electric Regulator for Constant Potential. Carl

Hering, Philadelphia, Pa.

454.455. Electric Ate Lamp. Herman Lemp and Merle

J. Wightraan, Hartford, Conn.
In this lamp the arc is formed by the main circuit

magnet, which, as soon as the arc is formed, no long-

er plays any part in the operation of the lamp, the

actions thereafter being under the control of the de-

rived circuit magnet.

454. 456. Overhead Electric System. Charles A. Lieb,

New York, N. Y.

454 4S7. Car House Hanger. Charles A Lieb, New
York, N. Y.

454, ^SS. Commutator for Dynamos or Motors Charles

A. Litb, New York, N. Y.

This invention consists in the combination of com-
mutator bars or sections containing aluminum and a

brush of carbon. The sections of aluminum will not

alter in size materially when heated or cooled, conse-

quently the sections or bars will not become loosened.

454,496. Limit Switch. Frank B Rae, Detroit, Mich.,

assignor to the Detroit Electrical Works.

454.500. Mining Machine. Elmer A. Sperry, Chicago,

III.

454. 503' Signal Attachment for Telephones. Alfred D.
Sundeen, Swan B. Molander and Gustaf W. Ander-
son, Mora, and Andrew M. Carlsen, St Paul, Minn.

454. ?04- Signal Attachment for Telephones. Alfred D.
Sundeen, Swan B. Molander and Gustaf W. Anderson,

Mora, and Andrew M. Carlsen, St Paul, Minn.
The first of the seven claims reads:

"The combination, with a telephone, of a phono-

graph and an electro-magnet connected in the circuit

of the te'ephcne for releasing the phonograph by
passing an electric current over the line from other sta-

tions, means for conducting the sound of the predeter-

mined speech from the phonograph to the transmitter

of the telephone to which the phonograph is attached,

and means for stopping the phonograph after it has

given the distant station the predetermined informa-

tion."

454.522. Trolley Pole Mechanism. George H. Larkin

and James Tomkins. St Paul, Minn.

454 52(j. Coin Freed Weighing or Similar Machine.
George E. Ruttcr, London. England.

454.532- Trolley for Railway Cars. Edmond Yerstracte,

St. Louis, Mo.

454,536. Electric Car Trolley. William Duncan, Alle-

gheny, Pa.

454.541- Speed Regulator for Dynamo Electric Machines,

Erastus E. Winkley, Lynn, Mass.

454.546. Electric Conductor. Alfred W. Sperry, Hart-

ford, Conn.

454.547* Insulating Material. Alfred W. Sperry. Hart-

ford, Conn.

454 1X6. Compound for the Manufacture of Insulators.

P.ickings, clc. Alfred W Sperry, Hartford, Conn,

45-1.5^5 Magnetic Separator for Paper Pulp. Charles

IF. Atkins, Palmer, .Mass.

To the upper surface of the bottom of the trough

is applied one or more metal bars which extend across

the same from side to side, and which arc connected
with a magnet beneath the trough. 'I'hc pulp in flow-

ing through the trough is opposed in its passage by
the magnetized bars and the iron particles are then
separated.

454. 558- Incandescent Electric Lamp. Thomas A. Edi-
son, Menlo Park, N. J.

Between the leading in wiresis sealed a third, which
extends and is attached to the center of the carbon by
electroplating thereto. The current is divided between
the two limits of the carbon, thus causing the latter to
be in multiple arc.

454.570. Walking Automaton. George R. Moore, West-
ford, Mass.

454.573- Electrical Pessary, Walter N. Sherman, Mer-
ced, Cal.

454,584, Switch-board for Telegraph Lines. Frank T.
Viles, Hyde Park, and Nicholas Young, Boston,
Mass.

454,598. Galvanic Battery. Philip Hathaway, New York,
N. Y.

454,604. Electric Search Light. Gaston Sautter, Paris,

France.

454.622. System of Electric lighting. Nikola Tesla,
New York, N. Y.
Claim seven reads:

"In a system of electric lighting, the combination,
with a source of currents of enormous frequency of
excessively high potential, of lighting devices, each
consisting of a conducting body inclosed in a rarefied

or exhausted receiver and connected by conductors di-

rectly or inductively with one of the terminals of said
source, all parts of the conductors intermediate toihe
said source and the light giving body being insulated
and protected to prevent the dissipation of the electric

energy.'"

454.625. Electric Signal for Railway Trains. Francis P
Lenahan, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

454.626. Electric Motor. Frank B. Rae, Detroit,

Mich.
This invention provides for an automatic switch that

shall operate to break the connection between the

main line and the motor in the event of any interrup-

tion or variation of the circuit.

454.627. Electric Motor. Alexander B. Roney, Chicago,
III.

This motor is a combination of two or more auxiliary

motors placed upon arms at right angles to the diiving
shaft. These auxiliary motors are adapted to travel

around the plane of a circle, and upon a circular field

magnet by means of rubber wheels attached to the
radial arms and bearing against said field magnet.
The rate of speed is controlled by a network of levers,

which thrust the auxiliary motors out or draw them to-

ward the center, thus diminishing or increasing the
speed.

454,630. Telegraphy. Benjamin C. Toye, Toronto,
Canada.

454,6^3 Electric Signal-Receiving Instrument. George
L. Foote, Brooklyn, N. Y.

454,650 Regulating Electric Lights and Power. Isaac
Herzberg and Abram Hei/berg, Philadelphia, Pa.

454669. Electric Hose Coupling. Joseph B. Strauss,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

454 67[. Lightning Arrester. Ejihu Thomson, Swamp-
scott, Mass.

454.67-. Lightning Arrester. Elihu Thomson, Lynn,
Mass.

454,673, L'ghtning Arrester. Elihu Thomson, Swamp-
scott, Mass.

454, 6g8. Method of an Apparatus for Healing Bars by
Electricity. Edwin E. Angell, Somerville, Mass.

In this mode a metallic bar or blank is inserted in

a circuit, then another is inserted in parallel in the

same circuit, side by side with the Inst blank,and then
withdrawing one of said bars from said circuit, the

other bar or blank remaining in ciicuit during such
withdrawal.

454,717. Insulator for Marine Condensers. Peter Deck-
er, Norv/alk, Conn.

454.724. (iaivanic Battery. Julius Emmner, Jr., Wash-
ington, D. C.

454,746. Electrical P'ire Alarm Brunswick W. I,eonard,

Saybrook, Conn.

45^,782. Lamp Cut-out and System. Elihu Thomson,
Lynn, Masf.

We quote claim three'-

'"The combination with an incandescent electric

lamp of an auxiliary normally idle wire or conductor
extending into the vacuous or exhausted receiver,

which contains the incandescing conductor of the lamp
and connected outside of the lamp with ihe circuit

thereof, and a cut out device for short-circuiting the
lamp, operated by the passage of an abnormal current

in said idle wire or conductor upon rupture of the

filament or incandescing conductor."

454 7tj4. Electric Connection. John H. Bickford, Salem,

Mass.

454,815. Ivlectric Light Hanger. fleorge W. Smith,

Union City, Ind.

454816. Electric-Circuit Closer. John H. Ward, New
York. N. y.

454818. Electrode for Secondary B.ittcries. Bjyd An-
derson. Tcxarkana, Tex.

454,832. IMcclro-Magnet Clutch. Erastus S. I!i:nnclt,

Denver, Colo., Horace l-', Parshall, Baltimore, Md.
In this device, electro magnetic force or allraclion

is made to arrest motion having the function of a brake
or to transmit motion, the power acting in each case

without the interposition of friction.
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KuoENE i:. Paiixips, Preriatet. W. H. Bawter, aeo-y and HHectridan.

AMEEICAIT ELECTHICAL WOUKS,
PROVIDENCE/ R. I.

Manufacturera of Pattnt Finiahed

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
Magnot Wire, Office and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Corered

Wjre, Lead Eucased Wire, Telephone and
Incandescent Cords.

FARADAY CABLES.
New York Office, 10 Cortlandt Street,

p. €. ACUSUSIA.H, AS'OI-

Insulation Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

In a letter from the INSPECTOR or the Boston Fire irnderwriters* Union, under date of March29,
1886, ho says: "A Thorouglily Reliable and Pew irable Wire in Every Keaitert."

The rabber used in Ineilatiag our wiree and cables is specially chemically prepared, and Is guar-
enteed to be waterpmo*. and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, tind w II lemaln il.-xible In extreme
cold weaUiiTftnd notafEected by heat. The InBUlation ib protecled from mechanical injary by one or
more braldH and tliewhole aliclied with Olarb'B l^atent CompouQd, which le water, oii. acid and lo a
very great ex'ent, fire-proof Our insulation will prove durable when all others fail. We are prepared
to ifornlnh Single Wireaof all gaufjea and diameter of insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and
Electric Lights from etocli. Cables made to order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
01 and 03 Hampshire ^itrei't, KostoD, Itlass,

HENRY A. CLARK, General Manager, UKHIJERT H. EUSTI^, Electrician.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For Filectrioal Purposes.

EUGENE MTJNSELL& CO,,
218 Water St.. Wew Toik.

BRASS FANS
FOB KliEC^TKK' MOT4IRS.

MANUFAilTUflKM KY

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS,
4 liaMiillr Av<v. C'liii'iiKO.

Wiite ne for pi ices.

T. T?V. JVOC^k^SOKT,
DKALEU IN

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
Poles, Pins, Brackets and Crdss-Arms, Glass and Porcelain Insulators.

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS. 527 Delaware Street. KANSAS CITY. MO.

HE EiSni ElICIEIi CO.
CAN SUPPLY

An Arc Light Plant complete (or • S300
An Incandescent Light Plant cpmplete for 200
A combined Arc and Incandescent Light

Plant for

SIANUFACTURKKS
400

*f^

EASTON DNIVERSAL ARC LAMP
(Adapted for any dynamo of any eyet m)

AND OP THE

The best adapted for use In incandt scent circuits.

AddregB for circiibire, prices and informa'ioD,

)itl BKOAUWAl . \E.W 1 OKK CITV.

THE CROCKER-WHEELER
PERFECTED MOTORS.
Very slow Npeed. full pOAver. perfect rejju-

latioii, forced fleldN let into biiHe. Nelf-oilin;;
heariuKM. t>telf-centeriiitf bcaringis, all hizoh,
both arc and incandeHcent, for all power
purpOHeN.

Aclumwlodged by the Leading Manufacturing Conipanlos to be

THE MOST PERFECT MOTOR MADE.

Estimates and Plans Furnished for Electric Power Equipment.
Correspondence Invited.

430-432 WEST 14TH ST., N£W YORK.

JAMES LEFFEL WATER WHEELS
Built by THE

JAMES LEFFEL ^ CO.
upright and horizontal,

Electric, Mining and Manufacturing

Easy workinK gati-H. High percentage and men
speed at full nnd part caiiiu-lty. Kfjiuaiv ftdapted to
high and low licadH. Largo unniluT of bIzi-b and
BtylcH. Send for dL-si?riplivo pauiphht to

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
'tTW sprinc-ield,
-~i^ OHiO.

OR 110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY,

Electric Billiard and PoolTable.
Patent .\uiulM-r 4.>:<,<»74.

The owDt;rof thia pat'-nt wieheetocorreBpond
with parties Interested In eiectrlciil applloncea
with the view of putting the Jevlce In uee.

Address, 14. L. A.,
(.'aro WKBTEItN* Electricias'.

WANTED.
A Speciilty to .Miihufaolun;— -'ecttlcsl

preferred, or will sell my Foundry arcl
Machine Plant on easy terms. Addiefs

C. C. e.VKiE,
Eagle Iron Works. (NlikoHli. WN.

#
K.

The Electrical

Construction Co.

C. A. HARTER, Manager. Telephone, 17 18.

Small Electric Plant. Complete oulfit.

Excellent Dynamo. S'x H. P. B)iler,

Steam Pump and Steam Damper, Regula-
tor and Four 4 H.P. Engines. Capacity, 24
ICC. P. 110 Volt Lamps. Addr,£3

Box !>oa.

New Havpn, Ct.

MICA
For ail Mleciric In.-ulaiing

Puqjoscs East Indi.i Mica
is the best on th-. market.

I SELL NO OTHER.

Send for Samples and '^'aor.iiior.?.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St.. NEW YORK.

A<b cj WE ARE FITTED WITH
^V ^ ^NA*». RELIABLE Machinery and Tools,

tX/A.11

And Employ RELIABLE Workmen.
Kinds of Electrical Apparatus to Order-

CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

Electrical EnpeeringCo.^
ROOM 603, MOWOW BUILDIWC, CHICAGO.

ELECTRIC OUTFIT.
MASON'S FAMOUS BATTERIES.

MEDAL AWARDED, American Institute Exhibition, 1891.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE B.

JAMES H. MASON,
lis & 120

Park Ave. Brooklyn, N.Y,

TRIPOD BOILER
Safety,

Economy,

Low First Gosi

Tliree

Points of

Superiority

Guaranteed:

Eepented teats prove that it is

absolutely Non-Kxplosive and
the most Durable evermade.
StroDp teBtiraonialsfrora hun-

dreds of users, in all parts of the
country.

Sizes 10 to 1.000 H. P.

Electrical Wood.

Teles<*aph
Telephone
Electric I>if;ht I

CROSS L ARMS
E
SOCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL POLES.

For full information uddress.

HAZELTONTRIPOD BOILER CO. „ „ „„,..„ „
B09 Monon Block., OHICAGO. ILL- C. H. HOLMES. """"^

"°'=°gV.' g^^Js: Mo.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
FOR EXPERIMENTAL

AND PRACTICAL WORK.
We lua^e a k:"**!!! varlely of Tpfttlng lnR«rnmenlH snrh 8-4 Amniolerfi. Volt-

met erf, 4>alvtinoineferN. Ke^i»iance ItoxeH. Fhot* iu» torf— In u t-t «w 1 y-
IIiIdq: tliat an el' eiri* ien rfquireH in niDklDs n*-a»Ui emenfs tf

current. E ai. !•'., retilHtaaee. inHnlation. 4 lliclenry. eic.

Correspond with us before placing your order:, and seed for our illuUratetl

catalogue No. 1 -66.

QUEEN & CO., PHILADELPHIA,

Bare and Insulated Wires.
(COPPKB. IICON AMI> STKK1,>.

Supplies of Every Description

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT, POWER, RAILWAY,

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE USE.
Quolallons Chtierlully Furnished and Correspondoncc Solicited.

The Empire City Electric Company,
IQ & 17 Dey Street, NEW YORK.
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Established in 1861.

B. BT^GGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AKD ELECTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

-BRANCH STORE-

2134 Michigan Avenue.

ILBUBNILEiTRiCMFG.1
rr FITCHBURG.MASS,U.S.A.

"^

j^ Manufacturers OF DYNAMOS roF^LIQHTlNG,
ifJ platingandexperimental purposes.
-^ »-i—ALSO /AOTORS.-«^-z
EVERYTHING LATEST DESIGN AND HIBHEST EFFICIENCr.

OTKODrcRG EXTTP.Eii NEW pRRcipiEs.
\
ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE

Pat-Uar-lP, IvS. THE OLD STYLE.

THEACME LUTE BELT
IS 3IAIIE OXLV liV THE

Fa^e Belting Company, Concord, N. H.
IlRANCHES : Boston, NfW York, Chicago, S:in

Francisco. AIsi), manufacturers of all tliii

W.-ll .-ri.|MVv,.,|. v^,ll ...inii-pmi .Icpartmcn ts of ('

^I.'. iMnii. :il ;umI KI.-rtii.Ml Eiiciiiferinc, Ch^iiii.'-

Itr^iwiii-. E\tr-nsLve Sli..|>s iuid Lalmniturit-s.
p.-ii^eriiow. Fui-catalncni-iidiln-^s H, T. Eddy. T

E\-

f^ O XI. S.A.Xj£].
New 10 and 25 Light

Arc DynBmos andlamps.
HICH TENSION. CHEAP.

lelJf S;"nfu:[rured''catuUg^^^^^ JAS. Mclaughlin, Mfg. Electrician,
txeatisc on bcltuig, Free.

'

SO N. t'linton St.. C'hi<-aeo.

GEORGE W. PAYNE $( CO.,
:iIASIITFACTCKERt^ OF

Vse<l in connection with Braidiny Machinery for Electrical Woik
where wire if to b 3 covered by Braiders.

^nr-hinf" Imilt »li(-n r«-<|nire'<l t<i ilonlilc (uoor nior<- <-nilM.
with ilrop niotiona »o ifop upin<ll<- ulicn «-n<l l>r«'iiUH. iiImk
hIh-ii iioliliin i« fall.

Works 102 Broad St., PAWTUCKET, R. I.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Stam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL&BIERGB1HF6.G0H

DAYTON, OHIO.

Exjeriienlal fork in AnytliDi Electrical.

FREEMAN, COLEMAN & CO.,
5S Biid ."ia ^oiitli Jefterson Street. - - CHICA«0, ILL,.

Fine Office Furniture
and Folding Beds.

Brass and Wire Work. 215 Wabash A,.

A. H. Andrews & Co., Chicago.

FOB TBK

Western Electrician

8 1.00.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS «<» BELLS.
KITI,!. I,INK AI^nAYB IN ISTOCK.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO..
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 14til and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn. N. Y.

fjg^Send for New ('atalogue. Out August let.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS. RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

Ths- KartaYGrt - Manufacturing - Co.^

THE SCHUYLER
-STTSTEI^ OI"-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FEATURES:

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof againsta burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

11 SCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN,
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CEI.E-

RRAXI-:i> WAXIOK "\VIII-:KI* as particularly adapted to ihnrusc,
on account of its remo.rkal>ly Hteady motion, nisrh Speed
and prcat Klli<*iein:y, and lar^e i'apsicity, for iis diameter,
being 4Foul>le the I*OAVer of mosi wheels of same diameter. It is used by 3
number of the leading electric companies v.'iih great satisfaction. In the econom-
ical use of water it is without an an equal, producing the highest per cent, of use-

ful effect cruaranteed.
KKN'D FOB CATAI.O<;i!E AXD PAUTICII^ARS.

Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gcai;; arc required,
and it can be belled directly to dynamo.

The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch "VMTTOR
Xl,'Rm.'\I-^S arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume. Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, eiilier single or in pairs on horizontal sliaits, and where the situation
admits of tlieir use. we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., • DAYTON, OHIO.

(5LQBE.£«o^h«o
MAKERS OF HICH-CRADE

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

ALUMINUM
IN ALLOYS 75c. P£R POUND.

Alurnlnmn In alloye eqnal In purity to any on
Ihe market ?5c. per pound for tho contained
fLluminum.
Cowlee Pure Alnminum In ingots la offered as

liw as thiit of any American concern, quality
faarante^d. The statement made by The PittB-
DJrgh Reduction Company that customers bujing
ftlDminum of ua at les"? than gl. 50 jjer pound are
liable therefor is as silly as It is malicious.
Aluminum is not a patented article, and therefore
can be freely dealt in by all.

THE COWLES
Electric Smelting & Aluminum Co.,

LOCKPORT, N. Y.

HARRISON CONVEYOR
FOR HANDLING

Grain, Coal, Tan Bark, Seeds, Etc.
Will convey all kinds of crnin withont mixinK.
Will r;irry iwoilitTcrt-iii. kinds of luaterial In op-

piiyjti? dim' turn-, at till.' same time.
Will -nj.vrv 1 irii- Ihiiidred and Fifty Tons of Coal

per lioiir Ma.lr ni \\ InlI^;ht Iron and Steel. Send for
Illut*. l';tl:Ll<.u.'. IfiOICUKK as 8£I.I..ECK.1;Om
4:H un<l r^» f..uk.o »it., C'hlcui^o, 111.

J. C. TEMPLE,
(F^,rmerly of STOUT, MILLS & TEIIPLE),

DAYTOSI, OHIO.

fljirailic and Mecliaiiical Engineer
Improvement of Water Powers, Arrangement

of Power Plante, Shafting, etc, for Electric Power
and Light. CONSTRUCTION SUPERtNTENDBD.

Wm. S. Tukner. Pres. Geo. A. Bhll, V. I'REa. j. lesteb Woodbrii«e. Sec. and Treas.

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER ENGINEERING CO.,
Consulting and Constructiiip

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment of Electric Railways. Steam and Electric Plants.

47 Times Building. Telephone Call, 1009 Cortlaniil. NEW YORK.

URE ALUMINUM
Castings, Ingots. Sheets, Rods,

and Wire.

ALUMINUM BRONZE
Castings, Ingots, Sheets. Rods and Wire.

SEND fOK PRICES.

THE CLEVELAND mwm CO.,

Atwater Building, CLEVELAND, O

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
FACTORV:

WII,lIIN<,iTOX, DKI.

3E]sr]?.^:^XjXs^:E:x> i873.
SOI>K MAXUFACTIRKRS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
Iq Shetts, Tub3s, Kods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Kcd. Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. OPPH'E:
I4nF.Y ST_X.

rompt Shipment.

Irst-Class Lamps.

F it all Bases and Systems.

The SUNBEAM INCANDESCENT LAMP GO.
805 Chamber of Commerce Building, Chicago.

}
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C. £ C. ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS.
Electric motors in all standard sizes

for operating elevators, pumps, print-
ing presses and machinery for gen-
eral manufacturing purposes.

Electrical Mining Machinery of all

kinds, Hoists, Tram Cars, etc.

Electric Blo-wers for ship ventila-
tion. Fan outfits.

Electric plants far pumping church
organs.
Over 10,000 motors in actual oper-

ation.

THE C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.

Dynamos in all sizes of same de-

sign and dimensions as the standard
motors.
Equipment of mines, factories, ma-

chine shops, office buildings with com-
plete electrical plants for lighting and
power.

New England Office, 63 Oliver St., - BOSTON.

Philadelphia Office, 38 S. FOURTH ST.

Chicago Office, - - PHENIX BLDG.

San Francisco Office, - 35 MARKET ST,

402-404 GREENWICH ST.,

1/VE ARE IN IT
i=^lSirD lr^J=^\/ vy^iTt^ x_j< J^T^

OUR NEW BRANCH WAREHOUSE, Nos. 78, 80 & 82 FRANKLIN ST., GHIOAGO,
SEVERAL CARLOADS OF OUR CELEBRATED

GRIMSHAW ''WHITE CORE/' ''B. D." BRAIDED and COMPETITION
GRIMSHAW TAPES XAT" T T^ TC ^4 You can buy from us at

AND COMPOUNDS. "^ i^ i^i * m M.^ Manufacturers' Prices.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,
MAIM OFFICE, 649 4 651 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. &. H. MEEKER. Western Manager.

The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAKTIOULARLY ADAPTED TO DEIVTNG

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of its high efBclency at all stages of gate, steadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the construction of wliich makes it the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

crun rnp PATAI DPIIF illustrating various styles of setting

on both vertical and horizontil shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT, ]IIIL<LS & TEMPLE,

JOHN STEPHENSON CO.,
Lii-iiTEr:),

STREET CARS
FOR

ELECTRIC MOTORS.

CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.
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For Driving l>,yiiHiiio8.

The Brid§^eport Electric Light Co., Bridgeport.
Conn.y have thoroughly tested and have adopted
the Evans System of Driving Dynamos.

Thousands of Horse Power in use driving Dynamos, and hundreds of sets of Cones

in operation, driving all classes of machinery. Address

THE EVANS FRICTION CONE CO.,
05 TT^Atox- JSt., i^OS'X'OKr, lS/L-A^tS&. For \aryiDK M|n-cil.

JTNK, JULY AWI> AUGUST.
Tlie mofltcharmlnc Summer IteeortB, of which

tlierp are over three hundred choice locattonfi, are

to be foiiDd in Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota, South
Dakota and the Penlnenla of Jllchigan, along the
llncBofthe Chicat^o. ,'\Ilhvaulie6 * St. Paul Hy.

Neariy ali are located near laket^ wiiich liave not
been fished out.
TheaeieaortB are eaeiiy renc^edby railway, and

ranpe In variety from '"fiiil drens for dinner" to

the Jlannel shirt coatame for every meal.

I^firTEItlBEB ANU OC^TOBER.
The flncBt shooting groonds In the Northwent

are on and tributary to the lines of the (Jhlcago,

Milwaukee A St. raol Ry. The crop of Prairie

Chickene will be exceptionally Rood this year; also

Ducks and tleeee. In Northern Wieconsln and
the Peninsula of Michigan splendid Deer shooting
Ib (o be had.

Fnll Information farniehed free. Address Geo.
H. Beaffokd, Gen. Pass. Agt., Chicago, III.

TELEPHONE!
Non-Electric, and only one Adjustable to Atmospheric Changes.

SOLD OUTRIGHT with "PEERLESS INSULATORS."
For Private Sliort Linew, For Connecting Factory and Office,

Residence and Store, Stable, etc., etc.

Plainest Speaking! Superior to Others! Highly Recommended!

Intending purchasers will do well to Investigate It before buyiDg elsewhere.

THE BOSTWICK & BURGESS MFG. CO.,
KOBM AI.K.OHIO, U. H. A.

ACTIVE MEN AND BUSINESS HOUSES can secure valuable territory

in whicli to take orders and put up lines.

ELECTRICAL
BOOKS.

Send For Complete Gatalogae.

Electrician Publishing

Company,
6 Lakeside Building, • CHICAGO.

CHICAGO ZITSITLATED WIRE COMFAN?,
lVE.A.3NrX7X*.A.C«FT7Xl.X:xi.£i Of<

HIGH GRADE INSULATED WIRES

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS
AND S.\MPLES.

WEATHERPROOF WIRES,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

MAGNET WIRES,
INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,

ETC., ETC., ETC.
Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO., 48-52 N. Clinton St„ CHICAGO, ILL.

OF ALL DESCHIPXIONS.

TURBINE WATER WHEELS
MANUFACTURED BY

AND

RODNEY HUNT MACHINE COMPANY.
SPECIALTIES FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER.

Double the po^ver of most wheels, nieh ^peed. Beltlog: directly to

ijynamo. Efliclenc3', .9050. Holyoke Testing Flume. Kasy ^vorliing safe.
Kven Ppet'rt. Bxcellent workmanyhlp, great darablUty. Hoderate priros
and satlefactlon in every re^'pect gaaraoteed. 1,800 wheels sold In New Bngiand. One
parly lias R7 of theee wheels in use; anntherG.MlO h.p.; another 7.3C0 h. p., etc., etc.

I>arge nomber of wheels fuinlehed for Electric Lighting All giving perfect flatiefact-

ioQ. Write for catalogue and estlmateson proposed plants.

Boston Oftice, 70 KIlby St. Main Otfice and Works, ORANGE, MASS., U. S. A.

CEDAR POLES.

If In want of Poles, save money by get-

ting my prices.

W. C. STERLING,
Monroe, Mich.

THREE
GOOD
BOOKS.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINC CO.,
6 Lakeside Building,

CHICAGO, ILL.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

HILL
Clutch Works,
CLEVELAND, O.

EASTERN OFFICE.
IBCortlaiultSt., - NEW YOKK.

Engineering Otllco: 1'16 Franklin St.,

BOSTON.

CHICAGO: MINNEAPOLIS:
28 So. Canal St. 306 Kasota liuildini:.

KANSAS CITY:
iiil and 1223 Union Avenue.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
llflflipnod, Erertod and Furnislipd.

Send for new Catalogue Power
Tranamiesloa Machinery.

Electrk Light V,.™,.
the-LarGEST-LiKE-of

.NoVEL&ARTISTICPATTEflNSaEFFEGTSl

^^ 729 BROADWAY NY. J
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

4492-
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CO.,SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
823 Locust St., ST. LOUIS, MO.,

Okonite Wires AGENTS FOR THE CELEBRATED PACKARD LAMP.
JSuSLstcLG to 1*1* a.xi.37- jSoolz.et.

-^ , . We also have a full stock of Sockets made to fit any Lamp.
Cables. SEITID XTS j^ rr^zxj^x^ oe,^>ei^-

TRADE MARK.

IWOODBURYIMLE
SELF-CONTAINED, AUTOMATIC
HIGH SPEED STEAM ENGINE
for Electric Lighting and
Street Railway Service,

With BOILER PLANT Complete.
Catalooriie.-^ f;eiit </ni a ppl icjition.

STEARNS MANFG. 00. ERIE, PA.

PTl^^I

£)pQRB?QI^\T
mtxyMc^\0<\CtO

«DRY STEAMB^

THE POND SEPARATOR.
The Pond Separator Is guaranteed to relieve the

steam of all entrained water, and return this water
to the boiler, thus effecting a large saving In fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

POXD ElVGEVEERrV« COMPANY,
ST. LOUiS.

OMAHA.
CHICAGO.

DALLAS.
KANSAS CITY.

SEATTLE.

W. S. HoBiBT, Pres't. L. O. MADDm, Vice-PrsB't and Treas.

J. C. HoBAET, Sec'y.

J. H. ElcKERSHOPT, Snp't.

THE TRIUMPH
Economy, Simplicity, Durability, Silence

'1^ 15 TO 300 HORSE-POWER.

COMPOUND AND VALYELESS.
aiost perfect regnlatioa ever obtained.

,lli NO SMALL PARTS REQUIRING REPAIRS.

'JIL^ NO ECCENTRICS. NO STUFFING BOXES.
=tplP. NO PISTON RODS.

hll^ INTERNAL FRICTION A MINIMUM.f^ ALL PARTS INrERCHANGEABLE.
The engine le perfectly balanced and Belf contained; all

earlni^ Turfacee are exceittionally large, making U llie

t perfect hiKh speed engine built.

SOLE
BUILDERS,THE TRIUMPH COMPOUND ENGINE CO.,

21 I, 213, 215 and 217 W. 2nd St., CINCINNATI, O.
FRASER & CHALMERS. Agents. Sail Lake City, Utah; Helena, Mont.

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS.

Giddings' -Vntomatic

Builders of Hlch Grade

ADTOH&TIC ENGINES
from 30 to BOOH. P.

OP BOTH THE

Corliss ad Giddings' Types,

Biiil-rTS and c mpk-te Sl» am
riauls erected, bend for cir

culars and csli 111 ales.

Largest EcrI ne Works west of the
MiSHiSxSippi Klver at

SIOUX CITY, IOWA.

S. K.GREGG,
Manager Chicago Oflice,

4» S. Canal St.

C.S.LEWIS. Agent,

703 Market St., St. Louip, Mo.

REMEMBER
That tjie Western Electrician enjoyg the diBtlQction of having been
selected by one of lli© ahrewdeat of advettieerg as the medium
for carrying the lari^eet advertisement ever placed In an electrical
journal. This telle its own etury, and points its own moral.

USED BY THE FOLLOWING GOVEENMENTS.

OTSriTED STATES.

U. S. Torpedo Station, Newport, H. I., 43 H. P.

U. S. Army Department, S.an Antonio, Tes., 50 H. P.
U. S. Engineer Corps, St. I,ouis, Mo., 8 H. P.

U. S. Military Post, Fort Canby, Wash., 4 H. P.
U.S. Government Quartermaster Department, Vancouver, Wash,, 62 H.P.
TJ. S. Government Quartermaster Department, New Orleans, La., 15 H. P.
U. S. Senate, Washington, D. C, 150 H. P.

U. S. House of Representatives, Washington, D. C, 75 H. P.
IT. S. Government Ice Factory, San Antonio, Te:s., 4 H. P.
U. S. Navy Yard, Norfolk, Va., 125 H. P.
0. S. Navy Yard, Brooklyn, N. Y., 125 H. P.

TJ. S. Government, Ellis Island, N. Y., 120 H. P.
U. S. Dispatch Boat " Lucerne," Norfolk, Va., 50 H. P.
Washington Monument, Washington, D. C, 25 H. P.

MEXICAN: State of Guerrero, 15 H. P.
JAPANESE : In Government Coal Mines, 150 H. P.
HOLLAND : Government Physical Laboratory of Leiden, 15 H. P.
EIJSSIAN : Moscow Imperial Technical School, 10 H. P.
NEW SOUTH WALES : Government of New South Wales, 160 H. P.
TASMANIAif : Alexandria Battery, Hobart, 75 H. P.
ENGLISH: Number unknown. Details not reported. Over 30 engines.

Many others sold by agents, but not reported.

THEWESTINGHOUSE MACHINE COMPANY, a
3 PITTSBURGH. PENNA.U.S.op A. g

BALL
AUTOMATIC
CUT-OFF

ENGINE

ENGINEETDIP DA
COMPANYcmC| I Ml

Standard.

Cross Compound.

Triple Expansion.

Tandem Compound

ENGINES for Electric Railway and Electric Lighting.
The only GOVERNOR giving ABSOLUTELY the Same Speed under all CHANGES OF LOAD or BOILER PRESSURE.
Sri I IWC AdrWrSi E.I.C0PEI.»MD i CO, lOt. tlberli SI.. HEW YORK: J. W. PARKER, 38 So. Fourth St., Phlljilrilphla. Pa.: COOLEY * VATER, 224 W.ishlnglon «.o.
OLLLintJ a.uLn I 0, Mmneipolll. Minn., W. B. PEARSON, Room 403 Horn, loturanco Bldg., Chicago, III.: OARVO & BLACK, 804 LowIb Block, PITTSBURG, PA.
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THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS,
General Western Agents for

m PERKINS ELECTRIC LAMP CO.

00

IIRES, GABIES " CORDS » INSIDE. UNDERGROUND «• SUBMARINE USE

MASillFACTlIREKS OF

Street Railway, Electric Light, Telephone, Telegraph and Electrical House Goods.

PROMPT SHIPMENTS. LOWEST PRICES.

54 AND 56 FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO.
SHliTID FOK. O.A.T.A.31.0C3-XJE.
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A MARVELOySINNOVATION
THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC COMPANY

, Has Revolutionized the Electrical Equipment of Street Railways.

\r

L
4 >:

liWif-r-

The Intermediate Shaft, Pinion and
Gear have been discarded.

The Armature Pinion and Axle Gear
are now enclosed in a dust-proof

case filled with oil.

Reducing to a minimum the cost for

repairs and absolutely eliminating

the objectionable noises incident to

all other systems.

The Armature speed has been reduced
from 1200 to 500 revolutions per
minute.

The Railway Motor, as now construct"

ed, comprises less than a dozen
parts.

The construction of the Armature
avoids the possibility of a burn-out,

except by malicious carelessness,

and when damaged, can be readily

repaired by a novice.

Don't make a mistake by contracting

for Railway Equipment before see-

ing or understanding this marvel-

ous machine.

Prices for Repairs, Parts and Supplies

materially reduced.

Information, Prices and Literature fur-

nished on application.

ric Co.

CHICAGO OFFICE:

148 Michigan Avenue.

BOSTON OFFICE:

620 Atlantic Avenue.
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NO GEARS.

NO NOISE.

NO REPAIRS.

We have ELIMINATED from the street railway motor
ALL gears and pinions.

ALL armature and intermediate shafts.

ALL brass bearings, except the axle brasses.

ALL oil cups.
ALL box caps.

ALL useless nuts and bolts.

ALL mud and dust pans.
ALL dust curtains.

ALL hanger bars and bolts.

The motor is supported entirely upon springs, thus preventing the
hammer blow, which flattens rail joints and loosens fish plates.

IT WILL SAVE YOUR TRACKS.
The speed of the motor armature has been reduced from 1,000

to 100 revolutions per minute, and the weight of the motor is not
increased.

The Short Electric Railway Co.,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.
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102-104 Michigan Avenue, C^lC^CaS-
FACTORIES:

Ansonia. Conn.

iNHiniiT EVER OGGuno you?''

The superintendent of a United Electric

Light and Gas Co. was much annoyed on

account of the gathering of moisture in his

gas pipes, causing partial, and at times entire,

stoppage of gas flow. One day one of his

electric light customers complained, through

the telephone, that his lights wouldn't work.

The superintendent replied, "Better get a

plumber; your wires must be full of water."

SHIELD BRAND MOISTURE-PROOF

A?sr I leK
Belongs to the Blue Ribbon Brigade, and is Warranted Not to GET FULL
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DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS
Afford the Only Reliable and Efficient Means for

ilLL NIGHT ELECTRIC LIGHTl.

All other devices are crude, expensive, and unsatisfactory.

TIE vmwm comniN!
Has established its broad foundation patent for Double Carbon Arc Lamps,

No. 219,208, having won four distinct infringement suits in the United

States Courts, two of them on final hearing, the decisions being rendered by

Judges Gresham, Blodgett, Brown and Ricks.

The public is warned against the use of infringing lamps or any crude

substitute for the Brush invention.

ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS,

ELECTRIC MOTORS AND GENERATORS,

ALTERNATING CURRENT APPARATUS.

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING MACHINES,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING,

ETC, ETC, ETC.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,
CDIHLICD-
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FORT W&YNE ELECTRIC CO.,
"f

-MAHrrrACTURERS OF THE-

SLATTERY INDUCTION AND WOOD ARC SYSTEM
o:f^-

THE MOST PERFECT OF ANY.

For references as to the merits of these systems, inquire of the local companies, the operators, or the customers in

the large cities of this country where these systems are now being used almost exclusively after other systems have been
tried and thrown out—Philadelphia, New Orleans, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Detroit, etc.

WE MAKE ALL STANDARD SIZES OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM,
Also Arc Lamps of Standard Sizes, 2,000 c. p., 1 ,200 c. p. and 800 c. p.

Main Office and Factory, FORT WAYNE, IND.
tXl..^Zi3'OJBC Of^F'XOSIS.

XEW TORK 115 Broadway.
CHICAGO ISS Dearborn Street.
PHIL,JlI>EL,PHIA »«7 Filbert street.
DALIiAS*, TEXAS McEeod Building.

PITTSBURGH, PA 53» Wood Street.
SAN FRAHrriSCO 35 New Montsomery Street.
TORONT<», CANADA 138 King Street, W.
B1JFFAL,0 888 Pearl Street.

BAXTER
MILWlf MOTORS,

SLOW SPEED.
NO INTERMEDIATE GEARING.

Gears Run in Oil.
EXAMINE INTO THE MERITS OF THESE MOTORS

IF A REDUCTION IN REPAIRS IS
WORTHY OF CONSIDERATION.

COMPLETE rp,: EPPMENTS.
SLOW
SPEED STATIONARY MOTORS

For ARC and

Incandeicent Circuit!'

.v^'^^n^V^O^' EALTIMORH, MD.

ELECTEICAl ^
Accumulators

Useful and economical for all purposes to which
electricity is applicable, such as

Propulsion and Lighting of Street
Cars, Vehicles, Yachts, Etc.

Central Station and Isolated Light-
ing.

Portable Lighting or Power.
Portable Electric Lanterns.
Electric Power for Motors.
Portable Electric Fans for Office,

Family and Sick Room.
Only Cli!un iuitl Convenient Kattory for BurgreoiUi

I>entiHtH, and ProfeHHlonitl Men Generally.

MANUTAOTUEED EXOLUSITELT UlTDEK THE PATENTS OF

FAURE, SWAN, SELLON, GRISCOM, and others.

COMPLETE ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER PLANTS. .

THE ACCUMDLAfOR COMPANY, I

224 and 226 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

PHILADELPHIA AGENCY :-ELECTRO DYNAMIC CO., 224 and 226 Chestnut St.

NEW YORK:—TRUEX & VAIL, 44 Broadway. CHICAGO:— WIH. HOOD, 239 La Sallo St.

SAN FRANCISCO:—THE PACIFIC ELECTRICAL STORAGE CO., 1 18 and 120 Pino St.

BOSTON:—THE H0LTZ£R-CABOT ELECTRIC CO., Ill Arch St.

PROVIDENCE :-SWARTS & GANNETT, Swarit Building.
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STEAM PLANTS
INSTAIiEiBD BIT

W. B. PEARSON i£ CO.,
nECHAXICAIi KNeiKBEBti AKD COWTRAOTOBS.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDING, - CHICAGO.

HlCrl INSULATION,

Lb\^W STATIC CAPACITY
And Resistance, according to Mr.

JA till Ut'S FORMULA, makes

Telephonic transmission through Our Cable an easy

CAME.

THE HOLTZER-CABOT ELECTRIC CO.,
MANTJFACTUKERS OF AND DEALERS IN '

EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL
SRND FOB %5«-FAGE CATAIiOeCE,

111 Aroh Street, BOSTON, MASS.
lirppn/ ArFiiriFS-i CLOWER & HARRIS, Dallas, Texas.orci^irtL flccno/co.

^ p^^^^ Seelebs Electrical Works, San Fr»ncl*co, Csl.
A fnll line of our miBofftctare can be found at oar Agencies.

$30.
THE BEST!

00

COMPAXY,

IVnttall Trolley. Patents Pending.

29 Broadway,

KELLOGG
COMBINATION STEEL CENTER AND SIDE

POJ^ES.
Engineering Equipment Co.,

SOUE ACENT8,

TIK\r YORK, 143 lilberty St.

BOSTOX, ISG Pearl St.

H. DUHANT CHEEVER, P°"'"^=»'"''""'g«"-
F. CAZEMOVE JONES,

Manager of Factories.

IntematioDEil OKONITE COMPANY,

i-w/^

LIMITED,

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES AiDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

iVIanson Protecting Tape.
Okpnite Waterproof Tape.

BRANCHES: ChicaKo, Boston, Pliiladelpliia, Minneapolis, Cincinnati, Kansas City*
Omaha, Lnaisville, St. LouiH, San Franrlt^eo, London anil So- America.

rTRADE MARkI

<^"

r Varren.ohio.

A&E.NT5
J.V/.PEALt.

1 SROADV/AY. l4£.W YORK.
Central Electric Co.

CHICASO. ILL.

ELECT Ct4GAti° Supply C&
ST PAUL, MiNfL

Insulated Wires and Cables.
The aoknoTCledged Stnndard Tor durable and lilgli In-

snlatton. Its merits proved by a record of over quarter
of a oentuary. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

CELEBRATED KERITE TAPE FOR INSULATIN& JOINTS,
Electric Light and Power. ALL SIZES Aerial Use,
Telegraph and Telephone, /end EnoasprI Wirni Subterranean Use,
Railway and all other Leaa encasea nirea.

submarine Use.
Branches ot Signaling, Concealed Wiring In all Locations.

GEORGE B. PRESGOTT, Jr., Gen. Agt., 16 Dey St., New York.

\Vestem Electric Co., Chicago, 111., Sole Agents for the West.

ALEXANDER, BARNEY 3c CHAPIN,
20 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
THE MOST

POPULAR LAMP
IN THE MARKET

A.B^C.

WRITE US

FOR

PRICES

OF ALL GOODS.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO,,
5 and 7 Dey Street, NEW YORK,

ItAHUFACTtlSEBS AHD I11F0ST£B3 OF AHS DHALCSS IN

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
OF ALL DESCRIPTION.

Telegraph, Telephone, Electric Light, Power and Railway
Appliances, Oonstruction Tools, and Line Material.

Standard Electrical Measurement Apparatus.

TEST INSTRUMENTS A SPECIALTY.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.

INCANDESCENT LAHPS
FOR—

ARC-LIGHT CIRCUITS.

SIMPLE. REIJABLE. DURABLE.

The only safe socket for series lamps, and the only
socket having Insulating material for the outside
parts. Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

820 ATLANTIC AVENUE,
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SYSTEM OF LI6HTING A SUCCESS?

Cut of Factory, 1882

TOTAL NUMBER OF LOCAL COMPANIES, OCTOBER I, 1083, USING
ARC APPARATUS. DIRECT INCANDESCENT. ALTERNATING.

n Companies,
1 ^653 LampS. None.

Cut of Factory, I88S

TOTAL NUMBER OF LOCAL COMPANIES, JANUARY I, 1887, USING
ARC APPARATUS. DIRECT INCANDESCENT. ALTERNATING.

Ill tmm. 21^840 Lamps.

»

"i^ 1 1,275 Lamps. None.

Read the Answer on Page iiii.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.

ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Accumulator Co., The
Abendroth & Root Mfg. Co xv
Alexander, Barney & Cbapln-. 1, ix

American P^lectrlcal Worka xv
Automatic Switch Co Ix

Andrews & Co., A. H xvi

Baggot, E xvl

Bain Electric Mfg. Co xli

Ball Engine Co xvl

Baxter Electric Motor Co xxvi
Bernstein Electric Co I

Blatz, Xj XV
Borden & Selleck Co xvil

Bostwlck & Burgess Mfg. Co. . .xix

Braun Illustrating Co xx
Brownlee& Co xiv

Brookfield, Wm xiv

Brush Electric Co xxv
Buckeye Electric Go
Butler Hard Rubber Co x

0. B. &Q. R. R xvi

C. &. C. Electric Motor Co. . . x vlil

Card Electric Motor & Dynamo
Co XX

Central Electric Co vii

Chicago Electric Mfg. Co xvi

Chicago Insulated Wire Co xlx

Cleverly Electrical Works Iv

Colburn& Co., I. W xvi

Coolidge, Fuel &, Supply Co xlx

Cowles Electric Smelling and
AluminumCo xvii

Crocker-Wheeler Electric Motor
Co XV

Day's Kerlte Insulation I

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.xvUi
Eastern Electric Cable Co xv
Easton Electric Co xv
Edison General Electric Co.,

—

Motor Dept vlU
Edison General Electric Co., Wire

Department ix

Electric Merchandise Co Ix

Electric Railway Specialty Co i

Electric Construction & Sup. Co. . x
Electrician Pub. Co.vl, xii, xvi, xix

Electrical Construction Co., The. xv
Electrical Eogineering Co xv
Electrical Supply Co., Thc.xxlv
Elektron Mfg. Co xli

Empire City Electric Co xvi

Empire China Works xvl

Engineering Equipment Co i

Evans Friction Cone Co xix

For Sale xv
Fort Wayne Electric Co xxvi
Freeman, Coleman & Co -

—

Globe Carbon Co xvll

Greeley&Co., The E. S i

Hawkeye Electric Mfg. Co iv

Hay-Horn Mfg. Co xvl
Hazelton Tripod Boiler Co xv
Helsler Electric Light Co xix

Hill Clutch Works
HIne Eliminator Co xiv

Holmes, C. H xv
Holmes, Booth & Haydens iv

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co I

Hood, Wm xli

Hunt Machine Co.,Rodney
India Rubber & Gutta Percha

Insulating Co
Interior Conduit ^Insulation Co . .xiv

International Okonlte Co i

Kartavert Mfg. Co , xiv
Kjiapp Electrical Works xxi

Leffel & Co.. Jas xv
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber

Co xvl
McLaughlin, Jamea xvl

Mason, James H xv
Mason, J. W xv
MUllken Bros iv

Minneapolis Street Railway Co v
Monitor Electric Co xil

Munsell & Co., Eugene x

v

Murphy, T. J xvi
National Carbon Co Iv

National Electric Mfg. Co xi

N.Y.Beltlng& Packing Co.... xiv

New York Insulated AVlre Co. .xviii

New York & Ohio Co i

Northwestern Electrical Spec-
ialty Co Iv

Ostrander & Co., W. R xvi

Paiste. H. T xiv

Page Belting Co
Partrick & Carter Co xli

Payne & Co., Geo. W
Pearson & Co., W. B 1

Phoenix Glass Co
Pond Engineering Co xx
Powell "-uo., Wm.
Queen & Co .xv
Roebllngs* Sons Co. , Jno. A
Rose Polytechnic Institute

Sawyer-Maq Electric Co xili

Schleren&Co. Chas. A xiv

Sohoonmakcr, A. O xv
Schuyler Electric Co xxvi
Short Electric Railway Co.xiv, xxlil

Shultz Belting Co xx
Sioux City Engine Works xx

Southern Electrical Supply Co. .xx
Standard Underground Cable Co .... I

Stanley* Hall
Standard Paint Co xiv

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co
Star Iron Tower Co xix

Stearns Mfg. Co xx
Stephenson Co., Jno xvill

Sterling, W. C xvii

StUwell & Bierce Mfg. Co. .xvl, xvil

Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co . . . .xvii

Taussig, S xiv, xvl
Temple, J. C xvii

Tnomson-Houston Electric Co.
Lighting Department II, xxii

Triumph Comp'd Engine Co xx
Turner Brass Works xv
Union Electrical Works xv
Union Hardware Co xiv
United States Electric Lighting
Co

VanNuIs C. S
Vulcanized Fibre Co xvii
Wanted xv
Western Electric Co x
Westlnghouse Electric and Mfg.
Co xill

Westlnghouse Machine Co xx
Weston Electrical Instrument
Co

Woodbrldge & Turner Engineer-
ing Co xvii

Worth Ington, Henry R

CLASSIFIED LIST.

Acenm alators.
Accumulator Co., The.
Brush Electric Co.

Alnminnm.
Cowlee Electric Smelting it Refin-
ing Co.

Freeman, Coleman & Co.

Annnnciators.
Centra! Electric Co.
Electrical Constraction Co., The.
Empire City Electric Co.
Oreek-y & Co., The E. 8.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Go.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Ostrander & Co. W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Stanley & Hall.
Western Electric Co.

Antl-Friction 9Iett9 1.

Turner Brass Worbe.

Arc Lamps.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Easton Electric Co.
Electric Construction & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne ElectrlcCo.
Hawkeye Electric Mfg. Co.
McLau^liliii. Jae.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomson Houston Electric Co.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Batteries.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snoply Co.,The.
Mason, Jas, H.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Q,ueen & Co.
Southern Electrical Supply Co.
Stanley A Hall.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Queen A Co.
Stanley & Hall.
Western Electric Co.

Beils, Blectric.
Central Electric Co.
Empire City Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monlior Electric Co.
Northwestern Elect. Specialty Co.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Southern Electrical Supply Co.
Stanley & Hall.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, niaffneto.
Central Electric Co.
Empire City ElectrlcCo.
tireelev & Co.. The E. 8.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Stanley & Hall.
Western Electric Co.

Beltiner.
Bvane Friction Cone Co.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co.
Page Belting Co.
Schieren & Co.. Chjia. A.
SholtaBelUng Co.

Boilers.
Abendroth & Root Mfg. Co.
Hazelton Tripod Holler Co.
Fond Engloeerlnt; Co.

Books, Rlectrlcal.
Electrician PubllflhlnK Co.

Braider Npoolers.
Payne & Co., Geo. W.

Brass <)ioo<ls.
Blatz, L.
Turner Brass Works.

JSorslar Alarms.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Empire Cltv Electric Co.
Greeley & Co..The E. 8.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Southern Electrical Supply Co.

Cables.
(See Wire Insulated.)

Cable, Klectrlf . (See Wire Ineu-
lated), Copper, HheeC anil Bar.
Roeblinc'e ttons Co., John A.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Wefetern Electric Co.

Carbons, Points and Plates.
BruBh Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Empire City Electric Co.
Globe Carbon Co.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
National Carbon Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cars, Electric Railway.
Minneapolis St. Ry. Co.
Stephenson Co., John.

CastiDss, Brass.
Blatx, L.
Turner Braee Works.

Clntciies. Friction.
Hill Clutch Works.

Cunstrnction and Repairs.
BalnfiiectricMfg. Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Electric Construction & Supply Co.
Electrical Construction Co., The.
Electrical Engineering Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
McLaughlin, Jas.
Temple. J. C.
Union Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, Klectrlc Eileht,
Bnffine Plants and Electric
Railways.
Brueh ElectrlcCo.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Easton Electric Co.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Electrical Engineering Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Engineering Equipment Co.
McLaughlin, Jas.
PearsMi & Co., W. B.
Pond Engineering Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Temple, J. C.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
United States Electric Lighting Co.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Woodbrldge & Turner Hng- Co.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co,
Edison Weneral Electric Co.
Electrical SuppI/ Co., The.
Holmee, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Roebilng's Sons Co., Jno. A.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, C. El.

"

Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Monitor Electric Co.
Southern Electrical Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cnt-onts and mwitciies.
Alexander, Barney A Chapln.
Automatic Switch Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Empire City Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Palate, H.T.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Southern Electrical Supply Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Van Nuls.C. S.

Western Electric Co.

Bynamos.
Brush ElectrlcCo.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
C. & C . Electtic Motor Co.
Colbnrn &Co.,I. W.
Easton Electric Co.
Electrical Engineering Co.
Fort Wayne blectric Co.
Hawkeye Electric ManufacturingCo.
Helsler Electric Light Co.
National Electric ManufacturingCo.
Schuyler ElectrlcCo.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
United States Electric Lighting Co.
Western Electric Co. '

WeBtlnghouee Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electrical Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrlc^il Supply Co., The.
Greeley jfc Co., The E. S.

Partrick & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.

Electrical SpcclaltlcH.
Northwestern Elect. Specialty Co.
Turner Brass Works.
Unlnii Eloclrical Works.

Blectric Railways.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Short IClectric Kiillwav Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Weellnghouee Electric A Mfg. Co.
Woodbridee & Turner Eng. Co.

Electroliers and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Baggot, E.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Sawyor-Man lilectrlcCo.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

Electro. Piatlns Machines.
Brush ElPctricCo.
Colburn iCo., I. W.

I Edieon General Electric Co.
ThomeoD-UouBlon Electric Co.

Knelnes, Steam.
Ball Engine Co.
Engineering Equipment Co.
Pearson & Co., W.B.
Pond Eneineerlng Co.
Sioux City Eoglne Works.
Steame Mfg. Co.
Triumph CompouEd Engine Co.
WeBtloghouHe Machine Co.

Ensrrav*»rs.
Braun Illustrating Co.

Fan OuintH.
C. & C. Electric Motor Co.
Card Electric Motor & Dynamo Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The,
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Turner Brass Works.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
PartrlcK & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Friction Cones.
Evans Friction Cone Co.

Gbs lilshtlns, Electric.
Cleverly Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

General Electrical Nnpplies.
Alexander, Barney & Chapin.
American Electrical Works.
Automatic Switch Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Cleveriy Electrical Works.
Easton Electric Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Construction & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Empire City Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.

Holmes, Booth* Haydens.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
International Okonite Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Mason, J. W.
Monitor Electric Co.
Northwestern Electric Specialty Co.
Ostrander & Co.,W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Southern Electrical Supply Co.
Stanley &Hall.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Union Hardware Co.
VanNuis, C. S.

Western Electric Co.

Glass Cotters.
Tanseig, S.

Globes and Electrical Giass-
w^are.
Baggot. E.
Phoenls Glass Co.

Hard Rubber for Klectrlcal
Purposes.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Insulators and Xnsulatlnff
Materials.
Alexander, Barney & Chapin.
Brookfield, Wm.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Empire City Electric Co.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Munsell & Co., Engene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Southern Electrical Supply Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated ITires and Cables.
Magnet Wire.
American Electrical Worka.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Day'sKerlto Insulation.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insu-
latingt^o.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Mason. .1. W.
Monitor Electric Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Southern Electrical Supply Co.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Western ElectrlcCo.

Journal Hearings.
Turner Braee Works.

liamps. IncandeHcent.
Alexander. Barney ifc Chapin.
Bornsteln Electric Co.
Brush ElectrlcCo.
Buckeye ElectrlcCo.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Electrical Supplv Co., The.
Empire City Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.

HelBler Electric Light Co.
llood, Wm.
Knanp Klectrlcal Works.
Monitor Blectric Co.
Now York and Ohio Co.
Sawver-Man Electric Co.
Southern Electrical Supply Co.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.

Iinnips.lncandcsrent—Contd.
Thomeon-IIoneton Electric Co.
Western ElectrlcCo.

Magnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wire.)

Medical BatteHcs.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Mica.
Monaell i Co., Eugene,
Schoonmak'-r, A. 0.

MiDine Apparatus, Electric-
Bain Electric Mfe. Co.
Edieon General Electric Co,
Thomson-UouBton Klectric Co.
WeBtlniihonse Electric i Mf;j. Co,

Motors.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Brush ElectrlcCo.
Baiter Electric Motor Co.
Card Electric ilolor <t Dynamo Co,
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Motor Co.
C. & C. Electric Motor Co.
Eaaton Electric Co.
Edlfion General Electric Co,
Electrical Engineering Co.
ElektroL Manufacturing Co.
Hawkeye Electric Mfg. Co.
Thomson-Honeton Electric Co.
U. 8. Electric LlphHng Co.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

^'ame Plates.
Blatz, L.
Fieeman, Coleman & Co.
Turner Brass Works.

Office Furniture.
Andrews & Co., A. H.

OUS.
Taueaig, 8.

Oil Cups and Rrass Goods.
Powell Co., Wm.

Packing.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Coolidge Fnel & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, C.H.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Standard Electrical Works.
Southern Electrical Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Poles.
Brownlee & Co.
Central Electric Co.
Coolidge Fuel i Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The,
Engineering Equipment Co.
Holmes, C.H.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
MllUken Bros.
Star Iron Tower Co.
Sterling, W, C.

Publishers. Klectrlcal.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Push Buttons.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical S^ply Co., The.
Knapp Eleciricaf Works.
Northwestern Elect. Specialty Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Railways, Electric.
(See electric railways.)

Separators, Steam.
Hme Eliminator Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

Speaklne Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Stesm Pumps.
Worthington, Henry R.

Street Ry. Eanipmeiit.
Minneapolis Street Ity. Co.

Supplies, Eiecfric Railway-
Electric ilerchandiee Co.
Electric Railway Specialty Co.

Tapes* iDsuIatlnff.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
India Ruober & QnttA Percha lo-
sulatlo^ Co.

International Okonlte Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Go.
Western ElectilcCo.

Teicffraph Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.

1 Supply (

•ity KlectiEmpire City Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick itCartcr Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones. Electric.
Western Electric Co.

TelephoiicN, Non-Klectrlc.
Boslwick A Purgess Mfg. Co.

Test Instrnments.
B;iin Electric Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co^The.
Greeley & Co., the E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Qaoen & Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.

Transformers.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

Trucks, Klectrlc Car.
fidlson General Klectrlc Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Stephenson Co., Jno.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Weetlnghouec Electric & Mfg. Co.

Tnrbine M'heels.
PftTton Globe Iron Works Co.
Hunt Machine Co., Rodney.
Leffel A Co., James.
SUlwell A Bierce Mfg. Co.

Wire. Bare.
American Electrical Worte.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpplv Co.. The.
Holme!'. Booth * Haydens.
Knapp ElectrlcAl Works.
Farmck A Carter Co.
Bocblins'B Sons Oo., Jno. A.
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TTHE IVATKO]^^^.!:. CAOLBOI¥^^^
CleTT-ela-n-d., Oli.io.

-MANUFACTURERS OP-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY IIIATERIAX.

Electric Specialties.
WE MAKE—

Electric Supplies Under Contract.

Thit the Western Electrician enjoys the distinction

of having been selected by one of the shrewdest
of advertisers as the medium for carrying the
largest advertisement ever placed in an electrical

journal. This tells Its own story, and points
its own moial.

THE MILUKEN PATENT POLE
For Electric Street Railways and Eleclric Light Work.

MANTTFACTURED BT

MILUKEN BROS.

56 LIBERTY STREET,

NEW YORK.
59 DEiRBORH STREET,

CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.—Iron Work
for Light Stations a Specialty.

WRITE FOB CIKCUIiAR AKD CATAL,0«UE,

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.

TTnderivriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, hatidsomely flnished, highest condnctivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton
-O^iyKj^ and Worsted Cordsfor Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. tS^lU??-*

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire,

PATENT "K.K." LINE WIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

.A.g-erLts for tlie •V^T-.A.SmiTCa-TOlT C-A-I^BOIT CO., Car-bons for .A.rc Zjig-liting-.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., CHICAGO, I THOS. L. SCOVILL, New York Agent,
Are our Selling Agents, and carry a line of Insulated and Bare Wires ol our make.

1 25 Park Place, NEW YORK.

THE HAWKEYE ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
DAVENPORT, IOWA.

Thone Improved Electric Machine for Light and Power.

Complete Central Station and Isolated
Plants of Highest Efficiency

at Lowest Cost.

ELECTRIC MOTORS
ANY VOLTAGE OR SIZE.

Reliable Agents Wanted. Corrospondence Solicited.
Estimates Promptly Furnished.

MONTHS AGO

ECONOMIC
INCANDESCENT

LAMP
Was practically unknown in the West. It is now in

general use in 100 CITIES AND TOWNS west of and
including Ohio.

POSITIVELY THE BEST LAMP
FOR THE LEAST MONEY.

Further information cheerfully given by the

Northwestern Electrical Specialty Co.,

GENEEAL WESTEEN AGENTS,

1017 Chamber of Commerce, Chicago.

CEO. L. KIRKHAM,
MANAGER.
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STREET

GARS

ON ACCOUNT OF

Increase of Business
JL.l<riD THZE

Adoption of Eleotrioity,

THE

STREET RAILWAY CO.
Of lsxIin.rLea,polis, 2s/£irLrL.,

OFFER FOR SALE THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT:

63 IS-foot Cars, all fitted with Fare Boxes and "Small" Conveyors.
76 Extra "Small" Conveyors for 14 and 16 ft. Cars.
63 Extra "Slawson" Fare Boxes.
12 Steam Motors, 15to 20 Ton.
2 Locomotives and Tenders, 20 and 26 Ton.

21 Passenger Coaches, 26 to 40 ft,

34 Open Passenger Excursion Cars, 34 ft.

8 Flat Cars, 30 ft.

Most of the cars have been in service only a sliort time, and all are in first-class condition. We can make changes
or alterations and fit them up to suit, and will sell very cheap. The gauge of any of the cars can be changed to suit

purchaser. Full description and photographs mailed upon application.
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NEW BOOK I

READY JULY 15.

ELECTRIC

TRANSMISSION

HAND-BOOK.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition

to our famous hand-book series, of which
20,000 copies have been sold. The new
book deals in the author's well-known
practical style with all the problems of

Electric Power Transmission.

READY JULY 15._ PRICE, $t.OO.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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Our St. Louis Branch:

Soutliern Electrical Supply Go,,

sLON/^

THADE MARK.

823 Locust St.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

HEADQUARTERS
FOR ALL KINDS OF

Our Kansas City Branch:

Gate Cily Electric Company,

u^oN/^:

TRAD^ t-V-.PK.

622 Delaware St.,

KANSAS CITY, MO.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Besides being General Western Aaents for

OKOMIXR
Js^lSTJD

Improved Candee Weather-proof Wires.

Bryant Switches.

Bryant Sockets.

Packard High Grade Incandescent Lamps.

Commercial Fire-proof Lamp Cord.

WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF

Railway Supplies,

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Electrical House Goods,

Etc., Etc., Etc.

Our Omaha Branch:

Western Electrical Supply Co.,

vlON/^

TRADE MARK.

418 S. 15th St.,

OMAHA, NEB.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC
COMPANY,

1 1 6 & 118 Franklin Street,

CHICAGO.

Connected by Private Wire with Postal Telegraph-Cable

Company's System.

Our Denver Branch:

Electric Power Transmission Co.,

>lON/;s

TRADE h'.ARI-C

1722 Lawrence St.,

DENVER, COLO.
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Edison General Electric Co.

Edison Building, Broad St.,M York City.

IVK^/V

I€ MOTOR

MINIMUM OF ATTENTION AND REPAIR.

Highest Efficiency,

Slow Speed,

No Sparking.

H. p. LIST PRICES.

PRICES TO USERS,

45 PER CEKT. OFF LIST.

1-12

1-6

1-3

1-2

$ 40
60
100

125

$22.00
33.00
55.00

78.75

Independent Coils,

Improved Lnbricatlon,

Mechanically Perfect.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR TO NEAREST DISTRICT OFFICE.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

Canadian Dintrirt, VA'tnnn Itlilc-. Toronto, Can.

CVntml Dintrict, Kinlto Ittiililinc, <'liic-ji(j«. III.

Kn»t<-rn Di«trirt, Kdixon ftriililing, Kroni! Mf., ?i'«'w I'ork.

New F^ngland DiHtrict, 25 Otix Ntreet, Itonton, Slann,

Vmil\vX:nnntHiHt.,VA\\nnn Itldc-, l^i KhhIi N«.,Nan FrnnciK<-o,Cal.

riK'ifIc Noriliwt'Hi. l>iMlrirt, FI«'iMclinor Itldc., TorMand, Or<'.

K<M-ky .lloiinfnin l>iHtri«-t, MaMonlc Ituildin;;, Denver, <!olo.

Nonthern l>iHtrict, lO Decatur Mtrcet, Atlanta, <«u.
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ALEXANDER, BARNEY &GHAPIN
TELEPHONE BUILDING, 20 Cortlandt St., NEW YORK.

VOLTMETERS. A.B.G. 1 AMMETERS.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
ARC AND
INCANDESCENT
LAMPS.

Dynamo Regulators and Rheostats
01 all descriptions in stock and manufactured lo order lor any special work.

MOTOR SWITCHES,
Both Hand and Automatic, of Superior Design

and Construction.
Eatire attention devoted to the manufacture and 'wiring of Rheostats.

AUTOMATIC SWITCH COMPANY,
SOLE MANDFACTURERS OF THE

Whittingham Automatic Switch,
No. 8 Keyser Building,

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE L;ST.

ELECTRIC
RAILWAY

For All Systems. SUPPLIES
S£XD FOR CATALOGUi:.

ELECTRIC MERCHANDISE CO.,
1 1 ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO.

W. K. MASON, General Manager.

Sflbmarine,

Telegraph,

Dnderground,

"-w»«i^j

Telephone,

Inlerior,

Electric Light.

>. h.iM.liKlj Works, K.hson tl^-iu-ral i:i.«t rif ( .>ini>;uiy.

Manufactured under Authority of SIEMENS & HALSKE,
BY

The Edison General Electric Company,
Est^imates Furnished on Application.

AT TlieiR SCHEHTECTADV WORKS.

Address, Wire Department, Edison General Electric Company,
KDISOX KITIL.DIKO, ItltUAO STREKT, NEW YORK, or Xeare^it Wistrict Office.

I^ISmtXOT Or-r-XOIHJS:
Canadian l>iH(riet: Killfoii Biillding:. Toronto, I'au.
Central l»lntrlct: I7:i-I7il AdnniH t»t., Chlcnf^o.
Kastern I>iHtri<>t: KdlHOii BiiiUUne:. BronU Si . Ke-w Tork.
Alew Eusland District: £.» Otis t4c., Boston, niaets.

I'ncillo CnnH* DiMtrirt: VTclison BnfldinfT. 1 liS Basil St.. ^'nii FranciDCO. Cal.
I'ariUc Xor'hw«-Nt IH strict : Fl<-I«chnrr Bntldti-: . I'ortlai f1. Oxe
K'tcky Mountain OifTrici: :*lasonle Bnildins. I>enver, Colo.
Noatliern Oistrict: 10 Ucoatnr l^t-. Atlanta, iin.
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THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.,
33 ^vdlercer Street, Isre^T^ "SToxl^,

POSSESS SUI'ERIOR ADVANTAGES IN TUE MANl'FACTURE OF

J^RD FtXTBBSXl GOODS
ICspecinlly in articles ntlttptetl to electrical iit*ltrstries. havintf ohtainetl the sole rij/ht to inamijactitre

HARD RUBBER iinaer the valuable I'atents ffrantefl to WILLIAJI KIEL,

ALL, OPERATIONS OF SAWING, CUTTING. TURNING AND POLISHING OUR NEW STANUAEOS OF

SI J p PT^ DO T~\ A M V\ T"l I R f M O ^"*° ^^ performed with a laree reduction in the wear and tear of toolp, and coneideraMe savin? oE labor. Our new Btandards aren Ci £I> 1 J i\ ^^ LJ r\ IN U I l./ D 1 IN ^Jl of a ricber black tbmngiiout, not subject to change in color, are tougher and more ilexlhle, do not become brittle with age, and
have been teeied and approved by Ihe leading electrical companies of the U nlled States. In addition to these advantages, we aleo offer advantages in piicee.

KIEL'S PATENT HARD RUBBER CELLS FOR STORAGE AND PRIMARY BATTERIES
Still remain the most satisfactory and cheapest in the market, uncqualed for strength, durability, insulation and resislaice to acids.

HSRD RUBBER GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION M4BUFACTDHED. ^"";uao';re:ranr"n!;rie»"'%KND''i'o'rp^^

For Sale by THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO.

To Electric Railway Companies:
We shall be pleased to make you quotations on Washburn &

Moen's hard drawn copper trolley wire, and our own make of

Weatherproof insulation feeder wires. Our Weatherproof wire

is superior to any other wire of like character in the market.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
CHICAGO.
NEW YORK.

"WARD" ARC LAMPS,
FOR CONSTANT POTENTKL CIRCOITS,

THOUSANDS IN USE
On both Isolated and Central Station Plants.

We Guarantee our Lamps Electrically and Mechanically.

In corresponding please give full particulars and state voltage.

Electric Construction and Supply Co.,

Phenix Building, 18 Cortlandt Street,

CHICAGO, ILL. Established .88,. NEW YORK CITY.
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THE NATIONAL TRANSFORMER SYSTEM
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COMPLETE

CENTRAL STATION EQUIPMENTS
FOU

LIGHT OR POWER
DI8TB11CITT101V.

OUR APPARATUS IS OF THE'

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
MECHANICALLY AND ELECTRICALLY.

WK OCARANTKK ITS OfKKATION AND

PROTECT OUR CUSTOMERS.

COMPLETE

DIRECT CURRENT SYSTEM
FOK

ISOXJ.A.TEID

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFC. CO., Eau Claire, Wis.
C3HH30. :^. S:^.A."V\r, Oon'l ]|«a,i3.«,Kor.

NEW YORK, N. Y
BUFFALO, N. Y.,
CINCINNATI, O.,
WASHINGTON, D. C,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

National Electric Wig. & Const. Co., Elect. Fxclig. BIdg.

Little, McDonald & Co., Ut East Seneca St.

W. N. Gray, I 2 Chamber ol Comnicrcc,

. L. N. Cox, 16 Filth St., S. E.

C. M. Blanchard, Olrard Building.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.,

A.O-"EIsrTS:
KANSAS CITY, MO.,
ST. PAUL, MINN.,
DETROIT, MICH.,
DENVER, COLO., • -

WINNIPEG, MAN.,
National Electric Dovtlopmont Ce.

Thomas Wolle. 515 Main SI.

The Electrical Engineering & Supply Co.

' Commercial Electric Co.

Tho Mountain Electric Co.

Simpton-Davit Elsclrical Construction Co.
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BAIN ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
FOREE BAIN, President and Engineer.

47 and 49 S. Jefferson Street, CHICAGO.

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS
1-12 to 500 Horse Power.

Highest Class in Efficiency. Mechanical Design, and General Utility.

Experts in applying Electricity to New Uses.
SBND FOR OA.TAI.O«ilIB.

Electrical ^
Supplies

OF ALL KINDS

Hoase Goods

A SPECIALTY

Your

Business Card

and get our Catalogue

and Trade Discount Sheet.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

wonderfoo
<$> % The New Iflcaniescent Lamp,

^^ "THE JEWEL"
IE ANY VOLTAGE, FOE ANY SOCKET.

For particularfl apply to

\v_^# Wm. Hood,
GENERAL AGENT,

239 LaSalle St., - CHICAGO,

IN THE XEW E1>1T10N0F THE

Dynamo-Tenders' Hand-Book.
NOW READY. PRICES!. SEND FOR IT.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

CHICAGO.

G. A. HARMOtJNT,
,

' • , MANAGER .

MONITOR ELECTEIC ;C0.,
14 9 WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

WHOLESALE DEALER IN GENERAL

ELECTHICAL SUPPLIES
WESTERN AaENT FOR

ALFRED F. MOORE
(KSTABLISHED ism i

V- lELEGT^IGAL WIRES AND GABLES.^
Electric Light, Annunciator and OIBce Wires. Incandescent and Battery CordS; in

•fact, every kind of Wire known 10 the Electrical Trade.
'

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO.,
79 and 81 Washington Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

-MANUFACTUREKS OF-

Perret Electric MotorsiDynemos
LAMINATED FIELD MAGNETS, HIGH EFFICIENCY,

LOVr SPEED, FULI. PO^WER.

\ MotorH of any size for any purpone. I'^actories iquiitjted Ihroui/hout with Electric Pov)en
Isolated J'lantn for Incaiidescent ISlectric Lighting.

POTieiajH.i'. MoSor, Speed iyj, Wclghll.aOOIlx.

CHICAGO. ILL.. The Electrical Engineering Co., 320 Dearborn SI. WASHINGTON, D. C, J. U. Burkell & Co., 1409 N. Y. Ave.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Pcnnjylvania Machine Co.. 29 N. 7lh SI. ST. PAUL, MINN., F. J. Ronz, 95 E. Fourth SI.

NEW ORLEANS, U., Goorgo Baquio, 140 Gravier St.
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MDLTIPOLAR STREET RAILWAY GENERATORS.
COMPOUND-WOUND. SELF-EXCITING.

Perfect

Self-

Regulation.

High

Electrical

Efficiency.

Slow

Armature

Speed.

No External

Magnetism.

Self-Oiling

Bearings.

Descriptive Catalogues of Generators, Single-Reduction and Oearless Motors, and Powrer Station Appliances furnished
upon application. Correspondence on all subjects connected with Electric Railways is solicited.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING CDJ

PULLMAN BUILDING, CHICAGO. PITTSBURGH, PA. 120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

CUT-OUTS,
Single Light, Main and Branch,

OF SUPERIOR PORCELAIN,
With all Connections Under Cover.

s
AW
Y
E
R

A
N

LAMPS ANY
c p

VOLTAGE
BASE.

HIGH QUALITY LAMPS FOR EDISON CIRCUITS.

T^RITS FOR PRICES.

See Catalogue of Aug. 1 , 1890.

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC CO
620 Atlantic Avenue,

BOSTON, MASS.
510-534 W. 23d Street,

NEW YORK.

M
217 LaSalle Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANVFACTTKED BY

WM. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET. NEW YORK.

STAR GAUGE GLASS CUTTER.
A necessary tool in every euj^ioe room. Sent by

mail on receipt of price.

No. 1. Cuts over 5 inches SI 50

' •} ' " s • il.OfJ

S. TAUSSIG, 45 River St., Chicago. "WESTERN
AGENT

KNOW WHAT \OLKK <»KTTIK«, !

HIN£ S ELIMINATOR,
Extracts Oil from Exhaust, Separates Water from Live Steam.

A test of six of the best known "Separators' haei recently lieen matle at Cornell
L'niversity. Bine'8 ><liininator Ntandh at ihe Head. The fall rejort
with drawings, etc., sent free. AddresB

HINE ELIMINATOR CO.,
100 l,iber<y street, IXIETTC" "STOXl.^.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER,

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS. RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The- Kartavsrt - Manufacturing - Co,,

" PATElNf
pERFORAJf

LEATHER BELTING

Ran!)) more Slack than
Unperforated Belts, hence
adapted to uneven power
of Electric Railways and
for Electric Power in tJen-

eral.

CHAS. A. SOHIEREN 6c CO.,
PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS,

Also New York, Boston, }

Phihulelphlu. i 46 SOUTH CANAL ST., CHICAGO. ILL.

NEW^YORK BELTING ScPACKINC CO.
roHN e. ciiKKVEK, 1 (LIMITED.)

i'. C.iZK.NOVK .JOXES.

)

WM. T. B.ilKU.Sec'r.
Oldest and largest Manufacturers in the United States of

15 PARK ROW, MEW YORK.

SALESROOMS:
PHILADELPHIA, 308 Chestnut Street.
BOSTON, 5:2 Summer Street.

CHICAGO, ISl Lake Street.
DENVER, 16011611 ITtb Street.
CHARLESTON, 16J Meetina Street.
GRAND RAPIDS. 4 Monroe Street.
MINNEAPOLIS, 28 South 2d Street.

CLEVEL.AND, 176 Superior Street.

Vulcanized Rubber Fabrics
FORaiiCHAMCALlTEPOSES.

Rubber Belting,

Packing

and Hose.l

SALESKOOMS:
SAN FRANCISCO, 17 Main Street.
ATLANTA, 16 Decatur Street.
DETROIT. 102J Woodward Ave.
BALTIMORE. 12 North Charles Street.
BC-'FALd. 1.^4-128 Washinrton Street.
NEW ORLEANS, P-12 North Peters Street.
KANSAS CITY, l:il:! West 12th Street.
ST. LOUIS, 616 Locust Street.

THE ONLY GEARLESS MOTOR
THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO., CLEVELAND, O.

THE NEW CATALOGUE
-o3E» the:-

Copiex )iiailed upon application to

UNDERGROUND CONDUIT SYSTEM
Tu^ Interior Conduit &. Insulation Company

INTSRIOR CONDUIT c£ INSUIaATION COMPANY.
EI>W^ARD H. JOHNSOK, President.

WOBK8. .'>27 t« 531 w. 34th Ht, and 5«G to s'i» w. 35tii St. GENERAL OFFICES, 42 & 44 BROAD ST., NEW YORK.
H. }I. IJ.^DBKWOOM, Cen. Western Agent, Rookery Bnlldine. Chicago. R. FBAKK JOH\'l!)OK, tien. Ast. for Pa., Provident Rids, Philadelphia, Pa.

THOI^. BAY &. CO.. «en. AeentH for California, San Francisco, Cal.

CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL.

If you are in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

ROIT,
ICH.BROWNLEE & CO., "%

Subscribe tor the Western Electrician.

H. T. PAISTE,
Paiste Electrical Specialties.

Western Offi.:.e and .'^lore-rwjm

:

-

341 THE ROOKERY. BP^
CHICAGO. ILL, .^J?:"' LS'

£ut«na Offiw .-ind Fa^.lory

:

1201 MARKET ST..

PHIUDELPHIA. PA

tJ ^^.

PAISTE
SWITCH
SOCKETS.

Porcelain Insulation used.

Made to fit all Standard Lamps

REMEMBER
Thut iiie Western Electrician eojoys the (liBtioctioD of having beeu
eeiyctHd by one of the ehiowdest of advertleera aB ihe inedtum
for carrymt; the largept advertisement over placed In an electrical
journal. Thla tulle' ita own story, and points its own moral.

'J

PUSH-BDTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

P:B.

Armature Varnish,
Insulating Compounds,
Insulating Tapes,
Insulating Papers.

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,
HOI.F. MAJVI'KAirrilltKKM,

2 Liberty Street, NEW YORK.
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The First Electric Pipe-Welding Plant in

Chicago.
From the accompanying views there may be obtained a

good idea of the general arrangement of a pipe welding plant

which has been recently installed by the Thomson Electric

Welding company, in the factory of the Marinette Iron

Works, Chicago. This plant which was started a few

weeks ago, is the first one of the kind to be put into prac-

tical operation in Chicago and is said to be the fourth pipe

welding installation in the United States.

The equipment is used to join i:^ inch and 2 inch extra

heavy iron pipe. At the pres-

ent time the apparatus is

applied in the work of welding

2 inch pipe for cold storage

and ice machines, the Mari-

nette company having a large

contract for the Cold Storage

Exchange, Chicago.

The views presented here-

with show the current genera-

ting plant and the welder in

practical operation joining the

sections of the coils.

Besides the apparatus just

mentioned there is a portion

of the equipment which does

not appear in the cuts. The

outfit referred to is in reality

a part of the welder proper,

but in this case it is placed on

the wall across the room

from the welding raachine_

This apparatus consists of a

reactive coil for regulating the

current in the welding circuit,

a make-and break switch

which is operated by a light

wire cable leading from a

treadle at the welder, a regis-

ter in which is recorded the

number of welds made and

the usual fuse boxes and

switch.

The view of the engine

room, Fig. 2, was taken

through the open window from

the outside of the factory.

The engine room is built into

the shop; that is, it is parti-

tioned off from it so that the-

machinery within is entirely

inclosed by glass windows.

By this construction the en-

gine. etc., is in reality in a sep-

arate and distinct apartment.

This room contains the 100

horse power Atlas engine

which drives the main line

shaft of the works and is also

belted directly, as shown, to

the welding generator. In addition to the t^ngine and dy-

namo there is also in the rcom a complete switch-board

for the welder. The switch-board is shown to the left in

the illustration.

The generator which supplies current for the welding, Is a

30,000 watt machine built to deliver current in the primary of

the welder at a potential of about 300 volts. The maximum
primary current which the machine may be called on to

deliver is about i 50 amperes. This dynamo is of the same

general design as the machine usually employed by the

Thomson Welding company in connection with its

other welding equipments. It is a multipolar machine, and

is over compounded to about 15 per cent. It is self-

exciting.

The welder proper is of the type described by the Thom-
son Welding company as their "pipe machine." It has a

capacity from the smallest sizes of pipe up to 2 inch pipe.

As used in this company's works, the machine requires

for its most successful operation, the services of three men.

One man and a helper make the welds on the machine and

another workman is employed with a file in preparing the

ends of the pipe.

As this machine was only started a few weeks ago, the

company, while feeling confident that a great saving is

effected through its use, is as yet unable to give any accu-

rate data relating to the machine's performance. From
the point of good workmanship, however, the company is

well satisfied with the electrical method. The welds can

FIG. I. FIRST ELECTRIC I'lfE-WKLIUNG i'LAM !N i.iUC.-U.u,

be made each in about 15 seconds, but the a^t'erage number

of welds in a day's work owing to the time taken up in

handling the material, is about 225. It is estimated that an

average of 55 horse power is required to weld the 2 inch

extra heavy pipe upon which the company is now
working.

It may be mentioned that all the colls are tested after

having been welded, with an air pressure of 500 pounds to

the square inch. The test is made with the pipe under

water, the air being applied to the coils while they are

submerged. By this means any leak may be detected by

air bubbles rising to the surface of the water. When the

machine was first started a special test was made in which

an air pressure of Soo poun^is was employed. Eight short

pieces of pipe were welded logether in the usual manner

but the cicstst scrutiny failed to reveal that the pipe was

otherwise than absolutely tight at all the joints.

Electrical Department, World's Fair,
Lumber is already on the ground at the site of the electri-

city buildiogin Jackson Park,and it is probable that building

operations will be begun immediately on this as well as the

Mines building. Some delay has been caused by the dis-

pute with the Illinois Central Railroad company as to the

price to be paid per carload for hauling freight and mate-

rial to the grounds, but the indications are that this differ-

ence will be speedily and satisfactorily adjusted, and that

the contractor will soon have a large force of men at work.

The planning of the permanent electric lighting arrange-

ments at the grounds and

buildings at Jackson Park is

still under advisement by the

departments of electricity

and construction, and will be,

of course, for some time to

come. The present idea is

to defer actual work on the

general scheme until represent-

atives of the two departments

—probably Chief Barrett and
Mr. Sargent—shall have re-

turned from a visit to the East

for the purpose of conferring

with the big electrical com-

panies on the subject. It

is proposed, if possible, to

give every company in the

country manufacturing elec-

tric lighting plants a chance

to do a portion of the work in

connection with its exhibit.

It is thought that some ar-

rangement of this sort can be

made if the various exhibi-

tors will enter into the spirit of

the plan and co-operate in

friendly rivalr)'. Prof. Barrett

will make an earnest effort to

bring about an understand-

ing of this kind. He expecfe

to start at once on his tour

of investigation

.

Bids for the work and
material necessary* for the

temporar}' lighting installation

at the World's Fair grounds

will be opened July 13th.

The Field Engineering

company of New York has

applied for 625 feet of space

in the electrical building.

Electrical Engineer Sargent

of the Construction Depart-

ment has a plan for an electri-

cal fountain at the exposition,

which, if carried out, can hard-

ly fail to result in one of the

greatest popular attractions of

the fair. The fountain is

to rise from the water of the lagoon, near the administra*

don building, with a basin 100 feet in diameter. A beau-

tiful design for the structure itself has already been pro-

posed by an eminent eastern sculptor, and Mr. Sargent's

plan has to do purely with the electro-scenic elTects on the

water. The fountain will be very much larger than the one

at Lincoln Park and finer in every way. The principle

employed will be ditTerent, depending upon the use of

hollow nor.r.les. by which the light is thrown into the water

from the middle of the jet itself. It is proposed to intro-

duce the water into one-half of the basin through large

entry pipes that will have the appearance of spouting forth

great streams of different colored liquids. On the other side

the water will tlow back into the lagoon, over the edge of

the basin, in one unbroken cascade. Back of this sheet

of water incandescent lamps with globes of different colors

will be placed, which will produce a very beautiful efTect,
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Water lilies, with little lamps taking the place of blossoms a-

mid the dark green leaves, will float on the surface of Ihe water

and queer phosphorescent fish, electrically illumined, can be

seen in the quiet depths. Other novel features are proposed,

and Mr. Sargent is confident that the fountain could easily

Experiments on the Zipernowsky Elec-
tric Railway with a Vertical Track.

The following is a description by a correspondent in the

London j^/^f/;-?V(7/ R view oi the first experiments at the

Buda Pesth Wagon Works on the Zipernowsky vertical

be made to surpass anything of the kind ever attempted. track electric tramway.

FIG. 2. FIRST ELECTRIC PIPE-WELDING PLANT IN CHICAGO.

Before long arrangements will be made for complete

fire alarm and police patrol telegraphic service on the

exposition grounds.

This trial line was designed to represent all the condi-

tions which occur on a tramway, and thus test the applica-

bility of the system.

To this end tliert' u' is i li.i do^' n i curve of 90° and of

gives off the current is horizontal. The upper surface of

the rails is also coated with a peculiar substance, which insu-

lates and also prevents metalHc particles which might be ac-

cidentally introduced through the slit of the raih into the

interior of the channel, from occasioning a short cir-

cuit.

The rails weigh 23 kilos per meter, and the guide-rails

10* kilos.

The upper structure is in part completely walled in, but

a portion is merely screwed to the sleepers which, are bed-

ded ip sand. This was done in order to observe the oper-

ation of the mechanism in the channel during the jour-

ney.

The most es'.ential part of the car, namely, the plate e.K-

tending through the slit between the rails into the interior

of the channel, consists of wrought cast steel of the thick-

ness of 25 to 27 mm.
This plate carries at its lower end two guide rollers fixed

at a distance of 10 mm. from each other, which run on the

guide rails of the car. A little above these rollers there

are sliding contacts on each side of the plate, which con-

stantly press upward against the surface of the current-

rails.

The car consists of two turning supports set at a distance

of 3 meters apart. The sliding contacts are eight in num-
ber, four on each current rail. By this arrangement the

advantage is secured that if one pair should accidentally

find no contact, the upper pair would take up the contact

at a distance of 3 meters, before or behind.

Each rotating support consists of two wheels, one only

of which is driven by the motor. Hence the car

has two running and two driving wheels. The wheels are

set vertically. The action of the motors upon the axles is

effected by means of a worm and gear. The worm is keyed

upon the shaft of the motor, and the worm wheel is bolted

upon the driving shaft.

The box of the car is 1,600 mm. in breadth and 5,000

mm. in length, containing three compartments with 24

seats. The middle compartment is partitioned off,and there

are besides six seats at the front end of the* car. Here
there is also a platform of 1,000 mm. in length, from which

both motors can be attended to and regulated by

means of a hand brake.

The trial trips, it is claimed, proved thattbis system was

especially suited for electric lines in narrow streets with an

underground supply of current.

Both in the straight lines and in the curves and at the

pciints a speed of 10 kilometers an hour was attained, and

it could easily be doubled on a longer line.

The movements of the car are extremely smooth. No
shocks are perceptible, and the operations of passing

curves and points are scarcely fe't by passengers.

Controversy over a Franchise.

According to the Chicago daily papers several city

officials have been worrying over the complaint made by a

member of the city council at a committee meeting last

week. A sub-committee was appointed to investigate the

relations between the Chicago Arc Light & Power

company and the Archer Electric Light company. The

charge was made that the former company had violated

the terms of its franchise in renting its conduits to the

Archer company.

E. E. Sunny, when called upon by a representative

of the Westers Electrician, stated that the Chicago

Arc Light & Power company had a perfect right to

suWet its conduits, and that its dealings were fair

and above board. Mr. Wilmerding, the secretary of the

Arc Light company, when called upon, slated that the

company was bound by the franchise to permit any company

desiring to use its conduits to do so, charging it a reasonable

rate. If the contracting compmy regarded the rale as too

high.thcy had the right to demand the appointment of a board

of arbitration. The Archer company had made no com-

plaint, nor had it made any such demand. "Had the

cotincil committee examined the franchise," .said Mr.

Wilmerding, "it would have fonnd that our company wa.s

not only not violating the franchise, but was following out

its express provisions in its dealings with the Archer

company. The committee has not called upon us and I

regard the whole thing as merely an attempt to create

sympathy and capital for the Archer company, which is

now attempting to obtain a franchise of its own."

A company of New York capitalists has entered into an

agreement with Dr. John Law and Col. R. E. Goodcll of

Ixadville. Colo,, to con-itruct an electric railroad from that

city to ?>crgreen I^ke^, the distance being about 5*cvcn

miles. Water power will be u^d for generating the elec-

tricity, and will be conveyed through about eight miles of

flames and ditches. The plant will be erected at Malta,

and will be the largest in the state. The work, which it

is estimated will cost $450,000, will be begun at once.

/JPKKNOW 1
I
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20 meters radius, and further a counter-curve of 30 me-

ters radius without a straight transition piece, as also a

complete shunt consisting of two changes with a length of

42 meters between the points.

The trial line is level, but both in the straight parts and

in the curve there arc short portions of the track with an in-

cline of I in 50,

As carried out in Ihc present innlance the surfrtcc which

Measurements undertaken to test the steadiness of the

car showed that in the parts no': walled in, and especially

at the parts where the distance of the running rails and

guide rails had not been quite accurately adjusted (which

was done purposely) the highest point of the oscillations of

the car did not amount ([uite to 50 mm. in a horizontal

direction. On other tramways, even those with a normal

track, such oscillations arc very frequent, and have not
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been obviated. The oscillations are chiefly occa-

sioned by the circumstance that the structure was not

walled in but merely bedded in sand, and that therefore

the elasticity of the sand and of the legs of the chairs came

into full play. At parts where the line was walled in and

paved, the oscillations did not exceed 30 mm.
Vertical oscillations were not observed, proliablv because

Underground Wires at Minneapolis.
Much interest has been excited among the members of

the electrical fraternity in the Northwest by the elaborate

system of underground construction contemplated by the

Minnesota Brush Electric Light company of Minneapolis.

About 8^; miles of cables will be needed, as the com-

prtnv'^ wires will hi.' ]>i]f underground in all the business

-j»

777. f- .

' 3"

W5

'^

ICIectric Company, Edison General Klectric com-

pany (Siemens), Great Western Electric Supply

company (GrimshawJ. The bids were optned June 2;d,

but the award will not be announced for sometime yet.

General Manager Robertson and Director Corscr of the

Minneapolis company have just returned from an eastern

trip made to examine cables in New York and else-

where.

ZIPEUNOWSKLY ELECTRIC^RAILWAY WITH VERTICAL TRACK,

the car was built without springs. Nevertheless, the

movements of the car were gentle, and vibrations generally

felt in cars without springs were evaded by placing india-

rubber rings under the supports of the car.

Trial trips were made with the car loaded on one side,

but no changes were observed either in the upper structure

or the cars, and especially not in the guide plates, which

were loaded with 20 kilos, per square mm.
The working of the points (in which a spiral spring now

serves instead of a counterpoise to bring back the points

to the norma! position) is faultless. It is asserted that an

automatic system of changing from one line to another

can be used. The passage of current through both

changes is almost continuous.

To reader it practicable for a car to turn into the left

hand track instead of into the right-hand, a setting ar-

rangement, worked by hand, has been provided at the

lower tongue of the point.

The cuts will doubtless aid the reader in obtaining an

idea of the construction of the system.

section of the city, as well as in a considerable portion of

the resident district. This will be the most extensive sys-

tem of underground street construction for electric wires

ever attempted, and the cost is estimated at $100 000.

Of the conductors required some fifty miles will be No. 5

B. & S. wire for arc lights and series motors. The re-

maining 35 miles of wire will be in varying sizes.

American Institute Electrical Engineers.
At the meeting of the council of the .\merican Institute

of Electrical Engineers, the following delegates were
appointed to attend the Krankfort Klectrical Conference in

accordance with a resolution adopted at the general meet-
ing. May 2ist: Carl Ilering. chairman. Prof. R. O. Mein-
rich, Nikola Tesia, Dr. E, E, Nichols. Prof, lleinrich is

already in Europe and Mr. Hering sailed July 2, on the
Normannia.
The following named associate members were elected:

John H. Barnard, general manager .-Vshevillc Street

Railway company and Asheville Light A; Power company,
Asheville. N. C.

Henry B. Cram, treasurer Bernstein Electric company,
175 Prospect street, Cambridgeport Mass.

Frank L Dame, superintendent Vancouver Electric

Railway iV Light company, Vancouver, B. C.
Charles Edward Emery, consulting engioter 22 Cort-

landt street. N. Y.

Thomas J Fay, Maine Electric Improvement company,
136 Liberty street, N. Y.
Walter C. Fisk, manager Bernstein Electric company,

i20 Atlantic avenue, Boston, Mass.
John L. Gans, superintendent and electrician, the Elec-

tric company. Connellsville, Pa.
Warren B. Hadley, superintendent wiring department

Edison Electric Illuminating company, 431 Fifth avenue.
New York.

Louis W. Healy, The \Vightman Electric company,
1205 Marion street, Scranton, Pa.

James W. Kellogg, assistant to district engineer, Edi-
wn General Elec ric company. 140 E. 27th street. New
York.

Thatcher T. P. Luquee, assistant in surveying and
practical mining, and student in electrical engineering,
Columbia College. N. Y. and Bedford, N. Y.
Thomas Reeve Roseburgh, lecturer in electrical engi-

neering. School of Practical Science, Toronto, Ont.
Giles Taintor, assistant electrician, N. E. Telephoned

Telegraph company, 7 Walnut street, Boston, Mass.
Herbert C. Wirt, electrician marine department, Thom-

son-Houston Electric company. 12 Millmont street, Ro.n-

bury, Mass.
Francke L. Woodward, student in electricity, 49 Grand

street, Albany, N Y.

Jesse M. Smith was transferred from associate to

full membership.

Pole Chopping in New Orleans.

Belligerent councilman have introduced the pole chopping
craze in New Orleans. A press dispatch gives this ac-

count of the affair:

When the council recently granted the Postal Telegraph

&; Cable company the right to enter the city it was stipu-

lated that it should either use the poles of other companies

or construct an underground cable. The company did not.

at the time, give its consent to this arrangement, and instead

of utilizing the cable privilege in its grant again applied

to the council for permission to erect poles. The coun-

cil, without even hearing the Postal Telegraph people,

refused the request. On Monday of last week the company
put up a line of poles and strung two wires to its olfice.

The council at once ordered an investigation, and, should

the report prove true, instructed the mayor to tear down
the poles. No report was expected until Friday night, and
the telegraph company expected to take out an injunc-

tion. Chairman A. C. Landrev, of the streets and landings

conimtttee, who had charge of the investigation, liled his re-

port on Thursday and with it a request that the mayor
carry out the council's order. Half an hour afterward

the mayor had the poles chopped down against the protest

of the Postal Telegraph company and before it could appeal

to the courts. It will make a strong appeal. Mayor Shakes-

peare says that he carried out an order to which he is op-

posed. The action of the council disgusted him and

seemed to say that the right to erect poles belonged to only

a few people of the council's choice. He v ants the people

to find out how the council is working against their inter-

ests and so carried out the order, believing that the result

will be to place the council in such a position before the

public that the latter will sec clearly what is going on.

ZIPERNOWSKV r.LKCTKlC KAIl.WAY WITH VF.KTICAI. TK.VCK.

The workshops and yards of the Intercolonial railway at

Moncton, N. B, are lobcjightcd by electricity. The
Wood arc lighting system will be used.

from 250,000 circular mils down, and will supply current

for alternating incandescent lamps and constant potential

motor service. The conduits, with the necessary man-

holes, are all laid at present, and the wiring contract will

include drawing in, jointing, special junction boxes ami

about 100 terminal heads at street lamps, and at centers

of distribution at block centers. Naturally all of the com-

panies supplying underground cables arc anxious to get

this large contract. The following named companies have

put in bids: Standard Underground Cable company,

Electrical Supply company (Ilabirshaw). I>inapp Electrical

Works (Safety). Centra! Electric company (Okoniic),

John .\. Kocbliug's Sons company, Western

No further meetings of the Institute will be held until

September.

A search light for railway purposes was tested recently by
the electrician of the Jersey Central railroad. One Hunt-
ington light of 3.200 candle power was mounted on the
switch signal bridge. 20 feet above the track. It is said
that when turned on a station building one-third of a mile
away even the outlines of the bricks could be distinctly
seen; when turned on the track, the ties could be seen in
front of the same station. Colors were plainly distin-

guished at a half mile distance. Al 1,500 feet It would
enible an engineer to tell the position of switches. Tht
reflector was parabolic like those of locomotive headlights,
and silver-plated and highly burnished.
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Experiments with Alternate Currents of
Very High Frequency and Their
Application to Methods of Arti-

ficial Illumination.^

Ev Nikola Tesla.

Of all the forms of nature's immeasurable, all-pervading

energy, which ever and ever changing and moving, like a

soul animates the inert universe, those of electricity and
magnetism are perhaps the most fascinating. The effects

of gravitation, of heat, and light, we observe daily, and
soon we get accustomed to them, and soon they lose

for us the character of the marvelous and wonderful;

but electricity and magnetism, with their singular rela-

tionship, with their seemingly dual character unique

among the forces in nature, with their phenomena of

attractions, repulsions and rotations, strange manifes-

tations of mysterious agents, stimulate and excite the

they range into hundreds of million millions per second.

Nor can any one prove that there are transverse ether waves
emitted from an alternate current machine, giving a small

number of alternations per second; to such slow disturb-

. ances, the ether, if at rest, may behave as a true fluid.

Electricity cannot be called ether in the broad sense of

the term; but nothing would seem to stand in the way of

calling electricity ether associated with matter, or bound
elher; or, in other words, that the so called static charge
of the molecule, is ether associated in some way with the

molecule. Looking at it in that light, we would be justi-

FiG. 4.—Sensitive Thread
Discharge.

mind to thought and research. What is electricity, and
what is magnetism? These questions have been asked
again and again. The most able intellects have cease

lessiy wrestled with the problem; still the question has

not as yet been fully answered. But while we cannot
even to day state what these singular forces are, yet we
have made good headway toward the solution of the , - _
problem. We are now confident that electric and
magnetic phenomena are attributable to ether, and we are

perhaps justified in saying, that the effects of static elec-

tricity are effects of ether under strain and those of dyna-
mic electricity and electro-magnetism effects of ether in

motion. But this still leaves the question as to what
electricity and magnetism are, unanswered.

It is not with the object of advancing an opinion, but
with the desire of acquainting you better with some of the

results, which I will describe, to show you the reasoning
I have followed, the departures I have made—that I ven-

ture to express, in a few words, the views and convic-
tions which have led me to these results.

I adhere to the idea that there is a thing which we have
been in the habit of calling electricity. The question is.

What is that thing; or. what of all things, the existence

of which we know, have we the best reason to call elec-

tricity? We know that it acts like an i corapiessible fluid;

that there must be a constant quantity of it in nature;

that it can be neither produced nor destroyed; and. what
is more important, the electro-magnetic theory of light and
all facts observed teach us that electric and ether phenom-
ena are identical. The idea at once suggests itself, there-

fore, that electricity might be called ether. In fact, this

view has in a certain sense been advanced by Dr. Lodge.
His interesting work has been read by everyone and many
have been conWnced by his arguments. His great ability

and the interesting nature of the subject, keep the reader
spellbound; but when the impressions fade one realizes

that he has to deal only with ingenuous explanations. I

important problems namely, the production of a practical
and efficient source of light.

The study of sucli rapidly alternating currents is very
interesting. Nearly every experiment discloses something
new. Many results may, of course, be predicted, but
many more are unforeseen. The experimenter makes many
interesting observations. For instance, we take a piece of
iron, and hold it against a magnet. Starting from
low alternations and running up higher and higher we feel

the impulses succeed each other faster and (aster, get weak-
er and weaker, and finally disappear. We then observe a

continuous pull; the pull, of course, is not continuous;
it only appears so to us: our sense of touch is imper-
fect.

We may next establish an arc between the electrodes

and observe as the alternations rise, that the note
which accompanies alternating arcs gets shriller and
shriller, gradually weakens and finally ceases. The
air vibrations, of course continue, but they are too
weak to be perceived ; our sense of hearing fails us.

Flaming Discharge.

We observe the small physiological effects, the

rapid healing of the iron cores and conductors, curious
inductive effects, interesting condenser phenonema
and still more interesting light phenomena, with a

high tension induction coil. All these experiments
and observations would be of the greatest interest to

1 —High Frequency Alternator with Drum Armature, ^^e student, but their description would lead me too
far from the principal subject. Partly for this reason,

fied in saying that electricity is concerned in all molecular

actions.

About fifteen years ago, Prof Rowland demonstrated a
most interesting and important fact, namely, that a static

charge carried around produces the effects of an electric

current. Leaving out of consideration the precise na'ure
of the mechanism, which produces the attraction and re-

pulsion of currents, and conceiving the electrostatically

JElO * —liiou FTiE^^UE.vc^ Altkp.natou WITH pjrvoi

f >:MATURK.

mu3*. confess, that I cannot believe in two electricities,

much less io a doubly constituted ether. The puzzling
behavior of the ether as a solid to waves of light and heat,

and as a fluid to the motion of bodies through it. is cer-

tainly e:tp'.atncd in the most natural and satisfactory man-
ner ^y a; '.m-nif \\ to be in motion, as Sir William Thorn-

vjt regardless of this, there is nothing
;s to conclude with certainly that.

v ,-'ipableof transmiiling iransvcrfte vi-

brations of a few hundreds or thousands per second, it

might not be capable of transmitting such vibrations when

I. K\AJ^rMX(A lactate lUVnettdbcff/rc the Aroeriuin fnslitute of

Fig. 6 —Streaming Discharge.
charged molecules in motion, this experimental fact gives us

a fair idea of magnetism. We can conceive lines or tubes

of force which physically exist, being formed of rows of

directed moving molecules; we can see that these lines

must be closed; that they must tend to shorten and ex-

pand, etc. It likewise explains in a reasonable way. the

most pu/zling phenomenon of all, permanent magnetism,
and in general, has all the beauties of the ampere theory

without possessing the vital defect of the same, namely,
the assumption of molecular currents. Without enlarging

further upon the subject, I would say, that I look upon all

electrostatic, current and magnetic phenomena, as being
due to electrostatic molecular forces.

Of all these phenomena the
most important to study are the

current phenomena, on account of
the already extensive and ever
growing use of currents for indus-
trial purposes. It is now a cen-
tury since thefirst practical source
of current has been produced, and
ever since, the phenomena which
accompany the How of currents,

have been diligently studied, and
through the untiring efforts of

scientific men the simple laws
which govern them have been dis-

covered. But these laws were
found to hold good only when the
currents are of a steady character.

When the currents are rapidly

varying in strength quite different

phenomena, often unexpected,
present themselves and quite dif-

ercnt laws hold good, which even
now have not been determined as

A'INQ Disc ^""y ^^ desirable, though through
the work principally of ICnglish

scientists, enough knowledge has
been gained on the subject to enable us to treat simple
cases, which now present themselves in daily practice.

The phenomena which arc peculiar to the changing
character of the currents are greatly exalted when the rate

of change is increased, hence the study of these currents

is considerably facilitated by the employment of properly
constructed apparatus. It was with this and other objects in

view that I constructed alternate current machines capable
of giving more than two million reversals of current per
minute, and to this circumstance it is principally due that I

am able to bring to your attention some of the results thus
far reached, which I hope will prove to be a step in advance
on account of their direct bearing upon one of the most

and partly on account of the vastly greater importance, I

will confine myself to the description of the light effects

produced by these currents.

In the experiments to this end a high tension induction
coil or equivalent apparatus for converting currents of com-
paratively low into currents of high tension, is used.

In general my experience tends to show that bodies
which possess the highest specific inductive capacity, such
as glass, afford a rather inferior insulation to others, which,
while they are good insulators, have a much smaller spe-

cific inductive capacity, such as oils, for instance the di-

electric losses being no doubt greater in the former. The
difficulty of insulating, of course, only exists when the po-

temials are excessively high, for with potentials such as a

few thousand volts there is no particular difficulty encoun-
tered in conveying currents from a machine giving, say

20,000 alternations per second to quite a distance. This
number of alternations, however, is by far too small for

many purposes, though quite sufficient for some practical

applications. This difficulty of insulating is fortunately

not a vital drawback; it affects mostly the size of the appa-
ratus, for, when excessively high potentials would be used,

the light-giving devices would be located not far from the

apparatus, and often they would be quite close to it. As
the air-bombardment of the insulated wire is dependent on
condenser action, the loss may be reduced to a trifle by
using excessively thin wires heavily insulated.

The investigator who desires to repeat the experiments
which I will describe, with an alternate current machine,
capable of supplying currents of the desired frequency and
an induction coil, will do well to lake the primary coil out

and mount the secondary in such a manner as to be able

to look through the tube upon which the secondary is

Fjq. 3.—High Frfquencv Ai.ternator witb Stationary Diso
Armature and Stationary Excitii^g Coil.

wound. He will then be :ible to observe the slie;ims which
pass from the primary to the insulating lube, and from
their intensity Lc will know how far he can strain the coil.

Wilhcut this precaution he is sure to injure the insulation.

This arr.ingemcnl permits, however, an easy cxch.inge of

the primaries, which is desirable in these cxpciinients.

Kig. I represents the m;ichinc used in my experiments
before the Institute. The field magnet consists of a ring

of wrought iron with 384 pole projections. ThcarmaiLU'c
comprises a steel disk to which is fiistened a thin, carefully

welded rim of wrought iron. Ui)on the rim are wound
several layers of fine, well annealed iron wire, which, when
wound, is passed through shellac. The armature wires
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are wcuncl around brass pins, wrapped with silk thread.

The diamtier of the armature wire in this type of ma-
chine should not be more than ,V of the thickness of the

pole projections, else the local action will be considerable.

Fig- 2 represents a larger machine of a different type.

The field magnet of this machine consists of two tike parts

which either inclose an exciting coil, or else are in-

dependently wound. Each part has 480 pole projections,

the projections of one facing those of the other. The ar-

mature consists of a wheel of hard bronze, carrying the

conductors which revolve between the projections of the

field magnet. To wind the armature conductors, I have

found it most convenient to proceed in the following man-
ner : I construct a ring of hard bronze of the required size.

This ring and the rim of the wheel are provided with the

through the circuit. This kind of discharge is the severest

test for a coil; the break, when it occurs, is of the nature

of that in an overcharged I.eyden jar. To give a rough
approximation I would stale that, with an ordinary coil of,

say 10,000 ohms' resistance, the most powerful arc would ,

be produced with about 12,000 alternations per second.

When the frequency is increased beyond that rate the

potential, of course, rises, but the striking distance, may
nevertheless, diminish, paradoxical as it may seem. As
the potential rises the coil attains more and more the prop-

erties of a static machine until finally, one may observe

the beautiful phenomenon of the streaming discharge. Fig,

6. which may be produced across the whole length of the

coil. At that stage streams begin to issue freely from all

points and projections. These streams will also be seen

1^(5. 7._Bbtjsh ani> Spray
Discharge.

proper number of pins, and are both fastened upon a plate.

The armature conductors being wound, the pins are cut

off and the ends of the conductors are fastened by two rings

which screw to the bron/e ring and the rim of the wheel

respectively. The whole may then be taken off and forms

a solid structure The conductors in such a type of ma-

chine should consist of shett copper, the thickness of

which of course, depends on the thickness of the whole

projections; or else twisted thin wires should be employed.

Fig. 3 is a smaller machine, in many respects similar to

the former, only here the armature conductors and the ex-

citing coil are kept stationary, while only a block of

wrought iron is revolved.

I deem it well to call the attention of the investigator to

two things, the importance of which, though self-evident,

Fig. 8.—Fifth Typical Form
OF DlSCH.\KGE. FiQ. 14.—Effect of Ball and Point.

to pass in abundance in the space between the primary and
the insulating lube. When the potential is excessively
high they will always appear, even if the frequency be low,

and even if the primary be surrounded by as much as an
inch of wax, hard rubber, glass or any other insulating sub-
stance.

Besides the potential, the intensity of the streams depends
on the frequency; but if the coil be very large they show
themselves, no matter how low the frequencies used. For
instance, in a very large coil of resistance of 67,000 ohms,
constructed by me some time ago, they appear with as low
as loo alternations per second and less, the insulation of
the secondary being ^4 inch ebonite. When very in-

tense they produce a noise similar to that produced by the

Fia, 16.—Incandescent Wire or
Filament Spinning in an
Unexhausted Globe.

he is nevertheless apt to underestimate; namely, to the

local action in the conductors which must be carefully

avoided, and to the clearance which must be small. I may
add, that since it is desirable to use very high peripheral

speeds, the armature should be of very large diameter in

order to avoid impracticable belt speeds,

In operating an induction coil wit i very rapidly alter-

nating currents, among the first luminous phenomena
noticed are naturally those presented by the high tension

discharge. As the number of alternations per second is

increased, or as—the number being high— the current

through the primary is varied, the discharge gradually

changes in appearance. It would be difficult to describe

the minor changes which occur and the conditions which

Fig. 13.—Aspect Presented by a

Very Thin "Wire Attached to a
Terminal of the Coil.

charging of a Holtz machine, but much more powerful,

and they emit a s-.rong smell of ozone The lower the fre-

quency, the more apt they are to suddenly injure the coil.

With excessively high frequencies they may pass freely

without producing any other effect than to heat the insula-

tion slowly and uniformly.

At the stage when the streaming discharge occurs, or

with somewhat higher frequencies, one may, by approach-
ing the terminals considerably and regulating properly the

effect of capacity, produce a veritable spray of small silver-

white sparks or a bunch of excessively thin silvery threads.

Fig. 7, amidst a powerful brush— each spark or thread

possibly corresponding to one alternation. This, when
produced under proper conditions, is probably the most

of the coil two metallic spheres which may be placed a:
any desired distance. Fig. 9. Spheres are preferable to
plates, as ihc discharge can be better observed. liy insert-

ing dialectric bodies between the spheres beautiful dis-

charge phenomena may be ob5er\-£d. If the spheres be
quite close and a spark be playing between them, by inter-

posing a thin plate of ebonite between the spheres the
spark instantly ceases and the discharge spreads into an
intensely luminous circle several inches in diameter, prr*-

vided the spheres are sufficiently large. The passage of
the streams heats, and, after a while, softens the rubber so
much that two plates may be made to stick together in this

manner. If the spheres are so far apart 'hat no spark
occurs, even if they are far beyond the striking distance,

by inserting a thick plate of glass the discbarge is instantly

induced to pass from the spheres to the glass in the form
of luminous streams. It appears almost as though these
streams pass //irou:.;// the dielectric. In reality this is not
the case, as the streams are due to the molecules of the air

which arc violently agitated in the space between the
oppositely charged surfaces of the spheres. When no
dielectric other than air is present, the bombardment goes
on, but is too weak to be visible: by inserting a dielectric

the inductive effect is much increased, and besides the pro-
jected air molecules find an obstacle and the bombardment
becomes so intense that the streams become luminous.
From the behavior of the dielectrics in these experi-

ments we may conclude that the best insulator for these
rapidly alternating currents would be the one possessing
the smallest specific inductive capacity and at the same
time one capable of withstanding the greatest differences

of potential; and thus two diametrically opposite wajs
of securing the required insulation are indicated: namely,
to use either a perfect vacuum or a gas under great pres-

sure; but the former would be preferable. Unfortunately
neither of these two ways is easily carried out in practice.

It is especially interesting to note the behavior of an ex-

cessively high vacuum in these experiments. If a test

tube provided with external electrodes and exhausted to

the highest possible degree be connected to the terminals

of the coil, Jig.-io, the electrodes of the lube are instantly

brought to a high temperature and the glass at each end of

the tube is rendered intensely phosphorescent, but the

middle appears comparatively dark, and for awbile re-

mains*coo I.

When the frequency is so high that the discharge shown
in Fig. 8 is observed, considerable dissipation no doubt

Fig. 9.—LU3IIN0US Discharge with
Interposed Insulators.

recurs in the coil. Nevertheless, the coll may be worke
for a long time, as the he-ting is gradual.

In spite of the fact that the difference of potential may
be enormous, little is felt when the discharge is passed
through the body, provided the hands are arme d. This is

to some extent due to the higher frequency, but piincipally

to the fact that less energy is available externally, when
the difference of potential reaches an enormous value, ow-
ing to the circumstance that with the rise of potential the

energy absorbed in the coil increases as the square of the

potential. Up to a certain point the energy available ex-

ternally increases with ihe rise of potential, then it begins
to fall off rapidly. Thus, with tlie ordinary high tension

induction coil, the curious paradox exists, that, while with

Fig. 12.—Luminous Streams Escap-

ing From a Cotton-Covered Wire,
Fig. 15.—Aspect of Coil ltjder

Powerful Brush Discharge.

Fig. 11.—PiNWHEEL Driven by a
Powerful Brush.

Fig. 10.—Dischakge Through High
EST Vacuum.

bring them about, but one may note five distinct forms of

the discharge.

First, one may observe a weak, sersitive discharge in

the form of a thin, feeble-colored thread. Fig. 4- It

always occurs wher, the number of alternations per second

being high, the current through the primary is very small.

When the current through the primary is increased the

discharge gets broader and stronger, and the effect of the

capacity of the coil becomes visible until, finally, under

proper conditions, a white llaming aic, Fig. 5. often as

thick as one's finger and striking across the whole coil, is pro-

duced. It develops remarkable beat, and may be further

characterized by the absence of the high note which ac-

companies the less powerful discharges.

When the flaming discharge occurs the conditions are

evidently such that the greatest current is made to How

beautiful discharge, and when an air blast is directed

against it. it presents a singular appearance.

If the frequency is still more increased, then the coil re-

fu'cs to give any spark unless at comparatively small dis-

tances, and the fifth typical form of discharge may be

observed. Fig. S. The tendency to stream out and dissi-

pate is then so great that when the brush is produced at

one terminal no sparking occurs even if, as I have

reepeatedly tried, the hand, or any conducting object, is

held within the sircam; and what is more singular, the

luminous stream is not at all easily detlectcd by the ap
proach of a conducting body.

At this stage the streams seemingly pass with the great-

est freedom through considerable thicknesses of insulators,

and it is particularly interesting to study their behavior.

For this purpose it is convenient to connect to the terminals

a given current through the primarj' the shock might be
fatal, with many times that current it might be perfectly

harmless, even if the frequency be the same. \Mtb high

frequencies and excessively high potentials when the ter-

minals are not connected lo bodies of some size, practically

all the energy supplied to the primary is taken up by the

coil There is no breaking through, no local injury, but

all the material, insulating and conducting, is uniformly

heated.

To avoid misunderstanding in regard to the physiolog-

ical effect of alternating currents of very high frequency. I

think it necessary to state that while it is an undeniable

fact that they are incomparably less dangerous than cur-

rents of low frequencies, yet it should not be thought that

they are altogether harmless. What has just been said re-

(Contiuuid on /Jge 21.)
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Pri>ce George of Greece, during his recent visit to this

countrj*. examined the coast defenses at New York. The
electrical tqaipment was explained to the visitor and some

interesting tests showing the method of operation, were

performed for bis benefit.

The subject of telegraphic communication between

lightships and lighthouses, which is attracting so much
attention just now, is deserving of the best thought that

can be bestowed upon it. It is suggested that the shipping

interests might be willing lo assume the expense of estab-

lishing a thorough system. Ccruinly something should be

done in this matter.

ELpyjTRrciTV is assuming a prominent position in min-

ing and the outlcole in this department is certainly encour-

3giPg' In this connection it is well to call attention to

the vast possibilities of utilizing water powers in the great

mining districts of this country. The installation at

Aspen, Colo., suggests an idea of the possibilities in

this direction. There arc many other sections of the

country today with natural resources cfjua), if not

superior to those at Aspen, and ihcy have only to be dcvcl-

opej. Ilitheno, the impossibility of securing power at a

reasonable cost has made it unprofitable to develop these

regions, but now by utilizing water power for generating

current, the cost of operation can be reduced toaminimun.

The advantages to be derived from utilizing electricity in

mining have already been shown. It is safe to say that

rapid advances may be looked for in this field.

Detroit is edeavoring to secure rapid transit and the

stceet railway companies have expressed a willingness to

extend their lines and substitute electricity in place of

animal power, provided a twenty years' franchise is guar-

anteed. This is certaintly a reasonable condition, and

the citizens should gladly accept the proposition. To
introduce a first class electric railway equipment, the

Detroit companies will of course have to expend large

sums of money, and their demand for a twenty years'

franchise is only just.

The completion of the electric railway lines in the Minne-

apolis-St. Paul system is hailed with delight by the people

of both cities who desire to see a consolidation effected.

Several years ago a proposition to unite these municipali-

ties would be rejected, but now the scheme has many

earnest advocates in both cities. The electric system has

had much to do with bringing about this state of affairs.

Owners of property between the cities desire to establish a

better feeling, and as the electric railways connecting

these cities afford excellent transportation facilities the

property is valuable for residence purposes. Thus it is that

one of the questions which have been the cause of much

contention in the Northwest will probably be settled

through the agency of the electric railroad.

The electrical execution law has served to stir up the

people of New York during the last week, and the daily

papers throughout the country have been filled with ac-

counts of the "last hours" of the condemned murderers in

Sing Sing prison and the preparations for their execution.

The idea of surrounding these executions with an air of

mystery has had the effect of exciting the morbid curiosity

and superstitious fears of the ignorant. The secrecy

maintained has aroused the public mind to a sense of the

danger attending the establishment of such a precedent.

The fear that abuses might cieep into the administration

of justice under the cloak of secrecy and the fact that it

would therefore be all the harder to correct these errors have

done more toward creating opposition to the present law

than the most sensational reports of bungled executions.

It seems that the Order of Railway Telegraphers made

a miscalculation in assuming that all it had to do was to

knock at the doors of the Federation of Railway Employes

to be admitted. A press dispatch from Terre Haute,

Ind., states that the Supreme Council of the Federation

rejected the application of the order—on what ground does

not appear. The Brotherhood of Railway Station Men
was likewise refused admission. It is further stated that

representatives of the two unsuccessful organizations met

at the Terre Haute hotel and formed an alliance, taking

steps toward federation. A meeting will soon be held at

which arrangements will probably be perfected for a second

federation of railway employes. The Order of Railway

Conductors is also at swords' points with the Federation,

and, altogether, the latter aggregation appears to be in a

bad way. We can only repeat our expression of regret

that the railway telegraphers should have seen fit to mix in

the melee.

A I'KKUSAL of Nikola Tesla's account of his recent exper-

iments before the Institute leaves a different impression

from that obtained through reading the incomplete reports

of the lecture which have appeared heretofore. Most of

the effects obtained, as was stated editorially last week,

might have been deemed by some as only exaggerations of

curious phenomena which are already familiar to many.

The description, however, of the experiments prepared by

the Icc'.urer himself, carrying one as it does into the depths

of a most interesting investigation of a fascinating subject,

reveals that the experimenter his in reality opened up a

line of work in which there arc. apparently, unlimited pos-

sibilities. The boldness with which Mr. Tesla has struck

out along a practically untrodden path cannot fail to excite

admiration. As the reader follows him through these

experiments there arises a feeling that the near future will

witness as'.onishing developments In the direction of the

application of currentsof grcatfrcquency and high potential.

It is interesting to note that Mr, 'J'csia found during his

tests with high frequency currents that bodies which possess

the highest specific inductive capacity, such as glass.

afford a rather inferior insulation to others, which, while

they are good insulators, have a much smaller specific in-

ductive capacity. Or, to quote Mr. Tesla's own words

relative to the behavior of the dielectrics in the experiments,

" The best insulator for these rapidly alternating currents

would be the one possessing the smallest specific inductive

capacity and at the same time one capable of withstanding

the greatest differences of potential." In the latter class,

which includes oils, he considers the dielectric losses to be

less than in the former.

He thus indicates two opposite ways of securing the

necessary insulation, i. e., to use either a perfect vacuum
or a gas under great pressure. The difficulty of employing

either method, however, Is appreciated.

Mr. Tesla's remarks in regard to the heating of iron

cores in apparatus for rapidly aliernating currents may be

found to be of value to the transformer builder.

His reference to the ideal method of lighting and his

experiment relative to It, are suggestive. Whether the

future will see a practical application of the electrostatic

field in a lighting system such as suggested by Mr. Tesla's

experiments is another of the interesting points in which

the paper abounds.

Minneapolis is contemplating the introduction of an

extensive underground system of electric light wires. One
of the local lighting companies will undertake the work,

and as the management of the company seems desirous of

giving the underground system a fair trial the| result of the

experiment, for such it must still be considered, will be
awaited with considerable interest. Electric lighting

companies generally do not look with favor on under-

ground construction, and it has been charged that whert
they have introduced conduits which did not prove entirely

satisfactory they permitted the failure for the purpose of

forcing the authorities to abandon the hope of securing

first-class service from underground work. In this case

such a charge could not be considered by the bitterest op-

ponent of electric lighting companies.

There are many problems connected with the operation

of underground wires which must be solved before light-

ing companies can be induced to bury all their wires. The
example of the Minneapolis company will do much toward

establishing confidence in the mind of the public.

In a recent number of the London Electrical Hcview
attention is called to two communications from A. L.

Stevenson and Wm. H. Massey, iu which it is claimed

that the application of electricity to mining has not pro-

gressed as rapidly in this country as American engineers

assert. To any one familiar with the facts the absurdity

of the statement is evident at a glance. Thus, Mr. Mas-
sey says: "I was in the United States for several weeks
last autumn, and I utterly failed to find, except in one sol-

itary case in a coal mine near Pittsburgh, a single practical

application of electricity to any of the numerous purposes

you mentioned " Of course Mr. Massey s "several weeks"

in this country enabled him to visit all the principal mines
in the Union and inspect the improved machinery and
methods employed! Mr. Massey should realize, if he

knows anything about America and its mining interests,

that only a very general idea of what is being done here

could be obtained in that time. There are mining camps
in this country which alone would require more time for

intelligent examination than Mr. Massey devoted to all the

mining interests In the country combined.

Mr. Massey should know that there are several coal

mines in Illinois where he might witness the "practickl

application of electricity" to coal cutting. Then again

the same power is used for illuminating the mines, the op-

eration of hoists and tramways and in numeious other appli-

cations, but possibly this is not "practical" enough for

Mr. Massey! The manner in which Mr. Massey obtained

his information is explained by him in this paragraph:

"There was plenty of talk of what might be done in the

near future, and I was shown, in various works, a few

more or less promising experimental machines; but after

discus.sing the whole question fully with well informed

Americans, I came to the conclusion that the applications

of electricity to mining work in England and Wales were

far more numerous than those on the whole of the Amer-

ican continent put together." Further comment on Mr.

Massey and his conclusions is unnecessary.

And now a word with Mr. Stevenson, After airing

his opinions he says: "iiut American engineers still come
over here and find much in our mines to learn, and I have

not met with any who can meet me and prove that upon a

single engineering question he is right, and I am wrong,

in respect of cither safety or economy."

In view of this admission it would be useless to endeav-

or to penetrate the density of this self-confessed Ignorance.
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fers only to currents fiom an ordinary high tension in-

duction coil, which currents are necessarily very small; if

received directly from a machine or from a secondary of

low resistance they produce more or less powerful effecls

and may cause serious injury, especially whtn used in

conjunction with condensers.

From the nature of the phenomenon we can conclude

that the higher the frequency the smaller must, of course,

be the wind produced by the streams, and with sufficiently

high fre<]uencies no wind at all would be produced at the

Fro 17a.—Coil Areanged fok Powerful Brush Effects.

ordinary atmospheric pressures. With frequencies obtain-

able by means of a machine the mechanical effect is sufii-

ciently great lo revolve, with considerable speed, large

pin-wheels, which in the dark present a beautiful appear-

ance owing to the abundanee of the streams, Fig. 11.

In general, most of the experiments usually performed

with a static machine can be performed with an induction

coil when operated with very rapidly alternating currents.

The effects produced, however, aie much more striking,

being of incomparably greater power. When a small

length of ordinary cotton covered wire, Fig. 12, is attached

to one terminal of the coil, the streams issuing from all

points of the wire may be so intense as to produce a con-

siderable light effect. When the potentials and frequen-

cies are very high, a wire insu'ated with gutta percha or

Fig. 19.—The Crookes Experiment on Open
CmcfiT.

rubber and attached to one of the terminals appears to be
covered with a luminous film. A very thin bare wire when
attached to a terminal emits powerful streams and vibrates

continually to and fro or spins in a circle, producing singu-

lar effect. Fig. 13.

Another peculiarity of the rapidly alternating discharge

of the induction coil is its radically different behavior with
respect to points and rounded surfaces.

If a thick wire, provided with a ball at one end and with

a point at the other, be attached to the positive terminal of

a static machine, practically all the charge will be lost

through the point, on account of the enormously greater

tension dependent on the radius of curvature. But if

such a wire is attached to one of the terminals of the in-

duction coil it will be observed that with very high fre-

quencies streams issue from the ball almost as copiously as

from the point. Fig 14

Fio. 21.—LAMP WITH Two Filaments

IN Highest Vacijum with
Leadino-in Wires.

There is still another and far more striking peculiarity

of the brush discharge produced by very rapidly alter-

nating currents. To observe this it is best to replace the

usual terminals of the coil by two metal columns insulated

with a good thickness of eboniie It is also well to close

all fissures and cracks with wax so that the brushes can-

not form anywhere except at the lops of the columns. If

the conditions are carelully adjusted— which, of course.

must be left to the skill of the experimenter—so that the

potential rises to an enormous value, one may produce two

powerful brushes several inches long, nearly while at the

roots which in the dark bear a sti iking resemblance to two

flames of a gas escaping under pressure^ Fig. 15.

ihey do not only resemble, they «;v veriiable flames, for

they are hot. Certainly they are not as hot as a gas
burner but they would be so if the frequency and the po-

tential would be sufficiently high. Produced with, say

twenty thousand alternations per second, the heat is easily

perceptible even if the potential is not cxce'^sively high.

The heat developed is, of course, due lo the impact of the

air molecules, against the terminals and against each other.

By preventing the change of the air molecules the local

healing effect may be so exalted as to bring a body to in-

candescence. Thus, for instance, if a small button, or

preferably a very thin wire or fila-

ment, be inclosed in an unexhausted
g'obe and connected with the terminal

of the coil, it may be rendered incan-

descent. The phenomenon is made
much more interesting by the rapid

spinning round in a circle of the top

of a filament, thus presenting the ap-

pearance of a luminous funnel. Fig,

16, which widens when the potential

is increased. When the potential is

small the end of the filament may
perform irregular motions, suddenly
changing from one to the other, or it

may describe an ellipse; but when the "^q, 17b,
potential is very high it always spins

in a circle, and so does generally a
thin straight wire attached freely to the terminal of the

coil.

One of the ways to prevent the streams between the pri-

mary and the tube, is to wind a short primary, Fig. 17 A,
so that the difference of potential is not at that length

great enough to cause the breaking forth of the streams
through the insulating tubes The length of the primary
should be determined by experiment. Both the ends of the
coil should be brought out on one end through a plug of

insulating material fitting in the tube as illustrated. In
such a disposition one terminal of the secondary is attached

to a body the surface of which is determined with the

greatest care so as to produce the greatest rise in the poten-

tial. At the other terminal a powerful brush appears
which may be experimented upon
The above plan necessitates the employment of a pri-

considerable thickness of maicrjal w h-ch is fire proof and
conducts the heat poorly, and on lop of that wc may place
the primary and secondary winding?, iiy using' cither
higher frequencies tr greater magnciizirg forces, wc may
by hysteresis and eddy currents h' at the iron core so far as
lo bring it nearly to its maximum permeabijity. which, as
Ilopkinson has shown, may be as much as s'xteen times
greater than that at ordinary icmpcratures. If ihe iron
core were perfectly inclosed it wculd rot be deteriorated
by the heat, and if the inclosure of iKC-proof material

Fig. 20.—Lamp ^^^TH

Single Block of Re-
fractop-t Material.

raary of comparatively small size, and it is apt to heat

when powerful effects are desirable for a certain length of

time. In such a case it is better to employ a larger coil.

Fig. 17 B, and introduce it from one side of the tube, until

the streams begin to appear. In this case the nearest ter-

minal of the secondary may be connected to the primary or

to the ground, which is practically the same thing, if the

primary is connected directly to the machine. In the case

of ground connections it is well to determine experiment-

ally the frequency which is best suited under the conditions

of the test Another way of obviating the streams more
or less, is to make the primary in se:tionsand supply it

from separate well insulated sources

In many of these experiments, when powerful effects are

wanted for a short time it is advantageous to use iron cores

with the primaries. In such case a very large primary
coil may be wound and placed side by side with the

secondary, and, the nearest terminal of the latter being

connected to the primary, a laminated iron core is intro-

duced through the primary into the secondary as far as the

streams will permit.

But

MMM(10^

Fig. 18.—Coil for Producing Very High

Difference op Potential.

In these experiments if an iron core is used it should be

carefully watched, as it is apt to get e.xcessively hot in an

incrediblv short time. To give an idea of the rapidity of

the heating, I wilt state, that by passing a powerful cur-

rent through a coil with many turns, the inserting within

the same of a thin iron wire for no more than one second's

time is sufficient to heat the wire to something like ico' C.

But this rapid heating does not need to discourage us in

the use of iron cores in connection with rapidly alternating

currents. I have for a loig time been convinced, that in

the industrial distribulion by means of transformers some
such plan as the former might be practicable. We may
use a comparatively small iron core, subdivided, or perhaps

not even subdivided. We may surround this core with a

—Coil Arranged for Powerful Brush Eftects.-
St. Elmos Hot Fip-e,

would be sufficiently thick only a limited amount of energy
could be radia:ed in spite of the high temperature. Trans-
formers have been constructed by me on that plan, but for

lack of time, no thorough tests have as yet been made.
Another way of adapting the iron core lo rapid alterna-

tions, or, generally speaking, reducing the frictional losses,

is to produce by continuous magnetization a flow of some-
thing like seven thousand or eight thousand lines per
square centimeter through ihe core and then work with

weak magnetizing forces and preferably high frequencies

around the point of greatest permeability.

Fig. 23.—Lamp with Single

Straight Filament and One
Leading-in "Wihe.

If it is desired to construct a coil for the express purpose

of performing with it such experiments as I have described,

or. generally, rendering it capable of withstanding the

greatest possible difference of potential, then a construction

as indicated in Fig. iS will be found of advantage. The
coil in this case is formed of two independent parts which

are wound oppositely, the connection between both being

made near the primary\ The potential in the middle being

zero, there is not much tendency to jump to the primary,

and not much insulation is required. In some cases, the

FiQ. 23.—Lamp with Two Kefeac-
TOKY CLOCIvS in HIGHUST

\' ACCUM.

middle point may, however, be connected to the primary

or 10 the ground. In such a coil the places of greatest

difference of potential are far apart and the coil Is capable

of withstanding an enormous strain. The two parts may
be movable so as to allow a slight adjustment of the

capacity effect.

As to the manner of insulating the coil, it will be found

convenient to proceed in the following way: First the wire

should be boiled in parafHne. until all the air is out; then

the coil is wound by running the wire through melted
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pa'afhoe, merely for ihe purjro^e of fixing the wire. The
coil is then taken oft' from the spool immersed In a cylin-

drical vessel hiled with pure melted wax and boiled for a

long time until the bubbles cease to appear. The whole

is then left to cool down ihoroughly, and then the mass is

taken out of the vessel and turned up in a lathe. A coil

made in this minner and with care is capable of with-

standing enormous potentir>l differences.

It may be found convenient to immerse tl" e coil in

paraftine oil or some other kind of oil; it is a most effective

"wav of insulating, principally on account of the perfect ex-

clusion of air, but it m;iv be found thar after all a vessel

Fig. 04 —Lamps with On*e Leading-tn Wire
Rexdered Incandescent.

filled with oil is not a very convenient thing to handle in a

laboratory.

If an ordinary coil can be dismounted, the primary may
be taken out of the tube and the latter plugged up on one
end, filled with oil and the primary reinserted. This
affords an excellent insulation, and prevents the formation

of the streams.

I have stated that a body inclosed in an unexhausted

bulb may be intensely healed by simply connecting it with

a source of rapidly alternating potential. The heating in

such a case, is in all probability, due mostly to the bombard-
ment of the molecules of the gas contained in the bulb.

When the bulb is exhausted the heating of the body
is much more rapid and there is no difficulty what-

ever in bringing a wire or filament to any degree of

incandescence by simply connecting it to one ter-

minal of a coil of the proper dimensions. Thus,
if the well-known apparatus of Prof. Crookes, con
sisting of a bent platinum wire with vanes mounted
over it. Fig. 19. be connected to one terminal of the

coil—either one or both ends of the platinum wire

being connected—the wire is rendered almost

instantly incandescent, and the mica vanes are

rotated as though a current from a battery were used.

A thin carbon hlament. or, preferably, a button of

some refractory material. Kig. 20. even if it be a

comparatively poor conductor, inclosed in an exhausted

globe, may be rendered highly incandescent; and in this

manner a simple lamp capable of giving any desired candle

power is provided

The success of lamps of this kind would depend largely

on the selection of the light giving bodies contained within

the bulb. Since, under the conditions described,

refractory bodies—which are very poor conductors and
capable of withstanding for a long time excessively high

degrees of temperature—may be used, such illuminating

devices may be rendered successful.

At the outset of this work the idea presented itself to

In an ordinary lamp this is impracticable on account of

the destruction of the filament, and It has been determined
by experience how far it is advisable to push the

incandescence It is impossible to tell how much higher

efi^iciency could be obtained if the filament could withstand
indefinitely, as the investigation to this end obviously

cannot be carried beyond a certain stage; but there are

reasons for believing that it would be very considerably

higher. An improvement might be made in the ordinary
lamp by employing a short and thick carbon; tut then the

teading-in wires would have lo be thick, and besides.

there are many other considerations whch render such a

modification highly impracticable. Eat in a lamp as above
described, the leading-in wires may be very small, the

incandescent refractory material may be in the shape of

blocks offering a very small radiating surface, so that less

energy would be required to keep them at the desired in-

candescence; and in addition to this the refractorv material

need not be carbon, but may be manufactured from
mixtures of oxides, for instance, with carbon or other

material, or may be selected from bodies which are

practically non-conductors and capable of withstanding
enormous degrees of temperature.

Various forms of lamps on the above described principle

with the refractory bodies in the form of filaments, Fig.

21. or blocks. Fig 22, have been constructed and ope-

rated by me, and investigations are being carried on in this

lice.

With these rapidly alernating potentials there is. how-
ever, no necessity of inclos'ng two blocks in a globe, but a

single block, as in Fig. 20, or filament. Fig. 23, may be
used. The potential in this case must of course be higher,

but it is easily obtainable and besides it is not necessarily

dangerous.
The facility with which the button or filament in such a

lamp is brought to incandescence, other things being equal,

depends on the size of the globe. If a perfect vacuum
could be obtained, the size of the globe would not be of

importance, for then the heating would be wholly due to

the surging of the charges and all the energy would be
given off to the surroundings by radiation. But this can
never occur in practice. There is always some gas left in

the globe and although the exhaustion may.be carried to

at will, more or less brilliant simply by altering the rela-

tive position of the outside and inside condenser coatings

or inducing and induced circuits.

When a lamp is lighted by connecting it to one terminal
only of the source this may be facilitated by providing the
globe with an outside condenser coating, which serves at

the same time as a reflector and connecting this lo an in-

sulated bocy of some size. Lamps of this kind are illus-

trated in Fig. 27 and Fig. 28. Fig. 2g shows the plan of

connections. The brilliancy of the lamp may, in this case.

Fig. 25. — Lajip with

Two Blocks or Fila-

ments AND a Pair or

INDEPENDENV INSIDE

AND Outside Conden-

ser CO.\TINGS.

Fig. 2S.—Lamp with One
Filament, One Inside
AND One OiTsiDE Con-
denser Coating, and
Auxiliary Coating.

Fro, 2^A. Fio. 26b.

Fig. 29.—Increasing the Brilliancy of Laitp on One "Wire.

the highest degree. stiU the space inside of the bulb must
be considered as conduciing when such high potentials are

used, and I assume, that in estimating ihe energy that

may be given off from the filament lo the surroundings we
may consider the inside surface of the bulb as one coating

of a condenser, the air and other objects surrounding the

bulb forming the other coating. When the alternations are

very low there is no doubt that a considerable portion of

the energy is given off by the electrification of the sur-

rounding air.

In order lo study this subject better I carried on some
experiments with excessively high potentials and low fre-

quencies. I then observed that when the hand is

approached to the bulb—the filament being con-

nected with one terminalof the coil—a powerful

vibration is felt being due to the attraction and
repulsion of the molecules of the air which are

electrified by induction through the glass. In some
cases when the action is very intense I have been
able to^hear a sound, which must be due to the

same cause.

When the alternations are low one is apt to get

an excessively powerful shock from the bulb. In

general, when one attaches bulbs or objects of some
size to the terminals of the coil, one should look

out for the rise of potential, for it may happen that

by merely connecting a bulb or plate to the terminal,

the potential may rise to many times its original

value. When lamps are attached to the terminals,

as illustrated in Fig. 24, then the capacity of the

bulbs should be such as to give the maximum rise

of potential under the existing conditions. In this

manner one may obtain the required potential with

fewer turns of wire.

The use of alternating currents of very high
frequency makes it possible to transfer by electro-

static or eleciro-magnetic induction through the

glass of a lamp, sufficient energy to keep a filament

at incandescence, and so do away with the leading-

in wires.

In the accompanying cuts some of the types of

lamps of this kind are shown. Fig. 25 is such a

be regulated within wide limits by varying the size of the
insulated metal plate to which the coating is connected.

It is likewise practicable to light with one leading wire,

lamps such as illustrated in Fig. 21 and Fig. 22, by con-
necting one term nal of the lamp to one terminal of the
source and the other to an insulated body of the re-

quired size. In all cases the insulated body serves to give
off the energy inio the surroundin,' space, and is equiva-
lent to a return wire. Obviously in the two last named
cases, instead of connecting the wires to an insulated body,
connections may be made to the ground.

During my investigations in this line, I endeavored to
excite tubes, devoid of any electrodes, by electro-

magnetic induction, making the tube the secondary
of the induction device, and passing through the
primary the discharges of a Leyden jar. These
tubes were made of many shapes, and I was able
to obtain luminous effects which I then thought
were due wholly to electromagnetic induction. But
on carefully investigating the phenomena I found
that the effects produced were more of an electro-

static nature. It may be attribute'd to this circum-
stance that this mode of exciting tubes is very
wasteful, namely, the primary circuit being closed,
the potential, and consequently the electrostatic

inductive effect is much diminished.
When an induction coil, operated as above described, is

used, there is no doubt that the tubes are e.xcited by elec-

trostatic induction and that electromagnetic induction has
little, if anything, to do with the phenomena.
By placing a tube at ^ome distance from the coil, and

nearer to one terminal— preferably at a point on the axis of
the coil—one may light it by touching the remote terminal
with an insulated body of some size or with the hand,
thereby raising the potential at that terminal nearer the
tube. If the tube is shifted nearer to the coil so that it is

lighted by the action of the nearer terminal, it may be
made to go out by holding, on an insulated support, the
end of a wire connected to the remote terminal, in the vi-

cinity of the nearer terminal, by this means counteracting
the action of the latter upon the tube. These effects are
evidently electrostatic. Likewise, when a tube is placed

Fia. 27.—Lamp with One Filament
and Leading-in Wire and Ex-
ternal Condenser Coating.

LaXJ' ^-HTH One JilaMENT, One I.vside and One Outside ''^""P ^^''^^ ^ broken filament, and Fig 26 A and 26

li one with a single outside and inside coating, and
a singl*: filament. I have also made lamps with

two outside and inside coatings and a continuous loop

connecting the latter.

The disruptive discharge of a condenser is especially

suited for operating such lamps—with no outward electri-

cal connections—by means of electromagnetic induction;

the cleclrom gnctic inductive effects being excessively high,

and I have been able to produce the required incandes-

cence with only a few short turns of wire. Incandescence
m.-iy also be produced in this manner in a simple closed fil-

ament-
leaving now out of consideration the practicability of

such lamps, J would only say that they possess a beautiful

and desirable feature, namely, that they can be rendered,

Co^DENs::R Coatiwo,

me, whether two bodies of refractory material inclosed in

2 bulb cxhaosicd to such a degree that the discharge of a
large indacion coil operated in the u?ual manner cannot
p^^^ rh"')^:;''^. ri-^'-J be rendered incandescent by mere

.\\y. to teach this result enormous
cry high frequencies arc required,

; 1 calculation.

/ij". iiiCf. * (Amp wouid possess a vast advantage over
an OT^-.mr/ incandeacent lamp in regard to efficiency.

It 13 we'.l icno-wn that the efficiency of a lamp is to some
extent a function of the degree of incandescence and that

coold we btit work a fiJamcnt at many times higher degrees
of iocaodescence the efficiency would be much greater.

at considerable distance from the coil, the cbserver may,
standing upon an insulated support between coil and tube,

light the latter by approaching the hand to it; or he may
even render it luminous by simply stepping between it and
the coil. This wcu'd be impossible with electromagnetic
induction, for the body of the obseiver would act as a
screen.

When the coil is energized by excessively weak currents,

llie experimenter may, by touching one terminal of the

coil with the tube, extinguish the latter, and may again
light it by bringing it out of contact wiiii tbe terminal
and allowing a small arc to form This is clearly due to

the respective lowering and raising of the potential at that

terminal. In the above experiment when the tube is light-

ed through a small arc it may gooul when the arc is brok-
en, because the electrostatic inductive effect alone is too

weak, though the potential may be much higher; but when
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the arc is established the electrification of the end of the

tube is much greater and it consequently lights.

If a tube is lighted by holding it near to the coil, and
in the hand, which is remote, by grasping the tube any-

where with the other hand, the part between the hands is

rendered dark and the singular effect of wiping out the

light of the tube may be produced by passing the hand
quickly along the tube and at the same time withdrawing

Fia. 33.

—

Lamp Kept at Incandes
CENCE ACROSS A TliICK COPPER

Bar—Showing Nodes.

it slightly from the coil, judging properly the distance so

that the tube remains dark afterward.

If the primary coil is placed sidewise as in Fig. 17 B, for

instance, and an exhausted tube be introduced from the

other side in the hollow space, the tube is lighted most
intensely because of the increased condenser action, and
in this position the stri.t- are most sharply defined. In all

these experiments described and in many others the action

s clearly electrostatic.

The effects of screening also indicate the electrostatic

nature of the phenomena and showsomethingof the nature

of electrification through the air. For instance, if a tube
be placed in the direction of I he axis of the coil and an in-

sulated metal plate be interposed, the tube will generally

increase in brilliancy, or if it be too far from the coil to

light, it may even be rendered luminous by interposing an
insulated metal plate. The magnitude of the effects de-

pends to some extent on the size of the plate. Ijut if the

metal plate be connected by a wire to the ground its inter-

position will always make the tube go out even if it be very

near the coil. In general, the interposition of a body be-

tween the coil and tube increases or diminishes the bril-

liancy of the tube or its facility to light up, according to

whether it increases or diminishes the electrification.

When experimenting with an insulated plate the plate

should not be taken too large else it will generally produce
a weakening effect by reason of its great facility for giving
off energy to the surroundings.

If a tube be lighted at some distance from the coil and a

plate of hard rubber or other insulating substance be in-

terposed, the tube may be made logo out. The interposi-

tion of the dielectric in this case only slightly increases the

inductive effect, but diminishes considerably the electrifi-

cation through the air.

In all the last described experiments tubes devoid of any
electrodes may be used, and there is no difficulty in pro-

ducing by their means sufficient light to read by. The
light effect is. however, considerably increased by the use
of phosphorescent bodies such as yttria, uranium glass, etc.

Instead of depending on induction at a distance to light

the tube, the same may be provided with an external— and,
if desired, also with an internal—condenser coating, and
may then be suspended anywhere in the room from a con-

ductor connected to one terminal of the coil, and in this

manner a soft illumination may be provided.

The ideal way of lighting a hall or room would, how-
ever, be to produce such a condition in it that an illutnina-

in the hand anywhere between the sheets or placed any-
where, even a certain distance beyond them; it remains
always luminous.

In such an electrostatic field interesting phenomena may
be observed, especially if the alternations are kept low and
the potentials excessively high. In addition to the lumi-

nous phenomena mentioned, one may observe that any in-

sulated conductor gives sparks when the hand or another
object is approached to it, and the sparks may often be
powerful. When a large conducting object is fastened on
an insulating support and the hand approached to it a
vibration due to the rythmical motion of the air molecules
is felt and luminous streams may be perceived when the

hand is held near a pointed projection. When a telephone
receiver is made to touch with one or both of its terminals

an insulated conductor of some size, the telephone emits a

loud sound; it also emits a sound when a length of wire is

attached to one or both terminals, and with very powerful
fields a sound may be perceived, even without any wire.

How far this principle is capable of practical application

the future will tell. It might be thought that electrostatic

effects are unsuited for such action at a distance. Electro-

magnetic inductive effects, if available for the production
of light, might be thought better suited. It is true the

electros'atic effects diminish nearly with the cube of the

distance from the coil, whereas the electromagnetic in-

ductive effects diminish simply with the distance. But
when we establish an electrostatic field of force the condi-

tion is very different, for then instead of the differential

effect of both the terminals we get their conjoint effect.

Besides, I would call attention to the fact that in an alter-

nating electrostatic field a conductor, such as an exhausted
tube, for instance, tends to take up most of the energy,

whereas in an electromagnetic alternating field the con-
ductor tends to take up the least energy, the waves being
reflected with but little loss. This is one reason why it is

difl^cult to excite an exhausted tube at distance by electro-

magnetic induction. I have wound coils of very large

diameter and of many turns of wire, and connected a Geiss-

ler tube to the ends of the coil with the object of exciting

the tube at distance; but even with the powerful inductive

effects producible by Leyden jar discharges the tube could

not be excited unless at very small distance, although
some judgmtnt was used as to the dimensions of the coil.

I have also found that even the most powerful Leyden jar

ing currents of high into currents of low tension bv means
of the disruptive dischar;:jc of a condenser. This plan has
been used by me frequently for operating a few incandes-
cent lamps required in the laboratory. Some difricultie.s

have been encountered in the arc of the di-charge. which I

have been able to overcome to a great extent; bc^dcs this,
and the adjustment necessary for the proper working no
other difficulties have been met with, and it was easy loop-

-SlANNEH OF OFEEATTNG A^^ IrTOL'CTIO.V COU*,

erate ordinary lamps and even motors in this manner. The
line being connected to the ground, all the wires could be
handled with perfect impunity, no matter how hig'h the po-
tential at the terminals of the condenser. In these experi-
ments a high tension induction coil, operated from a bat-
tery or from an alternate current machine,was employed to
charge the condenser; but the induction coil might be re-

placed by an apparatus of a different kind, capable of giv-
ing electricity of such high tension. In this manner di-

rect or alternating currents maybe converted, and in both
cases the current impulses may be of any desired frequency.
When the currents charging the condenser are of the same
direction,and it is desired that the converted currents should
also be ofone direction, the resistance of the discharging
circuit should, of course, be so chosen thai there are no os-

cillations.

In operating devices on the above plan I have obser\-ed

curious phenomena of impedance which are of interest.

For instance, if a thick copper bar be bent as indicated in

Fig- 33 and shunted by ordinary incandescent lamps,
then, by passing the discharge between the knobs, the lamps
may be brought to incandescence although they are short-

circuited. When a large induction coil is employed it is

easy to obtain nodes on thebar,which are rendered evident
by the different degrees of brilliancy of the lamps, as shown

Ideal BIethod of LiGiiTiNa A Koom.—Tubes De\'oid op Any Electrodes
Rendered Brilliant in an Alternating Electrostatic Field.

discharges are capable of exciting only feeble luminous
effects in a closed exhaustid tube, and even these effects

upon thorough examination I have been forced to consider

of an electrostatic nature.

When the terminals of a high tension induction coil,

Fig. 31, are connected to a Leyden jar, and the latter is

discharging disruptively into a circuit, we may look upon
the arc playing between the knobs as being a source of

alternaling, or, generally speaking, undulating currents,

and then we have to deal with the familiar system of a gen-
erator of such currents, a circuit connected to it, and aeon-
denser bridging the circuit. The condenser in such case

is a veritable transformer, and since the frequency is ex-

cessive, most any ratio in the strength of the currents in

both the branches may be obtained. In reality the analo-

gy is not quite complete for in the disruptive discharge we
have most generally a fundamental instantaneou-: variation

of comparatively low frequency and a superimposed har-

monic vibration, and the laws governing the flow of cur-

rents are not the same for both.

In converting in this manner the ratio of conversion
should not be too great, for the loss in the arc

betweei the knobs incieases with the square of

the current, and if the jar be discharged

through very thick and short conductors, with
the view of obtaining a very ra^id oscillation,

a very considerable portion of the energy stored

is lost. On the other hand, too small ratios

are not practicable for many obvious reasons.

As the converted currents llow in a prac-

roughly in Fig 33. The nodes are never clearly pro-

nounced, but there are simply maxima and minima of po-
tential along the bar. This is probably due to the irregu-

larity of the arc between the knobs. In general, when the
above described plan of conversion from high to low ten-

sion is used, the behavior of the disruptive discharge

may be closely studied. The nodes may also be investi-

gated by means of an ordinary Cardew voltmeter, which
should be well insulated. Geissler tubes may also be
lighted across the points of the bent bar; in this case, of
course, it is better to employ smaller capacities. I have
found it practicable to light up in this manner a lamp and
even a Geissler tube shunted by a short heavy block of
metal, and this result seems at first very curious. In fact,

the thicker the copper bar in Fig. 33, the better it is for the

success of the experiments, as they appear more striking.

When lamps with long slender filaments are used it will

tically closed circuit the electrostatic effects

FlQ. 3L—Diagram OF Connections FOR Convertino from High are necessarily small, and I therefore convert

TO Low Tension by Means of the Disruptive Discharge. ^^^"^ ''^^^ currents or effects of the required

character. I have effected such conversions in

several ways. The p''eferred plan of connections is illus-

trated in Fig. 32. The manner of operating renders it

easy to obtain by means of a small and inexpensive appar-
atus enormous differences of potential, which have been
usually obtained by means of large and expensive coils.

For this it is only necessary to take an ordinary small coil,

adjust to it a condenser and discharging circuit forming
the primary of an auxiliary small coil, and convert up-
ward. As the inductive effect of the primary currents is

excessively great the second coil need have comparatively
but vcr>- few turns.

In I'ig. 31 a plan of connections is shown for convert-

FlG 34.—Phenomenon of Impedance in an
Incandescent Lamp.

ting device could be moved and put anywhere, and that it

is lighted, no matter where it is put and without being
electrically connected to anything. I have been able to

produce such a condition by creating in the room a power-

ful, rapidly alternating electrostatic field. For this pur-

pose I suspend a sheet of metal a distance from the

ceiling on insulating cords and connect it to one terminal

of the induction coil, the other terminal being preferably

connected to the ground. Or else I suspend two sheets

as illustrated in Fig. 30, eich sheet being connected with

one of the terminals of the coil, and their size being care-

fully determined. An exhausted tube may then be carried

be often noted that the filaments are from time to time
violently vibrated, the vibration beirg smallest on the
nodal points. This vibration seems to be due to an clcc
trostatic .action between the filaraeni and the glass of the
bulb.

In some of the above experiments it is preferable to u;c
special lamps having a straight filament, as shown in Fig.
34. When such a lamp is used a still more curious phe-
nomenon than those described may be observed. The
lamp may be placed across the copper bar and lighted, ind
by using somewhat Lirger capacities, or, in other words,
smaller frequencies or smaller impulsive impedances, the
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filament may be brought to any desired degree of incan-

descence. But when the impedance is increased, a point

is reached when comparatively little current passes through

the carbon and most of it through the rarefied gas, or per-

haps it may be more correct to state that the current

divides nearly evenly through both, in spite of the enor-

mous difference in the resistance.and this would be true un-

less the gas and the filament behave differently. It is then

noted that the whole bulb is brilliantly illuminated, and the

ends of the leading in wires become incandescent and often

throw off sparks in consequence of the violent bombard-

ment; but the carbon filament remains dark. This is il-

lustrated in Fig. 34. Instead of the filament a single wire

extending through the whole bulb may be used, and in this

case the phenomenon would seem to be stitl more

interesting.

From the above experiment it will be evident, that when
ordinary lamps are operated by the converted currents.

those should be preferably taken in which the platinum

wires are far apart, and the frequencies used should not be

too great, else the dischar-^^e will occur at the ends of the
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Proposed Consolidation of Supply
Interests.

The project of consolidating theelectrical supply houses
of the country has been revived by the recent failure of

the Empire City Electric company. The sharp competi-
tion and tight money market had made it impossible to

continue the business, and the promoters of the enterprise

endeavored to effect a combination, but failed. Several

attempts were made, it is asserted, to form a trust of the

leading supply companies of the country, but without suc-

cess. F. S. Terry of the Electrical Supply company, Chi-

cago, speaking of the failure, says: "It is not surprising that

the promoters of the company should desire to discontinue

a business which has grown unprofitable. The supply
companies are in the midst of a dull season, and the profits

are very much narrowed by the bitter competition between
the numerous companies. There have been frequent at-

tempts toward the formation of a trust here but none has
succeeded as yet. nor are they likely to succeed in the

future." He added; "However there are plans on loot at

present for an arrangement between the companies to
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the current the metallic oxide (the earth) was decomposed,
an amalgam of the metal which it contained was formed,

and the pure metal was obtained from this by distilling off

the mercury. On applying this method to a paste made of

alumina, Sir Humphrey Davy could not obtain the expected
amalgam; he therefore varied the experiment in a way
which is notable in view of certain recent methods, and
which he described as follows:

"The first experiment by which I obtained evidence of its

composition was made in 180S by fusing iron negatively

electrified in contact with it. The earth was moist in this

process, and a very high voltaic power was app led. The
globule of metal obtained was whiter than pure iron effer-

vesced slowly in water, becoming covered with a while
powder, ana the solution in muriatic acid decomposed by
an alkali afforded alumina and oxide of iron."

He continues:

"By passing potassium in vapor through alumina heated
to whiteness the greatest part of the potassium became
converted into potassa, which formed a coherent mass
with that part of the alumina not decompounded, and in

this mass there were numerous gray particles, having the

^^^MUl^^lP^ IPlP^^Hsf^llMiW

SWITCH-BO.^KD FOR THE ROCHESTER ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

filament or in the base of the lamp between the leading in

wires, and the lamp might then be damaged.

50-WIRE W. B. G. CIRCUIT PROTECTOR BOARD.

regulate prices, and the prospects for their success are en-

couraging. Until this is done the dealer in electrical sup-

plies must be satisfied with a narrow margin of profits."

Switch-board for the Rochester Elec-

tric Railway.
In the accompanying cut is shown a switch board for

the electric railway at Rochester, N. Y. The upper por-

tion is built of mahogany, delicate workmanship being

shown in the pillars and cornices. The rheostats and

protecting devices and heavy switches are arranged in a

row on the lower portion of the board, which is made of

slate highly polished and given an ebony finish. The up-

per portion of the board is occupied by regulating de-

vices and switches. The board, which was made by the

Short Electric Railway company of Cleveland, is pro-

nounced the most complete in the country. The cut is re-

produced from the Street RaiWi'ay Journal.

La Boiteaux Fan Outfit.

In the accompanying illustration is shown anew style of

fan motor brought out by the La Boiteaux Electric Motor

& Fan company of Cincinnati. The distinguishing fea-

ture is the revolution of the whole outfit—motor, fan and

all—on the iron pedestal which serves as the base. While

the fan itself is whirling around at the rate of 2 000 revo-

lurions per minute the whole apparatus slowly revolves on

the upright pedestal at the rale of ten revolutions per min-

ute. It is claimed that this double motion results in

greater effectiveness in stirring the air. while the unpleas-

ant effects of a continuous draught in one direction are not

felt. The fans are furnished with or without lamp attach-

ments.

The W. B. G. Circuit Protector.

It is well known that a piece of fine wire laid out straight

and exposed to the air can easily carry enough current to

destroy a pair of magnet coils composed of much larger

wire than the straight piece, and it is upon this fact that

the construction of the device illustrated \v the cuts is

based. The main features of the "W. B. G." protector is

the manner in which the fuse is melted by the generation

of heat in a small coil of comparatively high resistance

wire, which is wound upon one end of the fuse, and forms

2-V/II'.i: W, K. G, CIRCUIT PROTECTOR.

part of ihc circuit. The coil is of German silver wire of a

size and length necessary to produce heat ( nough to melt

ibc fuse upon the pafsagc of any current that may be

deemed desirable. For ordinary use at teltphone subscrib-

ers' statioiis these cut outs arc wound to optn the line at

about ,4 ampere, and for use at other places, such as cen-

tral offices, where more delicate apparatus may need pro-

tection, ibey are wound accordingly.

The device may be used also in cable boxes, and by a

vfxy simple arrangement it may be made to form a good

protection against lightning as well as strong currents.

"W. K, G'' protector is manufactured by theE, S,

Greeley i^t Company of New York,

A Wa3bir)gtoti papCT proposes the word "ftutogram" for

messages scot by means of the writing telegraph.

Production of Aluminum.
The statistics gathered by the census department of the

government relating to the production of aluminum will be

received with special interest by the electrical fraternity.

A bulletin relating to this metal has been prepared by R.

L. Packard of the Division of Mines and Mining of the

Census Office. This interesting metal has at last reached

the stage of actual production, and the United States is

now one of the leading producers. The all-important fea-

ture of the industry at present, however, is the effort by

new processes to reduce the cost of making the metal

Prominence is therefore giv-

en to a concise and very ex-

act resume of the methods of

extraction of aluminum and
their results for a number of

\ears, with other valuable

information relating to this

industry. The product (or

Mie census year 1889 was
17,468 pounds, including

[iluminum in alloys, valued

3t ^97.335- 1'he principal

sources of aluminum have
heretofore been cryolite from
Greenland and imported

bauxite, but recent discov-

eries of bauxite have been

made in Arkansas, which

will, no doubt, lead to the

more extensive use of the

domestic article.

Mr. Packard believes thai aluminum has been attract-

ing an amount of attention during the last two or three years

which is out of proportion to its actual importance as a

mcla! and the pfiaition in ihc arts which it has hitherto

occupied. This is accounted for, he says, by the com-
paratively recent appearance of tjic metal in commerce, the

difficulty of extracting it, and the unfamiliar and elaborate

mctallutgical processes which have been invented in con-

sequence. Some of ihcfic processes are reproductions on
a large scale of experiments which arc not ordinarily used,

even In chemical laboratories, A brief resume of the his-

tory of ihtsc methods of extraction and their results will

j;ivc a correct idea of the scope and merit of the industry.

In 1S07 and 1808 Sir Humphrey iJavy succeeded in ob-

taining the metals from the alkalin*; earths, baryta, slrontia,

lime, and magnesia, by electricity. His method was to

place a paste of the respective earths on a strip of platinum

connected v/ith the positive pole of a powerful battery, put

mercury in a small cavity in the pnstc, and connect it with

the negative wire of the battery. Under the influence of

metallic luster and which became white when healed in

the air, and which slowly effervesced in water."— 1840,

vol. 4,/. 262,

Inconclusive as these experiments are as far as the

separation of aluminum is concerned, they are interesting

as the pioneers of the two lines of experiments, the elec-

trical and chemical, each of which afterward led to the

establishment of a commercial process.

The next step in advance was in the line of chemical

experiment. Sir Humphrey Davy had failed to obtain

aluminum from alumina, the oxide of the metal, by potas-.

siura vapor. Some twenty years later Woehler, by substi-

tuting the chloride of aluminum for the oxide in this

operation, succeeded in obtaining the metal, and was able

to determine its physical properties.

In the account of his own works, published in 1S27,'

Woehler describes Oersted's experimenis, made three years

previously, and attributes to him the discovery of volatile

aluminum chlor'de, which he prepared by the method, now
well known in practice, of passing chlorine gas over a mix-

ture of alumina and carbon heated to redness. By
acting on the chloride so obtained with potassium amalgam
Oersted stated that he had obtained an amalgam of alumi-

num from which he had recovered the metal by distilling

off the mercury. Woehler repeated this experiment, but

was unable to obtain aluminum, the metal remaining,

after distilling off the mercury, being only potassium left

over from the amalgam which had been used in the experi-

ment. He did, however, succeed in reducing aluminum

LA IJOITKAUX FAN OUTKIT.

chloride by potassium itself, operating in porcelain cruci-

bles. The aluminum was obtained in the form of a gray
powder, and was not pure.

In 18 15 Woehler renewed his experiments,^ but in order

to avoid the lively chemical reaction he varied the arrange-

ment in such a way as to keep the aluminum chloride and
potassium separate while the potassium was melted in the

vapor of the chloride. This was accomplished in two
ways: First, he introduced the chloride into a platinum

tube, and then placed a plalinum boat containing potas-

sium in the lube near it. The tulie was gradually heated

to ruilncss, when the chloride was volatilized and passed in

vapor over ihe melted potassium, which decomposed the

chloride and liberated the aluminum. He aNo placed the

1. I'otjKcndorf'n Aiiimlcri, xi. p. 1.17.

2. I'oyKcndorf'H AfifitUcii, Ixiv, iB,]^, pj). ^47-451.
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potassium in .1 small porcelain crucible, which was set in a

larger one, and the space between was filled with chloride.

The whole was well covered and healed, when the reaction

occurred. As before, the aluminum so obtained seemed to

be in the form of a gray powder, but on closer inspection

this powder was seen to be composed of tin-white metallic

globules. Woehler determined the specific gravity and
other properties of these globules.

These laboratory experiments were resumed by IT.

Sainte-Claire Deviile in France in iSs.;. who substituted

sodium for potassium and operated on a larger scale than

his predecessors He placed aluminum chloride in con-

siderable quantity in a glass tube, into which porcelain

boats containing sodium were introduced, and the tube

was then heated. The aluminum chloride was volatilized,

and. coming in contact with the melted sodium, was de-

composed thereby with a lively incandescence, forming

chlorides of aluminum and sodium and setting free the

aluminum, which was retained in the double chloride in a

finely divided state. This mixture was then placed in

boats made of retort carbon, which were highly heated in

a porcelain tube, through which a current of dry hydrogen

was passed. The double chloride was distilled off by this

means, leaving; the aluminum, which was afterward re

melted and run into ingots. This was the method which

Deviile carried out on a large scale in 1855 in a furnace

consisting of a retort for distilling the aluminum chloride,

a chamber connected therewith containing iron nails to

hold any ferric chloride which might distill over, and a

third chamber beyond this containing trays of sodium.

The inventor found much to improve in the details of the

process, and by 1859 it had become modified so that the

reduction was efTected in a reverberatory furnace and fluor-

spar or cryolite was used as a flux. The double chloride

aluminum and sodium which was used in this operation

was made by heating a mixture of alumina, carbon, and
common salt in a retort and passing dry chlorine gas

through it, on the principle introduced by Oersted, whereby
the double chloride was distilled over and caught in a

receiver. Since that date many improvements have been

made in the way of lessening the cost of the materials used

in the process, especially in the manufacture of sodium by

the Castner process in England, but the metallurgy remains

substantially as it was when I^eville established it.'

This was the only process in practical operation in

Europe down to three or four years ago. No serious

attempt was ever made to introduce it intcJ this country,

because the limited uses and the high price of aluminum
and its difficult metallurgy, which would be still more
costly in this country than in Europe, where the refine-

ments of chemical technology are more familiar than here,

all conspired to repel investment in any large way.

The first step in advance in the electro-metallurgy of

aluminum dates from the electrical decomposition of the

fused double chloride of aluminum and sodium in 1S54-

The electrical decomposition of fused magnesium chloride

by Prof. Bunsen led to operating in a similar way on the

fused double chloride of aluminum and sodium. Bunsen,
in Germany, and Deviile, in France, obtained metallic

aluminum in this way, but no attempt was made to repeat

the operation on an industrial scale until a much later

date, when the introduction of modern dynamo electric

machines made it feasible.

The Siemens electric furnace, patented in England in

1S70 which was the forerunner of certain recent furnaces,

may be regarded as a further advance toward the electric-

metallurgy of aluminum. It consisted of a large crucible,

placed in a vessel filled with charcoal as a non-conductor.

The cathode passed through the bottom of the crucible,

and was in contact with the metal to be melted by the heat

of the arc. The anode passed through a hole in the cover

of the crucible, and the distance between the poles was
ingeniously regulated by a solenoid. - Iron, steel, and
platinum were melted in this crucible.

The intense heat which the electric current is capable of

producing for metallurgical purposes was now known. It

was also known that aluminum could be obtained by
electrolysis, and the time was ripe for the industrial appli-

cation of these facts as soon as dynamo electricity would
be made available. Accordingly, in the last decade
electro-metallurgical processes for obtaining aluminum
have become favorite subjects for patents with inventors.

It is sufficient to describe briefly the two which have been
commercially successful in this country, and they will

serve as types of all. The earlier of these, the Cowles
process, was established in 1SS5, and is at present confined

to the production of aluminum alloys, viz., aluminum
bronze (and brass) and ferro aluminum. This process,

which is now well known to persons interested in metal-

lurgy, consists in passing the current from a powerful

dynamo through a mixture of alumina {in the form of

corundum, bauxite, etc.), carbon, and pieces of copper
contained in a suitable vessel lined with carbon, through
the ends of which vessel the large terminals of the dynamo
are inserted. The mixture is arranged so as to prevent

short circuiting. On passing the current the alumina is

reduced in the presence of carbon and unites with the

melted copper to form an alloy rich in aluminum This
alloy is afterward remelted, and enough copper added to

it to reduce the aluminum contents to the proportions

desired for aluminum alloys of the required grades.

The production of aluminum bronze has been increased

since 1885 from 4,000 to 5,000 pounds valued at $1,600 to

!^2,ooo to 144,764 pounds valued at $57,000 in 1887. It is

now much greater.

Hesides aluminum bronze the Cowlcs company makes
ferro aluminum by the same process by which the bronze
is made, substituting iron for copper. The alloy, contain-

ing from 5 to 10 per cent, of aluminum, is used as a vehicle

for introducing aluminum into molten iron to increase its

tensile strength and solidity. An idea of the growing
demand for ferro aluminum for this metallurgical use is

1. Dcvillc, dc rAliiminuin, P.-irls, 185^.

2. English patent 2110 of 1879. Description of opcralioo by dyiia-

iHOB, Ann. clc clicmie, scr. 5, tome 30, p. 4(15.

obtained from the statement of the Cowles company that

they made in 1886 from 2,000 to 3.000 pounds, valued at

from ^780 to ^1.170, and in 1887, 42,617 pounds, valued

at .^16.621. The total aluminum alloys produced in 1889
was 171,759 pounds.
Many proposals have been m'ade and many patents ob-

tained for making alloys of aluminum with iron and some-
times with copper by reducing alumina with carbon in the

presence of fluxes and the metals. Clay, kaolin, and
other compounds of alumina, it is asserted, may be used
for this purpose. Sometimes the iron or copper is added
to the melted mixture used as a "bath," sometimes the

mixture is added as a (lux to iron in a cupola or similar

furnace, and sometimes it is used as a paste on iron,

which is then heated. The object in most cases is to make
an iron aluminum alloy for "beneficiating" iron. The
announcement of the good effect produced on iron by
adding minute quantities of aluminum to it while melted
and Mr. Keep's experiments on this subject have probably
led inventors to patent processes of the above kind. It is

to be regretted that these processes do not yet offer clear

and certain evidence that they are distinct and decided
improvements like the electrical processes, or, indeed, that

they are operative in the manner described.

The extraction of aluminum itself is also effected by
dynamo electricity, and is a new industry carried on under
the patents of C. M. Hall. The process consists in form-
ing a fused bath of the fluorides of aluminum, calcium,

and sodium, to which calcium chloride is subsequently
added, by melting a mixture of cryolite, aluminum fluoride,

and fluorspar in a suitable vessel lined with carbon, adding
alumina thereto, and then separating the aluminum by the

current from a dynamo, the carbon electrodes of which dip
into the bath. The process is continuous, because the
alumina is renewed as it becomes exhausted. One merit
of the process is that the fu^ed bath is of less specific

gravity than the aluminum set free, which therefore sinks
to the bottom of the vessel. If alloys are desired, the

negative electrode is formed of the metal which it is desired
to alloy with aluminum. Variations in the composition of

the bath are described in the difl'erent patent specifications,

but that above given is believed to be the one used in

practice. The total production of aluminum in the United
States during 1889, including that contained in alloys, was
47.463 pounds, with a total value of $97,335.

Until the recent metallurgical use of aluminum in treat-

ing molten iron was introduced the metal was worked in

this country in a small way, principally for parts of optical,

engineering, and astronomical instruments, balance beams,
light weights, and the like, where lightness and strength

are desired. An idea of the extent of its use may be had
from the fact that the amount imported into this country in

one year was valued at $14,086
France was the only country which produced aluminum

commercially until a few years ago. It had never been
seen in any quantity until the Paris Exposition of 1855,
where it was shown in ingots and in the form of manu-
factured articles of various kinds. Among ornamental
articles it was noticed that a small body of the imperial
guard wore breastplates of aluminum. The price of the

metal was then 2,000 francs a kilo.

Aluminum was still somewhat of a curiosity in 1S78, and
was exhibited at the Paris Exposition in blocks, wire,

sheets, and foil, and according to the report of the United
States commissioners in the form of "objects, from a
thimble and penholder to dinner sets of aluminum bronze
and metal." Telescopes, opera glasses, and other optical

instruments, mounted wholly or in part in aluminum, and
chemical balances made of the same metal, were shown,
which were very light and strong.

There was an English manufacture of aluminum from
about i860 to 1874, but no statistics of its production are
obtainable. It could not have been very considerable, as

the price of the metal was then very high. The Castner
process was inaugurated in England in 18SS. Supposing
5,000 pounds per annum to represent the English produc-
tion from 1 883, when the Webster process was put in

operation, to 18S8, we have 30,000 pounds, which, with
the 12.000 pounds for 1S89, equaling 42,000 pounds, or
21 tons, may be regarded as the English production up to
the beginning of 1S90. The French and English produc-
tion together would therefore amount to about 82 tons.

The Aluminum and Magnesium Fabrik, at Hemelingen.
near Bremen, has been in operation since the latter part of

1887, and has supplied all the aluminum produced in

Germany.
The tenacity of commercial aluminum is given by W. J.

Keep as 18.866 pounds per square inch for a specimen,
the probable composition of which was aluminum, 96.96
per cent.; silicon, 0.59 per cent., and iron, 1.79 per cent.
This was an average of four tests which were made by
Theodore Stevens. The specific gravity of the metal was
2.66. Another series of tests of commercial aluminum
containing 95.50 per cent, aluminum, i 62 percent, silicon,

and 2.88 per cent, iron gave 17. 4.25 pounds per square inch
tensile strength, the specific gravity being '2.72.' On the
other hand, tests made by W. H. Barlow give 26,800
pounds per square inch as the tensile strength, and tests

of aluminum made by the Deville-Castner process give
from 25,000 to 30,000 pounds.-
The principal sources of aluminum have hitherto been

cryolite from Greenland and imported bauxite. The
Greenland mine is at Evigtok near Arksut. Before 1860
only small quantities of this cryolite were exported, but
soon after that date the deposit was systematically worked,
and cryolite was exported in considerable quantities. In
recent years an American company, the Pennsylvania Salt
Manufacturing company, has imported several thous.ind
tons annually. A writer in the New York Sun described
the appearance of the mine or quarry as "a hole in the
ground, elliptical in shape, and. say. 450 feet long by 150
wide." The pit is 100 feet deep, and drills have pene-

I, American Institute of .Mining Engineers, Woshini'ton nicctmii;,
February, iSqo.

-J. Richards' .-Miimlniii)), iSiio, pngcs 65, 6?>.

tratcd 140 feet deeper and found cr)'olite all the way.
This prospecting promises well for the future. The mine
is close to the water's edge in Arksut fjord, and the ships
of the American company's fleet visit the place cvcr>' sea5ion
and load directly from the "stock pile" of the mine.
The increased demand for alumina bearing matcr'als has

called attention to American deposits of bauxite and * 'alum
beds." Bauxite has been found in several places in Floyd
county, Georgia. A notice of the mineral as far as known
in 1887. at which time the deposit had not been opened to
any extent, was published by Edward Nichols in the
Transactions of the American Institute of Mining Engin-
eers, volume 16 (i8:f8), page 905.
The most recent discoveries of bauxite are in .Saline and

Pulaski counties, Arkansas, Dr. J, C. Branner. the Stale
geologist, has made a report on the subject to the governor
of that state, from which the following information is

condensed.
The mineral or ore occurs in Arkansas only in tertiary

areas and in the neighborhood of granites. It appears in

irregular deposits, whose thickness and extent are deter
minable only by direct methods of examination. The
Arkansas bauxite beds are known to cover a total area of
about 640 acres in Saline and Pulaski counties.

"Alum beds" have been found in Purgatorj* valley, about
twelve miles east of Trinidad, Colo., and some assessment
work has been done there in locating claims and opening
up the deposits. Two deposits of a .similar material have
also been found on the Gila river, in New Mexico, one of
which is some twenty miles from Silver City. It is said to

be extensive, and many claims have been taken up and
some prospecting work done. The other deposit is on the
southern Gila, and fluorspar has been found in the
neighborhood.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, July 4.—The question of lightning protec-

tors has lately been under discussion in various metropolitan

journals. The present discussion arose partly from the

paper recently read before the Institute of Electrical Engi-

neers by Mr. Hodges, when he drew attention to his

" patent lightning dispeller," and partly from theeflorts of

one of the leading daily papers to draw forth opinions from

electrical men on the action of lightning and lightning

rods generally. The consensus of opinion is against Mr.

Hodges' theory and his practice and his "dispeller."

Mr. Hodges claims to have found no case where metal

has been " dissipated," and damage has been done in the

immediate neighborhood of the metal. Others, however,

cite just such cases as Mr. Hodges failed to discover in

his search of the "records." To all arguments against

the probable efficacy of his scheme of protection Mr.

Hodges replies immovably, that he has stated a physical

law; and laws are serious things to trifle with, especially

physical laws. The other day during a hea%')' thunder-

storm in New Jersey two horses drawing a private carriage

were killed by lightning. One would think there ought to

be enough dissipatable metal on harness to protect a horse,

but the recoids do not say in this case whether any of it

was dissipated; regarding the destruction of the horses

there was no doubt. Curiously enough, Mr. Hodges does

not bring forward a single case where his " dispeller " has

dissipated and dispelled, but he goes on advertising his

" system " with the utmost confidence. Some people may
think that five dollars is a pretty good price to pay for 75

feet of copper tape, especially as the tape must all be dis-

sipated in a single flash if it does its work properly. In

some parts of the country protection from lightning would

come pretty dear at five dollars a flash.

The Rapid Transit Commissioners are engaged in con-

sidering plans for an east side road, and they find consid-

erable difticulty in selecting a route above the Harlem

River. A public hearing was given the other day to rep-

resentatives of associations in the annexed district and

there was considerable difference of opinion as to the route

which should be chosen; the district to be served is a large

and scattered one and each section wants the road to run

through or near it. There is considerable dissatisfaction

expressed at the dilatoriness of the Commission in arriving

at a decision, and its action in the case of the west side

road has really received far more praise than it deserved.

The route chosen was obviously the only one to choose and

an underground road worked by electric motors was a fore-

gone conclusion long before the decision was announced.

The report of the Commission was studiously \*ague and
indefinite in every other respect, and ever;- promoter of a

system claimed that his was the system recommended in the

report. The Commission igoominiously shirked the

responsibility of reporting on the various plans submitted

for the construction and equipment of the road, Ica\'ing the

engineers to make their choice. The real work only begins

when the commission has made its weak kneed report, and

one cannot but think ho;v much better it would have been

to appoint a commission of engineers at fir^t. leaving the

respectable business men to look after their business. It is

pretty obvious that the Commission is by no means able

to handle the really gigantic task allotted to it, and it is
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"distinctly disappointing to experience such long delays with

so little result.

Carping spirits continue to carp at the idea of an electric

underground road, although the Su/:, chief among carpers,

has maintained a discreet silence since the publication of

Mr. Sprague's challenge. A carper with a decidedly

original turn of mind wrote to an evening paper to suggest

that the reason why the traffic on the City and South Lon-

don line is so small is to be found in the disinclination of

the public io 7-each and have the cars by t'kvators, (The

italics are the carper's). He suggests that the New York

public will feel the same way and says that capital will

hesitate to come forward if there is any reason to suppose

that eUvatoi-s -vill diive away travel. Asa matter of fact,

the City and South London road carries all the passengers

it can possibly accommodate, and the profits on the first

six months' working amounted to about $100,000. The

road is a short one and serves a comparatively unimportant

district of London, which previously was dependent

entirely on omnibuses, so that naturally the number of

passengers carried is not large, compared, say, with the

number carried by one of the New York elevated roads.

The elevators are considered a distinct boon and are very

freely used, as of course they always would be wherever

they save time and trouble. The objection is too grotesque

for serious discussion, but it serves to show what triviali-

ties carpinj^ spirits will indulge in.

Attention is being drawn here to the movement now on

foot in England to establish telegraphic communication

between lightships and lighthouses both on the mainland

and on adjacent islands, and the general telegraph system.

It is urged that steps should be taken to place the light-

houses and lightships on the Atlantic coast in communica-

tion with the mainland, and it is thought that the shipping

interests will be willing to help in paying the expense of a

work so obviously to their advantage. The harbor master

of Bridgeport, Conn., points out that the system of sig-

naling on Long Island Sound is good in fair weather

only. In thick, heav^- weather, when lighthouse communi-

cation is most needed, it is absolutely worthless. Various

lights are important observation points in storms, but no com-

munication can be had with them without a telegraph wire.

Instances are cited in which telegraphic communication with

the lights would have been invaluable assistance in times of

danger. It is to be hoped that this important question will

be thoroughly ventilated,and that active steps will be taken

to carrj- some scheme of lighthouse communication into

effect.

New Yorkers do not see much of electric railroading,

and the electric motor for traction work so far has not

made much of a record for itself in this vicinity. The

storage balterj- cars which for a long time were familiar

objects on Fourth avenue now decorate a vacant lot. The

trolley system has no chance in New York, and even in the

subnrbs it meets with bitter opposition. For the annexed

district it has been rejected so far, although the promoters

of the road do not yet despair of convincing the cantanker-

ous residents that the trolley system is what they want. In

Brooklyn, after an exciting struggle, it has been firmly sat

Dpon, and altogether there is not much chance for electric

traction here until storage batteries or underground con-

duits come to the rescue. An electric road has recently be-

gun operations between Long Island City and the princi-

pal cemeteries in Queen's county. It is worked by the

trolley sj-siem, and the cars are lighted electrically. The

road is a complete success, and may do something toward

overcoming the prejudice which exists against the trolley

system in this part of the countrj'. In New Jersey an

electric road is to be built connecting Newark with the

Oranges. Verj* little work has yet been done, and the

company was recently granted an extension of three

months' time by the East Orange Township committee.

The trolley system will be used there also.

Prince George of Greece spent a few days in New York

before embarking for Europe to-day. He visited Willel's

Point and was shown the submarine harbor defenses of

New York. Colonel King showed the prince, who is a

lieutenant in the Greek navj* and has charge of thirty two

torpedo boats, the arrangement of the submarine projec-

tiles and mines, torpedoes, torpedc^ boats, dynamos and

general electrical equipment provided for the defence of

New York harbor, and promised him a warm reception if

he ever attempted to bring a man-of war past Sandy

(look. Unfortunately there was only a model of the Sims-

Edison torpedo, no working boat being available for ex-

hibition. The inspection was concluded by the explosion

of two shore ^>SlIteTic3 which sent op into the air a solid

shaft of watt r one hundred and fifty feet high. Probably

the prince learnt some u.wful "pointers" which he will turn

to account in his own department when he gets home
The otnission from the specifications for Cruiser No. 13

of any prorision for an electric light plant, mentioned last

week, appears to have resulted from a misunderstanding

rather than from an oversight on the part of the Bureau of

Equipment. In view of the continued improvements and

innovations which are almost diily being introduced in

electric lighting appliances of all descriptions, it was rec-

ommended by the bureau some time ago that separate con-

tracts be made for the electric light equipment of new
vessels in order that the specifications might be amended

from time to time so as to secure the latest type of machin-

ery and accessories, taking advantage of any new designs

or inventions. This very sensible proposition was sup-

posed to have been acted on favorably, and to have re-

ceived the assent of the secretary of the navy, but the sec-

retary does not recollect having given his assent. No
doubt he will now give it and set matters straight, as it is

of course out of the question to leave a modern war vessel

unprovided with the very best appliances for electric light-

ing that can be got.

Three of the condemned murderers now in Sing Sing

are to be electrocuted next week. These are Slocum,

Smiler and Jugiro. Their lawyers hive given up the at-

tempt to cheat the dynamo any longer. The negro. Wood,
is also under sentence, but his lawyer has not yet relin-

quished hope of securing a respite. Mr. Sherman, the

lawyer who has had Jugiro's case in charge, believes that

his client, being a robust sailor, will not succumb to the

current in less than ten minutes, and that he will be

roasted to death. Of course Mr. Sherman does not base

his belief on scientific knowledge, but the uncertain action

of the electric current on individuals affords grounds for

this kind of prophecy, and it is pretty certain that if the

fcenes at the execution of Kemmler are repeated this

week at Sing Sing there will be a very general demand
for the repeal of the electrocution law. Warden Brown

believes that the sentence of death on all four men will be

carried out. He has completed all his arrangements and

the machinery is all ready to do its deadly work. All the

invitations to the persons who will witness the executions

have been sent out.

Electrical affairs in New York are very slack just now.

There is very little new work going on and almost all the

large companies complain of hard times, while the general

depression has forced one or two concerns to the wall

altogether. The Crosby Electric company, which made
such a splurge a short time ago, has been placed in the

hands of a receiver. The company was incorporated less

than two years ago with a capital stock of $roo.ooo, the

promoter and first president being the late William L.

Muller, an intimate friend of Governor Hill. Mr. Mulier

furnished the greater part of the working capital of the

company. He died in January last, and the company has

found it impossible to meet its obligations. The liabili-

ties, it is said, are only about $10,000 and the actuil assets

are estimated at about $5,003. It is confidently expected

that trade will pick up again in the fall, and that the

electrical business will be in a flourishing condition in a

few months.

Postmaster Van Cott has an idea that a pneumatic tube

service between New York and Brooklyn would be a suc-

cess. If such a service were established, perhaps the mail

between New York and Brooklyn would be a little quicker

than it is now; at present it is atrociously slow. The
pDstmaster thinks a couple of tubes six or eight inches

in diameter would be necessary for the work, the tubes to

be laid on the East River bridg'; The service could be

used not only to Brooklyn, but to all parts of the city and

it would effect a great saving by doing away, in a measure,

with the use of wagons, messenger service and the

telegraph. Such is Mr. Van Cott's opinion, although he

doubts if Congress can appropriate the money for doing

the work. He thinks it might be done by private enter-

prise and says if he were out of office he would like to

take it up himself. The idea is a good one, but it is

questionable whether pneumatic tubes could be maintained

in working condition on the bridge. The structure is in

constant vibration and the movement at the expansion

joints when trains pass is something considerable; the

change in the bridge when there is a rise or fall of tem-

perature of thirty or forty degrees in a few hours—not at

all an unusual thing in New York—would surprise those

who are unaccustomed to its little ways. This sort of

thing can be withstood by solid cables, but a lube is a dif-

ferent thing altogether, and the enterprise suggested by

Mr. Van Cott would be rather a risky one.

W. L. H.

New York, July 7.—James J, Slocum, Joseph Wood,

Harris A, Smiler ar.d Schihiok Jugiro were killed this

morning by electricity, In conformity with the legal decree,

in the execution chamber at the stale prison at Sing Sing.

Only the prison officials, scientific experts and the witnesses

especially invited saw the execution. The four men were

executed between four and five this morning.

Minneapolis, Minn.
MitJNEAPOi.is, July 6.—The glorious Fourth witnessed

the completion of every main electric street car line in the

city of Minneapolis. There are still a few spurs in process

of building, which will require a week or two to com-

plete, but the work is in such an advanced condition that

Minneapolitans can congratulate themselves on having the

finest electric transportation system in the country. It is

interesting to note the changed condition of public senti-

ment in both Minneapolis and St. Paul with reference to

the consolidation of the two cities, since Mr. Lowry's com-

pany has intertwined them with his multitudinous electric

lines, and it is easy to trace this change in sentiment to

the work which Mr. Lowry has so successfully carried out

within a year and a half. While six months ago both cities

were in the heat of a conflict which seemed likely never to

end, to-day nine-tenths of the people are favorable to actual

municipal consolidation, and already schemes are on foot

to accomplish this result and to commence the work of

building up ihe interurban district which has been delayed

so many years on account of local jealousies. The St.

Paul chamber of commerce his recently made advances

looking toward municipal consolidation, and while some

coy opposition is still manifest in this city it is evident

that the various public organizations will soon^ take the

matter in hand in conjunction with the St. Paul chamber

of commerce and arrange a basis for this highly desirable

consummation.

Surburban transportation is now in a highly satisfactory

condition. The company has an almost unlimited supply

of cars, and the principal lines in both cities are now run-

ning trailers, thus offering the public all the accommoda-

tions in the way of seats that are needed. The announce-

ment is made that the Hennepin boulevard line, over

which there was some intermittent litigation last fall, is

completed, and that within a few days it will be carrying

passengers to Lakes Harriet and Calhoun, thus afifording

much needed relief to the First avenue line, which has

been overtaxed all summer in carrying this traffic.^ The
company has decided to put 25 horse power Thomson-
Houston motors on the Hennepin boulevard line.

TheMinneapolis company issued 100,000 transfer checks

for the Fourth of July business.

The old motor cars that have been doing ser\'ice on the

Fourth avenue line for something over a year are to be

remodeled into trailers, and the Thomson-Houston motors

with which they were equipped are to be put into large

new cars. It is a mystery to most people what the street

railway company has done with all of the cars and the

army of horses employed on the old lines, as they have all

completely disappeared. F.

Pittsburg, Pa.

PiTTSBiJRG, Pa., July 3 .—Troubles are heaped thick on

the heads of the electric street railway men. The residents

of the Twentieth ward, for instance, are very strongly ob-

jecting to the smoke emanating from the stacks of the

power house of the Duquesne Traction company, and they

have recently given vent to their disapproval by suing the

company for creating a smoke nuisance. The Central

Traction company is another rapid transit company which

has a legal fight on hand, and in its case the city is the

plaintiff. The cause of this suit has arisen from the fact

that some time ago, when the Traction company began to

lay tracks along Center avenue, the city entered a formal

protest on the ground that the company had forfeited the

right to lay its tracks. It is claimed that the ordinance

granting the company the right to operate a line on Center

avenue particularly stipulated that the track should belaid

within a certain time. This time, the city avers, has long

since expired, and the company has therefore lost its claim

to the street altogether. The outcome of this controversy

is anxiously watched by the persons interested.

The adjourned annual meeting of the Westinghouse

Electric & Manufacturing company will be held 3164 West

inghouse building, this city, on Wednesday, July 15th, at

ID o'clock A. M., for the purpose of electing directors to

conclude the plans for the reorganization of the com-

pany.

The Second avenue passenger railway company of this

city is now making preparations lo build a bridge across

the Monongahela river at Clenwood in order to extend its

line from this city to Homestead. This company .shows

the advantages of an electric railway as an invLSlment.

The road when operated with horses was perhaps the worst

in this city. It never could he m.ide to pay, and the com-

pany was compelled to use the cheapest horses obtainable.

A little over a year ago. however, the company began to

operate its line by electricity, and to-day it has not only

paid one dividend but It is also expending more money for

new improvements, and this has all been done in spile of

the fact that the road runs its entire length parallel lo a

steam railroad, which has local stations every three-quarters

of a mile along the line, K. L. W,
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PERSONAL.
F. M. WiDters, general managcrof the Winters Klectric

company, Chicago, lias gone East on a two weeks' busi-

ness trip.

A. D. Lundy. of the lirm of Sargeant & Liinily, Chi-

cago, was unexpectedly called to Atlanta, (ja., last week,

but returned to Chicago last Monday.

B. M. Downs, manager of the Bushwick Glass Works,

83 Kulton street. New York, returned home a few days

since after a successful business trip in the West.

C. K. Mead, manager of the Des Moines Water Tower

company, of Des Moines, Iowa, was in Chicago on July

1st on his return from a business trip to I'ort Wayne,

Ind.

W. E). Allison, whose withilrawal from the Chicago

Telephone company was noted last week, has accepted a

position in the railway department of the Thomson-

Houston Electric company.

Gustave Monrath h.as resigned his position as superin-

tendent-electrician with the Monitor Electric company,

Chicago His intention is to open an office in Chicago

as consulting and contracting electrical engineer. Mr.

Monrath has been a resident of Chicago for several years,

and has had quite an extensive experience in electrical

work. His early training in electrical science was acquired

in the principal cities of Europe, and later with the

Edison company in America. Mr. Monrath has the best

wishes of a number of friends for success in his new

venture.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
City Traction company, I'ittsburgh, I'a.; c.apital

stock, $25,000; operating a street railway by electricity.

Southern Electric company. Lynchburgh, Va.; capital

stock, 125,000; electrical and mechanical apparatus and

supplies.

Delhi Electric company, Delhi, Delaware county, N. Y.

;

capital stock, $30,000; to manufacture and use electricity

for light, heat and power.

Millville Electric company, Millville. N. J.; capital

stock, $50,000; manufacturing, supplying and transmitting

heat, light, power and sound.

Shenandoah Electric Light & Power company, Shenan-

doah, Iowa; capital stock, $15,000; to erect an electric light

and power plant at the town of Shenandoah.

Monticello Electric company, Monticello. Iowa; capital

stock, $S,ooo; purchasing, erecting, maintaining and oper-

ating an electric light power plant .at Monticello.

Lieb Insulating company, Iloboken, N. J.; capital

stock, $50,000; to manufacture, buy, sell and deal in elec-

trical machinery and appliances of all kinds and metal

goods of all kinds.

Cumberland Illuminating comp.any, Portland, Maine;

capital stock, $25,000; supplying light, heat and power by

gas and electricity in towns of Westbrooi;, 1 leering and

Cape Elizabeth, Maine.

Beaver Yalley Traction company, Beaver Falls, Pa.;

capital stock, $300,000; construction and operation of

motors and cables or other machinery for supplymg motive

power to passenger railways, etc.

Columbus Electric R.ailway company, Columbus, O.;

capital stock, $100,000; constructing, and operating,

street railroad in Columbus, to be operated by electric,

steam, gas, horse, mule, or other power.

Montana Loan & Realty company. Helena and Butte,

Mont.; capital stock, $300,000; general land improvements,

including the establishment of electric road and light

plants; mines, mining and mine products.

Columbian Medical & Magnetic Butery company,

Chicago, III.; capital stock, $10,000; to manufacture and

sell magnetic, electro-magnetic and electrical batteries and

appliances, and medical and surgical supplies.

Westlield Investment & Improvement company, West-

field, Union county. N. J.; capital stock. $50,000; build-

ing houses, improvement and sale of lands, maintaining

and operating works for the supply of electricity for elec-

tric light, heat and power.

Livingston Water Power company, Livingston, Mont.;

capital stock, $250,000; buying, selling and dealing in real

estate, building and constructing canals and water ditches,

manufacture and operate water power, building, construct-

ing and maintaining street and suburban railways and

electric light and gas plants, laying water mains, build,

maintain, operate, buy or sell factories of all kinds or de-

scription, and to do and perform any other acts pertaining

to the water or other power. ,
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waslcways. li proposes lo use water power to drive its

plant.

The electric light station at Havana, Cuba, is to be in-

creased so as to have a capacity of 6,000 incandescent

lights. The Westinghouse system is used.

W. N. Fishburne. K. G. Wright. \V. B. Gallahcr and

others have incorporated the Waynesboro, \'a., Street Rail-

way, Light \ Water company to erect an electric light

plant and construct a system of water works. The capital

stock is to be not less than $100,000.

II. Reaves has leas?d and will operate the Greenville.

Tenn.. Electric Light company's plant and increase the

capital stock to ^10,000. Machinery for a complete alter

nating elnctric light system has been ordered from the

Thomson-Houston Electric company of Boston.

The Thomson-Houston Electric company of Boston,

Mass., is saitl to have purchased $60 000 worth of stock and

$50,000 in bonds of the Capital Electric Lighting com-
pany of Nashville, Tenn., and is now reported to be

negotiatin T for the purchase of the entire property.

Work on the "Fair" building is progressing rapidly, men
being kept busy at night as well as during the day, the

necessary illumination being furnished by the Chicago
Arc Light & Power company. As soon as the work has

progressed far enough the Sperry ccnipany will tegin the

installment of a permanent plant, which will be complete

throughout.

The building of the Washington, I) C. E lectric Light

ing company at Thirteen-and-one half and B streets now
only occupies a portion of the 200 feet frontage which the

company owns. The entire property is to be covered with

a building which will be just twice the si/e of the one now
in use. The new structure will have a floor space of some
25,000 fept, and will be built in a substantial manner of

brick, stone and iron. While the building will be doubled

in size the machinery will be tripled in capacity. The
company has underground wires laid along Connecticut

avenue, Massachusetts avenue, K street and other streets.

According to a press dispatch from St. Louis the light-

ing situation in that city is becoming serious, and it the

town is not confronted with the actual possibility of being

left in total darkness there is at least a strong possibility

that it will have to enter into new negotiations with the

corporation now doing the illuminating, the Municipal

Electric Light & Power company. The company has a

ten-year franchise to furnish arc lights at $75 a lamp, and,

as the company is losing about $25 a lamp a year, affairs

are rapidly a{)proaching a crisis. The company's bond is

but $50,000, and it is stated that this will be forfeited and
the city left to llounder in the darkness or resort to gas, or

make a more liberal contract. Suit has been brought

against the company by the trustees of Roban Bros., who
supplied the boilers, fora balance of $115,000, protected by

a mechanic's lien. It is probable that the ciiy will agree

to pay a higher price for the 2,000 lights now in use, and
thus avoid a disagreeable result.
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the practicability of the new system to .Mr. \'crkcs, who
may introduce it on his North .Side cable system. The
new invention it is said, could be readily adapted to the

present plant of the North Side Street Carcompany, and
if desired, both sy.stems could v,ork on the same track.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
There are four search lights and 471 incandescent lamps

on the United States cruiser Thiladetphia.

The Water Fronts Amusement company of Elkton, Va.,

has been organized, and will, it is said, erect an electric

light plant.

The city of Rutherfordton, N. C, will hold an election

to determine the question of issuing bonds lo erect an elec-

tric light plant.

It is reported that the electric light plant of the Florence,

Ala., Gas, Electric Light .V Power company has been sold

to W. P. Campbell for$S.ooo.

The Reno Electric Light and Power company has ad-

vertised for bids for the furnishing of timber for the

construction of a proposed llumc, necessary hcad-g.itesand

ELECTRIC MINING.
The Gover mine in A-nilor cojnty. California, has

commenced the operation of its pumps by electricity gen-
erated by water tx>wer.

The Edison General Electric company is instilling

electr ic drills at the t'le and ULiy mines at I-ake Ciiy and
at the San Bernardino mines, near Telluride. in Colorado.

The Brown Bear Mining company at Deadwood is put-

ting in an electric light plant, and will light its mill, mine
and buildings with incandescent lights. The engine that

runs the mill machinery will furnish the poiA-er for the

dynamo. _^.^^^^^______

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Rochester, N. Y.. Railway company has extended

its lines half a mile on West avenue.

The electric railway system in East Portland, Ore., is to

be extended on G street from Fifth street eastward.

A cable car crushed into an electric car at Pittsburg

last week, injuring the motor man and damaging both

cars considerably.

The capital stock of the North Avenue Electrical Rail-

way company of Baltimore, Md., has been increased from

$50,000 to $100,000.

At Memphis, Tenn., the Citizens' Street Railway com-
pany is building a power house that will cost between

$40,000 and $50,000.

The Second avenue electric railway of Brooklyn is now
in operation. The trip from Fifty second street to Graves-

end bay takes 45 minutes.

It is stated that surveys are being made for the con

struction of an electric railroad between the Warm,
Healing and Hot Springs in Virginia.

The Salt Lake City and Rapid- Transit street railway

companies of Salt Lake City, Utah, are involved in a law-

suit regarding rights of way. Both lines are operated by

electricity.

W. R. Hall of Chattanooga, Tenn., and Eugene T.
Lynch of New York city have applied for right of way for

the building of an electric railway from Memphis. Tenn.,
to Raleigh Springs at an estimated cost of $125,000.

The contract for the power house of the Queen City

Street Railway company of Marion, Ind.. has been let.

Woik must be commenced at once and pushed to comple-

tion as fast as possible. The building will be located at

the corner of Twenty-third street and Buflalo avenue.

The Santa Cruz, Cal , Electric Railway company has let

the contracts for furnishing motor trucks and 110 horse

power generator and appliances to the Thomson-Houston
Electric company. The electrical construction work was
awarded to the California Electrical Works at San Fran-
cisco. Everything will be completed and in operation in

ninety days. The amount of the two contracts is about
$25,000.

The Love Conduit company of Chicago, whose system
was described at length in the Wkstkrn EuxnuiciAN of

March 7th, 1*5 now constructing a mile and a half of track

on what is known as the Fullertun avenue loop of the North
Chicago street railway system. This is to demonstrate

TELEGRAPH.
The telegraph office at .Monongah Junction, about a miie

from Clarksburg. W, Va., was struck by lightning during
a heavy storm a short time ago. James Bayies, the oper-

ator, was seriously injured and rendered completely deaf.

The Western Union Telegraph company has won a vic-

tory at Milwaukee by a report of the judiciary committee
of the commoii council in favor of an amended ordinance
granting the company the right to run its wires overhead
in a cable instead of burying them.

Jay Gould says that on June 20th there were 4.645
stockholders in the Western Union Telegraph company,
and that 673,26: shares of stock were held by investors

and 18S 73S shares were in the hands of brokers. Less
than a year ago 234,0^0 shares were in the hands of

brokers.

Robert G. Ingersoll is reported as having said that he
recently had a secret conference with President Harrison
in regard to the proposed establishment of a cable between
the United States and Brazil, for the promotion of which
Colonel Ingersoll is acting as attorney. The matter is

still in its early stages and Colonel Ingersoll was disin-

clined to give any details.

TELEPHONE.
It is said that Berlin has 16,000 telephone subscribers.

The provincial authorities of Viscay. Spain, have decided
to establish a complete system of telephones throughout
the province, and to have a telephone station at each of the
122 municipalities which are situated in that energetic and
prosperous district of the country.

The telephone line owned by the city of Rochester, N.
Y. , and running to Hemlock Lake, the source of that city's

water supply, thirty miles away, is to be rebuilt at a cost

of $6,803.60. The work is to be done within thirty days,

and Butler & Riley have the contract.

An English electrical paper states that the Stockholm
General Telephone company has established an annual
rental rate of $2.75 for instruments in private houses, with
an additional toll of about three cents for each conversa-
tion. The same paper asserts that in no other European
country has the telephone found such an extensive appli-
cation as in Sweden.

A press dispatch from Columbus, Ind., says: "The
telephone service of this city has been practically destroved
by the city's electric light plant, recently put in, on account
of the induction. A meeting of telephlDne patrons and the
telephone managers was held last night with the city ofii-

cials, lo see if any remedy could be devised, but no definite

conclusions were arrived at. It is impossible to get satis-

factory service out of the telephone when the electric lights

are burning, and the telephone company will bring damage
suits unless relief is given it."

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Corpus Christi. Tex.. Electric company has liled an

amendment to its charter increasing the capital stock by
$10,000.

The Edison General Electric company has declared
the seventh quarterly dividend of 2 per cent., payable
August I, 1891.

The first electric boat built on the Continent was recently
launched on the Lake of Zurich. It w.as built by Esscher ^:

Wyss and the Oerlikon Maschinenfabrik. It attains a speed
of six miles per hour, and can run live or sis hours with
one charge of the fifty-six secondary cells carried.

Among the American exhibitors at the Frankfort
exposition are the Thomson-Houston company, Boston;
Edison United Phonograph company, Xe\v\'ork; Westing-
house company, Pittsburg: Mcintosh. Seymour A; Co.,
Auburn, N. Y ; Weston Electrical Instrument company,
New York; Otis Elevator company. New York.

TRADE NEWS.
Since the latter jxirt of March it is reported that the Sun-

beam lamp has been placed on 50 electric street railroads,

and has given satisfactory service. The business has
greatly increased during that period.

Geo. Cutter is bringing out a simple but very useful de-
vice for lowering street lamps. By means of this inven-
tion the lamp is drawn to the pole and lowered, taking it
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out of the way of trailing and other wires, thus saving

much time and annoyance.

Chas. A. Schievren & Co. have secured the order for

perforated electric belting for the Columbus Consolidated

Street Railway company, Co'umbus. U. ; also for the Wor-
cester, Leicester ^; Spencer Street Railway company. In

the former there are six t^-H i"*^^ double beiis and in the

latter one 40 inch and live 12 inch belts- There is quite a

fair demand for the perforated baits for street railway

purposes.

At a recent test of steam separators made at Sibley Col-

lege, Cornell University, under direction of R. C. Carpen-

ter, professor of mechanical engineering, six of the

leading separators of the country were put in conipetilion.

The issue proved that tbe Hine eliminator stood far at the

head in its eltictency percentage. The Hine Eliminator

company. New York, has issued Professor Carpenters re-

l^ort in neat pamphlet form and will send it on appli-

cation.

The Creaghead Engineering company has recently been
organized in Cincinnati. The work mapped out for the

new organi/ation is in the line of consulting and contract-

ing engineers, a specialty being made of electric street

railway construction and equipment. The company has

secured an agency for the Star Electrix Specialties and
other leading supply houses. iMr. Creaghead, the pro-

moter, was formerly with Eraser ^: Chalmers of Chicago,
holding the position of electrical engineer.

The Edisin General Electric company has just issued a de-

scriptive circular on small slow speed Edison motors, which
it is now pushing. The list of machinery th^t is at present

operated by small electric motors includes small pumps,
drill presses and other tools, small fans and blowers, sew
ing machinery, small lathes, bulling wheels, cloth and
paper cutting machinery, organ bellows and printing pres

ses- The Edison coropiny claims that ihe small motor it

is now introducing was specially designed for this class of

work.

Owing to the continued increase of business the Thom-
son-Houston Electric company has again found it neces-

sary to make several changes in the arrangement of depart
ments at the Chicago office. Two years ago the company
occupied only one floor of the four-stor)- building on Michi
gan avenue which at present is required for this extensive

establishment. During the past week the engineering and
mining departments have been changed to quarters on the

first floor, taking the p'ace of the accounting department,
which has been removed to more commodious quarters on
the second lloor. The basement is to be fitted up as an
exhibition room, where lighting apparatus, dynamos,
motors and mining appliances will be shown

On June Sth the Baxter Electric Motor company of

Baltimore shipped three trucks, with motors attached, to

Beatrice, Neb., and on the 12th sent a generator of So
horse power. At the same time an expert electrician was
despatched from the works to put the road in operation,

including the erection of the power house. On June 27th
the second car was started at i ) :30 v. m. The next day,
Sunday, 2 5C0 passengers were handled without a hitch of

any kind. This is thought to be unusually quick work.
The company has a larger number of orders for cars and
motors throughout the South and West. Its electric motor
cars are now running in Richmond, Va. , Dayton and
Cleveland, C, Chicago, III., Washington, D. C, and
many other places.

The Electrical Supply company is now occupying its ele-

gant new quarters at 102 and 104 Michigan avenue, corner
Randolph street. Chicago. Its old address at 171 Ran-
dolph street has become so well known among the electri-

cal fraternity that the change will be something of a sur-

prise, bat it will only be a question of a short time befo'-e

the new quarters will be as well known astheold. A large

force of men is constantly at work putting in fixtures and
placing stock and it will not be very long before the com-
pany will be in thorough working order in the new build-

ing. A new and improved elevator 15 now being put in, so

that customers may visit all the floors of the store without
the inconvenience of climbing stairs. With all the con-

fusion incidental to moving, the large volume of business

has not suffered in the least. This company reports very
large sales for this season of the year in Sunbeam lamps
and other specialties. The Electrical Supply company in-

vites all visiting electricians 10 cali at the new quarters and
make its acquaintance all over again.

BUSINESS.
Many of the specialties of the Monitor Electric company,

Chicago, arc shown in a nc-.v and copiously illustrated cata-

lo^e jast issued.

J. Lang c^ Co., 44 Michigan street, Chicago, have just

secured an order for 72 single and double pole" I.ang" slate

switches for the new "Fair" store building. The slate bases
are to be of uniform size and it is claimed, that, when com-
pleted, the switch-board will be the finest ever built in this

city.

The Mosher I^mp company. Chicago, is having an
DDusnally fine trade daring the hot weather for its new
arc bmp for incandescent circuits. This lamp is receiv-

ing the highest praise from those who have given a trial

order, and the indications are that when the lighting sea-

son begins this fall the factory will be overrun with
work.

^'icorgc Cotter has developed some waterproof switches
and cut ouls for use in mines and tunnels, and a number
of these are already doing gorxl service. The presence of
ertcessive dampness and in some cases of running water
renders the ordinary devices almost useless, and the good
feaEores of Cutter's mine swiichcs and cut outs will prob-
ably do mnch toward the extensive use of electricity in

mioes-

Wm. Crompton, general manager of the Economic
Lamp company of Boston, visited Chicago last week. He
expressed himself as highly pleased with the management
of his Chicago agency, the sales having reached a point
entirely beyond his expectation. While competition has
been strong Mr Kirkham of the Northwestern Electric

Specialty company has sold the Economic lamp since May
1st. in over one hundred ;vestern cities and towns.

H. S. Walker has recently sold to the Elkhart Electric

Street Railway company a Beck engine of 1 .15 horse power
capacity and one of 50 horse power to the Goodrich
Transportation company, to run a Mather plant in the new
steamer \''irginia, which is nearly completed at Cleve-
land, and which is to be put in service between Chicago
and Milwaukee in a week or so. Mr. Walker reports a

very fine midsummer business in the different lines of
machinery which he represents.

S, Taussig, 45 River street, Chicago, has gladly complied
with a large number of requests coming from within 500
miles of this city for free thermometers advertising his

Synovial Dynamo oil, a notice of which recently appeared
in this paper; but when Anderson, S C, and Tacoma,
Washington, were heard from he was tempted to think it was
timetodraw the line. Mr, Taussig has taken the western

agency for a little device for cutting water tube glasses that

apparently has considerable merit. He still has a supply

of thermometers on hand, which will be sent free to any
one applying. He would particularly like the address of
stationary engineers who w ed a thermometer and to whom
he could send circulars advertising his new glass tube
cutter.

J, D. Claghorn, manager of the Chicago Electric Manu
facturing company, 73 West Jackson street, has recently

added several pieces of new machinery to his factory, and
now it would seem that everything necessary in any line

of electrical work has been secured. During the past

month a room has been set apart for the repair of fine

electrical apparatus, fitted up with a specially wound No,
2 Edison dynamo, having a capacity of 30 amperes at

125 volts, to be used for testing, recalibrating, etc., with
10 cells of Anglo-American storage battery connected in

parallel so that 200 amperes can be secured. This room
is provided with a fine Wheatstone bridge, galvanometers
and other apparatus necessary for the repair oi low
current ammeters and voltmeters of high and low tension,

both alternating and direct current. E. W. Hammer, late

general superintendent of the Ottunuva. Iowa, electric

street railway system, has been engaged and will have
immediate charge of this portion of the factory. Mr.
Claghorn is now building to order a 500 ampere meter,

and hereafter will devote more of his time to the detail

work of the factory.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS
Ihs/i,-</ fiine 30. iS()i.

454,867. Electrical Transmission of Telegraphic and Time
Indications. Henry J. Haight, New York, N. V,

454 S73. Carbon for Electric Arc Lamps. Washington
H. Lawrence, Cleveland, O.

454, 88t. Overhead Electric Conductor System. Gordon

J. Scott, Minneapolis, Minn.

454,382. Electro Dynamic Machine. Gordon J. Scott,

Minneapolis, Minn.

454 SS3. Motor Generator or Transformer, Gordon J.

Scott, Minneapolis, Minn.

454,884. Printing Telegraph Instrument. Frederick
Sedgwick, Chicago, III.

Claim seventeen follows:

"17. The combination, with a main line and elec-

tro generator, of a series of synchronous motors, a

series of printing instruments having rotating type
wheels, screw shafts and coating mechanism, as de-

scribed, in said respective instruments for shifting

said type wheels laterally, a normally shunted magnet,
armature, rock shaft, and gears, as specified, for trans-

ferring the motor power from the type wheel shaft to

said screw shaft, and means, as set forth, for breaking
said shunt circuit at a predeteimiued time

"

454.888. Electric Car Motor Jacket, John Stephenson,
New York. N. Y.

454,890. Apparatus for Removing Inductive Effects from
Electric Lines. Elihu Thomson. Lynn, Mass.

Claim three is:

"3. The combination of two or more inducing
electric lines and two or more telephone circuits induc-
tively affected thereby and each provided with a

counter inducing coil or induction generator placed in

a comjKtsiteair field produced by the two inducing line,

each counter-inducing coil or generator for a telephone

line being located in position to be out of inductive

relation to the coil or generator for other telephone

line."

454,897. Time Lock. George W. Adams, Maiden, Mass

454.903. Means for Connecting Trolley and I'^eed Wires.

John K. l''lctcher, Chicago, III.

454.904. Aerial Cul-Out, John R. Fletcher, Dayton, O.

454,924. Hotel Indicator. Frank B. Wood, New
York. N. Y.

454,926. rrotcctor for Use in Electric Circuits. Will-

iam II. Clausen. Melrose, Mass,

454.r^S^' Method of Laying Electric Conduits. Alexan-

der C, Chcnoweth, New York, N, Y.

454,939, Means for Constructing ICIeclrIc Conduits.

Alexander C. Chcnoweth, New York, N, Y,

454,949. Electric Meier. Herbert M. I'ilkinglon and
Roger .S, White. Brooklyn, N. Y.

454. '/<y- Electric Current Regulator or Rheostat.

Charles D, Sigsbec, U. S. Navy, and Thomas S,

JIayward and Frank S. Anderson, Easlon, Md.

454.973- Electric Signaling Apparatus, Morris Martin,
Maiden, Mass.

454,974. Circuit for Electric Signaling. Morris Martin,
Maiden, Mass.

454,979. Electric Heater. Charles W. Drew and Ed-
ward R Francis, Minneapolis, Minn.

In this invention the current is made to pass
through resistance coils of a rheostat arranged near
the heating surface, in this manner utilizing any heat
generated in the coils of the rheostat,

454. 9S5. Electric Temperature Controller. Emer H.
Parker, J£vanston, 111.

454,995. Electric Switch. James Des Brisay, New
York, N. Y.

455,005, Circuit Closer for Burglar Alarms. Don A.
Palmer, Chicago, 111.

This invention consists in a slotted sash pulley
frame provided with suitable insulated contact points
and a circuit closer adapted to make or break the cur-
rent by tbe movement of the sash end over said pul-
ley.

455,010. Electric Soldering Iron. Arthur E. Appleyard,
Boston, Mass.
The soldering iron is heated by means of a conduct-

ing loop of p'atinum wire connected with a suitable
source of electrical supply.

455,016. Electrical Annunciator William F. Harle and
Clifl'ord A. Ceroid, Omaha. Neb.

455.'^i9- Circuit Connection for Electric Car Motors.
Arnold A. Ingraham, New York, N. Y.

455.037- Apparatus for Boring Wells Fullon Gardner,
Chicago, 111

Claim two reads:

"2. The combination with a revolving boring
tool of an electric motor having a revolving armature
connected to the boring tool, a locking or holding de-
vice consisting of radially moving jars adapted to en-
gage the walls of the well for holding the field magnet
of the motor from revolving, an extensible or telescop-
ing connection located between said holding device
and said boring tool to permit the feed of the latter,
and jars for operating said holding device."

455 041. Electric Clock for Use in Electric Lighting and
Other Systems. Friedrich von Hefner-Alteneck, Ber-
lin, Germany.

455>055. Electric Time Denoting Device. William Ram-
say, Washington, D C.

455.067. Electric Magnetic Motor. Nikola Tesla New
York. N. Y.

455.068. Electrical Meter. Nikola Tesla, New York
N. Y,

455.069. Electric Incandescent Lamp. Nikola Tesla
New York, N. Y.
Claim three reads;

"In an incandescent electric lamp the combination
with a globe or receiver exhausted to the non-striking
point of metallic wires sealed therein, a refractory
body mounted on or electrically connected to each
wire, the said wires within the globe and such parts
of the refractory body as are not to be rendered incan-
descent being coated or covered with insulation."'

455,071. Clutch for Arc Lamps. Frank H. Thompson,
Philadelphia, Pa.

455075. Printing Telegraph. Henry Van Hoevenbergh
New York, N. Y.

455,oS6- Push Button. Granville W. vVright, New
Haven, Conn.

455,087. Electric Arc Lamp. Craig R. Arnold, Chester
Pa.

455,092. Automatic Electric Switch. Carl O. C. Billberg
and Paul A. N. Winand. Philadelphia. Pa.

455,107. Insulator. James F. Munsie, Brooklyn N Y
Filed March 28, 1S90.

455 109. Electric Motor. F. L. McGahan, Indianapolis
Ind.

455 no. Electric Motor. Frederick L. McGahan, Indi-
anapolis, Ind.

455,126. Electric Postoffice Box. Will A. M. Smith and
Robert T. F. Smith, Morrison, 111.

455,138. Electric Signal for Steam Vessels. Dyson D.
Wass, San Francisco, Cal.

455.164. Apparatus for Extracting Gold and Silver
From Their Ores by Electrical Amalgamation. George
Button and William E. Wyeth, Kimberley, Griqualand
West, South Africa.

455.i7''»- Apparatus for Auiomatically Regulating the
I'iring of Ordnance on Ships. Manuel J. Cuadros,
Liege, Belgium.

455,187. iMlamcnt for Incandescent l-^lectric Lamps.,
George Eriwcin, Berliuf (iermany.

455,223. Lightning Arrester. Prank Mansfield and
Chas. W. Wason, Cleveland, O.

455.233' Electric Railway. J.imcs F. Munsie, Brooklyn
N. Y.

^

455.234- KIcctric Railway. James E. Munsie, Brooklyn.
N. Y.

^

455.266. Electric Railway Signal. Winslow Stevens and
Henry J Hovcy, New Haven, Conn.

455.267. Automatic Regulator for ICIecIric Motors or
Dynamo Jvlcctric Machines. Schuyler S. Wheeler
New York, N. \\

455.268. Telethcrmomttcr. Frederick W. Wiesebrock,
New York, N. V.

455.287. Socket for Incandescent Electric Lamps. Ben-
jamin 11. Keyes, r'helsea, Mass.

455.294 Printing Telegraph. David H. Hates and
Henry Van Hocvenbergh, New York, N. Y.
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EuoEJJK K. PnttilPS, President W. H. Bawtto, aeoy and Electrician,

AMEEICAIT ELECTHICAL WOEKS,
PROVIDENCE. R. I.

Manufacturers of Patent Fiuibbed

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
Magnet Wire, Office and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covered

Wire, Lbad Eocased Wire, Telephone aod
Incandescent Cords.

FARADAY CABLES.
New York Office, 10 Cortlandt Street.

TiaiiE 1 &6CXj.^^21:" TTT"!^^.
Insulation Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

In alotter froratho INSPKCTOR or tlrn Host-on Firp irwderwritcrs' I'nion. undor date or March 29.

1886, he Bays: "A Thoroughly Ilcliithle and I>4'Siral>Ie Wire in Kvery HfSpcct."
Thq rabber iiaed in iosnlating our \vir«e and ciblcs la apecisliy chemi^aliy prep^ired, and is guar-

enteed in be watcp'oo*, ani will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and w 11 'em'iln ll-'xible in extreme
cold weath'Tand not afTected by hr«Ht. The inealatinD 10 protected from mechaniciil injnry by one or
more braids and the whole elicked wilh Clark'e Patent Compound, which la water, oi'. acifl hnd 'o a
very great ei'ent, fir«-proof Our insulation will prove durable whei all others fiii. We ar« prepared
to ifurnlph .single Wireaof all gau^^es and diameter of ineuIatioQ fur Telet^raph, Telephone and
Slectrlc LI;^htBfrom stock. Cablea made to order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
01 and GS Hampshire iStreet, Itoston, .llaMs.

HENRY A. CLARK, (ieneral Manager. UEHBERT H. EUSTIS, Electrician.

CHICAGO AGENTS: THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO., 320 Dearborn Street.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For Klectrifal Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL& CO,,

aiS Water St.. Wew York.

BRASS FANS
FOB KI.KCTIUC MOTOKS.

SIANUFACTUBED BY

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS,
('liM'a;;o4 lyJiSallo Ave,

Write as for prices.

DEALER IN

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
s\KF;rv i\sii;.vrEi) (vikes .\mi cables, weatiiekpikidk office a\ii awinciatok

WIRES, TAPES A.\D TFBI.Mi.

PSOMPT SHIPMENTS. 527 Delaware Street. KANSAS CITY. MO.

EastonElectricCo.,
45 Broadway, NEW YORK CITY.

M.\nl:facturei:> uf

Arc and Imandescent Bpamos,

Motors, Generatois and Separators,

f'^ M Arc Lamps adapted tor use on

Arc or Incandescent circuits.

Address 29 Broadway, New York City,
# It ftttithlfs,in-irentiii{tinfi>fttttitittit.

THE CROGKGR-WHBEIjER
PERFECTED MOTORS.
A'i'ry slow sp<'iMl. full powri-. itoi'l'^M't I't'sii-

latioii. fory:<'d fields Irt into base, seir-oiliiie

l>rariii:;>r(. srlf-CMMiterinp; lienriiif^s. all sizes,
both arc and iucandcHccut, for all power
purposoB.

Acknowledged by tlie Leading ManufaclnrlnKCompanle.s u> be

THE MOST PERf-ECT MOTOR MADE.

. Estimates and Plans Furnished for flectric Power Equipment-
Correspondence Invited.

430-432 WEST 14TH ST., NEW YORK .

JAMES LEFFEL WATER WHEELS
Built bv THE

JAMES LEFFEL ti CO.
UPRIGHT AND HORIZONTAL,

FOR

Electric, Mining and Manufacturing

Eftfly worliinn gnlfs. Tliuh pcrrcntjiRO and
epccd at full iind ri\rtcap;ii-ity." Eiiunlly iuIjvi>tod to
hl^h and Unv liojida. LarRo iinuibcr of sizes and
atylcs. Scud for descriptive pamphli't to

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
SPRING'IELO,

0H,0.

MICA
lor all Kieciric Insulating
Purposes East India Mica
is Ihc bcsl on the market.

I SELL NO OTHER.

Send for Samples and '^luol.itions.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St.. NEW YORK.

WANTED.
A Speciilty tu .Mariufa<;lutt_,.'ettrlcal

preferred, or will sell ifiy Foundrj- ard
Machine Plant on easy terms. Address

C. C. P.ilOK,
Eagle Iron Works. OsIiUohIi. '\ViM.

>^ The Electrical

Construction Co.

C. A. HARTER, Manager. Telephone, 17 18.

Small Elpntric Plat3t. Complete out tit-

Excellinl Dynamo. Six H. P. Boiler-

.Sttam Pump and Steam Ddmper, Regula-
tor and Four4-II.P. Engine.". Capacity, 24
IG C P. no Volt Limps. Addr-ES

«ox »oa.
New Haven. Vt.

UNION ELECTRICAL WORKS,
Electric Spetiallits m'4Dufa'.IUT''l en

royalty or pnrcliaHed of inven-
tors, liepair work of all kinds given
careful attention.

Room 5C6. Springer Building. Chicago.

Urical Engineering Co.^
ROOM 603, MOWGN BUILDINC, CHICACO.

OR 110 LIBERTY ST..
NEW YORK CITY.

ELECTRIC
^

OUTFIT.
MASON'S FAMOUS BATTERIES.

MEDAL AWARDED, American Institute Exhibition, 1891.

SENB FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE B.

JAMES H. MASON,
118 & 120

Park Ave. Brooklyn, N.Y.

BRASS
FOUNDRY,

IJr;!--.. V.Tun/.v. Whit.' Met;il. .Vluniiniini-
Ilroii/.c and Spfcia! Alloys. Ciot in^'^ f'»r

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
.\ .SPKCIAT.TV.

103-107 West Monroe St..

CHICAGO.L. BLATZ;

TRIPOD BOILER
Safety,

Economy,

Low First Cos)

Three

Points of

Superiority

Guaranteed:

Repented tests prove th»t it is

absolutely Non-Kxplosive atid

the most Durable evermade.
Strong- testimonials from hun-

dreds of users, ia all parts of the
country.

Sizes 10 to 1.000 H- P.

Electrical Wood.

p
/ oCROSS L ARMS

E
SOCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL POLES.

I

Tel^'C'apIl
I
T..|eplioDe
Electric l.if;ht )For full inforumiion address.

HAZELTON TRIPOD BOILER CO. ,„ .. „„, ,^. „
809 Monon Block.. OHICAGO, ILL. \ C. H. HOLMES,

""""^ '"°'=°g','.'
gj,",fs: Mo.

, STANDARD ELECTRICAL

^ MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
FOR EXPERIMENTAL

AND PRACTICAL WORK.
We mil '.f :i u,^<;i' viirirty of T*"*"! iny: InHtriimenfN hucIi fl h Am nu'terw. \'olt

-

meiert*. l^ulvunoiiiottTN. Ke-i-itan«'e Itcxet*. I'lint* nu l^'r^ — in lb»"l evfiy-
tUins thut an el' 4-trl< ien rf^iuilfci m iiioKiu;; nx-aMi fmenfti of

cnrrent. K :il. F., re^lMtaace. inMUlatlon. tnineury. eir.

Correspond with US before placing your orders, and send for our illustrated

catalogue No. 1 -66.

QUEEN & CO., PHILADELPHIA.

ROOT'S Water-tube Boiler.
SAFE. ECONOMICAL. DURABLE.

^^ ;V2s' EXCELLENT

Electric Plant Boiler.

^
I

II It Electric LlghtComDanlcsol
I r ir ''I I 1)1 CoUimbiis. CiiKinnati,
I 1 I r »."iiy, :ind ;i cn.\il many
U r hi l\ III Arinim:ton A Sim:- Kn-

Liii t. > 1 r vil iicf, K. C; the Lyu" Bolt
1 in '^Ired \\\ to, Lynn, M.-!,-!: . and the
limn on 11 tin KicctricCo, Lynn, Mass

Abendroth&RootMfg.Co.,
28 Cliff St, New York.

UKANCniiS: Roslon, Plilladelphlj, New

ROOT SECTIONAL SAFETY BOILER. t^^^o.
°"'"' '"^''^^'"' '^'""""'" """
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B. B73:GG0T,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AND ILICTRID
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-BRANCH STOnS-

2134 Michigan Avenue.

PUBNIiETRitMFGi
_.;'^'" FITCHBURG.MASS,U.S.A.

^
#; /manufacturers OF DYNAMOS FORI. LIGHTING,
K/ PLATINGandEXPERIMENTAL PURPOSES.
i^ 7-^.—ALSO /WOTORS.-«-^£
EVERYTHING LATEST DESIGN AND HI BHEST EFFICIENCV.

Six samples showing all finishes

for si..50.

T. J. 3VtXTH.I»^-5r,
05 f o'niDlnis Ave , XKWYOKK

Best and Cheapest.

irp REQUIRES LESS BATTEEY.
^y MADE BY

'a?te
HAY-HORN MFG. CO.,

63 S. Canal Street,

CHICAGO.

f^ o zi. s.^lXj:ei.
New rO and 25 Light

Arc Dynamos and Lamps.
HIGH TENSION. CHEAP.

JAS. McLaughlin, Mfg. Electrician,

50 N. Clinton St., Chii-ago.

PLAYING CARDS.
You can obtain a pack of best

quality playing cards by sending
fifteen cents in postage to P. S.

EusTis, Gen'l Pass. Agent C, B. &
Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.

SYNOVIAL DYNAMO OIL
Second to None. Free from Gum or Acids.

By refilterinB cm be aeed contlnaally.

Write for Pricea and SamoleB.

Adopted by thelargeet E ectric PlaDts of the Weet.

S. TAUSSIG. Agent, 45 River St.. CHICAGO.

FineOffice Furniture
and Folding Beds.

Brass and Wire Work. 2,5wabashAv.
A. H. Andrews & Co., Chicago.

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier,

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE in Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL&BIERCEMF6.C0.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

empire; china works,
I H to laC Sreon St., CretJ I'liinl, Brooklyii, E. II., \ V.^ HARD PORCELAIN ELECTRJCAL SUPPLIES,

Switch Bases, Ctit-Out Boxes, Cleats, Circuit Breakers, Bushings,
Knobs and ot.'ier Insulators.

The Itody of our ;,'Oo(iB is^ made non-ccnluctlve. Our ware Is the most dense
Rr.l ie con-pqu-ntlv the moat non-abeorbent that can be produced, beinf' the
TkUE HARD PORCELAIN.

SPEAKING TUeES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Meclianical

ANNUNCIATORS »® BELLS.
FUIiL I.INE ALiWATS IN STOCK.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO..
195 and 197 Fuitoi St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 14tj3 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
^s^rnd for New Catalogue. Out August let.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS
Send for Complete Catalogue.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building CHICAGO, ILL.

WE ARE FITTED WITH
^V ^^'^^O^r RELIABLE Machinery at

^.N^^vJ^^flnd Employ RELIABLE
^(^J/^ll Kinds of Electrical Apparatu

V^^^^Oy- RELIABLE Machinery and Tools,

Workmen.
Apparatus to Order.

CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

Bare and Insulated Wires,
(COI'PEK, IKON AN1> STKKI.).

Supplies of Every Description

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT, POWER, RAILWAY,

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE USE.

Quotations Cheerfully Furnished and Correspondence Solicited.

The Umpire City Electric Company,
15 & 17 Dey Street, NEW YORK.

ELECTRICAL WORDS, TERMS \ PHRASES.
656 Pages. 397 Illustrations. Cloth Binding. Price, postage prepaid, to any part of the world, $2.50.

TI1I3 nic'tloiiar^' 'nchidcs clf/flc ufK^n 2.500 distinct Words. Terms or Phrases. Ktirjii

of the great daaaes or rlMBlona of electrical Invr-atlgallon or uUllzallOD comes uniler

careful anrl extmiitiTe trealmcnL For ?om'j reaaona It dcserrea rather to be
called BD Encyclopaedia than a dictionary.

The Scheme of Trealmenl la aa follows:

lat. The words, Icitds and pbrajica are Invariably followed by a short, concise

iefinition, giving the nenat In which they are correctly employed.

2d. A general statement then follows of thr.: Principles of Electrical Science on
which the definition la founded.

ZHjiSCTRICIAN

'V\. When, from the complexity of the apparutuH, or from other conalderatloDB,

It haa been thrjught desirable to do bo, an Illustration or Diagram of the apparatus is

given.
4th. To facllliati; study, an elaborate pystcm of Cross Rolcronces has l)ccn adopted

so that it Is as easy to find the definitions as the words, and aliases are readily detected
and tracf'd.

In applying thoc nilcs great care haB been exercised to secure CLEARNESS, to the

end that while the deDnlllons and explanations shall lie SATIHKAtJ'rOHY TO TOK
EXPKHTEI-KCTHICIAN, they shall also be HIMPf>K AND INTKI>r.IOIBL,E to

thoHc who have ha*! no tralnlnti; at all In electricity, or are novices In the art.

PXTBLiISHING CO.
o:]q:io.a.oo, iijIjII»toi».
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The attention of ET.ECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CKI^E-

nRAXI-:i> "WATKIt '%VIIKKI^ as particularly adapted to ihrir use.

on account of its remarkably Htea.dv motion, iiicrh Speed
and ereat Kffi4*ieney, and large C'apaciiy, for its diaoietcr,
beinK «Foul>l«^ the l*o\ver of most wheels of s-mic diam'-'ier. It ij u:^d by a
number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the econom-

ical use of water it is witliout an an equal, producing the highest p<:r cent, of use-

ful effect sriiaranteed.
^I^:\I» fob catako<;i'f a\i> rARXKirAKM.

Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gea*- arc required,

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of :2 Inch VBi^XOK

Xl'RKi.'^I-iS arranged on a horizontal shaft wiih Cast-Iron I-lume. Draft
Tubes, End liearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a iubslanlial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. \Vc are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal sliafts, and where the situation

admits of their use. we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., • DAYTON, OHIO.

EVELAND/OHIQ

MAKERS OF HICH-CRADECARBONS
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

ALUMINUM
IN ALLOYS 75c. P£R POUND.

A.lumlnum In uIloyB equal In purity to any on
ihe market 75c. per pound lor tho contained
Jilumlnum.
Cowlea Pure Aluminnm In int^otB it* offered ae

fc.w ae that uf any AmeriCHn concern, quality
Jaarante d. The etalement made hy The Pitts-
jrgh Reduction Company thH'. cuytoinere buying
^Inminum of u9 at leai than 81.50 per ponnd are
liable therefor Ib ae allly ae it ia mallclnns.
Aluminum is not a patented article, and therefore
can be freely dealt In by all.

THE COWLES
Electric Smelting & Aluminum Co.,

LOCKI'OKT, N. T.

HARRISON CONVEYOR
FOR HANDLING

Grain, Coal, Tan Bark, Seeds, Etc.
Will convev all klndB of crain without mixinK-
Will curry two ctitlereiii kinds of uiaieriiil In op-

posite dlrecLioiis at the saiue time.
Will convey One Hundred :ind Fifty Tons of Coal

per hour. Miide ofW roii,;ht Iron and Steel. Send for
IlluB. Caiitl'.c. BORDKN' «fc SELI.ECH.CO.,

J. C. TEMPLE.
(Formerly of STOUT, MILLS & TEMPLE),

DAYTOM. OHIO.

HyiraDlicafliMecMcalEDpeer
Improvpment of Water Powers, Arrantrement

of Power Plant?, Shafting, etc., for Electric Power
and Light. CONSTRUCTION SUPERINTENDED.

GBDAR POLBS.

Wm.S. Tpbnrr. Prpfi, GEO. A. BELL, V. PRKS. .). Lestrr Wndnimi r>';K, S4'c. audTreas.

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER ENGINEERING CO.,
(tinsultiuR ai»*I ConHtrurtiiiK

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment ol Electric Railways. Steam and Electric Plants.

47 Times Building. Telephone Call, 1009 Coniandl. NEW YORK.

If in want of Poles, save money by get.

ting my prices.

W. C. STERLING,
Monroe, MIcti.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.

£]srr>.^:BXjXs^£3X3 i873.
SOLE MAKliFACTl'RKRS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
Id Sheets, Tubas, Kods, Sticks, anil Spjcial Shapes to order. Colors, Ki'd, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue ard Prices.

wn-SilSSxR^/DK... The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. ^4ii\^i^ii^.

TheSUNBEAM INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.
805 Chamber of Commerce Suilding, Chicago.
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G. & G. ELEGTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS,
Electric motors in all standard sizes

for operating elevators, pumps, print-
ing presses and machinery for gen-
eral manufacturing purposes.

Electrical Mining Machinery of all

kinds. Hoists, Tram Cars, etc.

Electric Blowers for ship ventila-
tion. Fan outfits.

Electric plants f jr pumping church
organs. _^,„^:
Over 10,000 motors in actual oper- BSg

ation.
'^^

THE G. & C. ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.,
402

Dynamos in all sizes of same de-

sign and dimensions as the standard
motors.
Equipment of mines, factories, ma-

chine shops, office buildings with com-
plete electrical plants for lighting and
power.

New England Office, 63 Oliver St., - BOSTON.

Philadelphia Office, - 38 S. FOURTH ST.

Chicago Office, - PHENIX BLDG.

San Francisco Office, - 35 MARKET ST,

404 GREENWICH ST.,

EI are: in it
OUR NEW BRANCH WAREHOUSE, Nos. 78, 80 & 82 FRANKLIN ST., CHICAGO,

SEVERAL CARLOADS OF OUR CELEBRATED

GRIMSHAW ''WHITE CORE," '' B. D." BRAIDED and COMPETITION
GRIMSHAW TAPES XAT" X -< W*Z Cfi You can buy from us at

AND COMPOUNDS. ^^ .«fc .^ •i m M.^ Manufacturers' Prices.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,
MAIN OFFICE, 649 & 651 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. G. H. MEEKER, Western Manager.

The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PARTIOULAKLY ADAPTED TO DEIVING

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of its liigh efficiency at all stages of gate, steadiness of motion and

easy worlting gate, the construction of which makes it the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

orun CnD PATAI DPIIC illustrating various styles ol setting

OCnU run UHIALUuUC on both vertlcaUndhorizonttl shaft.

THE DAYTONILOBE IRON WORKS CO.,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCESSOHS TO

STOUT, miLiIiS & TEiMl'JLE,

JOHN STEPHENSON CO.,
LnvEiTEr),

STREET CARS
-FOR

ELECTRIC MOTORS.

CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.
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t^^
Forlirivin;r l>.\iianios.

li~. The Clinton Cas Light Co., Clinton, Mass., have thor-
^^^^

.^^i ouf^hly tested and have adopted the Evans Systenn of
'

*"

Driving Dynamos in their new Electric Light Station.

Thousands of Horse Power in use driving Dynamos, and hundreds of sets of Cones

in operation, driving all classes of machinery. Address

THE EVANS FRICTION CONE CO.,
l-'or \ ;iri loe ^*jjf

JUMi:. .IL'L.V AWI> Ar<-I»T.
Tlie moBtchanninc Summer Kesorts. of wblcli

thoro are over three hnndred clioice locations, are

to be found in WlsconBln, Iowa, MioneBota, 8outh
Dakota and the Peninptila of Mlrlilgao, along the
lincB of the Chlcat^o. Mllwaiikee & St, Paul Hy.
Nearly all are located noar iakPM which have not
been iiehetl out.
These leeortn are easily re:ic' ed by railway, and

ranpe In variety from "full dresa for dlinier" to

the llannel shirt costnine for every meal.

SEPTEfflBKK ANU 0( TOBEK.
The flneflt shootint^ ^'rounds in the Northwest

are on and tributary to the Udbb of ihe Chicago,
Milwaukee A' St. PanI Ky. The crop of Prairie

Chickens will be exceptionally Rocd this year ;
also

Duckfi and (ieec^e. In Northern Wleraoeln and
the Peninsula of Michii,'an splendid Deer ehootlnf;

Is to be had.
FulUnforniiitlon furnished free. Address CiKo.

H. Heaffoiu), Gen. Pass. Agt., Chic8i;o, ill.

1*2 CZI S'X'.A.lNrJD.A.iRXD

TELEPHONE!
Non-Electric, and only one Adjustable to Atmospheric Changes.

SOLD OUTRIGHT with "PEERIiESS INSULATORS/'
For Private Short I-inen, For Connecting B'actory and Ufiice,

Reaidence and Store, Siahlo, etc., elc.

Plainest Speaking! Superior to Others! Highly Recommended!

Intending purchaB^rs will do well lo Investigate It before buying elgewh-'-re,

THE BOSTWiCK & BURGESS MFG. CO.,
IVOKH AI.K. OHIO, IJ. M. A.

ACTIVE MEN AND BUSINESS HOUSES can secure valuable territory

in which to take orders and put up lines.

ELECTRICAL
BOOKS.

Send For Complete Gatalogne.

Electrician Publishing

Company,
6 Lakeside Building. - CHICAGO.

CSICAGO INSULATED WIRE COMFAIT'?,
]VE.A.lNrXJ3E<.A.01'T7Zl.X:Zl.&t o:e'

HI6H GRADE INSULATED WIRES

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS
AND SAMPLES.

WEATHERPROOF WIRES,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

MAGNET WIRES,
INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,

ETC., ETC., ETC.
Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO,. 48-52 N. Clinton St„ CHICAGO, ILL.

Ol^ ALL DESCKIPXIONSai,

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS IN THE WEST
F'OR EI-ECXRICJLL EOOKS.

SEND FOR OUR COMPLETE CATALOGUE.

ZSIectriciaxi Publishing Co., 6 Iiakeside Bldg., Chicago, 111.

BEST MAST ARM IN USE. TSZ"'
CATALOGUES

ON APPLICATION. STAR IRONTOWER CO.. FORT WAYNE. IND
QTT'Vr r^ Trr^T? few Anierioitn Klectfical Directory, jnst pnblished, verv complete lists. Inv
OJJjXN U JJ \J CV iiiforiiiation of I.ifflitinirnnd Railway Plants.

alnable for its

COOLIDGE FUEL & SUPPLY CO.,

CEDAR AND OCTAGONAL PINE POLES,
Railroad Cross Ties and Piling.

Cross Arms, Pins and Brackets, Manufactured bv J. R. CLARK CO.,

£6MERIT LEADS TO SUCCESS, pj

LONG
I
DISTANCE IeRIeT'iNCANDESCENT LIGHTING

ONLY succeijsful method of dhtrlhutlon covering a large area WITllOL T ,'iwiimpiiig tlic phint wllli INTEKEST on Copper Wire or cost of FUEL.
Transformeia or Converters are a C<)NSTANT source of TROUI>LE ami EXPENSE, will coat i\K>KE for repiilrs lu a yc»r than to renew the Lamps by onr system.
Our PLANTS can be operated wlih success ELECTRICALLY and FINANCIALLY where no others can.

Plan of wiring SIMPLE. CHEAP and EFFICIENT.
LAMPS from 10 C. P. up, noted for BlilLLIANCY and BEAUTY of the light.

ALSO SERIES LAMPS of any C. P. for Ate Light Circulls.

Gold Medal, Paris E.vposltlon, l.ssil.

Kstiniates fnriiislicd on apiilicatioii, loi- erection of plants in any section. Correspondence solicited.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
Drexel Building,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
ISexica. fox- Olx-ovxlnx-.
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
823 Locust St., ST. LOUIS, MO.,

AGENTS FOR THE CELEBRATED PACKARD LAMP.
AXAde to Fit a.n.-sr )Si<3olz.et.

We also have a full stock of Sockets made to fit any Lamp.

TRADE HARK*

Okonite Wires
AND

Cables.

THEWOODBURYINGINE
SELF-CONTAINED. AUTOMATIC
HIGH SPEED STEAM ENGINE
for Electric Lighting and
Street Railway Service,

With BOILER PLANT Complete.
Cat:il. 'irue^ sent on apiilic-^tion.

STEARNS MANFG. CO. ERIE, PA.

^a=^LL.

f^^^

gbi)BQRBORH^T

SIOUX CITY CORLISS ENGINE.
so TO 500 HI- I=> BUILT HT THK

DRY STEAMS
n;ji£i7is:sEr) b-z-

THE POND SEPARATOR,
The Pond Separa'or I3 guaranteed to relieve the

steam of all entrained water, ami return this water
to the boiler, thus effecting a large saving In fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

POND KN«INEERI1N« t"OMP.4]VV,
ST LOUIS.
OMAHA.

CHICAGO.
DALLAS.

KANSAS CITY.

SEATTLE.

W. N. HoBiRT, Pres't. L. o. Mauduk, Vice-Pres't and Trea^.

J. C. HoBABT, Sec'y.

J. H. EicHERaHOPB", Snp*t.

THE TRIUMPH
h Ec

StosBity Engine Works, ^m

S. K. GREGG, Maiiasor.

48 S. Canal St.. Cliioago.

SIOUX CITY, IOWA.

M' BIDDINGS' AUTOMATIC EN6INE,
MI'l.E AND ColirOL'NU.

BOILERSand
I

Coniiiletf Power Plants
built and erected.

i

Write for eetimatee and
circulars,

Largest Engine Works
WHST or TllK

MlSSISSil TI.

C S. LEWIS. Aqent, 703 Market St., St. Louis. Mo.

onomy, Simplicity, Durability, Silence.

i5 TO 300 HORSE-POWER.

COMPOUND AND VALYELESS.
Most perfect regnlation ever obtained.

NO SMALL PARTS REQUIRING REPAIRS.
NO ECCENTRICS. NO STUFFING BOXES.

NO PISTON RODS.
INTERNAL FRICTION A miNIMUM.

ALL PARTS INTERCHANGEABLE.
The ent^ne Is perfectly balanced and self contained; all

wearing enrfaceo are exceptionally large, making It the
moat perfect liigh speed engine built.

THE TRIUMPH COMPOUND ENGINE CO.,
SOLE

BUILDERS,

21 I, 213, 215 and 217 W. 2nd St., CINCINNATI, O.
FRASFR & CHALMERS. Agents Sail Lake City. Utah ; Helena, IVIonl.

USED BY THE FOLLOWING GOVEKNMENXS.

TTiriTED STATES.

IT. 8. Torpedo Station, Newport, B. I., 43 H. P.

IT. S. Army Department, San Antonio, Tex., 50 H. P.
U. S. Engineer Corpa, St. Louis, Mo., 8 H. P.

V. 8. Military Poat, Port Cnnby, 'Wash., 4 H. P.
U. 8. Government Qunrtermatter Depai^raent, Vancouver, "Wash., 02 H.P.
V. S. Government Quartermafiter Department, New Orleans. La.. 15 H. P.
U. S. Senate, 'WaiihinKton, D. C, 150 H. P.

U. 8. HonAC of Et-preHcntativea. "Wa8hin;;ton, D. C. 75 H. P.
U. 8. Government Ice Factory, San Antonio, Tex., 4 H. P.
TJ. S. Navy Yard, Norfolk. Va., 125 H. P.

V. 3. Navy Yard, Brooltlyn, N. Y., 125 H. P.
U. S. Oovemmcnt, Ellia Island, N. Y., 120 H. P.

U. S. Diapalch Boat " Lucerne," Norfollt, Va., .10 n. P.
Waihington MonuroOTlt, "WaahinKton, D. C, 25 H. P.

MEXICAN: SUle of Guerrero, 15 H. P.
.7APANESE: In Government Coal Minc», I.OO H. P.
HOLLAND : Government Physical Laboratory of Leiden, 15 H. P.
BT7S3IAN : Moscow Imperial Technical School, 10 H. P.
NEW SOUTn WALES: Government of Now South Wnlcfi, 100 H. P.
TASMANIAN : Alexandria Battery. Hobart. 75 H. P.
ENGLISH; Ntunber onknown. Details not reported. Over 30enKinon.

Many others (old by agents, but not rcportct).

THEWESTINCHOUSE MACHINE COMPANY, a
J PITTSBURGH. PENNA.U.S.oi' A. T»38C£:«]

MAXI'FAt'TlTRKU BV

The Card Electric Motor and Dynamo Co.

Cincinnati, Ohio,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Electric Motors for Arc and Incan-

descent Circuits, from 1-6

to 50 H. P.

CorreHpondeue*' Solieited.

BOSTON—The Eastfrn Electrical Supply*
Coiietrnctlon Co., 05 Oliver St.

CHlCAOO-lhe Thos. L. Johnson Co., 813
Uearborn St.

MILWAUKEE—Henry Bamien, 641 Third St.

WASHINGTON, D. C—J. Oeo. Gardner,
III115 H St.

ST. LOUIS — Stagl Blectrlcal Engineering
Co., HOB Finest.

MONTUOMERY, ALA.—W. F. Murphy.
DETROIT, MICH—Ths Michigan Electric

Oij . '2l'i and 211 Griswold St.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.—J. M.Lennon, No.
'2i Loan and Trust Building.

-pl896aYJAJ SHULT

oShultz Belting Co.i
\^ar\uJaGturer5 of^

'DElAOhlEATHER-
PieKER Leather,-

• mvi'iivu. t IMSiimmi>rKI,, (lniU)n, Mam I'J* I'narl HI.,Now York (,'lly. I Cf I n|i|t Uii"**'-"'"
i laiN, Third til, Ptill»il»lplil», P* ;ljUW. MonroB HI. UUlciigo. | Oil UUUIOt inU<
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THE KNiPP ELEGTRIGAI. WORKS I

General Western Agents for

THE PERKINS ELECTRIC LAMP CO.

00

KIRES. CABLES » CORDS " INSIDE, UNDERGROUND » SDBMIRINE USE.

MAKITFACTIIKERS OF

Street Railway, Electric Light, Teleplione, Telegraph and Electrical House Goods.

PROMPT SHIPMENTS. LOWEST PRICES.

54 AND 56 FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO.
SHlTi: FOK. OjfiL.T-A.LOa-TJE.
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THE PROBLEM SOLVED.

t--r

iiSiT!"- J

,v /

CUT OF FACTORY, 1890.

TOTAL NUMBER OF LOCAL COMPANIES, JANUARY I, 1891, USING

ARC APPARATUS.
630 Companies,

DIRECT INCANDESCENT.
108 Companies,

ALTERNATING.
415 Companies,

87,131 Lamps. 79,905 Lamps. 435,550 Lamps.

The above increase would seem to answer most emphatically in the affirmative.

All purchasers of Electrical Apparatus should thoroughly investigate the acknowledged merits of OURS

before buying any of the CHEAP SYSTEMS now on the market.

Thonson-Boiislon Electric Coinpany,
WESTERN OFFICE:

148 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

PRINCIPAL OFFICE:

620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
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1,000 HORSE POWER

INT ID

7,000 HORSE POWER

HAVE BEEX PURCHASED
Muskegon Railway Co., Muskegon, Mich.
South Covington & Cincinnati St. Ry. Co., Covington, Ky.
Pittsburgh Traction Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
St. Louis Railway Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Brooklyn Street Railway Co., Cleveland, O.
Johnstown Passenger Railway Co., Johnstown, Pa.
Rochester Electric Railway Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Rochester Railway Co., Rochester N. Y.
Citizens' Street R. R. Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Watervliet Turnpike & R. R. Co., Albany, N. Y.
Schuylkill Electric Railway Co., Pottsville, Pa.
Broadway & Newburgh Street Railway Co., Cleveland, O.
Jamestown Street Railway Co., Jamestown, N. Y.
Central Passenger Railway Co., Louisville, Ky.
Pittsburgh & Birmingham Traction Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
West End Street Railway Co., Rockford, 111.

Lincoln Street Railway Co., Lincoln, Neb.
Buffalo Street Railway Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Georgetown & Tennalytown Ry. Co., Washington, D. C.

Battle Creek Street Ry. Co., Battle Creek, Mich.

SHORT ElEGTRIG RAILWAY CO.,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.
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FACTORIES: ANSONIA, CONN.

The Electrical Supply Co.,

104 MICHIGAN AVENUE,

SHIELD

BRAND
MOISTURE-PROOF

CHICAGO.

U/e doi^'t Belieue

That we can convince you, with mere blatant phrase-

ology, that Shield Brand Wire is any better than its

rivals.

You do Belieue

Facts, and we offer a few for your consideration, ap-

propriately framed. A test was made, taking about

fifty feet of our standard insulation.

Here is the picture:

NO GROUNDS. NO ACCIDENTS.

1

1-

z >-

z

50 ft. of Shield Brand Moisture Proof

At immersion, 200 Million Ohms.

After 24 hours, 5,000,000 Ohms.

After 72 hours, 5,000,000 Ohms.

After 120 hours, 4,850,000 Ohms.

One week, 4,200,000 Ohms.

2

i «

z

NO UNNECESSARV CONSUMPTION OF FUEL.

We made that test—now if you please, allow us

to suggest that you make one. Take about three or

four feet of "Shield Brand," and attempt to abrade or

destroy the covering. Scrub it across a tree or a

sharp corner and learn how long it takes to ruin the

insulation. Again, take a short piece and wobble it

until the wire is broken insid;^ and note the result.
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DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS
Afford the Only Reliable and Efficient Means for

ALL NIGHT ELECTRIC LlTl.

All other devices are crude, expensive, and unsatisfactory.

TIE nii:i EiECTUc com!
Has established its broad foundation patent for Double Carbon Arc Lamps,

No. 219,208, having won four distinct infringement suits in the United

States Courts, two of them on final hearing, the decisions being rendered by-

Judges Gresham, Blodgett, Brown and Ricks.

The public is warned against the use of infringing lamps or any crude

substitute for the Brush invention.

ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS,

ELECTRIC MOTORS AND GENERATORS,

ALTERNATING CURRENT APPARATUS.

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING MACHINES,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING,

__^^_ ETC, ETC, ETC.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,
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FORT WiYNE ELECTRIC CO.,
-SIASrUFACTUKERS OF THE-

SLATTERY INDUCTION AND WOOD ARC SYSTEM
-or»-

THE MOST PERFECT OF ANY.

For references as to the merits of these s)'stems, inquire of the local companies, the operators, or the customers in

the large cities of this country where these systems are now being used almost exclusively after other systems have been
tried and thrown out—Philadelphia, New Orleans, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Detroit, etc.

WE MAKE ALL STANDARD SIZES OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM,
Also Arc Lamps of Standard Sizes, 2,000 c. p., 1 ,200 c. p. and 800 c. p.

Main Office and Factory, FORT WAYNE, IND.

JTEW YORK 115 Broadway.
CHICAGO 185 Dearborn Street.
PHTLADELPHIA »«7 Filbert Street.
DAiliAS, TEXAS KEcIieod Bailding.

PITTSBUBGH, PA 533 Wood Street.
SAJr FKAXriSCO 35 Uew Montgomery Street.
TORONTO, CANADA 138 King Street, W.
BUFFAXO 888 Pearl Street.

BAITER
IMLWII MOTIRS,

SLOW SPEED.
NO INTERMEDIATE GEARING.

Gears Run in Oil.
EXAMINE INTO THE MERITS OF THESE MOTORS

IF A REDUCTION IN REPAIRS IS
WORTHY OF CONSIDERATION.

COMPLETEZr EQUIPMENTS.
SLOW
SPEED STATIONARY MOTORS

For ARC and

IncandetcenI Circuit!.

v<'»'*V\t<W«>»- BALTIMORI!, MD.

THE SCHUYLER
-S'S'STZEJ^iiC OIF-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FEATURES:

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

liSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.
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"AJAX" The Best
Circuit Brealcer

and Only Indestructible Switch.

C. S. VAN NUIS, 136 Liberty Si., New York.

HIGH
LOW
And Resistance, accor

JACQUE

INSULATION,

STATIC CAPACITY
And Resistance, according to Mr.

'8 FORMULA, makes

Telephonic transmission through Our Cable an easy

CAME.

THE HOLTZER-CABOT ELECTRIC CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN '

EVERYTHING ELEGTRIGAL.
8BNO FOB !iS«-PA«JB CATAI.OGCE,

111 Aroh Street, BOSTON, MASS.
SPFfiti AaFiir/FH-i CLOWER & HARRIS, Dallas, Texas.
orco/zii. /lucnc/co.

^ p^^^^^ Sbimirb Elkctbical Works, San Franctaoo, OaL
A fell line of onr maoTifftCtare Cfto be fonnd it onr Agencies.

THE BEST!
$30.^
WRITE US.

Electric Ballway Specialty

Nnttall Trolley. Patents Pending.

COMPAXY,

29 Broadway,

KELLOGG
COMBINATION STEEL CENTER AND SIDE

POLES.
^

Engineering Equipment Co.,

SOLE AGENTS,

NBIV -CORK, 143 I.lberty St.

BOSTON, ise Pearl »t.

Tbe

iDternaiioDal

F. CAZENOVE JOSES,
Manager of Factorfee.

OKONITE COMPANY,
13 Park Row, Ne^

INSULATED

WIRES AioCABLES,i-ON'^:

fTgAOL4<IA{jij<^

LIMITED.

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

IVIanson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.
BRANCHES; Chiragro, Boston, Pliiladelphia, Minneapolis, Cincinnati, Kansas City,

Omaha, X-ouisville. St. Loui,*i, San Francisco, London and So. America.

=^^-

AGENTS
J.W.PrAlE.

, ^
Central CLt CTRic Ca

CHICAGO. IlL.

ELCCTCNG&tl° SurPLT Ca
ST PAUL. M.NM^

Insulated Wires and Cables.
Tlie aclcnoivledgred. Stnndard for durable and lUgli In-

solation. Kts merits proved by a record or over <iaarter
of a oentnary. Adapted to all electrical purpose*.

CELEBRATED KERITE TAPE FOR ISOLATING JOINTS.

Electric Light and Power, ALL, SIZES Aerial Use,
Telegraph and Telephone, ig„j CnraBRit Wirei Subterranean Uie,
Railway and all other Leaa cncaeea nires.

submarine Ut«.
Branches of Signaling, Concealed Wiring In all Locations,

GEORGE B. PRESGOTT, Jr., Gen. Agt., 16 Dey St., New York.

Western Electric Co., Chicago, 111., Sole Agents for the TiVest.

ALEXANDER, BARNEY ^ CHAPIN,
20 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

THE HOST

POPULAR LAMP
IN THE MARKET,

A.F.C.

WRITE US

FOR

PRICES

OF ALL GOODS.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 Dey Street, NEW YORK,

VAHurAcinsssB add iufostess or add dxaleb: ih

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
OF ALL DESCRIPTION.

Telegraph, Telephone, Electric Light, Power and Railway
, Appliances, Oonstruction Tools, and Line Material.

Standard Electrical Measurement Apparatus.

TEST INSTRUMENTS A SPECIALTY.

ELECTRIC
RAILWAY

For All Systeis. SUPPLIES
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

ELECTRIC MERCHANDISE CO.,
11 ADAnS STREET, CHICAGO.

W. B. MASON, Qeneral UansKar.
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THMnNmmm
SYSTEM OF LIGHTING A SUCCESS?

Cut of Factory, 1 882.

TOTAL NUMBER OF LOCAL COMPANIES, OCTOBER I, 1 083, USING
ARC APPARATUS.

J2Coipanies,1653 [ailipS.

DIRECT INCANDESCENT. ALTERNATING.

None.

Oil't4f Factory, 1 88S.

TOTAL NUMBER OF LOCAL COMPANIES, JANUARY I, 1887, USING
ARC APPARATUS. DIRECT INCANDESCENT. ALTERNATING,

171 companies, 2] 840 LaiTipS. ^9 Companies,
1 1,275 LailipS. NOIie.

Read tFe Answer on Page ix.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.

ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Accumulator Co., The xxiv

Abendrolb A Koot Mfg. Co
Aleximaer. Barney & Cbapln .1, vii

American Electrical Works xili

Automatic Switch Co x

Andrews & Co.. A. H xiil

Baggot, E xlv

Bain Electric Mfg. Co xvii

Ball Engine Co xvIH

Baxter Electric Motor Co xxiv

BeiDSteln Electric Co
Bla'z, L
Borden & Selleck Co xv
BostwIck & Burgess Mfg. Co. . .xlv

Braun Illustrating Co xvU
Brownlee & Co xli

Brookfleld, Wm xll

Brush Electric Co xxlif

Buckeye Electric Co
Butler Hard Rubber Co vifi

0. B. &Q. R. R xTil

C. &. C. Electric Motor Co. ... xvi

Card Electric Motor & Dynamo
Co

Central Electric Co v

Chicago Electric Mfg. Co xiv

Chicago Insulated Wire Co. . . . xvlI

Cleverly Electrical Works Iv

Colburn& Co., I. W xiv

Coolidge. Fuel &> Supply Co. .
.—

—

Cowles Electric Smelting and
AluminumCo xv

Crocker-Wheeler Electric Motor
Co xIII

Day's Kerlte Insulation i

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. .xvi

Eastern Electric Cable Co xiii

Evston E'ectric Co xUi
Edison GJeneral Electric Co.,

—

Motor Dept vl

Edison General T-^lectrlc Co , Wire
Department vli

Electric Merchandise Co I

Electric Railway Specialty Co i

Electric Construction & Sup. Co. viii

Electrician Pub. Co. . .vli, xlv, xvii

Electrical Construction Co., The. xiii

Electrical Eogineering Co xiii

Electrical Supply Co., The— xxii

Elektron Mfg. Co x
Empire China Works........ .xiv

Engineering Equipment Co i

Evans Friction Cone Co xvii

For Sale xlil, xiv

Fort Wayne Electric Co xxiv
Freeman, Coleman & Co x'i

Globe Carbon Co xv
Greeley* Co., The E. S i

Hawkeye Electric Mfg. Co
Hay-Horn Mfg. Co
Hazelton Tripod Boiler Co xvll

Heisler Electric Light Co
Hill Clutch Works xix
HIne Eliminator Co —
Holmes, C. H xIll

Holmes, Booth & Haydens iv

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co I

Hood, Wm X
Hunt Machine Co..Rodney xvll

India Rubber & Gutta Percha
Insulating Co iv

Interior Conduit Alnsulatlon Co.. xli

International Okonlte Co i

Kartavert Mfg. Co x vUl
Knapp Electrical Works xxi
Leffel & Co.. Jas xili

Jjoud, H. M. & Sons Lumber
Co xlv

McLaughlin, James xiv

Mason, James H xiii

Mason, J. W xil

MUUkenBros iv

Minneapolis Street Railway Co..
Monitor Electric Co x
Munsell &Co., Eugene xili

Murphy, T. J xiv
National Carbon Co iv

National Electric Mfg. Co Ix

N.Y.Belting & Packing Co. . .
.

New York Insulated Wire Co. . xvi
New York & Ohio Co 1

Northwestern Electrical Spec-
ialty Co

Ostrandcr & Co., W. R xvlli

Palste, H. T xil

Page Belting Co xlv
Partrick & Carter Co x
Payne & Co., Geo. W
Pearson & Co., W. B xvill

Phoenix Glass Co xix
Pond Engineering Co xvlll

Powell Co., Wm
Queen & Co xili

Rockford Electric Mfg. Co xil

Roeblinga' Sons Co. . J no. A
Rose Polytechnic Institute xiil

Sargent it Lundy xili

Sawyer-Man Electric Co xl

Schieren & Co. Chas. A xli

Sohoonmakor, A. O xili

Schuyler Electric Co xix
Short Electric Railway Co xil

Shultz BdtIng Co
Sioux City I^nglne Works xvHi
Southern Electrical Supply Co.xvili
Standard Underground Cable Co 1

Stanley & Hall
Standard Paint Co xil

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co xix
Star Iron Tower Co
Stearns Mfg. Co xvlli

Stephenson Co., Jno xvi
Steriing, W. C xv
Stllwell &BierceMfg. Oo...xlv,xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co ... . xv
Taussig, S xlv
Temple, J. C xv
Tnomson-Houston Electric Co.

Lighting Ddpartment 11, xx
Turner Brass Works xili

Union I'^lectric Works xiii

Union Hardware Co xil

United States Electric Lighting
Co xl

VanNuis C. S I

Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Wanted xlil, xlv
Wenstrom Consolidated Dynamo

& Motor Co., The x
Western Electric Co vlil

Weatinghouse Electric and Mfg.
Co

Westinghouse Machine Co xviil

Weston Electrical Instrument
Co xli

Woodbrldge & Turner Engineer-
ing Co XV

Worth ington, Henry R xli

CLASSIFIED LIST.

A4»cnmniator«.
Accumulator Co., The.
Brush Electric Oo.

AlnminDm.
Cowlee Electric Smelting & Refin-
ing Co.

Freeman, Coleman & Co.

Annnnclators.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Constraction Co., The
Ureeley « Co.,TheB. 8.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Oo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
OBtraoder & Co. W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Stanley & Hall.
Weetern Electric Co.

Anti-Friction Jletal
Tnrner Brass Worke.

Arc Lamps.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Brnah ElectrlcCo.
Eaaton Electric Co.
Electric Conetructlon & Snpply Co.
Fort Wayne ElectrlcCo.
Hawkeye Electric Mfg. Co.
McLangblln, Jae.
Schuyler Electric Co.
ThomBon-Honeton Electric Co-
WeBtlnghoaae Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Batteries,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co. .The.
Mason, Jae. H.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Southern Electrical Supply Co,
Stanley A Hall.
Western Electric Co.

Battery JIarn.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
tVntral ElectrlcCo.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holizer-Cabot Electric Oo.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Queen Si Co.
Stanley & Hall.
Weeteru Electric Co.

Bells, Klectrlc.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley* Co., The E. 3.
Knapp tSlectrlcal Works.
Mfinlior Electric Co.
NorthwpBtern Elect. Specialty Co.
Ostranfler & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Southern Electrical Supply Co.
Stanley & Hall.
Weetern Electric Co.

Bells, Jllovneto.
i'entral Electric Co.
Oreelev-fi'Co..The E.S.
Iloiizer- Cabot Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Stanley & Hall.
Western Electric Co.

BeltlnK.
Kvane Friction Cone Co.
N. Y. Beltinir & Packing Co.
Pnge Belting Co.
Schieren & Co.. Chas. A.
Sholta Belting Co.

Boilers.
Abendroth A Root Mfg. Co.
lluzeltou Tripod Holler Co.
Pond Englnoerin;; Co.

Books, Kleetrlcal.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Braider Hpoolers.
Piiyoe A Co,, Geo. W.

Brass <ano4ls.
Blat/., L.

Turner Braes Works.

Barslar Alarms.
("entral Klectrlc Co.
Electrlciil supply Co., The.
Oreeley* Co. .The E. 8.

Holtaer-Cahot Electric Co.
Knapp [{)lectrlcal Works,
Monitor Electric Co.
Oetrander&Co., W. R.
Partrick Jk Carter Co.
Southern Electrical Snpply Co.

Cables.
{See Wire Insulated.)

Cable. Electric. (See Wire Insu-
lated), Copper, Sheet anil Bar.
Roebllnc'fl Sons Co., John A.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Wefctern Electric Co.

Carbons, Points and Plates.
Brush Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical SuDoly Co . The.
Globe Carbon Co.
Knapp Electrical WorkB.
National Carbon Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cars, Electric Railway.
Minneapolis St. Ry. Co.
Stephenson Co., John.

Castlnss, Brass.
Blatz, L.
Torner Braes Works.

Clntehes, Friction.
Hill Clutch Workfl.

Cunstrnctlon and Bepalrs.
BalnElectricMfg. Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Electric Construction & Supply Co.
Electrical CoDstniction Co., The.
Electrical Engineering Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
McLaughlin, Jas.
Temple. J. C.
Union Electrical Works.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, Kleetrie Light,
Knelae Plants and Blectrie
Railw^ays.
Bain Electric ManLfactnrlng Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfe. Co.
Kaeton Electric Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Engineering Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Engineering Equipment Co.
McLaughlin, Jaa.
Pearson A Co., W. B.
Pond Ent:lneering Co.
Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Temple, J. C.
Thomaon-Hoaston Electric Co.
United Statue Electric Lighting Co.
Wenelroni Consolidated Dyn.imo &
Motor (.'o.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Woodbrldge & Turner Eng. Co.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
Central Klectrlc Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Edison Weneral Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, Booth & Haydene.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., Jno. A.
Standard Underground Cable Co-
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, C. H.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Monitor Electric Co,
Southern Electrical Snpply Co.
Western ElectrlcCo.

Cnt-onts and Hirltcbes.
Alexander, Barney & uhapln.
Automatic Switch Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Palste, H.T.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Southern Electrical Supply Co.
Unfon Hardware Co.
Van Nuls.C. S.

Western Electric Co.
Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
Bain Electric Mfc. Co.
C. & C . Electi ic Motor Co.
Colburn&Co., 1. W.
Eseton Electric Co.
Electrical Engineering Co.
Fort Wayne blectrlc Co.
Hawkeye Electric ManufactnringCo.
Helslor Electric Light Co.
National Klectrlc MannfacturingCo.
Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co.
Schuyler Electric vo. /

Thomson-Hoaston ElectrlcCo.
United States Electric Licbtine Co.
WetiH'roin ConsolldatiMl Dynamo &
Mt>lor Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouee Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electrical Instrnments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Partrick * Carter Co.
Q.neen A Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Instrumeut Co.

Kloctricnl Npccinltles.
Northweetern Elect. SpeclBilty Co.
Turner Brass Worbe.
Unl.Mi Kl.'ciriiul Worke.

Klectrlc Rallnai'M.
KdiHon (leuenil lillfctrlc Co.
Short KU'ctrlr K.'ilhvHv Co.
Thomson-Honetoii ElectrlcCo.
Wenstrom Consoltdiited Dynamo A
Motor Co.

WeailnghonBe Electric A Mfg. Co.
Wonrthrldee A Tamer Eng. Co.

F.lectrollers and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Baeeot. K.
Elertrlcnl Supnly Co.. The.
Sawyer-Man ElectrlcCo.
ThomeoD-Honstoa Electric Co.

Klectro-PIntlns Slarhlncs.
Brush ElHctrlc Co.
Colbnrn A Co., I. W.
Edison General Electric Co.
Thomeon-LIouBlon ElectrlcCo,

Rnelnes, Hteam.
Ball Engine Co.
Engineering Equipment Co,
Pearson & Co., ^. B.
Pond EntlneerinK Co.
Sargent A Lundy.
Hloriz CItv Engine Workfl.
Stearns Mfg. Co.
\\'eeilnghnu3e Machine Co.

Kn eravers.
Braun Illustrating Co.

Fan Outfits.
C. A C. Electric Motor Co.
Card Blectrlc Motor A Dynamo Co.
Electrical Supply Co., Th':.

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
TurLOr Brass Works.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcaoiztd Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlca & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Friction Cones.
Evans Friction Cone Co.

Oasl^lehtins, Electric.
Cleverly Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Knapp Eluclrlcal Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cieneral Electrical Nnpplles.
Alexander, Barney A Chapin.
American Electrical Worts.
Automatic Switch Co.
Brash Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Cleverly Electrical Works.
Easlon Electric Co.
Edison General SlectrJc Co.
Electric Construction A Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.
Holmes, BoothA Haydens.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Internationa! Okonite Co., The.
Knapp Elfctrical Works.
Maeon, J, W,
Monitor Electric Co.
Northweptern Electric Specialty Co.
Ostrandcr A Co.,W. R.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Rockford Electric Mann fad urlng Co.
Southern Electrical Supply Co.
Stanley A Hall.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Union Hardware Co.
VanNuis C. S.

Western Electric Co.

4^lass Cntters.
Tauee'g, S.

Cilobes and Electrical Crlass-
ware.
Baggot. E.
Phoenis Glass Co.

Hard Rubber for Electrical
Purposes.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Insulators and Insnlatlns
materials.
Alexander, Barney & Chapin.
Brooblieki, Wm.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Interior Conduit A Insulation Co.
International Okonite Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Montior Electric Co.
Muneell A Co., Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Southern Electrical Supply Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated IVlres and Cables.
DIagnet Wire-
American Electrlcsl Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Day's Korlto Insulation.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, Booth A Haydens.
Interior Conduit A Insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber A Gutta Percha Ineu
latingCo.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Mason, J. W.
Monitor Electric Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Southern Electrical Snpply Co.
Standard Underj;round Cable Co.
Western Electric Co.

Jonmal Rearlnss.
Turner Brass Works.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Alexander. Barney A Chapin.
Bernetoin Electric Co-
Brueh ElectrlcCo.
Buckeye ElectrlcCo.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Edison General Klectrlc Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley A Co., The K.S.
HelBler Electric Light Co.
Hood, Wm.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Klectrlc Co.
New York iind 0\,\c, Co.
Sswver-Man Klectrlc <.'o.

Southern Electric&l Supply Co.
Sant>e&m Inoiudeicent i.amp Co.
Wenstrom CoueoUdiUed Dynamo .t

Motor Co.
Lnnips.IncandcNcent—Contd.
Thomnon-IIoupton Electric Co.
Wostorn EloctricCo.

Slaffnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wire.)

Bfedlcal Batteries.
Partrick A Carter Co.

.11 lea.
MunBell A Co., Easer.e.
Scho'-nmftk'r, .\, O.

ninlns; Apparatus. Klectrlc.
Bain Electric Mf-. Co.
Edieon Gen-^ral Electric Co.
Thorn eon- UouBUjn Klcclric Co,
Weatlnghoase Electric A Mfg. Co.

Hotors.
Bain Elertrlc Mfg. Co.
Brash Electric Co.
Bailer Electric Motor Co.
Card Electric Motor A Dynamo Co.
Crocker Wheeler Kl'^ctrlc .Motor Co.
C. AC. Electric Motor Co.
Eaaton ElertrlcCo.
EdlBon General Electric Co.
Electrical Engineering Co.
Elektron ManufactarlogCo.
Hawkeye Electric Mfg. Co.
Kor;kford Eleciri' Manufactorlo^Co.
Thomeon-Boneton Electric Co.
U. S. Electric Lighting Co.
Wenstrom Consolidated Dynamo A
Motor Co.

WeetinghouBe Electric A Mfg. Co.
Name Plates.

Blalz, L.
F/eeman, Coleman A Co.
TuroT Braes Works.

Onice Furniture.
AnarewB A Co., A. H.

Oils.
TansBlc, S.

Oil Cops and Brass <)ioods.
Powell Co., Wm.

Packing.
N. Y. Belting A Packing Co.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Coolidge Feel A Supply Co.
Bl&ctrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, C. H.
Loud, H. M & Sons Lumber Co.
standard Electrical Works.
Southern Electrical Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Poles.
Brownlee A Co.
Central Electric Co.
Coolidge Foel A Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Enelneerinc; EqulpmeDi Co.
Holmes, C. U.
Loud, H. M. A .Sons Lumber Co.
MlUiken Bros.
Star Iron Tower Co.
Sterling, W. C.

Publishers. Rlectrlcal.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Posh Buttons-
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Northwestern Elect. Specialty Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western ElectrlcCo.

Railways. Electric.
(See electric railways.)

Separators, Steam.
Hlne Eliminator Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

Speaklns Tnbes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Oetrander A Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen A Co.

Steam Pnmps.
Worthington, Henry K.

Street Ry. F.aulpnient.
Minneapolis Street Ky. Co.

Supplies, Electric Rallnay.
Electrif. Slerchandiee Co.
Electric Railway Specialty Co.

Tapes, Insniatlnjr.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
India Rubber A Gutta Percha In
aulatiog Co.

International Okonite Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Weti'tern Electric Co.

Telegraph r4pparatn0.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley A Co., The E. 6.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick A- Carter Co.
Western ElectrlcCo.

Telephones. Klectrlc.
Weatern Electric Co.

Telopbones. Xoa-Klectrlc.
Bo-uvlck A Hnrgess -Mfg. Co.

Test Instruments.
Bnln El.'ctrlc Mfg. Co.
Centnil Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co^The.
Greeley A Co., the S. S.
Knapp ElectrlcAl Works.
(Jueen A Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.

Tronsrornicrs.
Stanley Klectrlc .Mfg. Co.

Trncks, Klectrlc Car.
Sdlsnn General Electric Co.
Sh.'rt Fleotrio Railway Co.
Stephenson Co., Jno.
Thomson-DouBton Electric Co.
Westlnghouso Electric A .Mi^. Go

Turbine Wheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Hunt Machine Co., Rodney.
Leffel A Co., James.
SMIwell vt filerce SUg. Co.

Wire, Bare.
AmerlcAn EloctricAl Works.
Central ElectrlcCo.
ElcctrlcAl Supply Co., Th*!.
Holmciv Bootk tS Baydena.
KsApp Blectrlc&l Works.
ParlMck A Oart»T Co.
BMMlBf^ Sobs Co., /no. A.
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TTHE IVATKOI^At, CT^I^BO
CleTrela-n.d., Ol3.io.

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS ampBATTERY MATERIA!..

THE MILUKEN PATENT POLE
For Electric Street Railways and Electric Light Work.

Electric Specialties.
WE MAKE

Electric Supplies Under Contract.

B

That the Western Electrician enjoys the distinction

of having been Eelected by one of the shrewdest
of advertisers as the medium for carrying the
largest advertisement ever placed in an electrical

journal. This tells its own story, and points
its own moral.

55 LIBERTY STREET,

NEW YORK.
WANTFAiTURED UY

MILLIKEN BROS.

59 DEiRBORN STREET,

CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.-
for Light Stations a Specialty.

-Iron Work

WRITE FOR CIRCIJIiAR AND CATAL,««UE.

HOLMES^BOOJH &HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.

TJnderivriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsontely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton

tSj^JSiJ^^ and Worsted Cords for Incandescent Ligliting. Routid and Flat Cojtper Bars for Station Work. tS£Jb5t4*

PATENT
Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

"K.K." LINE WIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

.A-g-en-ts for tiie TA7-..^SHIiTC3-T01T C-i^E.BOiT CO., Car10011.3 for .A.ic XjigriLting-.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., CHICAGO,
Are our Selling Agents, and carry a line of Insulated and Bare Wires of our make.

THOS. L. SCOVILL, New Yoric Agent,
25 Park Place, NEW YORK.

THE INDIA RUBBER & GBTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.

THE I^;TJBBEI^ TJSEID IDtT

HABIRSHAW INSULATION

I'nd*-nrronniI fort-,
X. J. I^entral R. R.

>Inri (If 1 in
On ** o\ f-riiiiicii

Crai»*<TH.

Kt'iMlcT Corp.
Rr4ia4l\vii>' Thcnf<T.

Naval Marine India Rubber
Covered Wires-

Naval Land India Rubber
Covered Wires.

•'
PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS.

Fooclor <'al»U'. Brook l.vn
K<li8ou KU'rtric liij^lit Co.

Miibninriiii' Work. I'MiMoii Kl<*<*li'H'
IJt!;lil < (>.. Fasfoii. I*u.

Xavnl <'or<'. I'liitcd
Sliitt'H H. H. "<liiraa«."

STANDARD
INDIA RUBBER
COVERED WIRES. l''4M'tl<>i- 4'«»ii)liirli»i-.

••|>i'> pla- vH."
<<il'IIII<l ('4'll'rill l>4-|M»l.

Adopted by the Navy Department, and thus far employed on board the United States steamships Trenton, Chicago, Boston. Yorktown, Pensacola, Phila-

delphia, Petrel, Atlanta, B;iltimore, Newark, Vermont Charleston. San Francisco, Concord, Bennington and monitor Miantonomah.

SOLID AND STRANDED CONDUCTORS, TAPED, BRAIDED, FLAME-PROOF.

The Habirshaw Insulation fulfills all requirements in places demanding the

"Best," and In that field finds no successful competitors.

^'f-fclf-r Core-

FACTORY: CLENWOOD, YONKER8, N. Y.

W lYIi lYIi nADlKonAW , riUiOi) 315 MadlHon Avo,, Cor. Forty-Second St.,

4;k\kkai. nANA<;Kit. xkw vork t:iTV.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY 00,, Weatern Agents, 171 Bindolph St., Chicago, 111.
Itr.H.UM (i I'^.IImoii

IvI.M'l.'ii' l.iulil Co.
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Our St. Louis Branch:

Southern Electrical Supply Co.,

>low/>

TBADE MARK.

823 Locust St.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

SOCKETS.
BEST IN THE WORLD.

BRYANT'S INCOMBUSTIBLE SOCKETS.

General Western Agents for

OKONITE
-AND-

IMPROVED

GANDEE WIRES.

The insulating parts of these Sockets are made
of porcelain, and they contain nothing that will

burn. They are handsomely finished, and are
unquestionably the best Sockets now on the
market. Made especially for Thomson-Houston,
Sawyer-Man and Edison Lamps.

QUEEN'S PORTABLE PHOTOMETER.

Dimensions: 37J^ Inches long, 5 J^^ inches wide, 5% inches deep; weight, 13
pounds. Complete of finely polished Cherry, with Lantern, Jlensuring Bar
and Tripod, just the thing to determine whether your lamps sru burning up
to candle power or not, and indispensable in determining the voltage of lamps.

PAISTE SWITCHES.
We can quote low on a large stock of Palste Switches.

Get our prices before ordering elsewhere.

Our Omaha Branch:

Western Electrical Supply Co.,

sLON/>

TRADE MARK.

4(8 S. (5th St.,

OMAHA, NEB.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC
COMPANY,

1 1 6 & 118 Franklin Street,

CHICAGO.

Connected by Priv.ite Wire witli Postal Telegr.iph-Cable

Company's System.

Our Kansas City Branch:

Gate City Electric Company,

>l.ON/^

TR/.2- f'/.P.K.

522 Delaware St.,

KANSAS CITY, MO.

HEADQUARTERS
FOR ALL

ELECTRICAL

SUPPLIES.

Our Denver Branch:

Electric Power Transmission Co.,

vLON/;.

TSAOe MARIC

1722 Lawrence St.,

DENVER, COLO.
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Edison General Electric Co.

EdisoD BnMing, Broid St., New York Cit;.

N^KVST

ELECTRIC MOTORS

MINIMUM OF ATTENTION AND REPAIR.

Highest Efficiency,

Slow Speed,

No Sparking.

H.P. LIST PRICES.

PRICES TO DSERS,

45 PER CENT. OFF LIST.

1-12

1-6

1-3

1-2

$ 40
60
100

125

$22.00
33.00
55.00

78.75

Independent Golls,

Improved Lnbrication,

Meclianically Perfect.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR TO NEAREST DISTRICT OFFICE.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

r'anatiian Di«trirt, Kdixon Itldi;., Toronto, 4,'nn.

Central I>i>(trif't, Kialto ftiiildiii;;, <'lii<raco. III.

EaHtem nixtrict, Kdifion KciildinK, Broad St., N<^w York.

Hew England DlMtrlct, 25 OtiM Mtreet. BoHton, 31bmh.

l>a<ill<><.'onMt >iHl.,1<;diHon Itldt;.. 1 liS ItnHli St..San Frun«iM<'o,Ca>.

I*a<'llif XordiwfHl l>iHlri<'<, FU-iMoliner Itid;;., I'ortland, <»r«'.

Kocky .tloiinlain l>iMtri<-t, JlaKonlc Itiiildint;, llcnvcr, (Jolo.

Nontlicrn UiMtrict, lO Decatar Mtrcct, Atlanta, Ua.
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ALEXANDER,BARNEY&CHAPIN
TELEPHONE BUILDING, 20 Cortlandt St., NEW YORK.

VOLTMETERS. • A B.C.I AMMETERS.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
ARC AND
INCANDESCENT
LAMPS.

A NEW^ BOOK.
J.MOW

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND - BOOK.
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of

which 20,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the authors
well-known practical style with all the problems of Electric Power
Transmission.

NOW READY. PRICE $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINC CO., 6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

Submarine,

Telegraph,

Underground,

4 t.4>i;^^^'^^^^^^'-if"'^^*-:^
p—*

Telephone,

Interior,

Electric Light.

S<'h<-iifcla<ly \^'orks, ICdisoii <.;eiier;il Klcctric Conipmiy.

Manufactured under Authority of SIEMENS & HALSKE,
—BY

The Edison General Electric Company,
Estimates Furnished on Application.

AT THEIR !!>CIIENECTAI>\ WOKKN.

Address, Wire Department, Edison General Electric Company,
EUI8ON ItVIL.DIK4i, ltl((»AI> STREET. KEW V<»RK. or Nearei^t Oistiiot Oflioe.

I5ISTH.IOT? OlfT-IOEISs
Canadian 1>intriot: RdlHon Rnlldinc Toronto, 4'an.
Ilentral l>lntrlrt : I7:t.I7S Adamn Ht., ChlraKO.
Eutern nintrlnt: KdUon Biilldlnr, Broad Hi.. Hew York.
New Bniland District: as OtU Ht., Ba»tOB, Hmi.

rarlnr Ooant DiHtiirt: FdiHon Build Inc. Mi BonIi »t . "•an Kranrir>ro. Cai.
Fariflr IKorliinrKt nislrirt: Flelsrlmrr Bniidlnr. roiliai.d. Ore.
Kopky Stountala Dl.trlct: naaonic Bniidin^. Denver, Colo,
HonttaerD Ulttrlot: 10 Ue«»tnr Ht , Atlanta. 6a.
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THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.,
33 ^vdlercsr Street, 3^Te-^;sr "2"or3^,

POSSESS SUI'ERIOR ADVANTAGES IN THE MANUFACTORE OP

IXJIlRD FtXXBBSR C3-O OD S
EspeciaUy in articles atlapti'ii io elertrioaf itttliistrieH, harint/ ohtaine*! the sofe rif/ht to mnnufaetitre

MiARD RUBBEii tiiifier the vtiltiable I*atents yruntetl to IVlM^LMAjri KIEL.

ALL OPEBATIOXS OF SAWING, CUTTING, TURNING AND POLISHING OUR NEW STANDARDS OF

ST j p C"T D /^ r^ A M T\ T* 1 1 [^ I M C^ ^^^ ^^ performed with a laree redaction in the wear and tear of tools, and coneiderahle saving of labor. Our new standarda aren ^ C J J r\ KJ lJ r\ IN LJ I w D 1 iN \J of a rlcber black throughout, not sabject to change In color, are tougher and more fleEihle, do not become brittle with age, and
have been tested and approved by the leadiDt;; electrical companies of the United Stales. In addition to these advantages, we also offer advantages in priceB.

KIEL'S PATENT HARD RUBBER CELLS FOR STORAGE AND PRIMARY BATTERIES
Still remain the most satisfactory and cheapest in the market, unequaled for strength, durability, insulatioD and reBislacce to acids.

H4RD RUBBER GOODS OF EYERY DESCRIPTION MfiNDFACTDRED. •""rj;re:ra';.ds\M;;r'..2"'VKiS"i;uK

For Sale by THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO.

To Electric Railway Companies:
We shall be pleased to make you quotations on Washburn &

Moen's hard draivn copper trolley wire, and our own make of

Weatherproof insulation feeder wires. Our Weatherproof wire

is superior to any other wire of like character in the market.

CHICAGO.
NEW YORK.WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,

"WARD" ARC LAMPS,
FOR CONSTANT POTENTIAL CIRCUITS.

THOUSANDS IN USE
On both Isolated and Central Station Plants.

We Guarantee our Lamps Electrically and Mechanically.

In corresponding please give full particulars, and state voltage.

Electric Construction and Supply Co.,

Phenx Building, 18 Cortlandt Street,

CHICAGO, ILL. Established .881. NEW YORK CITY.
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THE NATIONAL TRANSFORMER SYSTEM
OF INCANDESCENT LICHTINC.

WHY
USE HRC LHMPS

WHEN THE

NATIONAL

SERIES TRANSFORMER

ENABLES YOU TO DO

STREET LIGHTING

^ ECONOMICALLY
EFFICIENTLY

SATISFACTORILY
???

Send for Circulars and PriceSi
INC.VN1>EsCI;NT STKKKT UGHT FIXTrKJi,

SKKIKS TUANSrOKMKR, UEI'XECTOU CANUTY AND 33 C. P. I.AMl

COMPLETE

CENTRAL STATION EQUIPMENTS
FOR

LIGHT OR POWER
lUStTltim TIOX.

CUE APPAEAIU3 IS OF THE

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
MECHANICALLY AND ELECTRI3ALLY,

Wi; filTAHANTKK ITS OI'i;UATION ,\NI>

PROTECT OUR CUSTOMERS.

COMPLETE

DIRECT CURRENT SYSTEM
FOR

Lics-iaiTiisra--

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO.. Eau Claire. Wis.
ca:E3o. SH A.W , Gron'l 'AS.a.Txa.SG^.

AO-EIlsTTS:

NEW YORK, N. Y., National Elcctiic Mfg. & Const. Co.. Elect. Exclig. BIdg.

BUFFALO, N, Y., Liltlc. McDonald & Co., 141 East Seneca St.

CINCINNATI, O., W. N. Gray, 12 Chamber of Commerce.

WASHINGTON, D. C, .... L, N. Cox, 16 Filth St., S. E.

PHILADELPHIA, PA., ' • • C, IVl, Blanchard, GIrArd Building,

ST. PAUL, MINN.,
DETROIT, MICH., - •

DENVER, COtO., • •

WINNIPEG. MAN,,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.,

The Electrical Engineering & Supply Co.

Commercial Electric Co.

The Mountain Electric Co.

Slmp}pn-0avl3 Electrical Conslruclion Co.

NAtlonel Electric Development Co,
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THE WENSTROM CONSOLIDATED DYNAMO & MOTOR CO.,
OF BALTIMORE, MD.,

-MAXCKACTUBEKS OF-

Electrical Apparatus.
ELECTRIC TV^GTORS

DYNH7VTOS

Special Features: High EWicioncy. Slow Speed.

For full infonniitlon and circuUrs address

THE WEN8TROM CO., Baltimore, Md.

Electrical h

Supplies
OF ALL KINDS

Honse Coods

,& Af..

A SPECIALTY.

C>

^<^V:
;x^^^''^>^

V^J
Send us

Your

Business Card

and get our Catalogue

and Trade Discount Sheet.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

THE "JEWEL"
^^f^^^M, Incandescent Lamp,

*§»
Tli3 Best Lamp In the Maiket.

^^\ " Any Voltage.

Any Socket.

Any Candle Power.

PfLXOxis:
ICC. p. Less than 100 lots, 55 Cents.

100 to 1000 " 50 "

Send for Sample Order.

WM. HOOD, Gen'l Agt., 239 LaSalle St.. CHICAGO.

Dynamo Regulators and Rheostats
01 all descriptions in stock and manufactured to order lor any special work.

MOTOR SWITCHES,
Both Hand and Automatic, of Superior Design

and Construction.
Entire attention devoted to the manufacture and wiring of Rheostate.

automatig^witW company,
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Whittingham Automatic Switch,
No. 8 Keyser Building,

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE l;ST.

MONITOR
"'-BATTERY*-^'
^i

I

Unsurpassed ill Strengtli and Durability.

Liberal Discoumt to the Trade.
Write rorljuotatlons:;

'

C. A HAR MOUNT, M'gr,

Monitor Electric Company
149 WABASH AVENUE,

. . . .' OlllOKBOf XXI.

Western Agents Alfred F. Moore's Wires and Cables,

{ARfipBATTERir

*\. TBAOEjUAfiliWtNTEDj ,

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO.,
79 and 81 Washington Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

-MAKIIFAOTIIUKKS OF

Perret Electric Motorsi Dynamos
LAMINATED FIELD MAGNETS, HIGH EFFICIENCY,

LOW SPEED, FULL PO"WER.
Motors of any size for any purpose. Factories equijiped throufihout with Electric Powen

Isolated I'lanls for Incandescent Electric Lif/htinff.

P«ue«iOH.P. Uiicr, Si<»ai:o, Wei4ljll,JI»Ibi,

——SE3XjX.IlNrC> A-O-EDSTTS:
CHICAGO. ILL.. The Electrical Engineering Co., 320 Dearborn 81. WASHINGTON, D. C, J. U. Burkell & Co., 1409 N. Y. Ave.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Penn»ylvania Machine Co.. 29 N. 7lh 81. ST. PAUL, MINN., F. J. Ronz, 95 E. Fourth SI.

NEW ORLEANS, U., George Baquie, 140 Gravier SI,
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THE United States Electric Lighting Co.,

(THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Lessees.)

ARC AND INCANDESCENT ISOLATED ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS.

KEW r. S. MOTOR.

t

More than 1000 Plants in operation in Factories, Hotels,

Office Buildings, Theaters, Etc.

MOTORS-GENERATORS
Direct Current GENERATORS and MOTORS for all purposes,

1-8 H. P. up to any power required, and at any-

required E, M. F.

Superior in Design and WorJcmansliip, and Uneqnaled in Efflcieiicy.

Send for New U. S. Catalogues on Incandescent Lighting and Motors.

GENERAL OFFICES: EQUITABLE BUILDING, - - 120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

CUT-OUTS,
Single Light, Main and Branch,

OF SUPERIOR PORCELAIN,
With all Connections Under Cover.

s
AW
Y
E
R

M
A
N

LAMPS ANY
c p

VOLTAGE
BASE.

HIGH QUALITY LAMPS FOR EDISON CIRCUITS.

W^lTTl FOR PRICSS.

See Catalogue of Aug. 1, 1890.

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC COM
620 Atlantic Avenue,

iQ^TON. MASS,
§10-534 W, 23d Street, 217 UaSalle Street,

QHIPACO, ill.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANUFACTURED E¥

BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK,

ROCKFORD ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
:\[4NL"FACTDK1H> OF

(Stationary

and Hallway.)ELECTRIC MOTORS,

InoBndescent Dynamos and Generators,
(MATO SYSTEM.)

These DynaniDs are specially adapted to Isolated Plants, as they are self-regulating,

thoroughly reliable, and any one can run them. The Motors are the most efficient

no5v in the marke'. See cuts, etc, on page 36, reading matter.

J;^= .^g-e3=^ts ^^Tanted. in TTaa.occ'u.pisd. Territory. *^^^C

EipemeniallorldDAnyiii Electrical.

FREEMAN, COLEMAN & CO.,
53 and 55 Sontli Jefferson Street, CHICAGO. ILL,.

CEDAR, OCTAGONAL P8NE AND STEEL.

If you are in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

BROWNLEE & CO., "mYc^'

PATENT Bnns more Slack than
111perforated Belts, hence
adapted to uneven power

^SjS of Electric Railways and
for Electric Power in Hen-
eral.

CHAS. A. SCHIEREN Sc CO.,
PATENTEES AND SOLE MANirFACTL T.EKS,

Also New York, Hostou,
Philadelphia. 46 SOUTH CANAL ST., CHICAGO. IL L.

THE WESTON STANDARD ~ '

Voltmeters and Ammeters.
These instruments are the most

accurate, reliable and sensitive port-

able instruments ever offered. A
large variety of ranges to meet the

requirements of all kinds of work.

Send for llMrated Catalope.

ADDBESS

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,
1 1 4 & 1 1 6 William Street, Ncwark, N.J.

BOSTON. _. . _ . __ ^ «=,,«». .u
ST. LOUBS.

PHILADELPHIA Chicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street. gy PAUL

THE ONLY GEARLESS MOTO
THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO., CLEVELAND, O.

THE NEW CATALOGUE
-OE* TIMS-

Copiea mailed upon application to

UNDERGROUND CONDUIT SYSTEM
THE Interior Conduit & Insulation Company

INTSRIOR CONDUIT i£ INSUXjiATIOlKr COIKEPAJ^Y.
EDWARD H. JOHNSOBT, President.

WORKS, .527 to 531 w. Mth St. and 52G to S28 w. 35tii St. GENERAL OFFICES, 42 & 44 BROAD ST., NEW YORK.
H. M. USOEBWOOU, Gen. Western Agent, Rookery Rnlldine, Chlcaeo. B. FRANK .TUHXSOX, «en. Agt. for Pa., Provident Bids, Pliiladelpliia, Pa.

THOS. 1>AY Jt CO.. tien. Agents for California, San Francisco, Cal.

DEAi.LU i::

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
•MUT'i h^U.lif.li HIIlL'- AMI rABU;\Hmilt.l:l'i;i|i)l- OFHCB AMI A\,M M'iAlIll;

«IKES, TAPESAM) IIBI.M,.

PTlOJfPT Slin'MEyr^. 527 Delaware Street. KUNSAS CITV. MO.

H. T. PAISTJE,
Paiste Electrical Specialties.

341 THE ROOKERY,
CHICXeO. ILL.

Ea«t«7S Offiw an'l Factory:

1201 K/IRKET ST..

PHIUDELPHIA.PA.

^

TO
hkAm'-'ZSm

J
PAISTE
SWITCH
SOCKETS.

-Tm:-

DSIDH HiElWm CO.,

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

PB.
r»rlco, 4:0 Oora.tei.

Porcelain Insulation used.

Made to fit all Standard Lamps,

Armature Varnish,
insulating Compounds,
Insulating Tapes,
Insulating Papers.

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,
SOI.E ,iiam;facti7rkbs,

2 Liberty Street, NEW YORK.
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Triplex Electric Pumps.
The pumps as shown in the cuts consist of three verlical

cylinders, within which are three self-acting plungers, their

cranks being hung from the main shaft at an angle of 120'

,

in order to produce the most even application of power.

The advantages and adaptability of the triplex or three

cylinder pumps for electric pumping are found in the fact

that the pump olTcrs absolutely even and unvarying resist-

ance to the motor under all conditions and consumes but

minimum power in friction.

The first effect is contributed by the action of three-throw

crank shafts, in whose stroke there is positively no dead

center or point of varying load productive of jerky motion

and attendant vibration or wa-

ter hammer; while the second

effect is the happy result of

combined ingenuity and skill

in production.

Fig. I represents a pump

with cylinders 6^ inches in di-

ameter and S inch stroke with a

capacity of 100 gallons per

minute against 150 pounds'

pressure.

Fig. 2 represents a pump with

cylinders S-inches in diameter

and 8 inch stroke with a capac-

ity of 200 gallons per minute

against 150 pounds' pressure.

Thomson Houston moto'-s

of 7i horse power and 20

horse power respectively are

connected to the pumps by

spur gearing. There are raw-

hide pinions on the counter

and motor shaft.

This pump Is manufactured

by the Gould Manufacturing

company of Seneca Falls, N.

Y. Tests were made with a

15 horse power motor of spe-

cial winding with a view to

determining the general fitness

of the type for deep-mining

pressures, and the results have

been considered sufficiently

satisfactory to warrant the

building of a standard line of

pumps of f'om 50 to 5''o gal-

lons per minute capacity.

The Gould Manufacturing

company intends to build

pumps of the same type for

pressure upward to 300

pounds, thus making it possi-

ble to pump from the lowest levels of mines against a head

of upward of 700 feet.

Telegraph Poles in New Orleans.

In the last issue of the Westekn Ei,EC'iiiiciAN reference

was made to the action of the city council of New Orlears

in ordering electric wires removed and poles chopped, and

the prompt obedience of the mayor. A press dispatch an-

nounces a new turn in affairs. It says: "The Streets and

Landings committee of the City Council discussed to-day

the request of the Postal Telegraph company to beallowed

to put under ground the wires cut down by the mayor.

The company presented a special report from experts ihat

the high wire towers upon which it is proposed to string

the wires and which it was ordered to use are dangerous

even in their present condition, and to string any more

Thomson-Houston Co. and the Chicago
West Side Road Syndicate.

Reports, purporting to come from reliable sources, have

been circulated in Chicago and New York connecting the

Thomson-Houston Electric company with the syndicate

controiilng the West Side Elevated railroad. E. E. Sunny,

when questioned by a representative of the Wi;sti".kn

Electkician, stated that If any negotiations had been

entered Into, either for the control of the West Side

elevated road or for its equipment with electric power, the

business had been carried on through the company's east-

ern office, and the Chicago branch had heard nothing in

regard to it. "Naturally we would have been notified of

any such transaction," said Mr. Sunny, "and I therefore

regard the report as incorrect."

At the New York ofi'ice nothing was known of the

alleged deal, although the rumors had been quite exten-

sively circulated in electrical circles and on Wall street.

FIG. I. TRIPLEX ELECTRIC PUMPS.

wires on them would make them more so. The committee

seemed impressed by this showing. It refused, however,

to allow the company to use the subway or underground

system, and authorised it to erect the ordinary poles for

its wires wherever they were necessary, thus pronouncing

against both the tower and the underground subway sys-

tems, and in favor of the old pole nuisance as the only safe

way of stringing telegraph wires."

Canada's International Exhibition.

The electrical features of the Canadian exhibition at St.

John, N. B., this year promise to excel all former dis-

plays. Tlie preparations for the event are on a more elab-

orate scale than heretofore, and the management feels war-

ranted in announcing that the exhibition will not only be a

great display of electrical r.nd general mechanical appli-

ances but that It will assume the nature of a grand fete.

The municipal authoiitlcs are making elaborate prepara-

tions for the event, and they promise that the city will be

arrayed in holiday attire to receive visitors. There will be

plenty of attractions to afford amusement and entertain-

ment to strangers in addition to the exposition proper. At
the new opera house now nearly completed it is promised

there will be light opera and attractive theatrical arrange-

ments have been made in the St. Andrew's and falace

rinks, as well as Jack's hall. One of the features which
will be particularly attractive to lovers of art will be the

art exhibition and sale, which is to be held during the ex-

hibition, opening on September 23d and closing October

3d. The promoters of this department have established

correspondence throughout Canada. United States, Europe
and Australasia, and have the prospect of having one of

the best art exhibitions ever held in Canada,

The Moosepath Driving Park association is preparing a

very fine programme of races.

During the year it has ex-

pended a large amount of

money improving the course.

It is also understcod that

the Neptune Rowing Club
proposes to organize for regat-

tas in which there will be some
novel features introduced. No
doubt the Amateur Athletic

association and the Shamrock
club will utilize their splen-

did grounds for some inter-

esting sports.

As to the exhibition proper

it is gratifying to note that

it is maintaining its interna-

tional character, and in addi-

tion to the applications from

the maritime provinces a

number of applications for

space have been received frcm

the United States, England,

Germany and Italy. It is

also anticipated that there

will be a very comprehensive

Spanish exhibit. Some of

the most attractive displays

from the Jamacia exhibition

are now assured for the St.

John's e.\positlon.

Arrangements are being

made with the best musical

talent fcr promenade concerts

every afternoon and even-

ing during the term of the

exhibition. V) rotechnic dis-

plays will be another feature.

y Machinery hall will be made
^ far more attractive than at any

previous exhibition, as it is ex-

pected that only machinery in

motion will be shown there. Arrangements are in progress

for a special electrical display. There is much in and about

St. John to attract the electrical engineer. The city is one

of the most brilliantly illuminated municipalities in tie do-

minion. There are five central stations. In which Edison,

Thomson-Houston, Fort Wayne and Brush plants are in-

stalled. In addition the city is now running electric Ii*hts

of its own in the North End, where it has a Crush plant.

D. W. Clark «.'^" Son are running the Brush system at the

West End, and the New Brunswick Electric Light com-

pany, operating the Fort Wayne system, has completed ar-

rangements for lighting the East End.

Another traction company has been formed in Pittsburg

by the syndicate headed by H. Sellers McKee. James A.

Chambers. M. A. Verner. Edward E. Denniston and John
P. Isley are associated with Mr. McKee. The capital

stock of the new company is :Ji,000.000. The promoters

of the project arc interested in many electric street railway's

throughout the country, notably the Rochester, N. V., and

Buffalo system.
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Proposed Electric Road between Chi-

cago and Milwaukee.

Quite a sensation was created in Milwaukee and Chi-

cago last week by the incorporation of the Inter-State

Electric Railway company in the former city. The new

company, which was capitalized at §10,000,000, at once

announced its intention of building an elevated electric

railway between Milwaukee and Chicago, and of making

the trip between those points in just one hour. The dis-

tance is eighty-five miles, and to make the trip in an hour

would mean a speed of about a mile and a half a minute.

No small amount of incredulity was expressed concerning

the enterprise.

The incorporators are G. J. Cox, Portage, Wis.; F. A.

Deleglise. Antigo, Wis.; Ira C. Edwards, St. Paul;

Charies T. Goodrich, Chicago, and J. W. Dickinson. C.

E. Cain and Robert H. Clark, Milw.iukee. None of them

seem to stand very high in

the world of finance. Mr.

Deleglise is well-to-do. Mr.

Goodrich of Chicago is said

to be an electrician, but

nothing is known of him in

financial circles. The gen-

eral public has known noth-

ing about the Milwaukee in-

corporators until the present

time. Mr. Cain is an in-

spector of some kind. Mr.

Dickinson is a manufacturer

of ash boxes, and of Mr.

Clark nothing is known.

Mr. Edwards of St Paul is

a telegraph operator, and

has been more recently en-

gaged in the insurance busi-

ness. The incorporators

claim, however, that wealthy

men of Milwaukee, Chicago

and St. Paul are backing

the enterprise, and that work

will be well under way be-

fore a year elapses. The

capital stock of |iio,ooo,ooo

is di\ided into 100,000

shares, So,000 of preferred

and 20,000 of common stock.

The management, it is an

nounced, will be in the

hands of the incorporators

for some little time. The

headquarters will be in

Milv/aukee. The road, it is

assened, will be running

before the opening of the

World's Fair.

It is claimed by the :

corporators that they h.

the exclusive use of two

patents, which will con-

tribute materially to the

success of the enterprise.

One is an indicatcr to ap-

prise the conductor of any

obstruction on the track for

a mile ahead, making pos-

sible a much greater speed

than would otherwise be

safe. Mr. Goodrich owns

this patent. The other

patent is on a dynamo, and is the property oi Mr, Cain,

The road will be double-tracked, and each track will

consist of three rails, the middle rail being used as

a conductor. It is proposed to build three power

houses, one at Milwaukee, another at Chicago, and the

third at some intervening point. The company expects to

gtt its right of-way much cheaper than steam railroads

could. It will need but 25 feet in width, while a steam

railroad requires 100 feet, and it will not injure the sur-

rooodin;^ property so much as a steam railroad, as there

will be no smoke, and the tracks will be elevated, rendering

injury to stock and human life almost impossible. The
time of one hour between Milwaukee and Chicago, it is an-

DOtinccd, includes twelve stops—at Kacine, Kenosha,

WaakcKan, Evanston, L-akc Forest and Chicago sub-

urbs. Common freij;ht will not be carried. The traffic

will be confined to passengers, and mail and express mat-

ter.

Electricai Development in the Northwest.
By a Traveling Cokrespondent.

Rapid transit on electric cars is evidently appreciated by

the visitors and inhabitants of the progressive city of

Helena, Mont., judging from the crowded condition of the

cars both afternoons and evenings oq the electric line run-

ning to the Broadwater. This is the most beautiful and

healthful summer resort in the Rocky Mountains. The

Hotel Broadwater, with its hot springs and bath house,

which, by the way, is the largest in the world (its dimensions

under roof being 350 by roo feet), is located at the foot of

Mount Helena, which rises to the height of about 2,coo

feet above the hotel and 5,800 feet above the sea level

The distance from the main street to the terminus of the

road, at which point the hotel is located, is 3 1-2 miles.

It is indeed rapid transit when the cars cover the distance

in 18 minutes, including stops, and at times attaining a

country. The poles are mostly of cedar, straight as an

arrow, and seem to have 8 or 9 inch tops, while 6 to 7 inch

tops are used in the East.

The power house of the Ross Park Electric Railway

company, while small, is the acme of perfection. Around

the oak switch-board and the two 80 horse power genera-

tors is a polished brass railing, while the floor is neatly

covered with oil cloth. The pulleys and the water wheel

are arranged below the floor of the dynamo room, and the

absence of large or small steam engines, exhaust steam,

smoke, etc.. lends a peculiar eff'ect, at least in the eyes of

an eastern visitor. Center pole construction is used on this

company's line, and on the top of every other pole is placed

a five light electrolier, making a pretty sight in the evening.

The board of park commissioners of ffaltimore contem-

plates the establishment of an electric light plant in f^ruid

1 1 ill Park.

J-IC. 2. TKH'I.F.X ELECTRIC TUMI'S.

speed of 25 miles per hour. Thomson Houston and

Westinghouse cars are used on this line, both systems giv-

ing perfect satisfaction. The company which owns and

operates this road is the Helena Electric Railway com-

pany. Two generators arc located at the main power

house near the business part of the city, while the third is

at the Hotel Broadwater. The company was placing in

position during the writer's visit a new generator of 100

horse power, made by the National Electric Manufacturing

company of Eau Claiie, Wis, This is intended for fur-

nishing power for the lines connecting with the railway

stations. A fare of 10 cents is charged on this as well as

most western roads.

At Spokane, Wash., there are many points of interest to

electrical people. Here it is that we have the great water

power for driving dynamos and generators as well as all

kinds of machinery. A new road is in course of construc-

tion by the Edison company and work is progressing rap-

idly. Through the main streets new rails are being laid,

while the old track is being rclaid and bonded. One fact

noted by the writer is the very fine poles used in the line

construction of overhead electric railways in this western

Electrical Department, World's Fair.

The applications for space in the electrical building con-

tinue to come in in a steady

stream. "It is amazing,"

said Chief Barrett in speak-

: ing on this subject a few

days ago, "how much in-

terest is taken in the electri-

cal display at the exposition.

The number of people who
write to make inquiries is

astonishingly large. The
difficulty will be not how
to get exhibits, but how
to provide for the people

who want to make displays.

It looks now as though our

building wouldn't be half

large enough. However,

we will do the best we can,

although I doubt if all appli-

cants can have the amount
of space requested. But

one thing can be taken for

a certainty—everybody will

be given a show.''

It is thought that the

electricity building will be

roofed over by February

next. Secretary Ilornsby

says that about 175,000 feet

of floor space has already

been applied for. It should

be remembered that April

10. 1S93, is Ihe last day on

which exhibits will be re-

ceived. This is a long way
ahead, but it is an impor-

tant date to all prospective

exhibitors, and should be

borne in mind.

Fulton Gardner of Chicago

proposes to bore the deepest

hole in the earth at Jackson

Park during the exposition

by meansof his electric drill.

Mr. Gardner claims that,

with ordinary conditions of

soil, there is no limit to the

depth of well which his drill

will bore. The deepen hole

in the earth is in Germany,

where a well was driven

4,200 feet. It is a curious

fact that this well goes

through a bed of salt rock 2,000 feet thick. Mr. Gardner

wants to bore a deeper hole than this in Jackson Park.

The committee on classification has been considering the

advisability of revising the existing classifications in several

departments, including that of electricity. Secretary Ilorns-

by appeared before the committee a few days ago and urged

upon it the importance of adopting the revised classifica-

tion prepared by Prof. Barrett several months ago.

On Tuesday the committee on classificalion concluded

its labors and adjourned. Before doing so it dtcided to

adopt the revised classification of the Depart nienl of

Electricity, after instituting a minulc inquiry into the merits

of the new list 'i'his decision will be rcceivet^i with s.'itis-

faction by the eleclrical interests. The present official

classification was published in the Wicsjkkn Elk( 'ikician

of March 28.

A meeting of amateur electricians will be iield in the

rooms of the Electrical I department of the World's Colum-

bian Exposition, Thursday evening, July 23d, for the pur-

pose of forming a national amateur electrical .society, and

arranging for an amateur eleclrical exhibit at the World's

Fair. .Secretary Horn.sby will be present to aid in shaping the
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policy of the association as regards the exhibit, and several

prominent electricians have promised to address the meeting.

The Monrath-Devold System of Rope
Transmission for Electric Car Trucks.

In the Wkstkkn Ki.kci kician of October iS. I'^^o,

there was presented a discription of F. Oevold's system of

power transmission. This invention, as applied lo dyna-

mos, Figs. I and 2, consists of a combination of rope and

friction transmission so arranged as to reduce friction in

Kir.. I. MONKATH-HEVOLl) SYSTEM Ol' ROI'E TRANS-
MISSION rOR ELECTRIC CAR TRUCKS.

the bearings of both dynamo and main shaft to a mini

mum. Both pulleys have two or more grooves for the

rope and a 2 or 3 inch projecting friction tlange on each

side. The dynamo, V'\g. i, is placed with its pulley ./

against the driving pulley B on the miin shaft, as in the

case of ordinary friction transmission; but the pulleys,

although in contact, do not press hard against each other.

A rope is thrown two or three times over both pulleys in

the direction shown in Fig. i, and back to a rope tight-

ener 7', some few feet behind the dynamo. When the rope

is straightened the friction of the rope and the friction of

the two pulleys, increased by the pulling rope, will trans-

mit the power, and as the pull of the rope and the press

of the Hanges are working in opposite directions the loss

of energy is materially reduced. In Fig. 2 is shown more

clearly the arrangement of the ropes on the pulleys.

Since the publication already referred to, F. Devoid and

Electrical Engineer Gustave Monrath of Chicago have

together devised an application of the system to ekctric

motor cars, and the illustrations Figs. 3, 4 and 5 show the

new construction as adapted to the Westinghouse truck.

In making the new application the main object of the

designers was to avoid the use of objectionable gearing

and to protect the motor against th^ danger of burning

out. The features of the truck as now arranged will be

better understood after reference to the lettered parts in

Fig. 3, which is a plan view of the Westinghouse truck,

fitted out with the Monrath-Devold rigging in connection

with a single reduction motor. Fig. 4 is a sectional side

view of the truck.

From the cuts it will be seen that a combined rope and

friction transmission is employed in which there is a spe-

cial arrangement in the pulley on the wheel shaft whereby

the connection between the motor and truck is rendered

ilexible. This construction is shown in detail in Fig. 5.

In the plan view '? represents the pulley on the arma-

ture shaft, having in it two or three deep grooves for

guiding the rope /' and also provided with two friction

flanges, each about 1-5 the radius of the pulley in width.

The flanges of this pulley are in close contact with the

flanges of the pulley f on the wheel shaft, without pres-

sing too hard against them. The pulley on the wheel

shaft is, so to speak, a double pulley, the outside of which

has the same proportional shape as the armature pulley.

The rope is wound two or three times around both pulleys

in opposite directions and back to a rope tightener i/,

which is fastened in a double bracket supported by the
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that in the ca.se of the Westinghouse motor the strain on

the rope, if ] inch in diameter, will not amount to more

than 4c pounds or 1.32 per cent, of the breaking strain.

To secure an easy start of the motor there is provided

the special arrangement on the truck puUey already

referred to and illustrated in l''ig. 5. In the cut, which is

a sectional view of this double pulley, ./ is the interior

part. This is keyed on the shaft and has a concaved rim

<r. This rim <r is equally divided by four lugs as shown
in Fig. 4. The outside portion I> of this combination

pulley has the hub bored out ^ of an inch larger than the

shaft, and the inside of its rim is rounded out in a man-
ner similar to the rim of the inside part. When the two

parts are brought together the cavities in both form a

hollow spring chamber divided in four sections by the lugs

protruding from both parts. In each of these chambers

there is a steel spiral spring kept in place by a semicircular

projection on the side of the lugs facing the spring. To
insert the springs the collar ^ is loosened and the outside

part of the pulley drawn toward the truck wheel. The
springs are phced between the lugs and a quick push will

make the pulley snap together. To prevent the backs of

the lugs from striking hard against each other, rubber

balls are inserted. By this arrangement it will be seen

that the motor will have the benefit of turning one half of

a revolution, or even more if desired, before the springs

are pushed so tight as to set the car moving. When
started the car and the motor will both be riding on the

spring, and this inteiposition of a flexible medium will

serve to counteract the effect of jerks caused by the uneven-

ness of the track.

In case the current is sutldenly thrown ofTthe motor, the

3'

position. This seemingly difficult task is made simple by
the use of movable standards instead of fixed poles.

The platform of the standard, about 3 by S feet in size, is

ballasted by rocks to keep it fixed in the required position.

When it is desired to move the lights, the rock ballast

being dumped from the platforms, they are easily carried

to the new position, the slack wire which has been coiled,

being let out to the requisite length. The lights, which
are in use at only one of the blasting pits, are giving

l-n;. 2. .Mu.NKATH I'EVOLD SYSTEM OF ROl'B TRANS-
MISSION FOR ELECTRIC CAR TRTCKS.

eminent satisfaction. An interesting fact is brought out,

from the comparison of the average work per man during

the day and night. From the figures given by the fore-

man it seems that the company employs about 4S0 men
and the works have a capacity of 120 carloads per day,

while 90 men are employed at night the works having a

capacity of 30 carloads. From these figures it would

seem that three night workers can do the work of four

day workers; in other words, the capacity of the night

worker is one-third greater than that of the day worker.

MG. 3. MONRATH UEVOLD SYSTEM OF RoPE

momentum of the armature will be strong enough to pre-

vent the springs from turning the armature back. It is

claimed also that the springs and the rope, which are the

only part of the transmission apparatus that will wear out,

will easily outlast the best gear-wheel, and the quick way

of replacing either is superior to the old system. The
spring arrangement, as will be understood, may be adapted

for gearless motors as a means of connecting the armature

with the wheel shaft.

TRANSMISSION FOR ELECTRIC CAR TRUCKS.

Reasons for this may be attributed to the greater freedom

and ease of the night worker owing to more space and a

much cooler atmosphere. No doubt many large concerns

would find it to their advantage to follow the example of

Dolese & Shepard.

The Marquette City and Presque Isie Railway company,

which is operating the Thomson-Houston system, has

recently been put in operation. This line comprises three

Quarrying at Night by Electric Light.

At Hawthorne, about seven miles from the Union depot,

Chicago, on the C, 15. ^: '^. railroad, the visitorwill find an

FIG. 4. MONRATH-DEVOLD SYSTEM OF ROPE

cross bars of the truck. The rope tightener is furnished

with a spring s and double adjusting nuts '/. A sheet

iron cover r made in two parts surrounds both the pul-

leys and the rope tightener, leaving the adjusting nut free

and easily accessible in case the rope needs tightening.

It is claimed for this combination transmission tliat the

power transmitted by the rope with a double turn on the

pulleys only amounts to 1-5 of the total power transmitted,

and that the friction between the flanges of the pulley

produced by the pull of the rope is sufiicicnt to transmit

the remaining 4-5 of the power, consequently the size of-

the rope can be proportionally very small. It is asserted

TRANSMISSION FOR ELECTRIC CAR TRUCKS.

industry which constitutes a good-sized village in itself. This

is the large stone-quarrying plant of Dolese & Shepard.

Hitherto ihe firm has given employment to some 480 men,

turning out about 120 carloads of finished material each

day. But within the last two weeks the feature of working

by night has been introduced. A Thomson- Houston dy-

namo of 12,500 watts capacity has been installed. This

dynamo supplies twenty-six 2,000 candle power, double-

carbon lamps, The lamps are hung from a pivoted aim
so that they can be swung in ary direction desired.

Further than this, at every blast the enlargement of the

circular pit necessitates the removal of the lights to r new

Fir.. 5. MONR.VIH-PEVOLD SYSTEM OF ROPE TRANS-
MISSION FOR ELECTRIC CAR TRUCKS.

miles of track and is at present operating three motor cars.

This is the first road in Michigan equipped by the Thom-
son-Houston Electric company, and if its first day's opera-

tion is any criterion for what is to follow, it will be emi-

nently successful.
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Electric Light Plant in the Land of the

Midnight Sun.

The Western Electrician has already referred to the

electric light station at Hammersfest in Norway, the most

northern city of the world, where, during the long winter

night, the sun never rises above the horizon for many days.

The accompanying illustrations are views of the barren but

picturesque surroundings of the plant.

It is the Thomson-Houston system which has the credit

of being installed nearest the north pole. The equipment

consists of two radial turbines with horizontal shafts, placed

about one mile from the city, at a waterfall of great volume.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT IN LIIE lANI' OF THE MID-
NIGHT SUN.

One of thise turbines is directly connected to a Thom-

son-Houston arc dynamo furnishing current to eighteen

7 ampere arc lamps. The lamps are supported on poles very

substantially set so as to resist the damaging hurricanes

which prevail in this region during the winter. The second

and larger turbine,which was recently put in, is intended to

drive a 600 light, 16 candle-power alternating current

Thomson-Houston incandescent dynamo. This machine

is to furnish current for lighting residences and the public

buildings. The plant is owned by the city, and the arc

lamps which have been in operation during the last winter

have, it is stated, given satisfaction.

One of the cuts shows. the power house and the otberone

of the arc lamps ser\'ing as a light for the harbor. The illus-

trations are reproduced from Elektrotechuischc Zciischrift.

and Chatham. For laying such telegraph lines to accom-

pany cavalry, a light cable is made use of. As will be

seen froni the accompanying sketch the cable is carried on

reels on a wheeled cart. It can be laid, it is stated, at the

rate of six to seven miles an hour. The Telegraph Bat-

talion of the Royal Engineers comprises two divisions.

One is employed in time of peace under the postofftce in

the construction and maintenance of postal lines; the

other, stationed at Aidershot, is equipped with field tele-

graph material. The cut is frc-m the London Daily

Graphic.

The incancescent Lair p Suit Decided in

Favor of Edison.

The suit of the Edison Electric Light company against

the United States Electric Light company in the United

States circuit court, is reported as we go to press to have

been decided in favor of Edison. According to F. S.

Hasting, secretary of the Edison General Electric com-

pany and the Edison Electric Light company of New
York, the decision was handed down by Judge Wallace on

the morning of July 14. As is well known this suit was

based on what Edison claimed was his fundamental patent

on a filament of high resistance The court orders an in-

junction restraining the United States Electric Light com-

pany from making any more incandescent lamps. The

court also orders an accounting for the purpose of ascer-

taining the profit on all lamps which the defendant com-

pany has heretofore made and sold.

Laying a Military Field Telegraph Line.

The first division of the Royal Engineers, Telegraph Bat-

talion, now encamped at Chevening, close to Lord Stan-

Interesting Plant at Weehawken.

The members of the New York Electrical society after

the annual meeting last week accepted an invitation to

visit Weehawken and inspect the plant of the Palisades

Amusement company. They found much to interest and
entertain them.
The visitors found that electric lighting had not

been altogether neglected. There are 150 arc lamps

scattered about the grounds.

The station in which the plant is erected is a two story

frame building which stands in a hollow in the rear of the

ground back of the grand stand. It is conveniently

arranged for water supply and also for receiving fuel from

the main road by means of two chutes delivering direct

into the boiler room.
The second story of the station is equipped as a store

room and repair shop, with a testing room (or lamps.

There are three Thomson- Houston arc dynamos, each

having a capacity of 53 lamps. The lights are arranged

on three circuits.

Number i circuit controls every other light on the

grand stand, in the buildings on the bluff fronting the river

at the back of the stage, the lights at all the entrances, a

LAVING A MILITARY FIKLh TELKflftAlir f INK.

hope's Park, EngUnd, as a .summer exercise is engaged in

njr.ning a military telegraph field line from Aidershot to

Chatham. Along the whole of the line the wire is sup-

ported 00 light fir and bamboo poles. The work has been

carried out with unusual celerity. From Aidershot lo

ChereniDg, a distance of fifty miles, the line was erected in

a day and a quarter, or under thirty hours, the detach-

ments employed having worked or marched all night.

This is, it 13 said, the greatest length of telegraph line ever

laid vnthm so short a time. The result cannot fail to be

nseful, for by the new tine commuDication is now estab-

lished both by telegraph and telephone between Aidershot

few of the lights about the ground and the lights in the

lowers of the restaurant building.

Number 2 circuit takes in the intermediate lamps and a

portion of the lights on the stage,

Number % circuit is woven in and out of circuits num-
bers I and 2, so that in case of accident to a machine or

circuit there will be no part of the ground which will be in

darkness, and all Important points where crowds
gather arc covered by the lights of the several circuits.

The lights at the entrances to the grand stand have
colored globes upon them to indicite the passages and the

lights on the bluff and lowers of the restaurant building

arc colored, producing a beautiful effect from the river.

There is also installed one Thomson-Houston incandes-

cent dynamo of 700 iG candle power capacity. This sup-
plies the incandescent lamps under the grand stand, in the
castle, in the restaurant building, the offices, ladies'

reception building, the orchestra and dressing rooms
under the stage. The dynamo is of the low
tension, direct current type, with automatic regu
lation, being compound wound. The total num

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT IK THE LAND OF THE MID-
NIGHT SUN.

ber of lamps already arranged for is 628. It is pro-

posed to change a number of the 16 to 10 candle power
lamps to enable a further increase of the present plant.

The engines are of the Mcintosh & Seymour auto-

matic type. < )ne is rated at 60 horse power and drives two
arc dynamos; the other is rated at 90 horse power.

There are two 80 horse pow er single return

tubular boilers, working at a pressure of 90 horse power
per square inch, and tested to 160 pounds water pressure.

The boilers are furnished with heavy cast iron fronts.

The engines and boilers, and in fact the whole steam
equipment, was installed by Pierce &, Thomas of

42 Cortlandt street; New York.

There is one ^'xafx^ inch Worthington & Knowles
duple.x boiler feed pump with ample capacity to feed the

two boilers, and an injector.

There is one number 1 1 brass coil feed water tower
having by-paths arranged to cut the same out in case of

necessity.

The electric lighting plant, which is large enough for a
town, was installed by the Thomson-Houston Electric

company under the superintendence of its representative,

Ered. A. Bowman, and the entire work was supervised by
W. J. Hammer, consulting and supervising electrical

engineer, who was retained as expert by the Palisades

Amusement company.

A Simple Indicator.
The accompanying cut represents an indicating device

which, though very simple in construction, may prove of

_^'v-vaM.
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A SIMPLE INDICATOR.

value in many instances. By means of a small mirror

secured horizontally to the central pivot of an ammeter,

the light of a lamp placed directly over it, is reflected on

the ceiling, where numbers corrrcsponding to those on

the scale of the instrument are arranged. 'I'hus the in-

strument, although inconveniently situated, may be read

from any part of the room. The reflector must be se-

cured in such a way as not to alter the balance, otherwise it

may easily become a source of error. If the center of

gravity of the rellcctor is exactly in line with the center of

the pivots of the ammeter, as shown in (he cut, the accuracy

of the ammeter will not be practically affected.

The arrangement maybe fitted to any electrical instru-

ment, though of course it would have to be arranged to

suit the speciiil design of the instrument upon which it is

to be used. This apparatus was devised and put into

practice by Ered* W, Salmon,
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Sample's Battery Cell.

The cut illustrates an improved battery ceil designed

especially for use in connection with portable induction

coil outfits. The cell is circular in form, and is made of

vulcanized rubber. The valuable feature of the arrange-

ment, as will be readily appreciated after a glance at the

The telephone itself embodies two simple ideas. These

are the employment of a soft iron armature placed directly

between the poles of the magnet, thus using two poles,

and together with this two vibrating diaphragms—one be-

tween each pole and the core—and the method of taking the

sound of the vibration from inside the diaphragm box in-

stead of outside, as is now usually done. This latter arrange-

ment in itself gives a greater volume of sound, it is claimed,

by reason both of the greater activity of the magnetization

and also from the additional magnetic variations that goon
in the core—effects that have been already noticed, but not

used. V>y combining these ideas and using two diaphragms

the telephone receiver, it is asserted, is rendered far more

sensitive, and its sound very much louder and more distinct.

The construction of the instrument can be seen in the

detail drawings. The core of soft iron, laminated both

end and lengthwise, is mounted on an insulating reel, and

wound with wire. It is then mounted into a solid block

of ebonite, having a ring turned out, as usual, to grip the

metal diaphragm. On either side is a pole-piece, the two

forming the poles of the magnet, each nearly touching the

diaphragm. The magnet itself is placed outside the

whole, its poles inclosing the diaphragms in a strong mag-

netic field. From the inside surface of the two diaphragms

three small holes are led up each side to the mouthpiece

of the telephone. This mouthpiece has a small cone, as

shown, to lead and concentrate the sound into the ear.

One curious claim made for the Collier telephone is the

statement that the difficulty with the telephones in India^

that the natives of one caste will not use an instrument

connected with another placed against the ear of a native

of another caste—is now obviated, as it is not necessary to

place the telephone close to the ear in order to hear speech-

SAMPLE S UATTERY CELL.

cut, is the roller like form of the cell. By this construc-

tion a battery is provided in which one simple movement

of the cell in its receptacle is all that is necessary to im-

merse the elements in the liquid. The battery is the in-

vention of H. C. Sample of Ravenswood, III.

V^^i^W-^:^
collier's AUDIULE lELIil'MONE.

now living in London, where a company has been formed

to exploit his invention.

The claim made for this telephone is that the sensitive-

ness of the receiver is increased to such an extent that the

sound from it during an ordinary conversation is almost

sufficient to fill a small room. Indeed, it is asserted that,

compared with the efficiency of an ordinary Hell receiver,

the sound from the Collier is as a person shouting, to a

whisper.

electric drill did more work than the air drills. It was in

consequence of this evidcn* superiority of the electric drill

that the mine owners were induced to substitute it for the

air drill.

Growth of Electric Light Plants Operated
by Gas Companies.

A significant indication of the tendency of the times is

the increase in the number of gas companies operating
electric plants. Pro:^)cisive //;v in its last issue presented

Electric Percussion Drills at LastChance
Mine, Idaho

In the accompanying cut is illustrated an electric percus-

sion drill manufactured by the Edison General Electric

COLLIER S AUDIBLE TELEPHONE.

a Statement of the rate of increase since October i, i88S.

At that time there were 153 companies operating i-,S34

arc lights of thirteen different systems. In Brown's
' Directory of American Gas Companies" for 1SS9 another

list was given, which showed that the number of companies

which had added electric light plants to their works had

almost doubled. The table demonstrated that 266 com-
panies were operating a total of 21.313 arc lights and
55,8go incandescents, while the number of systems em
ployed was 2i. From the same authority it is found that

the following year the number of companies steadily

increased, 3S companies having added plants while

two more systems were represented; the total was

304 companies, operating 23 systems, comprising 31,-

55S arc lights and 132,771 incandescents. Again, taking

Brown's Directory for 1891, which has just been published.

Collier's Audible Telephone.
If the statements in the London J.U ctrical Eiv^iitei-r,

from which the accompanying cuts are taken, are coirect,

the new Australian telephone illustrated herewith marks a

distinct step in advance in the science of telephony. It is

the invention of Rev. Arthur T. Collier, a Congregational

minister residing in Australia who became greatly inter-

ested in electrical and mechanical work. Mr. Collier is

ELECTRIC I'KRCUSSION DRILL,

company, and installed at Last Chance Mine, Idaho.

Formerly air drills were used at this mine, but the superior-

ity of the electric drill was so manifest when trial was

made that the air drills wire discarded for those of the

type illustrated. It is icported that two air drills at this

mine required live cords of wood for 24 hours, white four

electric drills used only one and one-half cords, yet each

LAST CHANCE MINE, IDAHO.

it will be seen that there has been no cessation to the adop-
tion of plants by the gas companies, as the number has
been increased to 317, while the number of systems opera-

ted is 24. A total of 42,922 arc lighis and 221.41 1 incan-

descents are in use. It will thus be seen that in three

years the number of arc lights operated has more than
doubled, while nearly four times as many incandescents
are employed as in iSSS.
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The electric railway will be utilized for mail service at

Minneapolis and St. Paul after August ist. The local

postofficc fluihoritiea have been nolificd that the plan has

been approved and the intcrorban electric line has been de-

clared a postal route. Twelve cara will carry mail boxes

at the start and psstal trains run every thirty ninutes.

Manaoeki^ of electric railways throughout the country

had reason to rejoice on the National holiday. An in-

stance is cited in our F'iltsburg letter. One electric rail-

way company carried 70,000 passengers, another 60,000

and a third about 30,000. This is certainly an e?:cellcnt

showing and the people of Pittsburg are to bc.congratu-
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lated upon the excellent street car service these figures

prove the local companies give. Surely there is good

cause for the popularity of electric railways.

The endis not yet. Another novel application of the

electric current has been devised. For over a year the

"dear public" has read with morbid delight the tales of

electricity's terrible dangers with which the daily press h;:is

seen fit to regale us. The accounts of the recent secret

e.xperiments at Sing Sing can aho be referred to as being

haidiy conducive to a timid mortal's peace of mind. It is

with a sense of relief, then, that we present to the readers

of the Western ELECXklctAN a description of an invention

"deadly'' perhaps in a sense, but nevertheless, parado.xical

as it may seem, one which some might consider a boon.

It has been the lot of a Kansas man to do the work. Call-

ing electricity to his aid, he enters death's habitation and

long suffering humanity is given its last chance lo

regain the foothold seemingly lost forever. The field for

this device, we think the reader will concede, is a large one,

but it may be presumed that the inventor will meet with

some difficulty in obtaining wiremen.

Canada seems to be awakening to the importance of

pushing ahead electrical enterprises. The leading feature

of the Internationa] exposition this year at St. John, N.

P>
, wilt be the electrical display. Elaborate preparations

are being made for the event, and th° leading electrical

companies of this country have been invited to make dis-

plays. The exposition last year stimulated the local elec

Irical interests and it is promised that visitors this year

will iind that the city has profited by the experience gained

at the last exhibition. Electric lighting is making rapid

strides in the Dominion and electric railways are beginning

to loom up. At Quebec recently the mining engineers

gave a large portion of their time to the application of

electricity to mining, and good results are anticipated.

Already there are signs of increased interest in this de-

partment. The convention at Montreal will no doubt do

much to promote the interests of the electrical industries

of the Dominion, as it will attract the representatives of all

departments of electricil activity in this country.

The Western Electrician does not aspire to be con-

sidered as an expert in matters pertaining to electrical exe-

cutions. Neither does it desire to harrow the feelings and

excite the disgust of its readers by recouiting again and

again the story of the recent secret proceedings at Sing

Sing. It cannot forbear, though, to call attention to what

is considered a most flagrant instance of neglect on the

part of the alleged experts in charge of the inquisitorial

proceedings. Those who have carefully perused the

accounts of the executions cannot, we think, fail to be

struck with the fact that the victims were burned. As we
said above, we would prefer to say no more about "smoking

electrodes," "burnt Hesh," etc., but it does seem singular

that the "scientific ' gentlemen in charge could not have

devised an electrode which would carry the current and re-

main moist for. say. less than a minute. One would think,

judging from the information obtainable, that a bright

schoolboy well up in physics might be able to construct

such an electrode. We must decline to do more than

point out what seems an unpardonable instance of neglect

.

or perhaps ignorance. If we are to have electrocution; if

the public, in its usual state of blissful blindness to all

things whfch do notaffect the majority, sees (it to subject

criminals to the experiments of men proficient, perhaps,

in all else except this particular work—in the name of hu-

manity let an electrical engineer be consulted, and an clfi-

cient method of making contact be devised,

As time goes on the justice of the strenuous opposition

made to the electrical building of the World's Colimibian

ICxposition on account of insuHicient size becomes more

and more apparent. Chief Barrett already sees clearly,

from the applications now in hand, that the space at his

dispo.sal will be entirely inadequate to the demand made

upon it, and is cudgeling his brains to devise an equitable

arrangement whereby all exhibitors desiring to make dis-

plays in the electrical building can, in some measure, be

accommodated. This will be a difficult tank, and it is, to

say the Iea.st, a great pity that the stupidity and stubborn-

ness of the Construction Department, after the defect had

been pointed out, made such a parsimony of space neces-

sary. The members of the electrical fraternity have all

along regarded the exposition with the greatest friendliness

and enthusiasm, intending to make their department com-

plclely representative of the very conspicuous position now

occupied by electricity in so many avenues of human en-

deavor; but here is their ardor dampened at the outset.

Their legitimate dr>mands have been sacrificed to the arbi-
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trary decree of the architect placed at the head of the De-

partment of Construction- This is perhaps a threshing of

old straw, and undoubtedly the plans for the structure can

not now be changed, operations having been begun for the

construction of the building. But is it too late to provide

for an electrical annex? The objection will at once be

made that the arrangement of the grounds is such that no

unoccupied space is left contiguous to the building now
contracted for. But why cannot this design be slightly

modified? For instance, what is to prevent a portion of

the ground north of the site of the electrical building, now
set aside for the "wooded island," being used as the site

of an additional building? This annex could be on the

north side of the lagoon, connected with the main building

by a suitable bridge, or the course of the waterway could

be changed so as to permit of the erection of the building

immediately adjacent to the present site. The "island" is

to be devoted entirely lo purposes of recreation, and it

would seem as though from its acres of extent enough

space could be spared for the necessary building. It seems

incredible that some provision of this sort could not be

made if the Construction Department went at the matter in

earnest. We commend the suggestion to the exposition

authorities, assuring them that while the electrical people

will make an important and attractive exhibit in any event,

their enthusiasm and efforts will be vastly increased if an

honest endeavor is made to make amends for the affront

put upon them.

EfUiR men were executed at Sing Sing, New \'ork, by

electricity July 7. The details of the proceeding have been

shrouded in mystery, owing to the action of the warden of

the prison, who pledged the witnesses to secrecy. There is

a strong probability, however, that the veil will be re-

moved, and the public informed of what took place in the

execution room. It will be remembered that the Kemm-
ler execution was so badly managed that some of the wit-

nesses were overcome by the revolting spectacle. Public

indignation was freely expressed through the newspapers,

and there was a strong demand for the repeal of the law.

The warden at Sing Sing, evidently fearing a repetition of

the scenes at Auburn, took advantage of an unconstitu-

tional provision of the law, and selected a jury of persons

who were interested in promoting a favorable opinion of

the new method. Not content with this, he required each

of the witnesses to pledge themselves under oath not to

tell anything that was unfavorable about the proceedings.

Furthermore, armed guards were stationed about the walls

of the prison to prevent newspaper reporters from gaining

any information. Despite these precautions the outlook

for a complete exposure of the proceedings is promising.

The body of one of the murderers, Harris A. Smiler, was

demanded by his wife, and taken to New York for burial.

There an examination proved that the body had been

burned, and further investigation showed that the doctors

had not made a complete autopsy.

This proved sufficient to arouse public indignation, and

the daily papers severely criticized all connected with the

execution. In their defense the statement was made that

after ''instantaneous death" the current was again turned

on "for the purpose of stopping the muscular action of the

heart and lungs."

It was this admission that gave the opponents of the law

the desired opportunity. Roger M. Sherman, an eminent

New York attorney, who was interested in the proceedings

to prevent the adoption of electricity as a means of capital

punishment, called upon the coroner to make an investi-

gation. I le pointed out that the law had been violated

according to the statement of the witnesses. "The repe-

tition of the current upon any pretence," he says, "is in

direct conltict with the statute, which requires that it shall

be continued until death." Mr. Sherman insists that it is

the duty of the coroner to make a thorough investigation

of the affair, and require a full statement under oath from

every witness of the executions. It is evident, accord-

ing to his interpretation of the law, that if SmIIer was

killed in defiance of the statute; if, in other words, the

plain prescription of the statute requiring a continued cur-

rent was found inadequate, and was supplemented by re-

peated shocks, the death was not lawfully iuilictcd,

The ,'tction of the warden in attempting to prevent dis-

closures has had another effect. The press of the state

condemns the secrecy, and most of the influential papers

have pledged themselves to support no candidate for the

legislature at the next election who will not pledge him-

self to work and vote for the repeal of the provision pro

hibitijig the publication of details of executions,

Thus the mailer stands. The mystery attending these

executions has had the effect of raising grave doubts in the

public mind as to the wisdom of the change in the mode

of execution, and a repeal of the objectionable statute would

not be surprising.
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Cuadros' Apparatus for Automatically-
Regulating the Firing of Ordnance

on Ships.

In firing ordnance on board ship precision is very diffi-

cult to accomplish on account of the instability of the

vessel. The least shifting of the center of gravity results

FIC. I. CUADROS APPARATUS FOR AUTOMATICALLY REGU-

LATING THE FIRING OF ORDNANCE ON SHIPS.

in a modification of the angle of firing, and in conseL|uencc

few projectiles are discharged ex:.ctly as desired. The cuts

illustrate an arrangement devised by M. J. Cuadros of

Liege, Belgium, for the purpose of overcoming the objec-

tion referred to by providing means whereby the gun is

discharged when it is in the delermineJ angle for

firing.

Aq inspection of Fig. r will enable the reader to under-

Ĥ&

-cn XZL
FIG. 2. CUADROS APPARATUS FOR AUTOMATICALLY REGU-

LATING THE FIRING OF ORDNANCE ON SHIPS.

Stand the coastruction and operation of Mr. ("uadros'

mechanism.

^ is a pendulum suspended below the deck through the

medium of a universal joint. An upright post /' is rigidly

fixed to a part of the vessel, and its upper end is provided

with a boxing and bracket, to which latter is pivoted, as at

/>, a lever C. This lever is connected at one extremity

with a vertical rod /»' and at its opposite end with a contact

pin A. The contact pin is movable vertically through the

top plate of the boxing ami is connected with one pole of

an electric battery. The pendulum .1 is connected with
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the other poU- of the Italtery, which in practice is arranged

to fire the gun when a contact is made between the pendu-

lum and pin. 'Che rod />' extends up through the deck of

the vessel and is attached at the upper end to a handle as

indicated.

The operation of the rigging may now be explained. The
post and its contact pin /^necessarily follow all the move-

ments of the vessel, and when the vessel is in its normal

position the contact pin is directly under the tip of the

(lendulum. If at this instant the circuit is closed, by raising

the pin by a movement of handle // the gun is fired at the

precise moment when it is at the desired angle of tiring. It

will be obvious that when the vessel is in its normal position

the axis of the gun will be in the determined angle for

firing, but in all other positions of the boat ihe angle

chosen for firing is changed, and although the pendulum

remains perpendicular it does not come in contact with the

pin /'"unless the latter be raised.

l'"ig. 2 shows the device in position on a vessel-

Thom son's Method of Securing Metal
Bands on Wooden and Other

Articles.

In applying metal hoops to pails, kegs and similar art

cles, the usual practice has been to weld the ends of the

band to form the ring,and to slip it when completed on the

article.

I'rof, Thomson's improvement consists in applying the

band and welding it after it is in place on the article.

The cut shows a pail having three grooves into which the

bands are to be welded. In the figure to the right the

hoops are shown in place and welded.

The apparatus for welding is of the construction indi-

cated below. A and B are two curved pieces of metal

THOMSON S METHOD OF SECURING METAL BANDS ON

WOODEN AND OTHER ARTICLES.

adapted to encircle the band and hold it in place upon the

object during the welding operation. These two pieces

are hinged as shown, and are insulated from one another

at that point as indicated. The pieces carry the electrodes,

which are simply two blocks of metal adapted to bear up-

on the ends of the band after it is in place. The blocks

themselves are connected with the generator. The two

curved pieces are lined with insulating material to avoid

electrical contact with the band, excepting at the elec-

trodes.

By this method of welding the band may be seated in a

groove so that it cannot possibly fall off. This method is

of especial value in the case of pails, barrels, or such arti-

cles which often fall to pieces owing to shrinkage, which

lets the retaining band drop ofT. It is also of evident im-

portance in the case of tool handles, such as the handles of

chisels or similar instruments which require a retaining

band, in order that splitting of the wood 'of the handle

may be prevented.

New C. &. C. Fan Motor.
The great increase in street railway and other power cir-

cuits of a pressure of 500 volts has recently led to a demand
for small motors and fan outfits adapted to this voltage.

The problem of designing a }a or ^ horse power

motor for so high a voltage has many factors that do not

occur in building larger machines, while some of the main

objects to be attained in large machines assume a very

different aspect in these smaller sizes. The motor here-

with illustrated was designed for 500 volt circuits by K V.

I lenshaw of the C. .S; C. l-^lectric Motor company, New
\'ork.

The field magnet is semi-ironclad, being formed of two

castings joined at one cntl and held by a single boh, while

3S

the opposite projecting ends form the poles. The lower

castinjj has a cylindrical core over which the single field

coil is slipped. This core is cast hollow and ihc shaft

passes through it. having bearings at each end. As will

be seen, this arrangement allows a relatively large diame-

ter of armature without increasing the size of the machine

greatly. The armature is of the ring type- supported on
the shaft by three arms. The whole front of the arma-

ture is covered by a rubber disk, against which the commu-

NEW C. -V C. IAN .MOTOR.

later is fastened. This disk serves to keep the frail con-

necting wires in place and also as a protection to the arma-

ture. The brush-holders carry two or more round carbons

of st;indard size, which can be replaced by simply turning

the holder around, putting in new pieces, and turning

back. Both field and armature coils are wound separately

on a lathe. With duplicate sets of armatures ard field

bobbins of the proper winding it is but the work of a few

minutes to change these machines from one voltage to

another, which is sometimes convenient.

The % horse power motors are finished with bearings

requiring very little oil, while the larger motors have self

oiling bearings.

The C. A: C. Electric Motor company of New York is

introducing these machines.

An Electrical Grave-Annunciator.
Electricity has been applied to so many things that we

are prepared for almost any use of it, no matter how strange.

An Illinois man has patented an electrical tooth extractor;

a New York man advertises an electrical pad as a uni-

versal panacea; but it has remained for a Kansas man to

AN ELECTRICAL GRAVK-AXM'XCIAIOR,

apply it in a device which can literally "raise a nun from

the grave."

The accompanying cut will show at a glance the pur-

pose and working of the appliance. Supposing the corpse

to be a live one. to use a paradoxical phrase, its tirst action

would naturally be to move the hand. As can be readily

seen, its first movement will close the circuit And give the

signal at the annunciator above. The inventor of this new
life-preserver, or life detector, is William II. White of

Topeka. Kan.
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The Mayo System.
The Rockford Electric Works have just completed a

new dynamo and motor, the invention of Geo. A. Mayo,

the electrician of the company. The dynamo is compound

wound, and it is claimed that perfect regulation has been

reached, and that no rheostat or resistances of any kind are

used.

The new motor has a cast iron shell entirely inclosing

and a blessed peace fell on the little meeting-house. Fara-

day Mr. Sims remembers best as an elder, though he often

met him at the elder Mr. Sims' house at Peckham. He
had a very winning way with children, and they all liked

him. The Sandemanians liked him very much as a man,
but they preferred the butcher as a preacher, and they

considered it a terrible thing for a good man to devote him-
self to such doubtful subjects as electricity, instead of read-

ing the Bible and being satisfied with things as they

were.

^^S
THE MAVO SYSTEM.—IRONCLAD MOTOR.

the field mai;nets and armature to prevent mignetic leak-

age, making it possible, it is claimed to use all the lines of

force. These motors are to be known as the ''iron clad"

and are made in size from one-half to sixty horse power.

They are provided with self-feeding carbon brushes, self

oiling bDxes, and other novel details that will undoubtedly

materially assist in their introduction.

A specialty is being made of isolated plants, several now

being under contract. The Chicago Tril'uiic is using three

motors of this pattern, one of 40 horse power and two of

'5 each.

New Line Tools.

The tools shown herewith are manufactured by Mathias

Klein .i Son, S7 and S9 \V. Van Euren street, Chicago. The

Havens patent steel eccentric clamp is specially

adapted for use on iron wire and is made in two

sizes for light and heavy work. The Klein

clamp is designed for stretching hard drawn

copper wire, the wire being held between two

flat brass jaws which open and close auto-

matically. The jaws have a long flat grip, and

it is claimed will hold the wire without the least

danger of bruising or kinking. The steel tie

wrench is also designed for use on hard drawn

copper wire and has been adopted by the West-

em Union to the exclusion of all olher tools of

this class. The loops or ears are put in so that

a tie can be made close to the insulator, and

t is claimed the wrench is specially suited to

this purpose, or in making splices. The tools have just

been brought out and are made of the best steel.

Proposed Electric Road from Jersey City
to Newark.

Gradually electric lines are spreadin^^ in the environs of

New York, and in time they can be relied upon to dissi-

pate the distorted and senseless idea

now seeming to pervade the minds
of the people of that city in rela

tion to electric traction. Newark
has two electric railroads, which
have been in operation nearly a

year, Jersey City has another,

which in the short time it has
been running has demonstrated
its practicability. Now there is a

scheme on foot to join JerseyCity's road with those in New-
ark, and to run electric cars from the ferry to Irvington and
Orange. The route laid down is the old plank road, which
belongs to the Pennsylvania railroad. It is proposed to lay

tracks out through Marion and acioss the meadows through
about three and a half miles of waste land, from which no
profitable traffic can be expected for many years. At each
end of the projected line there is a large population, and
it is believed that the road will pay well from the start.

C B. Thurston of Jersey City, president of the Newark
Plank Road company, one of the few toll roads still exist-

ing in the vicinity of New York, and also president of the

Jersey City and Bergen railway, says that the electric rail-

road project is to go through. It is proposed to lay tracks

upon each side of the plank roadway, with an overhead
trolley construction. In the cities the cars can run at ten
or twelve miles an hour, and across ihe meadows the

speed may be accelerated to twenty-five or thirty miles
without danger. The fare will probably be =, cents any-

of New York. It is assumed that the provision of the law
prohibiting the publishing of details of the execution is un-
constitutional, and the daily papers, as a matter of course,
are prepared to fight it. The Sun has led the way by an-
nouncing its intention of supporting only such candidates
for the legislature who will pledge themselves to repeal
the obnoxious law. This opposition is not confined to
the metropolis, but is pretty generally echoed throughout
the' state. A very sensible review of the situation ap-
peared in the Rochester Post-E.rprcss the day of the
execution. It is herewith appended;
"The law for electric execution was passed because the

public conscience revolted from the brutality of hanging.
It was passed on the theory that killing by electricity would
be quick, certain, painless, and unsensational. If it does
not serve the purpose for which it was passed it should be

Faraday's Religious Life.

Some curious reminiscences of l-araday are given in the
kcHree, an English publication, by G. R. Sims It seems
that the present Mr. Sims and his father knew the emi-

nent scientist in a peculiar way. They were of the per-

suasion known as Sandemanian. and worshiped in a little

court oiT Aldersgate street. The Sandemanians were

Bible Christians, and their faith was simple and primitive

in the e.xtreme Michael Faraday was an elder of this

chapel, with a butcher, a gasfitter and a iinendraper- In

NEW LINE TOOLS.—STEEL ECCENTRIC CLAMP.

where in Hudson county and lo cents to any part of

Newark or its suburbs, including ferry tolls. The present
rate of fare on any of the steam roads is 15 cents

straight, or 25 cents for an excursion ticket, with monthly
ticket rates of 10 cents. The scheme involves the con-

solidation of the interests of four corporations.

TMR MAVO ;,V ii.W.—Nh ; OK IS/iLATKI* H,ANTS.

I S56 Faraday, on his own confession, was "put away"
from them bccaase his scientific researches had unsettled

his belief. The gasfitter and butcher were shocked ,ind

Mcrn, They all prayed for him, asking that light might be
5eni to his darkened brain The prayers were answered.
After a reparation of some months the great Michael
Faraday—the man -whom all the world delighted to honor

—

came Lack one day to the little meeting h6u.%e in I'aul's al-

ley, and ^'.anding up before the little congregation—the
Saodernanians were a very small bo'Iy—made full confes-

sion of his error with tears in his G.yc^. Kveryonc wept,

The Electrical Executions.

The e,\ecution of four murderers at Sing Sing last week
under the electrical execution law was announced in the

Western Electrician, but as the executions took place

too late for an extended notice only a brief statement
of the fact was made. Although the witnesses were
sworn to secresy, some facts have become known which in-

dicate that the horrors of the Kemmler tragedy were not

entirely absent from the execution at Sing Sing last week.
It was at first announced that the executions had been em-
inently satisfactory, and that there had been no hitch in

the proceedings, but when the body of Smiler reached
New York it was found that the face had been burned, and
the undertaker added that the calf of the leg on which the
electrode was bound showed plainly that it too had been
burned. According to the press dispatches, "The eyes
were sunken so far into their sockets as to cause many of

those who saw them to exclaim that they had been burned
out. When the tightly closed

lids were niised the burned Hcsh
was displaced. On each check
there was a large blister. The
hair and mjstachc had been
carefully trimmed where they
had been singed."

Drs, Ward and McDonald,
who witnessed the execution,

at first stated that everything
had passed off satisfactorily,

but when the statement con-
cerning the burning of Smiler's

body was shown them they did

not deny it. Furthermore,
they admitted that the current was turned on twice, and
that in one instance the electrodes burned out and the llcsh

of the victim was to;isted.

One of the clergymen who attended the murderers is

rjuoicd ;is saying thai when the whole story was disclo.scd

it would be found that all of the men were burned.

The fact that the warden undertook to withhold all de-

tails of the execution from the new.spapcrs, and that in

order to do this he stationed armed guards about the prison

walls^ is unfavorably commented upon by the daily papers

NEW LINE TOOLS—STEEL TIE WRENCH.

repealed. The provision as to secresy, if carried out,
would prevent the public from ever learning the actual
facts; and leaving the public conscience, which is the ulti-

mate sanction for the law, unenlightened.
"We know that the first electric execution was a

horror; those that took place yesterday may have been
worse or better. The presumption to be drawn from
secresy is that there was something dishonorable or horrible
to hide.

"It has been our opinion steadily that the people of the
state of New York ought to know that their condemned
murderers are actually executed, and ought to know how
they are executed. Otherwise the people of the state of
New York have no right to provide for the trial and con-
viction of murderers. We cannot put aside an iota of re-

sponsibility in this awful business of avenging a human
life. We cannot turn over a criminal lo star-chamber pro-
cesses and to the secret manipulations of professional char-
latans.

"We argued last year for the amendment of
this electric execution law. We say now that no
man should be chosen to the legislature who is

rot ready to move for its amendment. It bears
on t^ e face of it an insult to the press and a
menace to free discussion; and no newspaper
of either party should consent to support a can-
didate who means to defend it.

"It must be always, as it stands, a source of

suspicion and sensationalism at least, and may
be the source of worse things.

"In the meanwhile the people of the state of

New York remain in beautiful uncertainty as to

whether they are to consider themselves as phil-

anthropists or brutes—with the strong probabili-

ties in favor of the brutality horn of the

dilemma.

"Suspii;ion and sensationalism have full swing;

and an old-fashioned hanging begins to seem like a
steady-going and reposeful pastime.''

There is a strong probability that some of the witnesses

of the Sing Sing prison tragedy will be put in an embar-
rassing position in regard to their promises to Warden
Brown not lo reveal the details of the tragedy. Coroner
Levy, upon reading Roger M. Sherman's letter on the le-

gal questions involved declared his belief in its statements

and his intention to follow the course they suggested. The
grounds given in the letter for a coroner's intervention

were allegations that the law was violated by a repetition

of the electric shocks, and that it was the duty of a New
York coroner to hold an inquest on the death of Smiler, he
having been buried in New York county. "This is what
I propose to do," said Coroner Levy, "and I shall sub-

p(ina all those who saw the execution and over whom I

have jurisdiction. They will be made to tell the things

that went on in that death room to a jury who will know
the difference between reflex action and respiration—a jury

of prominent and intelligent citizens."

If the coroner can carry out his plan, the facts in re-

gard to the execution will be brought out under oath, and,
under the absurd provisions of the law as it stands, no
newspaper can publish the proceedings of the coroner's

jury without the commission of a misdemeanor.
Warden Brown announces that he will not submit to

NliW LINK TOOLS.—KLI'JN S CLAMl

Coroner T..evy'9 authority unless compelled !<» do so; and

altogether this business of secret execution will probably

he the result of endless discussion and a scries of sensations.

The Western Union Telegraph company has placed new
furniture of the latest antique oak pattern in its receiving

department at Toledo, ^). New floors, new ceiling of

corrugated iron and Incandescent lights are among the

improvements noted.
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The Electro-Magnet in Eye-Surgery.'

Bv Sn.VANi's r. TiioMrsoN and J. Taih am TlirtMrsON.

For many years past ophthalmic surgeons have used

both steel magnets and electro-magnets. Indeed, the use of

the loadstone has been known for two centuries,-' for the

purpose of extracting from the eyeball chips of iron

which have by accident lodged therein, as frequently hap-

pens in engineering workshops to fitters and metal turners.

Later, in 1745, I>r. Milnes, in his "Observations of Medi-

cine and Surgery," describes how he applied a loadstone

to remove a piece of iron from the iris. Probably this was

not strictly the case, as he sajs, "Immediately it jumped

out." It is more likely that he meant that the fragment

of iron was embedded in the cornea in front of the iris.

According to liirschberg,' r->r. Meyer of Minden was, in

1842, the lirst to use a magnet in extracting fragments of

metal from the actual interior of the eyeball.

Tn the middle of this century cases of successful removal

were recorded by Critchctt,' Dixon. White. Cooper and

others. There seems to have been little advance until

1874, when Dr. McKeown of Belfast recorded in the

British Mi'diial [ounia! several successful cases treated

by means of a permanent steel niagaet tapered at each end

to facilitate its introduction.

In 18S0 Gruening of New York employed a permanent

steel magnet composed of a number of "cylinders" (j/c).

united at each end and fitted at one extremity with a

needle-shaped pole.

The first use of the electro-magnet in this connection is

accredited to Hirschberg of Berlin in 1S77.

In this country Snell"' of Sheffield has been the chief ad-

vocate of its use, and in his hands splendid results have

been obtained. In the British MrJical Jottniab for 1S81

he describes his instrument and records the result of several

operations. His experimfnts have steadily progressed

since then, and in a recent number of the same journal he

brings up the number of his recorded cases to 77.

The thing needed for this special service is an electro-

magnet which can be fitted with polar appliances of various

elongated forms which can be introduced into the wound
in the eyeball to a sufficient distance to enable the panicle

of iron to be attracted and withdrawn. It is necessary at

the same time that the electro-magnet should not be too

heavy to be conveniently held in the hand of the operating

surgeon, and that it should be capable of being excited

with current from a battery of moderate size, such as an

oculist might be expected to be able I0 manage and main-

tain without having to call in a skilled electrician at every

occasion of its use. It is obvious that, other things being

equal, a magnet of considerable projective power is desir-

able; hence one with a long core or with an iron expansion

at the posterior end of its core, is preferable to a short

one. I'ossibly in some cases the placing of a mass of iron

behind the patient's head during the operation might aid

the electro-magnet to project its magnetic field to the

desired depth. Various forms of magnets have been de-

vised by various experimenteis

Snell's instrument, which may be quoted as the typical

form commonly used by ophthilinic surgeons in this

country, consists of a soft iron core surrounded by a coil

of insulated copper wire inclosed in an ebouile case. At
the one extremity are the terminals for the battery connec-

tions, and at the other the soft iron core is tapped to re-

ceive the variously shaped and sized needle poles. He
recommends the use of a single quart bichromate cell to

generate the current.

Ilirschberg's instrument consists of a hollow cylindrical

core with two curved pointed poles of different thickness

for external and internal use.

Bradford of Boston devised an instrument almost identi-

cal with Snell's. and simultaneously with the latter. It is,

however, a much heavier and more powerful agent.

McHardy of King's College Hospital used a very similar

instrument, but of much reduced size and weight.

The latest form, shown in the cut, is that brought out

by Tatham Thompson of Cardiff, and is a further modifi-

cation of Snell's instrument, but for the same weight and
bulk additional power is claimed, as the magnetic circuit

is perfected by means of a collar of iron continuous with

the core projecting forward over the insulated coil toward

the manipulative pole piece.

The core is tapped at its extremity to receive the differ-

ently shaped poles or an intermediate polar extension

where deeper probing is required The battery used with

this consists of one or more quart bichromate "dip" cells.

This instrument is shown in the illustration in its actual

size, and its weight is only about five ounces.

The most frequent use of the instrument is in removing

fragments of steel or iron from the surface or embedded in

the coats of the eye, and by its use much disturbance and
laceration of the delicate structures is avoided, which the

older methods of cutting out or withdrawing by means of

forceps, spuds, or curettes too often involved. Its most
valued properties are, however, best demonstrated where
it is used for the removal of foreign bodies which have

penetrated the walls of the eye. It is not too much to say

that in many cases it has been the only possible means of

preserving sight."

In the first place, it is of diagnostic value, for where a

fragment, for instance, has perforated the cornea or anterior

transparent part of the eye, it can often be proved whether

it is steel or iron by observing whether it is acted on by

the close approach of the instrument. If no movement is

1. From the London Electrician.

2. Fabrivius Hildaniis, Opera observationiim ei curaiionum,
l-'rankfort, 1646. Of this rare work n-c have not seen a copy.

3. Hirschberg, Dcr Etcktro-maiiitet in ,fi-i- Ildikinui,; Lci|)/ig,

1885.

.1. The Lanct-t^ April, 1IJ54, p. 358.

5. Sncll. "The Elcclro-magnct and its Employment in Opluhalinic

Surgery." London: Churchill & Co , i88j.

6. In Jiddilion to references previously Riven, sec Mcllindcr, Vel'C*'

die Magnet Extractioitcn an dcr BasUr 0/ht/tiitnwlo^is,:fi<-n Ktinik
(Inaug. Dissert.), Basel, 1887.

observed, and no peculiar sensation of dragging pain felt

by the patient on the approach of the magnet, it may be
due either to its not being a magncti/.ablc metal or to its

being gripped [>y the tissues, or encysted with inflamma-

tory material thrown out by its irritating presence. If in

this case a very lightly suspended needle be magnetized
and held close to the eye, it may sometimes be found to

dip toward the foreign body. If it should chance to be a

steel fragment, this effect is greatly increased by holding
the electro-magnet close to the c)e for a time, so as to

magnetize the offending particle.

I'urthcr still, the instrument is at limes of immense use
in moving the fragment from one part of ihe eye where it

is inaccessible, and dropping it in a more favorable position

for subsequent removal. I*or instance, suppose the frag-

ment of steel or iron has penetrated the cornea aud lodged
in the crystalline lens, it has happened in several cases

that by applying the electromagnet to the cornea the

metal has been attracted forward through the lens sub-

stance, across the aqueous humor contained in the outer

chamber of the eye and then dropped by opening the cir-

cuit on to the floor of the outer chamber; then a small

opening being made at the most dependent part, the pole
of the instrument introduced there, and the fragment
readily removed.

In at least one recorded case a sharp-pointed fragment,
which had penetrated deep into the lens, has been seen to

force its way forward through the lens substance and lens

capsule, through the iris, and actually be drawn through
the cornea, and so removed completely without involving
any cutting operation whatever.

It is, however, in those cases where the foreign body has
penetrated the posterior or vitreous chamber of the eye that
the wonderful results obtained by the electro magnet are
best seen. Where only the outer chamber or the lens is

the seat of the mischief, other means may possibly succeed

;

but when a fragment has penetrated the vitreous chamber,
we require an instrument not to go blindly searching
round, disturbing the delicate structures and risking the
escape of the semi fluid contents, but one which willattract

to itself the offending particle, and this is where the in-

strument which we are considering reaches its highest
achievements.

Many successful cases have been recorded by Snell.

Hiischberg, Lloyd Owen, McHaroy and others of frag-

central vision, in fact, was as good as ever, but his "field
of vision" was limited slightly below—the limitation cor-
responding to the portion of retina injured by the foreign
l>ody.

The electro magnet has been used also to some extent in
general surgery for the removal of needles from the soft
tissues of the bodv or limbs.

\\\\.vk^k',^'\'vk.^.V..-.'OJ

ELECTRO-MAONET IN E'i L SURGEK\.

menls of steel thus removed from eyes which otherwise
must have inevitably been lost.

The most serious and desperate cases of all are where
the metal has actually traversed the inner chamber of the
eye and become embedded in the delicate retina and
choroid lining the posterior wall. So far as can be as-

certained only three successful cases of removal from this

position have been recorded- The first by Galezowski, in

18S2, where a fragment of iron had passed through cornea,

iris and lens, and was lodged in the retina. Its position

was noted by means of the ophthalmoscope, an instrument
employed by ophthalmologists for examining the interior

of the eye. An incision was made in the sclerotic or white
coat of the eye over the situation, and the fragment re-

moved by means of the electro-magnet. The second, was
recorded by Hirschberg in 18S8. The third was by Tatham
Thompson of Cardiff in I Sgo. Some detailed account of

this will illustrate the method of the procedure.

The patient was a blacksmith employed at one of the

South Wales collieries, and on December S, whilst "stamp-
ing" a new "pick." was struck on the left eye by a frag-

ment of the new tool. The fragment struck him on the

sclerotic or white of the eye, about a quarter of an inch

from the margin of the cornea. He felt little pain at the

time, but two days later dull pain supervened, and con-
siderable irritation and dimness of vision, not only in the

injured but in the sound eye.

He was sent to the Cardiff Infirmary on December 10.

When examined there, a small wound was found at the

point where the fragment had entered on the inner side,

and on ophthalmoscopic examination, the piece of steel

could be seen embedded in the retina at the upper and
outer part. The track which it had made in traversing

the vitreous chamber could also be distinguished by slight

opacities in the humor. The uninjured eye showed dis-

tinct signs of sympathetic irritation. The next day the

patient was put under the influence of ether, the wound of

entrance slightly enlarged to allow the introduction of the
pole of the electromagnet. This was passed across the
vitreous chamber in as nearly as could be calculated the

direction originally taken by the fragment. On withdraw-
ing the first time nothing resulted, but at the second
attempt the piece of steel came readily through the wound
"in tow" of the pole. Only a very small bead of vitreous

humor escaped, and the eye was dressed ai.tisepticalty and
bandagetl. At the end of 24 hours he could count fingers

at four feet distance, was quite free from pain and dread
of light, and the dimness of the other eye had largely

disappeared. The wound healed in three da)S, and the

sight steadily improved, till on December 30 he could read
moderately sized print. Kxamincd by means of the
ophthalmoscope, the scar formed In the retina at the point
where the fragment had lodged could be distinctly made
out. as well as some patches of hemorrhage caused cither

by injury from impact of the fragment or by injury of
retinal vessels at the time of its removal.

On January 13. 1S91, he could read small print; his

Construction and Operation of Cable
and Electric Railway.

In the discussion on the construction and operation of
cable and electric railways before the Knginecrs club of
St. I^uis the following remarks were made:
W. H. Brvan: Col. Meier presented some data on the

cost of power on cable and electric roads. The unfavor-
able results shown by one of the electric roads wereattrib-
uted by the speaker largely to the fact that high speed
engines belted direct were used, the inference being
that if large slow speed engines with counter-
shafting had been employed, the cost of ihc
power would have been greatly reduced. I have
not been able to secure any data bearing directly on this
point, but there is much to be said in favor of the opposite
view. Two years ago in a paper read before this club,
I discussed this subject at some length. The conclusion
which I reached then was. that for approximately constant
loads, the large engines with shafting were preferable, but
where the work varied largely, the high speed engines
belted direct would be found more economical. I have
taken every opportunity since then to study Ihe question
further and can see no reason for changing my view. The
unfavorable results cited by Col Meier, could. I think, be
traced to other causes. The largest builders of electric
roads have not yet reached a conclusion—one of them pre-
ferring large low speed engines with shafting and the other
high speed engines. The practice of the latter company is

based on experience gained in operating large incandes-
cent electric light plants, where the load is subject to wide
Huctuations. though not as sudden or severe of course as in
railway work.
Compound high speed engines are, under similar con-

ditions, at least as economical as the single cylinder Cor-
liss engines, generally used. If however, we compare
the latter with single cylinder high speed engines, the
Corliss engines will probably show a saving of 15 to 20
percent, in fuel. The large countershaft required with
the low speed engines consumes a constant horse power

—

varying from about 10 per cent, of the maximum load, and
15 to 25 per cent, of the average load up to as much, or
more than the useful output under light loads. It would
appear, therefore, that the superior economy of the low
speed engine is almost fully balanced by the excess of
power lost in driving the shafting. A further advantage
is that during those hours when the load is light, several of
the small engines may be shut down, leaving the remain-
ing engines to run at more economical points of cut oft.

The large engine, however, must run all the lime together
with most, if not ail of the shafting. Under light loads,
therefore, the large engine will cut off at a ver>' early point
in spite of the excessive dead load, while the smaller high
speed engines would do only useful work, and under con-
ditions far more favorable to economy. It would seem,
therefore, that the net fuel economy for a whole day's run
wou'd be in favor of the high speed engines.

Closeness of regulation, seems also to be in their favor.
I was lo'd yesterday that the variations in speed in a cer-
tain low speed station in this city are three times as much
as in a corresponding high speed plant here. This is as
might he expected for the changes of load are felt directly
by the governor instead of having to be transmitted through
the heavy shafting: besides which the engine itself has
more than three times as many opportunities to adjust its

speed in the same time.
The high speed permits the plant to be installed for the

least first cost, and to occupy the least space. The nec-
essary reserve engine also requires a much smaller invest-
ment of idle capital and space. These items atTect the
fixed charges seriously. An accident to one of the large
engines is a serious matter, as it means a large reduction
in the capacity of the station, while one of the smaller high
speed engines could be spared almost without being missed,
it being so small a part of the total capacity.

Electric railways have an advantage over cable Hnes in
that the power station may be located at some distance
from the line, thus getting the benefit of cheaper land,
switching facilities for coal and ashes, cheap water—and
sometimes water power. The cost of increased length of
circuits, cost of maintenance, and losses due to Uakage,
drop, etc., must all be taken into consideration in deter-
mining how far away it will pay to go

Prof. NiriiER: This discussion seems to roe to be
like an attempt to determine whether it costs more to sup-
port the family of a lawyer than a physician by an exhibit
of the family bills of a dozen cases, selected by the cham-
pions of the two sides for the purpose of making a case.

I do not know of another Industry that has grown in so
short a time to such tremendous proportions, as the electric

railway business has assumed in the last two years. It is

ceitainly proper for those who oppose the system to work
with diligence. The rapid growth has, however, brought
some disadvantage. The manufacturing companies have
not only been pushed to the utmost lo fill orders, but ihcy
cannot find the men to properly install the plants they
sell. It h.as. therefore, happened thai men who might
perhaps succeed in building a telegraph line, are sent to

install a railway plant. The sleam engine part of this
plant has been given into the hands of some one who had
an engine for sale.

Nothing has surprised me more than the large slow-
speed engines and immense countershafts with which some
of our power stations are adorned. To establish such .i

plant is to ignore the accunmlatcd experience of ten years.

In the lirst place the countershaft at once wipes out
the gain in cllicicncy which a large engine is supposed to
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yield. It is again wiped out by uneconomical operation

of the engine during the hours of light load.

Again, a large engine takes no notice of the distress of a

single over-loaded dynamo. It is more difficult to make
individual dynamos cirry their proper share of the load.

As is well known, when dynamos are working in parallel,

if the potential of one falls three or four p-r cent, it ceases

to act as a generator, and may even be driven as a motor.

If it were a plain shunt dynamo, it would aid in driving

the countershaft, but the other machines acting as genera-

tors would be overloaded, and a great loss of energy

would be the result. The situation is then, that only part

of the generators are sending current to the line, and they

are dividing their current between the line and the dynamos
which they are opsrating as motors.

But in the operation of a railroad, where great and sud-

den changes in load may occur, a compound dynamo
might aad probably does reverse and work against the

engine in such a case. This is due to the self induction in

the shunt coil, which causes the series coil to act first in

case of a lagging dynamo.
Such experience has long ago been met in electric light-

ing, and the way of providing against it is well known.
When the Edison central station was started in New \'ork.

they bad separately driven dynamos The enj;ines used

were in goDd standing, but they were finally thrown out

because they were not well enough governed. Another

engine was substituted, and it succeeded, and

was given a great reputation as a well gov-

erned engine It is now known that the first engine failed

because it was a well-governed engine. If one or two

dynamos began to carry the rest of the plant as well as the

light, the engines maintained their speed until something

gave way and the lights went out. The second engine

placed under the same circumstances, slowed down and
shifted an equitable share of its surplus load to the lagging

dynamos.
In a cable system, if a load is suddenly thrown on, the

shock on the engine is cushioned by the lifting of slack

cable a'ong the line. In an electric system, the change i^

instantly felt in the power house. The moving masses in

the power house of an electric railway should be small,

and the engines should be high speed engines not too well

governed. To build an electric power plant in imitation

of a cable plant, is to abandon some of the main advan-

tages of an electrical system. Such plants, however, serve

to aid us somewhat in the practical solution of a somewhat
famous mechanical conundrum which interested men in a

former age more than it does now,—^what will happen if a

body moving with resistless energy, collides with a body

which cannot yield ?

There are plenty of electric roads which are being oper-

ated in a most satisfactory way. We hear nothing of

them. We need go no further than Kansas City to see a

most impressive case, where five miles of electric road and

five miles of cable road are being operated from the same

station. They have the same number of cars, and the

cars are worked to their full capacity. A mere inspection

of those two plants will satisfy any person that a properly

installed electric plant needs no defender when compared

with a cable plant. When an electric road behaves like

those of which we have heard to-night, you may be certain

that there has been a mistake somewhere. And it takes

time to educatethe employes of an electric road. They
now destroy a great deal of machinery, because like most

people, they cannot learn from the experience of others,

and cannot think quickly in new emergencies. Our cable

friends should be pitient, for there is every evidence that

the electric road is here to stay.

Electricity Beneficial to Gas Interests.

The Anicri-au Ga.: IJ::^ht Jozirnal S3.ys: "In a circular

recently issued to the shareholders of the Standard f ias

Light company, Xew York, it is stated that President

Andrews, at the last annual meeting asserted that statis-

tics proved that the growth of gas consumption in New
York City, for fony years prior to the introduction of elec-

tricity for lighting purposes, averaged about ten per cent.

per annum. That is, the gas output doubled every ten

years and that the city had doubled in population every

seventeen years. Since the first introduction of the elec-

triclight, however, the increase in New ^'ork of the con-

sumption of gas has been much more rapid. It almost im-
mediately jumped up to 12 per cent, per annum, and in

iSS" showed a growth equal to about 14 per cent, per

annum, a ratio of growth that was still fuither exceeded' in

the years 15^3-59-90. In fact, he was willing to stand

by the statement that the gas output of New \'ork was
dotibling its«Ifnow in a period of six and one-half years,

instead of ten years, as before. He thought one reason

for this very rapid increase was due to the fact that the

electric light had educated the human eye in the aggre
gate' for a demand for more light, and that people arc not
at all satisfied wtih the volume of light that formerly
satisfied them. Again, a more luxurious mode of living is

constantly pire^ailing in the city, as in all great cities,

which is shown in the great increase in the use of gas for

cooking and heating purposes. In conclusion. President
Andrew.^ thought it was safe to say that at no time in Ihc

history of the gas industry, from its beginning in this

country some s'.xiy odd >caTH ago to the present time, has
the oatlook been more promising."

New Electric Railway System.
\V. If. .\r'''e^r(re of .V'.lantic. In, \s the p:itcntcc of a

new 'onduit electric railway system. The
cars A with trolleyi worked by .i lever and
grip;..;,, - -• The Applegatc KIcctrrc Conduit com-
pany has been incorforaied. with a capital st»>ck of ^2,$fyo -

000, W, H. Applegatt. William }l. U. Thomas aad Al
bert S, Wright arc the incorporators. It is reported that a
short line will be built on the Sotith Side, Chicago,

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New Vokk, July ii.—The topic of the week is the

quadruple electrocution at Sing Sing last week. There

seems to be no shadow of a doubt that the electrocutions were

this time successful. None of the hitches that occurred at

Auburn in the Kemraler killing were repeated, and accord-

ing to reports everything worked smoothly. Some of the

daily papers praise the method and express their approval

in such terms as these: "Today New York may claim the

proud distinction of leading the world in this feature of its

penal system. It has not only substituted the electrical

chair for the gallows but has proved the superiority of the

former over the latter. '^ * "^' No doubt other states

will follow the lead of New York in adopting the greatest

reform of the century in criminal administration, and even

l--urope nny study with advantage the reports of what took

place on Tuesday morning within the prison walls on the

binks of the Hudson. Electricity is destinetl to become

the motor power of the world, and ihe means of illumina-

tion as it already is the agent of communication Why
should it not become in time the universal method of in-

Hicting the death penalty?"

The .Vt-2c> York Herald, so great was its enthusiasm

over the subject, even went so far as to cause an autopsy

to be made on the body of Smiler, which his widow was

allowed to remove for burial. The autopsy showed that

death was instantaneous and painless. The brain was

found to be in an almost perfectly normal condition. The

temples, with which the electrodes came in contact, were

slightly disfigured but not even the eyebrows were singed

and the delicate optic neives were unimpaired It appears

that although an autopsy wss made previously by the prison

officials it was not complete as the brain was not opened.

The Hcrahi criticizes on tfce warden and physicians for this

omission, in revenge for the muzzling that the press was

subjected to, and declares that they were all guilty of misde-

meanor, as the law requires a post mortem examination of

the body of the convict immediately after the execution.

A legal autopsy naturally includes an examination of the

brain, and as this was only performed on one of the four

bodies, according to the statements of the physicians

themselves, the law was evidently violated.

The daily press was unanimous in condemning the

secresy with which the executions were conducted, and a

loud howl of indignation has gone up, the echoes of which

have not yet died out. Warden Brown stationed armed

guards in the road ousid^e the prison with orders to shoot

any reporter who should step over the line he had marked

as the limit to their zeal. He also pledged all the witnesses

of the execution to secresy, and so he had the reporters

entirety at a disadvantage. Consequently he Las been the

worst abused man in New York state this week, and his

"star chamber proceedings" have been bitterly denounced

in newspapers of all shades and classes. It would not be

surprising if the efforts to maintain secresy were re-

laxed somewhat in future, in view of such general pro-

tests.

The -Viii' York Times recently had an interesting edi-

torial on "Electricity and Vegetation" based on an article

published a few weeks back in the Western Electrician

in which were described numerous experiments made in

France and in Finland to acertain the effect of electric

currents on growing vegetation. In the editorial in ques-

tion the results of such experiments are briefly summarized

and this prophecy is made: "It may be that in the course

of time Ihe electric current will be used profitably by

market gardeners, and in connection with hothouse

culture."

The Times is a newspaper that shows a very healthy in-

terest in scientific matters,and this week it published an in-

teresting article in which the discussion on the proposed

rapid transit scheme is very pointedly summed up. The
underground electric system is indorsed as the "ideal

rapid transit system for cities," and the objections to it are

characterized as emanating from two main sources— from

those who don't know and from those who won't know.

The objectors chiefly state that the tunnel railway would be

dim, stuffy and unwholesome, and that electric motors can-

not do the work. The facts are that the tunnels and

stations of the London line are well lighted and well venti-

lated and there is absolutely no odor; as to the motor (|ucs

lion no reader of an electrical journal needs to be lold that

electric motors can be made of sufficient power lo draw a

heavily laden train of four or five cars, just as well as ihcy

can for two orthrec cars. Sever.tl new lines on the Crcat-

head system are to be built in London and other parts of

England, so unf|nalificd a success has the first been in

practical working: and that New Yorkers shoulrl hesitate

lo accept a system that has met with tinanimcus ;ipprovaI

abroad, is a little too absurd.

The annua! meeting of the New York Electrical society

was heM last night. The gain in members during the

year has been large and the quality of papers read un-

usually good. A large number of the members are young
men, students and employes of electrical companies,

and the policy of the society is to secure practical papers

on electrical applications and development rather than

those dealing with theoretical questions. This plan of pro-

ceeding is heartily appreciated by the members and the at-

tendance at meeiings is always satisfactory in point of

numbers. The action taken by the society in severing its

connection with the American Institute has been gener-

ally indorsed by the members. Since the declaration of

independence the society has undoubtedly gained in vigor

and standing. Its financial condition is healthy, as the

treasurer's report showed a handsome surplus over last

year's expenses and there are no debts. The officers

elected for the ensuing year are: President, F. B. Crocker;

vice presidents. T. C. Martin, E L. Bradley. C. H.
Slockbridgc, C. Steinmetz, W. I. Hammer and F. J.

Sprague. A conimHtee of three, F. B. Crocker,

George II. Guy and Herbert Laws Webb, was appointed

to select a fixed meeting place for the society. The so-

ciety will be officially represented at the Montreal Conven-

tion of the National Electric Light association. After the

business meeting the members of the society and their

friends visited El Dorado, Bolossy Kiralfy's summer re

- sort at the Palisades cyi the New Jersey bank of

the Hudson river. The visit was made at the

invitation of the Palisades Amusement company and the

Thomson-Houston company. The members of the

Electrical society greatly enjoyed the spectacle of the "De-
struction of Jerusalem," the concert and the fireworks, and
an inspection of the magnificent electric lighting plant of

the Thomson-Houston company. El Dorado is a very

spacious amusement resort and is visited nightly bv some
S.ooo to 10.000 persons. The ground and the amphi-

theater are splendidly lighted by arc lamps.

The subject of cable communication with light ships is

still being actively discussed. It is especially urged that

the New South Shoal lightship, off the southern shore of

Nantucket, should be connected by cable with that island.

This light ship lies just to the northward of the track fol-

lowed byall the great Transatlantic steamers bound to New
York, and it marks the southern edge of the dangerous

Nantucket Shoals. Were this lightship made a telegraph

and weather signal station, not only could almost all in-

coming European steamers be reported in this city some
eight or nine hours before reaching Sandy Hook, but ves-

sels passing the South Shoal could be forewarned of

dangerous gales passing northward along the gulf stream,

or approaching from the west. Such weather warnings

would be of very great utility to all shipping, big and
little. By a curious coincidence an example of the valu-

able services that this particular light ship might render to

shipping bad it telegraphic communication with the main-

land, was afforded this week by the breakdown of the

Servia. When the vessel's crank-pin broke she was dan-

gerously close to Nantucket Shoals and a few hours of

strong southeasterly wind would have carried her into the

breakers. She might easily have anchored within signal-

ing distance of the light ship, however, aud assistance

coultl have been telegraphed for to New York and Boston,

assuming the light ship to have cable communications with

Nantucket. The JlcraU points out that the Five Fathom
Bank Light vessel off Cape May, Cape Charles Light

vessel and the new Outer Diamond Shoal Lighthouse off

Cape Ilatteras, are important stations whi:h ought to have

telegraphic communication to enable them to give storm

warnings to vessels at sea. "Give these outlying stations

the means of communicating electrically with the main-

land, and they could easily signal to hundreds of vessels

running into the teeth of a West Indian hurricane, a gale

or a bli/.zard in lime to enable shipmasters to avoid the

danger."

Among the many suggestions for something startHngly

big for the World's k'air, has been the proposal to erect an

immense dome one thousand feet high. A correspondent

of the New York Tri/nttii- improves on the idea by sug-

gesting that the dome be built in the exact shape of the

Northern hemisphere, with all the principal geographical

ch.iraclcristics of that hemisphere represented in relief on

the outer surface of the dome. This includes continents,

oceans, mountain ranges, islands, lakes, water sheds,

rivcr-b.-isins, etc., all lo be correctly represented in pro

portionatc elevations and depressions. Besides this all

the principal railway lines should be represented by paths

or Mights of slcps so that visilors might lake a trip in min-

iature through the different countries. The course of

Transatlantic liners and coasting llects and the routes of

submarine cables would be illustrated on the oceans. The
interior of the dome. could be used lo good purpose, cb-
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pecially at night, for illustrating the constellations and

planets of our solar system. Electric lights of various in-

tensities would correspond to stars of different magnitudes.

They should be so hung as to occupy a place in the dome

to correspond to the actual position in space of the bodies

they represent^ so that from a given point (the one occu-

pied by the earth) the lights wou!d show our familiar groups

of stars, but from other points new forms and groupings

would appear, so that our well-known constellations would

no longer be recognized as such, and our fancy would be

free, as was that of the ancient astrologers, to Imagine new

outlines in the sky, and to name new constellations. This

last part of the scheme seems to be scarcely practical, but

tha idea as a whole is an excellent one and if it could be

carried out the geographical astronomical dome would be,

as its originator says, a marvelous demonstration of the

constructive powers and of the scientific status of our na-

tion at the present lime.

Death by electricity lurks in the ice cream freezer. A
physician writes to the Medical J\ccord giving the results

of experiments with ice cream freezers In which he dis-

covered galvanic action between the paddle and the con-

taining vessel, the cream acting as the electrolyte. Salts

of copper and zinc are formed and to those he ascribes the

cases of ice cream poisoning which frequently occur. It

is not readily apparent how copper salts can be formed by

galvanic action in a zinc copper couple, since zinc is elec-

tro positive to copper, but if acid substances are used in

the cream, copper salts could easily be produced without

galvanic action. In any case a perfectly simple remedy

for the danger suggested is to have all parts of the freezer

of the same kind of metal, In which case there can be no

galvanic action at all.

Judgment for $35,466 was yesterday entered against the

Manhattan Elec;ric Light company and the Harlem Elec-

tric Lighting company in favor of the Thomson Houston

Electric company on seven promissory notes of $5,000

each, made In October, iSgo, by the Harlem company,

and indorsed by the Manhattan company. Both these

companies aie closely connected In business. On June 12

last the Manhattan company obtained a judgment for

$142 802 against the Hailem company. The latter com-

pany has a capital stock of $250,000 and that of the Man-

hattan is $2,000,000. The defendants claimed that the

notes were accommodation notes and should have been

paid into a certain syndicate; they have taken proceedings

to set aside the judgment.

The trolley system has won a victory in Brooklyn after

all. The State Board of Railway commissioners, after

hearing further arguments reversed former decisions and

gave Deacon Richardson permission to use the trolley sys-

tem on about twelve miles of surface railways in Brooklyn.

W. L. H.

Minneapolis. Minn.

Minneapolis, July II —There is quite an interesting

controvtrsy going on between the Edison and the Thom-

son-Houston motors for piecedence in the favor of the

Minneapolis Street Railway company. The company has

no Edison motois, 40 of them under 16 foot Jones cars,

60 under 18 (cot Laclede cars, and 10 under Laclede open

cars. Fires have rendered a number of these motors un-

serviceable and there are probably not to exceed louin act-

ual use. The balance are Thomson-Houston motors,

with which two or three of the principal local lines are

equipped. Although no olTicial announcement of the

fact has been made, Thomson-Houston motors will be

placed in all of the new cars. The inter-urban line equip-

ment is now Thomson-Houston and Is giving very excel-

lent satisfaction. So far as that is concerned the general

public is satisfied with either motor as the service on all

lines, both inter-urban and local, is first class in every res-

pect.

Local postofTice officials have received notification from

Assistant Postmaster General G. F. Stone that the plan for

inter-urban electric mail service has been deeVned satisfact-

ory by the department and that the iuter-urbkn line has

been declared a postal route, dating after the first of

August. Mails will therefore be run every half hour be-

tween Minneapolis and St. I'.ul upon the electric railways

after that date. Superintendent Perkins of the railway

mail service, has announced that everything is in readiness

to put this route in operation at that time. Twelve cars

w.ll carry mail boxes at first, and this number will be in-

creased as necessity requires it.

The Brush Electiic company will within a very few days

award a very large contract for its underground work. 'i"he

bids that have been submitted average about $100,000,

but it is stated that the contract will be awarded for $93,-

000. The council committee on underground wires will

have to take the matter undi r advisement and give its rati-

fication before the contract can be closed, but it is expected

that this committee will coincide with any suggestions that

the Brush company may make.

The Stillwater, Minn., Electric Street Railway company

is negotiating for a number of 50 horse power motors to

lake the place of the 30 horse power motors now in use on

their line. The hilly nature of the city renders it necessary

for them to have more power. It is also stated that they

are about to use water power of the St. Croix river near

Stillwater for generating electricity.

The car shop of the company In the interurban district

is rapidly approaching completion and will afford facilities

for all the cars used on the interurban lines. Pending its

completion a long switch is used on University avenue,

and some inconvenience is experienced in handling the cars

necessary for the traffic on that line. The car shops in

Minneapolis are now substantially competed, and the

company is engaged In laying tracks from the east side

lines to the building. The structure covers nearly the

entire block and is one of the largest of its kind In the

country. It Is so situated that it is readily approachable

from all the lines in the city, and a break-down need,

therefore, cause very little, if any, delay. During the

recent heavy thunderstorm in this city the power house of

the company caught fire, and the building inspector claims

that wires defectively insulated were responsible for it.

Little damage was done.

The street railway company has determined to reject the

renewal of the contract offered by the postoffice department

for carrying letter carriers at the uniform rate $2 10 a

month for each carrier. The government allowance is

$900.00 annually, which is in addition to the $2.10 a

month which each carrier has to pay. Hereafter the post-

master will purchase checks at 3 cents each, which will be

given to carriers residing at the greatest distance from the

postofBce, and If the carrier wishes to ride he must pay his

fare as an ordinary citizen.

People in certain suburban d'stricts are waging unre-

lentless war on the electric companies, which still occasion-

ally attempt to pUce poles or string wires on the streets.

The manager of the telephone exchange and chief of the fire

department joined in a consultation with the chief of police

and building inspector the other day wirh reference to this

work and the matter was finally compromised by giving

the telephone company permission to string wires outside

the conduit limits, and all opposition was withdrawn to

the stringing of fire department wires. The street railway

company has also had more or less difficulty in pushing its

work on account of the objections constantly brought In to

the city officials.

The Corao avenue division of thj University line will not

be put in operation for some little time, as the viaduct over

the Great Northern track on Fifteenth avenue, southeast,

is not yet completed and there Is no way of getting

around it.

The street railway management has adopted a novel

scheme for keeping the interurban line in gocd condition

for travel. A number of street sprinklers have been

arranged on motor cars and they will be run at regular

intervals during the dry and dusty weather, on University

avenue, between Minneapolis and St. Paul. These

sprinklers are in readiness to be operated now and will be

put on as soon as the condition of the avenue demands it.

F.

San Francisco, Cal.

San Francisco, Cal., July 9.—For the past year or so

the work of installiug an incandescent electric lighting

plant in the famous Palace hotel of this city has been pro-

gressing slowly, and now about 1,000 lights have been

placed, and are burning nightly in the main offices, the

great court and In the various parlors, dining hall, cafes,

reception and billiard rooms. The Slattery alternating sys-

tem is used, and the plant, when completed, will consist of

at least 4,000 lights, making it the largest isolated incan-

descent installation on the Paclficcoast, that pf the Hotel del

Coronado, Coronado, Cal., with 3,000 Mather lights being

second. In the Palace hotel installalion two i.ooo light

Slattery alternating dynamos are placed in the basement of

the hotel directly under the city cafe, and the noise proves

quite disagreeable. To avoid this the dynamos are to be

moved to the basement of a new seven-story olVice building

that is soon to be erected on an adjoining block by the

owners of the Palace hotel. The dynamos gener.ate a po-

tential of about 1,200 volts which is distributed throughout

the basement and the courts of the building to the con-

verteis, the secondary current being at 50 volts, with a
fevv circuits at 100 volts. The interior primary circuits are

of Okonite wire, each being incased in interior conduit,

then placed In individual moldings. All secondary circuits

are of some solid rubber insulation, generally Okonite, and
inclosed in conduits throughout their entire length.

John I. Sabin. general manager of the Pacific Telephone

& Telegraph company, is soon to commence the erection

of a new private hotel on Sutton street, near Hyde, that

will, when completed, be perhaps the finest in the city, and
will be the pride of electricians generally. The new car-

avansary will be called "Hotel Edison." and one of its

chief innovations will be the entire absence of gas light

about the premises; in fact, there will not be a gas pipe in

the building.

A number of citizens of Amador county. Cal., held a

meeting at Suiter Creek last week and organized a com-
pany which will build and operate an electric railway from

the Southern Pacific depot at lone to Sutter Creek, a dis-

tance of twelve miles, with branches to Plymouth and
Jackson. The total length of the road will be about 25

miles. One hundred thousand dollars in slock was sub-

scribed, ten percent, of which was paid down, and already

the surveys for the road are under way. This load will run

through the section of country made famous during "the

days of '49."

Theodore Meetz has made application lo the trustees of

Alameda, Cal., on behalf of the Oakland, Alameda and
Piedmont Railway company, for an electric railway fran-

chise along Santa Clara avenue lo Versailles avenue, thence

to Park street in Alameda, whence it will go northerly to

the city limits. It is stipulated that work shall commence
as soon as Santa Clara avenue is opened. Xo choice o^

system has yet been made.

Mr. Blaisdell of Alameda has also asked for a franchise

for an electric road, which is to start frcm an intersection

with the Meetz electric road at Park street and Twenty-
third avenue, thence along Twenty-third avenue lo the

boundary line of Oakland, whence it is to be continued

through Fruitvale and onto Highland Park. Work is lo

be commenced within six months after the granting of the

franchise, and to be completed in one year.

Chas. F. Crocker, vice-president of the Southern Pacific

company, which owns the horse cars and steam motor line

running between Oakland and Berkeley, via Telegraph
avenue and North Temescal, stales that ihe Southern

Pacific company has definitely decided tochange the equip-

ment to an electric load.

The Pelton Water Wheel company of San Francisco

has shipped a plant of 400 horse power to an electric light-

ing and railway company in San Jose, Gautemala.

The liny little brown wooden powerhouse of the Spo-
kane Cable Railway company at Spokane Falls, which
stood picturesquely on the edge of the rapids of the Spo-
kane river, has ceased to bean object of interest to those

who cross the bridge below the fal's to Norlh Spokane.

The equipment of the cable line has been changed lo an
electric road and now foims a branch of the electric sys-

tem that has been constructed throughout the city by the

Spokane Street Railway company. The present electric

equipment consists of two So kilowatt Edison generators

and sixteen cars, each having two 15 horse power motors
of the Edison type.

The contract for the overhead and rail equipment of the

Santa Cruz and Capitola electric railway has been awarded
lo the California Electrical Woiks. Dr. Thomas Addison
of the Thomson-Houston company lecured the contract

for the car and station equipments.

Among the most recent visitors to the Pacific coast were:

H. L. Lufkins of the C. & C. Motor company of New
York; Chas. E. Brown of the Central Electric company.
Chicago; C. M. Spauldlrg of the Electrical Supply com-
pany, Chicago; and C. F. Blackwell, president of the

American Fire Alarm company of Boston.

Citizens of Santa Cruz, Cal.. propose lo place an electric

street railway system in that city, white the people of-

Healdsburg, Cai. ,
are endeavoring lo organize an arc and

incandescent lighting plant.

The Pacific Auxiliary Fire Alarm Telegraph company
has shipped 200 auxiliary bo.\esto Seattle, which will be
the second city on the coast lo be equipped with that sys-

tem. San Francisco has a great many au.'^illary boxes,

and the additional protection afforded by the system is rec-

ognized by the Pacific Insurance Union, which makes a
reduction of from 5 lo 10 ceats in insurance rates.

A Los Angeles newspaper has made the prediction that

the Electric Street Railway company of Los .Vngeles will

eventually acquire most if not all of the horse and cable

roads in that city. The purchase of the Second sli"eet

depot line, reported about a month since, has been con-

firmed, and last week the Los .Vngeles vS: X'ernon road was
absorbed, and will form a branch of ihe new system.

The Olympia. Wash., Light ;t Power company has

offered to equip the existing horse car line in that city with

electric cars for ^10.400. and to operate the same, giving

twelve minute service, for $120 per month. The line is

two miles in length. It is proposed to install the Edison

system, power being obtained from the Tumwater ri\-er.

The San Francisco Bridge company, which holds the
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contract for grading and bridging about fifty miles of the

Great Northern railway from Sand Point, Idaho, westward

along the Pend d'Oreille river, has closed a contract with

the Edison General Electric company for the Edison elec-

tric drill to be used in blasting. Throughout the entire

distance the road will run along the river. The dynamos

for operating the drills are to be placed on a barge, and

current will be furnished from them to the shore, the barge

being tloited down the river as the work progresses. It is

believed that this is the first time that electric drills have

been used in railway construction.

An article appeared in one of the San Francisco news-

papers recently announcing that the California Electric

Light company contemplated the placing of an Edison

station in San Francisco and that at least one million dollars

would be put into the new enterprise. For two or three

monihs it had been known that negotiations were in prog'

ress regarding station equipment of the California Elec-

tric Light company. For three or four years it had been

remarked that its Jessie street station was altogether too

valuable property for an arc lighting station, and that the

site was an ideal location for an incandescent station.

The article referred to quoted Geo. II, Roe, secretary

and general manager oi the California Electric Light com-

pany, as saying that the details of the new scheme were not

in shape for ihe public, but that they would be shortly.

Mr. Roe has since stated that the Edison General Electric

company has intended for a long time to establish a central

station in San Francisco, and a number of its agents have

been here at different times during the past two years.

Nothing definite was accomplished, however, until quire

recently, when Samuel Insull, vice-president and general

manager of the Edison company was here to look over the

ground, and. after concluding that a plant in San Francisco

would prove a paying investment, offered to purchase the

entire electric light and power plant, franchises, etc., of

the California Electric Light company. This offer was

considered by the Board of Directors of the local company
and finally accepted. On July 1st last the Edison Light

& Power company was incorporated with a capital stock of

^3.000,000 and on the following day the entire plant, fran-

chises and other property of the California Electric I-ight

company used in central station lighting in San Francisco

was transferred to the new corporation. The consideration

for that transfer was $1,000,000 worth of stock of the Edi-

son Lights Power company. Mr. Roe further stated that

the rew ccn-pany wculd immtd-'ately ccn-mence the

con t u:tion of its central stalion and expend ^500,000

within the next six months.

In addition to the valuable franchises, etc , the plant

turned over to the new company consists of about 3,000

horsepower in Brush and Thomson- Houston arc lights,

B ush CDnstaiiC current motor and Brush alternating incan-

descent circuits. The plant is divided between two stations,

the old station being the Jessie street station referred to,

which runs through from Jessie to Stevenson street in the

block bcuaded by Market, Fourth. Mission and Third

streets. The new station, called Station '"B," is down on

Townsend street, between Third and Fourth streets and

near the sea wall and railroad yards. Station '*A," or the

Jessie street station, is right in the heart of the city, being

within half a block of the junction of Kearney and Market

streets, the Palace Hotel and the Chronicle and Crocker

bailJin^s. It is admitted, therefore, that it is the intention

to move the entire electric equipment to the Townsend
street station and to convert Station "A" into the Edison

station. To do this radical changes must be made and
posiioly a part of the building will have to be reconstructed.

This arrangement will place all the high potential apparatus

in ths Townsend street station,where real estate is not held

at so high a figure and where coal can be unloaded almost

directly from ship or car. Both stations will be operated

by the new company and all Edison circuits will be placed

underground. It is definitely known that the new multi-

polar, direct connected 300 horss power triple expansion

engine and generator recently designed for the Edison

General Electric company will be used in the new station,

and it is believed that three such machines will be set up as

the initial plant.

It will be noted that the California Electric Light com-

pany sold only its San Francisco central station equipment,

which means that it will s'.ili continue in business. The
company was primarily organized for the purpose of intro

dacing. installing and selling electric lighting and power
apparatus. It owns the exclusive rights to the Brush sys-

tem .ind parents for California, Oregon. Washington and
Ne^^'ada. which, in view of the recent patent decisions, arc

very valuable. The company still holds extensive interests

in San Jose. Eureka .ind other places and it will continue

to construct and sell plants throughout the coast as it has

already constructed and sold those in San Francisco, San

Jose. Los Angeles, -Sacramento and other places. The

company also proposes to eattr actively into the electric

railway business, and it is presumed that it will handle the

Short system. S.

Milwaukee. Wis.
Milwaukee, July 13.—The city's street lighting con-

tract with the Badger Illuminating company will expire on

December 15th. The common council has adopted a reso-

lution, which the mayor has signed, instructing the Board

of Public Works to advertise for bids at once. The
Badger Iluminating comnany tried to show that the resolu-

tion was illegal, and did its utmost to prevent the mavor

from signing it. The Badger, with wires strung all over

the city, has the inside track, but the Milwaukee Power &
Lighting company, it is thought, will prove a more for-

midable competitor for the new contract than it did for the

present one. They are the only companies operating arc

lights in this city.

The Western Union Telegraph company is seeking to get

perm'ssion from the common council to string all its wires

in aerial cables running through the alleys, but Mayor

Soraers is determined that all electric wires, except those

used for street railway purposes, shall be buried, and he

will probably balk the Western Union. There is little

doubt that he will veto a resolution extending the Western

Union company's time for burying its wires until August

15th, by which time the aerial cable question willbe decided.

The Mayor seems to have the support of the people.

The interested parties have practically agreed upon an

ordinance for the burial of electric light wires. It provides

that all such wires shall be placed undergroued within five

years from January i, 1S92; not less than 5 per cent, the

first year. 10 per cent, the second year, 25 per cent, the

third, 30 the fourth, and 30 the fifth year.

The common council has taken favorable action in the

matter of extending the Milwaukee Power iS: Lighting

company's franchise.

The injunction restraining the Milwaukee Street Rail-

way company from building on the Mukwon^go road to the

Soldier's Home has been dissolved, the company having

made a money settlement with the p'ank road people.

The work of transforming the Villard lines into an

electric syscem is progressing slowly. The Illinois Steel

company is slow in turning out the girder rails contracted

for, and heavy flat rails are being used on Farwell avenue.

C,

Pittsburg, Pa.

PlTTsnURG, Pa., July 1 1.—About as quick a piece of elec

trical work as has been heard of in a great while in this

part of the country was done by the Ohio \'alley Electric

Light ^\: Power company of Sewnckly, when the electric

light plant was moved from the leased quarters on Centen-

nial avenue to the company's power house at Quaker Val-

ley. In order not to leave Sewickly streets and many houses

in darkness it was necessary to move the plant and re-es-

tabl sh it between sunrise and sunset. Accordingly Presi-

dent E. P. Young, J. M. UptegrafF, the company's chief

engineer, and several assistants took the work in hand at

dawn. The machinery to be moved included two dynamos,

which supply the current for forty arc lights on the

streets and seven hundred and fifty incandescent I'ghts in

houses, and which weigh nearly two tons each, and a

Westinghou?e engine weighing nine thousand pounds. As

soon as it was daylight, and while the engine was still so

hot that [he men in handling it were forced to use cotton

waste, the work began, and by means of differer'tial blocks

the heavy machinery was hoisted on a heavy cart, which

had been strengthened with big timbers, and was drawn

by four horses. So diligently did the men work that by

noon all the machinery had been hauled to the house at

Quaker Valley, a mile away. There foundations had been

prepared for the dynamosand theengine, but in addition to

making them fast the pipes from the boiler to the engine

had to be cut and fitted after the latter had been bolted

down. liut everything went right, and at seven o'clock,

sooner than was really needful, the engine v as in motion

and the dynamos furnishing current as usual, Mr. Voung
and his collcaguisare greatly pleased, as very few people

in -Sewickly arc even to-day aw.arc of the fact that the elec-

tric light plant has been moved at all, The electric pl.int

is supplied with Westinghouse apparatus.

The Birmingham, Allentown ^: Knoxvillc Traction com-

pany was chartered yesterday at liarrisburg. The com-

pany is a Pittsburg corporation, and the directors of the

Birmingham Traction company arc all interested in the

new venture, which, according to the charter, has been or-

ganized for the purpose of establishing a factory for the man-

ufacture of electric motors. It i* supposed that the com-

pany will go into the manufacture of street railway motors,

but under whose patent it will work and what style of

motor it will turn out has not yet been developed. H. Sel-

lers McKee, a millionaire of this city, is at the head of the

enterprise.

The last Fourth of July was a great day for the electrical

rapid transit companies of this city. The city has lately

been presented a very beautiful park, of about three hun-
dred acres, by Mrs. Mary Schenley, a Pittsburg lady and
probably the richest woman in America. The Fourth of

July had been decided upon by the city authorities as the

occasion to give the first public demonstration of joy at the

possession of such a beautiful piece of property, and in the
evening about !j;5,ooo worth of fireworks were let off for

the amusement of the people. This of course made Schen-
ley Park the Mecca for ail Pittsburgers on the evening of

that day, and as most of the electrical street car companies
run their lines in the direction of the park they did a great

business. It is estimated that the Pittsburg Traction com-
pany carried on that day about seventy thousand passen-

gers; the Duquesne Traction company sixty thousand and
the Second avenue Electric Street Railway company about
thirty thousand. The low figure of the last named com-
pany is accounted for by the fact that its course does not

go to the park direct. B. L. W.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Indianapolis, July 11.—The Board of Public Works
has held two meetings to open bids for street lighting, but
none was received, although numerous agents for the dif-

ferent companies have been in the city.

President Fowler of the Citizen's Street Railway company,
closed a contract last wetk with the Thomson-Houston
company for motors for new cars, and with a St. Louis
car company for a large number of cars to equip the new
lines. With th: new machinery now being placed in the

power house this company will be able to generate nearly

1000 horse power.

The Broad Ripple line is apparently abandoned The
contractors for laying the track, grading, etc, have brought

suit against the Edison General Electric CDrapany for

$12,000 damages for failure to comply with their contract

and have levied on the wire, iron and other property in

sight. M.

Detroit, Mich.
DETROir, Mich., July ir —At a session of the common

council of this city last week the Detroit Street Railway
company (which is merely a reorganization of the present

City Railway company and the Grand River Street Railway
company) and the Fort Street Railway company were
granted franchises for a period of thirty years. In return

the companies agreed to adopt some method of rapid

transit, and also make some minor concessions in the mat-

ter of change of tickets, etc. It had been reported that

the franchise was obtained through corruption of the alder-

men, and this, togetherwith the general dissatisfaction with

the accommodations and service of the street railway com-
panies, led to an indigna'ion meeting, wh-ch was attended

by all classes of citizens, and at which the action of the

council was emphatically denounced. At the next meet-

ing of the council last Tuesday the council room was filled

with citizens, and the session terminated almost in a riot.

The mayor sent in vetoes of all the ordinances extending

the franchises, and his vetoes were sustn'ned. There is no
doubt that the street railway companies intend to introduce

rapid transit, but they have not yet publicly announced
their plans.

A new passenger transportation company has just been

organized here with a number of three-wheel conveyances

drawn by horses. They will carry eighteen passengers,

and the intention is now to run regular trips on one or two
of the main streets. The carriages arrived to day, and
were paraded through the streets on exhibition.

File broke out in the engine rooms of the dynamo sta-

tion of the Bay City Electric Light Works on the night of

June 24th. The engines and dynamos were ruined; loss

about 125,000. The city is left in darkness. It will take

a week to put in new engines and dynamos.

Work is to be started on a new street railway in Grand
Ilavcn next week.

Justice Brown of the United States Supreme Court has

decided a street car muddle in Grand Rapids by refusing

to grant a permanent injunction restraining the Reeds
Lake Electric road from coming down town into Grand
Rapids by straddling the Valley City road for two hundred

feet. The Oistrict Court held that the straddle was an in-

fringement of the Valley City company's road rights, but

justice Brown held that the straddle was only a crossing,

although a peculiar one, and therefore not to be slopped

by the Valley City company. D.

Swedish telephones are furnished with an automatic con-
trivance for regulating the number of conversations.
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PERSONAL.
Thos n. Lockwood was in Chicago last week.

W. A. Childs, president of the Law Tclephorc com
pany. New York, left last week for an extended business

and pleasure irip ihrough France, Germany and other parts

of Europe, lie will not return before the 1st of

November.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Equitable Electric company, Jersey City, N. J.; capital

slock, ^250/00; to n-.anufaclure and sell electrical devices

of all descriptions.

Uaehr Electric Manufacturing company, Newark, N. J.;

capital Slock, $50000; buying, selling and manufacturing

electrical apparatus.

Carolina Light & Power company, Aiken, S C ; capital

stock, $20,000; lo furnish and supply Aiken with electric

light and water, etc.

Herzog General Electric company, Newark, N. J.; cap-

ital stock, $i,oco,coo; to mar.uficture, sell and e.'iploit all

kinds of electiicai appliances.

Eastern Eleclrlcai Supply company, Portland, Me.; cap-

ital stock, $250,000; to manufacture and deal in electrical

appliances and supplies of all kinds.

Edison Light & Power company, Sao Francisco, Cal.;

capital stock, $3,000,000; to generate, transmit and sell elec-

tricity, electric light, heat and power,

New England Electric Brush company, Portland, Me.;

capital stock, $500,000; lo manufacture and sell electric

brushes under the patent of Ale.\ander Stanton.

Inter Stale Electric Railway company, Milwaukee, Wis
;

capital stock, $to.ooo,ooo; to construct and maintain an

electric railroad between Chicago and Milwaukee

Enterprise Construction & Supply company. New
Orleans, La ; capital stock, $50,000; to buy, sell and manu-
facture electrical and olher machintry and supplies.

Kennebunk Electric Light company, Kennebunk, Me
;

capital stock $100,000; supplying the towns of Kennebunk
and Kennebunkport and Wells with light, heat and power.

Shelbyville Water & Light company, New York, N. Y.

(iacorporated in West Virginia); capital stock, $50,000;

operating electric light plants, gas, water and power works

at Shelbyville, 111.

Birmingham, Knoxville & Allentown Traction com-

pany. Pittsburg, Pa.; capital stock, $1,000,000; construc-

tion and operation of motors and cables or other machinery

for passenger railways, etc.

San Antonio Light & Power company, Pomona, Cal.;

capital stock, $240,000; to manufacture, produce, generate

and otherwise obtain elec;ric light, power and heat from

the waters of San Antonio Creek.

Amador Electric Railway & Light company, Sutter

Creek, Amador county, Cal.; capital stock, $500 000; to

construcr, acquire, operate and maintain a line of railroad,

and maintain and operate telegraph and telephone service

along the line thereof.

Brighton Park Mutual Home & Investment company of

Branchville, Prince Georges county, Md.; capital

stock, $250,000; buying, selling, leasing, mortgaging, im-

proving land; construction and equipment of a railway,and

gas and electric lighting.

Vendomatic Apparatus company, Pittsburg, Pa.; capital

stock $io,oco; to manufacture and sell and operate auto-

matic pneumatic or electric machines, or appliances for the

display of cards, photographs, and oiher articles of trade.

Incorporated in West Virginia.

light corporations in that city. Mr. Brady is a director of

the Troy Gas company.

W. S. Coon, M A. Smallcy of Wyandotte county, O.,

W. W. Taylor of Philadelphia and others have incorpo-

rated the Central Construction company at Newport. Ky.,

to erect electric light plants, construct waterworks, etc.

The capital slock is $500,000.

According to statistics published by M. WybauA-, a Bel-

gian authority, there are 544 arc and g.5<^7 incandescent

lamps in use in Brussels; 240 atcs and 1,481 incandesccnts

in Antwerp: 2:0 arcs and 4 931 incandesccnt.s in Ghent;

384 arcs and ^',040 incandescents in Licge; 665 arcs and

2,423 incandescen's in Vervicrs; 1.500 incandtsctnts in

Chareleroi, and 1,100 lamps of both kinds in Ninove.

ELECTRIC LIGHT.

An electric lighting plant is talked of in Arkansas City,

Ark.

A St. Louis cipitalist contemplates establishing an elec-

tric light plant in Batesville, Ark.

At Tallapoosa, Ga , the Vernon Light & Power com-

pany will, it is stated, double the capacity of its electric

light plant.

The Badger Electiii: company of Racine has secured the

contract for lighting ihe city wiih 150 arc lights (ora period

of three years.

Large gangs of men have been engaged for weeks in

Louisville erecting poles and stringing wires for the elec-

tric lights with which it is inlended 10 illuminatclhestrects

of the ciiy.

At a special election of theresidentsof Fairmont. Minn .

it was decided to issue $15,000 worth of bonds for the

purpose of instituting a system of waterworks and install-

ing an electric light plant.

The V>adger Electric company of Racine, Wis., has

placed an order for an additional i8.\42 Keynolds-Corliss

engine. The company is at present engaged in remodel-

ing its station, adding two condensers, another Thomson-
Houston 1.300 light alternator and two 50 light Thomson-
Houston arc dynamos.

A. N. Brady of Troy, N. Y., has purchased the property

and plant of the Troy Electric Light company for $go,oco.

The sa'e is said to be a part of the plan begun by the Troy

Gas company in the consolidation of the three gas compa-

nies some time ago to obtain control of the gas and electric

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Rochester, N. ^'.. Railway company will extend

its Sophia street line lo the Driving Park.

The Raleigh, N. C, Street Railway company has let the

contract for the erection of its electric power house, which

is to cost $10,000.

The Houston, Te.\ , Street Railroad company has com-
pleted about twelve miles of electric lines, and will equip

ten miles more within a year.

The contract for the construction of the West Asheville,

N. C. and Sulphur Springs Electric railway, four and one-

half miles long, has been let. It is stated that the Thom-
son-Houston company will (uinish the electrical equipment.

The franchise for building an electric railroad from ihe

Union railway station in Lynchburg. Va., to the Lynch-
burg tV Durham station, which was granted a company rep-

resented by R. L. Miller, has been extended by the city

council The company has. it is stated, awarded the con-

tract to the Edison General Electric company for building

the road.

Suit to restrain the Cicero & Proviso Electric Railway
company of Chicago from crossing the tracks of the Minne-
sota and Northwestern Railroad company at grade in

Hailem has been begun by the latter corporation. The
complamant company avers that the crossing will interfere

with its business, and that no condemnation proceedings
have been itstitu:ed.

The South Harvey cs: Harvey Electric Dummy Railway
company of Chicago has been incorporated with a capital

stock of $50,000. The road will start at Homewood Station

on the Illinois Central lun east to AshUnd avenue, thence
north ihrough Siuth Harvey on Ashland avenue to One
Hundred and Sixty-four. h street, and east to the steam
railway station in Harvey. The road will begin operations

with twelve passenger cars and two motor cars. The cars

will run every half hour during the day, and every ten

minutes in the morning and evening daring the rush trips.

Articles of incorporation of the Lockport, N Y , and
Olcott Beach Electric Railroad company have been tiled

with the secretary of state. Its term of corporate existence

is to be 500 years and the length of the road is to be about
twelve miles. The route is to be as follows: From the

city of Lockport, thence through the town of Lockport,
and the town of Newfane, to the shore of Lake Ontario, at

the village of Olcott. The capital stock is placed at $120.-
000. The road will be part of the system intended to con-

nect Rochester and Lockport by an electric railway along
the Ridge road.

An electric road built by the Decauville comcany a short

time since on trial at Bourg, France, has proved such a

success that the municipality of the town has granted the

director of the electric lighting department there a con-
cession of thirty years for the woikingof the line. The
cars, which were run for the first time last yf ar on trial in

the Champs Elys(/es, at Paris, are lighted as well as pro-

pelled by electricity stored in accumulators. The track is

of only 23^ inches gauge, and curves of 16 yards radius are

practicable. It is said that these cars have no difficulty

in running up grades of i in 80.

One phase of the possibilities of the electric street rail-

road system was practically demonstrated recently by a

young Rochester business man of a humorous turn of

mind, says the Rochester, N. Y., Herald. One evening,

in company with his sister, he boarded an east bound East
Main street car near ihe Glen Haven terminus with the
purpose of riding down town as soon as the course of the

car should be reversed. When ihe end of ihe route was
reached, the young man and his sister were ihe only pas
?engers. The trolley rod was swung about, of course
breaking the connection of the incandescent light within

ihe car. In the instant of lunnel-like obscurity which en-

dued the humorous young man imprinted a scunding
smatk upon the h.ick of hi-, own hand. TJicn the lights

fashed up aunin, just as the ^ou^g ladv- exclaimed. "You
horrid ihinp!" and bounced halfway along the length of

ihe car. Her lluslud face and j^ercrally discomposed
manmr. coupled with the foregoing ci ciunstances, natur-

ally disposed the motor man and the conductor to the be-

lief that they had been the witnesses of an interesting love

episode, and the 'erics of grins and chuckles which they
indulged in caused the young lady to alight huniedly. thrl

she might vent her wrath upon the sportive brother who
had caused her discomfiture.

TELEGRAPH.

more & Ohio shall be leased to the Western Union for com-
mercial business.

The sale is reported of the American Rapid Telegraph
company, whose lines (xlend ihrough New Voik, Pennsyl-
vania, Ohio and Indiana, to the Western Union Telegraph
company, the consideration being $ioo,oco. The la'tcr

company has had actual possession of the lints for some
lime, becoming bv this purchase the ncminal owner as
well.

The United Stales Consul at Santiago c'c Cuba report

to ihe st'creiar\ of stale under dale cf June i2ih that the

lintsof ihe Fiench Telegiaph Cabie company have been
extended to I'"ort de France. St. I'icirc and other points in

Martinique, Point-a-Pitrc, St. Louis and Paramaribo. It

is expected that the line lo Rio de Jareiro via Para will be
completed by August 15th,

The second cable between France and Denmark, intend-

ed to duplicate that now existing between 0)ne, near
Calais, and the Island of Fancc, in Denmaik, wd! be laid

during the latter part of this month between these points.

This new cable will give more direct communication (or

Flench messages to St. i'etersburg. It is the propertyof
the Compagnie des Telegraphes du Nord.

During a recent storm Strgeant Farley, who had charge
of the telegraph instruments at theTremont police station.

New York city, had an unpleasant experience. In the

middle of the afternoon the man at pojice headquarters
concluded to send out a general order. Sergeant Farley

had got as far as "also you will strictly" in receiving the

message when lightning struck the telegraph pole at

One Hundred and Sixtieth street and Railroad avenue.

The wire which was carrying the message to the sergeant

was strung on that particular pole Fifteen poles were
tumbled into the railroad cut by the combined effect of the

lightning and the wind, and the sergeant was thrown
across the office and brought up with considerable

force against the railing. He was little the worse for the

shock.

In last week's issue it was stated that the W'estern

Union Telegraph company had won a victory at Milwau-
kee by a report of the judiciary committee of the ccramon
council in favor of an amended ordinance granlingtbecom-
pany the right to run its wires overhead in a cable instead

of burying them. It appears ttat the council at a meeting
held since passed a itsolution requiring ibe company lo

bury its wires by August 15th. It is now believed that

Mayor Scmers will veto this resolution. Together *vilh

his veto the mayor will probably recommend that the Board
of Public Works suspend the work of chopping down ihe

company's poles until action is taken on the cidinacce now
peneiiug allowing the wires to be placed in aerial cables.

The ordinance requiring that the company place its wires

underground has been in force more than two years, but
extensions have been granted from time to time until now
Mayor Sjmers thinks it about time the company should

comply with the law as the telephone company has done.

MISCELLANEOUS.

From Baltimore comes news that the transfer of the tele-

graph lines of the new Baltimore <S: Ohio Akron branch
road 10 the Western Union, in accordance with the sixty-

years' lease to the Western Union entered into by the
B^dtimore & Onio company in 1S8S. took place on July 6lh.

This acreement provides that the telegraph lines on every

road or branch road acquired or constructed by the Ii-«iti-

E. E. Ries, L. S. Greentielder, O. M Dennis and others

have incorporated the Ries Electric Specially company in

Baltimore, Md., lor the manufaciure, sale and installation

of electrical apparatus. The capital stock is ^25,000

The Southern Electric company has been incorporated

at Lynchburg, Va., with C. P. Poole, president, and C.W.
Poole, vice-president, for the purpose of manufacturing
electrical apparatus. The capit-^il stock is to be not less

than $5,000 nor more than s;25,ooo.

Lightning struck the big captive balloon in Chicago on
July 6ih The silken bag is said to have contained 150,000
cubic feet of gas. and the newspaper accounts state that

flames 200 feet high rolled over an area of half a block.

The balloon and its appurtenances were completely

destroyed, and the loss is estimated 31^30,000.

The United States Corporation Bureau of Chicago re-

ports 313 new, completed corporations in the United Slates

for the week ending June 26th, with a lo'al capitalization of

$80,937,150. Included in this number are thirty one rain-

ing and smelting companies with a capital of ^-2,175.000,
and twenty-nine light, heat and power companies capital-

ized at $6,757,500.

The Empire Electrical company, now located at

Brandywine, Pa., has bought a number of acres of ground
in Cicero, near Chicago, and proposes lo move. It is said

to be the intention to form a practically new electrical

supply company with a capital stock of $1,000,000. Several

hundred men will, it is claimed, be employed, and work
will be begun within sixty days.

On July 3d at S:. Inigoes villa. St. Maiys County. .Md.

.

a peculiar and fatal accident oicurred lesulting from a
lightning ^hock. St. Inigots villa is a Calhorc inslitulicn.

ai.d Father Boureaud thus tells the ssory: "On Friday
night a tornado passed over St. Inigoes followed by a
drenching rain. The scholastics, who were a>Ictp on the

lop floor, were awakened by ihe rain pourirginon them
and made hasty preparations to move their cots to dry
places They weie in all parts of the room when a bl nd-

ing flash of lightning ptivaded ihe apartment. After the

shock seven of the ycung men were found lying on the

fl"or. John B. Lamb of BoMon. William J. Holdcn of

New York and James Wallers of New York h.-(d been
killed, and Daniel Quinn of Ntw \'oik. Joseph Woods of
Philadelphia. Mr. Raley of St. Mary's County. Md.. and
Mr. Neary were injured. A singular incident is that all

the young men who were killed were in different i>arts of

the room."

In the course of an appreciative editorial on "Electric

Machinery in Coal Mines," -^.;.- of StccI says: ' The
application of eleciricily to min ng purposes is destined

eventu.illy lo revoluiionii:e methods and prices. Expcn-
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ments in this direction have been practically and ex-

haustively carried on by experts, and the possibilities of

electric adaptation have been accurately and scientifically

placed In mining mechanics it is already a conclusion

that eleclric power is advautageous in economy of cost

and increase of production. Motor power can be trans-

ferred from one point to another, as occasion requires,

with but a minimum of trouble and expense, and the

transfer of the product made with the same reduction in

time and cost. The electric coal cutter now runs at the rate

of =;oo revolutions per minute, and on an average, inclusive

of stoppages, can make a clean cut of 20 to 30 square

yards of coal per hour. Fifty-five yards have been bored

to an average depth of 3 feet S inches in seventy-live

minutes, making a difference in the relative cost of cutting

coal of 35 cents per ton in favor of the electrical appara-

tus. These advantages being established, the most im-

portant point in the use of electricity in coal mines has

been the open question as to whether a motor would be

likely to cause an explosion. This has been practically

settled by inclosing the cummutator in a protecting

air-tight casing. In special cases, where fire damp
might leak into these covers, a constant supply of carbon

dioxide is introduced from a steel cylinder, preventing the

ingress of anv explosive mixture. Switches are also in-

closed and sparking prevented by a resistance coil of self-

induction. It is practically demonstrated that in electric

pumping, coal cutting and drilling machines, the advan-

tages of economy and efficiency are in favor of electricity,

as compared with the older methods, and that it is but a

question of time when electricity will be dominaut as a

motor force in our coal mines."

TRADE NEWS.
The merits of the Thomson-Houston Motor company's

system of electric tramways are attractively set forth in a

finely illustrated pamphlet recently issued by that company.

A ntimber of highly successful installations of this charac-

ter are described.

The Union Electric Manufacturing company of Bridge-

port is manufacturing an incandescent lamp sicket that

has been received favorably by the trade. It is simple and

durable, and there are few parts. Since its introduction

there has been a lively demand for it, and it has evidently

commended itself to popular favor.

The Pelton Water Wheel company has opened an office

in New York at 235 Centra! building, Liberty and West

streets. It is prepared to manufacture at this point water

wheels and motors, together with water pipe, shafting,

puHeys and other machinery connected with the develop-

ment of power by the Pelton system.

Whipple s Reports for July states that the Chicago Elec-

tric Manufacturing company has dissolved This state-

ment is untrue. T. D. » laghorn. the manager of the com-

pany, on being seen by a Western Electrician represen-

tative, was very indignant that such a report should be put

in circulation, claiming that the concern was never in such

good shape as at present.

Qaeen &: Co., Philadelphia, are just now making a spe-

cialty of tachometers for indicating the speed of engines,

dynamos and motors. These instruments are quite essen-

tial to the economical operation of a plant. By means of

a tachometer it is possible to tell at a glance the exact rale

of speed at which an engine or dynamo is running. For

portable work a special instrument is made which take<; up

but little space, and can easily be carried about. This

tachometer is as accurate in its readings as the larger type

mounted on a stroag base and designed for permanent

attachment in the engine or dynamo room.

. The increase in the sales of Perkins lamps by the Knapp
Electrical Works during the last month has been greater

than any preceding month of the ytar. The orders for

these lamps have been coming in in large numbers from

consumers who have had the lamps on trial for some time.

Mr. Knapp reports that the lamp business has so increased

during the last year that the Perkins company will be

obliged to enlarge its manufacturing facilities again. Mr.

Knapp also reports large sales of Safety wire, which he is

now handling Mr. Knapp has a large stock of wire of

all 517.25 at his headquarters on Franklin street.

Ths Central Electric company has recently taken some
ver)' large orders for electroliers and other electric light

fixtures for several public buildings in the Northwest. The
company reports a large trade on these articles. The
compiny further says there is a constant demand for better

goods than have heretofore b:en supplied. At a recent

life tcs*. of one hun-Jrcd Packard lamps, it is claimed the

average life was found to be 2.113 hours. The Central

Electric compiny is hanJiing these lamps in the West and
rcp'irts thtt the sale* are constantly increasing and that the

capacity of the factory i« now bting doubled 10 meet this new
demand. The Central Electric compiny Js showing samp'es

of a new porcelain insulator, which it will place upon the

market wi'.hin a few day.«. iJcscriplivc cuts of this article

will appear in ih; next isiu;.

BUSINESS.

A new contracting and electrical ftuppty house has been

esubli<>hed at Kockford. Ill-, under the firm name of War-
ner .V Blinn Mr. Warner is a well kno*n electrician and

Mr. Blinn has the agency for the Mate of Wiw:onMn for

the Mayo apparatun. manofactiifed by the Kockford
KIccTrical Works.

A ' " . been organize-i in Cincinnati with a

jarg'. to bring out a line of electrical and

o!h;r c from a new aluminum alloy. It \\

at prcv::.: ca.-,:ii.g a large number of tcgmcnls for commu-
ta'.o'», bfOTiz^ all'iy pioions, cic It will soon brin^j

out a large line of cooking utensils, showing that aluminum
is destined to go into very general use.

The West Side Car company of Boston is fast equipping
the system with electricity, and as the work progresses the

old cars are offered for sale. The company, it is said;

ope-ate more cars than any other line in the world, and
when fully supplied with electric motors will have a plant

that will command the admiration of the world.

Julius Andrea, Milwaukee, has discarded steam in his

factory, and is installing a three horse power Eddy motor
to run a part of the machinery. Later he will add a larger

motor, taking the current direct from the Edison company's
mains. Mr. Andrea is building up a very large business
in Milwaukee, and by careful, painstaking work is deserv-

ing success.

The eighth edition of the revised catalogue of W. K..

Ostrander & Co., 195 and 197 Fulton street, New York,
has just been issued. It contains a complete list of their

manufactures, comprising si.x systems, viz.: Speaking
tubes, electric call-bells, electric burglar alarms, electric gas
lighting, mechanical door bells, pneumatic call-bells, etc.

The various applimces under each head are illustrated,

and are arranged in a simple and systematic order.

The Pond Engineering company has recently received a
large order for Armington & Sims engines from the Chi-

cago Edison company for its central lighting station on
Adams street. The engines are of 400 horse power each.

The first engines in this plant were made by the Arming-
tou & Sims company, but since then tests of engines built

by other firms were made. The Armington & Sims com-
pany was therefore greatly gratified on receiving the last

order.

A new car, built by the Brownell Car company of St.

Louis and known as the California Adjustable Car.
patented by T. B. Blow, has just been put on the North
Side cable line as a trailer. The car is a novelty, and in

many ways would seem to have merit The 5eats are

arranged to either face in or out along the side of the car.

Windows are dropped down inside the back of the seats,

so that when the seats are facing inward the windows can
be put up. making a closed car for use in winter or in case

of a storm. The car is handsome and solidly built, and
has been put on the North Side line for exhibition pur-

poses.

The Rockford Electric Works are placing the Mayo
generator and their new "Iron Clad" motor on the market,

and are meeting with well merited success. They have
recently established a sales agency at Lincoln, Neb., and
are desirous of placing agents in the field in other terri-

tory Recently published testimonials from the CJiicngo

Tribune, Jnter Ocean and other Chicago establishments
would indicate that the motors made by this company are

giving satisfaction. A special feature will be made of

isolated lighting, it being claimed that perfect regulalion

has been reached and that but little attention will be re-

quired after the plant has been installed. A Urge number
of generators are under construction in the factory, and
preparations are being made for an active fall season.

The Union Electric Works. 506 Springer biildincr. are

making the apparatus to be used by the American Electric

Fence company, which is now being put on the market in

Te.sas and Colorado. Preparations have a'ready been
made for the construction of a large amount of the fence.

The parties owning the patent for California are adverti-

sing it in that territory as a protection against the rabbit

pest, and it is likely to be put to general use ?o it is claimed

for that purpose The Chicago company has deviled a

very fine converter, in the form of a large roil, and when
power can be had. they are going to supply a small mag-
neto ffenerator to take the place of the battery and coil

The Union Electric company has recently purchased sev-

eral electrical inventions and is making a specialty of ex-

ploiting new devices.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
IssuedJuly 7, 1891.

455.-98. Electric Locomotive. Norman C. Basse tt,

Lynn, Mass.
In this locomotive the electric moto' extends from

axle to axle of the truck and is mounted thereon by
spring bearings. Upon the armature shaft of the

motor there are placed variable friction pinions

which engage corresponding friction wheels fixed

upon a countershaft, which shaft is geared to and
swings about the axle as a center.

455,316. Annunciator. Manias Gari, Canton, Ohio

455-320. Telegraph Key. Robert W. Green, St. Thomas,
Canada.

455 322, Trolley Role Stand, James R. Griffiths, Alle-

gheny. Pa.

455.339 Conductor for Electric Railways. Waller II.

Knight, Cleveland, Ohio.

The lasl claim is:

"^5. In an electric railway, the combination of an
inclosing conduit, a supply conductor, a vitreous insu-

lator having a spring-bearing.and a dcadencr therefor,"

455. 34O' Electric Railway. Walter II. Knight, New
York, N. y.

In this system a contact device is carried by the car,

the outer extremity of said device being pressed

against the line conductor, while the inner extremily

has such a connexion wi'h the vehicle that it pi-rmits

the accommodation of the device lothc irregular paths

followed by its ends respectively.

Claim sixty reads:

"The combination, with an electric railway and an
eleclric locomotive thereon, of a conduit, a supply

ConOucior (hereon, ph f^icctricaliy propcikd vehicle,

and a contact device held against fore-and-aft move-
ment by its connections with the vehicle and movable
laterally about a horizontal axis."

455-341- Etec'ric Railway. Walter H. Knight, New
York. N Y.
The yokes are provided with sockets with insulators

seated therein and conductors attached therero. The
slot rails, extending through the pavement to form the
upper part of the conduit, are suitably attached to said
yokes.

455.342. Electric Railway. Walter H. Knight, New
York, N, Y.

455.343- Electric Railway Plow. Walter H. Knight,
New York, N. Y.

455.352. Electrical Watchman's Clock. Harvey S Park,
Chicago, III.

455.366- Combined Fuse Block and Incandescent Lamp.
Horace E. Swift, Boston, Mass.

455. 39S Quadruplex Telegraphy. Charles D. Haskins,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

In this sysrem an extra helix is provided on the
neutral relay magnets whose terminals are connected
to the magnet terminals of an ordinary back contact
relay.

455,410. Watchman's Time Detector. Abraham New-
man, Brooklyn, N. Y.

455.420. Method of Electric Welding. Elibu Thomson,
Swampscott, Mass.

In this method the metal is cooled just back of the
weld and between the same and the places where the
current bearing electrodes form contacts.

455.421. Securing Metal Bands on Wooden or Other
Articles. Elihu Thomson, Swampscott, Mass,

455 440. Watchman's Time Recorder. John A. Lan-
nert, Cleveland, Ohio.

455.446 Grava Annunciator. William H. White, Tope-
ka, Kan.

455 447- Conduit for Electric Railways. William Brad-
ley, Fort Wayne, Ind.

45b. 451- Diaphragm for Electrolytic Ceils. Ernest A.
Le Sueur, Ottawa, Canada.

455 454- Electric Railway. Edwin W. Rice, Jr., Lynn,
Mass.

In this system two supply conductors attached to
separate generators, and parallel with the road, are
each at separate times made to propel the car by
means of a suitable arrangement which brings the
propelling motor in circuit with either of them at one
time.

455,488. Friction Gearing for Dynamos. Frederick L.
McGahan, Indianapolis, Ind.

455,510. Train Signaling Apparatus. Linwood Y. Jor-
din, Somerville, Mass.

455.517- Multipolar Dynamo. Andrew L. Riker, New
York, N. Y.

455 5'S- CarbTn Brush and Holder Therefor. Andre a'

L. Riker, New York, N. Y.

455,520. Pulsating Current Reciprocating Electric En-
gine S/stem. Charles J. Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.

455.524. Electric Meter. Tames J. Wood, Brooklyn,
N. Y.

455.532. Self-winding Electric Clock Fred L.Gregory,
Niagara Falls.

455.545. E'ectrical Walking Toy. John B. Kibler. Min
neapolls, Minn.

455.559- Lamp Socket and Switch and Circuit Closer
Therefor- Henry P. Ball, Brooklyn, N. Y.

455.575. Electric Meter. Johan W. T. Olan, New
York, N. Y.

455,576- E ectric Arc Lamp. Johan W T. Olan, New
York, N. Y.

Claim One reads:

"The combination, with the carbons or electrodes
of an arc lamp and inclosing globe therefor, of a lube
extending from the base thereof and containing a col-

umn of liquid, said column supporting one of the
lamp carbons, and means for separating the carbons
to form an arc

"

4S5.58I- Electric Motor Car Truck. John F. Seiberling,
Akron. O.

455,031. Apparatus for the Defecation of Saccharine
Juices by Electricity in the Manufacture of Sugar.
Elias Maigrot and Jose Sibates, Havana, Cuba

4:5 f)8o. Electric Belt. Charles A. iJogardus, Syracuse,
N. Y.

455 683 Transmission of Alternriling Currents of Dif
ferent Phase. Michael Von DoHvo Dobrowolsky,
Berlin. Germany.

455.693. Galvanic Battery. Henry C. Sample, RavenS'
wood, assignor to Hugh W. Matthews, Chicago, 111.

455 6i)6, S^viich-board for Electric Fence Stations. Da-
vid IL Wil.son, Normal, 111.

455,711. Electric Motor. Lemuel G. Goode, Jersey City,

N- J.

455 722. Support for Telephones. William J, Myers,
Allegheny, Pa.

455726 l''.lcctric Motor or Generator. Walter 1''. Brown,
Si. Paul. Minn.
The lasl claim reads:

"5. The combination, with the commutator of a

reversible dynamo or motor, of fixed radial support on
opposite sidc« thereof, arms secured at right angles
with and adjustable along said supports, standards
adapted to be secured upon either fiidc of said arms

^^ and adjustable along the name, and brush-holder;, j^nd
r brushes carried by ."-aid standnrdf;,"
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EUOENE V. FmujPS, Pteaidfent W. H. Sawtkr, bco'j and Elrctrldan,

AMEEICAU ELECTRICAL WOUKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Manufacturers of PuU-nt Finiabed

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
T Magnet Wire, OfTlce and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covered

Wire, Laad Eucased Wire, Telephone and
'^

Incandescent Cords.

FARADAY CABLES.
New York Office. 10 Cortlandt Street,

Insulation Guaranteed Wherever tJsed, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

In alottor fromttio TVSPKCTOB or the RnRtnn Firo T'nderwritprH* I'nioii, under date of Marcb '29,

188(i. Iioaaya: "A Thorou^^hly Relia1>le and I>esiial(le Wire in Kvery Ktspt'tl."

The rnl>ber used In insnlatin^; our wiroB and ciblfiB ie specially chemically prepared, and Is guar-
enleed to be waterprnof. and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and w 11 Temiln jb'.xible in extreme
cold wealh'T and not alTecLed by hBnt. The Ineiilation iR protfrlori from mechaniciil Injnry l>y one up
morebraldri and thewholn Hlick-^d with (^hirU'fl I'ati^nt. ( 'oinpritiriil. which le water, oi'. acid and lo a
very great ex'ent, flrn-proof Our insulation will prove durabln when all others tail. We aro prepared
to ifiirnlph siiiEle Wirea fif all causes and diameter of iiiatilation for Teletjraph, Telephone and
Electric Llchta from stock. Cabk-B made to order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
Gl and 63 Hampshire Street, ]to««ton, jYlas!^.

HBNRT A. CLARK, General Manager. IIEKBKRT H. EUSTIS, Electricun.

CHICAGO AGENTS: THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO., 320 Dearborn Street.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For Eleetrh'iil Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL& CO,,

818 Water St., New York.

Fine Office Furniture
and Folding Beds.

Brass and Wire Work. 215 Wabash Av.

A. H. Andrews & Co., Chicago.

BRASS FANS
FOB ElyKCTIlK' MOTOIIH.

MANCFACTUL-iU I'.Y

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS,
4 ljaSiill<> Ave., Chicago.

Write UB for prices.

ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE.
IKIIKK nu 11., IMIIA.NV, \ M IIDIM. (II- IMaM.MUM:.
\V.'lU-llilL.\VCti, well OIlILMI.'.l .lllMlllllLJjlK of ri\ll.
Mi'i'liimical iiad Ekt'triciil Eiiyiiirciing, (.'lu'mistn

,

Hiiiwliig. Extensive Slmjis hihI I.!i!nrt';itiiricH. E\-

THE GROGKGR-mrHEELER
PERFECTED MOTORS.
Aory mIo« spood. full i>o« or. porfiM-t rcmi-

Intioii. r4irK<*4l tirltlH lot info basi'. si-lt'-oiliiit;

Ix'ariiiss. soir.ceiiteriiitt: boariiitf^. all ^izoM.
botii arc and iiioaiKlcscoiit, for all power
pur|»0!seH.

Acknowledged by the Leadinj? Manufacturing Companies to be

THE MOST PERFECT MOTOR MADE.

Estimates and Plans Furnished for Electric Power Equipment.
Correspondence Invited.

430--432 WEST 14TH ST., NEW YORK.

JAMES LEFFEL WATER WHEELS
Built by THE

JAMES LEFFEL ^ CO.
UPRIGHT AND HORIZONTAL,

FOR

Electric, Mining and Manufacturing

Easy worlring gates. Higb porrontago and even
flpced at full and part capacity. Einially adapted to
high and low Leads. Lart;o nnnilior of sizes and
styles. Send for descriptive pauipUlet to

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
SPRINC-IELD,

OH.O.
OR 110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY

MICA
For all ICIeclric Insulating
Purposes Kast India Mica
is the best on the market,

I I SELL NO OTHER.
SetKl for Samples .md ( tiiol.'itions.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St., NEW YORK.

To Manufacturers:
\ youDK man. wiUio;:' mt.u;.-. tu puEli

his inventloE, dc-irc); lo cll.spo.ss of a
Fiiolinn-cliilch llial will .stand Ihc Bcvcr-
f-* <Titic'sm.

For further Information address,

I. F. !>., Care 'Westkk.n Ei.kctiucian.

The Electrical

Construction Co.
fi.^'j

C. A. HARTER, Manager. Telephone, 1718.

Electric Billiard and Pool Table.
Fateiit \'iiiiil>ee 4.'»:i.074.

The own-T of thie pat'-nt wieheB to corrpsiiond
with parties Interested In electrical appUancee
with the view of putting the device In uee.

AddreBB,

Caro Westeiin ELEcrniciAN.

UNION ELECTRIC WORKS
Electric ypecialtics niinufactaird on

royalty or pnrcliawed of inven-
tors. Hepair work of all kluds given
careful attention.

Room 506, Springer Building, Chicago.

Electrical Wood.

p
Teli^graph i oTelephone CROSS L ARMS
Klectri<* l>ir;ht \ E

SOCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL POLES.
C.H. HOLMES, ''°°'"'"°<=°g','.Ti?,?i: Mo.

Electrical Enpeerin^Co.^
ROOM 603, MOWON BUILDING, CHICACO.

ELECTRIC OUTFIT.
MASON'S FAMOUS BATTERIES.

MEDAL AWARDED, American Institute E.^chibition, 1S91.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE B.

JAMES H. MASON
18 & 120

) Park Ave. Brooklyn, N.Y.

MEASURE YOUR INCANDESCENT LAMPS WITH

Queen's Portable Bunsen Photometer.
In every Cenlral Station there is constant oct-aMon to measure the candle power

of Incandescent Lanios, and to meet these requ'renn-nts we have designed our Port-
able ItuiiNen Pliotoinetcr. It is oonipaot. givfs accurate i-esults,
is .Niimple in operation, and the price is low. Dimensions, 37-^ inches
long and 5; Inches s<iuarc. Total weight, 13 p:)unds.

:e=I5ic:e], ^30.oo.
Indispensable to the Economical Operation of Every Central Station.

t OKKENI'OXItKM'K 80I.I('ITF.U.
Send tor Illustrated Catalogue of Electrical Test Instruments No. 1-0 3.

QUEEN & CO., PHILADELPHIA.
JF YOU WANT

AN EXCELLENT DYNAMO,
Arc or Incandescent;

IF YOU WANT
A UNn^ERSAIi AB.C LAMP,
adapted, for use on any dyuamo
of any system;

IF YOU ARE
Looking for an ARC LAMP for
use on Incandescent Circuits;

.^. IF YOU NEED
i.f^^ MOTORS, GENERATORS.

SEPARATORS, ETC.;
Clr if yoQ are eeekinc Information in regard

to Electrical Apparatns, \vrite to Itio

EASTON ELECTRIC CO.,
Or call OB them at their oflice,

89 BKOADWAY, - NKW YORK CITV.

MclNTOSH, SEYMOUR 1^ CO. ENGINES.

SARGENT & LUNDY.

SINGLE CYLINDER

OR COMPOUND.

List of Engines
under Construc-
tion July I, for De-
livery on or before
September 30:

For Particulars Inquire of

339 RooXery BIdg,, CHICACD.
[

Sl/.K

doe 10^x15
Two isj,jsi7

»'n6 13 and 23.V17
One 11x12
One );laniUi.lxl5
One u and l^-cl^

Two 1.1 and 2.SI17

One WandanV
Sx'J

13 and 19xl!>

15 and 23x17
13x16
W4I16
184x18
Sx9
ll'iXlOli

03x19
11 and I'.lxlS

11 and 19x15
16xt5

Two U\iJ.K
Ono 13 and 23x17
One l."» and 2iil7

or K.vcii km;ink

Ono
One
line
One
One

Two
One
One
One
One

DEPTIN.VTION,
811 Edlfon tieneral Electric Co., Oroton, K. V.

?00 Glouceeler Street Kailway Co., Gloiiceeter, Mae3.
210 T.ll. International Electric Co., Rio Janeiro, I!ra,:ll.

65 Merclmnte j; Miners Tran.ponatlon Co., Baltimoto, Md.
ir>0 I'ortlunil Street Railway Co., rertland, Me.
IG I Lawrence, Maee.
210 Lawri'nce. .Mase.
21) Fall Uiv.T, Mafa
31) r.olateil I><'pt. T -H. Elec. Co., Boston, Maea.
150 i;. A. Rolllnn .V Co.. Olilcaeo. III.

3J5 Soniervllle Electric Light Co., Somervtlle, Maee.
100 A. O. Week". Boston. Maes.
12.5 Tonawanda .t Wheatlleld Eleolric Light Co., Tonaw-.tnds, N. Y.
20O T.-H. Int. Elec. Co., l.e.'de. Enstand.
30 A . J. Wilkinson, Hyde Park, Mate.
J5 PresltvterUn Hospital. New York City.
500 Chicago Edison Co., Chlcaco, lU.
150 T.-U. Int. Eleo. Co., Helelnirfots, Finland.
1.50 Frll.^ Wllen, Helelnofois. f inland.
15) T.-H. Electric Co.. Boston, Maps.
125 Cortland ForgInK Co.. Cortland. N. Y.
215 West End Street ItaUwav Co ,'BostoD. Ma*s.
4M lUltini.ire Eiectric Rellnlng Co.. Baltimore. Md.
WO Ueorgta lilectric liighl Co., Atlanlai Ua.
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<^^^^ Established in 1861.

E. BAGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AND ELECTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-BRANCH STOBE-

2134 Michigan Avenue.

IBUBNaEgRicMfG,!
^.V^"" FITCHBURG.MASS,U.S.A. ^^
P/ MANUFACTURERS OF DYNAMOS FOR. LI GHTIN G,

c/ platingandexperimental purposes.

EVERYTHING LATEST DESIGN AND HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

WAIffTBD.
A Speci.lty to Manufac'u'e— e'ectiical

preferred, or will sell my Foundry and
Machine Plant on easy terms. Addiess

C. C. PAIGE,
Eagle iron Works. OnIiUonIi. AVis.

DiTRODrcrxG EMmsir .\ew rnivripies.

THE OLD STYLE.

THE ACME LINK BELT
IS 5IAI.E ONLY BY THE

Pa^ Belting Company, Concord, K. H.
Branches; Boston, New York, Chicagfn, S:in

Francirco. Al^o. manufaetnixTS of all the
staple [Trader cif Leather Beltin;^ and Lacing.
Seiul for Illustrated Catalo&ue—a vuluable
treatist: ou beltinsi Free.

1
FOB THR

festera ElectriciaD

$1.00.

Manufactarers of

pcTAGONAL^^ Cedar
lELEPHOni&ELECTRICAL

RailwayFoles&QiossArms

# H.M.LOUD & Sons UjmberQ '

OSCODA, MICH.

FOR SAIiE. West End St. Bail-
\VAY Company, 81 Milk St., Boston. This
company having adopted the long car for

traffic on its most populous line?, Is now
able to dispose of a portion of its box and
open cars. Roads in want can be promptly
supplied at advantageous prices. We in-

vite crrrespondence. but believe an fx-

8minati3n of our stock by a representalive

of parties In want would be to their advan-
tage. HENKY F. WOODS,
June 19, 1801. Purchasing Agent.

A Choice List of Summer Resorts.

In the Lake r^'gioDS of Wipcnnein, T^orthern
Michi^tn. MinneBOta, Iowa and llie two Djikotas
there a'-e hundrede of cha-niiD^ localiiicB pre-
eminer tly fitl^d for Bujiimer bomey. Amon^ the
foUowint^ aelectPd llet are naine^ familiar to

many of our leaderB as the perfection ff North-
ern Bummer res^orte. Nearly all of the WieconBln
points of interest ere wiliiin B short dlatance
from Chkaj^o or Milwaukee, and none of tliem

are eo far away from the "luiBy marlH of civiliza-

tion' ihat they cannot l-e reached in a lew hours
of travel, by the frfqiien'' trains, over the tinest

rnadp In the Northwest—ilie CIilraKO, Mihvankee
& St. Panl Railway and MUwaukec *t Norihern
Railroad:

Oconomowoc, Wis. Clear Lake, Iowa.
Mlnoqaa, Wie. I.akcf tlkobcji, Iowa.
Waukeeha. Wis. Spirit Lake, Iowa.
Palmyra, Wig. F'l'intenat, Minn.
Toraa'hawb Lakes, Wle. Lake Mirnetonl^a, Minn.
Lakeeide, Wis. Ortonvllle, Minn.
Kilbourn Cif, WIp, Prior Lake, Minn.
(Delleof ihe Wleconein.) White Bear Lake, Minn.
Braver Dam. Wie.
MarileoD, Wis,
Delavan. Wis.
Sparta. Wle.
Pewaakee. WIp.
WaiiMiikee. Wle.
Maiinelts, Mich.

For detailed iDformation apply to any couiion
ticket affent, or send etamp for a free Uluntrat^d
tonrlet folder, to Geo. II. IlealTord, General Pae-
^eoK'-T .\:^''Dl, Cbirazo, 111.

Lake Madieon,
So. Dakota.

Blc Stone Lake,
So, Dakota.

Elkhart ' ake. Wig.
Ontonagon, Mich.
Mackinaw, Mich.

Stilweli's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE in Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

8TILWELL&6IERGEMF6.C0.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

E* O S .A. Xj £3.
New ID and 25 Light

Arc Dynamos and Lamps.
HICH TENSION.

JAS. McLaughlin, Mfg. Electrician,

50 Si. Clinton St., C'liiraaro.

Six samples showing all finishes

f-.r $1 ."iO.

T. 3". 3VrTTIH»H-K-,
96 Colnmbns Ave., XEW YOBK.

STAR GAUGE GLASS CUTTER.
A necessary tool in every engine room. Sent by

mail on receipt of price.

No. I. Cute oyer 5 iachee $1.50
" 2. " " S ' 3.00

"WESTERN
AQ^NT.S. TAUSSIG, 45 River St., Chicago.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
111 to 156 Green St., Green Point, BrooklTn. E. D., S. T.

'

HARD PORCELAIN ELECTRJCAL SUPPLIES,
— INCLUDING —

Switch Bases, Cut-Out Boxes, Cleats, Circuit Breakers, Bushings,
Knobs and other Insulators.

The body of oar goods ie made non-conductive. Our ware 1b the most dense
and is coneeqnpntlv the most non-abeorbent that can be produced, belne theTRUE HARD POPnELAIN. ^^g ^"c

.^^.
WE ARE FITTED WITH

^S^^ RELIABLE Machinery and Tools,

^.>^>w1lnd Employ RELIABLE Woricmen.

^otX/AU Kinds of Electrical Apparatus to Order.

CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

TELEPHONE!
Non-Electric, and only one Adjustable lo Atmospheric Changes.

SOLD OUTRIGHT with "PEERLESS INSULATORS."
For Private Short Linee, For Connecting Factory and Office,

Residence and Store, Siable, etc., etc.

Plainest Speaking! Superior to Others! Highly Recommended!
Intending purcbaeera will do well to InveBtif^ate It before buying elsewhere.

THE BOSTWICK & BURGESS MFG. CO.,
KOKn ALK.OIIIO, U.S.A.

ACTIVE IHEN AND BUSINESS HOUSES can secure valuable territory

in whicti to take orders and put up lines.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS

Send for Complete Catalogue.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building CHICAGO, ILL.

A NHW^ BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND - BOOK.

Lieut. F. B. Badfs latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of
which 20 000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's
well-known practical style with all the problems of Electric Power
Transmission.

nrOW READY. PRICE $1.0O.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CEI.K.

BR/1TKI> WATKR WIIKKL. as particularly adapted to theiruw,

on account of its remarkably Hteadr motion, hisrh Speed
and crreat KOiciency, and lare^ <-apacily, foriis diameter,
being double the Power of most wheels of same diameter. It is us-^rd bj- a

number of the leading electnc companies w-ith great satisfaeiion. In the econom-

ical use of water it is without an an equal, producing the highest p*:! cenu 01 us*r

ful effect croaranteed.
Hl:\'D FOB CATAI^«rE AXD PAKTICTXARS.

Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gea^- are required,

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch VICTOR

Xt'RBIi^ES arranged on a horizontal shsjt. with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft

Tubes. End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a mbstaniial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor

Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontaj shafts, and where the situation

admits of their use. we recommend them,

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., • DAYTON, OHIO.

aQBECARBON.g
MAKERS OF HICH-CRADE

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

ALUMINUM
IN ALLOYS 75c. PER POUND.

Aluminum in alloys equal In purity to

any on the market 75c. per pound for the

contained Aluminum.
Cowlea' Pare Aluminum in Ingots is

offered as low as that of any American
concern; quality guaranteed.

THE COWLES

Electric Smsltin^ l Aluminm Co,,

l,OeKPORT. X. V.

HARKISUNUONYEYOR
FOR HANDLING

Grain, Coal, Tan Bark, Seeds, Etc.
Will conrev all liintiH of grain withnut misinp.
Will curry two ditTereiii kinds of mjiterial In op-

posite directions at the Biiiue time.
Will convey Oue-Hundrec*. and Fifty Tons of Coal

per hour. Made of Wnm^lil Iron and Steel. Send for
llluB. Caialu^:. RORIIKN A; SEKI.ECK. CO.,
4.H und M> r.uke St., ChlcuKo, 111.

J. C. TEMPLE.
iF^rmerly of STOUT, MILLS & TEMPLE),

DAYTON. OHIO.

HyiranlicaniiMecliaDicalEDiiiiefir
Improvement of Water Powers, Arraneement

of fower Plant", Shafting, etc., for Electric Power
aod Ligbt. CONSTRUCTION SUPERINTENDED.

Wm.9. Tubner. Pres. Geo. A- BELL. V. pre3. -i. i^kstek WiMHiBRiofJK. Sec. and Treas.

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER ENGINEERING CO.,

ELECTRICAL ANrMECHANicAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment o( Eleclric Railways. Steam and Electric Plants.

47 Times Building. Telephone Call. 1009 Corllandl. NEW YORK.

GBDAR POLBS.
Railway Ties and Posts-

If In wan'- of Piles, Ties and Posts, save raoDfy
hy getting mj pricea.

W. C, STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods. Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Ked. Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

x^iiIi\^J^^Vi>PA. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World.

:E]srr.^:B3:iTs:^£3X> is78.
Sai^V^ MAXBFACTIIRERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
OFFICE:

14 DEV ST.. X. V.

TheSUNBEAM INCANDESCENT LAMP GO.
805 Chamber of Commerce Building, Chicago^

}
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C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS.
Electric motors in all standard sizes

for operating elevators, pumps, print-
ing presses and macliinery for gen-
eral manufacturing purposes.

Electrical Mining Machinery of all

kinds, Hoists, Tram Cars, etc.

Electric Blowers for ship ventila-
tion. Fan outfits.

Electric plants fir pumping church
organs.
Over 10,000 motors in actual oper-

ation.

THE C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.

Dynamos in all sizes of same de-

sign and dimensions as the standard
motors.
Equipment of mines, factories, ma-

chine shops, office buildings with com-
plete electrical plants for lighting and
power.

New England Office, 63 Oliver St., - BOSTON.

Philadelphia Office, - 38 S. FOURTH ST.

Chicago Office, - - PHlNIX BLDG.

San Francisco Office, • 35 MARKET ST,

402-404 GREENWICH ST.,

\/VE ARE IN IT
J^^^irD Ir-iJW/ w^i-ri-^ x_j< J^T

OUR NEW BRANCH WAREHOUSE, Nos. 78, 80 & 82 FRANKLIN ST., OHIGAGO,
SEVEEAL CARLOADS OF OUR CELEBRATED

GRIMSHAW "WHITE CORE," " B. D." BRAIDED and COMPETITION
GRIMSHAW TAPES

AND COMPOUNDS. TATIRSS You can buy from us at
Manufacturers' Prices.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,
MAIN OFFICE, 649 & 651 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. G. H. MEEKER, Western Manager.

The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PARTIOIJIAELT ADAPTED TO DEIVIirG

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of its high efficiency at all stages of gate, steadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the construction of which makes It the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

cpun CnR PATAI flPIIF illustrating various styles of setting

on both vertical and horizontt 1 shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS GO.,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT, miLLS & TEMPIiE,

JOHN STEPHENSON CO.,
LnyrrrED,

STREET CARS
FOR

ELECTRIC MOTORS.

CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS,
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For Uriving Dynamos.

^;|~^^ The Clinton Cas Light Co., Clinton, Mass., have thor

oughly tested and have adopted the Evans System of

Driving Dynamos in their new Electric Light Station,

Thousands of Horse Power in use driving Dynamos, and hundreds of sets of Cones

in operation, driving all classes of machinery. Address

THE EVANS FRICTION CONE CO.,
S3 T7^«-tor St., :]BOSTOINr, IVE^^^SS. For ^'aryine Hpred.

TURBINE WATER WHEELS
M.iNUFACTUUED BY

f

lox'l^ozn.'tetX

Vortlca-1.

RODNEY HUNT MACHINE COMPANY.
SPECIALTIES FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER.

I>ouble the power of most wheels. Hl^h §tpeed. Beltios directly to

dynamo. Kftieleno, .IMJoO. Ilolyoke Testing Fluttn^:. Kasy «'orkioe gate.
KVfn Npeed Escellent workmanship, great dnrubility. Moderate prIoeB
and satlBftictloQ in every re~pGct ^aaranteed. 1,800 wheels eold in New England. One
parly tias 87 of theee wheels in iie'i; snntherG.SOO h. p. ; another T.iCO h p., etc., etc.

Large namber of wheels furnished for Electric Lighting Ail glvlD<; perfect aatiefact-

ioQ. Write for catalogne and estimates on proposed plants.

Boston Office, 70 KiJby St. Main Office and Worlis, ORANGE, MASS., U. S. A.

ELECTRICAL
BOOKS.

Send For Complete Gatalogne.

Electrician Publishing

Company,
6 Lakeside Building. - CHICAGO.

CHICAGO IITSTTLATED WIRE COMFAITV,
IVE.A.]NrTTX*.A.O^I*T7Xl.X:Zt.tS OF

HIGH GRADE INSULATED WIRES
or ALL DESCRIPXIOINS.

WEATHERPROOF WIRES,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

MAGNET WIRES,
INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,

ETC., ETC., ETC.

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS
AND S.\MPLES.

Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO., 48-52 N. Clinton St., CHICAGO, ILL.

A MOOKIi RAIIiWAY.
The Burlington Route, C, B. & Q R.

R., operates 7,000 miles of road, with ter-

mini In Chicago, St. Louis, St. Paul,
Omaha. Kansas City and Denver. For
speed, safety, comfort, equipment, track,

and efficient service It has no equal. The
Burlington gains new patrons, but loses

none.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Botli Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

BY JI

tm 564-vS^

TRIPOD BOILER
Three ' Safety,

Points of [ _

Superiority Economy,

Guaranteed: [LOW FifSt COSt

Eepeated tests prove that it is

absolutely Non-Kxplosive and
the most Durable ever made.
Strong^testiraoDials from hun-

dreds of users, in all parw of the
country.

Sizes 10 to 1.000 H. P.

For full information address,

HAZELTONTRIPOD BOILER CO
CHICAGO, ILL

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS IN THE WEST

SEND FOR OUR COMPLETE CATALOGUE.

ZSIectriciaxi Publishing Co., 6 laakeside Bldg., Chicago, III.

BAIN ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
FOREE BAIN, President and Engineer.

47 and 49 S. Jefferson Street, CHICAGO.

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS
1-12 to 500 Horse Power.

Highest Class in Efficiency. Mechanical Design, and General Utility.

Experts in applying Electricity to New Uses.

8BND FOK CATAIiOtiVK.
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
TRADE MARK. 823 Locust St., ST. LOUIS, MO.,

Okonite Wires AGENTS FOR THE CELEBRATED PACKARD
XWX«»de to X*lt a.n.-y Soob.et.

We also have a full stock of Sockets made to fit any Lamp.

LAMP.

Cables. SE:3SriD TTS .A. T'TiX.A.lL. OI^DEIl-

STEAM PLANTS
''9

ISrSTAIiliED BV

W, B. PEARSON i£ CO.
aiECHAXICAi:. EBieiKEEBt^ AND CONTBAGTOBB.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDING, - CHICAGO.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

AXNUNCIATORS <^ BELI.S.
I'll.!. l,I»IB AL.WAY8 IN STOCK.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO.,
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, Mtll and 1463 UeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

^^Send for Xew l'atalogue. Out August Ibi.

THEWOODBURYi!«E
SELF-CONTAINED, AUTOMATIC
HIGH SPEED STEAM ENGINE
for Electric Lighting and
Street Railway Service,

WITH BOILER PLANT COMPLETE
Catalofrue sent on application.

STEARNS MFC. CO. ERIE, PA.
BRANCH Philadelphia. (>4'4 Drexel Bldf
OFFICES ' ^an h'raii(i«i<'o, *.I!t A :tl Spear St

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS. RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

Ths- Kartavsrt - Manufacturing ^ Co,^

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS.

Gittdin^s A.iitoinatic

Builders of High Grade

ADT0M4T1C EHGIKES
from 30 to BOO H. P.

OF BUTH THB

Corliss and Biddings' Tjpes,

Boilers and complete Steam
Plants erected. Send for cir-

culars and estimates.

Largest Engine Works west of the
Mississippi Kiver at

Siorx CITY, IOWA,

S. K.GREGG.
Manager Chicago OHire,

4H S. Canal St.

C.S. LEWIS. Agent.

703 Market St., St. Louie, iMo.

^DRY STEAMBi^

THE POND SEPARATOR.
The Pond Separator Is guaranteed to relieve the

steam of all entrained water, and return this water
to the boiler, thus effecting a large saving In fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

POXn EXGI\EERI>« COMPANY,
ST LOUiS.

OMtHA
CHICAGO.

DALLAS.
KANSAS CITY.

SEATTLE,

USED BY THE FOLLOWING GOTEKNMENTS.

IDSriTED STATES.

U. S. Torpedo Station, Newport, E. I., 43 H. P,
U. S. Army Department, San Antonio, Tes., 50 H. P,
IT. S. Engineer Corps, St. Louis, Mo., 8 H. P.
XT. S. Military Post, Port Canby, "Wash., 4 H. P.
U. S. Government Quartermaster Department, Vancouver, Wash., 63 H.P.
tj. S. Government Quartermaster Department, New Orleans, La., 15 H.P.
U. S. Senate, 'Washington, D. C, 150 H. P.
U. S. House of Representatives, "Washington, D. C, 75 H. P.
U. S. Government Ice Factory, San Antonio, Tes,, 4 H. P,
TT. S. Navy "Fard, Norfolk, Va., 125 H. P.
tJ. S. Navy Yard, Brooklyn, N. Y., 125 H. P.
U. S. Government, Ellis Island, N. Y., 120 H. P.
U. S. Dispatch Boat " Lucerne," Norfolk, Va., 50 H. P.
"Washington Monument, "Washington, D. C, 25 H. P.
MEXICAN : State of Guerrero, 15 H. P.
JAPANESE : In Government Coal Mines, 150 H. P.
HOLLAND : Government Physical Laboratory of Leiden, 15 H. P.
EUSSIAN : Moscow Imperial Technical School, 10 H. P.
NE"W SOUTH "WALES : Government of New South W"ales, 160 E. P.
TASMANIAJS" : Alexandria Battery, Hobart, 75 H. P.
ENGLISH: Number unknown. Details not reported. Over 30 engines.

Many others sold by agents, but not reported.

rTHEWESTINGHOUSE MACHINE COMPANY. ^HH^ PITTSBURGH. PENNA.U.S.OF A. c

BALL
AUTOfVI ATIC, CUT-OFF

ENGINE.

CNGINCppip' DA
Simple.

it '^ii^.
With New Improvements.

yu Unequaled Rct;ulation.
^^ Hifjhest Economy, Durability,

Smooth and Quiet Runninfj.

Cross Coinpound.

Triple Expansion.

Tandem Conipounj

The BEST ENGINE for ELECTRIC LIGHTING, ELECTRIC RAILWAYS, ELECTRIC

MINING, ELECTRIC WELDING, and General Manufacturing Purposes.
SELLING f

E T COPELAND &. CO., 106 Liberty St., New York
; I. W PARKER, 3S South Fourth St., Philndelphi-i, P.i.; COOLEY & VATER, 224" J WaihlngtonAve. So, Mlnneapolll. Minn.: W. B. PEARSON, R'iom403 Homi- Insur-inOB BIrlq . Chinano, III.; BRAVO & BLACK, 804 Lewlj

ABENT8 ( BloDk, PIttaburg, Pa.; CHAS. K. SHERMAN, New England BIdg., Kangaa City, Mo.; NORTH WESTERN SUPPLY CO., Tacoma, Wasit
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Stahley Electric Mfg. Co
TRANSFORMERS. A. C. FAN MOTORS.

Compare
with weights
formers:

5 light,

these weights
of other trans-

48 lbs.

65 lbs.

85 lbs.

101 lbs.

130 lbs.

300 lbs.

SMALL,
NOISELESS,

RELIABLE.

10 light,

20 light,

30 light.

Less than li Amperes
required to drive it.

40 light,

100 light, Price, $20.00.

PITTSFIELD, MASS.
Chicago Agents: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.. 102 Michigan Ave,

HILL
Clutch Works,
CLEVEI.AND, O,

\ EASTERN OFFICE.
18 Cortlandt St., - NEW YORE.

Engineering Office: 146 Franlilin St.,

BOSTON.

CHICAGO: MINNEAPOLIS:
28 So. Canal St. :i05 Kasota Building.

KANSAS CUT:
1221 and 1233 Union Avenue.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
DesignoiJ, tlrected and Furnisbed.

Send for new Catalogue Power
TraDflmlesloa Machinery.

THE SCHUYLER
-airsTEiyi: oif-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FEATURES:

ElECTHK LIGHTQ.0BE3 ^-^

r the-LaroEST-LiKE-of

POVELaARTISTICPATTEHNSaEFFEGTSl

r^^ 729 BROADWAY NY A
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricatinsf Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

liSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.
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THE PROBLEM SOLVED.

CUT OF FACTORY, I890.

TOTAL NUMBER OF LOCAL COMPANIES, JANUARY I, 1891, USING

ARC APPARATUS.
630 Companies,

DIRECT INCANDESCENT.
108 Companies,

ALTERNATING.
415 Companies,

87,131 Lamps. 79,905 Lamps. 435,550 Lamps.

The above increase would seem to answer most emphatically in the affirmative.

All purchasers of Electrical Apparatus should thoroughly investigate the acknowledged merits of OURS

before buying any of the CHEAP SYSTEMS now on the market.

ThoDson-Housion Electric Company,
WESTERN OFFICE:

148 IVIichigan Ave., Chicago, IN.

PRINCIPAL OFFICE:

620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
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The KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS,
GENERAL AGENTS FOR

"SAFETY"
WIRES, CABLES AND CORDS

For Inside, Underground and Submarine Use.

"SAFETY" Fire-Proof House Wire. "ATLAS" Line Wire.

R. B. WATSON & CO., Ants., J. W. MASON, Ant., POST & CO., Asts.,
DETROIT, 9II€H. 527 Delaware Street, CINCINNATI, O.

KANSAS CITY, MO.

THE PEIKINS ElECTIIt LIMr CO.

LAMPS
TO FIT ANY SOCKET.
lANY CANDLE POWER.
any voltage,
'longest life,

high efficiency.

MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

54 and 56 Franklin Street, CHICAGO.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
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^ac

LE{tW

102 and 104 MICHIGAN AVENUE.
ChiCa(59.

b^U WcNV for you 1© b<^cK ouf jv/d^e =

rv\^Kt is1olrvor\e' TK'»^ we will be ql^d to

^\^v^ yo^do^aiA^ if IK^y^re ^o+ d^ we cuin-^,

it co\h 701; i^otKi|^(].Wcsia\Kd bcK'udtKe rctur/\5.

Try c^ N?8 ccxpesciTy 40 i6c.p. l<Miip3^

Wc^KcNV^ Kc\(l sever<^l sirv^ck by lif)Ktr\irA5^

but rAot^e dcxm^N^^d tKe jv^se didlKe reji .
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DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS
Afford the Only Reliable and Efficient Means for

ALL HIEHT ELECTl LIGHTING.

All other devices are crude, expensive, and unsatisfactory.

TIE itisi Eimicmm
Has established its broad foundation patent for Double Carbon Arc Lamps,

No. 219,208, having won four distinct infringement suits in the United

States Courts, two of them on final hearing, the decisions being rendered by

Judges Gresham, Blodgett, Brown and Ricks.

The public is warned against the use of infringing lamps or any crude

substitute for the Brush invention.

ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS,

ELECTRIC MOTORS AND GENERATORS,

ALTERNATING CURRENT APPARATUS.

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING MACHINES,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING,

ETC, ETC, ETC.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,
cd:h:icd.
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FORT WATNE ELEGTRIG CO.,
»

-aiANUFACTUBEKS OF THl

SLATTERY INDUCTION AND WDOD ARC SYSTEM
-OOE'-

THE MOST PERFECT OF ANY.

For references as to the merits of these systems, inquire of the local companies, the operators, or the customers in

the large cities of this country where these systems are now being used almost exclusively after other systems have been
tried and thrown out— Philadelphia, New Orleans, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Detroit, etc.

WE MAKE ALL STANDARD SIZES OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM,
Also Arc Lamps of Standard Sizes, 2,000 c. p., 1 ,200 c. p. and 800 c. p.

Main Office and Factory, FORT WAYNE, IND.

UTEW TORK 115 Broadway.
CHICAGO 185 Dearborn Street.
PHILA1>EL,PHIA 907 Filbert Street.
DALIiAS, TEXAS Mcteod Bailding.

PrrXSBVBeH, PA 533 TVeod Street.
SAN FBAJTCISCO 35 New Montgomery Street.
TOBOJfTO, CANADA 138 King Street, MT.
BUFFAtO aa8 Pearl Street.

BAXTER
IIILWII MOTIRS,
" SLOW SPEED.

NO INTERMEDIATE GEARING.

Gears Run in Oil.
EXAMINE INTO THE MERITS OF THESE MOTORS

IF A REDUCTION IN REPAIRS IS
WORTHY OF CONSIDERATION.

COMPLETE r.: EdDIPMENTS.
•LOW
8P?« STATIONARY MOTORS

For ARC and

Incandeicont CIrculti.

ve^°^n*^^<Wc^• BALTIMORE, MD,

ELECTRICAL

Accumulators
Useful and economical for all purposes to which

electricity is applicable, such as

Propulsion and Lighting of Street
Cars, Vehicles, Yachts, Etc.

Central Station and Isolated Light-
ing.

Portable Lighting or Power.
Portable Electric Lanterns.
Electric Power for Motors.
Portable Electric Fans for Office,

Family and Sick Room.
Only Clean and Convenient Battery for Sargreoiu.

DentlHtti, and FrofenHlonul Men Generally.

MANDTAOTTJEED EXOLUSITELY UNDEE THE PATENTS OP

FAITRi:, SWAN, SELLON, GRISCOM,a4d otbers.

COMPLETE ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER PLANTS.

THE ACCHMDLAfOR COMPANY,
224 and 226 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

PHILADELPHIA AGENCY :-ELEirfO DYNAMIC CO., 224 and 226 Choslnut St.

NEW YORK:-TRUEX K VAIL, 44 Broi'r.ay. CHICAGO:—WM. HOOD, 239 La Salle 81.

SAN FRANCISCO:—THE PACIFIC El ECTRICAL STORAGE CO., 1 18 and 120 Pino St.

BOSTON:—THE HOLTZCR-C^BOT ELECTRIC CO., Ill Arch St.

PROVIDENCE :-SWARr8 & GANNETT, Swarti Building.
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ELECTRIC RAILWAYS
Plana and Speclficatlone prepared, from which correc*, uniform bids can be eecured.
(lontracte made for complete Steam Plants, ohIdk Mclntoeh & Seymour Engines.
Contracts made for complete Electric Railway Installations.

SARGENT « LUNDY,
339

]!lccli. & Elcc. Enginccri^,

HICH INSULATION,

LOW
And Resiatance, accor

JACQUE
Telephonic transmission

CAME,

STATIC CAPACITY
And Resistance, according to Mr.

_ 8 FORMULA, makes

Teleplionic transmission through Our Cable an easy

taD

aa

THE HOLTZER-CABOT ELECTRIC CO.,
MANT7FACTDRERS OF AND DE.^LERS IN '

EVERYTHING ELEGTRIOAL
8EHO FOB SSS-PAGK CATAI.OCEE,

111 Arcli Street, BOSTON, MASS.
SPeniAl tftFurirx- )

SLOWER & HARRIS, Dallas, Tesa».oreo/zii. ^ocnro/ro.
^ p^^^^ Heiiers Electkioal Works, San Franctaoo, C»L

A fall llnf of our tnannfartrirf can be fonnd at oor Ageoclea.

Knttall TroUej-. Patents Pending.

THE BEST!
$30.^
WHITE US.

Electric Ballway Sjeclalty
COMPAXV,

29 Broadway,

KELLOGG
COMBINATION STEEL CENTER AND SIDE

POJ^ES.
Engineering Equipment Co.,

SOLE AGENTS,

NKW YOUK, 143 Liiberty St.

BOSTOV, Xtn Pearl St.

WILL.iKD L, CANDEE, /„ . ,,
H. DUEANT CHBEVER, f^''*'°<^'*»^'''°»g™-

The

Internal ional

p. CAZEJiOVE JONES,
Manager of Pactorlea.

OKONITE COMPANY,

i-ON/^:

LIMITED.

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES ^DCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

p^^^^^^a^ Candee Aerial Wires.

rxRADCMARK^^^H IWansoti Protecting Tape.
Okonite Waterproof Tape.

BRANCHES: Chica^ro. Boston, Philadelphia, Itlinneai>olls, Cincinnati, Kausa!« Citr,
Omaha, Lnnlsville, St. Lniiifi, Sun FranclBco. London and So. America.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
Tbe acknon'ledged Standard for durable and lilgh ln<

nlation. Ets merits proved by a record of over quarter
of » oentnary. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

CELEBRATED KERITE TAPE FOR INSOLATIN& JOINTS.

AGENTS
J.W.PtAlt.

> BROAOV/AY. HtW YORK.
CcNTKAL Electric Ca

CHICAGO. ILL.

ELECT CNG&U° Supply C&
.IT PAUL. MINKL

jtx' Electric Light and Power,
'\) Teiegraph and Telephone.

Railway and all other
Branches of Signaling,

ALL. SIZES Aerial Use,

Lead Encased Wires. Subterranean Use,
auiimarine Use.

Concealed Wiring In all Locations.

6EQR6E B. PRESCOTT, Jr., 6en. Agt., 16 Dey St., New York.

Western Electric Co., Chicago, 111., Sole Agents for the West.

ALEXANDER, BARNEY tc CHAPIN,
20 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
THE MOST

POPULAR LAMP
IN THE MARKET, ..

A.B^G.

WRITE US

FOR

PRICES

OF ALL GOODS.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, NEW YORK,

MASUPACTURKHS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

"""^'
Electrical

Supplies

THE "CHAMPION"
Prlcs, with Rod Zinc, Sl.ir. per Cell, with Corrugated

Zinc, $l;15 per Cell.

THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED

9

Complat, Ooll of Cbni
l>i,ii UulUry,

Of all DoscripCons.

of CliamiiloD BsUorj-.

Telegraph, Telephone.

Electric Light and Power
Appllnuces,

Construction Tools and
Llae Material

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

ELECTRIC
RAILWAY

For All Systeis. SUPPLIES
x:22:cil.i:jsit7-b3l-^.

S£ND FOR CATALOGUE.

ELECTRIC MERCHANDISE CO.,
11 ADAMS STREET, tlIlCA(.i<K

'W. R. MASON, Qeuernl Manager.
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SYSTEM OF LIGHTING A SUCCESS?

Cut of Factory, 1 882,

TOTAL NUMBER OF LOCAL COMPANIES, OCTOBER I, 1083, USING
ARC APPARATUS. DIRECT INCANDESCENT. ALTERNATING.

22 coipaiies,
1 ^653 [amps. None. None.

Cut of Factory, 1880.

TOTAL NUMBER OF LOCAL COMPANIES, JANUARY I, 1887, USING
ARC APPARATUS. DIRECT INCANDESCENT. ALTERNATING.

(71 mm, 21,840 Lamps. ^^ *?«, 1 1,275 Lamps. None.

Read the Answer on Page u.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.

ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Accumulator Co., The
Abendroth& Hoot Mfg. Co xiii

Alexander, Barney & Cbapln I

American Electrical Works xlii

Andrews & Co. , A. H xiv

Automatic Switch Co x

Baggot. E xlv

Bain Electric Mfg. Co vii

Ball Engine Co xvlil

Barton *.t Brown xlv

Baxter Electric Motor Co xxiv

B3ardtluy, Chas. S., Receiver. .
xix

Bernstein Electric Co iv

Bla'z, L xlii

Borden & Selleck Co xv
Braun Illustrating Co xvlli

Brownlee & Go xll

Brookfield, Wm xil

Brush Electric Co xvli

Butler Hard Rubber Co -vlii

C. B. &Q. R. R xvil

C. & C. Electric Motor Co. ... xvl

Card Electric Motor & Dynamo
Co ^v

Central Electric C'-i v

Chicago Electric Mfg. Co xiv

Chicago Insulated Wire Co xvll

Cleverly Electrical Works Iv

Colbnrn& Co.. I W xiv

Coolidgp. Fuel & Supply Co vlli

Cowles Electric Smelling and
AluminumCo xv

Crocker-Wheeler Electric Motor
On Xill

Day's Kerite Insulation. 1

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. xvii

Eastern Electric Cable Co xiii

Eiston E'ec'ric Co xHi

Edisnn General Electric Co..—
Motor Dept vl

Edison General Electric Co , Wire
Dep9rtment vil

Electric Construction & Sup.Co.vIil
Electric Merchandise Co 1

Electric Secret Service Co iv

Electric Railway Specially Co i

Electrician Tub. Co vli

Electrical Construction Co., The. xiii

Electrical Eagineering Co xiii

Electrical Supply Co., The xxli

Elektron Mfg. Co xvi

Empire China Works ........ . xiv
Engineering Equipment Co i

Evans Friction Cone Co xvil

For Sale xlll, xiv
Fort Wayne Electric Co xxiv
Freeman, Coleman & Co
Globe Carbon Co xv
Great Western Electric Supply

Co X
Greeley&Co., The B. S i

Hazelton Tripod Boiler Co xvili

Helsler Electric Light Co xv'.u

Hill Clutch Works
HIne Eliminator Co xil

Holmes, C. H xiii

Holmes, Booth & Haydens iv

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co I

Hood, Wm X
Hunt Machine Co.,Rodney
India Rubber & Gulta Percha

Insulating Co
Interior Conduit &Insulallon Co.. xil

International Okonile Co
Ivartavt rt Mfg. Co xli

Knapp Electrical Works xxi
Law Telephone Co xiii

Leffel & Co.. Jas xiii

Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber
Co xiv

McLaughlin, James xiv

Mason, James H xlii

Mason, J. W Iv

MUllkenBros iv

Minneapolis Street Railway Co..xxIii

Monitor Electric Co x
Munsell &O0., Eugene xiii

Murphy, T. J xiv
National Carbon Co Iv

National Electric Mfg. Co Ix

N.Y.BeltingA Packing Co xli

New York Insulated Wire Co. . xvi
New York & Ohio Co 1

Northwestern Electrical Spec-
ialty Co xlv

Ohio State Univerfiity xlii

Ostrander & Co., W. R x^

Palste. H. T xii

Pago Belting Co -
Partrick & Carter Co x
Payne & Co., Geo. W -

Pearson & Co.. W. B xvill

Phoenix Glass Co —
Pond Engineering Co xvIII

Powell Co.. The Wm xlv
Queen & Co xiii

Rockford Electric Mfg. Co
Roebllngs' Sons Co., Jno. A
Sargont .fc Luody i

Sawyer-Man Electric Co xi

Schieren & Co. Chas. A xii

Schconmaker, A. O xil

Schuyler E'ectrlc Co xxiv
Short E'ecirfc Railway Co xii

Shultz Belting Co xiv
Sioux City Engine Works
Soutliern Electrical Supply Co.xviil

Standard Underground Cable Co .... I

Standard Paint Co xii

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co
Star Iron Tower Co viil

Stearns Mfg. Co xvlli

Stephenson Co., Jno xvi

Sterilng, W. C xv
Stllwell &BlerceMfg. Co...xIv.xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co ... . xv
Taussig, S xlv

Temple, J. C xv
Tuomson-Houston Electric Co.

Lighting Department II, xx
Turner Brass Works xiii

Uaion Elec. Mfg. Co., The vil

Union Electric Works xiii

Union Hardware Co xii

United States Electric Lighting
Co -—

VanNuIs C. S
Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Wanted xii, xiii

Wenstrom Consolidated Dynamo
it M itor Co., The x

AV«st End Street R-iilwayCo.. xiv
Western Electric Co vlll

Westlnghouse Electric and Mfg.
Co xl

Westinghouse Machine Co xviil

Weston Eltctrlcal Instrument
Co

Williams E iglne Works. xvill

Woodbrldge & Turner Engineer-
ing Co XV

Worth ington, Hfnry R
CLASSIFIED LIST.

Accumnlator Co., The.
Brush Electric Co.

AlnmlDnm.
Cowlee Electric Smelting & fiefln-
Ing Co.

Freeman, Coleman & Co.
ADnnncitttors.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Conetruction Co., The
Ureeley & Co., The E. S.
Holtzer-Cabol Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
OBtrander A Co. W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Anti-Friction Metal.
Tnrner Brass Worbe.

Arc l<anips.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Brash Electric Co.
Eaeton Electric Co.
Electric Conetrnctlon & Supply Co.
Fort Wavne Electric Co.
McLaagnlin. Jas.
Schayler Electric CO.
Thomeon-HoaBton Electric Co.
Westlnghonse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Batteries.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical SapplvCo.,The.
Law Telephone Co.
Maeon, Jae. H.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Qaeen & Co.
aouth^n Electrical Supply Co,
Wesfem Electric Co.

Battery .larH.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Hollzer-Cabot Electric Co.
I-aw Telephone ( 'o.

Partrick & Carter Co.
Oueen it Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

Bolls. Klectrlo.
Beardsley, Chae. 9.

Central Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Northwestern Elect. Specialty Co.
Ostrander&Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Southern Electrical Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

BellH, niaeneto.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley* Co., The B. S.
IloUzer- Cfthot Electric Co.
Knapp Electrlcil Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Woatern Electric Co.

Beltlns;.
Evane Friction Cone Co.
N. Y. Beltlnp & Packing Co.
Pane Belting Co.
Schieren & Co.. Chas. A.
ShulU Belting Co.

Boilers.
Abendroth & RootMfc. Co.
Uuzelton Tripod Holler Co.
Pond Englneerlni^ Co.

BookN. l<Ucctr|ral.
Electrician PubllshinE Co.

Braider ** poolers.
Payne A Co.. Geo. W.

BrnHH 4>oo<Ih.
Blat^, I..

Powell Co , Wm.
Turner liraee Worke.

JSnriclar Alarms.
Central KlectrlcCo,
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co. .Tin- K. 8.

Holtaer-Cfiliot Electric Co.
Knapp Klectrlcal Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
OatranderACo., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Southern Electrical Supply Co.

Cablen.
(See Wire Insulated.)

Cable. Kleetrtc. (aee Wire Ineu
latedij Copper. l!»neet and Bar.
SUmdard tlnJerground Cable Co.
Wtjbtcrn Electric Co.

CarbonN, PolntM and Plates.
Brush Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Saooly Co.. The.
Globe Carbon Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National Carbon Co.
Western Electric Co,

Cars, Klectric Rallivay.
Mlnneaiioils St. Ry. Co.
Stephenson Co., John.
West End Street Ky. Co.

CastlDcs, Brass.
mat/., L.
Turner Braes Works.

Clntchent. Friction.
Hill Clutch Works.

Cunstrnction and Kepaira.
BalnElectric Mfg. Co.
Chicatro Kiectrlc Mfg. Co.
Electric Conatrnctlon & Supply Co.
Electrlcil Construction Co., The.
Electrical Engineering Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
McLanf;hlln, Jas.
Temple, J. C.
I'liion Electric Worbfi.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors. JBlectrfc lileht,
Knelae Plants and Electric
Railways
Tiuin Elei.trlc MantEacturlDj; Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Eaeton Electric Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Engineering Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Engineering Equipment Co.
McLaughlin, Jas.
PearetMi & Co., W- E.
Pond Engineering Co.
Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Temple, J. C.
TbomsonHoneton Electric Co.
United States Electric Lighting Co.
Wenstrom Consolidated Dynumo &
Motor Co.

WestinghouBe Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
WUliarae Engine Works.
Woodbrldge & Turner Eng. Co.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
Beardsley, Chas, S.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
(Jrejit Western Electric Supply Co.
riolmee. Booth & Haydene.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co. , The.
Holmes, C. H.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Monitor Electric Co.
Soathem Electrical Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cnt-onts and (Switches.
Alesander, Barney & Chspln.
Automatic Switch Co.
Beardsley, Chas, S.

Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Palete, II. T.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Southern Electrical Supply Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Cu.
Union Hardware Co.
Van Nula, C S.

Weatern Electric Co.
l>ynanios.
BruBh Electric Co.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
C. & C . Electiic Molor Co.
Colbnrn&Co.,I. W.
Eaeton Electric Co.
Electrical Engineering Co.
Fort Wavne klectric Co.
Heisler Electric Light Co.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
Rock ford ElectricManufat'turing Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
United States Electric Lighting Co.
Wennirom Consolidated Dynamo &
Motor Co.

Western Electric Co.
Weetinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Klectrlcal Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Electrlc^il Supply Co., The.
lirea' Western Electric Supply Co.
Qreeiey « Co.. The E. S.

Partrick & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Instrnmeut Co.

Rloctrioal Mpeoinltles.
Northweetern Elect. Specialty Co.
Turner Brass Worke.
Uni'iii Eh'Clvi.; Wc'ca.

Electric Kall^ttJPS.
Edipoii General Electric Co.
S(irg''nl .t Liiiifly

Short Klertrlc Uallwav Co.
Thomeon-Honelon Electric Co.
Wtmwtrom Ciinnolldiited Itvnamo it

Mnlar Co.
Weallnghotiee Electric & Mfg. Co.
Woodbrldge & Turner Eng. Co.

Rlectrollers and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Baggot, E.
ElectrlCRl Supply Co.. The.
Sawyer Man klectrlc Co.
Thomenn-IIoneton Electric Co.

Rlcctro-Plafins Machines.
Brush Electric Co.
Colbnrn i Co., I. W.
Edison General Electric Co.
Thomeon-UouBton Electric Co.

Kn^^tnoH, Hteam.
Ball En-lnc Co.
En'^\n>--Tin'^ Equipment Co.
Pearson i Co., W. B.
Pond Engineering Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Sloui City Engine Works.
Steams Mfg. Co.
Weetingbouse Machine Co.
WflllamB Engine Co.

Enerasers.
Braun IllustratlncCo,

Fan Ontnts.
C. & C. Electric Motor Co.
Card Electric Motor & Dynamo Co.Dyn

Tfifr,Electrical Supply Co.,
Stanley Klectrlc Mfg. Co.
Turner Erase Worke.

Fibre.
KarlavertMfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electric Secret KerTlc*^ Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
PartrlcK <E Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Friction Cones.
Evans Friction Cone Co.

Cras liiehtlnff , Electric.
Cleverly Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Creueral Electrical (Supplies.
Alexander, Barney & Chapin.
American Electrical Works.
Automatic Switch Co.
Bi'ardsley, Chas. S.

Brush Electric Co,
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Cleverly Electrical Works.
EBBlon Electric Co.
Edison General Electric Co,
Electric Construction & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Great Woetern Electric Supply Co.
\ireeley &Co.,TheE. S.

Holmes, Booth* Haydens.
Holtzer-Cabot iilectrlc Co.
International Okonite Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Mason, J. W.
Monitor Electric Co.
Northwestern Electric Specialty Co
Oetrandcr & Co.,W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Rockford Elect! icManufactnrlngCo.
Southern Electrical Supply Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Union EIe<:trlc Manufacturing Co.
Union Hardware Co.
VanNuIs.C. S.

Western Electric Co.
6>lass Cntters.
Taussig, S.

<illobes and Electrical tiiiass-
iv^are.
Baggot. E.
PhcEuls Glass Co.

Hard Rubber for Electrical
Purposes.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Insulators and Insulating
Haterlals.
Alexander, Barney & Chapin.
Beardsley, Chas. S.

Brookfield, Wm.
Butler Hara Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Wet>tern Electric Supply Co.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonite Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Southern Electrical Supply Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated Wires aud Cables.
magnet Wire.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Day's Kerite Insulation.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Holmes, Booth ts Haydens.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonite Co., The.
India Rubber & Gotta Percha Insu-
latlngCo.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Mason. J. W.
Monitor Electric Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Southern Electrical Supply Co.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Western Electric Co.

Journal Beariners.
Turner Braes Worke.

Lamps. Incandescent.
Alexander, Barney A Chapin.
Bernet<>ln Electric Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
EdlBon General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The S. 3.

HelBler Electric Light Co.
Hood, Wm.
Knaup Electrical Worka.
Monlmr Electric Co.
Ni'w Yorli nnil tMiloCo.
Sawrer-Man KlectrlcCo.
Southern Electrical Sapyly Co.
Sunbeam Inrandeneent I.amp Co.
Wonstri>m i.'oiieoli(Liled Hynamo vt

Motor Co.
Ijnnips.lncandescent—Contd

.

Thomeon-HonBton Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

I'UbrloatOTS.
Powell Co., The Wm.

naffnet f%'lre.
(See Insulated Wire.)

aiedlcal BatterleM.
Fartriek & Carter Co.

Slica.
MuniwII & Co., Eapene.
Sclioonm6k'-r, A. 0.

ninlns Apparatus, Electric.
Bftin Electric Mfg. Co.
EdiHon General Electric Co.
Tbom&on-Uoaeton Electric Co.
W';atlnghoo9e Electric <t Mfg. Co.

Motors.
Bain Electric MIg. Co.
Brueh Electric Co.
Baiter Electric Motor Co.
Card Electric Motor & Dynamo Co.
Crocker-Whetler Electric Motor Co
C. & C. Electric Motor Co.
Eaaton Electric Co.
Edifion General Electric Co.
Electrical Engineering Co,
ElektroL Manofactorfig Co,
Rockford Electric Manufactu rio" Co
Thomfion-Hoaeton ElearicCo"
U. S. Electric Lighting Co
Wenstrom Consolidated Dynamo <fc

Motor Co.
Westinghou&e Electric & Mfg. CoName Plates.
Blatz, L.
Freeman, Coleman & Co.
Turner Brass Worke.

Omce Furniture.
Andrews & Co., A. H.

OUs.
Taueeig, S.

Oil €apB.
Powell Co., Wm.

Packine.
X. Y. Belting & Packing Co.

Pins and Braebeis.
Central Electric Co.
Coolldge Fuel & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Holmes, C. H.
Loud, H. M & Sons Lumber Co
SpQtaem Electrical Supply Cu
Western Electric Co.

Poles.
Brownlee & Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cooiidge Fuel 4 Sapply Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Engineering Eiiulpmenl Co
Holmes. C. B.
Loud, H. M. &. Sons Lnmber Co
MiUlken Bros.
Star Iron Tower Co.
Steriing,W. C-

Publishers. Electrical.
Electrician PubllBbing Co.

Posh Buttons.
Beiirdsley, Chae. S.

Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Northwestern Elect. Specialty Co
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union flardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bail^rays. Electric.
(See electric railways.)

Separators. Steam.
Bine Eliminator Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

Speablns Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Oetrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthington, Henry R.

Street Ky. Equipment.
Minneapolis Street Ry. Co.
West End Street Railway Co.

Supplies, Electric Kailnay.
Electric Merchandiee Co.
Electric Railway Specialty Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works,
Central Electric Co.
t- hlca^o Insulated Wire Co.
Eoetern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co. . The.
India Rubber &, Qatta Percha lo-
Bulatlog Co.

International Okonite Co., The.
>'ew York Ini^ulated Wire Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

Teleeraph Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co
Ek'ctrkal Supply Co., The
Greeley »t Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick ACaner Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones, Klectrlc.
Western Elecrrlc Co.

Test InNtrnmcnts.
Bain EliH-tricMfg-Co.
Central Electric Co,
ElectrlcAl Supply Co^The.
(ireeley & Co., the S. S,
Knapp Electrical Works,
Queen A Co.
Western Klectrlc Co.
Weeton Electrical Instrument Co.

Transformers-
National Electric M;inu(aciaring Co.
Stanley Electric Mfj;. Co.
We?tini,'hou6e Electric A Mfg. Co.

Trucks, Klectrlc Car.
fidlpon General Electric Co.
Short Eh^tric K.iiJway Co.
Stephenson Co., Jno.
Thouison-Houaton Electric Co.
Weetlnghonee Electric Jk Mfg. CO.

Turbine ^Vheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Hunt Machlae Co., Rodney.
Leffel A Co., Jiimes.
Stllwell A Blerce Mfg. Co.

Vni vcrHUics.
Ohio Male rniverf^Ity.

Wire, Bare.
.\nierlran Electrical Wort*.
Ueard^iev, Cha?. S.
Central Electric Co.
Klectrlcal Supplr Co.,The.
HolRep. Bootk A Haydene.
Knapp Klectrlcal Works.
Psxtnck A Carter Co.
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CLEYEL&ND, OHIO. CLEVELiSD, OBIO.

MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS "vndBATTERY MATERIAL.

Electric Specialties. THE milliken patent pole

Electric Supplies Under Contract.

For Electric Street Railways and Electric Ligiit Work.

DEALER IM

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
INCANDESCENT LAMPS, SHADES AND SHADE HOLDERS.

527 Delaware St . KANSAS CtTY, MO.

86 LIBERTY STREET,

NEW YORK.
MANUFACTUBED BY

MILLIKEN BROS.

59 DE&RBORN STREET,

CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.—Iron Work
for Light Stations a Specialty.

>VBITE FOR CIBCUIiAB AND CATALOGUE.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton
and Worsted Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work.

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT KiKi LiNE WIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

.^g-ents for tlie T7v^.A.SK:I2^T<^•'X'OiT CA-I^BOiT CO., Cartoons for -A-rc XjigriLtin.gr.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., CHICAGO,
Are our Selling Agents, and carry a line of Insulated and Bare Wires of our make.

THOS. L. SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 Park Place, NEW YORK.

THOHAS !»Tl BCilS, President. W3I. C. 1.AXB, Secretary and Treasurer. I*, nACHie. 4j.eiu'rnl manager. S. S. BOUAHT, General Agent.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE CO.,
45 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Owning the patents of Mosher, Gill, Hatch, Foote, Kintner and Moore for

INDIVIDUAL TELEGRAPH CALL AND CUT-OUT APPARATUS.
OTHER PATENTS PENDING.

The only practical and reliable system of electric se-
lection invented.

Use either MoTse Key or Automatic Transmitter,
From every station selected an AutOtnat'c Answer back is

received.

Gong rings untU shut off by operator.

Any ofTioe on line can be selected vrithout disturbing the others and

either called up or cut out. No interference with regular telegraph ser-

vice. No resistance added to main line. Easily applied. Economical.

Convenient. Reliable.

Applicable to arc lights, singly or in groups; fire alarm service; police

telegraph; electric motor circuits; railroad signals, etc.

TlicpuJiUr is warned ai/aiiiKl infrlnti'mt/ foiiijxinies (iiixl devices.

For terms and other particulars, address as above.

- JIASIFACTI'BKD BV

The Card Electric Motor and Dynamo Co.,

--^

Cincinnati, Ohio,
MANrFA(/l inEHS 01

Electric Motors for Arc and Incan-

deicent Circuits, from 1-6

to 50 H. P.

CorreM|»oinI.-iic<- Moliril.-d.

IIO.STON—The EuUro Eloctrkal Sopply*
CtnifUurWrin Co., r/, ollvor 8t,

lII<;A(iO—11)8 Thoi, L. .lolinnoii Co., 312
IX'Srh'trn bt.

MILWArKKE—HODiTBamleD.MITblrd 81,

WAKIll.NOTO.S, D. C.-J. lico. Oortloer,
IWlf. II .St.

3T. I.OUIH - HlUKl «li>ctrlc«l KoKloeflrlog
Co., IIW, Pinn.Sl.

MONT(iO.VKI'.y,,\I,A.-\V, K. MorphT.
IjKTICOIT. .MlCII.-Th« .MIchlK«n Electric

Co . i1 .' «r.il 21 1 ';rl«wolil .St.

mS.NKAPOI.IS. ,Ml:.S.- .1 M. L«onOD,No.
3.e l.oaa And Xraat iiuWHin^

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC GO.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
—POIl—

ARC LIGHT CIRCUITS.

HinVljK. KEIilABIiK. ULJtAKLE.

The only fafe socket for series InnipH, and llio only

socket liftving Insulating mutcrlol for the outtije

part". Bend for Illustrated CHlnlogiie.

620 ATLANTIC AVENUE,
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Our St. Louis Branch:

Southern Electrical Supply Co.,

>lON/>

823 Locust St.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

SOCKETS.
BEST IN THE WOflLD.

BRYANT'S INCOMBUSTIBLE SOCKETS.

General Western Agents tor

OKONITE
-AND-

IMPROVED

GANDEE WIRES.

The insulating parts of these Sockets are made
of porcelain, and they contain nothing that will

burn. They are handsomely finished, and are

unquestionably the best Sockets now on the
market. Made especially for Thomson-Houston,
Saw^yer-Man and Edison Lamps.

NEW PORTABLE PHOTOMETER.

Dimensions: 31}4 Inches long, 5J^ inches wide, 5}4 Inches deep; weight, 13
pounds. Complete of finely polished Cherry, with Lantern, Measuring Bar
and Tripod. Just the thini; to determine whether your lamps are burning up
to candle power or not, and ludispeusubie In determining the wattage of lamps.

PAISTE SWITCHES.
We can quote low on a large stock of Faiste Switches.

Get our prices before orderirlg elsewhere.

Our Kansas City Branch:

Gate City Electric Company,

>lON/>

Our Omaha Branch:

Western Electrical Supply Co.,

vLON//

TRADE WARK.

418 S. fSth St.,

OMAHA, NEB.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC
COMPANY,

1 1 6 & 118 Franklin Street,

CHICAGO.

Connected by Private Wire with Post.il Telegraph-Cable

Company's System.

TeA3; r.v.RK.

522 Delaware St.,

KANSAS CITY, MO.

HEADQUARTERS
FOR ALL

ELECTRICAL

SUPPLIES.

Our Denver Branch:

Electric Power Transmission Co.,

nLON//

1722 Lawrence St.,

DENVER, COLO.
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Edison General Electric Co.

Edison Bnilding, Broad St., New ?ork Cit;.

N^W
ELECTRIC MOTORS

MINIMUM OF ATTENTION AND REPAIR.

Highest Efficiency,

Slow Speed,

No Sparking.

H. p. LIST PRICES.

PRICES TO DSERS,

45 PER CENT. OFF LIST.

1-12

1-6

1-3

1-2

$ 40
60
100

125

$22.00
33.00
55.00

78.75

Independent Colls,

Improved Lnbrlcadon,

ffleclianlcally Perfect.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR TO NEAREST DISTRICT OFFICE.

DISTRICT OFFICES;

Canadian Oixtrict, Kilinon Itlcl^:., Toronto, f^an.

Central I>l«tri<!t, Rialto itiiildin^, <;iiifaso. III.

Eautem ftiwtrirf, Kdinon Biiiltlini;, Itroad St., N«-w York.

Kew JEBgland JDi^trict, 25 Otitt Street. BoMton, .naMx.

I'aeilio.CoaHt HiHt., Kdimtn Itld^;., 11'4 ItnMli St., Snn l''i-nnoiK<-»,Ca).

Pacilic IVortliwcMt IHntrict, FIciHcliner Ithlu;., I'orlland, Ore.

Koc'ky fountain ItiHtrirt, IHaHonlr Itiiildinc, l>oiiver, (^olo.

Southern UiHtrict, 10 Decatur Street, Atlanta, Ua.
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SOCKETS,
SWITCHES,

CUT-OUTS.

The Union Electric Mfg. Co,,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.. U. S. A.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS IN THE WEST

SEND FOR OUR COMPLETE CATALOGUE.
ZSlectrician Publishing Co., 6 Xiakeside BIdg., Chicago, III.

BAIN ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
FOREE BAIN, President and Engineer,

47 and 49 S. Jefferson Street, CHICAGO.

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS
1-12 to 500 Horse Power.

Highest Class in Efficiency. Mechanical Design, and General Utility.

Experts in applying Electricity to New Uses.

i^KND FOK UATALOeUE.

Sntaarine,

Telegraph,

Dnderground,

'^'<:-l

-^^ »:-*«ig.

Telephone,

Interior,

Electric Light.

S<lHiKTl;i«lj Uniks, i:«lis..ii <i.ii.ral i;h-»liip <..iiii.iili j .

Manufactured under Authority of SIEMENS & HALSKE,
BY

The Edison General Electric Company,
Estimates Furnished on Application.

AT THEIR SOHENEOTAWV WOKK8.

Address, Wire Department, Edison General Electric Company,
EDIS03r UllIL,DINe}. IIKOAU STREET. NEW YORK, or Nearest District Office.

X>ISa?MOT Orr-IOEISs
Canadian DiRlrlot: F.dlRon Bnlldlne. Toronto, ran.
Oentral niatrlrt: I7:<-I7S Adams Mt , riilrnRO.
Eastern I>lHtrl.^t: Kdlson Ballding:, Broad Ht , IHew YorU.
New Encland District: 2S Otis Mt., Boston, Uass.

rnrldr toast DiMttId: KdUon Bnlldinc. 1 12 nnsli Ht . N.in Frnnciero. Cal.
I'aclfir IVorihiTPst l^islrlrt: Flrlnrbner Buildlni, I'ortland. Ore.
Kockr Mountain District: nasonfc BalldlDK. Denrer. Colo.
Honthem District i 10 Decatur Ht , Atlanta, 4<a.
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THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.,
33 ^sJIercer Stxcet, ISTe-VT* "^STor]^,

POSSESS SDl'ERIOK ADVANTAGES IN THE MANUFACTURE OF

xxjilRd rxtbbsr goods
Especially in tifticles ntltiittfu io electrical intlustries, having obtained the sole right to niunii/acture

HARD RUBBER itnaer the valitahle JPatents granteit to JVIl^LIAilI JilEL,

ALL OPEUATIOXS OF SAWING. CUTTING, TURNING ANI> POLISHING OVU NKW STANDARDS OF
Q I_I P" C" "T" D f\ V\ A M r\ "T* 1 I F^ I M C* *^*° ^^ performed with a larce rednction in the wear and tear of tools, and coneiderBl)le eavine of labor. Oar new Btandards areOn Ci Ct t f It KJ LJ r\ IN LJ 1 w O 1 IN \J of a richer black thronghout, not subject to chanjje in color, are tougher and more flexible, do not become brittle with age, and

have been tested and approved by the leading electrical companies of the United Stales. In addition to tbeee advantages, we also offer advantages in pricee.

KIEL'S PATENT HARD RUBBER CELLS FOR STORAGE AND PRIMARY BATTERIES
Still remain the most satisfactory and cheapest in the market, unequaled for strength, durability, Insulation and resisfance to acids.

HARD ROBBER GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION MaHDFiCTDRED. ^"Z7Zr,:llT:u7li:ZtT'"s^l,TXnVn^^^^^^

For Sale by THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO.

BEST IVIASTARM IN USE.r^ir
STAR IRON TOWER CO.. FORT WAYNE. IND.

CATALOQUES ON
APPLICATION.

SEND FOR New American Electrical Directory, just published; very complete lists. Invaluable for its information of Lighting and Railway Plants.

COOLIDGE FUEL & SUPPLY CO.,

CEDAR AND OCTAGONAL PINE POLES.
Railroad Cross Ties and Piling.

Cross Arms^ Pins and Brackets, Manufactured bv J. R. CLARK CO.,

To Electric Railway Companies:
We shall be pleased to make you quotations on Washburn &

Moen's hard draivn copper trolley wire, and our own make of

Weatherproof insulation feeder wires. Our Weatherproof wire

is superior to any other wire of like character in the market.

CHICAGO.
NEW YORK.WESTERN ELECTRIC COHIPANY.

FOR CONSTANT POTENTIAL CIRCUITS.

XHOXJSJLNDS IN XJSE
On both isolated and Central Station Plants.

WE GUARANTEE OUR LAMPS ELECTRICALLY AND MECHANICALLY.
In corrcspondin(4 please s'vo full particulars and state voltage.

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION AND SUPPLY COMPANY,
Phenix BIdg., CHICAGO, ILL. • 18 Cortlandt St., NEW YORK CITY.

x]S'Z'.a.:^XjXszxz]x>. 1801.
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THE NATIONAL TRANSFORMER SYSTEM
OF INCANDESCENT LICHTINC.

"WHY
USE HRC LHMPS

WHEN THE

NATIONAL

SERIES TRANSFORMER

ENABLES YOU TO DO

STREET LIGHTING

ECONOMICALLY
EFFICIENTLY

SATISFACTORILY ill???

Send for Circulars and Prices.
INCANDESCENT STREET tlGHT FIXTURE,

SERIES TRANSFORMER, KEIXECTOK CANOPY AND 33 C. P. I,AMP.

COMPLETE

CENTRAL STATION EQUIPMENTS
F(pK

LIGHT OR POWER
DISTRIBUTION.

CUE APPAEATU3 IS OF THE

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
MECHANICALLY AND ELECTRICALLY.

WE GUARANTKE ITS OI'i:i!ATKIN AND
PROTECT OUR CUSTOMERS.'

COMPLETE

DIRECT CURRENT SYSTEM
FOK

XjIC3-H:TI]SrC3--

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFC. CO., Ean Claire, Wis,
C3kE30. SH.A."\7Vr, Ooia'l TyUaxxas^r.

A3-E!I>rTS:

NEW YORK, N. Y., National Electric Mfg. & Const. Co.. Elect. Exchg. BIdg.

BUFFALO, N. Y., - Little. tWcDonald & Co.. 1 41 East Seneca St.

CINCINNATI, O., W. N. Gray. 12 Ctiamber of Commerce.

WASHINGTON, D. C, - • - L. N. Cox. 16 Fifth St.. S. E.

PHILADELPHIA, PA., C. M. Blancliard, Girard Building.

ST. PAUL, MINN.,
DETROIT, MICH., -

DENVER, COLO.,
WINNIPEG. MAN.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.,

Tlie Electrical Engineering & Supply Co.

Commercial Electric Co.

The Mountain Electric Co.

Simpson- Davis Electrical Construction Co.

National El'clric Oevclopmant Cu-
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THE WENSTROM CONSOLIDATED DYNAMO & MOTOR CO.,
OF BALTIMORE;, MD.^

—MANUFACTURERS OF

—

Electrical Apparatus.
ELECTRIC 7VIOTORS

DYNH7VTOS

^g
'

Special Features: High Elficieiicy. Slow Speed.

For full inforriKition and circulars address

THE WENSTROM CO., Baltimore, Md.

Electrical

Supplies
OF ALL KINDS

House Goods ^ ^ -^^ v-*'

^^ „. ' < ^'y^ Send us

^•^
^i

.^€^^-
v^::

W^\o^^"'.

Your

Business Card

and get our Catalogue

and Trade Discount Sheet.
st'

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

THE "JEWEL"
^i.-^^S^i^ Incandescent Lamp,

^^ /r^'^^^^^^ ^ X *^\ The Best Lamp In the Market.

.^^ * Any Voltage.

Any Socket.

Any Candle Power.

Dynamo Regulators and Rheostats
Of all descriptions in stock and manufactured to order for any special work.

MOTOR SWITCHES,
Both Hand and Automatic, of Superior Design

and Construction.
Entire attention devoted to the manufacture and wiring of Rheostats.

AUTOMATIGlWITGH COMPANY,
SOLE MAN0FACTUREE8 OP THE

Whittingham Automatic Switch,
No. 8 Keyset Building,

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE L:ST.

• -^ #-/

Leas than 100 lots, £

100 to 1000 " 50

z;^/ 10 C. P. Less than 100 lots, 55 Cents.

Bend for !!iam[ile Order.

WM. HOOD, Gen'l Agt.. 239 LaSalle St., CHICAGO.

G. A. HARMOUNT,
MANAQEIl • •

.

'

MONITOR ELECTRIC CO.,
1*3 WABASH AVE., CHICACC), ILL.

WHOLESALEDEALEB'INGENBRAL ''.,/-'''

ELECTBfCAtmi^mES
WJESTERW AaENT FOK

ALFRED F. MOORE
IKSTABLISIIKD IS'20. i

/ ELEGTRIGAL WIRES AP-GABLES.
Electric, Light, Annunciator and Olllce Wires. Incandescent and Battery Cords;

fact, every kind of Wire known 10 the Electrical Trade. .

REMOVAL^^
August 1, 1891, We will Remove from ISO Fifth Ave. to

201, 203,205 and 207 S. CANAL STREET,
Where we have secured larger and more commodious quarters.

GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
cxiiCjawC3rO, xj- s- -flL-
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MDLTIPOLAR STREET RAILWAY GENERATORS.
COMPOUND-WOUND. SELF-EXCITING.

Perfect

Self-

Regulation.

High

Electrical

Efficiency.

Slow

Armature

Speed.

No External

Magnetism.

Self-Oiling

Bearings.

Descriptive Catalogues of Geaerators, Single-Reduction and Gearless Motors, and Power Station Appliances furnished
upon application. Correspondence on all subjects connected with Electric Railways is solicited.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING CO.,

PDLLMAN BUILDING, CHICAGO. PITTSBURGH, PA. 120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

CUT-OUTS,
Single Light, Main and Branch,

OF SUPERIOR PORCELAIN,
With all Connections Under Cover.

s
AW
Y
E
R

M
A
N

LAMPS ANY
c p

VOLTAGE
BASE.

HIGH QUALITY LAMPS FOR EDISON CIRCUITS.

TTfTRITi: FOR PRICSS.

See Catalogue of Aug. 1 , 1890.

SAWYER-MAN ELECTRIC CO
620 Atlantic Avenue,

BOSTON, MASS.
5 10-534 W. 23d Street,

SMEW YORK.
217 LaSalle Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
ilANUFACTURED BY

WM. BROOKFIEI^D,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREETp NEW YORK.

For all Electric Insulating
Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the market.

I I SELL NO OTHER.

Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St.. NEW YORK.

MICA A Specijlty to Manufaclu'e— e'ectilcal

preferred, or will sell my Foundry and
Machine Plant on easy terms. Addiess

€. C. PAIGE,
Eagle Iron Works. OsIikoKli. Wis.

KNOW WHAT to I RE GETTIS<i!

HINE'S ELIMIMATOR,
Extracts Oil from Exhaust. Separates Water from Live Steam.

>; A tCBt of eix of ihe best known ' Separators " hae recently been made at Cornell
^/ University. Bine''s VlimLuator standi at the liead. The full report

with drawings, etc , sent free. Address

HINE ELIMINATOR CO.,
106 I,iberty Street. ifs:Ei-^jv -3rozi.i£.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS. RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

Ths- KartaYsrt - Manufacturing - Co..>

-CTCrXXjIVCXlNrG^'X'OIlJ, X3£1Xj.

PATENT Rails more (lilack than
llnperforated Belts, hence

t^ft-v^ adapted to uneven power

g^ of Electric Railways and

LB\fflfRllKTlWif <;^^»««t"« Power in Gen
era!.

CHAS. A. SCHIEREN & GO.
Also New York, Hoston, >

Philadelphia. J

PATENTEES AND BOLE MANUFACTUUERB,

46 SOUTH CANAL ST., CHICAGO. ILL.

lNEW:i)RK BELTING S^PiCKINGCa
ron>- n. < iii:kvi;k.

) (LIIWITED.)
J. 1). rnni;VEK. Miiniisir.s. ^ -'

F. CAZKNOVK JOSES. 1

WM. T. BAIRD, Seer.
Oldest and largest Manufacturers in the United States of

iiM

SALESKOOMS:
PIIILADELPniA, 308 Cheslnnt Street.
BOSTON, 5i Summer Street.

CIIU'.AGO, l.'il Lake Street.
DENVER, IBOl-lfiH mb Street.
Oll/Mtl.ESTON, 16) Meetins Street.
(!H.\NI) RAPIBS. 4 Monroe Street.
MINNE.APOLIS, 28 South M Street.

CLEVELAND, 176 Superior Street.

15 PARK ROW, HEW YORK.

Jnited States of

Vulcanized Rubber Fabrics

1'OK MECflASICAL PUECOSEB,

Rubber Belting,

Packing

and Hose.

SALESKOO.MS:
SAN FRANCISCO, 17 MaiD Street.
ATLANTA, 16 Decatur Street
DETItnlT. Va4 Woodward Ave.
l: M.TIMiil;!':. 12 North Charles Street.
IU"''E.\I.o, l-:i.l23 Wa8hinp:ton Street.
NI-:\V ORLEANS, P-12 North Peters Street.
KANSAS CITY. 1313 West 15th Street.
ST. LOUIS, 61b Locust Street.

THE ONLY GEARLESS MOTO
THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO., CLEVELAND, O.

THE NEW CATALOGUE
-OI' TOTS-

Copies mailed upon application to

UNDERGROUND CONDUIT SYSTEM
T^K Interior Conduit & Insulation Company

INTERIOR CONDUIT c£ INSUI^ATION COMPANY.
EOWARD H, JOHNSO]^, Pies^idoiit.

woBKt9, .327 to 531 w. 34th St. and 520 to 528 w. 35th Ht. GENERAL OFFICES, 42 & 44 BROAD ST., NEW YORK.
H. 31. UXDEBWOOD, Gen. Western Agent, Rookery Bnildins, Chicago. B. FBAMi. J4>H\NO\, Gen. Agt.for Fa., I'rovident Bldg., Thiladelphia, I'a.

THOS. 1>AV & VO,. Gen. Agents for Califurnia, »an Francisco, Cal.

That the Western Electrician enjnys the diatlnction of bavlnf^ been
selected by one of Itie ehrewdi-si. of advortleers an tUe medium
for carrylnix the lar;j;e = t advertiRftinent ever i)laceiJ In an electrical

journal. Thle telle its own etory, and points its own moral.m CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL

Tf yuu are in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

DETROIT,
MICH.BROWNLEE & CO,

Sybscrihe for the Western Electrician.

H. T. PAISTZ:,
Paiste Electrical Specialties.

Weat^m O.Tiy? \ui\ storeroom : -

341 THE ROOKERY.
CHICAGO. ILL.

EtMilsn Office and YvMjzj:
1201 MARKET ST..

PHILADELPHIA, PA

PAISTE
SWITCH
SOCKETS.

WsiM j'

REMEMBER
THE-

PUSH-BUTTON

s:e3:eil.XjS.

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

PB
Porcelain Insulation used.

Made to fit ail Standard Lamps.

Armature Varnish,
Insulating Compounds,
Insulating Tapes,
Insulating Papers.

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,
HOI.F. IIAMKACTITICKHH,

2 Liberty Street, NEW YORK.
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Electricity in a Chicago Rolling Mill.

In these days of heavy currents and high voltages one's

attention is drawn oftener to matters pertaining to electric

power and lighting equipments than to the multitudinous

small devices through which electricity becomes a most

useful agent in the workshop or factory. The assertion

may be ventured that a tour of the many manufactories in

and about Chicago would reveal a number of ingenicus

applications of electrical apparatus, worked up by the am-

ateur, perhaps, but doing good work nevertheless, and on

this account deserving of more than a passing notice.

The tendency among manufacturers is to employ about

their plants men of technical education, and these, coming

oftentimes directly from schools at which the electrical en-

gineering course receives the closest attention, are not long

in linding a way of introduc-

ing improved and thoroughly

scientific methods.

As an instance of what is

being accomplished by a few

of those who call themselves

"amateurs," there may be

mentioned two simple yet

very useful applications of

electricity now in service in

the rail mill of the south

works of the Illinois Steel

company at South Chicago.

The devices referred to are an

electrical recording rail count-

er and an ingenious printing

telegraph. The working of

the two sets of apparatus

will be understood by a refer-

ence to the illustrations.

From Figs, i, 2, 3 and 4

there may be obtained a very

clear idea of the construction

and operation of the electric

rail counter. By means cf

this mechanism and a few

cells of batter) a tally of the

number of rails roiled is kept

in the office of the superin

tendent.

Fig. I shows the location in

the mill of the water-light

and heat-proof contact maker,

or key, through which an

electrical impulse is sent into

the office to operate the regis-

ter or counter proper. This last mentioned device, Fig. 2,

consists merely of an electromagnet arranged, as shown,

to operate a lever escapement connected with a train of

gears so proportioned and numbered as to constitute a

counter. The contact maker, shown in position in Fig. i,

is simplicity itself, and after a glimpse at ihe cuts, Figs. 3

and 4, showing the details, the reader will doubtless im-

agine that the construction was a comparatively easy task.

For the benefit of the uninitiated, though, it must be

stated that the position of the apparatus at the rail

is such that it is subjected to about as hard usage as

one could well imagine. Splashed with water and in the

closest proximity to the red-hot rails, and thus alternately

cooled and heated, it is not to be wondered that the present

design of the waterproof casing inclosing the one moving

part was arrived at only after much experience and several

disappointments. As will be seen from Figs. 3 and 4, the

contact lever proper is mounted on a short, stout spindle

within a casing of 4-inch pipe. This upright spindle is

keyed into and forms a part of another lever be'ow and on

the outside, which projects in front of the rail. The lever

at the rail is kept in position by a spring as indicated. As

the rails come along from the saws one after another, this

lever is pushed outward and thus makes one contact for

every rail. The simple arrangement by which a good

rubbing contact is secured is so clearly illustrated that no

further explanation is required.

The printing telegraph system illustrated by Figs. 5. 6,

7, S and g, is, as a matter of course, more complicated

than the counter. Its object is to print on a tape, at the

finishing end of the mill, where the stamping machine is

located, the heat numbers of the ingots, the ingot num-

bers, and the number of rails in each ingot, so that the

proper heat and ingot numbers may be stamped upon every

rail that leaves the mill. In addition to these numbers,

the "pit" and "hole" numbers, i. e., the furnace numbers,

are also dispatched.

The system in its entirety consists of a receiver, Fig 5,

a transmitter, Fig. 6, three connecting wires and eight cells

of gravity battery.

FIG. I. ELECTRICITY IN A CHICAGO ROLLING MILL.

The receiver on which the tape is printed is located at

the finishing end of ihe mill not a great distance from the

point at which the contact lever of the rail counter is

placed. This machine is in charge of a boy who records

on a blackboard for the use of the stamper the numbers

and letters as they are printed on the tape. The trans-

mitter is operated by a man at the ''pits," or reheating fur-

naces, at the further end of the mill, about' 350 feet from

the stamping machine.

To understand the details of this printing telegraph sys-

tem it will be necessary to refer lo the Uttered parts in the

diagrams and also to remember that two circuits are em-

ployed. It will be understood from Fig. g that

while Uicre are two circuits only three wires are nccited,

common return wire being used. From Fig. 7, in which

is shown the transmitter with the dial face removed and

also three sectional views, it will be seen that the transmitter

consists essentially of a commutator ring Tand a contact

ring A', between which there may be revolved a contact

lever ./ . The contact lever is shown more clearly to the left

in the cut. This last named part can be turned around in

only one direction, any back motion being prevented by a

rachet wheel A\ The part /> of the contact m.aker bears

against the inner face of the commutator ring C and as this

.arm A is directly connected with the battery (see diagram

of circuits, Fig. 9), a revolution of the crank over the seg-

ments sends impulse after impulse of current tothe receiver

at the other end of the mill. These impulses act on mag-
net -V. Fig. S, and serve, by means of the lever escape-

ment /l, to produce a synchronous movement of the type

wheel 7'.

To make the impression? upon the tape after the type

wheel has been set by the impulses due to the movement
of the little contact block D over the segmental face of C,

the push button /* in the transmitter. Fig. 7, is brought into

play. When the crank has been moved around to a number or

a set of letters on the dial, the button P is pushed in so as

to make contact with ring B. As block D is at this

moment in such a position that it is insulated by one of

the segments of ebonite which are dovetailed into ring C,

the contact between the crank

and the other ring />' serves

to send current into magnet
-V of the receiver. Mag-
net .V, lifting lever /., presses

i.he tape up against the type

and thus prints the symbol

corresponding to the one on

the dial to which the crank

had been turned.

The upward movement of

:ver L serves also, by means
of ihe escapement /-', to move
along the type into a posi-

tion to receive another impres-

sion. The brass feed rollers

// are actuated by the clock

spring S. This spring is

wound every 24 hours and

feeds out from 200 lo 250 feet

of tape. / is the ink roller.

The tape is wound up on the

spool /I' by the slipping belt

r. It may be mentioned, tcx).

that there is a "dog" to pre-

t^^
^j vent backward motion, which

^^g^CT would throw the type wheel

. ":^^H out of syacbronism relative to

the crank A.

The rail counter was de-

vised by H. S. Loud of ihe

south woiks of the lliirois

^teel company, and the print-

ing telegraph was made after

designs prepared by G. A.

Trube, also of the south

works. For the photographs of the appar.-\uis the West-
ern Electrician is indebted to W. Clarke Catlin, assist-

ant superintendent of the rail mill.

An Electric Road for Chicago's West
Side Suburbs.

It is reported that the Harrison Street and De* I'laines

River Electric railroad company, which was recently incor-

porated at Springfield, will begin actual construction as

soon as possible.

It is the intention of the company to start the road as

near Western avenue, Chicago, as possible and run it west

on a line near and parallel with Harrison street to the

Des riaines Uiver, a distance of six or seven miles. The
road will be just south of H.irrison street, and will pass

near Waldheim and Concordia cemeteries. It is the ulti-

mate intention to obtain a right of way into the city if pos-

sible. The nearest competitor to the north of the proposed

road is the Wisconsin Central main line, which has no

suburban trallic, while to the south there is an open field,

with many new subdivisions springing up. and hundreds

of houses building. That jiari of the West Side through

which it is proposed to run the road is without adequate

transportation facilities.
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The Telephone in 'G3.

By Herbert Laws Weiul

A good many journals, both electrical and political, have

a fondness for airing their opinions on the present status

of the telephone industry, and its prospective status two

years hence, when the Bell patent shall have expired. Ac-

cording to some of these journals the public is charged an

excessive price for telephone service at present, and in '93,

when the "grinding monopoly" is at end, the same useful

commodity will cost next to nothing at all. If we are to

believe these journals, in two years' time telephones will be

FIG. 6. ELECTRICITY IN A CHICAGO ROLLING MILL.

SO cheap that, as we read is the case in Honolulu, every

street soda water vendor will be connected with the ex-

cliange, and thirsty patrons will order their drinks from
free "pay-stations'" a block or two off

.

To those who indulge in these fanciful theories it has be-

come an article of faith that the entire telephone business

is bound to stand and fall by the receiver patent. Given

the expiration of that patent the field is free from compe-
tition, and the existing telephone companies must either

lower their rates to starvation point or go to the walK
Some years ago, when the industry was young, weak and
undeveloped, that might have been the case, but to day
matters are on a very different footing. If the Bell patent

had been broken down by any of the strenuous attacks

made on it, then indeed some such situation might have

come about as is prophesied by many for '93. In that

case the numerous devices that go to make up a complete

telephone system would have been distributed among many
different companies instead 01 falling into the hands of

one, and competing systems could have gone ahead and
fought with each other and cut prices, or amalgamated and
made "combines ' in the same way that they have in the

electric lighting industry.

Referring to the old telephone patent suits reminds me
that the public, duly enlightened by the political press, en-

tertained remarkable notions as to the possible result of the

liiigatioa, to an even more curious extent than those which

FIG. 5. EI,EC7RICITY I.S' A CHICAGO RCU.ISG MIU..

obtain to-day as to the inner working? of the mysterious

monopoly. It was the current and general belief that if the

sail were fledded against I'rofcssor I^ll the patent w.uld

simply be taken away from that inventor, and handed over

to Mr. Daniel I^rawbaugh. Of course nothing of the sort

could have occurred, and if the I^cll interests had been de-

feated the telephone would simply have become public

property, as it will in i^03-

If the telephone had become public property in those

days, howerer. the public would have acquired a very dif-

/cTcnl thing to what it will acquire io '*>3. It would have

acquired practically all that there was in the telephone

business, because at that time the industry was completely

in its infancy, and there was very little but the telephone

itself and some very crude and inefficient switching appa-

ratus. In i8g3 there will be given to the public the Bell

telephone receiver, and the right to transmit speech by

means of undulatory currents of electricity. In the words

of a famous poet, "only that and nothing more."

Now the question arises, what will the public do with

the receiver and the undulatory currents when it gets

them? According to the newspapers it won't be happy un-

til it does get them, but %vhen the long wished for acquisi-

tion takes place the discovery will come that it is not

worth nearly so much as it seemed to be from afar off. In

this case truly distance lends enchantment to the

view.

The motto of most newspapers should certainly be

"writ large" at the top of the editorial page, "Where ig-

norance is bliss, 'tis folly to be wise." The newspapers,

when they discourse about the telephone, believe, or pre-

tend to believe, that the receiver patent having expired, the

telephone business will be open to all comers, and that

telephone service will be furnished for half or less than

half the rates that are charged at present. If they would

look a little farther into the question, they would find that

the telephone receiver is one of the smallest items in the

complicated collection of apparatus and machinery, large

and small, which go to make up a telephone system. Do
the newspapers or does the public imagine that all these

countless devices, instruments, circuits and systems will

be thrown in gratis with the receiver in 1S93? To believe

so would be to reveal a state of mind simple and confiding

to the last degree; yet this belief is implied in the supposi-

tion that we are to have free telephony in '93.

When the American Bell Telephone company hit upon

the ingenious and- highly successful policy of leasing in-
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stead of selling the instruments for which it holds patents,

that policy found a natural sequence in the acquisition of

the patents for every other form of instrument and appara-

tus connected with telephony. Transmitters, switch-boards,

bells, spring jacks, repeating coils, annunciator drops,

ringing-keys, listening-keys, testing circuits and myriads

of other devices and circuits are patented, and the patents

are held by the Bell and its licensees. In any case the in-

ventions would have been made and patents would have

been taken out, and the patentee would have been paid for

his ingenuity and trouble, £o that lo the public it makes

but little difference whether the patents are owned by the

American Bell Telephone company or by individuals, but

to the mythical companies who are going to inaugurate

competing systems in '93 it will make a very considerable

difference.

Of course these patents form as it were a very strong in-

ner wall of defense, which will prove a formidable obstacle

to those intending to compete with the existing telephone

companies, but there are outer works of a nature and

strength which it will be very difficult to overcome. The

chief of these is the strongly established position in

which all the telephone companies in the large cities of the

country art entrenched. Every day it is becoming more

difficult to run wires from point to point. Overhead they

are prohibited by the municip.dities; underground the mu-

nicipality steps in again, and says the streets shall be dis-

turbed no more. There is a limit to the number nl house

holders, who (or love or money (it is very seldom except for

the latter; will permit fixtures to be placed on their r<jofs.

or wires to be .strung over them. There are a few other

difficulties which he who runs wires in cities has to con

tend with, but these arc the principal ones, and when at-

tempts arc made to add a few thousand wires to those al-

ready existing in all our large cities their importance will be

duly appreciated.

Another difficulty in the way of active competition will

be the dearth of real telephone engineering talent. To

plan a large telephone cjtchange. equipped with all modern

improvements, metallic circuit .switching apparatus and

underground wires—with all the complications they intro-

duce—requires a very high order of electrical engineering

ability, only acquired as the result of years of e.\perience

gained step by step with the growth of the industry itself.

Even as the industry stands to day there are comparatively

few men who have this ability or this experience, and a

modern telephone exchange cannot be designed, equipped

and maintained by men new to the art. Such men would

have all the old problems to conquer and solve over again

in addition to the new ones which come up almost daily,

and on the solution of which a concentration of effort, in-

vestigation and experiment is directed in a manner unpar-

alleled in the electrical industries, excepting, perhaps, at
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Llewellyn Park. At present the telephone companies all

over the country profit by the knowledge thus systemati-

cally acquired, and their subscribers benefit by the results

thereof, but the new comers would enjoy no such advan-

tages. Many mistakes would be made, and in telephone

work mistakes cost money in a dozen different ways. Here

again the outlook for competition is rather a poor one.

The equipment "f a large telephone exchange involves

the expenditure of a considerable amount of capital, but

its maintenance, including that of subscribers' instruments

and lines, is a work that is not only expensive, but requires

the most careful organization and supervision, both from a

technical and executive point of view. A large staff must

be employed for this work, and its members must receive

systematic training and instruction from their superior of-

ficers in order that the work may be efiiciently carried out.

Records must be kept in order to trace the responsibility

for any failure at any of a dozen different points in a sub-

scriber's line, and in these records the daily history of the

entire plant has to be entered from slips and memoranda.

The intricacies of such work as this—which is absolutely

necessary in order to maintain at its utmost efficiency a

piece of machinery whose complexity is paralleled nowhere

outside the human body—are not learned in a day, nor

carried out smoothly, except by a large and well organized
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Staff. In short, a modern telephone exchange is a very ex-

pensive concern to run.

It is question.'ible whether there will be any general re-

duction of telephone rates when the Bell patent expires.

Large telephone plants become more exjiensive to equip

and maintain every day, and the saving to the companies

by the abolition of royalties on the receivers will be more

than offset by the heavy fixed charges entailed by the
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maintenance of extensive systems of underground cables.

Cheaper classes of service may be introduced to meet any

demand for lower rates. But to assume that in '93 good

telephone service will be a very much cheaper commodity

than it is at present is to argue without knowledge of the

subject. Of late years the expense ol installing large tele-

phone exchanges has increased, owing lo the very genera!

introduction of underground work. Underground cables

are far more costly than overhead wires, as regards equip-

ment, and experience has yet to s^htiw that they are not

more costly to maintain. They are certainly far less ellt-

cicnt as regards the service, and they introduce many new

engineering problems in the equipment of the exchanges

themselves. It would be no small undertaking lo found a

corporation to carry on telephone service in a large city;

it would be an undertaking requiring a very large capital,

and it is doubtful whether the capital would be forthcoming

in view of the slender chances of securing an adequate re-

turn for it.

No unprejudiced observer who is at all acquainted with

the inner workings of a telephone system can deny that

the chances are slender indeed. There will probably be

competition in the private line business and in small sys-

tems for large buildings or for connecting up a few houses

close together; in fact, where small exchanges can be

established competition will no doubt spring up. No in-

dividual and no collection of individuals is likely to start

rival telephone exchanges in large cities either for the fun

of the thing or for glory. Unless it were believed that

there existed a good chance of making money in such a

way capital is not likely lo be attracted to the undertak-

ing. The odds against there being any prospect of mak-

ing money In opposition to the very completely laid out

systems now existing in ail the large cities of the country

are so overwhelming that it is very improbable that any

such competition will spring up.

One more obstacle may be mentioned, and that is the

long distance service. The Long Distance Telephone

company has inteilaced the eastern states with a network

of superbly built lines, which represent a vast outlay of

capital. A system which should efficiently compete with

these lines would be practically out of the question for

several reasons, the difli'^n'rv of nb'atning wav-leaves for

Electricity at the World's Fair.

It now appears altogether likely that there will be a

temporary electric plant on the World's Fair grounds to

supply light and power during the work of construction.

At first, as has been heretofore noted in this paper, it 'vas

thought that it would be more economical to secure current

from some one of the South Side central stations, and

several companies were invited to put in bids with that end

in view. Now, however, as the magnitude of the work in

hand becomes more apparent, it has been thought best by

the authorities of the electrical and construction depart-

ments to put in a temporary plant as soon as possible.

This conclusion was hastened by the decision to employ

however, is no new experience for iht; chief of the electrical

department, whose happy faculty of gaining the friendship

of newswaper men is proverbial. To an Indianapolis

/'/;/;-w;/ reporter I'rof. iJarrelt said: "\Vc have estimated

that eight thousand arc lights will be needed. and, appro.xi-

matcly, sO/jOo incandescent lights. As to power, wc
shall transmit from live thousand to eight thousand horse

power for motors for light-running machiner>*. In fact,

it is not the intention to use steam power in any building

but the .Mechanical Mall. The applications for space arc

phenomenal. We have now 140. and these embrace every-

thing in electrical science, from a ringing doll to a loco-

motive."' The Indianapolis V t ^ man, however, appears
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electricity to furnish power for building operations. Several

of the contractors have expressed their willingness to

employ electric power if they can obtain it as cheaply as

steam, and it is thought that this condition can be complied

with. At first the poA'er will be chietly employed in

operating saw-mills to manipulate the large quantities of

lumber required for the huge wooden buildings that are

now, or will shortly be, in process of construction. An-

other consideration that has led to this decision is the

distance separating Jackson Park from the nearest central

stauon. Probably two or three miles of heavy copper

wire would be required, if the work were done by contract,

which would, of cour-;e. greatlv increase the expense.
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one; in any case it could only be built up in the course of

several years and by the employment of capital running

well into seven figures. The long TJistance company

gives a splendid service and provides a means of rapid

communication which has become absolutely indispensable

to a large percentage of the subscribers to the local ex-

changes in most of the large towns. How long would it

take for new companies to duplicate these conditions, and

how much cheaper could they do the work than it is done

at present ?

It would seem, after all, if the present situation is soberly

and iiilellijzently considered, that the telephone situation in

'q3 will not materially differ from that which exists to-day.

The obstacles in the way of extensive competition are

numerous and formidable enough to convince any one who

takes the trouble to e.^tamine them closely that extensive

competition ispractically impossible. The companies will

go on steadily introducing improvements, which they are

constantly doing— the political press, which affects to be-

lieve that all improvements are suppressed, to the con-

trary—and extending their systems. Telephone subscrib-

ers will learn in time that telephone service costs a good

deal to furnish, and if in '93 they find that they are getting

more secure and reliable communication, with improved

facilities in every direction, there will be few inclined to

grumble or cry out for the cataclysm in telephone alTairs

th'at in some quarters seems to be expected and hoped for.

CHICAGO KOI.I.INi; MILL

The location of the temporary power house has not yet

been definitely determined, nor have the specifications been

completed. Arrangements will probably be made for an in-

stallation capable of supplying 250 arc lights, i.ooo incan-

descents and at least 300 or 400 horse power for motor

to have mixed things somewhat, for he wrote: "Already

100 000 square feet of spice have been asked for. and

more than 41,000 feet of steam and electric current."

Chief Barrett will soon make another eastern trip, starting

about .Vugust Sth or glh. He will attend the (iremcn's

convention at Springfield. Mass., and also pursue his

missionary labors among eastern electrical companies.

Before long Secretary Hornsby will issue diagrams of

the main and gallery floors of the electricity building,

showing the proposed location of the aisles and the

arrangement of the space. These will be sent to the ap-

plicants for space, with the request that they indicate the

location they would prefer. It will be impossible, of

course, to comply with the desires of exhibitors in this re-

spect in all cases. but it is thought that the replies will be of

much service in apportioning the space available. Where-

ever practicable, the wishes of exhibitors as to Ic-cation will

be complied with.

A tool house has already been erected on the site of the

electricity building, and the work of putting in the founda-

tions will be begun at once. A spur from the Illinois

Central railroad runs alongside the site of the building,

greatly facilitating the shipment of material.

The Sperry Electric Mining Machine company of Chi-

cago has applied for 1,250 square feet of space in the

mining building.

One of the unique features of the fair, if the proposition

of the Pittsburg Reduction company is accepted, will be

a complete 125 horse power plant for the production of

V /
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Proposed Harvey Electric Road.
Articles of incorporation were recently issued to the

Harvey Transit company of Chicago lo con*^lruct a rail-

road in Harvey, 111. presumably to be operated by electric

power. Mr. Stanwood, one of the incorporators, in-

formed a representative of the Western Electrician

that the road would be constructed in sections of two and

one-half miles. Work has not yet been begun on the

r<»;ul, nor has the exact route been decided upon. It is

th«: intention to construct aliout seven and a half miles nf

road.
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service. But of course only a portion of this will be used

at first.

In pursuance of his plan of personally conferring with

all the leading elc:triciansof the country, Chief Barrett paid

a fiying trip lo Fort Wayne and Indianapolis, Ind., last

week. He was accorded a cordial reception, and came

back well satisfied with the results of his iourney. He
reports that everybody he met appeared to take the greatest

inlcrcst in the electrical featurt:s of the CNposilion. and re-

porteis importuned him for interviews at every turn. This,

aluminum, all the processes for the reduction of the much-

talkcd-about metal by electricity being performed on the

spot. Kor this purpose a current of .2.000 amperes at 20

to ^o volts will be necessary. The Reduction company

will gladly accept the current from the big power house,

or it will set up two dynamos of its own if power is fur-

nished to run them. This exhibit, although partly elec-

trical in character, wilt nuiloubtedly be attached to the

mining department, being Tocatcd cither in that building

or in a small building of its own .adjacent thereto.
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The Hubin-Leblanc Alternating Current
Motor.

Ill the accompanying illustrations is shown the new

Hubin-Leblanc alternating current motor, buiit by the

Societe L'Eclairage Electricite. This motor is claimed to

possess several advantages.

The cuts represent a 15,000 watt machine, the main

features of which are a double ring of electric magnets.

The outside part of the ring is immovable and constitutes

the field, while the inside ring is mounted on a rotating

THE HUEIN-I-EBL.\NC ALTERNATING CURRENT MOluR.

shaft and forms the armature. The core of the outside

ring or field is built of a large number of sheet-iron disks,

insulated from each other and bolted together in the usual

way. These disks are furnished with l6 double notches,

in such a way as to form sixteen grooves both on the out-

side and inside of the cylinder. Ro3m is thus made for

two sections of windings, /"i and /"j. each of which has

S spools, filling the entire space of the notches. The out-

side part of the armature has a laminated core, securely

fastened to the shaft and also furnished with 16 notches in

which the armature wire is placed. The construction is

similar to that of the outside ring, there being two sec-

tions, each composed of S spools joined together in series.

One side of these two sections is joined together with the
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The speed of the motor is 1,100 revolutions per minute, but

by increasing the speed to 1,800 revolutions per minute,

which can be done writhout danger to the windings, the

efficiency increases to 88 per cent. The length of the iron

core in the outside ring or field is 1.31 feet; the inside

diameter is 0.9S foot. The size of the wire is equal to No.

13 B. i\; S. gauge and the number of windings per spool is

42. The resistance of the windings on the outside ring

is 7 S ohms when all the spools are joined in series and

J. 97 ohm when joined in multiple series. The resistance

of the armature is o.iS ohm. '

The motor has been subjected to a series of trying experi-

ments and has stood the test successfully, according to the

Eichtroiechnischcr Anzci^er, from which the cuts are re-

produced.

The National Series Transformer Sys-
tem for Street Lighting.

Of the many problems met with in electric lighting by

means of the ?lternating current) probably none ta.Kes the

ingenuity of the electric.U engineer so much as the illumi-

nation of streets or other large areas by means of trans-

formers. As a rule, the lights are several hundicd feet

apart, and to run a secondary circuit from a transformer

centrally located would, of course, be highly uneconomical

and coaiparatively expensive. Various arrangements to

overcome this difiiculty have been proposed and put into

practice. Taking a 1,000 volt current as a standard, 40

125 volt or 20 50 volt lamps may be connected in series,

but this arrangement would necessitate some sort of an

automatic device for keeping the circuit closed, should one

or more lamps in the series become disabled. It would

also be necessary to provide means of guarding against the

increase in voltage at the remaining lamps.

To overcome many difficulties and to provide a system of

lighting which will be at once simple, reliable and efficient,

the National Electric Manufacturing company of Eau

Claire, Wis., has just put upon the market a special series

transformer illustrated in the accompanying cut. These

transformers do not materially differ from the company's

standard transformers e.-tcept in the ratio of winding be-

tween the primary and secondary coils, which is one to

two, as against one to twenty in the regular transformers.

The primary coils are wound for loo volts and the secon-

daries for 50 volts, with a suitable allowance for loss in the

circuit. Thus ten of these transformers can be connected

in series on a 1,000 volt circuit, absorbing 100 volts each

in their primary coils, with a difference of potential of 50

volts at the secondary terminals, The secondary coils

are wound with wire large enough to carry up to three am-

peres of current without heating, and consequently a
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entirely inclosed, while the primary terminals are carried

through a T shaped pipe to the cross arm, the whole

arrangement being preferably suspended at street inter-

sections similar to arc lights. The transformers can, how-

ever, be provided with a gas pipe bracket for attachment

to lamp posts direct.

Hercules Electric Motor.
The accompmying cut illustrates a new motor which is

placed on the market by the Zucker & Levett Chemical

company of New York. As can be seen, the motor is of

the inverted horseshoe type, in which the whole of the mag-

THE HLbIN IEBL\NC ALlERNAiING CUURENT MOTOR

netic circuit is stamped out of one sheet of Swedish iron,

the number of sheets bsing bolted together to form the

magnet frame.

The plates are thoroughly insulaled to prevent the gener-

ation of Foucault cui rents and consequent heating. The

field coils are separately wound on brass spools and the

distance between the magnet cores is slightly larger than

twice the depth of one coil, thus allowing the coil to be

slipped over the core.

The plates of the armature, which is of the modified

Siemens type, have teeth forming longitudinal channels

on its periphery, in which the coils are wound. These

teeth, beside reducing the magnetic renstance to a mini-

mum, entirely prevent the coils from flying out, due to the

centrifugal force, and consequent burning out of the arma-

ture.

The magnet frame is bolted to an iron base, having iron

standards and self-oiling bearings even in the smallest size

of machines.

The automatic motors are mostly shunt wound with an

armature of e.\tremely low resistance. The fan motors are

series wound and run a six blade I2inch propeller fan at

THE IIKRCUI.liS KI.ECTKIC MOTOR.
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center ring on the commatator, while the two outside

ringa ifc connected each to one of the other .sides of the

armatare sections. This is done with the object of in-

sertiog resUtaace in any of the two scries as it may be

desired.

A variation in the fisld circuit is obtained by joining a

ondcnscT in one of Its two sections. iJy proper rcgula-

lion the differcn:e between the two sections can be brought

ap to 2: fier cent, of the total exciting current.

The frjWomniC delails will undoabtcdiy be of intc'rcst to

mv.ot biiiidcTSi

change of lamps to those of other candle powers can be

easily accomplished.

The proportion bttwccn primary and secondary coils

and the core of the transformers is such that, should the

lamp become extinguished, the transformer becomes a

choke coil, but unlike other similar deviucs only lowers the

electromotive force of the circuit sufficiently to make up for

the extinguished lamp, and it is claimed so nearly perfect

is the action of these transformers that from one to eight

lamps can be turned off in a scries of ten, without appre-

ciably decreasing the candle power of the remaining kimps.

The transformer coils arc placed in an iron weather-

proof c'i*e provided with a light cro.ss arm and suspending

hook on top, and a nipple carrying the reflector canopy,

lockcl, and lamp at the bottom. The secondary wires are

i.Cjoo revolutions per minute, taking one ampere at 120

volts.

The mechanical details of these machines have been very

carefully worketl out, and all parts are adjustable, (^'uift a

number of the Hercules fan outfits arc in daily use. These

machines will be manufactured in all sizes from onc-cighth

horse power up for both H^ht and power.

Chicago City Lighting Plant.

While I'rof. liarrctt was in Kort Wayne last week he

purchased two Oolight Wood arc djnamos for use in the

northwestern station of the city lighting plant of Chicago.

I'our systems— the Thomson- Houston, lirusli, Western

IClcclric .'ind l''ojt Wayne—arc novv icpreseiiled in the

several street ligliting stations of the city.
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Richardson's Electrical Impression Indi-

cator for Printing Presses.

Attentioa has been called to an electric indicating device

invented by G. B. Richardson and applied to the press of

the Uavid C. Cook Publishing company of I'.lgin, III.

FIG I. RiCILAUDSOiN'S ELKCTKICAL IMPKESSION INI.HCA-

TOR FOR I'RINTING I'RKSSES.

The device has attracted more than usual attention owing,

no doubt, to its simplicity. It is illustrated in the accom-

panying views and will be readily understood. The whole

arrangement is simplicity itself. A push button at the

press, operated by a lever. Fig. i, so connected to a moving

part of the press that one contact is made for every impres-

sion; a row of lamps in a case in the office, Fig. 2, and each

lamp connected by a separate circuit to a button on a press;

the whole drawing current from the no volt Edison housc-

r
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lighting circuit—this is the outfit through which each press

indicates at the desk of the manager its every impression.

Magn 3tic Button Fastener.

An ingenious application of an ordinary ho-'seshoe mag-

net in a meclianical appliance is shown in the illustration.

The machine, which is the invention of Clyde and Clarence

Coleman of ("hicago, is designed for the purpose of alTording

a rapid means for atlaching buttons to shoes. 'I'he difficulty

was to devise some simple plan of feeding the buttons from

the hopper on top of the machine down the tube leading to

the stamping mechanism. This is effected by the magnet,

which, playing up and down in the hopper through a slot

in the bottom, attracts several of the loose buttons at each

upward movement. In the picture the magnet is shown at

its highest point, with buttons clinging to it. On the down-

ward stroke the buttons are rubbed off into a little trough

adjusted to fit the magnet closely. This trough is so

groovetl lliat the buttons, naturally attached to the magnet

abode. Of course these prctcnsious buildings arc not

considered complete without electric lights, but few of

them have such an elaborate instaliation as that shown :n

the accompanying illustration.

The Allen plant supplies current not only for the build-

ing in whose basement it is installed, but it also furnishes

current for 120 Wood .-irc lamps which are distributed in

the neighborhood of Cottage Grove avenue in the district

bounded on the north and south by 35ih and 39th streets.

The arc lamps are used largely for lighting stores.

The wiring is overhead, except at the street crossings.

FIG. 2. RICHARDSON S EIECTRIC.VI. IMPRE:

by the iron wire forming the eyes, fall into the chute in the

proper position, as shown in the illustration.

At the bottom of the chute the wire fastening is fed

through the eyes of the buttons from a coil at the right hand

of the operator. The wire is cut off at the proper length

and stamped through the leather, which is, of course, held

in position by the person operating the machine. The
wire is formed into astapleand clinched on the under side,

and the shoe is then adjusted for another button. The
machine is operated by treadle, and all movements necessary

for fastening one button are made by one downward tread.

Lighting Plant at the Allen Flats, Chicago.
Chicago is blessed with many fine apartment buildings,

or "Hats," as they are more generally called, although, of

course, this style of residence has not such an enforced

popularity as in pent-up New York, for instance. As
a type of this class the new Allen flat building on Oakwcod
boulevard, near Cottage Grove avenue, may be taken as a

SSION INDICATOR FOR PRINTING I'RESSE5.

where the city ordinances require the conductors to be

buried. In running the lines, the wires are carried across

the streets in wrought iron pipes driven through from cellar

to cellar.

The electrical apparatus in the station consists of two arc

light and one incandescent machine. The incandescent

dynamo is a 650 light separately excited Slattery alterna-

ting current machine. The arc lighting equipment con-

sits of two 60 light Wood dynamos. These machines are

driven by a 100 horse power New York safety engine.

The two arc machines are belted in tandem to one side of

the engine and the alternator is driven directly from the other

fly wheel. The building is wired for Soc lamps, which are

supplied through converters. The transformers are mostly

twenty-five lighters, and they supply fifty volt lamps.

Electric Road at Bloomington. III.

There is a limit to human endurance, and it appears that

this limit was reached by the members of the city council

LIGHTING I'LANT AT THE

fair representative. Tt is t) pical in its handsome and impos-

ing e.xterior, in its lonifortable, almost lu.surious, fittings,

and in the character of its tenants. Here are pleasantly

fitted suites forming either the homes of contented and

happy families or the C')mfortable bachelor Quarters of

single gentlemen. Among the latter are many professional

men; and not a few journalists, attached either to the daily

or technical press, find in llats such as the Allen a congenial

Al.LKN FLATS, CHICAGO.

of Bloomington when at their last meeting a resolulicn

was unanimously adopted declaring forfeited the fran-

chise of the lUoomington .ind Normal Street Railway com-

p.iny. The members seem thoroughly tired of the present

street car service, which has been execrable for many

months. It is understood th.it if the franchise is forfciicvl.

several capitalists are ready to build and operate *» thorough

and cflicient electric ro;jd.
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electrical appliance to the plant of the rolling mill with

which they are connected—one of the largest in the

country, by the way. They are fairly entitled to com-

mendation.
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HpRKAfTER the Westp.hs Ei.ECTHicrAN will be repre-

sented at New York Cily by an eastern editor, who will

give hi^ personal allenlion to electrical matters in and

about the metropolis. F, U. F'erry, associate editor of the

Westrkn Elpxtrician', is now litationci in New S'ork.

His headqtiarters are at 534 Temple court.

It is a pIcaAurc to record any new application of clcc-

tridtf, especially when the ic'ca j^ at once 5.0 injfcnious and

practical as that evinced in the rail countln;^ and automatic

telegraphing apparatus at the south works of the Illinois

Steel company, Chicago, which is described in this issue.

The yoaojf men who devised and installed thew useful

mechanisms lay no claim to the title of electrician, but

they have nerertheless added a valuable and labor saving

"Whkn electricity moves and heats our railway trains,"

remarks the /^e7a ]'i>r/c Wor/d, "there will be no more

roasting of people, as happened in the tunnel last

February, and on the Erie road this July." Indeed! But

electricity would never do for the suburban trains proposed

by the Rapid Transit commission, would it ? The New
York papers are strangely inconsistent in their advocacy of

electric traction in the abstract, and their opposition to it

in the concrete.

Not long ago a leading New York daily took up

the question of electrical construction in country towns,

holding that "the chief sufferers from bad electrical con-

struction, as it is called, are outlying towns and villages,

and a ride through the country adjacent to New York

reveals a deplorable state of affairs." Undoubtedly this

criticism may hold good in a few instances, but, as is

usually the case when a wholesale attack of this kind is

made by a writer who has only a superficial knowledge of

the subject in hand, the general inference sought to be

drawn is all wrong. Of course no intelligent person will

claim that all electrical construction is what it should be.

Perfection has not been attained by the electrical manu-

facturing and supply companies anv more than by the

men in any other line of trade. Still it is undoubtedly true

that from the very nature of electrical construction work

the constant tendency, both in villages and cities, is

toward a higher order of excellence. The poles, arms,

brackets and wires put up for electrical work are where

all may criticise and attack. Nothing is easier, for in-

stance, than for the croakers to assert, as in the article in

question, that "villages and rural places are threatened by

the careless or ignorant arrangement of wires charged with

the deadly fluid," or that "ignorant village officers make

contracts with wily experimenters, and some day the pub-

lic will pay a fearful price for its temerity." The truth is

that no hrst-class company can afford to put up poor work

of this kind, Let it once be noised abroad that any supply

company followed the strange gods of unsife construction

and its business would disappear like dew before the sun.

No village, however small, need have other than the

safest of overhead work within its limits unless it deliber-

ately chooses otherwise.

Mayor Grant of New York has received a check in

his crusade against the electric companies of the metropolis.

The mayor has been informed that in certain cases at

least he must observe the law. In the first crusade against

electric lighting companies in which the pole chopping

brigade destroyed the properly of electric companies

wherever they found it, the suggestion was made that

the mayor and his followers were exceeding their au-

thority, but at that time the mayor, taking advantage

of the public panic due largely to the sensational articles

in the daily papers, refused to consider anything but

his own interests. Poles were chopped, and miles of

wire cut in streets unprovided with conduits. As a

result many sections of the city were left without means

of lighting other than gas. Recently the mayor decided

to renew these tactics, but this time the corporation coun-

sel informed his honor that there were some things he

couldn't do, and this was one of them. P>ut this was not

alj. The mayor and his associates, in the Hoard of Elec-

trical Control received another bit of intelligence from the

corporation counsel. The subway company has been

greatly delayed in its work by the "board," which, at the

mayor's instance, passed a resolution in June asking the

corporation counsel to proceed against the company for

the forfeiture of its charier because certain work had not

been finished by June rst. 'I'he mayor had offered a reso

Iiition intended to make June istthe limit of time, but as

recorded in the minutes, the resolution did not so provide

specifically. The corporation counsel gave his opinion

that proceedings for forfeiture could not be begun. The

company has therefore been "instructed" to proceed with

the work. The troubles of the electric companies of New
York may be traced directly to this political "hoard.''

which is constantly interfering in matters of which it

knows absolutely nothing.

That there is a strong prejudice against the "telephone

monopoly, "so called, is evident from the opposition that the

old companies have experienced for years and the enthusiasm

with which "new telephones" arc welcomed. The history

of the telephone includes many bitter controversies, and

some of these (it would seem; have not yet been concluded.

This may account, in ? measure at least, for the anxiety

with which the opponents of the old company await the

expiration of the patent on the Bell telephone receiver in

1S93, fullyexpecling that with the expiration of this patent

the old company will cease to cccupy a prominent position

in the telephone world. That such is not the case is clearl)'

pointed out elsewhere in an able article by Herbert Laws
Webb, in this issue. Mr. Webb carefully reviews the field

and shows that the Bell interests are to-day in a wel

fortified position. During the years that have elapsed

since Prof. Bell's claims were established the system has

been developed, valuable improvements have been intro-

duced, and as all of these are covered by patents and as

each is as valuable and necessary Jn securing good service

as the Bell receiver the old companies are in far better

position to maintain a struggle than ever before. In large

cities. Mr. Webb shows, the old companies are secure.

New comers must necessarily give as good service at least

as the old company, and an equal number of subscribers

will be necessary to give equal value to the patrons. Can a

new comer offer these inducements?

It is easily shown that a telephone system is not estab-

lished in a day, but is rather the result of years of develop-

ment. Then, too, a vast expenditure of money will be re-

quired and capitalists will be loth to invest where there is

little hope for return. It will be readily seen, therefore,

that the ou'look for competitors of the old company, so far

as large exchanges at least are concerned, is anything but

hopeful. Those who persist in the belief that with the ex-

piration of the receiver patent the field will be opened and

all will stand on an equal footing, are doomed to a rude

awakening in '93.

The decision of Judge Wallace in the Edison lamp

case, announced in the last issue of the Western Elec-
trician, was the most notable victory in patent litigation

that has thus far been achieved in electrical circles. The
victory is not yet complete, as there is a probability that

the case will be carried to the appellate court. It is now
six years since this action was instituted, and had it not

been for the passage of the law last winter providing for

the review of patent cases by the new United States cir-

cuit court of appeals it is quite probable the final adjust-

ment of the matter would have been prolonged until the ex-

piration of the patent. Aside from the commercial ad-

vantages the decision will insure the Edison company, it is

a source of no little gratification to those who have identi-

fied themselves with the Edison interests to have this pro-

tracted controversy favorably decided. There has been an

honest difference of opinion entertained by experts equally

learned, and these conllicting views did not escape Judge
Wallace, who commented on the fact in his opinion. De-

scribing Edison's accomplishment the court continues:

"By doing these things he made a lamp which was practi-

cally operative and successful, the embryo of the best lamps

now in commercial use. and but for which the subdivision

of the electric light by incandescence would still be noth-

ing but the /'•^'iiis faluus, which it was proclaimed to be

in 1879 t>y some of the learned experts who are now wit-

nesses to belittle his achievement,and show that it did not

rise to the dignity of an invention."

Again Judge Wallace says: "It is of little import what

Mr. Edison, or his patent solicitor, may have thought

about the meaning of the claim during the pendency of

the application for a subse<juent patent, or that Mr. Edison

may have supposed a resistance as high as one hundred

ohms in the burner would be required for use with the

means of distribution which he expected to employ with

his system of lighting. There are many adjudicated cases

in which it appears that the inventor builded better than

he knew; where a patent has been sustained for an inven-

tion, the full significance of which was not appreciated by

the inventor when it was made. In the case of the Bell

Telephone patent there was great room for doubt whether

the speaking telephone had been thought of by Mr. Bell

when he filed his application for a patent, but the court

said: 'ft describes apparatus which was an articulating

telephone, whether Jiell knew it or not.'"

The commercial aspect of the case is equally interesting

in the eyes of Mr. I'^dison's followers. The decision

means that every manufacturer of incandescent lamps in

this country will he compelled to pay tribute 10 the I'Ulison

company, Puil the prospect docs not seem to have any ter-

ror for ihe large supply companies. In fact they seem re-

lieved at the termination of the suil, as the inlet views pub-

lished elsewhere indicate. The lulison company can regu-

late the market and prevent numerous culling of prices by

the small fry that has caised so much trouble in the I.'imp

l>usincss.

It is of course impossible to estimate the value of this

decision to the lOdison company, but it is safe to say that

it is amply rcpaM for the worry and cxpcn^^e allending Ihe

liiigalion.
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Medical Lighting Apparatus.

Additions are daily being made to thcalready large num-

ber of electro-medical appliances. The accompanying il-

lustrations show a new device for throwing liglil into

the cavities of the human body. The httle apparatus

consists essentially of a lamp provided with a sheath

made to fit the finger. It has a spring contact so arranged

as to open and close the circuit as the finger is bent or

MEDICAL LIGHTING AI'PARATUS.

Straightened. This attachment is the invention of P.

Oudin and II. O. Kratz-Boussac of Paris.

Evanston's Electric Railway.

A company has been formed to build an electric railway

at Evanston. Chicago's most attractive suburb. 'I'he cor-

poration will be known as the Chicago i\: Evanston Electric

Railway company, and the capital stock is .^500, oco. The
incorporators are John L. Cochran, DeLancey H. Louder-

back, Frank S. Gorton and Alexander Clark.

One of the projectors of the enterprise is authority for

the statement that the Edison interests would support the

project. It is proposed to at once apply for a franchise to

cinstruct a double track electric road with the overhead

system. It will extend through the villages of Evan-

ston, South Evans'on and Rogers Park, and connect with

the Lincoln avenue cable. A portion of the route will be

through Evanston avenue north from Lawrence avenue to

the city limits, thence west on Homan street to Clark street

and north on that thoroughfare through the township of

Evanston.

If a satisfactory arrangement cannot be made to transfer

passengers from the southern terminal of the electric road

to the central portion of the city, the line will be extended

further south. The line will be thirteen miles in length

and will afford 17,000 people an opportunity to visit the

city without inconvenience.

Driving a Continuous Current Motor by
Alternating Current.

A method through which it is proposed to render prac-

ticable and efficient the operation by an alternating cur-

rent of an electric motor of ordinary type is illustrated in

the accompanying diagram. The arrangement, which was

devised by W. Stanley, Jr., of Pittsfieid, Mass.. and J. F.

Kelly of New York, is claimed to be such that the motor

may have the full capability of starting and regulation

common to the corresponding forms of continuous current

motors.

The particular form of motor to which the method ap-

plies is one having a commutator, and a field circuit in

shunt to its armature circuit.

The invention is based on the well-known property pos-

sessed by a condenser of neutralizing or counteracting the

DRIVING A CONTINUOUS CURRKNT MOTOR IIY ALTER-
NATING CURRENT.

effects of the self-induction of a circuit with wliich it may
be connected. The arrangement consists in the combina-

tion, with a motor of the kind illustrateti, of n condenser

included in the field circuit, or, in other words, in that cir-

cuit having the higher self-induction.

According to the inventors, if a motor of tlie kind de-

scribed be operated by an alternating current, a loss is oc-

casioned by the high self induction of the field circuit,

wh'ch retards the phase of the current-imparting magne-

tism to the field magnets. As a consequence the maximum
magnetic effects of the armature and field are not coincident,

a condition which impairs the efficiency of the motor. In
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order to counteract this, and to bring the maximum mag

netic condiiions of the two elements, armature and field,

more nearly into coincidence, there is introduced into the

field circuit a condenser, which has the effect of bringing^

the phase nearer to that of the impressed electromotiv.

force of the generator. The efficiency and economy

this disposition will, of course, depend upon the electro'

motive force, rate of change of the current, and other wcl

understood conditions. In practice the cores of the field

magnets should be laminated. A glance at the cut will en-

able the reader to understand the connections.

49

tensive incandescent lighting plant operated by the com-

pa*J?w?H21tiurnishcs light for the down town business dis-

IflC^i."co\'Ctir^)^^y miles.

site has not yet been made, but when

-fiuajlx^jpi^^^'i upon a handsome office building

will also accommodate the lighting

^lant.of iU^'^Jrppiiy

.

v.\ -^Ass^eiH^Up^e(«g of the stockholders of the Chicago

itoJl^ftW^^will be held on August 20th to take

Method of Making Reliable Joints in

Battery Wires.

In telephone work particularly it has been found that

the mode of making battery connections by means of

binding screws is unreliable. After but a short period of

use. owing to the creeping action of the salts, corrosion

takes place U the contacts, and the resistance of the circuit

is largely increased. From the fact that as a rule a

telephone battery is included in a short office circuit, any

undue resistance is more serious than it would be were the

connections of greater resistance. It becomes, therefore, a

matter of vital importance to keep the resistance of the

battery circuit at its lowest possible point, and on this ac

count the method of forming joints on the wires which is

METHOD OF MAKING RELIABLE JOINTS IN RATTERY WIRES.

illustrated herewith will be of interest to the practical

reader.

To make a battery connection there are provided

terminal wires, each having one of its ends moulded into

the plates as indicated. The other ends are coated by

dipping with easily fusible alloy. To make a connection

with other wires—say those of a Illake transmitter— it is

only necessary to wind the wires from the transmitter

round the battery wires as shown in the cut, and then

direct upon the splice a moderate amount of heat—that of

a small lamp being suflicient. Perfect battery connections,

it is claimed, may thus be formed with great facility.

H. V. Hayes of Cambridge, Mass., and A. S. Hibbard

of Morristown, N. J., are joint inventors of this devict.

Chicago Edison Company.
As has already been stated in the Wesiekn Ele<*i"RI-

CIAN, the Chicago F.dison company has under consideration

several propositions involving a change of location for

its offices. The latest proposition, and one^which appears

tn be received with considerable favor by the directors,

is the removal of the Adams street central station to a

point near the river. This would enable the company to

materially change the plant so as to effect a great saving in

the cost of operation. The present headquarters of the

company on Adams street are in the center of the business

district of the city, but the contemplated change of silc

would not prove a disadvantage. The olficers of the com-

pany say the plans have not yet progressed far enough to

warrant a definite announcement of their arrangements.

The ground which the company's building now occupies

has a frontage of 45 feet, and is leased for a period of 99
years a*t a rental of SS.ooo a year, the lease having 95
years yet to run. The building is three stories high and
was erected llircc or four years ago, the design providing

for a high office structure which has never been completed.

The company's offices arc locatcti here and also the cx-

medical lighting aitaratus.

action regarding the proposed increase of capital slock

from ^750,000 to $i.ooo,oco.

Firemen Aided by Electricity.

Electric cars were put to a new use in Oak Park, III.,

near Chicago, a short time ago. An alarm of fire had

been sounded, and the village hose cart came bounding

and plunging down the street just as a Cicero and Proviso

electric car passed the corner. Hut the roads were bad.

and the firemen were making slow work of it, while the

red glare of the burning building half a mile or so away

warned them that no time was to be lost. The conductor

of the car took in the situation at a glance. "Hook on

your old cart behind the car," he shouted. The firemen

gladly availed themselves of the invitation, and the appa-

ratus was whirled along to the scene of the fire in a

twinkling, thus demonstrating another of the manifest ad

vantages of electric traction.

Railway Signal Controller.

There are many electrical devices for operating railway

signals, but the accompanying illustration shows one in

which the idea has been worked out in a new way. By
means of this device the signal may be operated from a

tower some distance away, or it may be used where it is

necessary for each train to put the signal to danger on

passing an electric contact.

In the illustration e is the usual balance lever, weighted

so as to put the signal to danger in case of a rupture of

the connections; « is the connection which extends to the

adjacent tower, and ^ is the rod which is in direct connec-

tion with the signal. The cut shows the weight lifted and

the signal at all clear. The balance lever is centered on a

link 1/, which is fastened to the diaphragm ; by the buffet

/, When the valve / is closed by means of the electro

magnet pushing down the valve stem a the diaphragm is

held in the position st own by the atmospheric pressure,

and consequently the signal may be operated at will by the

man operating the mechanical connection. But should

the man operating the circuit in connection with the mag-

net open that circuit, then the spring c is released and

raises the valve stem about one-sixteenth of an inch. The

RAILWAY SIGNAL CONTKOLLKK.

air is then allowed free access to the diaphragm chamlwr

and the tliaphragm falls to the dotted position by gravity,

and the signal is thus put to danger. In the same manner

the man ojierating the electric circuit may prevent the

lowering of the signal at any time. The magnet is shown

as working on a normally closed circuit, but in certain

cases it may be desiiable to work with a normally open cir-

cuit. Instead of the diaphragm a piston and cylinder may

be used, but there is less danger of leak with a diaphragm.

The device is the invention of .\. H. Johnson of Rahway.

N. J. The cut was taken from the K,ii/r,\Td iiiiufU.
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Reorganization of Westinghouse Inter-

ests.

At the adjourned meeting of the Westinghouse Eleclrir

& Manufacturing company at Pittsburg, July 15th, the

plan of reorganization as outlined by Mr. Westing house's

statement on April yth was formally adopted, and a new

board of directors was elected. The meeting was attended

by a large number of stockholders. George Westinghouse.

Jr., the president of the company, after calling the meeting

to order, made the following statemert; "I have pleasure

in stating that the plan of reorganization has met with the

approval of the holders of over 95 per cent, of the stock

of the company. The reorganization committee has closely

examined the books, and looked into the affairs of the

company generally, and it has announced that it is

satisfied with the condition of affairs and is willing to

become a part of the board, and is ready to carry out

the plans of reorganization upon the lines agreed. Bray-

ton Ives, chairman of the committee, is here to-day to vote

the stock deposited with the Mercantile Trust com-

pany."

Resolutions necessary to perfect the reorganization were

then presented. The main points in the resolutions were:

Iq the plan of reorganizalion, as announced on April 7th,

^4, 000,coo of cumulative preferred stock to bear 7 per

cent, interest is created, ^3,000,000 of which has been

taken at par by the reorganization committee. This it is

proposed to utilize in arranging for the floating debt of the

company and providing for additional working capital.

The assenting stockholders, who gave up the required 40

per cent, of their holdings of the original common stock,

aggregating $2,500,000. for value, which had been turned

over to the Mercantile Trust company of New York for

the use of the company, are to receive a 7 per cent, pref

erence on the 60 per cent- of their original slock retained,

over the small amount of non assenting stockholders now

withheld from the reorganizalion committee.

There were 141.402 shares of stock voted, which includes

the stock voted by Brayton Ives, chairman of the reorgani-

zation committee. The following board of directors was

elected: August Belmont, Henry B. Hyde, Marcellus

Hartley. George W. Hebard and Braytcn Ives.all of New

York; Charles Francis Adams and Charles Fairchild, both

of Boston; George Westinghouse, Jr., A. M. Byers and

Lemuel Bannister, all of Pittsburg.

The meeting was then adjourned until July 29th in order

to make necessary arrangements for the adop-ion of the

plan of reorganization. The result of the meeting was fa-

vorably commented on in financial circles, and the newly

elected boa^d of directors is highly regarded for the finan-

cial standing and business sagacity of its members. The

men at the head of the concern are all of national reputa-

tions, thorough businessmen and able financiers, and with

the large amount of capital now at their disposal there is

no doubt that the company will once more become an im-

portant factor in electrical matters.

The Montreal Convention.

The citizens' committee of Montreal is pushing for-

ward the completion of the pUns for the entertainment of

the National Electric Light association with the vigor for

which the people of that city are noted. The corpora-

tion cf the city has just voted the appropriation of a large

sum of money to be placed at the disposal of the citizens'

committee.

The use of quite a number of yachts has been tendered

by private gentlemen of -Montreal especially for the pleas-

ure of the ladies attending.

f'residenl C- k. Hundey of the association announces

that a new feature will be introduced this year, as suggested

by the executive committee, which will add to the inter-

est and the difTusion of practical information on the details

of work in connection with the operation of central station

and other plants, A "question box'' will be placed at

headquarters in Montreal for the reception of written

questions upon any pertinent subject. This box will be

opened prior to each session, the questions read in open

convention, and answcra requested from those who are

willing to speak upon the subject. Thi^ plan will, no

doubt, be very favorably received, and will give excellent

practical resalK.

Enterprise Appreciated.

The Wp,.t»;kn Li.K'jrKrMA'." of Chici^o, which is

amon^ the ablest and most enterprising of the electrical

press, starts volume tx. with «iomc change<i in its make up

which are undoubted improvements. Column rules arc

discarded, and a smaller but very legible type is used on

better paper than hereioforc. Kotirteen pages arc here-

after to be printed weekly. The ch;»ngc h an evidence of

prosperity, and an improvement in the appearance of the

p-:ipcr.— /'r,y:'}./ftrr/' J, nrun I.

International Congress of Electricians
at Frankfort.

There will be an International Congress of Electricians

during the electrical e.\position at Frankfort-on-the-Main.

This congress will extend from September? until September

!2. iSgr. A large number of well-known electricians and

scientists of all nationalities have signed the circular just

published by the Electrotechnical Society of Frankfort-on-

the-Main. The list includes the names of Prof. W. E.

Ayrlon, London; C F. Brush, Cleveland, O.; Prof. H. S.

Carhart, Ann Arbor, Mich ; Prof. A E. Dolbear, Col-

lege Hill, Mass. ; Thos. A. Edison, Orange, N. J. ; W. H.

Preece, London; Sir William Thomson, Glasgow.

The following papers will be read:

Carhart, Ann Arbor: Application of Dynamo-electric

Machines Instead of Galvanic Cells in Telegraphy, and

Current Regulators for Dynamic Electric Machines.

Dolbear. College Hill: Electrical Terminology.

Yon Dclivo Dobrowolsky, Berlin: Electric Transmission

of Power with Alternating Cur-rents:

Epstein, Frankfort: Applicability of Electro-magnetic

Measuring Instruments (Containing Iron) for Alternating

Currents.

Feussner, Charlottenburg: Material and Construction of

Measuring Instruments.

Fritlich, Berlin: i. Curves of Vibration and Electric

Acoustic Experiments. 2. Generation and Application of

Ozone.

Holborn, Chariot tenburg: On the Mac netic Properties

of Various Iron Alloys,

Hummel, Nurnberg: Direct Determination of the Work
of Magnetization and of Currents in Iron Kings.

Kahle, Charlottenburg: The Admissible Errors of

Standardized Measuring Instalments in Relation to

Heating, etc.

Kareis, Vienna : i . Prevention of Cross talk in Telephone

Wires. 2. Prevention of LMsturbances in Telephony by

Currents of (!reat Strength. 3. Improvements in the

Conductivity of Telegraph Conduct:rs.

Kohlrausch, Hanover: What is the Best Course of

Education for Electricians?

Lft^wenherz, Charlottenburg: Adoption of Standard

Screws in Electrotechnics and Mechanics.

May, Frankfort-on-the Main ; Instructions Concerning

Electric Conductors from the Standpoint of the Fire In-

surance Companies.

Meissner, Gu-ttingen: Application of Lippman's Capil-

lar-Electro Meters for Cable Telegraphy.

Mueller, Hagen: Connecting Accumulators for

Various Purposes.

Peukert, Braunsschweig: On the (Question of Electric

Meters.

Rothen, Berne: Important (Questions Relating to Tele-

phony.

In addition to this list the following named gentlemen

have promised to read papers, reserving the right to name

the subject later: Alioth, Basel; Arnold, Riga; Duliois,

Berlin; Ferraris, Turin; G-i-rges, Charlottenburg; Grawink-

el, Berlin; <^)uincke, Heidelberg, and Slaby, Charlotten-

burg.

A gen- ral invitation has been extended to electricians

and persons interested in electrical matters to attend this

congress. Applications for tickets are to be directed to

the "Vorsland der Electrotechnischen Gesellschaft zu

Frankfurt a. M."

A ticket will cost 16 marks (about $4.00). Tickets for

ladies, 10 marks These tickets contain eight coupons, which

give the right to visit the electrical exposition and

the garden of palms and the zoological garden from

September 7th to the 13th. Special cards are required

for the dinner and the gala performance in the opera

house, the ball and the excursion to Wiesbaden.

The progr.T.mme of this congress is a very elaborate one,

both from a scientific view and relating to amusement, and

the committee hopes to have a large number of foreign

visitors.

Proposed Electric Road between Chi-
cago and Milwaukee.

'I'hc promoters of the rapid transit line between Chicago

and .Milwaukee described in the last issue of the Wi:srKkN

Ei.KCi KiciAN not only propose lo make the run between

Chicago and Milwaukee in one hour, but to reduce the

fare for the single trip, which is now %2 53, to the very

small sum of $1. 'I'hey declare that they will run trains

every half hour. The object in making the road an ele-

vated one is to avoid crossings and permit the very best

time possible. It is claimed that there will be less danger

of accident than on ordinary steam r;iiIroads, notwithstand-

m% the great speed at which the electric trains on the

elevated road will be run. It will be almost impossible,

it is said, for the car.s to gel off the track. 'Iherc will be

two sets of wheels, one smaller than the other and hung
below the rail, and the latter will bear upon the under side

of the rail, but will not touch it so long as the cars remain

perfectly upright, but if the car be tilted to one side or the

other, the smaller wheels will clutch the rail, and, it is

claimed, prevent any derailment. The promoters held an
informal conference last week and seemed to be in a very

confident frame of mind. They state that a considerable

portion of the capital stock has already been subscribed.

The Book Table.

Universal Wiring Compter. By Carl Hering, 44
pp., 4x7 inches, with tables. Published by the W. J.
Johnston company, limited. New York. Price %i.

The author states in the preface that this book is in-

tended to facilitate the computing of the size and quantity

of wire used for wiring. It is not a treatise on wiring, but

assumes a knowledge of wiring on the part of the reader.

It is intended for a book of reference and not for a book
of instruction. In this latter respect it therefore differs

considerably from other treatises e.\tant, and especially

from the'Tncandescent Wiring Hand-book," which initiates

the incandescent wireman in the rudiments of wiring.

The charts and wiring tables of the ^'Computer" will be
found very convenient for a special and limited class of

work. The wiring tables on pages 29, 40, 41, 42, 43 and

44 are in form and contents almost identical with wiring

tables gotten up about si.x years ago by the enginieering de-

partment of the Chicago office of the United States Electric

Lighting company. They were always considered to be

very useful tables.

The ARtTHMEric OK Electricity. By T O'C. Sloane,
Ph. D.. illustrdted. 134 pp., sxt; inches. Published by
Norman \V. Henley ..V- Co., New York. Price $r.

This is a very useful book to students and really an ex-

tension of Day's Electric Light Arithmetic.

The book is made up on the general plan of the "Incan
descent Wiring Hand- book," even the "rules" being printed

in heavy type, followed by examples. The rules for

incandescent wiring are almost identical with those of the

"Incandescent Wiring Hand-book."

Henry Villard's Plans.

Since Henry Villard's return to this country recently his

movements have been watched closely by capitalists who
are interested in rival corporations. Mr. Vitlard has been

interviewed by a New York reporter on the outlook for his

American enterprises. Questioned about the North Amer-

ican company, Mr. Villard called attention to the fact that

the company occupied two fields,one of which was the pro-

motion of electric light and power enterprises. "The sub-

stitution of electric light for other illuminants, and of elec-

tric for steam power in manufacturing and transportation,

that is now progressing all over the civilized world, and

nowhere more rapiiily than in this country, offerslhe great-

est opportunities for the lucrative employment of large cap-

ital," said Mr. Villard- "In Milwaukee this company has

acquired all the street railway and electric light properties

previously contracted for, and is now engaged in substitut-

ing the trolley system of electric traction in place of animals

as a motive power for the railways, and in completing the

electric light plants and central power station under favor

able contracts with the I'Mison General I''.lectric company.

"In Cincinnati this company has obtained valuable

franchises for the introduction of the incandescent light

and the use of electricity as a motive power, and for all

kinds of industrial and domestic purposes, and the work

of construction is well under way. some miles of under-

ground condu'ts having already been laid and the construc-

tion of the electric lighting and power plimt being well in

hand. It is expected that within the next few months the

Cincinnati company will be in full operation. In these

electrical enterprises the company has the co operation of

the German banks and bankers whom I have represented

in this country since 18S6."

Crystal Palace Electrical Exhibition.

The exhibits for the Crystal Palace electrical exhibition

will be received at Crystal Palace, London, from Octo-

ber 12 to November 2, it^yi, and every exhibit must be in

position by November ftlh. The honorary council of advice

includes such men as Sir I'Vcderick Abel, Professors Ayr-

ton, Kennedy and Unwin. Mr. I'reece ard Sir David Salo-

mons. The exhibition will remain open for .some months.
No rent will be clwirgcd for spaci:, and it is said that even

now sulficient applications have been made to insure the

success of the undertaking, and that if English exhibitors

are at all backward in .'ipplying for the remnining space it

will be allotted to foreign exhibitors. A limited amount
of power can be supplied, for which exhibitors will be

charged according lo the amount they consume. All in-

stallations of electric light are lo be carried out strictly in

accordance with the rules laid down by the fire offices com-

mittee. Medah; and certificates arc to be awarded.
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Incandescent Lamp Litigation.

The decision of Judj^e Wallace in ihc case of ihc l^dison

Electric Llijht company against the United Slates Electric

Lighting company was announced in the last issue of the

Western ELEcTRiciyW.

Considerable interest was of course manifested is this

decision, involving as it doe?, the control of the entire in-

candescent lamp business. It is probable, however, that

an appeal will be taken, although as yet notice of appeal

has not been served. Eugene H. Lewis, of Eaton &
Lewis, attorneys for the Edison company in the recent

hearing, was in Chicago last Monday. To a representa-

tive of the Western Electrician he said that while

there had been no notice of appeal as yet. the Edison

company anticipated further litigation. "However," he

added, "Congress could not have enacted a law more

fortunate for us than that passed at the last session estab-

lishing a court of appeals at New York. According to

that act any patent decision rendered after July 1st must be

appealed to this court. It so happened that the decision in

the Edison case was the first patent case decided after July

1st, so that if the case is appealed it will be heard in the new

court early in October instead of wailing its turn for three

or four years in the Supreme Court. Thus, if the case is

appealed, we will get an early decision, and one whose ben-

efits will not be modified by delay."

G. O. Fairbanks, Chicago representative of the West-

inghouse Electric & Manufacturing company, said that he

knew absolutely nothing about the case or decision be-

yond the facts given in the papers. "This decision will

affect other companies as well as oars," he said. "It will

stop the manufacture of many lamps; the case will prob-

ably be appealed."

F. S. Gorton of the Chicago Edison company said:

"I have always pinned my faith, and incidentally my
spare cash, to the Edison company, knowing that this de-

cision would eventually be rendered." Concerning the

companies opposed to the Edison interests, he added:

"These companies have been playing a game of bluff and

saying that this thing didn't amount to anything They

hive gone ahead manufacturing new lampi regardless of

patents and points of law. Now the court has decided

against these pirates, and they must stand the conse

quences."

"Will the case be appealed?
'

Mr. Gorton scowled darkly at the windows of the West-

inghousc company, whose offices are across the street in the

Rookery building, and expressed the opinion that it would

be appealed, but to no purpose.

B E. Sunny of the Thomson-Houston Electric com-

pany said that the decision was one that they had been

expecting and helping to bring about as far as possible.

• This decision will do away with poor lamps," he said,

"and will put an end to the manufacture of lamps by those

who don't know how to manufaclure them."

F. S. Terry, manager of the Electrical Supply company,

Chicago, when questioned about the recent decision in the

lamp case replied:

"I have not given especial attention to the matter, but

we have been and still are selling incandescent lamps."

"But what effect do you think this decision will have

upon ihe trade?" be was asked.

"I have not considered the matter very fully, but if the

Edison company pursue the policy which I understand is

contemplated, it ought to be to the advantage of all large

concerns engaged in making or selling incandescent lamps.

The 'wild-cat companies' and 'curb-stone dealers' have

succeeded in reducing prices to a point at which no profit

can be made by the manufacturer or dealer, and if the Ed-

ison company will put prices up, and then make all the

manufacturers preserve a uniform scale, and pay it (the

Edison company) a reasonable royalty, the result will be

profitable to all, and certainly bring an immense return to

the Edison company."

"But what about the litigation which is likely to follow?"

"If the Edison company pursue this policy, there will be

no litigation, as all the manufacturers and dealers will, in

my opinion, gladly acquiese, and find, besides, that they are

benefited after they are well- over the smart of having to

pay some damages. If, however, the Edison company

should attempt to stop manufacturers and dealers from

making and selling lamps, I think a desperate, expensive

and long drawn out fight would follow, certainly lasting

until the patent expires, which I understand will be in about

two years. You can see, of course, that any attempt on

the part of the Edison company to close the lamp manu-

facturers would necessarily result in a combination of lamp

and machinery manufacturers, as well as dealers, against

the Edison company. The Edison policy of raising prices,

keeping them uniform, and levying a royalty from other

manufacturers, meets my approval, and in view of the

court's decision, I think that substantially all of the people

interested in this branch of the business will cheerfully sup-

port the Edison company in that policy."

"But suppose the Edison company should succeed in

stopping the manufacture of other lamps, notwithstanding

the fight which you think would be made, what course

would you take then?"

"I do not believe the Edison company will attempt such

a thing, as it seems clear to me that such action could not

possibly be the most profitable course for them to pursue,

nor do I think they could close up the manufacturers dur-

ing the life of the patent, even if they wished to do so.

Such an attempt on their part would, in my opinion, stimu-

late invention and result in the development of a new

lamp, entirely independent of the Edison patent. Indeed,

I actually know of a person who, anticipating such a dbn-

elusion of the Edison suit, has been working for a year in

the direction I mention, and has succeeded in producing

a lamp, which proves to be entirely satisfactory and which

does not use an exhausted globe. This lamp, I am as-

sured, has passed successfully through every experiment,

and I have every reason to believe it to be a thoroughly

practical and successful article, and one that besides can

be easily introduced should occasion arise."

Several of the managers of the local supply companies

which were affected by the decision, declined to say any-

thing for publication.

The opinion accompanying the decision is appended;
Two claims of letters patent. No. 223,898. granted

Thos. A. Edison, January 27, iSSo, for an improvement
in electric lamps, are in controversy in this suit. These
are claims 1 and 2. It is not asserted for plaintiff that the

defendant infringes the other claims of the patent, conse-
quently they will require no attention further than to see

whether their terms may assist in defining the meaning of

the claims in litigation.

The plaintiff contends that these claims are for funda-
mental inventions of great merit, and are entitled to a con-
struction by which every incandescent lamp for electric

lighting, consisting essentially of a filamentary carbon
burner, hermetically sealed in a glass vacuum chamber, is

within their terms. The defendant contends that unless

the claims are limited to narrow inventions, not employed
by the defendant, they are invalid for want of patentable
novelty. The questions of the validity and scope of the

patent have been adjusted in the courts of England and
Germany with a diversity of opinion by the judges who
have considered them. The specification is a perplexing
one. The difficulty lies in its shadowy demarkation 01 the

line between ihe essential and non-essential features of the
invention described. It catalogues a number of discover-

ies which Mr. Edison had made; it sets forth some of the

essential features of the lamp, and then it leaves to be
found by inference from generalities what the elements are

of the combinations included in the extremely elastic terms
of the two important claims.

NevertheUss, when a sufficient knowledge of the prior

state of the art to which it relates has been acquired, the
new departures from the old devices which it describes,

and which, presumably, the inventor proposed to incorpo-
rate into the claims of his patent, are reasonably apparent.
The specification states that the object of the invention is

"to produce electric lamps giving light by incandescence,
which lamps shall have a high resistance so as to allow of

practical subdivision of the electric current into numerous
small units and their conversion into luminous centers."
By practical subdivision is meant a distribution and divis-

ion of the current and its conversion into lights comparable
with those of ordinary gas jets, on a scale and under con-
ditions of convenience and economy adequate to a system
of illumination for domestic purposes in villages and cities

analogous to that of gas. Prior to 1S79 there was no
method known by which this could be done practicably.

The problem involved the perfection of devices for the
proper distribution and regulation of the current as well
as those for translating it into the light. No reference
to the pre-existing devices for generating electricity, con-
ducting it to the translating devices, or regulating its pres-
sure and quantity, is necessary except to state that the
principles governing the relation of the resistance of trans-
lating devices to the character of the circuit in which they
are arranged, whether in series or in multiple arc, were
well known to electricians, and had been applied in various
forms of electrical apparatus. They were two well-known
devices for converting the current into light—the arc lamp
and the incandescent lamp, In the former the current is

forced to leap an air gap separating two conductors, usually
of carbon, and in overcoming the resistance of the air

space heats the adjacent surfaces of the conductors and
produces a light of great intensity. In the latter light is

produced by the incandescence of an electrical conductor,
a conducting strip of burner, placed in a continuous circuit
through which the current passes and which develops heat by
its resistance to the llow. The arc lamp was suitable for use
in streets, open spaces and large halls but its light was too
concentrated and powerful for the illumination of dwellings
or of rooms of small dimensions. It was the generally
accepted opinion of electricians that the hope of progress
in the subdivision of the electric light was to be found in
modifying the features of the arc lamp. The reason for
this conclusion need not be mentioned; it sutViccs to say
that Mr. Lane-Fox in England and Mr. Edison in this
country seem to have been the only notable dissidents,
and epch of them had expressed the conclusion that subdi-
vision might be accomplished by the incandescent lamp
when provided with a conductor of high resistance and
small radiating surface arranged in system of multiple arc.
Lane-Fox had set forth the advantages of such a lamp in

three patents granted to him in England, two in Octo-
ber, 1S7S, and one in March. 1879, and io a letl«r lo iha

Loudon Tinu;, published in December, i?;?; and Mr.
Edison had done so in a patent granted to him in Franc-,
May 28, 1879, for improvements in electric lighting.
By ariangemcnt in multiple arc no greater electromotive

force is required for a large number of translating devices
than for a single one, and the amount of current can be
graduated to the number employed; consequently, a bmp
with a conductor of high resistance can be utilized as effi-

ciently as one with a conductor of low resistance. Higher
resistance in the conductor permits the use of a weaker
current, and, consequently, of smaller and less expensive
main conductors. With a small surface of conductor Ics-.

energy is required to produce a candle power, and the
small incandescent mass will radiate a moderate light, like

the domestic lamp Electricians knew how to make con-
duc'ors of high resistance, and how to make them with a
small radiating surface. They knew that with the mate-
rials of the same specific resistance the total resistance of

the conductor could be varied by varying its length and
cross section. They knew what materials were preferable

and what processes of treatment to make conductors of
high or low resistance.

If they had only known how to construct a lamp in

which the conductor would have adequate mechanical
strength and durability for practical commercial use. while
having the small radiating surface and high resistance de-

sirable, there would have been nothing wanting and e'ec-

tric lighting by incandescence would scon have been an
accomplished fact. Although Lane-Fox and Edison had
contributed to the state of the art the recognition of the
principle that the conductor must have high resistance

and small radiating surface, and each of them had
embodied the principle in lamps for which they
had severally obtained patents, neither of them bad in-

vented a lamp which satisfactorily embodied all the con-

ditions of success, because a burner of the necessary mate-
rial, form and complementary adjuncts was jet to be
devised. As to material, experirrents had been tried with
platinum, iridium and alloys of these metals, and with
carbon of various kinds. It was known that platinum, be-

ing a poor conductor, could be readily brought to incan-

descence by the electric current, but to do so it was neces-

sari' to raise a temperature very near the fusing point, and
a minute increase would melt it. On the other hand, car-

bon was known to possess at an equal temperature much
greater power of radiation than platinum, but the difficulty

was that it would combine with oxygtn at high tempera-
ture and rapidly disintegrate. It could only he used,

therefore, in a vacuum, which is practically unattainable.

From the earliest lamp (disregarding the Geisler lube, be-

cause it has no burner in the tiue sense) patented in England
by King in 1S49, to the latest examples, like those of
Lane-Fox or Edison's platinum lamp, patented in 1S7S g,

the history of the art shows a variety of experiments to

perfect a lamp in which a carbon turcer or a platinum
burner would have sufficiently long life for practical re-

quirements. The result of these experiments may be
succinctly shown by quoting two well-known electricians.

Mr. Schwendier, in an article published in 1879 i° ^^^

TcL-grapJiic Journal, said: "Unless we shall be fortunate

enough to discover a conductor of electricity with a much
higher melting point than platinum, and the specific

weight and specific heat of which conductor is also much
lower than for platinum, and which at the same time does
not combine at high temperatures with oxygen, we can
scarcely expect that the principle of incandescence will be
made use of for practical illumination.' Mr. Sawver, in a

patent to Sawyer & Man, granted in June, 1S7S. said:
' 'At the present day it is not new to produce a light by
causing the electric current to heat a carbon conductor to

incandescence in a vacuum, or in nitrogen, or in other gas;
but no lamp has yet been devised which would be practi-

cally operative, and for these reasons: First, the methods
which have been adopted for charging the lamp with the
artificial atmosphere, such as a displacement of mercury,
water or air by the gas, or the combustion of phosporus
in the lamp are imperfect. A perfect vacuum is un-
attainable. Some oxygen or other element or compound
remains in the lamp, and slow consumption or disintegra-

tion takes place, for the remaining gas or vapor other

than hydrogen or nitrogen attacks the carbon, which, in

rum, is decomposed, witQ a result of depositing some carbon
upon the globe and setting free the oxygen to attack fresh

carbon. Second, it has been found practically impossible
under the varying degrees of heat and pressure to maintain
perfect joints, and the result is that expansion of the arti-

ficial atmosphere by the heat from the luminous conductor
expels a portion of the same, and the contraction of the
atmosphere upon cooling causes a portion of the external

air to penetrate the globe, tlius supplying oxygen which
at the least lighting feeds upon the carbon. Third, the

unequal expansion of the carbon and its holders has re-

sulted in fractures of the former, so th.at, however perfect

the atmosphere in the globe, the lamp has never been
permanent."

The most advanced type of carbon burner lamps in 1S75
were the lamps of Lodyguine or of Konn. and until the

spring of 1879 lamps like tho e of the Sawyer vV Man
patent or the patents of Mr. Farmer. It was thought to be
the merit of Lodyguine'slanip that it obviated the dillicuUy

of the short life of the burner by using two burners, rods

of diminished section at the luminous focus, on a glass

receiver, hermetically scaled and filled with nitrogen, elec-

trically arranged so that the current would be passed to

the second carbon when the lirst had been consumed.
Konn provided his lamp with five carbon burners in the
form of rods or pencils, and devices for bringing ihcm
successively into circuit. In the lamp of Sawyer & Man
the carbon burner wa^ a rod or pencil maintained in a
globe charged with nitrogen gas, and the globe and its stop-

per (both of glass) were held tcgether by a clamping device.

In the lamp of the patents granted to Mr. Farmer, in March.
iS79,thc burner was a carbon rod or pencil inclosed in a globe
filled with hydrogen or otlicr anaLgous gas,and the globe
was closed by a rubber stopper In none of the lamp*, c.\c«j I

the one described m Mr. Edison's prior Fr«Qch and English
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patents of iS7g, had any attempt been made to make the

vacuum chamber wholly of glass with the parts sealed to-

gether by fusion, or to seal the conducting wires leading to

the burner through the glass by fusion of the glass. The
impracticability of maintaining a carbon burner under

such conditions that it would be sutticiently durable has

apparentlv so impressed those who were studying lighting

by incandescence that as late as in the early part of 1S79

b^th Lane-Fox and Edi<on were trying lo perfect a

burner of other material Edison's burner in his French

patent of May 2S, 1S70, was of platinum wire coiled upon
a bobbin composed of an infusible oxide, and Lane Fox's

burner in his patent of jMay 14. 1S79, was of platinum-

iridium alloy, or of spiral strips of metal surrounding a

tube of glass, hre-clay, steatite or Hme, with the surface

of the metal strips covered with asbestos, or some vitreous

material.

Th's cursory view of the prior state of the art is sulhcient

for an intelligent reading of the specification The specifi-

cation describes the general nature of the invention as

follows;

'The invention consists in a light giving body of car-

bon wire or sheets coiled or arranged in such a manner
as to offer great resistance to the passage of the electric

current, and at the same time present but a slight surface

from which radiation can take place.

"The invention further consist in placing such burner of

great resistance in a nearly perfect vacuum to prevent

oxidization and injury to the conductor by the atmosphere.

The current is conducted into the vacuum bulb through

platina wires sealed into the glass,

"The invention further consists in the method of manu-
facturing carbon conductors of high resisiance. so as to

be suitable for giving light by incandescence, and in the

manner of sscuring^ perfect contact between the metallic

conductors or leading wires and carbon conductors
'"

The specification then recites that previously light by in-

candescence had been obtained from rods of carbon of one

to four ohms resistance placed in closed vessels in which

the atmospheric air had been replaced by gases that did

not combine chemically with the carbon; that tte vessels

holding the burner had been composed of glass cemented

to a metal base; that the connection between the leading

wires and the carbon had been obtained by clamping the

carbon to the metal; that the leading wires had always

been large, so that their resistance should be many
times less than the burner, and generally the attempts

of previous persons had been to reduce the resistance

of a carbon rod. It then points cut the disadvantages of

snch a lamp, stating that it could not be worked in great

numbers in multiple arc without the employment of main
conductors of enormous dimensions; that, owing to the

low resistance, the leading wires have to be of large dimen-
sions and good conductors, and a glass globe cannot be
kept tight at the place where the wires pass in and are

cemented, and consequently the carbon is consumed
because there must be almost a perfect vacuum to render

it stable, especially when it is small in mass and high in

electrical resistance; and that the use of gas in the receiver

at the atmospheric pressure serves to destroy the carbon by
attrition.

The specification then states in substance that the pat-

entee proposes a new departure; that he has discovered that

even a cotton thread properly carbonized and placed in a

sealed glass bulb exhausted to one millionth of an atmos-

phere offers from 100 to 500 ohms resistance to the passage

of the current, and that it is absolutely stable at very high

temperatures; that if the thread be coiled as a spiral and
carbonized, or if a fibrous vegetable which will leave a

carbon resistance after heating in a closed chamber be so

coiled, as much as 2,oco ohms' resistance may be obtained

without presentiug a radiating surface greater than three-

sixteenths of an inch; that if such fibrous material be

rubbed with a plastic compound of lampblack and tar its

resistance may be made high or low. according to the

amount of lampblack placed upon it; that carbon filaments

may be made by a combination of tar and lampblack, the

latter being previously ignited in a closed crucible for

se\"eral hours, and afterward moistened and kneaded until

it assumes the consistency of thick putty; that small pieces

of this material may be rolled out in the lorm of wire as

small as seven one-thousandths of an inch in diameter and
over a foot in length, and the same may be coated with a

non conducting, non-carbonizing substance and wound on
a bobbin, or as a spiral, and the tar carbonized in a closed

chamber by subjecting it to high beat, the spiral after

carboni/^lion retaining its form; tha*. he has carbonized and
used cotton and linen thread and splints, papers, coiled

in various ways, also lampblack, plumbago and carbon in

various forms, mixed with tar and kneaded so that the

same may be rolled cut into wires of %'arious lengths and
diameters; that each wire should be uniform in si/.e

ihroughcut; and all those forms arc fragile and cannot be
clamped to the Icading-in wires with sufficient force to in-

sure g^^o^J contact and prevent heating; that if platinum
wires are us<d and the plastic lampblack and tar material

be motildcd around it in the act of carboniTiation, there is

an intimate tioion by combination and by pressure be-

tween the carbon and platinum, and nearly perfect contact

is obtained without the nccessilyof clamps; that the burner
and leading wires should be connected to the carbon
ready to be placed in the vacuum bulb, and when fibrous

material is used the plastic lampblack and tar should be

u-.€d lo secure it to the platina before carbonizing.

The specification proceeds as follows:

"By using the carbon wire of such high resistance I am
enabled to use fine platinum wires for leading wires, as

they will have a small resistance compared to the burner.

and hence will not cat and crack the sealed vacuum bulb.

Platina can only be used, as its expansion is nearly the

same as that of gla-><i,

'*Iiy using a considerable length of carbon wire and
coiling it, the cxterif/r. which is only a small j>ortion of its

entire surface, will form the principal radiating surface;

^cr.rc I am able K*fai»e the specific hrat of the whole of

[ti4. larbon, and thus prcvcLl ihc tapid reception and dis-

appearance of the light, which on a plain wire is prejudi-

cial, as it shows the least unsteadiness of the current by
the tlickering of the light, and if the current is steady the

defect does not show."
The specification then gives directions for carbonizing

the carbon thread in a manner to prevent its distortion, for

blowing a glass bulb over it after it is formed, for exhaust-

ing the glass bulb, and for hermetically sealing the bulb
when a high vacuum has been reached.

The claims are as follows:

"I. An electric lamp forgiving light by incandescence,

consisting of a filament of carbon of high resistance, made
as described, and secured to metallic wires asset forth.

"2. The combination of carbon filaments with a re-

ceiver made entirely of glass and conductors passing
through the glass, and from which receiver the air is ex-

hausted, for the purpose set forth.

"3. A carbon filament or strip coiled and connected to

eleftric conductors so that only a portion of the surface of

such carbon conductors shall be exposed for radiating

light, as set forth.

"4. The method herein described of securing the platina

contact-wires to the carbon filament, and carbonizing of

the whole in a closed chamber, substantially as set forth."

The specification is addressed to those who were skilled

in the art to which it relates; who appreciated the advan-
tages of arranging incandescent lamps in a system of mul-
tiple arc, and of providing the lamp with a burner of high
resistance with small radiating surface; who knew how
high resistance, both specific and total, is imparted to a

conductor; who knew that the rods, pencils, or other
forms of carbon burners previously used had not been
designed to embody the principle of high resistance; who
knew how desirable it was to maintain the burner in a

perfect vacuum, or in gases that would exclude the oxy-
gen; who knew what had been attempted and had proved
impracticable in that behalf; who knew that such materials

as are mentioned in the specification (even the tar-putty

compound seems to have been used in one process) would
compose a carbon of high resistance when subjected to a

proper process of carbonization; and who knew how to

pract'ce proper processes for the carbonization of such
materials.

Read by those having this knowledge, the radically new
discovery disclosed by the specification is that a carbon
filament as attenuated before carbonization as a linen or

cotton thread, or a wire seven one-ihousandths of an inch

in diameter and still more attenuated after carbonization,

can be made which will have extremely high resistance

and be absolutely stable when maintained in a practically

perfect vacuum. It informs them of everything necessary
to utilize this discovery and incorporate it in a practical

lamp. It describes, with the assistance of the recital in the
second claim, as the vacuum in which the burner is to be
maintained a bulb made wholly of glass, exhausted of air,

scaled at all points by the fusion of the glass.

and in which platinum leading wires are sealed

by the fusion of the glass. It describes the materials of

which the burner is to be made, and instructs them that

the materials are to be shaped into their ultimate form be-

fore carbonization. It describes the use of platinum for

leading wires, and a method of securing the leading wires and
filaments, intended to dispense with clamping, which con-

sists in moulding tar-putty about the joints and carbonizing
the whole in a closed chamber. Besides stating that the

resistance of the burner will be greatly increased and the

radiating surface still be kept within moderate limits by
coilicg it in the form of a spiral, the specification states

that by increasing the lengths of the filament coiled the

exterior only will be the principal radiating surface, and
greater steadiness of illumination will be promoted.
The first claim must be read with several limitations.

The filament is to be made of carbon of high resistance;

that is, as the exper.s agree, of high specific resistance.

The filament is to be made as described, that is. the

materials are to be of some of the kinds described, and are

to be shaped in filamentary form and then carbonized.

The filameiit is to be secured to metallic wires according to

the method of the patent, because the claim implies the

elements of a globe and metallic conductor arranged in cir-

cuit with the burner, otherwise the combination would nut

be operative, and it would have been needless to specify

the securing of the metallic wires to the filament unless it

was intended to insert into the c'aini the specific method of

doing so emphasized in the specification.

The defendant does not infringe this claim, if for no
other reason, because the leading wires in its lamps arc

not secured to the filament according to the method of the

patent, that is, by cement carbonized in situ, by clamps
such as the specification condemns.
The second claim is broad enough in its phraseology to

secure the real invention described in the specification, and
can be read consistently with its language so as to impart
into it every essential limitation.

It was a remarkable discovery that an attenuated thread

of carbon would possess all the longsou;^ht qualities of a

practical burner when maintained in a perfect vacuum.
The cxlreme fragility of such-a structure was calculated to

discourage experimentation with it, and it does not detract

in the least from the originality of the conception that pre-

vious p.'itcnts had suggested that thin plates, or pencils, or

small bridges could be u.sed. The (utility of hoping to

maintain a burner in vacuo with any permanency had dis-

couraged prior inventors, but Mr. I'Mison is entitled to

the credit of obviating the mechanical difficulties which
disheartened them, but what he did in this respect was a
matter of only secondary merit, and was no long'jr new in

the art because he had a ready disclosed it in his I-'rcnch

and I'-nglish patents. What he actuary accomplished was
to unite the characteristics of high resistance, small radiat-

ing surface, the durability in a carbon conductor by
making it in a form of extreme tenuity, out of any such
materials as are mentioned in the specifications, carbon-

izing it. and arranging it as he had previously arranged
his platinum burner in an ';xhaustcd bulb made wholly of

glass and sealed a all points, ineluiling those where the

leading wires entered, by the fusion of the glass. He was
the first to make a carbon of materials and by a process
which was especially designed to impart high specific

resistance to it; the first to make a carbon in the special
form for the special purpose of imparting to it high total
resistance; and the first to combine :uch a burner with the
necessary adjuncts of lamp construction to prevent its dis-

integration, and give it sufficiently long life. By doing
those things he made a lamp which was practically opera-
tive and successful, the embryo of the best lamps now in
commercial use, and but for which the subdivision of the
electric light by incandescence would still be nothing but
the ignis fatuus which it was proclaimed to be in 1S79 by
some of the learned experts who are now witnesses to be-
little his achievement and show that it did not rise to the
dignity of an invention.

The coiled form of the burner is only an alternative fea-
ture and is not a constituent of the second claim. It is the
subject of the third claim. Nor is the bent form or any
form other than the filamentary. It may be that in the
haste which has always seemed to characterize Mr. Edi-
son's effort to patent every improvement, real or imagin-
ary, which he has made or hoped to make, he had not
stopped to reflect when he framed his application for the
patent that ihe filamentary burner would do iis work just
as well uncoiled as coiled, provided the same length and
cross section were used. It is true that it is said in the
general statement of the nature of the invention that the
burner is so "coiled or arranged" as to offer high resist-
ance and present a small radiating surface; but this de-
scription is satisfied by any arrangement, whether by coiling
a considerab'e length in a small globe or using the same
length uncoiled in a large globe, by which sufficient total
resistance is obtained from a filament of smaU diameter.
It certainly would not involve invention to omit the coiling
and elongate the globe; hence, it is manifest that the
invention described is the same thing essentially, whether
the coiled form is used or not. The language is satisfied
if the burner is filamentary and so arranged as to offer
great resistance and slight radiation, without importing
into it anything which is not of the essence of the inven-
tion. No precise limitation upon the maximum diameter
of the filament can be defined from the specification or is

required as an element of the claim. The specification
mentions by way of illustration the threads of linen or
cotton which become more attenuated after carboniza-
tion and the carbon wire which after carbonization
would be from four to five one-thousandths of an inch in
diameter, while the smallest rods of carbon previously
known were about a millimetre in diameter, thus having a
cross section fifty times as great as the carbon wires. It is

to be implied from the suggestions in the specification that
it is to have sufiiciently high total resistance for efiicient
use when the lamps are arranged in multiple arc, and to be
used with leading wires of fine platinum. The claim is

not limited to a carbon filament made of non-fibrous
material. The conductors of the claim are the platinum
wires mentioned in the specification. The receiver is the
vacuum described in the specification. The peculiar method
of securing the conductors to the filament, made a constit-
uent of the first claim, is not imported into the second
claim, A more exact interpretation of the meaning of the
claim than has thus been indicated is not necessary in the
present case, because each of the three lamps representing
the kinds used by the defendant embodies the invention of
the claim as thus interpreted.

It is of little import what Mr. Edison or his patent solic-
itor may have thought about the meaning of the claim
during the pendency of the application for a subsequent
patent, or that Mr. Edison may have supposed a resistance
as high as 100 ohms in the burner would be required iov
use with the means of distribution which he expected to
employ with his system of lighting. There are many ad-
judicated cases in which it appears that the inventor
builded better than he knew; where a patent has been sus-
tained for an inveiition the full significance of which was
not appreciated by the inventor when it was made. In
the case of the Bell telephone patent there was great room
for doubt whether the speaking telephone had been thought
of by Mr. Bell when he liled his application for a patent,
but the court said: "It describes apparatus which was aii

articulating telephone, whether Bell knew it or not." SS
Blatch., 532.

The nearest approach in the prior art to the invention of
the second claim is undoubtedly the lamp of Edison's
French and English patents with a platinum burner. It

seems almost preposterous to argue that the substitution of
the carbon filament for the platinum burner of that lamp
was an obvious thing to electricians. It would have been
probable if there had been such a thing as a filamentary
carbon in the prior art. But the nearest approximations to
it were the ribbon-shaped carbon burner of low resistance
of Mr. Farmer (which was not a pari of the prior art, but
an isolated example known only to a select few) and the
low resistance carbon rod burners of the patent of Sawyer
.V Man.

Undoubtedly the improvements that have been made in

the art, such, for instance, as the method of electrical car-
bonization of the filament, since Mr. I'dison's invention,
have been of great value, and the perfected commercial
lamp of to day Is far superior to the one which could be
made by applying to the description of the patent all the
knowledge and skill then possessed by those lo whom it

was more particularly addressed. But as was said by
Bowen, L. J., in the court of appeals in I'^ngland, "The
evidence shows that lamps made solely on the patent will
and do .succeed, although subsc(|iient improvements have
been engrafted on the original design." It is impossible to
resist the conclusion that the invention of the slender
thread or carbon as a substitute for the burners previously
used opened the path to the practical sul.division ol the
electric light.

The <|uesiions which have seemed the most meritorious
of those argued at the bar have now been considered.
Oiliers, 10 which no reference has been made, have not
been oveilookcd, ajiJ may be dismitsed wilhcut di.scus
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sion, and with the single remark that nothing which has
been presented by the voluminous proofs and the ex-

ceedingly able and elaborate arguments of counsel seems
to supply any valid reason for refusinir to decree for the

plaintiff. The usual decree for an injunction and account-

ing is accordingly ordered.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, July iS. — That Judge Wallace would

render a decision favorable to the Edison interests in

the incandescent lamp litigation was pretty confidently

looked forward to by the knowing ones in electrical circles.

These knowing ones predicted that if the suit were thus

decided Edison stock would go bounding up sky high.

In this, however, they were wrong, as Edison stock, no

doubt to the disappointment of many who were holding it

for a rise, did nothing of the sort. On the day that the

decision was given out the price ran up about seven per

cent., but no higher, and since then there has been a slight

falling off. At present the stock is only quoted at three

or four points above par, and no further increase in price

seems probable for the present.

The question of the actual present benefit to be derived

by the Edison General Electric company from the decision

affirming its monopoly depends chiefly on the character of

its own treasury assets. Its most valuable rights to the in-

troduction of the incandescent lamp are leased to minor

companies; the Edison Electric Illuminating company, for

instance, controlling the business in this city. These con-

cessions have a long term to run, and would yield nothing

to the parent company in the territory surrendered, but

for the fact that the stock in the smaller companies was, to

a considerable e.\tent, taken up by the Edison General

company in part exchange for the conceded rights. The
Illuminating company, having the right to use the incan-

descent lamp on Manhattan Island, will be a great gainer

by the decision. There has been considerable opposition

built up by the alternating current people, in both the up-

per and lower parts of the city, and the competing compa-

nies will now have to pay the Illuminating company a roy-

alty on the incandescent lamps they use. According to an

official statement just issued the net earnings of the Edison

TUuminaling company during the six months ending July

1st were $152,000, against $99,000 for the corresponding

period of last year, an increase of over 53 per cent. This

is a striking proof of the general opinion existing among
electrical men in New York that the business of the Illu-

minating company is governed by a thoroughly sound and

progressive policy.

General interest in the electrocutions has died out very

quickly, audit would have been even shorter lived, because,

after all, the topic is a disagreeable one, had it not been for

the prolonged howl of our "brainy, breezy, ne\ sy" news-

papers at being excluded from the death chamber. One of

the coroners of this city achieved a little notoriety by

threatening to hold an inquest on the body of Smiler. He
announced his resolution to have the body exhumed for the

purpose of making another autopsy, but desisted, on being

curtly informed by the attorney-general that he had no

authority whatever to make the investigation contemplaled.

The state physicians, congratulate Warden Brown, "on

the completeness in all their details of the preliminary ar-

rangements, on the uniform good order and decorum which

prevailed during the trying ordeal, and on the res-aliing

demonstration of the rapidity and painlessness of this

method of inflicting the death penalty"—' congratulations"

which, to say the least of it, are scarcely in good taste, any

more than the use of the word is. The physicians also state

that "the experience of to-day has proved to our satisfac-

tion that this method is superior to any other yet devised."

And that is the last that I shall write you about electrocu-

tion, I hope, for a long time to copie.

Great interest is manifested here in the preparations for

the approaching week's cruise and drill of the state naval

militia, to which a number of electrical men belong. The
squadron of evolution, numbering seven vessels in all,

headed by the flagship Chicago, is now anchored in the

Hudson river. Next week the squadron will proceed to

the eastern end of Long Island Sound, where the naval

militia will embark and be treated to a week's hard work

in the shape of drills of all sorts. The volunteers will be

taught by the regular ships' companies the handling of the

large and small guns and the general work of clearing a

ship for action. Target practice with the big guns and a

night torpedo attack form part of the programme, and an

invasion of Fisher's Island, the scene of operations, will

wind up the maneuvers.

If the systems of rapid transit which New Yorkers hope

some day to see at work in this unhappy, congested island

prove to be no more rapid than the tedious deliberations

of the Rapid Transit commission itself, the inhabitants of

this city arc doomed to grievous disappointment. The
motto of the commission maybe "slow and sure,'' but it

would seem to be "slow and uncertain." A meeting was

announced for yesterday, when it was supposed that the

route for the east side would be made public, and that also

a description of the plan of construction of the Broadway

route would be given out. Nothing of the sort took place.

An executive session only was held, and no decision was

arrived at. Next week, say the commissioners, they will

probably decide on both questions. They have met with

much difficulty above the Harlem river, where the law

prohibits the building of a surface road, and they arc not

yet settled in their opinion as to whether the line should

be underground, elevated or depressed. At present the

public is depressed, owing to the dilatoriness of the com-

mission in handling the important business for which they

were preparing themselves for so long before actually en-

teiing on their duties.

The victory of the trolley in Brooklyn in face of most

determined and bigoted opposition is naturally received

with mi.^ed emotions by the inhabitants, of^cial and un-

official, of that benighted cily. The Slate Board of Rafl-

road Commissioners came out fiat footed in favor of the

trolley, to the credit of their common sense, be it said.

They hold that it does not increase the danger of fire; that

it does not impair the appearance of the streets; that the

danger of running over pedestrians and collision with vehi-

cles is inconsiderable, and that the trolley system has de-

cided advantages over horses. To all of which opinions

electrical men will doubtless say, "Amen." Some of the

Brooklyn city fathers do not agree with the railroad com-

missioners, and as it is left for them to decide at what

speed the cars shall be run, and to approve the poles used

for supporting the wires, they hope to make trouble for

Mr. Richardson yet. That gentleman has had extended

experience in dealing with local statesmen, and no doubt

he will induce them to allow the cars to run at a reasonable

rate of speed, and also to approve of the poles which he

already has submitted for their inspection.

The learned president cf the Board of Electrical Control

last month caused that august body to pass a resolution de-

claring the bond of the Consolidated company forfeit be-

cause certain subways were not finis'ied on time. He also

threatened to confiscate the subways, which have cost a

trifle of five millions and a half of dollars Mayor Grant's

colossal piece of bluff has been ignorainiously scattered lo

the four winds by the corporation counsel, who has notified

the mayor that the board had no authority to pass any

such resolution or take any such action, consequently the

resolution is inoperative, and the board, through its presi-

dent, has oncemore made aspectacle of itself. The board

has ordered that all poles and wires in the district bounded

by Third and Eighth avenues and Eighth and Fifty-ninth

streets, should be removed within ninety days, but the

corporation counsel has also informed the board that it

has no power to order the removal of poles and wires in

districts where no subways have been provided, so that a

goodly portion of this order is inopera'.ive also, as there are

no subways in many of the streets in the district alluded

to. During the first six months of this year 3.15(1 poles

and 5,573 miles of wire have been removed by direction of

the board.

The announcement of the appointment cf tl e Council of

the Society of Arts to act as the Royal Commission for

Great Britain at the World's Fair has been verv well re-

ceived here. The commission has many noted names on

its roll, beginning with the Prince of Wales, who takes a

marked interest in exhibitions of all sorts. James Dredge,

the well-known editor of Engiiucring, who has many
friends in this country, is an active member of the com-

mission. Among the noted civil and electrical engineers

on the commission are Sir Frederick Abel. Wdliam Ander-

son, Sir Frederick Bramwell, Professor Dewar, James
Forbes, Sir Douglas Gallon, Professor Roberts-Austen,

and W. li. Preece, the chief electrician of the postolTice

telegraphs.

Tlie Empire Cily Electric company, now in course of

liquidation, has liabilities amounting lo about fioo.ooo.

The company has lately been losing several thousand

dollars a month, and O. E. Madden, the chief owner and

financial backer of the company, at last decided lo let it go
into liquidation. The stock is now being sold by the re-

ceiver, Charles R. lieardsley, and the creditors expect to

realize a large percentage of the amounts owing them.

W. L. II.

Pittsburg, Pa.

PiTTsnirRC, Pa., July 18.—The Department of Public

Safely of this city has passed an ordinance directing that

all street cars must come to a dead stop within twenty feet

of every crossing of the streets in the lower or business

portion of the city. The department was prompted to take

this step on account of the fact that a number of acddcnis
have occurred at street crossings.

The board of directors of the Pleasant Valley Electric

Street Railway company met yesterday afternoon and de-
clared a three per cent, dividend out of the earnings for

the last six months. This is the second of the electric

street railway companies declaring a dividend since it

changed its motive power. The Pleasant Valley company
was a road which never paid its investors anything tvhitc

operated as a horse road. The following report of receipts,

expenditures and net earnings was presented : Receipts

for the last six months of 1590, -i!i63, 520,55. and for the

six months of 1891, $iS3,3S4.44, showing an increase of

$20,357.89. Receipts for the month of June, iS9^i. were

§27904.05. and for June, 1891, $33,357 35, an increase

of $5.95.3-30- The expenditures during the first six

months of i8gi were $124,046.05, which shows the net

earnings as $64,0-16.05.

The Second Avenue company of this city has decided to

extend its line to Homestead, a distance of four miles.

The history of this company will be of interest lo street

railway men. The Second Avenue Passenger Railway
company is one of the oldest street railway companies in

this city. It was one of the first to change from horse and
mule equipment to the modern method of rapid transit, the

electric motor. The Second avenue line was started by
W. J. Burns, who is now general manager of the road. In

1S76 Mr. Burns had a large number of stage coaches en-

gaged at the Philadelphia Centennial exhibition, and when
that celebration was over he anxiously looked around for a

means of putting those coaches into service. He then ob-

tained the right of way from the city of Pittsburg to run

his coaches along Second avenue. The operation of these

vehicles was continued for many years, but it was accom-
panied with but indifferent success. Mr. Burns was at

last prevailed upon to sell his franchise, and the new man-
agement immediately laid tracks and ran a horse car line

along Second avenue as far as Copperworks station, a dis-

tance of two miles from the starting point in the city. But
if the coaches were a failure the horse cars were e%-en worse.

The road, during the time it was operat-ed by horses, did

not pay half the running expenses, and the new owners

verj' soon became disgusted with their property. Several

times Mr. Burns was approached, and inducements were

offered him to take the road back again. He at last, in

association with Wm. Callary and several other Pittsburg

capitalists purchased the horse car road. The new owners
immediately transformed the entire road. They sold the

old horses, pulled up the rails, and work was at once com-
menced building an entirely new roadbed, putting down
new tracks, and in the meantime contracts were made for

electric motor equipments for ten cars. The line was also

extended as far as Glenwood. a distance of five miles from

the city. The first electric motor equipments were fur-

nished by the Thomson-Houston Electric company of

Boston, and the operation of the road was begun in March.

1S90. From the day on which the road was first operated

by electricity the financial success has been assured. Ad-
ditional cars had to be put on to accommodate the in-

creased traffic, and it was decided to utilize the Westing-

house single reduction motor system, which had recently

been brought out. The Westinghouse company secured a

contract for six additional cars, which were equipped with

the Westinghouse single reduction motor. One of these

cars is equipped with the first single reduction motor

manufactured by the Westinghouse company. It is a

remarkable fact that, although these motors were con-

sidered only experimental, and had been contructed for

the purpose of developing the singie reduction system,

tbey have been operated on tha: car uninterruptedly ever

since. For a long time it was the first car to leave the

shed in the morning, and ihe last to come in at night, run-

ning 140 miles per day. During the entire period of the

operation of this car with these motors the cost of main-

taining the electrical equipment of the car perfect has not

yet amounted to one dollar. The comp.iny has since pur-

chased a number of vestibule cars with Gilbert trucks,

which are all equipped wiili the Westinghouse system.

As an illustration of the fact that the road has been emi^

nently successful since it has been operated by electricity

it is only necessary to state that in spite of the road hav-

ing only been operated for a little over a year the company
has already paid a dividend out of its earnings. Encour-

aged by this success the company is now engaged in ex-

tending its line from Clenwood to Homestead, Pa., a dis-

tance of about four miles. To do this the company has

to build a bridge across the Monongahcla river. In addition

to this extension the company is also laying a branch line

to Schenley Park, which will be a great feeder to the main

line when finished. The building of this extension will also

entail the necessity of erecting a bridge. John Murphy is

the superintendent and enginter of the road. B. I,. W.
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Minneapolis, Minn.
Minneapolis, Minn., July i3.—A scheme to connect

Lake Minnetonka with Minneapolis by better means of

passenger transportation than now exists has teen under

way for several months, and it is now stated that it will

probably be carried out next season. T. B. Walker, a

wealthy citizen of Minneapolis, and Cal. Goodrich, super-

intendent of the Minneapolis street railway system, have

extensive property interests in the western suburbs of the

city and in the vicinity of St Louis Park, which lies

geographically between Minnetonka and the city. Their

project is to continue the Hennepin avenue line out West

Lake street to St. Louis Park and thence in a direct line

to the Hotel St. Louis at Lake Minnetonka, making the

route little more than nine miles in length. Rail routes vary

from twelve to eighteen miles to Minnetonka, and this

shortening of distance would give the electric line a very

great advantage in connection with the cheaper fares which it

would of course be able to make. An electric line is em-

phatically what Lake Minnetonka and ^Minneapolis need

for the immense summer travel that there is between them.

The signal success of the interurban electric line is wha

has led to the Minnetonka project. The gentlemen inter-

ested have no doubt that an electric line from Minneapo-

lis to Lake Minnetonka would do a larger business than

the interurban line, and the company which establishes

such an enterprise will doubtless pay dividends the first

year. Mr. Lowry was interviewed on the subject the other

day, but declined to state anything definite with regard to

it, confining himself to the general statement that the policy

of the new street railway company would be against build

ing new roads and extensions. This is well understood,

but it does not prevent other corporations being formed to

carry on the work-

The electric line between Minneapolis and Robblnsdale

is completed, with the exception of a short distance on

Thirty second avenue, north, the construction of which is

hindered by the attitude of the Minneapolis Street Rail-

way company. There is about half a mile between the

end of the Penn avenue line and the city limits, and under

the terms of Mr. Lowry's franchise no one can build this track

but himself. He holds off for reasons that are best known

to himself. The matter is to be laid before the city council

by residents of Robbinsdale a? well as Minneapolis, and

action requested in regard to the matter. It is probable

that it will be satisfactorily adjusted, and the line in opera-

tion before winter.

Superintendent Sharp, of the Twin City Street Railway

company, has resigned in order to accept a position with

the New York Electrical Construction company. Mr.

Heild, who has been acting as superintendent of electrical

construction of the local lines, takes Mr. Sharp's p^ace. J.

T. Calderwood, formerly city auditor, has been appointed

auditor of the Twin City Street Railway company, the

place having been created recently.

Dr. C. H. Bates, a Minneapolis dentist, has perfected

anelectrical invention that is intended to do ajvay with the

overhead wire in electric street railways The invention is

a. closed conduit for the trolley wire laid on the ties be

tween the rails. There is a slot-closing device consisting

of three wheels, one of which on the passage of the car

compresses downward the half inch strip of steel that is

used for closing the slot. The other two wheels of the

trolley meanwhile run in separate grooves upon a copper

track, and keep up the current. Lead packing makes the

conduit water tight. There is a lead cushion for the steel

strip on the edge of the slot, but it is so arranged that

neither trolley nor anything else can touch it. Dr. Bates

is now engaged in organizing a stock company for ihc in-

troduction of the invention. It is said that the matter has

been brought to the attention of Mr. Lowry with favorable

rcsalts.

CoL CIowr>', vice-president of the Western Union Tele-

graph company, accompanied by the general superintend-

ent and several other officials, passed through Minneapolis

to-day for a trip through the Northwest as faras the Pacific

coast. The party was joined in this city by Supcrinlcnd-

cn McMichacl. who accompanied them on their

trip.

The Hennepin a%'cnuc boulevard line is now open, and

trains arc making regular trips. Several metallic street

apfinklcrs arc now ncaring completion at Ihc power house,

and arc of ornamental as well as convenient construclion.

These cars arc to ran on the interurban line, C^jnstruc-

tion crc^i arc making good progrcsa on the line running

out Second street northeast, and on the several spur lines

that arc being built in various parts 0/ the city. There is

yet much work to be done in completing trackage and the

power hotise on the East side. 0:hcrwiac, the work of the

season is entirely completed. There are plenty of cars on

all the lines, and the system, both in Minneapolis and St.

Paul, is regarded as wonderfully stjcccssful. V,

Milwaukee, Wis.

Milwaukee. Wis., July iS —Matters electrical took up

a great deal of the common council's last session- The
mayor's veto of the Western Union extension resolution

was sustained, and the judiciary committee's report in fa-

vor of the Western Union's aerial cable scheme was tabled.

The ordinance extending the franchise of the Milwau-

kee Power iV Lighting company was ordered to a third

reading, but an effort to secure a final adoption under sus

pension of the lules was defeated.

Whether or not the wires of the Western Union Tele-

graph company strung along the streets of Milwaukee shall

be forcibly removed depends upon the opinion of the city

attorney, which was recently called for by the board of

public works. An ordinance has been passed orderingthe

board to cut down the poles if not removed by June rst.

An extension was granted to July ist. but the later ordinance

did not contain the order for forcible removal, and the

board is in doubt as to whether the whole of the (irst ordi-

nance was killed by the superseding one.

The work of track laying on the Rapid Transit line run-

ning from the terminus of Walnut street to Wauwalosa

has been commenced, and by September the road will be

in operation. Electricity will be the motive power. There

is talk of the company purchasing the Wauwatosa Electric

light plant, and using it for power purposes. Storage

batteries have been proposed, too, and then again it has

been suggested that the necessary power be taken from the

Pabst brewery. Capt. Pabst is interested in the road, and

has just erected an immense power house at the

brewery.

On the other Wauwatosa line, the Milwaukee & Wauwa-
tosa railroad, work is also progressing. The stone foun-

dations for the viaduct—2,100 feet long—across the

Menomonee Valley are being laid. The construction of

the viaduct is the principal work remaining uncompleted.

C.

Nashville, Tenn.
Nash\"ille, July iS.—The work on the various exten

sions of the present street railway system is steadily pro-

gressing. The United Electric company is extending its

Line street line to the Clifton pike on the old Charlotte

road. The most important extension is the Maplewood,

and on this more than half the track has been laid.

At the annual meeting of the stockholders of the Over-

land dummy line the report of an expert appointed some

time ago to estimate the cost of converting the line into an

electric road was read, and is now under consideration The
directors have under advisement the extension of this

line to Franklin, the county seat of Williamson county,

and distant from this city 18 miles.

The project to concert the West Nashville dummy line

into an electric road has been abandoned as impracticable

for financial reasons and the company has also been denied

the privilege of freight transportation because of the fear

on the part of the citizens and the city government that the

line would fall into the possession of the Louisville iV

Nashville Railroad company, which already enjoys a mo-

nopoly of ingress to the city. Now the dummy line com-

pany has made an official statement to the effect that this

favor must be granted, or something else done to prevent

the sale of the line by foreclosure, in which case the road

would almost certainly be bought by the Louisville tV

Nashville. The situation was brought about by the fact

that the public greatly prefers to travel on an electric road,

and there is one running to the point reached by the steam

dummy; therefore its passenger traffic is no longer profit-

able.

Theshortageof Mrs. A. A. Alexander, ex-treasurer of the

Cumberland Telephone company, has been made good. The
alleged embezzlement extended overa period of seven months,

and the plan said to have been adopted was very simple. As

the amounts were abstracted they were charged up to the

Memphis Telephone company, which is a branch of the

Cumberland Telephone company, and the shortage ap-

peared on the books against the Memphis branch.

Mrs. Alexander still claims entire innocence. Hitherto

she has always borne a most excellent character.

I), w. n.

Toledo, O,

TOLKi>o, July i3.—The directors of the Toledo KIcctric

company held a meeting recently to discuss plans for a new
electric light station.

At present the fjuartcrs on St, Clair street arc much too

small. The company contemplates erecting two fine fire-

proof brick buildings, one story in height, .is soon as a suit-

able location can be secured,

L. S, Ilaumgarncr and F. B. iJodgc were appointed a

committee to look up a site. As the company desires rail-

road conveniences, property adjoining the Wheeling tS:

Lake Erie railroad, below Lagrange street, is spoken of as

the probable site.

The jury in the great street railway damage case returned a

verdict recently in favor of the "Robisons," by settling the

price for the use of the tracks on Summit, Monroe and
Ottawa streets, a distance of about ten blocks, at ^12,233--

40, and damages to the rest of the property at $3,308,
thus ending the no day suit.

This total, |i 5.641.40, it will be seen, is less than was
paid for Adams street from Michigan to Summit— ."J;!?, 500

—a distance of six blocks.

Samuel W. AUerton, the manager of the City Street

railroad of Chicago, testified in this case, and said that

the part of the Consolidated system which the Robisons
desire to appropriate is worth ^400,000. Mr, Lang, general

manager, had placed it at $350,000. The attorneys for the

Robisons objected to the court admitting such testimony,

declaring it to be in violation of all previous rulings. Such
a price, they said, would keep the plaintiff from the use of

the tracks.

Besides Mr. Allerton, AV. E. Hale, president of the Con-
solidated, Mr. Yerkes of the North and West Side cable

roads of Chicago, and President Shaffer of Indianapolis

testified.

Last Tuesday Judge Millard of the Probate Court re-

fused to grant a new trial in the last and most important

condemnation suits. Exceptions were noted, and the Rob-
isons paid $i7,3io.6g in checks to the court, and the ver-

dict was confirmed. Of this amount 115.641.40 is the

amount awarded by the jury as compensation and dam-
ages, and $1.(69.29 is the costs in the case- This money
will not be accepted by the Consolidated, as it would be a

surrender of the case and prevent the appeal which will

be going on through the higher court. And Mr. Rob-
ison holds that even should the higher courts reverse the

lower, it would never work a removal of the cars from

the streets, but merely make a change in the amount fixed

for compensation. Judge Millard begins his decision as

follows:

"It lacks but three days of five months since the hearing

of this case was begun in this court. Twenty-seven actual

days of that time was taken by the jury which brought in

the verdict now asked to be set aside.

"Under the first head of the notice for a new trial forty

grounds are set forth as error, and three other subdivisions

are given in the same motion, but in the nature of indepen-

dent motions on nearly all of these the court has ruled in

some form during the preliminary hearing on trial, and I

yet see no good reason to change the rulings before made."

He named three reasons as most strenuously urged by

the Consolidated. The first of these was that no proof of

the fact that Toledo is a city of the third grade of the first-

class had been made. He said that the Consolidated had

elsewhere admitted this to be a fact, and pointed to legal

decisions.

The second ground was that John Brown was summoned
as a juror, and that Michael Brown answered to his name
and sat as a juror. He ansjvered all questions satisfacto-

rily, and "to every appearance was a model juryman." His

wife had taken the summons to Michael, with the assur-

ance that it was for him, and he is sometimes called John
Brown The judge did not think he was warranted in sett-

ing aside the verdict for this reason, after the trial had been

finished, and no injury had resulted therefrom. The juror

would have been set aside, however, if a challenge had been

made. Brown, it is said, was instrumental in having the

amount increased several thousand dollars.

The inadequacy of the verdict was the third point, and

"it is one which will be left to go with the others." His

honor believed in the capacity of the jury, and did not feel

warranted in setting up his judgment against theirs.

The struggle between the two companies has been a

long one, and the new company has been fought at every

step by the more powerful corporation already in posses-

sion of the right of way, as it deems any additional fran-

chises an infringement on its right.

Three years ago Mr, Kobison promised the cily council

that he would run three or six routes of electric cars into

the various suburbs of the city. This has been done, and

to-day there arc five separate, lines of cars in full operation.

They have more than doubled their rolling stock; their en-

gine force at the power house and the number of dynamos

for the generating of electricity. They are also double-

tracking their system with a yS-pound steel girder rail and

extending their lines. They find this necessary to carry

out ihcir purpose of giving the cily the best possible ac-

commodations in rapid transit.

The Robisons have leased the building now occupied

by J. \V. (jrccn «K: Co.. pianos, corner Summit and Madison

streets, where their general offices and transfer station

will be located.

Judge Uoylc, ont of the attorneys for the (Jonsolidated,
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in speaking of the case said, 'Oh, no; it is not ended yd;

it is just the beginning. I will bring up the constitution-

ality of the law, for one thing, in the higher courts. And

I don't and will not believe that the court will permit prop-

erty that the Consolidated can sell any day for half a mil-

lion to be given away for $15,000. It is the most atro-

cious rol^bery I have ever seen in this city."

Superintendent II. B. Wood of the Toledo Electric

Street Railway company has severed his connection with

the company to accept a position with the Tut in-Hay Hotel

and Steamboat company. Assistant Superintendent Whit-

ton has been promoted to the position of superintendent.

The electric cars on the Consolidated are now running as

far as IJellevue Park. The company has received ten new

cars and two 25o-hor-'e power genera ors.

The Robisons have received six new motor cars from

Lynn, Mass., and four new Westinghouse motor cars from

Pittsburg. They are putting in place a new 500 horse

power engine, which will be ready for use soon.

II. S. Walbridge is niw getting the right of way for

the Maumee electric street railway from Schuetzen Park

into the city. f . C. H.

Indianapolis, Ind.

iNni.ANAi'OLis, Ind., July iS.—John P. Barrett of Chi-

cago, chief of the Department of Electricity of the World's

Fair, was in this city Wednesday visiting different manu-

factuiers of electrical machinery in the interest of the great

fair.

The Primier Steel company is about to add a new branch

of manufacturing, having purchased the electrical and other

patents for elevators of Frank Ilerdman, who has been

connected with the Hale Elevator company of Chicago.

A company headed by President Kerper of the Cincin-

nati street car lines has secured all the options and rights

of way of the old Broad Ripple Electric railway, and has

been promised the right of way over several streets in the

city. Electricity is to be used on all lines. M.

Concord, N. H.

Concord, July iS.—The Shawhan Electrical Works

were incorporated on the nth inst., with a capital of $50.-

000, The company will manufacture dynamos, motors

and storage batteries for railroad use J. F. Shawhan,

formerly of Detroit, Mich., will manage the new firm.

Buildings have been secured, and work will be begun im-

mediately.

The street railroad company here is opposed by an ob-

stinate city council that objects to every proposed improve-

ment or extension, notwithstanding the expressed wishes

of the properly owners. The superintendent, Ceorge W.
Pierce, has labored hard and faithfully to bring the road

up to its present efficiency. He has added more cars, a

generator, engine and boiler, and the service of the road,

as far as it extends, is all that could be desired. The

route of the west end extension has been filed, and

awaits the tardy routine of the council. C.

than those which the company occupied before. The com-

pany now carries a full line of all styles of dynamos, mo-

tors, wire and fixtures. Before, owing to the crowded

quarters, the company was able to handle only the smallest

machinery. ^_^^_^.^^^^^^ ^' ^' ^ '

PERSONAL.
Alex. II. Eewis of Cincinnati was in Chicago last wtck

and was heartily received by his old friends in the electri-

cal fraternity.

F. N. Armour, wlio has been connected with the Chicago
I'AlisoTi company about two years, has resigned his position

to assume the management of the iso'ated lighting de-

partment of the Northwestern Thomson-Houston Electric

comp.'iny at St, Paul.

(!has. A. Schieren sailed for P'uropc July i6th on the

steamer " Fuerst Bismarck." Mr. Schieren will visit the

Internationa! Electrical Exposition at Frankfort, where
he will inspect the various devices for transmitting power
by belting.

D B Dean, representing the Electric .^Ierchandise com-
pany, Chicago, has just returned from a trip to the Pacific

coast. Mr. Dean reports the outlook on the coast as ex

tremely flattering, and says the electric railway business

will experience a great boom in that territory the coming
year.

O. B Osgood of the railway department of the Chicago
office of the Westinghouse Electric iS; Manufacturing com-
pany has been appointed general manager of the West-
inghouse railway department for the southeas'ern district,

with headquarters at Atlanta, Ga. His territory com-
prises North and South Carolina, Ceorgia, Alabama,
Florida, Louisiana and Tennessee; the last two named
states being added to the district for the first time. D. A.
Tompkins, the general district agent at Charlotte, will con-

tinue to manage the lighting department.

Louisville, Ky.

Louisville, Ky.. July iS.—The new electric street

railway on Market street was put in operation last Mon-

day, and thus far has proved a great success. The line is

about eight miles in length, extending across the city east

and west. The cars are running now on a six minute

schedule, but it is the intention of the company to run them

every four minutes after August ist. With the completion

of this line Louisville now has forty-eight miles of electric

street car service.

The Highland Street Railway company of New Albany,

Ind., has contracted with the Edison company for a 100

horse p:)wer station equipment with which to operate its

motors.

The Louisville Consolidated Street Car company has

ordered of the Edison company a i ,ooo-horse power station

equipment for its eastern power house.

VV. F. Ferris of the Edison company of New York was

in the city yesterday. He had just returned from Evans-

ville, Ind., where he closed a large arc light contract with

the city, and disposed of a mining plant to Ingle & Co.,

coal miners.

The Thunim Electric company has purchased of the

Edison company a large dynamo and motor for expcri-

mental work.

The contract for wiring the Board of Trade building for

500 lights has been given to the Edison company.

The Balme Hotel company has contracted for an Edison

250 light machine.

The new factory of the Gaynor Electric company on

Fifteenth street was completed Tuesday.

The Edison company has moved into its new quarters

in the Louisville Power company's buildingon Third stretl

near Green, Theyaremuch largerand more convenient

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Arlirlectro company, Cleveland, C; capital stock.

$1,000,000; to manufacture and sell electrical devices of

all kinds.

Columbian Electrical Works. Chicago; capita! stock,

^3.000,000; to manufacture, sell and use all classes of

electrical apparatus.

Berkeley ^i Lorin Water & Light company, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.; capital stock, $250,000; to purchase, lease and
sell water, water rights, light and power privileges and
franchises.

Gaston Electric Manufacturing company, Sparta, 111.;

capital stock, $125,000; to manufacture, sell and apply any
and all kinds of electrical and other machinery, apparatus,

appliances or devices.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The Napa. Cal., street lighting contract was recently

awarded to the local Thomson-Houston company.

A number of Marion, Ind., aldermen were in Chicago
last week to study the city's electric lighting system.

At the meeting of the board of directors of the Elgin
Insane Asylum, July 16 h. the contracc for installinga plant

in the asvlum was awarded to the National Electric com-
pany of Eau Claire, Wis.

Princeton, III,, is proud of a new electric light plant,

established bv the Princeton F^leclric Light & Power com-
pany. The Thomson-Houston dynamo is used, and there

are two dynamos, one having a capacity of 30 arc lights and
the other capable of supplying 650 incandescent lamps.

The Western Electric company has just installed at

Salem, Ind., for the Salem Electric and Artificial Ice com-
pany a 500 light National alternating dyanmo and a 50 light

Western Electric arc plant to be used for both city and
commercial lighting. The plant was put in under the super-

vision of W. H, Schott. E. Craycroft has been appointed
^uperin'.ecdent. The plant is most complete in all its de-

tails.

The Oakland, Cal., Light & Motor company has de-

cided to invest between $-00,000 and §300,000 in extend-

ing its plant. New engines and boilers will be put into

the Webster street building, and dynamos to furnish cur-

rent to 100 additional arc lights and 3.0C0 incandescent
lights will be installed. The incandescent lights will be on
a meter system. New wires and poles will be put up and a
power system will also be established.

The San Antonio Light & Power company has been
formed in Los Angeles. One of the objects of the new in-

corporation is to utilize the waters of San Antonio creek in

the counties of Los Angeles and San Bernardino for operat-
ing an electric light and power plant. The directors are

Thomas R. Bard of Ilucneme, N. W. Blanchard of Santa
Paula, J. A. Da'c of Pomona, John A. Hooker of Los
Angeles, M. R. Campbell .ind C. G. Baldwin of Clare-

mont. and A. W. Burt of Redlands. The cspital stock
has been placed at |2.^o,ooo.

Carl Hoffman. Henry Ettenson, E. Michael, C. M. Sal-

inger, Herman Bruns. J. H. E. Wcigant and W. B.
Walker have formed a company at Leavenworth. l-Can , for

electric lighting The capital stock of the company will

be :|i5o,ooo. A special meeting of the city council will be
held to consider the granting of a franchise to the new com-
pany. At the last meeting of the council an oidinance was
presented granting the franchise, but the matter was laid

over on the ground that the company at that time had no
existence, having never been incorporated.

The western isolated lighting department of the
Thomson- Housion ICIectric company rcfx^rts the following
sales: Dcrnberg. <;iick is: Horner, of the Leader, corner
Adams and State streets, Chicago, one 14.000 watt incan-
descent dynamo, a one hors; power motor and occ f.in

motor; E, Rothschild vV Bros., one 17,500 watt 10 ampere
arc light dynamo, to be installed at 203 Monroe street,
Chicago; Wakclield Rattan company, Robey .street and
Blue Island avenue, Chicago, one 403 light incandescent
plant; the University of Illinois, Champaign, III., one
r 8,000 watt alternating current dynamo for use in electrical

laboratory.

The C/iicfi^'O //er'ihlh'AS placed an order with the west-
ern isolated lighting department of the Thomson Houston
Elcctiic company for a plant consisting of one 10.000 and
one 15,000 watt arc dynamo and 50 double carbon arc
lamps for its new building. Special permission was ob-
tained for concealing the arc light wires in this building
and a high grade of rubber covered wire will be used,
protected by interior conduits laid in the cement floor-

ing- A circle of six lights will be placed on the flag staff.

so arranged that they can be raised or lowered at will with
perfect ease by one man. Special fixtures for suspending
the arc lamps, a number of which will be placed on the
front of the building, have been designed, and the wires
leading to th*se fixtures will be brought through the build-
ing front. In order to accomplish this, it will be necessary
to drill in some cases through live feet of brick and terra

cotta, and in other places through about three feet of solid

granite.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Boise City, Idaho, electric railway will soon be in

operation.

An electric line is proposed at Auburn, Cat. The gen-
erators will probably be operated by water power.

The West Asheville, N. C. ^^ Sulphur Springs Railway
company has let the contract for an electric power plant to

operate its street railway.

A syndicate headed by Commodore W, J. Kountz of

Pittsburg will commence at once tne construction of an
electric line at Yankton, S. D.

Contract has been left for building the first mile section

of the electric road at Alberquerque, N. M, The road
must be completed within one year.

A franchise has been granted for an electric line between
Redwood City. Cal., and Baden. Fifty tho'jsand dollars'

worth of word is to be done the first year.

It is said that Pittsburg capitalists have decided to con-
vert the Pattrson, N. J., street car lines into an electric

system, and anticipate the change will cost ^350.000.

The West Side Rapid Transit company of Salt Lake
City contemplates replacing its steam dummies with the
storage battery system, as there is considerable objection
to the operation of the dummies within the city limits.

The Davenport, Iowa, Electric Railway company has
petitioned th? city council for permission to pipe the sitcels

for the purpose of supplying steam for heating purposes in

the business portion of the city, with the intention of ex-

tending ic later into the residence district.

By the extensions now about completed the Cicero &
Proviso Electric railway of Chicago has about eleven mUes
of double tracked road. The company will soon carrj'

passengers from the western terminus of the- Madison
street cable line to the cemeteries along the Desplaines
river.

The Santa Monica Wharf v\: Terminal Railway company
of Los Angelts is considering the question of changing its

line to connect with the electric system by way of the Pico

street line, and operating the whole road by electricity.

The company has nearly all the right of way, and good
terminal facilities at Santa Monica have been secured.

The plan includes a wharf and complete shipping facili-

ties.

In the federal court of Indianapolis the Edison General
Electric company last week filed suit against the Broad
Ripple Rapid Transit company of that city. It is alleged

in the bill that the Edison company contracted wiih the in-

corporators of the Transit company lo build an electric line

and delivered $40,000 worth of material. When the work
had been let to the sub-contractors it was discovered that

the Transit company was not responsible. The Edison
company has been sued by all the sub-contractors and now
demands a judgment of 5; 100,000 in damages for the alleged

deceit practiced by the Transit company.

ELECTRIC MINING.

An electric tramway, the hrst for this purpose in Can
ada, will be put in the new \'ancouvcr coal mines at Xan-
aimo. B, C. The plant, of which the first installment will

cost $20,000 consists of sn ^o horse power generator and
two 30 hoTse power electric locomotives, each of which
will haul at a speed of nine miles an hour 150 loaded coal
cars. Other generators will bn used to furnish lights in

the mines, 600 of which will be used. Electricity will also

be employed in working coal drills and cutlers.

Dr. Kosmann and Messrs. Lange and Bricg, says the
Iron attti G\i' Vn:./'^ A\"ii-:i\ have recently proposed a new
elfctrolylic separation of /.inc. capable of being applied on
a large scale. The process consists in the simultaneous
preparation of metallic -:inc and of solutions of sulphuric
acid by electrolyzing solutions of the sulphite of ;-inc or
other soluble salts of this metal in the presence of free sul-

phurous acid, the latter being employed either in the
form of gas or as a liquid The sulphurous acid. SOj, is

obtained on a large scale in the roasting of zinc blende.
It is either kept in solution in water, or else used as soon
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as produced, being passed into the electrolytic bath. In

the separation of zinc on a large scale by this process, the

zinc bearing mineral is partly roasted in the presence of

some form of carbon or even an organic debris. It is then

crushed and well mixed with water, either in a vat or re

volving drum. The powdered mineral is kept in suspen-

sion in the liquid by constant agitation, and at the same

time sulphurous acid gas, arising from the roasting of

other zinc ore, is passed in; the result is the formation of

sulphite of zinc. The liquid is now exposed to electrolysis,

either in the same vessel or after removal to a more con-

venient receptacle, and while electrolytic action is going on,

sulphuric acid gas is still passed in, so that all the oxygen

that is produced during electrolysis becomes used up in the

formation of sulphuric acid.

TELEGRAPH.
Experiments made at McGill university demonstrate tbe

fact that a telegraphic signal can be sent from ]\tontreal to

Ireland and back, a distance of S.ooo miles, in 1.05 seconds.

On July 17th. several assumpsit suits were filed against

the Hyde Park District Telegraph Electric company,

Chicago- William Kemp sued for $1,000; John W. Wbee-
lock. I750; William Mueller & Co., §200, and George F.

Ebert, $1,000.

The Postal Telegraph ^^ Cable company has had a large

force of men engaged for some time in laying a submarine

cable from Oakland, Cal., to Goat Island, which, when
completed, will be connected with one similar extending

from the Clay street wharf in San Francisco to the w.est side of

the island. The company's men have stretched the xrial

cable from the company's office at Market and Post streets,

across Market to the south side of the street. This cable

will run to the Clay street wharf, where a connection will

be made with the submarine cable, thus completing the

circuit. The total length of the cable to be laid will be

nearly eight miles, five of which will be submarine. It, is

expected that the cable will be in working order by the

latter part of the month.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Eastern capitaiisis are reported as about to erect a plant

in Middlesborough, Ky., for the manufacture of electrical

devices.

An electric transfer table 70 feet long, and with a capac-

ity of 225.oco pounds, is now in use in the Denver shops

of the Union Pacific railroad.

The National Electric company has been incorporated at

Ale.'^ndria, Va., with P. Mason, president, and W. J.

Dante, secretary. The capital stock is §1,000,000.

Herbert Longfellow of Henrietta, N. Y., was killed by

lightning last week while storing hay in a barn. Two men
who were assisting Longfellow were prostrated by the

shock, but will recover.

The United States Corporation Bureau of Chicago re-

ports 245 completed corporations in the United States for

the week ending July 17th, with a total capitalizalion of

$121470.350, including sixteen light, htat, power and
transportation companies, capitalized at $12,870,000.

The Ohio state university at Columbus has an electrical

engineering course among its departments. Two new
buildings are to be erected the com ng year. Three new
departments have just been created, and two more profes-

sors in agriculture and botany are soon to be added, mak-

ing the total number of teachers forty-five.

It is proposed to hold a large international electrical ex-

hibition at Melbourne about the end of the present year.

The exhibition will be heU in the exhibition building used

for the Centennial Exhibition of 1SS8. To obtain exhibits

and support from those countries in which great attention

is paid to electricity, the Victorian government has been
approached, not with the idea of obtaining a subsidy, but

merely for countenance and assistance in communicating
with 01 her countries.

The C*«/V/7^'' Tt'ihuuc has a story—apparently more in-

genious than truthful—of the manner which a deaf man
took to inform himself when his electric door bell was rung.

In one of the rooms of his house he fastened an electro mag-
na: fj-i the wall abojt four feet from the floor. The arma-
luce was coinectcd with a pair of levers so that when it

was attracted by the mignet a catch was released and a

hook tipped over. Hanging upon this hook was a section

of cedar post about eight inches in diameter and two feet

ani a half or so long. When a contact was made between
the armature and the magnet the log dropped to the floor

with a reverberating bang. The deaf man could not hear

the log fall, but he could feel the jir. which apprised him
that some one was pushing Tnc button at the door.

TRADE NEWS.
The Empire China, Works of i.j4 and 156 Greene street,

Grccnpoint. Jirooklyn. N, V , arc extensively engaged in

the manafacture of porcelain supplies for electrical pur-

poses, paniculariy cut-out boxes and switch bases. The
fine q^jality and excellent darability of the goods and the
large patronage received from all parts of the country at

ihis dull season of the year shov/ the articles to have
gtren satisfaction.

Tbe Electrical Supply company. 102-104 Michigan
avenue, Chicago, rep'jrts that notwithstanding the unusu-
ally cool weather that has prevailed for the bst few weeks,
the sale of the Stanley Alternating Fan Motors continacs
10 be very ^afisfartr/ry. The Slaoley motor, it is said,

while
'

:: for altcrna'.ing currents, can be
osc':' direct currents by running an or-

dinar. ,,p in scries.

The WRiTRftw ?:t.F.''.-rRrf (AS is indebted to the Mag-
noiia Metal company for a very beautiful piece of mu.sic,

entitled "Magnolia Valse" by Caroline Bennett Knott.

It is also indebted to this company for a facsimile of

a very handsome gold medal awarded it at the exposition

held at Edinburgh last fall.

Milliken Bros., New York and Chicago, have lately

completed tests made at Cornell University of their poles

showing ultimate strength, elastic limit and corresponding
dellection in connection with standard pipe and wooden
poles. A complete report of the tests is promised at an
early date.

After several years of severe tests the Law battery has
attained a position which, for practical results, is second
to none on the market. The Law Telephone company is

receiving orders from foreign countries which are keeping
it very busy, although this is supposed to be a quiet time
of the year in the electrical trade.

BUSINESS.
Samuel T. Williams, 447 North street, Baltimore, re-

ports that hardly a day passes that he does not receive new
orders for his engine, which he sells under a guaranty of

regulation within one per cent. It is said that some of

these engines that have been in use over six years are to-

day as good as new.

J. Lang & Co., 44 Michigan street, are building for the

Edison company two large switches, to be used in the

Auditorium. These switches are of the Andress double
pole pattern, one of 1,600 amperes and one of 1,000
amperes. They are to be mounted on mahogany bases,

highly polished, and of thoroughly first-class workmanship
throughout.

Brownlee & Co. of Detroit have just designed and built

a large lathe to be used in turning a round pole to be used
for street railway and electric light work which they are

offering at a price but a little above that asked for the
ordinary cedar pole. These poles are symmetrical, the

lathe making a uniform taper, and when painted will un-
doubtedly make a very handsome and serviceable line.

O. A. Foster, S Oliver street, Boston, has just sent out
to the trade a handsome little catalogue illustrating and
describing his iSgi electric motor and iSgi electric

battery. For the motor, simplicity, economy, durability

and low price are the great advantages claimed; and for

the primary battery, that it is the most efficient and eco-

nomical yet brought out. The catalogue is gotten up in an
attractive style.

The Johnson Electric Service company, 113 Clyburn
ftreet, Milwaukee, is having an unusually busy season
thus far and reports the outlook as most promising for the
coming fall and winter. The owners of fine buildings are

coming to appreciate the convenience of the heat regulating
device built by this company, and are also coming to

understand the saving that results from its use. In a large

building by keeping a uniform heat the saving in one
season, it is claimed, will amount to nearly the entire c05t of

the appliance,

Milliken Bros, of New York and Chicago still report

business rushing. In the line of iron roof work, of which
this firm makes a specialty, they have lately secured con-

tracts for Allentown. for the new electric line, for a large

boiler house at New Orleans, La., and for the Newark, N.
L, power house. After sharp competition they have
secured contracts for their patent poles for the new elec-

tric line in New York city and at Providence, R. I. Both
contracts are large. At the suggestion of Mr. Mclntire
this firm has introduced a new form of eye bolt in tops of

poles which contains an additional insulator. It is made
in the form of a fork having a special porcelain insulator

in the end.

Geo. H. Bliss and F. H. Soden, both well known to the

business and electric interests of Chicago, have formed a
CO partnership under the name of Bliss ^^ Soden to conduct
business as electrical experts, engineers and contractors.
Both gentlemen are pioneers in electric lighting in the
West. Mr. Bliss opened the initial office in Chicago for

the Isolated Edison company some years ago,and later was
general manager of the Western Edison company, while
Mr Soden during the last five years has been manager of

the engineering and construction departments of the West-
ern olfice of the Thomson- Houston company. These gen-
tlemen are both competent, aud will undertake nothing but
high grade work. They will undoubledly meet with the

success ihey so well deserve.

The Columbia Electric company of St. Paul has just
issued an attractive catalogue showing a large line of new
apparatus that has recently been perfected and now for the
first time put on the market. The Columbia company
will manufacture motors from i to 50 horse power; power
generators from 25 to 100 horse power, and dynamos from
25 16 candle power lamps to 500 16 candle power lamps
capacity, and in addition a large line of specialities. The
corporation is a strong one, having an extensive factory at

l.'pton Grove, a suburban town, and a fine office and
salesroom at 207 E. Fourth street. The officers are ICgbert
G. Handy, president; Jos. A. Humphreys, secretary and
treasurer; F. .S. Kirkpalrick. attorney, and Frank Mulligan,
superintendent and electrician.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued July 14, 1891.

IS^f?!?' Loop Switch. William M. Goodridge, High-
land Park. III.

This switch is especially designed for use as .1 part

of the key-board apparatus of a tclc[>bonc exchange.

455.7'^'3- Subway anri Connection for Electric Railways,

William Osnci, Chicago, III.

In this invention, a continuous bar or plate in con-

juction with the track rail forms a slot for the passage

of the shank of a current transferring arm. This
current transferring arm has a contact wheel attached

thereto, adapted to move in contact with tbe supply
conductor.

455.765. Electric Motor. Harry H. Porter, New York,
N. Y.

455-773- Alternating Current Motor. William Stanley,

Jr., Pittsfield, Mass., and John F. Kelly, New York,
N. Y.

The invention is based on the well-known property

or feature possessed by a condenser of neutralizing or

counteracting the effects of self-induction of a circuit

with which it may be connected. It consists in the

combination of a motor with a condenser included in

the field circuit or that circuit having the higher self-

induction.

455,788. Thermostat. Henry A. Chase, Boston, Mass.

455)7S9. Process of Manufacturing Insulated Conductors.

Charles Cuttriss, New York, N. Y.

455.790- Dynamo-electric Machine or Motor. Justus B.

Entz, New York, N. Y.

455.796 Electric Railway. Rudolph M. Hunter, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

455. 79S. Trolley for Electric Cars. Walter H. Knight,
Newton, Mass.

455,800. Electric Cut-off Apparatus. Edwin W. Rice,

Jr., Lynn, Mass.

'

455.808. Electric Magnetic Ore Separator. Jonas Wen-
strom, Orebro, Sweden.

455.809. Magnetic Separator. Jonas Wenstrom, Orebro,

Sweden.

455.812. Fire Alarm Apparatus. Henry A. Chase,

Stoneham, and Howard F. Eaton, Cambridge, Mass.

455.813. Thermostat. Henry A. Chase, Boston, and
Howard F. Eaton, Cambridge, Mass.

455,815. Electro Phonometer and Phonoscope. Isaiah

H. Farnham, Wellesley, Mass.
The invention consists mainly of a diaphragm

mounted in front of and close to a magnet, and a coil

or helix of insulated wire adapted by means of suit-

able connections to be included in any electric circuit,

and capable of being moved along the magnet from
end to end. Suitable means are provided for said

sliding motion of the coil. An index or scale with

pointer attached to the coil denotes the advance thereof

on said magnet.

455.S37- Electric Switch. Carl G. Dahlgren and John
H. Svensson, Gothenburg, Sweden.

455.855- Electric Indicator. Earl C. Eldredge, Spring-

field, Mass.

455. 556. Holder for Carbon Brushes of Commutators.
Clarence H. Farrington, Milford, Mass.

455 S73. Signaling Apparatus. Howard F. Eaton,

Quincy, Mass.

455. 557. Armature for Dynamo-electric Machines. Ed-
win W. Rice, Jr.. Lynn, Mass.

455,898. Electric Motor or Dynamo-electric Machine.
Charles G Curtis, New York. N. Y.

In this invention each field magnet coil is surround-'

ed by an independant water tight casing.

45 5 904- Insulated Electrical Conductor. Edwin D.
McCracken, Alpice, N. J.

455.955- Lightning Arrester. Charles S. Van Nuis,

New Brunswick. N. J., and Jonathan H. Vail, New
York, N. Y.

455.956. Electric Railway System.
Elkhart, Ind., and Joseph D.
Mich.

455,968. Secondary Battery Plate.

Ian, Philadelphia, Pa.

455.97 r- Armature for Dynamos.
Gahan, Indianapolis, Ind.

455,972. Electro Medical Lighting Apparatus. Paul
Oudin and Henri O. Kratz-Boussac, Paris, France.

455,981, Apparatus for Administering Electricity. Geo,
H. Bethel, Sydney, New South Wales.

455 984. Magnetic Separator. Henry G. Fiske, New
York, N. Y.

455.985. Magnetic Ore Separator, Henry G. Fiske, New
York, N. Y.

455.986. Terminal for Electric Batteries. Hammond V.

Hayes, Cambridge, Mass., and Angus S. Hibbard,
Morristown, N. J.

We quote claim two;

"The combination of a voltaic battery and terminal

attachments therefor, each consi.^tlng of a copper wire

molded to its respective battery. plate and each adapted
to form a soldered connection with its complemtntary
circuit wire by a coating of solder or easily fusible

alloy applied to its free end."

Samuel P. Wilcox,
Partello, Rochester,

John R. McLaugh-

Frederick L. Mc-

456

456

456,

456

45''^-

456,

,oc6.

den,

021.

Mo.

Street or Station Indicator. William T. Sncd-
San I'Vancisco, Cal.

lilectric Belt. Lewis N. Fancher, Kansas City,

,023. Railway Time Signal. Jo.shua C. Dickover
and Waller Scott, Hot Springs, S. D,

098. Street or Station Indicator for Cars. Geo. IL
Tictjcn, .San l-'rancisco, Cal.

,110. Automatic Circuit Closer for Telegraph Keys.
James W, Brown, Van Wcrl, Ohio,

,120. Insulated lOlectric Conductor. Edwin D. Mc-
Cracken. Alpine, N. J.

The conductor is surrounded by insulating cords

ranged practically parallel and is in contact with
liiem, but the insulating cords are separated from
each other, y\n exterior insulating rnatcrial holds
these cords in place.
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EuoEKB F. FHlLLipa, PtesMfent W. H. Sawtek, veoy and Electridaa.'

AMEEICAIT ELECTEICAL WOUKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Manufacturers of Patent Finisbed

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
Magnet Wire, Offlco and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covered

Wire, Lead Eucased Wire, Telephone and
Incandescent Cords.

FARADAY CABLES.
Now York Office, 10 Cortlandt Street,

p. €. ACKEOmN. A2CDt.
'

Insulation Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

In alettflr fromthfi ivspRcrrnRof tho Boston Fire T'nderwriters* Union, under date of Marcb 29,

1886. Iiosaya: "A Thoroughly Iteliiible and Oosiralile Wire in Every Kespcit."
Tli*i rahher usnd In inBilating our wires and cablea Is specially chemically prepBred, and Is guar-

enteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and w 11 remain tlexlble in extreme
cold weath'T and not alTected by heat. The Insulation la protected from mechanical Injury by one or
more braids and liiewhole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which Is water, oi', acid and lo a
very preat ex'ent. lir^-proof Our insulation will prove durable when all others fail. We are prepared
to furnleh siugle Wires of all gaiitjee and diameter of insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and
Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
Ol and 0;( Hampshire Street, IS<»ston, iYlas*«.

HENRT A. CLARK, General Manager. UEKBERT H. EUSTIS, Electrician,

CHICAGO AGENTS: THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO., 320 Dearborn Street.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For Electrit'al Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL& CO,,

218 ^Vater St.. JTew Vork.

BRASS FANS
FOB ELECTKIC MOTOKS.

MANUPACTUE^n BY

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS,
4 IjhSuIU' Ave.. Clii*'aK«-

Write ue for pricee.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.

OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY,
COLUMBUS, OHIO l.:inr*.roc,iiin.ii

A iiinv and rommoilious buildint;. Dynamos of com
inercial .size, for arc and incandi-'scent lighrin^'. hy

direct and atternaling currents. Mtilors. storaKU
iialierics, etc., etc. A fine collection of staiidartiis

ti-stins instninients, etc. Evtfnded praclicr in w.^li

.i|iii[.pi-il nu-rliunii-'al and i-hV'^ir^iil lalinrntorK's. l-.n

)ilili( S|l.-,' I r.irr ilalo

THE CROCKER-WHBELBR
PERFECTED MOTORS.
Very Hlow Mpeod. fiill power, perfect reffti-

lalioii. forseil fields let into base, self'-oiliiis

beariiiK'^. self-centering bearinss. all sizes,

both are and incandescent, for all power
purposes. ^^
Acknnwlcdced by the Loading ManufacturinK Companios to be

THE MOST PERFECT MOTOR MADE.

Estimates and Plans Furnished far Electric Power Equipment-
Cot respondence Invited.

430--432 WEST UTH ST., NEW YORK.

JAMES LEFFEL WATER WHEELS
BUILT BY THE

JAMES LEFFEL ^ CO.
UPRIGHT AND HORIZONTAL,

FOH

Electric, Mining and Manufacturing

Eai^y working gatt'.'^. High X)orceutago and oven
speL'd at full and part capacity. Equally adapted to
high and low heads. Large nunihor of sizes and
Htyl'.iH. Send for donci-iptivo pamphl.'t to

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
SPRINCIELD,

OH.O.
OR 110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY.

ROOT'S Water-tube Boiler.
SAFE. ECONOMICAL. DURABLE.

AN hXCELLENT

ROOT SECTIONAl, SAFETY BOILER.

Electric Plant Boiler.

Adopted by tlie Electric Light Companies of

Dotrolf, St. Paul, Columhii-n. rinrinnali,
x^ I-ouisville, Jernev City, and a greiil ui;iiiy"^ othiTy; hIho by tfie Armhigton ifc Sim^ ICii-

'Jim- Co . Provideiice, It. T.; ihe I.jnn It.lt

i.dinstrf.'t Hv. Co, l,vnn. Mass . mi.l ib..

Tbomson-HoiihlDn Kl.'riric Co , I.ynn, MaS(^

Abendroth&RootMfg.Go.,
28 Cliff St , New York.

BUANCIIES: Uonlon, PHlladelJiWa, New
Orlfsane, Daliae, Kocticater, clDclDDatl ani^

CMClgo,

AN ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Who has deelcns for a line of vory eimpltT and
efllclent Constant Prfh^uro Generutois and
JaotorH deelres to locale In Denver, or some oth"

r

city in Colorado, snd would like to hear from
paitiee who ran iarni>ili capital to maoafactare,
fall Information will he furnished parties who
have capital and mean liuHlneee.

A<MreF9"JEXF;K<;V.'*
Cars WKXTKit.v r.i.K<:Ti:irr,\'., t.'hlcago.

WANTED.
Position wanted by a man to lake charge

of an Electric Plani, Llirhtin;,' or Street
Hallway; Is a machinist by lraik\ and has
fonr years' experience In Central Station
work. Best of references fumlEhed.

Address *'3Iacliini>.t,"
Care Wektkkw Elf,cti'.i<;i.\n.

.#
Z^.

The Electrical

Construction Co. ^•>"'<<\

C. A. HARTER, Manager. Telephone, 17 18.

BRASS
FOUNDRY.

BraHH. lironz*". White >I<-tiil. Aliintinnm-
ISronze and Special .Mloyt*. Ca-lin^s for

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
,\ SI-K< I.VI.TV

Lni >T7 103-107 West Monroe St..

. DLHIL, CHICHGO.

yrrr^
The Winner of 1890 will win again in 1891.

Eleventh year.

SOLE MAKERS:

LAW TELEPHONE COMPANY,
S.'i .Tolin tut.. NEW VOKK.

UNION ELEGTHIC WORKS.
Electric Specialties manufactured en

royalty or pnrchaHeU of inven-
tors. Repair work of all kinds given
careful altcntloD.

Room 506, Springer Building. Chicago.

Electrical Wood.

TeleRraph l QTelephone CROSS L ARMB
Klectiic lAn^t \ E

S
OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL POLES.
C. H. HOLMES, ''°°'^'"°'=°g\'.'?i'i?s: mo.

Electrical EnpeeringCo.^
ROOM 603, MONON BUILDING, CHICAGO.

ELECTRIC OUTFIT.
MASON'S FAMOUS BATTERIES.

MEDAL AWARDED, American Institute Exhibition, 1891.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE B.

JAMES H. MASON,
118 & 120

Park Ave. Brooklyn, N.Y.

MEASURE YOUR INCANDESCENT LAMPS WITH

Queen's Porlable Bunsen Photometer.
In every Ceulval Statioi there ia constant ooo^ulon to ir)e;i?ure the candle power

Ol Incandescent Lainrs, and to meet thtsc requirements we tave designed cur Port-
able BiinKcn IMiotonieter. It is eonipact. gives aecnrate resnits,
is simple in operation, and tbe price \h low. Dlneosions, 37^ iochcs
long and Oj Inches square. Total weigtt. 13 pounds.

:e=i3ic:e:, ^30.00.
Indispensable to tlie Economical Operation of Every Central Station.

t'OHKESPOKUEXVE t^OLIClTEU.
Send for IlluMrated Catalogue of Electrical Test Inslruircnts No. 1-63.

QUEEN A CO., PHILADELPHIA.

^'-^
IBE E4:TM EII5TII5 CD.

CAN STTPPLi:

An Arc Light Plant compfele for - 1300
An Incandescent Light Plant complete tor 200
AcomblnedArc and Incandescent LJQhl

Plant (or '. 400
MAM FArTl'liKKS CF TlIK

,^.^,. EASTON ONIVERSAL ARC LAMP
.|H i,.\dftpted for any dvnimo of any eyefm)^ '*' AND OPTIIK

Tho best adapted for uoe In Incandt scant circullD.

Addroeo for clrciilftrc, prices and iDiormaiioo,
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Established in 1861.

E. BAGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AKC ILSCTHIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-BRANCH STORK-

2134 Michigan Avenue.

IBIIHN|LECIRICMFC,6
./•^^ FITCHBURG.MASS,U.S.A.

^
/ MANUFACTURERS DF DYNAMOS FOR. LI QHTING,

.,y platineanoexperimental purposes.
EVERYTHING LATEST DESIGN AND HIGHEST EFFICIENCY

FOR SAl,K. West End St. Rail-
VTAY Company. 81 Milk St.. Boston. This
compan_v haviDg adopted the long car for
traffic on its most populous line?, is now
able to dispose of a portion of iis box and
open cars. Roads in want can be promptly
supplied at advantageous prices. We in-

vite crrrespondence, but believe an ex-
amination of our stock by a representative
of parties in want would be to their advan-
taee. HENRY F. WOODS,
JuxE 19, 1831. Purchasing Agent.

Gecriie P. Barton. Chailes A. Brown

Barton <&, Brown,
ATTORNEYS ^ COUNSELORS,

RccmseOl tyC7 Tewple Ccurt B.dg.,

223 Dearb :irn Street, CHICAGO.
Paent. Trademark and Copyrlglit Ca^ee.

FineOfflce Furniture
and Folding Beds.

Brass and Wire Work. 215 Wabash A,.

A. H. Andrews & Co., Chicago.

EXCURSION TO CHAUTAUQUA
VIA THE ERIE LINES.

On Aus^iist 4 the Chicago & Erie R. R.
will run an excorBlon to Chaiitati()na Lake, for
which tickets -.'ood to return within tifEPen days
will be sold at One Fare for the Roniirt
Trip. This will pOBliively be the only oppor-
tunity this session to visit Ohantaiiqaa Lake and
the famous ChauiauquH Aeecnibly at reduced
rat*s.
As the throQgh (rains of the Erie Lines between

Cliieago and Xew Voi'k all rim via the I-ake.
DO chance of care is required via Ibis route.
For dftaila I'f the -excursion, Kleeping car reser-

vatione, etc . call on. or addrees,
IK I. HOBEKTN. Ass tOen. PasB. Apt.,

Erie Linee, 802 Phenis Buildios, Chicago.

ManufactaKers of

ocTAGONAL^^ Cedar
TELEPHOfil&mCTRICAL

RaTlway[>oles&0pssArms

# H.M.LOUD & Sons UiMBER(o.
OSCODA, • IVilCH.

REMEMBER
Th;i: t:;.' Western Electrician enjuya (h>? disllnctioQ of liivin^ been
aetnct.'d by one of the ehrewdedc of advettisera ae the medium
for curryiiis the lart^e-t advertipement ever placed In an electrical
journal. This telle ita own etory, and puinte its own moral.

SYNOVIAL DYNAMO OIL
Second to None. Free from Gum or Acids.

Bj r';^lt*;rir.:.' ciD b^ ^fM'\ contlnaallj.

Wri'e for Prices and SamDlea.

Adopted by the largest l^lectric PlaotK of the Weet.

S. TAUSSIG. Agrnl. 45 River St., CHICAGO.

Stiiwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE in Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

8TILWELL&6IERGEMF6.C0.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

New lO and 25 Light

Arc Dynamos and Lamps.
HIGH TENSION. CHEAP.

JAS. Mclaughlin, Mfg. Electrician,

50 X. riinton St., «lii<-aao.

Six samples showing all finishes

for !?il..50.

06 CoIambaH Ave., ICEW VOBK.

STAR GAUGE GLASS CUTTER.
A necefsary tcol in every engine room. Sent by

raall on receipt of price.

No. I. Cuts over 5 icches $1 50
" 2. " " 8 " 300

TAUSSIG, 45 River St., Chicago. WFSTERN-
AGHNT

-v*>
«^• WE ARE FITTED WITH
.^S^i^ RELIABLE Machinery and Tools,

^.^>WJlnd Employ RELIABLE Workmen.
VOV^ll Kinds of Electrical Apparatus to Order.

CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

N*"

om-^

Tlii^i rut re|»i-<'MeiitN onr ClaMM A

Star Sight "Up-Feed" Lubricator.
There ar^nn joints about it. Arms and body cast

in One l*ieee. so > on won't be annoyed by leading
:ind it will worti to your entire satisfaction. Will let
>oii try it before you buy it.

For esle by Jobbery, or apply to

THE WM. POWELL CO., - CINCINNATI. 0.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
nUolSGd'rceiiSl.. (Jreon roint, BROOKLYS, N. I

3IANUFAI.TOBV OF
Non-Conductive Blocks. Rosettes and Bases for Cut-Outs

and Switches: also Insulators. Cleats, Lamp Trim-
mings and otiier Electrical Supplies.

< lur ])roiluction ia s dense body. Theg^a/.ingand body
of our ware are of same composition, and are baked
alilie, \vlli(^h are the features of

TKITK HAKI> rOKCRLAIX.

'BYJ.AJ. 5HULT

i^HULTz Belting Co.

vS))

YOUR MONEY.
. BVCOVERiNG YOUR PULLtVS WITH

SHULTZ PATENT
LEATHER PULLEV COVERING

i IfW SiiriiincrSt,, Unf^ton, Mans ; IJi^f) Pearl St., New V()rk City.

•'I r.J»N. Third St., Philadelphia. Pa ; !() W. Monroe St. (Jliiciigo.

PieKER Leather-

I
St. Louis, Mo.

NO LONGER A SUMMER RESORT.
Chicago has long been famed for its delightfully cool weather in Summer, but at least

a portion of its nopulatijn are now finding it altogether too hot for them. We refer to the
competitors of the

ECONOMIC INCANDESCENT LAMP,
who are now leaving the City for .SV.. Louis and other cool places.

By the way, hadn't you better buy lamps while they are cheap? We are still selling
at the same pofnilar priceH.

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL SPECIALTY CO.,
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS,

CEO. L. KIRKHAM, Manaeer. 1017 Chamber of Commerce, CHICAGO.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The attention of ELF-CTRIC COMPANIES is called fo this CEI.K-

ItRA'ri-:i» %VA'i'I-:iC W lli;i-:i- .-ispaniculariyad-ij^tclto th-ir use.

on account of its rem:irk:i.l>lr steady motion, liisrli Speed
and ereat Kfli«'icncy, and larere ^'apacity, for iis diameter,
being «l4»ul>le the Po'wer of most wheels of samediani-jier. It is used by a
number of the leading electric companies with great satisLiction, In the econom-
ical use of water it is without an an equal, producing the highest pcj cent, of use-

ful effect £riiar:inte<*4l.
(4l-:XI> FOB CATAL,0<;i'E AXI> PAUTKTI^ARH.

Our Horizontar'Victor" is highly recommended, as no gea.- are required,

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of i2-inch VECXOK

Xi;KBIi\E!«i arranged on a horizontal shaft, with Cast-Iron Flume. Draft
Tubes. End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a iubslantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation

admits of their lise. we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., • DAYTON, OHIO.

GAiRBOa^
SASi

MAKERS OF HICH-CRADECARBONS
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

ALUMINUM
IN ALLOYS 75c. PER POUND.

Aluminum In alloys equal In purity to

any on the market, 75e. per pound for the

contained Aluminum.
Cowles' Pure Aluminum in Ingots is

offered as low as that of any American
concern; quality guaranteed.

THE COWLES

Electric Smelting i Alminm Co,

L.OCKPORT. SI. V.

ilAKKl^UNUQNVEYOR
FOR HANDLING

Sraln, Coal, Tan Bark, Seeds, Etc.
Will convey all kinds of crain without mixing.
Will curry two dilTereni kiddB of uiateriul In op-

posite directions at ttie sunie time.
Will ct.iivey (.)n«- Iliin.irrr :ind I-'^fty Tons of Coal

per hour. MjiUl- of W roiif:rit iron a.nd Steel. Send for
lllua. CatiUoK'. KOKOF.N a; SKI,I..i:CK.<;0.,
i» und M» £<uUe St., C'hIcuKO, 111.

J. C. TEMPLE,
(Formerly of STOUT, MILLS & TEMPLE),

DAYTON. OHIO,

fljMic and Mechanical Enpeer
Improvement of Water Powers, Arrancement

of i'ower Plant?, Shafting, etc, for Electric Power
and Light. CONSTRUCTION SUPERINT£ND£D.

Wm. 8. TUBNBB, Pres. Oeo. a, Bkll. V, PRE9. J. Lester Wuodbkiuge, Sec. and Treas

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER ENGINEERING CO.,
Consulting and ConBtructiug

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complele Equipment of Eleclric Railways. Steam and Electric Plants.

47 Timea Building. Telephone Call. 1009 Corllandl. NEW YORK.

CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts-

If in want of Poles, Ties and Posts, save money
by getting my prices.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

wntsif A FtT.T*aTT-ITTr-> 18 78.
SOL,K MAXIIFACTIRERS OF

FACTORY

:

WII.MlN«iTO,\, 1»EI>

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to or<ier. Colors, lied. Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. 14
OFFIt'K:
DEY ST.. X. V.

The SUNBEAM INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.
805 Chamber of Commerce Building, Chicago.
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C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS.
Electric motors in all standard sizes

for operating elevators, pumps, print-
ing presses and machinery for gen-
eral manufacturing purposes.

Electrical Mining Machinery of all
kinds. Hoists, Tram Cars, etc.

Electric Blowers for ship ventila-
tion. Fan outfits.

Electric plants f jr pumping church
organs.
Osrer 10,000 motors in actual oper-

ation.

THE C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.

Dynamos in all sizes of same de-

sign and dimensions as the standard
motors.
Equipment of mines, factories, ma-

chine shops, oflB.ce buildings with com-
plete electrical plants for lighting and
power.

New England Office, 63 Oliver St., - BOSTON.

Pliiladelphia Office, 38 S. FOURTH ST.

Cfiicago Office, - PHtNIX BLDG.

San Francisco Office, . 35 MARKET ST.,

402-404 GREENWICH ST.,

WE ABE IN IT
^\T<ITD i-iJW/ W^I'TI-i X_J< J^T

OUR NEW BRANCH WAREHOUSE, Nos. 78, 80 & 82 FRANKLIN ST., CHICAGO,
SEVEKAL CARLOADS OF OUR CELEBRATED

GRIMSHAW "WHITE CORE," "B. D." BRAIDED and COMPETITION
GRIMSHAW TAPES XAZ" X "ff^ T«^ ^5 You can buy from us at

AND COMPOUNDS. *" ,^ ,^, m. m m M.^ Manufacturers' Prices.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,
MAIN OFFICE, 649 & 651 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. G. H. MEEKER, Western Manager .

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO.,
79 and 81 Washington Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

i MANIIFACTUKERS OF

b^ Perret Electric MotorsiDynamos
lOigf LAMINATED FIEI.D MAGNETS. HIGH EFFICIENCV.LAMINATED FIELD MAGNETS, HIGH EFFICIENCV,

LOIir SPEED, FULL POWER.
Motors of any size for any purpose. Factories equipped throughout tuith Electric Powen

Isolated Plants for Incandescent Electric Lighting.

?errel 'J'j U. P. Motor, Sp

^ CHICAGO. ILL., the Electrical Engineering Co., 320 Dearborn St. W'SHINGTON. D. C, J. U. Burkelt & Co., 1409 N. Y. Ave.
=^ PHlUDELPHlA. PA., Pennsylvania Machine Co.. 29 N 7th St. ST. PAUL. MINN., F. J. Renz, 95 E. Fourth St.

lehtl.SOOlbi NEW ORLEANS. LA.. George Baquie. 140 Gravicr SI.

JOHN STEPHENSON CO.,
LI3yriTEID,

NSTAT YORK.
STREET CARS

FOR

ELECTRIC MOTORS.

CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.
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l?'or liriving Dynamos.

The Clinton Cas Light Co., Clinton, Mass., have thor-

oughly tested and have adopted the Evans System of

Driving Dynamos in their new Electric Light Station,

Thousands of Horse Power in use driving Dynamos, and hundreds of sets of Cones

in operation, driving all classes of machinery. Address

THE EVANS FRICTION CONE CO., EvanH' Conf*.
For \'aryinc Hpred.

CZZICACO I1TST7LATED WIRE COMFAIT7,
]VE.A.3XrTTI'.A.CTTTH.E:H.S OI"

HIBH BRADE INSULATED WIRES
or- ALL DESCKIPTIONS.

WEATHERPROOF WIRES,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

MAGNET WIRES,
INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,

ETC., ETC., ETC.

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS
AND SAMPLES.

Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO., 48-52 N. Clinton St„ CHICAGO, ILL.

The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOULAELT ADAPTED TO DEIVING

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of its LIgh efficiency at all stages of gite, steadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the construction of which makes it the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

ppiin CflR PATAI nPIIF I'liistrating various styles of Eettlng

on both vertical and horizonti 1 shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS GO.,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT, 9III.L8 & TEJMrL,E,

DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS
Afford the Only Reliable and Efficient Means for

ALL NIGHT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

All other devices are crude, expensive and unsatisfactory.

THE BRUSH ELE6TEIG GONPA
Has established its broad foundation patent for Double Carbon Arc Lamps, No. 219,208, ha\ing- U'OH foill'

distinct infrifigement suits in the United States Courts, two of them on final hearing, the decisions

being rendered by Judges Gresham, Blodgett, Brown and Ricks.

The public is warned against the use of infringing lamps or any crude substitute for the Brush Invention.

Arc Lighting Apparatus, Electric Motors and Generators,
Alternating Current Apparatus, Incandescent Lighting Machines,

Carbons for Arc Lighting, Etc., Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,
CDt-ilCD.
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
823 Locust St., ST. LOUIS, MO.,

^o'^/>

TRADE HAR&

CO.,

Okonite Wires
AND

Cables.

AGENTS FOR THE CELEBRATED PACKARD
IVIa.de to Fit a.n.'y Soolx.et.

We also have a full stock of Sockets made to fit any Lamp.

LAMP.

SEO^TIO "CTS .A. TI^I-^Xj OlilDEI^-

STEAM PLANTS
INSTAIil'ED BY

VW, B. PXSARSON i£ CO.,
MECHANICAli ENeiNEEBS AKD COSITKAtTTORtS.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDING, - CHICACO.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mectianical

ANNUNCIATORS .«°> BEILS.
FlTLIi lilNE ALWAYS IW i^TOCK.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO..
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., BrooklyD, N. Y.

^^^Send for New Catalogue. Out AnguBt 1st.

THEWOODiURYENGJlE
SELF-CONTAINED, AUTOMATIC
HIGH SPEED STEAM ENGINE
for Electric Lighting and
Street Railway Service,

WITH BOILER PLANT COMPLETE
Catalogue sent on appliralion.

STEARNS MFC. CO. ERIE, PA.
BRANCH ' rililadelpliia, !)4i Drexel Bide.
OFFICES • San Francisco. '.ii) A; 31 Spear St.

^DRY STEAMS

THE POND SEPARATOR,
The Pond Separator Is guaranteed to relieve the

steam of all entrained water, and return this water
to the boiler, thus effecting a large saving In fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

POM> EXOIXEERIXG COMPAXY,
ST LOU.S,
OMAHA.

CHICACO.
DALLAS

KANSAS CITY.

SEATTLE.

WILLIAMS AUTOMATIC ENGINE.
For all purposes requiring steady power.

Williams EwiiiNK Works: No. 44? North Street,
ISALTIMORB.MD.

BallMI°^.^!.'c

TRIPOD BOILER
Safety,

Economy,

Low First Cost

809

Three

Points of

Superiority

Guaranteed:

Repeated tests prove that it is

absolutely Non-Explosive and
the most Durable ever made.
StroDg testimonials from hun-

dreds of uBers, in all ports of the
country.

Sizes 10 to 1;000 H. P.

For full information address,

HAZELTONTRIPOD BOILER CO.

Monon Block., CHICAGO, ILL-

ffi

FOB THK

festern Electrician

SI.CO.

USED BY THE FOLLOWING GOTERNMENTS.

UKITED STATES.

U. S. Torpedo Station, Newport, E. I., 43 H. P.

U. S. Army Department, San Antonio, Tex., 50 H. P.
IT. S. Engineer Corps, St. Louis, Mo., 8 H. P.

IT. S. Military Post, Port Canby, 'Wash., 4 H. P.
TT. S. Government Quartermaster Department, Vancouver, "Wasb., 63 H.P.
U. S. Government Quartermaster Department, New Orleans, La., 15 H. P.
U. S. Senate, Washington, D. C, 150 H. P.

TT. S. House of Eepreseutatives, "Washington, D. C, 75 H. P.
U. S. Government Ice Factory, San Antonio, Tex., 4 H. P.
U. S. Navy Yard, Norfolk, Va., 125 H. P.

U. S. Navy Yard, Brooklyn, N. Y., 125 H. P.
IT. S. Government, EUis Island, N. Y., 120 H. P.
TJ. S. Dispatch Boat " Lucerne," Norfolk, Va., 50 H. P.
"Washington Monument, "Washington, D. C, 25 H. P,
MEXICAN : State of Guerrero, 1 5 H. P.
JAPANESE t In Government Coal Mines, 150 H. P.
HOLLAND : Government Physical Laboratory of Leiden, 15 H. P.
BUSSIAN : Moscow Imperial Technical School, 10 H. P.
WEVT SOUTH "WALES: Government of New South Wales, 160 H. P.
TASMANIAN : Alexandria Battery, Hobart, 75 H. P.
ENGLISH: Number unknown. Details not reported. Over 30 engines.

Many others sold by agents, but not reported.

B THE WESTINCHOUSE MACHINE COMPANY. ^
) PITTSBURGH. PENNA.U.S.oF A. G

''MERIT LEADS TO SUCCESS pj

LONG DISTANCE IeRIeTTnCANDESCENT LIGHTING

ONLY roctei^ful method of dl.?trlbiitlon Cjvcrlnt.' a l«r«<; area WITIIOLT Hwamping the plant with INTEliKST on <;oi)per Wire or cost of FUEL.
Tr»n3former--; or ConvcrterB are a CONSTANT soii'rw; of TUOUBLE and EXPENSE, will cost MOlilO for repairs In a year than to renew the Lamps by our system.

Our PLANT.S CJin be of«:rate'l with f.u';ce-H ELKOTRICALLV and FINANCIALLY where no others can.

Plan of wiring SIMPLE. CHEAP and EFFICIENT.
LAMPS from IC C. P. up, notid for KI'.ILLIANCV and BEAUTY of the light.

ALSO SEP.IES L.\MP.S of any C. P. for Arc Light Circuits.

Gold -Medal, Pari,'! Kip'/sltlon, 1*!-!).
, .-

-i

ExtimatCH fnmiKhcd on application, for erection of plantw in any Mcction. OorrrHpondoni-o Holicitcd.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT CO., PH?LToE^Pmk%
iao2a.cl for Olro-ulAZ-,
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IMPORTANT TO BUYERS
FOR SALE.-The Entire Stock of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
or THE

EMPIRE CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY,
15 and 17 Hey Street, - ITEW VORIS.

The directors of the Empire City Electric Company have deemed it best for the interest of all concerned to

voluntarily dissolve the company and liquidate its affairs, and the Supreme Court of the State of New York has

appointed me receiver. It being desirable to close up the business without delay, I offer for sale, in lots as wanted, the

entire stock of General Electrical Supplies, consisting of:

HOUSE FURNISHING GOODS.
Electric and Magnetic Bells, Gongs, Electro-Mechanical Gongs, Batteries, open and closed circuits,

of every description. Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Automatic Drops, Wood and Metal
Push Buttons and Gas Keys, large variety, Letter Boxes, Door Pulls, Door Openers,

Binding Posts and Connectors, Gas Lighting Apparatus of every kind, Induction Spark Coils,

"Window and Door Springs, Window Tubes, Speaking Tube Material of all kinds. Fan Motors
and Outfits, Gas Igniters, Porous Caps, Soldering Salts, Cleats, Rubber Tubes and Rods,

Soft Rubber Tubing, Carbon Plates, Double-pointed Tacks, Staple Drivers, Sal Ammoniac,
Blue Vitriol, Bichromate of Potash, Sulphate of Zinc, Quicksilver, Etc., Etc., Etc,

TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH GOODS.
Poles, Cross Arms, Oak and Locust Pins, Brackets, Glass and Porcelain Insulators, Cross Arm

Braces, Lag Screws, Pole Steps, Nails, Spikes, Shovels, Spcons, Digging and Tamping Bars, Pikes,

Soldering Stoves Strip and Bar Solder, Screw Drivers, Vises, Eccentric Clamps, Tree Trimmers,
Pliers, Pole Counters, Construction Tools of every Dascription, Telegraph Instruments, Binding

Posts, Magneto and Extension Bells, Batteries and Battery Material, Zincs, Coppers, Blue Vitriol,

Sal Ammoniac, Telephone Cords, Lightning Arresters, Torches, Blasting Apparatus, District

Call Boxes, Splicing Clamps, Come Alongs, Hill's and Weldon's Climbers, Take Up Reels, Etc., Etc., Etc.

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER GOODS.
Incandescent Lamps, Globes, Reflectors, Shades and Shade Holders, Wire Guards and Handles, Sockets,

Cut-Outs, Main and Branch Blocks, Rosettes, Fuse Boxes, Fuse Linke, Fuse Wire, Gas Attachments,
Arc and Incandescent Switches, Flexible Cord, Glass Floor Insulators, Tree Insulators,

Soldering Torches and Charcoal Furnaces, Electric Light Carbons, Testing Instruments, Tapes, Splicing Compound,
Adjusting Balls and Cleats, Moulding, Cleats, Tool and Carbon Bags, Linemen's Body Belts,

Splicing Clamps, Swing Ball Lightning Arresters, Vulcanized Fibre, Hard Rubber Sheets, Etc., Etc.

BARE AND INSULATED WIRES.
Hard and Soft Drawn Copper, Iron and Steel, German Silver and Fuse Wires, Annunciator, Burglar Alarm.

Office, Magnet, Gas Fixture, Underwriters', Weather-proof and Rubber Covered Wires, Reels, Spools, Etc., Etc.

ELECTRO-MEDICAL APPARATUS
Of every description, including Empire, Perfection, Vesta, Florence, Williams, Kidder, Drescher,

Gaiffe and other makes of Medical Batteries and Magneto-Electric Machines,
Induction Coils, Handles, Cords, Sponges, Extra Zincs, Etc., Etc., Etc.

ALL IN FIRST-CLASS CONDITION.
Write for what you want if you cannot call and examine the goods.

CHARLES S. BEARDSLEY, Receiver, 15^17 Dey St., NEW YORK.
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THE PROBLEM SOLVED.

CUT OF FACTORY, 1890.

TOTAL NUMBER OF LOCAL COMPANIES, JANUARY I, 1891, USING

ARC APPARATUS.
630 Companies,

DIRECT INCANDESCENT.
108 Companies,

ALTERNATING.
415 Companies,

87,131 Lamps. 79,905 Lamps. 435,550 Lamps.

The above increase would seem to answer most emphatically in the affirmative.

All purchasers of Electrical Apparatus should thoroughly investigate the acknowledged merits of OURS

before buying any of the CHEAP SYSTEMS now on the market.

WESTERN OFFICE:

148 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

Mc Company,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE:

620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
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The KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS,
GENERAL AGENTS FOR

(CSAFETY'
WIRES, CABLES AND CORDS

For Inside, Underground and Submarine Use.

"SAFETY" Fire-Proof House Wire. "ATLAS" Line Wire.

R. B. WATSON & CO., Ailts., J. W. MASON, Ast., POST & CO., Aiits,,

DETROIT, MICH. 527 Delaware Street, CINCINNATI, O.

KANSAS CITY, MO

THE PEIMNS ELECTRIC LIIIP CO,

LAMPS
TO FIT ANY SOCKET.
|ANY CANDLE POWER.
ANY VOLTAGE.
'LONGEST LIFE.

HIGH EFFICIENCY.

MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF EVERY OESCRIPTION.

54 and 56 Franklin Street, CHICAGO.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
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STREET

GARS

ON ACCOUNT OF

Increase of Business
J^ISTID XHIE

Adoption of Eleotrioity.

THIEi

STREETREWAY CO.,
Of ZLvdlira-rLeapolis, IL/^ira-an..,

OFFER FOR SALE THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT:

63 12-foot Cars, all fitted with Fare Boxes and "Small" Conveyors.
76 Extra "Small" Conveyors for 14 and 16 ft. Cars.
63 Extra "Slawson" Fare Boxes.
12 Steam Motors, 15to 20 Ton.
2 Locomotives and Tenders, 20 and 25 Ton.

21 Passenger Coaches, 26 to 40 ft.

34 Open Passenger Excursion Cars, 34 ft.

8 Flat Cars, 30 ft.

Most of the cars have been in service only a short time, and all are in first-class condition. We can make changes
or alterations and fit them up to suit, and»s\vill sell very cheap. The gauge of any of the cars can be changed to suit

purchaser. Full description and photographs mailed upon application.
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ORT WiYNE ELECTRIC CO.,
-MAHrrFACTlJKEBS OF THE

SLATTERY INDUCTION AND WDOD ARC SYSTEM
-OI'-

THE MOST PERFECT OF ANY.

For references as to the merits of these systems, inquire of the local companies, the operators, or the customers in

the large cities of this country where these systems are now being used almost exclusively after other systems have been
tried and thrown out—Philadelphia, New Orleans, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Detroit, etc.

WE MAKE ALL STANDARD SIZES OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM.
Also Arc Lamps of Standard Sizes, 2,000 c. p., 1 ,200 c. p. and 800 c. p.

Main Office and Factory, FORT WAYNE, IND.

rsxi.^sa'OEC odf^df^xodbs.
H^W TOBK 115 Broadway.
CHICA6K) 183 Dearborn Street.
PHUiADELPHIA 907 Filbert Street.
DALLAS, TEXAS Mclieod Bailding.

PrrTSBUR«H, PA 533 i;Vood Street.
SAJf FRAKCISCO 35 Xew irontgomerr Street.
TORONTO, CAKADA 138 King Street, W^.
BUFFALO 828 Pearl Street.

BAXTER
Miiwn mm,
" SLOW SPEED.

NO INTERMEDIATE GEARING.

Gears Run in Oil.
EXAMINE INTO THE MERITS OF THESE MOTORS

IF A REDUCTION IN REPAIRS IS
WORTHY OF CONSIDERATION.

COMPLETE rp,r EdDIPMENTS.
BLOW
SPEEo STATIONARY MOTORS

For ARC and

IncandescGol Circullt.

,v<?»'*V\tO'>- BALTIHDRE, MD.

THE SCHUYLER
-sirsTE^yn o:f-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FEATURES:

[nstantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Arnaature. proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,
MIDDLETOWN, CONN.
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"AJAX" The Best

Circuit Breaker

and Only Indestructible Switch.

C. S. VAN NUIS, 136 Liberty St., New York.

THE HOLTZER-CABOT ELECTRIC CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN

EVERYTHING ELEOTRIOAL
HERD FOB 35«-PAt;B CATAI/OCCE,

111 Arch Street, BOSTON, MASS.
^Bcniii jrcwr/F*. J

CLOWER & HARRIS, Dallas, Teias.
bFtLiAL AbtHi-ita.

J
p^^ azTLZBB Elbctbical W0RK8, San Frandioo, CaL

A fall line of onr mftnofactnre can he found at our Agencies.
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STuttall Trolley. Patents Pending.

Electric Eallwar Spclalti
COMPAXV,

29 Broadway,

KELLOGG
COMBINATION STEEL CENTER AND S>DE

PO^ES.
Engineering Equipment Co.,

SOLE AGENTS,

NBTT YORK, 143 lilberty St.

BOSTO.V, mo Pearl Ht.

H.'dUKANT CH^E^eT^^^ \
BusinesB Managers.

The

InteinatioDal

F. CAZEJJOVE JONES,
Manager of Factories.

OKONITE COMPANY,

=^oN'^:

LIMITED,

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES ALDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.
BRANCHES: Cliicajro, Boston, Pliiladelpliia, niiniieapolU. Ciiu-iniiiitJ, Kansas City,

Omaha, Lnuisville, St. IjOui»*, San l-'rancisco, l.oiitlon and So. America.

FTRADC MARK^

AGENTS
J.W.PtALE. . ^

1 B"0A1JV/AY. HtW YORK.
Central EtecTRicCa

CHICAGO, ai.
ELECT CNC^ND Supply Co.

ST PAUL. MINM^

Insulated Wires and Cables.
The ackDOwledged Standard for durable and lilgh In-

Bolatlon. Its merits proved by a, record of over quarter
of a centuary. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

CELEBRATED EERITE TAPE FOR INSULATING JOINTS.

Electric Light and Power,
Telegraph and Telephone*
Railway and all other
Branches of Signaling,

ALL SIZES Aerial Use.

Lead Encased Wires. fjigSl Use."'
Concealed Wiring In all Locations.

GEORGE B. PRESGOTT, Jr., Gen. Agt., 16 Oey St., New York.

AVostern Electric Co., Chicago, III., Sole Agents for the West.

ALEXANDER, BARNEY ^ CHAPIN,
20 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK,

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

THE MOST

POPULAR LAMP

IN THE MARKET, <

'A.B^C.

WRITE US

FOR

PRICES

OF ALL GOODS.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and T DEY STREET, IVEW YORK,

MASUPACTUnBItS, BIPOBTERS AND DBALKUS IN

"""^'
Electrical

Supplies

THE "CHAiMPION'
Price, with Rod Zinc, Sl-ir> per Cell, with Corrugated

Zinc, gl.sr, per Coll.

THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED.

Of all Oescript'ons.

cr CorruKnicil /inir DfOImm
ploii Uiillvry.

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Light aud Power
Appliances,

Constriualon Tools and

Ijine iMaterlal.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

ELECTRIC
RAILWAY

For All Systems. SUPPLIES
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

ELECTRIC MERCHANDISE CO.,
H AD.4MS STREET, CHIC.VGO.

'W. B. MASON, Qeneral Manager.
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Tini'imi Eucniicm
SYSTEM OF LIGHTifia A SUCCESS?

Cut of Factory, 1 882,

TOTAL NUMBER OF LOCAL COMPANIES, OCTOBER I, 1883, USING

n

ARC APPARATUS.

Companies,
] 853 LailiPS.

J
')

DIRECT INCANDESCENT.

None.

ALTERNATING.

None.

Cut of Factory, I88S.

TOTAL NUMBER OF LOCAL COMPANIES, JANUARY I, 1887, USING
ARC APPARATUS. DIRECT INCANDESCENT. ALTERNATING.

171 mm, 21 840 Lamps. ^^ ^m^m, ] 1 275 Lamps. None.

Read the Answer on Page ix.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.

ALPHABETICAL LIST.

.xxlvAccumulator Co., The
Abendroth& Root Mfg. Co
Alexander, Barney & Chapin 1

American Electrical Works xi!i

AndrewBcfc Co., A. H xiv

Automatic Switch Co x
Baggot, E xlv

Bain Electric Mfg. Co xvl

Ball Engine Co xvlll

Barton <k, Thrown xlv

Baxter Electric Motor Co xxiv
Beardtlcy. Chas. S., Receiver..
Bernstein Electric Co
Bla'7>, L —
Borden & Selleck Co xv
Braun Illustrating Co xvill

Brownlee & Co xii

Brookfield, Wm xii

Brush Electric Co xvfi

Butler Hard Rubber Co vill

C. B. &Q. R. R xiv

C, &. C. Electric Motor Co. ... xvl

Card Electric Motor & Dynamo
Co

Central Electric Co v

Chicago Electric Mfg. Co xiv

Chicago Insulated Wire Co xvli

Cleverly Electrical Works...
Colburn& Co., I. W xiv

Coolidge. Fuel & Supply Co. .
.

Cowles Electric Smelting and
AlumlnumCo xv

Crocker-Wheeler Electric Motor
Co xili

Day's Kerlte Insulation 1

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. xviil

Eastern Electric Cable Co xiii

Ewton Electric Co xUi
Edison General Electric Co.,

—

Motor Dept vl

Edison General Electric Co ,
Wire

Department vli

Electric Construction & Sup. Co.viii

Electric IMercbandise Co 1

Electric Secret Service Co vlI

Electric Railway Specialty Co 1

Electrician Pub. Co x, xxlii

Electrical Construction Co., The. xiii

Electrical Engineering Co xiii

Electrical Supply Co., The xxli

Elektron Mfg. Co xvl

Empire China Works xiv

Engineering Equipment Co i

Evans Fricclon Cone Co xvii

For Sale xill, xiv

Fort Wayne Electric Co xxiv
Freeman. Coleman & Co xiv

Globe Carbon Co xv
Great Western Electric Supply

Co
Greelev& Co., The E. S i

Hale lillevator Co vil

Hazelton Tripod Boiler Co xvlll

Heisler Electric Light Co
Hill Clutch Works xv)i

nine Eliminator Co
Holmes, C. H xiii

Holmes, Booth & Haydens iv

Holtzer-Cabot Electiic Co I

Hood, Wm X

Hunt Machine Co.,Rodney xlv

India Rubber & Gutta Percha
Insulating Co iv

Interior Conduit Alnsulatlon Co.. xIl

Internatlonul Okonite Co i

Karlavtrt Mfg. Co xiv

Knapp Electrical Works xxi

Law Telephone Co xili

Leffel «fc Co.. Jas xiii

Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber
Co xiv

McLaughlin, James xiv

Mason,.lames H xiii

Milliken Bros Iv

Minneapolis Street Railway Co..

Monitor Electric Co x
Munsell & Co., Eugene xili

Murphy, T. J xiv
National Carbon Co iv

National Electric Mfg. Co ix

N.Y. Belting & Packing Co. . ,
.

New York Insulated Wire Co. . vili

New York & Ohio Co 1

Northwestern Electrical Spec-
ialty Co.

Pity..

vAi.Oatrander & Co., W. U xlv

Palste, H. T xii

Page Belting Co xiv
Partrlck & Carter Co x
Payne & Co., Geo. W xix
Pearson t& Co., W. B xvlii

Phoenix Glass c3o xvii

Pond Englneftrlnp Co xvlll

Powell Co., The Wm
Purdue Unlvertity xiv
O.ueen & Co xili

Rockford Electiic l\Ifg. Co xii

Sariront & Lundy xill

Sawyer-Man Electric Co xl

.Schieren & Co. Clias. A xll

SchronmaVer, A. O xili

Schuyler Electric Co xlx

Sh'irt E'ectrtc Railway Co xii

Shultz Belting Co
Standard Underground Cable Co I

Standard Paint Co xii

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co xix
Star Iron Tower Co
Stearns Mfg. Co xvHi
Stephenson Co., Jno xvl
Sterling, W. C xv
Stllwell & Blerce Mfg. Co . . . xlv, x

v

Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co xv
Taussig, S xiv
Temple, J. C xv
Ttiomson-Houston Electric Co.

Lighting Department 11, xx
Turner Brass Works xill

Union Electric. Mfg. Co., The.
Union Electric Works iv

Union Hardware Co xii

United States Electric Lighting
Co xi

VanNuls C. S i

Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Wanted xili, xlv

Wecstrom Consolidated Dynamo
& Motor Co., The x

West End Street Railway Co.. xiv
Western Electric Co vlll

Westlnghouse' Electric and Mfg.
Co

Westinghouse Machine Co xvid
Weston Electrical Instrument
Co xii

Williams E igine Works xvill

Woodbrldge & Turner Engineer-
ing Co XV

Worthington, Henry R xii

CLASSIFIED LIST.

Ancnmnlators.
Accumulator Co., The.
Brueh Electric Co.

Alnmlnnin.
Cowles Electric Smelling & Refin-
ing Co.

Freeman, Coleman & Co.

Annnneiators.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Conetructlon Co., The.
Ureeliy & Co., The E. S.
Holtzer-Cabol Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
OBtr/iDder&Co. W. R.
Parlrick A Carter Co.
Union Eleclric Woiks.
Western Electric Co.

Antl-Friction .Uelal.
Turner Braes Workp.

Arc Lamps.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Brneh Electric Co.
Eaaton Electric Co.
Electric Conetructlon & Soppiy Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
McLaughlin, Jae.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomeon-Hooeton Electric Co.
Weetlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Batteries.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sapplv Co.,The.
Law Telephone Co.
Mason, Jae. H.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partricb & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

Battery .larR.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Law Telephone Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
C^iieen & Co.
Western Electric Co.

BoIlN, Kl««r*tric.
Beiirdsley, ('has. S.

Central Electric Co.
Great VVeetern Electric Sujiply Co.
Greeley* Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Northwestern Elect. Specialty Co.
Ostrander A. Co., W. R,
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Weeteru Electric Co.

Belln, Itlasneto.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley* Co.. The B.S.
Holtzer- Cabot Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

Belting;.
Evane Friction Cone Co.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co.
Page Belting Co.
Schieren & Co., Chas, A.
ShiUU Belting Co.

Boilers.
Abendroth & Root Mfe. Co.
ihizelton Tripod Holler Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

BookH. Kleetrlosl.
Electriclttn Publiehing Co.

Braider t^poolem.
Payne & Co., Geo. W.

ItrnHH <pOO<tH.
Blatz. L.
Powell Co., The Wm.
Turner Braes Works.

Hnrclar AlarniH.
Central Klectrlc Co.
Electric;il Supply Co., The,
Greeley Jt Co. .The E. H.
HoliaerCabot Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor ElHCtrlc Co.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

('ablen.
(See Wire Insulated.)

Cable, Klectrlc. (See Wire Insu-
lated), I'opper.Hheetand Bar.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Western Electric Co.

CarliODN, PolntM and Plates.
Brush Electric Co.
Central Elt'ctrlc Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
(Jlohe Carbon Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National Carbon Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cars, eiertrlc Railway.
MioneapollB St. By. Co.
Stephenson Co., John.
West End Street By. Co.

CastlDCrt, Brass.
Blatz, L.
Turner Braes Works.

Clotcties, Friction.
Hill CIntch WorkB.

CuDStrnetlOD and Bepalrs.
BalnElectricMfg. Co.
Chicago Klectrlc Mfg. Co.
Electric Construction & Supply Co.
Electrical Conetruction Co., The.
Electrical Engineering Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
McLaughlin. Jas.
Temple, J. C.
Union Electric Worke.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, Electric l^lsht,
JBnslne Plants and Electric
Rallivas'S.
Bain Electric Mantfacturlng Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Eaeton Electric Co.
Edison General Klectrlc Co.
Electrical Enelneerlng Co .The
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Engineering Equipment Co.
McLaughlin, jas.
Pearson & Co., \V. B.
Pond Engineering Co.
Kockford Electric Manufacturing Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Temple, J. C.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
United States Electric Lighting Co.
Wenetrom Consolidated Dynamo &
Motor Co.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Weslinghouje Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.
Williams Ent^ina Works.
Woodbrldgt & Turner Eng. Co.

Copper %Vlres and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
Beaidsley, Chai?. S.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrlral Supply Co., The.
Great Weetern Electric Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonite Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
St.andard Underground Cable Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, C. U.
Loud, n. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Monitor Electric Co.
Weatern Electric Co.

Cnt-ontH and tSiv^itclies.
Alexander, Barney & Chapin.
Automatic Switch Co.
Beardsley, Cbas. S.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Paiete, H.T.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
Unfon Hardware Co.
Van NulB. C. S.

Western Electric Co.

Bynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
C. &C. Electiic Motor Co.
Colhurn&Co.,I. W.
EReton Electric Co.
Electrical Engineering Co . , The.
Fort Wavne Klectrlc Co.
Heisler Electric Light Co.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
Rockford Electric^IunufacturingCo.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
United States Electric LichtlngCo.
Wenptroui Consolidated Dynamo &
Motor Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

RIectrlcal Instruments,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
(ireal Western Electric Supply Co.
Qreeiey & Co., The E. S.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Instrumeut Co.

KIcctrlcal f»lperialtlcs.
Northwestern Elect. Specialty Co.
Turner Braee WorhH.
Union Eleclric Wo'-'£9,

Electric Rallva>'«.
EdiBOn General Eleclric Co.
SarKenl A Lunrty,
Short Elwctric Ballwav Co.
ThomsoD-Honeton Klectrlc Co.
Wynstrcm ConHoIkhited Uvnnnio &
Motor CO.

Westinghouse Electric * Mfg. Co.
Woodhrldce <fc Tomer Eng. Co.

ICIectrollers and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Hngiiot. E.
EtoctricHi Suj.nly Co., The.
Sawyer-Muu Klectrlc Co.
Ttuimeon-Honwton Klectrlc Co

Uiatilic.
^

Hale Elevator (u.

Klectro-I'latlne :iIa<'hlneH.
Brush Electric Co,
Colburn &Co.,I. W.
Edison General Electric Co.
Tbomson-Houflion Electric Co.

Rnelnes, Hteam.
Ball Engine Co.
Engineering Equipment Co.
Pearson &. Co., W. B.
Pond Engineering Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Stearns Mfg. Co.
WeBtlnghooae Machine Co.
Willlarafl Engine Co.

EnsTTuVTH.
Biaun IHuHtratlngCo.

Fan Outnts.
C. & C. Electric Motor Co.
Card Electric Motor & Dynamo Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Turner Brass Works.

Ftbrc.
Kan avert Mfg. Co.
Vulcaniztd Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electric Secret Serrlce Co.
Electrical Suppiv uu.. The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Friction Cones.
Evans Friction Cone Co.

4was Listitin?, Klectrlc.
Cleverly Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Ekctrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

General Electrical Mopplles.
Alexander, Barney & Chapin.
American Electrical Works.
Automatic Switch Co.
B<^ardsley, Chas. S.

Brush Electric Co,
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Cleverly Electrical Works.
Eeeion Electric Co.
Edleon General Clectric Co.
Electric Construction & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Great Weatern Hledric Supply Co.
Greeley & Co

.
, The E . a.

Holmes, Booth& Haydens.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
International Okonite Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Eleclric Co.
Northweetern Electric Specialty Co.
OetranderA Co.,W. H.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Rockford Electiic Manufacturing Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric C< .

Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Van Nuls, C. S.

Western Electric Co.
(iilass Cntters.
Tai7Hslg, S.

<)ilobes and Electrical Cilass-
Tv&re.
Bflggot. E.
Phcpnis Glass Co,

Hard Robber for Electrical
Purposes.
Butler Hard Robber Co.

Insulators and Insulatlns
Materials.
Alexander, Barney & Chapin.
Beardsley, Chap. S,

Broukfield, Wm.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Edison Ontral Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Weotern Bleclric Supply Co.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
Intprnatlonal Okonite Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
standard Paint Co.
Union Electric Mannfaclurlng Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated W^lres and Cables.
Magnet Wire.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Inenlated Wire Co.
Day's Kerlte Insulation.
Eastern Electric (.able Co.
Edleon General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonite Co., The.
India Rubber* Gntta Percha Insu-

lating Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrlck A Carter Co.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Western P'lectric Co.

Journal Bearings.
Turner Braes Works.

I^amps, Incandescent.
Alexander, Barney * Chapin.
Berneteln Electric Co.
Brush Electric Co.
(entral Electric Co.
Kdieon General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley A Co., The B. 8.
Heisler Electric Light Co.
Hood, Wm.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Now York Jinil Ohio Co.
Sawver-Man ElecCrlcCo.
Sunbeam tnc&ndeiiceDt T.smp Co.
Wenstroni Consolidated Dynnnio vt

Meter Co.

rnni ps.Incandescent—Con td.
Thomeon-lloneton Electric Co.
Western Eleclric Co.

Iiiibrlcntorn.
t'owfll Co , The Wm.

iflnirn**! tt Ire.
(See Insulated Wire.)

Medical Batteries.
Partrlck it Carter Co.

Mica.
.Huns*:!! .b Co.. BuL"^ne.
Sciioonmak'T, A. 0.

niulDs: Apparatos, Klectrlc.
Bain Electric .Mf;'. Co.
Edif-on General Electric Co.
Thomeon-Horjftton .»il<;clric Co.
Wyatln;:hocEe Electric & Mfg. Co.

notorn.
Boin Electric Mfg. Co.
Bruf^h El<rctrlc Co.
Baiter Electric Motor Co.
Card Electric Motor & Dynamo Co
Crocker-Whe*;ler Kl'-rtrlc .Motor Co
C. & C, Electric .Motor Co.
Eaeton Electric Co.
Edleon General Electric Co.
Electrical Koglncerlne Co.
ElcktroL ManufartarfteCo.
Rockford Electrf':MHn::facti]rlDgCo
Thomson-Houston blecirlc Co
U. 8. Electric LlghilDg Co,
WeoBtrom Coneolldated DvoamOffc
Motor Co.

WeetinghooBe Electric &. Mfg. Co.Xante Plates.
Hlatz, L.
Pieeman, Coleman & Co.
Turner Braes W orbs.

Office Farnltnre.
Andrews & Co., A. U.

Oils.
Tauealg, S.

Oil Cups.
Powell Co.. Wm.

Packing.
N. Y. beitlncA Packing Co.

Plus anci Itrackets.
Central Electric Co.
Coolidge Fael &. Supply Co.
Electrical Snoply Co., The
Holmes. C.H.
Loud, H. M & Sons Lumber Co.
Westein Electric Co.

Poles.
Brownlee & Co.
Central Electric Co.
Coolidge Fuel & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Enelneering Equipment Co.
Holmes, C. H.
Loud, H. M. & Sens Lumber Co.
Milliken Bros.
Star Iron 'lower Co.
Steriing,W. C-

Publishers. Klectrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Posh Buttons.
Beiirdsley, Chas. S.

Central Eiectric Co.
Electrical Si^pply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Northwestern Elect. Specialty Co
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bail^rays, Electric.
(See electric railways.)

Separators, lilteani.
HmeElimiDator Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

Speaklns Tnbes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Soppiy Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Ostrander <fc Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

i^team Pumps.
Worthington, Henry R.

Street Ky. Equipment.
Minneapolis Street Kv. Co.
West End Street Railway Co.

Supplies, Klectrlc Bailway.
Electric Merchandise Co,
Electric Railway Specialty Co.

Tapes, Insulatlns.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago insulated Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edleon Ueneral Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
India Rubber &, Gutta Percha 1d-
eulatlng Co.

International Okonite Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Western Electiic Co.

Telesraph Apparatus.
Central SlectricCo.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley A Co.. Ihe E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrlck ACarter Co.
Western Electric Co.

TelephODOP. Klpctrlc.
Western ETec^rlcOo.

Test Instruments.
B.iln Eleclric Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Vo.
Electrical Snpplv Co^The.
Greeley A Co., "the K. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Oneen * Co.
Union EJoclrtc Works.
Western Klectrlc Co.
Weston Electrical Inetrument Co.

Trannforniers.
Naiional KIectricM;inDt(irtnringCo.
SUnk'V Klectrlc .Mfir. Co.
WeetIni:hou-e Klectrlc vV Mfg. Co.

TruckN, Electric Car.
fidlpon General Klectrlc Co.
Short Electric R-silway Co.
Stephenson Co., Jno.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westtnghonee Electric A Mfg, Co.

Turbine ^Vbeels.
Dayton Globe Iron Work*" Co.
Hunt Mflohlne Co., Rodney.
LelTel A- Co., J:imee.
SMIwoll A Blorce Mfg. Co.

TTDlvoriiitics.
Ohio Stale rnivert*Ily.
I'.irdiio Cnl\.T>itv.

WlMN Bare.
.\uierlfan Klectrical Worfcs.
lloard^l^v, Cliae N.

Central Electric Co.
Klectrical Soppiv Co, The.
Holmes, Booth A Haydens.
Enapp Klectrical Worke.
Partrlck Jt Carter Co.
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CLEVELiND, OHIO. <£ CLEVELSBD, OHIO.

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.

UNION ELECTRIC WORKS. THE MILUKEN PATENT POLE
207 SODTH CANAL STREET, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

The BEST ELECTRIC BELL in the market: Niclicl plated Gongs: Double magnet. Platinum

Contacts, side adjustment witti set screw. Ihe simplest and most durable

Annunciator, all sizes, for elevators, hotels and offices.

Also Test Instruments. Spark Coils. Induction Coils and various Standard Electric Devices

for Medical and Mechanical Purposes.

66 LIBERTY STREET

NEW YORK.

For Electric Street Railways and Electric Light Work,

MANT'FAi TUBED IlV

MILUKEN BROS.

59 DEARBORN STREET,

CHICAGO.

We will also manufacture articles for Inventors or the Trade,
men and do tnrst-class Wo-k.

We have skilled Work-

Designers an'd Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.—Iron Work
for Light Stations a Specialty.

WRITE FOK CIBCUL,AR AKD CATAL,0«rE.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.

Vnderwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest condnctivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton
jEiijtf^^ and Worsted Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Mound and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. tSSJkS*-**

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

..............-....^..............a....'.....

PATENT "K.K." LINE WIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

.A.grerLts for tlie ';7;7-.A.SI3:iiT(3.'TOiT C-A-I^BOIT CO., Cartoons for .A.rc Ijig-lj.tin.ir.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., CHICAGO,
Are our Selling Agents, and carry a line of Insulated and Bare Wires of our make.

THOS. L. SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 Park Place, NEW YORK.

THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.,
-MANUFACTHKEKS OF

VULCANIZED INDIA-RUBBER

Cables, to any Specification

up to 8.000 Megohms per

mile.

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES.

CONCENTfilC CABLES, any

millage. FLEXIBLE CORDS.

SILK. HEMP. COTTON. DY-

NAMO WIRES and CABLES,

very pliable. Every variety

of INCANDESCENT CORES.

THREE and TWO - WIRE

CABLES, to any specifica-

tion up to 8,000 Me-

gohms per knot.

CABLES of High Insulation

and Long Lite, all milage

If you are not acquainted with the merits of Habirshaw Insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABIRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 3 1 5 Madison Ave, Cor.m Si, New York.

FACTORY: Glenwood, Yonkers, Itf. Y.

WESTERN AGENTS, The Electrical Supply Co., 171 Randolph Street, Chicago, Illinois,
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TRADC MARK.

Southern Electrical Supply Company,
823 LOCUST ST.. ST. LOUIS. MO.

BANNER
WIRE.

>lON/x

TR/^JJE MASK.

GATE CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY,
522 DELAWARE ST., KANSAS CITY, MO.

A NEW WEATHER-PROOF WIRE.
Double, Triple and Quadruple Braid.

This is the best finished, best insulated, most durable, and generally the most satisfactory
of all the ordinary weather-proof Wires. Send for samples before

placing your constru.ction orders.

PRICES LOW. SHIPMENTS PROMPT.
Also GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS for

.A.Tsri>

F
These Wires are positively the best of their respective classes.

BRANCH BLOCKS, SOCKETS,

MAIN CUT-OUTS, PAISTE SWITCHES
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
P

vlO/V/>

TRADE MARK.

Western Electrical Supply Company,
418 S. tSlli St.. OMAHA. NEB.

116 & 118 FRANKLIN ST.,

CHICAGO.
Connected by private wire with Postal

Telegraph-Cable Company's
Systent.

^L0^//;.

TBADE MAHKi

Electric Power AND Transmission Co.

DENVER. COLO.
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Edison General Electric Co.

EdisoD Building, Broad St., New Yorli Cit;.

NBXV

ELECTRIC MOTOR

MINIMUM OF ATTENTION AND REPAIR.

Highest Efficiency,

Slow Speed,

No Sparl(ing.

H. p. LIST PRICES.

PRICES TO USERS,

16PER CENT. OFF LIST.

1-12

1-6

1-3

1-2

$ 40
60
100
125

$22.00
33.00
55.00

78.75

Independent Coils,

Improved lubrication,

Mechanically Perfect.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR TO NEAREST DISTRICT OFFICE.

DISTRICT OFFICES:
<.'ana<lian DiMtrlct, f^diHon Itlde., Toronto, Can,

CVnJral I>i^trift. ICialfo ICiiilillii;;, <;hionKO, III.

K«»t<"rn riixtrirt, f:<liH<>n ftuildini;, Itroad .<St., Now York.

Wew Eucland l>i«itrict, 26 <MI» Mtreet. BoKton, JIaxH.

PacilicOonHtOiHt., KdiHon Hid:;., I tZ ItiiHli Ml., Man Frun<-iNoo,€nI.

Pacific NortliwcHt l»iMtrict, l-'IciHcliner Itid^., I'ortland, <»r«.

Rocky JTIonntain l>iHtrict, ItlaHonlc Itiiiidiii;;, l>cnvci% Colo.

Moutlicrn OiHtrlct, lO IK-catur Ntreet, Atlanta, <j)a.
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OTIS HALE ELEVATOR CO.,
187 La Salle Street, CHICAGO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

PASSENGER AND FREIGHT,

ELECTRIC Hydraulic and Electric
ELEVATOR.

THOMAS STCKGIS, President. W.M. C IiA>e, Secretary and Treasurer. C I*. UACKIE, General nanaeer. I«. S. BO<^ART, General Acent.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE CO.,
45 BROADW^AY, NEW YORK.

Owning the patents of Mosher, Gill, Hatch, Foote, Kintner and Moore for

INDIVIDUAL TELEGRAPH CALL AND CUT-OUT APPARATUS.
OTHER PATENTS PENDING.

The only practical and reliable system of electric se-
lection invented.
Use either Morse Key or Automatic Transmitter.
From every station selected an AutOtnat'c Answer back is

received.

Gong rings until shut o£E by operator.

Any office on line can be selected without disturbing the others and

either called up or out out. No interference with regular telegraph ser-

vice. No resistance added to main line. Easily applied. Economical.
Convenient. Reliable.

Applicable to arc lights, singly or in groups; fire alarm service: police
telegraph; electric motor circuits; railroad signals, etc.

The public is warned aijainst infringing companies and devices.

For terms and other particulars, address as above.

Submarine,

Telegraph,

Dnderground,

-^•?v
''~»'*^.'

"i% A^'^r^^I^"''-^^^'^ Telephone,

Interior,

Electric Light.

Srlu-ni't'tiuly "X^'orks, lildison (ii-nonil Kiet-tric <'i>ni|>:tiiy.

Manufactured under Authority of SIEMENS & HALSKE,
BY

The Edison General Electric Company,
Estimates Furnished on Application.

AT THEIR SCHENECTADY WORKS.

Address, Wire Department, Edison General Electric Company,
EDISON BVIIiDING, BROAD STREET, NEAV YORK, or Nearest District Office.

idisthiot or'r'ioEiS!
Canadian Dlntriet: Edison Banding, Toronto, Can.
.Central Itlstrlet: 17.'<-I79 AdnmH t»t., OhlraRo.
F.astern ItlHfriot: Kdlson Bnlldinc. Broad ISf . Mew Tork.New Ensland District: ^5 Otis Ht., Boston, Jlass.

i'arillr t'oant Distiic-t: Kdison Bnlldinc If Bnfth l^t . Han Francisco. Cal.
rocillc KoriliwrRt niHlricI: FlelHchncr Bnlldinc. I'ortland. Ore.
Kock}- ^lotintain DUtrict: Masonic Bnlldin^. Denver. Colo.
Hontbcrn District: 10 Uecatar St , Atlanta. Gs.
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THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.,
33 ^v£ercer Street, I^To^tt "^orl^,

POSSESS SUPERIOR ADVANTAGES IN THE MANUFACTURE OF

XXJLRD RXTBSEIR GOODS
Esjiecinliy in articles adapted to eleetrieal indtistries, havin*/ obtained the sot** fight to manu/acture

HARI> RUBBER under the valttable Patents grftnted to JVIL.I^IAJfI KIEL,

ALL OPERATIONS OF SAWING, CUTTING, TURNING AN1> POLISHING OUR NEW STANDARDS OF

ST T tr C"!* D (^ r^ A \J Y\ T" T I [^ I M f^ ^^^ ^^ performed with a larae reduction in the wear and tear of tools, and coneiderable savins: of labor. Oar new standards aren ^ C 1 J r\ \J 1—' jTx in LJ i I-/ D 1 I >i \J of a richer blacli throughout, not subject to change in color, are tougher and more flexible, do not become brittle with age, and
have been tested and approved by the leading electrical companies of the United States. In addition to these advantages, we aleo offer advantages in prices.

KIEL'S PATENT HARD RUBBER CELLS FOR STORAGE AND PRIMARY BATTERIES
Still remain the most satisfactory and cheapest In the market, unequaled for strength, durability, insulation and resistance to acids.

HARD ROBBER GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION MiNDFACTURED. ^"Z':?u:nl:TLlt^i^:lT^'^l^TroT^^^

For Sale by THE CENTRAL. ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, ^^Zi
LONDON,

ANTWERP,

BERLIN,

PARIS.

MANUFACTURERS AJil* DEALERS IN

Arc and Incandescent Electric Light Apparatus, Patterson

Underground and Overhead Cables, I. C. Weather-proof

Wire, Washburn & Moen's Hard Drawn Copper Trolley

and Galvanized Iron Wires, House Goods, Testing Ap-
paratus, District Telegraph Apparatus, Line Supplies,

Tools, and all other Electrical Appliances.

W^E ARE IN IT
OUR NEW BRANCH WAREHOUSE, Nos. 78, 80 & 82 FRANKLIN ST., CHICAGO,

SEVERAL CARLOADS OF OUR CELEBRATED

CRIMSHAW "WHITE CORE," "B. D." BRAIDED and COMPETITION
GEIMSHAW TAPES ^A^ T T^ »«~ CS You can buy from us at

AND COMPOUNDS. ""^ .m. .m. ^ i^^JB W-^ Manufacturers' Prices.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,
MAIN OFFICE. 649 & 651 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. G. H. MEEKER, Western Manager.

"WARD" ARC LAMPS,
FOR CONSTANT POTENTIAL CIRCUITS.

THOXJSiLlSriDS IN" USE
On both Isolated and Central Station Plants.

WE GUARANTEE OUR LAMPS ELECTRICALLY AND MECHANICALLY.
in corresponding please give full particulars and state voltage.

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION AND SUPPLY COMPANY,
Phenix BIdg., CHICAGO, ILL. 1 8 Cortlandt St., NEW YORK CITY.

XlSI'.A.I^XjiZSZZXlXD lOQl.
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THE NATIONAL TRANSFORMER SYSTEM
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

WHY
USE HRC LHMPS

WHEN THE

NATIONAL

SERIES TRANSFORMER

ENABLES YOU TO DO

STREET LIGHTING

ECONOMICALLY
'' EFFICIENTLY

SATISFACTORILY
???

Send for Circulars and Prices.
INCANDESCKNT STUEET LIGHT FIXTURE,

SEKIEK TRANSFORMER, REFLECTOR CANOTY AND 33 C P. LAMP.

COMPLETE

CENTRAL STATION EQUIPMENTS
FOR

LIGHT OR POWER
DH^TICIBUTION.

OUR APPAEATU3 IS OP THE

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
MECHANICALLY AND ELECTRICALLY.

WE C.r.AltAN Tli; ITS Ol'lKATlON \M>

PROTECT OUR CUSTOMERS.

COMPLETE

DIRECT CURRENT SYSTEM
FOK

Lia-HTiira-.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO., Eau Claire, Wis.
o:e:o. :q. sia:.A."\7\7", cs-on'i ]\ii:»i3.asoi*.

AO-EnSTTS:

NEW YORK, N. Y., National Electric MIg. & Const. Co., Elect. Excht). BIdg.

BUFFALO, N, Y., - Lilllc. McDonald & Co.. 141 East Seneca SI.

CINCINNATI, O., W. N. Gray. 12 Chamber ol Commerce.

WASHINGTON, D. C, - L. N. Cox. 16 Fifth si.. S. E.

PHILADELPHIA, PA., - C. M. Blanchard. Girard Building.

ST. PAUL, MINN., -

DETROIT, MICH., -

DENVER, COLO.,
WINNIPEG. MAN.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.,

The Electrical Engineering & Supply Co.

Commercial Electric Co.

The Mountain Electric Co.

Simpson-Davis Electrical Construction Co.

National Electric Dovclopmcnt Co-
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THE WENSTROM CONSOLIDATED DYNAMO & MOTOR CO.,
OF BALTIMORE, MD.,

—MANUFACTURERS OF—

Electrical Apparatds.
ELECTRIC 7VYOTORS

DYNK7VTOS
X'oz- Xxi.oa.z>.desoesxt XjlBl>.tlxi.s.

Special Features: High Efficiency. Slow Speed.

For full iiiforinatlon and circulars address

THE WENSTROM CO., Baltimore, Md.

Electrical

Supplies <i
.\^^'

.^vv^^

^^e.

OF ALL KINDS

Honse Goods ^^^^.'n^^:.^'..€>t.
--:;>.v^^ ^\5^.->'^::^xv;

<N>":^^
^v

Ar^.t\^

^v:>

\<i
vV

<0^
^'\'^'^'IV^V Send us

*^ v^N^'^- .^^

Your

Business Card

^^ ^ ^' 5^* o^Ov ^^^ and get our Catalogue

Vj^ ^ e^ c.o'^^X'''^ and Trade Discount Sheet.
^^

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

THE "JEWEL"
.#^^^%^ Incandescent Lamp.

'^lyf'.
The Beat Lamp In the Market.

;,y^
' Any Voltage.

Any Socket.

Any Candle Power.

Dynamo Regulators and Rheostats
Of all descriptions in stock and manufactured to order for any special work.

MOTOR SWITCHES,
Both Hand and Automatic, of Superior Design

and Construction.
Entire attention devoted to the manufacture and wiring of Rheostats.

AUTOMATIC SWITCH COMPANY,
SOLE MANCPACTURERS OP THE

Whittingham Automatic Switch,
No. 8 Keyser Building,

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST.

\ %

MONITOR

-UARWx
i Unsurpassed m Strength and Durability.

. p. Less than 100 lots, 55 Cents.

100 to 1000 " .50 "

Bend for Sample Order.

*V Tf/ApARlifWENTEDiy

Liberal Discount to the Trade.
WriteTor ((uotatloiis.

I
C. A HARMOUNT, Nl'gr,

f J
Monitor Electric Cpinpany

•/ 149 WABASH AVENUE,
. . . .~ oiiioaero, xu.

Western Agents Alfred F. Moore's Wires and Cables.

WM. HQQD, Gen'l Agt.. 239 LaSalie St., CHICAGO.

A JMEIW^ BOOK.
JNTOW^

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND - BOOK.
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of

which 20,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's

well-known practical style with all the problems of Electric Power
Transmission.

lUOW READY. PRICE $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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THE United States Electric Lighting Co.,

(THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Lessees.;

tllG AND INCANDESCENT ISOLATED ELECTRIC LICHT PLANTS.

t

More than 1000 Plants in operation in Factoriej, Hotels,

Office Buildings, Theaters, Etc.

MOTORS- GENERATORS
Direct Current GENERATORS and MOTORS for all purposes,

1-8 H. P. tip to any po'wer required, and at any
required E. M. F.

Snperior in Design and Wortmanship, and Uneqnaled in Efficiency.

Send for New U. S. Catalogues on Incandescent Lighting and Motors.

GENERAL OFFICES: EQUITABLE BUILDING, - - 120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

CUT-OUTS,
Single Light, Main and Branch,

OF SUPERIUR PORCELAIN,
With all Connections Under Cover.

s
AW
Y
E
R

M
A
N

LAMPS ANY
C P

VOLTAGE
BASE.

1 ;::>

HIGH QUALITY LAMPS FOR EDISON CIRCUITS.

See Catalogue of Aug. 1, 1890.

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC CO.,
620 Atlantic Avenue,

BOSTON, i^ASS.

510-534 W. 23d Street,

HMEW YORK.
217 LaSalle Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANUFACTURED BY

WM. BROOKFIELDp
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

ROCKFORD ELECTRIC MFG. CO,
X1.0C7^FC>Z1.X3, ITiTi.,

ELECIRIC MOTORS, I stationary

and Railway,)

Incandescent Dynamos and Generators,
(.11AVO SVSTBll.)

These Dynamos are specially adapted to Isolated Plants, as tbey are self-

regulating, thoroughly reliable, aud auy one can run them. The
Motors are the most efficient now in the market.

DNioH umm CO.

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

PATENT

LEATHER BELTING

Runs more Slack than
IJnperforated Belts, hence
adapted to uneven power
of Electric Railways and
for Electric Power in Gen-
eral.

CHAS. A. SCHIEREN & CO.
PATENTEES AND SOLE MANCFAeTUKERS,

Also New York, Uoston, (

Fhiladeliihla. S 46 SOUTH CANAL ST., CHICAGO. ILL.

THE WESTON STANDARD

Voltmeters and Ammeters.
These instruments are the most

accurate, reliable and sensitive port-

able instruments ever offered. A
large variety of ranges to meet the

requirements of all kinds of work.

M for llMratea Gatalope.

ADDRE8S

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,
n 4 & 1 1 6 William street. Newark, IM. J.

HoxLi-y ri. "Wortlxlnston, :N"©xv "X"onx., BO". "S".

ST. LOUIS.
ST. PAUL.

BOSTON. ^^. „ .

PHILADELPHIA Chicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES
FROM RAIL BONDS TO 250 HORSE POWER DYNAMOS, FOR SALE BY

THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.,
c3Ij:eit7":e:ij A.mi> . o

THE NEW CATALOGUE
-OI' rPHE-

Copies mailed upon application to

UNDERGROUND CONDUIT SYSTEM
THE Interior Conduit & Insulation Company

INTSRIOR CONDUIT i£ INSUI^ATION GOMPANIT.
K»WABD H. JOHIVSON, PreNid<>iit.

woBKs, .527 to 531 w. .wth St. and 520 to 528 w. 35th St. GENERAL OFFICES, 42 & 44 BROAD ST., NEW YORK.
H. M. CVDEBnoOU, <;en. Western .*Bent, Rookery Bnildins, Chlcaso. M. FRANK .lOHlVSON, <>en. Agt. for Pa.. I'rovidcnt Bids, Philadelpliia, I*a.

THOS. 1>AV A CO., tien. Asents for California, San Francisco, t'al.

REMEMBER
That ihe Wetlern Electrician enjoys the distinction of hBvlng been
selected by one of the ehrowdeei of advertieera bh the medium
for carryinir the lar:,'.j«i advertleement ever placed In an electrical
joarnal. This tells its own story, and pojnle its own moral

H. T. PAISTE,
.-.'Tri.;:j: or

Paiste Electrical Specialties.
'iVest^ni 0;y..',e iO'i .Stor<:-rfAm

;

.

341 THE ROOKERY.
CHIOeO. ILL.

Ca«t47Q Offic* 4nd Fv.lory:

1201 HtRKET ST..

PHILADELPHIA, P«

J
&^f
Him 'r^

c

PAISTE
SWITCH
SOCKETS.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, f
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, i3;;i;H:i
COLUMBUS. OHIO

\v juui critiiiiindiinis Iniildiiic. Dynamos of com-
i;d si/,i>, for arr and iricaiulL'SCOnt liglllinff, by

t aHi-iTKUiiiL: ciirrriils. Motors. Klorupo
.\ lint' ciilli.'i-lioii of standarurt.
clc. .K.M.cniK'il praclicc In \vo!J

iiiul phyHit-ul Ijiii.iniloi-lcs. Kn-
inirsrs j^ivrli. S.'ii.! fiM-riitillO^'llG.

CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL.

U you arc in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering,

BROWNLEE & CO., "«7cr'

P:B.

^
Porcelain Insulation used.

Made to fit all Standard Lamps.

Armature Varnish,
Insulating Compounds,
Insulating Tapes,
Insulating Papers.

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,
H(»I.K nAMJFACTUBKBM,

2 Liberty Street, NEW YORK.
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Henry M. Byllesby.

That an intimate knowledge of the scientific and me-

chanical branches is of great value to the head of an elec-

trical enterprise is shown by instances in which experts

have become successful managers. True, it is necessary

in such cases to combine executive ability and scieniific

knowledge—a combination lliat is generally considered out

of the question. Vet that there are such cases is known

to all acquainted with the managers of the great eieclrical

housesof this country. One of the most conspicuous of

this class is Henry M. Byllesby. the subject of this sketch,

whose portrait is herewith presented.

Mr. Byllesby was born in January, 1S59, in Pittsburg,

Pa , his father being the late l^ev. D. C. Byllesby of the

Episcopal church. His early days were passed^

at Mount Holly N. J. Later he accompanied his

father to Allentown, Pa., and while residing

there entered the class of 187S at Lehigh Uni-

versity. Bethlehem. He was not able to com-

plete his scientific studies at that irslitution, how-

ever, as he found it necessary to accompany

his father to Roselle. While at Roselle he

was for a lime employed in the general office of

the Central Railroad of New Jersey in New

York city. From 1879 to 1SS2 he was em-

ployed by Robert Wetherill & Co. of Chester,

Pa., as a draftsman and mechanical engineer.

In 1SS2 he became connected with the Edison

company, and maintained this connection until

1885, spending most of his time as manager of

the Canadian department of that company.

In 1885 he accepted an offer from Geo. West-

inghouse, Jr.. to become eastern sales agent of

the Westinghouse Electric company. Soon

after he was appointed general manager, and

then elected f\rst vice president, holding these

positions until December. iSgo, when his resig-

nation was reluctantly accepted. In February,

1891, he became connected with the Thomson-

Houston Electric company. In May. 1891, he

was elected vice-president of the Northwest

Thomson Houston Eleclric company, with

headquarters at St. Paul, and in June was pro

moted to the presidency of that company.

From childhood Mr. fijllesby has been in-

terested in all branches of mechanics, his great-

est pleasure as a boy being the building of min-.

ialure steam eng'nes and other mechanical

toys. He has always been an enthusiastic-

worker at his profession, and the patent office

records bear evidence of the results of his work.

His greatest success was, however, in directing

and managing the mechanical and selling de-

partments of the Westinghouse Electric com-

pany. Mr. Byllesby is a member of the Amer-

ican Society of Civil Engineers, American Soci-

ety of Mechanical Engineers and the American

Institute of Electrical Engineers.

In 1S82 he married a daughter of H. V. Baldwin, gen

eral passenger agent of the Central Railroad of New

Jersey.

Mr. Byllesby is a man of fine physique, splendid

business judgment, rare tact and has already made hosts

of friends in St. Paul. The Northwest Thomson Houston

Electric company is to be congratulated on its good for

tune in having Mr. Byllesby at its head.

made proposals for this contract, and the isolated lighting

department of the Thomson-Houston company naturally

feels elated at securing it. In addition to the generating

plant and wiring, an order was secured for about eight

thousand Thomj^on- Houston incandescent lamps and the

necessary sockets.

The New Ticket Distributer at the
Chicago Telephone Exchange.

Some months ago the Wr:sTi:RN Ki.kctrician contained

an article describing the manner of handling a "busy" call

by an improved system which had been newly introduced

in the main telephone exchange of the Chicago Telephone

company. Within the last month there has been intro-

operator at ihe "busy" board, whose duty it is to make the

connection as soon as the line is free from prcvicus con-

nect>jn.

Electric Light Plant for the Masonic
Temple, Chicago.

The contract for the electric light plant for the Masonic

Temple in Chicago, which will be one of the largest iso-

lated plants in the world, lias been awarded to the weslern

isolated lighting deparlmcnt of the Thomson- Houston

Electric company. The gener.ating plant will consist of

six 80,000 watt generators, and between 7,000 and 8,000

ghts will be wired. Nearly every company in the field

IIENRV M. r.VI.I.FbllV.

duced an improvement which still further facilitates the

handling of these calls. This improvement is a ticket

distributer contrived and arranged by J. J. O'Connell, the

company's electrician. Under the former arrangement the

"busy"' tickets were made out and distributed at the "tar-

get" or "bus>'" board, the call sometimes passing through

the hands of several operators. With the aid of this new

device the tickets arc distributed to six operators, each

operator receiving only the tickets belonging to her section.

The distributer consists of a brass box, two inches in

width and twenty one feet in length, having six channels,

each channel terminating in a slot placed before an opera-

tor. Under the box p.asscs a cotton band, forming an end-

less belt. At one end of the distributer is placed a desk

composed of six sections, each section being provided with

six slots, and each slot leading to one of the six channels of

the distributer. At each section of this desk an operator

is stationed, who receives the "busy" call, writes out the

ticket and deposits it in the channel which bears it to the

Electricity at *'A Night in Pekin."
On Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday nights of each

week cro.vds of people fill the large amphitheater at the

corner of Si.\tieth street and Cottage Grove avenue.

Chicago, where the big spectacular entertainment "A
Night in Pekin" is presented. Behind the realistic bom-
bardment of the city, its subsequent oierthrow and the

beautiful pyrotechnic display following, which are alone

apparent to the eyes of the spectators, there lies the usual

mass of detail and discipline necessary to accomplish

these outward results. A representative of

the We-stern Electrician, through the cour-

tesy of Mr. Lissroao, who superintends the

performance, was allowed to inspecr the region

behind the scenes. Among other interesting

features is that of igniting the explosives by
electricity. The equipment is somewhat simil-

ar lo that used in blasting and mining oper-

ations. Four cells of battery furnish the

necessary current.

The detonator, instead of inclosing the wire

in a brass or a glass tube, as is usually the

case, has its wire protected in a paper sheath.

The platinum wire which is made especially for

the current is delicate and thin. The ful-

minate caps attached to the wire are about 3-

cf an inch in length. Separate wires are strung

to each district of the city of Pekin which
is destined to destruction. When the proper

moment arrives, the electrician, by manipulating

a switch and lever, turns the electric current

on the different wires in rapid succession; the

walls of the city tremble, the tail buildings loi-

ter, crash follows crash. Pekin has fallen. •

J. Smith of Compion, N. J., is the eltctrician

who plans and furnishes the electiical equip-

ment for numerous spectacular shows which

James A. Pain & Sons are cperaling in Amer-
ican cities. It will be remembered that Mr.

Smith is the gentleman who managed and ac-

complished the blowing up of HtU Gale in

New Voik harbor some time ago.

Electricity at the World's Fair.
The foundations forthe World's Kair electric-

ity building have been put in and work will scon

be begun on the superstructure.

Electric fireworks on an elaborate scale are

proposed as a feature of the dedicatory ceremon-

ies of the weekof October 12. 1S92. The him of

Eugene & Paul Champion of Ntuil'y Sur-Siine,

France, has presented a plan for a display that

would be very imposing and attractive. One
of the leading pieces is thus described:

"The City of Chicago, personified as a statue of fire,

seated, and surrounded by figures of the states of ihe
American Union. She will receive the great powers of the

world, which will defile one by one before ihc assembkige

of states. As each figure p-isses before the City of Chicago
it will halt, bow. and then lay down its tl.ig or shield at

Chicago's feet and receive a p.Tlm branch of pc.ice. h will

then pass on, disappear, and another take its place.

This superb picture of itself will be a grand firework, for

every point of which it is composed is a pwint of white fire

or colored, and the successive appearance of the allegorical

figures will be in multi-colored moving fire. m.Tking a

marvelous and splended kaleidoscope, forming one part of

the display. Inrumerable pieces of fireworks will form
the background of this pic:ure. This display will pre^^cnt

a surface of 21.000 square feet covered with fire. The
lime for the display of the allegorical pieces can be from

30 to 40 minutes, and can be repeated two or ihne
time every night. At each representation the effects will

be changed, for it would be imixissible to show the 40.000

or 50,000 elTects ccnipiised in such works lo spectators in

the space of half an hour. Kverj- night the same grand

display can be shown at no olher c.xpcnce, oacc it is in-
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stalled, than that of operating the electrical plant. About

2.S00 horse power working for one hour, would be required.

The display of rockets is accompanied by detonations

more or less violent as is desired, or these can be entirely

suppressed if unpleasant to the ear, in which case they can

be replaced by one or more bursts of mililary music, which

will make of the combined harmony of sound and fire a

wonderful delight. The fireworks contain neither gun-

powder nor dangerous explosives. In firing rockets there

are none of the inconveniences occasioned by rocket sticks

falling among the spectators, nor by sparks causing fires

among neigboring buildings. Wherever the point may be

that a "sun"' or a star may suddenly appear, on thetleeting

and capricious line of the'rocket, the operator is absolutely

master of the situation, making the display appear or dis-

appear, as he may wish. The fireworks, whether fi.ted or

moving, are as vaiied in effect as they are unexpected and

harmless, even to spectators not six feet from them. Their

duration is indefinite. There is nothing which can stop

them, except the breaking of the electric current or the

will of the electrician in charge. It is claimed that

that which can be produced has as much diversity for

the eye as has music for the ear, and the owners claim

that they will sustain the artistic comparisons they

make."

Train Lighting by Electricity.

An English system of train lighting by electricity was

described in the Westers Electricean of June 6th, and

a special type of dynamo designed for this work by J. H.

Holmes was illustrated. Further details of this system

are now presented, the accompanying drawings being

reproduced from the London Engineering J^eziezu. Mr.

Holmes' system is an adaptation of the plan of driving

the dynamo from the car axle. This system is generally con-

demned on account of the varying speed of the axle and the

stopping and reversal of the train. Mr. Holmes claims,

however, to have provided against all such emergencies

and objections.

At the maximum speed of the train the magnets of the

generating dynamo are excited by a high resistance shunt

:

when the speed becomes lower, an extra excitation is given

to the magnets by means of secondary batteries and a

small regulating dynamo in order to make up for the

reduction of speed, and so keep the electromotive force

at the terminals the same as before; and when the speed

of the train becomes less than a certain minimum, or

when it is stopping, a governor switches the generating

dynamo out of the circuit, and the circuit is then fed tem-

porarily by the accumulators until the speed rises again.

.\n elevation of the dynamo is shown in Fig. i. By

referring to this cut it will be seen that there are two dyna-

mos, Q and R, whose armatures, A and B, are fixed t:) the

same shaft. Q is the main dynamo for supplying current

to the lamp circuit e. Fig. 2, and /i' is a smaller dynamo for

regulating the main dynamo. The current froai (^passes

along the wires </ to the main circuit e. The accumulators C

are placed in a shunt from the main circuit The field mag

nets of the main dynamo have two windings.one a high resis

tance shunt a, and the other a low resistance shunt b. The

shunt i' is in series with the conductor of the armature B of

the regulating dynamo R. Another shunt c magnetizes
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exited by the current in the high resistance shunt a, for

the two currents in b neutralize each other. As the speed

decreases so does the electromotive force in the armatures

cf the main and regulating dynamos. The current;; due

to the shunts ^7, / and c from the main circuits are practic

ally constant for all speeds, owing to the presence of the
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the circuit until the speed of the train again exceeds the

minimum speed. It will be seen therefore that the pres-

sure in the lamp circuit is kept constant under ai! condi-

tions.

There is a special apparatus which is an essential feature

in the design of this dynamo, /. c, for altering the lead

o

FIG. 2. TRAIN LIGHTING BY ELECTRICITY.

accumulators Cm the shunt. The magnetization due to a

and c are therefore constant. The electromotive force in

b due to the shunt is also constant, but the opposing

m^

TRAIN LIGHTING BY ELECTRICITY.

electromotive force in series with it, due to the armature

B, becomes less as the speed decreases. The difference

between these pressures supplies the field magnets of Q

la

H
Q

TRAIN I.IOHTIN.; BY ELKCTKICITY.

the field magnets of the regulating dynamo /C. The

resistance of the two parts of (he circuit ''' are arran;;cd in

sach a manner, that at the maximum 5)pecd of the axle the

eledroraolive force due lo the shtjnt from (he main circuit

shall be eqaal and opposite to the electromotive force due

to the armaiarc fi. At the maximum speed of the train,

therefore, the field magnets of the dynamo Q arc only

with extra excitation, and thus the clcclromolive force of

the current generated in the armature // is raised again by

an amoimt c'|u,-il to what it lost by the reduction in speed

of the shaft. When the speed of the train gets below a

certain minimum, the governor yl/ breaks contact at the

switches //and A' and puts the generator out of circuit

with the lamps; the current of the accumulator then feeds

and reversing the polarity of the brushes of ^automatically

when Ihe axle commences to revolve in the opposite direc-

tion, so that the current shall always go in the same direc-

tion along J. and also for keeping the direction of the

current coming from the armature of J^ always in the

same direction in which ever direction the armature

revolves. The brushes D are radial to the commutator
and are held in spring-holders /?' which are carried by

bars F^ projecting from the movable arms FF. These

arms /^ are mounted loosely on the armature shaft, and
they can be rocked automaticallv from one position to

another according to the direction of revolution of the

shaft. The arms F are connected together by pins F-.

These pins are made to enter between one or the other

pair of contact jaws S or 5', which are connected respect-

ively to the screw terminals /"T"' for the circuit wires, so

that as the polarity of the brushes is reversed on the

reversal of the direction of rotation of the shaft, their con-

nection with the circuit is at the same time reversed by the

movement of the arms F. The jaws SS^ on the right

hand side are coupled respectively with the jaws 55^ on the

left hand side by means of the copper bars S-. A friction

disk A' is loose on the shaft and it carries a pinion A'"',

which gears with a toothed sector F'^. This sector is

lixed to a spindle which passes through the standard V
and which carries at its other end a pinion F* gearing with
a toothed sector F-' on the boss of the arms F. A second

friction disk X^ is carried round by the shaft, but can slide

longitudinally on it. This disk has a neck into which the

ends of the governor M take. When the shaft is revolving

very slowly and near its point of changing from one direc-

tion of revolution to another, the springs of the governor
cause the arms to press the disk X^ against the disk N and
to carry it around by frictional contact. When this disk A^ is

turned around with the shaft, it turns the pinion A' '.sectorA'

and pinion A'*; the arms Aare thus brought into the opposite

inclined position, and the brushes moved to the right

position of lead for the reversed direction of rotation of the

shaft. As soon as the arms F have passed as far as they

can into the jaws S or 5', the disk A''' will slip upon jV.

A groove in the disk A" is embraced by the fork of an arm
yV which, when the disk is slid backward by the governor

to a certain position, acts upon the pivoted arms // of two
contacts and so cuts ofT the current from the shunts a, b

and*. The spindle which carries the sector /' and the

pinion /• ' also carries loose upon it an arm 6"', which acts

upon a switch ii so as to reverse the connection of the

armature />' with the circuit /', at the same time that the

polarity of the brushes 1} is reversed ; the motion of the arm
^/'' is effected by pins 0'- on the pinion A'. Fig. 3 illus-

trates the automatic brush shifter already referred lo.

A movement is on foot to build an electric road from
Port Norfolk, Va., to rortsmoulh.

In a list of private soldiers of the regular army who have
distinguished themselves by meritorious servicer /A/;/w'j-

//V/'/r mentions Private (iu.slave Kipper of the artillery,

lie showed that he was a good theoretical and practical

electrician. lie devised and set up an electrical apparatus
for the artillery school, and invented a circuit-breaker for

u?c in ballistic firing, and it did the work capitally, and so
Kipper is mentioned, as he deserved, for specially merit-

orious acts or conduct in service.
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Stations of the Edison Electric Illumin-

ating Company at Paterson. N. J.

LInlil about a year ago llicrc were Iwo electric lij^Iil com

panics in I'alcrson, N. J., anJ coinpelion was rife. To-day

a different slate of affairs exists, and the Kdison Klectric

Illuminating company has the field. The old I'atcrson

Electric IJght company, with its franchises and contracts,

is now under the loci! Kdison company's management.

Trior to the consolidation the Paterson company was

operating the Triomson-liouiton arc and incandescent sys-

tems. The conductors were all overhead, and for incan-

descent liouse lighting the three-wire system was employed.

Alternating current, however, was used for street lighting,

and about Soo 20 candle power incandescent lamps were

in service. At that time the station equipment of the

Paterson company consisted of eight one hundred horse

power horizontal tubular boilers made by Smith of Paterson,

N. J.; one 200 horsepower Harris-Corliss engine; eight

Ball engines of 90 horse power each; ten 400 light Thom-

of inolors, ran;;ing in si^e Irom the .small Ian motor up to

the 10 horse power machine, is now supplied from llie

Kdison station. Audilional feeders were laid so as to con-

nect the two plants, and the incandescent machines at the

Paterson company's station were withdrawn from strvicc.

The reader can obtain a good idea of the completeness

of thelCdison plant as now arranged from Kigs.i and 2, which

are respectively views of the dynamo and engine room

and the switchboard gallery. The disposition of the

machinery in the other station is clearly shown in Figs. 3

and 4.

To meet increasing demands an additional 300 horse

power liabcock v\: Wilcox boiler has been added to the

Edison plant. One will supply steam to one 300 horse

power cross compound Ball engine, which will drive a pair

of 100,000 watt Edison machines. Another improvement

will be the new 200 foot chimney with a capacity for 2,500

horse power of steam plant.

Only the arc lamps of the company and also those in-

arc dynamos and tlnj one tyj*j light alternator, pljce the

company in a posiiion to handk most satisfactorily the

lighting and po.vcrbusi;ie>^of Pater. on. The consolidated

company is capitalized at :^:oo.ooo, \Vm. .M iJrock is

general manager of the united companits. For the cuts

the Whstkr.n- ICi,KcrRioiAN is indebted lo Charlts A.

Shrincr of I'alerson.

Stopping an Engine by Electricity.

Charles A. iJaylon of Preston, Coon., has invcolcd a
device which, in case of accident, for instance, enables
any person in any room of a large f.iciory to stop the en-
gine simply by pressing a button. This is done by an
electrical connection with the governor. The action of the
mechanism is as follows; The governor is driven by a
friction clutch of a cup-like form, the belt driving the cut-

side member, whose interior engages with the conical

wheel that turns the motive shaft driving the governor.
The outer or belt wheel is journaled on a stud projecting

from an arm pivoted 10 a lateral strut, the free end of the
arm being connected to a link, which in turn is connected

THE STATIONS OF THE EDISON ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING COMTANV AT TATERSON, N. J.

son Houston incandescent dynamos; eight 50 light Thom-

son-Houston arc dynamos; and one 1,300 lightalternator foi

the street lighting. The station supplied about 3,000 in-

candescent lamps and 2()d arc lamps on city and com-

mercial circuits.

Ths Edison plant, which, at the time referred to, was

under the control of those now cperating the united sys-

tems, consisted of two Babcock & Wilcox boilers of 300

horsepower each; three Ball engines of i3o horse power

each; one Ball engine of 100 horse power; one Buckeye

engine of 175 horse power; eight Soollght Edison dynamos,

and two 50 light Sperry arc machines.

The last mentioned company's system covered the busi-

ness section of the city. The Edison underground tubing

and a system of conduits for commercial arc lighting were

employed. Both arc and incandescent systems are connected

with overhead conductors in certain outlying districts.

About 5,000 incandescents. 55 commercial arc lamps and

80 horse power of motors took current from this plant.

Since the consolidation of the two interests many changes

have been effected and others are in process. The entire

commercial incandescent system, carrying 135 horse power

cande?cent lamps supplied from converters will in the

future take current from the old Paterson station. New
contracts with the city and county have been recently con-

summated, covering a period of ten years. The outlying

districts now lighted with 20 candle power incandescent

lamps will be covered with at least 150 arc lamps. The

company is under contract to complete this work by the

first of October. For lighting the county roads there will

be required from 150 to 200 arc lamps. To provide for the

above the company will install seven 50 light dynamos

and 300 double arc lamps. The company is also about

closing a contract with the Paterson Street Railway company

to furnish current for its electric line, which is now being

equipped by the Field Engineering company of New York-

This will require about 600 horse power in engines and

four 100,000 watt dynamos.

Not considering the prospective railway work, the two

plants with recent additions and contracts have a boiler

capacity of i,0oo horse power, about 2,000 horse power of

engines, and a dynamo capacity of 10,000 incandescent

lamps, there bt ing at present over 10,000 lamps in service.

The above equipment, together with the fifteen 50 light

to a second arm, likewise pivoted, and whose free cod is

confined normally by a latch bar which holds the arm
against the outward pressure of a spring. Adjacent to the

latch arm is a magnet, which, when the circuit is closed by
pressing any one of the push buttons, draws the latch out

of engagement with the arm, which flics outward, releasing

the clutch pulley, allowing the governor to stop, and with

it the engine.

The Ferranti System.
Mr. Ferranti stated at the meeting of the Municipal

ICngincers, according to the London £Ui-/rii<i/ En^inter^
that high pressure electrical engineers could now guarantee
that S5 per cent of the total electricity generated in the sta

tion could be delivered and sold to customers, and that if .

they could guarantee this, it was evident that in practice

they could sur^iass this amount. It is stated that the

Heptford station is now supplying abcut 30.0CO lights.

The districts around Blackfriars arc L>cing wired, and sever-

al installations arc being supplied at Depiford and Bcr-

mondsey. At Havre, where the Fcn.inti system isin force,

a complete new low tension network has been laid down
and a new 500 horse power dynamo added.

New York city has live Edison incandescent lighting

stations, icprcscnting a total capacity of over 100,000

lights.
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Electric PowerTransmissionJ
Bv F. B. Bad I.

The most piotnlnent modes of long distance transmis-

sion in use to-day, are: The steam, hydraulic, wire rope,

pneumatic and electric systems.

For distances over one-half mile, or where power must be

distributed to a large number of smaller machines, the

electric system has been proveu to be by far the most

economical.

Steam can be transmitted economically for short distances

only, owing to the large loss in condensation in long steam

pipe lines, which are very expensive, both as to first cost

and repairs: besides fuel is easily portable and a number
of isolated steam plants in most instances can be operated

cheaper than a large boiller plant, distributing steam through

many thousand feet of steam pipe. If fuel is scarce and
transportation high, the use of steam power, of course, will

be unprofitable in either case.

Water power is portable only to a very limited extent.

Mountains or steep grades may necessitate tunneling or the

construciion of very expensive canals. In the past manu-
facturers were, therefore, compelled to erect their factories,

mills, etc.. close to the river or falls instead of transmitting

the water power to locations best adapted for their pur-

po=:es. In many instances water power could not be

utilized at all; for example, in mining, as. of course, the lo-

cation of a mine could not be changed.
Wire rope transmission cannot be applied for long dis-

tances nor can it transmit great amounts of power. The loss

by friction and the cost of maintenance of heav}' cables are

too great. It is claimed for the cable car systems in Chi-

cago (which may be considered as an illustraiion of wire

rope transmission) that their commercial efficiency is less

than 20 per cent.; or, in other words. So per cent, of the

engine power is wasted in keeping the cable in motion,

while only 20 per cent- is delivered at the grip cars. No
wonder electric street cars are taking the lead. They will

eventually replace the cable system, except in a few instances

as pointed out in Theo. P. Bailey's paper read before the

Chicago Electric club. November 17, iSgo.

Compressed air was until a few years ago the only method
of transmitting power to great distances. In mining it was
used almost exclusively. This power was used in the con-
struction of the famous St. Gothard tunnel which connects
the Italian railway systems with those of Switzerland and
Liermany. If such a tunnel should be built to-day, it may be

safely said that electrical energy would be the agency. The
main sources of water power in Switzerland are, as in the

mountainous western states, characterized by small volume
and great head, and cculd easily be used for driving water

wheels of the Pelton or similar types coupled directly to

electric generators.

Probably the largest pneumatic transmission plant in this

countr}- is near Marquette, Mich.^ which delivers at a

distance of three miles 390 horse power as indicated at the

engines at the Chapin and Ludington mines. This 390
horse power represents 27 per cent, of the horse power
indicated by the compressors at the power station. The
cost of this installation was about Ssoo.ooo, the pipe line

be Uis'ritruted to a laige nuinbcr ol smaller machines, the

electric system is preferable. Instead of going into any
lengthy arguments, a few paragraphs may be t|uoted from
a letter dated Rock Island Arsenal. February 17, 1S90, from

J. M. Whittemore, colonel of ordnance commanding, to the

chief of ordnance:
"The water wheels being connected in sets of four with

generators, each generator will be able to transmit its elec-

Much more might be said comparing the different sys-

tems of transmission. '

The main object is first, to answer in a plain, and,
we hope, practical manner such questions as power-
producers, and other prospective customers will ask
electric manufacturers relating to power transmis-
sion; and secondly, to give practical rules and hints to engi-
neers and motor inspectors in charge of transmission plants.

J Vll 3NS Ui 1 Ilh, ELISON ELECTK

trical energy through a copper wire to anyone motor at any
one time at any one shop, at a maximum loss of 60 horse
power out of 200, giving 140 effective horse power to do
the work.
"With the wire rope and rigid shafting transmission,

this 200 horse power would not slfice even to move the
shaft for doing any work in shops A and E.

"With a capacity of 700 horse power, which is all th^t

4. rilK .STATIONS OFT IIP, RM.SON KI.KCTKir: IU,t:.MINA'l ING COMPANY AT fATKIiSON, N. J.

alone coMin^ over ^/V^.ooo, An electric transmission plant
to deliver yp hcrsc power could be erected for about one-
sixth ihc cost of the ptieumatic plant,

The^ few notes will give an approximate idea of the
commercial value of ihc systems mentioned for transmitting
power from one point to another beyond one'balf mile dis
tance. Bat even for shorter distances, where power must

r, Ff/m "Electric TransmiMiofi Ha (xl- !>»<(V," pTib1i«hcd t.y ihc

would be available under the present condition of the Water
Power Pool. 510 horse power would be lost in friction, and
190 left to do work,

"In electrical transmission 2iohorse power would be lost,

leaving 4f;o horse power available for work, or a surplus of

300 horse power in favor of electricity,

".So far as the practicability of thissystcm of transmission

by electricity is concerned, there arc reliable firms ready to

contract for the work, and guarantee its succesH."

IC ILLUMiNA'llNG CuMPAAY AT I'AIKKti.'N, N. J.

Questions often asked are:

Is electrical power transmission a practical and commercial
success, and not a mere experiment?
What are the general advantages of electrical transmis-

sion over other systems?
To what distances may electric energy be transmitted,

how many mechanical horse power can you recover at the
motor shaft out of one hundred mechanical horse power
delivered at the generator pulleys, and what percentage of
electrical energy is lost in the conductors?
What is the approximate cost of generators and conduct-

ors to deliver power at various distances?

The first question can easily be answered by the follow-
ing statistics:

On January I, 1S91, there were in use in the United
States as nearly as can be estimated from statistics pub-
lished since August, 1S90:

Ju Cential S'at'ions:—
Horse Power. Capital Invested.

Arc and Incandescent Lighting 390,000 §i28,ooo,oco
Electric Railways .... 106,000 50,000,000
Stationary Motors on Independent Power

Circuits.... 26,000 g,oco,ooo

Total , 522,000 % 1 87,000,000

Isolated arc and incandescent plants are not included in

[he above figures.

Over half a million horse power is. therefore, generated
every day throughout the United States to deliver electric

energy over circuits from a few hundred feet to fifteen

miles and more in length. "Whether this electric energy is

used for street cars, for stationary motors or for lighting, is

immaterial; it is electric power transmission, pure and
simple. Arc or incandescent lamps may be taken out of
the circuit and electric motors substituted, and, vice versa,

arc or incandescent lamps may be operated on any power
circuit. It is generally known that electric street cars are
lighted and heated by the electric current, which is taken
from the wire conveying electric energy to the street car

motors.

It is hardly necessary to say any more relating to the first

cHicbtion, whether electric power transmission is an experi-
ment, considering the fact that over half a million horse
power is generated every day and almost ^200,000,000
invested for this purpose in the United States.

It has already been pointed out in a general way why
electric longdistance transmission is superior to other modes.
The electric transmission system is very llexible—it

means in most instances an air line from power to motor;
the conducting wires arc cold and clean, they may be bent
around sharp corners, and to the casual observer there is no
evidence that they arc conveying, possibly hundreds of horse
jjowcr. Mining Engineer IJrowne of World's I''air Mine
fame, who read a paper before the Chicago ICIectric cltib

December I, 1890,' explained most graphically the advan-
tages of electricity in mines, and the tirawbacks in long
compressed air or steam pipe lines.

Steam especially is disliked by miners as it heats the
mines, fills the air with moisture, and makes the problem of

ventilation still more difficult.

New applications of electric transmission of power

I, Stc WcsTKHfJ Kl.UCridCIAN, iJrc. '•, l8(jO.
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are made almost daily- as is shown in the following quo-

tation from the Minivg and Scientific Pr.ss of San Fran-

cisco:

"In this day of steam, electricity and fast transportation

Id general, the motive power of the old canal—the mule

—

cannot be considered as a thing to be continued. In

discussing the question now being agitated in Eastern

Pennsylvania and New Vork in regard to the necessity for

remodeling the motive power employed by the Washington
& Cumberland Canal company, in view of the rapidly

increasing coal and timber business crowding upon their

line of transportation, the American Mann/acln/er says:

'The motive power of the old canal—the mule— is not

to be thought of. Steam offers but few more advantages,

because it takes up so great a percentage of the carrying

capacity of the boat, while the locks and the amount of help

required stand in the way of using tugs. It was finally sug-

gested that electricity should be used. The trolley system,

by which small screw propellors could be run by electricity,

was looked upon as the best solution of the problem. By
using electricity the weight of the machinery to be carried

would be small, and one man could control the motor and
the steering apparatus without trouble. The plan is under
serious consideration, and will probably be given a thorough

test. If it prove successful, it may result in ihe restoration

ical into electrical energy, while electric motors reconvert

electrical and mechanical energy.
The capacity of generators is therefore given by the

manufacturers in watts or in electrical horse pov/cr. while
the capacity of motors is generally given in mechanical
horse power.
Hence in order to test these machines it is necessary to

have electrical instruments (ampere meter and voltmeter)

to measure the output of the generator in electrical horse
power, while the output of the motor should be
measured in ii/rc/ituiirnl horse power by means of a dynamo-
meter.'

In practice, however, engineers often measure the elec

trical horse power delivered at the motor terminals and
then deduct a certain percentage to get the rating in me-
chanical horse power.

Ordinarily electric manufacturers allow for motors up to

20 horse power 1,000 watts per mechanical horse power,
indicating 75 per cent, efficiency of the motor; from 20 to

50 horse power, goo watts per mechanical horse power, in-

dicating 33 per cent, efficiency of the motor; over 50 horie
power, S30 watts per mechanical horse power, indicating 90
per cent, efliciency of the motor.

A similar rule will hold good for generators. I'p to 20
horse power the output in electrical horse power will be

This is fair, for the rcas^jn that in most cases of long db
tance transmission large units will be used.

Hy placing the generator and motor near each other, as
suming no loss in the connecting wires, we get—
One hun(ln_-d i>crc':f;l. nrj'Juinkal cncr^/ 'Icliv'trrd .it j-^r.rriicyr

pulley '_ .,,^

l.tn-s l)y con%'(.T>ion in dynamo, 10 [/-rr cent ;•,

lyjMi Ijy rciTonvrrsion in motor.

This shows that cut of 100 mechanical horse power ap-
plied to the generator pulley, 8r mechanical horse power
should be recovered at the motor shaft if loss in the con-
ductors could be avoided.

This efliciency of a couple of electric machines connected
as generator and motor, with practically no loss in

the connecting conductors, is often called the "couple
efficiency,"

In practice the generator and motor arc so far apart that
there is a loss of electrical energy in overcoming the rtsist-

ance of the conductors. This loss depends upon three fact-

ors, viz.- Distance between generators and moiors. clcciric

pressure at generators, and size ol copper conduclors For
a given case the first factor, distance, is coDSiani: pressure

FIG. 3. THE STATIONS O^' CIIK EDISON ELECTRIC ILl.UMINATING COMPANY AT I'ATERSON. N. J.

of abandoned canals and induce capital to seek an invest-

ment in new ones between points where heavy freights not

requiring rapid transit, are shipped extensively.""

Another application for electric transmission is that for

irrigation. W. Forman Collins pointed out some time ago
how vast areas now barren and worthless can, by this

means, be made fertile and enormously enhanced in value.

Mr. Collins refers in this connection to the report of

Col. W. Tweeddalc to the Kansas State Board of Agri-

culture.

It will be only a short time when the old dream of

utilizing Niagara Falls for electric transmission will be a
reality.

IJefore the application of electricity these power trans

mission schemes were never thought of. Only electricity

enables man to transmit natural water powers economically

to the places of application.

The three elements of electrical transmission of power
are: (ist) The generators, which are placed at the power
station and which are driven by the water wheel or steam
engine or other prime mover; (2d) the copper conductors,

which are placed on poles like telegraph wires, and which
conduct the electric current from the generators lo (3tl) the

motors, which deliver the electrical energy to all kinds of

machinery. The moiors arc either belted or ucared lo

these machines.
Electric generators are machines for converting niechan-

about 75 per cent, of the mechanical horse power applied to

the pulley. From 21 to 50 horse power the output in elec-

trical horse power will be about S3 per cent, of the me-
chanical horse power applied to the pulley. Over 50 horse
power the output in electrical horse power will be about
90 per cent, of the mechanical horse power applied to the

pulley.

Seven hundred and forty-si.s watts (one' watt = ampere
X volt) equal one electrical horse power. If we therefore

deliver, as in the example mentioned, 1,000 watts— 1.333
electrical horse power—to the motor, and the latter has a
commercial efficiency of 75 per cent., it will deliver 75
per cent, of i.333=one mechanical horse power at its

pulley.

Or, if we deliver one mechanical horse power to the pul-
ley of a generator of 90 per cent, etliciency. the electrical

oulput will be 90 per cent, of one electrical horse power, or
.9electrical horse power, or .9X740=671.4 watts.

It is only fair to state that machines of the best makes
will show higher efliciences, but these figures m.ay be con-
sidered as a conservative estimate.

In the following there will he assumed both for generator
and motor a commercial efliciency of 90 per cent, or a loss

of 10 per cent, in conversion.

and size of conductors are variable and may be determined
at will; therefore, the loss in the conductors may be any
percentage desired.

It should be stated that only "complcle metallic circuits'

will be considered, or, in other words, it will be assumed
that the generator is connected to the motor by means of
two conductors. "I-.arth returns." which are mainly used in

electric railway work, will not be considered.

If a "couple efliciency" of Si per cent, and a loss of say
10 per cent in the conduclors is assumed, there will be:

Couple clVicicncy St.o
\m^& in the wire, to per cent. <>f Si S.i

Or the commercial efliciency sf the transmission sptcni
from generator pulley to motor shaft would be 72 9 or al-

most 73 per cent.

I. The ci,-\illc (lyiiiimoiui'tor ciY I'mf. BracliiU and the llo.-»li«K 'H' hy-
dntslalic dyiiamonicler of I'rof. Wcbl) .ire perfectly .ippliciiblc to tests
I'f motors for efliciency.

The city council of Silcm. Va . h.as granted a franchise

to the Salem Street Railway company for the construc-
tion of an electric.il railroad through the princiiwl •streets

to (he properly of the Salem I >ovclopinent comp.iny on
the south side of the Roanoke river. It is also proposed
to cMcnd this line on the south side of the river ihrongh
the lands of the Roanoke Oevelopn^cnt amip.iny to the

city of Roanoke, a distance of si.\ miles.
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and if New Yorkers hope to have an efficient system of

surface roads they should tal^e advantage of the experience

of their neighbors.
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The daiJy papers are spcndin;^ considerable time in

casting about for a properly derived word that will desig-

nate the prcfccss of electrical execution. It would, per-

haps, be just as well to wait until it is shown that the Enj;-

lUh lan^ja;;;e U in need of such a term.

A.N' article presented elsev/hcre in this issue describes

recent improvcmenis in sleno telegraphy which it is claimed

give that system decided advantages over those now in

use. The advancement in thi-^ line will be watched with

interest by the commerciai world as well as those engaged

in electrical work.

Brooiclyn, which has been the scene of a bitter contro-

versy over the electric railway question, will have a trolley

system after all. The State Board of Railroad Commis-

sioners has finally decided to allow Deacon Richardson to

build twelve miles of electric road. When the people of

Bf-ooklyn realize the advantages of the electric system there

will be little opposition to extending the service and the

entire city may shortly have electric cars.

Rapid transit in New York city does not appear to be

as near solution as was at first hoped. The second report

of the commissioners is discouraging to those who desire

the adoption of a system that will provide for the future.

It appears that the commissioners have not fully apprecia-

ted the needs of the city, and the measures suggested by

them will undoubtedly prove inadequate unless radical

changes are made.

The question of electric power transmission to which

considerable space is devoted in this issue is one of the

most important problems with which the electrical engi-

neer has to deal. In this country especially the subject is

already assuming great prominence, and it is becoming

more important every day. The rapid development of the

electric railway hab occupied the attention of a large propor-

tion of those interested in power transmission, but now

the application of electricity to mining bids fair to assume

equal importance. Each week brings additional evidence

of the confidence of the mining companies in electrical

apparatus. The water powers in this country which have

long been permitted to go to waste are now being utilized,

for generating electric power. The article presented else-

where will be of special interest to all who are engaged in

this department.

The controversy over the accumulator patents was prac-

tically ended last week, when Judge Coxe of New York

handed down a decision upholding the patents of Charles

F. Brush. The action under which this decision was given

was between the Brush and Accumulator companies, but

as the old Julien company has control of the Brush patents

the decision is a victory for that company over its old rival,

the Accumulator company. Judge Co.xe awarded Brush

the honor of being the inventor of the present form of ac-

cumulacor. The result of this controversy will no doubt

result in the development of a first-class storage battery

system. Pending the decision accumulator companies held

back, evidently fearing to invest heavily in expensive

plants. They were unwilling to put money into the busi-

ness until the patents had been sustained. Now that a

decision has been secured it is not unlikely that great

advances will be made, and an effort made to introduce a

storage battery system that will be both practical and

economical.

It seems that over in Buda Pesth, Austro- Hungary,

they are seriously considering the question of using electric

power to drive light machinery. An Austrian correspon-

dent of a London technical journal tells how the project is

being gravely discussed: "The management of the Buda

Pesth city railway," he writes, "has been seeking permis-

sion for some time past to supply electrical power to pri-

vate persons for industrial purposes. The chief city engi-

neer is of opinion that the supply of electrical power would

be very advantageous in the carrying on of small indus-

tries. He states, moreover, that the electrical central sta-

tion is quite sufficient for the working of the railway and

for supplying power to private works. This would be the

case even if the railway were to be further developed, since

the central station can be enlarged." The naivete of the

last sentence is delicious. Here in Chicago, where hun-

dreds of electric motors attached to central station circuits

are employed to operate light machinery of all kinds, it

seems strange that the feasibility of such installations

should be debated. And it is stranger still that the ques-

tion should be raised in such a progressive and enlightened

city as the new underground conduit electric railway shows

Buda Pesth to be.

It apprirs that the qucitioa of substituting an electric

ef^aipment for the proposed cable railroad in New York

city has already su;:;gcatcd itscU to the residents of the

ms'-ropo!(S. .Many other cities have had similar experience.

Stfikrt railway managers in this country have been

watching with interest the proceedings of the Toronto offi-

cials who have been negotiating street railway franchises.

It will be rcmembErcd that at the expiration of the thirty-

year lease of the old company recently the city assumed

poHscssion of the street railway lines, and it wasannounccrj

that it would undertake the operation of all street cars

hereafter. It seems, however, that another course was de-

cided upon, and in the negotiations for the disposal of the

franchise suspicion was directed toward one of the compa-

nies which endeavored to secure control. Charges of bri-

bery were openly made last week, and a press dispatch says

that an exalderman applied for an injunction to restrain

the city council from entering into an agreement with the

Everett company, alleging that the recommendation of the

Street Railway committee to award the franchise to the

Everett company was procured by dishonest and corrupt

means. It appears that the city fathers of Canadian
municipalities resemble American aldermen in this respect.

The people of the city of Toronto should need no further

evidence of the danger of permitting great public enter-

prises to be controlled by irresponsible bodies of politicians

who grasp every opportunity to secure boodle. It is well

for the city of Toronto that this example has been brought

before the public, and other cities should profit by it too.

Judge Coxe said in his opinion on the accumulator

patents that "the nonm;nc!aturist should not seek the

reward for his labors in the patent office. A person is not

entitled to a patent because he has invented a new word."

Many of the patent office examiners evidently take a

different view of the case. They believe, it would seem,

that where there is much legal verbiage which they do not

understand, the applicant must be deserving of a patent.

In the case in point several claims on several patents were
allowed by the examiners, which were practically covered

in one claim. It is these things that bring the patent office

into disrepute and make patents in this country worthless

until they have been sustained after long and expensive

litigation. We have on several occasions called attention

to this matter. In our issue of Aug. 16, 1890, nearly a

year ago, we alluded to a most ridiculous example
afforded by the pitent office, which issued two patents on

the same "invention" to two applicants. These patents

were issued the same day. At that time we said: "The
patent law is becoming too attenuated when one who in-

vents a coating of conducting substance, 'in which the

conductivity decreases from one place upon the surface to

another,' may be prevented from using an exactly analog-

ous 'conducting substance which gradually decreases in

breadth from one point to another.' We submit that it is

not invention, but a mere change of form or modification

which any mechanic could make without the exercise of

inventive faculty. In short, we contend that patents should

be issued for inventions and not for mere forms of expres-

sion—slight, meaningless verbal changes."

Judge Coxe's decision strongly supports the position we
assumed at that time. He seems to be thoroughly im-

pressed with the Idea that there is too much hair splitting

at the patent department, and too little common sense

employed.

Elcciricite, an electrical journal published in Paris, has

fallen into a grave error in construing some of the criticisms

made in this paper on the Construction Department of the

World's Columbian Exposition. "The Western Elec-

trician," it says, " has now laid down Its arms and an-

nounces that the expositloQ, of which It has hitherto been

an eager supporter, will be a fiasco." We have done

nothing of the kind; and, unless the misrepresentation has

been intentional, we shall be grateful to our French con-

temporary if it will do what it can to rectify the false im-

pression it has created. We have perfect confidence in the

overwhelming success of the World's Fair in general and

of the display in the Department of Electricity In particular.

We have hid occasion in the past, and may have again in

the future, to point out mistakes committed by the Con-

strucioa Department in the preliminary work; but it has

never occurred to us to doubt for an instant the complete

success of the fair. Indeed, our contention has been so

much the reverse that we have held that the electrical

building, as planned by the architects, was only about half

large enough for the demand that we foresaw would be

made on its space, How can that position be reconciled

with the statement that we predicted failure for the exposi-

tion? The idea is absurd. We have always said that the

electrical display would be a grand one in any event,

adding that the electrical fraternity would, however, take

hold of the matter of making exhibits with greater enthusi-

asm and in a better spirit if their reasonable demands were

complied with. As Chief Barrett remarked a short time

since the difficulty will not be to get exhibits but to find a

place to put them. Our friends In France should bestir

themselves and send over their applications for space at

once unless they wish to occupy a position very humiliating

to their national pride. Neither should they let the Mc-
Kinley bill act as a bugbear. Whether that much-dis-

cussed measure is biineOcial or mischievous in principle, it

certainly has little or no effect on the electrical interests

of France and the United States. So there is nothing to

prevent and everything toencourage the French electricians

in making a fine display in Chicago in 1893.
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Improvements in Steno-Telegraphy.
Considerable advancement has been made of late in

perfecting a system of steno-telegraphy which, it is hoped

by those engaged in the experiments, can be substituted for

the Morse system. It is claimed that recent improvements

in this line have made it practicable to transmit [50 words

per minute, delivering a typewritten message.

In the accompanying cuts is illustrated a system devised

by M. Cassagnes. which has been in practical operation

some time between Paris and Marseilles. M. Cassagnes

has devoled most of his time to this system since 1 656. and

teeth in the wheel, and rate of vibration of the fork. If

the wheels at the two stations arc exactly alike, and the

tuning forks have the same tone, the oscillation of both

and consequently the rotation of the wheels will be the

same even at a great distance. But as no mechanical work

is perfect, and as the slighesi variation in the conditions

described will result in one wheel dropping behind the

other, an automatic regulating device is provided. In Tig.

I two regulator wires extend from the two poles of the bat-

tery /* and/" to two blank contact points on the distributer

/>. A corresponding point on the distributer of the re-

pVp

FIG. I. IMPROVEMENTS

he has now succeeded, he announces, in presenting a com-

plete system for commercial work. The recent improve-

ments have greatly facilitated operations, and permit great

rapidity in manipulation.

The transmitter for the system consists of a keyboard

of twenty keys, each of which represents a phonetic sound.

These twenty signs are all that are required for any mod
ern language. The receiver is constructed in a similar

way, and each of its keys terminates in a steel engraved

type, the impression of which is received on a paper tape,

moving automatically with the operation of the instrument.

It is claimed that by means of this instrument as high as

200 words per minute can be transmitted. In the original

system a cable of 20 wires was used for connecting the

transmitter with the receiver, but by adopting the LaCour

phono-wheel only one wire is required between stations-

In Fig I CC is the keyboard of the transmitter. Each

of the twenty keys is alternately connected to the positive

and negative pole of two batteries /" and P', the opposite

poles of which are joined to the ground. From the keys

extend wires to fixed contact points i, 2, 3, etc., placed on

an insulating desk D. Above the rotating phono-wheel

and on its vertical axle is mounted a sliding contact P, from •

which connection is made to the line. When key number 6

is pressed down, as shown in the illustration, it will be seen

that connection is made with the line at the instant only when

the brush /'passes over the point 6. As the two rotating

brushes are synchronous the impulse of the current will pass

from point 6 in station one to point 6 in station two,

thence to relay 6 and to ground.

A local battery /"', Fig, 2, is closed through contact /',

relay 6 and through a corresponding magnet in the receiver,

which attracts the key lever and makes this strike against the

paper tape. C is a drum for holding the tape, and Jlf is a

magnet joined in the outgoing battery wire J', and operat-

ing a lever which releases a tape winding device.

The phono-wheel, which is the vital point of this sys-

tem, is the invention of Paul LaCour of Copenhagen, and

consists of a hori/.ontal wheel -/, Figs, i and 2, of soft

iron, having teeth cut in its circumference, and turning on

a vertical axle. On the top of the wheel is a cylindrical

hox.Q, Fig. 3, filled with mercury. In frontof the wheelis an

electro magnet £, Fig. 2, receiving an intermittent current

from the battery /*'. When current passes through the mag-

net it will attract the nearest tcolh of the wheel, and during

the interruption of the current the wheel passes on, so that

the next impulse of current is brought to bear upon the

next tooth of the wheel, and thus keep it in constant rota-

tion. The interruption of the current is obtained by means

of a tuning fork />', which opens and closes a pair of elec-

tric contacts for each oscillation. One of these governs

the circuit and electro magnet /^", and the other the electro

magnet //". which serves to maintain the vibration of the

fork. Fig. 3 gives a perspective view of the instru

ment.

When the wheel is set in motiDU by hand it will con-

tinue to rotate, the speed depending on the number of

IN STENO-TELEGKAI'HY.

ceiver station is connected to a polari/ed regulating relay

y?, Fig, 2- When the speed of the wheels becomes uneven

the brush on the transmitter will pnss over either the posi-

tive or negative contact the same instant the receiver brush

i i '.lENTS IN STENO-TELEGRAPHV.
is in contact with the regulating relay. This device will

then be actuated, the armature will be drawn either right

or left, cutting in or throwing out resistance in the circuit

of the vibrator magnet //, decreasing or increasing the

magnetic force, and consequenlfy the vibration of the tun-

ing-fork.

The keyboard of the receiver has been greatly altered

ture that serves asa stopper for a corresponding nurnbcr of

sliding bars O. OK 0-, etc., operating again.st four cam-
wheels //, rotating on the same arbor. Numbers one and
four of these cim-whee!s arc furnished with 26 letters,

while numbers two and three only carry 1 1 letters. The
first wheel is intended for printing the first consonant 'A

the syllable, the second wheel the second consonant, the

third wheel is for the vowel, and the fourth for the last

consonant, or whatever combination the syllables may have-

Fach of these printing wheels is furnished with an eccen-

tric cam-wheel -Shaving a corresponding number of teeth.

M is a stopper for arresting the wheels in a neutral posi-

tion. When current is passed through one of the electro

magnets /: it attracts its armature and releases the corre-

sponding sliding bar. which is drawn toward the printing

wheels by the spring R, its stroke being regulated by a set

screw /'. The printing wheel, which has also been re-

leased, turns until the sliding bar strikes against a tooth in

the eccentric cam-wheel .V, the distance which the wheel

has advanced, or the distance from the tooth to the center

of the arbor, will correspond to the stroke of the bar, and

this again depends on the number of bars which are re-

leased simultaneously. The letter which in this instance is

on top and opposite the tape carrier 7" will then make an

impression on the paper. A second arbor C with an ec-

centric disk operates a series of levers, which releases the

printing wheel, presses the tape carrier against it, and

finally replaces the sliding bars in their original position.

/" is an ink-roller, and B^- and A/ supports and guides for

the paper tape.

With this instrument it is possible to send a telegram

with the speed of a stenographer, and to receive it as a

printed message at the same rate of speed. The saving

in time effected by this system is apparent. A stenogra-

pher will require about six hours to write down the notes

he has taken during one hour. With the Cassagnes sys-

tem it is claimed that the same work can be accomplished

in one or two hours. For systematic ser\'ice the inventor

has applied a puncher, together with an automatic trans-

mitter, to take the place of the keyboard in station one.

A paper tape is passed through a perforating instrument

manipulated by the operator, and having twenty buttons,

each of which is fastened to a lever terminating in a smaller

sieel punch placed in a vertical row, these punches corre-

sponding to the signs of the keyboard. The paper tape is

perforated near its border for the purpose of guiding and

advancing the paper when placed in the transmitter.

When thus prepared the tape is taken to the transmitter,

where it passes under two smaller cam-wheels. Whenever

a perforation is encountered a lever slips through and

makes a contact. The impulse is transmitted over the

distributers to the receiver at the next station, and recorded

as a typewritten message.

By this arrangement of automatic transmission the reli-

abilitv of the instrument is claimed to be almost perfect.

i'i(i. 5. iMi'K*.)\ i-;mi-:nt:

of late, and important improvements introduced. Instead

of using signs indicating phonetic sounds the common alpha-

bet has been applied, and the construction of the receiver

changed, so that by pressing two, three or four keys at

once a full syllable of a word can be transmitted and im-

pressed on the paper tape in a single rotation of the phono

wheel. Fig. 4 is a detailed view, and Fig. 5 a perspective

of this instrument. It consists of twenty electro magnets.

-A", A', ZT-', etc., each of which is mounted with an arma

IN STENO-TKLEGRAVUV.

and the speed unsurpassed by any other s)'Slcm. H the

brushes of the distributer make too tuins per minute, as

on the line between Paris and Marseilles, the instrument

will transmit 3<>o lines or syllables, or .-ibout aSS words per

minute, unquestionably a very promising result.

The illustraiions arc rcprothiccd from /V-.V.. /'/V/V//.

A proposition has been made for the cslaMishmcnl of

;in electric light plant at Elticott City, Md.
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Thomson's Method of Measuring Electric
Currents.

The accompanying cut shows a vertical section of a de-

vice designed by EHhu Thomson for measuring electric

currents. Heat is generated by the current to vaporize a

liquid, the amount of vaporization indicating the electricity

employed. This may be ascertained by condensing it in

a suitable chamber and measuring the amount condensed.

In the cut B is a. bulb or receptacle of glass or other

suitable material containing alcohol .-I or other vaporizable

fluid which has been well boiled in the bulb in which it is

sealed while the vapor is escaping, thus producing in the

space above an alcohol vapor at the tension due to the

temperature as no air is present.

Within the bulb is an electric conductor //, connected

with outside conductors by wires sealed in the bulb. This

conductor may be of platinum wire of small gauge, so as to

be readily heated by the current. J\' is a sheath or cover

for the bulb and is designed to prevent the escape of heat.

The vapors produced by the heating of the liquid pass

from the receptacle to a chamber B^, in which they are

condensed and collected as liquid. By means of a suitable

scale applied as shown the amount of liquid condensed

may be noted.

The Montreal Convention.
The citizen's committee of Montreal is active in making

arrangements for the National Electric Light association

convention in September. At a recent meeting it was

stated that the finance committee of tbe common council

had recommended an appropriation of $2,000. It was de

cided to give a conversazione at McGill college, and many
other formsof entertainment were discussed.

Chairman GuUck of the committee on exhibits has issued

a circular to intending exhibitors giving the following in-

formation :

It has been found, in order to carry out the plans formu-
lated by this committee, that the general expenses of the

exhibition, namely, rent, flooring of a portion of the rink,

lighting, music, attendance, superintendence and miscel-

laneous expenses, will amount to a total of ^4,500. This
estimate is the result of a careful consideration of several

gentlemen who have had a large experience in exhibition

matters, and has been made liberal. Assuming as a basis

the above expense, and dividing by the total exhibiting

space, the cost per square foot has been obtained, which
amounts to 30 cents. This has been fixed upon, therefore,

as the charge for space. .Vou can therefrom readily arrive

at the total charge to you for the above mentioned items.

In addition to this, we wish to call your attention to that

clause of the rules and conditions noted in the application

blank which you have filled out. under the head of "Care
of Exhibit," which reads as follows:

Care of Exhibit.— Exhibitors must take charge of and care for

ther exhibits and the displaying thereof, provide all equipment and
appurieaaoces, except chars, and assume all expenses on account of
their exhibits.

One-half of the charge for space is payable upon accept-

ance of the awarded space, and the balance not later than
the ist of September. Should it be found at the close of

the exhibition that the expenses amount to less than §4, 500,

Bovey. kindly offers several hundred horse power at a cost
of operating expenses. For small powers, such as for

motor, or other work, it is expected that an arrangement
can be made for obtaining the same from the plant of the
Windsor hotel, adjoining the exhibition building.

We have had applications for much more than half the

I

J

tion, yet the applications for space have been in excess of

that available. With the cordial support that the manage-

ment has had there is now no question that the association

and the exhibitors will make a showing that will be a

credit to themselves and very gratifying to those who

available space, and, in addition, applications which bring
the total of the space applied for much in excess of that

available. An entrance fee of 25 cents willbe charged,

THOMSON S METHOD OF MEASURING ELECTRIC CURRENTS.

but complimentary tickets will be issued at the request of

the exhibitors. Arrangements have been made for the

admission of all goods in bond, and the exhibition building

IMI'kOVKMKNTS IN STENO-TKLKr.RAI'ItY.

the H'ffcTcncc between the expenses and the amount
charged for space will be refunded to the exhibitors/r(?
r-7//7.

There bcinjj no power in the building, it had been orig-
'-""-*"-'' " ' tr plant adjoining the 5iamc.

racier f>i the undertaking.
'}-.': ''Ommittcc and thesup-

-^ individually. The
vill b>e glad to fur-

':. lici in ht*> power
obtaining the same.
through iTof. n. T.

lo-jvAfii maicing arrangement.'* for

McGill University, at Montreal,

will be constituted )i temporary bonded warehouse. Duty
to be paid only in case of sale. Ample space adjoining the

building has been secured for the stora^*^ of packing cases

without charge.

The commiltcc on exhibits intends lo proceed at once

10 '.ubdivide and award the space with a view I o giving

the exhibitors as much lime as possible in which lo make

their preparations. The great Interest taken in this ex-

hibit \b shown by the fact that while the door space is (Ivc

limes as great as that used at any other convention cxhibi-

SIFNO-IELEGF Al H\

have the true interests of electric lighting at heart.

It is hoped that the governor-general of Canada will

open the exhibition, starting the machinery in motion.

Plans willbe made for music afternoons and evenings,

special features in decoration will be carried out, and the

Canadian members of the committee on exhibits promise

great interest from their countrymen and a very large at-

tendance. In view of the many new and pleasant

features which will distinguish the convention, a very large

number of the members of the association propose to at-

tend the convention with their families, and already the

hotels of Montreal are flooded with applications for rooms

New Railway Management for Detroit.

The rumors which have been freely circulating in

Detroit for the last week are fully substantiated in the

announcement of the purchase of the Detroit street railway

and Grand river avenue lines to a syndicate composed of

Boston and New York capitalists, headed by ex Gov.

Waller of Connecticut and WilHard B. Ferguson of Boston.

These two gentkmen have been in Detroit for some
time quietly carrying on the negotiations which led to the

completion of the transfer and its public announcement

last week. It appears that offers were made to Mr. Hen-
drie, the president of the company, in May last, but that

these offers were refused at the tinie. Shortly after this

the company suffered somewhat from a strike of its em-

,
ployes.

At the close of the strike tha negotiations which had been

temporarily suspended were resumed. Aided by the dis-

content manifested by the citizens against the old horse

system, the new synd'cate was successful in buying out the

old stockholders. Both parlies to the transaction decline

to reveal the sum paid; but it is learned from reliable

sources that the price asked by the street railway companies

was $5,000,000, which was linally reduced to

$4,500,000.

Gov. Waller is reported as saying that the new company
will give rapid transit to Detroit, without further delay.

It is stated that the Fort Wayne and Elmwood line is not

included in the deal, but that tlie purchase does cover the

Highland Park electric road. The new company contem-

plates bringing every line in the city under one manage-
ment. The system includes about eighty mites of road.

S. Harrison Wagner, a partner of ex-Gov. Waller, says

the consideration was more than $5,000 000. The change

from animal lo electric power will throw 2,300 horses on

the market.

Bell Telephone Stock.

A special dispatch from Boston to the Chica}^o 'J'ribune

states that the bears created a rumpus on 'Change on July
24lh, attacking Bell Telephone stock so savagely that it

dropped from 183 to 175. Then the bulls rallied and forced

liic price back to 178. It was rumored on the board that the
drop was occasioned by the nllegcd discovery that the
company was in the market trying to borrow money, but
as n conservative lawyer, who is an attorney for the com-
pany, was among the lutv'''-', brokers were not inclined lo

place much reliance in tlic rumor. It seems to be thi-

gener.'il opinion that the decline was due to lired holders of

long stock. The licit Telephone company made n net

gain of U\ instruments for the moiUli ended July
20th, against I,yoo for the same period in iBgu. Since
Dec. 20, i8yo, the net gain of instruments has been ^.i-iy.
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Chicago Trolley Clamp.
The accompanying illusliatioiis bliow a new Irollcy wire

clamp devised hy John S. (iuslin, purchasing; ;igenl for

the Klectric Merchandise company, (Chicago. The clamp

is formed in three distinct parts, having two sections witli

opposing lips, one of which is provided with a threaded

projection upon whicli the clamping nut is screwed, tlie

other having a dog inclosed by the protruding lower rim

of the nut. Through the lower portion of these opposing

sections, a grove is formed to contain the irollcy wire, the

coiisideralion aftei' the tliirty davs ailov/cd plainliff to com
j>!y Avith the orders of the court."

CHICAGO TROLLEY CLAMP.

size of which does not call for a different construction of

the clamp. The opposing lips are cut at such an angle

that they still engage each other when the largest trolley

wire is inserted in the groove. The screwing down of the

nut upon the threaded projection and over the dog causes

the lips to slide one within the other, thus forcing together

the lower sections of the clamp upon the wire, preventing

all possibility of falling. The movement of the

wire from expansion and contraction is provided for in the

hinge joint included in the nut. With this clamp it is

claimed that an absolutely reliable support is provided for

the trolley wire, while at the same time its simple mecha-

nism makes its adjustment at any place upon the wire, or

entire removal therefrom, an easy task. The clamp is said

to be equally efficient whatever may be the style of insula-

tor used. The Electric Merchandise company, Chicago,

is sole agent for this device.

Claims an Interest in Edison's Inven-
tions.

A press dispatch from Boston says taht Judge Nelson has

made and important order in the arguments presented

recently in the suitagainsc Thomas A. Edison in the United

States Circuit Court. This action was begun in 18S3 by

E. Baker Welch, who asked !j;250,ooo damages on the

strength of a contract made between him and Mr. Edison

CHICAGO TROLLEY CLAMT.

in 1869, which Welch claims entitled him to one-half in-

terest in Edison's inventions. The court rules as follows:

"As to further answers to interrogatories, denied; on
production of books and writings, ordered that plaintiff file

originals or copies of all communications from defendant or
between plaintif[ and Milton F- Adams, Jr., or Charles
Williams, Jr., and of all receipts, promissory notes or
contracts exchanged between plaintiff and defendant, and
also that plaintiff produce all books of account showing
money payments between the parties. As to the bill of
particulars, ordered that plaintiff file a statement of all

patents, inventions, improvements, instruments, principles,
methods and systems of defendant in which plaintiff claims
an interest. The motion to amend answer is

allowed. The motion for audhor isto stand for further

A New Insulatin^^ Joint.

Numerous devices have been designed for insulating

combination fixtures from the connecting gas pipes, but it

may be said many of these have been more ingenious and

complicated than practical. The Wirt joint shown in the

illustration is extremely simple, having only two parts

which are securely fastened together by a hard insulating

compound. There are no screws or loose pieces. It is

made by the ICIectrical Supply company, 104 Michig.'in

avenue, Chicago.

Prominent Asbestos Manufacturers
Consolidate.

The H. W. Johns Manufacturing company and the

Chalmers-Spence company. New York; the Asbestos Pack-
ing company and Chas. W. Trainer & Co., Boston,
and the Shields & Brown company of Chicago, the five

largest asbestos manufacturers in the United States, have
formed a corporation under the name of the H. W. Johns
Manufacturing company, to control most of the output in

their line of business. The officers of all the companies
and their chief employes will remain with the new concern.
H. W. Johns is the president; K. H. Martin, formerly
president of the Chalmers-Spence company, the new vice-

president; C. H. Patrick, treasurer, and G. P. Erhard,
secretary, both of the last two named having previously
been with the H. W. Johns Manufacturing company. The
H. W. Johns Manufacturing company was the name chosen
for the new corporation because the old company of that

name was the pioneer in the business, and had besides the

largest factory. H. W. Johns began the manufacture of

asbestos goods in 1S58. l-^nglishmcn took their cue from
him and have set up asbestos factories, but American man-
ufacturers export their goods to Great Britain and else-

where in Europe in considerable quantities. The factory

of the old II W. Johns Manufacturing company at the foot

of Thirty-ninth street. Brooklyn, N. V , is already the
largest one devoted to the manufacture of asbestos goods
in the world; about 125 men being employed. A new
building will shortly be erected which will employ double
that number. Factories will also be run in Chicago and
Boston. The old H. W. Johns Manufacturing company
also made asbestos fire and water-proof paints and roofing.

NEW IN:- I \ : l\' . JOINT.

an important branch of the business, while the other con-

cerns confined themselves solely to tlie manufacture of

asbestos steam pipe and boiler coverings, s;eam packings,

fire proof cements, fabrics, ropes and twines. The new
company will also be sole agent for the sale of Vulcabes-

ton, which is used largely for electrical purposes in the

manufacture of switch-boards, armature sleeves, battery

cells, and insulating parts for arc and incandescent lights,

motors, etc. The new H. W. Johns Manufacturing com-
pany will have headquartsrs at S7 Maiden Lane, New
York City. There will be branch offices in Boston, Chi-

cago and Philadelphia, and agencies in London and else-

where abroad.

New Porcelain Insulator.

The accompanying cut illustrates a porcelain insulator

of new design. The slot around the base of the insulator,

inclining downward. e(7ectively prevents any moisture

covering the insulator from the conductor to the sup-

porting base. These insulators are highly glazed, with a

counter-sunk base. They have given satisfaction to those

who have used them. They are being placed on the mar-

ket by the Central Electric company of Chicago.

Chilian War Affecting Telephone
Interests.

A recent number of the London Eltxtricai Rcvi<-'u con-
tained an abstract of the last directors' report of the Chili

Telephone company. Limited, covering the affairs of the

company up to April ist last. The report contains several

interesting references to the civil war in that couniry, as

will be seen by the following extracts;

"After the outbreak of the civil war the business of the

company was stopped by the order of the government,
which has since had the entire use of those of our lines

situated within the districts remaining under its control; but

business has been resumed for the public at Iquique and
other stations in districts held by the Congress party. On the

31st of March, when the present account ended, the public

service at .Santiago had been suspended for one month and
eighteen days. For the loss of business the government
will compensate the company, and $62,000 had on the 31st

of March been received on account of such compensation.
"The company's property has sustaineil damage only in

llie province of Tarapaca. The ports of \-\\i\'\uk and
Pisaqua were bombarded, and icvcrai battles fou;{bt on
land. Some of our instruments were destroyed, and some
poles and wires cut down. lor this, both panics arc held to
lie directly rcsponsSljIe. as well as for Ios:> of businc'!>s i>c-

twccn January 2oih .ind March loih during which period
the telephone service there was suspended by order of the
authorities."

"After all the deductions are made, the balance avaiiabie
for dividend is equal to 7 per cent. p<:r annum upon the
paid-up capital, as against a distribution of 5 per cent, for
the previous year.

"In view, however, of tlie continuation of the civil war—

NEW PORCELAIN I.\SL*LATOR.

with very indefinite prospects of its ending—and also in
view of the fact that for capital purposes it has been neces-
sary to use, temporarily, the income of the company until

the capital exchequer be rep'enished by further issue of
securities—which cannot be done on satisfactory terms at
the present time—the directors recommend that no dividend
be paid, carrying forward undivided the whole balance of
i'r4,209 los. id. until peace is re-established, and the
future of the company becomes more secure

"The company is now in sole possession of the whole
field. Its system is already in far better order than ever
before. It has established new exchanges throughout the
country, and its prospects—but for the revolution—are
brilliant."

New Incandescent Socket.
The accompanying cut illustrates the new incandescent

socket of the Union Electric Manufacturing company of

Bridgeport, Conn. The device has been received with

much favor, and the company is making a specialty of it.

There are very few parts to it, the chief novelty being the

method of holding the key in position by peculiarly shaped

projections on the key, pressed up against one of the frame

posts by a spring. In the most recent form the contact

ring on the top is done away with, and two screws are

substituted, one going into each of the frame posts. The
whole SDcket can then be easily taken apait for repairs

when necessary.

Copper Production in the United States.

Census bulletin No. gO, relating to copper production in

the United States, prepared by Charles Kirchhoff, special
agent, under the supervision of Dr. David T. Day, has
just been issued by Superintendent Porter. It contains
many facts of interest and importance to the electrical

fraternity.

The report shows the United States to be the largest
producer of copper in the world, its product for the year
1SS9 being 226055.962 pounds, or 113.02S short tons.

Ni:\V INCANDESCKNT SOCKET.

The total expenditures involved in this production were
$12,062,180, of which there was paid in w.iges, $6,o()6.-

025; in salaries. $1:0.806; to contractors, $33^.443; for

materials and supplies, $4,067,970. and for t.i.\es. rent, etc.

$1,442 S46, the total capital invested being $62,623,235,
and the total employes, exclusive of otlice force. S.721.
The five leading states in the production of copper are:

Montana <>S,i?3,444
Micliigan S".4SS.6;s
Arir.on;i 31.5^185
New Mexico j.C«<si37
Colorado 1.170,053

Since the tenth census report Arizona and Montana have
made wonderful progress in the mining and proiluction of
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copper; aud today Montana, as will be seen from the

above statement, leads all other states in ibis production,

its product exceeding that of Michigan (which has hereto-

fore been the leading producer) by 10,706.769 pounds.

Almost all copper used for electrical purposes in the

United States comes from the Lake Superior district, and

the portion of the report dealing with that locality is there-

fore of particular interest. Following is an extract;

"From an industrial point of view the conditions under

which the Lake Superior copper mining companies work

are unique. The occurrence of the metal in the native

state crested problems for the solution of which experience

in older mining regions could furnish no guide. Untram-

meled by conventional methods, they have been attacked

in a characteristically American manner. After an ex-

perience e.Ktending over a generation it may well be

claimed that the practice of the majority of the mines is

entitled to the claim of ranking with the best in this

country. By systematic mining, by the liberal introduc-

tion of power drilis, by the cheap handling of large

quantities of rock, and by the development of crushing

apparatus of great power, well adapted to the special

requirements, it has become possible in the Lake Superior

district to profitably extract copper from very low-grade

rock-

"While the district possesses certain great advantages,

it is unquestionably hampered by drawbacks. The metal

exists in the rock in the native state. The ore needs only

to be crushed and washed to leave behind a product called

mineral, consisting of raecallic copper. From the fact

that the product of 117,804.926 pounds of mineral yielded

37 455>675 pounds of ingot, it fol'ows that the average

percentage of copper is 74.24- But, on the other hand.

the amount of native copper in the rock is small in the

majority of cases. The total amount of ore hoisted to

the surface, not including the few small mines worked by

tributers and one of the larger mines, was 2 363,733 short

tons. This yielded 86.604,253 pounds of ingot. The
average j-ield of the principal mines was only i S3 per

cent of ingot. Excluding, however, the two phenome-

nally rich mines, the Calumet and Hecla and the Tama-
rack, the others produced from 1.369.180 tons of rock.

27.330,536 pounds of ingot, so that the yield was .998. or

almost exactly i per cent, of ingot copper. It follows,

therefore, that a Urge tonnage must be hoisted to produce

a moderate amount of copper. This, in turn, means very

extensive underground development, and a large invest-

ment in plant and machinery for power drills, hoisting,

crushing, and washing. Since the latter requires a large

quantity of water, stamp mills have been located where it

is most readily available and where the enormous quantity

of sand can be readily disposed of. The result is that

the transportation of the rock from the mine to the mill

becomes an additional problem.

"These conditions impose upon the Lake Superior cop-

per companies a conservative policy, and rob them to

some extent of the ability to quickly adapt themselves

to rapid fluctuations in the demand and supply. They can

not at short notice respond to calls for increased pro-

duct, becauses preparations for an extension of operations

involve the expenditure of large sums, extended under-

ground development,and large additions to plant and equip-

ment, with the long time which the execution of such

plans requires. They are similarly hampered in any plans

for an adjustment to the conditions which an overstocked

market imposes. Low costs are based in operations invol-

TiDg the handling of large quantities of rock upon the

fall employment of equipment and force. Any curtail-

ment means an undue burden of operating expenses and
fixed charges upon a diminished product, while total sus-

pension of operations presents the alternative of either

providing for a steady outlay for the maintenance of mine
and plant, or ultimately, upon resumption, of paying a far

larger aggregate sum as a penalty for neglect. It is nat-

ural, therefore, that consciously or not, the managers of

the Lake Superior copper companies have usually followed

a conservative course,"

A table that is appended shows that the total cost of

mining rock which finally yielded 87,455.675 pounds of

ingot copper was at the rate of about S^ cents per

pound.

Electric Railways at Pittsburg.

The Citizens* Traction company is now building a new

power boose for the electric line frorr Butler street, Pitts-

bnrfr, to Sharpsburg. The company purchased a site for

the power house on I'lummer street. The building will

be 04xt25 feet. The station will be equipped with dyna-

mos and engines of the Wcstinghouse type as soon as the

batldingis completed. It has been estimated that the new

building will cost f40,000. The company intends to make

the bnilding as nearly as possible fire-proof. Work on the

road bed is also progressing rapidly, and the road will be

in operation by ncx', fall. The cars will be equipped with

the \Vcs:Jnghoase slow speed motors. The line is an ex-

tension of the company's cable road, which runs from

Libsrty street. Pittsburg to the East Knd. a distance of

fiv; milca.

T':. -ion of .1 company to construct and oper-

ate '! connecting f^vanslon and the inlcrvcn-

inx *nc Lincoln avenue cable line in Chicago
aptxur^ to {/e a'tracting a great deal of attention among
saburbanites. The rompany is backed by a guaranty from
the Kdison General Klcctric company to the effect that if

the franchise* arc secured the road will be in operation
within a year. Srep^- "> oh'.sin •h'; rij^hr of v/ay arc now
in pTo^r«9 Th ".mmcndcd by
the citi/cna of L : new company
were discus-wrl a*. ^ -.-.w Mcn"<i asso-

ciation held i n that (oiaii ia^t wce<.

Patent Litigation over Accumulators.

Judge Coxc has handed down an important decision in

the litigation over tlic accumulator patents, awarding a

substantial victory to the lirush company by declaring in

favor of the patents of Charles F. Brush. The decision

was handed down July 23d in the United States Circuit

Court, southern district of New York. Following is the

full text of the opinion:

This is an equity action founded upon three letters

patent, granted to Charles F. Brush for improvements in

secondary batteries, as follows: No, 337,299. granted

March 6. 1S86; No. 260.654, granted July 4, 1SS2, and
No. 260,090, granted October 17, 1SS2.

These patents and one other. No. 337.298. granted
March 2, 18S6, were before this court in Brush company
vs Julien company, 41 Fed. Rep . 679 The court there

decided that No. 337. 29S and No. 337,299 were f6r the

same invention, and intimated, as the inventor and his

expert apparently regarded the former as the broader pat-

ent, that the difficulty might be met by a surrender of the

laUer or by a disclaimer of similar claims therein. This

solution of the difficulty was thrown out as a suggestion

merely, the final disposition of the patents being left till the

settlement of the decree.

It was not the intention of the court to decide that one
of these patents was entitled to preference over the ether.

For the reason stated and for convenience of illustration

No. 337. 29S was given prominence in the discussion, but

the conclusion would have been the same had the position

of the patents been reversed.

Upon the settlemeut of the decree the complainant
selected No. 337,299 as the patent upon which it chose to

rely, and withdrew No. 337,298 from the consideration of

the court. This was done without objection by the de-

fendant in that case.

On the 15th of July. iSgo, after the decree in the Brush-

Julien case was entered, the complainant withdrew No.

337,298 from this cause, and an order was entered dismiss-

ing the bill as to that patent. The cause has since pro-

ceeded upon the three patents as slated.

In the prior litigations involving the subject matter of

these patents the following propositions have been de-

cided:

Fiisi.—That Mr. Brush was the first in this country to

hold absorptive substance, in the form of dry powder, in

place on the supports of a secondary battery by paper or

equivalent material, and the first who rammed or pressed

it into grooves or receptacles in the plates.

Sll-oui/.—That No. 337,298 and No. 337,299 are for the

same invention and that the complainant was not entitled

to both patents, but was entitled to one.

Third.—The complainant having elected to hold No
337,299, it was decided, by the decree, that claims num-
bers one, two, three, six. seven, eleven, twelve and thir-

teen were valid, the word "perforations" in claims num-
bers six and seven being construed as synonymous with

"cells or cavities.*'

Fourth.—That the cfaim of No. 260,654 was not in-

fringed by the application of the absorptive substance to

the grids by a trowel or spatula.

Fifth,—That the defendants, by the use of supports

filled with rows of uniform square holes, did not infringe

the "rib claims" of No. 266.0^0.

..SV_r///—That claims numbers seven and fourteen of No.
266,09":), the latter claim being limited to the "perfora-

tions" described, were valid an<.l infringed.

Seventh —That No. 337,298 (and by implication No.

337,299) was not invalidated by patents Nos. 261,512 and
261 995, granted to Mr. Brush, July 18, and August i,

1SS2, respectively.

J-li-hth.—That No. 337,298 (and by implication No.

337.299) was not invalidated by the expiration of the

Brush Italian patent.^

All of these conclusions were reached after careful study
and mature deliberation, and now, after having been re-

examined in the light of the present record, arguments and
briefs, except as to claims numbers eleven and thirteen of

No. 337,299, are reaffirmed. No useful purpose would be
subserved by again discussing them, as such a task would
only involve a repetition of what has been said already in

the other cases.

The proof of infringement is substantially the same as

in the Brush-Julien case. It is more complete as to the

manner in which the active material is applied to the

plates, but in this respect it only emphasizes the former
decision as to the non-infringement of the claim of No.
260,654. That claim is as follows:

"The method of forming the plates of a secondary
battery, consisting in forming receptacles for oxide of

lead in its surface, then applying oxide of lead to the

plate and within such receptacles and afterwards sub-

jecting the oxide of lead to pressure."

The claim clearly contemplates not only the treatment

adopted by the defendants, but afterwards subjecting the

oxide to pressure. The defendants apply the oxide to the

plates and within the receptacles with a wooden trowel in

the hands of the workman, and there they .slop. They
do not subject the oxide to pressure afterwards.

The questions arising upon the expiration of the Italian

patent and as to the validity of the "red lead claims" arc,

however, presented by this record in a new and different

a.'ipcct and may, with entire propriety, he examined dc

novo, together with the question, not heretofore consid-

ered, relating to the effect of the Brush patents Nos.
26o.^j53and 276,155 upon the broad patent in suit.

Firzl.— It is thought that claims numbers eleven and
thirteen of No. 337,299—the red lead claims—are void
for lack of Invention. The specification, after referring

to lead oxide as the active material, which is primarily and
mechanically applied to the plates, proceeds:

I, i!ni«)i V4. jiiti'-n, ^r I rd. Kcp., t*}'j\ AcciirniiLilor vh, J 11 lien, jfi

Yci\. Re;.,, 176,

"Beroxide is the best oxide of lead to use in the

preparation of the plates; but as this is rather ex-

pensive to prepare red lead or minium may be
used.''

If the record contained nothing but this statement, the
claims could not be upheld. After the invention of a sup-

port primarily coated with mechanically applied oxide of

lead, merely coating the plate with the commonest, cheap-

est and best known form of lead oxide, did not require the

exercise of the inventive faculties. Especially is this so

when the patentee himself asserts that the best results can
be obtained by using peroxide. It would seem that the

use of red lead would at once occur to any one who had
even a superficial knowledge of the art. There is no more
novelty in using red lead for the coatings than there is in

using cast lead for the plates. (Brush v. Julien, supra,

p. 692.)

The following paragraph taken from defendant's brief

states with clearness and precision the views of the court

upon this subject:

"The specification says that red lead is inferior to

the peroxide, and we submit that no valid claim can
be founded upon the use of an inferior article when it

is shown that the use of the superior article is old."

Patent No. 337,299, at 5east as far as its broad claims

are concerned, is not invalidated by anything contained in

the Brush patents No. 260,651 and No. 276.155. The
application for the former (No. 260,653) was filed June i 5,

1S82, a year and two days after the application of No.
337.299-
No one can read the specification of No. 260,653 with-

out being impressed with the fact that the inventor in-

tended to confine the patent to a single point, namely, the

form of the electrodes. He expressly says so:

' This application is a division of my application

designated as 'Case I' [337.298 9] filed June 13, 18S1,

in which other features of my invention are claimed.

For convenience in distinguishing this invention

among others of mine in the class of secondary bat-

teries I have denominated it Case I, Division A.'"

Again he says:

"My invention consists essentially in a secondary
battery element consisting of a structure of etagt^re-

like form, containing in the spaces between its shelves

lead in a finely divided state."

The claim is:

"In a secondary battery, an element consisting of a

structure of etag&re-like form, containing in the

spaces between its shelves lead in a finely divided

state, substantially as set forth."

It is tiue that the broad invention is described, but it is

equally true that it is not claimed. It was hardly possible

for the patentee to describe the subsidiary invention with-

out disclosing his main invention. Having disclosed it,

had he permitted the patent to issue without warning or

reservation, and, after the broad invention became public

property, had filed an application covering what he had
thus relinquished to others, it is probable that he would
have been informed, either in the patent oftice or in the

courts, that his application came too late. But that is not

this case. Before his application for the subordinate in-

vention he had applied for the superior one. In the former

he expressly informed the public that it was but a division

of the latter. He could do no more. The delay in the

patent office cannot be charged to him. Even though the

inventor were responsible for the issue of the divisional be-

fore the principal patent—and he was not— the fact of

such prior issue in no way misled the public. They never

for a moment acquired the right to use the broad invention.

An infringer, with the statements on the face of No. 260,-

653 before him. would scarcely have the hardihood to

assert that he supposed the broad invention was released

No court would listen to such a plea. The claims of that

patent did not protect Mr. Brush in the use of the broad
invention. A person who did not use an ' etagere shaped"
plate, could, if no other patent prevented, use the broad
invention wiih perfect impunity. No, 337,299 was in-

tended to prevent such use.

The court has not been able to discover an authority

holding a broad patent invalid in such circumstances.

None has been cited by counsel.

What is true of No. 260,653 is also true of No 276,155.

Mr. Brush was the first in this country to make the

broad invention as stated above. He is entitled to the

fruits of his invention. It is the policy of the law to re-

ward him.
Where the court can see that the patentee has produced

an invention of real merit, it should not be unduly industrious

in endeavoring to discover some statement or act of his by

which, on technical grounds, his rights may be forfeited.

It should rather be sedulous to protect him.

Whether or not the improvements patented by Nos.

260,653 and 276,155 are the same as the im-

provements covered by some of the claims of Nos.

337,299 and 266,090 it is, perhaps, unnecessary to decide,

for none of the claims in issue and infringed are so

affected.

It seems that in his anxiety to claim his invention in

every conceivable form, the patentee has involved himself

in a labyrinth of descriptions and claims in which electrician

and lawyer alike are quite apt to become confused.

What Mr. Brush accomplished in 1879 and iSSocanbc
embraced in a brief, clear and concise stalement. What
be actually did is the test by which his patents must be

judged. He is entitled to what he invented and only this.

His patents can receive no broader construction, because

he described his inventions with irksome prolixity and
gives to the same structure a wearisome variety of names.

The nomenclaturist should not seek the reward for his

labors in the patent office. A person is not entitled to a

patent because he has invented a new word. The danger

and impropriety of holding a number of claims relating

to the same structure, and which can be differentiated only

by the most abstruse and metaphysical distinctions seem
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apparent. They are calculated to embarrass the inventor

and mislead the public.

Did patents Nos. 337,299 and 266,090 expire with the

Italian patent ?

The Italian patent was applied for July 2S, 1SS2, sealed

August 8, 1SS2, and was issued for a icrm of three years

from September 30. iS32, It expired Sep'embcr. 50. 1SS5.

never having been prolontjed. renewed or extended. No.

337,299 was granted March 2, 1SS6, No. 2b6.0()o.

October 17, 1SS2: both were applied for in June. iSSi.

Having stipulated that the patent was issued for an

unextended term, from September 30, 1SS2, and that the

translation appearing in the record is a correct one, the

complainant is not in position to argue that the patent was

either extended as to time or limited as to its terms

Especially is this so in the absence of the Italian patent

law, which is not in evidence, and of all proof tending to

establish either extension or limitation.

The difficulty with the complainant's argument in this

regard is twotold; first, there is no law, and, second, there

are no facts upon which to base it.

Section 4SS7 of the revised statutes is as follows:

"No person shall be debarred from receiving a

patent for his invention or discovery, nor shall any

patent be declared invalid, by reason of its having

been first patented or caused to be patented in a

foreign country, unless the same has been introduced

into public use in the United States for more than two

years prior to the applicition. But every patent

granted for an invention, which has been previously

patented in a foreign country, shall be so limited as

to expire at the same time with the foreign patent, or,

if there be more than one, at the same time with the

one having the shortest term, and in no case shall it

be in force more than seventeen years.''

Under this section the test of identity between the

foreign and the domestic patent, as established by the

supreme court in two recent decisions, may be stated as

follows:

Is the principal invention in each, is the thing patented

abroad, the same in all essential particulars as the thing

patented here; would the home patent be infringed by a

structure made in accordance with the provisions of the

foreign patent .-'

In cases where these questions are answered in the af-

firmative the United States patent falls, and it will not be

saved by the fact that it contains improvements not found

in the foreign patent.

'

Whether the expiration of a foreign patent for an im-

provement only will operate to overthrow a domestic pat-

ent for a broad invention, which contains also a claim cov-

eriocr the improvement, has not apparently been decided

by the Supreme Court. The language of the court in

Siemens vs. Sellers, sii/rii, is perhaps, comprehensive

enouf^h to cover such a contingency, but this is a question

which need not now be considered.

In the Brush-Julien case the court commented upon the

absence of expert testimony relating to the Italian patent.

No similar observation can, with propriety, be made re-

garding the present record. It would indicMe a lament-

able want of appreciition on the part of the court to ask

for additional instruction and advice. Eight experts of

greater or less prominence and attainments have testified

upon this subject. Three of these, called by the defend-

ants, have expressed the opinion that the divisions of the

Italian patent desciibe everything claimed in the United

States patents granted to Mr. Brush and that the inven-

tions covered by the two patents, No. 337.299 and No.

266,090, are literally described and subsiantially claimed

in the Italian patent.

On the other hand five electricians, including the patentee

himself, have testified that the Italian patent relates to in-

ventions wholly different and proceeds upon totally dissim-

ilar fines. In short, that it is but a progressive step in the

riante method, its object being to aid the process of elec

trical disintegration of the plates in the electrolyte, and

not to supersede that process by placing the active material

mechanically upon the plates prior to immersion in the

battery fluid.

The mere fact that these gentlemen of conceded ability

and learning, whose motive is to enlighten the court and

who were all sworn to tell the truth, differ so radically re-

garding the meauing of the Italian patent is of itself sug-

gestive.

Toe defendants plead the defense of forfeiture. They
must prove it by a preponderance of evidence. And yet

upon the question of the identity of the patents in question

there is a sharp difference of opinion among those who are

most entitled to speak upon the subject. Is there not room
for the assertion that the defendants have failed to sustain

the burden in this behalf?

When this question was presented in the Brush Julien

case the mind of the court was in doubt, and now, having

re-read the Italian patent in the light of the new testimony,

it is still in doubt, but inclining more strongly to the opin-

ion that the complainant's contention is correct. The court

is not prepared to hold, therefore, that the Italian patent is

for the same inventions as those covered by the two patents

in question-

The principal reasons which led the court to adopt this

view may be epitomized as follows-

fjisl.—The language of the Italian patent is entirely

different from that of the patent in suit. The drawings

are different.

Some of the divisions of the Italian patent are unques-

tionably dissimilar and some concededly relate to the Plante

process. The broad statement relating to the primary

coating of the supports with active material is not found

in the Italian patent.

ScconJ,—The inventor's statement of his intent and

purpose in taking the foreign patent and his reasons for

not attempting to patent the invention of No. 337,299
abroad.

I. Siemens vs. Sellers, 133 U. S., 276; Com. Co. vs. Fairbanks Co.,

135 U.S.. 176.

This testimony is corroborated by his notes made at the

time he was perfecting the inventions patented abroad.

When these notes are placed side by side with correspond-

ing portions of the Italian patent it will be seen that they

are substantially similar. Mr. IJrush testifies that the por-

tion quoted describes the invention of i)ivision I.J of the

Italian patent.

Ih-u'^/i's A'o/cj, jUiir./t 7, iSS.: Division D^ Kalian I'.tient.

"About three weeks .-igo Icon- "In Uiis division I shall ire.-it .1

ceivcc] itic iilci of prcpjirinj; sec- secondary l).ii:ery clcmcnl, wticre-
oiidary battery plates !)> compress- in, before treatment by a "form-
iny partially oxidi/etl preoipitalcd inn' procrs-i. eilhcr lliu entire
metallic lead, in tlic form of a body thereof, or only tin; catint;
fine powder, witti yreai preisnrt', orcovennt; of a suitable core or
whereby I expect to get a solid body, consists of a mass, coin-
mciallic plate coherent and nul- posed of metallic lead and lead-
leable. * * • Mnw by using oxide in .tn intimati-ly mixed
very finely granulated or precip- condition, pressed or united to-
itated cad, and sliyliilyoxidi/ing gether into a compact and fir.nly

superficially each particle, spon- coherent mast,
tancously by exposure to the air. -'In constructing this mass I

or otherwise, and then compress- take nn-tallic kad in a pulvcr-
ini; the metal, I will get a lead Jzed, granulated, precipitated, or
plate having minute scams other finely divided state, .ind
throughout its substance filled allow the surface of t^e lead par-
with oxide of lead. 'I his will tides to become oxidi/ed. either
very greatly facilitate the oxida- by exposure to the air. or by any
li'>n of the plate in the process of suitable artificial oxidizing pro-
forming' in the battery. It will cess or application. * * * I now
probably be found advantageous subject the mixture to hcivy
10 coat a sheet of ordinary rolled pressure, hydraulic or otherwise,
le.-id on one or both sides with whereby its particles are united
this peculiar fissured metal, so and consolidated into a compact
that the rapid oxiil ition in the and firmly coherent mass. The
battery will be ariested by the mass thus formed consists of
rolled meial when the prepared metallic lead, having minute
metal is all oxidized." veins of oxide of lead every-

where ramifying and extendini:
through it; and these vein-; of
lead oxide within and ihrouijhout
the mass greatly facilitate the
penetration of the electrical ac-
tion in 'fonning' the plates for

operative use in secondary bat-
teries,"

The notes of March, 1SS2, seem to describe the inven-
tion of Division D; they certainly do not describe the in-

vention of No. 337.299
Third.— United States patents, other than those in

question, were issued to Mr IJrush for the divisions of the
Italian patent, evidently including Division D. At that

time, therefore, neither the inventor nor the Patent Office

officials thought these inventions, or any of them were
the same as No. 337 299. Furthermore, the attention of
the officials was particularly called to the foreign patents.

The opinion of the United States officials seems to have
been entertained also by those of Italy, France and
England.

Faure's invention was well known abroad and yet the
patents issued to Brush with no objection apparently, from
any source that they interfered with Faure.

Fourth —The fact that a sharp distinction is drawn in

No 337,299 between the inventor's and Dante's method.
Mr. Brush claims his secondary battery element "'as con-
tradistinguished from a plate or element having the active

material produced by the disintegrating action of electric-

ity as in the well-known Plante process."

There is nothirg of this in the Italian patent. On the
other hand the inventor clearly intimates that the plates of
Division D are to be formed by the Plante process.

Fifth.—The vast superiority of the electrodes of the
United States patents in question over those made in ac-

cordance with the directions of the Italian patent, as
demonstrated by the experiments of the complainant's
experts.

A careful reading of Division D in the light of the tes-

timony has convinced the court that some, at least, of

these experimental plates are made in conformity with the
formula of that division. None of them are like the plates

of No. 337-299-
Sixth.—The Italian patent is capable of a narrow

construction which differentiates it from the patents in

suit.

When to the statements of the patent itself is added the
testimony of the inventor that he intended to limit the

patent in all its branches to a coating formed by the action

of the electric current and that he did not intend it to cover a

coating placed on the plates mechanically before they are

subjected to electrical action, there seems to be every reason

why the narrower construction should be adopted.

Sevi-nth —The fact th:it the element of the Italian pat-

ent is produced by heavv pressure, hydraulic or otherwise,

whereby the particles of lead and lead oxide are compacted
into a firmly coherent mass having minute veins of oxide of

lead everwhere ramifying through it.

Theie is nothing resembling this in the United States

patents in suit.

Ei^^hth.—The "mass" described in the Italian patent is

malleable and capable of being made into strips or wires

and manipulated so as to form any style of element.

Neitheir the active materiil of No. 337.-99 nor the com-
pleted plate of that patent is capable of such treatment.

A7;////.— No. 337,299 is designed to cover Mr. Brush's

inventions made in the summer of 1S79 and in the summer
and autumn of iSSo.'

Bearing this in mind, it is quite clear that the discoveries

of these years alone are insullicient to support the Italian

patent. Something more is required. What Mr. Brush
did in 1S79 ^"^1 ibfo is not described in the Italian patent.

What he did in 1SS2 is described there.

The foregoing are some of the reasons which have in-

duced 1 he court to overrule the defense of forfeiture; in

fact, tlie more the Italian patent is studied the more settled

becomes the conviction that it is not for the same inven-

tion as No. 337, 2q9
Apply the test suggested in Commercial Manufacturing

company vs. Fairbanks company, 135 U. S., 176, 194. U
a person in this country, after the issue of No. 337.-99,
were to commence the manufacture of secondary batteries

by the precise processes described in the Italian patent,

1. Inrush vs. Julien, supra, 687; Accumiilaior vs. Julien, supra, 119-

131.

would the courts refuse ah injunction to restrain their use
on the ground that they do not infringe the cbims of the
United States patents?

It is thought upon the conilicting lestimonv here pre-
sented, an intelligent court would feel compelled to deny
an injunction on the ground that infringement was not
proved or. at least, that ihe question was involved in such
uncertainly and doubt ss to justify the court in -.viihhold-
ing the writ.

It may as well be admitted that this defense docs not
appeal strongly to the conscience of a court of equity. The
statute creates it. and in all cases where the facts arc clear
the statute must be implicitly followed. But no one can
examine the course of judicial dicision upon the subjca
without being impressed with the fact that the courts have
sought to construe it liberally, and have seldom, except in
the plainest cases, permitted it to defeat a %'aluab!e patent.

Believing that Mr. Brush is entitled under our l.-iw 10
protection for a meritorious invention, the court should not.
unless fully convinced that the facts warrant juch accur;^,'
destroy his patents upon grounds which do rot goto the
merits of the invention, and which, for want of a more ac
curate word, may be termed t'chuical.

Why a meritorious inventor, who is a citizen of this re-
public should lose his rights at home because he has tried
to protect them abroad is, on principle, not easy to compre-
hend.

It is said that the expiration of the Italian patent threw
the invention into public domain. So it did into the do-
main of the Italian public, but if Mr. Biujh had (.-iken no
patent in Italy the Italian public could have practiced the
invention from the moment it became known there. Had
betaken no foreign patents his invention would have been
thrown into the public domain of every land but this, in
this country his inventions would have been protected for
seventeen years; outside of this country they could have
been used with perfect impunity. The inventor applied
for his patent here long before he applied abroad, but
through the delay of the patent office the foreign patents
were issued first.

Assuming the inventions to be similar, the inventor has
been guilty of no fault, the .Vmerican public has lest no
rights, and yet, under the provisions of this statute, which
it is thought was never intended to apply to a case like this,

a valuable ironopoly is destroyed.

These observations are, perhaps, only germane to the
present inquiry as they tend to emphasi::e the suggestion
already made that in dealing with a defense where, as in
this case, tlie disaster following the inventor's acts is so out
of proportion with 'he fault, if fault it be. the court should
proceed with the utmost caution, and. where the evidence
is not clear, give to the inventor the benefit of the doubt.
If convinced that he did not intend to patent the invention
abroad, the court should not by consiruction broaden the
language of the foreign patent so as to destroy the domes-
tic patent, when that language is capable of a construction
which permits the domestic patent to live.

The question of how to dispose of No. 337.29S is. in
view of complainant's position regarding it, more pu^^ziino-

than ever. The rule which obtains in this Circuit, requir-
ing a disclaimer of invalid claims as a condition of a de-
cree, has always seemed an arbitrary' one. It certainly
seems inequitable that the court, at nisi priiis, should
compel the patentee to renounce forever a claim which may
be held valid upon appeal, it is possible that this rule
may be modified by the Circuit Court of Appeals.

In view of this contingency and of theextraordinarj- and
distinguishing circumstances surrounding this case the
court has concluded, if the complainant upon refiection

still desires to assume the responsibility of retaining two
patents for thesame invention, not to require a surrender
or disclaimer of No. 337. 29S as a condition of a decree. It

is thought, however, that pending an appeal it should be
deposited with the clerk to await the further order of the
court.

An accounting having been waived, it followsthat on fil-

ing a disclaimer of claims eleven and thirteen of patent No.
337.299, the complainant is entitled to a decree upon claims
one. two. three, six. seven and twelve of this patent, and
upon claims seven and fourteen of No. 266.090. for an in-

junction, but without costs.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, July 25.—The White Squadron and the

State Naval Militia have been the heroes of the week in

New York. As I wrote you last week the squadron of

evolution has been anchored in the Hudson river, right

off the western edge of New York city. Several prelimin-

ary drills have been organi:^ed for the benefit of the militia,

and on each occasion the spectacle has been highly appre-

ciated by tens of thousands of citizens who have crowded

the docks and pier and all the river craft a\-3ilable for sight-

seeing purposes. On Thursday night a boat drill for

"distant service" was held, and at the same time the

vessels of the squadron gave a magnificent display of the

valuable services rendered by the electric projectors, the

use of the .\rdois system of electric light signalling being

thrown in as a sort of side show. ICach of the cruisers

has four search-lights placed one at cither side of the for-

ward and after bridges. The projectors arc Mangin arc-

lights of 23,700 candle pi>wer each, taking a current of 4S

amperes at 50 volts. The projectors of all '(y\iL of the

cruisers were in service at tlic same time, and the great

shafts of light now sweeping the banks of the river, then

cast upward so as to form great \"s and X's, and again all

concentrated on a single vessel or portion of the shore.
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formed a spectacle that was quite unique and fairly bewil-

dered and delighted the crowds that occupied every avail-

able inch of space ashore and afloat from which the

gigantic pyrotechnical display couid be seen. The Ardois

system of electric light signalling was used for communi-

cating orders throughout the manoeuvres. Ten incandes-

cent lamps are strung in two vertical rows from ihemizzen-

top-mast head, the lamps being a considerable space apart

to facilitate distinguishing the combinations from a dis-

tance. The lamps of one row show a red light and those

of the others a white light. Only five lamps are lighted

for each signal, the signals being made up to combinations

of reds and whites. Five whites or five reds can be shown

at once, or two reds and three whites, or one red and five

whites, and so on in any combination of five, the total

number of combinations possible being 62. The

working of the lights is controlled by a circular switch-

board provided with a revolving and depressing switch

lever and connected with an automatic circuit closer. The

signals are made instantaneously by turning the lever to

the particular segment required among the 62 divis-

ions of the switch and then depressing it; the proper lamp

connections are then made automatically by the other

devices of the system. This night drill, whatever it did to

get the naval militia into training, certainly afforded a con-

vincing demonstration of the value of the electric light in

naval warfare. To-morrow the militia will leave fcr Fishei's

Island, where their week's hard work will begin on Mon-

day. Curiously enough, in spite of the very general interest

shown in the proceedings, only ^1,700 of the $5,000 needed

for the expenses of the drill has yet been subscribed.

The rapid transit question is being discussed with a good

deal of vigor just now. This week the commissioners

screwed their courage up to the point of making public the

route and style of road they have decided on for the east

side of the city. It is to be a four-track underground line

diverging from the proposed Broadway line at Fourteenth

street: that is, nearly three miles from the down town ter-

minus of the line, which was originally intended to serve

the west side only. About two miles of the upper portion

of the line is to be on a viaduct built over private property.

The surveys, plans and specifications are left to the

engineers, who are directed to have them ready "at the

earliest practicable date." The road is to be operated by

electricity or some other power not requiring combustion

within the tunnel. It is not proposed to lay out a third

line east of the one just decided on; the commissioners

apparently intend to wait and see if capitalists will have

the courage to face the situation. That the commissioners

have their doubts on this score is pretty evident from the

way they express themselves publicly, but unofficially. One

of them says that "the commission has given to the

public its best idea as 10 how rapid transit for New York

should be realized. Capitalists must decide for themselves

whether or not there is money in the project." The thing

is that the "best idea" of the commission has been so

overlaid with poor ideas that it is very doubtful whether

capitalists will be tempted to put money into the project.

The original idea of an electric underground road, or

rather two roads, one for each side of the city, was excel-

lent, certainly the best idea the commission has had. If

capitalists had b^n allowed to work on that idea and build

the road according to the best system obtainable the fran-

chise would probably have been in great demand. The
plan now given out of having the east side route branch off

from the line from the west side at a point about two miles

above the center of the business district is a fatal mistake.

Anybody with an atom of common sense who has seen the

evening and morning jams on the four elevated roads dur-

ing the busy hours must see in a moment that it would be

impossible to properly handle the traffic if the trains of both

cast and wcs: side lines have to run over a common track

in the down-town section of the city. Such a scheme is

almost inconceivable folly, e\'cn if it were intended merely

as a temporary relief, but for a system intended to perma-

ncntly v>lve the difficulty of rapid transit in -New York it

is simple idioc>". Then again, the commission has put

aside 'he simple and economical Grcathead system of tun-

nelling because "that is especially applicable to deep

tunnels, and 'oar' roads are to be as near the surface a?

possible." Perhaps the members of the commission arc

i$:nofant that a nine fool Grcathead tunnel has lately been

driven under the Thames above Ixndon, the top of the

lonnel being only three feet below the water. The Great-

head system of tunnelling is the ideal method of construct-

in j; underground railways in cilic*. but our sagacious

commUsiorn seems to favor a costly system of double-decked

tunnel near the surface, the adoption of which would

necessitate the entire rcconMruction of the street. As an

alternate plan a single tunnel belo-* all the other undcr-

^ound stroctares at present occupying the subsoil, and
aboat 33 OT 40 hex wide, is proposed, but the general

opinion is that the commissioners incline more to the

former plan. If they decide to adopt it, capitalists will

probably not be very long in deciding whether there is

money in the project or not, but their decision is pretty

sure to be that there is not.

In addition 10 the vexation caused by the hopeless

muddle in which the commission has involved the transit

question, the souls and bodies of New Yorkers are further

vexed by the blockade on T'roadway caused by the con-

struction 'vork for the cable railroad. The work has been far

more tedious and more expensive than had been estimated,

and the preliminary job of re-arranging the gas and water

main?, subways and other underground obstructions, has

been—and will be, for a considerable length of the street

has not been touche 1 yet—a piece of work occupying an

immense amount of time and costing an immense amount

of money. The railroad company has bought the franchise

of the steam company for the lower part of Broadway and

will remove the mains altogether, as this was found to be

the only way of disponing of them. The consideration

was $100,000. The electrical companies will profit by

this move, as the steam pipes kept the subways very hot,

lowering the insulation of the cables. It is stated on the

best authority that the cable road will not be in operation

for at least a year yet. After the tracks have been laid

the construction of the wheel-pits, power stations and ma-

chinery will occupy several months, so that the horse cars

will run on Broadway for a long time yet. Perhaps after

all the C3ble will never be set to work, as the road might

yet be equipped electrically, as several other cable roads in

various parts of the country have been.

The decision in the incandescent lamp suit has been

pretty freely discussed during the past week. The fact

that the NYestinghouse company publicly announced the

completion of its p'ans for reorganization after the decision

was given out is taken as indicating that the interests op-

posed to the Edison company do not expect to suffer very

much by reason of the decision. Judge Wallace granted

the Edison company an injunction against the United

States company, and later granted a stay until the appeal

should have been decided, on the ground that it would be

unfair to stop the company's business until the case had

been finally decided, as it has been manufacturing

lamps for the past five years. Commissioner Shields has

been appointed master in chancery to take testimony in the

accounting, and the United .States company has filed a

bond of $50,000 for the payment of profits. Edison stock

has been very quiet; one day this week 100 shares were

sold at ioi3_^'.

Another important electrical decision was handed down

by Judge Coxe on Wednesday in the case of the Brush

Electric company against the Accumulator company.

The Brush storage battery patent is upheld in all its bear-

ings, and storage battery litigation is apparently at an end

after having been bitterly waged for the past five years.

In his decision Judge Coxe says; "Mr. Brush was the

first in this country to make the broad invention. He is

entitled to the fruits of his invention. It is the policy of

the law to reward him." The Consolidated Electric

Storage company, which is the successor of the Julien

company and owns the Julien system, is the gainer by the

decision, as after the decision in the case of the Brush

company against the Julien in favor of the former it

bought the Brush patents and then proceeded to push vig-

orously the suit of Brush against the Accumulator com-

pany, which it has just won. The storage battery cars

belonging to the Fourth avenue line which were taken off

on account of the injunction obtained against the Julien

system, will be put in service again immediattly, and it is said

that a more extensive equipment of storage battery cars

will be added with a view to the permanent working of

the line by electricity. The engineers in charge of the

system claim that with a large number of cars they can

carry on the service much more economically than on a

very small scale.

The state authorities have decided to test the con-

stitutionality of the section of the new execution law,

which prohibits the publication of details of executions.

The cit)' editor of the Doily !^i-ws has been indicted for

a misdemeanor for having published an account of the exe-

cutions at Sine Sing. The district attorney says that the

indictment was found merely to test the constitutionality

of the law; he adds that he thinks the law is a bad one and

that the public is entitled to know all it wants lo know

about executions. The other newspapers are rather envious

of the Dnily Xnvs and any one of them would have been

glad of the distinction conferred on that journal — to say

nothing of the "ad." The .V//// says "the counsel for the

defendant in this great and important test case is the united

newnpajHrr press of New York, No man charged with the

violation of the law ever had more powerful backing."

The cable steamer Kclay. belonging to the Central

and South American Telegraph company, an American com.

pany which owns a system of cables skirting the west coast

of the American continent, all the way from Tehuantepec,

Mexico, to \'alparaiso. Chili, succeeded the other day in

splicing one of the main cables at sea off Iqu'que, thus

re establishing telegraphic communication between Lima
and \'alparaiso The Relay, although she sails under the

British fiag, having been built and equipped in England, saw

under the protection of the United States war vessel Baltimore

while executing this work. The southern sections of the

central and South American company's system, from Lima

to Iquique and Iqulque to Valparaiso,were laid by the cabie

ship Silvertown early this year, but owing to the revolution

the Silvertown was prevented from completing the connec-

tions. The Relay has now been enabled 10 finish the work

under the very noses of the fleet of the Congressional party.

The New England Telephone ^ Telegraph company

has just inaugurated a new exchange at Boston in the

magnificent building pat up by the American Bell Tele-

phone company. The headquarters of the telephone

industry in the United Stales have very appropriately been

arranged on the plan of a model telephone building. It is

ten stories high; five stories are to be let out as offices,

two are occupied by the extensive organization of the

American Bell company and the remaining three by the

New England Telephone company, the executive offices

being on the eighth story and the various departments of

the telephone exchange. In the basemenc is a very com-

plete electric lighting plant, and the machinery for heating

and ventilating the building and for working the elevators.

The underground cables of the telephone system enter at

the basement and are carried up a shaft to the ninth floor,

where they terminate in the distributing room. In this

department the cross connections between the subscribers'

lines and the switchboard wires are made, foreign current

protectors being inserted in all the lines. Adjoining the

distributing room is the operating room, which contains a

multiple board of the latest Western Electric pattern,

built for an ultimate capacity of 6,000 metallic circuit sub-

scribers' lines and 600 trunk lines. Besides the multiple

board there are several other switchboards for various pur-

poses, such as testing and handling combination loops,

long distance, extra territorial and suburban trunk lines,

and the express service, which consists wholly of trans-

mitting messages between the various express companies

and their customers. On the tenth floor are the batteries

and generators used in connection with the switchboards.

An interesting fact in connection with this new electrical

building is that the whole of the equipment of the exchange,

the electric lighting plant and all the various accessory

electrical apparatus was constructed and installed by the

Western Electric company.
W. L. H.

Toledo, O.

Toledo, July 25 —The largest electric railway strike

ever known in the United Stales has just been settled in

this city. It began on July 15th, and every electric and

horse car in the city was tied up. Public sentiment was

generally in sympathy with the strikers. The employes of

the Toledo Electric Street Railway company (Robison's)

claim that they were promised %i per day as scon as the

cars were allowed to run on Summit street. The company,

having obtained the privilege, was waited upon by a

committee of the men and requested to keep its promise.

This was refused, the company claiming that no such

promise had been made The employee of both companies

were united and threatened to strike, which they did, com

pletely blocking street car traffic. The motor men were re-

ceiving $1.50 and the conductors Jjti.Os per day of 12

hours. An attempt was made on the 16th to run cars, but

when only a few rods frcm the barn the stiil^ers lifted the

cars from the track and informed the officials of the com-

pany that they could not run a car until the demand of |2

was conceded.

Numerous propositions were made by both sides, but no

agreement was reached until Saturday night, when through

thcclfortsof the mayor the matter was adjusted by the

company agreeing to p:iy the motor men and conductor-* of

both electric and liorse cars %\.%o and the horse car drivers

$1.70 per day of 12 hours and ctjuai rates for overtime.

'I"he strikers were very cjuiel and not a ilrunken man was

seen among them. They were, however, firm in their de-

mand, and said that any attempt to run cars with non-

union men would cause a riot and bioodj^hed.

The dilTercnt labor organizations and the Central I-abor

Union passed resolutions indorsing the action taken by the

strikers and offering them aid. The strikers ran wagons

as a means of transportation, Ijut the service was very ir

regular and accomplished liltlc.

On July nth the demurrer of the Consolidattd Street

Railway company to tlie petition by the Toledo Electric
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Street Railway company asking that the former be enjoined

from stringing new wires where the latter's wires are now,

or from using these wires, was overruled. The temporary

injunction was also made perpetual, and all that the Con-

iolidated can now do is to appeal. This will prevent the

Consolidated company from changing some of lis horse

car lines to electricity for some time

The latest move in the Htigalion between the two com-

panies comes from the camp of the Consolidated people,

and is in the nalure of a petition in quo warranto proceed-

ings brought in the name of the attorney general of the

state. The claim is set up that the Toledo Electric Street

Railroad company has abused its corporate authority. The

company was organized April 11, 1S90, and the legislature

gave it authority to appropriate property necessary for the

use of existing street railway track for not more than one-

eighth of the entire distance between the termini of the

route as actually constructed. The attorney-general claims

that this act is unconstitutional on the grounds that it con-

flicts with section 26. article 2, in that it relates to the ex-

ercise of the sovereign power of eminent domain, is gen-

eral, and does not have uniform operation throughout the

state; that it conflicts with section i, article 2, in that it

purports to confer by special act the power of appropriat-

ing; that it is a special act conferring corporate powers;

that it conflicts with section ig, article i, in that it author-

izes the appropriation of property already devoted to and

in public use for street railway purposes to the use of another

corporation for the same public purpose. The questions in-

volved are similar to those in the case of the Cleveland

roads, affecting the change from horse to electric power.

The Postal Telegraph, Consolidated Street Railroad,

Toledo Electric and Western Electric companies of To-

ledo have j jined in erecting; a new line of poles on Superior

street. Some of the poles are sixty and seventy feet high.

Pittsburg, Pa.

PiTTSiiuRO. July 25.—The Braddock & Turtle Creek

Electric Railway company has now commenced operations.

The line was finished last week, and on Sunday, the

opening day, the capacity of the road was fully tesled.

Three cars carried 4.000 passen£ers. The people of Brad-

dock have for a long time been clamoring for a rapid

transit railroad and the electric system meets with general

approval. The line is now a little over two miles long,

but the co.Tipany is already contemplating an extension,

and when the entire road is completed the company will

operate about five miles.

Another progressive step toward the removal of the

overhead wires in large cities took place yesterday by the

organization of the Pittsburg Underground Electric Con-

struction compaoy, to equip electric and cable street rail-

ways with the underground systems under the patents of

Joha J. Miller of this city. The gentlemen composing

tnis organization are cautious and conservative, and it is

believed the project is a good one, and from the position

the gentlemen hold in the business world the combination

ii of great financial strength-

The ofiiceri and directors elected were C. D. Robbins, a

successful oil producer of Washington county, as president,

and D. J. Rex, manufacturer, as secretary and treasurer.

C. F. Shoemaker, superintendent of Liggett Spring and

Axle company, F. A. Mann, nut and bolt manufacturer

of Cleveland, O.; F. J. Osterling, architect, and John J.

Miller of the Robbins Electric company, the inventor of

the system, comprise the directory. The company is or-

ganized with a capital stock of !Si3oo,ooo, of which $96,000

was paid in yesterday.

The inventiois consist of a complete system of street

railway appliances, motors, underground trolley, rail and

road bed.

Sterling. 111.

S' ERLING, July 25.—About two years ago the

Union Street Railroad company obtained a franchise for

a road in Sterling and Rock Falls and at once commenced

construction. The Sprague company constructed about

six miles of trolley wire and feeders; car barns were built

and a power house added. Work was then discontinued,

and the time allowed in the franchise expired. Last Mon-

day evening Charles D. Jameson of Iowa City, la., applied

for a franchise over the right of way of the Union com-

pany and agreed to file bonds to carry out the work. It be

ing necessary to advertise the application for ten days, and

form a stock company; the matter will be again brought up

Monday evening, Aug, 3, when it is probable the franchise

asked for will be granted.

The Sterling Gas and Electric Light company has com-

menced work on the head race tunnel which, when com-

pleted will be three times the present dimensions.

B. W. F.

PERSONAL.
Egbert ("r. Mandy. president of the Columbia Electric

company. St. Paul, his been in Boston and New York for

the past three weeks.

f. II. Stahiey, formerly with the North .\merican Con-
struction company is now in charge of the construction

department of Kohler Bros. iV fjrier.

G A. Edward Kohler, of Kohler Bros. \- Crier, has

just returned from an extended business trip through the

east, visiting Philadelphia, New York and Boston.

C A. Diigh, minatjer of the Electric Engineering &
Supply company, St. Paul, has been in Chicago the last

week getting the line new office in order that has recently

been opened by his company in the Rookery. The St.

Paul office is managed by Morgan Brooks, the company's
treasurer.

Dr. D C. Jackson of Madison, it is reported, has been
tendered the professorship of electrical engineeiing at the

state university of Wisconsin. At present he holds the

position of electrical engineer of the Consolidated Edison
company of Madison, Wis It is thought that he will

accept the appointment.

W. J. Heald has been appointed superintendent of the

operating department of the Minneapolis electric

street railway system. Until recently Mr. Heald
has had charge of the work connected with the

overhead construction for the same company, the appoint-

ment coming in the line of promotion. Mr. Heald is a

young man but he has won his spurs in active service and
his appointment meets with approval in the Flour City.

C. C Smith of the firm of Carr & Smith, electrical en-

gineers, Minneapolis, has been engaged by the Villard

company to take charge of the practical work connected
with the rebuilding of th? Milwaukee street railway system
under Chief Engineer Julius Myers. Mr. Smith has been
with the Minneapolis company nearly two years, having
hid entire charge of the installation of its magnificent

plant, after plans and specifications prepared by Mr. Carr.

As a reward for meritorious work he has been sent to Mil-

waukee, where his position will entail greater responsi-

bilities.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Carpenter Electric Light & Motor company, Washing-

ton, D. C. ; capital stock, $100,000; dealing generally in all

kinds of elecirical appliances

Merchants' Eieclr^c Light company. Le'avenswor h.

Kan , capital stock, .$50,000; to manufacture and supply

light 10 the public by means of electricity.

Wisconsin Gas company, Chicago. III.; capital slock,

$2,ooo.o:)o; to build and operate gas and electric plants

for all purposes to which the use of same may be adapted.

Cutter Electrical and Manufacturing company, Cam-
den. N. J.; capital slock, $100,000; to manufacture chemi-

cal, electrical and mechanical devices, novelties and appli-

ances.

Beatrice Light & Power company, Beatrice. Neb.; capi-

tal stock,$250 000; to construct and maintain gas and electric

light works for light, heat, power, etc., in Beatrice and
other places,

Harvey Transit company, Chicago, III.; capital stock,

$150,000; to construct a rai.road in Harvey, III., and con-

tiguous territory to be operated by animal, steam, electric

or other power.

Youngstown Street Railway company, Youngstown, O.;

capital stock, $500,000; building and operating street

railroads to be operated by horses cable, electric or other

power, and to furnish power and light, etc.

L'ght, Heat & Power company, New Albany, Ind.;

capital stock, !j;5o. 000; to purchase, establish, erect and
maintain an electric light station with all proper attach-

ments for the purpose of furnishing electric light, beat and
power to all persons desiring to use the same in Floyd and
Clark counties, Ind.

United Stales Bulletin company (incorporated in

West Virginia). New York, N. Y.; capital stock, ^200.000;

manufacturing, selling and renting, using or licensing

electrical and mechanical bulletins, appliances or appa-

ratus to report base ball games, and other amusements,

spoiling or public events-

ELECTRIC LIGHT.
'l"he peop'e of Leroy, Fla , are talking of introducing

electric lights.

The erection of an electric lighting plant in iSt. Bernard.

La., is talked of.

It is rep:)rted that an electric light plant will be erected

at Riverside, Texas.

The Tampa, Fla., Illuminating company will, it is stated,

change its incandescent plant to an arc light system.

It is reported that the big Alcazar hotel in St..\ugusline,

Fla., will be fitted with a uew electric light plant.

At a recent meeting of the city council of High Point,

N. C , E A. Snow and J E. Cox were appointed a com-
mittee to purchase an electric light plant for the city.

A paper on "Incandescent Electric Lighting" was re-

cently read before the Illinois Chapter of tht American
Institute of .\rchitectsby Thomas G. Grier of Chicago.

The Edison Electric Illuminating company of Roches-

ter, N. v.. has taken possession of its new property. The
site cost Ifgf.ooo. The company has issued bonds aggre-

gating 1^300, 000.

W. .St. J. Jcrvey. C. C. Miller. W. E. Holmes and Ed-
ward Perry have incorporated the Economic I.i;;hl •': Pow-
cr company at Charleston, S, C, for the purpose of tr-jct

ing ai electric light plant. The capital stock is ^100,000.

The Electrical Engineering and Supply company of .St,

Paul has just secured a contract for the wiring of the
Duluth high school for 5St incandescent lights. This
company is also engaged in putting in an clactric lighting;

p'.ant at Audubon. la,, the contract for which was awarded
some time since.

The Edison Electric Illuminating company of lirooklyn,
N. v., has recently put in operation a new clcctri-: light-

ing station at 358-3^,2 Pearl street. The building is 7?
feet front and 100 feet deep. At present it contains four
teen No. 32 dynamo;, driven by four yy^> and three 250
hcjrse power Ball compound engines

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
An electric road from Chattanooga. Tenn.. to .Alton

P^rk is contemplated.

At Norfolk, Va . the Norfolk iS; .Atlantic Terminal com-
pany intends building an electric line.

The St. Catherines. Got., electric street railway, owing
to financial embarrassment, has passed under the control
of the Bank of Toronto.

The San Antonio, Tex , Rapid Transit Street Kailroad
company has contracted with the Thomson-Houston Elec-
tric company for ihee<]uipment of its electrical raifro.ad.

Twenty new cars have just been added to the rolling

stock of the Minneapolis Street Railway company. They
are from the shops of the Northern Car company of Min-
neapolis and are highly commended.

Work on the electric railway at New Westminiler. B.
C, is steadily progressing. The foundations of the power
house are finished and the work of its completion and
fitting up will go forward without delay.

A new electric street railway company has been incor-

porated in Columbus. O. It will be operated in the ex-

tTcme northeastern and northwestern sections of the city

named and will also extend to Green Lawn cemetery.

The Galv.islon City Railroad company of Galveston,
Tex . has let the contract to Noah Ham'et and W. D.
Holizman at $50,000 for the erection of its electric power
house. The building will be 99x280 feet in size, and four

stories high,

S. D. Loring, representing bondholders, has purchased
the Houston. Tex., street railway properly of the Fort
Worth Land & Railway company. The property in-

cludes 10 miles of street railway, electric plant and equip-

ment and real estate. The purchasers will, it is stated,

make a number of improvements.

An application has been made to the Jamaica, N. Y.,

town board by the Brooklyn City Railroad company for

permission to extend its Myrtle avenue line to Richmond
Hill. Many property holders along the proposed exten-

sion were present at the meeting. They all favored the

proposed extension. President Lewis of the railroad com-
pany said that the company intended to operate the whole
road eventually by electricity. The next hearing will be
on Sept. 14th.

ELECTRIC MOTOR.
Floyd, Gallagher & Co. have organized the Edifon

Electric Power company at Meridian, Miss., and are, it is

tated, erecting an electric power plant.

The C/iuiii^o Herald is authority for the following item;

"A queer suit in equity has been brought against a Phila-

delphia dentist. He has on his premises an electric plant
with which he pulls teeth. The engine, dynamo and
machinery make too much noise for the neighbors, and
they have petitioned the court to have the nuisance
abated."

TELEPHONE.
The telephone line between the German citiesof Munich

and Stuttgart, 125 miles in length, was started working on
July 1st. Twenty-four cents is charged for five minutes'

conversation.

Thi Md}ittf%ic(iirLrs Kecoi-ii is authority for the state-

ment that the South Florida Telephone company will erect

a factory for the manufacture of C. J. Seeger's patent tele-

phone instrument at Bartow. Fla.

MISCELLANEOUS.
One of the best schools of electrical engineering in the

country is tint connected with Columbia college. New
York, and at which Prof. F. B, Crocker is instructor. Full

information rtgirding it is given in the rtcently issued

"circular" i>sued by the School of Mines of that institution.

Cs. W. McKinney of Rochester. N. Y,. writes to the

New York Sun to cite the case of John Todd of .\ltIeboro,

Mass., who is alleged to have received a current of I 700
volts for over a minute with no more dangerous injuries than

severe burns on his Uft hand and a large blister on his

left side, extending from shoulder to loc.

A beneficent product of ingenuity in electrical applica-

tion is an invalid chair which can be handled with such

ease that an attendant can be dispensed with. The in-

valid can. if desired, take his constitutional .it a SjKcd of

eight miles on hour. Underneath the ch.iir are placed the

motor and the storage ctlls, and the guiding apparatus

and that for controlling the motor are conveniently ar-

ranged. At a moderate speed the baiier>- will last for 50

miles of travel.
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ELECTRIC MINING.
The Queen of ihe Hills Mining company of Neihart,

has awarded a contract to the ThomsonHouston ElecEric

company for a complete mining plant. C. L. I'arker.

superintendent of the works, says: "This plant will be

the hrst complele electiical machinery equipment and the

largest yet turned out. It will consist of electrical pumps,

drills and hoists The hoists are for use in a 2,ono-foot

shaft, but for the present will only be used 1,000 feet.

The machinery will be completed and ready for shipment

as soon as the railroad is finished to Neihart, which will be

in about sixty days, and inside of ninety days will be in

operation. The drills can be operated in any part of the

mine—three ivill be operated at once and within six

months, or. as development goes on. six will be in use.

The introduction of this electrical machinery will work a

revolution in the manner of taking ores from the ground

and its operation 15 being watched with interest all over

the stale; and when the electricity is once applied, there

will be hundreds of mining men present to watch it, for

upon the success of the piant hangs the fate of the appli-

cation of electricity to working other mines in the Neihart

district. The new process, it is claimed, sinipiihes mining

and reduces mining opera'ions to the minimum of cost."

TRADE NEWS.
1. H. Bunnell ^^ Co., New York, have begun an action

against the Manhattan Electric Supply company for al-

leged inffingementof patent on the Burmley dry battery.

The Great Western Kleclric Supply company at a

meeting of its directors, July isc. declared a 2 percent,

quarterly dividend on §350,000 of preferred stock. It is

announced that the company will soon pay 6 per cent, on

common stock.

At the fourth annual exhibition of the Amateur Photog

rapher's society of Nev/ Vo k the Clark Electric company
was awarded a silver meda! of excellence for its arc lamp
for electric optical lantern apparatus. This is the first and
highest medal ever issued by the society for electric light

for optical purposes in photography.

Hewlings' Directory of Steam Specialties and Engineer-

ing Appliances is out. It contains classified lists, with an

index, of the names of manufacturers of the articles men-

tioned in the title. The compilation will undoubtedly

prove of value to users of machinery of this class. A.J.
Hewhngs, 21S Lake street, Cbictgo. is the publisher.

The Electric Merchandise company reports large sales

of the Pratt portable register foi street car use. The
company claims that this device is superior in many ways
toother standard makes. Large orders have already been

filled, and claims made by the company seem to be sup-

ported by the experience of thase who have adopted the

device.

"The Transmission of Electric Power" is the title of a

handsome pamphlet just issued by the C. & C. Electric

Motor company. New York. Besides a brief general arti-

cle 00 the subject the little book contains the rates

charged for electric power in many cities, forms of con-

tracts for power and an essay on "A Proper Basis for De-
termining Electric Motor Kates."

The Pond Engineering company reports encouraging

bosiness from the Southwest. It is building the complete

power plant for an Edison central station at El Paso.

Tes : also a complete plant at Paris. Tex., for light-

ing and railway service. The company is furnishing

Armingtonic Sims engines for Texarkana, Ark., and Austin,

Tex.; the latter for the new capiiol building — the

second engine of this make now in the capiiol.

The Sun Arc Lamp company, 203 S Canal street, Chica-

go. 111., has greatly enlarged its manufacturing facilities,

and is now prepared to fill all orders for the Sun arc lamp
promptly, either for incandescent or arc circuiis. The
Great Western Electric Supply company has secured the

genera! agency for the west; this lamp has been upon the

market but a short time, and it has acheived a phenomenal
success, especially among the isolated plants and central

stations that have the direct incandescent system. This
lamp is simple in design, and gives a bright, steady, while

light. This company will also engage extensively in the

manufacture and introduction of several new articles, upon
which it has secured patents.

BUSINESS.
I'arlin & Orcndoiff. Canton, Ills., are issuing a circular

describing the boilers they are installing for electric light

and street railway companies.

KobItT Uros. iV Oricr arc making a specially of wiring

fine residences, having lately secured two or three city

contracts in which ihcy arc now busily engaged.

A late issue from the press burc-'iu of the ICIeclrical Sup-
ply company is ;» neat pamphlet relating to the Stanley
transformers, which, il is asserted, 'head the list."

R. f). Nuitall & Co-, 179 to 189 flrant avenue. Alle-

gheny City, I'J.. who manufacture a general line of electric

railway sapplics, as well as gears, pinions and shafts of all

dcscTiptiona, have just issued a neat catalogue of their pro-

The Mfwher Arc Light company is selling a large num-
b;r ' for incandeicent circuit-i.lhe demand being
pa: :: for the midsummer «cason. I'nrtics

Uo '. . nave written Manager Fisher some very
stro;.;: ,:. ^o;;eff.ent9.

F;i~ simile letter* of commendation for the Ifabirshaw
rur -- I

:-
r . 'sT'^c part of the iatc<-t pamph-

Ic. - <.; fiaiia I'ercha Insulating
corr ,,rd claims made for the cores

anJ '-._.ci . ;.'.:s company J3 based on the purity of the in-

sulation D5cd.

The Great Western Electric Supply company is moving
from the o!d fjuartcra on Fifth avenue 10 handsome and

commodious rooms at 203 and 205 South Canal street, and
in a very few days will be settled. This company is hav-
ing a fine trade in the leading lines, but particularly so in

the Sun arc lamp which is made a specialty. In its new
location it with offices, salesroom and factory in the same
building, ihey will be prepared to fill orders speedily and
with satisfaction.

The Coolridge Fuel tt Supply company of Minneapolis
has iu?t closed an important contract with the Milwaukee
Street Railway company to supply a large number of the
Clatk octagonal pole to be used in the rebuilding of the

present lines and in future extensions In Milwaukee.
While the pole was not put on the market until the season
was well advanced, still it has met with a llattering recep-

tion, and another year will undoubtedly witness its almost
universal adoption The pole is very handsome and could
b- used to advantage in supporting arc lights at street in-

tersections and with but little additional cost. The pole is

made by the J. R. Clark company of Minneapolis.

F. W. Wtir, the general western agent of the Falls

Rivet tS; Machine company of Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, has
just fitted up a very handsome ofl'ice at S South Canal
street, in anticipation of a very heavy business with light-

ing companies during the coming fall and winter. The
name ol the company is a misnomer, but while it manu-
facture rivets that have a wide reputation it also manu-
factures a line of specialiies that are rapidly becoming popu-
lar with users of steam. As well as clutch pulleys, they
manufacture all the intermediate appliances such as shafting,

hangers, e'c, necessary in power transmitting machinery.
Several large contracts have been secured by Mr. Weir,
among others that of the new Masonic temple, which is to
have one of the largest isolated lighting plants in the

world.

The extent to which electricity is being applied to the

running of passenger and freight elevators is something
remarkable. The Hale Elevator company of Chicago is

the pioneer in this great undertaking and as such is reap-

ing Che benefits that come from well directed efforts. Six

months since there were no elevators operated by electric-

ity in this country, at least, none considered commercial,
successfully, while to day this wide-awake company has a
large number in the East, and in Chicago they have the

following in some of the leading establishments: The
Aiheneum. two;' the Williams Building, 200 Monroe street,

one; the Bijou Apartment House, Twelfth and Michigan
avenue, two; and The Hub one. These elevators are

giving most complete satisfaction, and it is predicted that

this power will rapidly supplant all other means of operat-

ing this class of machinery.

The Union Electric works, 506 Springer building, have
received some very fiattering recommendation, regarding a
new bell that they are putting in the market. The bell is

a handsome one and besides is built for service, every part

receiving the highest finish. The connections all have
platina points, and the greatest care is used in winding so

that every one may be up to standard. This company has

a very commodious workshop and is prepared to manu-
facture on a scale as large as may be required any electric

appliance or invention that may be offered them, It

is speci illy desirous of securing the right to manufacture,

on a royalty, a line of new appliances, or if meritorious,

they will purchase outright from the inventor. I'he

repair of electrical apparatus is also given careful attention,

no pains having been spared in securing iirst-class work-
men and the necessary machinery.

Jas. McLaughlin, 53 North Clinton street, has just re-

wound a ^o arc generator armature for a lighting company
at Greenville, Miss., the second of the kind that has lieen

sent him from that remote point within the past few months
Mr. McLaughlin has every facility for doing this class of

work, making a specialty of rewinding Sprague railway ar-

matures. Besides having a shop particularly will fitted for

heavy work, Mr. McLaughlin gives personal attention to

every order of this kind that reaches him thus insuring its

completion in a painstaking manner. Mr. McLaugh-
hn can safely be classed as a pioneer in the building

and repairing of electric light apparatus having been en-

gaged almost constantly in this line of work for the last

fifteen years. He was also among the earliest experimental

workers in electric street railway apparatus, having held

an important position with the %'an He Poeic company be-

fore there was a road in operation in the world. It will

readily be seen that Mr. McLaughlin has had an experi-

ence in e'ectric work that ought to be valuable to him in

his present workshop.

Recent shipmenis of the Ball Engine company, l'>ie,

Pa., were as follows: Temple Beth El, New York City;

Johnson company, Johnstown, Pa.; Frishmuth Bros. Ov Co.,

i'hiladclphia, Pa.; Gambiinus Stock company, Cincinnati,

O.; Bennett. Sloan vV Co.. New York City; Allentown

Rapid Transit company, Allentown, Pa,; Lebanon Street

Railway company, Lebanon, Pa.; Edison General Electric

company, New York City; E. T. Copeland iV Co., New
York City: Schuylkill Electric Railway comi)any, Polls-

villc Pa,; Durham Electric Light company, Durham, N.
C; Amsterdam iV Rockton Street Railway company, Am-
sterdam. N. Y.; Corvallis ICIectric Railway company,
Corvallis. Wash.; Olcan Electric Light company, Olean,

N. Y.; Boston & Great P'alls Electric Light and Power
company, GreU Falls, Mont,; Crook. Horner ^: Co.,

Baltimore. Md ; Northwestern Electrical Supply company.
Tacoma, Wash ; E, Meyer, New York city; Reading &
Southwestern Street Railway company, Reading. Pa.; Key
West (ias and Electric Light company. Key West, Fla.

;

Trenton Limp company. Trenton, N. J.

C. J. 'I'homscn of St. Paul Is at present engaged in

wiling several new buildings for incandescent and arc

lighl-i and for the instaHairon of several slow speed, revers-

ible motors for elevator use. His present contracts for

wiring includcthc Cavanaugh apiirtmcnt hounc, 500 incan-

descent and ()0 arc lights, the current to be gotten from

some one of the central station systems; the Pficfifer block,
which is to be supplied wiih a large number of both incan-
descent and arc lights and two Detroit motors for a freight
and passenger elevator, in connection with a large dry
goods establishment; the McQuillan building, which isto
have a Graves elevator operated by a slow speed 5 horse
power motor running at 600 revolutions and the necessary
lights, and the VViliiam Pitt .Murray "department" store
building, which is to have a large number of lights and
two motors for freight and passenger elevators of 5 and S-

horse power capacity. The latter to be s'ow speed and
reversible. Mr. Thomsen has recently fitted up a very
commodious repair shop, enlarged his salesroom and office,

and withal reports a very llattering outlook for the ap-
proaching season.

The Consolidated Temperature Controlling company of
Minneapolis has arranged for an active business for the
approaching fall and winter, and from the present indica-
tions its expectations will be more than realized. As the
nanie of the company indicates it has a device to regulate
the temperature of a single room, or an entire building can
be controlled by a separate appliance. A new valve has
just been brought out, designed particularly for large build-
ings, that is much simpler and in consequence much cheaper
than anything that has heretofore been used. Another
special advantage claimed for this new valve is that it can
be placed in any room independent of the balance of the
building. This invention is entirely d'S'inct from the furnace
regulator, which is attached to the furnace itself, and con-
trols the entire volume of heat sent out. Owners of large
buildings have come to better understand the saving in

fuel possible by means of this appliance, and the owners
of fine homes no.v know not only the economy, but the

comfort that follows the maintenance of an even temperature
throughout the entire building. The inquiry for particu-

lars regarding these appliances has commenced much
earlier in the season than htretofore and to meet the de-
mand Mr. Paul is in the east arranging for the manufacture
and sale cf the apparatuson a Ur^e scale.

456

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued July 21, 1S91.

,172. Method of Measuring Electric Currents. Elihu
Thomson, Lynn. Mass.
The current is passed through an electric conductor,

which resists its passage. The heat thus evolved is

caused to evaporate any suitable liquid, preferably al-

cohol. The vapor is then condensed and the amount
of current is calculated therefrom.

456,182. Electric Lock. Abraham S. Wiley, Detroit,

Mich.

436,219. Electro Therapeutic Apparatus. Edgar Grau-
ert. New York, N. Y.

456,250 Insulated Contact for Electric Switches. Ocron
S. Piatt, Bridgeport, Conn.

456,252. Connector and Support for Trolley Wires.
Sidney H. Short, Cleveland, O.

45^,253- Operating Mechanism for Current Regulators.
Sidney 11 Short, Cleveland, O.

456,254. Switch for Electric Car Motors. Sidney H.
Short, Cleveland, ®.

456,271. Flexible Conduit for Electric Conductors.
Charles H. Derrick, Winchester, Mass.

There are three component parts to this con-
duit,—a lining or inner part made of any suitable

material, formed as a spiral, with the turns thereof

slightly separated; a tape or protective strip so applied

to the aforesaid lining as to cover the spaces between
its windings; and an envelope of plastic and water-proof
substance over all.

456. 2S0. Riieostat. John Van Vleck, New York,
N. Y.

45*j 3-5- Secondary lilectric Clock Movement. Benedikt
llaberlhur. Breitenbach, Switzerland.

456,327. Cut-out for Electric Lamps. Walter !•". Smith,
Pniladclphia, Pa.

456,376. Conduit for Electric Cables. Maurice DeUfor,
Paris, France.

456.466. Color Printing Apparatus. Thomis Bickfcrd,

Branford, Conn.

456 493. Double Contact Switch. Thomas IL Lovcll,

Cleveland, O.

456,507. Magnetic Separator. Ilenry G. Fiske, New
York. N Y.
We quote claim three:

'3. The combination of a water light casing pro-

vided with an inlet, a series of magnets of alternately

opposite polarity arranged radially on a rotary shaft

within said case, a shield rolalable .'nound said mag-
nets, and a hopper having a discharge opening in

proximity to saidshieUi."

45f>.5i3- h-lcctric Railway. Rudolph M. Hunter,
Philadelphia, Pa.

45(^,5M- Electric Railway. Rudolph M. Hunter,
Philadelphia, Pa.

456.540. Method of Welding by I'-lcclricily. John H.
Bassler, Myerslown, Pa.

The mteiing edges of the metal arc first coaled with
carbon. Then two currents*are sent simultaneously,

one transversely through the joint from the upper sur-

faces of the meeting plat^e-;, and the other in the same
manner from the lower surf.'iccs of the plalcs.

456.541. Method of and Apparatus for Electric Wilding.
H. Lloyd Wiegand, Pliiladelphia, Pa.

A metal strip is inserted between the parts, and the

current and heat resulting therefrom is eoncenlraled

on said strip and a short portion in the seam. In this

manner an intimate contact is insured, the strip being
kneaded incomplete union with the plate metal.
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EuoENB E. PHILLIPS, Ptesidfent. W. H. Bawteb, Beo'r and Electridaa.-

AMEEICAU ELECTHICAL WOEKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I,

Manufacturers of Patent Finished

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
Magnet Wire. Office and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covered

Wire, Lead Eucosed Wire, Telephone aod
Incandescent Corde.

FARADAY CABLES;.
New York Office, 10 Cortlandt Street.

p. C. ACBEBaiilN, Asenl-'

WANTED.
Position wanted by a man to lake charge

of an E'cctric Plant, Llgbting or Street

Rillway; Is u maehloitt by trade, and has
four years' expeiience In Central Station
wck. Best of references furnished.

Address "Machioiwt,"
Care Wf.stkiin Electrician.

MICA
For all Electric Insulating
Purposes liast India Mica
is the best on the market.

I 1 SELL NO OTHER.
Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St.. NEW YORK.

TIZE "CI-..^^:!^" "^^T-HE^E. Electrical Wood.
knsulation Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

In a lotter from the INSPECTOR nf the Boston Fire I'nderwrlters* Union, under date ol March 29,

188(3. Iiesays: "A Thorouchly Relialile and I)esiral>le Wire in Every Kespeet."
The rnbbor need In insnlating our wires and cablps la specially chemically prepared, and is guar-

enteed to be walerp'nof. ami will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and w 11 leraaln flexible in extreme
cold wea'h r and not affecled bv heat. The ineulation is protected from mechanical injury by one or
morebraid-ii and thewhole alicked with Clark's Patent Compound, wblch la water, oil. acid end to a
very great ex'ent. tirp-proof Our insulation will prowe durable when all others tail. We are prepared
to furnleh Single Wiree of all gaugee and diameter of insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and
Blectric Lights from stock. Cables made to order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
OI and 03 IlanipMtairc Strct-l, ICoKton, Masis.

HENRY A. CLAKK, General Manager. IIEHBKKT U. EL'STIS, Electrician.

CHICAGO AGENTS: THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO., 320 Dearborn Street.

P
Telegraph l O
Telephone , CROSS L ARMS
Electric Lricht \ E

S
OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL POLES.

C. H. HOLMES, •'°°'"'"°'=°8',V?i'i?s: mo.

AN ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Who h&H df-elKnn for & line of •.(•ry elmid'- :xn-:
v-mcleni ConHtani Pr'--s;irf) yp-ceriitor^ and
Motors deftlrea to Jocatt; in I>env*;r, or Bomeoiber
city in Colorado, i«nd v.oold like to h^ar from
partiee who can loroi-h capital to manafv.tar*^.
Kail IntorinaiioD will be furnished parties v.ho
have capital and mean liufllneeg.

AddrefH "EXKIliiV,"
Care Wk'^tkh*; Kj.r.'rrr.i' t.\-:, Chlc-i-^-o.

The Winner of 1890 wMI win again in 1891.

Eleventh year.

SOLE ^lAKERS:

LAW TELEPHONE COMPANY.
Sn John 8t.. SEW YORK.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For Electrical Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL& CO,
ai8 W^atpi- St.. New York.

BRASS FANS
FOK ELECTKIC MOTORS.

MANUPACTUKSD BY

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS,
4 IjnHallo Ave., Chicago.

Write UB for priceB,

The Electrical

Construction Co.

Electrical EnpeeringCo.^
ROOM 603, MOWON BUILDINC, CHICAGO.

ELECTRIC OUTFIT.
MASON'S FAMOUS BATTERIES.

MEDAL AWARDED, American Institute Exhibition, 1891.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE B.

C. A. HARTER, Manager- Telephone, 1718.

THB CROCKER-inriIi:EI.ER

PERFECTED MOTORS.
Very nIow npeod, full power, perfect regu-

lation, forged fields let into bawe. Melf-oilinj;
bearinffs. self-centering bearings, all size^,
both arc and ineandcMcent, for all power
purposes.

-] Acknowledged by the Leading Manufacturing Companies to be

THE MOST PERFECT MOTOR MADE.

Estimates and Plans Furnished far Electric Power Equipment'
Correspondence Invited.

430-432 WEST 14TH ST., NEW YORK.

JAMES H. MASON
118 & 120

) Park Ave., Brooklyn, N,Y.

JAMES LEFFEL WATER WHEELS
Built by THE

JAMES LEFFEL tc CO.
upright and horizontal,

Electric, Mining and Manufacturing

Eaey working gatc.t. High poroontage and cvon
speed at full and partcapiifity. Equally adapted to
high and low heads. Largo number of eizes and
styles. Send for descriptive pamphlet to

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
r| SPRINCIELD,
a OH.O.

OR 110 LIBERTY ST..
NEW YORK CITY.

MEASURE YOUR INCANDESCENT LAMPS WITH

Queen's Portable Bunsen Photomeler.
In every Central Station there is constant occasion to mc,i.?ure the candle power

of Incandescent Lamps, and to meet these requiremcnta we have designed cur Port-
able Bun^iien Pliotometer. It is conipnct, givts accurate i-esnlts,
is simple in operation^ and the price is loiv. Dimensions, 37^ inches
long and 5i Inches tciuare. Total weight, 13 pounds.

:E=ieicE], ^30.oo-
Indispensable to the Economical Operation of Every Central Station.

COBBESPOiVDEKCB 80I>ICITEU.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue of Electrical Test Instruments No. 1-6?.

QUEEN £ CO., PHILADELPHIA.

EASTON ELECTRIC CO.,
29 Broadway, New York City,

>1.\NIT.\CTI IlKl'^ or

Arc and Incandescent Dynamos,

Motors, Generators and Separators,

And Arc Lamps adapted for nse on

Arc or Incandescent Circuits.

.\Dm;ESS:

29 Broadway, - New York City.

l»rlir,iil.ir-. IVi,-., .„i.| ln(..rm.ili. ii.

Mcintosh, seymour i^ co. engines.

SARGENT & LUNDY.

SINGLE CYLINDER

OR COMPOUND.

List of Engines
under Construc-
tion July I, for De-
livery on or before
September 30:

For Particulars Inquire of

339 Rookery BIdg., CHICAGO.

One
Two
One
One
One
One
Two
One
One
One
One
One
One
(ine
One
Two
One
One
One
One
Two
One

. One
LOne

pi/.K. B. P. or
li«xlC!
18^^17
1:1 and 23x17
11.T12

la and I9iir>

U and 19x16
1:) and 23117
l:l and 23117

13 and 19x15
16 and '3x17
Uilli
14V4X16
)8'4xl8
8x9
9;ixlOW
B3I19
11 and 19x16
11 and 19x15
inxis
l-l'ixlS
1.1 and 23x17
l:i and 26x17
14lj and 23132

KACU KNHINB. DESTI^'.^TION
80 Edleon General Electric Co , Groton, N. Y.

rOO Gloucester Street Hallway Co., Glonceeler, Ma?9.
210 T. 11. Inlernntional Klectrlc Co., Rio Janeiro, nr».-ll.

66 Metctiantu .."^ Miners Tranftportatlon Co., BalUmoro, Md.
150 Portland Sired Railway Co., Portland, Me.
150 I.uwre-ice, .Maes.
210 Lawrence. .Maee.
210 Fall River, Mass.
30 Isolated Dei>i. T.-H. Blec. Co.. Boston, Maes.
ISO O. A. Rollins ,C Co., Chlcaeo, 111.

325 Somervillo Electric Light Co., Somcrvllle, M-iee.
100 A. G. Week?, Boston. M.i(s.
125 Tonawandft A Whoatlield Kleotric LifiM Co., Tonawanda, N. Y.
200 T.-H. Int. Elec Co.. Le.'d». England.
30 A.J. Will;lnson, Ilifdo Park, .Mass.
45 Presbvterifln llcspital. New York City.
500 Chicago Edleon Co., Chlcaco, 111.

150 T.-II. Int. Elec. Co., Heleiurfoie. Finland.
150 Fritr. Wllcn. Uelelngfoie, Finland.
150 T.-H. Electric Co.. Boston, Ma«fl.
125 Cortland Forcing Co., Cortland. N. V.
215 West End Street Railwiiv Co., Boston, Mats.
400 Baltimore Electric Rollnln,; Co.. Baltimore, Md.
500 Geori;la Electric Light Co., Atlanta, Ga.
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Established in 1861.

E. BRGGOT.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ELECTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
BRANCH STORE

2134 Michigan Avenue.

IBURNI!-mR"CMFG,t
.

I''" FITCHBURG,MASS,U.S.A.
"*

/m.nufac:turersof DYNAMOS for. LIGHTING,

-ALSO MOTORS.
EVERYTHING LATEST DESISN AND HI6HEST EFFICIENCy.

FlneOfflce Furniture
and Folding Beds.

Brass anilWire Work. 215 Wabash Ay.

A. H. Andiews & Co., Chicago.

COMPLETED TO DEADWOOD.
The Burlington Route, C, B. & 0. R. R..

from Chicago. Peoria and St. Louis, is

now completed and daily passenger trains

are running through Lincoln, Neb., aiid

Custer, S. D., to Deadwocd. Also to

Newcastle, Wyoming. Sleeping cars to

Deadwood.

KTBODrCIXG EXTniEir .\EW PEDiCIPlEB.

Pi:. 5£.r.L',l -,-;. THE OLD STYLE.

THE ACME mm: BELT
IS JIADE ONLY BY THE

Page Belting Company, Concord, X, H.
Branches : Boston, New York, Chicago, San

Trancisco. Also, Tuanufactnrere of all the
staple [Trades of Leather Belting ami LacinK-
S<,-n.l for lUu^irated CatalogTKi—a valuable
txuati=c on belting, Free.

EXCURSION TO CHAUTAUQUA
VIA THE ERIE LINES.

On August 4 the Chicago & Erie K. K.

will run an excnrelon to Chautanqca Lake, for

which tickets <;ood to return wilhtn fifteen days

will be sold at One Fare for the RoanU
Ti'ip. This will posliively be the only oppor-
tunity this season to visit Chantauqna Lake and
the famocB Chaniauqua Aeeembly at reduced

Ae the through trains of the Erie Lines between
Chicago and Xew York all run via the Lake,
no chaoge of cara is required via this route.

For details of the escursion, sleeping car reser-

vations, etc . call on. or addreee,
1>. I. ROBERTS. AsB't Gen. Pass. Agt.,

Erie Lines, 802 Phenis Building, Chicago.

ManufadtuKeKs of

pcTAGONAL^^ Cedar
TELEPHOHI&Electrical

{RailwayPoles&CROssArms

t^H.M.LOUD&SON;sUiMBER(d
OSCODA, IVilCH.

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier,

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE in Steam

Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL&6IERGEMF6.C0.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

A mechanical engineer now holiling responsi-
ble position in a large maaiifHcturiug concern
deelrcB to make a chanse : experienced la modern
economical methods of msnufacture, cppecially
so in prodticing machinery and its proouc's In
quantities where jigs end diiplicatins machinery
are required, also in the ei-i-ctiin and teeing of
i-tfam plants and in operaiing tbem to the'r high-
est economy, aud in the inanu'"ac ure of wire and
wire working machinery; will b3 pleased to cor-
respond \\\\\\ any party having a ret-ponsible po-
.MltioD open, who reqalres the tervicee of a com-
petent, energetic man. Address A. S*. M. K.,
care of The Western Elsctrician.

FOR SAIiE. West End St. Rail-
way Co.MPANV, 81 Milk St., Boston. This
company having adopted the long car for
traffic on its most populous lines, Is now
able to dispose of a portion of its box and
open cars. Roads in want can be promptly
supplied at advantageous prices. We in-
vite correspondence, but believe an ex-
amination of our stock by a representative
of parties in want would be to their advan-
tage. HENRY F, WOODS,
June 19, 1801. Purchasing Agent.

STAR GAUGE GLASS CUTTER.
A necessary tcol in every engine room. Sent by

mall on receipt of price.

No. 1. Cuts over 5 inches SI 50

TAUSSIG, 45 River St., Chicago.

2 00 -

WFSTEKN
AGS. NT.

FOR SALE.
Two forty-eight Inch Boilers twenty

feet long, with twelve six-inch fluts. In
use atout eight years. In fair condition.
Will sell cheap. Address,

Parlin & Orendorff Co., Canton, III.

Six samples showing all finishes

for $1.50.

06 Colnmbns Ave., KEW YOBK.

f^ O fL ^ j^l^TEl.
New ID and 25 Light

Arc Dynamos and Lamps.
HIGH TENSION. CHEAP.

JAS. McLaughlin, Mfg. Electrician,

50 S;. Clinton St., Chicaso.

I 'FOTL^e I\ Bjirtun. Charles A. Brown.

Barton & Brown,
ATTORNEYS ^ COUNSELORS

. Rooms 6'OT. 607 Temple Court BIdg.,

225 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.
Pa'ent, Tradoniarlc and Copyright Ca?es.

>.• ^ WE ARE FITTED WITH
^S^A RELIABLE Machinery and Tools,

<^/flnd Employ RELIABLE Workmen.
Kinds of Electrical Apparatus to Order.

CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS »®BELIiS.
Fri.1. 1.INE AL.WAYS IN STOCK.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO..
105 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1161 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

^Send for New Catalogue. Out Au;:,Mist lat.

TURBINE WATER WHEELS
MANUFACTURED BY

J

^3Coi>l^on.t£il

\7"oi"tlc5a-l.

RODNEY HUNT MACHINE COMPANY.
SPECIALTIES FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT AMD POW£R,

DouMr; the power of most wtn;(>ie. High speed. Bcllinir directly to

dynamo. Kflielency, ,yi)">U. Ilolyoke Tefstlng Flume. Ka8.v Avorklng: tfate.
Kven Hpeetl. Excellent workmannhlp, great dnrabllity Sffnderute prices
and eatlefuctloQ In every re'ipect guaranteed. 1,800 wheels sold In Now Kngland. One
parly lias K7 of theee wheels In use; anntlier C,HOO h. p. ; another 7.':il.0 h p., etc., etc.

Large namber of wheels fiirnlehed for Ekctric J.ithting All giving perfect satiefuct-

JoQ. Write for catalogue and estimates on proposed ^ilantB,

Boston Office, 70 KIlby St. Main Office and Worlis, ORANGE, MASS., U. S. A.

PURDUE SCHOOL

electTicity.
New Laboratory, fitted with beat appli-

ances, dynamos, alternaling current plant
storage batteries and apparatus frojn best

makers. A compk-le and Ihoroiigh couree
In genurul machinery and electrical engi-
neering. Send for catalogue.

PURDUE UNIVERSITY,
l<a Fnyette, Intl.

KARTAVERT
TIIK iJKST SIHSrn LTK I OK II.AKI) iiriJI'.KR.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS. RODS and TUBING. FOK ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The- KartavGrt - Manufacturing - Co..>

Experiental Wort in ADylMDi Electrical.

FREEMAN, COLEMAN &, CO.,
53 and 55 South JiltVrson Str<*ot, VUid'XiiiK IliK

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
\\\ tri \:,{\ l,rci:ii ;m„ lirron I'oint, !il:oOkl,V\, ,\. \.

MANIirACTOllY "r

Non-Conductlvc Blocks. Rosoltosand Bases lor Cut-Outs
and Switches; also InBUlato %. Cleats, Lamp Trim-

mings and other Electrical Supplies.

<iiir protliiction 1m a doiujn hotly, 'I'he glii/,liig and Ixuly
of our ware are of buihh coin|Ju«Hlon, mid iiro Imkod
allUe, which aro tho feutiireB of
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CEI.E*

RRAXKM WATER WUKKI- as particularly adapted to th-ir -^c.

on account of its remarUably Hteadv motion, liisrU Speed
and fjrcat Kfliciency, and larg^e Capacity, for iu; diameter,
being double the PoAver of most wheels of same diameter. It ^ li^-'fJ oy a
number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaciion. In ir.e ecoriom-

ical use of water it is without an an equal, producing the highest p^ cent, of use-

ful effect ;ruaranteed.
HI-:X« FOB CATALOWTE A.\I> PARTirTLARS.

Our Horizontal "\nctor" is highly recommended, as no gea^j are required,
and it can be belted directly to dynamo.

The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch VBCXOR
TIjRBir\'ES!i arranged on a horizontal shaJt. with Cast-iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a iubstaniial cast-iron bed plaic. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on honzontal sliafis, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., • DAYTON, OHIO.

(SLQ^.aWHfQ
MAKERS OF HICH-CRADECARBONS
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

ALUMINUM
IN ALLOYS 75c. PER POUND.

Aluminum In alloys equal In purity to

any on the market, 75c. per pound for the

contained Aluminum.
Cowles' Pure Aluminum In Ingots is

offered as low as that of any American
concern; quality guaranteed.

THE COWLES

Electric Smelting I kmm Co.

l,OCKPORT, N. Y.

J. C. TEMPLE,
(Formerly of STOUT, MILLS i TEMPLE),

DAVTON. OHIO,

fllflranlicaiiiMecliaiiicalEDiineer
Improvement of Water Powers, Arrangement

of i'ower Plaota, Shafting, ptc-,for Electric Power
and Light. CONSTRUCTION SUPERINTENDED.

HARRISON CONVEYOR
FOR HANDLING

GRAIN, COAL, TAN BARK, SEEDS, ETC.
Will convey all kinds of jjrain without mixing.
Will carry two differt^nt kinds of material in op-

posite directions at the same time.
Will convey One Hundred and FiftyToneofCoai

per hoar- Made ofWrought Iron and Steel. Send
lor Illustrated Catalo-ae. BORDEN & SELLECK
COMPANY. 48 and BO take Si . Chicaao, HI.

Wm. 3. TuBNEE, Pres. Geo. A. Bell, v. Pees. J. Lkster wouitsKibiiE, Sec. aud Treas.

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER ENGINEERING CO.,
Consultinp aiul Ci»nstriHtin);j

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment of Electric Railways. Steam and Electric Plants.

47 Times Building. Telephone Call. 1009 Coftlandr. NEW YORK.

If in want of Pole?. Ties and Po3t5, save money
by fretting my prices.

W.C.STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

I.'EH> 1878.
SOLE MAJUlIFACTrRERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubas, Rods, Sticks, aod Spacial Shapes to order. Colors, Ked, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wttStSS?g5;..K,, The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i*J^i^i<^.

u^^»„^

'^^^'^

The SUNBEAM INCANDESCENT LAMP GO.
805 Chamber of Commerce Building, Chicago.
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C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS.
Electric motors in all standard sizes

for operating elevators, pumps, print-
ing presses and machinery for gen-
eral manufacturing purposes.

Electrical Mining Machinery of all

kinds, Hoists, Tram Cars, etc.

Electric Blowers foT ship ventila-
tion. Fan outfits.

Electric plants f jr pumping church
organs.
Over 10,000 motors in actual oper-

ation.

Dynamos in all sizes of same de-
sign and dimensions as the standard
motors.
Equipment of mines, factories, ma-

chine shops, ofiB.ce buildings with com-
plete electrical plants for lighting and
power.

New England Office, 63 Oliver St., - BOSTON.

Philadelphia Office, 38 S. FOURTH ST.

Chicago Office, - PHENIX BLDG.

San Francisco Office, 35 MARKET ST.

THE C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTOR CO..
402-404 GREENWICH ST..

BAIN ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
FOREE BAIN, President and Engineer,

47 and 49 S. Jefferson Street, CHICAGO.

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS
i-l2to500 Horse Power.

Highest Class in Efficiency, Meclianical Design, and General Utility.

Experts in applying Electricity to New Uses.

SEND FOR CATAIiOeUE.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO.,
79 and 81 Washington Street, Brooklyn, N, Y.

-MAIUIJFACTIIRERS OF-

Perret Electric MotorsiDynamos
LAMINATED FIELD MAGNETS, HIGH EFFICIENCY,

LOW SPEED, FULL POWER.
Motors of any size for any purpose. Factories equipped throughout with Electric Powet

Isolated Plants for Incandescent Electric Lighting.

Perret 20 E. P. Motor, Speed 550. Weight 1,300 lbs.

s EJiiiiiisro- j?i.a-EisrTS:—

•

CHICAGO. riL., The Electrical Engineering Co., 320 Dearborn St. WASHINGTON, D. C, J. U. Burkett & Co., 1409 N. Y. Ave.
PHIUDELPHIA, PA.. Pennsylvania Machine Co.. 29 N. 7th St. ST. PAUL, MINN., F. J. Renz, 95 E. Fourth St.

NEW ORLEANS, LA., George Baquie, 140 Gravier St.

JOHN STEPHENSON CO.,
TJTh/LTT'lE.lD,

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS.

CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.
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For BrlviDg Uyuamos

The Clinton Cas Light Co., Clinton, Mass., have thor- t^

oughly tested and have adopted the Evans System of

Driving Dynamos in their new Electric Light Station.

Thousands of Horse Power in use driving Dynamos, and hundreds of sets of Cones

in operation, driving all classes of machinery. Address

THE EVANS FRICTION CONE CO., KvaoH' i'onfH.
tor A'aryiDS Mpt-fd.

CZZZCAGO INSULATED WIRE COMFAN7,
IVt A.KrTJI-ja.CTTTM:H.S» OIE*

HIGH GRADE INSULATED WIRES
Ol" ALTL, r>ESCKir*Tr01NS.

WEATHERPROOF WIRES,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

MAGNET WIRES,
INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,

ETC., ETC., ETC.

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS
AND S.\MPLES.

Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO., 48-52 N. Clinton St., CHICAGO, ILL.

HILL
Clutch Works,
CLEV£I.AXD, O.

EASTERN OFFICE.
ISCortlandtSt,, - NEW VORK.

Engineering Oflice: 146 Franlitin b't.,

BOSTON.

CHICAGO: miN.NEAPOLIS:
28 So. Canal St. 305 Kagota Building.

KANSAS CITY:
1221 and 1223 Union Avenue.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
De3ij!;n('d, Lredod and Furnished,

Send for new Catalogue Power
TranamiBBlon Machinery.

DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS
Afford the Only Reliable and Efficient Means for

ALL NIGHT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

All other devices are crude, expensive and unsatisfactory.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY
Has established its broad foundation patent for Double Carbon Arc Lamps, No. 219,208, having- tvotl foiiv
distinct tnf'Hnfje unent suits in the United States Courts, two of them on final hearing, the decisions

being- rendered by Judges Gresham Blodgett, Brown and Ricks.'

The public is warned against the use of infringing lamps or any crude substitute for the Brush Invention.

Arc Lighting Apparatus, Electric Motors and Generators,
Alternating Current Apparatus, Incandescent Liginting Machines,

Carbons for Arc Lighting, Etc., Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,
CZ)I-iICZ).
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOULAELT ADAPTED TO DErTOlG

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of its high efficiency at all stages of gate, steadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the coaatructlon of which makes it the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
I lastrating variojs styles ol setting

on both vertical and horizontL 1 shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS GO.,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT, 9IIL,L8 & TEMPL,E,

STEAM PLANTS
INSTALL! D BY

ITy. B. PEARSON i£ CO.,
UECHAXICAL EWeilTEERtS AMD COXTRACiTORS.

403 HOME INSURANCE BU'LDINC, CHICAGO.

WILLIAMS AUTOMATIC ENGINE.
For ail purposes requiring steady power.

Williams Emgike Wor.iis: No. 447 5Jortli btreet,
BALTIMuKE.MD.

FOR TSK

WesterD ElectrlciaD

SI.00.

TRIPCD BOILER
Three

Points of

Superiority

Guaranteed:

Safety,

Economy,

Low First Cos)

Repeated tests prove that it is

absolutely Non-Kxplosive and
the most Durable ever made.
Strong testiraonials from hun-

dreds of users, in all parts of the
country.

Sizes 10 to 1.000 H. P.

J For full inforniation :iddress,

I HAZELTON TRIPOD BOILER CO

809 Monon Block., OHICAOO, ILL

THEWOODBURYINGILE
SELF-CONTAINED, AUTOMATIC
HIGH SPEED STEAM ENGINE
for Electric Lighting and
Street Railway Service,

WITH BOILER PLANT COMPLETE
- < atah)Kue sent on ;ii>[>Iit':itH»n.

STEARNS MFC. CO. ERIE, PA.
BRANCH i

IMuindelphirt. !>4J Dit-x.-I HldR.
OFFICES I Sail Francisco, ^Jil A; ;il Spear St.

PTl^^I
^,„,, ....

if -,X^O
<@&y<2tT9

^•^SiMlLtOs'^^ca

DRY STfAMs

THE POND SEPARATOR,
The Pond Separator Is guaranteed to relieve the

steam of all entrained water, and return this water
to the boiler, thus effecting a lar^e saving In fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

, POXD EX<;i>EKRIX<i €OMPAKV,
ST LOU S

-J v : H

1

CHICAGO.
OALLSi

KdNSAS CITY.
SEATTLE.

A FEW RAILROAD USERS:
Engines, Horse-powers.

Ashland Coal & Iron Railroad Co 1 GO
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Co G 190
Boston & Albany Railroad Co 2 130
Camden & Atlantic Railway Co 3 75
Central Railway ofNew Jersey 4 275
Chicago & Erie Railway Co 2 30
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Cc 3 175
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad Co 5 100 1

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad Co 4 170
Colorado Midland Railway Co 1 25
Denver & Rio Grande "Western Railroad Co 3 75
East Tennessee, Virginia & Georgia Railroad Co 3 325
George's Creek & Cumberland Railroad Co 2 50
Grand Trunk Railway Co. of Canada 13 500
Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe Railway Co 3 135
Kansas City, "Wyandotte & Northwestern Railway Co 2 55
Newport News & Mississippi Valley Co 2 200
New York Central & Hudson River Railroad Co 4 125
New York, Lake Erie & Western Railroad Co 2 140
New York, "West Shore & Buffalo Railroad Co 6 340
Northern Pacific Railroad Co 2 45
Pennsylvania & Northwestern Eailroad Co 1 25
Pennsylvania Railroad Co 51 2330
Peoria &Pekin Union Railroad Co 1 55
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co 7 015
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway Co.. 2 20
St. Louis & San Francisco Railway Co 3 260
Southern Railway Co 1 10
"Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific Railroad Co 4 60
Washington & Georgetown Railway Co 1 1&

.y Many foreign railroads unreported.

g THE WESTINGHOUSE MACHINE COMPANY.HHS PITTSBURGH. PENHA.U.S.OF A. g

BALL
AUTOMATIC CUTOFF

ENGINE.

ENGINEPpIP DA
GOMPANVHmb| r^Mi

Simple.

With New Improvements.^ Unequalcd Rc(^ulation.

^^ Highest Economy, Durability,
f3"\* ^ Smooth and Quiet Running.

Cross Compound.

Triple Expansion.

Tandem Compound

The BEST ENGINE for ELECTRIC LIGHTING, ELECTRIC RAILWAYS, ELECTRIC

MINING, ELECTRIC WELDING, and General Manufacturing Purposes.
SELLING f

E T COPELAND &. CO , 106 Liberty St.. Ni;w York : I W PARKER. 38 South Fourth SI
,
Philadilphi.i, P.i ; COOLEY i VATER, 224

' Washington Ave. So, llinni-ap«ll», Hinn : W. B. EEARSON. Room 403 Home Innur-incp Bldg . ChiMoo, III.; OR AVO &, BLACK. 804 Lewl4

AGENTS ( Block, PitUburg, Pt.; CHAS. K. SHERMAN, New Enolana Bldg , Kansas City, Mo.; NORTHWESTERN SUPPLY CO., Tecoma, Waall
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Stanley Electric Mfg. Co
TRANSFORMERS. A. C. FAN MOTORS,

Compare these weights
with weights of other trans-

formers:

5 light, 48 lbs.

10 light, 66 lbs.

20 light, 85 lbs.

30 light, 101 lbs.

40 light, 130 lbs.

100 light, 300 lbs.

SMALL,
NOISELESS,

RELIABLE.

Less than li Amperes
required to drive it.

Price, $20.00.

PITTSFIELD, MASS.
Chicago Agents: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.. 102 Michigan Ave.

CEORCE W. PAYNE «c CO.,
3IA!«IIFACTtIR£KI» OF

Vsed in connection with Braiding Machinery for Electrical Work
where wire is to he covered by Braiders,

_ naohincN bnilt irhen r<>i|niro<l to dniihl«> (no oi- niorr endN.
with <lro|> niotionN to xtop H|>iii<ll<' nlioii nid Itreaks. iiKo
wlioii bol>l>in !•< I'all.

Works 102 Broad St., PAWTUCKET, R. I.

THE SCHUYLER
-sirsT:E]avi: of-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FEATURES:

%

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

mSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.
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THE PR SOLVED.
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CUT OF FACTORY, I890.

TOTAL NUMBER OF LOCAL COMPANIES, JANUARY I, IB9I, USING

ARC APPARATUS.
630 Companies,

DIRECT INCANDESCENT.
108 Companies,

ALTERNATING.
415 Companies,

87,131 Lamps. 79,905 Lamps. 435,550 Lamps.

The above increase would seem to answer most emphatically in the affirmative.

All purchasers of Electrical Apparatus should thoroughly investigate the acknowledged merits of OUES

before buying any of the CHEAP SYSTEMS now on the market.

WESTERN OFFICE:

148 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

Electric Company,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE:

620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Wlass.
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The KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS,
GENERAL AGENTS FOR

"SAFETT'
WIRES, CABLES AND CORDS

For Inside, Underground and Submarine Use.

"SAFETY" Fire-Proof House Wire. "ATLAS" Line Wire.

R. B. WATSON & CO., Ants., J. W. MASON, Ast., POST & CO., Ants.,
DETROIT, jniCH. 527 Delaware Street, CINCINNATI, O.

KANSAS CITY, MO

THE PEIKIIIS ELECTRIC LMIP CC.

LAMPS
to fit any socket.
|any candle power,
any voltace.
'longest life,

high efficiency.

MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

54 and 56 Franklin Street, CHICAGO.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
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J\fe Eleetrieal Supply <5o.,

Corner MICHIGAN AVENUE and RANDOLPH STREET,

CHICAGO.

^^^^S^k^

"What time is it?"

Who can tell ?

The mechanism is all right; the

Clock ticks, the wheels go round

with their accustomed regularity

—

but to what purpose? There is

not much lacking, only the Hands

gone.

The Central Station is all right; the wheels spin

around with cheerful humming. The Dynamo sings a

busy song; the Fuel burns with a gleeful sputter; the

trembling Meters tell of outgoing Energy.

"Going where?"

It will go down your poles, into trees, over awnings,

along crossed lines, wherever it wills, a Fugitive

Force, unless the Insulation is there.

Do you use Shield Brand Wire ?
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NEW BOOK!
NOW READY.

ELECTRIC

TRANSMISSION

HANDBOOK.
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition

to our famous hand-book series, of which
20,000 copies have been sold. The new
book deals in the author's well-known
practical style with all the problems of

Electric Power Transmission.

NOW READr._ PRICE, $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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FORT WiYNE ELECTRIC CO,,
3IA1SITFACXUBEKS OF THE

SLATTERY INDUCTION AND WOOD ARC SYSTEM
-or'-

ELECTRIC LI&HXIira.
THE MOST PERFECT OF ANY.

For references as to the merits of these systems, inquire of the local companies, the operators, or the customers in

the large cities of this country where these systems are now being used almost exclusively after other systems have been
tried and thrown out—Philadelphia, New Orleans, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Detroit, etc.

WE MAKE ALL STANDARD SIZES OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM.
Also Arc Lamps of Standard Sizes, 2,000 c. p., 1,200 c. p. and 800 c. p.

Main Office and Factory, FORT WAYNE, IND.

XE^V YORK 115 Broadway.
CHICA€K> 185 Dearborn Street.
FITLLADELPHIA »07 Filbert Street.
BATLAS, TEXAS Mel.eod Bailding.

PITTSBURGH, PA 533 Wood Street.
SAN FKABTCISCO 35 New Montsomery Street.
TOROXTO, CAXADA 138 King Street, W.
BVFFAEO 828 Pearl Street.

BAXTER
IMLWtl MOTORS,

SLOW SPEED.
NO INTERMEDIATE GEARING.

Gears Run in Oil.
EXAMINE INTO THE MERITS OF THESE MOTORS

IF A REDUCTION IN REPAIRS IS
WORTHY OF CONSIDERATION.

COMPLETErC EQUIPMENTS.
SLOW
SPEED STATIONARY MOTORS

For ARC and

IncandeicenI CircuiU.

,..^°^n*%^0- EALTIMORS, MD,

ELECTEICAl

Accumulators
Useful and economical for all purposes to which

electricity is applicable, such as

Propulsion and Lighting of Street
Cars, Vehicles, Yachts, Etc.

Central Station and Isolated Light>
ing.

Portable Lighting or Power.
Portable Electric Lanterns.
Electric Power for Motors.
Portable Electric Fans for Offloe,

Family and Sick Room.
Only Clt'Hn and CtinvcnuMit Hattory for JjurgreolU,

L>^ntiKts, an<l I'1-ol'i.'Hsinnal Men GencriUly.

MANUFAOTTJEED EXOIUSr?ELT UNDEE THE PATENTS OP

FAURE, SWAN, SELI.ON, GRISCOM, and others.

COMPLETE ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER PLANTS.

THE ACCDMDLAM COMPANY,
224 and 226 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

PHILADELPHIA AGENCY i-ELf^TPO DYNAMIC CO., 224 and 22G Choslnul SI.

NEW YORK; IRUEX & VAIL, 44 BrOu'i«.iV- CHICAGO:—WM, HOOD, 239 La Sallo St.

SAN FRANCISCO;—THE PACIFIC ELECTRICAL STORAGE CO., 118 and 120 Pine 81.

BOSTON ;-THE HOLTZER CaBOT ELECTRIC CO., Ill Arch SI.

PROVIDENCE ;-SWARrS & GANNETT, SwarU Building.
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ELECTRIC RAILWAYS
Plans and Specifications prepared, from which correc*. uniform hfda can be eecared.
ContraciB made for complete Steam Flanre, aulnf; SlclDtosb & Seymour JBngines.
Conlracte made for complete Electric Railway iDBtallatloDB.

SARCENT tt LUNDY,
mech. & Elec. Engineers,

338 Xloolx.ex-3r ^3ix±lcL±xi.Sf ~ ** OZXXO.A.OO.

HICH INSULATION,

LOW
And Resistance, accor

JACQUE
Telephonic transmission

CAME.

STATIC CAPACITY
And Resistance, according to Mr.

'S FORMULA, makes

Telephonic transmission through Our Cable an easy
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THE HOLTZER-CABOT ELECTRIC CO.,
MANUFACTUKERS OF A>-D DEALERS IS '

EVERYTHING ELEGTRIOAL
SEND FOB !iSe-PA«E CATAI.O€:CE,

111 Arch Street, BOSTON, MASS.
SPEPIAL tOFMCIFR- 3 GLOWER & HARRIS. Dallas, Texas.rt.,i/it «uciTi.,i:o.

^ p^^ Seiikrs Electbioal Works, San Frandsco, CaL
A full line of our maoofactTire can be foand at oar Ai^encleB.

THE BEST!
$30.^

COMPAXY,

Kattall Trolley. Patents Pending.

29 Broadway,

THOROUGH INSULATING PIPE?
|N INDESTRUCTIBLE PIPE?
PIPE TESTED SUCCESSFULLY?

DO YOU WANT
A

HE FAitn issuuni rm m
Costs less than iron and does bPtter work in

electrical snbwaj's and eleevthere.

SOLE AGENTS:

Engineering Equipment Co.,
1-13 lilberty St.. IVEIV YORK.

120 Pearl St.. BOSTOHT.

WILLAKD L. CANDEE, )^„,- „. ,,

H. DUKANT cHEEVEli, P"='°'='"'^*°^S""-

Tbe

International

F. CAZENOVE JONES,
Manager of Factories.

OKONITE COMPANY,

i-ON'^^

LIMITED.

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES ALDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.
Okonite Waterproof Tape.

BRANCHES: Chicago. Boston. Philadelphia. Minneapolis, Cincinnati, KjinsasCityOmaha , Lnuisville, St. Louis, San Francisco, London and So- America.

&>Si

Insulated Wires and Cables.
Tbe acknoTFledged Standard ror durable and hlgb In-

solation, rts merits proved by a record or over quarter
or a oentuary. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

CELEBRATED EERITE TAPE FOR INSULATING JOINTS.

A6ENT5
J.W.PtALE.
_^ 1 B»OAD»/AY. ttWYORK.
CCNTRAl ClECTRICCo.

CHICAGO. ILL.

CLCCTCNC&ti° Supply Ca
ST PAUL. MINM^

Electric Light and Power,
Telegraph and lelephone,
Railway and all other
Branches of Signaling,

ALL SIZES
Lead Encased Wires.

Aerial Use.
Subterranean Use,
Submarine Use.

Concealed Wiring In all Locations.

GEORGE B. PRESGOTT, Jr., Gen. Agt., 16 Dey St., New York.

'Western Electric Co., Chicago, 111., Sole Agents for the West.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, STEW YORK,

MASUFACTUKEKS, l.MPOHTERS AND DEALERS IN

THE "CHAMPION" BATTERY,
Price, with Rod zinc, gl.lB per C/M. with Corrugated

Zinc, $1.35 per CBt

THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED.
Electrical

Supplies

ALEXANDER, BARNEY tc CHAPIN,
20 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
THE MOST

POPULAR LAMP
IN THE MARKET,

"A.B^C.

WRITE US

FOR

PRICES

OF ALL 600DS.

A<i .^:

V
WE ARE FITTED WITH

RELIABLE Machinery and Tools,

^* nN5^
iJndEmploy reliable Workmen.

^^^^VJXaII Kinils of Electrical Appa.ratns to Order.

^/ CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
WM. KlilXll. I'ri's:. ill.vs. i. WlMtK, Trvas

1. HAS E. BIBBEK, Ucn) Miiuigtr.

Of all Descriptions.

ComplaUCIl orchnrn. Cnrbnn Ro..Fvnlr «nd Ccv.r Cotruimlu.l /.in. ..ft:

ploD BAit.ry. ofClminii)>Q U.liaty, pi.n Utlirty.

V

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Light and Power
Appliances,

Constrncllon Tools and
Line Material.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

Equip vour Switch-board with cheap Switches.

DBXJY THE
C. E.M.Jack-Knife Switch.

ti Is it Rccoid Sreci -</ .1^.1 .: .ci;jd/d C{'Cii<i Sn.-.^er

yinnnfufinrci 9nlel> Uy

Tbe Consolidated Electric Mf^. CompaDy,
196 Summer St. and 3R5 Congress St.. 80ST0N.

ELKCTKICAi. HVPPLIEH OF ALL KINDS.
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TinMnKmmm
SYSTEM OF LIBHTING A SUCCESS?

i^i^iW'**'SPiP''lS"'

Cut of Factory, |g82.

TOTAL NUMBER OF LOCAL COMPANIES, OCTOBER I, 1883, USING
ARC APPARATUS. DIRECT INCANDESCENT. ALTERNATING.

n Companies,
1 ^653 [amps. None.

ffiffl^EiliMlMrfi
^}

Cut of Factory, 1886.

TOTAL NUMBER OF LOCAL COMPANIES, JANUARY I, 1887, USING
ARC APPARATUS. DIRECT INCANDESCENT. ALTERNATING.

171 Companies, 21,840 LailipS, 28 Companies,
1 1 275 LaiTipS. NOnB.

Read the Answer on Page ix.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.

ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Accumulator Co., The
Abendroth & Root Mfg. Co xiii

Alexander, Barney & Cbapln 1

American Electrical Works xi;i

Andrews & Co., A. H xlv
Automatic Switch Co x

Baggot, E xiv

Bain Electric Mfg. Co xvi

Ball Engine Co xviil

Ball i& Wood Co., The xll

Barton & Brown xlv

Baxter Electric Motor Co xxiv
Baardsley, Cha8. S., Receiver..
Bei ostein Electric Co xiv

Blalz, L xiii

Borden & Selleck Co xv
Braun Illustrating Co xvlli

Brownlee & Co xii

Brookfield, Wm xli

Bru8h Electric Co xvli

Butler Hard Rubber Co vili

C. B. &Q. R. R xiv, xvili

C. &. C. Electric Motor Co. ... xvi

Card Electric Motor & Dynamo
Co xiv

Central Electric Co v

Chicago Electric Mfg. Co i

Chicago Insulated Wire Co. . . . xvll

Cleverly Electrical Works. . . .

Colburntfe Co., I. W xiv

Coolidge. Fuel & Supply Co Iv

Consolidated E)«c. Mfg. Co.,

The 1

Cowles Electric Smelling and
Aluminum Co xv

Crocker-Wheeler Electric Motor
Co xlil

Day'3 Kerlte Insulation I

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.xvlii

Eastern Electric Cable Co xiii

Edison General Electric Co.,

—

Motor Dept vl

Edison General Electric Co., Wire
Department vii

Electric Construction & Sup.Co.xxIil
Electric Merchandise Co Iv

Electric Secret Service Co xvll

Electric Railway Specialty Co i

Electrician Pub. Co. vii, viil, x, xxlil

Elec. Construction Co., The xiii

Electrical Eoeineerlng Co xiii

Elec. Eng. &~'Supply Co., The. .xiii

Electrical Supply Co., The xxii

Elektron Mfg. Co xvi

Empire China Works xiv

Engineering Equipment Co i

Evans Friction Cone Co xvll

For Sale xii, xiii, xiv
Fort Wayne Electric Co xxiv
Freeman, Coleman & Co
Globe Carbon Co xv
Great Western Electric Supply

Co
Greelev & Co., The E. S i

Hale Elevator Co vii

Hazelton Tripod Boiler Co xiv

Helsler Electric Light Co xviil

Hill Clutch Works
Hine Eliminator Co xii

Holmes, C. H xiii

Holmes, Booth & Haydens iv

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co 1

Hood, Wm X
India Rubber & Qutta Percha

Insulating Co
Interior Conduit tfelnaulatlon Co. . .iv

International Okonite Co i

Kartavert Mf^. Co , iv

Knapp Electrical Works xxi

Law Telephone Co xiii

Leffel & Co., Jas xiii

Loud, H, M. & Sons Lumber
Co xlv

McLaughlin. James xiii

Mason, James H xiii

MIllIkenBros iv

Minneapolis Street Railway Co...xix
Monitor Electric Co x
Munsell & Co., Eugene xiii

Murphy. T. J xiv
National Carbon Co Iv

National Electric Mfg. Co Ix

N.Y. Belting & PacklnijCo xii

New York Insulated AVire Co. . vlll

New York & Ohio Co 1

Northwestern Electrical Spec-
ialty Co xxlli

Ohio State University
Ostrander & Co., W. R xlv
Palste, H. T xii

Page Belting Co
Partrick & Carter Co x
Payne & Co., Geo. W
Pearson & Co.. W. B xviil

Phoenix Glass Co
Pond EnglneeringCo xvlii

Powell Co.. The Wm xiv
Purdue University xii

Queen & Co xiii

iiochcster Railway Co xii

Rockford Electric Mfg. Co
Sargent & i^undy I

Sawyer-Man Electric Co xl
|

Schieren & Co. Cbaa. A xii

Schconmaker, A. O xii

Schuyler Electric Co xxIv
Short Electric Railway Co xii

Shultz Belting Co. x
Standard Underground Cable Co... .1

Standard Paint Co xii

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co
Star Iron Tower Co iv

Stearns ISlfg. Co xvlli

Stephenson Co., Jno xvi

Sterling, W. C xv
StliweU & Bierce Mfg. Go . . . xlv, xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co ... . xv
Taussig, S xiii, xiv

Temple, J. C xv
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

Lighting Department il, xx
Turner Brass Works xiii

Union Eleclrl<: Mfg. Co., The... vll

Union Electric Works
Union Hardware Co xii

United States Electric Lighting
Co

VanNuIs C. S
Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Wanted xlli, xiv

Wenstrom Consolidated Dynamo
& Motor Co., The x

W?st End Street Railway Co. . xiv
Western Electric Co vlU
Westlnghouse Electric and Mfg.
Co xi

Westinghouse Machine Co xviil

Weston Electrical Instrument
Co —

Williams Eagine Works xviil

Woodbridge & Turner Engineer-
ing Co xv

Woodhouse & Rawson. Ltd. . . . xiv
Worth ington, Henry R

CLASSIFIED LIST.

Aocnmulators.
Accumalator Co., The.
Bru8h Electric Co.

Alnmlnnm.
Cowles Electric Smelting <t Refin-
ing Co.

Freeman. Coleman & Co.

Annunciators

.

Central Electric Co,
Electrical Construction Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The a. 8.
Holtzer-Cabol Electric Oo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Oetrander & Co. W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
WeBtern Electric Co.

Antl-Frlction aielal.
Turner Brass Worte.

Arc liamps.
Bain,Electrlc Mfg. Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Electric ConBtructlou & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
McLaughlin, Jas.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomeon-HooBton Electric Co.
WeetlnghouseEleetrtc & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Batteries.
Ceutral Electric Co.
Electrical Mupplv Co.,The.
Law Telephone Co.
MaeoD, Jas. H.
Monitor Electric Oo.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
Butler Bard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Law Telephone Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

BpIIs, Klertrlc.
lieardflley, Chae. S.
Central Electric Co.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., TbeE. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Northweatern Elect. Specialty Co.
OBtranrier&Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
WeBtern Electric Co.

Bells, niaffneto.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co.. The B.8.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Partrick & Carter Co.
WRBtern Electric Co.

Beltlnv.
Bvane Friction Cone Co.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co.
PftgeBeltluKCo.
Schieren & Co., Chaa. A.
Shalta BelUn^ Co.

Boilers.
Abendroth & Root Mfe. Co.
Hazelton Tripod Holler Co.
Pond Eoglnperlni: Co.

Bonks. Klortrlcal.
Electrician PubllehlnR Co.

Braider Spoolers.
Payne A Co., Geo. W.

Brass Goods.
Blatz, L.
Powell Co., The Wm.
Turner Kraee Worke.

Mnrslar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
KlectrlCiil Supply Co., The
Greeley* Co.,The K. 8.
Holiaer-Cftbot Electric Co.
Knapp Klectrlcal Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
OetranderA Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.

4'ables.
(Hee Wire Insulated.)

Cable, Kleetrlc. (Hee Wire Inan
latedi, Copper.Hneet andBar.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Wehtern Electric Co.

Carbons, Points and Plates.
Braah Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Globe Carbon Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National Carbon Co.
WeBtern Electric Co.

Cars, Electric Railway.
Minneapolis St. Ry. Co.
KocI.eeter Rsllway < O-

Siepbcnson Co., John.
Woat End HtteeL Ky. Co.

CastlDci!), Brass.
Blat/,, L.
Tnrner IJraee Worke.

CintchCM, Friction.
Hill Clutch Works.

Cwnstrnctlon and Bepairs.
BalnElectricMfg. Co.
Chicago tClectrlc Mfg. Co.
Electric Construction <& Supply Co.
Electricnl Construction Co., The.
Electrical EnglneeringCo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
McLaoghlin. Jas.
Temple. J. C.
Union Elpctric WorkH.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, JBIeetrIc Lleht,
Knelne Plants and Klectric
Ball ways.
Ball & Wood Co., The.
Bain Electric Manufacturing Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfe. Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
E lectrical Engineering Co , The
Electrical Krg. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Engineering Equipment Co.
McLaughlin, das.
Pearewi & Co., W. B.
Pond Engineering Co,
Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co.
Sargent (ft; Lundy.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Temple, J. C.
Thomaon-HoQston Electric Co.
United States Electric Lighting Co.
Wenstrom Consolidated Dynamo &
Motor Co.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
WeslingbouEe Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.
Wllliama Engine Works.
Woodbridge & Tnrner Eng. Co.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
Bc^aidsley, Chas. S.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Great Weetern Electric Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonite Co., The,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
WeBtern Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmee, C. H.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Monitor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cnt-onts and H^tritcbes.
Alexander, Barney & Chapin.
Automatic Switch Co.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Great Weetern Electric Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Palste, H.T.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Van Nula.C S.

Western Electric Co.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
C. & C . Electric Motor Co.
Colbnrn&Co.,l. W.
Electrical Engineering Co., The.
Electrical Enir. ^i Supply Co.
Fort Wavne Electric Co.
Helsler Electric Light Co.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
Rockford Electric !ManufacturingCo.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Tbomsoo-Honston Electric Co,
United States Electric Lighting Co.
Wenetrom CouMoHdatod Bynamo &
Motor Co.

Western Electric Co,
Westinghouse Electric •& Mfg. Co.

Electrical Instrnments.
Coiieolldiited Elec. Mfg. Co., The
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Partrick A Carter Co,
Queen & Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.

Flcctrlcnl t^pcclaltles.
Northwestern Elect. Specialty Co.
Turner Braee Works.
Union Kl.'cli-I>- Wo-'cs.

Electric Kalln^tupa.
Edison General Electric Co.
Sargi'nt A Lniulv.
Short Electric itallway Co.
Thomson-HonstoD Electric Co.
Wenetrom ConsoHdiited Dynamo &
Motor Co.

WestlnghotiBe Electric & Mfg. Co.
Woodbridge A Tamer Eng. Co.

Electroliers and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Baggot, K.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Thomeoo-HoaeioQ Electric Co.

ElevntoT.'S, Electric and Hy-
draul).'.

Hale EUv-ator Co.

Electro-PIatlnK Sfachlnes.
Brush Electric Co.
Coiburn <fc Co., I. W.
EdlBon General Electric Co.
Thomeon-Houfllon Electric Co.

Bnelp«*M. Mteam.
Bull & Wood Co., The.
Ball tnglnc Co.
Engineering Equipment Co.
Pearson & Co., W.B.
Pond Enwlneering Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Steams Mfg. Co.
Westiighoufie Machine Co.
Williams Engine Co.

Ef>Bruv*Ts.
B/MUn IlluHtratlnc Co,

Fan Outfits.
C. & C. Electric Motor Co.
Card Bleciric Motor & IJynamo Co.
Edieon General Electric Co,
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Turner Erase Works.

F»I»re,
Kartavert Mfg- Co,
Vulcaoizcd Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electric Secret Serrlce Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp ElectrlcaJ Worke.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Friction Cones.
Evans Friction Cone Co.

€>as IjIshtlDS, Electric.
Cleverly Electrical Works.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Kluctrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

General Electrical tUnpplIes.
Alexander, Barney &, Chapin.
American Electrical Worse.
Automatic Switch Co.
Brush Electric Co,
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Cleverly Electrical Works.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Electrical I'lng- A; Supply Co.
Edison General ^SlectrJc Co.
Electric Conetructlon & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Weetern Electric Supply Co.
Uresley &Co.,TheE. S.
Holmes, BnothtS; Haydens.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
International Okonite Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Northwestern Electric Specialty Co.
Ostrander & Co.,W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Rockford Electric ManufacturingCo.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Union Electric .^lanufacturing Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Van Nuis, C. S.
Weetern Electric Co.

Glass Cntters.
Taueslg, S.

Globes and Electrical Glass-
ware.
Baggot. E.
Phffinls Glass Co.

Hard Bnbber for Electrical
Purposes.
Butler Hard Robber Co.

Insulators and Insnlatlnff
materials.
Alexander, Barney & Chapin.
ReardBley, Chas. b.

Brookfield, Wm.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Coneolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Weptern Electric Supply Co.
Interior Conduit A Insulation Co.
International Okonite Co., The.
Kartavert Mtg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Mnnsell & Co., Engene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Union Electric Mannfacturlng Co.
VulcAUlzed Fibre Oo,
Western Electric Co.

Insniated Wires and Cables.
itiaenet Wire.
American Electrical Works,
Ceutral Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Day's Kerlte Insulation.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supplv Co., The.
Holmes, Booth ts Haydens.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonite Co., The.
India Robber A Gutta Percha Inen-
latlngCo.

Knapp Electrical Works,
Monitor Electric Co.
>.'ow York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Western Electric Co.

Journal Bearlnss.
Turner Brass Works.

I^anips. Incandescent.
Alexander, Bsrney & Chspln.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Brnsh Electric Co.
Central KlectrlcCo.
Edison General Electric Co.
Klectrlcal Supplv Co., The.
]:iectrbnl Eng, .V Supply Co.
Greeley A Co., The K. S.
Helsler Electric Light Co,
Ilood, Wm.
Knapp Electrical Works.
MoDltnr Electric Co.
New York and Ohio Co.
Northwestern Electrical Spoctaltv

t'o.

8awTer-Maii BlocCrlc Co.
Sunbeam IncandMcent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Houeton Electric Co.
Wenstrom CoTieolidated Dynamo A
Motor Co.

Western Electric Co.
Intbricators.
Powell Co.,Tlie Wm.

nai^net Wire.
(See Insulated Wire.)

Medical Batteries.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Mica.
I

MuDBell A Co., Enj;«ne.
SchrKjnmak'fr, .K. O.

niDlnjr Apparatus, Klectrle-
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
£diJ!OQ General Electric Co.
Thomson-U 00 B ton Klcclrlc Co.
Weatlnghonae Electric A Mfji. Co

notora.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Baxt«r Electric Motor Co.
Card Electric Motor A Dynamo Co.
Crocker-Whe«!er Kl^rctrlc Motor Co
C. A C. EU-clrlc Motor Co,
EdlBOn Gftneral Electric Co-
Elecirlcal EnglDeerlng Co. Tfc»
Electrical En;', f^ ttupplr Co.
EU-ktroc ManaiaftorlneCo.
Rockford Electric .MaoufactarlDg Co.
Thomeoc-HoaBton Electric Co
U. 8. Electric Lighting Co.
Wensirom ConeoHdated iJvnamoA
Motor Co.

WestingLoase Electric A Mfe. Co.Name Plates.
Blatz, L.
Freeman, Coleman A Co.
Turner Brass Works.

omce Fumltore.
Andrews A Co., A. H.

Oils.
Taaselg, 8.

Oil Cups.
Powell Co.. The Wm.

Patent Solicitors.
Barton i: Brown.
Woodhouse k Raweon, Ltd.

Packlns-
N. Y. Beiang A Packing Co.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Coolldge Fnel A Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Holmes. C. H.
Load, II. M A Sons Lumber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Poles.
Brownlee A Co.
Central Electric Co.
Coolldge Fuel A Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Engineering Eqaipmenl Co.
Holmes, C.fl.
l/oud, fl. M. A Sons Lumber Co.
Milllken Bros.
Star Iron Tower Co.
Steriing,W. C.

Publishers. Electrical
Electrician Publishing Co.

Push Buttons.
Beardsley, Chas. S.

Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Northwestern Elect. Specialty Co
Partrick A Carter Co.
Union Hardware O©.
Weetern Electric Co.

Hallways, £lectrlc.
(See electric railways.)

Separators, Hteam.
Hme Eliminator Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

SpeaklnK Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Ostrander&Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators*
Queen A Co.

Steam Pamps.
Worthington. Henry R.

Street Ky. Equipment.
Minneapolis Street Ry. Co.
Rochester Kailwav Co.
West End street Railway Co.

Supplies, Klecirir Kailnay.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electric Railway Specialty Co.

Tapes, Insniattbc.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chlcaso Inenlatod Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
EdlBon General Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
India Rubber A GuttA Percha In-
ulatlog Co.

International Okonite Co., The.
New York Ineiilsted Wire Co.
Western ElectilcCo.

Telcffrapti Apnaratms.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
EloctrkAl Supply Co., The.
Greeley A Co., The E. B.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick A Cartsr Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones, Klectrle.
Western Ele^^rlc Co.

Test InHtrumcnlH.
Biiln E!i>ctrlc Mfg, Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supplv Co^ The.
Greeley A Co.. The E. S.
Knapp KlectricAl Works.
Qneon A Co.
I iiion Kloctrlo Works.
Western Klecirlc Co.
Wi'Bton Electrical Inetrumant Co.

Trsnwforniers.
Electrical Eng. i; Supply Co.
National KlectricM.-uiufictDrlngCo.
StanloT Electric Mlg. Co.
Weptinchouptf Klectrle .V Mfji. Co.

Trucks, Klectrle Car.
KdUoD General Kleciric Co.
Short Khvlric K.*ilway Co.
Stephenson Co., Jno.

'

Thomeon-Uomton Electric Co.
Westtnghoneo Electric A Mfg. Co.

Turbine IVtaeela.
Payton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leitel A Co., James.
SUln-sll A Bierce Mfg. Oo.

Foivorslticfi.
Ohio Slate Univorslty.
Piirdu-' rnlver«Ilv.

Wire. Bare.
American EltvtTlcal Works.
B^*!ird<]ev Cha^ S.

Central Rlectrlc Co.
EleetrlcAl Sopplr Co., The.
Holmes, Bootk A Haydens.
Koipp Xlc«til(Al Works.
Ftfttick A Carter Co.
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CLEYEL4I1D, OHIO. THE l?rA!Xi:OI«A.t. CAICB OiSPCJO; CLEYEL&FD, OBIO.

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS asdBATTERT BIATERIAL.

KARTAVERT THE miluken patent pole
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER. 66 liberty street

NEW YORK.
IN SHEETS. RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED, PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

Ths- Kartavert - Manufacturing - Co,^

For Electric Street Railways and Electric LigM Work.

MANUFACTUBED BY

MILUKEN BROS.

89 DE&RBORK STREET,

CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.—Iron Work
for Light Stations a Specialty.

WRITE FOR CIRCUIiAR AND CATAL,0«UE.

BEST MASTARM IN USE. More Lamps Trimmed.

No Lamps Broken.

CATAI.OOCES ON
APPLICATION. STAR IRON TOWER CO.. FORT WAYNE. IND.
SEND FOR New American Electrical Directory, just published; very complete lists. Invaluable for its information of lighting and Railway Plants.

COOLIDGE FUEL & SUPPLY CO.,
RAILROAD CROSS TIES
AND PILING.

CEDAR AND
OCTAciNM-

P»WE POLES

SI ISJITFAOTIIREO BY-

CROSS ARMS,
AND BRACKETS.

J. R. CLARK CO., Minneapolis, Minn.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.

Vnderivritei-s' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finisheil, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk,Cotton
^oEjijf^^ and Worsted Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Sound and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work, .,9^JiJf^

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT KiKi LINE WIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

.A-g-ents for tlie "^X7-.A.Sm2SrC3-T02;T C-A.E.BOiT CO. Carlooixa for .^rc Xjig-liting-.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., CHICAGO,
Are our Selling Agents, and carry a line of Insulated and Bare Wires of our make.

THOS. L. SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 Park Place, NEW YORK.

The new catalogue
-or* t:^!!-

UNDERGROUND CONDUIT SYSTEM
Of the Interior Conduit & Insulation Company

COPIf-;.- M.MLKI; l.i'DN A rf'JJ'JATf ).\ TO

Interior Conduit & Insulation Company,
\.\) • \R\> H ."'if

'

f'i'.F l<.:].'. \

GENERAL OFFICES, 42 & 44 BROAD ST., NEW YORK.
n OKKH. r,e.^ to r,M \v .nih "m nnn r,^r, to sxh w .i.ith mi

H. yi r.^DKRWOrin. ti^m W>«t<-rn Ae^nl, ItaoUrry llnllillnK. < hlrricn.
M. rR*SK .lOHSMOW. «rn A »t. for P«.. Pro\ rirnt Rl'li:

, Phi la<1clp|ila, P..
THOM. r>A Y A. *;0.. i>r-n. As^'nta for Calirnrnla. Hnn f-'ronrUro. «,'nl.

ELECTRIC
RAILWAY

For All Systems. WUPPL IES
E:::^ciL.T:jsiT7"EiLj"3r_

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

ELECTRIC MERCHANDISE CO.,
11 AI>AMS STKKET, €IIICA4;0.

W. B. MASON, General Manager.
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>lON/>

TRADE MARK.

Southern Electrical Supply Company,
823 LOCUST ST., ST. LOUIS. MO.

BANNER
WIRE.

vLON/x

GATE CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY,
522 DELAWARE ST.. KANSAS CITY. MO.

A NEW WEATHER-PROOF WIRE.
Double, Triple and Quadruple Braid.

This is the best finished, best insulated, most durable and generally the most satisfactory
of all the ordinary weather-proof Wires. Send for samples before

placing your construction orders.

PRICES LOW. SHIPMENTS PROMPT.
Also GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS for

.A-TSriD

These Wires are positively the best of their respective classes.

BRANCH BLOCKS, SOCKETS,

MAIN CUT-OUTS, PAISTE SWITCHES
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
P

vlO N/^ 116 & 118 FRANKLIN ST.,

TRADC MARK.

Western Electrical Supply Company,
418 S. 15lh St., OMAHA, NEB.

CHICAGO.
Connected by private wire with Postal

Telegraph-Cable Company's
System.

^ON/;.

Electric Power AND Transmission Co.
DENVER. COLO.
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Edison General Electric Co.

Edison Building, Broad St., New York City.

ELECTRIC FANS.

These Fans are oper-

ated by new Edison Slow

Speed Motors, requiring

Minimum amount of atten-

tion and lubrication.

They are compact and

especially suitable for of-

fice desks and similar

places.

"Will operate on any

ordinary Lighting Circuit

without Wasteful Resist-

ance.

List Price, Motor and Fan, $42.50, less 45 per cent, to Users. Net, $23.36.

For Particulars Address Nearest District Office.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

Canadian Uixtrict, Kdixon HIcIk., Toronto, <^'an.

Central Dintrict, 17.1 and I7S Adamo St.. Ohlcaeo, III.

Eairtprn Distriot, Kdiwon Baildini;. Itroad St., Ni-w Vork.

Kew Kagland DiHtrict, 2& OtiM Street. ItoMton, 3IanH.

I*arili<!<JonHtl>iH(.,K<llHon KIdt;., I iii ItaHli St., San FranciH<'o,<;Hl

Pacific NorthweHt OiHtrict, FleiHcliner KIdt;., I'ortland, Ore.

Kocky .tlonntain OiHtrict, MaMonlc Itiiildinj;, Uonver, Colo.

Noutliern I>iHtrict, It) llecalur Street, Atlanta, (i!a.
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CUT THIS OUT and send to us for SAMPLE of the

BEST SOCKET MADE.
Na^ne

Address-

THE UNION ELECTRIC MFG. CO., BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS IN THE WESTFOR ELECXRICJLL BOOKS.
SEND FOR OUR COMPLETE CATALOGUE.

ZSIectrician Publishing Co., 6 Iiakeside BIdg., Chicago, III.

OTIS HALE ELEVATOR CO.,
187 La Salle Street, CHICAGO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

PASSENGER AND FREIGHT

ELECTRIC Hydraulic and Electric
ELEVATOR.

Submarine,

Telegraph,

Dnderground,

Telepkone,

Interior,

Electric Liglii.

.St-li*.-in;cljnly Works. Kdisoii (Iriu-iul Kh-clrir < ..in

Manufactured under Authority of SIEMENS & HALSKE,
BY

The Edison General Electric Company,
Estimates Furnished on Application.

AT THEIR SCHEKECTAWY WORKS.

Address, Wire Department, Edison General Electric Company,
EDISON HIIIL.OINO, ItROAD STREET, NEW VORK. or Neai-est District Office.

I>ISTHICJT Or-JF-IOEIS:
Canadian District: Billann Bnllilinc. Toronto, Can.
(Central Itlstrirt: I7:t-i;s AilnmR ttt . 4'liirnf;o.
KsHtern Itlxlrlc-t: Kiliaon Kiillillne, Broad t4I.. New York.
New KuKlaua Olatriot: »5 Otis Ht., Boaton, Uass.

'arinr t'onxt llistrirt: FdlHon Bnildins. 112 Rnoli I4t . Oan Franclsro. Cal.
>arinr Norllmrst IliNlrirl: KlelBchncr Riilldine. I'ortlnnd. Ore.
Korky Moiintnin Olscrlct: JIasonie Bnililins. I>cnvcr, Colo.
Sontltera Ulstrlct: 10 Uecatnr Mt , Atlanta. Kin.
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THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.,
33 lv£Grce3: Street, ISTe-VsT "S"or3^,

POSSESS SUPERIOR ADVANTAGES IN THE MANUFACTUKE OF

XZJLRD RXTBBSR GS-O OD S
Especially in firticles atfaittra (o electrical intlttstries, lun-ing ohtaineil the sole, right to nianti/acftire

HARD RUBBER itiuter the laliiahle ratents ffranteil to WILLIAM KIEL.

ALL OPERATIONS OF SAWING, CUTTING, TURNING ANU POLISHING OUR NEW STANDARDS OF
O LI C* P'T' O r\ T\ A NT T^ T* I I R I M /^ *^^° ^® performed with a larse reduction in tbe wear and tear of tools, and coneideraMe eavins; of labor. Our new etandards areOn C C 1 J ri \J lJ r\ V\ kJ W D I I N VJ of a ricber black thrnughout, not subject to chanj^e in color, are tougher and more flexible, do not become britlle with age, and

have been tested and approved by the leading electrical companies of the United Stales. In addition to these advantages, we also offer advantages in prices.

KIEL'S PATENT HARD RUBBER CELLS FOR STORAGE AND PRIMARY BATTERIES
Still remain the most satisfactory and cheapest in the market, unequaled for strength, durability, Insulation and resistance to acids..

RiPTioN M4NDFACTDRED. ^""sri^rirnrs-Mipriis:"";

For Sale by THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO.

HARD RUBBER GOODS OF EYERY DESCRIPTION M4NDFACTDRED. '''"::::^u:ii^i:^^^^J:r'">^^^^^^^'^:^lMt^

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, ,,;";'^°;

MASriTFACXrRERS AXD DKALKRS IN

Arc and Incandescent Electric Light Apparatus, Patterson

Underground and Overhead Cables, I. C. Weather-proof

Wire, Washburn & Moen's Hard Drawn Copper Trolley

and Galvanized Iron Wires, House Goods, Testing Ap-
paratus, District Telegraph Apparatus, Line Supplies,

Tools and all other Electrical Appliances.

LONDON,

ANTWERP,

BERLIN,

PARIS.

W^E ARE IN IT
OUR NEW BRANCH WAREHOUSE, Nds. 78, 80 & 82 FRANKLIN ST., CHICAGO,

SEVERAL CARLOADS OF OUR CELEBRATED

CRIMSHAW "WHITE CORE, " "B. D." BRAIDED and COMPETITION
GRIMSHAW TAPES '\KF' T IF^ «" CS You can buy from us at

AND COMPOTJNDS. ^^ i^ .^ ^ ,^mJB Mm^ m Manufacturers' Prices.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,
MAIN OFFICE, 649 & 651 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. G. H. MEEKER, Western Manager.

A IMlEMSr BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND - BOOK.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of

which 20,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's
well-known practical style with all the problems of Electric Power
Transmission.

IMOW READY. PRICE $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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THE NATIONAL TRANSFORMER SYSTEM
OF INCANDESCENT LICHTINC.

WHY
USE HRC LHmPS

WHEN THE

NATIONAL

SERIES TRANSFORMER

ENABLES YOU TO DO

STREET LIGHTING

ECONOMICALLY
EFFICIENTLY

SATISFACTORILY ill???

Send for Circulars and Prices.
INCANDESCENT STKKET LIGHT FIXTUKE,

SEKIES TBANSl'OBMEB, KEIXECTOK CANOl'Y AND 33 C. P. LAMP.

COMPLETE

CENTRAL STATION EQUIPMENTS
-- FOR

LIGHT OR POWER
DISTIUBIJTION.

OUK APPABATU3 IS OF THE

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
MECHANICALLY AND ELECTRICALLY,

WE GIIAUANTI;!', ITS 1>l' i:i: A'l'ION AND

PROTECT OUR CUSTOMERS.

COMPLETE

DIRECT CURRENT SYSTEM
—Foi;

—

LIG-HTIITCj-

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFB. CO., Ean Claire, Wis.
cmo. SXX-^LW , G-en'l IManasor.

AO-EISTTS

NEW YORK, N. Y., National Electric M(g. & Const. Co., Elect. Exclig. BIdg.

BUFFALO, N.Y,,
CINCINNATI, O.,
WASHINGTON, D. C,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

LINCOLN, NEB.,
SEATTLE, WASH.,

Little. McDonald & Co.. 141 East Seneca St.

W. N. Gray. 12 Clianitjcr of Coniniorce.

L. N. Cox. 16 Fittli St.. S. E.

C. M. Blancliard. Girard Building.

- I incoln [Icctrical Mfg & Supply Co.

Clias. H. Baker & Co.

ST. PAUL, MINN., - -

DETROIT, MICH., -

DENVER, COLO.,
WINNIPEG. MAN.,
SAN FRAWC9SCO. CAL.,
KANSAS CITY, MO.,
DULUTH, MINN.,

The Electrical Engineering & Supply Co.

Commercial Electric Co.

The Mountain Electric Co.

Simpson- Davis Electrical Construction Co.

National Electric Development Co-

Thomas Wolfe. 515 Main St-

The Electrical Eng. & Supply Co-
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THE WENSTROM CONSOLIDATED DYNAMO & MOTOR CO.,
OF BALTIMORE, MD.^

—MANUFACTUHEKH UF—

Electrical Apparatus.
ELECTRIC TV^OTORS

X'or .A.11 \A/ ox- Is..

Special Featnres: High Eflii-iency. Slow Speed.

For full information and circulars address

THE WENSTROM CO., Baltimore, Md.

Electrical

Supplies
OF ALL KINDS

Honse Goods

<i>^
.<9

ŝ^-^'

.-^•^\\- .^^*

% >t^S
> ^^iyC*icy\^ -S^ >^ Business C

Send us

vv^
%\-^»«^ Business Card

and get our Catalogue

and Trade Discount Sheet.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

THE "JEWEL"
,#^^^%, Incandescent Lamp.

4'/tri % <f^v The Best Lamp in the Market.

S^ '-~~/\ Any Voltage.

Any Socket.

Any Candle Power.

^^|li,GANI]£SGENTijif%
,,,.p "Less^L'lOOlots; 55 cents.%

f>zi.xoz3s:
Less than 100 lots,

100 to 1000 " 50

Send for Sample Order.

WM. HOOD, Gen'l Agt., 239 LaSalle St., CHICAGO.

MOONLIGHT ^^
SCHEDULE

^=
IN TIIK \KW KIUTIO.VOF THE

Dynamo-Tenders' Hand-Book.
NOW READY. PRICE SI. SEND FOR IT.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

CHICAGO.

Dynamo Regulators and Rheostats
Of all descriptions in stocl< and manufactured to order for any special work.

MOTOR SWITCHES,
Both Hand and Automatic, of Superior Design

and Construction.
Entire attention devoted to the manufacture and wiring of Rheostats.

AUTOMATIGlWITCH COMPANY,
SOLE MANOFACTURERS OF THE

Whittingham Automatic Switch,
No. 8 Keyser Building,

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST.

G. A. HARMOUIJT,
MANAGES ' .,:-' ...: .^ ',

MONITOR ELECTEIG G0.>'
14 9 WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

WHOLESALE DEALER IN GBNEHAi; .. '. -

ELECTRICAL SUfimm
-'WJEMTEKN AGENT FOk ,''

ALFRED F. MOORE
•

, (fWTABLISHED IS20. 1 .•::/; • '
.

.'
.

'
: ELECTRICAL WIRES m' GABLES.: J: v

>

Electric Light, Annunciator and Olrice Wires. Incandescent 'and Battery Cords ; in
'.: i,^.. ., fact, every kind of Wire known lo the Klectrical Ttnde.'i- .

.
' -. :

t^liff BYJAJ, SHULT

pShuuz Belting Co.

DeltiHc ^ /A/,nmmm
"^nLinkB^^^-*

«|l|lii ALLLEATHLR
(\A\\^ riOIRONRODORHINGE OLOI

kU leather LINKAhD iron RUU BtLT.i D' OUB^
U AND ROPETRAN5Mlb3IOII iUI'LiijIDLD DE

^3
BY COVERINQ YOUR PUUtVS WITH

A'l'^rt'J.^^^lii

LEATHER PUUEV COVERING,

TANni n UN I

-^Ul't / C I jtiLr

INTERIOR 15

RAWHIDE.,'
^
im. (Jill f l'^:Hft.cr uclj \

on LO:.T MOTION

ID Picker Leather-

KRAV/'nPtt- 1 l^** Miirtirn'trHt,, liofiton, Miimh ; y^fj I'fjjirl Ht.,N()W York Cily. I C# I niiiP Ua»KAist,uj63.v
i2t»N.Tljlr(JHt.,I'bila(Jolj.lila,l'fl iWJW. MonrooBt. ClilcuKO. | Oli LUUid? mU-
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METIPOLAR STREET RAILWAY GENERATORS.
COMPOUND-WOUND. SELF-EXCITING,

Perfect

Self-

Regulation.

High

Electrical

Efficiency.

Slow

Armature

Speed.

No External

Magnetism.

Self-Oiling

Bearings.

Descriptive Catalogues of Geaerators, Single-Reduction and Gearless Motors, ard Power Station Appliances fumiBhed
upon application. Correspondence on all subjects connected with Electric Railways is solicited.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING CO.,

PULLMAN BUILDING, CHICAGO. PITTSBURGH, PA. 120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

CUT-OUTS,
Single Light, IVIain and Branch,

OF SUPERIOR PORCELAIN,
With all Connections Under Cover.

s
AW
Y
E
R

M
A
N

LAMPS » ANY
c P

VOLTAGE
BASE.

HIGH QUALITY LAMPS FOR EDISON CIRCUITS.

'ygRITE FOR PRICES.

See Catalogue of Aug. 1 , 1890.

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC COM
620 Atlantic Avenue,

BOSTON. MASS.
510-534 W. 23d Street,

NEW YORK.
217 LaSalle Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANTFACTURED BY

WM. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

MICA
For all Electric Insulating

Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the market.

I I SELL NO OTHER.

Send for Samples and .Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St.. NEW YORK.

A 112-CALL

Western Electric Annunciator,
lu u-uud condition, and as i;uod ns new.

Address PKICK. S^HS.OO.

SCHULMAN & REYNOLDS,
3.>0 Walout Mt.. CIIV-CIMIVATI. OHIO.

KNOtV WHAT TO I RE SETTIKG!

HINE'S ELIMINATOR,
Extracts OH from Exhaust, Separates Water from Live Steam.

g; A test of bIx of ihe best known "Separators" has recently been made at Cornell
W Cniversity. Bine's Kliminator stands at the head. The fnll report
'' with drawingB, etc., sent free. Addrees

HINE ELIMINATOR CO.,
106 lilberty street. ItfETT^ "VC^fL^C.

FOR SALE.

STREETCARS.
ONE HUNDRED 12-FOOT CARS,

Built by the John Stephenson Co. and
Jones, ooe end type, with fare box In good
order; eau?e. 4 ft. 8}if in.

Six Hun~dred Tons"3S-lb. Tram Ste=l
Rails and One Hundred 30 ft. Steel Poles.

ROCHESTER RAILWAY CO.,
KOCH ESTER, N. T.

PURDUE SCHOOL

electIcity,
New Laboratory, fitted with best appli-

ances, dynamos, alternating current plant,

storage ba'terles and apparatus from best

makers. A complete and thorough course
In general machinery and electrical engi-

neering. Send for catalogue.

PURDUE UNIVERSITY,
L.a Vayette, lod.

THE BALL £ WOOD CO.,
OWNERS OF BALL PATENTS AND BDILDERS OF

Improved BALL Enpes.

Office 15 Gorllandl St., New York.

W, B, PEARSON & CO,, Agents, - Home Insurance Bnllding,

CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL

If you are in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

BROWNLEE & CO., "mTc^'

H. T. PAISTE,
Y.hV'V.YK'nVV.T.V. OF

Paiste Electrical Specialties.
Western O.T;-^ anrl Store-room

:

341 THE ROOKERY.
CHICtGO, ILL.

1201 MARKET ST..

PHIUDELPHIA, PA

PAISTE
SWITCH
SOCKETS.

I*x-lco, 4:0 Oonts.
Porcelain Insulation used.

Made to fit all Standard Lamps,

PATENT

LEATHER BELTING

Bnn<4 more Slack than
I'liperforated Belts, hence
ailapted to uneven power
of Electric Railways and
for Electric Power in <]ien-

cral.

GHAS. A. SCHIEREN <&; CO.,
) SOLE MANUFACTURERS,

46 SOUTH CANAL ST., CHICAGO. ILL.

PATENTEES AKD SOLE MANUFACTURERS,

Also New York. BostoD,
Philadelphia.

NEW YORK BELTING&PACKINC CO.
rOHN H. CHEEVER, 1 (LIMITED.I
I. 1>. THEEVEK. JIanasers. ^ '

b\ tAZENOVE .JOSES. ^

WM. T. H.\IKr),.Set'y.

Oldest and largest Manxofacturers in the United States of

15 PARK ROW, HEW YORK.

SAI,KSROOM.St
PIIIL.\DELPnL\, 303 Chestnat Street,
BOSTON, 6i Summer Street.
CHICAGO, 151 Lake Street.
DENVKK. lnOl-1611 17th Street.
CHAUI.ESTiiN, 16J Meetine Street.
GRAND ItAI'IDS. 4 Monroe Street.
MINNEAPOLIS, 28 Sontli 2d Street
CLEVEL.^ND, 176 Superior Street.

Vulcanized Rubber Fabrics
F0E!lEt'HA51CUn'BPO8E8,

Rubber Belting.

Packing

and Hose.

SALESKOO.MS:
SAN FKANCISCO, 17 llain Street.
ATLANTA, IB Decatur Street.
DETROIT. VOi Woodward Ave.
BALTIMORE. 12 Korth Charles Street.
BLTPFALO, 134-12S Washinston StreeL
NEW ORLEANS, 8-12 North Peters StreeL
KANSAS CITY, i313 West I2th Street.
ST. LOUIS, 616 Locust Streeu

From I^ovember 1, '90, to May 1, '91, the

average cost per car mile for repairs to

SHORT ELECTRIC

RAILWAY APPARATUS
In use on the Rochester (N. Y.) Railway

Company's Lines was

$-0035-
THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST.

REMEMBER
That tlip Western Electrician enjoys tlip iliatinctlon of having been
Bel^?cted by one of tlie shrowik-st of udvurtleers ae tlie luediiim
for carrylnt: the litr:,'eoI. ailvertiBi^raeut over placed In an electrical
journal. This tells JtB own story, and j^tinta its own mornl.

-T?3EIE-

Dmoii Euiwm CO,

PUSH-BDTTON

SHELLS.
TORRINGTON, CONN.,

AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

P:B
Armature Varnish,
Insulating Compounds,
Insulating Tapes,
insulating Papers.

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,
HOI>K .IIAM KA<;Ti;Kr.KH,

2 Liberty Street, NEW YORK.
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Charles D, Shain.

Few men now in the electric lightinfj business are more

deservedly popular than the subject of this sketch.

Energetic and pushing, yet withal most courteous in his

treatment of those with whom he is thrown in contact,

Charles D. Shain has won alike the esteem not only of his

business associates, but also of the large staff of employes

under his personal direction.

Mr. Shain was among the pioneer representatives in the

electric lighting business, and has traveled most ex-

tensively throughout the United States. A history of his

varied business and engineering experiences shows him to

be well fitted for his present responsible position. Like

the most successful workers in the field, Mr Shain is a

young man. Born in Philadelphia Nov. S, 1855, he is

therefore bul. 36 years of age. His school days were

spent in Philadelphia. In 1872 he was graduated from the

Central high school and commenced his business

life as assistant to H. P. M. Birkenbine, the

hydraulic engineer. While filling this position

Mr. Shain was engaged on the surveys for the

waterworks in Ilarrisburg, Lebanon, Bethlehem

and other Pennsylvania towns. He was after-

ward employed on the engineer corps of the

Johnstown & Somerset railroad. In 1873 he was

appointed assistant engineer in charge of the con

struction on the Jefferson division of the Texas &

Pacific railroad. The company, however, became

fiDancially embarrassed and the young engineer

concluded to embark in a commercial venture.

Accordingly he organized a party and equipped

the members with an outfit for trapping, and en-

gaged in trading with the Indians. His expedition

started out early in the fall, but returned in the

spring. It was not a success, and, aside from the

many hardships and mishaps which befell the

party, it was a failure financially, and the pro-

motors were left in an unenviable position.

From the far West Mr. Shain drifted to Gal-

veston and thence to Havana. He was in Cuba

at the time when the United States fleet was of!

Havana awaiting developments in the Cuban

troubles. In the spring of 1874 he returned to

Philadelphia, where he engaged in engineering

work on the Centennial buildings. When this con

tract was nearing completion he again decided to

try his luck in a commercial enterprise, and

accordingly returned to Philadelphia. This time

be engaged in the brokerage business. The

second venture was successful, but in iSSo his

love for engineering led him to sever his mercan

tile connection and accept a position as superin-

tendent of a New York mining company, in which

he was largely interested. His mining work led

him into California and Arizona, but mining in

those days, on account of the restlessness of the

Indians, the high price of labor, fuel, etc., was by no

means an alluring occupation. So, when the position of

assistant engineer on the Toledo, Cincinnati & St. Louis

railroad was tendered him, it was accepted, and he then

located in St. Louis. After holding the position of chief

engineer of the Burlington <S: Ohio River railroad, Mr.

Shain went to Chicago and commenced his work as a

pioneer in the business with which he has since been so

prominently identified.

The majority of the readers of the Western Electricia.n

are familiar with Mr. Shain's rapid advancement since his

coming to Chicago. He entered the field with the old

United Slates Electric Lighting company at the time that

concern opened its Chicago ofl'ice, and filled various

positions with the company until he was finally made

assistant to the Western manager. At the time of the lease

of the United States company by the weslinghousc peo-

ple, the latter company showed its appreciation of his

ability by making Mr. Shain ils general district agent.

But he Had hardly settled in Cincinnati as the representa-

tive of the Wcstinghouse interests, when a favorable offer

was received by him from the Edison people, and Mr.

Shain then associated himself with H. Ward Leonard,

general manager of the United Edison Manufacturing

company, with headquarters in New York. Another pro

motion followed shortly, and at the present time Mr.

Shain is eastern district manager of the Edison General

Electric company, having been appointed to that position

by .Second Vice-president Samuel Insull-

Mr. Shain is prominently identified with the New York

Electric club, being one of its board of managers.

Tapping Telegraph Wires in Chicago
Conduits.

It is charged that the bucket shop men of Chicago ob-

tain the board of trade quotations by tapping the tele-

graph lines laid in theconduits. C. H. Wilmerding, pres-

ident of the Conduit company and secretary of the Chica-

go Arc Light t.V Power company, has been interviewed on

the subject. "Our franchise does not permit us to refuse

to lease our wires to any one," said he. "W^e only ask

whether applicants need them for telegraph or telephone

purposes, and there our inquiry as to the nature of their

business ends. I know there are several bucket shop men

who use our wires, but we cannot stop them unless they

are doing something illegal, such as tapping wires in order

to get the quotations. As soon as we find out that any-

thing of that kind is being done we shall dissolve the con-

tracts. Our price is high, solely to keep bucket shop men
out, but they do not seem to stop at money and they pay

us for our wires."

New Use for Electric Light.

The utility of the electric light is demonstrated in a new
phase, the ingenuity of which is apparent to those who
patroni/e the cable rou'.es through the North or W^cst Side

tunnels. Chicago. Passengers on the cars as they whirl past

the whitewashed walls arc sudtlenly startled at the sight of

distinctly shadowed letters. If one looks carefully about,

he may see suspended from the center of the curved roof a

wire placard about 8 by 4 inches. This is arranged in

such a position that the glare from the electric light will

throw into bold relief on the side wall a much enlarged

but perfectly distinct shadow of the advertisement. .Vs

bill-posting is not allowed in the tunnels this new device

enables the far sighted merchants to advertise on the for-

bidden walls and yet obey the letter of the law; although it

is an open question whether or not a shadow may be said

to be posted.

Old Time Telegraphers.

The eleventh annual reunion of the old time telegraph-

ers will be held at Washington Wednesday, .\ug. 19th. It

promises to be of unusual interest. Many notable guests

will be present, including Mrs. Roswell Smith, wife of the

president of the Cciiljiry company. When Prof. Morse
was endeavoring to secure an appropriation from
congress for the establishment of a telegraph

system, Mrs. Smith, then Annie G. Ellsworth, a

daughter of the commissioner of patents, was an
enthusiastic advocate of the professor's claims.

It was she who first announced to Morse the fact

that the bill in which he was so greatly interested

had been passed by the senate. On receiving the

news Prof. Morse promised his informant that she

would have the honor of sending the first message

over the new line from Washington to Baltimore.

When the time arrived Miss Ellsworth was sum-
moned and invited to indi'e a message for trans-

mission. She immediately wrote the words;

"What has God wrought ?" When it was trans-

mitted the strip of paper on which it was written

was claimed by Governor Seymour of Connecticut

in honor of the lady, who was a nati%-e of that

state, and as Prof. Morse was educated there.

There will be many others in attendance whose
recollections of the first days of telegraphy in this

country will add much to the interest of the occa-

sion.

The United States Military Telegraph corps

will hold its convention at the same time as the

"Old Timers.'' The organization embraces those

who comprised the United States Telegraph corps

during the late war.

At the conclusion of the business meetings of

the organizations the members join hands and
celebrate the remaining festivities conjointly, since

nianyof the membfrs of the one organization be-

long also to the other.

George C. Maynard of Washington. D. C-, is

the president of the "Old Timers," Col. W. R.
Tlura of Chicago is the president of the Military

society, and J. E. Pettit of the Postal Telegraph

company, well known to many Chicagoans, is its

secretar>* and treasurer. Mr. Pettit is a member
of both organizations, and, together with Col. Plum.
founded the Military society

Following is the progiamme as at present organized:

August iQth, 10 A. M.—Business meeting of the Old Time Tele-
graphers' associ.'ition.

August tQth, J V. M.— iUisincss meeting of the Vnite.I Stat« Mili-

tarj- Telegraph corps.

August aoth.— !( there be no adjourned business meetings of the
Societies, opportunity will be given for visiting the White House,
C.ipitol, Museums, Mount Vernon .-ind many other places of special

interest.

The American Association for the Advancement of

Science will meet in Washington on the same day that the

societies meet. Many prominent men who arc identilied

with telegraphy belong to the American association, and
their presence will add to the interest of the occ.ision. In

connection with the reunion there will be a loan exhibit of

historical telegraphic relics, and all persons having such

articles arc requested to forward them immediately, prop-

erly labeled, to tleo. C. Mayn.ird, 1409 Xcw York avenue,

Washington, 0. C, in order that they may be arranged

before the mecling. The National Museum has oiTcrcd to
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provide space and cases in the electrical section for this ex-

hibit , and it promises to be an important feature of the

occasion.

Electrical SignalitTg on Board the Chi-
cago in New York Harbor.

The White Squadron made a hit as far as New York is

concerned. The metropolis has been agog over the ma-

noEuversof the cruisers The daily papers devoted columns

of space to descriptions and diagrams innumerable relating

to the evolutions of the vessels. But the electric search

light drill brought the growing enthusiasm to its height.

Whether the interest was directly due to the mention of

the magic word electric, ever so fascinating and attractive

to the curious, or whether it was that the New Yorker's

mid-summer evening h£.ngs heavily, is hard to say. In

any event the display on the North River was one which

the New York dailies asserted to be the sight of a

lifetime.

The drill took place on Thursday evening, July 23d.

The squadron was anchored so that a good view of the

spectacle could be had from the New York shore between

Twenty-sixth and Fortieth streets. The night was cloudy,

but in spite of the threatening aspect of the heavens,

thousands crowded the houses along shore, and the docks

a id vessels, not to mention the more favored observers who

found desirable points of view on board the innumerable

small craft out in the stream. One New York daily went

so far as to estimate the number of spectators who wit-

nessed the electric signaling, as being more "than there

are people in the state of Montana." The signal to com-

Mangin projectors made by Sautter, I.emonnicr vN: Co. of

Paris. The carbon holders in this instrument are set at an

angle of forty-five degrees so that a belter distribution of

the light from the crater in the carbon may be obtained on

the reflector behind. The lamp is fed by hand. The
Mangin projector consists of a concavo-convex lens, the

convex surface being the one of greater radius. The
latter surface is silvered. The radii of curvature of the

faces are so calculated that the Jwo refractions at the con-

cave surface destroy almost all aberration. It is claimed

that this gain counteracts the loss by reflection. The beam

has a divergence of but two degrees. The weight of the

sixty centimeter search light complete is 1,301 pounds.

The light is said to eijual that of 23,000 candles.

The dynamos furnishing current to the search lights are

located in a small room on the berth deck. They are on

the same bed plate with the engine driving them. These

machines are series wound Gramme dynamos. A glance

at Figs. I and 2 will help the reader to understand the

Ardois method of night signaling with lanterns. In this

system five lanterns are employed. These are hung in

the rigging, as shown in Fig. 2, and in each one there are

two incandescent lamps which can be controlled from the

operating stand on the bridge. One lamp in each lantern

is behind a red globe, and the other is covered only by

plain white glass. By this construction any lantern may

be made to show either red or white. The leads from

these signal lamps unite into one cable, and connect with

the operating box on the bridge. In the controlling box

on the bridge. Fig. i, there is a circular plate carrying

contacts, and marked with little dots of paint to indi-

ing. Each gun, through these vanes, is laid at a proper

angle of train so that the fire will be concentrated. Re-

ferring again to Figs. 3 and 4, the operation of this sys-

tem, which is simplicity itself, vi'ill be understood. At the

mence the exercises was given from the Chicago at 9

o'clock and the display was over at 10:15.

As has already been stated, numerous accounts

of the proceeding have appeared. But, to the electrical

man, interested more particularly in the apparatus with

which the signaling was carried on, the vivid descriptions

which mu$t of necessity accompany such startling htad

lines as "FJashes of Fire Shoot from the Cruisers" can

but be more or less unsatisfactory. With the object, then,

of giving the readers of the Western Electrician a

glimpse of the Chicago's electrical equipment as it appears

to the visitor on board the ship, a representative of this

joamal, through the courtesy of Captain J. W. Miller

and Lieutenant Spcrry, secured the accompanying views.

Figs. 1 and 2 show the Chicago's search light and the

apparatus used in the Ardois electric system of night

signalling. Fig. 2 is a view taking in the Ardois apparatus

in its entirety. The .\rdois operating stand, or keyboard,

and the five lanterns hung in the rigging, through which

the signaling is performed, may be clearly distinguished

in this view. Fig. 3 shows the interior of the conning

tower, or, as the landsman would say, the wheel house

From Fig, 4 the reader can gel an idea as to the arrange-

ment of the starboard eight-inch gun after the primer has

been inserted, and it is ready for firing. In this view, it

may ba mentioned, will be seen Capt. Miller and the cap

tain of the gun, Alex. Mcl.«an, whose office it is to insert

the electrical primer, and press a push button connected in

the cable, lo give the signal in the conning tower that "all is

ready," In Fig, 5 will be seen the starboard eight-inch gun

depressed so as to reveal the electric motor in the carriage.

-Many will doobtleis b: more or less familiar with the

ooTiatraction of the Mangin search light, but in the cut^,

Figs. 7 and 3. arc the details of this apparatus.

The search lights on the Chicago arc sixty centimeter

' 'iilE '..UiCACtJ I.N Ki-A\ YORK HARHOR.

cate the combination of colored lights constituting a given

signal. By moving around a needle or pointer which is

pivoted on the center of the dial to the code word desired,

and turning on the current, the proper combination of

lights appears in the rigging. The following will give the

reader an idea as to the combinations employed in the

message which was spelled out after the recent search light

drill. The lanterns were read from the bottom to the top;

T Red Red White White.
k* Red White White.
E Red White Red White White.

I> Red White Red White Red.
U Red Red White Ked White.
I Red White White Red.
r. Red White White White.
It Red White White White.
S Red Red White Red Red.

H Red White White.
A Red While Ked.
V Red Red White White White.
K Ked White Red While White.

B Red White, Red White.
K it'-d White Red White White.
K. Red While Red White While.
X Red. White White. While White.

H Red Red White Red Red.
A Red While Red.
T Red Red White Whhc.
I Red While White Red.
H Red .Red White Red Red,
K Red While Red Red While.
A Red While Red.
i) R.;d White Red Red.
T ..Red Red White While.
«» Red Red,
R Red Red While Red White.
Y Red Red Red Wliilc Red.

It is understood that the display of this system in New
York harbor was the first to be made public in this coun-

try. The Ardois system ha.s been in service, however, on

the White Squadron since last January.

The gun firing system in use on the Chicago has also a

number of interesting features In the conning tower,

1*12- 3. there arc sighting vanes which enable the captain

to determine when the enemy's vessel is on a given bcar-

FIG. 7. ELECTRIC SIGNALING ON BOARD THE CHICAGO
IN NEW YORK HARBOR.

gun there is the double conductor cable fitted at one end

with a primer connection, Fig. 6, and the other end ter-

minating at a socket in the deck above. In this cable there

is a circuit closer which the gun captain holds in his hand.

Over each gun as shown there is an incandescent lamp
which is in circuit with the cable. In making ready, the

gun captain inserts the primer and arranges the cable as

indicated. The gun is now ready to be fired. In the

conning tower there is a row of push buttons just beneath

the row of lamps. These lamps are used as indicators,

and the push buttons control the current for firing the

guns. Assuming for the sake of illustration that the gun
shown in the cut has been loaded and is now pointed at

the enemy, the gun captain, circuit closer in hand and

with his eye along the sights, notices whether the aim is

correct. If the gun is properly sighted, he closes the

current. This action brings the lamp overhead to redness,

indicating a completed circuit. At the same time a lamp
on the same circuit, but in the conning tower, reddens, and
this is the gunner's signal to the captain of the ship that

this particular gun is ready. Should a gun captain notice

the line of sight to be off the target, a touch of the button

opens the circuit and signals the captain in the conning
tower. When it is desired to fire the gun the captain of

the ship presses his button, and this short circuits the in-

dicator lamp in the tower, and also its German silver re-

sistance. Practically speaking, the only resistance now in

circuit is the lamp at the gun, as the current flashes up to

the firing strength and the discharge takes place.

The primers in use are of the same electrical dimen-

sions as those employed for the service torpedoes. Their

hot resistance is .05 ohm. Edison 24 candle power high

economy iq6 volt lamps are used. In addition to the two

^^mw^^^m^^^^^m
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lamps in scries in each circuit, there is also a German
silver resistance of 175 ohms, which keeps the lest current

down to .18 ampere. With the current just mentioned the

lamps give light enough to serve as indicators, but arc not

sufficiently bright to reveal the ship's position to the enemy.

(Jkonile insulation is used on the conductors of the system.

The advantages of the electric firing system will be ap-

preciated, for through it a broadside or any one gun can be

fired from the conning tower.

The motor shown within the gun carriage, Fig. 5, i^
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used for training tht gun. This machine is an olii style

5 horse power Spraguc motor wound for loO volts, and

when running under maximum load it takes .(o amperes of

current. It is series wound. The reversal of the direction

of rotation is accomplished by changing the direction of

current through the armature. I'.y throwing a clutch the

gun can be trained by hand.

Electricity at the World's Fair.

It has been decided to locate the temporary power

house at Jackson Park too feet south of the site

of the transportation building. Engines and boilers

suflTicient to furnish 600 horse power have been loaned to

the exposition authorities without charge, and so there will

be no expense on this score.

Electrical Engineer Sargent

of the construction depart-

ment, representing Chief

lUirnham. issued circulars

inviting bids for the tem-

porary electrical plant over

two weeks ago. These were

mailed to all the prominent

electrical companies of the

country, eighteen or twenty

being sent out. Mr. Sargent

asked for bids for an instal-

lation capable of supplying

100 arc and 250 incandes-

cent lights, together with a

So,000 watt generator for a

motor circuit and such mo-

tors as may be necessary.

This machinery is to be in-

stalled and rented to the ex-

position authorities until

January i, 1893.

This circular emphasized

and increased Ihe friction ex-

isting between the depart-

ments of electricity and con-

struction. It was asserted

on the part of the officials

of the former that the cir-

cular was issued entirely

without their knowledge.

Some of the companies re-

ceiving it refused to put in

bids, on the ground that

propositions for the instal-

lation of electrical machinery

should come from the head

of the electrical department

and not from the construc-

tion department. It was

contended that one of the

chief considerations that re-

sulted in ih*" appointment of

Prof. liarrelt was that he

was free from entangl ng

alliances with any of the

electrical manufacturing or

supply companies, and that

he was thus peculiarly fitted

to preside over the depart-

ment. On the very first

occasion, however, when

impartiality needed to be

assured, it was added, the

task of supervising the let-

ting was taken out of the

hands of the man with whom
all the companies were sat-

isfied. There was talk of a

petition to the board of directors of the exposition asking

that all contracts for electrical supplies be made through

Chief Barrett.

liefore this Mr. Sargent had talked of resigning

his position as consulting electrical engineer to the depart-

ment of construction. As can easily be conceived, the

place was, and is, a delicate one, combining tendencies

that are now pulling in opposite directions. It is not

strange that Mr. Sargent should be willing to resign it,

especially as he could well alTord to devote all his lime to

his private business. After ihe circular was issued, and

the ensuing dissatisfaction was openly expressed, on July

23d, Mr. Sargent did actually send in his resignation to

(^hief I'urnham. On the same day the twogentlcmen named

had a long conference, however, and the upshot of it w.ts

that Mr. Sargent withdrew his resignation. lie now

declares his determination to stay in his present position

until the fair is over.

This is the situation as it is to-day, and this is why so

little, comparatively speaking, has been accomplished in

the electrical department of the World's l'*air. In plain

words, Chief IJurnham and Mr. Sargent on one side and

Prof. Karrett and Mr. Keller on the other have widely

divergent views as to who should have charge of work in

which both departments are interested, as in the case of

the temporary plant. On the one hand it is urged that

the work is clearly a phase of the general construction,

while on ihe other it is asserted that, as it is purely electrical

in character, it should be designed and supervised by the

electrical department, only the actual work of construction

falling within the scope of Chief liurnham's department.

This state of affairs cannot fail to work injury to the de-
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partment of electricity. Indeed, it has already done so.

It is with the hope of hastening a happy solution of the

difiiculty that the \Vi£stkrn Ei.KCTRiciAN has endeavored

to set forth the facts cle.irly and impartially, without

assuming to lay the blame on any one. But there should

be some clear understanding by which these vex.itious

delays and disagreements could be avoided. There is

enough work to be done, without the representatives of

different departments contending with each other. The
matter has already been called to the attention of the exec-

utive committee. It is to be hoped that it will speedily

arrive at an equitable basis of adjustment.

A realistic miniature model of the World's Fair is now
on exhibiiion at the old exposition buikling on Michigan

avenue. It covers an area of 3 ()Sa square feet at the south

end of tlic building. The model occupies the center of the

room and is about level with the lloor. The low roof has

seventy-five incandescent lights, which give the effect of

sunlight. Gradually they arc turned dov/n. .Vs it groA-s

darker the fountains arc illumined by electric lights. V/hcn
the lights above arc sufficiently low cicciric lighis appear
from the interior of all the buildings as they will look by
night during the fair. Then the lights in the sky, or

ceiling, are turned olT altogether, and 1,000 miniature street

lamps appear at the corners of buildings on the island

and the lagoons. Tor ventilation a sjxty-inch fan, operated

by an eight horse power motor, is provided, so as to com-
pletely change the air every five minutes. Spectators

weary of looking at the miniature arc given a chance to

rest in a spacious grotto, in v/hich may be seen specimens

of minerals, sirdactiies. stalagmites, and so forth. The
cascades and fountains are all illuminated by electricity,

the lights changing auto-

matically every twenty sec-

onds. The Gcisslcr tubes

used are the property of M,

J. Sieffens. The Ktcclncal

Construction company fur-

nished most of the electrical

equipment. .Mr. I'hillipson,

one of the originators of the

design, asserts that this is

the finest spectacular elec-

tric display ever .-ittemptcd.

George Cutter has invent-

ed an automatic motor

starlcr, by which, he says,

all the motors at the exposi-

tion could be started at once

by one person pressing a

button—say the president at

Washington.

One of the "Exposition

Notes" of the C/iica^^o T-. i-

Imm' of August ist is as

follows: "The application

of the Day Electric railway

company for space in which

to operate its railway has

been referred to Chief

Burnham."

London Imiiisinis, a

leading English technical

paper, has this to say of the

World's Fair: "Chicago is

under the disadvantage of

being a thousand miles by

rail from New Vork, the

port at which European

visitors and gcods will

chiefly arrive, but it is the

chief commercial center of

the great states of Illinois,

Indiana, Kentucky, Iowa.

Wisconsin and Minnesota,

and its recent increase in

wealth and population has

been without precedent,

even in America. It has

already become \ great seat

of manufactures, for the

conduct of which the near-

ness of coal and iron sup-

plies afTords great advan-

taires: and its public parks

will furnish the e.xhibition

with building sites of unex-

ampled beauty and extent.

When these circumstancs

are taken into account, it

can hardly be doubted that

the Chicago c:chibition will

which have previously beenin many rcpects surpass all

held."

But little is being done on the subway scheme until the

plan and loration of the big jwwcr house are decided.

Mr. Sargent says that six or eight men arc, however, cm-

ployed in locating the lamps along the projected streets

and paths .ibout the grounds.

The London /.V.v//;V/<r// of July 34th announces the

arrival of the Worlds Faircommisvion in London and the

beginning cf an active cam|>aign for Ihc great exposition.

I'urther evidence of the work of ihe visitors is shown in

the publication in the same issue of a view of the proposed

electricity building at the World's F.iir. of which the

Eh.tri.i.tn gives a biicf description. Our T-ondon con-

temporary, however, failed to give credit for the cut.

Possibly it docs not know that the sketch which it repro-

duced was m-tdc in the crtice of the Wf.stkrn Electrician

from the architects' drawings, and was approved by the
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World's Fair ofiicials and adopted by them, not, however,

until it had been published in this journal, May 9th.

Three bids for supplying the temporary plant atJackson

park were opened last Monday. They were from the

Thomson-Houston Electric company, the Edison General
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Edison Station at Riverside, lit.

The contracts have just been signed by which the Chi-

cago Edison company will furnish the entire electrical

equipment for the Riverside Edison company, which has

recently been organized with a capital of f4o,ooo, River-
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will furnish current. The plant will be especially inter-

esting as illustrating three phases of the Edison system in

a small compass. L. A. Ferguson, electrical engineer for

the Chicago Edison company, is planning the installation.

Electric Motors for Switching and Subur-
ban Traffic on Steam Railroads.

As a rule the steam railroad journals of the country have
been very conservative in commenting on the application
of electric motors to railway work, other than in the line of
street cars. The following editorial, therefore, from the
Railnnui Gazette, second in influence to no paper of its

class in the United States, will be accepted as significant:

"There is renewed activity among electric motor com-
panies in matters pertaining to large motors for heavy
work, such as switching freight in cities where smoke is

objectionable and for elevated roads. Two of the largest

companies believe that they have solved the problem, and

FIG. 4. ELECTRIC SIGNALING ON UOABD THE CHICAGO IN NEW VORK HARHOK

Electric company and the Western Electric company. The

award was not made at that time, however.

Col. Clowrj'"s committee on electricity held a meeting on

Monday afternoon at Chief Burnham's olfice. Prof.

Barrett and Secretary Hornsby, representing the depart-

ment of electricity, were present. The relations of the

two departments were discussed, and various propositions

were advanced, but no conclusion was reached, the com

mittee adjourning to meet on Tuesday at 2 p. m., in the

office of the electrical department.

side is a pretty suburb of Chicago, about twelve miles west

of the city, on the Des Plaines river. The new central

station will have a capacity of supplying i.oSo incandes-

Chi

FIG. 6 ELECTRIC SIGNALING ON liOAKU THE CHICAGO
IN NEW YORK HARUOR.

one of them will at once build a motor with a capacity
ranging from 500 to 700 horse power and a hauling power
equal to any steam locomo-ive with 45,000 pounds on the

drivers. This has been rendered practicable by recent im-
provements in motors, of which the slow-moving armature
and the subdivided field are probably the most useful for

heavy work. Railroads in such cities as Chicago, where a
city ordinance prohibits the use of locomotives that emit
smoke in any considerable amount, are now compelled to

use a non-smoking fuel, such as coke or anthracite, or put
on adevice for preventing the formation of smoke, the ac-

tion of which is acceptable to the city inspector. As such
devices are more or less ineffective, even in their best form,
it has been found necessary on at least two Chicago roads

to resort to anthracite coal, at a cost of $4 to 15^4.50 per ton

on tender, to meet the requirements of the law. Where
steam costs at this rate it cannot be difficult to construct

Chicago Electric Club.
The mid-summer season, though not conducive to labor-

ious scientific discussions, has not, however, lessened the

interest of the members of the Chicago Electric club in the

recently rearranged club rooms. The fact that the attend-
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ut.r.e corntinu'S to kefp up has induced the orficcrs to pro-

vide a Hoc of entertainment that will, ihcy Irust, prove in-

tcTcsiirig to the members and prcfr.ablc to the club.

At a meeting of the board of managers 'Ihursday, July

30th. it was decided to inlro'Jucc a new feature in the way
of a clab dinner every Thursday e^'cning, and it was Jccid*

ed to h€:^\n Aug, 6th The secretary was accordingly in-

•itrurted to issue notices that the club would have a dinner

at f> o'clock on that day, after which a short business

meeting w.uld be held, followed by a social cotcrtainmenl.

The managers tnist that the new feature will prove attract-

ive and bring the members together at least once a week.

IIG. 5. KLRf:TI(IC .SIGNAJJNG ON HOARIi TIIK CHICAGO [N NEW YOHK irARIiOli,

rent lamps for interior illumination, 120 30 candle power

incandzuxnt laups for street lighting, and 20 arc lamps

for j»ark4 and vjuircs. The innidc lamps will be wired on

the rnrcc-wirc system. Two 540 light Kdison dynamos

an electric motor which will work with at least cquni econo-

my, as cheap coal can l)e used in the stalionary plant which
furnishes ihe electric current. With such advantageous
conditions, the difficulties in the way of the use of the

electric motor for suburban work arc mainly in themechan-
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ical devices in the motor itself and the arrangement of the

conductors. The electric companies feel sure that they

have now removed all these difficulties, and they will make
a trial of a heavy motor to prove what can be done. When
the railroads of this country arc assured that an electric

motor of sufficient power to switch trains at terminals and
to haul suburban traffic can be built of as simple design as

those now used for street railroads, and can be run with

reasonable economy of fuel, there will be no lack of oppor-

tunities for trial on a large scale."

Electric Lighting in Paris.

Electric lighting in Paris has lately made rapid strides,

and several large central stations have been erected ilur-

IIG 2 ELECTRIC LIGH riNG IN PARIS

ing the last year. The great station at Rue des Dames

de Batignalle has already been illustrated and described

in the Western Electrician, and in this issue are

presented views showing work at the new station at Fau-

bourg Montmatre, which is furnishing lightts on many

of the great boulevards and the adjoining streets and

avenues. The building is a large iron structure, with an

adjoining basement utilized foraboiler room, in which there

are four high pressure boilers, furnishing steam for four

300 horse power triple expansion vertical engines, coupled

to four large multipolar dynamos. The front part of the

building is used for switchroom, storeroom and offices.

Room is also provided for adding a large accumulator

plant, which is now being considered. The generators

employed in this station are of a special design, and are

multipolar double dynamos. Fig. t gives a perspective

view. The machine is composed of a double ring arma-

ture, each ring having its own field of induction and its

FIG 4. ELECTRIC LIGHTING IN PARIS.

own commutator, so that it actually comprises two dyna-

mos united on one shaft. The advantage of this, it is

claimed, is found in the greater uniformity obtained in

operating the dynamos on the three-wire system, than

could be secured in coupling two separate dynamos in series.

This double dynamo requires a 300 horse power engine to

operate it and furnish 1,000 amperes at 125 volts. It is

operated at 130 revolutions. The diameter of the arma-

ture is five feet four inches. The iron core is laminated,

and has the shape of a fJranime ring, but llic mode of

winding is similar to the Siemens multipolar dynamo. Its

winding consists of only one layer of square copper bars.

covering both the outside and the inside of the ring; these

are joined at their extremities by flat copper strips running

in a curve to the right on the front of the armature, and

at the junction of this are connected with radial copper

strips leading to the commutator. On the inside between

the two ring armatures the copper bars of both are con-

nected in such a way as to form a continuous circuit. The
field consists of eight poles, and is built as a concentric

ring of eight electro magnets, of 8)+ inch diameter,

with a winding of eight layers of No. 8 wire B.

& S. gauge. The pole piecesare large, and joined together

in pairs, thus forming a ring which surrounds the exterior of

the armature. The exciting current for the field magnets,

which are connected in series, is taken from the bus bars

of the switch-board, and amounts to 25 amperes or about

two per cent, of the total output. The commutator is

large, its diameter being about one-third of the armature.

It is furnished with eight sets of brushes coupled in mul-

tiple. Fig 2 shows a section of the armature and commutator,

showing the setting and arrangement of the brushes. The
efficiency of this dynamo is claimed to be high. An im-

portant feature claimed is that it will endure a very long

run without heating on account of the large heat radiating

surface of the armature.

On account of the arrangement of this double dynamo

the two armatures always work together, and consequently

the arangement of the switch-board is made on the same

principle, so that meters and switches always appear in

paiTs. Fig. 3 represents the switch and meter ar-

rangement, E E Ji being the bus bars composed of heavy

lound bars clamped together, while F E represent two

cells and sork; very interesting data not heretofore published
relating to tests made by the author himself. The b-^ok

is well printed and profusely illustrated.

ampere meters, remarkable for their simplicity of con-

struction. A heavy copper wire is turned so as to make

three sections of a spiral. Through the center turn is

bored a small hole which supports an axle carrying a spool

of fine wire in the center of the coil. On the outside is an

indicator needle showing by deflection the amount of cur-

rent passing through the spiral. The switch is so arranged

as to break both the distributing current from the dynamo

and also the exciting current for both fields. In closing

the switch B is pressed down and forms the connection

between the brushes and the bus bars. At the same time

the catcher C on the lever A clasps a protruding point on

both sides of the main lever, keeping it in position and

making the connection for the field. In opening the switch

A is pressed down until the catcher detaches itself and the

lever B flies up by the action of a spring.

The distribution of current is carried on through an

underground conduit, Fig. 4. This is built of cement.

In the bottom of this conduit are five rows of iron posts

placed at intervals of fifteen feet. On these pests are por-

celain insulators held by four iron bolts. On and between

these insulators are suspended bare copper cables.

The conduit is covered by slabs, cemented together to

prevent surface water from soaking through. The merits

of this system are cheapness, high insulation and great

facility in handling and splicing the cables. The heavy

feeders are placed nearest to the bottom of the conduit

and the mains and service wires in the upper rows so that

the work of replacing a cable with one of heavier size is a

comparatively easy task.

The station at Montmatre has been in, operation only a

short time, but is already taxed to the full capacity, so that

an extension of the plant is now under consideration. The
illustrations are reproduced from I'JcclriciU.

THE BOOK TABLE.
Primary Batterifs, by Henry S. Carhart, A. ^^., Profes-

sor of Physics in the University of Michigan. Published
by Allyn & Bacon, Boston. 193 pages, 67 ilUistratioos,

type page 3/^x5 J4. Price $1.50.

This is probably the only book in the English language

which gives the principlesvinvolved in the construction,

operation and theory of primary batteries systematically

arranged. It will bcof great value to students and all those

who have anything to do with primary batteries in pr.icti-

oal use or in laboratories.

The book gives the latest theories lelating to vohaio

Accumulators in Belgium.
In connection with thi: recent decision of Judge Coxc af-

firming the Brush accumulator patents, the foilowing. from
the Brussels correspondent of Ix)ndon /ndu:trU;^ will be
read with interest: "The judgment given against M.
Gadot and his colleagues in the proceedings with reference

FIG. I. ELECTRIC LIGHTING IS PARIS.

to accumulators has been confirmed in the higher court,

and much uncertainty has thus been removed. The Julien

company, which owns the F. S. V. patents in this country,

is extending its operations. M. Julien has obtained the

right of using the Faure patents throughout the continent.

Some large transactions are under discussion, and an im-

proved type of apparatus is about to be manufactured. M.
Julien has already received many requests for the right of

making use of these patents. M. Julien first intrcduced

accumulators in Belgium, and after overcoming various

difiiculties, he now seems likely to be thoroughly success-

ful."

Apparatus for Indicating Variations of
Pressure in Gaseous Currents.

In the accompanying diagram is shown the method of

operating an electrical device invented by G. and L.

Richard for the purpose of indicating automotically slight

variations of pressure in currents of gas. It is ver>* small

but extremely sensitive, being capable of responding to

variations of pressure which are no greater than the pres-

sure of a column of water a few hundredths of a millimetre

in height. The essential features of this apparatus are as

follows: A metallic box is placed in communication by

ArrARATLfS FOR INDICATING VARIATIONS OF PRESSUKE IN
GASEOUS CURRENTS.

means of a tube / with the conduit through which the cur-

rent of gas is passing. The tube is closed by a clack \-alvc

c, made of light metal, movable around an axis ii, and

balanced in such a way that when the pressure is lower

than the limit for which the apparatus is set, it remains,

closing an electric circuit /. In this circuit a bell may be

placed. A box /- charged with cotton wool prevents dust

and similar matter from entering the mechanism. Suppose

a lowering of the pressure to take place, then the clack-

valve c closes the orilice of the tube /, and the circuit / is

thus open and the cut rent no longer passes. The appara-

tus is capable of having its sensitiveness modified to suit

any given circumstance. It is capable of many industrial

applications. For example it may be applied in order to

regulate ventilation; also to certain forms of slow-aimbus

-

tion stoves, etc. The cut is roproduce<l from the lx)ndcn

FJcctncti! A'trrrw.

It is announced that the tvxo miles of railway Iwtween
IcfTci-sonville, \'a.. and Ta^cwcU Court House will soon be
iransformcd into an electric Hue.
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The San Domingo reciprocity treaty, which was made

public Ust week, provides for the admission in the Domini-

can Republic free of duty "telegraph wire and telegraphic,

telephone and electric apparatus of all kinds for communi-

cnlion and illumination." This will throw open a market

to American manufacturers that cannot but prove profit

able, and will no doubt be immediately developed.

TiiK invention of the Association of Kdison Illumina-

ting Companies at New York next week will be of unu.sual

interest, coming as it docs iromediatcly after the legal vic-

tory in ihc bmp patent litigation. As the meeting will

be held in New York it is not too much to expect that Mr,

Edison will attend. The programme for the entertain-

ment of the delegates and visitors will be interesting and

varied. The attendance, it is anticipated. will be unusually

lNTr:f<' rri'' tig'jrc^ on the ^ur^jcct of clcclric street

railways are presented in another column. The fact that

the electric railway best serves the public on account of the

speed attainable, the absence of dirt and noise, and its

numerous other advantages, has long been established.and

now it is shown that the new system is equally advantage-

ous to the operating company from an economical stand-

point. This combination will work wonders toward ex-

tending electric railways.

Cai;le railways, once so popular on the Pacific coast,

have fallen in the public estimation of late, and now it is pos-

sible to dispose of stock in cable roads only at a sacrifice.

A Los Angeles company which has expended over a

million in cable construction has passed into the hands of a

receiver, and it is expected will soon be disposed of and

tran'^formed into an electric system. Examples of this kind

are presenting themselves so regularly of late that they fail

to e.xcite much attention.

OUK New York correspondent mentions a remarkable

instance of profit making in electric railway property in

the sale of the Rapid Transit street railway of Newark,

N. J., for an advance of $Soo,ooo over the price paid by

the vendors. The latter purchased the road about a year

ago for $200,000, and accordingly made 400 per cent, on

their investment in that space of time. This is of course

an unusual case, and one that cannot be taken as typical;

but it is nevertheless true that street car companies operat-

ed by electricity have almost invariably proved paying in-

vestments, both in large cities and small towns.

Thk announcement that an American steam railroad

company would endeavor to negoliate a loan of $5,000,000

in London attracted considerable attention in financial cir-

cles not only in England but also on the continent. This

was due largely to the fact that the company in question

bad been obliged to withdraw its suburban trains owing to

its inability to compete with the electric road which was

recently opened in the territory which it covered.

Not long ago our friends across the water expressed the

belief that much of the advancement made in electric rail-

ways in this country was on paper.but noiv they are hesitat-

ing about putting money in steam railroads, especially those

that are liable to invite competition from electric

railways.

The idea of operating submarine torpedoes by means of

a reflected view—a sort of camera obscura arrangement

—

and an electric exploding device, illustrated in this issue, is

characteristically French. It reads like one of Jules

Veine's scientific extravaganzas in fiction. We may be

permitted to doubt the availability of the scheme in actual

warfare, but there is a certain glamor in the idea of sitting

"comfortably in a bomb-proof station on shore," watching

the enemy's fleet coming on with the confidence of ap-

proaching triumph, and then calmly touching the vessels

off one by one as they come up the fatal spots, until all the

ships are destroyed or in retreat. What could be more

simple? Possibly the enemy might interpose objections,

or the apparatus might get out of order; but the idea is

very picturesque, nevertheless.

A iiRiEi" article from the Riulroad C(7c:£'//£'.copied on an-

other page, is worthy of attentive perusal. It is entirely

within the bounds of possibility—indeed it is not unlikely

—that electric motor cars may yet come to play an im-

portant part in the switching yards of the great railroads of

the country. Our contemporary points out several advant-

ages that the innovation would have in certain cases, and

their pertinence is apparent. The remarks of the Gazelle

in relation to the application of electricity to suburban

traffic, however, will not be received by the electrical fra-

ternity so favorably. This branch of electrical locomotion

is spoken of as yet in the future, whereas the experience of

Boston, Pittsburg, Rochester, Minneapolis and other cities

shows that a large suburban traffic can be handled easily

and rapidly by the electric system. This feature of the

business is no longer in the conjectural or experimental

stage. It is an assured success.

In this issue of the Westkkn Eijxikician there is pre-

sented a scries of views illustrating the elcclrical signaling

apparatus with which the cruiser. Chicago, of the White

S'juadron is equipped. The movements of these war ships

have excited the greatest interest in New York, and on Ihc

night of the search light drill there was much enthusiasm.

The cuts, which are reproductions of photographs taken

expressly for the Wrstkkn Ki.kcikician, will enable the

inland reader, as v/cll as those in New York who had not

the opportunity to go aboard the vessels, to obtain as cor-

rect an idea of the Chicago's outfit as though a per.sonai

inspection had been made A close obcrver of electrical

construction could hardly fail to be struck with the

thoroughness with which all work has been carried out.

Naval men realize that cleanliness is a virtue, and the

appearance of the machinery on the Chicago convinces

one that some one has had to practice what another has

preached. A few of the many so-called wiremen and
expert dynamo tenders might be set thinking by a visit

to the Chicago.

Rapid transit continues to occupy the attention of the

people of New York city. Commissioner Steinway re-

pudiates the ideas presented in an alleged interview with
him which have already been criticised in this paper. Last
week Frank J. Sprague called him to task, and the com -

missioner immediately disclaimed responsibility for the

statements attributed to him. He said that he looked
upon the (Ireathead system as one of the best for work of
that kind.

There are, however, many features of the system
proposed by the commission in its report which have
passed without much notice, though they can scarcely re-

ceive the approval of the people. In the first place the
idea of having a common track for the down town district

would be a grievous blunder, and one that would soon be
recognized in practice But the people of the city and
the newspapers do not seem to appreciate the fact that the
rapid transit they are clamoring for cannot be secured as
long as measures of this kind are seriously considered. The
overcrowded condition of the ' L"' road under the present
administration would be repeated only in a worse form in

the new system.

Storahe battery cars will soon be seen again in the streets

of New York. The recent decision of Judge Coxe has
given the capitalists controlling the patents of Brush the
assurance they required and now they are proposing to put
the cars in operation that have been idle since January last.

This is not all, however. In addition to the sixteen cars

formerly used in New York city further equipment will be
added and the entire Fourth avenue district served by
storage battery cars provided the tests prove as favorable
as the company anticipates. The people of the district

are in favor of the storage battery car and will have no
other.

The outlook for the system in other cities is equally
attractive; for instance, in Washington, there will be 44
cars put in operation at once. Indianapolis and New
Orleans are about to install initial systems If they prove
successful, extensions will follow. The storage battery

now has an excellent opportunity, one which its advocates
have long been desiring, and if it does not now prove suc-
cessful it will not be because it has not had a fair trial.

Much is e.xpected of the system and its projectors will be
obliged to go to work at once to develop it.

The disciples of Morse will be interested in the conven-
tion of telegraphers at Washington this month. The Old
Time Telegraphers and the Military Corps will as usual
meet at the same time and place. It is probable that fur-

ther measures will then be taken to secure proper recog-

nition by Congress of the telegraphers who risked their

lives and endured great hardships in the interest of their

country during the civil war. It cannot be denied that

their services in those trying times were of great value.

They were exposed to all the dangers of the regular troops

and their position was even more trying than that of the

men about them actively engaged in the conHict. Yet
Congress has repeatedly seen fit to deny the surviving mem-
bers of the telegraphers' corps the recognition which is

their due- -an unjust discrimination. They only demand
an oflicial acknowledgment of their services and an hon-

orable discharge. Little enough for the services they gave
their country in its hour of trial.

But there is another feature of this meeting of veteran

telegraphers which will be of general interest. As Wash-
ington was fixed as the place of meeting it ivas thought

appropriate to invite Mrs. Roswell Smith to attend. Mrs.

Smith was a prominent figure in the struggle which Morse
made in Washington to secure an appropriation from the

government for his first telegraph line. This lady had the

honor to convey to Prof. Morse the news of the successful

termination of his struggle. To show his appreciation of

the interest displayed the inventor conferred upon Mrs.

Smilh.wh') was then Annie G. Ellsworth, the honor of send-

ing the first message over the new line. It is probable

that Mrs. Smith will relate some personal recollections of

I*rof. Morse, which will no doubt be very interesting, as

Mrs. Smith's father, who was then commissioner of

patents, took a great interest in the telegraph project, as

in fact did all his family, and Mr.s, Smith had an excel-

lent opportunity to study the character of the man in

whom so much interest was shown, even at that time. Her
presence therefore at the Washington reunion will be very

appropriate.
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Goubert's Watt Meter.

The accompanying illustrations represent a new watt

meter designed by M, Goubert of Paris. In principle it is

entirely difTerent from the ordinary watt meters and

ampere-Iiour meters, and combines novel and interesting

hydraulic and electrical features.

The construction is simple. Fig. I gives a view of the

apparatus showing the several parts. A is a. dynamom-

eter inclosed in a box and having an oscillating extend-

ing axle. It is furnished with a spiral flexible tube, the

GOUfiERT S WATT METER.

center of which is fastened on the axle while its other end

is connected to a water reservoir Z)\ this is so arranged

with feed water and ovei flow pipes that the pressure in

the spiral tube is kept constant. A valve C opens and

closes for the flow of water into the tube, and at the same

time acts as a switch for the electric current, so that the

water is stopped simultaneously with the current. Below the

outlet of the spiral tube is a hydraulic wheel B composed of

three buckets, each of which is divided into ten compart-

ments. The shaft of this water wheel is joined to a veloci-

meter -C, which registers the number of rotations, and a

trough 0, which receives the water from the bucket and

leads it away through a waste-pipe. The action of this mech-

anism will be readily understood. When the switch-valve is

turned, the electric current is closed and the water com-

mences to flow. If the load is very small no visible action

will be noticed on the dynamometer and the faucet as

shown in Fig. 2 will spout its water in the direction of O
past the bucket /' of the water wheel. When the load in-

creases, the faucet will move to the left and take the position

I, 2, 3, 4, etc., in accordance with the energy acting on

FIG. 2. GOUliERT S WATT METER.

the dynamometer. The water will flow into the compart-

ment of the wheel corresponding to ths position of the

faucet, and when this is Tilled the weight of the water will

trip the counterweight P and turn the wheel one-third of a

revolution. The force of the water on the shaft </ is equal

for any part of the wheel, but the time required for filling

the compartment decreases toward the periphery, thus in-

creasing the rate of the rotation of the water-wheel in

accordance with the load on the dynamometer. Each

rotation represents loo watts, which is recorded on the

vclocimeter.

This hydraulic meter possesses the advantage of great

simplicity, and has no complicated mechanical movements,

but it remains to be seen whether its accuracy is propor-

tional to the simplicity of construction. The illustrations

are reproduced from I^EIcitr'uiin,
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Electricity for Submarine Torpedoes.
The advancement in the application of electricity to the

operation of implements of destruction employed in mod'

ern army and navy practice is becoming more marked. The
main idea in the recent developmenls in torpedo practice

has been to obtain a high degree of exactness in manipula-

tion, and to protect the operators from any possible danger.

This has been practically accomplished by the employment

of electrical power. IJy aid of the system illustrated in

the cuts, the defense of a harbor or city may, it is claimed,

be left to the care of two persons whos£ strategic abilities

do not need to exceed that of an average boatswain.

These defenders can Ijc seated comfortably in a bomb-

proof station on shore, while the image of the harbor with

the enemy is reflected on a table in front of

them On the same table are marks which indicate the

location of the submarine torpedoes. When a man-of-w;,r

is seen to approach one of the marks, it is only necessary

to turn a switch and blow up the non-suspecting enemy
without exposing themselves whatever.

In the accompanying illustration Fig. r repiesents a

diagrammatical sketch of two such torpedo stations, the

location of which should be on opposite sides of a harbor

or bay, and as nearly as possible on the same level. In

each station is a disk A carrying a telescope / mounted on

a movable stand. This is furnished with a lever, which

by turning the telescope sweeps the edge of the disk.

From the torpedo four wires are connected to different

contact points on the edge of the disk. The telescope

stands are joined through a switch B to a battery P.

When now an enemy approaches, the two operators being

in telephonic connection with each other, direct their

telescopes and all they have to do is to follow continuously

the movements of the vessel If in turning the two tele-

scope?, the levers on the disks of both instruments strike

the same contact point at the same instant, the current is

closed and the torpedo fired. The contact points on the

disks are adjusted in such a way that the closing of the

circuit can only take place when the vessel is exactly ove^

one of the torpedoes.

Fig. 2 represents another plant on the same principle.

In the ceiling of a dark chamber is placed a mirror reflec-

tor under an angle of 45 degrees; this is reflecting a picture

of the surrounding harbor on a polished table placed

below the opening in the ceiling. On the table is marked
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A Prediction from San Francisco.
'I he San frand-n, /Mi/y /,'^/.o,l r,{ ful.- 2'jtO dci-'OicS

nearly two pages :o an account of the driving of the last
spike of the San Francisco and -San ,\ratco county clccinc
railroad. The portion of the line now complcKd t'jns from
Sleuartand -Market streets. San Francisco.to the cemeteries
in San Mateo county, a distance of over twelve miles. The
principal event of the ceremonies was the delivery of a
carefully prepared address by W, M. Hunker on "The
Electric Railroad." In the course of it Mr. fiunkcr made
this prediction:

"The electric railway is a name to conjure with. Men-
tion it and settlements appear almost in a day. Its bound-
less possibilitifS we even now but d'mly sec. Could the
shrewd eyed \'ermont blacksmith. Davenport, with his
youthful helper. Smalley, have looked fairly forward to this
time, would not their eyes have brightened, when, in 1334.
they were laughed to scorn by neighbors for discovering
the principle of psrpctual motion, \Vc of to Jay laugh at
the same idea. Vet the .Mmighty has placed before us

—

yes, wiihin our grasp—the means of perpetual mot-on.

FIG. I. ELECTRICITY FOR SUHMARIXE TORPEDOES.

We of old California can look back and see our moun-
tains on all sides, our rich and fertile valleys, our
prosperous mining camps, and then ask ourselves what one
agent of all others has been the means of developing them.
The answer is, water. F"rom one end of our glorious state

to the other the perpetual snows of the Sierras yield an
abundance of water, never-ceasing, powerful water, placed

at our service by the hand of God; made infinitely more
powerful by another Providential gift—gravity. L'npro-

fessiooal as it may seem, in my case, it is with misgiving
that I assume to be a prophet, and yet, inspired by the
occasion and encouraged by your kindness, I will essay the
task. I say to you now that I look to see a railroad oper-

ated with one moiety of this great power of ours, working
quietly and rapidly, and connecting us with our brothers

and the great markets in the East—allaccomplished through

FH; 2. KLECruiClTV FOk SlUlMAKlNi: lOKll

the exact position of the torpedoes, and whenever a vessel

gets in close contact with one of these marks, the operator

presses a button, closing the circuit, and exploding the tor-

pedo. The illustrations are taken from the VElictridcu,

The city council of Ilillsboro, Tex., has decided to

erect an electric light plant.

The Allgcmcine company of Hcrlin, Germany, is to con-
struct two electric tramway lines on the Spraguc syslcni at

Stockholm and at Kiew.

that inexpensive source of power—waier. Why, right in

one county of this slate, unused and E'^*"g ^^ waste, is

power enough to operate a double track h"nc between San
Francisco and Ogdcn giving train service every two hours.

Think of what that means—pjwcr costiog practically

nothing but the interest on an outl.iy for utili."ing the

plant and the expense of wear and Ic.ir : n0co.1l, no dirt,

no noise, time reduced by one-half or more, and easy

service."
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Improved Governor for Steam Engines.

The accompanying cuts represent the improved Ball gov-

ernor for the new engines manufactured by the Ball &
Wood company of Xew York. This device constitutes a

radical departure from all previous types of governors

and has but recently been patented by Mr. Ball. It has

manv elements of interest to electricians, as the Bail ^;

eration of stamp mills and concentrators, or even for drill-

ing where large bodies and low grades were to be found.
In nearly every camp there is an abundance of water power
to be had, but the trouble is to get the power just where it

is most needed, or the ore to where the power can be
utilized. The problem seems near to solution by the com-
bination of the water power and the electric motor and the

practical methods for the transmission of the power so gen-
erated directly lo the mine.

convey power to its mills three miles and a half from the
valley below, and others will follow as soon as possible.
"The s?ving to the mine owners and the increase in

profits which will accrue to owners of mines high up the
mountain or away from convenient water power can readily
be seen. Mills can now be built at the mines, and the
concentrates rather than the ores conveyed to the valley
below. Mills that have been forced to burn timber or
coal can through this method operate more economically,
and the many low grade properties to which the expense of
power has been a bar to operation can be worked to a profit.

It is a step forward in mining, and when thoroughly under-
stood and put into common use will add millions to the
output of Colorado mines."

Improved Feed Water Heater.
In Radway"s improved feed water heater, illustrated in

the accompanying cut, the advantages of simplicity and re-

IMTROVED GOVERNOR FOR STEA^[ ENGINES.

Wood engines are especially designed for use in electric

plants.

Referring to the cuts, Fig. i gives a perspective view of

the governor, while Fig. 2 shows the details. In the lat-

ter the hub of the governor wheel is shown with the eccen-

tric .-/ boiled securely to its outer end. thus becoming prac-

tically apart of the hub. This eccentric is provided with

an eccentric strap B made in halves and held in place on the

eccentric by a flange on one side and the plate C bolted to

the other side, as shown in the cut. The governor weights

are connected by links D to studs in the side of the eccentric

strap, so that the strap and plate C are turned slightly

around the eccentric by the radial movement of the

weights. This plate C carries a crank pin E, which,

through the medium of a connecting rod, actuates the

valve. The radial movei^nt of the weights is thus made

to turn the plate C around its center, which is eccentric to

the shaft, and the crank pin E is thus moved through the

arc of a circle whose center is the center of the plate, and

the various points of cut-off are thus obtained. The
curved path of the crank pin is made to giv e almost a ccn-

staot lead to the valve until a very early cu t-off is reached,

when the lead rapidly disappears and prevents the engine

from running away. A much better indicator card, with

the earlier points of cut-off, is thus produced than would

be possible if the crank pin moved in a straight line when
changing the point of cut-ofl.

By this mechanism only two moving surfaces are inter-

posed bet- een the shaft and the connecting rod which ac-

tuates the valve. Of these, the crank pin is practically the

only wearing stJiface, as it is the only one constantly in

motion relatively to the surfaces with which it is in contact.

The other, the eccentric strap, only moves on the eccentric

when the weights change their position. The wear here,

if appredable, can be taken up in the usual manner for ec-

centric straps, and by removing the plate and scraping the

side of the eccentric strap, any side motion can always be

eliminated.

Close rcgoIatioQ and a minimum of repairs arc claimed

as the merits of the new regulator.

"Recent experiments in the utilization of electricity in

this manner have been watched with a great deal of inter-

est by miners and mine owners, and the success of the one
at Telluride is of no small importance. The Gold King
stamp mill at that point is now in successful operation

from electricity conveyed two and one-balf miles from an

IMPROVED FEEIi WATER HEATER.

liability are claimed. Drawn seamless bent brass tubing

is used, both ends being secured into the one head or tube

plate expander. The shell is made of cast iron, and the

settling chamber is divided into two compartments. As
the water enters the heater it passes through the tubes and
down into the settling chamber,- then out at the top to the

boiler. The chamber and tubes are from twelve to twenty

times larger than the inlet and outlet of the feed, thereby

allowing a slow and free passage of the water as well as

plenty of time for the sediment to settle at the bottom,

where it can be blown off. The area for the exhaust to

Electricity in Mining.
There is more interest manifested in the application of

eiectrrrrry !o mining at present in the West than has been
t"-' '/her dcparimcnt. In a recent i.^^uc of Ihc
I'- .''--ful'li-nn an iritcre?4ling article appeared
or. iolloTiing is an ab^'racl:

"The inifO'Iiiction of electricity into mining promisc.-i lo
re7o!otioni/e the old mcihwls and bring intofirclttahle op-
eration many properties heretofore idle through lack of an
economical power for the transportation of ore, for thcop-

KIG, 2. IMI'KOVKI) GOVERNOR TOR SI RAM KNGINKS.

alternating current dynamo, capable of developing 140
hor.sc power, in turn operated by water j>owcr. The idea
of sourili/ing the great pov/cr of the mountain sircams here-

tofore w.'wteil originated with \,. \.. Nunn, wlio is inter-

ested in nnd general manager of the flold King properly.
Other mine owners in the 'J'clluride district have been
prompt to «.cc Ihe great economy of the new scheme, and
other plants will be put in at once. The liclmont will

pass around the tubes is from four to six times ihe size of

the exhaust pipe, wliicli is claimed to totally prevent back
pressure.

A rc(!ent number of I-ondon En'^iinri im' conlains a
brief account of the origin and growth of inu'nicip;d elec-
tric lighting in Chicago.
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Edison Convention in New York.

Secretary Jenks of the Association of ICdison Illuminat-

ing Companies has issued the proi^raminc of the annual

convention of the association at the Murray Hill hotel.

New York, August lUh, I2th and 13th. It is as follows;

l-li;Sr DAY, Tl'ESDAV, AUGUST II» lO A. M.

OpeninK address by tlie president, roll call, election of nfficcrs for

the ensuing year.
Report of executive committee and action by the association re-

garding applications for membership.
Report of secretary and treasurer.

A/ierftooit Session, 2/, 711.

Report of committee on the prevention of damage from crosses of

high tension circuits, by C. P. Gilbert of Detroit, chairman.
Report of the committee on lightning protection, by A. E Ken-

nelly of the Edison laboratory, chairman, and the results of experi-

ments at the laboratory on new forms of lightning arresters.

Report of committee on grounding the neutral wire in three wire

systems, by A. E Kcnnelly, chairman.
Report of committee on fuel gas, by J. R. Markle of Detroit,

chairman.
A visit to the olTice and stations of the Edison Electric Illuminat-

ing company of New York, in response to an invitation from the

company to inspect the special features of its three plantss and
plans for the proposed comprehensive station near the City Hall.

SECOND DAY, ACGUST 12.

AJomhig Session^ 10 a. m.

Address by ofTicers of the Edison General Electric company as t<>

matters of commercial interest to the association and the patent liti-

gation.
Paper—"How to get a Paying Load for Stations," by William 1).

Marks of Philadelphia.

Paper on the meters m use in the station of the Brooklyn company,
by R. S. White.
Paper—"How Can Our Association llest Serve Central Station In-

terests," by Frederic Nicholls, of Toronto.

packed down in the streets sometimes to a depth of from
three to four feet. To have an electric system merely for

the season when the track is clear would raise a serious

problem as to the disposal of the large number of horses

re(|uired by the winter sleighs,

'As the business of the city increases however, and the

suburbs continue to extend, the need of some more eco-

nomical and eflicient method of transit becomes more and
more felt, and surely Canada's metropolis should have a

system adequate to the need. 'l"hc problem is one which
will more and more commend itself to those who regard

with practical interest the city's progress.'*

A/to ! Session, 2/.

Paper by W. L, Garrison of the Brockton, Mass., company. Sub-

ject to be announced.
Paper on "Important Details in Underground Conductors," by Mr.

Stevenson of the New York Illuminating company.
Paper—"Some Practical Ideas on Distribution," by Leigh Carroll,

of Birmingham. Alabama.
Paper by C, L. Edgar of Boston. Subject to be announced.
Paper -"Peculiar Features of the Edison Feeder System," by Wil-

son S. Howell.
"The Success of the Mutual Insurance Idea in Electric Light and

Power Stations," by the secretary.

Paper by H. J. Smith of the New York Illuminating company.
Subject to be announced.

Visit to the station of the Edison Electric Illuminating company
of Brooklyn, in response to an invitation from the officers of that

company.
THIRD DAV,

Visit to the Schenecladv Works of the Edison General Electric

company. Delegates will leave the Grand Centra! depot, New York,

at 6 A. M. by special train with dining car attached, breakfast being

served between New York and Albany. Arriving at Schenectady
about 10 o'clock, the larger portion of the day will be spent in a de-

tailed examination of the immense factories of the company, return-

ing to New York in season to enable the delegates to attend the

theaters or other amusements during the evening. Opportunity will

also be given for a visit, by all members who may desire, to

the lamp works of the general company at Harrison, N. J., the

New York works, corner Avenue B and Seventeenth street, and i!ir

Edison Laboratory at Orange. N. J.

Electrical Census of the
New York,

State of

Horatio A. Foster has been appointed special expert

agent for the collection of statistics relating to the electri-

cal industries of New York. It is the intention of the

census office to complete the work for the state of New
York, and to publish the results in a special bulletin at the

earliest practicable date. Mr. Foster will visit every cen-

tral station, electric railroad and the more important iso-

lated plants in the state, and assist their superintendents

in correctly filling the official schedule. All schedules that

have been sent to Washington are to be put into his hands

for correction and verification. He will notifyeach company
of the date when he will call for the purpose of finishing

up its schedule, and will give all the assistance that may
be necessary. Those particularly interested in the matter

have issued a circular letter impressing on the superintend-

ents of stations the importance of expediting the business

in hand, as it is their desire to have the bulletin in question

the first issued from the census department. To assist in

saving time it is suggested that each superintendent should

have a correct memorandum for Mr. Foster, covering the

following details:

1. Average number of poles per mile.

2. Kind of wood.
3. Number of poles, part wood and part iron.

4. Total length of conductors on poles.

5. Total length of conductors on housetops.

6. Total length of conduclors on bridges.

7. Total number of service connections.

S, Number of service connections on each alternating

current main.

g. Total cost of all aerial conduclors.

10. Total annual cost of maintaining all aerial conduct-

ors.

Where the Street Car Company Uses
Sleighs in Winter.

The street car company in Montreal has to meet pecu

liar difliculties. It wants electric cars, but is afraid it can-

not get them. The Cauoiiinn Ma;^azinc of Jnduslrio!
Arts thus describes the situation:

"Although Montreal is behind certain other more fa-

vored cities in not having an electric street railway, many
of our citizens would gladly welcome such a system of

rapid transit, if it were practicable. It must be recognized

that the City passenger railway has to contend with dilli-

culties which are not encountered to so great an extent in

those cities which have resorted to the desired system with
more or less success. The winter's snow, which burdens
our streets, presents the most formidable obstacle. It

would be impossible to keep the tracks clear for many
weeks—a necessity which now compels the use of sleighs

instead of cars for the time being. In fact, the snow is

Advantages of the Electric Street
Railway.'

IJy H. B. pRiNiJi.i:, P.. S.

In this day of advancement it seems only reasonable to

suppose ihat the already extensive and rapidly increasing

use of electricity for street car propulsion is due to the fact

that it possesses in a marked degree advantages over its

competitors, steam, animal power and the cable. The
belief is strengthened by the fact that among the street

railway companies that have adopted it are to be found
some of the largest and, at the same time, the most con-

servative companies in the country. Even if there were no
other recommendations, its employment by such companies
is good evidence that electrical propulsion of street cars has
reached a state of perfection sufficiently high to warrant its

general introduction

Nearly every one is familiar with the struggles through
which the elecuic railway passed before it assumed a con-

dition alike successful from a commercial and practical

stand point, and although it may never be said of any
system or method that it is entirely beyond the experimen-

tal stage, the electric railway is certainly beyond this

stage in the ordinary acceptation of the term. Its

permanency is unquestionable, and whatever changes may
take place in the next few \ears will, in all probability, be

in the nature of improved apparatus, the result of time and
experience, rather than changes in the underlying prin-

ciples of electrical propulsi(jn. Roads now operating by

animal power are fast changing to electricity, while the new
road that does not employ it is the e.xcepiion and not the

rule.

The competitors of electricity in this field are steam,

horses and the cable. In considering the merits of these

systems steam may be omitted, as the past has shown that

its use for street cars is not likely. There are but few

cities in which permission could be obtained to opera'e

steam roads and to use inside the city limits apparatus

which brings to the already sufficient nuisance an addi-

tional amount of dirt, noise, smoke and escaping steam.

Aside from these objections by municipal authorities, the

economy of steam locomotives is far below that of the

large stationary engines used in cable and electric systems.

and their great weight causes a rapid deterioration in the

track. Their use must be confined to the present long

distance passenger and freight roads on which, as yet,

steam exclusively has found employment. Many promi-

nent engineers unite in saying that while up to the present

time steam has been unchallenged on our great trunk

lines, the marked development in electric traction points

to a time not so very distant when steam shall have
found a strong competitor in the electric current.

Leaving steam out of the question, of the three systems in

common use to-day— the cable, the horse and the electric

current,—the last named embodies all the advantages of

the first two and lacks those features which render the use

of the two former open to serious objection. In the ques-

tion of the adoption of any system of car propulsion the

first considerations are cost, operating expenses, safety,

reliability and durability. Granting for the sake of argu

ment that the operating expenses of electric, horse and
cable roads are the same, are there not many advantages
offered by the first over the second and third systems which
would commend its employment and which would render

its adoption certain? .So far as the reliability of the system

is concerned there can be little question. The experience

of existing roads, many of which have known no tie-up,

while others have only had such trouble of a trilling nature,

is the best proof on this point. Experience has shown,
too, that the durability of ihe apparatus has been all that

could be expected of machines and appliances subjected to

the wear and usage attendant upon this class of work. The
more important parts of the machines are subjected to no
wear and but little depreciation, and the parts wearing

have to be renewed no oftener than like parts in stationary

engines used for equally arduous work. The secular press

has done its best to damage the system by esaggerated

tales of the dangers due to electricity at high speeds. So
far, in this country at least, there is no record of any person

having met death by the current from an electric railway.

Fear, then, in this direction is groundless.

Among the many advantages of electrifcity over the horse

and cable systems is increased speed. In the cable and
horse systems there is limit to speed, which cannot be ex-

ceeded in the latter and cannot be increased or diminished

in the former without great wear upon the cable. In the

crowded city streets and in the suburbs, the same speed,

approximately, must be maintained. With the electric

system all this is changed, and cars can be run at almost

any desired rate. In the heart of the city they can be
operated at three or four miles an hour, and, if necessary,

at twelve or fifteen, as soon as the crowded streets are

passed. What does this increased speed mean? It is

e(iuivalent to rapid transit to and (torn the suburbs for the

traveling public, and an increased car mileage and in-

creased receipts. At the same time, the ability of a motor
car to haul one or two tow cars should not be lost sight of,

as this renders it possible to double or treble the carry-

ing capacity of a road. Compare the cost and operating
expenses of these extra cars with the cost antl maintenance
of enough horses to do the same work in what, it must be

I, Mngineeritig Magaant

admitted, is a far less satisfactory manner, and the differ-
ence will be startling, to say the lca.st. Some may contend
that high speeds are not suitable to city and suburban
streets, but the public may be relied upon to take extra
precaution in proportion to the increased speed.
The reliability of the electric system commt:nds it, Uu-

likc the cable system, depending upon the f:ablc for the
management of its cars fsincc a brc-ik in the cable means
stopping every car on the system and causing long delay
while repairs arc being made) every car is an independent
locomotive, capable of pushing a car which has btcomc
disabled; or a car may be removed from the track. 50 that
the operation of the othcis may not be interfered with, in
case of serious disablement. *^Jn many roads a system of
feeders is arranged so that the accidental breaking of the
trolley wire cuts out but one section, and cars on either
side can operate without difficulty. ,-V more flexible system
than the electric is not to be found. It can be extended to
cover more territory at less expense than any other, switch-
ing and turn outs are easily accomplished, and can be used
where revenue derived from cars operated by other systems
would not pay e,xpenses. Experience has shoA-n that
where electric railways have been installed in districts

sparsely settled they have carried great activity in building
of new homes for those whose" income precludes ihcir Jiv-

ing within city limits.

These are. brieffy stated, some of the advantages which
are brought by the use of electricity as a means of street

car propulsion, but the most important features are to be
found in the cost of installation and expanse of operation.
Those who are familiar with cable systems, with their

enormous power plants and expensive conduits, can see at

once how disadvantageous the comparison with the electric

system will be. From reliable figures on first cost of equip-
ment the average cost of five roadsoperated by cable in vari-

ous parts of the country is $i ,3 1 7. 570. S3, these roads averag-
ing in length 7.15 miles, making the cost of installation

per mile of road about ^350 003. Five roads operated by
horse power cost on the average $75<).6c9.25. or $41.2553
per mile. Five roads using e'ectricity as a motive power
cost on the average $242,623, or $36,000 per mile. These
figures show in favoi of electrical tquipments per mile of
track of $5,283 less than horse roads, and $314,000 less

than cable. Assuming 10 per cent, for depreciation, the
contrast between the three systems is not lesi marked. So
much for original equipment, all of which is most favor-

able to the eleclric railway. A comparison of the cost of
operation is more than likely to be incorrect, unless it is

assured that the same expenses are included in each item
which goes to make up the total cost of operation, and as

comparison is the only method for attaining an idea of the

comparative merits of systems so far as operating expenses
are concerned, care should be taken that all comparisons
are made upon an identical basis. From the report of the

railroad commissioners of the state of Xew York for the

year 1SS9 it appears that in the case of horse railways the
average proportion of receipts to operating expenses for

thirty-three roads was 79.39. while for electric roads, two
in number, it was 53.50. From a similar report for the

state of Massachusetts for 1SS9 the average proportion of
receipts to operating expenses for thirty roads was S2.S7,
while for two electric roads it was 55.50.
From various reliable sources the following information

is compiled regarding the operation of various electric

railways:

Road No i. Road No. 2.

Length including sid- Length including sid-ngs. ..6.232
ings 6.36 miles 4 box, 1 open, total 5

Cars, 4 box, 3 open, total 7 Total mileage of year 1 17,450
'I"ot.il mileage for year <]3,40o '* passengers " 56',S3a
Total passengers " -165,713 " round trips " 9.7S7J*
Total round trips " 7i702 Fare—Cash. 6 cents; ickets, 5.

Kate of lare, 5 cents. Total income for year. .$30,006. 61
Total income for year §23,215.62 " expenses '* ---19.47933

" CKpensts " ... 12,966.91 Ratio 6j percent.
Ratio of esp. to inc ..56 per cent

Road No. 3 (from May 30 to Sept. 30, iS^).

Length including sid- Total round trips for year.. 10,123
ings. 6./i9 Rate of 5 cents.

Cars, 4 bo.Y, 6 open to Tnial income for year .$17,01^.10
Total mileage for yea 64,10) '* expenses " ...io,64&.oa
" passengers** 344 756 Ratio 6a?^perceotl

Road No. 4.

Length including sidings 4.5 Rate of fare, 5 cents.
Cars 3 box, I open 4 Total income for year., §17,2991.55
Total mileage for year 72.(96 ' expenses '* .... 15,629.76
" passengers ** 34S,04«> liatio 70 percent.
" round trips " -^.529

Road No. 5 (oper-itcd by horses). Roai> No. 6 (operatoj b> horses).

5 cars for 4 months, iSSS: 4 cars daily average.
Earnings 4 mo; $5,021.8^ Receipts 12 mos, iS$o-.$ 19,472.55
Exi>enscs 3,660.00 Exi>enscs ! ....18,558.^^
Katio IS percent. Ratio 05 per ccDl.

(Operating by electricity). (Oiwraling by electricity).

5 cars corresponding 4 months

Earn:ni:s ...

Expenses
Ratio

5. 50 cars (Uily a\"crage.
Kcceipts 12 mos $'291136.7$

.. .$7,SlO, IJ! Kxp-llSCS 3t,32jt*4S

3.583.50 Ratio 73 frrccnt.
46 j)cr cent.

Increase in yearly receipts with less cars in o|>crEition, $9,564.23,

Road No 7 (operated by horses). (Operating by electricity).

S cars. Receipts tw» ct^rrcsponding
Uecciplsa mos, iS^— $4 55'30 mos., 1S90 $0,485.41
Ivspensf?; a.S/aos Kspcnscs 3.SS4.4O
Ritiii 6tpcrc;nt. R.itin expenses to receipts, 55 per

,
'"*''•*•

ShowinR a gain in net rrccipts
of $1,235.67 when electricity
was used.

These roads are by no mca-is sjwcial instances. The
West End Street Railway company of Boston is undoubt*
edly the largest electric railway svstem in the world, and
the following data concerning its operations arc of the

greatest value. It must be borne in mJnd. too. ih.it this

company has its (XJwer plants as yet incomplete and is now
buying current to operate certain lines, and also that this

showing is in the face of the disadvanl.ige of changing
from horse to electricity. When the power stations are

coniplcled and in running order it is fully expected lo
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operate electric cars at an expense of not more than 20

cents per car mile

The company is operating about 75 twenty-six foot cars

which during the month of May earned forty-four cents per

mile operated, and forty-six and nine-tenths cents per mile

operated during the first half of the month of June When
this long car service is extended the operating expenses

will scarcely exceed 50 per cent. The ne^t earnings of the

compiny gained over the previous year :^i5.ooo in May.

Sach is'tae result of electrical propulsion in the largest

system in the world, and further comment is unnecessary.

At'RiL Statement.

Gro^ receipts

Henera! expenses.
Track and car expenses
Motive power
Total operating expenses. .

.

Net earnings
Miles run
Ratio of mileage
Percent ot operating expenses
Earnings per mile run

Expenses per mile lun

:

Motive power
Car repairs

Damages -

Conductors and drivers

Other expenses
Total expense per mile run .

Net earnings per mile run -

M.=

47S,7'7

30,707
184,14'

147.913
362. 7S

I

"5 935
i,478,346(

100

76, S2

32-39

10.01
01.05
00.77
oS.Q:;

04. 6S

24.54
07.85

S '34.32'
5,193

47>447
30.>91
S5 33^
4«-4S7

391 1 4 59
20. 68

63-36
34-05

07.'=5

01.39
00.75
07 -33
04 63
21.75
12. ^o

344,39^
22514
136/93
117.740

276,947

67,449
1 oS 1,887

73-32
80.62

31-77

10 86

00. Q^
00. 7S

OB 28
04.70

Gross receipts

General expeases
Track and car expenses
Motive power
Total operating expenses.

.

Net ejrnings
Miles run
Ratio of mileage
Per cent, of operating expenses
Eamiogs per mile nin

Expenses per mile run

:

Motive power
Car repairs

Damages
Conductors and drivers

Other expenses.
Total expenses per mile run
Net earned per mile run

519,244
30.47S

173.314
i4q,SQ6

353.720
165,524

1,471,004

35-29

10, ig
00. 7Q
00 50
oS.oi

04.55
24.04

144,63s

7,796

45i443
30,9=4
84,163
60, .175

37&.331
25.58
58.18

38.43

oS 22

or. 73
00 89
07.^6
04-56
23 36
16.07

374,''o5

22 £-82

127,902
118,972

269,556
105,049

1,004,683

7^.43
7' -95
34-22

10.86
00, ''o

00.37
08,24
01-55
24.62
00.60

Of all systems of street railway that which gives Ihe

quickest transit is the one demanded by the traveling

public, and that which gives the best results is the one
desired by the railway companies. Electric propulsion

satisiies both requirements.

Lighting the Model City.

The -Vc-zv Rezicw of London is publishing a series of

articles on "A Mode! City; or, Reformed London." That
in the July number treated of ' Lighting," and the portion

on electricity was contributed by no less an authority than
Lord Ravleigh- As a clear, though brief, resume of the

best English practice. the article possesses much interest to

American readers, and it is herewith reproduced in full:

Electricity is applied in two d'siinct ways to the produc-

tion of light. When a current traverses a fine wire of

metal, or other suilable material, energy is expended
locally in overcoming the resistance of the wire and
assumes the form of heat, the temperature of the wire

rises until by radiation £nd communication of heat to the

surrounding atmosphere a balance is established between
the heat emitted and that received electrically. If the

supply of electricity be sufficient, the temperature may at-

tain to a red or white heat, and the wire becomes a source

of light. This is the principle of the incandescent or glow
lamp.
The economy of the lamp depends upon the temperature

attained. .Short of redress there is no luminous return at

ail for the electrical energy expended. Beyond that point
the return Is at first small, but gradually augments as a

white heat is approached. The limit depends upon the

properties of available materials. Among metals the most
infusible, such as platinum and iridium, give way com-
paratively soon. The infusible character <ii carbon at-

tracted the attention of inventors at an early date, and the

now universal use of this material for the wire or (liament

allows the Icmperature, and conseqnently the economy, to

be pushed much farther than would be possible with any
metal.

The fact that carbrm is combustible is not, as might at

first be supposed, an objection to its use. inasmuch as a
vairuam is required in any case. A platinum wire would
indeed be exempt from risk of oxidation by contact with

air; but at the high temperatures in question experience
proves that all known materials arc disintegrated by the

mo!ccaI.'ir bombardment to which they arc subjected, even
when enveloped by what would usually be considered as a
highly attenuated atmosphere. To attain reasonable dur-

ability it is necessary to carry the exhaustion to such a

p^iint that not more than about one millionth of the original

air remains. For this purpose an ordinary air pump is

oaelcss. The operation is effected by so-called mercury
pump<i; and it should never be forgollcn that the triumphs
of -Swan and Kdijion arc founded upon the previous scien-

tific worle of SprengcIandCrookes in the production of high
vacn. Wh-rn nil 11 done, the best glow lamps of the

pre ' ;iy deteriorate if overprcsscd, Kconomy
*.h - -her nice adjustment of current. If the
cur- -.

" "E, frequent renewalsof the lamps become
a heavy Ucm of e:?f»enditnrc. ff, on the other hand, the

longevity of the lamp ii %cax^f:i\ by the om; of too small a

ajfrcn?, the low temperature of the filament is incon'tislcnt

w:'n r'ia.v,n.^b!c cfTicicncy in the transformation of thcclcc
:ric cr,eT.;y. 'fhe precise point of maximum economy

depends upon several considerations. In a few years the

patents which now control the manufacture of lamps will

e.xpire, and the reduced cost will then justify a severer

treatment.

The difficulties which oppose the attainment of a higher

efliiHency in glow lamps are evaded in the arc light. Ac-
cording to the discovery of Davy, near the commencement
of the century, if two pieces of carbon, connected with a

powerful source of electricity, are brought into contact, and
then separated through a small space, a permanent current,

constituting the electric arc, establishes itself across the

interval; and the passage of electricity gives rise to a light

of great intensity. Ir is however, a mistake, although a

common one, to suppose that the arc itself is the principle

source of light. A little examination shows that the light

comes rather from the white hot carbons upon which the

arc abuts.

It appears, then, that both electric lights have their

origin in incandescent carbon. Nevertheless, there are

many important points of difference. In the glow lamp
the carbon must be retained intact; and this, as we have

seen, imposes an early limit upon the admissible tempera-

ture. In the arc light ihe carbons are undergoing rapid

disintegration ail the while, and the temperature is much
higher. The greater efficiency of the arc as a transformer

of electrical energy into light is undisputed; but it is

equally certain that this advantage is not without its at-

tendant drawbacks In the first place the gradual con
sumption of the carbons imp'ies a more or less complicated

mechanism for preserving the proper interval between them,

and their renewal means daily attention. Another difficulty

is that of adequate subdivision of light. For domestic
purposes we do not require single lights of 1,000 candle

power. A hundred separate lights each of 10 candle

power are really worth much more. Again, in spite of

recent improvements, arc lights are rarely quite steady.

There is also the question of color. The blueness with which

arcs are often credited is an illusion dependent upon con-

trast; but the fact remains that the white light which they

supply is thought to be more trying to the female complex-

ion than the yellow color of candles, approximated to by
glow lamps. For picture galleries, factories and shops

where the nice discrimination of colors is important, arcs

are unrivalled, as well as for special purposes, e. g., in

magic lanterns and lighthouses, where great concentration

is an advantage.

The comparison of the two ways of applying electricity

thus leads to the conclusion that there is a field for both.

Large buildings and open spaces may well be illuminated

by arcs, but for ordinary domestic use the superiority lies

unquestionably with the glow lamp.

How far the electric glow lamp will displace other illu-

minants is a question upon which opinions naturally differ.

Experience already shows that a large number of people

prefer electricity even at a cost amounting to several times

that of gas. In many cases the comparison to be made is

rather with candles than with gas, for the latter is not

usually considered good enough for the drawing-rooms and
dining-rooms of those who can afford to pay for comfort.

Modern paraffin lamps are. it is true, a great improvement
upon those of our youth; but here arises the question of

domestic labor. Electricity is as convenient as gas, while it

consumes no oxygen, smokes no ceilings, and needs no

matches. The ease with which it can be turned off and on

by a switch near the door as a person leaves or enters a

room offers a great opportunity for economy. A good deal

probably still remains to be done in the way of finding the

best disposition of lights. The comparative absence of

heat allows of situations impossible to other illuminants, of

which advantage has not yet been fully taken. Those who
indulge in the luxury of reading in bed have a grand time

before them. It seems likely that many dark underground
places may be rendered much more available than at pres-

ent by the use of electricity.

The vaunted coolness of electric light may seem para-

doxical after what has been said of the high temperature of

the filament. These apparently contradictory characteris-

tics are really connected in the closest manner by the laws

of radiation. The exceedingly high temperature of the

filament is the very reason of the small heat in comparison

to candle power. How far the coolness will tell in favor of

electricity remains to be, seen. One c.-n imagine that in

cold weather the heating effect of gas and oil would be

missed by those unable to pay for ample firing.

So far we have been dealing with the private consump-
tion of electricity, if such a term may be allowed. A still

more important branch of the subject relates to the charac-

ter of the supply. It may be taken for granted that it will

be public, analogous to the usual supply of gas and water.

At the present time, it is true, many of the theaters, hotels

and clubs possess private plants and supply their own
needs. This arrangement is not likely to last, unless,

perhaps, in the case of institutions of exceptional magni-

tude, it is in the main a result of the Electric Lighting

Act of i382, which in the supposed interests of the com-
munity threw such impediments in the way of enterprise as

to cause London to fall into the rear of American villages

and distant islands of the raciiic. During the last two

)cars, and under a more rational law, there has been con-

siderable progress, and it is probable that before very long

most people who want electricity will be able to get it.

Whether the supply of electricity to the model city

should be in the hands of private companies, or should be

undertaken by the local authorities, are questions likely to

be answered in a different way by different people. Those
of a sanguine temperament will embrace the latter alterna-

tive, picturing to themselves a municipal body, elected by

the people, animated by the purest public spirit, and eager

to advance aJr»ng the path of improvement. Others doubt

how far this ideal is attainable in the present state of the

world and of human nature, and in the meantime would
prefer to trust, as far as may be, to private enterprise,

There is much to be said In favor of arrangements similar

to thfTSc now in force with cerlain gas companies, whereby

a dividend beyond a certain standard carries with it an

obligation to reduce in a proportionate degree the price

charged to the public. In this way the management retain

in a sufficient degree the natural stimulus to seek out and
adopt improvements, whether of a scientific or of a com-
mercial character, but at the same time they are not allowed
to use their position as monopolists to put the whole money
value into their pockets.

The supply of electrical energy may be either on the
steady or on the alternating current system. The former
is the easier to understand, as it is analogous to hydraulic
power. All students of mechanics know that in the latter

case the power may be treated as the product of two fac-

tors (i) the pressure, measured perhaps in pounds per
square inch, and (2) the ffow, measured in gallons per
minute. In precisely the same way electrical power
depends upon the electrical pressure measured in volts,

and upon the current, measured in amperes. So far as

energy is concerned it comes to the same thing whether we
have one ampere at 100 volts or 100 amperes at one volt.

But as the loss of power in the conducting mains depends
upon the current and not upon the pressure, economy of
distribution is promoted by the use of high pressures. This
consideration becomes more and more important as the
distance increases to which the supply is to be carried; so
that economy precludes the extension of a low-pressure

system over a very wide area. On the other hand two
obstacles stand in the way of high pressures. Above 200
or 300 volts electricity become dangerous, and it is usually

considered that the pressure brought into private houses
should not much exceed 100 volts.

If the district to be dealt with is of moderate area the
simplest plan is to use one pressure throughout- The
Kensington and St. James' stations, now in successful

operation, are upon this system. The current is generated
by dynamo machines driven directly by quickly revolving
engines, and is led through the streets by massive copper
strips, supported at intervals by glass or porcelain, and
contained in culverts under the footways. Such Is the
efficiency of the machinery that Mr. Crompton estimates
the electrical output as S5 per cent, of the power indicated

in the cylinders of the steam engines.

In the alternating current system the ffow of electricity is

backward and forward. For perhaps one two-hundredth
of a second the motion is forward and during the next two-

hundredth of a second backward, so that the complete
cycle occupies one hundredth of a second. The principal,

perhaps one may say the only, advantage of this system is

the facility with which it lends itself to transformation.

Electricity may be generated and distributed at high pres-

sure, and at the last, or nearly the last, moment be trans-

formed without much loss of energy into electricity of low
pressure. It is as if a gallon of water at a pressure of loo
pounds to the square inch could be converted into 100
gallons at a pressure of i pound. In this way the security

of a low pressure in the consumers' houses can be made
compatible with the economy of a high pressure in the dis-

tributing mains. It is thus possible to supply at a con-
siderable distance from the source, as is actually being
doiie in London by the Electric Supply company, whose
generating station is seven miles away, at Deptford. On
the other hand it is contended that the losses in the trans-

formers, together with the increased cost of insulation for

mains at high pressure, neutralize the advantage which the

alternate current system might otherwise possess.

He would be a bold man who should pronounce with
confidence at the present moment upon which system the

model city of the future will be lighted. It may be that both
will hold their own. More probably the question may be
decided upon other grounds than those connected with
lighting. It is the opinion of many competent authorities

that the supply of mechanical power may ultimately prove
to be as important as the supply of light. If this be so,

the scale can scarcely fail to turn in favor of the steady
non-alternating current, which lends itself more readily to

mechanical and chemical uses.

The extended employment of electricity for various

purposes would remove one difficulty which at present

presses heavily. The demand for light is unduly concen-

trated upon three or four hours of the evening. During
these the station must be able to meet the simultaneous

requirements of both shops and private houses. Mr.
Crompton finds that on the average of the year the demand
in a residential district is only about S per cent, of that

which the plant could supply if capable (as it must be) of

dealing with the hours of greatest strain. It is needless to

point out that under these conditions the machinery works
at great disadvantage. On the steady current system a

partial remedy may be found in the use of secondary
batteries, by which electrical energy is stored in a chemical

form, somewhat as gas is stored in gasholders. Hut any-

thing tending to equalize the consumption over a large part

of the twenty four hours would greatly simplify matters,

and would ultimately enable the companies to reduce their

charges. Such would undoubtedly be the effect of the ex-

tensive application of electricity to the distribution of

mechanical power.

The Power of the Future.

It is only afiucslion of time when electricity will univer-

sally supersede horses, steam and gas, in all iheir various

applications. The late remarkable discovery in electrical

forces made by Nikola Tesla, described by him at the re-

cent meeting of electricians in New York, presenls new
possibilities in the universal application of the most marvel-

ous power in nature, and promises to transform all means
of lighting cities. Nor is it in vain to look to it for

heat, and we believe that the time is in the near future

when we shall turn on the heat in our rooms by the key,

as now we turn on gas at night. Tins will do away wilh

at least one servant, who, in large houses during the winter

is required to attend to the furnace and grate fires, with-

out adding further to his duties. It will be also a great

economy in the wear of furniture and the preservation of

books and pictures. Electricity is the power of the

future.— Jioslon MaitHfiicturtrs* G(i%ctli\
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CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, August i.—The rapid transit question is

emphatically the topic of the hour. Last week I eodeav-

ored to give some idea of the involved condition in which

the commissioners have succeeded in landing the whole

scheme, the results of which are of such vital importance

to the city of New York and its million and a half of

workers. The plan of having a common track for the

down town portion of the two lines has evoked only the

faintest protest from the daily press, although the com-

ments that have been made are for the most part unfavor-

able. The fatuity of the error that has been committed

in adopting such a plan does not seem yet to have struck

home either to the people or the press, but it will in time,

and it is only to be hoped that the awakening will not be

left to the rude shock of bitter experience. The remark

of the chairman of the Rapid Transit Commission, which

I quoted last week, to the effect that the Greathead system

would not be used because it is specially applicable to

deep tunneling, and the tunnels in New York would be as

near the surface as possible, called forth a very strong letter

of protest from Frank J. Sprague, the president of the

Greathead Subway Tunnel company. Mr. Sprague pro-

tests in vigorous language against the proposal of the

commission to forward the reports of the engineers to the

mayor and common council for approval, without allow-

ing them to be made public for criticism and comment.

He also protests against the assertion that the Greathead

system of tunneling is too expensive, and that a system of

open cutting on Broadway would be resorted to. As Mr.

Sprague says, the opinion of many noted engineers who

have been, and now are, connected with some of the most

important engineering works, is that by the use of the

Greathead shield the lower Broadway tunnel can be more

rapidly, cheaply and safely constructed than in any other

way. The North River tunnel, a most ditlicult piece of

work, is being constructed with English capital subscribed

on condition of the employment of the Greathead system.

The same method of construction has been successfully

employed on the St. Claire tunnel and under the River

Thames, and is to be used on other works in London of

equal magnitude to that of the Broadway tunnel.

Mr. Sprague's letter, which was a most forcible indict-

ment of the bungling policy of the commission, caused

the chairman of that worthy body to altogether lose his

temper. Mr. Steinway felt very much aggrieved at being

taken to task, and in a newspaper interview proceeded to

contradict most of what he had said before. He denied

that he had said that the Greathead tunnel would be too

expensive, or that "our" roads were to be as near the sur-

face as possible, and qualified such statements (which in a

previous interview with the same reporter he was explicitly

reported to have made), as the most unmitigated nonsense

that he had ever heard in his life. He looks on the Great-

head system as being "among the best and cheapest ways

of making tunnels." How many "best and cheapest

ways" the Greathead system shares the distinction with,

Mr. Steinway did not state. Mr. Steinway wound up by

making this handsome undertaking: "The people of this

city may rest assured that this commission will exhaust

every means to devise for them the most perfect system of

rapid transit possible. They will not hastily adopt any

scheme. They are not going to adopt finally any

plan until they have bad the advice of the most eminent

engineers in the world — men totally detached from

schemes of profit, and abfe by character, attainments and

position to look at the problems presented from a purely

scientific point of view.'' Mr. Sprague may be able to

discern "one for himself" in the last part of this important

announcement, but at any rate he has done a public serv-

ice in drawing out the chairman of the commission and

inducing him to correct previous reports of a very disquiet-

ing nature. One word more on rapid transit, and this to

show that great minds run on parallel lines. Mr. Sprague

in his letter made precisely the same suggestion that I

made in my last to you, namely, that the company obtain-

ing the franchise should be allowed to build and equip

the road in its own way, of course with certain well-

defined limitations, and curiously enough Mr. Steinway

seems to concur in this, although all his previous utter-

ances have led us to understand that the engineer's plans

would be presen'ed cut and dried and have to be followed

to the letter.

The district attorney has selected another newspaper for

a free "ad" in connection with the publication of details

of the recent executions at Sing Sing. The proprietor of

the N^fiv York Ilcrahl has been indicted for the same of-

fense against the law that secured the indictment of the

city editor of the Daily News. The proceedings in these

cases are farcical in the extreme. The district attorney

and his assistants give newspaper interviews in which they

state I hat they believe the law to be a bad one, unconsti-

tutional, and all the rest of it, and that it is certain to be

amended: they even go so far as to suggest points that

may be made by the defense to the indictment. The

Hera \l of course is jubilant at bsing selected and publishes

a column or two of matter on the subject every day, de-

claring that it is made the representative of American

journalism, the defender of the liberty of the press and

the champion of the penple's rights; the honor is accepted

with "confidence that the result will be the annulment of a

law that should never have blotted our statute book."

The naval militia has acquitted itself admirably during

the week's drilling off Fisher's Island which has just come

to an end, and the officers of the White Squadron, from

Rear Admiral Walker down, are loud in their praises of

the smart bearing and excellent discipline 01 the members of

the battalion. Some capital practice was madewith the big

guns, the firing being at floating targets while the ships

were steaming four knots; the Herald accomplished quite

a feat of journalism by transmitting by telegraph a dia-

gram of the target giving the results of the various shots

fired from the different ships.

The grand jury has been investigating the hospital and

ambulance service of the city and has just made a present-

ment regarding the defective system of sending in calls for

ambulances. The jury considers it a libel on the devel-

opment of this great city that it is without a comprehen-

sive system of signal boxes or stations scattered through

the streets in large numbers from any of which an ambu-

lance could be summoned to the prompt relief of an urgent

case. It is urged that the board of police commissioners

use all possible speed in selecting the most perfect system

by which the entire patroling force of that department

may be at al! times in complete and rapid communication

with the station houses, both for police purposes and for

the relief of the ambulance service. When this selection

shall have been made, after exhaustive competitive testsby

the police department, prompt action is urged on the part

of the board of estimate and apportionment in making the

appropriation necessary to bring into existence this greatly

needed addition to the useful functions of the city. This

is a step in the right direction, and the general system of

police and ambulance calls is something that is badly need-

ed in New York. In such masters. New York,

as the presentment says, is behind scores of

smaller cities If the matter is carried through on the

lines suggested by the grand jury, there will bean excellent

opportunity for the electrical contractor.

Questions of surface traction are almost as active as the

much discussed rapid transit schemes. There is now talk

of another cable road on Sixth avenue. The Sixth avenue

company tried to get an injunction, against the Broadway

company to restrain it from crossing the Sixth avenue

tracks with the cable, on the plea that such a crossing

—

which is a matter of necessity for the Broadway road

—

would interfere with any cable that they might put down.

The injunction was denied, and now the Sixth avenue road

is asking for permission to use cable traction. The peti

tion is put forward in the names of business men and real

estate owners, but it is understood that the railroad com-

pany is in favor of using cable power and is backing up

the petition, which is signed by over two hundred well-

known business men who have places on Sixth avenue.

A delegation from among these will appear before the

sinking fund commissioners at the next meeting of the

board and urge favorable consideration for the new scheme.

Fourth avenue, wiser in its generation than its neighbors,

scorns the clumsy mechanical devices that thev are content

to impose on the traveling public, and prefers the agile

and independent storage battery car. The equipment of

sixteen cars, idle since last January, when their accumula-

tors were unable to overcome the high resistance offered

by an injunction, is to be put in thorough working order

at once. The cars have been removed to the factory of

the United Electric Traction company, at JMarion, N. J.,

to be repaired and overhauled generally. New batteries

are to be provided, and the cars will probably not be in

service again until late next month. The superintendent

of the Madison .K: Fourth avenue railway says that the

company will adopt the accumul.itor system definitely if

the trial, which was broken off by legal proceedings before

the specified time had expired, is satisfactory. He also

.said: "Of the cars that were used on our line, I have no

hesitation in saying that, mechanically, they were entirely

satisfactory,and by ' mechanically' I mean all their features,

electrical and otherwise,"

The president of the Consolidated Electric Storage com-

pany, which now owns the Brush patents, expects future

business in electric traction by storage bstleries to be

pretty lively. The system will be immediately adopted at

Washington, where the Metropolitan Street Railw.iy com-

pany has had forty-four cars ready for some time, and has

only waited for the end of the litigation before putting

them in operation. The Citizens' Street Railway company
of Indianapolis is aho going to put three storage batter.-

cars in service at once, and in New Orleans the Carond'.-Ict

Street Railway company has had twenty-two cars awaiting

the issue of the Brush suit. There arc many other cities

that Mr. Bracken knows of where the introduction of elec-

tric traction by storage batteries has been prevented only

by the uncertainty arising from the litigation. Electrical

men will certainly be glad to see the storage battery cars

have a fair chance to show what they can do. They pro-

vide the ideal system of electric traction for surface rail-

ways in cities, and if they can be made a success finan-

cially no city would be justified in allowing the use of

either the cable or the trolley within its limits.

Electric railway matters excited some attention in Newark
for a day or two last week. The Newark Passenger Rail-

way company bought the line of the Rapid Transit Street

Railway company for $1,000,000,and it may be mentioned

in passing that the seventeen stockholders who owned the

"Rapid Transit" line put into the enterprise just about a

year ago exactly $200,000. so that they cleared a net profit

of 400 per cent., which'goes to show that electric traction

systems are sometimes very profitable. A day or two after

the transfer eighty of the motor men and conductors went

on strike because the company that had acquired their line

increased their hours of duty without increasing their pay.

The cars were stopped for some time during the day. but

the company soon got men to fill the places of the strikers,

and although there was some disturbance the strike was

very soon at an end. The amalgamated Newark Passen-

ger Street Railway company will operate an electric rail-

way between Newark and East Orange. In Orange, by

the way, the common council 's in doubt whether the streets

shall continue to be lighted by electricity for the next five

years, or a return be made to gas lamps. It is said that

to return to gas lighting would mean a saving to the cit)'

of $7,500 a year. Surely, with Llewellyn park and all its

wonders so near at hand, Orange will not discard electricity

for the sake of such a trifling sum as $7,500 a year!

Last Saturday Mr. and Mrs. Edison gave a dinner at

their Long Beach cottage to celebrate the victor)' in the

incandescent lamp suit. The center piece for the table

—

a huge cake—was designed by an Orange caterer: it was

surmounted by a trophy of incandescent lamps and a

"rooster," and bore this inscription: "Yictory. England

—America. 1879

—

iSqi." Edison stock, by the way, in

spite of the victory, has not been verj' strong during the

past week. Yesterday 146 shares were sold at 963/. or

'i)4- psr cent, below par, and the closing price was 94 bid,

97 asked.

Failures in the electrical business are the order of the

day in this part of the country The sheriff has this week

received an attachment for $15,000 against the Fasten

Electric company, late of No. 45 Broadway, in favor of

Samuel Rowland, on promissory notes of the company

made a year ago, and indorsed by P. Mintum Smith, the

late president, and William D. Perrj", rice- president.

Other judgment have also been taken out against the

company. The Easton Electric company was incorporat-

ed in October, 1SS9, with a capital stock of $1,000,000 to

work the Easton system of electric lighting, which had

been in use in Canada. The factory of the company was

in Brooklyn. Two executions, aggregating $83,550. were

received by the sheriff against the North American Under

ground Telegraph Ov: Electric company, formerly of 45

Broadway, but no property could be found to levy upon.

The company was formed several years ago with a capital

stock of $5,000,000, to work the Johnstone system of

underground conduits for electrical subways, but the s^-s-

tem was not looked on favorably by the Board of Electrical

Control or by the Subway company, and it was never

adopted in New York. The North AmerWtn company

some time ago took proceedings to recover damages

against the Consolidated Subway company for not using

the system, but nothing came of the action, which \vas let

drop after a good deal of bluff .ind tall talk.

W. L. H

Pittsburg. Pa.

PlTTSituRC, Pa , July 30.—The residents of Indiana,

Pa., are determined to keep in the front rank. A few days

ago the electors of West Indiana Boiough voted on the

question of lighting the town by electric light. Two
weeks ago the Indiana councils decided to light their streets

with 1.200 cindle power .ire lamps at $55 a light, but as

the rate of taxation in the west end is considered prcily

high already the council there decided to let the people

pass upon the matter. The vote resulted in a victory for

the electric lights by a majority of over live to one

Francis P. Mann of the laboratory force of the Westing-
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house Electric & Manufacturing- company left Pittsburg

last week for his vacation.

The Duquesne Traction company has had its road now

in operation for more than a month, and it has so far not

been able to report a very brilliant success. As has been

stated in this correspondence before, the company runs

Pullman palace cars, equipped with Thomson-Houston

motors. Experience has proved, however, since then that

the equipment of one car with two motors was inadequate

to the demands made on the motive power. Each of the

motors was 15 horsepower, and, irrespective of the fact

that the cars themselves are rather heavy, the road has also

a number of very heavy grades, and whenever the cars came

to the bottom of one of these hills much difliculty was e.xper-

ienced in ascending them, especially when the cars were filled

with passengers. The Thomson-Houston people have tried a

number of schemes to get over this difficulty, and they have

at last decided to attach another motor under each car,

making the entire equipment for each car three motors.

This is expected to obviate the trouble.

On last Wednesday the adjourned meeting of the stock-

holders of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing

company was held in the Westinghouse building, Mr.

Westinghouse, who was himself present at the meeting,

stated that the details of the reorganization of the com-

pany were being rapidly completed, and he expressed it as

his opinion that everything would be ready within four

weeks. E. L. W.

Minneapolis. Minn.

JIlNNEAroLls. Aug. I —The Western Union Telegraph

company officials of New York have sprung a very agree-

able surprise on the city authorities of Minneapolis, i. c,

that all its wires are to go under ground An ordinance

exists requiring all the telegraph and eUctric lighting com-

panies to keep their wires under ground, but the author!-

ities have never yet been able to enforce it with any de-

gree of success. The North American Telegraph compa-

ny's wires are still overhead, and also those of the Brush

Electric company. The latter concern has abandoned the

I'orsett conduit, which was laid over two years ago for its

particular use. No reason is given for the unexpected de-

cision thus announced by the Western Union company.

It is therefore reasonable to suppose that an understand-

ing exists between the Western Union and local officials

that the other companies will be compelled to get their

wires under ground at once. It is an exceedingly expen-

sive enterprise for the ^\ estern Union, whose wires in this

city are on most of the principal streets. It is a work.

also, which will require considerable time before it is com-

pleted. The telephone company has made excellent prog-

ress in the work of laying its wires in underground con-

duits, most of them being already down. On lower Nic-

ollet avenue, the principal retail street, and across the sus-

pension bridge into East MinneapDlis the telephone wires

are still overhead, work having been delayed here by the

construction of the bridge. The estimated expense of the

Western Union work is i|25,ooo. Two miles of conduit

will have to be laid. The plans for the work are under-

stood to have been completed, and a strong effort will be

made to get the wires all underground before winter.

R. C. Clowry, vice president of the Western Union

Telegraph company.recently dropped a few woids relating to

the policy of the company with reference to laying under-

ground wires in this city, which indicated that nothing further

wonld be done looking toward this end for the present at

least. He holds that so long as the trolley wiresof the street

railway company and the wires of the North America Tele-

graph company and the Brush Electric company are above

ground, with the nominal assent of the authorities, the

Western Union was scarcely under obligations to discuss a

change in system as laborious and expensive as this would

be. When the companies named got ready to put their

wires underground his company would be ready to consider

the matter.

Th-; topic of greatest interest in local electrical and

general business drclcs 13 the election of Thomas I,owry

to the pTcs:dcnc>' of the Soo road to succeed Mr,

Finney. Most any other man would have been satis-

fied with the magnificent achievement of building

and equipping within a single year 230 miles of elect-

rical railway, the most extensive enterprise of its kind

in the world; but Mr. I/>wry has more worlds to conquer.

It is. interesting to note what gratification the news of

his elcnion has created all along the lines of the .Soo,

A dispjtch from iJismarck, N D., conveys the congratula-

tions of nearly every chi/.cn of the Missouri slope to .Mr,

\^>-nrj. and the c:tpcctalion seems to be confident that the

Pacific Citten^ion of ihs Soo will be completed lo that city

at once with <io enterprising a man as the street car

magnate at its head, J;ut recent developments in .Minne-

apolis indicate that the people here are not at all willing to

relinquish Mr. Lowry from his implied obligations to

further extend the local electric railway system. Following

close upon the announcement of his election to the

presidency of the Soo, the city council has passed resolu-

tions asking for several important extensions to complete

the local system. Mr. Lowry has heretofore stated that it

would be against the policy of the company to build any

new lines, but that statement was undoubtedly made with

the expectation that none would be asked by the city

council. He has never yet been in conflict with the city

government in any particular and he has more than met

the council half way in the past. So it may be expected

that next spring plans will be perfected and arrangements

made for more inter urban electric lines, as well as many of

equally great importance connecting Minneapolis with

suburban localities The headquarters of the Soo road be-

ing in Minneapolis, Mr. Lowry 's personal attention need

scarcely be divided between the street railway work and the

duties of his new position, and he is not disposed to re-

linquish or even divide the responsibilities of either.

Julius Miner, chief engineer of the Milwaukee street

railway, has been in the city during the week investigating

the Minneapolis system in company with a few members of

the Milwaukee council. General Manager Goodrich of the

local company has been piloting the visitors around and

giving them all the points possible with reference to the

details of electrical construction. The visit of these

gentlemen indicates that the local lines are held in high

esteem as models of electrical street railway work.

One important decision of the city council at its las^

meeting was with regard to the extension of the Penn

avenue line along Thirty-second avenue north to the

city limits. Instructions were laid upon the street rail-

way company to complete such an extension at once.

This will close up the long desired connection between

the Robinsdale electric line and the Minneapolis system.

Its completion will give the inhabitants of Robinsdale

facilities of connection with the city which they have long

desired. Another matter considered at this meeting was

to prevail on the street railway company to lay tracks on

Twenty ninth street from Hennepin avenue to Lake street,

and thence to the city limits, where it will connect

with the line for the Minneapolis Land and Investment

company. This is the line which will connect with the

new suburb of St. Louis park. It Is reported that the

line of the Investment company will use horse power for

the present with a view of ultimately putting in electric:-!

equipment.

The Northern Car company of this city, has just turned

out some exceedingly fine cars for the use of the Minne-

apolis Street Railway company, and also a few for the

Duluth electric sys;em. It ha? bsan for some lime

busily engaged on eastern and southern contracts and is

only now getting its works in shape for the accommoda-

tion of local business whieh has been offered to it.

It has good facilities which were extended largely last

spring, but it is still crowded for room and may find it

necessary within a short time to make further additions to

the plant.

The old equipment of steam motors, passenger coaches,

and horse cars of the Minneapolis Street Railway com-

pany are fast passing away through advertising and other

agencies. Nearly every little western town has some of

the company's old equipment disguised with new paint

and fixed up for the unexacting requirements of country

use. One of the steam motors has been sold to a St. Paul

suburban line. Helena, Mon., Billings, Duluth and La
Crosse have drawn heavily upon the old bobtail equipment

of the company and are using the old cars at present.

F.

San Francisco, Gal.

San Francisco, July 2S.—According to the press

dispatches which have appeared in the San Francisco

papers duriog the last two months it appears that the Con-

solidated Electric Railway company of Los Angeles is

determined to acquire control of all the horse and cable

railway systems of that city, and that its principal ambi-

tion is to absorb the lines of the Pacific Cable Railway

company. The latter corporation is now in the hands of

a receiver, who charges that the electric railway people

intend paralleling every one of the cable lines and resort

ing to other practices tending to depreciate the values of

it.s .securities. These charges arc denied by the officers of

the electric company, and it is believed that the cable

people, who commenced operations comparatively recently,

after having expended over a million dollars in construction,

arc endeavoring to find an excuse for their unwise invest-

ment. The Pacific Rolling Mills of San Francisco hold

the contract with the Consolidated Electric Railway com-

pany for acquiring the right of way .'tnd the building of

twenty miles of single track or ten miles of double track,

complete with power house and all machinery and equip-
ment, the contract price being $675,000, one-third of
which is to be paid in cash and the balance in first mort-
gage ^1,000 bonds bearing G per cent , to be secured by a
trust deed of all the real estate, franchises and other prop-
erty of the company. The contract was dated December
24th last, and agreeable to it? terms, the Second street

division was completed July ist, and six miles of double
track of the second division is to be completed by October
1st. The electric company's franchises cover 50
miles of streets, and its new power house, just completed,
is somewhat indefinitely reported to have "a capacity for

200 miles." The trouble between the two rival companies
has been carried into the courts by an action brought by
the electric road to compel the cable company to permit
the electric road to run over portions of the cable com-
pany's tracks over which the electric road has franchises.

The court has intimated very plainly that it would grant
the required permission, but no order can be issued until a
jury has fixed the compensation. As already intimated
the cable company regards the action as an effort to force

it to the wall, particulariy as the company is in financial

difficulties. Considerable cable stock is held in Chicago,
and the stockholders there aie endeavoring to effect a
reorganization, in which event the present horse car lines

of the system will be equipped with electricity.

John W. Hearst, representing San Francisco and Oak-
land capitalists, has applied to the Oakland council for an
electric railway franchise for a line from Twenty third

avenue station to East Sixteenth street, thence east to and
along the Old County road to the Redwood road,

along which it will run skirting the foothills to Mills

Seminary and Haywards. A branch road will run from
the Redwood road along the foothills down through Hays
canyon to Temescal and Emeryville. The projectors

claim that the views of the city, bay. Golden Gate and
ocean scenery, will make this the finest street car ride in

the world. The road, as projected, will be neariy 30 miles

long.

The Oakland Consolidated Street Railroad company,
which operates the Oakland and Berkeley electric road,

and which contemplates buildinj an electric road from
West Oakland to Twenty-third avenue, has decided to

issue ^500.000 of 6 per cent, first mortgage, 20 year bonds
to be used for construction purposes. Six 28 foot com-
bination double end cars and six smaller cars, to be used
with trailers, are now being built for the Berkeley line

The newly elected directors of the Santa Monica Wharf
& Terminal Railway company believe it may be practic-

able to operate their terminal system by electricity and are

looking into the matter. The company is to connect Los
Angeles by lines of standard broad gauge railroad with the

seaport towns of Sinta Monica, Redondo and San Pedro,

and, with all its branches, wharf and shipping facilities,

will probably consist of 75 miles of track. Here is evi-

dently a possible opportunity for the relegation of the

steam locomotive.

The Reno Nev., Water, Land & Light company
which owns the gas works, has secured control of the

Reno Electric Light company.which gives it the monopoly
of furnishing light in that city.

Louis Glass, of the Pacific Phonograph company, the

telephone company and other local interests, has been
appointed manager of the EJison General Electric com-
pany. Pacific States district, vice A. H. Reese, who has

been transferred to the Southern district, with headquar-

ters at Atlanta.

It is stated that the anti-trolley men have carried the

day in San Francisco and that consequently the erection

of overhead electric railway circuits in this city will be

prohibited within the business section. No final action

has been taken as yet, but a member of the Board of Super-

visors who favored overhead railway circuits is authority

for the statement made.

The old directors and officers of the California I'lleclric

Light company were unanimously re-elected for the

ensuing year at the annual meeting of stockholders. The
action of the directors in effecting the organization of the

ICdison Light iS: Power company, .-ind in consummating the

sale of the plants, franchises and entire central station

interests of the California Electric Light company in .San

Francisco to the new company, was approved. Of the

£0,000 shares of capital stock, 31.425 were represented at

the meeting.

The Citizens' I-ight & Power company has been organ-

ized at Seattle, Wash.; capital slock, ifso.ooo. It proposes

to enter into the central station and electrical supply

business. s.

The Greensboro, N. C, l-'cmalc College association
has let the contract for an electric light plant and other im-
provements at a cost of about fH.ooo.
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PERSONAL.
Superintendent Church of the Chicago Kdison company

returned from an eastern vacation trip last week.

D. H Dean returned from the Kast last Tuesday, bring-

ing with him several fine conlracls for the Klectric Mer-

chandise conipany.

W. U, Mason of the Klectric Merchandise company left

for New York and Richmond on Wednesday to be absent

ten days on a business trip connected principal'y with the

interests of the Burton healer.

Gerald E. Fish, formerly superintendent of the Chicago

Arc Light & I'ovcr compiny, and lately appointed

superintendent of electric lighting at little I^ock, Ark.,

has been elected to the olTice of city electrician of Little

Rock. Mr. Fish is to be congratulated on his rapid

advancement.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Virginia City company. Portsmouth, Va ; capital stock,

$1,000,000; water, electricity and gas works.

App'eton Edison Electric company. Appleton, Wis.;

capital stock, .^roo.ooo; general electric business; A. L.

Smith, Appleton, Wis.

Cambridge Electric Light l^I: Power company, Cam-
bridge Washington county. N. V.; capital stock, tJ'T.000;

to supply electricity for light, heat and power.

Realty Development company, Norfolk, Va.; capita

stock, $25,000; real estate and improvements, streets,

bridges, water and gas works, electric works, etc.

Washington Charlottesville Construction company.

Charlottesville, Va.; capital sto.k, $100,000; water, gas

and electric works, mining, manufacturing, building,

etc. ,,

Radford Water, Light ^: Power company. Radford. Va, ;

capital stock, $f,ooo 000; water, electricity, gas and steam

works, and machinery therefor, real estate and improve-

ments.

Lincoln Street Railway company, Lincoln, Neb.; capital

stock $2,000,000; to continue business as conducted by the

Lincoln Street Railway company and the Lincoln Electric

Railway company.

Van Gestel Incandescent Lamp company. Denver, Col.;

capital stock, $2co,coo; manufacturing, buying and selling

incandescent lamps, storage batteries, etc, and all kinds of

electrical appliances.

Edison Light, Heat and Power conipany. Wheeling,

W. Va.; capital stock. $500,000; to supply light, heat and

power by electricity to people of Wheeling, W.Va.; N. E.

Whittaker, Wheeling, W. Va.

Riverside Edison company, Riverside, III.; capital stock,

$40,000; to erect, own and operate a plant for producing

and distributing electric light and power; A. G. Barnes.

Room 42, 115 Monroe street, Chicago, III.

Ashland & Centralia Electric Railway company; capital

stock. $20000; to conduct an eUctric street railway from

Ashland, Schuylkill county, to Centralia. Columbia county.

Pa; J. N. Minogue, Ashland, Schuylkill Co.. Pa.

Spring Hilt Street Railway company; capital stock, $12.-

coo; to operate an electric street railway from O'Hara
street and Madison avenue, Allegheny, to Reserve town-

ship, Allegheny county. Pa; J. H. Goehring, Pittsburg.

Pa.

Fottrell Insulated Wire company, Philadelphia, Pa.;

capital stock, $200,000; to manufacture insulattd wire and
cables, insulating materials and compounds, and electrical

appliances; J. B. Colahan, Jr., 509 Drexel Bldg., Phila-

delphia, Pa.

Chicago Electric Manufacturing company, Chicago, III.;

capital slock, $10,000; to make, use, sell, patent and ex-

ploit all kinds of electrical devices, appliances and
machinery; Francis W. Parker, 1007 Opera House Block,

Chicago, 111.

Mt. Pleasant Electric Street Railway company; capital

stock, $50,000; to operate an electric street railway from

Mt. Pleasant township tC' Morewood in Eait Huntington

township, Westmoreland county. Pa; Jas. S. Beacon
Greensburg. Pa.

Roland Park company, Baltimore, Md.; capital stock,

$1,000,000; buying, selling, leasing, mortgaging and
dealing generally in lands in the state of Maryland; also

to manufacture and supply gas or electric light outside the

limits of ]^)altimore.

Norwood Park and Maine Electric Railway company,
Chicago, III.; capital stock, $250,000; to operate and con-

struct a line of street raih ay from a point in the village of

Des Plaines to a point in Chicago, to be operated by elec-

tricity or other motive power; M. E. Cole, qg Washington
street, Chicago, 111.

Boston, Mass , & Great Falls, Mont., Electric Light and
Power company, Jersey City, N. L, and Boston; capital

stock $[50,000; to manufacture and use electricity for pro-

ducing light, heat and power and construct, operate and
maintain and purchase, sell and rent, mortgage and other-

wise acquire electric light and power companies, lands,

buildings, machinery and rights, and privileges appertain-

ing or incidental thereto; Wallace D. Dickinson, Great
Falls, Mont.

Light & Power company, and w\U be capitalized al

$100,000.

There is some talk of the formation of a new electric

lighting company in Indianapolis.

The Hyde Park Klectric Light iV Power company of

Chicago has increased its capital stock from $100,000 to

$500,000.

The Montgomery Box company. Montgomery, Mo,, has
purchased a 500 National incandescent dynamo, with 40
National 32 candle power street lights.

The Chicago Edison company has installed 24 Ward
arc lamps on an incandescent circuit in the drill hall of the

First regiment armory on Michigan avenue, Chicago.

The P'ort Wayne I'lectric company has lately secured

large contracts in Wheeling, W. Va., Independence, Mo ,

and Grand Rapids. Mich. In Philadelphia it is installing

its ninth central station.

A telegram from New \'ork, August 3d. announces that

lire destroyed the big plant of the Richmond Electric

Light. Heat iV Power company at St. (ieorge, Staten

Island. The building was valued at $200,000, and was a

total loss,

A special dispatch from the Brush Electric company of

Minneapolis announces that the contract for the under-

ground wire has been awarded the Standard Underground
Cable company. This is the contract about which there

has been so much competition during the last few months.

At the annual meeting of the stockholders of the Electric

Improvement company. San Jose, Cal., it was decided to

increase the capital stock to $1,000,000. Extensive im
provements will b^ made in the works, and it is proposed
to put in an all-day incandes:ent light service, so that

there will be a continuous service night and day.

From Buffalo. N. Y., comes the statement that the con-
duits built for the Brush Electric Light company, but
which on occount of legal entanglements the company can-

not use, have been attached by the sheriff of Erie county.

The Brush company is the complainanr, claiming $15,000
damages. The sheriff is now in possession of all the con-
duits and wires of the Cobb company in Buffalo. George

J. Sicard. counsel for the Brush company, says that this

step has been taken to obtain possession of the conduits

without unnecessary delay.

The Minneapolis Electric Street Railway company has

just installed a luo light arc plant, combining the Excel-
sior generator andjhe Thomson- Houston lamps, 35 lights

being used to light the central s'ation and grounds in Min-
neapolis, and 65 for the subuTban track and the pavilion and
grounds at Lakes Harriott and Calhoun The circuit is

14 miles in length, extending along the track to these pop
ular resorts, quite a number of the lights being put in use

along the route. The current was turned on July 25th

and everything worked satisfactorily.

Hess Storage Battery company of Des .Moines, and the
motor was built by S. M. Kane, of the Pioneer Iron and
Brass Works of the same city. The boat can make a
speed of ten miles an hour, ft is said to be the first craft
of its kind in the West.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
It is reported that the Belt Line Railway company of

Washington, D, C, will try the storage battery system.

E. T. Lvnch of New York has obtained the contract to

build the North Highlands Electric road at Co'umbus, Ga.

An electric street railway line operated by the storage
battery system is shortly to be established at Newton,
Mass.

The North Avenue Railway company of Baltimore. Md.,
which is building an electric railroad, has increased its

capital stock from $100,000 toSsoo.ooo.

On Friday of last week, "circus day," the Rochester,
N. v.. Railway company is said to have carried 60,000
people in i^o cars, of which 65 were motor cars.

The Calumet Electric Railroad company of Chicago has

agreed to pay 2 per cent, on its gross receipts to the city

during the period of construction, being the tirst three

years, and after that period 5 per cent.

The Citizens* Street Railroad company of Indianapolis

is pushing the work of construction, expecting to have the

new Irvington and North Indianapolis lines in operation

by August loih. Superintendent Steele says that twenty-

two new motors have been ordered. These in addition 10

the sixteen now in use. will enable the company to give

first-class service on all the lines.

The English electrical journals occasionally express

doubts as to the progress made in this country in electric

railways. The London EUttrical E>i^ine,:i, however,
has evidently experienced a change of heart. In its last

issue the following note appears : "Is not the St. Paul,

Minneapolis, and Manitoba Railway company, which is

coming before the British public this week for /"i. 000,000
mortgage bonds, just exactly that conipany on whose line

(between St. Paul and Minneapolis) the trains have ceased
running, owing to the vigorous oppositior of the electric

railway? The line spoken of is probably only of small

length, but that a line is already forced to give up such a
service by reason of this opposition is suggestive of troubles

to come."

ELECTRIC MINING.
The electric plant of the SpMlcd Horse mill at Maiden.

Mont., was started July 22d, with a fuli force in the mine
and mill. The plant is reported an unqualified success.

The iCdison General Eleclric corr.pany has secured a
contract for eight electric drills from the PoDrman Mining
company at Burke, Idaho. They will be put in operation
at once. A complete electric plant for the operation of the
Ute and I'loy mines in Colorado is being installed. As
soon as it is in operation the output of the mines will be
greatly increased.

TELEGRAPH.
In the lower house of the Austrian Diet the Marquis

von Baciiuchem, minister of commerce, recently stated
that there was a prospect of the establishment in the course
of the year of a direct telegraph lins connecting Vienna.
Munich, Paris and London.

There are 7,600 postal telegraph offices in Great Britain
and Ireland. The charge for telegrams to all parts of the
United Kingdom is 12 cents for the first twelve words, in-

cluding the address, and one cent for every addi-
tional word. Postage stamps, such as are used on letters,

are u=ed in payment, and the sender must affix ihem to
the message.

"It is said that the comparative activity in W'estern
L'nion," says the Daily /'immcial jVtws, '*

is due to the
report that wirh the closing fiscal year, on September 30th,
the directors will promptly declare an extra dividend of i

per cent, as the statement will show something like 9',; per
cent, for the 12 months, out of which the money will be
taken to repair the damage to 195 Broadway caused by
fire, etc

"

A press dispatch from W'ashington says that Second
Comptroller Gilkeson has approved bills of the Western
Union Telegraph company amounting to $166,000 for tele-

graph service for the United Stales signal bureau at the rates

established by the postmaster general. The company has
notified the secretary of the treasury that it will accept pay-
ment at the rales named under protest until the question
of the legality of the ruling can be judicially determined.

TRADE NEWS.

ELECTRIC LIGHT.

Another electric lighting company is being organi/cd

at Charleston, S. C, which, it is said, depends upon
Philadelphia capital. It is to be known as the Economic

ELECTRIC MOTOR.
Two young business men of Des Moines, Iowa, Schiller

Kurtz and A. I. Lee, have an electrically propelled boat,

the Gayle Lee, with which they attract attention when they

go boating on the Des Moines river. The power is ob-

tained from secondary batteries, wliicli operate a two horse
power motor. 'J"he storage cells were furnished by the

II. N. Bates & Co. of 120 Pearl street, llDston, manu-
facturers of traction pulley, and machinerj-, are about to move
into quarters double the size of those noA- occupied. Their
new catalogue will soon be ready for distribution, and it

promises to excell all previous ones of their issue. They
are now filling a number of large orders in Maine and
Massachusetts.

The Engineering Equipment company of New York and
Boston announces that its business is steadily increasing. It

has just taken charge, as sole eastern selling agent, of the
Boston office of the Underwood Manufacturing company,
whose cotton-leather belting itwill now push in the Eastern
market. This company is also pushing the Indurated Fiber
pipe in New York and Boston.

H. A. Reed, manager of the Bishop Gulta Percha com-
pany, has several samples of insulating material, which have
been used as a cable covering, and which have been in
water for eleven years. So far as could be seen they were in

as good condition as the day they were made, being soft and
pliable, showing conclusively that this material, if properly
made, would stand for an untold period with ordinar)'

usage.

Under the heading "Kind Words" the Fon Wa\Tie
Electric company has issued fac simile copies of about
forty letters received b>' the Board of Public Works of the

city of Jamestown. N. v., in response to inquiries as to
the efliciency of the Wood arc lighting system. All are
highly commendatory in tone and form a Haltering testi-

monial to the excellence of the apparatus. The James-
town people put in the Wood system.

The Reddi g Electric company, 41 Federal street, Bos-
ton, has on the market an improved watchman's register.

It is claimed for the Redding instrument that it is the
only watchman's clock whicli gives a plain primed rccoid.

The record on iiiany other clocks is made by needles which
perforate the dial, making minute holes, very indistinct

and hard to read. In the Redding system the register

prints the number of every station in plain figures on the
dial, showing the exact lime of the watchman al each one.
The company is also introducing the "Eleclrlx" specialties,

among which are the latest and most improved forms of
gas attachments, ceiling cut-cuts, single j>oIc and double
poleswitches, , sockets, etc.

A. C. Fletcher, doing business under the name of the

I'letcher & Fletcher company of Cleveland, has sold his in-

terest to Herbert S tiray. who has foi some time been
connected with the business, the general public knowing
him as "the other Fletcher." The business h.is been un*
usually prosperous, and Mr. Gray will probably continue

it under the old name. Mr. Fletcher has been sulTcriug

from an attack of asthma for some time and is obliged to

get away from the lake winds at Cleveland, and will prob-
ably locate in Denver, taking up some form of electrical

work in that city. Mr. Fletcher is an .iclivc cnet^tic
business man. and will undoubtedly succeed wherc\xr he
may locate.

The Pond Engineering company reports iucrcased ac-
tivity in the territory tributary to its Chicago and St.
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Louis offices. In addition to the two 400 horse power
Armington & Sims engines now being furnished the Ed-
ison station in Chicago it has just started 250 horse

pon-er Armington & Sims in the station of the Cicero &
Proviso Electric railway. This is the second electric rail-

way now in Chicago, both of which are using Armington

iS: Sims engines, furnished by the Pond Engineering com-

pany. It is furnishing the Murphysboro Water
Works .S; Electric Light company an Armington & Sims

engine of 120 horse power; also a complete steam plant for

the Grand Ridge, 111.. Electric Light company, and one

automatic engine, vertical pattern, to the Chicago ot^ce of

the Edison General Electric company.

The Ball ^^ Wood company is the sole manufacturer of

the Improved Ball engine, and is now ready to deliver en-

gines from its new shops at Elizabeth, N. J. The officers

of the company are gentlemen who are well known to en-

gine buyers, and are well posted as to the requirtments of

the business. They state that it will be their policy to an

ticipate, if possible, the requirements of the trade and
with this in view they have designed and built, in

addition to other types of engines, a vertical compound
engine of 500 horse power for central station and railroad

work, which is highly spoken of by all who have seen it.

They are non' prepared to furnish all types of engines,

simple, tandem or cross compound, condensing or non-

condensing, triple expansion, vertical or horizonlal. All

engines will be furnished with the governor. W. B
Pearson & Co . 401 to 403 Home Insurance Building, are

the Chicago agents for the Ball & Wood company.

BUSINESS.
The Creaghead Engineering company of Cincinnati is

bringing out several specialties looking to the perfection of

trolley line insulation, using glass as the medium. Several

new forms are now being patented, and when perfected will

be placed on the market.

The Chicago Electric Motor company has purchased the

necessary machinery for a general repair shop in connec-

tion with its manufacturing business, and will rewind
and repair armatures for railway and other motors and
generators of all makes.

The Bush Revolving Store Fixture company. 24 Park
place. New York, has just completed and put on the mar-
ket a triple spool motor, to be run by a current of two
volts and two tenths of an ampere Instead of a commu-
tator contact points are used. These motors are used
principally on revolving store fixtures, and one motor will

propel three to live tables with two cells of Edison "G"
batter^'.

The Electrical Supply company, 104 Michigan avenue,

Chicago, reports that general business is unusually large

for the present season of the year. It finds that the new
and commodious building is proving quite an attraction for

cat of town customers, as well as those in the city. Its

sale of Sunbeam lamps keeps up to a phenomenal degree

for the summer, which seems to indicate that they are find-

ing much favor with consumers in general. The demand
for Habirshaw wire still continues.

The C. E. M. jack-knife switch, made by the Consoli-

dated Electric >lanufacturing company, is having a large

sale, and is pronounced one of the best current breakers
on the market. l"he C. E M. company is also doing a

good business with its new key socket, and the new Davis
arc cut-out switch is being shipped alt over the country and
Europe. Many other new and useful inventions are being
pushed forward by this company, and under the new man-
agement success is assured.

The Law Telephone company, 85 John street, New
York, has just issued a new and attractive pamphlet setting

forth the merits of the improved Law battery, the Bailey

current regulator, milliampere metcrand Dubois-Raymond
coil Simplicity and durability are the two principal claims

made for these appliances. The book contains many flat-

tering testimonials from well-known physicians in all parts

of the country, from which the popularity of these appli

ances among the medical fraternity may be judged.

The Copenhagen Electric Alarm ompany. 92 Sycamore
street, Cincinnati, is meeting with flattering success in the

introduction of a new thermostat fire alarm sjstem for

buildings, which has recently been perfected. The com-
pany has thirty-five buildings in Cincinnati alone equipped
v^iih the appara us, and all giving satisfaction. The ap-

pliance has only been on the market a few months, but
orders have been received from other cities. The company
is now equipping a large bank building at Auburn, N. \.

The Cincinnati Pure Aluminum company has just

furnished for the Neave building 250 feet of aluminum
sash bar?, each f> to 10 feet in length, 2 inches wide
hy ^-inch in thickness, made of metal that is guaranteed
10 be r/) per cent, pure The building is new, and one of

the finest in the West. The builders origin:illy intended to

use silver plated bar.*, but were convinced that the alumi-

num would give belter service, requiring less labor in

polishing, and making a superior bar in every way. This
is suppo'sod to be the first time the metal has been put to

this use.

The firm of .Scholman &: Reynolds, electrical engineers
and contractors, has just been formed at Cincinnati. It is

well cj'jipp^d for a fine class of work, Mr Schulman
hai un:il recently be;n superintendent of the Capitol

Electric company of Na^hvllle. and prior to that time held

a responsible position with the I'nitcd S'atcs and Westing-
boasc companies at Newark. N, J, Mr, Kcynolda has
held a position requiring responsibility and skill with the

Cili/eos' El^ctfir Li^ht and I'owcr company, Newport,
Ky, }>y,'r. r the new firm come to Cincinnati
with stfo: -.Mi. and they will undoubtedly
meet with .^ir new field.

The Fort Wayne Electric company has booked orders
since June rst for 3,^50 arc lamps with dynamo capacity,

and 8 450 incandescents. as follows: Arcs.—United States

Electric L'ght & Power company, Buffalo, N Y., 120;

Complete Electric Construction company, Weehawken,
N. J., So; Southern Electric Light company, Philadelphia,

Pa., 60; Thomas Grimwcod, Atlantic City, N. J., 160;
Mutual Electric Light company. Alliance, 6.. 40;
Detroit Electric Light ^: Power compiny. Detroit,

Mich , So; Fort Wayne Electric company. Coney
Island, N, Y., 50; Inter-colonial Railway company of

Canada. Moncton, N. B.,25; Citizens' Electric Light com-
pany, Pueblo. Colo., So; Joseph P. Witherow. Middles-
boro, Ky., fio; Paris (las i.V Electric company. Pari*;, Tex.,
So; Geo. W. Kelley. Philadelphia. Pa., So; W. J. Mor-
rison, Toronto, Ont., 15; City of Pulaski, Pulaski, Tenn.,
30; J. P. Smith, Peoria III., 160; Louisiana Electric L'ght
compan>, New Orleans. La.. 600; city of Chicago, Chi-
cago, 111-, 120: Greenwich Electric Light & Power com
pany, Greenwich, N. Y., 60; village of Cuyahoga Falls,

Cuyahoga Falls, N. Y., 50; city of Gallon, Gallon, O
, 40;

City of Wheeling. Wheeling, W. Va.,4So; City of Grand
Rapids, Grand Rapids, Mich , 300; isolated plants at Chi-
cago, 111 , 600, Isolated plants at Tacoma, Wash., 120;

Fremont Gas & Electric company, Fremont Neb., 50;
Bessemer Machine ^: Foundry company, Birmingham,
Ala., 75; People's Gi-; & Electric company, Chillicothe,

Mo., 50; Municipal Construction companv, Chillicothe,

III , 60; Brush Electiic company, Buffalo, N. Y., So; Peo-
ple's Electric L'ght company, York, Pa., 60. Incandes
cents.—Thomas Grimwood, Atlantic City, N. J., 650;
Dallas Electric Construction company Dallas, Tex.,

650; Beloit Electric Light & Power company, Bebit,
Wis.. 650: Monticello Electric Light company. Monticello.
III., 650; Thoniis Spencer, Cumberland, Md , 653; city of

Pulaski, Pulaski Tenn , 650; Frankford avenue Mer-
chants' Electric Light company, Philadelphia, Pa.. 1,200;
Moundsville Electric company, Moundsville. W. Va..
1,200; University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich., 300;
Citizens' Electric Light company. Pueblo, Colo. 1,200;
Bessemer Machine \" Foundry company. Birmingham Ala.,

650; village of Cuyahoga Falls, Cuyahc^a Falls, O.,
300.

456:

456.

456
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456
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45^

45^>,

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued July 2S, 1S91.

=^58. Electrode for Secondary Batteries. Otis C.

Flick. Brooklyn. N. Y.

Claim one describes a method of making electrodes

for secondary batteries, consisting in casting or placing

pure metallic lead into apertures, cavities or recesses

or upon the surface of a metal or alloy that is net af-

fected injuriously by the exciting liquid of the battery,

then converting the pure metallic lead into a carbon-

ate of lead or other s.ilt or oxide of lead, and then
converting said converted pure metallic lead into lead

of a spongy or granular nature while held in the cavi-

ties or apertures or upon the surface of the plate.

574. Span Wire Insulator. Walter S. Jarboe, Will-

ijm P. Seibert and John White, Allegheny, Pa.

This invention relates to what are commonly known
as "span-wire insulators"— that is, to a form of insu

lator employed to insulate the span-wire from which
the trolley wire is suspended in the overhead system
of electric railways.

593. Regulation of Dynamos Driven by Compressed
Air. Yictor Popp, Paris, France.

This invention relates to a method of operating dy-

nimo electric machines from a system of compressed
air distri bution, and it consists in an arrangement of

the dyna mo and its driving engine.

598. Electric Arc Lamp. Francois L Sautter, Paris,

France.
This invention has for ils object improvements in

electric arc lamps, and relates especially to the auto-

matic maintenance of the luminous poinc in the focus

of theapparatus in which the lamp is placed, whether
a light house, a projector or any other apparatus.

,600. Span Wire Insulator. William P. Seibert, Al-

legheny, Pa.

,611. Cable Head for Electric Wires. Upton IL
Balsley. Philadelphia, Pa.

,612. Electro Motive Force Regulator. Edward M.
B;ntley, Boston, Mass.

This invention has for its object the regulating of

eltctric generators or motors, which consists in divid-

ing them into two sources of electromotive force, and
completing the circuit of each source through a vari-

able portion of the oihc.

,622. Magnetic Separator. David K. Lain. Yonkers.

N Y.
This invention relates to an improved form of mag-

netic separator, and contains such an arrangement of

pirls that the materl.'il to be separated is subjected lo

the action of gravity, and of a centrifugal force of va

riable amount, which tends to remove the material

from an apron or birrel on which it is carried, while

the magnetic line of force from a battery of magnets
inside the barrel tends to hold the magnetic pari of

the material against the barrel.

,(/>'}. Spout Alarm for Grain Bins. Walter G. Adams,
Racine. Wis.

This invention relates to devices for elevating and
transferring grain, etc., in mills, elevators and other

like places, the object being to provide an indicator

which will surely give an alarm when ihc discharge of

grain inrough the clcv.itor spout ceas;s, or when the

bin is full or other like conditions.

673, Coin f^ontroMcd Photograph Apparatus. I'Vank

Martin, Newark, N. J.

6^3. Attachment for Poles for Electric Wins, Ed-
mund Vcrstractc, .St. Louis, Mo.

456.684. Electric Gas Lighter. Adolph Wunderlich,
Cleveland, Ohio.

456.685. Automatic Electric Gas Lighter. Adolph Wun-
derlich, Cleveland, Ohio.

456,718. Coin Controlled Electrical Apparatus. Thej
dore L. Brooks, Port Byron. N. Y.

456,746. Medical Induction Coil. Henry A. Voelkner,
Detioit, Mich.

456,803. Annunciator. William C. D.llman. Brooklyn,
assignor to Owen Walsh, New York, N, Y.

This invention relates to improvements in that class
of annunciators which are used in connection with
.speaking tubes. These speaking tubes are usually ar-

ranged in a building so that the tubes connecting with
the various rooms will all center at a common point,
usually the office, and in case a person in a distant
room is desirous of speaking with the office it is neces-
sary to give some kind of a call and to indicate which
tube is to be used. The object of this invention is

to produce a simple electrical device which will

indicate the tube to be used.

456,804 Alternating Current Motor Michael Yon Do-
livo Dobrowolsky, Berlin. Germany.

This invention relates to such electric mo ors as are
driven by a plurality of alternating currents of respect-
'w-z different p lases- As is well known, mction is

produced in the siid motors in such a manner, that
the alternating currents nre caused to generate in a
body of iron, constituting a field magnet, magnetic
poles which continuously alter their position, and that
an armature placed movabty under the inlluence of the
said poles is forced by the latter to partake of their
motion. The improvement forcning the subject of
this invention consists in the particular srrang> ment
and combination, with the motor, of the conductors
serving lo receive the operating currents.

456,817. Elec'ric Circuit Caanging App.ratus. Ilaai-
mond Y. Hayes, Boston, Mass.

This apparatus as a whole was designed as a marine
telephonic ouific. and is intended for use on ships as a
means of communicating orders or instructions and
other necessary messages between the bridge and
other parts of (he ship. It is of course not restricted

lo such use, but is of such character and construction
as to be conveniently employed under varying circum-
stances and conditions,

456,827. Clutch. William H.Johnson. Brooklyn, N. Y.

456.835. Electric Condenser Regulator. James McBride,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

This invention has reference to apparatus for auto-
matically controlling the supply of cold water to con-
densers in accoi-dance with the quantity or pressure of
the vapor which is condensed, ihe object being to ob-
viate waste wa'er. to secure a uniform vacuum and to in-

sure that the quantity of water supplied to the condenser
is always proportional to the quantity of heat or the pres-
sure going to the condenser.

456.836. Railway Signaling Device. William Newcomb.
Johnsonville, N. Y.

This invention has for its objects to provide auto-
matic devices which are conjunctively operated by elec-

tricity and a m:)ving locomotive or train of cars, where-
by said ro'ling stock will be protected from collision

with other trains.

456,843. Secondary Battery. Henr;y Pieper. Liege, Bel-
gium.

The purpo-e of this invention is to increase the ca-
pacitv and efficiency of the electrolytic system, and
this is effected by artificially increasmg the opposing
initial resistance to the chemical decompositions by
means of which the work is to be stored up.

Claim one is the method of increasing the capacity
of primary and secondary batteries effecting their dtpo-
larizatioT which consists in maintaining within the
battery tluid gases in solution under pressure.

456,859. Electrij Light Crane. Charles IL Shank,
Armourdale, Kan.

456,865. Show Stand. John W. Tyler, Dayton, Ohio.

456.888. System of Electrical Distribution. Morris
Feilbogen, New York, N. Y.
This invention relates to an improved system of

electric distribution; and it has for its objects to pro-
vide for interrupting the current of a constant electric

genera'or or dynamo electric machine generating a
constant current, so as to give the proper impulses lo

an industorium or a series of such devices lo gener-
ate a secondary current, or a series of secondary car-
I'ents to be employed in an electric light or working
circuit, or a series of such circuits.

456.889, Elec'ric Circuit Breaker for .Secondary Gtnera
tors. Morris Feilbogen, New York, N. Y.

456. Q08. Electric Hoisting Machine, CJiJorge H. Rey-
nolds. New York, N. ^'.

This improved machine is adapted for operating by
an electric motor, and is controlled by introducing a
greater or less resistance in the electric current which
drives the molor. It provides convenient means for

varying the amount of resistance at will between wide
limits.

456,925. Armature for Molors and Generators. Norman
C. Basscti, Lynn, Mass.

This invention relates to improvements in iron clad

armatures, in which the armature coils, instead of pass-

ing over the periphery of the armature core, are

passed through the perforations near the periphery, so

;is to allow the iron of the core to extend between and
around said coils and form an iron periphery. The
advantages of this construction in reducing the resist-

ance of the magnetic circuit, and prolectirig the coils

from injury are well known.
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KuoENE E. Phillips, Ptealdfent. W. H. 8AWTKB, Beo'T and Electrician.

AMEUICAF ELECTRICAL WOEKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

MaDufacturers of Patent Finibbed

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
Magnet Wire, Office and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covered

Wire. Lead Eacased Wire, Telephone and
Incandescent Cords.

FARADAY CABLES.
New York Office. 10 Cortlandt Street,

p. C. ACKEBnAN, Anont.

Insulation Guaranteed VUherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

In aletter frorathe iNSPECTfiR of the Boston Fire I'nderwritprft' I'nion. under date of March 29.

188fi, he Bays; ".\ Thoroughly Keliable and Desirable Wire in Every Kesiiect."

The robber need in inBTlBtiag our wires and cibles U specifllly chemicslly prepsred, and is guar-
enteed to be wate'p'io'. anl will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and w 11 lerailn flexible in extreme
cold weath-rand not affected by hsat. The Inealatlon is protected from mechanical Injnry by one or
more braids and thewhole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which le water, oi', acid and lo a
very great ex'ont. lirf»-proof Our insulation will prove durable when all others faif. We arp prepared
to fnrnlfh sintrle Wires of all gaiiu'es and diameter of ineulatioa for Telegraph, Telephone and
aiectric LlqhtB from etock. Ciiblea iiiady to order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61 and 63 Hampshire Street. Boston, Iflass.

HENRY A. CLARK, General Manajfr. HERBERT H. EDSTIS, Electrician.

CHICAGO AGENTS: THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO., 320 Dearborn Street.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For Electrical Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL& CO,,
218 >VatPr St.. New V«rk.

BRASS FANS
FOB EIvFXTKIC MOTORS.

MANUFACTUBZD BY

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS,
4 l,<aSalle Ave., C'hieago.

Write ae for prices.

.^
rA

The Electrical

Construction Co. ^*:

C. A. HARTER, Manager. Telephone, 1718.

THB CROGKER-inrHBELER

PERFECTED MOTORS.
Very slow Hpeocl. full power, perfect regu-

lation, forged fields* let into baKe. self-oiling
l>earins:.s, self-centering bearings, all siz.es,

both are and incandescent, for all power
purposes.

Acfenowledged by the Leading Manufacturing Companies to be

THE MOST PERFECT MOTOR MADE.

Estimates and Plans Furnished for Electric Power Equipment-
Correspondence Inuited.

430--432 WEST HTH ST., NEW YORK.

JAMES LEFFEL WATER WHEELS
Built bv THE

JAMES LEFFEL $c CO.
UPRIGHT AND HORIZONTAL,

FOR

Electric, Mining and Manufacturing

Easy -workiDg gates. High percentage and ovon
sjieed at full and part capacity. Equally adajited to
high and low heads. Larj^o iinmlu'r of sizes and
8tyic3. Send for descriptive pamphU't to

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
SPRINC-IELD,

OH.O.
OR 110 LIBERTY ST..
NEW YORK CITY

ROOT'S Water-tube Boiler.
SAFE. ECONOMICAL. DURABLE.

A.N EXCELLENT

ROOT SECTIONAL SAFETY BOILER.

Electric Plant Boiler.

Adopted bv t!io Electric Light Companies ol
'olndt, St. pjiiil, Colunibiii?, Ciufinnali,
,ntii,--viIlo, .lerm'v City, and a great many
>th'>r;-; hlso by tlie Ariiiiiigtou A Sinisi En-
;inu Co . Providence, K. I. ; the Lynn Belt
..ine Street Ky, Co, Lynn, Ma^w , and llio

'homson-IIouston Electric Co, Lynn, Maes

Abenoroth&RootMfg.Go.,
28 Clitf St , New York.

liUANCIIES: Hostoii, Phllndelpul:!, Xew
Orleans, Dallas, Roctiester, ClncLDQatl an<^

Chicago.

WANTED.
Position wanted by a man to take charge

nf an Electric Plant. Ll^htin^ or Street

Riilway; Is a machinifct by trade, and ha^
four years' experience In Central Station
work. Best of refercncfs furnished.

Addrefls *MIaoliiiiisf,"
Care Wi->tku\ Elkctui' ian.

AN ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
tt hf> IjS'^ 'J'.'BI;.':.'? for ^ ..:.i of --:/ t.r.'r,..-: ar,'i
'-/nol'rni ConBioDt I're-iure G';£iersioi'j ^ad
Moiorw desire »!<> locat*; la D<:Ov».f, nr pof;iioili*r
city In Colorado, ond woo Id like to h^nr from
pittl^B wao can lorni.Tli cftpiial to rniDofictarf
Knll ln(.Tm»tioo will l>*f frirn]trt.<;d pa.t'.i*'- wtio
hav« 'jupltsi and m':an Jjij-inett.

A'l'lre»°"F\F:ftf;V."
* are WKilEi;?; K:.i.-~:.: ,

'. r.i'-i^-'j.

STAR GAUGE GLASS CUTTER.
A neceseary tcol In every en;;ine z'f'jzi. lieLt by

mail on receipt of price.

No. 1. Cntfl OTerO icchee 8i W
*'

:-*. " " '^ ' i^frt

S. TAUSSIG, 45 River St., Cinicago.

F* O Z=L S.A.XjE].
New ID and 25 Light

Arc Dynamos and Lamps.
HIGH TENSION. CHEAP.

JAS. Mclaughlin, Mfg. Electrician,

50 X. Clinton St., C'hiraeo.

Electrical Wood.

p
Telpg:rapli 1 o
Telephone [ CROSS L ARMS
Electric I.in;ht ) E

S
OCTAOONAU PINE AND STEEL POLES.

G, H. HOLMES, ''°°'"^'°'=°?,'.'?i1fs;iv,o.

The Winner ol 1890 will win again in 1891.

Eleventh year.

SOLE MAKER5:

LAW TELEPHONE COMPANY,
fi.'i Juhn SI. .\EW VOKK.

Electrical EnpeeringCo.^
ROOM 603, MOWON BUILDINC, CHICAGO.

ELECTRIC OUTFIT.
MASON'S FAMOUS BATTERIES.

MEDAL AWARDED, American Institute Exhibition, 1891.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE B.

JAMES H, IVIASON,
118 & 120

Park Ave. Brooklyn, N.Y,

FOUNDRY.
Rra.s.«i, Bronze. 'While ^letal, .Vluininnm-
Urouze and Special Alloys. Cjuitiiis>- for

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
A SPECI.VI.TY.

103-107 West Monroe St.,

;hickgo.L. BLATZ.'"i°.

MEASURE YOUR INCANDESCENT LAMPS WITH

Queen's Portable Bunsen Photometer.
In every Central Station there is constant oct:i=ion to measure the candle power

of Incandescent Lanirs, and to meet these requirements we tave dcs'gned cur Port-
able Buii!<en IMiotoiueter. It is eoiiipart. invts arcarate resalts.
is simple in operation, and the priee is loiv. Dln:ciisions, 37; tncl;cs

long and 5i Inclies square. Total weiglt, 13 piunds.

:E=I5I0E], ^30.00.
Indispensable to the Economical Operation of Every Certral Station.

l'OKKE»l'OM>KXCI': SO i.ll'ITKU.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue of Electrical Test Instruments No. 1-G5.

QUEEN & CO., PHILADELPHIA.

IHE ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERING AND SUPPLY

COMPANY
>

413 Jackson St., ST. PAUL, MINN.

Puctbasing Oipl., 931 Bcokm,,
Bcancli CSct, DULUIB.MINH

CHICAGO.
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Established in 1861.

^- E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AKD ELSCTHIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
BRANCH STORE

2134 Michigan Avenue*.

IliBUBNILigRlCMFG.^:
_-/l"" FITCHBURG.MASS,U.5.A.>'
F; Manufacturers OF DYNAMOS fok LIGHTING,
p// platingandexperimental purposes.

EVERYTHING LATEST DESION AND HIBHEST EFFICIENCy.

TO AMERICAN

INVENTORS.

Woodhouse & Rawson,

rXITED, L.D.,

88 Queen Victoria Street,

LONDON, ENC,

NEW YORK OFFICE, 36 WALL STREET.

Are Prepared to Negotiate and

Introduce Inventions of

Merit into Great Britain and all

Parts of the World-

COREZSPONDINCE INVITED.

FineOffice Furniture
and Folding Beds.

Brass and Wire Work. 2,5 wabash Av,

A. H. Andrews & Co., CMcago.

To Colorado via
BURLINCTOM ROUTE

Only Ore Night On the Road.
Leave Chicago a*. I ;O0 P. M . or St. Louis at8;-25

A. M., and arrive Denver 6:15 P. V.,1he next day.

Tltrotigb Sleepers, Chair Care and Dining Cara.

All Railwaye frf m tlie East connect with these

trains, and with similar traina rii' Burlington
Koute to Denver, leaving Chicago at 6:10 P. M ,

SI. LonlB ai S:15 P. M.. and Peoria at 3:20 P. M.
and 8:1 P. M. All trains djily.

Toiirisls' tickets are now on sale, and can be
had of ticket Clients of all roadeand atBnrling^on
Route depots in Chicaso, Peoria and St. Loais.
1 liere is no ^etter place than Colorado fo: those

seeking rest and pleasure.

Manufactu.Kefs of

OCTAGONAL^^ Cedar
TELEPHOHE&ElECmCAL

RailwayFoles&^rossArms

^^H.M.L0UD &5pnsU|HBER(o.
bSCOOA / IVI I CH.

That the Western Electrician enjoys (he dntinctloa of having been
eel'ict'i'd by one of Ihe BhrcK(l.;3t of advettleers bh the medium
for carryiiiL' Ihe inr:."; t adverti^iirfnent tver pla'^ed Iq an electrical

J '.arnal- Tbla t';lie Ita own etory. and pointa its own moral.SEMEMBEIi

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO,

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

URC LIGHT CIRCUITS,

MITII'I.K. RKMABI.K. IH ICVBLf.

The only fafe socket for scries lamps, and the only

g/xket hiving ioanlalioK roattrlsl for the ou'fijc

part". S'Tid i'T ri:3tr«l':'! Cilalngn'-.

620 ATLArJTIC AVENUE,

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE i^ Steam

Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL&BIERGENF6.C0.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

A mecbaiical engineer now holding; re?ponB:-
ble ^ositiln in a larse maoLfaclaring coucern
deslrea to ma'ie a chaui^e; experienced in modern
ecoDomic il meiboda of minufactare, especially
so in produclDg machinery and its prooucfe in
qoantiiies where jli^s hnd dupllcatiu2 machinery
are required, also in the erectun and tea ing of
tteam plants and in operiiins ttem to the'r high-
est economy, and in !h • nianu'ac ure of wire and
wire worlc'Dfi; machinery : will lj3 pleased to cor-
lesjtond wi li Kny p rty baviiif; a responsible i.o-
Blt"OQ open, who rfcjulresihe tervicee of ti (om-
peten'. energetic man. Address A. S. M. ¥.,
care of The Western fiLirTBiciAN.

FOR SAIiE, West End St. Rail-
way Company, 81 Milk St., Boston, This
company having adopted the long car for
traffic on its most populous lines, Is now-
able to dispose of a portion of its bos and
open cars. Roads in want can be promptly
supplied at advantageous prices. We in-

vite correspondence, but believe an ex-
amination of our stock by a representative
of parties in want would be to their advan-
tage. HENRY F. WOODS,
June 19, 1891. Purchasing Agent.

SYNOVIAL DYNAMO OIL
Second to None.

By refiltering cjn be used continually.

Write for Prices and SamoleB.

Free from Gum or Acids.
Adopted by the largest Electric Plants of the West.

S. TAUSSIG. Agent. 45 River St., CHICAGn.

George P. Barton. Charles A. Brown.

Barton <&, Brown,
ATTORNEYS ^ COUNSELORS

Rooms 601-607 Temple Court B:dg.,

225 Dearbirn Street, CHICAGO.
Pa'ent, Trademark and Copyrlglit Cases.

^ITRIPCD BOILER

Six samples showing all finishes

for SI. 50.

96 ColnmboB Atc, XEW VOBK.

Ttiree

Points of

Superiority

Guaranteed:

Safety,

Economy,

Low First Cost
Repeated tests prove thetitis

absolutely Non-Explosive and
tile most Durable ever made.
Srionp testimonials from hun-

dreds of users, in all parts of tb©
country.

Sizes 10 to 1.000 H. P.

For full information address,

IHAZELTONTRIPOD BOILER CO.

809 Mouon Block., CHICAGO, ILL.

POWELL'S PATENT

LEVER UP^^li*^^^'^ o^* dropping ivhile

machinery r.:n8.

SIGNAL OILERS
S'iil in the Van as the BEST for HICH-CRAOE
ENGINES and DYNAMOS. The stop feed
reaiiircB prevent waste of oil which item alone will
more than save their cost In a short time. HAS
OTHER EXCEPTIONAL POINTS OF
MERIT. Send for full descriptive circular. Addrt- sj

THE WM. POWELL CO., CINCINNATI. OHIO.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
nUolotnjrpeuSt., lireen I'oiflt, HRllOKU'S, N. V.

MANUFACTORY OF
Non-Conductive Blocks. Rosettes and Bases for Cut-Outs

and Switches: also Insulators. Cleats, Lamp Trrm-
mings and other Electrical Supplies.

i.tiir production is a dense body. The glazing and body
of our ware are of same composition, and are baked
alike, which are the features of

TKI'F If AR1> PORCKTAIX.

SPEAKIN8 TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS ^<° BELIiS.
FUJLI. 1,INE AL.WAT8 IBf !«TOCK.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO..
105 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, M(jl tind Mti;! DeKulb Ave., Brooklyn. N. Y.

tS'^'Send for Nkw (' .\T\i.f>r.i:z. Out Aii^'iist Isl.

MAIVI FA<Tl'KKI» «V

The Card Electric Motor and Dynamo Co.,

Cincinnati, Ohio,
MANL'FACTUKEKS (II'

Electric Motors for Arc and Inran-

descent Circuits, from 1-6

to 50 H. P.

<'oi'i'CHpoii(lciiec S«li<'it*Ml.

.AO-EXTTS:
BOSTON—Tim niiBtrrn Eloctrlciil .Snppjy*

CofrMtriictlon Co., 05 Olivnr St.

C'llICAdO-llio TlioB. L. .JoliDBon Co., 312
IJt'firttorn Ht.

MII.WAUKKB—IIoniyRamlen.MIThlr'l St.

WASIIINO'I'ON, D. C.-J. Uijo. Ourdocr,
Kiiir, II St,

ST. I.Oins — StciKl Electrical llnn'ineer\nn
<•„., \m; Finn 81.

MONTIKIMI'.HY, ALA.—W. F. Murphy.
DIOTHorr, .MI(."II.-Th« MIchl^uM IClcclrIC

fv, .^'IJ iiTi.l 211 OrlBWolilSt.
MI.NNKAI'OI.IH, MINN.—.I.M.Lonnon.No.

'ii l.oon and TrUflt IJulldlng.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The atlcntion of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is c^lcd to Ihb CEI.K*

RRATI-:i> WAXKIt WIIKKI^ as panicularly adapicd 10 th-ir uvr.

on account of its remarkably Hteadv motion, tiicrh Speed
anU ercat fvflii'iency^and larfje Capacity, f'jriLs dlamotfr,
being uoul»Ie the •o'wer of most whcjls of s-irr.*: 'l;;irn':''jr. It is u^-'i by a
number of the leading electric companies wiih great saiiilicli'jn. In th-: ecoriori-

ica! use of water it is without an an equal, producmg the highest p'j cent, of ui*-

futcH'cct £^uaranteed,
HK\*r> FOB CATArO«rK AND PAKTirri.ARft.

Our Horizontal"Victor" is highly recommended, as no geaj; arc required,
and it can be belted directly to dynarr.o.

The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch VECTOR
XI'RBI.AIl.!** arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume. Draft
Tubes. End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pu!le)3 complete, all mounted upoa
a iubstantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal sliafis, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend them,

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.. • DAYTON, OHIO.

GLQBECABB0K^5
MAKERS OF HICH-CRADECARBONS
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

ALUMINUM
IN ALLOYS 75c. PER POUND.

Aluminum In alloys equal in purity to

any on the market, 75c. per pound for the

contained Aluminum.
Cowles' Pure Aluminum in Ingots is

offered as low as that of any American
concern; quality guaranteed.

THE COWLES

Electric Smelting i Almlnm Cc,

liOCKPORT, ST. Y.

J. C. TEMPLE,
(Fi rmerly oj STOUT, MILLS & TEMPLE),

DAVTOW, OHIO.

fljflranlicaiidMecliaDicalEDpeer
Improvement of Water Powers, Arrangement

of fower Plant?, Shafting, etc., for Electric Power
and Light. CONSTRUCnON SUPERINTENDED.

HARRISON CONVEYOR
FOR HANDLING

GRAIN. COAL. TAN BARK, SEEDS. ETC.
Will convey all kinds of K^aln without mixing.
Will carry two difltrent kinds of material in op-

posite directioiiy at th'* ^ame time.
Will convey One-Hundred and Fifty Tone of Coal

per hour. Made of Wrought Iron and Steel. Send
lor IlliisirateaCatalo-ne. BORDEN & SElLECK
COMPANY, 48 and 50 Lake SI , Chicaoo. IM.

CEDAR POlCaES.
Railway Ties and Posts-

Wm. 3. Tdbneb, Fres. Geo. A. Bell, v, Pres. J. L^:sTEll WuoDiiiuu'iK, sec. and Treas.

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER ENGINEERING CO.,
Consultiiic :inil Construct iii;^

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment of Electric Railways. Steam and Electric Plants.

47 Times Building. Telephone Call, 1009 Cortlandl. NEW YORK.

If In want of Poles, Ties and Posts, eave monej
by getting my prices.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.
sole; MAXrFACTl'RKRS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
FACTORY:

^FIIiMI!»HiTOX, nVA..

In Sheets, Tubas, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Ked. Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. OKFICE:
14df:vst.. X. V.

^^fi^,^

TheSUNBEAM INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.
805 Chamber of Commerce Building, Chicago.
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C. & t. ELECTRIC MOTORS ANO DYNAMOS.
Electric motors in all standard sizes

for operating elevators, pumps, print-
ing presses and machinery for gen-
eral manufacturing purposes.

Electrical Mining Machinery of all

kinds, Hoists, Tram Cars, etc.

Electric Bloiwers for ship ventila-
tion. Fan outfits.

Electric plants for pumping church
organs.
Over 10,000 motors in actual oper-

ation.

THE C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTOR CO..

Dynamos in all sizes of same de-

sign and dimensions as the standard
motors.
Equipment of mines, factories, ma-

chine shops, office buildings with com-
plete electrical plants for lighting and
power.

New England Office, 63 Oliver St., - BOSTON.

Philadelphia Office, - 38 S. FOURTH ST.

Chicago Office, - • PHENIX BLDG.

San Francisco Office • 35 MARKET ST,

402-404 GREENWICH ST.,

BAIN ELECTRIC MFC.C J
FOREE BAIN, President and Engineer,

47 and 49 S. Jefferson Street, CHICAGO.

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS
1-12 to 500 Horse Power.

Highest Class In Efficiency, Mechanical Design, and General Utility.

Experts in applying Electricity to New Uses.

SENU FOR VATAIiOtiUE.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO.,
79 and 81 Washington Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

Perret Electric MotorsiDynamos
LAMINATED FIELD MAGNETS, HIGH EFFICIENCY,

LOW SPEED, FULL POWER.

^^^ , - ^ Motors of any size for any purpose. Factories equipped throughout with Electric Potven
f.^S^ X Isolated Plants for Incandescent Electric Lighting,

ftrt':: -: U. f. M'jtcr, Sp'ie'lS'A Weight 1,300 lbs

3 EXjIjIZnTCB- ^A-QEIsTTS: •

CHICAGO. ILL.. The Electrical Engineering Co., 320 Dearborn St. WASHINGTON, D. C, J. U. Burkett & Co., 1409 N. Y. Ave.

PHILADELPHIA, PA., Pennsylvania Machine Co., 29 N. 7th St. ST. PAUL. MINN., F, J. Renz, 95 E. Fourth St.

NEW ORLEANS, LA., George Baquie, 140 Gravier SI.

JOHN STEPHEIMSON CO.,
LIIVIITEID,

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS.

CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.
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^Cyti The Clinton Cas Light Co., Clinton, Mass., have thor- t?^^*^
— oughly tested and have adopted the Evans System of

Driving Dynamos In their new Electric Light Station.

Thousands of Horse Power in use driving Dynamos, and hundreds of sets of Cones
in operation, driving all classes of machinery. Address

THE EVANS FRICTION CONE CO., ._,_
For UriTlsg Dynamos. 83 w ater- St., :^^S'Z'OXM'. TS/L-A-iam. For Varyinc Hpri.l.

CHICAGO I1TSITL.A.TED 'TO'ZRE COMFAIT7,
ivE.A.isrxTF.A.orr'O'ft.xifi.s Of<

WEATHERPROOF WIRES,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

MAGNET WIRES,
INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,

ETC., ETC., ETC.

HI6H GRADE INSULATED WIRES
OF ALU, DESCRIPTIONS.

Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

WRITJE FOB QUOTATIONS I

AND SAMPLES. CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO., 48-52 N. Clinton St„ CHICAGO, ILL.

THOHAS 8TIIKGIS, President. ^VM. V. I.iA!VE, Secretary and Treasurer. C 1". HACHIF, Ueurral Manaetr. 8. 8. BOUABT. fceneral .4sent.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE CO.,
45 BROADIVA'S', NE'W^ YORK.

Owning the patents of Mosher, Gill, Hatch, Foote, Kintner and Moore for

INDIVIDUAL TELEGRAPH CALL AND CUT-OUT APPARATUS.
OTHER PATENTS PENDING.

The only practical and reliable system of electric Se- ' either called up or cut out. No interference with regular telegraph ser-

lection invented.
|

vice. No resistance added to main line. Easily applied. Economical.
Use either 3Iorse Key OT AutOtnatiC Transmitter. [.Convenient. Reliable.

From every station selected an Automatic Answer hack is
I

Applicable to arc lights, singly or in groups; fire alarm service: police

received.
,

telegraph; electric motor circuits; railroad signals, etc.

Gong rings until shut off by operator. I ; The inMic i.i warned (if/ainst infrinr/infj companies and devices.

Any office on line can be selected without disturbing the others and !

' For terms and other particulars, address as above.

DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS
Afford the Only Reliable and Efficient Means for

All other devices are crude, expensive and unsatisfactory.

THE BMSHlLEGfRIG COMPANY
Has established its broad foundation patent for Double Carbon Arc Lamps, No. 219,208, having tVOHfoUV
distinct infringement suits in the United States Cour'ts, two of them on final hearing, the decisions

being rendered by Judges Gresham, Blodgett, Brown and Ricks.

The public is warned against the use of infringing lamps or any crude substitute for the Brush Invention.

Arc Lighting Apparatus, Electric Motors and Generators,
Alternating Current Apparatus, Incandescent Lighting Machines,

Carbons for Arc Lighting, Etc., Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,
HD, CDI-ilCD.
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PABTIOULAELT ADAPTED TO DEIVING

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of its LIgh efflclency at all stages of gate, steadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the construction of wliich makes it the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

Cmn CnD PATAI nPlir illustrating various styles of setting

OLnU run UHIHLUUUC on both vertical and horizonti I shaft.

THE DAYTONILOBE IRON WORKS CO.,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT, 3IIL,L,S & TEMPIiE,

STEAM PLANTSlTiWnnnRriRY ENGINE
ISiSTAl.I.ED BY

ITV. B. PBARSOBT i£ CO•>

nECHANICAIi F,S61XEEB(« AND COXTRACTOB8.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDINC, CHICAGO.

WILLIAMS AUTOMATIC ENGINE.
For all pQrposes reqairing slefldv power.

\VrLLi.\MS EKGrXE Works: No. 447 North street,
B.\LTI.MORE,MD.

FOR TB<v

PLAYING CARDS.
You can obtain a pack of best

quality playing cards by sending
fifteen cents in postage to P. S.

EusTis, Gen'l Pass. Agent C, B. Sc

Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.

SELF-CONTAINED, AUTOMATIC
HIGH SPEED STEAM ENGINE
for Electric Lighting and
Street Railway Service,

WITH BOILER PLANT COMPLETE
Catalogue sent on application.

STEARNS MFC. CO. ERIE, PA.
BRANCH \ Philadelphia, 9411 I>rexel Itldg.

OFFICES I
San Kranrisro, 'J9 A- 31 Spear St.

Western Electriciao

SI.OO.

km:
TBY

oS^isi

DRY ST£AM

THE POND SEPARATOR,
The Pond Separa'or Is guaranteed to relieve the

steam of all entrained water, and return this water
to the boiler, Ihus effecting a large saving in fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

,
POXD EXGIXKERIXG COMPANY,

ST LDU S

OMiHA
CHICAGO.

DALLAS
KANSAS CITY.

SEATTLE.

A FEW RAILROAD USERS:
JBngines, Horse-powers.

Ashland Coal & Iron Railroad Co 1 60
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Co 6 190
Boston & Albany Railroad Co 2 130
Camden & Atlantic Railway Co 3 75
Central Railway of New Jersey 4 275
Chicago & Erie Railway Co 2 30
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Cc 3 175
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad Co 5 100 i

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad Co 4 170
Colorado Midland Railway Co 1 25
Denver & Rio Grande W^estern Railroad Co 3 75
East Tennessee, Virginia & Georgia Railroad Co 3 325
George's Creek & Cumberland Railroad Co 2 60
Grand Trunk Railway Co. of Canada 12 500
Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe Railway Co ... 3 135
Kansas City, Wyandotte & Northwestern Railway Co 2 55
Newport News & Mississippi Valley Co 2 200
New York Central & Hudson River Railroad Co 4 125
New York, Ijake Erie & Western Railroad Co 2 140
New York, West Shore & BufTalo Railroad Co 6 340
Northern Pacific Railroad Co 2 45
Pennsylvania & Northwestern Railroad Co 1 25
Pennsylvania Railroad Co 51 2330
Peoria & Pekin Union Railroad Co 1 55
Philadelphia* Reading Railroad Co 7 C15
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis Railway Co.

.

2 20
St. Louia & San Francisco Railway Co 3 260
Southern Railway Co 1 10
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific Railroad Co 4 60
Washington & Georgetown Railway Co 1 15

,» Many foreign railroads unreported.

B THE WESTlWGWOTJSEWftCHINE COMPANY.
•jwnmm^ Pittsburgh, penna.u.s.of a. cb

"MERIT LEADS TO SUCCESS."

LONG DISTANCE SERIeTTnCANDESCENT LIGHTING

O.N'LY 8ncc«««ful method of dlatrlbutlon covering a large area WITHOUT swamping the plant with INTEKKST on Copper Wire or cost of J'UKJj.

TranafoTmers or Converters are a CONSTANT miirce of THOUBLE and E.XI'ENHE. will wst MOKE for repairs In a year than to renew the Lamps by our syslcrn.

Our PLANT.S can be o[«:rated with hiicccs ELECTRICALLY and FINANCIALIA' where no olliers can.

Plan of wiring SIMPLE. CHEAP and EFEICIENT.
LA.MP.S from IC C. P. up, not d ffjr BKILLIANCY and BEAUTY of the light.

AT.SO SERIE.S LAMPS of any C. P. for Arc Light Circuits.

Or,M Medal, Paris Expf«illlon, 18><!).

Kntlinat«<< farniwlic-d on nppllrntion, for iTcoflon of plants in nny M<><'iion. <;orr<'Ki»on«l<'n«,-«' HoIiciliMl.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
Drexel Building,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
lAxxcS. tor Olx-otilatr.
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STREET

GARS

ON ACCOUNT OF

Zxicrease of Business
JL-IsTID thie

Adoption of Eleotrioity,

THIE^

Of ^v^ira.rLea,polis, ZMZinn.,

OFFER FOR SALE THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT:

63 ISfoot Cars, all fitted with Fare Boxes and "Small" Conveyors.
76 Extra "Small" Conveyors for 14 and 16 ft. Cars.
63 Extra "Slawson" Fare Boxes.
12 Steam Motors, 15to 20 Ton.
2 Locomotives and Tenders, 20 and 25 Ton.

21 Passenger Coaches, 26 to 40 ft.

34 Open Passenger Excursion Cars, 34 ft.

8 Flat Cars, 30 ft.

Most of the cars have been in service only a short time, and all are in first-class condition. We can make changes
or alterations and fit them up to suit, and will sell very cheap. The gauge of any of the cars can be changed to suit

purchaser. Full description and photographs mailed upon application.
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THE PROBLEM SOLVED.

CUT OF FACTORY, 1890.

TOTAL NUMBER OF LOCAL COMPANIES, JANUARY I, 1091, USING

ARC APPARATUS.
630 Companies,

J

DIRECT INCANDESCENT.
108 Companies,

ALTERNATING.
415 Companies,

87,131 Lamps. 79,905 Lamps. 435,550 Lamps.

The above increase would seem to answer most emphatically in the affirmative.

All purchasers of Electrical Apparatus should thoroughly investigate the acknowledged merits of OURS

before buying any of the CHEAP SYSTEMS now on the market.

Electric CompanyI

WESTERN OFFICE:

148 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

PRINCIPAL OFFICE:

620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Wlass.
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The KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS,
GENERAL AGENTS FOR

uSAFETT'
WIRES, CABLES AND CORDS

For Inside, Underground and Submarine Use.

"SAFETY" Fire-Proof House Wire. "ATLAS" Line Wire.

R. B. WATSON & CO., Ants., J. W. MASON, Ant., POST & CO., Adts.,
DETROIT, IHICH. 527 Delaware Street. CINCINNATI, O.

KANSAS CITY, MO

THE PERKINS ELEeTIIC UMP tO.

LAl/CPS
to fit any socket.
|any candle power,
any voltage.
Iloncest life.

HIGH efficiency.

MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

54 and 56 Franklin Street, CHICAGO.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
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Jl^e Eleetrieal Supply ^0.,
Corner MICHIGAN AVENUE and RANDOLPH STREET,

CHICAGO.
Factories: Ansonia, Conn.

Beware of little Expenses: a small leak will sink a great ship.

—

Franklin.

The axiom which in Franklin's day was replete with Truth, is no less a vital law

to-day. It applies as well to little ships as great ones, and to a host of other things

about which you and we are more intimately interested.

It is suggestive of leaks in Insulation as well as ships.

We have regarded this so in the manufacture of Wires, and—but it matters not

how well you listen to the sermon, if the precepts are not heeded and followed.

Have you used Shield Brand Moisture Proof Wire '^ Or have you cast aside our

repeated asseverations of its merit and consigned them to the waste basket as simply

another lot of trade prevarications?
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"BE VE THE JITDGE."
^.^•\r:E3 "x-oxT TH.XEir> the:

ECONOMIC INCANDESCENT LAMP?
If not you are losing time and we are losirg a customer. Everybody that tries it, BUYS

IT, and everybody that buys it once, buys it again. Kindly inform us what voltage
and style of base you use and TUT IT AT OUR EXPENSE.

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL SPECIALTY CO.,
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS,

CEO. L. KIRKHAM, Mana£;er. 1017 Chamber of Commerce, CHICAGO.
iiWARD" ARC LAMPS,

FOR CONSTANT POTENTIAL CIRCUITS.

XHOXJSJLITIDS IN USE
On both Isolated and Central Station Plants,

WE GUARANTEE OUR LAMPS ELECTRICALLY AND MECHANICALLY.
In corresponding please give full particulars and state voltage.

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION AND SUPPLY COMPANY
Phenix BIdg., CHICAGO, ILL. 18 Cortlandt St., NEW YORK CITY.

JESTA T^XjISi^^JP 1881.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY'S

22,000 Copies published to date. An Astonishing Record.

"EleLoTa. "V^orls. Sent Z^ostx^a-lca. csn. Zleoeix^t of ^xie X>olletx>.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO,

Dynamo-Tenderj' Hand-Bjok.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Fourth Edition, Eiglit Thousand Copies.

9^ Panes, 70 Illustrations, Flex-
ible Cloth Binding, Type

Page (is3 inches.

The only PRACTICAL Dynamo-

Tenders' Instruction Book in the

English language. .Fust the book

for Dynamo-Tenders, Linemen, Sta-

tionary and Marine Engineers who

wish to learn how to operate and care

for electric light or power plants.

Moonlight schedule for 1891

.

Bell Hangers' Haad-Book.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Second Edition, Four Thousand Copies.

100 Pages, !t7 Illustrations, Flex-

ible Cloth Binding. Type
Page OsS Inches.

Designed for those engaged in

selling, installing or handling elec-

tric batteries, electric bells, eleva-

tors, house or hotel annunciators,

burglar or fire alarms, electric gas

lighting apparatus, electric heat

regulating apparatus, etc. The only

book of the kind published.

Incandescent Wiring Hand-Book.

By Lieut. F. B. Bam.

Third Edition, Seven Ihousand Cop:es.

r3 Pages, 42 Illustratiofu>, F.ex-
ible Cloth Binding. Tgpe

"Page 6x3 Inches.
Five Tab'et, 12x18 Inches.

Tbeie thblei give at once and without

fiiy ca"cu"atlon the size of wire requlrdi

In each case for any f ercentage of loss.

It is a biok for practical wlrem»n and

learners, and dots not r quire any previous

kiowledge of wiring. It dlSciB In this

resp.'ct from other wiring tables, or corn-

putt rs.

The book contalcs full Illustrations and

complete Information concerning inetliods

of running wiro. location of safety devi-

ces, splices, insulation, testing for faults,

wire gauges, wiring of fix ures, c'-ovators,

I ulldings, € to. The only book of the kind

publlshtd.

Electric TraDsuiissiofl HanOook.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

First Edition, Three Thousand Copies.

Pages, '-i'-! Illii.itration.i, and
27 Tables. FUxible Cloth
Bindtng. Type Page

il^iH Inches.

This book contains all practical infor-
mation for power prcducers. cspilallsts,

agents of hydraulic and electric oompinles,
encioeerj!. n'olor inspectors and other per-
sons Interested In eloclrlo power iransmls-
sloD. By me:i08 of tbc tables anybody can
find at oaco cost of plant lor least opera-
liog expeusi ». or for minimum first cost
of installation.

The bwk glve^ all necessary Infcrm.itlon
concerning raotots, and ru es for :iscer-

taloiog ho sf power of motors, driving
various t.lfts*c3 of machinery, as faolsts,

pumps, itrcet or tram cars. fans. c'c.

Tweui)-5cven new and original tables
give more lufotm>itiou on the subject In a
small spac» than any book heretofore pub-
lished on the same subj'.cl.
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ORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO,,
'9

-MAUIJFACTUBERS OF THE-

SLATTERY INDUCTION AND WOOD ARC SYSTEM
-ODF'-

THE MOST PERFECT OF ANY.

For references as to the merits of these systems, inquire of the local companies, the operators, or the customers in

the large cities of this country where these systems are now being used almost exclusively after other systems have been
tried and thrown out—Philadelphia, New Orleans, -Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Detroit, etc.

WE MAKE ALL STANDARD SIZES OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM.
Also Arc Lamps of Standard Sizes, 2,000 c. p., 1,200 c. p. and 800 c. p.

Main Office and Factory, FORT WAYNE, IND.

XEW TOBK 115 Broadway.
CHICA€M> 185 Bearborn Street.
PHTL,AJ>ELPHIA 9«7 Filbert Street.
DAIiliAS, TEXAS McEeod Bnilding.

PITTSBrBGH, PA 533 ^Veod Street.
SABT FBAICCISCO 35 New Montgomery Street.
TOBONTO, CANADA 1 38 King Street, W.
BUFFAEO 828 Pearl Street.

BAXTER
MiiwiT mom,
" SLOW SPEED.

NO INTERMEDIATE GEARING.

Gears Run in Oil.

THE SCHUYLER
-£3irS'3?E!]yE OiF-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FEATURES:

EXAMINE INTO THE MERITS OF THESE MOTORS

11 A REDUCTION IN REPAIRS IS
WORTHY OF CONSIDERATION.

COMPLETErr EdDIPMENTS.
SLOW
SPEED STATIONARY MOTORS

For ARC and

Incandescent Clrculls-

,,c.<^^n.%^0^- BALTIMORE:, MD.

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

liSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.
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((AJAVl) The Best
*^^'"'^ Circuit Breal<er

and Only Indestructible Switch.

G. S. VAN NIIIS, 136 Liberty St., New York,

HIGH.
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And Besistance, accoi

JACQUE

NSULATION,

STATIC CAPACITY
And Resistance, according to Mr.

,'S FORMULA, makes

Telephonic transmission through Our Cable an easy
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THE HOLTZER-CABOT ELECTRIC CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OP A^D DEALERS IM '

EVERYTHIHG ELEGTRIOAL.
SEND FOB%S«-PA«B CATALOGUE,

111 Arch Street, BOSTON, MASS.
vpcom ipe«/>icjj. J GLOWER & HARRI8, Dallas, Texas.artuiAL AbtHLica.

^ p^^ Ssilsrs Elbctbical Works, San Prandjoo, OiL
A fali llDe of oar maDQtactnre can b« fomid at oar Agenclee.

WRITE FOR PRICES OX

TROLLEYS, GEARS, BEARINGS

AND GENERAL SUPPLIES.

R. D. Nuttall Company,
Allegrheny, Pa. New ITork.

THOROUGH INSULATING PIPE?

N INDESTRUCTIBLE PIPE?
PIPE TESTED SUCCESSFULLY 7

DO YOU WANT
A

IBSn miuiED im m
Costs 1693 than iron and does better work in

electrical subways and else ft here.

SOLE AQBNTS:

Engineering Equipment Co.,
143 liberty St., NEW YORK.

1»0 Pearl St., BOSTOSr.

WILLAHD L. CANDEE, ( R„.|np», Mannrai-B
H. DURANT CHEEVEE, S''"°"'^°°-°"""'SerB.

The

International

F. CAZEKOVE JONES,
Manager of Factories.

OKONITE COMPANY,

i-ON'^

LIMITED.

13 Parle Row, New Yorlc.
INSULATED

WIRES AND CABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

OI<onite Waterproof Tape.
BRANCHES Cliica&ro Bobton, Pliiladelphia, Minneapolis, Cincinnati, Kansns City,

Omaba, Louisville, St L.ouis, S in Francisco, London and Su. America.

|[jBAIM::..Mftt3,K^

AGENTS
J.V/.PtALt.

1 BROADWAT. |4£W yoiu.
CTNTRAi Electric Co.

CHICAGO. ILL.

Elect CNC/&ti° SurPLV Ca
ST PAUL. M.MM^

Insulated Wires and Cables.
The ackno\rleds;ed Standarfl for durable and liigh In-

ulatlon. Its merits proved by a, record of over q.aarter
of a oentaary. Adapted, to all electrical pnrposea.

CELEBRATED KERITE TAPE FOR INSDLATm& JOINTS,

Electric Light and Power,
Telegraph and Telephone,
Railway and all other
Branches ot Signaling,

ALL SIZES
Lead Encased Wires.

Aerial Use,
Subterranean Use,
Submarine Use.

Concealed Wiring In all Locations.

GEORGE B. PRESGOTT, Jr., Gen. Agt., 16 Dey St., New York.

Western Electric Co., Chicago, 111., Sole Agents for the West.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, NEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS, IMPOKTBRS AND DEALERS IN

THE "CHAMPION'
Prk», wltli Rod Zinc, $1.15 per Cell, with Corrugated

Zinc, $1.35 per Call.

THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED

ALEXANDER, BARNEY ^ CHAPIN,
20 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

THE MOST

POPULAR LAMP
IN THE MARKET,

A.W.C.

WRITE US

FOR

PRICES

OF ALL GOODS.

"""'•
Electrical

Suppliess

Of all Descriptions.

Complot, C.I1 of Cbnm- CnMion Rowrvolf mid Covtr Corrusoleil Zinc of Cliam-
ploQ BatUry. of Cliitmplon Ditltory. plon B.itlary.

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Ijight and Power
Appliances,

Construction Tools and

Line Jtaterlal.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

WE ARE FITTED WITH
RELIABLE Machinery and Tools,

^.-^^^And Employ RELIABLE Workmen.
^N^iV^ll Kinds of Eleotrloal Apparatus to Order.

CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

TheI89I ELECTRIC MOTOR «»D BATTERY.
SIMPLE.

ECONOMICAL.

DURABLE.

EFFICIENT.

For Ollices, Sick-rooms. Rtstauranls,

Jiwelers. Dentists. Coareclioners,

An.atcurs, and at

ONE-HALF PRICE.
Seed for prLcce and deecxiptlvc pamphlet* to

1891 MOTOR- 8 Oliver Street, BOSTON. MASS.
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ni'im Eucmm
SYSTEM OF LIGHTING A SUCCESS?

Cut of Factory, 1882

TOTAL NUMBER OF LOCAL COMPANIES, OCTOBER I, 1803, USING
ARC APPARATUS. DIRECT INCANDESCENT. ALTERNATING.

n companies,
1 ^653 LailipS. None.

TcnrnGHaar

Cut of Factory, 1888.

TOTAL NUMBER OF LOCAL COMPANIES, JANUARY I, 1 687, USING
ARC APPARATUS. DIRECT rNCANDESCENT. ALTERNATING,

111 finfe 2) 840 lamps, •> "wi 1 1,275 Lamps. None.

Read the Answer on Page ii.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.

ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Accumulator Co., The xxlv
Abendroth & Root Mfg. Co
Alexauder, liarney & Chapln 1

American Electrical Works xili

Andrews & Co., A. H xv
Automatic Switch Co x

Baggot, E xlv

Bain Electric Mfg. Co xvl

Ball Engine Co xvlU

Ball & Wood Co., The xU
Baxter Electric Motor Co xxiv

Bei Dstein Electric Co
Bla'z, L
Borden & Selleck Co xv
Brauu lUuetratlng Co xly

Brownlee & Co xil

Brookfield, Wm xll

Brush Electric Co xvli

Butler Hard Rubber Co
C.B.&Q. R. R xvill

C. i&. C. Electric Motor Co. ... xvl

Card Elec. Motor & DyuamoCo
Central Electric Co v

Chicago Electric Mfg. Co i

Chicago Electric Motor Co xiil

Chicago Insulated Wire Co xvil

Colburn Electric Mfg. Co xlv

Coolidge. Fuel & Supply Co. .
.

Consol. Eke. Mfg. Co., The..
Cowles Electric Smelting and

Aluminum Co xiv

Crocker-Wheeler Electric Motor
Co xlil

Day's Kerlte Insulation I

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.xvlil

Eastern Electric Cable Co xiil

Edisnn General Electric Co.,

—

Motor Dept vl

Edison General Electric Co., Cable

and Wire Department vil

Electric Construction & Sup.Co.xxlil

Electric Merchandise Co Iv

Electric Secret Service Co xxlli

Electrician Pub. Co xvii, xxill

Elec. Construction Co., The xlii

Electrical Eieineerlng Co xiil

Elec. Eng. & Supply Co..The. .

Electrical Supply Co., The. . . xxli

Elektron Mfg. Co xvl

Empire China Works xiv

Engineering Equipment Co i

Evans Friction Cone Co xvil

For Sale xii, xiil, xiv

Foster, O. A i

Fort Wayne Electric Co xxiv

Freeman. Coleman & Co xiv

Globe Carbon Co xv
Greelev & Co., The E. S i

Hale Elevator Co vil

Hazelton Tripod Boiler Co xvlli

Heisler Electric Light Co vil

Hill Clutch Works xix

Hine Eliminator Co
Holmes, C. H xlii

Holmes, Booth & Haydens... . vlii

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co i

Hood, Wm X
India Rubber & Qutta Percha

Insulating Co Viii

Interior Condult&lnsulation Co. . .iv

International Okonite Co I

Kartavert Jlffi. Co Iv

Knapp Electrical Works xxi

Law Telephone Co xlii

Leonard & Co., H.Ward iv

Leffel & Co.. Jas xlii

Loud, H. M. ifc Sons Lumber Co. xiv

McLaughlin. James xiii

Mason, James H xiii

MUlIkenBros iv

Minneapolis Street Railway Co..

Monitor Electric Co x

Mosher Arc Lamp Co xlv

Munsell & Co., Eugene xiii

Murphy, T. J xiv

National Carbon Co Iv

National Electric Mfg. Co Ix

N.Y. Belting &. Packlnsr Co. . . .

New York Insulated Wire Co— x

New York & Ohio Co I

N. W.Elec. Specialty Co.. ..

NuttuU Company, R. D I

Ohio State University xiv

Ostrander & Co., W. R xvlli

Palate. H. T xil

I'age Belting Co xv
Partrlck & Carter Co x
Payne & Co.. Geo. W
Pearson & Co.. W. B xvili

Phoenix Glass Co xlx

Pond Engine*^ring Co xvlli

Powell C-».. The Wm
Purdue Unlvcrt-ity xn
Queen & r-o xlll

Rochester Railway Co xil

Rockford Electric Mfg. Co xll

Sargent & Lundy xlli

Sawyer-Man Electric Co xl

Schleren & Co. Chas. A xll

Schoonmaker, A. xili

Schuyler Electric Co xlx

Short Electric Railway Co. xil

Shultz Belting Co. xiv

Standard Underground Cable Co— I

Standard Paint Go xil

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co xix

Star Iron Tower Co
Stearns Mfg. Co xvlli

Stephenson Co., Jno xvl

Sterling, W. C xv
Stilwell&BierceMfg. C^...xlv, xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co xv
Taussig. S xlii

Temple, J. C xv
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

Lighting Department... II, xx
Turner Brass Works xili

Union Electric Mfg. Co., The..
Union Electric Works Iv

Union Hardware Co xil

U. S. Electric Lighting Co.. . .xl

VanNuls C. S I

Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Wanted xlii, xlv

Wenstrom Consolidated Dynamo
& Motor Co., The x

West End Street Railway Co.. xlv

Western Electric Co vill

Westlnghouse Elec. and Mfg Co
Westinghouse Machine Co. . . . xvid
Weston Elrctrlcal Instrumenl Co. xll

Williams Eiginc Works xvlii

Woodbrldge «& Turner Engineer-
ing Co XV

Woodhouse & Rawson. Ltd. . . .•

Worthington, Henry R xii

CLASSIFIED LIST.

Anonmalators.
Accumulator Co., Tke.
Brush Electric Co.

AlnmlDDm.
Cowles Electric Smelting & Refln-
Ine Co.

Freeman, Coleman & Co.

Annnnciators.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Constroctlon Co., The
(ireeley & Co ,The B. 8.
Iloltzer-Caliot Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Oetrander A Co. W. R.
Parlrick & Cart*>r Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Antl-Frlction Jlelal.
Turner Brass Works.

Arc Lamps.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Braeh Electric Co.
Electric Conetructlon & Sapply Co
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
MoehiT Arc Lamp Co.
Schayler Electric Co.
Thomson -Hoaeton Electric Co.
Weetlnghoaee Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Batteries,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.,The.
Foster. < 1. A.
Law Telephone Co.
MasoD, Jas. H.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Western Electric Co,

Battery Jars.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
HoUzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Law Teleph«tne Co.
PartrlcbA Carter Co.
(.Jneen & Co.
western Electric Co.

Bells, filectrlc.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley &• Co., The K. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrlck A Carter Co.
Weatern Electric Co.

Bells, Bloffneto.
Central Electric Co.
Oreelev & Co.. The B. 8.
Holtzer-Cahot Electric Co,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Belting.
Evane Friction Cone Co.
N. Y. Beltlnsr & Packing Co.
PageBeltlnfiCo.
Schleren & Co., Chas. A.
ShalU BelUng Co.

Boilers.
Abendroth & RootMfe. Co.
Hazelton Tripoli Boiler Co,
Pond EuKlneerlnc Co.

Bonks, Klectrleiil.
Electrician PabllshinE Co.

Braider NpoolerH.
Payne A Co., Geo. W.

BrssH <>oo<ls.
Blat/.. L.
Powell rn,, Tho Wm.
Turner ItrasB Works.

iSarKlar AlanoR.
Central Klectrlc Co,
ElectrlCiil Snpnly Co,, The.
Greeley* Co. .The B. 8,
Holt»er-Ciibot Klectrlc Co.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Slonlior Klectrlc Co.
Ostrander A Co., W. R.
Putrlck & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Wire Insulated.)

Cable. Klectrlc. (See Wire Insu-
lated), C'opper, Hbeet and Bar.
Standard Undergronnd Cable Co.
Webtcrn Electric Co.

CarbODS, Points and Plates.
Brneh Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Globe Carbon Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National Carbon Co.
Western Electric Co,

Cars, Electric Railway.
Minneapolis St. Hy. Co.
HocLeeter Railway ('o.

Stephenson Co., John.
SVeat End Street Ry. Co,

Caslins^, Brnss.
BJjit/.. L.
Turner Brase Works.

Clntcbes, Friction,
Hill Clutch Works,

Cunstructton and Kepalrs.
BalnElectrlcMfg. Co.
ChlcBpo Klectrlc Mfg. Cn.
Cbicafjo Klectric Motor Co.
Blectrlc Construction & Supply Co.
Electrical Construction Co., The.
Electrical EnginetTlngCo,
Knapp Electrical Wnrkn,
Leonard & Co., H. Ward.
McLaughlin, Jas.
Temple, J, C.
Union Elpclric Works,
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, Klectrlc flight,
Knelne Plants and Electric
BallwayH
Ball &, Wood Co.. The.
Bain Electric Mannfacturing Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfc Co.
Edison General Electric Co
E lectrical Engineering Co . Tlie.

Electrical Ecg. & 8oi)ply Co.
Engineering Equipment Co.
Fort Wayne IClectrlr Co.
Leonard & Co , II, Ward.
McLaughlin, jas.
Peare«ti & Co., W. B,

Pond Ent^lneering C-^.

Koikford Electric Manufacturing Co,
Sargent & Lundy.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Temple, J. C.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co,
United Stat-b Electric Lighting Co.
Wenetroni Consolidated Dynamo &
Motor Co.

Weettnehouee Electric & Mfg. Co.
Weelingbouee Machine Co,
Western Electric Co.
Williams Engine Works.
Woodbrldge & Turner Eng. Co.

Copper U'ires and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co,
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonite Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Western Electric Co,

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmep, C. H.
Loud. H. M, &, Sons Lumber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cnt-oatM and l^ivitcbes.
Alexander, Barney & Chapln.
Automatic Switch Co.
Central Electric Co.
Coneolldated EIpc. Mfg. Co., The,
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holtzer-Cahot Electric Co.
Paiste, H.T.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.

Van NulB, C S.

Western Electric Co.

Vynamos.
Brush Klectrlc Co.
Bain Electric Mfe- Co.
C. & C. Elect'ic Motor Co.
Colbarn Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Engineering Co., The.
Elecirlral Km. k Supply Co.
Fort Wavne lilectrlc Co.
Heisler Electric Light Co,
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
ThomBon-Houflton Electric Co.
ITniled States Electric Llcjitlnc Co.
WpDH'roni ConHolidalod Dynamo A
Motor Co,

Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse Electric* Mfg. Co.

Klcctrical Instruments.
Central EUntrlcCo.
Cnii9.>li,l;il.-,\ i:i.'C. Mfg. C.)..The
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeiey d&Co.,TheE. S.

Partrlck & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Western Electric Co,
WeBton Electrical Instrument Co.

JBIcctrlcnl Specialties.
Northweetern Elect. Specialty Co.
Turner Braes Works.

Klectrlc llallv^ k^j»'«.

Bdison General Electric Co.
Leonard A Co , |L Ward.
Siiru'ent & l.un'iv.

Shnrt i:ii?ctrlc Kallway Co.
Thomeon-Honeton Electric Co.
W.'netrnm ConeoHdiited Dvnamo A
Motor Co.

Westinghoueo Electric & Mfg. Co.
Woodbrldee A Turner Eng. Co.

Electroliers and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Bngeot. E.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
ThojDBon-HoaetoD Electric Co.

KlevutorH, Electric and By-
il rail lie.
Halo Elevator Co.

Blectro-Platlns aiacblnes.
Brush Electric Co.
Colburn KU-ctrlc .Mf-. Co,
Edteon General Klectrlc Co.
Thomson-Houelon Eioctrlc Co.

Enslnes. Hteam.
Ball A Wood Co., The.
Ball Engine Co.
Pearson A Co., W. B.
Pond Eneineerlng Co.
Sargent A Lundy.
Steams Mfg. Co.
Westingbouffe Machine Co,
Williams Engine Co.

Enjjravrs.
Btauu illustrating Co,

Fan Oatnts.
C. A C. Electric Motor Co.
Card Electric Motor & Dynamo Co.
Edteon General Electric Co,
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Turner Brass Works,

Fibre.
KartavertMfg. Co.
Vulcauizcd Fibre f'o.

Fire Alarms.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka,
Partrlck A Carter Co,
Western Electric Co.

Friction Cones.
Evans Friction Cone Co.

Has Llehtlns, Electric.
Knapp Ekctrical Works.
Partrlck A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

6>eneral Electrical l^npplles.
Alexander, Barney A Chapln.
American Electrical Worss.
Automatic Switch Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co,
Coneoli(t:itPd EIpc. Mfg. I'o., The.
Electrical Eng, k Supply C o.

Edison General Slectric Co.
Electric Construction A Supply Co

.

Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley ACo.,Th§E. 8.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Northwestern Electric Specialty Co.
Ostrander A Co.,W, R,
Partrlck A Carter Co.
Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co.
Thomson-Honston Electric Co.
Union Electric Manufacturlne Co.
Van Nuls C. S.

Western Electric Co.

CiilnsH Cntters.
Taussig, S.

«lIobes and Klectrlcal Olass-
"ware,
Baggot. E,
Phrehls Glass Co.

kuMulatorsand Insnlatlng
SfaterlalH,
Alexander, Barney A Chapln,
Brookfield, Wm.
Central Electric Co.
Coneolidaicd Elec. Mfg. Co., The,
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The,
Interior Conduit A Insulation Co.
Internationa! Okonite Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Monitor Electric Co.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.
New York InsnUted Wire Co.
Nuitall, R. D,, i_'ompany,
Partrlck A Carter Co.
standard Paint Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co,
Vulcanized Fibre Co,
Western Electric Co.

Innulated ^Vlrea and Cables.
Magnet ^Vire.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Day's K^rlto Insulation.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrics) Supply Co.. The.
Holmes, Booth Jb Haydens.
Interior Conduit A Ineulatton Co.
International Okonite Co., The.
India Rubber A Gutta Percha Insu-

lating Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Now York Inenlated WireCo.
Partrlck A Carler Co.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Western Electric Co,

Journal Besrinffs.
Turner Braes Works.

Ijamps, Incandescent.
Alexander, Barney A Chapln.
Bom9t*»in Electric Co.
Brush Electric Co,
Central Klectrlc Co,
Edison General Electric Co.
Klectrical Supplv Co.. The.
Klectrlcnl Kng. .\: Supplv Co.
Greeley A Co., The K. S.

Heisler Electric Light Co.
Hood, Wm.
Knapp Electrical Works.
N«>w York snd Ohio Co.
Nnrlliw ^fern El-'rt. Specialty Co.
Sawver-MKn KlortrlcCo,
Sunbetim Inc&udMceni l..amo Co.
Thomeon-Honeton Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

IjubrlcBtors.
Powell Co., The Wm.

Ilaffnet tVlre.
iSee Inoulftted Wire.)

ncdlcal Katterlea.
Partrlck A Carter Co.

Slica.
Munsell A Co.. Eugene.
Schoonmaker, A. O.

ninlne ApparatDH. Rleetrie.
Bain EI'-<:tri';Mf;:.Co.
EdlKOn (jffTiHTAl BiffCtric Co.
Thoro&on-Uooiiton Klectrlc Co,
W^etlD;;hODBei El^^ctrlc A Mf«. Co,

So torn.
Bein ElH"trIc Mfg. Co,
Brut-h Electric Co.
Baxter Electric Motor Co.
Card f:iectrlc Motor A Dynamo Co.
Crocker-Wh»;«!er Ekyrtric Motor Co.
C. A C, Electric Motor Co,
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Edlaon General El-fctrlc Co
KI<'Cirlcal Eoglnf^rlng Co.iTh"
El-ctrlcal Ed- f^ Siipplr Co,
Eltktror ManafadurlDeCo.
Koft'T, f). A-
KorkfordElectrlc.ManrjfacturlDgCo.
ThomBOE-HouBtoo fileciricCo.
U. 8. Electric Lighting Co.
Wen?uom Consolidated Dynamo A
.Motor Co,

Weetinghouse Electric A Ufz. Co.Same Plates.
Blal7„ L.
Fieeman, Coleman A Co.
Turner Braes Works,

Office Fnmltare.
Andrews A Co., A. H.

Oils,
Taoeelg, 8.

Oil Cups.
Powell Co.. The Wm,

PntentHollcltors.
Woodhouee k Rawson, Ltd.

Packing,
N. Y. BelUng A Packing Co,

Pins and Brackets.
Centra! Electric Co.
Coolidge Fuel & Supply Co,
Electrical Supply Co., The
noltnes. C. H.
Loud, n. M A Sons Lumber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Poles.
Brownlee A Co.
Central Electric Co.
Coolidge Fuel A Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
EngineerinL' Equlpmenl Co.
Holmes. C.ll.
Loud, H. M. A Sons Lumber Co,
Mllllken Bros,
Star Iron Tower Co.
Stening.W. C,

Pnbllsbers. Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Pasb Buttons.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supplj Co., The.
Knapp Elecfrical Works.
Northwestern Elect. Specially Co.
Partrlck A Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Weetem Electric Co.

Btallways. Electric,
CSee electric railways.)

Separators. Hteam.
Hine Eliminator Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T.J.

t^peaklns Tubes,
Central Electric Co,
Electrical Sapply Co,. The.
Knapp ElectJlQai Worka.
Oftrander ACo., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen A Co.

Steam Pumpn.
Worthington. Henry R.

Street Kv. Equipment.
Minneapolis Street Ry, Co,
lirjcheeler Rsilwav Co.
West End Street ttailway Co.

Supplies, Electric Kailway.
Flectric Merchandise Co.
Niit!:i!l, R. I>. Co.

Tapen, InHuIatlnr*
American Electrical Worka,
Central Electric Co.
chlca','0 Insulated Wire Co,
Eastern Electric Cable Co,
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co. , The.
India Rubber A Gotta Perchs In-
sulating Co.

rnternational Okonite Co., The.
New York Ineutated Wire Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telearraph Apparatms.
Central Blectrlc Co.
I'let-tnc Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley A Co., The K. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick X- Cai^*r Cq.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones, Electric.
Western Eieciric Co.

Tent InNtruntentH.
B;tln El^s:t^lf Mf-, Co.
Central Electric Co,
Electrical Supplv Co^The.
Greeley A Co., the B. S.
Knnpp Electrical Works.
Qneon A Co.
I nion Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Weaton Electrical Instrument Co,

Trnniifornie>rs.
in.vtricil Eui:. Jk: Supply Co
>iaiior.iI Electric M,inu(aclnriD(r Co.
StAnley Electric Mfg. Co.
Weetinizhouse Klectrlc A Mfg. Co.

TruckN, Electric Car.
fidlson General Electric Co.
Short Kleclrk- lUilway Co.
Stephenson Co., Jno.

*

Thomson-Houeton Electric Co.
Westlnghouse Electric A -Mfg. Co.

Tarhlnp IVbeels.
Dayton Globe Iron Work? Co.
Leffel A Co., James.
Saiwell A Blerc4 Mlg. Co.

VnlvcrsltlcR.
Ohio St«te Tniverslty.
Purdue I'nhortiiKy.

Wire. Bare.
American EliK-trical Works.
Ceolral ELx-trlc Co.
Electric*! S:ipplv Co.Th".
Bolm#». Bootk A BaTdenB.
%MM99 IlMCriCAl Wo'rkp.
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CLEVEL4ND, OBIO. ^ CLEVELaiiD, OBIO.

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

EIiECTBIC LIGHT CARBONS andBATTERY MATERIAL.

UNION ELECTRIC WORKS,
20? SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICAGO, ILLIHOIS.

The BEST ELECTRIC BELL in the market: Nicliel plated Gongs: Double magnet. Platinum
Contacts, side adjustment with set screw. The simplest and most durable

Annunciator, all sizes, for elevators, hotels and offices.

Also Test Instruments, Spark Coils. Induction Coils and various Standard Electric Devices
for Medical and Mechanical Purposes.

"We will also manufacture articles for Inventors or the Trade. We liave skilled AVork-
mu iird d'> tirst-clfls^ Wck

THE MILLIKEN PATENT POLE
For Electric Street Railways and Electric Light Work.

85 LIBERTY STREET,

NEW YORK.
WANCFAl'TUHED BY

MILLIKEN BROS.

59 DE&RBORH STREET,

CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.—Iron Work
for Light Stations a Specialty.

^VRITK FOR CIRClILiAB AJiD CATAL,OGlJE.

TBIS SPACE IS RESEltVEl) BY

H.Ward Leonard &Co.
OF HEVr YORK CITY,

WHO WILL UNDERTAKE
A CEMERAL

Electrical Engineering,

Electrical Construction

And Intelligence

Business,

Commencing Sept. 1. 1891.

Writs for Descriptive CircalarB.

P.O.Box 2385, N. Y.City.

The SOLUTION of the PROBLEM of SAFE GUARDING

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
\Vb'T»^ver and for whatnoover puriioee ernployitl, leto

l»- found in th'i

CONDUIT SYSTEM.

UTERIOR AND UHDERGROUND

maTIi lA'.Ti'ia.ii f;

V

THE INTERIOR

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,

627 to ^31 W. 34lh St..

,
626 Id 528 W. 36lh St..

General Offices; 42 & 41 Broad St., Hew York,

Elec'rlcA] Zas^n^vrlna Co.,
Z'^i D^ftrnorn Ht., Chlcaffo, 111.

HnvXh^m BUctrlc Co., Baltlmori, Mri.
Thffi. D*r A Co., (S22 Hntt^ St H»n Franrldco, Cftl.

h, F/ftOk Johnson, I'fOTldent Bldg., rtiDadelpfll*, Pa,

ELECTRIC
RAILWAY

For All Systems. SUPPLIES
S£ND FOR CATALOGUE.

ELECTRIC MERCHANDISE CO.,
11 AI)AMS STRKKT, €]IICA<;0.

W. H. MASON, General Manager.
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vLON/^

TRADir MARK.

Southern Electrical Supply Company,
823 LOCUST ST., ST. LOUIS. MO.

BANNER
WIRE.

vLON/x

GATE CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY,
522 DELAWARE ST.. KANSAS CITY. MO.

A NEW WEATHER-PROOF WIRE.
Double, Triple and Quadruple Braid.

This is the best finished, beat iasulated, most durable and generally the most satisfactory
of all the ordinary weather-proof Wires. Send for samples before

placing yovir construction orders.

PRICES LOW. SHIPMENTS PROMPT.
Also GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS for

.A.iNrx>

r
These Wires are positively the best of their respective classes.

BRANCH BLOCKS, SOCKETS,

MAIN CUT-OUTS, PAISTE SWITCHES
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
P

vlO/V//

TRADC MARK.

Western Electrical Supply Company,
418 S. I5lh St., OMAHA. NEB.

116 & 118 FRANKLIN ST.,

CHICAGO.
Connected by private wire with Postal

Telegraph-Cable Company's
System.

nlON/>

Electric Power AND Transmission Co.,
DENVER. COLO.
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Edison General Electric Co.

Edison Building, Broad St., New York City.

ELECTRIC FANS.

These Fans are oper-

ated by new Edison Slow

Speed Motors, requiring

Minimum amount of atten-

tion and lubrication.

They are compact and
especially suitable for of-

fice desks and similar

places.

Vv^ill operate on any
ordinary Lighting Circuit

without Wasteful Resist-

ance,

List Price, Motor and Fan, $42.50, less 45 oer cent, to Users. Net, $23.36.

For Particulars Address Nearest District Office.

DISTRICT OFFICIZS:

Canadian nixtrirt, Fdiion Itltlg.. Toronto, <'nn.

Ontrtil OiHtrirt, I7.'tiin<l 175 Adnniv .St., <;iiirago, III.

K««rt«m Difitrirt, KdiHOn Kniltlini;, Broad Nt., >«-w York.

Hew England nUtrict, 25 Otix Htreet. BoMton, JlaHfi.

PaciticConHt DiHt., KdiMon Bide., I ISi BnHli Sit.,NanFraneiH<-o,€al.

Pacific Xortliwf'Mt l>iHtrlct, FlrlHcliner Bidj;., Portland, Ore.

Bocky .fountain i>iHtrict, MaHonic Baildini;, l>onvi'r, Colo.

Hoathem Uiatrlet, lO Uecatar Htreet, Atlanta, tia.
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OTIS HALE ELEVATOR CO.,
187 La Salle Street, CHICAGO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

PASSENGER AND FREIGHT

ELECTRIC Hydraulic and Electric
ELEVATOR.

iiMERIT LEADS TO SUCCESS."

LONG DISTANCE IeRIeTTnCANDESCENT LIGHTING

ONLY successful method of distribution covering a large area WITHOUT swamping the plant with INTEREST on Copper Wire or cost of FUEL.
Transformers or Converters are a CONSTANT source of TROUBLE and EXPENSE, will cost MORE for repairs in a year than to renew the Lamps by our system.

Our PLANTS can be operated with succcs ELECTRICALLY and FINANCIALLY where no others can.

Plan of wiring SIMPLE, CHEAP and EFFICIENT.
LAMPS from 16 C. P. up, nottd for BRILLIANCY and BEAUTY of the light.

ALSO SERIES LAMPS of any C. P. for Arc Light Circuits.

Gold Medal, Paris Exposition, 1889.

Estimates fnrnished on application, for erection of plants in any section. Correspondence solicited.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
Drexel Building,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Send fox- Olroxiiaz-.

Snbmarine.

Telegraph,

Dnderground,

-f^, >**«%s.~i

;•#

Telephone,

Interior,

Electric Light.

S<'li*'iJtMlJuly \\"<trks, i;.lls.>n (iin.Miil l.li.liii- 4.>ini>;

Manufactured under Authority of SIEMENS & HALSKE,
^^ BY

The Edison General Electric Company,
Estimates Furnished on Application.

AT TIIEIK SCHKMECTAnV WOKKS.

Address, Cable and Wire Department, Edison General Electric Company,
]<)DI!>iO]V «ITIL,UIN«, ItKOAU STIIEKT. MEW VOKIi, or Nearest District Office.

I>ISTHIOar Or'IF'IOUS:
Canadian OiNfrirt: RdlNon Bnlldlne. Toronto, <'an.
4^entral IklHtrlot: 17:(-17a ArtnmH Ht., <'hlcnt;o.
F.aHtern l>lntrlrt: Kiliaon llnlldlnic. Broad Ht . IVen- York,New Encland District: 2S Otis Hu, Boston, Mass.

Purine Const Distrirt: Kdison Bnlldins. II>i Rnsli Mt . Hnn FrnnclliCO. Cal.
arillr Noriliwcat ItlHlrirt: Klelschncr Biilldinc. I'orlland. Ore.
Korky mountain Itlstrlrt: Masonlr Bnlldlne. Urnvrr. Colo.
Honthem District: 10 Decatnr l«t., Atlanta, (ia.
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WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
9

MAXIIFACTIJKKRS AND DEALERS IN

Arc and Incandescent Electric Light Apparatus, Patterson

Underground and Overhead Cables, I. C. Weather-proof

Wire, Washburn & Moen's Hard Drawn Copper Trolley

and Galvanized Iron Wires, House Goods, Testing Ap-

paratus, District Telegraph Apparatus, Line Supplies,

Tools and all other Electrical Appliances.

CHICAGO,

NEW YORK,

LONDON,

ANTWERP,

BERLIN,

PARIS.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURIF.RS OF BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton
jEjiM^ and Worsted Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Mound and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. t^^JkSiA

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

a
PATENT KiKi I-INE^TRE

For Electric Light, Elei^tric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

^g-ents for tla.e T7v7--A.Sm iTC3-T01T C-^I^BOiT CO. Car-bons for jft-rc Uig-liting-.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., CHICAGO,
Are our Selling Agents, and carry a line of Insulated and Bare Wires of our make.

THOS. L. SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 Park Place, NEW YORK.

THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATINR CO.

THE I^TJBBEI^ TJSEID IIT

HABIRSHAW INSULATION
IS WT:Xm,^ WAm.A,.

I'nrffrcTonntl fort-.
\. J. K cnlrnl It. K.

Marin*- i or
on 4»o\»-rn

CmlHf

Broadway Tlu-al^T.

Naval Marine India Rubber
Covered Wires.

Naval Land India Rubber
Covered Wires.

":-""" PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS,

Vt'oder <'al»N', ICr<M»kl.vii

Siihiiiarini' Work, Kilinoii Klvi-lric
lAiiUi %. o.. KaMtoii, Pa.

Xaval <'ore, llnittMl
States K. M. ••<'Iii<'aco.'*

STANDARD
INDIA RUBBER
COVERED WIRES. F<'«'il<'r CoiidiK'toi'.

Adopted by the I.'avy Department, and thus far employed on board the United States steamships Trenton, Chicago, Boston, Yorktown, Pensacola, Phila-
delphia, Petrel, Atlanta, Baltimore, Newark, Vermont, Charleston, San Francisco, Concord, Bennington and monitor Miantonomah.

SOLID AND STRANDED CONDUCTORS, TAPED, BRAIDED, FLAME-PROOF.

The Habirshaw Insulation fulfills all requirements in places demanding the

"Best," and in that field finds no successful competitors.

Fredfr Core.

FACTORY: CLENWOOD, YONKER8, N. Y.

WiyiilVlinADlnOnAWjriUiOi) 315 Madison Ave,, Cor. Forty-Second St.,

<;K\KIt\l. nA.\A<;KK. >kw vokk <jitv.

THE ELECTEICAL SUPPLY CO., Western Agents, 171 Rmdolph St., Chicago, 111.

('rrdri* 4'al»h>.
ICi-oolil\ II I'*.<I(hoii

V.lvvWiv l.l^Ut Co.
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THE NATIONAL TRANSFORMER SYSTEM
OF INCANDESCENT LICHTINC.

WHY
USE HRC LHMPS

WHEN THE

NATIONAL

SERIES TRANSFORMER

ENABLES YOU TO DO

STREET LIGHTING

ECONOMICALLY
EFFICIENTLY

SATISFACTORILY ill???

Send for Circulars and Prices.
INCANDESCENT STREET LIGHT FIXTURE,

SERIES TRANSFORMER, REFLECTOR CANOPY AND 32 C. P. LAMP.

COMPLETE

CENTRAL STATION EQUIPMENTS
FOR

LIGHT OR POWER
DII^TICIKITTION.

CUE APPAEATU3 IS OP THE

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
MECHANICALLY AND ELECTRICALLY.

«'!•; fillAK VNTKK ITS OI'IOH VTION AN1>

PROTECT OUR CUSTOMERS.

COMPLETE

DIRECT CURRENT SYSTEM
FOR

Xjia-i3:Ti3src3--

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFC. CO., Eau Claire, Wis,
o:e30. t. SZXuaL VV , Ca-ex3.'l T^a,xxek.s^^-

AO-EITTS

NEW YORK, N. Y.,
BUFFALO, N. Y.,
CINCINNATI, O.,
WASHINGTON, D. C,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.,
LINCOLN, NEB.,
SEATTLE, WASH.,

National Electric Mlg. & Const. Co.. Elect. Exclig. BIdg.

Little. McDonald & Co.. UT East Seneca St.

W. N. Gray. 12 Clianibcr of Commerce.

L. N. Cox. 16 Filth St.. S. E.

C. M. Blanchard. Girard Building.

- lincoln Electrical Mfg & Supply Co,

Chas. H. Baker & Co.

ST. PAUL, MINN., - -

DETROIT, MICH., - -

DENVER, COLO., -

WINNIPEG. MAN.,
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.,
KANSAS CITY, MO.,
DULUTH, MINN.,

The Electrical Engineering & Supply Co.

Commercial Electric Co.

Tlie Mountain Electric Co.

Simpson- Davis Electrical Construction Co.

National Electric Development Co.

Thomas Wolle. 515 Main St

The Electrical Eng. & Supply Co
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THE WENSTROM CONSOLIDATED DYNAMO & MOTOR CO.,
OF BALTIMORE, MD.^

—MAMFACTIRER8 OF—

Electrical Apparatds.
ELECTRIC TV^OTORS

DYNKTV^OS

Special Features: High Eilieiency. Slow Speed.

For full inforinutlon and circulars address

THE WENSTROM CO., Baltimore, Md.

Electrical

Supplies
OF ALL KINDS

.Cv^*^

House Goods

A SPECIALTY

•^'' S>^

>"^^ ^^ <^''V''\«5^''>^
Business Card

^r\^ ^'^i^^^ ^^— and get our CataloguV c.0\^ \o-i^*. and Trade Discount Sheet.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

THE "JEWEL"
.?.^^^R% Incandescent Lamp,

i^ /f^^^^r * <^ The Best Lamp In the Market.

./\ " Any Voltage.

Any Socket.

Any Candle Power.

Dynamo Regulators and Rheostats
Of all descriptions in stock and manufactured to order for any special work.

MOTOR SWITCHES,
Both Hand and Automatic, of Superior Design

and Construction.
Entire attention devoted to the manufacture and wiring of Rheostats.

AUTOMATIG~SWITGII COMPANY,
SOLE MANDPACTURERS OF THB

Whittingham Automatic Switch,
No. 8 Keyser Building,

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST.

^MONITOR
*\ BATTERY
r^i Unsurpassed m Strength and Duraliility.

% 16 C. P. Less than 100 lots, 55 Cents.

100 to 1000 " 50 "

t^end for Sample Order.

WM. HOOD, Gen'l Agt., 239 LaSalle St., CHICAGO.

.{ARBOIN BATTERY'

\JWllf|wilRRflfNTED^

Liberal Discoumt to the Trade.

C.A HARMIOUNT^M'gr,

Monitor Electric Company
149 WABASH AVENUE,

Western Agents Alfred F. Moore's Wires and Cables.

W^E ARE IN IT
.PlISIZD Ir^IWI^:, WIT^I-^ T-jr- J^KT^

OUR NEW BRANCH WAREHOUSE, Nos. 78, 80 & 82 FRANKLIN ST., CHICAGO,
SEVERAL, CARLOADS OF OUR CELEBRATED

CRIMSHAW "WHITE CORE, " "B. D. ' BRAIDED and COMPETITION
GRIMSHAW TAPES

AND COMPOUNDS. TATIFtSS. You can buy from us at
Manufacturers' Prices.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,
Mm OFFICE, 649 & 651 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. G. H. MEEKER, Western Manager.
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THE United States Electric Lighting Co.,

(THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Lessees.)

ARC AND INCANDESCENT ISDLATED ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS.

More than 1000 Plants in operation in Factories, Hotels,

Office Buildings, Theaters, Etc.

MOTORS -GENERATORS
Direct Current GENERATORS and MOTORS for all purposes,

1-8 H. P. up to any power required, and at any
required E. M. F.

Superior in Design and Workmansliip, and Uneqnaled in Efflcieccy.

Send for New U. S. Catalogues on Incandescent Lighting and Motors.

GENERAL OFFICES: EQUITABLE BUILDING, - - 120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

CUT-OUTS,
Single Light, Main and Branch,

OF SUPERIOR PORCELAIN,
With all Connections Under Cover.

s
AW
Y
E
R

M
A
N

LAMPS»ANY
c p

VOLTAGE
BASE.

HIGH QUALITY LAMPS FOR EDISON CIRCUITS.

-yiTRITi: FOR PRICSS.

See Catalogue of Aug. 1 . 1890.

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC CO.
P

620 Atlantic Avenue,

BOSTON. MASS.
5 10-534 W. 23d Street,

IMEW YORK.
217 LaSalle Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MAN"OFACT0KED BY

WM. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

ROCKFORDELECfRICMFG.CO,
n.oc;iti»OT«i?, xxjXj.,

MiNUFACTDREES OF

E? Tfl ''DTf WrnTfiBQ (Stationary

i^JjUiltlO ITlUiURO, and Railway)

Incandescent Dynamos and Generators,
(JIAyO SYSTEM.)

These Drnamos are specially adapted to Isolated Plants, as they are self-

regulating, thoroughly reliable, and any one can run them. The
Motors are the most efficient now in the market.

^3^ .a.g-ea=.ts "'^T's.zitea. in "CaloccijLpisd. Texxitor^r. °^

FOR SALE.

STREEIGARS.
ONE HDNDRED 12-FOOT CARS,

Built by the John Stephenson Co. and
Jones, one end type, with fare box, in good
order; gauge, i ft. 8^( in.

Six Hundred Tons SS-lb. Tram Sleel

Riils and One Hundred SO ft. Steel Poles.

ROCHESTER RAILWAY CO.,
EOCHESTER. N. T.

PURDUE SCHODL

elect¥icity<
New Laboratory, fitted with best appli-

ances, dynamos, alternating current plant,

storage ba'teries and apparatus from best

makers. A complete and Ihorough course
In general machinery and electrical engi-
neering. Send for catalogue.

PURDUE UNIVERSITY,
Ija Fayette, Ind.

PATENT ^^b Knns more Slack than

^^^^^MH^^^B^ ^"perforated Belts, hence
gsff^^^^^^^^^^yg^^fej?" adapted to nneven power

^ W^^MuM^fi'-- «f Electric Railways and

I F AT ffF^R WF I f ! Klr **** ^leeti'i* J*®^''®'' in CJen-

CHAS. A. SCHIEREN &; CO.,
PATENTEES AND SOLE UANUFACTUKERS,

46 SOUTH CANAL ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
AIeo New York, Uoston,

Philadelphia.

THE WESTON STANDARD

Voltmeters and Ammeters.
These instruments are the most

accurate, reliable and sensitive port-

able instruments ever offered. A
arge variety of ranges to meet the

requirements of all kinds of work.

Send for llMrated Gatalope.

.VDDBESS

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,

114 & 116 William street, NCWark, N.J.

:^©r».i*-y n. W ^x*t]3.1zisrtoxi, IS'g-sjv "STorls., Kr« "S".

BOSTON.
PHILADELPHIA. Chicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.

ST. LOUIS.
ST. PAUL.

THE BALL & WOOD CO.,
OWNERS OF BALL PATENTS AND BUILDERS OF

Improved BALL Enpos.

Office 15 Cortlandl St., New York.

W, B. PEARSON & CO., Agents, - Bome Insurance Bnilding,

CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL.

Tf you arc in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

BROWNLEE & CO., "mVc^'

The new Slow Speed 06-inch Railway

Dynamos built by

H. T. PAISTE,
Paiste Electrical Specialties.

Western OiTiW *od Htor^-rotnn: ^ - ,

341 THE ROOKERY, ^Bl" i

CHIMBO.ILL. ,'e&k\ -L
Ztslen Ofliw and Vv.ior?:

1201 MtRKET ST..

PHILADELPHIA. PA

ill/«<«j __

i^C^f

r

m.
1 i

(

PAI8TE
SWITCH
SOCKETS.

Porcelain Insulation used.

Made to fit all Standard Lamps.

for the Rochester Power Station

are now in daily operation.

SEE THEM IF POSSIBLE
before purchasing.

-THE-

urn umm co.

PUSH-BUTTON

SIE^IEILinLiS.

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

Armature Varnish,
Insulating Compounds,
Insulating Tapes,
Insulating Papers.

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,
HOI..K. nA\IIKA4:Ti;KF.BH,

2 Liberty Street, NEW YORK.

PfB
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Bridges Operated by Electric Power.
One of the latest applications of power transmitted by

'electricity is in the operation of swing-bridges. There are

two installations of this character in the West, and in both

instances the bridges are moved easily and swiftly and

readily controlled. The case of the Rush street bridge,

Chicago, may be accepted as a particularly severe test, as

the structure is unusually large and heavy, weighing

about Soo tons. Three or four men, in charge of Bridge-

keeper John F. Martin, have hitherto been constantly em-

ployed on it. The bridge is located not far from the

mouth of the Chicago river, and is the medium of a very

heavy teaming traffic between the North and South sides.

During the navigation season vessels are passing and re-

passing almost constantly, and for all of the larger craft

the bridgehas to be turned. Mr. Martin's position is con-

had several months' trial. The cost to the city of the

electrical equipment on the bridge will be about $3,000,

and it is estimated that the cost of running the plant will

be less than -$150 per month. It is likely that in time all

of the draw-bridges in Chicago will be operated by elec-

tricity.

Rush Street bridge is 240 feet long and 59 feet wide,

resting on a turntable 48 feet in diameter. Formerly the

power from the steam engine was transmitted to the turn-

ing gears by means of a vertical shaft passing down

through the center of the bridge and connected with a

horizontal shaft on the turn-table by means of mitered

gears. This shaft has no'v been replaced by one contin-

uous horizontal shaft 3)4 inches in diameter, on the ends

of which are small pinions which mesh into large bevel

gears attached to the vertical key shafts. To get the

by anchor bolts, is a heavy cast iron cone, the top of which

is turned true, forming a pivot holding the bridge in prop-

er position. About ten inches from the bottom of this

cone is a sheet iron disc, which fits exactly on to a shoulder

turned on the cone, and to this is attached the spokes

which run out radially, and form the axes for the rollers on

which the bridge rests. Two straight slots are cut in this

cast iron cone so as to bring the cable up back of this disc.

Above this disc, and below the top, on which the bridge

turns, is a space of about two feet. Here is attached a

split ring, to which are screwed six T shaped insulator

holders. These insulators are hea\-y composition bell-

shaped devices. One is screwed on the branch projecting

up. and the other to the branch beloa.-, the knob of the

bell pointing up in each case. The top of the upper bell,

and the bottom of the lower are two round angle irons, to

sidered so important that he is under bonds to the .extent

of $10,000 for the satisfactory performance of his duties.

He now occupies the unique position of tender of the

largest draw-bridge in the world operated by electricity.

Heretofore power h.as been obtained from an engine and

boiler perched twenty feet above the roadway of the bridge,

between the main trusses. When these and the

heavy gearing connected with the steam mechanism

shall have been discarded, it is estimated that the saving in

weight will amount to about forty tons. The bridge was

operated for the first time last week, and so far the motor

has worked with great success. The bridge is turned

fully as rapidly as by steam, and is even under better con

trol. A noticeable improvement is the absence of the

shaking and jirring caused by the overhead engine. The

absence of coal, ashes and smoke is also a great advantage,

and the nuisance caused by hoisting coal up to the boiler

will soou be a thing of the past, although, of course, the

steam plant will not be removed until electric power has

KIG. 1. URIDGI^S OPERATED liV ELECTRIC TOWER.

proper direction of rotation these pinions engage with teeth

on the lower face of the gear on one shafti and on the

upper face of the gear on the other. To this horizontal

shaft is attached the motor, so geared as to give the desired

speed. This mechanism is shown in Fig. i. On the deck

of the bridge is a liltle house, in which are the devices by

which the bridge is controlled. Mirectly in front of the

bridge-tcnder is a 16 inch hand wheel, concected with a

rheostat by a link belt, while at the left hand is a lever, by

which the direction of rotation is controlled.

The most diliicult part of the work consisted in connect-

ing the motor with the terminals of the cables from the

shore. The cables at the shore end are connected with the

main current by a switch, so that they can be easily discon-

nected. They pass down the side of the south abutment,

drop into a trench dredged in the bottom of the river, then up
to the center of the bridge protection, into a channel cut in

the masonry of the center pier, passing under the lurn-tsble

track up to the center of the pier. Here, firmly fastened

which are screwed brass ears, which hold the copper rings,

to which are attached the ends of the cables, so that these

two rings make relatively the positive and negative termi-

nals of the shore cables. Especial care and careful study

were required to get the highest degree of insulation [ws-

sible, .IS the current used is 500 volts by the metallic

return system To the turn-table of the bridge is att.ichcd

a vertical rod. on which turn two arms, each of which

carries a trolley, and by means of tension springs each

trolley is brought against the wire to the proper degree of

pressure. From the trolley arms two main wires arc car-

ried up, and are connected with the motor and the conlrol-

Img device above described on the deck of the bridge.

The current is furnished from the station of ihc Chicago

Arc Light Ot I'ower company, corner of Washington and

South Market streets. The conductor between the station

and the bridge, a distance of about a mile and a half, is

wholly underground, and between the bridge and the

station not one foot of the wire can be seen except at the
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abutments; and, as the wire is several times in excess of

what will ever be required, and is placed underground, it

is entirely free from any danger of derangement. The

motor has been throughly tested under every circum-

stance, and has proved satisfactory in every respect. In

starting there is a noticeable absence of the sudden jerk

and the constant jar and rumble while running.

The motor and connections were put to a severe test

by the violent thunder and rain storm of last Sunday. The

mechanism was entirely unaffected, however, showing the

excellence of the insulation.

The other draw bridge al'uded to at the beginning of

this article as operated by electricity is the Grand avenue

bridge in Milwaukee. This is iSo feet long and 35 feet

wide, weighing 200 tons. Before the introduction of elec-

tricity this bridge was operated by hand, and it could not

be swung to allow a vessel to pass in less than five min-

utes. As the bridge had to be turned for even the smallest

vessels it became essential to employ some quick-working

mechanism. Previously it was turned by three, and some-

manner by hand after midnight, when the current is cut

off from the power station. A band brake, operated by

the foot, is added as an easy check for the bridge.

In Milwaukee also difficulty was experienced in con

necting the motor with the submarine cable so as to supply

current at all times during the revolutions of the bridge.

It was accomplished by attaching a wire to the submarine

cable, passing first through a fuse bos, then through a

lightning arrester, next through a hole drilled in the masonry

of the center pier, and finally to a swivel trolley stand As
there are two distinct rotating parts to the bridge—the roll-

er frame, which revolves at half the speed of the bridge,

and the turn-table of the bridge itself—a double movable

connection to convey the current from the end of the cable

wire to the motor on the turn-table was required. To ac-

complish this two circular copper bands are attached on

the roller frame—one above, the other below, connected to-

gether electrically, but insulated as a whole from the iron

work of the bridge by the use of bell insulators, which

give the copper bands a very high degree of insulation.

Electricity at the World's Fair.

Several meetings of Col. dowry's committee on electric-

ity were held last week. The relations of the department

of electricity and construction, as detailed ic last weeks

Western Electrician, were exhaustively discussed, and

various solutions of the vexed problem of authority were

advanced. No definite conclusion was arrived at, how-

ever. The matter was to have been brought up at last

Monday's meeting of the committee on grounds and build-

ings; but after the meeting Secretary Sawyer said that

nothing had been done relating to the department of

electricity.

The contract for installing the electric lighting and

power plant on the World's Fair grounds, for temporary

use, has been awarded to the Edison General Electric

company for about |!2,90o. This company offered to fur-

nish the machinery required, except motors, until January

I, i3q3, for$2,ooo. This was for a plant capable of supply-

ing 100 arc and 250 incandescent lights, together with the

imcs four men, while now one man can control the opera-

tion of it with perfect case, and at the same time make a

quaner turn in 30 seconds.

The rocchaniim, shown in Fig. 2, consists of a horizontal

shaft, attached rigidly to the lower part of the bridge,

ODderaeatb the roadway, and this io turn is geared, by

rocaoa of bevcIcJ gears, to the upright key shafts, which

connect with a pinion to the main circular rack, which is

attached to the center pier on which the bridge rests. The
motor is 15 horse power, and is of the railway type, the

size being larger than necessary, but it was preferred by the

commissioners. The entire mechanism is completely out

of sight, nothing being above the floor of the bridge except

a smj)ll shed, in which is a hand wheel, similar to the

throttle wheel of an engine, which connects directly with

the rheostat, and by msan^ of which the speed of the

bridge is controlled. To the left of the hand wheel is a

reTCfsing lercr for controlling the direction of rotation.

To the rijjhiof the hand wheel is a similar lever, which op-

erates a clutch which disconnects the motor from the hori-

zontal ^hafc, allowing tne bridge to be swung in the usual

FIG. 2. liKlDGES OPEkATEl) I(Y ELECTRIC POWER.

making a ground practically impossible. The swivel trol-

ley on the pier bears against the lower band, while a simi-

lar swivel trolley, inverted, bears against the upper band,

and is connected by a suitable conductor to the motor.

Particular care was given to the insulation of every part

of the system, the motor being run from the wires of the

electric railway, one of which is connected with the ground

return, and any flaw in the insulation would result disas-

trously to the working of the system.

The entire equipment of both bridges, both mech-inical

and electrical, was designed and erected under the personal

supervi.sion of George I'. Nichols, manager of the sta-

tionriry motor department of the western department of

the Thomson- 1 lonston Klcclric company, Chicago.

From the moment the switch at Milwaukee wasfirsl thrown

to the present time, about two months, the mechanism has

worked in a mo.st .vitisfaclory manner, without a stoppage

of any kind. This was the third draw-bridge in the coun-

try equipped by electric motors, but the plan of this one is

entirely different from thoTie before equipped, and it seems

well ad;iptcd for this class of work.

lamps, an 80,000 watt generator, a switch-board and the

necessary appurtenances. The company also olTered to

supply motors for the period named at 30 per cent, of the

selling price, which would be about $900 for loo horse

power, thus making !j;2,()oo for the total installation. The
Western Klcclric company offered to put in the plant for

$3,250 with ii;i5 per horse power additional for motors,

making a total of $4 750. The bid of the Thomson-

Houston company for the entire installation complete was

$8,^100. In all cases, of course, the plant was to revert

back to the manufacturers after Jan.i, 1893.

Chief liarrctt left Chicago on Sunday for an ea.stern

trip While he is away the chief will confer with a num-

ber of representatives of eastern electric companies.

Over $4,151,300 is invested in electrical concerns in

Detroit.

It is reported that the Chippewa I'":ills Milling & Eleva-
tor company will soon be^ln the building of :in electric

light plant for street and house lighting. Positions for

eighty arc lights have been located.
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New Electric Road at Kankakee, III.

Pretty Kankakee, 56 miles south of Chicago, on the

Illinois Central railway, is now the proud possessor of an

electric railway system which is probably unexcelled by

that of any town of similar size in the country. The city

itself has a population of about 8,000, and is charmingly

situated on the Kankakee river. It has a number of

manufacturing establishments, and the indications are that

several more will be added within a year, as the enterpris-

light station, but the railway company will ultimately have

a power house of its own.

Already the company is contemplating extensions to

various parts of the city not yet reached by the electric

lines, and before long Kankakee will possess rapid transit

facilities in as great a degree as the most progressive of its

citizens could desire. The Kankakee Electric Railway

company is ofticered as follows: President, T. F. Andrews;

secretary, W M. Carpenter; treasurer, T. W. Adams;

current for 250 2,000 candle power and 150 1,200 candfe

power arc lamps, besides 8,000 incandescent lights.

Thomson- Houston. American, Westinghousc, SlaUcry

and Kdison machines were in scr^'icc. The Edison dyna-

mo, however, was used only as an exciter for the alicrnaiors.

From the Richmond plant almost the entire island was

lighted, and the general darkness which now prevails in all

the towns is the cause of much annoyance to the residents.

The loss is set by Mr. Wimanat about 1^50.000, fully cov-

ered by insurance, however. The company will begin at

once lo rebuild, but this time nearer the shore. This move
has been contemplated for some time, but the fire will

hasten the building of the new plant.

It will be of interest toChicagoans to know that immedi-

ately to the left in the view, but only partially represented

in the photograph, is the site where once was located the

electric fountain of the Staicn Island Amusement company,

which is now alliingof the past. The people of Chicago all

know of V'erkes' electric fountain, but few of them are

aware that the elcctric-'il paraphernalia, lamps, etc , for

the display was bought by Mr. Verkes from this amuse-

ment company and transplanted to Lincoln Park, Chicago.

NEW ELECTRIC ROAD AT KANKAKEE, ILL.

Chicago Electric Club.

The Chicago Electric club gave the first of a series of

dinners at the club rooms Thursday evening, Aug. 6th.

Twcaty-two members were present. The dinner was pre-

pared and served in e.xccIleDt style and was thoroughly

enjoyed. After the dinner Fred E. Degenhardt called the

members to order and catUd upon several gentlemen for

speeches. It was generally agreed that W. B. Pearson,

chairman of the house committee, was entitled to the thanks

of the club for the efforts he had made in arranging the

entertainment, and a vote of thanks was tendered him for

his efforts.

The members passed a pleasant evening in the club

parlors. It was agreed that the dinners should be con-

tinued, and it is quite probable they will become one of the

most attractive features of the club.

ing citizens of the town are determined that the advan-

tages of cheap fuel and excellent shipping facilities shall

not go unrecognized. One of the Illinois state asylums

for the insane is located here, and its fine gray stone build-

ings, surrounded by handsome grounds, form a pleasant

sight from the verandas of the Riverview, a well kept

summer hotel, which is just across the river. The asylum

is a very large institution, having some 1,700 patients

and 200 attendants. It is conducted both on the ward

and detached systems, and has the appearance of being

admirably managed. The buildings are handsome and

substantial and are kept spotlessly clean. They are sup-

plied with incandescent lights and a number of arcs illu-

minate the grounds. Current is obtained from an isolated

plant installed by the Western Electric company.

Although the electric road had no predecessor of any

sDrt in the way of street cars, it starts out with every pros-

pect of success, and there is no doubt that the traffic will

justify its construction. The first car was run on July igth,

and the formal opening was on the 26th, when a party of

ladies and gentlemen from Chicago, headed by W. R.

Mason, general manager of the Electric Merchandise com-

pany, and J. Livingston Barclay, manager of the western

railway department of the Westinghouse company, in-

spected the line. The road is owned by the Kankakee

Electric Railway company, which operates about five miles

of track on Court street, Harrison avenue. East avenue.

Merchant street, (Ireenwood avenue and Jeffries street

Four Pullman cars are now running, and more will shortly

be added. Eich car is equipped with a twenty horse

pjwer Westinghouse motor of the four-pole single reduc-

tion type. These mo'ors make but little noise, and work

very satisfactorily. They are mounted on McGuire tiucks.

The line equipment was furnished by the Electric Mer

chandise company of Chicago, and is of excellent ut-rk-

manship. W. W. Hatch had the contract for building the

line, and the track work was sub let to C. E. Loss i.^ Co.

The road bed is exceplionally good, and the cars ride vtry

easily, One branch of the line crosses the Kankakee river

on a bridge 500 feet long, shown in the illustration. The

distance between the lloorof the bridge and the iron girders

overhead is only twelve feet, but yet the trolley passes safe-

ly underneath, although bent down almost to the roof of the

car. Insulators are placed on the girders to prevent leak-

age at the points where the conductor is pressed upward

against the iron beams. Most of the overhead work is of

bracket construction, although center poles are used on one

of the principal streets, where there are double tracks.

The power is furnished from a Western Electric 80 horse

power generator driven by a 90 horse power Payne auto-

matic engine. Hazelton upright boilers are used. The
power plant is at present located in the Kankakee electric

manager, C. H. Cobb. The road is conducted on

liberal and enterprising basis and deserves to succeed.

Burning of Wiman's Electric Light Plant
at St. George, Staten Island, N.Y.

On the night of August 3d the station of the Richmond

Electric Light, Heat & Power company at St. George,

Staten Island, N. Y., was totally destroyed by fire. This

Street Railway Convention.

It is estimated that three hundred delegates will attend

the tenth annual meeting of the American Street Railway

association, which will be held at the Monongahela house,

Pittsburg, October 21st, 22d and 23d. For exhibition

purposes the committee of arrangements has chartered for

IJURNING 01' wiman's ELECTRIC

is the plant in which Erastus Wiman is so largely inter-

ested, his son, W. r>wighi Winian, being general manager

of the company. The tire, the cause of which is unknown,

started shorily after 8:30 r. M, in the boiler room. Owing
to a lack of water, the flames made great headway,and it was

not long before the plant, with the exception of a small

anne.\ office building,was reduced to ruins, as will be readi-

ly seen from the accompanying cut showing the scene after

the liic. The buildings were one-story brick structures 60

by 50 feet. In the dynamo room was apparatus to supply

LIGHT I'LANT AT ST. GEORGE, N. Y.

the week of October iSth to 25th a large double-dcck ex-

cursion bo.it. which will be moored to thewh.irf. alongside

the Monongahela house. Heavy supplies can be shown

on the lower deck and lighter products on the upper one.

The boat will be suitably decorated, and lighted in the

evening, and so far as possible will be made a pleasant

and profitable place for exhibition. If still more space is

needed, the committee will in some way make due provision

for the requirements of all who give timely notice of thei

coming.
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Single Reduction Motors for Street in both motors the armature is composed of a soft- iron

Railway Work. strip provided with bobbins of insulated wire wrapped

In the accompanying: cuts are shown an improved about the ring in notches in the edges. The arma

method of applying comparatively slow speed motors to ture is not only a.xially placed with reference to the

street railway cars by means of single reduction gearing. car axle but it is mounted so as to turn without requiring

Fi«^. I shows a side elevation of the truck on which the any journal bearings.

^_

FIG. 2. SINGLE REDUCTION

motor is mounted and Fig. 2 gives a plan view. The

motor frame forms part of the field magnet frame, which

is journaled upon the axle, and has projecting arms furnish-

ing bearings for the armature of the motor. The motor

consists of an outer magnetic mass or frame comparatively

fiat and shallow in order to adapt it to its position beneath

the car-body. As seen in the figure, the armature projects

well into the field coils and even through them for a short

disunce. Hence the field coils surround both the field

magnet poles and the armature of the motor. In this

equipment it is practicable to dispense with the usual

counter shaft and one set of gears, and the pinion on the

armature meshes directly with a gear wheel fastened on

the axle. The gear wheel is split into two parts secured

together by bolts. Surrounding the pinion and gear

wheel is an oil casing made in halves fitted together by a

gasket to prevent leakage of oil which is placed inside of

the casing for the gears to run in. The motor is upheld

in position by a nose piece, elastically supported from a

transverse bar of the truck. The equipment is the inven-

tion of EUhu Thomson and E. W. Rice, jr.

MOTORS FOR STREET RAILWAYS.

It will be noticed that the armature of one of the motors

is fastened to the hollow shaft which surrounds the car

axle, an insulating sleeve being interposed. This sleeve

may be of soft vulcanized rubber constituting a buffer or

poles, each pole being constituted by the two magnets in

line with each other on opposite sides of the armature.

These field magnets are so arranged that the four lower-

most magnets are equidistant from the lowest part of the

armature, those of one polarity in front and those of the

opposite side in the rear. The field magnets project from

yokes, which are mounted on side bars of the truck frame,

supported by the ordinary journals of the car. As shown,

the side bars are secured to the journal boxes, so that

they do not partake of the vertical movements of the car

body. The yokes have openings in the middle for the

passage of the car axle, and they are joined by connecting

arms. To facilitate the placing of the field magnets in

position, the frame is made in two parts. The supports

by which the field magnets are mounted on the side bars

are attached to the lower half of the frame. They may be

made integral with the motor frame, or they may be fast-

ened if desired.

To prevent the motion of the field magnets relatively to

the armature and at the same time permit transverse move-

ments, a collar is shown on the hollow shaft, engaging the

grooved or forked ears on the yoke. A similar collar

could of course be used on the car axle in the other motors

whether the field magnets are or are not spring-mounted.

The collar is shown as screwed on its support and may be

turned to regulate the position of the field magnets rela-

tively to the armature by adjusting said magnets length-

wise of the armature axis A pin is shown for preventing

the accidental turning of the collar after an adjustment

has been made.

The commutator is adjusted on the hollow shaft or on

the car axle and rotates in contact with brushes. The
brushes are mounted on a collar which is journaled on the

hollow shaft or on the car axle, and has an arm which

FIG I. SINGLE REDUCTION MOTORS FOR STREET RAILWAYS.

Gearless Motors for Street Railways.

The tendency toward gearless motors for street railway

work has been particularly noticeable during the last year.

Several typts have been introduced and they have been

generally successful in operation. Since their first appear-

spring support as well as an insulator. In the other motor

the armature is mounted directly on the car axle. In the

latter case the direct driving connection is made by arms

on the shaft, engaging forks, projecting from a collar on

the hub of the car wheel. Spring pads of, say, soft vul-

canized rubber, are interposed between the arms and the

forks, the ends of the pads being protected by metal caps.

The spring pads of rubber insulate the armature shaft from

the forks, and at the same time furnish a yielding con-

nection for driving. The construction of the driver per-

mits the movement of the armature and shaft relatively

works in a slot in a wrist pin pivoted in the bracket on the

yoke.

The Minneapolis Cable Contract.
The closing of the contract for the underground con-

ductors for the Minnesota Brush Electric flight company
of Minneapolis was announced exclusively in the Western
Electrician last week. The successful company was

the Standard Underground Cable company of Pittsburg.

The contract was in all probability the most extensive one

of the kind ever let, and the competition was of course

keen. The details of the transaction are given in another

column by our Minneapolis correspondent.

F. E. DegenUardt. who secured the contract for the

company, was naturally highly elated over his success, and

has since been receiving congratulations from his friends

and associates in business. Daring the last three months

while the representatives of the Brush company were con-

sidering the matter Mr. Degenhardt labored unceasingly

to keep the claims of his company before the Minneapolis

people. The result bears the best possible evidence of his

ability.

Throughout the contest Mr. Degenhiirdt received the

hearty co-operation of J. W. Marsh, vice-president and

general manager of the cable company. Both of these

gentlemen are to be congratulated.

fiV.ARt.KhS MOTOk.S FOR STKKET RAll-WAVS.

ancc in this country five mouths ago they have been under-

going constant changes and improvcmenL^.

The present form of the Short gearle*i5 motor is shown Id

the aixompaoying cuts. Fig. i gives a plan view

oi the tmck sho-»ing the arrangement of the motors and the

method of cotinecting them to the axles. In the cut differ-

ent moaniings are shown for the two motors.

to the car axle by reason of the yielding nature of the

sleeve. In the other molor the direct driving connection

is through the mechanical means by which the armature

is made f-ist on the oar axle.

The field magnets arc arranged symmetrically in a hori-

zontal position above ihc lowcft point of the armature par-

allel with the car axle. They form a multipolar field of four

Projected Chicago Electric Roads.
The Jefferson Urban Transit company has been in-

corporated for the purpose of constructing an extensive

West Side electric road. The company has a capital of

1 1. 000, 000, Edward D. Ilosmer being president and

I'Vcderick A. Soule secretary and treasurer. It has been

working quietly but cfTectively for about a year and already

has an ordinance drawn up ready for presentation to the

council when it reconvenes in September. The route it

proposes to traverse is as follows: Commencing at the

intersection of Canal and Monroe streets, thence west on

Monroe to Morgan, north on Morgan to Fulton, west on

Fulton to Western avenue, north on Western avenue lo

firand avenue, northwest on Crand avenue to Armitagc

avenue. The promoters say that probably a storage

battery or conduit system will be used.

It is reported that an electric line will be built to connect

Chicago with the race track at Ilawlhornc, It is said that
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the new road will either connect with the Ogden avenue

cars or with the Cicero & Proviso electric line and the

Madison street cable.

Large Wiring Contract.

General remark is excited by the imposing appearance

of the new sixleen-story Monadnock and Kearsarge build

ings at the corner of Dearborn and Jackson streets, Chica-
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can develop 750 horsepower. One of these boilers is always

kept in reserve. All the latest and most approved appli-

ances are found in this boiler room, including a Hussey re-

healer, which is placed in the flue to re-heat the exhaust

steam before it goes into the heating system.

It is estimated that there are about 4S miles of wires in

the Pulitzer building. All these wirci come up one cen-

tral shaft, especially designed for the purpose. This shaft

S9

forging Steel by Electricity.

.•ieveral e:^periments in electric forging were made at
iJoston bst week by George D liurioo in the presence of
Prof, Van de Wcyde of the Cooper Institute. Nc-a* York;
Dr. William H. Wahl. secretary of the Franklin Institute,
Philadelphia; C. E. Robinson oi ih^ Miimi/acturer and
Buildir of New Vork. and half a dozen other gentleman.
One experiment was the melting into liquid form of a bar
of steel an inch in diameter and twelve inches long in

fony.five seconds, without the temperatnrc of the room be-
ing raised a single degree from its normal condition- An-
other was the making of a slccl railroad spike. The steel

bar was cut into the required length, the pieces passed
through the electric machine, where one end Ls

heated, and then to a die which shape* the head
on the heated end, the point being compressed
into shape without heating. These were turned out by
the process at the rate of six per minute. Another exhibit
was the forming of an auger screw, the Hit bar of iron be-
ing fastened in the machine at the ends and healed almost
instantly and then twisted into the required spiral by the
automatic turning of the machine. The spiral is of abso-
lute uniformity; beyond the points of the electrical cur-
rent the metal remains cool, the process occupying so
short a period of lime that the heat is not communicated to
the ends. The hardest metals were treated as easily as the
softest were by the old process, and a perfect thread
shaped on the hardest tool steel as readily as upon the most
pliable iron.

A little machine is devised for making spherical bail
bearings, such as are used for bicycles etc. ^^'hiIe the ex-
hibit was in progress it was reported a cablegram was re-

ceived from the Krupps, the great gun makers of fiermany,
in furtherance of negotiations for the rights of ihe inven-
tion in Germany and other countries of the European con-
tinent.

FIG. 2. GEARLESS MOTORS FOR STREET RAILWAYS.

go. The buildings are to be lighted throughout by elec-

tricity, and the Chicigo Edison company has secured the

contract. They will be wired for 4,500 lights, current

being supplied from the Adams street Edison station.

Electric Liglit Plant in the New York
World Building.

The home of the New York World is undoubtedly

in the most imposing building of which the metropolis can

boast. Towering above the other huge office buildings

among which it stands, the gilded dome, visible even from

the decks of vessels miles from the city, invariably excites

curiosity. It is almost needless to say that it was Mr. Pulitz-

er's aim to make the World building the most thoroughly

equipped newspaper edifice in existence, and there can be

found few who would be willing to assert

that he had not been successful in accomplish-

ing his purpose.

To those interested in electrical matters

there are about the building a number of

interesting features. Every room is wired

and piped, and the two kinds of illumination

are combined in the same fixtures. In the

composing room an ingenious device com-

bines gas and electricity under one shade.

The fixtures throughout the building are of

special design, protruding from brass hemi-

spheres upon the wall. Under ih Park Row
sidewalk and adjoining the press room is the

dynamo and pump room. The illustration,

which was obtained through ihe courtesy of

E, A. Grozier of the World, will give the

reader an excellent idea of the general ar-

rangement of the lighting plant . Four

United Stales Electric Eight company's dyna-

mos with a capacity of 3,500 incandescent

lights, supply the current for the building.

These machines also furnish the motive power

for several eleclric motors for the proof-press

and matrix table in the composing room

and for other purposes.

The engines from which the lighting plant

takes its power are four of the Watts-Campbell Corliss type.

One pair of engines is of 300 horse power and the other pair

is rated at 175 horse power. These engines can be used

separately or together for the presses, dynamos, stereotyp-

ing and wetting machines. The two highspeed engines

—

100 horse power each— of the NewYork Safety Steam Power

company's make are particularly intended for the dyna-

mos, but can be utilized for the presses in an emerg-

ency.

Three large boilers generate steam for the whole estab-

lishment. Each is eighteen feet long by seven feet in di-

ameter. They are of the horizontal tubular variety, and

is four feet square, and it rivals the one in the Chicago tele-

phone exchange, containing, as it does, a veritable forest of

wires. There are three big cables each made up of 12, 20

and 30 wires respectively. In addition there are over 250

wirts from all sources, and others are being added almost

daily. Every wire is conduited in non-combustible mater-

ial, and all leave the building underground.

There are wires for the messenger call boxes in every

room. The electric light system requires another wire in

each apartment. The telephone system necessitates ad-

ditional wires all over the building. It may be mentioned

that there is, beside the public telephone, a private system

for the use of the World, connecting all departments.

There are two score or more stations w-ith a central office.

Every cable and telegraph company has its wires running

The Postal Telegraph.
The subject of placing the telegraph service under con-

trol of the postoffice department receives from a Washing-
ton correspondent the following attention in a review of
the work of the present administration: "The postmaster -

general's tireless advocacy of a limited postal telegraph was
even more daring than his attack upon the lottery, and for

several reasons. It was not an attack upon the telegraph

company, pure and simple. It was merely a proposition

to tit the two great machines of the telegraph company
and the free-delivery service of the postoffice department
into each other, so that each should help the other, thus
making the use of the telegraph cheaper, and bringing it

within the reach of ten or twenty millions of people in-

stead of but one million. That is, as the postmaster-gen-
eral believes, while it would offer that great benefit to the
people, it would also not interfere with the vested rights of
any telegraph company, a thing which he believes no
patriotic person has a right to do. It might even add to

the revenues of the telegraph companies, he believes, but
if it did the telegraph companies would be earning their

dividends not upon watered stock, but for work actually

performed for millions of the people; but the telegraph

company had an excellent chance to misrepresent him in

this, and an immense special interest had a good chance to

antagonize him. This it did not fail to do. Here again
the attacks upon his financial as well as his public and per-

sonal credit were carried on with ever-increasing virulence,

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT IN THE

up the shaft to the news desks in the dome, bringing the

editors in direct communication with the news centers of

America and Europe.

The Edison Convention.

On Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday of this week

the annual convention of the Association of Edison Illumi-

nating companies was held in the Murray Hill hotel. New
York. The programme was published last week. .'\ full

repoit of the proceedings will be given in the Western
EiECiRlclAN next week.

ORLD BUILDING.

but they had no effect, simply because they could not have

any.

'"The telegraph people have taken no pains to conceal the

fact that a real light for postal telegraph nc\-cr was made
until the last session of congress, though the semblance of

a tight has been going on for the last twenty-five or thirty

years. A favorable report was unanimously made by the

senate committee in support of the postmaster-general's

bill; a favorable report from the house committee was de-

feated only by one vole, and thai after a scries of desper-

ate skirmishes, which at all times were likely to result in

the postmastergeneral's favor."

Boston capitalists are reported as intending to build an
electric road in Ilillsboro, Tex.
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Thk. convention of the /\ssociation of Kdison Illuminat-

iog companies at New ^'ork last week attracted a large

oamber of representatives of Edison companies. In the

ncxl isSDC a stenographic report of the proceedings,

together with the papers read, will be presented.

As excellent electric railway plant for a small city i.s

illiu'ratcd in this iasuc—that of Kankakee, 111. This

road, although only opened la-^t month is already assured

<A saccess, and this is more remarkable from the fact that

there was never before a street railroad of any kind in the

tovn.

All advocates of electric traction in the United States

will be gratified at the intelligence that the City and South

London nndcrgrotind electric railway i.^ proving a great

financial success. This is indicated by the complaints of

competing I-ondon steam railroad companies that have

hitherto bad a profitable subtirban or "short trip" traffic,
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as it is styled in England. In one case, indeed, the direc-

tors of another company assert that a loss of over 250,000

passengers is directly attributable to the new electric line,

which has become very popular. The underground road

appears to have opened the eyes of the British public to

the advantages of electric railways, and it is probable that

progress in this line will hereafter be more rapid in Great

Britain. The City and South London railway was care-

fully designed, and it deserves the success it has achieved.

It has many admirable features that may be studied with

advantage by the Rapid Transit Commission of NewVork<

for instance.

In this issue an article on " Arc Lighting and Hazards"

by George P. Low of San Francisco is presented. The

subject is considered frcm the standpoint of the insurance

companies. Mr. Low believes that with proper construc-

tion work the danger of fire from electric wires is far less

than from any other system of artificial illumination. This

position is sustained by the experience of those who have

taken advantage of the improved methods of construction.

The popularity of the sjstem has been greatly advanced by

the willingness of the electric companies to make use of all

improvements in the art.

Joseph PLarrzER has erected an enduring monument to

his indomitable energy in the magnificent U'orli/ building

in New York. The structure is fitted up in a manner com-

mensurate with its imposing appearance, and the electric

plant, illustrated in this issue, is not the least interesting

portion of the equipment. The statement that the building

contains -jS miles of electric wire shows that the installation

ranks among the largest of the isolated plants in the office

buildings of the country. Undoubtedly the IVoild estab-

lishment has the largest electrical equipment of any news-

paper in the world.

There is a good deal of interest manifested in the con-

troversy over the cause of the destruction of the big bal-

loon at Chicago recently. It was stated at the time that

the balloon was struck by lightning and for a time nothing

was thought of the matter, but since then it has been

charged that it was destroyed by one of the men in charge.

The balloon was not struck by lightning, nor was it

destroyed maliciously if the statements of an eye witness

and one who was personally interested in the success of

the enterprise are to ba credited. The explanation

offered is that the balloon was improperly secured at the

time the big storm came up. It flapped about at the

mercy of the wind, and pounded against the sharp corner

of a post. After a time it wore a hole in the cover and

the gas was forced out. When the balloon was turned

over by the wind the hole was in such a position that the

jet of gas in escaping was forced directly to an arc lamp,

'igniting the gas, and resulting in the explosion. This

is the explanation of one of the men most deeply inter-

ested in the enterprise. He said the balloon had been

too hastily constructed and the necessary precautions to

secure it had not been observed. The greatest mistake

appears to have been made in filling the balloon with

illuminating gas,

There is a reckless disregard for accuracy manifested

by sensational metropolitan dailies that leads ordinary ob-

servers to doubt everything that appears in the newspapers.

The e lectrical interests hav e more than once had reason to

complain of this failing. The wholesale invention of

falsehood that appeared to rule the daily papers of the

metropolis during the early days of the crusade against

overhead wires caused no end of trouble to the electric

companies. There are still frequent evidences of the in-

clination of newspapers to sacrifice the truth for sensa-

tionalism. The latest exhibition of this kind is found

in the New York Press, which evidently considered that it

waisayioga very bright thing when it i)riiited the follow-

ing paragraph: "Several hundred experts of electricity

might be found to-day who are willing to swear that .}oo

volts of electricity arc not suHicient to kill a human being,

but Henry IJartels, the athletic young German bartender

for Theodore Kcldstein of Grand .street, is dead just the

same."

The electric companies contended at the lime of the ac-

cident that there was no current passing through the motor

when the young man was 5iaid to have received the shock,

and so positive were their statements that many of the

"funny" men took the matter up and proceeded to grind

out stock jokes on the subject. The official autopsy, how-

ever, put a dirfcrcnt construction on the accident. In the

same issue of the Press from which the clipping already

<ju:>ted wjs tak*n there appeared the following news item:

"An autopsy was held yesterday on the body of Henry

Ilartcls, the bartender who dropped dead Wednesday
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night in Feldstein's saloon, No. 226 Grand street, Dr,

Conway decided that death was caused by ursemic convul-

sions, and that elec'ric shock had nothing to do with it.

Dr. Conway said that all the usual symptoms no'ed in

cases of death by electric shock were absent,"

This is not the first time, and in all probability not the

last, in which the newspapers wrongfully charged fatalities

to the electric current. Yet irresponsible scribblers,

who disgrace their profession, persist in attributing every-

thing to electricity about which there is any possibility of

doubt.

An English electrical engineer who is visiting in this

country was interviewed at Chicago last week on the rela-

tive advancement of electrical enterprises in this country

and in England. The comparison he drew was favorable

to this country though by no means discreditable to the

English electricians. It was the people at large, he said,

who failed to take advantage of the progress made in

electrical matters. ' "The public has been slow," he added,
' 'to recognize in electricity anything but a force with which

imaginative inventors and cranks could experiment in

laboratories and lecture rooms"

This is indeed a most lamentable state of affairs, and it

is not to be wondered that little progress has been made in

the general application of electricity in the face of this

ignorance. The successful operation of the underground

railway in London by electricity has awakened the people

to a certain degree to the practicability of electrical

machinery. It is believed that the subway has done more

in a few months than years of lecturing to prepare the

minds of the people for the utilization of electricity in

other ways. This gentleman has evidently a better idea of

the application of electricity to the operation of heavy

machinery than some of his "learned" brothers who have

visited this country. He says: "It will not be long before

companies will be ready to use rock drills, mining pumps,

drilling machines, ship cranes, portable cranes, and other

kinds of machinery operated by electricity. Electricity

has been perfectly applied to all machinery of this kind for

some time, but the public was afraid to take hold of it."

In this country where a more progressive spirit obtains

all of these advantages have been recognized and the

people have not been slow to make use of them, but in

conservative England they are just now being convinced

against their wills.

An event of much interest to all electricians in Chicago

took place last week, when the large Rush street draw-

bridge over the Chicago river was turned for the first time

by electricity. This is undoubtedly the largest swing-

bridge in the world fitted up for operation by electric

power. Indeed, it is probable that all the bridges of what-

ever size turned in this manner could be counted on the

fingers of one hand.

As yet the electric system may be said to be on trial, so

far as the Rush street bridge is concerned, as it has not

yet been officially accepted by the city authorities. But

so far it has worked to the entire satisfaction of all con-

cerned, and nothing but expressions of admiration have

been heard from all who have examined it. The motor

turns the bridge easily and (}uickly and is readily con-

trolled. All the mechanism is under the lloorof the bridge,

which obviates the tremor and vibration formerly caused

by the engine, which was located on the level of the top of

the bridge trusses, 20 feet above the roadway. With the

bridge either light or crowded with vehicles the motor has

so far never failed to respond to any demand made upon

it. Neither was it affected by the severe electric storm of

last Sunday. In the case of the Milwaukee bridge elec-

tricity has been successfully used for two months.

The trolley devices above the pedestal of the bridge,

described on another page, are very interesting. Some
persons have the idea that a s'ack cable is used in installa-

tions of this character, but as it may be necessary for the

bridge to be turned an indefinite number of times in one

direction this idea would be impracticable. Instead Mr.

Nichols, the engineer in charge, devised the circular

double trolley arrangement alluded to By this means the

bridge can be turned freely in either direction without the

slightest embarrassment from the conductors, both trolley-

wheels pressing firmly against the wires at all limes. Cur-

rent is taken from an underground cable, comirg up

through the pier of masonry in mid-slrcam.

As may be imagined great care had to be taken with the

insulation. Everything points to the complete success of

the installation, and it seems altogether likely that the

Rush streelbridgc will but prove the pioneer in the method

of operating large bridges of this character. Many of the

features of the two plants <iescribcd in this issue are en-

tirely new and reficct much credit on Mr. Nichols' en-

gineering ability.
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Electrically Driven Ship's Winch.
In the accompanying cuts is sliown a new form of elec-

trically driven ship's winch recently placed upon the Eng-

lish market by K. Bolton & Co. of London. In this de-

vice it is said the object is to secure a great range of speed

in order to adapt a constant potential current to the vary-

ing loads. Figs, r and 2 show a plan and elevation of the

great fact of the day in England is the conveyance of a

million or more passengers through the Ix)ndon electric

subway. The impression this has made upon the minds of

the educated public who are not scientifically informed has

been of great advantage to the electricians and engineers.

The subway has done more in a few months than years of

lecturing to prepare the minds of the people for the utiliza-

FIG. I. ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN SHIPS WINCH.

principle applied to a ship's winch, and Figs. 3 and 4 are

explanatory drawings. There are two winding drums, /•'

and C, in line with each other and independent of each other.

They may be of the same or of different diameters. Only

one rope is used ; the ends are wound in the same direction

round the two drums, and pass up over two idle pulleys in

the same pulley block, and the loop thus formed passes

round the pulley supporting the weight to be lifted. The

motion of the armature shaft is transmitted through a

worm on the shaft H \.q the central worm wheel C. The

friction cones D D^ are attached to either side of the

worm wheel, and corresponding external cones are formed

in the winding drums F G.

These winding barrels are loose on the main shaft, but

can be brought independently into frictional grip with the

wheel C by means of the hand wheels N ^V, vforms M3P
and forked levers L /', which fit in the grooves A' of the

bosses of the barT-els. Motion can thus be transmitted at

will to either or both of the warping barrels /. There are

also two fixed brake rings O^ , into whose inner surfaces

the corresponding rings on the drums /' G take when the

hand wheels N iV^ are turned in the opposite direction.

The greatest lifting speed is when both barrels are at-

tached to the wheel C; reduced speeds are obtained by hav-

ing one drum only geared with the wheel G, and the other

one braked. During descent either wheel may be braked

or neither braked. This principle is of course equally ap-

plicable to derricks, portable jib cranes and traveling cranes.

The cuts are reproduced from the Engineering Review,

London.

A London Electrician^s Opinion on Elec-
trical Advancement In England.

James Fairfax, a London electrician, who is visiting

Chicago, talked quite freely concerning electrical affairs in

England, to a representative of a local daily. He said:

"The people in the United Stales are educated far in ad-

vance of the English people in regard to the various uses

of electricity. ''It's not the fault of the electricians—ihey are

well informed on all the latest inventions— but the trouble is

wich the people, who are slow to take hold of a new thing.

Americans will give a new invention general use much

quicker than will the English. As an illustration of the

extent to which electric locomotion is taking hold in Amer-

ica, I am told that motors arc being turned out of four

large shops, e nploying in all something like 2,000 men.

And the motors are being turned out as fast as they can be

made. Mow, the manufacture of motors and electric ap-

pliances in England will not begin to compare with that.

"The opening of the electric subway in London exceeds

everything else of importance. It was put in operation

last Oecember. Although the engineers recognized at the

time the full importance of the opening of the subway,

they did not dream lliat it would make so deep an impres-

sion on the public mind. So far as the engineers are con-

cerned, there is nothing new in what has been done in

Loudo.i; but, as engineers, we are simply servants of ilie

investing public, and the public has been slow until now

to recognize in electricity anything but a force with which

imaginative inventors and cranks could experiment in lab

oratories and lecture rooms. The English people hereto-

fore had no idea generally of the practicability of electrical

machinery. But the application of electric power for the

purposes of practical engineering has received a wonderful

impetus since the opening of the electric subway. The

tion of electricity in other ways. It will not be long be-

fore companies will be ready to use rock drills mining

pumps, drilling machines, ship cranes, portable cranes,

and other kinds of machinery operated by electricity.

FIGS. 3 A^D 4. ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN SHII' S WIKCH.

Electricity has been perfectly applied to all this machinery

for some time, but the public was afraid to take hold of it."

Frankfort Electrical Exhibition.

Herr Von Siephan, imperial postal secretary of Ger-
many, has accepted the presidency of the international

Washington. Mr. Mason says of the Anaerican display
that it is less extensive and varied than might have b.-en
expected from a people so prominent as ours in all that per-
tains toeleclro-tcchnology, but it has this distinct and im-
portant characieristic—ii all means something. Nearly
everything of American origin at this cj:hibiiion i.s unique
and represents a new idea. There is no piling up of g-'yyJs
simply to make a show of quantity or elegance of finish;
each exhibit is original and d:fFcrent from everything cIs-;

at the exhibition. The distinctively Amciican exhibits in-

clude an cltclro magnet of 2.C00 pounds* lifting power and
an electric windlass for drawing cars up an inclined plane
from a mine.

London's Electric Lights.
R. r. .Sellon recently read an interesting paper in I-on-

don on electric lighting in :hai city. He said that the
Paris Electrical exhibition of iS-:f and the Crystal I'alacc
Electrical exhibition of i3S2 drew public attention to ihc
progress of electrical science. In 1^32 an clcclric light-
ing act was passed, which serioui-ly hampered the advance
of electric lighting by its stringent conditions. A clause in
this act gave the local a-Jthority the option of purchasing
the who'e of the p'ani of any electric lighting company at
the end of 21 years at its market value The electric
lighting act of iSSS extended the period of tenure to 42
years, and provided that no provisional order should be

"granted except with the consent of the local authority.
During the past three years electric lighting has becorne
well established in London. Nine private electric supply
companies and one local authority, the St. I'ancras \'estry,

are now supplying electricity in London, the aggregate
capital of these companies being over ^"3,000,000. The
equivalent of more than half a million incandescent
lamps of S candle power are distributed over London, and
more than 100 miles of conductors are laid in the streets.

The Metropolitan Electric Supply company is now supply-
ing 60,000 incandescent lamps, as against 14.000 in

December last. The St. James and Pall Mall Electric
Light company supplies 30,000 lamps as against 12,000
lamps last September The Westminster Electric Supply
corporation supplies 38,000 lamps, ha%'ing more than
trebled its production in the past five months. In these
three companies the high-pressure, the low-pressure, and
the accumulator systems are represented. Mr. Sellon com-
mented on the contract between the Commissioners of
Sewers of the city of London and the Brush company. In
181:3 the Brush company had lighted some of the streets
by arc lamps, but this was afterward abandoned at the
request of the city commissioners. The present contract
with the Brush company involves the abandonment of all

other illuminants in favor of the electric light, and was the
first instance in Great Britain of a public authority having
adopted this course. Arc lamps are to be placed in the

main thoroughfares, and incandescent lamps in the side
streets The advantages of the electric light as a means
of protecting property were also described. The cost of
lighting houses might be estimated to be greater bv one-
half than that of gas on the basis of /d. per Board of Trade'
unit, but electricity afforded greater comfort, cleanliness,

and a purer atmosphere.

What the Copper Men Think.
Evidently in no part of the land is the question of the

great and increasing need of electricity of equal interest to
what it is here, for the more extensively it is used the
greater will be the prosperity of the copper countr}-. If

the new methods of lighting, heating and propelling
machinery are as promising as they appear to be. the de-
mand for copper must necessarily be very great, and pro-
duction will find it hard to keep up with consumption.
We have no fears that copper will ever again be a drug in

the market; rather need it be feared that the day is not far

Kit.;. 2. EI.liCrKICALI.V DKIVLN -SHU'S WINCH.

electro-technical congress, which will be held in Frankfort-
on thc-Main, September 7th to 12th, in connec.ion with
the electrical exhibition, Delegate? willbe present from all

European countries and the United States.

Consul General Mason has made a report on the elec-

trical exhibition at Frankfort to the state department at

distant when it will be difficult to secure enough of it for

the rapidly increasing industries which will call for it.

—

Portage Lake Mining O-^^ette, Houghton, Mich.

A stock company has been organized to install an elec-

tric light plant at Quanah, Texas.
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O'ConnelPs Metallic Telephone Ex-
change System.

An important question among telephone men is how to

simplify the switching apparatus on large multiple switch-

boards. J. J. O'Conneil, electrical engineer of the

Chicago Telephone company, believes that the repeating

coil must play an important part in accomplishing this

result and that with a coil of loo per cent, efficiency, or

even 95 per cent, efficiency, a multiple swi:ch-board for

metallic or ground circuits may be made more simple in

construction and at less than one-half of the cost of the

present system. This sys em is especially designed for

service in those districts w'.iere previous telephone systems

have failed, owing to the di-turbing effects of electric light

and electiic railroad currents.

The new system differs fiom the ol J in the application

of a repeiting coil for each line, whether single or metallic,

and in the substitution of single for double cords and

plugs for the connection of two subscribers' lines. The

switch-board circuit is absolutely metallic no ground

Use of Mathematics.

Over in England they are discussing the value to elec-

tricians of a comprehensive knowledge of mathematics,
and the admission of Edison, at the recent trial before

Judge Wallace, that be did not understand Ohm's law, is

accepted as a pertinent, though curious, contribution to

the discussion. A correspondent of London Industries,

who signs himself D. Sc, comments on the great inventor's

confession in this interesting fashion:

"A self taught genius like Edison makes hi.'; discoveries

by a kind of instinct, and mathematics would only be an
incumbrance to him—at least, if it had been taught in the

ordinary manner—for schools and colleges very often turn

'a free meandering brook into a straight cut ditch.' But
that raises the whole question. Is mathematics properly

taught? It cannot be doubted that it is possible for a man
to obtain a thorough knowledge of mathematics without
dwarfing his originality. The most brilliant example we
have of that is Sir William Thomson, w^ho is a profound
mathematician, a distinguished physicist, and a most in-

ventive genius. No one would think of comparing Sir

William Thomson with Edison in almost any respect,

but Sir William hi.s lived in most advantageous conditions

all his life. His father was a distinguished mathematician,

increased allotment of Edison stock and will continue to

do so because I believe it to be a good thing."
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o'connell's metallic telephone exchange system.

connection being necessary, even on the operator's or test

battery circuits.

A bunched common return connects one side of all the

repeating coils, or, in other words, each wire has its Own

return, so that no induction takes place between the inside

exchange wires. The subscribers' annunciators are thrown

by induced current from the repeating coil and are shunted

out when connection is made on their lines, so that only

the clearing-cut annunciator can be thrown. A glance at

the cut which is self explanatory, will give the reader a

general idea of the working of the system.

Electric Heating.
Ip the course of an editorial on "Electric Healers on

Railroads," A^e of Sic-ii says: "The time honored stove,

dependent on the prompt service and close attention of

employe?, has had its day. and departs with a biography
heavily loaded with arctic and equatorial remin'scenses,

lis ciioric has generally been of a spasmodic and fluctu-

ating nature, and as a rule has been as unreliable as a

barom'.ter in the equinoxes. It has also had the misfortune

to contribute to some historic holocausts, in which a broken
stove in a derailed or wrecked train has been the incendiary

of conflagrations destructive to life as well as property.

'S'cam heating has been better served and more generally

appreciated, but in the march of di«:ove'y and experiment,

cicctn'cily do-jf bids fair 10 graduate into a higher class of

sccori'.y and comfort. In the lighting of cars the use of
electricity ha5 varied with the degrees of ioiciligencc neces-

sary in it* u'c. It has had varying success, but enough
of actual dtta o' cffider.cy has been collated to make it

almoU ccTta'n that electrical methods will be dominant in

the fatorc In *Mr supply of heat in passenger cars the

?nmc ai<;' to be largely uficd. It dispenses

leith the '-'n apptfatus. and requires but

ordinary ;r. ^ i-'] experience in its manipulation.

Electric hciters arc h\>rrtii lo be inirofiuccd into some of

oar special first-cIaw trains, and if succes-ful. their general

ado;.*-— --n'y a matter of time and public demand.
In - es thi» mode of heatha'i been used with
pror. c?i<>. not only in efficicnc)', but in the

cconoT.) of 'irr,e .'*nd trouble, and the caw by which it can
he regalated to mee'. the cmefgenc:e?i of a vivacious and
changeable climate. It may be safely concluded that

electricity in this dcpirtmcnl of public service has a future

of extensive use. and as an agency of heat will be as p'>pu.

lar i-
'• - - --/rrc poxcr and illumination."

so that his mathematics were bred in his bone; he had the

advantages of a systematic training at Glasgow and Cam-
bridge Universities, and he has had ample opportunities

for carrying on his experimental work in Glasgow, and
notwithstanding it all he is a most inventive man.

"If Edison had had such opportunities it is impossible

to say what he might have been. He has the mathemati-
cal instinct, and he works in mathematics. Faraday knew
no mathematics, and yet all his writings are mathe-
matical in spirit, and he taught the mathematicians the
meanings of their symbols. The mistake in all mathe-
matical training has hitherto been that it has been too

formal, a mere matter of logic chopping or formulx grind-

ing. The students should, whenever that is possible

—

and it is possible in very many cases—be shown the

physical meaning and applications of their mathematics as

they proceed, and they would not only have a more
thorough knowledge of the subject, but also be more in-

telligent men. If that were so, very few of them
woul 1 turn out dead failures, and many of them might
even be improvements on Mr. Edison himself. 1 have
great faith in the improvement of human nature in every

respect, and I believe that our defective educational

methods are the main cause of our slow progress."

Chicago Edison Company's Operations.

The proposed increase in the capital stock of the Chicago
Edison company from ^750,000 to ^i ,000,000 is not,

according to the Economist of Chicago, to provide means
for the erection of a new central building, but to raise

money needed in the cx'ension of its lighting system. One
of the most active directors in the company states the case

in this fashion: "The truth is, we arc growing faster than

our present means will permit, and we need more cash.

We hive spent $roo,ooo more on the South Side than we
had. and there are other large expenditures in sight, and
next year it will be found necessary to increase our capital

stock ngain, probably to the extent of !i;5oo,oooand possibly

$ - .fxx-f.vx). Our downtown quarters are getting too

cramped, and we must have more room. We have not

gone far into that matter yet, however, as we have no

intention of doing anything about it this year. Wc may
sell out our building and leasehold on Adams street or wc
may retain the building and U'ic it for a sub station. Wc
shall do v/hal will pay us best. The leasehold has increased

in value since it came into our possession, but it may be

worth as much to us as to anybody else. Vou sec it would

be an expensive matter for us to move the machinery lo

another location. I have always cheerfully taktn any

Improved Signal Oilers.
In the accompanying cut is shown the latest form of

Powell's improved signal oiler, introduced by the William

IMPROVED SIGNAL OILERS,

Powell company, Cincinnati, O. In this device the How of

o 1 can be instinlly stopped or started, without changing
the feed, as the operation of the signal lever is independent

of the feed regulator. The quantity is regulated by a
mil'ed screw just under the signal lever, and when setto the

desired position is secured by the winged jamb nut The
filling hole in the top cap is covered by a snap lever, v,hich.

can be moved either to the right or left.

Phonograph Batteries,
In the accompanying cut is shown a battery devised for

phonograph work. It has a capacity of twenty amperes at

I 9 volts This battery is also well adapted to operating

fans, miniature incandescent lamps and small motors. It

is of the Edison pattern. The Electrical Supply company,
Chicago, has the exclusive sale of this batte^)^

City and South London Railway.
The London correspondent of the Xciu York Times

cables the following: "Although it has been opened to
the public for some eight months only, the underground
railway constructed on the Greathead tunneling system,
and operated by electricity from the city of London to
Southwark, on the south side of the Thames, has already
begun seriously to affect the short tralVic receipts of the
other railway companies. At the half yearly meeting of

I'lI'iNOCKAI'lI IIAT'I'KUIKS.

the London, Chatham and Hover company Mr. Foibcs,
the chairman, attributed the notable falling off of passen-
gers on the short trips entirely to the competition of the

City and South London Railway company. He said that

his company had lost from this cause 38482 first class,

57,000 second-class, and t6o,ooo third-class passengers.
These figures, unwillingly extorted from the chairman of

the directorate of the company, speak well for the hold
which the new system has already obtained over the public

mind. It must be noted that the distance covered by the

City and Sou;h London line is as yet only three and a half

miles. With an extension of the system a much heavier
blow to the existing companies must be expected,"
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Arc Lighting and Hazards.'

liY GlCORGE P. Low.

With the advent of the incandescent electric lamp the

fire underwriter believed he sawr the dawning of the day
when the hazard attending the production and use of arti-

ficial h'ght would be greatly reduced, if not entirely eliminat-

ed. The idea of a minute thread-like substance, completely

encased in glass and maintained at an intense luminosity

with no application of external heat, without recourse to

the U'^e of inflammable or explosive oils and gases, and
without open flame, at once impressed its utility upon his

mind, and nearly all pronounced the new light to be simply

perfection Though this first impression is now verified,

it was not long before it became discredited, and with the

comparatively great number of fires that occurred in the

early days of incandescent lighting the fire underwriter

was not slow in appreciating the fact, for the time forgot-

ten, that artificial light, no matter what its form, can be

produced at present only through agencies that are con-

vertible into heat, for human ingenuity has not yet devised

a commercially successful light without accompanying
heat. In all existing methods of illumination heat is pro-

duced that it may give light, and wherever heat may occur

there the fire underwriter recognizes a source of danger
and at once sets about to eliminate the hazard, or to devise

means that will reduce it to a minimum. It is hard to un-

derstand why insurance interests and not municipalities

should have been called upon to enforce requirements that

would effect the safe installation of electric circuits.

Probably it is because the underwriter is quick to perceive

a danger and equally ready to avert it, but be this as it

may, and aside from the laudable efforts of a few of the

leading electrical concerns, the only endeavors made to re-

strict the dangers in question have been put forth by in-

surance people. City governments have enforced fire or-

dinances and sanitary and health laws, but, singularly

enough, they have done virtually nothing toward enacMng
electrical laws, even though they are equally important to

the public safety. All this has fallen to the fire under-

writers, and from ocean to ocean their requirements are

looked to as authority.

It is admitted that insurance people have made mistakes

in the efforts they have made, in partial proof of which it

is only necessary to refer to the action of a prominent
eastern board in adopting an asbestos fiber or a covering of

cotton soaked in lead paint as the standard insulation,

simply because it would not burn. This covering is yet

known as underwriter's insulation, though in electrical

circles it is facetiously termed "undertaker's wire," and
but a few brief experiments were necessary to prove its

unreliability for general use. Considering the fact that the

board in question was reaching out into a new field ex-

plored as yet by no one, the mistake was natural, and is

easily pardoned. One can have no appreciation of the

magnitude of the task of framing requirements to meet any
or all cases until he has tried it, and the longer he works
the stronger will grow the conviction that it is impossible

to draft a set of rules that shall cover even every ordinary

case that may arise. Some application of electricity has

worked itself into every branch of industry, and the con-

ditions under which the electric current is used are, there-

fore, as diversified as the channels of human existence

Different surroundings may exert widely different effects

upon electric apparatus which may in turn give rise to

various troubles.

With the exception of a new system of alternating cur-

rent arc lighting, all systems of arc lighting are operated

by continuous currents, and from their very nature con-

tinuous currents carry a hazard unknown to alternating

currents. I refer to what is known as electrolysis or elec-

trolytic action, which is most easily described by referring

to an electro-plating bath. Take silver plating, for

instance. A sheet of silver is connected to the positive

pole of a suitable battery, such as a storage battery, and is

then immersed in a solution of silver called the electrolyte.

The article to be plated is connected to the negative pole

of the battery, when through a peculiar electro-chemical

action particles of silver are taken from the anode—as the

silver sheet connected to the positive po'e is called—and
deposited upon the cathode or the article to be plated.

There is, in fact, a constant taking away of metal from
the anode, and an equally great deposition of it upon the

cathode. It is evident, therefore, that the anode must
gradually wear away until it is finally consumed, in which
case its entire volume will be transferred through the

e'ectrolyte and distributed over the surface of the article to

be plated. Accurately speaking, there is not a transfer of

solid particles of metal, but what does occur amounts to

the same thing, hence for the purposes of this paper the

transfer of metal through an electrolyte may be considered

as actual. Let us see now what figure electrolysis cuts in

creating a hazard from fire. Take, for instance, a small

store that is lighted with four arc lights. The wires enter

through an awning and are separated the regulation ten

inches. There being four lamps within the store, the

potential difference of the wires at the point of entrance is

consequently 200 volts. The insulation covering the wires,

though sufticient for all purposes in dry weather, is not

water proof, and the wire is not protected from the awning
by water-proof tubes of glass or hard rubber. A shower of

rain comes up, the awning and of course the wires become
wet, and does not it occur to you that a plating bath, as

complete as any ever devised, exists there on the awning?
One of the wires is the positive pole or anode, equivalent

to that of a 200 volt dynamo. The other wire forms the

negative pole or cathode, and between them is the moisture

on the boards or cloth of the awning which forms the

tlectrolyte. For every hour during which the lamps burn
a definite amount of copper is taken from the positive wire,

transmitted thence eleciro-chemically through the poor in-

sulation of the wire—insulation in name only—and the wet

awning, and is deposited upon the negative pole. The

1. Abstract of paper read before the Pacific Underwriters' ossocia*

tion at San Francisco.

copper is merely carried along with the current as it leaks

through the conducting medium of moisture. True, the

amount fo carried across is extremely small, so small

indeed that it may take years to make a visible effect upon
the positive wire, but the time will surely come when the

anodal wire will be so reduced in size that the current it

must carry will maintain it sometimes at a white heat,

then finally it will break and an arc will be maintained

across the terminals. The hazard of a red hot wire resting

against woodwork is too obvious to require more than

merest mention, but in an electric arc is found the most
intense artificial heat, in which many of the most refractory

substances readily yield. The hazards attending their ac-

cidental existence and maintained is inestimably great;

indeed, the many "awning fires" from electric lights that

occurred until comparatively recently with alarming fre-

quency were all directly attributable to unlooked for heat-

ing or arcing due to electrolysis. It look years of experience

to learn the nature of this trouble, and now it may be
entirely obviated by devoting proper care to the insulating

and running of conducting wires

Electrolysis may occur, as I have said before, in all

continuous current circuits, whether in arc, in incandescent

or in power systems. It is most far-reaching in its action,

and if you will recall the illustration given in explaining

the personal hazard from arc circuits, where a fireman was
supposed to have received a 250 volt shock through a
' ground," on the circuit a mile away, I shall find pleasure

in showing you another of the dangers of "grounded"
circuits. We will presume, as in the example referred to,

that an arc circuit of fifty lights is grounded at a point

near the tenth lamp, and that at the point beyond the

fifteenth lamp the wire passes unprotected through an
outer brick wall Different gas, water and soil pipes are

against the wall, which renders it an excellent ground
during the wet season. Is it no' plain then that the wire

passing through the wall becomes as one pole of a 250 volt

dynamo— the positive pole, for instance, while the metal

piping referred to becomes the negative pole through the

ground existing at the tenth lamp and that the moist brick

wall forms the electrolytt? It is immaterial whether the

ground at the tenth lamp be ten inches or ten miles distant,

the positive wire will be slowly worn away until finally it

parts, an arc is formed, and another possibility of a con-
flagration exists. Frequently I have met electric lighting

men who in opposing the suggestion of better protection to

wires run in places hable to dampness have retorted that

"the wires have been the way they are for three years and
if they will ever give trouble they would have done so in

that time." Here let me offer a word to my electiic light-

ing friends. The competent insurance inspector for electric

lighting, in addition to the knowledge gained from his own
researches and labors in the electrical field. holds a position

that gives him a personal acquaintance with each and every

electrician of note in bis section of the country. He
periodically visits each and every plant he avails himself

of the opportunity to familiarize himself with all manner of

dynamo electric machinery and accessory apparatus, and
above all he adds to his stock of knowledge by bits of price-

less information garnered from the experience of every

electrical concern in his territory. Whether that experience

be profitable or disastrous, the insurance inspector is one
of the few who learns its moral, and the fire underwriter is

the one who gratuitously extends this information, so care-

fully gathered, to all who have use for it. Our friend

whose installation is defective, yet who has had no trouble

for three years and who argues therefore that the occur-

rence of a fire from his circuits is an impossibility, falls

into a fatal error from which he must some day extricate

himself as best he may. I have seen wires originally half

as large as a lead pencil reduced to one third or one-

quarter of their cross section, and even severed altogether

by electrolytic action. Other wires which were originally

between one-sixteer,th and one-eighth of an inch in

diameter, I have seen reduced to the diameter of a thread,

others to that of a hair, others completely worn away and
the severed ends reduced to needle-like points, others to

needle-like points from which globu'es of copper depended
showing that an arc had existed, still other cases where
the wood work around the globule-tipped terminals had
been burned for a radius of twenty inches or more, proving

conclusively that electrolysis, the incendiary, had started its

work well. In one of the last named cases the wires

merely rested against plaster, and the origin of the fire

is only traceable to—what do you suppose? Simply to the

moisture absorbed by the plaster from the air, to the use

of a non-moisture proof ii^sulalion and to electrolysis.

Some may contend that this wearing away is simply corro-

sion or verdigris. If such is the case, why is it that only

one wire is reduced in size, why is it that that wire is always
the positive, and why is it that alternating circuits are not

so affected? It may occur to some that watar, universally

esteemed as the natural enemy of fire, indirectly becomes
its origin through electrolysis. For the lime this may
appear singular, but not more so than in a number of cases

familiar to all fire underwriters in which water causes

spontaneous combustion. In unslaked lime, all that is

needed to raise it to a temperature suflicient to ignite wood
is the application of a sufficient quantity of water. The
moral is, then, keep water away from unslaked lime. If

two bare wires, separated say two inches, run parallel

through a piece of dry wood, if the wires carry suflicient

potential, all that is necessary to ignite the wood is to wet
it. Apply the same moral: Keep moisture away from the

wires and the danger is effectually averted. Indeed no
rule is more conducive to safety in installing all electric

circuits than that of avoiding places where dampness or

moisture may possibly exist. A well-known local electrician,

fully appreciating the importance of this rule, recently ex-

pressed an impromptu opinion that, electrically speaking,

"everything that is waterproof i^ fireproof." Though not
literally true the saying is worth remembering.

Before leaving the subject of constant current circuits it

may be well to mention a few pernicious practices which
are yet prevalent and which should be discouraged by

every means. First and above all, I believe the greatest
evil to be the burning of incandescent lamps upon ^irc cir

cuiis. constituting the abomination called "multiple scries"
lighting. The system is easily described: Take, for
example, ten incandescent lamps, each of the same resi<;t-

ance and each requiring one ampere to burn it. Place
them all side by side, joining one pole of each lamp to a
common wire, which we will call the positive pole, and
then uniting the remaining pDle of each lamp to a second
common wire, called for convenience the negative pole.
The lamps '.hen are connected in parallel, or in muliiplc.
As each lamp consumes one amp'jre it is evident that the
group of ten lamps will consume len amperes, hence if the
group of lamps be introduced in series into an arc circuit

of ten ampereSr each lamp will have its proper current and
we have what is commonly, though erroneously, called a
multiple-series of incandescent lamps. The object of the
multiple-series system is to furnish incandescent lights

from arc circuits where incandescent circuits proper do not
exist, and there are several reasons why the system is extra
hazardous. In the first place the public is educated to
believe that an incandescent lamp, merely from the fact

that it is such, is perfectly safe. The property owner sees
the multiple series incandescent lamp, beliei'es in itsharm-
lessness, handles it with the carelessness or impunity of
ignorance, and some day after he has been brought back
to life by the vigorous administration of restoratives, or

perhaps during a conversation with ihe fire marshal upon
the mysterious cause of the fire that cleared him out. he
may learn that an incandescent lamp which burns on a
3.C00 volt arc circuit is not perfectly harmless. Everv respect

is paid to an arc lamp. No one who is not familiar with it

cares to even approach it, yet each muUiple seiies incan-

descent lamp is at the same potential and the grcup carries

precisely the same current that operates its more majestic

brother, the formidable arc lamp. Another form of incan-

descent lighting equally hazardous with the multiple-scries

s)stem is the plain series incandescent system. The system
is identical with arc systems as to the arrangement of the

circuit, tl e only difference being that incandescent lamps
are inserted into the circuit direct in lieu of arc lamps. In
the Ileisler series incandescent system an itternating cur-

rent of five amperes is driven serially through each incan-

descent lamp. As each of these lamps absorbs |approxi-

mately fifteen volts, if 300 lamps are in the circuit, as

sometimes may occur, the line will have a potential of

about 4.500 volts. When it is remembered that an
alternating current of 1 , Soo volts was used in the electrocu-

tion of the four murderers at Sing Sing, I think no one
will dispute the assertion that an alternating circuit of

4.500 volts potential is a good thing to let alone in more
ways than oiie, for wherever the hazard to life is great,

the hazard to property is equally so. In my opinion,

multiple-series systems and series incandescent systems
should be generally excluded from all insured buildings.

There is now no legitimate reason why multiple-series

lights should be found in any city, and I note with
satisfaction that they are rapidly going out of use. As to

series incandescent, their proper sphere is for street light-

ing. Doubtless some one is asking how these systems can
be distinguished from the ordinary and safe incandescent
systems. If a single wire comes into a building and goes
to one lamp, then to another, then to another, taking in

each lamp in the premises serially, one by one, you may
know that the system is a simple series system, like an arc-

lighting system. Being a series system, and inasmuch as

incandescents are burned from it, you may be sure that it

is a series incandescent system. The ordinar>- incandescent
system has many wires of different sizes, but consists

essentially of two wires, across which are placed the lamps
as rungs are placed inaladder. This is called themu tiple

or multiple arc system of wiring, and lamps so arranged
may be turned on or off singly, or in any manner desired,

and they may be of any number. In the multiple series,

however, they are always run in groups, and the total

number of lights in a certain place is always some
multiple of a given number. Most multiple series

lights are burned from the Brush system, and the number
of tights in a group is generally eight. It is impossible to

extinguish any light without dimming the remainder. A
further identification for the Brush multiple-series system is

a little black iron box with three incandescent lamps on
top of it. This box is generally put up against the wall

in some out of the way place. In addition to the regular

group characteristic the Thomson Houston multiple-series

system may be known by its abnormally large and well

ventilated socket.

In many cities electric motors are placed in constant
current circuits in series and operated in just the same
manner as arc lights. It follows then that when this is

done the entire electrical energ)* of the circuit goes thrcugh
each motor regardless of its size. In other words, if a

constant current circuit is operated by a dynamo that puts
electricity to the equivalent of fifty horse power into the
circuit, the entire fifty horse power goes through the little

sewing machine motor and the big pumping motor with

equal facility. The difference is that the resistance of the

sewing machine motor is such that, in addition to carrj'ing

the ten amperes for instance of the circuit it ii'^Sfrh

sufficient voltage to give it the electrical energy in watts

requisite to produce the necessary mechanical power re-

quired to drive the sewing machine The pumping motor
also takes the ten amperes, but the voltage it absorbs is

far more than that of ihc little motor referred to. because

of the greater amount of electrical energy it must utili.:c in

order to return its full power. As in arc lighting, the

dynamo supplying current for series motor circuits is so con-

structed that it automatically generates or ceases to

generate the voltage which is absorbed or which ceases lo

be absorbed the instant any motor is started or stopped.

The voltage of such power circuits is therefore constantly

changing One moment it may be i.coo volts while in the

ntxt minute sutVicient motors may have been started up to

raise the potential to 3.0^0 volts. It is evident then thai

arc lighting circuits and constant current motor circuits arc
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practically the same and their hazards are, therefore, about

identical. I have found some credence given to the belief

that constant current motors and dynamos of the same horse

power have the same physical hazards. The error of this

belief will be apparent when it is remembered that though

the brushes of the motor may show a pressure of say 75

volts, still the ten amperes that are flowing through its coils

are being driven by a potential of possibly 3,000 volts. As
a dynaTio. ihe arc the michine would maintain would be

insigniticant indeed compared with the wicked two or three

foo: stream of electrical fire thai would be main-

tained across the broken terminals of the motor

circuit. As with arc lamps it is well to keep at a respectful

distance from these motors which, by the way. are the only

kind now in use in San Francisco. Wires leading to them

must always be put up with care, and in no instance should

they come in contact with wood work or anything except

their proper insulators, nor shculd they be run in anyplace

liable to handling or where they may be possibly inter-

fered with bv merchandise, individuals or otherwise. Each
such motor circuit entering a building should, moreover, be

provided with an absolute break switch, through the use of

which the current in the building may be instantly diverted

from the motor and out of the building.

Before bringing this paper to a close I find myself

tempted to mention a few of the many pernicious practices

which are forbidden in insurance requirements, and which.

if indulged in, will certainly occasion no little annoyance or

pecuniary loss to the owner of the plant, if they do not

cause fire Among these condemned practices is the use

of soft rubber tubing, which cracks and becomes incapable

of repeliing moisture. It was once a frequent practice to

secure wires in place by the use of metallic staples, but it

was found that they cut the insulation and became "live"

—thvT,t is. thev form an exposed part of the circuit by com-

ing into contact with the conductor. Porcelain knobs are

unsuitable for outside work, for the reason principally that

they afford a competent insuUtioa oaly in dry weather,

when it is least needed. Hard rubber hooks, which were

once well thought of by many for inside arc work, have

dropped into disuse because of several unfortunate

characteristics. It is seldom safe to permit the suspension

of arc lamps by leads—that is. by the wires which supply

them with current, the objections being that the swajing

of the lamp is liable to wear through the insulation at the

points where the leads are secured, while the weight of the

lamp may pull a lead from its proper contact piece, thereby

occasioning its heating or else a very dangerous arc. Arc
lamps, if used indoors, are never safe unless furnished

with glass globes, and if placed in show windows or else-

where in close proximity to easily ignited fabrics or other

similar materials, the lamps should have the further pro-

tection of a spark arrester. The use of such an appliance

is seldom required. The precaution of a globe is neces-

sary, however, to prevent the falling of heated flakes or

particles of carbon or copper that continually drop from a

burning lamp. One never knows when or where dampness
may occur in a building, and when so much depends on
the keeping of moisture from conduclors, it is essential

that all inside high potential wires be covered with an in

salatioa that is absolutely waterproof, and an additional

safeguard is assured if each high potential circuit entering

a building is provided with an absolute break switch, which,

when thrown "off,' will leave the interior wire as harmless

as a clothesline. To say more in this direction would be

to repeat what is fully set forth in the requirements of the

fire underwriters governing the installation of high poten-

tial circuits.

It mu5t not be judged from what has been stated that I

am an alarmist or that I believe the electric hazard to be
great compared with the hazards of other more familiar

agencies. To the contrary, I wish it to be understood that

the danger or the absolute safety of an electric lighting or

power plant depends entirely upon the manner of its in-

stallation, and to bring about a thorough understanding of

the hazards of constant current systems in order that

they miy be provided against, is the aim of this paper.

If I have succeeded in doing so, if only in part, I am
satisfied.

Flying by Means of Electricity.

Despite the repeated failures of attempts made to solve

ihe problem of aerial navigation, there are many who be-

lic%'e that ibe arcompliihment of the feat is only a question

of time and that this stride in advance in the progress of

the world is not so great as some that have been made.
It now appears to be generally conceded by all who have
carefally investigated the matter that if there ever is a

practical air ship, it will be propelled by electricity. This
is the vic-v entertained by Prof. John Trowbridge cf Har-
vard University, who is the author of the latest contribu-

tion to ihc Itteraturc of this fascinating subject An
abstract of ihc professor's article, which appeared in the

August Ch'i7ilau<jtirtn. follows:

A belief is current that wc shall fly some day by means
of clcctficily, although no definite method of employing
this s;reat agent has been devised. There arc two methods
suggested for the application of electricity to flying. One
is a modification of the !o called telpherage system, which
has been tried in England and Wales for the purpose of
tran*pof*in^ %mxW packages on a kind of aerial railway.

Ar, r runs on a species of elevated railway ata
gr ; ^incc the railway can be practically an air

lin- n^5, ttjnneiing and sharp curves can be
avoiilC'4^.

It is but a step from this method of aerial locomotion
to that of a ajstem which proposes to employ air ships.

Suppose, for instance, that a suitable bail(y>n should be pro-

vided •^h an electric motor properly filled with screws,

va- ! 'cT, and that a powerful electric current

ah !his motor by means of trolley wires which
s!i: . of which run, along elevated wires such as

are iVvw useu in certain double trolley electric railroad.^).

Such an air ship would have certain advantages over the

Uectric railway on the ground. It wonld have the advan-

tage of the steamship—free to go through a wide stretch

of air unhampered by conditions of stability of roadway or
limitations of curves and gradients. It is true that it

would have currents of air and head winds to contend
against. These obstacles the steamship on water also

encounters.

To the believer in the possibility of flying, however, this

method we have outlined seems humiliating- It is not
flying in the pure sense. It is telpherage. The aeronaut
wishes to cut loose from the earth entirely, and to com-
pete with the birds in an element which has been theirs

for countless ages.

The method, however, which is thought to be the coming
one. is that based upon the employment of storage bat-

teries. In brief, it is this: A light storage battery capable
of containing at least one horse power is to turn an electric

motor in a suitable air ship, and by the means of a light

source of power and a light motor the problem is lo be
solved.

It is generally conceded, however, that if we are to fly

by electricity we must first be shot off from some suitable

height in order to attain the requisite initial velocity.

Now let us e.xamine the condition of a light storage
battery. Great hopes were excited when the Faure storage
cell was invented. Here was something which the world
had been long waiting for and many prophesied that it

would revolutionize methods of locomotion. Unfortunately
these hopes have not been realized.

The lead battery answers admirably for laboratory use,

where the plates cjn be readily repeated after they disin-

tegrate. The faults of the Faure lead storage cell are its

weight and its rapid disintegration when a severe demand
is made upon it. Much invention has been wasted upon
this cell. It has been modified in numberless ways to

overcome the defects of weight, of the buckling of the lead

plates of the cell, that is the yielding and deformation of

their shape. Fairly powerful batteries are now made and
are supplied lo the public. In certain cases the companies
take entire charge of the batteries, assuming the loss from
the inevitable deterioration, charging ten per cent, a year

on the cost of the battery. In a certain limited sense,

therefore, the lead storage battery can be said to be a suc-

cess.

The weight of the average commercial lead storage bat-

tery is about 100 pour.ds per horse power per hour. If

one wishes to run a motor for six hours the battery should
be charged for ten or twelve hours, and under the most
favorable conditions, So per cent, of the current which is

used to charge the battery can be recovered by its per-

formance.
I have said that numberless attempts have been made to

decrease the weight of the lead plates of the Faure accu-

mulator, or storage cell. My experiments lead me to be-

lieve that moderately thick lead plates are more econom
ical than thin light ones. The expansion and contraction

of the oxides of lead which are pasted into holes and irreg-

ularities in the lead plates lead to deformation of the plate.

The paste thereupon drops out of the recesses or holes

which contain it and the battery loses its charge. I have
replaced the lead plates by porous carbon ones containing
holes for reception of the lead paste and a thin backing of

lead for electrodes.

This last form of storage cell was very light and would
receive a strong charge; but the plates rapidly deteriorated.

Apparently we must be content in the lead storage battery

with comparative'ly heavy lead plates. Since the weight
of this form of cell is so great, and since there is apparently

little prospect of the weight being reduced, it seems to be
out of consideration in the question of flying.

A new storage cell has recently attracted much attention

and it bids fair to compete successfully with the lead bat-

tery, certainly in the problem of flying. This cell is a

modification of the alkaline s'orage battery or accumulator
invented two or three years since in France by Desmazures.
This cell weighs in rough terms only about half as much as

a lead cell of the same capacity. One pole of the alkaline

storage battery is of iron, while the other is finely divided

copper. The liquid is potassium zincale. The zinc is

deposited upon the iron, while the copper, being finely

divided, can be readily oxidized.

Two American inventors, Waddell and Entz, have
modified the original Desmazures cell in certain slight but

important particulars. The result of the endeavors has
been the production of a remarkably efficient accumulator.

The saving in weight of this battery over the lead storage

battery is about 1,500 pounds per car. ;\ car furnished

with this battery together with its motor weighs somewhat
less than the electrical car of the ordinary trolley system.

There seems to be more hope for aeronauts in this new
battery than in the lead batteries, but this hope is a small

one, for although the weight of the storage battery has
now been reduced to nearly one half, it is still very great;

and the weight of the motor has still to be considered.

It is not probab'e that the future bicyclist of the :iir can
support himself and progress with less than one horse

power at his command. If he employs electricity he will

find it difficult to construct an electrical motor which will

yield a hor<e power and which will weigh under 100

lbs. With loo lbs. in his battery and 100 lbs. in his

motor, to say nolhing of the weight of the gears, wings,

and rudders of the Hying machine, the electrical aeronaut

will be heavily handicapped even for a short trip. If an
initial velocity cculd be gained by some species of send olT,

like a toboggan slide, it is improblc that a flying machine
with such a heavy electrical equipment could be made lo

soar, and the unlucky experimenter would speedily find

himself among the debris of his machine,

Kven if a lighter storage battery should be invented, of

which there is increasing probability, the weight of an
electric motor still will remain necessarily great, What
invention may accomplish in the way of lightening electric

motors no one can predict At present electric motors arc

too heavy to be seriously considered for the propelling

agents of flying machines which are not in part balloons,

Wc therefore return to the first method wc have de-

scribed, that of a balloon ship driven by an electrical motor,
which is driven by a current fed to the motor by a trolley
wire, in short a modified telpherage system. This method
of flying, although ignominious to one who desires to cut
himself entirely free from all connection with the earth,
still seems to be a possible solution of the endeavor lo use
the air as steamships now use the water. The new method
of step up and step down converters would enable com-
paratively fine wire to be used to convey the electrical
current from the wires on the earth through the trolleys
to the balloon ship. The latter could therefore be at a height
sufficient to move freely without any fear of touching
housetops or trees.

The step up transformer is merely the old Ruhmkorff
coil. The primary of this is supplied with a powerful
alternating current, a very high electromotive force is

thus generated in the fine coil of the Ruhmkorff coil, and
this electrical pressure can be transmitted along com-
paratively fine wires to the machine where it is desired to
obtain electrical power. At the machine the high pressure
current passes into a step down converter or transformer,
which is simply another Ruhmkorff coil, and the quantity
current with low pressure is taken off the inner coil cf
the Ruhmkorff.

This, in brief, is the method of the step up and step
down transformers. And it is possible that we may
step up into the air by such a system on the telpherage
plan. The stepping down can be accomplished eleciii-

cally. but the problem of stepping down safely from fiyirg

machines still puzzles the aeronaut, whether he proposes
to employ electricity or some other source of power.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, August S.—The burning of the station of

the Richmond Light, Heat i^- Power company of Staten

Island is the most important item of news to be

chronicled this week. The destruction of this plant,

which furnished current for all but a few lamps on the

island, leaves the residents in a position to appreciate now,

if never before, and to the fullest extent, what New York

proper had to suffer when Mayor Grant first began that

work which has led to such an extensive development of

the underground system. The conflagration from an

i^sthetic standpoint was a magnificent sight—your corre-

spondent was on the island at the time— but those who
have since had to resort to the miserable gas jets, or worse

still, candles and oil lamps, are not as enthusiastic now
about the "beautiful fire" as they were on the night of

August 3d. The town of St George turned out en masse

and witnessed the conflagration from the hillside. Both

Erastus Wiman and his son, W. Dwight Wiman, who is

general manager of the Richmond company, were on hand

directing their men in an effort to save a small annex office

building. This was only partially burned. The Staten

Island "fire department'' was there also, but the fire went

on just the same. Perhaps it may be an injustice to some

one to mention also that a man was seen on one of the

poles just outside of the building sawing the 'deadly''

wires about thirty minutes after the lights went out. A
lesson will be drawn from the Richmond company's fire,

and doubtless the new station, which is to be built imme-

diately on another site closer to the water's edge, will be

constructed according to modern ideas. President Wiman
has issued a circular in which he states that it is the hope

of the company to be able to continue the regular service

in about sixty days. Just after the fire the Fort Wayne
Electric company came to front with an offer to furnish ten

or twelve dynamos and deliver them in forty eight hours.

Theofferwas accepted. It is probable that these machines

will be set up at different points on the island, if extra

power is available, and will be employed in this manner to

feed the system. A number of the New York papers

quoted General Manager Wiman as stating the company's

loss to be $75,000 to ^100,000. but on the night of the fire

Mr. Wiman estimated th.; damage at $50,000 with full in

su ranee.

Staten Island is nothing if not progressive. Unless the

Richmond county supervisors display to an extraordinary

degree that characteris'.ic so peculiar to rural boards, the

island, before long, will have its clectrc railway. A peti-

tion has been presented by a Brooklyn syndicate for per-

mission to operate an overhead system. It is stated that

negotiations for the purchase of the franchise of the Belt

Line street railway running from Fort Wadsworth

to the New Brighton and Port Richmond road, have been

completed, and the syndicates desire to begin work as soon

as possible after the board's permission has been secured.

It is expected that the syndicate's plans will meet with the

approval of the supervi.sors.

'J'hc White S(|uadron returned to New York from Fish-

er's Island, the scene of the naval reserve mancuvrcs, on

Tuesday last. The fleet is now anchored in the North

river and the officers have already begun active service in

the metropolis with a breakfast at the Lawyers' Club. The
New York Naval Reserves reached home the Sunday be-

fore. The Reserve roll carries the names of a number of
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electrical men. 3. Dana Green of ihe Edison company

and Robert T. Lozier, manager of the lamp department of

the same concern, pulled in the first battery's boat in the

race between the first, second and third batteries. Both

Mr. Lozierand Mr, Green, it will be remembered, have been

identified with the electrical interests of ChicaE:o.

The Rapid Transit commission has adjourned until

August 14th. As two members of that august body have

left the city no important moves by their colleagues may be

expected during their absence. It is announced that the

commissioners desire to obtain a consensus of the best

available engineering opinion before the board makes a

decision. The opinions are to be embodied, along with

specifications and detail plans, in a report to the common

council.

District Attorney Nicoll, it seems, has begun with a rush

his effort to indict all the New York papers which pub-

lished accounts of the electrical executions at Sing Sing.

The grand jury brought in indictments against the follow-

ing named gentlemen: Joseph Pulitzer of the WorlJ;

John A. Cockerill, editor of the A,h'crtiscr: George W.

Turner of the Recorder; William F. Laffan. publisher of

the Sun; Bradford Merrill, managing editor of the Press;

Albert H. Hceckley, city editor of the/<'K?v/(:/, and Charles

K. Miller, managing editor of the Times. The only morn-

ing publication exempted from indictment was the

T}il'iine.

"The Tnl'une was not indicted," said Assistant District

Attorney Lindsay, "for the reason that it has not shown

any disposition to go into the matter. It would be imprac-

ticable to get these indictments without the concurrence of

the newspapers, because any one connected with a news-

paper would be excused from testifying, and for the further

reason that in these cases the prosecution is compelled to

prove the truth of the published accounts, which is almost

Impossible without the concession of the newspapers
"

As a matter of course the New York journalists are up

in arms on the subject of the freedom of the press,

and from the amount of space which has been

devoted to interviews, etc., one is led to believe

that the editorial heart is secretly gladdened at the

thought of "What will follow in the natural course

of events. It may be mentioned that the Sun's interviews

with leading statesmen of both parties showed four Demo-

crats and four Republicans emphatic in their remarks in fa-

vor of a repeal of th?t section of the law restricting the

liberty of the press. Chauncey Depsw, as usual, covers

himself with glory—that is, as far as the newspapers are

concerned—by one pertinent and comprehensive remark:

"The clearest light should be shed upon the taking of

human life by law," says Mr. Depew, and "Hurrah for

Chauncey Depew!" says the Sun. Had Mr. Depew only

been politic there would have been electric lights in his

tunnel, and then the Western Electrician might have

added "Bravo, Chauncey."

Etymologists will be interested, no doubt, to learn that

the Ne York Manufacturer and Builder, in deference to

the Times, has dacided to use the word ' electrothany" in-

stead of "electrocution." The aforesaid journal deems

"electrothany"tobethe proper thing
—"properly significant

and etymologically coirect."

A'as, word juggling will do no good now. "Electrocu-

tion," it is to be feared, has come to stay, both as a word

and as a horrible reality.

George Francis Train is in New York- Chicagoans will

be glad to know this, for Mr, Train once passed through

Chicago on his way to smaller and less progressive cities.

Mr. Train feels kindly toward the Fair. He had heard of

it when abroad. He would gladly save it from ruin. It

would please him to give to the world the benefit of a

preliminary fair by taking 1,000 persons around the world

in the Majestic. Electricians will be glad to know of Mr.

Train's plan: "I propose," said Mr. Train, "to have

1,000 American Hags on the ship, and whenever we enter

a port each of the i,ooo passengers will be waving a flag.

That will advertise America. On board the vessel we will

have our phonograph, our electrical appliances, and speci-

mens of all the important American inventions. It will

be a fair such as will attract and interest the people of

every nation. They will eagerly pay to come and see it.

They will talk in our phonographs. A lot of money will

be made, and the success of the World's Fair be assured."

Unless the people come right forward— Mr. Train talks

plainly—he will abandon further attempts to he p them

out of their troubles. He will go back to silence in Madi-

son Square. He says he once went for fourteen years

without speaking to man or woman, and can do it again.

It is earnestly hoped that the Chicago Electric club will

take immediate action to prevent this catastrophe.

The plausible Pennington of Mt. Carmel air ship fame

has also turned up in New York, bringing his model along

with him. The reader will remember that this alleged air

ship W.1S described in the Westkkn Electrician when it

was on exhibition in the Exposition building, Chicago.

The article appeared in the issue of Feb. 14. 1891, Dr.

Warren C. Spencer is master of ceremonies in New York

city, and on last Tuesday he gave an exhibition of the

marvelous machine to a favored few at the .\cademy of

Music. "Mr. I'ennington will reach here in about six

weeks," said Dr. Spencer, "He is going to sail the ship

from .St, Louis He gave me his word of honor that he

would be here in that time, and I know he will."

Dr. Spencer is probably from .St. Louis.

The United States Electric Light company on August 2d

filed the indemnity bond for l^o.ooo in the United States

circuit court. The company was required to file under

the order of Judge Wallace granting an interlocutory de-

cree slaying the order of injunction secured by the Edison

company. The sureties are Marcellus Hartley and Anson

P. Stokes. The United States company has also taken an

appeal from the recent decision in favor of Edison, to the

new appellate court. On August 4th the United States

people filed an assignment of errors.

At a meeting of the Board of Electrical Control on Mon-

day last the Empire Subway company was ordered to

build subways on a number of streets for the use of the

Edison company. The work must be completed by Sep-

tember 15th.

If Ctiicago was New York, instead of being only the

"Windy City," or was inclined to be retaliatory, the civi-

lized world would perhaps by this time be thoroughly

posted as to the most recent innovation in the way of

"New York's midsummer plague." Onlyone irrepressible

reporter yields to the temptation, however, and in a short

paragraph lets the cat out of the bag. It seems that the

electric lights fed from New York stations are just as al-

luring to the bug species as those in Chicago. The lamps

up town are attracting vast numbers of bugs, ca'led here

"hawk moths," especially when the lights are in the

neighborhood of ailanthus trees, upon which the insects are

supposed to feed. The pavements on soma parts of

Eighth avenue are so thickly covered in the evening by the

dead moths that the trampling of pedestrians overthe dead

bodies covers the flags with a slippery green scum. New
York and Chicago are quits now. Chicago may have its

sand flies, but the metropolis will have to sympathize.

The United States Railway, Equipment & Construction

company of New York has purchased the system of the

Lockport, N. Y., Street Railway company. The work of

equipping the line for electric motive pcver has already

been commenced. The capital stock of the new organiza-

tion will be $100,000.

It is understood from a representative of the Phono-

graph company that a new type of phonogram is soon to

be introduced. The improved cylinder will be much

smaller than the bulky ones now in use. It is to be no

larger than a man's little finger. The recording stylus is

made to do much finer work. These small cylinders will

undoubtedly lead to a much more extensive introduction

of the phonograph, especially as an aid in general office

work and correspondence. F. L. P.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Minneapolis, Aug. S.—The Minnesota Brush Electric

company has just let the contract for putting its entire sys-

tem of wires underground in the underground district.

This is the first complete contract of the kind for power,

arc and incandescent lighting ever let in the United States.

The company securing the contract is the Standard Under-

ground Cable company of Pittsburg. The grand total of

the cost of the plant with extensions completed will be

about ^120,000, and the cost of the work to be completed

this year will appro.ximate $<j2,ooo. Some idea of the

magnitude of the work may be gathered from the fact that

S2j^ miles of cable, with all the accessories, are necessary

to put in the plant. The contract requires that the sys-

tem in the underground limits shall be completed and in

working order by Dec. ist of this year, the company

securing the contract having put up a $50,000 bond to

that effect. F. E. Degenhardt. the representative of the

Standard Cable company, is highly elated over his success,

having practically defeated every electrical construction

company in the country' in an open field. In June of last

year the Brush company let a contract for 60 miles of

underground cable to the Cobb Yulcanite Rubber com-

pany, which, after completing 20 milts, became bankrupt.

The Blush company, after investigating the field, adver-

tised for bids for putting in the entire plant, which

resulted in the Pittsburg company's triumph.

The street car company has started another of its lines.

The Western avenue and Second street N. E. extension

just completed has been formally connected, and ten large

motor cars have commenced their duties. There now remains

but one line to be started of all the lines mapped out a: the
beginning of the new system started a year ago. and this

line will probably start next Sunday at the latest. There
are 50 or more trailers waiting to be run over the lines

when the cold weather makes it necessary. The third and
last engine for the power house has arrived and is being
setup. As soon as it is ready for use the company will

have three of the largest electrical engines in use in the

world.

C.J. Scott of the street railway company has recently

invented a motor, which, it is claimed, will run on either

arc. alternating or incandescent circuit. The brushes
rotate instead of the armature. .Mr. Scott thinks that the

trolley system is loo complicated. Instead of a tro!le>-

pole he would have a flexible cord, thus doing away with
the elaborate iron support on the top of the car. The
trolley would be behind the car in sight of the conductor.

Several experts have examined the cord and it is scon to be

tested on the Lake Harriett line.

The street car company is defendant in two damage
suits. The first one is brought by William Solomon for

$5,000 damages. His complaint is that while riding on
an electric car in Norlh Minneapolis a couple of young
men called him names and one of them struck him
in the face, thereby impairing his eyesight. The con-

ductor and driver were both witnesses to the incident and
failed to come to his relief The other suit is brought by
Charles Reiler, to recover for the loss of a horse. Several

months ago, one of his horses was killed by contact with

a trolley wire on Cedir avenue and another one seriously

injured.

The chief of police has issued an order regulating the

members of the force in their street car riding. After this

no policeman will be allowed to ride free unless he has his

star displayed on his left breast. This will apply whether

the officer is in full uniform or in citizen's dress. The
order is made at the request of the street railway company,
whose conductors have rung up passengers and have found

when they came to collect the fares that they were police-

men, the stars being hid under the lapels of the coats.

In St. Paul the improvements of the Consolidated com-
pany are going on with much the same vigor that is

noticeable in Minneapolis. Material is now being hauled

for the extension of the electric line from Tuscarora

street to Fort SnelHng, the bridge across the Mississippi

having been completed for the purpose. The West Seventh

street electric line is likely to become the next inter-

urban line. When this line is completed to the Snelling

bridge it will be only a short distance from the Minne-

apolis line running to Minrfehaha. Another bridge will

probably be erected at the fort, as the present one is

too narrow and of too weak construction to warrant the

traffic of the popular inter urban line.. It is officially

stated that Mr. Lowry will cooperate with property

owners in building the bridge necessary. The rou'.e

would be peculiarly favorable for an inter-urban line, as

for much of its distance there is a high bluff on one side

and lowlands on the other, effectually doing away with

cross streets. The motors can make very fast time on

such a line, and probably reduce the running time be-

tween the two cities to something near half an hour.

General Manager Goodrich, of the Twin City company
announces that he will within a few days issue orders for

all electric trains on the First avenue and Bloomington

lines to swing around the Union depot loop instead of

switching at Washington avenue and First avenue south.

This is an important order, and will be hailed by the

traveling public with much delight. All the principal lines

of the city will upon issuance of this order earn- passen-

gers to and from the Union depot without change of cars.

The Western avenue division will in a few days be consol-

idated with the Second street. N. E.. line, .ind these cars

will pass the Union depot, crossing the steel arch btidge

into East Minneapolis. For some time there has been a

continuous blockade of cars in front of Temple Court on

Hennepin avenue, where several lines have been required

to use a turn table. The neiv arrangement will ob\-iate

all this. The company has surprised the gay public which

frequent the lake resorts bj- illuminating its line between

Lake Mendosa and Ifarriclt with forty powerful electric

lamps, which give a m.ignificently picturesque appearance

to the dark woods in that neighborhood. The company

has also built a new pavilion at Lake Harriett and a

musical programme is furnished every night to entertain the

immense crowds that congregate there. The Lake Har-

rielt line via Hennepin boulcv.ard is completed and only

awaits the tinishing of street improvements to be started in

operation. By this line a saving of ten minutes is effected

between the lake and the city. When this line is open the

street r\ilway compa.iy will h,ave over 300 cars in operation

in the city limits of Minneapolis, over half of which are

equipped with motors. The lota! equipment when com
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pleted will be over 500 coaches and motors. All motors

will carry trailers, thus making the system as convenient

as it is complete.

The vexed question of transfers is again disturbing the

street railway company. Under the present plan of issu-

ing transfers good on all lines for half an hour after the

time of issuance the company has been subjected to glaring

frauds and abuses and has unquestionably lost thousands

of dollars through the petty meanness of many of their

customers. It is announced that some restrictions will be

placed upon the system immediately, but just what it is

has not yet appeared There is no question but that the

genera! public would be very willing to see some limitation

on the present system of transfers, as the injustice of it is

apparent. F-

Toledo. Ohio.
Toledo, Aug. S.—The business of the Toledo Electric

Street Railway company has increased to such an extent

that it has become necessary to have an assistant general

manager, and the services of G J. Coleman of Cleveland

have been secured for that position. F. B. Perkins,

formerly of Pittsburg. Pa., is superintendent. He is

popular with the employes.

This company now has in operation twenty miles of

track, on most of which a yS pound girder rail is used. It

operates twenty-eight single motor cars out of a possible

thirty-one. three cars only being held in reserve in case of

repairs and overflow business. These cars make from 135

to 140 miles per day each.

The company employs at present live So horse power

generators, which are nia by one double compound engine,

which can b^ increased to 1,000 horse power. An order

has been placed for another generator and another engine

of I, ODO horse pDwer, which will increase the capacity to

2.000 horse power. The company's intention is to furnish

p0'i\'er for private institu.ions, which is being done at

present to a certain extent.

The Toledo Electric Street Railway company has begun

an action to recover §250,000 from the Consolidated Street

Railway company for alleged malicious interference wiih

the construction of the plaintitT's lines. The Rob'sons

charge the old compiny with maliciously and wickedly con-

triving and conspiring to perpetuate the monopoly of the

street railway carrying business in the Consolidated com-

pany, and prevent and destroy the inauguration of any

competing street railway enterprise in the city. Further,

the defendants are charged with striving to impair the

credit of the new enterprise, delay, and, if possible, prevent

the completion of the road, using for this purpose improper

means to induce property* owners to withdraw their

signatures to the petitions for the road, and also attempt-

ing to prevent them from selling the bonds issued, to pre-

vent manufacturers and dealers in iron and electrical

supplies from selling '.hem to the plaintiff, and to destroy

all possibility of any profit being made out of the operation

of the road. From present appearances the litigation has

jost begun.

Omaha, Neb.
Om.^ha, Neb , Aug. S.—A contract has recently been

let by the state authorities to the Lincoln, Neb.. Electric

Supply company for lighting the state buildings at Peru,

Neb. Two hundred incandescent lamps and the neces-

sary- machinery and wiring are to be furnishtd. The same

firm also secured the contract for the electrical work to be

done at Hastings, Neb., in the new buildings for the Asy-

lum for the Insane.

The Omaha Street Railway company is changing what

was i;ft of the old horse car lines to electric lines, and ex-

tending its tracks in several new streets

The work of creeling the lighting plant in Lincoln park,

Lincoln, Neb., is nearly completed, and is already giving

great satisfaction, II. P. K.

Pittsburg, Pa.
PlTTSfcCfcn, August i.—The Telephone company of

this city has inaognratcd the Saturday half-holiday system

for the btucfil of its employes. The management has been

enabled to do tbi.<ion account of the fact that thp i'cnnsylva-

oia legislature lately established a .Saturday half holiday

law, and inasmuch as thi^ lends to greatly decrease the

opcraticm of ihc telephone on Saturday afternoon, the

telephone exchingc cmplojes arc lo have Ihc advantage

of it. On last .Saturday the plan was first put into practice

and so far it has worked very well. The arrangement is

that the majority of the operators arc allowed lo go home

and only a few will remain.

The girls emplojed by the telephone company have been

divided into two squads of about twenty five each, and on

alternate Satarday afternoons they will be act at liberty at

3 o'elocle. The linemen of the company, about thirty in

number, will also be enjoyitg the bliss of nothing to do on

Saturday afternoon.

The Second Avenue Passenger Railway company has

broken ground for the foundation of an addition, which

the company is building to the power house on Second

avenue.

W. E. Stevenson, of the laboratory force of the Westing-

house Electric & Manufacturing company, has gone to

Atlantic City for two w&?ks. B. L. W.

Denver, Col.
Denver, Colo., Aug, S.—The electric light question

has been settled by the acceptance, with some modifica-

tions, of the Consolidated Electric Light company's proposi

tion. Incandescent lights on the all night schedule will be

supplied at $2.16 2-3 per month; arc lights in the central

part of the city for $12.50 per month, and outside the

present incandescent districts at $10.

The combination of water power a nd the electric motor

promises to be a most important factor in the future de-

velopment of Colorado mines.

Experiments at Gold Hill stamp mill, in the Telluride

district, show the feasibility and economy of the scheme.

Electricity is conveyed to that mil! two and one-half miles

from an alternating current dynamo capablt of developing

140 horse power, which is operated by water power. L.

L. Nunn, general manager of the Gold Hill company, is

the originator of the idea of utilizing the hitherto wasted

power of the mountain streams.

O. D. Irwin, electrical engineer for the Westinghouse

company, put in the motor and wires to the Gold Hill

mill. The success of the scheme has stimulated other mine

owners and other plants will soon be in operation in the

Telluride district.

A street car line will be built by Denver capitalists in

Laramie, Wyo. The Laramie Tramway company has se-

cured a franchise giving it the privilege of furnishing

railway transportation for the city either by cable, electric

or horse car lines. The officers of the company are: F.

M. McHale, of Denver, president; G. W. Grilhth, Jr., of

Denver, secretary and treasurer; directors, R. A French,

F. M. McHale and G. W. Griffith of Denver and James

Vine and W. B Travin of Laramie. The companv has

a capital stock of $100,000. E. C. D.

PERSONAL.
Geo. W. La Rue, secretary and general sales agent of

the Crocker- Wheeler Motor company. New York ciiy, was
in Chicago last week.

John I. Beggs, manager of the central district office of

the Edison General Electric company, is in New York
attending the Edison convention.

John D. Challar of \Vashirgton was in Chicago last

week. Mr. Challar will visit the Pacific coast, where he is

interested in electric railway enterprises.

Eugene Cowles, president of the Cowles Aluminum
company of Lockporc. N. Y.. is spending a few weeks at

the Thous ind Islands and in the Adirondack mountains.

\V. S. Andrews of the Edison General Electric com-
pany, New York, was in Chicago last week. Mr. An-
drews had been visiting the stations in Rochester, Detroit,

Minneapolis and St. Paul, and reported the Edison inter-

e:ls in good condition.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Penn Van Electric Light & Power company, Penn Yan,

N, Y.; capital stock, $100,000; manufacturing electricity

for light, heat and power.

Brighton Water and Electric Light company, Brighton,
Colo. ; capital stock, $20,000; to supply the town of Brighton
with water and electric light.

Highland Electric Light i^ Power company, Highland,
III ; capital stock $3, 000; to furnish electric light and
power; F. Wild, Highland, III.

Edison Electric Illuminating company, Atlanta, Ga.

;

capital stock, $10,000; generalingelectricityand furnishing

it for all the purposes to which it may be applied.

Continental Development company, Richmond, Va.

;

capital stock, $800,000; machinery and electric equipments,
general manufacture, real estate and improvements.

Maryviile Electric Light iV Power company, Maryvillc,

Mo ; capital slock, $25,000; to supply the city of Mary-
viile with electric light and electric power; Wm. A. Ross,
Maryviile, Mo.

Wagner Electric Manufacturing company. .St. Louis.

Mo,; capital stock, $25,000; to manufacture, hire and sell

electric apparatus, machinery, supplies, etc. ; Ilcnry Digby,
322 Pine street, St. Louis, Mo.

Stcub'jnville Railway and Electric company (Incorpo-

rated in West Virjiinia), Steubcnvillc, O.; capital stock,

$100,000; operating electric street railway in Stcubcnville,

O.; also supplying light and heat; Donald B. Touccy,
2O1 iJroadway, New York, N. \',

Crescent Insulated Wire iic Cable company, Tren-
ton, N, J.; capital stock, $50,000; to manufacture an in-

sulated compr>und for the covering of wires and cables,

and the manufacture of elcclrical appliances; Murray,
Whitehead & Murray, Trenton, N, J.

lircnham Compress Oil and Manufacturing company,
iJrcnham, Washington Co., Tex.; cipital stock, $150,000;
ginning, baling and compressing cotton, manufacturing
cotton seed oil, operate electric plants, mrinufacturc and
sell ice; U. C. Giddings, Jr., Brcnhani, Tex.

ELECTRIC LIGHT.
At Louisville, Ky., the Light, Heat & Power company

has just been organized for the purpose of operating an
electric light plant.

The city council of Brownwood, Tex., has granted the
Brownwood Improvement con-pany permission to erect an
electric light plant.

The installation of an electric light plant is being dis-
cussed In Milton, Fla. J B. Crossland of Pensacola is in
vestigating the subject.

It is stated that the city of Newnan, Ga., has signed a
contract with W L Dresser of Albany, N. Y., for the
erection of an electric light plant.

N. E. YVhItaker, Thomas O. Brien, R. Stainaker and
others will organize a stock company at Wheeling, W.Va.,
for the erection of an electric light plant.

The California state authorities will put an isolated elec-
tric lighting plant in the capitol at Sacramento. The
building will be wired for about Soo lamps.

The Fort Wayne Eiectric company, through W. J.
Morrison and A. J. Corriveau, is about to present an arc
lighting plant to McGlll university, Montreal.

The Electric company of Virginia has recently erected
an additional building 3S.\6S feet at Norfolk, put in new
machinery, and Increased the capacity of its electric lieht
plant.

^

The Brighton Park Mutual Home & Investment com-
pany of B anchville, Md., has been incorporated to erect
electric light plants.gas works, deal In real estate, etc. The
capital stock Is $250 000.

Contract has been let for the erection of an electric light
station for the Carolina IJght & Power company at Cot-
ton Shoals, on Little Horse creek, near Graniteville, S C.
Water power will be utilized.

A bill was recently Introduced in the legislature of Geor-
gia to appropriate |io,ooo for the establishment of an
electric light plant and a heating plant at the State Deaf
and E)umb asylum at Atlanta.

Two new electric light plants have recently been incort
porated in Atlanta. Ga.— the Georgia Electric Light com-
pany, with a capital of $600,000, and the Edison Electric
Illuminating company, capitalized at $!o,ooo.

According to report, not only will all the streets and
public buildings, but the majority of the private dwellings,
be lighted by electricity at Shenandoah, Va. The town is

a comparatively new one, and has a population of about
2,500.

The St. Catherines and Welland Canal Gas Light com-
pany, of St. Catherines, Ont., has applied to the city
council for the privilege of erecting poles and stringing
wires on the stieets of the city for the purpose of supply-
ing illuminating and heating power.

The Iron Cross Investment company has been incor-
porated at Basic City, Va., with W. V. Kirk of Paw Paw,
W. Va

, president; E. P. Cahill of Hancock, Md., vice-
pres'.dent, and J. N. Kirk, secretary, to erect electric
light plants, gas works, deal in and Improve real estate,
etc. The minimum capital stock is $2o,coo, and the max-
imum capital $50,000.

The town of Marblehead, Mass., has decided to estab-
lish an electric lighring plant of its own. A committee
was appointed, and it has located the lights, drawn up the
contracts, fixed upon a site for the station, and ascertained
the cost of the plant. The selectmen will soon be asked
lo call a town meeting for the purpose of acting on the
recommendations of the commiitee, after which, if they
are accepted, it will not be long before the plant will be in
operation.

Work has been commenced in connection with the muni-
cipal central station at Dublin, Ireland. The site is about
one quarter of an acre in extent. The private lighting
plant will comprise three 300-horse power engines, each
of which will drive a 2,000 volt alternator. The public
lighting plant will comprise three 6ohorse power engines,
and three 55 light dynamos. The cables will be laid in
iron piping. The public lights will probably be started in
November.

Reports have been In circulation for some time to the
effect that the Thomson- Houston Electric company of
Boston and the Fort Wayne, Ind., Electric company
had purchased a controlling Interest in the Municipal
Electric Light company of St. Louis, Mo. fames Camp-
bell, the broker, who has been in New York for some time
in connection with Municipal Electric Llghling company
matters. Is reported as saying that the ThDm^on-IIouston
company and the Fort Wayne company arc seeking to gain
a very substantial Interest in the St. Louis company, but
not the control.

A prominent dentist says: "We now have the electric
light to aid us in our dental operations, and I find by its

use I can discover imperfections in cavities I have pre-
pared that had previously escaped my .ttlenlion. Why?
Because the electric light gives a paler white light, and it

is more intense than daylij^lit. This is particularly so in
that form of decay known :is the white decay. You may
prepare the cavity with the ordinary care, having it seem-
ingly perfectly dry, and a magnifying glass will show
you no imperfections, but with the aid of the electric light
you can find them,''

At the government dockyard at Port Adelaide, Australia,
there is in course of construction a traveling electric light
plant for u.sc on the railways. It consists of an ordinary
locomotive engine, a truck upon which is fitted a portable
engine and the dynamo, and the weed stripper, which is

used for clearing the railway lines of undergrowth. The
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plant, when completed, will be used to enable the navies to

carry on their work as much as possible at night, when
their operations will be less hampered by the train traffic

than during the day. Telegraph poles, upon which the

wires are carried and the lamps hung, will be erected at

each halting place where their services are required.

Locomotive No. 34, which has been rebuilt in the Chi-

cago and Alton shops at Bloomington, III., is unlike any
other in existence, except one at I-ay City, Mich. 'I'his

locomotive will, it is said, consume its smoke and condense

the exhaust steam, similar to a marine engine. It is pro-

vided with electric dynamos, and the headlight and the

numbers of the engine and train will be illuminated with

electricity. The entire train drawn by this engine and the

signal lamps will likewise be illuminated by electricity.

The headlight sits low on the front of the engine, the

dynamo standing where the old headlight was, and the

view from the cab is entirely free from obstruction. It is

reported that if this locomotive, thus equipped, proves a

success, similar improvements will be introduced upon all

the passenger engines of the Chicago ^ Alton road.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Lockport, N. V., is going to have an electric street rail-

way.

It is stated that electricity will be the motive power of

the new street railway of North Danville, Va.

The Chattanooga, Tenn., Union Railroad company is

said to be investigating a storage battery system.

The Hagerstown, Md., Electric Railway company has

been granted a franchise to build an electric railroad.

The Capital City Land company of Raleigh, N. C,
lately organized, will probably build an electric railroad.

H. V. B. Smith is said to be making efforts to secure

the building of an electric railroad from Crossville to

Harriman, Tenn.

The Dandridge, New Market & Indian Cave Railway
company of Dandridge, Tenn., will, it is reported, build

an electric railroad.

The Macon Cily & Suburban Street Railway company of

Macon, Ga., is reported as about to erect an electric power
plant at a cost of ^35,000.

Paul W. Smith and others have applied to the city coun-

cil of Montgomery, Ala., for a franchise to build a street

railway to be operated by electric or other power.

The Dallas, Tex-, Consolidated Traction Railway com-
pany reports that it has changed a portion of its line from
horse to electric power, and will continue in the same
direction as fast as practicable.

The employes of the Newark, N J , Passenger Railroad

company employed on the electric line which that company
recently acquired struck against a reduction of wages last

week. The company was not greatly embarrassed.

A syndicate has applied to the city authorities of Christi-

ana. Norway, for permission to construct an electric line

through the streets. Experts have been dispatched to

Berlin, Halle and Frankfort to investigate the workings of

electric tramways in those cities.

The Villard interests in Milwaukee, according to a press

dispatch from that city, are in a fair way to control the en-

tire street railway interest of the Cream City. Negotia-

tions are pending for the purchase of the roads not now in

the control of the Yillard syndicate.

The Detroit Neius reports that at a recent trial in that

city of a new storage battery invented by Charles Logan of

I^ondon, England, a 7Q-ton car was easily propelled eight

miles at the rate of 14 miles an hour. It is claimed that

the battery is good for a day's work at a speed of 13 miles

an hour.

The Boston ye;/:'';/'// is authority for the statement that

Edison is at work on an electric motor for Henry Villard.

The machine is to be introduced into railway work, and
will, according to the same authority, "develop at least

1,000 horse power." When it is completed it will no doubt
be an object of interest.

The highway committee of the Paris Municipal Coun-
cil has decided in favor of the construction of a subterran-

ean electric tramway from the Bois de Boulogne to the

Bois de Vincennes, passing under the Boulevard Diderot,

the Rue de RivoH, the Place de la Concorde, and the

Avenue des Champs Elysees. The project as outlined by
M. Bertier provides for an underground tubular road eleven

kilometers in length, and similar to the South London line-

It would be lighted by incandescent lamps.

The Cicero S: Proviso Electric Street railway company has

had reason to complain of its night patrons. P. H. Qua('e,

its superintendent, was before Justice Hall at Austin re-

cently, charged with assaulton Charles H. Hitchcock, Jr.

When he was dismissed he began suit for $10,000 damages
against Hitchcock on the ground of false imprisonment.

Mr. Quade's attorney, Judge Prendergast, said that his

client's arrest was due to an attempt to maintain order on
one of the trains of the road. Hitchcock and three other

men were involved, and all of them will be arrested, the

counsel said, on a charge of assault.

The Washington correspondent of the C/iica;^o Poiiy

Xc-.i's announces that an important contribution to the lit-

erature of street railway locomotion is about to be sub-

mitted to President Harrison by the commission which he

named to examine into the question of rapid transit for

Washington and the district. The commission visited the

principal cities in the United States and secured reports

from leading capitals of Europe. The report is exhaustive

of its subject and will fill 500 printed pages with elaborate

il'ustrations. The commission favors a subway system for

electric railways, lighting, telephone and telegraph com-
panies. The storage battery system is regarded as the

ideal one, although the committee thinks it is not above
the experimental stage.

The electric railway at Sissach, Switzerland, has recently

been opened for general trafhc. It is about two miles in

length, narrow gauge, and almost level, the worst gradient

being only 1.2 per cent. The line runs through a fine

broad highway. A sufficient waterfall furnishes power to

a low-pressure turbine, which drives a 35 kilowatt dynamo,
giving 50 amperes at 700 volts. The current is led to over-

head conductors and returned by the rails. Fluid insula-

tors fixed on wooden posts carry the conductors ^\vq metres
above the ground. The rolling stock consists of one motor
car weighing 6,000 kilograms, (our passenger cars and four

freight cars. The motor car is driven by two series-wound
motors, each of which drives one axle at a mean speed of

17 kilometres per hour. The entire cost of line and
equipment was $75,000. The Oerlikon Works supplied
the whole of the plant.

ELECTRIC MINING.
The Main Jellico Mountain Coal company, of Kensee,

Ky.. intends to put in an electric light plant at its coal

mines.

The Virginius company of Colorado has contracted
with the Edison General Electric company for the erection

of a plant for the transmission of 95 horse power, three
and a half miles over the range, 14,000 feet high. Electricity

will also supersede steam in the working of both the Vir-

ginius and Monarch mines this summer.

TELEPHONE.
The Bell Telephone company of Canada has absorbed

the Federal Telephone company, and again enjoys a mo-
nopoly of the telephone business in that country.

The chamber of commerce of Breda, Holland, has asked
the government to introduce a bill providing for the pur-
chase by the state of all telephone lines. If the gov
ernment should not be prepared at once to carr>' out these
proposals, the chamber suggests that the state should at

least exercise such a control over the telephones that con-
tracts detrimental to the public interest may be prevented.

At Grand Rapids, Mich., two youths of sixteen and
eighteen years respectively, sons of Rev. Charles Fluhrer
and E. A. Mosely, became interested in electricity through
studying it at home. By using a Bell telephone as a
model they constructed three instruments and put up a
wire. Their line was recently discovered by a lineman
of the telephone company, which has commenced suit

against the fathers of the boys for infringement of the
patent.

A portable telephonic apparatus for use in coal and
other mines has been devised by i^L Berthon. It is con-
tained in an oak box with handles. The box contains a mag-
net in connection, a "call" arrangement, an alarm bell, an
induction coil, switch for the microphone battery, three

cells in ebony cases, terminals for making connection with
a wire conductor, and the Berthon- Ader apparatus. The
whole is placed in a leather case provided with straps for

convenience in carrying. With a well-insulated conductor
carried down the shaft, and with the employment of "fly-

ing" or portable wire, communication with those on the
surface is possible from any part of a mine.

TELEGRAPH.
Fire recently destroyed the two-story frame building at

Colorado avenue and Forty-sixth street, Chicago, occupied
by the belt line of the Wisconsin Central railroad as a
transfer telegraph station. The loss is estimated at $2,500.

Messrs Hosmer and Skinner, representing the Canad'an
Pacific railway, have been elected directors of the Halifax
&: Bermuda Cable company to represent the controlling

interest recently secured by the former company. It is

intended to extend the line to Jamaica and the British

West India Islands.

MISCELLANEOUS.
There are now running in Broc!:ton, Mass., about 130

electric motors for shoemaking and other purposes.

The Thomson-Houston Electric company has declared

its usual quarterly dividend of $1 per share for common
stock.

Over $4,000 has been pledged for the Plymouth, N. H.,
proposed electric light plant. The intention now is to

raise the amount to $10,000.

A rapidly revolving brush, which gets its motive power
from a small electric motor, has been found to operate
practically in the grooming of horses.

The Edison General Electric company is adding four
new buildings to its plant in Schenectady, N. V. When
completed, the plant will consist of twenty-one brick and
thirty five frame buildings.

It is said that a new cane has been brought out with a
tiny incandescent lamp at the top. supplied by a miniature
storage battery. It would be useful for reporters looking
for street numbers at night.

Searie Hill, a prominent farmer and horseman of War-
ren, Wis., was out driving with his two sons one day last

week, when he was struck by lightning and instantly killed.

The boys were fatally injured. Both horses were killed by
the shock.

Thomas Edison has received many honors and titles in

his lifetime, says the Chautauqua Assembly Herald, but it

is a question if anything of the bort bestowed upon him
equals "The Lizard of Llewellyn Park," which recently
appeared in the /lerald.

It is proposed to establish in New York a school for ele-
mentary electrical training— a place where the rudiments of
electrical science may be learned and the student fitted to
enter the technological institutions which dcvo:e especial
attention to electrical engineering.

The Washington committee which has been investigat-
ing the problem of rapid transit in cities, with a view to
obtaining ideas for local use, has submitted a report favor-
ing a subway for electrical railways, for lighting apparatus
and for telegraph and telephone companies.

The United Sutcs Corporation Bureau of Chicago re-
ports 281 new, completed corporations in the United States
for the week ending July 31st, with a total capiiaii/alion
of $35,023,750, including 16 light, heat, power and trans-
portation companies, with a capital stock of ^,049.000.

VEUtricita states that a project for the construction of
an electric railway from Aosta to the borders of France
and Switzerland at Pre Saint Didier, a distance of between
20 and 30 miles, has been laid before the Italian minister
of public works. This would be by far the longest electric
railway in Europe. Water power would be employed.

Electricity may revolutionize leather tanning. Two
tanneries, one in Paris and the other in Ix)ndon, are suc-
cessfully employing the invention of W'orms and Bale.
The principal feature is the circulation of an electric cur-
rent through the tanning liquor. By this method it is said
that an operation is completed in four days which ordinar-
ily requires from seven to eight months.

The C7/?Va^^//(-r(7/(/ finds occasion to praise the rearrange-
ment of the electric fountain at Lincoln Park: "The
streams ascend in parallels," it says, "and when cur\-ed
fall from agreeable heights or rise at pleasing angles. The
color schemes now displayed indicate a true sense of beautv
and the manipulation of both lines and hues shows dexter-
ity and knowledge. The effects are weird, fantastic and
beautiful. Thousands watch the prismatic play with de-
light."

A large and interesting power transmission plant has
been in successful operation at Oyonna.-*:, in the east of
France, since March, 1S90. Power is obtained from a
cataract five miles from the town, where two 105 kilowatt
2,coo volt Thury machines are coupled direct to two hori-
zontal turbines. The current is transmitted on the three-
wire system to two 120 horse power i.Soo volt motors,
driving direct on to two 125 volt 600 ampere dynamos,
which supply current to the town on the three-wire system.
The commercial efficiency of this system is said to be 76.2
per cent.

A recent statement of Dr. Stephen H. Emmens of Em-
mens, Pa., is to the effect that he has perfected a process
for converting pig iron into wrought iron by means of elec-

tricity. The process is simply an elaboration and adapta-
tion of existing methods of electrical deposition, and by
this means Dr. Emmens claims to be able to produce from
any grade of pig iron a ductile malleable iron of almost
chemical purity, which only needs washing, heating and
tolling to make it equal to the best quality of Swedish
iron- The inventor of this novel process claims that he
can produce wrought iron by this method at a lower cost
than the ordinary process of puddling, and still further
economy results from the use of low grades of pig iron
made from ores that are too impure to be used by existing
process of conversion.

During a thunderstorm at Aylesbury, England, on
July 27th, nine persons attending a flower show were
struck by lightniog. and three of them were killed. On
July 24th a violent thunderstorm passed over Carlisle. Pa.
During the progress of the storm lightning struck a shoe
factory-. At the time there were 300 hands employed in

the building, most of them being women, and when the
shock came a panic-stricken crowd rushed for the doors.
Several of the young ladies were slightly shocked, while
three fell to the tloor unconscious, thus adding to the con-
fusion. Misses Spangler and Johnson were severely in-

jured. Si.\ other young lady operators were seriously in-

jured, beside being bruised in the rush. The lightning
also buintd cut two ^hce rrrtlittf. srd did other
injury to the building, (hough no fire resulted.

The ^10,000.000 Pennington Air ship company of Bur-
lington, la., has dissolved in thin air. Not a dollar of
stock could be sold to the general public, and hence the
scheme collapsed. The .S7. Louis Glchf-ncinOi'rat reports,

however, that the construction of the large airship has
been quietly going on in the fair grounds in that city, and
that the ship is now nearly complete. The machine is

cigar-shaped and nearly 70 feet long by 20 in width. The
sections are of aluminum and are about three feet in

length by about two in width and turtle-backed. These
have all been completed, and all that remains is to put
them together, which will be done in two large circus
tents. The machine is designed to carry several persons,
and the first ascension will be attempted cirly in August.
The machine is designed only for exhibition purposes, and
is controlled by a number of St Lcuis gcnilcmcn. fore-

most among whom is RoUa Wells. The exhibition (lights

will be confined entirely to the fair grounds, and at a
height not exceeding 50 feet.

TRADE NEWS.
T. J. Murphy has removed from 06 Columbus avenue,

New York, to the Electrical E.\change building. 136 Liberty
street. New York.

The Star Head Light company of Rochester. X. Y . has
recently received an order from the Spokane Cily Rail
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way company of Spokane Falls, Wash., for 32 brass elec-

tric headlights.

Prof. C. S. Page of Champaign, II!.,who claims to have

discovered what electricity is, announces that he will be at

the Grand Pacific hotel Tuesday, August iS.

F. P. Little & Co , constructing and electrical engineers,

141 East Seneca street, Buffalo, N. V.. report the prospects

for fall business as very llattering. They have just secured

a ^15,000 contract for wiring at Albany, and have a num-

ber of other important contracts on hand.

E T. Orne. T12 Randolph street, Chicago, has secured

the contract to tit up the new Herald building in this

city with his electric speaking tubts. He has decided to

introduce the Partrick cS; Carter company New King annun-

ciator and will use one hundred or more of this pattern.

The "Western Electric company has just issued a new

and handsomely illustrated catalogue cf over 300 pages.

The book forms a comprehensive record, with descriptions,

of the goods sold by this great company, and its size and

the variety of its conte ts well exemplify the magnitude of

the business of the house. It is supplied with a carefully

arranged index and can not fail to be of great value to any

One desirous of purchasing electrical supplies of any kind.

The catalogue just issued by the MiUiken Brothers. New
York and Chicago, is handsomely illustrated by half tone

reproductions of photographs of buildings in which

Phtenix columns of iron and steel are being introduced,

and also street railway and electric light poles, of which

this company makes a specialty. The catalogue will prove

interesting to all who are interested in iron work, to build-

ers, architects and engineers. An able article on the use

of iron and steel columns is one of the best features of the

catalogue.

The R D. Kuttall company of Allegheny. Pa., has pur-

chased the business of the Electric Railway Specialty com-

pany of 2g Broadway, New York. The capital stock of

the R. D. Nuttall company will be increased to $500,000

for the purpose of extending the business J. F. Porter,

manager of the Electric Railway Specialty company, will

remove to headquarters at Allegheny and take charge of

the business department, leaving Mr. Nuttall more time for

the supervision of the manufacturing and designing branch

of the business. Messrs. Carey & Moyer of the Specialty

company will travel for the company.

The Ball Engine company of Erie, Pa., has issued a

new illustrated catalogue, showing its simple, tandem
compound, cross compound and triple expansion engines

for electric lighting and power and general manufacturing.

In the introduction the company says: "'The points of

value to which we especially invite attention are simplicity

and compactness; the solidity and strength of the bed;

the unusually large bearings and wearing surfaces; excel-

lence of material and workmanship; economy, durability,

good regulation, smooth and quiet running. We spare no

pains in the inspection of our work, using first class mate-

rial only, and confidently assert that these engines are un-

surpassed. Our past experience has suggested improve-

ments, of which we have availed ourselves, to bring our

engines to a high state of perfection."

The announcement is made of the formation of a

new corporation under the title H. Ward Leonard

6: Co.. whose principal office will be in New York

city, and whose business will be that of electrical en-

gineering generally, giving special attention to electric

motor appliances, the transmission of power, the

installation of central station lighting and power plan's,

the concealed wiring of large office buildings, hotels, etc.,

and plants in which advantages can be obtained by the

combination of apparatus of various companies, such as

alternating current systems, storage batteries, arc lights,

etc. A feature of the business of this concern will be

supplying expert information regarding engineering

matters, the operation of different plants and the be^t

methods and system of accounts in coniDection with the

operation of electrical plants. Such information will be

supplied by correspondence at a very moderate charge per

annum. The cooopany will be actively in business before

September ist. The offices will probably be in the

Columbia building, 29 liroadway. New York city.

BUSINESS.
The Mosher Arc Limp company reports an unexpected

rush of orders during the hot season and is receiving

flattering testimonials from cver>* direction. There is un-

do-jbtedly a demand for an arc lamp to be used on an in-

candescent circuit, and it would appear that the Moshcr
comoiny has <kOmething to satisfy the demand. General
Manager Fi.sher anticipates a very heavy business during
the approaching fall and winter season.

The Wilkin Maoufacturing company of Milwaukee,
Wis . raanofactorcrs of the Nordbcrg Corliss engine,

recently enlarged the factory and is cow prepared to build

on shorr rt.*'-:? f'ir electiic lightir.g or electric street rail-

way ; t r.'ants of any capadty. 'i'hc company
hsa T' a circular to ibc trade askirg that here-

after , .'lencc be addressed direct to the firm,

Thco. .-5, Wiiicift havio;; no connection with the buMness.

The Crowell Clutch h Pulley company of Wcstficld. N.
Y , has issued a catalogue containing con^iflcrable infor-

mation peTTainin;^ to iu *r>c^tallics. This company has
made '

'ale including the following:

S?fa ' O'jmpany of .Syracuse, N,
Y .

- ic)*i; Otean iJcctric Light
-., .'t. V,, two large friction clutch

:' Carrolllon. N. Y,, entire plant,

^— ..., — ^-. .. ...j fling and friction clutch pulleys.

\Vm. Baragwanaih & .Sen, Chicago, have recently buiit

a steam jacket feed water heater of 1,300 horse power

capacity for the new power station of the I^avenport, Rock
Island & Moline Electric railway. This is one of the

largest heaters ever built for this purpose, but its successful

operation is assured. Baragwanath & Son report a very

active business in prospect, already having booked a

sufficient number of orders to keep their factory employed
for several months in the future.

The Chicago Electric Motor company has met with most

satisfactory results in the introduction of a new electric

motor and fan placed on the market at the beginning of

the present season, and in order to keep the factory in

operation during the entire year a repair department has

been added. Machinery has been purchased and every

facility possible has-been provided, not only for a line of

general repair work, but fur the rewinding and repair of

generator armatures of ail makes, and for the rewinding

and repair of street railway and stationary motor arma-

tures. A number of experienced men have been employed.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued Aitg. 4, iSgi.

456,940. Electro Magnetic Cut-out. Sylvanus H. Cobb,
Hyde Park, Mass.
The object of the device is to protect electrical in-

struments against abnormal currents. The device

is capable of being operated by currents of

feeble strength, as, for example, what are known as

"sneak currents," by means of contacts which are

closed and held closed by the current, and which also

receive without injury much stronger currents than

are necessary to operate.

456,970. Car Propelled by Electricity. Sidney 11. Short,

Cleveland, Ohio.

45<J.979 System for Conducting Electric Currents. Ed-
ward Britt, Davenport, Iowa.

The described is a series of distinct sectional

electrical conductors, which, by means of pressure,

are brought into electrical connection with a con-

tinuous main electrical conductor, and when relieved

from such pressure will automatically become discon-

nected.

45Ci.997- Coupling for Electric Light Shades. Philip

Levison, Chicago, 111.

457-01 5. Trolley for Electric Railways. Sidney H.
Short, Cleveland, Ohio.

4S7,oi6. Electric Car Brake. Edmund Verstraete, St.

Louis, Mo.
The armature of the magnets being fixed originally

by the wheel, with the magnets themselves being shown
to move toward the armature, by the passing of the

current through the magnets they are drawn against

the armature and by frictional contact serve for the

operation of "braking.

457,030. Electric Clock. Walter K. Menus and Walter

J. Dudley, Everett, Mass.

This invention relates to an electric clock of that

class in which a time-measuring pendulum controls in

its vibrations the circuit of an electro magnet, which

in turn actuates an imptlling device, by which an

impulse is given to the pendulum and its oscillaling

movement thus maintained for an indefinite period of

lime.

457,036. Electric Motor for Street Cars. E'lhu Thom-
son. Swampscott, and Edwin W. Rice Jr., Lynn,

Mass.

457. 05S. Electric Track Signal. Myron W. Parrish,

Detroit. Mich
This invention consists, essentially, in utilizing the

car wheels to form parts of a closed magnetic (.ircuit

from one pole to the other of the brake magnet, so as

to constitute a part of a closed magnetic ciicuit arma-

ture for the magnet.

457.0^5- Armature for Dynamos or Motors and Mettcd
of Winding the Same. Ferdinand A. WesstI, Brook-

lyn, N. Y.

457.067- Electric Car Brake. Craig R. Arnold, Sharon

Hill, Pa.

457.072. Incandescent Lamp Socket. Waldo C. Bryant,

Bridgeport, Conn.

457,090 Rheostat. John A. Mosher, Abilene. Kan.

457,102. Electric Railway Motor. Norman C. Bassett,

Lynn, Mass.

457.105- Electric Conductor Support. Eben M. Boyn-

tOD, West Newbury. Mass.

This invention relates to an overhead continuous

electric conductor support for bicycle railwajs.

457.106, Electric Conductor. Eben M. Boynlon, West
Newbury, Mass.

This invention relates to the use of the overhead

guide beam of a bicycle railroad for the purpose of an

electric conductor. By constructing the beam of two
separate metallic rails electrically insulated one from

another, one can be utilized for the outgoing and the

other for the return current. Suitable contacts, either

rollers or brushes, conduct the current fiom one of the

overhead rails to the motors, and from the same back

to the other rail.

457. 'OO- Socket for Incandescent Electric Lamps. John
Criggal, Newark, N. J.

This invention consists of an incandescent electric

lamp provided with a base of suitable non-conducting

materia!, said base having a screw threaded shank

and metallic eyes at the opposite points of said .shank, in

combination with a socket formed of spiral retaining

wires that engage the threaded shank and the eyes of

the same, so as to firmly inicrlock therewith and trans-

mit the current to the (ilamcnl in the lamp.

457,110. Mechanical Switch for I'.lectric .Systems. Chris-

tian iJaufftnbach, Milwaukee, Wis.

457, ri6. Galvanic Battery. John R. Hard, New York,
N. Y.

This invention relates to open circuit dry batteries.

The novel features claimed are: A cell in which the
positive element is a zinc cup of tubular form, and the
negative element is a rod or piece of chloride of silver,

this latter being immersed in an excitant mixed with
some mucilaginous or gelatinous substance, which
renders it too stiff or immobile to flow. The zinc
cup constitutes one pole of the cell, and a wire of sil-

ver embedded at one end of the negative element and
projecting outward through a closing plug or stopper
in the cup constitutes the other pole of the cell

457,127. Electric Hand Fan. William B. Luce, Boston,
Mass.

This invention has for its object to provide a port-

able fan adapted to be operated by electrical means.
It consists of a fan comprising a handle or holder, a
movable fan or series of fan-blades mounted to rotate
in bearings on the holder.an electric motor so mounted
upon the holder and arranged to rotate the shaft of
the fan and suitable connections between the motor
and a source of electricity, whereby the motor may be
driven, and a circuit closing and breaking device lo-

cated within or upon the holder, so that the user of
the fan may cause the rotary movement thereof to

cease at pleasure by the manipulation of the button
connected with the circuit closing and breaking de-
vice.

457.135- Railway Signal. William C. Serrell, Bayonne,
N.J.

In this invention the batteries are placed at inter-

vals along the line, and are connected in such a man-
ner that the batteries in their normal position oppose
each other, and the alarm mechanism upon the engine
is only brought into action when the circuit is closed
through two trains when they come nearer than the
prescribed distance; this system is also connected with
the switch mechanism in such a manner so that when
the switch is set to the siding a circuit is partially

closed, so that a train approaching the switch or siding
completes the circuit connections, and indicates that

the switch is open.

457,141. Electric Arc Lamp. Xavier Wertz, New York,
N. Y.

This invention relates to improvements in the con-

struction of electric lamps, which is based on the for-

mation of a voltaic arc located in a glass bulb or globe
in which a vacuum has been established, so that the

carbon will burn for a considerable length of time, and
the lamp be applicable for use in the same manner as
electric glow lamps without requiring any forward
feeding of the carbons.

457,151. Coupling for Electric Incandescent Lamps.
Isaac J. Flagg, Clinton, Mass.

457,164. Electric Smoothing Iron. Willis Mitchell, Mai-
den, Mass.

This invention releates to tailors' irons and laundry
irons, which are heated by removable coils or spirals

of wire forming part of an electric circuit.

457,226. Brush Holder for Dvnamo Electric Machines.
Sidney H. Short, Cleveland, O.

457.-39- Printing Telegraph. Henry Van Hoevenbergh,
Elizabeth, N. J.

The object of this invention is to provide an Instru-

ment capable of printing rapidly from either of two
type wheels, which is easily maintained in unison with
the transmitter, operates with a small amount of bat-

tery power, is not affected by considerable changes in

the strength of current, and is controlled by a simple

form of transmitter.

457,240. Electric Railway. Samuel E. Wheatley and
John W. Schlosser, Washington, D. C.

This invention rela'es to th^it class of electric rail-

ways in which a working conductor extending length,

wise of the road is divided into short lengths or sec-

tions, each of which is fed during the time that the
car is passing over it from a continuous main lead or
conductor through an automatic switch.

^57.296. Electric Fence Station Device. David H Wil-
son, Normal, III.

457,300. Electric Switch. Waldo C. Bryant. Bridge-

port, Conn.

^57301. Electric Switch. L. D. Castor, Philadelphia,

Pa.

'1S7.3-7- Commutator or Contact Brush. Leonard Paget,

New York, N. Y.

457.330- Automatic Brush Shifter for Dynamo Electric

Machines. Thomas E. Adams, Cleveland, O.

The invention has reference to automatic brush

shifters designed for use more particularly in connec-

tion with the Biush constant current dynamos and
other dynamos of this type.

Reissue 11,183. Electric Elevator. Francis B Perkins,

Boston, Mass.
This invention relates to elevators of that class

known as "drum elevators," in which the elevator car

or platform is raised by winding the hoisting rope or

cable upon a drum set in rotation by mcansof an elec-

tro motor. The present invention has for its object

to provide elevators of the class referred to with an
electrically controlled brake mechanism in circuit with

the motor, and normally operative by the starting and
stojjping mechanism to release the brake and permit

movement of the cars as long as the circuit of tlic

motor incompleted, but which becomes inoperative as

soon as the circuit of the motor is broken, so that

in case of .accident to the motor or its circuit Ihc

elevator car can not be moved by operating the

starling mechanism
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BuoENE K. FhDllips, Freddfent. W. H. Sawtkr, Beo'T and Electrician.

AMEEICAIT ELECTHICAL WOUKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Manufacturers of Patent Finished

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
Magnet Wire, OfTiee and Annunciator Wire, Rubber CoTered

Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone and
Incandescent Cords.

FARADAY CABLES.
New York Office, 10 Corllan^It ^roet,

I-or all Electric Insulating
Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the market.

I I SELL NO OTHER.
S^Miii for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St.. NEW YORK.

MICA A ]i'>sVA'>D tsH G(-Ti':TK\ Miirift:'*?r of an El'.-c'.ric

Li;.;lil or riall-.vay ComjifcTiy. Uavr- hwlt*-ny*:iirB'
exiieri^;iii:«. Can '^\v<- *;z<X'\t'Ut ref'jr^QCM. Am
competent to take cliar;;*; of lii*: Kl^trlca\ Appa-
ratne, Stt;am MacbiD^ry and Oftico. flftvc i^jr*
KonaUy bao'lled all tho->9 branch^'^.

A'irJr-?>B r.O.U,.

STAR GAUGE GLASS CUTTER.
A neceaflary tcol In every engine room. Sent by

mall on receipt of price.

No. 1. Cote orerS Inches ?1.W
*' S. •* '• 8 '• 2.W

TAUSSIG River St., Chicago. WESTERN
AGHNT.

Insulation Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.
j^j-q OyfiamOS ailtl LaiTipS

F" o fL s -A. Xj :ei

New 10 and 25 Light

HIGH TENSION
JAS. McLaughlin, Mfg

Inalotter fromtholNSPKCTOBof the Roston Fire ITnderwriters' Fnion. under date of March 29,

188(3, ho says: "A Thoroutjhly Reliable and l>«-sirabl« Wire in Every Kespeet."

The robber need in Ineilating our wiroH and cjiIjIpr is specially chemically prepqred, and is guar-

enteed to bo waterpfoo*. anri will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and w 11 leraaln flexible in extreme

cold weath-.rsnd not affected by heat. The iaeuiatlon Ib protected from mechanical Injary by one or

more braids and thewhole slicked wish Clark's Patent Compoand, which 1b water, oi', acid and to a

very great ex'ent.fir«-proof Our insulation will prove durable when all others fail. We are prepared

to fnrnlph single Wirea of all uauL'ee and dlamt'tur of inaalatioQ for Telegraph, Telephone and
Electric Llchta from stock. Cahlea made to order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
4tl and OS Hampshire Street, Koston, Mass,

HBNRT A. CLARE, General Mansser. HEKBERT H. BUSTIS, Electrician.

CHICAGO AGENTS: THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.. 320 Dearborn Streel.

Electrical Wood.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For Electrit'sil Porpoises.

EUGENE MUNSELL& CO,,

aiS AVator St.. Wew York.

BRASS FANS
FOB KI.KCTKIC MOTORS.

WANUFACTUBSD BT

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS,
4 l.aSalli' Ave., CliU'aKO.

Write ue for prices.

Telegrapli _
Telephone >• CROSS L ARMS
Electric L.it:ht I E

S
OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL POLES,
CU Uni UFC Raam4IOGom'l BIdg.,

i Hi nULMCo, St. LOUI3, Mo.

The Winner of 1890 will win again in 1891.

Eleventh year.

SOLE MAKERS:

LAW TELEPHONE COMPANY,
Sa John 8t.. NEW YOBK.

The Electrical

Construction Co.

Electrical EnpeeringCo.!
ROOM 603, MONON BUILDING, CHICAGO.

C A. HARTER, Manager. Telephone, 1718.
ELECTRIC OUTFIT,

THE GROGKER-'WHXSEI.ER
MASON'S FAMOUS BATTERIES.

MEDAL AWARDED, American Institute E.xhibition, 1891.

HpnppAyfH linTHDO SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE B.

PhWbLlbU MUlURi.
j JAMES H. MASON, pir;:., Brooklyn.N.Y,

\ ory slow speed, full power, perfeet reeu- ^ ' ' * 9Very slow speed, full power, perfeet rejju
lalion. forged fields let into base, self-oiling
liearings, self-eeiitering bearings, all Mize^,
hotli are and incandescent^ for all power
purposes.

Acknowledged by the Leading Manufacturing Companies to be

THE MOST PERFECT MOTOR MADE.

Estimates and Plans Furnished far Electric Power Equipment-
Correspondence Invited.

430--432 WEST 14TH ST., NEW YORK.

Clap Etetric Motor Co.

street Railway and Generator

irmatnres Re-wonnd.

205 and 207 So. Canal St.. CHICAGO. ILL.

JAMES LEFFEL WATER WHEELS
Built by THE

JAMES LEFFEL ti CO.
UPRIGHT AND HORIZONTAL,

FOR

EiECTnic, Mining and Manufacturing

Easy workinp gatcH. High percontago and ovon
speed at full and part capiioity. EquiiUy adapted to
hif;h and low IioiuIh. I_,argo niimluT of sizes and
HtyloH. Send for dL'Bcriptivo pamphlet to

"MAGNETIC VANE"
AMMETERS AND VOLTMETERS

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
I'
SPRINC-IELD,

a OH.O.
OR 110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY.

ARK THE BEST INSTRl'.MENTS FOR

Central Stations, Isolated Plants,

{ Marine Installations, Electric Railways,

Correspondence gollcifcil.

Bend for llln'^trate*! Clroiilar fAT*.

QUEEN & CO,, PHILADELPHIA.

MclNTOSH, SEYMOUR & CO. ENGINES.
SINGLE CYLINDER

OR COMPOUND.

List of Engines
under Construc-
tion July I, for De-
livery on or before
September 30:

For Particulars Inquire of

QARPENT 8. I IllUnV SELx-insro- A^oEisrTa,
OHRULni & LUIIUI, 339 Rookery BIdg., CHICAGO.

One
Two
tine
One
One
One
Two
One
One
One
One
One
One
One
One
Two
One
One
One
One
Two
One
One

Lone

12«il2
18^117
W Md 23x17
11x12
i:l and 19x15
U andl'.ixlS
1,1 and 3:1x17

13 and 23x17
8x9
13 and IKxIfi

16 and 2:1x17
13x16
MVSllB
184x18
8x9
KWxlOU
03x19
11 and 19x15
11 and 19x15
1BX15

13 and 33x17
I-'i and 28x17
US and 28x23

' K.Vrll KNOINB. PEPTINATTON.
811 Edlton General Electric Co , Grot.m, N. Y.

'.00 Gloncepter Street Hallway Co., Oloncepter, Maes.
310 T. 11. International Klectrlc Co., Rio Janeiro. HraKil.

(ir> Slorchantt* \ .Mlnere Tranoponatlon Co., Baltimore, Md.
IWl Portland Street Railway Co., Portland, Me.
iw I.aw^e^ce, Maee.
2iO Lawronce, Maee.
210 Fall River. Masa.
30 iRolatod rtopt. T -H. Elec. Co.. Boeton. Maes.
150 0. A. Rollinn ,t Co.. Cliicaco, 111.

3J.', Somervilie l-Zlectrlc Light Co., Somervllle, Maee.
100 A. G. Week-, Boston. Maes.
135 Tonawandii ,t Wtieftlliold Electric I.'niil Co., Tonaw&nd^ N. Y.
200 T.-H. Int. Elec, Co., I.e'?de. England.
30 A. .T. Wilklnion, Uvde Park, Mate.
45 Preeln-terian Hcci-ital. New York City.
600 Chicago Ectieon Co., Chicaco. III.

150 T.-tl. Int. Elec. Co., Heleinpfore. Finland.
160 Fril.'. Wllon, Ui>lBina(ore, Finland.
150 T. -U. Electric Co.. Bopton. Maee.
125 Cortland Forcing Co.. Cortland, N. Y.
315 West End Street Railway Co., Boeton, Maps.
<I10 Baltimore Electric KeHnlnf Co.. Baltimore, Md.
500 Georcla Electric Light Co., Atlanta, Ga.
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Established in 1861.

E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER \K

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ELECTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
BRANCH STORE

2134 Michigan Avenue*

IBUHNILECTRlCMFGl,
^V'J'" FITCHBURG.MASS,U.S.A.

^
; /manufactubebsof dynamos for. lighting,
f platinganoexperimental purposes.

»-^t—ALSO MOTORS.-«-^=
EVERYTHING LATEST DESIGN AND HIGHEST EFFJCIENCY

What is Electricity?
An Annoancement.

By some discoveries I liave made I am
enabled to give, I believe, the final answer
and demonstration to tills ancient ques-

tion. The discussions of tills have been

mainly before sclentlBc bodies, but as any
intelligent audience can be entertained and
readily understand the explanations of the

telegraph, electiic light, lightning and all

electrical phenomena, 1 propose to answer
the question and make known my discov-

eries by a popular lecture delivering the

first in CUcago in October.
More statements will be made when the

time and place of the lecture are made
known.
Trusting that sentence of boldness will

be withheld until in future I make known
why I was obliged to adopt this method of

annoimcement, I am respectfully,

C. S. PAGE,
CnAMPiiQN, III., Aug. 7, 1891.

I

ALUMINUM
50 Cents per Poand.

THE COWLES
Electric Sfflelting&AlninliiM Co.,

JLOCKPOBT, K. Y.,

Offer Aluminum guaranteed to be equal

in purity to the best in the market at 50

cents per pound for ton lots in ingots.

Aluminum sheet, wire and castings at

lowest market price.

Aluminum Bronze, Aluminum Brass,

Silver Bronze, Silicon Bronze and Manga-

nese Bronze in Ingots and castings. Ferro

Aluminum for steel and iron castings.

Correspondence solicited.

Expfiriental Wort in Anyiig Electrical.

FREEMAN, COLEMAN & CO.,
53 and .5.5 Sonth Jfffer«on Street, CHICAtiO, ILIi.

THE MOSHER ARC LAMP
For Direct Incandescent Circuits

BEATS THEM ALL.

Bead what a euatomer says:

BkNKIA ICr.KfTRTC LlOIIT AND MOTOB CO.

,

Benicia, Cal., June 25, 1881.

MOSHER ARC LAMP CO., CHICAGO.
GE;iTi,EHKK;—Yours of 11th Insl. received. In reply we have In

say the lamp gives satisfaction, and we are well pleased wllh it. Our
Sapeiintendent sajs he has tried two other lamps of dlilerent makes,
end Ibi^ one is the beat of them all. He wants you to send another

Jujt like It to the Dixon I>'ghl ii Water Co., Dixon. Cal., of which
he Is Superintendent. Inclosed please find check, t26.7.'i. to balance

account. Yours truly, 8. C. GRAY, Pres't.

f

Write for Oircnlara, Prices and Sample Lamp to

MOSHER ARC LAMPCO.,
125 ONTARIO ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE in Steam

Boilers. Catalogue on application.

8mWELL&6I£RGEMF6.C0.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

FOR SALiE. West End St. Rail-
way Company, 81 Milk St., Boston. This
company having adopted the long car for
traffic on Its most populous lines, is now
able to dispose of a portion of lis box and
open cars. Roads in want can be promptly
supplied at advantageous prices. We in-

vite correspondence, but believe an ex-
amination of our stock by a representative
of parties In want would be to their advan-
tage. HENRY F. WOODS,
Junk 19, 1891. Purchasing Agent.

Manufactu.Kei's of

ocTAGGNAL^^ Cedar
TELEPmi&lLEeTRICAL

RailwayFolesxCRossArms

#H.M.Loud&SonsUimberQ.
OSCODA, MICH.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
\\K to 156 Green St., GreeD Point, BBOOKLYN, S. Y.

3IANCFACT0BT OP

Non-Conductive Blocks. Rosettes and Bases tor Cut-Outs
and Switches; also Insulators, Cleats, Lamp Trim-

mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Oar production le a dense body. The glazing and body
of oar ware are of same composition, and are baked
alike, which are the features of

TKUE HAR1> PORCELAIN.

ELECTRIC SLATE
Switch-boards a Specially.

Small samples of plain and marbleized free.

T. J. MURPHY,
Electrical Eschange Bldg.

Room 215.

13© Liberty St.,

NEW YORK.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

'^^

'

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.

OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY,

A iii'w atui I'onininiiims tjuihlliin. Dynamos of com-
nwri-ial si/.f, fur itre und incaiulescoiit ligliting, by
iljtrci Hint ulii'iiiuting currents. Motors, storage

fic- . .If. A fine collection of standaraa.
is, etc. Extended practice in well

COLUMBUS. OHIO

l);UI.>ri(

listing' in.siriniiHiiis, etc. Extended pr
ftliiippt'd mrrliiLiiical and physical lanorutories. En

.Mjiijremrnls niiidiliciL .--^iM'ciiil foursL's yivoii. 8iMi(l fur catalogue

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS. RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSUIATING CLEATS.

ThG« KartavGrt - Manufacturing « Co..,

'BYJ.A.J. SHULT

IciShultz Belting Co.
^j^^G^^ariulaeturers of^

.ipi'^o^enLinkBeit
rtf (Jl ' ALLLLATHLR *

fl/jll' IIOmONRODORHIKGC OlOSTVI

Y\y LEATHER LI NKANO IRON ROD e

V ' AIID flOPETFIftN5MI35 ION 5UPI H'jl Oi JeltiHc ^/f/

v9
BY COVCRINQ YOUR PULLCVS WITH

SHULTZ PATENT
LEATHERPULLEV COVERING,

) PieKER LEATHER;

RMAiCfiiva.l 104Silinin<?rSt., IJoston, MuHft lyiifi I'ofirl Ht.,Now YorkCJI-y. | C| I niiip UaBKAnt^llBS.'i ia)N.Thlr<lSt.,I'tilla<leliilil»,I'a.;(/)W. MonrooHl. Cblcago.
I

Oli LUUIb, IliUa
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to Ihb CEI-K-

BRAXrO WAXKK WIIKKI^ ;i:, j^articulariy adapledio th'-ir try:,

on account of its remarkubly Hteady motion, nicrh Speed
and ereat Efficiency, and larjjc C'apiicily, for its diameter,
being double the I'ower of most wheels of same diameter. It is ust-d by a
number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the econom-
ical use of water it is without an an equal, producing the highest pf^r cent, of use-

ful effect £;;^uarantecd.
HI-:XI> FOB <;ATAi<o<;rK axi> i»aktictlars.

Our Horizontal "Vicior" is highly recommended, as no gcai; arc required,
and it can be belted directly to dynamo.

The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch "VICXOR
TI;RB1^TjS arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-iron f-lumc. Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a iubstaiiiial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We arc now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., • DAYTON, OHIO.

EVELAND/OHIO

MAKERS OF HICH-CRADE

C.A.Z%BONS
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

Fine Office Furniture
and Folding Beds.

Brass and Wire Work. 215 Wabash Av.

A. H. Andrews & Co., Chicago.

INIRODrCINO ESTIREIT NEW PBINCIPIES.

Pat. Mar. 10, LS^'O. THE OLD STYLE.

THE ACME LINK BELT
IS MAUE ONLY ItV THE

Pago Belting Company, Concord, X. H,
Branches : Boston, New York,Cliieago, Sun

Francisco. ANo. nianufact^rers of all the
staple KraiU-M . it r.i;itliei' Belting and LacinK.
Sen.l fur I iiii-iriit.d Catalogue—a valuable
txeatise uu beliijug, Kreo.

J.C.TEMPLE,
(F.rmerly of STOUT, MILLS Ji TEMPLE),

UAVTOSi, OHIO,

HydranlicafliMecliaDicalEiiiiDeer
Improvptnent of Water Powers, Arraneement

of Power Plants, Khafting, etc., for Electric Power
and Light. CONSTRUCTION SUPERINTeNDED.

HARRISON CONVEYOR
FOR HANDLING

GRAIN, COAL. TAN BARK, SEEDS. ETC.
Will convey all kinds of grain withont mislTi^.
Will carry two different kinds of material In op-

popite dlrectioiiB at (he same time.
Wlllconvey One Hundred and Fifty Tone ofCoal

per honr. Made of Wrcngtt Iron and ^leel Send
Jor niustratPd CatalO!,'ne. BORDEN & SELLECK
COMPANY. 48 and BO Lahe S* . Chlcaoo. Hi.

Wm. 3. TcBNEa. Pres. Geo. A. Bell, V. PaK9. J. Lester Wuoubkilwjk, sec. auU Treas.

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER ENGINEERING CO.,
ConBulting and Constrnrtin^

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment of Electric Railways. Steam and Electric Plants.

47 Times Building. Telephone Call. 1009 Coniandt. NEW YORK.

CEDAR POLBS.
Railway Ties and Posts-

If In want of Poles, Ties and Poets, save monej
by getting my prices.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO
In Sheets, Tubas, Rods, Sticks, and Spscial Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

^iiMA^J^lVn^A.. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World.

80L,K HAXtFACTlRERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
OFFICE:

14DE\ST_X. Y.

WRITE US FOR PRICES.

The Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Company,
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C. & G, ELECTRIC MOTORS AND OYNAMOS,
Electric motors in all standard sizes

for operating elevators, pumps, print-
ing presses and machinery for gen-
eral manufacturing purposes.

Electrical Mining Machinery of all

kinds, Hoists, Tram Cars, etc.

Electric Blowers for ship ventila-
tion. Fan outfits.

Electric plants f jr pumping church
organs.
Over 10,000 motors in actual oper-

ation.

THE C. & G. ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.

Dynamos in all sizes of same de-
sign and dimensions as the standard
motors.
Equipment of mines, factories, ma-

chine shops, o£Q.ce buildings with com-
plete electrical plants for lighting and
poTver.

New England Office, 63 Oliver St., - BOSTON.

Philadelphia Office, 38 S. FOURTH ST.

Chicago Office, - - PHENIX BLDG.

San Francisco Office, . 35 MARKET ST„

402-404 GREENWICH ST.,

BAIN ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
FOREE BAIN, President and Engineer,

47 and 49 S. Jefferson Street, CHICAGO.

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS
1-12 to 500 Horse Power.

Highest Class In Efficiency. Mechanical Design, and General Utility.

Experts in applying Electricity to New Uses.

8KND FOR CATAI.O«i1IK.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO.,
79 and 81 Washington Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

Perret Electric MotorsiDynaiDos
LAMINATED FIELD MAGNETS, HIGH EFFICIENCY,

LOW SPEED, FULL POTHTER.

Motors of any size for any purpose. Factories equipped throughout with Electric PoweM
Isolated Plants for Incandescent Electric Lighting.

SEIiLIIsra- -A-Q-EISTTS:—
:^ CHICAGO. ILL.. The Electrical Engineering Co., 320 Dearborn St. WASHINGTON, 0. C, J. U. Burkett & Co., 1409 N. Y. Ave.

-^=--- -=- PHILADELPHIA, PA., Pennsylvania Machine Co.. 29 N. 7th St. ST. PAUL, MINN., F. J. Renz, 95 E. Fourth St.

Tir:-:: 3j H. P. Moio r, S;.!;td --/J, Weigh tl. 300 IhB. NEW ORLEANS, LA., George Baquic, UO Gravicr St.

JOHN STEPHENSON CO.,
LrMITED,

STREET CARS
FOR

ELECTRIC MOTORS.

CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.
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For DrlTlng Dynamos.

The Clinton Cas Light Co., Clinton, Mass., have thor-

oughly tested and have adopted the Evans System of

Driving Dynamos in their new Electric Light Station.

Thousands of Horse Power in use driving Dynamos, and hundreds of sets of Cones
in operation, driving all classes of machinery. Address

THE EVANS FRICTION CONE CO.,
85 TTC^Atox- JSt., ^O&TOTSr, TWI.<^SS.

Rvann' <'on*'*^.

For VarjlDE Kptfl.

CHICAGO IITSTTLATED WIRE COMFANV,
3VE.A.3Nrxji'ja.cT'cmi:3Fi.js o:^'

HIBH GRADE INSULATED WIRES
WEATHERPROOF WIRES,

OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,
MAGNET WIRES,

INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,OF ALU. DESCRII'TIOINW.
| ETC. ETC. ETC.

Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS
AND SAMPLES. CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO., 48-52 N. Clinton St„ CHICAGO, ILL.

A NEW BOOK.
isro^w

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND - BOOK.
Lievit. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of

which 30,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's
well-known practical style with all the problems of Electric Power
Transmission.

NOW READY. PRICE $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO,, 6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS
Afford the Only Reliable and Efficient Means for

ALL NIBHT ELECTRIC LIBHTING.

All other devices are crude, expensive and unsatisfactory.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY
Has established its broad foundation patent for Double Carbon Arc Lamps, No. 219,208, having ICOtl follV
distinct infringement suits in the United States Courts, two of them on final hearing, the decisions

being rendered by Judges Gresham, Blodgett, Brown and Ricks.

The public is warned against the use of infringing lamps or any crude substitute for the Brush Invention.

Arc Lighting Apparatus, Electric Motors and Generators.
Alternating Current Apparatus, Incandescent Lighting Machines,

Carbons for Arc Lighting, Etc., Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,
cd:m[icd.
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOULAELY ADAPTia) TO DEIVrNG

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of its high efficiency at all scages of gate, steadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the constracllon of which makes it the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
Illastrating various styles ol eetting

on both vertical and horizontt 1 shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS GO.,

DAYTON. O.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT, MILLiS & TEMPIiE,

STEAM PLANTS
IKSTALiIiED BV

\7ir. B. PEARSON A CO.,
SECHANICAL KNdllMEEB*^ AMD CONTRACTORS.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDING, - CHICAGO .

TRIPCD BOILER
Safety,

Economy*

Low First Cost

Kfpffitcd tests prove that it Is

Hli>^<i|iilely Noii-Kxplosive and
the most 'l>urable ever made.
StmiiK testimonials from hun

dredsol usei-s. iu all parts of the
country.

Sizes 10 to 1.000 H. P.

Fur full infoniifition uddress,

HAZELTON TRIPOD BOILER CO.

809 Monon Block., CHICAGO, ILI^

WILLIAMS AUTOMATIC ENGINE.
Fur all purposes requiring steady power.

WiLi-iAMs En.^ixi; Works: No. 44r North str.'el,

UALTIMOKE.MD.

FOB THK

Western Electrician

8 1.00.

Three

Points of

Supeiiority

QuaniDteed:

THEWOODBURY§NG!NE
SELF-CONTAINED, AUTOWIATIC
HIGH SPEED STEAM ENGINE
for Electric Lighting and
Street Railway Service.

WITH BOILER PLANT COMPLETE
CHt:ili>Kue sent on applic.'ltion.

STEARNS MFC. CO. ERIE.PA
BRANCH I •'''«'lflp'>"

OFFICES i
Sail Franrn

l>iexHl Itlil.;

«!)&31 spear-

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUXCIATORS (i^ BELLS.
FITLI, L,INE ALVTAYS IN fsiTOCK.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO..
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, HOI and Hfti DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

tS~S»Dd for New Catalogite. Out August iBt.

^DRY ST£AM
J; ' UKITIS^EJS ETT

THE POND SEPARATOR,
The Pond Separator Is guaraDleed to relieve the

steam of all entrained water, and return this water
to the boiler, Ihus effecting a large saving In fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

PO\D EN«IXEERIX<; t'OMPAlVV,
ST LOUIS.
OMAHA.

CHICAGO.
DALLAS.

KANSAS CITY,
SEATTLE.

A FEW RAILROAD USERS:
Engines, Horse-powers.

Ashland Coal & Iron Railroad Co 1 60
Baltimore & Ohio Eailroad Co 6 190
Boston a, Albany BailroadCo 2 130
Camden & Atlantic Railway Co 3 75
Central Railway of New Jersey 4 275
Chicago & Erie Railway Co 2 30
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Co 3 175
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad Co 5 100 i

Chicago, Rock Island & Paciiic Railroad Co 4 170
Colorado Midland Railway Co 1 25
Denver & Rio Grande "Western Railroad Co 3 75
East Tennessee, Virginia & Georgia Railroad Co 3 325
George 's Creek & Cumberland Railroad Co 2 50
Grand Trunk Railway Co. of Canada 12 500
Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe Railway Co 3 135
Kansas City, Wyandotte & Northwestern Railway Co 2 55
Newport News & Mississippi Valley Co 2 200
New York Central & Hudson River Railroad Co 4 125
New York, Lake Erie & Western Railroad Co 2 140
New York, West Shore feBufTalo Railroad Co 6 340
Northern Pacific Railroad Co 2 45
Pennsylvania & Northwestern Railroad Co 1 25
Pennsylvania Railroad Co 51 2330
Peoria & Pekin Union Railroad Co 1 55
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co 7 015
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway Co.. 2 20
St. Louis & San Francisco Railway Co .". - 3 260
Southern Railway Co 1 10
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific Railroad Co 4 60
Washington & Georgetown Railway Co 1 16

,» Many (breign railroads unreported.

g THE WESTINQHOUSE MtCHINE COMPANY.
^smagj^ PITTSBURGH. PENNA.U.S.of a. g

BALL
AUTOMATIC CUTOFF

ENGINE.

coMPANvEn IE,PAi
Simple.

With New Improvements.
Uncqualed Rcf^ulatlon.
Highest Economy, Ourablllty,
Smooth and Quiet Running.

Cross Compound.

Triple Expansion.

TandemConipound

The BEST ENGINE for ELECTRIC LIGHTING, ELECTRIC RAILWAYS, ELECTRIC

MINING, aECTRIC WELDING, and General Manufacturing Purposes.
gciliyn r E. T. COPELAND & CO., IOC Liberty Bl New Yorki J . W. PARKER, 38 boulh Fourth 81. . Philadelphia, Pa.) COOLEV &'. " ' VATER 224 Waihinjion Ave. 8o,, Minne«polii, Minn.; ORAVO & ^LACK 804 Lewis Block, Pittsburg, Pa.; NORTH-
ABENTb IWtlTERH BUPPLV CO Tacomi. Wath
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Stanley Electric Mfg. Co
TRANSFORMERS. A. C. FAN MOTORS.

Compare t

with weights
formers:

5 light,

hese weights
f other trans-

48 lbs.

66 lbs.

85 lbs.

101 lbs.

130 lbs.

300 lbs.

SMALL,
NOISELESS,

RELIABLE.

10 light,

20 light,

30 light.

Less than 1^ Amperes
required to drive it.

40 light,

100 light, Price, $20.00.

PITTSFIELD, MASS
Chicago Agents: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.. 102 Michigan Ave,

THE SCHUYLER
-sirsTZB^yn o:f-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FEATURES:

instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

f^'fLECTR (Light GLGBEj'r-^-

"- the-LarGEST-LiME-of

'^^^

IH!/'ill9!l7Mfi

729 BROADWAY NY.
SEIND FOR CATALOGUE

HILL
Clutch Works,
CLEVELAND, O.

EASTERN OFFICE.
IS Conlsndt St , - NEW YORK.

Engtnooring omro: H6 Franklin Si.,

BOSTON".

CHICAGO: MlNSEAroLlS:
2S So. CaDBl SC :»^ Ka«oU UuUdinc.

KANSAS CITY:
liCl and I'ia l"nlon Avonao.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Pfjign^i k'mlfd lod FoniiWl

Send for oew Caulogae Foirer
Tr&DemtfiBloa Hachinerj.
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THE PROBLEM SOLVED.

CUT OF FACTORY, I890.

TOTAL NUMBER OF LOCAL COMPANIES, JANUARY I, 1891, USING

ARC APPARATUS.
630 Companies,

J

DIRECT INCANDESCENT.
108 Companies,

ALTERNATING.
415 Companies,

87,131 Lamps. 79,905 Lamps. 435,550 Lamps.

The above increase would seem to answer most emphatically in the affirmative.

All purchasers of Electrical Apparatus should thoroughly investigate the acknowledged merits of OURS

before buying any of the CHEAP SYSTEMS now on the market.

WESTERN OFFICE:

148 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

Uic Cosipany,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE:

620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
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The KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS,
GENERAL AGENTS FOR

"SAFETY'
WIRES, CABLES AND CORDS

For Inside, Underground and Submarine Use.

"SAFETY" Fire-Proof House Wire. "ATLAS" Line Wire.

R. B. WATSON & CO., Ag[ts., J. W. MASON, M., POST & CO., Ants.
BETKOaT, iiSi€5f. 527 Delaware Street, CINCIlfSfATI, O.

KAIVSAS CITY, MO

THE PEIMNS ELECTRIC UMP CO.

LAMPS
to fit any socket.
|any candle power,
any voltage,
'longest life,

high efficiency.

MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

54 and 56 Franklin Street, CHICAGO.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
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J^e Eleetrieal Supply ^0.,
Corner RANDOLPH STREET and MICHIGAN AVENUE,

CHICAGO.
Factories: Ansonia, Conn.

"1(1 ft. of Shield Brand Moisture Proof

At immersion, :.'()() Million Ohms.

After ii hours
" 1-2 "

" 120 "

One week

5,000,000

r),ooo,ooo

4,850,000

4,200,000
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THOHAB l«TCfB«I8, President. WM. C. IiAIVe, Secretary and Treaanrer €. P. nACKIK, (•eoeral Ifanaccr. » M. BOtiABT.eeneral Aseat.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE CO.,
45 BROADW^AY, NEW YORK.

Owning the patents of Mosher, Gill, Hatch, Foote, Kintner and Moore for

INDIVIDUAL TELEGRAPH CALL AND CUT-OUT APPARATUS.
OTHER PATENTS PENDING.

The only practical and reliable system of electric ae- ;
either called up or out out. No interference with regular telegraph ser-

lection invented:
Use either Morse Key or Automatic Transmitter.
From every station selected an Autom,atiC Answer bach is

received.

Gong rings until shut off by operator.

Any office on line can be selected without disturbing the others and

vice. No resistance added to main line. Easily applied. Economical.
Convenient. Reliable.

Applicable to arc lights, singly or in groups; fire alarm service; police
telegraph; electric motor circuits; railroad signals, etc.

The puhUc is warned ar/ainst infringing companies and devices.

For terms and other particulars, address as above.

ttWARD" ARC LAMPS,
FOR CONSTANT POTENTIAL CIRCUITS.

On both Isolated and Central Station Plants.

WE GUARANTEE OUR LAMPS ELECTRICALLY AND MECHANICALLY.
In corresponding please give full particulars and state voltage.

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION AND SUPPLY COMPANY
PhenlxBldg., CHICAGO, ILL. 18 Cortlandt St., NEW YORK CITY.

:EST a T=tXjIS3BE:EXJ X881.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY'S

22,000 Copies published to date. An Astonishing Record.

Djnamo-Tenders' Hand-BooL

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Fourth Edition, Eiglith Thousand.

94 Pages, 70 Illustrations, Flex-

ible Cloth Binding, Type

Page 6x3 inches.

The only PRACTICAL Dynamo-

Tenders' Instruction Book in the

English language. Just the book

for Dynamo-Tenders, Linemen, Sta-

tionary and Marine Engineers who

wish to learn how t<) operate and care

for electric light or power plants.

Moonlight schedule for 1891.

Bell-Hangers' Hand-Book.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Second Edition, Fourth Thousand.

106 Pages, 07 IlUistraiions, Flex-

ible Cloth Binding. Type
Page 6x3 Inches,

Designed for those engaged in

selling, installing or handling elec-

tric batteries, electric bells, eleva-

tors, house or hotel annunciators,

burglar or fire alarms, electric gas

lighting apparatus, electric heat

regulating apparatus, etc. The only

book of the kind published.

Incandescent Wiriog Hand-Book.

By Lieut. P. B. Badt.

Third Edition. Seventh Thousand.

72 Pages, 42 Illuatrationi', Flex-

ible Cloth Binding. Type
Page 6x3 Inches.

Five Tables, 12xlS Inches.

These tablej give al once and without

8Dy caVuJatlon the size of wire required

In each case for ary percentage of loss.

It is a book for practical wirtmen and

learners, and dots not rqulre any previous

kcowledge of wiring. It dlHers In this

respect from other wiring tables, or com-

puters.

The book contains full Illustrations and

complete Information concerning methods

of running wires, location of safety devi-

ces, splices, insulation, testing for faults,

wire gauges, wiring of fl.K ures. elevators,

buildings, e tc. The only book of the kind

published.

Electric TraflSDiissionHaD^ool

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

First Edition, Three Thousand Copies.

97 Pages, 22 Illttstrations, and
27 Tables. Fltxible Cloth
Bind' tig. Type Page

6x3 Inches.

This book contains all practical infor-
mation for power pre ducers, cspltallsls.

agents of hydrdullo and electric companies,
engineers, motor inspectors and other per-
sons Interested in e'eclric power iransmls-
slon. By means of the tables anybody ctn
And at once cost of plant for least opera-
ting expense s. or for minimum first cost

of Installation.

The book gives all necessary Information
concerning motors, and ru'cs for ascer-
taining ho se power of motors, driving
various clasios of machinery, as hoists,

pumps, itreet or tram cars, fans. etc.

Twenty-seven new and original tables

give more Information on the subject In a
small space than any book heretofore pub-
lished on the same subject.

SlEiolx wox*l3L Sent X*o0tZ3eLlca. oxi Xleoelx>t of CSzie X>o11ax*.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 Lakeside Buildii>g, CHICAGO.
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T WAYNE ELECTRIC CO.,
-MANUFACTUBERS OF THl

SLATTERY INDUCTION AND WOOD ARC SYSTEM
-o:p-

THE MOST PERFECT OF ANY.

For references as to the merits of these systems, inquire of the local companies, the operators, or the customers in

the large cities of this country where these systems are now being used almost exclusively after other systems have been
tried and thrown out—Philadelphia, New Orleans, Cincinnati", St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Detroit, etc.

WE MAKE ALL STANDARD SIZES OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM,
Also Arc Lamps of Standard Sizes, 2,000 c. p., i ,200 c. p. arid 800 c. p.

Main Office and Factory, FORT WAYNE, IND.

ITEW TORK . ...115 Broadway.
CHICAGO 185 Dearborn Street.
FHrLADEtPHIA 907 Filbert Street.
DAI-IiAS, TEXAS MclLeod Bnilding.

PrrTSBUBOH, PA 533 Wood Street.
SAJT FBANCISCO 35 Kew Montgomery Street.
TOROJfTO, CAKADA 138 King Street, "W.
B1JFFAL,0 828 Pearl Street.

BAXTER
IIILWIIT MOTORS,
" SLOW SPEED.

NO INTERMEDIATE GEARING.

Gears Run in Oil.
EXAMINE INTO THE MERITS OF THESE MOTORS

IF A REDUCTION IN REPAIRS IS
WORTHY OF CONSIDERATION.

COMPLETErr EQUIPMENTS.
SLOW
SPEE D STATIONARY MOTORS

For ARC and

IncandesconI ClrculU.

,v^«n*\^<Wc^^' BALTIMORE, MD,

ELECTEICAL

Accumulators
Useful and economical for all purposes to which

electricity is applicable, such as

Propulsion and Lighting of Street
Cars, Vehicles, Yachts, Etc.

Central Station and Isolated Light*
ing.

Portable Lighting or Power.
Portable Electric Lanterns.
Electric Power for Motors.
Portable Electric Fans for Offloe,

Family and Sick Room,
Only Clean and Convenient Battery for Sarff«o&i,

UentlHtH, and l^rofeHMional Men Generally.

MANUTAOTTJEED EXCLUSIVELY UNDEE THE PATENTS OF

FAURE, SWAN, SELI.ON, GJIfllSCOM, and otbers.

COMPLETE ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER PLANTS.

THE ACCUMlm COMPANY,
224 and 226 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

PHILADELPHIA AGENCY :-ELE';Tpn DYNAMIC CO., 224 and 226 Chestnut St.

NEW Y0RK:-1RUEX & VAIL, 44 Brou' '-.ly. CHICAGO:-WM. HOOD, 239 La Sallo SI.

SAN FRANCISCO:—THE PACIFIC ELECTRICAL STORAGE CO., 118 and 120 Pino St.

BOSTON:—THE HOLTZER CBOT ELECTRIC CO., Ill Arcli St.

PROVIDENCE:-SWARrS & GANNETT, Swarts Building.
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$3 per Annum. EVERY SATURDAY. lO cents per Copy.
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ELECTRIC RAILWAYS,
Plaijs and Specifications prepared, from which correc', uniform bide can be eecared.
CoDtracis made for complete Steam Planfe, nulng Mclntoeh & Heymonr Engines.
Contracte made for complete Electric Railway installatlona.

SARGENT ^ LUNDY,
Mecli. & Eloc. Engineers,

338 I»ooliL©i-y ^iiilcilaas, - - 03E3CXO.A.OO.

HIClH INSULATION,

LOW
And Kesistaiice, accot

JACQUE
Telephonic transmission

CAME.

STATIC CAPACITY
And Resistance, according to Mr.

'S FORMULA, makes

Telephonic transmission through Our Cable an easy

ce.
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THE HOLTZER-CABOT ELECTRIC CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS !> '

EVERYTHING ELEGTRIOAL.
mSSO FOB SSS-PAGE CATALOGUE,

111 Arch Street, BOSTON, MASS.
<!PFPiAi iPFuriFR-^ GLOWER & HARRIS, Dallas, Texas.oreo/flL /iucnrc/co.

^ p^^ 8BILER8 Elkctricai, Works, San Frandjco, 0»L
A foil line of ODT mannfactare can be foand at oar Agencies.

WRITE FOR PRICES ON

TROLLEYS. GEARS, BEARINGS

AND GENERAL SUPPLIES.

R. D. Nuttall Company,
Allegheny, Pa. Ne-w York.

THOROUGH INSULATING PIPE?
N INDESTRUCTIBLE PIPE?
PIPE TESTED SUCCESSFULLY!

DO YOU WANT
A

m mm mim nm m
CoBte lea3 than iron and does better work in

electrical eutjwaya and elsewhere.

SOLE AGENTS:

Engineering Equipment Co.,
143 I^iberty t^t., KKW YORK.

ISG Pearl St.. BOSTON..

WILLAKD L. CANDEE, ) R„.i„p,. Mn„n(ri.ra
H. DUBANT cHEEVEli, (""^""''"''"'""'SH"-

F. CAZENOVE JONES,
Manager of Factories.

The

International OKONITE COMPANY,

i-ON'^

LIMITED,

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES MPCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.
BRAXCHES: Chicajro, Boston, Pliilatlelphia, Minneapolis, Cincinnati, Kjiiisiis City,

Onialia, ILouisville, St. tioiilH, Sail Francisco, London and So- America,

fTRADE MARK"

'*^ 'Warren.omio.
MAMUTACTVH£K..r

A6tNT5
J.V/.PlALE.

1 SROADV/AY. rUwYOIW.
Central Eleitric Co.

CHICAGO, ai.
ELECT CNG&tiS SupPkT Coi

ST PAUL. MINM^

Insulated Wires and Cables.
Tbe oclcnon'leflg^ed Standard for durable and lilgli In-

sulation. Xtn merits proved by a record of over ciaarter
of a oentnary. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

CELEBRATED KERITE TAPE FOR INMATING JOINTS.
Electric Light and Power,
Telegraph and Telephone,
Railway and all other
Branches of Signaling,

ALL SIZES
Lead Encased Wires

Aerial Use,
Subterranean Use,
Submarine Use.

Concealed Wiring in all Locations.

GEORGE B. PRESGGTT, Jr., Gen. Agt., 16 Dey St., New York.

"Western Electric Co., Chicago, III., Sole Agents for the West.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, NEW YORK,

MANUPACTURBKS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

THE "CHAMPION" BATTERY, riAA*ri««l
Pries, with Rod Zinc, 81.15 per Cell, with Corrugated lIPrTrirnl

THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED. ^ ,,

Supplies
Of all Descriplions.

ALEXANDER, BARNEY $( CHAPIN,
20 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

THE MOST

POPULAR LAMP
IN THE MARKET, -^

A.B^C.

WRITE US

FOR

PRICES

OF ALL 600DS.

WE ARE FITTED WITH

C«inptcU) Coll otULiim- Corlion Rosorvnlr und CoTtr Cor
plOD tluUary, of Clinnii>lon HnUory.

ilH.ito.Uliii:or01iiv

[iloii Uillury.

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Light and Power
Appliances,

Construction Tools and
Line lAEaterlal.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

'

'^'^^^^W^
RELIABLE Machinery and Tools,

^ WIlndEmploy RELIABLE Workmen.
^A.11 Kinds of Eleotrloal Apparatus to Order.

CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
\VM. Klin II. ITtfst (Il.\s. i:. WlNTKll, Tre»s.

rllAS. E. BIBBKH, tionl M>!i;i^-er.

Equip yourSwitcli-bo;mi witli cheap Switches.

BUY THE
C. E.M.Jack-Knife Switch.

/( fs a Record Srea-yer end a reliable Circuit Brfijkgr.

THE CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
1 96 Summer St. and 355 Congress St., BOSTON.

BL,KCTKICAIj SUPl'XilKSs of ALt, KIXD^.
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SYSTEM OF LIGHTING A SUCCESS?

Cut of Factory, 1882.

TOTAL NUMBER OF LOCAL COMPANIES, OCTOBER I, 1083, USING

ARC APPARATUS. DIRECT INCANDESCENT. ALTERNATING.

n Companies, \ ^653 LailiPS. None. None,

Cut of Factory, 1883.

TOTAL NUMBER OF LOCAL COMPANIES, JANUARY I, 1887, USING

ARC APPARATUS. DIRECT INCANDESCENT. ALTERNATING.

in i«i>i«. 21,840 Lamps. ° """» 1 1,275 Lamps. None.

Read the Answer on Page xx.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.

ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Accumulator Co., The -

—

Abendroth & Root Mfg. Co xiii

Alexander, Barney & Cbapln I

American Electrical Works xili

Andrews & Co., A. H xlv

Automatic Switch Co x

Baggot. E xiv

Bain Electric Mfg. Co xvl

Ball Engine Co xix

Bill & Wood Co., The
Baxter Electric Motor Co xxiv

Beinstein Electric Co vlll

Blaiz, L xiii

Borden & Selleck Co xv
Braun lUustratiog Co xix

Brownlee & Co xii

Brookfield, Wm xii

Brush Electric Co xvli

Butler Hard Rubber Co
C. B. &Q. R. R xiv

C. &. C. Electric Motor Co. ... xvi

Card Elec. Motor & DynamoCo.vili
Central Electric Co v

Chicago P^lectric Mfg. Co i

Chicago Electric Motor Co
Chicago Insulated Wire Co. . . . xvil

Colburn Electric Mfg. Co xiv

Coolidge. Fuel & Supply Co xlv

Consol. Elec. Mfg. Co., The i

Cowles Electric Smelting and
Aluminum Co xlv

Crocker-Wheeler Electric Motor
Co xiii

Day's Kerite Insulation 1

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. .xix

Eastern Electric Cable Co xiii

Edison General Electric Co.,

—

Motor Dept vl

Edison General Electric Co., Cable

and Wire Department vll

Electric Construction & Sup.Co.xxIii

Electric Merchandise Co iv

Electric Secret Service Co xxifi

Electrician Pub. Co.lv, vil, viii.xxili

Elec. Construction Co. , The xlli

Electrical Engineering Co xiii

Elec. Eng. & Supply Co.. The. .xili

Electrical Supply Co., The. . . xsli

Elektron Mfg. Co xvi

Empire China Works xlv

Engineering Equipment Co i

Evans Friction Cone Co xvil

For Sale xUl, xiv

Foster. O. A
Fort Wayne Electric Co xxiv

Freeman. Coleman & Co
Globe Carbon Co xv
Great Western Elec. Supply Co. viii

Greeley 4& Co., The E. S -i

Hale Elevator Co xiv

Heisler Electric Light Co
Hill Clutch Works
Hine Eliminator Co xii

Holmes, C. H vlii

Holmes, Booth & Haydens. . . xvil

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co i

Hood, Wm X

India Rubber & Gutta Percha
Insulating Co

Interior Conduit &In8ulatlon Co. . .iv

International Okonlte Co 1

Kartavert Mfg. Co xii

Knapp Electrical Works xxi

Law Telephone Co xlil

Leonard A; Co., H. Ward Iv

Leffel&Co.. Jas xili

Loud. H. M. & SonsLumber Co. xlv

McLaughlin. James xiv

Manhatten Elec. Supply Co viii

Mason,.Tames H xiii

MIllikenKros iv

Minneapolis Street Railway Co.-xvlii

Monitor Electric Co x
Mosher Arc Lamp Co
Munsell & Co., Eugene xiii

Murphy, T. J xiii

National Carbon Co iv

National Electric Mfg. Co Ix

N.Y. Belting & Packing Co xll

New York Insulated Wire Co x
New York & Ohio Co 1

N. W. Elec. Specialty Co xix
Nuttull Company, R. D 1

Ohio State University
Ostrander & Co., W. R xll

Paiste. H. T xii

Page Belting Co
Partrick & Carter Co x
Payne & Co., Geo. W
Pearson & Co., W. B xix
Phoenix Glass Co
Pond EngineerlngCo xix
Powell C J.. The Wm xli

Queen & Co xili

Rochester Railway Co xll

Rockford Electric Mfg. Co
Sargent & Lundy
Sawyer-Man Electric Co xl

Schieren & Co. Chas. A xll

Schoonmaker, A. O xll

Schuyler Electric Co xxiv
Short Electric Railway Co xii

Shultz Belting Co
Standard Underground Cable Co— 1

Standard Paint Co xii

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co
Star Iron Tower Co xlv

Steams Mfg. Co xix

Stephenson Co
.

, Jno xvi

Sterling, W. C xv
StilweU & Bierce Mfg. Co...xIv, xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co xv
Taussig, 3 xlil, xiv

Temple, J. C xv
Thorason-HoviHton Electric Co.

Mghtliig Department. . . il, xx
Turner Brass Works xiii

Union Electric Mfg. Co., The. . .vll

Union Electric Works
Union Hardware Co xii

U. S. Electric Lighting Co...
VanNuis C. S
Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Wanted xiii

Wenstrom Consolidated Dynamo
& Motor Co., The x

West End Street Railway Co. .

Western Electric Co vll

Westlnghouse Elec. and Mfg Co. xl

Westingliouse Machine Co xix
Weston Electrical Instrument Co
Williams Eigino Works xix
Woodbrldge & Turner Engineer-
ing Co XV

Woodhouse & Rawson. Ltd
Worthlngton. Henry R

CLASSIFIED LIST.

Accnmalators.
Accumalator Co., The.
Brueh Electric Co.

AlamlDDin.
Cowles Electric Smelting & Refln-

ine; Co.
Freeman, Colemsn &Co.

AnniineiatorH.
Central Electric Co.

Electrical Conetraction Co., The.
Great W'est.-rn Elec. t>ii|)p]y Co.
Greeley & Co., The B. S.

Holtzer-Cabol Electric Co.
Kuauj) Electrical Worke.
Monitor Electric Co.
Ofltrander & Co. W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union E1*H trie Works.
Western Electric Co.

Anti-Frlctton Jlefal.
Tamer Braes Worke.

Arc liamps.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Brash Electric Co.
Electric Constrnctlon & Sapply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Moaher Arc Lamp Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomson -Honeton Electric Co.
WestlnghouBe Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Batteries.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.,The.
Foster. O. A.
Law Telephone Co.
Msnhatten Elec. Supply Co.
Mason, Jae. H.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jara.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
HoHzer-Cahot Electric Oo.
Law Telephnoe Co.
Manhatten Klec. Supply Co.
PartricH A Carter Co.
Q,ueen & Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, filectrlc.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., ThoB.S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Moniior Electric Co.
Oetrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

Bells, Naffneto.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co.. The B. S.
Holtzer- Cabot Electric Co.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

BeltluE'
Evane Friction Cone Co.
N. Y. Beltlnd & Packing Co.
PageBeltlncCo.
Schieren & Co., Chas. A.
ShaltzBeltlnKCo.

Boilers.
Abendroth & Root Mfg. Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Books. KlectricBl.
Electrician Publlsbing Co.

Braliler Hpoolera.
Payne & Co., Geo. W.

Brass ^oods.
Blat/,. L.
Po\vellCo..The Wm.
Turner IJraee Worke.

iSnrKlnr AlarmH. ,

Central Electric Co.
Electrlciil Supply Co., The.
Greal Wi-Hlcni IClec. Supply Co.
GroeleyJt (;o..Tlie E. o.
Holtser-Ouhot Electric Co.
Knapp Klpctrlcal Worke.
Monitor Electric Co.
Oetrander A Co., W. R.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Wire Insulated.)

Table. Kleotrtc, (See Wire Ineu
lated), Chopper, Mheet and Bar.
Staudard Underground Cable Co.
Wehtero Electric Co.

Carbons, Polntu and Plates.
BruBh Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Glol)e CarlioD Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Nfltioual Carbon Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

Cars, Klertric Kallvvay.
Minneapolis St. Hy. Co.
Jioclieeter Railway < 'o.

siephcneon Co., John.
Weet, End StteeL liy. Co.

CastincfS, Brass.
Blat/,, L.
Tarner Itraae Worke.

ClntcheM. Friction.
Hill Clutch Worke.

CuDStrnotion and Repairs.
BainEltctricMfg. Co.
ChicBt^o Klectric Mfg. Co.
Chicago Klectric Motor Co.
Electric Conetraction Jsc aupply Co.
Electrical Construction Co., The.
Eleclrical Engineering Co.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Leonurd & Co., H. Ward.
McLaughlin, Jae.
Temi)le. J. C.
Union Electric Workg.
Weat^ru Electric Co.

Contractors. Klectric Lleht,
tCneloe Plants and £lectrlc
Railways.
Ball & Wood Co., The.
ISain KlectricManifacturlDg Co.
Brush Electiic Co.
Chicago Electric Mfe. Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Eleclrical Engineering Co., The.
Electrical Ki:g. A Supply Co.
Engineering Equipment Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
I^eonard & Co , 11. Ward.
McLaughlin, Jae.
PearB»fi & Co., W. B.
Pond Entrlneerlng Co,
Korkford Electric Manufacturing Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Short Eltctric Railway Co.
Temple, J. C.
Thomson -Houelon Electric Co.
United State's Electric Lighting Co.
Wenetrom Consulldated Dynamo &
Motor Co.

Weetinghuuse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Weetinghoute Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.
WilliiiniB Engine Works.
WoodbridgL & Turner Eng. Co.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
Centra] Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Great Weatern Elec Supply Co.
Holmea, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
HoImeH, C. H

.

Loud, H- M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

Cnt-onts and t^Tvltclies.
Alexander, Barney & Cbapln.
Automatic Switch Co.
Central Electric Co.
CouHolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Paiste, H.T.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
Van Nul8,C. S.

Western Electric Co.

Bynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
C. & C . Electric Motor Co.
Colbnrn Elpctric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Engineering Co.,Tlie.
Eleciricul Enir. ,t Supply Co.
Fort Wavue Klectric Co.
HeiBler Electric Light Co.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
Kock ford Elect ric^hmtifacturingCo.
Schuyler Electric »JO.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
United States Electric Llchtlne Co.
Wenstrom Coneolidaled Dynamo &
Motor Co.

Weatcrn Electric Co.
Weetinghouse Electric Jfc Mfg. Co.

RIectrlcal Instrnments.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co.,Th.'
ElectrlcLiI Supply Co.. i'be.

Greeley « Co., The E. S.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Queen A Co.
Western Electric Co.
\Vet>t^>n Slectrlcal Inetrumout Co.

F.lcoli'ioal Kpcclaltlcs.
NorlUwHBLern Elect. Specialty Co.
Turner Braes Works.

Klectric Kallut kws-
Edition (ienerul Electric Co.
Leonnrd & Co . II. Ward.
Sarcent A Lumiv.
Short Electric Railway Co.
TbomBon-HouBtoii Electric Co.
Wenetrom ConnoUdated Dynamo »fc

Motor Co.
WeBiliighouee Electric A Mfg. Co.
Woodhrldfire A Tamer Eng. Co.

RIectro tiers and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Bngcot, E.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
ThomBon-floneton Electric Co.

: FIcvjitorM, Kh'ftilr and Hy-
druulii-.

I

ILile Elevator Co.

Kiertro-PlatloK Machines.
BruMh Electric Co.
Colbnrn Ei.-clrlc Mfg. Co.
Edieon General ifilecirlc Co.
Thomeon-liouBion Electric Co.

KncineH. Nleam.
B.ill & Wo'hI Co., The.
Ball Engine Co.
Peareon & Co., W. B.
Pond EnL-incfjrlng Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Stearne Mfg. Co.
WeetlogbouHe Machine Co.
Williams Engine Co.

EnBrav*'rN.
Biuun DlueiratingCo.

Fan Oatflts.
C. & C. Electric Motor Co.
Card Bleclrlc Motor & Dynamo Co.
Edifloo General Electric Co,
Electrical Supply Co., The,
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Turner Brase Wotkb.

Fibre.
lianavert Mfg. Co.
Vnlca'-izcd Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electric Secret Service Co-
Electrlcal Supply uo.. The.
Knapp ElectrlcaJ' Works.
Partrica & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Friction Cones.
Evans Friction Cone Co.

ti&» lilghtine:. Klectric.
Knspp Ek'Ctrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Elccirlc Co.

Cieneral Electrical Mnpplles.
Alexander, Barney & Chapin.
American Eleclrical Works.
Automatic Switch Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Electrical Eng, .'t Supply o.

Edison General "ilectric Co.
Electric Conslructlon & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The,
Gn.'at Weetern Elec. Sapply Co.
Greeley & Co

.
, The E . S.

Holtzer-Cabot Klectric Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Manhatten Elec. Supply Co.
Monitor Electric Co.
Northwestern Electric Specialty Co.
Oetrander & Co.,W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co.
Thomson-Honeton Electric Cn
Union Electric Mannfacturinti Co.
VanNals.C. S.

Western Electric Co.

<plass Cotters.
Taiieslg, S.

<))lobes and Electrical Crlaas-
ivare.
Bftg^ot. E.
Phtenls Glass Co.

ftnHnlators and InsDiatlng
Materials.
Alexander, Barney & Chapin.
BroQkfield, Wm.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Ediaon Gent;ral Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Westerh Elec. Supply Co.
Interior Conduit J; Insolation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Nuitall, R. D,, Company.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Union Eleclrlc Manufacturing Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.

EnHulated Wires and Cables.
Magnet Wire.
American Electrical Worke.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Ineulalecl Wire Co.
iiay'sKorlto insulation.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, Booth & Haydene.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Robber & Gotta Percha Insu-
lating Co.

Knapp Electrical Worke.
Monitor Electric Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick A^ Carter Co.
Standard Uuder^rround Cable Co.
Western ElfclrSr Co.

Joarnal Uesringrs.
Turner Brat»fl Works.

Lamps. Incandescent.
Alexander, Barney it Chapin.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Electrical Snpplv Co., The.
Electrical Enc. .V Supply Co.
Greal Weetern I^lec Supply I'o.

Greeiev ACo., TlieE.S
Helelef Electric Light Co.
Hood, Win.
Knapn Electrical Worke.
New York and Ohio Co.
NorrliwtHtern Elect. Specialty Co.
SBwver-M»n KlRctrlc Co.
Snnbeftm TncAudencent I.amp Co.
Thomeon-Honston Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

IfiibricHtorN.
Powell Co., Tlie Wm.

Mnsrnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wire.)

Medical Batteries.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Mica.
Muneell & Co., Euceue.
Schoonmaker, A. O.

MlDloi; A pparatns, Klectric.
BalD El-jctrlcMfi;. Co.
EdiHon (ittnira] Elf^lrlc Co,
ThoniBon-Uonol^jn Klectric Co.
W'.-.'itln-honfle Eltcirlc i Mfg, Co.

MotorM.
Bnin El^nrlcMfg. Co.
Bruwh fllectric Co.
Baiter Electric Motor Co.
Curd Klectric Molor & Dynamo Co.
Crocker-Wliwler Klertrlc Motor Co
C. &, C. Eleclrlc MoVir Co.
Chicago hl.jclric Motor Co.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Eleclrical EnclnTlng Co.,Tii<».
Eleclrical En-, t Supply Co.
Klrktror Manulacturioz Co.
Eoet'jr, O. A.
KockfortlElectrlcMantifaciurlngCo,
ThomBOc-tloaston Electric (Jo
U, 8. Electric Lighting Co.
Wenstrom Couf-olldaied Dynamo &
Motor Co.

Weetinghouse Electric A Mfe. Co.Name Vlates.
Biatz, L.
F.eernan, Coleman & Co.
Turn-r Brass Worke.

onice Farnltnre.
AnarewB & Co., A. H.

Oils.
Taussig, 8.

Oil CitpH.
PowellCo.. The Wm.

I*ateni MolirttorH.
Woodhoute .': Kawaon. Ltd.

Packins:.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Coolidge Foel & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Holmes. C. n.
Loud, II. M &. Sons Lumber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Poles.
Brownlee &, Co.
Central Electric Co.
Coolidge Fuel &. Supply Co.
Electrical SuDply Co.. The.
Engineering Eqaipmenl Co.
Holmes. C. H.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co,
Mllllken Bros.
Star Iron Tower Co.
Steriing,W. C.

Publishers. Klectrlcal.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Pnsh Battons-
Central Electric Co.
Eleclrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Northwestern Elect. Specialty Co
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

BailwayH, CJectrle.
(See electric railways.)

(Separators. Hteam.
Hine Eliminator Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

(Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

Speaklnj; Tnbes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

tSteam PompH.
Worthington, Henry R.

Street Ky. Equipment.
Minneapolis Street Ky. Co.
Rochester Railway Co.
rt'est End Street Railway Co.

(SuppllcN, Klectric UallTray.
Efectric Merchandise Co.
Niitlall, R. O. Co.

Tapes, InsuiatlDK.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
ChIca'.;o Insulated Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
India Kul3ber & GuttA Perchs In-
•ulatlog Co.

International Okonlte Co., The.
New York Ineitlated Wire Co.
Western Electric Co.

Teleeraph Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
E^cct^^i^al Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., 1 he E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick A Caner Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones", Klectric.
Western Electric Co.

TcHt InNtrnments.
BaIu Electric Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpplv Co^ The.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.
Knapp ElectrlCAl Works.
Hoeen Jt Co.
^nicion Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.

TranHrornieri*.
Klectrical Eni;. Ji; Supply Co
Nalion.il Klectric Manofactnrfng Co.
Stanley EliKtrlc Mfg. Co.
Weetintzhout^e Klectric ,V Mfg. Co.

Trucks, F.lectrle Car.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Stepheneon Co., Jno.
Thomeon-HouBton Electric Co.
WeeMnghouee Electric A -Mfg. Co.

Tarblnc WbeelH.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leflel A Co., Jamee.
Stllwell « Bierce Mfg. Co.

rnivcrslllcR.
Ohio State I'niverelty.
Purdue Univereity.

Wire. Bare.
American Electrical Workm.
Central Electric Co.
Electrlc&l Supply Co., The.
HolaeB, B«otAi A BaTdens.
Kaayp IleoCrlcal Works.
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CLEVEL4ND, OHIO. CLEVEL4SD, OHIO.

MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS andBATTERY MATERIAL.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS

Send for Complete Catalogue.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building CHICAGO, ILL.

THE MILUKEN PATENT POLE
For Electric Street Railways and Electric Light Work.

56 LIBERTY STREET,

NEW YORK.
MANfFAnURED BY

MILUKEN BROS.

69 DE&RBORH STREET,

CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.—Iron Work
for Light Stations a Specialty.

WRITK FOB CIBCI;L,AK AKI> CATALOGUE.

H. WARD LEONARD & CO.
We will do no MANUFACTURING and will do no SUPPLY BUSI-

NESS, neither will we, under any circumstances, act as the
selling agents of any concern, directly or indirectly.

We •will, ho-wever, act for the purchaser, either as Consulting- Engineers, Supervising'
Engineers, Inspectors or Purchasing Agents. When acting in this way -we will make the
follo'wing charg-es, based upon contract price:

J<'or 7)ialiitif/ preUminarij jilans, <l 'signs, distributions and es'Amates 1 per cent.
For inahivy final p tins and specificatiotts 1 ptr cent.
For ilrairiiir/ atid e.r ciiliiii/ ontract on liehnlf of the parrhuser 1 per <:en'.
For sujiervir^ing nn in'tallalion made hi) aiio'lier routraitor S per cent.
For acting on behalf of the purchnser in makina the setllenieiit with another contrartor 1 per cent.
For acting as the ngent of the pnrchis'-r. from //i ? beainning to the/innl s-ttlem-nt of a cnntraC,

including till making of est itnate plans, determinutio'is, speciji cations, contract, mperris-
ing tlie installation, /inal insiiection and report and final settlenunt .; i>er cent.

It -will be seen from the complete schedule given above that the purchaser will be able to
obtain our services for any portion of the work, and under terms which are so reasonable
that there can be no question in the minds of those familiar with the subject that any pur-
chaser contemplating the installation of an electric plant would not only save a great deal
of his o-wn time and be spared a great deal of annoyance, but •would actually effect a very
material saving in retaining our services to represent the interest of the purchaser.

Electrical Exchange Building, Liberty St., New York City.

The SOLUTION of the PROBLEIVl of SAFE GUARDING

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherever and for whateoover piirpoBe employed, is to

Ix! found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.

IHTERIOR AND UHDERGROUliD

co3^nz)-criTS
THE INTERIOR

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,

vinB^tL. ' ^27 Id 531 W. 34lh St.,wunpis.
j J26 to 628 W. 36lh SI..

GeDeral 0fllce3; 42 & 41 Broad St., Hev/ York.

'A^i OMfriorn 81., Cttlcsyo, IM.
Mifothgm Electric Oo,, ll(iklmor«t, Mrt.
Thfj^, D*7 <fc Co,, 2C Salter Mt., Hon Kmnddco, Cftl.

B, Frftok .Johnson, I'roTldeni cHk-. riilladetpnla, Fa

ELECTRIC
RAILWAY

For All Systems. SUPPL IEw
S£ND FOR CATALOGUE.

ELECTRIC MERCHANDISE CO.,
H ADAMS STKKKT, €IIICA<>i4».

W. B. MASON, Gonorttl Miiattgor.
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TRADir MARK.

Southern Electrical Supply Company,
823 LOCUST ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.

BANNER
WIRE.

>lOW/>

TRADE MARK.

GATE CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY,
522 DELAWARE ST.. KANSAS CITY. MO.

A NEW WEATHER-PROOF WIRE.
Double, Triple and Quadruple Braid.

This is the best finished, best insulated, most durable and generally the most satisfactory
of all the ordinary weather-proof Wires. Send for samples before

placing your construction orders.

PRICES LOW. SHIPMENTS PROMPT.
Also GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS for

I

.A.Tfai>

F
These Wires are positively the best of their respective classes.

BRANCH BLOCKS, SOCKETS,

MAIN CUT-OUTS, PAISTE SWITCHES
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
P

^l N/>

TRADE MARK.

Western Electrical Supply Company,
418 S. IBth St., OMAHA, NEB.

116 & 118 FRANKLIN ST.,

CHICAGO.
Connected by private wire with Postal

Telegraph-Cable Company's
System.

nLOW//

TBADE MARK!

Electric Power AND Transmission Cc.
DENVER. COLO.
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Edison General Electric Co.

Edison Building, Broad St., New Yorii City.

ELECTRIC FANS.

These Fans are oper-

ated by new Edison Slow

Speed Motors, requiring

Minimum amount of atten-

tion and lubrication.

They are compact and
especially suitable for of-

fice desks and similar

places.

Will operate on any

ordinary Lighting Circuit

without Wasteful Resist-

ance.

List Price, Motor and Fan, $42.50, less 45 per cent, to Users. Net, $23.36.

For Particulars Address Nearest District Office.

DISTRICT OFFICSS:

C'ana<lian OiMtrlct, Kdinon Bldg., Toronto, Can.

C^entral »iMtrIct, 17.1 and 175 AdamM Ht., Chicago, III.

Bfiwtfrn l>i«trir«. l-^fliHon Kiiildinc. Krond St., ]V«-w York,
Hew Eugland ONtrict, 25 Otin Ntreet. BoMton, Maui).

J'arilicCoaMt l>lHt., KdiHon Bldg., I ISi KiihIi St., Man Krancixeo.Cal

Pacilic IVorthwcHt l»iHtrict, FI<>lH<:liner Itld);., Portland, Ore.

Korky .Tloiintain DiHtrict, IHaMonlc ltnildin£, Uonvcr, Colo.

Monthern MiHtflct, lO Decatur street, Atlanta, Hu.
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THE FACT that COMPETITORS are IMITATING our

SOCKET is PROOF ENOUGHfor

ANYONE that it is the

BEST SOCKET ON THE MARKET.

THE UNION ELECTRIC MFG. CO., BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

NEW YORK: Alexander Barney & Chapin. BOSTON: The Eajtern Electrical Supply Co.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS IN THE WEST

SEND FOR OUR COMPLETE CATALOGUE.
ZSIectriciaxi Publishing Co., 6 Ijakeside BIdg., Chicago, 111.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
MANIJFACTIJKEKS AND DEA1,KB^> IN

Arc and Incandescent Electric Light Apparatus, Patterson

Underground and Overhead Cables, 1. C. Weather-proof

Wire, Washburn & Moen's Hard Drawn Copper Trolley

and Galvanized Iron Wires, House Goods, Testing Ap-
paratus, District Telegraph Apparatus, Line Supplies,

Tools and all other Electrical Appliances.

CHICAGO,

NEW YORK,

LONDON,

ANTWERP,

BERLIN,

PARIS.

Sobnarine,

Telegraph,

Underground,

"^i»«^p.

Telephone,

Interior,

Electric Light.

c It* iit-< i:i<i> ^\••l^-. i:(ii>>>ii <;<'u<'i;ii i;i.'< n to < ,. :

Manufactured under Authority of SIEMENS & HALSKE,
BY

The Edison General Electric Company,
Estimates Furnished on Application.

AT TIIEIIC SCHENECTAWY WORK»$.

Address, Cable and Wire Department, Edison General Electric Company,
EUIS^ON ItUILUlNO, KKOAU STKKET, NEW VOKK, or Nearest I>istriot Offioe.

Canadian Ointriot: R.llflon Bulltlinc. Toronto, Can.
I'Ontral IHHtrlcf ; I7:i-I75 AdRma Ht,, Chicago.
Kastern l>lHfrl<^t: KdlHO.i liillldins. Broad Mr-. New York.New KuEland Ulatrlct: »S Otis St., Boston, Utasa.

I'noino t'ooHt l>i^tri('f: KdJHOn Bnlldine. 1 1* Bnwli Wt . «an Francisco. Cai.
I'acillr Nc'lliwrst lliNlrict: Flelscbner Bnlldtae. I'ortland. Ore.
Karl<y Moiiiitain Blatrlct: Maaonlc BnildlnE. Denver, Coio.
eioatlieru Uistrlrt: 10 Uecatnr St.. Atlanta, ua.
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LIGHTING SUPPLIES. HOUSE GOODS,
RAILWAY SUPPLIES. FIXTURES.
Great Western Electric Supply Co.,

201, 203, 205, 20T SOUTH CANAL STREET, cmc-^o-o, ir-i:^., tj. s. .a..

THE ELEMENTS OF

llYNAMIC FLECTBICITY

AND MAGNETISM.

Price, $2.A Boob TTTCnr) f^lTHT f trice, a»a.

For lieaniers. UUl9X \/IJXi Postage Free

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

- aiAXlFACTlTBBD BY-

The Card Electric Motor and Dynamo Co.

Cincinnati, Ohio,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Electric Motors for Arc and Incan-

descent Circuits, from 1-C

to 50 H. P.

Correspondence Solicited.

.a.a-xari's

:

BOSTON—The Eaetern Electrical Snpply&
CoDBtractlon Co., 65 Oliver St.

CHICAGO—Ibe Thoe. L. Johnson Co., 312
Uearhorn St.

MILWAUKEB>—Henry Kamlen, 641 Third St.

WASHINGTON, D. C.-J. Geo. Gardner,
1005 H St.

ST. LOUIS — StagI Blectrlcal Engineering
Co., 1106 Pine St.

MONTGOMERY,^ ALA.—W. P. Murphy.
DETROIT, MICH. -The Michigan Biectric

Co..2ri and 211 GriewoldSt.
MINNEAPOLIS.MINN.—J.M.Lennon, No.

'Ji Loan and Truet Building.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

ARC LIGHT CIRCUITS,

HinVl^y.. KKUABL.K. I>LKAKL,E.

The only safe aockel for series lamp.",, and Ihe only

socket bavlng losulallng material for the outeije

pans. Send for lllaatrated Catalogue.

620 ATLANTIC AVENUE,

You Will Oblige

Both Advertiser and Publisher
by mentioning the WESTERN
ELECTRICIAN when writing
to advertisers.

For Call Bells, Annunciators, Burglar Alarms. Telephones,

the Laboratory, and all OP£N CIRCUIT USE.

PRICE, 80 CENTS.
Guaranteed eciual to any Dry Battery made, in E. M. F., Dura-

bility and Recuperative Power. No Infringement

on any existing patent.

Exhausted Batteries Replaced at a Nominal Price.

I,ilii:i!.\L DiHCOUNTH TO Till', TItADK.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

36 GOR.TLA1TIDT BT., XTE"W- YOIJIC.
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THE NATIONAL TRANSFORMER SYSTEM
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

WHY
USE HRC LHmPS

WHEN THE

NATIONAL

SERIES TRANSFORMER

ENABLES YOU TO DO

STREET LIGHTING

ECONOMICALLY
EFFICIENTLY

SATISFACTORILY
???

Send for Circulars and Prices.
INCANDESCENT STKEET LIGHT FIXTirRE.

SERIES TRANSFOKHEK, KBIXECTOB CANdl'Y AND 33 C. P. LAMP.

COMPLETE

CENTRAL STATION EQUIPMENTS
FOR

LIGHT OR POWER
DIHTKIIillTION.

OUE APPAEATU3 13 0? THE

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
MECHANICALLY AND ELECTRICALLY.

WE GUARANTEE ITS OrKKATION .VM>

PROTECT OUR CUSTOMERS.

COMPLETE

DIRECT CURRENT SYSTEM
FOK

ISOLA.TE1D
3L,IC3-K:TI3SrC3--

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO., Eau Claire, Wis.

Gfr£30. 33. SIZai.^'V^T', OerL'l T^ek.xxek,ser.

AO-EInTTS

NEW YORK, N. Y.,
BUFFALO, N. Y.,
CINCINNATI, O.,
WASHINGTON, D. C,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

LINCOLN, NEB.,
SEATTLE, WASH.,

National Elccliic Mlg. & Const. Co.. Elect. Exchg. BIdg.

Little. McDonald & Co.. 141 East Seneca St.

W. N. Gray. 12 Chamber ol Commerce.

L. N. Cox. 16 Filth St.. S. E.

0. M. Blanchard. Girard Building.

Lincoln Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.

Chas. H. Baker & Co.

ST. PAUL, MINN., - -

DETROIT, MICH., -

DENVER, COLO.,
WINNIPEG. MAN.,
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.,
KAN8ASCITY,MO.,
DULUIH, MINN.,

The Electrical Engineering & Supply Co.

Commercial Electric Co.

The Mountain Electric Co.

Simpson- Davis Electrical Construction Co.

Natinn.TJ Fjprtric Devplopment Co-

Thomas Wolfe. 515 Main SI.

The Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
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THE WENSTROM CONSOLIDATED DYNAMO & MOTOR CO.,
OF BALTIIYIORX:, MD.^

—MAMUFACTUKEKS OF

—

Electrical Apparatus.
ELECTRIC 7VIOTORS

DYNKTvrOS
X*c3i7 XaioA.uca.e&ioeaa.'t Xjlgli.tlxxs.

Special Features: High Efficiency. Slow Speed.

For full inform:itIon and circulars address

THE WENSTROM CO., Baltimore, Md.

Electrical

Supplies
.vv^^

OF ALL KINDS. v<^<?y^%'

Honse Goods ^^rV^!^>-*
A SPECIALTY

-^">^v:

c>-^^ ^<>3^
Send us

Your

Business Card

and get our Catalogue

"^
"b^ <^^ and Trade Discount Sheet.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

THE "JEWEL"
,^#!5^^%. Incandescent Lamp,

M^'/fr-mX %. The Best Lamp In the Market.

^4: , aW%^;7'^^f!\ Any Voltage.

Any Socket.

Any Candle Power.

Dynamo Regulators and Rheostats
Of all descriptions in stock and manufactured to order for any special work.

MOTOR SWITCHES,
Both Hand and Automatic, of Superior Design

and Construction.
Entire attention devoted to the manufacture and wiring of Rheostats.

AUTOMATIGlWITGH COMPANY,
SOLE MANDFACTURERS OP THE

Whittingham Automatic Switch,
No. 8 Keyser Building,

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST.

G. A. HARMOUNT,
- MANAGER

MONITOR ELECTEIC CO.,
14 3 WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

WHOLESALE DEALER IN GENEBAL

ELECTRWAL SUPPLIES
WEISTERIV AOENT FOR

10 C. P. Less than 100 lots, 55 Cents.

"-^ %^
'^

^^^ /cTv
" 100 to 1000 " 50

WM. HOOD, Gen'l Agt., 239 LaSalle St.. CHICAGO.

I^end for Sample Order.

ALFRED F. MOORE
(KSTABLISHED ISJO. i

: ELEGTRIGAL WIRES AND GABLES.
Electric Light, Annunciator and OIBce Wires. Incandescent and Battery Curds; in

fact, every Icind of Wire known .10 the Electrical Trade.

WE ARE IN IT
f\l>llID Ir^JW/^: Vy^IT^PHL UJ' J^T^

OUR NEW BRANCH WAREHOUSE, Nos. 78, 80 & 82 FRANKLIN ST., CHICAGO,
SEVERAL, CARLOADS OF OX7R CELEBRATED

CRIMSHAW "WHITE CORE, " ''B. D." BRAIDED and COMPETITION
GRLMSHAW TAPES

AND COMPOUNDS. WIREIS. You can buy from us at
Manufacturers' Prices.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,
MAIN OFFICE, 649 & 651 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. G. H. MEEKER, Western Manager.
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THE WESTINGHOUSE
a

Single Reduction" or "Slow Speed"

STREET RAILWAY MOTOR.
"Slow speed" means small number of revolutions of Armature

pur minute, NOT SLOW CAR SPEED.

"Single reduction" means elimination of High Speed Gearing

|3»,^ and Bearings.

_ The Westinghouse Single Reduction Motor is Efficient
"^ Economical and Durable, and is giving ENTIRE SATIS-

FACTION after long usage.

iW Write for descriptive catalogue. =^1!

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING CO.

ti-anoia OfBoes; 120 Broadway, NEW YORK. Pullman Building, CHICAGO.

CUT-OUTS,
Single Light, Main and Branch,

OF SUPERIOR PORCELAIN,
With all Connections Under Cover.

s
AW
Y
E
R

IVI

A
N

LAMPS-ANY
C P

VOLTAGE
BASE.

HIGH QUALITY LAMPS FOR EDISON GIRGUITS.

See Catalogue of Aug. 1 , 1890,

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC COM
620 Atlantic Avenue,

BOSTON. MASS.
5 10-534 W. 23d Street,

NEW YORK.
217 LaSalle Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MAKXTFACTURED BY

WM. BROOKFIEInD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

For all El-'ctric Insulating

Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the market.

I SELL NO OTHER.

Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St.. NEW YORK.

MICA.

BINDERS
FUR THE

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
ONE DOLLAR.

FOR SALE.

STREETCARS.
ONE HUNDRED 12-FOOT CABS,

Built by the John Stephenson Co. fuel

JoQes, one end type, with fare box, in good

order; gauge, 4 ft. 8Jj in.

Six Hundred Tons 38-lb. Tram Sleel

Rails and One Hund'ed 30 ft. Steel Poles.

ROCHESTER RAILWAY CO.,
KOCHESTEK. N. Y.

KNOIV WHAT TOC'RE SETTING!

HINE'S ELIMINATOR,
-=S'-

Extracts Oil from Exhaust. Separates Water from Live Steam.

^tSi' a test of six of the beet known ' Separators" liae recently been made at Cornell
-\w|i im\W' L'nivereity. JBioe's Fliminator standt* at the Jiead. The full report

\j|i iB.IEv' with drawings, etc , sent free. Address

NINE ELIMINATOR CO.,
i06 Liberty Street, T^JE1\7%7' TTOH^t-

Tlii»* out rein-eseiits our I'lass A

Star Sight "Up-Feed" Lubricator.
There are no joints about it. Arma and body cast

in One Piece, so yon won't be annoyed by leading
and it will work to your entire satisfacdon. Will let

you try It bafore you buy it.

"^r t"^ ^*^^ ^^^® ^^ Jobbers, or apply to

—^"i? THE WM. POWELL CO., CINCINNATI, 0.

Wi^
SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.

Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS p^*" BELLS.
l<'i;i.Ii I/IKK AL.WAY8 IN !«TOCK.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO..
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 14fi3DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, M. Y.

S3r'5ead for New Catalogue. Oat August 1st.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS. RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

Ths- KartaYsrt - Manufacturing - Co..>

CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL

If you are in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

BROWNLEE & CO., °%7cr'

£1. -C. PAlSTSi, If-

1

Palste Electrical Specialties.
We«t«m Oir.v; an'] .Hfor'-.ro^jm: .

341 THE ROOKERY.
CHICAGO, ILL.

EMtsn OfBo! and 7»r,tnrj:

1201 MARKET ST.,

PHIlJDELPHIA.pt

PAI8TE
SWITCH
SOCKETS.

Porcelain Insulation used.

Made to fit all Standard Lamps,

PATENT Bun»« more 81ack than
I nperforated Belti^, hence
adapted to uneven power
of Electric Railway!^ and
for Electric Power in <iren>

eral.

CHAS. A. SCHIEREN 6c CO.,
PATENTEES AND SOLE ilANDFACTUKERS,

Also Xew York. Bosloii. >

riiilinU'li.hla. S 46 SOUTH CANAL ST., CHICAGO. ILL.

iimiiBELTiNG&PACKINC ea
rOHX H. CHEEVER, 1 (LIIVIITED.^
I. I>. CHEKVEK, ^Managers. " "

/. CAZENOVE .lOXES. 5

WM. T. ISAIKIJ, .Sec'y.

Oldest and largest Manufacturers in the United States of

15 PARK ROW, HEW YORK.

SALESROOMS:
PUIL,4DELPin.\, 308 Chostntit Street.
BOSTON, 5-2 Summer Stran.
CHICAGO, 1.11 Lake Street.
DENVER, lliOl-1611 17th Street.
CH.\RLESTO.V, 16J Meelins Street.
GR.\ND r.APIDS. 4 Monroe Street.
MlNNE.\l''iI.Is, ;S South 2d Street.
CLEVEI..\.\D. 176 Superior Street.

Vulcanized Rubber Fabrics
FOE BECHASICiL fOReOSEB,

Rubber Belting,

Packing

and Hose. 1

SAI,E.SROO.MS:
SAN FRANCISCO, 17 Main Street.
ATLANTA, 16 Decatur Street.
DETKOIT, 1C24 Woodward Ave.
BALTIMORE, 12 North Charles Street.
BUFFALO. 124-128 Waehinirton Street.NEW ORLEANS, f-12 North Peters Street.
KANSAS CITY, 1313 West 12th Street,
ST. LOUIS, lil6 Locust Street.

REMEMBER
That ilie Western Electrician enjoys the distinction of having heen
selected by one of the Bhiewdoat of advertisers as the medium
for carrying the large^-t advertisement ever placed In an electrical
journal. This telle ita own story, and points its own moral.

A BEAUTIFUL NEW CAR EQUIPPED WITH

SHORT GEARLESS RAILWAY MOTORS

Has been pnt IhroBgh a series of remarkable tests

on the

BRGOKLIN, and tbe BROADWAY and NEWBURY LINES

in Cleveland, Ohio.

Dsion umm co.,

PUSH-BUTTON

SHELLS.
TORRINGTON, CONN.,

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

P:B.

Armature Varnish,
Insulating Compounds,
Insulating Tapes,
Insulating Papers.

THE STANDARD PAINT CD.,
HOI.K .nAIVrKAOTITICI'.KH,

2 Liberty Street, NEW YORK.
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Electric Plant at Roebling's Wire Works,
Trenton, N. J,

That the Roeblings appreciated from the start the great

utility of the electric light is evidenced in the fact that as

early as 1879 there was installed in tteir manufadorva Max'm

lamp with one of the old lype Maxim machines to supply

current. As time went on this one light plant was fol-

lowed by the introduction of a -15 light Brush dynamo and

then came a small incandescent machine of 200 lamps'

capacity. Unforcunately this somewhat primitive machine

sparked badly at the brushes and a usurper was brought in

in the shape of a liochhausen 400 lighter. This last named

machine, however, is not now operated with the other

lighting apparatus. It has been removed and is now em-

ployed in what might be called isolated service in one of

the shops where the number of lights are such as to

require the machine's full duty.

In the place of this Hochhausen 4.00 liphter there was

set up an Soo light United

States no volt machine,and

a short time after this was

installed two Waterhouse 30

light arc machines for light-

ing the yards were put in.

and these were-followed last

year by a Westinghouse al-

ternating current 40 light

arc, 2.0CO candle power

machine for lighting the wire

mill. In the winter time all

of these machines with the

exception of the old Maxim

and the 200 lighter are run-

ning every night, and in the

summer it is the usual prac-

tice to run all except one of

the Waterhouse machines.

Such is the lighting ap-

paratus now employed at the

factory in Trenton, and the

reader will obtain a good

idea of ihe general appear-

ance of the dynamo room
from Fig I.

A c'ose inspection of the

illustration just referred to

will reveal the fact that the

John A. Koebling's Sons

company has gone still

deeper into the refinement

of methods than might ap-

pear at first glance.

Those familiar with such

machinery will detect in the

center of the cut a Thomson
generator for welding service,

distinction of having

information relating to the welding and lighting plant.

The photographs are the work of Mr. Cabazola, also with

the Roeblings

Electricity at the World's Fair.

Apparently no progress has been made in adjusting the

misunderstanding between the departments of electricity

and construction. The latter has been in stormy water of

late, owing to the resignation of Chief Engineer Gottlieb

and the subsequent cessation of operations on all the build-

ings now in process of construction at Jackson Park. For

several days last week not a stroke of work was done on

any of the buildings, including that intended for the de-

partment of electricity. On Monday last building opera-

tions were again resumed.

A sensation was caused by the announcement that work

had been stopped, and the department of construction was

subjected to much unfavorable criticism. It was stated in

FIG I ELECTRIC PLANT AT ROEBLINGS WIRE WORKS, TRENTON. N. J.

The Roeblings claim the

installed the first wire welder

turned out by the Thomson Welding company. With

this plant ){i inch iron could be welded. The machine

used was of the direct type, that is, with the dynamo
embodied in the welder proper, and ran successfully for more

ihan a year, making in its lifetime about 370,000 welds.

The Roeblings were so well satisfied with its performance

that the generator shown in the illustration of the electric

light station and seven small welders were contracted for.

It may be mentioned that the first welder is not worn out, but

merely superseded on account of the greater convenience

of the new type machine.

From Fig. 2 there can be obtained an excellent idea as

to the manner in which the welders are set up in the

Ruebling works. The cut shows two of the seven

machines now in service. Between the welders is the

small wheel employed to reduced the burrs formed in weld-

ing the wire.

The Western Electrician is iodebtedjto F. A. C.

Perrine, electrical engineer for the Roebling company, for

exp'anation that it had been discovered that Mr. Gottlieb's

calculations of the strains to be put upon the foundations

of the buildings were incorrect and that heavier timbers

would have to be substituted for those originally laid down
in order to sustain the heavy machinery in most of the

large buildings. The public was led to infer that the dis-

covery of this serious error led to the chief engineer's

resignation. While the new figures were being made all

work was sufr-nded This state of affairs engrossed the

attention of the directors and the committee on grounds

and buildings 10 such an extent that nothing was done in

relation to the controversy between the committee on

electricity ind the eiei.»rical department on the one hand

and the dcp.\rtincnt of consi ruction on the other. It is

asserted that the engineers' errors and the changes to be

m.idc wiU cost the exposition company between ^200,000

and !J;3oo,oDu.

Another criticism of the department of construction was

in rtlation lo the plans for Ihe buildings. A great many
of the plans are dra^rn to a scale of one-thirty-second of

an inch to a foot. This, the contractors complain, is too

fine. They want a larger scale and more dimensions in

figures instead of fine lines and distances. They say they

could get along with the specifications while bying foun-

dations, but were unwilling to let large mill orders for the

finer work when the variation of one-thirty-second of an
inch in measuring the lines would mean a difference ofone
foot in ihe timber. Some of the specifications are drawn
to a larger scale, but it is claimed there is a general lack of

satisfactory details.

The principle for which Chief Barrett has so long con-

tended—that the chiefs of departments should have charge

of the machinery installed on the fair grounds for actual

use, in connection with the exhibits— has pervaded other

departments, and is the subject of general discussion. The
situation in the machinery department is precisely analo-

gous to that in the department of electricity. Many of

the directors think that Chief Eurnham ought to be em-
powered to buy the big engines that will be used to furnish

power in ihe building. Di-

rector-General Davis be-

lieves that the chief of ma-
chinery, whoever he may be.

ought to be allowed to get

the motive power free, as a
part of the exhibit. That
is what President Palmer

and other commissioners

think, and they have adWsed
Colonel Davis to select his

chief at once for that depart-

ment. '*I have my man
ready to name and will

make the nomination very

soon," the director-general

is reported as saying. "I

am only waiting to make
sure of his confirmation."

The Chicago Daily ,\Vr<:'.r

states the case clearly as

follows;

If the exposition directors
were to buy the machinery
outright it would cost therii

considerably more than ^i.-

000,000. To avoid this ex-
pense it has been suggested
that the manufacturers
would be glad lo furnish
all the necessar>- machinery
frfteforthe privilege of ex-
hibiting the engines and
other machinery running.

Right here is where the
hitch comes. The director-

general and department
chiefs have excIusiN-e control
of all exhibits. It the direc-

tors secure the machinery
as exhibits, they cannot in-

stall the plant without permission from the director-general.
If this permission were refused, the directors would be
compelled either to abandon control of the power plant or
else pay the million or more it would lake to purchase it.

Director-General Davis insists that the construction de-

partment should designate the amount and kind of power
that will be needed and let the department chiefs secure it

as exhibits. While the director-general has been trying lo

get this question of jurisdiction settled. Chief Humham.
presumably by consent of the directors. has gone ahead and
practically completed negotiations for all the machincrj- to be
used for power. But he cannot put in his'machincn,- until

the commissioners and directors agree on terms, and so the
power arrangements are delayed until the question is settled.

"It may cost the directors $1,000,000 to leam what
our rights arc," said one of the commissioners. *'Thcy
have apparently handed the construction and govern-

ment of the f.iir over to Mr. Bumham. I admire Mr.
Burnbam personally, but I don't like his autocratic

methods a little bit. He seems determined lo control not

only the building work but the executive departments of

the fair as well. Perhaps by the timewc get through with
him he will have more respect for the act of congress which
gives us our authority, and perhaps, too. Mr. Bumham
will have a less exalted idea of his ability to dictate to the

national commission. . . If the brethren take my advice
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they will put the brakes on Chief Burnham and give the

director-general the power that belongs to him by right."

On r^Ionday afternoon the national board of control con-

sidered the question of authority as between department

chiefs and D. H. Burnham. chief of construction. It

adopted the following resolution:

Whereas, It has been represented to this board by the

directory of the World's Columbian Exposition that a very

large saving may be effected in that branch of the work of

The Mailloux Electric Motor.

In the general construction of electric railway motors it

is necessary to lift the armature out of its bearings and

remove it from the machine for repairs or examination.

This method is often attended with considerable difficulty.

In the accompanying cut is shown an arrangement devised

byC. 0. Mailloux of New York, by which this trouble may

be avoided. The motor frame is made in two parts, one

FIG. 2. ELECTRIC PLANT AT ROEBLING S WIRE WORKS, TRENTON, N. J.

constraction which relates to the supply and distribution of

the adequate power, light and heat essentially necessary

for the suitable equipment of the buildings to be devoted

to exposition purposes, provided the owners of boilers,

engines and machinery or other appliances which may be
secured for that exclusive purpose by the said directory of

the World's Columbian Exposition shall not be, on account

of the primary devotion thereof to such utilitarian purposes,

precluded from entering such boilers, engines, machinery
and other appliances as competitive exhibits within the

several classes to which they shall respectively properly

belong, and this board has been requested to take appro-

priate action in this behalf; and.

Whereas, This board recognizes that the duty and re-

sponsibility of the work of constructing and furnishing

suitable buildings, adequately equipped for exposition pur-

poses, rests exclusively upon said World's Columbian
Exposition, subject—when completed and tendered—to

the right of acceptance by the national commission, and
this board is therefore unwilling to assume responsibility in

any degree in such work of construction, or to authorize

any department or agency subject to its authority to do so;

therefore, be it

Resolved, That it is the judgment and opinion of this

board and it hereby—in so far as it may lawfully do so

—

declares that the fact of such boilers, engines, or other

machinery or appliances as shall be procured and located

by the director)' of the World's Columbian Exposition and
be by them devoted to the supply and distribution of

adequate power, light and heat for the exposition build-

ings shall not preclude the entry of the same by the owners
thereof as competitive exhibits in the classes to which they
may severally belong, subject, however, as to the classifica-

tion and installation thereof, to the rules and regulations

prescribed by anthority of the national commission.

The Ni-w: prints its account of the meeting under the

heading "Burnham is Not Tioss/' and gives an interview

with Commissioner St. Clair as to the effect of the resolu-

tion. "It means," said Mr. St. Clair, "that neither the

directors nor the national officers will have exclusive con-

trol of power machinery. The directors wanted us to give

Mr. Burnham authority to get machinery free as exhibits

to be used for power. We have not the power to delegate

snch authority, Mr. Burnham can get manufacturers to let

him have their engines and dynamos for power, but cannot

guarantee that they will be received as exhibits unless the

chiefs of machinery and electricity agree to accept them.

If soch power machinery were to be rejected by the chiefs

after Mr. Burnham had contracted for them, the directors

would undoubtedly have lo reach down in their pockets

and pay for the plant. It is not likely that the directors

will make themselves liable for any such sum as that

would cost. They will, therefore, do the sensible thing

—

have Mr. Burnham consult with the machinery and clec-

tiicity chiefs and work in harmony with them,"

L. W. Robinson, chief engineer of the United States

navy, is mentioned as probable chief of the department of

manufactures.
It is probable that cither Chief Barrett or Sccrclary

Homsby of the department of electricity will attend the

National Electric T,ight association convention at Montreal

and read a paper on the World's Fair,

of which is supported upon the car axle of the truck frame,

while the other, upon which the armature rests, may be

lowered with the armature, leaving the main portion of the

motor undisturbed. The field magnet frame is also

divided into two parts, the lo;ver one being removed with

the armature, leaving the upper portion in its usual position.

In the cut B indicates the axle of the car and C the wheel

fixed to the axle in the usual manner, AA represent the

end plates or pieces of the field magnet frame for the

electric motor. These end plates or pieces, mounted

D indicates the armature of the motor and E the arma-

ture shaft. D- indicates the commutator cylinder. There

is a gear-wheel at D'- which is employed as the first gear-

ing for rotating the car axle by the armature. Each of the

yoke or end pieces A is made in two parts, and each is

provided with fianges a at the line of union, where the two

parts may be secured by means of bolts.

The armature shaft of the machine is mounted in the end

plates j^v4 parallel to the car-axle, as shown, the journal

bearings for the shaft being formed on or carried by the

plates at or near the center, which is connected with the

peripheral thicker portion of the end pieces by flanges a

and by webs. These webs and the other parts form-

ing the interior portion of the end pieces form a protection

against injury to the armature at its ends. Each end

plate .-:/ is enlarged to forma suitable oil box or cavity,

and its upper portion is extended, as at H. to form a nose-

piece, which may rest by a spring or other bearing upon a

cross-bar of the truck frame in the manner usual in the

art. At its opposite side it rests upon the top of the car-

axle, while the lower part, which may be detached

from the upper, is provided with a part of the sleeve sur-

rounding the axle. The remaining portion of the sleeve

is formed by the detachable cap, like a journal cap, which

may be bolted to the parts of the sleeve or journal bearing

which surrounds the car-axle, and are carried by or formed

upon the two portions of the bisected end plate A. When
it is found necessary to remove the armature the car may
be run over a pit and the bolts fastening the upper and

lower parts of the frame A removed, when the lower por-

tion can be lowered with the armature in place upon it,

the upper portion resting upon the car-axle and the truck

frame. The flanges a a are provided with a dowel or

guide-pin and guide opening, as indicated, where the

lower part may be guided into place when it is to be

secured to the upper part. It is possible to attach the

lower part of the yoke pieces with the armature shaft in

place and fix them in position before applying the cap to

complete the sleeve or journal bearing around the car-a.xle.

Working by Electric Light.

On Aug. 14th work was begun on the pipe laying of the

Economic Fuel Gas company on Dearborn street, Chicago.

Electric lights about seventy-five feet apart swung ovjr

the heads of the workmen and made the street almost as

light as day. Stanchions of gas tubing fifteen feet in

'IIIE MAILLOUX ELKCTRIC MOTOR.

parallel to one another, arc provided with .suitable journal-

bearings for the armature shaft, and are mounted upon the

car axle by sleeving the yoke pieces upon it. They are

each made in two parts and arc connected by the four

parallel cross rods or bars which support the four field

magnet pole pieces of the machine. The cross rods or

bars arc bolted to the end plates and arc utilized as a part of

the field magnet or field magnet circuit, in which case the field

energizing coils may be wound upon the cross bars or rods

as indicated, when the end plates or pieces AA, if

of iron, v/ill have the function of magnetic yoke pieces.

height were placed at either side of the ditch, the top of

the supports coming together like a trestle, and upon these

the electric light wire was strung. One end of the wire

was then attached to the conductor in a conduit at ]>earborn

and Harrison streets. The men worked with even greater

rapidity than in the daytime for the reason that it was

cooler and they did not get tired so easily. The present

force of men will be augmented by an additional 500.

All of the work of the company north of Van Burcn street

will be done at night, as the traffic in daytime would be

seriously obstructed.
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Photochronograph.
The application of electricity to scientific researches

and observations is attracting more attention than is gen-

erally supposed by those who arc not entirely engaged in

purely scientific occupations. The accomoanying cuts

illustrate a device in which the electrical arrangements

form a unique feature. It is the invention of the Rev.

George A. Karcjis, S. J., assistant director of the George-

town college observatory. The device is known as the

protochronograph and is employed in astronomical obser-

FIG. I. THE niOTOCHRONOGRAI'H.

vations. For many years experiments have been made

with the view of applying photography to this line of work,

but there have been many difficulties experienced and but

little progress has been reported The chief defects in the

systems heretofore applied have been found in the motion

of the sensitive plate, the weight of the moving parts and

the resulting uncertain rate of the battery, a photographic

parallax, owing 10 the distance of the sensitive film from

the wires and the partial obliteration of the star trail in

photographing the wires. Of these serious draAfbacks the

motion of the plate proved the most troublesome. It was

finally decided that the plate should not move and the in-

vention of the occulting-bar followed

During the last year Prof. Fargis has been conducting a

line of independent experimtnts at the observatory with

which he is connected and these have resulted in the devel-

opment of the photochronograph shown in the cuts.

The new apparatus shown in Fig. i consists of a strong

brass collar, fitting closely to th^ sliding tube, just behind

the collimating plate, by means of a hinge and screw-bolt.

To this collar is attached a U-shaped soft iron core, with

a coil on one of the arms The naked part of the core is

bent back and up, so as to act on the armature from be-

hind. The end of the core is encircled with a thin ring of

cork, to diminish the force of the armature stroke. The

usual adjusting and connecting screws are conveniently

placed. A strip of steel about two millimeters in width

and two-ttnths of a millifneter in thickness is soldered to

it with the movable wire, and the micrometer screws were

removed from the box, together with the scrt of beveled

brass strips which formed the upper grooves, leaving only

the plate containing the fixed wires and the one holding

the collimating screws. 'I'o the outer surface of the formtr

arc attached horizontally, immediately over and about eight

millimeters from it, two parallel steel bars holding the

eye piece in a sliding frame so as to comreiand a view of

the whole reticle cavity. Fig. 3. The sensitive plate is in-

serted inside the parallel bars so as to rest flat against the

reticle, and is held in place by a wedge of soft wood.

When the wires are photographed by the object-glass illu-

mination their images and that of the star are practically in

the sime focu'^, so that the thickening and displace

ment which constitute the photographic parallax are

avoided.

For the necessiry purpose of identifying the clamp side

of the negative, an arbitrary mark, in the present case a

minute drop of ink. is placed upon the reticle, on that

side. This is printed on the negative when the wires are

photographed, and the identification is complete.

Suppose, then, that connection be made with the

hidereil clock relay, and th it a star begins its transit.

When the current is turned on, the shutter falls with the

armature, cutting off the light of the star. At the

break the shutter rises with the armature, uncovering

the star for one tenth of a second, and dropping

again as the current (lo vs. Hence the nega-

tive shows a simple Hne of dots, each representing one-

tenth of a second exposure. The clock contact may be

changed so as to avoid breaking the contact at any time

desired Any second can, therefore, be readily identified.

The oval blackened form shown in Fig. 4 is the glass

reticle, photographed by the light of the object-glass, and

the white band across the center is made by the shutter,

which intercepts this li^^ht when the wires are being photo-

graphed thus preserving the star trail from obliteration.

This is accomplished by disconnecting the clock-relay and

turning the current on directly to the apparatus. This

holds the shutter down, right across the path just made by

the star, completely protecting the photographed transit.

It might bs urged that the armature stroke would im-

part a tremulous motion to the instrument, owing to the

manner in which the apparatus is attachd to the focusing

tube. But Prof. Fargis announces that the careful micro-

metric measurement of over 200 photographic transits

shows no perceptible trace of any such error, and, if it

were so, a very obvious arrangement would permit the ap-

plication of this niethoi, by a mere juxtaposition of the ap-

paratus to the transit.

In this manner the objectionable features, which led to

the rejection of the apparatus as at first constructed, would

seem to be eliminated. The sensitive plate does not move

from the beginning to the end of the operation, and, being

securely wedged in against the reticle, there ii little cause

to fear photographic paralla.x. The extreme lightness of

the occulting-bar and the simplicity of the armature move-

ment, doing away with all transferrence of motion, reduces

friction to a minimum, and makes the clock beat and

shows any signs of weakness, and, on nights when the ob-
servations were prolonged, the batteries were changed fre-

quently. The wires connecting the photochrooograph
with the terminals on the top of the west pier arc made
self detachable to avoid accidents when reversing.

The switch used is a two-point one, and is connected
with three wires running under the floor from the switch-
board in the clock-room to the transit-room. Two of the
wires start from the binding posts labeled "S. C. I^."

Sidereal Clock Direct, and the other from the clock crjnuct.

FIG. 2. THE PHOTOCHRONOGRAPH.

forming two loops at the command of the operator. The
switch is conveniently situated near the transit pier, and so

arranged that on one point the sidereal clock-relay and the

photochronograph work as described ; by the second the

current is turned to the photochronograph alone, or by

dropping the lever between the two points both currents

are broken. This last is, of course, the usual position be-

tween the observations

The operation of the device is thus described by the in-

ventor. The instrument is set on any star about to cross the

meridian. The current is switched on to the sidereal clock,

and an eye observation is made of the working of the

photochronograph. This is of prime importance, exclud-

ing as it does all doubt as to its actual performance during

the observations. No field illumination is used. By

means of the sliding eye piece the eye of the obser\-er takes

the place, for the nonce, of the sensitive plate, and the

working of the shutter is carefully observed. The star

image, though blurred from being out of visual focus, is

sufhciently distinct for the purpose. The successive

appearances and disappearances of the star are regulated

with the slow motion screw: care being taken that the

appearance is unmistakable, the disappearance complete,

and this for the whole course of the transit. This opera-

tion affords the observer a striking illustration of his per-

sonal equation. For the armature beat at the appearance

and disappearance of the star enables him to appreciate the

slowness of the retina in receiving and losing the star

I'lG. 3. THE niOTOCHRONOGRAI'H.

the armature at right angles to its line of motion. This is

passed through the apertures in the side of the focusing

tube intended for direct wire illumination, and stretches

across the reticle. The coil, armature, and occulting-bar

or shutter are so fi.xed to the collar that, when at rest, the

lower edge of the shutter (clamp east and transit pointed

south) is parallel to and a fraction of a millimeter above
the horizontal diameter of the reticle. l'"ig. 2 shows its

position on the transit.

The plate holder is merely part of the Ertel micrometor.

box. The outer plate, carrying the cje piece, the one next

FIG. 4. THE PHOTOCllRONOGRAl'H.

shutter movement practically synclironous. The complete

protection of the star-trail against the illumination neces-

sary for photographing the wires, as just described, is also

a distinctive feature of this method. For these reasons,

it may be conceded that the instrument described has a

valid claim to the name of "photochronograph," since it

actually registers on the sensitive plate the lime of the

transit of a star.

The battery is composed of four Daniel! cells for the

photochronograph and one for the sidereal clock relay. An
extra battery of four cells is in readiness in case the first

image; reminding him that the star is not seen where it

actually is, but where it was just a moment before: this by

way of parenthesis. The shutter once adjusted, every-

thing is supposed to be ready (or a photographic transit.

The transit instrument is now set on the star and

clamped By nicans of the tinder the star is observed.

until by its'position on the vertical wire, it is seen to be on

the point of entering the tield of the reticle. The current

is then turned on at the switch, the eye-piece slid over to

the west side of the reticle, and. with the slow motion, the

star is adjusted to the armature edge of the occulting bar.
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for a one-tenth second exposure, and to the other edge, if a

nine-tenth second exposure be desired. This settled, the

plate is slipped in flat against the rettcle, the wedge pressed

in between the back of the plate and the parallel bars, and

the bag securely fastened.

The time of passage across the reticle varies, of course,

according to its size and the declination of the star.

In the present instance an equatorial star takes four min-

utes to cross.

The transit over, the clock circuit is broken and the cur-

rent turned on to the photochronograph alone. This brings

the shutter down and protects the star trail while the wires

are photographed. The transit instrument is undamped,

tilted to a convenient position, and a light is held to the

object-glass. This done, the current is broken, the plate

removed and placed in the box prepared for it.

It may be well to remark that the slight irregularity of

star trail in the beginning of the transit, as shown b> three

or four of the dots in Fig. 4, is owing to the fact that the

occulting bar was already in motion before the sensitive

plate had been adjusted to the plate holder.

through the usual arrangement for testing with regard

to diameter, thickness and weight and it will then pass to

a pair of grooves, which are movable upon a hinge.

Here its progress is arrested by the upper of three

wheel segments, which, protruding into the side of

the grooves, and actuated by the armature, of an

Parsons' Steam Turbine Dynamo.
In the accompanying illustration is shovvn an English

steam turbine alternator employed by the Newcastle and

District Electric Lighting company and known as the 75

THE POUDROUX BATTERY.

electro-magnet, form a check arrangement. Just be-

fore reaching this point, the coin has pressed a small

projecting lever, thus making contact and allowing the

bell to be rung when the black knob in front of the tele-

phone instrument is pressed. The call is answered in the

ordinary way from the central exchange, and if the custo-

Poudroux Battery.

Flavien Poudroux of Paris claims to have "solved the

long- existing problem of a substitute for dynamos in

electric lighting by providing a cheap, inodorous, inoffen-

sive electric battery capable of supplying light enough for

domestic uses." In the accompanying illustration a view

of the battery and duplicate parts is shown, Mr.

Poudroux claims that by the construction of this battery

he is enabled to employ a great surface of zinc in a cell of

moderate capacity containing little liquid. The ingredients

of the solutions, he adds, are very cheap. One charging of

the battery will suffice to fit it for working at least one

hundred and eighty hours, excepting the liquid within the

cell D, which should be renewed every thirty hours.

The battery is thus described: A is a carbon cylinder,

which forms the center of the battery, to which a wire is

attached; -i9, a porous cell or partition surrounding the

cylinder C, a hollow cylinder of zinc similarly surrounding

the cell or partition and having a wire attached to it; Z>, a

porous vase or partition in like manner surrounding said

hollow cylinder C; E, a hollow carbon cylinder having a

wire attachment and also surrounding the cell or partition

C; and F, the external glass vase or jar which surrounds

the carbon cylinder E, and being provided with a bottom

contains the operative parts of the battery. ' The cylindri-

cal elements C E are slit from top to bottom; but the

unit alternator. These machines are made to operate at

5 000 revolutions per minute. Four machines are now

employed and the demand for electric light has been so

great that the station is being enlarged after eighteen

months' operation. The capacity of the plant will be 10,-

500 ten candle power lamps. The cut is reproduced from

Electric Plant.

Automatic Pay Call Box for Telephones.
A Berlin manufacturer announces his readiness to place

upon the market an automatic call box for telephone service

AUTOMATIC I'AV r.Al.r, ROX f OR f KI.Kt'ilONKS,

after the s'yie of ihc slot machines, A view of the interior

arrangemeotof the apparatus is f^iven in the accompanying

cat. When a coin is inserted in the slot it will first pass

PARStlNS STEAM TURBINE DYNAMO

mer is informed that for any reason the required communi-

cation cannot be obtained, he has only to press the white

stud, when the movable grooves, are thrown for-

ward, releasing the coin from the check arrangement, and

allowing it to fall to the refunding box. Should, how-

ever, the desired connection be made at the exchange, the

current passes through the magnet, attracting the armature

with a force sufficient to overcome that exerted by the

spring. The coin thereupon falls to the fixed pair of

grooves, and is arrested by the segment.

Here it remains until the signal at close of conversation

is given, when it is again released by the magnet, and

allowed to fall into the cash box, pressing eii route a

second lever, which, being connected diagonally with

replaces it, and at the same time breaks the contact.

This lever is of such a length that a coin passing to the

refunding box presses it, replacing it and breaking contact

as if at close of a conversation.

Should, however, the closing signal be omitted, it is

obvious that the coin will remain at the grooves. In order

to prevent loss from this cause a lever, connected

at one end to the armature and terminated at the

other by a small roller projecting into the slot, is

provided. By this means the armature is moved, as if

electrically, upon irsertion of the next coin, and the one

remaining in the instrument has fallen into the cash box

before the other has passed through the testing arrange-

ment. The cut is reproduced from the London Eh-cirical

h'fVic'u.

Underground Conductors in Paris.

A brief description of the underground system for

electric lighting in Paris was presented in the Wksikkn

I'.i.i.'i I'.irjAN of Aug. 8th. The method of arranging the

wires in the conduit, which was illustrated and described,

appeared to be the principal feature of the system. An
American inventor, W. K. Banta, of Springticld, O.,

claims the system as his invention, and in support of this

asHcrlion produces patents granted him June 27, 1882, and

May 19, 1B85. A drawing forming part of the specifica-

tions in the former patent is reproduced herewith, showing

the same general appearance of the subway and method of

arranging the wires on posts, as that employed in

Paris. In the letters patent granted Mr, lianta, the

system employed in Paris is described in detail. The ap-

plication for this patent was filed Nov. 8, 1881,

cylindrical cells or partitions B D are left with solid

walls.

The space between carbon element A and partition B
contains a depolarizing aqueous solution consisting of

azotate of potash, binoxide of manganese, bichromate of

soda and sulphuric acid in the proportions, by weight, in the

order named, of two-twentieths, one- twentieth, three-

twentieths, and two-twentieths of the water employed. In

the space immediately surrounding the zinc element C and

within the cell or partition D is a liquid excitant consisting

UNDERGROUND CONDUUFORS IN I'ARIS.

of an aqueous solution three parts, by weight, of chlor-

hydrateof ammonia and two of azotate of potash to twenty

parts of water employed. In the space surrounding the

carbon cylinder E is another depolarizing solution of

bichromate of soda acidulated by one-tenth of its weight

of sulphuric acid.

In addition to the advantages noted, the inventor of

this battery claims that it "creates in each clement two

distinct and constant currents, which are utilized in giving

an energy hitherto unknown."

An electric plant intended to supply 4.000 incandescent
lamps is being installed at Alicante, .Spain. Power will be
given by f)llo gas engines supplied with Dowson gas.
'I'his is the first instance in Spain of a large power being
produced by gas engines, the gas being made in the neigh-
borhood of the engines. It seems probable ih.at the use of

gas engines will increase, especially at Madrid, as smoke
abatement has now become an important question in that

city.
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Electric System of the Buffalo Street work. It h.is several novel features. On the front of the

Railway Company.
One cannot but be impressed, after a visit to the station

of the Buffalo electric street railway, witli the idea that

if all electric roads were built and et|uipped as this has

gallery will be seen the regulator boxes for controlling the

dynamos. In the rear is located the dynamo switch-board

proper carrying the switches, ampere meters and main bus
ampere meters. Further along on the back are the feeder

FIG. 2. ELECTRIC SYSTEM OK THE

been there would be no opposition to, but rather a uni-

versal sentiment in favor of, electrical power in street car

work.

On July 1st the cars on the first line of the convened

system of the company were started. This

portion of the system included the Niagara

street and Forest avenue lines. It was

the first si.xteen miles out of one hundred

miles which are being equipped electric-

ally, but about forty miles of the system

are expected to be in operation during

this season.

The Buffalo railway system is owned by

a syndicate which controls the largest

amount of street railway properly in the

country, including lines in Newark, Pater-

son, Rochester, Pittsburg, Louisville and

other places.

The power station, interior views of

which are shown herewith, is one of the

largest in the country, and will, when

completed, have a capacity of about 5,500

horse power.

The present installation, Fig. i, consists

of three engines of 250 horse power each,

made by the Ball Engine Co., Erie, Pa.,

and two vertical compound engines of 500

horse power each, built by the Lake Erie

Engineering Works, Buffalo. The last

mentioned engines are improved forms

designed to occupy the field between the

Corliss and high speed engines. They are

especially constructed for direct belting or

direct shaft connection. The large en-

gines are each to drive two 200 horsu

power Edison generators, and the smaller

ones one each. The boilers are the Bab

cock & Wilson sectional water lube type

set in two batteries of two each. Every-

thing is arranged in duplicate, to provide

as far as possible against any break-down.

The power room is 86x140 feet, with an

iron truss roof spanning the whole. There is provided a

ten-ton traveling crane for handling the engines and dyna-

mos. This is operated either by hand or electric motor.

The switch-board, as will be seen from Fig. 2, is one of

the most complete that has ever been introduced for railway

BUFFALO STREET RAILWAY COMPANY.

switches and feeder ampere meters, each feeder having a

separate switch and meter. A particular feature of this

switch-board is the use of two "bus lines," so that two

different pressures may be had if it is desired to distribute

but all the main feeder distribution is in ccndniis. owing
to the rcrjuircmcnts of the city franchise. There arc .nt

present fifiy miles of underground cables. The conduit
manholes arc located every ^tjo feet. In the station there

is a testing room in which the telephone is used for letting

the underground system.

The line construction is part center pole and part cros<:

suspension. The trolley wire hangs twenty feet from the
track. Double and triple insulation is used throughout the

line.

'I'he first cars to run on the N'iagara street section were
thirty 30-f<'>ot 3-whceI cars equipped some with Edison an<l

others with Thomson- Houston single reduction motors.

The cars, as already stated, were first started on July rst.

after a trial the evening before, and have operated success

fully since that date. The company expects to add about

fifty cars on this and other lines which it will soon have in

operation. The system will be extended until it comprises

about 100 miles of single track and over 300 cars. The
intention is to equip the entire system with electric motors

as rapidly as possible.

The Field Engineering company of Xew York is the

engineer and e'ectrician for the Buffalo system, as well

as that in Newark and Paterson. The work at Buffalo is

in charge of Engineer J. B. Craven, who has been vcr>*

energetic in pushing the construction in all its numcroos

details. The planning of the system was done at the New-

York ofifice of the Field company, under the direction of

the engineering staff, C. J. Field. E. F. White. E. J.

Cook and F. Beurre.

The oflficers of the BufTalo Railway company are IIenr\*

A. Watson, president; tl. M. Littell, vice-president and
general manager; Edward Edwards, general superintend-

ent. The cuts showing the dynamo and engine equip-

ment and the switch-board are taken from the Sfrt^/ Ratl-

way Journal.

A Key-Hole Circuit,

In a United Press dispatch dated at Hartford,
Conn., is given the following account of the alleged mis-
deeds of a street railway electrician: "George A. Waddell,
of New York, was recently employed as electrician by the
H. & W. street railway. He did not get along well with
Superintendent Shepard. Last week Waddell built a room
about twelve feet square in the car house and put up a
sign to the efJect that this was his laboratory, and the
superintendent was ordered to keep out of the room, as
well as ever}one else. Mr. Shepard had a key to the
room. On Saturday afternoon 3Ir. Barrelt, of the Barrett

Storage company, heard Waddell say to a man that if the
superintendent tried to get into his rocm again he'd get

ELECTRIC SYSTEM OK THE Ht'I*l"At.<> STRKET RAILWAY COMI'ANY,

to the lines of a territory with outlying districts. As
this station feeds a radius of seven or eight miles the value

of this arrangement will be understood. .Ml feeders from

the station arc underground cables laid in conduits. The

local distribution to the trolley wire is, of course, overhead,

something he wouldn't like. Mr. Barrett made an investi-

gation and found that Waddell, had rigged up an electric

circuit through the keyhole of the door, so that as soon as

a key w.as inserted the i>erson holding it would receive a

shock of 500 volts. Waddell .isserted that he meant no
serious injury. He was discharged and has left the city."
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Electrical Paicnw jrz

Tmr. Edison convention at New York last week was

largely attended,and many papers on interesting topics were

read, but were not given out for publication. The Edison

cooventions have heretofore been held behind ck>scd doors,

but the secretary has furni>hcd reports of the proceedings to

the electrical papers from the official stenographer's min-

utes. This year, howe*/cr. the report was withheld for the

present at least, and scarcely any information was presented

for publication,

Wii»:n' a temporary committee, organized for the pur-

p<rtc of looking after the comfort of the visitors 10 a con-

vention, goes at its work so thoroughly as to have pre-

pared lithographed letter-heads under which to carry on

its correspondence, we may expect that all its work of

pre^nrarion will be carried out in a manner similarly com
plete in detail. Thi.* is what the citizens' executive com-

mittee, which is making arrangements for the National

Electric Light association convention at Montreal, has

dooe; and the programme, as thus far prepared, indicates

!hat tbe inference to be drawn from this attention to detail

is entirely correct. The Canadians are outdoing them

selves to show every attention to the visitors, and the mem-

bers of the association should show their appreciation of

these graceful attentions by making the convention the

largest and most successful in the history of the organiza-

tion.

An exchange calls attention to the fact that the question

of securing rapid transit for New York is being handled in

a unique manner by the daily papers of New York city.

The Sun. for instance, which is supposed "to shine for all,"

dwells on every trivial accident connected with the under-

ground system of London and passes lightly those which

occur on the "L" roads in Gotham. The Suit is certainly

outspoken in its opposition to the underground system, but

its present policy is nevertheless at variance with its

position on other subjects, where its fearlessness has won

the admiration and respect of its bitterest foes.

Reports from the Frankfort electrical exhibition indicate

that American interests are rather scantily represented.

This is undoubtedly due to a great extent to the fact that

the electrical fraternity in this country is husbanding its

resources for the World's Fair in 1893 when it intends to

put its best foot forward in handsome fashion. This does

not prevent a hearty interest in the German exhibition,

however, nor a cordial desire to see it completely success-

ful. The outcome of the experiment in long distance

transmission, especially, is awaited with the confident

expectation that it will materially contribute to the devel-

opment of this important branch of electrical science.

A NOVEL method of displacing exhibits has been adopted

by the committee of the American Street Railway associa-

tion for the Pittsburg convention. It has been decided to

arrange the exhibits on a double-deck excursion boat

moved to the wharf near the headquarters of the conven-

tion. Ihe last convention of this association was devoted

largely to the consideration of electrical matters and was

in a large measure an electrical convention. This year it is

anticipated the electrical interests will assume even more

prominence, and the displays will be more elaborate.

There will be ample opportunity to examine the operation

of the several systems of electric railways and compare

them with the cable system.

Only a short time ago the Western Electrician

published an account of the manner in which a hose-cart

was whisked to a fire in a Chicago suburb by being

atttached to an electric car. Out in Omaha electricity has

been put to even a queerer use as a motive power. A
house was being moved along a street in which the tracks

of the electric line were laid, and in order to get it out of

the way as soon as possible the superintendent of the road

made fast an electric car to the building at night and

hauled it comfortably to tbe top of a hill which had proved

a formidable obstacle. The spectacle presented by a house

pursuing its ponderous course on rollers, in tow of an

electric car, must have been very droll, but the practical

aspect of the incident will commend itself at once to all

who have been subjected to the annoying street blockades

caused by these tortoise-like obstructions.

Recently the announcement was made that the electric

lighting compan'es of Minneapolis would soon place their

wires under ground The telegraph companies were also

expected to bury their cables, but it was feared that they

would refuse to do so until the other companies complied

with the city ordinance relating to this matter. In fact, a

prominent official of the Western Union company was re-

ported as expressing the opinion that the telegraph com-

panies wouM consider the matter when the electric light

and railway companies had taken steps to comply with the

law Now, however, the statement is made that the West-

ern Union company will voluntarily bury its wires and that

it will go aU_)Ut the work at once and push it to a speedy

completion. The announcement has been received with

much favor in Minneapolis. That city will soon have the

distinction of having more underground work proportion-

ately than any other city in the country. It has already

gained distinction from the fact that it has one of the most

comp'etc as well as extensive electric railway companies in

the country and noA' it will gain fresh laurels in the elec-

trical world.

Thk affairs of theWorld'sColumbian Exposition reached

an interesting point during the last week. Chief Engineer

(iotilieb presented his rcsignalion. owing to a difference of

opinion between Chief liurnham and himself. Work was

temporarily discontinued on Mr, Gottlieb's retirement and

it is understood that several important changes will have

to be made in the plans. It is certainly to be regretted

that there has been so much friction between the several

departments of the exposition, and the present instance has

served to bring the matters prominently before the public.

The directors and commissioners have been obliged to

take action in the matter. The dispute between the chief

of the construction department and the chiefs of the

departments of electricity and machinery was the topic

discussed at a meeting last Monday, The result was
practically a victory for the latter, as their claims for

recognition in the matter of introducing apparatus were

recognized. It is to be hoped that the heads of depart-

ments will be able to reach a saiisfactory arrangement with

Chief Bumham, but it is also to be hoped that they will

not sacrifice the interest of their departments to the whims

of the construction department. They should be the best

judges of the machinery to be installed, and their approval

of all apparatus and machinery employed should be

demanded.

The disposition of fire engineers to gain information as

to the best manner of handling wires conveying electric

currents, shown at the national convention of fire engineers

held in Springfield, Mass., last week, is entirely commend-
able. Electric companies are often subjected to needless

expense and annoyance by the over zealous haste of fire-

men, who, it must be confessed, have usually a decided

antipathy to electric wires. The electrical companies are

willing to sacrifice their property promptly at any time

when the public safety demands it; but in many cases, at

fires, the wholesale cutting of wires is unnecessary, or at

least can be deferred until a competent lineman can be sent

for. Were fire engineers generally better acquainted with

the fundamental principles of the commericial applications

of electricity, excesses of this kind would occur rarely. In

the case of fires arising from badly insulated wires, too,

knowledge of this character would greatly aid the firemen

in intelligently subduing the flames. Mr. Brophy is en-

titled to credit for his endeavor to diffuse useful informa-

tion about electricity among firemen. He is severe, but to

no greater extent than he should be, on defective insula-

tion. His suggestion that persons reponsible for bad

work should be held criminally responsible is interesting.

If it could be impartially enforced, a law of this kind

would undoubtedly have a salutary effect; but it is not

difficult to foresee that many hindrances to its application

would, arise For one thing, it would be no easy task to

obtain competent inspectors at the salaries that cities

would be willing to pay, and when large salaries were pro-

vided the offices would generally be filled by political

parasites.

The stirring days of the rebellion are vividly brought to

mind as one reads the highly interesting address of W, R,

Plum, president of the Society of United .States Military

Telegraphers, delivered at \Yashington, August igth. The
tributes to this important branch of the service have been

numerous and hearty, and its usefulness is best summed
up in the terse statement that during the war it constructed

15,389 miles of military telegraph lines, and sent ^>,500 000

telegrams. Very many of the latter were of the utmost im-

portance, and were transmitted under the most trying cir-

cumstances. Many stories of the courage and fidelity of

the war-time telegraphers have been told to the admiration

of thousands, but a far greater number of acts of real hero-

ism and patriotism on the part of comparatively unknown

operators have never been brought to public notice The
survivors of this honorable corps have just cause to take

pride in their record, and they may rejoice in the assurance

that their countrymen, recognizing the value of their serv-

ices, will wish that the future of their organization may
be as pleasant as the past has been useful and distinguished.

The telegraphers desire recognition as a component part

of Ihe army, and theirclaim seems to be a just one, and has

been so held by nearly all of the leading Union generals.

It is no half-hearted concession that the veterans seek, and

should have. They desire certificates of honorable dis-

charges from ihe army, such as will enable them to enter

Grand Army posts. As Mr. Plum observes: "If it was jus-

lice to make ofiicers of those in command of us, and hon-

orably discharge ihcm with increased lank, three months'

extra pay and transportation home, while we who bore all

of the casualitics of the service, except in Captain Hriich's

case, were dropped from the rolls at our posts of iluly un-

honoredand unthankcd, the query arises. Why, in limes of

peace, has our own government since established the mili-

tary telegraph service as a coordinate branch of ihe army,

and why has every civilized government on the globe done

the same thing?"

We hope the telegraphers will succeed in obtaining long-

deferred justice.
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Interesting Motor Installation.

In the accompanying cut is shown a novel motor installa-

tion at one of the stations of the Edison Electric Illuminat-

ing company, Brooklyn. The plant consists of a 50 horse

power C. & C. electric motor with two No 6 Edison dyna-

mos. These are utilized to raise the voltage of the feeders in

place of running the large station unit on the necessarily

light load. The total efficiency of the entire plant taken

the St. Lawrence and the Lachine Kapids, stopping on the

way at Caughnawaga; 5 to 7 v. m , garden parties.

Friday. September nth—3 i'. m., lacrosse match. In

the evening promenade concert at Sohmcr Park, through

the courtesy of Messrs. Lavigne and Lajoic.

•Saturday, September 12th—7 i*. M,, excursion to Quebec

at reduced rates.

C II. Harney of New York has . been appointed gen-

The Frisbie Electric Elevator.
The accompanying cut represents a nc-.v electric elevator

in which there arc combined some novel features. In this

style of machine the armature runs continuously at full

speed during the hours of work, thus obtaining the advan
lage of working the motor at best efficiency in starling ihc
load. Motion is conveyed from the motor to the screw
shaft by means of frictional gearing. The gearing is

nOTseless and enables the operator in the car to have per-

fect control over the machine. The car can be moved to

such a nicety that it can be started and stopped within a

fractional part of .in inch.

The worm used in the machine is cut from steel of

selected .slock. The worm gear is crtra heavy and is of
cast nickel bronze, which is very tough and duiablc. With
a view of reducing the friction to a minimum, a ball thrust

collar is used. The drum is of hrge size, lurned and
grooved to fit the wire cables. There is a stop mechanism
on the machine which enables the c.ir to be run at full

speed and yet be stopped automatically at the end of the

run. A slack cable stop, in the event of the car meeting
any obstruction in its descent, engages a clutch on the end
of the drum shaft, .stopping the machine instantly and lock-

ing it so that the car can make no further descent.

In the event of the current being cut off for any reason

while the car is descendmg with a heavy load, the speed

governor on the machine, operated by reason of the cen-

trifugal force, throws out a friction clutch and puts on a

powerful brake which stops the machine instantly. The
motor embodied in the Frisbie electric mechanism is one

of ihe C. cS: C. Electric Motor company's make, and is

fitted with self-oiling bearings and carbon brushes. These

machines can be run at a high rate of speed and yet the

car can be started and stopped very smoothly.

The D. Frisbie company of New Haven, Conn., and

New York city is the manufacturer.

INTERESTING MOTO

on-arun of twenty-four hours at full load, it is claimed, is

something over So per cent. The plant is kept in opera-

tion day and night, as the dynamos are carrying a full load

of 500 lights during the night and in the daytime are

furnishing current to C. & C. electric motors ranging in

size from 25 horse power downward.

The Montreal Convention.
The programme of the National Electric Light associa-

tion convention has been nearly completed. The daily ses-

sions of the convention will be from ro A. m. until 2 P. M

On the 8th of September the reports of the following

named committees will be read and discussed: Committee

on relations of manufacturing and central station compa-

nies, committee on data, committee on World's Columbian

Exposition, committee on legislation, committee on under-

ground conduits and conductors, committee on safe wiring.

On the 9th of September papers will be read and dis-

cussed as follows: Discussion of T. Carpenter Smith's

paper, read at the Providence convention, on the "Distribu-

tion and Care of Alternating Currents;" W. C. Warner.

"Various Forms of Carbons for Use in Arc Lamps;" Capt.

Eugene Griffin, "Three Years' Developments of Electric

Railways;" 11. Ward Leonard, "A Central Station Com-

bining the Advantages of Both Continuous and Alterna-

ting Current Systems."

On the loth of September there will be the reading and

discussion of the following named papers: J. I Ayer,"Some

Details of the Care and Management of an Arc Lighting

Station as Practiced in the 'Municipal' of St. Louis;" C. J.

Field, subject to be announced; George A. Redman.

"Central Station Lighting by Water Power;" J. J. Bur-

leigh, "Uniformity of Method in Iveeping Central Station

Accounts." An executive session will be held to elect

three new members of the e.\ecutive committee and to name

the place of the next meeting.

Following is the programme arranged for the entertain-

ment of the visitors by the citizens' e.xecutive committee of

Montreal:

Monday, September 7th—3 i'. m , opening proceedings

of the convention in the Windsor hotel, address of wel-

come by the mayor and other distinguished members of

the reception committee; 3 r. m., formal opening of the

exhibition by his excellency, the governor-general.

Tuesday, September 8th—2:30 p. m.. drive through the

city and around the mountain; 8 to 11:30 p. m , conversa-

zione at Redpath museum, Molfon hall, McGill college.

Wednesday Septembergth—2 130 i'. M., lire department

disp'ay on Champs de Mars; 5 to 7 p. m., garden parties;

3 F. M.. banquet at the Windsor hotel.

Thursday, September 1 oth— 2
:
30 p. m . , through the

kindness of the harbor commissioners, trip by boat down

R INSTALLATION.

eral manager of the exhibition to be held in Montreal

September 7th to i6th, inclusive, in connection with the

National Electric Light convention Mr. Barney is now

in Montreal arranging for the display. Nearly all of the

space has been apportioned, but a few desirable locations

are still left.

The Windsor hotel has been selected as the headquarters

Electricity at the Sioux City Corn Palace.

The electrical display and electric lighting were among
the main attractions io the Corn Palace at Siou.% City last

year, and both will be on a more extensive scale this year,

it is promised.

The building will be 380 feet long and 200 feet high,

with daylight entirely shut out. About 3.000 incandescents

and 50 arcs will be used for lighting and decorating.

The two leading attractions this year will be a South
American exhibit, in charge of representatives of each
country, and the electrical display.

For the latter alternating current of any potential up to

THE FR1S11I1-; ELECTRIC ELEVATOR.

of the delegates, and the meetings of the association will

be held in the sp.icious assembly room of the hotel. Rates

for room and board at the Windsor will be from $3 50 to

•ts per day; at St. Lawrence hall, from $2.50 to $4 per

day. A rate of a fare and one-third, on the certificate

plan, has been obtained on all railroads. Special rates of

freight have been granted by the Canadian railway com-

panies, by which exhibitors will be requireil to pay for one

way only, provided the goods remain the properly of the

original owner.

A yacliting trip up the Richelieu river, from Iberville to

the Isle Aux Noix, has been arranged for the ladies.

1.000 voils, direct const.int potential up to 500 \-olts and
eight amperes can be obtained.

Last year the model electric light plant and all goods dis-

played, except the ten horse power motor, were sold. This
year desirable exhibits from any manufacturer will be

displayed, and unless sold, returned free of charge by the

Sious City Electrical .Supply company, which h.ascharge of

all the electricai work. The palace opens Oct. 1st. .and the

festival continues for S'^vcnteen days.

The F.dison t'.eneral Eleolric company has established

an isolated pLint having a capacity of 1.500 lights in the

I'irst Minneapolis Hospital for the Insane, located near St.

Peter, Minn.
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Arc Lamp Hanger.

The cuts represent the action of the Paddock safety arc

lamp hanger, placed upon the market by the Central

Electric company of Chicago. This hanger is simple in

construction. It prevents the falling of lamps and all at

tendant dangers and expenses by •'eason of insecure fasten-

ing, or the breaking of ropes. Combined with the hanger

is a sleet proof pulley.

Convention of the Association of Edison
Illuminating- Companies, New York

City.

With the mercury at apDint where one fears to glance at

the scale and the humidity immeasurable, except perhaps

by comparison with vapor off the lakes in that region only

referred to by those profanely inclined, the Edison people

began their midsummer convention in New York at the

Murray Hill hotel last Tuesday.

Like the Edison convention, held heretofore. this meeting

was conducted behind closed doors. This convention is

the seventh thus far held by the association. Tuesday,

August nth, was the day appoined by the e.^ecutive com-

mittee for the opening of the convention, and 10 a. m.

found a goodly number of the members assembled for the

work of the first session. Among those present the first

diy were the following named prominent Edison men:

Edison General Electric company. J. Hobart Herrick,

vice-president; E. H. Johnson, director, and L. Stieringer.

Lamp manufacturing department, Wilson S. Howell,
inspector: Francis E. Jackson, inspector.

Light, power ?nd intelligence departments. H. Ward
Leonard, general manager
Legal department. \V. J. Jenks. E. \V. Hammer, W,

H. Lauman.

ARC LAMl' HANGEK.

Eastern district department, Chas. D. Shain. dislrict

manager.
Southern district department, A. H. Reece, district

manager.
Official stenographer, W. J. Sullivan.

Edison laboratory, A. E. Kenoelly.

Engineering depa-tment: G. D W. Williamson, A. E.
Winchester, J. H. Vail, assistant engineer-in-cbief; W, S.

Andrews, technical assistant.

.Samuel Insull, second vice president; J. P. Ord, comp-
troller; S Dana Greene, assistant to second vice-president;

Morris Slattery, agent southern district; F. R. Upton,
genera! manager lamp manufacturing department; Sidney
B Piine. district manager N'e* England district; W, S.

K:l!e>'. H. T. Ed^ar. engineering department; W. T. M.
Motiram. a';sistant to district manager south district; S. A.
fjoogias, northeastern district.

Edison Electric Illuminating company, Philadelphia.

Wm. t> Marks, supervising engineer and general man-
ager

Exiison Electric Illuminattng companay, Paterson, N. J.,
Wm, M. Jlrock. manager and secretary,

Edison Electric Illuminating company, Pott-iville, Pa,,

(ito. K Karkcr. manager.
Toronto Incandescent Electric Lighting company,

Toronto, Canada. J, K. Kerr, director and attorney.

Reading Electric Light and Power company, Reading,
Pj.. T. p. .Merritl;

J--
K. Rightcr. general manager,

E<]tv>n tliectric Illuminating company, P.rooklyn, R,
Lindsay.

E<liv>n Electric Illuminating companv. New York, W.
I. Dr/n5hea. assistant electrician: J IL Tyler, superin-
tendent macr department; H. A, Campbell, assistant

superinlcnfJcnl.

Grand Rapids Edi.son Light .'i Fuel Gas company,
CJrand Rapids, Mich.; John R. .Marklc. director.

Ediv>n Electric Light company. S'ork, Pa.: G, P, ^'os(,

president; C. A. Kiwnriart, vice president; II. S Wrest,
director; V/, Y, Wollin, su peri nrcn dent,

Edison Electric Illuminating company of New York
City, R R, hoTvker. first vice-president; j. R, Skchan,
trcasofcr; fl, J. Smith, general operating superinicndenl;

J. Yan ViccJe. Arthur Williams, Ilcnry Stephenson. siif»er-

intcndent undergroand construction; f. M. Totlingham.
superintendent 2d district: Frank IL iJriggs. acting <.upcr-

iotendent 3d district; J. E Sayles. generai agent.

Edison Electric Illuminating company of Brooklyn, N.
Y., C. E. Chinnock, director; W. D, Barstow, general

superintendent.

Edison Electric Illuminating company of Boston, Mass.,
Waiter C. Baylies, vice-president; C. L. Edgar, general
manager; W. A. Hill, cashier; Chas. E. Patti^ion.

Harrisburg Electric Light company. Harrisburg, Pa,,

John I. Beggs, director; W. R. Fitzpatrtck, superintendent
and electrician.

Edison Electric Illuminating company of Detroit, Mich,
C. P. Gilbert, secretaryand manager; Hoyt Post, attorney;

Barton L Peck, motor inspector.

Grand Rapids Edison Light & Fuel Gas company. Grand
Rapids. Mich.. A. F Walker, superintendent; T. C, Har-
nish. constructor,

Appleton Edison Light company, Appleton, Wis , A.
L. Smith, president

Consolidated Electric Light company, Birmingham,
Ala.. Leigh Carroll, secretary and general manager,
Des Moines Edison Light company, Des Moines, la.,

J. A, Colby, director, secretary and manager.
Columbus Edison Electric Light company, Columbus,

O.. A. W. Field, secretary and manager.
Edison Electric Light & Power company, St. Paul,

Minn., Geo. H. Finn, secretaryand treasurer.

Edison Electric Illuminating company, Lawrence, Mass,,
W. H. Wolvekamp. eleclrician.

Edison Electric Illuminating company, Topeka, Kan.,
W. W. King, superintendent.

Edison Electric Illuminating company, Westchester,
Pa., Maurice Hoopes. superintendent

Edison Electric Light & Power company, Kansas City,

Mo., W. Preston Hix. director.

Tiffin Edison Electric Illuminating company, Tiffin, O.,
A. Kaup. manager.

Edison Electric Light & Power company, Little Rock.
Ark.. G H Van Etten, president.

Elgin City Railway company, Elgin, 111., C. Wusten-
feld, manager.

Scranton Illuminating Heat & Power company, Scran-

ton. Pa . J. E. Parrish, superintendent.

Wilmington C'ty Electric company, Wilmington, Del.,

C. Regi aid Van Trump, general superintendent and
manager.

Toronto Incandescent Electric Light company. Toronto
Canada, Frederick Nicholls. manager and secretary.

Renovo Electric Light, Heat & Power company, Reno-
vo Pa

, J. H, Sheddy, general manager.
Forest City Electric Light & Power company, Rock-

ford, III , M. A Beal. secretary, treasurer and manager.
Mt. Holly Electric Light & Power company, Mt. Holly,

N J,, J. L. Jamison, superintendent and treasurer,

Edison Electric Illuminating company, Rochester, N.
v., H. L. Brewster, secretary.

Edison Electric Illuminating company, Amsterdam, N.
Y,, J. H. McClement, vice-president; H. K. McCoy, gen-
eral manager; T, D. Mosscrop, secretary and treasurer,

Winston-Salem Railway & Electric company, Salem, N.
C, J, H. McClement, president; H. S. Cooper, general

manager.
Edison Electric Illuminating company, Hazelton, Pa.,

J. Edwin Giles, manager.
Edison Electric Illuminating company, New Orleans,

La., Wm. Oswald, director.

A perusal of the above list of members shows that there

were present representatives from a large number of Edi-

son illuminating companies from all over the country, in

addition to those sent by the Edison General Electric com-

pany and also by Mr. Edison.

The business of the morning was begun with the exam-

ination of the delegates' credentials. The convention

proper was then formally opened with an address by the

president of the association, John I. Beggs of Chicago.

Mr. Beggs was followed by A. E, Kennelly of the Edison

laboratory, who read the reports of committees on "Ground-

ing the Neutral Wire on Three Wire Systems," and on

"Lightning Protection
"

A report on "Dangers to Edison Circuits from Crosses

with High Potential Conductors," prepared by C. P. Gilbert

of Detroit. Mich,, was next read by H. Ward Leonard.

A free discussion of these topics followed, in which the

convention extended the privileges of a portion of its ses-

sion to A S. Hibbard, general superintendent of the Amer-

ican Telephone & Telegraph company, and John J. Carty,

electrician of the Metropolitan Telephone & Telegraph

company.

On the reassembling of the members for the afternoon

session at 2:30 i', M.. the delegates received an invitation

from the New York ICdison Illuminating company to visit its

various stations now in operation, and also the new Elm

slrcet station which is in process of construction.

The next feature of the programme was another instance

of the New Yorkers' hospitality, for sunset found the del-

egates seated at the open air tables at the Brighton Beach

hotel forgetful of volts and amperes and still under the

care of the New York Edison Illuminating company.

The second day's meeting of the association was called

10 order promptly at lo A M. by President John 1. Beggs.

The morning was occupied in the discussion of A. E.

Kennelly 's report on the "Grounding of the Neutral Wire

in Three Wire Systems," which was read the day before.

The discussion of Mr, Kcnnclly's topic was followed by a

paper by Prof, Wm. D Marks, supervising engineer and

general manager of the Edison F>lectric Light company

of Philadelphia, The title of Prof. Marks' paper was,

"How to Get Paying Loads for Stations." Next came a

paper by R. S. White, on "The Edison Meter in the

Brooklyn Station." The morning session was concluded

with an address by Samuel Insull. second vice-president of

the Edison General Electric company, on the present

business policy of the parent company, the outlook in the

patent suits the condition of the business, etc. After the

close of the business session, the preliminaries of Mr.

Insull's trip for Thursday to Schenectady were completed,

and invitations for the excursion were distributed.

At the afternoon session of the second day the following

named gentlemen read papers: Leigh Carroll, Birming-

ham, Ala., on "Some Practical Ideas on Distribution;" A.

E. Kennelly. of the Edison laboratory at Orange, N. J,,

on the "Mechanical Meter," Mr, Kennelly exhibited a

model and used it for the illustration of points brought out

in the lecture. Wilson S Howell addressed the convention

relative to ' Peculiar Features of Edison Feeder Systems ''

Mr. Howell was followed by W, J Jenks on the "Success

of the Mutual Insurance Idea in Electric Lighting and

Power Stations.''

The next thing in order was the election of ofHcers for

the year of iSg(-92. The following named gentlemen

were eleciej: John I. Beggs, president; C. L. Edgar, vice-

p esiJeit; W. J. Jenks, secretary; W, S. Howell, treas-

ARC LAMP HANGER,

urer. It v ill be noticed that these members are the same

as those which held office the preceding year.

The executive committee for 1891-92 is as follows: A.

L. Smith, C. P. Gilbert, Thos. P. Merritt, H. J. Smith,

Leigh Carroll, John I. Beggs (ex officio).

After the election came the report of the executive com-

mittee, and the business was continued by the presentation

of the treasurer's report.

An invitation was then extended to the delegates by the

Edison Electric Illuminating company of Brooklyn to

visit its station in Brooklyn at the close of the afternoon

session.

L. Stieringer's was the last paper. His subject was

"Incandescent Lamps for Decorative Purposes."

The meeting place for '92 was decided in favor of

Toronto, Cinada, at the invitation of Frederic Nicholls of

the Edison Electric Illuminating company of Toronto,

This was virtually the close of the convention, for

Thursday and Friday were spent in making tours of in-

spection.

On Thursday the delegates left business behind and 6

A. M. found them on board the train bound for Sche-

nectady and Mr. Insult's "awfully good time." Bre.-ikfast

was served, according to programme, between New York

and Albany. Schenectady was reached at 10: ro A. m., and

the delegates scattered throughout the immense factories

to sec what there was to be seen. Lunch was served on

board the cars at noon, and 7^15 ''. M* found the convention

once more in New \'ork, dinner having been served like

lunch in the handsome dining car provided by Mr. Insull.

The New York Illuminating company took the members

in hand for the evening, and Madison Sfjuare Garden was

nspected in more ways than one,

i'Viday was winding-up day, so to speak; a number of
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the out-of-town Kdison men availed themselves of this

opportunity to visit the lamp works, the Edison laboratory

and a'so the New \'ork Kdison works.

Taken all in all and judging more particularly from the

list of prominent men in attendance, the last convdnlion

of Edison interests was an affair most creditable to

those in whose hands had been placed the arduous task of

bringing to a successful termination a midsummer

gathering.

Reflected Light in Dentistry.

An American dentist in Paris named Michaels has in-

vented a simple device for throwing the rays of an electric

lamp into the mouth in order to facilitate dental examina-

tions and operations The idea of the apparatus, which

is illustrated in the accompanying cut, is to concentrate

REFLECTED LIGHT IN I^E^TISTR^.

the light on the spot which it is desired to examine without

the annoyance of the heat and bulk of the lamp. This

is accomplished by the employment of a reflector and a

slightly curved glass lube, to the end of which the rays of

light are directed.

As will be seen by a glance at the cut, the details of the

device are very simple. The lamp is encased in a wooden

holder ///, fashioned to be conveniently held in the hand

of the operator. This handle is closed by a screw plug /',

to which is attached a ring a for the purpose of hanging

up the instrument when not in use. The thumb switch i

serves to control the current, which is fed to contact points

by a flexible conductor, not shown in the cut. The light

is concentrated into the end of the tube /, projecting from

the holder, by the polished metal reflector r. Only the end

/ of this tube is of clear glass, the rest being ground or

colored. It is said that this light has been successfully

applied in dentistry, while its availability in other surgical

operations is obvious. The cut is reproduced from Ehx-

tricitc.

Electricity at the Firemen's Convention.
In connection with the national convention of fire engi-

neers held in Springfield, Mass.. last week, an extensive

electrical exhibition was made by the Thomson-Houston

company. The object of the display was to instruct the

firemen in the rudiments of electrical transmission in order

that they might more intelligently prevent or subdue fires

from wires carrying currents of electricity. The pro-

gramme, which was prepared by \Villiam Brophy of Bos-

ton, was as follows:

Fifty arc lamps were placed in the circuit in the building,

no outside connection being made.
These lamps were controlled by the ordinary cut out

switch which is usually placed at the entrance of every
building.

The method of using the same was explained.

The current was sent through the magnets of an ordi-

nary telephone call-bell, which was protected by the proper

fuse.

The current from a fifty light arc dynamo was sent

through the same to show the effect.

The current necessary for one or more arc lamps was de-

rived through a short circuit of wire, showing the effect of

such current on the human body.

The operation of the arc lamp wasexplained.

The effects 01 poor connections in the arc light circuit

were shown, and the heating effects that will result there-

from.
The best methods of preventing accidents to persons

and property were illustrated.

The difference between series and multiple arc circuits

was explained.

Experiments were made to show that current from lifty

to 200 volts is not dangerous to persons.

Heating effects of current were explained.

Safety devices and their operations were shown.
The effects of poor work as applied to electric light in-

stallations and the dangers of poor insulation were de-

scribed.

Operations of transformers were illustrated.

D.fference between primary and secondary circuits was
explained.

Wires from a fifty light arc dynamo, a 750 tight incan

'descent machine and a railway generator were carried into

the hall.

Prof J. P- Barrett, chief of the department of electricty,

World's Fair, and city electrician of Chicago, was in at-

tendance at the convention.

On Wednesday evening Mr. Brophy made some electrical

experiments and delivered a brief address on the subject of

handling electric wires, lie was assisted by H. S. Ander-

son, superintendent of the United States station in

Springfield. Mr. Brophy said that the danger of such

wires causing fires was principally from defective insula-

tion. Several illustrations of poor work of this kind were

given. la closing Mr. Brophy said that by proper

appliances the dangers of electricity could be reduced to a

minimum. He thought that those who furnish bad work

should be held criminally responsible.

.\mohg the exhibitors at the display of -tpparatus were

the (lamewcll Fire .\larm company, New \'ork; Gamcwcll

Auxiliary Fire Alarm company, Boston, and .Shaffer's

Automatic Sprinkler & Fire Alarm company. Milwaukee,

Wis.

Gregory's Electrically Driven Model of an
Ocean Steamer.

There are, perhaps, few electrical engineers already in

possession of spurs well won who cannot remember their

first attempts as amateurs lo build electrical apparatus.

Mow many can look back to the time when they lay awake

nights plotting and planning some little device with which

to astonish "the other boys,'' the majority of whom had

neither the inclination nor, oftentimes, the brains to in-

vestigate even the simplest electrical cffecl? It might be

ventured, too, that there are not a few who might resurrect,

from that safe hiding place among the rubbish of the gar

ret or store room, "my first dynamo, built with my own
hands!"

The outcome of the first real practical effort is the

treasure; so among those who read of the little ship Mir-

amar, there will in all probability be some who will feel a

genuine pleasure in extending, as does the Western
Eleci RiciAN. words of encouragement to Julian Gregory,

the builder

Several months ago young Gregory, who, by the way. is

but seventeen years of age, told his father that he believed

he could construct an elec'ric motor of sufficient power to

propel a small pleasure launch. His idea was to supply

the current from primary batteries. The elder Mr. Greg-

ory was somewhat skeptical, but not wishing lo discourage

his son he suggested that the better plan would be first lo

construct a model. If the experiment were a success, the

GREGORY S ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN MODEL OI'' AN OCEAN
STEAMER.

young electrician was to receive more substantial encour-

agement to aid him in equipping a larger craft.

Young Gregory went to work with a will, and the ac-

companying cuts will give the reader some idea of what

he accomplished. It is to be understood that the model

as an entirety was constructed by young Gregory.

His letter descriptive of the work and also the line draw-

ing of the vessel are given as they were received. Master

Gregory writes:

"My electrical ship Miramar is 365^ inches from stem

to stern, and S'^ inch beam.

"It is a perfect model of an ocean steamer fitted on the

inside with saloons and motor room, and lighted by

electricity. Each light has a separate battery with the ex-

ception of one in the motor room, which is lighted by the

large main battery.

"The motor is run by six cells of "bichromate battery,

which are alt inclosed in an acid-proof compartment, with

the exception of one in the motor room. The propeller

makes 240 revolutions per minute in water."

Several days ago the model was tried on Oak's mill pond

at Glen Ridge, N. J., which is the buildtr's home. It was

a success; and it is almost needless to say that Julian

Gregory is now in a position, as far as his father is con-

cerned, to experiment with a larger motor and boat.

An Enterprising Superintendent.
To say that electrical men are never without resources

would only be giving credit where credit is due. But there

is an electric light superintendent in Pittsfield, Mass., who

deserves a great big city station. One day last week Manager

tiardner of the Pittstield electric light company, was noti-

fied that the water was to be shut off at six o'clock lo re-

pair a break in the main. .-Vs most people arc aware an

electric light plant cannot be run without water, and how

to get it in sufficient quantities was the question. Four

large street sprinklers were filled with water and taken to a

position near the boiler. Several teams with a lot of extra

men were started out and returned with 1S3 water-tight

barrels. These were filled with water, and when the city

service wa> shut off the fun began. The pump wa-s con-

nected with the street sprinkler, and a bucket brigade was
organized to keep the wagon full by passing ihe water
from the barrels. The men were liberally supp :ed with

hot coffee and cigars, and worked like btrocs. It was a

hard job, but it worked all right, and not once did the
lights waver during the night. To quote a Pitlsfuld

paper, ".Mr. Gardner hxs a large head, and there is some-
thing in it."

Telegraphers in Convention.
The conventions of the 0:d Time Telegraphers' associa-

tion and the Society of L'nitcd Slates Military Telegra-

phers' Corps at Washington this week was the most inter-

esting meeting of these organiz.alions. The programme
for both meetings has already been presented in the West-
ern Electrician Much interest was manifested in the

question of securing recognition of the members of the

mililary corps by Congress. The address of the president.

W, K. Plum, herewith presented, was devoted almost ex

clusively lo this topic, and will prove generally inter-

esting.

Having held our reunions in Niagara Falls, Chicago. St.

Louis, New ^'o^k. Cleveland. I'hiladelphia. Louisville and
Kansas City, we now meet at the great civic and mililary
headquarters of the nation, in many respects the most
beautiful city on the comment.
From this standpoint it behooves us to take a cursory

view of the rise and dismissal of our corps, whose splendid
example in war occasioned ail the governments of civiliEa-

tion to engraft a like service as a part of their army
systems.

When, on April 12 iSf>i. the cannon in Charleston
harbor cememed the confederacy and unwillingly sealed
the death warrant cf disunion and the only potent object
for it, the telegraph resounded the echo northward be)ond
the grea' lakes and we tward beyond the plains

In three dajs after the call for 75.000 Union troops fully

100,000 were preparing to respond.
Boston Commons contained troops from various parts of

the state the night of the first day, and Pennsylvania
forces reached this city at 7:30 t-. m, April I7ih, Bahimore
was in the hands of a secession mob. Harper's Ferry was
captured the i9ih. The same day the Richmond wires
were cut. thus severing all southern connection except via
Kentucky, whose lines were intact until September, .\pril

2ist, Philadelphia was cut off. and the nation's capital be-

came the object of intense so icitude

The enemy having destroyed portions of the railrcad
and telegraph between Washington and Baltimore, Thomas
A. .Scott called to his aid And-ew Carnegie first, and
shortly after David Strouse, D. II. Bates, Samuel M. Brown
and Richard O'lJrien. all from the Pennsylvania railway,
for the purpose of operating the railroad from Baltimore to
Washington.

These telegraph experts were the first in the Federal
service, and unwittingly, by mere development, formed the
necleus. in this vicinity, of the army telegraph corps which,
during the war. constructed 15. 3S9 miles of military tele-

graphs and sent 6 500,000 telegrams.
The firsi military line ever constructed on the American

continent was built in April, u6i. connecting the War
Department with the navy yard, and though new lines were
constantly being built hereabouts, yet. for the first seven
months of ihe war, the .\nierican Telegraph company, under
the presidency of E. S. Saoford. advanced nearly every
dollar expended in their construction and operation in

eastern \'irginia. Maryland and the District. The other
necleuses were organizing about Wheeling and St. Louts
also, without warrant of law.

Nor is this surprising, for, except perhaps an un:ried
corps in Germany, no army system in the world embraced
a telegraphic department. Even our signal service em-
ployed but one man, who did not reach Washington from
the Indian country, until June.
Thus was the great civil war inaugurated, and McDowell

moved to defeat at Bull Run, leaving his nearest telegraph
olfices at Fairfax Courthouse and Buiks Station. At ihc
same time General Patterson wa-^ near Winchester with no
telegraph nearer than Harper's Ferrv
Had Generals Scott. McDowell and Patterson been in

constant telegraphic touch, as tliey might easily have been.

GREGORYS ELKCTUICALLV OKIVtN MODEL OK AN OCKAN
STEAMER.

the baiile of Bull Run would not have occurred in ihc

absence of Patterson's forces.

This lirst great disaster of the war strikingly demon-
strated the necessity of constant telegraphic access to ad-

vancing armies, and was in sharp contrast with the

example previously set in western Virginia, where McClcIlan
was in constant telegraphic conmmnicalion as his army
moved to victorv at Rich Mountain,

In Missouri General Lyons' army was defeated by supe-

rior forces at Wilson's Cicik. about one hundred and
twenty five miles from the nearest telegraph otticc, to which
courier after courier was dispatched without avad for

succor, although troops were at hand lo relieve far less ex-

posed points in the department.
When General FremOLit took command of this depart-
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ment one of his first moves was to organize a telegraph

battalion, and three companies were partially organized,

armed and drilled for this special service, under the plan

of Major George H. Smith, the commander, contemplating

the "use of the telegraph in any emergency, so that time

and expense may be saved, each operator to be furnished

with a pocket instrument, to open communication from the

ti id of battle or the marching army 10 headquarters, or

elsewht^re instantly;" but under the civic plan of Anson
Stager, who in the meantime had been appointed superin

te;ident of all United States military telegraphs, with the

rank of captain, by order of the secretary of war, the

ha [a'<on was disbanded after having constructed several

hun iic J miles of line.

Henceforth the telegraph became an indispensable ad-

junct to each of our armies and every post, and in its fuller

development, also, of every army corps, and frequently

of lesser bodies.

Thi operators accompanied the troops in every campaign

and numbered, all told during the war. about twelve hun-

dred. Thev were sworn into the service, taking an oath

substantially as follows:

"f do solennly swear that I will bear true allegiance to

the United States of America, and that I will support and
su-;tain the constitution and laws made in pursuance
thereof, as the supreme law of the land anything in any
state CDnstitution or laws to the contrary notwithstanding.

That I will not take up arms against the United States, or

give a'd and comfort to the enemies thereof, or to any
authority or pretended authority ihit is or may hereafter

be engaged in armed hostility thereto; and that I disclaim

all fellowship with the so c died Confederate states and
Confederate armies. I do further swear that I will not

reveal to any person or persons the contents of any dis-

patch, report or other comniunication, either directly or

indirectly, that may come to my knowledge through my
connection with the telegraph, in any manner whatever.

That I will not reveal or divul ,e to any person or persons

any cipher that may be given me for United States mili-

tary purposes; and that I will faithfully ke-p and observe
this my solemn oath of secrecy and allegiance to the

government of the United States of America."'

The telegraphers in the various departments were under
the military orders of the commissioned officers, who were
g^-ven rank in the army solely in view of such a command.
Xot one of them ever had any other duties assigned to

them These officers were Captains Bruch. Smith. Bulk
ley, David, Whitney, \'anl>uzer. Fuller, Grois, Gilmore,
Clo-vryand Lynch, Major Eckert and Colonel Stager.

Bruch died ol disease at Memphis; Smith, D^vid and
Balkley resigned and were mustered out; the others, at

the close of the war, were "honorably mustered out of the

ser\-ice in the armies of the United States" with a brevet

lieutenant colonelcy except Sager and Eckert, who were
brevetted brigadier generals, while the operators who had
borne the brunt of the service were simply told to quit and
go home. No di<^charge was granted them; not even
a commendatory order was ever issued by our own chief;

and now, at this late day, when over half of our comrades
are in their graves, although for eight years we have sought
congressional recognition, yet six favorable reports upon
our bill from .Senate and House Committee on Military

AlTiirs declaring that we were an integral part of the army,
and should be recognized as such, is as far as we have
progressed in Congress.
The House Comra-ttee of the last Congress, however, in

its ex'jeptional (?> wisdom, presented a substituted bill

which declared rhat the act should not be construed as

recogn zing us as a part of the army.
The reasons the commifee rep irted why the bill should

piss clearlv justify the former tindings of the other mili-

tary committees
A-nong other thing> this committee reported were:
"Tne men of such service were of unusual intelligence

and shewed themselves possessed of a courageous spirit

and indomitable pluck. No men who served with the army
showed themselves possessed of these traits to a greater
degree. They put up iheir instruments many times on the
skirmish line and frequently almost by the lines of battle.

They went with the advance and were often the last to

leave an abandoned position even when it meant capture
and imprisonment. Some were killed at their posts of
duty, many were wounded and crippled for life. .

They were made prisoners of war and exchanged for im-
portant officers. They were to a certain extent subject to
military orders, but have never been able to claim a
soldier's reward, or bear an honorable title among the
nation's defenders. Some held an assimilated rank, but
no: th; real rank of officers Their duties were just as im
portant and just as faithfully performed as though they had
been sworn into the service of the United States,"

This commiltec supplemented its report with communica
tfon.s and the reports of the I fouse Committees of the three
preceding Congrcs.sc3. conceding all that was said in them,
except where they state that we were an integral part of
the army. In other words, this committee urged that the
tcchnirjl diMinclion between our legal and dcfarfo status
should be preserved, and bcc-'iusc ju»>tice was not done us
daring the war, it should not be flone now. .Such narrow-
ncs4 is inexplicable in view of what they said, and of the
further showing they made. They rep<»rt Adjutant fiencral
iJfum as siyinj;: "Their duties corresponded wiih those of
the signal men, the one cla^s communicating intelligence
by teleijrap^ and the o:hcr by signals with fligs and
lanrem.) or light*,"

,\Iso thev quote Quartermaster General Mcii^s' annu il

report of 1364, that "the operation-) of the milir;iry tele-

graph . . , , have f>cen conducted with fidellry and
skill. The operators have 3ho*n great zeal, intrepidity
aid fidelity. Thdr doties are arduous, and the trust re
posed in thctri is great, I have seen a telegraph operator
in charge o( a s'ation in a tent pitched from necessity in a
malarious locality, shivering with ajjue, lying upon his
caoip cot. with his car near the instrument, li<.tening for
the messages which m ghi direct or arrest the movement
of mighty armies. Night and day they arc at their posts.

Their duties constantly placed them in exposed positions,

and they are favorable objects of rebel surprise. It is

much to be desired that some mode of recognizing and
rewarding the bold, faithful and most important services of

these gentlemen should be provided"
The Committee's Exhibit of the Reports of the Com-

mittees of the 4Slh, 49th and 50th Congresses show the'

following statements, approved by it: "The reports of the

secretary of war and the commanding generals bear uni-

form testimony to their efficiency, intelligence and patriot-

ism. Their duties were purely military and were per-

formed with the same exposure to the dangers of the field

ani disease as fell to the lot of the ordinary officer and
soldier. ... By the efforts of personal friends,

their history has been collected, and it is known that of

the entire number igg were either killed, died of disease or

were captured while in the line of duty. It is estimated

t'lat more than too others suffered from the casualties of

the service."

It was ' organized . . . upon a quasi military basis;

its operators were sworn into service
"

"The services performed . . . were of such impor-

tance and efficiency that every European nation and oui

own government have since reorganized their army systems

so as to include an electric telegraph corps to perform the

same telegraph duties that were required of the United
States Military Telegraph Corps in question. In addition

to their strictly military telegraph service, the operators

were . . the custodians of all cipher keys, and re-

quired to put into cipher and translate all important

dispatches, and thus they became, and continued through-

out the war. most conlidential and trusted aides engaged in

the courier service, transmitting about 6,000,000 dis-

patciies " Their r.ooo miles of field wires "were ofttimes

worked on the field of battle and under a heavy fire." Then
follows the commendations of some of the most prominent
officers of the army.

This bill was pu": upon iis passage without (by reason of

unforeseen events) the knowledge of our committee on con-

gressional action, notwithstanding our society at Kansas
City had repudiated it, and so advised the House Com-
mittee.

Thereupon I proceeded to this city, and being ably

seconded by Comrade Stafford, we had no difl'iculty in

securing an adverse report on this b'll. and a favorable one

on our own from the Senate Committee, but, by an over-

sight, consequent upon the pressure of an expiring » on-

gress, the House bill was presented with the report instead

of the one actua ly approved by the Senate Committee.
Owing to this mistake, and the few remaining diys of

Congress, it was evident that nothing could be accom
plished except the prevention of the passage of the House
bill, which Senator Hawley, for whose many kind offices

we should ever feel deeply grateful, assured us of. Such
is the present situation.

We have established the facts that we were sworn into

the service; that we were exposed to the dangers incident

to the army in war, that our service was the counterpart

of that of the Signal Corps, which was honorably dis-

charged and which lost far less in the casualties of war
than we; that we alone of all the army were intrusted with

the cipher keys; that we wore officers' uniforms by general

orders that 175 enlisted telegraphers were permanently
detailed or discharged from their regiments to enter our

service; that the war department discouraged the enlist-

ment of telegraphers in other branches of the service and
by general order prohibited their conscription; that we
unavailingly petitioned our chief during the service to

organize us distinctly upon a military basis that our
officers alone of our corps were entered upon the army rolls;

that we were solely subject to military orders; that we op-

erated our wires upon the field of battle in every territori-

torial departement; that every important cavalry movement
was accompanied by one or more army telegraphers; that in

the great movements, especially from the fall of 1S63,

every section of the armies in near proximity to the enemy
was kept, even on the march, in constant intercommunica
tion; that unparalleled facilities for communicating with

distant forces were provided by us; that thousands of lives

and millions of treasure were saved by the timely aid of

the corps; that the war was shortened, perhaps years, by
concentrative and co operative use of the telegraph, which
first declared victory or defeat, the need of troops, of

munitions of war, of quartermaster, commissary and
medical supplies; which patroled the sea coast and the

whole army front, keeping every post and division in con-

stant touch and, in emergencies beat the "long roll," to

arms. We have shown that the history of the war was
thus preserved on paper largely in the handwriting of the

actors themselves; that its history is the most authentic up
to that time in the annals of war; that our people in the

North were encouraged, stimulated and assured by hourly

reports, thus minifying to the least degree the sad worri-

ment that war brings to the lonely hearthstones where
parents, wives, children and others prayed and rejoiced or

wept.
f Jurs was the mystic chord which alone enabled Grant

to command a million of men and brought assurance and
repffjc to many a commander during all hours of the day
and night, for its operatives kept vigils night and day in

the fort, in the tent, in the lonely bivouac, on the ground,

in the malaria of the Chickahominies. or the Vazoos, in

unprotected guerrilla countries, and upon the battle fields;

always in p >sis of danger, but as secretive of confidenliai

trusts as arc the bolts and bars of the federal treasury.

We have ^een our comrades shot down in battle, torn to

pieces by buried torpedoes, imprisoned in Uibby, Ander-
S'jnvilte, ^':\\\',\\y.\. anfl other bastiles. where m-iny died an<l

others became helpless wrecks. Wc have seen them in

the delirium of small p:)X and other fever; seen thim al

work when weak and emaciated by chronic diarrho;i or

other camp diseases until the hospital or the grave wrought
relief We have seen them in later years in the county
poor houses absrdutc paupers, because there was no pen-

sion for them, save what we rlonatcd, and wc now know that

one-half arc in their graves unthankcd and unhonored.

We propose to go there also undamned by invidious
praise, rather than accept a certificate of creditable service
as camp followers.

The narrowness of the last HouseCommittee's bill is the
more remarkable when we consider that the Grand Army
of the Republic representing4io,6S6 survivors of the army
and who ought to know, had already solemnly resolved that
we were a part of the army and as such should be
recognized.

This was supplemented by the resolution of the society of
the Army of the Tennessee, and that of the Ohio legislat-
ure

There is no question of congressional power; it is

purely one of legal recognition of an actual status.' Nor
is there any moneyed idea, for it is simply one of senti-
ment; of being placed in peace alongside of those who in
war were and in peace are glad to welcome us.

We solicit no pension, nor bounty, nor further com-
pensation. Ours is not a raid upon the federal trea.';ury,

but an insistence upon a Jfjnyf recognition of a dc facto
status.

In the light of our services, exposures, deaths, wounds,
capture and imprisonments, sufferings and deprivations,'
all voluntarily risked, solely from patriotic impulse, this
governmental silence for twenty-six years touching the
value and dangers of the corps, while justly heaping un-
paralleled thanksgiving and thankofferiiigs upon our com-
rades on the adjutant's rolls, is a striking illustration of
the ingratitude of republics as represented in congresses,
where thanks originate so largely through fear of an in-
dividual lossor hopeof gainof constituent votes. Scattered
all over this land of 60,000,000, we have have no power
but the influence of a just cause, reinforced by the testimony
of nearly half a million surviving veterans, their great
generals and the reports of six millitary committees, them-
selves, perhaps, wholly composed of ex-officers of the war.

Death is reaping a rare harvest of our gallant witnesses.
During the last year it removed IGeneral Sherman, who
wrote that "the greater number were distributed along
the lines, had to work day and night, and were as much a
part of the army as though armed with muskets in the
ranks; for before the discovery of the magnetic telegraph,
the sending of messages back and forth, to and fro, was
always done by armed cavalry messengers and escorts
consuming a large portion of the active army. In fact
there should have been in the civil war a regular corps of
telegraph operators with regular muster rolls, so that the
wounded and disabled could be entitled to the same pen-
sion as other staff soldiers and olhcers."

It behooves us to take action upon his demise, as one of
our stanchest friends and greatest commanders. Among
other witnesses called hence we may no'e General Grant,
who deciare.1 that "the telegraph and the signal service!
its coordinate, were as necessary to our success as the
railroad is to commerce. Nothing could be more complete
than this body of brave and intelligent men. ,
The operators were assigned to particular headquartes and
never changed except by special orders The moment the
troops were put in position to go into camp, all the men
connected with this branch of the service would proceed to
put up their wires . . . Thus, in a few minutes
longer than it took a mule to walk the length of its coil,
telegraphic communication would be effected between all

headquarters of the army. No orders ever had to be given
to establish the telegraph." Also General Sheridan, whose
testimony was that "in my own experience I found them
(military telegraphers) invariably active, brave and
honorable." Also General Logan who championed our
cause in the Senate, and who said: "No part of the
army during the war discharged its duties more diligently
and faithfully than the telegraph corps."

Also, General McClellan, who testified: "I do not not
think that any one appreciates more highly than I do the
value of those services and the loyal and invaluable devo-
tion so constantly displayed by the men. I had ample oc-
casion to recognize the devotion to duty which so often
kept them at their posts in the midst of danger; the
patience, intelligence and thorough honesty they displayed,
and the great debt — still unpaid (1883) and too little'

recognized- due them by the country. I sincerely trust
that they may receive the recognition they so richly merit,
and cannot doubt that upon a presentation of the case
Congress will take favorable action."

Also General Burnside, whose evidence: "I have no
hesitation in saying that the telegraph corps was of
infinite service during the late war, and 1 am free to say
that I never knew a body of men who possessed more in-
tegrity, industry and efficiency than the operators with
whom I was thrown."

Also, Cleneral Warren who wroteof an operator bringing
his line and operating his instrument within musket-range
of the enemy under a heavy cannonade, and again, of
another under a severe musketry lire, and added: "I don't
want to see the telegraph operator =n the war neglected, as
far as I can have anything to say."

Also, General Franklin, who recalled that it was always
a pleasant surprise to him within an hour or two after a
long day's march that the wires were Ijrought to his (|uar-

ters, thus saving the lives and lime of couriers and horses,
and giving a comfortable feeling of security which would
otherwise have been wanting; adding that "The duties
. . . were so well performed and the men themselves
so modest and unobtrusive that their merits have not re-

ceived sudicient notice from the generals with whom they
served. 1 know of no class of men in lh<: army who were
more faithful and energetic, ... I always found
them alert, intelligent and courageous."

A'.so, Secretary Stanton, who officially reported that:
"The military telegraph h;is been of inestimable value to
the service, and no corps has surpassed, few have equaled,
the lelel^raph operators in diligence and devotion to their
duties."

General J. M, .Schofield, at present in command of the
army of the United States, wrote the chairman of the
.Senate Military Committee tliat "there is no fiiieslion, in

my judgment, that the persons engaged in the military
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telegraph service durinj^ the late war deserve recognition

for the bravery, fideilly and skill with which they dis-

charged their duties, and that they should at least receive

a certificate of recognition and honorable discharge from

the service. . . . There would, I think, be no objec-

tion to naming the assimilated rank in the cerlificate of

discharge if it could be fairly ascertained. But, in view of

the difficulty which must be encountered in any attempt to

do this at this late day, it would probably be better for the

members of the military telegraph department to be con-

tent with a certificate of honorable discharge, in which

should be mentioned the grade of the service in which each

was employed. The war department could readily prepare

a form of certificate which would contain all that can

reasonably be desired, without attempting to determine

relative rank
"

If to this convincing evidence we add that of Generals

Rosecrans, Banks, Sanborn, Ilaupt, Compte de Taris. G.

A R. Commanders Warren and Veazey, and the declara

tion of 410,686 other living veterans, that the corps "con-

stituted, in fact, a part of the Union army and partook

largely of its hardships and dangers while rendering in-

valuable aid," and that Congress "should promptly recog-

nize the status and services of the corps," which it has

wholly ignored though many "were killed, wounded, or

died at their posts of duty," do we not make a case that

should shame every congressman who fails to do what he

can to secure for us an honorable discharge from the army,

and should we be content with anything less?

After waiting long in silence and knocking at the doors

of Congress eight years for some sign of appreciation, shall

we be put off with a recognition that classes us with the

army sutler; that debars entry into the Grand Army of the

Republic; that we cannot hand down to our children as

proof that we were more than hirelings with the army; that

forbids the government from erecting the usual headstone

at our grave and refuses our bones an interment among

the nation's defenders?

No, a thousand times no. Better to "die like a dull

worm, to rot; thrust foully into earth to be forgot," than

accept from the representatives of a great people a long

deferred and niggardly certificate that entitles us to

nothing, and on its face e.\pressly declares that out of

nothing nothing shall come. If it was justice to make

officers of those in command of us, and honorably dis-

charge them with increased rank, three months' extra pay

and transportation home, while we who bore all of the

casualities of the service, except in Captain Bruch's case,

were dropped from the rolls at our posts of duty unhonored

and unthanked, the query arises, Why in time of peace

has our own government since established the military tele-

graph service as a coordinate branch of the army, and

why has every civilized government of the globe done the

s.-me thing?

Here in the capital of a united and loyal nation let us

again resolve, as ive did last year at Kansas City, that a

discharge from the army is a sine qua nan to any accept-

able certificate.

t^'rankfort Electrical Exhibition.

Bv F. B. 11. Paine.

The exposition was opened ofiicially on May i6th, and is

now nearly completed. The grounds have an area of

about 20 acres, in which there are an artificial hill, a pond.

etc. The buildings are mostly occupied by the exhibitors

of electrical apparatus, but there are also a theater, where a

good farce or music may be heard : a cyclorama of the

harbor of New York as seen from the deck of one of the

great steamers, the entrance being through the cabin, and

so capitally done that one can perceive the ship's smell,

also numerous beer gardens and two band stands.

Entrance to the grounds is through the old railroad sta-

tion, in which are the offices, reading room, press bureau,

etc., of the exposition. The first building contains a col-

lection of medical electrical apparatus, some fine testing

instruments and toys In one end Siemens & Halske of

Berlin, and other Siemens manufactories have a collec-

tion of their electrical instruments for all purposes, with

dynamos, motors and accumulators to put them in opera-

tion. In an adjoining building Siemens & Halske have a

small model theater with complete arrangements for show-

ing the scenic effects possible to attain with electric

lighting.

From here we go around the artificial hill, surmounted

by a pretty wine garden, through which flows a stream of

water that tumbles over the cliff, making a waterfall of

considerable size. Under the cliff is a cavern from which

a great dragon is crawling and vomiting hot water and

steam; at night the dragon and cavern are beautifully il-

luminated with changing colored lights.

Under the hill is a "drift," in which Siemens & Halske

show their electric mine locomotive and other mining ap-

paratus. The locomotive pulls a passenger car into the

"mine,"' on which everybody rides, to the delight of those

who h.ive never been underground. The apparatus is

similar in design to that in use in the United States. They
use a ground return wire and copper overhead conductor

supported in the usual way. The trolley used, however,

differs entirely from those in America, but has the same

characteristic that makes their street car trolley worthy of

notice. They have a line running from the grounds to the

opera house, with two cars working on the trolley system

and one or two with accumulators. Instead of a wheel or

spoon, as used in the United States, they have a steel rod

nearly as long as the car is wide, supported in a somewhat

similar manner to our trolley wheel. It has many advan-

tages, the principal ones being that it cheapens the line

construction greatly, as no switches need be used to guide

the trolley, and with it it is unnecessary that the trolley

wire should conform to the curve of the track- exactly, as

contact can be made at any point on the cross-rod. The
pole is attached to the car as ours are. except that it is

much shorter; the hinge and springs, instead of being on

I, J^Vom the Railrotui Gazette,

the car roof, are raisetl considerably above it; the pole,

being shorter, stands slraighter, and when the direction of

the car is changed it (lops over, raising the trolley wire

just a little.

I'rom the "mine" we cross an open space in which is a

band stand and enter the main building, at the entrance of

which is the electric light exhibit of Schuchert <!S: Co. of

Nuremberg showing their direct and alternating current

machines, lamps, etc Then wc hear the familiar "buz/."

of a Thomson-llouston arc machine, and beside it stands

one of their street car generators. It seems slrange to sec

these old friends in the hands of people who do not under-

stand the language in which they were built

In the cen er of the buildingis the largest dynamo in the

exposition an alternator built by the Helios lilectric Light
company of Cologne, under the iiatcnls of Zipernowsky-
Dcri-Blathy, who are the experts of (Janz & Co. of iJuda

Pesth. This machine has a capacity of 600 horse power
with an electro motive force of 2,000 volts. It is provided

with an internal revolving field with 40 laminated pole

pieces bolted to a cast iron frame keyed to the shaft,

which is directly connected to a compound engine of 600
horse power, one cylinder on each side. The engine makes
I :; 5 revolutions, giving the dynamo 2, 500 periods per min-
Mte (about one-third the period'^ usually employed in

America). Tne latter is excited by a separate direct cur-

rent michine. The dynamo is about lo feet in diameter.

The Helios people have adopted an ingenious switching

apparatus with levers and interlocking arrangement, by
which they are enabled to regulate the current, throw the

alternators into multiple-arc, and accomplish all the work
usually done by separate switches placed upon a switch-

board. It is questionable, however, whether they really

simplify the central station or are less liable to accident

than wiih the old way, although they do somewhat lessen

the woik of changing over, etc.

At the far end of this building is Siemens & Halske's

principal installation, consisting of many direct current dy-

namos of small size; direct current machines coupled to al-

tern.itors, one acting as a motor and the other as a gener-

ator, as the case demands; also two direct current machines
on the same shaft, one acting as a molor and the other as

a generator, their use being to transform a direct current

of high potential and small current into one of low poten-

tial and large current, or vice versa. This is. of course,

done at considerable loss. At one side stands their largest

type of direct current dynamos directly connected loan up-
right triple expansion engine. The dynamo has an inter-

nal stationary field of four or six poles, according to the

size of the machine, which are bolted to brackets on the

foundation. Through a hole in the center of the field the

shaft revolves, keyed to which is the cast iron web sup-

porting the externa] revolving armature, the core being of

laminated iron, bolted to the web, forming a C'lrammering.

The winding consists of almost innumerable copper hoops,

bent so that they exactly fit, insulated from each other and
the outside surface turned off smooth, each hoop being one
turn and forming one bar of the commutator. Thus the

whole exterior of the armature is the commutator,on which
press as many stationary brushes as there are poles, sup-

ported by a very ingenious brush holder, so arranged that

all brushes are moved together over the surface of the com-
mutator by one motion, giving more or less lead, and by
another altering the pressure of all brushes or removing
them entirely from the commutator.
By the side of this great direct current machine stands a

new alternator directly connected to its compound vertical

engine. This machine is of about the same size as the

other, with an internal revolving field and an external sta-

tionary armature wound for a comparatively low electro

motive force, for an alternating current. As the machine
has as yet never been run, nothing is known as to the effi-

ciency or the advantages to be gained by its form of con-

struction.

In addition to those mentioned, there area great many
dynamos, engines, gas and petroleum motors with no pe-

culiarly novel features, all doing their work and helping to

make a wonderfully fine display.

A few common and prominent characteristics mark the

difference between the European and American dynamos.
In Europe designers favor commutators with a great di-

ameter; a few are using small steel ones, with an air gap
for insulation, copper brushes being always used; even for

motors the carbon brush is rarely seen. Almost all Eu-
ropean dynamos are built with a great clearance between
armature and field, they believing that the loss in elh-

ciency is more than compensated for by the better regula-

tion of the dynamo. Americans believe that we make as

close a regulating dynamo as they, and at the same time
run with as small a clearance as is possible to make. The
greatest difference, however, is that in Europe the tend-

ency is toward great cumbersome machines running at a
very small number of revolutions, while in America we
make a compact machine running at a great number of

revolutions, and get as much service from a pound of

metal as possible. Which is better? It seems as though the

different conditions existing in the two countries de-

manded tlifferent apparatus.

Arc lighting in Europe is superior to ours, due chiefly to

the use of much better carbons. There all arc lamps are

operated in parallel, as we run incandescent lamps, and
from the same machine. This custom demands the use of

more copper in mains, but greatly simplifies the central

station.

On emerging from this immense building wc arc greeted

by the stars and stripes floating over a little round pavilion

bearing a prominent sign, "American Bar;" it docs not look

entirely American, but they do know what a "whisky sour"
is! Close by is the gate leading to the exhibition of elec-

tric light projectors for marine use, situated on the river

bank, with a lighthouse on which is one of the most pow-
erful projectors ever made. Schuchert lS: Co. and Siemens
& Halske monopolize this section. Siemens vS; Halske also

exhibiting models of their torpedo firing apparatus, etc.

Schuchert ^S: Co. have built a short electric street car

line from the main grounds to the Marine Department that

deserves attention. For some time inventors have been
trying to devise means by which both the overhead trolley-

system and the underground conduit system, with its

troublesome slot, may be done awriy with and yci avoid the
use of accumulators. The most popular method has been
the use of a continuous working conductor, temporarily
connected to a sectional one, from which the motor derives
its current. This has been done in many v;ays, but all

have seemed too complicated. Schuchert <k Co. make the
connection by iron filings forming themselves intoa column
du'; to the action of a magnet carried on the car, the filings

dropping back after the influence of the magnet has passed
In this way. only two sections can be elcGtrificd at one
time and they are both covered by the car. the current being
taken from the energized section by a biush bearing on a
contact strip set into the pavement. The only novel feat-

ure is the use of the iron filings, the action of the magnet
for this purpose and the sectional conductor being old; but
it looks as though the use of the filings might so simplify
the arrangement that it would be a practical success.

There arc two small buildings devoted to a wonderfu'Iy
beautiful display of eiectroliers from the works of some of
the best European manufacturers. At the end of the
grounds the Otis Elevator company has built a tower about
100 feet high, up which one of its electric elevators carries

passengers for 2^^ cents lo get a fine view of the expoi-i

tion. On the side of the ground opposite the main build
ing are three long ones, the first ;ontatnin^ long distance
and loud speaking telephones, Edison phonographs, etc.;

also a very extensive exhibition of telegraph instruments of
all kinds by most of the European makers. In one part of
the next building are shown some systems of railroad in-

terlocking sigrals and other apparatus for railroad use in

which electricity plays a more or less important part.

Nothing important, however, is new. In this building two
manufacturers show portable electric light plants intended
to be drawn by horses; boiler, engine, dynamos, poles, wire
and lamps, all well arranged for instant use. On one a
Westinghouse standard engine is used, and on the other a
Brotherhood, both directly connected to their dynamos.
The Royal Prussian railroad exhibits a car carrying an

electric light plant, of larger dimensions than the two ju-st

mentioned, for use in case of accidents. In one end across
the car is a boiler with firebox on the side. Close to the

boiler is a Westinghouse engine beiied to a dynamo. The
apparatus is admirably arranged with everything necessary
ready and in convenient position for instant use. The
poles and wires are carried on the roof

The third building is devoted to an interesting exhibi-

tion of apparatus for various electrolytic processes, shown
in operation, and also some of the pr ducts. The Alge-
meine Eiectricitats Gesellschafl has a large andinteiesting
collection of the articles made in its S\viss works from pure
aluminium and its many alloys, which may be considered
in one sense products of electricity.

The proposal to transmit 300 horse power from Lauffen
to Frankfort, no miles, has made the Frankfort Expo-
tion most notable in America, although the work is not yet

under way and can not be completed before September ist,

if so soon The intention is to use a multiphase or rotating

current of 30,000 volts. The results of the experiment are

awaited by the electrical world with bated breath, and, if

successful, will enlarge our present views of what is prac-
ticable in electric transmission of power.

It will be impossible to realize the size and interest of
this exposition from such short and very general notes aS

these, but some conception of it may be formed from the

fact that the boiler power, with that of the gas and petro-

leum motors, is 3.Soo-horse power, much of which is

again delivered in additional power by electric motors,
making in all about 4.Soo-horse power in use every night.

The pleasantest time to visit the exposition is about five

in the afternoon, and after four hours' hard work we
come out of the electrolysis building tired and hungry. At
the sight of the Munich beer garden brilliantly lighted, the

pretty Bavarian girls in their native peasant costumes,
covered with bangles and bright decorations, running in

and out among the little tables filled with contented Ger-
mans, with now and then one of another nationality, we
are immediately conscious of an irresistible thirst; but with
a litre of beer before us we soon become as happy as the

rest, and finish the evening in listening to a good military

band and the latest gossip in German, while watching the

crowd.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New Vokk, Aug. 15.—If the convention of the associa-

tion of Edison Illuminatjng companies had not been held

behind closed doors, this week's issue of the Western
Electrician would be teeming with columns of matter

interesting to those identified with constant potential dis-

tribution. But it is the policy of the Edison company

to maintain a strict privacy on all except the most general

matters. Doubtless this course is a wise one, for secrecy,

nowadays, seems to be worth any number of patents, in

that to maintain your rights there is no need, where secrecy

is employed of resorting to the law. There was a full

attendance in spite of the intense heat and humid atmos-

phere. .\s one delegate remarked contemptuously.in reply

to a question as lo the possibility of an afternoon session.

*' Edison men don't mind a little heat." Whether the

mysterious sessions had their own peculiar charm, or the

thought of Mr. InsuU's "awfully good time"' kept them

patient is ditVicult to decide. Such questions as these

were too hard for the long suffering newspaper men who

waitej in the hallway of the hotel for the news that never

came.

Another of the periodical exhibitions of the Sims-Edison
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torpedo was given this week. It is asserted that in this

test all former speeds of government torpedoes were ex-

ceeded. It is claimed that under the manipulation of W.

Scott Sims, the co-inventor with Edison, the little craft

made as high as twenty miles an hour. This rate of speed

is two miles more than the contract with the government

requires. The trial was made at Willet's Toint, and was

witnessed by a large number of army and naval men, to-

^rether with several representatives of foreign governments.

Mr. Sims is to go to Europe to superintend the manufac-

ture of his weapon at a factory which has just been estab-

lished near Havre, France. An invitation has come from

Turkey to exhibit the working of the torpedo in that

country. Sir William Armstrong of England, also, has

placed a vessel at Mr. Sims' disposal, from which to oper-

ate the apparatus and exhibit it to the British admiralty.

A^^ain we have an instance of the complacency with

which some of the daily newspaper editors undertake to

write knowingly on topics just a little beyond them.

"Steam gets a new lease of life." says the scientific scribe,

who fills space for the New York Evening Sun. "Of the

thousands of dynamos now in use in civilized countries at

least 95 per cent, are driven by steam, the remainder being

driven by water power. So that the time when we shaU

become a steamless world seems almost as far off as it did

to the great railway kings of half a century ago."

It is to be presumed that the elderly gentleman—elderly,

because a young man would know better—who writes these

words of consolation had a dim idea that a dynamo, like the

perpetual motion machine, runs itself. Will some people

never awaken to a realization that electricity, whatever else

it may prove to be. is merely an agent.

Here is another, but not so bad, from the N'ew York

Tribune. Speaking of Boston's action in regard to bury-

ing the lighting wires an editorial paragragher undertakes

to "crow" at the expense of the Hub's street railway

system. "W^e are better off in one respect than

Boston is in the matter of wires. Boston is afflicted

with the intolerable trolley system in an aggravated form."

This man must be a night editor—at any rate he writes

in the dark in more ways than one. A careful glance down

Broadway would, perhaps, check his enthusiam over the

''thoroughness'' of Nfayor Grant's hasty work.

The storage batterj' people are already getting to work.

Now that the stumbling block of possible litigation has

been at least partially removed, we may look for rapid

progress. The Newark ^S: South Orange Horse Railroad

company, through its president, John Radel. is reported

to have entered into negotiations which may lead to the

equipment of the line with the storage battery system. A
New York company is to be allowed the privilege of de-

monstralin^r whether accumulators will do the work re-

quired.

It is customary for journalists to inform the reading

masses that it is hot when the mercury reaches 90°. Your

correspondent, then, merely claims his rights by

referring to an "electrically" storm. Storms in summer are,

of course, not usually electrical, but, perhaps, Elizabeth,

N. J., was favored. Passing over the everyday Incidents,

such as the striking by lighting of a church spire, the kill-

ing of a horse, and the stunning of a boy, it may interest

inventors of safety cut-outs for telephone circuits to know

that the Elizabeth system as well as that of Perth Amboy

and Kahway suffered greatly—120 telephones, in fact, are

reported to have been burned out in Elizabeth. The

usual fireworks on the switch-boards were the order of the

day. Coney Island, it seems, also had its electrical dis-

play in the shape of a thunderbolt, which struck the old

iron pier.

Now that we are treated almost daily to a description of

s ime really no\"cl and interesting application of electricity,

(ne hesitates to devote much space to an account of the

lighting of a ball room. But, as not every ball room is a

Vanderbilt's. and few others could afford so brilliant a

display, there will, perhaps, be something of interest—to

lighting men at least—in the following paragraph taken

from the Nnu York Tri^'unes account of Mrs. F. W,
VandcfbiU's recent brilliant entertainment at Newport:

"The main interest, of course, was in the ball room,

which occupies the center of the building, and extends

from the first floor to the roof, having at the second .story

a gallery for spectators. To break the effect of the height

of the ceiling an immense Japanese umbrella was sus-

pended from the center. In the top of the umbrella was

a globe illuminated by a 250 candle power electric light.

The effect of this was modified by garlands of flov/ers

hanging so as to cast their shadows on the floor. The
edges of the ambrelli were studded with smaller electric

lights, and trimmed with garlands of flowers and greens.

The gallery fronts were covered with an almost solid mass

of flowera in white and red, the numerous electric lights in

the ball room were shielded by talip^haped shades, and

the brackets festooned with flowers and greens. The
large stained glass bay window, extending, like the ball

room, to the roof, was treated in a similar manner, the

ceiling having a smaller Japanese umbrella with a 100 can-

dle power light. On the floor was a large fern tree, rising

from a bed of smaller ferns, and making under the subdued

electric lights a pretty picture."

That the electric light contributes greatly to man's en-

joyment is evidenced by the above, but there is a Harlem

man who thinks differently. To pat it mildly, and not in

the words of the plaintiff, Howard A. Morse has just

brought a suit against the Mount Morris Electric Lighting

company. An injunction will be asked to compel the

lighting company to remove two arc lights which hang

just beneath Mr. Morse's flat in Harlem. According to

Mr. Morse there is such a thing as too much light. Two
arc lamps in particular he considers are veritable instru-

ments of torture. Shocking the servants who clean the

windows, attracting into his rooms myriads of moths and

other insects, the lamps must be removed. It is doubtful,

then, whether Mr. Morse would be pleaded to read of the

Vanderbilt ball.

Detective Superintendent Byrnes did good work last

night as an electrical engineer. Me caught a thief by rig-

ging up, in connection with a safe, an electric alarm. A
man had been suspected, and wires were run to an electric

bell in a hat store below the apartment which contained

the safe. The thief at 5 A. m. made his last electrical con-

tact, for some time to come at least, and is now probably

wondering how it was done.

The Rapid Transit commission did not meet after all on

Friday, Aug. 14th. A representative of the Western

Electrici.vn called at the office of the Rapid Transit com-

mission, 22 William street, on the afternoon appointed for

the meeting of the commissioners, and saw Wm. De B.

Parsons, one of the two successful competitors thus far in

submitting plans and specifications. Mr. Parsons would

give out nothing for publication, and stated that probably

no details would be made public until after the final adop-

tion of the plans by the common council. There being

present not enough members to constitute a quorum, no

meeting was held.

There was a rumor last week to the effect that the con-

struction of a rapid transit line in Broadway as proposed

by the commission would vitiate the contract by which the

Broadway Railroad company was given alleged exclusive

privileges in that thoroughfare, in consideration of its

agreement to pay the city $150,000 annually for the privi-

lege of laying and operating a cable system. John M.

Bowers, legal adviser of the commission, however, staled

that there was nothing in the story. Under the conditions

of its charter, he explained, the Broadway Railroad com-

pany was required to pay the city annually $40,000 in rent

and 5 per cent, upon its gross income The bond referred

to only guaranteed the city that the sum to be paid under

the provisions of the charter requirements should not fall

below the sum named. It did not matter what should be

done about granting a charter for an underground railroad,

the Broadway Railroad company would still be required to

pay these items to the city so long as it operated its rail-

road.

The electric light buoys numbered "2." "4" and "6"

in Cledney's channel, near Sandy Hook, are bothering the

lighthouse department. Apparently the service has not

been of the best, and notice was given on Aug. 14th from

the Tomkinsville station that these lights would be ex-

tinguished during the time repairs were beirg made on the

cables.

The White Squadron has sailed away. The vessels,

with the exception of the Atlanta, which remains for re-

pairs, left on Aug, 1 2th for a cruise along the New England

coast. The Chicago carries a number of members of the

Senate naval committee. F. L. P.

Omaha. Neb.
Omaha. Neb., Aug. 15.—The Omaha Street Railway

company has recently commenced reconstructing its Thir-

teenth street line prior to changing it from animal to elec-

tric power. It is laying new Johnson side bearing girder rails

and copper bonding the joints. This line will extend to the

southern limits of the city. The company is building a

large addition to its Nineteenth street power house, and is

installing one Ooo horse power Keynolds-Corliss engine,

together with six 8o,oco watt Edison generators. It

has recently installed two 80,000 watt I*'dison generators

of the latest design in the Harney street cable hou.sc, and

both are operated by the same engine which drives the

Dodge and North Twentieth street cable line. This com-

pany claims the only plant in the country where the same

engine operates both cable and electric street railways.

This is the plant where the electric cars, solely by their

merits, have driven out the cable cars from their own track.

A few years go the Harney street cable line was built

Now it has wholly been abandoned, so far as the cable is

concerned, and nothing except the slot between the rails

indicates the former use this tiack was put to. The elec-

tric cars glide smoothly over the rails, which needed no
copper bonding, the heavy rails, yokes, etc , furnishing a
most perfect return circuit.

The East Omaha electric line was recently opened.
This line is about two and a half miles in length. It con-
nects East Omaha, a manufacturing suburb, with the city.

It was built by the Interstate Railway & Bridge company
as a starting line for the new bridge, which is to cross the
Missouri river, connecting Omaha and Council Bluffs. The
motors are single reduction Westinghouse, two 20 horse
power motors to each car. The equipment at present con-
sists of two motor and two trail cars, but this is to be in-

creased soon. The motors are geared for twenty miles
per hour, and run finely. Power is furnished by the

Omaha Street Railway company to operate this line. It is

expected that the "Benson line" will open shortly to an
addition in the northwest part of the city. Westinghouse
motors are to be used.

A. F. Blundell, who has for a long time been identified

with telephone and electrical interests in this part of the
country, has gone to Brooklyn, N. Y., where he has ac-

cepted a position with the telephone company.
N. Mudge, who has been conducting an electrical bus-

iness for the past two years, has closed up his affairs and
gone to Michigan.

Victor Poissant, an electrician of this city, has recently
accepted a position with the Blue Bird Mining company,
Butte City, Mont.

Electrical business is suffering from the general depres-
sion noticed all over the country. Several of the dealers
and contractors say there is but little going on.

Recently in Council Bluffs it was decided to move a
building along a street where the motor track was laid.

There were several curves and a grade of four to five per
cent

,
and considerable difficulty was experienced in at-

tempting to move the building with horses. So one night,
after the cars on that lioe stopped running, the superin-
tendent ordered two motor cars hitched to the building,
and it was rapidly drawn up the hiil and out of the way of
the cars.

It is stated that the motor line recently started in Lin-
coln, Neb., is running quite smoothly. A motor car on
this system in crossing a steam railroad was brou^-ht to a
standstill, its trolley flying olT the wire. A freight train back-
ing down the track struck the motor. As this train was
moving slowly, but little damage was done, and nobody
was injured. ^

Pittsburg, Pa.
Prrrsr.iiRG, Aug. 15. — McKeesport, Pa., will not be

long without the advantages of electrical rapid tran^ir.

The dynamos and other electrical apparatus for the equip-
ment of the McKeesport & Reynoldton Electric Railway
company have arrived. The work of laying the track has
so far progressed that it can be completed within a few
weeks, and it is expected that everything will be ready for

operation by October ist. The Thomson- Houston co-n-

pany is furnishing the electrical outfit.

The Michales Electric Mining Machine company of

Pittsburg. Pa
, the business of which is the manufacture

of machinery for use in coal mining, has made a change in

its chief officer. A few days ago M. A. Michales, who
has been president of the company since its organization,

tendered his resignation and his place was filled by the
election of William W. Grier, a well-known manufacturer
of the vicinity of Pittsburg. The Michales company is

now engaged in the construction of a mining plant at the

coal works of O'Neil & Patterson on the Monongahela
river.

The Second Avenue Passenger Railway company of

Pittsburg has filed its annual report with the secretary of

internal affairs at Harrisburg. During the year the road
carried 1,808,993 passengers. Twelve persons were in-

jured, but none seriously, and the accidents were all due to

carelessness on the part of the injured and to no fault of

the company. The receipts for the year ending June 30,

1891, were lj;88, 492.^5. the expenses being .'|;6i,094,94.

The Birmingham Traction company of Pittsburg is

making an experiment upon its cars with the Cenett air

brake. It tried the cable brake in the first place but found

it unsuited to the requirements. It is expected that the

Cenett appliance will work to the entire satisfaction of the

management- iX'ivid Kcid, a representative of the West-
ern Steam is. Street Railway Kquipmcnt company of

Chicago, has charge of the work.

0. Wilbur Hubley, Jr., electrical engineer, who has

been for a long time in the employment of the Westing-

house IClcclric is. Manufacturing company, has just entered
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the service of the Cilizens' Traction company of Pittsburg

and will have charge of the new electrical feeder, five miles

n length, of the Citizens' company's cable line.

B. L. W.

PERSONAL.
Nelson W. Terry of Cincinnati, O,, was in Chicago last

week.

Louis A. Kerguson of the Chicago Edison company is

enjoying his vacation at lioston.

Among the visitors at the Chicago Klectric club last

week was Alex. II. Lewis of Cincinnati, formerly of Chi-

cago.

C. A. Daigh of the Electrical Engineering & Supply

company has just returned from a western trip covering

Minnesota, Iowa and Missouri.

W. IL MclCinlock. president of the Central Electric

c-mpany, is away on his well-earned vacation, and writes

ihit he is Imding both health and pleasure in the surf on

the Jersey coast.

E. IL Whiting of Denver was in Chicago on Saturday

last renewing old acquaintances. Mr. Whiting was for

some time connected with the Thomson Welding company

and later has been with an electric railway which is now
being built between Denver and Golden.

A Irvine, superintendent of construction of the National

Electric Manufacturing company. Eau Claire, Wis., was

in Chicago on Monday returning home from an eastern

trip. Mr. Irvine reports the business outlook for the com-

ing fall season as very bright-

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Buffalo & Williamsville Electric Railway company.

Williamsville. Erie Co., N. Y. ; capital stock, $50,000; to

operate a street surface railroad.

Middletown Electric Street Railroad company. Middle-

town. Ohio, capital stock. ^100,000; electric street railroad;

IL Knight. Middletown, Ohio.

Electric Light, Street Railway & Lower company, Creal

Springs, 111.; capital stock. §6,000; to operate an electric

light plant; J. M. Eubanks, Creal Springs, 111.

Kansas Fuel Gas company. Chicago, 111.; capital stock.

!^i 000,000; to furnish electricity for light, heat and power;

Loftus Edwin Daucey, loi Auditorium, Chicago, 111.

Edison General Electric company {of New York), Boise

City, Idaho; capital stock, $12,000,000; supplying electric

power and light; John W. Cunningham. Boise City, Idaho.

Flint Creek Electric Power company, Butte, Mont ;

capital stock, $25 000; generating electricity and using

same for all purposes for which electric current may be

used.

Citizens" Fuel, Light & Power company, Celina, O.;

capital stock, $50,000; producing, purchasing and selling

oil. gas and electric light and power, etc.; A. D. Marsh,

Celina, O.

Chicago & Evanston Electric Railway company. Chi-

cago, 111.; capital stock. $500,000; to construct and operate

a passenger street railway system; Alex. Clark. 97 Clark

street, Chicago, 111.

Georgia Electric Light company, Atlanta, Ga.; capital

stock, $600, oco; to manufacture, buy. sell, lease and use

machinery, articles, etc ,
appertaining to the use or ap-

plication of electricity.

Washington County Electric Light & Power company.

Troy, N. Y.; capital stock, $10,000; to furnish electricity

for light and power in Cambridge, Shushan and Salem in

Washington Co., N. Y.

Kinsey Wright Electric Elevator company, Denver,

Colo ; capital stock, $25,000; manufacturing and construct-

ing electric hydraulic, steam and hand elevators and set

up and put in place the same.

Fall River Electric Gas Machine company, Rockford,

111.; capital stock, $50,000; to manufacture and sell gas

and electric lighting machinery and gas and electricity;

Geo. D. Roper, Rockford, 111.

Grand Haven Electric Light and Power company. Grand
Haven. Mich. ; capital stock, $50,000; to supply electric

light and power to Grand Haven and Spring Lake; O. C.

Mackenzie. Grand Haven, Mich.

Edison Electric Light & Power company, Fresno, Cal
;

capital stock, $100,000; to produce, manufacture and sup-

ply electricity for light and power, to be sold and disposed

of; Frank 1 1. Thorb, Fresno, Cal.

Pneumatic & Electric Tool company, Jersey City. N. J ;

capital stock, $300,000; to manufacture and sell and let

pneumatic and electric tools and all improvements thereon

and substitutes therefor. John GrifTm. Jersey City, N. J.

Hughesville Electric Light & Power company. Hughcs-
ville. Pa.; capital stock $10,000; to supply electric light

and power to the public in Hughesville, Lycoming Co.,

Pa.; F, IL Cheyney, 216 S. Third street, Philadelphia,

Pa.

Contractors' Supply company, Chicago, 111.; capital

slock, $1,000,000; general merchandise and supply busi-

ness and operating steam, heat, power, light and water

supply plants; Theo. Burkhard 167 Dearborn street, Chi-

cago, III.

IL Ward Leonard & Co. (incorporated in New Jersey),

New York City, N. Y.; capital stock, $200,000; to carry

ou and supervise electrical steam, water and other

engineering and construction work; Charles M. Hough,
150 Broadway, New York.

Portland iS: .Southern Railway company, Portland, "re.;

capital stock $10,000,000; to build, buy, sell, lease, estab-

lish, maintain and operate all means of transportation,

both by land and water, including horse, steam or electric

lines; Ayer iV Cone, attorneys, I'ortland, Ore.

D. & D. Electric Manufacturing company, Minneapolis,
Minn ; capita! stock, $50,000; to manufacture and sell

electric motors, dynamos, and all kinds of electrical and
other machinery, apparatus and supplies, metal castings;

D iVI). Motor company, 327 St. Paul street. St. Paul,

Minn.

Columbian Electric Light, Power, Heat and Manu-
facturing company. Jersey City. N. J.; capital stock.

$1,000000; to purchase, own. inanufaclure, operate and
sell patented and other devices, compositions, machinery
and systems for producing, applying and utilizing electric

light, heat and power; Clinton Rice, 63 liroadway. New
York City.

ELECTRIC LIGHT.
The Pass Christian, Miss , Electric Light company in

tends to establish an electric light plant at that place.

It is reported that a company has been incorporated for

the purpose of establishing an electric light plant at Mas-
coutah, III.

The electric light plant at Bushnell, 111., was blown to

atoms by a boiler explosion recently. John Van Winkle
and Charles Paul were killed.

Joseph Schrieher of Baltimore has made a proposition to

establish an electric light plant in Ellicott City, Md , acd
it has been accepted by the city council.

At Wheeling. W. Va., the city authorities have let the

contract to the Fort Wayne Electric company for the
muLicipal electric lighting plant for $85,4^0.

The city council of Brownwood, Tex., has granted a
franchise to the Brownwood Improvement company forthe
erection of an electric light plant. The contract requires
the plant to be in operation within go days.

In Berlin, Germany, at the end of the year 1890, 4,944
arc lamps and S0.7SS incandescent lamps were in use. as
against 3.77S arc and 62,876 incandescent lamps in 1SS9,
being an increase for the year iSgo of 1,166 and 17,912
respectively.

The Westinghouse Illuminating company's plant at

Schenectady, N. Y., has been purchased by Samuel Insull,

John Kruesi, William E. Turner, W. B Gilmore and other
stockholders of the .Schenectady street railroad. The same
gentlemen were recently awarded the contract for lighting
the streets of Schenectady by electricity.

Itisexpected that the electric plant of the Louisville, Ky.
Gas Light company will be in readiness for operation next
month. The Wood arc system is to be used. The company's
contract with the city calls for the immediate supply of

165 arc lights; others to be provided as the city authorities
desire. The lamps are to burn from sundown to dawn.
In due time the lighting will be extended to the suburbs,
when the present gasoline system will be done away with.

There has been a change in the management of the
English company which supplies electricity in Madrid,
Spain. i\Iany serious complainis are being made by con-
sumers, and some users are reverting to the use of gas.
The mistake made by the company is said to consist in

keeping up the price at an extravagant charge, which
tends to limit the amount of business The company
could make a reasonable profit by electric lighting, even if

it charged less than for gas and petroleum lighting. The
price of petroleum in Madrid is five times as great as in

London.

There is a man living on West Madison street, Chicago
who evidently believes in reducing expenses as far as pes
sible or who wishes to get the greatest possible return for

the taxes which he pays into the city treasury. The
gentleman keeps a store, which, however, is closed during
the evening. Taking advantage of^ the brilliant electric

light from a neighboring lamp, he sits just inside the door
with his back to the street and stores his mind with classic

literature. Although the lamp is fully thiriy feet away, its

light is so powerful that the type can be clearly seen even
by those who in passing glance at the page.

Referring to a statement which has been publicly made
that the adoption of electric lighting in place of gas at the

office of the Savings Bank Department of the General
PostolTice. London, has been followed by a marked
reduction in the amount of sick leave, the Laticit says that

it has good authority for believing that the statement in

question is substantially correct. Although the lime
which has as yet elapsed—two years— since the introduc-

tion of the new illuminant has been insuflicient for the
collection of trustworthy statistics, the paper named thinks
that there is every reason to believe that ticctric lighting

will prove to be much more wholesome than ordinary gas
flames. An electric lamp does not compete for the oxygen
of the apartment in which it is placed, and this circum-
stance gives it a marked advantage over any open llame.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
A company will probably be formed to con-struct an

electrical railroad at Alexandria, Va.

The survey for the Florence, Ala., electric street railroad
has been commenced. The road will be about three miles
long.

The Metropolitan Street Railway company of .Macon.
Ga.. will shortly commtncc the erection of an electric
power plant.

It has been decided to light the palace at Buda
Pesth, Austrollungary, by electricity. The projected in-

stallation is described as including eight arc and -.653 in-

candescent lights.

It is reported that the managers of the various street
car lines of Alton, III , have determined to combine under
one system, and to operate by electricity. The improve-
ment will cost about $40,000, and will be completed in

September.

Thomas Lowry of .Minneaj olis has written a letter to the
Edison company on the published statement that the Edison
motors were being replaced by others in v. hJch he says:
' There is no truth whatever in the statement. We &rc
using the motors and they are giving satisfaction."

The city of Bremen will probably soon enjoy the dis-

tinction of being the first German city in which horses will

have been wholly supplanted by electric power for street
car service A part of 1 he Bremen street car system has
been worked electrically for some time, having been
equipped by the Thomson Houston company and now
arrangements are being made with this company to fit up
the whole Bieraen system.

A contract for an electric railway to be installed in

Brazil, says the Amcr.cmi I^fanitfacturer of Pittsburg, has
been taken by Benjamin Blum, who will send a sample
installation consisting of one car with 25-hcr;e power mo-
tors; one 50,000 watt generator and all stacion apparatus
and entire equipment for one and one half miles of track.

This is for a narraw guage road, and if successful the en-
tire road is to be equipped by Mr. Blum.

On August 13th the sale of the Belle City street laiiway
of Racine, Wis., was consummated. The purchaser was
C. IL Holme?, who represented a St Louis syndicate, and
it is said that the consideration was between $75,000 and
$90 000. The new company will, it is asserted, expecd
$200,000 in extending the line and putting in an electric

system next year. The property consists of seven miles of
track, twelve cars, real estate and the franchise.

Julian Ralph, the well-known New York correspondent,
in a letter in the Providence Journal, says: "In the
streets of Minneapolis I found several lines of electric sur-

face railway, all of which were better than either our ele

vated railways or our horse cars; more frequent, numerous,
fast, commodious and pleasant than any vehicles in New
York. The cars are propelled by the overhead trolley sys-

tem and are run in couples. They are open at the sides,

and are wide and handsome."

ELECTRIC MINING.
The new p iwer house at the Winter Quarters coal mines

near S-lc Lake City. Utah, is nearly ready for the roof,

and the electric locomotive is on its way from the manu-
facturers. It will be run by a trolley system, and haul the

dump cars of coal through the mines and to the chutes,

where they will be loaded on the cars. The stationary en-
gine and boilers are on the ground, ready to be set up, and
the dynamos have arrived, so that the entire establishment

should be ready for operation by the 1st of September.

TELEPHONE.
There are row 4,400 subscribers attached to the tele-

phone central station in Friedrichstrasse, \'ienna.

It is stated that the Austrian government intends to take

charge of all telephone lines conceded to foreign compa-
nies as fast as the present concessions expire.

The Clifton Forge & Covington Telephone company of

Covington, Va., has been organized with J. .M. Buck
president; J. W. C. Bryant, vice-president, and G. T.
Sheppsrd, secretary, forthe purpose of constructing telC'

phone lines.

TELEGRAPH.
A new cable to the West Indies is among the probabili-

ties. F. N. Gisbome, ofiicia! electrician to the govern-

ment of Canada, has recommended the construction of such

a line after visiting the West Indies and collecting stalJs

tics as to the volume of business that maybe expected

from each island. His report has been submitted tea
London syndicate. The line recommended will be an'ex-

tension of the cable between Halifax and Bermuda, and
will terminate at Dcmarara. touching on its route Foriurc
Island and the Island of Jamaica and passing through the

Caicos passage.

MISCELLANEOUS.

ELECTRIC MOTOR.
The draw on the new Harvard bridge which spans the

Charles river at Boston and Cambridge is to be operated
by electrical power. A six horse motor will be utilized.

It is said that the small quantity of water that cannot be

eliminated from ordinary vitriol by rcctilioation can be

removed by c'ectrolysis, being decomposed into oxygen

and hydrogen before the acid itself sulVers change. In

order to avoid the decomposition that might occur, NL
Leon has recently p.-itentcd a process in which platinum

electrodes of large area, kept cool by the circulation of

water through them, arc used. The bath itself is also

cooled.
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TRADE NEWS.

The "Perfect" insulator illustrated in these columns a

few weeks since is being received with very gratifying

favor by construction men, and already a considerable

number have been sold by the Central Electric compaDy.

H. Ward Leonard, the general manager of the light and

power department and also of the intelligence department

of the Edison General Electric company, resigned on

Auo-ust 3d, in order to start an independent electrical en-

oineering business. Mr. Leonard will take with him sev-

eral well tried assistants, among them A. St. C. Vance,

E. H. Harrison, C. IL Bloomer and August Munning.

The companv give particular attention to the subject of the

transmission of power by electricity and the application of

electric motors to the operation of special machinery. Mr.

Leonard's experience since 1SS3. when he became

a member of Mr. Edison's first electrical engineering staff,

has given him experience in every branch of electric light

and power work. He has had experience in exploiting as

well as constructing and operating all kinds of electric

light and power plants. An interesting feature of the

business will be the intelligence departmen^

The Stanley Electric company's shops on Clapp avenue,

Pittsfield, Mass.. are very interesting to visitors. This ^is

Pitlsfield's youngest industry. There are now employed
at the factor)' about eighty hands, including several women
who have light work to do. On the first floor the Stanley

converters are made. The company has just made on a

special order what are claimed to be two of the largest con-

verters ever manufactured. They are wound each for a

primar)* current ot 3.000 volts. They are to be used on Long
Island, where the current is carried ten miles. At this point

other converters reduce the current to i.ooo volts, and it

is then ready for further distribution. Though compelled

to meet with very spirited competition, the company has

held its own from the first, and is constantly behind its

orders. From 30 to 60 converters are turned out each
week, and the firm of Jones, Sons -S: Co. of Pittsfield, who
do the castings at a foundry across the street, finds

quite a sizable addition to its business. On the second
floor of the building the company makes the fan motors.

About 50 of these little machines are made everyday.
The prosperity of the company is a matter of rejoicing to

ever)" citizen.

BUSINESS.
The Metropolitai Street Railway company, of M^con,

Gi.. has recently ordered from the Ball Engine company.
of Erie Pa , a complete pUnt consisting of a 150 horse
power tandem compound engine, boiler and heater pump.
Dravo & Black, the P-ttsburg representatives of the Ball

Engine company of Erie, Pa., have sold the Braddock
Street Railway company, of Braddock. Pa., a 100 horse
power Bail engine, also boiler, heater, pump, etc They
have als>s)ld the Pit'sbu-g P.ate G'iss company two 150
horse power Ball engines.

E. F. Van Ness ^: Co. of Valparaiso, Ind.. have ar-

ranged to install an electric lighting plant, and have pur-

chased their machinery, including two steel boilers and an
Armington ti: Sims engine. This order was placed with
the Chicago office of the Pond Engineering company.
The Salt Lake City Power, Light ^^ Heating company has
fonnd it necessary to make a large increase in its power
plant, and has ordered two additional Armington iV Sims
engines from the Pond Engineering company. St. Louis.
The Sioux City Gas Light company of Sioux City, la., is

making some extensive changes in its power plant, and
wiil put in two large Armington & Sims engines. This
company has been using a .joo horse power engine of this

make for some time past. The Pond Engineering company
of St. Louis has the order for this additional work.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued Au^ II, 1S91.
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.334. Pole Trolley and Stand for Electric Street Rail
ways. Thomas E. Adams, Cleveland, Ohio.

.\ sliding grooved shoe is employed, the shoe or-

shoes being held in contact with the conductors by
clastic or yielding pressure.

.333, Electrical Switch. Harry H. Blades, Detroit,
Mich.

339. Electric Switch. Harry H. P.ladc=, Uetroit
Mich.

343, Magnetic Belting. Thomas A. Edison, Llewel-
lyn. N. J.
This invention relates to magnetic belting A'hcrein

strongly magnetized iron pulleys arc employed, over
which runs an endless belt constructed wholly or in
part of magnetic material, whereby the adhesion of the
belt to the pulleys is increased.

,356, Trollcj- Pole for Electric Railways. Charles
A. Lieb. Ne-!v Vork, N. V.

,357 Electric Car Motor. Cypricn O. Mnilloux. New
Vork, N. V.

This invention consists essentially, in making ihc
motor frame in two pans, one of which is supported
suitably upon the car axle or the truck frame, while
the other pait. upon which the arm;ilurc is supported,
is attachable and detachable from beneath and
may be lowered with the armature. Iciving the main
portion of the mo'.or supported in normal position
over the car axle or upon the truck frame in any uaual
OT proper manaer.

.359. Brush Holder for fJynamo Electric Machines or
Motors. Cypricn O, Maillotjx. New Vork. N. \

.

.35'>. Friction Gear for Electric Car .Motors.
Cypricn O. Maillotjx, New Vork, N. V.

"fhis invention con-i-i's. essentially, in sleeving the

drivmg motor upon a shaft or bearing parallel to the

driven axle, but preferably upon the driven axle or

shaft itself, and interposing an eccentric sleeve be-

tween the motor bearings and the shaft or axle, said

sleeve being combined with means whereby it may be
adjusted circumferentially about the shaft or bearing
and set in any particular position, thereby moving the

motor frame and armature shaft bodily, so as to move
a member of the gear train carried by said shaft to or

from its opposite member, which is connected directly

or indirectly with the axle upon which the motor is

sleeved.

457 362. Electric Steam Generator and Heater, Willis

Mitchell, Maiden, Mass.

-157 374- Safety Device for Electric Wires. John H.
Sedlmeyer. Johnstown, Pa.

457 377- Trolley for Electric Railways. S H. Short,

Cleveland, Ohio.

457.37S Trolley. S. H. Short, Cleveland, Ohio.

457 3S2. Electric Railway. Michael H. Smith, Halifax,

Eng.
In this invention the negative' and positive conductors

are arranged in different horizontal planes, preferably

with one conductor directly over the other and while
it is not necessary to use more than a single prisiiive

and a single negative conductor in some instances it has
been found preferable to make use of two positive

and two negative conductors, the positive and nega-
tive conductors being arranged in separate horizontal

planes.

457,407. Ssl -Regulating Electric Converter. Thomas
Spencer, Pittsburg, Pa.

This invention consists in placing upon the core a

few convolutions of secondary wire wound in the

reverse direction from the main portion thereof and
in locating these convolutions so that the escaping
lines of force do not thread them. From this con-
struction it resu'ts that when but little current is flow-

ing in the secondary, and consequently but little

opposition is offered to the (low of the lines of force

through the core, practically all these lines of force

thread both the main and the reversed secondary con
volutions.

,43-). Electric Battery. Fla4b7

457

457

45

Poudroux, Paris,

France.

,453. Electric Meter. Eugene Maylan and Wencelas
Camille Reckneiwski, Paris, France.

454. Annunciator. Walter R. McCann and Simon
S. Creider, Sterling, 111.

.457. Electric Oil Well Heater. Charles W. Robin-
son and Samuel D. Robinson, Allegheny, Pa.

This invention is utilized by inserting into the well

an electrically heated coil or high resistance conductor,
and, when it is at the oil bearing strata, passing
through it a current of electricity, by which it is heat-

td, so that it may communicate its heat to the well.

The nature of the heating coil.and of the electric cur-
rent supplied thereto should at least be such that
sufficient heat is generated to fuse paraffine.

457.477- Automatic Telephone System. Hammond V.
Hayes, Cambridge, Mass., and Henry D. Sears, Lynn,
Mass.
The object of this invention is to furnish a system

of intercommunication for such places as are unable
lo sustain a regular central station organization, where-
by in its operation each sub-station in the system
shall be enabled to place its own line in connection
with any other line converging to the same point; to

send call signals to the desired sub station over the
compound line thus formed without in any degree
impairing the connections thus established between
the two lines constituting the component members
thereof, and upon the completion of the communica-
tion to restore the original normal or resting condition
of both of the lines. An additional object of this

invention is to accomplish these operations wii hout any
other sub-station apparatus than that in ordinary use
and without material change in the construction of the
apparatus, and, furthermore, with central station

apparatus of the most simple character compatible
with absolute c.rtainty and accuracy of operation.

457 433. Automatic Electric Circuit Switch. William L.
Silvey, Lima, Ohio.
The object of this switch more especially is to open

the external or electrical circuit of a street railway
system whenever by any cause the conducting wires
shall become crossed or short circuited. The object
is to prevent an overplus of current in the crossed cir-

cuit, thereby endangering the armatures of the gen-
erators attached to the line by reason of the overplus
of current generated on the instant of closing the
circuit.

457.534- Electric Motor. W, S. Hill, IJoston, Mass.
Claim one describes an electric motor, the field mag-

nets of which are composed of plates of sheet metal
clamped between the end plates, recesses in said
plates, and rods having reduced ends passing through
the sheet metal plates and end plates and secured by
bolts, wKereb) the whole is securely clamped together.

457 555- Electrode for Secondary IJallcries. Leonard
I'agel, New ^'ork, N. V.

457. ^Oi. Apparatus for Heating by Electricity. Rankin
Kennedy. Kilmarnock, Scotland.

This invention relates to (hat class of app.iratus in

which the electricity which is to be converted into

heat is induced by the action of magnetism, which is

generated by deriving from any suitable electric gen-
erator electric currents, preferably of an alternating
character. The body which is lo be heated is pref
crably made of iron, in order that magnetism may be

applied directly thereto and the heat produced within
its substance. Smoothing irons, soldering irons, and
other tools and utensils of similar character are heated
by placing them against or between the poles of an
electro magnet, preferably provided with a laminated
iron core and energized by a current, preferably alter-
nating in its character. The magnetism is induced
within the iron utensil under the influence of the alter-

nating currents within the mass of iron of which the
articles are constituted, so that the whole energy of
these currents is transformed into heat within the iron.

457.565- Signal Telegraph for Cable Railways. Theo-
dore A. E. Putman, New York, N. Y.
The object of this invention is to provide a signal-

ing telegraph by means of which an alarm may be
given in the power house by the driver of any of the
grip cars whenever he finds that he can not release
his grip. By this invention the signal can be given
by the gripman without leaving his post and without
a moment's delay, thereby saving every available
second of time at an instant when even a slight delay
may result in a serious accident.

457,572. Switch. S. Bergman, New York, N. Y.

457.573 Means for Suspending and Controlling Electric
Lamps. S Bergman, New York, N. Y.

457.657. Wind Apparatus foi Clenerating Electricity and
Charging Secondary Batteries. James M. Mitchell,
Lawrenceville, Ga.

This invention relates to apparatus whereby wind
power may be applied to operate a dynamo electric
machine for the purpose of generating a current which
may be utilized in charging a secondary or storage
battery to supply lighting, motor and other circuits.

457,660. Hanger for Trolley Wires. Nelson Newman.
Springfield, 111.

457. 6S7. Electric Light Hanger. Frank A. Weimer,
Stanberry, Mo.

This invention consists in forming the flexible con-
ducting cord around a core of steel or other spring
material, and then winding the so formed cord like a
spiral spring, the core having suflicient elasticity to
permit it to be streched or drawn out far enough to
allow the lamp to be carried from place to place in
the room or hall or even from one room to another and
at the same time having suflicient strength to return
and hold the lamp in its original position when the
latter is brought back.

457,736 Electric Railway. Rudoph M. Hunter, Phila-
delphia, Pa.

Claim one describes a conduit for an electric rail-

way, provided on its upper portions with lateral

flanges formed integral with the side walls, said flanges
being provided with drainage apertures, in combination
with working conductors located within and insulated
from said conduit.

457,745 Electrically Heated Oven. Willis Mitchell,
Maiden, Mass.

This invention has for its object to increase the
efliciency of electrically heated ovens and to protect
and insulate the heating wires more efl'ectual'ly and
easily than hitherto. For these purposes the bottom,
top and sides of the oven are made with suc-
cessive layers of asbestos or other insulating
material, the heating wires being wound around the
interior space in successive coils or layers and practic-
i.lly imbedded therein.

457,754. Dynamo Electric Machine or Motor. Edward
M. Warning, Brooklyn, N. Y.

In general terms this invention consists of two field

magnets arranged one upon each side of the armature
concentric with the armature shaft oraxisof rotation, the
pole pieces of each system being connected together
to form consequent poles, the whole structure forming
a cage inclosing and protecting the armature and com-
mutator.

457.7fJf- Connection for Electric Conductors. Joseph
Dillon, Larchmont, N. Y.

This invention provides a case or shell for inc!oi?lrg

the joined ends of the conductors with parallel open-
ings through which the ends of the cables or sheathed
wires or groups of wires are thrust, and into which they
are fastened in a manner both rigid to resist mechan-
ical flexure and impermeable to air or moisture. The
case or shell is constructed with a cap or cover, which
can be applied and removed independently of the
connection of the cable ends in said openings. The
ends of the conductors in the case are bared of insu-
lation and, being arranged parallel with each other,
are electrically connected by applying to them a
bridge piece of copper or other conducting metal, the
ends of which clasp the bared wires, and are prefer-
ably soldered lo them.

457,762. Electric Air Pump. Allen A. Dittmarand Hugo
Falkenhauscn, New York, N. Y.

Claim one describes an electric air pump, suction
and discharge compartments communicating with the
pump cylinders by valve openings, in combination
with solenoids placed over openings in the top plates
of the compartments and having movable cores which
pass through the openings in the said top p'ates and
act as valve stems, so as lo open and dose the
respective valve openings by electric currents con-
ducted alternately through the respective solenoids.

457. 7^3. Electric Light Carbon. William W Kltring-
ham, Dubois, Pa.

The object of this invention is to prolong the life

of the carbon slicks, especially those used in arc lights,

so as to do ;iway in a measure with frequent renewals,
an<l it consists in heating or tempering the carbons by
the use of borax, or any e<|uivalcnt of borax either
during the process of munnfriclure of said carbons or
afterward.
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BuoBNB F. FHlLLiPS, PIrraidfeiit. W. H. Bawter, Tjecy and Electridaa.'

AMEEICAU ELECTEICAL WOUKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Manufacturers of Patc-nt Finished

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
Magnet Wire, OlTlce and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covered

Wire, Lead Eucased Wire, Telephone and
Incandescent Cords.

FARADAY CABLES.
New York Office, 10 Cortlandt Sireet,

insulation Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

In a letter from tlie iNSPHrrnRnf thP Roston Fire l^'tiflerwriters* ITnion. under tlato of March 29,

1886. hesays: "A ThorouKhly Uoliable and Drsirahle Wire in Kvnry Respect."
TliiJ rubber need In inanlatint: our wires and cihlPH ie s|>ecially chemically prepareil, and is guar-

enteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and w 11 remain flexible In extreme
cold wpatli^r and n'H afTected bv heat. The InaiilBtlon ib protecled from mechanical Injary by one or
morebraldn and thewhole wlick"'! with Clark's Pat«ut Compound, which Is water, oi'. acid »nd fo a
very great ex'i^nt, fira.proof Our iisulation will prove durable when all others tail. We are prepared
to ifiirnlph .siiiEle Wirea of all Kftiicea and diameter of insulation for Telegrapli, Telephone and
Electric Llchts from etock. Cables made to order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
Ol and 4*:e lliLiupshire SIroet, ItoHton. .llat«!«.

HENRY A. CLARK, (general Manager. IIEKBliKT U. EUSTIS, Electrician.

CHICAGO AGENTS: THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO., 320 Dearborn Street.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For Electrieal Pnrposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL& CO,
218 Water St., Jien York.

C
BRASS

ASTINGS.
THE TURNER BRASS WORKS,

4 La^Nalle Aveiiiie, ChVaKO.
'vy-Write us for IMccg.

.^
K.

The Electrical

Construction Co.

C. A. HARTER, Manager. Telephone, 1718.

THIS GROGKER-WHEBLER
PERFECTED MOTORS.
^'ory slow spotMl. full power. pcrftH-t rcjsu-

lalioii, I'orsed fieltlf-i lot into base. s4-lt'-oiliiig

beariiiKs, self-centeriiiK bearinsf*- ^^^ wizos,

both arc and incaude^iccnt, for all poner
purposes.

Acknowledged by the Leadintr Manufacturing Companies to be

THE MOST PERi-ECT MOTOR MADE.

Estimates and Plans Furnished for Electric Power Equipment'
Cotrespondence Inuited.

430-432 WEST 14TH ST., N£W YORK .

JAMES LEFFEL WATER WHEELS
Built by THE

JAMtS LEFFEL $c CO.
UPRIGHT AND HORIZONTAL,

FOR

Electric, Mining and Manufacturing

Easy workinK gatOR, High porccnbigo and rvpii

B]iOfd at full and r^'-i't capacity. Equally adjipted to

liit^h and low hoiulH. Larj;© niimber of sizes and
styles. Scud for descrijitivo pamphlut to

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
SPRINCIELD,

OH.O.
on 110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY.

LIGHT MACHINE SHOP
FOIt .SAI.,E, suitable for electrical woik
or model ninker. Price reasonable. Cheap

rent and power. Clonvenienlly Iccated.

LOCK BOX 479, CHICAGO POSTOFFICE.

A [.oaUI'»n ea Qfn'irii.l Manscer of & Zh-^-Mlr.
Ll[,'ht or H.ilhvay fom|.any. Ha.'; had l^-n j';»rft'

)X|.erieij':e. Can -Iv*; exce lent nf'^T^Dri^. Am
competent to lake rhar;;ecjf the Klectrlcil Appa-
rataw, tit';am Machinery and OfTice. Hate p^r-
-onally handle:! alt th':-je branches.

Addre^3 r. O. R.,
Care of Wkhtkii*.' Ej.r.'-nuriAs, Clifcapo, III,

STAR GAUGE GLASS CUTTER.
A necessary tcol In ever;- engine r<'/otn. Serjlby

mall on rec**lpl of price.

No. 1, Cnts oTer5 iocbee 81.

W

2m

S. TAUSSIG, 45 River St., Chicago.

ELECTRIC SLATE
Switch-boards a Specialty.

Small siimpleB of plain and marbleized free.

T. J. MURPHY,
Electrical Exchange BIdg. I3n I^iherly Ht,

Room Zl.'i. NEW YORK.

Electrical Wood.

WTESTERN
ACtNT.

Telegraph _
Telephone |- CROSS L ARMS
Electric I.ifiht i E

S
OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL POLES.

i

C, H. HOLMES, ''°°""*'°''°s;:ELt^s. mo.

The Winner of 1890 will win again in 1891.

Eleventh year.

SOLE MAKERS:

LAW TELEPHONE COMPANY,
So John St.. SEW YOKK.

Electrical Eng;ineeriRgCo.7
ROOM 603, MONON BUILDIWC, CHICAGO.

ELECTRIC OUTFIT.
MASON'S FAMOUS BATTERIES.

MEDAL AWARDED, American Institute Exhibition, 1891.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE B.

JAMES H. MASON. pT.':., Brooklyn, N.Y,
J
Park Ave.

BRASS
FOUNDRY.

Itrass, llronz*'. ^^ bite Metal, Altiniinnm-
ISrouze and Special Alloys. Caslinsrsfor

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
A SPECI-VLTY

L. BLATZ.
103-107 West Monroe St.,

CHICKGO.

ROOT'S Water-tube Boiler.
SAFE. ECONOMICAL DURABLE.

AN EXCELLENT

Electric Plant Boiler.

Adopted by the Electric Light Companies of
Detroit, St. Piuil, Colmiilmn, Cincinnati,
Louisville, Jereey Cily, and a j^reiit many
others; also by the Arniinutou & Sims En-
cmo Co . Providence, K. I.; the Lynn Belt
Lino Street Ry. Co, Lynn, IMasc, and the
Ibomson-llotistim Klo.-lric I'o , 1.vim, Maes

ROOT SECTIONAL SAFETY TOILER.

Abendroth&RootMfg.Co.,
28 Cliff St, New Yori<.

BR.^NCHES: BoBlon, Plilladelphlj, New
Orleans, Dallas, Rochester, Cincinnati anci

Chicago.

"MAGNETIC VANE"
AMMETERS AND VOLTMETERS

^^^^SB^^^^ ARE THE BEST INSTRUMENTS FOR

IC35' " Central Stations, Isolated Plants,

Marine Installations, Electric Railways.

Correspondence Holirited.

Heiid for Illustrated <'lrciilar si3.">.

QUEEN & CO,, PHILADELPHIA.

THE ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERING AND SUPPLY

COMPANY,
413 Jackson St., ST. PAUL, MINN.

Purcliasing Dept., 931 Rookery, Branch Office, DULUTH. MINN.
CHICAGO.
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Established in 1861.

E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ILECTHIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-BRANCH STORE-

2134 Michigan Avenue*

|]iBUBN|LECTRlCMFG,|
/K-*" FITCHBURG.MASS,U.S.A.

^
., Manufacturers OF DYNAMOS FoaUGHTlNG,
%^ platingandexperimental purposes.
EVERYTHING LATEST DESISN AND HI OHEST EFFICIENCV.

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE in Steam

Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL&BIERGEMF6.i;0.,

PAYTOW, OHlO>

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
H4 to 156 Green St, Green Point, BROOKLIB, B. Y.

MANUPACTOBT OF
Non-Conductive Blocks, Rosettes and Bases for Cut-Outs

and Switches; also Insulators. Cleats, Lamp Trim-
mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Oar profiiictlon is a dense body. The glazing and body
of oar ware are of eame composition, and are baked
alike, which are the featnres of

TKI K HABI> POKCELAIX.

Fine Office Furniture
and Folding Beds.

Brass and Wire Work. 215 Wabash Av.

A. H. Andrews & Co., Chicago.

To Colorado via
BURLINGTON ROUTE

Only One Night On the Road.
Leave Chicago at I :O0 P. M . or St. Loiiis at H:L'5

A. M. , and arrive Denver 6:15 P. M., the next day.
Through Sleepors, Chair Care and Dininq Cars.
AH Railways from the East connect with these
trains, and with similar trainfl via Burlington
Route to Denver, leaviD.t,' Cbica£;o at 6:10 P. M.,
St. Louis at S:15 P. M.. and Peoria at 3:20 P. M.
and 8:00 P. M. All trains daily.
TouristB' tickets are now on sale, and can he

had of ticket sgents of all roads and at Barlineton
Route depots in Chicago, Peoris and St. Loals.
There is no better place than Colorado for those

seeking rest and pleasure.

SYNOVIAL DYNAMO OIL
Second to None. Free from Gum or Acids.

By refiitering can be used continaally.

Write for Prices and Samples.

Adopted by the largest Electric Plants of the West.

S. TAUSSIG. Agent. 45 River St., CHICAGO.

REMEMBER
That the Western Electrician enjoys the dietlnction of havJng been
selected by one of the shrewdest of advertisers aB the medium
for carrying the largest advertisement ever placed tn an electrical
jonrnal. This telle its own story, and points its own moral-

Manufactu.i^eKs of

0cTAG0NAL»^^ Cedar
TELEmHi&Electrical

RAILWAY|>0LE5X(R0SSARMS

<t HM.LOUD & SONSUJMBER(d
bSCOOVA , IVI 1 C H.

ALUMINUM
50 Cents per Ponnd.

THE COWLES
Electric SineltiDi&Aliinimffl Co.,

I-OCKPORT, X. Y.,

Offer Aluminum guaraoteed to be equal

in purity to the best in the market at 50

cents per pound for ton lots in ingots.

Aluminum sheet, wire and castings at

lowest market price.

Aluminum Bronze, Aluminum Brass,

Silver Bronze, Silicon Bronze and Manga-
nese Bronze in ingots and castings. Ferro

Aluminum for steel and iron castings.

Correspondence solicited.

:f on s .A.XJ i^.
New lO and 25 Light

Arc Dynamos and Lamps.
HIGH TENSION. CHEAP.

JAS. McLaughlin, Mfg. Electrician,

50 IB. Clinton St., Chicaso.

BEST MAST ARM IN USE. More Lamps Trimmed.

No Lamps Broken.

CATALOGUES ON
APPLICATION. STAR IRON TOWER CO., FORT WAYNE. INO.
SEND FOR New American Electrical Directory, just published; very complete lists. Invaluable for its information of Lighting and Railway Plants.

COOLIDGE FUEL £ SUPPLY CO.,
RAILROAD CROSS TIES
AND PILING.

CEDAR AND OCTAGONAt P*'*^^
W^^ „..,_„„.. „,. PINS Al

pOl-CS

MARirKAiJTUItED BY-

CROSS ARMS,
PINS AND BRACKETS.

J. R. CLARK CO., Minneapolis, Minn.

HALE ELEVATOR CO.,
187 La Salle Street, CHICAGO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

PASSENGER AND FREIGHT

ELECTRIC Hydraulic and Electric
ELEVATOR.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The attenrion of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CFf.K.

BRAXI-:i> "WATER W II EKI^ as particularly adapted lo Ui?-ir IT*,

on account of its remarkably steady motion, uicrli Speed
and fifreat I-jlHtf-ienity, and larffe i'apacity, for Ils diameter,
being 4lV>ul>le the I'O'wer of most uhe'-L'; of same diani'jier. It »s u:>','d by a
number of the leading electric companies with fjre;il satisfaction. I n the cconoiri-

ical use of water it is without an an equal, producing the highest p'j ccnL o( use-

ful efTect cruaranteed.
Kl'^^Vn FOB CATAI-0<;IE AM> PAKTK^rT/ARS.

Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no geai- aie required,
and it can be belted directly to dynamo.

The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch VICTTOR
TIJRItl.>I^S arranged on a horizonlal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume. Draft
Tubes. End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upcn
a jubsiantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prirpared to furnish Victor
Turbmes. either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., • DAYTON, OHIO.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

MAKERS OF HICH-CRADECARBONS
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

ELECTRICAL
BOOKS.

Send For Complete Gatalogne.

Electrician Publishing

Company,

6 Lakeside Building, - CHICAGO.

J.C.TEMPLE,
(Formerly of STOUT, MILLS & TKMPLB),

OAVTOSI. OHIO.

HyMcaniMficlianicalEDiinefir
Improvement of Water Powers, Arraneement

of Power Plauta, yhaftiog, etc., for Electric Power
and Light. CONSTRUCTION SUPERINTENDED.

HARRISON CONVEYOR
FOR HANDLING

GRAIN, COAL, TAN BARK, SEEDS. ETC.
Will convey all kinds of erain without mixing.
Will carry two different Mnde of material In op-

poaite directions at the same time.
Will convey OneHundred and FiftyTone ofCoal

per hour. Made ofWrought Iron and Steel. Send
for Illustrated Catalogue. BOBOEN & SELLECK
COMPANY, 48 and 50 Lake St., Chlcaao, 111.

Wm. S. Tdbkek, Pres. Geo, A. Bell, V. Pre3, J. Lbster WuuOHKtiKje. sec. ana Treas.

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER ENGINEERING CO.,
Consulting: and Construotinj?

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment ot Electric Railways. Steam and Electric Plants.

47 Times Building. Telephone Call. 1009 Cortlandt. NEW YORK.

CEDAR POLES,
Railway Ties and Posts-

If In want of Poles, Ties and Poets, aave mone;
by getting my prices.

W.C, STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Sliapes to order. Colors, Ked, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wii,jrii\^'r,"},-i>Ki.. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World.

ElSO^uSLi^ILiIS^^IID 1378.
80L.K MAXCFACTITRERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
OKFK E:

14 i>f:v ST.. X. V.

LAY HOLD!

r7ir,

^^^- J"

HANG ON!

HUMPY
j(JiJDi:2tE^^L;SNtlp^» '" the interest of the

• "^"^^^
CfiiSUNBEAM"

Is our Immediate business

on earth. July the dullest

month of the year—proved
for us a "BANNER" month.

Like "some other" things the

"SUNBEAM"
Lamp improves with AGE.
Continued use proves its

HIGH AVERAGE efficiency.

Write for prices.

The Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Company
}
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C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTORS ANO DYNAMOS.
Electric motors in all standard sizes

for operating elevators, pumps, print-
ing presses and machinery for gen-
eral manufacturing purposes.

Electrical Mining Mackinery of all

kinds, Hoists, Tram Cars, etc.

Electric Blowers for ship ventila-
tion. Fan outfits.

Electric plants f ;r pumping church
organs.
Over 10,000 motors in actual oper-

ation.

THE C. & G. ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.
402

Dynamos in all sizes of same de-

sign and dimensions as the standard
motors.
Equipment of mines, factories, ma-

chine shops, oflB.ce buildings with com-
plete electrical plants for lighting and
power.

New England Office, 63 Oliver St., - BOSTON.

Philadelphia Office, - 38 S. FOURTH ST.

Chicago Office, - PHLNIX BLDG.

San Francisco Office, - 35 MARKET ST.

404 GREENWICH ST.,

BAIN ELECTRIC MFC. CO.,
FOREE BAIN, President and Engineer,

47 and 49 S. Jefferson Street, CHICAGO.

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS
1-12 to 500 Horse Power.

Highest Class in Efficiency. Mechanical Design, and General Utility.

Experts in applying Electricity to New Uses.

SKNU FOK CATAIiOCilJK.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO.,
79 and 81 Washington Street, Brooklyn, IM. Y.

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

Perret Electric MotorsiDynamos
X.AMINATED FIELD MAGNETS, HIGH EFFICIENCY,

LOW SPEED, FULL POWER.

Perrel 20 H. P. Motor, Speed KO, Weight 1, 300 lb».

Motors of any size for any purpose. Factories equipped throuf/hout with Electric Powet
Isolated Plants for Incandescent Electric Lighting.

SBLLIITO- j^a-BIsTTS:
CHICAGO, ILL., The Electrical Engineering Co., 320 Dearborn SI. W4SHINGT0N, D. C, J. U. Burl<etl & Co., 1409 N. Y. Ave.

PHIUDELPHIA, PA., Pennsylvania Machine Co.. 29 N. 7lh St. ST. PAUL. MINN., F. J. Renz, 95 E. Fourth St.

NEW ORLEANS, U., George Baquie, 140 Gravier St.

JOHN STEPHENSON CO.,
LIl^ITED,

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS.

CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.
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For UriVLDg Dynamos.

The Clinton Cas Light Co., Clinton, Mass., have thor-

oughly tested and have adopted the Evans System of

Driving Dynamos in their new Electric Light Station.

Thousands of Horse Power in use driving Dynamos, and hundreds of sets of Cones
in operation, driving all classes of machinery. Address

THE EVANS FRICTION CONE CO.,
For A'aryinjj Hpff*<l.

CHICAGO IITSITLATED WIRE COMFAN'?,
ivE.A.iNrin'.a.cJTXTH.E:n.e» oi"

HIGH GRADE INSULATED WIRES
WEATHERPROOF WIRES,

OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,
MAGNET WIRES,

INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,OF ALL DESCKIl'TIOINS. | ETC., ETC., ETC.
Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

""\V.°t.^^g.^.T°"^
I CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO, 48-52 N. Clinton St., CHICAGO, ILL .

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.

Underivriters' Co2)per Electric Light Line Wire,handsomely finished, highest coiiductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton

jE II t/ij, and Worsted Cordsfor Incatidescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bar3 for Station Work. t^^JU^js
J^ Insulated Iron Pressure Wire, ^S^^S^^^Sf''

PArrNT K.K. line^Tre
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

.li^g'eD.ts for tlie '^Tv^.^SmiSTO-TOiT C-A.E.BOiT CO. Oarteons for .A.rc Lig-litiiie-.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., CHICAGO,
Are our Selling Agents, and carry a line ol Insulated and Bare Wires of our make.

THOS. L. SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 Park Place, NEW YORK.

DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS
Afford the Only Reliable and Efficient Means for

ALL NIGHT ELEITRIG LIGHTING.

All other devices are crude, expensive and unsatisfactory.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY
Has established its broad foundation patent for Double Carbon Arc Lamps, No. 219,208, having iVOil follV

distinct infringement suits in the United States Courts, two of them on final hearing, the decisions

being rendered by Judges Gresham, Blodgett, Brown and Ricks.

The public is warned against the use of infringing lamps or any crude substitute for the Brush Invention.

Arc Lighting Apparatus, Electric Motors and Generators,
Alternating Current Apparatus, Incandescent Lighting Machines,

Carbons for Arc Lighting, Etc., Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,
CZ)I-ilCZ).
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ON ACCOUNT OF

Increase of Business
J^l<rJD THIE

Adoption of Electricity.

THIE

STREET RAILWAY CO.,
Of ILvCirLrLea-polis, :Lv£in.r:L.,

OFFER FOR SALE THE FOLLOWING EQOIPMENT:

63 IS -foot Cars, all fitted with Fare Boxes and "Small" Conveyors.
76 Extra "Small" Conveyors for 14 and 16 ft. Cars.
63 Extra "Slawson" Fare Boxes.
12 Steam Motors, 15to 20 Ton.
2 Locomotives and Tenders, 20 and 25 Ton.

21 Passenger Coaches, 26 to 40 ft.

34 Open Passenger Excursion Cars, 34 ft.

8 Flat Cars, 30 ft.

Most of the cars have been in service only a sliort time, and all are in first-class condition. We can make changes

or alterations and fit them up to suit, and will sell very cheap. The gauge of any of the cars can he changed to suit

purchaser. Full description and photographs mailed upon application.
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOULAELY ADAPTED TO DEIVING

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
Ou account of its high eniclcncy at all '-.[.figf^q of gtle, steadiness of mollon and

easy working gate, the wnstrucllon of which makes it the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

^PUn FnR rUTAI nrilP I'l^stratlDg various styles ol getting

on both vertical and horlzonU 1 shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,

«. DAYTON, O.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT, SIILLS & TEMP

WILLIAMS AUTOMATIC ENGINE
For all purposes requiring: stoa<ly power.

Williams Ehgink Woiiks: No. 117 North Strei

BALTIMORE, MI).

FOB TBK

Western Electriciao

SI.OO.

THEWOODBURYiNGllE
SELF-CONTAINED, AUTOMATIC
HIGH SPEED STEAM ENGINE
for Electric Lighting and
Street Railway Service,

WITH BOILER PLANT COMPLETE
rataloc"*^ s.'iit on itpplM.-Hioii.

STEARNS MFC. CO. ERIE,PA.
BRANCH I

I'liil.uli lp>lii.i. Ill': l>r<x.l H1<1b-

OFFICES i
Sun Fian.i -.iilA:!! Sp.-nrM.

,^^^P'g°ALL°KllMOyS^

f^^iim

DRY STEAM

THE POND SEPARATOR.
The Pond Separator Is guaranteed to relieve the

steam of all entrained water, and return Ihls water
to the boiler, Ihus effecting a large saving in fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

POND ENGINEERIIVG COMPANY,
ST LOUiS.
OMAHA.

CHICAGO.
DALLAS.

KANSAS CITY.

SEATTLE.

STEAM PLANTS
INXTALLKK BV

ITIT. B. PEARSON i£ CO.,
MF.CHAXIC'AL. KNU1IVEKB«« AND CON'TKACTORS.

403 HOME INSURANCE BULDINC, - CHICAGO.

A FEW RAILROAD USERS:
Engines. Horse-powers,

Ashland Coal & Iron Hailroad Co 1 60
Baltimore & Ohio Bailroad Co 6 190
Boston & Albany Railroad Co 2 1.30

Camden & Atlantic Railway Co 3 75
Central Railway of New Jersey 4 275
Chicago & Erie Railway Co 2 30
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Co 3 175
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad Co 5 100 i

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad Co 4 170
Colorado Midland Railway Co 1 25
Denver & Rio Grande "Western Railroad Co 3 75
East Tennessee, Virginia & Georgia Railroad Co 3 325
George's Creek & Cumberljnd Railroad Co 2 50
Grand Trunk Railway Co. ol Canada 12 500
Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fc Railway Co .. 3 135

Kansas City, "Wyandotte & Northwestern Railway Co 2 55
Newport News & Mississippi Valley Co 2 200
New York Central & Hudson River Railroad Co -i 125

New York. Lake Erie & Western Railroad Co 2 140
New York, "West Shore &Bufi;ilo Railroad Co 6 340
Northern Pacific Railroad Co — 2 45
Pennsylvania & Northwestern Railroad Co 1 25
Pennsylvania Railroad Co 51 2330
Peoria & Pekin Union Railroad Co 1 ^5
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co 7 015
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway Co. - 2 20
St. Louis & San Francisco Railway Co 3 "^^
Southern Railway Co 1 1^
Wabash. St. Louis & Pacific Railroad Co 4 60
"Washington & Georgetown Railway Co 1 1&

Many foreign railroads unreported.

PITTSBURCW.?PEWNA. O.S.oF A.

uBE TE THE JUDGE. 99

:^-a."v:ei totj t^meii^ the;

ECONOMIC INCANDESCENT LAMP?
If not you are losing time and we are losing a customer. Everybody that tries it, BUYS

IT, and everybody that buys it once, buys it again. Kiadly inform us what voltage
and style of base you use and TRY IT AT OUR EXPENSE.

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL SPECIALTY CO.
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS,

J

CEO. L. KIRKHAM, Manager. 1017 Chamber of Commerce, CHICAGO.
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THE PROBLEM SOLVED.

iliii'^

CUT OF FACTORY, 1890.

TOTAL NUMBER OF LOCAL COMPANIES, JANUARY I, 1891, USING

ARC APPARATUS.
630 Companies,

DIRECT INCANDESCENT.
108 Companies,

ALTERNATING.
415 Companies,

87,131 Lamps. 79,905 Lamps. 435,550 Lamps.

The above increase would seem to answer most emphatically in the affirmative.

All purchasers of Electrical Apparatus should thoroughly investigate the acknowledged merits of OURS

before buying any of the CHEAP SYSTEMS now on the market.

Ihomson-Boiislon Electric Cooipany,
WESTERN OFFICE:

148 IVlichigan Ave., Chicago, III.

PRINCIPAL OFFICE:

620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
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The KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS
GENERAL AGENTS FOR

IfSAFETY'
WIRES, CABLES AND CORDS

For Inside, Underground and Submarine Use.

ii

SAFETY" Fire-Proof House Wire. "ATLAS" Line Wire.

R. B. WATSON & CO., Ants., J. W. MASON, Ast., POST & CO., Ants.,
DETROIT, MICH. 527 Delaware Street, CIJfCrSfMATI, O.

KANSAS CITY, MO

THE PEIMNS ELECTRIC UMP CO,

LAMPS
TO FIT ANY SOCKET.
|ANY CANDLE POWER.
ANY VOLTAGE.
'longest LIFE.

HIGH EFFICIENCY.

MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

54 and 56 Franklin Street, CHICAGO.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
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THOMAS t^TCBSIl^, President. WH. C. liAXB, Sccrctarj' ami Treaanrer C P. flAlHIK, Generainanacrr. M H. BOdiABT, Ceaeral Ac«Dt.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE CO.,
45 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Owning the patents of Mosher, Gill, Hatch, Foote, Kintner and Moore for

INDIVIDUAL TELEGRAPH CALL AND CUT-OUT APPARATUS.
OTHER PATENTS PENDING.

The only practical and reliable system, of electric se-
]

either called up or cut out. No interference with regular tele(p-aph ser-

lection invented. vice. No resistance added to main line. Easily applied. Economical.
Use either llorse Key or Automatic Transmitter. I

Convenient. Reliable.

From every station selected an Automatic Anstver Sack is
:

Applicable to arc lights, singly or in groups; fire alarm service; police
received. telegraph; electric motor circuits; railroad signals, etc.

Gong rings until shut off by operator. The puhlic is warned nj/ainst infringing companies and devices.

Any office on line can be selected without disturbing the others and
;

For terms and other particulars, address as above.

nnWARD" ARC LAMPS,
FOR CONSTANT POTENTIAL CIRCUITS.

XHOXJSJLITIDS IN USE
On both Isolated and Central Station Plants,

WE GUARANTEE OUR LAMPS ELECTRICALLY AND MECHANICALLY.
In corresponding please give full particulars and state voltage.

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION AND SUPPLY COMPANY,
Phenix BIdg., CHICAGO, ILL. 18 Cortlandt St., NEW YORK CITY.

:BaT A "nxjisiariEx> issi.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY'S

2/2,000 Copies published to date. An Astonishing Record.

Djnamo-TeDders' Hand-Book.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Fourth Edition, Eiglith Tliousand.

94 Paffea, 70 Illustrations, Flex-

ible Cloth Binding, Type
Page 6x3 inches.

The only PRACTICAL Dynamo-

Tenders' Instruction Book in the

English language. Just the book

for Dynamo-Tenders, Linemen, Sta-

tionary and Marine Engineers who

wish to learn how to operate and care

for electric light or power plants.

Moonlight schedule for 1891.

Bell-Hangers' Hand-Book.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Second Edition, Fourth Thousand.

106 Pages, 97 Illustrations, Flex-

ible Cloth Binding. Type
Page 6x3 Inches.

Designed for those engaged in

selling, installing or handling elec-

tric batteries, electric bells, eleva-

tors, house or hotel annunciators,

burglar or fire alarms, electric gas

lighting apparatus, electric heat

regulating apparatus, etc. The only

book of the kind published.

Incandescent Wiring Hand-Book.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Third Edition, Seventh Thousand.

71i Pages, 42 Illustrations, Flex-

ible Cloth Bin ding. Ti/pe

Page 6x3 Inches.

Five Tables. 12xlS Inches.

These tables give <Jt on'-e and without

any calculation the size of wire required

In each case for any percentage of loss.

It is a bDok for pracUc&l wlrem?n and

learners, and does not rf quire any previous

knowledge of wiring. It differs In this

respect from other wiring tables, or corn-

putt rs.

The book contains full illustrations and

complete information concerniog methods

of running wires, location of safety devi-

ces, splices, insulation, testing for faults,

wire gauges, wiring of flx'ures, elevators,

buildings, etc. The only book of the kind

published.

Electric TraDsiissioii Hani-BooL

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

First Edition. Three Thousand Copies.

97 Pages, 22 niuitrations, and
27 Tables. Flexible Cloth
Binding. Type Page

6x3 Inches.

This book contains all practical" infor-
mation for power prcilacere, capitalists,
agents of hydraulic and electric companies,
engineers. n?otor inspectors and other per-
sons interested In electric power tranfmls-
slon. By means of the tables anybody can
find at once cost of plant for least opera-
ting expensts. or for minimum first cost
of installation.

The book gives .iU necessary information
concerning motors, and ru'es for ascer-
taining boss power of motors, driving
various classes of macbincrj-, as hoU:s,
pumps, street or tram cars, fans, etc.

Twenlyseven new and original tables
give more luformstiou on the subject in &
small space than any kojk heretofore pub-
lished on the same subject.

DElaoli. "V^orlx. Sent Postx^Alca. oxx H©o©ir5t of Oxxe X>ollax'.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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WAYNE ELECTRIC CO..
aiAKUFACTlIRERS OF THE

SLATTERY INDUCTION AND WDGD ARC SYSTEM
-o:f-

THE MOST PERFECT OF ANY.

For references as to the merits of these systems, inquire of the local companies, the operators, or the customers in

the large cities of this country where these systems are now being used almost exclusively after other systems have been
tried and thrown out—Philadelphia, New Orleans, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Detroit, etc.

WE MAKE ALL STANDARD SIZES OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM,
Also Arc Lamps of Standard Sizes, 2,000 c. p., 1 ,200 c. p. and 800 c. p.

Main Office and Factory, FORT WAYNE, IND.

t^i..A.J!arC}^ OIE'JF'ICEIS.
XEW TORK 115 Broadway.
CHICAGO 185 Dearborn Street.
PHir-ADELPHlA 907 Filbert Street.
»AL.L,AS, TEXAS Mcl/eod Bailding.

PITTSBUBGH, PA 53» Wood Street.
SAW FRANCISCO 35 Jfew Montgomery Street.
TORONTO, CANADA 138 King Street, \f.
BUFFALO 228 Pearl Street.

BAXTER
MIIWIT HOTOK

SLOW SPEED.
KO INTERMEDIATE GEARING.

Gears Run in Oil.

9

EXAMINE INTO THE MERITS OF THESE MOTORS

IF A REDUCTION IN REPAIRS IS
WORTHY OF CONSIDERATION.

COMPLETE rr EdDIPMENTS.
SLOW
SPEED STATIONARY MOTORS

ForARCa;'(l

IncandetconI Circulti.

„«-«"'> .i<,«>*- BALTIMORE, MD.

THE SCHUYLER
-STrSTEOVC OIF-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FEATURES,

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes-

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.
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"AJAX" The Best

Circuit Breaker

and Only Indestructible Switch.

C. S. VAN NUIS, 136 Liberty St., New York.

HICH INSULATION,

LOW
And Resistance, accor

JACQUE
Telephonic transmission

CAME.

STATIC CAPACITY
And Resistance, according to Mr.

S FORMULA, makes

Telephonic transmission through Our Cable an easy

ee.
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KIM
SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.

Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS »><' BELLS.
FUIiI/ I^ISE AJLWAT8 IS HTOCK.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO..
^^^^ 195 and 197 Futton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 146:3 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn. N. Y.

^^Send for New Cataloodb. Out Aagast let.

WRITE FOR PRICES ON

TROLLEYS, GEARS, BEARINGS

AND GENERAL SUPPLIES,

R. D. Nuttall Company,
Allegheny, Pa. Ne-w York.

THOROUGH INSULATING PIPE?
|N INDESTRUCTIBLE PIPE?

PIPE TESTED SUCCESSFULLY?

DO YOU WANT
A

m mm warn vm m
Coets ]e93 than iron and does bptter work in

electrical Babwaye and elsewhere.

SOLE AGENTS:

Engineering Equipment Co,,

143 Irlberty St., NEW YORK.
lae Peai'i St., BOtsTON.

S'.'fe'u1,l'in^'c'ifEl?/E'=R,}Bu3inessManagerB,

The

InternatioDEii

F. CAZENOVE JOSES,
Manager of Factorlee,

OKONITE COMPANY, LIMITED,

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES AIDQABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.
BRANCHES: Chicasro, Bo.ston, PUiladelpliia, Minneapolis, Cincinnati, Kans.is City,

Oinalia, Louisville, St. liOuis, San Francisco, London and So. America.

r TRADE MARKi

A6E.NT5
J.V/.PEALE. . ^

1 BROADWAY. tU-WYORa
Central tLECTBicCa

CHICACO, ILL.

CLCCTtNC'i&ti° Supply C&
ST PAUL. KliNH,.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
The aGknotT'ledg:ed Standard for durable and lilgti In-

sulation, rts merits proved by a record of over qnarter
of a centnary. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

CELEBRATED KERITE TAPE FOR INSULATING JOINTS.

Electric Llglit and Power, ALL SIZES Aerial Use.
Telegraph and Teleplione,

I pad FnmieH Wireo Subterranean Use,
Rallwayand all other

Leaa tncasea Wires. submarine Use.
Branches of Signaling, Concealed Wiring In all Locations.

GEORGE B. PRESCOTT, Jr., Gen. Agt., 16 Dey St., New York.

^Vestern Electric Co., Chicago, lU., Sole Agents for the West.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, IVEW YORK,

MANUFAOTUREKS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

T. "CHAMPION" BATTERY,
^|gj.^^.|.g,

Supplies

Price, with Rod i^lnc, $1.15 i)er Cell, with Corrugated
Zinc, $1.35 per Cell.

THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED.

Of all Descriptions.

Complplo Toll of Clinm- Ca'lion Ra,orvolr nnj Cov»r Corrugnl.il Zlrm of Clmm-
ploa lintUry. of Clmnnilon DMIory. ploii UiIUtj-.

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric I,ight and Power
Appliances,

Construction Tools and

Line Jlaterial.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

ALEXANDER, BARNEY ^ CHAPIN,
20 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

THE MOST

POPULAR LAMP

IN THE MARKET

A. B.C.

WRITE US

FOR

PRICES

OF ALL GOODS.

It. M. CLOWKI!. f. O. H-VRaiil, K. T, LKWL-i. D.W.HltYAN.

GLOWER, HARRIS & CO.,
CONTRACTING AND CONSULTING

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.
The largest Eleffrictil Supply Hoii^e wemt of the

Miseieeippi River.

Bvorythlos £l(?ctrlcnl.

289 ELM STREET. - . DALLAS. TEXAS.

ELECTRIC SLATE
Switch-boards a Specially.

Small samples of plain and m:irbleized free.

T. J. MURPHY,
Electrical Eiclisnge BIdg,

Koom SK'.

130 LllMTti* (St.,

NEW >ORK.

The 1891 ELECTRIC MOTOR AND BATTERY.
SIMPLE. DURABLE.

ECONOMICAL. EFFICIENT.

For OOlces, Sick-rooms, Ucslaniants

Jiwelers, Dentists, Confectioners,

Aiiiateure, and at

ONE-HALF PRICE.
Send for prlccp and deecrlptlvc pampblclB to

1891 MOTOR- 8 Oliver Street, BOSTON. MASS.
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THMnNwmm
SYSTEM OF LIGHTIN6 A SUCCESS?

Cut of Factory, 1 882.

TOTAL NUMBER OF LOCAL COMPANIES, OCTOBER I, 1083, USING
ARC APPARATUS. DIRECT INCANDESCENT. ALTERNATING.

23 Companies, 1^653 LailiPS. None. None.

Cut of Factory, 1886.

TOTAL NUMBER OF LOCAL COMPANIES, JANUARY !, 1 087, USING
ARC APPARATUS. DIRECT INCANDESCENT. ALTERNATING.

Ill ttiiaK 21,840 Lamps. »»» 1 1,275 lamps. None.

Read the Answer en Page xx.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.

ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Accumulator Co., The xxvi

Abendroth & Root Mfg. Co. .
.

Alexander, Barney & Chapln I

American Electrical Works xiii

Andrews & Co., A. H xlv

Automatic Switch Uo x

Baggot, E xW
Bain Electric Mfg. Co xvl

Ball Engine Co xlx

Baxter Electric Motor Co xxvi

Beinstein Electric Co vlU

Blalz, L ;

Borden & Selleck Co xv
Braun Illustrating Co xlx

Brownlee & Co xii

Brookfield, Wm xll

Brush Electric Co xvli

Butler Hard Rubber Co
Buxton, Geo. B xxU
0. B. &Q. R. R xiv

C. &. C. Electric Motor Co. ... xvl

Card Elec. Motor & DynamoCo
Central Electric Co v

Chicago Electric Mfg. Co viii

Chicago Electric Motor Co xili

Glower, Harris & Co. 1

Chicago Insulated Wire Co. . . . xvli

Colburn Electric Mfg. Co xiv

Coolidge, Fuel & Supply Co. .
.

Consol. Elec. Mfg. Co., The. .

Cowles Electric Smelling and
Aluminum Co xiv

Crocker-Wheeler Electric Motor
Co xili

Day's Kerite Insulation I

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. .xlx

Eastern Electric Cable Co xiii

Edison General Electric Co.,

—

Motor Dept . vi

Edl3on General Electric Co., Cable

and Wire Department vil

Electric Construction & Sap. Co. xsii

Electric Merchandise Co Iv

Electric Secret Service Co xxi

Electrician Pub. Co... xiv, xviii, xxv
Elec. Construction Co., The xiii

Electrical Enffineering Co xiii

Elec. Eog. & Supply Co.. The..

Electrical Supply Co., The., xsiv

Elektron Mfg. Co xvl

Empire China Works .-xiv

Engineering Equipment Co i

Erie E'ectrical Supply Co .. .xli

Evans Friction Cone Co xvil

For Sale xlli, xiv

Foster, O. A 1

Fort Wayne Electric Co xxvi

Freeman. Coleman & Co xxli

Globe Carbon Co xv
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.vlli

Greelev & Co., The E. S i

Hale E levator Co xiv

Helsler Electric Light Co xxi

Hill Clutch Works xxll

Hine Eliminator Co
Holmes, C. H xUi

Holmes. Booth & Haydens. . . xvli

Hood, Wm X

India Rubber & Gutta Percha
Insulating Co xxi

Interior Conduit &InsulatIon Co. . .iv

International Okonlte Co 1

Kartavert Mfg. Co , xil

Knapp Electrical Works xxili

Law Telephone Co xili

Leonard & Co., H. Ward Iv

Leffel & Co.. Jas xiii

Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co. xiv

McLaughlin. James xiv

Manhatten Elec Supply Co. . . . vili

Mason, James H xiii

MUliken Bros iv

Minneapolis Street Railway Co..

Monitor Electric Co x

Mosher Arc Lamp Co xiv

Munsell & Co., Eugene xiii

Murphy. T. J i

National Carbon Co. iv

National Electric Mfg. Co Ix

N.Y. Belling & Packing Co. . . .

New York Insulated Wire Co— x
New York & Ohio Co I

N.W.Elec. Specialty Co.. ..

Nuttall Company, R. t) i

Ohio State University xli

Ostrandcr&Co., W. R I

Palste. H. T xil

Page Belting Co xiv

Partrtck & Carter Co x
Payne & Co., Geo. W
Pearson & Co.. W. B xlx

Phoenix Glass Co xxil

Pond Engineering Co xlx

Powell Co.. The Wm
Queen & Co xIlI

Rochester Railway Co xli

Rockford Electric Mfg. Co xii

Sargent & Lundy xiii

Sawyer-Man Electric Co xl

Schleren & Co. Chaa. A xll

Schoonmaker, A. O xil

Schuyler Electric Co vill

Short Electric Railway Co xil

Shultz Belting Co. xxll

Standard Underground Cable Co—

1

Standard Paint Co xil

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co xvlli

Star Iron Tower Co
Stearns Mfg. Co xlx

Stephenson Co., Jno xvl

Sterling, W. C xv
StUwell &BierceMfg. Cn...xlv,xv
Sunbeam Incand, Lamp Co ... . xv
Taussig, S vlli

Temple, J. C xv
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

Lighting Department... 11, xx
Turner Brass Works xiii

Union Electric Mfg. Co., The. .

Union Electric Works Iv

Union Hardware Co xii

U. S. Electric Lighting Co xl

VanNuls G. 8 1

Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Wanted xiii

Wenstrom Consolidated Dynamo
ifcMotor Co., The x

Western Electric Co vil

Westlnghouse Elec. andMfgOo. —
Weslinghouse Machine Co xix

Weston Electrical Instrument Co. ..xli

Williams Eigine Works xlx

Windsor Hotel, The vii

Woodbrldge & Turner Engineer-

ing Co XV
Woodhouse & Rawson. Ltd
Worthlngton, Henry R ..xli

CLASSIFIED LIST.

Aoonmaiatora.
Accumulator Co., The.
Brush Electric Co.

AlumUinin.
Cowles Electric Smelting & Kefln-
Ing Co.

Freeman, Coleman & Co.

Annunciators.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Conetrnctlon Co., The.
Great Westt-rn Elec. Supplv Co.
Greeley & Co.. The B. S.

Knapp Electrical Works-
Monitor Electric Co.
OstranderACo. W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Weetern Electric Co.

Anti-Friction JHelal.
Turner Braes Worke.

Arc liamps.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Brneh Electric Co.
Electric Conetrnctlon & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Moaher Arc Lamp Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
WestlnghouBe Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Batteries.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.,The.
Foster, O. A.
Law Telephone Co.
Manhatten Klec. Supply Co.
Haeon, Jas. H.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Qneen & Co.
western Electric Co. ,^„

Battery Jarfi.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Law Telephono Co.
Manhatten Elec. Supply Co.
Parcrlck & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, filectrlc.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Oatrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bellt*, niaffneto.
Central Electric Co.
Greelev & Co., The B. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

BeltlDfT.
Evane Friction Cone Co.
N. Y. Beltlnp & Packing Co.
Page Belting Co.
Schleren & Co.. Chae. A.
Sholts Belting Co.

Boilers.
Abendroth & Root Mfg. Co,
Pond Engineering Co.

Books, Klectrical.
Electrician Publlehlng Co.

Braider spoolers.
Payne A Co., Geo. W.

Brass Ciloods.
Blat/,, L.
Powell Co,, The Wm.
Tnrner UrasB Works.

JSnrfflar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Great W-'flinrii Klec. Supply Co,
Greeley & Co.,The E. a.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Oatrander* Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.

i^ablcH.
(See Wire Insulated.)

Cable, Electric. (See Wire Iubu-

lated), t;oDper,Mlieetand Bar.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Western Electric Co.

Carbons, Points and Plates.
Brush Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Globe Carbon Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National Carbon Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cars, RIectric Railway.
Minneapolis St. liy. Co.
Kocheeter Railway Co.
SlephcuBon Co., John.

Castinss, Brass.
Blatz, L.
Turner IJraes Works.

Clutches. Friction.
Hill Clutch Works.

Cunstrnctlon and Kepairs.
BaluEIectrJc Jlfg. Co.
Chicago KlectricMfg. Co.
Chicayo Electric Motor Co.
Electric Conetrnctlon & hnpply Co,
Electrical Couetruction Co., The.
Electrical Engineering Co.
Knapp Electrical Wnrka,
Leonard *fc Co., H. Ward-
McLaughlin, Jas.
Temple. J. C.
Union Electric Works.
Weattrn Electric Co.

Contractors, Electric Iji^lit.
Unsine Plants and Electric
Railways.
liain Electric Manufacturing Co.
Brash Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfc. Co.
Clo^ver, Harris & Co.
Edison General Electric Co-
Electrlcal Engineering Co , The.
Electrical Eos. ^t Supply Co.
Enslneerin^ Equipment Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Leonard & Co , H. Ward.
McLaughlin, Jae.
Pearson & Co., W. B.
Pond Engineering Cn,
Kockford Electric Manufacturing Co.
Sargent & Luudy.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Temple, J. C.
Thomson -Houston Electric Co.
United Statpe Electric Lighting Co.
Wenetrom Consolidated Dvuamo &
Motor Co.

Weatinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Weslingboute Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.
Williams Engina Works.
Woodbrldge & Turner Eng. Co.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrlral Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Baydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Monitor Electric Co.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmep, C. H.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cnt-outM and t^n'ltchea.
Alexander. Barney & Chapln.
Automatic Switch Co.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Palste, H.T.
Partrick & Carter Co.
"Onion Electric Manufacturing Co.
Van Nnls.C S.

Western Electric Co.

Oynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
Bain Electric Mfe. Co.
C. & C. Electiic Motor Co.
('lower. Barrli A Co.
Colburn El-^ctrlc Mfg. Co.
Electrical Engineering Co , The.
Elecirical Eni:. & Supply Co.
Fort Wavne Electric Co. '

Heialer Electric Light Co.
National Electric M anufacturing Co.
Rockford Electric MnniifacturingCo.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
United States Electric LltrhtincCo.
Wenstrom ConsoHdaieil Dynamo &
Motor Co.

Western Electric Co.
Weetlnghouee Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electrical Instrnmenta.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Kloc. Mfg. Co., The
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Qneen & Co.
Western Slectrlr Co.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.

RIecfricnl 1niel|itr«>nce.
Leonard ^*>; Cj., H .W nd.

Electrical Hpcclaltles.
Norlhwestern Elect. Specialty Co.
Turner Braes Works.

Electric Italic kWii'S.

EdlHon Oeneral Electric Co.
I.eoniirtl \ Co.. 11. Ward.
Sargent & Lundy.
Short Electric UalKvay Co.
Thomson-HouBtoii Electric Co.
WonRtrom ConeoUdated Dynamo &
Motor Co.

Wefltlnghouee Electric & Mfg. Co.
Woodbrldge & Turner Eng. Co.

Electroliers and Combina<
tlon Fixtures.
Bftgcot. E.
Blectrical Supply Co., The.
Thomeon-floaeton Electric Co.

EIcvatorH, Kl<>plrlc and H3'-
flraulii'.
Hale Elevator Co.

Klectro-Platlne Slacblnes.
Brush Electric Co.
Colburn Ebrcirlc Mfg. Co.
Edleon Ueneral Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

Enslnes. Hteam.
Ball Engine Co.
Pearson & Co.. W.B.
Pond Engineering Co.
Sargent & Landy.
Stearns Mfg. Co.
Weetlnghouse Machine Co.
Williams Engine Co.

Engrnv'TH.
Erann Illustrating Co.

Fan OuffltH.
C. & C. Elpctric Motor Co.
Card Electric Motor & Dynamo Co.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply ( "o.. The.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Turner Brass Works.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfe. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
PartrlcK & Carter Co.
Western Klectric Co.

Friction Cones.
Evans Friction Cone Co.

Gaslilehtlnff. Flectrlc.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

General Electrical Nnpplles.
Alexander, Barney & Chapln.
American Electrical Works.
Automatic Switch Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Clower. Harris & Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Electrical Eng. i: Supply Co.
EdiBon General Slectric Co.
Electric Construction & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Erie Elecirical Supply Co.
Great Weetern Elec. Sapply Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. ».
Knapp Electrical Works,
Manhatten Elec. Supply Co.
Monitor Electric Co.
Northwestern Electric Specialty Co.
Oetrander& Co.,W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Rockford Electric MannfactnrlngCo.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Union Electric ^Manufactnrine Co.
VanNulB.C. S.

Western Electric Co.

Class Cntters.
Taussig, S.

Globes and Electrical Glass-
ware.
Baggot. E.
Phcenls Glass Co.

Hotels.
Windsor Hotel, The.

tnsulatorit and Insniatins
naterlals.
Alexander, Barney & Chapln.
Brogkfield, Wm.
Central Electric Co.
Coneolidated Elec. Mfg. Co , The
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Interior Conduit & Instilation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Mnneell & Co., Engene.
New York IneuUted Wire Co.
Nuttall, R. D., Company.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
aiascnet Wire.
American Electrical Worke.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Day's KtUc insulation.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison Genera! Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
Interior Conduit & Inenlatlon Co,
international Okonlte Co., The.
IndlaRubberA Gutta Percha Ineu-
lating Co.

Knapp Electrical Worke.
Monitor Electric Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

Journal Uenrincs.
Turner Braps Works.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Alexander, Barney & Chapln.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Clownr, Harrit* »V CO.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
ElectrlcHl Enir. A- Supply Co.
Great W estern Klec. Supplv Co,
Greeley A; Co., The B. S.
Heleler Electric Light Co.
Hood, Wiu.
Koapn Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Nnrlhwe^tern Elect. Specialty Co.
Sawver-Man Klw.trlcCo.
Sunbeam Incandeecent Lamp Co.
Thoroeon-Iloufiton Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

Lubricators.
Powell Co., The Wm.

maenet Wire.
(See Ineolated Wire.)

Medical Batteries.
Partrick tt Carter Co.

Slica.
Munsell & Co., Engene.
Schoonmaker, A. O.

niDlDU ApparatoH, Klectric
Bain Electric.Mfg. Co.
EdlKon General Electric Co.
Thomson-UoGPt/jn Kl*;clrlc Co,
W-raiinghouee Electric & Mt-^. Co.

Hotors.
B-.ln El-rclrlc.Mfg, Co.
liTQhh Electric Co.
Bailer Electric Motor Co.
Cam Electric Motor & Dynamo Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Kl'.-ctrlc Sloior Co.
C. & C. Electric Motor Co.
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Edition General Elfclrtc Co.
Elecirical Engineering Co..Tte.
Electrical Euir. i: Stipplr Co.
Elekiroc Manafftctarlog Co.
Erie Electrical Supply Co.
Foai-r. O. A.
Kockford Electric Manufacturing Co.
Thomsoc-Bonston Electric Co
U. 8. Electric Lighting Co.
WenBtrom ConsolJdat?d DrnamoA
Motor Co.

WestinghonBe Electric & Mfe. Co.Name Plates.
Blatz, L.
Freeman. Coleman &, Co.
Turner BrasB Works.

OfTIce Farnltare.
Andrews & Co., A. H.

Oils.
TauBSlE, S.

Oil Caps.
Powell Co.. The Wm.

Pntent Solicitors.
Woodhoaee i; Rawson, Ltd.

Packine:.
Bmton Geo. B.
N. Y. BelUng & Packing Co.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Coolidge Fael *k Supply Co,
Electrical Snppiy Co., The
Holmes, C. H
Loud, H. >I & Sons Lumber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Poles.
Brownlee & Co,
Central Elftctric Co.
Coolidge Fael &, Supply Co.
Electrical Suooly Co.. The,
EuElneering Equlpmenl Co,
Holmes, C.B.
Loud, H. M. i Sons Lumber Co.
Mllllken Bros,
Star Don Tower Co.
Sterling,W. C.

Publishers. Flectrical.
Electrician Publlehing Co.

Push Buttons-
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Northwestern Elect. Specialty Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Railways. Electric.
(See electric railways.)

mcparatnr^. Htpam.
Hine Eliminator Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

Speaklns Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Oatrander S: Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Qneen & Co.

t^team Pnmps.
Wortbingtoo, Henry R.

Street Ky. Equipment.
^linneapotis Street Ky. Co.
R:ches(er Railway Co.

ISnppIles, Electric Kailn-ay.
FJectric Merchnndiee Co.
Nuttall, R. D. Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insinlated Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edieon Geueral Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
India RuDber & Gutta Percha In-
BulallDg Co.

International Okonlte Co., The.
Now York Ineiilated Wire Co.
Western EtecliIcCo.

Telesraph Apparatn».
Central Electric Co.
Klectric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supplv Co., The.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick .V Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

TelcphoDOp. Kl**ctrlc.
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
B,iln Electric Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supplv Co^jThe.
Greeley & Co., The K. S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen & Co.
Union Electric Worke.
Western F.lectric Co.
Weston Electrical Inetrument Co.

Trnnwrorniorp.
Klectrlcal Eni;. & Supply Co.
KftUoual KleotnrMiinuIaclaringCo.
Stnnlcv Electric Mfe Co.
Wepthighouse Klectric A- Mfg. Co.

Trucks, Klectric Car.
fidlpon General Klectric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Stephenson Co., Jdo.
Thomson-Houston Kl^irlc Co.
Westloghouec Electric A Mfg. Co.

Tnrhlnp IVlieels.
Dayton Globe Iron Worke Co.
LelTel A Co.. James.
saiwell * Bierce Mfg. Co.

UnivcrsKics.
Ohio State University.

Wire, Bare.
AmerlcAn Electrical Worka.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpplt Co., The.
Holmefi, Booth A Baydens.
Kxapp Slectrical Works.
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CLEVEL&ND, OHIO, CLEVELSBD, OHIO.

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS andBATTERY MATERIAL.

UNION ELECTRIC WORKS,
207 SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

Hie BEST ELECTRIC BELL in the market; Nickel plated Gongs:
Double inafjiiet. Platinmn Contacts, side adjasttneius with set

screw. The siinpltst and most durable Annunciator,
all si::es./or elevatirs, hotels and ojflces.

t7«7-hite: f o XI. 3E»h.ioes.
Also Test Instraments, SparU CoIIn. IiKliiction Colls anrt various StaadarU

£Iectrlc lievlces for nedical and 3I«oliauical Parposeiii.

"We will also manufacture articles for Inventors or the Trade.
men and do first-class Work.

We have skilled Work-

THE MILLIKEN PATENT POLE

86 LIBERTY STREET,

NEW YORK.

For Electric Street Railways and Eiectric Light Work,

3I.\NrFAi'TDBED BY

MILLIKEN BROS.

59 DEARBORN STREET,

CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.—Iron Work
for Light Stations a Specialty.

WRITE FOR CIRCriiAR AND CATAL,OeUE.

H. WARD LEONARD 8c CO.,

GENERAL ELECTRICAL INTELLIGENCE BUSINESS.
Under the above heading we have considered a very important feature of our business, which will be entirely unique and commendable. To any

Isolated Plant we offer, at a very moderate subscription price {-S35.00 a year), the privilege of corresponding upon any electrical subject of practical

interest. Thus, an isolated plant will be able to secure expert information as to its own plant, the best methods of operating it, and about any new
electrical apparatus or methods and the principles underlying various devices and the prices thereof. For Central Station Companies, whose queries

would go further into Steam Engineering and methods of distribution and also would cover business questions as to relations with consumers, systems
of accounts, etc., the annual subscription charge for this electrical intelligence will be 850.00.

In case the expert judgment of the Company be desired as to comparative merit of various competing apparatus or methods, such expert judg-

ment will be given by special arrangement although the Company prefers to merely supply full information under the subscription arrangement and
allows the purchaser to form his own conclusions.

SUBSGRIPTIOIff CONTRACT.
H. WARD LEONARD & CO.

GEXTLEMEX:—Please enter the subscription of the itndersigned for such electrical information as may
be requested of you, subject to the following conditiotts:

FIRST.—The subscriber shall have the privilege of calling for any information ivhich he considers may
be of practical value to Jiiin in the operation of his plant.

SECOND.—All queries shall be by correspondence only.
THIRD.—M. fFard Leonard <& Co. shall not be called upon under this yearly subscription to give its

expert judgment on the comparative merit of various apptratus or systems, but shall furnish full descriptive
iuformatio7) regarding the character, principles, methods, forms, catalogues, jtrices, etc., involved by the ques-
tions us far as they are able to.

FOURTH.— All information supplied to the subscriber shall be confidential and for his information only.
FIFTH.— This subscription shall befor one yearfrom date and at the rate of Twenty-five dollars per year.

Signed, _

The usual subscription is by the year. To enable subscriber to judge of the merits of such a plan, we will make the following special offer:

To all parties signing the above subscription contract and returning same to

the Company promptly, it will agree that the date of expiration of the contract is

December 3 f St, 1892.
To parties other than Isolated Plants and Central Stations, special quotations will be made for these services on application. Address

H, WARD LEONARD $c CO., - Electrical Exchange Building, NEW YORK.

The SOLUTION of the PROBLEM of SAFE GUARDING

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherever and for whatsoever purpose employed, is to

bo foQDd in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.

. INTERIOR AND UNDERGRODND

con^rnDTjiTS
THE INTERIOR

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,

u/nDiti. ' 627 to 631 W. 34lh SI.,WUHM.
i J26 10 628 W. 35lh St..

General Offlce-.: 42 & 4i Broad St., Few Tort

YAfiOTirA\ EDt(lDWrlDg Co..
320 D»»rt)<.rn 81., Chlogo, in,

Honthom Electric Co., Baltimore, ,¥<).

Tho.. Dv * Co., 222 Smtar .St., !)»n FrAnclsco Col.
Ji. Frank .lobimoD, Prorlilitnl BIdi;., I'hlJi>/|«lphl>, Fi>.

ELECTRIC
RAILWAY

For All Systems. SUPPLIES
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

ELECTRIC MERCHANDISE CO.,
11 A I)AMS STREKT, C'III€A<.;4».

"W. H. MASON, General Mananer.
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Nt-OW/>

TRADE MAHK.

Southern Electrical Supply Company,
823 LOCUST ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.

BANNER
WIRE.

nLON/;:

TRADE MARK.

GATE CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY,
522 DELAWARE ST.. KANSAS CITY. MO.

A NEW WEATHER-PROOF WIRE.
Double, Triple and Quadruple Braid,

This is the best finished, best insulated, most durable and generally the most satisfactory
of all the ordinary weather-proof Wires. Send for samples before

placing your constrviction orders.

PRICES LOW. SHIPMENTS PROMPT.
Also GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS for

-A.TNr3I»

These Wires are positively the best of their respective classes.

BRANCH BLOCKS, SOCKETS,

MAIN CUT-OUTS, PAISTE SWITCHES
AND GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
P

>i.OIV/^

TRADE MARK.

Western Electrical Supply Company,
418 S. 15th St., OMAHA, NEB.

116 & 118 FRANKLIN ST.,

CHICAGO.
Connected by private wire with Postal

Telegraph-Cable Company's
System,

>lON/;.

TGAOE M.&RIC

Electric Power andTransmission Co.,

DENVER. COLO.
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Edison General Electric Co.

Edison Building, Broad St., New York City.

ECTRIC FANS.

These Fans are oper-

ated by new Edison Slow

Speed Motors, requiring

Minimum amount of atten-

tion and lubrication.

They are compact and

especially suitable for of-

fice desks and similar

places.

Will operate on any

ordinary Lighting Circuit

without Wasteful Resist-

ance.

List Price, Motor and Fan, $42.50, less 45 per cent, to Users, Net, $23.36.

For Particulars Address Nearest District Office.

DISTRICT OFFICSS

C'ana<lian Dlxtrict, Kdifton Rldg., Toronto, Can.

CVntral ONtrirf, I7.tnn<l 175 AdnmH St., C'hirnso, III.

Ea«rt«?rn Oixtrirt, KfliMon Kuildint;, Broaii St., New Vork.

.Vew Ensland I>i4trict, 25 Otif« Street. BoHton, MaHH.

Pa<ilic>OoaHtI>iHt., KdiHon Ithlg., I ISi ItnHli St.,Snn FrunciHco,^!!!.

I'nc'ilic XortliwoHt IHHtrict, FU'iHelincr llld:;., l'or(lan<l, Or«>.

Kocky .tlonntain OiMtrict, JHuMonlf; Itiiildinc, l>onv4-r, <?»lo.

Southern UiHtrict, 10 Decatur Street, Atlanta, <jiu.
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HEADQUARTERS OF

The National Electric Lisilit Association.

It la situated on Dominion Square, in the fashionable quarter of Montreal, la the first

hotel In the Dominion, and In constructive substantiality, architectural dignity, thorough
equipment and modern appointments compares favorably with any hotel In llie world. It is

within a few steps of the Canadian Pacific and 'irand Trunk Railway stations, from which
trains diverge to all points In Ihe Dominion and the United States. Equally convenient are
the wholesale and retail business quarters and all objects and places of interest to tourists.

Including the cathedrals, churches and convents; the great financial Institutions, markets and
((uays, as also the public squares, parks and boulevards. It is the recognized headquarters for

touilsts, and affords special accommodations to wedding parties, families and commercial and
other conventions. The cuisine and wines are of the lirst quality, and the establishment is

malnlained up lo the fcejt standard.

G. W. SVVETT, 3Iaiiagei-.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, ^^Z
MAKUFACTUREKS ASri» DEALERS IN

Arc and Incandescent Electric Light Apparatus, Patterson

Underground and Overhead Cables, I. C. Weather-proof

Wire, Washburn &, Moen's Hard Drawn Copper Trolley

and Galvanized iron Wires, House Goods, Testing Ap-
paratus, District Telegraph Apparatus, Line Supplies,

Tools and all other Electrical Appliances.

LONDON,

ANTWERP,

BERLIN,

PARIS.

Submarine,

Telegraph,

Underground,

».-:-

Telephone,

Interior,

Electric Light.

Scin.'U(;cta(ly Works, ICdisou Gcnorul Klcctric Coiiiimiiy.

Manufactured under Authority of SIEMENS & HALSKE,
BY

The Edison General Electric Company,
Estimates Furnished on Application.

AT THEIR SOHENECTADV WORKS.

Address, Cable and Wire Department, Edison General Electric Company,
EUI8ON RUIIiDINO, UROAU STREET, KEW YORK, or Nearest District Office.

i>isTniorr or"r"ioEis:
Canadian OlRtript: Rfllflon Bullilinir. Toronto, 4'an.
Ontral ItlHtrlrt: I7:<-I75 Ailams Ht., Olilcneo.
Rastern I>lntrl<'t: Kdisoii Itulldlne. Broad I'll.. New Tork.New BuKland District: US Otis Ht., Boston, Haas.

rarinc <'onHt DiNtrirt: Rdixon Bnlldins. 112 BnsK Ht. Han Franrlsro. Cal.
I'arillr IVnrlliwrMt OiNlrict: FlelKchncr Bnlldlnr. Portland. Ore.
Korky iflotintain l>lstrlct: Masonic BnlldlnE. l>cnvcr. Colo*
tiontliern Ulstrict: 10 Uecatnr Mt , Atlanta, (.ia.
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LIGHTING SUPPLIES. HOUSE GOODS
RAILWAY SUPPLIES. FIXTURES
Great Western Electric Supply Co.,

201, 203, 205, 207 SOUTH CANAL STREET, cizic-Zi^a-o, iiLXu., TJ. s. -A-.

A^
WE ARE FITTED WITH

-^y
^v, RILIABLE Machinery and Tools,

^•\N^ And Employ RELIABLE Workmen.

V0VA.11 Kinds of Electrical Apparatus to Order.

CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO,

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
—FOE

—

ARC LIGHT CIRCUITS.

STAR GAUGE GLASS CUTTER.
A necessary tool in every fngine room. Sent by

mail on receipt of price.

No. 1, Cats over 5 inches $1 50

" 2. " " 8 " 300

S. TAUSSIG, 45 River St., Chicago. WFSTEBir
AGHNT.

8131PL,E. RELIABLE. DITRABLF.

The only safe socket for series lamps, and the only

socket having insulating material for the outsi 'e

parts. Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

620 ATLANTIC AVENUE,

REMEMBER
That ihe Western Electrician enjoye the distinction of having been
selected by one of the shrewiiest of advertieers as the medium
for carrying the largest advertieement ever placed In an electrical

journal. This telle its own etory, and points its own moral.

THE SCHUYLER
-sirsTiEJivC o:f-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FEATURES:

instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Arnnature. proof againstaburn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

For Call Bells, Annunciators, Burglar Alarms. Telephones,

the Laboratory, and all OPEN CIRCUIT USE.

PRICE, 80 CENTS.
Guaranteed equal to any Dry Battery made, in E. M. F., Dura-

bility and Recuperative Power. No Infringement

on any existing patent.

Exhausted Batteries Replaced at a Nominal Price.

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS TO THE TRADE.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO,,

36 co:rtxjA.tstidt ST., i<r:E:-yv- yoric.
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THE NATIONAL TRANSFORMER SYSTEM
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

WW XX X

USE HRC LHMPS
WHEN THE

NATIONAL

SERIES TRANSFORMER

ENABLES YOU TO DO

STREET LIGHTING

ECONOMICALLY
EFFICIENTLY

SATISFACTORILY III???

Send for Circulars and Prices.
INCANDESCENT STREET LIGHT FIXTURE,

SERIES TRANSFORMER, REFLECTOR CANOl'Y AND 32 C. P. LAMP.

COMPLETE

CENTRAL STATION EQUIPMENTS
FOR

LIGHT OR POWER
DISTKIBUTION.

OUE APPAEATUS IS OF THE

HIGHEST EFFICIEtlCY,
MECHANICALLY AND ELECTRICALLY.

WE GUARANTEE ITS OPERATION AND
PROTECT OUR CUSTOMERS.

COMPLETE

DIRECT CURRENT SYSTEM
FOR

HilCS-HTIlsrCj-

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. GO,. Eau Claire. Wis
ca-:E:o. SXX.^LW , Greu'l AdCeixiAse^-

-A.C3-:BIsrTS

NEW YORK, N. Y.,
BUFFALO, N. Y.,
CINCINNATI, O.,
WASHINGTON, D. C,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

LINCOLN, NEB.,
SEATTLE, WASH.,

National Electric IVIIg. & Const. Co.. Elect. Exclig. BIdg.

Little. IVlcDonald & Co.. 141 East Seneca St.

W. N. Gray. 12 Clianibcr of Commorcc.

L. N. Cox. 16 Filth St.. S. E.

C. M. Blancliard. Girard Building.

- [incoln Electrical Mlg & Supply Co.

Ctias. H. Bal(er & Co.

ST. PAUL, MINN., - -

DETROIT, MICH., - -

DENVER, COLO.,
WINNIPEG. MAN.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.,
KANSASCITY, MO.,
DULUTH, MINN.,

Tlie Electrical Engineering & Supply Co.

Commercial Electric Co.

The Mountain Electric Co.

Simpson- Davis Electrical Construction Co.

National Electric Dcvrlopnient Co

Thomas Wollc. 515 Main St.

The Electrical Eng. & Supply Co
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THE WENSTROM CONSOLIDATED DYNAMO & MOTOR CO.
OF BALiTIMORE, MD.,

—MANUFACTURERS OF-

Electrical Apparatds.
ELECTRIC TV^OTORS

DYNH7VIOS

Electrical

Supplies
.^^̂

>
...v^*^

<i^"

OF ALL KINDS. ^^^p^V
Hoase Goods ^jJ^fx^^'JV

v^^'^

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Send us

Card

- <j<W? ,«..'«* x"^ and get our Catalogue

and Trade Discount Sheet.
N^^

THE "JEWEL"
,j.^^^P% Incandescent Lamp,

X^ y^' l
"^T" ^- *^\ The Best Lamp In the Market.

'"^ ">/A Any Voltage.

Any Socket.

Any Candle Power.

16 C. P. Less than 100 lots, 55 Cents.

100 to 1000 " 50 "

WM. HOOD, Gen'l Agl., 239 LaSalle St., CHICAGO.

Send for Sample Order.

Special Features: High Efficiency. Slow Speed.

For full information and circulars address

THE WENSTROM CO., Baltimore, Md.

Dynamo Regulators and Rheostats
01 all descriptions in stocit and manufactured to order lor any special worl<.

MOTOR SWITCHES,
Both Hand and Automatic, of Superior Design

and Construction.
Entire attention devoted to the manufacture and wiring of Rheostats.

AUTOMATIC SWITCH COMPANY,
SOLE MANOPACTURERS OP THE

Whittingham Automatic Switch,
No. 8 Keyser Building,

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST.

|ARBi|BArTEif"

^^.TBAOpimfNTEDl '

MONITOR
•BATTERY

Unsurpassed m Strength am Durability.

Liberal Discount to the Trade.
Write for ((notations.

C.A HARMOUNT, M'gr,

Monitor Electric Company
149 WABASH AVENUE,

. . . .' Olxloaeo, Xll.

Western Agents Alfred F. Moore's Wires and Cables.

W^E ARE IN IT
^\j^iiD ir-ij^x/^:. vy^iTp^ T_r' j^^r

OUR NEW BRANCH WAREHOUSE, Nos. 78, 80 & 82 FRANKLIN ST., GHIGACO,
SEVERAL CARLOADS OF OUR CELEBRATED

»» it.CRIMSHAW "WHITE CORE, " "B. D." BRAIDED and COMPETITION
GRIMSHAW TAPES

AND COMPOUNDS. TATIREIS. You can buy from us at
Manufacturers' Prices.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,
MAIN OFFICE, 649 & 651 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. G. H. MEEKER, Western Manager.
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THE United States Electric Lighting Co.,

(THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Lessees.;

m AND MNDESCENT ISOLATED ELECTRIC UCHT PLANTS,

t

More than 1000 Plants in operation in Factories, Hotels,

Office Buildings, Theaters, Etc.

MOTORS-GENERATORS
Direct Current GENERATORS and MOTORS for all purposes,

1-8 H. P. up to any power required, and at any
required E. M. F.

Superior in Design and WorJ^mansliip, and Uneqnaled in EfficieEcy.

Send for New U. S. Catalogues on Incandescent Lighting and Motors.

GENERAL OFFICES: EQUITABLE BUILDING, - - 120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

C P
VOLTAGE
BASE.

CUT-OUTS,
Single Light, Main and Branch,

OF SUPERIOR PORCELAIN,
With all Connections Under Cover.

A
N

LAMPS ANY

HIGH QUALITY LAMPS FOR EDISON CIRCUITS.

HITRITi: FOR PRICES.

See Catalogue of Aug. 1 , 1890.

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC CO.,
620 Atlantic Avenue,

BOSTON, MASS.
510-534 W. 23d Street,

IMEW YORK.
217 LaSalle Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANTXPACTUEED BY

WM. BROOKFIELiD,
BUSHW1CK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

-'/Da
Eo:lihrl Electric Mi Co.,

KOCKFOBD, ILL..,

ManufactarcTs of

MOTORS,
(Stationary and Railway.)

Incandescent Dynamos

aid Generators
(MAYO bVSTEiM.)

'>)je
Specially adapted to Isolated

i^p Plants. Absolutely aelf-ies:uldt-

iDg and reliaiis. Ttie Motors
are the most efficient now in the

~? " market. Agents wanted in un-
1^ occupied territory.

PATENT Bans more Slack than
I iiperforated Belts, hence
adapted to uneven power
of Electric Bailivays and
for Electric Power in <;en-

eral.
'TOTHER BELTING

CHAS. A. SCHIEREN & GO.
Also New York, Boston,

1'IillatielphJ.a.

PATENTEES AND SOLE MANDFACTtJEERS,

46 SOUTH CANAL ST., CHICAGO. ILL.

THE WESTON STANDARD

Voltmeters and Ammeters.

One 3 HoFse Power Electric Motor.

One 6 Horse Power Electric Motor.
Both in excellent condltioD, having l__i CD
,

been used bnl little. _ _
" ^ _~ ERIE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

£RIE. PA.

For all Electric Insulating

Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the market.

I SELL NO OTHER.

Send for Samples and Quotations,

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St.. NEW YORK.

MICA.

FOR SALE.

STREETCARS.
OSE HUNDRED 12-FOOT CARS,

Built by thie Jolin Stephenson Co. and
Jones, one end type, with fare box, in good
order; gauge, 4 ft. 8J^ in.

Six Hundred Tons 38-lb. Tram Steel
Rails and One Hundred 30 ft. Steel Poles.

ROCHESTER RAILWAY CO.,
ROCHESTER. N. Y.

These instruments are the most

'—
>. Accurate, reliable and sensitive port-

able instruments ever offered. A
large variety of ranges to meet the

requirements of all kinds of work.

Seni for lllnstrated Gatalope.

ADDBESS

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO,
1 14 & 1 1 6 William street, Newark , N. J.

REMEMBER
Tliat the Western Electrician enjoys (lie diatinctioQ of liavlng been
selected by one of llie shrewdest of advertleers ae ttie medium
for carrying the Iar^'e=t advertisement ever placed In an electrical
jonrnal. This tells its own story, and points its own moral.

I^oriry H.. W ^XTtlilxastoxi, lXe>-^jsr "S'onaL, 10". "X".

BOSTON.
PHILADELPHIA. Chicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.

ST. LOUIS.
ST. PAUL.

-THE-

Diioi umm CO.,

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

ELECTRICAL El'IGINEERINGi ^/-'?>^.^-'?^^-*''i"^°"^*'"^"^^'?''^'"p.- i^ynamos or co^.
nercial size, for arc and incandescent lighting, by
direct and alttmatint,' currents. Motors, storage
1

:g^^^ gjj,__ i,,ji, ^^ |-^p collection of standaraa,
In.striini.Miis, cic. Ext>-ndfd praclici' in well

/-.^i ii««(-nir- ^,,,j^ ' ea'i'PPed Fn<rtjiirii.-;il -.uuX i.livsir;il LiliDriitorics. Kn-C/ULUMBUS, OHiO Iranc- rtjfjnirr-m'.-nis mndilifri. sp...'i:ii r'lyijrs.-s t;i\'Mii, s.-mi f..r.-:LtJilogue.

OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, l?^ui,TL
/-.^iii««(-nir- ^, , , j^ * fquipped Im CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL

If you are in want of poles of any kind, it -would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

DETROIT,
MICH.BRQWNLEE & CO,

K. 7. PAISTE,
y.xi'rv-'.rivy.r.i: or

Paiste Electrical Specialties.
Western O^V: ari'l .-tor',--70^.>rr.

;

341 THE ROOKERY.
CHICAOO. ILL.

ZWATU OfSc« iui Factor;-:

1201 MARKET ST..

PHILADELPHIA.?*

JITJi^

a-iV-l "!*

PAISTE
SWITCH
SOCKETS.

Porcelain Insulation used.

Made to fit all Standard Lamps.

CHICACO OFFICE
OF

THE SHORT ELECTRIC

RAILWAY COMPANY,
225 Dearborn Street.

FREDERICK J. WILLSON, Special Agent.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS,

The- Kartavsrt - Manufacturing - Co..,

Armature Varnish,
Insulating Compounds,
Insulating Tapes,
Insulating Papers.P:B

THE STANDARD PAINT CD.,
HOI'K .IIAM'FACTITKP.KH,

2 Liberty Street, NEW YORK.
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Largest Electric Pump in the World.
The imposing mass of machinery illustrated in the ac-

companying picture possesses a peculiar interest from the

fact that it is bel'eved to be the largest electric pump in

existence. It is only within the last three or four years

that mine proprietors have awakened to the many notable

advantages possessed by electricity over other methods of

transmitting power to mining machinery. Now, however,

the idea has taken a firm foothold, especially in the United

States, and the ins'allation of electric mining plants prom-

ises to become one of the most important features of the
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power and mining department of the Thomson Houston

company, at Chicago. The pump has not yet been put

in actual operation at the mine, and the photogragh shows

it mounted for testing at the company's factory. A more

detailed account of its working will be given later.

Electricity at the World's Fair.

A substantial victory for the committee on electricity

and the electrical department was achieved at the meeting

of the executive committee on the 19th. This committe is

composed of the chairmen of the other committees, and is

No. 9

The action is right in line with that of the board of con-
trol to the effect that department chiefs should have
almost exclusive jurisdiction in the installation of exhibits.
As it is intended that the power plant shall be installed as
an exhibit, there is nothing left now for the chief of con-
struction to do but advise with the chiefs of machinery and
electricity as to the character of the power plant.

"While this action curtails the authority of Mr. Bum-
ham," said a member of the committee on grounds and
buildings, *'it was not done in a spirit of antag-
onism. We have an experienced man for chief of the
department of electricity, and expect to have an efiic'ent

man for the department of machinen-. We shall have to

pay them salaries for doing exposition work, and we feel

business of the electrical manufacturing companies. Of

machinery of this character pumps operated by electric

motors ate especially useful, and the one shown in the

illustration is undoubtedly the most powerful that has

thus far been made.

This machine has been built by the Thomson Van Depoele

Electric Mining company for an iron mine at Iron Mountain,

Mich. It is operated by a 60 horse power motor geared to

the crank shaft of the pump by a worm gearing. Its capacity

is 100 gallons per minute against ahead of 1,^00 feet at one

lift. The generator is of So horse power capacity and will

be located about 3,000 feet from the pump, the latter being

employed, of course, to keep the mine clear of water.

Copper conductors will be used, calculated for a loss of

five per cent, in the line. The details of the wiring and

insulation, however, have not yet been determined.

This interesting installation is in charge of the western

LARGEST ELECTRIC I'L'MP IN THE WORLi:).

vested with great authority. After discussing the conflict

of authority between the committee and department of

electricity and the department of construction the executive

committee adopted a resolution directing the grounds and

building committee to allow the chief of construction toen-

ter into no negotiations for light or power plants without the

approval of the committees on electricity and machiner>*.

Of course the committee on grounds and buildings will

make the awards for all contracts, as usual.

In commenting on this move the Tribune says:

This action means two things. First, that the committee
on electricity intends to know what is going on in matters

presumably under its jurisdiction; and, second, that Chief

liarrett of the department of electricity will have consider-

able to say about the character of the electric power and
lighting plant for the exposition. It means also that con-

siderable restriction will be placed on Chief of Construc-

tion Hurnham, and that he will have to secure the advice

of department chiefs in reference to this particular matter.

that since they are our employes we might as well secure

the benefit of their experience and knowledge.'
It was through the wish of the committee on electricit)*

that the resolution mentioned was carried, and as that

committee thinks well of Chief Barrett and has practically

been championing his cause, it is not unlikely that he will

be made the committee's adviser and so become a most im-

portant factor in the placing of the electric light and power
plant.

The adoption of this resolution will certainly go far toward

the establishment of a definite understanding :n relation

to disputed questions of authority between the departments

of electricity and construction, for which the Wfstf.rn

Ki.F.cTRici.vN has contended. It is to be hoped that this

decision, as the lirst step, will lead to a complete adjust-

ment of harmonious relations. The committee on elec-

tricity, which is in accord with the dep.artment of the satDc

name, has obtained recognition of the principle that elec-

trical machinery that may become a portion of the exhibits
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caanot be installed withoul its authority. The power of

both parties to the controversy is thus defined and limited,

and there should now be but little difficulty in arriving at

a complete undtrstanding.

On Saturday of last week the committee on grounds and

buildings formally adopted the resolution which the exe-

cutive committee instructed it to pass. The language of

the resolution is as follows:

Kes,'h--:J, tha* the grounds and buildings committee

hereby instruct the chief of construction to first obtain in

writing the concurrence of the committee on electricity,

electrical and pnuematic appliances on all matters pertain-

ing to electricity, electrical and pneumatical appliances,

and all plants connected therewith, before submitting the

same to the grounds and buildings committee for action.

This settles one important question that has been in

controverj' between the departments of electricity and con-

struction in favor of the former.

It is said that one million five hundred thousand feet of

lumber has been delivered for the electricity building, and

nearly one-half of the foundations of the structure are com-

pleted.

The grounds and buildings committee will probably

abolish the "loop" of railway

tracks entirely, together with

the circular "machinery an-

nex." the design of which

is now said to be prepos-

terous. The "stub" terminal

system -will undoubtedly be

adopted at Chief Bumham's

suggestion, and the annex

will probably be a sq'jare

building west of Machinery

hail. This subject is one of

much interest to electricians,

as the big power house for

the generators will undoubt-

edly be adjacent to the "an-

nex," wherever that may be

located.

The contract for roofing

the electricity building has

been awarded to James A.

Miller & Bro. of Chicago for

^22,100.

On Thursday of last week

Secretary Hornsby received

the detail plans of the elec-

trical building from the con-

struction department. Under

the direction of Chief Bar-

rett the secretary will be re-

quired to indicate as nearly as

possible the location of the

aisles and the space to be

devoted to these passage-

ways. It is proposed to lay

railway tracks on the ground

in the building, before the

floor is laid. The heavier ex-

hibits will then be brought

directly into the structure on

the cars and transferred to

the place designated for them

by huge electric cranes. The

flooring will hide these transportation tracks from view

before the building is open to the publii:, and the same

means of taking the machinery away will be made use of

after the exposition is closed.

The IVeitirti Jt-uifh-r has heard of a marvelous micro-

scope, with electrical attachments, to be shown at the

Chicago exposition by the Munich Poeller Optical insti-

tute. The instrument is said to have cost nearly .$9 000.

and is thu,s glowingly described- "It possesses a magnify-

ing power of 11,003 diameters. The electricity furnishes

and regulates the source of light, which, placed in the focus

of a parabolic aluminum reflector, reaches an intensity of

IT,coo candle power. The electricity also provides the

means of an ingenious automatic mechanism for the cen-

tering of the quadrnplc condensers and illuminating the

lenses. There is an arrangement for the exact control of

the distance of the carbon point. The most novel feature

is the cooling machine, which is indispensable on account

of the great heat generated by the electric current. A
machine regulated by a Ifelmholt?, electric centrifugal

regulator pTOvidcs the several microwiopic and pol.iriM:opic

systems of theapparatas with a fine spray of fluid carbonic

acid, which, immediately after its relca.sc from the copper

vessel,in which it is held under a pressure of 23 atmospheres,

becomes converted into gaseous matter, so intensely cold

that only .00007 gramme of carbonic acid per second is

required to givcthc result. The magnifying power of the
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apparatus with ordinary objectives, as has been stated, is

about 11,000 diameters, but with the oil immersion it can

be increased to 16,000."

A Paris newspaper publishes a ridiculous statement to

the effect that the great feature of the opening of the ex-

position will be the electrocution of six people, ''two of

whom are innocent."

Electric Light Plant on the Virginia.
Much attention has been attracted to the handsome new

passenger steamer, the Virginia, plying between Chi-

cago and Milwaukee, on the Goodrich line. The Vir-

ginia arrived in Chicago, glistening in her new dress of

white paint, and manned by a ful crew of sailors, who

were proud of their fine new uniforms, and prouder still of

the gallant ship, under whose colors they were to serve.

The new boat is said to be more complete in her appoint-

ments than any other on the lakes.

The steamer was constructed by the Globe Iron Works

of Cleveland, Ohio. The dimensions of the hull are 37S

feet over all, 263 feet keel, 3S feet beam and 25 feet deep.

The water bottom is separated into six sections, and con-

August

power Beck engine. Fig. 2 shows the switchbo ard, wh i

is placed in a convenient position between the two com
partments of the dynamo room. A 35,000 candle power
search light, which is soon to be placed on the boat, will

complete the electrical equipment. The lamp fixtures are

all of the finest workmanship. They were especially de-

signed and made for the Virginia by the Chicago Gas
& Electric Fixture company. The Chicago branch of the

Mather Electric company had charge of the electrical

equipment and installation.

FIG. I. ELECTRIC LIGHT TLANT ON THE VIRGINA.

tains a tank of 4,500 gallons capacity. Her gross tonnage

i^ 2,500, and her carrying capacity 750 passengers.

The advent of the steamship Virginia marks a new

era in the construction of boats for lake transportation.

While ocean steamers have been provided with first-class

accommodations and even luxurious fittings, little attention

has been given this matter in the construction of lake craft.

The Virginia is modeled after the finest of ocean steamers,

and consequently lacks nothing conducive to the comfort

and care of her patrons. She is the first Chicago passen-

ger boat equipped with twin screws. The screws are 11

feet in diameter. In addition to this feature she excels in

her electrical equipment, which is undoubtedly finer than

that of any other lake steamer.

The boat is provided with double cap mouldings, and is

wired in duplicate, there being about 700 lamps—of these

about 1=6 arc used for lighting the large dining salon.

This room deserves special mention. The sides are fin-

ished in rich mahogany, and the prevailing tone of deco-

ration is ivory and black. The lamps arc lavishly distrib-

uted about the handsomely paneled ceiling. The main

cabin, state rooms and other apartments arc all furnished

with equal taste and skill.

The dynamo room, separated into two compartments,

each 14x0 feet in size, contains two 400 light compwund

dynamos of the Mather type. Tig. i shows one compart-

ment of the dynamo room, with dynamo and loo-horse

Electricity on Our Great Railways.
IIU!;ERT S. WVNKOOI-, M. E.

On May 4th Frank L. Perry read a paper before the Chi-

cago Electric club on "Substituting Electricity for Steam,

from the Standpoint of the Steam Railroad Man." In

the discussion that followed L-eutenant F. B. Badt made
the following statement, wh'ch I shall take as my text:

'Tt seems to me that it is not a question between steam

and electricity as to the speed at which we shall travel, but
simply the question of construction of tracks; and that we

can obtain a //inch higher
speed with stea/n if we can
only consii-uct t/-acks in ac-

cordance with his (O. T. Cros-

by's) ideas."

In order to prove that the

adoption of tracks of new and
improved design will have no
bearing upon the question of

steam railway speeds, I shall

assume throughout this dis-

cussion an ideal road bed,

or one free from heavy gradi-

ents, sharp curves and grade

crossings.

The word "speed," as ap-

plied to railway travel is so

ambiguous that I shall dis-

card it entirely, substituting

therefor either "velocity" or

"endurance" to express the

rate of motion at any given

instant or the average rate of

motion for an hour. A few

interesting facts will clearly

demonstrate the distinction be-

tween velocity and endurance.

In the spring of 1SS5 loco-

motive No. 169 of the Central

railroad of New Jersey, with 5

feet S inch coupled drivers,

hauling four coaches, contain-

ing 65 passengers, touched a

velocity of 80.33 miles per

hour on a level track going

east through Crawford, N.

J. (The same engine is

credited with a velocity of S4

miles an hour, but in the ab-

sence of any authorized report

T shall not use this figure in

the discussion.) InjSSSJohn
Wolff, M. E., and the writer

tested locomotive No. 171 of the same road. With five

well filled coaches going west through Dunellen, N. J.,

down a gradient of one in 260, the highest recorded veloc-

ity was 78.89 miles per hour, the velocity figures as calcu-

lated from the number of revolutions and the diameter of

the drivers tallying closely with results obtained by noting

time between mile posts b\' means of a stop watch, when
the acceleration was zero.' Searching English records for

velocity figures, we read in London En_^-ini-e/-in^ for June

29, 1S88, the following; "The highest speed ever known
to have been attained in this country is recorded of the

ten-wheeled tank engines with nine feet single driving

wheels, built for the Bristol and Exeter line in 1852, which

actually touched 80 miles an hour, with no load, down a

gradient of one in 89. and 78 miles an hour on a level

with two coaches." Contrast the size of drivers and weight

of cars in England with those in America, and note how
much swifter is the American locomotive.

I have just adduced figures proving the superiority of

our locomotives over those in England in the matter of

velocity; and, if I shall by the aid of figures show that

I-^nglish locomotive hiul trains at a higher average velocity

or endurance than ours do, it will at once become evident

that my determination to discard the word "speed ' was

I, It mij(lit l>r. wcM to iiicniioii licrc lh.1t llic slipp.igc of locomotive
(Irivcrnat iiiKh v<!lo(:iticH on n Btr.iiglit track littH Ijccn iirovcn to be
practiaillynll.- H. S. W.
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advisable. For illustrations of endurance wc may again

refer to London Eni^'uitoiu}^: "Mr. Martin records three

splendid runs at which a sustained speed of about 60 miles

an hour was kept up; with the fireat Northern Manchester

express between London and (Iranthain \\t twice covered

loo miles in 103 minutes, and on the (Ireat Western be-

tween Swindon and London 72 miles in 71 minutes, the

engine in each case being an eight feet single driver. With

a Midland seven feet coupled engine having nineteen inch

cylinders he traveled fifty miles an hour, and the same was

done in a train drawn by a London tS: Northwestern 'Pre-

cedent.' Although these are somewhat exceptional exam-

ples, yet there are in summer no fewer than 105 runs timed

to make daily from start to stop at an average speed of fifty

miles an hour and upward. The highest average speed at

which a train is timed from start to stop is just fifty- four

miles an hour. This is the Great Northern Manchester up

express, which performs the longest run in the world with-

out a stop'— 105 miles 26 chains—^to be done in one hour

57 minutes. The Great Western Etcter expresses stand

third with 5334' miles an hour.

Over the first 77 miles out

of London the down trains

and one up train are timed at

this speed. The ( ireat North-

ern has no fewer than seven

trains, and the Great Western

three, timed at an average

running speed of over fifty-

three miles an hour between

stopping stations. Besides

these there are in the country

twenty-five trains at fifty two

to fifty three miles an hour,

twenty-seven at fifty-one to

fifty-two, and forty at fiftyto

fifty one miles an hour, run-

ning time. It is no wonder,

in the face of these speeds,

that locomotive engineers are

feeling in all directions to get

engines of greater power.

Mr. Webb is going in boldly

for the compound system,

and appears to be getting

splendid results out of it. Mr.
Worsdell is also adopting the

compound system— worked
out in another way—very

freely, while other.s are wait in -

to see the results. On ok,

great competing lines we have

come to the limits of the ca-

pacity ofthe ordinary locoiiw

five whatever ihe form it takes

and if trains are to be increas-

ed in weight, or speed to be

materially augmented, some
new departure must be

made."

In America we have as yet

been unable to obtain such

endurance. Numerous grade

crossings, heavy gradients,

new and shaky track, and
exceptionally heavy cars con-

spire to make our road beds

far inferior to those in England, which approximate

closely the ideal.

The Pennsylvania railroad runs its Congressional Lim-

ited from Jersey City to AVashington, 227 miles, in five

hours two minutes, or 45.04 miles perhour. The Chicago

Limited of the same line covers the distance from Jersey

City to Pittsburg, 443 miles, making four stops, in eleven

hours seventeen minutes, or at an average velocity of 39.27

miles per hour. The fastest train on the New York Cen-

tral runs from New York to Buffalo, 440 miles, making
four stops, in ten hours forty five minutes, or at the rate

of 40 93 miles per hour. This is the South Shore Limited,

which runs from New York to Albany. 143 miles, without

stopping, at an average velocity of forty two miles per

hour. The Boston & Albany runs a train from New York
to Boston, 2^4 miles, at a mean velocity of thirty-nine miles

an hour. The Saratoga Limited on the New York Central

makes from forty to forty three miles an hour for a distance

of 150 miles. On her Western trial trip in iSSS the Strong

locomotive ran 116 miles in iiO minutes with a heavy

train; but this is exceptional, and for a trial trip only,

I. K\\K editor of Eii^itiferhig^tAs evidently not well posted on Amer-
ican runs. At the time he wrote tliis arlictc the Cliicngo Limited on
thcN. Y, Ccnlnil was malcinK adnily run from New York to Albany,
14.1 miles, withotil a stop.—H. S. W,

whereas the above figures are taken from printed lime

schedules.

Considering runs of less than roo miles, we find that the

Bound Brook express on the Central railroad of New Jer-

sey runs from Bound Brook to Jersey City, thirty-one

miles, making one stop, in thirly-sevcn minutes, or 49,8

miles per hour. The Pennsylvania railroad Congressional

Limited runs from Jersey City to Philadelphia at the rate

of 46.2 miles an hour, the distance being S9 miles.

These illustrations of the difference between velocity and

endurance show us, then, that engines that excel in the one

qualit}* are frequently of comparatively little value as re-

gards the other. This idea will be clearly brought out

presently.

A tentative classification of the conditions of railroad

traffic in this country would be as follows:

1. Light local—requiring locomotives with large drivers

and quick, though comparatively light, steaming qualities.

2. Heavy express—requiring locomotives with smaller

drivers and unlimited steaming capacity.

FIG. 2. ELECTRIC LIGHT TLANT ON THE VIRGINIA.

3. Mixed—such as excursion, suburban and freight

trains, where the conditions are so varied as to preclude

the designing of any one general type of locomotive, as

will be seen upon comparing the enormous freight decapod

with the far lighter four-wheel coupled engines, both of

which are used in this class of service. On account of the

varied character of this service, necessitating a special de^

sign in each instance, we can at once dismiss the third

class from further consideration.

Class I. IJght local trafllc so called, includes those

trains that run back and forth between towns from ten to

fifty miles apart, stopping at stations averaging from four

to five miles apart. Such trains usually consist of four or

\\\it cars only, and sometimes as few as three. If wc ride

in the cab of a locomotive hauling one of these trains, and

watch the engineer, we shall observe that he is constantly

manipulating the mechanism in his charge. lie starts up

quickly, with his reversing lever down in the corner, thus

admitting steam during nearly the full stroke; and within

a minute he "hooks her up," or draws the lever up so as to

cut off at an eighth or three-sixteenths, at the same time

pulling out the throttle. This is the first phase. After

running a couple of miles he closes the throttle, throws his

lever down into the corner, and "lets her roll awhile,"

The momentum gained will carry his train some disuncc;
and we may, if you please, consider this the second phase.
The third phase occurs when he throws the air brakes into

action and stops at the next station.

Now learn the lesson of the steam gauge. When wc
start out the steam is at 140. and blowing off. Opening
the throttle, stops the blowing; and shortly the pointer
begins to drop—very slowly at first, but with iocrcasing
rapidity. Reaching full speed the gauge registers 120;

and then it seems to the watcher that c/cry jolt of the
locomotive jars the pointer down a degree at least. Anx-
iously we watch the dial, and, as she touches the hundred
pound mark, we heave a sigh of relief at seeing the engineer
close the throttle firmly. Round climbs the pointer as wc
roll along without steam, and soon we glide briskly up to

the station with the escape valve roaring merrily.

What have we learned? 1st. That this class of engine
must have large drivers—as large as is compatible with

quick starting—in order to get up a velocity of 60 or

70 miles an hour before shutting off steam. 2d.

That she must make steam

freely, although not in very

large quantity- Endurance

is of no importance in this

class of engines: but the

maximum of velocity is ver>*

essential.

Class 2. Now let me ask

you to climb aboard another

locomotive, standing at the

beadofa ten-car train of Pall-

mans. She has a hard task

before her. as the run must

be made from New York to

Albany, 143 miles, without a

stop. Starting out very slow-

ly, with the greatest deliber-

ation, the engineer begins to

set her pace at twent>--five

miles an hour. Little by lit-

tle the lever is drawn up.little

by little the long train re-

sponds to the pulling out of

the throttle. ^Yatch the gauge

— 160 when we started- it is

now 155, after a half hour's

run. At the end of the first

hour the dial indicates 153

pounds of steam ;aDd just then

we slow down to scoop water.

By the time the scoop is

drawn up again we have 160

pounds pressure in the boiler.

At last we run across the

bridge into Albany with the

gauge indicating 155.

This time we have learned:

1st. That the drivers must

be considerably smaller than

before in order that there may

be enough leverage to start

the train at all. 2d. That

the boiler must be verj- much

larger than in the former

case, so as to easily deliver

steam in enormous quantities

for a period of three or more

hours. This time velocity gives way to endurance inthe

matter of importance.

In response to the clamoring of the public for faster

transportation, let us now endeavor to design a locomotive

for the first class. To begin with, we must have large

drivers in order to attain a velocity of 75 or So miles per

hour. With a 5 feet S inch driver, So miles an hour

means about 400 revolutions per minute, or with the ordi-

nary two-foot stroke, a piston speed of 1,600 feet i>cr min-

ute. We shall find by practice that i 600 feet per minute is

about the limit of piston speed in locomotives, as at that

point the exhaust steam begins to choke so badly as to run

the back pressure up alarmingly. The more steam wc ad-

mit, the more steam wc have to force out on the return

stroke.

But we can increase the exhaust orifice and thereby offer

less resistance to the escaping stcaui. True, as far as it

goes; but an increase in exhaust opening means a decrease

in draft on our fire. Mr Wolff and the writer made ex-

periments in that direction sonic three years ago, and

foimd that a given locomotive will stand much larger ex-

haust nor.zles when scr\-ing in the first cl.iss th.in when she

is working inthe second; and when wc were all through

with our experimenting and our figuring we learned that a
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well-known railroad man back in the sixties had patented

a variable exhaust nozzle, regulated at will by means of a

lever in the cab. This invention never came into practical

use, however.

Well, we can certainly increase the size of our drivers,

thereby causing one revolution to mean nearly twice as

much as it does now, and all this without increasing the

piston speed— just as the English have accomplished in

designing locomotives with g-foot drivers. I think the

records will show, however, that the English are culling

down the diameter of their locomotive drivers at the rate

of an inch a year. We must remember that our trains are

much heavier than those of the same class in England;

FIG. I. ELECTRICAL METHOD OF SHAPING METAL BARS.

and if we designed our locomotives with such large driv-

ers we should raise the center of gravity to an alarming

degree, and be unable to start up at all. To overcome ihis

last difficulty we might increase the power of our engines;

we might add another inch or two to the diameter of our

cylinders—and then run up against the old problem of

how to get the increased volume of steam out again without

killing our draft, or creating an abnormal back pressure.

So, we see, the light local locomotive of the present day

owes its existence to the eternal fitness of things. The

only apparent method left to us of increasing the velocity

attainable with this locomotive lies in doing away with an

exhaust steam blast, and substituting therefor a live steam

blast. Suggest this, and you will become the legilimale

prey of every division superintendent in the country. The

most economical locomotive of to-day is a more wasteful

machine than the old marine engine and boiler of forty

years ago—and that is saying a great deal. Don't attempt

any missionary' work on the division superintendent; he'll

get square with you by suggesting that it isn't worth while

to make the exhaust nozzles of greater area than the ex-

haust part of your cylinder; and this leads to a considera-

tion of valves, which I am not quite ready to enter

upon.

Having considered possible improvements in the design

of locomotives intended for the first class, we may now

turn our attention to the second class, and endeavor to as-

certain what modifications in our design will become nec-

essar)'.

The drivers can be made somewhat smaller than before,

as the velocity to be attained is not so great. Thus we can

get the necessary leverage without sacrificing anv other im-

partant quality. A heavy draft is, however, a necessity;

and, leaving out of consideration the possibility of employ-

ing a steam blast (from questions of economy), we are

obliged to wrestle with the old, old problem of how to eat

our cake and keep it too—how to have small exhaust noz-

zles, and at the same time provide suitable egress for the

dead steam.

The condition of unlimited steaming capacity demands

a very large boiler. The problem growing out of this is,
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how to fit a 65 inch boiler upon the drivers without raising

the center of gravity of the locomotive dangerously high.

It is jjrowin^j more and more evident day by day that, as

the editor of I^ndon £n;^itieerin^; slated three years ago,

"on our great competing lines we have come to the limits

of the capacity of the ordinary locomotive, whatever the

form it take*."

trp 10 (hi* point I have ?,iudiousty avoided the matter of

iralvcs. BefoTcleaving thc5c few noles to public criticism

T cannot resiM making mention of a few facts relating to

locomotive valve gcara. Reversing motions with variable

expansion arc obtained by the u!c of the "link." Of these

link motions the best known, and (he one .'ilmoat univer-

sally employed in this country, is Stephenson's, On the

continent link.* designed by such men as Ciooch. Allan,

Von Waldcg^ and f-'ink obtain to a limited extent; but

fhc cxiTzmz simplicity of Stephcnsons' mechanism, as'com

pared with the others, prevents the general introduction of

any new designs.

The great drawback to the use of ttiis standard link is

due to the fact that there is only one valve, the action

of which is such that the earlier the cut off the higher be-

comes the compression of dead steam behind the piston.

To overcome this evil it has been proposed to employ a

second valve, acting in conjunction with the main valve in

such a way as to regulate cut off only (the main valve per-

forming all the other functions), thus relieving the main

valve in a measure of its overwork. This introduces com-

plicated mechanism again, and for that reason is looked

upon with disfavor. It is generally admitted, however,

that when the ordinary steam pressure carried by our loco-

motives is increased to igo or 200 pounds per square inch

the double valve will become a necessity.

Nearly four years ago the then novel Strong locomotive

created great interest in railway circles on account of its pe-

culiar double legged boiler and its valve motion. Strong

endeavored to apply to his locomotive what might be

termed a modified Corliss principle. At the middle of the

valve movement, the valve moved very slowly, but when

admitting, cutting off or exhausting steam, it moved with

a jump. A complicated gear, involving trip motions, ac-

complished this result. To-day the Strong locomotive is,

I believe, but little mentioned, and then more as a his-

torical machine than as one of the world's lasting inven-

tions.

To sum up the argument briefly, we have found that the

limit of velocity of the present locomotive is 80 miles an
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hour, and of its endurance 60 miles on hour. This proves

conclusively: First, that even with improved roadbeds we

can obtain an endurance of only 60 miles an hour; second,

that our present method of laying tracks and ballasting

them is such as to enable them to stand a train velocity of

So miles an hour and over. Now, if our present roadbeds

will stand a train velocity of at least 80 miles an hour, and

if this velocity is the limit of our present locomotives, our

only hope of more rapid steam transportation lies in in

creasing the endurance of our engines—and )to( in adopt-

ing a roadbed in accordance with Mr. Crosby's ideas,

which had in view velocities of about 150 miles an hour.

It is simply a question of designing a locomotive capable

FIG. 6. ELECTRICAL METHOD OF SHAITNG METAL BARS.

of greater power and higher velocity; and, whether this

lo;omotivebe intended for steam or for electricity, it must

be a radical departure from any of our existing forms. We
know that electricity can be employed as power in the com-

ing locomotive; but whether it be possihlt: to thus use

steam remains to be seen.

THE BOOK TABLE.
Die ELEKTRISCHE KRAFTUnERTRAGUNG UND ihreAn-
WENDUNG IN DER Praxis (Elcctric Power Transmission
and Its Practical Application). By Edward Japing;

edited by J. Zacharias; 3d Edition. i8qr; 232 pages,

6.x3j^; 61 illustrations; A. Hartleben, Vienna.

The latest edition of this useful book contains many

new and interesting data. It deals in plain language,

avoiding the use of higher mathematics, with the problems

of the generation, transmission, division and transformation

of electric currents. One chapter is devoted to conductors

and insulators and another relates to accumulators and

their application for power transmission. We can recom-

mend the study of this book to all those interested in

electric pDwer transmission and who are conversant with

the German language. In another place is presented an

abstract of the chapters treating of the '"Rotary Current"

{Drekstrom) and "Rotary Current Motors."

iJuring the year ending July 31, i8fji, according to the

TJnitcd Slates ':orporation bureau of Chicago, the total

number of new incorporations reported was 14,85.;, with a

lolal capitalization of $6,672,6(^4.539. Of these, 1,139
were light, heat, power and transportation companies, with

a capital of $^06,077, 275.

The .South Galveston & Gulf Shore Railroad company
will build an electric railroad from Galveston, Tex.,

down the island to the suburb of South fjalvcston, a dis-

tance of about 20 miles. The city council has been
petitioned for right of way on certain streets, ICnginccrH

arc now surveying the route.

Electrical Method of Shaping Metal
Bars.

The accompanying cuts illustrate several devices for

bending and straightening metal bars and shaping metals by

means of electricity. Heavy currents are, of course, em-

ployed. The current is passed through the section or bar

to be operated upon until it reaches the required tempera-

ture, when it may be bent, straightened or shaped into any

desired form by hammering or applying other suitable

pressure. Fig. i shows a device for bending metal rods.

such as steel bars suitable for heavy coiled car-springs. A
shaft or mandrel, supported rigidly upon a pillar, similar

to a lathe head, carries a dog or grip-piece adapted to

grasp one end of the bar to be bent, the other end of which

can be clamped in a guide or holding-clamp so as to allow

FIG. 3. ELECTRICAL METHOD OF SHAPING METAL BARS.

the bar to slip through it endwise. Current is conveyed

through cables to the grip piece and clamp between which

the bars is held, thereby placing the bar in circuit. The
current will be sufficient to heat the bar, while the other

parts of the circuit should be made massive enough and

of such good conducting material as not to be heated to

any considerable extent. The pillar may be used to con-

vey current, or a sliding contact held firmly with a spring

will suffice to convey current to a revolving surface carried

by the mandrel. A few moments after the current is

turned on the bar will heat and soften, and when the man-

drel is turned the bar will be easily turned into a spring

or coil. The size of the bar that can be treated in this

manner depends upon the capacity of the current lo heat

it and the massiveness of the apparatus.

In the device shown in Fig. 2 the clamps hold a flat

bar of metal and they are also employed as conductors.

The distance of the clamps is capable of variation by a

slot in the bed-plate upon which a clamp can slide or be

fastened by a bolt. Suitable guiding devices may be used

to prevent the clamps from getting out of line. The

clamp is attached to a shaft that may be rotated by the

hand-wheel. When the current is passed through the

apparatus, it heats the metal bar between the clamps. If

the wheel is turned simultaneously with the passage of the

current or shortly thereafter, the result of the operation, as

shown in Fig. 3, will be a form suitable for a wood boring

auger-stock.

In Fig. 4 a heavy shaft or bar is shown bent and gripped

by the clamps, which are of considerable length, and are

provided with V-shaped grooves to receive different sizes

of bars. On account of the bend in the bar the movable

clamp is not resting firmly on the bed. The passage of

the current through the conductors brings the section of

the bar containing the bend to a heated and flexible con-

dition, allowing the movable clamp to be set down on the

bed in line with the other clamp. If the current be cut off,

the bar will cool while so held.

In Fig. 5 the section of bar between the clamps after

being heated by the current is arranged to be formed with

four bends by a depressed plunger or die J, which comes

down on an anvil .-i, the clamps D and K approaching

each other at the same time. The result is a crank shaft,

as indicated at Fig. 6. If the clamps D and E are

actuated so as to permit the ends of the bar B to approach
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in an axial line, the parts D and F. will be true with each

other. The system was devised by Elihu Thomson.

Edison Removal in Chicago.

The removal of the office of the central district, Edison

General Electric company, took place on August 15th.

Leaving the Rialto building, the company has now taken

possession of the fine live-story building at 173 and 175

y\dams street, Chicago. This will afford ample accom-

modation for the extensive establishment of the Edison

company. TIic offices arc situated on the second and

third floors. The main floor is being fitted up as an ex-

hibition room, where will be shown samples of the numer-

ous appliances handled by the company. The arrange-

ments are not ail finished as yet, but when completed the

establishment will lack nothing conducive to the comfort

and convenience of employes and^patrons.
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Diminutive Electric Light Plant.

E. A. Maxwell thinks ihat the little plant illustrated

herewith is the smallest of its kind in the country, lie in-

stalled it in his workshop in Salina, Kan., on March 3rd,

and regards his work with considerable pride. The room

is 30x14 feet, and is lighted from this lllliputian plant by

seven incandescent lamps. The little dynamo is driven by

a two horse power engine, coupled directly to the generator,

as shown in the illustration. The plant has been in opera-

tion every day since its first installation, and has worked

satisfactorily.

The Montreal Convention.

The committees having in charge the arrangements for

the Montreal Convention of the National Eleclric Light

association have about completed their labors, and the out-

look for the meeting is unusually promising. A large

number of electrical concerns have applied for space for

exhibits, and the display of electrical devices and supplies

will be highly interesting and creditable to the associa-

tion.

The committee on transportation announces for the

benefit of eastern delegates

and visitors that arrange-

ments have been made for

a special train leaving the

. West Shore station at Wee-

hawken, N. J., at 10:05

Sunday morning, Septem-

ber 6th, and arriving at

Montreal at 10:15 r. m.

For the convenience of

New York delegates a rep-

resentative of the railroad

company will be at the

Electric club, 17 East
Twenty-second street,New
York city, on Saturday,

September 5th, from 3 to

6 r. M., to furnish tickets

and information. Boats

connecting with the train

will be run as follows: West

Shore ferry house, foot

Jay street, 9:45 A. M.;

West Forty-second street

ferry house, foot West

Forty-second street, io;oo

A. M,

The following list of ex-

hibitors at the convention

has been prepared by the

secretary: Eureka Tem-
pered Copper company,
North East, Pa ; Chas.

A. Schieren & Co-, New
York; Standard Under-
ground Cable company,
Pittsburg. Pa.; W. J.
Johnston company, limited,

New York; Standard Elec-

trical Time company, New
Haven, Conn. ; Standard

Paint c'o m p a n y, New
York; Fort Wayne Electric

company. Fort Wayne,
Ind.; Electrical Engineer-

ing & Supply company,
Syracuse, N. Y.; Eugene
F. Phillips Electrical
Works, limited, Montreal, Canada; Felt en & Guillea-

ume, Cologne, Germany; International Okonite com-
pany, New York; Weston Electrical Instrument company,
Newark, N. J.; The Johns- Pratt company, Hartford, Conn.;

the Ball Electric Light company, Toronto, Canada; the

E/e trical F.}!gi>tefr, New York; Interior Conduit & Insu-

lation company. New York; Robert Mitchell iS: Co., Mon
treal. Canada; Thomson- Houston International Electric

company, Boston, Mass.; Toronto Construction & Elec-

trical Supply company, Toronto, Canada; H. Ward Leo-
nard liCo., New York; Dominion Wire Manufacturing com-
pany, Montreal, Canada; T. W. Ness, Montreal, Canada;
Edison General Electric company, New York; Norwich In-

sulated Wire company. New York; Excetsicr Electric com-
pany. Boston, Mass.; Canadian Electrical Construction,

Manufacturing & Supply company, Montreal, Canada;
Russell Electric company. Boston, Mass.; Electric Power,
New York; McGill University, Montreal. Canada; La
Boiteaux Electric Motor & Fan company, Cincinnati, O.;

Western Electrician, Chicago.

and Grand Trunk railw.iys. It is tinishud from the Amer-

ican to the Canadian portals, and the work on the ap-

proaches is rapidly nearing completion. Ground was broken

on this great work on new year's day of iSfjo. It is es-

timated that ij;2. 500,000 will have been expended on the

tunnel before a train passes under the water. The tunnel

itself, from portal to portal, is 6,025 feet long. The Amer-

ican approach is 1,500 feet long from the starting point on

the surface level to the mouth, and the Canadian approach

is 2,000 feet long.

The telephone cables are already placed in position, and

the line will probably be formally opened about the same

time as the railroad business.

Amateur Electricians.
On the evening of Aug. 20th a meeting for the formation

of a national association of amateur electricians was held at

the Grand Pacific Hotel, Chicago. O. E. Cozzens pre-

sided, and a constitution and set of by-laws were adopted.

Nearly sixty members were enrolled, with every indication

that this number would shortly be increased to several hun-

dred. Applications for membership were received from

rent motors, Mr. Ilrown's experiments in long distance

power transmission will remain simply 'experiments,'"

I am no prophet, and gave simply the facts as ihcv

were when i wrote the book. Of course nobody can tell

what may be developed. As a matter of fact I hope th.-tl

the multiphase alternate current transmission between
LaufFen and Frankfort will be a great success: at the same
I beg to draw the reviewer's particular attention to the fact

that this experiment will differ vastly from Brown's prelim-

ary experiments at Ocrlikon. The latter experiments,

which I mentioned in the book, still remain "experiments."
I may add that I have just received a letter from my

friend, C. E. L. lirown of Ocrlikon, in which he says;

"Please find inclosed photograph of a 300 horse power three

phase alternator. This machine will enable me to carr>' out

my previous experiments, for the first time, from Lauffcn

to Frankfort." K. B. B,M/r.

DIMINUTIVE ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT.

Atlanta, Ga., and Toronto, Ont. The society intends to

encourage the study of electricity among young men who
propose making it a profession, and those who are merely

interested in such studies. Arrangements have been par-

tially made for an exhibition at the World's Fair. The

name adopted is the American Society of Amateur Elec-

tricians.

American International Teleplione
Cable.

The completion of the St. Claiie tunnel had a peculiar

interest to the telephone people as it marked the com-

pletion of the first American International telephone cable.

Inaugural opening ceremonies of an international charac-

ter will be held September 19th. The tunnel passes under

the St. Claire river between Port Huron. Mich., and Sar-

nia, Canada, on the line of the Chicago & Grand Trunk

The Alternating System and Long Dis-
tance Transmission.

To the Editor of the Western Elixtrician:

In one of your esteemed contemporaries I find a review

of the "Electric Transmission Hand Book,'' in which the

following sentence occurs:

"Mr. Badt apparently is no believer in alternating cur-

rent transmission of power, but if he had followed the

progress of the times a little more sharply he would have

been aware that the alternating system for long distance

transmission is looming up in a way that leads one to the

conviction that it will tind a very large amount of use in

the class of work before mentioned."

I cannot see what put this erroneous idea in the review-

er's head, unless it is my statement on page 47 of the hand-

book: "As long as alternating motors cannot be made self-

starting and automatic in regulation, of high commercial

efticiency, and be built in as large units as continuous cur-

Telegrapliers' Conventions at Washing-
ton, D. C.

The conventions of the Old Time Telegraphers' and the
Military Telegraphers' association at Washington, I). C.

last week proved very satis-

factory. Steps were taken
toward securing from the
different members of the
association complete histo-

rical data with a view to
the publication by the as-

sociation of the history of
the early development of
the telegraph in America
The election of officers

for the ensuing year re-

sulted as follows: Presi-

dent, Edward Rosewater,
Omaha; \ice president.

George M. Dugan, Jack-
son. Tenn.; secretary and
treasurer. William J. Dea-
ley, New York.

The Militar)* Telegra-
phers' association re-

elected the officers of last

year. The principal topic

discussed was the subject
of securing recognition
from Congress for the
surviving members of the

corps. The ne.xt meeting
of the convention will be
held in Omaha. Neb., on
the third Wednesday in

August, 1S92, in connec-
tion with the meeting of
the Old Timers' associa-

tion at that place.

The Washington con-
vention gave the members
and guests an opportunity
of visiting many interest-

ing spots. The grand re-

ception was one of the
\ most attractive features of

the meeting. Messages
were received in the hall

from all quarters of the

ccuntry , many not able
men sending greetings and
expressions of good will.

One of the most interest-

ing dispatches was the fol-

lowing:

"To the Old Timers
and Military Telegraph
corps: The operators in

the land of the Montezu-
mas send warmest gretting Bl'ENcs Noches, Citj* of
Mexico,"
During the evening speeches were made by many

government ofiicials. Assistant Se:retary of War Grant's
remarks were eulogistic of the work of the "boys, " as he
called them, during the war, and the secretary called forth

loud applause when he said there was but little difference

between the telegraph line, the line of duty, and the
line of battle. During the war it was generally a race
between the operator and the army, and the operator was
generally ahead.

"1 think." said Secretary Grant, "these boys should be
recognized as soldiers, and recognised by this government."
As he concluded the sccreiary paid a tribute to the work of
the profession generally and the usefulness of the

"mysterious cHck, click, as mysterious as old Nick"

Chicago Edison Company.
At a meeting of the stockholders of the Edison company

held last week it was decided to increase the capital stock

of the company from $75o,oc'K) to $1,000,000. This ex-

tension is to go into effect probably within the next si.t

months. The additional slock will undoubtedly all betaken

by the present stockholders. The proceeds will be used

to defray the cost ot recent improvements.

The Montgomery. Ala.. Terminal ^^ Street Railway
company has applied to the city council for authority to

change its street railway to the electric system. The
estimated cost of the improvement is $So,coo.
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Electrical Patent*

A coMfKEHK.ssivE system of electric railways, lights and

power service is proposed for Staten Island by I'.raslus

Wiman, It is believed, that with the proposed improve

nicnts, there would be a boom in the island that would

stirpa^ all tbe efForts of western towns Mr. Wiman has

faith in the enterprise and announces his willingness to

!end financial support.

Thk success of th: underground electric railway in Lon-

don means the nitimare introduction of similar systems in

the large cities of this country. Many false reports have

been circulated in New Voric concerning the alleged fail-

are of this syslero.bat these statements invariably emanated

frcm unreliable sources and in every instance it has been

shown that they were circulated in the interest of the
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elevated roads. AuLhciilic lepons of tht; business trans-

acted by the London company show a handsome profit and

increasing patronage. Of course there have been draw-

backs—they were to be expected—and many alterations

and improvements may yet be required but the advocates of

the "L" roads can not boast of a perfect system. In fact,

so little advancement has been made by the" L" management

thatit is is hardly noticeable. The London underground rail-

way to-day is far superior in every respect to the New York

"L" system.

The Rapid Transit commission of New York should lose

no time in pushing forward a comprehensive scheme for

underground electric railways-

TiiE convention at Montreal from a social standpoint

will doubtless surpass all former meetings. The prepara-

tions have been made on an elaborate scale and the

attendance will no doubt be much larger than is customary

at mid-summer conventions. There is much to interest

visitors in Montreal, and the presence of a representative

gathering of electrical men will stimulate interest in the

advancement of electrical industries in Canada. The
preparations for the literary part of the convention are on

a scale commensurate with other features of the meeting.

Will the new three phase alternating current prove of

sufficient commercial utility to warrant its general intro-

duction in power transmission? This is a question that is

now exciting wide attention from the electricians of both

Europe and the United States. The rotary current, or

dreJistrom, originated in Germany, and its first appiication

in long distance transmission will be between LaufTen and

Frankfort. Until the result of this experiment is known
the query forming the first sentence of this paragraph will

remain unanswered. The test, therefore, assumes a

double importance, as the trial of a new system and as the

most extensive feat of electric transmission yet attempted.

This and Mr. Tesla's experiments in New York are un-

doubtedly the greatest features of electrical advancement

of the year. The outcome of the former is awaited with

keen interest. Meanwhile the Ameiicau reader can obtain

a good general idea of the new current by reading the

translated abstract from Herr Japing's book, presented on

another page of this issue- A motor whose armature is

practically without winding is a sufficient novelty to chal-

lenge the attention of every electrical engineer.

The electrical interests will not be disposed to indulge

in any unseemly exultation over the decision of the ex-

ecutive committee of the directors of the World's Columbian

Exposition to the effect that the chief of construction must

"first obtain in writing the concurrence of the committee

on electricity, on all matters pertaining to electricity, elec-

trical and pneumatical appliances, and all plants connected

therewith, before submitting the same to the grounds and

building committee for action." Nevertheless, the de-

cision is exactly in line with the principle for which the

committee on electricity and the electrical department

have been contending, and it is gratifying that the

position taken by the electrical fraternity has been

sustained. By the terms of this resolution it will be im-

possible, it would seem, for the construction department

to totally ignore the electrical representatives in matters

appertaining to electrical installations, as was done when
Chief Burnham advertised for bids for the temporary

electrical plant. This is a great point gained. On this

basis of fair play a harmonious agreement should now be

speedily reached. The Western Electrician earnestly

hopes that such an understanding will be arrived at, and

that hereafter the departments will work together in

perfect accord.

The discussion of electric mining machinery is just

now of more than ordinary interest. In another column is

presented a synopsis of an interesting discussion of this

topic before the Institute of Civil Engineers of England,

where a compirison of compressed air and electricity was

favorable to the latter.

An interesting point discussed was the alleged danger

from explosions in coal mining. In the case of a motor

in constant service for many hours, it was necessary to

guard against the accumulation of explosive atmosphere

around the brushes it was claimed. Kor this purpose it

was suggested to inclose either the whole armature or the

commutator only in a practically air-tight casing. The

method had been successfully applied to a motor of 40-

horse power. The temperature had b';cn kept down to

70 dcgs. Fahr, above thut of the atmosphere by allowing

a sufficiently large cooling surface, namely 2.3 square

inches per watt. To meet the objection that if the fire-

damp should leak into these covers the rcHulling explosion

might be as di.sastrous as if they did not exist, it was
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pointed out that ' whenever the proportion of marsh gas to

air exceeded 3 to -4 per cent, combustion would take place

quietly, and the resulting carbonic acid would tend to pre-

vent explosion in the case of further leakage " Precautious

were also suggested for the switches. Many devices were

minutely described and their advantages discussed. The
conclusions reached were highly satisfactory from an
electrical standpoint.

An advocate of electric heating in dealing with the

question of expense calls to mind the fact that in other de-

partments of domestic and commercial life refinements and
improvements have only been secured at increased cost.

In illustrating this point he says: "The electric light is

more expensive than gas, but also is gas more expensive

than oil, and oil than the tallow candle, yet, even consid-

ering the item of expense, who would not prefer the incan-

descent lamp to the candle, oil or gas? Thus the cheap

wood fire gives place to the more expensive coal fire, and
the coal fire to the more expensive natural gas fire, and it,

in turn, to steam."

There are many advantages attending the adoption of an
electrical system of heating, and many disagreeable acci-

dents are avoided. Even the item of cost may be brought

reasonably near that of older systems. It is proposed for

example to establish one power station for 20,000 inhabi-

tants to which fuel may be brought by railroad, and where
a half dozen men can perform the necessary labor. It is

shown that the expense of installing this plant will not

equal the "initial cost of the separate furnaces necessary to

the population; nor will the wages of the station men
amount to that of coal heavers, draymen and separate as-

sistants in the homes. The wear and tear of the apparatus

cannot equal that of small heat systems which also call for

wear and tear upon trucks, horses, public and private prop-

erty." Anotker advantage of electric heating is the absence

of dirt and noise. The power stations from which current

could be supplied for heating purposes would be located

some distance from the residence district of the city. The
fuel which otherwise would have been wheeled through the

streets of the city, dumped upon lawns and sidewalks,

thrown into cellars, creating dust, dirt and noise, and later

requiring the labor of hundreds of people to feed it to fur-

naces, and to carry it to stoves and grate, and which would

require the attention of the family to accomplish satisfac-

tory and economical combustion would be in the furnace of

this power station, consumed under fhe direction of two or

three men skilled in such labor.

Valuable statistics on street lighting in the principal

cities of the country are presented in another column of

this issue. The data were prepared by the census depart-

ment and published in an official bulletin. It appears

that of the twenty-two cities named, each of roo.ooo in-

habitants or more, St. Louis leads in the actual number of

electric lights employed in street lighting Rochester

follows with Denver third, Brooklyn fourth and New York
fifth. Many of the smaller western cities make a far more
creditable showing than the older and larger cities of the

East. New York is far behind in the race and Chicago

has only recently entered the lists. It should be borne in

mind, however, that the figures presented in this state-

ment do not fairly represent the development of electric

lighting in the cities named. InNevYork for instance,

there has been a bitter fight between the local lighting

companies and the city officials. The war on overhead

construction of course greatly injured the business of elec-

tric lighting companies in the metropolis and this is shown
by the small number of street lights. But it should not

be forgotten that in many of the large buildings in New
York and Cliicago there are isolated plants whose capacity

is greater than that of the combined output of the plants

of many pretensions towns.

Cincinnati is the only city of importance in the coun-

try that has no electric street lights. It should be, and

probably is, heartily ashamed of itself. The table of lights

given on another page would be more valuable if it showed

the number of arc and incandescent lamps on the streets

of each city, with the average cost of each. The figures

showing the relative cost of electric lighting would then

possess much greater importance. They would exjilain

why in Rochester, for instance, where a large number of

.^2 candle power incandesccnts arc used onoutlyingstrccts,

the average rate is so much lower than in most other cities.

In .San I'Vancisco the high rate is probably caused by the

greatly increased initial cost of plant and the high rate of

wages prevailing, while the low prices ruling in New
England towns arc undoubtedly due to lower prices for la-

bor and machin'^ry, and, in many cases, to the employment

of water power. On ihc whole, the bulletin is one of the

most useful so far issued by Superintendent Porter.
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New Feeding Mechanism for Arc Lamps
An improved automatic feeding device, by which the

position of the carbons in an arc lamp is not affected by

gravitation, enables C & E. Fein of Stuttgart, Germany, to

make a novel and attractive exhibit at the Frankfort ex-

hibition. On a large iron drum rolating on a shaft and

resting on an iron framework arc placed six large arc

lamps extending radially from the periphery. The drum is
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with a reflector. The illustrations are reproduced from

Elfklnilrrliniuhe /.tilsilirift.

FIG. I. NEW FEEDING MECHANISM FOR ARC LAMPS.

kept rotating by a small electric motor at the base of the

frame, and the lamps continue to burn, as the drum ro-

tates, either vertically, horizontally or in an inclined posi-

tion. Neither is the steadiness of the light in anyway dis-

turbed.

The construction of this lamp is shown in Fig. i The

upper carbon holder A' is fastened to a square brass lube

T. which is guided by three friction rollers. These are

placed in a movable frame, which, when operated, causes

the upper carbon to approach the lower. The action o;

the friction rollers is governed by a set of levers and gear

wheel B, and operated by a shunt magnet £', and the ap

proach of the carbon is proportional to the degree of at

traction of the armature A on the magnet. The connec

lion to establish the arc is made through the main current

magnet E, its anchor A and the lower carbon A''. The

mechanism of this lamp is very compact, and it is intended

that its regulation shall be perfect. The fact that it wil|

work successfully in any position gives the lamp a very

wide field, and makes it especially well adapted for marine

installation?, for portable lamps and reilectors. It is as

serted that the lamp is peculiarly adapted for search lights.

The mechanical construction of the lamp when used in

connection with a reflector, as a headlight, for instance, is

somewhat different, as shown in Fig. 2, although the prln-

FIG. 2. .NEW 1 llEDINC .MECHANISM FOR ARC LAMl'S.

ciple is the same. The efficiency claimed for this lamp is

remarkably h'gh. Three different sizes— 5,000 candle

power, 1,000 candle power and 200 candle power—are

made. The last and smallest size is said to require only

one-fifth of a horse power, with two amperes current. If

this is correct, there can be Utile doubt that a small lamp

like this is the most economical form for utilizing electrical

energy as light.

I'^ic: 3 gives a perspective view of the lamp arranged

Telephone Stock and the Bell Patents.

The impression that the telephone field will be open to

all comers within a short lime has taken possession of

many capitalists and speculators, and the effect of this be-

lief is plainly seen in the direction of their operations.

The Daily Financial i\'€-,l's recently presented the follow-

ing "advice about Bell telephone" slock which will be

read with interest by the electrical fraternity generally:

There is one prominent stock in the market that it would
be well for holders to get out of. not because there is any-

thing wrong either with its present earning capacity or

with its management. It is simply due to the fact that

the ravages of time have cut down the period which its

principal patents have to run, and at the end of this time,

now only about two years, the many advantages it now
enjoys from the protection of its patents will cease.

The stock in question is the American liell telephone.

It has already fallen 50 points from the price at which we
began to recommend its sale, and we believe it is good for

a further decline of 70 points within the next year.

The strength of Bell telephone has been its patents.

FIG. 3. NEW FEEDING MECHANISM FOR ARC LAMPS.

The most valuable of these e.\pire soon, and some of the

Fnglish patents have not very lorg lo run. Hence the

question arises, How will that leave ihe American patents?

Is the Bell telephone in a position outside of its patents to

maintain its present earning capacity? We don't think so.

One thing in this connection is worthy of note. The
opinion has prevailed for some time that the patent of the

Blake transmitter ran out in July last. This is not so. It

will not have passed the existence of her gracious ma-
jesty's patent laws for at least another year, or perhaps
until early in 18^3,

At all events, the Bell telephone will soon have to en-

counter the most active and aggressive coippelition. Hence,
to the wise who want to unload their stock, these words
of warning ought to be both timely and sufficient.

The Grassot Electee Meter.
The accompanying illustrations represent a new elec-

tric meter devised by Emile Grassot It belongs to the

^roup of quantity-meters or ampere-hour meters, and.

like the Edison meter, i; based upon the chemical action cf

the current. Fig. i is a froit vie.v, while Fig 2 is a side

elevation of the instrument. It is composed of a stone or

glass iar .•/ con'a'ning a solutioi of azolate of silver in

the proportion of i to 10, and has an anode /', and a

cathode a, each of which is made of a fine silver wire

equal in size to nunber 24 B. and S. gauge. The anode /'

is placed inside a glass lube B, It is pointed at ils lower

end and has an opening large enough to admit the passage

of the silver wire. This wire rests against a point c of a

glass hook 6' fastened to the cover of the jar. The part

of the anode which is cxpossil to the action of the solution

is about _,'s of an inch long. Th^ glass tube A' is made
in two pieces, of which the lower part is fastened in the

center of the cover />, which also serves as a support for a

registering movement or counter insulated from the cover.

J9

The upper par: of the glass tube is fastened lo the casing

that surrounds the counter. This is composed cf a drum
d against which the silver wire is pressed by means of

a friction roller <", and a weighted lever/ On the shaft

cf Ihe drum d is mounted an indicating hand g and a
small pinion which acts on a gear-wheel on a secondary

shaft // f) which is also attached an indicating hand.

Two graduated .scales show the consumption of energy in

Ihe usual way. The cathode n is fastened directly to

liie cover />, which carrits a binding-post m. The action

FIG. I. THE GRASSOT ELECTRIC METER.

of this meter will now be easily understood. Under
the action of the current the anode b dissolves, and the

metal is deposited on the cathode a. As ihe dissolu-

tion of the anode takes place gradually at the point, the

silver wire is forced down by its weight, at the sa-ne time

rotating the drum d, thereby registering the amount of

wire consumed, or by transformation the number of ampere-

hours consumed. The placing of th; meter in the circait

is dine in the same way as an incandescent lamp, except-

ing that sufficient resistance must be inserted to reduce the

current to about i-iooo part of the total current.

This meter is in operation at the station of the Halles

in Paris, and is spoken of very favorably in regard to ac-

curacy and simplicity of manipulation. The cuts are re-

produced from VEh'ctricien.

English Electrical Exhibition.

The West of England and South Wales electrical engi-

neering exhibition was opened at Taunton on .-Vug. ist by
Field-Marshal Sir Lintorn Simmons, late governor of
Malta. Prior to the opening ceremony Sir Lintorn wjs
entertained at luncheon at Clarke's Hotel, at which were
present a large number of influential residents, including

the mayors and other officials of many of the neighboring

FIG. 2. THE GR.VSSOT ELECTRIC METER.

towns and districts. Sir Lintorn. in replying to the toast

of his health, gave some interesting det.iils of the most
recent applications of electricity in connection with na\-al

operations. H. G. Massingham gave a few details

of the histor)'- of electric lighting in Taunton, which was
inaugurated by him in iS35. At that time he put up at

his own cost an experimental installation to afford the
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public an opportunity of JLidgin? of the merits of the

Thomson-Houston system of arc lighting.

The exhibition is held on the premises of the electric

light company, a large inclosed yard having been covered

v.^th temporary shedding, so as to afford, with the per-

manent buildings, sufficient area for a satisfactory collec-

tion of exhibits, of which the machinery and apparatus of

the central station itself form the most prominent feature.

F. M. Newton of the Newton Electrical Engineering

^Yorks, Taunton, has a good display of machinery and

fittings, including a Taunton dynamo charging accumula-

tors, electric motors driving sewing machines, lathe and

fan.' and a variety of lamps and holders. He also shows a

switchboard of novel construction, the object of which is

to render the connections at the back more readily access-

ible than in the case of the usual fixed board. This is

accomplished by hanging the switchboard on a horizontal

post, after the manner of a gate. Another new invention

shown here is Elton's electric incubator, intended for the

hatching of eggs only, it being explained that the chicks

are then transferred to a supplementary apparatus called

the electric mother. Gas engines are well represented,

the Otto, the Stockport, the Midland and the Express be-

ing all shown at work The Edison phonograph is on ex-

hibition for a week, and on the river Kerbey Bowen of

Ray Mead has an electric launch for hire. An endeavor

was made to have an electric omnibus plying between the

station and the exhibition, but this could not be ac-

complished.—London Electrical Review.

IVIichele's Ingenious Device for Avoiding
Dead Centers.

Unfortunately, engineers in electric light stations have,

like those in care of other power plants, just the same

trouble in keeping engines of the single cylinder type

from coming to res': on the "dead center." A description

of a simple but ingenious method of overcoming this diffi-

culty will therefore be appreciated by practical men.

As will be seen in the illustration, the crank pin is fixed

to the connecting rod and works against a semi-cylindrical

brass, which is attached to the end of a powerful coiled

spring. This spring is arranged in an inclined slot in the

crank disk. When the crank disk is in the dead center,

and steam is turned on, the pressure is transmitted from

the connecting rod to the inclined spring and a turning

effort is obtained. The spring is equally efficient at each

MICHELE S DEVICE FOR AVOIDING DEAD CENTERS.

end of the stroke. The spring is so proportioned and

adjosted that it will not yield appreciably until the full

boiler pressure is on the piston. From the fact that when

the engine is starting the pressure on the piston is consid

erably more than is the case when running at full speed,

a spring is employed stiff enough to resist any movement

of the crank pin during ordinary running of the engine.

As the crank pin is rigidly fixed to the connecting rod, it

is necessary to have one brass only. It will be noticed

also that as the thrust is always in the one direction, there

is no liability to knock. The brass is made so as to slide

in the slot which forms a suitable guide, and is kept up to

its work by the spring. A spare brass is carried in the

slot and forms the opposite recessed plate to hold the end

of the spring.

The London Engtmerin^ Ueview, from which the cut is

reprodnccd, says, in commenting upon this device, that it

has not had an opportunity to make a personal inspection.

It was thought, though, that the fact of the spring's being

alvapin action throughout the period of regular running of

the engine would not be quite satisfactory. It would be

much belter, too, if the spring could be thrown out of

action automalicaliy when the engine has started. This

last sngj^estion we think is a valuable one.

This device is the invention of V, dc Michcle, of West-

miaater, EcgUnd.

At Amesbary, Ma"«., an electric motor truck has been

bronghl oot by E. W, Goss, in which the armature shaft

runs lengthwise of the car, and has two gears of different

diameter*? which me^h into two gears of corrcspondinjj

dif:'--
'

' -A with friction clutches, on a shaft

mr. . armature ahaft, on each end of

wh:

,

".e^hing into the gears on the axles,

A speeU o; w n;l'ei per hour is obtained. Different speeds

can be had for different roads by a change of gear on the

armature shaft.

Statistics of Street Lighting.

One of the most interesting of the recent bulletins from
the census office is that giving the social statistics of cities.

Cential station men will be especially interested in that

portion giving figures for street lighting. Taking the

twenty-two cities of the country having over 100,0c o in

habitants each, the following table, showing the number
of electric and gas lights, with the cost, has been made up:
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These are very interesting figures, although, of course, to

compare gas and electric lights merely by numbers, with-

out giving the relative candle power, places the latter at a
disadvantage. Still the table well illustrates the marvelous
progress made by electric lighting during the last twelve

years. It shows that of the larger cities, St. Louis, New
Orleans, Detroit, Rochester and Denver have absolutely

more electric than gas street lamps.

Besides the lamps shown in the table, Chicago has 779
oil lamps, Boston 3,000, Milwaukee 1,000, Wahington
360, and Minneapolis 7-0, costing about $15 per lamp.

St. Louis is shown to have more electric street lights than

any other city, while Rochester comes next. The cost

per lamp for electric lights ranges from .$155 in Buffalo,

$237 in Boston, and |44C in San Francisco, down to

$26.21, paid by Lawrence, Mass., for each of her 584
electric lamps. The cities which have discarded gas and
oil and are wholly lighted by electricity are Detroit, Denver,
Toledo, Lynn, Hartford, Los Angeles, Lawrence, Dallas,

Portland, Me., Dululh, Davenport and LaCrosse. The
only city without electric lights is Cincinnati.

of fact the armatures of smaller rotary current motois con-

sist of solid iron cylinders fastened to a steel shaft.

The rotary current dynamo usually yields 50 volts and a

large amperage. The current of the three primary circuits

is delivered to a special step up transformer.

These motors and generators will no doubt play an im-

portant part in the future development of electrical power
transmission. They need for their operation, however,

three complete metallic circuits. The cross section of the

wires may be made small when employing a current of very

high pressure and oil transformers, but the number of

insulators would be increased threefold, and this would

result in a rather expensive line construction.

In the proposed electrical transmission of 300 horse

power from Lauffen to the Frankfort exposition, a distance

of no miles, a rotary three phase current of 30,000 volts is

to be used and of course three circuits with six conductors

The Rotary or Multiphase Current.'

Very little has been published so far in the electrical

press regarding the "rotary current," which the Germans

have named drehst}om. The rotary current is a system of

alternating currents whose respective phases succeed each

other. Generally three alternating currents are employed,

although their number may be increased for certain pur-

poses. These currents are generated by a specially con-

structed alternating current dynamo, whose field is mag-

netized by a separate exciter. The armature of the alter-

nator is provided with a number of collector rings corre-

sponding with the number of currents—generally with

three.

When three currents are employed the phases of these

currents succeed each other at an angle of 120" and induce

a rotating magnetism. In this sense the rotary current

has a certain direction in which it differs from the alter-

nating current.

The difference between the direct, alternating and rotary

currents may best be explained by iheir different effects

when flowing around a magnetic needle.

The direct current deflects the needle to a position of

equilibrium between its effect and the effect of the earth's

magnetism. With constant current strength the needle

will remain in this position.

The alternating current makes the needle vibrate to cither

side of its normal position, caused by the earth's magnetism.

The rotary current gives the needle a continuous rotraing

motion.

If we replace the magnetic needle by an iron cylinder

we have a rotary current motor, whose armature has neither

wire, commutator nor collector and which docs not neces-

sarily constitute a part of the electric circuit. As a matter

I, Translaicd from "Die Elckiriichc KraftucbcrtragonK,' by Ed-
Trard Japinff.

FIG. I. Ki.)lARV Ok MULI JrHAbE CURRENT,

are necessary. The result of this experiment is awaited

with great expectations. The preliminary experiments at

the Oerlikon Works were not conducted on this plan, but

the ordinary alternating current was employed.

In using the latter current the motors^must have special

apparatus to bring them up to a certain speed, at which a

perfect synchronism is established.

A multiphase alternating motor is illustrated in Figs i

and 2.

The multiphase alternating currents form in the iron

magnet poles K which continually change their posi-

tion and make the armature A revolve. The winding of

the rotating armature A consists of a few thick insulated

copper rods S. which also serve to clamp together the soft

iron discs which constitute the iron core of the armature.

These copper rods are electrically connected with each

other on one end, while the other ends are connected to

the line circuits. There are always twice as many rods

as there are poles or phases; therefore there are four rods

in distances of 90° with two phase?, six rods in distances

of 60° with three phases, etc.

As there is the same potential in the various line circuits

from the generator to the motor the copper rods of the

motor may be electrically connected on one end without

causing a current by a difference of potential.

It is quite possible that we may see in"a short time the

multiphase alternating generator and motor as powerful

rivals of the direct current machines. Both systems will

FIG. 2. ROTARY OR MULTIPHASE CURRENT.

be employed, and in many cases they will be used in the

same stations and will be complementary to each other.

Electric Traction in London.
Reference was recently made in this paper to the inroads

made by the new City and South London Railway com-
pany into the receipts of competing steam lines. The
official report of the directors for the half year ending
June 30th, now at hand, shows a satisfactory financial con-

t ition. The report states that occasional and very short

delays to the traffic have occurred through defects in the

rolling stock, and that these delays might have been ex-

pected during the working of a new and untried system of

locomotion. The receipts during the half year from all

sources amount to £19,688 2.s. 4d., and the expenses for

the same pariod to .€15.520 l6s. 5d., leaving a net profitof

£4,167 5s. I id. The net revenue account shows a balance

of £4,693 3s. 8d,, of wliich amount the interest on de-

bentures absorbs .€4,137 16s, 6d., leaving a balance of

£555 7s. 2d. to be carried forward. The directors state

that some of the items of expenditure have been already

reduced. The number of passengers carried during the

half year was 2,412,343. The uniform charge of twopence
for passengers has been reduced one penny between certain

stations, and during certain hours, in order to compete
with the omnibus and tramway traffic. Two additional

locomotives are now nearly ready, and one train of the

new carriages has already been received. In view of the
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extension of the line from Stockwel! toClapham, for which

the company already has parliamcniary powers, the

directors are making arrangements for a considerable ex-

tension of the generating plant at the Stockweli station.

They have placed the order with Mather & Plait of Man-
chester, for a fourth generator, similar to the three at

present working the line. The dynamo is lo beof Mather
& Piatt's "Edison-IIopkinson" type, for an output of

about 400 horse power. The company has also ordered

a fourth engine from John Fowler & Co ,
similar to the

three existing engines, and has made arrangements for

an increase of the rolling stock.

Electric Power Transmission.'

By F. B. Badt.

A certain percentage of electrical energy must be lost in

the conductors. This loss, of course, involves continuous

operating expen e, as the prime mover (steam, water, etc.)

FIG. I. ELECTRIC TOWER TRANSMISSION.

and the electric generator must produce an additional

amount of energy, which is lost in the conductors. It is a

loss in a commercial sense only, as this so-called "lost"

energy reappears as heat in the conductor.

This loss can be decreased and power economized by

using conductors of greater cross-section which, of course,

would involve a greater outlay for copper. On the other

hand, to reduce the first cost, we should employ conductors

of the least possible cross section. We can now easily see

that for any given case the cheapest in the long run will be

a certain size of conductor for which the interest on its first

cost, plus the annual cost of energy wasted in the conduc-

tor, becomes a minimum.
Sir William Thomson's law states that the most

economical area of conductor will be that for which the an-

nual interest on capital outlay equals the annual cost of

energy wasted.

We might write this in the form of an equation:

Annual cost of energy wasted= Interest on capital out-

lay for conductor.

The cost of one electrical horse power hour at the ter-

minals of the generator, including interest and depreciation

on the building, motive power and electric generator, mul-

tiplied by the number of horse power hours per year wasted

in the conductor, must be considered "cost of energy."

The interest on capital outlay for conductor, plus allow-

FIG. 2. ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION.

ance for repairs and depreciation taken for the year, gives

the other side of the equation.

Both sides of the equation added together give the annual
cost of transmitting the electrical energy.

George W. Patterson, A. B., B. S , Instructor in

Physics, University of Michigan, has suggested an in-

genious little device for gelling the proper mean current

to use in the application of Sir W. Thomson's law for size

of conductors.

Divide a large circle, represented in Fig. i, into twenty-

1. From the "Electric Transmission Hand-Book," published by the

Electrician Publishing company, Chicago.

four equal arcs, representing the twenty-four hours of the

day. and draw the radii. Lay off from the center of the

circle on the radii distances proportional to the currents at

the several hours. Then draw a curve through the points

tlius made on the radii. Then find the area of the shaded
curve in the figure by means of a planimcter. Find ihe ra-

dius of a circle having the same area as this shaded curve.

It will be the mean current retjuired, for each elementary
area of the shaded figure is proportional to the s([uare of
the corresponding radius vector If still greater accuracy
should be desired, the circle may be divided into forty eight

equal arcs, representing 3^^ hours or into ninety-six arcs rep-

resenting % hours.

In practice it will be very often almost impossible to pre-

determine some of the factors which are necessary to em-
ploy Sir William Thomson's or Kapp's formuke. Take,
for instance, a prospective power transmission plant in our
western country. Who could even approximately determine
the cost of one horse power hour number of hours per an-
num that the maximum current, and the number of hours
that three-fourths, one-half and one quarter of this amount
would be required?

These items will change rapidly in a country which is

fast growing up; and while, for instance, the cost of one
horse power hour at the generator terminals may be five

cents to-day, it might be only two cents in a year hence;
and again, while the market for renting power may be very

lim ited to-day, a rapidly growing mining industry, for ex-

ample, may cause a great demand for power,and customers
would be willing lo pay comparatively higher prices for cur-

rent delivered every hour of ihe year. Nevertheless, it is

true that no system of transmission wilt be profitable if the
cost of the power at the distant end is not less than the
price which would have to be paid for its production there

by water, steam, or some other agency. Power producers
investigating the advantages of electric power transmission
will in most cases be satisfied to calculate the conditions for

the minimum initial cost of the plant, leaving the exact de-

termination of the cost of one horse power hour and the

price at which they can profitably rent power to future

developments.
To a certain extent, of course, a plant which requires the

smallest investment of money will be the cheapest to op-
erate. As a matter of fact, the same elements which are
employed in sir William Thomson's law enter into our
computations with the exception of the items: Number of

annual running hours and cost of one horse power hour at

generator terminals. The whole question of minimum
initial coit of plant again hinges on the proper size of the
conductors.

A. L Rohrer of the Thomson-Houston Electric com-
pany applied a modified plan for a large power plant by
which 5,000 horse power is being transmitted a distance of

twelve miles.

The diagram, Fig. 2, will serve to illustrate this idea
By this arrangement the generators are coupled mechani-
cally in pairs as one unit on one shaft driven by one turbine,

and electrically the armatures of each unit are connected
in series.

Each armature has a potential of 2,500 volts. This gives

5,000 volts for each unit at the generating station. The
generators are separately excited, and have also series wind-
ing, which will compensate for the loss in the line. At the

receiving station there are the same number of units, each
consisting of two similar machines, with their armatures in

series, and their fields separately excited, but without series

winding. Each receiving unit is coupled to the same shaft

in the same manner as the generating unit. At the gene-
rating station exciters only are used for charging the fields,

while at the receiving station, exciters are used in connec-
tion with a small storage battery, which is necessary to start

the first unit. The m echanically and electrically coupled
units at the genera tirg station are united electrically in

parallel in one system by an equalizing bar, as shown in

the diagram It seems advisable to leave the storage bat-

tery in the circuit, permanently, to keep the fields of the

motors fully excited, incase the speed should drop.

In another instance. 250 horse power is transmitted a

distance of ten miles with single series wound units. Each
machine is wound for a potential of 3,000 volts, and for

this purpose a special commutator with 798 segments was
constructed.

The plan of employing single series wound units for

transmitting power from one point to another at high po-
tentials is a most excellent one.

The shunt motor is wound with the field magnets in

shunt around the armature, and in, the circuit from the

armature is placed a variable resistance or rheostat. On
starting the motor it is necessary that all this resistance be
in circuit; otherwise, because of the low resistance of the

armature, excessive current will flow, and damage may be
done the motor. This resistance is contained in a box on
which a sliding arm moving over segments adjusts the cur-

rent. Before starting the motor the arm should be against

the stop, in which position the circuit is open. After clos-

ing the switch the movable arm should be turned slowly,

when the motor will gradually start up and set up a coun-
ter electromotive force, which will act as additional resist-

ance in the circuit. As the motor approaches full speed
the arm should be turned as far as it will go, thus cutting

all resistance out of circuit. It is necessary that the move-
ment of the rheostat should be slow and regular, for if it

is not, excessive current will (low, and the fusible plug-

will be melted.

The rheostat should never be used to regulate the speed
of the motor, but merely for starling. Never allow the

rheostat arm to rest on an intermediate segment.
To stop the motor, open the switch, and then turn the

arm of the rheostat back to its first position.

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 illustrate the mode of connecting the

motor and rheostat to the constant potential mains.

Heating Houses by Electricity.

In reply loan article by William Whigbam a:iackin^
the economy of heating houses by electricity. W, K. B.
Willcox has written a leUer to the Pttl.'^nr,-^ Di:faf-:h
warmly defending the proposed system .Mr. Willccx
admits that electricity will not be as economical as coal
burned on the premises but cites the numerous advantages
that would follow the innovation. The followin;; extract
will show the trend of .Mr. Willcox's strong argument:

"It would be absurd to provide every house with gen-
erating apparatus for lighting purposes, but where a central
station provides power the cost is not excessive. The
electric light is more expensive than ga?, but alio is gas
more expensive than oil, and oil than the tallow candle.

\t^ l^

^ ^
%£tm**^t..
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yet, even considering the item of expense, who would net
prefer the incandescent lamp to the candle, oil or gas?
Thus the cheap wood fire gives place to the more expensive
coal fire, and the coal fire to the more expensive natural
gas fire, and it in turn, to steam. Now, there exists a
place for electric heaticg. The advattages for the latter

will soon be worth the difference in cost.

'T would call particular attention to the advantages
which Mr. Whigbam considers 'minor Itenrs of ret much
importance.' At a distance from the ccmmunity in which
the houses are warmed by electricity an electric power
station will be situated. The fuel which has hitherto been
wheeled through the streets of the city, dumped upon
lawns and sidewalks, thrown into cellars, creating dust,
dirt and noise, and later requiring the labor of hundreds
of people to feed it to furnaces and to carr^- it to stoves
and grates, and which requires the attention of the family
to accomplish satisfactory and economical combustion is,

in the furnace of this power station, consumed under the
direction of two or three men skilled in such labor.

"Mr. Whigham has conceded toelectric heating the ad-
vantages of permitting greater facility In regulating tem-
perature, and of being free from losses such as steam
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German inventor.
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heaters are liable to, but lo the importance of these ad-
vantages he gives little consideration. Who h.is not been
the victim of an unattended furnace, or the unwilling
audience of clanging steam pijxrs? .\nd how often have
frescoes and mouldings and plastcicd ceilings been ruined
by escaping water? Such grievances can never attend the
use of the electric heater.

*'I do not agree with Mr. Whigham ihatthe 'relative cost

of the two plants and of the outlay for wages, wear and
tear, Interest and depreciation are plainly in favor of

steam.' One power station for 20.000 Inhabitants to

which fuel Is brought by railroad, and where a half dozen
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men perform the necessary labor, cannot have the initial

cost of the separate furnaces necessary to such population;

Eor can the wages of the station men amcunt to that of

coal heavers, dray.-nen and separate assislants in the

homes.
"The we.ar and tear of the apparatus cannot equal that

of small heat systems which also call for wear and tear

upon trucks, horses, public and p.-ivate property. Besides,

the danger of fire is removed.

"Therefoie, while I admit in some instances an excess

of cost of electric over steam heating, I consider its ac-

companviog advantages full compensation. But there is a

case where heat may be furnishetl by means of the 'dynamo

and its adjuncts' at a less cost than by steam. That is

where water power may be utilized. Electrical energy is,

in such a case, produced at the cost of the wear and tear

on apparatus, and such sources of pow-er may be drawn

upon without limitation. With the possibility of trans-

mitting energy from distant waterfalls, as is contemplated

in the case of Niagara, together with the erecting of large

steam plants for generating current, may I not predict for

electric heating a place in modern life corresponding to

that held by electricity in the fields of power and light?"

Electric Mining Machinery."

At a late meeting of the English Institution of Civil Engi-

neers Llewelyn B. .-VtkinsDU and Claude W. .Atkinson, associ

ate merabersof theinstitution.read a most interesting paper

upon "Electric Mining Machinery, with Special Reference

to the Application of Electricity to Coal-cutting. Pumping
and Rock-drilling,'' a paper deduced from four years' ex-

Dsrience in applving this class of machinery to mines and

in experiments connected with the ditticulties to be en-

countered. An abstract of the salient features of this

paper follows:

The principal uses to which electrical power can be ap-

plied in mines are the driving of pumps, of hauling and

uaderground machinery, of coal-cutting machines, drilling

machines, and in certain cases fans for subsidiary ventilat-

ing purposes. In referring to compressed air and the

utflizttion of the e.xhaust as an assistance to ventilation,

the authors think this is the most costly form of ventilation

that can be devised in its expenditure of power. To use

compressed air economically, with least bulk of machinery

and pipes, it is necessary to work at as high a pressure as

feasible. But this increase of pressure, economical and

more etficient in the use of steam, reduces the efficiency

with compressed air. This is shown by the experiments

of Messrs. J. Fo.vler & Co , at Leeds, who give the fol-

lo^ng table as to the gross etRciency of compiessed air in

the transmission of power:
Brake 11. P. of motor.

-Air pressure, Efficiency = -

Lbs. Per cent
40.0 35.8

34 27.1

«.s =S.5

2-t-O 34.?
19.0 43-5

I. H. P. of compressing engine.

These results are borne out by the recent experiments

of Prof. A B W Kennedy on the transmission of power by

compressed air, in Paris, on the so-called Popp system.

These experiments showed that the brake horse power of

the motor (10 horse power) is 31 per cent, of that of the

engine driving the air compressor, if the air is not heated

before use in the motor. Heating and expanding: the air

before passing it to the motor increases its efficiency to 45
percent. In mining work this is generally difficult; but

Frederick Hurd, in 1S72 placed a heating apparatus insids

the valve chest, in which the oxygen for the com oustion

of the fuel (a mixture of coke and scrap iron) was supplied

by the air working the motor. By this he carefully

avoided the possibility of exoloiion by fire damp and the

formation of ice.

In practice 40 lbs. to 50 lbs. is about the pressure now
adopted for working compressed air machinerj'; though in

rock drills, where lightness, portability and smallness of

connecting hose are of more importance than efficiency,

pressures of 70 to 90 lbs. per square inch are frequently

used. The final resu't, however, is that it is impossible

with compressed air to transmit to the distant motor more
than from 20 to 30 per cent, of the power expended at the

engines, and taking into the account friction and loss

by piping, the average efficiency is nearer 20 per cent- In

the caseof electrical transmissions, except when distribu'.ed

in very small units, there is little difficulty in obtaining

50 per cent, of the power expanded, and there are cases in

which no less than 75 per cent, is transmitted without ex

traordinary precautions being adopted. As these figures

are frequently contradicted by advocates of compre.-sed

air. the antbors have selected a simple case and give it as

fohows;
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The siz« of the cable plays an important part in deter-

mining the efficiency of electric transmission ol power In

the caseof steam, compressed air or hydraulic transmission,

the looses in the pipes arc frecjuenlly neglected, as they
are usually small This is not the case with electricity,

beca;-^ *:.c co-.t of the copper conductors forms a consid-

era- : -^holc plant, and tiien, unless the cables

are; o the power to be transmitted, they bc-

corr.s ., „ . . ^— damaged by the current passing through.

T, Froffi the Eni^intfring .\'fvs.

A long table is given in the paper showing the losses in

each part of an electrical pumping system; lirst with a

pump delivering 350 gallons per minute in a 9C0 foot

vertical lift acd a six inch pipe line i.Soo yards long;

and second, a similar pump delivering 20o gallons per

minute 480 ftet high through the same pipe line. The
result shows that an efficiency of 67 per cent, can be readily

obtained even when transmitting nearly loo horse power
to a distance of more than two miles, wi hout any attempt

to get specially good resulis. and the whole plant capable

of being worked by unskilled men-
One of the most important points raised against the use

of electricity in mines is that relating to its safety in view

of the explosive nature of the gases existing in some parts

of most mines. The author-) resolve this problem into

twc parts: (i; Will a motor working under ordinary and
satisfactory conditions be likely to cause an. explosion, as-

suming that it is placed in the positions where motive
power is usually required in mines? (-) Is it possible

under what may be termed extraordinary, but perfectly

realizable conditions, to produce an explosion under similar

circumslaoci s?

The following is presented as a summary of the results

of experiments bearing upon these questions. In the case

of an ordinary motor working up to. say, 500 volts, having
the brushes properly adjusted upon the commutator, no
sparking can be perceived. But, if from wear of the con-

tacts during the long runs, or variation in load, slight

sparking should occur, it is produced in contact with large

masses of a highly conductive metal (copper), with the

result that the rise in temperature is not sulficient to form
explosive mixtures of coal gas and air, or ordinary mirsh
gas and air. The temperaiure required to explode

these gases at ordinary pressures may De taken to be, for

a mixture of i volume of coal gas with 5 volumes of air, or

for a mixture of i volume of marsh gas with g.4 volumes
of air, from goo^ to i,tco" centigrade.

Copper combines with oxygen in air to produce oxide of

copper at about 700 C . and as under normal conditions

the formation of oxide is not observed, either on the col-

lector or point of the brush, this fact may be taken as

further evidence that the temperature existing there is not

sufficient to form an inflammable mixture of gases. But
while not dangerous under ordinary circumstances, the ex-

treme wear of a brush or its serious displacement may
cause an amount of sparking that will raise the tempera-
ture sufficiently high to oxidize the copper of the brushes

and ignice'gas. The question then arises, how it is possible

to obviate this danger.

The authors have adopted a method of their ov/n as a

means of excluding from the armature the atmosphere in

which the machine is working. It is assumed that the

machine will not normally be placed in an explosive mix-
ture, but it is intended to guard against the accumulation
of such gases in the case of motors unattended for some
hours at a time. Means should also be adopted for stop-

ping the motor when placed at the coal-face or in a head-

ing, in case of an in*rush of fire-damp, from the fall of

roof, or from other reasons. It should be stopped before

the explosive gas reaches the motor.
To effect this the authors either inclose the whole arma-

ture, with its commutator and brushes, or when this is in-

convenient, the commutator and brushes only, in a prac-

tically air tight casing. This plan has been successfully

applied to motors developing from i to 45 horse power.
It is now recognized that in the winding of field magnets
any desired temperature of working may be obtained by
allowing well defined amounts of external cooling surface

for the dissipation of the heat developed. This proposi-

tion for a fioal temperature of 70 degrees Fahr. above the

atmosphere may be taken as 2.3 square inches per watt to

be dissipated. The armatures of ordinary dynamos and
moto:s are constructed to revolve in contact with the air,

and the continual cooling thus obtained allows the surface

for each watt to be reduced to about 0.7 square inches.

The argument of the mining engineer is that if these

casings should become filled with an inflimmable mixture

and ignited, the result would be as disastrous as if they did

not exist. The answer to ihs is that under certain sections

of the Coal Mines Regulation Act it is not allowable to

work when the proportion of explosive gas exceeds about
I in 30. and it is not likely that any electric motor will be
placed in such a position as to run continuously in any ex-

plosive atmospliere for a longer period than two or three

hours at the outside. These casings are tightly fitted at all

points, many of them packed with rubber, and it is not

likely that an inflammable mixture could penetrate to a dang-
erous degree in that time. Should there be any leakage,

however, into the covers,as soon as the proportion of marsh
gas in the air reaches 3 to 4 per cent combustion will

lake place quietly, producing carbonic acid gas, which will

tend to prevent explosions.

If it is required to work for long periods in such an

atmosphere, the authors provide means for the introduc-

tion into the armature of an inexplosive mixture. This is

most simply done by attaching to the motor a steel cylinder

containing cabron dioxide under pressure, and connecting

this with the armature casing by a pipe,which would allow a

slow, constant stream of this gas to reach the interior of

the casing. T'he value of this method is evident when it

is pointed out that the presence of 14 per cent, of carbonic

acid gas in the most explosive mixtures of firc*damp renders

ihem absolutely uninflammable.
In the opinion of the authors the switches present a more

serious difficulty than the motors, and ihcy have endeav-

ored to meet this in two ways—by diminishing as far as

possible the tendency to sparking, and by arranging a

switch which even in the event of a spark would be safe

under any conditions likely to occur. The plan adopted is.

in a series wound dynamo, to provide a resistance coil of

small self induction, which is always connected with the

ends of the magnetic coil, so as to form a path through

which a current in the latter may continue, even v/hcn the

main circuit is broken. In the same way, they have

arranged the switch in such a manner that before breaking

the circuit the coil of the magnets Is short circuited.

By this means the act of breaking the circuit reproduces

the conditions which exist in the case of a shunt wound
generator and shunt-wound motor, and the only sparking
which results is that due to the self-induction of the line

and armatures. To diminish this latter, the switch itself

has, on its lower side, a resistance coil connected to the

several points with which it makes contact, the wire being
large enough to carry the current for the short time during
which the switch is passing over them. Even when
the generator is short-circuited, the current is so far

diminished that if the switch be moved slowly over the
contacts, it is less than what has been termed the critical

magnetizing current of the dynamo. The result is that by
the time the circuit is open the series-wound dynamo has
practically ceased to excite itself, the electromotive force

and current are very small, and the sparking is practically

nil.

As an additional safeguard, the switch itself is made in

the form of an air-tight box, which will exclude an explo-
sion mixture for many hours.

The paper continues with a serai-historical sketch of the
application of these principles to working machinery by
the authors and by others. But this portion and the dis-

cussion which follows are too voluminous for insertion

here.though an abstract is given of the latter. The authors
conclude, however, with the following summary of the

advantages of the electrical transmission of power as

deduced from general experience;

(A) Electrical power is destined to become an import-
ant factor in mining mechanics, on account of

—

1. The greater facility with which it can be used with
machines which require to be moved from time to time as

the work advances.

2. The great economy in first cost and reduced cost of

working, owing to its efficiency being higher than that of
compressed air or any other medium of power transmis-

sion.

3. The smaller cost of maintaining the cables, as com-
pared with piping, on shifting floors, in roadways, etc.

(B) That the methods described are sufficient to obviate

all objections to the use of electric motors in coal mines,

either by excluding inflammable gases or by constructions

which allow of their safe combustion.

(C) That experiments, trials and practical work, ex-
tending over four years, show that

—

I. Electrical pumps may be used with advantage and
economy for mine draining.

::. Electrical coal cutters can replace hand labor, with
saving in cost and increased production of coal.

3. Electrical drilling machines are avaihble in place of

machines worked by hand or compressed air.

In the discussion which followed the reading of this

paper, the following points may be selected from much
relating to coal-cutting machinery : Mr. Snell laid special

stress on the kind of cable employed in wet and dry mines.

Lead-covered cables protected by an outer serving of

braided and ozo kerited hemp he found best suited and
most durable for wet pits and shafts. They were also

used for permanent main roads and levels; but in rough
roads, with falling sides or heaving floors, he

preferred an insulation of vulcanized rubber well served
with braided hemp, as being more flexible In shafts

he always boxed the cable to protect it from falling

stones. He thought that wherever water power was
available electricity was the cheapest form in which power
could be transmitted. At St. John's colliery, Normanton,
electricity had been substituted for compressed air for

main haulage and main and dip pumping, with result that

the original engines and boilers had given rather more
than twice the useful t fleet previously obtained. His
company had several convenient forms of portable motors
for coupling to Ingersoll percussion and rotary drills.

Prof. Arnold Lupton objected to the comparison made
by the authors as to the relative cost and efliciency of

electricity and compressed air. He thought a 3-inch pipe

would have been large enough, at $1,000 less cost, and
that proper electric mains would cost iji^oo more than

stated. He also thought there would be trouble in dis-

tributing power in running machines at half speed, but he

gave no figures for his objections. Mr. Grothe called at-

tention to the fact that the United States was far ahead of

England in the application of electricity to useful work,

and gave statistics of stieet railways, street lighting,

mines, etc Mr. Bainbridge said that in the case of pump-
ing there was no comparison between electricity and com-
pressed air. He was operating a pump that raised 50
gallons per minute, 400 feet high, at a distance of 2^
miles from the engine, with a first cost less than one-half

that of compressed air.

John Taylor referred to a California gold mine, where
water power was to be secured within two miles of the

mine. This was uHlized by a Pe'ton wheel, 87 inches

diameter and developing 125 horse power, with 400
miners' inches of water under 160 feet head. This wheel

drove a 100 horse power Brush generator, and the current

was transmitted to the mines, 1,400 feet above the power
station and 10,890 feet distant, by a No. 3 insulated

copper wire less than ^,{ inch in thickness. The length

of the circuit wire was 22,588 feet. At the mines was a

Brush motor working up to fin horse power actual; this

drove a ten-stamp battery and three Huntington mills, or

the ef|uivalcnt of a 40-slamp battery, and a large rock-

breaker in addition. It also lighted all the works. Ex-

periments made showed that from 83 to 85 per cent, of the

horse power generated was practically received at the

mills, two miles away. A wire two sizes larger would

have transmitted fp percent., and the electricians of the

Brush company stated that they might safely depend on 70
per cent at a distance of 12 miles.

I'rof. Henry Robinson, who was interested in the com-

pressed air plant at Birmingham, stated that the average

efficiency of 34 motors worked by compressed air at 45
pounds was 42.66 per cent., and this could be taken as a

fair average of the good with the bad compressing m.achines.

In another case a 40 horse power engine worked with the
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air heated showed an efliciency of 73 per cent. In other

words, he wished it understood that great advances had

been made in a few years in air compressing machinery.

Frederick Murd said that he was using electrical coal-

cutting machinery, and thought the dangers were exagger-

ated; he had seen machines sparking at a rate that would

ama/.e some people, without causing explosions, llis firm

wa'i contracting to take out coal at is. 6d. (36 cents) per

ton, finding the machinery, keeping it in order and provid

ing the men. They were receiving large royalties, and

had declined to sell the machinery to the mine owners, who
would have been glad to close the existing contracts.

E. R. Dalby thought that the risk Irom sparks from

picks was almost as great as that from the commutator of

a motor, lie referred to the experiments made after the

disastrous explosion at St. Etienne in France, and to the

fact that the board of investigating engineers found that

picks of aluminum bronxe with 2 per cent, silicon alone

produced no sparks. This board, however, failed to pro

duce exp'osions » ith the sparks from any of ihe picks

used.

Howard D. Pearsall objected to the statement made re

garding efliciency and cost. He said that Mr. Taylor had

stated that the efiiciency transmitted at the California mine

was 85 per cent.; but that was solely the efficiency of the

conductor, and meant that 15 percent, of the power was

lost in transmitting it two miles. The loss in transmitting

compressed air through three miles of pipe, at Paris, was
only 2 per cent., on the authority of Prof. Kennedy. In

the Paris installation the efficiency of the prime mover wag

84.5 per cent., and that of the compression was 61 per

cent. The product of these was 51.5 per cent In com-
pressing air by water power he had obtained an efficiency

of S5 per cent, and a net efficiency of 67 per cent, at a dis-

tance of three miles.

In answering Prof. Lupton's objections, the authors

stated that their prices were average market prices, and
ihey had adopted a 4-inch pipe in the table given because

this had been recommended by all makers of compressed

air machinery whom they had consulted. To meet an ob-

jection that the distance of transmission was not sufficient,

they had prepared the foUo.-.ing table, with a transmission

equal to 10,000 yards:

COMPRESSED AIR VS. ELECTRICITY.
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As to the danger and annoyance from stoppage and
break downs, the author said that as a matter of fact a
dynamo driving the author's coal-cutting machines was
used regularly for two years without any repairs or break-
downs. As to Mr. Pearsall's remark that compressed air

with an efiiciency of 85 per cent, was an accomplished fact,

the authors regret that he did not specify where it was to

be seen, as a large number of engineers would be certainly

interested in this unique result.

A Weather Prophet's Views on Electric
Wires.

Prof. E. S. Wiggins, the weather prophet, speaking of

his theory of the relation of electric wires and droughts,
made the following statement in the Chica^^o Herald
recently:

The theory I announced in 1887 that telegraph wires

prevent the formation of electric clouds and destroy those
already formed and therefore cause drought has been
variously commented on by the press of America and
Europe. The German and French philosophers have accepted
it. To test its accuracy the former have traced the origin

of electric clouds to the hilltops, showing they originate

in terrestrial electricity; for, as is well known, electricity

always collects at elevations on the surface of globular
bodies. For many years one of the provinces of France
had been subjected to frequent visits of electric clouds

—

hailstorms and tornadoes—which, forming on the hills,

swept down upon and devastated the fertile fields below.
To prevent this they have 50W stretched wires everywhere
across the hills and over the plains, which, by equalizing

the electric force, prevent the formation of electric clouds.

The wideawake American has also laid low the telegraph

poles in some of the larger cities. If telegraph wires

covered our whole continent no electric storm could origi-

nate even on the peaks of the Rocky Mountains themselves
and North America would be unable, at all events for

some years, to raise its own bread. Telegraph wires by
depleting the air of its electricity conduct away the vital

principle that promotes the growth of vegetation, which is

none other than electricity itself."

H. Ward Leonard & Co.
The prospectus of H. Ward Leonard & Co. says: This

company has been organized with the special object of
undertaking work involving the necessity of a wide com-
prehensive experience in the electrical field, and such a
knowledge of electrical, mechanical, chemical and mining
work as is necessary for the intelligent application of elec-

tricity 10 new usts, and such as does not at present exist

outside of the large electrical companies.

It is well known that the best experts of the large com-
panies are kept so busy on profitable routine work that they

are not so readily available to develop a new application of

electricity a-i would be similar experts whose work would
lie entirely in that direction.

In other words the best electrical engineers arc largely

occupied with the planning and constructing of electric

railway p'ants, arc light plants and incandescent plants,

and find little, if any, time in which to give attention to the

development of new applications of electricity.

A prospective purchaser to-day who wishes power trans-

mitted great distances, and then utilized as far as possible

in a good sized town, finds himself confronted by conflict-

ing statements as to what is possible and necessary, and
also finds that the parent companies whose shops are full

of profitable standard work do not exert themselves to se-

cure a contract involving the services of their best engi-

neers at great distances from home, and upon plants no two
of which are likely to be sufficiently alike to allow of mere
duplication as in railway or lighting plants.

i'^urthermore the parent companies are primarily manu-
facturing companies, and do not do construction work, ex-

cept for the purpose of insuring the sale and proper instal-

lation of their manufactured goods, and they have of course

no interest whatever in selling or installing the goods of a

rival manufacturing company
Suppose a prospective purchaser wants to develop a

water power, and transmit it ten miles to a town, where he

wishes to use it for incandescent lighting, arc lighting, op-

erating stationary motors, a railway, charging storage hit

teries and the operation of welding machines. He may
wish Edison incandescent lamps on a Westlnghouse alter-

nating system for scattered lighting, an Edison street rail-

road, Eddy stationary motors, a Thomson- Houston arc

lighting plant, Julian storage batteries and Thompson
welding machines. He wishes the entire responsibility in

some competent hands. Which one of the above compa
nies would care, for the sake of selling such a small amount
of its own apparatus, to develop the water power, construct

the entire plant, and purchase from other competing com-
panies and become responsible for apparatus which they

themselves may have no faith in? It is evident tha" each
company will endeavor to sell f. o. b. as much of its own
apparatus as it can. The purchaser cannot determine
whether to transmit by alternating or continuous currents,

whether to use storage batteries or not, nor any one of the

perplexing points which change with almost every plant,

and which only those most experienced are competent to

judge.

ic IS for just such work that we are organized, without

any prejudice for or against anv apparatus or system, ex-

cept that based upon our honest judgment after a thorough

experience extending over the entire development of elec-

trical engineering since 1SS3. Having nothing whatever

to sell, and having no alliances with any manufacturing

concern, we are able to say to the prospective purchaser:

"We are organized to serve your interests in the best way
possible, and to give close and expert attention to every

point in connection with your plant, from the original se

lection and purchase of your property to the details of the

methods of operation after we have installed it for you."
We believe that all first class manufacturing companies

will be glad to have in the field an electrical engineering

concern who will always recommend and install their ap-

paratus for purposes to which it is the best adapted, and
especially if they have confidence that the installation will

be one which will reflect credit upon thefr apparatus, which
confidence we believe will not be lacking.

The supply companies having special devices of undoubt-

ed merit will be glad to have a concern in the field which
will use that device in the market wh'ch is the very best for

the purpose, and who have no agencies of any kind for the

sale of competing devices, and hence no possible preju-

dices.

i'ne electrical construction concerns are paying attention

principally to the construction of street railways, arc light

plants and incandescent plants of types which have become
stand?rd because of the large number which have already

been installed, and because the conditions are so nearly

the same in different plants of such kinds.

Hence it seems evident that our work will be of a char-

acter such that we will not be in conflict with the various

interests in the electrical field to-day.

Our policy will be to operate as far as possible in har-

mony with these existing electrical interests, as will be in-

dicated by the following lines of policy:

1st. We shall have no exclusive relations with any elec-

trical manufacturing company.
2d. We shall take no selling agencies for anything.

3d. We shall do no manufacturing.
4th. We will undertake any electrical engineering work

within our means, and in any manner consistent with the

above.

5th. We shall endeavor to operate as far as possible in

the newest fields of electrical engineering, and shall not

make any special effort to secure construction work which

is merely imitative in character.

6th. We shall endeavor in every way to be non-partisan,

and to work in perfect accord with all electrical manufact-
uring, selling and supply companies.
The prospective purchaser will now be able to secure

thoroughly competent service for any portion of the work
in connection with the purchase, installation and operation

of his plant, and at an extremely moderate rate, as indicated

by the following schedule of charges based upon the con-

tract price:

For making preliminary plans, designs, distri-

butions and estimate i per cent.

For making final plans and specifications . . ..i

For drawing and executing contract on behalf

of purchaser i "
For supervising an installation made by an-

other contractor 3 "
For inspecting and reporting on the work of an-

other contractor 1 "
For acting on behalf of the purchase in mak-

ing the settlement with another contractor.! "
For acting as the agent of the purchaser, from

the beginning to the final settlement of a
contract, including the m-jkingof estimates,
plans, (leierminaiions, specificitions. con-
tract, supervising; the insialladon, final in-

spection and report and final settlement,. ,5 per cent.
Realizing the fai^t that ihc ovn^r of an el'.-c'.rical plant is

almost every daydesirous of securing unprejudiced expert
information of some kind as to the electrical apparatas and
methods in the market, and the prices and terms relative
to them; al-^ information .as to the causes for certain re-

sults met v/ith in the operation of his plant, and the bc*.t

methods of effecting Improvements; also expert informa-
tion as to his power plant, whe'hcr steam or water; also
information as to the proper meihods and forms for keeping
his accounts—we have inaugurated a subscription method
of securing such information fron us by corresponding,
and at the very moderate charge of ^z^ pvr year for isolat-

ed plants, and ^50 per year for ceoir.ii station plants, Ic

goes without siying that competent experts can make va!u
able suggestions lo the owner of almost any plant, and we
believe that from the thousands of plants whom we shall
approach with this proposition the large propirtion will

consider it a go->d, simple and cheap method of securing
information upon a subject as yet too new to be commonly
well understood, and whijh can todiy oily be secured
from the parent companies with a necess^r)" bias in favor
of their own methods and apparaias.
We shall also act as the agent of any prospective pur-

chaser, and in about such a way as architects now act.

That is, on the basis of receiving a certain percentage of
the cost of the plant.

Every concern contemplating the purchase of a street

railway, an incandescent lighting plant, an arc light plant,

and in fact any electrical plant of any kind can well afford

to arrange to have us act as their representative in securing
such a plant of the best possible kind purchased for the
least possible amount consistent with the proper standard
of excellence, installed in a thoroughly safe and scientific

manner, and operated in accordance with the best practice
as developed by years of experience.
Whenever desired we will install any reputable apparatus

already decided upon and purchased, and this feature of
our business will be of special importance to purchasers
who wish to use in a single plant apparatus of various com-
panies, and who nevertheless wish no division of responsi
bility.

11. Ward Leonard & Co. is a corporation organized
under the laws of the state of New Jersey. Its present au-
thorized capital is ^200.000. The original subscription
WIS for $50 000. $32,00 of which was subscribed by the
incorporators.

It will be noticed that the revenues of the company will

be of a character such that comparatively little capital will

be required, considering the net revenue.

The shares of the company are $100 each. The present
stockholders include some of the most prominent officials

of the leading electrical companies.
None of the stock of the company will be issued for any-

thing but absolute cash or its equivalent, and ever}' share-

holder is on exactly the same terms as every other share-

holder. That \<-, there will be no issue of stock for con-
tracts, patents, franchises or similar considerations having
an indefinite value.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, Aug. 22.—Staten Islanders are feeling the

force of the saying that it is always darkest just before

dawn. They are naturally and justly indignant at being

left in darkness when temporary plants were promised and

could have been put in operation to feed the Richmond

company's uninjured circuits. Dut cow that so good a

reason for the delay is given there should and doubtless

will be more rejoicing than impatience. The fire will, in

all probability, prove a blessing in disguise.

As was stated last week, it is the purpose of the

Richmond company to rebuild the station in another site

closer to the water's edge. But nothing was said about a

great scheme which Tresident Eras! us Wiman is now

pushing with his characteristic energy. New York and its

environs have been backward in appreciating the many ad-

vantages of electric railways. It is with genuine satisfac-

tion then that one sees a man of Mr. Wiman's reputation

come to the front, as he did on last Tuesday afternoon.

To be brief, Mr. Wiman now proposes to cover Staten

Island with a network of electric lines and equip the new

station with apparatus to furnish the current for rhe entire

railway system as well as for the lights. Such is his plan

in a nutshell. On Tuesday afternoon he laid his scheme

before the Richmond county board of suv>er\-isors. and

asked that he be granted an exclusive franchise. No action

has as yet been taken, but the members of the board have

accepted an invitation from Mr. Wiman to visit Boston as

his guests and inspect what, it will be remembered, was

called by the facetiously inclined New York editor the

"intolerable trolley system in an aggravated form."

The importance of the proposed work will hardly be

understood by outsiders. As was stated by Mr. Wiman,

the interior of Staten Island is greatly lacking in develop-

ment, while its edges are provided with most excellent

facilities of transit. If the electric system goes in as pro-

jected, it is prophesied that the whole center of the island

would in '(\s^ years be as thickly populated .as the shores

are now.
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Word comes fron Albany that Frank W. Sabold,

manager of the Western Union company's office in that

city, has resigned to accept the position of manager of the

Westchester Telephone company, whose office is in

Yonkers. Mr. Sabold has been with the Western Union

company since 18S2. His resignation goes into effect

September ist.

In ail probability when District Attorney Nicol gets

through with h s electrical execution indictments he will

have been impressed with the fact that there is one subject

at leasit upon which the press can talk freely. "Nicol a

Conspirator"—such a headline appearing, as it did, oq the

editorial page of the New York Mail and ExJ-ress, could

not have excited any feeling of gladness in the heart of the

district attorney. It is generally believed that the news-

paper defendants have been instigating this prosecution

against themselves, and that matters will be so conducted

by Mr. Nicol that when their counsel shall make the

motion to annul the indictments, it wilt be assented to.

David G. Weems, whose high speed electric railway

system was described several months ago by <>. T. Crosby

before the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, is

now in Neiv York. Mr. Weems is still enthusiastically

working on this all important problem. During an inter-

view with your correspondent he stated that although the

project was progressing slowly it was nevertheless surely

going ahead "Things are now in a more practical

shape," said Mr. Weems. '*Our experiments hive shown

Ui that the solid ground was the place for the raiis.

Recent tests at 90 miles an hour with a Pullman car and a

steam locomotive on a grade on an ordinary railway have

convinced us that much higher speeds are practicable."

"You see," continued Mr. Weems, "our first idea in-

cluded an elevated road and an automatically propelled

train—that is, no motor-man on board. We have now

come down to the ground and put a man at the motor.

Our present idea, and one which we propose to carry out,

is the building of a 1,200 horse power locomotive. With

this we are going to pull a train of Pullman coaches. You

see if the mountain won't come to Mahomet. Mahomet

must do the walking. So, as the railroad people won't come

to us, we propose to leave the rolling stock just as it is

pulled now by the steam engine.''

In reply to the question as to where the 1,200 horse

power locomotive would be first put in operation, Mr,

Weems said; "We expect to get our power from a certain

large station now building. This is all I can tell you at

present." He further explained, in answer to a number of

queries as to details, that a metallic return would be em-

ployed and also that the motor to haul the train of Pullman

coaches would be without gearing.

Orange, N. J., is to have better street car facilities. The

Orange Cross-Town & Bloomfield Railway company has

projected two important extension lines. There has been

not a word said, though, about the electric system being

employed tD give the people what they will otherwise be

without—rapid transit.

Brooklyn. to5, is waiting—but that is all. The policy

of the Brooklyn City Railroad company is to think a long

lime, and it doesn't propose to hurry. It is understood

that this company has already secured the consent of a

majority of property owners on all the lines to the intro-

duction of electricity. President I.ewis, however, says

that the application for the use of electric motive power

may be allowed to lapse as far as the entire system is con-

cerned. The directors want to find out, if possible, what

method is best before making any change!

Speaking of conser^'aiism it would never do to leave out

Jersey City, In that city there is a street railway, the

Jersey City 6t Bergen Railroad company's, on which electric

motors have been employed for months to draw the cars

up a hill. Recently efforts were made to induce the city

authorities to permit the use of motors from the foot of the

hill to the ferry. But the city refuses permission, so the

company, discouraged, will continue to use the horse.

There are, as yet, no more vcrj* important particulars

relative to the rapid transit question here to be chronicled.

It would never do, though, to neglect lo mention that at

the meeting of the Washington Republican club on Mon-

day evening last the following resolution was ofTercd and

adopted

:

Jiezolved, That the unexplained, unreasonable and incx-

CTJiable delay of the Rapid Transit Commission in formu-
lating a feasible scheme of rapid transit for Ihc great mass
of the people who reside in the u|jf>cr part of the city, and
the expenditure of nearly $.>co,ooo of the public money
without accomplishing the end desired, deserve the

severest criticism and condemnation of the i>copIc of the

city of New York, and in the opinion of thi.*t club ihc plans

propo«d and the work so far done leave no doubt as to

the incompeieocy of the commission lo perform ihc duties

imposed on it, and is sufficient to justify the people in

demanding the resignation of the commissioner.^,

Coogressmao Allan C. Durborow, late bnsinesA manager

of the Western Electrician, paid the New York office

a visit this week. From appearances, politics and electric-

ity have, in one case at least, come lo a mutual and satis

factory understanding. Mr. Durborow is looking well.

There was a rumor afloat last week to the effect that a

corner in crude rubber had been formed. The moving

spirit in the enterprise was thought to be one John C
Goncaloes Vianna. a Spaniard of Brazil, who once before,

in 1SS3. tried to corner the rubber market. Joseph Earle

of Earle Bros., a large importing firm in New York,

admits that the rumor was correct. He said that it was

estimated that the syndicate controlled 90 per cent, of the

rubber supply. The present stock of Para rubber is

figured at from 3,600 to 3,800 tons.

Commodore Gerry of the New York Yacht club, whose

cruise has just ended, is more or less of an electrical

decorator. He has tried a number of experiments with the

lights on board his flagship "Electra." This season bright

red lamps were strung in a row from a line reaching from

the bowsprit up over the topmast heads down to tht stern

of the yacht. Some of the lamps in the string went out

while the "Electra" was anchored in Huntington Bay, and

the commodore is quoted as giving his expert opinion that

the trouble was due to the mosquitoes having eaten the

insulation of the wires.

It may show a lack of proper courtesy to doubt Mr.

Gerry's statement, but this opportunity must be taken ad-

vantage of to say that someone must be in error. The

mosquitoes were not at Huntington Bay at the particular

time specified. They were elsewhere, and persons desiring

the name of that locality can get it by applying to your

correspondent.

The "Electra" is said to carry a search light as powerful

as that on the "Chicago
"

The damaged electric light buoys in Gedney's Channel,

which were referred to in last week's letter, have been re-

paired and were to have been lighted last night.

F. L. P.

Pittsburg, Pa.

Pittsburg, Aug. 22.—The Duquesne Traction com-

pany of this city has now had its road in operation for

about three months. At the outset much difficulty was en-

countered in getting the cars to run properly, on account

of the heavy grades and sharp curves. This trouble has

gradually disappeared, and everything appears to be run-

ning smoothly at the present time. It is slated, however,

upon reliable auth trlty that the company has perfected ar-

rangements for the disposition of its present cars, and will

within a short lime have on ihe ground a full outfit of

lighter cars. The cars now in use are extremely heavy,

and would be much better suited to a company operating

a road with light grades. It is said that the Duquesne

company contemplates the reduction of its fare to the three-

cent basis, to the end that it may more advantageously

compete with its cable arrival, the Pittsburg Traction com-

pany, which, for a couple of months, has been doing busi-

ness at the three-cent rate and apparently prospering.

Pittsburg is undoubtedly the only city in the country where

a passenger can ride five miles upon a street railway for

the sum of three cents.

The borough officers of Plomcitead, Pa., are negotia-

ting for the purchase of an electric lighting plant to be

used for the illumination of the streets of the town. It is

the intention to do residence lighting a'so, in case citizens

of the borough desire to avail themselves of the opportu-

nity to have their houses lighted by electricity.

At Harrisburg. Pa., a few days ago, the People's Elec-

tric Street Railway company, with a capital of !i;5o,ooo,

was chartered. The headquarters of this road are in the

town of Bridgewater, Bea\er county, Pa. The road, as

projected, will connect the towns of Bridgewater, Roches-

ter. Freedom, St. Clair and Economy.

McKeesport, Pa., is to have a telephone system in full

operation by the first of October. The rates for the service

are to be three dollars per month, and already more than

a hundred subscribers have been secured. It is expected

that three hundred names will be upon the list of subscrib-

ers before the time for starting.

Cincinnati, O.
CiNCi.sNA'n, Aug. 22.—The Cincinnati Electric Subway

company, organized for the purpose of building a general

subway for the accommodation of the various electric light,

telegraph and telephone companies, is pushing its interests

vigorously, in spite of the fact that the Edison company

secured a franchise some months ago for the use of the

streets, and has laid several miles of its underground sys-

tem. Should this subway company succeed in securing a

franchise giving it the right of way in all the various streets

and alleys, the Edison company will be put to great ex-

pense changing the lines which are already down. How-

ever, a general subway, such as the Cincinnati company
proposes (o put down, seems to be the only way to solve

the problem of underground wires; and such a subway
would prove of much value, not only to the electric com-

panies, which would all be placed on an equality, but lo the

public.

The South Covington & Cincinnati Electric Railway

company has just added to its plant a battery of tubular

boilers of 400 horse power capacity, a 300 horse power
Lane & Bodley Corliss engine, several new Short genera-

tors, together with shafting, clutches, etc., and a fine

switch-board, making the most complete station of its size

in this vicinity. The company has dispensed with horses

on all its lines.

F. E. Perry has purchased the entire outfit of the Electric

Supply & Contracting company of this city, and will con-

tinue the business, making a specialty of repair work of

all kinds. The shops are in the Nevada building. Fifth

and Sycamore streets.

The contract for wiring the Alms & Doepke building for

the arc system was secured by the Edison General Electric

company, the price being $7,850.

An electric road is projected from College Hi!', a suburb
of Cincinnati, to the city. The franchise has been secured

and work will be commenced soon.

J. H. Khotehamel, president of the Columbia Incandes-

cent Lamp company of St. Louis, was in the city a few
days ago looking up business. He reports good sales in

this territory.

Schulman tlv: Reynolds, contractors for general electric

work, have secured contracts for wiring r.ooo lights in the

Central Union Passenger station, 250 lights in the Method,
ist book concern; also for wiring the Neave building, ?

new eleven-story structure, in which they will use exclu-

sively interior conduits encased in glass tubing covered

with brass. G.

PERSONAL.
B. E. Sunny, manager of the western department of the

Thomson- Houston company, returned from an eastern
trip last week.

D. M Clower of Clower, Harris & Co., electrical engi-
neers and dealers in electrical supplies at Dallas, Tex.,
was in the city last week.

J. A. Colby, secretary and manager of the Des Moines
Edison Light company, stopped in Chicago last week
while returning from the Edison convention at New York
city.

Chas. S. Pease has resigned the general managership of
the Brush Electric company. He will form a copartner-
ship with James llumbird for the manufacture of electric

railway apparatus at Cumberland, Md.

E. R. Gilman. president of the Great Western Electric

Supply company. Chicago, returned from a European trip

last week. Mr Gilman was absent from home but little

more than a month, passing most of the time in London
and Paris,

E. A. Yan Wie, secretary and treasurer of the Rockford
Electric Manufacturing company, was in Chicago several

days during the current week on business relating to the
establishment of an agency for this territory for the sale

of the Mayo apparatus.

D. B. Dean and W. R. B. Willcox will represent the

Electric Merchandise company of Chicago at the Monti eal

convention. They will be "at home" at parlors 14 and ifj,

Windsor hotel, Montreal. This company intends to ex-

hibit line m terial and Burton electric heaters.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Bradshaw Lumber company, Suffolk, Va.; capital slock,

§50,000; water, gas and electric light works, sawmills,

lumber and timber.

Norfolk Street Railway Construction company, Norfolk,
Neb.; capital stock, !ti25,ooo; to buid, equip and manage
an electric street railway in Norfolk, Neb.

Roland Avenue Electric l-iailway company, Baltimore,

Md.; capital stock, $25000; lo operate a passenger railway

outside of Baltimore less than 12 miles long.

I'eople's Electric Railway company, Sandusky, C;
capital stock, $100,000; electric street railway, furnishing

electric power, etc.; Geo. H. DeVVitt, Sandusky, O.

Couer d'Alene City Illuminating company, Couer
d'Alene City, Idaho; capital stock, $20,000; electric illumi-

nation in Kootenai Co , Idaho; IL R, Kellinger, Couer
d'Alene City, Shoshone Co., Idaho.

Armour Electric Light, Fuel & Power company of

Illinois, Chic.-igo, 111.; capital stock, $5,000,000; to supply

gas and electricity for light, heat and power; W. L.

Armour, 205 La Salle street, Chicago, 111.

Wright t'v Starr I'^lectric company (incorporated in West
Virginia), I'hiladelphia, Pa.; capital slock, $250,000;
manufacturing and dealing in electrical appliances and
machinery; Knight & Couch, Charleston, W. Va.

Canada Gas is. Fuel company, Chicago, III,; capital

stock. $5,000,000; the manufacture and sale of clcclricily

for light, heat and power, manufacture and sale of slcam

for heat and power, etc.; Loftus F. Daucey, 101 Audi-

torium building, Chicago, III,
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ELECTRIC LIGHT.
It is proposed to erect an electric light plant at Come

Ciiy, Ala.

The city council of Taylor, Tex., is negotiating for

electric street lights.

The establishment of an electric light plant is projected

at New Martinsville, W. Va.

The city of Augusta. Ga., has advertised for bids for

lighting the city by electricity.

Guild &. White of Chattanooga have received the contract

to erect the electric light plant and construct the water

works at Union City, Tenn. The cost will be about $54.-

000.

At Henderson, N. C. the electric light plant of the

Henderson Gas & Electric Light company has been sold

to A. C. Zollicoffer. J. K Voung, J. D. Cooper and J. P.

Taylor.

The Claremont F^lectric Light company of Claremont,

N. H., has been awarded the contract to light the city with

arc lights, for a period of five years, at $2,000 per year.

The Thomson-Houston system will be used.

The Beverly, Mass., Gas and Electric Light company
has started its new station on River street in operation.

Two Thomson-Houston 50 arc light machines and a 300
horse power Greene compound condensing engine are in-

cluded in the plant.

The Chicago Edison company has contracted to wire

the Minnesota grain elevator for 1 16 lights and the Bloom-
ington elevator for 142 lights. The former is owned by the

Minnesota Elevator company and the latter by the

Armour Elevator company.

The electric light plant at Colfax, Wash., was burned
recently, entailing a loss of $11,000, with about $5,500
insurance. The town will be in darkness for some time,

as the company proposes to put in a larger plant, which
must be purchased in the East.

The Vincennes, Ind., Electric Light & Power company
has applied to the common ccuncil of that city for a

franchise permitting it to construct and operate an electric

railway on the principal streets of the city. The Thomson-
Houston company is backing the local company.

At a recent meeting of the city council of Coldwater,

Mich., the proposition of the Coldwater PJIectric Light

company, to dispose of its plant to the city, was accepted

at $7,500. with an addition of one 40-horse power dynamo;
also the proposition of the Commercial Electric company,
for its incandescent system for $4,200.

George H. Clarke has begun an action for $2,000 against

the Rochester. N. V , Electric Railway company for

damages alleged to have been sustained by him in being

wrongfully ejected from a car operated by the company.
Mr. Clarke alleges thaton July 14th last he was riding to

the lake on the electric road accompanied by two friends

from Syracuse. He presented in payment for his fare a

ticket reading from Charlotte to Rochester. The conduc-
tor held that this ticket was worthless traveling in the

opposite direction, and Mr. Clarke insisted that it was
good. The conductor stopped the car and ordered Mr.
Clarke to alight As he was stepping off the car,

Clarke and his friends allege, the conductor kicked the

retiring passenger. The conductor was arrested and
upon examination he testified that Clarke had made no
resistance when ordered off the car, and admitted "push-
ing him with his foot."

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
It is probable that an electric railroad will be built be-

tween Atlanta and Manchester, Ga.

The most expensive street car in the world, it is said, is

owned by the Troy Electric Railway Car company of

Cleveland, O. It cost $to,ooo.

The Electric Merchandise company has just secured a

very satisfactory contract at Pittsburg from the Citizens'

Traction company. This company is operating a cable

road, but being compelled to extend its lines concluded to

build an electric line six miles in length as a feeder. The
Electric Merchandise company has secured every contract

for furnishing material.

The Chicago and Evanston electric railroad project seems
to be meeting with some opposition among the residents

of Chicago avenue in Evanston. At a meeting of the
property owners of that thoroughfare, held on Aug. iSth,

to discuss the proposition of the company to enter Evans-
ton by that street, W. P. Cooley reported that franchises

had been secured as far noith as Greenleaf street, which is

the boundary between Evanston and South Evanston.
A remonstrance was drawn up and a committee appointed
to secure signatures to it. It is understood that the prop
erty owners are thoroughly in sympathy with the road,

but would prefer to have it enter the city by some other

route.

The Wilkesbarre &: Wyoming Valley Traction company
has been formed to consolidate ihe railways in Wilkesbarre,
and the long, narrow valley containing a number of pros
perous townships. The roads are to be equipped electric-

ally at a cost of over $200,000, and the Short company
has secured the contract for dynamos and gear less

motors. About 40 will be required. The Harvey, III.,

Transit company is building an electric railway and has
decided to equip it with the Short gearless motor.
The Short company will ship gearless motors early in

September to St. Louis, Mo , Albany, N. ^'., Louisville,

Ry., Indianapolis, Ind.. Washington, IJ. C Lincoln,

Neb., Rochester. N. \., Houston, Tex, Harvey, III..

Cleveland, O., Pittsburg, Pa., Wilkesbarre, Pa, litooklyn,

N. v.. Hot Springs, S. D . etc. The lirooklyn \: Coney
Island Railroad company has closed a contract with the
Short Electric Railway company for electric equipment to

be put upon its line.

A carcfjuipped with the new Short gearless motor was
tested at Cleveland recently, and. according to the news-
paper accounts, the trial was entirely successful. Absence
of noise was said to be a noticeable feature. The Lanier
and Herald says: "For two or three hours the Short car

was put into heavy service on the Johnson lines. A trail

car was attached and both cais loaded to their full capacity,

the 'gearless' easily taking the heaviest grades and sharpest
curves to be found in the city. At one point the trail car

left the track In order to test the new motors the brakes
were set tight upon the trail car and the full load was drawn
on the track and around a curve with entire ease. Hon.
T. L. Johnson, the president of the Brooklyn street rail-

road, was an interested spectator, and was thoroughly de-
lighted by the remarkable tests, particularly the small
amount of electric power taken by the motors. Prof-

Short himself handled the car throughout the run. The
car is to be sent to various parts of the country for exhi-

bition before railway men. its first destination being Albany,
N. y , where a large equipment contract is pending."

ELECTRIC MINING.
"Mr. McAdow.owner of the Spotted Horse.at Maiden,"

says the Fiumtiial and A/lnin^^^ Record, "has applied
electricity in the process of amalgamation in his mill.

P^lectriciiy has heretofore been used in various forms of
amalgamating processes and has been found to act advan-
tageously in keeping the quicksilver alive and freeing

'rusty' gold of the iron film enveloping it, and will, no
doubt, become an important factor in the treatment of
milling gold ores."

A Welsh correspondent of London ludiis/rics writes:

"J. C. Ifoivel! of Llanelly has recently laid down a plant
for haulage by electricity in the 5 feet 6 inch feamofthe
Abercanaid Pit, to the order of Hill's Plymouth Co., Ld.
The surface machinery consists of a compound condensing
engine by Messrs. Marshall of Gainsborough, connected
with a Crompton compound wound dynamo of 100 horse
power. Steel sheathed cables are laid from the generator
under the road, down the pit shaft, and beneath the under-
ground roadways, to a motor about 100 yards from the

pit bottom. The power is transmitted from the motor by
cotton ropes to an intermediate shaft, to which the drums
are geared. The plant, which has a guaranteed efliciency

of 50 percent., as against 25 or 30 per cent, for com-
pressed air, will, it is estimated, enable the output to be
increased by 100 tons per day, while dispensing with the
labor of 25 horses."

TELEGRAPH.
The Austrian government has agreed to pay the maxi-

mum price of 120 per cent, for the shares of the principal

private telegraph company in the country, which will here-
after be controlled by the stale.

TELEPHONE.
The Leesburg, Fla.. Telephone company has been in-

corporated with a capital of $20,000.

Judge Nelson of Boston in the United States Circuit
Court on August 17th granted the United States until

December ist in which to introduce testimony before the
examiners in the suit of the United States vs. the American
Bell Telephone company. This is the suit to repeal
patents granted to Alexander Graham Bell for inventions
on the telephone, on the ground that he obtained them by
fraud.

It seems, from a recent press dispatch, that the people of
Baltimore do not took upon the telephone company of
that city with favor. It is stated that on Aug. iSth. at a
meeting of the members of the Lumber Exchange, it was
decided to call on business men in all branches of the trade
to have their telephones removed. The war on the tele-

phone company was started at once "by the ordering out
of the telephones in the exchange oflice.

The attempt to connect the pulpit of Christ Church.
Birmingham, England, with the telephone system is re-

garded as successful, says the C/tiea^o Herald. The
telephone company has lately perfected the arrangements,
and is now supplying oral sermons at private residences
on a rather extensive scale. Naturally it is the bedrid-
den and the sick who most appreciate the advantage
of being able to hear a preacher without attending serv-
ice. A dozen yards or so of loose, llexible cord is at-

tached to the ordinary receiver and a special U shaped
instrument supplied to fix on the head, with an ear box
for each ear. Thus provided it is possible for the sick
to hear comfortably while in bed. In a quiet room the
tolling of a bell can be heard half an hour before services;
the prayers can be followed, the responses emphasized
and every word of the sermon distiaguished; while solos
in the anthems are, it is said, heard as distinctly as if one
stood ne.vt the singer. Twenty four calls, representing,
it is calculated, some sixty subscribers, are stated to have
been received at the telephone oflice from Christ Church
one night last week, and a similar number in the morning.
Subscribers in Manchester. Nottingham, London, Cov-
entry, Stafford, Wolverhampton- and Worcester have also
availed themselves of the opportunity of being supplied
with a spoken sermon at a trilling cost.

MISCELLANEOUS.
A site has been purchased by the council of the ^^3n-

chestcr Technical School of Manchester. England, for the
purpose of establishing a practical training school of elec-

trical engineering.

Many accidents were reported after the electric storm
last week. At Jerscyviile. 111., several line carriage horses
were killed by lightning and at Aspen. Colo., an old miner
was killed. Another death from lightningis rtpcrlcd from
Joplin, Mo.

Frank X Cicott of 1 1 Adams street, Chicago, will have
charge of the American business of the Tratnzvay and
Kail-juty IVorLl, to be published monthly in I^nd'on in

the interests of steam, electric, cable and other traction
systems. The journal promises to be conducted alter the
American style of trade papers.

In the latest catalogue of the Ohio State l.'niversity of
("olumbus, O , it is stated that the electrical laboratory of
that institution was erected in iSSf;. It is a iwo-siory
brick building, about seventy-t'ive fett long and forty five

feet wide. Sixty feet of the first ttory forms the engine
and dynamo room. The iloor of this room is of asphalt,

laid on a solid concrete foundation. The remainder of the

space is occupied by a stairway, an office and a washroom.
On the second floor arc a lecture room, thirty by forty

feet, a photometric room, a library room, and three mea-
surement rooms. The buildingand its outfit are valued at

about $16,000, of which $10,000 was appropriated by the
general assembly and the remainder was donated by various

electric companies.

Electricity has been successfully applied to a pile-driving

machine in putting down the foundations of an annex 10 a
paper mill rear Paris. /Vs the old section of the mill was
provided with an electric light plant hing idle during the
day, it was decided to u?e the power for operating the pile

driver. An Edison motor was mounted in the lower part

of the pile driver frame and transmitted power to a chain
drum fitted with fast and loose pulleys. By means of a
suitable cut-out the current could be diverted from ibe
motor to a resistance box when power for hoisting the pile

driver was not needed. The machinery weighed 1,100
pounds, and the height of fall ranged from about 16 to 20
feet. .\ current of 63 amperes and 100 volts was em-
ployed, and the generator was about 330 feet distant. The
conductor was a copper wire two tenths of an inch in

diameter.

A New York dispatch announces that one of Pennning-
ton's ' air shipb" has reached the metropolis and will be
placed on exhibition there. Where it came from or how
it reached New York is not mentioned, but it is probable
that the conventional freight train was utilized. The dis-

patches say that it purports to be a model of the air ship

that Pennington and Butler are building in St. Louis.

Mr. Pennington still proposes to build a big one out of

aluminium and to do some traveling in it. "Mr. Pen-
nington will reach here in about si.K weeks." said Dr. Spen-
cer, who is directing the model in New York. ^Ir. Pen-
nington made several announcements while in Chicago
similar to that now presented in New Vork. yet he never
progressed any further toward ''sailing" his ship than the
limits of the o'd exposition building, where he exhibited it

at so much per head.

Chemists working at electrolytic processes will be in-

terested to know that Prof. Traube, of Breslau, finds that

when a solution of sulphuric acid consisting of 40 pans
acid and 60 water is subjected to the electrolytic action of

a current a crystalline deposit is formed on the anode.
This crystal, on being analyzed, gives the formula SO^.
M Berthelot also noticed the same crystals, but he con-

s'dered them identical with the oxide SjO;, which he had
obtained by the action of the silent electrical discbarge

upon a mixture of sulphur dioxide (SOj"! and oxygen.
Tne compound SO4 is easily decomposed into SO3 and
o.vygen. It is a weak oxidizing agtnt, though in some
cases it acts as a powerful reducing agent- For instance,

if an emulsion of peroxide of lead in a 40 per cent, solution

of sulphuric acid is brought into contact with a quantity of

sulphuric acid which has been subjected to electrolysis,

and is consequently charged with SO,, a rapid evoludon
of oxygen takes place and the peroxide of lead is converted
into sulphate of lead.

TRADE NEWS.
Chas. .\. Schieren 0^ Co. will be represented at the

forthcoming convention to be held at Montreal. They will

exhibit their patent perforated electric belting.

D. ^L Glower reports the outlook for electrical business

in the Southwest as very promising .Vs an instance of

the growth of the business he cites the case of his tirra,

Glower. Harris & Co , Dallas, Tex., which sold 2S motors
in 1SS9, 109 in 1S90 and 200 thus far this year.

Thomas (_;. Smith. Jr., room 11. Hammond building,

Cincinnati, O., is the western agent of Samuel T.
Williams, the engine builder, of Baltimore. All inquiries

from the West should be addressed to him. Mr. Smith is

wide awake and energetic and is working up a fine trade.

The Electrical Supply company. Randolph street and
Michigan .avenue. Chicago, reporis the demand for a good
arc lamp for incandescent circuits as steadily increasing.

The Chicago company has recently shipped a large number
of its Universal Incandescent arc Samps, replacing in

several places those of other makes.

The Weslinghouse Ivlectric iS: Manufacturing com|-»any

of Pittsburg. Pa. has opened an office at Atlanta, Ga., in

the X'enable building. The new oOicc will be under the

direction of D A. Tompkins, gener.il district agent for the

company in the South, and C. B. Osgood special rep-

resentative of the railw.ay department. Mr. Tompkins*
headquarters will be at Charlotte, X.C, as heretofore, and
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the Atlanta office will be utider the immediate charge of

Mr. Osgood.

The Great Western Electric Supply company is fully

settled in its new quarters at 205 and -07 South Canal

street, and is fully equipped for business. The company
have recently formed very satisfactory businecsconneclions

in London and Paris, through the efforts of E R. Oilman.

The Salt Lake Povver, I-ight ^X; Heating company is mak-

ing further additions to its eleciiic lighting plant, and has

iust placed a telegraphic order with the Pond Engineering

comp30>' of Sr. Louis for another 200 horse power Arm-
ington ^"Sr?*^ compound engine. This is the sixth Arm-
iogton & Sims engine which this company has purchased

within a little more than a year.

The Manhattan Electrical Supply company of 36 Cort

landt street. New York, is introducing the Mesco Dry Bat-

tery for call bells, annunciators, burglar alarms, telephones,

medical apparatus, the laboratory and all open circuit work
The compmy claims that this battery does not inlringe on
anv existing patent A new feature of the sale nf these

batteries by the Manhattan company is replacing e.\hausled

cells with new ones at a nominal price.

The Burton Electric company, through its selling agent

the Elecric Merchandise company of Chicago, reports ^ales

of the Burton Electric Heater to the West End road of

Boston (20 cars), and to companies in James'own. N. V
;

Neubutypcrt. Mass.; Spokane Ealls, Wash.; New Albany.

In I., and Sioux City. Iowa. These healers have passed

the experimental stage, and are to-day practical and com-
mercial successes.

C. A. Da'gh has just secured a contract for his com

-

company, the Electric Engineering Supply company
for an addition of i.ooo tights to a National

'J'ransformer plant at Stansbury. Mo. He will

also supply the same company with a new engine and
boiler of 125-horft power capacity. This company has

been at work for some time installing a municipal plant

at Audubon, Iowa, which will be completed the present

week. The outlook for the coming season is reported as

verj' promising.

The Crocker-Wheeler Electric Motor company has

secured the services of Gano S. Dunn to superintend and
direct the fine work connected wiih the manufacture of the

Crocker Wheeler motors and other specialties. Mr. Dunn
is an expert mathematician and a capable electrician. The
company has also engaged A Hartman as shop superin

tendent. This gentleman has had six )ears' experitnre in

motor work The fact that the company is thus increas-

ing its force shows the careful attention it is pajing to the

manufacture of its electrical specialties

W. R, Mason returned last week from an Eastern trip

taking in Boston. New York, Richmond, X'a. and other

points. Mr. Mason reports the outlook for the Burton elec-

tric heater as most promising, several steam roads having

put in experimental plants, and in a number of cases where
water power has been available the apparatus has been put

into private residences, supplying all necessary heat, it is

claimed, at one-fourih the cost of coal. Mr. Mason is

president of the heater company, and from present indica-

tions a very large business will be done during the coming
fall and winter.

The Hotel Savoy, Fifty-ninth street and Fifth avenue,

New York city, has purchased for the electric light plant

three 100 horse power and one 60 horse power engines

through E. T. Copeland ^: Co., 106 Liberty street. New
^'ork. The engines are manufactured by the Ball Engine
company Erie, Pa The Johnson company, Johnstown,
Pa., has just installed a 300 horse power cross compound
]{ali engine for its eieclric welding pi mt. The Tuscarawas
Electric company. Canal Dover. O., has ordered a loo

horse power engine from the Ball Engine company,
Erie, Pa

The practicability of the storage battery system was
again put to a lest Tuesday, August rSth. A number of

representatives of the electrical press asfembled at Astoria,

Long Island, to witness a trial trip of J AL McDougalFs,
new car. The parly was carried to North Beach over the

Sleinway and Hunter's Point railroad in about half an hour.

I*ower for the McDougall motor was furnished by one
hundred cells of Gibson & Co. batteries, and the ammeter
upon insi>eaion indicated an average of 23. The party

was enteiiained at the beach by Mr. McDougall Upon
reaching the Steinway and Hunter's Point railroad depot at

Sleinway. a tour of inspection of the stables, car barns and
workshops was made. The ride to the ferry on returning

wasn jolly one, and the parly disbanded after wishing Mr,
McDougall succ;;ss in the establishment of his electric rail-

road company.

The Elektron Manufacturing company of 79 and Si

Washington street. ]'>T<ro\i\yu, N. Y., owing to the sub-
stantial if creaseof ils business, has determined upon several

imporiani changes. The stockholders recentlj voted to

increase tlie amount of capital from $ioo,oo'j to -$200. 000,

the new slock being sold for cish at par. The company is

now moving irs manufacturing business to Springfield,

Mass , where it will occupy extensive bu'Idings on State

street, hcreloff-rc known as ihc liuliard Kepeaiing Aim.s
Works Tre new location is near the New ^'o^k and New
England railroad Irom which a bianch will f>e run to the

works. W, E, Wri'^ht of the firm of Mcintosh & Co.,

Springfield, Mass.. h.is been added 10 the board of dirci i-

ors, and I^eon J. Ilarlcy. reccr.ily superintendent of sev-

eral dcpanmcnis of the .Smith U Wesson Pistol Works of

Springfield, Ma<.s., has been appoinltd general mechan-
ical superintendent. The gcn^rral office of the company
ji;oes to .Snringfitld. but for ihe convenience ot patrons

in Sew York city and vicinity, an office, store room and
work .'^hop will bt maintained there, and a pnrtion of the

hoilding at i'j Liberty street is now being fitted up for

the pTjrposc

One of the most tiseful caiaiogue*^ that has reached Ihts

office io many a day is that of the Kleclrical Supply com-

pany, Chicago, which is devoted exclusively to electric

railway material. It is a finely printed and il'ustrated

volume of 140 pages In addition to a complete list of all

conceivable appliances connected with electric railway

work, with prices attached, the book contains a valuable

appendix of "tables, construction notes and diagrams
The importance of the information thus supplied may be
judged from the headings of the tables and articles:

"Electrical Units and Formul.x." "Amount of Drop in

W^ires." "Tables of Limiting Currents," "Size of Wires.
etc ," "Table of Dimensions and Resistances of Pure
Copper Wire," "Weights of Iron, Steel Copper and
Brass Wire." "Breaking Strains of Iron and Steel Wire,"
"Table of Horse Powers," "'Construction Notes,' 'A Few
Suggestions on Running." The last two departments
were witten by AL M. Wood and are full of boiled down
hints that will be of much va'ue to tho^e starting in the

operation of electric roads Altogether, the catalogue,

which is said to be the largest and most complete of its

kind yft published, will be found of great help to all en-

gaged in electric raiKvay work, whether a purchase is con-

templated or not. It also contains illustrations of many
new devices.

BUSINESS.
One of the latest of the attractive circulars of the Elec-

trical Supply company, Chicago, relates to ihe Boston
trolley and other line materials supplied by the house.

The Great Western Electric Supply company reports

very good business for the past month, especially in K. K.
wire, having received several large orders. The Sun Arc
Lamp is having a phenomenal success.

The Electric Merchandise company, Chicago, reports a

very large business during the last month, both in orders

forcompiete equipments of new roads, and also for a large

number of extensions. The reputation of this company is

a guarantee to purchasers that material sold by it will be

found satisfactory in every respect.

The Springfield Boiler & Manufacturing company of

Springfield, 111., calls ai tent ion to its Reliance safety water
columns, which, it is said, cause the water in boilers to

which they are attached to be carried steadily at the

proper level, it being necessary for the fireman to do so in

order to prevent the whistle from sounding.

The Maine Electrical Improvement company of Bruns-

wick Me., announces that it will undertake the supervis

ion of electrical installations of every description, inclusive

of plans, specifications, tests and reports, Thomas J.
Fay is gentral manager of the company, and the New
York office is in the Electrical Exchange building.

Engineers operating electric light and electric street rail-

way plants have been examining the merits of the Buxton
Universal ring packing, which is claimed lo have a very
high efficiency. The principal advantages claimed are its

anti-frictional qualities, saving the wear of parts in contact;

great durability, freedom from coiosion when machinery is

not in use ability to stand intense heat without melting.

The packing is manufactured by Geo. B. Buxton, Somer-
ville. .Mass., and is highly recommended by the owners of

many large steam and electric plants.

A 35 horse power engine built by the Ball Engine com-
pany of Erie, Pa., will supply the power for electric light-

ing for the Norfolk Beet and Sugar company of Norfolk,

Neb. A 100 horse power tandem compound engine manu-
factured by the Ball Engine company, Erie, Pa, is to fur-

nish power for the Beatrice Rapid Transit companyof Bea-
trice, Neb. J W Parker, the Philadelphia agent for the Bail

Engine company of Erie. Pa., has sold an So horse power
engine to the Ivy City Brick company, of \Vashington, D.

C, also an So horse power engine to George Kelly & Co.
of I'hiladelphia. The Bellaire Gas & Electric I-ight

company, ol Bellaire. Ohio, is installing a 100 horse powtr
engine built by the Ball Engine company of Erie, Pa.

The Rockfcrd Electric Manufacturing company has

recenily made some important changes in its

generators, incandescent dynamos and s'reet rail-

way and stationary motors th t give them a 1 igh

efficiency. The dynamos are compound wound, and are

guaranteed to be absolutely self-regulating, making them
specially available for isolated plants. The Knckford com-
pany has in actual service in this ci'v motors running from
one to forty horse power in every day use. so that they can
be seen in ail possible condi ions, so that any one wishing

to buy can see them in actual use. Pron.inent establish-

ments using them for a year give the company the strong-

est possible indorsements The apparatus is made at

Rockford, III., but an agency will soon be established in

this city.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
hsHid Aiti(. 18, 1891.

457.778. Closed ("onduit System for Electrical Propul-

sion. William P>. Heron. Brooklyn, N. V.

This invention primarily relates to the method of

taking the current from the feeder and transferring it

to the car or motor mounted thereon, in which is iscd

for this purpose what is termed a "traveling contact

or armature," which travels with the car and through

which electrical communication is had between the

motor and main feeder, and for this purpose a magnet

is employed secured to and traveling with the car and
located over the conduit and which when properly

energized attracts and carries along with it the travel-

ing armature, electrical connection being established

between the feeder, traveling contact or armature,

the magnet, and motor.

457,81''), Automatic Telegraph. iJavid Kunhardt,

Aachen, Germany.

457,828, Method of (nsiil.iting ICIcc'ric Conductors.

'I'homas K Morford, Minneapolis. Minn
The primary object of this invention is the insula-

tion of electric conductors. The method, stated in a
general way, of insulating an electric conductor from
an object on which it is supported or carried consists
in separating the conductor from the object bv means
of a non-conducting enamel or glaze of film that is

made to adhere either to the object or to the conduct-
or

457,830 Illuminator for Electric Lamps. John Von
Der Kammer, Chicago, III.

457,836. Electric Railway Appliance. Frederick E.
Degenhardt, Chicago, III.

Claim I of this invention is the combination of an
electrical conductor with a series of chambers through
which it successively passes, said chambers made air-

t'ght by a fluid seal and contactors disposed along
such conductors »nd adapted to engage the same
within such chambers when depressed, and an exterior
contact surface connected with such contactors and
adapted to be engaged by a conductor connected with
a moving motor.

457,838. Electric Stop Mechanism. Washington H.
Kilbourn, Greenfield, Mass.

457. S55. Railway Signal. Lyman F. Munger, Rochester,
N, Y.

457. S65. Joint for Electric Conductors. George Thomas
Manson, Brooklyn. N. Y.
This invention comprises, broadly, a sleeve of com

pressible material to surround the conductors at or
near the joint, and two rigid tubular clamping devices
adapted to be drawn together endwise by means of a
screw, the pressure upon the compressible sleeve
ceasing. These tubes are drawn together until the
sleeve is compressed to a degree at which it will be
impossible for moisture to enter.

457,870. Electric Railway System. Milton Shoemaker.
Sioux Ciry, Iowa.

This invention provides a means of operating cars
by electricity by means of an underground wire com-
pletely insulated, without losing power in any way by
reason of outside influences.

457,875- Electro Motor Engine. Sebastian Ziani De
Ferran i of Hampstead. Eng.
The object of this invention is to start an alterating

current motor from a state of rest in a simple and
efTective way by the direct action of an alternating
current, which end is attained by employing a com-
pound motor or two coupled motors, one non synchro-
nous with the alternating current by which
it is driven and the other synchronous there-
with. These two motors are so organized
that the non-synchronous or starting one has both its

field coils and armature excited by an alterating cur-
rent to start it and raise the armature of the alternat-
ing current machine up lo or above the proper syn-
chronizing motor at the same time that the circuit

through the non synchronizing motor is cut out of the
alterating main and converted into a closed circuit

through the field coils of both the motors. The alter-

ating motor now drives the armature of the non-syn-
chronizing motor, the revolutions of which produce
continuous currents, exciting the field coils of both
motors, as above mentioned. This double function of
the non-synchronizing armature enables the inventor to
dispense with an independent source for generating con-
tinuous currents, and of course correspondingly in-

creases the efficiency and simplicity of the apparatus.

457,880. Plate for Secondary Batteries. Albert Frank-
lin Madden, Newark, N. J.

457, qo2. Electric Motor. Charles J. Kintner, New York,
N. Y.

457,906 Electric Door Opener. Richard I. Ward.
This invention relates, principally, to two features,

the one being the electro magnet releasing device and
the other a safety retaining mechanism. In locks in

present use an expert can so shake the door as to
vibrate the delicately movable armature in such a
manner as to release the latch. By the second part
of this invention thi? difficulty is removed.

457,944. Electric Railway System. Samuel E. Wheatley
and John W. Schlosser, Washington, D. C.

This invention relates to that system of electric

propulsion wherein each car is provided with an elec-

tro motor receiving a current through a brush or con-
tact device traveling upon a working conductor, which
is divided into independent insulated sections, which
ate in turn connected successively through magnetic
switches with the main conductor or supply line ex-
tending from the generator throughout the length of
the road, the arrangement being such that each section
of the working conductor is connected with the main
conductor only during the time that a car is passing
over,

4.S8025. Electric Arc Lamps. Elihu Thomson, Swamp-
scolt. Mass.

This invention relates lo the construction of arc
lamps, and is particularly directed toward securing a
refined and positive feeding mot'on for the carbons,
together with the features of compactness and mod-
erate length in the lamp structure itself.

458,063. ICIcctric Wire Crossing. Charles H. McKec,
St. Louis, Mo.

458,115. Method of lOlectric Bending and Straightening.
Elihu 'J'homson, Lynn, Mass.
Thtsinvention consistsin passing by suitable clamps

a heavy electric current through the section or bar or
other piece to be operated upon, so as to bring such
section to a working heal irrespective of the other
parts not to be forged or otherwise treated, and then
bending or straightening by pressing or hammering or
the application of force in such a manner as to move
the heated particles in the direction rcfpiired to give
the product the intended or desired form or character.
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BuoKNE F. FHluJps, PTeaidfent. W. H. Bawtee, Bto'y and Electridaa,'

AMEEICAU ELECTEICAL WOUKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. f.

Manufacturers of Patent FiDifabed

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
? Magnet Wire, Office and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covereil

Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone and '

Tncandescent Cords.

FARADAY CABLES.^
New York Office, 10 Cortlandt ^reet,

p. C. ACK)EBM4N, Aaeau'

insulation Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

InaletterfrorathelNSPHCTOEor the Boston Fire ITnderwriterfi' Union, under date of March 20,

1881), he says: "A Thoroughly Reliable and Desirable Wire in Every Kespert.

The rnl)ber need In insTlating our wires and cihles la apecially chemically prepared, and is guar-

enteed to be watei-p'oo'. and will not deteriorate, oxidize or cracl<, and w 11 letnaln ilcxible in estreme

cold wea'h r and nut affected hv huat. The Ineulatlon la protected from mechanical Injury by one oP

more braids and Ihewhole slicked with Clark's Patent Componnd. which Is water, oi". acid and to a

very great es'ent. fire-proof Our insulation will prove durable when all otiiersfaii. We are prepared

to ifurnlPh t^ingle Wirea of all grauKea and diameter of insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and
Slectrlc Lights from etock. Cables made to order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
«1 and «;t Ilamp-thirc Stret-I, Itoslon. llass.

HENRY A CLARK, General Manager. UEKBEIIT 11. EL.STIS, Electrician.

CHICAGO AGENTS: THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.. 320 Dearborn Street.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For Electrical Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL& CO,,

218 ^V.ator St.. BTew Voik.

C
BRASS

ASTINGS.
THE TURNER BRASS WORKS,

4 La^alle ATcnue, Chicago.

*57=-\Vrlte us for Prices.

The Electrical

Construction Co.

C. A. HARTER, Manager. Telephone, 1718

JAMES LEFFEL WATER WHEELS
Built by THE

JAIYIES LEFFEL ^ CO.
UPRIGHT AND HORIZONTAL,

FOR

Electric, Mining and Manufacturing

Eaey working gates. High percentage and even
speed at full and pait capacity. E<iually adajited to
high jiud low he:i(is. Large number of sizes and
styles. Send for descriptive pamphlet to

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
SPRINCIELD,

OH.O.
OR 110 LIBERTY ST..
NEW YORK CITY

THE CROCKER-WHEBLBR
PERFECTED MOTORS.
Very slow spood. full power, porfoct roKU-

latioii, f4»rg(Ml flohiM let into hnse. self-oiling^

bearinsN. solf-ceiit<'ring bearinf!^«4. all .sizei-i,

both are and ineandcuseent, for all power
pnrpoHOB.

Acknowledged hy the Leading Manufacturing Companies to bo

THE MOST PERFECT MOTOR MADE.

Estimates and Plans Furnished for Electric Power Equipment-
Correspondence Inuited.

430--432 WEST 14TH ST., NEW YORK.

WANTED.
An oleciriclan, now in charge of electric Mt,'ht-

int;, electric tdfjiialfl and etineral electric work cu
a p-oinlnent fiasrern railroad, would like ti make
a change. Sevf?n years In the electric ligMlnc
t>aBlni'!P. four yeare In Central Station mannK?-
mcnt. ThoronRhly poeted on T.II. Co., \V<rfl!-

Iii[,'hoofie and Edleon eyetern? and construction
work. Addreea "KAHTKKN,"

Care Wk-tkr\- Ki-FXTBicrAN,

Wanted Immediately.

Two Draughtsmen well acquainted with

work of designing electrical machinery.

Applicants should give reference, wa,t,^eB

expected, and an outline In brief of Iheir

experience. Address

ELECTRIC LIGHT,

Care Western Electrician.

Electrical Wood.

p
TelPcraph

) oTelephone
\ CROSS L ARMS

SOCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL POLES.
G. H. HOLMES, ''°°'"'"°'=°S'.'.'fi'ufs; mo.

I.iyJil or lf;ili'.^a>- ^ v,mi,sDy. Hav^: LwJ t*-n,V'.-»r*

'^iperJ'frice. Can ::lv<; ^ice I'-nl rftf'ff Drea.' Am
competent to iak»: ciiar;;'* of ihf: Elij^trlral ,\j»pa
ratas, .SK.-am MachiDTy and oflic^f. Have ji^r
"onally l^aDdlei all xhc-.i braochcr'.

A'llrsrB K. O. B.,
Care of U*i>rKi!N KlectiiIcia?.-, Cliica:;o, 111.

X?V.A JNTTJQI>
A po.slLloD M Min;;i.^';r or I-'.tctrl'jlan of an
Electric Light .Stjilon. Have bad tjvc

years' experience. Compitent to take
charge of construction or wiring. Can
give excellent reference.

A(I<lrcs3 BOX 640,

CEDAR RAPIDS. IOWA.

The Winner of 1890 will win aga'n in 1891.

Eleventh year.

SOLE MAKERS:

LAW TELEPHONh COMPANY,
f.T .lolin 8t.. NEW VOHK.

Electrical EnpeeringCo.^
ROOM 603, IVIONON BUILDING, CHICAGO.

ELECTRIC OUTFIT.
MASON'S FAMOUS BATTERIES.

MEDAL AWARDED, American Institute Exhibition, 1891.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE B.

JAMES H. MASON
118 & 120

) Park Ave, , Brooklyn, N.Y,

mm street Railway and Generator

^rmalnres Ke-wonnd,

205 and 207 So. Canal St.. CHICAGO. ILL.

££MAGNETIC VANE"
AMMETERS AND VOLTMETERS

ARE THE BEST INSTKU.MENTS FOR

Central Stations, Isolated Plants,

Marine Installations, Electric Railways

Corrospontlence Solicitoil.

Bend for llln>tratc«l C'Irculnr 5j;i.">.

QUEEN & CO., PHILADELPHIA,

MclNTOSH, SEYMOUR & CO. ENGINES.

SARGENT & LUNDY,

SINGLE CYLINDER

OR COMPOUND.

List of Engines
under Construc-
tion July I, for De-
livery on or before
September 30:

For Particulars Inquire of

339 Rookery Bfdg., CHICAGO.

SIZE. H. r. OF K.M 1

Jno li!«il2 m
I'wo 18^«xl7 •.m
(Ino l:t «n<i iSilT •.'Id

One 11x12 65
Onn ISandWxl.'-. 150
Ono 11 anil l!l.xl5 l.M

I'wn m and 23J17 21l>

Onn 13Bnd23il- 210
Uno 8x9 3(1

One 13 anil 19x15 150
One 15 and JixlT 325
Onn i:)ll6 Kill

One HV4I16 125
One I8'iil8 21X1

One 8x9 30
Two V',i\\0% 45
One C3xl9 m\
One 11 and 19x15 150
One 11 and 19x15 150
One 16X15 150
Two 14MI15 125
One IJ and 23x17 215
One 15 and 26x17 4110

.One MS and 23i23 500

I ENiaNK. nKPTINATlON.
Edlton (.ienerjil EUnirlc Co , (..roton, JI. Y.
Gloiicepler Street Kallwav Co., C41ouceetoi-, Mnee.
T.-U. InternstioDft! KlectricCo., Rio.laneiro. Hrx.-.il.

5lerclmntiii & Mlrerti TrannviorlaUon Co., Uiiltimoie, Md.
Portland Street Railway Co., Perlland, Me.
J-ttwrence, Maes.
Lawri'nco, Maes.
Fall Kiver, Maes.
iBolaled I>ept. T -H. Elec. Co., BoetOD, Mass.
O. A. Folitne & Co.. Chlcftco. ill.

Somervlllo Electric Light Co., Somorville. Mac?.
A. O. Week-, Boston, Maes.
Tonawanda A Wbeatlield Electric L»cU Co ,

Tonawanda, >. Y.

T.-H. Int. Elec, Co., Le.-ds. Knclsnd.
A. J. Wilkineon. llvde Park, Ma«3.
Preelnterlsn Hcpf-it-al. New York City.

Oblcaco Erileon Co., Chicaco, III.

T.-II. Int. Elec. Co., Heteinc(i>Te. Finland.
Frltr-WIIen. HelelDcfoie. Unisnd.
T.-n. EloriricCo.. Boeton, Maee.
Cortland Forcing Co.. Cortland. N. Y.
l.VePt End Street Railway Co., Boeton, Ma*8.
Baltimore Electric Reflnlnf: Co.. Baliimore, Md.
Georjzia Electric Light Co., Atlanta, Ga.
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Established in 1861.

^-E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ILICTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-BRANCH STOBE-

2134 Michigan Avenue*

r.Tt.Uar.l?, IS

THE ACME LmK BELT
IS 3IADE OXLV BY THE

Page Belting Company, Concord, X. H.
Branches : Boston. New York, Chicago, San

Fmncisco. Al~o. manuljicturers of all the
staple prades of Leather Belting and Lacing.
Sunil for innstrated Catalojjue—a valuable
truatiic- on beltiugi Free.

;|]iBUBN||.EcracMFC,(5,
_.;>J'' FITCHBURG,MASS,U.S.A.

^
^7/A*Nu«cTunEBsoF DYNAMOS FOR. LIGHTING,
S:# PLATING ANoEXPERIMENTAL PURPOSES.^ —^-^»^=—ALSO /AOTORS.-*-=:
EVERYTHINQ LATEST DESION AND HI BHEST EFFICIENCY

f^ C3 Zl. S^^XjSI.
New 10 and 25 Light

Arc Dynamos and Lamps.
HICH TENSION. CHEAP.

JAS. McLaughlin, Mfg. Electrician,

50 X. Clinton St., Cliioago.

FOR THE
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

TILE OLD STYLE.

THE ELEMENTS OF

llYNAIIC FLECTBICITY

AND MAGNETISM.
A Book

For Learners.
Price, $2.JUST OUT! PoTtagl'Ir^e

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 Lakeside Building. CHICAGO.

Stilweli's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE in Steam

Boilers. Catalogue on application.

SmWELL&BIERCEMF6.D0.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

To Colorado via
BURLINCTO'«i ROUTE

Only One Night On the Road.
Leave fliicapoat 1 :00 P. M . or St. Louis at 8:25

A. ]^[., and arrive Denver 6:15 P. M., the next day.
Throu^'h Slet^pers, Chair Cars and Dinlnjj Care.
All Ksilwaya from tbe East connect with these
trains, und with similar traina via Barlington
Route to Denver, ipaviDg Chicaeo at 6:10 P. M.,
St. LoulBat 8:15 P.M. .and Peoria at 3:20 P. M.
and 8:(in P- M. AH traias daily.
Tonriste' tickets are now on eale, and can be

had of ticket egentg of all roade and at Bnrlington
Rente depots in Chicaso, Peoria and St. Loafs.
1 here is no tetter place than Coloraao fo: those

eeeklDg rest and pleasure.

Manufacturers of

Octagonal^ Cedar
TiLEPHOm&ilECmiCAL

RAILWAypOLESt^QSSARi

i^H;M.LOUD&SpNStilMBEil(|
dscQpA V r ivi i c h;;

ALUMINUM
50 Cents per Pound.

THE COWLES
EleclricSffleltingHlniiiinmCo.,

I.OCKPORT, X. Y.,

Offer Aluminum guaranteed to be equal

in purity to the best in ttie market at 50

cents per pound for ton lots In ingots.

Aluminum sheet, 'wire and castings at

lowest market price.

Jilumlnum Bronze, Aluminum Brass,

Silver Bronze. Silicon Bronze and Manga-

nese Bronze in ingots and castings. Ferro

Aluminum for steel and iron castings.

Correspondence solicited.

%.
Fine Office Furniture
and Folding Beds.

Brass and Wire Work. 2,5 Wabash Av,

A. H. Andrews & Co., Chicago.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
1« to 156 Green St., Green PoinI, BR00KLY5, S. T.

3IANUFACT0RT OF
Non-Conductive Blocks. Rosettes and Bases lor Cut-Outs

and Switches; also Insulators. Cleats, Lamp Trim-
mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Oar production is a denae body. The glazing and body
of oar ware are of same composition, and are baked
alike, which are the features of

Till K IIAKD rORCEl,AlX.

theMOSHER ARC LAMP
For Direct Incandescent Circuits

BEATS THEM ALL.

Read what a customer sai/s:

Benicia Electric Ligut ahd Motor Co.,
Benicia, C-\l., Jane 25, 1891.

MOSHER ARC lAMP CO., CHICAGO.
Gentlemen:—Yours of lllh its'., received. In reply we have to

say the lamp gives satisfaction, and we are well pleasid wlh it. Our
Sjpeiintendent says he has trKd two other lamps of different makes
anil this one is the best of them all. He wants you to send another
just like it to the Dixon L'ght & AVater Co., Dixon, Cal., of which
he is Superintendett. Inclosed pleas3 find check, |26.75. to balance
account. Yours truly, S. C. GRAY, Prcs't.

Write for Oirculais, Prices and Sample Lamp to

MOSHER ARC LAMP CO.,
125 ONTARIO ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

OTIS HALE ELEVATOR OO.,
187 La Salle Street, CHICAGO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

PASSENGER AND FREIGHT

ELECTRIC Hydraulic and Electric
ELEVATOR.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The attenrion of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CEI-E.

BltAXKO WAXEIt WHEKI^ as particularly adapt<;d to ihHr use.

on account of its remarkably Mtcady motion, liiirit Spared
and ereat JEffic-ienoy, and lar^** ^-apa<*ity, for its diameter,
being 4l<>ublc the I•o^ver of most wheels of same diameier. It i- us^rd by a
number of Ihe leading electric companies with great satisfaction, Jn 'he econom-
ical use of water it is without an an equal, producing ihe highest p<;r ccoL oj usb-

ful effect sruaranteed.
k1;\D fob CATAL0«;IF- AXD PAItTIfri.\RH.

Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no geai^ are required,
and it can be belted directly to dynamo.

The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch VCCTOK
TUKBI.'^ES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume. Draft
Tubes. End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all nounicd upcn
a iubslantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend thirm.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., • DAYTON, OHIO.

^ CARBON CO

CLEVELAND, OHIO

MAKERS OF HICH-CRADECARBONS
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

ELECTRICAL
BOOKS.

Send For Complete Catalogue.

Electrician Publishing

Company,

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

J. C. TEMPLE,
(Formerly of STOUT, MILLS & TEMPLK),

DAVTOM, OHIO.

HjflranlicafldMecliaDicalEipeer
Improvement of Wafer Powers, Arrancement

of Fewer Plant?, Shafting, etc., for Electric Power
and Light. CONSTRUCnON SUPERINUNDED.

HARRISON CONVEYOR
FOR HANDLING

GRAIN, COAL. TAN BARK, SEEDS, ETC.
Will convey all kinds of j;raln wlthont mixing.
Will carry two diJYerent kinds of material In op-

jiopite dlrectioii6 at thi? name time.
Will convey One Iliindreiiand Fifty Tone of Coal

per hour. Made of Wrought Iron and Steel. Send
lor Illustrated Oatalosae. BQffDEN & SELLECK
COMPANY. 48 and 50 Lake St., Chlcaao, IM.

WU. 9. Tdener. Prps. Geo. A. Bkll. V. Pres. J. LR9TEk WuuuBKiD'iK. sec. aua Treas

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER ENGINEERING CO.,
<'<nisultiiig and CoriHtructinR;

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment of Electric Railways. Steam and Electric Plants.

47 Times Building. Telephone Call, I009 CottUndt. NEW YORK.

GSDAR POL.BS.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If In want of Poles, Tiee and Posc^, aaTe monej
by getting my prices.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
FACTORY:

WIIilHlXUTOK,

Eisa7.^:^Xiis^:E3i3 1878.
SOI.V. MANIIFACTIRERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Stieets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Ked, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

DKi. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i^DEv'sTlf^ x.

We Feel Able to Make the Positive Statement

That we oan satisfy any Central Station If

we are siven to understand all of the
conditions which It is desired to meet.

We cannot give a Lamp that will have the longest life and at the same time

be the most efficient of any, nor can we give a Lamp that will b; the most

efficient and also have the longest life, nor can anyone else supply such a Lamp:

there are limitations in all directions. But we can give a Lamp of the same

efficiency as others and have It burn longer, or we can furnish a more efficient

Lamp of the same length of life as others. In buying Lamps please remember

MUST BE
HIGH EFFICIENCY attheexpense LONG LIFE.

OF

The Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Company,
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C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS.
Electric motors in all standard sizes

for operating elevators, pumps, print-
ing presses and machinery for gen-
eral manufacturing purposes.

Electrical Mining Machinery of all

kinds, Hoists, Tram Cars, etc.

Electric Blowers for ship ventila-
tion. Fan outfits.

Electric plants for pum.pirig church
organs.
Oyer 10,000 motors in actual oper-

ation.

THE C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTOR CO..

Dynamos in all sizes of same de-

sign and dimensions as the standard
motors.
Equipment of mines, factories, ma-

chine shops, office buildings with com-
plete electrical plants for lighting and
power.

New England Office, 63 Oliver St., - BOSTON.

Philadelphia Office, 38 S. FOURTH ST.

Chicago Office, - - PHENIX BLDG.

San Francisco Office, • 35 MARKET ST,

402-404 GREENWICH ST.,

BAIN ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
FOREE BAIN, President and Engineer,

47 and 49 S. Jefferson Street, CHICAGO.

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS
1-12 to 500 Horse Power.

Highest Class in Efficiency, Mechanical Design, and General Utility.

Experts in applying Electricity to New Uses.

SE9ID FOB VATAI.OelIE.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO.,
79 and 81 Washington Street, Brooklyn, IM. Y.

• aiANlJFACTUBERIS OF

Perret Electric MotorsiDynamos
Z.AaiINAT£D FIELD MAGNETS, HIGH EFFICIENCY,

LOW SPEED, FULL POWER.
Motors of any size for any purpose. Factories equipped throughout with Electric Powet

Isolated Plants for Incandescent Electric Lighting.

Penel 20 H. P. Motor, Speed 550, Weight 1,300 lbs.

SBIiliinSTG J^Q-EIsTTS: •

CHICAGO, ILL., The Electrical Engineering Co., 320 Dearborn St. W4SHINGT0N, D. C, J. U. Burketl & Co., 1409 N. Y. Ave.
PHIUDELPHIA, PA., Pennsylvania Machine Co., 29 N. 7lh St. ST. PAUL, MINN., F. J. Renz, 95 E. Fourth St.

NEW ORLEANS. LA., George Baquie, UO Gravier St.

JOHN STEPHENSON CO.,
LiiyriTEnD,

STREET CARS
FOR

ELECTRIC MOTORS.

CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.
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For Driving Dynamos.

The Clinton Cas Light Co., Clinton, Mass., have thor-

oughly tested and have adopted the Evans System of

Driving Dynamos in their new Electric Light Station,

Thousands of Horse Power in use driving Dynamos, and hundreds of sets of Cones
in operation, driving all classes of machinery. Address

, THE EVANS FRICTION CONE CO.,
33 X!«7-«.toi- St., I^OSI-OINT. IVX.<^SEI.

Evans" font"-.
For \arj-iDe Mpf ctl.

CHICAGO ZITSITLATED 'TO'IRE COMFA1T7,
ivt.a.3xrm'.A.CTXTH.E;n.s c

HIBH BRXDE INSULATED WIRES

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS
AND SAMPLES.

ivt.a.3xrm'.A.CTXTH.E;n.s oi*
WEATHERPROOF WIRES,

OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,
MACNET WIRES,

INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,
ETC., ETC., ETC.

Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO., 48-52 N. Clinton St„ CHICAGO, ILL.

OF ALL DESCKIPTIOINS.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton
5Ejl«j^^ and Worsted Cordsfor Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. tSJ|JLij4

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.
'*'

PATENT KiKi LINE^yJRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

.A.g'en.ts for tlie T7^.A.SHIiT(3TOiT C.^E.BOiT CO. Cartoons for .A-rc IjigrlitiXLg'.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., CHICAGO,
Are our Selling Agents, and carry a line of Insulated and Bare Wires of our make.

THOS. L. SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 Park Place, NEW YORK.

DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS
Afford the Only Reliable and Efficient Means for

ALL NIBHT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

All other devices are crude, expensive and unsatisfactory.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY
Has established its broad foundation patent for Double Carbon Arc Lamps, No. 219,208, having WOtlfOUV
distinct infringetnent suits in the United States Courts, two of them on final hearing, the decisions

being rendered by Judges Gresham, Blodgett, Brown and Ricks.

The public is warned against the use of infringing lamps or any crude substitute for the Brusli Invention.

Arc Lighting Apparatus, Electric Motors and Generators,
Alternating Current Apparatus, Incandescent Lighting Machines,

Carbons for Arc Lighting, Etc., Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,
CDI-ilCD.
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Stahley Electric Mfg. Co
TRANSFORHERS.

Compare these weights
with weights of other trans-

formers:

5 light,

10 light,

20 light,

30 light,

40 light,

100 light.

48 lbs.

66 lbs.

85 lbs.

101 lbs.

130 lbs.

300 lbs.

A. C. FAM MOTORS.

SMALL,
NOISELESS,

RELIABLE.

Less than 1^ Amperes
required to drive it.

Price, $20.00.

PITTSFIELD, MASS.
Chicago Agents: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.. 102 Michigan Ave.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHI COMPANY'S

22,000 Copies published to date. An Astonishing Record.

Dynamo-Tenders' Band-Bock,, Bell-Hangers' Band-Book.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Fourth Edition, Eighth Thousand.

04: Paijen, 70 Illustrations, Flfoc-

ihle Clolh libiiliti'i, Ti/pi

Piifie Ox.f inch's.

The only PRACnCAI- Dynamo-

Tenders' Instruction Book in the

English langTjage. .Just the hook

for Dynamo-Tenders, Linemen, Sta-

tionary and Marine Eigincers who

wish to loam how to operate and care

for electric light or power plants.

Moonlight S'-h^fdnU; for l*-'"! .

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Second Edition, Fourth Thousand.

100 Pages, U7 Illustrations, Fle.i-

ihle Cloth Binding. Type
Page 0x3 Inches.

Designed for those engaged in

selling, installing or handling elec-

tric batteries, electric bells, eleva-

tors, house or hotel annunciators,

burglar or fire alarms, electric gas

lighting apparatus, electric heat

regulating apparatus, etc. The only

book of the kind published.

Incandescent Wiring Band-Book.

By Lieut. F. B. Baht.

Third Edition. Seventh Thousand.

72 Pages, 42 Illustrations. Flex-

ible Cloth Binding. Tape
Page 0z3 Inches.

Five Talt'ep, I'ZilS Indies.

These tables give at once and without

any calculation the size of wire required

In each case for any percentage of lass.

It i3 a book for practical wlrem?n and

learners, and dots not rr quire any previous

krowledge of wiring. It differs In this

rcsptcl from other wiring tables, or corn-

putt rs.

The book contalcs full illustrations and

complete Information eoncernlDg m'ithods

of running wires, location of safely dcvl-

cee, splices, insulation, testing for faultc,

wire gauges, wiring of fi-vtures, e'evatore,

fundings, (le. The only book of the kind

piibliHlu'l.

Electric TransiiMoii Hand-Book.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

First Edition, Three Thousand Copies.

!)7 Pages, 22 Illuilrations, and
27 Tables. FIfxible Cloth
Binding. Type Page

0x3 Inches.

This bcok contains all practical infcr-

matifn for power prcducerp, c'pilaHsts,

agents of hydraulic and electric companies,
engineer.^, irotor inspectors anel other per-

eons interested in e'cclric power tranemls-

slor. By means of the taljles anybody csn
find at 03ce cost of plant for least opera-
ting expensis, or for minimum first cost

of installation.

The book gives all necessary infrrmatlon
concerning motors, and rues for ascer-

taining ho He power of motors, driving
various olas/ej of machinery, as hoUls,

pumps, ftrcft or tram ciirH, fanp, elc.

'i'wtnly-sevon new aiul original tables

give more IiifeirniatioL on the subject In a
f-inall space than any book heretofore pub-
lisbed on the siime subject.

Elaclx AT^T'or-lxL Sont r»o»ti30,lca. on HocoiiDt of On.0 3Dolla.r.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOUIAELT ADAPTED TO DETVING

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS.
*

On account of its LIgh efficiency at all stages of g ile, steadiness of motion and
easy working gate, the construction of which makes It the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
i;|-'™""g y^^us^'^^ »' ;«j«?g
on both vertical and horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT, miLLS & TEMP1,E,

WILLIAMS AUTOMATIC ENGINE.
For all purposes requirinK steady power.

Williams Ehoine Works : No. 447 North Street,

BALTIHOKB.MD.

COMPLETED TO DEADWOOD
The Burlington Route, C, B, & Q. R. R„

from Chicago, Peoria and St. Louis, is

now completed and daily passenger trains

are running through Lincoln, Neb., and
Custer, S. D., to Deadwood. Also to

Newcastle, Wyoming. Sleeping cars to

Deadwood.

FOB TBK

Western ElectrlciaD

SI.00.

THEWOODBURYENGiNi
SELF-CONTAINED, AUTOMIATIC
HIGH SPEED STEAM ENGINE
for Electric Lighting and
Street Railway Service,

WITH BOILER PLANT COMPLETE
Cataloi^e sent on applic.-itioii.

STEARNS MFC. CO. ERIE, PA.
BRANCH I

Philadelphia, 942 Drexel ISlci;;.

OFFICES I S'»" t'riincisco, '^I* \- .II Spear St.

STEAM PLANTS
IX8TAI.I.ED BY

W. B. PJESARSON i£ CO.,
SIECRAKICAL, EN6I!TEEBt4 AMD COXTRACTOB8.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

DRY STEAMB^^
^•Crl51TIS^X:iD B-2-

THE POND SEPARATOR,
The Pond Separator Is guaranteed to relieve the

steam of all entraiDcd water, and return this water
to the boiler, Ihus effecting a large favlng in fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

POXI> EXGINEKRIXG COMPAXy,
ST. LOU-S.
OMAHA.

CHICAGO.
DALLAS.

KANSAS CITY.

SEATTLE.

A FEW RAILROAD USERS:
Engines. Horse-powers.

Ashland Coal & Iron Railroad Co 1 60
Baltimore & Ohio Kailroad Co 6 190
Boston & Albany Railroad Co 2 130
Camden & Atlantic Railway Co 3 75
Central Railway ofNew Jersey 4 275
Chicago & Erie Railway Co 2 30
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Co 3 175
Chicago, Milwaukee &St. Paul Kailroad Co 5 100
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad Co 4 170
Colorado Midland Railway Co 1 25
Denver & Rio Grande "Western Railroad Co 3 75
East Tennessee, Virginia & Georgia Railroad Co 3 325
George's Creek & Cumberland Railroad Co 2 50
Grand Trunk Railway Co. of Canada 12 500
Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe Railway Co 3 135
Kansas City, "Wyandotte & Northwestern Railway Co 2 55
Newport News & Mississippi "Valley Co 2 200
New York Central & Hudson River Railroad Co 4 125
New York, Lake Erie & "Western Railroad Co 2 140
New York, "West Shore & Buffalo Railroad Co 8 340
Northern Pacific Railroad Co 2 45
Pennsylvania & Northwestern Railroad Co 1 25
Pennsylvania Railroad Co 51 2330
Peoria APekin TJnion Railroad Co 1 55
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co 7 015
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway Co.. 2 20
St. Louis & San Francisco Railway Co 3 260
Southern Railway Co 1 10
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific Railroad Co 4 60
"Washington & Georgetown Railway Co . 1 15

,> Many fort-ign railroads unreported.

g THEWESTTNGHOISE MACHINE COMPANY. B
HiBi25 PITTSBURGH. PENNA.U.S.OP A.

BALL
AUTOMATIC CUT-OFF

ENGINE.

ENGINEPOIP OA
coMPANvbn 1

1

, r^Mi
Simple.

With New Improvements.
Unequaled Regulation.
Highest Economy, Durability,
Smooth and Quiet Running.

Cross CoDipouDd.

Triple Expansiop,

TapdeuiCofflpouDd

iTheBEST ENGINE forELECTRIC LIGHTING, ELECTRIC RAILWAYS, ELECTRIC
MINING, ELECTRIC WELDING, and General Manufacturing Purposes.

SELLING (
E- f- COPELAND & CO.. lOG Liberty St., NEW YORK : J. W. PARKER. US South Fourth St.. PHIL.VDELPin.\. PA.

;

•PCUTO I

•^OOLEY & VATER. 221 Washington Ave. So., MINNEAPOLIS. JUNK,; DRAVO & BLACK, S04 Lewis Block, PITTS-
AHENTS IbUHG, PA.; NORTHWESTERN SUPPLY CO., TACOMA, WASH.
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THE PROBLEM SOLVED.

CUT OF FACTORY, I890.

TOTAL NUMBER OF LOCAL COMPANIES, JANUARY I, IB9I, USING

ARC APPARATUS.
630 Companies,

J

DIRECT INCANDESCENT.
108 Companies,

ALTERNATING.
415 Companies,

87,131 Lamps. 79,905 Lamps. 435,550 Lamps.

The above increase would seem to answer most emphatically in the affirmative.

All purchasers of Electrical Apparatus should thoroughly investigate the acknowledged merits of OURS

before buying any of the CHEAP SYSTEMS now on the market.

TboDson-Uon Electric Compa&y,
WESTERN OFFICE:

148 Michigan Ave., Chicago,

PRINCIPAL OFFICE:

620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
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iiMERIT LEiLDS TO SUCCESS."

LONG DISTANCE IeIeTTnCANDESCENT LIGHTING

ONLY successful method of distribution covering a large area WITHOUT swamping the plant with INTEREST on Copper Wire or cost of FUEL.
Transformers or Converters are a CONSTANT source of TROUBLE and EXPENSE, -will cost MORE for repairs in a year than to renew Ihe Lamps by our sjsltm.

Our PLANTS can be operated with succc's ELECTRICALLY and FINANCIALLY' where no others can.

Plan of wiring SIMPLE, CHEAP and EFFICIENT.
LAMPS from 16 C. P. up, noted for BRILLIANCY and BEAUTY of the light.

ALSO SERIES LAMPS of any C. P. for Arc Light Circuits.

Gold Medal, Paris Exposition, 1889.

JSstimates furnished on application, for erection of plants in any section. Correspondence solicited.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,p
Drexel Building,

HILAOELPHIA, PA.
Seaid. fox- Olro'u.la.x*.

THOlfAS STCBeiS, President. \V.1I. C IjANE, Secretary and Treagnrer. C. P. IHACHIF, General Manestr. 8. 8. BOGABT, Srnrral .Aeeot.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE CO.,
45 BROADW^AY, NEW YORK.

Owning the patents of Mosher, Gill, Hatch, Foote, Kintner and Moore for

INDIVIDUAL TELEGRAPH CALL AND CUT-OUT APPARATUS.
OTHER PATENTS PENDING.

The only practical and reliable system, of electric se-
lection invented.
Use Jeither 3Iorse Key or Automatic Iranstnitter.
From every station selected an Automat'c Answer Sack is

received.

GrODg rings until shut ofE by operator.

Any ofKce on line can be selected without disturbing the others and

either called up or cut out. No interference with regular telegraph se r-

vice. No resistance added to main line. Easily applied. Economical.
Convenient. Reliable.

Applicable to arc lights, singly or in groups; fire alarm service; police

telegraph; electric motor circuits; railroad signals, etc.

The public is warned cnjainst infrinrjinrj companies and devices.

For terms and other particulars, address as above.

THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO..
MASrUFACTURERS OF-

VULCANIZED INDIA-RUBBER

Cables, to any Specification

up to 8,000 Megolims per

mile.

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES.

CONCENTRIC CABLES, any

millage, FLEXIBLE CORDS.

SILK. HEMP. COTTON, DY-

NAMO WIRES and CABLES,

very pliable. Every variety

of INCANDESCENT CORES.

THREE and TWO - WIRE

CABLES, to any specifica-

tion up to 8,000 Me-

gohms per knot.

CABLES of High Insulation

and Long Life, all milage

If you are not acquainted with the merits of Habirshaw insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABIRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 3 1 5 Madison Ave, Cor. 42d St, New York.

FACTORY: aienwood, Yonkers, Itf. Y.

WESTERN AGENTS, The Electrical Supply Co., 171 Randolph Street, Chicago, Illinois.
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BixIod's Uiersa kliii

Established 1882.

Tile Englneeis' favorite. Leads, bnt is iniltatcfl hy many,
t qiialed by none. If jou have any donbiB aa to tlie geouine,
jrend direct to ud. We are eole manofac urfis of 'hie pack-
ing. Send fur earn pies and Catalogue on packings. We have
tt.i- larireer asPOTtmeLi,
for Pieloi RudB and Valve Sleme of Sleam EnEiiies and

PampB— self-lubrlcaiiiig. Bteam and water tight. Fifty p6r
cent lees Uiction than any oilier. Never irrowe hard, biitwM remain as soft and ae llexiblR as whea lirat adjuited in
etnffinabos. Eveiv package fully warranted. Fiue Oils
a specialty.
Agents wanted in every State in the Union. We can quote

the very lowFst prices on Ring PacBlng. Send for dieconnt
and price liei.

GEORGE B. BUXTON,
17 VIRGINIA ST„ EAST SOMERVILLE, MASS,

EiperientalffortinAnytliDiElficiriGal.

FREEMAN, COLEMAN & CO.,
53 and 55 South J<'fferson Street. - - VHIVAiiO. ILL.

HILL
Clutch Works,
CL£V£X.AND, O.

EASTERN OFFICE.
ISCortlandtSt., - NESV YORE.

Engineering Office: 146 Franklin St,,

BOSTON.

CHICAGO: MINNEAPOLIS:
So. Canal St. 305 Ka90ta Bulldins.

KANSAS CUT:
1221 and 122.3 Union Avenae.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
De3ijiied, Lreoted aod Fumisbed.

Send for new Catalogue Power
TransmiBsion Machinery.

' BYJAJ SHULT

I^HULTZ Belting Co.

YOUR POWER.
YOUR BELTS.
YOUR MONEY.

BY COVERING YOUn PULLEVS WITH

SHULTZ PATENT
LEATHER PULLEV COVERING

TANNEDON IHEL
SURFACES ONLY
INTERIOR IS

RAWHIDE
THE ONLY PERrcC- BEL"

MADE, NO 5LIPP1ND

OR LOST MOTION

;><;. I IM SummerSt-, Boeton, Mass ;
2-,*5 Pearl St., New York City.'

'I 129 N. Third St.,Plulad6lpliia, Pa ; bO W. Monroe St. CUicago.

Picker Leather-

I St. Louis, Mo.

Subscribe tor the Western Electrician.

READ THE FOLLOWING.
EDISON ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING CO.

OIF :Bitoox3:.Xj-x"iia-.

BROOKLYN, August 17, 1891.
THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO., New York.

GENTLEMEN: It might perhaps interest you to know the
success with which the Ward Arc Lamp is meeting in Brooklyn. We
installed, eighteen months ago, two (2) of your lamps and to-day
have 740 connected to our low tension circuits. To show you that
they give satisfaction it is merely necessary to mention that every
day we are replacing high tension lamps and for no apparent reason,
except that the light is steadier and more brilliant, and that the
consumer has control over each pair of lamps.

I think, from the results we are obtaining here, it would be to
the advantage of every station supplying incandescent lights to add
this new and profitable source of income to their system.

Yours truly, W. S. BARSTOW, Gen'l Supt.

KsUhlUh'Kl l^^ll.

REMKMHEK IVE OUABAyTKK '•fVArU}" LAMI'S TO IOC JCXACThY AS JiKPllJCSICNTKIK

THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION $c SUPPLY CO.. i;ki..i.ii«i..'.i ikhi.

PHENIX BUILDING, OHIOAQO, ILL, TELEPHONE BUILDING, NEW YORK OITY.
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The KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS

a
GENERAL AGENTS FOR

SAFETY"
WIRES, CABLES AND CORDS

For Inside, Underground and Submarine Use.

a
SAFETY" Fire-Proof House Wire. "ATLAS" Line Wire.

R. B. WATSON & CO., Ants., J. W. MASON, Ast., POST & GO., Asts.,
DETROIT, MI€H. 527 Delaware Street, CIJfCIXNATI, O.

KAIVSAS CITY, MO

THE PERKINS ELECTIIC LIMP CO.

LAMPS
to fit any socket.
|any candle power,
any voltace.
'longest life,

high efficiency.

MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

54 and 56 Franklin Street, CHICAGO.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
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EJgjH!(J^L^iy(2- i

ICMICAOi^

L 111MIL
JUST ISSUED

A NEW and COMPLETE

CendVoLi a Copv/.

VOU WILL FIND IT FULL

INTERESTING
mrOR MAT ION

BELLS, BATTERIES
and General Electrical

MERCHMNDISE
- I^£XT "WEE IS
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NEW BOOK!
NOW READY.

ELECTRIC

TRANSMISSION

HAND-BOOK.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition
to our famous hand-book series, of which
20,000 copies have been sold. The new
book deals in the author's well-known
practical style with all the problems of
Electric Power Transmission.

NOW READY._ PRICE, $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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T WiYNE ELECTRIC CO.,
MAXUFACTUREKS OF THE

SLATTERY INDUCTION AND WOOD ARC SYSTEM
-OIF-

THE MOST PERFECT OF ANY.

For references as to the merits of these systems, inquire of the local companies, the operators, or the customers in

the large cities of this country where these systems are now being used almost exclusively after other systems have been
tried and thrown out—Philadelphia, New Orleans, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Detroit, etc.

WE MAKE ALL STANDARD SIZES OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM,
Also Arc Lamps of Standard Sizes, 2,000 c. p., 1,200 c. p. and 800 c. p.

Main Office and Factory, FORT WAYNE, IND.

JfEW TORK 115 Broadway.
CHICAGO 185 Dearborn Street.
PHILADELPHIA 907 Filbert Street.
DALLAS, TEXAS McLeod Bailding.

OIFT'ICIEIS-
PITTSBCKGH, PA 533 TTood Street.
SAN FRANCISCO 35 New Montgomery Street.
TORONTO, CANADA 138 King Street, W.
BUFFALO 828 Pearl Street.

BAXTER
IMLWtl MOTORS,
" SLOW SPEED.

NO INTERMEDIATE GEARING.

Gears Run in Oil.
EXAMINE INTO THE MERITS OF THESE MOTORS

IF A REDUCTION IN REPAIRS IS
WORTHY OF CONSIDERATION.

COMPLETE r;: equipments.
SLOW
SPEED STATIONARY MOTORS

For ARC and

Incandescent Clrcuitt,

.^»^n.^^<,.^o^- BALTIMORE, MD.

ELECTEICAL

Accumulators
Useful and economical for all purposes to which

electricity is applicable, such as

Propulsion and Lighting of Street
Oars, Vehicles, Yachts, Etc.

Central Station and Isolated Light-
ing.

Portable Lighting or Power.
Portable Electric Lanterns.
Electric Power for Motors.
Portable Electric Fans for Office,

Family and Sicl( Room.
Only Cloan and Convenient Battory for Surgeons,

DentiHtK, and I'l-uffshHjonal Men Generally.

MANUPAOTUEED EXCLUSIVELY UNDEE THE PATENTS OF

FAURE, SWAN, SELLON, GRISCOM, and others.

COMPLETE electric LIGHT AND POWER PLANTS.

THEACCDMDLAfOR COMPANY,
224 and 226 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

PHILADELPHIA AGENCY ;-ELE''.rHO DYNAMIC CO., 224 and 226 Choslnul SI.

NEW YORK; TRUEX & VAIL, 44 Broi.')«ay. CHICAGO :-WM. HOOD, 239 La Salle St.

SAN FRANCISCO:-THE PACIFIC EtECTRICAL STORAGE CO., 1 18 and 120 Pino St.

BOSTON:—THE HOLTZCR CBOT ELECTRIC CO., Ill Arch SI.

PROVIDENCE:-SWARrS & GANNE1T, Swarts Building.



$3 per Annum. EVERY SATURD^Y. lO cents per Copy.

Vol. IX. CHICAGO, SEPTEMBER 5, 1891. No. 10

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
PlaiiB and yneciiicallons prppareci, from which co^^Pc^ uniform bids can he eecured-

C'ontracia made for complete steam Plan's, nMlnj: McIotOBh & Seymour EDf^inee.

Contracta made for complete Klectrlc hallway InBtallatlone.

SARGENT ^ LUNDY,
Slech. & Elec Engineers,

338 Hooltery SC-ulXdlaxSi ~ " OZX X0.acC3lO

.

The Minnesota Brush Electric Company
HA."yE> JUST BO'UC3-HTr

^ MIIiES
of Arc, Incandescent and Power Cables

IHVESTIGATION PROVED IT

THE BEST.

OF THE

Standard UndergroMi CaWe Co,

^ew York, Pittsburgh. Chicago.

\^'^M

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS *' BELLS.
fVLV JLI.VE Al.\V.AV8 I.V STOCK.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO..
^^ ^^^^^ 195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, l^ldl and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn. N. Y.

i^^Send for New Catalooue. Out Augast let.

WRITE FOR PRICES ON

TROLLEYS, GEARS, BEARINGS

AND GENERAL SUPPLIES.

R. D. Nuttall Company,
Allesrheny, Pa. New York.

DO YOU WANT
A

THOROUGH INSULATING PIPE7

N INDESTRUCTIBLE PIPE?
PIPE TESTED SUCCESSFULLY?

THE mm iNDunmo hbue m
CoBte less than iron and does better work in

electrical SQDwaya and elsewhere.

SOLE AGENTS:

Engineering Equipment Co.,

143 I.ll>erty St . SIEIV YORK.
126 Pearl St., BOSTON.

WILLAHD L. CANDEE, ! Bu^lnesa Manaeers
H. 0UEANT CHEEVEK, (""='°'="-"''°''S"»-

F. CAZENOVE JONES,
Manager of Factories.

The

Internalional OKONITE COMPANY, LIMITED.

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES AiDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

rTRADt MARK^^^B MansoH Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.
BRANCHES: Chi.-agro, Boston, Pliila<leIl>I»iJi, IXIinueapolis, <'iiiciiiiiati, Kansas City^

Onlaliu, Lnuisville, St. Louis, San Francisco, London ;»u(l So. Aineri<:a,

^6=

^c>n
Warren.ohio,

U- MAMUrACTVKCRSOr

I«ySi/feWH|{,H<RMf

AGENTS
J.W.PtALt.

1 BROAOV/AY. HtWYORH
CENTRAL &Lt CTRI C Ca

CHICAGO. III.

CLCCTCNGOfiS Supply Ca
ST PAUL. MIMM.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
Tbe ackiiowledg;e(l Standard for durable and ]ilg:h In-

sulation. EtS merits proved by a record of over (iuarter
of a centnary. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

CELEBRATED EERITE TAPE FOR INSULATING JOINTS,

Electric Light and Power,
Telegraph and Telephone*
Railwav and all other
Branches of Signaling,

ALL SIZES
Lead Encased Wires

Aerial Use,
Subterranean Use,
Submarine Use-

Concealed Wiring in all Locations.

GEORGE B. PRESCOTT, Jr., Gen. Agt., 16 Dey St., New York.

'Westerg Electric Co., Chicago, 111., Sole Agents for the West.

THTE. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, NEW YORK,

MANUFACTUREKS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

BATTERY,
^,g|,^^.|,g|

Supplies

THE "CHAMPION'
Price, wltli Rod Ztoc, $1.15 per foil, with Corrugated

Zinc, $I.:l& per Cell.

THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED

Of all Descriptions.

,rhnn R*i*rTolf «iiil PoTir Cortu^nt.il Zincof rh.r
of CliuLiil'tuu U.ill.r}. jjloii li,u«ry.

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Light anil Power
Appliances,

Construction Toola and

Line Jlaterlal.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS,

ALEXANDER, BARNEY $c CHAPIN,
20 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.

GENERAL ELEGTRIGAL SUPPLIES.

THE MOST

POPULAR LAMP
IN THE MARKET, ^

"A.B^C.

WRITE US

FOR

PRICES

OF ALL 600DI.

One 3 Horse Power Electric Motor.

One 6 Horse Power Electric Motor.
Both in exre'Iont innilliion, having

been iiBcd bin. Utile.

ERIE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

ERIK. PA.

GLOWER, HARRIS & GO..
CONTRACTING AND CONSULTING

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.
TUelar^eec Electrical t^iipplf Hoi-.se weet of the

.ML-iaissippi River.

Kvcrythinc Klertrlral

289 ELIVI STREET, DALLAS, TEXAS.

\VM. KUTCil. I'real ClIAS O. WIXTKB, Treaa
CllAS. E. BIBBER, Qsnl JI«n«uer.

Eiiuip y.utr SwitfIi-bo;u\l willi cheap Switches.

B"U""2" TICE

C.E. M.Jack-KnifeSwitch.
/( is a RiCCid Srt'.i'-cr J'.J .1 'i...lO.'f <^<tc^'t Su-l-tr

nanuruclurfd dlolely By

THE GONSOLIDRTED ELEGTRIC MFG. CO..
196 Summer St. and 355 Congress St., BOSTON.

EI.ECTRICAr> .SUPPI.IKSOP ALI, KIXDS.
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SYSTEM OF LIGHTING A SUCCESS?

Cut of Factory, 1882.

TOTAL NUMBER OF LOCAL COMPANIES, OCTOBER I, 1 803, USING
ARC APPARATUS. DIRECT INCANDESCENT. ALTERNATING.

22 Companies,
1 853 LailipS. None. None.

n

Cut of Factory, 1886.

TOTAL NUMBER OF LOCAL COMPANIES, JANUARY I, 1887, USING
ARC APPARATUS. DIRECT INCANDESCENT. ALTERNATING

ni tapanies, 2^ 840 Laoips, 2' c«"p* 1 1,275 Lamps. None,

Read thelnswer on Page xx.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.

ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Accumulator Co., The
Abendroth & Root Mfg. Co.. xiii

Alexander, 15arney & Cbapin I

American Electrical Works xili

Andrews & Co., A. H xix

Automatic Switch Co x
Baggot, E xlv

Bain Electric Mfg. Co xvl

Ball Engine Co xix

Baxter Electric Motor Co xxvl

BeiDstein Electric Co Iv

Blatz, L xlil

Borden & Selleck Co xv
Braun Illustrating Co xix

Brownlee & C-i xll

Brookfield, Wm xll

Brush Electric Co xvli

Butler Hard Rubber Co iv

Buxton, Geo. B xll

0. B. &a R. R xiv

C. &. C. Electric Motor Co. ... xvl

Card Elec. Motor & DynamoCo viii

Central Electric Co v

Chicago Electric Mfg. Co viii

Chicago Electric Motor Co
Clower. Harris & Co 1

Chicago Insulated Wire Co xvil

Colburn Electric Mfg. Co xlv

Coolidge, Fuel &> Supply Co xix

Conaol. Elec. Mfg. Co., The. .
. . . i

Cowles Electric Smelting and
Aluminum Co xiv

Crocker-Wheeler Electric Motor
Co xlii

Catter, Geo xxii

Day's Kerite Insulation. I

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. .xix

Eastern Electric Cable Co xiii

Edison General Electric Co.,

—

Motor Dept . vl

Edison Gtneral Electric Co., Cable
and Wire Department vil

Electric Construction & Sup. Co. sxii

Electric Merchandise Co Iv

Electric Secret Service Co xvili

Electrician Pub, Co...iv. x, xiv, xvi

Elec. Construction Co., The xiii

Electrical Engineering Co xiii

Elec. Eng. & Supply Co.. The., xlii

Electrical Supply Co., The. . xxiv

Elektron Mfg. Co xvi

Empire China Works xiv

Engineering Equipment Co i

Erie E ectrlcal Supply Co I

Evans Friction Cone Co xvii

For Sale xiv

Foster, 0. A
Fort Wayne Electric Co xxvi

Freeman, Coleman & Co
Globe Carbon Co xv
Great Western Elec. S. Co. viii, xxv
Greelev&Co., The B. S i

Hale Elevator Co ,
xiv

Heisler Electric Light Co xxvi
Hill Clutch Works
Hine Eliminator Co xil

Holmes, C. H xiii

Holmes. Booth & Haydens. . . xvii

Hood, Wm X
[ndla Rubber & Gutta Percha

Insulating Co
Interior Conduit Alnsulatlon Co.xvili

International Okonite Co i

Kartavert Mf^- Co xil

Knapp Electrical Works xxili

Law Telephone Co xlii

Leooard it Co., H. Ward
Leflfel & Co.. Jas xili

Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co. xiv

McLaughlin. James xii

Manhatten Elec. Supply Co'. . - . viii

Mason, James H xiii

MUliken Bros Iv

Mlnnenpolls Street Railway Co...xxi

Monitor Electric Co x
Mosher Arc Lamp Co
Munsell & C \, Eugene xlii

Murphy. T. J xiii

National Carbon Co Iv

National Electric Mfg. Co Ix

N.Y. Belting & Packing Co xil

New York Iniulatcd Wire Co x
New York & ( >hIo Co 1

N. W.Elec. Specialty Co Iv

Nuttall Company, R. D 1

<;8trander & Co., W. R 1

Palste. H. T xil

Page Belting Co
Partrlck & Carter Co x
Payne & Co., Geo. W xvlil

Pearson & Co.. W. B xix
Phoenix Glass Co
Pond Engineering Co xix

Powell Co.. The Wm xiv

Queen «fc Co xlIl

Rochester Railway Co xll

Rockford Electric Mfg. Co. . .
.

Sartrent «fc Lundy I

Sawyer-Man Electric Co xl

Schieren A Co. Chas. A xll

Schoonmaker, A. O xil

Schuyler Electric Co vill

Short Electric Railway Co xii

Shultz Belting Oo xvlii

Sperry Electric Mining Machine
Cc xiv

Standard Underground Cable Co 1

Standard Paint Co xil

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co
Star Iron Tower Co xix

Stearns Mfg. Co xix
Stephenson Co., Jno
Sterling, W. C xv
Stllwell & Bierce Mfg. Co . . . xlv, xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co xv
Taussig, S vill, xlv
Temple, J. C xv
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

Lighting Department... 11, xx
Turner Brass Works xIll

Union Electric Mfg. Co., The x
Union Electric Works
Union Hardware Co xii

U. S. Electric Lighting Co...
VanNuia C. S
Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Wanted xili

Wenstrom Consolidated Dynamo
& Motor Co., The xvill

Western Electric Co vll

Westlnghouse Elec andMfgCo..xi
Westinghouse Machine Co xix
Weston Electrical Instrument Co
Williams Eagine Works xix
Windsor Hotel, The vii

Woodbrldge & Turner Engineer-
ing Co XV

WoodhouseA Rawson. Ltd xiv

Worthlngton, Henry R
CLASSIFIED LIST.

Accnm dIatora.
Accumnlator Co. , The.
Brush Electric Co.

Alamtnnin.
Cowlee Electric Smelting & Refin-
ing Co.

Freeman, Coleman & Co.

Annnnoiatore.
Central Electric Co.

Electrical Construction Co., Tbe.
Great Western Elec. Supply Oo,
(ireeley & Co.. The K. S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
OstrandiT & Co. W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Antl-Friction JUelal.
Turner Brass Workp.

Arc Ijamps.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Brueh Electric Uo.
Electric Construction & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Mosher Arc Lamp Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
ThomeOQ -Houston Electric Co.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Batteries.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.,The.
Foater, O. A.
Law Telephone Co.
Manhatten Elec. Supply Co,
Mason, Jas. H.
Monitor Electric Co,
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Qjieen & Co.
weatern Electric Co.

Battery Jara.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Law Telephone Co.
Manhatten Elec. Supply Co.
Partrlck *fc Carter Co.
<iiieen & Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, filectrlc.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Ostranfler&Co., W, R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

Bells, Alagneto.
Central Electric Co.
Oreeley & Co.. The B. 8,

Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrfck «fc Carter Co,
Western Electric Co.

Beltlne.
Evans Friction Cone Co.
N. Y. Heltinir & Packing Co.
PageBeltln^Co.
Schioreii A Co., Chas, A.
Sholtz Beltlne Co.

Boilers.
Abendroth & RootMfg, Co.
Pond Englneerinc Co.

Rooks. Klectrlcal.
Electrician Publlsbing Co.

Braider Spoolers.
Payne A Co., Geo. W.

Brass Goods.
Blatz L,

Powell Co,, The Wm.
Tnrner BraHe Works.

Mnrslar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Klectrlcjil Supply Co,, The,
Great Wi'stern Elec. biipply Co.
Greeley* Co. .The E. o.
Knapp Klectrical Works.
Monllor Klectric Co.
Ostranfler&Co., W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Wire Insulated.)

Cable. Kleetrlr. (See Wire Insn-
lated), <'op[>er.Hheet and Bar.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Webtern Electric Co.

Carbons. Points and Plat«s.
Bruph Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Globe Carbon Co.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
National Carbon Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cars, RIertrIc Kalln'ay.
Minneapolis St. Ky. Co.
Rocheeter Railway Co,

Castivss, Brass.
Bfatz. L.
Tomer Uraes Works.

Clntches, Friction.
Hill Clutch Works.

Cunstmctlon and Bepairs.
BainElectrIc Mfg. Co.
Chicago tClectrlc Mfg. Co.
Cbicago Electric Motor Co.
Electric Construction & Supply Co.
Electrical Construction Co., The.
Electrical Engineering Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Leonard & Co., H. Ward
McLaughlin, Jas.
Temple, J. C.
Union Electric Works.
Weatern Electric Co.

Contractors, JBlectrlc JLisIit,
£nslne Plants and Electric
Bail ways-
Bain Electric Manifacturlng Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfe. Co.
Clower, Harris & Co.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Electrical Engineering Co, The.
Electrical Ecg. & Supply Co.
Engineering Equipment Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Leonard & Co , H. Ward.
McLaughlin, Jae.
Pearawi & Co., W. B.
Pond Enelneerlng Co.
Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co.
Sargent &, Lundy-
Short Electric Railway Co.
Temple, .1. C-
Thomson-HouBton Electric Co.
tTnlled States Electric Lighting Co.
Wenstrom Consolidated Dvnamo &
Motor Co.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Weelinghoufie Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.
Williams Engin« Works.
Woodbrldge '& Turner Eng. Co,

Copper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
EdiBon General Electric Co.
Electriral Supply Co., The.
Great Woetern Elec. Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonite Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Monitor Electric Co.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co. .

Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, C. H.
Loud. H, M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cnt-outs and Hwttctaes.
Alexander. Barney & Chapln.
Automatic Switch Co.
Central Electric Co.
Coneolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Palete, H.T.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
Van Nuis.C- S.

Western Electric Co.

Oynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
C. &C. Electric Motor Co.
Clower,- Darrla & Co,
Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Engineering Co , The.
Elecirlcal Ene. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Heieler Electric Light Co.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co,
Schuyler Electric Vo.
Thomson-Honeton Electric Co,
United States Electric Lighting Co.
Wenstrom Consolidated Dynamo &
Motor Co,

WeBtcrn Electric Co.
WeBtlnghonee Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electrical Instrnmonta.
Central Electric Co.
Coneolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley * Co., The E. S.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Queen A Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.

Klcctrionl Infelllcence.
Loonartt .t Co., II . .War<l.

RIertrical Specialties.
Northwenlern Elect. Specialty Co.
Turner Brass Worke.

Electric Rall^ ars.
Edison General Electric Co.
Leoniird *t Co., H. Ward.
Sargent & Liindy.
Short Klectric Railway Co.
Thomson-HouBton Electric Co.
Wcnelrcm Consolidated l>ynamo &
Motor Co.

WentlnirhnuBe Electric A Mfg. Co.
Woodbrldge & Turner Eng. Co.

Rlectroliers and Combina-
tion Klxtarcfi.
Bagcot. K.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Thomaon-flouBlon Electric Co.

Klevators, Klectric and Hy-
dranlic.
Hale Elevator Co.

RIectro-Platlns Slacblnes.
Brush Electric Co.
Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Thomaon-Hoaaion Electric Co.

Bneines, Hteam.
Ball Engine Co.
Pearson & Co., W.B.
Pond EndueerlngCo.
Sargent <fc fvundy.
Steams Mfg. Co.
WeatlnghoHse Machine Co.
\\'illlame Engine Co.

Enifrav^rs.
Brann Illustrating Co.

Fan Ontnts.
C. & C. Electric Motor Co.
Card Bfeclrlc Motor & Dynamo Co.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., Tbe,
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Turner Brass Works.

Fibre.
Karlavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Friction Cones.
fivana Friction Cone Co.

Gas Ijlehtlne:, Klectric.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

dteneral Electrical t^nppiles.
Alexander, Barney & Chapin.
American Electrical Works.
Automatic Switch Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Clower, Harris & Co.
Coneolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cutter, Geo.
E lectrlcal Ens. &; Supply Co.
Edison General Slectric Co.
Electric Construction & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Erie Elecirlcal Supply Co.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Manhatten Elec. Supply Co.
Monitor Electric Co.
Northwestern Electric Specialty Co.
Oetrandcr & Co.,W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
VanNuis.C.S.
Western Electric Co.

(lilass Cntters.
Taussig, S.

«ilobes and Electrical dilass--
ware.
Baggot. E.
Phcenix Glass Co.

Hotels.
Wmdeor Hotel, The.

lnaiiiator»i and Jnsnlatinfe
Materials.
Alexander, Barney & Chapln.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Central Electric Co.
Coneolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The
Cutter, Geo.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great neetern Elec. Snpply Co.
Interior Conduit &InsnJatIon Co.
International Okonite Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Mnnsell & Co., Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Nuttall, R. D,, Company.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
lla^net Wire.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Day'e Kerite Insulation.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
Interior Conduit A Insulation Co.
International Okonite Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Inen-
latlng Co.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrlck* Carter Co.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

Journal lienrinss.
Tnrner Brass Works.

LampH. Incandescent.
Alexander. Barney vt Chapln.
Bernstein Electric Co-
Brush Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Clower, Harris A Co.
Edienn General Klectric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Electrical Eng. >"i: Supply Co.
Great \\eetem Klec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The B. 8.

Heieler Blcctrlc Light Co.
Ilood, Wm.
Knapn Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Northwestern El'-ct. Specialty Co.
Sawver-Mfin KlecErlcCo.
Sant>eam Incandenrent Lamp Co.
Thorapon-Honpton Electric Co.
Weet^^rn Electric Co.

l.uhrirntorH.
r.nvoll Ci\.ThO Wni.

itla^nrt *Vlre.
(SeeInpulat*Hl Wire.)

Sledlcal Batteries.
Partrlck A Carter Co.

ailca.
Munnell Jt Co., Engene.
Schoonmaker, A. O.

ninlnir Apparatus, Electric.
g-iln KI'-T;^ -Mfj. Co.
E'Jj.-on 'fT.'.-rJ Electric Co.
ThOL-iftOLi-fiorii^VjQ Ji|f;ClriC Co.
Sp'-rry Klec. Mining Machlnr: Co.
WeBtin;;hoaft© Electric d; Mfij, co.

notors.
Bain El<iCtrlcMfg. Co.
BTUMh p;!'?ctricCo.
Baiter Eli»ciric Motor Co.
Card Electric Motor & DynamoCo
Crocker-Wheeler EU^tric Motor Co,
U. & C. Eltctric Motor Co.
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
EdiBon General Electric Co.
Electrical Engineering Co..Tfco,
Electrical Knj:. i Sapply Co.
BI»;ktroL MannfacloringCo.
Erie Electrical Supply Co.
FoEttr, O. A.
Rockford Electric .Mannf&cturiDg Co
Thomson-Hoaston Electric Co
U. 8. Electric Lighting Co.
Wenstrom Consolidated Dynamo A
Motor Co.

Westinghonse Electric & Mfe. Co.Name Plates.
Blatz, L.
Freeman, Coleman & Co.
Turner Braea Worka.

Office Fumltnre.
Andrews & Co., A. H.

OUs.
Taussig, S.

Oil Cups.
Powell Co.. The Wm.

Patent Solicitors.
Woodhouee k RawBon, Ltd.

Packing:.
Buxton. Geo. B.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Coolidge Fuel & Snpply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Dolmee, C.H.
Loud, H. M- & Sons Lumber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Poles.
Brownlee & Co.
Central Electric Co.
Coolidge Fuel &. Snpply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
EnelneeringEqulpmeQl Co.'
Holmes, C.fl.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
MliUken Bros.
Star Iron Tower Co.
Sterling,W. C-

Pubiishers, Klectrlcal.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Pnsli Buttons.
Central Electric CO.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Elecfrical Worka.
Northwestern Elect. Specialty Co
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

BallTTays, Electric.
(See electric railways.)

tieparators. Hteam.
Hine Eliminator Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Slate.
Mnrphy, T. J.

Speaklns Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Oetrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

(Steam Pumps.
Worthlngton, Henry R.

Street Ky. Equipment.
Minneapolis Street Rr. Co.
Rcchester Railway Co.

Supplies, Electric Railway.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Nuttall, R. D. Co.

Tapes, Insulatins:.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co. , The.
India RuDber & Gntta Percha In
nlatlDg Co.

International Okonlle Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Western Electric Co.

Teleerapli Apparatus.
Central Klectric Co.
Klectric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley A Co.. The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick A Caner Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephoncp, F.lpctrlc.
Western Electric Co.

Temt InNtrnmenlR.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrlca.1 Snpplv Co^The.
Greeley A Co.. the K. S.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
t^uoen A Co.
I nion Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
WestOQ Electrical lostrument Co.

Trnnsrormers.
Electrical Eng. .t Supply Co.
Naiionsl Electric M.anufactDring Co.
StanloT Electric -Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Electric A Mfp. Co.

Trucks, Electric Car.
fidison General Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Stj?pheneon Co., Jno.
Thom?iin-Honflton Electric Co.
WeBtlnghonee Electric Jk -Mfg. Ca

Tnrblno M'heels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
I-effel A Co.. J.imep.
SUlwell A Bierce Mfc- Co.

Wire, Bare.
American Electrical Worta.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supplv Co.. The.
Rclmep. Booth A BaydenB.
iknayp R|0«(tIca1 Works.
Sperry EIcc. Mining MacblnoCo.
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CLE?£LMD, OHIO. CLEVEL41ID, OHIO.

•MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS akdBATTERY WTATERIAI..

ELECTRICAL BOOKS THE MILLIKEN PATENT POLE

Send for Complete Catalogue.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING GO,,

6 Lakeside Building. CHICAGO, ILL

56 LIBERTY STREET,

NEW YORK.

For Electric Street Railways and Electric Lig lit Worl(,

JIANUFACTUEED LY

MILLIKEN BROS.

59 DE4RB0RN STREET,

CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.—Iron Work
for Light Stations a Specialty.

WRITE FOR CIROILAR ANI> CVTAI^OGIIE.

THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.,
33 ^s/dlercer Street, I^O'tt^ "STorl^,

POSSESS SDPERIOR ADVANT.iGES IN THE MANUFACT0EE OP

lX.A.TfD RTTBBSR C3-O 13
Espeeinlly in avticles ntlapteii To eiectrioat industries, huvint/ obtainett the solf rit/ht to mamt/actitre

JIARO RUBBER untler t/iv laliiahle Patents t/rttntetl to Wli.M.IAJfl KIEL.

ALIi OPERATIONS OF SAWING. CUTTING, TURNING ANI> POLISHING OUR NKW STANDARDS OF
SLI 17P^ D (^ r\ A KI T\ "T* I I [^ I M C\ *-'*° ^® performed with a larse reduction in the wear and tear of tools, and coneideralile eavine of labor. Out new standards are

ii ^ L^ I 9 ri yj LJ r\ IN L^ 1 l^ O 1 1 N V-l of a richer black throughout, not subject to change in color, are tougher and more Heslhle, do not become brittle with age, and
have been tested and approved by the leading electrical companies of the Lnited Stales. In addition to these advantages, we also offer advantages in prices.

KIEL'S PATENT HARD RUBBER CELLS FOR STORAGE AND PRIMARY BATTERIES

HARD RUBBER

Still remain the most satisfactory and cheapest in the market, unequaled for strength, durability, insulation and resislamce to acids,

GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION MAKDFACTDRED.

For Sale by THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO

Correspomlence .(iolicited from all ruanufacturcrs and dealers in electrical
machinery and supplies. SKND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

«£BE VE THE JUDGE."
c.A.'^iEj -x-oxT •m.i:Eii> the

ECONOMIC INCANDESCENT LAMP?
If not you are losing tirae and we are losing a customer. Everybody that tries it, BUYS

IT, and everybody that buys it once, buys it again. Kindly inform us what voltage
and style of base you use arid TBT IT AT OUR EXPENSE.

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL SPECIALTY CO,,
GENERL WESTERN AGENTS,

CEO. L. KIRKHAM, Manager. Id 7 Chamber of Commerce, CHICAGO.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
— Yhl: -

ARC LIGHT CIRCUITS.

MI.nPI>F. RKLIABI>B. IMRABLE.

The only safe socket for aerlta lamps, and the only

socket baring Inaulatlng material for the cutelde

parU. Send for Illnstratcd Catalogue,

620 ATLANTIC AVENUE,

ELECTRIC
RAILWAY

For All Systems. SUPPL IEw
E22:c3L.-crszT7-Ei-.-sr.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

ELECTRIC MERCHANDISE CO.,
11 AI>AMS STRKKT, €III€A4>)<».

W. H. MASON, General Managsr.
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OUR ST. LOUIS BRANCH.

¥>m
OUR KANSAS CITY BRANCH.

nLON/^

TRADE MARK. TBADE MARIC

Southern Electrical Supply Company,
823 LOCUST ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.

GATEICITY ELEGTRIG'GOMPANY,
522 DELAWARE ST.. KANSAS CITY. MO.

YOU CAN'T AFFORD
TO BUY YOUR

Weather-proof Wire, Underwriters' Wire,

Moisture-proof Wire,

Insulating Tape, Rubber Tubing,

Sockets, Lamp Cords, Switches, Cut-outs,

Branch Blocks,

Without getting our prices and letting us show you our samples.

Central Electric Company
116 AND 118 FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO.

CONNECTED BY PRIVATE WIRE WITH POSTAL TELEGRAPH-CABLE COMPANY'S SYSTEM.

OUR DENVER BRANCH.

nLO N/^

OUR OMAHA BRANCH.

>i-0'V//

TBAO E MAR IC TRA:;e i-:,\ri.'.

Electric Power and Transmission Co.,

1722 Lawrence St., DENVER, COLO.

Western Electrical Supply Company,
418 S. 15lh St.. OMAHA. NEB.
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Edison General Electric Go. >

Edison Building, Broad St., New York City.

ECTRIC FANS.

These Fans are oper-

ated by new Edison Slow

Speed Motors, requiring

Minimum amount of atten-

tion and lubrication.

They are compact and

especially suitable for of-

fice desks and similar

places.

AVill opeiate on any

ordinary Lighting Circuit

without Wasteful Resist-

ance.

List Price, Motor and Fan, $42.50, less 45 per cent, to Users, Net, $23.36.

For Particulars Address Nearest District Office.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

C'anadinn IJiif rirt, Kflinon Bldjj., Toronto, I'an.

Central IHstrirt, 17.3 nnci ir.'i Adnnm St., C'hicaEO, III.

Kawtem District, F^diHon Itoildine, Broad Nt., 3f»;w Vork,
Vpw Knsland Dltttrict. 25 Otist Ntreet. Booton, flatm.

I'acilioCoaHt OiHt., KdiHon BIdi;., 1 ISS BaHliSt.,San Fran<-iN<'o, Ciil

I'arilif AioriliwcHt l>iHtri<-t, FIviHt-lincr Bld{;., I'orliand, Ore.

Kocky noiintain BiHtritrt, IMaHonlc Biiiidinc, l>onver, Colo.

Noathem Oixt^rlct. lO llecator ^ttreet. Atlanta, tia.
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HEADQUARTERS OF

The National Electric Liglit Association.

It la situated on Dominion Square, in the fashionable quarter of Montreal, Is the first

hotel In the Dominion, and la constructive substantiality, architectural dignity, thorough
equipment and modern appointments compares favorably wl\li any hotel in the world. It is

within a few steps of the Canadian Ricilic and Qrand Trunli Railway stationi, from which
traihe diverge to all points in (he Dominion and the United States. Equally convenient are
the wholesale and retail business quarters and .'ill objects and places of interest to tourists.

Including the cathedrals, churches and convents; the great financial Institutions, markets and
quays, as also the public squares, parlis and boulevards. It is the recognized headquarters for

tourlbts, and affords special accommodations to wedding parties, families «nd cummercial and
other conventions. The cuisine and wines are of the first quality, and the establishment Is

maintained up to the be3t standard.

G. W. SWETT. Manager.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
J^''^^^

LONDON,

ANTWERP,

BERLIN,

PARIS.

MANlIFACTrKEKS AND UEAI.RRS IN

Arc and Incandescent Electric Light Apparatus, Patterson

Underground and Overhead Cables, I. C. Weather-proof

Wire, Washburn &. iVIoen's Hard Drawn Copper Trolley

and Galvanized Iron Wires, House Goods, Testing Ap-
paratus, District Telegraph Apparatus, Line Supplies,

Tools and all other Electrical Appliances.

Sabmarine.

Telegraph,

Dnderground,

S* -^*»?!5Si

Telephone,

Interior,

Electric Light.

Schfiiectiidj- Works, KdlHoii Geiierul Kicctric Coiiipaii}-.

Manufactured under Authority of SIEMENS &, HALSKE,
BY

The Edison General Electric Company,
EBtimatea Furnished on Application.

AT TIIEIK iSCHKNECTADV WORKS.

Address, Cable and Wire Department, Edison General Electric Company,
EDISON BtTIL,DIN«, ItltOAD STREET, NEW YORK, or Nearest District Ofticc.

Canadian nialrirt: Rdlfunn Riillillne. Toronto. Can.
i^entral l>lRtrlct: 17:1-175 AdatnH Mt , 4'tilcnKO.
Eaatern mntrlot: Killxon iliilliline. Ilroiul Ht . New York.New KuBlaud DlHtrict: ;t5 Uiis Ht., Boaton, Hal*.

I^ISTMOT Orr-IOESs
I'arinr t'onnt IllHtiirt: KdlHon Bnlldlne. Xii BnRli tit. Kan Fianrlsro. Cal.
I*arinc Nonhwent l>lNlrict: l-'lelHrhiier Biilldlnr. Vortland. Ore.
Bocky lloiintain l>lt*trlct: Masonic Baildlng. l>cnvcr, Colo-
Moutheru Uistrlct: lO Decatnr Ht . Atlanta, tis.
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CATALOGUES
O-REAT

No. 23, Electric Railway Supplies,
No. 24, Electric Lighting Supplies,

JUST OUT. SEND IN YOUR APPLICATION.

VTESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
201-207 So. Canal Street. CHICAGO, U. S. A.

WE ARE FITTED WITH
RELIABLE IVIachinery and Tools,

And Employ RELIABLE Workmen.

All Kinds of Electrical Apparatus to Order.

CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

- MAXIFACTIKKD BV -

The Card Electric Motor and Dynamo Co.
J

Cincinnati, Ohio,
MANUFACTUREKS OF

Electric Motors for Arc and Incan-

descent Circuits, from 1-C

to 50 H. P.

Correspondence Solieited.

-a.O-ElTT'S :

BOSTON—The Eaetfrn Electrical Supply*
Conetraction Co., 65 Oliver St.

CHICAGO—The Thoe. L. Johnson Co., 312
Dearborn Kt.

MILWAUKEB—Henry Ramien, 641 Third St.

WASHINGTON, D. C—J. Geo. Gardner,
1006 H St.

ST. LOUIS— Stagl Electrical Engineering
Co., 1106 Pine St.

MONTGOMERY, ALA.—W. F. Murphy.
DETROIT, MICH,—The Michigan Electric

Co . 21'^ and 214 Griswold St.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.—J. M.Lennon, No.
32 Loan and Trust Building.

REMEMBER
That ihe Western Electrician enjoya the distinction of having been
selected by one of the ehrewdeai of advertleera bb the medium
for carryins the largest advertisement ever placed In an electrical
joarnal. This telle ita own story, and points its own moral.

THE SCHUYLER
-a'Z'STE!]^ OIF-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FEATURES:

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Arnnature. proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

STAR GAUGE GLASS CUTTER.

TAUSSIG, 45 River St., Chicago.

A necessary tool In every engine room. Sent by
mail on receipt of price.

No. 1. CntB overs iachee $1 50
" 3. " " 8 ' 200

"WFSTERN
AQHNT.

For Call Bells, Annunciators, Burglar Alarm j. Telephones,

the Laboratory, and all OPEN CIRCUIT USE.

PRICE, 80 CENTS.
Guaranteed equal to any Dry Battery made, in E. M. F., Dura-

bility and Recuperative Power. No Infringement
on any existing patent.

Exhausted Batteries Replaced at a Nominal Price.

MBERAIi DISCOUNTH TO TIIK TItADK.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
36 COIiTLJii.I>riDT ST., 2<r:El~Vr "iTOiaiC,
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THE NATIONAL TRANSFORMER SYSTEM
OF IIMCANDESCEIMT LIGHTING.

WHY
USE HRC LHMPS

WHEN THE

NATIONAL

SERIES TRANSFORMER

ENABLES YOU TO DO

STREET LIGHTING

ECONOMICALLY
EFFICIENTLY

SATISFACTORILY ill???

Send for Circulars and Prices.
INCANDESCENT STKEET UGHT FIXTURE,

SEUIES TKANSrORMKR, REELECTOK CANOl'T AND 33 C. P. LAMP.

COMPLETE

CENTRAL STATION EQUIPMENTS
Fl.ili

LIGHT OR POWER
nitiiTIMBDTIOIH.

OUB AFFABAIUS IS OF THE

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
MECHANICALLY AND ELECTRICALLY.

WE GCAKANTEE ITS OI'Kl!ATION VM>

PROTECT OUR CUSTOMERS.

COMPLETE

DIRECT CURRENT SYSTEM
KOK

iL.iC3-ia:Ti2src3--

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO.. Eau Claire. Wis
OIEIO. SZX.A.W , G^ex3.'l TtX.a.x^ek.s^^-

A-O-EISTTS

NEW YORK, N. Y., National Electric IWtg. & Const. Co., Elect. Exciig. BIdg.

BUFFALO, N. Y.,
CINCINNATI, O.,
WASHINGTON, D. C,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.,
LINCOLN, NEB.,
SEATTtl.WASH., '

Lilllc. McDonald & Co.. 141 East Seneca SI.

W. N. Gray. 12 Chamber of Commerce.

L, %, Cox. 16 FiHIi St., S. E.

C. m. Blancliard. GIrard Building.

llncoln E|e!;trlcBl Mlg d Sugiply Co.

, Chfls, H, Bsher f, Cn,

ST. PAUL, MINN., - -

DETROIT, MICH., • -

DENVER, COLO.,
WINNIPEG. MAN.,
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.,
KANSAS CITY, MO,,
PgkUTH, MINN,,

The Electrical Engineering & Supply Co.

Commercial Electric Co.

The Mountain Electric Co.

Simpson- Davis Eleplrical ConslrucHen Co.

N^llonal ricctric Ocvclcpincnl CO'

Thomai Wolfe. §15 MalnSt,

r I The Eltptricsl Epg. {( Supply Co,
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THE FACT that COMPETITORS are IMITATING our

SOCKET is PROOF ENOUGHfor

ANYONE that it is the

BEST SOCKET ON THE MARKET.

THE UNION ELECTRIC MFG. CO., BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

NEW YORK: Alexander Barney & Chapin. BOSTON: The Eastern Electrical Supply Co.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS IN THE WESTFOR ELECXRICJLL SOOI^S.
SEND FOR OUR COMPLETE CATALOGUE.

Electrician Publishing Co., 6 Ijakeside Pldg., Chicago, 111.

Dynamo Regulators and Rheostats
01 all descriptions in stock and manufactured lo order for any special work.

MOTOR SWITCHES,
Both Hand and Automatic, of Superior Design

and Construction.
Entire attention devoted to the manufacture and wiring of Rheostats.

Electrical
Supplies

OF ALL KINDS.

>'^\vHonse Goods

A SPECIALTY. ^"^J^^

.^^^
.^v^

v^

s^f£^'
tX. Your

Business Card

^ ^ ''•*>^o^*^ c,t"^^!>^ ^"^ S®* ^""^ Catalogue

Vj^ -9^ CJ(^* ^fi^^,^y^^and Trade Discount Sheet.
N't ^^ CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

AUTOMATIC SWITCH COMPANY,
SOLE MANDFACTURERS OP THE

THE "JEWEL"
P^S^% iDcandescent Liip,

'^^ The Best Lamp In the Market.

" Any Voltage.

Any Socket.

Any Candle Power.

^^ jSl^ANDESGENTil^' leC.P Te^h^n^oTZsnCents,
<-g^

* ^ f^ ' 100 to 1000 " 50

m. HOOD, Gen'l Agt., 239 LaSalle St.. CHICAGO.

Bend for Sample Order.

Whittingham Automatic Switch,
No. 8 Keyser Building,

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST.

G. A, HARMOUNT,
MANAGER

MONITOR ELECTRIC CO.,
14-3 WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.,

• WHOLESALE DEALER IN GENERAL

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
WK»TKK!t AOKNT FOR

ALFRED F. MOORE
lhaTABLISllEn IS20.1

ELECTRICAL WIRES AND CABLES.
Electric I'/ighl, Annunciator and Olfice Wires. Incandescent and Battery CordS;

fact, every kind of Wire known .10 the Kleclrical Trade.

THE NATIOIV'S CHOICE.

Grimsliaw White Core Wire.
B. D. WIRE, TAPES AND COMPOUNDS.

ALL SUPPIiY STORES KEEP THEM.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,

78-80-82 Franklin Street, CHICAGO,
MAIN OFFICE; 649-651 Broadway, New York. GEO. H. MEEKER, Western Manager,
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THE WESTINGHOUSE

"Single Reduction" or "Slow Speed"

STREET RAILWAY MOTOR.

"Slow speed" means small number of revolutions of Armature

per minute, NOT SLOW CAR SPEED.

I

''Single reduction" means elimination of High Speed Gearing

j>,i and Bearings.

The Westinghouse Single Reduction Motor is Efficient,
Economical and Durable, and is giving ENTIRE SATIS-

FACTION after long usage.

IS^ Write for descriptive catalogue. =^1!

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING CO.

ti-^noii omoeo: 1 20 Broadway, NEW YORK. Pullman Building, CHICAGO.

CUT-OUTS,
Single Light, Main and Branch,

OF SUPERIOR PORCELAIN,
With all Connections Under Cover.

I LAMPS^ ANY
w
Y
E
R

IVI

A
N

C. P.
VOLTAGE
BASE.

HIGH QUALITY LAMPS FOR EDISON CIRCUITS.

T^RITE FOR PRICSS.

See Catalogue of Aug. 1, 1890.

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC CO 'P
620 Atlantic Avenue,

BOSTON, MASS.
5 10-534 W. 23d Street,

NEW YORK.
217 LaSalle Street,

CHICACO. ILL,
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1

STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANUFACTURED BY

WM. BROOKFIELiD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

I' ^ n. S .A. Xj EJ.
New 10 and 25 Light

Arc Dynamos and Lamps.
HIGH TENSION. CHEAP.

JAS. McLaughlin, Mfg. Electrician,

50 X. Clinton St.. Chirago.

MICA
For all Electric Insulating
Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the market.

I I SELL NO OTHER.
Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St.. NEW YORK.

FOR SALE.

STREETCARS.
ONE HONORED 12 FOOT CABS,

Built by the John Sfphenson Co. fiid

Jones, one end type, with fare bos, in good
order; gauge, 4 ft, S}i in.

Six Hundred Tons" 38-lb. Tram S'eel

Rails and One Hurd-ed 30 ft. Steel Poles.

ROCHESTER RAILWAY CO.,
ROCHESTER, N, Y.

KSiOW WHAT TOC'RE CiETTINCi!

HINE'S ELIMINATOR,
Extracts Oil from Exhaust, Separates Water from Live Steam.

A test of als of ihe beet known 'Separators' hae recently been made at Cornell
Universiij^. Bine's Fliminator standM at the head. The fall report
with drawings, etc, sent free. Addreee

HINE ELIMINATOR CO.,
106 I/lberty !«treet. X^JdW/ ir^H^S..

T3

PUSH-BUTTON

SXZSX^XjS.

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

ATTENTION,
STREET RAILWAY MANAGERS.

The Jamestown (N. Y.) Street Railway Co. report

that the total time lost by 10 cars from June 10th to

August 29th (11 weeks) was two (8) car days.

Short System.

THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.,

CLEVELAND, O.

H. T. PAISTE,
Paiste Electrical Specialties.

341 THE ROOKERY.
CHICAGO, ILL.

Eaatem Office aDd ?v.\r,Tj ;

IZOI MARKET ST..

PHIL«DELPHI«. PA

1:

\\

Li
PAI8TE
SWITCH
SOCKETS.

r»i-lcso, 40 Oerxts.

Porcelain Iniulatlon used.

Made to fit all Standard Lamps.

PATENT
^tRFORATCo

LEATriHHrflNG

Rnns more i^lack than
I'nperforated Belts, hence
adapted to uneven power
of Electric Railways and
for Electric Power in Gen-
eral.

GHAS. A. SCHIEREN <& CO.,
PATENTEES AND SOLE MANCFACTUREB8,

Ais^> Nf^v \orli, ItitSitou, ?

I'hihKlf Iphla. \
46 SOUTH CANAL ST., CHICAGO. ILL.

NEW YORK BELTING ScPACKINC CO.
rOHN H. CHEEVER, ) (LIMITED. 1

•J. 1). CHEEVER, Managers. ^ '

F. CAZENOVE .JOSES. 1

WM. T. BAIRD, Sfc'y.

Oldest and largest Manufacturers in the United States of

15 PARK ROW, HEW YORK.

SWr2.0o0^t

SALESROOMS:
PHIL.4DELPHI.\, 308 Cheslnat Street.
BOSTON, 5-2 Summer Stre I.

CHICAGO, IM Lake Street.
DEXVER, 160I-161I ITth Street.
CH.ARLESTON, 16l1 Meetin" Street.
GR.\ND R.\PIDS. 4 Monroe Street.
MraNEAPOLIS, 28 Sontti M Street.
CLEVELAND, 176 Superior Street.

Vulcanized Rubber Fabrics
rOK BECflANICU rUBV08B8.

Rubber Belting,

Packing

and Hose.!

.SALE.SROO.MS:
SAN FR.ANCISCO, 17 Main Street
.ATLANTA, 16 Decatur Street.
DETROIT, leai Woodward Ate.
BALTI.MORE, IC Xorth Charles Street.
BUFFALO, li) IM Waehinsrton Street.
KEW ORLEANS, P-12 North Peters Street.
KANSAS CITY, 1313 West ICth Street,
ST. LOUIS, 616 Locust Street.

CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL.

If you are in want of poles of any kind, it "would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

DETROIT,
MICH.BROWNLEE & CO.,

sD
Established 1882.

Tile Engineers' fr-vorite. Leade, but Is imitated by many,
(•qiiBJed by none. If you have any doubts as to the gennine,
tend direct to UB. We are sole manofac nrere of this pack-
ing;, Send for eaniplee and catalogue on packings. We have
thi" lar^^est asPortrneLt,
For I'ieto-' Rods and Valve Slema of Steam Eneinpa and

I'umpe— self liibricatin;^, &tpam and water tight. Fifty per
rent, le^s tiidion than anv o'her. Never grows hard, but
wl 1 remain as Foft and as flexible ne when first adju^^ted in

iatiifflii2 bos. Every package fully warranted. Fine Oils
n Mpeclalty.

Ajjente w;inled In every State in the Union. We can quote
the vt-ry biwfpt prices on Ring Packing. Send for discount
and jince liet,

GEORGE B. BUXTON,
17 VIRGINIA ST., EAST SOMERVILLE, MASS.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS. RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSUIATING CLEATS.

The- Kartavsrt - Manufacturing - Co..>

P:B
Armature Varnish,
Insulating Compounds,
Insulating Tapes,
Insulating Papers.

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,
MOI/K nANUKAOTDKKBM,

2 Liberty Street, NEW YORK.
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Montreal as the Electric Light Conven-
tion Will See It.

What sort of a place is Montreal ? This is a question

often asked by those who have traveled only in "the

States." From the fact that it is on the other side of an

imaginary line and in a country called Canada, there are

some who believe a visit would reveal sights familiar to

those in countries across the sea. From an njsthetic

standpoint it is, indeed, quaintly picturesque, and to the

historically inclined Montreal is a city possessing many

features intensely interesting. But, as a rule, delegates

to electrical conventions—unfortunately, perhaps— are not

:e3thetic. Neither will they read historical sketches.

Since the last convention of the National Electric Light

association, when Montreal was selected as the place for

Delegates arriving via the Grand Trunk railway or at

the Windsor station of the Canadian Pacific railway will

find themselves within three blocks of their hotel, the

Windsor. On the accompanying map. Fig. i, may be lo

cated the points of greatest interest, electrically speaking.

The general view of the city shown in the cut was taken from

the mountain, looking east over the river. The city, it may
be mentioned, is built at the base and on the east side of

the mountain. It extends to the northeast and southwest.

The McGill University is on the side of the mountain

facing east, and overlooking the Windsor Hotel, Fig. 2. It

is at the university that the Thomson-tlouston and Edison

generating plants which furnish current for these com-

panies' exhibits in the Victoria Rink will be located. The
dynamo and engine to supply electrical power to the Fort

was organized in 1334 and started up with one 25-light

Thomson-Houston arc dynamo, the station being then lo-

cated on Dowd street, one is not apt to be impressed

with the fact that Canada does not appreciate the multitu*

dinous applications of electricity. When the Royal com-

pany started it was under the name of the Thomson- Hous-

ton Electric company, which was changed to the .American

Electric & Illuminating company, and again in l334 to it5

present name. The headquarter premises o< copied

at present are located on Wellington street from Queen

to Prince street. The main building is four stories high.

In iSgn the large new station was erected at the

corner of St. Ignace and Water streets. The factor)- on

Wellington street is equipped in conjunction with the

lighting station. The Royal Electric company aann-

the summer meeting, the electrical fraternity has been

curiously watching to see how the Canadians would handle

their big undertaking. Reports coming to the States from

time to lime showed that Montreal fully appreciated the

compliment which had been paid her. Now. as September

7th approaches, a visit to the meeting place reveals that

reciprocity will be the order of the day, and the delegates

will have a reception unrivaled in the history of similar

proceedings.

The writer was informed a few days ago—by an officer

of the National Electric Light association, too—that "there

wasn't much of interest to electricians to see in Montreal."

The reader is left to judge for himself whether someone

has not made a mistake.

This sketch and the accompanying views, then, are

presented with the object of placing the readers of

the Western Electrician in a position to be in touch

with the convention and visit the points of greatest in-

terest.

j^\IL\V OV MOMKKAl. i~K'.>M '1 H IC MOI.NTAIN.

Wayne company's exhibit in the rink has been set up in

the basement of the Windsor Hotel. The Victoria Rink,

as will be seen from the map, is only a block from the

hotel, being, in fact, just behind it to the southwest.

Leaving the hotel, the rink and McGill University, the

reader may now take a look about the city.

First, by reason of its biing the most important electri-

cal enterprise in Montreal, comes the lighting stations and

the factory of the Royal Electric company. This concern

operates two separate and distinct plants, shown in Figs.

3 and 4. The works on Wellington street comprise a

station and the factory. The Water street establishment

or the eastern plant is used exclusively as a lighting

station.

Figures 4 and 5 will give the reader glimpses of one

of the two dynamo rooms in the Wellington street station.

One of the cuts shows the alternators, which do not appear

in the other view.

When it is remembered that the Royal Electric company

factures all descriptions of electrical supplies from the most

minute article required in an electric light station up to

the largest sized dynamos and power generators-

The Wellington street station has two batteries of boil-

ers, 300 horse power each, l^abcock & Wilcox, also

seven return tubular boilers, 125 horse power each. These

supply steam for the commercial lighting plant, all the

city lights being run from the eastern station. Five of the

above mentioned boilers are equipped with Lcadbcatcr's

draft devices, and the whole battery is equipped with

l-ocke's automatic damper regulators. The engines are run

coupled in pairs with cr.inks quartered. Four of them arc

of 200 horse po.vcr each. *nd two are of 125 hor^ power

each. These engines are of the Brown type and arc man-

ufactured bv the Tolson Iron Works company, of Toronto.

Ont. Thev run at a speed of from So to go revo'utions per

minute driving countershafts, which are equipped with Hill

& Walerous clutches. The company is running twenty 40-

light Thomson- Houston arc machines from this station
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and two 1500 light alternating dynamosof the Thomson

make, as well as two So horse power Tliomson generators of

250 volts each, operated on the three wire system, I'hese gen-

erators are used to supply power in diflerent parts of ihe

city, running printing presses, elevators, hoists, sewing

machines, etc. Most of these motors are of the Thomson

tvpe. manufactured by the Royal Electric company. The

smallest motor on the power circuit is 1 horse po.ver and

and 200 incandescents. There are twenty hve 50 light

Thomson-Houston arc dynamos in this station.

A novel way of geCtting the water for this slatioa is em-

ployed. A well was sunk 65 feet deep and a tunnel con

structed from the bottom of the well under the Canadian

Pacific Railway company's tracks and wharves for a dis-

tance of 560 feet to obtain the water from the St. Lawrence

River. The air pump and condensers were placed in the

pany ' is held entirely by Canadians. Senator J. K.

Thibaudeau is president and W. J. Withall the

vice president, the other members of the board being

Messrs. G. R Robertson, K. A. Small, Wm. Cassils, J.

A L. Strathy, F I.. li.-iqLia and Allan Macdonell, all of

Montreal, and John T. Ko5s, of (Ijebec. Chas. W.
Hagar holds llnpoiitioi of general manager and secre-

tary, being assisted by II. II. llenshaw as treasurer.

HG. 2. WlxNDSdR HOTEL, MONTREAL, HE.An(;>U.4.RTERS N.

E. L. ASSOCIATION.

the largest 25 horse power. There is about 75 actual

horse power now in operation and about 6.000 incandes-

cent lights installed in stores, dwellings, etc. The factory is

run from a 15 horse power Thomson motor manufactured

by the Royal Electric company.

At the East End station, there are two batteries of Bab-

FIO. 6. OPERATING ROOM, MAIN OFhlCE, I. ELL TELhl HONE
CO. OF CANADA.

well, 35 feel below the floors, and the discharge water from

the condensers in the well supplies the water for the con

densers of the tandem compound engine on the floor.

In the several departments of the factory about 250

hands are constantly at work, besides which the company

employs a large staff to carry on its various contracts.

I'K;. S, 1")VN-\\I0 ROOM IMPERIAL INSURANCE EUILDIN G,

MONTREAL.

1 >aviil A. Starr as general agent, and Fred. Thomson as

chief electrician. In the light and power department he

is assisted by D. Thomson as superintendent, and F. H.
IJadger. Jr , as electrician. Geo. Hunt is the chief engi-

neer in charge of the company's extensive steam plant.

The Royal Electric cotipany has a capital stock of i'375,-

MOUNT ROYAL
PARK

QDOD
QD'nDfl

'ria•rnnnrETin C3a.c;::;:pnDcanDQ C

.„. WcJ/^.VA CL^CT.-yi C.'HN C//i

cock h Wilcoi boiler.'., one of 500 and one of U<to horse

power. There arc four Brovn engines, rouplcd in pair.i

of 400 horse power each, and one Ilroivn tandem compound

engine of 500 horsepower. These engines arc fully c^juippcd

with condensers and Lcclce'.i damper rcf^ulator.s with all the

lile3t ravdern improvcmcntf. Both stations arc cqii'ppcd

vitb Knowles independent air pump} and condcn<^rs.

This station i-t devoted to city lighting. .Sohmer !'.irlc,

bowcTcr, is sapplied from ihij* station with 30 arc lights

MAP Of- MONTRKAL, i\'-v:\S'. I'>r.l , OF INTEREST TO DKLI-

not only in Montreal, but all over the Dominion. It is

.itatcd that over 9.000 arc lights and 35,000 incandescent

lights with the necessary dynamos to operate them, as well

as wire and all kinds of supplies, have been TniiiufacturLMl

by this company, and are in use in the various cities and

town^ of ("anada The incandescent system has been

worked up to this magnitude during the last two years, as

previous to 1889 the company devoted its entire time to

the manufacture o( arc apparatus;- 'I'hc stock of this com-

vf.Al K'l,

000 and the company ib proprietor of the Thomson
and Thomson-Houston systems of electric lighting for the

1 'ominion.

The Jicll Telephone company of Cannda, which prac-

tically does all the- telephone business of the country, has

its head oflice at Montreal, C, !•'. Sise being the president

and C. 1'. Sclatcr the secretary and treasurer. The head-

quarters of the casicrn department are also in that city,

L. h. McKarlane being the manager.
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The company has 5,700 subscribers in Montreal, con-

necied with four exchanges. The main office, of which the

accompanying cut, Fij^. 6 is an iUiistration, has a Western

Electric multiple switch-board for 3,000 subscribers, and an

annex in the sime building fitted with similar apparatus

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

ciectric button. The burglar alarm is at onc_* set from th
'

company's office. The mere act of opening the door of the

bank thereafter gives an alarm and a force of patrolmen is

at once sent to the spot. Should a burglar attempt to

enter through a window, the breaking of the glass cuts off
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ng connected -.vith every floor indicates the exact location.
In addition to this the company also has a sy.^tem of elec-

trical call bo.xes. placed at diiTercnt points of '.he city,

which communicate wi:h the ofncti. Reports arc furnished
each morning, and merchants or others arc thereby enabled
to learn of the fidelity, or otherwise, of their -/.atcbmen.

Another important feature of this business is the protcc
tion of private residcn:es. A force of patrolmen, em-
ployed by the company, has regular beats in the dty and
is traversing these every night. Should any part of the

system get out of order an automatic alarm is rung, and in-

dicates exactly where the break has occurred. The hand-
some offices occupy two entire :'.oors at i''3 St. Tames

riG. 3. ROYAL ELECTRIC COMPANY S PRINCirAL I'LAN"! ,
M'.iN I I 1- A ,

for a further thousand subscribers. In this exchange

eighty-two operators are engaged attending to the 2,600

subscribers.

Its west end branch is in a very fine building belonging

to the company, at the corner of Mountain and St. Catha-

rine streets. Here also is the Western Electric company's

system of multiple switch-boards, wired for 2,000 subscrib-

ers but with an ultimate capacity of 3,000, about 1,500

subscribers being connected . Thirty-two operators are

engaged here.

In the east end of the city there is an exchange fitted

with standard switch-boards, with which are connected

1,200 subscribers, who are attended to by 26 operators;

and in the southwest portion of the city there is yet

another branch, also fitted with standard boards, with

or opens an electric current and gives the alarm. Should

he know that the bank was protected by the company's sys-

tem, and, having traced the wire, sever the connection, he

FIC. 5. ALTERNATING PLANT, ROYAL ELECTRIC CO.,

MONTREAL

Street. The officers of the company are H. C. Roome,

president; W. J. Turpin, vice-president; AV. Alex. McKay,
secretary and treasurer; F. E. Brouwer-Ancher, manager.

The president and manager are American gentlemen.

The plant of the Imperial Insurance company, shown

in, Fig. S, is in the basement of the company's building

at St. James street and Place d'Armes. There are two

270 light Edison machines, driven by a Leonard Ball en-

gine of 50 horse power, operated at 300 revolutions. The

dynamos are driven direct. Steam is received from two

boilers of 40 and 60 horse power each. The offices in the

building are all supplied with electric lights. The plant

was installed by the Edison General Electric company

ENGINE ROOM, ROYAL ELECTRIC CO.'S I'LANT. MONTREAL

which 400 subscribers are connected and 10 operators are

engaged.

Another company, known as the Federal Telephone

company, is also in operation in Montreal. Its exchange

is worked on the Law system of New York.

The Holmes Electric Protection company, whose head-

quarters are illustrated, Fig. 7, is one of the institutions

of the city, which though not long established, has made

rapid advances. It depends largely upon the banl(s and

large commercial houses of the city for support, and these

concerns depend upon it to guard their property against

fire as well as burglars. To give an idea of the working

of the system, let it be supposed that work for the day is

over in one of the banks with which it is connected. The
cashier, before leaving, calls up the ofiicc of the Holmes

company, giving a private signal, by simply pressing an

would by that act give the alarm. Even should he be able

to gain admission, the opening of asafe door, cither in. the

usual way or by being forced, or a panel or lock cut out,

the alarm is sounded. The company also has an automatic

fire alarm, which not only gives warning of a fire, but bc-

SWITCItjlOARlt, ROYAL ELECTRIC COMPANY. MONTREAL.

Canadian district, and is now under the supcn-ision o f

George E. Wilson, superintendent of the buililing.

raterson, N
street service.

J., will discard incandescent lamps for

Arc lights will be subsiiiutcd-
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The Montreal Convention. one of which should be marked "Certified Correct," and

The preparations for the Montreal meeting of the signed by the firm, or by an officer of the corporation

National Electric Light association have been completed. making the shipment, must be mailed direct to "C. H.

and everything is now in readiness for the reception of the Barney, Manager Electrical Exhibition, Victoria Skating

American visitors. The programme arranged by the Kink, Montreal, Canada." The prices on the invoices

lack of sound common sense on every question which may
arise."
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EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY S TRANSMISSION SYSTEM AT THE MONTREAL EXHIBITION.

citizens' committee for the entertainment of delegates and

%Tsitors has already been published. Following is the offii-

cial programme of the convention proper. It has been

decided to hold only one session each day extending from

10 A. M. until 2 P. M.:

September "th. Three p. m., convention called to order;

addresses of welcome and reception; response; address of

president: report of secretary; report of treasurer; read-

ing invitations received; adjournment to meet in evening

at exhibition rink at S p. m., when the formal opening of the

exhibition will take place.

September Sth. Reports of committees on relations, etc.,

data, World's Fair, legislation, underground, safe wiring.

September 9th. Discussion of T. C. Smith's paper;

paper, W. C. Warner, "Various Forms of Carbon for Use
in Arc Lamps;" paper, Capt. Eugene Griffin, "Three
Years' Development of Electric Railways;" paper, H.
Ward Leonard, "A Central Station Combining the Ad-
vantages of both Continuous and Alternating Systems."

September loth. Paper, J. I. Ayer, "Some Details of

the Care and Management of an Arc Lighting Station, as

Practiced in the 'Municipal' of St. Louis;" paper, C. J.

Field; paper, George A. Redman, "Central Station by
Water Power;" paper, J. J- Burleigh, "Uniformity of

Method in Keeping Central Station Accounts;" Executive

session to elect members of Executive committee and to

name place of next meeting.

Entertainments will be arranged for each day and an-

nounced by bulletin.

General Barnej-, manager of the exhibition, has issued

a circular letter in which he announces that the rink is

ready for the installation of exhibits.

AH exhibits must be in place and ready for exhibition by

Monday. September 7th, at 3 p. .M.; after that hour, no

labor will be allowed except clearing up and preparing for

the opening of the exhibition, which will take place at 8 P.

M. on that date. The exhibition will close on Wednes-

day, September i6tb, at 10 p. m., and all goods must be

removed from the rink within three days thereafter. All

goods intended for exhibition should be plainly marked

with the name of the exhibitor; for example: "John

Smith, Electrical Exhibition, Victoria Skating Rink,

Montreal, Canada."

If shipped from points in the United States, they should

be additionally marked "For Exhibition in Bond." They

will then be subject to no doty, unles* sold, and removed

by the new owner, a3 the Victoria Slealing Rink has been

coostituted a bonded warchoase for the term of the exhibi-

tion.

To enable the maoagcr to make for the exhibitors the

necessary warehonse entry required by the customs

authorities, the bills of lading and invoices, tn duplicate.

should be those which would be charged for the goods if

sold in Canada.

Crystal Palace Exhibition Postponed.
The opening of the Crystal Palace exhibition has

been postponed, according to the English papers, until

January 1st. The prospects are not very flattering, but.
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Romances of the Telegraph.
A pretty little romance of the telegraph comes from a

little station away out '.n the desert from Yuma, Arizona,

on the line of the Southern Pacific. The hero of the story

is J. J. Stansbury, who, since the incident about to be

described, has located at Jackson Springs, Cal., a far more

congenial place. Nearly two years ago Mr. Stansbury

was operator at the little station named. A more uninvit-

ing place of abode could scarcely be found. The station

consists merely of a big water tank, a rough shed called the

telegraph office, and another shed in which half a dozen

trackmen live. During the summer months life at the

little desert station was almost unbearable. The tem-

perature was generally playing between 120 and 135

degrees—sometimes reaching 150 degrees—and at night if

the mercury dropped to 90 degrees it was a signal to pull

up the blankets. The tortures of existence in such terrific

heat can hardly be imagined and if it were left to his choice,

the telegraph operator ordered to a station out on the

desert would prefer a berth on the devil's gridiron. Recre-

ation of any sort was, like sleep, out of the question, and

the only means of passing away the time was found in talk-

ing over the wire with other operators at distant stations.

It was in this manner an acquaintance sprang

up between Mr. Stansbury and the operator at Banning,

Cal,, whom Stansbury described as a "jolly, cheerful sort

of a fellow." Their telegraphic acquaintance ripened into

a warm friendship and finally the two operators arranged

to have their vacation together and to pass two or three

weeks together in the mountains hunting and fishing. All

details were carefully arranged. The Banning operator

wanted every convenience in the camping expedition, even

refusing to part with rubber boots for trout fishing, despite

Stansbury 's insisting that he saw nothing the matter with

"taking off their shoes and stockings, rolling up their

trousers and wading." Fioally, after all arrangements had

been perfected, the Banning operator backed squarely out

of the expedition, greatly to Stansbury 's disgust. He
had changed his plans, he said, and he was going to spend

his vacation in New Mexico and would be glad to see

Stansbury as the train passed the latter's station, but on

that day Stansbury had succumbed to the torrid tem-

perature and lay with a burning fever, unconscious and

delirious.

The rest of the story is best told in Stansbury 's own
words.

"Into the fever tortured brain there sometimes creeps a

semi-consciousness of the life about it, and so during the

750 LIGHT
COMPOUND

{.

WOUND ALTENATiqR.
SLAJJTERY INDUCf" ON

SYSTEM

FORT WAVNE COMPANY'S POWKR TRANS.MISS

according to a contemporary, "with the view of promoting

the success of the exhibition, the Chamber of Commerce
has agreed to appoint a committee to act with the direc-

tors of the Crystal Palace company. Over 60 well-known

gentlemen have consented to act a?! an honorary council of

advice, and judging from the names there should be no

ION SYSTKM AT TlIK MONI KKAL E.XH HUTION.

days of my agony I was vaguely aware of gentle, womanly
hands and a kindly feminine presence in my siclt-room,

and when I returned to the conscious world I was not

surprised to find a fair and pleasant face beside me. Its

owner said that she had been upon the train when I was

found stricken down, and had staid to minister to my
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sore need. The idea may seem preposterous, but I believe

the foundation of my affection for my kind attendant had

been laid while the unconsciousness of fever was still upon

me, and the affection grew into the deepest love as she

cared for me during the days of my convalescence.

"After a time I ventured to tell her of my love, and to

ask her if she would be mine; but I was not prepared for

her answer.

" 'John,' she said, 'do you really mean that you wish

to marry a girl that insists upon wearing rubber boots and

will not— roll— '

"'Mat!' I said, for I was completely beaten. Then it

flashed upon me. She was the operator at Uanning. and

I, like a fool, had always taken it for granted that she was

a man.

"Well, I am not cfoing to tell bow I convinced her that

at San Diego. Upon being asked permission to use the

telegraph lines from San Diego to Camp Grant , after regu-

lar hours for the purpose of performing a marriage cer-

emony, Lieut. Reade readily consented, and issuedthe

following general order:

To all ManagcfS of Slalious ahu;^ the F.ntire Division:

You are hereby intormed that the wires of this division

after S P. M. April 24th will be used for the purpose of

conducting a marriage ceremony by telegraph between
San Diego and Camp Grant, and you and your friends are

specially invited to be present on the occasion, to assist if

necessary and to see that good order is maintained.
(Signed) Piiii-ir Rf:Ar)E,

Lieut, and Oflicer in Charge.

Each operator on the line accepted this novel invitation

and, with invited friends, was present at his station as

wedding guests. At 8:30 p. m. the father of the bride sent

bright children who will always find pleasure in telling ihc

story of their parents' romantic wedding. Mr. Storey,

who made a fortune in San Diego during the memorable
Southern California "boom" of i;3'>-S, says that even

yet it is not an uncommon experience of his, upon being

introduced to an entire stranger to have the latter ask,

"Storey! Let me see, wasn't you married by telegraph

some years ago?*' and an affirmative nod would bring out

the exclamation: "Well, well, I was a guest at your

wedding. I heard the whole ceremony at the telegraph

office at — , Arizona."

Postal Carson Electric Roads in St. Louis.

I'ostmaster Ilarlow of St. Louis has been authori?.cd to

put postal cars on the electric roads of that city. In dc-

ROYAL ELECTRIC COMPANY S FACTORY PLANT,
WELLINGTON STREET, MONTREAL.

I wanted to marry her, boots and all, but I did it, and,

like Barkis, she was willin', and here we are on our wed-

ding journey. The Southern Pacific has lost an operator,

but I calculate that I am ahead on the deal."

This recalls the account of another no less interesting

romance of the telegraph, as related to the writer byW. H.

Storey, who afterward in response to continued entreaties,

produced a clipping from the San Diego, Cal., Daily

Union of April 25, 1876, containing an account of his

marriage to Miss Clara E. Choate of San Diego, by tele-

graph. At that time Mr. Storey was the United States

SiE^nal Service operator at Camp Grant, Arizona, and as he

could not obtain leave of abseece to make the journey by

wagon to San Diego for his wedding, and as there was no

minister or other person qualified to perform the marriage

THOMSON-HOUSTON COMPANY S SYSTEM OF POWER TRANSMISSION" AT THE MONTREAL EXHIBITION.

this message from San Diego to the wedding party at

Camp Grant:

Greeting to our friends at Camp Grant. We are ready
to proceed with the ceremony.

D. Choate AND Party.
The answer at once came back:

We are ready. W. H. Storey.
Clara E. Choate.

Then the Rev. Mr. Mann read the marriage service,

which was repeated to Camp Grant as uttered, word for

word, by Mr. Blythe, chief operator at the San Diego

office. At the proper moment, the solemn "I do" came

back over the wires signed first by "William H. Storey,"

scribing his plan he says: "At first we will make the ex-

periment with some ordinary car temporarily fixed up for

the service, and then will come regular postal cars especial-

ly adapted for the work. The route I had chosen to make
the trial over was the Lindell railway from Third street

and Washington avenue out Washington avenue, Lucas

and Grand avenues to Vandeventer, and thence to Rock
Springs, and back east on Chouteau avenue. Eighteenth

street and Fourteenth street to the point of departure.

This would give a circuit of ten miles, reach important

residence and business parts of the city, and would fully

demonstrate the practicability and usefulness of the

%
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ceremony within hundreds of miles of Camp Grant, it

appeared as though the wedding would have to be indefi-

nitclv postponed. But Mr. Storey did not propose to let

things go that way if they could be possibly averted. "A
contract by telegraph is binding, then why," he thought,

"can we not be married by telegraph?" This logic proved

sound. Miss Choate made the pilgrimage to Camp Grant,

and the couple were married by Rev. Jonathan L. Mann,

pastor of the Methodist Episcopal church of San Diego,

by telegraph from that city.

The incidents of the wedding were unique and interest-

ing. At that time Lieut. Philip Reade, U. S. A., was the

officer in charge of the government telegraph lines of the

department of California and Arizona, with headquarters

RIOR VIEWS OF cupola OF THE ROYAL ELECTRIC COMPANY -S

then by "Clara E. Choate." Then, following the words

of the minister, the instruments clicked.

"As a token of your sincerity you will please join your

right hands."

The answer came promptly: "It is done."

The service was then concluded in regular form, after

which congratulatory messages were sent the bride and

groom from all stations. Suddenly Chief Operator Blythe

of San Diego broke in and telegraphed Mr. Storey that

"the Silver Cornet band of San Diego is just outside the

oflice, gving you and your bride a serenade," a welcome

that was warmly appreciated even though it was not heard

at Camp Grant, 650 miles away. Mr. and Mrs. Storey are

still living in San l>iego and have a happy family of 'iwo.

STATION. MONTREAL.

scheme. It was my intention to have put two cars on this

route, going in opposite directions four times a day. They

would have greatly expedited the deliver)- of letters to the

outlying sections of the city, and would have accelerated

the reception of mails at the general postofiice. At present

this route cannot be used, as there is a gap of four blocks

between Manchester road and Chouteau avenue. The street

railway company is seeking to build over the gap, and an

ordinance to that effect is now hung up in the council.

The experiment, however, will be undertaken in a few

days, as soon as the details are arranged for the service,

and two cars will be put in service. One car will run o^r
Chouteau avenue to Forest Park and return, the other

over the Washington ave. route to Taylor ave. and return.'
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Electricity at the World's Fair.

Colonel dowry's committee on electricity, after the rec-

oo-nition it secured at the hands of the executive committee,

as detailed last week, is getting ready to settle down to bus-

iness. Hereafter it will meet regularly twice a week—on

Jlondays and Thursdays—at Chief Burnham's office, where

the plans of the electricity and other buildings are conven-

iently at hand. At last week's meeting of this committee

the chairman read a report from Chief Barrett, of the de-

partment of electricity, showing succinctly what progress

had been made by that department. This report was pre-

pared at Colonel dowry's request. It is dated August

22d, and reads as follows:

I have up to the present time specific applications for

space, including particulars as to power required, square

feetj'etC-i from electrical firms and individuals, aggregat-

ing a demand for 55,377 square feet of space. I have, in

addition to these, preliminary applications from 4 1 concerns,

aggregating a demand for 62,300 square feet, the applicants

having failed as yet to particularize as to power required

and other necessary details, and having also failed to re-

turn the properly filled out application. In addition to

this I have letters from 59 concerns, notifying the depart-

ment of their intention to exhibit, and asking for certain

information required to allow them to make the proper ap-

plications. These 59 firms or individuals have intimated

in their letters that they will require an aggregate of some-

thing over 75,000 square feet of space. This does not in-

clude any space for foreign exhibitors, and up to the pres-

ent time the department has re-

ceived no applications from this

class of exhibitors. As these

foreign applications must come
through the commissioners of

the states in which the exhibi-

tors live, however, we have
given little or no attention to

this part of the work.

The work of the department
is behind. It is behind through

no fault of our own. Those
who intend to exhibit, but as yet

have made no formal applica-

tion for space, are desirous

before doing so to have the

question of the supply of power
tor the ser\'ice of the exposition

settled. None of _ the larger

concernshave applied for space,

and they have informed the de-

partment that they do not intend

doing so until the question of

the supply of power is settled.

They urge that they cannot set

tie the question of space until

theyknow whether, and en what

terms they are to be allowed

to participate in the service of

the exposition. The firms

spoken of as having required

«rtam information before they

can submit applications for

space are waiting upon this de-

partment. They have asktd

for ground and gallery plans o;

the electrical building. I ma',

application to the chief of con

struction for these plans

on the 25th of March last,

and have made specific re-

quests for them repeatedly since

that time. Yesterday (Aug. 21) the department re^

ceived through the director-general a complete set of work-

ing plans of the electrical building, the first that we have

been able to secure, yesterday being the first time that we
have been able to sur\'ey these plans with a view to under-

standing our possibilities under them. The department
of construction has been for three months or thereabouts

workingapon another set of plans which we have required,

inclading sectional drawings of the buildings of a charac-

ter that will aid us in the allotment of space. I intend to

at once have prints made of the ground floor and gallery

plans for the use of exhibitors. As soon as this is done,

the department will issue a pamphlet giving a prospectus

of our work, including all information that can be required

in the way of transportation rates, rules for the gov-

ernment of exhibitors, special rules for foreign exhibitors,

cats of the grounds, cuts of the buildings, a brief summary
of the work of the other dcpartment.s, etc.

Some months ago this department was asked to submit
to the construction department a list of ''^9 names of elec-

tricians to place upon the 69 friezes of the elcctricil build-

ing. Such a list was presented to the department, made
with much care, and after exhaustive conferences with

p'^omir.eni electricians. The list contained the name of no
living electrician. After its presentation the chief of con-

straction thought it incomplete without the names of some
of our world-renowcd ctcctricians, and gave it as his opin-

ion that a few of these, at least, ought to be considered.

The suggestions of the chief of construction were deemed
of su^icren* i-nportance to justify Ihc most serious consid-

era!:'. -.^idcration has been accorded them, and
aftc- -eration the department h;is arrived at the

C07.'. rr,!ich unpleasantness will result if the names
of living cieccnciaos are added to this list, especially as

some of oor most prominent living electricians are associa-

ted with electrical business hou*cs competing for business
with others which are not so distinguished by personal
as3OCT5*-0M. ^'r.'IcT T.h':'c circumstances, therefore, and
for cnt asks that your committee
.see r;-^ electricians arc honored in

the ^ ^ . . ., _ : .c: to those who cannot l>c con-

templated in this list, we will have to permit the possible

injustice of allowing honor to most distinguished men of

to day to come from future generations. And while upon
this subject the department begs leave to suggest that any
list of electricians comprised of 69 names, will be much
weakened, in the matter of distinction, because of the fact

that there have not been 69 electricians who deserve this

title, and whose names would sustain the dignity contem-

plated. The department would suggest therefore, that not

more than thirty names be applied to this purpose, and as

a jiart of this report we submit for your consideration a list

for such honor. The department asks that your committee
upon approval or readjustment of these names, give instruc-

tions to the department of construction along these lines.

In the matter of foreign exhibitors: It is yet too early to

hope to hear definitely from the electrical people of foreign

countries, but this department is fully enough advised as

to their sentiments upon the subject of the World's Colum-
bian Exposition to be able to report that considerable

effort will be required to induce these people to make credit-

able displays. In some fifty letters which the department
has had the opportunity to consider from electrical firms or

individuals in all European countries, we find a disposition

on the part of these people to excuse their want of enthu-

siasm in the matter because of unfavorable conditions of

our laws, and because of the possible superiority—at least

in some directions— of our electrical work. Later on,

therefore, at perhaps some early date, it will be advisable

to send an emissary to Europe and Canada, to place the

matter properly before the large electiical concerns of these

countries. It is of course contemplated by the exposition

management to give foreigners an equal opportunity in all
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electrical matters with our own people. As soon as they

can be convinced of this fact the department believes they

will be much more agreeably disposed.

This report was afterward brought to the attention of

the executive committee by Colonel dowry, and the sug-

gestion that a representative o£ the department be sent

abroad was duly considered. The subject was discussed

at some length. The representatives of the exposition who

have so far gone to Europe have met with great success,

and it was thought that, in order to secure a representative

foreign exhibit in the department of electricity, an agent

should bs sent abroad at once. Accordingly a resolution

was adopted by the committee requesting Director-General

I)avis to send Prof. Barrett, chief of the department of

electricity, abroad, to the end that he might interest the

foreign electrical companies in the World's Eair. It is not

unlikely that Chief IJarrclt will sail in time to meet the

electricians at the I'Vankfort electrical exhibition before

that exposition is brought to a close. There are many
points in relation to customs duties, foreign employes,

transportation rates and the relation of the electrical exhibits

to the plant for furnishing light and jSower that arc not

understood by foreign manufacturers, ;ind it will be Brof.

JIarrctt's mission to calightcn them.

Chief iJarrett returned to Chicago on August 3olh. He
reports a very satisfactory and pleasant eastern trip. In

regard to the proposed electrical mission to Europe he says

that he believes work of that kind is necessary, and that he

will '^o if requested to do so,

/'resident Baker, of the board of directors, has received

a letter, dated Aug. 3th, from Mr, Jiuttcrworlh, one of the

commissioners now traveling in I'^uropc, containing many
interesting observations deduced from his visit to the

Frankfort exhibition. It is right in line with the execu-

tive committee's action in recommending that Prof.

Barrett be sent to Europe. Following in an extract;

We reached Frankfor; on the night before last. The
largest electrical exhibition ever held is in progress here
now. We visited this exposition yesterday and looked
until we were tired out. I submit that it would be of great
advantage if Mr. Barrett could visit this exposition imme-
diately; not only with reference to the arrangement of the
exhibits, that is, the installation, but with a further view of
availing himself of what they have accomplished here in

the matter of requiring those who make electrical exhibits

of dynamos and batteries and devices for lighting, to light

certain halls and buildings. I was informed by the presi-

dent, or rather the vice president, of the exposition, that
they had arranged with those who installed plants to
exhibit various electrical devices, and that they had
secured the lighting of the grounds and buildings free of
cost; and, from my investigation. I think the same thing
can be done, though possibly in a smaller measure, at

Chicago. There would seem to be no good reason for the
directory to supply power to develop electricity unless that
electricity in turn is made available for lighting the grounds
and supplying power in certain contingencies. They not
only light the grounds here, but also make displays, free

of charge, so that the lighting and the displays do not cost
the management one farthing. There is much of interest

here, in the field of electrical art, which it would be well
for Prof. Barrett to see. It would aid him very greatly in
the matter of installation of exhibits and the utilization of
electricity. They have dynamos here developing6co horse

power, and every appliance
known to electrical science;

and they seem tohave studied
with great care the matter of
installation.

The president is Mr. Sonne-
man, an eminent journalist and
statesman, who has often had
tilts with Bismarck in the

Reichstag. He is very friendly

to our exposition and is aiding
us in every possible way, as
nre his assistants. Vice-presi-

dent Muller and other officials.

We have done what we could
to assure exhibitors (and they
are here from all sections) that

the most elaborate preparation
is being made for them at

Chicago, and the tariff system
offers no stumbling block to
their reaping a rich harvest in

America, if perchance they can
show improvements on what we
have accomplished in the Uni-
ted States. One matter of in-

terest was called to my atten-

tion- The Germans seem to

have demonstrated the practica-

bility of conducting electricity

long distances with compara-
tively little loss. Within the
next eight days a system will

be completed for generating
electric force 120 miles from
Frankfort and utilizing it here.

They assure me that they can
do this with a loss of only 30
per cent., distributed thus: 10
per cent, in resistance, 10 per
cent, in dynamo and 10 per
cent, in motor, leaving 70 per

cent, for actual use. They say also that if they meet with
the measure of success contemplated, it in a large measure
solves the problem of cheapness in the matter of electric

force for industrial uses. We shall certainly know
within thirty days whether they are over-sanguine.
Of course they use water power to generate the
current, which is comparatively inexpensive. If they
shall be successful in this we shall be able to utilize the
waterfalls within some hundred miles of Chicago for our
exposition.

Last evening we were entertained at dinner by the
managers of the exposition, and the president read a paper
warmly welcoming us, and to that Judge Lindsay and my-
self responded. It is proper to say that the consul-general
here, Mr. Mason, is working earnestly for the exposition,
and very effectively, as he is a man of great ability and
energy. To-night we have a reception for the American
exhii>itors, who make quite a respectable showing here, and
the other exhibitors are invited, when we hope to offer

some considerations why the whole exhibit here should be
transferred to Chicago in 1893.

It has been decided that Secretary llornbsy shall repre-

sent the Department of lOlectricJty, World's Fair, at the

Montreal convention. He will undoubtedly read a paper

showing the progress so far made in the work of the expo-

sition.

The press and printing committee has adopted a resolu-

tion asking the grounds and buildings committee to reserve

a space of 80,000 square feet for a newspaper building on
the exposition grounds. This building is intended for the

use of editors who may visit the exposition, and for the ac-

commodation of the newspapers of Chicago. It is to be

fitted up with reading rooms, apartments for writing and

all the conveniences of a modern newspaper office. The
project is a commendable one, and will undoubtedly re-

ceive the support of the technical press.
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The list of names proposed for the friezes of the elec-

trical building is as follows:

Aepinus, Rus.
*Ampere, Fr.

*Arago, Fr.

Armstrong, Eng.
Bain. Eng.
Barlow, Eng.
Eennet, Eng.
Biot, Fr.

*Cavendish, Eng.
Channing, Am.
Christie, Eng.
*CouIomb. Fr.

Cooke, Eng.
Coxe, Am.
Cuneus, Ger.

Cuthbertson, Eng.
^Daniell, Eng.
^Davenport, Am.
*Davy, Sir H.. Eng.
Davy, Marie, Pr.

Dufaye, Fr.

*De la Rive. Fr.

De la Rue, Eng.
'^Don Silva, Sp.

"^Faraday, Eng.
*Foucault, Fr.

^Franklin, Am.
"^Galvani, It.

Ganzain, Fr.

^^Gaiiss.Ger.

Gilbert, Eng.
Green, Eng.
*Gueiicke, Otto, Ger.

Gray, Stephen, Eng.
*Henry, Am.
Haris, Sir Wm. Snow,

Eng.

Jacobi, Rus.
jenkin, Eng.
*JouIe, Kng.
*La Place. Fr.

Le Sage, Fr.

"^Maxwell, Eng.
Mattencei. It.

*Morse, Am.
Mattheissen, Eng.
Muschenbroek, Ger.

Nicholson, Kng.
*Ohm, Ger.

Oersted, Dan.
*Page, Am.
Poisson, Fr.

*Priestley, Eng.
Pouillet, Fr.

*Reymond-Dubois, Ger.

Ronald, Ger.
Saussare, Fr.

Seebeck. Ger.

Sommering, Ger.

*Steinheil, Ger.

Sturgeon, Eng.
Symner, Fr.

*Siemens, Ger.

Thales,

Theophrastus.
Vail, Am.
*VarIey, C. F., Eng.
*Volta, It.

*Weber, Ger.

*Wheatstone. Eng,
Wollaston, Eng.
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Solenoid Coal Cutter.

In some grades of coal it is found desirable to make the

under cut with a machine concentrating its power upon a

single reciprocating shaft, carrying a chisel at its extrem-

ity. This type of cutter or drill is compact and may be

controlled by one man, the direction of the blow being

, varied as occasion demands.

The accompanying illustration shows the Van Uepoele

solenoid coal cutter, manufactured by the Thomson \'an

Depoele Electric Mining company of Boston. The type

shown is the present standard form, though modifications

can be made to suit special requirements. The operation

of the cutter may be easily understood from an inspection

Enterprise in Forv/arding War News.
An intcrcsiing pha^c of the war in Chili is '.he relation

of the telegraph companies to the belligerents and the
outside world. A correspondent at Valparaiso thus de-
scribes the situation: 'The statement that the cable had
been cut near Iquiquc Is without fcundation. The prop-
crtyofthe cable company has not been molested in any
way, and all its affairs have been so managed as to command
the respect of both parties. Much credit is due to the
way the Central and South American Telegraph company,
which is an American corporation, has managed its busi-
ness, and had it not been for its new extension of cable,
laid in February last between Lima and Valparaiso, it

would have been impossible to send messages at all from
this city showing the progress of the war, and the public
would not have been informed of recent events for weeks

SOLENOID COAL CUTTER.

This is the full list, those marked by a star being the

thirty names it is proposed to select. The nationality fol-

lows the name in each case. There are more than sixty-

nine names given, but one or two are those of living men.

It should be understood that the list is merely under ad-

visement, and has not been officially adopted. Both the

committee and department of electricity will be glad to re-

ceive any suggestions that will improve it.

Cross Compound Bail Engine.

In the accompanying illustration is shown the latest

form of the Cross compound tngine of the Ball Engine

company of Erie, Pa. These engines are especially

adapted for heavy electric light and power service. The

special feature of the new form of this engine is the im-

of the illustration. The direction of llie blow is deter-

mined by the operator, who sits on the tloor facing the

breast, his feet resting against the wheels, and his hands

grasping the handles at the rear of the cylinder, thus ob-

taining a double leverage, by which the machine, being al-

most exactly balanced, is easily turned on its points of

support.

A simple switching device turns the current on or off,

as desired, while lights, pumping apparatus, electric venti-

lators, etc., may be run on the same system of wires

which supply power to the coal cutter, if desired.

The weight of the apparatus is a little over 700 pounds.

the number of strokes usually from 300 to 350 per minute,

although the rapidity of the blow can be varied at pleas-

ure. The stroke is from five to si.x and one-half inches.

The tension guide can be furnished in different lengths,

according to the depth of under cut desired.

How About Ferranti?

"At the time of going to press," says the London Elec-

trical Review of August 14th, "a strange and startling

CROSS COMPOUND

proved governor. Instead of using the eccentric and strap

on the low pressure side, an adjustable wrist pin plate is

bolted directly to the hub of the wheel. On this plate is

the valve driving crank pin.

The crank shaft is made of the best open hearth steel,

with the cranks opposite each other; one counteracting the

effect of the other, so that the engine is perfectly balanced

and capable of being run noiselessly at a high speed and

without heating.

The valve provides for quick admission of steam, and

insures against all possible leakage. The pistons are as

readily accessible as in a single cylinder engine.

BALL ENGINE.

rumor is in the air, to the effect that Mr. Ferranti ha^

severed his connection with the London Electric Supply

corporation and left the country. We cannot, however,

vouch for the truth of this." This is indeed a strange

rumor. Mr. Ferranti's brilliant achievements have made

for him many admirers in this country, who will await the

sequel of this statement with much interest.

Later English papers confirm the statement that Mr.

Ferranti has left the London Electric Supply corporation,

his contract with that company having expired. He has not

left the country, however.

An electric light plant is to be erected at Lake Charles,

La.

Work was begun this week on the Love Electric Trac-
tion company's street car line, which will encompass the

blocks bounded by Webster, Kicine and Fullerton avenues
and Ilalsted street, Chicago.

to come, and then only through slow mail connections.
The lines to Europe via Buenos Ayres have been inter-

rupted in consequence of military operations, and the
Central and South American cable, therefore, was the
only means of communication with the outside world.
Much praise is due its officers and managers for their en-
ergy and just management during this critical period.

They have just arranged to extend the free use of the cable

to the authorities of Valparaiso and Iquique for official

messages and to acquaint friends and relatives respecting
the killed and wounded. People here appreciate this act

of the company very highly."

Project for Ventilating Chicago's Elec-

trical Conduits.
As has been frequently pointed out in this piper, the

presence of gas in subways containing electrical wires has

many times caused explosions and subsequent fires, for

which electricity alone was held to blame. To prevent

this the Chicago Sectional Electric Underground Conduit

company has applied to Commissioner Aldrich for a permit

to put in ventilating manholes in its subway for the par-

pose of creating perfect circulation in the conduits, and

preventing gas explosions. \'entilating pipes will be

erected in the manholes. The commissioner thinks the idea

a good one, and will probably issue the permit.

Death of the British Postmaster-
General.

On August 24th occurred the death of Rt Hon. Henrj-

Cecil Raikes, M. P., the head of British postal and tele-

graphic service. Mr. Raikes had been ill but had recov-

ered sufficiently to go out walking. He was caught in a

thunderstorm, however, and received an electric shock

which led to his death. Mr. Raikes was not a popular

official, but his ability was unquestioned. Sir John Gorst.

John Henniker, ^L P., Mr. Heaton and the Duke 01 Rut-

land are mentioned as the men from whom the selection of

a successor will probably be made.

Taunton Electrical Exhibition.

The electrical exhibition at Taunton, Eng. IS pro-
nounced a most interesting display of the most approved
methods of applying electrical apparatus.
A number of machines for the electrical utilization of

water power arc on exhibition. It is mentioned that a
gentleman living a short distance from Taunton is deriving
sulTicient motive power from a stream passing near his

residence to light his house by electricity, .\nother feature
of the exhibition is a complete and compact install.ition

for the illumination of a dwelling house or factorj*.

Sewing machines, lathes, and ventilating fans can be
seen at work, driven by electric motors. At other stalls

electrical appliances of a varied description arc on
view. The general public, however, will be more inter-

ested in the show of electrical fittings, which consti-

tutes the charm of the exhibition. In one corner of
the main building a miniature drawing-room is tittcd up.
and lighted entirely by electricity, the etTect surpassing
anything which could be obtained from an> other
illuminant. The light bursts forth from the most un
expected nooks, or is half hidden beneath shades of ra.-c

design and beauty. -V bedroom adjoining is cqually
attractivc. and some of the stands supporting the lacan-

descent lamps are remarkably pretty. In an opposite
corner there is a large collection of these fittings, which
are far more artistic than the best gas chandeliers or the

most expensive of lamps, owing to the light shining
brightly in any position. The exhibition will remain open
till the end of October.
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TiiEbeadqaarters of the Western Electrician during

the convention at Montreal will t>e parlor loi, Windsor

Hotcl-

Elsev/iierr in this number is presented an article by

H. Ward Leonard on electric power transmission, in which

be takes i^sue with ¥. li. liadt and Frank J, Sprague- Mr.

I^eonard bases his criticism principally upon the manner in

which Mr. Badt treated the subject of minimum total initial

cost of transmission plant in his recently published "Elec-

tric Transmission Hand-Book." The subject is still new.

It will bear discussion, and no doubt Messrs, Sprague and

Badt will contribute further to the literature bearing upon

it.

The delegates and visitors to Montreal next week will

find not only elaborate entertainmeot but much that will

interest them from an electrical view. Those who have

an idea thai Montreal is devoid of interesting electrical

features will be agreeably surprised to find many novelties
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as well as a large number of standard -installations. A
perusal of the columns of the Western Electrician this

week will suffice to give an excelleot idea of the advance-

ment made in the electrical industries in the Canadian

Metropolis.

Of international expositions there seems to be no end-

It is now announced that one will be held in Euda I'esth

in 1895 to celebrate the thousandth anniversary of the

creation of Hungary as an independent state. It is to be

hoped that this exhibition will not prevent any prospective

exhibitors at the Chicago World's Fair from making a dis-

play here in 1893. It is hardly probable, however, that the

electrical department, at least, will be unfavorably aiTected

by this later attraction. The announcement that the

Crystal Palace electrical exhibition has been postponed un-

til next year, will also be received with interest in this con-

nection.

Announcemen'T is made in the English electrical papers

that Mr. Ferranti has left the employment of the London

Electric Supply corporation, his contract having expired.

We have always viewed with admiration this young engi-

neer's daring feats with enormous currents at the Deptford

station, and hear with gratification that the large dynamos

and mains are all working satisfactorily at the present

time, Industries of London being authority for the latter

statement. In this country the transmission of currents

of high potential for considerable distances is regarded as

one of the most important problems now confronting

electricians We hope that Mr. Ferranti will see his way
clear, now that his work at Deptford is finished, to pay a

visit to the United States, where there are many electrical

engineers who would be glad to benefit themselves by his

experience.

Interesting news comes from Frankfort to the effect

that the plant for the electrical transmission of 300 horse

power between Lauffen and Frankfort has been completed.

The installation has been handed over to the exhibition au-

thorities, and wil! soon be in operation, if, indeed, it is not

at this writing. It is said that 60 tons of copper wire were

used, and that 1,600 pounds of oil were needed for the in-

sulators. The German imperial chancellor, it is asserted,

takes great interest in this exhibit, and he has ordered

special reports to be made upon the tests with this method
of power transmission- In all probability a special com-
mission will be appointed by the chancellor under the

presidency of Mr. von Helm'.ioltz, who has requested Dr.

Lowenherz, Dr. Lumbart and Dr. Brodhun to assist him.

Prof. Dietrich of Stuttgart and Prof. Weber of Zurich

are already busy with preparations for tests on behalf of

the scientific committee appointed by the exhibition au-

thorities.

It will undoubtedly be some time before the question of

the availability of electricity as against steam in long dis-

tance transportation is settled, and travelers by rail will

probably have to make the best of ;moke and cinders for

years. But while the realization is far in the future the

discussion waxes warm about us at the present day. H.

S. Wynkoop presented one phase of the subject in the

Western Electrician last week, and now Frank J,

Sprague is out in an article in 7'he Forum on "The Future

of the Electric Railway." Mr. Sprague is nothing if not

optimistic, and he takes a hopeful view of the situation^

He calculates that, with the three-wire system, trains could

be propelled by electricity by power furnished from stations

453^ miles apart, the electromotive force being 900 volts.

Mr. Sprague thinks that the commercial question is now

the sole arbiter of the problem and that the service he out-

lines will soon be practicable. Undoubtedly much remains

to be accomplished before this end is attained, but Mr.

Sprague is nevertheless entitled to thanks for his untiring

efforts in behalf of electricity as a motive power on long

distance railways.

Thkke is a possibility that the subject of holding an

electrical Congress during the World's Fair may be brought

before the convention of the National Electric Light as-

sociation at Montreal. It has been suggested that the as-

sociation or the American Institute of Electrical Engineers

assume direction of the Congress, but a moment's reflec-

tion will enable any one to realize that such action would

be ill-advised. The suggestion comes with poor grace to

say the least, inasmuch as the electrical department of the

P^xposition under whose auspices the Congress sV>uId be

held, has been engaged in making arrangements for this

event ever since the formation of the department. The work

now well in hand and correspondence has been opened

with representative electricians in Europe as well as this
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country, with a view of securing a representative gather-

ing. The Electric Light association and the American
Institute should, in common with all other electrical

organizations, do everything in their power to make the

Congress one of the great features of the programme of

the electrical department, but should either of thes

organizations attempt to assume control of the afiair, it

would rightly be considered in the light of an intruder. If

the electrical coi jress i^ to be successful, it must be held

under the auspices of the electrical department, and must
receive the united support of the electrical fraternity.

TiiE question of lighting the streets of Chicago was
brought before the council last week but was temporarily

dismissed on the statement from the office of the comp-
troller that there was no money at the disposal of the de-

partment for the purpose of extending the electric system.

The question will have to be settled soon, however, and
the city fathers may as well face the music at once. There
has been some talk of having the boulevards leading to the

Exposition grounds lighted at the expense of the W'orld'=

Fair company, but such a proposition is preposterous. Th
city of Chicago can well afford to light her streets and
place them in creditable condition, and the boulevards

must be brilliantly illuminated before the Fair opens.

Little has been done toward extending the city lighting

system during the last year, though the municipality never

needed lights more than at the present time. When the

power stations were constructed it was hoped that they

would soon be loaded to their full capacity. Ii is to be
regretted that the work has been allowed to lag. All the

time at the disposal of the city is now needed for perfect-

ing public improvements, and further delay will mean that

the time for opening the Exposition will find the city un-

prepared for the event.

The budget of the World's Fair news presented this

week is of more than usual interest. The report of Chief

Barrett to the committee on electricity is an important

statement of the condition of atTairs in the department of

electricity, showing exactly the progress that has thus far

been made. Prof. Birrett frankly states that the depart-

ment is behind in its work, but adds that this delay is

occasioned by no fault of the department of electricity.

He then explains how necessary it was to have detail plans

of the building and how he was obliged to wait nearly five

months after his application to the chief of construction for

these drawings before he received them. In the absence

of a satisfactory explanation of this delay, it is natural to

assume that it was unnecessary, and that the backward

condition of affairs in the electrical department is directly

attributable to the construction department. The drawings

furnished the department of electricity were copied from

the originals in May and the contracts for the building

were awarded about the first of June. This seems to

strengthen the conclusion that the plans might have been

furnished to the electrical department sooner than they

were with but little effort.

One important suggestion in the report, subsequently in-

dorsed by the executive committee of the directors, is that

some representative of the department be sent abroad to

interest European electrical manufacturers in the exhibi-

tion. So far there has been but little enthusiasm for the

World's Fair on the part of foreign electricians. It is

evident that these gentlemen have not yet made a satisfac-

tory computation of the benefit to accrue to them by

making a displiy at Chicago. Prof. Barrett, should he be

sent to Europe, would be able to point out the advantages

of exhibiting here, and could also disabuse the minds of

the members of the electrical fraternity over the water of

bugbears that have arisen through misconstructions of our

laws. The idea is a good one, and we hope that the

director-general and national commission will carry it into

effect.

Mr. Butterworth's letter from Frankfort is interesting and

entertaining, although, of course, it contains little that is

new to electricians. The accomplished secretary is evi-

dently mistaken, however, in assuming that the electricaj

installation at the World's Columbian Exposition may be

smaller than that at Frankfort. We are quite sure that

the electrical plant for Jackson Park, as now planned, will

be of much greater capacity than the one that Mr. Butter'

worth has lately visited. This, however, is undoubtedly

due to the fact that it is intended to make use of electri-

cally transmitted power throughout the whole exi)osit:ion,

and not merely in the department of electricity. But the

actual floor space for exhibition purposes is greater at the

Frankfort electrical exhibition than in the corresponding

department of the World's Fair. Prof. Barrett, as Mr.

Butterworth suggests, could dou'^tless get many valuable

hints from the management of the German exhibition.
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New Short Railway Generator.
The Short Electric Railway company has just brought

out the first of a series of railway dynamos. It is massive

in form, simple in construction, and marked by mechan-

ical perfection and finish.

The illustration gives an excellent idea of the 150 horse

pjwer generator, capable of delivering 225 ampsres at a

pressure of 500 volts.

The field magnet frame is one of the largest single

castings ever made for electric work. It weighs over 3,-

000 pounds, and nothing but the softest and purest iron is

used in the melting pots.

To this heavy frame are bolted eight field magnets

carrying the shunt and series coils and provided with pole

pieces of peculiar shape arranged for side presentation to

the armature, and so disposed as to make a powerful and

almost perfectly uniform field of force within a mag-

netic gap of large diameter. Within this space re-

volves the armature, which is a distinctive feature of the

machine.

Upon a shaft nine feet long by six inches in diameter is

keyed a massive spider carrying the foundation ring upon

which the armature is built. The armature core is formed

of thin sheet iron wound spirally on the foundation ring

and riveted firmly together. The outside circumference of

the ring is somewhat wider than the remainder, and this

portion is milled out into notch-

es forming a modified Pacci-

notti ring. The coils are then

wound on the core around the

hollow ring, the method being

such that each of the 200 coils

is entirely exposed to the air

on all sides, thus securing per-

fect ventilation. The project-

ing coils are. in fact, a sort

of fan, and the current of air

set in motion by the armature

can be detected ten or fifteen

feet away. As a consequence

both armature and field run

cool. The destruction of a

single coil will not affect adja-

cent coils, and it is even possi-

ble, in cases of necessity, to

run the machine for several

days without rewinding a

burned out coil. A burned out

coil can be wound by any good

mechanic at a cost of two or

three dollars and a half day's

labor. One of the most note-

worthy features of the armature

is its large diameter, 36 inches,

which is also, by the way, the

diameter of the pulley usually

employed with high speed en-

gines. The center of gravity

is low and the machine runs

smoothly and quietly.

The armature shaft runs in a large self-centering and

self oiling bearing, the lubrication being accomplished by

rings carried by the shaft and drawing oil from a reservoir

in the usual way. The height of the oil is indicated by

the little sight glass on each box. At the commutator

box is also found an adjustable ball bearing thrust collar

containing several hundred balls, and so arranged as to

carry the armature thrust in either direction without the

slightest heating.

The commutator is 20 inches in diametor. It has 200

bars, so that the pressure between two adjacent bars is

very small, avoiding sparking. There are four brushes,

carried by two independent collars and sets of brush

holders. In order to secure perfect adjustment at the

neutral points multiple carbon brushes are used. The

terminals of the field coils are carried to two heavy bars

held securely in place on each side o£ the base of the ma-

chine. The plan of connection is simple and in plain

sight, and the machines are so exactly duplicates of each

other, that there is no necessity for complicated shunt

spools or other adjusting devices, beyond the ordinary

field rheostat box. The dynamo is placed on a heavy

foundation plate and moves on V-shaped rails by means of

an ordinary ratchet and screw. The electrical properties

of the machine are quite as noteworthy as the mechanical.

The magnets always work far below the saturation points,

even at heavy overloads. The compounding has been so

carefully calculated that the "pressure curve" is a straight

line, passing from 500 volts at no load to 525 volts at

full load, with speed maintained constant at 500 revolu-

tions.

The Short company is building this type of generator
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in five sizes. 75. 100, 150, 300 and 500 hors; power. The
last named si/.s will run abDut 100 revolutions and will be
connected directly to a vertical compound engine, thus do-
ing away with alt belts and shafting. It is probable that

even larger sizes will bs built later on, to accommodate
the heavy railway work which is immediately in prospect.

For the sake of cxpliciincss Iv.-i!l indicate the dcri-.-a::on
of the formula
Kes. of I fo'.: cJr. rr.il of commwcial copper = ro 7 ohms
Res. of 2 /J feet of conductor of i cir. mil = 21.4 I>.

Res. of 2 /? feet of conductor of .1/ cir. mil =z1±£l^^M
V

M :

Minimum Kirst Cost of Plant and Maxi-
mum Economy of Operation in

the Electrical Transmis-
sion of Power.
By H. Ward Leonard.

A great deal has been and is baing written and said
about the condition governing the minimum first cost of a
plant for the transmission of power by electricity, and also
about the conditions governing the maximum economy of
operation of such a plant, and some radicalerrorsand false
deductions have been made by those who are considered
authorities upon this subject, so that it is not surprising
that a somewhat erroneous idea at present exists in the
mind of the electrical public upon this question.
As a rule, the theories and deductions developed by the

various papers on this subject have given as a conclusion
certain formula and laws, the application of which^is prac-
tically impossible because of the necessity of using' factors,
the determination of the value of which is fully as great,
if not greater, a problem than that, the solution of which
is attempted. The result of this has been that vital errors

2r.4 I> .

k
>ow A = —

=

I.OOQ K. V.'.—

E—\-

- I'iE^V)

21.4 jfx r.oooK. \v. K. \\\ '/. D / 21,400

V{E~ V) \-(E~ 1-,

Weight of t foot cir. mil of copper = 000003027 lb.
.'.Calling r the weight of condoaor in lbs. and allow-

ing 3 per cent, for sag. etc.

r(£-i--) X -.5
-'

Calling /? the cost of conductor in dollars, wc hive, with
copper at /. cents per lb.

^'XK. w. X /.

~ 750 r{£-;) ''3>

.'. The cost of the conductor per kilon-att at motor
brushes is

J^ - />-

/

K w. ~ 750 ;'(£ — /) '-"^

Calling G. the cost of dynamo electric machinery per

K. \v. at brushes, and ~— - the co5lof generator per K. \v

at motor brushes, we have

^5)

.t _ 100 G
K. \V. " 100^'

where P = the percentage of
loss in the conductor: this may
also be expressed as follows:

Cost of generator per k. w.
3t motor brushes,

^. C£
(6)

NEW SHORT RAILWAY GENERATOR.

in some of the most noteworthy papers on the subject have
reraained unnoticed by most readers, and even if others
besides the writer have been familiar with these errors,

they have probably felt, as he did, that no good purpose
would be served by calling attention to them, as no prac-

tical application seemed to have been attempted of these

formulae or laws.

The recent publication, however, of a compilation en-

titled "Electric Transmission Pland-Book." by F. B Badt,

makes it appear of importance to call attention to the

serious errors contained therein, for Mr. Badt not only
publishes all the original errors of theauthorities he quotes,

but he proceeds to carry the erroneous deductions further,

and to give and solve practical problems in a manner such
that the reader cannot but receive a clear and definite, al-

though entirely incorrect, understanding of the subject.

Furtherfore, some of the formulae published by Mr. Badt.
and for which the present writer is responsible, have been
interpreted by means of erroneous laws laid down by
F. J. Sprague, and consequently an entirely false meaning
has been given to formuhie which, when properly inter-

preted, are entirely correct. In order to point out the errors

mentioned in as clear a manner as possible. I shall lirst

treat the subject generally and deduce fhe correct laws,

and then point out the inconsistencies and inaccuracies of

the conclusions, formuloe and laws given by Mr. Sprague
and Mr. Uadt.

Under date of August 16, 18S6, the writer published a

general formula for the determination of the si/.e of con-
ductors which should supply devices arranged in multiple

arc, the form of which was as follows:

K. w. £—1
The cost of the generator

and the bare copper for the
conductor are the only two ele-

ments of the cost of a power
transmission plant which it is

necessary to consider in the
determination of the condition
of minimum first cost of plant,
for the other factors of the cost
of the plant, such as the de-
velopment of the motive power,
the labor of erecting the line,

ttc, are not proportionate to
the power delivered, and hence
should not be considered in the
determination of the minimum
conditions.

With any given initial elec-
tromotive force and distance,
it is evident that the more volts
we lose in the transmission,
the less will be the cost of
the conductor: but a: the same
time the cost of the generator

'. per unit of power transmit-
ted will be increased because
of the additional generator
capacity required to take care
of the increased amount of
energy lost in the conductors.
Hence it is evident that

for any given initial electro-
motive force and distance there must be some particular
loss in the conductor which will make the combined cost of
the generator and conductor a minimum. We can deter-
mine the minimum value by placing the first differential of
the expression indicating the sum of the costs of the gener-
ator and the conductor, equal to zero.
From 4 and 6 we have cost of generator plus cost of

A -\-B G E D^ L
conductor = =

1

K. w. E~J' ~^o£{E—r\
Placing the first differential = o we have-
G £ 750 D^ LiE—1 V)

{£—1-)' 750- r^(^—
r)~°'

Kl)

(S)

From which we get D- =
7$o GE r

This last equation expresses the relation existing under
the conditions of minimum tir-t cost of generator and
conductor, and consequently of the entire plant.

E 100
Since =

, (lo)
(A—2 V) 100—J

/»

we have from 9 and 10

7>,ooo G r-

l<m

' Z (100—2 P)

M= ()
K. W. X X> X 2 I.,)00

r(E—r') '

in which M — Circular millage of conductor.

K. \v. = Kilo watts at terminaisof translating device.

D = Distance of transmission in feet.

E = z M. F. at generator brushes.

V = Volts lost in transmission.

Calling the cost of conductor in dollars per kilowatt
K. w.

at motor brushes under condition of minimum rir=t cost
of plant, we have from 4 and n

Bm G /: r

and
too G P

(,100

—

D (too—; /')

02)

(13)
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Calling- -the cost of generator in dol'ars per kilo-

watt at motor brushes under conditions of minimuii first

cost of plant, we have from 6 and 9

A- J?''-L{E—2 l')

= = and (14)

K. w. 750 K- {E— /')

D- L (100 2 P)
= (15)

75U r- (100—/')

When the cost of dynamo is $33 per kilowatt at brushes

and copper !s 20 cents per lb., that is, when (7=33 ^nd

i=20, we have, from 11,

123.750 ^'-

D'-= (16)

100—2 P

X 750 J'(£—r)

From we have 2?-~' (17)

Thus if we have an initial electromotive force of 3,000
volts and a distance of 50,000 feet we must, in order to

secure the minimum first cost of plant, operate with a loss

of 30 per cent., and in such case the cost of generator =
$47.15, and cost of conductor = $35.35 per kilowatt at

motor brushesr so that, adding the cost of motor, $33 per

kilowatt, we have total cost of generator, conductor and
molor=.$ii5.50. (Exam/A- i.)

Similarly if we have a distance of 30,000 feet and 3,300
volts initial electromo'ive force we must operate at 20 par

cent loss, and the total cost of generator, conductor and
motor will be $SS. {ExaDip/e 2.)

Now, it by no means follows, because we are working
with the minimum first cost of plant for a certain voltage

and distance, that we are working at the highest economy,
for, evidently, it is possible that if we work with a less

percentage of loss in the case cited in Example i, although

our investment be increased thereby, the interest and de-

preciation on this increase of investment may be much
less than the saving we would effect, due to the reduction

of the loss of energy in the conductors. In other words,

we must consider the variation in the interest and depre-

ciation upon the investment, as well as the variation in the

first cost is a question almost entirely for Ihe investor to

decide. We should be able to tell him not only the mini-

mum first cost and its corresponding percentage of loss,

but also the cost corresponding to any other loss than that

demanded for the minimum cost.

In order to accomplish this I have designed Chart 2,

which gives not only the cost of plant and necessary per-

centage of loss for any case of initial electromotive force,

and distance under the conditions of minimum first cost,

but it also gives the cost of plant for the given initial electro-

motive force and distance with any other percentage of

loss.

Thus if, as in Example i, the distance is 50,000 feet and
the initial electromotive force 3,000 volts, we find, by ex-

amining the curve in which the initial electromotive force

equals 60 volts per i.ooo feet, that the minimum first cost

of plant will be realized when we operate at 30 per cent,

loss, and that the corresponding cost of generator and con-

ductor is $82.50, making the total cost of generator, con-

ductor and motor $115.50.
We aho learn that if, with the same initial electromotive

force and distance, we operate at various losses, the cost of

generator and canductor varies as follows:

s,cco

1,000

:;u.ay "ICOOO su,oco20,000 -i'j.ooo co.ooo 00,000

nstance c= transmission in feet

Chart No. i.

S/t07i'ing Minimum First Cost 0/ P.'anf, under Varying Distances and Initial E. M. F.'s.

JJ — Distance of transmission in feet.

E — Initial E. m, r.

/' = Volts lost in transmission.

G = Cost of dynamos per K, IV. at brushes.

L — Cost of bare copper in cents, per lb.

//« _ Cost of generator per A'. W. at motor brushes

y^- /./;

~

under conditions of minimum first cost.

/f^ _ Cost of conductor per A'. ]V. at motor brushes

yi'^
//'."" under conditions of minimum first cost.

Under conditions of minimu
G = $33.00 and Z = 20

123,750 r-

A'. ~IV~

A', ir.

100 — 2 p
jD'^L iB— 2 P')

750 V''\^ — V)'

GE V

\Vi:h any fixed initial electromotive force and a certain

By,

pefccnugc of loss, we can get by 13 the value of
,

the cost of the conductor under conditions of minimum
cost; and knowing the cost of the conductor, we can by 17

%&. the value of O. Thus for any initial voltage and per-

centage of loss we can determine the cost of conductor, and
the distance of transmission which corresponds to the min-
imum first cos! of the pUiit. iJy determining such values

at 10, izli' 'S' 20. 25, 50 and 40 per cent,, wc arc able to

plot the lines of oiinimam first cost as given by the ac-

companyin:; Cnart i.

J...
._. .. -.- «-;i,3^ , ^g ^jjj quickly determine the

per:-: necessary for any initial electromotive

fore-; . in order that the cost of plant shall be

a rair.;.-;. .T,. rir.J -ac ai.w learn at Ihc sam* time the corrcs-

pon-ling cost of the generator and of the conductor.

value of the energy wasted
make the sum of the iniere;-

{E~V) {JS~2 I'

the conductors, and must
nd depreciation on invest-

ment plus the value of the energy wasted in the conductor,

a minimum, in order to operate at the maximum econ-
omy.
The interest on the Investment can be definitely deter-

mined, but the value of the energy wasted it is very diffi-

cult to determine before the installation is made, for the

reason that it is usually impossible to ascertain exactly how
much of our total power will be transmitted in the future,

as this is usually dependent upon an unkno-vn demand. In

addition to this, the value p:'r kilowatt of the power wasted
will frequently be almost nothing in the beginning, when
a large water power Is available and there is a demand for

butasma'il portion of it. but later the value per kilowatt of

the energy wasted would probably be much greater.

Thus, while wc can determine with absolute accuracy

the minimum first cost, the question of the most economical

m first cost of plant and when
cents,

/J- Z ( 100— 2 /')

750 F- (100 ~~P)

100 G P
') {lOQ— P) (100— 2 /'J

30 per cent, loss !j; 82 50
25 *' " 83 20
20

I'
^'^ 87 20

'5 '* " 90 60
'o " " 119 00

If, now, we have a superabundance of water power and
are transmitting but a small fraction of il and the value of
the energy wasted is consequently negligible, we would do
belter to operate at 30 percent, los? and reduce our in-

vestment 10 a minimum, liut if our power be limited and
valuable so I hat the value of the energy wasted becomes an
imporlml consideration, we must then, for the highest
economy, operate at such a loss in conductors that, al-

though the cost of plant may not be a minimum, the sum
of the interest and depreciation on such cost, plus the
value of the energy wasted, will be a minimum.

It will be evident that when such sum is a minimum we
will be operating at the highest economy. To determine
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/

100

D'- L
750 V{E-V) (iS)

this minimum let us call / the rate of interest and depre-

ciation on the investment, expressing / in per cent. Let

U be the value of i kilowatt at the brushes of the motor,

used as it wil! be used in practice. Then from 7 we
have

Interest and depre-

ciation on capital

invested in gen-

erator and con-
|

ductor per kilo-

wait at motor
|

brushes. J

The value per kilowatt at motor brushes of the energy
/ r

wasted in the conductor per annum will be (19)
/;— /

'

The sum of iS-|-i9 is that portion of the cost of

operating subject to variation by a variation in the loss in

the line, and to learn when this is a minimum we will place

the first difTerential of

18+19=30.

and calling Ay. the cost of generator under coiiditions of

maximum economy, we find,

JJ- /.{/:—2 I') 100 E U
Air— -— — - —

(22)

50 V-iE—V) /{/:— V)
From this relation we can plot curves which will enable

us to quickly determine the conditions of maximum econ-
omy in practice. A set of such curves is shown in Chart 3.

Chart 3 is designed for transmissions in which loo volts

are allowed per i 000 feet of transmission. Two sets of

curves are plotted, one, marked X. assuming the com-
bined interest and depreciation to be 10 per cent, per
annum, and the other set assuming 15 per cent, for these

items.

The value of the energy wasted is also plotted when the

value of the energy is ij^s, i^to, and $20 respectively, per

kilowatt at motor brushes; and then each of these latter

curves is combined with each of the former, giving as a

result the operating cost under six different conditions and
indicating the maximum economy in each case, and also

the variation in the expense due to any deviation from the

loss corresponding to the maximum economy.

Und that we must arrange our plant as wc increase it, so
thit the loss shall be ii] per cent., since by Chart 5 wc
find we will then be operating at the maximum economy.

It will be seen that by the use of these formul:'; and their
resultant curves any problem in the transmission of power
can be readily and accurately determined. The value of
these curves will be evident, when attention is called to
the fact that there is in use in this country a plant put in
by one of the leading companies, in which the cnuivalent
of the following conditions prevails: Initial electro motive
force. 2,200 volts; distance. 50.CC0 feet; loss in conductor.
50 per cent. The company which installed this plant even
now considers it satisfactory: yet wc see from Chart 2, by
examining the curve of 44 volis per I.ooo feel, that with
exactly the same cost of generator and conductor thcv
could have operited at 22 per cent, loss instead of 50 per
cent., making a net gain in the power delivered of f'j p:r
cent., or they might have made a saving in their invcil-
ment of -$(0 per kilowatt delivered by conductor w ith an
increase in power of 30 per cent., had they work(d at 35
per cent. loss in conductor, which is that required for mini-
mum first cost.

Chart No. 2.

S/ioioiug Minimiun First Cost of Plant for any Distance aud fni/ial E. M. F., rwM Corrcspomiin^ A\reisary Loss
in Conductor, ami also Sho'.ving Variation in Such Cost Occasioned by Losses other than those

A'ccfssary for Minimum First Cost.

D = Distance of transmission in feet.

F = Initial E. M, r,

/' = Volts lost in transmission.

(7 = Cost of dynamos per A'. IF. at brushes.

Z = Cost of bare copper in cents, per lb.

^M _Cost of generater per A'. //'. at motor brushes

/C7W~ under conditions of minimum first cost.

^M _ Cost of conductor per A'. U'. at motor brushes

//_ /;•_ under conditions of minimum first cost.

/>'/,Cost (in dollars) of bare copper con-

ductor per A'. (/'. at motor brushes— ,-,ir
(general case). 75© / (t—

/ )

Under conditions of minimum first cost of plant and
when (/ = JJ^jS-oo and /. — 20 cents.

A*, if.

A'. U\

.750/--

100— 2 J

JT- L (£- 2 r)_

750

(£-

(7. B. r.

D- Z (100—2 P)

"750 V'{ioo—P)'
too C. P.

Doing this, we find that the equation expressing the
condition of minimum operating expenses, or, in other

words, maximum economy of operation, is

750 /. !'-{/ C 4- TOO C)
D-' = (20)

Ll{E-i n
From this calling j5b that the cost of conductor under

conditions of maximum economy, we find

E r{f G-\- 100 V)

Example 3 For instance, suppose a transmission of

30 000 feet with 3,000 volts initial electromotive force,

and suppose we value interest and depreciation at 15 per

cent, per annum. Also, suppose our power to have a value

at first of !f5 per kilowatt at generator brushes. By Charts
2 and 3 we find th.^t the raaximumeconomy will be realized

when we operate at 17 per cent, loss, athough the minimum
first cost of plant alone would be realized when we operate

at 21.47 percent.

If later on in this same plant the increasing scarcity of

power makes its value $20. instead of $5 per kilowatt, we

r)(£—2 /'> (100—y'M 100—2 yj

The following examples will sen'c to give a clear idea o(

the use of these cur\-es:

Fwi tuple 4. Suppose a proposed transmission of 30,000
feet, and that 6.000 volts is the highest voltage wc have
dynamos for; that is. 200 volts per i.ooo feet. By Chart
1 we learn that for minimum first cost we must lose 12)^
per cent, in conductor. That the cost of bare coppwr con-

ductor will be $6.2$ per kilowatt, that of the generator

'?37-7-: total cost of generator, conductor and motor, $77.
Example 5, If we have but 3,000 volts ax'ailablc for the

initial electromotive force, wc must for the minimum first
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cost lose 21
'ir'

per cent. The cost of conductor will be

$15.81, that of generator. $+2,02; and that of generator,

conductor and motor $90.83.
Exajnpic 6. If, instead of 12^ per cent, loss, we wish to

lose less', we find from Chart 2 that the cost of such genera-

tor and conductor will be as follows: 6.000 volts and 5 per

cent.. ^50; 6,000 volts and 10 per cent., $43 25. Know-
ing the value of the poiver and the rate of interest and

depreciation, we can determine which loss to operate at.

It will be noticed that with 6,000 volts, we should, under

no circumstances, lose more than 12^0 percent, in the

conductor, as with greater looses not only the waste of

energ}- increases, but also the cost of plant.

There are four factors in a transmission plant—the dis-

tance, the initial electromotive force, the percentage of loss,

and the cost of plant, and knowing any three we can by

chart 2 get the fourth. We have already considered the

case of fixed distance initial electromotive force and per

cent, of loss.

Suppose now, distance, loss, and cost be fixed and we
want to determine the initial electromotive force necessary.

Examplt- 7. Suppose distance as before 30,000 feet, and

that the loss must not exceed 20 per cent, and that the cost

E-xampU S. Suppose distance 30.000 feet; initial electro-

motive iorce, i,Scio volts; capital to be invested, ^100 per

kilowatt for generator and conductor. Having 60 volts

per I 000 feet available, we find that we must operate at

14 per cent, loss Now. suppose investment, initial volts

and permissible loss to be fixed, and we want to find the

maximum possible distance of transmission.

Example- <}. Suppose investment in generator and con-

ductor fixed at ^60; initial volts, 2,400; percentage of loss,

15 per cent. We find that the maximum distance corre-

sponding is 24,000 feet.

Let us now briefly examine the formula and laws which
have been referred to by Mr. Badt in his "Electric Trans-

mission Hand Book." Mr. Badt quotes freely from a

paper by F. J. Sprague, read before the Franklin Institute,

which is printed in the [ounml of tJie Franklin Institute

for April, 1SS9 By careful examination of the paper it

will be found that, after having assumed the value of the

electromotive force at the motor brushes and the distance

also being fixed, the error is made afterward of considering

the results obtained as applicable to cases in which these

values are variable. Hence it is not surprisnig that we
find Mr. Sprague saying: "That is with fixed conditions

fore. Now, according to Mr. Sprague, the "minimum
cost of plant is a function of the distance alone and is in-

dependent of the electromotive force used at the motor;"

yet it will be evident that in "Example 10" the cost of the

conductor is only one-quarter of that in Example i and the

cost of the generator is the same; hence the total cost is much
reduced. In other words, while, if we fix the initial electro-

motive force and distance, there is a definite loss in con-

ductor at which we must operate in order to have a mini-

mum first cost of plant, it by no means follows that

if we fix the distance and percentage of

loss there is a definite initial electromotive

force which corresponds to a minimum first cost

of plant; for, evidently, the higher we make the initial elec-

tro motive force meanwhile keeping the percentage of loss

constant, the more we reduce the cost of plant, and there

is no minimum value under these conditions.

Following out the same error, Mr. Sprague also lays

down the following incorrect law: "With any fixed couple

and commercial efficiency the cost of the wire should bear a

definite and fixed ratio to the cost of the generating plant."

It will be evident from what we have just seen regarding

the preceding law, that this one is equally as incorrect and

^^
Chart No. 3.

Shovnng Maximum Economy of Operation when 100 Volts per 1,000 feet are Used, ami when Interest

Depreciation on Plant arc lo per cent, and it^ per cent , and when vahie of Power at Generator

Brushes is $5.00, $10.00, and $20.00 per A'. IV. respectively.

and

V=

D' =---

/> =

of gencralOT and conductor must be $55 per kilowatt in-

vested in the best possible way. Fly ch-irl 2 we find that

with uo volts per J.oco feet, th.-it is, ^.yjo volts initial

electromotive force, oui loss wn'll be cx.ictly 20 per cent,

and the co^t exactly $55. Also, that with 7.620 volts in-

itial we need only lose 10 per cent., and still the cost will

bconly ijl^i; and by asing 3.750 volts and ir per cent, the

cost will still be but :$5;; also hy usinj^ O.ooo volts in'.ilial

and 3i per cent, loss the cost would Iw only $55.
The next case will be where distance, initial electro-

motive force and capital to be invested are fixed, and we
wish 10 determine the pcTcenta(;c of loss necessary.

^,__Cost of -generator per A". W. sX motor brushes under con-
~~ ditions of. maximum economy of operation.

r,^_Cost of conductor per A', it', at motor brushes under con-
~ ditions of maximum economy of operation.

/. =Cost of bare copper in cents per lb.

/J =I>istancc of transmission in feet.

H =Initial k. m, i .

K = Volis lost in transmission.

C =Cost dynamo per 71*. IV. at brushc.i,

/ —Interest and depreciation on cost of generator and conduc-

tor per A'. IV. at motor brushes.

of cost and efficiency of apparatus the number of volts fall

to get the minimum cost is a function of the distance alone

and is independent of the electromotive force at the motor,

a somewhat startling conclusion,"

In the light of what we have already seen

evident that this statement is entirely incorrect

Value of 1 A'. W. per annum at brushes

of motor as used.

750 EV- (/ g+ioo O)

A I {E—Q. V)

E V (/ g+ioo U)

'/(A— K)(^-2 V)

O'i p {a—% V)_ loo B u
-750 K-{A'-

it will be

To make

this more clear (Kxamplc 10) suppose that with the same

distance as in Kxamplc ;, th:.t is, 50.000 feel, and the

same efficiency of apparatus, that is, 30 per cent, loss in

conductor, we use the initial electromotive force of 6,ofjo

instead of 3. oorj, and consequently have an electromotive

at the motor of 4,200 volts, inslcud of 2,100 volts as bc-

formulx* 13 and 15 clearly indicate the impossibility of

either of them being correct. In his paper Mr. Sprajiue

gives several tables based upon these laws, and since this

same error is maintained throughout, his results arc entirely

incorrect.

Mr. Iladt has not only followed Mr. Sprague blindly, but

has gone much further and has finally brought up with

such remarkable results, that we find him, after slating

some of these surprising conclusions, saying: "At the same

time it seems somewhat startling that for the minimum
cost of the installation under given conditions .as mentioned

before (/. A, fixed cost ;ind efficiency of apparatus), the
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volts lost in the conductor arc dependent upon the distance

alone."
It seems almost impossible that such a statement as this

could be seriously made by an electrical engineer of prac-

rical experience, yet wc fmd Mr. Badt giving examples and

tables in which il is surprising that he did not see the

absurdity of this statement. For instance on page 2S he

gives "^-vaw/Zf I. Distance, including 5 per cent- for

sag, 7,000 feet; electromotive force at motor terminals,

500 volts. What must be the loss in the wire and electro-

motive force of generator for minimum cost of plant?"'

Mr. Badt, by the aid of Mr. Sprague's laws, with his own
additions, conckides that he must have 20 per cent, loss in

conductor; hence 625 volts at the generator. Since the

electromotive force at the motor is fixed, is it not evident

that the higher the initial electiomotive force and the less

the percentage of loss in the line, the less will be cost of

p ant? In other words, if the cost be a certain amount at

20 per cent loss in conductor with O25 volts initial,

would it not be less with io,ooo volts initial and 1,000

volts loss in conduclor or 10 per cent.

Similarly, ' ExamMe 2. Distance (iucluding 5 per cent,

for sag), 50.000 feet; we want to obtain at least 55 percent,

(efiicicncy from generator pulley to motor shaft). What
is the voltage to be employed at motor and generator for

minimum cost of plant?"

Mr. Badt finds that the electromolive force generator

must be 2 711 and that of the motor 1.S50, with a loss in

conductor of 32.5 per cent. Is it not evident by using

5,482 volts at generator and 3,700 at motor the cost of gen-

erator is the same and the cost of conductor only one-quarter

what it was, and that there is no limit to the possible reduc-

tion in cost of the conductor, and hence no minimum value?

Mr. Badt, following the law that "the number of volts

to get the minimum cost of plant is a function of the dis

tance alone," finds that for every 1,000 feet we must lose

17.5 volts, and with fixed cost and efliciency of apparatus

no other factors need be considered. This, certainly has

the beauty of simplicity, and the tables built upon this

conclusion leave little to be desired in this directior,; but

the transmitter of power who follows these tables will pay

iieavily for his faith in them.

Another law which Mr. Badt deduces, after making the

"/J

assumption that , the relation of distance to volts drop

V
for minimum cost of plant, is a constant," appears on

page 37. and is as follows: "For minimum cost of plant

the total weight of the conductor per horse power delivered

by the motor shaft remains the same at a certain per-

centage of loss in the conductor, regardless of the voltage

of motor and the distance." This involves the same errone-

ous assumptions and is evidently absurd, as is another law

on page 39: "For minimum cost of plant the weight of

the conductor depends only on the percentage of loss iu

the conductor and the number of mechanical horse power

delivered by the motor."

Mr. Badt, on page 42, quotes from Mr. Sprague another

equally misleading rule, viz: "For minimum initial cost of

plant, and assuming ceitain prices per horse power of

motors, generators and power plants (all erected and ready

for operation), and assuming a certain price per pound of

copper {delivered at the poles), the total cost of plant, ex

eluding line construction, is a constant for a certain effici-

ency of the electric system, no matter what the electro-

motive for9e of the motor and the distance may be." The
absurdity of this is evident from what we have seen and is

clearly shown by chart 2.

We now come to a consideration of the conditions gov-

erning the maximum economy of operation.

Sir William Thomson, in a paper enjitled "The Economy

of Metal Conductors of Electricity," read before the Brit-

ish Association in 18S1, stated the following law; "The
most economical area of conductor will be that for which

the annual interest on capital equals the annual cost of

energy wasted."

This law has been accepted ever since that date with

slight modifications, but upon close and practical investi-

gation it proves tT be entirely incorrect as applied to max-

imum economy of operation of a plant, for the very sur-

prising reason that no account whatever is taken of the

fact that the cost of the generator per horse power trans-

mitted will vary as the loss in the line varies.

Since the variation in the cost of the generator is the

principal factor, it is not surprising that the correct min-

imum and that obtained from Thomson's law are widely

different. In fact, it will frequently be impossible to apply

Thomson's law, as it will frequently occur that the interest

on the plant, even when at its minimum cost, will far ex-

ceed the value of the energy wasted; and, evidently, if we

depart from the condition of minimum first cost with an

endeavor to increase the loss and thereby to make the

value of the increasing loss in the line finally equal the in-

terest on the increased cost of plant, since we are increas-

ing both items, we evidently are not approaching a min-

imum value. Chart 3 clearly shows that, frequently,

the curve of interest and depreciation and the curve of

value of energy wasted will never cross, and hence will

never be equal under any conditions of loss.

Formula 21 and 22 clearly show that no such relation

can exist, and chart 3 makes it evident graphically. Ex-

ample \\\ We find that by Sir William Thomson's law

if the power is worth %zo per kilowatt at generator brushes,

and the interest and depreciation are lo percent., we should

work at i^Y^ per cent, loss; whereas, in reality, for the

maximum economy we should work at ro per cent.

We also find that in all the seven other cases indicated

by the curves it is impossible to apply Thomson's law, as

we cannot, by any means, make the interest on capital out-

lay and the value of energy wasted equal.

Both Kapp and Ayrton and Perry have discussed Thom-

son's law and made certain limitations and modifications,

but have only complicated, and not corrected it. In Mr.

Badt's present work he refers to Kapp's latest formuliv

contained in a lecture of March 2, 1891, a copy of which

lecture I have not as yet seen; hence the formulx quoted

by Mr. Badt cannot be commented on by mc further than
that Mr. Kapp's formul;'.- as given by Mr. Badt point to

one fact which is very evident from formuhu 13 and 21,

t!hart I. namely, that under no circumstances will it be
economical to lose more than 50 per cent, in the conductor,

for when E = 2 K, we have E— 2 /' = o, and an in-

finite cost of conductor as a resulting condition.

The Future of the Electric Railway.'

By Frank J. Si'K.\gi:k.

There are five kinds of railway service, each having its

peculiarities and requiring special consideration. That
which is of everyday importance is the street-surface sys-

tem, operated by horses, cable, steam dummies, or elec-

tricity. Then there is local rapid transit, such as is given
by the New Vork elevated railroads, the underground rail-

way of London, and the viaduct road in Berlin. Next is

SLirburban traffic, generally attempted on the same rails as

through traffic, but now often confined to routes of its

own, as on the suburban section of the Illinois Central at

Chicago. There is also the through trunk-line express and
way passenger service, and, finally, freight transportation.

Given a medium capable of transmitting energy over great

distances without time limitation, independent of the laws
of gravity, sensible to neither heat nor cold, which while,

like ail other forces, subject to vagaries when improperly
applied, is still capable of the most positive and instanta-

neous control, what are its possibilities in replacing the ex-

isting means of train propulsion? Its applncation to one
class—the first mentioned—is noiv simply a matter of his-

tory, and displays an almost unprecedented development.
That history is instructive.

Only twelve years have elapsed since the first crude sug-
gestions of the practical workings of an electric railway
were made, and four years ago a list of a do/en would
comprise every such road in the world in even passably
successful operation, whatever the method of application.

The first large commercial electric railway wa^, after many
difiiculties and discouragements, opened in the early part

of 1S8S at Richmond, Va., and since that demonstration
was made the industry has grown until there are now in

operation or under contract, on the general lines laid down
at Richmond, not less than 356 roads in the United States,

Europe, Australia and Japan, requiring more than 4,oco
cars and 7,000 motors, with about 2 600 miles of track, a
daily mileage of nearly 5CO,ooo miles, carrying nearly a
billion passengers annually. Fully 10,000 people are em-
ployed on these roads, and there has never been an au-

thenticated report of death on account of the electrical

pressure used Over ^50,000,000 is invested in this in-

dustry in this country alone.

Of the three methods of application—the storage bat-

tery, the conduit, atd the overhead wire—the last men-
tioned alone is an admitted success, and must, for many
practical reasons, hold, for a long time at least, the su-

premacy. Wi hout discussing the more or less sentimen-
tal obj ictions against overhead wires, many of which
utterly fail when a system is properly constructed, it is

well briet^y to note what the introduction of electric rail-

ways has accomplished.
While the horse, with extra help, has slowly and pain-

fully pulled his car up a five per cent, grade, the electric

motor has propelled a car of double the weight up grades
of from 10 per cent, to 13 per cent., and at nearly double
the speed. It has conquered combined curves and grades
impossible for even the cable, and has increased the sched-

ule speed with perfect safety from 50 per cent, to 100 per

cent. Larger and more luxurious cars have been made
possible, and the available carrying capacity for a given
street space occupied has been increased by one-half.

The loose jointed, light-weight, badly-laid tram center-

bearing rail is giving way to a substantia], smooth, per-

fectly-built, and rigid road bed. Paving is no longer de-

pendent upon the necessities of the car hor^e, and what-
ever is best outside of the rails can now be used betv, .'en

them. Malodorous stables have disappeared, and streets

been made cleaner. Types of neat, strong iron poles,

unknown to constructors of telegraph and telephone lines,

have been developed.
The action of the motor as a dynamo is utilized to make

the descent of the heaviest grades absolutely safe, even if

the whole system exterior to the car should fail. This
consideration alone was one of the most powerful in in-

lluencing the Italian government to allow the re-opening
of the Fiesole line at h'lorence after an accident caused by
a car jumping the track at a badly-lai^ curve prior to the

adoption of this system of breaking.
The abolishment of the car stove is now possible, and

on heavy grades the falling energy of the car is used
through the motors not only to put a brake upon its own
speed, but also to heat the car without taking energy from
the central station, as on the Pleasant Valley road in

Pittsburg.

The electric motor has halved the motor power expenses
per car-mile, and has effected even greater reduction in

the cost per ton-mile. It has reduced the charge per car-

mile for conductors and drivers, by increasing the number
of miles operated in a given time. Roads hitherto unpro-
ductive have become dividend earners, and theeanings
of those already successful have heen increased Roads
are now possible where horse, steam, or cable service was
impossible. Years have, in the aggregate, been saved to
men for rest and recreation.

Such have been the results of the use of electricity on
street railways. There is no room for doubt as to the
permanence, in some form or other, of this application.
Its future will solve the problem of intermural rapid tran-

sit. Until recently, three methods have existed for hand-
ling this character of traflic: the underground shallow
brick tunnel of the Metropolitan District Railway of Lon-
don, the masonry viaduct of the Berlin railway, and the
elevated iron bridge of the ^L^nhattan company of New
York. Each has been operated bv steam very much as

1. Abstract from an article in T/ic Foinm,

trunk-line roads are oiH;rated, and each h.LS satisfied, to a
greater or less degree, the demands made upon it. None
of these, however, represents the ideal method of transit
in populous cities. It must be remembered that rapid
transit lines of this character arc not built, nor even pro-
jected, until a city has attained a growth warranting
such a system, and until the demands of the public for in-
creased facilities have become too strong to (x: longer
ignored. Hence the projectors of such lines have to face
very important limiting conditions in determining a solu-
tion of a problem v/hich involves the three questions of
motive power, route, and construction, and in considering
the further ones of legal interference with construction
and the value of the enterprise from a financial point of
view.

Meeting, then, with the conditions of established build-
ings, occupied streets, and existing lines of traffic, such a
road, to be successful, must satisfy the demands of both
the pubh'c and the capitalists, and it hardly need be said
that the demands of the two are rarely entirely the same.
Both want the road to follow as nearly as possible existing
arteries of travel so as to be mcst easily accessible to the
greatest nnmber, because most convenient, and also lo af-
ford an already established patronage. To facilitate gen-
eral travel, the road should make easy connections with
crossing or intersecting lines of travel. It should require
the least condemnation of property, avoid interference
with the public right to the free occupation and use of the
streets, should cause the least damage to existing systems
of oiher corporations, and infiict the least loss upon pri-
vate property during its construction or operation. It

should, furthermore, provide high express and way speeds,
10 do which, independent way and express tracks are nec-
essary.

The capitalist will demand quick construction, and, as
nearly as may be, a reliable estimate of cost, which is

made up of a number of elements, such as preparation of
way, actual construction, temporary or permanent damage
to property or business, building space occupied, rolling-
stock equipment, and legal expenses.

There are five general plans to which the constructors
can turn. They are. an elevated steel structure; a masonry
viaduct; a shallow tunnel made by excavating the streets;

a closed iron tunnel, tubular or square, containing one or
more tracks; and a deep rock tunnel. In order that there
may be the utmost latitude for consideration of these
methods of construction, it is vital that a system of mo-
tive power be adopted which is unlimited in its application
and can be as freely used in a closed tunnel as on an open
viaduct. Such an agent, and the only one possessing the
necessary llexibility. is electricity. Hence, if it be once
proven that its use is capable of such development as to be
able effectively to move traffic of a large system, there is at
once opened to the promoter of rapid-transit schemes pos-
sibilities not dreamed of a short time ago.

Let us turn now to the needs of the suburban travelers,

who are slaves to time tables because necessity compels
steam service to be conducted on present lines. Long
trains hauled by high-power engines are dispatched at ir-

regular intervals. They stand in the station, after being
made up, from ten to twenty minutes. The passengers
crowd the waiting rooms long btforethe time of departure,
and often elbow and hustle each other in the strife for
seats. This condition of aflairs is a necessity in steam
traction, because no other method of operation would be
economical, but this is *iot the kind of ser\"ice best suited

for suburban travel, which ought more nearly to approach
that of street-car service, of course at much higher speed;
that is, the time interval of train dispatching should ap-
proximate to, or be a portion of, the average time of tran-

sit, instead of being several times that period, as in a large
proportion of the present steam suburban ser\ices. especi-
ally such as is given the people of New York. While this

time interval must be necessarily intluenced by the time of
day, that is, by the aggregate travel, this latter element
should be princi'ally important in determining the size of
the train unit. I now speak, of course, of such suburban
transit as would exist where the cily and suburban inter-

ests are intimately connected.
To illustrate, suppose the suburban line be 20 miles

long and to have a number of stations. The average dis-

tance of travel would be. say, 10 miles, and at 30 miles an
hour the average time of transit for each passenger w*ould

be 20 minutes, with a maximum of 40 minutes. Suppose
single cars to be run every 20 minutes instead of trains of
four cars every So minutes. The former service would be
far more satislactory. even if the latter should run at a
rate of 40 miles an hour, which would require, of course,

more power. It is a well-known fact that the actual wear
and tear in making a slop on an ordinary train often ex-
ceeds in value the tariff paid by the passengets for whom
the stop is made.
Another consideration favors this method of train-dis-

patching. In the electric system the load would be much
more evenly distributed, and the economy of power supply
materially increased; that is, the coal expenditure per car-

mile would be smallest. Such a system of small uoit

operation is impossible in steam practice, because there,

necessarily, the motor is a self contained unit, and roust

be large enough to haul the largest combination made up
behind it, so that the operation of a number of locomotives

in this way offers no economical possibilities. The llexi-

bility, however, of electric application at once remo\*cs

this objection, because the electric motor may be mounted
as an independent unit to haul other units, or ever)- car

may have its own motor equipment. This is. in fact,

practically the method of operation in street-car service,

except that the cars arc generally equipped with motors
which can easily haul an additional car.

There is another m.attcr to be thought of in suburban
tralVic. Few people arc such ardent travelers as to tind

pleasure in suburb.an transit as at present conducted. The
smoke, cinders, noise, and dust all combine to make such
travel anything but agreeable. Smoke and cinders affect

all cars, but dust caus^'d by the movement of a train af-

fects the rear cars more than the forward ones. With the
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electric motor the troubles due to coal consumption would
disappear, and with small units that due to road dust

would vanish also. These considerations make traveling

by a high-speed electric car exhilarating rather than fa-

tiguing, and hence suburban life and travel will become
more common and more acceptable. This cla^s of traffic

should be conducted on exclusive rails, not on those used

for through trunk passenger or freight traffic. Such an in-

dependent line is illustrated by the suburban service of the

Illinois Central Railroad at Chicago, where about 74 trains

are operated each way in iS hours.

We next come to an inquiry as to whether electricity

well ever be used on trunk lines for heavy passenger or

freight traffic. My answer is: Probably not according to

our present notions of tiunk line transportation, and not

by the present method of train dispatching; but, with

these qualifications, I expect to see rapid transit over long
distances for certain classes of service. Railway engineers

are constantly meeting with a demand for more rapid and
luxurious methods of transportation and greater frequency

of train dispatching. It is but fair to say that every ef-

fort which executive ability and reasonable financial ex-

penditure warrant, is made to meet this demand, and the

spirit of competition is an active factor.

But the most experienced railroad men feel that the pos

sibilities of steam practice are nearly reached— much
greater speed is not practicable. A maximum of go miles

an hour, with a running speed of 60 to 70, is all that can
be hoped for under the very best conditions which can be

provided.

With respect to electric motor.=, the question is not

whether a motor of sufficient capacity to pull a heavy train

can be built, but rather ho.v economically electricity can

be supplied to such a motor: and this involves a question

of electrical pressure. While everj- electrical engineer

hopes to see the time when electricity will be produced di-

rectly from coal without the intervention of engines and
dynamos, we are now limited to existing methods of creat

ing the supply, and generally we have to depend upon the

steam engine. It is. then, necessary for us to consider the

possibilities of the amplification and development of pres-

ent practice, and for this purpose I will consider the pos-

sibility of an express service between New Jersey and
Philadelphia.

We will assume that a through express track is con-

structed, by the most direct route possible between the

principal localities, with the fewest grades and easiest

curves. The method of supply for such a road would be
by a rod carried above the car, the return circuit being

made by the rails and the earth. This system would be

supplied from one or more cettral stations > quipped with

high-class triple-expansion engines, driving multipolar dy-

namos directly coupled. Such a station could be operated,

with a fairly-uniform load, with about 1.6 pounds of coal

per horse-power hour. What concerns the electrical en-

gineer is whether the cost of copper, the electromotive

force required on the line, and the number of stations

necessar\', would be prohibitory.

As regards the electric potential, I think it fair to say

that whatever pressure is demanded in the interest of econ-

omy will be used. Means will be found, consisting main-
ly in care of construction, which will make such use for

the purposes intended entirely safe and proper. We have
in this manner to f?ce the same difficulties that are met in

the use of h-gh steam pressure in the locomotive or on
board steamships. To accomplish the larger engineering

feats necessary to meet the demands of commerce, we
should be governed more by belief in our power to subor-

dinate a good ser\'ant to our will than by fear of its vaga-

ries in case it should be allowed to become a master.

During a period of about 13 hours, 21 regular trains

leave the Jersey City station on the Pennsylvania road to

run through to Philadelphia 12 of these making but one or

two stops. In addition to the above, there are a number
of local trains stopping at way stations. Taking the

through trains only, and allowing an average of say five

cars to a train, there would be. in the 13 hours, about 105

through cars dispatched from Jersey City, or at the rate of

two cars ever>- quarter of an hour.

For the practical purpose of this paper we will consider

that the road is le%'el—as it is—and we will increase the

number of cars dispatched by one-half, so that two car

units are sent out every ten minutes on a perfect block

system, for which the electric application offers special ad-

vaorages. Let the run be made to Philadelphia, a dis-

tance of go miles at an average latc of 60 miles an hour.

Slight grades would make little difference in the oper-

ation. For the overhead conductor let us take a solid

copper rod. one inch in diameter, over each track, or a
smaller rod if dcsireJ (the main conductors making up
equal weight), and a track of equivalent capacity. This
arbitrary size is taken for convenience in the present calcu-

Utions, and becan£c it falls well without the limit of ex-

penditure which such a system would warrant.

The American Hell Telephone company has a line of

long distance wires running from New York to Boston, a
distance of about 300 miles, nearly three and one half

times that which we arc considering. There were, at the

time when I made an investigation, about 70 wires of

number rs gauge, which would give an aggregate area.

technically sptaking of ^oo.ooo circular mils, and the total

weight of copper on the line, which is used simply for

telephonic coromunicalioos, is about 40 per cent, more
than the weight of the two-inch rods which I propose for

ihi.'i railway. If the investment is allowable for a tele-

phone system, it csrtainly would be allowable for the

larger engineering problem which we have now under con-
sideration.

If the car is of such a size as is used on the New York
elevated roads, or on the UrooJctyn bridge, the train, with
motors an-f pa-'cD:;'^?;, would weigh about 50 tons I'y

tic-.' T,\ which arc perfectly simple and
rc/i it is unnecessary to enter at pres-

co'. ,
' 'c necessary to operate this system,

which would have, at any one minute, iH active units of

two cars in operation, with one dynamo station in the

center of the system, would be about 3,600 volts at the

points farthest from the station, and at the station itself

about one ninth higher. This is a high electrical pres-

sure. Can we handle it on work of this character? In
time, I think so, but perhaps not yet, nor is there any
necessi'y of doing so, because by a simple process founded
on knoA-n electrical laws, the electrical pressure with
which we have to deal can be materially lessened. The
laws which I refer to may be expressed more fully as fol-

lows:

The weight of copper necessary to transmit a given
amount of power with a tixed loss will vary inversely as

the square of the electrical pressure used.

The distance over which it can be transmitted with a
given weight of conductor, will vary directly as this pres-

sure.

The distance over which it can be transmitted with a

conductor of a given cross section will vary directly as the
square of the pressure.

The weight of copper necessary where the supplying
station is in the center of the system is only one quarter
that required if the station is at one end.

The weight of copper will also vary inversely as the

square of the number of supplying stations properly
spaced.

From the above we see that the electrical pressure re-

quired will vary inversely as the number of stations. By
arranging our machinery so that, instead of making both
overhead conductors of like potential (that is, forming one
side of the circuit, while the track furnishes the other) we
arrange ihem so as to form a three-wire circuit (that is,

make the two overhead conductors the positive and nega-
tive terminals of dynamos coupled in series of two, with
the track a compensating conductor, negative to one over-

head line and positive to the ether) we halve the potential

which exists between the overhead conductor and track,

and by applying the laws which I have enunciated, we
would get a table as follows;

ST.\.rioNS. Motor Potential.
Number. Miles Apart. 2-Wire. 3-\V'ire.

I — 3516 180S
2 4$ iSdS 0,-14

3 3" ....uoc, eo.i

4 22'4 ""4 45-

It will be noticed that tn the last e.xample given there

are four stations, 22 -.2 miles apart, and the three-

wire system with compensating rail is used. The elec-

trical pressure is that which at present distinguishes our
street service, but this is far lower than it is necessary for

work of this kind to go, and we could easily assume the

second instance given—that of two stations 45 miles apart

—requiring under the three-wire system about 000 volts.

It will be noticed that I have made conditions of this oper-

ation, distributed work and the dispatching of units at

short intervals. Thes^ conditions are absolutely neces-

sary if we are to consider long distance transportation by
electricity. They are such as characterize in some degree
elevated railroad operation, and should hold also in su-

burban traffic.

The operation, from a fixed station, of large units over

long distances, at irregular and long intervals, is not feasi-

ble, although possible; and after all, the commercial ques-

tion is the arbiter.

Such a service as I have outlined is not only possible.

but will soon be practicable, and it would revolutionize

travel.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New \'okk, Aug. 29 —During the past week the public

has been startled by the Park place tire, which occurred

last Saturday, and at which so many lives were lost.

Thousands have visted the scene of the disaster daily, and

public iiidignation has been raised to such a high pitch

that no pains will be spared by the district attorney and

assistants in discovering who is really to be blamed for the

awful catastrophe. The official report of "sixty-one lives

lost" will no doubt cause the adoption of measures to

prevent similar calamities in the future and also be the

means of forcing immediate investigation in regard to

many over weighted buildings.

The work of fitting the navy yard with an electric light-

ing plant is being pushed rapidly. The wiring is well

under way, and the boilers to be used for the steam plant

are being put into position. It is expected that the plant

will be ready for use by the middle of October.

Young Henry Frank, nineteen years old, has just taken

his first lesson in electricity with experience as his prin-

cipal teacher. One night last week he gained an entrance

to the house of Mrs. J. W. Wright on Nineteenth street

by letting himself down into the cellar through the coal-

hole, ilut before going away to the country Mr,i, Wright

had had the h^use connected with the American District

Telegraph company's office, and the young burglar came

in contact with the wires while moving about the cellar.

The night operator at the office responded immediately to

the alarm, and placed the culprit in charge of the

police,

'I'he attention of the Society for the I'revcntion of

Cruelty to Animils has been attracted by the treatment to

which the hors2i on ths O-an^s linsof h^rs; cars are sub-

jected. After the cars turn from Jiroad street into Orange

a long hill is encountered, and the open cars, loaded with

passengers, arc often drawn up the incline by single teams.

As electric traction is both cheaper and better, it seems

slfange that any corporation should use horseflesh so

mercilessly.

At Sandy Hook last Thursday afternoon the second
severe test of the new 12 inch steel rille was made. The
trial was the first public one, and a large party of army
officers from Fort Wadsworth, Fort Hamilton and
Governor's Island were in attendance. The object was to

test the quality of American made powder, but the experi-

ments, as far as velocity is concerned, were unsatisfactory.

This is a fault, however, which cin be remedied. Firing

was begun at two o'clock, and the big gun, mounted on a

steel carriage which stands on a concrete foundation, re-

ceived a 1,000 pounds projectile. The powder is com-
pressed in prisms with a hole in the center, and 3,269 of

these constituted the first charge. When the breech plug
had been screwed in. wires were attached to two smaller

wires, which were connected with a small fire spitting cap
in the breech of the gun and which protruded through the

breech plate. When everything was ready the sergeant in

charge pressed a button and made an electric contact. In

its flight the projectile passed through two wire frames 150

feet apart. These frames were connected by electricity

with the office, where, by means of the Boulanger

chronograph, the velocity was measured. In passing

through the wire screens the projectile broke the circuits

and two iron rods dropped from the magnets supporting

them. These rods were marked in their fall, and from
these marks the velocity of the projectile on the first round

was computed to be T,473 feet per second. The highest

velocity obtained was 1,865 feet per second, the point

desired being 1,975. Various trials will be had until the

maximum speed is attained.

A representative of the Western ELECTRicfAN called

at the offices of the Rapid Transit Commission the other

afternoon, but was unable to find out anything further in

regard to the doings of the commission. The attendants

in charge, when asked whether there had been a meeting

of the commission or not, laughed at the idea. It seems

about time that the rapid transit question in New York
city should come to an issue. The -lYcio York Times, in

a recent editorial, says: "Considering the possibilities of

the deep tunnel plan, its absolute immunity from all these

objections and drawbacks, the prospect that it would meet

with no serious opposition, the absolute demonstration of

its success elsewhere, and certain incidental advantages 61

its own which commend it, we can only wonder at the

commission's change of purpose, and await with no little

anxiety the promised details and arguments that are to

justify it. At present it looks as though the success of

the whole scheme of rap'd transit, for which we have waited

so long, might be at stake in the decision of this question."

F. T.

Pittsburg, Pa.

PlTisiiURt;, August 29.—H. McL. Harding, general

manager of the railroad department of the Westinghouse

Electric & Manufacturingcompany, has gone on a vacation.

No meeting of the Westiughou-e Electric & Manufact-

uring company was considared necessary last week.

An official of the company said: "The work of reorgani-

zing the company is going along smoothly. The direc-

tors can do and are doing all that is necessary to complete

the plans, and there is nothing for the stockholde'-s'

meeting to do."

Preparations for the next convention of the National

Street Railway association are rapidly progressing and the

arrangements for entertaining the guests in this city are

gradually assuming a more definite shape. The local com-

mittee at the head of this part of the convention is deter-

mined to entertain the guests as pleasantly as possible,

and to make this convention one of the most memorable

ones in the history of the organization. B. L. W.

PERSONAL.
F. E. Degenhardt has returned to Chicago after a

pleasant vacation at Lake Minnetonka, Minn.

D. B. Dean of the Electric Merchandise company,
Chicago, retured from an eastern trip last week.

Albert Fisher has been appointed agent for the Ball

ICnpine company of l-'rie, Pa., with head()uarters at room
50O, The Rookery, Chicago,

Cjeo. H. Meeker, (lencral western manager for the New
York Insulated Wire company, has recently returned from
a trip through the Northwest. He reports business flour

ishing.

W, R. Mason, general manager of the l-Hcctric Merchan-
dise company, has returned from an enjoyable vacation

spent at Kankakee. III. I-ikc niiny other Chicagoan.s, Mr,
Mason is greatly pleased with this pleasant resort,

Ceorge P. Nichols, manager of the stationary motor
department of the Chicago officcof ihc 'I'liomson- Houston
company, has returned from an eastern trip that included

Boston and other cities. He reports signs of an increased

activity in electrical circles in the East.
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NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Paxton l'".le<iriir rompany. I'axlon, lil ; capital slock.

$24,000; furnishing electric light ami power; Cook iV

White, Paxton, 111.

East Side Land comp.itiy, ( oshcn, Va ; capital stock,

$25,000; real estate, mine and quarry building, laying

out streets, etc. gas, electiic and waterworks, sirett

railways, etc.

Jenncy Star Electric company, I'ottlan<!, Maine; capital

stock, $50,003; to manufacture and deal in electric motors,

dynamos, batteries and machinery; W. M. Kayson. Port-

land, Maine.

People's Electric Street Railway company, Erie, Pa.;

capital stock, $50,000; constructing and operating a

street railway from Hridgewater to Economy township,

Beaver Co.; Daniel II. Stone, Biaver, Pa.

Circleville Eight & Power company. Circleville Ohio;

capital s:ock, $ 00, (no; manufacturing gas, coal tar.

ammoniacal liquor, coke, producing electricity, manufact-

uring ice, etc.; C. J. D^laplane, Circleville, O.iio.

Electrical Engineering company. Chicago, 111.; capital

stock, $50,000; steam and electrical construction and deal-

ing in steam and electrical machinery, appliances, material,

and supplies; I'age ^K; Pearson, S5 Dearborn street, Chi-

cago, 111.

Red Oak Electric company, Red Oak, Iowa; capital

stock, $20 000; to construct, operate and maintain the

necessary structures, fixtures and apparatus to supply

electricity for light and other use; E. II. Hutchinson,

Red Oak. Iowa.

Piedmont Spring Water & Power company, Oakland,

Cal.; capital stock. 1^1,000,000; to operate a complete

system of waterworks within the county of Alameda, and

to construct and operate machinery for generating elec-

tricity and the operating of electric motors; W. 1. Dingee.

Oakland. Cal.

Northwestern Street Railway company. Chicago. III.;

capital stock, $25,000; to construct, maintain and operate

street railways in the town of Eeyden, Proviso, Cicero and

Main, and ihe city of Chicago, to be operated by any

motive power except steam locomotives; Pearson X: Stoo

l^ey, 75 Metropolitan block, Chicago, 111.

West & South Town's Horse Railway company, Chi-

cago, III.; capital stock, $100,000; the conslruction and

operation of horse, electric. cable or dummy railroac'son any

or all such streets and alleys of Chicago as maybe granted

by the city council and particularly on Twenty second

street from Lawndale to Lake Michigan; lionney Bros.,

511 Tacoma lUulding, Chicago. III.

ELECTRIC LIGHT.
The capacity of the Cordele, (!a., electric light plant is

to be doubled.

The Del Rio, Tex., Electric Light company's plant is

completed and in operation.

The contract for the new electric light plant at Rock-

dale, Tex., has been let to M. P. Kelley.

It is reported that a stock company will be organized in

Jonesboro, Ark , to operate an electric light plant.

An electric light plant at Huntsville, Tex , is among the

possibilities. W. S. CdbbsandC. G. Barrett are contem-

plating such an investment.

The Wagniere Electric & Manufacturing company, of

Los Angeles, Cal ,
has been incorporated with a capital

stock of $250,000 to manufacture the Wagniere arc hmp
and electrical appliances.

The preparations for the grand autumnal festivities at

St Louis include brilliant illumination, numerous arches

lighted by thousands of incandescent lamps in colored

globes, and other electrical effects.

Specifications for an electric lighting plant for Christi-

ania, Norway, have been issued in several languages by

the city authorities. The station is to have 24,000 lamjis

on the low pressure, direct current three-wire system.

Alexander Mitchell and others have incorporated the

Edison Electric Power, Light & Heat company at Wheel-

ing, W. Va., with a capital stock of .'S;ioo,ooo. Its pur-

poses are to furnish light, heat and power for commercial

use in Wheeling.

The dynamo room of the electric light plant of the

Pawtucket, R. 1 , Gas company will be 60 feet by 150 feet,

the engine room 58 feet by 7s feet and the boiler room 60

feet by 60 feet. The side walls will be of brick, with iron

roof covered with corrugated iron.

At present the electric street lighting of Chicago extends

no farther south than Twenty-second street. Alderman
Madden wants to see the entire boulevard system, from the

heart of the city to Jackson Park, lighted by electricity,

and not only that, but all the parallel traflic streets for

many blocks in either direction illuminated in the same
way.

Attention was attracted in Rochester, N, \'.. a few days

ago by the little steamer Cygnet, which was lying in the

Erie canal, .\lthough only 37 feet long, the little vessel

has an electric light plant of its own. The engine is a

high pressure, direct acting machine mounted on top of

the boat engine, and belted to an Edison dynamo which

is lixed to brackets over the boiler.

A writer in the London Times discusses the disadvan-

tages of using search lights on war vessels. lie suggests

that steady beams of light from points on shore or small

craft be directed continually across the mouth of anchor-

age so thai any craft entering must cross the beams and so

reveal herself. He adds: "The only time, in my humble
opinion, when a threatened battleship should use her light

is when she has already clearly discovered an approaching

enemy. Tlien let her flish it full into his eyes. It will

blind and puzzle him. and, falling on his hull, guns and
paintwork, it will give her a capital target for gun lire.

Splendid, when thus used, was the effect of the light upon
torpedo boat No. 25, in Lucy Bay, on the morning of

luly 27ih. l''rom llie moment when the beam struck the

boat she was as good as destroyeil, foi si e stood out so

clearly that only very bad gunners could have missed her.

The light ought not to be worked from any point very

near the guns which are to be fired. The id;al position

is as far as possible below them It is. all things con-

sidered, a mistake to mount lights on bridges and chart-

houses; they cannot be loo cloje to the surface of the

water." The same writer calls attention to the fact that

when an ironclad, believing that torpedo boats are near

her. but seeing none of them, begins Hashing her search

lights in order to discover the enemy, she greatly helps

her foe. who thenceforward knows exactly where and how
she lies, and to whit quarter her uneasy suspicions are

directed.

I\oche5ter, where he will in<(pect the new electric road, as
there is some thought of introducing that system in Chi
cago

"

< >ne of the most notable achievements of electric railway
engineering is the Ncvcrsink .Mountain electric railway,
which has been in operation about a year. The line starts

from the heart of the manufacturing center of Reading.
Pa . and runs 10 the very pinnacle of Ntri'crsink. I'or 12 miles
the railway, by a series of curv-s and only one swiich-bacl;.

follows a grade running from 3.4 lo f> 4 per ccni. After
reaching the top the roa J winds il^ serpentine ccurse down
on the other side to Klapp^rthall Park- The I^dison
system is used and the cars resemble steam railway coaches.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
C. W. Batsell, owner of the Sherman City. Tex., rail-

way, contemplates changing to the electric system.

The electric street railway system of Spokane, Wasli.,

has been completed at the cost of over a million dollars.

The Edison people have offered to build the proposed
electric road at Warrentown, O., and equip three cars for

$^0,000.

The Cincinnati Street Railway company will extend its

electric road to Havcndale as soon as possible. It will

soon be completed as far as Shillito.

The street car company of Lancaster, O , has decided

to try electricity. Eor this purpose $5 000 has been sub-

scribed toward the -Jijo.ooo necessary.

The G str:et electric line of Portland, Ore., is being
extended from Fifth street east to the city limits. An
extension will also be made to Woodlawn. contracts hav-

ing been let.

A charter has been issued to the Gettysburg Electric

Railway company, its purpose being to render that historical

battlefield more easy of access by visitors. The company
has $(00,000 capital.

When the Columbus and Orinoco, Ohio, electric lines were
started, W. M. (.iraves, a prominent capitalist, paid the

first fare by depositing $250 in gold in the box. as a vol-

untary bonus to the road.

It is stated that a suburban railroad extending through
part of West Knoxville, Tenn., to the propeity of the New
England Investment company will be built. The motive
power is to be either electricity or dummies.

The Loadon Electrical Tramway company, capitalized

at Li 50,00, has been formed with the object of buying
up the tramways of the North London Tramway company,
and lo operate, extend and develop ihe same electrically.

The Granite City Land & Improvement company con-
templates building a railroad from Mt. Airy. N. C. to the

Ml. Airy White Sulphur Spring, a distance of about four

miles. The line is lo be operated by either electricity or

dummy engines.

Electric cars are now bo.vlingalongthe classic highways
of Old Rome, a short liue between the Place del Popolo
and the I'oate Mollo having just been completed and put
in operation. There are now three cars, each carrying a

15 horsepower motor.

Dr. John Law, Col. R. E. Goodall and a syndicate of

New \'ork capitalists will build an electric railway

seven miles long between LeadviUe and Evergreen Lakes,

Colo, Water power conveyed through eiglit miles of

flumes will be used to run the power station.

The Jersey City & Bergen Railroad company has been
ojieraiing a portiim of its Hues by electricity for some time

but owing lo the refusal of local authorities to grant a

Iranchisc for the entire system, the residents of the town
will probably be obliged to forego rnpid^transit.

A movement is on foot to build an electric road to con-

nect the Massachusetts town of Whitinsville with Man-
chauga. East I >ouglas, Glenwoods. Uxbridge and per-

haps Mellville. The road between Manchauga and East

Douglas is practically assured, $50,000 having already

been subscribed.

The newly incorporated Roland Avenue E'ectric Rail-

way company of Baltimore will build an electric railroad

from the property ol the Roland Park company to a con-

nection with a railway reaching the center of the city. The
company has applied to the Baltimore county commission-
ers for a franchise.

The directors of the Liverpool Overhead K-^ilway com-
pany have entered into contract with the Electric Con-
struction corporation of London, for the equipment and
working of the line by electricity. Two miles of the line

have been completed within the last six months", and the

railway will probably be opened next spring.

A press dispatch from New York states that R. C.

Crawford, "assistant general manager of the West
Division Street Railway company, the largest surface line

in t'hicago. and probably the biggest system under one
management in the Lnited Slates," was in New \'ork

last week examining the Broadway cable plant. The dis-

patch concludes: "Mr. Crawford goes from here to

ELECTRIC MINING.
The Pleasant Valley Coal company of Salt Lake City.

Utah, has for the past year, at the Casile Gate mine in

I'rah, used a hoist or haulage drum, operated by electricity.

The drum was made by the L'dgerwood Manufacturing
company of New York, and the electric motor and the
electrical equipment furnished by the Thc-nson-Van
Djpoele Electric Mining company, together with all the
electrical apparatus for the poA'er station. Trains of six-

teen large pit cars run out of the mine by gravity, drag-
ging the tail rope after them. The empty trains art-

hauled back into the mine by the' haulage drum located
nearly 2.000 feet feet from the chute in the interior of the
mine. The operation of this apparatus has proved so
satisfactory and so economical that the company lias

ordered two more electric hoists of more powerful type.

TELEGRAPH.
The new telegraph cable between England and

Germany has baen comoleted. It is 273 miles Ion?, a nd
the cost is estimated at $475,000.

The German government has decided to establish tele-

graph lines along the whole of the llerman East -\frican

caasl. Three otiicials have left B3rlin for Bagamoya. where
they will, immediately after their arrival, commence the
preliminary work in connection with the new lines.

Bagamoya and Saadani will be first connected by wire.

Telegraphic communication has now been extended to

Jelebu, one of the ' protected states" in the Malay i'enin-

sula, and telegraph offices have been opened in the towns
of Jelebu and Kwala Kwalang. It is stated that the

service in the Malay native states is very uncertain, the

operators being mostly half-breeds, with very elementary
ideas as to good work. As a rule it is safer to telegraph

to Singapore or i'enang, and have the message sent on
thence by mail.

Rear-.\dmiral Belknap's survey of parts of the Paciiic.

preparatory to the laying of the proposed trans-Pactfic

telegraph cable, indicates that great difticulties will be
encountered. His soundinga show the existence of a
trough or basin of extraordinary depth and extent along
the east coast of Japan and the Kurile Islands, and under
the Kuro Siwo, or Japan or Black Stream. The basin ex-

ceeds any similar depression yet found in any other

region of the great oceans. In a run of 30 miles after

leaving the coast of Japan the waters deepened more than
i.Soo fathoms, and upon the next cast of the lead the

wire broke after 4.643 fathoms had been run out without
bottom having been reached. Thermometers specially

constructed for deep sea sounding were wrecked by the

unprecedented pressures.

TELEPHONE.
A recent report of the Winnipeg telephone exchange

shows that there are now 750 subscribers in that city.

This is one instrument to every 36 persons. Hguring the

population at 27,000.

Mayor Samers of Milwaukee recently sent an ordinance
to the common council declaring all overhead telegraph and
telephone wires in the greater part of the ICist side busi-

ness portion a nuisance. The ordinance provides for a

fine of from $100 to $50^ a day for maintaining such
wires, and a lik; tine for any owner or agent who refuses

to take down the wires at once. The ordinance was passed
to a third reading.

MISCELLANEOUS.
A. J. Painter of Pasadena. Cal.. has invented a naphtha

motor in which the gas is exploded in cylinders by an elec-

tric spark from a battery. He thinks the motor can be
useil in street railway traction.

The object of the newly organised Eliul Creek. Mont.,

Electric Power company is to ulili.:elhe power of the Flint

creek falls, and to carry on a general business in develop-

ing power by the use of water motors and transform it in-

to electric energy by the use of dynamos The power will

be conveyed over electric conductors to Pnilipsburg. Gran-

ite, Rumsey, Black Pine, Georgetown. Pyrenees, Cablcand
.Anaconda. The power will doubtless be conveyed to other

points, and can be moditied for distribution and use in

electric lighting, for the electric application in the working
of metals, or for any other purpose for which electricity

may be desired.

.V piano upon which several selections were played auto-

matically by means of electricity was exhibited at the Hotel

Richelieu. Chicago, last week. The inslrumenl was fitted with

a drawer beneath the keyboard, in which was placed a long

strip of thin cardboard, perforated with holes and slots

representing the notes of the selection. This was arranged

to pass over a scries of metallic points with springs under

them. These points were lirmly pressed down as the

strip passed along until reached by one ^f the slots or
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holes, when the spring forced the iron point upward so

that it struck one of the hamraers of the loslrument. A
small electric motor, worked by a little storage battery just

behind the piano, turned the rollers and moved the

strip.

The much talked of ball game between the Okonite base

ball club, composed of employes of the Central Electric

company, and the Kerite club, made up of the pick of the

Western Electric company of Chicago, was pUyed at Lin-

coln Park, Chicago, on the 15th inst , and resu ted in a

victor)' for the Okonites by a score of 1 1 to 7. The fea-

ture of the game was the battery work of Gushing and
Stacev. The Kerites played a very brilliant game.

TRADE NEWS.
The elegant Manhattan office building in St. Paul,

Minn . and the tine residence of James S. Hill of the same
city, have recently been wired throughout with Grimshaw
wire.

"Light- Power" is the title given to the handsome cata-

logue issued by the Card Electric Motor & Dynamo com-
pany of Cincinnaii, O. The company explains the merits

of its well-kno*\-n machines in an attractive manner,

the letterpress being illustrated by finely executed

cuts.

The Short Electric Railway company has equipped a

special car with its gearless motors. The car will first be

sent to Albany, N. V., where it will be put into regular

service on the State street grade, averaging about S per

cent, for a distance of half a mile and 5 per cent, or per

cent, for a much longer distance It will afterward be

operated in other cities. The Jamestown Street Railway

companv is operating the Short double reduction motors

and the management has placed three additional orders for

equipment. The motors are obliged to propel an iS-foot

vestibule car with a trail car up heavy grades under all

conditions of track and trafiic. The Short Electric Road
at Rockford. II!., is meeting with excelle t success and is

about to extend its lines. The Houston Street Railway

company has placed an order \v ith the Short E lectric

Railway company for gearless motors to be used upon its

lines.

BUSINESS.

materials is superimposed a braid which in its turn is satu-

rated n-iih the same material to prevent capillary attraction

on the exposed ends of the cable to protect it from the rot-

ting effects of gas, and to increase lasting qualities,

making it exceptionally durable. The cable is then

lead-covered. The lead is alloyed with tin, to secure suffi-

cient hardness and to resist abrasion in drawing through

ducts, yet a--suring sufficient ductility to enable the cable

to be easily handled without rupture. The Acme lead cable

is introduced bv the International Okonite company.

James Leffel Ov; Co.. Springfield, O , hydraulic and me-
ch.inical engineers, and makers of the James Leffel water

wheel, have issued a new water wheel pamphlet. It is

well printed, on tinely finished paper, is handsomely illus-

trated throughout, and contains a large amount of useful

and practical matter to those impioving water power. A
great number of plans for placing wheels are shown, both

upon upright and horizontal j^hafts. Entirely new tables

of the wheels are published, containing new features never

before presented, it is said, by any water wheel maker.

This firm has been making the James Leffel water wheel

for thirty years continuously; no different sizes and styles

are made.

Chandler & Taylor company of Indianapolis have issued

a little circular giving reasons why the Reliance safety

water columns should be on every boiler.

The Crocker Wheeler Electric Motor company. New
York, is full of business. It has just finished a }4
horse power motor for the new Chilian cruiser now being

fitted out in England.

The Triumph Compound Engine company of Cincinnati,

manufacturer of EickershotT's patent compound engines, re-

ports business as satisfactory. These engines are claimed

to be economical, durable, simple in conslruclion and prac-

tically noiseless.

The Vulcanized Fibre company of Wilmington. Del., in

a recently issued price list, calls attention to the fact the

words S'ulcanized fibre" constitute its trade mark, and re

questing buyers desiring its goods to see that each sheet is

branded with these words.

The latest catalogue of the Electrical Supply company
relates to electrical house goods, and telegraph, fire alarm,

district messenger and school supplies. Like all of this

company's publications, it is well printed and copiously

illustrated. Diagrams of circuits are included.

The Wm. Powell company of Cincinnati has just issued

a catalogue of steam brass work, embracing a full line of

goods used by steam fitters, engine builders, electric light

stations, etc., including the latest improvements in the

company's specialties, which embrace sight feed lubrica-

tors, sight feed signal oilers, and the well known .Star

valves.

The New Vork & Ohio company, manufacturers of the

Packard incandescent lamp.has just completed arrangements

with the Electric Engineering & Supply c.mpany of Syra-

cuse, N. \'.. to look after its interests in Pennsylvania,

New Vork, the New England states, and thi Dominion of

Canada, This company will also represent the Packard

lamp at the .Montreal convention.

The New \'ork Insulated Wire company has issued a

useful little pamphlet on electric light wiring installations.

It is addressed to architects, builders and owners, and con-

tains much valuable information, illustrated by explanatory

cuts. Extracts from the rules of different boards of fire un-

dern^riters are appended. The Chicago office of the com-
pany is at 7^. 15^ and '12 Franklin street, and the little

book will t>e sent to any address on application.

GouldS triplex electric pumps arc attractively illustrated

in a recent catalogue. The advantages claimed for these

pamp3, which were recently illustrated in this paper, arc

tbos 5«t forth. "To put in motion a column of water rc-

qaircs an initial expenditure of energy, which is largly lost

if the flow of water be not uniform. The triplex electric

pomp is ddiigncd to, and will produce a discharge of con

sum velocity, thu* reducing the [>ower consumed in over-

coming the inertia of water columns, eliminating water

hammer, etc., giving smooth, noiielcss and continuous

actkm."

The Inicrnalional Okonite company (limited^. New
Vr^k and Ijondcm, is introducing a lead covered cable rlc-

signed (or extra hc%vy work and high voltage under

extremes of temperature, A special feature of the new
cable is a combination of two or more distinct insulating

materials, one of a hij(h electrical resistance, the other, an

icDprored robber componnd specially adapted to resist the

efiecu of high teTrperatorc. Over the special insnUting

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued Aug. 25, iSqi.

455.1^4. Automatic Gas Lighting Apparatus. George

D. Clarke. Chicago. III.

The objecl of this invention is to provide means whereby gas
may be lighled and e.Minguished at such times as may be de-

sired during the twenty-four hours; and it consists in clock-

work used in connection with suitable electrical apparatus and
so arranged that as long as Ihe cla-^k continues to run the gas

will be lighted at a certain predetermined hour and extinguished
at another hour.

45S.T62. Electric Motor. Ludwig Gutmann, Fort

Wayne. Ind.

This invention relates to an electric motor so constructed as

to operate by the action of an alternating or similar induiring

electric currrenl.

458.163. Alternating Electric Current Heater. Ludwig
Gutmann, Pittsburg, Pa.

This invention relates particularly to the construction and
reyulalion of electric heating apparatus for domestic services

as operated by alternating, pulsating, or intermittent currents.

458.164. Method of Operating Alternating Electric

Motors. Ludwig Gutmann, Pittsburg, Pa.

The object of this invention is to provide an alternating cur-

rent motor which possesses the property of being self starting,

self-regulating within certain limits of load, and of such high

elliciency as to be applicable for pracl cal use.

45S

45S,

45S,

45S,

458,279. Portable Electric Lamp. Lars Bristol, Bromley,
England.

458,316. Electric Conductor. Frederick E. Degenhardt,
Chicago, 111.

The invention described herein relates to certain improve-
ments in the manufacture of electric conductors and cables, and
has for its object a construction and arrangemeLt of the pro-
tective covering of the conductors and tables, whereby pro-
vision is made fcr the re:eniion of air or gas within the pro-
tective covering, thereby decreasing the static capacity of such
conductor.

458.343 Circuit Closer. Percival D. Richards. West
Medford, Mass.

The object of this invention is to provide a circuit-closer of
simple construction, litted to be grasped by the hand, and
which by the compression resulting from the closing of the
hand around the same tnay be causid to complete the circuit,
for instance for the purpose of sounding a bell-

458 372. Electric Alarm Clock. James O. Newton. New
Haven. Coon.

176. Art of Electric Welding. Herman Lemp.
Lynn. Mass.

This in\ ention consists in covering the conducting blocks,

cHmps. or clamping surfaces, partictilarly at their working
pa Is and also the work pieces where clamped or conntctcd,
with a continuous layer or film of liquid, such as water, whereby
the metal is protected from the air. ami cannot therefore, coat
with scale from the oxygen of the air combining with tiie

metal, and whereby the metal surfaces in contact and tra\ersed
by cNceedmgly heavy currents are cooled, so as to preserve

their normal conducting power without increasing thereof and,
further, whereby the contact obtained is virtually improved or

made better by the inserting of capillary films of the liquid be-

tween the surfaces almost in contact or separated only by
microscopic spaces.

177. Adjustable Electric Clamp. Herman Lemp,
Lynn, Mass.

This invention relates to improvements in electric welding
and metal wo king apparatus, and particularly to those parts of

the apparatus which supply the work pieces with the heavy
healing electric currents.

I 78. Electric Alarm Clock. Charles Lester, Chicago,

111.

1S4. Electric Coal Mining Machine. Edmund C.

Morgan. Chicago, 111.

iSS. Electric Clamp. E, Rasmussen, Lynn, Mass.

In the commercial operation of electric metal working ap-
paratus it is found t'.iat the metals worked a'e often rougli

and dirty on (heir surfaces and must be used in this condition,

m ordi;r not to increase tlie cost by expensive methods of

preparation pri:v ous to the welding or other operation 'J'he

continual abrasive action of these roii^h snrfacej upon the
conductor terminals or contact blocks causes a rapid ant! un-
equal wearing away of the contact pieces, thus lessening iheir

runducting surface and greitly increasing the power required.
The object of this invention is to providt: means whereby

ihc surfaces of the clamps are protected from ihe abrasive
action of the work pieces and the best of electrical connection
obtained between said clamps and work pieces

206. Electric Alarm Clock. Louis Winterhaider,

Brooklyn, N. V.

221. Insulator. Murray C. Chase, Chicago, 111.

This invention relates to insulators, particularly such as are
adapted to bi- employed for supporting electric radway
trolley wires at the points where they pass about curves.

236. Armature for Dynamo Electric Machines.
Laurence A McCarthy, Brooklyn, N. V.

The object of this inxcntion is (by a combination with the
principles of the Siemens H armature and the drum armature
of Altcncck) to provide an armature for direct current motors
of low resistance, having as little useless wire as possible, and
which, while bcinK electrically ciTiclcnt, will be simple in con-
struction and cm be repaired readily by reinovinK laulty coila

and replacing them with others prcviou'ily prepared

,242. Electric Limp Socket. Horace E. Swift.

Boston. Mass.
Thi^ invention ha* for its object to improve the conBtruction

of hwitclicft for inc.'indci>ccnt electric lamps.

45!i,25^, Spring Jack Commutator for Telephone Switch-

Boards. Louis Alfred Berthon, Paris, France.

This invention relates to imprnvcmcnl^ in cominutatorf* of

th": kind commonly known .11 '"tiprinK-iacks" or "jack-knives,"
and in their Moppcrv or contact pliig^. Such commutators iirc

commonly employed for telephonic cifctiil», cither for metallic
or for simple circuits.

,273. Electric Stop Mechanism, Ernest Bocning.
Vonkcrs, N. V,

The object of thiit improvement is to provide a stop
mechanism whereby a steam engine or a driven shaft may have
it! motion arrested nt nny desired time, cither nutomatlcally
rr Ixfnn a dltunt place

453,

458,

453,

453

Electrode. Waller S. Richards,

Lamps. Nathan M. Garland,

453

453.376. Arc Lamp
Natick, Mass.

This invention relates to carbon electrodes for arc lamps which
arc provided with capillar/ conductors of refractory material
adapted to conduct a liquid hydrocarbon to the arc cr burning
end of the electrode, where said hydrocarbon is converted into
gas, which intensifies and improves the quality of the light.

458,377- System of Electric Propulsion for Vehicles.

Walter S Richards, Natick, Mass.
Claim one reads:

"The combination of a way or road, primary electric coils
disposed in series along said way and connected with a dynamo
or other source of electricity, a vehicle adapted to travel on
said way, propelling mechanism on said vehicle, an electric
motor on said vch'cle for operating the propelling mechanism,
and secondary coils on said vehicle conmcted with said motor
and adapted to be inductively electrified by said primary
coils."

458,386. Electric Arc Limp. Nathan M. Garland. New
Vork, N. V.

Cldim one reads;

"An arc light having its upper carbon provided with a mov-
ab'.e projecting cap or hood of refractory material of substan-
tially <he same interml diameter as the carbon, but shaped to

bear against the coned end thereof and adapted to move in the
direction of the support of the carbon as it burns away.

4=,S,3S7. Electric Arc
New Vork, N. Y.

This invention is directed particularly to arc lights of the
type in which two or more carbons are fed toward each other
in alignment, either by the action of gravity or through the
medium of various forms of well-known devices, the arc being
produced at the juncture of the carbons; and it has for its

object, lirst. an increased length of life of the carbons; second,
the prevention of the combustion thereof through thecombined
effects of atmospheric air; third, the utilization of means which
travel with tne moving carbons as they are consumed for de-
creasing the resistance offered to the electrical current as it

passes through the lamp; fourth, the diffusion of heat created
at the arc, whereby a decrease in the genera! temperature of
the entire lamp and of the space in its immediate vicinity is

effected.

45S 3SS. Electric Arc Lamp. Nathan M. Garland, New
York. N. V.

Claim two reads:

"An arc light having a pairof protecting caps or hoods, one
for each carbon, made of refractory material, in combination
with a conduccing-sleeve attached to one hood, and con-
ductors of heat connecting the sleeve and both hoods to the
frame of the lamp, said hoods be ng united together by one or
more sustaining springs.

453,389. Electric Arc Lamps. Nathan M. Garland.
Boston, Mass.

458,396. Cut-Out. \V.liiam F. Irish, New York, N. V.

4^8,424. Secondary ilatlery. Oraxio Lu^o, New York,
N. Y.

The object of this invention is to produce a secondary bat-
tery in which there will be no chemical action when not in

use, thus conserving the energy of the battery.

458,425. Secondary Battery. Oraxio Lugo, New York,
N. Y.

This invention consists in a relatively electro-positive
metal or substance, and a relatively eleclro-negative metal or
subtance, both coated with a suitable oxide such as oxide of
lead, and placed in a liquid, such as a solution of bora.\ or
ammonia, which will not act primarily upon either, but will

act secondarily upon both Furthermore, in a secondary
electric or so call&d "storage" batiery composed of a
rtlatively positive metal or substance, such as lead, both coated
with oxide of lead, then suitably formed and charged, and
placed in a litpiid, such as a solution of borate of ammonia,
which will not act primarily upon either element, but will act
secondarily upon both,

458,427. Support for Trolley Wires. John II. Palmer,
Boston, Mass.

458,479. Telephone. Eloy Noriega, Mexico, Me.x.

458,486. Electric Gas Lighter. Horace A. Pinkham.
Philadelphia, Pa.

458,489. Electrical Signal and Switch Moving Mechan
icism. Joseph Ramsey, Jr., Edward \V. Harden
and Charles Morris Wilder, Cincinnati, Ohio.

The object of this invention is to provide a device which can
be operated by electricity to move a switch rail, signal, or gate,
and is so constructed that the opening and closing of the
same can be effected by the rotation of the armature of ihc
mo:or employed, and so that the motive force is arrested at
the coni|)leiiun of each movement; that IS, the device will be
locked when the switch, gate or signal has been either opened
or clo'^e.'l, whether the armature is slopped in it.s rol.ilion or
otherwise—and so that by the roiaiion in one direction :i!onc,

the device to be moved is cither opened or closed by the start-

ing of the motor, which is employed as the moving power.

45S 500. Electric Arc Lamp. Hermann W. Sander, St.

Louis, Mo.
'ihis invention has for its object to produce an electric arc

littiii in which Ihc arc will alwa^Fi remain at a given point /ind
not .-^hi t a<i the carbons or penciU arcconHii med; and it further
relates to a lamp in which u 'larger niitount of cnrbon ik avail-
able than with ihc ordinnry form of nrc ligiu.

453.536. Electric Uterine Supporter. ("Jeorge F. Mohn,
Los Angeles, Cal.

453.545- Electric Motor, Charles K. Egan, Columbu':.

Ohio.

453>55i> Insulating Compound.
Maiden, Mass.

James L. Marmaud,
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EuoENE F. FHILiJpa, R^dfent. W. H. BAW-TEE, Tjeo'T and Electridaa.

AMEEICAIT ELECTHICAL WOEKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I,

Manufacturers of Patent Finiahed

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
Magnet Wire, Office nod ADnunciator Wire. Rubber Covered

Wire, Lead Eucascd Wire, Telephone aod
Incandescent Cords.

FARADAY CABLES.
New York Office, 10 Cortlandt Street,

p. C. ACKSBnAN, Aseut.
'

Insulation Giaranteed Wherever Used Aerial. Undergrtiind or Submarine.

m

WANTED.
An elec'rirlan, n.jw i:i r|i;irt;e f.f elerlric Il-iit

ini.', fl'Ttrlc Mlt,'falH .in-J cnt^rnl el^drlf: work on
ft p oinlnent Eaelern raUroud, would like to make
.1 chance. Seven yearn in the elecTir: lightinL'
buBln._'3P. four years Jn Central StntloD man^Ke-
inenl. Thoroueh'y ponti^fl on T.-IL ' o.. West
InchoOBe and fidieon pyetenn and conKlriictlon
'^"'^- Addreee "KASTKRW."

Carp WKiTEttN Ei.PCTiufiA'.

SITUATION WANTED.
Waoled—Ksitlon :iq ?ijp-rinteD'Jf.nt of

eleclric station. SU years" eiperkncc in
iIk; buslofs? as electrician and CD^rlneer,
and In tbe selllrr; of marhlnerj- and In
coostruction -work. Thr; liest of r<;ffcr-

encjs. A-idress " ||. S. K./'
Oire Wf>TEKN Kl.KCMt." M ..

In a letter from (lie In^i-kctur of tli« Boston Fire Underwrlier's Union, under date of Mmch -i',

1S.S6, he Faye: "A Thor'uohly Reliable and Deslrsble Wire in Fve'y Reepect."
The rnblier need In Infiiiiatioe our wlree and cabit-e 1p pppciMlly clif inicaily prepart-ii, and is GuT-

ent^ed to be waterproof ana will rot deterirrair. oxidize or crack urd wi l lemain lle^ible In t^xlteme
cold weather tnd not > ff -icte*! hy hea*. Th« insula'ion is protected from raechantcal Injury by one or
more braid'? and the whole ali.ked wtih Clarke Patent (.Mmpotind, which is water, oil. acid, "an 1 to a
very great exiODt, firo proof. Our insulation will p'ove durable when all others tail We are prep rpd
to fornieh Single ^ tree of all gances and dlameler of iDBiilation for Telegraph, Telephone and El'.-c-

tric Lights from stock. CaMes made to ordpr.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
fit anil C.^i Hampshire ^!)trect. lloston. :iIaFH.

HENHY A. CLAHK, Gen-ral Manager lIRRbEKT H. EUSTIS, Blectrici.-in.

CHICAGO AGENTS; THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO . 320 Dearborn Slrccl.

Wanted Immediately.

Two Draughtsmen well ai.quainlcd with

work of deslgoing clectrl(:il machinery.

Ajiplica'ts should give reference, wages
expccUd, aud an outline In brief of Iheir

experience. Address

ELECTRIC LIGHT,

Care Western Electrici.vn.

Electrical Wood.

ELECTRIC SLATE
Switch-boards a Specialty.

Small saroplee of plain and marbleized frye-

T. J. MURPHY,
Electrical Eich->Dce Bide.

Ro» m "ir.

130 Mliirty Ht ,

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For Klectrieal Pnrposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL& CO,,

ai 8 "Water St.. New Voik.

C
BRASS

ASTINGS.
THE TURNER BRASS WORKS.

•4 LaSalle Avenue, Chlca;;o.

^^"Write U8 for P. ire?.

Tel«>eraph 1

TelephoDP CROSS L ARMS
electric lAfiht \ E

Soctagonal pine and STEEL POLES.
P. H. HOLMES. ''°'""'"°'=°g','.'ei^u?s:Mo.

The Winner of 1890 wril win again in 1891.

Eleventh year.

SOLE .MAKEK<:

LAW TELEPHONE COMPANY.
»5 John St.. SEW YOKK

# The Electrical

Construction Co.

Electrical EnpeeringCo.;
ROOM 603, MOWOW BUILDING, CHICACO.

C. A^ HARTER, Manager. Telephone, 1718.

THE GROGKBSR-TTVHEELBR

ELECTRIC OUTFIT.
MASON'S FAMOUS BATTERIES.

MEDAL AWARDED, American Institute Exhibition, 1S91.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE B.

PERFECTEU MOTORS, james H. MASON, pLT;::., Brooklyn, N,Y,
%'«irY- «ln«v «neefl_ full nniv4>i'_ iterfer't i-Cfrit- [

^ tVery **lo«' speed, full power, perfect rcffU'

latioii. forged flelds let into T»aHe. srielf-oitins:

bearinc:^. Hclf-centering: bearines. all sizes,

both arc and incandescent, for all power
parposes.

AcknciwledRed by the Leading Manufacturing Companies to be

THE MOST PERFECT MOTOR MADE.

Estimates and Plans Furnished for Electric Power Equipment-
Correspondence Invited.

430--432 WEST 14TH ST., NEW YORK.

FOUNDRY.
Ilrass, Itron?:*'. ^^ liito ^Irtal, Aliiminnni-
iironzc ;in<i Special Alloys. C:i--tin;r> fur

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
.V SPKrl.VI.TY

L. BLATZ.
103-107 West Monroe St.,

CHICAGO.
66

JAMES LEFFEL WATER WHEELS
MAGNETIC VANE"
AMMETERS AND VOLTMETERS

Built by THE

JAMES LEFFEL ^ CO.
UPRIGHT AND HORIZONTAL,

FOR

Electric, Mining and Manufacturing

Easy workioR gates. Hi^jb perrontage and ovon
epeud at full Hud part capii.ity. Kinuilly adiiptcd to
lii^'li and Inn- lio.uls*. Lar^o number of sizl'S aud
Btylrs. S-'iid (or descriptive pamphli't to

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
SPRINC^IELD,

OH.O.

ARE THE BEST INSTRUMENTS FOR

^^g^^-;i| Central Stations, Isolated Plants,

Marine Installations, Electric Railways

OR 110 LIBERTY ST..
NEW YORK CITY

ROOT'S Water-tube Boiler.
SAFE. ECONOMICAL. DURABLE-

AN EXCELLENT

CorrcHpondencc Solicited.

Send for lllnHtrated Circalar <35.

Electric Plant Boiler.

\t
1

11

ROOT SECTIONAL SAFETY BOILER,

Electric LlghtComDanics"(
1 Cohniiluis, riuf-iuiKiti,

City, iind n fircal in.iiiv

1 1 lie Ariuiuirton it yinis Kn-
n C I r I ce, K. L; the Lynn Ridt
I e street liv Co, Lynn, Mass , nut! llio

1 1 o on II ton Llectrlc Co , Lynn, Miieei

Abenoroth&RootMfg.Go.,
28 Cliff St , New York.

BK.\NCUK3: lUnrou, I'linndelplilj, Ntw
Orleans, l>alUff, Kocb&MGr, Cincinnati an|l

Cllic«gO>

QUEEW & CO., PHILADELPHIA.

AN EXPENSIVE DELAY
Will Not Occnr If Yon Order Supplies from Ds.

Pnimiit Slii|niiPiiI. Krasniubic i'ricos. hill MiMsnn\ No (h;ir.;:(' fi^r Koxillg or Car(agO.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR
National AJlornating and Direct Current Dynamos, Generators and Transformers:

Packard High Grade Lamps: Eddy Motors:
"Helmet" Weather-proof Wire: ••Helmet" Moisture-proof Wire.

Save time and money by plaelnp your order? with

The Electrical Engineering and Supply Co.,
U.tl HiinkPr.v ll.'t .Inrl.non Nf . 409 IV :illrhlKnii xt.

CHICACO. ST. PAUL. DUbUTH
•SEND COM CATALOCUE AND DISCOUNT SHSET8.
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ESTABLISUED IN 1861.

B. BAGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ILECTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-BRANCH STORE-

2134 Michigan Avenue*

nLBURNligSiCMFGl
'^^ FITCHBURG.MASS,U.S.A.A^

Manufacturers OF DYNAMOS for, LIGHTING,
/ platingandexperimental purposes.

EVERYTHINQ LATEST 0ES15N AND HIBHEST EFFICIENCr

THREE HARVEST EXCURSIONS.
Tbp Borliagton Koute, C, B. & >.*. H. Ii.,wiU

Tim Harvest tiscarsion^. Tues^ais. Aiijrnet 'JStli

and Sei temher l.ilii ami ^JiUh. rroin Clilcago. Peo-
ria, t*iiiDcy and bt Louie to St. Paul, Oinaba, St.

Josepn, Kansss City, Denver, Ilelena, Salt Lnbe
find all other points in the Northwest, Weet and
Southwest. Ila*f8 ve^v low; tickete for sale at

all rompany's ticket cilices !it points on and east
of MtssiaeiDpi River. Many conoeclin':; lin*>s will
e+'U throoiih ticlrets tor these escnrsiene. Jckinire
of lof.^i a'sent for fnll ioformatioD, or address
P. S. Kr^Tr<. Gen I Pees, and Ticket Ast.. Chicago.

Manufacturers of

OCTAGONAL^^ Cedar
TELEPHOHE&£LECmCAL\

RAILWAYFOLES&QldSSARMS

# H.M.LOUD & Sons Uimber(o
dSCODA , NIICH.

EVERYTHING IN

WIRE FUSE STRIPS.

MAMM'ACTl'REl' HV

Tlis Sperrj Electric {lining llac!i''ne Cd,

39lh St. and Slcwarl Ave. CHICAGO.

ELEmENTS OF ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
BY PHIMP ATKINSON, Pli. D,

260 Pases Cloth Bindine, Illustrated, Price SI.eo.
'riii.-> : 'r.

-.3 .'.r. -'.;.:jQTuUon and revision of the popular series ol articles which ran through the
\\>STKKN i-.i-KOKiciAN under the same title. It treats of: Principles of the Dynamo; Alternate
Current TivTiamos; Direct Current Dynamos; Electric Terms and Units; Electric Measurement?;
TheArcI-amp; 'ITie Incandescent Lamp; The Storage Battery; Electric Dtslribution.

Sent, postage prepaid, on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
*\ l<akeAldp ItoilillDS. <'lil4'iii:o.

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

?;ntircly prevents SCALE in Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL&BIERCEMFG.DO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

SYNOVIAL DYNAMO OIL
Second to None. Free from Gum or Acids.

Bs refllferinc cia be ueed continually. Adopted by the Largest E:ectric Plants of the Weet.

Write for Pilcee and Samplea. s. TAUSSIG. Agenl, 45 River St., CHICAGO.

TO AMERICAN

INVENTORS.

Woodtouse & Rawson,

EXITED, Ll>.,

88 Queen Victoria Street,

LONDON, ENC,

^EW YORK OFFICf, 36 WALL ITrtElT.

Are Prepared to Negotiate and

Introduce Inventions of

Merit into Great Britain and all

Parts of the World.

CORRESPONDINCE INVITED.

ALUMINUM
!50 Cents per I'ouiid.

THE COWLES

EleclricSraeltiflg&AliiffliDiiiiiCo,

liOCKPOBT, X, Y.,

Offer Commercially Pare Aluminum at .50

cents per poimd for Ion lots in ingots.

AIi:mlnum sheet, wire and castings at

lowest market f r!ce.

iMumlnum Broi ze, Aluminum Brass,

Siivir Bronzp, Silicon Bronze and Manga-
nese BroDze in ingots and castings. Fcrro

Aluminum for steel and iron castings.

Correspondence solicited.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

POWELL'S PATENT

SIGNAL OILERS
SMIl in t.Vip Van hs Hi© HEST for HICH-GRAOE
ENGINES and DYNAMOS, fit* etu.. fee.!

leatiiM'H pre ve ! \* asie of nil wliicii ileru alone will
more llisii p^iv^ thojr cost In a ehm-t time. HAS
OTHER EXCEPTIONAL POINTS 0»-

LEVER UP-^h'«'S oil (Iroppinff nhile MERIT. Send tur niUibprrlplivPciiculoi-. Adtlr. s3

mflchinery r;:nR. THE WM. POWELL CO.. CINCIN NAM . OHIO.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS^
liitoir.PlireonSf.. Green Point, KRdOUYN, 1 Y.

51.\Nl'FACT0Br OF

Non-Conductive Blocks. Rosettes anr] Bases for Cui-Outs
and Switches: also Insulators. Cleats, Lamp Trim-

mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Our production is a dense body. The g.'aziiigand body
cf onr ware are of eame composition, and are baked
alike, which aro the featiireB of

TICI i: I1AK1> l*OKrKI..AI\.

IH'OH THE
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

ONE DOLLAR.

HALE ELEVATOR CO.,
187 La Salle Street, CHICAGO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

PASSENGER AND FREIGHT

ELECTRIC Hydraulic and Electric
ELEVATOR.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CEE.K*

RRAXI-:i> WAXFIt Wm-IKI^aspanicuUrlyadaptcdio if.Hr uv:,
on account of its remurkablv Htead v motion, hisrh Speed
and fjreat Kflfiricncy, and larerf Capacity, for i'^ diameter,
being ifoiiblc the 1*om *t of mosl wheels of same diam',-ic-r. It b u:/rd by a
number of the leading ';Iectric companies 'Aith great satisfaction. In the cconon-
ical use of water it is without an an equal, produang th'c highest jyj cent, o! ust?
ful effect E^uaranteed.

HKXD FOB CATALO«;iK AXI> PARTICrf^ARS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gcaii arc required,

and it can t)e belted direciiy to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of i2-inch VECXOK

TIj'KBl.lil-^S arranged on a horizontal sh;^ with Cast-Iron Flume. Ehaft
Tubes. End BearinRs for Shaft, and Driving Pulicvs complete, all mounted upcn
a jubsianiial cast-iron l>ed plaie. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every p;»riicular. U'c are now prt.-pared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of iheir use. v/e recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.. - DAYTON. OHIO.

MAKERS OF HICH-CRADECARBONS
FOR ELECTRIC LICHTINC.

ELECTRICAL
BOOKS.

Send For Complete Catalogae.

Electrician Publishing

Company,
6 Lakeside Building, - CHICAGO.

J. C. TEMPLE.
(Fcrmerly of STOUT, MILLS & TEMPLE),

DAYTOSi. OHIO,

KfMic and Mechanical Enpeer
Improvement of Water Powers, Arrancement

of fower Plants, bhsfting, etc., for Electric Power
and Light. CONSTRUCTION SUPERINTENDED.

HARRISON CONVEYOR
FOR HANDLING

GRAIN. COAL, TAN BARK, SEEDS. ETC.
Will convey all kinds of ^raln wlthont toislng.
Will carry two difft^ rent kinds of material in op-

poaite directions at ih-^ same lira'?.

Will convoy One-Hundred and FiftyTone ofCoal
per hour. Made ofWrcu;,'bt Iron and Steel. Send
»or IllastratedCataloi^ne. BORDEN & SELLECK
COMPANY, 48 and 50 Lake St , Chicaoo, Hi.

CEDAR POLSIS.
Railway Ties and Posts-

Wm. S. Tuekeb. Pres. Gko. a. Bell. V. pbbs. J. LKSTEK Wu'
. at-u. ana Ireas

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER ENGINEERING CO.,
Consnltinc and Constructing

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment of Electric Railways. Steam and Electric Plants.

47 Timea Building. Telephone Call. 1009 Cortlandl. NEW YORK.

If In want of Poles. Tie9 and Posts, save monej
by getting my prices.

W. C, STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.

EIST?A "RTiIS^EiJJ X878.
.SOLE .HAM FACTIRKRS OF

FA<"TORV;

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubas, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Ked. Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices

wii.mix«;tox, PKL. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. OKFKE:
14 I»F,V ST_ X. V.

1000 HOURS LIFE.

2000 " "

3000

4000

5000

n ik

a a

a a

WRITE US FOR PRICES AND PARTICULARS.

The Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co, Cliicago, 111.
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C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS.
Electric motors in all standard sizes

for operatiiig elevators, pumps, print-

ing presses and machinery for gen-
eral manufacturing purposes.

Electrical Mining Machinery of all

kinds, Hoists, Tram Cars, etc.

Electric Blowers for ship ventila-
tion. Fan outfits.

Electric plants f jr pumping church
orgaES.
Os^er 10,000 motors in actual oper-

ation.

THE C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.,

Dynamos in all sizes of same de-
sign and dimensions as the standard
motors.
Equipment of mines, factories, ma-

chine shops, office buildings with com-
plete electrical plants for lighting and
power.

New England Office, 63 Oliver St., - BOSTON.

Philadelphia Office, - 38 S. FOURTH ST.

Chicago Office, • PHENIX BLDG.

San Francisco Office; • 35 MARKET ST.

402-404 GREENWICH ST.,

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS1 DYNAMOS.

To Our Friends and Patrons:
To meet the increasing demand for Perret Motors and Dynamos, another increase in our facilities has been necessary,

and to accomplish this we have moved our factory and general office to Springfield, Mass., where we have secured the
property on State Street, formerly known as the Bullard Repeating Arms Works. This properly is one of the finest in
New England, and is coaveaiantly situated for receiving and shipping goods by all the railroad lines centering in
Springfield. With these enlarged and increased facilities, and with a large increase in capital, we shall be able to serve
our customers better than ever.

For the convenience of our patrons in that vicinity, we have established an office, storeroom and workshop at
89 Liberty Street, New York City, in charge of Mr. Robert Watson.

NEW YORK OFFICE,
Respectfully,

89 Liberty Street. THE ELEKTROIM MFC. CO., Springfield, Mass.

ELECTRICAL WORDS, TERMS j PHRASES.
^y EIDTTVIKT J. COXJSTO»r, .A.. TVL.

656 Pages. 397 Illustrations. Cloth Binding
This Dictionary includes close upon 2.500 distinct Words. Terms or Phrases. Each

of the great classes or divisions of electrical Investigation or utilization comes under
careful and exhaustive treatment. For some reasons it deserves rather to be
called an Encyclopedia than a dictionary.

Tlie Scheme of Treatment is as follows:

1st. The words, terms and phrases are Invariably followed by a short, concise

ielinition, giving the sense In which they are correctly employed.

2d. A general statement then follows of the Principles of Electrical Science on

which the definition Is founded.

Price, postage prepaid, to any part of the world, $2.50.
3d. When, from the complexity of the apparatus, or from other considerations,

It has been thought desirable to do so, an Illustration or Diagram of the apparatus Is

given,

4th. To facilitate studv, an elaborate system of Cross References has been adopted
so that it Is as easy to find the definitions as the words, and aliases are readily detected
and traced.

In applying these rules great care has been exercised to secure CLEARNESS, to the
end that while the definitions and explanations shall be SATISFACT(JKY TO THE
EXPERT ELECTRICIAN, they shall also be SIMPLE AND INTELLIGIBLE to
those who have had no training at all In electricity, or are novices In the art.

ZSIaXSCTRICIAN PUBIalSHING CO.,
Q Xj.^:^x]szz>s] :bx7XXjX>zn'o^. cxo.A.ca-0, zxjXjixaoxs.

BAIN ELECTRIC MFC. CO.,

I'JtWHI ' II . I III f 'i

FOREE BAIN, President and Engineer,

47 and 49 S. Jefferson Street, CHICAGO.

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS
1-12 to 500 Horse Power.

Highest Class in Efficiency. Mechanical Design, and General Utility.

Experts in applying Electricity to New t^ses,
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For Drlvlnf; Uyuamos.

The Clinton Cas Light Co., Clinton, Mass., have thor-
t.

oughly tested and have adopted the Evans System of

Driving Dynamos in their new Electric Light Station.

Thousands of Horse Power in use driving Dynamos, and hundreds of sets of Cones
in operation, driving all classes of machinery. Address

THE EVANS FRICTION CONE CO.,
S3 T7^«^tor St., I^OSI'OZ'a', IVE.^.S)S. For VaryiDC Hpft'i].

CHICAGO ZITSI7LATED WIRE COMFAITV,
]vi:.A.3\r'crF.A.C'X''crxi.x:x«.s or-

HIGH GRADE INSULATED WIRES
Ol" ALL DESCRII'XIOIV!-!.

WEATHERPROOF WIRES,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

MACNET WIRES,
INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,

ETC., ETC., ETC.

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS
AND SAMPLES.

Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO., 40-52 N. Clinton St., CHICAGO, ILL.

HOLMja BOOTH &HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.

Underwriters' Cojtper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finisfieil, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire. Flexible Silk, Cotton

tS>^JtJ^Ai^ and Worsted Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work.
Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT KiKi LINE^VJRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

.^.g-ents for fh.e "^7;7-j^SXa:i2;TC3-T01T C.A.I1B01T CO., CarToons for .A-rc IL.igriLtin.g-.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., CHICAGO, I THOS. L. SCOVILL, New York Agent,
Are our Selling Agents, and carry a line of Insulated and Bare Wires of our make.

| 25 Park Place, NEW YORK.

DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS
Afford the Only Reliable and Efficient Means for

ALL NIGHT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

All other devices are crude, expensive and unsatisfactory.

THE BRUSH ELEGTEIG COMPANY
Has established its broad foundation patent for Double Carbon Arc Lamps. No. 219,208, having WOll foiir
distinct infringement suits in the United States Courts, two of them on final hearing, the decisions

being rendered by Judges Gresham, Blodgett, Brown and Ricks.

The public is warned against the use of infringing lamps or any crude substitute for the Brush Invention.

Arc Lighting Apparatus, Electric Motors and Generators,
Alternating Current Apparatus, Incandescent Lighting Machines,

Carbons for Arc Lighting, Etc., Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,
CZ>I-^ICD.
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TH03IAS STrBelS, President. W91. C. IiASIB, !$ecretBry and Treasurer. C. P, HACKIE, <>>ei>eral aianaser. S. t$. BOtiiAItT, General Agent.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE CO.,
45 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Owning the patents of Mosher, Gill, Hatch, Foote, Kintner and Moore for

INDIVIDUAL TELEGRAPH CALL AND CUT-OUT APPARATUS.
OTHER PATENTS PENDING.

The only practical and reliable system of electric se-
lection invented.
Use either Morse Key or Automatic Transmitter.
From every station selected an Automatic Answer Back is

received.

Gong- rings until shut oS by operator.

An-^ offin(> on linp pan hp sclpcted without disturbinff the others and

either called up or cut out. No interference with regular telegraph serv-

ice. No resistance added to main line. Easily applied. Economical.

Convenient. Reliable.

Applicable to arc lights, singly or in groups; fire alarm service; police

telegraph; electric motor circuits; railroad signals, etc.

T!ie puhUc is warned af/aiiist infrin<iing companies and devices.

For terms and other particulars, address as above.

THE WENSTROM CONSOLIDATED DYNAMO & MOTOR CO.,
OF BALTIIYEORE, MD.^

-Ma.M FACTUHERS OF-

Electrical Apparatus.
ELECTRIC 7VYOTORS

OPor- .A.11 "SKToris..

DYNKTV^OS

Special Feature^): High Efliciency. Slow Speed.

For full iuforuKitlon and circulars address

THE WENSTROM CO., Baltimore, Md.

CEORCE W. PAYNE «c CO.,
JIAXlFACTrRERS OF

Vsed in. connection with Braiiliiig Machinery for Electrical Work
7vhere ivire i<ito be covered by Braiders,

The SOLUTION of the PROBLEM of SAFE GUARDING

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherever and for wbatsoeTer purpose employed, is to

be found ia the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.

INTERIOR AND DNDERGRODND

MANUFACTURED BY

TH£ INTERIOR

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,

u/nouc ' 627 to B31 W. 34th St.,WOKKi.
I 526 to B28 W. 36lh St.,

General Offices: 42 Si 44 Broad St„ New York.

Elecrkttl Engineering Co.,
3il) Deariiorii St., Chicago, 111,

Southern Electric Co., Baltimore, Md.
ThoB. Day &, Co., S-^^ Satter St., San Franclaco, Cal.

B. Frank Johnson, Provident Bidg.. Pliiladpilphla. Ha.

BYJAJ SHULT

Warhinrn hriilt ^» hf n rc(|iiirc<| (uHonMc luoor morr <*D4Im,
with ilrop motioriH lo stop Hpin<ll<* h hcii <*n<l UrvnUn, also
whfn bobbin i»« fall.

Works 102 Broad St., PAWTUCKET, R. I.

I^Shultz Belting Co.,

^ ^^>

II' HOIROIIRODORHINGE OlO Sl/Lt ( V/V ^ i fci
I' 1 c ATur Q I \ K\ u nK)n lonn unn u t t T i ij ^^ ^^

*

DlliiiI 'A^r*
LUTHER LINK ANO IRON ROO KELT

Alio ROPETRANSMIbSION SUPlllilOL

V9

YOUR POWER.
YOUR BELTS.
YOUR MONEY.

BY COVERING VOUR PUUEVS WITH

LEATHER PULLEV COVERING,

III'

i tjdiuul
IjUPFACCj OULf
INTERIOR IS

RAWHIDE
,
IHL orjL' PLhrtCT [JCL

W.Ut.NO 5LIPPIN

QH I 0',T MOT

•ilANtllEB . 1 I»>4 Siirniri'THt , IJortton, Miihh
;

. I'Mirl St., Now ^ ork (-'ity.

i li* N, Tliird .St., I'lilluilol|.hl«, !"»
; W W. Monroo HI. Clllciigo.

DtlAPtlEATHER-
PieKER Leather-

I
St. Louis, Mo.
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOULAELY ADAPTED TO LEITOIG

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of its l.Igh efficiency at all ??cagcs of gite, steadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the ojn'itructlon of which makes It the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

Ppun CnR PftTAI nniF Illustrating various styles o( setting

on both vertical and horizonti 1 shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,

STOUT, ]niL,l,S&TEIHPL.E, U f\j t KJtMy \Jm

WILLIAMS AUTOMATIC ENGINE.
For nil purpoaes requiring steady power.

WiLLTAMS Ehoine Workk : No. 447 North Street,

BALTI.MUKE.MD.

FineOffice Furniture
and Folding Beds.

Brass and Wire Work. 2i5WabashAv.

A. H. Andrews & Co., Chicago.

lWOODBURYiN§M
SELF-CONTAINED, AUTOMATIC
HIGH SPEED STEAM ENGINE
for Electric Lighting and
Street Railway Service,

WITH BOILER PLANT COMPLETE
Cat.lloguo Rent on ajiplifation.

STEARNS 1VIFC. CO. ERIE, PA.
BRANCH ' PhiLifU-lplim, !>4'^ IM'exel IJIdt^.

OFFICES "' San ri-:in«is«M>, at) A :U Spe.-irSt.

,^^P^/fl,Lt,

.liStlNQ^;

THE POND SEPARATOR,
The Pond Separator Is guaranteed to relieve the

steam of all entrained water, and return this water
to the boiler, Ihus effecting a large saving In fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

POND EIVGIIVEERIIVG COMPAXV,
ST. LOUIS.

OMAHA.
CHICAGO.

DALLAS.
KANSAS CITY.

SEATTLE.

STEAM PLANTS
I.\'STAL.L,En BV

W. B. PSARSON i£ CO.,
MRCHAIVICAL ENGI^VRRBK AWI> COVTRACTOK8.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDING, - CHICAGO.

A FEW PKOTIIXEXT MISCELL^VXEOLS CSERS
CExccpting Gnvcr7iine7its and Railroads).

Adams Express Company ; Allegheny City Light Plant : Allegheny County
Light Company : Anheuser-Busch Brewing Company ; Arbuckle Brothers ;

Asncroft Manufacturing Company ; E. Balbach & Son : Baldwin Locomotive
"Works ; Bowers Dredging Company ; Brooks Locomotive "Works : Brown &
Sharpe Manufacturing Company : Brush Electric Company of Baltimore ;

Brush Electric Light Company ot Buffalo ; Burlington Electric Street Eailway
Company; Calumet & Hecla Mining Company ; Cambria L:on Company ; Car-
negie, Phipps & Company : Cincinnati Gas Light & Coke Company ; Cose
Brothers & Company ; Crescent Steel Works of Miller, Metcaif & Parkin

:

Cumberland & Presumpscot Mills , Denver Consolidated Electric Company ;

Detroit Dry Dock Company . Detroit Electric Light & Power Company ; Dun-
nell Manufacturing Company ; East End Electric Light Company of Pitts-
burgh : Elgin IVational Watch Company ; Federal Street & Pleasant Valley
Electric Street Railway Company of Pittsburgh and Allegheny ; Forest Paper
Company: Gate City Oil Mills ; Glen Echo Electric Street Rail-way Company
of Washington ; Herkimer Paper Company : Howe, Brown & Company :

Illinois Steel Company ; Lehigh Avenue Passenger Electric Street Railway
Company of Philadelp lia : Lombard, Ayres & Company ; McConwav & Torley
Company ; McKeesport Electric Light Company : Metropolitan Electric Light
Company of London ; Missouri Electric Light & Power Company of St. Louis :

Muncie Pulp & Paper Company; New England Dredging Company: Kew-
ton Paper Company ; G. H. Nichols & Company ; Ohio Paper Company ; Oliver
Oil Company ; Omaha & Council Bluffs Electric Railway Company ; Omaha
Electric Street Railway Company ; Otis Iron & SteeJ Company : Pacific Rolling
Mill Company ; Pencoyd Iron Works ; Pennsylvania Steel Company : Phila-
delphia & Reading Coal and Iron Company ; Pittsburgh Locomotive &. Car
Work; Robert Poole & Son Company : Quaker City Dye Works: St. Charles
Car Works ; Sawyer-Man Electric Company; Schenectady Locomotive Works:
Williams Sellers &. Company: Sherman Oil & Cotton Company: Shoenberger &
Company; Southern Cotton Oil Company : Clans Spreckels' Sugar Refinery:
Tacoma Light & Water Company; Terre Haute Electric Street Railway Com-
pany ; Union Switch & Signal Company: United Electric Li»;ht & Power Com-
pany; Vancouver Electric Street Railway & Light Company: W"ellm;in Iron &
Steel Company; Westinghouse Air Brake Conipanv ; Westinghouse ElectriCiS;
Manufacturing Company ; Wilmington City Electric Street JElailway Com-
pany.

Over 3000 other nsers.

B THE WESTINGHOUSE MACHINE COMPANY.
) PITTSBURGH. PENNA.U.S.OP A.

BEST MAST ARM IN USE More Lamps Trimmed.

No Lamps Broken,

CATALOGUES ON
APPLICATION. STAR IRON TOWER CO.. FORT WAYNE. IND.
SEND FOR New American Electrical Directory, just published; very complete lists. Invaluable for its information of Lighting and Railway Plants.

pOtESCOOLIDGE FUEL & SUPPLY CO.,
RA.ILROAD CROSS TIES ^1 K I PlNt
AND PILING nrTACONAi- ^ ^

C?n^R AND WW • _,.,,,,,,„,„,„„,_ PINS A

Q^Vf^^
J R_ CLARK CO., Minneapolis, Minn.

CROSS ARMS.
PINS AND BRACKET.
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THE PROBLEM SOLVED.

~s
JHt*;

^^-^^"^ ••[^
5'- «^

\^'f. \^ M
CUT OF FACTORY, I890.

TOTAL NUMBER OF LOCAL COMPANIES, JANUARY I, 1891, USING

ARC APPARATUS.
630 Companies,

J

DIRECT INCANDESCENT.
108 Companies,

ALTERNATING.
415 Companies,

87,131 Lamps. 79,905 Lamps. 435,550 Lamps.

The above increase would seem to answer most emphatically in the affirmative.

All purchasers of Electrical Apparatus should thoroughly investigate the acknowledged merits of OUKS
before buying any of the CHEAP SYSTEMS now on the market.

Thomson-IIouslon Electric Company,
WESTERN OFFICE:

148 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

PRINCIPAL OFFICE:

620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
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STREET

GARS

ON ACCOUNT OF

Increase of Business
J^l<nD THIH]

Adoption of Electricity

.

THE

Of Hv^irLrLea-polis, Is/^irLn.,

OFFER FOR SALE THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT:

63 ISfoot Cars, all fitted with Fare Boxes and "Small" Conveyors.
76 Extra "Small" Conveyors for 14 and 16 ft. Cars.
63 Extra "Slawson" Fare Boxes.
12 Steam Motors, 15to 20 Ton.
2 Locomotives and Tenders, 20 and 25 Ton.

21 Passenger Coaches, 26 to 40 ft.

34 Open Passenger Excursion Cars, 34 ft.

8 Flat Cars, 30 ft.

Most of the cars have been in serv-ice only a short time, and all are in first-class condition. We can make changes
or alterations and fit them up to suit, and will sell very cheap. The gauge of any of the cars can be changed to suit

purchaser. Full description and photographs mailed upon application.
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GEORGE CUTTER,
333 "The Rookery. " CHICAGO.

SftFEGUARDS for ®

ELECTRIC LIGHT CIRCUITS.

COUNT THE COST-
One falling Arc Lamp;
One ton of Coal;

One Dynamo burnt out.

THEN JOIN THE WISE USERS OF

Simplex Braided Rubber Wire,

Cutter's Lamp-Supporting Pulley.

For "that new indoor circnit," get Simplex Braided Rnbber Wire.

READ THE FOLLOW
EDISON ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING CO.

or* iBnooxs.x^-s'Kr.

BROOKLYN, August 17, 1891.
THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO., New York.

GENTLEMEN: It might perhaps interest you to know the
success with which the Ward Arc Lamp is meeting in Brooklyn. We
installed, eighteen months ago, two (2) of your lamps and to-day
have 740 connected to our low tension circuits. To show you that
they give satisfaction it is merely necessary to mention that every
day we are replacing high tension lamps and for no apparent reason,
except that the light is steadier and more brilliant, and that the
consumer has control over each pair of lamps.

I think, from the results we are obtaining here, it would be to
the advantage of every station supplying incandescent lights to add
this new and profitable source of income to their system.

Yours truly, W. S. BARSTOW, Gen'l Supt.

K«l»MI»>,(;'l

REMEMimn IVE GUARANTEE "WARD" t,AMI'S TO HE EXACTTjV AH REPRESENTEJ).

THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION ^ SUPPLY CO.. k..h.,ii.„.,m.h,.

PHENIX BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL. TELEPHONE BUILDING, NEW YORK CITY.
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The KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS

u
GENERAL AGENTS FOR

SAFETY'
WIRES, CABLES AND CORDS

For Inside, Underground and Submarine Use.

6i

SAFETY" Fire-Proof House Wire. "ATLAS" Line Wire.

R. B. WATSON & CO., Asts., J. W. MASON, Afft., POST & CO., Asts.,
DETROIT, MICH. 527 Delaware Street, COfCDTNATI, O.

KANSAS CITY, MO

THE PEIMNS ElEtTRIt UMP tO,

LAMPS
to fit any socket.
|any candle power,
any voltage,
'longest life,

high efficiency.

MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

54 and 56 Franklin Street, CHICAGO.
SEND 'FOR CATALOGUE.
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The ELECTRIC RAILWAY CATALOGDE

FRESH FROM THE PRESS!

250 Pages, Handsomely Illustrated.

Crisp, Crackling, Newsy,

BRISTLING WITH IWORMATION.

From the first Fly Leaf to the last Signature, from Introduction

to Finis, the thread of intense Practicability

holds the reader's attention.

NOT A DULL CHAPTER

!

NO MEDIOCRE CHARACTERS!

It should be in the hands of every man interested in the devel-

oping or management of Electric Railways. Send for a
copy, and keep in the vanguard of Progress.

Published by

THE ELECTRICAL S0PPL7 CO.,
Cor. Randolph St. and Michigan Ave.,
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SUIT
For Direct Incandescent

Circuits.

ARC
For Arc Circuits. LA1«IP!
nUlY ARC LAMP IN THE MARKET WHICH BURNS
UllLI ON AN INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT

SINGLY OB TWO IN SERIES.

COMPLETE SUCCESS!
ETerjbiKl} Delighted With It. See Testimonials Nest Weeli.

Convince Yourself
By sending an Order for one Or txro to ns.

Great Western Electric Supply Co.,

201, 203, 205, 207 SO. CANAL STREET,

&&11110LS Agrexxts. CHICiLGrO, ILL.

Special Inducements to Supply-Houses.
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WAYNE ELECTRIC CO.,
MAXUFACTUKERS OF THE

LATTERY INDUCTION AND WOOD ARC SYSTEM
-OIF-

THE MOST PERFECT OF ANY.

For references as to the merits of these systems, inquire of the local companies, the operators, or the customers in

the large cities of this country where these systems are now being used almost exclusively after other systems have been
tried and thrown out— Philadelphia, New Orleans, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Detroit, etc.

WE MAKE ALL STANDARD SIZES OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM,
Also Arc Lamps of Standard Sizes, 2,000 c. p., 1 ,200 c. p. and 800 c. p.

Main Office and Factory, FORT WAYNE, IND.
:^iei..£ljis^g:^ oif'ie'ioiejs.

SEW TORK ll."? Broadway.
CHICAGO 18.5 Dearborn Street.
PHILADELPHIA 907 Filbert Street.
DALLAS, TEXAS McLeod Bailding.

PITTSBURGH, PA 5S3 TVeod Street.
SAX FRANCISCO 35 New Iflontsomery Street.
TORONTO, CANADA 138 King Street, W.
BUFFALO 888 Pearl Street.

BAXTER
IlllWIIf MOTOItS,

SLOW SPEED.
NO INTERMEDIATE GEARING.

Gears Run in Oil.
EXAMINE INTO THE MERITS OF THESE MOTORS

IF A REDUCTION IN REPAIRS IS
WORTHY OF CONSIDERATION.

COMPLETErr EdDIPMENTS.
SLOW
SPEED STATIONARY MOTORS

For ARC a.-tl

Incandescent Circulti.

,vt^'>*n.%.0- EALTIMCRE, MD.

Long Distance Series Ircandesceni lighting
—BY THE—

HEM SYSTEM.

HAS NO EQUAL
in Ihe Economical Subdivisicn of the

ELECTRIC LIGHT.
No Transformers or Other Translating Devices.

We distribute the capacity of our largest dynamo on a
No. 8 wire, ana thus avoid the excessive cost ol conductors
as used for otber methods of distribution.

Awarded gold medal at Paris Exposition, 1889.

Estimates furnished on application for the complete
installfition of plants in any section.

Write for price list of series lamps for use on arc light
circuits. State for what current and syttem.

Correspondence solicited.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT CO,
DREXEL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Soxid for OlroTU-lar.
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"AJAX" The Best

Circuit Breaker

and Only Indestructible Switch.

^//

C, S. VAN NUIS, 136 Liberty Si, New York,

The Minnesota Brush Electric Company

S2% MILES
of Arc, Incandescent and Power Cables

INVESTIGATION PROVEO IT

THE BEST.

o:e- THE

MardllDtopMCalileCo.:
New York, Pittsburgh, Chicago.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
The aclcnoivledgred Standard for durable and hlgrh In-

sulation. Its merits proved by a record or over quarter
of a oentnary. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

CELEBRATED KERITE TAPE FOR INSULATING JOINTS.

Electric Light and Power, ALL SIZES Aerial Use,
Telegraph and Telephone, I ^^nrJ Fnrrt^pH Wirofi Subterranean Use,
Railway and all other

'-^^^ tncasea Wires. submarine Use.
Branches ot Signaling, Concealed Wiring in all Locations.

GEORGE B. PRESCOTT, Jr., 6en. Agt., 16 Dey St., New York.

\Vestern Electric Co., Chicago, 111., Sole Agents for the West.

ALEXANDER, BARNEY ^ CHAPIIM
20 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.

GENERAL ELEGTRIGAL SUPPLIES.

'^^ V/ARREN.OMIO.

A6E.NT5
J.V/.PtALt.

, ^
Central ClectricCo.

chicago. ill.

ELCCTENC6ti£ Supply Co.
ST PAUL. MINH..

GLOWER, HARRIS & CO..
CONTRACTING AND CONSULTING

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.
The L'lrgeet Electrical Snpi.ly HoiiHe ir*st of th9

>n«Bl3sipi>i Kiver.

EverythiDK Klectrlcal

289 ELM STREET. - - DALLAS. TEXAS.

One 3 Horse Power Electric Motor,

ODe 6 Horse Power Electric Motor.
Both Ineicellf-Dt -ondliioD, having

been ua'jd bai little.

ERIE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

RRIF. PA.

WRITE FOR PRICES ON

TROLLEYS, GEARS, BEARINGS

AND GENERAL SUPPLIES.

R. D. Nuttall Company,
Allegheny, Pa. Neiv York.

The 1891 ELEGTRIG MOTOR and BATTERY.
SIMPLE.

ECONOMICAL.

DURABLE.

EFFICIENT.

THE MOST

POPULAR LAMP

IN THE MARKET.

(iA.B.C.

WRITE US

FOR

PRICES

OF ALL GOODS

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY !>»TREET, XEW YORK,

MANUPACTURBRS, IMPORTERS AMI) DEALKUS IN

THE "CHAIMPION'
PrlM, with Rod Zinc, SI. 16 i)er Coll, with Corrugated

Zinc, 51.35 per Cell.

THE TRADE AVILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED

BATTERY.
^|g|.^^.|,g|

Supplies
01 all Descriptions.

Cuirl.l, r.lUfChMD- r.thfln rowrrolr MiH CoT,r Corru^tfld Zinc of Thii

f I'D Battery. ot C)>*rn[>luD llilleiy. jllon Bittery.

Telegraph, Telepboue,

Electric Light and Power
Appliances,

Construction Tools and

Line JIatcrlal.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

For Olficjs, Sick-rooms, R^stauiants,

Jewelers, Dentists, Confectioners,

An.ateur8, and at

ONE-HALF PRICE.
Send for prlc?B and deBCriptive pampblete to

1891 MOTOR- 8 Oliver Street. BOSTON. MASS.
WILLARD L. CAKDEK, („„., „,, ,, „. ,„
H. DUKANT ClIEEVEK, )

Bu^me.s Managers. F. CAZENHVi: JONES,
Manager of FactorlM.

The

Interoaiional OKONITE COMPANY,

i-ON'^
l1l?Aat?MftRK-^

LIMITED.

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES ALDCABLES,
For Aerial. Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

OI<onite Waterproof Tape.
BUAXCHKS: CliiinKo, Host l'liihiiU'l|>lihi. Mliiiii'ai.olis. < iii.'iiiiiitl. K:iii>4>> CII;.

Oiniilia, l.«»uisvill,^, .St. I.oiiitt. 8:111 ri'aiK-ist'o. l^omltMi iiiiil .Sn. AiiitTit-ii,

THE BALL £ WOOD CO.,
OWNERS OF BALL PATENTS AND BDILDERS OF

Improved BAIL Eng;ines.

Office 15 Cortlandt St.. New York.

W, B. PEARSON & CO., Agents, - Home Insorance Boilding,
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LONO )
,'^ LIFE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
SEE WHAT PURCHASERS SAY:

5.^^,

BURLEY HOUSE,

Belle Plalne, Iowa,

Extract of letter from Manitou Electric Co., Manltou Springs, Colo.

UATED AUCiEI^T 23, 1801 :

"We have got T. A; II, Lamps burniog and giving good light that I can figure

up ever 10,000 houre. We have frobably 200 Thomson-Houston Lamps still

burning Ihiit have burned 5 o;jO hours. The lampa were all 1 could ask. Have

tried '.SoDbeam,' 'Edison' and o hir lamps made In Chicago, and the 'Peiklns,'

all of whldi aie no good on earth."

IVIANITOU ELECTRIC CO.,
I!y C. F. TINGLEY, Menpger.

OJi^~f CC<^\jtoi f^^L^tru^ .^i-y^t.^ C-etTC"

^, o^^^-tw^ 8ute'&^(y dr^.^/'^,

^-z/^w ^LomJL Mi^Zd ~ "T^^ a<A^^

B. B. BURLEY,

Prop. BnRLEY Hoti^E,

Belle Plalne, Iowa.

THE IRON MOUNTAIN ELECTRIC CO., Iron Mohnt.un, Michigan,

state that they have lost but 2 lamps In three months, with oae thousand installed.

In the face of these Facts, why do you buy lamps that are

of Short Life, Low Candle Power, and that quickly Blacken?

We make our own lamps and can furnish them at once
From 45 to 116 Volts,

From 6 to 1 50 Candle Power.

VVrlTo for I»i"lo© Xilats.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO
PRINCIPAL OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Avenue, BOSTON, MASS. 148 Michigan Ave,, CHICAGO, ILL.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.

ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Accumulator Co., The xxx
Abendroth & Hoot Mfg. Co..
Alexjmder, TJarney & Chapln I

Amcrleau Electrical Works xv
Andrews &, Co., A. H -xxi

Automatic Swltcli Co xli

Baggot, E xvi

Bain Electric Mfg. Co Iv

Ball Engine Co xxl

Ball & Wood Co., The i

Baxter Electric Motor Co xxx
Bernstein Electric Co x

Blatz.L
Borden & Selleck Co xvii

Braun Illustrating Co xxl

Brownlee & Co xiv

Brookfield, Wm xlv

Brush Electric Co zix

Butler Hard Rubber Co iv

BuxtoD, Geo. B xsiil

0. B. &Q. R. R xvi, xxi

C. &. C. Electric Motor Co. . . xvlii

Card Elec. Motor & DynamoCo
Central Electric Co vii

Chase, M. C xiv

Chicago Electric Mfg. Co xvi

Chicago Electric Motor Co xv
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co x
Clower, Harris & Co i

Chicago Insulated Wire Co... xix

Colburn Electric Mfg. Co xvi
Coolidge. Fuel & Supply Co. .

.

Conaol. Elec. Mfg. Co., The. . . .
—

Cowles Electric Smelting and
Aluminum Co xvi

Crocker-Wheeler Electric Motor
Co vl, XV

Cutter, Geo xsvi
Day's Kerlte Insulation I

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. .xxl
Eastern Electric Cable Co xv
Edison General Electric Co viil

Edison General Electric Co., Cable
and Wire Department Ix

Electric Construction & Sup. Co. xxvi
Electric Merchandise Co Iv

Electric Secret Service Co xx
Electrician Pub. Co xil, xx, xxiil

Elec. Construction Co. , The. .... xv
Electrical Engineering Co xv
Elec. Eng. & Supply Co., The
Electrical Supply Co., The..xxviii
Elektron Mfg. Co xviil

Empire China Works xvi
Erie E'ectrical Supply Co I

Evans Friction Cone Co xix
For Sale xv
Foster, O. A I

Fort Wayne Electric Co xxx
Freeman, Coleman & Co xxiii

Globe Carbon Co xvii

Great Western Elec, S. Co... x, xxix
Greelev& Co., The E. S i

Hale Elevator Co xil

Heisler Electric Light Co x
Hill Clutch Works xxiii

HIne Eliminator Co xlv
Holmes, C. H xv
Holmes, Booth & Haydens. . . xix
Hood, Wm xli

India Rubber *fc Gutta Percha
Insulating Co xxlv

Interior Conduit &InsulatIon Co. x
International Okonlte Co I, vl

Kartavert Mfg. Co xvi
Keller & Degenhardt xiv
Knapp Electrical Works xxvli
Law Telephone Co xv
Leonardo Co., H. Ward xxlv
Leffel & Co.. Jas xv
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co. xvi
McLaughlin. James xv
Manhalten Elec Supply Co xvi
Mason, James H xv
Mather Electric Co xvlli

MUliken Bros Iv

Minneapolis Street Railway Co
Monitor Electric Co xil

Mosher Arc Lamp Co xvi
Munsell & Co., Eugene xv
Murphy T. J xv
N. W. T. H. Elec'ricCo v
National Carbon Co Iv
National Electric Mfg. Co xl
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co...
New Yfirk Insulated Wire Co ix
New York & Ohio Co I

N. W.Elec. Specially Co —
Nuttall Company, R. D i

Ostrander&Co., W. R xvi
Palste. H. T xxv
Page Belting Co xvi
Partrlck & Carter Co xii

Payne & Co., Geo. W
Pearson & Co., W. B xxl
Phoenix Glass Co iv
Pond Englnewrlng Co xxl
Powell (Jo.. The Wm
Queen & Co xv
Rockford Electric Mfg. Co xlv
Sargent & Lundy xv
Sawyer-Man Electric Co xlll

Bchleren & Co. Chas. A xlv

Schoonmaker, A. O xlv

Schuyler Electric Co x
Short Electric Railway Co xiv
Shultz Belling Co xxiii

Sperry Electric Mining IVlacbine

Cc xvi

Standard Underground Cable Co—

I

Standard Paint Co xlv
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co xxlli

Star Iron Tower Co
Stearns MTg. Co xxl
Sterling, W . C xvii

StUwell &BlerceMfg. Co. xvi, xvii

Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co . . . .xvii

Taussig, S
Temple, J. C xvii

Thomson-Houston Elec. Co . II, xxil

Turner Brass Works xv
Union Electric Mfg. Co., The. . xil

Union Electric Works Iv

Union Hardware Co xiv
U. S. Electric Lighting Co... xlll

VanNuls C. S i

Vulcanized Fibre Co xvii

Wanted xiv, xv
Wenstrom Consolidated Dynamo

& Motor Co., The xx
Western Electric Co xx
Westlnghouse Elec andMfgCo..

—

Westinghouse Machine Co xxl
W8stonElfCtrlcalIn8trum'lCo.vl,xiv
Williams Eoglne Works xxl
Woodbrldge & Turner Engineer-
ing Co xvii

Woodhouse & Rawson, Ltd
Worthington, Henry R xlv
AVrigley. Thos xxlli

CLASSIFIED LIST.

AccnmnlatorB.
Accamulator Co., The.
Brush Electric Co.

Alamlnnm.
Cowlee Klec. Smelting »& AJuml-
noni Co.

Fre eman, Coleman & Co.

Annnnciators.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical ConBtractlon Co., The.
Great Wef^tiTO Elec. Supply Co.
Ureelcy & Co.. The H. a.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Oatriinder & Co. W. R.
Parlrlck A Carter Co.
Union Electric WorliB.
Western Electric Co.

Antl-Frlctlon ^elal.
Tarner Brase Worbe.

Arc Lamps.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Brufh Electric Co.
Electric Constrnctlon & Sappiy Co,
Fort Wayne ElectricCo.
MoBher Arc Lamp Co.
N. W. T. II. ElectricCo.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomeon-Honeton Electric Co.
Weatlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Weetern Electric Co,

Batteries.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical aapply Co.,The.
FoBter, O. A.
Law Telephone Co.
Manliatten Elec. Supply Co,
MaeoD, Jae. H.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
weetern Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Law Telephone Co.
Mflnhatteii Elec. Supply Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
t^ueen A Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

Bells, filnctric.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Ofltrander&Co., W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

Bells, niaeneto.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co.. The B. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

BeltlDC
Clilcaen Ilflwliido Mfg. Co.
Evane Friction (.;one Co.
N. Y. Beltint' & Packing Co.
Page Belting Co.
Schleren & Co., Chae. A.
Shoitz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Abendroth & RootMfg. Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Itooks, Klectrical.
Electrician Puhllsblog Co.

Braider Spoolers.
Payne & Co., Geo. W.

Brass Goods.
Blatz, L.

Powell To., The Wm.
Turner Brase Works.

ISarfflar AIiirniH.
Contral Klectric Co.
EkTlrlriil Supply Co., The.
(lr"M W-'6ltTii Kl.'c. Supply Co.
Greeley A Co.Tlio K. b.
Knapp Kloctricsl Works.
Monitor Electric Co,
Oatrsnder ACo., W. R.
Fartrlck & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Wire Insulated.)

Cable. Klectrl*-. (See Wire InBu-
lated ), Copper, Mheet and Bar.
Standard Underground Cable Co,
Wefjtern Electric Co.

Carbons, Points and Flates.
Brush Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
GIot)6 Carbon Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National (Carbon Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

Cars, Klectric Ralln'ay.
Minneapolis St. By. Co.
Kocheeter Railway Co.

Castincs, Brass.
Blatz, L.
Turner Braea Works.

Clntolies, Friction.
Hill Clutch Worke.

Cunstrnction and Repairs.
BalnElectricMfg. Co.
Chicago rtlectrlc Mfg. Co.
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Electric Construction & Supply Co.
Electrical CoDstruction Co., The.
Electrical Engineering Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Leonard & Co., H. Ward-
McLaughlin, Jas.
Temple, J. C.
Union Electric Works.
Weetern Electric Co.

Contractors, RIectrIc Lig^ht,
Knslne Plants and Klectric
Kailn'ayH.
Ball& Wood Co.. The.
Bain Electric Manofacturlng Co.
Urueh Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfe. Co.
f'lower, Harris & Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Engineering Co.. The.
Electrical Keg. Ofc Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co,
Keller &. Degenhardt.
Leonard & Co , 11. Ward.
Mather Electric Co.
McLaughlin, Jas.
N. W. T. H. Electric Co.
Pearsdsi A Co., W. B.
Pond Eniiineerlng Co.
Kockford Electric Manufacturing Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Temple, J. C.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
United States Electric LlghtlnE Co,
Wenstrom Consolidated L)ynamo &
Motor Co.

Weetinghotise Electric & Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.
Williams Engine Works.
Woodbrldge & Turner Eng. Co.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Inenlated Wire Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrlral Supply Co.. The.
Great WcBtern Elec. Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
(.'entral Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
HolmeP, C. H.
Loud. H, M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cnt-onts and Kivltcbes.
Alexander. Barney & Chapln.
Antomatic Switch Co.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
PalBte, H.T.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
Van NulB.C. S.

Western Electric Co.
Uyuamos-
Brush ElectricCo.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
C. & C . Electric Motor Co.
Clower, Harrlj & Co.
Colbnrn Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Engineering Co, The.
Electrical Eul'. k Supply Co.
Fort Wavne Klectric Co.
Heisler Electric Light Co.

'

Mather Electric Co.
National Electric MannfacturlngCo.
N. W. T. H. ElectricCo.
Rockford IClectric Manufacturing Co.
Schuyler Electric CO.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
United States Electric Llchtlng Co.
Wenstrom Consolidated Dynamo Jb

Motor Co.
Weatern ElectricCo.
Weatlnghoupe Electric A Mfg. Co.

Klectrlcnl InHtrnments.
Central El.'ctrlr Co.
CoiiBoli-liitiMl KUm-. Mfg. Co., The
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley Jt Co., The E. S.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Q.neen & Co.
Western Electric Co.
vVenton Blwftrlcal InptrnmantOo.

Klcctrlf*!'! Intelllccnce.
Keller X. Oe-entiardt,
LeonHtd A Co., H , .Ward.

Klectrical Hpcctaltlcs.
Northwestern Gleet. Specialty Co.
Turner BraBH Works.

Klectric ICnilntui'S.
ttdison (ienenil Electric Co.
Leonard & Co., H, Ward.
Sargent A Lnmly.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Honetoti Electric Co.
Wenetrom Conpolldiited Dynamo*
Motor Co.

Wesilngbouee Electric A Mfg. Co.
Wondhrlriee ATurnor Eng. Co.

Rlectrollcrs and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
BftRtrot, K,
Klectrical Supply Co.. The.
TtioiuBon-Uonpton ElectricCo.

Klcvntors, Klectric and Hy-
draulic.
Hale Elevator Co,

Klectro-PIatlns Machines.
Brush Electric Co.
Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.
Edieon General Blecirlc Co.
Thomecm-IiouBion ElectricCo.

En^lncH, Nteam.
Bail EnLdnc Co.
Ball* Wood Co, The.
Pearson & Co., W.B.
Pond Enelneerlng Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Steams Mfg. Co.
Westlnghonse Machine Co.
Williams Engine Co.

Enerav'TS.
Braun Illustrating Co.

Fan Ontflts.
C, & C, Electric Motor Co.
Card Electric Motor & Dynamo Co.
Edieon General ElectricCo,
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Turner Brass Worlia.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrlca) Works,
Partrica & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Friction Cones-
Evans Friction Cone Co.

Gas liiehtine:. Klectric.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western ElectricCo.

General Electrical Nnpplles.
Alexander, Barney & Chapin.
American Electrical Works.
Antomatic Swltxih Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Clower, Barris & Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cutter, Geo.
Electrical Eng. & Snpply Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Conetrnctlon & Supply Co.
Electrical Snpply Co.. The.
Erie Electrical Supply Co.
Great Weetern Elec. Snpply Co.
lireeley &Co.,TheE. B.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Manhatten Elec. Supply Co.
Monitor Electric Co.
Northwestern Electric Specialty Co.
N. W. T. H. ElectricCo.
Ostrander & Co.,W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co,
Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
VanNolB.C. S.

Western Electric Co.
Glass Cotters.
Taussig, S.

Globes and Electrical Glass-
Tvare.
Baggot. E.
PhcEnlx Glass Co.

Hnrd Rnbbcr Goods.
I'utier Hard Rubber Co.
Chae.-, M. C.

Unsnlators and insnlatlnjE
materials.
Alexander, Barney A- Chapln.
Brookfield, Wm.
Central Electric Co.
Chaee. M. C.
Coneolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cutter, Geo.
Kdison General Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great .Veetern Elec- Supply Co.
Interior Conduit & Insolation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg- Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Nuttall, R. D., Company.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Union Electric Mannfacluring Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

Insniated tVlres and Cables.
Magnet Wire-
American Electrical Works.
Ontral Electric Co,
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Day's K<Tlte Insulation.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Electrical Sapplv Co,, The.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
Interior Conduit A Insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insu-
lating Co.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrlck A Carter Co.
Sti»ndard Underground Cable Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
W estern Electric Co.

Joarnnl Itenrinss.
Turner Braes Worke.

linnipH. Incandescent.
Alexander, Barney A Chapln.
Bornptein Electric Co.
Brush ElectricCo.
Central Electric Co.
OlowiT, llarrif A Co.
Kdison General Electric Co.
Klectrical Supply Co., The.
KlertrU;il Kng. ^t Supply Co.
(ireai \\'i'!?tern Elec. Slipplv Co.
Greelev A Co., The B. 3.
Heisler Electric Light Co.
Hood, Wm.
Knspn Electrical Works.
New Tor)* and Olilo Co.
Northwestern Elect. Specialty Co.
Sawver-M*in Hilwxric Oo.
Snntieam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomeon-Hon^tou ElectricCo.
We8l*>rn ElectricCo.

liiibricatorN.
rnwcHCo.,The Wm.

Masnef tVlre.
(See Insulated Wire.)

ncdicnl Batteries.
Pnrirlch A Carter Co.

aiicB.
Mnneell A Co., Eocene.
Schoonmaker, A. O.

ninlne Apparatns, Klectrle.
Bain Electric Mf^'. Co.
Edison GeiMjrai Electric Co.
Thomson-IIoaet/jn iSlMttrlc Co.
Sp-rry KI*;':, Mining Mathir;- Co.
W':8tln:;bonBe Electric A Mrg. Co.Ho tors.
B«in Electric Mfg. Co.
Bru^-h Klectric Co.
Baxter Electric Motor Co.
Card Electric Motor A Dynamo Co
Crockc-rWheeler Electric Motor Co
C. A C. Electric Motor Co.
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Engineering Co.,Tb«j.
Electrical Eng. fi Supply Co.
Elektron Manufaclarine Co.
Erie Electrical Supply Co
Foster, O. A.
Mather Electric Co.
N. W. T. 11. EloctrlcCo.
Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co
Thorn son-BoOSton iiIe«ricCo.
U. 8. Electric Lighting Co,
W'enstrom Consolidated Dynamo A
Motor Co.

Westinghouse Electric A Mfg. Co.Wame Vlates.*
Blalz, L.
Freeman, Coleman A Co.
Turner Bt&b!^ Works.

Onice Fnmitnre.
Andrews A Co., A. H.

Oils.
Taussig, S.

Oil Cnps.
Powell Co.. The Wm.

Patent t^olfcitors.
Woodhouse t Rawson, Ltd.

Pecking:.
Bnitoii. Geo. B.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
CooUdge Fuel A Snpply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Holmes. C.H.
Loud, n. yi. A Sons Lumber Co.
Western ElectricCo.

Poles.
Brownlee A Co.
Central Electric Co,
Coolidge Fuel A Snpply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Engineering Equipment Co.
Holmes, C. H.
Loud, H. M. A Sous Lumber Co.
Mllliken Bros.
Star Iron Tower Co.
Sterling,W. C.

Publishers. Klectrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Posh Buttons.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supplv Co., The.
Knapp Elecfrica'l Works.
Northwestern Elect. Specialty Co
Partrick A Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bailways, Electric.
(See electric railways.)

I^cparators. Hteam.
Bins Eliminator Co.
Pond Engineering Co,

Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

Speaklne Tnt>e8,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander A Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen A Co.

mtcam PnmpH,
Worthintzton. Henry R.

Street Ky. Equipment.
Minneapolis Street Ky. Co.
R-chester Ilailw.'iy Co.

Supplies, Elecirlc Kailnay.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Nuttall. R. D. Co.

Tapes, Insulatlnc
American Electrical Works.
Central ElectricCo.
Chlcii'jo Insulated Wire Co.
Cutter. Geo.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
India Ruober A Gutta Percha In
Bulallng Co.

International Okonlte Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Weetern ElectricCo.

Telegraph Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
ElcctilcAl Supplv Co., The.
Greeley A Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephone**, Kl*»ctric.
Western Electric Co.

Test InHtrunicnf H.
B;iln Electric Mfc Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Cn.,The.
Greeley A Co.. the K. S.

Knapp Electrical Works,
Oneon A Co.
I nion Electric Works.
Western Klectric Co.
Weston Electric*! Instrument Co.

T^ceio Knits.
Wri:Th'V, Thos.

TrnnMrorniers.
Electrical Eni:. .t Supply Co.
National KleotricMannfsctnrlogCo.
St.inlev Klectric M(c. Co.
WePtiii'^hoiipe Electric A Mfg. Co.

Trucks, Klectric Car.
Kdlpon General Klectric Co.
Short Electric Kailway Co.
Sl^phenpen Co,,.Tno.
Thonason-Honston Klectric Co.
Westlnghonec Electric A Mfg. Co.

Turbine "IVheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leffel A Co.. J.<unes.

Stllwell A Blerce Mfg. Co.

Wire. Bare.
American Electrical Worko.
Central Klectric Co.
Klectrical Sopplv Co..The.
Holmes. Booth A Haydens.
Knapp Blectrtcal Work"
Sperry Slec. Mining Machlno Co.
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CLEVELAND, OHIO. CLEVELAND, OHIO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS andBATTERY MATERIAL.

UNION ELECTRIC WORKS,
207 SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

T/ie BEST ELECTRIC JiBLL in the market; Xickel plated Goiit/s:
Double mat/net. Platinum Contacts, side adjustments ivith set

screiv. The simplest a7id most durable Annunciator,
all si::es, for elevat rs, hotels and offlces,

«?«7-n.iTx: !• o n 3E»n.ioEs.
Also Test Inst I'amenta. Siiai'k Colls, Indnction CoSIk and t-ai'lons Standartl

Electric UeTlces for 3Iedical aud Ueclianloal Purposes.

"We will also manufacture articles for Inventors or the Trade. We have skilled Work-
men and do first-class Work.

THE MILLIKEN PATENT POLE
For Electric Street Railways and Electric Light Vfork.

5B LIBERTY STREET,

NEW YORK.
MANUFACTDBED BY

MILLIKEN BROS.

59 DEARBORN STREET,

CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.—Iron 'Work
for Light Stations a Specialty.

WRITE FOK CIKCrL,AK AND CATAL,0«UE.

THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.,
33 ^v^ercor Street, H^TeTxr "^or3^.

POSSESS SUPERIOR ADVANTAGES IN THE MANUFACTURE OF

XIJLRD RXTBBSR GOODS
Esjipciffflt/ in artictes mtajiteti fo flectrieal intlustvies, haviuff obfttinetl thv sol*' riffiif to man u/a ft tire

IIAHO RUUBER under the valuahle rtitents granted to IVJLLIAiW KIEL.

ALL OPEKATION.S OF SAWING, CUTTING, TURNING AND POLISHING OUR NEW STANDARDS OF
SIT p P""T" t? i~\ ir\ A M r\ ^V I 1 R 1 M O ^*^ ^® performed with a larce reduction in the wear and tear of toolB, and considerable saving of labor. Our new standards aren C C< I 5 n kJ lJ r\ i\ LJ W D l XM \JI of a richer black throughout, not subject to change in color, ace tougher and more fleslble, do not become brittle with age, and

have been tested and approved by the leading electrical companiee of the United States. In addition to these advantages, we also offer advantages in prices.

KIEL'S PATENT HARD RUBBER CELLS FOR STORAGE AND PRIMARY BATTERIES
Still remaia the most satisfactory and cheapest in the market, unequaled for strength, durability, insulation and resista)i]ce to acids.

HARD RUBBER GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION MANUFACTURED.
Correspomleiice solicited from all mamifactnrcrs and dealers in electrical

iiiaeliinery and supplies. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

For Sale by THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO.

BAIN ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
FOREE BAIN, President and Engineer.

47 and 49 S. Jefferson Street, CHICAGO.

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS
i-l2 to 500 Horse Power.

Highest Class In Efficiency. Mechanical Design, and General Utility.

Experts in applying Electricity to New Uses.

SEND von €A.TAI.04j;IJ£.

ELECTRIC
RAILWAY
SUPPLIESFor All Systems.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

ELECTRIC MERCHANDISE CO.,
11 .4l>.\.ns STKKET, C]IICA<;0.

"W. B. MASON, General Manager.

IkjrtfJurAOTUF^EI^S

fLECTRKLlGHTTLOBEJ^r-^

the-LarOEST-LiKE-of

5r '729 BROADWAY NY.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE
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?
-GENERAL AGENTS FOR-

ALL PRODUCTS
-o^ tx3:e]-

- HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.
-^OI5-

Northern Wisconsin,
Minnesota,
North Dakota,
South Dakota,
Montana,
Wyoming,
Idaho,

Washington,
Oregon.

403-405 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.
H. M. BYLLESBY,

President.

HOWARD C. LEVIS, B. F. MEEK, Jr.,

V.-P. and Treas. Secy, and Asst. Treas.

GEO. C. DUFFIE, Asst. Secy.

Cor. A and Front Streets, PORTLIND, ORE.

CDF^F^ICZ

H. W. COODE, Manager.

Thompson Block, HELENA, MONT.

H. W. TURNER, Manager.
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RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED TO THE MEMBERS OF THE
FOR ASSOCIATION BADGE. N. E. L. ASS., U. S. A.

LIMITED.INTERNATIflN«L QKONITE COMPANY,
13 PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

Largest Manufacturers of Insulated Wires and Gables in the World,

CROCKER-WHEELER
Perfected Motors.

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED.

430-432 West 14th Street,
NEW YORK CITY.

The Standard Voltmeter.
The Standard Ammeter.

WESTON'S PORTABLE DIRECT -READING VOLTMETER,

Weston's Portable Direct Reading Ammeters and Mil-Ammeters.

TltfA*: lD.HLrurnf:nI.H ai*: th,: rti'M &':';uraU;, rcilal^l*; find wtnfiilive porLablc ijiBtrnmcntH ever ollercij. A large variety of rangcH
to meet the rf.-'|iilrementa of all klnrk of work.

SP:XJD T^f)}{ ir.r.TTSTI^ATKD OATAL,OQni<;.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY,
Office and Factory, 114 & 116 WILLIAM STREET, NEWARK, N. J.
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OUR ST. LOUIS BRANCH.

vLON/^

OUR KANSAS CITY BRANCH.

nLOW/x

TRAD^ MARK.

Southern Electrical Supply Company,
823 LOCUST ST., ST. LOUIS.. MO.

GATE CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY,
522 DELAWARE ST., KANSAS CITY, MO.

YOU CAN'T AFFORD
TO BUY YOUR

Weather-proof Wire, Underwriters' Wire,

Moisture-proof Wire,

Insulating Tape, Rubber Tubing,

Sockets, Lamp Cords, Switches, Cut-outs,

Branch Blocks,

Without getting our prices and letting us show you our samples.

Central Electric Company
116 AND 118 FRAMLIN STREET, CHICAGO.

CONNECTED BY PRIVATE WIRE WITH POSTAL TELEGRAPH-CABLE COMPANYS SYSTEM.

?

OUR DENVER BRANCH.

4-0 N/;.

OUR OMAHA BRANCH.

vlOIV/^

THAD E MAR Ki Tr;A:r ^A:^I•c.

Electric Power and Transmission Co.,

1722 Lawrence St., DENVER, COLO.

Western Electrical Supply Company,
418 S. 13lh St.. OMAHA. NEB.
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Edison

General

Electric Co.

SDISOIff BUILDIAIG,

BROAD STREET,

NEW YORK.

Announcement

!

WE ARE NOW FURNISHING

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
Of any Voltage to Fit any Socket.

ARC LIGHTING SYSTEM,
Embracing many New and Valuable Features, Notably Lamps that

will Burn 7 or 14 Hours.

SLOW SPEED MOTORS,
From 1-12 to 1-2 Horse-Power. Most Economical and Reliable Small Motor

Manufactured.

MOTORS,
Of any Capacity, from 1-2 to 210 Horse-Power. Highest Efficiency, Lowest Price.

FIXTURES, ELECTRIC AND COMBINATION GAS,
Being the most Complete and Artistic Line now on the Market.

WIRE AND CABLES,
Including the Famous Cables of Siemens & Halske, of Berlin.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS,
Both Single and Double Reduction Motors.

ELECTRIC MINING APPLIANCES.
Percussion Drill, Diamond Drills, Locomotives, Hoists,

Pumps, Fans and Coal Cutters.

GENERAL SUPPLIES,
Carried in Stock at Each District GfTice.

DISTRICT OFFICES.

CANADIAN DISTRICT:

Edison Building, Toronto. Can.

CENTRAL DISTRICT:

173-175 Adams St , Chicago. Ml.

EASTERN DISTRICT:

Edison Building, Broad St.. New York.

NEW ENGLAND DISTRICT:

25 Otis Street. Boston, Mass.

PACIFIC C0A5T tlSTfllCT:

Edison Building. 112 Bush St., San Francisco,

Cal.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST DISTRICT:

Floishnor Building, Portland, Ore.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DISTRICT:

Masonic Building, Denver. Colo.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT:

10 Decatur SI , A'lanta, Ga.
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CUT-OUTS,
JOINTS,

DISTRIBUTING

ETC., ETC.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

THE ITEW
SflFE-DUGT

gomp£.i:te mbthod

WIRIItfG FOR ALIa

ELECTRIC LIGHTING SYSTEMS.

"VULCA"

ELECTRICAL WIRE DUCTS.

THE NATION'S GHOIGi:.

Grimshaw White Core Wire,
B. D, WIRE, TAPES AND COMPOUNDS.

ALL SUPPLY STORES KEEP THEM.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE GO.
P

T8-80-82 Franklin Street, CHICAGO,
MAIN OFFICE: 649-651 Broadway, New York. GEO. H. MEEKER, Western Manager.

Submarine.

Telegraph,

Dnderground,

Telephone,

Interior,

Electric Ligit.

Schcuectiuly A\'orks. Kdisoii Gciinal i;U'tliic (oinriiiij .

Manufactured under Authority of SIEMENS & HALSKE,
^^ BY-

The Edison General Electric Company,
Estimates Furnished on Application.

AT THEIR SCHK\ECTAI>V WORKS.

Address, Cable and Wire Department, Edison General Electric Company,
KUI8OX RIIII.DIKO. KRUAD STRKKT. >K«' YORK, or Nearest Wistriot Office.

3DISTHIOT? OITT-IOEIS:
Canadian 1>iHtrirt: Killnnn Biilldlne, Toronto, 4'au.
flVntrul ItiHtrIrt: I7:t-171> AdnmN »t , <'hlrnKO.
RkHtern l>lMfrl<<t: KdiHoti llulldine, Itrond Hi.. IVew Vork.New Kuslaud District: •£'» otla m., Hoston, Haas.

I'aoinr Conifit DiKtrirl: KdiNOn Hnlldine. IIU Hnsli 8t . Ban Francisco. Cal.
Parinc Woi-lliwcBt I>iNlrict: KIclBclinpr Building. I'orlland. Ore.
Kocliy Motintnin niotrict: Masonic Bnlldlne. Ocnvcr. Colo-
Hootlieru Uigtrlct: 10 Uecatnr (lit . Atlanta, tia.
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^AT A I rt^^l IF6 ^ l^o- 23. Electric Railway Supplies,WM I /\L.WUiWbW] No. 24, Electric Lighting Supplies,

JUST OUT. SEND IN YOUR APPLICATION.

GREAT VTESSTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
201-207 So. Canal Street. CHICAGO, U. S. A.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO,

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
—FOE

—

ARC LIGHT GIRGUiTS.

SIIIPI.E. RELIABIiE. DURABLE.

The only safe soctet for series lamps, and the only

socket having insulating material for the outside

parts. Send for Illastrated Catalogue.

620 ATLANTIC AVENUE,

The SOLUTION of the PROBLEM of SAFE GUARDING

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherever and for wh>il?oever purpose emplny^d, leto

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.

INTERIOR AND UNDERGROUND

coi^iD-criTS
MANITFACTUBED BT

THE INTERIOR

GONDUIT AND INSULATION GO.,

uunUKC ' 527 to 631 W. 34th St.,WUHK4.
|- 526 to 528 W. 36th St.,

General Offices; il&U Broad St. , New York,

ElecTical Engineering Co.,
3:iODearDorn St., Chicago, III.

S-ulhern Electric Co., Baltimore, Md.
Tlios. Day & Co., 220 Sutter St., San FranctBCo, Cal.

B. Frank Johnson, Provident Bldg., Phlladelpnla. I'a.

GREATEST ADHESIVE QUALITIES. A NON-CONDUCTOR OF ELECTRICITY. CAUSES LESS FRICTION THAN ANY OTHER BELT.

Ravrhide Pinions for Electric Motors a Specialty.
LACE LEATHER ROPE AND OTHER RAWHIDES. GOODS OF ALL KINDS BY KhUEGER'S PATENT.

This Biltlng and Lace Lpatber is no*^ affectpd liy steam or dampDess; never becomes hard; Is stroc'ier, more durable and ihe most economical Belt'ng msde.
The Rawhide Ki»|)e for Roniiil ISeltiiig TrnnsiniwNion is snperior to all others.

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MFG. CO.,
75 Ohio Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Tlip Only Manntaftiivers in the Country.

THE SCHUYLER
-S'Y'STE!!^ OIF-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FEATURES;

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

mSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

Long Distance Series Incandescent Lighting

-15Y THE-

HEEiRSYSTEM.
HAS NO EQUAL

In the Economical Subdivision of the

ELECTRIC LIGHT.
No Transformers or Other Translating Devices.

We distribute the capacity of our largest dynamo on a
No. 8 wire, and thus avoid the excessive cost ot conductors
as us9d for other methods of distribution.

Awarded gold medal at Paris Exposition, 1889.

Estimates furnished on application for the complete
installation of plants in any section.

Write for price list of series lamps for use on arc light
circuits. State for what current and system.

Correspondence solicited.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT CO,
DREXEL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Sorad for- Olrovilar.
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THE NATIONAL TRANSFORMER SYSTEM
OF IIMCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

Florence, S. C, August 19, 1891.

NATIONAL ELECTRIG MFG. GO., Eau Glairc, Wis.:
GENTLEMEN:—I write this to tell you of the wonderful performance of our Alternating

Dynamo, which is a 750 lighter of your manufacture. Last night, while at supper, a cross
got on our mains by their sagging on to a telegraph wire, and my engineer,who is a new man,
ran the dynamo with the ampere meter needle clear on the end of the scale, which is about 80
amperes, or equivalent to approximately 1,600 lamps. It ran that way until it chocked down
a 100 H. P. engine with 110 pounds steam, and then he sent for me. Strange to relate, the
machine was not damaged a particle. The excessive current had melted all of the 4 fuses on
the board, but the engineer had put in new ones and heavier ones, and had started up again.
I consider that we have the only dynamo on earth that would stand svich a strain and not be
injured. I shall of course see to it, that a thing of this kind does not happer again.

[Signed] A. A. FORMAN, Supt. Florence Impvt. & Mfg. Co.

THIS IS

THE

THAT

WE BDILD.
Self-Contained Alternator. Canaoity 1,000 1 6 C. P. Lamps.

SBND FOR CIRCULARS AND PRICBS.

COMPLETE

CENTRAL STATION EQUIPMENTS
F(JR

LIGHT OR POWER
DISTICIBirTIOni.

OOE APPARATUS IS OP THE

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
MECHANICALLY AND ELECTRICALLY,

\Vi; r.tTAU.VNTlOK ITS OI'Klt.VTIOX AND
PROTECT OUR CUSTOMERS.

COMPLETE

DIRECT CURRENT SYSTEM
FOR •

Lia-HOTIITa-.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO., Eaii Claire. Wis.
O-iEIO. IB. SI3:.A.X'\7", GVen'l AOiArLAsex*,

AO-EISTTS

NEW YORK, N. Y.,
BUFFALO, N. Y.,
CINCINNATI, O.,
WASHINGTON, D. C,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

LINCOLN, NEB.,
SEATTLE, WASH.,

National Electric M(g. & Const. Co., Elect. Exclig. BIdg.

Little. McDonald & Co., 141 East Seneca St.

W. N. Gray. I 2 Chamber of Commerce.

L. N. Cox, 16 Fifth St., S. E.

C. M. Blanchard. Girard Building.

tincoln Electrical Mlg. & Supply Co.

- Chas. H. Baker & Co.

ST. PAUL, MINN., - -

DETROIT, MICH., - -

DENVER, COLO.,
WINNIPEG. MAN.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.,
KANSAS CITY, MO.,
DULUTH, MINN.,

The Electrical Engineering & Supply Co.

Commercial Electric Co.

The Mountain Electric Co.

Simpson- Davis Electrical Construction Co.

National Electric Development Co-

Thomas Wolfe. 515 Main St.

Tho Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
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"ft] THE FACT that COMPETITORS are IMITATING our

SOCKET is PROOF ENOUGHfor

ANYONE that it is the

BEST SOCKET ON THE MARKET.

THE UNION ELECTRIC MFG. CO., BRIOGEPORT, CONN.

NEW YORK: Alexander Barney & Chapin. BOSTON: The Eattern Electrical Supply Co.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS IN THE WESTFOR EI.ECXRICJLL 300I^S.
SEND FOR OUR COMPLETE CATALOGUE.

Slectrician Publishing Co., 6 I^akeside Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Electrical

Supplies
OF ALL Kl

Honse Goods

A SPECIALTY.

C> ^^\^
Send us

Your

Business Card

'.^*^o^«>^ ,x^^y/^ and get our Catalogue

^ <xO^ ^1^^ and Trade Discount Sheet.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

THE "JEWEL"
,#5^1^%, Incandescent Lamp,

•ir ^V >'A * Any Voltage.

Any Socket.

Dynamo Regulators and Rheostats
Of all descriptions in slock and manulactured to order for any special work.

MOTOR SWITCHES,
Both Hand and Automatic, of Superior Design

and Construction.
Entire attention devoted to tlie manufacture and -wiring of Rtieostats.

AUTOMATIG^WITGH COMPANY,
SOLE MANDFACTURERS OP THE

Whittingham Automatic Switch,
No. 8 Keyser Building,

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST.

Tlie Best Lamp in tlie Marlset.

Any Candle Power.

X>Xl.XOZlB!
ICC. P, Less tlian 100 lots, 55 Cents.

100 to 1000 " 50 "

Send for Sample Order.

WM. HOOD , Gen'l Agt.. 239 LaSalle St., CHICAGO.

OTIS

MOWTOR
WOOD BOX

ARE THE BEST.

Polished Case, Nickel Plated
. Trimmings, Heavy Magnets,

Quick Strolce, Clear Ring.

Write (tor i^iiotationa to .

C. A. HARMOONT, M'gr,

MONITOR ELECTRIC CQIIIIPANY

149 Wabash Av.^ CHICAGO, ILL.

Western Agents Alfred F. Moore's Wires and Cables.

HALE ELEVATOR CO.,
187 LaSalle Street, CHICAGO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

PASSENGER AND FREIGHT

ELECTRIC Hydraulic and Eleetrie
ELEVATOR.
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THE United States Electric Lighting Co.,

(THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Lessees.;

ARC AND INCANDESCENT ISOLATED ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS.

MtDitic DfiiDS - Perlfict km
More than 1000 Plants in operation in Factories, Hotels,

Office Buildings, Theaters, Etc.

MOTORS- GENERATORS
Direct Current GENERATORS and MOTORS for all purposes,

1-8 H. P. up to any power required, and at any
required E. M. F.

Superior in Design and Workmansliip, and Dneqnaled in Efflcieccy.

Send for New U. S. Catalogues on Incandescent Lighting and Motors.

GENERAL OFFICES: EQUITABLE BUILDING, - - 120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

CUT-OUTS,
Single Light, Main and Branch,

OF SUPERIOR PORCELAIN,
With all Connections Under Cover.

s
AW
Y
E
R

M
A
N

LAMPS-ANY
c P

VOLTAGE
BASE.

HIGH QUALITY LAMPS FOR EDISON CIRCUITS.

See Catalogue of Aug. 1 , 1890.

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC COu
620 Atlantic Avenue,

BOSTON, MASS.
5 10-534 W. 23d Street,

NEW YORK.
217 LaSalle Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANITFACTUEED ET

WM. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

Eockforil Eleslric Mf;. Co.,

KOCH.FO»l>, ILL..

Manufactarere of

MOTORS,
(Stationary and Railway).

ncandescent Dynamos

and Generators
(M.'iYO SYSTEM).

Specially adapted to Isolated
Plants. Ateolutely self-iejulat-
ing and reliable. The Motors
are the most efficient now in the
market. Agents wanted in un-
occupied territory-

K\'OM' «'HAT VOl"RE KKTTIXJ!

HINE'S ELIMINATOR,
Extracts Oil from Exhaust. Separates Water from Live Steam,

In a test of the beat known "Separators" recently made at Cornell Univereity
this ELIUIINATOR demonstrated percentages of etliriency over ALL competitors
rangine from 11 to 59 per cent. The fntl report of test with drawings, eic, sent
free. Address

HINE ELIMINATOR CO.,
lOG Liberty Street, ^:E3XV "VOU.^-

That the Western Electrician enjnys ihe distinction of havln» been
selected by one of the shrewdeal of advertleerg as the medium
for carrying the largest advertisement ever placed In an electrical
jonrnal. This tells its own story, and points its own moral.REMEMBER

PATENT
pERFORATEo

Runs more Slack than
llnperforated Belts, hence
adapted to aneven power
of Electric Rallway»« and

iMfhfR BEtt I N G ^^-^ Electric Power in Gen-
eral.

CHAS. A. SCHIEREN & CO.,
rATENTEEB AND BOLE aiANUFACTL'RERR,

Also New York. Iloston, i

I>I>iliUleliiIil,a.
1

46 SOUTH CANAL ST., CHICAGO. ILL.

THE WESTON STANDARD

Voltnieters and Ammeters.
These instruments are the most

accurate, reliable and sensitive port-

able instruments ever offered. A
large variety of ranges to meet the

requirements of all kinds of work.

Send for lllnstrateft Gatalofne,

ADDRESS

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO,
1 14 & 116 William street, Newark, N.J.

BOSTON.
PHILADELPHIA. Chicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.

ST. LOUIS.
ST. PAUL.

SITUATION WANTED.
Wanted—Position as superintendent of

electric station. Six years' experience in

the husiness a** electrician and engineer,
and in the selling of machinery and In

constrnction worls. The best of refer-

ences. Address " H. S. E.,"
Care Western ELECTRicrAN.

For all Electric Insulating

Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the market.MICA I SELL NO OTHER.

Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St.. NEW YORK.

E. E, KEI.LEK F K. DEi .ENII.\RI)T

I
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS,

542 ROOKERY BDILDING, - CHICAGO, ILL,

th:e ohl'.^'

mm of iimm \mimm
IN THE WORLDS FAIR CITY.m CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL.

Tf you are in want of poles of any kind, it would, pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

BROWNLEE & CO., "mTh"'

roHA
A^
GOODS

CallAND SEE ME
Call by telephon e.

£0001

ATTENTION,
STREET RAILWAY MANAGERS.

The Jamestown (N. Y.) Street Railway Co. report

that the total time lost by 10 cars from June 10th to

August 29th (11 weeks) was two (3) car d«ys.

Short System.

THE SHORT ILEGTRIC RAILWAY CO.,

CLEVELAND, O.

PUSH-BDTTON

SHELLS.
TORRINGTON, CONN.,

AND —
95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

P:B
Armature Varnish,
Insulating Compounds,
Insulating Tapes,
Insulating Papers.

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,
HOI/K .1IA.\'i:KA<:TIIItF.KH,

2 Liberty Street, NEW YORK.
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World's Fair at Night.
A short time ago mention was made in the ^VESTERN

Klectriciax of the model representing the grounds and

buildings of the World's Fair, which had just been opened

for exhibition in the Exposition building on the Lake

Front, Chicago. The chief attraction of this model lies

in its illumination by the electric light, l^pon entering

the building, the spectator finds himself on a platform

raised only a few feet above the miniature park which lies

stretched out before him. The model represents the

buildings and grounds on the scale of one inch to eight

feet The structures represented are the machinery, agri-

culture, administration, electricity, mines, transportation,

manufactures and liberal arts, government, horticulture,

fisheries, the Illinois state and the women's buildings.

of tiny electric lamps. Hundreds of miniature street

lamps also illumine the grounds and cast their reflection

into the miniature lagoons. The model at this point will

give the spectator a very good idea of the appearance of

the World's Fair as viewed from some lofty point at

night. The accompanying illustration will give the reader

some idea of the appearance as just described. A spacious

grotto affords the spectator a pleasant place of rest when

weary of viewing the model. Some interesting spectacular

effects produced by the electric light, as arranged by M. J.

Steffens, may here be seen. The electrical work on the

model was done by the Electrical Construction company of

Chicago.

All visitors are enthusiastic over the electric lighting

effects. The soft glow of hundreds of tiny incandescent

16 feet wide, the eagle, flag, cannon, etc, being vividly

brought out by a mass of electric lights. The words

"Hail, Victorious Army,'' were shown in letters seven feet

high, 600 16 candle power lamps being required for this

alone. In addition the G. A. R. monogram was shown in

i2-foot letters, red, white and blue lights beingused. This

was visible, it is said, for ten miles down the Detroit river.

There was also an anchor, representing the na%*y, and a

horse's head, standing for the cavalry. These took about

100 lights each. All told, the display was undoubtedly

the most elaborate of the kind ever shown in the state. It

excited the greatest enthusiasm among the visitors and

citizens, and it was generally conceded that the electrical

decorations far exceeded in brilliancy and effect the $6,000

pyrotechnic display made on the river. In all, nearly

These are shown as they will appear when completed, and

are placed correctly in their relative positions. The

lagoons, grounds and a portion of Lake Michigan

complete the model, which covers an area of about 3,000

square feet.

The view from the first platform represents the Fair as

it would appear at an elevation of 300 feet, the second at

an elevation of 500 feet, the one above at a height of Soo

feet and the highest at an elevation of 1,050 feet. In the

ceiling of the room are placed a number of electric lamps

arranged in rows, their light being concentrated directly on

the model by means of redectors. These lights give the

effect of daylight. Gradually the lights are turned down.

A powerful calcium light is next thrown upon the model

The effect is quite beautiful. Colored glasses arc passed

before the calcium, revealing the buildings and grounds

under varied tints. But it is not until the lights in the

ceiling and the calcium are completely turned off and the

effect of night is obtained that the scene attains a com-

pletely realistic aspect. Suddenly the interiors of the

darkened buildings are flooded with light from thousands
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lamps makes the buildings fairly luminous when the current

is turned on and the roof lights are extinguished. The

result is very pleasing and is intensilied by the sparks of

light lining the water front and scattered about the

grounds, representing street lamps. The whole electrical

installation is capitally managed. Current is furnished

from the Edison station on Adams street.

Electrical Decorations at Detroit.
On the occasion of the recent national encampment of

the Grand Army of the Republic at Detroit much attention

was attracted by the elaborate electric light decorations on

the city hall. The idea originated with Comptroller Peter

Rush of Detroit, who, with Mayor Pingree and Alderman

Amos, constituted the committee on decorations. Bids for

the work were invited, and the designs of J. J. McKenna
of the I'^lectrical Equipment company were accepted.

The work of preparation was completed in six days,

about thirty men being kept busy day and night. Nearly

a ton of copper wire was used. The badge, which was

the principal feature of the design, was 4S feel high and

2.000 lights were used. The area surrounding the city

hail was lighted up so brightly that the glow was visible,

it is said, for a distance of five miles in ever)' direction.

Current was furnished from the Edison station.

J. J. McKenna and A. S. Hatch, of the Electrical

Equipment company, had direct supcr\'ision of the work.

Electricity at the World's Fair.

Meetings of the committee on electricity are now held

regulariy, and much routine business is being transacted.

.\t the meeting held last week Thursday at Chief Burn-

hara's oftice several outside electricians were invited to

meet the committee. -Vfter the meeting it was staled.

however, that no definite action had been taken of specia'

imj-ortance.

An important appointment recently confirmed by the

board of directors is that of L. W. Robinson, chief of the

department of machiner)-. This department will be inti-

mately associated with the department of electricity, and

the members of the electrical fraternity will be interested

in the statement that the new chief is a man of liberal and
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progressive views, well up in the applications of electrici-

ty. jMr. Robinson is a native of Philadelphia, and served

with distinction in the war. His chief recommendation

for the position he is to assume is his management of the

great machinery exhibit at the Centennial Exhibition in

i9."i', 11^ h j^ been at work during the last three years

METHOD OF SUSPENDING ARC LAMPS IN THE STREETS
OF MONTREAL.

aiding in the construction of the new cruisers, being de-

tailed for duty principally at Cramp's shipyards. At pres-

ent he is engaged in conducting an examination of candi-

dates for promotion in the naval service. When this is

finished, which will be in a few days, he will seek leave of

absence from the Navy Department to consult with the

managers of the World's Fair.

The project of sending a representative of the electrical

department to Europe seems to meet general approval.

The necessity of prompt action in this matter will at once

be recognized by all who have followed the tone of the for-

eign technical papers. There is a lack of enthusiasm which

shows that unless something is done at once little may be

expected of the foreign electrical concerns. The London
£l€clrician of Aug. 14th devotes its leading editorial to

this subject. Following is an abstract:

The decision of the English Government to lend oflicia!

support by voting a grant of ^^25,000 and by the appoint-

ment of the Council of the Society of Arts as a royal

commission, and the recent arrival of the exhibition com
missioners in this country, warn us that those connected
with the industries of Great Britain will shortly be called

upon to make up their minds whether or not these indus-

tries shall be worthily represented in 1893 at the Chicago
exhibition. The American de'egates, it must be admitted,

have displayed during their brief stay on our shores the en-

ergy and push for which their nation is so justly famed.
They have indefatigably inter\"iewed and been inter\'icwed,

dined and been dined. No one in the remotest degree

likely to contribute to the success of the exhibition, from
the Qneen. Lord Salisbury and the secretary of state for

India, down to the iord mayor and the London Chamber
of Commerce, has escaped their eagle eye; and at the pres-

ent moment the same process of buttonholing is being vig-

orously carried out on the continent. It is needless to say
thattbp delegates have evcrywhers been cordially greeted,

and have received profuse promises of official support. The
present inhabitants of the United Stales are proverbially

smart, but it must tax this gift somewhat severely to mus-
ter op a valid reason, either sentimental or based on mere
business considerations, why English traders, as a body.
shoold take any enthusiastic interest in the proposed
World's Fair,

It is to be doubted whether the anniversary of Colum-
bus' arrival in the West Indies is a suffidently powerful

lever to move P-ngHshmcn, with their "inborn conserva-

tism." to dispatch goods several thou<tnnds of miles across

land and water, to encounter, on their arrival, the chilly

blast of the McKinlc>' tariff. Three inducements are nec-

essary to insure their presence—namely, self-interest, prox-

imity and a spark of enthusiasm ; and it is these very desid-

erata that are conopinions by their absence.

Wcmc^-ti-: . 'he arguments for holding aloof

from the t ''• may be when applied to the in-

dastries of ; , whole, they apply with redoubled

force to the electrical industry. While no good Englishman
can be got to admit for one moment that American elec-

trical engineers turn our such efiicient plants as wedo, there
is no gainsaying the fact that they turn out considerably
more. Until a few years ago the English electrical engi-
neer spent his enforced leisure in bringing dynamo and
engine design to a science. Meanwhile, across the ocean,
there was an immediate and large demand; dynamos had
to be construcled somehow, and were generallyconstructed
anyhow. Just at the time when we were celebrating the
passing of chat act of reparation known to lawyers as the
Electric Lighting Act (1SS2) Amendment, our American
friends, having solved the problem of electric lighting
after their kind, were turning their energies to electric

traction, in which branch of applied electricity there seems
to be every chance of history repeating itself. The net re-

sult is that the Americans have evolved, under the condi-
tions peculiar to them, several systems which meet the
exigencies of trans-atlantic work; and they can now get
along very well to their own satisfaction without us. Even
if free trade prevailed between the two countries we doubt
whether the United States would offer a very favorable
market to English electrical apparatus, and with a prohibi-
tory tariff in fuil swing, the attempt to force a market by
dint of superior quality is hopeless. In Germany electric

lighting is fairly prosperous and progressive, import duties,

though high, are not prohibitive, and German engineers
can boast neither of the experience nor of the ingenuity of
their American brethren, yet, in spite of the great exer-
tions of the promoters, the title is, perhaps, the most inter

national feature of the Frankfort Exhibition.
With its vast area and population, the diversity of its

climate and products, and the ingenuity and energy char-
acteristic of the race, the people of the United States
should be able to get together a "fair" which will astonish
the world, and in this ' fair" no department will be of
greater interest than that devoted to electricity. English-
men will there be able to see the many strange things in

electricity that America has brought forth during the past
ten years. There will be much to learn, and, perhaps,
something to unlearn, and a harvest of knowledge will be
reaped in a few hours which, without the exhibition, would
require months of weary journeying in "palace cars."
English electrical engineers may well wish success to the
exhibition, though they fail to discover valid reasons for

taking part in it.

The Montreal Convention.
The National Electric Light association convention at

Montreal this week has attracted more than usual atten-

tion on account of the elaborate preparations that have

been made for the entertainment of the visitors.

The outlook for a large attendance is unusually good

and the programme for the meetings include several pa-

pers upon subjects of more than ordinary interest. Elab-

orate arrangements have been made for an extensive ex-

Isolated and Central Station Lighting at
Montreal.

The favor with which electric lighting has been received

in the metropolis of Canada is shown no less in the large

number of isolated electric lighting plants than in the great

advancement made in central station lighting. In the

accompanying cuts are illustrated three finely equipped
plants which furnish current for commercial buildings.

In Fig. I is presented an excellent view of the dynamo
room at the main station of the Canadian Pacific railroad.

7'he plant is installed in a separate building at the south-

east end of the train shed.

A lOD horse power horizontal tubular boiler, made by J.

Dotty of Toronto, furnishes steam at 90 pounds. There
are two Armington & Sims engines—one 65 horse power
and the other 35 horsepower.

The 65 horsepower engine drives one 300 light Thomson-
Houston incandescent machine,and one 12 light arc machine.

The smaller engine drives a 300 light incandescent dynamo.
The building is wired for 600 incandescent lamps, and the

train shed is illuminated by 12 arc lamps. The depot

building is built in six stories. There is a distributing

switch board in the basement, and from this the lights of

any story or one half story can be controlled. The depot

is wired on the three-wire system, but when the load is

light the circuit may be so connected at the switch-board

that it becomes virtually a two wire system. The plant

was installed in February, 1SS9, by the Royal Electric

company, Montreal. William Allen is in charge of the

plant.

The Montreal Gazette Printing company's lighting plant

is a complete and somewhat exteasive installation, as will

be seen from the accompanying illustration, Fig. 2, The
dynamoj are two in number, Edison No. 2d, each of 115

volts, and supplying current to i .000 1 6-candle power lights.

The motive powtr is supplied by two engines, one of 150

and one of 100 horse power, manufactured by Laurie

Brothers of Montreal especially for electric lighting service.

There is also a reserve Corliss engine of 150 horse power

used for driving the presses and other machinery of the

establishment. The boilers, three in number, each of 150

horse power, are from the Macdougall works in Montreal.

The machinery is all of Canidian manufacture. In the

Gazette building itself about 500 lights ore in use. Outside

establishments are supplied to the extent of some 800 lights.

Power is rented to a limited extent to operate electric

FIG, 3. ISOI,ATKO ANIJ CKNTkAI, STATION LIGHTINfJ IN MONIKKAL.

hibition and no doubt the display of electrical machinery

and novelties will prove a revelation to the people of

Montreal. Gen. iSarncy h.is spared no pains to make this

feature of the meeting a pronounced success and his

former achievements in this line leave no doubt that he

will arrange a display far superior to anything of the

kind thai has yet been presented in the Dominion.

motors near the building—about four horse jiowcr being

supplied.

The I'crrault electric light and power station is in the

basement .it 58 Fortification lane. This plant, illu.s-

tratcd in Fig, 3, has a capacity of r. 200 16 candle power
incandescent and 20 arc lamps. The arc lamps arc run

on the incandcscents circuit and are of the Universal type.
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Steam is supplied from three boilers of 60 horse power

each. These were made by Bru-h of Montreal. There

are three engines belting to a main shaft, which in turn

drives the dynamos. The 90 horse power engine is of the

Corliss type, manufacturcJ by Laurie Uros., Montreal.

The other two engines are respectively So and 35 horse
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ity," by 11. Ward Leonard, read before the Chicago

Klectric club in March, i8S3. Mr. Leonard was then

the champion of continuous current distribution from cen-

tral stations. lie concludes the article with the following

paragraph:

"Krom the foregoing comparisons. I consider the alter-

FIG. r. ISOLATED AND CENTRAL STATION LIGHTING IN MONTREAL

power of the Ball automatic pattern, made by Leonard &

Son, London, Ontario. There are four Thomson-

Houston incandescent machines of 300 lights each. The
three-wire system is used. It may be mentioned also

that this plant supplies power from the lighting circuit

during the day. Eight motors are furnished, aggregating

about 40 horse power. Storage batteries for dental use

are charged also. The Perrault plant was started with

one 300 lighter three years ago. Louis GouUioud is super-

intendent. The Perrault people claim the distinction of

having supplied the current to the" first elevator motor run

in Montreal.

nating current is not applicable to central station lighting,

as it is at present operated, except as a possible occasional

adjunct, or else upon an extremely small scale in cases

where a few lights very greatly scattered are required, and

where power is cheap. In cases where cheap power ex-

ists at a distance of several miles from a town capable of

MS

world, will, in my opinion, be the device to supply this

demand, and that very shortly,"

It is unnecessary at this time to p-jint out how mislead-

ing were Mr. Leonard's tables and diagrams and final

conclusions on that occasion, as events during the Ust
three years have proven that I was correct and Mr, I^con-

ard mistaken. As example. I may state the fact that the

Thomson- Houston Llectric company alone, which has

been manufacturing both direct and alternate incandescent

systems, had in 1887 11,275 incandescent lamps on the

direct current system in operation and none on the alter-

nate; while on Jan. i, 1891, lo'i companies were using ihc

Thomson- Houston direct current incandescent systems

with 79,905 lamps, and 415 companies the Thomson-
Houston alternate current system with 435,550 lamps!

In view of these Hgures it might seem that indeed

"some radical errors and false deductions have been made
by those who are considered authorities upon electrical

subjects," and "that it is not surprising that a somewhat
erroneous idea at that time existed in the minds of the

electrical public upDn certain questions."

Mr. Leonard also calls my unpretentious little volume a

compilation, while in the same paragraph he stales that I

deduced certain formula- in my own original, but in

Mr. I^eonard's opinion, incorrect manner; that these

formulx, however, when properly interpreted are entirely

correct. It seems tome that Mr. Leonard's own state-

ments prove that my deductions, and therefore the results,

namely, certain formuhu, are original, and not, as he

claims, copies of his own formu':e.

It is surprising that Mr. Leonard should have remained

quiet 'on the vital errors in some of the most noteworthy

papers" and that such a comp-lalion should arouse him to

an answer.

Another surprising fact is that while Mr. Leonard \vrites

about ten columns on the question of "Minimum First

Costof Plant," he writes only half a column on "Maximum
Economy of Opera'ion," although this latter question in

my opinion is by far the more important one.

Kapp's latest formul.x- Mr. Leonard does not care to

discuss, as he has not seen Mr. Kapp's paper.

It would also appear that the last statement of Mr.

Leonard's article, "that under no circumstances would it be

economical to lose more than 50 per cent, in the conduc-

tor," was his own, while, as a matter of fact, this sentence

appears in the "Electrical Transmission Hand-Book" and

was taken from Gisbert Kapp's paper.

In quite a number of instances Mr. Leonard quotes me
wrongly and makes me responsible for certain statements.

Minimum First Cost of Plant and Maxi-
mum Economy of Operation in

the Electrical Transmis-
sion of Power.

To the Editor of the Western Electrician:

In your last issue I find an article on "Minimum Firsi

Cost of Plant and Maximum Economy of Operation in the

Electrical Transmission of Power," by M. Ward Leonard.

In this article Mr. Leonard takes issue with me on this sub-

ject, as treated in two of the chapters of the "Electric

Transmission Hand book,"

Mr. Leonard commences his article as follows: "A
great deal has been and is being written and said about

the condition governing the minimum first cost of a plant

for the transmission of power by electricity, and also about

the conditions governing the maximum economy of oper-

ation of such a plant, and some radical errors and false

deductions have been made by those who are considered

authorities upon this subject, so that it is not surprisin;^

that a somewhat erroneous idea at present exists in the

mind of the electrical public upon this question."

The "authorities" cited by me and thus referred to by

Mr, Leonard, are F. J. Sprague, Sir Wm. Thomson,
Gisbert Kapp and Professors Ayrton and Perry. Mr.

Leonard's statement is, to use Chicago vernacular, "very

tough" on these illustrious gentlemen, and the little side

attacks on myself can, of course, be easily borne in such

good company. It is quite apparent that in Mr. Leon-

ard's estimation there is but one electrical engineer who
has correct ideas on this subject. This is not the first

time, it should be remembered, that Mr. Leonard has

posed asanauthorityonelectricai problems. I beg to draw

attention in this connection to a paper called the "Com-
parative Value of ihc Conlinuous and the Alternating Cur-

rent Systems for ihc Commercial ])i.slrilnition of I'-loctric-

FIG.

supporting a station of 2,000 lamps and upward, high

initial electromotive force becomes both desirable and
necessary, but the conlinuous current converter, which
already exists in several forms, and which is receiving the

attention of the best electricians and inventors of the

ISOLATED AND CENTRAL STATION LIGHTING IN MONTREAL.

which are in quotation marks in my book, thus indicating

that they are quotations and not original statements.

As it is my desire to have this answer appear in your

next issue, I shall coulinc myself for the present to these

generalircmarks, but reserve the right to discuss in detail
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the merits of Mr. Leonard's paper at some future time

In the meantime I hope that my "authorities," especially

Lieut. Sprague, will answer some of Mr. Leonard's state-

ments, as the latter are not so much directed against me

as against "the authorities." Vours very truly,

CJiims-o, Sept. 3. iSgi. F. B. Badt.

H. F. B.Ward Leonard's Criticism of
Badt's Hand-book.
Bv Thos. G Grier.

The electrical world has been treated to an exhaustive

treatise on Mr. Badt's "Electric Transmission Hand-

O'ConnelTs Short Core Repeating Coil.

In the accompanying diagram is shown an electric cir-

cuit, connected with the transmitter and receiver of a tele-

phone, arranged to determine the efficiency of the short

core repeating coil devised by J. J. O'Connell of Chicago,

as compared with the ordinary long core coil. The draw-

ing needs but little explanation, as the greater power of

the shorter coil is graphically shown. Mr, O Connell

claims that the short core repeating coil is more efficient,

owing to the greater quantity of iron employed and also to

the extremely short core, which is charged and discharged

more rapidly. He says that the longer time necessary to

a writ >f habeas corpus. He arrived two hours later, and
the foreman was released. The company threatens to

bring suit against the mayor for false imprisonment.
Work on the connection has ceased pending the habeas
corpus hearing.

Henry Villard's Reported Resignation.

It was reported last week that Henry Villard had re-

signed the presideocy of the Edison General Electric

company and would retire from that organization. The
report has not been confirmed officially.
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Book." The criticism is by H. Ward Leonard, and has

without doubt been prepared with much thought and

labor. There are a few of the many in the electrical fra-

ternity who will conscientously examine the array of

formula and examples presented to them in this ap-

parently complete mathematical demonstration of the

statement "that vital errors in some of the most note-

worthy papers on the subject have remained unnoticed."

The subject of minimum first cost of plant and maxi-

mum economy of operation in the electrical transmission of

power is an important one.

Mr. Leonard has opened a most aggressive bombard-

ment in his article, and such authorities as Sir William

Thomson, Kapp, Sprague, Badt, Ayrton and Perry are

attacked.

It is verj' true that ever>' one is liable to error, and it is

possible that the foremost of our mathematical electricians

may wander off into paths divergent from the truth.

In l3SS H. Ward Leonard read before the Chicago

Electric club a paper full of strength and theoretical

deductions. From his clear and concise reasoning he

proved most conclusively, according to his own ideas, that

alternating current transmission of electrical energy would

never beconie any considerable factor in the commercial

world.

Yet to-day the alternating current apparatus is found in

practical and successful operation in every section of the

civilized world, and even in uncivilized regions, where the

name of H, Ward Leonard has not yet reached, the alter-

nating apparatus is making missionary efforts in the first

steps of ci%-ilization.

Again Mr, Leonard comes before the public, and how

much he is in the right and how much those he attacks are

in the wrong will no doubt be demonstrated as the fall ad-

charge and discharge* the long core munies the tone in the

telephone and makes conversation more difiicult. In the

diagram O'Connell's core is on the lower line and the long

core on the upper line, directly above.

The Trouble at Harrisburg.

Mayors of cities seem to think, in too many instances,

that it is a very brave and wise thing to throw all possible

The St. Paul-Minneapolis Electric Rail-

way System.
The street railway system of St. Paul and Minneapolis

is one of the largest in the country and is the first system

of such magnitude on which electrical equipment has been

adopted throughout. There are 225 miles of track in the

system and the average number of cars operated is 3S0.

The overhead trolley system is used throughout and center

pole construction prevails, iron poles being employed in

the business streets and interurban line and octagonal

wood poles in the suburban districts. There are two

power houses—one at St. Paul and the other in Minne-

apolis. An excellent view of the dynamo room of the

former is presented in Fig. i. The generators are arranged

in groups of four on the floor above the engines to which

they are belted. The machines are of the Edison type,

each having a capacity of 150 kilowatts. A view of the

switch board is shown in Fig. 2.

In Fig 3 is shown a car house and the arrangement of

the switches and in Fig. 4 is a diagram of the arrangement

of the tracks. The method of disposing of the cars on this

system will be readily understood from these cuts.

The power plants of this system are complete in

every detail. The St. Paul plant is equipped with six

270-horse power Babcock &: Wilcox boilers fitted with crude

oil burners. As au.tiliary to these and part of the steam

plant are the necessary circulating pumps for oil and water.

In the engine room are three gou horse power condensing

triple expansion engines made by the E. P. AUis company

PAUL MINNEAl'OLIS ELECTRIC RAILVl'AY SYSTEM.

obstructions in the way of electrical construction in the

towns over whicli they preside. The latest to catch the

fever is the doughty official who is the occupant of the

mayor's office at llarrisburg. Pa. His name is Fritchey,

and he is said to have opened war on the electric street car

company in that city. The company has a line of tracks

in two parts of the city, and it has made many fruitless

attempts to get the consent of the city council to connect

I'AUI^MI.NNEAI'OLIS KI.ECTKIC RAILWAY .SV.STKM.

vancea. Mr. I^onard's reputation as a thoroughly wide-

awake and progressive engineer and able malhcmalician \%

too great to allow Frank J. Sprague and Mr. Iladl lo re-

main qnicl.

The rumor that the plant of the WcstiDghou?;* Electric
.Manufacturing company i-^ to be removed to Pullman,
in Chicago, has been revived.

them. Early on the morning of Aug. 251)1 a large gang
of laborers began work to make the connections.

The mayor appeared, and ordered the foreman lo aban-
don the work. I>pon refusing to do .so he was arrested

and fined ^loo and in default was sent to jail, notwith-

standing the protest of a director of the company, who
offered to furnish bail for the pri.soner,

'I'hc jud;je of the county is away on his vacation, and
Judge Sadler of Cumberland county was sent for lo grant

of Milwaukee. The clutches are of the Hill company's

manufacture and are so placed that all four generators may
be run singly or in coQcert without unnecessary friction of

shafting. The air pumps for each engine are situated in

pits beneath the floor line of the engine room. The ultimate

capacity of the station, when all the engines are in place,

will be 4,500 horse power.

The use of oil for fuel has proved quite satisfactory and

productive of excellent results as regards labor, the absence

of ashes, the ability to maintain a uniform pressure and

the high efficiency attained by the boilers. The oil lank is

located beneath the floor of the boiler room, and the pump
discharges into a standpipe lilted with an overflow, so that

the oil reaches the burners at a constant pressure under an

eighteen-foot head. The daily consumption is about 4 500

gallons.

The car house at Minneapolis is 330 feel front and con-

tains 30 tracks. Half of the house is provided with pits

under each car for cleaning and repairing of motors. In

order to obtain as many tracks as possible, and at the

same time to allow the cars to enter the building squarely,

the house was set back ten feet from the building line and

provided with a ten foot vestibule, giving thereby 55 feet

between the nearest track and the doors.

'i'he set of curves laid for entering this car house was

designed by ]*'ngineer W. I'". Crirr of the Minneapolis

Street Railway company. This plan shows the main line

on Central avenue and its connecting tracks, with the loop

and car house track, the inside curve being used exclu-

sively as a loop for all east side cars, the outside for

cars only when entering or going out from the car house.

The main idea in the study of these curves was lo obtain
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as large a number of tracks as possible in the car house,

and overcome the great objection of running through a

vast number of switches and frogs. JJy this design turn

tables are done away with, and cars are bandied withcut

difficulty or detention.

The company has lighted the entire line to Lake

Harriet, a favorite resort a few miles from the business

district, with arc lights. The current is furnished by an

Exoclsior machine situated in the main station.

tern of rapid city transit that has yet been constructed. On
either side of it are the tracks of the elevated railroad,

which carry 600,000 people a day with a remarkable
degree of speed, comfort and safety. This is said with
intimate knowledge of the night and morning crowds, and
with due consideration of the meaning of the words used.

The new route must be so accessible and so attractive that

it will draw away a good deal of the business of the exist-

ing roads, as well as create new business. It is obvious
that access to tlie stations of a tunnel near the surface will

be cas'er and quicker than to these of a deep tunnel.

Travelling cranes are in use in both stations, facilitating

the erection of machinery to a great degree.

Considerable has been done in laying the feeder wires

underground in this system, the underground tubes of the

Interior Conduit & Insulation company of New York being

employed. The length of the tubes at present employed

is 400,000 feet, and repeated tests have shown a very high

insulation for the entire system. The belting for the St*

Paul plant was furnished by the Chicago Belting company

of Chicago. The cuts are reproduced from the Sirecf

Raihtay Jintrnal.

"But here again comes in a complication. A tunnel

near the surface can be reached by fewer steps than the

platforms of the elevated roads, but at some depth it will

be necessary to use lifts. Then must be considered the

size and speed of elevators that can handle the morning
and evening crowds and the cost of constructing and oper-

ating them.
"It will be seen that the selection of the best plan for

building the proposed subterranean railroad is a process

that requires the nicest and rro^t judici'^ns ba'ancing of

Rapid Transit in New York.
Although the Rapid Transit commissioners of New

York have made little real progress of late toward the so-

lution of the problem intrusted to their consideration, the

subject continues to be uppermost in the public mind, and
those who have occasion to take long trips on the surface

or even '"L" roads of the metropolis are longing for relief.

All who have occasion to traverse Broadway realize the

necessity of a permanent system of rapid transit. On this

point the Railroad Gazette says editorially:

"Every one admits the great objections to any further

fooling with the surface of Broadway. The condition of

the pavement of that street, even when not actually torn

up. is a disgrace to a civilized city. The obstructions to

traffic caused by the constant opening of the street, and by
breakdowns due to bad pavement, are a source of consid-

erable monev loss to the business men of the city; and it

is by heaven's mercy that the city escapes epidemics, the

result of constant disturbance of the sub-surface and of the
incredible filth of the surface of its streets Therefore, it

is not wonderful that peop'e should look with something
like despair at the prospect of a brand new scheme for

tearing up Broadway. But a scheme that would provide

for access to all pipes and conduits without ever disturbing

the pavement again would be worth a good deal of present
discomfort and a good deal of money."
Considering the main question at issue, the same paper

says:

"Moreover, the engineering aspect of a deep tunnel has
been greatly changed by the results of the borings that

the commission has caused to be made. It appears that

for a verv considerable part of the distance from the Bat-

tery to Union Square the material at the level that a deep
tunnel would have to take is sand so fine and devoid of

grit that it may be classed as quicksand. Tunneling
through this material will be diflicult and dangerous even
by the shield method, and it is probable that this method
is the only one that will be considered. But there must
be four tracks, and if the tunnels are circular in section it

will probably be found that it will be cheapest to have a
tunnel for each track. The expense, therefore, would
very likely be as great as that of a tunnel near the surface
with a gallery for pipes, etc.

"A further consideration that must enter is that the new
railroad will have to compete with the most eflicient sys-

for all time. \Vc should like 10 have the advocates of this
system tell us just what it is. and why it is 'Grcatfaead.* If
the name is applied to the excellent and very successful
method by which Mr. J. H. Greathcad drove the tunnels
for the City i<. South I^ndon railway, it is well enough
applied to that one enterprise. But it would be quite as
just to call this the Ilobson system, for in J3S';'/jMr.
Joseph Ilobson did a far greater and more difficult work
by the same method. The St. Clair tunnel, of more than
twice the diameter of those of the City i<. South \j>Xi-

don, was driven with two shields, designed by Mr. Hob-
son, and built in Canada from plates rolled in the United
Stales, and the tunnel was lined with cast iron. But,
in fact, this method of tunneling was used as long ago
as 1S7Q, in New York city, by Mr. I^ch, and in 1^72
in Cincinnati for an S-ft. tunnel. Therefore, perhaps it

should be called the Beach s>stcm. But wc may go
back still further to the first Thames tunnelwhich was
completed in 1S46, with a shield designed by Brunei.
Therefore we may perhaps, after all, call it the Brunei
system.

"It cannot be that the name is supposed to cover the
method of hauling trains by electricity, for that had been
done by many people in various lands before the City oc

South London railway went into operation, and we have
been told that Mr Greathcad first intended to work his
tunnel by cables. Then what is the 'Greathcad system?'

"

Electrical Engineering at the University
of Wisconsin.

In a recently issued circular of information relative to
the College of Mechanics and Engineering the faculty of
the University of Wisconsin makes the following announce-
ment concerning the course in electrical engineering:

"The course in electrical engineering is nearly identical

with the mechanical engineering course during the first

two years, since a large part of what is required in me-
chanical engineering is necessary to a thoroughly equipped
electrical engineer. In the last two years those subjects
siven in the mechanical engineering course which are not
important to the electrical engineer are omitted and
electrical studies substituted therefor. As now arranged.
the special features of the course begin with physics in the
second year and are followed by two consecutive years of
electrical study. There is given first a thorough ground-
ing^ in the science and theory of electricity and magnetism
:ind in electro dynamics. This is accompanied and
followed by electrical measurements and te=ts of all kinds
standardizing, method of determining electrical units.
economics of electric distribution, electric transmission of
power and electric motors, electric locomotives, electric

lighting, dvnamos. lamps, etc.. photometry, management
and care of batteries, telegraphy, telephony, electrclvsis

and electro metallurgy. Important additionsjo the course
are contemplated."

An admirable suite of rooms in Science Hall is devot-
ed to laboratory work in electricity. It is in immediate
connection with the physical laboralories and lecture

room, which are supplied with an excellent outfit of appa-
ratus of the latest design and most approved manufacture.
Among the electrical and magnetic apparatus is a com-
plete set of Sir Wm. Thomson's instruments for electrical
measurements, including a new form of maenelrm*it*»r K»-
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many considerations, not only of a technical but of a com-
mercial sort. Therefore it seems as if it would be as well

for the critics to abate their zeal for a while and not assert

quite so positively that a system of tunneling which was
successful in London clay must be equally successful in

New \oik quicksand and rock; and that an equipment
which handles less than 15.000 passengersa day at a speed
of 12 miles an hour would meet the needs of New York.

"By the way we have heard a great deal of the 'Great-

head system' as having settled this most diflicult matter

Dr. Gray, electro dyuamomctcrs, foItmcScis. .imp«rc-

meters, resistance boxes, galvanonctcrs. condensers, and
other test instruments for electrical engineering. There
arc also electrometers by Thomson and Edclmann. electric

motors, storage batteries, a large KuhmkorfT coil, a Bracket

cradle for measuring electrical power, a very full set of

Crooke's tubes, switches, standards of electromotive force,

etc. The electric laboratories arc connected with the

machine shop, where the dynamos arc placed. There arc.

at present, four of these of dilTerent construction.
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the recently completed Willson dynamo in New York,

although, of course, the last named was built on an entire-

ly different plan and to accomplish a well defined purpose.

work, to educate the wireman, and to supplement all by a

system of rigorous inspection, completes this self-allotted

task of the fire underwriter."
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In the next number of iheWESTEKN Electrician a

complete s:cnographic report of the proceedings of the Mon-
treal convcniii>n will be presented. This will include the

papers read at the convention, and the discussion together

with the proceedings of the business sessions, a list of the

de!cgatc3 and visitors, descriptions of the exhibits and

foil reports of the entertainments.

STfcA.V',p,Ri in Montreal during the convention and cxhi-

Mlion will find the map of the city published in our last

issue of great assistance, an the principal points of interest

are indicated.

The great dynamos of the Frankfort exhibition, illus-

trated in another place, are interesting pieces of machin-

ery, wcli illuslraling the beat German practice in the manu-

facture of mammoth generators, Thcj' rank below the

great Ferranti dynamos of London, to be sure, but may
well be compared for general efficiency wiih the huge

machines of the large lighting station in i'aris and with

This number of the Western Electrician is issued

several days in advance of the regular day of public tion,

on account of the convention of the National Electric

Light association at Moptreai.

Those in attendance at the Montreal convention will

have an opportunity of hearing all about the World's Fair

from the lips of the versatile secretary of the department

of electricity. J. Allan Hornsby. Probably a large pro-

portion of the visitors at the Canadian metropolis will

make exhibits at the exposition, and will thus be enabled

to meet the gentleman through whom their dealings with

the department will principally be carried on. In addi-

tion, there is a great Iield for missionary work among the

Canadians, and Mr. Hornsby will doubtless avail himself

of the opportunity, so far as the occasion will allow.

Not the least interesting phase of electric lighting is

in the arrangement of incandescent lamps for decorative

purposes. Many elaborate displays of this character have

been witnessed within the last few years and have invari-

ably excited great admiration on the part of the general

public. The electrical decoralions at Detroit on the

occasion of the G. A. R. convention form the latest,

achievement of this sort. It is interesting to note that

the opinion is freely expressed that in general effect, the

electric lighting outshone, figuratively as well as literally

the display of fireworks on the Detroit river that cost

iSG.ooo.

Fii'R the first time in the history of the organi;iation the

National Electric Light association this year holds its con-

vention outside the United States. It was decided to hold

the summer convention in Montreal this year at the earnest

solicitation of representative Canadian electricians, who
hoped thereby to increase the friendly feeling between the

Canadian companies and those of this country. The ad-

vancement made in the Dominion during the I.ist few

years will no doubt be a pleasant surprise to a majority of

the delegates and visitors to Montreal, and, on the other

hand, our Canadian neighbors will undoubtedly be greatly

surprised if not wholly unprepared for the admirable show-

ing the American visitors will make. The Canadian elec-

tricians have watched the progress made by the National

Electric Light association with a good deal of interest,and

within the last year the suggestion has been made that a

similar organization be formed in the Dominion. This

proposition has been received with some favor, and when
the Canadian manufacturers of electrical machinery and

the centra] station men learn the value of the association

there will no doubt be a still greater interest manifested in

the movement.

An exchange of courtesies between the Canadian and

American electricians cannot fail to produce good results,

and may prove a valuable factor in establishing better com-

mercial relations between the representatives of the elec-

trical industries at least. At any rate the American visitors

will greatly appreciate the hospitality of their Canadian

friends, and the people of Montreal will have no reason to

regret the trouble and expense they have assumed in secur-

ing entertainment for the visitors.

George P. Low's paper on *'Ha2ards of Incandescent

Lighting," presented in this issue, is well worthy the

perusal of men interested in electrical pursuits, although

written for the special benefit of underwriters. Mr. Low
shows that his studies of the science and applicaiion cf

electricity have been thorough and complete, and the in-

surance men of the Pacific coast are to be congratulated

upon the possession of so competent an adviser.

While Mr. Low insists on a rigid inspection of electric-

al installations, and is severe on pooi workmanship

and maictials, he nevertheless recognizes the fact that

proper precautions arc only necessary to make incandes-

cent wiring perfectly safe. lie concludes his instructive

paper as follows: "Here then arc enumerated the princi-

pal hazards of incandescent lighting. Though perhaps

formidable in the early days of the art before experience

advanced as a teacher, they are no longer to be feared, as

preventives have been devised, which, when supplemented

by intelligent workmanship, prove absolute in their office.

Of course, improvements tending lo make electric lighting

yet more safe and satisfactory appear almost daily, hut

despite every precautionary appliance, an ignorant work-

man, an unprincipled contractor, perchance ruinoas com-

petition, with its cheap labor and low-grade materials, may
make an incendiary installation of a plant, that, to the un-

practiced eye, may appear perfect. To standardi/.e all

Not all of the non-electrical papers in New York are

opposed lo electric railways, and even the overhead trolley

system has many warm supporters among the technical

and trade journals. Thus the Australasian and South

American oi'CazX. €\\.y, in the course of an elaborate and

intelligently written article on the practical applications of

electricity in the United Stales, says: "New York and
her eastern neighbors, Boston possibly excepted, are far

behind their sister cities in the West in this respect (electric

railways). At Cincinnati, Ohio, for instance, the electric

cars, operated by the overhead or "trolley" system, climb

around the hills in a manner that it would be practically

impossible for horses, or even steam motors to imitate. In

Cleveland, Ohio, the electric cars run hither and thither all

through the most crowded thoroughfares, switches and

crossovers, turnouts and curves of bewildering intricacy

apparently constituting no obstacle to their regular travel.

In all weathers these cars run and their advantages, com-

pared with slow, dirty horse trams, puffing steam motors

or even cable lines, that must be run at an invariable speed

and are liable to all sorts of interruption by the weather,

etc, are immediately conspicuous to the observer. For

city transit, electricity is unquestionably the coming sys-

tem, and as improvement? are made in the construction

and operation of the electric lines they are bound to be-

come more popular and even more profitable than they

have hitherto proved themselves to be." -.

The publication of H. Ward Leonard's paper on elec-

tric power transmission in last week's Western Elec-

trician has had the effect of starting a discussion that

will undoubtedly prove highly interesting as well as in-

structive. In this issue two contributions are presented.

F. B. Badt, whose "Electric Transmission Handbook"
called up the discussion, presents a preliminary argument

in defense of his work, -which he promises to supplement

at an early day with a more extended article, discussing

Mr. Leonard's paper in detail. The second contribution

on this subject is presented by Thos. G. Grier, and, like

Mr. Badt, he does not appear to be impressed with the

idea that Mr. Leonard's argument is conclusive. On the

contrary both of these gentlemen recall a former contro

versy, in which Mr. Leonard made equally positive state-

ments, and supported his theory by an able argument, and

what to many appeared a conclusive array of figures. De-

spite these figures, Mr. Leonard's theory has not been

. sustained in practice.

It is of course expected that Mr, Leonard will take

a hand in the controversy, and it is possible that others

quoted by Mr. Badt in his handbook and who, according

to Mr. Leonard, "are considered authorities on this sub-

ject," may also feel enough interest in the subject to sup-

port their position against Mr. Leonard's attack. Mr.

Badt has promised to give the matter further considera-

tion, and on the whole the outlook for a spirited controver-

sy is promising.

The question of municipal ownership of public works is

one of vital importance to electric companies. In no de-

partment is more interest manifested than in electric light-

ing. The attacks that have been made on electric com-

panies, by exponents of Bellamistic doctrines have had the

effect of awakening the managers of central stations

to a realizing sense of the danger which threatened

their companies. During the last few years the Na-

tional Electric Light association has devoted con-

siderable attention to the subject, and a plan of

protection was adopted and has since been projected

under the direction of the association. State organiza-

tions have been formed, attention has been directed to

the proceedings of the legislatures, and care has been taken

to have the electrical interests represented whenever ques-

tions involving their rights were under discussion. As a

result the warfare on electrical industries has of late been

met with determined and organized opposition, and the

projectors of tom fool theories have been exposed. But the

good work has only been begun and there still remains

much lo be done. It is to be hoped this important prob-

lem will not be permitted to rest during the Montreal

meeting. Steps should be taken to push the work in every

r]uartcr of the country, and form organizations where there

are now no slate associations.

The members will find much material for argument

against further governmental interference in private enter-

prises by ihe recent disclosures in Canadian oflicial circles.

Americans have already had enough corruption in local

]>oIitics. J'y increasing the army of political hangers-on

they will increase their already loo heavy burdens.
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Largest Dynamos at the Frankfort Ex-
position,

The accompanying cuts illustrate two generators form-

ing part of the exhibit of Siemens iS; Ilalske at the ]'"rank-

fort exhibition. These are are the largest dynamos in the

exhibition. Fig. i shows a continuous current machine

<Iriven by a triple-expansion condensing engine with three

cylinders, of 20 inch, 28 inch and 47 inch diameter re-

spectively, and 2 foot stroke. It develops 4C0 horse

power, 500 iiorse power and 600 horse power, wiien run

size, comparatively high speeds are admissible. 'Ihe

engine exhibited, for instance, can easily run at 150

revolutions per minute. At loo revolutions, which is the

normal speed of the alternator, this engine indicates 450
horse power, while the alternator is originally designed for

an output of 500 horse power at the speed named. This

discrepancy arises from arrangements with the builder hav-

ing been made after the dynamo was begun.

The alternator itself consists of a star shaped field

magnet and a fixed external armature, both field magnet

KIG. I. LARCKSr DYNAMOS AT

at So. 100 or 120 revolutions per minute. The dynamo,

made according to Mr. Siemens' latest design, is coupled

direct to the engine shaft. It is a ten pole machine, with

radial electromagnets placed inside a Gramme armature of

TO foot diameter, giving a normal output of 330,000 watts

at 65 revolutions per minute, or of above 600.000 watts at

100 revolutions. An interesting feature of these machines

is the total absence of a commutator. The outside

winding is made of solid copper strips, 1.2 inches high by

.2-inch broad, insulated from one another by fibre.

The whole of the winding is turned up true on the out-

side, and ten sets of brushes, corresponding to the ten

poles of the machine, collect in parallel. These are

mounted on a star shaped casting attached on the outside

bearing of the engine proper. This arrangement is ex-

ceedingly simple and very accessible. The brush-holders

are so constructed that every brush can be independently

adjusted during work without disturbing the others, and

at the same time the position of all the brushes may be

altered at once by an ingenious and simple device, and all

the brushes can be lifted off or put on the armature simul-

taneously by moving the control ling lever. All the

positive and all the negative brushes are connected in

parallel, and the current is carried off by two thick but

flexible cables visible above the bearing in Fig. i.

Multipolar machines are quite common in Germany, and

there is a growing demand for them in this country. In

view of this fact it will not be out of place to call attention

to one point in connection with this type which, by the

way, is far more pronounced in large machines than in

smaller sizes.

As the brushes are all in parallel the least want of truth

or sinking of the shaft carrying the armature will cause

one side of the armature to give a slightly higher pressure

than the other. This cannot be corrected in a multipolar

Gramme machine, as the armat'ire conductors cannot be

joined in series. This trouble may arise in any multipolar

machine which has ils conductors Id parallel, but it is

more likely to become serious in large machines in which

the armature resistance is low, so that an exceedingly

small inequality in the air space may cause a variation

of electromotive force which is a large proportion of

that spent on the armature resistance.

The alternate current dynamo and engine are shown in

r"ig. 2. The vertical engine is a two-cylinder condensing

machine of the Colman type. The high pressure cylinder

is arranged below the low pressure and as close as

possible to the low pressure piston rod. The mov-

ing systems of the two engines—that is to say, the

pistons, piston rods, connecting rods and cranks—are

made of exactly the same weight, so as to balance each

other perfectly in all positions, while both cranks arc

placed as close as possible, so that the various thrusts on

the bearings are all but compensated. Thus, for a given

JUE l-RANKKOKT KXTOSITJON.

and armature being made of laminated wrought iron-

Each contains 60 coils of 56 and 20 turns respectively.

The conductors are made of twisted copper rope pressed

into a square shape, and soaked with varnish in order to

avoid eddy currents, the cross section of copper amounting

to about .125 square inch. The cross section of the iron

in each core is 20 inches by 3^ inches. The rotating

field magnets are excited by a separate generator of the

same type as the large continuous current machine already

described, and coupled directly on the shaft of a small

60 horse power vertical engine. The stationary armature

exhibit, containing combinations of direct and alternate

current generators, motors and transformers, all coupled

up together, and transforming from one sy*tcm to the

othcrand back again, and to all sons of diffcrcni pressures

and currents. The station works incandescent lamps, direct

current arc lamps, alternating current arc lamps, tram-

ways, search lights and motors, and these arc scattered

about over the whole exhibition. The cuts are reproduced

from Industries.

Cables in the St. Cothard Tunnel.

Two electric cables were laid through the St. Goihard
tunnel during the winter of iv5i-2, but they have now
been found insufficient for the increased trafiic. and recent-
ly there have been lai J two additional cables for the tele
phone service, one containing three separate conductors
and the other two conductors, arranged concentrically.
The experience gained with the old cables (one a
s£ven-conductor telegraph and the other a single-
conductor signal cable) has not been quite sat-

isfactory. These cables were laid in an iron trough
fixed on one side of the tunnel, and it was found
that the water which accumalatc in the trough where it

sagged between the supports bad an injurious effect on the
insulation. To determine the nature of this efftict 150
samples of water were analyzed, and in many ca«es found
to contain sulphureted hydrogen and sulphates. Moreover, St

was found that owing to the slower combustion in the air of
the tunnel, the smoke from the locomotives contains con-
siderable quantities of ammonia and sulphurous acid, which,
together with the carbolic acid, are absorbed by the water.
It was. therefore, determined to abandon the previous
method of laying the cables into a trough, and to lay them
directly in the ground. The old cables have been relaid in

this manner. A trench about 2 feet in depth was dug and
filled, first with 2 1-2 inches of gravel, then 2 1-2 inches of
sand. I'pon this were laid the four cables and covered
with 9 inches of sand, covered by granite flags, and the
rest made up with ballast. The work in laying was com-
plicated by the necessity of crossing over from one side to

the other in the middle of the tunnel to avoid certain springs.
This work of crossing over necessitated the frequent taking
up and relaying of rails in the short interval between two
succeeding trains.

Electrical Sky Effects.

Frank Van Doom, writing in the Roclu-ster jVoiuing-
ffera/d, gives this glowing piece of word painting: "The
electric display in the heavens about midnight of Friday
was such a one as is rarely observed. As seen from a
high bluff overlooking Lake Ontario, with an unobstructed
view east, west and north of ten miles or more each wav,
all the grandeur of it could be appreciated. The night
was intensely dark yet the sky was mostly clear and stars

shining brightly. Near the northern horizon was a long
procession of solid blue-black boulder-like clouds, from
behind which the luminous 'vonder crept up. gradually

I"IG. 2. LARGIiST DV.NAMOS A I T Rl !-:\10-<lT10N.

of the large alternator contains the same number of coils

as the rotating field magnet. The cores are U-shaped

stampings, with the free ends turned inward. When
wound and put together they form a sort of laminated

r.acinotti armature turned inside out. Any coil can easily

be disconnected and taken out without dir^mounting the rest.

The alternating pressure generated at the terminals of the

machine is 2,000 volts.

The current generated by these machines is utilized in

opeiating all sorts of .apparatus, making up a complex

illuminating the whole landscape like soft moonligiu. Long
shafts and wavering columns of light reached high up. ten

multiplied,marched, sank down, st.arlcd up—hack and fonb
—from below, between and above the boulder clouds. The
whole space before us from cast to west was full of these

columns, having a marked radiation from some point an
indefinite distance below. From the hori-'on shot up brilli.anl

needles of light half way to the rcnith. the d.irk clouds in

front of thcni seemingly brought ncir to by the shari> con-

trast. The north star and grca» dip[H-r were bright |X)ints

in the great field of light— the whole effect was like what we
might expect to sec in a grand cxplcsion from a volcano
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with a twenty mile crater, only with the out-put arrested in

mid-air, rocks and all. Added to all this were immense
irregular white, pink, yellow and greenish bows of wavering

light constantly chasing one another from the rock clouds

nearly to the zenith, and then below on the lake were re-

flected the clouds, the flashes ^nd the broad masses of

light. For an hour the brilliant changes continued and

then gradually paled away." If Mr. Van Doom is not

careful, be will be hailed as the successor of "Sunset''

Cox.

Queen's Laboratory Photometer.

The accompanying cuts illustrate a new laboratory pho-

tometer recently devised by Elmer G. Willyoung and

FIG. 3. queen's laboratory PHGT'iMI' IKi;

placed on the market by Queen & Co. of Philadelphia.

The photometer is of the usual Bunsen t]-pe. Two tables,

each 4 feet long by 20 inches wide, support the graduated bar

and accessory pieces. These tables are of white wood

with ebonized top and can be firmly screwed to the floor;

The bar is of metal supported by a larger bar of wood;

the graduated bar is made in several difi"erent lengths and

either graduated directly in candle power or else, in

the metric S)'stera, to half centimeters. The wooden bar

is made with a cross rail on the bottom, along which'rides

ed upon a base litted lo these rails and when diawn for-

ward to the limit of the rails is in correct position for use

as a standard. Pushing the balance back out of the way,

brass bed plates are disclosed , upon which the methven

screen or standard incandescent lamp, held by a special

socket, may be placed and firmly fixed by means of two

milled head screws. The right hand table is also provided

with bed plates in such a way that the universal socket,

the methven, or the standard incandescent may be placed

in position, and their light measured by comparison with

any of the other standards; hence the checking of the stan-

dards among themselves or the standardizing of the stan-

dard incandescent lamp can be very easily and quickly

done.

The candle balance, seen more in detail in Fig. 3, has

been arranged for weighing candles while burning. The
bar of the balance is graduated in half grain divisions, and

differences of weight can be read off, by means of the rider,

up to 50 grains. Equilibrium is secured by means of a

counterpoise weight sliding along a rod beneath the bal-

ance beam. The rod itself is threaded at one end so as to

be used as a micrometer adjustment when the counterpoise

weight is fastened by means of the check screw. Either

one of the two candles may be used as desired. The bal-

ance also has an adjustment in its own length for bringing

the line passing through the centers of the candle flames

exactly at the zero of the scale.

For holding the incandescent lamp to be measured the

universal socket, shown in Fig. 4, has been devised. By
means of this socket any lamp of any make may be pre-

sented at any angle whatsoever to the sight box. This

socket consists essentially of a lamp socket with its cen-

tral axis perpendicular to a graduated circle. This socket

can be rotated about this vertical axis and clamped in any

position; the amount of rotation is measured by means

of an index attached to the socket. A small set screw allows

the index to be set at zero when the plane of the carbon fila-

ment is at right angles to the table length. The socket as a

whole can also be rotated about a horizontal axis, cutting

the line passing through center of sight box and center

Electro-Therapeutical Office Outfit.

In the accompanying cut is shown an electro therapeuti-

cal office outfit conveniently arranged in a cabinet. In ad-

dition to the Law batteries used, there are shown in the cut

a Faradic coil milliammeter switch and current regulator.

The arrangement of the apparatus is simple, making the

riG. 4. queen's laboratory photometer.

probabihlies for accidents very small. The outfit is placed

on the market by the Law Telephone company. New
York.

Manchester Square Electric Light Sta-
tion.

The accompanying cut illustrates the dynamo and

engine room of the Sardinia street station of the Metropol-

the carriage containing the Bunsen disk or "grease spot."

This carriage is arranged so as to rotate through 180 de-

grees about a vertical axis, thus allowing measurements to

be made with each eye alternately toward each light and

plilill
nl riTilf

ELECTRG-THERACKf riCAL OL'THT.

hence taking the mean of observations, elcminating largely

the errors dac to the difTercnccs of vj-iion between the two

eyes.

As a standard may be used a candle balance, a methven

screen, or an iocandescant lamp aa may be preferred. The
left hand table, Fig- '• >-^ provided with cross rails parallel

with the width of the ubic. The candle balance is mount-

^sT"^
FIG. I. AND 2 queen's LABORATORY PHOTOMETER.

of illumination of the standard; the amount of rotation is

read here also by means of an index and graduated circle.

In order to bring the axis of greatest illumination of the

lamp into the axis passing through the center of the sight

box, the frame supporting the socket proper may be raised

or lowered to whatever point desirable and there fastened.

With the universal socket, as with the candle balance, there

is a small adjustment in the length of the table, thus allow-

ing the axis of greatest illumination to be placed exactly at

the end of the scale. Both circles are graduated to every

five degrees.

Curtains are provided for excluding extraneous light

and all metal parts are finished dead black.

itan Electric Light company, London, commonly known as

the Manchester Square station.

The row of dynamos shown, coupled to comparatively

small-sized engines, developes no less than a million watts,

the engines indicating 2.000 horse power. There are ten

of these dynamos. The engines are Willans' triple expan-

sion, running at 350 revolutions per minute. There are

four 60 horse power Willans engines at the far end of the

room, driving Parker direct current exciters. Only two of

these are needed to excite the whole of the alternators, but

it is considered advisable to have a complete duplicate

exciting plant. There are also storage batteries which can

Cope Automatic Wire Puller,

The accompanying illustration of an automatic "come-

along" or wire grip for linemen handling light or heavy

cables, was invented by T. J. Cope, Philadelphia. It

consists of two jaws, slightly corrugated on the inner side,

;ind working loosely in two stationary supporting jaws in

wch a manner that when the wire or cable is placed be-

tween the loose parallel jaws and drawn, the jaws arc closed

from mere contact to sufficient pressure to hold the cable

or wire. It will be seen that there is no more pressure on

the insulation or wire than is necessary to hold the .same,

and the direct pull and long jaws prevent twist or kink in the

wire or breaking of the insulation. 'i"hc wire is easily rc"

Ictsed by merely reversing the pressure on the tool.

The power house of the Asbury Park, N. J., KIcctric

.Street Railway company which takes the place of that de-

stroyed by fire last June, is almost completed. The
single trolley system is being substituted for the double in

use formerly. The Thomson-Houston system will be

used.

COPE AUTOMACTIC WIRE rinJ.ER.

excite the alternators, and are used during very light loads,

when there is not enough for one exciter to do.

The greatest care has been taken to avoid the least

vibration. The engines and dynamos stand on founda-

tions 7 feet deep, built of blue brick and cement, which is

supposed to deaden sound and vibration belter than the

more homogeneous concrete foundation generally employed.

The foundations stand in a pit without touching its sides,

and rest on a quarter of an inch of felt, so as to be prac-

tically insulated as regards sound. The felt is covered

with lead to keep it dry and to prevent decay.

The machines employed are Parker's 100 unit alternators.

The main switch-boiird, which runs along the rightside of

the engine room is arranged somewhat like a telephone

switch board. The dynamo leads runs horizontally at the
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back of it. Each externa! circuit is connected to two pairs

of vertical bars on the front of the board. It is of course

only connected to one pair of vertical bars at a time, a

positive and a negative. These vertical bars can be plugged

through to the dynamo bars, so that any circuit can

be put on any dynamo, or several dynamos can be run in

parallel, and so on. To change over, the idle vertical

bars are plugged to the dynamo to which the circuit is to

be transferred, and the throw-off switches transfer it.

There are nine Babcock iJc Wilcox boilers, each capable

of evaporating 6,000 lbs. of water per hour. Assuming the

Willans engines to require 20 lbs of steam per indicated

horse power per hour, the maximum demand possible is

42,400 lbs, of steam,and the boilers can generate 54,000 lbs.

This large margin is to insure easy firing. The steam pipes

are arranged so that any length can be taken out or any

joint repaired without shutting down the station. Two or

three boilers feed into one drum, which supplies one pair of

engines. These drums are connected by two 4-inch pipes,

which also form a duplicate service to the exciters and

pumps. They are 6 feet from the drums, with connecting

branches at right angles, so that there is enough elasticity

in the system to meet all expansion without special expan-

sion joints. The greatest diameter used is only 5 inch, so

the danger of a system of large steam pipes does not exist.

The arrangement of coal bunkers is such that the coal is

dropped from the wagons into them, and the stokers can

Electrical Supply Company's Specialties.

The specialties illustrated in the .icc^omp.'myinj; cuts

have recently been introduced by the Electrical Supply

company, Chicago.

The Wirt brush, shown in Fig. i, was designed to com-

bine the advantages of the carbon and copper brushes.

The principle involves the use of a lamination of perfect

and imperfect conducting materials, a good conductor

being placed between two layers of higher rcslst.Tnce.

The result is that the main current i-- i-arri<.'! away princi-

that the potential created by the dynamo be present at
every point in the system. It is carried there direct through
metallic conductors, and to grasp the wires of an ordiDar>'
incandescent circuit half a mile from a central station is

virtually the same .is taking hold of the poles of the dyna-
mo. Supposing, for the moment, that the inslallalion is

without safely devices as sometimes occurs in isclaled
plants, in event any two wires come into actual contact of
a "short circuit" in any portion of the insullation, almost
the entire energy of the dynamo will centtr at the point of
trouble. The cirrent developing at that point, wherever
it may !

'

:j a fi.'tlurc. in an attic, behind lath
and p]:i .:i lloors, on po;e lines, or in undcr-

FIG. I. ELECTRICAI. SUl'I'LY COMPANY S SI'ECI.\LTIK5.

pally by the middle portion with a minimum of heat, while

the wasteful currents are partly prevented and in part

"wire drawn" to a point where the energy is too small to

do mischief. The construction gives a " cushion" touch

on the comi ulator, permitting the use of a very light ten-

sion.

A very neat and desirable instrument is shown in Fig.

2. It is the Wirt pocket testing set. It is quite small,

measuring only 6x3x1 ^j^ inches, and contains a small cell

of standard dry battery, a key, and a very sensitive gal-

IiVNAMO ROOM. MANCIIKSTER MjU

at once reach it with their shovels without further la i<

ling. The exhaust steam is carried up the inside of the

chimney the whole way to the top, where it is discharged,

clean and dry, and causes no nuisance. The chimney is

130 feet high, and it is 8 feet square inside at the bottom

and 9 feet square inside at the top. W^ater is supplied

from the water company's mains, but there are three tanks,

holding about twelve hours' supply, or 14,000 gallons,

which are always kept full in case of a breakdown in the

mains There is an underground tank, into which the

ARE ELECTRIC LIGHT STATION.

vanometer. The latter has been designed with greatest

pains to secure an unusual sensitiveness. It is equally

useful in the factory or for outdoor or indoor wiring work.

It can be carried in the hip pocket and will indicate a

fault having as high resistance as 100,000 ohms.

The insulated gas connector shown in Fig. 3 is

a new and simple form of Wirt joint. The constructive

features are well defined in the engraving, and embody
many points of merit. It is made by the Electrical Supply

company, corner Randolph street and Michigan avenue,

Chicago.

FIG. 2. ELECTRICAL SUl'I'LY COMPANIES* SPECIALTIES.

boilers arc blown off, provided with vent pipes leading to

the roof of the station. A special ejector is also connected

to the blow-off pipe, by which a small quantity of cold

water may be mixed with the hot just before discharge, if

necessary. The cut was taken from Industries, London.

The Lockport Electric Railroad company's line is to be
completed by January I, i8g2. A 250 horse power plant

will be put in. The Westinghouse system will probably
be used.

Incandescent Lighting; Its Physical Haz-
ards and Means of Restricting

the Same.'
By Geo. P. Low.

Arc lighting had hardly established a recognition in the

commercial world when it became apparent that an electric

light in smaller units would have to be perfected before

the new system could work its way into general us? for

indoor illumination. The arc light was found to be
specially adapted to street lighting, but for indoor use its

intense rays were dazzling; its sometimes frequent llicker-

ing and hissing were injurious to the eyes and almost in-

tolerable; the lamps under the best circumstances were
unsightly, and the wires, which were not permitted to be
concealed, formed great streaks of discoloration along the
ceiling, even though separated four or six inches from it.

To overcome these defects and to effect the "subdivision
of the electric light" as incandescent lighting was first

called, an entirely new and more complex system of dis-

tribution, together with its indispensable accessories, was
devised.

It is essential in every constant potential installation

I. Abstract of paper read before the Fire Underwriters of ttie Pa-
cific, Aug. iS, 1S91.

ground conduits, will be limited only by the maximum
capacity of the dynamo or dynamos supplying the current.
In event of such an occurrence the wires would either be
melted or maintained red or white hot. In some cases the
energy developed would be simply terrific, and it has been
stated by a most eminent and conservative authority that
in one case in New York city cobblestones forming a street
pavement were melted by the current from an underground
incandescent circuit of low pwtential.

In constant current systems safety may best be assured
by preserving the circuit rigidly intact, and free from pos-
sibility of contact with other conductors, thereby prevent-
ing the formation of an electric arc. with its irresistible

heat. On the other hand what is most to be feared in con-
stant potential systems of low voltages is the overheating
or melting of conductors by excessive amperage. The fire

hazard attending the introduction of an agency capable of
reducing cobblestones to a molten mass into out of the way
places in residences, stores, buildings anywhere and ever}--

where, to be handled by anybody and everybody, would be
fearful to contemplate, yet the means for controlling this
enormous energy are so complete and perfect that it \z not
impossible to make its use as universal as that of gas with-
out an iota of danger to either life or property. Unhappily
this condition of affairs has not yet been fully reached, work-
men and even electrical contractors, to many of whom an un-
derstanding of the hazards of electric lighting is as a sealed
book, being yet deficient in a knowledge of what to do and
what not to do in each instance to effect absolutely safe
installations.

A most efficient protection against the hazards of con-
stant potential distribution is aflorded in the use of safety
cut-outs, and under this expression may be enumerated all

other several synonymous terms, such as safety devices.
fuses, links, plugs, strips, circuit breakers and overload
switches. First, and above all, let it be understood that
an incandescent system is as a chain which will safely bear a
given current strength, and that the safety cut-out is pur-
posely the weakest point in that chain. In event the car-
rent thrown upon this chain of wires and appliances be-
comes sufficiently heavy to injure it by heating, the weak-
est link first gives way, breaking the circuit, the burden is

removed and safety is assured. Safety fuses or cut outs, as
you may know, consist essentially of strips of wires of
some soft metal such as lead, or an alloy which is easily
fused at a low temperature. They are introduced directly
into ths circuit which they protect, or, in other words, the
current for burning the lamps on any given circuit is taken
trom feeder wires by, and supplied to the circuit in ques-
tion through a safety cut-out of such a size that it will

melt and so interrupt the current llow in event the safe
carrying capacity of the wires is exceeded. So sensitive
are these cut-outs that should a short circuit occur, throw-
ing current on the circuit materially in excess of its safe
carrying capacity, the fuse wires will melt and break the
circuits before the wires have time to become appreciably
warm. Being designedly the weakest part of the system',

it is plain that in the event of trouble it will first appear at
the safety cut out. There the weakest link will first be-
come hot, then break in globules of red hot or melted
metal; there the fiame and Hash attending the breaking of
a circuit will appear, and there the possibility of an electric

arc exists. Is it not inexplicable, then, that some electric

lighting concerns, and intluential ones at that, while forti-

fying the remainder of the installation by using a first-
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class insulation, with wires of abundant cirn'ing capacity,

with ample separation between leads, and with generally

unimpeachable workmanship, should mount fusible cut-

outs upon a wooden base and inclose them with a wooden
cover, making thereby an exposure of inllamTiable material

at the point of greatest danger? At the point of greatest

danger the ha.-ard should be reduced and not augmented.
The impression frequently, if not commonly prevails

that the purpose of the safely device is to protect the lamps
from o.'vcess current. Though such may ha\-e been the
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o:i^inal intention, the idea is now proven to be entirely

erroneous. The prime mission of the safetj' fuse is to pro-

tect wires forming the circuit, not the lamps. In this

connection I cannot refrain from condemning the prevalent

custom of fuse nomenclature. The capacity of different

fuses is now designated by amperes or lamps, the latter

being most generally used when the number of lights

burned on the circuit is small, as a three light fuse, but

when the current carried is comparatively heavy we speak

of a fifty ampere fuse, for instance. Let us analyze these

prevalent terms: If we speak of a 3-light safety fuse the

very name carries the false idea that 3 lamps are protected.

Then three 20-volt lamps would absorb Jjz amperes of

current, three 50-volt lamps would absorb 3 amperes, while

three 100 volt lamps would take but ijg amperes. To
designate a fuse wire by a number of lights cannot there-

fore be considered either as generic or proper. But how
about the ampere nomenclature ? True it is a little more

to the point, but when we speak of 50 ampere fuse it is not

stated nor is it generally known whether fifty amperes rep-

resent the C3rr>'ingcapacity of the fuse, whether it will melt

or whether it will protect a wire the carrying capacity of

which is fifty amperes. Either supposition may be correct

with a few brands of fuses, while in a majority of cases it

is probable that neither will hold and that it may require

any current from 75 to 150 amperes, or even more to blow
the fuse. If a 50-ampere fuse be inserted in a circuit the

safe carrying capacity of which is 50 amperes, and if the

fuse refuses to blow until it is carrying 150 amperes, it is

probable that trouble will ensue. A safety device of this

character is safe only in name, and in fact the whole exist-

ing custom of fuse nomenclature is wrong, but before

suggesting a better one, it may be well to refer to a few of

the many tests that I have made with different fuses.

Take, for instance, one of those misnamed three-light-

fuse wires whose intended fusing current is, of course, un-

known, yet which may be variously estimated at from

three to five or si.K amperes. As many believe in long

fuses about three inches of the wire was supported across

terminals half an inch above the base, then the current

flouing through it was gradually increased. Two amperes
were not appreciable, at three amperes it began to warm
slightly, while five ampeies made it so hot that for a mo-
ment a faint bit of smoke arose from its length. An am-
pere or two more being thrown on, the wire became soft

and slowly settled down until it rested along the wood base,

the ends rising abruptly to the terminals. A little more
current brought it to a red heat, when it became enveloped

in a film or jacket formed by oxidization, and with increased

current it charred its way into the wood base. The wire

then carried 12 amperes which was slowly increased until

a trifle under 21 amperes was reached, when the jacket was
burned through, and the fuse blew. Such a device is far

worse than none, yet within the present month I found
similar fuse arrangements carrying from 25 to 75 amperes
in one of the finest hotels in the state. It is perhaps un-

necessary" to add that the overhauling of the installation in

question is not being delayed. But to continue: Of a lot

of lo-ampsre fuses of one make it took not less than 26 am-
j>eres to blow any one of them; 45-light (loo-volt) fuses of

another make melted at 96 amperes, while a no-ampere
fuse blev/ at 23S amperes. In other brands 10-ampere

fuses blew at from 1210 14 amperes, while a very few were
found that melted at about twenty five per cent in excess

of their rating, indicating probably that the rating shows
the safe carrying capacity which may for brief moments be
increased twenty-five per cent, without injury. The fuses

last referred to are the most reliable, but it must be evident

that the whole matter of fuse namings has been viewed
from an improper standpoint. As has been stated, a given

fuse is designed to protect such a sized wire as will safely

carry the volume of current required to melt the fuse in

question, then if a certain fuse affords adequate protection

to a number 14 Brown and Sharpe wire, why not call that a

number 14 fuse wire, and not apply a title to it that is

false, misleading, and totally out of place? Comparatively
few wiremen have a fair conception of the question of

safe carrying capacity. They will sometimes
load a circuit to its utmost, then fuse according to the num-
ber of lights on it, and if a short circuit occurs the smoke
from a red-hot wire tells of the trouble before a safety cut-

out, rated under prevalent practices, has had time to act.

If, as I suggest, a wireman has a number 16 wire on a cir-

cuit it will soon become the most natural thing in the

world for him to protect it with a No. 16 fuse, which is

certified to break the circuit before the safe carrying capac-

ity of a No. t^ insulated wire is materially exceeded. Such
a plan would standardize all fuses, reference to the voltage

or system used would be unnecessary, and an understand-

ing of the action of safety devices would at once become
far more simple.

I'y an examination of the cut-outs of any installation

one may always find a faithful exponent of its condition,

as (U5C blowin({s rarely occur in properly installed plants.

If fuses require frequent rcnswal, it may therefore be ac-

cepted as conclusive proof that the plant is not without
hazardous points. To prevent the trouble of replacing

fuses i;;^oorant or careless attendants will sometimes "kill"

the cat-outs by subslituting heavy copper strips or wires

for the fuw wires, which, of course, robs the system of

every s.-ifegoard. The hazard of the installation becomes
very great, and the fire underwriter who cancels every line

of insurance he carries on a building btciusc the safety

r.nt-outs ire "killed" has a conclusive reason (o assijjn for

his action.

There still remains another important feature in safely
t}frf'u-^ to h-T r/>Tvderc'I, and that i<i ihc distinction between

;ind why the use of

A«i you now under-
:r/.y current to a i^foap

oi .arr.p., o-.-:; v.,,-;: ijci.'.^ ir.: p'j^itivi an<l the other the

n2:jaEive. If cit'^cr o' tn:?e wires b: ca* or broken, the

current wul cea^e totl^^ao J ths lij^hts will bse-rlnjjuished;

bat if on; wire. iHt ntyv.'wc. for in5:anc:e, i^ cut, the pD-
teatial da; to the positive wire, which is intact, will still be

on the circuit. If, however, both ihe positive and nega-

tive wires be cut, the lights will go out and the circuit will

be free from either positive or negative potential, rendering

it "dead." A single-pole cut-out when "blown" breaks

but one side of the circuit, as in the first case, whiledouble-

pole cut-out? complete the isolation between the circuit

and the source of supply in every instance where harm
could come from either pole remaining connected with the

dynamo.
The next important matter demanding consideration is

the oft-discussed question of insulation. As you will re-

member, the object of the insulating covering is to confine

current to the wire, but to do this effectually it must em-
body several essential features. So far as is possible for

anything to be so, it must be a perfect non-conductor; it

must remain unaffected by the action of time, variations of

temperature and the weather; it must resist the deteriorat-

ing influences of Hrae or other agencies as may exist; it

must be absolutely moisture and water-proof; it must be

pliable, and it must be of such material, or protected by
such material, as will not be easily abraided. India rubber

or gutta-percha satisfy many of these requirements, and
their use in a nearly pure state was at first resorted to, but

without success. Exhaustive experiments, however, resulted

in the development of these substances into the patented

compounds constituting the modern high grade insulations,

such as the Clark, "E. M. W.," Grimshaw, Habirshaw,
Kerite, Okonite, RoebHng's Compound, New York Safety

and Simplex insulations. It is essential to the safety of

any incandescent installation, first, that wires of the opposite

polarity shall be so placed that they cannot come into con-

tact or that they shall be thoroughly insulated from all

conductors and each other, and, second, that all conductors

shall be kept absolutely free from moisture of any sort.

The first requirement necessitates care in running con-

ductors and is satisfied by the use of almost any insulation

and by supporting the wires rigidly with a good separation,

such as, say, ten inches between them. Wherever possible

I always advise running concealed wires on opposite joists

or studding, or on the opposite sides of the same timber,

either of which renders short circuiting from sagging or

swinging impossible. There are places, of course, where
it is impossible to maintain a separation of ten inches, as,

for, instance at "outlets," where the wires come down to

fixtures, beside gas drops, but then, and also wherever
wires approach metal piping or metal work of any sort, it

is necessary to encase each wire in an insulating tube such

as hard rubber. By following these suggestions the actual

short circuiting of concealed wires, with its many hazards,

becomes an impossibility. It may be asked, "What are

fuses for if not to obviate the hazards of short circuiting ?
'

In reply, if the circuits are properly fused and if the sbort

circuit is a '"dead short." as a firm contact between wires

of opposite polarity is called, then the fuse will blow and
trouble will certainly be averted; but if it is not a dead
short circuit, but only a partial or intermittent contact, an

arc sufficient to ignite the insulation might possibly be

drawn out. and tde fuse might or might not blow, accord-

ing to the nature and the actual time of contact, which
cannot be pre-determined. There is but one course to take,

therefore, and that is to so run the wires so that they can-

not be brought into contact.

The second essential of safety, requiring that all con-

ductors be kept absolutely free from moisture, is no less

important than the necessity of obviating short circuiting.

Moisture is as prolific a source of electrical fires as wood
base cut-outs or short circuits, hence it is just as necessary

that protection be had against it as it is that porcelain

bases be used or that wires be rigidly run and effectually

separated. The only materials that will withstand moisture

and conform to the other essential requisites for reliable

insulation are the rubber compounds, and the chief, though
exaggerated, disadvantage to their use rests in the fact that

they are all inflammable, some of them when ignited burn-

ing like a taper. This is a point frequently raised by
makers of inferior insulations who will take a piece of high

grade insulation, ignite it, and as it burns will remark in a

conclusive tone : "How the underwriters can indorse any
wire that burns like that gets me." And it often "gets"

the other fellow, if he is credulous. Such an experiment

is most unfair and misleading, for in no instance can the

conditions under which It is performed exist in a properly

constructed installation. The nearest approach to it would
be occasioned by an arc drawn from a short circuit be-

tween two crossed wires, which should be impossible, but

even then the insulation is protected by a non-abrasive

covering, which, together with the insulation itself, would
render it impossible for a "short" drawing an arc to be

caused by anything less than actual and vigorous sawing

of one wire by the other. Such an occurrence would be

most extraordinary. With one or two noteworthy excep-

tions, no non-inlhmmable insulations are made, either rub-

ber or fibrous, as only by the use of inflammable materials

can a flexible protection against water—the greatest source

of danger— be had. No matter how thoroughly impregnated

any fibrous insulation may be with a waterproof compound,
moisture will eventually work its way through to the wire,

occasioning leakage, grounding, or the hazardous electro-

lytic action so fully described in the preceding paper.

Again, as has been stated, wood may be ignited by wetting

incandescent conductors resting upon it, and for these de-

structive results an occasional dampness, the condensation

from steam, or a leak now and then, will sometimes prove

sufficient.

A legitimate use for cheaper insulations is sometimes
founrl in indoor wiring, but never in concealed work.

These insukitions, generally called "weather-proof wires,"

take their name from the fact that they are made for use

on pole lines or other outside places exposed to the weather.

They consliiutc the fibroui insulations previously referred

to, and may be safely uvjd for exposed or cleat wiring in-

doors, provided they arc run only in perfectly dry places.

They are generally as inflammbic as the solid rubber insu-

lations, but cannot always be relied upon an inoi<<lure-proof.

This, then, i.s the lesson on insulation learned during the

first decade of incandescent lighting: Always give prefer-
ence to high-grade solid rubber insulations for indoor
wiring, and never use any other for concealed work.

I have been frequently asked to define the materials and
workmanship necessary to a safe installation. First, if the
wiring is concealed behind lath and plaster, the insulation
should invariably be of solid rubber, the term solid rubber
being used to express a distinction between an insulation
which is all rubber (except the thin, non-abrasive covering)
and one which contains only a rubber film or membrane,
to which has been added several fibrous layer?. All wires
must be tightly run and rigidly secured, so that contact
between them will be impossible. As already stated, they
should be run on separate timbers or on the opposite sides
of the same timber, and if wires approach or cross metal
piping, or other wires of any description, they must be en-
cased in insulating and water proof tubing, such as hard
rubber tubing or interior conduit. Do not run wires in

places liable to dampness, as under roofs, wash stands,
bath rooms, or lavatories, unless the wires are of solid rub-
ber insulation and are encased in continuous and water-
proof tubing, such as interior conduit. Wires run along
brick walls or under furring strips or if embedded in plaster
must also be incased in conduit. At fixture outlets each
wire must be protected by a hard rubber tube, rigidly se-

cured and continued above the line of plaster, well away
from the gas pipe. In rendering grounding against gas
pipes impossible, the tubing prevents the formation of an
arc between either wire and the pipe. Such an arc has
been known to wear a hole through the pipe and to liberate

and ignite the gas. The hazard attending such an occur-
rence would, of course, be exceedingly great. This calls

to mind an electrically caused fire that occurred in one of
the leading hotels in San Francisco not many months
since. Flexible cord consisting of two conductors of op-
posite polarity, twisted together, had been used for wiring
in concealed places, and where the trouble occurred it was
placed in soft rubber tubing and carried up into an iron

column through a half inch hole bored through the wood
flooring. The place was infested with rats, which have,

as many practical wiremen know to their sorrow, a con-
suming ambition to gnaw every hole large enough to crawl
through. To satisfy this desire their ratships set to work
at the half-inch hole. The rubber, being soft, was the first

to yield, then, doubtless, the insulation was shredded,
which occasioned arcing. A blind gas pipe that had been
plugged with lead was found near by and whether or not
leaking gas was ignited by the arc, or whether the arc

itself cau-^ed the fire, is of course, a matter of conjecture,

but at all events a fire that assumed serious proportions
started between the joints in immediate proximity to these

simples of botch electrical and gas fitting work.

It is necessary, of course, in wiring a building that each
wire be used within the limit of its safe carrying capacity,

but it does not follow that because a building is so wired
the lights will give satisfaction to the owner. In a

Utah town I once found a so called electrical engineer who
was wiring a large building from an insurance table of safe

carrying capacities, an act, theenormity of which from the
standpoint of good workmanship, can be best understood

by competent electricians. Such a thing could be done in

a manner acceptable to fire underwriters, but when cur-

rent is thrown on the circuits it is most certain that a howl
long and mighty will be raised, not that the wiring is un-
safe, but that the lights will not burn uniformly or at all

satisfactorily. An underwriter's certificate of acceptance,

therefore, means that the installment in question has been
placed in a manner believed to be safe from fire, but it does
not assure the owner that his wiring is properly propor-

tioned, or that the plant is perfect electrically.

But to continue the definition of what constitutes a safe

installation. Sometimes the weakest point of an installa-

tion rests in the joints and splices in wires. They must
invarably be firmly made and well soldered, then so cov-

ered that their insulatiun shall be equal to that of the re-

maining conductor. After soldering all acid should be
wiped from the joint, which should then be covered by some
insulating compound or pure rubber tape. Over this

should be wrapped at least two layers of any fibrous non-
abrasive tape, and the whole finally given a thick coat of

some insulating and waterproof paint, such as "P. & B."

insulating compound. Never apply a non-abrasive or

fibrous tape or any tape containing sulphur to a copper
joint, as the action of sulphur upon cotton is very deteri-

orating. It is of the greatest importance that incandes-

cent coniuclors should be kept well separated from other

concealed circuits such as annunciator, fire alarm, tele-

phone, or bell wires. In several instances I have found
annunciator wires bunched with incandescent leads and
even run in the same groove in moldings with them.

Should the annunciator wires short circuit with the electric

light conductors, as might easily happen, the heavy in-

candescent current would be thrown on to the delicate

paraffine soaked annunciator wires permeating every por-

tion of the building, making them red hot. You will surely

agree with me, then, that such an occurrence should be

made an impossibility. Finally, among the most import-

ant requisites to absolute safety, the current carried on
ultimate or lamp circuits which contain the smallest wires,

should be restricted to such amperage as cannot cause

healing or injury under any contingent. In practice, there-

fore, the carrying capacity of all ultimate circuits is limited

to five or ten amperes, preferably the former.

To close a piperon the hazards of incanilcsccnt lighting

without a word regarding efficiency of interior conduits

would be to depreciate a commendable thing. The con-

duit system consists of either rigid or flexible lubes of in-

sulating moisture proof and waterproof materials placed in

buildings after the manner of gas piping. It is not claimed

that these tubes are non-inllatnmable, but it is impossible

for wires p'aced within them to ignite or carry lire. The
conduits being continuous, wires may be introduced

into them after the building is finished, and, what i^ more,

in the conduit system of wiring conductors may be wiili-

drawn for inspection at any time. As is the case with every
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innovation, interior conduit systems have a few minor de-

tails susceptible of improvement, yet these in no way mar
their general utility, and if satisfactory results do not follow

their installation, the fault rests with the workman, not the

systems. Among their many advantages I would emphasize

the freedom afforded from the molestation of wires by rats

and mice, the absolute immunity from the deteriorating iri-

lluences of moisture, lime, and atmospheric changes, the

facility with which wires may be examined or replaced,

and finally the fact that the hazards attending the use of

inflammable insulation— the only competent ones—are en-

tirely eliminated when an interior conduit system is used.

The advantages of the conduit system are therefore so

manifest, that in my opinion the one who advocates their

use is a public benefactor.

Here, then, are enumerated the principal hazards of in-

candescent lighting. Though perhaps formidable in the

early days of the art, before experience advanced as a

teacher, they are no longer to be feared, as preventives

have been devised, which, when supplemented by intelli-

gent workmanship, prove absolute in their office. Of
course, improvements tending to make electric lighting yet

more safe and satisfactory appear almost daily, but despite

every precautionary appliance, an ignorant workman, an
unprincipled contractor, perchance ruinous competition,

with its cheap labor and low-grade materials, may make
an incendiary installation of a plant, that, to the unprac-
ticed eye, may appear perfect. To standardize all work,

to educate the wireman. and to supplement all by a sys-

tem of rigorous inspection, completes this self-allotted task

of the lire undenvriier.

Electricity and Life.'

By EiiWARD P. Jackson.

It seems to be a pretty well established fact that elec

tricity may be made at least a powerful stimulant to the

growth of plants. May it not be more than a mere stimu-

lant? May it not be an actual creator of life? Beans, rye,

corn, oats, barley, peas, potatoes, sunllowers, clover, and
flax have all been experimented upon, in some cases with

astonishing results. In cue series of experiments the seeds

were electrified before they were sown ; in another, currents

were maintained through the soil in which they were

planted; and in still another, through the atmosphere
immediately above the plants. In several instances the

yield of fruit was enormously above the average, and in all

the growth was unusually luxuriant. Further experiments

are in progress, and it is not un'ikely that science is about

to add another to her long series of beneficent triumphs,

another refutation to the croaking philosophy of Malchus
and his disciples.

The results of the experiments have, furthermore, a sug-

gestive bearing upon the relation between electricity and
that inscrutable something which we call life. If they do

not prove them the same, they at least bring them nearer

together than any phenomena which have preceded them.

When, in the healing art, enfeebled vitality is restored,

either wholly or in part, by the skillful application of elec-

tricity, nothing is positively demonstrated beyond mere
healthful stimulation, the mere awakening of life which

already lay dormant in the system, such as might possibly

have followed the use of other remedial agents. But here

it is not morbid restored to normal conditions, not dor-

mant life reawakened to action. It is apparently the act-

ual development of vitality not pre-existent in the perfectly

healthy and normal organisms under treatment. Electric-

ity itself appears to be converted to vitality, as elsewhere

it is converted to light, heat, and mechanical motion.

Whether life can thus not only be renewed, but actually

transfused into the veins, or rather the nerves, of man
remains for physiological science to determine. It has

already been shown that a living body is a species of ther-

moelectric battery, of which the ectoderm and
the endoderm are the opposite poles ; that

the exhilarating effects of a cold plunge, for

example, are due simply to the increase of potential from

the reduced temperature of the "cold"' electrode. But
merely setting a battery into operation, or merely increas-

ing its action, is not increasing its inherent voltage, which

is what the recent experiments seem to have done for

plants.

But do not heat and the active principle of light artili

cially intensified produce similar effects? The forcing of

vegetable growth in hothouses is an old process, not unlike

the one in question, both in method and effect. Accord-

ing to the reports given, however, there is a very great

difference in the results attained. If this be true, it

would seem to indicate more strongly than ever that of

all forms of natural force electricity bears the closest rela-

tion to that mysterious form of it which we call life.

Device for Stopping Electric Cars.

George W. Blanchard of Waterville, Me., has designed

a device for preventing electric cars that have been

stopped while ascending a steep grade, from running back

down the grade before the brakes could be applied. In

; bushing fastened to the railing of the car platform there

is journaled the horizontal shaft of a hand wheel, the shaft

bearing an indicator linger. The feed wire on entering

the car passes first to a solenoid and thence to a switch bar

having a handle. From this point the feed wire divides,

or, speaking more exactly, there are two supplemental
wires, one of which extends directly from a contact on a

switchboard (attached to the railing of the car platform) to

said shaft or an attachment. The other wire extends

from another contact post to a small magnet, and thence

to the shaft or any attachment. When the switch bar is

on the first contact, the circuit is through the solenoid

only, aud when on the second contact, the circuit is

through the small magnet and solenoid also. A magnetic
bar is movable cdwise up and down in the hollow core of

the solenoid. It carries at its lower end a block provided

I. North Anicriuan Kevtew.

with cogteeth, arranged to engage the motor gears, and
thus lock the car whenever the bar and block arc left free

to descend. While the solenoid is in circuit the block is

held up out of engagement and the gears are free to turn,

so that the car may run; but a failure of electric current

through the solenoid from any cause arising will end the

attractive power of the solenoid, and the bar and block
will be no longer prevented from falling and locking; but
this would be very inconvenient on level ground, and in

ordinary circumstances it is preferable to provide the bar

on one side with a shoulder or enlargement and arrange a

pivoted stop to bear obliquely upward against it, holding
the bar from falling. Ttiis stop is attached to a hanger or

frame, which is made fast 1o the under side of the lloor of

the car, and also supports the small magnet. This magnet
is in proximity to the stop and arranged so that when en-

ergized it will attract the upper part of the stop, which is

metallic, away from the shoulder, the stop turning as a
pivoted armature against the magnet. When this small

temporary magnet is demagnetized, the pivoted stop drops
again into position for holding up the bar and block.

When operating on level ground, the circuit is through one
contact and solenoid, the block is out of gear, and the

pivoted stop holds it so. If then the circuit is accidentally

broken or the current fails, the gearing will not be locked

and the car will run for a short distance by its own mo-
mentum, stopping gradually with no jar, or not stopping
at all if the defect be remedied in time; but in ascending a
hill, or just before doing so, the switch bar is shifted to the

other contact, and the other circuit is then through both
the solenoid and the small magnet. The former still holds

the block out of engagement with the gears, but the latter

draws away the stop, as described, so that there is nothing
else to support the block. If then the current fails, the

bar and block will drop at once before the pivoted stop

can check them, and the gearing will be locked, preventing
the car from running backward downhill.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Electric Cranes.
In the course of an interesting article in the l\ai!yoa<{

Gazette, on "Cranes for Railroad Work," William L.

Clements, M. E., says of electric cranes:

The use of several motors for the operation of the dif-

ferent motions of an electric traveling crane was made
successful in England prior to their general introduction

in the United States. In all general types of traveling

cranes the transverse movement of the trolley and the

hoisting gearing are actuated by longitudinal shafts run-

ning the length of the girders or by high speed ropes.

These necessitate tumbler bearings, accurate shaft align-

ment or sheaves with boxes, and all involving deterioration

and friction.

With the substitution of a motor connected directly wilh

the trains of hoisting gearing and another connected with

the traversing mechanism, shafts, tumblers, sheaves, etc.,

are unnecessary, wire conductors being the substitute, the

deterioration of the motors is slight and confined to few
parts. Such a substitution is likewise made with the

traveling mechanism, and the use of all clutches obviated.

It is essentially electrical, all motions through the motors
being reversible and independent Experience hasshown,
with such mechanisms, that, through the controlling

rheostat, variations of speed for all motions are most
easily accomplished. It is evident with such results that

these changes greatly simplify the mechanism for the nec-

essary motions of traveling cranes. With a double-trolley

machine, as shown, the elimination of parts for the many
motions required is still more marked, live motors there

independently operating both trolleys and traveling, the

variation of speed and running being controlled as before

through the rheostats. For every rapid hoisting with
light loads a second and rapid speed is given. These re-

marks apply to machines with single and double trolleys

used alone. The combined use of two electric cranes for

one transferring operation introduces other important con-

ditions.

Cranes lifting or transferring together necessarily must
lift and transfer at the same speeds, and, while one opera-

tor working one crane may adjust his switch for a certain

speed, it is extremely difficult for the other to adjust his to

the same, a most important objection for consideration.

No satisfactory remedy in such cases has been proposed;

a different design, however, corrects it. With rope or

shaft driven cranes speeds are constant and clutches con-

trol them. The substitution of one powerful motor for

driving all mechanisms otherwise driven by the rope or

shaft gives the elTect, when done at a uniform speed, of a
constant motion for all parts. An electric crane so de-

signed is in all details similar to a rope or shaft driven

machine, and two machines may work together or singly.

In the selection of a design there can be no doubt of the

great simplicity with electrical power of the single or

double trolley crane and its effectiveness and accuracy of

operation. While there are advantages with the one-

motor system (necessary when two cranes are to be worked
together), yet with the uses of all the mechanisms neces-

sary with other motive power, the use of electricity with

such cranes is not so pronounced.

The new electric light plant in Salem, Va., has been
successfully put in operation. The plant cost f5i,ooo
and is of the Thomson-Houston type,

An interview with Charles Renault is published in the
Netv York Times, in which that gentleman describes the

proposed Paris underground rapid transit system. Fol-

lowing is an extract: "I don't know what kind of motive
power is to be employed on the road when it is finished,

but I suppose it will be electricity, Vou can rest assured
that the people of Paris will not have the grime and ilust

and smoke that alllict the travelers in the old underground
system in London. They will not sacrifice comfort and
cleanliness to any amount of speed, and the people who
are building the road will find themselves without passen-
gers unless they adopt a perfect system."

New York Notes.
Xkw York. .Sept. 2.— Since the last letter, little, if any-

thing, of importance in the electrical field has taken place.

Of course, the talk of the past week has been in regard to

the approaching convention of the National Electric I-ighj

association at Montreal, .\lthough there docs not scctn

to be as much geucral interest manifested in this conven-
tion as there has been in many prcvioos meetings, still

there is no doubt that the gathering will prove a most suc-

cessful one, if the number of appliciiions received by the

secretary, Mr. Bcane, both for tickets and exhibition

space, is any indication of the progress made. It is cer-

tain that a large delegation will represent the electrical in-

terests of New \'ork.

Damage suits and other litigation will result fiom ihe col-

lision of the trolley car and the brewery wagon on Second
avenue, Brooklyn. In accordance with the preponderance

of evidence thus far given it seems that the electric car was
to blame for the crash, but the tables may turn before

the suit has been completed. This accident on the elec-

tric road has been speedily followed by a fatality on the

Third avenue steam surface road in the city of churches.

A young boy, while stealing a ride on a passing wagon
yesterday, was driven off, and in his haste to get out of

harm's way ran directly in front of an approaching •'dum-

my" engine and was run over and horribly crushed.

The committee appointed by the Treasury department

to arrange plans for a ferry between Ellis Island and this

city, in its report to Washington yesterday, recommended
that all the buildings on the Battery between the Barge

office and the Staten Island ferry-house be removed, and
a landing place for the new ferry be built on the site. In

ail probability the proposed plan will be adopted as the

most feasible. A portion of one of the buildings on the

present site is occupied by the Western Union Telegraph

company, and the new arrangements will necessitate the

company's removal.

Mr. Osborne Holmes, Jr., of the Rapid Transit com-

mission of Boston, will soon leave New York for London
and the Continent. In London he will meet Mr. Fitz-

gerald of the commission, who has been investigating

the Greathead system of tunnels in that city, and together

they will visit Berlin and other cities in which underground

or elevated railways are in operation or are proposed. No
meeting of the Rapid Transit commission was held this

week at its offices in William street. No one seems to

know anything definite in regard to the commissioners'

movements, and it would require some heavy speculation

to determine when the next meeting will be held.

Another trial trip of the McDougal! storage battery car

was made this afternoon from the Astoria ferrj* over the

tracks of the Steinway and Hunter's Point railroad. Sev-

eral prominent capitalists were present, and the trip proved

to be a most satisfactory one in every respect.

R. M. Lloyd, of the firm of Lloyd Ci: Paxton. leaves on

Saturday for a six weeks' European trip. While he is

gone he will incidentally have an eye to business regarding

the storage battery subject. In referring to the storage

battery situation at present, Mr- Lloyd said that the com-

pany was lying low and awaiting developments, which

would transpire in a few weeks, and which would prove

highly interesting. V. T.

Denver, Colo.

Denver, Sept. 2.—A year ago the Penver, Lakewood

vSi Golden Railroad company made preparations to build

an electric line between this city and tlolden. about eight

miles distant, and since then there has been a bitter con-

test between the company and the Denver, Apes vS; West*

ern Railroad company over the right of way in Goldcu

and the entrance to Denver. Oj Saturday last the tempo-

rary injunction applied for by the Denver, Apex ^: West-

ern company, to prevent its rival from building a line on

what it claimed to be its right of way. was dissolved by

Judge Becker in the Jefferson count)- court.

Manager Starkweather of the Golden Electric thinks the

dissolution of the injunction will end the conlrox-crsy, but

e.x-Senalor Tabor, president of the P>cnver, Apex & West-

ern, declares the company will not let the matter drop

with Judge Becker's decision.

The track is now completed to the limits of Golden.

Two power houses will be built, but their location has not

been delinilely decided u[)On. Manager Starkweather ex-

pects to have freight cars running in three weeks, and

passenger trains will be started as soon after as possible.

The city council's resolution for 194 arc lights for the

ditTerent wards w.as unanimously passed over the mayor's

veto. The latter declares the resolution inoperative. He

says the contract with the Consolidated Electric Light
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company provides that the contracting party od the part

of the city must be the mayor and the two branches of the

city council. He thinks, however, the matter will bear-

ranged satisfactorily.

The Brighton Water and Electric Light company has

just been organized with AV. C Kidder as president and

Tames iSIcKean as treasurer.

Horse car travel in Denver is no.v a thing of the past.

The hrst line was operated in 1874.

Engineer DeMarr, in charge of the electric light and

power plant at Georgetown, is the inventor of a governor

that regulates the brilliancy or degree of light of incandes-

cent lamps. It is said to be simple in application and to

work successfully.

A new board of directors was chosen at the annual

meeting of the El Paso Electric Light company of Colo-

rado Springs, consisting of W. S. Jackson, C. H. White,

Dr. B. F. D. Adams, John Curr and C. M. Williams.

The company has purchased additional land upon which a

new building will be erected The building, with the

increiS2d machinery, will cost §35,000.

The Edison Electric Power company is to erect a plant

for the Virginius mine at Georgetown for the transmission

of 95 horse power, three and a half miles up over the range,

14,000 feet high. It is claimed there will be a loss of only

ten p3r cent, in this lon^ distance transmission.

Brighton, about eighteen miles from Denver, wants an

electric road built from Dsnver to that point and the citi-

zens are again agitating the project.

E. C. D.

Toledo, O.

Toledo, O., Sept. 2.—The Toledo Consolidated Street

Railway company's power house is equipped with a fine

generating plant. At present the company has two 500

horse power tandem compound engines of Hamilton-Corliss

make, each having a drive wheel 20 feet in diameter, carry-

ing a 4S-inch belt and making 75 revolutions per minute.

Oneof these engines furnishes the power for five Thomson-

Houston dynamos, of So horse power each, while the other

furnishes power for two Edison dynamos of 250 horse

power each. There are four Harrison boilers of 150 horse

power each. Natural gas is used for fuel. Of the 125

miles of track, about 40 has been equipped with the elec-

tric system, including all of the East Toledo lines. F. H.

Lincoln is electrical engineer ; H. Hensler assistant elec-

trical engineer, and Chas Phillips, chief engineer of the

company.

The *'Robisons" have moved into their new quarters,

cor. Summit and Madison streets, where their transfer sta-

tion now is, and their cars are running with more regularity

and fewer delays than at first.

The Western Union Telegraph company is preparing to

light its oft'ices by incandescent lamps. W, S. Smith, su-

perintendent of the Toledo Electric company, Is overseeing

the work. F. C. H.

Cleveland, O.

Cleveland, Sept. -.—The offices and salesrooms of

the Edison General Electric company in this city are now

located at i6o Public Square. B. M. Birr, formerly of

St. Louis, is the manager, vice S. D. Nesmith. resigned.

S. M. Brewster is the superintendent of construction, and

F. F. HoUowell "gang boss."

The Central Thomson-Houston company has installed

itsoiUcts and sales department at 48 Arcade, with S D.

Nesmith as minager. W'. R. Caulkins, its former mana-

ger, has been retained, in a general capacity, while F. W.
Foote of thtClevelan.l Construction company looks after

the railway interests exclusively.

The W. K. Graves Electric company, of which W. R.

Graves, an cicc'.rical engineer of some note, is president,

has opened ofh CSS an i workshops at 9 Rockwell slrect.

The Elliot: Electric company, which mak^s a specially of

armiturc winding, his s;curcd quarters at iS Huron
street.

Hor3« cars will sx>n be only a reminiscence in Clcvc-

laod. Contracts are now being awarded for the recon-

struction of the \Vo<xlland avenue and West side lines,

which arc to bs mide electric railways. After several ex-

periments with 5tora;;c batteries the trolley system was

decided upon as the moat rcliabls and economical. A
model motor has been placed at the company's disposition

by the Sh-srt Elc::tric company, and it is given out that the

lattc.' company will furnish a large percentage of the

eqoipmeDt.

The East Cleveland Railroad company has surveyed a line

to Coiling^wood. The plan of extending the Coflamcr line

10 tbit village, and "ball" it back to the city will be

abandoned unless the town manicipalily can be made to

appreciate the advantajjcs of rapid transit.

An electric railway from Clcvrland to I'ut-in-Bay is on
the tapis, and, what is more, is certain to be built.

The large Put in-Bay hotel * Victory" will have 2,000

incandescent lights.

The electric light masts owned and put up by the Brush

company may soon be useless landmarks only, as the coun-

cil thinks the ordinary arc lamps give better service. Lake

captains will deeply deplore the change.

The new Western Union building is fast going up,

while the company is doing the best it can in its "pioneer"

quarters.

Andrew V. Kurtz, local manager of the Postal Telegraph

and Cable company, will soon resign to engage in the in-

surance business.

Chas. Rockwell, manager of the Buckeye Electric com-

pany, manufacturer of incandescent lamps, says that the

new factory will be one of the largest of its kiod. B.

Pittsburg, Pa.

Pittsburg, Sept 2.—J. F. Tener of Pittsburg has re-

cently established a factory at Morgantown, W. Va., for

the manufacture of insulated pins and brackets. The office

of the company is in this city at 54 Bluff street.

The Duquesne Traction company of this city has lately

ordered a number of new cars from the J. G Brill com-

pany. The cars will only have four wheels and they are

to be of very light construction in order to enable them to

climb the steep hills in this city.

The Pittsburg Traction company has made arrange-

ments to put a fifteen hundred horse power steam engine

in the powerhouse at Oakland.

The Second Avenue Electric Street Car company is now
building an addition to its power house at Soho. When
completed the capacity will be doubled. The company
was compelled to this increase in order to meet the demand

for power, which will be made when the extension of the

line to Greenfield and Homestead will be completed-

These improvements are expected to be finished by

October 1st.

The Westinghouse gearless motor, which has been in

operation on the Pleasant Valley Electric Street Car com-

pany's line for some time, is attracting considerable atten-

tion by the traveling public. The motor is a great suc-

cess, the hills and curves on the line are traversed with the

greatest ease, and the Pleasant Valley people are pleased

with the work accomplished.

Two new electric roads are contemplated to be built

shortly by Pittsburg capitalists. One is to run from the

west end to Coroapolis, a distance of eight miles. The
other has already assumed definite shape. An ordinance

granting it the right of way is now pending in the borough

couucils of Homestead. It will begin at Atwood and

Bouquet streets in the eastend portion of this city and from

there it will skirt Schenley Park and cross the Mononga-

hela river, which is to be bridged for this purpose.

B. L. W.

PERSONAL.
D. Forsythe Morris of Chicago returned from St. Louis

on Friday morning.

W. B. Pearson, Chicago, passed several days in St.

Paul during the past week.

E. R. Weeks of Kansas City was in Chicago last Satur-

day on his way to Montreal,

Lewis S. Greensfelder, vice-president of the company,
will represent the Ries Electric Specialty company of Bal-

timore at Montreal.

H, M. Byllesby, president of the Northwest Thomson-
Houston company, St. Paul, has juit returned from a busi-

ness trip to the Pacific coast.

C. A. Benton, of the Detroit Electrical works, was in

Chicago last week. His company, he says, is enjoying
an unprecedented rush this season.

Louis A. Ferguson of the Chicago Edison company
has returned from a pleasant visit to Boston, where he has

been enjoying a three weeks' vacation.

S. K. Comstock, who has been employed recently as

superintendent of the electrical work on the public build-

ings in Philadelphia, was in Chicago last week.

G, M, Angicr, who has been connected with the Great
Western Electric Supply company as managcrof the lighting

department, has accepted the position of assistant manager
of the Knapp Electrical Works. Although Mr. Angicr lias

been in Chicago less than a year, he has many friends

among the electrical fraternity who will wish him success in

his new position.

The many friends of J, J J, Claghorn will regret to learn

that he is compelled, on account of poor health, to give up
the management of the business of the Chicago Electric

Manufacturing company. The future management of the

company will be dclermincd in a few days. Mr. Claghorn

had a severe attack <>i the grip, from which he never fully

recovered. He will go to Minnesota for a time, expecting

10 spend the winter in Southern Nebraska,

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Mascoutah Electric Light company, Mascoutah, 111.;

capital stock, $5,000; to furnish electric light and power;
Peter W. Lill, Belleville. Ill

Cook Electric Light company, McCook, Neb. ; capital
stock, $30,000; furnishing arc and incandescent lighting
and steam and electric power.

Imperial Electric company, Camden, N. J.; capital
stock, $25,000; to manufacture, buy, sell, lease, use and
trade in machines; Israel Roberts, Camden, N. J,

Oklahoma Water & Light company, Chicago, 111
;

capital stock, $300,000; to construct, operate and maintain
water and gas works and electric light plants; Ball, Wood
& Oakley, 122 La Salle street, Chicago, 111.

Orne Electric Construction company, Chicago, III.:

capital stock $11,000; to manufacture electric appliances
and speaking tubes, and do a general mercantile business;
Chicago & Northern Pacific Railroad company, Chicago,

Ford & Washburn Electric company, Cleveland, Ohio,
capital stock, $200,000; manufacturing electrical instru-

ments, machinery, cars, boats, engines, etc., propelled by
electricity, etc.; Sherman, Ilovt & Dustin, Cleveland,
Ohio.

Enterprise Electric Light & Railway company, Kanka-
kee, III

;
capital stock, $100,000; to construct and oper-

ate a street electric railway and furnish electric light and
power; Enterprise Electric Light & Railway company,
Kankakee, III.

ELECTRIC LIGHT.
The electric lighting of the British Museum is about

finished.

The erection of an electric light plant is being discussed
at Franklin, Ky.

The Searcy, Ark., electric light works are being en-
larged at a cost of $6,000.

Lindsay, Ont.. is to be lighted by electricity. The
Edison Central Electric company of Canada will establish
the plant.

At a special town meeting recently held at Peabody,
Mass., for the purpose of voting on the proposition to es-

tablish a municipal electric lighting plant, in accordance
with the provisions of the general act of the state, the vote
stood, 459 in favor to 32 opposed.

The board of directors of the Park City Light, Heat and
Power company, of Park City, Utah, at a recent meeting,
let a contract to R. M. Jones, general agent of the Edi-
son company, for duplicating its plant. The contract
requires that the new machinery shall be ready for opera-
tion by November 1st. The capacity of the plant, with
four dynamos, will be i.Soo 16 candle power lights.

The Odessa harbor electric lighting plant constructed
by the Thomson-Houston International Electric company
has been accepted by the Russian government. There
are 64 2,000 candle power arc lamps, and eight 125
candle power incandescent lamps. The arc lamp-posts
vary in height from 43 feet to 30 feet. The generating
plant consists of four 35-light series-wound arc dynamos,
driven by belting from two central valve condensing Wil-
lans and Robinson high speed engines. The two boilers

are supplied by the Babcock & Wilcox company.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The construction of an electric railroad is being dis-

cussed at Paris, Ky.

Work has been commenced on the extension of the
electric railway at Ojwego, N. V., to the fair grounds.

It is rumored that Captain Frazier, of Chattanooga,
Tenn., will build an electric road from Tampa, Fla., to

Frazier's Beach, a distance of four miles.

The Chattanooga, Tenn., Wa'er and Electric company
has issued $50,030 of bonds for the purpose of construct-

ing its electric railway to the top of Cameron Hill.

At Salem, Mass., the Naumkeag Street Railway com-
pany has been granted permission to establish an over-

head single trolley system on Goodhue, Grove andTrcmont
streets.

The street railway line of Carthage, Mo., has been sold

to J. Guinney, of Pcircs City. Mr. Guinney is quoted as

saying that he intends doing away with mules and sub
stiluting an electric line.

The Syracuse, N. Y., ICIeclric Railway company wants
a franchise for the construction of a street railway frcm
the corner of Colvin and Mulberry streets through various

streets to the corner of Water and Genesee streets.

At a recent meeting of the Mobile, Ala., Street Railway
company a resolution was adopted increasing the capital

slock to $300,000 and authorizing the issuance of $300,000
in bonds lo raise funds to change its lines to the electric

system.

New York capitalists are said lo have purchased l!:c

properly of ihe Roanoke, Va., Street Railway company.
Th;;y propose, it is slated, to reorganize the company
with a capital stock of $250,000, and use electricily as a

motive power

,

The San Francisco & San Mateo Railway company,

whose electric line was opened on July 29th, has applied

lor permission to extend its jailroad tracks on Asbury
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street, from Frederick to Waller, Waller to Stanyan and

Stanyan to Haight streets.

The Schcnectadv, N. V., Street Railway company has

decided to issue trip tickets at three cents, thus enabling

working people to ride 10 and from their work on the

electric cars. These tickets will be good from 6 to 7:30

A. M., and 5:30 to 6:30 I'. M.

It is reported that a representative of a IJoston syndicate

was in Fond du Lac. Wis., lately, looking over the street

railway with a view of purchasing it. If a favorable re-

port is presented, the syndicate will put in an electric line,

using the Thomson- Houston system.

The city council of Shreveport, La., has, it is stated,

granted the franchise for the construction of the electrical

railroad of the Shreveport Electric & Motive Power com

-

panv. chartered by G- H. Bernos, E. J. Biyan, C. Lee

McMillan and others of New Orleans.

The Los Angeles, Cal., Consolidated Electric Railway

company, is replacing its horse cars with electric cars as

rapidly as possible. The system adopted is the Westing-

house, and the plant, when finished, will be one of the

largest and best equipped on the Pacific coast.

The Fairhaven, Wash., electric railway will soon be

completed. Two miles of road will be operated at first,

the line from the Ocean dock to the New Whatcom
boundary. Seven Pullman cars have been ordered. The
Thomson-Houston company is equipping the line.

The Woodland Avenue & West Side Street Railroad

company, of Cleveland, O., has decided, after two years of

investigation, to equip its lines with electricity, and will

adopt the overhead system already in use on three other

Cleveland roads. It is the last large line in the city to

give up horses.

A contract has been made between the city of Memphis,

Tenn-, and the Raleigh Springs Railroad company by

which'the latter secures the right of way through certain

specified streets from the heart of the city to the suburbs

for twenty-five years. This line is to be run by electric

power. The principal stockholder of this company is B.

L. Duke, of Durham. N. C.

A charter has been granted the Weygadt !\Iountain

Railway company for the construction of an electric and

gravity railway around Weygadt mountain, a pleasure

resort near Easton, Pa. The road will be two miles long,

and the capital stock is ^30.030. The oflicers of the com-

pany are: President, J. Marshall Young, of Easton;

secretary and treasurer, D. W. Nevin of Easton.

Arrangements have been made, it is said, by which the

Thomson Houston company will secu^-e control of the

St. Cloud, Minn, street railway system and will put in an

electric line and extend it to the reformatory, or East Sauk

Rapids on the north, and the Great Northern car shops on

the west, provided sufficient inducements are forthcoming

on the part of benefited property owners. An expenditure

of ^135.000 is contemplated.

The Jamestown, N. V.. street railway has been extended

to Lakewood, and it is likely that it will be continued east-

ward to Falconer. This will make a clear stretch of

twenty one miles from Falconer, and constitute one of the

largest suburban electric roads in the country. It will

place Jamestown, Lakewood and the Erie railroad within

quick communication with Chautauqua and make a com
plete circle of rails around the lake.

The hardest steel at present successfully worked by the

electric welding process is that used for band saws. TJesides

the regular work of making the joint in continuous band
saws, it has been ingeniously adopted for replacing broken

teeth in finished saws. Formerly it was necessary to cut

down to a smaller size any saw from which one or two

teeth had been broken, thus losing not only the difference

in price between the two saws, but also the entire cost of

the labor in cutting the original saw. Now when a tooth

is broken out, they simple fit in a new tooth, which is

electrically welded in place, and a drop of oil applied as

the completion effectually restores the temper of the saw to

a serviceable point.

The Standard electric company of Detroit invited a num-
ber of prominent citizens of that city recently to attend a

test of the Logan Storage battery car. The party was
taken to Mount Clemens from Milwaukee junction in one
hour and fifty-five minutes. Numerous stops were made,

and the actual running time for the seventeen miles was
one hour and twenty minutes. There was no lack of power,

the current was easily controlled^ stops and starts were

made without jerk or jar, and altogether the trip was an

entire success. The motors on the car are the Shawan
motors. They worked easily and smoothly. The speed

developed was an average of about twelve miles per hour.

At times fifteen and one-half miles per hour was made of

short distances. The car and load weighed nearly eleven

tons.

Two electric cars going in opposite directions on one
track met in Lynn a few days ago. Each conductor

claimed the right of way and a war of words ensued,

neither being willing to concede an inch. Finally both men
boarded their respective cars and gave the signal to go
ahead. The motor men turned on the power in full force,

and for five minutes the cars strained and tugged for

supremacy, the moment one car began to lose the brakes

being turned on. The passengers left the cars and ex-

postulated with the angry conductors, but they were
obstinate and the battle continued. Other cars came along

and the deadlock continued for about an hour. The
superintendent of the road was sent for, and he quickly

decided which one of the cars should go back. His
orders were completely disregarded by the enraged
employes, however, and he was finally compelled to board
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the car and manage it himself, thus clearing the line. The
battle caused great amusement to a large number of

spectators. The offending participants were discharged.

ELECTRIC MINING.

In speaking of the successful introduction of electric

mining machinery the McKeesport, Pa., 'J'inirs says:

"The Jeffrey Manufacturing company of Columbus, O.,

has recently equipped the following named mines with

electric coal cutters: Helvetia mines, Helvetia, Pa., four

machines; the Redstone Coal & Coke company, Grind-
stone, Pa., two machines; the Union Colliery company.
Victoria, B C , four machines. The Michales i'.lectric

Mining company is putting in an electric mining plant at

O'Nei! t\: Peterson's coal works at Bunola, on the Monon-
gahcia river. It wi'd be in working order in a few days.

Judging from the report of Mr. Norwood, the state mine
inspector of Kentucky, some of the largest coal companies
in that state are contemplating the feasibility of adopting
these machines, together with the haulage system, etc ,

in their mines."

TELEPHONE.
The Universal Telephone company of London has re-

cently fitted up the Royal Italian Opera House, Covent
Garden, for Sir Augustus Harris with 50 telephones, all

inside the theater, and is now fitting up the Theater
Royal, Drury Lane, with a like number, and Sir Augus-
tus' residence at St. John's Wood with five stations, in-

cluding one to his stables. A trunk line joins his house
with the Drury Lane Theater, and another joins Drury
Lane to Covent Garden Theater, thus enabling Mr.
Harris to communicate from either his house at St. John's
Wood, Drury Lane, or Covent Garden, to any one of

the remaining 104 stations. The length of wire used ex-

ceeded 50.000 feet.

TELEGRAPH.
The new submarine cable line between New York and

Brazil was formally opened for business on September ist.

This provides for the first time direct telegraphic commu-
nication between the United States and the big South
American republic. The new line is said to be controlled

by French capitalists.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Electrically propelled life-boats are proposed in England.

The difliiculty of keeping the connecting cable intact in

stormy passages is raised as an objection.

A press dispatch states that John Wilkinson, a lineman
employed by the Swift Electric Light company, Saginaw,
Mich., recently grasped a live wire carrying a current of

2,000 volts and escaped with a bad burn on his hand.

W. H. Harris, J. O. Lee, T. R. Phister and G. T.
Speer have incorporated at Maysvllle, Ky., the Ohio Fuel
company to manufacture fuel and illuminating gas, elec

tricity and electrical appliances. The capital stock is

$500,000.

The United States Corporation Bureau of Chicago, re

ports 263 new completed corporations in the United .Statse

for the week ending Aug. 23, with a total capitalization of

$63,073,660. Of these 13 were light, heat, power and trans-

portation companies, and the capital stock was if^B 5 1 5 000.

By an accident occurring at an electrical station in Posen,
Germany,on Aug. 27th two employes were killed, and one
injured. The men were on the rcof of the building mak-
ing some repairs in the conductors when, by a fatal blunder,

the whole current was turned on, with the result stated

bove.

Some genius in Brussels, Belgium, has suggested a new
system of electric light poles He proposes "masts formed
of steel rods, which would be drawn at nightfall from
sheaths placed in the ground, and which would be drawn
back again at daybreak, so as to in no way alter the archi-

tectural appearance of the Grand Place during the daytime.

It is proposed to work these movable masts by means of

hydraulic pressure."

It is stated that W. H. Chew, agent of the Columbia
Water Power company of Columbia, S. C, has granted

400 horse power each to the Columbia Electric Street &
Suburban Railway company and the Congaree Gas ^s;

Electric company. He has also, it is said, promised to

Miller Bros. 500 horse power for the 10,000 spindle cotton

mill they propose to erect on the "Heights." This power
is to be transmitted by electricity.

At Grosswardein, in Hungary, a short time ago a Hash
of lightning struck the theatre during a performance. The
audience, believing the house had taken fire, rushed to the

doors, the consequence being that a number of women
fainted and fell under the feet of those in the rear. Some
of the more cool-minded among the audience were able to

reassure the crowd, and no serious injury was done. The
performance, however, could not be continued.

The Brotherhood of Electrical Mechanics has issued a

neat pamphlet showing the objects sought to be attained

by the organization. In the prospectus this statement is

made: "Our Brotherhood is not a labor organi/ition in the

general acceptance of the term. We leave the question

of wages where we ihi k it properly belongs, that is, be-

tween employer and employe. We are unequivocally

opposed to strikes, and to anything that will interfere

between employer and employes, as we believe their in-

terests to be identical."

A writer in LanianJ Water says that during a recent

visit to Totland Bay he was told that the fishing all along
that part of the Isle of Wight was very poor, and that

since the setting up of the search light for the forts it had

become worse. "I also heard." he continued, "that there
used to be a very good place for fish near the lighthouse at

St. Catherine's Point, liut that the electric light had driven
them all away, and now it was quite useless putting out
nets in a spot where a few years since a decent haul was
Io<'ked on as a certainly."

From Zurich comes news that the u'.ilizalion of the
power which is obtainable from the numerous streams in

Sv/ilzerland is making rapid progress During the past
year eighty projects for the utilization of water power were
under way. In the jura two companies have been formed
for the electrical transmi!^s<on of power obtained from the
River Doubs. Electric lighting is being gradually in-

troduced in all the towns of the Jura. At Siebncn 1,000
horse power is lo be obtained from the Aar, and electric-

ally transmitted, of which 400 horse power is to be utilized

in Siebncn itself. Messrs. Sul/er and Escber of Zurich in-

tend to erect a woolen factor)* at Siebncn, which will use
electrical power and employ 600 workmen. The capital

required for the scheme, which is to obtain 16,000 horse
power from the Rhine at Kheinfelden, has been subscribed
to the amount of over $3,000,000 Nearly the whole
power of the streams near Winterlhur is utilized electrically.

Vicosoprano and Stampa are to be lighted electrically,

and will utilize the water power in the neighborhood At
Soluthurn a company has been formed with a capital of

f I5o,ooo,to make a canal between the Emme and the .-Var.

and electrically transmit the power thus obtained. The
gieat increase in the ulih'zation of water power will have an
important effect on the coal induslr>* of the Saar district

TRADE NEWS.
An atlracliveiy gotten up price list has just been issued

by the Okonile company, and will be sent to any address
upon application at 13 Park Row, New York.

So rapidly is the list of new devices that the Electric
Merchandise company is putting on the market growing
that it has been compelled to issue another supplement to

its general catalogue of 1891. It contains descriptions of
line, station and car equipment material.

The Ries Electric Specialty company of Baltimore has
recently secured the handsome and commodious building
on the northeast corner of Baltimore and Eutaw streets in
that city, directly opposite the Eutaw House, and has
fitted it up with the necessary machinery and appliances
for manufacturing its electrical specialties. This com-
pany promises a novelty in the shape of a de^-ice that will

create something of a revolution in incandescent electric

lighting, inasmuch as it is said to constitute the "missing
link" that will place incandescent electric lighting as an
illuminating agent on a par with gas.

The Hine Eliminator company, 106 Liberty street. New
Voik, states that the little pamphlet published by it

containing Prof. R. C. Carpenter's complete report of the
test of steam separators made in June last at Sibley Col-
lege, Cornell University, has proven the best salesman
it has ever had. This report sets forth in tabulated
form the demonstrated efficiencies of the six steam sepa-
rators and oil extractors. By these tables it is claimed
the Hine eliminator, in this test, demonstrated an efiiciency

overall competitors ranging fiom i ' 1 j to 59,',^ per cent.
Dry steam, especially for high speed engines, is a matter
of much importance, and the value of steam separators is

becoming understood.

At the last session of the Missouri Legislature
provision was made for the establishment of a manual
training school, or industrial department, in connection
with the Lincoln Institute, at Jefferson City, Mo. The
necessary buildings are now nearing completion, and the
power plant, tools, etc., will be installed in a short time.

The board has contracted with the Pond Engineering com-
pany of St. Louis for a power plant, designed in accord-
ance with the best principles of modem steam engineering.as
the educational value of such a plant will be an important
consideration The order covers an Armington vV Sims en-
gine; horizontal tubular steam boiler, with rocking grates;

Lowe feed water heater and purifier, and Blake
boiler feed pump The Pond Engineering company is to
deliver and erect this machinery at the institute complete,
and ready for regular ser%*ice.

<'>ne of the best of the catalogues that will be presented
to the notice of the visitors at the Montreal convention will

be that of the Electric Construction v\; Supply company.
New York, just from the press. As everybody knows, the
great specialty of this company is the manufacture of the
Ward arc lamps for incandescent circuits. The hand-
some pamphlet referred to gives fine cuts of the different

varieties of this lamp, accompanied by clear and compre-
hensive descriptions. Lamps for railways, theatrical uses,

search lights and photoengraving are shown as well as
those designed simply for commercial utility. In many
instances it is very desirable to run arc and incandescent
lamps on the same circuit, as, for instance, where ofiices

and wailing rooms are lighted with incandescent lamps,
while the entrances or large areas may be brilliantly illum-

inated by the use of arc lights. In such cases as these,

and where it is desired to use a low tension circuit the
Ward lamp is very useful. The many advantages of the

lamp are set forth in a business-like way in the catalogue,

and a number of testimonials are appended.

The Interior Conduit & Insulation company of New
\"ork will be represented at Montreal by its president.

Edwin II. Johnson. General Manager E. W. Little and
E. T. tireenlield, electrician. This being the first oppor-
tunity presentctl since the company has embarked in the
general electrical manufacturing business, it is promised
that many new and novel devices will be shown. The
Johnson ampere meter, an absolutely dead beat instru-

ment, and the Johnson vise lock switch will be found to

be worthy of attention. The company also expects to

show the new California arc lamp, which it is about to
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place upon the market. This lamp is only fifteen inches

in length, with no obstruction underneath, consequently

casting no shadows, and will burn over 90 hours without

trimming or chan2e of carbons. The Garland Carbon

pro'ector is another device that is promised 10 be shown.

This device will be found specially useful in enabling the

users of the single carbon type of lamp to enjoy all the

advantages of long life of carbons hitherto only accom-

plished by the use of double carbon lamps.

45S.583. Electric Railway. Walter H, Knight, New
York, N. Y.

This iavention relates to electric railways wherein the supply
conductor or conductors are inclosed m a conduit; and us object
is to avoid the objections which in many instances are attend-

ant upon a conduit placed between the track rails, as well as to

provide a suitable structure tor the wires for each of two paral -

lei roads To accomplish this desired result the conduit is place

outside the rail, and when equipping a double track road a con-

duit for the conductors of both roads is constructed and placed
between the two track*, so as to be readily accessible for the

collecting devices carried by the cars on the two roads.

BUSINESS.
M. C. Chase, manufacturer of specialties ia hard rub-

ber, has been adding to the capacity of his factory on

South Canal street, and is prepared to give estimates on

any work in his line.

The Mosher Arc Lamp company is making extensive

arrangements at the factory on the north side to take care

of a large business during the coming fall and winter.

Several important changes and improvements are underway

and the popularity of the Mosher limp is likely to be fully

sustained.

TheKnapp Electrical Works, Chicago, report an increased

demand for Safety wire. They are general western agents

for this wire. An electrical expert of national reputation

wTites: "Of the many attempts during the past ten years

to make a reliable rubber insulated wire none has been so

successful as the Safety Wire Cable company's." Only

the best Para rubber and Lake Superior copper are

used, and every foot of wire is guaranteed.

The Union Electric Works, Springer building. Chicago,

are meetingWith merited success in the new line of work

mapped out, which is not only proving a sourct of profit

directly but is encouraging inventors without sufficient

capital to put their appliances before the trade. This com-

pany is carrj-ing on a large line of experimental work and
stands ready to manufacture any meritorious invention on

a royalty, or purchase the patents outright if 'desired.

Thompson & Robertson, of New York, notify the trade

that they have secured the sole right to manufacture and

sell the fibrous dr;^ battery and fibrous disque L'^clanche

porous cup, heretofore made by Taylor l^ Walsh. They
will be manufactured under the personal supervision of

the inventor and well-known electrician, J. Hart Robert-

son ; and Mr. Louis Walsh, formerly with the Crosby
Electric company and Taylor ^^ Walsh, will be the mana-
ger of the sales department.

The New York Insulated Wire company will show in

the exhibition hal! at Nfontreal the Vulca Electrical Wire
Ducts, together wiih appliances and a complete s>stem

of wiring for any lighting sysiem. The ducts or tubes are

waterand fire-proof, show high insulation resistance, and are

practicably indestructible. The tubes are the invention of

Geo- H. Merker, western manager of ihis company. The
system is from the designs ot A. Noll, the company's
electrician, and J W. Godfrey, general manager.

The Bloomington Electric Light company, Bloomington,

Ind.. is about to install a 150-horse power Ball engine,

manufactured by the Ball Engine company, Erie, Pa.

The Hebrew Institute, New York city, is installing an 80

horse power engine, furnished by the same company
through iis representa'.ive E. T. Copeland, 106 Liberty

street New York city; and the Dubois Traction Passen-

ger Railway company, Dubois. Pa., is installing a 100-

horse powerengine, furnished by Dravo& Black, Pittsburg,

representatives of the Ball Engine company.

Thos. Wrigiey, 85 and 87 Fifth avenue. Chicago, is

offering for sale an ingenious little device known as a tog-

gle bolt that is apparently coming into very general use

by the telephone and electric light companies for use on
hollow walls and tiling. Mr. Wrigley is also making a

toggle bolt hook for fastening up chandeliers and electro-

liers that is also becoming popular, besides making a full

line of drills and other appliances needed by electric peo-

ple. How to fasten a telephone or moulding onto a hollow

tile wall has long been a problem. Mr. Wrigley's inven-

tion and its application were fully described and illustrated

in a recent number of this paper.

The Emerson Electric Manufacturing company of St.

Louis has been noted since the date of the organization

of the company about a year ago, for the number of

novelties given 10 the trade, many of them becoming
standard articles in the operation of the leading street

railway and electric light companies throughout the
country*. Among the appliances recently brought out is

the new liagnall fuse switch, and a regulating device to

control the speed of a sew^ing machine motor. The swi'ch

is very compract. the fuse being easily replaced. The
sewing machine rcgulaior controls the speed of the motor
in an ingenious manner, is simple in construction, and
comparatively inexpensive. The Emerson company has
had a bu^y season, the demand for ihe Meslon
fan mo r<r almost exceeding the capacity cf

its facTory a recent order for a number com-
ing from J'anam.-i Som^ valuable inventions and im-

provements are under way for next year, and a very large

increase in the factory cipacily will be provided before

many months.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Jiitied Sffl. I, I'irfi.

453. 3S2. Electric Railway Sjstem, Walter H. Knight,

New V':''- ''-

.

Walter H. Knight,458.584. Electric Motor Truck.

New York, N. Y.

453.585, Telegraphy. E>avid Kunhardt of Aachen. Ger-

many.

458,587. Electric Brake. John C. Lincoln, Rochester,

N. Y.

458,603. Fusible Cutout. Charies S. Van Nuis of New
Brunswick, N. J., Jonathan H. Vail of New York,

N. Y.

458.619. Conduit for Electric Railways. Frederick E.

Degenhardt, Chicago, III.

458.620. Electric Trolley or Contact Wheel. Frederick

E. Degenhardt, Chicago, HI.

458,625. Electro Therapeutic Apparatus. William J
Herdman of Ann Arbor, Mich.

458,630. Conduit for Electric Railways. Emil E. Keller,

Chicago, 111

458.646. Electric Motor. Elihu Thomson, Lynn,
Mass.

The chief object of this invention is to conEtnict a motor
which when suppUed with curient of constant potential will

maintain a practically corisiant speed under varj ing load?, and
to obtain this result with constant non-sparking points on ihe

commutator and without the danger of causing by overloading
a loss of magnetism in the field-magnets of the motor.

458,652. Electro-Chemical Transformer. Turner D,

Bottome, Hoosick, N. Y.

Turner D. Bot-

•'Ti-- /.f ;f/riwrriif'»r« connected rc-
t -^ ..1-,.-;^ railway, wiiha

H/. and mran,« ffrf

ri»tanl vthfti n \f'-

458,653. Incandescent Lamp Cut-out.

tome, Hoosick, N. Y.

458,656, Lightning Arrester. James. P. FreemanYVash-
ington, D. C.

458,665. Electric Railway. Henry A. Seymour, Wash-
ington, D. C.

This invention has for its object to enable the same conductor
toser\'efor cars running in opposite directions on two tracks.

To this end cbe cars are provided with trolleys adapted
tu travel on a suitably arranged supply-conductor parallel with

the double track when the said cars are on either track.

45S666. Automatic Cut-out for Dynamo Electric Ma-
chines. Sidney H. Short, Cleveland, O.

The object of this invention is to provide a device which will

automatically open-circuit the shunt-coils of a compound dy-
namo on the breaking of the external or workmg circuit,where-
by when the external circuit is closed through a human body,
as by taking hold of the broken ends in the attempt cf repair-

ing, a greatly diminished carreot will be generated, and all

danger to workmen will thus be avoided.

458,702. Electric Generator. John C. Henderson, New
York. N. Y., Frederick Sargent, New Rochelle,

N. Y.

458,716. Synchroniz ng Mechanism for the Second-Hands
of Clocks. Homer Munson, Mendota, 111.

458,718. Carbon Clamp for Electric Arc Lamps. Albert

P. Seymour, Syracuse, N. Y.

4=8,719. Duplex Arc Lamp. Barton B. Ward, New
York, N. Y.

Theobjectof this invention is to provide a simple and efTect-

ive means whereby the two sets of carbons may be caused to

Oi-erate in the proper order, one after the other.

458, 72g. Electric Locomotor. Henry F. Shaw of Boston,

Mass., George F. Shaw of Dedham, Mass.

45S 747. Electric Railway Conduit and Contact Device.

Walter H. Knight, New York, N. Y.

458 753- Protective Fuse. Hammond V. Hayes. Cam-
bridge, Mass., Anthony C. While of Boston, Mass.

458,755. Electric Meter. Maurice Koechlin, Eelfort,

France.

458 778. Electric Subway. John C. Reilly, Brooklyn,

N. Y.

458,844. Electric Railway. Leon O. Dion, Natick,

Mass.

458 856. Armature for Electric Motors or Generators.

James F. McLaughlin, Philadelphia, Pa.

458,859. Method of and Apparatus for Operating Elec-

tric Railways by Dynamic Induction. Elias E. Ries,

Baltimore, Md.
'I'hc object of this nvcntion is to nvcrcomc the dilTicuItics of

electric )ocom.')lion due to the direct communication of the
source of electrical encrf^y with the travclinK motor bysubsli-
tiitin^ (or ihr: Hyslcm involving such direct communication one
in which the acluatinj: current i.-* generated by electro dynamic
in<h]ction, whereby the inventor is enabled 10 insulate the cun-
diictorn jirocecdinK from the generators in the most perfect m; 11-

n'T which the an aifords, toiililizc currents of very high lcn»ioii

;ind compar.itivcly small '|iiantit^,<'ind to ciuploy line cunductorn
ol inlrrior condticlint; capacty in surface, overhead ami under-

fcmiind electric railway systcmB.

453 866 Closed Conduit for Electric Railways. Charles

J, Van Dcpocle, Chicago, III,

Thin invention rclalc^lo new and useful imitrovrmcnl« in elec-

tric railwayji; and It cnnniMn'mn new and irnproved arrangc-
mcni whereby the main workinj: conductor may he place

in a herinrltailly scaled tube or Itox, thereby cff<-cUially

cxcludinsf wrttcr, unow and other injurioim clcincnti, the cloned

conduit bffinK pl'i<^cd hTlwccn the raiN in the iiMinl manner.

45^,867. System of Klcclric Railway Conductor.?. Charles

J. VanDcpocIc, Lynn, Mass.

458,86*;, Circuit Controller for Electro Magnetic En-
gines. Charles J. Van iJcpoele, Lynn, Mass.

458,870. System of Supplying Current to Reciprocating
Electric Engines. Charles J. Van Depoele, Lynn,
Mass.

This invention relates to a sysiem of supplying current to
reciprocating electric engines, and more particularly to electric
engines of the type operated by two forms of current—as, for
instance, by a combination of alternating currents, and accord-
ing to the present system the various types of currents are se-
cured from an ordinary supply circuit by the intervention of a
current modifying device at or near the point of consumption.

Charles J. VanDepoele,458,871. Telpher System.
Lynn, Mass.

This invention rdates to improvements in electric telpher
systems—that is tosay, a system of electrically propelled vehi-
cles in which a number of light carriages or cars are propelled
along a specially constructed way frum point to point, and
started and stopped and otherwise controlled without direct
manual intervention.

45S 872. Electro Magnetic Reciprocating F^ngine. Charles

J. Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.

45S.S73. Combined Electric Engine and Pump. Charles

J, Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.

According to ihis invention a magnetic pislon is reciprocated
within a pump cylinder placed inside a motor coil or coils, and
the piston itself is so constructed as to constitute the piston of a
pumping engine, while the cylinder within which it is contained
serves as the protecting casing interposed between the piston
and the interior of the motor coils, the cj linder in this instance
being diagametic metal and of correct bore without slits or
other openings communicating with the coiU and serving,
therefore, as a cylinder, through which pass the liquids to be
removed. The engine may be double acting, and therefore
capable of operation in any position, or it may be single act-

ing for vertical work In either event the reeiprocations of
the magnetic piston are caused by the shift ng of the field of
force of the motor coil or coils, which is produced by succes-
sive waves or impulses of defined rising and falling currents.

458,874. Reciprocating Electric Engine.
Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.

Charies J.

Barton Brewer Ward of

Adolph Wissler

458,876. Electric Arc Lamp.
New York, N. Y.

This invention relates to improvements in electric focusing
arc lamps adapted to be used in conjunction with a parabolic
reflector of a search light; and the objects of this improvement
are, first, to provide an automatic focusing light in which there
will be uniformity in the feed of the carbons at all angular po-
sitions, and, second, to reduce the friction of the rods carrying
the carbons.

458.879. Electric Switch. Adolph Wissler of St. Louis,

Mo.

458.880. Casing for Electric Switches.

of St. Louis, Mo.

458.931. Electric Railway. Walter Cook Wright, Phil-

adelphia, Pa.

The improvements in the construction of the conduit contem-
plate provisions for protecting the electric conductors and the
contact rollers receiving current therefrom from access of
drippings through the sipt of the conduit by locating the con-
ductors and rollers upon such a plane with respect to the lower
edges of the two depending aprons at opposite sides of s&.id slot

that anv water entering the latter shall be directed downward
below the line of possible contact with said conductors and
rollers.

458.932. Electric Railway. Waiter Cook Wright, Phil-

adelphia, Pa.

458,947. Annunciator. William C. Dlllman, Brooklyn,

N. Y.

458,952. Electric Comb. John M. Riley, Newark, N. J.

45S 953 Electric Comb. John M. Riley, Newark, N. J

458,954. A System of Reciprocating Electric Engines.
Charles J, Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.

458,956. Controlling Dynamo Electric Machines ftr

Electric Railways. Sidney H. Short, Cleveland, O.

This invention relates more particularly to automatic con-
trolling means for preventing the overloading of the dynamo
electric generators in electric railways, wherein the motors on
the different electrically propelled veiicles are arranged
abreast of or in multiple arc with one another.

458,961. Testing Switch for Electric Circuits. Rudolph
C. Smith, Yonkers, N. Y.

458,964. Cleat for Electric Wires. Henry Price Ball,

Brooklyn. N. Y.

458.976. Electric Molor. Norton P. Otis and Rudolph
C. Smith, Yonkers, N. Y.

This invention relates to a method of and apparatus for

starting and controlling electric motors and more especially

motors which are used to transmit motion to machinery for the
transportation of goods and passengers, and which are neces-
sarily obliged to be stopped and started quite often in Iheir
operation.

458.977, Safety Device for Electric Elevators. Norton
P. Otis and R. C. Smith, Yonkers, N. Y.
The object nf this inyenlion is, lo provide means whereby

the operator in the catrc of an clcv.itor may be notified of any
change of the operation of the engine, and lo provide pafe-

guards lo ])rt'veni a series electric motor from using an unneces-
sary amount of current beyond that required lor the work
which it is retjuired to do; and to these ends tlie cage is

provided with indicators, with means for operating it upon an
undue change in the speed of the engine, and in ihe case of an
electrical engine -neansare provitled whereby the operator in the
cage can control the ope a'lng extent of the field magnet, and
whereby friction is automatically applied lo prevent any undue
increase of motion of the engine.

458,987. Electric Arc Lamp. William A. Tmbayne,
Toronto, Canada.

Claim one reads;

^'In an electric arc lamp llie comhinalioM nf main and shunt
inaKnetnor HolcnoidH, 11 lever pivoted Interrnediale of. its ex-

tremitiettand conncclcd alit.soppo»lle endn with thenriimlurc
or cores of the respective mugiiels, and a ring clutch for the
cdihim rod provided with hiteral arms extending in opiiositc

direct ioim. one arm carrying a roller or other anil- friction device
bearing iiptm said lever and the other arm carrying nil adjimt-

ing screw, the end of which also hears upon said lever,"

458,617, Regulator for Constant Current Dynamos.
Ernest P. Clark. New York, N. Y.

458,618. Constant (Uirrcnl hynrimo.

New York, N. V.

I'jncsl I'. Clark,

M^l-
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BuomrE E. Phillips, FreaJafent. W. H. Bawtkb, weo^ and Electriofaa,'

AMEEICAU ELECTHICAL WOEKS,
PROVIDENCE. R. \.

Manufacturers of Patent Finisbed

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
' Magnet Wire, Office and Aonunciator Wire, Rubber CoTerM

Wjre, Lead Eucased Wire, Telephone and "

Iii'-andesTCnt Cords.

FARADAY CABLES.
Now York Office, 10 Cortlandt Street.

THE "CXj-^^^-^IEr" T^IIKE.
Insulation Guaranteed Wherever Used. Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

In a letter from the iNspECTaR of llie> Boston Fire Underwriter's Union, nnder date of March 2'-i,

1836, heeave; "A Thornuahly Reliable and Desirable Wire in Every Respect,"

The rubber used In Inf^ulatlng our wires and ciiiilee Is specially chemically prepared, and le Guar-

entped to be waterprnof ano will not deterioraip, oxidize or crack and wlil remain flexible in estieme
cold weathi^r and nut efT^ctpd bv heat. The inBulution J9 protected from mechanical Injury b,v one or

more braids and the whole aiicked wii li Clart'B Fatenl Compound, which le water, oil, acid, and to a

very great extent, fir<! proof. Our insulation will prove durable when all others fail. We are prepared

to f arnleh Single Wires of all ^nucea and diameter of Inatilalion for Telegraph, Telephone and Elec-

tric Lights from stock. Cables mnde to order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
«1 and <;:t Haiuiisihirr ("itrcet. IConton. SIbsh.

IIBNRT A. CLARK, OeDpral Maiiaj,"'r. HEKBEKT U. Bl'STIS. Electrirtaii.

CHICAGO AGENTS: THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO . 320 Dearborn Street.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For Filectrifal Parposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL& CO,
218 Water St., Tien York.

C
BRASS

ASTINGS.
rHE TURNER BRASS WORKS.

4 I,a>$alle Avenue, Chicago.

^^g^Write us for Pjicea,

The Electrical

Construction Co.

C. A. HARTER, Manager. Telephone, 1718.

E CROCKER-WHEELER
PERFECTED MOTORS.

"Very slow speed, full power, perfect regu-
lation, forged fields let into base, self-oiling

liearings. self-centering bearings, all sizes,

both arc and incandescent, for all power
purposes.

Ackntiniedged by the Leading Manufacturing Companies to be

THE MOST PERFECT MOTOR MADE.

Estimates and Plans Furnished for Electric Power Equipment.

Correspondence Invited.

^^
430-432 WEST 14TH ST., NEW YORK.

JAMES LEFFEL WATER WHEELS
Built by THE

JAMES LEFFEL $t CO.
UPRIGHT AND HORIZONTAL,

FOR

Electric, Mining and Manufacturing

Easy worldnp gates. High percentage and even
speed at full and part ciyntcity. Ecpially adapted tc

hifih and low licada. Larjio nnmlier of sizes and
Btyl Scud for descripUvo pamphlet to

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.

M SPRING'IELD,
OH.O.

OR 110 LIBERTY ST,
NEW YORK CITY

WANTED.
An elecirlclan, now in charge of <)lectric Ilght-

Int,', el'-ctric Hl[,'nale and cenoral eleclrlc work on
a prominent KaHtern railroad, would like t'> make
a change. Seven yeare in llio elenrlc lightioc
huBlm-iie, four yearo in Central Station mautii"-
ment, Thoroucbly ponii-d on T.-II. 'o., \^'(•»^

iiiirhouwi' find KdlBOii nyHlt-in? and con-tructlon
W'^'t- AddresH "KAMTKKN,"

Care W»TEli?." Kj.KcTmriAV,

New ID and 25 Light

Arc Dynamos and Lamps.
HICH TENSION. CHEAP.

JAS. McLaughlin, Mfg. Electrician,

50 X. <:linton St., Cliiraso.

Atabirgaln: O e 1 H. P. "C. & C." Arc
:\Io;or; One 2 H. P. 'C. & C." Arc irolor,

In peifect condiiion; also two Exhaust
Fans, 8lmo3t nfw.

WINTER'S CAFE,
279 Stalest., Chicago.

Electrical Wood.

WANTED.
A mnrrlfrd rnan, eiriclly poVrr tn<\ Indaelrloop.

to do ih<; trimmiog and take care of the Iloes and
plant ^''-nerally ouieMe of ihj --tatlon- One ac-
'jualnt'rd with T. U. arc and T.-H. aJl<;rDallDK bv-
l«mH. Pnpulation 5.f/«'. FJn'f fK^iItion for r jtbl
man. (Jive papl»rzp';r)f.nr:e and ftal*ry s-iE/fC'-.i.

Address "Altu I.M;ilT."
Ca r: WKhTKliK KlkctuI' ia v.

ELECTRIC SLATE
Switch-boards a Specially.

Small fi;im|ilf8 of plain and marbleized free.

T. J. MURPHY,
Electrical Etclnni;"' Blilj;. IIIO l.iliiTty Bt,

Room 21^. NEW 10RK.

The Winner of 1 890 will win again In 1891.

Eleventh year.

SOLE MAKERS:

LAW TELEPHONE COMPANY,

Telpgraph j _
Telephone \ CROSS L ARMS
Electric liif^ht ) E

S
OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL POLES. _ _
GU Uni UP^ Room 4rOCom'l Bide.,

' " ""

• n. nULWCd, St. LouisImo. 85 John St., KEW YOKK

Electrical EnpeeringCo.^
ROOM 603, MOWON BUILDING, CHICAGO.

ELECTRIC OUTFIT.
MASON'S FAMOUS BATTERIES.

MEDAL AWARDED, American Institute Exhibition, 1891.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE B.

JAMES H. MASON, prA':., Brooklyn, N.Y,

P
Street Railway and Generator

Armatnres Re-wonnd,

205 and 207 So. Canal St.. CHICAGO. ILL.

£fiMAGNETIC VANE
AMMETERS AND VOLTMETERS

ARE THE BEST INSTRUMENTS FOU

Central Stations, Isolated Plants,

J?

Marine Installations, Electric Railways

Corrosponclenoo tflollcitod.

Hend Tor lllnstratod <'ircular £35,

QUEEN &, CO., PHILADELPHIA.

MclNTOSH, SEYMOUR & CO. ENGINES.
. n ( eiZK. H. p. OF KACII KN(5INK. PtlSTIN-VTlON.

SINGLE CYLINDER

OR COMPOUND.

List of Engines
under Construc-
tion July I, for De-
livery on or before
September 30:

SARGENT & LUNDY, 339 Rookery BIdg

For Particulars Inquire of

CHICAGO.

One
Two
One
One
One
One
Two
One
One
One
One
t>ne
One
One
Oni>
Two
One
One
One
One
Two

,
Ono
One

Lone

;«sig
lSVisl7
1:1 snJ illrir

11x12
K) and19xlr>
11 nn.l IVlslS

l.liinila.lxlT

i;i and iJil"
Sx9
13 and 19x15
15 and 21x1"
13x15
mixl6
la'iilS

' K.VCU
8il

!0U
ilcl

hti

ir.n

I.'")!)

210
2111

30
ISO
3>5
100
12.'i

200
30

!",xini.j J 5
23xi;l M\
11 iind l'."xl5 ir.o

11 HndlOlW 150

111X15 IWl

IJ'4xl5 135
13 and 23x17 21,-.

ir> and 26ilT 41KI

14H and 23x22 MW

KN(5INK. prSTIN
Edicon General Electric Co , Groton, N. V.
GloucePler Street Kailw.iv Co., (.ilouceetor, M«6d.
'r.-II. IntcrnatioiKil Klortrlc Co., Rio Janeiro. Itrnzil.

Meicliantf i:; Miin>rs Tr!in»itori.itlon Co,, UAUlmoie, Md.
I'ortiiiod Sirei'l Halhvny Co.y Poriland, Mo.
I-awreice, Maes.
Lswrfnro. Maes.
Fall RlvtT. Mape.
Isolated IVpi. T -H. Kloc. Co., Boetoo, Mase.
(.i. A. HoiHufl vt Co.. ChlrSL'O, III.

Soniprvillo EU'clrIc LlRlit Co., Somorvillo. Mare.
A. Q. Weok-. Bopion. MnPS.
Tonawandii & WlioatlUdd Eleolric I.'chl Co , Tooft^randA, N. ^.

T.-B. Int. Eloc Co., U'-^de. Bntlnnd.
A. J. Wilkineon. Hydo Park, Ma^e.
PreehvterlMn Ilcp|>ital. Now York City.

ClifcscoE'Meon Co., Cbicaco, 111.

T.-ll. Int. Elec. Co,, Heleiticfors. Finland.
Frilr. Wlk'n. U.-lelncfoie. Unlsnd.
T.-n. Eli'cirir Co.. Bneloti. Ma«e.
Cortland Forcing Co., Cortland. .N. V.

West End Street Kaihvav Co., Boelon, Mass.
Baltimore Electric Kefinlng Co., BaUiniore, Md.
Geori;la Electric Light Co., AUanU, ».Ja.
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E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IK

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHC ILICTEIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
BRANCH STOHE

2134 Michigan Avenue.

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

nLBOflNaEmiCMFCl
.f''" FITCHBURG,MASS,U.S.A.

"^

Manufacturers OF DYNAMOS for. LIGHTING,
i/J platingandexperimental purposes.
y »-.—ALSO MOTORS.-«^-«i
EVERYTHINQ LATEST DESISN AND HIGHEST EFFICIENCY

PfTRODUmTf EXTTREIT NEW PRIN( IPIES.

Pat- Maj. li>, 3«9. THE OLD STYLE.

THE ACME LINE BELT
IS MADE ONLY BY THE

Page Belting Company, Concord, \. H.
BRA^"CHES : Boston, New York. Chicago, San

Francisco. Also, nianulucturers of all the
staple CT^ades of Leather Belting and Lacing.
Send I'oi- Illustrated Catalo^me—a valuable
treatiae on belting, Freo.

BINDERS— Fur the—-

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
ONE DOLLAR.

THREE HARVEST EXCURSIONS.
The BarliDgton Route, ('., B. & ^ K. R., will

run Harvest Kxcureiona. Tueeda-s. Aiigaat 25th

and September 15th and'^inii. from Chicago, Peo-
ria, t>uincy and St Louie to St. Patil, Omaha, St.

Jopeph, Kansas City, Denver, Helena, Salt Lake
Hnd all other points In the Northwest, West and
Sfiiithwest. Rates ve^v low; tickets for sale at

ali company's ticket offices at points on and east

ijf Mieelseiopi River. Many connecting lines will

Fel 1 tbrongh tickets for these escnrelons. Inquire
of local a~"2ent for full information, or address

P. S. KusTis. Gen"l Pass, and Ticket Agt.. Chicago.

Manufacturer's of

OCTAGONAL)!? Cedar
TELEPHOni&ELECTRICAL

RAILWAYpOLES10QSSARMS

f^H.M.LOUD&SOMSUlHBERQ.
OSCODA, iviicH.

WE ARE FITTED WITH
RELIABLE Machinery and Tools,

N-^^^. ^^T^flnd Employ RELIABLE WorJcmen.

^I^i^/All Kinds of Electrical Apparatus to Order.

CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

THE MOSHER ARC LAMP
For Direct Incandescent Circuits

BEATS THEM ALL.

Reait iihat a customer xai/ii:

Be.nicta Electric Lioiit and Mciok Co.,
Uenicia. Cai,., June 25, IBOl.

MOSHER ARC LAMP CO., CHICAGO.
GK.'ai.UMf;.'.:—Yours of 11th lusl. received. In reply we liave lo

nay ihe lamp givea Batinfactlon, and we are well plenMd wlih It. Our
.S<jp<;rintenrJent eaja he has 111'.*) two f'ther lainpH of dilTercnt makes
and thin one is the t^st of them all. lie wanta you U) send another
just like It Ui the Dixon I-ight A; Wattr Co.. Dixon. r;«l., of which
he i< Saperlntendent.

Yours truly, 3. 0. OKAY, Pres't.

Wri": for Oir';-:!.^-, Prir;<:?, an'l Sampl',- Lamp to

MOSHER ARC LAMPCO.,
126 ONTARIO ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE io StesuB

Boilers. Catalogue on application,

STILWELL&BIERGEMF6.C0.,

DAYTON, OHIO.
EVERYTHING IN

WIRE FUSE- STRIPS.

MANr!..\CTl.RL

The Sperrj Electric Mining Hicliine k
39th SI. and Slewart Ave.. CHICAGO.

ALUMINUM
50 Cents per Poand.

THE COWLES

Electric SiiBltiiiE&AliiiiiMiii Co.,

I.OCKPORT, X. Y.,

Offer Commercially Pure Aluminum at 50

cents per pound for ton lots In ingots.

Aluminum sheet, wire and castings at

lowest market price.

j^iumlnum Brorze, Aluminum Brass,

Silver Bronz°, Silicon Bronze and Manga-
nese Bronze in ingots and castings. Ferro

Aluminum for steel and iron castings.

I

Correspondence solicited.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
m to 156 Green St., Green Point, BROOKLH. N. I.

manufactort cf
Non-Conductive Blocks. Rosettes anrl Bases tor Cui-Outs

and Switches; also Insulators. Cleats, Lamp Trim-
mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Our production le a dense body. The glazing and hody
of OUT ware are of same composition, and are baked
alike, which are the features of

TKUK ]EAK1> PORCELAIN.

SPEAKING TUBES .^ND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS «* BELLS.
Fin,!. JLIXE AbMAVS IN STOCK.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO..
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, Hfil and 1463 UeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

i^^Send for New Catalogue. Out August 1st.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSUIATING CLEATS.

The- Kartavsrt ^ Manufacturing ^ Co.^

Tie "isM" Drj Balkrj,

(PATBNT AITI.IED KOR).

For Call Bells, Annunciators. Burglar Alarms, Tele-

phones, Medical Apparatus, the Laboratory

and all open circuit use.

Price 80 Cents.
s W<' u:iini-aiit4>e III*' .fli-wro IJr.^ Itllt.er.v

'X equal tit nn\ ilry hutivry iiiuilr. in 10. ^1. l-\.

— .Iiii-ultilil.t' uihI rrcii|K'i'aMv4' itoivei'.

9
^ 'I'IiIh l)iit.torv Ig no Inlrlii^^umoiit on liny cxtBtliiR ]>iil.enl.

° Exhausted Batteries Replaced with New
Ones at a Nominal Price.

I.iliei-al iliKeoiiiilH lo lli<> li'ail*^.

Wo make a D.'sque Leclanche Battery which Is

guaranteed equal to any in the market. Our
prices arc reasonable on all klndB of electrical

supplies.

hMiu Ik:iri:al SuppI; Co.,

3C Corl andl Sliccl, NEW YORK.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL

GLQBEwjRBON^S

The attention of EI-ECTRIC COMPANIES is cafled lo thb CELIv-
nRAXI-:i> IV.ITKK WIIi;i-;i- a5particuUr:ya'i;ii>!'-dto th'-ir uic.

on account of it3 reni:irk:il>ly ntcady motion, hiirli Speed
and preat Kflic-icnvy, and larjre i'apacity, for it:; iHaaiPter,
being dV>uble the Po^^er of most wheels of same diameter. It >^ u^d t>y a
number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In ihecconoin-

ical use of water it is without an an equal, producing the highest p^^r ccnL ol use
ful effect cruarantecd.

sl:XI> FOB CATArO<;rE AXI» PARTK-rrARS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gca*- are rcquirct^

and it can be betted directly to dynamo.
Tfie accompanying engraving represents a pair of I2inch VffOTOR

XUKIHrS'I'iS arranged on a horizontal shaft, with Casi-Iron Hume. Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upcn
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We arc now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal sliafts, and where the situation

admits of their use. we recommend thenu

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.. « DAYTON. OHIO.

MAKERS OF HiCH-CRADE

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

ELECTRICAL
BOOKS.

Send For Complete Catalogue.

Electrician Publishing

Company,
6 Lakeside Building, - CHICAGO.

J.C.TEMPLE.
(Formerly of STOUT, MILLS & TEMPLE),

DAVTOM, OHIO.

HydranlicaMlecliaDicalEDiiDefir
Improvement of Water Powera, Arrangement

of Fower Plant«, IShafting, etc., for Electric Power
and Light. CONSTRUCTION SUPERINTENDED.

HARRISON CONVEYOR
FOR HANDLING

GRAIN, COAL, TAN BARK, SEEDS. ETC.
Will convey all kinds of tjrain without roir.lnc-

Will carry two different kinds of material In op-
poeite directions at the same time.
Will convey One-Hundred and Fifty Tons ofCoal

per hoar. Medf> of Wronpbt Iron and Steel. Send
lor Illnetrated Cataloi^ne. BO^'DEN & SELLECK
COMPANY, 48 and 50 Lake $• , Chlcaao. IM.

Wm. 3. Tdbnee. Pres. Geo. A. Bell, V. Pbes. J. Lester Wuoi.HKiixiE. sec. ana Treaa.

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER ENGINEERING CO.,
Confiiilthif; and Const rin-t inj:;

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment ol Electric Railways. Steam and Electric Plants.

47 Times Building. TeleplioneCaii. I009 Coriiandi. NEW YORK.

CEDAR POLKS.
Railway Ties and Posts-

If In want of Polea. Tiea and Posts, save monej
by g-^tin^ my prices.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Spscial Sliapes to order. Colors, l{ed. Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wii.fiif£?S^,DEr,. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World.

SOL,E MAXUlACTrRERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
OFFICE:

14 DEV ST_ ST. X.

1000 HOURS LIFE,

2000

3000

4000

5000

a

a

a

ik

a a

a a

"WRITE US FOR PRICES AND PARTICULARS.

The Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co, Chicago, 111.
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C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS,
Electric motors in all standard sizes

for operating elevators, pumps, print-
ing presses and machinery for gen-
eral manufacturing purposes.

Electrical Mining Machinery of all

kinds, Hoists, Tram Cars, etc.

Electric Blowers for ship ventila-
tion. Fan outfits.

Electric plants for pumping church
organs.
Over 10,000 motors in actual oper-

ation.

THE C. & 0. ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.,

Dynamos in all sizes of same de-
sign and dimensions as the standard
motors.
Equipment of mines, factories, ma-

chine shops, of&ce buildings with com-
plete electrical plants for lighting and
poTver.

New England Office, 63 Oliver St., - BOSTON.

Philadelpliia Office, - 38 S. FOURTH ST.

Chicago Office, - • PHENIX BLDG.

San Francisco Office, - 35 MARKET ST.

402-404 GREENWICH ST.,

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORSu DYNAMOS.

To Our Friends and Patrons:
To meet the increasing demand for Perret Motors and Dynamos, another increase in our faoilities has been necessary,

and to accomplish this we have moved our factory and general office to Springfield, Mass., where we have secured the
property on State Street, formerly known as the BuUard Repeating Arms Works. This property is one of the finest in
New England, and is conveniently situated for receiving and shipping goods by all the railroad lines centering in
Springfield. With these enlarged and increased facilities, and with a large increase in capital, we shall be able to serve
our customers better than ever.

For the convenience of our patrons in that vicinity, we have established an office, storeroom and workshop at
89 Liberty Street, New York City, in charge of Mr. Robert Watson.

NEW YORK OFFICE,

89 Liberty Street.

Respectfully,

THE ELEKTRON MFC. CO., Springfield, Mass.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC CO.

DYNAMOS,

MANUFACTURERS OF
•8)

MOTORS,

Power Generators, t

Eleclrical Instruments

and Appliances.

CHICAGO OFFICE

Complete Equipments for

Isolated Electric Lishtinir

and Power Plants,

Central Stations and

Steamship Llshtinir.

,
1 6 1

- 1 63 RANDOLPH STREET,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
SA.lon.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.
JULIUS ANDRAE, 225 W. Water St. BLATTNER & ADAM, - - - - 220 N. Fourth St.

KANSAS CITY, MO. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
KANSAS CITY ELECTRIC WORK?, - 903 Broadway. T. M. MACUIRE, .... 23 Syndicate Block

ST. PAUL, MINN. OMAHA, NEB.
F S. BRYANT, I 28 E. Fourth St. COWCILL, ROUTLEOCE & CO., - 39 Barker Block,

TACOMA, WASH., W. L, BRETHERTON, I 144 Pacific Ave.
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For Itriving Dynamos.

t;^^^.^^ The Clinton Gas Light Co., Clinton, Mass., have thor-

oughly tested and have adopted the Evans System of
Driving Dynamos in their new Electric Light Station.

Thousands of Horse Power in use driving Dynamos, and hundreds of sets of Cones
in operation, driving all classes of machinery. Address

THE EVANS FRICTION CONE CO.,
33 T7^«-t©r St., :^OS<]?OKr, IVE-^^ISIS.

KvanH" <'onc'-i.

For \ arjiDC HpfOi\.

CHICAGO ZITSULATED WIRE COMFAIT'7,
M.A.rjxji'ja.cjT'cmEn.s or*

HIGH GRADE INSULATED WIRES

WRITE FOE QUOTATIONS
AND SAMPLES.

WEATHERPROOF WIRES,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

MACNET WIRES,
INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,

ETC., ETC., ETC.
Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO., 48-52 N. Clinton St„ CHICAGO, ILL.

OF ALL DESCKll'TIOlNS.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.

Underwriters' Coj^per Electric Light Litie Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton

tX^^JUJ^A 1..
and Worsted Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work, .qE ij jtr.^

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT
a
K.K.

M
.'a.'tt.'^'Mfc'v.'A-aTK»'4ampi.*,ga»^fc'*A'»:

LINE WIRE
T.T.V.T.Tjr.T^V.nr.VJ".*

For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

.^g-exLts for tKe '^T^T-.A.SHIiTOTOiT C-A-I^BOIT CO., CartoorLa for .A-rc Lig-litiiig-.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., CHICAGO,
|

THOS. L. SCOVILL, New York Agent,
Are our Selling Agents, and carry a line of Insulated and Bare Wires of our make.

j 25 Park Place, NEW YORK.

DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS
Afford the Only Reliable and Efficient Means for

All NIGHT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

All other devices are crude, expensive and unsatisfactory.

THE BRUSH ELEGTRIG GOMPANT
Has established its broad foundation patent for Double Carbon Arc Lamps, No. 219,208, having WO)lfour
distinct infringement suits in the United States Courts, two of them on final hearing, the decisions

being rendered by Judges Gresham, Blodgett, Brown and Ricks.

The public is warned against the use of infringing lamps or any crude substitute for the Brush Invention.

Arc Lighting Apparatus, Electric Motors and Generators,
Alternating Current Apparatus, Incandescent Lighting Machines,

Carbons for Arc Lighting, Etc., Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,
CDF^ICZ).
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THOMAS STURGIS, Presl. Wtti. C. LANE. Sec'y and Treas. C. P. MACKIE, Gen'l Manager. S. S. BOCART. Gen'l Agent.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY,
45

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIGHTI MOTOR CUT OUT.

LAMPS OR MOTORS CUT IN AND OUT AT WILL FROM CENTRAL STATION WITHOUT
DISTURBING OTHERS QN SAME CIRCUIT.

This System Saves Mileage of Circuits, Makes Scattered Business Profitable and Secures Payment for Every Hour of Light.

Western Blecti^ic Co.,
CHICAGO, NEW YORK, BERLIN, PARIS, ANTWERP, LONDON.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING APPARATUS,
Arc and Incandescent Systems,

Automatic Regulation.

s-i:j-f»-f*-Iv-i-e>-s.

A JSLIEIW BOOK.
nxro^w

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND - BOOK.
Lieut. F. B. Badts latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of

which 20,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's
well-known practical style with all the problems of Electric Power
Transmission.

NOW READY. PRIGi; $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO .

THE WENSTROM CONSOLIDATED DYNAMO & MOTOR CO.,
OF BALTIMORE, MD.;,

-MANlIFACTUnHUB OK—

Electrical Apparatds.
ELECTRIC 7VTOTORS

DYNATV^OS
X*oz- Xzxon.xid.eisooxi.t Xilel3.tlzie-

Npccial FcatnrcH: llicli Klliciciicy. Wlow Hpccd.

For full InrririiiatloiJ imd olrculnrH lulilroHB

,^^ THE WENSTROM CO., Baltimore, Md.
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOULAELY ADAPTED TO DEIYIKG

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of its K'gh efflclency at all '^ca^cs of giUr, steadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the construction of which makes It the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
I'laatrating various styles of eeltlDg

on both vertical and horizontil shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT, HIIIiLS & TEMPL,E,

STEAM PLANTS
IKHTALLEIt ItV

TTIT. B. PBARSON i£ CO.,
IHKCIIAXK'AL. KWtJIKF.KRH ANI> CO>'TKACTORS.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDING, - CHICAGO.
WILLIAMS AUTOMATIC ENGINE.

For;i!l purpof^es requiring Btendy power.
W'TM.IAMS Engine-: WoiiKs: No. 4-17 Nortli Street,

Il.VLTI.MOItB.MD.

COMPLETED TO DEADWOOD.
The Burlington Route, C, li. & n. K. K..

from Chicago, Peoria and St. Louis, is

now completed and daily passenger trains

are running through Lincoln. Neb., and
Custer. S. D.. to Deadwood. Also to

Newcastle. Wyoming. .Sleeping cars to

Deadwood.

FineOffice Furniture
and Folding Beds.

Brass and Wire V/ork. 2,5 wabash A,.

A. H. Andrews & Co., Chicago.

THE

A FEW PROMIIVEMT IWISCEL-EANEOUS USERS
CExccpUno Govrnments and loiihoath).

Adams Express Company : Allegheny City Light Plant ; Allegheny County
Light Company : Anheuser-Busch Brewing Company ; Arbuckle Brothers :

Ashcrott Manufacturing Ccnipanv : E. Balbach & Son ; Baldwin Locomotive
"Works : Bowers Dredging Company ; Brooks Locomotive Works ; Brown &
Sharpe Manufacturing Company : Bru.sh Electric Company of Baltimore ;

Brush Electric Light Company of Buffalo ; Burlington Electric Street Kailway
Company : Calumet & Hecla Mining Company ; Cambria Iron Company : Car-
negie, Phipps & Company ; Cincinnati Gas Light & Coke Company ; Coxe
Brother.s & Company ; Crescent Steel Works of Miller, Metcall & Parkin ;

Cumberland & Presumpscot Mills. Denver Consolidated Electric Company;
Detroit Dry Dock Company . Detroit Electric Light & Power Company ; Dun-
nell Manufacturing Company ; East End Electric Light Company of Pitts-
burgh ; Elgin National "Watch Company : Federal Street & Pleasant Valley
Electric Street Kailway Company of Pittaburgh and Allegheny ; Forest Paper
Company : Gate City Oil Mills ; Glen Echo Electric Street Railway Company
of Washington; Herkimer Paper Company; Howe, Brown & Company;
Illinois Steel Company ; Lehigh Avenue Passenger Electric Street Bailway
Company of Philadelf lia ; Lombard, Ayres & Company ; McConway & Torley
Company : Mc.Keesport Electric Light Company ; Metropolitan Electric Light
Compiiny oi London : Missouri Electric Light 6l Power Company of St. Louis ;

Muncie Pulp &. Paper Company ; New England Dredging Company ; New-
ton Paper Company ; G. H. Nichols & Company , Ohio Paper Company ; Oliver
Oil Company ; Omaha & Council Bluffs Electric Kailway Company ; Omaha
Electric Street Bailway Company ; Otis Iron & Steel Company ; Pacific Rolling
Mill Company : Pencoyd Iron "Works : Pennsylvania Steel Company : Phila-
delphia & Reading Coal and Iron Company ; Pittsburgh Locomotive & Car
Work; Robert Poole & Son Company: Quaker City Dye "Works: St. Charles
Car "Works ; Sawyer-Man Electric Company; Schenectady Locomotive "Works;
"Williams Sellers & Company; Sherman Oil & Cotton Company: Shoenberger &
Company; Southern Cotton Oil Company ; Claus Spreckels' Sugar Refinery:
Tacoma Light & "Water Company; Terre Haute Electric Street Railway Com-
ncny ; Union Switch & Signal Company; United Electric Light & Power Com-
pany; Vancouver Electric Street Railway & Light Company; "Wellman Iron &
i^teel Company; "Westinghouse Air Brake Company : "Westinghouse Electric &
.Manufacturing Company ; Wilmington City Electric Street Railw^ay Com-
pany.

Over 3000 other users.

^ tHEHrESTINGHOUSE MACHINE COMPANY.
Plt-TSjaHRQM.PENNA,U.S.oFA. c

WOODBURYENGINE
SELF-CONTAINED, AUTONIATIC
HIGH SPEED STEAM ENGINE m j

for Electric Lighting and i^JN^

cut on a|>pli<:iti.>ii. - - \\\

Street Railway Service
WITH BOILER PLANT COMPLETE

STEARNS MFC. CO. ERIE, PA.
BRANCH I I'hil:nlf-lp1ii:i. 04'J l>r«"\.l lildt;.

OFF! CES ' ^•' li-;in.U.-.>.-Ji>A :U Si>p:nSt.

'PmBm

DRY STEAMj^
nj-UlSIXSECEX) ^-z-

THE POND SEPARftTOR,
Tlie Pond Separator is guaranteed to relieve the

ste&m of all entrained water, and return this water
to the boiler, thus effecting a large saving In fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

POMD ENGI1VEERIX« COMPAXY
ST LOUIS.
OMAHA.

CHICAGO.
DALLAS.

KANSAS CITY.

SEATTLE.

BALL
AUTOMATIC CUT-OFF

ENGINE.

ENGINE
COMPANVERIE.PA.

With New Improvements.
Unequaled Regulation.
Highest Economy, Curability,
Smooth and Quiet Running

Simple.

CrossCompoiind.

Triple Expansiop.

TandeniCoiiipoiind

The BEST ENGINE for ELECTRIC LIGHTING, ELECTRIC RAILWAYS, ELECTRIC

MINING, ELECTRIC WELDING, and General Manufacturing Purposes.
R. T. rop*

SELLING f iiir<«tri|iiii

AGENTS r'°'""'"""°

.AKI> .V fO.. lor. I.llinrlv St.. Xp« VorU: .1. W l>AKKKIC A CO., :»S Sontli Fourth Biropt
n. Pa : l»K«V<> A HI, ->«•*. N04 l.f-i« U Hlork, Pitl8l)nre, Pn.: SOUTH WKSTKRX SI Pl-l.k
IVuNli.; rU<»«K. H.'KKKK A tO.. BiiUimoro. Md.: K <;. WILBKHT. .Vloliloon. linii

ltK.4.\'C'll OI-'FK'B. rvouni 506 llookcry Bulldinc;, CHICAGO. 11.1... ALBERT FISHER. Mana.gcr.
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A MARVELOUS INNOVATION

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC COMPANY
HAS REVOLUnONIZED THE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT OF STREET RAILWAYS.

The Intermediate Shaft, Pinion and Gear have been discarded.

The Armature Pinion and Axle Gear are now enclosed in a
dust-proof case filled with oil.

Reducing to a minimum the cost for repairs and absolutely
eliminating the objectionable noises incident to all other
systems.

The Armature speed has been reduced from 1200 to 500 revo-
lutions per minute

The Railway Motor, as now constructed, comprises lebS than
a dozen parts.

The construction of the Armature avoids the possibility of a
burn-out, except by malicious carelessness, and when
damaged, can be readily repaired by a novice.

Don't make a mistake by contracting for Railway Equipment
before seeing or understanding this marvelous machine.

Prices for Repairs, Parts and Supplies materially reduced.

Information, Prices and Literature furnished on application.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO,
CHICAGO OFFICE: BOSTON OFFICE:

148 MICHIGAN AVENUE. 620 ATLANTIC AVENUE.
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Bmli's lli'md Pacling,

Established 1882.

The EnglneerB' {Bvorlte. Leads, but Is imitated by many.
f.f|uale(l by none. If you have any donbis hs to the fieDDloe,

eend direct to U9. We are eole manafac urers of this jiack-

ing. Hend for samples and catalogae on packings. We have
the larK^et aeeortment.
For IMeton Rode and Valve Stems of Steam EnLdnea and

I'limpfl— eelf-liihrlcatiii;,', eteani and wat^r HkIiI. Fifty per
cent. lePH friction tlian anv olher. 'Never ur.uve bard, but
vpI'! remain as eoft and ae flexible 88 wh''ti Ilret adjoated in

^iiiillnt; bos. Every package fully warranted. Fine Oils
n specialty.
Agents wanted In every State in the Union. We can quote

the very lowpst prices on Ring Packing, Send for discount

and price liet.

GEORGE B. BUXTON,
17 VIRGINIA ST., EAST SOyERVILLE, MASS.

EiperiDiental fork in AuytliDg Electrical.

FREEMAN, COLEMAN & CO.,
53 and ii5 Sonth .lefferson Street. CHICA<;0. ILL,.

1 I3S6 BYJ.AJ. SHULTZ

I^HULTZ Belting Co.

TOGGLE BOLT
,M,innt;r :rirtrl hj

Thos. Wrigley
I

IVr Security Fixtures to Stone or T"

j Brick Walls, Hollow Tiling V
or Marble Slabs.

Write for Circulars and Price Ltst.

85 and 87 5th Ave.,

CHICAGO.

ELEMENTS OF ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
BY PHILIP ATKINSON, Ph. D.

260 Peges Cloth Bindine, Illustrated, Price SI. 50.
This book is an elaboration and revision of the popular series oJ articles which ran through the

Western Electrician under the same title. It treats of; Principles of the D>-namo; Alternate
Current Dynamos; Direct Current Dynamos; Electric Terms and Units; Electric Measurements;
The Arc Lamp; The Incandescent I-amp; The Storage Battery; Electric Distribution,

Sent, postage prepaid, on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
ti Lakeside Bnildine. Chlcaeo.

m3.

E3

S&:

l|l - NDIR0NRO[
,' - I r ATuF n t I M 1

WenLinkBi
' -nil 1 ir ATU tr n-—ALL LEATHER

OIRONRODORHINEE.OLD STYLE

LEATHER LINKAND IRON ROD BELT.

ANO R0PETR«N5MISSION SUPER5E0E0

YOUR POWER.
YOUR BELTS.
YOUR MONEY.

BY COVERING YOUR PULLEVS WITH

SHULTZ PATENT
LEATHERPULIEV COVERING. oPieKER Leather-

nTJivnTTirc- ' 1^ Summer St., Boston, Mass ; 225 Pearl St., New York City. I P*
I nillC Unfliia->t,nji,5.-^

129 M. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa ; 60 W.Monroe St. Chicago. | Oli LUUIOjITIU-

HILL
Clutch Works,
CLEVELAND, O,

EASTERN OFFICE.
7i=j-'18CortlaiidtSt-, - HEW TOBK.

-J
Engineering Office: 146 Franklin St.,

BOSTOX.

CHICAGO: MISKEAPOLIS:
23 So. Canal St. 305 Easots Balldine.

KANSAS CITY:
1221 and 1223 TTnion Avenne.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

-V Designei Lrected and Faraiihei

Send for new Catalogue Power
Transmission Machinery.

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co
TRANSFORMERS. A. C. FAN MOTORS,

Compare
with weights
formers:

5 light,

these weights
of other trans-

48 lbs.

66 lbs.

85 lbs.

101 lbs.

130 lbs.

300 lbs.

SMALL,
NOISELESS,

RELIABLE.

10 light,

20 light,

30 light.

Less than Ih Amperes
required to drive it.

40 ilgilt,

100 light. Price, $20.00.

PITTSFIELD, MASS
Chicago Agents: THE ELECRICAL SUPPLY CO., 102 Michigan Ave.
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H. WARD LEONARD & CO.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

Any shunt motor operated by entirely new system^ giving any desired speed

ivitli any pidl in belt^ ivithin limits of motor's capacity.

Ejficiency the same at any speed.

No rheostat or other power-absorbing device necessary for regulating .speed or

pidl.

Perfect results for pr^inting presses, elevators, hoists, pumps and any work in

which the speed and pull vary.

No special apparatus required beyond standard machines of any company.
See our exhibit at Montreal Convention.

Investigate our Electrical Intelligence Business.

Consider our low ratesfor acting as consulting and supervising electrical engi-

neers, purchasing agents, etc.

If you ivish any construction done get a bidfrom us.

Electrical Fxchange Building, - - • - New York City .

THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.

THE I^TJBBBI?. TJSEID IIT

HABIRSHAW INSULATION
,,«|i|iiiipi{i|ii|i|iii

I'nili-rirroiind Core.
X. .1. « .Tilral It. R.

nariiM < ni.-, 11.. ,

on f> i>v t-niiiM'ii t

CriiiN<-r«..

Broadway" Thfali'i'.

Naval Marine India Rubber
Covered Wires.

Naval Land India Rubber
Covered Wires.

PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS.

Foedor 4''altl4'. ICrookl.yn
Ktlisoii i''Ji'i>ti*i(> Ki^iit Co.

Siilmiariiw lV«ii-k. KiliHOii VAwtt
li'ii^lit i o.. KiihIoii. 1*11.

Xaval <*«iM'. 1Jiii1(Ml

STANDARD
INDIA RUBBER
COVERED WIRES. l''«Tll4*l' <'«»ll4lllClfM'.

-l»r.V|»la <'N."
<*i'aii(I (i-iifriil l^riMtt.

Adopted by the I.'avy Department, and thus far employed on board the United Stat-.s steamships Trenton, Chicago, Boston, Yorktown, Pensacola, Phila-
delphia, Petrel, Atlanta, B:iltimorc, Newark, Vermont, Charleston, San Francisco, Concord, Benninj^ton and monitor Miantonomah.

SOLID AND STRANDED CONDUCTORS, TAPED, BRAIDED, FLAME-PROOF.

The Habirehaw Insulation lulfllls all requirements in places demanding the

"Best," and in that field finds no successful competitors.

J'efrifr fore.

FACTORY: CLENWOOD, YONKER8, N. Y.

WIYIiiyiiHADlnonAW, hibiOi) 315 Madison Ave,, Cor, Forty-Second St,,

<;K\t;i{\i, nANA<;Ki{. >k\v vokk city.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Western Agents, 171 Rindolph St., Chicago, 111.

l''4-4Mh-|' 4 'lll»i|-.

ICi'Ooli \\n l'MiH<Mi
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-^2^3D ^E-^ID-

PAISTE SWITCHES.
KNOWN THE WORLD WIDE OVER.

Latelij improved by a steel (ruliher covered) handle, binding posts, etc,

and PRICE REDUCED.

C-/---

c^

#^

.5 J3XP. STYLE.

25 to 35 Cents.

30 to 40 Cents.
According to

QUANTITY, QUALITY and FINISH.
10 AMP. STILE. 10 AMP. STILE.

CHINA SWITCHES.
The neatest Switch ever designed; cannot tarnish
with a*inospheric changes; tinted all shades,

and finished in gold. Send for samples.

Price, 5 AMP 72c to $1.00

10 " 96c " 1.40

3 point—5 AMP 90c " 1.25

OUR CHINA a WITCH. OUB CHIXA SWITCH.

OUR D. P. SWITCH.

D. R SWITCHES.
Eccentric Movement.

A new thing—ive boldly claim the movement to he

the best one mi the market. A sample will prove
our claims.

Price, 15 AMP 75c to $1.00

According to Quantity, Quality anil Finish,

25, 40 and SO Amp. in course of constructioti.

4t
m

OUR D. p. SWITCH.

.!/

*%.^t PAISTE - SWITCH - SOCKETS.

C 3

Embodies all the principles of the Switch.

Made to /J! Edison, S.-M. and T.-H. Lamps.

PRICE, Key, 25 to 30 Cents. Keyless, 18 to 22 Cents.

According to Quantity, Quality atid Finish.

SOCIiETS.

341 ROOKERY,
CHICAGO, ILL. H. T. PAISTE,

SO' Ki- TS,

1201 Market St.,

FBI I. J.. P.I.

Does our JIM PIM visit you? If not, please send us your name and he will do so. Many dollars will be saved by doing this.
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WAY 1)0/1t TM'
]AMP Dr^P?

^55:fitORSE CUTTER
CHIC AGO

GEORGE CUTTER,
333 "The Rookery," CHICHGO.

SAFEGUARDS for «

ELECTRIC LIGHT CIRCUITS.

COUNT THE COST-
One falling Arc Lamp;
One ton of Coal;

One Dynamo burnt out.

THEN JOIN THE WISE USERS OF

Simplex Braided Rabber Wire,

Cutter's Lamp-Supporting Palley.

For "that new indoor ciFcnlt," get Simplex Braided RabbeF Wire.

READ THE FOLLOWING,
EDISON ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING CO.

BROOKLYN, August 17, 1891.
THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO., New York.

GENTLEMEN: It might perhaps interest you to know the
success with which the Ward Arc Lamp is meeting in Brooklyn. We
installed, eighteen months ago, two (2) of your lamps and to-day
have 740 connected to our low tension circuits. To show you that
they give satisfaction it is merely necessary to mention that every
day we are replacing high tension lamps and for no apparent reason,
except that the light is steadier and more brilliant, and that the
consumer has control over each pair of lamps.

I think, from the results we are obtaining here, it would be to
the advantage of every station supplying incandescent lights to add
this new and profitable source of income to their system.

Yours truly, W. S. BARSTOW, Gen'l Supt.

Ri:v F.M r.i.i; \t i: «;iahasti:e '•WMHf hAnjrs ro r.E i:.\a(;t1j\ as it/:rii/:si:\TP:i).

f^iiiiiLiiii^THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION «c SUPPLY CO., j^±i^}±i:imL

PHENIX BUILDING, CHIOAQO, ILL. TELEPHONE BUILDING, NEW YORK OITY,
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WHY SPEND MONEY!
For Inferior Wire when you can get BEST which is

SAFETY
WIRE, CABLES AND CORD

For Inside, Underground and Submarine Use,

OfUS, Or

R. B. WATSON, J. W, MASON, POST £ CO.,
I»ETK01T, MICH. KAMSAS CITY, MO. CINCIXXATI, O.

PERKINS LAMPS
-^ISE "crsEiD :mir

THE MILLIONS

KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS
MANUFACTURERS OF

Electrical Supplies of Every Description,

54 and 56 Franklin Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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CATALOGUES:

Eleetrie l^i^l^t apd pou/e-, flo. 23.

(in I'KESS.)

EleetriG I^ailiuay, flo. 31

(i:kady now.)

QeGtriG |^ou8e (Joods, f/o. 44.

(kkadv now.)
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SUM For Arc Circuits.

For Direct Incandescent
Circuits. LAMP!

Arc Lamp in the market thai burns on an

INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT SUCCESSFULLY.

SINGLY OR TWO IN SERIES.
THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE,

EDITOEIAL KOOMS.

Chicago, Sept. 2, 1891.

GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.

Gemtlembn:—"We have been using your Sun Arc Lamps for

photo engraving, and find them first-class in every respect. Have

used several Aro Lamps., but find yours superior to all, and con-

sider them second to none. Yours truly,

(Signed) LOUIS RASICOT,
Engraver.

THE DAILY INTER OCEAN.

CHrcAGO, III., August 25, 1891.

GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,

1 95 to 207 S. Canal St., City.

Gentlemen:—We are using your Sun Arc Lamp, and find it

the best Arc Lamp for Incandescent circuits that we know of. It

is giving the most eminent satisfaction, and we take much pleasure

in certifying to its merits. Yours very truly,

(Signed) THE DAILY INTER OCEAN,
Per D. Lapointe, Photo-engraver.

KXAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS,
54 Franklin St., Chicago.

August 27, 1801.

GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., Chicago, III.

Gentlemen:—The Sun Arc Lamps which we are using on our
Incandescent circuit are giving us the best results and we regard
them as the best lamp of its kind in the market.

Wishing you continued success, we remain.
Yours truly,

(Signed) KNAPP ELECTRICAL M'ORKS,
Per M. A. Knapp, Manager.

ROCKFORD ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,
Manufacturers of

Electric Motors, Railway and Stationaby.

RooKFOEP, III., Sept. 2, 1801.

GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., Chicago, III.

Gentlemen:—

.

I started up the lamp and saw it in operation for several
nights, and it worked very nicely, certainly better than any lamp
I have ever seen in use on Incandescent Circuits. I hope to be
able to send you other orders soon.

Wishing yon much success.

Yours very truly,

(Signed) GE(\ A MAVO.

(Bco£t.£] lasEisiar •s/visi:EM

Convince Yourself by Sending an Order for One or Two to «s.

Great Western Electric Supply Co.

201, 203, 205, 207 SO. GANAL STREET,
Sellixig: Aerents- CHIC-ZLGrO,

Special Inducements to Supply-HouseSi
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LONG LIFE

INCANDESCfNT LAMPS.
SEE WHAT PURCHASERS SAY:

C^je.-^~f OCv^JUi fZ'i^^-in.^^ ^<^y>t<^ t:?-cii^

BtTRLET HOUSE,

Belle Plalne, Iowa,

7<^ ^.ji^i/rr^ 76.

^'^-^->y ^Um^ J/j:^ ^ 'T^J^ ,ac<^

~^<-CJU^^^~^ ~0~>^\^--ye4&. (Ua-ZZ^^^^ uyt^'^yy

B. B. BURLEY,

Prop. Bdblet Houbb,

Belle Plaine, Iowa.

Extract of letter from Manitou Electric Co., Manitou Springs, Colo.

OATED AII«IIST !S3, 1S91

:

"We have got T. <k H. Lamps burning and giving good light that I can figure

up over 10,000 hours. We have probably 200 Thomson-Houston Lamps still

bnming that have burned .'>,000 hours. The lamps were all I could ask. Have

bled 'SoDte&m,' 'Edison' and other lamps made in Chicago, and tbe Perkins,'

all of which are do good on earth."

MANITOU ELECTRIC CO.,
By C. F. TINGLEY. Men'ger.

THE IRON MOUNTAIN ELECTRIC CO., Ikon Mountain, Michigan,

state that they have lost but 2 lamps in three months, with one thousand installed.

In the face of these Facts, why do you buy lamps that are

of Short Life, Low Candle Power, and that quickly Blacken?

We make our own lamps and can furnish them at once
From 45 to 116 Volts,

From 6 to 150 Candle Power.

\7Vnto for I»x*loc) Xjl)»ts.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,

148 Michigan Ave,, CHICAGO, ILL.

PRINCIPAL OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Avenue, BOSTON. MASS
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.

ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Accumulator Co. , The
Abendrolh & Root Mfg. Co.. xvii

Alexander, Barney & Chapln I

American Electrical Works xvil

Andrews & Co., A. H xxili

Automatic Switch Co xlv
Baggot, E xviii

Bain Electric Mfg. Co xxvH
Ball Engine Co xxli xxlli

Bill & Wood Co.. The \

Baxter Electric Motor Co xxxil
Beinstein Electric Co x
Blatz, L xvil

Borden & Selleck Co xlx

Braun lUuatrating Co xxlii

Brownlee & Co xvi
Brookfield, Wm xvi
Brush Electric Co xxi

Butler Hard Rubber Co iv

Buxton, Geo. B xxviill

C. B. &q. R. R xvil, XV il

C. &. C. Electric Motor Co xx
Card E. Motor & Dynamo Co, xviii

Central Electric Co vli

Chase, M. C xvi

Chicago Electric Mfg. Co xvil

Chicago Electric Motor Co
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co x
Clower, Harris & Co 1

Chicago Insulated Wire Co. . - xxi

Colburn Electric Mfg. Co xviii

Coolidge, Fuel <& Supply Co . .xxvli

Consol. Elec. Mfg. Co., The I

Cowlea Electric Smelting and
Aluminum Co xvIii

Crocker-Wheeler Electric Motor
Co vi, xvii

Cutter. Geo xxvlil

Day's Kerite Insulation I

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. xxlli

Eastern Electric Cable Co xvii

Edison General Electric Co vlll

Edison General Electric Co., Cable
and Wire Department ix

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co xl

Electric Construction & Sup. Co. xxv
Electric Merchandise Co xvi
Electric Secret Service Co xx
Electrician Pub. Co. . .xil, xlv, xvlil

Elec. Construction Co. , The. . . . xvii

Electrical Eogineerlng Co xvii

Elec. Eog. A^Supply Co., The. .xvii

Electrical Supply Co., The xxx
Elektron Mfg. Co xx
Emerson Electric Mfg. Co xxvll
Empire China Works xviii

Erie Electrical Supply Co I

Evans Friction Cone Co xxi
For Sale xvii

Foster, O. A
Fort Wayne Electric Co xxxli
Freeman, Coleman & Co
Globe Carbon Co xix
Great Western Elec. S. Co....x, xxxi
Greelev&Co., The E. S i

Hale Elevator Co xiv

Helsler Electric Light Co xxxil
Hill Clutch Works
Hine Eliminator Co xvi
Holmes, C. H xvii

Holmes, Booth & Haydens. . . xxi
Hood, Wm xlv
India Rubber & Gutta Percha

Insulating Co
Interior Conduit &InsulatioD Co. x
International Okonlte Co i, vi

Kartavert Mfg. Co xviii

Keller & Degcnhaidt xvi
Knapp Electrical Works xxlx
Law Telephone Co x\ii
Leonard ifc Co., H.Ward
Leffel & Co.. Jas xvil

Loud, H.M. & Sons Lumber Co.xvlli

McLaughlin, James xvii

Manhatten Elec. Supply Co. .
.

Mason,.James H. xvll

Mather Electric Co iv

Mllliken Bros Iv

Minneapolis Street Railway Co.xxvl
Monitor Electric Co xiv
Mosher Arc Lamp Co xviii

Munsell & Co., Eugene xvll
Murphy, T. J Iv

N. W. T. H. Elec'ricC^ v
National Carbon Co Iv
National Electric Mfg. Co xiii

N.Y.BeltIng& Packing Co xvi
New York Insulated Wire Co ix
New York & Ohio Co I

N. W.Elec. Specialty Co. . ..xx"ii
Nuttall Company, R. D 1

Oatrander & Co., W. R xvi
Palste, H. T xvi
Page Belting Co
Partrick & Carter Co xiv
Payne & Co., Geo. W
Pearson & Co., W. B xxlll
Phoenix Glass Co
Pond Engineering Co xxlli
Powe)l Co., The Wm xviii
Queen & Co xl
Rockford Electric Mfg. Co. . .

.

Sargent & Lucdy 1

Sawyer-Man Electric Co x v
Schleren «& Co. Chas. A xvi

Schoonmakcr, A. O xvi
Schuyler Electric Co x
Short Electric liallway Co xvi

Shultz Belting Co xxvill

Sperry Electric Mining Machine
Co xviii

Standard Underground Cable Co 1

Standard Paint Co xvt
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co
Star Iron Tower Co xxvil
Stearns Mfg. Co xxlil

Sterling, W. C xix
Stllwell&BlerceMfg. C>. xviii, xix
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co xlx
Taussig, 3 Iv

Temple, J. C xix
Tnomson-Houston Elec. Co .H. xxlv
Turner Brass Works xvii

Union Electric Mfg. Co., The. . xlv
Union Electric Works
Union Hardware Co xvi
U. 8. Electric Lighting Co...
VanNuIs C. S
Vulcanized Fibre Co xlx
Wanted xvii

Wenstrom Consolidated Dynamo
& Motor Co., The xx

Western Electric Co xxvll
Westlnghouse Elec andMfgCo..xv
Westinghouse Machine Co xxlii

WestonElectricallnstrum'iCo. . . .vl

Williams Engine Works xxlli

Woodbrldge & Turner Engineer-
Ing Co xix

Woodhouse&Rawson, Ltd
Worthlngton, Henry R

CLASSIFIED LIST.

Aftcnmnlators.
Accuomlator Co., The.
Brush Electric Co.

Alnmlniiiii.
Cowlea Elec. Smelling & Aluml-
nnin Co.

Freeman, Coleman & Co.

Annnnriators.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Constrnctlon Co.. The.
Gr.?Ht Weytern Elec. Supply Co,
(ireeley & Co.. The R. a.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Oatrander & Co. W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Antl-Frlctlon JHelal.
Turner Braea Worta.

Arc liamps.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
BruBh Electric (JQ-

Hlectrlc Conatrnctlon & Snpply Co.
Fort Wayne ElectrlcCo.
Moeher Arc Lamp Co.
N. W. T. n. ElectrlcCo.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomaon -Houston Electric Co.
WeatlnghouseElectrlc & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Batteries,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co..The.
Foster, O. A.
Law Telephone Co.
Mason. Jaa. H.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

Battery JarH.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Law Telephone Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
tineen & Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, fClectrlc.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Monlior Electric Co.
OBtrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Weatern Electric Co.

Bella, Magneto.
Central Electric Co.
Greelev&Co.. The B.8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Beltlns.
Chlcapo Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Evana Friction Cone CO.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co.
Page Belting Co.
Hchleren & Co.. Chas. A.
Shultz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Abendroth & Root Mfg. Co.
Pond EnKlneerlng Co.

Books, RIectrleal.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Braider Spoolers.
Payne* Co., Geo. W.

Brass Goods.
Blatz, L.
Powell Co,, The Wm.
Turner Braes Worka.

tSnrslar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrlcil Supply Co., The.
(4reat Woeterii Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co. .The E. a.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.

(See w'lre Insulated.)

Cahle, Klectrlr. (See Wire Insu-
lated), 4'oDper.Hheet and Bar.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Weblern Electric Co.

CarbODH, points and Plates.
Brnsh Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co. The.
Globe Carbon Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National Carbon Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cars, Electric Ballway.
Minneapolis St. Ry, Co.

C'astlDK^* Brass.
Blatz. L.
Turner Braes Works,

Clntclies, Friction.
HlllClQtch Works.

Ciinstmction and Bepalra.
BainElectric Mfg. Co.
Chicago Klectrlc Mfg. Co.
Chicago Kleclric Motor Co.
Electric Construction & Supply Co.
Electrical Constraclion Co., The.
Electrical Engineering Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Leonard & Co..H. Ward.
McLaughlin, Jaa.
Temple. J. C.
Union Electric Works.

' Western Electric Co.
Contractors, Klectrlc Ll^ht,
Knslne Plants and Klectric
Ball ways.
Bail Engine Co.
Ball & Wood Co.. The.
Bain Electric Manofacturlng Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Clnwer, Harris & Co.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Engineering Co . The.
Electrical Ecg. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Keller it Deeenhardt.
Leonaro & Co , H. Ward.
Mather Electric Co.
McLaughlin, Jaa.
N. W. T. H. Electric Co.
Pearetm & Co., W. B.
Pond Eni:lneering Co.
Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Temple, J. C.
Thomaon-Honstou ElectrlcCo.
Weuetrom Consolidated Dynamo &
Motor Co.^

Weatinghuuae Electric & Mfg. Co.
WeelinghouEe Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.
Wllliama Engine Works.
Woodbrldge & Turner Eng. Co.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electriral Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Holmea, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining MachineCo.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Holmes, O. H.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cnt-onts and H^vltches.
Alexander, Barney & Chapin.
Automatic Switch Co.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Palate, H.T.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
Van Nuie, C S.

Weatern Electric Co.
Uynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
C. & C. Electric Motor Co.
Clower, HarrI) & Co.
Colbnrn Electric Mfg. Co.
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Engineering Co , Tlie.

Elecirical Eng. k Supply Co.
Port Wavne Klectrlc Co.
Heieler Electric Light Co.
Mather Electric Co.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
N. W. T. H. ElectrlcCo.
Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co.
Schuyler Electric (JO.

Thomson- Houston Electric Co,
United States Electric Lighting Co.
Wenetroin CouBoHdatod Dynamo A
Motor Co.

Western Electric Co.
Weatlnghouee Electric & Mfg. Co.

Klectrical Instrnments.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Qreeiey & Co., The E. S.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Instrumont Co.

RlBctrlCPl Intelllsonce.
Keller A nc^^eiMihrdt.
Leonard A Co.. H. W ard.

Electrical specialties.
Northwestern Elect. Specialty Co.
Turner Braee Works.

Klectrlc Kallnayq.
Sdlson General Electric Co.
Leonard A Co.. II. Ward.
Sargent A Lundy.
Short Electric Hallway Co.
Thomson-Houston ElectrlcCo.
Wenstrom ConeolUhited Dynamo A
Motor Co.

WeailnghouBe Electric A Mfg, Co.
Woodhridge A Turner Eng. Co.

Rlectrollers and Combina-
tion FIxtnres.
Baggot. K.
Electrical Snpply Co.. The.
Thomson-HouBton Electric Co.

Klevnfors, F.lectrlc and Hy-
«lraulic.
Ilale Elevator Co.

j

Klertro-IMatins Slachlnes.

I

Colbnrr, K -, Mf-. Co.
I

EdlBon 'iTiTii: i-;'fcirlc Co.
Thom'-'-r.-ll'r.B-',:, ElectrlcCo.

i RnelnfH. Htc-nm.
Ball Eniinr < .,

Ball A W'jo'l <.;
, 'I he.

Pearaon & Co., W.B.
Pond Enifineering Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Steams Mfg. Co.
Weatlogbouse Machine Co.
Willlama Engine Co.

Engrav'TS.
Brann lIluBtratlng Co.

Fan Outfits.
C. & C. Electric Motor Co.
Card Eleclrlc Motor & Dynamo Co.
EdiBon General ElectrlcCo.
Electrical Snpply ( "o., The.
Stanley Electric .Mfg. Co.
TnrLer Brass Worki.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electric Secret Serrlce Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlctt & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Friction Cones.
Evans Friction Cone Co.

dias lilehtlner. Klectrlc.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

General Electrical Noppiies.
Alexander, Earney & Chapin.
American Elecirical Worka.
Automatic Switch Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Clower. Harris & Co.
Coneofidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cutter, Geo.
Electrical Eng. k Snpply Co.
Edison General Slectrlc Co.
Electric Construction A Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Erie Elecirical Supply Co.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley A Co

.
, The E . S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Manhatten Elec, Supply Co.
Monitor Electric Co.
Northwestern Klectric Specialty Co.
N. W. T. H. Electric Co.
Ostrander A Co.,W. R.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Rockford ElectricM anufacturlng Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co,
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
VanNulB.C. S.
Western Electric Co.

€lIobes and Electrical (•lass-
ware.
Baggot. E.
Phoenis Glass Co.

Hard BnbbfT iiioods.
Biitier Hard Rubber *'o.

Chaee, M. C.
innnJatorsand Insnlatlnx
Sfaterlals.
Alexander, Barney & Chapin.
Brookfield, Wm.
Central Electric Co.
Chaee. M. C.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co , The.
Cutler, Geo.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Great '>VeeterQ Elec. Snpply Co.
Interior Conduit A Insnlation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Monitor Electric Co.
Muneell A Co., Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Nuitall, R. D., Company.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western ElectrlcCo.

Insniated ^Vires and Cables.
aiasnet Wire.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Day's Kerite Insulation.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Klectrlc Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, Booth A Haydens.
Interior Condnlt A Insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber A Gutta Percha Ineu-

latlng Co.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Monitor Electric Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Sti.ndard Underground Cable Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
\\ estern Electric Co.

Journal Bearingrs.
Turner Brass Works.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Alexander Barney A Chapin.
Bernstein Electric Co-
Brash Electric Co.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Clowor. Harris A Co.
Kdieon General Klectrlc Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Klertrlcal Eng. A: Snpply Co
Great Weii^lern Klec Supplv Co.
Gr*>eley A Co., The E. S.

Heieler Electric Light Co.
Hood, Wm.
Knapp BlectrtcJkl Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Northwestern El.'ct. Specialty Co.
Sawyer-Mnn Kl(»ctrlcCo.
Snnbeam Incandencent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Western ElectrlcCo.

linbricHtorH.
Powell Co., The Wm.

nasnet n'Ire.
(See Insniated Wire.)

nedlcal Batteries.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Mica.
Munaell A Co., Eugene.
Schoonmakcr, A. 0.

MInine Apparatns, Rlectrle.
Bain RhrClTirMi'j. Co.
Edtgon G^T.eral EJ^rirlc Co.
Thomaon-bonnion i;l«^trlc Co
Sp'-rry EI^':, .MJuIng Miichin<' Co.
Wf;Btin2hoDBe EI«?ctric4 3lfff. Co-

notora.
Boin Electric Mfg. Co.
Bruph Electric Co.
Baxter Electric Motor Co.
Card Electric Moior & Dynamo Co
Crocker-U'heeler Electric Motor Co
C. A C. Electric Motor Co
Chicago Electric Motor Co,
EdiBon G*^neral Electric Co
Eddy Electric Mfj. Co.
Electrical -tlogint^rlng Co..Tb''
Electrical En^'. U. Snppl? Co.
ElektroL Manufaciaring Co
Bmer:!onEI<-'fr)f:.Mf;;. Co., The
Krie Electrical SuTJpiy Co
Foster, O. A.
Mather El»-clrlc Co.
N. W. T. H. Electric Co.
Rockford Electric Mtnufacturinc Co
Thorneon-Honeton Electric Co
U. 8. Electric Lighting Co
Wenstrom Consolidated DrnamoA
Motor Co.

Weatinghoose Electric A Mfe. Co.^ame Plates. *

Blatz, L.
Freeman, Coleman A Co
Tamer Brass Works.

Office Farnltare.
Andrews A Co., A. H.

Oils.
Taussig, 8.

on Cnps.
Powell Co.. The Wm.

Patent !!$olicitor8.
Woodhouee 4; RawsoD, Ltd.

Packing.
Buxton Geo. B.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co

Pins and BracJbeia.
Central Electric Co.
Coolidge Fael A Snpply Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The
Holmes. C.H.
Load, H. M- & Sons Lumber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Poles.
Brownlee & Co.

• Central Electric Co.
Coolidge Fuel A Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Englneeringilqulpment Co
Holmes, C. H.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lnmber Co.
MllUken Bros.
Star Iron Tower Co.
SterJing,W. C.

Publishers. JRIectrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Push Battons.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worts.
Northwestern Elect. Specialty Co
Partrick A Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Weslem ElectrlcCo.

Bail^rays, Electric.
(See electric railways.)

Separators. Ntcam.
Hme Eliminator Co.
Pond Engineering Co,

Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

Speaking Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Ostrander A Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed iDdlcAtors.
Qneen A Co.

Ste&m Pumps.
Worthlnqton. Henry R.

Street Ky. Fqulpment.
MinneapoUs Street Ry. Co.
R-chester Railway Co.

Supplies. Electric Kailway.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Nattali. R. D. Co.

Tapes. Insnlatlnff.
American Klectrical Work*.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insniated Wire Co.
Cut'er. Geo.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
India Rubber A OattA Percha lo-
ulaliDg Co.

International Okonlte Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telegraph Apparatna.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
ElecCrlcAl Snpplv Co., The.
Greeley A Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Monitor ElectrlcCo.
Partri(.k A Caner (^o.
Western ElectrlcCo.

Telephone**, El<»rtric.
Western Electric Co.

Test InHtrumcntH.
R'Un Electric Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
KlectrlcAl Snpplv Co^ The.
Greeley A Co., The S. S.
Knapp ElectrlcaJ Works.
Queen A Co.
I nion Klectrlc Works.
Weetern Klectric Co.
Weeton Electrical Inetrument Co.

Tr»ni«formers.
ElectricAl Eng. .k Snpplv Co.
Naiional Electric M.inufaclnring Co.
Stanli'v Electric Mfg. Co.
\Veetinghon,-e Electric A Mfg. Co.

Trucks, Electric Car.
Kdieon General Kleclric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Stephenson Co.. Jno.

'

Thomeon-Ooniton Electric Co.
Weetlnghonio Electric A Mfg. Ca

Tarblne M'heels.
DftTton Globe Iron Worka Co.
LeifelACo., Jamea.
Sfllwell i Fierce Mfg. Co.

Wire, Bare.
American Electrical Worfca.
Central Klectrlc Co.
Elt^trfcAl Snpplv Co., The.
Holmep, Booth A Baydeni.
Knapp Rlectrlc&l Work*
Sperry filcc. Mining Macbico Co.
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CLEYEL4ND, OHIO, TTHE IVAl. -Ai^Bcrrv CLEVELSSD, OHIO.

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS andBATTERY MATERIAL.
ELECTRIC SLATE

Switch-boards a Specialty.

Small samples of plain and marbleized free.

T. J. MURPHY,
Electrical Eschsnge BIdg. ISC I,iln'rty (St..

Room 215. NEW YORK.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Botii Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

SYNOVIAL DYNAMO OIL
Second to None. Free from Gum or Acids.

By refilteriQg can be used contlnoally. Adopted by tbe largest Electric Plants of the West.

Write for PiiceB and SamDlee. S. TAUSSIG, Agent. 45 River St.. CHICAGO.

THE MILLIKEN PATENT POLE

65 LIBERTY STREET,

NEW YORK.

For Electric Street Railways and Electric Light Work.

MANliFAiTDBED IIV

MILLIKEN BROS.

59 DEARBORN STREET,

CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.—Iron Work
for Light Stations a Specialty.

WRITE FOR CIRClIIiAR AND CATALOOUE.

THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.,
33 ILvllercer Street, 3^Te-V\r "2"or3^,

POSSESS SUrERIOB ADVANT.^GKS IN THE MANUFACTURE OF

Enpecially in articles ntlapteti to eleeti'icftl itidtisfries, haritiff obtainetl the sole %-iyht to niantt/aotttre
HARD RUBBER under the vaUtahle Patents granted to WHjIjIAiH KIEL.

ALL OPEKATION.S OP SAWING, CUTTING, TURNING ANI> POLISHING OUR NEW STANDARDS OF

SI_| C" p'T" D (~\ T\ A M T\ T" I I C^ I M {^ *^'^° b® performed with a laree reduction in the wear and tear of toole, aod consideraMe saving of lahor. Our new Btandards are
»I I— 1— I 5 ri \J LJ r\ IN LJ I LJ O I 1\ \J of a rlcber black throughout, not Bobject to change in color, are tougher and more flexible, do not become brittle with age, and

have been tested and approved by the leading electrical companicB of the United States. In addition to these advantages, we also oSer advantages in pricee.

KIEL'S PATENT HARD RUBBER CELLS FOR STORAGE AND PRIMARY BATTERIES

Correspoinlencf solicited from all manufacturers and dealers in electrical
niacliincij andsu|>i>lies. .SKN1> FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

Still remain the most satisfactory and cheapest in the market, imequaled for strength, durability. Insulation and resistance to acids.

HARD RUBBER GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION M4NUFACTDRED. •'°"rJir,':^:ra'nn"';l,M;lsr''"yi!iS"Foirpiu^

For Sale by THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CHICACO.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC CO.
JMIA.XrCIXESX£R, CONN. P

DYNAMOS,

MOTORS,

Power Generators,

Electrical Ins'' umsnts

and Appliances.

CHICAGO OFFICE.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Complete Equipments for

cmoA-CSrO,

Isolated Electric Lishtins

and Power Plants,

Central Stations and

^ Steamship Liehtinir.

161-163 RANDOLPH STREET,

Elo.lo«« .^k.(:;oxxtfli w oi^toz-xi. ID©i^«,x*tMa.oait-

MILWAUKEE, WI8.
JULIUS ANDRAE, 225 W. Water St.

KANSAS CITY, MO.

ST. LOUIS, MO.
BLATTNER & ADAM, - - - - 220 N. Fourth St.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
KANSAS CITY ELECTRIC WORKS, - 903 Broadway T. M. MACUIRE,

ST. PAUL, MINN.
1 OMAHA, NEB.

F.S.BRYANT, I 28 E. Fourth St. ' COWCILL, ROUTLEDCE & CO.,
TACOMA, WASH., W. L. BRETHERTON, I 144 Pacific Ave.

23 Syndicate Block.

39 Barker Block.
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?
GENERAL AGENTS FOR-

ALL PRODUCTS
-O^ THE-

- HOOSTON ELECTRIC CO.,

-^ois-

Northern Wisconsin,
Minnesota,
North Dakota,
South Dakota,
Montana,
Wyoming,
Idaho,

Washington,
Oregon.

I=»P=^Il^CZ:IJ=.^=^L^

403-405 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.
H. M. BYLLESBY,

President.

HOWARD C. LEVIS, B. F. MEEK, Jr.,

V.-P. and Treas. Secy, and Asst. Treas.

GEO. C. DUFFIE, Asst. Secy.

Cor. A and Front Streets, PORTLAND, ORE.

H. W. COODE, Manager.

Thompson Bloci, HELENA, MONT.

H. W. TURNER, Manager.
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RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED TO THE MEMBERS OF THE
FOR ASSOCIATION BADGE. N. E. L. ASS., U. S. A.

LIMITED.™»™* OKONITE COMPANY,
13 PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

Largest Manufacturers of Insulated Wires and Gables in the World,

GROGKER-WHEELER
Perfected Motors.

CORRISPONDENCE INVITED. '

430-432 West 14th Street,
NEW YORK CITY.

The Standard Voltmeter.
The Standard Ammeter.

WESTON'S PORTABLE DIRECT -READING VOLTMETER,
Weston's Portable Direct Reading Ammeters and Mil-Ammeters.

Tbae in-Urutr.'jDla a/«; ibe moat tcouralc, rcllatilc tnd ecn-iilvij portable InBtiiimcnts evcroirercd. A lurce variety of ranees
10 meet the rerjalr«menU of all klD'ls of work.

<= ./ a

SEN-D FOR ILT..TJSTRATED OATALOGUE.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY,
Office and Factory, I 14 & 116 WILLIAM STREET, NEWARK, N, J.
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CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL.

STRAIGHT PINS.

OUR ST. LOUIS BRANCH.

^^N/^

TRADE MARK.

SOUTHERN ELECTRICALSUPPLY COMPANY,
823 Locust St., St. Louie, Mo.

OUR OMAHA BRANCH.

4.0 N/;.

TBAQ E ^:AR lii

WESTERN ELECTRICALSUPPLY COIVIPANY,

418 S. 15th St., Omaha, Neb.

BRACKETS.

=rc==^:—?^

CROSS]ARIVIS.

TK,J^IDE l^J^T^l^.

We are manufacturers

of all these goods,

and can quote lowest

prices.

WawrtPMBMatHM*

CORNER PINS.

OUR KANSAS CITY BRANCH.

vLOIV/>

TR/JE MARK.

GATE CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY,
5iM Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.

OUR DENVER BRANCH.

>lO W/>
^^^^

TR.-.i; r .iRK.

ELECTRIC POWER AND TRANSMISSION CO.,

1720 Lawrence St., Denver. Colo.

UNDERWRITERS' WIRE. WEATHERPROOF WIRE.

Central Electric Company
116 AND 118 FRAMLIN STREET, CHICAGO.

CONNECTED BY PRIVATE WIRE WITH POSTAL TELEGRAPH-CABLE COMPANY'S SYSTEM.
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Edison

General

Electric Co.

BDISOItf BUILDIIffG,

BROAD STREET,

NEW YORK.

Announcement

!

WE ARE NOW FURNISHINQ

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
Of any Voltage to Fit any Socket,

ARC LICHTINC SYSTEM,
Embracing many New and Valuable Features, Notably Lamps that

will Burn 7 or 14 Hours.

SLOW SPEED MOTORS,
From 1-12 to 1-2 Horse-Power. Most Economical and Reliable Small Motor

Manufactured.

MOTORS,
Of any Capacity, from 1-2 to 2iO Horse-Power. Highest EfTiciency, Lowest Price.

FIXTURES, ELECTRIC AND COMBINATION CAS,
Being the most Complete and Artistic Line now on the Market. '

WIRE AND CABLES,
Including the Famous Cables of Siemens & Halske, of Berlin.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS,
Both Single and Double Reduction Motors.

ELECTRIC MINING APPLIANCES.
Percussion Drill, Diamond Drills, Locomotives, Hoists,

Pumps, Fans and Coal Cutters.

GENERAL SUPPLIES,
Carried in Stock at Each District Office.

DISTRICT OFFICES.

CANADIAN DISTRICT:

Edison Building. Toronlo. Can.

CENIR4L DISTRICT:

173-175 Adams SI , Chicago. III.

EASTERN DISTRICT:

Edison Building, Broad SI., New Yoik.

NEW ENGLAND DISTRICT:

25 Otis Street, Boston, Mass.

PACIFIC COAST DISTRICT:

Edison Building, 112 Bush St, San Francisco,

Cal.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST DISTRICT:

FIcishncr Building, Porlland. Ore.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DISTRICT:

Masonic Building, Denver, Colo.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT:

10 Decatur St., Atlanta, Ga.
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CUT-OUTS,
JOINTS,

DISTRISUTING

ETC.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

THE HEW
SflFE-DUGT

gomp£.i:ti: method

wiriiuc for all
ELECTRIC LIGHTING SYSTEMS.

C£ VULCA"

ELECTRICAL WIRE DUCTS.

THE NATION'S CHOICE.

Grimshaw White Gore Wire.
B. D. WIRE, TAPES AND COMPOUNDS.

ALL SUPPLY STORES KEEP THEM.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO,
78-80-82 Franklin Street, CHICAGO,

MAIN OFFICE: 649-651 Broadway, New York. GEO. H. MEEKER. Western Manager

Sabmarine.

Telegraph,

Dnderground,

i^^^jL.«jafi^*«!HA^

~fTX«l^;

Telephone,

Interior,

Electric Light.

Schi'ucctmly >\'orks, Kdisoii (^Jnieral l-^lrclric (_'i»m|»:niy.

Manufactured under Authority of SIEMENS &, HALSKE,
BY

The Edison General Electric Company,
Estimates Furnished on Application.

AT TIEKllC SCIIEKECTA1>V WOKKN.

Address, Cable and Wire Department, Edison General Electric Company,
EDIi^OX BITILBIAIO, KROAD STKEKT, XEW YORK, or Kearent District Office.

J3ISTH.XOT or':F^io:ESs
Cnnn<11on Olntriot: RrllHnn Bulldlnir. Toronto, <'an.
• 't-n trill l*tNlrl»'t : I7;t-I75 .IdnmH Ml . <'tilrnKO.
F.AMtern l>lHirl'>t: K^llHoii liiilldine. ltroii4l Nf . Nen' York.
Mew Kufflaua OlHtrict: ii3 Otis Ht.. UoHton, SiaHs.

rnrtflo 4 onHt DiNtrirt : FctlNon Bnlldine. 112 ItnNli Ht.. Hnn Franclfiro. Cal.
I'acinr ^'ni-ttin4»«t ItiNtrirt : FlelHchnor Kiilldlne. I'ortlancl. Ore.
Kocky .lloiiiitain l>i»frlct: llaHonic Bnllding. l>onTcr, Colo*
Soatbem district: lO ileoatar Ht , Atlauta. <;a.
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CATALOGUES No. 23, Electric Railway Supplies,
No. 24, Electric Lighting Supplies,

JUST OUT. SEND IN YOUR APPLICATION.

GREAT ^^ESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
201-207 So. Canal Street. CHICAGO, U. S. A.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO,

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
-FOR

—

ARC LIGHT CIRCUITS.

SFMPIiE. RELIABLE. DURABLE.

The only safe socket for series lamps, and the only

socket having insulating material for the outside

parts. Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

620 ATLANTIC AVENUE,

IMTERIOR CONDUITS TieSoMionoftlieProtaofSafe

diiariii

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherever and for whatsoever purpose employed, iflto

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IHTERIOR AND UNDERGROUND

COliTID-Cri'TS
MANUFACTUKED BY

THE INTERIOR
CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,

u/nnKc. I 627 to 531 W. 34th St.,
vwunns.

^ 626 to 628 W. 36th St.,

General Offices: 42 & iiBroad St,, New York,

TRADE-MARK.

Electrical Engineering Co.,
3iO Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Southern Electric Co., Baltimore, Md.
Thoa. Day & Co., 2-.^3 Sntter St., San Franctaco, Cal.
B. Frank Johnson, Provident Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa

GREATEST ADHESIVE QUALITIES. A NONCONDUCTOR OF ELECIRICITY. CAUSES LESS FRICTION THAN ANY OTHER BELT.

Ra-whide Pinions for £lectric Motors a Specialty.
LACE LEATHER ROPE AND'OTHER RAWHIDES. GOODS OF ALL KINDS BY KRUEGER'S PATENT.

This BiW.ng and Lace Leather is no' affected by st?am or dampness; never becomes hard; is strongar, more durable and the most economical Bslt'ng msde.
Tlie Rawhide Rope for Roniid Belting Transmission Is superior to all others.

THE CHICAGO RAWHIDE MFG. CO.,
75 Ohio Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

The Only ^Tlannt'actnrers in the Conntry.

THE SCHUYLER
-SirsTIBIS^ OF-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FEATURES:

instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

FOR CENTRAL STATION DSE,

Measure the candle power of your incandescent lamps
with our

PORTABLE PHOTOMETER. PRICE, $30.00.
COKKI'-.HFOlVItKNItr, HOMCITF.I>.

QUEEN & CO., Philadelphia.
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T^E
m En Mni, mm

MAKES A SPECIALTY OF THE COMPLETE EQUIPMENT
OF FACTORIES WITH

ELECTRIC POWER

EDD( nWEI (ENEMTORS,
ANY SIZE UP TO 300 H. P. AND ANY VOLTAGE.

The EDDY ELECTRIC MOTOR
Is Simple, Efficient, Durable, Economical and Always Reliable.

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MFG. CO,V
WllTDSOR, COITIT.

136 Liberty Street, - NEW YORK. 341 The Rookery, - - CHICAGO.
92 Franklin Street, - - BOSTON. Rialto Building, - KANSAS CITY.
506 Commerce St., PHILADELPHIA. 41 3 Jackson Street, - ST. PAUL.

409 West Michigan Street, DULUTH.
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NEW
NOW READY.

ELECTRIC

TRANSMISSION

HAND-BOOK.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition
to our famous hand-book series, of which
20,000 copies have been sold. The new
book deals in the author's well-known
practical style with all the problems of

Electric Power Transmission.

NOW READY._ PRICE. $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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THE NATIONAL TRANSFORMER SYSTEM
OF IIMCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

Florence, S. C, Augvist 19, 1891.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO., Eau Claire, Wis.:
GrENTLEMEN:—I write this to tell you of the wonderful performance of our Alternating

Dynamo, which is a 750 lighter of your manufacture. Last night, while at supper, a cross
got on our mains by their sagging- on to a telegraph wire, and my engineer,who is a new man,
ran the dynamo with the ampere meter needle clear on the end of the scale, which is about 80
amperes, or equivalent to approximately 1,600 lamps. It ran that way until it chocked down
a 100 H. P. engine with 110 pounds steam, and then he sent for me. Strange to relate, the
machine was not damaged a particle. The excessive current had melted all of the 4 fuses on
the board, but the engineer had put in new ones and heavier ones, and had started up again.
I consider that we have the only dynamo on earth that would stand such a strain and not be
injured. I shall of course see to it, that a thing of this kind does not happer again.

[Signed] A. A. FORMAN, Supt. Florence Impvt. & Mfg. Co.

THIS IS

THE

THAT

WE BDILD,
Self-contained Alternator. Capacity 1 ,000 1 6 C. P. Lamps.

SEND FOR GiaGULiA.RS AND PRICES.

COMPLETE

CENTRAL STATION EQUIPMENTS
FOR

LIGHT OR POWER
DISTlCIItUTlON.

OUE APPAEATU3 IS OF THE

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
MECHANICALLY AND ELECTRICALLY.

WE GCARANTKE ITS OPEKATION AND
PROTECT OUR CUSTOMERS.

COMPLETE

DIRECT CURRENT SYSTEM
FOR

Lica-HiTiisra--

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO., Eau Claire, Wis.
<a-£3o. SH.A.'W, Oon'l Afcii3.Asei3^'

AGEISTTS:

NEW YORK, N. Y
BUFFALO, N. Y.,
CINCINNATI, O.,
WASHINGTON, D. C,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

LINCOLN, NEB.,
SEATTLE, WASH.,

National Electric IVIIg. & Const. Co.. Elect. Exciig. BIdg.

Little. IVIcDonald & Co., 141 East Seneca St.

W. N. Gray, 1 2 Cliambcr ol Commerce.

L. N. Cox. ie Filtli St.. S. E.

C. !«. Blancliard. Girard Building.

Lincoln Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co,

Chas. H. Bakor & Co.

ST. PAUL, MINN., -

DETROIT, MICH., -

DENVER, COLO.,
WINNIPEG, MAN.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
KANSAS CITY, MO.,
DULUTH, MINN.,

The Electrical Engineering & Supply Co.

Commercial Electric Co.

The IWountain Electric Co.

Simpson- Davis Electrical Construction Co.

National Electric Development Co-

Thomas Wolfe. 515 Main St.

The Electrical Eng. & Supp'y Co,
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"OF SOME THINGS ONLY THE BEST ARE WORTH HAVING."

WE GUARANTEE ALL GOODS
And will ship to central stations on approval—FREIGHT PREPAID.

The UNION ELECTRIC MFG. CO ., Bridgeport, Conn.

NEW YORK: Alexander, Barney & Chapin.

BOSTON; The Eastern Electrical Supply Co.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS IN THE WESTFOR ELECXRICJLL SOOI^S.
SEND FOR OUR COMPLETE CATALOGUE.

ZSIectrician Publishing Co., 6 I«alseside Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Electrical
Supplies

..^^*'

Supplies /^.'^^^^^ ^^'
F ALL KINDS. ^^^%%' ^^^ e,

ise Goods ^yy^€>l,^X<^K'^
SPECIALTY. ^^^V..V^^ t.^V*'t^#!^\^tX^

.-?-A^^-

.^<<-'^''<
'>>1.^^^-

Send us

Your

Business Card
*^ ^^ X^ ^^O^^'^^ A^^*^^ a"d get our Catalogue

and Trade Discount Sheet.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

THE "JEWEL"
..^f^^S^ IncandesceBt Lamp.

The Beat Lamp In the Market.

/\ " Any Voltage.

Any Soclcet.

Any Candle Power.

K^ M'*^ ^UtHl.ijJF ^ jQ f; p Leag than 100 lots, 55 Cents.

'^^l^gj^^
,# 100 to 1000 " 50

8en<l for Sample Order.

WM. HOOD, Gen'l Agl.. 239 LaSalle St., CHICAGO.

Dynamo Regulators and Rheostats
01 all descriptions in stock and manufactured to order lor any special work.

MOTOR SWITCHES,
Both Hand and Automatic, of Superior Design

and Construction.
Entire attention devoted to the manufacture and wiring of Rheostats,

AUTOMATIG^WITGII COMPANY,
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THB

Whittingham Automatic Switch,
No. 8 Keyser Building,

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST.

G. A. HABMOUNT,
MANAGER

MONITOR ELECTRIC CO.,
143 WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

WHOLESALE DEALER IN GENEBAL

ELECT8ICAL SUPPLIES.
WEtiiTERIlI AGEHT FOR

ALFRED F. MOORE
lESTABLISHED lS-20. i

• ELEGTRIGAL WIRES AND GABLES.
Electric Light, Annunciator and Olfice Wires. Incandescent and Battery Cords; in

fact, every kind of Wire known lo the Electrical Trade.

OTIS HALE ELEVATOR CO.,
187 La Salle Street, CHICAGO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

PASSENGER AND FREIGHT

ELECTRIC Hydraulic and Electric
ELEVATOR.
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MDLTIP0LA8 STREET RAILWAY GENERATORS.
COMPOUND-WOUND. SELF-EXCiTINC.

Perfect

Self-

Regulation.

High

Electrical

Efficiency.

ssss-.'-;*^"

1

Slow

Armature

Speed.

No External

Magnetism.

Self-Oiling

Bearings. \

Descriptive Catalogues of Generators, Single-Reduction and Qearless Motors, and Power Station Appliances furnished
upon application. Correspondence on all subjects connected with Electric Railways is solicited.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING CO 'J

RAIX-TTITAY DEPARTIKIZSN'T,
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THE CONVENTION
Of the National Electric Light Associa-

tion at Montreal.

The fourteenth convention of the National Electric

Light association was held at the Windsor hotel Mon-
treal, Sept. 7-1 1. The attendance was probably the larg-

est in the history of the organization, and there were of

course many ladies present.

The formal opening of the convention took place Mon-

months ago Mr. Corriveau, a native of the city of Montreal,

called upon me one day at the city hall and asked me, as

mayor of the city, if I would in my own way endeavor to

give him some encouragement to ask your body to make
Montreal your next place of meeting, I knew that there

was opposition, and I think that St. Louis and other

places in the United States bad sought to take you there,

but Montreal has succeeded in bringing you here, and
now in the name of the citizens of Montreal I offer yoa a

hearty and sincere welcome. I am sure that the citizens

of Montreal will do what they can to make your stay while

liere as pleasant and agreeable as possible. I am not 2^0-

preciate veiy highly having you among us. Xothing
can be of more benefit, nothing can tend more to induce

cordiality than such conventions as we are to have here on
th's occasion. We hear occasionally of such things as a
union, and there may be different \'iews as to whether it

may be beneficial or otherwise. I have no doubt there

are such in the United States, and also in this country.

But, be that as it may, I am one of those who believe that

a meeting of the peoples of different countries, and es-

pecially those who are neighbors, as we art, and have

such constant and such great relations with each other in

trade and in every respect, cannot but clear away many of
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day afternoon at 3 o'clock. President Huntley, on assum-

ing the chair, said: It affords me great pleasure in opening

this, the fourteenth convention of the National Electric

Light association, to have the honor of presenting to you
the chairman of the citizens' executive committee of the

City of Montreal, Professor Bovey, of McGill University.

Professor Bovey- It devolves upon me as president

of the citi;^ens' executive committee to offer you a very

hearty welcome. Wc sincerely hope that this convention

will be full both of instruction and enjoyment. We feel

sure of the instruction, as that depends upon you; as to

the enjoyment we trust that the entertainments provided

in the programme will prove agreeable diversions. I have
now the honor of calling upon the mayor of Montreal, the

Honorable James McShane, who will now address you.

Mayor McShane: I am here as the mayor of Mon-
treal, and I have but a few words to say to you. Some

ing to speak of the great good that your association has
done and will do in the future, because there are some
gentlemen upon this platform who will speak to you upon
that subject. I will content myself by saying to you
again that you arc most welcome, and that the people of

the city of Montreal will do all that they can to make your
stay with us as agreeable as possible.

Sir Donald A. Smith was next introduced. He said:

You have already heard words of welcome from the presi-

dent of the citizens' association, and also from the mayor
of Montreal, spoken in more appropriate terms than it

would be possible for me to use. My own words are

not required to give you a hearty welcome, but I do as-

sure you, for my fellow citizens and for myself, that we
are delighted to have you with us, and that it gives us the

greatest satisfaction to find that you have honored us by
coraiog hereon this occasion. I assure you that we ap-

those cobwebs and many of those ideas which we have
had each of the other, and which were entirely erroneous.

And I am sure that the welcome which you will have here

from the people of Montreal will be as sincere, as earnest,

and as cordial as it would be possible that any welcome
could be. Before sitting down I would say^that we have
had communications from his excellency, the governor
general of the Dominion. Lord Stanley, which express

very great regret at being unable to be here to join in do-

ing honor to you on this occasion, but he has made a

point of arranging his engagements so that wc shall hope
for his presence at the banquet which our citircns will

have the honor of tending to you on Thursd.iy.

Professor Bovey next introduced Sir J. W. Dawson, the

principal of McGill University.

Sir J. W. Dawson: In tendering you a cordial wel-

come not only from McGill University, but I think I may
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say from all teaching bodies in the Dominion of Canada
that are interested in the practical and applied sciences, I

only recognize what all of our universities and colleges

are now bound to recognize—that in the presence of an

association like this we are in the presence of the repre-

sentatives of a great, growing and coming profession, and
one which more than perhaps any other has served to

bring to the notice of the world the great advantages that

may arise from the prosecution of the physical sciences.

Your science was prosecuted for a long time before much
was known of its practical applications, but in the present

day, as you know, and in the last few years, this great sub-

ject of practical and applied electricity has not only come
to be something wonderful in the growth which it has

presented with regard to its own special developments in

telegraphy, in lighting, and in other matters of that kind,

but also because it has been, young though it is, lending a

hand to older scientific professions. We find now that

the civil engineer -the- mechanical engineer, the mining
engineer, the metallurgist and the essayist, all of them,
are under obligations to the electrical engineer, and it is

now extending its hand—this young giant which has grown
up among us—to ail the older branches of our scientific

professions, and it is making more than ever before, the

subject of the physical sciences one which is attracting the

attention of the community, and young men are endeav-

oring more and more to qualify themselves to enter pro-

fessions of this kind. That gives us in our university a

good reason, and gives all universities everywhere a good
reason for recognizing such an association as this by offer-

ing it a cordial welcome, and which we in McGili Uni-
versity are entitled to do the more especially on this occa-

sion because you honor our academical town with your

presence. That we consider to be a great honor, and not

only so. but you come at a time when we in the McGill Uni-
versity are expecting, at the next session, through the

liberalit)' of one of our great benefactors in Montreal, to

be able to establish for the first time in a thorough and
efificient manner, a course of electrical engineering, and in

which we hope to have many of our young Canadians
emulate the skill and success which you, on the other side

of the line have so eminently shown in this great and ris-

ing profession. And so, on behalf of McGiU University,

and I may say in behalf of all educational interests in

Canada, I have the greatest pleasure in offering you a

kindly welcome, and in saying that we shall do all that we
possibly can to make your stay here as pleasant and as

profitable as possible.

Professor Bovey called upon Alderman William Clen-

dinning.

Aldekm.\n Clendixning: A hearty welcome has been
tendered to you by the leading men of our city, the mayor,
the president of our great educational institution, and by
other gentlemen, and it remains merely for me, in behalf

of the aldermen, to tender you a most hearty welcome.
You represent a science which has changed the entire face

of the commercial world. There is probably nothing that

has contributed so largely in this respect within the last

century, or that has so changed the entire condition of

things in the commercial world as has electricity. I think

ing you a hearty welcome; and as far as we are concerned
I suppose that I do not need to recall to technical men like

those who are present, that there are in the history of

French science the name of such men as Vesey and Jabloc-
hoff and others, who have done a few little things in elec-

tricity, and have done them in such a way that their ser-

vices are recognized and appreciated by Frenchmen and
Americans alike- I doubt not that in your exhibition every

citizen of Montreal will not only see, as Sir William Daw-
son has said, a very interesting exhibition, but many things

vanguard of Americans who come to represent it in our
city.

The next speaker was Alderman Cunningham:
Alderman Cunningham: I am no authority on elec-

tricity, but I am pleased to know that this meeting takes
place in our city, though, as an alderman, I am sorry to say
that many of our streets are not in such a condition as we
wish them to be. As far as I am concerned I will do al]

that I can in order to make your visit among us agreeable
and I hope that when you return to your homes you wilj
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that are very instructive, and that your presence here and
your visit to our city will be the occasion of giving us great

pleasure, and of teaching us things that we do not know
quite so well as our brotQers across the water, the Ameri-
cans, because they are practical men, who are applying the

RI.KCTKICAL KXMIKITION AT MONTREAL.—EIHSON COMPANY S DISPLAY.

yoa KCTilIemen on the other side of the line have a.stoni.«ihcd

the world with the UM:fulncM that you have proved can
be brou;fht out of electricity.

ProfciaoT IlTvey introduced ex-Mayor licau^rand of
the citv of Montreal, a Icadtn;; French Canadian,
E:<-Mavok Hkauorand: I presume that you are aware

that the city of Montreal, with a population of 250.000,
has 150,000 French, which we call a majority at election

lime, I am sure that ihe French population of Montreal
is vtxy happy to join their frictjds of other origins in tender-

sciences so as to get money out of ihcm, and their reputa-

tion is made in that way. As far nseleclricily is concerned
there is probably nocountry in the world that has gone as
far as yours has done. I have had occasion in traveling

out west for the last few years to observe this, anrl where-
ever I have iconc. even away out in the Kocky Mountains,
I have found your appliances there making money, light-

ing the people and advancing civilization. There is no
doubt at the present moment that the great power of the

future is electricity, and we arc very happy to see here the

carry with you pleasant recollections of the city of Mon-
treal.

President Huntley: For the first time in its history
the National Electric Light association meets on other than
its native soil. Vet even in so doing it but adds new evi-

dence to the feeling in the breast of every electrician, that
his art is foremost among the influences tending to promote
human intercourse and break down the walls of separation.
Coming, as do our members, from every state in the Union
and the Dominion of Canada, and representative, as they
are, of all the varied agencies and methods for the distribu-
tion of electric light and power, it affords me the greatest
pleasure to acknowledge in their name the fraternal wel-
come with which we have all been received and the lavish
hospitality that makes us at home in this noble Dominion
and in its magnificent city of Montreal.
From the fact that the invitation was so cordial, and that

the reception has been so warm, lean but infer that the
association enjoys here an intelligent appreciation of its

work, its object and its aims. Permii; me to say. there-
fore, that the association asks for itself, during the com-
ing week, a kindly tolerance of its technical papers and
discussions, hoping that the large exhibit of electrical ap-
paratus of the latest and most perfected character may
make amends for the somewhat abstruse nature of its pro-
ceedings. If the earnest and practical quality of our deal-
ing with the great questions of electricity shall in any wise
stimulate electrical work in Canada and lead to the electri-

cal utilization of its great water powers and coal beds in

light, locomotion, power and heating, we trust it will be
accepted as at least some slight acknowledgment of'the
manner in which we have been so generously greeted.

I have the honor of calling upon United States Consul
Knapp, to say a few words to us in behalf of the United
States.

General Knapp: It affords me great pleasure to be
present and participate in the exercises of this afternoon,
and I am sure that you need no words from me, after those
wiiich have been uttered by the several gentlemen who re-

side in the city of Montreal, to assure you of a most hearty
welcome, and I am certain that I can Fpeak for the mem-
bers of the Electric Light association in saying that should
it ever be the lot of citizens of Montreal to visit their cities

that they will give you a cordial greeting. The associa-
tions of this hour arc suggestiveof twofold congratulations,
first congratulations to the city of Montreal that she has the
privilege of having so royal a guest, and one so worthy of

her hospitality as this National lOicctric Light association

—

an association which, although young in years, embraces
in its membership men who have become famed in their

works, men whose success in the fields of science and in-

vention have become the proud heritage of mankind; an
associalion which has for its purpose the development of
one of the grandest sciences known in this nineteenth cen-
tury, a science which, in its development and in its appli-

cation is for our good, ministering to the wants of human-
ity, and also ministering to the wants of nations. lUit

while I congratulate the citizens of Montreal in having
so royal a guest, I may also congratulate you who come
from the United Slates in having a host so royal as is the
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city of Montreal. Let me say to you as visitors of my own
nationality you will realize that it is a city justly famed, a

city where mercantile and manufacturing industries tell

the story of prosperity, a city made beautiful and interest-

ing by historic spots, by noble monuments, by stalely

edifices, where churches of every denomination point to-

ward heaven their spires of faith, and where institutions of

learning like the i\IcGill college rise liiie exhalations and
shed their rays of light through this Dominion, to other
nations and to the world. S'ou will also find it a city

whose citi/eus always have a hand of welcome, a word of

greeting and a heart of friendship for the representatives

and for the people of the United Slates. And so I say

that this is an hour for mutual congratulations and felicita-

tions, and as I join in them and in one sense bid you wel-

come, in another sense, if I may be permitted, I will ex-

press to the cili/ens of Montreal your gratitude for this

royal greeting. I beg to express the hope that as your
stay will be pleasant so your convention will be one of

profit to you as individuals and of advantage to the great

science you represent, and through it all we shall realize

better than ever before that we are all citizens of two
countries which are and will continue to be royal friends.

The President introduced Judge Armstrong of Cam-
den, N. J.

Judge Armstrong: To you. Mr. Chairman, the chief

that these words came from the heart. I looked down
here at this badge, and I saw two flags, distinct, but

under the button bearing our name there was some sort of

connection; it was completed there. The llags stand

distinct, and yet they meet at a common center; they meet
at a common point; they have a point of contact where
all are interested. They meet around this circle, where
there is no people known, no government known, only

the good of mankind as mankind.
1 particularly appreciate the fact that we are here

assembled,and while I never mean to forget,nor doyou want
me to forget, that my allegiance is owed somewhere else, I

am proud that upon this great continent there i9 a people
of such enterprise, such energy and such ambition as I

have been permitted to see in the few hours that I have
been here.

One of the speakers congratulated us because we brought
the ladies along with us. That proves conclusively that

he has not been at our electrical conventions heretofore,

and I am sorry to say that it proves that he does not know
anything about the science of electricity. Ask any one
of these bright young electrical engineers—and you will

observe that most of these electrical engineers are young
men — ask any of these engineers what he could do without

an attachment. Ask him to tell you how necessary it is to

have both positive and negative currents, and ask him also

more perfect than the system of telephones in Montreal and
Toronto. I doubt if any city in the United Slates has such a
development of that marvelous instrument as those two cities

have. As to the telegraph service, somewhat connected
with it as I am, I believe I may say this, that there is a
larger mileage of wire, a greater number of cft'ices and a
greater number of messages transmitted in proportion to
population in Canada than in any other country in the
world. I can say this, too, that a lower rate—a cheaper
price for transmission— is uniformly anorded in the I7i>-

minion of Canada than in any other country in the world,
taking distance into consideration : so that in telephony
and telegraphy electricity has found, on this continent, in

this Canada of ours, its greatest development. I would
like to say to Canadians, though, that in certain things in

the United States a greater progress has been made than
here, and that is one idea I had in asking to speak lo you
to-day, namely, that I should draw your attention to the
marvelous growth in the United States of the use of elec-

tricity in the street railway. It seems to me that no one
thing has grown with such rapidity as the value of real

estate wherever there has been an electric railway intro-

duced. I know that it is alleged that the United Stales

has the power to create wealth greater than that of any
other country. I know that last year we produced in that

CQuntn.- ei2;ht millions of bales of cotton, which ?o:d a: a
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magistrate of this city, to this committee who so kindly

and so cordially bid our association welcome, I am called

upon to respond by the man we have learned to obey. I

can promise you in advance that the response that you
will receive from every one wearing the ribbons will be
much more cordial, much more appreciative, much more
expressive, than any words that I can use. Mine is none
the less sincere, none the Ies5 hearty; and as I have listened

to these cordial words that came to us I realized again and
more fully I think than ever before what electricity does.

It has been called the great annihilator of space—that thing

that reaches its destination as soon as it starts. It is evi-

denced here to-day that it can annihilate state lines, that

with it no peoples are known—only one people; that no
communities are known—only one great family. We
therefore appreciate most heartily the welcome you have
given. You have asked why we should leave the cities of

the states where we peculiarly belong, it is claimed, and
come here. Do you know who your representatives were
that you sent down to invite us to come? If you do know
them as we have learned to know them, you would know
that we could not help coming. They promised us well,

but we have already received much more than they

ventured to promise. Had they told us what you have

told us here today we would have begun to suspect that

their promises were too fair— the allurements too great

—

and we would have been afraid to come. In this welcome,

ray friends, that we have received it seemed to me that I

j> aw the earnest expressions on the faces, and that I knew

about the essential character of a switch. Ask him about
any of these things, and then never again will it be noted
as a matter of remark that ladies are attending electrical

conventions.

The President: I have the pleasure of introducing

one to you, who I think is not wholly unknown to you

—

Erastus Wiman of Staten Island, New York.
Mr. Wiman: I could not resist the temptation to spend

a few hours in Montreal, to act in a double capacity. A
resident and a member of this association in New York, I

wanted to come here and partake of the hospitality of the

city in which I spent some of the happiest years of my life,

and in which perhaps I am belter known than any man
that ever left it. In another capacity I come as a Canadian
and to say a few words of welcome to the men with whom
I have been associated in the latter years of my life in the

great country on the south—to say how glad we Canadians
are to see you among us. There is nothing in the world
that is so productive of good as the mingling of these two
races together. If they met more often, if they understood
each other better, if they comprehended the great good that

is in both, better conditions would prevail, and a
larger charity and a better trade and a greater progress
would come in everything. Uut I come to-day in this

double capacity simply to testify, as I think no other
Canadian can testify to the Canadians themselves what a
marvelous brood cf young fellows has sprung up in the

last five years in connection with electrical engineering and
electrical propulsion. I doubt if any system in the world is

price of $400.000,000—a sum greater than all the gold
mines in the world produced in five years. I know we
mined ten million tons of iron, and I know we produced
this year an enormous crop of wheal. These are great

accumulations of wealth, but they sink into insignificance

compared with the increased value in real estate wherever
an electric railway is promoted. There has been a greater

advance in Boston in the value of real estate by the estab-

lishment of the \Vest End railway than Boston ever made
by any other influence. I saw in Minneapolis and St.

Paul—those two wonderful rivals that we see struggling to

get ahead of each other all the time—-a greater growth in

values and a more perfect system of communication than
by any other means possible; so at Tacoma, so at Spo-
kane. It is strange that in Montreal, of all cities in the

world, that is only beginning lo be reali.Ted.

I want to impress on my friends in Canada the advant-

age that the electiic system has in the transmission of

power. I was in Boston on Friday and stood in one sta-

tion which had a capacity of .:o.ooo horse power. It

seems to me I do my duty as a former citizen of thi^ place

and still somewhat interested in it in drawing the attention

of the residents here to the fact that they possess the poten-

tials of power almost beyond any city in the world. In

the great rapids, above them and below them, are forces

which, if applied by electricity, would be of the greatest

advantage. I know of no city that has such enormous
facilities for the creation of electricity as this city has.

know of no place in which power can be transmitted s
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perfectly and completely as in this city, so that a delicate

wire running over a house might work a fan in a sick room
and in the next block might lift a trip hammer; so that a

sewing machine, or half a dozen of them, or fifty of them,

or a factory, could be run from the St. Lawrence and Otta-

wa by the transmission of this power. An optician might

grind the most delicate piece of glass in a small lathe be-

fore him. and even the running of a sewing machine and
the rocking of a cradle might all be done by electricity.

I tSink I can see in the man'eious growth of that power

that the fecundity of the French race will be even increased

by the facility of rocking the cradie by electricity. Per-

haps when that day comes the success will tell a different

tale. I hope it will. At any rate we want something to

stimulate this country to grow a little faster. I have great

gratification indeed in believing that you will have a most
joyful time. So far as the city itself is concerned I have

the belief that your presence here will stimulate and draw
attention to this question of not only having every street

equipped with electric railroads, but making every ripple

on the rapids contribute to the wealth of the city. I can-

not but think that the great progress that electricity has

made and your presence here will bring popular thought

and popular opinion to bear on this question of the use of

this tremendous force that lies now idle, so far aa its trans-

mission is concerned. If that should occur it would all be

attributable to the fact that the National Electric Light

association held its meeting in the city of Montreal.

Montreal has facilities for manufacturing greater than any
other city in the world. It has got raw material at its

hand. It has got the cheapest and the best labor. It

needs only the touch of electricity to make it the greatest

city and this the greatest country under the sun.

President Huntley's Address.

President Huntley delivered the following address:

My predecessors in this chair have seen the association

advance in strength and woith, outliving trials and vicissi-

tudes, to emerge on a wider, larger field of usefulness and
opportunity. I do not believe that there is another indus-

tr)- in the world which has passed through such quick

stages of evolution as ours, and become so soon established

in popu'ar favor and general prosperity. But we must
not assume that because electric lighting has set its feet

upon the rock and laid its deep foundations, nothing more
remains to be done save pursue the policy and practice of

the past. On the contrary, I deem it necessary to say

here that my own responsibilities as a central station man-
ager compel me, as never before, to be watchful of the

tendency of conditions and inventions in the art, so that I

may in any degree profit from my own hard won experi-

ence. If, as centra! station men, we are to secure ade-

quate return on the investment committed to our care, it

becomes us in every way to study closely all the ideas that

will give higher efficiency of plant and higher economy in

operation. There was a time when some of us expected

to grow rich out of abnormal prices. To day there is not

one of us who does not know that his hopes of dividends

He wholly in the skill with which the best business ability

and the soundest engineering are applied to the work in

hand.
I take it that it is now pretty well recognized among

intelligent station managers that the day has passed when
they can limit themselves to one class of service or appa-
ratus to the exclusion of all others. To obtain the

fullest measure of success and the largest return from
the capital invested, thev must be ready to supply any
demand made upon them; as a result, the successful

station, e\'en to-day is gradually assuming a composite
character. This compositeness is manifesting itself first

in the variety of apparatus, as a result of the selection of

the machines best adaped to a given class of work, and
independent of any particular system. One cannot help

seeing in this change from early practice a step toward
increasing efiiciency of station operation, as well as a good
reactive effect upon the manufacturers of apparatus, who
are thus all placed on a common basis of competition.

But besides a compositeness in detail, signs are not want-

ing: that no one method of distribution from a central sta-

tion can, in the large majority of cases, be adequate to the

demands that are made upon us. and that to meet them in

a manner to insure a profitable business requires a flexi-

bility and variety in methods of distribution, the full extent

of which is to-day hardly recognized To reach the full

limit of its usefulness the central station should avail itself

of methods which, I believe, will finally resolve themselves

into what may be called the "zone s)Stem" of distribu-

tion.

The idea embodied in this zone system can best be ex-

plained, perhaps, by taking a concrete, practical example,
and for this purpose the present occasion makes the city

of Montreal an interesting one. Setting aside for the
moment the possibility and even the probability of the
transmission of electrical energy to the city from the power
obtained at the Lachinc Kapids, we will assume a station

erected at the water front of the harbor. It will, I believe,

be granted that up to within a distance of one-third mile

radins. the three- wire low tension direct current system of

distnbntion answers folly cver>' requirement of simplicity

and economy, and hence if, with the station as a center,

we draw a circle having a radius of one-third mile, we
shall have a "zone" supplied in the most economical man-
ner for t^cry class of light and power apparatus now
familiar to U3.

Coming to the districts beyond the first zone, wc arc

necessarily obliged to have recourse to higher potentials for

the feeders, and the selection of the proper potential is a

matter of simple calculation. Wc may. for the sake of

this ar^mcnt. call it £0O volts. Continuing on in this

way, in steps of 500 volts, succcwivc zoncr., half a mile

acrou. might extend, in the aggregate, to several miles

without reaching the limit of potcnti^ils which have been
fonnd to be perfectly feasible in practice.

In the example no reference has been made to the nature

of the carrent employed or to the method of local distribu-

tion. Eridcntly we may readily resort to the alternating

system, employimg converters to reduce or raise the po-

tential. Perhaps some of our new school of electrical en-

gineers will show us how to use the same circuits for both
alternating and direct currents.

But, whatever system be employed, I deem it proper to

record here my conviction that the most economical way
to distribute the current to the consumers at the point of

delivery is by low pressure conductors, in contradistinction

to the plan now generally in vogue of giving each cus-

tomer a converter of his own or, in the direct system, a
separate motor dynamo. I need not here enlarge upon
the train of reasoning which has led me to this conclusion,

but I may remark that I am strerigthened thtrein by my
own experience in Buffalo, where we are now introducing
gradually 200 light converters and replacing the smaller

ones heretofore employed. Nor do we propose to stop

there, but expect to install converters of still higher capac-

ity, distributing the current to a number of customers by
low pressure mains centering at the large converters. As
addressing myself to practical men, I need not refer to the

fact that it costs practically no more labor, etc., to put up
a 200 light converter than it does a to lighter, while the

initial cost per light is less in the case of the larger converter.

In these conclusions I am only recommendmg for large

American areas what, I believe, is now recognized abroad
by Kerranti and others, whose work, like our own, will

eventually lead to the establishment of large converter

sub-stations from which low tension wires will supply the
surrounding districts.

The allusion made to the motor-dynamo system for con-
verting the direct current from high to low potential may
to some appear nothing more than the citing of a possi-

ble method in view of the existence of the alternating sys-

tem, well tried and ready at hand. But without wishing
in the least to detract from the merits of this system, which
has probably done more to popularize electricity than any
other, I cannot, as a practical man, conceal from myself
the fact that, taking everything into consideration, the low
tension direct current system of distribution is the most
flexible within its area, and serves the greatest variety of

purposes. I do not think that any one can successfully

contradict the assertion that to say no other system can,

with equal efficiency, take care of arc and incandescent
lamps, motors, large and small, storage batteries, electric

heaters, etc.

In making this statement I desire to be understood as

referrmg to the present condition of the art, the only con-

dition which, as practical men, we ought to consider in

matters of ibis kind; but I hope the time will soon come
when the same can be said of the alternating system.

There are still other methods which suggest themselves,

by which the "zone" system could be effectually carried

out, but those indicated are sufficient to demonstrate the

idea I have endeavored to convey.
After the intelligent station manager has decided upon

the nature of his apparatus and the initial capacity of his

station, his most important consideiation is the allowance
to be made for future growth Look back, some of you.

and recall the mistakes made, but which were brought
about by the enormously rapid growth of the industry. I

need not go out of my own experience for such an example.
Less than two and a half years ago we erected in Buffalo

a nev/ station considered far too large for even the most
extended future growth. Some of my colleagues shook
their heads. Vet even to day it is being worked to its

fullest capacity, and provision will soon have to be made
for more facilities.

What, then, may be asked, shall we determine upon as
the unit time limit of growth for which provision should be
made ? Shall we build our stations sufficiently large to

take care of the demands of live, or ten, or twenty years

hence? This is a most serious question, and one to my
mind as important as the selection of the proper station

apparatus itself. I note the erection of several stations

abroad, and some here, designed to supply the demands of

15 or 20 years hence. Without wishing in any way to de-

tract from the laudable enterprise and faith exhibited by
the promoters of these stations, a calm survey of

the past, present and probably future condition of

the art leads me to believe that the setting of

so long a time limit as 15 or 20 years is inadvisable.

I need not remind you in detail of the changes in methods
and apparatus which have been effected during the last

five years, by which the efficiency and output of our sta-

tions have been increased. And if to this we add the fact

that already new methods, such as those pointed out by
Mr. Tesia. may at any time increase the present lamp
capacity of our stations five and tenfold, I think we may
be justified in placing fire years as the limit of time, to

make provision beyond which may involve expenditures,

the benefit of which may not be realized.

These are matters wc are endeavoring to settle for our-

selves. It is to our interest to settle them. So, too, with
the underground question; but there we have gratuitous

advice, assistance and abuse to such an extent that less

progress is made than in any other part of the work. We
all want to put our wires underground where the number
is so great as to make them unsightly or unwieldy, and
not a few of us have been parties to experiments now
written off to profit and loss. As soon as the time arrives

when every house has its wiring as a matter of course,

just as now it has piping for water and gas, it will be a

comparatively easy matter to lay down comprehensive
underground systems. iiut at the present time the

customers for current arc scattered and not continuous.

'J'hc man with enterprise enough to take electric light and
power soon moves into a larger store. His successor
docs not want the service, but gropes along with kerosene
or spoils his goods with gas- Cutting out disused under-
ground services is an added risk and expense, and ten

lights could be installed on overhead circuits for ten

dollars, where with underground the cost would be fifty.

It follows that in any city—Buffalo, for example—wc shall

not make one underground connection, where with over-

head wires we should have made twenty. Now, are the public

or are we the greater lowers? The public, I think. It is

as unreasonable in most instances to demand underground
wires as it Is to expect every railroad to make every cross-

ing above or below grade. But for our overhead wires,

America would not be to-day the great land that it is of
electrical triumphs; and, while I hail with delight every
advance in the solution of the underground problem, I

hope long to gladden my eyes with the sight of a pole well

set and a wire well strung.

Another stirring question of the hour is that of muni-
cipal ownership. Now, it has been taken for granted that
electric light men are against this plan, tooth and nail.

How absurd that notion is! Because we represent the
latest development of invention and industry, we certainly

do not forfeit our pride as citizens, nor lose our interest in

the advance of social science. It would, in fact, be diffi-

cult to find a more progressive, well known body of men
in America to day than they who have put their money and
energies into electric lighting. They are neither crusty
nor cranky. But when any movement has been started

for the betterment of the communities in which they live,

some of them have been at its head. Now, is it strange
that such men should object to the confiscation of the
properties they have built up and that are beginning to
pay? Is it strange that they should ask for these new
theories in social economy to be tried on something else

first? Many of them have grave doubts as to the accuracy
of the figures that are supposed to prove that municipal
plants pay. Others of us have great objection toany taxa-

tion, the proceeds of which are to set the municipality up in

a commercial business; others again believe that the best re-

sults are reached in any industry when it is freest from
political influences and is left to the uplifting and perfect-
ing impulses of individual enterprise.

I believe that the most conclusive answer we can make
to rhe sophisticated arguments of an ill-disguised socialism,

presenting itself in this municipal ownership scheme, is to
give the very best service possible at the lowest rates com-
patible with fair profit. Some of the prices we now obtain
are so low as to exclude any profit at all. especially when
repairs and reconstruction are considered. But here again
we may help ourselves out by native wit. Every company
in the ranks of this association ought to ascertain for itself

at regular intervals just how it stands as an industry. A
good deal of apparatus in use is decidedly inefficient.

Overhaul it. If necessary, throw it out and put in better.

Above all, adopt a good system of bookkeeping. Electric
light securities are to day far from enjoying the esteem in
financial circles that they deserve. This is due in a meas-
ure to speculative investment and to over capitalization in

the past. But it is also attributable very often to the poor
system of accounts employed, and I am glad to see the
subject thus receiving attention. If we know what our
current costs, we know what we can sell it for. and unless
that information is obtainable from cur office books,
engineering will go for naught, and capital required for
new work will stand aloof.

In conclusion, I would urge that the association deter-
mine upon meeting only once a year. Even if it were not
impossible to recover in six months from such overwhelm-
ing hospitality as we are now the recipients of, I believe
that the time has gone by when half-yeaily meetings were
necessary Once in twelve months is often enough for us
to come together for the comparison of our experiences and
the report of further refinements in the detail of the in-

dustry. The mere fact that frequent reunions are no
longer necessary is in itself a hopetul sign, for it tells of
stable and settled conditions and of activities that now
require our presence at home pretty much the year around.

Gentlemen, I thank you for your attention, and I trust
that your deliberations in the coming week will be charac-
terized by the same earnestness which has marked them in
the past.

The president then read an invitation from McGill
University to the members to visit the library, museum
and buildings of the university; an invitation from the Art
association of Montreal to visit its gallery; an invitation
from the Quebec & Levis Electric Light company to visit

its works at Montmorency Falls; an invitation for a trip

up the Richelieu river, and an invitation from the haitor
commissioners to join them in a trip up the Lachine Rapids.
The president added that there were also several garden
parties which had been announced and which were set forth
in the souvenir. The invitations were received and filed,

a vote of thanks extended.
The President; \Vhen the invitations were sent out,

knowing that we would come to Montreal, the executive
committee instructed its secretary to invite as a body the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, the New York
Electrical Society and the Society of Electrical Engineers
of Brooklyn. I have their response, here and the invitation
has been accepted. We are also in receipt of a letter from
the director-general of the Worid's Fair authorizing Mr.
Hornsby to represent the commission here. I believe he
will be here to morrow and will present the subject to you
when the matter of the World's Fair conies up.
The convention then adjourned until September 8th, at

10 A. M.

The following is a complete list of delegates and visit-

ors:

MRMIIKRS AND GUESTS;

Abell, C. L,, wife and son Buffalo, N. Y.
Abell, Miss M. Buffalo, N. Y.
Ackerman. P. C New York, N. Y.
Adams, Milton F New York, N. Y.
Aidall, J. E Nuw York, N. Y.
Alexander, P. 11 New York, N. Y.
Anderson, J. C Toronto, Can.
Armstrong, E. A.. Camden, N. J.
Armstrong, Miss E. W Camden, N. J.
Austin, G. L. and wife Boston, Mass.
Ayer, Jas. I St. Louis, Mo.
P.abcock. W. R New York. N. Y.
Babcock. E. L Cuyahoga Falls, O.
Bailey, E. P. and wife Chicago, 111.

Bailey, G. C Chicago, III.
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Baird. M. E Hoston, Mass.
IJaker, C. O. Ir., and wife New V'ork, N. Y.

Baker. J. L. .'. Chicago, 111.

Hall, C;. M I'ittsburg, Pa.

liarberie, E. T New York, .N. Y.

Baiker, F E , and wife Hoston, Mass.
Barker T Manchester. N. H.
Barnes, C. U .... Uochcster, N. Y.

Barney. C. H., wife and daughter New York, N. Y.

Earr, M. D Toronto, Ont.

Birtlett, E. V.. and wife New York, N. Y.

Bcane, J, W Syracuse, N. Y.

Beardsley, Chas. S and wife. New York, N. Y.

Beggs, J.I Chicago, III.

Belknap, C Boston, M ass.

Bell, Dr. Louis New York, N. Y.

Bibber, C. E. and wife Boston, Mass.

Higelow, C. H Boston, Mass.

Billings, Miss IlarriU New York, N. Y.

Bishop, G. W. and wife Boston, Mass.

Blaster, G. H Pittsburg, Pa.

Blackwell E. D Montpelier, Yt.

Botlomley, II Boston, Mass.

Eoulton, W. H Buffalo, N. Y.

Bournonville, A Philadelphia, Pa.

Boutwell. Mrs. G. .S Worcester. Mass.
Bovey, H. T Montreal, Can.
Bowman, r\ A New York, N. Y.

Braddell, Alfred E Philadelphia, Pa.

Bradley, W. G Ottawa, Ont.

Brophy. William Boston, Mass.

Brown, M. W. and wife Boston, Mass.

Browlowe, J. and wife. ... Tuxedo, N. Y.

Bruns, P. C Peru, Ind.

Bryant, W. C Hartford, Conn.
Buell, A. A Burlington, Vt.

Burdick, J. R , New York, N. Y.

Burghardt, G H Boston, Mass
Burleigh, J. J Camden, N. ].

Caldwell E New York, N. Y.

Candee, John N ... , Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Candee, W. I., and wife New York,-N. Y.

Carroll. John Montreal, Que.
Carruthers, J Rutland, Vt.

Castle, W W. and wife Boston, Mass.
Cavell, E. V New York, N. Y.

Chase, Samuel .-V - New York, N. Y.
Cheever, II, I) New York, N. Y.

Chenowith, A. C, and wife New York, N. Y.

Childs, .4. E -. Montreal, Can.
Chinnock, F. R Brooklyn, N. Y.

Christie, W. E Montreal, Can.
Christie, A. J St. Johns, N. B.

Church, J. H. C Barrington. Vt.

Churchill, W. II New York, N. Y.

Clark, A. T Boston, Mass.
Clark C. A Boston, Mass.
Clark, MissE Buffalo, N. Y.

Cleveland VV. B Cleveland, O-

Cleverly, H. A Philadelphia. Pa.

Close. A. I Bosron, Mass.
Glower, DM Dallas, Tex.
Coggeshall, II. S Fitchburg, Mass.
Colbeer, John San Francisco Cal
Coleman, S. G Milwaukee, Wis.

Coles, Stephen L New York, N. Y.

Colvin, F. R New York, N. Y.

Corbett, M. W Montreal, Que.
Corriveau, A. J . . .Montreal. Que.
Corry, R. B New York, N. Y.
Craig, J. II Boston. Mass.
Cram, H. B Boston, Mass.
Crandall, A. B Boston, Mass.
Crandall, CD Chicago, 111.

Crane, W. F. D New York, N. Y.

Crosby, E. II Boston, Mass.
Crouse, J. B Cleveland, O.
Cullen, Wm. F New York, N. Y.

Currier, C. \V Boston, Mass.
Cutter, Geo. and wife Chicago, III.

Daggett, H. M. and wife Boston, Mass.
Daggett, H. M.,Jr. , Attleboro, Mass.
Dillon, F. L. and wife Brooklyn, N, Y.

D-ivenport, G. W Boston, Mass.
Davenpoit. W Providence, R. I.

Davis, A. E New York, N. Y.
Davis, C. J New York, N. Y.
Davis, E. T NewYork, N. Y.
Davis, F. W Hartford, Conn.
Dean, D. B Chicago, III.

Dee, J. R Houghton, Mich.
De Land, F Chicago, 111.

De Ronde, F. S NewYork, N. Y.
Dickerson, J. W Chicago, III.

Dillonl, J. F New York, N. Y.
|)olbeer, Miss Bertha San Francisco, Cal.

Dolbeer, Miss Susan Short Falls, N. Y.

Donnelly, W. T Taunton, Mass.
D.:>nohue, I'". E., wife and daughter Boston, Mass.
Doty, Fred. v.. . Buffalo, N. Y.

Dow, C. T Somerville, Mass.
Dowse, W. F Boston, Mass.
Doying, W. C. E Summit, N. f.

Dreyfuss, T. G New York, N Y.
Dunham, S. E New York, N. Y.
Dunn, G. M Washington, D. C.
Dwight, H. P Toronto, Ont.

Eaton, L. W Bridgeport, Conn.
English, I'". I Brantford, Ont.
Estabrook, R. I ... Cambridge, Mass.
Evarts, O NewYork, N. Y.

Fairbanks, II. H. and wife Boston, Mass.
Faunce, .\. B Quincy. III.

Ferguson, C. G. New York, N. Y,

Ferguson, Jas Brooklyn, N. Y.

Field, A. B Boston, Mass.

Field, C. J New York, N. V.

Findlcy, L II Ogdensburg, N. V.

Fish, H.'C St. Johns, N. n.

Foote, Allen R Washington, I). C.

Ford, A. W... Brooklyn, N. Y.

Foster, Horatio A New York. N. Y.

Francisco, I. II Rutland, Vt.

Francisco. M. J., wife and son Rutland, Vt.

Freet, A. W New York, N. Y.'

French, H. M. and wife Boston, Mass.

Frey, C. P New York, N. Y.

Gard, T. W. and wife N. London, Conn.
Gisborne. F. N Ottawa, Or,t.

Godfrey, \.Vf New York, N. Y.

Gordon, W. H New Yoik, N. Y.

Greene. S. D New York, N. Y.

Greenfelder, Lewis I Baltimore, Md.
Guild, C. T North Attleboro, Mass.
Gulick, J I New York, N. Y.

Guy, G.' H New York, N. Y.

Grifiin. Eugene Boston, Mass.

Hale, J. v., and wife Boston, Mass.

Hall C. S. and wife Short Falls, N. Y.

Halle, W. S New York, N. Y.

Hamblet, G. H Boston, Mass.

Hamilton, B. F. and wife New York, X. Y.

Hammell, Miss E. Philadelphia, Penn..

Hammer, Wm J New York, N. Y.

Hanley, A. T Boston, Mass,
Harrington, F. W New York, N. Y.

Hart, Gerald W Hartford, Conn.
Hart, L. II New York, N. Y.

Hatch, E. B Hartford. Conn.
Haveland, J W Brooklyn, N. Y.

Hawkins, F. M Syracuse, N. Y.

Hays. Henry Ntwark, N. J.

Haywood, Miss L New York, N. Y.

Hazeltine. C. W St. Louis, Mo.
Herman, J. F. and wife Boston, Mass.

Herman, H. N Bcston. Mass.

Hermann, Philadelphia, Pa.

Hills, C. L Manchester, Conn.
Hill, F. T. G Boston. Mass.

Hinds, J. L . .Syracuse, N, Y.

Horn, John Montreal, Que.

Honrsbv, J. A > Chicago. III.

Hunt, W r,. wile and child New York, N. Y.

Hunter, D., Jr .Allegheny, Pa.

Hunter, R. ]'. New York, N. Y.

Huntley, C R., and wife Buffalo, N. Y.
Hutchinson, G W. and wife New Haven, Conn.

Insull Samuel J New York, N. Y.

Issertel, Henry G New York, N. Y.

Johnson. P Toronto, Can.

Johnston, Albert E New York, N. Y.

Johnston, Master Franklin Allen New York, N. V.

Johnston, W. J., wife, child and maid. ..New York, N. Y.

Jones, A. I New York, N. Y.

Keefer, E. S - New York. N. Y.

Kellogg, Chas P. F Boston, Mass.
Kelly, James F New York, N. Y.
Kimball, R. T New York, N. Y.
Kirkland, J. \V Boston, Mass.
Knapp, Chas. L Montreal, Que.
Knight, J. C New \"ork, N. Y.
Knight, J. C Fort Wayne, Ind.

Knudson, A. A St. John, N. B.

Kreidler, W. A Chicago, III.

LaBoileaux, J. M Cincinnati, O.
LaRue, G. W. and wife New York, N. Y.
Law, M. D Schenectady, N. Y,

Lean, G. R Boston, Mass.
Leonard, F. II., Jr Syracuse, N. Y.

Leonard, H. Ward New York, N. Y,
Lesage, L I Montreal, Can.
Lewis, E. N New York, N. Y.
Linniil. II. M Canton, O.
Little, E. W. and wife New York. N. Y.

Lockwood, T. D Boston, Mass.
Long, J. A Cuyahoga, Falls, O.
Lowrie, S. N Canton, O.
Lufkin, II. L. and wife New York, N. Y.

Luncy, C. F. and wife Chicago, III.

Lynch, Wm A. and wife Canton, O.

Magee, T'\ A Boston, Mass.
Maher, E W. and wife Albany, N. Y.
Mainwaring, A. H Philadelphia. Pa.

Mann, II. T Washington, D. C.

Manson, Geo. T. and wife New York. N. \'.

Marsh, J. W. and wife Pittsburg. I*a.

Martin, T. C New York, N. Y.

Mason, A. F. and wife Boston, Mass.
Mason. F. C and wife Brooklyn. N. Y.
MacMullen. R. II La Fayttte, Ind.

McDavitr, Wm Philadelphia, Pa.

.McDonald, Mrs. S. B Montreal, Que.
McFarlane, L. B Montreal, t^ue.

Mclntirc, C H ... .... Newark, N. J.
Mclntyre, J. I)., and Wife Syracuse, N. Y.
McLaren. D. W. Syracuse, N. \'.

McLaughlin, I R Detroit. Mich.
McLaughlin, W. R New York, N. Y.
McQuaidc, J. P New Yoik. N. Y.

McShane. James and wife Montreal, Que.
Meeker, C. II Chicago, III.

Medbury. Chailes F. . . . Toronto, Ont.
Merrill, J. E. and wife Boston, Mass.
Meyers, f L New York, N. V.
Middlfdiich. Rev. R. H Brooklyn, N. V.
Middleditch, Miss M Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mignery, J. II Great Barrington, Mass.
Miller, Henry J New York. N, Y.
Miller, |. C Buffalo, N. V.

Miles, B. F Cleveland, O.

Mills, A. H Walcrbury, Conn.
Mills, H. H New York, N. V.
Nfonroc, P. G Chicago, III.

Moore, W. H. and wife Plainlicld.'N. J.
Morrison, W. J Toronto, Ont.
Mortimer, J. is Toronto. Ont.
Muir, John New York, N. Y.
Mungcr, A. S Woodhavcn, I,. I.

Myerson, F, New York, N. Y.

Naugbton, J. W Brooklyn. N. Y.
Ness, T. \V .Montreal, Que.
Newton, A. D Hartford, Conn.
Newton, C. E Hailford, Conn.
Nichols, CM Providence, R.I.
Nichols, F., wife and son , Toronto Can,
Noll, Augustus New \'ork, N. V.

0'D.ay, Chas BulTalo, N. Y.
Odell, H. P. and wife Newburgh, N. \.
Ogden, S. R Elizabeth, N. J.
Ogle, G. II Syracuse. N. Y.
O'Hara, John B Chicago, III.

O'Xeil, Wm. G Montreal, Q'uc.

Orford, J. M. and wife Bridgeport, Conn.
Oscanyan, P. C New York, X. Y.
Outcault. R. F New ^ork. N. Y.

Paine, C. McL New York. X. V.
Palmer, F. S Ellsworth, Me.
Parker, C A Boston, Mass.
Parker, G. W'

_. St. I.ouis, Mo.
Partridge, James * Sandusky, O.-
Pass, James and wife. Syracuse. N. ^'.

Patterson, A. H. and wife New York, N. Y.
Pearce, Frederick and wife New ^*o^k, N. Y.
Pearson, W. B Chicago. III.

Peck, E. F. and wife Brooklyn, X. Y.
Peck, E. II Xew York. X. Y.
Perrine. F. A. C Trenton, X. J.
Phelps, G. M Xew York, N. Y.
Phillips. E R Providence, R. I.

Phillips, Eugene F., and Wife Providence, R. I.

Phillips, J. K North East, Pa.

Pierrei:. J. C Xew York, X. Y.
Piatt, J. B .Augusta, Ga.
Porter, G. F Philadelphia. Pa.
Possons, N. S .Cleveland. O
Price, C. V Boston, Mass.
Price, C W. and wife New York. X. Y.

Reade, R. P Rome, Mich.
Redman, G A. and wife Rochester. N. Y.
Richards, H. T New York, X. Y.
Richmond. C T. and wife Fremont, O.
Ridell, J. E Pittsburg, Pa.
Ries, Ellas E Baltimore, Md.
Roach, M. C New York, N. Y.
Rodman. Chas. L Cleveland, O.
Rosentengel, W. R Toronto, Ont.
Rosenstamm, S Xew York, X. Y.
Royce. F. W Washington, D. C
Russell, T. L Great Barrington. \'t.

Ryan, R.' W Xew York, N. Y.
Ryckman, J. W Xew Y'ork, X. Y.

Sanderson, iM Montreal, Can.
Schieren, C. A., Jr., Xew York, N. Y.
Scott, C E Bristol, Pa.
Seely, T- A. and wife .... Xew York, X. Y.
Seller, H. W New York, X. V.
Seymour. A. P Syracuse, N. V.
Shain, Chas. D New York, N. Y.
Shainwald. Ralph L New York, N. Y.
Shaw, A. C Boston, Mass.
Shaw. W. B. S Montreal, due.
Sheehy. R.J New York, n" Y.
Shippy. II. L Xew York, N. Y.
Slater, C E New York, N. V.
Smiley, II. G , Chicago, III.

Smith. CD Cleveland, O
Smith, F. F Bridgcton, X". J.
Smith, Fred. F Bridgelco, N. f.

Smith, H. J Xew York, X. Y.
Smith, J. K. and wife Waterbury, Conn.
Smith. Master A. H Xew York, N. Y.
Smith, Miss Emily Washington, D. C.
Smith, T. J. and wife New York, N. Y.
Smith, T. Carpenter Philadelphia. Pa.
Smith, W. D Cleveland. O.
Stanley, H. D. .. Bridgeport, Conn.
Stannard, G. C Toronto, Ont.
Steinberger, Jos New York, X. Y.
Stieringer, L New York. X. Y.
Stillwell. L. B Pittsburg. Pa.
Stanhope,W. II Wilmington. Del.
Stephen, E. W Xew York, N. V.
Stiness, S. G. and wife I'aw tucket, R. I.

Stuart, O. K. and wife Boston, Mass.
Stump C. E. and wife New York. N. V.
Sullivan, JI, I New York. N. Y.
Sullivan. M. C New York, N. V.
Sunderlin. L Rochester, N. Y.
Swain. E. D. and wife Chicago, UI.
Sweeton, F. D Wilmington. Del.
SwetlantI, H. M. and wife Xew York, N. Y.

Talt.avall, T. B New York, X. Y.
Taltavall. T. R New York. N. Y.
Taylor, J. W Peterborough, Oct.
Taylor, S. F New York, N. Y.
Taylor, William Chicago, III.

Thornberry, H. S . Toronto.Ont.
Tolles, C L Hartford. Conn.
Toms. L. W Montreal, Que.
Tudor, H. C Baltimore, Md.
Tyson, F. C Wilmington. Del.

Urquhart, D. F Boston, Mass.

Yallce, G. .\ rhiLidclphia. I'a.

Vance, A. S New York, N. V.
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\'andcrweyde, Prof. P. H New York, N. Y.

Yoorhees, 1'". Day. New York. N. Y.

Vose, Ralph Eosion, Mass.

Walsh, C. C New York, N. Y-

Walsh, Louis New York, N. Y.

Warner, C. V., and Wife New Haven, Conn
Washington. I Chicago, 111.

Waterman. [. A Boston, Mass.

Watson, W. B Bay Shore. N. Y.

Walters, W. R Chicago, 111..

Weir, K. W Chica;o. III.

Western, Benj. R. and wife New York, N. Y.

Western, Percy New York. N. Y
Wetmore, Jean A New York, N. Y-

Wetzler. Jos New York, N. Y.

Wheeler, Dr. S. S. and wife. . . .New York. N. Y.

Whittier, R. H Providence, R. I,

Whitney, C. C New Britain. Conn.

Wightman, E. T Danbury, Conn.

Wiley, George L New York, N. Y.

Wilhelmi, E. A New York. N. Y.

Willcox. W. R. B Chicago, 111.

Willyoung, E. G Philadelphia, Pa.

Wilmerding. C. H Chicago, Hi.

Wilson, T. S Boston. Mass.

Wilson, I. S Boston, Mass.

Wiman. Erastus - New York, N. Y.

Winston, H. S Chicago, 111.

Wisner. F. P New Brunswick, N. J.

Woodward, W. C Boston, Mass
Wood, E. E New York, N. Y.

Worhan, W. R Monlreal. Que.

Wright, A. A Renfrew, Oct,

Wright, C. H Renfrew, Ont.

Young. A M. and wife ,.. Waterbury. Conn.

Young. E. P Sewickley, Pa.

Tuesday's Proceedings.

The convention was called to order at lo a. m. by the

president, who announced that the liist thing in order was

the reading of the reports of the committee on relations

between manufacturing companies and central stations.

Mr. Armstrong, the chairman of the committee first read

the following letter from Geo. B. Shaw of Eau Claire,

Wis., chairman of the special committee on constitution,

of which Mr Armstroog was also a member.

The special cnmmictee on revisionof the constitution appointed by
yourself pursiunt to a resolution adopted at the convention of the .

National Electric Light association held in Providence, K. I., in

February, iSqi. has had under consideration the question of

revision of the constitution, and begs to report as follows:

'J'hat in the opinion ot the committee the fundamental features of

the constitution and the general plan involved should not be modified

or changed and that while the constitution itself is susceptible of

improvement in questions of detail, and if intelligently amended may
be made more symmetrical, yet as the constitution has not been in

existence a sufficient length of time to give it a fair trial, it is our

opinion, that any changes amendments or modifications at this time

are undesirable, and we recommend that no amendments to the

constitution be submitted at the forthcoming convention.

Mr. Weeks: I second that motion, and with the

permission of the chair in so doing I want to say that I

am very glad that this committee has reached this wise

conclusion. I take it that that state, that corporation,

that association that is continually tlnk-ring with its

organic law is in a bad way, and that our constitution

should be allowed to stand, at any rate until it has had

that seasoning of time which will enable us to determine

wherein changes are necessary. When the constitution of

the United States of America was adopted you may
remember of having read in history that various

objections were raised to it. It was held even by some
that under that constitution there would be nothing but

niin ahead of the states. But those croakers were not

listened to, the constitution was given the seasoning of

time that it required, and it was found that it needed but

comparatively few simple amendments.
The report was received.

The committee on relations betweeen manufacturing

companies and central stations presented the following

report;

REL.MIONS OF MANUFACTURING AND CENTRAL STATION
COMPANIES.

The committee on relations of parent and sub-companies

bcgi leave to report:

As this committee reported at the last convention so it

TcpoTls to-<lay. No matter has been brought to its a ten-

tion. One of its members asked yesterday, "What excuse

can we give for previous existence or make for its continu-

ance?" \Vc have all realized the possibility of great good
through this agency, but there has been but little attempt

to utilize it. Unless something is to be accomplished in

this field that demands the most thoughtful care and
attention (and this is the one point where our interests arc

t*><iay weakest) the committee ought not to be continued."

Mr. Weeks ofTerrd a resolution to the effect that the

committee on relations bctv/ecn parent and sub-companies

be in.<.tructed lo formulate a definite plan of procedure

for the protection of central station companies, and to

prepare the nccessar>' articles of agreement, and report

the same to the association in executive session at its next
convention.

DISCUSSION.

Mr, Wkrks: | fully and heartily concur in the

report of Judge Armstrong in regard to the import-

ance of the work before this commillee. I n my
o;.'; the line of work in the mind of the

av 1 this c:/mmittce was appo-ntcd lies the

sa ': central station interests of America, and I

think, -Mr, I'.'csidcnt, that the time has come for some
plain talk on this subject. I propose therefore to briefly

read you the <tituation. Vou will remember that the cirly

history of electric lighting was phcnom-nal in that the

people were so ready to bilic^'e everything thai wa»
promised for the new industry, and so confident in ilH

VAluias an investment. The wonderful achievements of

Be!!, Edison, and others in telegrapliy and telephony did

much to pave the way for the introduction of the electric

light. Such was the attitude of the public mind that

companies were readily organized for central station work,

and the extravagant statements of parent companies as to

the performance of machinery, of their apparatus and of

their manufacture, were received with a cordiality not

very complimentary to the wits of investors. Manufactur-

ers of apparatus claimed for it a higii efficiency, in

one case even as high as 105 per cent. Declara-

tions were made that with the exception of brushes

and commutators, which might need renewing

every two jears, it was practically indestructible,

nay, it was even held that it would improve with use,

and they set their price so high that these qualities

seemed assured. They guaranteed to purchasers: First,

high efficiency; second, patent protections, and. third, ex

elusive rights in their respective territories. They assured

investors that the new light could be produced cheaper

than gas, and in order to compete with gas, and increase

the demand for the apparatus, they advised continual

reductions in rates of service. Companies speedily organ-

ized in the larger cities, and capital smiled on electric light

investments. It was soon found, however, that various

so-called systems of electric lighting were extremely

crowded, and the apparatus was so short lived that invest-

ments must be increased to meet the demands for improve-

ment and for renewals, for which the parent companies
made little if any discounts- Still, so confident were the

local companies of success during future years and so

blindly credulous in the good faith of manufacturers, that

the additional capital Slowed in and the parent companies
were enabled to enlarge their producing powers and to

increase their dividends In the course of time it began
to appear that the second claim of the parent companies,

in consideration of which local companies had paid such

high prices, could not be maintained. Patent protection

was not given. The pioneer enterprises saw their field

invaded by apparatus employing the very devices for which
ttey had paid so liberally upon the assurance that those

devices were controlled by the grantors. Meantime capi-

tal was beginning to discover that electric light invest-

ments were often bottomless abysses. The crude and im-

perfect apparatus, itself short lived, necessitated constant

renewals, its extreme delicacy necessitated frequent costly

repairs, and the cut-throat competition, instigated and
supported by rival manufacturers using practically the

identical appara'us, affected public confidence. Most of

the profitable fields had been occupied, and although the

electric light had demonstrated its desirability and supe
riority over gas. the rate of service was necessarily much
higher, owing to the greater cost of plant, operation and
maintenance. As the parent companies found themselves

with immense producing powers, and without sufficient

demand to employ them, the very powerful ones began to

purchase the business and factories of the weaker, pre-

sumably to clfar the field of competitors, and the temp
tation to violate their contracts with pioneer local compa-
nies proved to be strong. It was observed with a few of

these systems that their purchasers had placed them in

charge of their most experienced men, and after fortifying

the weak points by the use of their own special devices,

intending to sell this apparatus at greatly reduced prices in

fields already fully occupied by their own apparatus, which
had been bought at high prices by companies to whom they

had promised protection of all kinds. What treachery

can be more abominable for those who have borne the brunt
of the new industry, struggling for a foothold, who had
literally enriched parent companies by their own pleading,

who had created the demand for apparatus that the parent
companies had to sell and who through their ovvn expe-

rience had shown inventors and manufacturers wherein
their apparatus could be improved and cheapened. But
worse treachery followed. The most outspoken enemy
of the electric light has always been gas. The gas com-
panies were heavy corporations who had fully occupied the
field of lighting for many years and had fattened upon the

profits yielded by the industry of which they had a monop-
oly and which required a plant comparatively simple in

construction, easily and cheaply operated and maintained
and employing raw material, the residual products of which
were made to yield a handsome revenue. When the elec-

tric light entered the field it labored under the enormous
disadvantages of costly, complicated and imperfect appa
ratus, unknown operating expenses and depreciation and
no by-products. Yet the gas interests, recognizing the

new light as a formidable rival, fought it in every way
available to a long established powerful and wealthy monop-
oly. The parent electric companies were bitter in their

denunciation of the methods employed by the gas interests

in their elTorts to prevent the establishment of the new in-

dustry, and until their revenues from local companies
began to fail, assisted the latter in the struggle in every
way which did not seriously afTect their pockets. At the
present time, Mr. President, the condition of affairs is

changed. The gas interests arc still opposed to the elec-

tric light. But as this has shown that it has come to slay,

gas companies all over the world are preparing for a new
effort. They will wage war with our weapons—with

cheap apparatus furnished them by our parent companies.
They will endeavor to demoralize the field of electric light-

ing so that legitimate business cannot stand the strain.

Parent companies are selling to the gas interests—and they
have the effrontery in their advertisements to boast of their

success—apparatus that employs the very devices whose
exclusive control had been guaranteed to the interests that

the new purchasers are straining every nerve to kill. And
this is being done at a most critical period, when deprecia-

tion is becoming known at its full value, when.OA'ing to

the general deprcssio.i, market valuL-s of service are at

ihcir lowest, and when there is a strong tendency on the

pirl of municipalilics to demand of the electric industries

expensive, doubtful chnnges ami to curtail their privileges

and reduce Iheir rights The manufacturing companies
arc indirectly and directly promoting this tendency and arc

inciting mjnicipjlilicii to purchine plants, thui depriving

local companies of that profitable service which they them-
selves have created. To the one hundred thousand stock-

holders in the local companies of America is chiefly due
the establishment of the new industry. They have pro-

duced the sinews of war, and by them the battle has been
fought and won. From them parent companies have
derived support which has made them what they are. For
this veteran service and this timely support what return do
parent companies make? Having possessed themselves of

many millions of our hard earned money, they are now violat-

ing their most sacred obligation and betraying us to the ene-

my. Vou. Mr. President, like Agricola Senex in the fables

have nurtured a viper in your bosom. You have created

a Frankenstein monster, who now turns his hand against

you, and I warn you. central station men of America, that if

you would save your millions you must prepare to carry

the war into Africa with respect both to the gas and to the

parent companies. These two interests, with their pro
nounced porcine proclivities in common, must both be con-

sidered in this connection. The gas companies have, not
without a certain assurance, fought well to concede to us
the period of experimentation, believing that through the

treachery of the parent companies they could easily step

in and capture the business when its permanent value

became knowj. But, if to them we seem vulnerable on
account of the prices which we have paid for apparatus,

let us not forget that they too have their undipped heel.

Their plants also can be duplicated at much less than their

original cost and by improved processes their rates can
generally be greatly reduced and still leave a larger

margin of profit than most of us enjoy. Indeed the gas
field is a most attractive one. For while gas is fast losing

its place as the leading iiluminant. It is certain to be the

fuel of the future, :nd fuel will always be more generally

and largely used than light. Fuel is everywhere a neces-

sity, while light is largely a luxury. I therefore advise

everyone interested in electrical central stations to investi-

gate the gas business, subscribe for the gas journals and
let slip no opportunity to gather information regarding
this great industry.

With regard to the parent companies I will say that you
central station men, who have created these companies,
have the power to check their rapacity, and if need be to

destroy it Your interests are identical. You have a

peculiar element of strength in that ycu do not seek to

serve the same customers and can therefore never be
brought into confiict with each other. Your investments
now aggregate upward of one hundred millions, with

stockholders among the best business men, the leading

men of affairs in America. You have the power to in-

augurate a movement and carry it forward, which will be
irresistible. Why should this army of producers, with its

one hundred millions of active and productive property,

and its inexhaustible resources submit to the extortions

and treacherous attacks of a few syndicates who are little

more than brokers in material, whose bona fide investments

aggregate about twenty-five millions, and whose factories

can be duplicated, yes and generally improved upon, for

one-half that sum. Let us enter into a compact whereby we
will pledge ourselves to purchase apparatus only of those

companies who will treat us fairly, and in case we cannot

get such fair treatment, in case we are met by a combina-

tion, a trustor a pool on the other side, let us pledge our

united support to a new manufacturing enterprise which
will enter the field with this guaranteed business to rest

upon, and, Mr. President, if, as a last resource, if the worst

come to the worst, let us with our upward of one hundred
millions of investment call into a common fund from one
to Cwe, ten or even twenty per cent, on our investments,

and standardize our apparatus and do our own manu-
facturing. You well know that there is already upward
of twelve millions pledged in writing to this movement.

Judge Armstrong: I have listened with a great deal of

interest to what has publicly been expressed and so ably

presented by Mr. Weeks. Since I have been a member of

this association this one question has been discussed with

more vigor outside the meetings of the aasociation than

any other question, and indeed it should be discussed not

only outside but inside, because these very evils are the

most dangerous things that we have to encounter in this

business in which we are engaged. Now, there should be

no conflict of interests, there should be no throat-cutting

in this, because it is absolutely essential that we establish

firmly this industry. Now, it is not a desirable thing that

any of these methods that Mr. Weeks suggests should be

engaged in by us as corporations or individuals. As I

understand it, when this committee was first appointed at

Kansas City, it was with the idea of formulating some
plan, doing something, only, however, because it was sup-

posed that central station men would come to them with sug-

gestions and explanations and experiences, so that we might,

before this, have gone on to prepare against this day that

seems now upon us. I am heartily in favor of taking the

most vigorous method, using the strongest possible means
that we can, hrmly to establish our business, and I am
more in favor of that from the reason tint any such act

cannot by any possibility hurt any legitimate enterprise.

If that be so, no man can condemn what wc suggest doing

to-day.

C. II. Wn.MKUDiNc: I do not think that any central

station nnncan differ with Mr. Wuck.s and Judge Armstrong
on this point. Wcall know what experience some of us have

had. Personally, I cannot say that we have suffered very

much, and a combination such as has buen .suggested

would take care of the future,

M. j. Francisco: I am rather peculiarly situated on
this question. I have Ijcen hauled over the coals for the

last two years for this very thing, I have been furnishing

light at al)OUt one-third of the cost of producing it on

account of this kind of guerilla warfare. So l.hal I know
something about it from actual experience. This movement
)s not, as I look at it, a warfare. It is simply self-

protection. Wc want lh':m to comply with the agreement
they made with us, and we want the power, if they do not

do it, to compel them lo do it, I have, unfortunately,

been drawn into this controvurdy about municipal lighUng,
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The same principle is involved there that is involved here.

A city gets the idea that it can produce light for about half

the price it pays corporations. Some parent company
goes to the ofliccrs of the city and proposes to put in a
plant—not only to furnish the cil> lighting, but
to do commercial business in direct opposition
to the local company, whose capital is invested

and ivhose rights the city has guaranteed by contract. Now
after the company has invested millions of dollars in

property, this parent company tells the city that it can
produce its lights for half of what the local company is charg-
ing for them.

Mr. Wilmerding speaks of Chicago. I saw there

was a bill introduced in the Illinois legislature allowing the

city of Chicago not only to prcduce its own lights but to

furnish commercial lighting all over the city in direct

competition with tlie local companies there- Everybody
knovvs that if the city can tax you and me to make up the

deliciency that it can wipe out any local company no mat-
ter how large its capital.

T. Carimcntkr Smtth: I have listened with a great

deal of interest to Mr. Weeks Judge Armstrong and Mr.
Francisco's remarks. I was very much interested in the

proposition of Mr. Weeks to form a company for the

manufacture of apparatus. I think that in that suggestion

there is a weapon that lies ready to the hand of every cen-

tral station man. We know that there is enough machinery
on which the patents have entirely run out which can be
used for nine-tenths of the lighting in an electric light

station, referring moie particularly to arc apparatus. The
principil feature In an arc machine which has been used
to sell apparatus more than any other is that of a good
regulator I have had some little experience in arc lighting,

and I have found that the best regulator of an arc machine is a
good big load. Now I think that there is not a central

station in the country but that has bought and paid for

enough patent regulators to take care of all their small

circuits, and I think if this committee put in the hands of

every central station information that would enable it

to buy machines which would run Its full circuits, and let

it keep those for which it has already paid heavy prices, to

run its cut circuits, that you have got a weapon to bring

the parent companies to a sense of what it means to lose

nine-tenths of their business at once.

Mr. Weeks: I move that the committee on relations

between parent and sub-companies be instructed to formu-
late a definite plan of procedure for the protection of the

central station companies.and prepare the necessary articles

of agreement, and report the same to the association in ex-

ecutive session at its next convention.

The motion was adopted. It was also decided upon mo
tion of Mr. Nichols that the repoit of the committee and
the discussion should be printed and distributed at the

earliest noment.
II. M.Swktland: In the absence of Mr. De Camp I

have been requested to submit the following report

relative to the comparison of economy in the generation

of power.

Report OP THE Committee ON Data.—CoMrARisoN of

Economy in the Generation op Power.

by a. .t. decamp.
Your committee finds almost a universal opinion

among managers of el<ctric light stations that it is im-
possible to record actual expense in generating power
for this service, owing to the fact of frequent changes
of load and short, irregular runs. The aggreg.ate coal
bills from week to week Diay be compared witb the
charges made for lights delivered, butwhether this ag-

gregate compares favorably with the coal actually nec-
essary to perform this work or whether it he twice the
amount necessary is often considered an unanswerable
question. In most instances where records are kept,
the date begins and ends with the number of pounds of
coal burned and the number of lights delivered, no at-

tempt having been made to record the performance of

boilers and eogioes separately, and while the data
furnished might prove the economical operation of the
aggregate plant, they often show a wide margin for

waste, which may be either In the boiler, engine or dy-
namo room.
The committee Is therefore confronted with this fact:

A large majority of the stations do not make records of
the performance of their machinery in sufficient detail

to be of service in a matter of comparison, and while
many reports have been received covering fully the
work contemp ated, sufficient data have not been re-

ceived to foim a complete report that can be submitted
at this meeting. The work of the committee must
therefore be directed to the encouragement of simple
duty tests, and if wc may suggest it, to plain directions

for such tetts. Until It shall have been made a part of
the routine work of a central station to keep these
records, the duty tests will continue to be the "mole
hill mountain" of the management, and the difficulty In
making these records will be over-e&tlmated. Once en-

tered up:n, the simplicity of the work Is apparent, and
Ihe management finds this report as indispensable as

the others.

In this respect the work of the committee has beenmls-
undfrslood. AVe do not advocate a brake and engine
indicator on every piece of macldnery, or a corps of
clerks and experts to make instantaneous comparisons
of coal wlih power developed, but we urge that

every piece of machinery should be frequently tested,

and records of performances made. When we remem-
ber that the entire paraphernalia for a test of evapora-
tion of boilers consists of a barrel, a pair of scales, a
thermometer and an intelligent euglueer, the slmpllcily

of Ihe work becomes apparent, and when the test once
made develops the fact that wc are only evaporating six

pounds of water wberethe boiler manufacturers guaran-
tee eleven, the advHutage of Ihe test is plainly seen in

dollars and cents, Many enors creep into the boiler

room that are not observed until the test of evaporation

stirs up a careful search. Then the boiler settings may
be l\)und Incorrect, the drafc Imperfect or cot properly
regulated, or the firing may be done In such a manner
that the coal wailed (xcjcdsthe ciml used. If this Uai
and the simple test of ihe amount of steam used In the
engine can become more general, the work of ihiscom-
mitteecan be made more comprehensive and individual

becefits can be derived, fully compensating for the
work involved.

That our report is not completed and our work fin-

ished Is partially the fault of the committee. Oar cir-

culars asked plain queslionb, which have received care-

ful attention at the hands of the central station men
and replies have been prompt and co-opeia'ion all that
the committee could desiie, but we have failed to stow
a suUiciLnlly definite object, to sufficiently urge the
making of a few simple tests where no records are
kept, and to prove conclusively the advantages of the
tests to every manager independent of any organization.

We suggest a continued elTort. A growing Inl(re£t

in tids work has been awakened and It is only necessary
to make persistent elTort to secure the results hoped for
when this work was undertaken.
When the National Electric Light association shall

have recorded two thousand water tube boilers in use
in this service, five per cent, of which are evaporating
ten pounds of water per pound o!' combustible, ten per
cent, evaporating tight pounds and eighty live per cent,

averaging ()Dly six or seven pounds, the Importance of
this work will be apparent, and when the records of
this association show four thousind automatic, high-
speed engines in use, guaranteed to deliver one hor^e
power for one hour with eighteen pounds of water or
steam,when running condeDsiog, using from this amount
to twenty-five orthirly pounds forthisservice, theimana-
ger will include among the reports from his as-^istants

the data necessary to this work. The time will come
when ihis association will make these tests for the bene-
fit of its members.
One electric company has found it advantageous to

make a thorough test of all the leading steam engines
and boilers ofl;ered for this service. Our organ'zation
oITers great advantages over icdividual or corporate en-

terprises In this dirt3ction. We have almost every type
of equipment in us', and It only lemiins to record the
performances to make the advantage of membership in
ihis organization as apparent from a purely financiil

bati^ as It now Is on the basis of education and social

enjoyment.

The report was adopted and the committee con-
tinued.

World's Columbian Exposition.

The President: The report of the committee on
World's Fair is the next order. If there is no report from
that committee, Director-General Davis has sent here as a
representative of the World's Fair the secretary of the

Department of Electricity, Mr. Hornsby.
Mr. IIornsuy: The World's Columbian E.\position

was very much pleased at the action taken some time ago
by your association in the appointment of a committee on
World's Fair. That courtesy is responsible for my presence
here to-day as the commissioned officer of the World's
Fair representing especially the electrical department. I

had intended reading a paper on the subject of the World's
Fair as a whole. You are, however, technical people, and
instead of reading a paper I will try to explain to you
what is contemplated for the fair generally and the elec-

trical department.
Mr. Hornsby here produced a map of the grounds,

pointed out the sites of the several buildings, described

their prircipal features and then gave a detailed account of

the plans of the electrical building. Continuing he
said:

The building for the electric power plant occupies a
larger scope than it did. An electric intermural railway

will traverse the entire length of the ground—about a
mile and three-quarters. The road wilt be about three

miles long. Electrically propelled elevators will be in all

of the buildings. Everything that is done in the shape of

power will be by electrical transmission. This will be an
e.xpensive plant. The companies engaged in the supply of

power and light will be asked to build modern lighting

and power stations of their own, after their own plans, to

be approved only bv the exposition management. The
distribution will be in three directions. One tunnel will

pass through the mines building, the transportation build-

ing and its annex, the Horticultural building and the

woman's building; these will be supplied from one source.

Another tunnel will strike the corner of the mines build-

ing, and pass through to the electricity building, and
from it over the bridge crossing the canal, down through
the manufactures building, the government building, the

fisheries building, and the pier on which will be casinos,

statues, fountains, etc. A short tunnel will be built from
the power house, going first through machinery hall,

crossing the bridge, entering through the agricultural

building and annex, the sawmills, which will be run en-

tirely by electrically transmitted power, the Forestry
building and the dairy. From this plant will be served
S.ooo arc lamps, 85,000 incandescent lamps and 4.000
horse power for the operation of the machinery belonging
to exhibitors.

All of the grounds and buildings will be lighted by
electricity. In our own building I have recently llnishcd

the plan. We will require in that building, and have
arranged for, Soo horse power for the running, of exhibits,

aside from the operation of exhibits from the exhibitors'

own plants, which will be located here as well. There
will be one 2,000 candle power lamp to 1,000 square feet

of space. In addition to that, in the center of the build-

ing we will have some spectacular effects and in all of the
corners. I believe 700 arc lamps will be placed in that
building.

A good deal has been said in regard to the linances of

our exposition. The resources of the Chicago exposition
arc as follows:

l-'rom hl'R-k -ril»-.crji»lif.n- f .',(X>0.<X/i

From CfilcHKo <.Uy IfOmJ- nuthoriW;*! by itn; HL-it<.- 5.(l0rj.»wr(

Ontc- rcM:i-l[,t^ M'i"r"'it<'t;<l ".WO.tOtt
C«nr:(r.-Hiofirt atnl itrlvil'-*«'?- l.iiOOJjdO
From HfilviiKr; i;-il|iii[it« rj.miri.iHit

Totnl i2},>tti',i*jt.*

Against these resources are to be drawn amounts as
follows:

For i(rinin<\>* uti'l biilMlntc* ^I'iTw.to:*
For luliiiltilMl ration ... 't.'.i'r*^i*n

For oiH-riitloii, M»y to Nuvc-ioIkt, IJjVS ],."..>».<M

t

Recapitulating, therefore, the exposition company will

spend $26,000,000, the L'nited States Government $i, =00,-
t>oo, and the states and territories have already subscribed
$5,000,000. This is not including .^5,000,000 which has
been subscribed by foreign governments for the mainten-
ance of their exhibits. The South American stales alone
have subscribed :?2, 700,000 for their share.

The following named nations have already replied to the
invitation sent by the United States Government: Great
LSritain, France, Germany, Spain. Japan, China, Mexico,
I'eru, Honduras, Salvador, Costa Rica, Columbia, Cuba,
Gualamala. Jamaica. Nicaragua, Chili, San Domingo,
Turkey, Ecuador, Denmark, Russia, Egypt, Morocco,
Venezuela, Brazil, Hayi and the Argentine Republic.
These are almost all we may expect. It is now eighteen
months before our exposition opens. We have alrcost the
entire world to draw from already. It is impossible to say
how far we may have to go. Since the inauguration of the
movement to make an exposition at Chicago it has so de-
veloped that the amounts of money already set apart up to

a year ago have been found inadequate. Therefore an
extra $5,000,000 is being provided by subscription in

Chicago, and a loan of $5,000,000 is being arranged lor

with ihe United States Government, increasing the re-

sources of the World's Fair to ^-}2,000, 000.

So far as we are concerned ourselves, the electrical de-
partment has been divided, the ser\*ice being absolutely

separated from the exhibition department. All of the ex-
hibition will be under the superintendence of the chief of
the department of electricity. Everything electrical in the

exposition will be on exhibition. It was contemplated
originally to install a power plant proportioned to the

good will of the electrical people. The management of Ihe
exposition thought it would be impossible on account of
the interest taken in the exposition to have the electrical

people donate for the use of the exposition enough appa-
ratus and enough talent to serve the purpC'ses contemplat-
ed. By the hardest work and the clo-est application of

the electrical department we have made it appear advan-
tageously and certainly for the benefit of the electrical

peop'e that that course would not be in accord with their

wishes. Their interest would be dampened if such a pro-
cedure were to be inaugurated. Therefore we have been
successful in having this plant installed purely as a busi-

ness proposition, the idea being to demonstrate the econo-
my of an electrical service over that which was contemplat-
ed before—steam and gas. To that extent we have been
successful, and after the Columbian Exposition I think

that we will be able to demonstrate fully all that has been
claimed for electricity on the score of economy, comfort
and luxury, if you please.

On motion of Mr. Francisco a vote of thanks was tend-
ered to^he secretary of the Columbian Espcsilion for the
full, interesting and explicit explanation and description

of the plans for the Columbian Fair.

Mr. HoRNSitv: There is one other matter I contem-
plated speaking about, but neglected. I have been in

correspondence for six months or thereabouts with electri-

cal people in all parts of the world relative to the holding
in Chicago in iSgsofan International Electrical Congress.
I have arrived at a point in our correspondence and nego-
tiation at which I can say that the project is in the way of

being successful beyond our highest hopes. We look for

the presence in Chicago at that time of the ablest men in

the greatest profession now in existence. The Europeans
have promised to have their very highest authorities

with us. The best of the electrical people of this coun-
try are heart and soul wuth us. The representatives of

the societies in this country and in Europe have signitied

their intention of taking active hold of the matter
of holding this International Electrical Congress.
The question has come up whether this should be done
through the World's Columbian Exposition or whether it

should be done by the various societies. As the represen-

tative of tbeelecjricai department, as its accredited com-
missioner to this convention, I will say that the exposition

management stands ready now and at all times to aid such
a movement in any way. A provision has been made in

the report of the presiding officer of the exposition manage-
ment, which will be read before Congress next winter, with
a view to having the government of the United States

takeoliicial notice of the contemplated electrical congress.

The management of the exposition has already acquiesced

in the proposition to build a hall for the holding of this

congress on the exposition grounds. No money will be
spared by the management to make the congress in every

way a successful one, and I hope that at this meeting of

this association—strong, powerful, prominent, representa-

tive as it is—some action will be taken.

'i". C. M.^rtin:; Mr. Hornsby in his remarks has made
reference to the work of the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers in connection with this congress, and I

think I may brielly state what has been done, and then, if

you will allow mc, suggest that this association act upon
somewhat similar lines.

Two and a half years ago at least, at any rate before it

was known that the World's Fair would go to Chicago and
when some of us still fondly hoped that it would not. the

American Institute of Electrical I'uginccrs, taking time by
the forelock, apiwinted a committee to secure the hoidingof

an electrical congress or conference in this ^xiuntry. A
congress was then about to be held in France at the Paris
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Exposition, and we sent delegates to that congress. Those
delegates—some of our most prominent electrical engineers

and inventors, among them being Mr. Edison. Prof. Elihu

Thomson and others of that rank—extended in the name
of the institute to the delegates to that electrical congress

an invitation to attend such a congress in this country dur-

ing the Columbian Fair year. The invitation was received

and accepted. During the present year another congress

of like nature is being held at Frankfort in Germany.
That congress in France was held under the auspices,

first, of the French government and of the exposition

authorities, and secondly, under the auspices of the French

society- A similar procedure prevails at the present time

in Germany with regard to the conference there and it is

being held under the auspices of the government and with

the direct support and aid of the German society. Now I

think that Mr. Hornsby has outlined to us just such a line

of action for work in this country. It is proposed on the

part of the institute to work, as far as lies in our power,

with the World's Fair authorities, and we think that with

the assistance and co operation of such powerful bodies as

this the congress in Chicago in 1S05 will not only be the

most memorable but the most useful of all the congresses

that have been held up to date. I suggest that a committee

be appointed that will commit this association unreservedly

to the support of the World's Fair and make the move-

ment in Chicago and the congress a success.

The committee on World's Fair was discharged, and
the chair appointed a committee consisting of B. E. Sunny
of Chicago, S. G. Coleman of Milwaukee, Mr. Hart of

New Orleans, F. W. Royce of W^ashington, D. C, and
C. W. Trice. New York.

Data on Electric Lighting.

Mr- Weeks: My attention hasbeen called to a clipping

from one of the Kansas City papers regarding the price of

street lighting in various cities of the country, and I take

it that if data are to have any value whatever they

shoald be accurate, and I am ver>' sorry to see that the

data that are given by the Census Department in

Census Bulletin No. 100 are not accurate. For instance

the statement is made that in San Francisco the price

is ^440.67 for one arc lamp for one year and in

Denver S5S.46. Those statements are made simply

without any qualification whatever. I happen to be

familiar with the facts in both cases, and I know that there

is absolutely no foundation for those statements, and I

think that it is but just to our good friends Rollins of

Denver and Roe of San Francisco, that that statement

be corrected. The facts are that in San Francisco, where.

it should be remembered, coal is §7.00 a ton, the highest

price paid for any one lamp per year is ;5;36i.90, and that

is a four thousand candle power lamp maintained at a

point remote from the central station with a considerable

mileage of circuit in order to reach that point of course; and
instead of being so generous as one would infer Brother

Rollins has been in Denver to give them an arc lamp for

^53.46 his good business sense has led aim to do quite

otherwise. The rate that he gets there is $150 within a

certain radius and s;r6 outside and for tower lighting

—

two very different propositions.

I have had occasion to look into the question of distri-

bution quite extensively of late, and I find that the distri-

bution of municipal light ranges all the way from eight

and si.K-tenths lamps per mile of line down to one lamp j-er

mile of line.

Mr. Francisco: In the information which has been

disseminated through the country for the use of municipal-

ities important facts have not been mentioned. In one

article which I read I saw the statement published that

Hoston had to pay |iSo per year, while Vpsilanti only paid

^13. That would carry the idea that the citizens of Bos-

ton were being; outrageously swindled, whereas the fact is

that Vpsilanti uses water power, while Boston uses steam

power. Vou cannot make a good comparison withont such

facts before you.

A. R. Foote: Some of you may think it strange, but

the fact is that a great many central station companies do
not know anything about the mileage of the circuit.

Knowing how difficult these things were to reach, and
knowing the necessity, the supreme importance of having

these figures co-rect when published, I have induced the

saperintendent of the census to appoint Mr. Foster as a

special agent to visit central stations in the stale of New
\'ork, go over the schedules with them, correct and verify

their statements, and lend his assistance to them in filling

out those schedules, so that I may feel when I have the

fijjures for ubulation that 1 have something which is bona
fide, something which is reliable and which can be accept-

ed as an authority by the people of this country on that

fjucstion. Thai work will be pushed to completion as

rapidly as it can be done, and I hope that every man that

Mr, Foster may call upon will see the importance of laying

a-iidc his business for the hour and giving Mr, Foster the

lime, so 35 not to hinder him in his movements, but let

him complete the work as soon as possible, Mr, Tiffany.

who published that bulletin, started out on (he theory that

he most ascertain the number of miles of streets in

a town, and the number of lamp posts in a town, and he

simply passed cvct)- post that had a lamp on it as

one lamp, as he unfortunately called it. He ought to have

called it one post, and then it would have been all right,

but he made no discrimination between an eight foot

^as bomcr on a post, a kcro^nc lamp on a po.it,

and a tower with an arc lamp on it. He counted each

A\ one lamp, and his schcdu'c is worked out upon that

theory. What wc want to have is figures that will not lie,

and in order to have those vtc must have figurcrs who will

do correct work.

T.KGIiUlTION AFKF/rriSO LIGIITISO INTKRBSTS

The committee on legislation, of which Jod^c Arm-
5tronj; was chairman, was called upon for a report.

Mr. Armstrong said: The design of thit committee

was that the members from each stale would give the

matters of legislation occtirring within his ]Uris<Jiction to

the chairman of the co.nmittee so that it could be formu-
lated and submitted here. In my own stute the legislature

was so busy with political matters, fortunately as to leave

us almost entirely alone; and I think that is about all that

we need to ask in the way of legislation.

Mr Wii.MERDiNi;: In Illinois, at the last session of the

legislature, there were a great many hills introduced with

a view to knocking out our interesls. One bill was the one
referred to by Mr. 1' rancisco, by which the city and towns
were authorized to carry on a commercial lighting business,

not only with electricity, but with gas. That bill died in

the committee. There was another bill introduced to the

effect that no wire should be operated in the state carrying

a voltage of more than one thousand voUs. That also

died in the committee. We were fortunate in having one
or two friends in the legislature who had inlluence enough
to knock out those things,

Mr. Francisco read the following report:

Underground Conduits.

nV M. J FRANCISCO.

In behalf of the committee on underground conduits, I

have to say that we found the subject of underground con-

duits was one that was liable to involve much study. We
have collected a good deal of information, but the lime

has been so short that we confess it has been impossible to

get all the matter that we had prepared the report on,

ready at this meeting. I have been in correspondence

with parties in London with regard to the entire under-

ground conduit business of London, but the report that I

expected to have here to-day has not yet arrived on ac-

count of the lime being so short in which to get the

correspondence b^ck and forth. The same statement is

true with regard to several places in the United States,

Therefore we did not feet like making a report which con-

tained merely a partial statement of facts, because several

central station companies had stated to me that they do not

want anything but facts, and that they want to bass their

calculations upon what we tind to be facts. The position

that the committee has taken is, that if there is a system

of underground wiring that is practicable and proper, we
want to find out what is the best system and then leave

those that want to adopt it, upon the information which

we may obtain, to decide as to that which is the best, the

most practicable and the most serviceable.

The committee were continued, and requested to report

at the next meeting.

The committee on safe wiring presented a report, which

was referred to the executive session.

Mr. Law: As I was instrumental in preparing those

rules for safe wiring I wish to call the attention of the con-

vention to the fact that it is divided into three sections, I

have found some misunderstanding with regard to that.

One section says what you shall do, another section says

what you shall not do, and another section says what you
should do. Perhaps some of these sections that may look

a little bit obnoxious to you may be those that would
recommend you to do so and so, instead of saying that

you shall or shall not do it.

Mr. Aver: This is a matter of such importance

that we ought not to pass upon it without hav-

ing the paper before us so that we may have exact knowl-

edge of what there is in it. As it is read before us none

of us can fully understand it or take it all in. We may
possibly misjudge it if we have not afforded us an oppor-

tunity to read it carefully.

Mr Hammer: I have seen many of those reports,

both across the water and on this side, and I can indorse

that report as being the most complete thing of the kind

that I have ever seen. Itisconcise. It goes rigtt to the

point. Undoubtedly there are in it some things that can

be criticised by supply manufacturers, by wire men and by

contractors, but an electrical engineer who has had con

siderable experience in applying such things from the in-

cipient stages of electric lighting, I emphatically indorse

that as being the best report of the kind I have ever seen.

The motion as amended providing that the report of the

committee on safe wiring be received, and that the secre

tary be authorized to have it printed and copies presented

to the members of the association, and that it come up for

discussion "as soon as practical." was adopted.

The association adjourned to Wednesday, at 10 A. m.

Wednesday's Proceedings.
The convention was called to order at io;2o A. M.

President Huntley read a letter from the Canadian Pacific

Railway company, extending to the members free

telegraph privileges for social messages during their stay in

Canada, over the Canadian Pacific Railway company's

telegraph lines and similar privileges over the Postal

'Pelegraph company's system

Sir Donald A. Smith extended an invitation to the

members of the association and their friends to visit him
Thursday afternoon at his home from .| until (1:30 r. M.

The citizens' committee, it was announced, had arranged a

trip down the Lachine Rapids. In the nriginal programme
it was designed to stop at the Indian village on the

opposite side, but that was abandoned. The thanks of the

association were tendered the telegraph companies and Sir

Donald A. Smith.

Distriijution am> Care or Ai.tkrnating Ci-rrknts.

The Pri:5M>knt: The first regular business is the

discussion on the distribution and care of alternating

currents, the subject of the paper read by T. Carpenter

Smith at Providence,

Mk. Law: I most heartily indorse what Mr. Smith

says of the short sighted policy of the majority of electric

light man-igers in putting up sheet insulation; in other

words, the principal point of success in allerniting works

may be stated In one word, "insnlaiioti, " for on allernat

ing wires a short circuit or ground mcin-' as a rule, a

burnt out armature, l-'or 1 find that in the most of cfis s

the dynamo man gels tired of rcncA-ing the fuses at the

generator and will put in a iGo or 200 ampere fuse on a
machine that is only adapted to carry 130 amperes. I find
that the better plan is on a 130 ampere machine to put in
a 135 to 140 ampere fuse and then change it often, not
waiting for it to burn out, but change it and put in a new
one.

Not only should alternating .ines be of good insulation,
but the primaries should in all cases be fused where they
branch from the main lines to the converters. It is a very
common practice to bring these branches directly from
the mains to the converters without any protection other
than the insulation on the wire to prevent contact where
one of these wires muat cross the primary wires. I have i

seen a No. S wire bu-'n ofT a No. o wire at the point
where the primary loops cross the main lines. If proper
fuses are placed where the branch joins the main line, it is

not only a protection to your machines and converters but
to life also

When taking charge of a very large station a year and a
half ago. I found a great many primary fuses removed
from the converters and No 14 copper substituted, simpiv
because they sometimes blew out.

There is the greatest of danger in not having the
primary wire fused before reaching the converter. All
converters are so built that a contact between primary and
secondary coils is almost impossible, but if by a short

circuit in the primary, it receives a current of from 50 to

100 amperes, when it is only adapted to carry from one to

\'\VQ amperes, it will oveiheat to such an extent that it

will burn any insulation which may be used This is very
liable to cross the primary and secondiry wire-a and you
have all the dangers of a high electro motive force clear to

your lamp socket. Properly fusing the primary wires will

obviate all this danger.

One weak point I find in alternating central station

construction is the double throw switches, they are never
large enough to break the arc which they are sometimes
required to do, for it is not only to break the usual load of

from 50 to 75 amperes on each circuit, but in case of a
short circuit or ground it may reach three or four times
that amount and the fire and noise produced in a break of
that kind is only realized by those who actually perform
the operation.

Likewise the fuses are not one-half large enough to break
radially. These fuses are generally placed on the back of a
wooden switch board and are a great source of danger
from fire.

Mr. Francisco: Mr. Smith refers to underground and
overhead wires. Now in the work in which I have been en-

gaged for the last six months relating to underground con-
struction I Ijave had a chance to meet this point of overhead
and underground work very generally, and my experience is

thatone-half of thetrouble wehave had inregard to both has

been from the loose, miserable manner in which theovcrhead
wires were put up. If the electric light companies them
selves had thoroughly installed their plants and run their

wires in a proper manner, spending perhaps what they

have for underground work, we would not have had one-
half of the trouble we have at the present time. In sev-

eral cities I have visited the oflicials themselves have said,

"Why, if you people would put your wires overhead in

proper shape we would not have commenced this raid.

But here are these wires strung in a slip-shod, haphazard
manner without any system or care, and in many cases

without any real insulation, and of course we have to pro-

tect the public. We are here as officials to protect the

public, and naturally if you will not take the initiatory

steps to protect it we have got to compel you to."

There is one other point here that Mr. Smith speaks of

in regard to lights running on contract and meter. On
one occasion X walked into a man's establishment and the

lights were burning. He had the whole place illuminated.

"Is anything the matter?' he said. I replied, "No, noth-

ing at all, I wanted to see how these lights were burning.

They seem to be running very fine.'' He looked at me
and he happened to think that perhaps it was after the

time that they should be burning. "Well," he said, "I

happened to step in here to-night to turn them off.'' The
next night I passed there at the same hour and he hap'

pened to step in and turn them off. I followed that up
for about a week and I noticed he happened in there every

night and herenained thereuntil 12 o'clock Of course

if you charged that man for extra hours you would have

trouble at once. But with this meter on you can tell the

man distinctly, "Vou may burn as many hours as you

please; you simply pay for what you use;'' and that is all

there is of it. That is the true basis of all electric light

business, I think—to have a meter and control your busi-

ness absolutely in that way.

Mr. Law: I will relate a circumstance respecting one

of the methods of keeping the meters. A customer once

pried up the cover of the meter sudiciently to introduce

three or four spiders. A few spider webs in there were all

that was necessary to retard the meter. I traced this mat-

ter down and found that he actually pried up the cover and
introduced the spiders.

Mk. Francisco: Mr. Law's remark on that reminds

me of a thing that occurred in my experience. I found

that this plan of prying up the meter was adopted. I ap

plied a small wire so that when lie pried up the meter and

had a short circuit he never repeated it.

Mk Aykk; In Mr. Smith's paper I see no allusion to

n thing that seems to me a (|uestion as to the location of

the cut-out on the fuse Some of the manufacturers take

the position that those things should be separate and inde-

pendent of the converter and left on the outside and
should not be incorporated in the converter box. Wc
know that the practice with others is to put them in.

T. CakI'KNTKK Smiiii: 1 would say in regard to the

placing of fuses in conveners that our experience has been

that, as a rule, there is little trouble wiih the primaiy fuse

in the converter except when you want to replace il, and

ihcn it is usually a very vigly job. Wc have for some time

left the secondary fuses out and we have always followed

the practice of putting a cut-out immediately at the con-
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verier, but on the outside of the converter, .-ind we found
that we had a great deal of trouble with the secondary
fuses from the fact that it is a heavy fuse and the contacts

not large enough. It is difficult to get contacts that will

last three or four months without being corroded. Wc
therefore put copper in those fuses and depended entirely

on the cut-out which is immediately outside the converter.

On the primary, in some cases, for large buildings, wc put
cut-outs on the pole and still kept the fuses in the primary

end. Bui we had very little trouble with the primary fuse

e.\cept in the case of short circuits, in which case the pri-

mary fuse always went. We never had any trouble with a

short circuit from the blowing of the primary fuse,

but I believe others have had that trouble. There are con-

verters now made in which the primary fuses are put on a

separate plug and that plug i^ pushed in and can be

taken out and the fuses replaced without touching any high

tension wires or connections with the current on. That
has another value, which is that the fuses, if required, can

be soldered into the plug, and spare plugs can be kept on

hand, while a lineman can go around once a week or a

month, or as often as is thought necessary, and by work-

ing the plugs keep the contact clean and free of corrosion,

keeping a great deal of heat out of the fuses. If the light

merely winks on the changing of a switch, he looks up,

thinks the light is steady again, and he is convinced per-

haps he was mistaken, and he does not take any further

notice of it. But in a large house where large (]uantities

of goods are Iiandled, it is very awkward to have the light

stop four or five seconds.

Mr. Aver: The point that I wanted to get at is leav-

ing the cut-out and fuse outside the converter box. It

perhaps has some value in a short circuit coming on the

loop. Bringing about a short circuit will only blow the

fuse which is placed in the cut-out of the pole, where, in

the event of the cut-out being incorporated in the con
verier bo.\, the primary fuse, in that case, would undoubt-
edly blow a fuse in the main feeder, and also leave a dan-

gerous condition of affairs on the wires. The cost of con-

struction is very much greater where the separate box is

used, and it is a question whether it is desirable,

to obviate this danger of short circuiting on the loop. The
converters may be placed on the, pole and there would, in

that cas^, be room for cut-outs. That would place the

fuse at the point where it would protect the public as well

as the feeders. But I do not see the utility of separating

the devices. It .seems to me that the one box should con-

lain both, and they could be arranged to do it properly.

Different manufacturers take difTerent views—some favor

incorporating them in the converter box with the convert-

er, while others believe in leaving them out.

Mr. Scott: Thereare troublesaboutconverler fuses even

when they are carefully watched. About two years ago we
had one converter thai was persistently blowing its fuse.

I told the lineman to bring it to the station. The base

under the screw head of the fuse connection showed a mark
indicating that the fuse had melted there. The screw had
become loose either by the swaying of the pole or the hum-
ming of the converter, I have never been able to determine

which. The vibration of the screw had formed an arc

which had melted that fuse. The brass had become red

hot, and the switch-board below it was completely charred

for about half an inch behind it, so that the screw and its

base were ready to fall through. After that we made our

linemen examine our fuses every thirty days. With sec-

ondary fuses I never have known of an accident to one
blowing during a thunderstorm. Sometimes a whole loop

of iS or 20 converters will have its primaries blown.

People are tempted to get small sizes on account of econo-

my, and place them on a line where they have three or

four lights to supply. For instance, a five-light converter

will be put up The lineman comes along and linds that

the fuse wants attention. He has a ten ampere fuse in

his pocket and he puts it in. During a thunderstorm, the

lightning or the static electricity on that line attacks that

converter, and it finds it easier to burn out that No. 20 or

22 wire than to burn the ten ampere fuse. Consequently
the primary coil is gon? and the converter has to be taken

down. These troubles with the coil are generally six

inches or a foot from the beginning of the coil. I never

found an instance where the lightning traversed the com-
plete circuit. If the coil is attacked it will be broken before

it has taken the complete circle, and by just taking ofT the

tape and paper that can be taken out the converter will

work just as well. I do not see the use of buying a prim-

ary coil, to work after the old coil is broken. About a

month ago my attention was called to a new lightning

arrester. I took my lineman to the place in Philadelphia

where a company had equipped its line with the lightning

arresters, and I found that after equipping the line with

them, they had forty-seven 20-light converters go after

the 2ist of July. I did not buy those arresters. I looked

at the inside of those arresters and found what you might
call a puddle of brass around the bottom of the connec-
tions. There are transformers which have the primary and
secondary fuse connections both on a wooden block inside

a sort of box. If the primary fuse is attacked the second-

ary is bound to go. The short circuit is so complete that

it burns the wooden block, and the whole inside seems to

fall down. But by sending a man around at least once a

month to tighten up the screws under the fuses, or to re-

place the fuses where they show any oxidization, and keep
them in good order, I do not think there is any trouble

with them. I do not feel inclined to pay for a twenty
light converter when I have three lamps to install on ac-

count of the lightning.

T. Carpkntkr Smi'I'm: I know of one case where a

house was wired for 127 lamps, but they actually used not

more than ten lamps, and those only for a few hours in

the evening. When the installation was first put in, the

customer was very anxious to have the lights arranged so

that he could turn them all on if he wanted to, and three

40 light converters were installed for him. At thcopening

the whole hotise was lit up. and his meter for the first

month was a siglil to bring jny to ihc heart of the com-

pany. Bui in about two months his bill got ofT so much

that one day when a lineman wanted a 40 light converter

for another customer he thought it would be safe to take

out one of those converters, and he did so. A few weeks
after that a second converter, and then a third was taken

out. and he put in in their phce a 20 light converter, and
I do not think that the fuse in that converter has ever

been blown since. lie changed the meter from an So light

meter to a 20 light meter, and the customers' bills are just

about the same right straight along. Some time I suppose
that he will give a party, and may then be left in darkness,

but that is his fault.

Mr. I.eonard: Was it in multiple arc?

Mr. Smith; It was not in multiple arc. The owner of

the house was willing to pay a very good price for his

wiring, and he had his house wired in three circuits—that

is, all the side lights in a room were on one circuit, all the

chandelier lights wercon another circuit,and all his hall lights

and the lights that were used at odd times were on the third

circuit,and these were coupled up to the three separate con-

verters. Of course when the lineman commenced to rob

him of the converters he put a couple of circuits together,

and the three circuits are now run on the one converter.

The PivasiDKNT: If there be no further discussion on
that subject we will take up the paper by George A. Red-
man of Rochester, N . V., entitled "'Central Stations

Operated by Water Power."

Central Stations OrERATEu i;y Water Tower.

HV GEO. A. RED.MAN.

The purpose of my paper is more to give a description

of what is being done with water power for electrical pur-

poses in the city of Rochester by the three different electric

light companies doing business in that city, and some of

my own experience with water power, than to take up
your valuable time with the technical description of tur-

bines, which can be gleaned from any of the numerous cata-

logues of turbine manufacturers, which contain full descrip-

tions of turbines and their construction.

The adaptation of water power for electrical purposes
has grown very rapidly within the past few years. There
are several causes operating to enhance the value of water
power, none more so than that of electricity.

Streams that have had no pecuniary value heretofore are

now being utilized for the purpose of running electrical

machinery, yet at the same time the supply of water is

diminishing, caused by the destruction of forests, and
water right owners in various parts of the country are de-

vising means of storing water during the rainy seasons
to furnish a supply during the dry season,
also storing it in the daytime for night use. One
large water right owner in Western New York, during the

months of July and August, places flash boards two and
one-half feel high on top of his dam, at an expense of -f loo,

and stores up for night use the water which it is not neces-

sary for him to use in the daytime, thereby saving in the

two months an amount equivalent to a coai bill of $1,100.
The Johnstown, N. V., Electric Light company has im-

proved its water power at the Cuyadota Falls by erecting a
dam 34 feet high on top of the falls, giving a total head
of 75 feet and nearly doubling the amount of power. A
survey of the upper Genessee river, between Mount Morris,

N. v., and the celebrated Portage Falls, has been made
during the past year for the purpose of establishing a res-

ervoir that will furnish the city of Rochester 30,000 horse

power mo^e daily during the entire year than it has at

present.

The earliest forms of water wheels were the paddle and
flutter wheels that only utilized the impulsive action of the

water; these were followed by simpler wheels of the reac-

tion type and others. We now have the improved forms
of the LefTel, Victor, Lesner, Success and many others.

There is a demand for the best and most economical tur-

bine that can be manufactured.
Turbines should be built to secure the delivery of the

water upon the turbine withoutchecking the velocity of the

water more than one-third, and permit the free discharge

of same after passing through the turbine, and to work
with as good efficiency under part gate as under full gate,

and to be made of the best phosphor bronze, to stand the

wear and tear under high heads. It is essential in locating

central stations to be run by water power, to locate them
where there is no great danger of a flood, or so protected

by a breakwater as to make it perfectly safe, and also to

avoid trouble with backwater upon the turbines Where a

station is situated on the bank of a river it is best to take

the water from the river by means of a raceway, with the

headgates parallel with the flow of the water, and at times
of a freshet or running of anchor ice it will more than
pay any expense incuiTed by so doing. The raceway should
be of sufiicient depth and width to permit the water to flow

not more than 90 feet per minute, and a waste gate should
be placed in the side or end of the race to be used in case

of emergency; and when cleaning out the raceway a rack
should be built across the race to prevent driftwood and
other rubbish from passing into the turbines. For that

purpose I would recommend a rack built of iron slats two
inches wide, one-eighth of an inch thick, and placed five-

eighths of an inch apart on seven eighth inch iron rods, at

an angle of 45 degrees. Particular attention should be
taken to keep the rack clean by raking. A trough or plat-

form should be placed over and immediately back of the

rack to rake the rubbish and anchor ice into, and so ar-

ranged that a current of water from the race will pass
through the trough and carry off all the rubbish, etc For
any station that is using 100 horse power or over, it will be
a great saving in labor, and pay well for the extra ex-

pense. For winter service a boom should be placed in

front of the headgates, and the current will carry off a large
portion of the anchor ice and other floating objects. The
headgates should be built to work with a rack and pinion;
also a roller should be placed back of each gate stem to fa-

cilitate the handling of the gate. The gates should have a
protection ouilt over them, to protect the gearing from
storms. In a cold climate, where the gates are apt lo be
frozen in, salt is essential in freeing them from ice; all

headgates and timbers should be of the best quality of oak,
,ind should be well bolted, and not less than two gates lo

one raceway. The tail race should have not less than two
^to three feet of dead water when the wheels are not in mo-

tion. Where the tail race runs under the station cement
floors should be laid to prevent moisture in the station; a
floor of that material will soon pay for itself.

Vertical turbines should be placed so that the steps are
covered with water at all times. In adapting turbines to
veiy high heads, or to conform to location, it becomes nec-
essary to set the turbines above tail water, and conduct the
water away from the turbines, through a draft tube; the
same depth of pit and area of discharge is required where
a draft tube is used, as would be when the turbines arc set

at the bottom of the fall; the mouth of the diaft tube
should always be submerged about si.x inches in standing
tail water It is claimed that draft tul->cs can be used 30
feet in length. I do not think a draft lube more than t'i

feet in length should be used on account of the difficulty

in keeping the tube air-tight, for if the tube leaks the vac-

uum is imperfect and there will be a great loss of power,
and where steps are used they will be apt to be burned out.

When possible. I would advise horizontal turbines to be
used, as they are easier taken care of, and many of them
are used without any steps. The burning out of steps is

an expense and annoyance. One of the greatest advantages
in the horizontal turbine is that the dynamo can be belied

direct to the turbine shafting, and is in some cases coupled
direct to turbi e. making a good percentage in economy In

power and avoiding the use of gearing. I deem it ad-
visable lo put in a number of small turbines, instead of one
large one; in case of a break down, they are more easily

repaired and cause less delay to customers. In the old
station of the Brush Electric Light company of Rochester
the vertical turbines caused considerable annoyance :n the
burning out of steps and stripping of the gears; so much
so. that it became necessary to support the vertical shafting
with water cushions. For wooden steps we have had the
best success with lignum vit;c.

In ray opinion, governors for the turbines are necessary
and will govern any slight variation of load under high
head, but where one-third or over of the load is thrown off

or on suddenly, it is necessary to handle the gate by hand,
as under the above circumstances the turbine is apt to slack

down or run far above the norma! speed, as the case may
be; in the latter case causing the burning outof lamps and
armatures. The governors should be placed as near the
turbines as possible to save lost motion in the gate shaft-

ing and avoid the use of gearing as much as possible. We
have two governors in use in our office building under a
low head of 16 feet, and they govern the turbines under
all circumstances in quite a satisfactory manner.
The decided advantage of a water power station over

one run by steam power is not only one of economy in the
saving of the expense of coal, but the station and apparatus
can be kept cleaner and cooler, thereby saving considerable
in expense of repairs, and it is also far more pleasant for

the employes.
The Brush Electric Light company of Rochester pur-

chased the entire lower falls of the Genessee river, which are

about two miles from the business center of the.city, some
nine years ago. At that time it was looked upon by manv
as a piece of folly, to think of running dynamos there, on
account of the distance from the business center of the city

and the dampness around the falls Notwithstanding the
adverse opinions, the company erected two buildings on the
west side of the river above and near the brink of the falls,

and put in two 30I inch Leffel. two 20 inch \'ictors and
one 40 inch Leffel turbine, the first four mentioned tur-

bines, under 94 feet head, and the latter "under 2S feet

head, with a total of 2,500 horse power. After running
this power for five years it built a new station, and leased

the old power to different parties for pulp and flour mil!
purposes.

The new station is a three story stone building, 45 feet

wide and 90 feet long with a two stor)- brick addition 42
feet wide and So feet long, and located at the foot of the
falls on the east side of the river. The turbine capacit)*

consists of 15 double 15 inch horizontal Lesner turbines
under 90 foot head, with 14 foot draft tubes, a total of

3,360 horse power, using 6.95 cubic feet of water per min-
ute per horse power; have had but one turbine damaged to
any extent in four years. The turbine casings are placed
on iron girders with the ends of the girders resting on solid

rock.

The amount of floor space occupied by all of the tur-

bines is 4 feet by 3S feet; the weight of each turbine is 196
lbs., less than one pound toa horse power; each turbine is

placed in a separate division of the casings, and the shaft-

ings extend through the shafting room, upon iron bridge-
trees, with seven feet and six inches between journals, and
the dynamos are belted direct to the turbine shafting; the
shafting runs at 3oo revolutions per minute, with 25 inch

pulleys on the turbine shafting, and 24 inch on the dyna-
mos. We use untried beef tallow for lubricating, and are
well satisfied with its results. The turbine gale shafts and
governors are placed in the dynamo room at an average
distance of 14 feet from the turbines, where they are easily

handled by the attendants.^ A tell-tale is placed in the

shafting room, connected to a float in the race above the

falls, wliich shows the height of water in the race at all

times.

The water is taken into the raceway, about So feet above
the falls; the race is 32 feet wide, and five feet six inches

deep, and cut through the solid rock. There arc four head-

gates, with a house built over them; a wooden diagonal

rack is placed in the race near the spillway to assist in

freeing the r.-icc from anchor ice; the spillway is six inches

deep and 32 feet long. The waste gates are placed next to

the spillway, and are three feel six inches wide; there are

two of them. In from of and near the top of ihe pen-
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In this issue is presented a stenographic report of the

proceedings of the National Electric Light association

convention at Montreal, i mbracing the papers presented

and the discussion.

To THE people ot" Montreal the members of the Na-

tional Electric Liglit association are under great obliga-

tions for the hospitable reception extended. The en-

tertainments provided were thoroughly appreciated and

will alwa3's be remembered by those who enjoyed the

hospitality of our Canadian neighbors.

Buffalo lias been selected as the city at which the

February rneeting of the association will be held. This

is in keeping with the policy of the association to liold

the last convention presided over by the out-going

president at his home. The city is certainly well quali-

fied to entertain the delegates, and the ability and

energy that have characterized all of President Huntley's

actions leave no room for doubling the success of the

coming meeting. Many of the members believed that

some other city farther west should be selec'ed, but all

will now be ready to assist in making the Buffalo meet-

ing a great success.

Reference has been made to the proposition to

light the boulevards of Chicago by electricity. The city

fathers no doubt are beginning to realize the importance

of this proposed measure, for they are now endeavoring

to devise means for extending the city lighting system.

Provision has been made for lighting Jackson boulevard

by electricity, and an ordinance will be introduced in the

next meeting of the council providing for the lighting

of the South Side system of boulevards by electric lights.

It is proposed to pay for the improvement by local

assessment, and it is expected the work will be completed

within a vear.

The subject of wiring buildings free of charge for in-

candescen'. lighting was fully discussed at the Montreal

convention. It was generally agreed that this practice

should be discouraged and that consumers be required

to assume the cost of wiring. If this latter policy were

strictly adhered to, it was argued the companies would

not be called upon to discontinue the supply of current

for Irivial causes. If the consumers were required to

pay for the wiring, they would not be so ready to allow

a costly plant installed at their own expense to remain

idle. The representatives of companies that had been

obliged to adopt the policy of free wiring to introduce

electric lighting where the competition from gas com-

panies had been particularly strong gave testimony to

I he trouble they had experienced in changing their

policy after securing a foothold. It wasgencrally agreed

that, when possible, the fiujieriorily of the ckctric light

ovcrgas should be relied upon lo secure patronage.

Onk of the most practical and valuable of the papers

re d at the convention was that by George A. licdman of

kochcstcr, who gave the assembled delegates the benefit

of his experience with water power in the Flower City. Mr,

I<edm»n is well filled lo speak on this subject, and his

paper .nbcunds in data and aui^a^vMlon^ ihat deserve the

careful flttenl'on of all ceolral !-talion managers who use,

or contemplate usin^. water power to drive their dynamcs.

Where power of this description is available, its advantages,

both on the score of economy and desirability, are ordinarily

so apparent that it is unnecessary to point them out. It is

important, therefore, to possess a knowledge of the means
of realizing the greatest percentage of power available

and of the most economical methods of conveying it to

the generators. Mr. Redman gives many practical hints

bearing on both these points. Incidentally he shows that

Rochester, with its three electric lighting companies, is one

of the best lighted cities in the country.

President Huntley's suggestion that the mid-

summer conventions be abolished should receive care-

ful consideration. The association is now firmly estab-

lished, a thorough organization of central station inter-

ests has been secured, and in the minds of many the

necessity for frequent meetings is no longer felt. It is

quite probable that this subject will he given consider-

able attention at the Buffalo meeting.

The papers presented at the Montreal convention

were eminently practical, and will no doubt be read

with much interest by all engaged in lighting and

power station work. It is to be regretted that many of

the most important papers were presented toward the

close of the convention and the time at the disposal of

the members would not permit as full a discussion as the

papers deserved. Attention was called to this fact dur-

ing the closing hours of the convention, and it was

urged that hereafter more time be allotted the sessions

and less devoted to entertainments and excursions.

The suggestion will bear consideration.

One of the most important actions of the Montreal
convention was the adoption of wiring rules prepared

by the association committee after much labor and in-

vestigation. The rules embrace the provisions gener-

ally accepted by the insurance companies and when en-

forced no doubt will do much toward raising the stand-

ard of work in this department. There is no question

that much poor work was done by the pioneers in the

electric light business, but this was due as much to a

lack of knowledge of the requirements of the new sys-

tem of illumination as carelessness, though it must be
admitted that those engaged in electrical construction

work in its early days evidently did not appreciate the

necessity of first-class workmanship. With experience

came the knowledge that if the electrical companies
hoped to continue in business they would be compelled
to adopt improved methods of construction, and use
only first-class material. This idea has been growing in

public estimation, and to-day the electric light compa-
nies are found preparing rules in their association which
guarantee an improved line of work. The action of

the convention is commendable.

For the last two weeks the daily papers throughout

the country have contained long articles in relation lo

tiie old suit of the Western Union Telegraph company
against the American Bell Telephone company for an

accounting on the contract which the two companies

entered into in 1S79, when, according to the claim of

the plaintiff, the Bell company agreed to pay the

Western Union a royalty of 20 per cent, in considera-

tion of concessions in the way of patents and rights of

exclusive operation. It is asserted that the referee, ex-

Judge Lowell of Newton, Mass., is about to present a

report in favor of the defendant and that the plaintiff

will contest it on the ground that relatives of Mr. Low-
ell are interested in the Bell company. Dr. Norvin

Green, in an interview, alleges that the Western Union
company has been aggrieved by the manner in which

the Bell company has violated the contract in allowing

its wires to be used for telegraphic purposes and for

stock quotations, and also that the plaintiff has not re-

'ceived the amount due it under the contract by some-

thing like $3,000,000. He disclaims, however, any in-

tention of attempting to crush the Bell company.
Further developments are expected when the report of

the referee is presented. Meanwhile the average daily

newspaper is prepared to rejoice and be glad which ever

side is beaten.

The lack of reliable statistics of the operations of the

central power and lighting stations of the United States

has often been deplored. Those engaged in the busi-

ness could not fail to be greatly benefited by compila-

tions of figures that would give the averages of expense,

item by item, together with statistics of operation and

returns. By comparing data collected for this purpose

many managers would undoubtedly discover that, in one

or more items, they were operating at a greater cost

than necessary, and could take steps to reduce the ex-

pense. That statistics of this character are not available

is almost entirely due to the indifference and negligence

of the central station men themselves. Mr. Burleigh, in

his paper on *' Uniformity in Method of Keeping Central

Station Accounts," read before the Montreal convention,

presents an excellent method for collecting the desired

information, and his plan is worthy of careful considera-

tion by all who are not confident that they have one as

good or belter—and this numbei", it can not be doubted,

will embrace the great majority of central station mana-

gcrs While the comparisons that could be made up,

were Mr, Burleigh's plan lo be generilly adopted, would

be largely confidential, intended primarily for the men in

the busines'^, slill tables of statistics could be prepared

thai would be of great general interest as showing the

extent of the electric lighting industry in the United

States, There are no accurate compilations of this kind

in cxislence, and t'le data thu-; collected would he both

practical and interesting.
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stocks an iron rack is built according to dimensions given;

also a rubbish trough. There are three iron penstocks, six

feet in diameter and So feet high, built of three-eighth inch

boiler iron, with a gate to each penstock. There are five

elbows to each penstock leading to as many turbines, with

an iron slide gate to each elbow; in addition, each turbine

has a register gate, thereby permitting the repairing of any
one turbine without interfering with the running of the

others. A turbine can be taken out and another put in its

place in 25 minutes. Cement lloors are laid in the shaft-

ing and turbine rooms. There are three tail races, extend-

ing under the entire length of the main building; each race

is nine feet wide and six feet and six inches deep.

As a reserve power, when making repairs and cleaning

the raceway, we have a 600 horse power Cooper Corliss

engine; in the past year it has been necessary to use it but

a few days. For fire protection, two-inch iron pipes are

run from the penstock i through both buildings, with four

lines of hose attached at all times; the hose is tested once

a week; in addition to the hose, a dozen fire pails filled

with water and placed in different parts of the station are

kept in readiness, and are not permitted to be used for any
other purpose. A record is kept of the time of starting

and stopping of each turbine, also the speed and load on
same, and any variation in height of water and all repairs

that are made In addition to the above records, the day
and night wheelmen report the condition of the power at

the time they are relieved.

There are nine men employed at the station, five of them
in the dynamo department and four in the water power de-

partment. We have in service 30 dynamos; three of them
are run without any stoppage, and the balance of them on

an average of 13 hours per diem. A record book is kept

in the dynamo room, in which entries are made of the time

of starting, stopping, speed and load of each dynamo, also

all repairs of every description, all accidents to either

machinery or circuits, nature, time and cause of same.
All the circuits are tested five times daily, and the tests

and time of same entered in record book.

By the means of water power the company is enabled to

furnish cheap and satisfactory light and power at the fol

lowing rates: City arc lights, all night and every night.

27 cents per night; commercial arc lights, all night and
every night, 40 cents per night; commercial arc lights,

evening, 25 cents per night; commercial arc lights, evening
and all day, 40 cents; ^jj horse power motor, $iS per an-

num; \'i horse power motor, %\% per annum; i horse power
motor current, $72 per annum; 2, 4 and 6 horse power
motor current, $50 per annum per horse power; 8, 10 and
15 horse power motor current, #40 per annum per horse

power; \q horse power fan motors, ^15 per season, from
June ist to October 1st; 16 candle power incandescent
lamps, $5 to %ii per annum; 25 candle power Bernstein

lamps, $12 per annum; 50 candle power Bernstein lamps.

$24 per annum; loocandle power Bernstein lamps, $48
per annum. The rates I have mentioned are for arc cir-

cuits; our rates for current on 500 volt constant potential

circuits are as follows: One horse power, $48 per an-

num; 2 horsepower, $96 per annum; 5 horse power, ^iSo
per annum; 8 horse power, ^240 per annum; 10 horse
power, $300 per annum; 15 horse power, $450 per annum;
20 horse power, $Goo per annum. We operate a total of

832 motors, of which ig6 are fan motors, 1,396 arc, 135
Bernstein and 200 Swan incandescent lamps. One motor
circuit contains 26 miles of outside wire and 394^^8 horse

power "C. & C.,'' one 2 horse power and one 4 horse
power Brush motors, and is run with a No. 8 Brush arc

dynamo. Wehaveone 40 kilowatt 500 volt "C. & C." gen-
erator in service, on an eight mile circuit, with 48 horse

power in motors in use; the ammeter averages 29 amperes.
We experience no difficulty in running same with our
power. ^ The rebate for poor service during the year ending
December 31, 1890, was one-hundredth of one per cent, of

the gross receipts, and the uncollected accounts for the

same period was one-tenth of one per cent, of the gross re-

ceipts.

The Edison Electric Light company has recently

erected a three-story stone station at the foot of the upper
Genesee Falls, on the west side of the river, and have at

present two double discharge Leffel mining wheels under
about 90 feet head giving 600 horse power, and are plac-

ing two more of 400 horse power each. In addition this

company has a fine steam station in the center of the busi-

ness district. Incandescent 16 candle power lamps are

furnished at one cent per lamp hour; arc lamps for city

use, 28i cents per night; municipal incandescents at six

cents per night. The last named are being partially re-

placed by arc lamps. The company has in circuit 105 arc,

805 municipal and about 13,500 16 candle power incandes-

cent lamps.

The Rochester Electric Light company's plant is situ-

ated at the upper Genesee Falls, on the east side of the

Genesee river, near the business center of the city. The
station is three stories in height from the top of the falls,

with the wheel pit underneath, blasted out of solid rock 95
feet in depth. The company has five Leffel horizontal tur-

bines; four are 23 inches, and the other 30^* inches in diam-
eter, with a total of 1.500 horse power, under a head of 86
feet and eight inches. The penstock is a steel pipe seven
feet in diameter; the power is transmitted to five shafts 80
feet above by belts 173 feet in length, running at aspeed of

7,200 feet per minute. The dynamo room is directly over
the shafting, from which all of the dynamos are belted

through the floor. The dynamos are of the United States

system. The company has in service 325 city arc and 140
commercial arc lamps; also 1,500 incandescent lamps and
two 10 horse power motors. Tt has just placed one 85
horse power generator and one 1,500 light W^estinghouse
alternating dynamo. As a reserve power it is putting in a

1. The twcnly-six mile motor circuit is the most popttlnr circuit we
hnve, and is run thrniijrii the northeast suburban jJorlion of the city.

All the motors on this circuit, with a few exceptions, arc placed in

t;iilnr shops th.it ar(r cithrr in the dwellings or in shops built in the

rear of the dwoliinys.

400 horse power engine. The city lights are being fur-

nished at 27 cents per light.

In addition to those 1 have mentioned, there arc five in-

candescent plants and one arc isolated plant run by water

power in Rochester, some 500 incandescent and 25 arc

lamps, making a grand total of 1,991 arcs and 16,640 in-

candescents. The population of Rochester is 140,000,

making a very high average per capita.

Discussion.

Mk. Rkd.man: I would like to call the attention of the

members to the prices. They vary undoubtedly from the

prices of some other cities, but you want to bear in mind
that we use water power entirely. It his only been neces-

sary during the last year to shovel coal for half a day. and
that necessity was occasioned by the cleaning out of the

race-way. Another thing that I would call particular

attention to is the development of the motor service. We
have two motor services—one running in the north-

ern portion of the city, and the other in the northwestern,

where, with very few exceptions, the motors are placed in

dwellings or in small shops built in the rear of dwellings.

Heretofore the small manufacturers resident there have
done business in the center of the city, and on the fifth or

sixth floors of buildings, but now they do their manufact-

uring at home, either in their dwellings or in small shops.

Mr, Armstrong: How much money do you make?
Mr. Redm.\N: That is rather a leading question.

We pay a dividend.

Mr. Armstrong: What I mean by that of course is.

Do you make unusual dividends from these rates or can
you carry a large sum as surplus, or are you making only

fair dividends?

Mr. Redman: We are making some money. Of
course in addition to our electric light business we are

renting water power for other purposes. We are renting

2,500 horse power of water power.
Mr. Foots: Which b"anch of your business do you

consider the more prosperous, the power or the light?

Mr. Redman: We are now developing the power, and
making special efforts with it. The incandescent light we
hardly bother with.

Mr. Armstrong: My question was asked more partic-

ularly with a view of securing an explanation of the data
which would enable us lo use it practically. I presume
there is no company here that has not had Rochester and
other cities thrown at it by members of city govern-

ments and boards, whenever propositions have been made
by electric light companies for municipal lighting. Now
we get 39 cents for 2,000 candle power lights every night,

and all night while here the price is stated by Mr. Red-
man as 27 cents for city arc lights. I see that for

commercial lighting, all night and every night, forty cents

per night is obtained by this company, which only has to

use coal for half a day during the whole year. The facts

shown by these figures ought to be strongly emphasized;
that nothing but water power is used by this company;
that in addition to the fact the water power costs nothing
so far as the electric light is concerned, 2,500 horse power
is sold The incidental expenses, as I apprehend, and
possibly the investment itself, are paid for by the sale of

water power in addition to the sale of electric lights.

Rochester, therefore, is doing a great thing when it is so far

underselling us who have to pay high prices for coal, and
who have to watch our boilers and our coal fires very care-

fully. Our general manager.as he has met the lighting

committee of the city council, has had the figures of this

city, and the figures of other cities using water power, as

well as the figures of cities that burn coal—getting it for

nothing and objecting to pay for the carting—has had all

these things urged upon him.
Mr. Redman: Vou will notice that two other com-

panies charge the same price. There are three companies
doing business in Rochester.

Mr. Armstrong: And practically you get the same
price. Are they alsc using water power?
Mr. Redman: Both water and steam.
Mr. Armstrong: Let us be very careful in giving all

the facts connected with the production of power when we
give out the figures that we receive. It may be that a
company getting 70 cents—or possibly I am rather too
high—but getting a large percentage above our own com-
pany, is not making the same amount of money, because
the cost of fuel and other conditions may be much
more serious for it than for us. We may be making
less money than a company getting considerably less than
we are getting, simply because its conditions are much
more favorable than others, but if we can get statistics

and get information in such a way that all the conditions
are always given, we will be doing well. I am glad that

in this paper the conditions are given so plainly as they
are.

Mr. Francisco: I am running at the present time a 30
horse power motor; running an entire factory with that
motor. In that factory they have a Daniels planer, and
that takes 44 amperes. They are running the whole
factory with a 30 horse power motor. When they first

started I could not understand what was going on
down there. They would throw on the 44 amperes of cur-

rent, while their motor was not intended for such an
arrangement.
Mk. Redman: We are running some Daniels planers,

and I find in our experience that those planers are the
worst machines to handle.
Mr, Francisco: I investigated the matter and found

that it all depended upon the way they were running the
planer. They would set it for a quarter inch strip and put
on the 44 amperes, whereas if they would set il for an
ordinary strip, it would take only 40 amperes, with a 500
volt current. We were running a 500 volt current on that
machine. The point was just here: That in doing their

planing, if they took only a thin shaving, they have got to
run the board through twice, whereas if they take a thick
shaving they run it through but once, and it takes but
half the time. The result w.as that human nature developed
itself at once.

Mk. Wh.mkiiding; If wc could get 25 cents per thou-
sand waits v/c should prefer the meter, but I have fotmd
the meter system unsatisfactory because the character of
the service varies so much. Our charge for elevator ser-
vice is from five dollars per month to fifteen dollars. That
is on the basis of ten cents per thousand watt hours.

O a our contract prices wc make three rates, Wc have a
rate for continuous power, a rate for intermittent power
and a rate for elevator ser^'ice. For the elevator

service we charge ^5 per month psr horse power.
or %(>o per year. That is for any kind of

elevator service. But 1 have never found that

any of those elevators when run on the meter show
more than one-third of what our contract price would give

us. I have also found that our customers are more sur-

prised than we are at the small price that they have to pay
for the service. For that reason I have concluded recently

that we will not furnish any elevator service on the meter.

We do not want to surprise them in that wav.
Mr. Francisco: What is the cost of coal?

Mr. Wii.merding: Our coal costs^2.65 per ton. but
we aie using compound condensing engines, and our in-

dicated coal consumption is not more than two pounds per

horse power hour.

Mr. Ayer; There has been nothing said here with
reference to constant current rates, and it may perhaps be
of some value to some of us to know what the charges arc

in that way. We are running an excess of two hundred
horse power of constant current on arc lights, and we make
a charge of $10.50 ior a single horse power for ten houis'

service, regardless of the character of the service.

Wherever we happen to have a variab'e load, that indicates

that the load on those motors Is the maximum load, and
we insist on their making a contract based on that maximum
load.

Mr. Wilmerdinc: I do not want lo be understood as

saying that we do not make a five dollar per month rate

straight through, but that is on elevator ser\'ice. Our
lowest contract price for the intermittent service is ^25,
and our lowest price on constant power is $g per month.

T. Carpenter Smith: I would say that there i; one
advantage that a constant current motor has over a con-
stant potential motor, and that is, that a constant potential

current will slow down if it is overloaded.

C. Dunham: What Mr Smith says with regard to the

motor is correct, as I have found in my experience that if

a constant current motor is overloaded it will stow down.
We run on an average from forty to fifty candle horse

power two and a half miles from the station. The maxi-
mum is fifty-six horse power, and it runs down to thirty-

eight.

Mr. Scott: I thought that this was a discussion of
the paper relating to the operation of central stations bv
water power, and the point that interests me is to know
the relative cost of production by water and by steam.
As to the charges to customers, although very interesting

facts, still they can be got from the schedules. The
charges to customers have been, according to my e.xperi-

ence, regulated in accordance with what the customers
were willing to pay for the service. What we central sta-

tion men want to know is how we can produce a good
article at the least possible cost. We come together for

the purpose of deliberating upon what are the best methods
for us to pursue under different circumstances From
what I have seen in my own section of the countr>- I judge
that water power has not superseded steam. The com-
paiiies there can run on high pressure engines, and furnish
sixteen candle lamp per hour at an e.^penditure of half a
pound of coal, whereas water will cost them as much as
a six tenths the cost of a pound of coal, and when
water costs them that much, they gain nothing
by discarding steam for water. I do not find in this

paper a statement of that element of cost. The paper
speaks of the rebates costing only one one-hundredth of
one per cent. The rebates do not cost us that, as we only
give rebates back to men who kick so outrageously that

we cannot get rid of them. It costs this man something
to keep up his race way, and it costs something to repair

dams. There are tloods. There is no water power that

is proof against damages by floods. Then there is the ex-

pense of cleaning out the pond. If those repairs, and the
wages of the men who are delegate to make those repairs,

cost as much as buying a load of coal, why should we not
buy the coal? I want to get at the facts which will show
me whether it will pay us to throw out the coal and take
in water.

Mr. Leonard: I have had some experience in connec-
tion with the running of stations by water power, and I

think that the remarks of the last speaker are very perti-

nent and correct and that the cost of water power although
it is apparently cheaper than steam is frequently higher
than it would have been for a first class steam plant- I

think, further, that water power is really not sufficiently

constant to entirely eliminate the steam plant. With the
exception of a few plants where the water power is pecu-
liarly favorable, the water power has to be assisted by a
steam plant, and the ultimate expense is fre<iuently higher
than it would have been if they had entirely disregarded
the water power and built the steam plant at the best possi-

ble location. In my own experience I find that the best
use to make of water power is not that of operating a full

load, but of taking care of that portion of the load which
is quite light, and which operates between, I will sav, 11

o'clock at night and dawn of the next day. for the load is

fairly constant during those hours, and the economy of
the water power is then more marked because it enables
the services of an engineer to be dispensed with. The use
of the water power has proved lo be verj* economical in

certain places where a not very reliable water power ex-
isted, but where perhaps fifty or one hundre 1 horse power
could be obtained at almost any period of the year, and
which would answer lo carry a light load during certain
hours of the day and late at night.

r. CARi'ENn-ER Smith: 1 would say that this question
of the relative cost of steam power and water power has
been very fully considered in som? pipers which were read
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before the American Society of Mechanical Engineers,

and notably in, a paper read last year by Mr. Manning of

the Ainoskeag Mills at Manchester. Restates that his

experience has led him to the conclusion that, all things

considered, steam will under almost any conditions, if prop-

erly handled, be produced as cheeply as water power. I

think that at most central light stations the best use to make
of the water power is to use it in condensing. Steam has

an enormous advantage over water power in that with

steam you can state almost to a certainty just what your

power will cost you. There has been such an enormous
experience in steam, and so many statistics have been col-

lected, that the cost per annum per horse power of steam

has been determined within very small limits for all the

types of engines in use. If a steam engine has really to

be installed anyhow as a relay to the water power, you
might as well run with steam all the time, for you have got

to keep vour engineer there, and you have got to keep your

fires ready for lighting. And fu-ther. a steam engine

possesses the ability to be driven beyond its rated capacity,

whereas your water wheel is absolutely limited to the

power contained in the head, and in case any sudden call

•s made upon you for increase of power you must either

shut do.vn. or start your engine. And if you have to keep

your engine ready to start up it is better to keep it going
the whole time. I wish to say that I would strongly rec-

ommend all members of this association to secure those

papers. They can be had by applying to the secretary of

the Society of Mechanical Engineers. Another paper,

which was read some years ago by Louis F. Lyon, on the

use of headlight oil for keeping boilers clean, is also worthy

your attention. I read that paper and tried the oil, and

had such success with it that we have used it ever since.

But of course the oil must be used intelligently, and I have
found the method given by Mr. Lyon to be the best.

Those two papers I think are well worthy th; attention of

the members of this association.

The President: The next paper is that of H. Ward
Leonard, of New York, entitled "A Central Station Com-
bining the Advantages of both the Continuous and Alter-

nating Current Systems," Following is the paper:

A Central Station Combining the Advantages of

Both the Continuous and Alternat-

ing Systems.

BY H. ward LEONARD.

We are all well aware of the fact that the greatest

strength of the three-wire system is due to features, the

lack of which constitutes the greatest weakness of the al-

ternating system, and that the reverse of this statement is

equally as true.

The high efficiency, reliability, safety and adaptability

to supp'y almost any requirements for electric energy,

which are the features of strength of the three-wire system,

are the verj' points upon which the alternating system

suffers by comparison, for its efficiency is much lower, its

reliability is less, due to the fact that its machines are not

practically operated in multiple arc. its safety is necessarily

less, due to the existence of the high primary pressure, and
its current is not adaptable to commercial use for motors,

charging storage batteries, electro deposition, and so forth.

On the other hand, the low first cost of an alternating

system, the simplicity of its circuits and of the operation of

the central station and its ability to reach, with moderate
expenditure of capital, lighting at any practical distance,

make it the only possible pioneer in new and untried terri-

tory without great risk and almost the certainty of expend-
ing capital which will never be remunerative.

Hence, it is that we find the three-wire system in pos-

session of the densely settled centers of cities and towns,

and not extending to the outskirts because of the uncer-

tainty of a sufficient return upon the necessary capital, and
both the central station manager and the distant would-be
consumers are anxiously awaiting the development of im-

provements which will enable the three-wire central station

to supply such distant consumers. And hence it is that the

manager and consumers of an alternating system anxiously

await the day when motors can be operated and a more
economical, safe and reliable current than the present al-

ternating current can be furnished by such a station to

supply the imperative wants of the heart of a busy city.

If the a(X>ve statement of the present existing conditions

be a fair one, it will be evident that if we could only in

some way secure the advantages of both systems in a com-
mon distribution, we should greatly improve matters. The
object of this paper is to point out what appears to the

writer to be a step forward in that direction.

The following conditions seem to be necessary:

1. We must supply a continuous current for the central

portion of a town during the daytime when power is re-

quired.

2. We must supply the outlying districts with an alter-

nating current during the nighttime when lighting is re-

quired.

3. We must not operate the alternating system under
conditions of light load when its efficiency is very low.

4. We must be able lo supply current for lighting con-
tiouotisly throughout the 24 hours of the day,

5. Wc musi have but one set of conductors in any con-

samer's place.

In order to meet the above conditions J propose the

following:

1. Wire all consumers upon the standard thrcc-wirc

systetDi,

2. Connect all consumers ap<jn standard ihrcc-w ire mains.

3. Arrange the network of mains so that the central

section of the network can be di.<M:onnccted from the outly-

ing sections through ihc agency of switches.

4. In^»s!! thrc^-'/n're feeders to supply the central por-

tior, ' ' ;II load, and install r.ooo volt pri-

m.'i- "ingcurrent converters, witha three-

wire to supply the outlying section at

foil load.

I-et us sec how wc will operate the station. .Suppose it

is eight o'clock in the evening. The switches which serve

to connect the central and out^lying sections are open, and
our three-wire plant is supplying the full load of the cen-

tral portion of the city. The alternating plant in the same
central station is supplying the converters of the outlying

section, which convert from i.ooo volts primary to 220
volts in the secondary, and the secondary coil has a con-

nection at the center which is led off to supply the central

wire of the three-wire system of the outlying section, the

outside terminals of the secondary being connected to the

outside wires of the three-wire system. It will be noticed

that both plants are being operated at full load.

Now, suppose it to be eleven o'clock. The load has
gone off rapidly so that the alternating plant is now oper-

ating under the worst possible conditions, and these con-

ditions will continue for the outlving district until dusk the

next day—that is, for probably iS hours. An operator is now
sent out who goes to each section supplied by a converter

and by throwing a switch transfers the secondary wiring

from the alternating system to the three wire mains. In
this way the small remaining load is gradually transferred

to the three wire plant and then the alternating plant is

shut down. The three-wire plant continues in operation

all night and all the next day, supplying all devices with a

continuous current. Motors can be operated in all por-

tions of the system, even for domestic purposes in the

distant residences, and all consumers get the opportunity
of the use of the continuous current for any purpose de-

sired for 18 hours out of the 24.

Dusk now arrives and soon the heavy lighting load will

rapidly come on, and in such case the outlying section

could not be supplied by the small wires feeding the dis-

tant three-wire section during the day, which are only
about one-tenth the size which would be necessary to sup-

ply the full load.

The operator again goes round the circuit, and now
transfers the load of the outlying section from the three-

wire plant to the alternating plant, and this condition pre-

vails again until eleven o'clock arrives, when the operation

is repeated, as before described.

The switches for transferring the load of the outlying

section from one system to the other can readily be con-
trolled by simple means from the central station itself, if

desired.

Now, let us look at some of the advantages we have
gained.

All of our inside wiring is done on the three wire systems
for use of a lamp of no volts. This means that for the

same distances and loss in conductors, we will save eleven-

twelfths of the cost of copper which would be required by
a secondary using 55-volt lamps upon a two-wire system;
or, to put it another way, we can supply no-volt lamps
upon a three-wire system with the same cost of copper and
the same percentage of loss in conductors at three and a
half times the distance which would be permissible for 55-

volt lamps on a two wire circuit.

We all know the great desirability of using large con-
verters, on account of their cheaper first cost per lamp and
their higher efficiency, and also because a far more perfect

regulation of pressure can be obtained upon a lot of lamps
scattered in different kinds of stores throughout a block, if

they be supplied from one converter, than can ever be ob-
tained by supplying these lamps by a lot of small converters
loaded differently in almost every case, and consequently
supplying a different pressure at the secondary terminals of

each converter.

Under the system proposed by me one converter would
ordinarily supply the entire lighting of a block, resulting

in less first cost, higher efficiency of conversion, longer life

of lamps, greater reliability and greater simplicity of plant.

A point worthy of notice is that for iS hours out of the 24
an absolutely safe pressure is in use throughout the entire

system, and that during all daylight hours, when the great-

est liability to accident from contact with high pressure

wires exists, no high pressure is in use. With such a

system no consumer need be turned away. The consumer
who wants to charge storage batteries and also make
electric welds by electricity can do so upon the same day
and from the same wires that supply his incandescent
lamps. The factory upon the outskirts of the town, which
runs its isolated plant, and must to day either use storage
batteries or run machinery all night to supply a few watch-
men's lights, can now switch on to the central station at

six o'clock, and operate the few lamps it may need until

dusk next day, when heretofore the alternating system,
which was the only one which could reach it, did not run
after midnight, or possibly after daybreak, because of the
loss of money in so doing.

With this system the outlying districts can be pioneered
with the least first cost and least risk. Any outlying sec-

tion in which, for any cause, the demand increases greatly

beyond that originally anticipated, can be supplied perma-
nently by the three-wire system by merely running the

necessary feeders to supply the already existing mains, and
in such case the switches and converters would be moved
out farther or transferred to some new section ready for

pioneer work.

The combination of a storage battery system and an
alternating system also presents peculiar advantages. The
storage battery is at its best when supplying a small steady
load, such as wc have for at least i(> hours out of the 24.

The alternating is at its best when supplying the full load
possible only during the remaining eight hours. The
average electrical load on a general system is only about 12

per cent, of the maximum, consequently we arc entirely

safe in the statement that the greatest load during the if)

hours of light load is not more than 10 per cent, of the
maximum load for the 24 hours.

If wc were lo attempt to operate the heavy load by
storage batteries, wc must either make an enormous in-

vestment, or, what is even worse, operate storage batteries

at a disastrous ovcHoad. On the other hand, if we try to

operate the 16 hours' light load with converters, our
efficiency, when operating at 10 per cent, of our converter
capacity, would be unmenlionably low. liut reverse the

case and everything works at its maximum efficiency.

During the eight hours of possible heavy load we operate

all devices by the alternating system. At the same time a
continuous current dynamo charges our storage batteries

located either in the central station, or, if more desirable,

at different centers in the system of distribution. At the

end of the eight hours' run we shut down the plant, lock

up the station and leave it for 16 hours, the storage bat-

teries meantime supplying all devices.

If, for extraordinary reasons, we have not capacity

sufficient in the storage batteries to supply the demand, we
run the continuous current plant to assist it; and if that

should fail or prove insufficient, we start up our alter-

nating and supply all or a disconnected part of the system
with it.

With this plant distances are of no consequence; we can
use 1,000 volts for the continuous current plant as well as

for the alternating, and the single two-wire distribution is

all that is necessary for perfect results.

The weak spots of this latter arrangement will, no doubt,
be thought to be the storage battery, but my experience
with this device is that if you use it properly,under suitable

conditions, and do not attempt to squeeze impossible re-

sults out of it, economical and satisfactory service can be
obtained from it, and certainly no better conditions could
be obtained for it than those described above.

Up to this time a bitter fight has waged between those
believing that the alternating, the direct, or the storage
battery system, respectively, 'vas the only suitable one.

I believe in them all, each operated so as to be used
under the best conditions for its use, and I trust that the

suggestions given above may lead to our being better able

to meet and overcome our common enemies, high first cost,

low efficiency, danger, unreliability and the indexible con-

ditions of the existing demand.

Discussion.

T. Carpenter Smith: We have been accustomed to

speak of the efficiency, the reliability, the safety, the easy
adaptability of any of the various systems in use, only with
reference to the relation that these features bear to the
currents themselves. The consequence has been that all

currents using high tension have almost without exception
in the first years of the business been installed in such a
manner as to be a serious menace to life and property, and
therefore have been universally condemned by the uninitiated

public. I wish therefore to say that whatever remarks I

may make are based upon the relation of electric lighting

to the public, and not its relation to the central station.

With that statement as a starting point I wish to join issue

at once with Mr. Leonard in his statement that the alter-

nating system suffers by comparision with the three wire
system, "for its efficiency is much lower, its reliability is

less due to the fact that its machines are not practically

operated in multiple arc, its safety is necessarily less due to

the existence of the high primary pressure, and its current is

not adaptable to commercial use for motors, charging stor-

age batteries, electro deposition, and so forth." I will

start out at once with the first of these—as to its efficiency

being much lower, and will say that the efficiency from the

standpoint of electrical engineering, the average efficiency

during the twenty-four hours' load, the converter system
as at present installed may be lower than that of the three-

wire system. But with regard to the satisfaction of the

public. I think that the efficiency of the alternating system
is considerably higher. I have been operating now for

nearly four years an alternating system, and we supply
three thousand lights in a district of the area of six city

squares. We cannot go any further because we cannot get
a franchise. Our district is honeycombed by the three wire
system- Their central station is within a block of us.

Their wires run down every block on which ours are found,
and on some blocks where ours are not. They have con-

nections in nearly every building in that district, and yet

they have never succeeded in taking a single light from us.

On the contrary, we have taken several customers from
them, simply on the ground th.it their customers could not
stand the poor regulation. The sudden changes in the
light annoyed customers so much that they preferred to

come to us. We have never lost a customer from bad ser-

vice. We have thrown several off but we have never lost

one. Mr. Leonard says that "its reliability is less, due to

the fact that its machines are not practically operated in

multiple arc." I do not think that that amounts to any-
thing, and for this reason, that while their machines are

not generally operated in multiple arc, still they can be, and
if there were any necessity for it, they would be so operated.
I do not think there is any necessity for it, and I prefer not
to do it, because I think that in case of accident to any
one machine there is far less danger of accident to others.

Any one machine being broken down does not give you
the risk of breaking down other machines running on the

same circuit. The time required to throw in the switch of

a relay machine is not more than the time which is re-

quired to throw in the switches which Mr. Leonard uses
for transferring from one system to the other. In actual

practice that simply amounts to the winking of the lights

for one instant. Another advantage and one in which
safety is also concerned. lies in the fact that the alternating

system has its road divided up into small units. That is

to say, no matter how badly the wiring may have been
done in any one building it does not affect any other build-

ing, and one customer cannot threaten the safety. of every
other cuslomer of that station by having his apparatus or

the wiring in bad condition. The failure of one group
does not affect any of the others. The alternating current

in itself, from the mere fact of its being an alternating cur-

rent, has an immense added safety in the fact that it will not
strike an arc. Jt is difficult to follow an arc with it except
under very high pressure. Wc have had that illustrated

over and over again in lamps under conditions where a

fifty volt direct current would cause the blowing of the

fuse. A very serious ()uestion wliich was brought before

the committee on safe wiring is one that we have got lo

face before very long and to consider seriously, and that is

the grounding of the neutral wire. There have been scvc-
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ral arguments brought forward why this should be allowed.

It practically came down to this th it the insurance agents

and inspectors have preferred to ground the neutral wire,

and practically make a return to the one wire system of in-

stalling electric lights, to avoid the much greater danger of

the 220 volt arc between outside wires, and the consequent

damage in buildings where combination fixtures arc used.

Now I do not know whether it is not a good thing to go back

to the one wire system of wiring. That is an engineering

question 'hat we shall have to determine by years cA exper-

ience. But I do know that if the grounding of the neutral

wire is psrmitted you must also permit the grounding of

the transformer. Vou cannot make fish of one and llesh oE

the other. And more than that, I do not believe that ii

the real reason of the desire for the grounding of the neu-

tral wire, but that it is rather due to the fact that any fail-

ure of the third wire would cause the blowing out of the

lamps one side or the other according as the load may be

placed. That objection would equally apply to Mr.

Leonard's plan of wiring up all lights on the three wire

system, I think that the inherent defects of the three wire

system are enough to forbid its use. The two wire system

will meet these conditions. Vou can do your wiring on

that system, if you please, on one hundred volts, although

I think myself that the lower voltage we get and the larger

the conductors we get, the better safety we get, and the

slightly additional cost in installation is generally borne by

the consumer. The statement that with large converters

we get cheaper first cost, higher efiri;iencv and better reg-

ulation of pressure, I fully agree with. I will speak of that

later on when I come to point out the method of alternate

distribution which I think meets all the points that Mr.

Leonard desires. The statement that the safety of the

alternating current is necessaiily less, due to the existence

of the high primary pressure, I beg to deny. The three-

wire syitem in use gives an absolutely continuous metailic

contact from dynamo to lamp, from street main to lamp,

and from every lamp on a circuit to every other lamp on

that circuit. These three-wire systems, finding that they

could not operate their street circuits with any economy,

have installed high tension machines, carrying considerably

higher voltage in many cases than the ordinary alternating

system It is very evident that the first contact between

that high pressure wire and the street main at any point,

however slight it may be, puts that high tension on every

lamp on that circuit. To do that with the alternating sys-

tem you have to break down the insulation of every con-

verter. Personally I have never known of a case of con-

tact between the primary and secondary coils of a conver-

ter. I know that such have occurred, but I do not think

that there has ever been one worth considering when we
think of the enormous number of converters that have been

put into service, the immense strides that have been made
by the alternating system, and the small knowledge we
had of it when we first started to install it. Those are ac-

cidents which will teach us lessons, but which should not

lead to a condemnation of the new system. The high

primary pressure we must have no matter whether we use

the continuous or the alternating current. We cannot car-

ry the current without it. It is exactly the same as with

water pressure or with steam pressure. Twenty years ago

fifty pounds were considered high steam pressure. Today
eighty pouads is the average. I do not think that of the

new boilers that are being installed less than twenty-five

per cent, are being put in for a pressure of less than one
hundred and fifty pounds, and in ten years one hundred and
fifty pounds of steam pressure wilt be used where eighty is

now used, and two hundred pounds where one hundred and
fifty are now used. We know that in all new stations that

are now being installed in all new plants where steam is

being used for power, the constant tendency is to raise the

pressure. It is kept safe simply by the addition of proper

precautions due to the increased pressure. The statement

as to its curreat not being adaptable to commercial use for

motors so far would seem to be proved, but four years ago
thit same argument was brought forward—that the current

could never be used for meters. I think that the alternat-

ing current meter has pretty well fought out its own case

and worked out its own salvation. I do not think that

to day there are any direct current meters on lines in

which they are in use which can compare with the meters

which have been brought forward as the direct result of the

introduction of the alternating system. I therefore think

that in a few years we shall see the motor in the same way.

We do have a demand however for power, and so far we
must admit that the alternating motor, except in small

sizes is not well adapted for use for certain central stations

although it is of great use in isolated installations. I think

however the experience of every central station is that it is

better to have separate circuits for power and for light.

And I think that this plan will meet all the requirements

of the central station, and that you can use the alternating

current for your lighting and the continuous high tension,

constant potential circuit for your motors. The constant

potential circuit can also be used for charging storage bat-

teries and for any of the other purposes for which the direct

current is used. The safety to the consumer by the use

of converters is not only limited to the accidents from the

system itself, but it also has its value in the case of light-

ning. Not long ago there was a discussion between the

advocates of the direct and of the alternating currents at

which one of the advocates of the direct current called at-

tention to the fact, and gave it as a w.arning against adopt-

ing it, that the converter was simply a gODd lightning ar-

rester to protect one company at the expense of the other,

and one alternating current advocate present had the good
sense to rise at once and thank him for the advertisement.

I do not think that there is any stronger argument which

ycu could use for its adoption. The people who are

operating stations presumably know what they arc about.

They know that they are handling a dangerous element,

and they will take care of it. Their employes should be

well instructed, and then if an employe is injured it must

be due either to his own carelessness or to those accidents

which must to a certain percentage always happen. I

hink that when you sum up the disadvantages of the alter-

nating system you will bring it practically down to one,

and that is poor efficiency on \of/ loads. To meet that a
system must be devised which will have all the advantages
of ihe alternating system, and which will have an efficiency

practically the same at low load as at high load. At high
load I think that the efficiency of the advanced former sys-

tem is as nearly perfect as we are likely to get it. The
further improvements will come in by the use of better

material and of greater care in manufacturing. \Vith these

improvements I think tt will pretty nearly reach the theo-

retical advantages. The thousand volt primary current

which is in ordinary use is not high enough for large cities.

Ferranti uses 10,000 volts, and has been operating under
that current for several months and with apparently
great success. I think there is no doubt that the time
must come when we will use higher pressure than one
thousand volts at central stations, and then get right out in

the outskirts where we can have cheap fuel or water power,
and from there send into the city under high pressure the
whole current, taking off nothing on the way, that we will

have sub stations where the current will be reduced from
very high pressure—which must not be handled at all— to a
lower pressure midway between the generating pressure

and the distributing pressure, and with that we can supply
the districts. In the sub station it will then be possible to

install three or four large converters—or any number that

may be required-connecting them up in multiple arc, and
then when the load gels light instead of changing over to

another system we will simply cut out some of those con-

verters on both ends, leaving only fully loaded converters
to carry the load. This of course is open to the objection
that it requires the presence of an attendant, but devices
have been made and are in operation in England whereby
that change is made from the central station bv means of
automatic switches which can throw in one, two, three,
four or five of those large sub-converters. I do not be-
lieve in the use of small converters. I think the larger
you can keep your converters the better, but yet we
have to weigh very carefully the disadvantage of having
too few lights on one converter and too many lights in

one group where by grounding of one part of the group
you may aft^ct the safety of another part. It is between
those two limits that we must fix upon our most e''-

hcient size of converters. The same rule holds in figur-

ing up the sizes of conductors. In figuring up the size

of blast pipes used in our large rolling mills, and in the
size of water mains, that question is continually coming
up, and the limits on one side are the interest on the ex-
tra money expanded in the first place, and the loss by
friction, or by resistance, or by pressure, or whatever it

may be. The use of the two svstems in this way by
keeping all the customers continually wired up upon an
alternating system avoids great danger of connection
between your high tension wires and your low tension
main. If your high tension wires get crossed with your
high tension direct wires for the supply of power, the
station may be hurt, but the consumer is not likely to

be. Say what you will it comes down to this, ihat it is

the consumer who will regulate ihe running of your
station. If he does not regulate it by legislation he
will do it by hurting your business, by refusing to

lake what you supply under arbitrary conditions.

And so we come back to the proposition with
wnich we started, that no corporation, individual or
government can defy the public and not suffer for it

Mr. Li;onard: Mr. Smith seems to have made the

error of assuming that I am appearing in the role of an
advocate of the three-wire system. If such an impression

exists, I wish to correct it as promptly as possible. My
remarks with reference to the three-wire system and the

alternating were such that they would be admitted by
almost every one to day. I presumed that any one familiar

with the facts would admit that the average efficiency of

the three-wire system was higher; that it was conspicuously

higher at loads; and in speaking of the possibilities and
advantages of the system which I have proposed, I was
only giving consideration to the existing conditions of

to day. First, I will speak upon the points that Mr.
Smith has mentioned, as I have noted them. He spoke of

the disadvantages of operating the multiple arc. And yet

it seemed as though the universal opinion must be that a
multiple arc arrangement of dynamos is preferable to a

separate one when we remember that in the first part of

the business of electric lighting, machines of constant po-

tential were operated on separate circuits, and that they

have gradually been placed in multiple arc is due to the

advantages gained by this arrangement. I think you will

seldom find to day an isolated plant where we have a large

number of machines supplying a constant potential distri-

bution, in which each machine is supplying a separate

circuit. The possibilities of regulating and the economics
are so much higher when the machines are in multiple arc

that entirely outside of any consideration of central station

supply or of the three wire system it seems as though the

result of experience has been that where machines can be
operated perfectly, simply and reliably with multiple arc, it

is better to do so. With reference to the question of

grounding the neutral wire, I can dismiss that by stating

that I agree thoroughly with Mr. Smith that the grounding
of the neutral wire is extremely bad practice, and that there

is no argument for grounding the neutral except perhaps

that of laziness. As to high pressure primary, the paper
which I have read of course bears evidence in itself that I

am a thorough believer in the necessi y of high pressure

primaries for reaching any great distance, and there cer-

tainly appears to be an advantage in having those high

pressure \-ires as few in nuaiber as possible. Instead of

having a complete network through the city of high pres-

sure wires, if we cm by any means obt.»in a few of the

high pressure wires at centers there would be less liability

of any trouble due to the existence of high pressures. Mr.
Smith has mentioned that in his belief an alternating cur-

rent motor will soon be attained in practice and ready for

service. I thoroughly agree with Mr. Smith on this point,

and have no doubt that an alternating current motor will

soon be ready for commercial service, but bow soon is a

nueilion. In the meantime the existing condition cf to-

day is that the central station manager cannot secure an
alternating current motor to put upon existing circuits,

and in fact the work which is being done on an altcrrating
current motor thus far is not of a kind to indicate l::a: an
alternating motor which can be placed upon tbe same cir-

cuit as an incandescent lamp will result. One point I wi'A

slate before going further: all of my remarks have been
on the basis of the three wire systems merely because of
the saving in the cost of conductors which is attained
thereby. Were we able to have a two hund'cd volt lamp
instead of 1 10 volts, it would be of course infinitely prefer-
able to have the two-wire syslem and use a 200 v'o': lamp
than to have three wires for a lamp of uo volts on each
side, and furthermore the cost wou'.d be reduced even be-
yond that of the three wire system. As to the sub station
method of operating on the outskirts of a town, that is un-
questionably, when the alternating current motor is at
hand, a very desirable way of operating. And yet it seems
to me that even there, until we have our two hundred volt
lamp, it will be extremely advantageous to use for distri-

bution something which will enable us to reduce the cost
of our conductors on the consumers' premises to a pDint
far below that of 50 volt lamps. As I have pointed out in
the paper the cost, at the same distance and at the same
percentage of loss in conductors, of a three-wire
system will be bjt one-twelfth of that of a two-wire sys-
tem with 50 volt lamps, and if we had 2o3 volt lamp?. with
the two-wire system and our secondary distribution, it

would b2 but one-sixteenth. Consequently, when we have
delive.ed our high pressure to the sub-station and are ready
to distribute to our consumers, we would have to have a
very large number of sub-stations in order to operate 50
volt lamps, or ehe we must have an enormous expenditure
in conductors. It seems to me that under the existing
conditions it will be well, and indeed the best way liia: we
have at present at command, to use the three wire system,
as it does enable us to distribute from that center at low
pressure and at the least cost. When the time comes that
the 220 volt lamp is commercial, the three wire system will

of course still present the advantage of being able still to
reduce the cost, but the high pressure which will be real- .

i/ed then may be a sufficient argument against the use of
500 volts in the premises of the consumer, and may make
the 200 volts satisfactory.

Mr. Smith: I fully understand Mr. Leonard's attitude
in this matter. My remarks about the three-wire system
were not made with any idea that Mr. Leonard is uphold-
ing it as against the alternating, but because he in bis new
pian calls for all inside wiring to be done on the three- wire
system for lamps of 1 10 volts. I apparently did net make
it clear that the 200 volt direct current in the building is

what the insurance people are afraid of now. an'd that con-
sequently we must abandon that in any new system w^ich
is to be an improvement upon that. The use cf an alter-

nating current of 220 volts I do not believe would have
that disadvantage, and in that case Mr. Leonard s plan
would be all right. But as his plan contemplates using
during a part of the time a continuous current of -.:o voits
I feel that the 220 voits should be barred altogether. Of
course on a 55 volt lamp we can use the three-wire sys-
tems, and in many cases where buildings have been already
wired we may get a proportion of reduction of copper in
that way. With regard to the multiple arc I would say
that in mv experience the multiple arc in isolated work has
been used to save the running of new feeders. Where a
plant has been wired up throughout and one dynamo in-

stalled, and then enough lights put on to take up :he
whole capacity of that machine, and the customer wants
more light, he taps the wires which he has But when he
goes to put on new power, he simply couples his new dv-
namo right into the bussbar. just as a man who puts in'

a

new boiler in a steam plant couples in tbe old steam
pipe. If the old steam pipe were too small he would run a
new main. And so it is w th an electric light plant.
Where we install an isolated plant we always ptitilsoiha'
three or four dynamos can operate, though as a general rule
they are all in multiple arc. A thousand light d\Tiamo is

about just so far good for practical use, but we have 3.000
light dynamos for the alternating current and larger ones
are to be built and used. In that case I do not think that
there can be any question about multiple arcing. \Vith re-

gard to sub-stations I would say that Mr. Leonard seems
to have slightly misunderstood me. The sub-stations are
not for the purpose of direct supply to the consumer. Thev
are for supplying the sub-mains which are run at much
higher pressure than we would introduce to the customer,
and the customer is supplied through a second series. That
of course give; us the double conversion, and the loss
caused by double conversion as against the loss caused by
a single conversion, but it gives us the advantage of run-
ning one of those converters always at its highest ettici-

ency. namely, a full load. The whole question, of course,
as I have said, comes back to one of interest on first cost
as against loss in feeders. So that, in speaking of sub-
stations, I do not mean to be understood as saying that
there would be an enormous number of substations, but
only one for each district, very much the same as Mr.
Ferranti is now operating in London. We have been
looking very anxiously for the completion of that station.
He is a very young man, and has taken hold of the prob-
lem in a way calculated to alarm a great many older heads.
but his own personal energy and constant superintendence
of every detail is such that I think we cannot give enough
praise for the success that he has made at his station. He
is handling there pressure which we never dreamed of Itn
years ago. I well remember when on the floor of this con-
vention 10,000 volts was spoken of as being carried
through the country on a line of poles, it was considered it

should have a dead line too feet each side. And vet
Ferranti is carrying such a line through the streets of a
crowded city, and nobody knows anything about it. and.
as a rule, the less the public does know about such things
ttie better,

Mr. Leon.vkp: I think that Mr. Smith h.is made a very
ingenious argument upon the multiple arc question, but I
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hardly feel that his position is sustained by the facts or by
practice. Of ccurse, as he has pointed out. where conductors

are placed on one dynamo and the ioad gradually increased

thev are driven to the multiple arc arrangement unless they

are going to put in new conductors The f jct is. that every

iarge isolated plant that I have ever had occasion to bid

on has b=en so specified and rated by the common consent

of ail companies that have entered bids, that the dynamo
should be muUiple arc when there were eight or ten at the

beginning, and it is the universal practice in all companies

to so de ign their plants, and hence the multiple arc

arrangement is one that has been forced by the unexpected
enlargement of the plant rather than by a deliberate de-

sign to obtain the best results in the beginning. Mr
Smith has spoken of an arrangement of sub stations, but he

has not yet pointed out how he gets rid of the losses that

will occur upon The linal converters lie has put an inter-

mediate set of converters in, and has taken means to lake

out converters as the load diminishes, but his final conver-

ters in his distribution throughout the city are stil! con-

nected, and are the same as we have had before.

Mr. Smith; I would use the same plan as Mr. Leonard
proposes in his system I would have them grouped and
switched in and out by the operator, just as I do in the

sub stations. I am only comparing one system with

the other. With regard to the multiple arc, I will say

that I still hold to my propojition that multiple arcing is

no; put in because it is a great advantage, but it is put in

to allow of two machines being connected together. It is

a good thing, siaply because in an isolated plant the con-

ditions are different from what they are in a central

station. Your loads are all one side cf the buss bar, and
you are required to run t^vo dynamos cut apair, and it is

similar to running them together in the same building. If

you take an ordinary building where as an ordinary rule

two machines are put in for use against the chances of

break-down, the machines ha\e to run in multiple arc be-

cause the wires are fed from the same feeder. Our
alternating station is run in practically the same way, only

instead of switching the dynamo out of the multiple arc we
switch a feeder into the multiple arc on another dynamo.

" Oar dynamos are united inside of our circuit. In the one
case the dynamo is mulctple. In the central station we
siraplv shut down the dynamo and we transfer the feeder

load. I cannot see that running the station in multiple

arc is any particular advantage, or that running an iso-

lated p'ant in mutiple arc bears upon the question di-

rectly.

M.^ Leonard: Mr. Soiith explained how he was going

to reduce the loss of the final converters of the circuit by

throwing off a part of the load when the load became too

heavy. This neces-aiily assumes an arrangement of con-

\-e:ters in multiple arc on the secondary which is not

contemplated in my scheme, and is not in practice to-

day.

Dr. Bell: At the ris'^: of stirring up all parties in this

discussion I want to make one or two suggestions with re-

gard to this scheme, and the first of them is to suggest the

quesiiDn as to whether or not a .:2o volt alternating circuit

is a pleasant thing to have around the house. I have very

grave doubts about that. I am not afraid of the direct

circuit or of 220 volts straight circuit, but when it comes
to turning loose 220 vohs on a three-wire system, alternat-

ing around and about the house, it seems to me that it is

a good thing to avoid. I know that there are plenty of

alternating current men who say that they have no fear of

a current of 1,000 volts. But ii all seriousness I think

chat 220 volts alternating current U a thing which has got

to bt handled rather delica'ely if buildings are to be cus-

tomarily wired for it. I do not know that there would

be any risk to life from 220 volts of alternating current,

bu: at the same lime I think the public would view the

matter with a Utile doubt. As to the question of alternat-

ing currents I think that we ought to remember that on

the other side of the water alternating currents are habitu-

ally run for the purpose of keeping the whole system

loaded to its fullest capacity. We do not happen to do it

here, but they make a practice of it over there, and with

great success. As to the reason for it I think it is all

summed up in the saying that it is a good thing not 10 put

too many eggs in one basket. If you have a one hundred

kilowatt machine, and anything happens to it, the whole

slaiion is shut down until that machine is fi.\:ed. If you

have three or four smaller machines you mav be able to

crowd on a load and thus keep going, but I have heard

grave doubts suggested by those who know Ferranti per-

soaally as to whether he will ever complete those machines.

There is such a thing as getting an alttrnating current so

big that ycu cannot handle it efficiently, and I think that

those units of Ferranti come very near that.

Mr. SMiTir: I have heretofore brought a good deal

of unpleasant newspaper comment upon myself by

certain statements that I have made in public,

but I have made those statements, and I am
prepared 10 stand by ihcm. and every experience that I

have had since making them has only confirmed my belief.

For the whole public I cannot speak, but for a certain

small section I can speak. W^e did have— but have

chanj;;ed them all for other reasons—several buildings in

which wc had 325 volts of alternating current. The build-

ings had been originally wired for the three-wire system,

bat with very small wire. Wc had to make the change
rapidly and could not take time to increase the size of the

w-.fc, Wc toole four 50 volt converters and coupled the

primaries in multiple arc, and put secondaries in each
Mstcm. and put ihcm across the three-wire system. Wc
found that our customers did not object half as much to the

220 volt shock of the alternating current as they did to the

220 volt direct. The real danger to life. I think, must not

or..y be taken into consideration in that shock, but tbc far

;;rcalCT danger from fire. Wc have no hesita'.ion in say-

ir.j;. and we do not think there ia any insurance man here

who will not agree with the satatcment, that t*^c danger of

:lrc from an alternating ctjrrcnt of 220 volts is not ten but

r.zz hundred times less than from 220 volls of the direct.

Another thing: our three-wire stations have developed in

practice (al.hough I doubt it any of them would admit it in

public) a very easy but very reprehensib'e praciice of burn-
ing out their grounds at night- When they discover a

ground upon the system they find it easier and cheaper
just to slip in three or four big machines, and let her go,

and they will find out where the ground was ne.\t morning
That is pretty bad as regards the danger to life, and I

think very much greater than any chance of any accident
arising from a 220 volt shock. I am not contending for

220 volts of aliernating current. I do not like it myself.

I am only pointing to the fact that as compared, one with

the other, if 220 volts of direct has not been found danger-
cus or objectionable, the 220 volts of alternating will not
be found so.

Mii. Orfokd: In Bridgeport we have been running
the three-wire system,and we have had 3,000 lights in oper-
ation. The quest on of danger, that Mr. Smith speaks
about we know nothing of. We have never had any
trouble whatever in that way. We have had a few fuses

blown, as every person has had. but as for fires we have
never iiad any. We are able to distribute the current from
the dynamos to a distance of three-quarters of a mile,

giving us a pretty large district. But we fcund that we had
some outljing districts that we were not able to rtach, and
then we began to inquire into the question of putting in an
alternating plant. I visited several m-inageis of the cen-
tral stations in the neighboring towns, and when I talked
wiih them, so long is they thcught that I was a stranger lo

the business, they would represent the matter as being
eminently successful in every respect, but when I came to

ask a few leadina; questions they would sometimes turn
and ask me why I asked the questions, and who I was.
We are so satisfied with the continuous current in Bridge-
port that it has been adopted in New Haven, and some
other places. They have an alternating system in New
Haven also, \ ut it is the occasion of many complaints. It

may be that the complaints are due to the fact that they
are not able to operate it. I think that in Philadelp'iia.

w^here Mr. Sm th is able to give better service than the
man with the continuous current machine, his competi-
tors must have a very poor manager. I think that

I could wake them up a litile bit. I do not think that you
would see any variation in our light at eight o'clock in the
morning. We put our machines in, and they go from 100
amperes on each side, up to 1,000, and I defy anyone to
tell when we put a machine in or when we take it cut. Of
course we are not under the Kdison patent. We are forced
to steal our devices, or contrive them for ourselves. As
for such things as regulators as 50U call them, we have none
of them It would be seemingly impossible to keep our I'ghts

at equal pressure all over the system, but we have a method
of ouroA'n by which we are able to do it, and so saiisfac
torily that our customers are not putting in any gas pipes.

W^e have dry goods stores where they are paying out from
^:,ooo to $3,000 per year for light, and they have no gas
in the buildings. Their meters are gone, and the gas fix-

tures have been taken out. We have not paid in the
shape of rebates five cents in (wg years, and we have had no
customers say to us that our lights were out for five minutes-
As to the cost of running, we are not able to tell anything
about it e.Kcept that when a customer puts out his lights
we do not use any more power, and when he puts out his
lights on the alternating current there is just as much lost

on the machine as there was before he put them out. That
may be a I'ltle e.xaggerated, but it is in that direction
New with regard to the fuses. We took the fuses out of
the secondary altogether, and we took them out of the
primary also so far as they related to the converters, and
we adopted the plan of having a switch, and in the switch
box ihere is a fuse which is connected directly from the
main. So if we have occasion to do anything with a con-
verter we can disconnect the circuit with it entirely. We
have had no trouble with converters. We have had quite a

number of them in operation for over a year, but have had
no trouble with them. I am surprised that we have had
so little trouble. We took the precaution of grounding
cur circuit at the terminals and at various points in the
center. There is one thing which I have found out
about the alternating system, and that is that it is not able
to take care of itself. It generally wants some one lo look
after it. The other day we had two wires come together
in one of our branches of primaries. It was a stormy
evening, and it crippled the whole service on that branch.
We had a fuse in. and fortunately the machine was able to

blow the fuse. But an alternating machine is not able to

rise to such a necessity as that. I will say also that my
idea of fuses has never altogether met the approbation of

the insurance people. I do not quite believe in copper
wire because it takes a high Iieat to melt it, and I do not
believe in putting in a small fuse, I do not like a single

fuse put in below ten amperes. Ten amperes is not a
very large amount of current. We never use less than No.
18 wire. We have had no trouble whatever in ::hat

direction, I would say in conclusion that so far as

we have gone we see the necessity of both the continuous
current and of the alternating current, and we do not
think that any station is complete without loth.

Ml'.. Smith: Replying to the last speaker, I would say
that this is simply an individual case where, by first-class

management, he has got a firtt-class station With regard
to the people telling him that they have not advised their

customers lo take out the gas, I would ask him if direct

companies do as a rule advise their customers to lake out

the gas. On our station of 3,000 lights, we have seven
newspapers, and four of those papers have not had gas
used in their building for about four years. One of our
customers is the Franklin Institute in Fhiladelphia, which
has its drawing school and library open every night. The
day wc put ihc light in they took all their gas fixtures out
and they hav^ not had them in since. We installed an
isolated plant that was put in on the central station plant

in I'hiladclphia. two years ago, of 250 lights in the

.Sprccklcs Sugar Kcfincry, Before that time Mr,
Sprcckles had been using the direct current system, Ilis

refinery has been running night and day since the 19th of
September two yeats ago, and in that time he has never
lost a light nor has his plant cost him one penny to run,
as he has told me more than once. We advised that no
gas pipe be put in and there has not been a foot of pipe
put in that building, I may mention that estimates for

piping that building for gas were ^1,500 more than his

entire electric light plant cost him, including boilers

engines, wire, dynamo and everyihing complete. The
question whether your light will be reliable or not has a
great deal more lo do with the way in which it is run
than the system used, and I think that is a point which is

not enough considered. P"or every station using alternat-

ing currents which has put in direct current apparatus
afterward I think we can show a dczen that first had the
direct and put in the alternating afterward. The two
systems have their uses, undoubtedly. The point I wish
to make is that I believe for lighting purposes you can do
just as much with the alternating system when you have
spent one-half the time and one half the money on it as
has been spent in bringing the direct current system to its

present perfection.

Capt, Brophy: I only wish to say one thing in regard
to the matter of fuses, I have studiously insisted on in-

creasing the size of fuse. The system of usinga ceitain
sized fuse for a given number of lamps has caused a great
deal of trouble and annoyance. As a rule, in the central
btations the fuses are altogether too small. They should
never be below the safe carrjing capacity of the wire, and
in ninety-five cases out of one hundred they are, except
perhaps in our own territory where I have insisted on
their being increased. 1 believe that if we use high
potential or dangerous currents we should let the people
know it.

Mr. Burleigh then read the following paper on "Uni-
formity in Method of Keeping Central Station Accounts":

Unifomity in Method of Keei'ing Central Station

Accounts.

RV J. J. BL'RLEir.H.

The National Electric Light association partially fills its

mission by bringing together, twice a year, central station
managers and others interested in the production of light
and power, but notwithstanding the very valuable paper of
A. R. Foote, read at the Niagara Falls meeting, and the
papers of Messrs Smith and DeCamp read at the Kansas
City meeting, absolutely nothing has been accomplished
toward a uniform system of accounts or a classification of
expenses. All, I am sure, feel the very great necessity for

a more comprehensive and uniform system of accounts—

a

system that will show the exact cost per unit of their out-
put; a sjstem that, being kept uniformly by all, will give
managers an opportunity of comparison with each other.

This knowledge of cost per unit of output is particularly
felt at this time, since nearly all central stations are in
direct and active competition with other illuminating com-
panies and with other means of supplying power. At
present no two keep their accounts alike, hence comparison
with each other is out of the question.

The principal function of accounting is to bring out the
fact that the average cost of certain items of e.\pense per
unit of output in one station exceeds the average cost per
unit of the same items of expense in another station, and
the accuracy of these averages depends entirely on the uni-

formity of accounting. Great dilterences in these averages
would prompt an inquiry as to the cause, and if the cir-

cumstances did not warrant higher averages, steps could
be taken lo reduce the cost of these particular items.

To make these comparisons of any value to those desir-

ing to make use of them, a uniform classification of
accounts should be adopted, and to insure accuracy, the
different items of expense, chargeable to the different

accounts, should be specified. The operating accounts
proper embrace the current working expenses and the cost
of keeping in good order the original plant.

All expenses that are naturally or entirely charged to

either arc lighting, incandescent lighting or power, are
entered in their respective columns; expenses that are not
entirely charged to any one service are apportioned on
horse power output basis, making the division, as between
arc. incandescent or power, in the proportion which the
horse power used for each bears to the total horse power
output.

For the proper division of those accounts not chargeable
entirely to any one of the principal departments—for

example, the total output of the station being 1,000 horse
power, the company operating 500 arc lights, 2,500 incan-
descent lights and 250 horse power for power—the division

of a bill for boiler repairs, engine repairs, fuel and similar

divisible accounts would be half arc lighting, quarter in-

candescent lighting, quarter power. The division should
be accurately determined each month.
No intelligent economy can be practised without a

thorough knowledge of the cost in the past and a compari-
sion of the same with the present outlay. Constant com-
parison of accounts tends lo economy. The experience of

other companies is a good guide and would be found of

great utility.

I would like to urge upon the convention the imporlance
of the adoption of some uniform classification of expenses
that they can recommend to central station managers for

their adoption. It does not follow that central station

managers are lo expose their bofks in detail, but to fo pre-

pare their accounts that they can give the secretary of the

National association replies lo such questions of cost per
unit as would be proper lo exhibit lo the other members.
Such statistics woulti be of the greatest interest nnd value;

indeed, it would be of more value than all the other papers
combined. I have a station producing arc and incandes-

cent light and power, earning a moderate dividend for its

shareholders, but I have nothing to guide me as lo how my
expenses per unit compare with other central stations. 1

would give much for such information. Therefore, (
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ccnc'.uJe that this is one of the most important subjects

that can engage the attention of ihe association.

The company with which I am connected has classified

its accounts as follows:

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

CAMDEN LIGHTING & IIKATING CO.

CoMI-AKATIVE STATKMKNT 01' ExrENSKs

Cliaryeable to

Arc
Light-
ing.

Inc.
Light-

Po

St.
Cats.

vcr.

tion-
ary.

Total.

Boiler House and Stock, repairs of

Clerks.
Converters, repairs of

Dynamos, repairs of
Dynamo Attendants
Enginemcn and Firemen
Engines, repairs of

Fuel
General Olllcers' Salaries

Horses, Wagons and Harness

Interest on Notes. Bonds and
Mortgages

Incidentals .-.

Oil --.

Office Expenses repairs and fur-

Poles and Lines, maintenance and

Right of Way

Taxes, City

Tools, repairs and renewals
Trimmers and 1 nspectors

Waste

CAMDEN LIGHTING & HEATING COMPANY.

Statement of E.xpenses for iSg .

Arc
Light-
ing.

loc
Light-
ing.

Power.

Heads of Accounts. St.

Cars.
Sta-

tion-

ary.

Total.

Eoiler House and Slack, repairs of

....

Dynamo, repairs of
!".!!'

Eogine, repairs of

Fuel _

Interest on Notes, Bonds and

Lamp Supports and Fixtures
Lamp Globes
Lamps, Incandescent

Labor at Station
Labor on Strett Cars

Motors "

Office Expenses, repairs and fur-

niture
Poles and Lines, repairs and re-

newals
Kight of Way
Station, repairs of and furniture

Stationery and Printing
Superintendent and Foremen
Steam Piping
Shafting
Taxes, City
Taxes, State

Trimmers and Inspectors

AValer
Waste .^^ .^^. .^^

Total Expenses for Month

Tota! average arc lights

Total arc light hours
Total cost per arc light hour

Total inc output in ampere hours..
Total as shown by meters

Total loss

Total cost per lOO ampere hours ..

Total stationary power output in watt hours ..

Total as shown by meters
Total loss

Total cost per 1,000 watt hours

REAL\UKS.

HEADS OFACCOUNTS.
Month Month

of (5^ of 189-
Increase

Dc-

crca.sc

Roller House and Slack, rcpairsof
1

Clerks
'

Dynamo Attendants
Enginemen and Firemen
Engine, rcpairsof

General Ofliccrs' Salaries.'.'.' .

Insurance
Interest on Notes, iJonds and

1

Lamps rcpairsof ,, ,.

Lamp Supports and Fixtures ;:;;::;i:;::;:;

Lamps, Incandescent........ . 1- - -

......

Labor at Station
,

1

Legal Expenses
;

Motors, repairs of

Oil
OfTice Expenses, repairs and (ur-

1

Poles and Lines, repairs and re-

newals
RightofWav
Stations, repa rs of and furniture

Superintendent and Foremen. ....

Steam Piping ,

Shafting

Taxes, State
Tools, repairs and renewals
Trimmers and Inspectors
Water

*

Waste

Total Expenses for month..

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF OUTPUT.

REMARKS.

.StCretary.
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DISCCSSION-

Mn. Nicnoi.>. I have two pKvatc abitract bocks
bound, with a lock and key on ihcm, .so that while they arc

kept in the regular vault they are not acccEhiblc. In itc

first book I have cur regular charter under which wc oper-

ate; alio our agreement with the city— our francbist and
our agreements with the companies with which wc do busi-

ness. In addition to having all those put down in this

book T h.ivc them indexed and cross indexed. If I have
to refer to any particular clause or a recment as to powers
of any kind I can by looking at this index find it at verj*

short notice. I periodically read over these agreements,
because there may be a clause in an agreement that you
have pigeon holed which appears of no earthly use to you
today, but a year from now you may find it gives you cer-

tain advantages, or that under that agreement certain

rights acrue to you which you have forgotten, and which
you wish immediately to take advantage of, and I think

any central station manager will find a system of this kind

of great advantage.

Then we have a monthly abstract of earnings and ex-

penses. We bring ever)-thing right up to the end of the

month, a- d I insist on having it before me notJaterthan the

I2th or I5lh of the month following. In addition to hav-

ing that copied out into my private abstract book, I have
the cost of our power as compared with the variable expense

of the station made up to what I estimate at ihc engine,

the busbar and at the service, allowing for the average

drop. I also have the cost of our toul power turned out

compared with our total earnings. Then I take our light.

I know whether wc do our business by the meter basis and
then I figure actually what we get per horse power per

hour for our earnings from incandescent lamps and from
our meters, and if I am called upon to make a contract at

any time I can tell for every preceding month the aver-

age. I can tell what it has cost to produce our power at

the engine, at the busbar and at the service for ever>'

month since we have been in operation, and consequently

I am in a position to know exactly what we are doing. I

do not know whether that is the general practice, but I

find in my experience that it is of very great interest.

In regard to proper division, with an arc light cir-

cuit running commercial lights especially, how are >ou go-

ing to know how much power you are furnishing for your
arc lights, and the same may be asked with regard to your
power circuits? On a power circuit sometimes you will

have a full load that may last for half an hour. Then again
you will have but a fourth of a load on. The point is

how are you going to tell in order to fi,^ your divisions

here what proportion to divide among these diflerent

branches and how you are going to make anything accu-

rate. I find it impossible for me to tell what my engines

are carrying at diflerent times. The light is going on and
off constantly. Most of my lights are commercial lights.

Of course with the street lighting they are thrown on and
off at a definite time but with the commercial light you
cannot tell anything about it. Now how are you going to

divide that so as to make anything accurate? The Same
with regard to Mr. Nichols' point; as I understand him he
has the card taken from his engine to get at his power.

Now if you take a card at the present time, perhaps in ten

minutes from now there will be a hundred horse power
taken off and that will remain off twenty minutes or it may
come right back again.

Mr, Nichols; I can explain that in a very few words.

Although we indicate our engines frequently, we take our
powtrcard from our ampere meters. We have the read-

ings of our ampere meters taken down every fifteen min-

utes. Then I have a book of 400 pages. We use 565
pages. I have that diagram of the power output as indi-

cated by the ampere meters plotted out on this diagram
for the whole twenty-four hours. Last year I had it in

black ink. This year I have it on the s me page in

red ink—the diagram of the ampere output for every quar-

ter of an hour during the twenty-four hours. We run

continuously; we never shutdown. Tcat is the best ap-
proximate means of estimating the power.

In regard to the other matter, I think Mr. Burleigh
should properly reply to that.

Mr. BuRi-EiGiL: I cannot determine accurately. I

only determine approximately. But the fact that I cannot
determine accurately does not debar me from getting; as

near to it as possible. We take our arc circuits and assume
that they are full from the beginning to the end of their

run.

The convention adjourned until lo o'clock Thursday
morning.

Thursday's Proceedings.
The association met at lo a. m.
The president read an invitation from the Business

Men's association of Norfolk, Va., to hold the
next meeting of the association in that city; also in-

vitations from Robert M. May, mayor^ the Cotton Ex-
change Expotilion con-panv, and the Commer-
cial club of Augusta, Ga., to hold the next meet-
ing of the association in that city. The inviiaiions were
received and referred to an executive session.
The Prksident: The first business in order this

morning will be the reading of the paper by Capt.
Eugene Gritlin, entitled "Three Years Deyelopment of
Electric Railway?."

Thkec VtAKs' Devki.oi'mknt of Electric Railways.
Uy KtCENE GRII-FIN',

The first recorded description of the electric car is found
ni the fourth veri^e of the second chapter of Nahum:
*The chariots shall lage in the streets; they shall jostle

one against another in the broad ways; they shall seeiii

like torches; they sh:.ll run like the lightnings."
Notwithstanding thi> early mention, it was not until

1SS8 that the electric r.iitway became a practical com-
mercial succes,s. I fix the date at iSSS as it was in that

year Ihat Bentley and Knight opened the Alleghcnv
City road to regular trallic; that the Sprague company
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equipped the Richmond road, and the Thomson-Hous-
ton company installed the Eckington and Soldiers'

Home road in Washington. It was in iSSS that rail-

vvav officials began to realize the possibilities of this new
tractive force; that the great West End system of Bos-

ton adopted electricity to the exclusion of cable, and
that orders began to How in upon the electric companies

for street car motors to such an extent as to soon make
the manufacture of such motors one of the leading

branches of the electric industry.

Previous to iSSS electric motors had been used on
several roads. Some of these roads were doing well

and have been prosperous since; but to the public these

were experiments on a comparatively small scale, and

did little to inspire general confidence. The early in-

ventors found it ditTicult to secuie adequate linancial

backing; orders were few. and business unprolitable.

The sfa-onger companies which took up the work in 1S8S

had the organizations and capital necessary to achieve

success.

The pioneers who devoted their brains and frequently

their purses to this work previous to iSSS are deserving

of all credit. It was their misfortune, no- their fault,

that their ideas were not developed and worked com-
merciallv. It is dirticult for one man to combine the

qualities" of inventor, manager, superintendent, seller,

expert, and financier, and yet this is what Van Depoele,

Daft, Bentley and Knight and o'hers had to attempt.

The record of their efibrts is an interesting one, but the

chronological record of electric traction has been so

trequently given that it would be a waste of your time

to repeat it again.

There are, however, one or two of the early trials that

are specially worthy of consideration, not only because

of what was actually accomplished, but principally on
account of their bearing on later developments. On the

27th of July, iSS4,an electric car was running scheduled
trips over a mile of track of the East Cleveland Street

Railway company in Cleveland,Ohio. This was the first

electric'car in regular operation on a street railway track

in the United States. The motor was placed between
the wheels and supported from the car body, and geared

to the axles by belts of spring wire cables. The cur-

rent was conveyed to the car by conductors supported

on insulators in a small, wooden conduit, and connec-

tion made with the conductors by means of a plow ex-

tending through the slot to the conduit. This was the

initial installation of the Bentley and Knight system. Mr.
Bentley has a photograph of the car in his office in Bos-

ton.

The road was given up in 1SS5, and the Bentley-

K'iight works transferred to Providence, R. I. After

vaxious experiments the road in Allegheny City was
begun in the summer of 1SS7. The cars were started

during the winter of 1SS7-S, althrough the road was
not formally opened to traffic until February, iSSS. Four
cars \yere furnished to this road which, 1 believe, are

still running. On the lower end of the road was a mile

of double track conduit which ^yas conlinued by an over-

head system of about five miles. The conduit was on
a long'gradeof about 12 per cent. Over-running trolleys

were used with the overhead system The conduit was
in operation for two years or more, but has now been

taken up and replaced by the overhead system.

As early as iSy.^, while C. J. Van Depoele was en-

gaged in Detroit, experimenting with elec.ric motors,
generators, etc., it occurred lo him that trains of cars,

and even ordinary street cars, could be run by electricity.

This was demonstrated to the satisfaction of his asso-

ciates in various ways, but no public exhibiiion was
made until 1SS3. When the Chicago elevated railway

was under consideration, it was proposed todemonstrate
the feasibility of utilizing electricity as a motive power.

A track 400 f^et in length was built, with a r per cent,

grade in the center. One car was equipped with a 3
horse pjwer motor and ran for several weeks with con-

siderable success, carrying crowds of people. This was
in February, 1SS3. In the same year an elevated rail-

way car was operated electrically at the Chicago Inter-

Slate Fair. The car was suspended from the truck in-

t^tead of being mounted on it, and was in operation dur-

ing the entire exposition—some fifty days.

During the Toron'o annual exhibition in 18S4 an
electric railway some 3,oo'j feet long was operated from

the entrance to the grounds to the main building. This
was a conduit road and the wires carried a potential of

over 1,000 volts without accident. A 30 horse power
electric locomotive was used hauling trains of cars.

The Van Depoeie company subsequently equipped
roads at Minneapolis, Minn., Montgomery, Ala., De-
troit, Mich., Windsor, Ont ,

Appleton, Wis, Port

Huron, Mich., S:ranton, Pa., Lima, O., Binghamton,
N. Y., An&ouia, Conn,, Davton, O,, Jamaica, N.
Y., Si, Catherines, Ont., and elsewhere, many of

which are still in operation.

In the frtU of rSS7 Frank J. Sprague contracted for

the electrical equipment of the Union Passenger rail-

way at Richmond, Va. This wa^ an important road in

a large city, and Mr, Spraguc\ undertaking was the

m04t ambitious effort In ih!% direction up to that time.

It U worthy of note that Sprague'n original intention

was 10 u%e motor-* with but one reduction, but he wa^i

forced toabandon Ihi^ idea,as none of Ih'j electrical com-
panies at that date was ab;c to produce single reduction

motor*. The motor* uwd at first were too lii;hl for the

work, the copper bru^he** scored the conimula'or* badly,

and were rapidly consumed. Nevertheless, Mr, Sprague
persevered de^pi'c all obstacles, and in iSS^ the road
waa running with so much *.ucces\ that it was one of the

object lessons which Induced Henry M, Whitney and
his brother director* of the We^t End street railway of

Boston loadopt electricity as a motive power when thcv
were already far advanced in the plans for cabling thefr

syslem.
As nearly as can now be ascertained the following

electric roads were actually on operation in January i,

1S8S:

ROADS. SYSTEM. LOCATION. :^

-^1

;

^ H
Union Pass. Ry. Co
Windsor Electric Ry
Appleton "
Port Huron "
Highland Park
Scranton Su'ban rd.

Los Angeles Electric
Ry Co

Lima Steet Ry. and
Motor Power Co.

Columbus Consoli-

(Drift)

(Van Depoele) opp
do
do

(Fisher) .

Baltimore, Md... 200
Detroit, Mich 1.25

Appleton, Wis.. .15.50
Port Huron, Mich. I2.7S

3
2

5

4
4
12

6

S

(Van Depoele)

(Daft)

(Van Depoele),...

Scranton, Pa

Los Angeles, Cal.

Lima, Ohio

Columbus, Ohio,.

St. Cath'ines, Ont.

Asb'ry Park,N, J.

San Diego, Cal..

Harrisburg, Pa...

5.00

5.00

4.00

1.00

7.00

4.00

300

4-50

St. Catherines Sreet
Ry. Co

Seashore Electric Ry
Co

San Diego Street Ry.

(Van Depoele)....

(Daft)

(Heni-y) . ,

12

18

East Harrisburg
Pass. Ry. Co., . (Sprague) .0

A total of 13 roads, 48 25 miles of track and 95 cars.

On July I , iSgi, there were 35-] roads in actual

operation, with 2,Sq3miles of track equipped electrically,

and 4513 motor cars. Such has been the growth of
three and a half ^ears.

This development has been inar\-elous and unpre-
cedented. Referring to it. General Francis A. Walker
said to me, not long since, that it seemed as though at

least thirty years' normal developmemt had been
crowded into three years.

It has indeed been a fruitful period, and the progress
has been so rapid that the public is just beginning to

appreciate the benefits which science has conferred upon
it by the adaptation of the electric motor to street

car propulsion.

During the past spring the legislature of the state ot

Massachusetts was considering a proposition which prac-

tically amounted to the imposition of new taxes upon
the West End Street Railway company, and the abro-

gation or virtual annullment of cerlain vested rights

which the company might claim. In his able and vigo-

i-ous defense of his corporaticn, President Whitney was
forced to investigate and determine the true relations

which exist between his company and the public,

and he was surprised himself to see how closely the wel-
fare of the city of Boston and its surrounding
suburbs was identified with the welfare of its street trans-

portation system.

He at once entered upon a "campaign of education,"

and his speeches in Somerville, Rcxbury, Dorchester and
elsewhere (several of which have been published in pamphlet
form) are masterly, impressive, straightforward and con-

vincing presentations of the close relations which exist be-

tween the rapid transit systems and the health, wealth, mor-
ality and prosperity of om large cities.

I commend these speeches lo the consideration of you
all. I have not hesitated to draw from them largely my-
self.

I consider this growing realization of the true position

which transportation companies occupy in respect to the

public as one of the most important of recent develop-
ments, and it may be well to give it some consideration.

The officers and directors of a street railway company
are quasi public officers with most important and serious

duties devolving upon them. Tlieirduty to their stock-

holders is to see that the company is economically and
efficiently administered so as to produce a fair return upon
the capital invested. Their duty toward the public is to

see that the best possible transportation facilities are
afforded, having in view "the greatest good of the greatest

number." This broad statement of their public duty is un-
questionably true, and yet the failure to appreciate this

axiom is the most fertile source of adverse criticism of rail-

way management. The critic almost invariably argues
from a personal standpoint. If he would only remember
that the road is run for the benefit of the masses and not

for his personal, individual benefit, the lives of general
managers would be made less burdensome.
The last census has clearly shown a strongly-marked

tendency of our population to gravitate toward the large

cities. In every stale ihe percentage of growth in cities is

far greater than in towns and villages. Such condensation
of population means an increase of the tenement house sys-

tem in contradistinction lo the cottage system, a crowding
of people beneath each roof, an increase in vice, immor-
ality, misery, crime and the death rate. How is it to be
avoided? The laborer must live near his work, near in

time and near in money. He can spare but a fraction of
his time, but a fraction of his day's wages in going to and
from his work. If the zone fare system exists, as in

Europe, the area within which he can live is limiicdby this

consideration. Two cents per mile might restrict him to

a radius of sj miles (5 cents). H the single-fare system
prevails, as in ihis country, time is practically the only re-

striction. Let us assume that he can allow thirty minutes
morning and evening for his car ride, paying live cents
for each ride At the rate of six miles per Hour, fast for

horsES, h^ has a radius of three miles and an area of 2SI2
.square miles wjtliin which to select a home. At the rale
of nine miles per hour, slow lor electricity, he has a
radius of four and a half miles and an area of 63|<
square miles within which to sck-ct a home. This ex-

ample suffices to illustrate the point. An increase of
only ihrcc miles p^r hour in rapidity of transit doubles
the available residence area without increasing the time or
expense of the laborer in ^oing to and from his wcrk.
The steam road, the elevated road, the underground

road and the cab'c. each and all afford rapid transit; but
their appli'::ition is restricted within very narrow limits

because of their great cost, while the electric roads can be
profitably extended in all directions.

The great advantage of incrcasin;; th? available residence

area, of encouraging the cottage system and discouraging
Ihe tenemert system, will be readily conceded by all. The
heakli and morality of a great city are universally propor-
tional to the number of people beneath each roof. The
electric railway is one of the great moral agents of the nine-
teenth century.

_
The experience of the past three years has settled many

disputed questions, resolved many doubts, systematized
methods and improved construction.

A variety of styles, systems and methods were used
prior to 18S8. We had storage batteries, conduirs and
overhead wires, single trolley and double trolley wires,
over-running trolleys and under-running trolleys.

Storage batteries have made little progress. Thev have
nowhere scored a pronounced success, and have been
abandoned on nearly every road. They are but little con-
sidered in the field of electric traction, except in refe:ence
to future possibilities.

The very few conduits built have disappeared and have
been replaced with overhead wires. The overhead wire is

now generally recognized as the only practicable metliod
of conveying electricity from the generator to thecar motor.

Tiie objections to overhead wires have been, and in
many places still are. very strong; but actual experience
has shown that the objections are not well founded. Wires
are not an ornament to the street, and objections on this
ground will always exist; but lampposts,' signs, railway
traks. and mmy other similarly useful objects are not orna-
ments. Overhead wires will never be condemned on this
ground alone. Objections on the score of unsightlin^ss-
become of less and less importance each year as the methods-
of construction are improved and the public appreciate
more freely the benefits of electric motive power.
One of the early apprehensions in reference to the use of

overhead wires was the possible danger to life from the cur-
rent used. On this point I think the public are now well
satisfied. While there are few employes on any of the
roads no-v in operation who have not had the full shock
of 500 volts repeatedly, there is not a single instance of
any of the patrons of these roads who have been killed or
even seriously injured by the 500 vo't current from the
overhead wire. Electric cars will run over and kill the
careless pedestrian or the drunken passenger who falls from-

the platform in front of the wheels as will the horse car,.

but no passenger or pedestrian has ever been killed bv the
trolley wire, and statistics do not show that the electric car
is in any respect more dangerous tp life than the horse car
or cable car. Last year (iSqo) the West End Street rail-

way system of Boston carried 11^,853,081 passengers and
all the steam railroads of the whole state of Massachusetts
only carried QS.S43.712. The West End system killed 15
passengers and employes and the steam roads killed 32s.
Of the 15 fatal accidents on tlie West End system, 5 were
attributable to electric cars and 10 t j horse cars. It is only
fair to say that the narrow and crooked streets of Boston
and the enormous traffic of the West End system are con-
ditions peculiarly conductive to accidents.

The fear of tlie electric current is one born of ignorance,
and time alone can overcome it.

In the year 1SS9 nine human beings were killed by the
arc light wires in Xew York city (2,500 vo'ts) and the
authorities were roused to such a pitch of frenzy that the
poles were chopped down and a large part of the city left:

in darkness. Vet with perhaps one exception all of the
victims were employes of the lighting companies and
suffered because of failure to observe proper and well-known
precautions. In the same year twelve persons were
asphyxiated by gas and over thirty were killed by signs-

and other objects falling on their heads as they walked
peacefully along the streets.

In time we are able to estimate every danger relatively,

but in the beginning unknown dangers, those to which we
are not accustomed, are greatly exaggerated.

]s.alph W. Pope, in a veiy interesling paper read before
the Franklin Institute last year, gives some curious illustra-

tions of this tendency lo magnify unknown dangers and
arrest the pr*.)gress of improvement. I quote:

"In an article, entitled 'How our Ancestors Traveled,'
we find the following pertinent observations on the subject:

"Carriages met with great opposition at their first intro-

duction, and laws were made to suppress tlieir use. As
early as the year 1294. Philip the Fair, of France, issued
an ordinance for suppressing luxut}-, in which the wives
of citizens were fordjdden the use of carriages. Eeckraann
tells us that there is preserved in ihe achives of the County
of Mark, an edict in which the feudal nobility and vassals

are prohibited from using coaches imder pain of incurring
the punishment of felony. Duke John, of Brunswick,
published an order in 15S3, roundly rating his vassals for

neglect of horsemanship, and forbidding them to appear
or travel in coaches. A few years a'ler this, the English;

Parliament took up the discussion of the subject; but, on
the 7th of November, 1601, ihe bill to restrain the excess-
ive use of coaches within the realm of England was re-

jected. But the bitierness of antagonism to ihem did not

cease with this legislative decision. In a pamphlet called

the 'Oreal Concern of England Explained,' published
if)73. ihc writer very gravely attempts to makeout that the
introduction of coaches was ruining the trade of Ihe realm.

Following is an example of his method of reasoning:
'Before coaches were sci up, travelers rode on horse-

back, and men hai boots, spurs, saddles, bridles,

.saddle-cloths, and good riding suits, coals and cloaks,

stockings, and hals, whereby the wood and leather

of the kingdom were consumed. Besides, most gentle-

men, when they traveled on horsL-back, used to ride with
swordn, bells, jilstoU, holBtern, portmanteaus and hat
cafies. for which in tlicKc co.tches they have little or no
occaKion, yor when they rode on horseback, they roilo

in one Kuit, and carried another to wear when they came
to their journey's end; hut in coaches they ride In a
Kilk Kuit, nilk stockings, beaver hats, etc., and carry no
other with them. 'I'hls Is because they escape the wet
and dirt, which upon horseback they cannot avoid;
whereaw, itj two or ihree journeys on horseback these
clolhc"^ and hals were wont 'o b:; s|)oilcd ; which done
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they were forced to have new very oltcn, and that

increased the consunnption ofmanufacture' In another
part of his pamphlet, the satne writer puts the follow-

ing query,evidently with the notion that it was a clincher

;

'Is it for a man's health or husiness to he laid fast in

four ways; to ride all day with strangers, often times
siclc, diseased, ancient people, or young children crying;
all whose humors lie is obliged to put up with, and
crippled witli their boxes and bundles?' As an addi-

tional objection against ttie introduction of coaches, the

writer urges that tliey would discourage the breeding
and lessen the value of horses.

"The following passage occurs in a protest against

the construction of railways, which is preserved in the

archives of the Nurnberg Railway, at Furth, whicli was
tlie first line constructeil in (ieriiiany. It was drawn
up by the Royal College of Bavarian i^octors:

"'Travel in carriages drawn by a locomotive ought to

be forbidden in the interest of public healtli. The rapid

movement cannot fail to produce among the passengers
the mental affection Icnown as Delirium Kuriotum.
Even if travelers are willing to incvu' this risk, the gov-
ernment should at least protect the public. A single

glance at a locomotive passing rapitily is sutVicient to

cause the same cerebral derangement, consequently, it

is absolutely necessary to build a fence ten feet in height
on each side of tlie railway.

"These were all European, however, so in order to

assure you that ttiese peculiar views were held in our
country, the tollowing protest from the good citizens of

Philadelphia, in 1S33, against the introduction of gas,

will be of interest to you :

*'^PIiiladeiJ'Itia, November 2S, 1833.

'*
' To the lloiiorahle, the Sdrct and Common Councils oj

the City oj PhiladeJfhia:

"
' Gentlemen:
'"The subscribers beg leave to respectfully remon-

strate against the plan now in action for lighting the city

with gas, as they consider it a most offensive, inexpedi-

ent and dangerous mode of lighting. In saying this they
are fully sustained by the accounts of explosions, loss of

life and destruction of ]>roperty where this mode of
lighting has been adopted.

"'We consider gas to be as combustible as gunpowder
and nearly as fatal in its acts; as regards the immense
destruction of property, we believe that the vast num-
ber of fires in New York and otiier cities may be in a

great measure ascribed to this mode of lighting. The
leakage of pipes and carelessness of stopping off the gas
furnish almost daily instances of its destructive effects.

And when we consider that this powerful and destruc-

tive agent must necessarily be left ofcen to the care and
attention of youth and domestics and careless people,

we only wonder that the consequences are not more
appalling. It is also an uncertain light, sometimes
suddenly disappearing and leaving streets and houses
in total darkness.

" 'The watersofthe Delaware and Schuykill, now con-
sidered the most pure and salubrious in the world, as

many long voyages have fully tested, must soon, we
fear, experience the deterioration which has reduced
the water of the Thames to the present impure state,

for no reservoir will be able to contain such fetid drains
from such an establishment, and very soon the rivers

must be their receptacle, to the destruction of the im-
mense shoals of shad, herring and other fish, with
which they abound; the same cause must produce the

same efiect. Salmon, smelts, and other fish formerly
caught in vast quantities in the Thames, have nearly
all disappeared. The constant digging up of the streets,

the circumstiiinces of the gas pipes, which, at the inter-

section of each square, must come in contact with the

water pipes, are difficulties and evils which we would
anxiously avoid.

"'In conclusion, we earnestly solicit that the lighting
our city ivith oil may be continued.

'"And your petitioners, etc.

"'Signed by 1,200 of the leading citizens of Philadel-

phia, whose names are attaclied hereto, such as Horace
Binney, Hartman Kuhn, Jacob Ridgway, Paul Beck,
Henry Pratt, Benjamin Chew, (on whose farm the bat-

tle of Germantown was fought), John Sargeant, Charles
Wharton, Richard Willing, Edward Pennington,
Robert Baux, Joshua Longstreath, Matthew Newkirk,
and 1,200 others.

" 'N. B,—The above are only part of the names, as
many of the remonstrances have not yet come in.'

"

The double and single trolley systems have each had
ardent advocates, but three years' experience has
decided the question in favor of the single trolley and
the ground return.

In July, iSSS, several roads were using tlie over-run-
ning trolley and it was a question whether the over-
running or under-running system was preferable. Three
vears have decided this question also, and practically all

of theelectric roads of to-day operate with under-running
trolleys. The "fish pole" of 18SS has Ijeen supplanted
by the neat steel rod of iSgi, and the "broom. stick

train" can no longer be spoken of with disrespect as re-

gards outward appearances.
Three years have not passed without much litigation

and already we have historical cases finally determined,
which tend to fix tlie legal boundaries of the rights of

electric railways. Some of tliesc decisions are of great
importance.
The telephone companies have quite naturally been

ardent advocates of the double trolley, and to avoid suf-
^

fering from the induced cunents of the single trolley,

tliey have sought to induce the courts to c(>(npel rail-

way companies to use metallic circuits. A recent
decision of the Supreme Court of the state of (^hio, is a
fair statement of tiic present legal aspect of this (pies.

tion.

Single Trolley System vs. Double Trolley.

(Supreme Court of Ohio.)

Syllabus.

I. The dominant purpose for which streets in a

municipality are dedicated and opened is to facilitate

l>ub!ic travel and transportation, and in that view, new
and improved modes of conveyance by street railways
are by law authorized to be constructed, and a franchise
granted to a telephone company of constructing and
operating its lines along and upon such streets, is sub-
ordinate to the right of the [>nblic in the streets for the
purpose of travel and transportation.

J. Tlie fact that a telephone company acquired and
entered upon the exercise of a franchise to erect and
maintain its telephone poles and wires upon the streets

of a city, prior to the operation of an electric railway
thereon, will not give the telephone company, in the
use of the streets, a right paramount to the easement of
the public, to adopt and use the best and most improved
mode of travel thereon; and if the operation of the
street railway by electricity as the motive power tends
to disturb the working of tlie telephone system, tlie

remedy of the telephone company will be to re-adjust
its methods to meet the condition created by the intro-
duction of electro- motive power upon the street railway'.

3. Where a telephone company, under authority,
derived from statute, places its poles and wires in the
streets of a municipality, and in order to make a com-
plete electric circuit for the transmission of teleplionic

messages, uses the earth, or what is known as the
"ground circuit," for a return current of electricity ; and
where an electric street railway afterward constructed
on the same streets, is operated'with tiie "single trolley

overhead system" so called, of which the ground
circuit is a constituent part, if the use of tlie ground
circuit in the operation of the street railway interleres

with telephone communication, the telephone company,
as against the street railway, will not have a vested
interest and exclusive right in and to the use of the
ground circuit, as a part of the telephone systetn.

The telephone companies have been beaten in every
case, and the fact has been definitely settled that railway-

companies may use a single overhead trolley wire and
a ground return without infringing any rights of the
telephone companies.
Many interesting legal questions have arisen in refer-

ence to line construction.

Objection was made by the summer residents of
Newport to the construction of an overhead electric

railway, and eminent counsel was employed to place
every possible legal obstacle in the way. The case
was carried to the Supreme Court of the state of Rhode
Island for determination of some of the novel points
involved, and one of these points was

:

Are Poles and Wires an Additional Servitude upon the

Streets?

The Court held:

"The fourth ground alleged is that, if the act of incor-

poration authorizes the use of electricity for the operation
of said street railway, and the erection of the poles as an-
cillary thereto, it is unconstitutional and void, because it

authorizes the imposition of additional servitude upon the

streets without providing for any additional compensation
to the owners of the fee of said streets. We think it is

settled by the greater weight of decision that a railroad

constructed in a street or highway and operated by steam
in the usual manner imposes a new servitude and entitles

the owner of the fee to an additional compensation; but
that a street railway operated by horse power, as such
street railways are ordinarily operated, does not imposeany
new servitude, and does not entitle the owner of the fee to

any additional compensation.
"The distinction is not often stated as a distinction be-

tween steam and horse railroads; but the distinction prop-
erly rests, not on any difference in motive power, but on
the different effects produced by them respectively on the

highways or streets which they occupy. A steam railway

is held to impose a new servitude, not because it is

operated by steam, but because it is so operated as to be
incompatible with the use of the street in the other usual

modes, or, in other words, so as practically to exclude the

usual modes of use.

"A steam railroad on a street, so operated as to be con-
sistent with the use of the street in the usual modes, has
been held not to impose a new servitude.

"It is not th^ motor but the kind of occupation, whether
practically exclusive or not, which is the criterion.

"The only considerable privilege which the horse-car has
over other vehicles is that, being confined to its tracks, it

cannot turn aside for other vehicles, while they are forced
to turn aside for it; but this is an incidental matter, insuffi.

cient to make the horse railroad a new servitude.

"The street railway here complained of is operated
neither by steam or horse power, but by electricity. It

does not appear, however, that it occupies the streets or
highways any more e.xclusively than if it were operated by
horse power.

"Reference has been made to cases which hold that tele-

graph or telephone poles and wires creeled on streets or
highways constitute an additional servitude, entitling the
owners of the fee to additional compensation; and from
these cases it is argued that the railway here complained of
is an additional servitude, by reason of the poles and wires
which communicate its motive power. There are cases
which hold as stated, and there arc cases which hold other-
wise, but, assuming that telegraph and telephone poles and
wires do create a new servitude, we do not think it follows
that the poles and wires erected and used for the service of
said street railway likewise create a new servitude. Tele-
graph and telephone poles and wires arc not used to facili-

tate the use of the streets where they arc erected for travel

and transportation, or. if so, very indirectly so; wheteas
the poles and wires here in question are directly ancillary

to the uses ol the streets as such, in that they oommunicalc
the power by which the street cars are propelled."

In the purely technical field all obstacles have been over-
come. I.ikc rerry, "We have met the enemy and they are
ours." The severe strain imposed by railway work on the
generating plant has necessitated the development of new
types of engines and the fluctuations of the dynamos have
been prevented by compound winding and scries coils.

Self-regulating dynamos arc now considered necessary in

any well-planned power plant.

I attended the exposition at Bremen, in Xorth Germany,
last summer, and had the pleasure of riding on an electric

railway, operated by two So horse power Thomson-Houston
dynamos. One dynamo was driven by a 70 horse power
Armington ^: Sims engine, and one by a 125 horse power
German engine. So closely did the small Vmerican engine
regulate that no variation in potential could be obser\"cd
under the most violent and sudden variations in load.
Notwitlistanding its greater pDwer, the f lerraan engine was
slow to respond, and the variations in sptcd we:e marked.
I was subsequently informed that a medal was awarded to

the American engine, aUhough it had not been entered as
an exhibit.

This is indicative of the enterprising way in which the
inventors and manufacturers of the United States have
met the new conditions imposed by the adoption of elec-

tricity as a motive power.
The difficulties Mr. Sprague encountered in Richmond

in using copper brushes have now be-n avoided by the in-

troduction of the carbon brush, for which we are indebted
to Mr. C. j. Van Depoele.
As e^rly as 1SS3 S4 Van Depoele used cirbon brushes

with his motors. When the Van Depoele Electric .Manu-
facturing company was purchased by the Thomson-
Houston company in iSSS, Van iJepoele went to the Lynn
factory of the latter company. Many did not then con-
sider tiie carbon brush as practicable, and it was some
time before Mr. Van Depoele hid an opportunity to
demonstrate its possibilities. When the time did come its

great value was so apparent that it was at once adopted for

motor work, and subsequently has been used exclusively
with generators.

Since the general adoption of the present method of
mounting the motors directly on the axles, double reduc-
tion motors have been used. Tlie supposed necessity of
high speed of revolution in the armature made this obliga-
tory. In iSfjo it was found practicable to make motors in

which the armature revolved at a slower rate and a single
gear sufliced for the now greatly reduced reduction. From
10 and 12 to I with the old motor we come to 4'^ to i with
the new motor. The gears are inclosed in boxes and run
in oil so that the noise has been reduced to a minimum.
the offensive noise of the gears being practically elim-
inated. We have also gearless motors with no reduction
and no gears.

Generator construction has kept pace with the improve-
ments.
As large stations have been built generators have in-

creased in size, and electrical companies are now producing
500 horse power dynamos as readily as the steam engine
builders respond to similar demands.
We have learned what it costs to operate electric rail-

ways, and the result is gratifying. In iSSS it was prophe-
sied that while electric roads might make good showing so
long as the apparatus was new and curiosity ridmg lasted,

in a short time the macliinery would begin to weir out and
the roads would be swamped by the great repair bills. In
reality we find the almost universal testimony is that the
longer the road runs the less is the cost of repairs. This is, of
course, not due to the fact that the apparatus improves in

quality with age, but the explanation is to be found in tlie

very simple fact that as small defects are eliminated and the
employes become more experienced and the organization
is perfected, the apparatus is better cared for, and injuries

are prevented.

A very conspicuous example of this is the West End
Street railway, which has been under my immediate ob-
servation.

In the contract between the Thomson- Houston Electric

company and the railway company it was provided that

we should keep the overhead line and electrical apparatus
on the cars in repair at a given price per car mile. There
were many reasons which influenced us to make such a
contract, but the chief reason was that this was the un-
certain element in the operation of an electrical railway,

and unless this uncertainty could be eliminated, the West
End would not make any contract. The cost of these re-

pairs has steadily decreased, and on the ist of October the
West l^nd company avail themselves of their option and
relieve us of this part of our contract, knowing there is

now no uncertainty, and that they can do the work them-
selves for less money than ihey pay us.

Some months since IVesideni Whitney gave to the public

the detailed figures showing the receipts and operating ex-
penses of the West End road. These are of very great
interest to all, and I give them in full for the purpose of
drawing some conclusions from them:

THK KLKCTKIC SVSTKM.

April May. June. July.

Gross rei'ciius $ M4i.Ui $ m.^JiS $ IS.1.9^ $ ' M^S.^^
General expenses N103 7*79'' 7t*'»5 ^»^
Track ;nul car cxiwiiscs.

.

"

47..H7 4.';iH.» .lOt^'^O 4,1*^'
Motive jwwor .^ii 104 .lo,93

1

9<S.iS9 a*Vi**^
ToUil operating expenses S<;,S^;4. ^,i''.i 73i4iM 77>^9
Net carninys 4N(^7 <S<».47S ^.W 07.505
Milcsrnii .*'>4.I50 .57*S3»' 5*x>.S*'7 ,?77.w'
Ratio of milcise j6.'v»: ^S-S^ '5>'5 25.10
Per cent, operating; ex-

penses 6,1. .^t* -I^.l^ ^7•^« $3,-AA
Eatnin}{S i>er mile rnn ,. 31. '^5 .5'^'4a 4--7I .iS.,w
Expenses per nulc run:

Motive power '^7-''S oS.iJ **7-Jl' 07.00 •

Car repaii-s 01.30 oi.j^; 01. iS 01.17
Damaiie-s o^'75 oo.A> >x>.i(t 00,13
Conductors and drivers. o7..j.-; 07.56 07. a<; o6.oj
Otlicr expenses <*|.<\; o|.S<> 01.47 05.37
Total expenses per mile
run ^'-75 i3.5<» *0-37 90.4S

Net oarncd per m;(c run. iJ.30 10.07 ^^'^A '7-^
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IIOKSE CAi; SYSTEM.

C ross receipts 5 344.39'5 $ 374i6o5 $395,555 5 409.S78

Genera! expenses 22,514 22,6y2 22,217 20,057

Track and car expenses. 136,693 127,902 125,393 I35'954

Motive power 117,740 118,972 116,210 116,271

Total op. exp ^76-947 269.556 zO^^^^zs 272,888

Net earnings 67,149 105.049 '3i»729 '3*^>990

Miles run 1,083,887 1,094,683 1,073,718 1,120,377

Ratio mileage 71-33 74-43 74-85 74-81

Per cent op. exp 8062 7i-95 66.70 66.58

Earnings per mile run.. 3'-77 34>--^ 36-85 3*^-55

Exp. per jnile run:

—

Motor powei ic.S6 10.86 1O-S3 10.3S

Car repairs 00.93 °"^ 60 oo.t>i 00.6

r

Damages 00.7S 0037 00. 15 00.06

Conduciors and drivers. oS 24 03.34 0S.25 0S.23

Other expenses O4.70 04.5s 04-24 o^-f'?

Total exp. per mile run. 25.55 -14.62 34.5S 24.35

Net earned " " " 06.22 09.60 12.27 "--^3

TriE ENTIRE SYSTEM!.

April. May. June. July.

Gross earnings $ 475,7'" S 519=44 ? 549 543 S 554. 43>

Gen. expenses ,- 30,707 30,478 29,6^3 27,613

Track and car exp 184,141 173-^44 165,027 i7QiSs3

Motive power 147.931 MQ.^?'^ U^iSTO 142.670

Totalop exp ,362,-;Si 353."-° 337.-^+ 35o."37

Net earnings "5.935 165,524 212,250 204,294
Milesrun 1.478,316 1,471,004 i,t33.7-'^5 I.497.56S

Ratio o£ mileaee 100 lOo 100 100

Percent, op exp 76 S2 68-12 61,37 63.1:;

Earnings per mile run... 3^ 5>^ j5-9 3^-33 37-02

Exp. per mile run:—
-Motive power 10.01 10.10 09.94 09.53

Car repairs ... 01.05 '^o-79 00.76 00.75

Damages on.77 00,50 00.15 00.07

Coad uctors and drivers. 0S.03 oS.oi oS 00 07.91

Other exp 04 6S 04 55 04.67 05.12

Total exp. per mile run 24.54 24.01 23 53 23-3S

Net earned per mile run 07.85 11.25 14-81 13-64

Taking the June figures, it will be noticed that the net

earnings per electric car mile exceed the net earnings per

horse car mile by 10 07 cents, while the operating expenses

of the horse car lines exceed those of the electric car lines

by 4.20 cents per car mile. The difference is 5 S6 cents

per car mile which is the gain to the company due solely to

the public satisfaction with the electric service. Mr.

Arthur Tones of the T.-H. International company first

produced this figure which he calls the "satisfaction

figure.

"

The net earnings per electric car mile exceeded the net

earnings per horse car mile by the following amounts:

In April 6.0S cents per car mile.

" May 6 47 " " "
" June TO.07 " " " "

Mean 7.54 " " '*

The net sarnings of the horse cars for the three months
averaged 9.36 cents per car mile, hence the electric cars

showed a gain of So per cent, in the net earnings per car

mile over the horse cars.

For the three months, we have the following figures for

the electric cars:

Total receipts $ 432,947
" e.'cpenses 243,456

Percentage of expenses to receipts 56 per cent.

In St. Paul and Minneapolis, with a combinec popula-

tion of 350,000, there is to-day not one single horse car.

Minneapolis has 120 miles of electric railways, all equipped

with the overhead system, and St. Paul has 75 miles of

electric railways and 15 miles of cable. Most of the cable

mileage is to be abandoned and supplanted by electricity.

The last car horse disappeared from the streets of Minne-

apolis in June of this year. The July report of the Minne-

apolis system shows:

Gross earnings $ 107,571
" expenses 52-585

Net earnings 54 985
Percentage of expenses to receipts 49 per cent.

Cleveland. Buffalo, Rochester, Toledo, Omaha, "incin-

nati and many other large cities are now operating their

street cars almost exclusively with electric motors, and the

universal testimony is favorable to the increased facilities

afforded the public, and the increased profits to the stock-

holders.

Not the least important of the developments of the last

three years has been the financial development. The fine

showing as to earnings, the gradual decrease in operating

expenses, where increases were expected, the oft-demon-

strated abilit)' to run electric cars in all kind of weather, in

ice, snow, sleet, hail or rain, has greatly improved the

standing of electrical securities. An electric road is no

longer an experiment, it is a paying investment and there

are not a few instances where the introduction of electricity

has been the salvation of a horse road that otherwise would

have soon been in the hands of a receiver. The rapidly

increasing demand for electrical securities is an evidence of

heahhy growth of public sentiment in this direction. To
equip electrically means the expenditure of money which

must come from an increase of the bonds stock issued.

The ability of the public to rapidly absorb these new bonds
of stocks mast be the ultimate limit of the ability of the

railway companies to move in this direction.

In Auj^st the West Knd Street Railway company put

out four millions of common stock for additional electrical

equipment under a plan of subscription which provided

for two deferred payments. When the subscription books

were clo&ed on the :th of August, 33,000 shares had been

pa'd in and only a paltry 245 shares had taken advantage

of the option for deferred payments, I know of no more

striking object lesson than this, except perhaps the rapid rise

of the \Ve«^t Knd common stock from O3 to 77, which imme-
dutely foiloxrcd.

Electric securities have heretofore been offered at

tempting figurc:s, but the day for this i.^y passing. The
public is realizing that a good street railA-ay security

is better than a western railroad bond or stock, and the

clertric rosd« are better than the hor?ic roads, Klcctric

railv y where no one would dream of building

a h', . 1 when the public taste is whetted for

cle-".
"

"-^f we shall see a mari'clous increase

in t^.c ajaiU.T of roads and the equipment of exi»ting

roads that will mean iranspc^rtaiion facilities for thou-

sands who are now unprovided, and many years' work
for our electrical factories.

DlSCUS.SION.

Mr. Hammer : This is an admirable paper, con-

taining a number of chronological events which deserve
to go on record, but I think that some have been omit-

ted. To say nothing of the experience of Dr. Siemens,
whose railroad is still running in Berlin, and whicli

antedates any that Capt. Griffin has mentioned,
I mii^ht refer to the experiments made in iSSi in Paris

at the time of the electrical exposition. I believe the

date given as the earliest, in this paper, was 18S:;. I

have a very vivid recollection of an electric railroad

which was in operation in iSSo and iSSi, a mile and a

half in length, at Meno Park, and which attained a

speed of no less than forty miles per hour, and within a

very short time after that was extended to three and a

half miles in length. It was such an elaborate experi-

ment at that time, ar.d of such great commercial value,

that I think the fact should be put on record in connec-
tion with a paper of the importance that this is.

Mr. Griffin: I would like to say with reference to

early experiments which I Iiave referred to that I did not

intend that the list should be taken as complete. I in-

tended to confine it simply to the United States. The
car I refer to, on the Cleveland road, was the first one
I know of in operation upon any existing street railway
on the streets of a city as an exislingroad. There were
lots of experimental roads which were built in addition

to those I have mentioned, that were built for the pur-

pose of demonstrating the feasibility arid the possibility

of operating street railways by electricity, but I think that

that car in Cleveland was the first car that was put into

regular operation upon an existing street railway upon
the streets of a city, and put in schedule operation. That
may be a small distinction, but such as it is it is one which
Mr. Bentley and Mr. Knight have always delighted to

make a great deal of.

Mr. Armstrong: I believe that at the present time
I represent a corporation, and poiii-sibly the only one that

is a member of this association that operates a street

railroad by electricity. While I am president of the

Camden Lighting & Healing company, I am also the

accredited representative of the Camden Horse Railway
company, which operates one of its lines by electricity,

and our Camden Lighting & Heating company fur-

nishes the power. I want to say so far as the experi-

ence Ave have had is concerned, that ihe very fact of

operating our lines by electricity has brought us large

additional travel. I had a letter last night from our street

car company which said that Monday, Labor Day, was
the largest day they had ever had, and that the receipts

were beyond anything that they had ever had before.

Thev did not have one moment's delay, nothing was
out of order in the station or cars, and in carrying these

heavy loads—carrying more than they had ever carried

in their history before—they moved along very easily

and very satisfactorily. As to accidents, I may say that

on our electric road we have had one fatal accident.

We were drawing a trail car with a motor car, and there

were six young fellows coming over to some sort of a

picnic, and they got into the motor car, which was closed

but afterward, while the car was in motion, going up
the street, they thought they would like to get into the

trail car, and so a young man while attempting to swing
from the motor to the trail car, caught his foot and was
thrown under the wheelsof the trailcar before the brakes
could be applied. This same letter that I have just re-

ceived tells about an accident on the very street on which
Hive. A son of a friend ofmine was riding on a bicycle

along the track, and in some way he was thrown beneath
the wheels of the street car, and before the brakes could

he applied he was killed. So that of the two fatal acci-

dents that we have had on our road neither of them could

by any manner of reasoning be attributed to the use of
electricity. We have had no difficulty so far as the

wires are concerned, in the shape of accidents. There
is one thing with which I am not yet able to agree with
Capt. Griffin. Possibly later experience may lead me
to agree with his statement, that it will pay to put down
an electric road where a horse road would not pay.

So far as my observation is concei ned, I cannot bear out
that statement, because you can surely operate a horse
railroad at less expense by running fewer cars, than you
can possibly operate an electric road where you have to

have your steam plant and your power tyr producing
electricity ready all the time. Our experience has been
that it pays us only because we carry so many more
people than we did when we were operating by cars.

Dk, Bell: I had occasion last year to look into this

very question with a good deal of care, and in answer to

my inquiries I received replies from considerably over one
hundred roads, with reference to the effect of a change of

motive power on the traffic, and on the actual operating

expenses. Tlie result of the experiences detailed in those

replies (and they were from representatives of all the

well known systems) was singularly uniform. I found
that there had been a great increase in traffic, varying

from 30 per cent, to 500 per cent., following the change
from horses to electricity, whereas the actual expenses
(although formerly greater with electricity than with horses)

were much less in proportion to the traffic with electricity

than with horses, and that furthermore very fre()ucntly a

real decrease in the running expenses was observed. 1

think that there arc certain classes of roads which arc op-

erated every day by electricity, that never would be profit-

able operated by horses, and that is roads on grades which
are far too severe for .successful regular operation with

horses, and which at the same time run through regions too

sparsely settled lo permit of surmounting grades by cables.

There is a very considerable field of that kind which can
not be operated except by electricity, Wc are now oper-

ating in many places 10 to 12 per cent, grades, and
operating under circumstances where it would be almost

impossible to handle the cars by any amount of animal
power that you could get on the street. It is in these
special cases that the advantages are most manifest,
although I think to-day experience shows that in a fair

sized system the actual running expenses per car mile are
quite a little less with electricity than with horses. Of
course on the great West End system that is very marked
indeed, and that location is specially favorable. But the
balance is, I think, in at least one half the cases that I have
been able to get information about, in favor of electricity

in the line of expense—the total expenses per car mile

—

quite aside from the question of increased travel.

Electrical Statistics for the Census.

The president read the following telegram with refer-

ence to the census statistics:

Mk. Allen R. Foote: All investigations in charge of e.\pert
soecial ag-cnts have been postponed until after the meeting of Con-
gress. All agents have been dropped, including yourself. Letter by
mail.

The President: That is looking forward to dropping
the idea of gathering together a lot of valuable statistics,

right at the time when we are in the middle of it. Since
that telegram was received the letter has also arrived, and
I think has been handed to Dr. Mason, who will give us
further information in relation to it, and will give us some
suggestions.

Dr. Mason: You will remember a year ago in our
meetings resolutions were introduced relative to a com-
mittee on legislation, and a resolution was then adopted
urging Congress to make an appropriation in support of the
movement to take a thorough census of the electrical in-

dustry. A bill which had been introduced in Congress
having this object in view was urged, but at the last mo-
ment, in the pressure of business, the matter was passed
over, and no appropriation has ever been made for taking
the census of the electrical industries. Some $15,000,
which had been already expended, has been taken from
other funds by General Porter—all the time hoping that

they could get on in that way until an appropriation could
be made by ConE;ress. liut in the confusion with re-

gard to census matters General Porter has found himself
obliged to take the action stated in this telegram, and fol-

lowed up by the letter, which perhaps it is not necessary that

I should read to you further than to say that in view of the
facts in the case he states that it does not seem practicable

for him to continue furnishing the funds as he has been
doing, and without a special appropriation. In this letter

he looks to the retaking up of the work on the part of Mr.
Foote when proper appropriations shall have been secured.

It seems to me of the utmost importance that at the present

meeting this association shouid take definite action looking

to the securing of the appropriation which was asked for a
year ago. and which should have been granted at the ses-

sion of Congress then being held. Personally I feel that

Congress has been guilty of an absurdity. Look at the

statistics which have been brought us here in the last hour
relative to the applications of electricity as motive power
in matters of traction. Look at what has been done in the

past two years—and no statistics being gathered, no record

being made in this census of the work of the last ten years

particularly, all along the various branches of applied elec-

tricity. It is now proposed that this shall be dropped;

that there shall go on the record with the census of 1S90
no mention of electricity. The thing is absolutely absurd.

It seems to me that if properly presented to Congress at its

next meeting suitable action may be taken But in the

meantime what shall be done? After 1^15,000 has been
expended on the work it is dropped. I doubt whether it

can be laid down and taken up again. It should go on
now, and some provision should be made by the secretary

of the interior, which will enable this work to be
finished. I beg to offer the following:

Whereas, the Hon. Robert P. Porter, superintendent of the
eleventh census, has authorized tiie collection of the statistics of
the electrical industries and has appointed Allen R. Foote special

expert agent for that purpose; and,
Whkkeas, Mr. Poote has prepared schedules for the collection

of such statistics covering nearly every known practical use of elec-

trical energy; and,
Whereas, These schedules provide for information of great pub-

lic value that is imperatively demanded for the intelligent discussion
and settlement of questions of grave public importance; and,
WuEREAS, This association is advised that tlie work undertaken

is in daneer of being delayed, if not altogether abandoned, by reason
of insufficient appropriation, thus utterly wasting the $12,000 or

$13,000 already expended, and what is of far more serious moment,
depriving the people of the benefits derived from a report that there
is reason to believe would be a thorough and reliable authority on
the subjects of which it treats.

Therefore be it Besolved—
That this association respectfully requests the Hon. Robert P.

Porter, superintendent of census, or, if he is not sufTiciently em-
powered, the Hon. John W. Noble, secretary of the interior, to pro-
vide for the carrying to the earliest possible completion of the work
so well begun.
That immediately upon the convening of the S2d Congress the

executive committee of this association be directed to secure the
reinlroduciion of Senate Bill No. 4329 of the 51st Congress appro-
priating $50,000 for the special work under Mr. Foote's direction and
ti use all proper means to secure its passage ut the earliest possible

dale
That this association hereby expresses its approval and liiyti

appreciation of tlie work Mr, f''oote hus done in hi.s ofTicial capacity
as s|)ecial agent of the eleventh cen.sus for the collection of the
statistics of the electrical industries and its belief that.the report9 he
may |)re]mre, if enabled fully to carry out his plans therefor, as
shown by the schedules submitted by him for examination, will have
a value e<]ual lo that of the most vaiuable reports ever issued hy the
Uniled States governiiienl.

That llie president and secret try of lliis nssuciation be directed
to at once forward a cerlidcd cojiy of llie.se preambles an J resohilionH
lo N ihe Hon. John W. Noble, .secretary of the interior, Hon,
Robert P. Porter, »nperinlcndcnt of census, unci Allen K. Ii'oote, spe-
cial agent for the eleventh census, at Washinjjlon, D, C.

1 desire to say in nddilion that I hold in my hand sev-

eral schedules which Mr, l''ootc has prepared in lus founda-
tion work for the gathering of the information needed
with regard to matters connected with electricity, and I

have examined them with a great deal of care. I do not
consider myself competent to pass judgment upon them,
but I will say this, as one who has .something lo do with
statistics, that they arc the most complete of any that I have
ever seen. I had something to do with the census of
18S0. I would say that 1 have examined every part
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of it with the greatest care, and I know of no department
of the census of 1880 that in its foundation work will com-
pare with Mr. l'"ootc's work as represented by the sched-
ules in this book. I will jjo further and say of my own
personal knowledge that the ablest men and the ablest

judges in our country on this subject, such men for in-

stance. as those who are at the head of our great telephonic

and telegraphic interests, have the same opinion that I

have expressed, and look forward with profound interest

to the completion of this work. We arc not the only ones
interested, but all the industries into which electricity is

entering as a factor are interested in this <|ucstion. I

hope that this matter will not end with tliis association,

but at the convention of the Street Railwaj-' association

similar resolutions may be passed, and that action may be
taken by all other associations who are interested in kind-
red matters.

Mk. Armsi'RONc;; T gladly second those resolution^,

but I think we ought to go farther than that. I particularly

appreciate *vhat Dr Mason has referred to. as to stopping
the work that has now begun. A delay of six months is a

m St serious thing for u?. Why? Because we are trying

to gain information which will enable us to make great

strides in advance in the next six months. That is the

reason why we have been having conventions twice a year.

I apprehend that the reason why this work is permitted to

lag is largely because it is not understood. I feel that the-

matter is of sufficient importance to make it advisable
for us to have a committee headed by such a man as Dr.

Mason to go to AVashington. Our resolutions may go to

Washington, but do you know, in the pressure of business,

what is done with resolutions that are received there?

The importance of the matter is not understood. It is not
a toy that we are playing with, but how many there are

who regard the whole electrical industry as simply a toy.

They do not understand it. But those who come in con-
tact with it and who know what a business it has become
can appreciate it. There are very few, if any, more im-

portant industries in this country than those which are con-

nected with electricity. The interest which we represent

conip'ises only one department of the science, if I may so

term it. Let us send from this body to Washington a

committee, and if we have done nothing else at this con-
vention, and the committee succeeds in having the work con-
tinued now, it will well have repaid us for coming here.

I trust that Dr. Mason will add to his resolutions that a

committee of three or of five members be appointed by
this body to present the resolutions, and that they go to

Washington and at once present them to the superintend-
ent of the census, to the secretary of the interior, and, if

it be necessary, to the president himself, in order that di-

rection may be given for (he continuance of this work.
There is enough of interes' in the work for us— there is

enough involved in it for us as an association—to assume all

the expense, and to take all the time necessary to be ex-

pended and to make all efforts that may be required to

accomplish this work and prevent its being dropped for a

month or for a week.
Mr. Francisco: I fully agree with Judge Armstrong

in the position that he has taken with regard to this ques
tion. I have had occasion during the last year in a
matter which I have had in hand regarding statistics to-

draw heavily upon the census depaitment. and have re-

ceived very valuable information which has been gathered
as has been illustrated here- I hope and trust that this

matter will be pushed vigorously, and that, as Judge Arm-
strong says, this association will take it up and carry it

forward immediately. Let us not be content with merely
sending these resolutions to Washington. Resolutions
are not apt to be acted upon promptly. When tbey get to

Washington they are hastily read, chucked under the

table, and the colored boy picks them up and throws
them in the waste basket, f have been there myself and I

know how it works. I would offer as an amendment to

Dr. Mason's resolutions, that the president appoint a com-
mittee, as Judge Armstrong suggests, and that Dr. Mason
be made chairman of that committee.

Dr. Mason: It is evidently the sense of the meeting
that something of this sort should be offered, and I will offer

this now if you will allow me. I move that a committee
of three members of this association be appointed, whose
duty it shall be to carry the resolutions to Washington.
The resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Dr. Mason: I will now introduce the portion that I

had in mind:
That a committee of five members of the National Electric Light

association be appointed who shall carry to Washington the preamble
and resolutions just adopted, present the same to t lie honorable, the
superintendent of census, the honorable the secretary of the interior,

and if desirable, to the president of the United States, and uree the
necessary of containing, without a day's delay, the work of Special
Agent Foote.

The resolution was unanimously adopted.

Mr. Smith: May I say that I know that circulars with

regards to statistics have been received by electric light

companies, some of which did not think they were
called upon to give what the statistics asked for? They
did not feel that the letter compelled them
to do it, and they feared that some of the statistics

might be made useof in an illegitimate way. Therefore there

was some hesitation in giving the information. Would it not
be wise for this association to issue a circular to every
electric light company in the country, saying that the

statistics were asked for from every electric company in

the countrj';that the matter was very important,and that the

information sought was useful to all the industry, and urg-

ing everyone to make prompt replies. I speak now from
experience and observation of the difliculty in the way
of getting this information. I would like some one to make
a motion to that effect. It strikes me also that it would be
a good plan to bring inlluence to bear upon our represen-

tatives. If the secretary of the interior had .$50,000 now
to appropriate for this work, that would end the matter so

far as we are concerned— if we can get him to do it. but I

feel that if we wait for Congress to make the appropria
tion we may have to wait forever. I believe that every
state should take up the matter and ask its representa-

tives to present this matter, and support it in Congress
when the proper time comes. If this be done the money
will be appropriated, otherwise it may not be. I think it

would be a very good plan for the different companies of

the state to take it up and issue a letter from each com-
pany to the local representative in Congress. I think that

plan would carry great weight.
The President: 1 would state in reply to asuggcstion

as to the difficulty in collecting the statistics, that Mr.
Foote has had a special agent go to as many cities and
towns as he has had lime to reach, and personally interview

the central station men and get this information, which at

a later date is to be incorporated in the records.

Dr. Mason presented the following:
Kfxu/7!ci/, That lh»! association request the co-opciation of other

c'lcctrical associations and societies, also all associations or societies

directly or indirectly interested in the subject, to scciiri* the carrying
to complctiiin of the census work commenced by Special Ai;cnt Allen
M.. I'nolc, for the ciillcction of statistics of the electrical industries.

The resolution was unanimously adopted.

Wiring ANP InsuranceRui.es.
The report of the committee on wiring, etc , was then

called up for discussion.

Dr. Masox: In order to facilitate business here, I

want to call attention to the last words in the recommenda-
tion attached to the report of the committee on safe

wiring—for I prefer to call the committee by thai name.
I call your ailention to the resolution which was offered by
the committee.
That a committee of five be appointed by the president to be a

permanent committee on safe methods of construction and operation
— any vacancies that may occur on the committee from time to time
to be filled by the president.

I have made this motion at the initial stage of the
consideration of this report, for the reason that whatever
we may do with this report we need such a committee,
and in the second place, because there has been
a great deal of honest and earnest work done by this

c ommittee, and we cannot but appreciate its value. But
at the same time neither this committee nor any other com-
mit tee has presented a full report on this matter with rules

which would be satisfactory to all of us, and probably they
could not be presented until we had obiained the sanction

of a majority of the association to them in every particular.

There are certain things in this report which seem to me.
if I may be allowed in that way to criticise it. to be
absolutely absurd, as for instance when the committee
co'nmenced with the statement they "have formulated
certain preliminary requirements which ihey think essential

to safe wiring." and then say "These must not be con-
sidered as rules to be absolutely followed." Now, gentle-

men, if we are to have rules that are absolutely essential

lo safe wiring, but which are not to be absolutely followed,

why then let us stop work. I think that we ought lo have
adopted by this association certain rules which shall govern
so far as we can control the future, all installations, or

rather all installations in the future, and control them
absolutely. If with the co-operation of all the insurance
men, and of all the electrical engineers, and the expression

of the wisdom of our own members, we cannot make such
rules, then wo ought to be ashamed of ourselves. I do not
think we should adopt anything which we will not consider
should be absolutely followed, but what we say should
rather be in the nature of suggestions as to the line upon
which each local association may form its own rules in

detail, independently. Let us make rules, and let us make
rules to be followed, and let us ask that they shall be fol

lowed. So much for that. Now, most of these rules will

probably be acceptable, and accepted by every member of
this association in ju^t the form in which they have been
presented. Others of them will not be so accepted. At
least I know that I should question the expediency of some
of them. When they shall be taken up seriatim I

shall express my feelings in regrad to them.
I desire, if that resolution shall be adopted, to

have this matter taken up point after point as rapidly as
may be done, in order that suggestions may be made and
discussed, and in order that we may adopt what we can
and then refer to this new committee all those on which
we entertained doubts Let them consider them
for another six months, and come in at the next
meeting and present them to us Most of these rules we
can adopt without question. We can leave the rest of them
in the hands of this new committee.
Mr. Nichols: I quite agree with the desire e.xpressed

by Mr. Mason to have the association adopt a code of rules,

but will it not be necessary before we can adopt and enforce
those rules, to have the insurance authorities agree with us
as to the rules in detail ?

Mr. Francisco: I will simply say with regard to this

insurance business, that I am a member of the insurance
fraternity of the United States, and fi'om the knowl-
edge that I have I am able to state that

fifteen states have already practically adopted these
rules as they appear here, and the New England Insur-

ance Exchange will adopt them. I advocate the adoption
of these rules just in the form that this committee has re-

ported them. We appointed a committee which has spent
a great deal of time in investigating the subject. That
committee is composed of the ablest men we have in the
association in respect to the subject on which they have
been working. They are men vvho have had practical ex-
perience in this business, and who understand just what is

required. They have gone over this entire field. Of
course they have taken up all of these points, have inves-

tigated them, and have consulted with insurance companies
and with the insurance associations of the different states

with regard to all these different points. Now if you un-
dertake to cut these rules up, and to change them, you will

at once get into trouble with the Insurance association. The
Insurance association of the Northwest practically adopted
these rules. If vou now change these rules of course you
will bring a conllicting element into all those associations
in the northwest, in the southwest and in the New Eng-
land states at once. I trust that this association will adopt
these rules just as they stand. If there Is any little point

that the members do not agree to, or think ihey cannot

comply with it. still let them adopt these rules, test them and
at some future time that matter may come up and be fur-
ther considered. Hut when you have such a man as Capt.
Krophy. who h.as been on the road examining electric light
plants for years, on a committee of this kind, and he has
devoted his lime and contributed his experience in devising
the rules, you may depend upon it that you have got some-
thing tliat you can stand on.

Mr- /Vrmstrono: I would like to inquire of Dr, Ma-
son, of Mr. Francisco, or of Capt. Brophy, whether it

would not be possible to go a little further than the com-
mittee has gone here in this resolution, and to have this
whole matter placed in their charge ? I understand that
with the general scheme Dr. Mason is entirely satisfied.

I..et us therefore adopt it as a general scheme, just as the
matter now stands, because if the notions of each member
of the convention arc to he applied to each one of these
rules wc shall not have time todo anything else during this
convention. It seems to me that in respect to a scheme of
this kind the committee can determine doubtful poinLs
better than the convention itself could determine them. So
that I think it would be better to have the whole matter
go back to the committee, provided, of course, the general
scheme, as it stands, is satisfactor>'. and I apprehend that
that is the case.

Dr. Mason: I think that I have failed to make myself
understood. The motion which I have made is simply to
adopt a certain resolution, but if you will allow me I will

answer these points now in order to make it clear. .My
point was exactly that which Judge Armstrong presents. I

say let us adopt absolutely what you can. and deny noth-
ing, but simply refer to the new committee matters in re-

spect to which we are in doubt, in order that they may do
just what we have said. Now it is no use for os to con-
sider what the insurance people do. We settled it a
year ago. that we did not care a hg what the insurance
men might say. for we know more than they do about cer-

tain things. I say "we." fori am as largely interested as
any of you in electric light and power plants. No matter
what the insurance men may say we do not wish to adopt
rules which do not commend themselves to us. We settled

it a year ago that we would do this thing independently,
after securing, as far as we might, all the wisdom that

there was in them. I want you to understand that I de-

sire to have the majority of these rules adopted and made
absolute—not adopted tentatively, but adopted absolutely,

and that everything on which we have serious doubt be re-

ferred back lo the committee for its further considera-

tion. I believe that Capt. Brophy. and every other mem-
ber of the committee, if they will give me five minutes, will

be convinced ih^t they have made grave misiakes in re-

spect lo some of these rules.

Mr. Francisco: It i-iands just here with regard to the

insurance companies: They insist upon certain conditions.

If you don't comply with what they consider essential con-
ditions you will get into trouble. Now the insurance people
have conferred with this committee and they have practical-

ly approved these rules. By adopting them you not only
secure the adoption by thest insurance associations of your
own committee's rules, but you make a harmonious thing

through the whole field.

Mr. Armstrong: I want to be informed by the com-
mittee n-hether if we adopt these rules we make them abso-

lute rules or make them as rules which we may use or not,

just as we please.

ThePresiuiext; I thought you were going to raise apoitt
of order. The question before the house is on the adop-
tion of the resolution recommended by the committee

—

that a committee of five be appointed for future action rela-

tive to the safety of wires. That motion has nothing
whatever to do. as I understand, it with the adoption of these

rules by this association. We have received the report of

that committee, but we are making no disposition of the

report of the committee as yet as I understand this resolu-

tion.

Mr, Armsironc: I understand that a point of order

may bs raised, but it seems to me that this resolution is

broad enough to let the whole scope and scheme of the .

committee come in for d'scussion under it—because if we
do not want the scheme we do not want the committee.
The President: We want a new committee for fut-

ure work, but as to the adoption of these rules, that is

something that will come before the convention after the

pending resolution is disposed of.

The resolution was adopted.

The President: Now you have before you. as I un-

derstand it. the report of the committee on rules for safe

wiring, and it is for you to signify your pleasure in the

matter. It seems to me that while we all have confidence

in our committee, still I do not think there are any of us
who want to adopt these rules without first having an op-

portunity to go through them in detail. As suggested by
Dr. Mason it will take a good deal of lime to go through
them in detail in this convention, but I can see no harm in

receiving the report, permitting the thing to stand as it is.

and making it a special order of business for the next

meeting of the convention.

Mr- Armstrong: Is it at all necessary under the reso-

lution that we have already adopted to do anything at all?

\\"e have appointed a committee, which committee is to be
the arbitrator of rules for safe wiring. I take it that it

would be a waste of time for us even to attempt to adopt
these rules, and I am sure it would not be a mark of wis-

dom for a popular convention, as this is. to undertake to

adopt these rules. We have now resolved to appoint a
permanent committee on safe methods of construction and
operation. Within a year iht^c rules in many essential

points may be absolutely changed. I know that in our
station we have had to throw out things which a while ago
were recommended as important or essential, and the

things now adopted may soon have to be changed for some-
thing else. So. while these rules maystand as suggestions,

coming from the committee, it would be inadvisable to

atlopt any of them absolutely.

^lK. ^iAso^: If wc do not do something, what do we
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do? We throw this matter into the hands of other people.

There are rules here which I declare to you are absoluteiy

absurd, and I cannot understand how they could have

passed this committee. What are we to do with them?

Are we to leave ourselves to be bound by rules which we
cannot approve? In what position as members of the

National Electric Light association do we stand?

Upon motion of Mr. Armstrong the convenaion went into

executive session, and afterward reported the following

rules:

Tabltlatixg, Wiring and Insurance Rules.'

Class A.
CENTK.\L STATIONS—FOR LIGHT OR FO\VER.

Generators or molors must be:

1. Located in a dry place.

2. Insulated on tloors or base-frames which must be

kept filled to prevent absorption of moisture, and also be

kept clean and dry.

3. Not exposed to flying or combustible materials.

4. Each covered with a waterproof cover when not

operating.
In no case must a generator be placed in a roon-i

where any hazardous process is carried on, such as the

working room of acolton, jute, flax, woolen or flour mill.

Care and Attendance.—A competent man must
be kept on duty in the room where generators are oper-

aiing.

Oily waste must be kept in metal cans and removed
daily.

Conductors.—From generators, switch-boards, rheo-

stats, or other instruments, and thence to outside

lines, conductors must be:

1. In plain sight.

2. Vk'hoUy en non-combustible insulators, such as

glass or porcelain.

3. Separated from contact with floors, partitions or

walls through wliich they may pass, by non-combus-
tible insulating tubes.

4. Kept rigidly so far apart that they cannot come-

in contact.

5. Covered with non-inflammable insulating materia,

sufficient to prevent accidental contact.

6. Ample in carrying capacity to prevent heating.

{See Capacity of Wire" Tables.)

7. Connected by splices or joints equal in carrying

capacity to the conductors themselves, soldered if nec-

essary to make them etlicient and permanent.

S. When under floors or in distributing towers,

placed in spaces ample for inspection and ventilation,

and provided with special insulating covering.

Switch-boards must be:

I. So placed as to make it impossible to communi-
cate fire to surrounding combustible material ; acces-

sible from all sides when the connections are on the

back; or may be placed against a brick or stone wall

when the connections are entirely on the t'ace.

2. Kept free from moisture.

3 Made of non-combustible material, or of hard

wood, filled to prevent absorption of moisture.

4, Equipped with bars and wires in accordance with

rules I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 for placing conductors.

Resistance boxes and equalizers must be:

1. Equipped with meial or non-combustible frames.

2. Treated as sources of heat.

3. Placed on the switch or a distance of a foot from
combustible material, or separated therefrom by asbes-

tos or cement.
Ltghtning arresters must be:

1. Attached to each side of every overhead circuit

connected with the station.

2. In plain sight.

3. On the switch-board or in equally accessible place,

away from combustible material.

4. Connected with at least two earths by separate

wires of large size.

5. So constructed as not to maintain an arc after the

discharge has passed.

Testing— All series and alternating circuits must be

tested every two hours while in operation to discover any
leakage to earth, abnormal in view of the potential

and method of operation.

All multiple arc low potential systems (300 volts or

less) must be provided with an indicating or detecting

de\-ice, readily attachable, to afford easy means of test-

ing where the station operates perpetually.

Data obtained from all tests must be preserved for

examination by insurance inspectors.

Class B.

arc (skriesj syste.ms.

QvKRHEArjCoNDL'CTOR.s.—All outsidc Overhead con-
ductor*. (including Mrrvicef-J must be:

1. Covered with fcome Insulating material, not easily

abraded.
2. Firmly secured to properly insulated and substan-

tially built support, all the wires having an insulation

equal to that of the conductorfi they confine,

3. So placed that moisture cannot form a crofs-con-

nection between Ihem, not less than a foot apart and
not in contact with any subfttancc other than proper
insulating supports.

4. At least ftCT-en feet above the highest point of flat

roofs and at least one foot above the ridge of pitched

roofs, over which they pass or to which they are

alUched.

5. Protected whenever necessary, In view of pos-

sible accidtnla to conductors or supports, from possibil-

ity of contact with other conducting wires or substances

10 which current may leak, by dca^l insulated guard
irons or wires. Special precautions of this kind must

cf/ort^l'!*! vith r/r titt»cheii itom F/uil<JiD;fs »««! U/r iAhtt pnrptAr%.

Also to ail vafictics o1 apparatus of both hi^h atxl Unr potential

.

be taken where sharp angles occur, or where any
wires might possibly come in contact with electric light

or power wires.

6. Provided with petticoat insulators of glass or
porcelain. Porcelain knobs and rubber hooks are
prohibited.

7, So spliced or joined as to be both mechanically
and elecliically secure without solder. They must
tlien be soldered to insure preservation and covered
with an insulation equal to that on the conductors.
The following formula for soldering fluid is approved:

Saturated Solution of Zinc. , . ,5 parts

Alcohol 4 parts

Glycerine i part

Conductors should not be run over or attached to

buildings other than those in which light or power is

being, or is to be used, but on separate poles or struct-

ures always easily inspected.

Service blocks must be covered over their entire

surface with at least two coats of waterproof paint and
so maintained.

Telegraph, telephone and similar wires inust not be
placed on the same arm with electric or power wires
and should not be placed on the same structure or

pole,

INTERIOR CONDUCTOKS.

All Interior Conductors must be:

1. Where they eiiter buildings from outside terminal
insulators to and through the walls, covered with water-
proof insulation, and must have drip loops outside, pre-

ferably slanting upward toward the inside and bushed with
moisture-proof and non-combustible insulating tube.

2. Arranged to enter and leave the building through
a double contact service switch, which will efl'ectually

close the main circuit and disconnect the interior wires

when it is turned "oft"." Tiie switch must be so con-
structed that it shall be autoinatic in its action, not stop,

ping between points when started, and prevent an arc

between the points under all circumstances; it must in-

dicate on inspection whether the current be "on" or
' oftV' and be inounted on a non-combustible base in a

position where it can be kept free from moisture, and
easy of access to police or firemen.

3. Always in plain sight, never covered, except in

special cases, where an armoured tube may be neces-

sary.

4. Covered in all cases with a waterproof non-com-
bustible material that will adhere to the wire, not fray

by friction, and bear a temperature of 150 degrees F.
without softening.

5. In dry places, kept rigidly apart at least one foot,

except when covered (in addition to insulation) by a
waterproof, non-conducting and non-inflammable tub-

ing, which must be strong enough to protect the insulat-

ing covering from injury. Conductors thus placed may
be run not less than three inches apart, and be fastened

with staples, under which are placed inechanically rigid

insulating strips or saddles of greater width than the

metal of the staple, by which possibility of injury to the

tube may be prevented.

6. In damp places, attached to glass or porcelain in-

sulators, and separated ten inches or more.

7. When passing through walls, floors, timbers or

partitions, treated as in central stations under like condi-

tions.

LAMPS AND OTHER DEVICES.

Arc lamps must be in every case:

1. Carefully isolated from inflammable material.

2. Provided at all limes with a glass globe surround-
ing the arc, securely fastened upon a closed base. No
broken or cracked globes may be used.

3. Provided with a hand switch, also an automatic
switch, that will shunt the current around the carbons,

should they fail to feed properly.

4. Provided with reliable stops to prevent carbons
i'rom falling out in case the clamps become loose.

5. Carefully insulated from the circuit in all their ex-

posed parts

6. Where inflammable material is near or under the

lamps, provided with a wire netting around the globe
and a spark-arrester above, to prevent escape of sparks,

melted copper or carbon.
Incandescent lamps in series circuits, having a maxi-

mum potential of 350 volts or over, must be governed by
the same rules as for arc lights, and each series lamp
provided with a hand switcli and automatic cut-out

switch; when lights are in multiple series, such switches
and cut-outs must not control less than a single group
of lights. Electro-magnetic devices for switches are not
approved.
Under no circumstances will incandescent lamps on

series circuits be allowed to be attached to gas fixtures.

Class C.

i n'can'descent (low pressure) systems—3oo volts
OR LESS.

Outside overhead conductors must be:

r. Erected in accordance with general rules for Arc
(Series) Circuit Conductors,

2. Separated not less than six Indies, where they en-

ter buildings as service conductors, and be provided with

a double pole fusible cut. out, as near as possible to the

point of entrance to the building, and outside the walls

when practicable.

Underground conductorK must be:

1. Provided with suitable protecting devices at the

ends of lube or conduit services InKide the walls of

buildings, as a guard against moisture and Injury.

2. Terminated at a properly placed double jiolc house
cut-out.

3. Of specially insulated conductors after leaving the

lube or conduit, and separated by at Icnsl ten Inches,

until the double pole cut-oul Is reached.

INSIDE WIRING.

Wire should be so placed that in the event of the fail-

ure or deterioration of their insulating covering the con-
ductors will still remain insulated.

At the entrance of every building there shall be a
double pole switch placed in the service conductors,
whereby the current may be entirely cut off.

Conductors must not be:
1. Of sizes smaller than No. i6 B. & S , No. iS B. W

C, or No. 3 E. S. G.
2. Lead or parathne covered.

3. Covered with soft rubber tube.

4. I.,aid in mouldings of any kind in damp places.

5. Laid in mouldings with open grooves against the
wall or ceiling.

6. Laid in mouldings where less than half an inch of
solid insulation is between parallel wire, and between
wires and walls or ceilings.

Cleatwork is not desirable, and cleats must not be used
unless
1. In a very dry place.

2. In a place perfectly open for inspection at any
time.

3. They are of porcelain, or well-seasoned wood, filled,

to prevent absorption of moisture.

4. They are so arranged that wires of opposite polarit}',

with a diflerence of potential of ic,o volts or less, will be
kept at least two and one-lialfinches apart, and that where
a higher voltage is used, this distance be increased pro-
portionately.

5. There is a backing provided, of wood at least half
an inch thick, well seasoned and filled, to prevent ab-
sorption of moisture.
Metal staples must never be used to fasten conductors

imless

1. Provided with an insulating sleeve or saddle rigidlv
attached to the metal of the staple and having such
strength and surface as to prevent mechanical injury to
the insulation of the conductor.

2. Under conditions in which cleatwork would be ac-
ceptable or where driven into a moulding specially
adapted for open work.

SPECIAL WIRING.

Wherever conductors cross gas, water or other me-
tallic pipes, or any other conductors or conducting mate-
rial (except arc light wires), they should be separated
therefrom by some continuous non-conductor at least
one inch. In crossing arc light wires the low tension
conductors must be placed at a distance of at least six
inches. In wet places an air space must be lefc between
conductors and pipes in crossing, and the former must
be run in such a way that thev cannot come in contact
with the pipe accidentally. Wires should be run over
all pipes upon which condensed moisture is likely to
gather, or which by leakage might cause trouble on a
circuit.

In breweries, dye-houses, paper and pulp mills, or other
buildings specially liable to moisture, all conduct-
ors, except where used for pendants, must be:

1. Separated at least six inches.
2. Carefully put up.

3. Support'ed by porcelain or glass insulators.
Moisture-proof and non-inflammable tubing may be

accepted in lieu of such construction.
No switches or fusible cut-outs will be allowed in

such places.

Interior Conduits must not be:
1. Combustible.
2. Of such material or construction that the insula-

tion of the conductor will ultimately be iniured or
destroyed by the elements of the composition.

3. So constructed or placed that dilViculty will be
experienced in removing or replacing the conductors.

4. Subject to mechanical injury by saws, chisels or
nails.

5. Supplied with a twin conductor in a single tube
where a current of more than 10 amperes is expected.

6. Depended upon for insulation. The conductors
must be covered with moisture-proof material.
The object of a tube or conduit is to facilitate the in-

sertion or extraction of the conductors, to protect them
from mechanical injury, and as far as possible from
moisture.
Twin tube conductors must not be separated from

each other by rubber or similar material, but by cotton
or other readily carbonizable substance.
Conductors passing through walls or ceilings must

be encased in a suitable tubing, which must extend at
least one inch beyond the finished surface until the mor-
tar or other similar material he entirely dry, when the
projection may be reduced to half an inch.

Double pole safety cut-outs must be:
1. Placed where the overhead or underground con-

ductors enter a building and join the inside wires.

2. Placed at eveiy point wheie a change Is made In

the size of the wire (unless the cut-out in the larger
wire will protect the smaller). This includes all flexible

conductors. All sucli junctions must be in plain sight,

3. Constructed with bases of non-combustible and
moisture-proof material.

4. So constructed and placed that an arc catmot be
maintained between the terminals by the fusing of the
metal,

5. So placed that on any combination fixture no
group of lamps requiring a current of six amperes or
more shall be ultimately dependent upon one cut-out.

(j. Whenever ust'd for more than six amperes or
(where the i>Iug or ecjuivalent device is not Uhed) equip-
ped with fusilile strips or wires provided with contact sur-
faces or tij)s of harder metal soldered or otherwise
having perfect elcclrical connection with the fusible

I)art of the strip.

Safely fuses must he so piopoi'ti(jn(Mi In Ihe conduct-
ors they are intended to protect that Iliuy will melt
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before the maximum safe carrying capacity of the wire
is exceeded.

Ali fuses, where possible, inustl>e stamped or otlier-

wise marked willi tlie number of amperes equal to the
safe carrying capacity of the wire they protect.

All cut-out blocks when installed must be similarly

marked.
The safe cairying capacity of the wire changes under

different circumstances, being about forty per cent, less

when ihe wire is closed in a tube or piece of moulding
than when bare and exposed to the air, when the heat
is rapidly radiated. It must be clearly understood that

the siz; of the fuse depends upon the size of the
smallest conductor it protects, and not upon tlie

amount of current to be used on the circuit. Below is

a table showing the safe carrying capacity of conduct-
ors of different sizes in Birmingham. Brown & Sharp,
and Edison gauges, which must be followed in tlie

placing nfinterioi conductors.

Brown & SiiAiti', Birmingham. Edison Standard.

Gailye No. Amperes. Gauge No. Amperes, Gauge No. Amperes.

5 45

35
7 30
S 2S
10 20

>5

H
If) 5

coco '75 2(10 175
000 150 ISO Ifjo

CO I3f 140 '35
no no no

I 95 9° "5
2 ss So 85

3 75 -•s 75

4 f'S 55 '5

5 fK) 50 (X,

6 50 4» 5"

7 45 .30 40
S 33 35
10 30 20 30

'85 3 5

Switclies must:
1. Be mounted on moisture-proof and incombustible

bases, &ucli as slate or porcelain.
2. Be double ]io]e when the circuits which Ihey con-

trol are connected to fixtures attached to gas pipes, and
when six amperes or more are to pass through them.

3. Have a firm and secure contacf. must make and
break readily, and not stick when motion has once been
imparted by the handle.

^. Have carrying capacity suflicient to prevent
heating above the surrounding atmosphere.

5. Be placed in dry accessible places, and be grouped
as far as possible, being mounted, whenpracticabTe, upon
slate or equally indestructible back boards.
Motors.— In wiring for motive power, the same pre-

cautions must be taken as with the current of the same
volume and potential for lighting. The motor and
resistance box must be protected by a double pole cut-

out and controlled by a double pole switch.
Arc lights on low potential circuits must be:

1. Supplied by branch conductors not smaller than
No. 12 B. & B. Gauge.

2. Connected with main conducfors only through
double pole cut-outs.

3. Only furnished with such resistances or regulators
as are inclosed in non-combustible material, such resist-

ances being treated as sources of heat.

4. Supplied v,-ith globes pi'otected as in case of arc
lights on high potential circuits.

FIXTURE WORK.

1. In all cases where conductors are concealed with-
in, or attached to fixtures, the latter must be insulated
from the gas pipe system of the building.

2. When wired outside, the conductors must be so
secured as not to be cut or abraded by the pressure of the
fastenings, or motion of the fixtures.

3. All conductors for fixture work must have a
waterproof insulation that is durable and not easily
abraded, and must not in any case be smaller than No.
16 B. & S., No. iS B. \V. G., or No. 3 E. S. G.

4. All burrs or fins must be removed before the con-
ductors are drawn into a fixture.

5. The tendency to condensation within the pipes
must be guarded against by sealing the upper end of the
fixture.

6. No combination fixture in which the conductors
are concealed in a space less than one-fourth inch be-
tween the inside pipe and the outside casing will be
approved.

7. Each fixture must be tested for possible "contact"
between conductors and fixture, and for "short circuitp,''

before the fixture is connected to its supply conductors.
S. The ceiling blocks of fixtures should be made of

insulating material.

ELECTRIC GAS LIGHTING.

Where electric gas lighting is to be used on the same
fixture with the elec'ric light:

1. No part of gas piping or fixture shall be in elec-

trical connection with the gas lighting circuit.

2. The wires used with the fixture must have a non-
infiammable insulation, or where concealed between the
pipe and shell of the fixture, the insulation must be
such as is required for fixture wiring for the electric

light.

3. The whole installation must test free from
"grounds.''

^. The two installations must test perfectly free of

connection with each other.

I'KNDANTS AND SOCKET.S.

No portion of the lamp socket exposed to contact
witii outside objects must be allowed to come into elec-
trical contact with eitlier of the conductors.
Cord Pendants must be:

I. Made of conductors, each of which is composed
of several strands insulateil from the othei' conductor by
a mechanical separator of carbonizable material, and
both surrounded in damp places with a moisture-proof
and a non-inllammablc layer.

2. Protected l>y insulating bushings whore tlic cord
enters the socket.

3. So suspended that the entire weight of the socket
and lamp will be borne by knots, above the point where
the cord comes through the ceiling block or rosette, in

order that the strain may be taken from the joints and
binding screws. All eockels used for wire or cord
pendants should have openings at least equal to one-
quarter inch gas-pipe size,

4. Allowed to sustain nothing heavier tiian a four-

light cluster, and in such a case special provision should
be made by an extra heavy cord or wire, as a mechani-
cal reinforcement.

5. Equipped with keyless sockets as far as practica-

ble, controlled by wall switches. In no case may a

lamp giving more than fifty (50) candle power be placed
in a key-socket on a flexible pendant.

Class D.

alternating .systems—converters oil trans-
FORMERS.

Converters must not:

1. Be placed inside of any building except the cen-
tral station, imlets as hereinafter provided.

2. Be placed in any but metallic or non-combustible
cases.

3 Be attached to the outside walls of buildings, unless
separated therefrom by substantial insulating supports.

4. Be placed in any other than a dry and convenient
location (which can be secured from opening into the
interior ot the building, such as a vault) when an under-
ground service is used.

5. Be placed without safety fuses at the junction
between main and service conductors and safety fuses

in the secondary circuits where they will not beafiected
by the heat of the converter.

PRIMARY CONDUCTORS.

In those cases where it may not be possible to exclude
the transformers and primary wires entirely from the
building, the following precautions must be strictly

observed

:

1. The transformer must be located at a point as

near as possible to that at which the primary wires enter
the building.

2. Between these points the conductors must be
heavily insulated with a coating of moisture-proof
material, and in addition, must be so covered and pro.

tected that mechanical injury to them or contact with
Ihem shall be practically impossible.

3. 1'he primary conductors, if within a building,

must be furnished with a double pole switch, and also

with an automatic double pole cut-out where the wires
enter the building, or where they leave the main line,

on the pole or in the conduit. These switches should,
if possible, be inclosed in secure and fireproof boxes
outside the building.

4. The primary conductors, when inside a building,

must be kept apart at least ten inches, and at the same
distance from all other conducting bodies.

SECONDARY CONDUCTORS.

The conductors from the secondary coil of the trans-

former to the lamps or other translating devices must
be installed according to the rules for "inside wiring'*

for "Low Potential Systems."

Class E.

electric railways—power stations.

Ail rules pertaining to arc light wires and stations,

shall apply (so far as practicable) to street railway power
stations and their conductors.

RAILWAY SYSTEMS WITH GROUND RETURN.

Electric railway systems in which the motor cars are

driven by a current from a single wire, with ground or

floor return circuit, are prohibited except as hereinafter

provided

:

1. When there is no liability of other conductors
coming in contact with the trolley wire.

2. When the location of the generator is such that

the ground circuit will not create a fire hazard to the
property.

3. When an approved automatic circuit breaker or

other device that will immediately cut off the current in

case the trolley wires become grounded, is introduced

in each circuit as it leaves the power station. This de-

vice must be mounted on a fireproof base, and be in full

view of the attendant.

TROLLEY WIRES.

Trolley Wires must be:

1. No smaller than No. o B. & S., copper or No. 4
B. & S., silicon bronze, and must readily stand the

strain put upon them when in use.

2. Well insulated from their supports, and in case

of the side or double pole construction, the supports
shall also be insulated from the poles immediately out-

side the trolley wire.

3. Capable of being disconnected at the power house,

or of being divided into sections, so that in case of fire

on the railway route, the current may be shut ofi" from
the particular section and not intertere with tlie work
of tiie firemen in extinguishing the Ilames. This rule

also applies to feeders.

4. Safely protected against contact with all other
conductors.

CAR WIRING.

All wires in cars must be run out of reach of the pas-

sengers, and shall be insulated with a waterproof insu-

lation.

LIGHTING AND RAILWAY POWER WIRES.

Lighting and power wires must not be permitted in

the same circuit with trolley wires with a ground
return, except in street railw.iy cars, car houses, and
power stations. The same dynamo may be used for

both purposes, provided the conneclion from the dynamo

for eacli circuit shall be a double pole switch so arranged
that only one of the circuits can be in use at the same
time.

Class F.

batteriks.
When current for hght and power is taken from

primary or secondary batteries, the s.ime general regu-
lations must be observed as apply to .sucii wiret^ fed
from dynamo generators, developing the same dificr-
ence of potential.

Class G.

-mlscellaneols.

r. The wiring in any building must tc-t (rce from
"grounds" before the current is turned on. This IcU
may be made with a magnet that will ring through a
resistance of 20.C00 olms where currents of less than
250 volts are used.

2. No ground wires for lightning arresters may be
a'tached to gas pipes within the building,

3. All conductors connecting with telephone, district

messenger, burglar ala-m, watch clock, eleclr'c time
and other similar instruments must, if in any portion of
the length they are liable to become crossed' with cir-

cuits carrying cui rents for light or power, be provided
near the point of entrance to the building with some
protective device which will operate to shunt '.he instru-
ments in ca?e of a dangerous rise of potential, and will

open the circuit and arrest an abnormal current flow.
Any conductor normally forming an innocuou'i circuit
may become a source of fire hazard if croi^sed with
another conductor through which it may become
charged with a relatively high pressure.

Certain questions have come before the committee,
which they considered of too great imporlance to be
decided at this stage. Among these a/e the subjects of
the grounding of the neutral wire in compensating or
three wire systems—'.he grounding, either permanently
or by automatic cut outs, of the secondary wires in trans-

former systems—the adoption of a uniform alloy for

fusible cut-outs—and the adoption of better methods for

testing circuits.

From the nature of the electiical business and the
rapid advance it is making, there must, of necessity,
continually arise questions which can onlv be decided
by a later and larger experience, therefore the object of
the association would be best served by the appoint-
ment of a permanent committee to which should be
referred all such questions, which it shall consider
and report upon at the next succeeding meeting of the
association.

Your committee, therefore, offers the following:

—

/Resolved: That a committee ot five be appointed by
the president to be a permanent committee on safe

methods of consirucion and operation— any vacancies
that may occur on the committee from time' to time to

be filled by the president.

The resolution was adopted.
C. J. Field then read the following paper on Electric

Railway Construction and Operation.

Electric Railroad Construction and Operation
AND A Consideration of Their CoNNEerriON

WITH Central Station Interests.

BY C. J. FIELD.

The advantages of the electric railway have passed be-

yond the age of experiment or question. They are proved
by their development in the past four years, and any ar-

gument as to their advantage in the general development
of street railway practice or suburban rapid transit is ante-

dated. It took several years to convince old staid finan-

ciers and directors of the larger street railway properties

that it was to their financial advantage to thiow in the
scrap heap several million dollars, more or less, in equip-
ment and spend that amount in addition and still make it

pay; but they have seen this advantage in the development
and increase of traffic and returns to the company. These
returns have been brought about principally by the devel-

opment of rapid transit, in the introduction of electricity

and the flexibility of the system in adapting itself to all

and any conditions of commercial practice.

In looking over the past four years of practice in elec

trie railway work, we have much to commend and consid-

erable to condemn. The boldness of the achievements,
the problems that have been solved, the rapidity of devel-

opment and the perfection of the apparatus, seem almost
beyond comprehension. That this apparatus, in less than
four years, should reach the high state of perfection, econ-

omy and efliciency that it has, as compared to the long
years of development of other mechan'cai appliances, is

remarkable. The natural consequence of this large

amount of work and development in this short time is that

there has been much work done that had better been
left undone, in the way of poor engineering, cheap work,
and not a proper appreciation of the problem to be solved.

These, in some poor instances, hnve retarded the develop

ment and progress of electric railway work in their vicinity,

but street railway companies have now come to a proper
appreciation of the necessity of good woik well done and
that the wisest and best method is to consider carefully

what will bring the best return for the money invested

—

not necessarily on the blind basis of the highest cost being
the cheapest, for money can be wasted in ihis way as well

as others. We have examples now in several directions of

large equipments being installed on a sound engineering

b.isis and with careful consideration of the best interests

of the electrical interests, street railway owners and public

combined, and we can safely add that there is no problem
in this line which cannot to day be taken up with a full

assurance of practical solution aod successful development
in electric railway traction.

The future outlook of electricity in the de\'eIopmcnt of

rapid transit, inter-suburban, and even express service, is

assured. We arc coming now to the solving of the larger

problems lu this work and bringing the public to a proper
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appreciation of the resources and possible achievements in

this line and its superiority over the old fogy systems of

the past. We even see a considerable number of our

friends from cable engineering lines of street railroad work-

coming over into the electrical fold, fully appreciating that

the cable system has a very limited field for successful de-

velopment and that electric traction is very broad gauge
in the field of engineering work. Therefore, with this

outlook, better construction work, better engineering, bet-

ter mechanics, the solving of these larger problems is as-

sured, and w^e see even to-day, in a number of cases, elec-

tric suburban traffic supplanting steam on a cheaper, bet-

ter and more succesful basis. The favorable report of the

New York Rapid Transit Commissioners has done much
to add to public confidence in this direction. Electric

manufaduring companies are assisting the development of

the work by making their apparatus more substantial, bet-

ter in construction and more satisfactory in its mechanical

design and operation. The reduction in the speed of mo-
tors, the development of single reduction and even of di-

rect connected motors, is doing much to add to the confi-

dence in this line.

We hear asked sometimes, by laymen, the question:

"What speed can electricity obtain in railway work?"
The able consideration of this subject in several papers,

and practical experiments as well, enables us to reply very

briefly but confidently to this inquiry, that speed and
power in electric railway traction are only limited by road-

bed construction; in other words, any speed is obtainable

within the range of possibility, with the maintenance of

proper track. We do not intend, however, to generally

review electric railway work, but more particularly to give

some details of the practical problems in Iheir construction

and operation, and, therefore, we wiU leave the considera-

tion of other parts of the subject to papers, which will, no
doubt, treat it more fully.

The consideration of the best developeraent in the power
generation of electric railway work has been one that has

received considerable attention in past years from the best

engineers in this line. We reach here a part of the problem
which requires much more careful consideration than has

been given steam power in electric lighting generally in the

past. The work to be successfully done by the steam en-

gine in the generation of electricity for the operation of

railroads is the severest kind, and can be compared only to

that of the engine operating rolling mil! trains. It is

owing to not fully appreciating this fact that we hear in

some parts of the country of failures of steam plant on
this kind of work. Electrical manufacturers are assisting

the solution of this problem by the building of larger gen-

erators in units of 200 to 400 or 500 horse power What
we want in the generating station foi electricity is the

smallest division of units consistent with the safe and eco-

nomical oparation of ths station. Following the problem
out on this line, we can build a successful sta'ion; and we
would add to this that each unit should be entirely inde-

pendent and separate from all other units, thereby increas-

ing the reliability. This cannot be obtained in a safe and
economical way by the use of our old friend, the counter-

shaft. Undoubtedly, the countershaft has been of much
use in electric lighting service, and particularly in arc

lighting, but in railway work, with large generators, we
can see no e.\cu5e at the present time for its use Gener-

ators should be belted direct to the engines, whether Cor-

liss or high speed, or else coupled direct to the engine shaft.

With a Corliss engine of 500 horse power, operating at So
o: go tarns, with a fly-wheel of iS or 20 feet in diameter.

we can belt wiih b^lt centers of. say, 40 feet, 2 inches,

generators of several different commercial types; this gives

U5 advantages which we have heretofore hatl only in high

speed engines with direct connection. The engines should,

in any event, as heretofore stated, be extra heavily built

for the work to be done, with ample lly-wheel capacity.

On engines of this size and speed a tly-wheel capacity of

appro.ximately 65,000 lbs is about right. On engines op-

erating about 150 turns, say, 33,000 to 40,000 lbs.

While laying particular stress on the rapid and sudden
changes of load, we do not know how to illustrate it more
forcibly than in a practical case of changes in the indicator

diagram within one minute, placed on the cylinder of an
engine running on railway work, which shows a variation

within that time of from full load to no load and back
a^ain several times. These cases impress oa the mind more
forcibly than words can the requirements of this work.
High spied engines in the development of railway work
have received in some cases a setback, owing to the en-

gine manfacturers not appreciating fully the conditions and
necessity of the work undertaken. So-called high speed
or automatic engines can be as successfully operated on
this class of work as any other, if they arc specially built

for it. This means larger parts, bearings of more ample
si/; and length and amp!c fly-wheel capacity. On a cross-

compound engine of, say. 300 horse power, there should

be abaut .six to eight tons in the fly-wheels, the bearings

seven or eight inches in diameter and 15 or i3 inches in

len;;th. In the cast of engines built in this manner, there

can be no fault found with their operation. A type of en-

gine, which we believe is going to be largely used on this

cUi93 of work, as well as lighting work, is one that will

com: in between the high spied engine and the Corliss

and which will combine many of the advantages of both.

-Sach an engine has been sought for by many engineers
and hai been artcmptcd by a number of builders To day,
however, we cannot find it on the commercial market
Thii engine, in units of coo horse power, would run at a
rot^itive speed of About 14007 150 revolutions and with a
piston upccd of about 650 to 'oo.

The qocntion which has troubled most en{;inenicn in re-

gard to ihe bi;,;h ^;icc'l engine, with a single valve cover-

ing thii kind of pTjjticc. ha5 beei a rpjcstion of valves

anrj clearance?.. Iljyond any q'lestion, when it comcfl lo

this <i7.:, we have got 10 com; to Ihc Corliss practice of

double valve, thcriby rcdiicin;; the clcarancs and bringing

it down to the extent of the Corliss practice. The wrilcr's

company is having built, for the electric railroad at BulTalo,

two engines of this class, by the Lake Erie Engineering
Works, which we believe will do much to develop this line

of work, and, also, will be particularly adapted for coup-
ling direct to the engine shaft. The trouble in this line

has been to get electric manufacturing companies to take

up the building of large multipolar generators adapted for

direct coupling at a speed of from 100 to 200 revolutions.

This problem was developed on a much smaller scale in

this countrv, for marine plants, several years ago. We
find that in Europe, where their work has been more
special, that they have successfully developed this type of

engine and generator, and beyond any question, it is go-
ing to be both for lighting work and for railway work the

type of unit for central station practice in the future. It

means, where the vertical engine is used, the installation

of the steam and electric plant in the space formerly used
for engines alone. This means reduction in the cost of

building, operation and maintenance.

In concluding this part of our subject on steam genera-

tion, we trust that our experience in the past in lighting

will show us the fallacy of poor steam engineering, and
that we will build our stations for the future, and not have
the pr iblems before us nine-tenths of the electric lighting

stations have today, which mean, that in order to get

down to commercial economy and competition, they have
got to rebuild their whole outfit. We will merely append
to the con'^aderation of the steam plant part of our prob-

lem a few interesting figures and data which the writer

collected for presenting to street railway companies, in or-

der to give them some useful information in this respect.

We believe that they may be well introduced here. The
figures given on the tables, etc., are not ones that the man-
ufacturer of an engine would tell you were those of the

best economy for his engine or plant, but they are figures

which will be appreciated by station owners anJ railway

companies as those which are obtained in everyday com-
mercial tests.

The relative commercial economy of engines and cost

as fol'ows:

Highspeed single
' " compound
" *' ' cond.
" " " triple

Corliss single.
'' compound cond.

Corliss triple

Liis. OF CoAi, Cost i-er hi. Ir*

pKR Sizes Over
H. P. Hour 100 H P.

4 to s

3 to 3%
2% to 2]4
1% to 2

3V4 to 4
I -3 to 2

1V2 to 1%

§ii to §13

14 to 16

18 to 22
16 to iS
22 to S5

37 to 30

There are four classes of boilers

;

1. Horizontal return tubular, which is the most general
in Uie, and costs $q to $10 psr horss power.

2. Vertical tubular (Corliss or Manning) which is a ver-

tical tubu'ar boiler with water leg, giving an internal fire-

box, economical in floor space, largely used throughout
New England. Cost ^(o to $12 per horse power.

3. Sectional or water tube boiler, of which Babcock &
Wilco.x is the best known, especially adapted for higher

pressures and safety. Cost !^i7 to $19 psr horse-power.

4 Scotch type of marine boiler—one that has not been
us;d to any extent as yet in station work—but we believe

it will be as an offset to the sectional type, and fulfilling

the requirements for higher pressure and economy of

space.

Capacity of engine requisite for different generators;

Genekatok ENGINE.

a.

X

High Si'Eed. Corliss.

\V.iits,

12 xra

18.WX18

s.

7,000 lbs,

Q.OOO "
15,000 "

»

a

P.
D

50,000
So,000

75
'25
225

450

280
225
200150,000

2, T 50,000

20.V36

24x48
go
So

25,000 lbs.

50,000 "

Steam pressure, 100 lbs.

The cost of steam plant complete is about ^$0 to $60
per horse-power for high speed, and $65 to ^-js per horse-

power for Corliss.

The question of the best electrical generating plant for

railway work is one which is allied closely to that of steam
plant, particularly in relation of the generators to that of

the engines. In some respects, in treating of I he s'eam
plant, we have intimated what our idea was in connection
with the generators. All large generators of from 200 to

500 horse power connected as directly as possible, either

by direct belting or shaft coupling, with the engines oper-

ating the same. It is only by this development that the

safest and best solution of electric railway station practice

—in fact, station practice in general—can be reached.

Manufacturers of railway generators have had an experi-

ence extending back many years, that experience in the

development of direct current incandescent machinery, al-

though not of quite the same voltage, has led the way up
to the Sife, economicil and commercial development of

railway generators; and we find the railway generator of

today one of the most perfect and reliable factors in the

electric railway .system. 'I'he only problem remaining to

be solved in this connection is to build them in larger

lypcs and have slower speed for direct shaft coupling

(icnerators on this work arc subjected to the severest and
most cxr.ci^'wc strain, particularly where of small type,

but ihc building ol Ihcm in larger units is going to remove,

to a great extent, the question of the overloading of the
machine. Railway machines are often subjected to an
overload of from 25 to 50 per cent. In general these are
only momentary, and we find most of them able to stand
up lo the work to be done.
The question which puzzles many of the railway com-

panies, as well as the electric companies, is what amount
of generating capacity is necessary for the operation of a
given number of cars. This question, of course, has got
to be carefully considered in connection with each case,
but there can in a general way be laid down an approxi-
mate basis for this work. Some railway companies, in or-
der to show a higher economy than their competitors, are
unwisely claiming the requirement of a smiller amount of
power than others; but the wisest manufacturer is the one
who urges his client to install a larger amount of power
than is barely required for the successful operation of the
road under any andall conditions. For if any one thingwill
lead the public to condemn the electric railway traction it

is a lack of power, thereby causing the cars to move slowly,
and in c:ise of any accident, disabling part of the power.
A fair basis on general conditions for 16 to i.S foot car
bodies is 20 to 25 horse power per car, which, with a prop-
erly designed and constructed plant, will give the desired
power. The cost of generating this power for railway
work for 16 and iS foot cars ii three to five centi per car
mile for all expenses of the generating station. In some
roa'ds we find that cars of a larger size than these do not
necessarily take a proportionately larger amount of power.
We tind from practical experience that a car 32 or 33 feet
long, double the size of the 16 foot car. takes, under gen-
eral conditions, about 50 per cent, more pOA'er.and we find

by the same experience that a trail car adds about 50 per
cent, to the amount of work to be done on the motor car for

the sames'ze. As to the minimum and miximum amount
of power taken on an electric car, we find that a general
average for a to foot car, under ordinary commercial con-
ditions, without excessive grades, is one horse power per car
mile per hour; or, a car operating at an average 10 miles
per hour means an average of 10 horse power per car.

This same car will give, however, on a load diagram, tak-
ing all its conditions, from maximum to minimum, a varia
tion of from nothing to 50. 63 and even So horse power.
-Fhis gives us an idea of the severe strains and condi-
tions to which an electric motor is subjected.
One of the questions on which we find more variety of

opinion than any other is what is the best size, type and
style of car for given case and conditions. The old stand-
ard 16 foot car body we find is now being widely departed
from, and the problem is: llov large a car can we get on
a single truck with four wheels without excessive destruct-
ive effect on the roadbed? and. What is the longest car we
can operate on street car service economically on an eight
wheel base? We believe the limit is reached with a single
truck in a 20 foot car body; we know that the truck manu-
facturers claim in some ca>es to operate a longer body,
but we do not believe it wise. An iSor 20 fioot car run-
ning under close headway we believe to fulfill best the
conditions of city traflic in the larger cities. Such a car
with a wheel base of seven feet, and in some ca-^es

seven feet six inches, where curves are not too sharp, will

give satisfaction, and not be Loo severe on the roadbed
where tlie same is properly constructed. As to the
d ft'erence in effect on the loadbed between the electric
car and tlie horse car, it is briefly that the horse car is

pulled by horses, from which it receives a balancing
power and a steady pull, whereas an elec ric car is operat-
ing itself by a power moving the wheels against the track,
having no steadying or b.ilancing power from the pull
of the horses, and transmitting all its power and moving
itself through the wheels. We find, therefore, that it

subjects the track to a very severe pounding, necessitat-
ing a much better construction of roadbed, practically
equaling that of a steam railroad.

Some companies have favored the use of a vestibule
on street cars. We believe, though, that any vestibule
is a failure and a misnomer. It accomplishes no good
and causes much trouble; a shield over the dashboard
for the motor man in winter weather would give all

that would be required. What is wanted on a street
car is that which will allow the freest ingress and egress
from the car for the passengers, and anything that re-
tards this—and a vestibule most certainly does—is a
detriment and an obstacle to rapid transit. On some
roads we have tried the introduction of even larger cars,

say, 2S foot body, or 36 feet over all. Such a car, of

course, has to be pu*: on a double truck. These cars
have found favor with some companies when first con-
sidering the problem; the dill'iculty with them is in get-
ting the passengers in and out of the cars as quickly as
possible, and making too many slops, due to the larger
number of passengers carried. For inter- suburban
hea\'y trafllc, with few stops, we believe such a car
woukl fulfil the requirements, but only in such a case.

Thus, having gone over the <|uestioii of the cars, we
come to the consideration of Ihe electric equipment for

the same. To-day we find the double rediiclion motor
discarded, as far as any new equipments are concerned.
All the large elective inaniifacturing companies are
placing single reduction motorn on the market, and they
are in successful commercial operation. One company
is placing on the field a motor directly conni.'Cted to the
bhaft and without any gearing—in other words, there is

no re<luclion in speed, the speed of l:he armature being
the same as that of the wheels The Is accomp-
lished by a very ingenious arranpfcment. We have heard
a>ked In liic pawt the question, Why w.is it necessary lo

pl.'icc 30 horse-poA'er lo operate an electric ear lo do the
work that two hor^cK had done formerly?' The answer
is: Tlie two horses did not do Ihe work In a propci'

manner and give rapid transit. The life ofa street car
liorKC is vci-y nhort, and we find under general condl
tions Ihat^o horse power wilh two 15 horse power mo.
tors ban been loimd about right; In fact, w(^ even find tlie
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compaiiiu's lending toward a larger installation of power,
particularly when usin^L^ larger than a 16 foot car body,

and we find today being installed for rapid transit in in-

ter-suburban work, -10 and 50 horse power uleclric

equipments per car, many of them operating at a speed

of 30, and even 40 miles per hour. As tlic amount of

power is directly proportionate to the speed, we can
readily see the recjuirement lor such an amount ofpower.
Theco^t ofa single car equipped, including the car body
truck and motors, is from $3,000 to $3._i^oo, and the cost

of the electric part of the power generating plant is from

$35 to $.(5 per liorse power.
We find in the past about as great a development in

overhead and line construction for elect: ic work as in

any other part of the subject. While formerly this was
one of the greatest sources of unrelUbility in the opera-

tion of the plant, to-day it has reached a very practical

development. Formerly thetrolley wires wcie InoUght,

the feed wires were insuilicient to furnish powi r, and the

line was giving trouble, grounding and breaking contin-

ually. In the insulation sfa single trolley system, with

one side of the system grounded, we have the most se-

vere requirements that it is possible to obtain in any elec-

tric insulation, in that any grounding on the other side

of the system means trouble in the operation of the

road. This has led to the introduction of double and
even triple insulation into our line material to properly

protect the trolley wire from grounding. Where streets

are wide enough to spread the tracks to six feet and six

feet six inches within the near rails we see introduced in

many places center iron poles, which make a considera-

bly stronger style of construction than cross-suspension.

There arc not many streets, however, where street cars

are in operation that are wide enough, or where the city

will allow the spreading of the tracks to this distance,

and in closer proximity it is not safe to operate wiiii cen-

ter poles. On the work installed by the Field Engineer-

ing company in Buffalo,we find the most extensive syslem

of overhead and underground construction in operation

anywhere. Here all the feed wires, with a few excep-

tions, are placed in underground conduits, ihus remov-
ing all cause for objection to the unsightliness ofa large

number of feed wires overhead. These underground
feed wirss are connected to the overhead wires from
j-jnction boxes up the poles. Thus, one of the lines on

the Buffalo Railway spstem, which gives an idea of this

style of construction, as well as the use of the large cars,

which are 36 feet over all.

The cost 01 overhead construction may be about sum
mari/.ed as follows:

Line construction per mile, complete,

including track bonding, plain pole

work, cross suspension or bracket

with feed wire $2,000 to $:;,5oo

With sawed and painted poles -.5C0 to 3,000

Iron poles, cross suspension, concrete

setting, double track, feed and
guard wires 6,500 to 7,500

Same with center poles 4,500 to 5,^00

We also append a table wliich will give a general sum-
mary of the cost of electric equipment of street railway

systems, omitting the h-ack construction, which, of

course, varies with the number of miles to be equipped.

COST Of electric Eijuii-ments for street railkoads '

P. c 2a .23 gj-

X

1

B So

5 .

'= 3

^11
&; 1 6 ^

i»
2w q5^ ;S:£H H^

6 no So $ 7,000 $ 6,400 $ 19,500 S 7,500 $ 4", 100

to ^'i J SO 11,000 10,500 3=,Soi> 12,500 66,500

"; 175 Z|0 i7,<;oo 15,000 48.750 50,000 111,250

20 150 300 22,000 7,500 65,000 .10,000 141,500
\o o^^ 450 2S,000 22,000 •97,500 gn,000 237,50c

so J,T25 750 50,000 .13tOOO 162,500 187,500 433,000
100 = ,o.s ',3SO go,coo 60,000 325,000 375,ocx) S5o,ooo

1. The figures ;irc approximate only, and based on the best city

railroad pracliee.

2. Add 25 per cent, to these figures for Corliss,

The track of street railway companies before the intro-

duction of electricity was more behind the times than
any other part of their eqtupment. The old Hat rail is

antic|uated and antedated, and in a few years its use will

be obsolete. The necessities of electric railway traction

—in fact, of any traction—have impressed upon the

street railway companies in their equipments the require-

ment of a good road bed for the successful operation ofa
road, and we find this part of the problem receiving as

much attention as any with companies who appreciate

fully the work before them. The general construction

to day is girder rails of from 60 to So lbs, per jard,placed

on chairs where block jiaving is in use; with ties 2?^ ^o

3 feet between centers. We find in some cases even 90
and 100 lb. rails used, but we believe in more moderate
weight for the rails and the lies placed closer on centers.

We believe this has been the general experience in rail-

way work. Such a style of construction costs from

$y,ooo to $10,000 per mile. In suburban roads, on
streets where there is no paving, we find the T rail being

used; the road bed can be properly constructed on this

basis with .15 to 50 lb. rail, for $6,000 to $6,500 per mile,

the rail being spiked directly lo the ties.

In order to make a summary of the data and figures,

I will summarize them in a practical example,

I propose to take, as the best means of lllustraliug

l^ractically, tire purchase, equipment and operation of a

street railway system with electricity, a city with a

population of say 100,003— with a dilapidated street

railway system, earning a gross income of $1,25,000, to

purchase same for $c;oo,ooc—property rights, franchises,

etc., and equip it with .(o miles of single track and 65
electric cars.

Slcim /'/<;/;/ (1,500 horsu power;:

Five engines, 250 horse power each,

compound condensing, sl/.e 16

inches x 32 inches x 42 inches, with
wheels weigliing 30,000 lbs $32,50:1

iMght It. T, boilers, 72 inches x id

feel 9,600
Jet condensers 3.000
Two boiler feed pumps yoo
Steam ami exliaust pi]>ing i2,oOD

Five engine fotmdations 3-500
Eight boiler settings 3.-00
Five 30.inch belts 2,000
Erecting and starting 3. 500
Freight and miscellaneous 2,500

Eh-ctviatl plant :

Five generators, 200 kilowatts, $7,500, $37,500
Switchboard installation, fotindations,

etc 4,coo

Buildiiiff;

Power station, including stack, travel-

ing crane, etc
, .$25,000

Car house and repair sliop, including
tools, etc 15,000

Track Construction :

40 miles girder rail construction, lies

s'o feet centers, 63 lb. rail, etc.

$1.15 \)er foot, $24-1. JS8

J

Rflaying, including paving, etc., at

60 cents per foot 126.720
Trucking, hauling, etc. 24,000
Ties, including 10 per cent, of joint

ties, 130,000 at 40 cents 52,coo
Ties, including 10 per cent, of joint

t"es, 15,000 at 70 cents 10,500

I^i/tc Coiistr/a'tioji

:

Ten, miles iron poles, etc $7 vooo
Ten, miles wooden f oles, etc 40,000

Car cqiiifincut

:

65 electrical equipment at, $2,000. . . .$130,000
65 car bodies, iS-foot body, with open
ends 65,000

65 trucks at $250 16,250

Summary:
Steam plant $72,700
Electrical plant 41 ,500
Building 40,000
Track 456,100
Line construction 1 15,000
Car equipment 21 1,250

Superintendent's and Engineer's
work $50,01 o

General and miscellaneous 50,000

$72,700

41,500

40,000

456,100

^93'''o50

$1,035,550
Original purchase 500,0:0

Total cost re-equipped. .

.

Gross income, say, $350,000.
i,550

Net income, say 35 per cent., equal to S percent., on
cost, on the basis of an investment of about one million
and a half of dollars, and from a property which in

many instances was hardly earning its fixed charges
formerly.

We liave here illustrated a practical example of what
is being done every day in tliis country at the present
time in the purchase and equipment of street railway
systems. In fact, we find a large number of bankers
and capitali^ts gi\ing it their earnest attention as one of
the best fields for investment at the present lime.
Wedesiie to call the attention of central station own-

ers to the profit to be made from the furnishing of
power in street railway operation, and also by the com-
bining in smaller towns of the street railway companies
and electric light companies. The trouble in most cases
in central stations obtaining contracts for power, outside
of small roads, has been to convince the railway com-
panies that tlie electric light station can economically
and reliably furnish this p:>wer, and we must say that in

many cases their fears are well founded. Therefore, it

behooves the central station cotnpanies to place their
generating plants and station, not only for their own
business, but fortius added business, in such a shape as
to remove this objeclion. There is no reason why elec-
tric light stations should not do a large, profitable busi-

ness in this line as well as in stationary motor work,
for the same factor is introduced here and tlie same
reasons why they can safely and profitably furnish this

power; if they have a station properly built, and large
enough to add this power, that factor is established. If

they have a proper station operating force, in many
cases this force need not be added to at all. As to what
basis this woik can be profitably done on, we hesitate
to slate figures, except in specific cases, but will try to
give a general idea of some of them. For many small
roads power contracts have been taken at so much per
day, assuming a basis of 100 to 125 miles operated.
Such contracts have been at from $3 lo $5 per car:

Tlie regu'ar basis, in accordance with which most

hlreet rail way companies make their contracts and de.
hire lo ba^e their cost of oi>cration, ih Ihe unit of car
mile operated; theref<;rc, nio-.l contracts arc on ttii-,

basis. This comes down, therefore, to aljasis of from
three to five cents per car mile; the latter figure we
consider exco^stvc and one whicli would be only made
by any company for temporary nece6i>ities. We know
of cases where the matter has been carefully considered
and the plant propeily installed for it, where coniracth
havu been made for between 2^< and 2.'/ cents pur car
mile for 16-foot cars, on roads with grades not exceed-
ing xYz to 2 per cent. In lliis case, and, in fact, in
most cases where the closer figures prevail, tlie railway
company furnishes the generators and Ihe station own-
er furnishes the steam power and all expenses of both
steam and electric power due '.o ordinary wear and tear.

A profitable source of investment has been found in 'he
more moderate size town^. of, say, up to 30,000 or 40,000 in-

habitants, in Ihe inslallation of combined electric rail

way and lighting stations; the companies either equip-
ping new ones or purchasing old ttreet railway systems
and dilapiJated lighting plants running on an uppro*
ductive basis, but which have a good franchise and
field for business. Such companies have proved vt-rv

profi able, as the combining of the operating expenses
for railway and lighting station has done much to re-
duce expenses, and in many cases one manager or su-
perintendent has proved sullicient for the entire syslem.
What we have tried to prepare here has been, not a

pa[)er which will be so attractive lo merelv read, but in
whicli will be combined a certain arnount of in-
formation which will be of use in the further con^ide^
alion of the problems herein outlined, and trusting that,

if we have accomplished nothing else, we have led you
to a profitable line of thought, it is respectfully sub-
mitted.

Mr. IjUrleigh: The paper is an exceedingly interest-

ing one to me. I would like to ask what sen-ice is rend-
ered by the local lighting company for the three cents per
car mile.

Mr. Field: The actual service is to operate the genera-
tors which the street railway companies should insult.
I believe that the street railway company should install

its own generators, because I believe that questions will

arise about accidents happening to generators, and the sta-

tion should only be responsible for ordinary wear and tear
—not accidents due to short circuiting, lightning or other
causes. That I think is the most satisfactory basis for
this kind of business.

Mr. Burleigh: The loss of an armature in that case
would be borne by the street railway companies.
Mr. Field: Yes, sir.

Mr. Burleigh: Then this three cents per mile is for

current?

Mr. Field: For furnishing the steara and the labor.

There are ;-ome cases where the current has been contracted
for for four or five cents, temporarily. In Boston, where the

West End company owing to delays in building its car
house, has bad to contract with companies that could not
afford to furnish it any less than four or five cents per car
mile, this was done.

Mr. Burleigh: I would like to ask Mr. Field if he ad-
vises central station men to attempt the care of overhead
lines, the electrical part of the car equipment, etc.

Mr. Field: In general I would say no. I think that

is the street railway company's own business. Any street

railway compan)- that is running on a proper basis should
have an emergency gang to take care of its own line.

Otherwise questions are going to arise. I do not be-
lieve in a central station manager attempting any more
than he has got under his direct care now, and that is the
running and furnishing of power from his station.

I'uE Ch.a.irm.\x: We enjoyed the paper very much.
It has proved very interesting and I regret that it was
so late when it came up. I think the lesson taught
by this sort of experience will result in our taking more
time on our programme for the transaction of business
which we are here for rather than for outside entertain-

ments. We are compelled now to pass over Mr. Field's paper
at a time when we would all be benefitted by the liberal dis-

cussion which I know would take place. But our pro-

gramme is fixed, gentlemen, and the next thing to do is

to come as near carrying it out as wc can. I have a
memorandum from Mr. Huntley, which says that the

governor general, who arrived this morning, will receive

at four o'clock at the residence of Sir Donald Smith.
The convention then adjourned until September ilih.

at 10 -V. M.

Friday's Proceedings.
The m:etiDg wjis ca'led loordcr at ten o'clock.

TiiK PiiEsiDKNT: The first ordi r will bc the piper
of J. I. Aye . entitl ;d "Sojie Details of Ihe Care and
Mamgement of an Arc L'.gli'. System as Pcactlced iu

the "Muuicipar, of St. Louis

Some Details or the Cake and Mana<;e.ment oi-

AN Auc LauiTiXG System as Pkacticed ix

the " MuNicirAL." or St. Louis.

»Y I. I. AYKK.

As central stalion men, it seems to me that wc bboulJ
demand of each other as much knowledge of our prao.

lice and experience as is practicable to give. In fact, if

this association is lo be useful, our meetings should be
largely " experience meetings," and the practical esperi-

ence of those engaged in the development of ibc lighting

and kindred industries, ;fgiven liberally at each meeting,
would be followed closely by Ibosc inlerosled tn Ihe

production of electrical app.iralus and supplies, and
would do much to advance the business and impiovc
appliances. Believing that we are here, as central sta-

tion managers, tor mutual improvement and for the free

interchange of ideas and experience, I have presumed to
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present yon a limited, though doubtless dry, outline

of the practice which obtains in the central station

under the writer's charge.

The sta'ion, as designed, has a working capacity ot

6,000 arc lights, and is now operating daily 3 500, and

about 200 constant current motors; 2 000 of these lights

are distributed over an area of 60 square miles, sus-

pended between and from poles 50 and 6s feet in length,

at a height of from 35 to 50 feet above tlie roadway, an

average distance apart ot about 900 feel, and used for

street lighting. The motors and about 1,500 lamps are

operated for the usual varied service of private consum-

ers; 69 circuits supply the lamps and motors, contain-

ing about 1,200 miles of wire and supported on 12,000

poles.

Forejenerafing the current,we have six 600 horsepower

Corliss engines, which drive 300 feet of shafting, from

which are driven sixty-live 60 light and twelve So light,

2,000 candle power arc dynamos. The arrangement ot

the dvnamos is such that we have ample room for the

care of S; machines on a floor space of about 100x45 feet,

and are able to operate alargenumber of dynamos with a

verv limited amount of help. Four boys and one

voiing man of very limited experience care tor all the

machines during the night, in an entirely satisfactory

manner; while a suitable man, with three assistants,

gives the necessary care to the dynamos during the day.

Thirty-one trirnmer?, with horses and carts, travel

about 500 miles a day to renew the carbons in the street

lamps. The average number of lamps to each of these

trimmers is 6S. Sixteen trimmers care for the 1,500

commercial lamps. Five inspectors, or trouble-men,

with carts and horses, care for the lines night and day,

answer tire alarms, locate faults and correct minor

troubles on the lines. Two day and two night inspec-

tors care for the commercial arc and 2.500 incandescent

lamps. A stable of 20 horse?, in addition to the 40

horses owned by the trimmers and inspectors, is re-

quired. The maintenance of 60 vehicles justifies a

blacksmith and wagon shop, which, with the stable, re-

quire the services of eight men. Two men care for the

shafing,and three engineers and four oilers for l he engine

room. In the boiler house, where there are nineteen

300 horse power boilers, there are two pump men, with

two assistants, twelve stokers, one boiler cleaner and

six coal shovelers. These, together with an average

force oi 33 line and ground men, foremen, chief trimmer,

chief inspector, superintendent of lines, store keeper,

repair shop employes, carpenters, clerks, etc., constitute

a force of about 170 men. A very large per cent, of

these men are called upon to perform duties which are

simple, yet, because ot their extreme newness, are not

thoroughlv comprehended by them. To get the best

results,%ach man requires clearly written rules, as few

of them as possible, and their rigid enforcement. In all

practice this U the wise way to put it ; but it is absolutely

necessary that it be so with a large force, where many
of the men do their work independently, and free from

the constant supervision of a foreman.

In the room used as an otHce at the station by the

insoec'-ors and foremen are city maps, mounted ou

boards, where the locations of the lamp> are indicated

by lacks and the circuits by strings. For the central

part of the city, where there are many circuits on the

same line of poles, each circuit is shown on a separate

map of that s-.ction. A number of printed slips, which

represent a pole with cross arms, indicate the location ol

the wires on the poles on the different streets traversed

by the different circuits. Any change of circuits is

noted on a separate blank when the work is ordered, and

when completed the maps are corrected to correspond.

It lakes but a few days for a man to become quite familiar

with the circuits by keeping them so conspicuously

placed. In large stations this method of indicating cir-

cuits is almost indispensable, and will prove of great

value if used in smaller ones.

For testing purposes we have a portable tachometer

for indicating speeds, two Thomson indicators for the

engines, a recording steam gauge, two standard amme-
ter's and a voltmeter reading to 5,000 volts for the

dynamo room; on each circuit a spring socket for at-

Uching ammeters and a current indicator for indicating

the direction the current is flowing through the circuit;

near the lightning arresters on the upper floor, a

switch board especially arranged for testing only; a

Whealstone bride, magneto bells, etc. The engines are

indica'cd once each day.

Evaporation boiler tests are made every month to see

Ihal the quality o£ coal is maintained at the standard.

All the circuits are tested four times each day. All live

circuiU during the day are tested for ground*^, and all

olher^ for apparent open circuits as well. In addition

lo thia, all circuits are tested while alive by taking volt

and ammeter readings simultaneou-Iy. The number of

miles of wire and the number of lamps bsing known,
any material increa«'C in the energy consumed gives

evidence of a fiult not always easily discovered by other

muthads. In testing for ground-i on circuits not alive,

a strong magneto bell h used. For all other testing a

battery current of from 30 to 50 volts is used, and the

circuit is required to pass at Ica»l one amp.;rc to operate

an ordinary call bell. When this b^ll Is placed in series

w Ih a circuit which has more resistance than will pa^s

this current at the pressure, (he circuit is at once in-

spected and the fault located. In locating the trouble,

one ?*ide of the bell circuit i* connected to the line and

the other to the earth. The inspector or trouble-man

carries a ftimilar belt with him, which he connects in

series with the earth and line at various points, until the

fault is located. The value of circuit testing with low

voUa<'e Is keenly apprccialcd by ihoic who have prac-

ticed it When the circuits are alive, ammeter readings

are recorded every two hours, and all reading* are from

the same ins<rument-s. These instruments arc arranged

so as to be read singly,or in scries, and one is uvjd to

check on the other.' The value oi first class instru-

ments in plants of any size cannot be over-estimated,
and should be in daily use in all stations, rather than the
makeshifts generally supplied.

The stopping and starting of engines and boilers,

pumps, dynamos;, circuits, etc., are all i-ecorded on re-

ports made by those in chaige of the diff.-rent depart-
ments. Each inspector, trimmer, line foreman, store-

keeper, and all heads of departments make daily reports
of work done and time and materia! used by them.
Each trimmer is charged with a certain number of de-
merits for each fault on his route, such as defective or
dirty lamps, broken or dirty globes, carbons used in ex-
cess of the required number, etc., and each month
prizes are awarded to those having the best records.
The advantage of using vehicles for trimmers for all

street lighting work is being recognized. Provide a
man with proper appliances and your service will im-
prove. He cannot carry all that he should and walk
long distances, nor will he take the same care when he
is worn out with tramping that he otherwise would.
We find it desirable for the trimmer to own and care for

his own horse, while the company provides a suitable
vehicle and harness, which he turns into the stable once
a week for inspection, cleaning and repairs when
needed.
We select from our linemen those whom we class as

inspectors or trouble-men, who are equipped with a
light-running cart, with a suitable place for the storage
of all tools necessary to use in an emergency. In addi-

tion to the special duty required of them during storms
or at fires, these men correct all minor troubles reported
to the office from various sources. During the first

year's operations the average time lost, due to open
circuits at night— that is, the average time lost from the
time the circuit was opened until it was closed and the
lights restored—was an hour and five minutes, notwith-
standing that all circuits are more than ten miles in

length. When these troubles occur, it is almost always
during a storm, but the conveyances with which they
are provided and their thorough knowledge of the cir-

cuits enables the men to become very expert in locating
and correcting troubles. During the past year nearly

15 per cent, of all the calls answered by our trouble
men were to correct troubles on the lines of other com-
panies. Because we have wires all over the city, the
police and the public generally think that all the wires
belong to us, and, when thev discover any trouble with
them, they are apt to report tlie same by telephone to

our station. During the entire twenty-four hoiu's there
is always one man on duty, ready to answer just such
calls and correct the troubles.

All arc lamps, before leaving the station, are placed
in a test rack, where they are supplied with a ciu-rent

maintained absolutely constant. Voltmeter readings
are noted soon after the lamp has been lighted,when the
carbons are about half consumed, and also when Lhey
are burned quite short. During the early part of the
burning the lamp is adjusted so that the readings, taken
at three different points, give an average reading of 46
volts. In case ofdouble lamps this work is carried out on
both rods. This extreme care in regard to adjustment we
regard as absolutely necessary. If a lamp is permitted
to consume its carbons, any fault which would not be
discovered with a brief test is quile likely to develop,
To determine the length of arc by the current and volt-

age is more likely to result in uniform lamps than where
tested by the eye. With ten hmps adjusted to burn at

an average of 46 volts, with 9 5-10 amperes, the average
number of watts per lamp was 436. Without changing
the adjustment of the lamps, the current was increased
to 9 S-io amperes; and there was an average consump-
tion of 524 watts per lamp, an increase of 20 per cent, of
energy; and by increasing the current to ten amperes,
the average number of watts per lamp was 550, the
average voltage 58, the increase above normal being 33
per cent. That means 33 pei' cent, more coal, 33 per
cent, more work at your dynamo, 33 per cent, less

capacity in your dynamo, and probably 33 per
cent, less life in your armature. One is apt to think
that the ditTerence between S 5-10 and 10 amperes, when
supplied to the lamp, is only a difference of 5 or 10 per
cent, which is not very serious. This would be true if

the lamp were adjusted each time for the ampere current
it was to be operated with. To those who have not
made this experiment, perhaps, a portion of the mystery
as to where the coal goes will be cleared up. liy using
the ammeter and voltmeter for adjusting tlic lamps,
and then seeing thit the circuits are provided with the
same ampere current indicated by the same ammeter,
one will be apt to bring about like conditions in all

lamps; at least, they are more likely to be uniform, than
if independent ammeters are u'^ed on each circuit. By
reference to this statement relative to the amount of
energy consumed by change of current, it will be easy
to see how expensive one or two low lamps would be
on a circuit, where the operator, to correct the trouble,

supplies them with current enough to make them
bright. Of course it is understood that better, service

as well is obtaineti by operating the circuits with no
more current than that for whicli the lamps are adjusted.

In this connection, I believe it is proper to again call at-

tention to th;; well-worn subject of connectiouK, A
grcit dtral of tini'j and trouble is spent in soklering
joint*i, and when the lines arc let! to the lamp they are
apt to be poked into the binding posts, held with set

screws indilTjrenlly lightened, and bL*twc*en these bind-

ing posts and the lamp connections proper there arc
perhaps three or four, if not more, indifferent contacts,

all ol which look very well In the factory, but are vei v

bad after a few months' service. Manger-boards should
be used which have the line wire soldered lo connections
which cannot get loose. In our practice we accom-
plish this by us'ng about iS Inches of flccible Insulated
cable, which Is soldered lo the hanger-board binding
posts al the station ('cul-out boxes arc (reated In the

same manner; leaving the lineman nothing but an or-

dinary line joint to make, which can be easily done out-
side. Where lamps are suspended from the hanger-
boords by the hooks which conduct the current, we
always insist on some character of second connection
being made to the lamp besides this. A simple way to
do this is to take some small wire and tie the hook to
the loop, in much the same manner as you would with
a piece of twine. We have no screw connections any-
where in our circuits, and with a Hltle ingenuity and
care, they can be avoided always in arc lighting circuits.

By the use of a special socket to each circu't for con-
necting an ammeter, we are able to take the readings
with volt and ammeter, and get a correct indication of
the actual consumption of energy on a circuit while in
operation. With the data relative to the number of
lamps in service, and the number of miles and size of
wire, we are able to discover any excessive consumption
of energy and prevent the development of a series of
little faults, which, in a short time, grow to be very
serious ones if permitted to continue. Usually these
readings are taken on each circuit three times a week,
and during the time these observations are made, indi-

cator cards are taken from the engines. From these
two sources we get the actual consumption of electrical

energy per circuit and per engine. We also get the
indicated horse power. From a set of eleven observa-
tions taken from July 30th to August 2Sth, at various
hours during the night run, the station shows an eifi-

ciency between indicated horse power and electrical

horse power at dynamo terminals of 74.9 per cent.,

ranging from 70.3 per cent., the lowest, to 77.5 percent.,
the highest efficiency shown. The circuit readings in-

dicate an aveaage consumption of energy per lamp of
about 6-10 of an electrical horse power. The average
indicated horse power is about S-io per lamp. A good
condition of the circuits is maintained constantly, be-
cause any neglect in any department is quickly shown
by the data obtained from our records. Some months
ago, when press of business caused the measurement of
circuits to be neglected for a lew weeks, the writer dis-

covered an increase of over ten per cent, in the con-
sumption of fuel, when there should have been a slight
decrease. An in^estigation showed that an accident
lo an ammeter had caused a falpe reading, whicii in-

creased th ; cost of fuel alone about $16 a day. The
dilference in the appearance of tlie lamps was not such
as to call forth special comments then by those inter-

ested, yet, when the fault was discovered, it was re-

membered that some seemed to have been burning
high for a week or two. On suburban circuits on long
loops, it is our practice to place cut out boxes on the
pole where the line branches. This saves a great deal

of time in locating troubles; but let me add that unless
a thoroughly water-tight and substantial cul-out is used,
it will prove more of an annoyauce than an advantage
A log of each circuit and dynamo, as well as of engines
and boilers, is a very satisfactory and desirable part of
the records, and will frequently assist materially in

locating troubles and saving expense.

Throughout the country it is almost the universal
practice to wire for arc lights without cost to the cus-
tomer. There is no valid reason for this custom, and
for more than a year it has been our custom to charge
for c;ost of labor, with the result of reducing expenses
more than $600 per month. In every case where lamps
are discontinued in the spring, we require a contract for

fall and winter service, else the wires are removed
when the lamp is taken down. We invariably cut
down the line between the house and pole where tlie

service is discontinued for the season, though it is to be
renewed later. To induce annual contracts, a rebate of

5 pt^r cent, is given at the expiration of the year, and is

found lo work to advantage.
There are very many details of construction, as well

as of olfice work, which could be referred to, if it were
not thil this paper is now too long; but I will be glad to

I'urnish a copy of "general instructions to employes,"
used in the government of this plant, which refer to and
bring out some points of management which are not
menlioned here, to those who care for them.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Nichols: I am very glad that Mr. Aytrdwel'.
so slroDgly upon the Inadvisabillty of ceutrdl .station

compmiits doiD,!!' free wirinj^. Ofccursel am not at.

the present; time inturestcd In aic, lighting, but when wc
commenced iacandescL^nt lighling we were udvisHl lo

do fne wiring. I took the groimd Ihn'", it would be
uabusiQes5-like; that it would be on t' e principle of
those people who saW tea at 30 much a pound and give
a chromo with it. Wc have done our own wiring, for

the reasoQ that la our city wc have not had the lulvan-

tage of lirtt-class coBs'ruction companies upoa whose
work we could depend. We have connected up—

I

do not remember the total number—hut io the last fif-

teen months we have wired for upwatd of twelve
thousind lights and we have endeavored to make It as
near cofit as pisslble, 80 asnot to make It burd^nsoinc
to the consumer.

Mtt- FftANCisc'o: Th?rci3 ontj feature of this busi-
ness that has been overlooked. It fs vf ry conv<;nIent to
curry out Mr. Nichols' plan, and I fully concur In his

views—provided there Is only cny company In the
place. But If you have got t-wo or three companies
thecompany that does i' for llie least m:ticy gc's th(! job
every tlraf*. I lipothat wc can In time adopt Httme
plan orsom; nianagemi:nt in rpgiu'd to this very ((tus

lion of free wiring, hccaus i It; Is a very .s^rlons (llllleul

ty; there is no qu'.'btioii about th'it. In mmy hlitlons

renewaln are furnMi d free. Of oursc It \h a dend lot-H

to the company and the oliargo should be made fcr re-

newals the same as is muf.'e for wiring and I trii^t that
In time we may beableto get some basis or plan of
nitration whereby we can carry this out and have our
Rturn for that service juH', the same as wo do for all

other .service.
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Mh, Nichols: I am glad Mr, Francisco referred to

the ijuestloncf compctilion. I think it Is better to sell

your product at a lower price—to give a discount rallier

than to give something for nithlng. Vou then know
exactly v/b:it you are doing and exactly what you can
afford to do. If you do free wiring 1 maintain Ihit vou
have no right to charge it up tocipltal acco\iut. You
ought to charge it to expense account. When
once you wire a cus'.omer's premises he has you at his

mercy, lie can tell you to take 3ourwlr(s out,

whereas, If you meet comi)etition by saying we will

give you ten, flftten or twenty p r cent, discount, then

if you have a row with your customer jou slmplv lose

his custom, but you are at no liaancial loss In the matter

as regards the actual expenditure of capital, and I think

that is a far more reasonable way of meeting competi-
tion—to sell the product at a lower price.

Mr. Sickly: Tlirec of the largest companies in

New York started in to do free wiring. I think

they spent half a million d' liars before they rc;illzed the

fact that It wai an expensive luxury. It cost them on
an avc'age about three dollars a light to put in. They
finally reached a combination whereby they agreed to

charge the customer actual cost. Some enterprising

gentlemen put the actual cost down to a dollar and a half

alight. His opponent kept his pricj still at $'i. The
three dollar man did not get the business. But I do not

agree wl'h the gentleman about the account to which
wiring should be charged. In some large buildings

there Is $10,000 worth Sf wire alone. It you make a

contract with a man to wire a building you make aeon-

tract with him to either buy that wire at the expiration

of your contract or to remove it. You will find that

companies have spent thousands of dollars in wiling

large buildings, and it would be nonseasa to charge

that to expense.

Mh. Obford: I have been operating arc lamps for

seven or eight years, and I have had various types of ate

machines, and I know theie are some of them, as Jlr.

Smith said theolher day, on which the only governor is a

big load. I think It Is a very crude way of running a sta-

tion to trust to a machine without a governor. It Is

really the same ,as taking the governor out of the en-

gine. Nobody would dream of setting up a locomotive

or stationary engine without setlingupagood governor,

and In a great many Instances the highest price will be

obtained for an engine having a good regulating gov-

ernor, and the same thing can undoubti dly be done
with the arc machine.
With reference to this opposition, which Is constantly

cropping up, when we started Into the Incandescent

business we thought the wisest thing would be to go ti

the customers, get as good a price ( s we could, and ask
them for as email an annunt to begin with as possible.

We had to say something to them to get them to adopt

the electric light in pie ference to gas, and we thought
It would not be a very good method to begin by telling

them that they had to piy for the wire. Consequently
we took the ground that the smaller the expense to the

customers in the first Ins'ancs the more customers we
would be likely to get. We recognized the fact that we
were going to spend a considerable amount of money
in wiring stores, and we thought it wou'd b3 a perma-
nent business. We have h^d the incandescent lights

in stores for four years. \Vv have had very good
prices. The cost of the ins'a'lation Is a small amount
when you spread It over four or perhaps foriy years. I

see no deterioration of the materia), and the amount of

money necessary to keep It In good c:)nditlon is very

small indeed. The queslim of renewals is one about
which we have debated very considerably. The only

advantage which I see in the customer buying his lamps
would be that we could sell them In a bunch snd have

done with it, whereas we now supply them one or two at

a time as required. The disadvantage of the customer
buying his lamps has appeared to us to be that some of

them might btirn the lamps as long as they would burn
and In that way it would not be very creditable to us

as we have to compete with very good gas.

5Ir. Scott: We hive standardized volt meters and
meters made by the parent company, but the volt meters
and ammeters on the switchboard are apparently all right

according to that, but in testing olherwi e I

found that one street loop having an amperage of

about 7 7-10 running on the series system showed when
I put it on to one machine by itself 8 ampeies by that

ammeter, on the other machine 10 amperes by that

ammeter, and on another machine 11 amperes by that

ammeter. I tran&feired the ammeter to the other ma-
chine, and I found the trouble was in the instrument
itself. In testing the exciters of the direct current ma-
chine I found one was giving 08 vclts, anjther ll.'i,

another 140. I think it Is of a great deal of importance

to everybody. Our men are told to test and standardize

the volt meter and ampere meter every hour.

In regard to free wiring we have stopped that We
diel it because the gas company, which had lowered its

rates from $3 to .si. 00 in order to comoele with us,

finding that that was not sufflcient, had cllered to pipe
all large stores and residences free. With small stores

they threw in fixtures. We immediately started free

wiring. We told the people that the gas company
knew It had an inferior article or It would not
have done that, because since 1850 every man had had
to pay for every foot of pli)c from the meter to his

burner. The increase of consumption of electric light

has not varied a particle since it began with free

piping, and we began charging for wiring, and I tliink

that while sometimes It may be a loss of capital for a few
months. In the end It Is good business management.
But when you have a good article and arc determined
to keep It good and another man Is trying to cut your
throat. It is poor policy to spend your capital in trying

to cut his throat. When we started we of course wircil

free in stores. We paid the cost of installation of 300

lamps In four blocks on one of the principal streets,

which was pi'M. That was two and a half years ago.

Those lamps have paid us $liOO a month during that

time.

Dr. Bull: With reference to what was said by Mr.
Orford In relation to the governor I have frequently
heard the same remark casually made and I must fay
that from that standpoint we ought t.i ongratulate the

makers e)f such apparatus from the bottom of our hearts,

because I can assure the members of the association

that no such result eaii be obtained by the best scien-

tific iostrumetts made and adjusted with the utmost
care, kept in tlie laboratory and used only by skilled

men. I leave it to you how likely It is that such results

can be really attained in practice. Take the best

laboratory instruments ai;d they will get out of adjusl-

ment with the most skillful use, and when they are

bul-jected to a degree of care which could not even b :

approximated In the moit refined commercial work. I

think the cause of the error that Is so frequently made
in ascribing exceedingly fine icgulatlon to commercial
apparatus is due to the fact that it is not sensitive

enough to show more variation.

TitE President: I will call upon Jfr. Nichols to

lead the paper of ..Mr. Warner, on "Different Forms of

Carbons used in Arc Lighting."

Different Forms of Caruons Used in Arc
Lighting.

BY E. p. WARNER.

In the period just preceding the Introduction of the
aio electric lighting commercially, experimenters and
inventors had brought forward numerous plans, ideas

and theories regarding the size, form and manner of

using carbons, and in view of the fact that no reasoc-

ably cheap method of generating the electric current
then existed, a surprising amount of attenllon was given
to the subject, and the developments of the art, shown
bv many publicalions, form no small part of our history

of arc lighting.

It Is not my parpose to dwell at length upon the his-

tory of carbons generally, but rather to touch lightly

on some of the more notable forms known at the time
of which I am speaking, and then to pass on to a con-

sideration of ihe utility aid practical results obtained
with the different forms of cjirbons In use at the present

time, paving special atteniion to the matter of form and
slz'j as affecting the results.

The form of a cvllnder or pencil, it is noteworthy was
that used by Sir Humphrey Davy, in his earliest experi-

ments, and he even devised special holders or clamps to

retain the carbon pencils in all alignment and facilitate

their adjjstment with a view of maintaining a constant
and steady light.

Archereau subsequently adopted the pencil form of

carbon and used it in his lamp now so justly considered

as the first prsctlcal arc lamp; It does not appear, how-
ever, that he turned his attention pitticularly to the
matter of form.
Wright and others stand on record as experimenters

with carbon discs lirought edge to ed.ge and made to

rotate as they were consumed, and the combmationof a
ds place! on edg^ above a vertical pencil of carbon was
also tried at this early date.

Wallace and Farmer made us2 of broad flal plates of

carbon, placed in a vertical plane, one above the other,

the arc forming between Ihe edges as they were drawn
apart and shifting back and forth from one end of the
plates to the other. Another inventor at about this

same date placed flat plates of carbon side by side with
the arc forming at the upper edges of the plates and an
Intervening insulation of some refractory materia', the

arc forming at the upper edges of the plates and grad-
ually consuming them.

Jablochoil in 1876 introduced his well known electric

candle, a form of arc lamp In which cylindrical carbons
are employed placed In a vertical position and held
separated by a thin filling of refractory insulating ma-
terial.

Now when we look back at the work of these early
inventors and consider what special object they had In

mind In making their expeiments. It isat once apparent
that It was continuity of action, and It stands on recri'd

that they met with fair success so far as this feature is

concerned, some of the lamps being capable of twenty
hours' burning without attention.

In 1874 Mathias Day produced ai arc lamp In which
two cylindrical pencils were placed In the upper hol-

der.-', and two In the lower holders, the upper ones
occupying a plane with the lower and elirectly over them.
Here 1I12 avowed object of ihe Invention was tosecure
long-contlnufd operation of the light without recjuiring

attention, and it Is certain that he accomplished It in a
very creelilable and ingenious manner.

Coming now to the time of the commercial birth of
arcelcc'rtc lighting, we fiod .Jablochoff In the lead
closely followed by Brush and Weslon, each making use
of the cylindrical form of carbon pencil and turning
his attention most assiduously to the feature of con-
tlnulty of operation, Ihe first move being an Increase In

length of pencils. Carre, a French nianufacturer, at

this time became prominent as a maker of carbons, and
succseded in producing pencils about 7 IG Inch dia-

meter and 'i'i inches in length,and it was thought by the
use of lamps of suitable length these long carbon pen-
cils could be advantageously useil when long contlnueel
burning was a necessity, but owing to the difiinil les

encimntered In the manufacture and also trouble la
maintaining proper alignment for the carbons a lenclh
of 33 inches wns soon settled upjn as most practicable
and convenient.
As the business increa'cd and the tlemands became

hotter understood, tlie Inventors again essayeel to s.>lve

the problem of conlinulty of action, but. In many cases

such attempts were but returns to old forms and
methods, and did not result in any practical advance.
Various forms of double carbon lamps wore Intro-

duced and. for a lime, these were thought to be th';

only practical and commercially succistful way out of
the dinicully, hut more recent ticvelojimcni.s have shown
a far simpler aid belter way. and one. fuihermorc. that
cannot fail to impre-s lln practical electrical engineer.
I rc'er to the simple expedient of using a carhoi pencil
cf X inch diameler 14 inches in length in an ordinary
single carbon lamp. It Is true that this is not new, and
that cirbon pencils of such siz?. or even greater, weie
tried long ago; nevertheless, the introduction of cartxins
of this size and form has a very .great bearing on the
commercial side of the situation; but b;forc going Into
that matt -r I wish to say a few words regarding the
lighting efficiency of ;•,.' inch carbons.
Having neyicerl thatth-; question had b;cnrai-cd as to

whether these carbons would give as much light for a
given expenditure of electrical energy, as wou.d those
of one Inch diameter, I tried the following experimenis:
Two tingle lamps were connected in series In an arc

circuit, one being supplied with ;V, inch carbons 14
Inches in length, the oth^r with 'i inch carbons 12
Inches In length; around each lamp was branched a volt-
meter indicating tt e voltage. The lamps were then ad-
justed until they had the same voltage, and as current
was of necessity the same in each, it was a safe conclu-
sion tliat equal amounts of energy were being supplied.
Photometric comparison cf the two lights was then
made at the horiz >ntal and at many different angles
above and below wiih the result that no perceptible dif-

ference could be found In the power of the lights. Dur-
ing the tests the current was maintained as constant
as praciicable and care w.s taken to base the compari-
son on an average deduced from a large number of
readings.

Now while this matter of lighting elfif.iency is one
th a concerns the people operating electric plants; It

does not Interest them to the extent that other features
upon which I have yet to touch may, as I happen to
know that the management of lighting stations looks
long and lovinglj' on any plan that seems to give good
promise of reducing running expenses. To begin with
there is the difference in first cost between a single and
a double carbon lamp, aad the difference In expanse for
repairs arel attendance, these items varying of cou ss
with the diffi-?rent lighting S3's'ems. Still another im-
portant saving is in the cost of carbons, the cost for a
given number of hours run being fully thirty per cent,
greater with }4 Inch than wdth ''g inch carbons. There
is the further important saving In the breakage of
globes, which often Is caused by the sudden shifting of
the arc in the double carbon lamp. Twin carbonscon-
sistiug of two cylindrical pencils placed parallel and in
close juxtaposition to each other, and coniected by a
web throughout their entire length, have of late been in-
troduced and when In use Ihe arc alternates between
the different pencils comprising the upper and lower
twin carboos. A test of these carbons made principally
with a view of determining the life and lighting quality,
gave unsatisfactory results in the following partlcalats.'

It was observed that the duration of a burning for a
given weight of mateiial was not nearly equal to that
which could be obtained with the same amount of ma-
terial in a single cylindrical pencil. This I attribute to
the more rapid disintegration cf the turn e^rbon result-
ing from the very frequent heating and cooling of each
member. Indeed this Is found to be tiue of two carbons
where arranged as in the Day lamp, cr so that the arc
alternates frequently between the different sets, and
there Is quite a noticeable difference in consumption of
caibon for a given duration of lighting as compared
with an ordinary single carbon of the same diameter
burning without interruption.

Another undesirable feature of tsrin carbons is Ihe
shtdow cast by the non-burning members, which, while
it may not be disagreeably noticeable when the lamp is

provided with an open globe, most cerlainly operates to
reduce the total output of light.

It may be argued that the main item of expense iu
the manufacture of dtarbons does not lie In Ihe mateial,
and the fact that J,, inch carbons cost so little more than
1.^ inch \vould bear out such a position, and I have
merely mentioned the fact of the rapid disintegration
and burning away of the turn carbons by way of ex-
planation.

The paper was received without discussion.
It wasdecided that the rules for safe wiring adopted

by the convention be at once printed, and a copy sent
to each central station and insurance association in the
Vnlicd States.

Sir William Dawson, Frank K. U 'dpath and Prof.
Henry T. Bovey were elected honorary members of lUe
National Electric Light association on the recommenda-
tion of the executive committee. Thomas D. Lockwood
was also elected an honorary member. The convdntlon
then went into executive session.

The secretary presented the following report

:

Skcretauv's Rei'ort.

The comlitionof the association si far .as its member-
ship goes is much stroncor and mote encouraging than
it was at the lopcnlng of live yesir. Jfany individual
mcmbc'ships have beeu elri>ppsd since the' adoption of
the present conslituion. owing to the fact that member-
ships arc, under It. very largely reprcse' t;d by corpora-
tions and flrmslusteadoflndtvlduals. Notwilhstandmg
this fact, a large addlite)u has beeu luadc.
According to the last secretary's rei'orl, the number of

members who bad psi.l dues for 1801 was:is follows:
Active members, tio; a'soclate meiilrcrs', 107; total 17i2.

The present membership stsiuls as follows: Active
members, 78; associate member.-. 14'^; total, 330.

I beg to say, In connection with the total member-
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ship of this association, that it Is far from what it

should be, and far from what It might possibly be made,
in view of the immense passlbilitits for the diffusion of

valuable information within its grasp. Our active

membership list, especially, should be very largely In-

creased, and could be made so by making an active

membership a valuable consideration and worth more
than the annuil dues amount to, in the way of practical

information furnished during the year. I would su.g-

gest that the committee ou data be Increa ed in Its

membership and that the collection and distribution

among our members of Important facts, figures and
details relatiDg to the furnishing of light, heat and
power be carried out systematically, and persistentl/

throughout the year. There is a vast Held here for

good and I consider it as important a work as the asso-

ciation has to do.

The report was receivei and filed. The treasurer's

report was then presented by Mr. Beane, as follows:

Tkeasurer's Repokt.

This report is made from April 1st, dating from the

beginning cf office until July 1st, our fiscal year

dating from January to July and July to January of

each year. This report is based on the books of the

association and on the trial balance of the auditor on
April ITth, and on my trial balance of July 1st.

The operations of the treasurer, as regards receipts,

are Indicated by schedule "A," the total receipts being

^1,265. Total disbursements amount to i^l,387.G2,

making the disbursements S;1'J2.62 over the receipts for

that period. The proof of this Is contained in the fol-

lowing: Balance In bank April 17th, indicated by
the auditor's trial balance, was -slSTo.lo. Balance in

bank July 1st, indicated by trial balance, $1,1'22,0'3.

Cash on hand July 1st, $13S..jl. Total of cash on hand
July l5t. .^1,2.j0.o3. Which total Is ^122.62 less than
theamount on hand Ap:Il ITth, proving the difference

between the receipts and disburstmenls as indicated by
the report.

The assets of the association on July 1st consist of

cash in bank si, 122. 02 and the value of furniture

account charged with .s214.15. The assets were
further increased by the payment of the committee on
exhibits of moaeys diibursed, and their account is

schedule "B".
The report was referred to the finance committee.
Dr. ilison offered the following resolutions, which

were unanimously adopted by a rising vote:

Kesolutions.
The ?*'alional Electric Lisht association, assembled in Jlon-

treal.at toe close of it^ eession desires lo put upon record its ap-
preciation of the disiinguishel iionor shown it by the Dominion
of Canada in the preseiice of His Excellenc.v, Lord Stanley of
Preston, govemor-seneral of the Dominion:
Of the large-heanei hospilality of the city of Montreal, evi-

denced by manv >::ratefal acts, olBcial and individnal;
Of the tireless" industry cf the citizens execntive committee,

whose efforts have carried to completion the most BDCceSBfnl
meeting lo tli^ history of this body;
Of the grand wor£ done by the committee on exhibits, iseuin?

in an exhibition of great edncalional value calcnlated to develop
a 'arger appreciation i^f the flexibility of electritily, and its wide
adaptation to Inoman needs.
Of the gracious liberality of McGill coilese, which has lent the

great dignity of its ndine ana the personal inlluence and labor of

its officals to the success of our meetings

;

To the press of this city, whose extensive and fair leports of

our meetings have extended our iaflaence:
To the railway companies for their liberal reduction in fares,

and to the Windsor Hotel management, where as gueets we have
found » home.
Hi^olred. That the ab^ve minutes be placed on the records of

the association and a certified copy thereof be sent to the various
bodies mentioned.

The following resolution was also adopted:

Ruoltfjl, That a vote of thants be 'endered J- I. Gulicli for
the efiicieni and snccesefcl management of the exhibition now
being he.d nnder the auspices of this association, the largest

ever held on this contlnenr.
And that the secretary be directed to have this resolution en-

grossed and presented to Mr. Gulick.

On motion of 3Ir. Seely seconded by Dr. Mason, a
vote of thanks was extended to Luther Stleringer and
Allan R. Foote.
Frederick Nichols, 51. D. Law ard A M. Young

wera eltcted members of the executive committee of the
third cl«s=. *

Dr. Mason gave notica of tha following amendment
lo the constitution—that in the first aitlcle the word
"Internalioial" be Eubrtiiuted for the word National,

so Iha'. tfc title of the Associa'ion would be The Inter-

na'ional Electric Light Asscciation.

Buffalo was Ee'ected as th'j place for holding the Feb-
rjary meeting of the ss=ociatIon.

The convention then adjourned.

Convention Notes.

V H. Alexaiider and II. G. Isscrtel represented the

A. B. C. company.

C D. Crandal! and S. A. Chase represented the

Western Electric company.

Frank C. Mison of Brooklyn represented the Gimc-
well Fire Alarm company.

^S'llIlam Taylor of Chicago reprcjcnted the Electrical

Supply company of Chicago.

The Uei-'lcr Electric company had a 200 light ma-
chine on exhibition. Oicar HeimaDD reprtssnled the

comfiany.

The Eirek* Tempered Copper company's speclaltitn

were In ciiarge of X. S. Poason and allracted universal

ftUetillon.

Clrriilurs describing the brai ling machinery of the
Xjw Ea^land Butt company of Providence were freely

dUdibuttd.

VulcabeatOD, for mechanical. Mcam and clccUtcal
uses, W.11 boomcl by the Jobna-PiaU company, Hart-
ford, Cono.

The New York Belting aod Packing coiii|)aDy dis-

tributed circulars, describing lis staple supplies and
specialties.

The Jewell Belting company, Hartford, Conn., dis-

played the "Jewell" dynamo belts and explained their

special features.

The Crocker-Wheeler company of New York had on
exhibition several motors in charge of Geo. W. La Hue
of the Ne ^ York office.

Weston Standard voltmeters, portable alternating
and dl^cc^ current meters were displayed by Vf . M.
Hill and William Moore.

Ventilating fans operated by electric motors were
displayed by the La Bjiteaux Eleclric Motor tt Fan
company of Cincinnati, 0.

Simplex wire was disp'ayed to advantage, and the
representatives of the company weic kept busy talking
up the merits of their wire.

AV. P. Mullen represented the Shultz Belting com-
pany and dlsp';i3'(:d spscimeus of the belts this concern
is introducing in eleclric plants.

The EDgioeering Equipment company of New York
and Boston showed trolley wire hangers which ccm-
mended themselves to spectators.

Delaware Hard Fibre comrany of Wilmington, Del.,

was represented by William H. Stanhope, who displayed
a full line of fibre goods in a variety of forms.

H. Ward Leonard \- Co. had a pleasant nook In the
rear of the hall, where Mi^ssrs. I^eonard aed Vance
received friends and boomed the new enterprise.

The Germania Electric cimpany of Boston had a
neat display In charge of Oils K. Stuart and H. Bot-
tomly. The Improved Schaeffer lamp was shown.

The Norwich Insulated Wire company of New York,
manufacturer of paoer insulated wires and cables, was
represented by F. Djy Voorhtes, general sales agent.

H. E. Chapman, repTe.s?nting the Ku'.sell Electtic
company of Boston, had six lamps on exhibition aatl

explained the operation and merits of them to visitors.

The Gould Packing company of East Cambridge,
Mass., showed samples of Gould's steam and water
packing to steam engineers connected wllh electiic

lighting plants.

The E. S. Gruely &Co. was well represented and had
a most creditable display. C. P. Frey was ou hand to
explain the many advantages of the numerous devices
which his company exhibited.

"P. & B." was thoroughly advertised by the repre-
sentatives of the Standard Paint company of New York.
This concern distributed literature, etc., and made a
favorable impression on the visitors.

M. E. Baird and A. D. Newton of the Eddy company
were on hand 1 5 explain the feature3 of their moor,
which was placed on exhIbMon In the Toiouto Con-
struction & Electrical Supply company's exhibit.

The Globe Eleclric C irdage company, Philadelphia,
was repreiented by G. H. Smiley of Chicago, who dis-

played samples of the company's specialties and dis-

tributed circulars giving the results of recent tests.

The Canadian Electrical Specially company's exhibit
included a full line of electrical apparatus and the
numerous specialties handled by Ih's company. It was
admirably arranged and attracted considerable atten-
tion.

Tne Fort Wayne company had a power plant in
operation, which attracted considerable attention. W.
J. Morrison was in charge of the exhibit, which in-

cluded a 750-lIght alternator and a fifteen arc light
machine.

The Ball Electiic Light company of Toronto exhibited
four-ampere double armature arc light machines, with
Bernstein Incandescent lamps. Wenstrom generators
and motors were also shown, as well as a general line

of supplies.

One of the most interesting pamphle's distrlbu'ed at

the convention was Issuid by the National Carbon
company of Cleveland. It contained a directory of
arc light plants In North America, ard will prove valu-
able to supply men.

George L. Wiley of the Standard Underground
Cable company, rutsturg, showed samples of that
company's underground cables. Mr. AViley received
congratulations on behalf of the company on Its recent
victory at ^Ilnncapolls.

The Hies Electric Specialty company of Baltimore,
Md , had an attractive exhibit of Its new regulallng
sockets for alternating current Incandescent lamps.
This company was represented by Ellas E. Hies and
Lewis S. Greensfeldcr.

The Thompson tt Robertson company of New York
exhibited the Fibrous dry bnt'ery it has lately placed
on the market, as well as the Fibrous DUque Leclanche
cell It Is now supplying for open circjit work. Louis
Wal.ili represented the ccmpany.

The Bryant Electric company of Bridgeport, Conn.,
dlsiilayed a board on which were arranged cpeclmens
of the switches and dcvlcci put on the market by this

company. It was a complete a^sorlment and provel
Intt resting lo central station and supply men.

In jurkra 11 and 10, Wlndfor Hotel, the Electric
Mcrchandisi: cimpany exhibited a complete line of
titc ric street railway eupplics. The exhibit was ad-

mired by many. Burton heaters and a powerful elec-
tric headlight for street railway cars attracted special
attention. D. B. Dean and W. R. B. Wilcox were
present to explain the advantages of the specialties
displayed.

The Abendroth i^j Root I^Ianufacturlug company is-

sued a handsomely illustrated pamphlet bearing the
title of "Steam Boilers." In addition to descriptive
matter of importance it contains some valualjle tables
that will undoubtedly pi ove of much convenience to
the user of steam.

The Chicago delegation was much larger than was
expected. Most of the delegates started Saturday night,
stopping at Hamilton long enough to drive about town
and enjoy the beautiful scene from the mountain. On
their arrival at Montreal the delegates proceeded to
boom the World's Fair.

The Eugene F. Pailllps Electrical Works, had a
fine display near the center of the exhibition. This dis-

play included eleclric light, telephone and magnet wire.
Mr. Phillips himself was present, assisted by John
Carroll, P. C. Ackermtn and others. The company
had a parlor in the hot^l. where It entertained friends.

An interesting fact in connection with the exhibition
was that although all the machinery displayed was in
operation there was no steam plant in or about the
building. The power was furnished from special
plants Installed In the AVlndsor hotel and McGiU unl-
verslty, the latter Institution being over a mile from
the exposition.

G. W. Hart represented the Hart & Hegeman Mauu-
facturlog company of Hartford, Conn., which made a
reat display of switches, including the Hart switch. The
actuating spriog in this art switch is a flat steel, three-
leaf spring, and as it Is not in circuit, Its temper Is not
affected by the current, while the make and break
are Instantaneous.

The Phcenlx G'ass company of Pittsburg, Pa., and
New York, was represented by General Manager A. H.
Patterson, assisted by E. H. Peck. The company's
exhibit contains spcclmei^s of cut glass shades and
incandescent bulbs of every imaginable form. A large
cut elass globe was suspended In front, in which was
a 100 candle power lamp.

James W. Queen & Co. of Philadelphia made an
excellent showing in Exhibi'lou hall. E. G. Wlllyouog
represented the company. The display included a new
design of Siemens' dj namometer, a new portable
testing set for use where there Is considerable magnetic
disturbance, and a combined portable galvanometer
and battery for locating faults.

The International Okonlte company of New York
and London exhibitetl armored and lead-covered Oko-
nlte cables, light and heavily insulateel copper conduc-
tors and Okonlte lamp corel, all wound on handsome
reels. Manson and Okonlte Insulating tap's were also
shown. Captain AV. L. Cnndee, George Manton and
Jean Wetmore represented the company.

Pass ic Ssymour, Syracuse N. Y.. displayed samples
of their latest specialties in electrical chlnaware, many
of the samples being decorated la Imitation of hard
wood. Some small pieces of china work, pocket vases,

cams, and keys perfect In detail and fln'sh, china cleats,

china vas°s of unusual size forT.-H. transformers,
and large insulators for covering lightning arresters and
for railway work were shown.

The Falls Rivet & Jlachlne company of Cuyahoga
Falls, 0., was represented by the president of the com-
pany, E. L. Babcock, the vice-president, J. A. Long,
and the general western manager, F. AV. Weir. They
explained the features of the company's clutch pulley,
and dis'ributed circulars illustrating two of the four
lines of shafting In operation In the Municipal station

at S*. Louis, Mo., the largest arc lighting station in the
world.

The Consolidated Electric Manufacturing company
was represented by C. E. Bibber, who explained the
advantages of the C. E. M. jack-knife switch and the
Improved Davis arc light cui-out. The special attrac-

tion, however, of his exhibit was the Wade dynamo
register for indicating to a station manager the exact
time any given circuit was or was not In operation. A
sample of T. J. Murphy's slate, from which the com-
pany makes all Its switch-boards, was given to visitors.

The Thomson-Houston company devotod Its space
to a display of power machinery, of which it Is mak-
ing a specialty. An electric hoisting machine, electri-

cally operated drill and an electric pump occupied
much attention on the part ofmen intere steel in mining,
and there were many present durin-i the operation of
the machines. In addition to mining machinery the
company showed a full line of elecirlc lighting, power
and railway apparatus, regulating devices and measur-
ing Instruments.

The Electric Engineering & Supply conipnny of
Syracuse, N. Y., had a very Inlcies' Ing exhibit con-
sisting of the new coiiiblnation ceiling rtsyttcs, sockets
and cut-outs ami central station switches of large carry-
ing capacity. These devices were arniiiged on a hand-
some cherry Inard. llio company also displayed the
Packard incandeEcent lamp, which has become so popu-
lar, and for which this tiompan.v 1 astccurcd the ge-neral

eastern agency. Jeuney cltcljic motors weic dist liiycd

to ailvanlagc. The i-xblbit was In charge of F. H.
Leonard, \). .1. Mclntyreaud F. M. Hawkins.

Among the pxhlbits there were several Hint desuved
more than passing notice. Much difsatisfai tlon WUB
expresFed by the cxhlbllois on iicf onnl of the fiiiliiie of

the custom houtcelUclals to handle the goods jiroperly.
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Everything ^as in confusion end many of Ilie exhibit-

ors were vinaljle to make a display unlll the convention
w^g iibout closed. When, however, the exJiibils were
:iU iu place, the rink presented a most attractive

appearance and both exhlbitcraandviiritors wereiepald
fortbc Inconvenience and delay in airanging the dis-

plays.

J. W. Godfrey and George IT. I^fctker represented the

New York Insulated Wire conipiny. Tnis company
had a mos^. attractive exhibit. The New York In-

sulated Wire company of New York, the manufacturer
of ihe "Vulca" electrical wire ducts, bad an attractive

exhibit, including a complete ' lishlng system" with
junction, distributing and angle boxts. Both single

and double tubes are shown, each ten feet in length.

"Vulca" tubes are also shown, surrounded with Port-

land cement and in plaster of paris. Within the bnxcs
shown are inserted porcelain cutouts of improved
pattern.

The Interior Conduit i& Insulation company of New
York, was represented by General Manager E. W. Little

and AFslstantElectrician Paul Ofcanyan. The company's
exhibit illustrates the simple method employed in utiliz-

ijg interior conduits Attached to a dark cherry back
ground built to represent a section of the wall and ceiling

of a room were two complete lines of rectal covered
Interior conduit tubes, one sheathed in steel, the other
in bras?. The main circuit Is can ied In two tubes ris-

ing through the floor and ceiling passing at an easi'y

accessible point wiihin Ihe room through a metal main
line cut-out box. suitably Insulated, which forms the

point of distribution for lliat room. Leading out there-

from arc small metal-covered tubu3 carrjiog conductors
to dliTercot parts of the room and ending In insulated
branch terminal or cut out boxes, to which is attached
the pendant or electrolier, having lamps In full glow.

The Edison exhibit occupied one-half the center of
Ihe ha'l. It was In charge of tbe local company, but
there were several representatives of th.e home cfflci

on hand to assist in the enterlainment of visitors.

Among these were M- ssrs. InsuU, Greene, Muir,
Shain and Beggs. In the exhibit was shown evary
detail of the Edison Incandescnt lighting system, gen-
erators, iodicating and measuring inttiumenis, controll-

ing switches, wires atd cables fur overhead oi under-
ground d'Stribution, as well as electric motors operating
piinling presses and also applied to hoisting, rnck
drilling, pumping, ventilating and railway work. The
sample boards of lamps, sockets, wire, switches, etc.,

were carefully arranged to show the whole line of
samples of anyone kind. The miniature three-wire
system shown in the exhibit connected to a model-
underground tube system attracted cimsiderable atten-

tion.

One of the most interesting featun s of the meeting to
those not directly interested In the discussions at the
daily sesaions was the formal opening of the exhibition
at Victoria Rink. This event had been looked forward
to with much interest by the people In Montreal, and
long before the hour for the beginning of the exercises
the spacious ball and galleries were thTonged with in-

teretled spectators,includIng representatives of tbelead-
Ing families of the city. The arrangements for the
affair had been conducted under the direct supervision
of General Barney and were complete in every detail.

The decorations wi-re attractive and iu many cases
elaborate, while the arrangement of lights produced a
mo'-t striking effect. Mayor McSbane In his opening
address referred to the enterprise and ability disphxyed
by the exhibl'ors, congratulated the a'^EOcIation and
then introduced Sir Donald Smith, who made an ap-
propriate addreas. Wben the opening was actually
accomplished by General Barney, thevisitors Inspected
the apparatus displayed and many were the expressions
of surprise and admiration for the ingenuity shown by
the "Yankee" exhibitors. Interest in the exhibition
did not ab^te when theexf;rcises wcrs finished. Through-
out the week crowds throu iied the building and examined
the displays with lively interest. Several views of the
rink, showing different exhibits, are presented iu this
issue. A glance at these will afford fome idea of the
extent of the decorations and display.

The social features of the exhibition were conducted
under the direction of the citizens' committee, ard
everything was done that could add to the entertain
meat of the visitors. On Tuesday afternoon a special
review of the fire department on the Champs de Mara
was given acd proved most iDteresting. Tbe firemen
made a creditable appearance. Following this was a
garden party at Terrace Bank, the beautiful residence
of Mrs. R. S. R^dpath, where the delegates and their
friends were presented to the leaders of Montreal so-

ciety. In the evening there was a conversazione at

McGIll University. Sir Donald Smith, F. R. Redpath
and wife, ex-Mayor P»eaugrand and wife, Prof. Bovey
and J. W. Beane received the visitors. A lunch was
Eervcd in a large tent that had been placed between the
college and Redpath museum and delightful music was
furnished throughout the evening. On Wednesday after-

noon the delegates were driven about the clly and given
a view frooi the mountain and later there was an enjoy-
able pirty at Mrs. Matson's. During the evening there
was an informal party at the AVIndsor. The guests
passed several delightful hours in dancing. The pro-
gramme of Thursday includedaride on therlver, shoot-
ing the rapids and a reception at the residence of Sir
Donald Smiih, at which Lord S'anley was p'csent.
In the evening there was a grand banquet at Ihe
Windsor, which was the formal d )alng of the festivi-

ties, although there were saveral parties snd entertain-
ments Friday and Siturdiy. The governor-Geusral
and all the other high ofiicials participated. President
Huntley, Judge Armstrong, the governor-general and

mar-y oih^r gentlemen rtspnnded to toasts. Tlie fifialr

was a fitiiog closing for the most enjoyable convention
in the history of the association.

The Banquet.
The banquet tendered the delegates by the citizens' com-

mittee was one of the most noteworthy affairs of Montreal's

society on record. It is seldom the city has had such a

distingiishetl gathering, and this fact was duly appreciated.

Windsor llall was beatifully decorated with American and
English Hags, red, white and blue bunting, while the stage

was a beaiuiful fernery concealed among which was an
orchestra which discoursed music throughout the evening.

Besides the adornment furnished by skillful ardsians, the

gallery was a blaze of beauty. The faces of lovely women
dressed in handsome costumes added considerably to the

splendor of the scene. Covers had been laid for 500, and
but few places imoccupied when the feast began. The
menu was all thai could be desired. When the speeches
were in order. Sir Donald A. Smith introduced T. C.

Martin, who presented Prof. Bovey a photograph on
behalf of the association Prof. Bovey replied in an
appropriate speech. The toasts "The Queen," "The
President of the United States," "Our Guests," "The
City of Montreal." "The Press," "The Ladies" and
"Electrical Service," were responded to. President

Huntley was presented with a handsome ebony gavel,

mounted with gold and suitably engraved. Lord Stanley
made the speecii of the evening, in which he assured the

visitors of the appreciation of tlie Canadians of the honor
that had been conferred by visiting Montreal.

Queen's Improved Portable Testing Set.

Something over a year and a half ago (^tueen & company,

Philadelphia, brought out their now well known series of

portable testing and resistance sets. E.xtensive experience

with these sets seems to have developed very few possibil-

ities of improvement. Almost the only feature which has

been suggested as capable of improvement for use under

certain conditions has been the galvanometer forming a

part of these sets. As heretofore made this galvanometer

has been of the astatic type, fiber suspended, and arranged

to automatically take the weight of the needle from the

fiber when the Hd of the case was closed- A control magnet

enabled the needle to be made still more astatic. The
sensibility of this galvanometer was very great, and it has

been found possible to make very accurate determinations

of resistance by its use together with the set. Its astati-

cism, however, rendered it very susceptible to magnetic

disturbances and mechanical vibrations.

With a view to doing away with this susceptibility,

without detracting from the efficiency of the set, consider-

able attention has been devoted to the designing of a new
galvanometer for use with the sets. The galvanometer

finally devised, and shown as a part of the set in the cut,

is of the D'ArsoncoI type, very dead beat in its action,

and remaining almost absolutely steady during all mechan-

ical and magnetic disturbances. The set fitted with this

new galvanometer may be used in factories where there is

great mechanical vibration, or in central stations, and in

the vicinity of dynamo machinery, where the magnetic

field is very intense. In some recent tests made by Mr.

ijUEtN'S rORTAULK TtlSTING SET.

Willyoung, of (^ueen & company, this set was placed upon

one large running dynamo while used to measure the insula-

tion and resistance of another dynamo not running. In

some other tests of the set tt was placed upon a table and

measurements made while the table was violently shaken.

In both of the preceding tests measurements were easily

and quickly made within an accuracy of one-fifth of one

per cent.

This new galvanometer is, like the astatic form, remov-

able from the set, and may be used separately for any

kind of work desired. This galvanometer cannct, of

course, be made quite as sensitive as the astatic form; it is

however, sensitive enough for all but work of the very

highest accuracy. To accommodate those doing the most

accurate work, the set may still be had with the astatic

galvanometer, which latter has also been improved by mak-

ing the control magnet larger and completely removable

from che galvanometer, if desired. When the control

magnet is to be used, it is removed from its fitting; in the

lid of the instrument, and can be instantly slipped into

position over the ;;aivanomeier by means of a pair of

spring catches. This galvanometer has also been so mod-

ified that it is practically impossible to break the glass

covering the dial, a miship sometimes occurring with the

old type.

New Rawhide Pinion.
Rawhide pinions for the gears of electric railway machin-

ery arc rapidly coming into favor. The accompanying ctit

NEW RAwnn>fc: i'i.nion.

shows one that has recently been brought out by the Chi-

cago Rawhide Manufacturing company for street railway

motor gearing. Heretofore this company has simply made
the blanks for pinions of this character, the finishing work

being done by makers of street railway supplies. Now,
however, the company proposes to turn out complete pin-

ions similar to the one shown in the iliustration. This

gear has brass fianges, and is said to be noiseless and more

durable than all-metal pinions. Although available for

general use, it is especially adapted to street railway work.

Board of Trade and the Telegraph.
It is said that telegraph instruments are to be replaced

in the Board of Trade in Chicago. The restoration of

the wires will end a long struggle between opposing

forces among the members. The wires were taken off the

fioor in pursuance of a policy outlined for the present

administriticn by the members of the board to crush the

bucket-shop evil. The sentiment which at onetime was in

favor of taking out the wires is now as strong in favor of

putting ihem back again. The change among the

prominent commission men has been a gradual one, forced

by the realization that the taking off of the wires hurt the

big board more than it did the bucket-shops. Colonel

Clcwfy of Chicago, vice president of the Western Union

company, is reported to have said that a majority of the

traders appeared to want the wires and instruments

put back and that tbe company wculd be willing to return

if suitible quaiters were provided.

Since t'le above was written the directors of the Board

of Trade have arranged for a restoration of the wires.

The northeastern corner of the great hall will be used by
the telegraph companies, which will have about 1,500

square feet of space. The Postal Telegraph company
will put in 56 instruments and the Western Union S6.

Electric Roads for Chicago.
Proposals for new electric roads in and about Chicago

are coming thick and fast. Undoubtedly it will be

some lime before all the projects develop into realities,

but the propositions nevertheless show the interest

that capitalists hereabouts are taking in electric traction.

Much activity is sliown by tbe backers of the pro-

posed Cliicago and Evanston electric raihvav. It is the

intention now to build a surface electric road-tVoni Em-
erson street, in the northern part of Evanston, to the

corner of Southport and Clybourn avenues, and £rom

this point lo run an elevated road along the river, south

to Kinzic or Michigan street; thence eastward to the

Fifth avenue or Clark street bridge; thence over (he

top story of tbe bridge to the alley between Sonlh

Water and Lake streets ; thence eastward lo State

street, Tbe t'own-lown terminus will be ncarlbe corner

of State and Washington streets. When the line is com-
pleted, a five-cent tare will be charged from the south-

ern terminus to the northern city limits at I loinan ave-

nue and another fare tVoni there north to Evanston.

It is reported that the Edison overhead single trolley

system will be used.

A west side road is that proposed to be run from
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Western avenue west on Twentj-sixth street I0 Ogden

avenue, and on Ogden avenue southwest to Riverside.

This would necessitate building a line seven or eight

miles in length.

Anolher project is said to be backed by George M.

Pullman. It is proposed to extend the short Pullman

line south through the Pullman lands to the Calumet

river and west on One Hundred and Twenty-third or

possibly on One Hundred and Twenty-seventh street.

Much of the right of way would be provided for, inas-

much as a tract of land extending south of Pullman

along the Chicago, & Eastern Illinois and Illinois

Central Railroads is owned by the Pullman interests.

The Chicago, Riverside and Western Street Railway

company, proposes to build an electric road between

Aurora and Chicago, to connect at the latter end with one

of the lines o£ the West Side Cable company, presumably

the Ogden avenue, when it is built. The distance is 30

miles. The capital of the company is placed at $500,000

The Telegraph in Guatemala.

Albert Sickles,an American who has been in the telegraph

construction business in ihe Central American republics for

many years, is in San Francisco purchasing several thousand

white pine telegraph poles for projected lines in Guatemala

and is also negotiating for the purchase of a large electric

lighting plant for the city of Esquiotla. Mr. Sickles says

that, despite the present poverty of the people and

government of Guatemala, there is at this time a great

deal of construction work under way. This is a direct

result of the recent war with San Salvador, which taught

the republic ruled by Barillas a needed lesson on the

indispensability of direct and uninterrupted telegraphic

communication with the world. This is now had only by

means of lines running south through the other Central

American republics. When the war broke out the lines

were cut in the enemy's territory, and Guatemala was

powerless to avert the blow. This disastrous incident

made it easy for Mr. Sickles and his associates to obtain

valuable concessions from the government for the

building of a telegraph line from Guatemala City to

Linogston, on the coast of Guatemala. From Livingston

the line will connect with Galveston by cable, which will

give Guatemala direct communication with the United

Stales, all pole lines being within her own borders.

PERSONAL.
H. T. Paiste of Philadelphia was in Chicago this

week.

Enos M. Barton of Chicago left for New York on
Monday night.

W. H. Hennessey hassucceeded J. J. O'Connellas fore-

man of the electrical department of the Chicago Telephone
company. Mr. O'Connell having been promoted to the po-

sition of electrical engineer for the company.

ELECTRIC LIGHT.

The East St. Louis Electric Light company, East St.

Louis, III., has put in about $ro,ooo worth of new
machinery and otherwise increased its business and the

capacity of its plant.

At a special town meeting held in Braintree, Mass,
recently, the act of the legislature granting towns and
cities authority to establish their own system of electric

lighting was accepted by a vote of 119 to 3. The
committee appointed to investigate the different systems
reported in favor of the arc system, and recommended the

establishment of a plant at a cost of ^20,000, running loo

arc lights, at a cost of about $50 each per year. The
report was referred back, and the committee instructed to

report at the next meeting on the cost of the arc and the

incandescent sj'stems combined.

the summit of Mount Wilson, a noted peak not far from
Los Angeles. The mountain is reached by a toll road,

the owners of which now propose to "knock out" the

steam motor folks by widening the toll road and building

an electric road on it. They claim that they have sufllcient

water power to run the generators, but it will have to be

run dC'wn the mountain 1,500 feet to give 125 horse power,

then down 1.500 feet to give another 125 horse power.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The electric street railway system in Rochester, N, V.,

has been extended to embrace the lines on North St. Paul
street and T'lymoulh avenue.

The Oakland, Cal., Consolidated Street Railway
company has filled a petition with the supervisors of Ala-
medj county for a franchise for an electric road extending
out to the .Mountain View cemetery.

Colnmbus and Johnstown Kicctric Kailway company,
Colombus. O.; capital stock, ij2 '-*'>. ovj; to construct, ope-
rate, etc., a railway from Columbus to Johnstown, to be
operated by electric, steam, gas, horse, or other power;
Geo. IJ, Okcy, Columbus, Ohio.

On .September i3ih the new electric railway at Kscanaba,
Mich,, wai formally opened, Westinghousc motors and
gCTKTfttoT^i arc ustd. and ihe syMcm operates veiy satisfac-

torily. The line equipment was furnished by (he KIcctric

Merchandise company of Chicajjo. Mr. Lilly of Kanka
kce. Ill, who has large lumbir intercftt*i at Escanaba, h
the principal owner of ihc road.

There is liJccIv to be conMderablc opposition to the
constnictiCTi of the steam motor road from I'asadcna up to

ELECTRIC MINING.
It has been decided to run the pumps and drills by

electricity in the North Tamarack mine, of Michigan. A
building is in course of erection near the boiler-house to

contain the engine, which will have 250 horse power, and
the dynamos.

The Columbia Electric company of St. Paul has just

built and sold to Fisher Eros, of Basin City, Mont , a

small Columbia generator to run a concentrator necessary
in the treatment of the ore coming from thei'-mine, it being
of low grade. The concentrator was also designed and
built by the Columbia company. The generator is

connected direct with the milliDg machine.

The Northwest Thomson-Houston company of St.

Paul, Minn., has just installed a complete electric plant at

the Hueen of the Hills mine, Neihart, Mont., consisting

of a double independent hoist and pumps, with a reserved

capacity to handle such drills as may be necessary. The
generating capacitv will reach nearly, if not quite. 400
horse power capacity, it being possible to drive all of the
machinery at the same time. This plant is now one of the

largest mining installations in the world and is giving

perfect satisfaction.

Electric coal mining machines have now been intro

duced in the Monongahela coal fields for two years, and
their use is rapidly increasing. One of the latest mines
in which these machines are employed is the O'Niel &
Peterson mine at Bunola on the Monongahela river. The
contract for equipping the Bunola mine was made with
the Michaels Electric Coal Mining Machine company of

Pittsburg. The plant consists of one 50-horse power
steam engine, one 30-horse power Westinghouse alternat-

ing current generator and eight mining machines w^th the

Tesla motor of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufact-
uring company attached to each machine.

TELEGRAPH.
Gov. Ambrose Shea of the Bajiania Islands announces

that arrangements have been fully made for the laying of a
cable from Jupiter Inlet, on the Florida coast, to Nassau,
N. P., and "that the contract provides that the same shall

be in working order by Dec. 20th of this }ear. At Jupiter
the cable will connect with the United States land wires to

Jacksonville, Fla.

TRADE NEWS.
Electric railway specialties are manufactured by Ihe Lieb

machine works, 17 to 27 Vandewater street, New York.
They are shown in a neatly printed little catalogue, which
will be sent free to any address.

It is said that six 50-llght Thomson-Houston dynamos
have been ordered for lighting the London station of the
Midland railway of England. This is an addition to

thirteen 50-Iight arc machines, with lamps, heretofore

purchased by the same corporation. The Thomson-
Houston International company, through which this busi-

ness comes, is said to be exporting electrical apparatus at

the rate of over $1,000,000 a year. It has lately sold

several hundred thousand dollars' worth of railway appa-
ratus for points in South America and. Australia.

H. Ward Leonard & Co. have just issued a compact
little pamphlet telling "How to Purchase an Electric

Plant." They say: "We act solely for the purchaser,
and, never under any circumstances, do we act directly or

indirectly as the agent of any concern who has any appa-
ratus to sell, nor do we receive any commission of any kind
from any source other than the purchaser whom we repre-

sent. We ourselves have nothing to sell, and we have ro
exclusive relations of any kind wiihany manufacturing con-

cern." Prices range from i to 5 per cent., according to

work performed

The Northwest Thomson-Houston company of St.

Paul is in the midst of a very active season's business,

and a large amount of completed work is daily being sent
forward to its destination. In the street railway depart-

ment, among other contracts now under way, is one with

the Twin City Railway company, a line approximating
four miles in length, now being built between Ironwood
and Huricy, Mich., and one with the Willamette Bridge
Railway company of Willamette, Oregon, the .St. Paul
company furnishing 25 standard motor cars. In the

lighting department many contracts are under way, some
of them of considerable magnitude, including a plant at

Washburne, Wis., of 35 arc and fi5o incandtsccnl lights,

for the Washburne Electric ^^i^hi iV Power company,
work to be commenced the present week and pushed to

completion as rapidly as possible; one hundred arc lights

for the l,owry arcade, St, Paul, and a plant of 35 arc

lights for iJuncan .'^ Brewer of iJululh (just completed),
liu'-incss on the Pacific coast has also been active, that

agency having recently placed two 50 light arc plants and
one incandescent plant of 650 lights, besides an arc
installation of lOO lights for the Portland Industrial

exposition. This, in addition to an incandescent plant of

»3oo lights sold to the Tacoma Light & Power company,
forms a part of a vcrv satisfactory season's business in this

part of the company s territory.

BUSINESS.
The Wirt lightning arrester is shown in an attractive

circular just Issued by the Electrical Supply company.

Lovegrove & Co. of Philadelphia are now installing

a large boiler plant for electrical purposes for the Pabst
Brewing company of Milwaukee. They have numerous
orders for future delivery in various portions of the West.

The rapidly expanding business of the Electric Engi-
neering and Supply company, of Syracuse, N. Y., has
necessitated the publication of two new catalogues, one
devoted entirely to electric railway equipment material.

Several new specialties are shown.

The Wartield Manufacturing company, Baltimore,
has recently extended its manufacturing interests in order
to meet its rapidly increasing trade in electrical apparatus.
The outlook for the trade In the South is reported as

being better than that of many years.

The Knapp Electrical Works report a booming
business on Safety wire and Perkins lamps. They are

just placing a new lamp socket on the market, both key
and keyless. This socket is very simple in design and
it is claimed there is absolutely no danger from a short

circuit.

The Baxter Electric Motor company of Baltimore
has a number of large contracts on hand and anticipates

the best year it has had since it has been in the
business. The general manager, Mr. Blackwell, states

that on account of the rush of business it was impossible

to make an exhibit at Montreal.

The Chesapeake Belting company of Baltimore has a

chalk mark in its office which is 7 feet 2 inches long
and indicates the width of ihe driving belt which it made
for the Hcosic Falls Manufacturing company of New
York. This is claimed to be the largest belt that is at

present in active use In the world. This company will

soon present to the trade a belt made especially for

electrical purposes.

The Chicago office of the Pond Engineering company
has Just secured an order for two 60 horse power Ar-
mington & Sims engines, with foundation boxes, for the
gas works in Chicago. One of them goes into the
north station of the People's Gas Light & Coke com-
pany, and Ihe other into the south station of the Chi-
cagp Gas Light company. Both will be used for driv-
ing blowers,

M. C. Chase ii a pioneer in the manufacture of

specialties in hard rubber in the West, having been engaged
in this business in Chicago lor ten years. Mr. Chase has
given much time to the developing of the business, many
processes and appliances now used being due to his skilK

His factory on South Canal street is fitted up with the

latest improved machinery, and what is of much impor-
tance to any one desiring a specialty in this line, he gives

his work his personal attention.

The Columbia Electric company of St. Paul is now
ready to make bids on central station Isolated lighting or

power plants, furnishing its new pattern Columbia
generator. A large amount of time has been spent in

perfectmg this apparatus, but it is now guaranteed to

be equal, if not superior, to any other system offered. All

of the details have been attended to and many new and
Improved appliances are offered in connection with the

Columbia for both arc and incandescent lighting. Several

installaions have already been made, all giving complete
satisfaction.

The Mather Electric company (Chicago office) has just

refitted the Lyceum theater at Minneapolis, using two of

its new style magnetic vane instruments, which can be used
for constant readings or at will, the charge being easily

made by the lurning of a set screw. These instruments
arc not affected by any magnetic action that may take

place In the surrounding wires or metal. They are very
accurate and easily handled, any calibration necessary
being accomplished by simply moving a hair spring, it be-

ing possible for any person of ordinary Intelligence to place

the instrument in Its normal position, 'Ihe ' Lyceum
theater Is also equipped with a new double pole single throw
dynamo switch of 300 amperes' capacity. The switch is

made of polished bronze, substantial and heavy, and is

mounted on a slate base. This plant is alsoequipped with

a new style of rheostat box, made with an iron case and
slate front, and fitted with an extra binding post for shunt-

ing instead of breaking the field circuit when the machine
is stopped. These appliances are all made by the Mather
coxpany at its factory at Manchester. Conn.

One of the problems which constantly confronts the

electrical engineer is that of distributing the incandescent
light over a large and possibly sparsely settled area in an
economical manner as to first cost and operating expenses,

williotU loss of efficiency or drop in the candle power of

the lights that are far from the station. The llelsler

Electric Light company of Philadelphia Is confident that

it has solved this problem by the use of its long distance

scries Incandescent apparatus, which is thought lo meet all

tl.c requirements of a successful electric light installation,

and to be unequalcd In the special fcatur.':s of distributing

the light over a large area at a distance from the source of

power, at the least cost and in the best manner. The
apparatus, while simple in construction, is but little

understood by electrical engineers as a body, and the

company thinks thai a close investigation of the merits of

the system could be made with profit by any one contem-
plating the erection or extension of an incrmdesccnt plant.

The parent company has its office in I'hiladelphia, Pa.,

and will gladly ;mswer all inquiries regarding the system.

An attractive catalogue covering the merits of the system
in detail will shortly be issued.
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EUCFENE F.. PHILUPS, P^GSlifent. W. H. Sawter, bco^ and EHectririaa.'

AMEEICAU ELECTHICAL WOUKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Manufacturers of Patent Finibhed

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
MBgnet Wire, Office and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covaei

Wjre. Laad Encased Wire, Telephone and '

Incandescent Cords,

FARADAY CABLES.
New York Office. 10 Cortlandt Street,

Insulation Guaranteed Wherever Used. Aerial. Undergrcund or Submarine.

SITUATION WANTED.
Wanted—Pcaitlon a<i superintendeDt of

electric station. Six years' experience In

tlic business as electrician and engineer,
and In the selllDf^ of machinery and In

construction work. Tbe b';8t of refer-

ences. Address " II. S. K.,"
Care Westkrn Electrician.

X^ O Zt. S.A.Xi£l.
New 10 and 25 Light

Arc Dynamos and Lamps.
HICH TENSION. CHEftP.

JAS. IVIcLAUGHLIN, Mfg. Electrician,

50 .V. <'Unton !St., t'hioaso.

WANTED.
A married mao, Bttlctly Rober and iDd'JStnoaa,

to do tbe trjmmlDg&od take care of tbe llace and
plant generally 'jotslde of ih<:; gtatJon. One ac-
'iT8int?d with T.li. arc and T.-II- alterDatlDg eye-
lerns, Northern Indiana. PopolstlOD 5.'X)0. tln^
poaltlon for rlsht man. Give ;-aeteiperieDM and
salary expecud. Addr<^-s "AKC I-KVIIT."
Care V/ehtii::; El.r.'— hicia-- .

.V young man with tight yeai- e.xp'.-riencc

in Electric Lighting and Sticet Jlallway
work des-ires a situation as Electrician or
Superintendent of a Lighting or Railway
plant. Ifl thoroughly posted on liallway

onslruftlon. Address "CONSTRUCTION."
critf; of "WK^rEKN Er.iyir.if.rA?.'.

WE ARE FITTED WITH
^^^ RELIABLE Machinery and Tools,

C^
In n letter from ilie JN>rBCTi.n of the Boston Fire Underwriter's Union, under date of March 2\

tS8i, heeaye: "A Thomughiy Reliable and Desirable Wire in Every Reepect."

The rubber need In Insulitllng our wires and cables Is specially chemically prepared, and is Guar-

«iit*'ed to be waterp'ool ano will rot deterioraiP. oxidize or crack end will rt-main flesible in eztieme
cold v.^ather end not bfT^cted bv hea*. The iosalalioa is protected fmm mpchan'cal injurj" by one or

•nore brald-s and tbe whole elicked wiih Clark's Patent Contpound, which is water, oil, acid, atil to a

very '-reat esteat, fir-' proof. Our Insulation will prove durable when all others fail We are prepared

to f Ornish Single Wires nf all Ka"^''?3 and diameter of Inaulalion for Telegraph, Telephone and Elec-

tricLlghts from stock. Cables made lo order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
«1 aiil «.{ Hampshire Street. ICostoii. Jlan".

HENRY A. CLARK, Oen-ral Jlanagi-r, IIEKBEKT H. KUSTIS, Electritlau.

CHICAGO AGENTS: THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEEFING CO,. 320 Dearborn Street.

find Employ RELIABLE Workmen.

All Kinds of Electrical Apparatus to Order.

CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

Electrical Wood.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For Electrical Purposes.

HUGENEMTJNSELL&CO,,
218 AVatei- St.. Nen Vork.

C
BRASS

ASTINGS.
THE TURNER BRASS WORKS.

4 La^alle Avenue, Chicago.

;^^Write as for Prices.

##
The Electrical

Construction Co. 'V'^S

Telegraph 1

Telephone CROSS L ARMS
Electric l-icht \ E

S
OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL POLES.

C. H. HOLMES. "°°"^^'^^°g^tVg<!.^ufs:Mo.

MAP OF THE UNITED STATES.
A large, handsome Map of the United States,

mounted and suitable for office or home use,

is issued by the Burlington route. Copies will

be given free when it can be done without ex-

pense for transmission ; or they will be mailed to

any address on receipt of six cents in postage by
P. S. EUSTIS, Genl Pass. Agent C. B. & Q. R.
R., Chicago. III.

The Winner of 1 890 will win again in 1 891

.

Eleventh year.

SOLE MAKERS:

LAW TELEPHONE COMPANY,
85 John 8t.. aiElT YOBK.

C. A. HARTER, Manager. Telephone, 1718.

E CROCKER-WHEELER
PERFECTED MOTORS.

Very sIo«' speed, full power, perfeet rojiu-

lation. forged fields let into base, self-oiling
bearings, self-eentering bearings, all sizes,

both arc and ineandescent, for all power
purposes.

AckJQCiwledeed by the Leading: Maniifacturine Companies to be

THE MOST PERFECT MOTOR MADE.

Estimates and Plans Furnished for Electric Power Equipment-
Correspondence Inuited.

430--432 WEST 14TH ST., NEW YORK.

ELECTRIC OUTFIT.
MASON'S FAMOUS BATTERIES.

MEDAL AWARDED, American Institute E.'ihibitioD, 1891.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE B.

JAMES H. MASON,
118 & 120

Park Ave. Brooklyn, N.Y.

BRASS
foundry.

Hr;is-s. Uronzf. AVIiHr "Vl.-tal. Alaniinnm-
Ilron/.e and Special Alloys. Castiiifr^for

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
A .-irECI.VLTY.

103-107 West Monroe St.,

CHICKGO.L. BLATZ.'

JAMES LEFFEL WATER WHEELSJHE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.,•»c^ Builthvthf I

•Built by THE

JAMES LEFFEL $( CO.
upright and horizontal,

Electric, Mining and Manufacturing

Easy worlting gates. High percentage and even
speed at full and part capm^ity. Eqnallv adapted tc
high and low lieadfl. Larco numbf-r of sizes and
styles. 8c-ua for do.scripfivc pamphlet to

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.

322 dearborn ST., CHICAGO.

SPRfNCIELD,
1 OH.O.

OR 110 LIBERTY ST.
NEW YORK CrTY

ROOT'S Water-tube Boiler.
SAFE. ECONOMICAL. DURABLE.

AN LXCKLLENT

Electric Plant Boiler.
Ad.ipN^d Ityllif Electric Light Companies of
Iroit, SI. I'aii), Coiuinhus, Ciiicinnnli,

.oiii>-\ illc, .I.THfy City, and n great many
Iliors; hiso by Die Arinington cc Sinus Kn-
ine L\) . I'rovidi'iice, R. I."; the Lynn Belt
iiie Street Hy. Co. Lynn, TAiM-s , and the
homwon-IIoii.-iton Electric Co, Lynn, Muss

Abendroth&RootMfg.Go.,
28 Cliff St , New York.

BK.VNCIIKS: nos'on, Phlladelphi:i, Isew

ROOT StCilONAL SAFETY BOILER. Chicago.
°°""' ""'='""''" '-"'x:''""'" »""

Contractors for al l Idnds of ELECTRICAL WORK.

tiF.XEUAL fVESTEICy AVmXTS lOlt

The Cla'k Wire.
The Interior Conduit and Insulatian Co. of New York.
The Elektron Manufacturing Co.
Perret Motors.
The Standard Dynamo, Manufactured by the Fairbanks

Scale Co.

AN EXPENSIVE DELAY
Will Not Occor If Yon Order Snpplies from Ds,

Pronipl Sliipmeul. ltca.son;ililc I'ricos. hill .lliMsuro. No Cliar^jc fcr Unxillg or Cartage.

WE AEE HEADQUARTERS FOR
National Allcrnaling and Direct Current Dynamos. Generators and Translormers

:

Packard High Grade Lamps: Eddy Motors:

Helmet" Weather. proof Wire; Helmet" Moisture-prool Wire.

Save time and money by placing your orders with

The Electrical Engineering and Supply Co.
u:tl Itonkery. 413 Jackson St , 400 «'. nicliiean St..

CHICAGO. ST. PAUL. DULUTH.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND DISCOUNT SHEETS.
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Established in 1861.

E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHC ELECTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
BRANCH STOBE

2134 Michigan Avenuep

'ELECTRIl
N?iaOMAIN St.

^1 FITCHBURG.MASS,U.S.A.
^ Zm*n"w"uhehsof dynamos fof^ lighting
// platineandexperimental purposes.^ ^^-ALSO MOTOR S.-«^^^_
EVERYTHING LATEST DESISN AND HI6HEST EFFICIEtJCr

ManufactuKefs of

OcTAGONAL^^ Cedar
TELEPHoni&Electrical

RailwayFoles&CROssArms

^^H.M.Loud&SonsUimber(o
OSCODA. , IVIICH.

BINDERS
FOR TUE

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
ONE DOLLAR.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS

Send for Complete Catalogue.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building. CHICAGO, ILL.

THE MOSHER ARC LAMP
For Direct Incandescent Circuits

BEATS THEM ALL.

Read nlial a customer gai/s:

Kkmcia Ki.ectric Light and MoTon Co.,
Benicia. Cai,., June 25, 1891,

MOSHER ARC LAMP CO., CHICAGO.
Ge.ntlemks:—Yours of lllh lust, received. In reply we have lo

aay the lamp glve,q flalbfactlon, and we are well pleased wlih it. Our
.Saperlntendent says be has liitd two other lamps of different makes
tnrj lbL% one is the tx-st of tbem all. Ife wants you Ui send another
i
1st like It to the iJixon J.i^tht &, Wh<j:t Co.. Dixon. (.M., of which

-
'; 1.1 .Superlntendeiil,

Youra tiuly, 8. C. GRAY, Prcs't.

r

Y

Write for OircnkrH, Prices and Sample Lamp to

MOSHER ARC LAMPCO.
125 ONTARIO ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE in Sleaa
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL&BIERGENFG.CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.
EVERYTHING IN

WIRE-FUSE- STRIPS.

M.4\rF.\rTrREIt BY

The Sperry Eleolrio Mining Hicliino Co,,

39lh SI. and Slewarl Ave.. CH,CAGn.

ALUMINUM
50 Cents per Pound.

THE COWLES

Electric SfflGltiDE&Alniiiiiiiiiii Co,,,

tOCKPORT, N. Y.,

Offer Commercially Pure Aluminum at 50
cents per pound for ton lots In ingots.

Aluminum sheet, wire and castings at

lowest market price.

.Aluminum Bronze, Aluminum Brass^

Silver Bronze, Silicon Bronze and Manga.*

nese Bronze in ingots and castings. Ferro
Aluminum for steel and iron castings.

Correspondence solicited.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
lU to 156 Green St., Green Point, BROOKLB, K. X.

MANUFACTOBT OP
Non-Conductive Blocks, Rosettes and Bases tor Cui-Outr

and Switches; also Insulators. Cleats, Lamp Trim-
mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Our production is a dense body. The glazing and body
of oar ware are of aame com position, and are baked
alike, which are the features of

TKl E HARD PORCELAIA'.
THREE HARVEST EXCURSIONS.
Thp Burlington Koule, C, B. & <J.. R. R., will

run Harvest nscureions, Tueedaja, August 25th
and September I'lth and ;;Hth, from (_:hlcago, Peo-
ria, (^.uincy and St Louis to St. Paul, Om:iha, St.
Joseph, Kansas t.'itv, Denver, Delena, Salt Lake
and all oth^r points" In the Northwest, West and
Southwest. Kates very low; tickets for sale at
all company's ticket olUceB at points on and east
of AtiseieBippi River. Many conoectinj; lines will
sell through tickets for these excursions. Inquire
of local agent for full information, or address
P. S. EusTis. Gen'lPasa. andTicketAgt., Chicago.

AN ELEGANT OPPORTUNITY
to rexlslt old Bcenes in Ohio and rndlana. at
eliglite.\pen8e- For the accommoc'ation of Horn.,
Vieiti.re, the .KRIE LlNiiS will sell at their Chi-
cago oftices, eX' arelon tickets to all points In
tJhio and Indiana, Sf-ptpmber "-''id, at llie rate of
one fan; for the round trip, tickets good returting
thirty days Ercim date of eah^. For full parficolarp
ay to rates, rontcp, time and sleeping car accomo-
dations, call on or address A. M. WARRELL, City
Paesen^er Agent Erie l.inee, )14i Clark St., Grand
Pacific llotel Building.

This cut represents our Claws A

Star Sight "Up-Feed" Lubricator.
There are no joints alioul it. Arms and body cast

in One Piece, so yoa won't be annoyed by leaking
and it will work to your entire satisfaction. Will lec
you try It before you buy it.

For asle by Jobherfi, or apply to

THE WM. POWELL CO., CINCINNATI. 0.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSIS WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

Ths- Kartavsrt - Manufacturing - Co.^

-HAXI'FA<Tl'nKI> II

V

The Card Electric Motor and Dynamo Co.^

Cincinnati, Ohio,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Electric Motors for Arc and Incart-

descent Circuits, from 1-C
to 50 H. P.

4'<>ri-«'H|Miii<li'ii<-e NMli('it4><l.

I10H','<iN—The EiiBLero F.lectrlcal Supply*
( •..i.HtriictloD (Jo., K, Ollvfrr Ht,

i'll,rA(iO-llie TlioB. L. Jolioson Co., 812
Iwrirliorn St.

MILWA,;KF.B— lIcnryRamieii.lillThlrdSt,
WASIJINIi'I'ON, D. C. J. (loo. Gurdnor,

Klll.'i II St.

ST. l.dl'IS — Slufl Electrical KDKluoerlau
Co., linii I'irii'Sl.

M(JNT'iOMl:llV Al/A.—W. F. Murphy.
DKTIilHT, MHII.—The MIchlgon fifootrlc

Co.al-.; unci all (irlewolil St.

MI.NNKAI'OI.IH MINN.-.I. .M.Lennon.No.
'Jii JLOQD UD(1 Truet ilulldlng.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The attention of ELECrRIC COMPANIES is called to (his CKI^E*

IIRATRO WAXKR '%V1IKI^L. as particolarly adapted to thrir us<,

on account of its remarkably Hteadr motion, bicli Speed
and creat Klliriency, and larpe Capacity, for its diameter,
being double the I*ower of most wheels of same diameter. It is us^^d by a
number of the leading electric companies Mth great satisfaction. In the econom-
ical use of water it is without an an equal, producing the highest p<ir cent, of use-

ful effect K-uaranteed.
HE:VD fob CATAl^OiiVR A\D PARTICrLARS.

Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no geai; are required,
and it can be belted directly to dynamo.

The accompanying engraving represents a pair of i2-inch VICTOR
XU'RRIi'\l'^S arranged on a horizontal shait with Cast-iron Flume. Draft
Tubes. End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a iubsianiial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every piariicular. Wc are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal sliafis, and where the situation
admits of their use. wc recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., • DAYTON, OHIO.

GLQBEWJRB0NC5
MAKERS OF HICH-CRADECARBONS
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

ELECTRICAL
BOOKS.

Send For Complete Catalogoe.

Electrician Publishing

Company,

6 Lakeside Building, - CHICAGO.

J. C. TEMPLE,
(Formerly of STOIT, 5111.1,3 & TE.MPLE),

DAVTOSI. OHIO.

HydrafllicaMMecliaiiicalEniiiieer
Improvement of Water Powers, Arrangement

of Power Plants, yhafting, etc., for Electric Power
and Light. CONSTRUCTION SUPERINTENDED.

HARRISON CONVEYOR
FOR HANDLJNC

GRAIN. COAL, TAN BARK, SEEDS, ETC.
Will convey all kinds of ^raln wlthoat mixlnc;.
Will carry two different kinde of material in op-

posite directions at the aame time.
Will convey One-Hundred and Fifty Tons of Coal

perhoor. Made of Wrought Iron and Steel. Send
Jor IllnstratedCatalo^e. BORDEN & SELLECK
C0MPANY,48and 50 Lake St., Chicago. 111.

Wm. 3. TUEKEB. Pres. Geo, A. Bell, V. Pees. j. Lestes Wuodbbiikjb. sec ana Treas.

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER ENGINEERING CO.,
Consulting and Constructint;

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment of Electric Railways. Steam and Electric Plants.

47 Times Building. Telephone Call. 1009 Cortlanill. NEW YORK.

CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts-

If In want of Poles, Ties and Posts, eave monej
by getting my pricee.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.
FACTORY:

WIMIlXtJTOX, l>Kr,,

SOLK MAXIIFACTIRERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Slieets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Ked, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. OKFUE:
14 nF.Y ST„ X. Y.

TO THE

RIP VAN WINKLE Lamp Co.,
Manufacturers of the No. 4620 LAMP:

Dear Friends:

"^^1^^^*

Sorry to have hurt you so. Keep out

of the way in the future. Wear Hob

Nails in my shoes.

Yours,

UNBEAM.
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C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS.
Electric motors in all standard sizes

for operatiiig elevators, pumps, print-
ing presses and machinery for gen-
eral manufacturing purposes.

Electrical Mining Machinery of all

kinds, Hoists, Tram Cars, etc.

Electric Blo-wers for ship ventila-
tion. Fan outfits.

Electric plants f jr pumping church
organs.
Over 10,000 motors in actual oper-

ation.

THE C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.,

Dynamos in all sizes of same de-
sign and dimensions as the standard
motors.
Equipment of mines, factories, ma-

chine shops, office buildings with com-
plete electrical plants for lighting and
power.

New England Office, 63 Oliver St., - BOSTON.

Philadelphia Office, - 38 S. FOURTH ST.

Chicago Office, • PHINIX BLDG.

San Francisco Office, - 35 MARKET ST,

402-404 GREENWICH ST.,

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORSBDYNAMOS.

To Our Friends and Patrons:
To meet the increasing demand for Ferret Motors and Dynamos, another increase in our facilities has been necessary,

and to accomplish this we have moved our factory and general office to Springfield, Mass., where we have secured the
property on State Street, formerly known as the BuUard Repeating Arms "Works. This property is one of the finest in
New England, and is conveniently situated for receiving and shipping goods by all the railroad lines centering in
Springfield. With these enlarged and increased facilities, and with a large increase in capital, we shall be able to serve
our customers better than ever.

For the convenience of our patrons in that vicinity, we have established an office, storeroom and workshop at
89 Liberty Street, New York City, in charge of Mr. Robert Watson.

NEW YORK OFFICE,

89 Liberty Street.

Respectfully,

THE ELEKTRON MFC. CO., Springfield, Mass.
THOMAS STURGIS. Prest. Wm. C. LANE. Sec'y and Treas. C. P. MACKIE, Gen'l Manager. S. S. BOGART, Cen'i Agent.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY,
4S , 3XrE3^W^

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIGHTIMOTOR CUT OUT.
LAMPS OR MOTORS CUT IN AND OUT AT WILL FROM CENTRAL STATION WITHOUT

DISTURBING OTHERS ON SAME CIRCUIT.

Tlii.~ .System Saves Mileatrs of Circuits, Makes Scattered -Business rr()fita1)le and Se(ui-cs PayinenI for Kvery IIoiii' of Lit^'lit.

THE WENSTROM CONSOLIDATED DYNAMO & MOTOR CO.,
OF BALTIMORE, MD.^

-MANUFACTIIUEUB OF-

Electrical Apparatus.
ELECTRIC 7VIOTORS

S|><-<'inl I'VratnrcH: lli|;li Kflioienry. Slow SiM-cd,

Kcir full iiiforniutlon and clrciilHra uddrcHB

THE WENSTROM CO., Baltimore, Md.
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For Uriving Dyuanios.

The Clinton Gas Light Co., Clinton, Mass., have thor-

oughly tested and have adopted the Evans System of

Driving Dynamos in their new Electric Light Station.

Thousands of Horse Power in use driving Dynamos, and hundreds of sets of Cones
in operation, driving all classes of machinery. Address

THE EVANS FRICTION CONE CO.,
33 T7Cr«,tor St., i^OSTOKT, IVXu^ei8. For A'aryinc Mpeod.

CHICAGO IITSI7LATED WIRE COMPAIT7,
IVr.A.lNrTJI'.A.CTTTn.ElFl.JS OE»

HIBH BRADE INSULATED WIRES
WEATHERPROOF WIRES,

OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,
MAGNET WIRES,

INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,
Ol' Al^L DESCKII'TIOINH.

| ETC., ETC., ETC.
Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

'"'•Jf/,?I?MT.T°'"'
I CHICAGO'lNSULftTED WIRE CO., 48-52 N, Clinton Si., CHICAGO, ILL.

HOLMjaB^O^(m &HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.

Undertvriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire,handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton
5Ej[jt»^^ and Worsted Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. ^O^JlM^

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire. ' "

PATENT KiKi LINE WIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

^g-erLts for tite T;^7-.^Si.Smi^C3-TOiT C.A.I1B01T CO., Cartoons for .A.rc Xjig-iLtingr.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., CHICAGO, I THOS. L. SCOVILL, New York Agent,
Are our Selling Agents, and carry a line of Insulated and Bare Wires ot our make.

I 25 Park Place, NEW YORK.

DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS
Afford the Only Reliable and Efficient Means for

ALL NIGHT ELECTRIC LI6HTIN8.

All other devices are crude, expensive and unsatisfactory.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY
Has establi.shed its broad foundation patent for Double Carbon Arc Lamps, No. 219,208, having li'Oll foiH'
distinct iflfrinffement suits in the United States Courts, two of them on final hearing, the decisions

being rendered by Judges Gresham, Blodgett, Brown and Ricks.

The public is warned against the use of infringing lamps or any crude substitute for the Brush Invention.

Arc Lighting Apparatus, Electric Motors and Generators,
Alternating Current Apparatus, Incandescent Lighting Machines,

Carbons for Arc Lighting, Etc., Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,
CZ>I-^ICZ>.
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THE BALL ENGINE CO.,

^

Our producing capacity has been largely Increased, and our Mechanical and En-

gineering Departments greatly improved by the introduction of modern machinery and supe
rior mechanicians-

We carry on hand, in such a state of advancement that quick delivery can be made,
a large and well assorted stock of Single Cylinder, Tandem Compound and Cross Compound
engines for 20 to 700 H. P.

Our engines are unequaled for—

ECONOMY,
DURABILITY,
GOOD REGULATION,
GOOD WORKMANSHIP,
STRENGTH AND MASSIVENESS OF CONSTRUCTION.

These are necessary requirements of engines for—

ELECTRIC LIGHTING,

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS,
ELECTRIC MINING,

ELECTRIC WELDING.

Send for full description and particulars.
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOUIAELY ADAPTED TO DEIVETG

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of its )ilgh efficiency at all stages ot gitc, steadinesi of motion an'3

ea3y working gate, the construction of which makes It the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
Illustrating various styles of fettlng

on both vertical and horizontil shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT, HILLS & TEMPLE,

STEAM PLANTS
IK!>iTAl.L.BD BY

W. B. PXSARSON i£ CO.,
BIECHAXICAI^ BN«1NEEB» AKD CONTRACTORS.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDING, - CHICAGO.

A FEW PROMIl^EKT M1SCEL.1.A1VEOUS USERS
CExcptinr/ Governvients and Railroads').

Adams Express Company ; Allegheny City Light Plant ; Allegheny County
Light Company : Anheuser-Busch. Brewing Company ; Arbuckle Brothers ;

Ashcrott Manufacturing Company ; E, Balbach & Son : Baldwin Locomotive
"Works ; Bowers Dredging Company ; Brooks Locomotive Works ; Brown &
Sharpe Mauulacturing Company ; Brush Electric Company ol' Baltimore ;

Brush Electric Light Company of Buffalo ; Burlington Electric Street Railway
Company; Calumet & Hecla Mining Company ; Cambria Iron Company ; Car-
negie, Piiipps &, Company : Cincinnati Gas Light & Coke Company ; Cose
Brothers & Company ; Crescent Steel Works of Miller, Metcall &, Parkin ;

Cumberland & Presumpscot Mills. Denver Consolidated Electric Company;
Detroit Dry Dock Company . Detroit Electric Light & Power Company : Dun-
nell Manufacturing Company ; East End Electric Light Company of Pitts-
burgh ; Elgin Nation?,! Watch Company ; Federal Street & Pleasant Valley
Electric Street Railway Company of Pittsburgh and Allegheny ; Forest Paper
Company : Gate City Oil Mills ; Glen Echo Electric Street Bailway Company
of Washington: Herkimer Paper Company; Howe, Brown & Company ;

Illinois Steel Company ; Lehigh Avenue Passenger Electric Street Railway
Company of Philadelp lia : Lombard, Ayres & Company ; MoConway & Torley
Company : McKeesport Electric Light Company ; Metropolitan Electric Light
Company ol Londoii : Missouri Electric Light & Power Company of St. Louis ;

Muncie Pulp & Paper Company ; New England Dredging Company ; New-
ton Paper Company ; G. H. Nichols & Company ; Ohio Paper Company ; Oliver
Oil Company ; Omaha & Council Bluff's Electric Railway Company ; Omaha
Electric Street Railway Company ; Otis Iron & Steel Company ; Pacific Rolling
Mill Company ; Pencoyd Iron Works ; Pennsylvania Steel Company ; Phila-
delphia & Reading Coal and Iron Company ; Pittsburgh Locomotive & Car
Work; Robert Poole & Son Company ; Quaker City Dye Works: St. Charles
Car Works ; Sawyer-Man Electric Company; Schenectady Locomotive Works:
Williams Sellers & Company: Sherman Oil & Cotton Company: Shoenberger &
Company; Southern Cotton Oil Company; Claus Spreckels* Sugar Refinery:
Tacoma Light & Water Company; Terre Haute Electric Street Railway Com-
pany ; Union Switch & Signal Company; United Electric Light & Power Com-
pany; Vancouver Electric Street Railway & Light Company; Wellman Iron &
Steel Company; Westinghouse Air Brake Company ; Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company ; Wilmington City Electric Street Railway Com-
pany.

Ovbi' 3000 other users.

THE WESTINGHOUSE MACHINE COMPANY. ^
5 PITTSBURCH.PENNA.U.S.OP A. GL^^5^£^*ffl^:|

WILLIAMS AUTOMATIC ENGINE.
For all purpoBes ri^qiiirin^ eteady power.

Williams Ehqine Wohks: No. 447 North Street,
BALTIMORE, MD.

FineOfflce Furniture
and Folding Beds.

Brass and Wire Work. 2|5waba!hAv.
A. H. Andrews & Co., Chicago.

THEWOODBURY§N§!NE
SELF-CONTAINED, AUTOMATIC
HIGH SPEED STEAM ENGINE
for Electric Lighting and
Street Railway Service,

WITH BOILER PLANT COMPLETE
<'at;il(>sii<' >ci)t im ;ii>iilit;it iiiii. -

STEARNS MFC. CO. ERIE, PA.
BRANCH ( Pliiladelpliia. Ui:i Drexel Uld^
OFFICES ' S.1I1 Franci-'^co, ^ri&Sl Spear St

^Mm

THE POND SEPARATOR,
The Pond Separa'.or Is guaranteed to relieve the

steam of all entrained water, and return this water
to the boiler, thus effecting a large saving in fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

POND EIVGIIVEERIXG COMPAXY.
ST LOUiS.

OMAHA.
CHICAGO.

DALLAS.
KANSAS ClIV.

SEATTLE.

"BE "STE THE JITDGE."
c-a."^e; "X'oxt t7h.ieii> the;

ECONOMIC INCANDESCENT LAMP?
If not you are losing time and we are losing a customer. Everybody that fries it, BUYS

IT, and everybody that buys it once, buys it again. Kindly inform us what voltage
and style of base you use and TRY IT AT OUR EXPEXSE.

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL SPECIALTY CO.
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS,

J

CEO. L. KIRKHAM, Manager. 1017 Chamber of Commerce, CHICAGO.
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A MARVELOUS INNOVATION

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC COMPANY
HAS REVOLUTIONIZED THE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT OF STREET RAILWAYS.

The Intermediate Shaft, Pinion and Gear have been discarded.

The Armature Pinion and Axle Gear are now inclosed in a
dust-proof case filled with oil.

Reducing to a minimum the cost for repairs and absolutely
eliminating the objectionable noises incident to all other
systems.

The Armature speed has been reduced from 1200 to 600 revo-
lutions per minute. ^^__^^____

The Railway Motor, as now constructed, comprises less than
a dozen parts. ^

The construction of the Armature avoids the possibility of a
burn-out, except by malicious carelessness, and w^hen
damaged, can be readily repaired by a novice.

Don't make a mistake by contracting for Railway Equipment
before seeing or understanding this marvelous machine.

Prices for Repairs, Parts and Supplies materially reduced.

Information, Prices and Literature furnished on application.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO,
CHICAGO OFFICE: BOSTON OFFICE:

148 MICHIGAN AVENUE. 620 ATLANTIC AVENUE.
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"WARD" ARC LAMPS.
A testimonial from a customer using*

740 "Ward" Arc Lamps on ONE cen-

tral station.

This is a larger number than the com-
bined output of all other companies fur-

nishing lamps for incandescent circuits.

READ THE FOLLOWING.
EDISON ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING CO.

BROOKLYN, August 17, 1891.
THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO., New York.

GENTLEMEN: It might perhaps interest you to know the
success with which the Ward Arc Lamp is meeting in Brooklyn. We
installed, eighteen months ago, two (2) of your lamps and to-day
have 740 connected to our low tension circuits. To show you that
they give satisfaction it is merely necessary to mention that every
day we are replacing high tension lamps and for no apparent reason,
except that the light is steadier and more brilliant and that the
consumer has control over each pair of lamps.

I think, from the results we are obtaining here, it would be to
the advantage of every station supplying incandescent lights to add
this new and profitable source of income to their system.

Yours truly, W. S. BARSTOW, Gen'l Supt.

REMEMBER HE GUARANTEE ''WARD" LAMPS TO BE EXACTLY AS REPRESEXTED.

The Electric Construction £ Supply Co.,
ESTABI-ISHED 1881.

Phenix Building, Chicago, 111. Telephone Building, New York City.
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ON ACCOUNT OF

Increase of Eusixiess
j^i<rjD arnH]

Adoption of Eleotrioity,

THIE

MINNEAPOLIS STREET RAILWAY CO.,
Of 3iv^irLi:Lea.polis, 2>vd:iri.rL.,

OFFER FOR SALE THE FOLLOWING EQOIPMENT:

63 12 -foot Cars, all fitted with Fare Boxes and "Small" Conveyors.
76 Extra "Small" Conveyors for 14 and 16 ft. Cars.
63 Extra "Slawson" Fare Boxes.
12 Steam Motors, 15to 20 Ton.
2 Locomotives and Tenders, 20 and 25 Ton.

21 Passenger Coaches, 26 to 40 ft.

34 Open Passenger Excursion Cars, 34 ft.

8 Flat Cars, 30 ft.

Most of the cars have been in service only a short time, and all are in first-class condition. . We can make changes
or alterations and fit them up to suit, and will sell very cheap. The gauge of any of the cars can be changed to suit

purchaser. Full description and photographs mailed upon application.

^^.^-^k k."'.Ui
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Alternating Current Motors
WITH SPEED REGULATOR

For Operating Sewing Machines, Jewelers' Lathes,
Dental Engines, Etc.

We are now prepared to furnish one-eight H. P. Alternating Current
Motors of high efficiency, equipped with a regulator for controlling the
speed at will. Perfectly adapted for any light work.

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICES.

LARGER SIZES IN COURSE OF CONSTRUCTION.

Tb6 EmersoD Electric Mfg. Company,
MaflQfactorers of Electric Lightiog and Railway Specialties.

513 anil 514 EI,M «T. ST. LOUS. MO.

COOLIDGE FUEL & SUPPLY CO.,
RAILROAD CROSS TIES
AND PILING.

CEDAR AND O

pouts

-MANCFACTUItED BY-

CROSS ARMS,
PINS AND BRACKETS.

J. R. CLARK CO., Minneapolis, Minn.

BEST MAST ARM IN USE. More Lamps Trimmed.

No Lamps Broken,

CATALOGUES ON
APPLICATION. STAR IRON TOWER CO., FORT WAYNE, IND.

SEND FOR New American Electrical Directory, just published; very complete lists. Invaluable for its information of Lighting and Railway Plants.

BAIN ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
FOREE BAIN, President and Engineer.

47 and 49 S. Jefferson Street, CHICAGO.

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS
1-12 to 500 Horse Power.

Highest Class in Efficiency. iVIeclianical Design, and General Utility.

Experts in applying Electricity to New Uses.

BBND FOR VATAIiOelTB.

CHICAGO, NEW YORK, BERLIN, PARIS, ANTWERP, LONDON.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING APPARATUS,
Arc and Incandescent Systems,

Automatic Regulation.

S-XJ-F»-F»-Iv-I-E)-S.
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GEORGE CUTTER,
333 "The Rookery," CHICAGO,

SAFEGUARDS FOR ®

ELECTRIC LICHT CIRCUITS.

DOES IT PAY TO BE
ON THE SAFE SIDE?

HIGH INSULAfiONl
iTARGET^

If you want
No leaks,

No falling lamps,

No dangerous shocks,

USE SIMPLEX WIRES,

Cutter's Lamp-Supporting Pulley,

Rubber Insulated Tools.

The insulating qualities of Simplex Braided Rubber Wire are there to stay.

Prove it on your indoor circuits. 'A SURE HIT

REMEMBER
That the Western Electrician enjoya ihe diBtinctioQ of having been
selected by one of the ehrewdL'Si of inlvertleers an the medium
for carrying the laru't-'-t advertieement ever placed In an electrical
joarnal. This telis ita own eturv. and points it.o .-.-n tnn»-oi.

IbkIju's Mmi Packios.

Established 1882.

Toe Engineers' favorite. Leads, bat Is imitated by many,
((fjiialed by none. If you have any donbls ae to the genuine,
e end direct to ue. We are eole mannfac urere of thie pack-
ing. Send for eamplee and catalogue on pacbinge. We have
tbe largest aeportment.
For Heto'i Rods and Valve Stems of Steam Engines and

Pampfl—eelf-lubrlcating, Bteam and water Heht. Fifty per
•rent. leFB fiittion than anv o'her. Never grows hard, but
wl I remain as eoft and as flejibl« ne i^hen first adjusted in

atuffingbos. Every package fully warranted. Fine Oils
n specialty.
Agents wanted in every State in the Union. We can quote

the vf-ry low'Pt prices on Ring Packing. Send for discount
and price list.

GEORGE B. BUXTON,
17 VIRGINIA ST., EAST SOHERVILLE, MASS,

BYJAJ shult:

I^HUuzBelting Coa
^Riijaeturers o

eif

^

ALL LEATHER
' NO mONRODORHINGE OLD STYLE-

^'- LEATHER LINKAND IRON ROD BEtt-.j

Iv ANO ROPETRANSMISSION SUPERSEDED^

YOUR POWER.
YOUR BELTS.
YOUR MONEY.

BY COVERING YOUR PULLEVS WITH

SHULTZ PATENT
LEATHER PULLEV COVERING.

BOUM
eltiKg
TANNED ON THE
5URFACE5 ONLY
INTERIOR IS

RAWHIDE
THE ONLY PERFECT BELT \

MADE. NO 5UPPIN6
OR LOST MOTION

oPieKER Leather-

iinA-wpiTB'G. I
164 Summer St., Boston, Mass ; 2i') IVjirl St., Nt'W York City.Buar^unJlb.^
129 N. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa ;M; hO W. Moiirof St. Chicago. St. Louis, Mo.

DERIVATION OF PRACTICAL ELECTRICAL UNITS.
By I,ii;it. F. li. V>\ut ash Trof. TI. S. Carmart.

i=F=?icz: /\<^] i^i=?E:i^/\irD, :p"=> cz^^isit^.

This is a very handsome book of 60 pages, printed on fine heavy paper, with neat cloth binding. It contains Pok-

TRAiTs and BiOGRAi'iiiEs of Ohm, Watt, Faraday, Joule, Gauss, Weber, Sir William Siemens, Dr. Werner von Siemens,

Volta, Ampere, Daniell, von Jacobi, together with a carefully prepared table of the Practical Electrical Units, with their

relative values.

In no other Sin8[le Volume can this Rare Collection of Portraits be Found.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Building, Chicago, 111
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WHAT m PRESIDENT SAYS;

The Safety Insulated Wire and Cable Co.,

234 WEST 29th ST., NEW YORK.

Gentlemen:—
We have made a thorough investigation

of the various cables tos^ether with the rec-

ords of the same] that have been submitted
to us for use in our subway here, and we
beg to state that we will accept your propo-
sition for cables, laid and connected at the
price named in your proposal.

Yours very truly,

The Bfush Electric Liiilit Co.,

(Signed) C R. HUNTLEY. Gen'l Mgr.

President of the Electric Light Association.

PERKINS LAMPS
ARE STILL BEING USED BY

THE MILLIONS.
We are Western Agents for both of the above.

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS,
54 and 56 Franklin Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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A DEFINITION:

effi,cacl0US (ef i-ka'shus), a. [ OF. efficacteux,

eqiiiv; to eJicace,F. efficace^Vv. efficaci^^Sp.

eficaz ^Pg. efficaz -= It. efficace, L. ejjicax {effi-

cac-), effieacious, < efficere, efl'ect, accomplish,

do: see effect, ?;.] Producing the desired effect;

having power adequate to the purpose intend-

ed; effectual in operation or result.

To how many things which you use in

Yonr Work can you apply that definition?

How many have the Desired Effect?

How many are Adequate to the Pnrpose

intended?

How many are Effectual in Operation

or result?

You will find SHIELD BRAND moist-

ure-proof WIRE answering that description so

fully that Mr. William Dwight Whitney must

have had it in mind when he wrote the Cen-

tury Dictionary.

Jl^e Eleetrieal Sijpply ^o.,

Corner RANDOLPH STREET and MICHIGAN AVENUE.

CHICAGO.
Factories: Ansonia, Conn.
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SUN For Arc Circuits.

For Direct Incandescent
Circuits. LAMP!

Arc Lamp in the matket that burns on an

INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT SUCCESSFULLY.

SINCLY OR TWO IN SERIES.
THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE,

EDITORIAL ROOMS.

Chicago, Sept. 3, 1891.

GREAT WESTERN FLECTRIC SUPPLY CO.

Gentlemen:—We have been using your Sun Arc Lamps for

photo engraving, and find them first-class in every respect. Have

used several Aro Lamps, but find yours superior to all, and con-

sider them second to none. Yours truly,

(Signed) LOUIS RASICOT,
Engraver.

THE DAILY INTER OCEAN.

Chicago, III., August 25, 1891.

6REAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO..

1 95 to 207 S. Canal St., City.

Gentlemen:—We are using your Sun Arc Lamp, and find it

the best Arc Lamp for IncandeEcent circuits that we know of. It

is giving the most eminent satisfaction, and we take much pleasure

in certifying to its merits. Yours very truly,

(Signed) THE DAILY INTER OCEAN,
Per D. Lapointe, Photo- engraver.

KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS,
54 Franklin St., Chicago.

August 27, 1891.

GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., Chicago, III.

Gentlemen:—The Sun Arc Lamps which we are using on cur
Incandescent circuit are giving us the best results and we regard
them as the best lamp of its kind in the market.

Wishing you continued success, we remain.
Yours truly,

(Signed) KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS,
Per M. A. Knapp, Manager.

ROCKFORD ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,

Manufacturers of

Electbio Motobs, Railway and STAxioNAEy.

RocKFOEP, III., Sept. 2, 1891.

GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., Chicago, IIL

Gentlemen:—
I started up the lamp and saw it in operation for several

nights, and it worked very nicely, certainly better than any lamp
I have ever seen in use on Incandescent Circuits. I hope to be
able to send you other orders soon.

Wishing you much success.

Yours very truly,

(Signed) GEO. A. MAYO.

(sconiES iv:ej:szt -vvt-ejuhl. )

Convince Yourself by Sending an Order for One or Two to us.

Great Western Electric Sappiy Co.,

201, 203, 205, 207 SO. CANAL STREET,
Selling: Asreiits. CHICJLGrO, ILL-

Special Inducements to Supply-Houses.
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WAYNE ELECTRIC CO. I

-aiAXEPACXlJRERS OF THl

SLATTERY INDUCTION AND WOOD ARC SYSTEM
-0 3F'-

THE MOST PERFECT OF ANY.

For references as to the merits of these systems, inquire of the local companies, the operators, or the customers in

the laro-e cities of this country where these systems are now being used almost exclusively after other systems have been

tried and thrown out—Philadelphia, New Orleans, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Detroit, etc.

WE MAKE ALL STANDARD SIZES OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM.
Also Arc Lamps of Standard Sizes, 2,000 c. p., 1 ,200 c. p. and 800 c. p.

Main Office and Factory, FORT WAYNE, IND.

XEW YORK 115 Broadway.
CHICAGO .185 Dearborn Street.

PHILADELPHIA 90'!' Filbert Street.

DALLAS TKX-4S McLeod Bailding.

PITXSBUBGH, PA 533 "Wood Street.

SAIH FBAKCISCO 35 New Montgomery Street.

TOBOKTO, CANADA. '. 1 38 King Street, W^.

BUFFALO 828 Pearl Street.

BAXTER
miLWir MOTHS

SLOW SPEED.
NO INTERMEDIATE GEARING.

Gears Run in Oil.

}

EXAMINE INTO THE MERITS OF THESE MOTORS

IF A REDUCTION IN REPAIRS IS
WORTHY OF CONSIDERATION.

COMPLETE =;: EQUIPMENTS.
SLOW
SPEED STATIONARY MOTORS

ForARCa.'.tl

IncandeicnnI Circuit!-

,v«^^^n.v^.n>- BALTIMGRK, MD,

Long Distance Series Incandescent Lighting

—BY THE-

HAS NO EQUAL
In Ihe Economical Subdivision of the

ELECTRIC LIGHT.
No Transformers or Other Translating Devices.

We distribute the capacity of our largest dynamo on a
No. 8 wire, and thus avoid the excessive cost of conductors
as used for other methods of distribution.

Awarded gold modal at Paris Exposition, 1889.

Estimates furnished on application for the complete
installation of plants in any section.

Write for price list of series lamps for use on arc light
circuits. State for what current and system.

Correspondence solicited.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT CO,
DREXEL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Send fox> 01zro\;i.la.z*.
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"AJAX" The Best

Circuit Breaker

and Only Indestructible Switch.

C. S. VAN NUIS, 136 Liberty St, New York,

The Minnesota Brush Electric Company
HiA.^^S JUST BOXJGrHT

^ MILES
of Arc, Incandescent and Power Cables

INVESTIGATION PROVED IT

THE BEST.

OF THE

StaiMUflierpM Cable Cfl.^

New York. Pittsburgh. Chicago.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
The acknofvledg^ed Standard, for durable and liigli tn-

snlatlon, Lts merits proved by a record of over quarter
of a oentuary. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

CELEBRATED KERITE TAPE FOR fflSDLATINS JOINTS,

Electric Light and Power,
Telegraph and Telephone.
Railway and all other.
Branches of Signalingc

ALL SIZES Aerial Use.

Lead ancased Wires. f^gSe uie.'"'
Concealed Wiring in all Locations.

GEORGE B. PRESGQTT, Jr., Gen. Agt., 16 Oey St., New York.

Wefstern Electric Co., Chicago, 111., Sole Agents for the West.

ALEXANDER, BARNEYS CHAPIN,
20 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

THE MOST

POPULAR LAMP
IN THE MARKET,

"A.B^C.

WRITE US

FOR

PRICES

OF ALL GOODS.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and T DEY STKEET, NEW YORK,

MANUFACTUHERS, IMPORTERS AND HEALERS IN

THE "CHAMPION'
Price, with Rod Zinc, §1.15 per Cflll, with Corruguled

Zinc, Sl.:i5 per Cell.

THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED

Supplies
Of all Descriptions.

Complrt. CM of Ch»m. Carbon Ri'^rvnlr nnrf CoTer Corruir.i'il ZInrnf rim
p>»D Li.u«ry, ur Chniiiplon [tilUiy. {iiuit iliUvry.

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Light and Power
AppUiincea.

ConBtniction Tools and

Line material.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

?- V/ARREN.OMIO.

tHiyaUS^^^HIGHlTRAK

A6E.NT5
J. W, Peaie. No. 1 Broadway, New Vork.

Electric Eng. & Supply Co., - - Syracase, N.Y.
Central EleclricCo., Chicago.

The Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.. Ht. Paul. Minn.
St. Louis Electrical Supply Co.. - - St. Loale.

GLOWER. HARRIS & CO.,
CONTRACTING AND CONSULTI.VG

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.
Tiie larijeet Electric*: Supply HorjF© w<r''- of l'r\9

MI*Bi.elppi River.

BverythiDc KlectrlcBl

289 ELW STREET. - DALLAS. TEXAS.

One 3 Horse Power Electric Motor.

One 6 Horse Pover Electric Motor.
Both Id exfeileot roodltion, having

been us^d bat little.

ERIE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

ERIE P.\.

WILLAKD L. CANDEE, ) „ . ,,

H. DURANT cHEEVEli, (Business Managers.

The

Internationa!

F. CAZENOVE .TONES,
Manager of ractorlM,

OKONITE COMPANY,

i-ON';:

[TRADE MARK*!

LIMITED.

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES AioCABLES,
For Aerial. Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.
BRANCHES: Chicaso. Boston, PIiila<ieli>liia. Minneapolis, Cin<-iiii

Onjaha, Louisville, St. Louis, San Francisco, London anil .So. Aincrira.
ti, K;l^^a.. City_

WRITE FOR PRICES ON

TROLLEYS. GEARS, BEARINGS

AND GENERAL SUPPLIES.

R. D. Nuttall Company,
Allegheny, Pa. New York.

The 1891 ELECTRIC MOTOR AKD BATTERY.
SIMPLE. DURABLE.

ECONOMICAL. EFFICIENT.

For Oflices, Sick-rooms, Restaurants.

Jewelers, Dentists, Confectioners,

Amateurs, and at

ONE-HALF PRICE.
Send for prices and deecriptlTO pamphlets to

1891 MOTOR-8 Oliver Slreel, BOSTON, MISS.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., new york.

W. B. PEARSON. Selling Agent. Home Ins. BIdg.. Chicago, III.
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LONG LIFE

"'*'*ill^^

INCANDESC|NT LAMPS.
SEE WHAT PURCHASERS SAY:

BURLET HOUSE,

B:l]e Plaine, Iowa,

Out^-^ CC^i\jlLf fJ^i-^tn.^^ ^<-y>t^ ^^Si^

^, J^4.cOft^ fefe^^fc^ Gtn^/<^^

,^v\^ ^UuJL J/i^Zd ~ 'T^^ Aa^^
-'^ii^,^^^ -€^\-^-^eJl (Ua'C^^C^ u^i^<^y^

B. B. BURLET,

Prop. BoRLEV Housjf,

Belle Plaine, Iowa.

Extract of letter from Manitou Electric Co., Manitou Springs, Colo.

UATRD ACtirST 23, 1S91:

"We have got T. ifc U. L'lrnps burning and giving good light that I can figure

up over 10,000 hours. We have probably 200 Thomson-Houston Lamps still

burning that have burned .i.WJO hours. The lamps were all I could ask. Have

tried 'Sunbeam,' 'Edison' and other lamps made in Chicago, and the Perkins,'

a'.l of which are no good on earth."

MANITOU ELECTRIC CO.,
liy C. F. TINGLEY. Msn'ger.

THE IRON MOUNTAIN ELECTRIC CO., Iron Mountain, Michigan,

state that they have lost but 2 lamps in three months, with one thousand installed.

In tlie face of these Facts, iwhy do you buy lamps tliat are

of Stiort Life, Low Candle Power, and that quickly Blacken?

We make our own lamps and can furnish them at once
From 45 to 116 Volts,

From 6 to 1 50 Candle Power.

"\7\7'nt© for I»i*loo X^lsts.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.
PRINCIPAL OFFICE,

620 tllaniic Avenue. BOSTON. MASS.

P

148 Michigan Ay8., CHICAGO, ILL.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.

ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Accumulator Co., The xxviil

Abendroth & Root Mfg. Co. .
,

Alexander, Barney & Chapln. .1, iv

American Electrical Works. , . . xiil

Andrews & Co., A. H xxi
Baggot, E xlv
Bafn Electric Mfg. Co xxlil

Ball Engine Co xxl
Ball & Wood Co., The 1

Bernstein Electric Co vili

Blatz, L
Borden & Selleck Co xv
Braun lUustrallng Co xxi
Brownlee & Co xil

Brookfield, "Wm xli

Brush Electric Co xtII

Butler Hard Rubber Co iv

Buxton, Geo. B xlv

C. B. &Q. R. R xxi

C. t&. C. Electric Motor Co xvi

Card E. Motor & Dynamo Co.
Central Electric Co v

Chicago Electric Mfg. Co xlv

Chicago Electric Motor Co xiil

Clower, Harris & Co I

Chicago Insulated Wire Co. . . xvii

Colburn Electric Mfg. Co xiv
Coolidge, Fuel & Supply Co . ..

Conaol. Elec. Mfg. Co.. The..
Cowles Electric Smelting and

Aluminum Co xlv
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Motor

Co xiil

Day'9 Kerit« Insulation i

Densmore Typewriter Co xil

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. .xxi

Eastern Electric Cable Co xiii

Edison General Electric Co vl

Edison General Electric Co., Cable
and Wire Department vll

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co xx
Electric ConstructioQ & Sup.Co.xxiv
Electric Merchandise Co xlv

Electric Secret Service Co xvi

Electrician Pub. Go.viii-x, xiv, xviii

Elec. Construction Co., Tne.... xlii

Electrical Engineering Co
Elec. EDg. & Supply Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The. . . xxvl
Elektron Mfg. Co xvi

Empire China Works xiv

Erie E'ectrical Supply Co I

Evans Friction Cone Co xvii

For Sale i, xiii

Foster, O. A i

Fort Wayne Electric Co xxviii

Freeman, Coleman & Co ' " xiii

Globe Carbon Co
Great Western Elec. S. Co.viii.xxvil

Greeley & Co., The E. S "

Hale Elevator Co , x
Hamill. 8. M xlli

Helaler Electric Light Co xxviii

Hill Clutch Works viil

HIne Eliminator Co xil

Holmes, C. H xiil

Holmes, Booth & Haydens... .xvii

Hood, Wm X
India Rubber & Gutta Percha

Insulating Co xxiv
Interior Conduit ^Insulation Co.
International Okonite Co I

Kartavert Mfg. Co , xil

Keller & Degenhaidt x"
Knapp Electrical Works xxv
Law Telephone Co xi"
Leonard & Co., H.Ward xiv

Leffel & Co.. Jas xiii

Loud, H.M.& Sons Lumber Co.. xiv

McLaughlin, James xiil

Mason, James H xiil

MllllkenBros iv

Minneapolis Street Railway Co.-
Monltor Electric Co s
Munsell & Co., Eugene xiii

Murphy. T. J xiil

N. AV. T. II. Electric Co xix
National Carbon Co Iv

National Electric Mfg. Co Ix

N.Y.Belting & Packing Co. . . .

New York Insulated Wire Co

—

New York & Ohio Co 1

N. W.Elec. Specially Co. . . .-

Nuttall Company, R. D i

Ostrander & Co., W. R xiv

Palsle. H. T xil

Page Belting Co xiv
Partrlck & Carter Co x
Payne & Co., Geo. W -
Pearson & Co., W. B xxi
Phoenix Glass Co viii

Pond EngineerIngCo xxi
Powell Co.. The Wm -
Queen & Co xiii

Rockford Electric Mfg. Co xii

Sargent & Lundy xiil

Bawyer-Man Electric Co xi

Schleren & Co. Chaa. A xl

Schoonmaker, A. xil

Schuyler Electric Co vlil

Short Electric Railway Co xii

Schult;s Kelting Co xiil

Sperry Electric Mining Machint;

Co xiv

Standard Underground Cable Co ... .1

Standard Paint Co xii

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co xxiil

Star Iron Tower Co
Stearns Mfg. Co xxi
Sterling, W. C xv
Stllwell & BlercQ Mfg. Co . . . xlv, xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co xv
Taussig, S
Temple, J. C xv
Thomson-Houston Elec. Co..iI, xxll

Turner Brass Works xlll

Union Electric Mfg. Co., The... x

Union Electric Works Iv

Union Hardware Co xU
U. S. Electric Lighting Co xi

VanNuls C. S i

Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Wanted xiii

Wenstrom Consolidated Dynamo
& Motor Co., The xvi

Western Electric Co xxill

Westlnghouse Elec and Mfg Co
Westinghouse Machine Co xxi

Weston Electrical Instrum'iCo.. .xii

Williams Eigine Works xxi

Woodbridge & Turner Engineer-
ing Co XV

Woodhouse&Rawson, Ltd....
Worthlngton, Henry R xii

CLASSIFIED LIST.

ARCnmalators.
Accumulator Co., The.
Brush Electric Co.

AlnmUmm.
Cowlea Elec. Smelting & Alaml-
nain Co.

Freeman, Coleman & Co.

Annunciators.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Construction Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co,
(ireeley AOo-.The E. S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Oetraudtjr & Co. W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

AntI-Friction Uefal.
Turner Brass Works.

Arc Kiamps.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Brueh Electric Co.
Electric CoDStructlon & Sapply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
M. W. T. n. Electric Co.
Schnyler Electric Co.
ThomaoQ-Honston Electric Co.
WestlnghouseElectrIc & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Batteries.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.,The.
Foster, O. A.
Law Telephone Co.
Maeon, Jae. H.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Qjieen & Co.
Weatern Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Law TelephoDe Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
(ineen & Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Rlectric.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley* Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Ostrander* Co., W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Itlaerneto.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., The B. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Go.

Belting.
Evans Friction Cone Co.
N. Y. Beltlnp & Packing Co.
PageBeltinRCo.
Bchleren & Co., Chas. A.
Shulta Belting Co.

Boilers.
Abendroth & Root Mfg. Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Books, KIcctrlcal.
Electrician Pnbiishlng Co.

Braliler NpoolerH.
Payne & Co., Geo. W.

Brass <nOOils.
Blatz, L.
Powell Co., The Wm.
Turner Brass Works.

iSnralar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Klectrlcjil Wuppiv Co., The.
Great Wi'Btorn Elec. Miipply Co.
Groeley& Co.,TIie E. b.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Ostrander & Co

.
, W. R.

Partrlck & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Wire Insulated.)

table. Electrlr. (See Wire Insn-
lated), I'opper. Hheet and Bar.
Standarti Underground Cable Co.
Western Electric Co.

Carbons, Points and Plates.
Bruah Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co. The.
Globe Carbon Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National Carbon Co.
Western Electric Co,

Cars Kail Tray.
Mlnneai)oIi8 St. Ry. Co.

Castinirs, Brass.
Blat?., h.
Turner Jirass Works.

ClntcAes, Friction.
Hill Clutch Works.

Cunstrnctlon and Bepaira.
BalnfilectricMfg. Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Electric Conatrncllon & Supply Co.
Electrical Conatruction Co., The.
Electrical Eujglneerlng Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Leonard & Co., H. Ward.
McLaughlin, Jas.
Temple. J. C.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, Blectric l^ieht,
Rnsine Plants and Electric
Hallways.
Ball Eneine Co.
Ball & Wood Co.. The.
Bain Electric Manafactnrlng Co.
iirosh Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Clower, narris & Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Engineering Co.. The.
Electrical Ecg. <fc Sapply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Keller & Degenhardt.
Leonard & Co , H. Ward.
McLaughlin, Jas.
N. W. T. H. Electric Co.
Pearson & Co., W. B.
Pond Engineering Co.
Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co.
Sargent* Lundy.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Temple, J. C.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Wenstrom Consolidated Dynamo &
Motor Co.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Westinghouee Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.
Williams Engine Works.
Woodbridge & Tamer Eng- Co.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co

.

Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Ediaon General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great WoBtern Elec. Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonite Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Standard Undereround Cable Co.
Sparry Elec. Alining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
Holmes, C. H.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cnt-onts and Sir^itches.
Alexander, Barney & Chapln.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Palste, H.T.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Union Electric Manafacturing Co.
VanNula.C. S.

Western Electric Co.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
C. & C . Electric Motor Co.
Clower, Harris * Co.
Colborn Electric Mfg. Co.
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co,
Electrical Engineering Co , The.
Electrical Eni:. k Supply Co.
Fort Wavne Electric Co.
Heisler Electric Light Co.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
N. W. T. H. Electric Co.
Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomson-Hoaeton Electric Co,
United States Electric LichtlngCo.
Wenstrom ConeoHdated Dynamo *
Motor Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric* Mfg. Co.

Electrical Instrnments.
Central Electric Co.
CouBolldated Klec. Mfg. Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Partrlck * Carter Co.
Q.neen & Co.
Wcatom Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Inatrnmeut Co.

BlectrlCHi InlcHlsence.
K^II.T A*. I><-L'en)u.rdi.

Leonard .V i.'r>., 11. \\ nrd.
F.lectriral Hpoclaltles.
Northweewrn Elect. Specialty Co.
Turner Braes Worka.

Klectrlr Katlvivs'fl.
Edleon General Electric Co.
Leonard vt Co,, II. Ward-
Sargent* Lnnfiy.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
WenPtroni Conpolldat^d Dynamo*

Mol.>r Co.
WeBlinghouee Electric & Mfc. Co.
Woodbridge * Turner Eng. Co.

IClectrollers and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Bageot, E.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Thomson-HooBton Electric Co.

EleTators, Electric and Hy-
ilranllc^
Hale Elevator Co.

Klectro-PlatlDc 3Iar-hlnen.
BruHh Electric Co.
Colbnrn Electric Mf-. Co.
EdlsoQ Genera! Electric Co,
Thomson-HouBion Electric Co.

Encrlnes, Kteam.
Ball Enrfne Co.
Ball * W'onrl Co., The.
Pearson * Co., W.B.
Pond Eniiineerlng Co.
S^irgent * Lnndy.
Steams Mfg. Co.
WeetiDgboQHe Machine Co.
Williams Engine Co.

EneraTf^rs.
Braun Illustrating Co.

Fan Outfits.
C. & C. Electric Motor Co.
Card Electric Motor & Dynamo Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Turner Brass Worke.

Fibre,
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Friction Cones.
Evans Friction Cone Co.

Gas Ijletitlns> Electric.
Knapp Eitjctrlcal Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

General Electrical Supplies.
Alexander, Barney & Chapin.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Clower, BarrlB & Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Edison General Slectric Co.
Electric Construction & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Erie Eledrlcal Supply Co.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
iJreeley *Co.,TheE. 8.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Northwestern Electric Specialty Co.
N. W. T. H. Electric Co.
Ostrander* Co.,W. R.
Partrlck * Carter Co.
Rockford ElectricManufaclurlng Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
Van Nuia, C. S.

Western Electric Co.

Globes and Electrical Glass-
ware.
Baggot. E.
Phcsnis: Glass Co.

Hard BnbbP'r Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

InRolators and InsnlatiiiK
materials.
Alexander, Barney & Chapln.
Brookfield, Wm.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Ediaon General Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great A"eetern Elec. Supply Co.
Interior Conduit *Ineulation Co,
International Okonite Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Munaell & Co., Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Nuttall, R D., Company.
Partrlck * Carter Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated W^lres and Cables,
niasnet AVIre-
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicaco Insulated Wire Co.
Day's KtTite insulation.
Eastern E lectrlc Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supplv Co.. The.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
Interior Conduit * Insulation Co.
International Okonite Co., The.
India Rubber* Gotta Percha Inau-

lating Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Standard Underpronnd Cable Co.
Sjierry Elec. Mining Mnchlne Co.
western Electric Co.

Jonmal Bearings.
Turner Brass Works.

LampN. Incandescent.
Alexander, Barney A Chapln.
Bernetfin Electric Co.
Brnsh Electric Co,
Central KlectricCo.
i'lnw.T. Harrit* * Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Klecfrlciil Enc. .V- ."Supply Co.
Great Wopiprn I'lec. yupplv Co.
Greelev * Co., The K. S.

HelBler Electric Light Co.
Hood, Wm.
Knapn Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Nortiiwstern El-^ct. Specialty Co.
Sawyer-Mnn KlectricCo.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Houeton Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

LubricBtorH.
Powell Co., The Wm.

naennet Wire.
(See lusnlated Wire.)

Medical Batteries.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Mica,
Munaell * Co., Eugene.
Schoonmaker, A. O.

ninlnc: ApparatDH, Kleotrlc.
Bain EI-^ctncMf;'. Co.
Edison G«nf;ral Electric Co.
ThomEon-Honfit/jn ElwMric Co.
Sp<:rry Eltc. Mining Mtichlr,'- Co.
weetinghoiiBe Electric & Mfg. Co.

Xotors.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Brash ElfH^ric Co.
Card Electric ilotor & Dynamo Co,
Crocker-Whe<;Ier EK-ctrtc Motor Co.
C. * C. Electric Motor Co,
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Edison General Electric Co-
Eddy Klertric Mij. Co.
Electrical Engln'^jrlDg Co.,The.
El'^ctrlcal P^Dg. & Srjpply Co.
Elektroi: ManDfactariDgCo.
Erie Electrical Sapply Co,
FoetcT. O. A.
N. W, T. II. Electric Co.
Rockford Electric Manufftclaring Co.
Thomson-Hoaston Electric Co.
U, 8. Electric Lighting Co.
Wen6trom ConaoUdated Dynamo A
Motor Co,

Wefltinghouae Electric <fc MTe. Co.Name Plates.
Blatz, L.
Freeman, Coleman & Co.
Turner Braes Works.

Office Foraltare.
Andrews * Co., A. H,

Oils.
TausBlg, 8.

Oil Caps.
Powell Co.. The Wm.

Patent Solicitors.
Woodhouse k Rawaon, Ltd,

Packins-
Boiton. Geo. B.
N. Y. Belting * Packing Co.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Coolidge Foe] & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, C. H.
Loud, H. M- & Sons Lumber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Poles-
Brownlee & Co.
Central Electric Co.
Coolidge Fuel * Supply Co.
Electrical SuDpIy Co., The.
Engineering Equipment Co.
Holmes, C. fl.

Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
MHUken Broa.
Star Iron Tower Co.
Sterling,W. C.

PabUsners. Electrical.
Electrician Publiatiing Co.

Posh Buttons-
Central Electric CO.
Electrical Sup.ply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Northwestern Elect. Specialty Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bailways. Electric.
(See electric railways.)

t^eparators. mteam.
Hine Sliminator Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

Speaklns Tabes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen * Co.

Steam Pamps.
Worthinston, Henry R.

Street Ky. Equipment.
Mlnneapoiie Street Ry. Co.
Rochester Railway Co.

Supplies, Elccirlc Railway.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Nuttali, R. n. Co.

Tapes. Insalatlng;.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chlra-o Inetilaled WireCo.
Eastern Electric Cabl* Co.
Edlpon General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
India Rutiber & Gotta Percha In-
eulatlng Co.

International Okonite Co., The,
New York Ineulated Wire Co.
Western ElectilcCo.

Teleeraph Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Snpplv Co., The.
Greeley * Co.. The K. 8.
Knapp El^trlca! Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick \- Csnor Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones. Electric,
Western Electric Co.

Test Inntrnments,
B-ilo El.'Ctrlc Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpplv Co., The.
Creeley ACo., The B. S.
Knapp Electrical Worlta.
Oneen A Co.
Inlou Elociric Worko.
Wcetern Electric Co.
W._'eton Electrical Instrument Co.

Trnnsforniers.
Kl«>ctrical Enc. *; SnppIyCo.
National Elect ricM."uiufaclnrlDg Co.
StanlcT Electric Mfc. Co.
Weetinchouee Electric A Mfg. Co.

TruckH, Electric Car.
fidteon General Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
8t«phenBon Co., Jno.
Thomeon-Honeton Electric Co.
Weetinghouflo Electric & Mfg. Co.

Turbine l^'beels-
PsTton Globe Iron Wortp Co.
Leffel A Co,, James.
Stllwell & Blerce Mfg. Co.

Tvpe "Writers.
Densmore Type Writer Co.

Wire. Bare.
Amorlcan Elpotrical Works.
Central KlectricCo.
El«trical Supply Co.. The.
Holmee, Booth & Haydens.
Snapp Blastrlcal Works.
Spcrry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
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CLEVELAND, OHIO, CLEYELSBD, OHIO.

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS andBATTERY MATERIAL.

UNION ELECTRIC WORKS
207 South Canal St., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

The Besit Electric Bell in Ibc market; Niciel plated Gongs;

Double magnet. Platinum Contacts, side adjustments "with set

screw. The simp^.est and mo3t durable Annunciator, mmaj yit ,a^
all sizes, for elevators, hotels and offices. JBiBS^Bl

WRITS FUR PRICES. IB^:
Also Test Instrameots, Spsrk CoUa, Induction Colle a.a<\ various ^IHH^^V
StiEdsrd Electric Devices for Medical and Mechanical I'lirpoees.

JVo will also inaniirneturo artirU'* for Inventors or tin- Traile
We have •^killtHl IVorlviiieii aiul ilo tlrst-clas^ irork

THE MILLIKEN PATENT POLE

55 LIBERTY STREET

NEW YORK.

For Electric Street Railways and Electric Light Worit,

MANUFACTUEED UY

MILLIKEN BROS.

59 DE&RBORN STREET,

CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.—Iron Work
for Light Stations a Specialty.

WRITE FOR CIRCUIiAR AND CATALOGrE,

THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.,
33 ILv^ercer Street, 2>TeT^ "S"or3^,

POSSESS SUPERIOR ADVANTAGES IN THE MANUFACTURE OP

Xli^RD RXTBBSR G-O OD JS
Especially in articles adapted to electrical intliistries, haritiff obtainetl the sole right to manufacture

HARD RUBBER untler the valuable l*atents ffrantetl to WIIjLIAH KIEL.

ALI. OPERATIONS OF SAWING, CUTTING, TUKNING AN1> POLISHING OUR NEW STANDARDS OF
Sl_I C" C"T D r\ r\ A M T\ T^ I I P^ I M f\ *-*^ ^^ performed vrlth a laree reduction in the wear and tear of toola, and coneiderahle saving of labor. Our nevr standards aren C C I 5 ix \J L/ r\ IN L/ I \^ O 1 IN VJI of a richer black throughout, not subject to change in color, are tougher and more flexible, do not become brittle with age, and

have been tested and approved by the leading electrical companiee of the United Stales. In addition to these advantages, we also offer advantages in prices.

KIEL'S PATENT HARD RUBBER CELLS FOR STORAGE AND PRIMARY BATTERIES
Still remain the most satisfactory and cheapest in the market, unequaled for strength, durability, Insulation and resislajnce to aclda.

HAED RUBBER GOODS OF EYERY DESCRIPTION MANUFACTURED.

For Sale by THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO

Correspondence solirited from all inanufactnrcrs and dealers in electrical
nKt<-liinery andsi)pi>lios. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

SOCKETS
TO FIT ANY LAMP BASE.

We are not the only concern that sells SOCKETS, but some of our customers say we are

the only one that sells the BEST*.
There is a similar rumor about our cut-outs, rosettes, and main and branch.

If you are in this city call and look at our display of station switches.

ALEXANDER, BARNEY &CHAPIN,
NO STAIRS TO CLIMB.

20 CortleirLcit St.,
A.B.C.
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CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL

STRAIGHT PINS.

OUR ST. LOUIS BRANCH.

vlO iv//

TRADE MARK.

SOUTHERN ELECTRICALSIPPLY COMPANY,
823 Locust St., St. Louie, Mo.

OUR OMAHA BRANCH.

4-Q'^/>

TRADE MARKi

WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,
418 S. 151I1 St., Omaha, Neb.

2}—r MtMrimvii TiBlr

CORNER PINS.
w

BRACKETS.

5
CROSS ARMS.

OUR KANSAS CITY BRANCH.

nLON/^

TRAOe MARK.

GATE CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY,
522 Delaware St., Kaiieaa City, Mo.

TK,^I3E lvd:-A.K,K:.

OUR DENVER BRANCH.

vlon/^:

TRAZJE MARK,
ELECTRrC POWER AND TRANSMISSION CO.,

1722 Lawrence St., Denver, Colo.

We are manufacturers

of all these goods,

and can quote lowest

prices.

UNDERWRITERS' WIRE. WEATHERPROOF WIRE.

Central Electric Company,
116 AND 118 FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO.

CONNECTED BY PRIVATE WIRE WITH POSTAL TELEGRAPH-CABLE COMPANY S SYSTEM.
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Edison

General

Electric Co.

BDISOItf BUILDING,

BROAD STREET,

NEW YORK.

Announcement

!

WE ARE NOW FURNISHING

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
Of any Voltage to Fit any Socket,

ARC LICHTING SYSTEM,
Embracing many New and Valuable Features, Notably Lamps that

will Burn 7 or 14 Hours.

SLOW SPEED MOTORS,
From 1-12 to 1-2 Horse-Power. Most Economical and Reliable Small Motor

Manufactured.

MOTORS,
Of any Capacity, from 1-2 to 2IO Horse-Power. Highest Efficiency, Lowest Price.

FIXTURES, ELECTRIC AND COMBINATION CAS,
Being the most Complete and Artistic Line now on the Market.

WIRE AND CABLES,
Including the Famous Cables of Siemens & Halske, of Berlin.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS,
Both Single and Double Reduction Motors.

ELECTRIC MINING APPLIANCES.
Percussion Drill, Diamond Drills, Locomotives, Hoists,

Pumps, Fans and Coal Cutters.

GENERAL SUPPLIES,
Carried in Stock at Each District Office.

DISTRICT OFFICES.

CANADIAN DISTRICT:

Edison Building, Toronto, Can.

CENTRAL DISTRICT:

173-175 Adams St , Cliicago, III.

EASTERN DISTRICT:

Edison Building. Broad St., New Yorh.

NEW ENGLAND DISTRICT:

25 Otis Street, Boston, Mass.

PACIFIC COAST DISTRICT:

Edison Building, 112 Bush St., San Francisco,

Cal.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST DISTRICT:

Floishner Building, Portland, Oro.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DISTRICT:

Masonic Building, Denver. Colo.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT:

10 Decalur St., Atlanta, Ca.
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CUT-OUTS,
JOINTS,

DISTRIBUTING

ETC., ETC.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

THE UTEW
SflFE-DUDT

GO]yiP£.X:TE[ METHOD
OIF

WIRIIffa FOR AImTm

ELECTRIC LIGHTING SYSTEMS.

"VULCA"

ELECTRICAL WIRE DUCTS.

THE NATION'S CHOICE.

Grimshaw White Gore Wire.
B. D. WIRE, TAPES AND COMPOUNDS.

ALI, SUPPLY STORES KEEP THEM.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE GO.
78-80-82 Franklin Street, CHICAGO,

MAIN OFFICE: 649-651 Broadway, New York. GEO. H. MEEKER. Western Manager.

Submarine.

Telegraph,

Dnderground,

Telephone,

Interior,

Electric Light.

.Sclicut'fliuly A\oiKs. ICilison (iciuinl l.hilij*' ( ..mi.;

Manufactured under Authority of SIEMENS & HALSKE,
BY

The Edison General Electric Company,
Estimates Purniahed on Application.

AT THEIR SCHKXECTA1>V WORKS.

Address, Cable and Wire Department, Edison General Electric Company,
EUISOIW BUILDINtl}, RROAD STREKT. NEW VORK, or Nearest Uistrict Oftioe.

x>xjsrrfLXorr or-r^ioiBS;
ranadiaD OiHtriot: R.llaon Bulldinf;. Toronto, fan.
al.>ntral IXntrlr): I7:(-i;5 AdnniH Mt , OhlrUKO.
Ka.tern Wlnlrl.'t: Kdieon Kulldine, Broad t^f . Kew York.
New EuKland UlHtrlct: !i5 UUs Ht., Hoston, Haas.

Pnclnc Coast DiNtrirt: Rdlnon Balldins. If BuhIi Ht . Hnn Kranclero. Cal.
Pacific Norlliweat UlMlrict : FlclNchncr Biilldini*. I'orfland. Ore.
Bocky ^fountain l>l«trlct: Masonic Ballitlng. l>enver. Colo*
Houthern Vlatrlct: 10 Uecatnr St.. Atlanta. Ua.
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^ATAl Of^lJFSi ^°- ^^' §!€<^*nc Railway Supplies,

CtREAT

I No. 24, Electric Lighting Supplies,

JUST OUT. SEND IN YOUR APPLICATION.

WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
201-207 So. Canal Street. CHICAGO, U. S. A.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC GO.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
-FOR

—

ARC LIGHT CIRCUITS.

SniPIiE. RELIABLE. DUBABLE.

The only safe socket for series lamps, and the only

socket having insulating material for the outside

parts. Send for lUoatrated Catalogue.

620 ATLANTIC AVENUE,

' BYJAJ SHULT

iJhultzBelting Co.
--^4:(ai\iijaeturer6 of^

YOUR POWER.
YOUR BELTS.
YOUR MONEY.

BY COVERING fOURPULLtVS WITH

5HULTZ PATENT
LEATHER PULIEV COVERING,

ftRA'vpnir^- * 1^ Summer St., Boeton, Maae ; 2i5 Pe.'irl St., New York City.i>na.\i.nji3.
I 129 N. Third St., PhiladelijUia, Pa ;60 W. Monroe St. Ctiicago.

'S^iAGElEATrfER-
PieKER Leather.-

I
St. Louis, Mo.

THREE
GOOD
BOOKS.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRINC HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.

ELEGTRIGIAN PUBLISHING GO.,
6 Lakeside Building.

CHICAGO, ILL.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

HILL
Clutch Works,
CLEVELAND, O,

EASTERN OFFICE.
18 CoilUsdt SL, - NEW TORE.

Engineering Office: 146 Franklin St.,

BOSTON.

CHICAGO: MINSEAPOLIS:
2S So. Canal Sc. 305 Easota Building.

KANSAS CUT:
1^^ and l^i^ t'nion Avenne.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
Deiifwi Uttdti aid Pom'shei

Sand* for lierx • Cot&logue Fow^
Tr&iumission MAChinery.

THE SCHUYLER
-sirsTEiid: OF-

ARC LIGHTING
COUTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FEATURES;

Electric LIGHT GLOBEjr-^

the-LaroEST-LiME-of

•ftEFFEGT

729 BROADWAY NY >

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.
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THE NATIONAL TRANSFORMER SYSTEM
OF INCANDESCENT LICHTINC.

Florence, S. C, August 19, 1891.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFC. CO., Eau Claire, Wis.:
GENTLEMEN:—I write this to tell you of the wonderful performance of our Alternating

Dynamo, which is a 750 lighter of your manufacture. Last night, while at supper, a cross
got on our mains by their sagging on to a telegraph wire, and my engineer,who is a new man,
ran the dynamo with the ampere meter needle clear on the end of the scale, which is about 80
amperes, or equivalent to approximately 1,600 lamps. It ran that way until it chocked down
a 100 H. P. engine with 110 pounds steam, and then he sent for me. Strange to relate, the
machine was not damaged a particle. The excessive current had melted all of the 4 fuses on
the board, but the engineer had put in new ones and heavier ones, and had started up again.
I consider that we have the only dynamo on earth that would stand such a strain and not be
injured. I shall of course see to it, that a thing of this kind does not happer again.

[Signed] A. A. FORMAN, Supt. Florence Impvt. & Mfg. Co.

THIS IS

THE

THAT

WE BHILD,
Self-Contained Alternator. Capacity 1 ,000 1 6 C. P. Lamps.

SEND FOR GiaCULaRS AND PRICES.

COMPLETE

CENTRAL STATION EQUIPMENTS
-—FOR

LIGHT OR POWER
DISTItlBUTIOSI.

OUE APPABATU3 IS OF THE

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
MECHANICALLY AND ELECTRICALLY.

WE GPAKANTKK ITS OI'KKATION AM>
PROTECT OUR CUSTOMERS.

COMPLETE

DIRECT CURRENT SYSTEM
FOK

ISOL-A.TEID .

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO.. Eau Claire, Wis.
0E!0. :^. SH.£k."\?V, Goia'l AfAXiasez*'

AO-EliTTS

NEW YORK, N. Y.,
BUFFALO, N. Y.,
CINCINNATI, O.,
WASHINGTON, D. C,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

LINCOLN, NEB.,
SEATTLE, WASH.,

National Electric IWIg. & Const. Co.. Elect. Exclig. BIdg.

Little. McDonald & Co., 141 East Seneca St.

W. K. Gray. 12 Chamber ol Commerce.

L. N. Cox. 16 Fifth St.. S. E.

C. M. Blanchard, Girard Building.

Lincoln Electrical MIg. & Supply Co.

Chas. H. Baker & Co.

ST. PAUL, MINN.,
DETROIT, MICH., -

DENVER, COLO.,
WINNIPEG, MAN.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.,
KANSAS CITY, MO.,
DULUTH, MINN.,

The Electrical Engineering & Supply Co.

Commercial Electric Co.

The Mountain Electric Co.

Simpson-Davis Electrical Construction Co.

National Electric Development Co-

Thomas Wolfe. 515 Main St.

The Electrical Eng. & Suppy Co,
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"OF SOME THINGS ONLY THE BEST ARE WORTH HAVING."7 T

W^B GUARANTEE ALL GOODS
And will ship to central stations on approval—FREIGHT PREPAID.

The UNION ELECTRIC MFG. CO ., Bridgeport, Conn.

NEW YORK: Alexander, Barney & Chapin.

BOSTON: The Eastern Electrical Supply Co.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS IN THE WEST
F'OR ELECXRICJLI- SOOKIS.

SEND FOR OUR COMPLETE CATALOGUE.
Slectrician Publishing Co., 6 I^akeside Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Electrical
Supplies

,,^^^

OF ALL KINDS

Honse Goods

A SPECIALTY.
^

,,<>*>t.»"

^^^

^^ifi^
.^^'\^

-^v>''

.cv^'

v
M̂ :'^^v$

.v^

^^ «^W tt'^ .X"^ a"d S6* o""" Catalogue

Send us

Your

Business Card

and Trade Discount Sheet.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

INTERIOR CONDUITS
TlieSoMifliioftlieProliIeiiiofSafe

Gnarfliii

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherever and for whataoever purpose employed, ie to

be foond in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IBTERIOR AND UNDERGRODND

COIItTID-Cri'TS
ANIFACTURED BY

THE INTCRIOR
CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,

uirPKC. i 527 to B3I W. 341h SI,,vvonsa.
, 526 to B28 W. 36th St..

General Offices: 42 & 41 Broad St„ Rew York.

TRADE-MARK.

Electrical EoKineerlng Co..
320 Dearnorn St., ChlcBgo, 111.

Southern EU clrlc f'n., Baltimore, Mrl.
Tboe. Day Jb Co., ^£i Sutter St , San FranclBfo, Cal.
U, Frank JobtiBon, Provident Bld^-. I'hilndelphla, Pa

THE "JEWEL"
,^^\^, Incandescent Lamp,

The Best Lamp In the Market.

Any Voltage.

Any Socket.

Any Candle Power.

C. P. Less than 100 lots, 55 Cents.

100 to 1000 " 50 "

Send for Sample Order.

m. HOOD, Gen'l Agt.. 239 LaSalle St.. CHICAGO.

MONITOR

^ M(|nitok>

CAfiBiw BATTERY

\ TBAD[:iilARKraENT£Dj;

I

BATTERY
Unsurpassed In Strength and Durability.

Liberal Discount to the Trade.
Write for «(uotation8.

I C. A HARNIOUNT, M'gr,

.^jfifc Electric Company
f|tE|l||lt|ny^

,
149 WABASH AVENUE,

-^-^^^ ... .' Ollloaso, Til.

Western Agents Alfred F. Moore's Wires and Cables.

HALE ELEVATOR CO.,
187 LaSalle Street, CHICAGO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

PASSENGER AND FREIGHT

ELECTRIC Hydraulic and Electric
ELEVATOR.
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THE United States Electric Lighting Co
(THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Lessees.)

'J

m AND WNDESCENT ISOLITED ELECTRIC LICHT PUNTS.

1

More than 1000 Plants in operation in Factories, Hotels,

Office Buildings, Theaters, Etc.

MOTORS- GENERATORS
Direct Current GENERATORS and MOTuRS for all purposes,

1-8 H. P. up to any power required, and at any
required E. M. F.

Superior in Design and Workmansliip, and Uneqnaled in Efflciercy.

Send for New U. S. Catalogues on Incandescent Lighting and Motors.

GENERAL OFFICES: EQUITABLE BUILDING, 120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

CUT-OUTS,
Single Light, Main and Branch,

OF SUPERIOR PORCELAIN,
With all Connections Under Cover.

M
A
N

LAMPS ANY
c. p

VOLTAGE
BASE.

(i!

T)

HIGH QUALITY LAMPS FOR EDISON CIRCUITS.

WrRITK FOR PRICES.

See Catalogue of Aug. 1 , 1890,

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC COM
620 Atlantic Avenue,

BOSTON, MASS.
5 10-534 W. 23d Street,

NEW YORK.
217 LaSalle Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANUFACTURED BY

Wm. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET. NEW YORK.

Eottrl Electric Mfj. Co.,

ROCKFOBD, 1L.L.,

Waiiufactorcre of

MOTORS,
(Stationary and Railway).

Incandescent Dynamos

and Generators
(MAYO SYSTEM).

J

" Specially adapted to Isolated

^U Plants. Absolutely aelf-re»uUt-

fcl_2 Ing and reliable. The Motors
are the most efficient now in the
market. Agents wanted in un-
occupied territory.

H. T. PAISTE,
ilASTFAOTUKER OF

SWITCHES, SOCKETS, ETC.,
341 The Bookery. 1^01 Mnrket St.-

Cbicaso, lU. Philadeliihia. Pa.
See onr full page advertisement in IseueSept.

1% fo^ilIu5t^atIo^^. prices, etc.

MICA
r^or all Electric Insulating

Purposes East India Mica
15 ihe best on the market.

I SELL NO OTHER.

E, E. KELLER. P. E. DEGENUARDT.

Send for S:imple5 and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St.. NEW YORK.

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS,

542 ROOKERY BUILDING, - CHICAGO, ILL.

TKE OIII,"ir

BUESAUofElECimCIHOm
IN THE WORLDS FAIR CITY.

PATENT

1 eP^

RuiiK more Hlack than
I iiperforatecl Belts, hence
adapted to uneven poM-er
of Electric Railways and
for Electric Power in tten-LEAfffER BELimG ,
eral.

CHAS. A. SOHIEREN <fe CO.,
PATENTEES AND BOLE MANUFACTUKERe,

Al.^> X<'W Vork, Itoston,
I-liihidelplila. 46 SOUTH CANAL ST., CHICAGO. ILL.

THE WESTON STANDARD

Voltmeters and Ammeters.
These instruments are the most

accurate, reliable and sensitive port-

able instruments ever offered. A
large variety of ranges to meet the

requirements of all kinds of work.

Seud for llliistrateil Catalogue.

ADDRESS

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,
1 14 & 116 William street, Newark, N.J.

^lorxi-y n. ^/v ^rtlo-lustoxi, rPTex^T- "Srorls., MT. "X".

PHILADELPHIA Chicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.
ST. LOUIS.

ST. PAUL.
KNOW WHAT YOr'BE SKTTIXti!

MINE'S ELIMINATOR,
Extracts Oil from Exhaust, Separates Water from Live Steam.

In a test of the hest known "Separators ' recently made at Cornell University
bis ELIMI^JATOR demonstrated p^^ceDtages of elliciency over ALI^ competitors

efrom 11 to 59 per cent. The full report of teat with drawings, etc., sent
Address

HINE ELIMINATOR CO.,
lOG Liberty Street. Jxr:Ei-«7«7- -»€>ni3L.

REMEMBER
That the Western Electrician enjoys the distinction of h-ivinj:; been
selected by one of ibe shrewdest of advettiserg an the medmm
for carrying the lar'::i; t advertieement ever placed in an electrical
joarnaL" This telia" its own story, and pointe its <>^n moral.

CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL.

If you are in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

DETROIT,
MICH.BROWNLEE & CO.,

-t:^e-

oiiOH umm CO.,

PUSH-BUTTON

si3:exjXjS.

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

KARTAVERT
IIU: IJ.KST SrUSTIILIK FOR J[.\l!i) laiJHKH.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS. RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PUKPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION 18 DESIRED. PATENT IN8UIATING CLEATS.

Ths« Kartavsrt - Manufacturing - Co..>

The "DENSMORE,"
The World's Greatest Typewriter,

miioalil be exaiiiineil before ]iiircb:i^iag any other.

ma?;y improvements, highest standand.

Invented, owned and controlled by men having had fifteen years*
experience on type-bar machines.

Simplicity, Strangtii, Parabiiity, High Speed, Easy Action,
Peimanent Alignment. Most convenient. Two inteichangeabli
carriages. Sie?l throughout.

STANHARD KEY BOARD, with ehift cerriage for capitals. Call or send for catalogue,

"Thebeet of all typewriters. The height oE perfection. To buy any other than the 'DENSMORE'
e to make a mlBtake."— f. T. Bi.umenschein, Stenographer, National Park Banfe.
We will appoint a reliable dealer In all cities as soon as possible, and in ttie meantime will ehtp

machine.^ on approval to [)artie8 having a good commercial rating.

nENSMORE TYPEWRITER CO., a08 Ki-oa<lnay. Wew York.

PB.
Armature Varnish,
Insulating Compounds,
Insulating Tapes,
Insulating Papers.

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,
HOIjK MANIIFA4;TIIKKHM,

2 Liberty Street, NEW YORK.
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John N. Beckley.
The good looking gentleman whose portrait appears on

this page is the newly-elected president of the New York-

State Street Railway association, which recently held its

annual convention in New York city. Although the

recipient of this honor has been connected with street rail-

way enterprises but a few years, he has exhibited such an

intelligent activity in furthering the interests of the

Rochester Railway company, of which he is president, and

has displayed so much zeal and energy in advocating the

cause of electric railways, that street railway men and the

electrical fraternity alike will commend the choice.

John N. Beckley is a lawyer by profession. He was

born in Clarendon, N. Y., December 30, 1S4S, and attend-

ed school at the district schools of the neighborhood and

afterward at the Brockport normal school and Genesee

College at Lima, N. Y., now known as the Gen

esee Wesleyan Seminary. He did not graduate. .

however, leaving college at the close of his soph-

omore year. For a short time the ycung man
taught school in Minnesota, and then he returted

to Western New York and began to study law,

settling in Batavia. In 1S75 he was admitted

to the bar, and alter practicing! a few years in

Batavia, he removed to Kochtster, where he

found, as he had hoped, a wider field for his

energies.

Mr. Beckley served for several years as city at-

torney of Rochester, conducting in that time

many important actions. With other able counsel

he defended the city in the famous "Honeoye

millers' suit" growing out of the building of

the new waterworks system in Rochester. After

leaving the employment of the city, Mr. Beckley

became a member of the firm of Bacon, ]>riggs

& Beckley, which now, as Bacon, Briggs, Beck-

ley & Bissell, probably does more law business

than any other firm in Rochester. Mr. lieckley

was first retained as attorney for the Rochester

Railway company at the time of the purchase

of the plant and franchises of the old horse car

company, which preceded it. He conducted

many delicate negotiations with marked ability

and tact, and the present success of the com-

pany is largi ly due to his efforts. Mr. Beckley !

also became financially interested in the road,

and is now its president. He is also vice-presi-

dent of the Rochester Electric Railway company,

president of the Merrimac Valley Street Railway

company of f.awrenee, Mass., a director in the

Grand View Besch Railroad company and the
\

Buffalo Railway company. In addition he is a

considerable owner of sti eet railway proper-

ties at Fall River, Mass., Bridgeport, Conn.,

and Paterson, N- J.

Mr. Beckley is a man of keen discernment, fine execu-

tive ability and ready tact. He is a good speaker and

usually brings about the ends that he seeks to accomplish.

He is married and has a pleasant home on Oxford street

in Rochester.

Electricity at the World's Fair,

Hardly had Secretary Hornsby of the department of

electricity brushed the traveling dust of the return trip

from the Montreal convention from his clothes before he

was packed ofT to Europe, and by this time he has nearly

reached his destination. lie arrived in Chicago from the

Canadian metropolis on Sunday night of last week and on

Thursday afternoon he was a^ain on his way east to take

ship at New ^'ork. He sailed at 4 A. m on the 19th on

the steamship La Bretagnc of the French line. From

Havre the secretary will proceed at once to the electrical

exhibition at Frankfort, and it is hoped that he will arrive

in the German city in time to spend several days at the ex-

hibition before it closes.

In theissucof September 5th the Wkstkun Fmutruian

detailed the action of the executive committee of the direct-

ors, taken at the instance of Col. Clowry. chairman of

the committee on electricity, requesting Director-General

Davis to send a representative of the electrical department

abro.id to interest foreign manufacturers. I'rof. Barrett,

chief of the department, was unable to go, and so Secre-

retary Hornsby was selected for the mission. It was con-

sidered important that the representative ot the depart-

ment should meet the electricians drawn together by the

I'Vankfort exhibition, and as that display was to close on
October ist or thereabouts, the necessity for histe became
apparent. The decision was not arrived at until the last

moment, however, and Mr. Hornsby was not notified until

the morning of the day on which he was to start.

This action is taken none too soon. The considerations

leading up to it liave heretofore beensti forth in this paper

JOHN N. liECKLEV.

at considerable length. There is no use in attempting to

disguise the fact that foreign electrical manufac urers and

supply dealers have thu5 far evinced complete IndifTerence

to the World's Columbian Exposition. Mr. Hornsby will

endeavor to make clear to these gentlemen that it is to

their interest to exhibit at Chicago and also the folly of

abandoning the display, with its inlluence on Canadians,

South Americans and .\ustralians, entirely to the .Vmer-

icans.

That it is high time that somj such missionary effort

w.as made is shown by articles like the following from

F.U<-tricat Plant of London:

The energetic steps that are being taken by the .Ameri-

can authorities to insure tlic success of the forthcoming
Chicago exhibition bring forcibly to mind the enormous
odds against which the British manufflcturcrhastocompetc.
the moment he sends his goods out of his own countt\'. In no
part of the globe, perhaps, does he (ind this state of things
more oppressive than in the United States of .\mcrica.

Our own kith and kin, after a few \ears' residence there,

seem to consider it to he their boundcn duty to prevent the

importation ol gootls from the old country. Import duties

are increased from lime to lime, until thcv culminate in a

"McKinley Act." which is avowedly passed to stop impor-
taticns from abroad—the "abroad" in this case meaning:
principally England. We do not quarrel 'vilh the right of
any country to pass such laws as in the wisdom of its leij-

islatorsare for its good, but when those laws act injuriously
upon other countries,)! is surely too much to ask th? victim,
not only to kiss the rod but to assist encrgcticaHy at its

own execution. Thus at Chicago, we learn that upon the
authority of high legal opinion, permission may be granted
to foreign workmen being employed by exhibitors. A gra-
cious concession certainly! But why this generosity? Be-
cause, forsooth, such workmen will come under the denom-
ination of those who come to teach an unknown trade. In
other words the foreigners (British and others^ may. at im-
mense cost, send their machiner)' and goods to the World's
Fair; they will be permitted to show all their late^^t improve-
ments, and their emoloyes may teach the use of them to
other natives; but, so far as we can see, there is an end of
the matter. The enormous import duties will not be lev-

ied, as we understand it, so long as the exhibits remain un-
sold. That the exhibition will be a gigantic
success, we do not doubt, but we venture to

think English electrical exhibits wi 1 be conspic-
uous by their absence. Only high-priced works
of art, or such objects as can be sold for fancy
figures, can hope to be shown and sold with
profit to British exhibitors.

While Secretaiy Hornsby is in Europe Elec-

trical Engineer Keller will have charge of the

oft'ice work of the department. Mr. Keller was

out of town on his vacation at the time of the

secretary's departure, but promptly returned in

response to a telegram. Chief Barrett was also

away, having left for Boston on Wednesday of

last week.

Several changes have been made in the plans

for the electricity building by the construction

department at the request of >[r. Keller. The
great central stairways have been abolished, and
their place will be taken by eight staircases and

eight elevators distributed in the corners and

near the side entrances to the building. Four of

the staircases will be 12 feet wide, and four iS

feet. The space thus secured in the center of

the building will be utilized for some brilliant

lighting effect of a spiral or other form. There

will be five main aisles extending throughout

tlic length of the building, with numerous

cr^.ss passages. The center aisle will be 40 ficl

wide and the o.hers 20 feel. It is calculated

that one-third of the lloor space In the builcing

will be taken up by aisles, vestibules, stairways

and elevators, !eavlng about i^o.Qoo *quaic

feet actually available for exhibits on the main

floor and in the gallery-

While the foreign commissioners who came to

the United States with the Buttcrworth-Handy

patty were in Washington they called on Post-

master-General Wanamaker. who welcomed

them warmly. Mr. Wanamaker was one of the

first promoters of the Centennial, and he told of the

trouble exparienced in getting foreign governments inter-

ested in '/('), and expressed satisfaction that Chicago was
having less trouble. Sir Henry Wood, in responding.

told the posimister general that one of the main features

of the British exhibit would be a showing of ihc telegraph

service, which is an auxiliary to tlic British postal service.

He appeared surprised when Mr. Wanamaker told him th.it

there was no such auxiliary In this country.

L^irector-Gcncral n.\vis has organi.-cd a cabinet of the

chiefs of departments. Mr. l>.irrctt was not present when
the organi.'.ation was effected, although he is, of course, a

member of the cabinet. Chief Skiff of the mining de-

pirtmcnt w.is made sccrct.irj'. Col. D.ivls said, after the

niieting, that he lioped for good results. "Hereafter," he

said, "we shall meet every Tuesday afternoon, and make
a weekly report to the executive committee of the board of

directors. Each chief will announce at our meetings what

he his accomplished during the week, and this summary
will be turned over to the executive committee in order that

it may know just what is going on in all of thcdeixartmenls.
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Another feature of the meetings will be to promote harmo-

nious action. The question of installing exhibits will

shortly come up, and there may be then a difference in

judgment as to where such exhibits belong. Questions of

authority as between the jurisdiction of the different chiefs

will also arise, and these matters, I believe, will be care-

fully adjusted through the weekly meetings of the

cabinet."

English Alternating Plant.

The spick-and span plant shown in the accompanying

cut is a portion of the installation at the Bath, England,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAhf.

ranged on each engine as well as on the alternator engines

for closing the exhaust when the engine is standing.

Steam is generated by four 104 horse power Babcock-

Wilcox boilers, which are connected to the main steam

pipe in pairs, so that either of the pairs may run the whole

of the engines. Si.K inch stop valves have been fixed in the

main steam pipe, which is 6 inches in diameter, so that

either pair of boilers may run the whole of the engines, or

the steam pipe may be divided into two halves, so that one

pair of boilers can supply one set, and the other pair the

other set.

The working pressure of the boilers is 150 pounds per

square inch. The feed pipe is so arranged that the feed

from the main pump can be turned into either pair of

boilers, or into all four boilers at onetime.
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Perry's Rotary Ice Cutter.

The accumulation of snow and ice on the rails and in

flange grooves has added to the difficulties of the

operation of electric railroads in the northern states. L.

B. and W. H. Perry of Concord, K. H., have lately in-

troduced a rotary rail cleaner and flanger.

As will be observed by reference to the illustration the

cutters are driven from the axle of the car and are raised or

lowered to the required positioa by a brake. They are

made both with flangers and rail-surface cutters.

The experimental truck fitted up last winter and used

Adams Dynamo and Motor.

In the accompanying cut is shown a dynamo designed

by A. D. Adams of St. Paul. The machine is shunt

wound and is intended for e'ther generator or motor ser-

vice.

The field magnet core is forged from the best scrap iron,

and the pole plecei are either drop forged, from the same

material, or cast from the best gray iron.

The armature core is built up w^th sheets of thesofiest

charcoal iron, insulated with paper and canvas Magnet

spools are wound on a form of insulating material, both

moisture and fire proof, and these forms are slipped over

the magnet core aftir being wound. The commutator

has a large number of segments. The machine weighs 750

pounds and is operated at a speed of 1 150 revolutions. It

has a capacity of 60 amperes at 115 vohs.

ADAMS PVXAM*) AND MOTOR.

electric light central station, the picture being reproduced

from Electrical Plant. The greater part of the generat-

ing plant was supplied by the Brush Electric company of

Belvedere road, Lambeth. Both arc and incandescent light-

ing are furnished, but only the plant for the latter is shown

in the illustration. The current for the incandescent

lamps is generated by four Mordey-Victoria alternators,

each capable of generating 75 kilowatts. Each of the al-

ternators is excited by a Victoria exciter, driven direct

from the end of the alternator shaft. Each alternator is

driven by a Brush compound vertical open engine, cylinders

12 inch and 20 inch by 14 inch stroke, running at iSo rev-

olutions per minute. The

power is transmitted by a

continuous length of i^^inch

cotton rope, ninning eight

limes round the pulleys, the

rope as it leaves the last

groove being led back to

the first groove by a guide

pulley. The working ten-

sion of the alternators is

2,coo volts- The trans

formers are so arranged

that the cnrrent at the ccn

sumcrs" premises may be

cither of 100 or 50 volts

leosion.

The engines exhaust into

a common exhaust pipe,

which is 14 inches in diame-

ter, and arrangements aie

made for cxb;iusiing cither

to the condcQicrs or to the

attnosphcre. The condens-

ing arrangements consist of

two condensers, each having

1,000 s^joare feet surface,

and cne Kaworth patent

combined air circulating

and feed pump, which \^

driven by a pair of 7^2 inch and 12;^ inch by -, Inch

cylinders. It \% expected by the use of this pump to ob-

tain very economical results, as in addition to the engine

being compound it is pr&vidcd with a fly-wheel, so that ihc

same may be worked expansively in both cylinders.

For the arc lighting there are four Thomson Houston

dynamos, each capable of supplying thirty-fivc 1,200

candle power arc lights, driven by four Brush vertical com-

pound open engines, each having c>'linders W^ inch and

I2i inch by % inch stroke. The drive is by means of

leather link belts 7 inches wide. Lach of these engines

erhaosts into the mam cxbauU pipe, a valve being ar-

Telephone Men Ahead.
It appears thai the le ephoae peop'e have, in one court

at least, obtained recognition of their claim to exclusive

use of the earth for a return circuit in highways where

electric railways exist, and where their wires were strung

first.

A press dispatch from SiratDga. N. Y., states that the

Supreme Court has handed down a decision bearing upon

the point. About two years ago the WatervlieC Turnpike

and Railroad company, operating a line of street railways

between Albany and We=t Tr y, sought to change its

mctive powtr from horses to electricity, using the single

trol'ey system. The Hudson River Telephone company

was then operating a telephone line between those raunici-

pilities It claimed, by authority of its franchise, and from

the possession of the ground with its electric line and cur-

I'ERRV'^ ROTARY ICE CUTTEU.

on the Concord electric street railway was very thoroughly

tested, and under all circumstances performed its work

satisfactorily.

The cutters may be lilted to trucks already in use or can

be used on a special truck or snow-plow.

The cut shows a truck fitted with flanger alone. There

are different cutters for special work.

rents, to be -sed o( the sole authority to operate it'^

Electrical Litigation in St. Louis.

The St. Louis, Mo., Electric Povver company began an

action in the Circuit Court at that city last week against

the Edison General Electriccorapany to recover $80,450,12

as commissions due by the

latter company to D. W,
Guernsey and by Guernsey

assigned to the plaintiff. It

is alleged that the old

Sprague company, on April

12, 1S87, entered into a con-

tract with Guernsey by

which he was to receive a

commission of 25 per cent.

on a certain class of Sprague

machines and 45 per cent,

on another class and was to

have the right of Missouri as

his field of sale; that the com-

pany violated the contract

by selling machines inde-

pendent of his agency, and

that subsequently it was ab-

sorbed by the Edison com-

pany. Guernsey assigned

his claims to the plaintiff,

who sues for commissions

on all machines sold.

currents between th*r I wo places, using the c.irlh .is a f-lurn

line. Upon this claim it obtained an injunction againsi

the street railway company, forbidding the latter to use

electricity in the manner proposed, 'I'hc Supreme (."ourt

has declined to vacate the injunction. It should be added

that the Supreme Court is not the court of last resort in the

state of New York, and that ihc Court of Appeals may
reverse the decision in conformance with the findings of

the Ohio and Michigan courts.

(Jobb

Coming to Chicago.
It is reported in the Chi-

cago papers that the com-

pany manufacturing the

wires and cables is to remove from Wilming-

An Albany syndicate has purchased the .Saratoga elec-

tric railway running 10 the Geyser spring.

ion, Uel , to a suburb of Chicago, taking the name
of the Chicago Electric Wire company. It is slated

that an Immense plant at I'-ast Chicago has been bought,

and in forty days the industry will be in running order,

giving cmp'oymenl to 500 men. The capital slock of the

rcoTganiztd company is )fr,ooo,ooo, about 80 per cent, of

which has already been spoken for, as, by the laws of

Illinois, the subscription books cannot be opened until

ten days after the license is received. A meeting of the

stockholders will be called in three weeks and officers

elected.
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A Chance for a Wonderful Lighting
Display.

Electric light men will view the stupendous Chicago

building project depicted in ihe illustration shown on tliis

page with more than the ordinary interest thai the daring

design excites in every one, owing to the opportunity it

affords for lighting effects. As high as the Washington

monument and provided with 1,200 windows, lliis cloud-

piercing structure will present an appearance grand and

imposing in the hight^st degree

when lighted by electricity at ^^_,__

night. It will undoubtedly con-

tain the largest isolated plant

in the world, and it is presumed

that at least 20,000 incandes-

cent lamps of 16 candle power

will be needed. It is thought

that about half of the vast

basement will be taken up by

machinery necsssary to provide

the power, heat and light for

the great building, and the

electric equipment will occupy

no inconsiderable portion of

this space.

This lofty edifice will be

known as the Odd Fellows'

Temple and the project has al-

ready attracted a great deal of

attention. The Fraternity Tem-

ple association of the Indepen-

dent Order of Odd Fellows has

been organized to build it, and

the task of raising the money

is now under way. The site

will probably be on the correr

of La Salle and Monroe streets,

Chicago, and it is estimated

that the ground and building

will cost $6,000,000. Adler &

Sullivan, who designed the

Auditorium, are the architects.

The architects, in describ-

ing the building, say. "In plan-

ning the proposed building it

was soon found that there was

no conflict between economic

and a2sthetic considerations.

The broad base, covering the

entire lot to a height of thirty

feet above the sidewalk, was

called for by structural, eco-

nomic and artistic requirements,

and from these jointly have

also bten developed the group-

ings and divisions of the entire

external treatment. The bold

breaks and deep recesses of the

long facades serve at once to

admit external light and air to

the interior of the building and

to give an interesting diversity

of outline and an efl'ective play

of light and shade to the long

street fronts. The discontinu-

ance of the terminal bays above

the tenth story prevents the

casting of light-dcstroying shad-

ows into the lower oflices, and

develops the second element of

the progressive recessions from

base to pinnacle, which consti

tute an important feature of the

design. Structurally these ter-

minal features serve as buttress-

es for the long arms of the cross,

which is the typical character-

istic of the plan, and from the

center of which, buttressed in every direction, rises the

noble tower which is the culminating feature of the struct-

ure."

The tower will, it is thought, serve as a landmark for

the country within a radius of sixty miles around Chicago.

and will be visible from Michigan City, La Porte, Aurora,

Elgin, Waukegan and intermediate points. This tower,

while of the utmost artistic and symbolic significance in

the design, will possess a marked economic value. It will

contain one hundred and thirty two ofVices above the roof

level of the building, and from its location becomes the

center of approach and communication for the entire

building. Chicago readers will gain a vivid idea of the

«ize of the whole structure when it is stated that the tower

itself will be ss large as the Tacoma building. Within it

will be eighteen elevators, and four main staircases. And
as the former become less in number in the higher parts of

the building their places will be taken by oflices. so that

there will be in addition to the one hundred and thirty-two

offices in the upper or free standing part of the tower also

sixty corner oflices in the intermediate parts of the same.

It is intended that twenty-four lodge rooms and public

halls of various dimensions shall occupy the third, fourth.

among them Gen. \Vm. Sooy Smith, have resulted in ihc

design of a system of foundation construction which will

without excessive cost carry the weight of the building

down to the underlying bed rock, *>> or 70 feel below the
surface, and therefore far below any distarbing innucocc
that may occur in consequence of the construction of sub-
ways, etc. The design of the supsrsirucure involves the

use of riveted steel pillars and steel girders immovably
knit together at all joints, vertical as wcil as horizontal,

hy sicel or iron rivets, and a

—..^ system of diagonal wind-braces
"\ of steel so thorough, far-

reacbingandall-pcrvading that.

reinforced by the masses of

masonr>' which will surround

the pillars in the lower parts of

the structure, there will be st-

tained that combination of ma-
sonrj- and skeleton construction

required for successful resist-

ance to the wind strains to

which so high a building will

necessarily be exposed.

The building is to be 556
feet high. The project has

the indorsement of local Odd
Fellows.

CHANCE I'OR A WONDERKUL UCHTING DISrLAY.

fifth, sixth and tenth stories, the great drill hall occup>ing

the whole of one end of the tenth story and measuring

nearly eight thousand square feet in area. The remainder

of the building will be available for business purposes.

Tlie entire number of rooms available for rental, exc'usive

of the halls and lodge rooms, will be i.i'o. and tlicir

.aggregate area will be over 250,000 square feet, while, in-

cluding lodge rooms and public halls, the area inclosed

(exclusive of wall, partitions, corridors, etc.) will be 350,000

square feet.

The concentrations of immense loads incident to tie

conslruction of this building render necessary unusual pre-

cautions in the construction of the foundations, and con-

sultations held by the architects with eminent engineers,

Runaway Horses
Stopped by
Electricity.

The first public exhibition

and test of the Holson elec-

trical apparatus for stopping

runaway horses was given in

Chicago last Saturday after-

noon on the lake front at the

foot of Jackson street. The
test was a successful one and

fully satisfied those who wit-

nessed it, that a new and val-

uable application of electncity

had been discovered.

The apparatus is verj- simple

and does not appear to be other

than an ordicar}' set of har-

ness. A small dry battery, the

case being about 6x6x3 inches,

is located under the driver's

seat. From this through the

lines or along the pole or shaft

of the vehicle extend wires to

small metal electrodes placed

within the nostrils of the horses

—not in the tender portion of

the nose, but in a tough, wet

fold of skin and hair within the

nose, so that no irritation is

caused. Connection is also

made with a push button at

the driver's seat, and one in-

side the carriage.

A. B. Holson. the inventor,

ied the experiment on a pow-

ciful team of chestnuts, one

f which had figured in a nan-

r.vay earlier in the week, and

'.\c other was feared for its

-.ivagc disposition. Allowing

ic lines to hang from the box,

Mr. Holson entered the car-

; iagc, closed the dcors. and the

.mimals were given their heads.

Ihey started on the jump and

were soon running wickedly

.

Mr. Holson pressed the button.

the circuit w.as closed and a

mild shock was administered at the end of the nose.

The horses, surprised at this unexpected sensation in

front at once threw themselves on their haunches and tried

to back away from the source of the shock. As soon as

they could overcome the forward motion of the carriage

they came to a standstill.

The inventor claims that the apparatus will not cause

the slightest injury to the horses. During the experiment-

al work he and his assistants have taken the full current

from the battery hundreds of times without harm.

It is stated that the Schenectady. N. Y., Street Railway

comp.iny is to be extended and equipped with ckclritily at

a cost of ^291, 334.
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THE CONVENTION
Of the New York State Street Railway

Association at New York City.

The ninth annual meeting- of the Street Railway Associa-

tion of the State of New York was held in the Hotel

Metropole, New York city, on September 15th. Following

is a list of the names of the members and visitors:

Members axd Visitors.

Earr. Thomas C Philadelphia, Pa.

Beckley. John N Rochester

Beers, Edwin Brooklyn

Calhoun, John M New York
Cannon, "Duncan B Brooklyn

Caveil, E. V New York
Curtiss. Frank New York
Delaney. Wn:. H New York
Fairchild, C. B New York
Field, C. J BufTalo

Foster. John S New York
Graham, Benjamin Rochester

Hasbrouck. Daniel B New York
Hunt W. D New York
Kenfield, F. L Chicago, 111.

Kruesi, Tohn Schenectady

Landon.'E. T New York
Law. George New York
Lawless. Edward J Paterson, N. J.

Lewis, Daniel F Brooklyn
Linch. Georsje \V New York
Littell, H. H Buffalo

McIntjTe. L. H New York
McLean, Thos. H New York
McNamara, John W Albanv
McGraw. T- H New York
Martin. T. C New York
Monroe. P. G Chicago. HI

Masson. Milton I New York
Minary, C. K Rochester
Partridge. John N Brooklyn
Perrine, Lewis Trenton, N. J.

Perry, F. L Chicago, III.

Price, Charles \V New York
Richardson. W. J. . . . Brooklyn

Scribner, G. Hilton New York
Stump, C. E New York
Taltavalt. ]. B New York
Taltavalt, T. R New York
Thompson, Henry New York
\'alentine, Johnson L New York
Watson, Henry M Buffalo

Wyman, C. Densmore New York

President Lewis' Address.

President Daniel F. Lewis called the convention to order.

After the calling of the roll the first order of business was
the address of the president, which follows;

The convention about to be held is the ninth in the his-

tory of this association; to it I have the great pleasure to

welcome the delegates. I trust when we adjourn it will be

with profit in greater knowledge of the details of the busi-

nesss which we daily study, and in which we are all so

deeply interested.

It has been decided that as much of the time of the

present session as possible be devoted to the subject of

improved motive power, and as cable power has been quite

fully discussed by this and the American association in

the past, and as greater progress comparatively has been
made in electrical power, this subject has been referred to

able hands and will doubtless be treated in a manner to

be of great value and service to you.

The past year has been one of prosperity to the street

railway companies of this state; it has been comparatively

free from severe snowstorms; it has been free from epi-

demics among horses; the receipts from passengers show a

good average increase; no adverse legislation of a general

character was effected, and last but not least, no labor

disturbances have taken place. In referring to the latter I

feel that the heated experiences of the past few years have
been of great benefit; the outcome has established a basis

for the conditions under which employes of street railways

should labor, and especially so, as to the number of hours
which should constitute a day's work, and also the proper
compensation therefor; it has also brought capital and
labor closer together in having the employes belter en-

lightened on this subject; in 133= and i3!;6, the years the
agitation in labor began among street railways, employes
in all classes and grades of labor knew but one side of the
qncsiion; they did not understand the relation capital and
labor bore to each other, and in this condition of mind
their demands wert so much greater than capital could
bear that srrifc foilo-A-ed, and the result has finally placed
each in cq'iitaulc positions, and, I believe, there to remain
ontil something radical shall occur, to cither advance or
deplete the profits of the street railway business, which
migh: again relatively and properly affect the hours of
labor and pay of men in such service.

We have reason also to congratulate ourselves on the

benefits which will accrue to street railways, growing cut
of the Court of Appeals' decision in the case of The Peo-
ple z'j-. The L'nion Trust company, of New \'ork. which
pro-zides the manner in which assessors shall treat the cip-
ital stock of crrrprrt-ations for purposes of a<;scs8mcnt.

It very plainly holds that all corporations deriving profit

from its capital stock shall only be assesvwl on the par
val'jc »h*r*of. and 'hat ?^'irplui earnings shall be exempt
fr^.-

'-

'. -r/tcnt of ten pcrccnf.of the
ca; on. It has been the practice
ir, '> tax the capital at its market
v^-i d as erroneous, and will re-

h'^ ' a part of the heavy burden
t hc> . . ..,..,,.. , . w ..,., .;. the miny " kinjs and sizes"

of taxes which they pay annually to the cities and state.

I shall appropriate as little of the time of this meeting
as possible to this address, but before closing 1 desire to

refer to a matter of vital importance to this association; it

is, its membership and strength.

\'ou will no doubt recollect that, in accepting the office

of president one year since, I referred to this subject,

and requested that each representative endeavor to in-

duce other companies to join us, and in that way en-

courage a larger attendance at meetings, and better results

generally.

I am sorry to say that the membership is no larger than

it was in iSgo. and in view of this the e.xecutive committee
has considered a remedy, and will offer an amendment to

the by-laws which, if adopted, will, I trust, have the de-

sired result.

It is very well to meet as we do annually and discuss the

various current topics which affect the operation of our

railways, but there is other work which this association is

capable of doing if its membership embraced a large ma-
jority of the surface railway companies of this state, as it

should.

For many years (except the past two, when we were
very kindly treated) bills have been introduced in the Leg-
islature which have affected, or would affect the interests

of street railways in all parts of the state, and at times

very seriously so; and I may ask. who looks after such leg-

islation? In answer, I can say that when it is looked after

at all, it is done by the companies in the large cities But
is this right? Should not the smaller companies contri-

bute their share of labor and attention? Are not their in-

terests quite as great in proportion as any other compa-
ny's? Are not their interests as dear to them ? Should a

small company take refuge under the protection of a large

company because it is large, and not render a service which
is at its command? They should be glad, because they

are small and comparatively weak, to render any assistance

they can, in order that their share might be done in behalf

of the protection they get and need.

The late Mr, Forshay, at a meeting in New York in

1S84, in addressing you, said: '"We cannot overestimate

the value of combined action," and likened it to the first

feeble wire stretched across the East River, which a child

could break, but which made a part of a combination of

wires afterward supporting the great New York and Brook-

lyn Bridge, and the great volume of traffic over it. So it

is in our case; if a small fraction only of the companes of

this state participate in the labors and responsibilities of

this association, it will not meet the requirements in the

support of its interests any more than the first feeble wire

would in the support of the great East River Bridge, while

a vigorous and hearty co operation on the part of all the

railway companies of tbe state would render the service

and support we desire, and should have.

The street railway interest. I fear, is net aware of the

power behind it; if the gentlemen representing it would
only stop for a moment, and think that the solid vote of

their employes and the vote they could command, would
oMen turn the majority of the state one way or the other

at elections, they would then comprehend what it might be
capable of doing in emergencies. I refer to this only to

show that any very radical action which the legislature

might undertake, ar.d which might cripple companies to a

point where the employes would be seriously affected,

would result disastrously to any party in case a political

issue should be made of it, and anything so radical might
very likely be so engineered if the proper management
were at hand.

Every street railway in the state has its friend or

friends in the legislature, and if this association will

recruit, and make itself strong in numbers, the officers

could, by notifying its members of any danger at Albany,
surround it with the necessary help at all times to

secure proper protection, which is all we desire in this

direction.

The following report of the executive committee was
next presented

:

Report of the Executive Committee.

During the year two members have withdrawn viz , the

Central City of Syracuse and the Lockport companies.
It was ascertained that while the management in both

cases desired to retain the membership of their companies,

it was considered that the annual dues of !i;35 (which far

exceeded a whole day's gross receipts of one company)
were more than they could alTord to pay.

The executive committee, therefore, considered it a

duty resting upon it to devise apian whereby, if possible,

all the small companies in the state might be induced to

become memb.rsof the association. As the result of its

careful study of the question, the committee submits an
amendment to the by-laws and offers for adoption the fol

lowing resolution:

Kf-nlvi-d, 'I'lial Article XV. of ilie by-laws be amended so as to

read .'i-i frjllow.4;

XV. Member* whose annual ktoss receipts from naasentjcrs shall
\>ii more than $if>o,fX^> whall pay an adini»»ion fee of §25, and annual
<\iir.%ol $j5, payable in advance. Mcmbcr» whose annual (jross re-

ccipin from p-'ii-icnKcni sliall be less than $100,000 shall pay an ad-
iniwion fic of $5 and annual dues of $5, payable in advance.

It is confidently expected that making the fees nominal,
as proposed, will bring into active co-operation with us,

nearly, if not quite, all the companies concerned. The
benefits which will result from sucli a consummation can-
not be over-cstimtacd.

The horse is with us, and always will be in greater or
less number. For his sake, however, we devoutly hope
that, as a motive power for street cars, his days, not years.

are numbered.
Cable power is having its full share of attention, as is

evidenced by the transformation into ciblc roads of the

lines on the iw.o leading business thoroughfares of the me-
tro p'ilis.

This association In its meeting this year, as in that of a

year ago, has but one idea, however, and that is electric-

ity as a motive power.
While such companies as the Third avenue and the

Broadway and Seventh avenue demonstrate the courage of

their convictions by launching out upon an expenditure of

millions, most of us must perforce make baste slowly; and
we, therefore, turn our attention to electricity. The peo-
ple want an improved .motive power; /.':'., an improvement
over hors:s; and surely the most brilliant and magnetic,
the loftiest and most promising motive power, ba^ed upon
what we ;ee and hear, is electricity. Thus it comes to

pass that your committee has arranged for the preparation
of another report upon electric motive power for street

surface railways, by the president of a company whose
lines are operated by this subtle and withal fascinating

power. Participation in the discussion of this subject by
men eminent on the surface as well as overhead has" also

been arranged for.

The mutual benefit associations connected with several

of the member companies, the organization of which we
were pleased to notice a year ago, have continued to do
their work altogether satisfactorily, and with most gratify-

ing results to all connected therewith. These societies

have been the means of bringing the officers and em-
ployes of liie companies into closer and friendlier relations;

and whatever will succeed in bringing about such a happy
state of things is to be commended.
As we look out upon the future, judging by the recent

past, we become optimists, while we realize the fact that

the world is growing better. Even as nations have come
to settle their differences, not by the sword, as formerly,

but by international councils of peace, so labor and capital

have both learned wisdom by experience, at least, so far

as the street railway industry is concerned; and all matters
of difference which may, and inevitably must, from time to

time, arise between employer and employe, will be ad-

justed amicably by the parties interested . The motto about
which we used to hear so much, "An injury to one is the

concern of all," has given place to a higher and nobler
sentiment: "An injury to either is the concern of both."
We take occasion to express our sincere appreciation of

the courtesy and hospitality of George Green, Esq., who is

really the host on this occasion and whose guests we are.

In bringing this brief report to a cIo?e. we would give
expression to our profound gratitude to God. that while the

year has been one of excessive mortality In the community,
death has not marred our charmed circle.

Treasurer's Report.

The treasurer's report was presented and showed the
following financial transactions during the year:

Receipts $1,097.64
Expenses 959 4S

Balance $1138.16

Report of the Committee on Electric Motive
Power for Street Railways.

PiV JOHN N. BECKLEY.

Last May I received a letter from the president of this

association asking me to prepare a report to be read at this

meeting "on any subject covered by the range of electric

motive power for street surface railways." In that letter,

the president, seeking to lure me to my destruction,stated that

many months would yet elapse before the next meeting of

the association, and closed by expressing the hope that I

would oblige him personally by complying with his request.

I have been in so many situations where I have found it

necessary to call upon my friends to oblige me that I could
not find it in my heart to deny the president this request,

especially as my promise, if made, was to do something
months hence. I attached a string to my promise in the

concluding part of my letter of acceptance, in which I

stated that I did not see how I should get time to prepare
anything worth the hearing, but that I would do my
best.

I expected, when I agreed to write something for your
consideration, that I would have an opportunity before pre-

paring what I had to say of talking with the president of

this association, and of obtaining from him some sugges-
tions upon which 1 might hang the slender thread of my
thought. That pleasure, by reason of his and my business

cares and engagements, has been denied me, and only the
other day I was brought up with a round turn by a letter

from the secretary reminding me that I had agreed to pre-

pare a paper for this meeting upon the subject of "Electric

Motive Power for Street Surface Railways." The reminder
that the time had come for the fulfillment of my promise
was almost as disagreeable to me as an electric shock ad-
ministered by a five hundred volt current, but the unpleas-

ant features of that situation were considerably modified
by the statement that the secretary, or some one acting
through him, had been kind enough to formulate and put

into quotation marks for me a definite subject for my pa-
per. The fact that the subject is deeper than any well,and
wider than any church door Is, to be sure, a little embar-
rassing. I am encouraged, however, to say what Uttle I

can upon this very comprehensive subject by the knowl-
edge that, while I know really very little about it, yet there

may be some others engaged in the street railway business
who have liatl less experience in the operation of street sur-

face railroads by means of this unseen and wonderful force

called electricity.

The subject which has been given to me is many sided.

I shall endeavor to throw out a few suggestions, based up
on some study of the problem of street railroad Iransporti-

tion and upon a little experience. If, in what I shall say,

I am able to furnish one or two te,'<ls for discussion, I am
sure there are those present who, by their discussion of the

texts, will furnish all of us with valuable information and
food for thought, and thereby my purpose will have been
attained.

Most of us are engaged throughout all the working
hours of each day in the performance of duties which
leave us little time for reflection upon, and study of, the

broad questions suggested by the subject which h.is been
given to mc, We all know that the tendency of modern
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American life is toward the concentration of vast masses of

people in our towns and cities, and that this urban increase

is somewhat at the expense of the agricuUural communi-
ties. We also know that the American workman, as well

as the American business and professional man, is seeking

to locate his home some distance away from the section of

his town or city where his business is transacted, or where
his work is done. Every householder haS; or desires to

have, at least a little patch of lawn or garden about his

home, to obtain which he must locate some distance from
the business or manufacturing center of the town or city

where he lives. To the average man, however, this is not

possible, except as he can have some means of communi-
cation with that business or manufacturing center, at low

cost to him. IJut as towns and cities grow, and distance

becomes more and more an element to be considered, ic be-

comes necessary that the c\lv/xn should have not only facili-

ties for cheap transportation for himself and the members
of his family, but that he should have means 01 rapid inter-

communication. Out of the needs of modern city and town
life grew the horse railroad. The development of cities

and towns brought with it the necessity for quicker trans-

portation. The American intellect, ready to meet every

emergency, set itself at work to devise some method of

quickly transporting the people of the great cities of the

country, and so far as the great cities are concerned, prac-

tically solved the problem presented by inventing and build-

ing cable railways. It was soon found, however, that while

cable railways answered the purpose for which they were

designed in cities like Chicago and Philadelphia and New
York, they would not do in smaller cities, except in isolated

cases where vast numbers of people were required lobe
moved daily over a comparatively short mileage.

Five years ago the only street surface railways which
were in successful operation anywhere in the United States

were horse and cable railways. Within that five years

more than 4,000 street cars have been electrically equipped,

and to-day more than 3 000 miles of track in 300 cities and
towns in this country have been constructed, on which
these electric cars are run with satisfaction to the people,

and, in the main, with profit to the companies operating

them.
The development of the street railway has had as much

to do with the growth and prosperity of the towns and
cities of this country as, or perhaps, more than, any other

one thing. The transportation of people by street rail-

roads is most intimately connected with the social and
business life of the people. Nearly 500 cities in the

United Stales have street railway systems in operation.

More than Soo corporations are operating street railways

in such towns and cities. As many as 30,000 street cars,

horses, cable and electric, are to day running upon the

8,000 miles of street railroads in this country. In these cars,

and oa these tracks, are carried as many as 3,000,000,000

of people yearly, or fifty times the entire population of the

United States. When we consider that the number of

people carried by all the steam railroad companies in all

of the states of this Union last year is estimated at less

than 500,000,000, and that more people are carried on the

street surface railroads in the city of New York, in a year,

than are carried by all the steam railroads of the state in

the same period we come to have some conception of the

immense importance to the psople of the rapid, efficient

and safe service of street cars in the rapidly growing cities

and towns of this wonderfully prosperous countiy. Think
for a moment of the daily loss to the people of any city

where horse cars are run at from four to six miles an hour,

as compared with operation in the same city of electric or

cable cars, running from six to twelve miles an hour.

Consider the immense increase in the value of property in

our municipality, caused by the introduction of rapid

transit. Consider the wholesome influence upon the people

of every community where the husband, or other head of a
household, is ab e, by means of facilities of quick trans-

portation, to take his midday meal with the members of

his family. The best thought of this time may well be

expended upon this great question of furnishing quick,

safe, cheap and comfortable transportation to the people

whose lot it is to dwell, as dwell they do in such vast

numbers, in the towns and cities of this land.

The problem which is presented to the street railroad

man of to day must be considered, not simply with

reference to the populations as they now exist, but with

reference to the great increase of population which is

certain to come. There are seventy-four cities in the

United States which have a population in excess of 40,-

000. The total population of these seventy four cities, as

shown by the last census, is nearly 13.000,000, and the

average increase of population in these cities during the last

decade was nearly forty seven per cent In this state there

are twenty-eight cities having a populat-on in excess of

10,000, and a total aggregate population of nearly 3,500,-

000. The average increase in the population of these

cities, in the past ten years, has been more than thirty-

threeper cent. For aU thi.se growing towns and cities

in our own state, and throughout the country, what can

electricity do as a motive power for the operation of their

street railways?

We, who have had to do somewhat with the change of

the system of operation of street surface railroads from

horse to electric power, know that we have now passed

beyond the experimental stage, and beginning to tread

upon ground which seems iirm under foot. We hear, now
and then, fears expressed by doubling Thomases as to

whether the motors are going to last, as to whether the

repair bill is not going to wipe out all profit, and as to

whether the great expenditure which has been, and is being

made on our railroads, may not be thrown away, because

some new and wonderful principle is to be discovered

which will enable our railroad companies to operate their

roads with commercial success by means of storage batteries.

We find in some communities so great a prejudice against

overhead wires that railroad companies are unable to obtain

the necessary franchises and privileges, the granting of

which would result in giving those communities the benefit

of rapid transit with electricity as motive power. Hour by

hour, however, experience is teaching all doubters (hat the

problem of rapid transit for cities has been solved, and
that the trolley has come, and come to stay.

As this convention is held in the city of N.cw York,
where as yet the people have not had a practical demonstra-
tion of the merits of the irollcy system, it may not be
inappropriate lo look at this question from the point of

view of the New York citizen, and to meet, if we may,
some objections which are here urged to the trolley system,
£o called. I have read with some interest much that has
apppeared in the great New York dailies with reference to

the horrible condition of things which exists in towns and
cities where the trolley system is used for street car pro-
pulsion. Our friends over in Brooklyn have been endeavor-
ing since the last meeting of this association to educate
their townsmen upon this matter, and with at least a
reasonable measure of success. To them, and indeed to

all of us, the facts which are perfectly well known have
become trite from iteration. Everybody knows that a
rapidly moving car, whether the propelling force is

furnished by horses, by steam power exerted upon a steel

rope, or by electricity, will hurt, and perhaps kill, the

person with whom it comes in contact; but the rapidly
moving car is essential to rapid transit. An electric car can
be stopped as quickly, indeed more quickly, than can a
cable or horse car running at the same rate of speed.
Collisions occur with one sylem of transportation as much
as with another, but we contend, so far as the danger ques-
tion is concerned, that the only danger to life or limb from
the operation of electric cars comes from the possibility of

collision with persons or vehicles, and that there is no
danger from the electric current itself propelling the car.

As I have stated, electric cars have been operated during
the past year on more than 2,500 miles of track, and,
although millions of people have been carried upon these
cars, no instance can be given of serious injury to any
person by reason of shock caused by the electric current.

We contend that the electric pressure used in the propul-
sion of street cars is below the danger limit. We know
that a railroad operated by electricity is a pleasant railroad

to ride upon. The cars are started and stopped on such a
railroad easily, and without jerking. On such a rail-

road we do not sec horses frequently struggling
beyond their strength to start a loaded car
or to haul it up a grade. As we ride on such a
railroad, we experience a sense of exhilaration as the car

swiftly and safely speeds along, and unless our attention is

specially called to the trolley wire overhead, we do not
even realize that it is there. Only last week many people
who reside in the city of New York had an opportunity of
observing some of the advantages of propelling cars by
electric power under hard conditions. Those in attend-

ance upon the Republican state convention at Rochester
indulged, in the evening after the nominations had been
made, in m impromptu celebration in front of the leading
hotel of that city. The street in front of the hotel was
completely blocked with people listening to the speeches
and admiring the fireworks. The electric cars were how-
ever, kept moving throughout the entire evening, and as
several of the lines in operation in the city passed in front

of the hotel, it was necessary for the cars to feel their way
through this vast crowd. During the time of the celebra-

tion between forty and fifty cars passed through the con-
course of people, moving, if need be, at a snail's pace, back-
ing when necessar)- by the reversal of the current, and
without in the slightest degree injuring a single person.

Cars drawn by horses could not have gone through the
crowd in safety. I believe that every person who wit-

nessed that sight, no matter how prejudiced he may have
been before, was convinced that the operation of street

cars by electric power is safe.

There is, however, one objection, which is urged with
great insistance, especially in the city of New York, to the

trolley system, and that is to the trolley wire itself There
is not the slightest danger in putting up or maintaining the

trolley and necessary feed wires if the work is done in a
proper manner, and if reasonable care is exercised in their

maintenance, except as these wires are made dangerous by
the telephone, electric light or telegraph wires placed
above them. If the telephone, telegraph and elect lic

light companies would take as much pains in putting up
and maintaining their wires as do the electric railroad com-
panies, there would never be any occasion for complaint,
so far as danger is concerned, and then the only objection
which could be urged to the maintenance of the necessary
wires to operate electric cars would be their so called un-
sightliness.

It must be conceded that poles, however shapely, and
wires, however well put up, do not improve the appearance
of city streets, but quite the contrary. But experience has
shown that except as poles be set and wires strung, electric

roads cannot be made a commercial success, and therefore
without poles and wires electric railroads will not be oper-

ated. Hence the question presented to the people of a
city where the population is not large enough to sustain a
cable railroad on a given line is this: Shall we have rapid
transit by electric motive power and waive the sentimental
objection to the maintenace of a few light wires eighteen
or twenty feet above the surface of the street, or shall we
have slow transit by horse power with its many disadvan-
tages and disagreeable accompaniments, and be rid of the
wires? The question is being answered almost every day
in the towns and cities of our country in favor of electric

rapid transit.

The question is often asked by otVicials of street railroad

companies who are contemplating making a change ftom
horse to electric power, what is the cost of operation of an
electric railroad, as compared with the cost of operating a
horse railroad? I propose lo slate some experience which
electric railroad companies have had upon this subject, and
to answer the question as well as I can.
You have undoubtedly all seen the census bulletin pre-

pared by Mr. Coolcy upon the relative economy of electric,

cable and animal motive power for street railways. Those
of you who have seen this bulletin and studied the tables

which Mr. Coolcy has prepared must have felt that, so far

as electric roads arc concerned, the information upon
which they arc based is very inadequate and un.'ialisfactory.

Four of the electric railroads, the reports of which fur-
nished information for his table, had been in operation
less than one year at the lime these statistics were fur-
nished, and the electric railroad which commenced opera-
tion earliest extended no further back than May i,

i883. The average cost of operating the icn electric rail-

ways taken for purposes of comparison by .Mr. Coolcy i.s,

in round numbers, thirteen cents per car mile, while the aver-
age cost of operating the ten railways operated by animal
power is, in round numbers, eighteen cents per c-ir mile, and
the average cost of operating the ten cable railways is. in
round numbers, fourteen cents per car mile. .Mr. Coolcy gives
as the total average cost of road and equipment per mile of
line with cable power, in round numbers. 4^3£o.ooo; with
electric power, in round numbers, ^4'/.000, and wiib
animal power, in round numbers. $71,000. There is

little value, however, to be attached lo comparisons of this
character. Everybody knows that it costs Ic5S to ccnslnJct
and equip a horse railroad on a given line than an electric

railroad, and that it costs very much more to construct
and equip a cable railroad than an ckclric railrcad.
Of course, in determining the question of
economy in operation, the first cost of construction and
equipment is a very important element for consideration,
as well as the actual cost of maintaining and operating the
railroad, whatever the motive power, when once com-
pleted. It seems more profitable lo avail ourselves of
comparisons which have been made by a surface railrcad
company operating a part of its system by electricity, and
a part by horse power. Fortunately we have gone far
enough in electric railroading to be able to obtain sufficient

facts to enable us to make an intelligent and trustworthy
comparison.
The company which has had the greatest experience as

to these matters is the West End Street Railway compa-
ny, of Boston. That company has published a statement
showing its earnings and expenses both with the electric

and the horse car system, for the months of April, May
and June of this year. I ought perhaps to state that, as

it seems to me, the conditions involved in the considera-
tion of these questions are so diverse in different cities

that the only proper basis of comparison of cost of opera-

tion is the cost per car mile. It is quite common for the

street railroad officials lo consider this question of the
relative cost of operation on the basis of a percentage of

gross receipts. It will be readily seen, however, that this

basis of comparison is necessarily misleading and inaccu-
rate. The olher basis is not exact, but approaches at

least approximately to exactness. The total expense, as
shown by the West End company, for moti%'e power, car

repairs, damages, wages of employes and all olher ex-

penses per mile run with electric power, during the three

months mentioned was as follows:

April 21.75 cents.

May 22.36 "

June 20.37 '

'

The total expense per mile run with horse power, for the

time mentioned, was as follows:

April 24.54 cents.

May 24 04 *

June 23.52 **

Earnings upon the two lines, during the period under
consideration, with the two systems, was as follows:

April—Electric .34 05 cents. Horse. .31.77 cents.

May— " ..33-43 * " ..34-22 **

June— " ..42.71 " " ..36-S5

It will be observed that the earning power of the elec-

tric cars is considerably in excess of that of the horse cars,

and that the expense per car mile is considerably below.

The West End company states that the electric cars of

this company are run on the longer and less remunerative

lines. If this be true, the showing made is very greatly

in favor of the electric car from a commercial standpoint.

Permit me to refer to the experience of the company at

Rochester, with which I am connected. In the month of

May last the Rochester Railway company operated forty-

four eighteen-foot vestibule electric cars. The gross re-

ceipts from passengers riding on these cars during the

month was $37,053. or 23.15 cents per car mile for a

mileage of 150.567 miles. The totil expense of opsration

of these cars for that month was ^iS,332, thus leaving

a net profit of $18,7:1. The total cost of operation

per car mile was ir. 4 cents, .and the profit per car mile

was therefore 12 11 cents. It may be obsen-ed in passing

that the operating expense was a irille under fifty per cent.

of the gross receipts.

The cost of operation was divided as follows:

Motive power 2.S cents.

Car repairs 7
Conductors and motormen, . . 4.9
Olher expenses 3

During the same period the company operated sixty-two

horse cars, all of them without conductors. Most of tbc

horse cars were one-horse or bobtail cars. The total cost

of operating the horse cars, without conductors, during:

this period was about ten cents per car mile, but the total

receipts per car mile were bul Utile above twelve cents.

In the mouth of June the Rochester Railway comi>any

operated fifty-four elcciric cars and sixty horse cars. The
electric cars earned each per day $23. ('O. or 22 77 cents

per car mile, and the total expense of operating them per

day was $10,50. or n 07 cents per car mile. The cost of

operation per car mile was divided as follows:

Motive power 2.40 cents.

Car repairs -. l

Conductors and motormen.. 5.66 "
Olher expenses 2 oi

Making a lota! per car mile of. .11.07 cents.

The cost cf operating the horse cars during the same

{^CcHtittueJ OH pa^ 191-]
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Tkk convention of the Street Railway association of the

state of New York was a decided success, although the

attendance was not imposin;^. It is to be hoped that the

redacticmof feci and duco for small companies will result

in a generous increase in the membership. The small

companies can derive much benefit from the organi;tation,

and novr that the financial obligations are not burdensome,

every company in the stale of Ncv/ York should join the

association.

Whilk Mr, Hornsby did not read the paper on the

World** Fair that he had prepared for the informallon oi

the delegatca and vlditore. at the Montreal convention,

he nevcTthele** gave an inlcTc*ting talk, and jjrcat in-

terest in the coming cxpc«Ilion was shown. The sug-

ges'-ion that the propcrsed international electrical con-

grevi of 1893 b; held under the aui^piccA of the cicclrical

department of the World's Columbian Exposition wa^

received with favor, and the aMOciation evinced a din-
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position to aid the big exposition in every way possible.

The choice of Mr. Sunny as chairman of the com-

mittee on World's Fair was a foilunale one, as that

gentleman's position as a director of the exposition will

enable hi in to secure immediate attention for any sug-

gestions or requests that the National Electric Light as-

sociation may liave to make.

What constitutes "good earth" as a ground conductor

for lightning discharges ? This is a question that has often

excited discussion in electrical circles, and ihe problem of

securing efficient protection from shocks of atmospheric

electricity will probably continue to attract the attention of

scientists for some time to come. Mr. Walker, whose pa-

per is presented in this issue, endeavors to account for the

freaks of lightning by well-known electrical laws, and

holds to the conservative view that a good "ground,"

preferably a mass of metal plates buried in the earth, at-

tached to conductors, still constitutes the best protection.

It is strange that while many leading electrical engineers

have doubts of the practicability of operating trains for

long distances by electricity prominent steam railway men

themselves are becoming converted to the belief that elec-

tricity is destined to succeed steam on the railroads of the

country. Thus no less an authority than John M. Toucey,

general superintendent of the New York Central & Hudson

River Railroad company, is said by the New York Conli-

iicnt to believe "that in less than ten years electricity will

take the place of steam on railroads. He will not be sur-

prised to see, in le^s than that time, the largest and swiftest

trains on the Central controlled exclusively by electricity,

and run with a speed equal to, if not greater than, that of

the present day." This conviction should be encouraging

to Mr. Sprague and other electricians who have stoutly

maintained that long distance transportation by electricity

would prove itself a commercial success.

By the time this issue of the Western Electrician

reaches its readers a representative of the department of

electricity of the World's Columbian Exposition will be

rapidly approaching the port of Havre, where he will dis-

embark and proceed to do his utmost to interest the

European manufacturers of electrical goods in the World's

Fair. J. Allan Hornsby, the secretary of the department,

has been selected to perform this delicate mission. He is

a young man of boundless energy and unfaltering persist-

ence, and will undoubtedly kindle an enthusiasm akin to

his own in the breasts of many of the foreigners. He has

a great field before him, and we hope he will be entirely

successful. But, as we have before pointed out, it will

require no little effort to eradicate from the minds of the

European manufacturers the impression— erroneous, as we

believe—that they have nothing to gain by showing electrical

machinery at Chicago. To be forewarned is to be forearmed,

however, and Mr. Hornsby did not leave the United

States without being fully informed of the prevailing

sentiment in England and on the Continent. We hope

that he will be enabled, in some degree at least, to

change this impression. In any event, he cannot fail to

return without valuable suggestions for the betterment of

the exposition.

The telegraphers are evidently preparing for another

strike, and they are endeavoring to perfect an organization

for this purpose. It will be remembered that the Brother-

hood of Telegraphers last year undertook this work but

was unable to accomplish anything owing to decisive

measures on the part of the telegraph companies. The

leaders of the movement were discharged and it was

thought the organization had been abandoned. Now,

however, it appears the work of enrollment has been going

on in secret, and the assistance of the Order of Railway

Telegraphers secured. In fact it appears that there is now

no distinction between the two organizations, and that the

next move will be to enlist the .support of the Federation

of Railway Employes, and then declare open war on the

companies. Heretofore, the Order of Railway Telegraph-

ers has professed to be opposed to strikes; at least it has

declared that it would not sanction a strike, and on this

ground it claimed the companies had no right to interfere

with the organization. The officers of Ihe order, however,

have frequently shown an inclination to foster discontent

among the members, and the companies have checked these

incipient outbreaks, but not without considerable com-

molion among the members, who claimed the companies

were endeavoring to oppress ihcm. It now appears that

while the ()i*\(ix of Telegraphers was professing not to

sanction strikes, its leaders were organizing the operators

throughout the country, and ihcy arc now preparing, with

the assistance of the order, to engage in a strike.

There is no question that numerous grievances exist
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wherever an immense number of men are employed by one

corporation, and as a rule the employes may depend upon

the public to support their demands for redress, but where

the organization does not take the public into its confidence

it cannot hope for hearty support.

A gentleman bearing the name of W. H. Massey has

been writing to the London Times on the subject of elec-

tric lighting in that city, and one of his assertions,

quoted in the English electrical papers, will be read with

interest on this side of the Atlantic. In speaking of the

relative positions of England and America, Mr. Massey

said that when in the United States last winter he was

surprised to find that "even then in London alone there

were more incandescent lamps than could be heard of in

five of their largest cities (including New York) all put

together. " This a very loose and indefinite statement, and,

as it stands, can carry little weight. If our English visitor

had given the names of his American cities, with the num-
ber of lamps in each, and then set opposite the total the

number with which London is credited, his figures would

have been interesting and entitled to critical examination.

But as it is, without having the statistics of the English

metropolis at hand, we have not the slightest doubt that

Mr. Massey's statement is entirely incorrect. It is well

known that, compared to arc lighting, incandescent light-

ing is carried on to a greater extent in England than in

this country, while the larger unit system suffers in a cor-

responding degree. But we are nevertheless confident

that, in respect to the actual number of incandescent

lamps, London will not prove greatly superior to an equal

area in population in I his country. Of course, in compari-

sons of this character, the immense size of the English city

should be taken into consideration.

John N. Beckley's paper at the New York street

railway convention is an important contribution to the

discussion of the relative merits of the various systems of

street railway traction now in use, in that it is the candid

expression of the opinion of a keen and practical man of

affairs. Mr. Beckley lays no claim to the possession of a

theoretical knowledge of the subject. Until within a few

years he devoted Iiis whole time to the practice of his

profession—that of the law—in Rochester, New York,

and, like nearly all young lawyers, he took considerable

interest in politics. A.t this time he would probably have

greeted with an incredulous smile the statement that

within five years he would be president of one of the most

successful electric street car systems in the country, and

president of the Street Railway Association of the State of

New York as well. After his retirement from the pDsition

of cityattorney of Rochester, Mr. Beckley became the junior

member of the legal firm of Bacon, Briggs & Beckley, and

when a syndicate of wealthy capitalists bought out the old

Rochester City & Brighton Railroad company, he was

chosen as the attorney for the new company, which was

incorporated as the Rochester Railway company. For

this position he was peculiarly fitted by reason of the

intimate knowledge of municipal affairs that his years of

experience in the city hall had given him, and he was very

successful in, securing concessions from the common
council necessary to justify the large outlay that the

change to electric power involved. Mr. Beckley became

more interested in the company as time advanced until he

was elected to the presidency, still retaining his member-

ship in the law firm He is also one of the officers of the

Rochester Electric Railway company, a distinct corpora-

tion that operates an electric line from Rochester to

Ontario Beach, a distance of seven miles

While these changes were in progress Mr. Beckley

actively applied himself to the study of the practical

phases of electric traction as compared with other systems,

and the result of his observations is given in the paper

read in New York last week. This "report," as it is

called, is eminently sensible and well sustained, and

bears evidence of the author's legal mind and discriminat-

ing intelligence. Mr. Beckley has the valuable faculty of

putting things in a convincing way. botli as a writer and

as a speaker, and his paper is an able i)rcscntmenl of the

advantages of the electric railway as demonstrated by

actual experience. The one tenable objection to elec-

tric lines in crowded cities- - the unsightlincss of poles and

wires.—Mr. Beckley disposes of in this fashion: "Shall

we have rapid transit by electric motive power and waive

the sentimental objection to the maintenance of a few

light wires eighteen or twenty feet above the surface of the

street, or shall we have slow Iransit hy horse power with

its many disadvantages and disagreeable accompaniments,

and be rid of the wires? The question is being answered

almost every day In (he towns and cities of our country in

favor of electric rapid transit." That is the whole thing

in a nutshell.
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month per car mile was if.06 cents, and they earned 14-37

cents per car mile. These illustrations are fairly indica-

tive of our experience in Rochester month by month. My
experience in the operation of street railroads has con-

vinced me that the most economical system of operation is

the electric system, I have not, in the statements which

I have now made, taken into consideration the greater

fixed charge in the operation of an electric railroad as

compared with a horse railroad, due to the much greater

cost of the former; but in arriving at the conclusion which

I have above expressed, due consideration has been given

to this element of increased cost. We know that when a

horse railroad is changed over and operated by electricity,

the receipts are very largely increased. It is safe in any

case to say that the increase in gross receipts will be at

least fifteen per cent., and the average increase is proba-

bly as high as thirty per cent. Sone of this increase

is undoubtedly due to the greater mileage which the

cars make, and still more is due to the cleaner, more

rapid and more comfortable transportation of the

people.

We have reached the conclusion also that the bugaboo,

which formerly somewhat frightened us, of the cost of

maintenance and renewals of electric motors, need

frighten us no longer. We have had motors in constant

service on one of the first electric lines equipped in this

country, namely the line extending from Rochester to

Charlotte, and these motors seem as efficient and in every

way as s?tisfactory as they did the first month they were

operated. We have of course renewed various parts of the

motors, and we have replaced gears which have worn out,

the expense of which has gone into the cost of mainten-

ance. But the motors are still there, doing their work,

and likely, with proper care and renewal of parts, will be

doing their work ten, and even twenty jears from to day.

The cost of maintenance and renewal of parts has not

been so large as to carry operating expenses up to any-

where near the expense of operating the same number of

cars, at the same mileage, by animal or cable power.

Those who propose to substitute electric for horse

power will make a great blunder if ihey attempt to put in

cheap construction or material. We who have gone into

the matter have learned that the track upon which it is

proposed to operate electric cars should be of girder or T
rail, of not less weight than fifty pounds to the yard of T,

and sixty-two pounds to the yard of girder rail. The
weakest place in the track is, of course, at the joint, and

00 cheap ccntrivance at that point should on any account

be permitted. With girder or T rail construction it is,

it seems l;o me, a uselesss expense to lay a continuous

supplementary wire. The rails should, of course, be well

and heavily bonded at the JoiDts with iron, not copper,

wire and cross connection of rails be frequently made.

Where tram rail track is used, I think a continuous wire

should be laid and connected with the bond wires.

The overhead wire cannot be too well put up. Cheap

devices should never be used because they are cheap. The
best and strongest are none too good. In putting up the

feed wire and putting in the ground wire return to the

generators, do not spare copper. I am convinced that

much that we have heard about the inefficiency of

generators and motors is due to trying to get too great a

quantity of current through too small a quantity of copper.

In the power station do not make the units too large.

Accidents will happen as long as machinen,- is run, and an

accident to a 500 horse power plant is serious, while you

can keep your cars or most of them moving, if one or two

or three small engines breaks down. The same rule, ot

course, holds as to the generators.

Always put in a condensing steam plant. One large

item of expense of operation is the coal bill. Cut that

down at least forty per cent, by erecting condensing

engines. The first cost is, of course, a little more, but

your stockholders, as they examine your statements of

operation in the years to come, will say you were wise in

your day and generation.

Locate your power station as near as may be in the center

of your system, but above all, if possible, on a stream

large enough to furnish all the water you require for the

boilers and condensers. City water, where your

consumption runs into the millions of gallons fast,

is expensive.

It seems to me a mistake to equip a car body of greater

length than eighteen feet, and I think a sixteen-foot car is

better still. During the hours of the day when travel is

heavy, it is easy to pull a trailer, and when trafiic is light,

you are not then using up your power in hauling around a

great lumbering double truck structure practically empty.

A great many companies have had trouble with their

motors. The chief reason for this trouble has been that

their have been too light mechanically and too economically

built electrically to stand the strain. All the manufact-

uring companies have learned their lesson, and to-day

most of the motors put upon the market are strong

enough mechanically and electrically to perform, under

proper conditions, the work expected of them.

The managers of electric roads, if they are to be made
successful, must learn that the greater earning power is no

excuse for extravagant management, and that the differ-

ence between success and failure is often a narrow one.

Everything depends upon taking a stitch in time. A
loose belt, an imperfect connection, any one of forty little

things, may result in serious damage and consequent

. financial loss. I do not know of an electric railroad

anywhere where the overhead single trolley system is used

which ought not to be successful. I know of some which

have not been. In some cases cheap construction

accounts for failure, and in some others careless manage-

ment or reckless extravagance is the cause of the failure.

The scrap heap about an electric car barn or machine shop

often tells a significant story. In intelligent supcr\*ision

and painstaking watchfulness is found one great secret of

commercial success in this business, as well as In most

others.

Kvery manager should keep a record of the Items which

goto make up operating expenses, and those responsible

for management should carefully study these statements

month by month with a view of lessening the expense of

each item. An intelligent and careful examination of the

cause of accidents to parts of a motor will often be the

means of preventing the recurrence of trouble in the

future.

So far as possible, motor men, as well as conductors,

should be made to understand the mechanism of the

machines which propel their cars and the function of each

part. Thereby they are made ready to act promptly and
intelligently in case of trouble with a motor.

The directors of some companies, because of their desire

to make handsome returns to their stockholders, have paid

out in dividends money which ought to have gone back
into the road. The proper policy to pursue in all cases is

the building up and bettering the plant out of earnings, so

far as necessary, even at the expense of cutting down
dividends.

The field in which we are working Is a great one. There
is in this field abundant opportunity for the intelligent,

progressive and sagacious business man. The primary

object which the management of a s'.reet railroad seeks to

attain is business success, but success in that direction

cannot be had without great resulting benefits to the

people of the community served by the railroad operated.

W^e should not lose sight of the fact that we are engaged
in a work the successful performance of which builds up
communities, aids business enterprises, and makes the life

of the people inthDse communities bstter worth living.

Discussion.

It was moved, and the motion was carried, that the re-

port be printed forthwith, and, with copies of the address

of the president, be distributed to all street railway com-
panies In the state.

The President then declared the subject of electricity

open for discussion, and invited representatives of elec-

trical equipment companies to participate.

Charles A. Benton, representing the Rae system,

addressed the delegates briefly. The system, he said, was
unique in Itself. The company manufactured a single

motor made in three si^es, 15. 30 and 40 horsepower. The
peculiar advantage claimed for the system is that it gives to

both axles a traction on the rails, which cannot be secured

by any other system. He said that the company was the

smallest represented at the meeting, and the most recent in

the field; but he could state with justice to the system that

it had made in some places a respectable record.

C. C. Cl'RTIS (Short system i: When this convention met
in Rochester last September the Short company came
before you and made some very strong promises as to the

showing that would be made when the road in Rochester

was started. What that showing has been you have heard

in the very able report that has just been read. The
question in which you are all vitally interested is the ques-

tion of repairs—repairs to your motors, repairs to your

lines and repairs to your generators. In the city of

Rochester there has been kept day by day an accurate

record of the motor and generator repairs. That road

started running last November, and giving it eight months
of run, through the winter months—the hardest months in

the year—up to the first day of August, the average cost of

repairs per car mile was four mills. This is a very fine

showing, as I think every gentleman who has kept a

similar record will admit. The report iuu made gives the

total repair account. That repair account as given month
by month by Mr. Beckley will, of course, include the re-

pairs of the line, generators, motor, rail, etc. When I say

four mills per car mile, I mean only the repairs on the

generators and the repairs on the motors: that is. the elec-

trical repairs. In Muskegon, Mich., where we have been
running about a year and a half, our record shows two
mills per car mile. We have two new motors to offer to

you. We are prepared to give you the double reduction

motor or the single reduction motor, and the low reduction

motor. Vou know how great and excessive the repairs of

gears is. One of the gentlemen who was on the floor of

this convention stated to me a month ago that, in his jud:.-

ment, if our gearless motor was really what we claimed for

it (and we are prepared to back up our claim with strong

guaranties) it would save his company seventy-five per

cent, of the repair account. If this is true, no road should

be equipped without looking carefully into the merits of

this Short gearless motor. The armature of this motor is

hung on a sleeve. This sleeve surrounds the axle. The
weight of the motor is thus distributed over the whole

motor frame and not on the axle of the cars. There is an

air space of about three-quarters of an inch between the

axle of the car and the inner circle of the sleeve on which
the armature is hung. By removing' four bolts you take

off the two lower wheels and raise one end of the car and
you roll out your armature and the car axle. Vou are, no
doubt, more or less familiar with its construction. Should
a bobbin burn out, it can, because of its peculiar construc-

tion, be repaired for from two to three dollars. As you may
know, these bobbins are only about three-quarters of an
inch deep and surround the outer circle of the armature.

They are not connected, and should one burn out, it does

not interfere with, or necessitate the burning out of. any of

the others. The hue and cry has been raised that the

gearless motor is a very nice thing, theoretically, but In

practical operation it is going to take an enormous amount
of current. I have a report of the lest made in Cleveland,

Ohio, about two weeks ago, by Mr. Johnson, with whom,
no doubt, many of you are acquainted. It was a trial

between one of his cars and one of the Short gearless

motor cars. These two cars ran over the Brooklyn street

railroad line, running about twenty minutes apart, doing
commercial work. The gearless car checked up some
eighty passengers, and the single reduction motor,
which Mr. Johnson was running, checked up forty-seven.

The car ran for about two hours and a half, and we have
the half minute readings. The report and the readings

show that the single reduction motor takes twenty-four

p;r cent, more current than the ^earless mo*.or. V.'c have
this gearless car ail equipped in Cicvcbnd, and wc jjlvc

you all a cordis: invitaiion to coidc and sec it acd ex-
amine it carefully. M. K. liawcn, of our company.
would like to say a few words to you on the Short gener-
ators.

M. K. Bov.'EN ^Short systcmj: As Mr. Curtis my
colleague, has spoken to you this morning about double
reduction and single reduction motors, I want to say a {trn

words to you In regard to our dynamos or generators. We
make them in five svr.^: 75. loo. 150. 500 and 500 horse
power. The peculiarities in the construction of our dyna-
mos are in keeping with tr.c pcculiaritii ^ in the construc-
tion of our car motors. The bot>bins arc separately wound,
and connected in series. They arc exposed to' the air

around the side, being thoroughly ventilated. The field

coils are both series and parallel wound. The shaft ts

provided with self-oiling bcarin^*^. near the commutator,
which is extraordinarily large; being about twenty inches
in diameter. Near the commutator is provided a bar.
which regulates all thrusts, so that there Is no danger
from displacements.

Geor':;e W. Man5fif:li< f'Thomson-Iloustor. Electric

company). Being connected with an electrical company,
possibly I am no: supposed to know much about the rail-

roading part of it. outside of the purely electrical appara-
tus. But, unfortunately for some of our customers, ihcy
have had to come to us for assisiance; and through our
rendering assistance we have, perforce, had to come into

the operation and management of a number of railroads

throughout the country. Therefore, in a certain sense,

we do understand something about the operation of elec-

trical cars, and what they are doing and what they are
supposed to do, and what the public and the ofiicials of
the railroads want them to do. Mr. Bjckley's paper was
exceedingly interesting. He dealt with the subject in a
broad and wholesome v.ay. I think on the whole it was
one of the broadest papers on the subject I have ever list-

ened to. Our company endeavors to do what it does do
well. It u-ent into the field early. It struggled hard to

produce a motor to meet all of the conditions that were to

be imposed upon It; and ( tell you these conditions were
severe. It is not only a lack of knowledge on the part of

the railroad officials, but a deep-rooted prejudice on the

part of the public against the electric system that we had
to meet. Then again. I am sorry to siy, we did not get

the support we should from the builders of the other por-

tions of the railroad equipment. They did not evince a
spirit of accommodation, to see if they could help us in the

combination of their manufactures and ours I am glad

to say, however, that matters in this respect have very

much improved. We have put our motors under almost
ever}' style of car that is built; they have been used with
almost every style of truck that Is built, and on almost
every kind of road that is built. We have them in the
hottest climes, away in Brazil; and in colder countries, as

in \'ancouver or Maine. I believe that you are all ac-

quainted with our product and it does not need any ex-

tended remarks of mine to describe it in detail. We man-
ufacture every part of an electric system- We are con-
stantly endeavoring to so arrange and haimonize the

whole of the overhead parts that we will have a com-
plete system. We are doing the same with all of the ap-
paratus on the car—lightning arrester, reversing switch,

trolley poles and bars—motors, fuse-boxes and the control-

ling mechanism. We are happy to have all suggestions

from railroad men possible. I believe firmly in the single

reduction motor. We have in the neighborhood of i.2co

of them in operation, ^^"e have been manufacturing them
since the first of last February, having made them to put

out upon some small roads for experimental purposes last

summer. We are also miking e.-^periments with gearless

motors, etc. ; but I believe that we should piu our faith to

that which we know is absolutely satis factorj-. We are

building our generators large, and are now furnishing

generators of of two hundred and fifty and three hundred-
horse power. We are also building some of four and five

hundred-horse power. The four hundred horse power
motor will quickly be put in operation. We are at pres-

ent making tests with it at the factor)'. 1 1 every respect.

from the details of the overhead system down to alt of the

electric pirts of the car, we produce them all. I want to

impress this fact upon you, that you have not to come to

us for a motor, and then go to some one e^se for the over-

head part, and so on; but come to us for the whole of it.

There is another thing which interests all of you gentle-

men, and that is the question of snow. It is said that

electric cars have not earned the reputation they should

have in regard to handling snow, and that electric roads
are still dependent, to a great extent, upon horses and the

muscle of men in removing snow; but that is not cntirely

so. Oar company has endeavored to evolve a plow and a
broom sweeper which will demonstrate that electricity is

absolutely self-contained in every respect. I would like

the convention to hear Mr. Barr, of our company, who
represents it in that respect.

Mr. B.\rr (Thomson Houston compinyV Our company
has gone thoroughly into this question of snow cleaning

devices. Some of you may know that last year wc got out

a machine—a snow sweeper—which in a great many cases

has done excellent work and given good satisfaction.

There were some defects in th^t machine, however, which

we have tried to remedy this year- With this point in

view I early last year made a trip through the counlrj' and
personally inspected all of the devices of which I could

learn, which were used bv street railroads, steam railroads

and cities for sweeping streets. From the information

obtained, four of us—all practic.il men—mapped out a

general line to follow. 1 may say to those of you who are

not familiar with the machine wc had last year, that it was
a bru-h of rattan set at an angle of sixty degrees, revolv-

ing in front of a frame driven by a motor by means of

sprocket chains. In a light sugar snow, that brush ga^-c

good satisfaction; but in a heavy, wet snow the brush

would clog, and sensed rather to pack the snow on the
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rail and make it solid and therefore rendered it impossi-

ble for the wheel to ge: traction. The sprocket chain is

always a source of trouble and annoyance. The lines that

we laid down to follow were, first, to do away with the

rattan broom, and, second, to get a positive drive for the

cylinder. We have built a broom with steel teeth- It is

supported from thirty-si.M inch four hundred pound wheels,

on a Bemis box. The wheels are driven in the same way

as with cars—placing the motors on the axles. We are

using single reduction motors for them. The cylinder is

set at forty-live degrees of the track, extending completely

across, and is hung from a rocker shaft. The motor

counterbalances the blade of the broom around that shaft,

and is geared directly through spur gearings to the tlyer.

The main feature of the flyer is that it has a series of

blades. The best description of it is to refer you to the

paddle-wheel of a steamer, only of smaller diimeter, hav-

ing the blades cut at the center, to allow the spur gearing

for the driving. These blades are of steel plate, about a

quarter of an inch thich. and there are eight of them on

each flyer. To the back of the blades are bolted steel

brushes, the brushes being made of flat steel wire, cuiting

edgeways. These brushes are adjustable, and ordinarily

their surfaces project from five-eighths to one and one half

inches beyond the blade. The blade does the major part

of the work. It breaks the heavy snow, and will actually

cut ice. The steel brush does the rest of the work. It

sweeps the road clean, and if allowed to remain long

enough in one place, will cut the ice as well. The motor

driving the broom or brush is independent from the mo
tors driving the car, so that the sweeper can be propelled

in a light snow at a speed sufficient to keep it ahead of any

of the cars on the line. If you should meet with heavy

snow or ice on the track, the sweepdr can be slowed down,

the brush still keeping its normal speed. By doing this.

these brushes, being made of steel or wire, will actually

cut the ice clear down to the ra'l. The whole thing is

very novel, but it has done go^d work. We have experi-

mented soma with a new machine, somewhat different from

the old one. Where the latter only had four biades, the

new one has eight: the old on a was set at sixty degrees

angle, the new one at forty five; in the old we used

-the sprocket chain, in the present the spur gearing;

we had a ten horse pciwer motor but now we have a twenty-

five: in the old one the blade made eighty turns a min-

ute, in the new one it will run up to one hundred and
fifty turns a minute. We are building several of these

machines, one of which we shall have on exhibition at the

convention at Pittsburg.

H. H. Grannis (Westinghouse Electric & Manufactur-

ing company): There is one point touched upon by Mr.

Eeckley in his very interesting paper, attention to which,

I think, has given us suzeess in in the manufacture of

street railway motors. I refer to his allusion to the point

of mechanical construction in the motors. I will not occu-

py your time to any ex'ent. but will go into history lor a

moment to tell you what the Westinghouse company has

done since it began mannfact jring street railway motors.

Oar first motor was constructed a little over a year ago,

and put in operation July -i, iSgo. in Pittsburg. It was
the old type double reduction motor, all the parts inclosed

in cast iron frames. Al! shafting was run parallel at all
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times, and the gears kept in perfect alignment. In addi-

Lon to thai I thinic we first adopted the old device of in-

closing the gears in gear-boxes filled with grease. This
cjimiiuted the noise and a large part of the wca^ and tear.

That motor is still in operation. I cannot tell the expense
for repairs, btjt it is infinitesimal. Within five or six

months snccecdiog the introduction of our motor, we
er-nip^yrd s TiTmber of rrf>A^ —i'V donMe redtJction motors,
ah ir.

"
-iry last we got

o-i*. '.'
;; many of the

geae-- -, motor. TTiis

motor hai> i'j/crii improvemtfr.i over :he other. We u?.ed

a different resistance box. The other worked fairly well,

b-t there was a Iit!'e trouble. With the nev- motor wc
use ot)ly gaivaoized iron wire, and it has given as no
trcnble in a single instance. It is open and ventilated.

We OiA^'L a slight modif.cation of otir cootrolling device.

Formerly it was a wooden shaft with brass contact strips

screwed to the shaft. We found that was not quite as

durable as we wished, and we are now making them of

asbestos and brass. If they do wear at all, it makes very
little difference, for they are practically indestructible. We
are manufacturing and selling many of these motors. In
the first year of our business career, we have put machines
on about seventy different roads, which we think is about
as good a record as any company can show for the same
length of time. In April we commenced to get out a

gearless motor, and have been operating that motor since

May in Pittsburg. It has exceeded our most sanguine
expectations, and we will be ready in a few days to ship.

We have not said much about it for the past three or four
months, for the reason that the single reduction motor did
better than we expected. They are giving satisfaction

wherever they are used. We therefore determined to wait

and test the gearless motor thoroughly This we have
done, and to-day we stand before you with two motors to

offer single reduction and gearless. Personally. I express
a preference for the gearless. I was interested the other
day in reading on the subject of the underground railway
in London, where electric traction is used, that the motor
for the purpose of moving the trains had its armature
mounted directly on the axle, which ijthe plan used by us.

In that way, we need cot have aiiy devices communicating
power to the wheels. We do not require any special

wheels; any standard wheelswill do with our system The
gearless motor has been running in Pittsburg for some
months. I have no doubt many of you gentlemen will be
there next month, and you will have an opportunity to see
it in all its details We are manufacturing, as other com-
panies are, different sizes of motors, somewhat larger than
have been manufactured in the past; up to two hundred
and fifty and five hundred horse power.

C. J. Field, of the Field Engineering company, next
addressed the meeting. He urged the railway officials to

always insist on the best class of construction work. This
class of work always brought the largest return in the long
run. Always get the best of everything. The result would
be a reduction in the repair account and operating expenses

;

and the wisdom of getting everything of the best would
eventually become manifest.

C. D. Shain (Edison General Electric company): I

would like to call the attention of the convention to our
double and single reduct'on motors. We make the single

reduction motor in sizes from 15 to 30 horse power. Many
roads adopt different size motors. It will be remembered
that some years ago. when we commenced the manufacture
of electric motors, they were from 5 to 10 horse power. At
the present time many of the roads are using very long
and heavy cars, and many gentlemen do not think it neces-

sary to put in more than 1 5 horse power equipment on
such cars. The result is a general disappointment all

around, as the 15 horse power motors are too light for the

purpose. Where large cars are used, suffi,cient power
must be provided. We make a full line of electrical sup-

plies of every description for street railway work, and we
shall also present to street car men this winter a snow plow
and sweeper combined.

C. C. Bowen, of the Multiple Dis'ributing Station Elec-
tric Railway company, also addressed the meeting, and
then the electrical discussion came to a close.

Dues From Small Companies.

The recommendation of the executive committee, that the

by laws be amended so that companies whose annual gross

receipts from passengers are less than ^100,000 may be
admitted to membership upon the payment of i^s as an-
nual dues, was adopted.

Election of Officers and Adjournment.

The president appointed John N. Partridge of Brook-
lyn, Henry M. Watson of Buffalo, and John W. McNam-
ara of Albany, a committee to nominate officers and report

a place for the next meeting.
The following named officers were elected for the ensu-

ing year:

President—John X. Beckley, Rochester.

First Vice-President—Thomas H. McLean, New York
citv.

Second Vice-President— George Law. Xew York city.

Secretary and Treasurer—W. J, Richardson, Brooklyn.
Executive Committee—President and secretary, and

Daniel F. Lewis, Brooklyn; C. Densmore Wyman, New
York city; Charles Cleminshaw, Troy.

Saratoga Springs, N. Y., was selected as the place for

the next meeting of the association, which will take place

on the third Tuesday in September, 1892.

The mect'ng then adjourned.
Ail in attendance at the convention were photographed

in a group in front of the hotel just before luncheon. After

luncheon, the party, as guests of the retiring president,

I)aniel F. Lewis, went for a drive through Central Park
and along the Riverside drive to High Bridge and Fort
George.

In the evening George Green, proprietor of the Hotel
Metropolc, tendered a complimentary banquet to the
association, to which ali in attendance at the convention
were invited. .About fifty gentlemen composed the parly.

It was of an entiiely informal nature, although everything
necessary to m;tke the occasion thoroughly enjoyable was
bountifully provided. There was some brief speech mak-
ing indulged in, and shortly before nine o'clock the gath
cring dispersed.

Small Motors Operating Light Machin-
ery.

In the accompanying cut is .shown a view of the new
alternating motor introduced by the Emerson Electric

Maaufacturing company of St, Louis for operating sewing

roachinc5. ;tnd other light machinery, such, for instance, as

dental and jcwclerft' machines, A special feature of this

arrangement is the regulator, which is attached by a con-

necting rod with the treadle of the sewing mt chine.

When the treadle is pushed down it cuts in the current

in a suitable manner and at the same time relieves the

brake from the pulley wheel, allowing the motor to run.

The further the treadle is pushed down the faster the ma-

chine wi 1 run, and by varying the position of the treadle

up or down any desired speed whatever can be attained.

When the treadle is released the current fs cut off and the

brake goes against the wheel, thus stopping it very quickly.

The brake is a very important part of the regulator as, it

makes the machine respond instantly to any change in

the position of the treadle. The company has also ar.

i;;UEEN S NEW PORTABLE GALVANOMETER.

ranged the same motor and regulator especially for den-

tists' use on a suitable tripod with standard for attaching

the dental engine.

Queen's New Portable Galvanometer.
Queen l^ Co., Philadelphia, have brought out a new type

of galvanometer, shown in the cut. The galvanometer it-

self is an astatic one. fibre suspended, of which the needle

is automatically lowered, and its weight taken from the

fibre by simple closing of the lid. The galvanometer is

set in such a way that it can be rotated about its vertical

axis so as to bring the plane of the coils in the plane of the

magnetic meridian. The control magnet, seen in the cut,

is adjustable in the length of its supporting tube, and can

also be rotated about it; if it is not desired to use the

magnet it can easily be removed, being held by two spring

Clips to the galvanometer proper, and held in the fittings

placed in the lid for that purpose. In the bottom of

the containing box are placed six chloride of silver cells

connecting with a series of small blocks on the right; a

plug allows these blocks to be connected so as to use one

or any number of these cells in series. By means of a

small switch seen at the left and back the galvanometer

and batteries can be thrown into the same circuit, or by

changing the position of the switch into different circuits.

In the latter case the galvanometer and battery can be

used in the ordinary way for ordinary Wheatstone bridge

work, while in the former arrangement by applying two of

the four terminals seen to a circuit, an immediate deflection

of the needle will be the result of a complete circuit.

Electricians Entertained at Quebec.
After the adjournment of the National Electric Light

association, and after the famous trip on Richelieu River,

about fifty of the delegates and members visited Quebec.

They were guided by A. J. Corriveau and Manager Mohr,

of the Quebec Electric Light company. On Sunday they

were taken in carriages to the citadel, over the Heights of

Abraham, and through the city generally, visiting the

Basilica and other points of interest.

On Monday the party drove to the Montmorency Falls.

On the heights above the falls is the ancient building

which a century ago was the home of the Duke of Kent,

the father of Qjceti Victoria. The visitors were welcomed

by Mr, and Mrs. Hall, who now own this beautiful place.

Lunch was spread, and a delightful hour was passed with

this hospitable gentleman and lady.

From the veranda of this house one looks over the

mighty S:. I^iwrence River, which hure is two miles wide.

The waters of this river furnish inexhaustible power which

is utilized for the running of large mills, and also for

operating the Quebec electric light station.

This wonderful water power is controlled by Hall &
Price. The water is conducted from above the fall in

large pipes to the mills and to the electric light station. In

this station arc sixteen dynamos, supplying the current for
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300 arc lights, and two 750 light machines for incandescent

lighting. Over twelve hundred miles of conductors are

in use More dynamos are being buill for this station,

the present supply being inadequate to meet the demand.

On Monday evening the party returned to Montreal.

On behalf of the members remaining in Montreal an elegant

case of accident the armature or magnets can be removed

quickly and repaired v.ith little trouble. Any one of the

armature bobbins can easily be rewound v/ithout dis urb-

ing the remaining bobbins

The conitruclion of the motor is very similar to that of

the generator. It requires no outside governor 0/ any

National Self-Contained Alternator.
The c-jt gives a good ii;;sirat;-,n of the National Electric

Manufacturing company's latest type of alternating dynamo.
The machin'.-, as ind'ca'.cd by the title, is self-contained,

that is, the dynamo proper as well as the exciter arc con-

tained on one base, ihui doing away with an extra pulley

and belt, besides saving somciimcs valuable

space, making a compactand synamettical piece

cf machinery. The main armature shaft carries

an extension, on which is mounted the exciter

armature with its commu'.-itor. The cxdter

field consis'.s of two cyrndrJcal wrought iron

^ magnets, set into the front journnl support, at

p a proper distance belov.- the ce iter cf shaft.

These magnets carry two horn-shaped pole

p;tces, arranged so as to turn freely upon the

magnet ends. Ey means of a right and left-

hand screw and hand whe^l the distance between

the po'.e piece? and armature may be adjusted,

and the exciting current varied between wide

limits, if necessary, although in practice very

little adjustment is requ'red, the dynamo being

so nearly seU-regulating as to require bu: a

trifling change in exciting current with wide

variations of load. There are no resistance

boxes or rheostats of any kind used with this

machine. The alternator armature contains a

minimum of iron, cons'stent with good effic-

iency, and remains remarbab'y ccol under a

continuous run with maximum load. .K\\ the

machines are rated with a liberal factor of safety

in regard to carrying capacity, making it pos-

sible to temporarily overload thsm to an extent

of 50 per cent, or more, without serious con-

sequences. The machine has ten poles, and

when driven at a speed of i .450 revolutions

per minute will produce a potential difference

of 1.000 volts.

NATIONAL ^ELF-CONTAINED ALTtR.NATOR-

-

gold headed cane was pre5ented to Mr. Corriveau by A F.

Mason. The following letter accompanied the gift:

A few of your many friends, members of th'^ National

Electric Light association, desire to express their apprecia-

tion of your successful efforts to make their visit to Canada
a joyful one. They will evtr remember jour unt'rlng

labors in their behalf, culminating in

the Quebec and Montmorency Falls

trip, which has been the climax of

eight days of rare enjoyment.
Ko words, and certainly no material

gift, could adequately represent our sen-

t'ments, yet we are unwilling to leave

you without some token that, in days lo

come, may recall to your mind the happi -

ness you have been instrumental in con-

ferring upon us.

We therefore beg you to accept, as

slight token of our esteem, the walking

stick which the undersigned are com-
missioned to hand you.

The letter was signed by W. J, Mor

rison, A. F. Mason and W. J. Ham-
mer, committee.

kind. It is so bu'lt as to tak? care of its o*vn regulation.

The generators and motors will be wound for an electro

mo'ive force of 1,000 volts, thus allowing the carrying of

power over a considerable distance by means of a com-

paratively small wire. The new type of commutator with

London-Paris- Telephone.
Experience is proving the telephone between London

and Paris a big success, scientifically, commercially,

and financially. Electricians say there is no telephone cir-

cuit in London, or in England, that works so clearly and per-

fectly. The tariff is eight shillings, or .$2, for three minu'es'

Brush Generator and Mo-
tor.

For some years electricians have been

working on the line of apparatus for

power transm'ssion. The Brush Elec-

ric company has had this matter in mind

for a long time but has not been fully

satisfied with the results obtained until

S. H. Short, now the company's chief

electrician, submitted designs for the

apparatus shown in the accompanying

illustration.

The generator shown is capable of

furnishing 100 horse power at its pulley.

It is what is termed the closed coil

armature type. The core of the armature

is made up of thin sheet iron wound

on a foundation ring and firmly riveted.

The edges of this ring are then milled

out slightly so as to allow for the bob-

bins of wire. The wires leading from

the armature to the commutator arc

carried along the shaft and are very

carefully and thoroughly covered so as

to protect them from dirt, or damage of

any kind. The bearing on the commutator side of the dyna-

mo is placed outside of the commutator so as to allow a clear

way for the connections between armature and commuta-

tor. These generators are very compactly built and the

ventilation obtained is excellent. Any pait of the machine

can be inspected without disarranging other parts, and in

BRUSH GENERATOR AND MOTOR.

which both motor and generator are fitted runs i\'ith prac-

tically no spark, so that there is no trouble at that usually

troublesome point.

The Oswego, N. Y., Street Railway company is to

change its motive power from horses to the trolley system.

use of the wire, and the average number of calls during

the past few weeks his been fifteen an hour during the

busy part of the day, and about loS a day. From records

kept of actual business transacted it is estimated that

messages arc sent between London and Paris at the rale of

five words for two cents, an enormous reduction on the

regular telegraph cable rates.
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Automatic Detector of Fire-damp In

Coal Mines
Ventilation only is necessary as a protection against the

deadly effect of coal gas or fire-damp in mines; but if the

ventilation is to be carried on, not only with sufficient

effect to guard against accidents in cases where a large

amount of fire-damp suddenly makes its appearance, but

also economically it is necessary to know the exact percent-

age of fire damp present in the different galleries. With

this in view, the firm of B. Egger & Co, in \'ienna has

constructed an automatic electrical device, as shown in the

Fig.2

Rf.3
L> _bj. J.
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AUTOMATIC DETECTOR OF FIRE-DAMP IN COAL MINES.

accompanying cut, with ihe purpose of signaling to the

operator of the ventilating machinery the percentage of

fire-damp in the atmosphere of the different branches of

the mine, that he may direct his air blast with increased

force to such places as especially need ventilation.

The principle of this apparatus is founded on the law of

gravity, and the difference in weight between atmospheric

air, the specific gravity of which is i, and that of lire-

damp (CH(). the specific gravity of which is only .55,

is utilized. In accordance witli this idea the arrangement

of the apparatus is as follows: On a balance lever //,

Fig. I, is attached a hollow copper cylinder B, counter-

balanced with weight Q on the other side. The cylinder

is air tight and filled with pure atmospheric air. It has a

loose fitting Hd D. Fig. 4. resting in a groove filled with oil,

the object being to allow the inclosed air to expand or

contract in accordance with the temperature and density of

the surrounding atmosphere. To the lever A'' is further

attached a contact arm 6' having five vertical

plungers playing into a corresponding number of small
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increases, the cylinder will increase in weight, compared

with the surrounding atmosphere, sink down and break

ihe contacts at 6', one by one, in accordance with the

amount of gas present. The drops of the annunciatcr

will show up the corresponding number, and the pens of

the register will describe a curve on its cylinder, showing

the time the fire-damp made its appearance, its density

and duration. It by increasing the air bla^t the fire damp

gradually disappai's, the balance of the detector will

again obtain its equilibrium and the annunciator and

register will be restored to their original position.

It is claimed that this balance detector can be adjusted

with such accuracy as to report even a small percentage

of fire damp. An alar.m bell can be j Dined into circuit, so

as to automatically call the attention of the ventilator man,

and an additional register can be operated on the same

circuit and placed in the supsrintendent's office in order to

control the service. The apparatus has been introduced

in one of the Austrian coal mines, and is reported to give

satisfaction. The cut was reproduced from Elektrotech

/nsche ZeitscJirift.

Hart Switches.

The Hart double pole switch, which has just been put

upon the market by the Hart &: Hegeman Manufacturing

company of Hartford, Conn., posse^ises many excellent

features. Durable construction, quick rotar>- movement

in one direction, positive action, the switch plates being

locked in position until they are under the control of the

actuating spring, large contact surfaces and unusually long

brake for the diameter of the switch are some of the claims

made for this device. The length of brake in the fifteen

ampere double-pole switch, illustrated herewith, is three

inches, the outside diameter of base being two and seven-

eighths inches. The length of brake increases with the

size of the switch, until in the hundred ampere switch it is

six and one-half inches. The one hundred ampere switch

is mounted on a slate base six inches square, provided with

clamping devices or binding posts which will take wire up

to 0000 B. & S. or a fiat bar up to three-eighths by three-

quarters inch and are so arranged that the wire or bar

may be brought down the face of switch-beard or enter

clamps from back of board without bending it in either

case. This feature facilitates neat and rapid construction.

The long brake and quick action allow the double-pole

switches of all sizes to be used on railway or power circuits

of five hundred volts and on primary alternating circuits

of one thousand volts.

New Mather Quadripolar Motor,

The new four-pole motor recently brought out by the

Mather Electric company of Manchester, Conn , is illus-

trated in the accompanying cut. While embody-

ing the essential features of the ring type, it can

be more readily insulated against the high po-

tentials required for power service. One of the

essential features of the old type was a field

magnet having the form approximately of the

magnetic lines of force and consisting of one

piece. In the new type the cores of the field

magnet are straight, permitting the use of coils

of wire that can be wound separately on a ma-

chine, while the rest of the magnetic circuit is

practically a ring and the whole, including the

cores and pole pieces, is cast in one piece with-

out a joint.

The four pole machines are designed for an

output of 20, 30 and 40 horse power, while the

motors built for lesser capacity have two poles.

Drum armatures are used in all the machines.

In the four-pole machines the winding is such

that the current has but two paths through the

armature wires, and by a special method, de-

vised by Prof. Anthony, no two wires having

any great difference of potential are brought

near each other.

..t.v MATHEK 'iUADRlI'OLAK MOTOR.

roercnry cops. From each of these cups extends a wire, four

being "indication" wires and the other a bittcry wire,

leading to the vcntflatinj; machine room. The indication

wirc3 arc branched off so that one set joins to a four-drop

aontJDcialor, Fig, 2, and another set to a rcgiitcr, Fig. 3.

The latter is rotated by a clock movement and has four

register pens, each of which describes a circle around a

paper cylinder, •.arning once in 24 hours.

"Die balance or AtfzCrtr is p'aced in the drifts where

miners arc worJeing, If the perccnisge of fire-damp

Wisconsin Electric Club.

The second annual banquet of the Wis-

consin Electric Club will be held at the Plank-

inton House, Milwaukee, on October 6th.

A general attendance of the members is earnestly

urged. ^^^^^^^^^_^_
The Havana, N.V.,/''«;v;^/says that a singular compiaini

comes from the fire insurance compinics. It relates to

large losses in the farming districts on live stock, due, as

reported by the farmers, to lightning in connection with

barbed wire fences. Most of the animals killed in this

w.'ty were near the wire fence at the time, and it is supposed

that the metal strands act as a conductor of electricity in

a degree sufficiently large to increase the risk of such in-

surance.
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Is 'Earth" of any Value as the Termina-.
tion of a Lightning Conductor?

'

Ev Sydney F. Walker.

Students of Dr. Lodge's researches and lectures on the

subject of lightning and its efficient discharge will re-

member that one of the great points he first made in his

able attack upon the old methods was, that "earth" was
of no value whatever. The utmost that he would allow

after the British Association meetiug at Bath was that

"earth" might not be a bad thing. In one of his first

lec'ures on the subject he pithily summed up the argu-

ment thus; ' Why need lightning make any trouble over

a few fett or a few yards of earth, when it has already

come through several miles of air?'' It must be confessed

that, put in this way, the argument looks convincing. It

has been the writer's opinion, however, from the first that

'earth" played a very important part indeed iu the matter

of the effective discharge of a thunder cloud, but that the

whole thing turned upon the question what is "earth" for

a lightning Hash '' In a previous article he has endeav-

ored to show that proper "earth ' is by no means a simple

matter, even when we know to a very much larger extent

what we are dealing with than we do in the case of a highly

charged cloud discharging to the buildings or o'her objects

below it. For the first time in his 17 years' experience

the writer has ft It our pressing want of knowledge of what
electricity is. When we are sending an electric current

from London to Manchester to work a telegraph apparatus,

there we know that, whatever that current may be. and
whether the conductor be a metallic wire, ss we view it,

or an elongated elastic bag, as Dr. Lodge's latest theory

of electricity would picture it, some path having the same
properties as the wire by which the current went to Man-
chester must be provided to bring the same current back
to London, or the apparatus at Manchester will not work.

The current may go arcund by Glasgow, Douglas, even

New York, or by any route that nature provides, but come
back it must, subject only to the conditions of Ohm's law.

But with a thunder cloud apparently there is no such nec-

essary connection. We see ihe cloud, dark and ominous
—in this country, at any rate—gathering overhead; we see

%^m^
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the flash; we hear the roar, and sometimes %ve find that

some chimney has been struck and thrown down; some-
times a monarch of the forest has been riven in two, leav-

ing a blackened trunk in place of the previously healthy tree;

sometimes, again, an innocent sheep or an ox, or even a

man receives the flash and may fall dead. Apparently
there is no connection here with ''earth" or ''ground" as

we understand it in connection with the distribution of

electrical currents for useful purposes. The vagaries of

lightning—how it strips a man's foot oft, leaving the other

sound, how it prefers to go through a brick or stone wall

to running down the conductor provided for it, etc.—will

be fully dealt with in another place. The question now
proposed to be discussed, is merely this one of what effect

"earth" has on the discharge. Seeing the apparently

uniform behavior of lightning, the idea of the earlier elec-

tricians that all that was required was to provide a safe

path to a safe earth is hardly to be wondered at. Ap-
parently the lightning flash always seeks "earth," though
it may be by way of the body of an animal, or the mass of

a building, so that all that should be required should be to

give it plenty of room in transit and a comforiable bed on
its arrival. As the writer pointed out in the discussion on
the subject at Bath, the problem involved in the safe dis-

charge of a thundercloud is closely analogous to that in-

volved in dealing with the huge reservoirs which supply

our large towns with water. If the water is allowed to

overcome its dam, it pours down the valley, carrying all

before it. If it is made to dribble down, it not only doss

no harm, but is useful. A lightning conductor may be

said to fill the same office that a channel made for the

water leading directly to the sea would, if it were possible

and so arranged that the whole of the water in the reser-

voir could be allowed to run harmlessly down this channel
immediately there were signs of the dam being likely to

give way.
The idea of discharging a thundercloud is taken evi-

dently from the old idea mentioned in the previous article

on this subject— viz., that Mother Earth is a reservoir of

infinite capacity for electricity, just as she is for water.

Immediately this idea is given up the apparent use of

"earth" is gone. So far as can be seen, there is no return

jjath necccsary when a discharge from a cloud kills a man
or shatters a chimney. Lightning surely knows its own
way about, and if it docs not require "earth" in such a

rase, why provide "earth" at all ? Further, Dr. Lodge
professes to have discovered cases in which buildings have

been struck which were properly protected by lightning

conductors of the most approved modern type. On this

point, however, there is a difference between Dr. Lodge
and Ihojc who uphold the old form of lightning conductor.

'. From the London Kltctrkai EnifiM'ir.
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At the Bath meeting Dr. Lodge was challenged to give

any instance where a building had been struck when fitted

with a conductor properly fixed, properly pointed, and
properly "earthed."

In his reply, Dr. Lodge palpably begged the question.

"Whenever a building was struck,'' he said, "electrical

engineers always declared that the conductor, if it had

one, was not a proper one, or was not properly 'earthed.'"

Though this answer practically admits deleat on the pro-

fessor's part, it is hardly satisfactory to allow the matter

to rest there. We want to know why these cases occur,

and though Dr. Lodge may not be able logically to defend

his position, we are still very much obliged to him for

raising the whole question, and for throwing the light he

has upon it. This action has taken the whole thing out of

the old rut in which it had laid for so long. The question

comes back then to this, what olhce are we to say that

earth now fdls with our enlightened views of conductors,

and of the part that earth plays as a conductor ? Is it cor-

rect, as Dr. Lodge asserts, that it performs no useful office;

that it perhaps leads the lightning discharge into places

where it may do real damage that would otherwise be

avoided? Unfortunately, the conductor, and even its

earth terminal, do lead lightning currents often into places

where damage results. In the writer's opinion, however,

earth does perform a useful office in connection with the

discharge of lightning, even in view of our advanced
knowledge of the subject.

What is a thundercloud but a huge generator of elec-

tricity ? a frictional or hydro-electrical machine on an

enormous scale? Is not the reason, too, that no dis-

charges take place under certain conditions, while they are

freciuent under other conditions, merely that the resistance

of the circuit in the one case is so great that no discharge

can take place, while in the other it has been reduced to

within such limits that a spark can pass at some point ?

Consider the conditions a little closer. When do lightning

discharges usually occur? Is it not when the atmosphere

is full of moisture, drawn from the ground below by the

intense heat of summer? and does not the same cause tend

to reduce the resistance in another way—viz., by lessen-

ing the distance between the clouds and the earth, the

heavy mass of vapor tending to pull it down ? Next con-

sider what happens when a cloud becomes charged. The
writer is afraid that, with all due respect to Dr. Lodge,
he must leave the elastic bags to take care of themselves,

and revert to the reasoning that is common in other

branches of electrical science. If a cloud becomes charged

then, work is done upon it. It is capable of doing work
in return, and will do that work if favorable conditions

arise. Further, if a cloud, or one part of a cloud becomes
charged, say positively, it is implied that a negative charge

exists elsewhere. Would it not be better to put this fact in

the practical form in which electrical engineers are accus-

tomed to deal with phenomea comprising the creation

or the expenditure of electrical energy, and say

that an e. m. f. is created between certain parts

of the cloud and other objects; probably other por-

tions of its own mass being included in the phe-

nomena. If the e. m. f. existing between a point in

the cloud and any point in surrounding objects be sufficient

to overcome the electrical resistance opposed to it, then a

current passes, varying in form according to the conditions

present; such, for instance, as the rate at which the op-

posing resistance is lowered, etc. Probably minute, harm-
less, possibly health giving, electric currents are always
passing between cloud and cloud, and from individual

clouds to the earth. But in order that a current shall pass,

we know that the whole resistance of the circuit must be such

as will allow of its passage, not that of one small portion.

It is well known that a shock of high voltage may be taken
from a frictional or induction machine without danger,

where the same voltage applied to the body from a

dynamo used for electric lightning would cause instant

death. The explantion is, that though the resistance of

the body is the same in the two cases, or nearly so, that

of the other portions of the circuit—in particular the inter-

nal resistance of the machine itself— is enormously greater

in the one case than in the other, so great in fact, as to ab-

sorb or use up a large portion of the e. m. f. generated

before any current reaches the external circuit. Electrical

engineers know what it means to have a dynamo or a bat-

tery whose internal resistance is out of proportion to that

of the apparatus to be worked. Take for instance, a
battery of 10 cells, each having an internal resistance of

10 ohms, while that of the line and apparatus outside is one
ohm. As we know, we practically get no current from
such a combination; and we should get none from it if

we had 100 or 1,000 similar cells. And so it is with the

Holtz machine, and with the thundercloud.

But what is the circuit which governs the discharge of

the thundercloud? It is assumed that the cloud acts only

as one plate of a condenser or Leyden jar, the earth

forming the other; that the cloud, once charged, may be

looked upon as cut off— just as one may charge a Leyden
jar and have done with it. Obviously, this is an incorrect

description; and it is only fair to Dr. Lodge to mention
that in his experiments he does not appear to take this

view. It is evident, of course, that a charged cloud fills

the same, or nearly the same, position with regard to

surrounding objects that a frictional machine does. It is

a generator, and at the same time it forms one side of the

condenser, of which the earth and other clouds form the

other. But it must not be forgotten that while there is

an inductive connection—if it may be so termed—between
the cloud and surrounding bodies, there is also a conductive

connection, and that the ofllce of the inductive connection

is only to determine the positions of strains, or of e. m. f.'s,

Consider, again, what happens when a charged cloud

sails over a particular portion of the earths surface.

Probably, during its motion, its charge is being increased

by friction with the atmosphere. We know, also, that,

assuming one extremity of the cloud to be charged posi-

tively, the earth and other objects near will be charged
negatively. At any rate, there is an e. m. f. existent be-

tween them, similar to that existing, say, between the

.terminals of a dynamo; and if we examine surrounding
objects, we shall find that they display characteristics

which we associate with a charge of a certain name, oppo-
site in character to that of the inducing body, the cloud.

But, assuming this to be correct, how did the charge reach
the objects named ? We know, for instance, that the

nearer objects will be more highly charged than those

more remote, and we know that thischarge means— unfort-

unately this is where we want a little more light. At any
rate, we do know that the induced chnrge, whether positive

or negative, has only been allowed by conduction from
surrounding objects. That is to say, when. In obedience
to the inducing force exercised by a highly charged thun-
der cloud, the top of a factory chimney, say, becomes posi
tively electrified, or there appears a difT. rence of potential

between It and not only the cloud, but surrounding bodies
on its own side of the condenser dielectric, this state has
been arrived at by means of electric currents passing from
these surrounding bodies, and possibly from the cloud
itself, to the chimney-top. When also, owing either to
the departure of the cloud, or to its whole or partial

discharge, the strain in relieved at that particular point

—

in other words, the difference of potential is lowered, and
a redistribution takes place—this also will be by means of
currents of electricity, as we understand them. Further,
when a discharge between a thunder cloud and an object
attached to earth takes place, be that object a mill

chimney, a royal palace, an oak, or an animal, the dis-

charge, be it harmless or disastrous, must be by means of
one or more electric currents, taking the term in the sense
in which we now understand It.

The point whether a Leyden jar discharge or a light-

ning discharge be by continuous or oscillatory currents in

the writer's opinion hardly affects the question. If the
discharge is oscillatory, it will be so because, under certain
conditions, an opposing e. m. f. is created in the process
of first discharge, which in turn delivers its current along
the path or paths open to it. Nor can the question
whether a conductor of large sectional area offers the
resistence that Ohm's law would dictate, or offers a higher
apparent resistance owing to induction within Itself, affect

the argument. It may at once be acknowledged that a
copper rod or rope, or tape may be considered for the

purpose of the passage of an electric current through its

mass, as composed of a bundle of rods of infinitely small
sectional area, and it Is obvious that if this is so. and there
is uo reason to question the premise, the current passing
in each of these rods or wires acts inductively upon those
passing 4n all the others, and in such a manner as will

resist their passage; because, as we know, each current
creates around it a series of circles of magnetization within
which the others would be inclosed, and these resent, so
to speak, the entrance intothem of another current creating
magnetic fields of a similar name. Further, we know, by
the laws of magneto-electric induction, that these effects,

giving rise to apparent resistence. are proportional to the
current strength, other things being the same. We know,
also, that in all these cases the current strength depends
upon the e m. f. available, and inversely upon the resist-

ence of the circuit. In other words, the whole thing de
pends upoh the difference of potential between the cloud
and the top of the conductor, and inversely upon the
resistance of the path or paths chosen, nolens "-oL-iis, by the

discharging current, so that we come right back to our
initial question —What is the path of the discharging cur-
rent ? and what part does "earth" play in the discharge ?

The apparent increase of the ohmic resistance of any
lightning conductor, owing to magneto-electric induction
within itself, would really appear to be too small a matter,
considering the magnitude of the figures Involved, to have
any serious bearing upon the question. Here it may be
well to state another problem for solution. It is the

problem of which the question, "What part does 'earth'

play In a lightning discharge" forms a part. It is. what
is necessary to protect building, electrical instruments, such
as telephones and dynamos, or trees and animals from
being struck by dangerous lightning discharges. The
answer is, in the writer's opinion, that the e. m. f. available

for driving a current through the body to be protected must
be reduced btlow the dangerous point, or below that at

which either a dangerously powerful heating or shocking
current, or a dangerously powerful spark, can be delivered

throught the circuit of which the body to be protected
forms a part.

It Is obvious that this end may be accomplished in two
ways only—viz , by interposing in the circuit which it is

designed to protect a high resistance, or by shunting the

circuit by means of a conductor of such low resistance, that

the shunted current lowers the e. m. f. at the terminals of

the body or instrument to be protected below the danger
point. Possibly an example taken from practical electrical

engineering work will make this clear.

Suppose that you have an electrical pumping plant which
is being worked at an e. ra. f. in the mains of 300 volts or
thereabouts, and you wish to run incandescent lamps on
the same circuit; you have only 100-volt lamps, and the
problem is therefore to use these lamps without overheating
them. The problem, of :ourse, is a very simple one. Vou
either use three of the lamps in series, or where you can-

not use three lamps together within any reasonable dis-

tance, you introduce an artificial resistance between one
main and one terminal of the lamp. In cither case you
use up the surplus 200 volts by introducing the additional

resistance, reducing the e. m. f. at the terminals of the

lamp to the figure you require. 100 volts, thereby only
allowing the proper current to pass through it. But you
might also have accomplished the object by causing a large

current to pass through the mains and through another
branch circuit, the current passing being of sufficient mag-
nitude to reduce the voltage at the terminals of the lamp to
the same figure as above—viz., 100 volts—by reason of
the charge made upon the initial c. m. f. present for the
passage of this current through the mains, in opposition to

their electrical resistance.

Take the resistance of the mains between the terminals
of the dynamo and those of the motor at one ohm. and the
normal working current as 20 amperes; the c. m, f. at ihc
terminals of the dynamo being 320 volts, giving '\oo voits
at the terminals of the lamp. Now bridge across ihc mains
at a point near where you require the lamp wiifa a shunt,
having a resistance of 1.5 ohms, which will allow of ihe
passagc of a current of 200 amptres. Making use of ihc
usual formula, E = C -f- K. we find that ihc passage of this
current through the mains absorbs 200 volts, and the
e. m. f. at the point where the shunt is connected, while
the shunt current is passing, will be only 100 volts.

The above is, of course, only a hypothetical case, though
it might occur under such conditions as ihc waste of
power in the mains being of no consideration even when
of the large magnitude described, and the snunt curcuit
might be represented by a motor using that current.
Such a case might also arise from defective ergireeriDg.
The example, whether hypothetical or practical, iliustraics
the two methods that rule for protecting life and
property from the current of a high tension supply, or
from lightning.

The first method, the introduction of an artificia! resist-

ance into the circuit, is that usually adopted by attendants
upon high tension dynamos, when they place a piece of
dry wood near the machine to stand upon while they are
oiling, etc., when the machine is running- The second
plan is the one that has hitherto been adopted almost
universally in the matter of lightning conductors, but
which, as the writer understands the matter, Dr. Oliver
Lodge says is wrong.
The first plan is also ob%*iously one that could be adopted

in case of being caught in a thunderstorm. If one knew
where to stand upon a piece of close reck, which itself

stood upon ground that did not hold moisture readily, one
would have accomplished the object sought after—viz., by
introducing an artificial resistance into the circuit,

lessened the chances of a dangerous current passing
through one.

It will be evident, however, that whichever plants
chosen the return path is a matter of considerable impor-
tance. In the example that has been chosen the return
path Is a cable or other conductor; and the question will

arise here, Is a return path necessary in the case of light-

ning? The writer maintains that lightning requires a
path for redistribution of its charge, for the expenditure
of its stored energy, just as much as either an electric

light supply system requires one, or a frictional electrical

machine does. But consider, first, what would be the
effect of having a return path of high resistance in the case
where you propose to take off a powerful shunt current for

any purpose. Vour high resistance return path will pre
vent your doing it, because you will be unable to get the
necessary strength of current through.

It must be remembered that in dealing with proleclion
from lightning the two classes of cases must be kept quite
distinct. If an object is already protected, by the fact that

from Its position a high resistance is offered to any current
that can be sent through it from a thundercloud, it re-

quires no other. But, on the other hand, if the object to
be protected stands in such a position that the natural re-

sistance offered to the current that would be sent through
it from a thunder cloud is not sufficient to protect it under
all circumstances, and it becomes necessary to protect it

by the other plan, then the high resistance of the return
path is an obstacle in the way of accomplishing this. And
it is here that the necessity for good, very good earth,

appears to the writer to come in.

What is the return path. or. if it be preferred, the path
for redistribution of the charge on a thunder cloud? The
charge would, as already stated, probably be formed in

I he process of the formation of the clond itself, and by
friction with the atmosphere as it sailed over the earth.
Whence did this charge comt? Evidently principally from
the moisture in the surrounding atmosphere, a little from
the air itself. But the fact of a charge of electricity

having been taken from the atmosphere between the cloud
and the earth would cause a current from the earth, and
from buildings, animals, chimneys, etc., producing ihc
phenomena we know to exist—viz., the charge of an oppo-
site name on those portions of the earth's surface, and the
objects upon it, immediately under the cloud. When a
redistribution takes place it can only be by means of cur-
rents passing through the conductors present-. The
method of redistribution will, of course, depend upon the
conditions ruling at the time. Thus the effect of the
discharge of one cloud might be neutrafi?,ed by the prcs
ence of another, and the disch.arge of the clcud might lake
place, not to any object upon the earth, but to another
cloud, in which case quite a different set of conditions
would be set up. Again, the cloud might not discharge at

aM in the neighborhood where it was generated and where
it acquired the major portion of its charge.

In any case, ho^-evcr. whatever the cause^f the redis-

tribution, it could only take place by conduction. Now,
consider, if this true, what it mc.ins. It docs not mcjn
tliot only metals, or the inside of chimney shafts, or wet
trees, or animals will take part in the redistribution, but
that these and every other body which lies in the path of
the e. ni. f. present will take its proportion of current
according to Ohm's law— ;.(-., in inverse proportion to their

resistances. It should be mentioned here that there will

probably be electromagnetic induction between ditTcrcnt

portions of the discharging or redistributing current, when
passing through the eaitb, rocks, trees, or any other body,
just as there will be between the different portions passing
through a I'ghtning rod. There will also be electrolysis

set up at different points, both giving rise to counter c. m.
f.'s, and the current passing in any path will be ruled by
the final e. ni. f. available for overcoming the resistance

of that path, after allowing for these counter e. m. f.'s, just

as the current passing in .-in electric motor would.
Now it will be evident that as the mass of the earth's

crust takes part very largely in this redistribution or dis-

charge, whichever it is called, the current passing in any
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part of that crust will depend upon two things only—the

formation of the crust at that particular point and the

surface contract between the principal conductor leading

to the ground.
Take, for instance, a broad, deep river, such as the

Thames, or the Mersey; the resistance offered by the river

to the discharging or redistributing current must be small,

provided the contact made between it and, say. the end of

a conductor leading to it is large. On the other hand, the

resistance offered by a hard, impervious rock will be light.

But. as is well known, if the contact with the river is very

small, the resistance offered to the current may be high;

while even in the case of a hard rock, if we could obtain a

large enough surface contact, the resistance might be re-

duced to moderate dimensions.

But how does this affect the question of the lightning

discbarge? In the writer's opinion the question is affected

by these matters, because in all cases of discbarge or re-

distribution, it is along these paths that the current which

carries out the redistribution must flow.

There is a difference of potential between one end of the

cloud and one part of the earth, but there is also, by reason

of that difference of potentisl. a further tension between

the same part of the earth and neighboring portions, and

no matter how the result may come—either by sparking

from the cloud to some object on the earth's surface, by

sparking from cloud to cloud, by silent discbarge between

cloud and surrounding objects, or by the cloud movicg on

—whenever a redistribution does take place it necessitates

currents passing between the parts of the earth, or the ob-

jects on it, that are at different potentials,and these currents

must pass through the earth's crust, the objects on it, and

through the surrounding atmosphere in accordance with

the laws already stated.

Now examine the case of a lightning conductor attached

to a high building or to a mill chimney. What position

does it occupy with reference to the charged cloud over*

head?

It is perhaps as well to explode the old idea that the

conductor is able to attract all the charge to itself. The
lightning rod forms merely one of many paths open to the

discharging or redistributing current. Each of the chim-

neys of the building, with their soot linings, forms another

part. The stone or brickwork of which the building or

chimney is composed forms other paths, mainly on account

of the moisture held in them.

If the lightning conductor is able to protect the building

to which it is attached, it will be because the additional

path formed by it for the discharging current has reduced

the e.m.f. available below the point at which it can do

other mischief.

But if it is to do that, obviously it must be arranged to

carr}' the largest possible current away. Obviously, also,

the only way in which this can be accomplished is by mak-

ing the conductor form a portion of a path of low resist-

ance, and how is this to be done except by connecting it

by means of a large surface contact with the mass of the

best conductors to be found in the earth's crust where the

conductor joints it— in other words, by making good earth

as electrical engineers understand the term.

The lightning current will not mind ploughing up a few

yards of earth when it reaches ground, but there is no

reason that it should be allowed to do so if it can be

avoided, as it can by making a good earth connection.

A good earth would, of course, mean, if available, the

bed of a river, wide and deep, connection being made to

the water by means of a large metal plate. But, it is re-

plied, if good eanh. as you call it. will do the trick, why
are buildings struck where the conductors have good
earth? Whj- is a poor sheep struck in the open, standing

upon wet ground? Surely he is making good earth? What
about side flashes also? Where does good earth come in

there? The answer is, and it had better be faced at orce,

that unless the number of conductors is much multiplied,

in t'oe case of large buildings, each conductor making
good earth, and, if possible, a separate earth, unless the

bed of a large river is available, it is impossible to abso-

lutely insure protection from lightning. But while it is

impossible to insure absolute protection from lightning,

just as it is impossible to insure immunity from many
other things, the one thing that will tend, and the only

thing that will tend to protect from lightning is the multi-

plication before described, all the conductors being well

earthed.

It is obvious, of course, that where good earth is ob-
Caioable fewer conductors are necessary than where it is

not. The reason why this is the only plan available is that

which has been already mentioned—viz . that the conductor
only forms one prath of many open to the discharging cur-

rent, and that it only protects if it is able to reduce the

e.m.f, present between the cloud, or the conductor
when struck, and sunounding objects below danger point.

In the case of a large square building, it might very possi-

bly happen that portions of its roof would be at different

potentials, from the very fact of the existence of a con-
ductor on one side; and though oncsidc might be efficiently

protected by the conductor placed there, ihcrc might be a

dangerous c.m.i. still existing after discharge between
another part of the cloud and some other part of the build-

ing. The remedy is obviously, multiply conductors and
eanh them all separately. The same reasoning applies to

side tlashes- They arc due to the existence of an e.m.f.

between the conductor while carrying out its office of dis-

charging or redistributing, and the object to which the

flash passes, which the conductor has not been able to

kill.

It shoald be noted, however, that side flashes cannot
uke place except to objects which form part of a circuit of

sacb resistance that a current can pass through this path,
iccladinv thf. air 'ipace over which ihe flash parses. Gas
bra 'jpicnls of side

fla :: in connection
wi"

'

. :; in 'he ground,
forniir-g iioo- ri.-:h, -;;ori: i«t;. i p^th as has l>ccn de-
scribed. The remedy is, as before, multiply the lightoiDg

conductors, and apply the high resistance method to the

gas-pipes and other possible recipients. Place them as far

from the path of discharge as you can.

The case of animals and trees being struck in the open

field arises from the fact that there is no discharging path

near, and therefore a dangerous e.m.f. is present, the

actual path of the discharge being determined by special

condi ions in each case.

The remedy would be here, as in other cases, to fix a

number of conductors about a field where animals grazed

during thunder weather, always getting as good earth as

possible. A similar plan would probably protect valuable

plantations of forest trees.

In conclusion, the writer would point, in confirmation of

his views, to the comparative immunity of towns from the

effect of lightning discharges, and he attributes this im-

munity to the fact that so many paths are open for the dis-

charge of the thundercloud. Most of them have a high re-

sistance, and do not make good earth, but their infinite

multiplication gives the same result,even to the good earth,

in another form. Suppose, for instance, the resistance of

the column of smoky hot air, soot-lined chimney, fire-grate,

and foundation together amount to r.oooohms, a thousand

such paths will bring the resistance to only one ohm;
while in the case of a very large city, the combined re-

sistance of ail the paths open to the discharging current

would be very small indeed.

The writer would also point lo the fact thatlhough
lightning has frequently been seen in the workings of a

mine, and has often pulled down colliery chimneys, and
done damage at the pit bottom, no damage has ever been

done by it in the mine itself, the coal, rails, etc ,
acting as

conductors to distribute the charge, and the damage done

at the pit bottom being due to the sudden break from a

conductor of low resistance to one of high resistance,

without good surface contact—without, in fact, a good
connection to earth.

The writer has not touched upon the static side of the

question, but it is obvious that most of the remarks given

above apply equally, whether the matter be looked at from
the electrostatic or electro-dynamic point of view. Each
conductor, each body that will or does conduct, not only

does so, but it dissipates a portion of the charge from the

electrostatic capacity of the condenser or condensers, of

which it forms a part; and this is surely an argument for

getting the conducting surface lo which the discharging

current is conveyed as large as possible. That is getting

good earth.

It should perhaps be noted that the office of goot/

"earth" would be very well filled by the congregation to-

gether of a number of large masses of metal, in more or

less good connection, electrically speaking, such as a large

town built entirely of iron—a thing which may perhaps

one day come to pass. Failing this, however, our next

best substitute is the earth's crust, solely on account of its

large proportions, and this is only available where we can

get good connection to the principal conductor in it, the

moisture that is always present.

has also been perfected by the election of O. E. Cozzens

of th^ Amalt'U} Ehclridaii as president, and E. G. Carter

of the Electric Supply company as corresponding secretary.

CORRESPONDENCE.

American Street Railway Association.

The rate of a fare and a third has been allowed to dele-

gates and all others, including members of their families.

in attendance at the tenth annual meeting of the American

Street Railway association, which will be held in Pittsburg,

Pa., October 21 to 23, 1S91, by the following associa-

tions, namely: Boston Lines Passenger, Central Traffic,

New York and New Englacd Passenger, Southern Pas-

senger and Trunk Liues; also on the Chicago & Alton

railroad from all points in the state of Illinois. Michigan

is excepted from the Central Traffic association. This

covers nearly all the territory of the United States, with

the exception of that controlled by the Western Passenger

association.

Consolidation of Telegraphers' Societies,

The third annual session of the grand lodge of the Broth-

erhood of Telegraphers was held in St. Louis last week,

Grand Master Telegrapher Mortimer D. Shaw presiding.

At the second day's se,ssion Eugene V. Debbs, of the Broth-

erhood of Locomotive Firemen, made an address. He
pointed out the methods and advantages of amalgamation

of the Order of Railway Telegraphers and the Brother

hood of Telegraphers. Mr. Debbs is a member of the

supreme council of the federated railway orders, to which

the amalgamated body will be admitted. After a confer-

ence between the grand officers of the two organizations, a

report favorable to the amalgamation was presented and

adopted.

Chicago Amateur Electric Society.

The first regular meeting of the society was held at the

Grand Pacific Hotel on Thursday evening, Sept. 17, about

fifty bright young men being in attendance. Theorganiza-

taiion was completed by the election of an instructor, the

balance of the officers having been provided for by the

constitution and by-laws. The president is W. II. Kopp,

now employed in a city bank, and the secretary is E. G.

Arnold, who is with the Chicago Telephone company.

After such societies have been organized throughout the

country it is proposed that a report shall be made to a

national organization to be known as the American

Association of Amateur Electricians, which organization

New York Notes.

New York, Sept. 19—The Rapid Transit commission-

ers have at labt given up their summer outings.and now seem

more inclined to settle down to work and give lo the public

something definite in regard to the construction of the

Broadway line. The reports of the four consulting engi-

neers have been handed in, but no io^mediate decision will

be given. Mr. Steinway said that the reports received had

given the commissioners much important light upon the

rapid transit problem, and that they would be of great value

in dec"ding upon methods of construction. Daily sessions

will begin next Tuesday for the consideration of the reports,

and perhaps by the end of the week some of the plans may
be made public. The two plans under consideration are

those of W. E. Worthen and W. B. Parsons, the former's

plan involving the construction of four tracks on one level,

and the latter's favoring double decked tunnels, with two

tracks on each deck. It is probable that a combination of

the two plans will be recommended by the commission.

A general meeting of the Telephone Subscribers' Pro-

tective association of Baltimore was held in that city on

Wednesday to take steps to inaugurate its fall campaign

against the Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone company.

It will make its main contest before the legislature, and in

the meanwhile will do all it can to decrease the number of

telephones in use in the city. The contest is over an in-

crease of price for telephone service.

David G. Weems of rapid transit fame will have to look

to his laurels. The New "\'ork Central railroad has made

a trip from this city to Buffalo, upon which a mile was run

inside of fifty seconds. It is intended to provide a swift

service for travel, and it is expected that this company will

run the fastest train in the world. It is to average at least

55 miles an hour for about 441 miles.

The scheme which was proposed some time ago for

electric street railways which shall open up the interior of

Sta'.en Island is rapidly taking shape. It is stated that

the old bankrupt Staten Island Belt Line street railway

will soon be equipped with the electric system.

At the opening of the Brooklyn Jockey club races at

Gravesend on Monday a very curious spectacle was wit-

nessed in the war between the racetrack keepers and the

Western Union Telegraph company, which was actively

endeavoring to get the news for the pool-sellers in the city.

Ail imaginable sorts of devices- and signs were brought

into play in order to convey to confederates outside the

results of each race as it was run. The results of some

races were sent away from the tracks by carrier pigeons,

others by motions made with palm-leaf fans and straw

hats. Pinkerlon's detectives were kept very busy looking

out for the many dodges and games which were being

worked upon the Jockey club officials. The Jockey club

came out ahead, though.

The fifty-ninth meeting of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers, and the first of the present season,

will be held at 12 West Thirty-first street. New York, on

next Tuesday evening. A paper will be presented by

Prof. Harris J. Ryan of Cornell University, "On the Re-

lation of the Air Gap and the Shape of the Poles to the

Performance of Dynamo-electric Machinery."

A great many novel things emanate from New York,

but an incident of life in this great city that occurred on

last Monday is of more than usual interest. The story is

interesting. Not because it was about an employe of an

electrical company, the Mutual District Telegrapli com-

pany, but because it was about a messenger boy who was

different from all other messenger boys. Christopher

Murphy is his name, and the tale should go on record in a

Chicago paper, for such boys usually turn up sooner or

later in a western city.

Murphy was sent to cash a check, and return with the

money. There arc two villains in the story, and these ac-

costed the lad as he entered the bank, '"What have you

got there, sonny?'' asked one of the suspicious-looking gen-

tlemen. "Oh, I've got a bulloon. What did you think I

had?"

Thih was the first chapter.

In the second Murphy is attacked and robbed.

But the future (^hicagoan makes his mark in the last.

Accompanied by one of Inspector BjTnes' staff, the boy

pursued the villains and brought them to justice.

Somebody said the telegraph company would reward

Murphy, but there is no authentic information rtl.ilivu to

the correctness of the rumor. V . L. P.
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PERSONAL.
W. p. Swarts, M. E. , for several years with Fraser ^'t

Chalmers. Chicago, is now general superintendent of the

New Jersey and Pennsylvania Concentrating Works at

Ogden, N. J.

The friends of Harry W. Turner, manager of the Hel-

ena, Mont., orfice of the Northwest Tliomson- Houston
Electric company, are congratulating him on his marriage

to Miss Mamie N. I-eBeau, which occurred on September
7ih in St. Paul, Minn. Mr. and Mrs. Turner will make
their home in Helena.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Electric Construction company, Roanoke, Va. ; capital

stock, $300,000; electric railway construction.

Peninsular Electric Light and Power company, New-
port News, Va. ; capital stock, $100,000; eleclric light and
motor power.

Oswego Electrical company, Oswego, Kan. ; capital stock,

$50,000; lo supply light and heat by electricity through or

by electrical appliances.

Algiers Ice Manufacturing company, New Orleans. La.;

capital stock, $50,000; to mannfaclure ice and operate

waterworks and electiic lights.

Harvard Electric Light and Power company. Harvard,

III.; capital stock, iflis.ooo; furnishing electric light, heat

and power; A. E. Young. Harvard. Ill,

Fredonia Electric Light, Heat and Power company,
Fredonia, N. Y.; capital stock. $30,000; manufacture and
use electricity for light, heat and power.

Rowe Manufacturing company, Portland, Me.; capital

stock, :^5oo,ooo; to manufacture and deal in electric lamps
of all kinds; Clarence Hale, Portland, Me.

Field's Electric Light company. Morris. III.; capital

stock. $15,000; to furnish electric light to the inhabitants

of the city of Morris; E. L. Clover, Morris. III.

Kensington Elec[ric Street Railway company, Kensing-
ton, Allegheny county. Pa.; capital stock. $12,000; operat-

ing a street railway; Henry Alles, Pittsburg, Pa.

Shawnee and Stratisville Light company, Shawnee,
Ohio; capital stock, $25,000; furnishiog electricity for

light, heat and power; D. L. Sleeper, Athens, Ohio.

Madisonville Electric Light and Power company,
Madisonville, Ohio; capital stock, $30,000; furnishing
electric light, heat and power; F. R. Lindsiey, Cincinnati,

Ohio.

Carthage Electric Light & Power company, Carthage.
III.; capital stock, $10,000; to purchase, erect, maintain
and operate an electric light and power plant; John F.

Scott, Carthage, III.

Dayton Fan and Motor company, Dayton. Ohio; capital

stock, $20,000; manufacturing, purchasing, selling and
dealing in ventilating fans, water and electric motors, etc.

;

W. Belville. Dayton, Ohio.

People's Gas and Electric company, Chillicothe. Mo.;
capital stock, $50,000; to locate, construct, purchase and
maintain gas and electric woiks in the city of Chillicothe;

S. E. Hovey, Chillicothe, Mo.

Randall Street & Electric Car Manufacturing com-
pany, Kittery, Me.; capital stock, $50,000; manufacturing
and dealing in street and electric railway cars; William F.
Miller, 13 Doane street, Boston, Mass.

Portsmouth Electric and Power company, Portsmouth,
Ohio; capital stock, $10,000; constructing and operating a
street railway and furnishing electrical power in Ports-

mouth; Floyd L, Smith, Portsmouth, Ohio.

Defiance Light and Power company, Defiance. Ohio,;
capital stock, $100,000; supplying gas and electricity

for fuel, light and power; constructing an electric street

railroad, etc.; W. H. Hubbard, Defiance, Ohio.

J. C. Chambers Electric Sanitarium and Supply
company, Detroit, Mich.; capital stock, $50,000; manu-
facture and sale of electrical, medical and surgical supplies
and appliances; J. C. Chambers, Detroit, Mich.

Waterloo Electric Light and Power company, East St,

Louis, III.; capital stock, $10,000; build and maintain am
electric light and power plant and waterworks in Waterloo',,

111.; Daniel Noyes Kirby, 421 Olive street, St. Louis, Mo*.

Elgin Electric Heating company, Elgin, 111.; capilaf

stock. $io,OQo; to manufacture machinery, implements
and apparatus for applying heat for mechanical purposes
and heating by electricity; liotsford ^^ Wayne, Elgin. 111.

Dow Adjustable Light company, Boston, Mass ; capital

st )ck. $5,000; to manufacture, buy, sell and deal in adjust-

able drop lights, electrical appliances, mechanical appli-

ances, mechanical and artistic novelties and useful pro-
ductions.

Thomson-Houston Electric Light and Power company,
Sharon, Mercer county, Pa, ; capital stock, $30 000;
manufacturing and supplying light, heat and power, etc,
to the borough of Sharon, Mercer county. Pa.; A. W.
Williams, Sharon, Pa.

Holekamp, Grady & Moore Instrument company. St.

Louis, Mo.; capital itock, $10,000; to manufacture and
deal in physicians' supplies, surgical and electrical inslru

ments, etc.; Rudolph Schulcnburg, Si.\th and Market
streets, St. Louis, Mo.

City of Oklahoma Light, Manufacturing, Canal
and Water Power company, Jersey City, N. J.; capital
stock. ^;i5o,ooo; to manufacture light and either illumi-

nating or heating gas; Frank L. Clark, 43 Montgomery
street. Jersey City. N. J.

Washington Illuminating company, Washington, la.;

capital stock, $50,000; operating gas and electric light plant

in Washington. la.; E E. Evcrson, Washington, ia.

Citizens' Electric Street Railway company, Zanesvillc,

Ohio; capital stock, $150,000; constructing and operating

a street railroad in Zanesville and vicinity, to be operated

by any motive power selected by the company; K. H.
McFarland, Zanesvillc, Ohio.

ELECTRIC LIGHT.

An electric light plant is talked of at Towson, Md.

It is proposed to put an electric light plant in the capilol

building at Charleston, W. Va.

Contract has been let for the erection of a building for

the city electric lighting plant of Wheeling, W, Va.

Wires have already been laid down by the Siam Electric

Light company in Bangkok, and it is reported that the

arrangemgents for lighting will shortly be completed.

The Watsonville, Cal., Electric Light & Water company
will increase its plant by purchasing a Thomson-Houston
650 light incandescent machine and an engine and boiler

of 50 horse power capacity.

Comptroller May has notified City Electrician Barrett of

Chicago that the part of the city appropriation set aside

for extending electric lights is exhausted, and that no more
po5ts can be put up until more money can be had.

The Newnan, Ga., Light & Power company has closed

contracts for an Edison plant with capacity for 6co incan-

descent and 40 arc lights. The company has a 15 year

contract to light the city at not less than $2,800 per year.

St. John, N. E., is said to be the most brilliantly

lighted city in Canada. There are five central stations,

employing the Thomson-Houston, Brush, Fort Wayne
and Edison systems. The rates are low, and electric

lights are very generally used. The city corporation has

also a plant of its own.

It is worthy of note that naval search lights of French
make hold the highest rank the world over and command an
almost exclusive use in all the great navits.

The famous firm of Sautter, Lemonnier & Co., of

Paris has ceased to exist in name, although its successor,

Sautter, Ilarle & Co.. maintains its reputation. This
firm has sent to the exhibition at Moscow the most important
collection on view in the section devoted to electricity and
its application.

According to the Buffalo Courier, James F. McElroy
of Albany, N. Y., has devised a new dynamo for train

lighting. This machine is designed for attachment to the

forward axle of a locomotive, current being supplied from
secondary batteries when the train is stationary. It is

claimed that the whole machine will not weigh over 300
pounds, and will be completely incased in an iron jacket, so
that snow, rain, or dust will have no effect on it. It will

run for weeks, it is said, without any attention whatever,

and will require only a little oiling occasionally.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Operations will begin soon for the erection of an electric

Toad at Kokomo, Ind.

It is stated that an electric road will be built between
Carrollton and Sparta, Ky.

The North and South street railway of Rome, Ga., will,

it is reported, be changed to the electric system.

The Austin, Tex.. Rapid Transit Railway company has
increased its capital stock from $200,000 to $350,000.

The people of Cairo, 111., are greatly pleased with their

new electric railway, which is operated on the Westing-
house system.

It is said that the cable cars of San Diego. Cal., are

supplied with electric push buttons, by which the gripman
is notified when to stop.

The Baltimore Union Passenger Railway company has,

it is stated, completed the equipping of two miles of its

Toad with the Thomson- Houston electric system.

The North Baltimore Passenger Railway company has,

it is stated, secured the entire line of the Powhatan street

railway, and proposes operating part of the road by elec-

tricity.

The Market Square and South Side railway of Kno.wille.

Tenn., is to be extended to Middlebrook Park, a distance

of five miles. Electricity will be used as the motive

power.

The New Orleans & Carrollton Railroad company will

again petition the city council of New Orleans for a fran-

chise to operate its Carrollton line by the overhead electric

system.

The Chattanooga, Tenn., & Northside Street Railway
company has, it is stated, commenced the extension of

its tlectrical railroad to the foot of Walden's Kidge at

Morrison Springs.

The survey of the proposed eleclric road from lone City.

Cal., to Sutter Creek, a distance of twelve miles, has just

been completed. This line will connect all the principal

towns along the "mother lode" in Amador county.

In answer to the recent demand of the citizens in the

AVest I'-nd, Pittsburg, an electric road is to be built from
that section to the heart of the city, It is expected that

the present Pittsburg & West End Railway company
will build the new line, which will be extended lo cover a
large suburban district.

Ex Mayor I. ^^ Wcsion of Grand Rapids, .Mich., is

very- proud of that city's electric railway system. To a
Chicago reporter he said: "It is owned,' cvcr>- dollar's
worth of it. by Chicago capitalists, and the syndicate has a
thirty year franchise. One tine will be completed .Sept. i,

i3g2, and wc will then have forty-iive miles of road ex-
tending in every direction."

The Dandridge. New Market ^^ Indian Cave Rapid
Transit Railway company, of Dandridge. Tenn, , has been
chartered with W. F. Park, president; J. D. Robinson, of
Knoxville, general man.agcr, and C, C. Willis, cnsioccr.
A surveying corps, in charge of W. C. Cro«r, h.is com-
menced surveying the route. The road will, it is under-
stood, be operated by electricity. The capital stock is

$200,000.

An interesting report, showing the cost of operation for
the eight months ended July i, iSgi, has been issued by
the Rochester, N. V., Railway company. From the
records it appears that in the eight months three cars cost
nothing for repairs; 33 cars cost less than %i. each.
averaging $2.49: lO cars cost between $5 and $10.
averaging $6,90; three cars cost between $10 and $15,
averagmg $12.92; seven cars cost between $15 and $:ro.

averaging $17.05; 2 cars cost between $20 and ^25,
averaging $22.02; 4 cars cost between $25 and $30,
averaging $27.1 1, and 3 cars cost over $30, averaging
$3'^;2. The average of the repairs properly chargeable
to cars is $8.97 or $.0009 per car mile. The cost of
material is $21 46 per car or $.0022. This is a remarkable
record, and is creditable alike to the Short company, whose
system is used, and to the Rochester Railway company.

Theodore Bacon, a leading member of the bar at

Rochester. N. Y., and a member of the famous Bacon
family of Connecticut, bad this to say of electric railways

in France lo a Rochester Post Express leporter: * One is

at Bresse. It is half a mile long and has one car, which is

run by a storage battery. The road is experimental in

character and does no business worth mentioning. The
other road that I saw is a beautifully equipped and largely

patronized one at Cleremont-Ferrand in the province of
Auvergne. It employs the overhead system and extends
to two of the suburbs. The gauge is narrower than that

of our roads and the cars are shorter and lighter. It dif-

fers from our system in many respects, but the differences

for the most part are too technical lo be of interest to any
one but a specialist." Mr. Bacon, it may be mentioned,
is a member of the same law firm as John N. Beckley, the

newly elected president of the New York State Street

Railway association.

Following is a list of the roads equipped entirely or in

part by the Short Electric Railway company, of Cleveland,

O.: Watervliet Turnpike & Ry. Co., Albany. N. Y.

;

Battle Creek Street Ry. Co.. Battle Creek. Mich.; Brad-
dock Electric Ry. Co., Braddock, Pa.; Bristol Belt Line
Ry. Co.* Bristol, Tenn.; Coney Island & Brooklyn R. R.

Co., Brooklyn, N. Y ; Broadway ^S; Xewburg Street R. R.
Co., Cleveland, O ; Brooklyn Street R. R. Co.. Cleveland,

O.; South Covington -S: Cincinnati Street Ry. Co.. Cov-
ington. Ky., Georgetown & Tenallytown Ry. Co. George-
town, D. C; Harvey Transit company. Harvey, UK;
Fred T. Evans, Hot Springs. S. Dak.; Huntington Elec-

tric Light & Street Ry. Co.. Huntington. W. Va.; Ciri-

zens' Street R. R. Co., Indianapolis, Ind.; Jamestown
Street Ry. Co , Jamestown. N. Y.; Johnstown Passenger
Railway company, Johnstown, Pa.; Lincoln Street Ry.
Co., Lincoln, Neb. ; Central Passenger Railway Co..

Louisville. Ky. : Muskegon Railway Co.. Muskegon, Mich.;
Pittsburg & Birmingham Traction Co.. Pittsbuig, Pa ;

Pittsburg Traction company, Pittsburg. Pa.; Schuylkill

Electric Railway company, Pottsville. Pa ; Rochester
Electric Railway Co., Rochester, N. Y. ; Rochester Rail-

way company, Rochester, N. Y. ; West End Street Kail-

way company. Rockford, III.; Lindell Railway company,
St. Louis. Mo.; Wilkesbarre ^^ Wyoming Valley Traction

Co., Wilkesbarre, Pa.

TELEGRAPH.
At the last meeting of the Western Union directors .1

regular dividend of ij per cent, was declared. The report

for the quarter showed an estimated surplus of $6So.207.

with a total surplus of $12,0979^5. C. P. Huntington,

who rarely appears at these gatherings, was present.

The United States steamer Albatross will at once pro-

ceed to make surveys for a cable from San Francisco lo

Honolulu. In view of the unsettled condition of alTairs on
the Hawaiian Islands the need of telegraphic communica-
tion with San Francisco is becoming more and more ap-

parent.

It is reported from Halifax. N. S., that a dispatch has

been received from Canso. which stated that the cable be-

tween Canso and St. Pierre had parted. The only line

between the points above mentioned is that owned by ihc

French .Vllanlic Cable company. The comp.iny denies

the truth of the statement.

News comes by a late steamer ihai over 20,000 people

assembled at Lung Chow in the Chinese province of

Hunan recently to prevent workmen from putting up
telegraph lines. Ten thousand poles were burned and the

men were driven over the bound.iry. A society has betn

formed to keep the telegr.iph out. and a mob Is still on

the w.itch, Great apprehension is felt by the inhabitants

of the border districts In Hupci.

According to a press dispatch from San Francisco, a

Mr. Ashe of thai city recently secured a verdict for
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Si 51.60 for damages and costs for the non-delivery of a

telegram by the AVestern Union company. The plaintiff

gave a dinner party and supplemented one of his invita-

tions by a telegraphic notification of the hour. The guest

did not arrive, and explained the fact by staling that he

had not received the message. The suit against the com-

pany resulted.

TRADE NEWS.
Catalogue No. i of Post & Co., 215 and 217 West

Fourth street, Cincinnati, manufacturers of and dealers in

electrical supplies, is useful, comprehensive and conven-

iently gotten up.

The New York Insulated Wire company, through Geo.

H. Meeker, its western manager, is now shipping from its

store, 7S, So, S2 Franklin street, quantities of Vulca wire

ducts, elbows, couplings, and the we!! known Grimshaw
white core wires, etc.

F. P. Little .S: Co., Buffalo, have just closed a contract

with the "Broezel" House of that city for wiring for Soo

lights, including two arcs, two ThomsonHouston dynamos,

300 and 500 lights capacity, one 30 and one 50 horse power
Rice automatic engine, with the construction of the plant

complete.

The Gould Manufacturing company, Seneca Falls, N V.

,

has issued a new catalogue of triplex electric pumps and ap

plications of electrical pumping. This is not presented as

a complete treatise, but is intended to embody a representa-

tion of this company's standard triplex electric pumps and

their most common applications. Attention is called to

tables of tests of triplex electric pumps and motors show-

ing actual power consumed, relative efficiency, etc , under
different operating conditions.

A branch office of the Electric Gas Lighting company of

Boston has been opened at room 20 Lakeside building,

Chicago. Charles E. Lee. formerly with the Great Western
Electric Supply company and well known to the trade in the

West, will have charge of the office. The specialties of the

company include its own electric gas lighting apparatus, the

Tirrell gravity drop and the new Hub needle annunciators,

the Victor, Champion, Standard and Success electric bells,

and a general line of electrical supplies, including the

Samson (French) batter^', which is said to be the most
powerful and enduring open circuit battery in the world.

Mr. Lee will gladly answer all inquiries made in person or

b}' letter.

There are but few electrical men now-a-days who do not

use the typewriter to a greater or less extent. It has be
come a necessity in almost every office, and as a matter of

course the appearance in the market of a new machine
excites interest. It has been known for a considerable

time that the Merritt Manufacturing company of Spring-

field. Mass , was experimenting with a new type of

machine, which was intended to retain most of the advan-
tages of the pioneers in the field, while such defects as had
been developed in practical operation were avoided. The
moving spirit in the new enterprise was known to be the

Densmore family, which in the early history of the Rem-
ington machine, and one or two of its rivals, had taken an
important part in aiding very materially the development
of the typewriter idea. The Densmore machine is in fact

an evolution, a first cousin, so to speak, of the Remington.
It has the same style of key-board, including the double
letter arrangement, or "upper-case shift." The letters are
arranged practically the same, while the letter and line-

spacing devices are similar. This typewriter is also made
with the Caligraph style of key-board, to accommodate
those who are accustomed to that machine, the only differ-

ence in the machines being in the size and shape of the

frame, and the length of the type bars. There are, how-
ever, in the make-up of the machine a good many new
devices and radical departures, which cannot here be
spedfied in detail, but are nevertheless worthy of a careful

inspection.

BUSINESS.
The Star Iron Tower company of Fort Wayne, Ind.,

has just secured a contract for 40 towers al Grand Rapids,
Mich.

Kohler Eros. & Crier. 341 Rookery, Chicago, the

western representatives of H, T. Paiste of Philadelphia,

and of the Eddy Electric Manufacturing company, Wind-
sor. Coon., have tastefully decorated their office with
oniqac sample boards, and have also placed a handsome
exhibition in the Institute of liuilding Arts, 65 Washing-
ton street. On the West Side the firm has a large ware-
room for the storage of motors.

The electrical world and the users of batteries generally
should be interested in the new "Capsule battery" which
the Nassau Electrical company of 112 White street. New
York, is intro<Jndng, It is the smallest effective battery
CTcr constructe-i, the actual dimensions being 2ix;^jJ inches,

while it gives an electromotive force of over one volt,

ar.'! r» current of 2.20 amperes. It is perfectly dry, rc-

-ing, and never r/»lari7.cs. The door bell out-

ilarm thermometer, and pocket Faradic bat-
'---. .'jmpany arc worthy of attention.

The Interior Conduit and In.suIaMon company c:dls the
attention of architects, builders, owners, contractors and
others to the sncccssfal application of Us insulating con-
duits to speaking tube purposes. On account of the non-
Tibra*--" — - '

'
-: tube itself it serves to clearly

tran-- nces. the sound waves not being
'.T-.^: r'T'-jnant materials. It^i cheap-

with which it may be in-

Icrations. This company
_ ','; standard twin doubJerub-

ter coTid'JCior, besides many new finishing and fitting tools

for conduit tubes.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
459,013. Telegraphic Transmitting Apparatus. Morris

Martin, Maiden, Mass.

459.024. Mounting for Motors of Electric Cars. Sid-

ney H. Short, Cleveland, O.

459,070. Electrically Heated Wristband Ironer. Willis

Mitchell, Maiden, Mass.

459,oSS. Electric Light Fixture. Edwin T. Greenfield,

New York, N. Y.

459,100. Incandescent Electric Lamp. Edward P. Rob-
erts. Cleveland, O.

459. 0S9. Insect Guard for Bedsteads. Adolph Muller,

Adorf, Ger.

459 090. Controlling Mechanism. Charles P. Pratt,

New York, N. Y.

459,091. Mechanism for Dampers or Similar Valves.

John V. Stout, Easlon, Pa.

459,127. Electrode for Chairs. George W. Overall,

Memphis, Tenn.

459.143. Electro Therapeutic Truss. Hugh W. Mat-
thews, Chicago, III.

459.144. Electro Therapeutic Btlt. Hugh W. JIatthews,

Chicago, III.

459,16s. Support for Electric Conductors. George H.
Winslow. Pittsburg, Pa.

459,205. Telephone Receiver. James H. Howard, Med-
ford, IMass.

459.213. Hook or Crotch for Telephone Receivers.

James H. Howard, Medford, Mass.

459.214. Telephone. James H. Howard, Medford,
Mass.

459,219. Electric Switch- Lewis D. Castor, Philadel-

phia, Pa.

459.322. Electrically Operated Brush. Frederick A.
Lehmann, Washington. D. C.

459,229. Electric Elevator. Harry H. Blades, Detroit,

Mich.

459,236. Process of Purifying Brine. Caleb G. Collins,

Kearney, N J.

459.266. Hanger for Incandescent Lamps. Paul J.

Chassagne, Akron, O.

459,321. Fuse and Detonator. P. Ward and E. M. Greg-
ory, London, Eng.

459 323 Electric Contact Apparatus. Christian Weuste,
Duisburg, Ger.

459.366. Armature for Dynamo-Electric Machines or

Motors. Robert Lundeli, Brooklyn, N, Y.

459.267. Commutator Brush and Holder. Robert Lun-
deli, New York, N. Y.

459,36s. Commutator Cylinder and Method of Making
the Same. Robert Lundeli, New York, N. Y.

459. 37S Electric Conductor. Edwin D. McCracken,
Alpine, N. J.

459. 3S5. Flexible Electric Conductor. Ilosea W. Lib-

bey, Boston, Mass.

459,422. Dynamo Electric Machine and Motor. Elihu
Thomson, lynn, Mass.

This invention relates to a construction of field magnet .ind

armature cores for dynamo-electric machines or motors; and
the object of tlje invention is to secure the advantage of direct-
ing the magnetism through tne field-core or through both to-

'

gether in such a way that the line of magnetic force shall pass
in a direction more nearly diametrically across the armature,
and be less subject to diversion from this course by the circula-
tion of currents in the wire around the armature-core than has
hitherto been the case in such machinery.

459. -123. System of Electrical Distribution. Elihu
Thomson, Lynn, Mass.

The prime object sought to be secured by this invention is

virtually a changed relation of the effectiveness of the two
armature windings, which are inductively related Co each other
on the core. These armature windings normally would beara
relation which would produce a certain potential in one circuit

from a given potential in another circuit; but under load these
relations would have to be varied somewhat, in order to

compensate for ihedrop in potential both in the machine itself

and in the mains. Thus, for example, should the windings be
of equal potential or of equal effective length under certain
conditions, when the conditions of load were changed these
windings should become of greater or less effective length rela-

tively one to the other, and this cannot of course be done by
adding sections of wire. It must be done by adding magnetic
value to one winding and not to the other or reversing a m.Tp-
netic field which has been operating one direction on one of the
windings.

459.4'5- Motor Car Fender. Edward Tiemann, Chicago,
111.

459442. Till Aiarin. Henry Garrett, Dallas, Tex.

459.447. Fibrous Carbon Battery, James II. Robertson,
Ruthford, N. J.

This invent-on relates to batteries; and its object is, first, to
produce a battery at a less cost for a given capacity than has
hitherto been posftibic, and, second, lo have ic les-s subject tf>

polari?!alion than other batteries in which a single exciting ma-
terial JK used.

459.448, Telegraph Apparatus. William E. Sloan, John
E. Hughes, Orrin S. Reed, Chicago, III.

459.4'>5' Electric Switch. Boyd W. Allen, Boston.
Mass.
The object 0/ this invention iH lo secure both simplicity nnti

cconom/ in the manipulation of electric lampn, not singly, but
innumbcnt or series,

459.4S5' Trolley Wire Connection. Robert J. Caldwell,
Kochcstcr, N. V.

45'>.49'- Method of Making Plates for Secondary Bat-
teries, S. <l. C Curric, Philadelphia, Pa.

459,5o'-i, Dynamo-Electric Generator or Motor. John
lloduit, St. Ix>ui<i, Mo,

Thi« invention rclaten lo improvement* in electric inou-rn,
and ha« for iu object Ihc provision of an effective in-aor ojicr.it-

ingrilher with Hlrcrn-itini; Of conliniioii* nirrcnlt with Cfjiial

fa/;ility and effect, nnil wherein 1 lie itidtiiedor X-'oucnult eiirrcnl*
are loa Kf.it decree prevented, ihcrcby increiiiiinK the i»owcr
of ihemotw.

459.509. Conduit for ElectricWires. Henry W. Johns,
New York, N, Y.

This invention relates to a new and useful insulating tube or
conduit for electric wires intended especially for interior work,
and it consists in making a seamless flexible braided, knitted
or woven tube of a fireproof material, and so treating it that it

shall be water-proof, and preferably lining and covering it on
the inside and outside, one or buth, so that the wires may be
easily introduced, and also that the exterior may be hard and
firm, presenting a surface which may be readily painted or
otherwise decorated.

459.510. Electric Arc Lamp. Edward R. Knowles,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

This invention relates to improvements in electric arc lamps
of the class which is universal in its application— that is to
say, lamps which are practically and elTiciently operative on
either an arc, an incandescent or alternating current circuit, as
commonly known, or, in other words, what is electrically known
as direct and alternating current circuits.

459,514. Incandescent Electric Lamp Socket. John O.
Phillips, New York, N. Y.

459,523. Cable Bo,\ for Electric Wires. Jasper N. Kel
ler, Newton, Mass., John A. McCoy, Somerviile,

Mass.

459.535- Secondary Battery. Wm. L. Silvey, Lima, O.

459.536. Method of Manufacturing Hose. Chas. F.

Simon, Bristol, R. I.

459 5^0. Cutout. Frank Bryan, London, England.

459.572. Commutator-Turning Device. Arthur K.
Bonta, Hoboken, N. J.

459,533, Trolley Wheel. George E. Lewis, Seneca Falls,

N. Y.

459.59^- Electric Alarm System. John P. McMahon,
Jersey City, N. J.

The essential parts of the system are, first, a main circuit

having grounded branches In the protected building and in the
central office with suitable receiving instruments, which may
be in the central office; second, a signal box located at the
building protected; third, a circuit c-ntroller which may be of
the push button or other similar type of thermostats, such as
are shown in this patent; fourth, the system of wires connect
ing the circuit controllers with the signal box and with the
central office.

459.596- Mineral Drilling Machine. Elmer A. Sparry,

Chicago, III.

459,60s. Eiectric Push. John F. Wollensak, Chicago,

iii.

459,610. Dynamo-electric Machine. Edmond Desroziers,

Paris, France.

The object of this invention is to produce an armature for

multipolar dynamo-electric machines either of the disk or drum
form.

4^9,615. Annunciator. Foster Ritche, Highland Park,

111.

459.633. Railway SI gnal. Henry C. Horstmann, Naper-
ville, III.

The object of this invention is to provide a new and improved
electric signal for railway block systems arranged in such a
manner that a train entering a block causes the display of vis-

iable signals throughout the entire block, the signals indicating

the direction of the train.

459.663. Apparatus for Working Punkas. Henry E.

Walter of London, England.

Claim one reads:
*'The combination of a pendulum, a punka connected there-

with, an electro-magnet, a toothed arc of magnetic metal with
its teeth in proximity to the magnet poles, and contact mechan-
ism for completing a circuit through the coiU of the electro-

magnet as the magnet poles approach the summits of the teeth,

and for breaking the circuit as the poles are receding from
them."

459,67s. Electric Motor. John W. Davis, J. B. Far-

rington, New York, N. Y.

45g,6Si. Electric B;U. Cirlstian H. D^reawend, To-

ronto, Canada.

459,686. Insulator. Clarence L. Gerrard, Columbus, Neb.

Th's inv^niljT tiil.ilc; generally to insulators, and more par-

ticularly to trolley-wirj in-iulatori for electric railways.

459t'^Sg. Slide-Shoe Trolley. Sidney H Short, Cleve-

land, O.

459,695. Rheostat for Electric Motir Cars. Sidney H.
Short, Cleveland, O.

This invention relates to the construction and arrangement
on the car of the rheostat or resistances, of which more or less

i^i brought into circuit through t'.ie instrumentality of a contact-

board for regulating the intensity of the current supplied to

the propelling motor or motors.

459.704- Electric Fixture. Edwin T. Greenfield, New
York, N. Y.

This invention is directed p.irticul.irly to improvements in

switch or ceiling blocks which are used in th* art fur connecting
electric lights and kind.-cd translating devices to branch mains
running Into buildings and similar places.

459,705. Electric Light Fixtures. Edwin T. Greenfield,

New York, N. Y.

This invention Irt (li.'cctcd ]):irticuliirly lo switch devices for

use in connection with electric light and analogous electric cir-

cuits, and is desigmnl ii) take the place of the ordinary well-

known form of key iwilch, such iis is found in yonernl use in

connection with incandescent electric l,'imi)s.

459.7o6- Electric Snap-Switch. Gerald W. Hart, Kan-

sas City, Mo.

459,711. Fastener for Spring Jacks of Switch-Boards.

Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, III,

459,721. Safety Cut-out for Overhead Wires. Nicholas

Froloffand Wm. Subbotin, Boston, Mass.

Thin invention relntcs to trolley wirc5i and the means for sup-

plying the ^ninc with an electric current, the object being to «»

connect the trolley-wirc with the supply-wire that in the oc-

currence of a break in llic trolley-wire ifiere will be no leuk-

nyc in elcelrlcily, nor will there be any interruption in the (low

of the clcclririty in the trolley wire due to niich break nt iiiiy

p'/uil rdher than the point of fracture iind for Ji <Iefinilc dis-

tance each Hide of niieh point, nor will there be any danger of

• accident due to tlie («lling of n live wire.
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EUQENB E- FHILIJP3, Ptesidfent. W. H. Bawthr, ueo'y and EJectrfciaa.

AMEUICAl^ ELECTRICAL WOUKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Manufacturers of Patent Finiabed

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
Magnet Wire, Office and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covered

Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telepbona aod
Incandescent Cords.

FARADAY CABLES.
New York Office, 10 Cortlandt Street,

p. €. ACREaai&K* Ac«iu.

'

THE ""CZ-..^^ir" TTTI^E-
Insulation Guaranteed Wherever Used. Aerial Underground or Submarine.

RKCKIVKH'H »AI>F:. — Thorn Hon-Houe-
toii Electric LiKht company et a), vs. the
UuKhe8& Qawihrop corajjany et al. "So.

8*;*;, June term,lB91.
Ill ptireuance of a d»icree of tbo ';ourt of com-

mon piejifl No. 1 of Allet'lieny county, made on
lliy 2',fih (lay of Aueuet, WH, in ilie abov-entitN-fi
ca8e,ilie undersigned, receiver of the lIaKht:fB it

Gawthrop company, will expoee to putnlc sale

at the ofllniof said coinpany, corner of Fi'th Ave.
and Jlarket St., in the cifp of t itlebnrKO, Pa., on
Thureday, September i;4, l8'Jt, at in o'clock A. .M..

all the property of defondant company (except
accountH, blliB receivable umi coniracte In conret)

of completlOD) In manner following: <a; Oflice

farnlmre and fl-xlureB weparately
;
(h) all yuppllFB

and materialeionnected with annunciate r anO bell

work in lirilK; (c) all eupplleB and mat'^ lal con-
nected with and used in arc and incandeact^nt
lighting In hulk. TeriuBcaeb. For forlber par-
ticulars inquire of S. M. liAMILL. Receiver,

Iluphee & Ilacke Buildinp,
Fifth Ave. and Market St.. PirBhoru'b, I'a.

OEO P,HAMIT.TON,hlfl.\ttorney.li;tFourihAv.

SITUATION WANTED.
Wanted—Position as suptrinttndent of

electric station. Six years' experience In
the business as electrician and engineer,
and In the selling of machinery and In
constrtictlon work. The best of refer-

ences. Address " H. H. K.,"
Ci>re Wester;.- F.i.Ec-jEiciAy.

f^ O fL S.A.Xji'El.
New ID and 26 Light

Arc Dynamos and Lamps.
HIGH TENSION, CHEAP.

JAS, Mclaughlin, Mfg. Electrician,

50 -V. Clinton Kt., <lilraeo.

ExBerimentalffort in AnyiDg Electrical.

FREEMAN, COLEMAN & CO.,

In a letter from (lie lN>PECTnB of tim Boston Fire Underwriler's Union, under date of March ^J,

1886, he save: "A Thornuohiy Reliable and Desirable Wire in Every Renpect."

The rubber ueed In liiHiiiiLtlne our wires and cables in f pecially cbtsraically prepared, and la Guar-

enl^ed to be waterp'oof ano will not delerioraie. oxidize or crack nnd will remain flexible In eslieme

cold weather and not aJTected bv heat. The inenlation ia protected from mecbantcal Injury l)y one or

more braids and the whole slicked wllli Clark's Patent Compound, which 1b water, oil, acid, aul to a

very tireat estoat, ilr.i proof. Our Insulation will prove durable when all others fail. We are prepired

to famish Sini^le Wlr.'ti of all {,'au£;ea and diameter of insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Eb-c-

tricLlghls from atock. fables mude to order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
Gl and o:{ Hampshire Street. Boston, Klaes,

HBNRY A. CLARK, General MaiiaRBr. HERBERT U. KUSTIS, Electrician.

CHICAGO AGENTS: THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.. 320 Dearborn Street.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For Electrioal Parposea.

EUGENE MUNSELL& CO,
218 Water St,. Jien York.

C
BRASS

ASTINGS.
THE TURNER BRASS WORKS.

4 I,a>^ulle Avenue, Chicago.

J^^~Write UB for I'licea,

53 and 5.? Sontli .It-fTerNon Street. CHIC.\<iO. II.I,.

Electrical Wood.

The Electrical

Construction Co.

C. A. HARTER, IWlanager. Telephone, 1718.

THE CROCKER-WHEELER
PERFECTED MOTORS.

Very slow speocl. full power, perfect regu-
lation, forged fields let into Imse. self-oiling
Iteuriiigs. welf-eeiitering bearings), all sizes,

hoth are and incandescent, for all power
purpo.seN.

Acknowledged by the Leading Manufacturing Companies to be

THE MOST PERFECT MOTOR MADE.

Estimates and Plans Furnished for Electric Power Equipment-
Correspondence Invited.

Telegraph _
Telephone

[- CROSS L ARMS
S

OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL POLES.

C . H. HOLMES. "°°'"-'°'^°g\'.'gj,?,fs: MO,

ELECTRIC SLATE
Switch-boards a Specialty.

Small sampleaof iilaln and marbleized free.

T. J. MURPHY,
Electrical Exciiflnge Bldg.

Ronni 915.

136 Liberty St.,

NEW ^ORK.

The Winner ol 1890 will win again in 1891.

Eleventh year.

SOLE MAKERS:

LAW TELEPHONE COMPANY,
85 John St., NEW YORK.

ELECTRIC OUTFIT.
MASON'S FAMOUS BATTERIES.

MEDAL AWARDED, American Institute Exhibition, 1891,

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE B,

lAMES H. MASON
118 & 120

) Park Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y,

430--432 WEST 14TH ST„ NEW YORK.

Clap Electric Itor Co,

street Railway and Generator

Armatures Re-woond,

205 and 207 So. Canal St.. CHICAGO. ILL.

JAMES LEFFEL WATER WHEELS' MAGNETIC VANE"
Built by THE

JAMES LEFFEL ^ CO.
UPRIGHT AND HORIZONTAL,

FOR

Electric, Mining and Manufacturing

KiiHy ^vorkiiip gates.* Hi^^li poroeiitago anil I'ven

,^^. fip'-cil at ['nil and part capucUy, E(|Ufilly uihipfod tc

I It
liit;h luiii Inw lieadH. Lar^^e numlicT of sizes and

' Htyl-'.'J. Semi f()r(U'scriptivoi)anii>hl<'t to

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
f^ SPRINCIEUD, I OR 110 LIBERTY ST..

OH.O. I NEW YORK CITY."

AMMETERS AND VOLTMETERS
ARE THE BEST INSTRUMENTS FOR

Central Stations, Isolated Plants,

Marine Installations, Electric Railways

Correspondence (Solicited.

Heud for Illustrated Circular ^H5,

QUEEN & CO., PHILADELPHIA.

MclNTOSH, SEYMOUR & CO. ENGINES.
SINGLE CYLINDER

OR COMPOUND.

List of Engines
under Construc-
tion July I, for De-
livery on or before
September 30:

For Particulars Inqxilre of

OHRUCni & LUnUI, 339 Rookery eidg., CHICACO.

8IZK. e. p. OP
One I35<ili;
Two Wsixl?
One I:lan(li3il7
One 11x13
One 13 »n<l ISiir.

One 11 and r.lil6

Two Mand23iI7
One 13 and 23il7
One 8.t9

One 13 and 19x15
One 15 and 3:ixlT

One 13jl6
One HHllB
One IS'JilS
One 8.\9

Two 9>.;Sl0l<j

One C3xl9
One U and I'.'xlB

One 11 and 19x15
One I61IB
Two USilS
One 1 j and '£xl7

, One 15 and 36x17
I. One US and SSzii

KACU KNGINB. DKBTINATION.
80 Edleon General Electric Co , Oroton, N. Y.
imi Gloucester Street Kailwav Co., Glonceeler, Maep.
•out T. II, InternationRl KVH-t"rlc Co., Kio Janeiro. ItraEil.

6ri Mercliante ,^i Mlnerei Transportation Co., BaltiluOfe, Md.
lljO Portland Street Railway Co., Portland, Me.
IW Lawrence, Mass.
'.110 Lawri-nce. Maea.
210 Fall River, Mass.
30 Isolated Dept. T -H. Klec. Co.. Boetoo, Maes.
150 (1. A. Rollltia -t Co. Chicaeo, III.

325 Somerville Electric Light Co., Somervllle, M.ie6.
100 A. G. Week-. Roeton, Mass.
125 Tonawanda,t Wheatfleld Electric Light Co , Tonawand., T* .

V.
200 T.-H. Int. Slec, Co.. I.ei.de. Knsland.
30 A.J. WllliinBon, Hyde Park, Mats.
45 Presbvterlan llcspital. >'ew York City.

500 Chicaeo Edison Co., Chlcaco. 111.

ISO T..H. Int. Elec. Co.. Helslncfors. Finland.
150 Fritz Wllen, UelelnafOTa, Finland.
IW T.-H. Kienrlc Co.. Boston, Maae.
lis Cortland Forglni Co., Cortland, H. Y.
215 West End Street Railway Co., Boaton, MiM.
400 Baltimore Electric Re&nlng Ce., Baltimore, Md.
500 Geor.-la Fleclric Light Co., AUanlt, Ga.
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ESTABLISUED IN 1861.

E. BHGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AKD ILECTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
-BRANCH STORfi-

2134 Michigan Avenuep

tBURN|J-SRiCMFG.ls.
yrwr FITCHBURG. MASS.U.S.A.

^
,\^,'\F: J f^ANUFACTUKCRSOF DYNAMOS FOR. LIGHTING,
^sJf platineandexperimental purposes.^^S^ =-^.—ALSO MOTOR S.-..^-^^

EVERYTHING LATEST DESISN AND HIBHEST EFFICIENCr.

LINK BELTS FOR DYNAMOS.
Cuic.^GO, May 7. 18'J1.

PAGE BEL.TIMG COMFABiY.
Gentlemen:—We desire to espie^^s to you oar

unboanded appreciation of ibe goot! qaallties of
your AcToe Link Leather Belting, famished us
in Angiiet, 1^90.

We have been nsing the two 13-lnch as drive
balte conetdntiy Bince you placed ibem on tbe
palleya and they have falfilled onr preatest ex-
pectations. The' two 8-inch and two G-jnch beli^i

leame style), which yoa furnished us to drive our
iJynamoe. have also performea their datlea in a
hi'ehly catiBfactory manner, and we are satisfied

that they are giving ue one-third more power than
the ordinary~flat bpltlng woald develop under
same conditions. We hand yon this letter think-
ing It might be of some nee to you in farther In-

troducing the Acme Link Belting. We shall take
pleaanre in showing onr !ielis in actual operation
to any one Interested, and can only say in con-
clusion, that we consider this belting superior to
any other now in the market.

HA>'>'AH & nOGG-
lidMalyby PAGE BELTING CO.. Concord. N. H.

i:i;an'cbes:

Ne-.v York, Eoalon. Chicago, San FrancS-^ro.

Slilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

^- -"^^—-^ " __^-,=^Jk„^ Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE in Sleam

Boilers. Catilogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.iir-^r

EVERYTHING IN

WIRE-FUSE- STRIPS.

MANU1'.\(T[IKKI) ]fV

ths Sperrj Ekctric inin^ Machine So.,

39lh SI. and Slcwarl Ave,. CHICAGO.

ALUMINUM
50 Cents per Ponnd.

THE COWLES

Electric SmeltiniHliiiiiiMiii Co,

liOCKPORT, X, Y.,

Offer Commercially Pare Aluminum at 50

cents per pound for ton lots in ingots.

Aluminum slieet, wire and castings at

lowest market price.

j^iumlnum BroLze, Aluminum Brass,

Silver Bronze, Silicon Bronze and Manga-

nese Bronze in ingots and castings, Ferro

Aluminum for .steel and iron castings.

Correspondence solicited.

Manufactu.fefs of

OCTAGONAL^ Cedar
TELEPHOni&ELECTRICAL

RailwayFoles&CRossArms

#H.M.LOUD&SONSUlMBER(;o
OSCODA, IVIICH.

PIRE CHINA WORKS,
\K\ to 156 Green St., Green Point, BROOKLYN, N. S.

aiANUFACTOBT OF

Non-Conductive Blocks. Rosettes and Bases tor Cut-Outs
and Switcties; also Insulators. Cleats, Lamp Trim-

mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Our production is a dense body. The glazing and body
of our ware are of eauie composition, and are baked
alike, which are the features of

Tltri^ HAKI> IMIKCKLAIN.

f joH wi*li to use electricity for
any purpose whatever, ivrKe iih for
fall iiifdriiiatiOD.

ROOM 422

Electrical Exchange Building,

NEW YORK CITY.

BINDERS
-FOR THE

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
ONE DOLLAR.

'^ «^ WE ARE FITTED WITH
RELIABLE Machinery and Tools,

^N^^;^ISndEmpl^ RELIABLE Workmen.
^^O^^^n Kinds of Electrical Apparatus to Order.

^/ CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS

SPEAKING TUBES .\ND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS .»<= BELLS
Viriili I,INK Ab^VAYS IN STOCK.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO..
95 and 107 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1401 and 14flS DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

TiLoouE. Out AnguBt let.

Established 1882.

The Engineers' favorite. Leads, but Ib imitated by many,
(.(lualed by none. If you have any double aa to the genuine,
fend direct to na. We are eole niannfaciurere of tliie pack-
ing. Send ior samiiles and catalogue on packings. We have
the largest aefortniert.
For I'leto-i Rode and Valve Stcme of Steam Engines and

I'uinpa—Helf-hibricating, eteam and water tight. Fifty per
cent. lePH fiiction than any oHier. Never "rows hard, but
wl 1 remain as soft and as flexible jib wbeu llret adjuated in

Fstiiffingbox. Every package fully warranted. Fine Oils
a Hpeeialty.
AgnntB wiinted In every State in the Union. We can quote

th.' v-ry liiwrnt prices on Ring Packing, Send for discount
and pnc" list.

GEORGE B. BUXTON,
17 VIRGINIA ST„ EAST SOMERVILLE, MASS.

A.T.T. Z^IINJ-ZDS.

Send for Complete Catalogue.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building. CHICAGO, ILL

ELECTRIC
RAILWAY

For All Systems. WUPPL IES
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

ELECTRIC MERCHANDISE CO.,
11 AOAMS STIMOKT, CII1€A4;0.

W. R. MABON, Qeuaral Muimgsr.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is ca'Icd to thib rEI^E"

»RAXI-:i> ^VAI'ER Wllft:i-:i.as particularly adapted to their us<
on account of its reiiiarlobly Hloady molioD, hl;;h P*peed
and ercat KllitTiency,and lar{i:e Canavily foritsoiameler.
being «Ioubl<' the I'o^vor of most wheels of same diameter. It is used
by a number odiie leading electric companies with £reat satisfaction. In the

economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the higliest per crmt

of useful effect cuaranleecl.
sEi'No roit 4 AXA^KOCii;^ a:\i» particie.arh.
Our Horizontal '"Victor" is highly recommended, as no grars are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch TICXOR

XURBII^"K?» arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-iron Flume, Draft

Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete ard
strictly first-class in every particular. We arc now prepared to furnish \'icior

Turbines, either single or in pairs on hori/ontal shafts, and where the situation

admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL& Bit RCE MFG. CO.. DAYTON, OHIO.

CLOBEJ»M
MAKERS OF HICH-CRADE

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

ELECTRICAL
BOOKS.

Send For Complete Catalogue.

Electrician Publishing

Company,

6 Lakeside Building. - CHICAGO.

J. C. TEMPLE,
(Formerly ot STOUT, MILLS cfc TEMPLE),

DAVTOM, OHIO.

fiyWic and Mechanical EDpeer
Improvement of \\'ater Povvera, ArrancemeDt

of fower Plants, Shafting, etc., for Electric Power
and Light. CQNSTRUCIION SUPERINTtNDLD.

HARRISON CONVEYOR
FOR HANDLING

GRAIN, COAL, TAN BARK. SEEDS. ETC.
M'ill convey all kinds of ;:raln wllhoat mi?:in?.

Will carry two difTerent kinds of material In op-
posite directions at tho t^ame time.
Will convey One-IIundred and FiftyTone orCoal

per hour. Made of Wrought Iron and Steel- Send
tor Illustrated Catalogne. BORDEN & SELLECK
COMPANY. 48 and 50 Lake St., Chlcaoo. 111.

WM. g. TDBKBE, PreS. GEO. A. BELL. V. PRES. J. LKSTEH VV..u,.n.ili..,r. ac^ <*ua ircAS-

WOODBRIOGE & TURNER ENGINEERING CO.,
Crtiisultinp and Constructing

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment of Electric Railways. Steam and [ lectric Plants.

47 Times Building. Telephone Call. 1009 CcllandL NEW YOS'K.

GEDAR FOLKS.
Railway Ties and Posts-

If In want ot Polep. Ties and Poets, bstb monej
by sefin^ my prices.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.

:eis^i7.^:oXiISJ=lji:i3 ib78.
sole maxifacti kkrs of

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
FACTORV:

MlLMlX<iTO\, l»i:i,.

In Shecta, Tubas, Rods, Sticks, and Sp3cial Shapes to order. Colors, Ked. Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i4i?iy;ie^ r.

HIGH EFFICIENCY vs. LONG LIFE.

*«»l!^
A GENERAL STATEMENT.

Several years ago •when the manufacture of incandescent lamps
^^ was practically new, it was not an easy matter to make lamps that^ were at all satisfactory, and all efforts were directed toward mak-

ing lamps that would give a reasonable good light for as great a
number of hours as possible. "When by the employment of im-
proved means of manufacture it became possible to make a large
number of lamps all giving a reasonably good light, the sole ef

f^' forts of most manufacturers were given to producing a lamp that
would burn the greatest possible number of hours. While some
manufacturers may then have understood in a general way that
lamps burning an urusually great number of hours could not be

the most economical on account of the extra amount of current that would be consumed,
it was not considered necessary in order to make sales to produce a lam.p of high efficiency.

The users of incandescent lamps did not carefully investigate the ec inomies of incandescent
lighting and had not a keen appreciation of the greater cost of producing light with a lamp
made to last a great number of hovirs rather than one intended to burn a reasonably long
life at a high efficiency. The times have been gradually chacging, however, and those ad-
vanced in incandescent lighting no longer ask in reference to the life of the lamps, but their

whole attention is given to the efficiency, knowing that a lamp that will burn for 5,000
hjurs cannot possibly be an economical one for their use.

It is our purpose next week to say more in reference to this subject.
IT IS NOT DIFFICULT FOR ANY EXPERIENCED MANUFACTURER OF INCANDESCENT LAMPS TO

PRODUCE A "GOOD" LAMP THAT WILL HAVE A LONG LIFE. IT IS MUCH MORE DIFFICULT TO MAKE A
"GOOD" LAMP OF HIGH AVERACg EFFICIENCY. TRUE ECONOMY LIES ENTIRELY IN THE OIRECITON
OF THE LATTER.

T"E SUNBEAM INCANDESCENT LAMP C0.,Chica£O,lll.
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C. & t. ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS.
Electric motors in all standard sizes

for operating elevators, pumps, print-
ing presses and machinery for gen-
eral manufacturing purposes.

Electrical Mining Machinery of all

kinds, Hoists, Tram Cars, etc.

Electric Blowers for ship ventila-
tion. Fan outfits.

Electric plants f -r pumping church
organs.
O^er 10,000 motors in actual oper-

ation.

THE C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.,

Dynamos in all sizes of same de-
sign and dimensions as the standard
motors.
Equipment of mines, factories, ma-

chine shops, office buildings with com-
plete electrical plants for lighting and
power.

New England Office, 63 Oliver St., - BOSTON.

Philadelphia Office, - 38 S. FOURTH ST.

Chicago Office, - • PHENIX BLDG.

San Francisco Office, - 35 MARKET ST„

402-404 GREENWICH ST.,

a
THE PURE SARSAPARILLA.
PERRET DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.

M

Jebsev City, N. J., August Si, 1891.

OKFICE OF JERSEY CITY MILLING CO.

MASITFAOTCRERS OF FMHIR.
.543 tt .t14 Heiderfon Street.

THE ELEKTRON MANUFACTURING CO.
Gestleuek:—The dynamo bought of you last February has run up to the present time without any attention whatever beyond oiling it. It is simply perfect. TVe

would not ac:ept a hijh spe^d dynamo as a gift after using yours. It is truly "the pure Sarsiparilla." Non s other can be found like It.

Very truly, W. R. Watson, Manager.

THE ELEKTRON MANUFACTURING CO.,
New York Office, 89 Liberty Street. SPRINCFIELD, iMASS.

Washington DC, J U BURKETT & CO.. 1*09 N. Y. Avenue.
New Orleans, La. GEORGE BAQUiE. 140 Gravier Street.

Chicago. 111.. THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.. 320 Dearborn Street.

St. Paul. Minn., F. J. RENZ. 95 Fast 4th Street.

Philade phia. Pa., PENNSYLVANIA MACHINE CO., 29 North 7th Street.

THOMAS STURGIS. Prest. Wm. C. LANE. Sec'y and Treas. C. P. IVIACKIE, Gen'i Manager. S. S. BOGART, Gen'l Agent.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY,
4S

INDIVIDUALARCLIGHTIMOTORCUTOUT.
LAMPS OR MOTORS CUT IN AND OUT AT WILL FROM CENTRAL STATION WITHOUT

DISTURBING OTHERS ON SAME CIRCUIT.

This System Saves Mi]ea<rp of C'iivnits, Makes Scattererl Business Profitable and Secures Payment for Every Hour oE Light.

THE WENSTROM CONSOLIDATED DYNAMO & MOTOR CO.,
OF BALiTIMORE, MD.^

-MANi;i'ACTUltlSU8 OF-

Electrical Apparatds.
ELECTRIC TV^OTORS

DYNMTV^OS

Mp«'ciiil FcittnrcM: His'' KHicU'iicy. !SI«»v Wpeed.

For full Irifonniitlon and circulars addrens

THE WENSTROM CO., Baltimore, Md.
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For Uriving Dynamos.

The Clinton Gas Light Co., Clinton, Mass., have thor-

oughly tested and have adopted the Evans System of

Driving Dynamos in their new Electric Light Station.

Thousands of Horse Power in use drivings Dynamos, and hundreds of sets of Cones
in operation, driving all classes of machinery. Address

THE EVANS FRICTION CONE CO.,
03 TT^ffctox- St., :^OST<3Kr, 3Vt.A_SS. For A'aryine Hprr-d.

CHICAGO ZITSULATED 'TO'IRE COMFAI77,
3vi.A.3xrTJi»ja.CTXJM:n.ei c

HIGH GRADE INSULATED WIRES

3vi.A.3xrTJi»ja.CTXJM:n.ei o:f'
WEATHERPROOF WIRES,

OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,
MAGNET WIRES,

INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,
Oir ALT^ DESCRIl^XIOINi-!.

| ETC., ETC., ETC.
Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

'"\V.°t?^P°;A"°-^
I CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO,, 48-52 N. Clinton Si., CHICAGO, ILL.

HOLMEMOOTH &HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton
voEtM^ and Worsted Cordsfor Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. ^5jiJt2I4*

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.
"*

PATENT KiKi LINE WIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

.^.g-ents for tlie "^^7".A.SI3:iiTa-TOiT 0.,a.RBOiT CO., Cartooxia for .A-rc 3Liigrii.tin.g-.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., CHICAGO, I THOS. L. SCOVILL, New York Agent,
Are our Selling Agents, and carry a line of Insulated and Bare Wires of our make.

'

25 Park Place, NEW YORK.

DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS
Afford the Only Reliable and Efficient Means for

AIL NIGHT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

All other devices are crude, expensive and unsatisfactory.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY
Has established its broad foundation patent for Double Carbon Arc Lamps, No. 219,208, having tCOU foilt'

distinct infringement suits in the United States Courts, two of them on linal hearing, the decisions

being rendered by Judges Gresham, Blodgett, Brown and Ricks.

The public is warned against the use of infringing lamps or any crude substitute for the Brush Invention.

Arc Lighting Apparatus, Electric Motors and Generators,
Alternating Current Apparatus, Incandescent Lighting Machines,

Carbons for Arc Lighting, Etc., Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,
czi_e:\/ CDI-ilCD-
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NEW BOOK!
NOW READY.

ELECTRIC

TRANSMISSION

HAND-BOOK.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition
to our famous hand-book series, of which
20,000 copies have been sold. The new
book deals in the author's well-known
practical style with all the problems of

Electric Power Transmission.

NOW READr._ PRICE. $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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Northwest Thomson-Iodston Electric Co.

GENERAL AGENTS FOR-

ALL PRODUCTS
-OIF THE-

HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,

-^OI2-

Northern Wisconsin,
Minnesota,
North Dakota,
South Dakota,
Montana,
Wyoming,
Idaho,

Washington,
Oregon.

403-405 Sibley Street, St Paul, Minn.
H. M. BYLLESBY,

President.

HOWARD C. LEVIS, B. F. MEEK, Jr.,

V.-P. and Treas. Secy, and Asst. Treas.

GEO. C. DUFFIE, Asst. Secy.

Cor. A and Front Streets, PORTLUND, ORE.'1

H W. COODE, Manager.

Thompson Block, HELENA, MONT.

H. W. TURNER, Manager.
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THK
QUIT vsM m. mm

MAKES A SPECIALTY OF THE COMPLETE EQUIPMENT
OF FACTORIES WITH

ELECTRIC POWER.

EDDT POWEI BENEMIWIS,
ANY SIZE UP TO 300 H. P. AND ANY VOLTAGE.

The EDDY ELECTRIC MOTOR
Is Simple, Efficient, Durable, Economical and Always Reliable.

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MFC. CO.
WINDSOR, CONIT.

136 Liberty Street, - NEW YORK. 341 The Rookery, - - CHICAGO.
92 Franklin Street, - - BOSTON. Rialto Building, - KANSAS CITY.
506 Commerce St., PHILADELPHIA. 4 1 3 Jackson Street, - ST. PAUL.

409 West Michigan Street, DULUTH.
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOHLABLY ADAPTED TO DEIVING

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of its high efficiency at all stages of gate, steadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the construction of which makes It tlie most sensi-
tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
Illustrating various styles of eeltlng
on hoth vertical and horizonti 1 shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS GO.,

DAYTON. O.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT, ]IIII.,1,S & TEMPLiE,

STEAM PLANTS
I5I8TA1.1.ED BY

1^. B. PXSARSON i£ CO.,
MECHANICAL KN«1I«B£BM AIV1> CO\TRACTOK8.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDING, - CHICAGO.

A FEW PROMIIVEXT MISC'ECILAXEOL* USERS
iExcepting Governments and Ruib-oads).

Adams Express Company ; Alleglieny City Light Plant ; Allegheny County
Light Company ; Anheuser-Busch Brewing Company ; Arbuckle Brothers :

Ashcroft afanufacturing Company ; E. Balbach & Son ; Baldwin Locomotive
Works ; Bowers Dredging Company ; Brooks Locomotive Works ; Brown &
Sharpe Manufacturing Company ; Brush Klectric Company of Battimore

;

Brush Electric Light Company of Buffalo ; Burlington Blectric Street Hallway
Company: Calumet & Hecla Mining Company ; Cambria Iron Company ; Car-
negie, Phipps & Company; Cincinnati Gas Light & Coke Company: Coxe
Brothers & Company ; Crescent Steel W^orks of Miller, Metcalt & Parkin ;

Cumberland &Pre3umpscot Mills, Denver Consolidated Electric Company;
Detroit Dry Dock Company . Detroit Electric Lights Power Company: Dun-
nell Manufacturing Company ; East End Electric Light Company of Pitts-
burgh : Elgin Nation^*-! Watch Company ; Federal Street & Pleasant Valley
Electric Street Railway Company of Pittsburgh and Allegheny ; Forest Paper
Company ; Gate City Oil Mills ; Glen Echo Electric Street Railway Company
of Washington; Herkimer Paper Company; Howe, Brown & Company;
Illinois Steel Company : Lehigh Avenue Passenger Electric Street Railway
Company of Philadelp lia : Lombard, Ayres & Company ; MoConway & Torley
Company : McKeesport Electric Light Company ; Metropolitan Electric Light
Company ol London : Missouri Electric Light & Power Company of St. Louis ;

Muncie Pulp & Paper Company; New England Dredging Company; JMew-
ton Paper Company : G. H. Nichols & Company , Ohio Paper Company ; Oliver
Oil Company; Omaha & Council Bluffs Electric Railway Company; Omaha
Electric Street Railway Company ; Otis Iron &, Steel Company ; Pacitic Rolling
Mill Company ; Pencoyd Iron W^orks ; Pennsylvania Steel Company : Phila-
delphia & Reading Coal and L-on Company ; Pittsburgh Locomotive & Car
Work ; Robert Poole & Son Company ; Quaker City Dye W^orks; St. Charles
Car Works ; Sawyer-Man Electric Company; Schenectady Locomotive Works;
Williams Sellers & Company: Sherman Oil & Cotton Company: Shoenberger &
Company; Southern Cotton Oil Company : Claus Spreckels' Sugar Refinery:
Tacoma Light & Water Company; Terre Haute Electric Street Railway Com-
pany ; Union Switch & Signal Company; United Electric Light & Power Com-
pany; Vancouver Electric Street Railway & Light Company; Wellman Iron &
Steel Company; Westinghouse Air Brake Company : Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company ; Wilmington City Electric Street Railway Com-
pany.

Over 3000 other uuers.

THE WESTINGHOUSE MACHINE COMPAHY.
PITTSBURGH. PENHA.U.S.of A.

WILLIAMS AUTOMATIC ENGINE.
For all purposes requiring steady power.

Williams Ehgine Wouks: No. 447 North street,
Ii.\LTI.MOKE,MD.

COMPLETED TO DEADWOOD.
The Burlington Route, C. B. & Q. K. K..

from Chicago. Peoria and St. Louis, is

now completed and daily passenger trains

are running through Lincoln, Neb., and
Custer, S. D., to Deadwood. Also to
Newcastle. Wyoming. Sleeping cars to

Deadwood.

Fine Office Furniture
and Folding Beds.

Brass and Wire Work. 215 Wabash Ay.

A. H. Andrews & Co., Chicago.

THEWOODBURYENGINE
SELF-CONTAINED, AUTOMATIC
HIGH SPEED STEAM ENGINE
for Electric Lighting and
Street Railway Service,

WITH BOILER PLANT COMPLETE
<':italo(:^ne sent on :i|)plu':tt ion.

STEARNS MFC. CO. ERIE, PA.
BRANCH I I'liil.ulelphia, !)4J Drcxel UlilK.
OFFICES I

Sjin Fraiicisrt), '.Ji» i ;il Spear St.

.€4ifi^l^-MLL-

T-B-y H

«DRY STEAM

THE POND SEPARATOR,
The Pond Separator Is guaranteed to relieve the

steam of all entrained water, and return this water
to the boiler, thus effecting a large saving In fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

POND EXGIXEERIX« COMPAXV.
ST Lou;s.
OMAHA.

CHICAGO.
D«LL«S.

KANSAS CITY.

SEATTtE.

BALL
AUTOMATIC CUT-OFF

ENGINE.

CNGINEppiir DA
COMPANYbn ILy r^Mi

Simple.

With New Improvements.
Unequaled Regulation.
Highest Economy, Durability,
Smooth and Quiet Running.

Cross Compound.

Tripl^Expansion.

TandemCompouDd

The BEST ENGINE for ELECTRIC LIGHTING, ELECTRIC RAILWAYS, ELECTRIC

MINING, ELECTRIC WELDING, and General Manufacturing Purposes.

SELLING

ABENTS

K.T. •OI'K I.A:\I> a «M»., km; l.lliprtv Nt.. Xr« VorU: .1. W I'AKKKU .V TO , .ts Sonlli Koiirtli mrcet
i-win itlork, PittHbnrs, I'll.: SOUTHM K^lTEB^ !!irPPl,V
Bnllimore. Md.: K. <;. till.BKKT. -\trlillinn. Bau.

I Kookery Building, UHIOAGO, ILL. ALBERT FISHER, Manager.

lillailrliilila, Fu : l>K*V«> A ICI.At'H. N04 l.fw
(^cTlirciiin. tViiNli.: ntOOH, HwRK. Kit .«. <:n.. Bn

BRAXCH «FFI«'E, Uoom ,'500 Kookt
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A MARVELOUS INNOVATION

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC COMPANY
HAS REYOLUnONIZED THE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT OF STREET RAILWAYS.

The Intermediate Shaft, Pinion and Gear have been discarded.

The Armature Pinion and Axle Gear are now inclosed in a
dust-proof case filled with oil.

Reducing to a minimum the cost for repairs and absolutely
eliminating the objectionable noises incident to all other
systems.

The Armature speed has been reduced from ISOO to 500 revo-
lutions per minute.

The Railway Motor, as now constructed, comprises less than
a dozen parts.

The construction of the Armature avoids the possibility of a
burn-out, except by malicious carelessness, and when
damaged, can be readily repaired by a novice.

Don't make a mistake by contracting for Railway Equipment
before seeing or understanding this marvelous machine.

Prices for Repairs, Parts and Supplies materially reduced.

Information, Prices and Literature furnished on application.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.
CHICAGO OFFICE: BOSTON OFFICE:

148 MICHIGAN AVENUE. 620 ATLANTIC AVENUE.
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CHICAGO, NEW YORK, BERLIN, PARIS, ANTWERP, LONDON.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING APPARATUS,
Arc and Incandescent Systems,

Automatic Regulation.

S-U-F*-F»-Iv-I-E>-S.
BAIN ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

FOREE BAIN, President and Engineer,

47 and 49 8. Jefferson Street, CHICAGO.

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS
1-12 to 500 Horse Power.

Highest Class in Efficiency. Mechanical Design, and General Utility.

Experts in applying Electricity to New Uses.

SEND FOR CATAIiOeVE.

Taking the Lead.
ilk

THOUGH ONLY
ON THE

MARKET
-FOR

SIX MONTHS,

THE

STANLEY
IS

—

NOW KNOWN

—AS

JL

THE

BEST

CORRESPONDENCE

SOLICITED,

¥
Cl'T OF 3UO MtJHT TH.V\'l«rOB]l KK.

STAKLEY ILECTRIC MFG. COMPANY. - - - PITTSFISLD, MASS.
WESTERN AGENTS: The Electrical Supply Co., Corner Rcndolph St. and Michigan Ave , Chicago, III.
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WARD" ARC LAMPS.
The testimony of any one using one or two arc lamps may be ralnahle or not, according

to their knowledge of arc lamps.

The ''Ward" Lamit is the only lamp that is in use successfully, and in large numbers, on
either central station or isolat(d plants.

We append a letter from a customer:

CHICAGO EDISON CO ,

139 & 141 Adams St., Chicago, 111.

Chicago, ni., Sept. 7, 1891.

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.,
18 Cortlandt Street, New York City.

Gentlemen:—"We are using 220 of your arc lamps on our incandescent system. "We take pleasure in

stating that they are giving us perfect satisfaction, and that the light is equal in poAver and steadiness

to any of the series aic lamps in the city. CHICAGO EDISON CO.

Lamps for direct current, alternating current, street rail'way circuits,

focusing lamps^ photoengraving lamps, search lamps.

sxjsriD iF^c^xt. c^xj^i. ss-Ei^sjsr o.^l7.a.Xjc:>c3-t7s:.

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION £ SUPPLY CO.,
Phenix Building,

CHICAGO, IImXm. Established 1881.

Telephone Building,

NSITIT YORK CITY.

THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PEROHA INSULATING CO.,
MANITFACTIIBERS OF-

VULCANIZED INDIA-RUBBER

Cables, lo any Specincalion

up to 8.000 Megohms per

mile.

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES.

CONCENTRIC CABLES, any

millage. FLEXIBLE CORDS.

SILK. HEMP. COnON. DY-

NAMO WIRES and CABLES,

very pliable. Every variety

ol INCANDESCENT CORES.

THREE and TWO • WIRE

CABLES, to any specitica-

lion up to 8,000 Me-

gohms per knot.

CABLES of High Insulation

and Long Lite, all milage

l)k-OooO

If you are not acquainted with the merits of Habirshaw Insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABIRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 3 1 5 Madison Ave, Cor. 42d St, New York.

FACTORY: Glenwood, Yonkers, I\T. Y.

WESTERN AGENTS, The Electrical Supply Co., 171 Randolph Street, Chicago, Illinois,
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WHAT ™ PRESIDENT SAYS;

The Safety Insulated Wire and Cable Co.,

234 WEST 29th ST., NEW YORK.

Gentlemen:--
We have made a thorough investigation

of the various cables toe^ether with the rec-

ords of the same] that have been submitted
to us for use in our subway here, and we
beg to state that we will accept your propo-
sition for cables, laid and connected at the
price named in your proposal.

Yours very truly,

The Brush Electric Lisht Co.,

(Signed) C. R. HUNTLEY, Gen'l Mgr.

President of tlie Flectric Light Association,

PERKINS LAMPS
ARE STILL BEING USED BY

THE MILLIONS.
We are Western Agents for both of the above.

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS,
54 and 56 Franklin Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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IHlBlir^^ Insulated WIRES which enjoy a well earned

bIIbII prominence in their respective fields are

^^ Habirshaw Rubber Covered
and Shield Brand Moisture-proof. The one is distinguished

for its purity of Rubber insulation, and above any other, is

preferred for interior systems of wiring— for use in

underground conduits, on ship board, and in cables, under

water.

^^BH M Somewhat different character is the other.

mmwF A ^^^^ 1''''^'' m'^'i^ SHIELD brand" '^ MOISTURE-PROOF wire to with

stand the upsetting influences of wind and weather, the

abrasions of Time and Trees, and withal to preserve by its

Moisture-proof <^hialities, the Current, which it is its

office to distribute. The line of Service for which you

intend the Wire will determine its

KIND.
THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO..

KXCL.OHB BI7HINKNH CAMIt FOR Ol'IC
IIil.lKTKATKl> CATA1.0C;l KS.

FACTORIES: ANSONIA. CONN.

'In brewerie.s, paper and pulp mills, or other buildings especially liable to moisture.
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SUN For Arc Circuits.

For Direct Incandescent
Circuits. LAMP.

10° ONLY
Arc Lamp in the market thai burns on an

INCANDESCENT CIRCUIT SUCCESSFULLY,

SINGLY OR TWO IN SERIES.
THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE,

EOITOKIAL BOOMS.

Chicago, Sept. 2, 1891.

GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.

Gentlemen:—We have been using your Sun Arc Lamps for

photo engraving, and find them first-class in every respect. Have

used several Arc Lamps, but find yours superior to all, and con-

sider them second to none. Yours truly,

(Signed) LOUIS RASICOT,
Engraver.

THE DAILY INTER OCEAN.

Chicago, III., August 35, 1S91.

GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,

1 95 to 207 S. Canal St., City.

Gentlemen:—We are using your Sun Arc Lamp, and find it

the best Arc Lamp for Incandescent circuits that we know of. It

is giving the most eminent satisfaction, and we take much pleasure

in certifying to its merits. Yours very truly,

(Signed) THE DAILY INTER OCEAN,
Per D. Lapointe, Photo- engraver.

KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS,
54 Franklin St., Chicago.

August 27, 1891.

GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., Chicago, IIL

Gentlemex:—The Sun Arc Lamps which we are using'on our
Incandescent circuit are giving us the best results and we 'regard
them as the best lamp of its kind in the market.

Wishing you continued success, we remain.
Yours truly,

(Signed) KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS,
Per M. A. Knapp, Manager.

ROCKFORD ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,

Manufacturers of

Electric Motoks, Railway and Statioxary.

RocKFOEP, III., Sept. 2, ISPl.

GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., Chicago, III.

Gentlemen:—
I started up the lamp and saw it in operation for several

nights and it worked very nicely, certainly better than any lamp
I have ever seen in use on Incandescent Circuits. I hope to be
able to send you other orders soon.

Wishing you much success.

Yours very truly,

(Signed) GEO. A. MAYO.

(]mcc3xi.:e3 sTiEiisirr 'S7sr:Ei:Eii

Conyince Yourself by Sending an Order for One or Two to ns.

Great Western Electric Supply Co.,

301, 303, 305, 307 SO. CANAL STREET,
Selling Asrents. CHICAG-O, ILL.

Special Inducements to Supply-Houses.
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RT WATNE ELECTRIC CO.,
-MASfrFACTUKERS OF THl

SLATTERY INDUCTION AND WOOD ARC SYSTEM
-oaF'-

THE MOST PERFECT OF ANY.

For references as to the merits of these systems, inquire of the local companies, the operators, or the customers in

the large cities of this country where these systems are now being used almost exclusively after other systems have been
tried and thrown out—Philadelphia, New Orleans, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Detroit, etc.

WE MAKE ALL STANDARD SIZES OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM.
Also Arc Lamps of Standard Sizes, 2,000 c. p., 1 ,200 c. p. and 800 c. p.

Main Office and Factory, FORT WAYNE, IND.

XEW TORK 115 Broadway.
CHICAGO 185 Dearborn Street.
PHTLADELPHIA 907 Filbert Street.
DALLAS, TEXAS McLeod Building.

PITTSBrKGH. PA 533 Wood Street.
SAX FKAHTCISCO 35 BTew Montgomery Street.
TORONTO, CAHTADA 138 King Street, W.
BUFFALO 828 Pearl Street.

Long Distance Series Incandescent Lighting

—BY THE—

HAS NO EQUAL
in the Economical Subdivision of tite

ELECTRIC LIGHT.
No Transformers or Other Translating Devices.

We distribute the capacity of our largest dynamo on a
No. 8 wire, and thus avoid the excessive cost of conductors
as used for other methods of distribution.

Awarded gold medal at Paris Exposition, 1889.

Estimates furnished on application for the complete
installation of plants in any section.

Write for price list of series lamps for use on arc light
circuits. State for what current and system.

Correspondence solicited.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT CO,
DREXEL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Senca. for Olrcu-la.!:*.

ELECTEICAL

AggumulatorS
Useful and economical for all purposes to which

electricity is applicable, such as

Propulsion and Lighting of Street
Cars, Vehicles, Yachts, Etc.

Central Station and Isolated Light-
ing.

Portable Lighting or Power.
Portable Electric Lanterns.
Electric Power for Motors.
Portable Electric Fans for Office,

Family and Sick Room.
Only CU'iiii and Convenient Hjitlcry for SurceoiU,

I><'iitists, und rrol'eHrtionnl Mi-n OfMieridly.

MANUFAOTURED EXCLUSIVELY UNDER THE PATENTS OF

FAURE, SWAN, SELLON, GRISCOM, and others.

COMPLETE ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER PLANTS.

THE ACCDMDLATOR COMPANY,
224 and 226 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

PHILADELPHIA AGENCY :— ELE'^TRO DYNAMIC CO.. 224 and 226 Chestnut St.

NEW YORK: -7RUEX & VAIL. 44 Broadway. CHICAGO: -WM. HOOD, 239 La Salic St.

SAN FRANCISCO:—THE PACIFIC ELECTRICAL STORAGE CO., 1 1 8 and 120 Pino St.

BOSTON :-THE HOLTZER-C*BOT ELECTRIC CO., 1 1 1 Arch it.

PROVIDENCE:-SWARrS & GANNETT. Swarls.Building.
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ELECTRIC RAILWAYS,
Plaris and SpeclficaMons prpparcd, from which correcf, nniform hlds caa be secured.
Contracts made for complete Steam Plante, ualog Slclntoeh & Seymour Eoginee.
Contracta made for complete Electric Railway inetallatlone.

SARGENT ^ LUNDY,
Mecli. & Elec. Engineers,

339 3FI.ools.ox-y :^'U.lldlxi.s. - c;z3:xo.A.c3rO.

The Minnesota Brush Electric Compan>
KCJLATB JUST BO"CrO-HT

^ MILES
of Arc, Incandescent and Power Cables

"'V^^J'I'li'iS!!^''
'^

Standaril UflflGnronna CaWG Co.,THE BEST. New York. Pittsburgh. Chican".

Insulated Wires and Cables.
The acknonrledged Standard for durable and lilgrh In-

sulation. Kts merits proved by a, record, or over quarter
of a oentnary. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

CELEBRATED KERITE TAPE FOR INSULATING JOINTS.

Electric Light and Power, ALL SIZES Aerial Use.
Telegraph and Telephone, t f>nH FnfntpH WifP^t Subterranean Use,
Railway and all other

'"^"^ tncasea wires. submarine Use.
Branches of Signaling, Concealed Wiring In all Locations.

GEORGE B. PRESGOTT, Jr., Gen. Agt., 16 Dey St., New York.

"Western Electric Co., Chicago, 111., Sole Agents for the "West.

A&ENT5
J. W. Peaie, No, 1 Broadway, Xew York.

Electric Eng. & Supply Co.. - - Syriicu°e, N,T.
Central Eleclric Co Chicago.

The Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., St.' Paul. Minn.
St. Louis Eleclfical Supply Co.. - - St. Lonls.

GLOWER, HARRIS & CO..
CONTRACTING AND CONSULTING

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.
The largest ElecirlcAJ -Supply Hciise wcit of lb*

Mi--i-Bi[jpi Rive.-.

everythine Electrical

289 ELM STREET. . - n»f i AS. TEXAS.

One 3 Horse Power Electric Motor.

One 6 Horse Power Electric Motor.
Both io fx"e '"nt r findlii'^.n, bfti-lnt:

beea used but iitti*;.

ERIE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
ERIP. PA.

WILL.\KI1 L. C.\NDEE, ( „,. , „„ ., „. „ .
n. DL'KA^T cHEEVEli, (^"'"'^^'-^''""'S"*-

Tlie

Internal ional

F. C.\ZENOVE -TONES,
Manager of Facto rlw.

OKONITE COMPANY, LIMITED.

1 3 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES ANDCABLES,
For Aerial. Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

liBAOE^MARit^^^ Manson Protecting Tape.
^ ^" Okonite Waterproof Tape.

RRANCHES: Chicaffo, Boston. Philadelphia. Mtunoapolis. Ciiioiniiitti, Kan»a^ Citr
Omaha, Ij'tuisville. .St. Louir*, San Francisco. London and *?o- America.

ALEXANDER, BARNEY ^ CHAPIN,
20 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

THE MOST

POPULAR LAMP
IN THE MARKET,

"A.B^C.

WRITE US

FOR

PRICES

OF ALL GOODS

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY ISTREET, NEAV YORK,

MANUFACTURERS, IMPOHTERS AKD DEALERS IN

THE t<i'CHAMPION" BATTERY,
Prtca, with Rod Zinc, $1.15 per C«il, with Corragated

Zinc, %\.'ib per Cell.

THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED.
Electrical

Supplies
Of all Descriptions.

CMnpUtaCllofChjim- C.rbnn RwarToIf •nrt Ca».r Ci>M0f»te4 Zlot- of rh.m-
plMl B.tt.ry. of Cli.inpiaD UnlMry. t plon Bittvry.

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Light and Power
Appliances,

Construction Tools and

Line Material.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

WRITE FOR PRICES ON

TROLLEYS. GEARS, BEARINGS

AND GENERAL SUPPLIES.

R. D. Nuttall Company,
Alleeheny, Pa. New fork.

WJI. ROTCII. Prest. CHAS, G. WINTER. Treas.
(.'HAS. E. BIBBER, Gen-1 Manager.

Equip your Switch-board with cheap Switches.

BXJ"2- TUB]

C.E.M.Jack-KnifeSwitch.
/( Is a Record Breaker and a reliable Circuit 8reak$r.

SlHnnfiictured. 8oleI>' By

THE CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC MFG. CO..
154 Franklin SI. and 355 Congress St.. BOSTON.

Ki.ixrnic.vT. siTrr.ns or ait. icixn?;.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
.

BUILTBY THE BALL & WOOD CO., NIW YORK,

i». B. PEARSCN. Selling /Igent. Home Ins. BIdg., Chicago, III.
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LONG LIFE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
SEE WHAT PURCHASERS SAY:

C'JU-^ OCaajC^ ,tA,.^-^-u^ _-t-y>i^ C^lS

BURLEY HOUSE,

B^lle Pkine, Iowa,

*^^

Extract of letter from Manitou Electric Co., Manitou Springs, Colo.

BATED AUGUST 23, 1S91

:

"TVe have got T. A; H. Lamps burning and giving good light that I can figure

up OTer 10,000 hours. We have probably 200 Thomson-Houston Lamps still

burning that have burned 5,000 hours. The lamps ^ere all I could ask. Have

tried 'Sonheam,' 'Edison' and other lamps made in Chicago, and the Perklus,'

all of which are do good on earth.

"

MANITOU ELECTRIC CO.,
ByC. F. TINGLEY, Man ger.

-^ , <3l-i.A.'Z^ &fe^2fc6- G^r^-^/^^,

^-M^ ^LeMjL J/iaJ^ ~ 'T^-^ ,£lc^^^

^mV

^
4'

f*

^^^- -< k^mfej^^m |l^

m1% 2Ip
mI i..|

B. B. BURLEY,

Prop. Bdhley House,

Belle Plalne, Iowa.

THE IRON MOUNTAIN ELECTRIC CO., Iron Modntain, Michigan,

state that they have lost but 3 lamps In three months, with one thousand inslalkd.

In the face of these Facts, why do you buy lamps that are

of Short Life, Low Candle Power, and that quickly Blacken?

We make our own lamps and can furnish them at once
From 45 to 116 Volts,

From 6 to 1 50 Candle Power.

VA/ rlto for r»i-loo Tjlats.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,

148 Michigan Ave,, CHICAGO, ILL.

PRINCIPAL OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Avenue. BOSTON. MASS.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Abendroth & Root Mfg. Co.., xlii

Alexander, Barney & Chapln I

American Electrical Works. . . . xlii

Andrews & Co., A. H xxi
Baggot, E xlv
Bain Electric Mfg. Co vli

Ball Eaelne Co xx!
Ball & Wood Co.. The i

Bernstein Electric Co 'Hi
Blatz, L xill

Bonlen & Selleck Co xv
Braun Illustrating Co xxl
Brownlee & Co xil

Brookfleld, Wm xli

Brush Electric Co xvil

Butler Hard Rubber Co iv

Buxton, Geo. B xlv

C. B.&Q. R. R
C. &. C. Electric Motor Co xvi

Card E. Motor & Dynamo Co. . . iv

Central Electric Co ... v
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co xlii

Chicago Electric Motor Co
Clower, Harris & Co I

Chicago Insulated Wire Co. . . xvii

Colburn Electric Mfg. Co xlv
Coolidge, Fuel & Supply Co . . . vili

Conaol. Elec. Mfg. Co., The i

Cowles Electric Smelting and
Aluminum Co xiv

Crocker-Wheeler Electric Motor
Co xiil

Day's Kerite Insulation i

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. . xxi
Densmore Typewriter Co
Eastern Electric Cable Co xiii

Edison General Electric Co vl

Edison General Electric Co., Cable
and Wire Department vi

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co xx
Electric Construction & Sup. Co. . vili

Electric Merchandise Co xii

Electric Secret Service Co xvi
Electrician Pub. Co.. xlv, xv, xvlil

Elec. Construction Co., The. . . . xlii

Electrical Eugineerlng Co xiii

Elec. Eng. &~Supply Co., The. .xiii

Electrical Supply Co., The. . . xxiv
Elektron Mfg. Co xvi
Empire China Works xii

Erie Electrical Supply Co I

Evans Friction Cone Co xvii

For Sale i, iv

Foster, O. A
Fort Wayne Electric Co xxvi
Freeman. Coleman & Co
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd..iv
Globe Carbon Co xv
Great Western Elec. S. Co viii

Greelev& Co., The E. S i

Hale Elevator Co x
Heisler Electric Light Co iv

Hill Clutch Works
Hine Eliminator Co xii

Holmes, C. H xiii

Holmes, Booth & Haydens. . . .xvii

Hood, Wm X
India Rubber & Gutta Percha

Insulating Co
Interior Conduit Alnsulatlon Co. x
International Okonite Co I

Kartavert Mfg. Co , xii

Keller & Degeuhardt xlI

Knapp Electrical Works xxiii

La Roche Electric Works xxvi
Law Telephone Co xiii

Leonard & Co., H. Ward xiv
Leffel & Co.. Jas xiii

Loud, H.M. & Sons Lumber Co.. xiv
McLaughlin. James iv

Mason, J ames fl xlii

MillikenBros iv

Minneapolis Street Railway Co. xxv
Monitor Electric Co »
Munaell & Co., Eugene xiii

Murphy. T. J xiii

N. W. T. H. Electric Co xix

National Carbon Co. Iv

National Electric Mfg. Co ix

N. Y. Belting & Packing Co xii

New York Insulated Wire Co x
New York & Ohio Co I

N. W.Elec. Specially Co xxi

Nuttall Company, R. D I

Oatrander ACo., W. R xii

Paiste. H. T xii

Page Belting Co
Partrlck & Carter Co x
Payne & Co., Geo. W
Pearson & Co.. W. B xxi
Phoenix Glass Co
Pond Engineering Co xxi
Powell Co.. The Wm xiv

Queen & Co . xiii

Ries Elec. Specialty Co., The. . .vii

Rockford Electric Mfg. Co. . .
.

Royal Electric Co xii

Sargent & Lundy i

Sawyer-Man Electxic Co xl

Schleren&Co. Chas. A xli

Schoonmaker, A. O xii

Schuyler Electric Co xxvi
Short Electric Railway Co xii

Schullz Kelting Co vlii

Sperry Electric Mining Machine
Co xiv

Standard Underground Cable Co I

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co
Star Iron Tower Co vii

Stearns Mfg. Co xxi
Sterling, W. C xv
Stilweli &BlerceMfg. Co. ..xiv, xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co xv
Taussig, S iv

Temple, J. C xv
Tuomson-Houston Elec. Co .11, xxil

Turner Brass Works xill

Union Electric Mfg. Co., The, . .vli

Union Electric Works
Union Hardware Co xli

U. S. Electric Lighting Co..
VanNuIs C. S
Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Wanted
Wenstrom Consolidated Dynamo

& Motor Co., The xvi
Western Electric Co vii

Westinghouse Elec andMfgCo..xi
Westinghouae Machine Co xxi
WestonElectrlcal Instrum'l Co. .

Williams Eaglne Works xxi
Woodbrldge & Turner Engineer-

ing Co XV
Woodhouse & Rawson, Ltd. . .

.

Worth ingtcn, Henry R
CLASSIFIED LIST.

Apcnmalators.
Brush Electric Co.

A IamInnm.
Cowlee Elec. Smelting & Aluml-
nnin Co.

Freeman, Coleman & Co.

ADDnnciators

.

Central Electric Co.
Electrical Construction Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co.. The S. S.

Kuapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
OBtrander&Co. W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Union Electric WorkB.
Weetern Electric Co.

Antl-Frlction Hetal.
Turner BraBs Works.

Arc liamps.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Electric ConBtructlon & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne ElectrlcCo.
N. W. T. H. ElectrlcCo.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomson -Houston Electric Co.
Weetlnghouee Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Batteries,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.,The.
Foster, O. A.
Law Telephone Co.
Mason, Jas. H.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Oneen & Co.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Law Telephone Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Queen & Go.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, einctrlc.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Ostrander&Co., W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, niasneto.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co.. The B. S.
Knapp Electrlcil Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Belting.
Evans Friction Cone Co.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Oo.
Page Belting Co.
Schleren & Co., CliaB. A.
Shnit2 Belting Co.

Boilers.
Abendroth & Root Mfg. Co.
Pond Entjlneerlng Co,

Books, Rlectrlcal.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Braifler Spoolers.
Payne & Co., Geo. W.

Brass Goods.
Blat/-, L.
Powell Co.. The Wm.
Turner Braes Works.

ISnr&rlar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrlral .Supply Co., The.
Great Wi?elern El»?c. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co..The E. b.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monlior Electric Co.
Ostrander&Co., W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Cables.
C8ee Wire Insulated.)

Cable, Electric. (See Wire Insu-
lated), Cooper, Hheet and Bar.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Webtcrn Electric Co.

Carbons, Points and Plates.
Brush Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co. The.
Globe Carlion Co.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
National Carbon Co.
Western Electric Co.

nae:net W li^e.

(Seelneulaleu Wire.)

Medical Batterlea.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

9Ilca.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
Schoonmaker, A. O,

Cars Railway.
Minneaijollfi St. Ry. Co.

CastlDtcs, Brass.
Blatz. L.
Tarner IJrase Works.

CIntclies, Friction.
HUlClatch Works.

Cunstrnctlon and Bepairs.
BttlnEiectricMfg, Co.
Chicago Klectrlc Mfg. Co,
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Electric Construction &. Supply Co.
Electrical Construction Co., The.
Electrical Engineering Co.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Leonard & Co., H. Ward.
McLaughlin, Jas.
Temple. J. C.
Union Elpctrlc Works.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors. JBJectrle lileht,
Rnslne Plants and Blectric
Ralln'ays.
Ball EnL'ine Co.
Ball & Wood Co.. The.
Bain Electric Mannfactnrlng Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfe. Co.
Clower, Harris & Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Engineering Co., The.
Electrical Ece. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Keller & Degenhardt.
La Roch'? Electric Works.
Leonard & Co , II. Ward.
McLaughlin, .las.

N. W. T, e. Electric Co.
Pearaw & Co., W. B.
Pond Eneloeering Co.
Kockford Electric Manufacturing Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Temple, J. C
Thomaon-Hnuston Electric Co.
Wenstrom Consolidated D^iiamo &
Motor Co.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Weetinghoase Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.
Williams Engine Works.
Woodbrldge & Turner Eng. Co.

Cnpper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co,
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrlral Supply Co., The.
Great Wostern Elec. Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonite Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Standard Undflrtrroand Cable Co.
Sperry Elec. -Alining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co,

Cross-Arms.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Electrical Supply Co,, The.
Holmes, C, H.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cnt-onts and Siv^tches.
Alexander, Barney & Chapln,
Central ElectrlcCo.
Coueolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Paiste, H.T.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
Van NulB, C. S.

Western Electric Co.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
C. & C . Electric Motor Co.
Clower, HarrU &. Co.
Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Engineering Co., The.
Kleclrlcal Ene. & Supply Co.
Fort Wavne Klectric Co.
Heisler Electric Lleht Co.
La Roche Elec rlc Works.
National Electric Manniacturing Co.
N. W. T. H. Electric Co.
Rockford Electric ilanufacturing Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
United States Electric Llchtlng Co,
Wenelrom Consolidated Dynamo &
Motor Co.

Weetern ElectrlcCo.
Westinghouse Electric* Mfg. Co.

Electrical Instroments.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated ICIec. Mfg. Co.. The.
Electricil Supply Co., The.
Greeley Jt Co., The E. S.

Partrlck & Carter Co.
Oneen & Co.
Inion Electric Works. fi
Western Electric Co.
Weeton Electrical Instrument Co.

Blertrlopi IntcHiuonce.
Kelh-r .V. ni-L-eiiNfirdi.

Leonard A Vr>., II. \\"ftrd.

Kloctrical Hpecialties.
Northwestern Elect. Sper.laltv Co.
KtoB Kloctric Specliiliy Co. The.
Turner Braes Works.

Blectric Kall^ars.
Kdleon Genenil Electric Co.
I-eonard .t Co., ll. Ward.
Sargent & Lnn'lv.
Short Klectric Rallwav Co.
Thomson-HouBton Electric Co.
Wenstrom Coneolidated Dynamo &
Motor Co.

WeatlnghouBe Electric & Mfg. Co,
Woodbrldee & Tomer Eng, Co.

Rlectrollers and Combina-
tion Fixtures,
Bagcot, E.
Electrical Supply Co.. The,
Thomson-Hoaptoa Electric Co.

Klevators, F.Iectric and Hy-
dranllc.
Hale Elevator Co.

Eleotro-PIatlne JlachlncH.
Brush Electric Co.
Colburn Electric Mf:.', Co,
Edison General Elearlc Co.
Thomeon-Hoaflton ElectrlcCo.

Knelnes* Mteam.
Ball EnL'lnc Oo.
Ball A Wood Co .The.
Pearson .t Co., W.B.
Pond Eni^ineerlng Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Stearns Mfg. Co.
Weetioghon'-e Machine Co.
WilllamB Engine Co.

Encn^avTs.
Braun Illustrating Co.

Fan Ootnts.
C. & C. Electric Motor Co.
Card Electric Motor & Dynamo Co.
Edison General ElectrlcCo,
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Turner Braes Works.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electric Secret Service Oo.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electjrlcal Worka.
PartrlcK & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works,
Western Electric Co.

Friction Cones.
Evans Friction Cone Co.

Gas Ijierbtlns. Klectric.
Knapp Elticiricai Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

<ireneral Electrical Hnpplles.
Alexander, Barney & Chapin.
American Electrical Works.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Clower. Harris & Co.
Consolidated Elec, Mfg. Co., The.
Electrical Eng. i Supply Co.
Edison General Slectrlc Co.
Electric Construction & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Erie Electrical Supply Co.
Gleason & Bailey Mfe. Co. Ltd.
Great Weetern Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co,
NorthweBtern Electric Specialty Co.
N. W. T.H. Electric Co.
Oetrander & Co.,W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Ries Electric Specialty Co. The.
Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co,
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
VanNuis.C.S.
Western Electric Go.

Globes and Electrical Glass-
Tvare.
BHggot. E.
Gleaeon .t Ballev Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Phoenls Glass Co.

Hnrd Rnbber Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

insulators and Insalatlnjc
Materials,
Alexander, Barney & Chapln.
BroQkfleld, Wm.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Edieon Gpneral Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great « estern Elec. Supply Co.
Interior Conduit & Inemation Co.
International Okonite Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Muneell & Co., Eucene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Nuitall, R. D., Company.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insnlated Wires and Cables.
Slagnet Wire.
American Electrical Works.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Day's K'-rlte Insulation.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
<;le^(eon A Bailey Hfg. Cn. Ltd.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonite Co., Tlie.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insu-
lating Co.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrlck A Carter Co.
Standard Underground Oahle Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
^\ estern Electric Co.

Journal Besringrs.
Turner Brass Works.

Lamps, fnoandesoent.
Alexander, Barney Jt Chapln.
Borncteln Electric Co.
Brush ElectrlcCo.
(^ontral Electric Co.
rlowxT. llarrtf* & Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Kleclrlcal Supply Co.. The.
Klectrloul Ene. J; Snppiv Co.
GIe;ison .S: Bailov Mfg. Co. Lid.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Heisler Electric Light Co.
Hood, Wm.
Knapn Electrlcftl Works.
N,'w York find Ohio Co.
Northwestern KK'ct. Specialty Co.
Sawver-Min Klectric Co.
Sunbeam tncandencent Lamo Co.
Thompon-Honston Electric Co.
Westflrn ElectrlcCo.

l^nbrlrntorN.
Powell rn.,T!ie Wm.

niDlnsr Apparatus, Klectric.
Bain Electric Mfe. Co.
Edison General Blectric Co.
Thoraeon-Honcton Kl'^ctrti' Co.
Srerrv Elec. Mining Macbino Co.
WesttnKhouee Electric & Mfg. Oo.

Sotors.
Bnin Ei'-ctric Mfg. Co.
Brajfh Electric Co,
Card Electric .Motor & Dynamo Co.
Crock'.- r-Wbe-Jer El-ctrlc Motor Co
C. &. C. Electric Motor Co.
Chicago RUtcinr. .Motor Co.
Edlj-on General PA'Ktrlc Co.
Kddy Electric .Mf-. Co.
El'-ctrlcal EDgIne*;rlne Co.,Th«.
EloctrlCAl Eng. & Supplr Co.
Elcktroc Manaf*ictarlOECo.
Erie El-ctrlcal .Huppiy Co.
FoU-.r. O. A.
La koch" EJ.+clric Worka.
y. W. ']'. ir. Electric Co.
Rockford Electric ManufaclorlDc Co
Royal Electric Co.
Thomson-Hoofton El*>ctrIcCo
U. 8. Electric Lighting Co.
Wenstrom Consolidated Dynamo A
Motor Co.

WefltlnghouBe Electric 4 Mfg. Co.Xame X*lates.
Blatz, L.
Freeman, Coleman *t Co.
Turner Brass Works.

Office Furniture.
Andrews & Co., A, H.

OUs.
Taussig, 8,

Oil CnpH.
Powell Co.. The Wm.

Patent Holioltors.
Woodhoaee i: Rawson, Ltd.

Packine:.
Buxton Geo. E,
N. y. Belting & Packing Co.

Pins and Brachets.
Centra! Electric Co.
Coolidge Fuel & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Holmes. C. n.
Loud, n. M. <fc Sods Lumber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Poles.
Brownlee & Co.
Central Electric Co.
Coolidge Fnel & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
EnelneerinEEqalpmenl Co.
Holmes, C.fl.
Loud, H. 31. & Sons Lumber Co.
MUUken Bros.
Star Iron Tower Co.
SterJing.W. C.

Publishers. Rlectrlcal.
Electrician Publlflhing Co.

Pusb Buttons.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Northwestern Elect. Specialty Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

JSailways, F.Iectric.
(See electric railways.)

Bf'sulatlDS Sockets.
Rie^ Electric Specialty Co. The.

Separators. Ht«*ani.
Hine Eliminator Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T.J.

Speakins Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrlca-l Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Oatrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthington. Henry R.

Street By. Kqulpment.
Minneapolis Street Ry. Co.
R-;chester Railwav Co.

Supplies, Blecrric Failway.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Nuttall, R. D. Co.

Tapes, Insnlathir.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Cblcai:o Inpulated Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co,
Edieon General ElectrlcCo.
Electrical Supply Co. , The.
India RuDber A Gutta Percha In-
eulatlDg Co.

International Okonite Co., The.
XewTork Insulated Wire Co.
Western ElectrlcCo.

Telesi'aph Apparatus.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Electric Secret ServiceCo.
Electrical SupplT Co., The.
Greeley* Co.. the K. S.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick A- Canor Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephonop. Electric.
Western Klectric Co.

Test luMtrument*.
Bain Elertrlc Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
KlectrlcAl Snppiv Co. .The,
Greeley A Co., The K. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen A Co.
Unnlon Electric Work*.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.

TrnnHforniern.
Kli-ctrical Ent:. .V Soppty Co,
Nationsl KtectrtcManufactarlngCo.
Stanlov Electric Mfg, Co.
Weftiughonee Electric * Mfg. Co,

Trucks, Electric Car.
Edloon Cioneral Electric Co.
Short KUvlrio R.\i!waT Co.
Stephenson Co., Jno.

'

Thomson-Bouflion Klectric Co.
Weetlnghoneo Electric A M^. Ca

Turbln«» li^'tieels.
Payton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leffel A Co.. James.
Stilweli A Blerce Mfg. Oo.

Tvpe Writers-
Pon = nu>ro Typo Writor Co.

IT I re. Bare.
American Electrical Work*.
CoDlral Electric Co.
Electrical Snpplr Co.,The.
Holmtfl, B«olk A Ha]rd«ns.
Knapp Blectrlral Wo»^
Sporry Slec Mtnlnj; Hichlot Co.
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CLEVELASD, OHIO, iVAmoi«. jiki«axn^rx:o CLEYELiBD, OHIO.

MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS andBATTERY MATERIAL.
f^ C3 XI. S.A.Xj£1.

New 10 and 25 Light

Arc Dynamos and Lamps.

JAS,

HIGH TENSION
McLaughlin, Mfg

CHEAP.
Electrician,

50 X. Clinton St., Chioaso.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

SYNOVIAL DYNAMO OIL
Second to None. Free from Gum or Acids.

Bj refiltering can be used continually. Adopted by the largest Electric Plants of tlie West.

Write for Pi-iceB and Samples. s. TAUSSIG, Agent, 45 River St., CHICAGO.

THE MILUKEN PATENT POLE

55 LIBERTY STREET,

NEW YORK.

For Electric Street Railways and Electric LlgM Work.

MANUPACTDEED BY

MILLIKEN BROS.

59 DE4RB0RN STREET,

CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.—Iron Work
for Light Stations a Specialty.

WRITE FOR CIRCULrAR A1«D CATALiOGrE.

THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.,
33 ILv^ercer Street, ISTe^^r "2"or3^,

POSSESS SUPERIOR ADVANTAGES IN THE MANUFACTURE OP

ZZJLRD KXTBBSR GOOD
Especially in articles adaptefi to electrical intltistries, having ohtainetl the sole right to nianu/actttre

HARM> RUBBER nnHer the valuable Patents granted to WIIjIjIAJJ KIEL,

ALL OPERATIONS OF SAWING, CUTTING, TURNING AND POLISHING OUR NEW STANDARDS OF
SI_I p* FT" ROO A M r^ "T" I I R I M C\ ^^^ ^^ performed with a larse reduction in the wear and tear of toolB, and conelderable Having of labor. Onr new standards areit L^ L^ t 9 r\ \J U r\ l\ LJ 1 l^ D I l>i \J of B richer black throii^hout, not subject to change in color, are tougher and more flexible, do not become brittle with age, and

have been tested and approved by the leading electrical companiee of the L'nited States. In addition to theee advantages, we also offer udvantages in prices.

KIEL'S PATENT HARD RUBBER CELLS FOR STORAGE AND PRIMARY BATTERIES
Still remain the most satisfactory and cheapest in the market, unequaled for strength, durability, insulation and resistance to acids.

HARD RUBBER GOODS OF EYERY DESCRIPTIOK M4HDFACTDRED.

For Sale by THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO.

Correspondence solicited from all manufacturers and dealers in electrical
machinery and supplies. SEND FOB PRICES AND ESTIfllATES.

Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co.,
(LIMITED.)

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS FOR THE

STEUBEN INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
The best in the Market,

And Manufacturers of Electric and Combination Fixtures

and a General Line of Electric Supplies.

Rubber Covered, Weather-Proof Wires
and Lamp Cords.

233 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

It will pay .von to gpt onr prices and fatalog^ncM.

- SIANUFACTUKKD BY -

The Card Electric Motor and Dynamo Co.,

Cincinnati, Ohio,
MANUFACTURERS OK

Electric Motors for Arc and Incan-

descent Circuits, from 1-C
to 50 H. P.

I'oi'rospoiuleiioo Solicited.

B0.STOM—The EaBtern Electrical Supply*
CtinBtrnctlon Co., 65 Oliver St.

CUICAUO-Tlie Thos. L. Johnson Co., S13
Dearliorn St.

MILWAUKEE—Henry Hamlen, 641 Third St.

WASnlN(iTON. D. C—J. Geo. Gardner,
101)6 II St.

ST. l.OUIS— StagI Blectrlcsl Engineering
Co., 1106 Pine St.

MONTUOMERY. ALA.—W. P. Murphy.
DETROIT, MICH.—The Michigan Electric

Co . ar.! and 21 1 Griewold St.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.—J. M.Lennon, No.
3.; Loan and Truet Building.

The Heisler System Long Distance Incandescent Lighting.
A practical subdivlelon of the electric light. Cheap to Install and perfectly automatic reguliitlon.

Specially adapted for the lighting of Public Ilallfl, Railroad Depots. Pleasure Kesorts, Streets, Stores and General Illumination.

Notefl for tie Brilliancy of the Liglit ani Greatest ProflEtion of Caiiflle Power per H. P.

NO TRANSFORMERS USED UPON THE CIRCUITS.
We manufacture and carry Id stock, dynamofl of the folloveinK capucily. In 32 C. P. llghtf: 1(iO,.2riO,-ai)0,-;)00,-!!BO,-

W),An<> wblcli will operate their rated capacity In 10, 20,-;ia,-4.'i.-(iO..I00 and 150 (J. P. LHinp". The output of any of the

above tizcd dynamos can be diBtribulcd from a circuit compose J of No. K B. & S. wire; and 111 re will be no drop in candle

power of the lights at any point upon the circuit.

Full guarantee given with our apparatus, and special li.vlurcs for Indoor and outdoor liglitlnK.

Htrles I.,amp3 and Hockcls for any current or candle power. .Mend for deHirlptivc mattnr and price lists.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
DREXEL BUILDING,

PHILADELPHIA.

AGENCIES:— Inlcr.Slate Complete Electric Conslruclion Co SI Louis, Mo.; Bellon Electric Co., Bolton, Texas.;

Howe Construction Co., Norwaik, 0.
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CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL.
INSULATORS.

THE BAIN BREAK INSULATOR (PORCELAIN). Cut Full Size.

For Insulaticg Span Wires, Guy Wire?, Aic Lamps, Etc. As a circuit break ictiilator It has no equal.

OUR ST. LOUIS BRANCH. • OUR KANSAS CITY BRANCH.

slS^n/^

TRADE MARK.

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY.
823 Locust St., St. Lonip, Mo.

OUR OMAHA BRANCH.

4.0 N/;.

vLON/x

GATE CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY,
522 Delaware St., Kansas City, 3Io.

OUR DENTER BRANCH.

slON/^
TK-^^DE l^J^li.1^.

TBADE MAStQ

WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY.
418 S. 15th St., Omalia, ^'eb.

THE BAIN HIGH-RESISTANCE INSULATOR.

TRADE MARK.
ELECTRIC POWER AND TRANSMISSION CO.,

1722 Lawrence St., Denver, Colo.

PERFECTION PORCELAIN INSULATOR.

For inside wiring in damp places.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 1 18 FRANKLIN ST.,

CHICAGO.
Increases distance from wire to 6uppor{ 100 per cent, CONNECTED BY PRIVATE WIRE WITH POSTAL TELEGRAPH-CABLE CO.S SYSTEM.
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Edison

General

Electric Co.

EDISON BUILDING,

BROAD STREET,

NEW YORK.

PRESSURE INDICATOR.

yHE EDISON PRESSURE INDICATOR is acknowledged the most Per-

fect Instrument for Indicating Pressure. It is at all times Reliable

and Accurate.

Is easy of Adjustment, and always Remains in Circuit.

Its Accuracy can be Checked at any Time, without additional Instruments,

the indicator Containing with in Itself the Means for Checking Its Own Readings.

The Scale can be Read at a Distance, indicating positively "Right,"

"High" or "Low," according to Pressure.

Years of Practical Operation Have Proven these Facts, and all Plants

Desiring to Obtain Good Practice should Possess the Edison Indicator.

For Particulars, address nearest District Office.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

CANADIAN DISTRICT:
Edison Building. Toronto. Can.

CENTRAL DISTRICT:
173-175 Adams St.. Chicago. 111.

EASTERN DISTRICT:
Edison Building. Broad St.. New York.

NEW ENGLAND DISTRICT:
25 Otis Street. Boston. Mass.

PACIFIC COAST DISTRICT:
Edison Building. 1 12 Bush St.. San

Francisco. Cal.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST DISTRICT:
Fleischner Building, Portland. Ore.

ROCKY IVIOUNTAIN DISTRICT:
Masonic Building. Denver, Colo.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT:
10. Decatur St., Atlanta, Ga.

Submarine,

Telegraph,

Underground,

,
.
---

.. .,^iwa-'-7-F-ri-';; %̂ix::-JZ3._ZL^^^

Telephone,

Interior,

Electric Light.

' Jj<-ti.-( t;t<I: Works, KdiHOM 4;<-iMriil ICh'f 1 i<- < onii.uii y.

Manufactured under Authority of SIEMENS & HALSKE,
BY

The Edison General Electric Company,
Estimates Pnn>l>b6d on Application.

AT TIIKIK NCIIKXK€TAI>V WORKS.

Address, Cable and Wire Department, Edison General Electric Company,
EDISOX KL'II>mK4i, KKOAU STKKCT, TiKW VOItK, or NcarcHt I»iHtrict OilU'C.

3I>ISmiI<=3T[T OIT'U'ICJEIS:
r'ana<1l*n IHolrlet: R<1lann Balldlnc. Tnrontn. <»ii.
i:«ntra] JUstrlet: 173-17.^ Adnmn »t , fhlrncn.
V.MMtKm lHmtr\*-t: Krilnon Bniltllnff. Hrrmd Mt . W<*w I'ork.Sew KoKlKiid Olatrlrt: ir, otU Hi., BoHtOD, ]ta«a.

iK'inr < ciiiHt i>lniri<'i : KillHon Balldlnir. I Vt KuhIi Ht., Man FranclHco, Cal.
I'ar-iflr .\orlliwf-Mt IllHtrirt.: FlelHf'hii<*r Biilldlnfr, l*ort land, Oro.
Itnrky ;fIoiintain l»lHtrlct: UlrmnnW BDllfllns. I>env<*r, Colo*
Monthem Ulntriot: lO Uerator Ht , Atlniitn, 4ila.
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THE RIES REGULATING SOCKET
FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

Regulates the Light. Saves the Ctirreiit. ^n Innovation in Electric LigJjting.
SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW. SIMPLE, EFFICIENT. ECONOMICAL.

Indorted by ihe Electrical Press and Promiaeiit Eleclrlcal Engineers and Electricians. For I'arlicuiars and Prices wiitc to

THE PIES ELECTRIC sPEcuLTY COMPANY, PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS
Baltimore and Eutaw Sts-, BALTIMORE, MD R-KCS-U-I^ATIIia- SOCKETS.

"OF SOME THINGS ONLY THE BEST ARE WORTH HAVING."

AVE GUARANTEK ALL GOODS
And will ship to central stations on approval—FREIGHT PREPAID.

The UNION ELECTRIC MFG. CO .. Bridgeport, Conn.

NEW YORK: Alexander, Barney & Chapin.

BOSTON: The Eastern Electrical Supply Co -

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS IN THE WEST
F'OR ELECXRICJLL 300I^S.

SEND FOR OUR COMPLETE CATALOGUE.
Electrician Publishing Co., G l^aheside Bldg., Chicago, 111.

BEST MAST ARM IN USE.":»T:r

STAR IRON TOWER CO.. FORT WAYNE, IND.
CATALOGUES ON
APPLICATION.

SEND FOR New American Electrical Directory, just DUtUslieil; Terv complete lists. Invaluable for its information of Lighting and Railway Plants.

BAIN ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
FOREE BAIN, President and Engineer,

47 and 49 S. Jefferson Street, CHICAGO.

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS
1-12 to 500 Horse Power.

Highest Class in Efficiency. Mechanical Design, and General Utility.

Experts in applying Electricity to New Uses.

SBND FOR CATAIiOUlIK.

o.
CHICAGO, NEW YORK, BERLIN, PARIS, ANTWERP, LONDON.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING APPARATUS,
Arc and Incandescent Systems,

Automatic Regulation.

s-i:j-f»-f»-Iv-i-e>-s.
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CATALOGUES No. 23, Electric Railway Supplies,
No. 24, Electric Lighting Supplies,

JUST OUT. SEND IN YOUR APPLICATION.

GREAT WEJSTERZT ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
201-207 So. Canal Street. CHICAGO, U. S. A.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO,

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
-FOR—

ARC LIGHT CIRCUITS.

SEUFL.£. RELIABIiE. DITRABLE.

The only safe socket for series lamps, and the only

socket having insulating material for the outside

parts. Send for lUastrated Catalogue.

620 ATLANTIC AVENUE,

°^ BYJAJ SHULT

pA

|SShultzB>elting Co.

-ai»-ALL LEATHER
NOIRONRODORHINGE OLD STYLE

LEATHER LINK AND IRON ROO BELT
ANO ROPETRANSMISSION SUPERSEDED;

YOUR POWER.
YOUR BELTS;
YOUR MONEY.

BY COVERING YOUR PULLEV5 WITH

SHULTZ PATENT
LEATHER PULLEV COVERING.

DeltiHg ^^<a4^

RAWHIDE
EONLV PERFlCT E

MAOE.no 5UPPIN0
I LOST t

«T?4'WPTTi7«i- i 164 SuraraerSt., Boeton, Mass ; 2i^ Pearl St., New York City.
i>2VAi\LDji^.-|

128 N. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa
i
60 W. Monroe St. Chicago.

WlDEiAGElEATriER-
] Picker Leather-

I
St. Louis, Mo.

COOLIDGE FUEL & SUPPLY CO.,
RAILROAD CROSS TIES
AND PILING.

OEOAB AND O ^^ T>T-Krs

POLES

-MANCFACTUKED BY-

CROSS ARMS,
PINS AND BRACKETS.

J. R. CLARK CO., Minneapolis, Minn.

ii

WARD" ARC LAMPS
^ The testimony of any one using one or two arc lamps may be ralvable or not, according

to their knowledge of arc lamps.

The ''Ward" Lamp is the only lamp that is in use successfully, and in large numbers, on
either central station or isolated plants.

We append a letter from a customer:

CHICAGO EDISON CO.,

139 & 141 Adams St., Chicago, lU.
Chicago, 111., Sept. 7, 1891,

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.,
18 Cortlandt Street, New York City.

Gentlemen:—We are using 220 of your arc lamps on our incandescent system. We take pleasure in

stating that they are giving us perfect satisfaction, and that the light is equal in power and steadiness

to any of the series arc lamps in the city. CHICAGO EDISON CO.

Lamps for direct current, alternating current, street railivay circuits,

^- focusing lamps, plioio-engraving lamps, searcli lamps.

I »£3:iNrx> r'on. OTTn ]NrE:A7V' oj9k.Tr.A.ijoa-TJEi.

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.,
Phenix Building,

CHICAGO, IJmIm. Established 1881.

Telephone Building,

NEW VORK ciTir.
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THE NATIONAL TRANSFORMER SYSTEM
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

Florence, S. C, August 19, 1891.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO., Eau Claire, Wis.:
GENTLEMEN:—I write this to tell you of the wonderful performance of our Alternating

Dynamo, which is a 750 lighter of your manufacture. Last night, while at supper, a cross
got on our mains by their sagging on to a telegraph wire, and my engineer,who is a new man,
ran the dynamo with the ampere meter needle clear on the end of the scale, which is about 80
amperes, or equivalent to approximately 1,600 lamps. It ran that way vintil it chocked down
a 100 H. P. engine with 110 pounds steam, and then he sent for me. Strange to relate, the
machine was not damaged a particle. The excessive current had melted all of the 4 fuses on
the board, but the engineer had put in new ones and heavier ones, and had started up again.
I consider that we have the only dynamo on earth that would stand eiich a strain and not be
injured, I shall of course see to it, that a thing of this kind does not happer again.

[Signed] A. A. FORMAN, Supt. Florence Impvt. & Mfg. Co.

THIS IS

THE

THAT

WE BOM
Self-Contained Alternator. Capacity 1 ,000 1 6 C. P. Lamps.

SBND FOR GIRGULA.RS AND PRIGBS.

COMPLETE

CENTRAL STATION EQUIPMENTS

LIGHT OR POWER
ItlNTKIUITIOX.

OUE APPAEATU3 IS OF THE

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
MECHANICALLY AND ELECTRICALLY.

WK OPARANTKK ITS OPKKATIOX AND
PROTECT OUR CUSTOMERS.

COMPLETE

DIRECT CURRENT SYSTEM
FOR

ISOI_iA.TE3D

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO.. Eau Claire. Wis.
0E30. SH.A.W , 0©n.'l IMEAIlASexr.

-A.3-DE33SrTS

NEW YORK, N. Y
BUFFALO, N. Y.,
CINCINNATI, O.,
WASHINGTON, D. C,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

LINCOLN, NEB.,
SEATTLE, WASH.,

National Electric Mfg. & Const. Co.. Elect. Exchg. BIdg.

Little. IVIcDonald & Co.. 141 East Seneca St.

W. N. Gray. 12 Chamber ol Commerce.

L. N. Cox. 16 Fittli St.. S. E.

C. M. Blancliard. Girard Building.

lincoln Electrical MIg. & Supply Co.

Clias. H. Bal(or & Co.

ST. PAUL, MINN., - •

DETROIT, MICH., - -

DENVER, COLO.,
WINNIPEG, MAN.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.,
KANSAS CITY, MO.,
OULUTH, MINN.,

The Electrical Engineering & Supply Co.

Commercial Electric Co.

The Mountain Electric Co.

Simpson-Davis Electrical Construction Co.

National Electric Development Co-

Thomas Wolfe. 515 Main St.

The Electrical Eng. &Suppy Co.
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OTIS HALE ELEVATOR CO.,
187 La Salle Street, CHICAGO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

PASSENGER AND FREIGHT

ELECTRIC Hydraulic and Electric
ELEVATOR.

Electrical

Supplies
OF ALL KINDS

Honse Goods

<$4

.X^^"

^^
>\V

>^^^

'^:^
^^^^^

A SPECIALTY. ^^S-V*'
'^\>:>

V'^c^^V^ ^<l^
v\^

f.<'

^'
CM ^ ^ A>*. VV^ Send u

^'> Your

Business Card

>^0^«'^ cS^^y^ and get our Catalogue

c,0-^
.A-^ and Trade Discount Sheet.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

INTERIOR CONDUITS TlieSoMionoftlieProlilmofSafe

&iiarfling

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherever and for whatsoever piirpoae employed, isto

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IHTERIOR AND UNDERGRODKD

MANUFACTURED BY

THE INT£RIOR
CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,

MinovK ' S27 to 531 W. 34lh St..
wirnn!).

•, J26 lo 628 W, 35th St..

General Offices: 42 & 41 Broad St., KewYorL

THE "JEWEL"
#^^^^ Incandescent Laip.

The Best Lamp In the Market.

Any Voltage.

Any Socket.

Any Candle Power.

10 G. P. Less than 100 lots, 55 Cents.

100 to 1000 " 50 "

(Send for Sample Order.

Wi. HOOD, Gen'l Agt.. 239 LaSalle St., CHICAGO.

G. A. HARMOUNT,
MANAGER .

MONITOR ELECTEIC CO.,
14 9 WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

WHOLESALE DEALER IN GENBKAL

ELECTRimL SUPPLIES
WESTKRN AGENT FOK

TRADE-MARK.

Electrical Bngineering Co..
320 Dearoorn St., Clilcago, 111

Southern Electric Co., Kaltiraore, Md.
Thoa. Day &. Co., 2-2i! Sutter St., San Francleco Cal.
E. Frank .Johnson, Provident Bldg., Pliiladelphla, Pa

ALFRED F. MOORE
(ISTABLISUED-lS'iai

ELECTRICAL WIRES AND CABLES.
Blectric Light, Annunciator and 0(Rce Wires. Incandescent and Battery Cords; ir

fact, every kind of Wire known ,io the Klectrical Trade.

TAPES m COMPOUNDS
VULCA WIRE DUCTS,

ELBOWS, JOINTS, ETC., ETC.

All Snpply Stores Keep Them.

THE NflTIQH'S CHOICE.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,

78-80-82 FraDklin Street,

<:iii('A(;o.

NlftlN OFFICE.
<> ill nnO f)."*! ttronil nuy.

New York

Geo. II. Meeker

Weilern Manager.
KRADt *
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MULTIPOLAR STREET RAILWAY GENERATORS.
COMPOUND-WOUND. SELF-EXCITING.

Perfect

Self-

Regulation.

High

Electrical

Efficiency.

Slow

Armature

Speed.

No External

Magnetism.

X Self-Oiling

^ Bearings.

Descriptive Catalogues of Generators, Single-Keduction and Qearless Motors, and Power Station Appliances furnished
upon application. Correspondence on all subjects connected with Electric Eailways is solicited.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING GOy

PULLMAN BUILDING. CHICAGO. PITTSBURGH, PA. 120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

CUT-OUTS,
Single Light, Main and Branch,

OF SUPERIOR PORCELAIN,
With all Connections Under Cover.

8
AW
Y
E
R

M
A
N

LAMPS ANY
Ci P

VOLTAGE
BASE.

HIGH QUALITY LAMPS FOR EDISON CIRCUITS.

See Catalogue of Aug. 1 1890.

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC CO
620 Atlantic Avenue,

BOSTON. MASS.
5 10-534 W. 23d Street,

IMEW YORK.

M
217 LaSalle Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
SIANTTFACTURED BY

WM. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

H. T. PAISTE,
JIANrFACTUEER OF

SWITCHES, SOCKETS, ETC.,
341 Tho Kookery. l'20l Market St..

Cblcuso, 111. Philadelphia. Pa.

See onr full page advertisement in IseueSept.
1'2, for illustrations, prices, etc.

H fl I f^ fl
^~^'' ^" Electric Insulating

Hfl I JB Purposes East India Mica
lUI I I BW t^ tlic t>est on the market.

If! IUn I SELL NO OTHER.

Send for. Samples and Quot.itions.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St.. NEW YORK.

E.E.KELLER. F. E. DEGENHARDT.

1,

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS,

542 ROOKERY BOiLDING, - CHICAGO, ILL.

th:e ohltt

mm of iiimm \mimm
IN THE WORLDS FAIR CITY.

KKOM' WHAT YOU'BE CKTTIXS!

HINE'S ELIMINATOR,
Extracts Oil from Exhaust, Separates Water from Live Steam.

In a test of the fieat known "Separators" recently made at Cornell Univereity

Ihis ELIMINATOR demonstrated percentagps of efficiency over ALL competitore

ransinsfrom 11 to59 per cent. Tbe full report of test with drawings, etc., sent

free". Addree3

HINE ELIMINATOR CO..
106 I.ibert;- Street. JTJd \A/ "VOU.^^.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
liltoloCGroenSt.. Green FciDt, BROQ^LIS. N. i

ilANUFACTOBT OF

Non-Conductive Blocks. Rosettes and Bases for Cut-Outs
and Switches; also Insulators. Cleats, Lamp Trim-

mings and other Electrical Supplies.

i_*ur production Is a denae body. Tbe glazing and body
of oar ware are of same composition, and are baked
alike, which are the features of

TRUE HARD FOBCELAIX.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS ^'^ BELLS.
FUIiL LIKE AI.WAY8 ISI STOCK.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO.,
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

*3endfor New CATALOcrE. Out AnsuBt let.

umm BO,

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS. RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

Ths- Kartavsrt - Manufacturing - Co..,

PATENT

ir^THER BELTING

Buns more Slack than
linperforated Belts, hence
adapted to uneven power
of Electric Bailways and
for Electric Power in Gen-
eral.

CHAS. A. SCHIEREN 6c CO.,
PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS,

Also New York, Itoston,

:

rhiladelphla.
I

46 SOUTH CANAL ST., CHICAGO. ILL.

NEWyORKBELTING&PACKINC CO.
K (LIMITED.)roHV II. OHi;i:\ KK,

J. 1>. CIIEKVEK.
! Manascr.s.

F. CAZKNOVK .10»ES.

)

WM. T. BAIRD.Sec'y
Oldest and largest Manufaoture-,s In the United States of

15 PARK ROW, KEW YORK.

Vulcanized Rubber Fabrics

SALESROOMS:
PHILADELPniA, 308 Chestnut Street.
BOSTON, 53 Summer Street.
CHICAGO, 1.51 Lake Street.
DENVER. 1601-1611 ITtt Street.
CHARLESTON, 160 Meeting; Street.
GRAND RAPIDS, 4 Monroe Street.
MINNEAPOLIS, 28 South -M Street.
CLEVEL.AND, 176 Superior Street.

FORBECHASICALreEPOSEB,

Rubber Belting.

Packing

and Hose.

S.^LESROOMS:
SAN FRANCISCO, IT Main Street.
ATLANTA, 16 Decatur Street.
DETROIT. 16C4 Woodward Ave.
HALTIMORE, 12 North Charles Street.
BLFFALO. 124-128 Waahington Street.NEW ORLEANS, 8-12 North Peters Strset.
KANSAS CITY, 1313 West 12th Street.
ST. LOUIS, 616 Locust Street.m CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL

Tt you are in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

DETROIT,
MICH.BROWNLEE & CO.,

WATER TIGHT SINGLE REDUCTION.

Royal Electric Co.,
911 & 913 South Washington St., PEOEIA, ILL.,

THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO., Cleveland. 0.

ELECTRIC
RAILWAY

I fA'irfiMi- i>y

Alternating and Continuous Current Dynamos and Motors,

AND ELECTRIC MACHINERY.
Thk Most Compi.etk AiyrERSATiso .Svstkm how oh tiik Maiiket,

km\i Wanted for Exclusive Territory.

For All Systems. SUPPLIES
E^^CI-.-CrSITT'EI-i-

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

ELECTRIC MERCHANDISE CO.
11 AI»A1IS STKKKT, €III€A4,iO.

W. n. MASON, Ooneral Manager.
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New One Hundred and Fifty Horse
Power Sperry Railway Generator.

The Pullman company recently established an experi-

mental plant at its street car works in which it installed a

150 horse power Sperry generator of an entirely new type.

The accompanying cut illustrates the machine in position

at the Pullman works. This generator was built specially

for street railway work, and is the first of the kind devised

by Elmer A. Sperry of Chicago.

A little over a year ago General Manager C. L. Pullman

of the Pullman Palace Car company was interviewed by a

representative of the Western Electrician relative to an

electric railway, which, it had

been reported, was to be

equipped at the works of the

company in Pullman. Mr.

Pullman stated at the time

that his company would un-

doubtedly equip the road with

electricity. He thought the

electric motor had come to

stay, but he did not consider

that electric railway machinery

was then in anything more

than an experimental stage.

He stated further that it was

the company's desire to have

an equipment which would

enable it to illustrate the

practical rnnning of cars un-

der different conditions. The

road was to be operated the

same as any other ordinary

street railway, and would be

self supporting. It was his

intention to give the motor

companies a chance to display

the merits of their respective

machines. Pie explained fur-

ther that it was the policy of

the Pullman company to build

cars not necessarily to suit

the Pullman company, but to

rsatisfy those ordering them.

In other words, if an electrical

company wanted a lot of

cars ,the Pullman company

endeavored to construct them

in accordance with the require-

ments of the motors. The

electrical equipment was to

help the company in this di-

rection.

The Pullman company has

now established this experi- ^^^^, ^^^

mental plant, and the 150

horse power generator illustrated supplies current to a sec-

tion of the road equipped on the overhead system. This

machine is driven from thesbafting which transmits pow-

er to the wood working machinery. The power for this

department and the generator is obtained from a twin

Atlas engine of 300 horse power capacity.

The dynamo employed by the Pullman company is

worthy of special mention from the fact that it is the first

of the new style electric railway generators built by the

Sperry Electric company, Chicago. The machine was de-

signed by Elmer A. Sperry, A glance at the illustration

will show the reader that Mr. Sperry has followed the

tendency now prevalent in this country and abroad, toward

the multipolar machines. This dynamo, which is built to

operate at a speed of 700 revolutions per minute, and de-

liver current at a pressure of 500 volts, is plain shunt

wound, and has six poles. Six carbon brushes convey the

current to the line.

Several novel features in the design of the machine may

be referred to. The armature is of the Siemens pattern,

but the winding is such that the wires of the coils do not

cross one another where they are usually bunched at the

ends. It might be said that the coils are first bound on

the cylindrical surface of the armature, and the ends then

turned over and into a cavity at each end of the core.

The field coils are wound in sections; that is, each of the

six cores is surrounded by five separate and distinct coils.

These coils or rings of wire are wound separately, and

each one is thoroughly insulated by tape. To provide one

of the cores with the proper winding it is only necessary to

slip, say, five of these sections on the pole pieces one after

the other, and connect them in series. A glance at the il-

HUNDRED AND FIFTY HORSE POWER SPERRY RAILWAY GENERATOR.

lustration will enable the reader to obtain an idea of this

construction.

The Oldest Cable Road Dismantled.

Street railroad men, no matter whether connected with

electric, cable, or horse car lines, will certainly be inter-

ested in learning that the Clay Street Hill Railroad com-

pany of San Francisco has run its last car up through

Chinatown, over the Clay street hill, and that with it the

oldest cable road in the world is now a thing of the past.

No unusual ceremonies attended the final trip, beyond the

breaking of a bottle of champagne over the grip and a for-

mal declaration th.it the business of the pioneer cable road

was finished, but after the car and dummy had been turned

into the round-house many of the ofticers and men, some

of whom had been with the road since its construction

was begun, over twenty-live years ago, gathered together

and exchanged bits of history concerning; the early days of

the famous line. Deep regret w-is expressed by all that it

had become necessary to dismantle the road and recon-

struct it that it might be adequate to i.u;...^ ...c growing

traffic.

Up in the loft of the old engine house, corner of I-ea-

venworth and Clay streets, are stored parts of the first

dummies which astonished the people of San Francisco,

together with the original grip-car. This is indeed a primi-

tive affair, consisting of a low platform on small car wheels

and supporting the grip. A rough railing surrounds it.

while the brakes consisted of steel levers, which were

pressed against the four wheels. Five men were necessary

to run the dummy, one operating the grip and each of the

remaining four standing with a steel lever in his hand
ready to lock the wheels

should the grip break. The
trailer was a common "bob-

tail" horse car, and the trial

trip of the first cable train,

as thus constituted, forms a

most interesting chapter of

street railway history.

Early in the '70's, A. S,

Hallidie, now president of

the California Wire Works
of San I-'rancisco, conceived

the idea of propelling street

cars by means of an endless,

traveling, underground cable.

The scheme was at fust

considered chimerical, but

finally three men of means

—

Joseph Britton, H. L. Davis

and James Moffitt— took the

matter up. Then came the

almost interminable task of

working out the mechanical

details of the idea, but it was
finally completed, and on
August iS, 1S73, hundreds of

San Franciscans climbed up
Clay street hiil to watch the

trial trip. As the gripman
who was to take the car over

the road looked down the steep

decline his courage failed,

and Mr. Hallidie took the

grip. At a given signal the

car started off smoothly amid
shouts from thousands of

throats. The tiip was made
without a hitch and the in-

novation was pronounced a

success. Soon the line from

Kearney street to Van Ness
ave. was equipped with cable

cars, and since ihen, until the

closing of the line on the

night of September glh. the road has been in operation,

using continuously the same engine and the same roadbed.

Arthur S. Chase enjoys the distinction of luiving collecicd

the first fare, he being the first cable car conductor, and
Timothy Phalon was the first gripman. Mr. Chase is now
in the furniture business in San Francisco and Mr. rh.iIon.

after a long service.resigned and is now a factor\- watchman.
It is probable that the now historic train, with its first

conductor and gripman. will form a part of California's

exhibit at the World's Fair.

Lighting a Jewish Synagogue.
One of the handsomest Jc»\ish houses of worship in Chi-

cago is Sinai temple, on the corner of Indiana avenue and
Twenty-first street. The edifice is to be lighted by elec-

tricity, and the contr.ict for furnishing the entire equip-

ment has been let to the Chicago Edison company. The
building will be wired for 719 lamps,which will be arranged

with especial .attention to decorative cflccis. All the fix-

tures will be furnished by the Ellison conip.iny, and many
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of the electroliers will be designed especially for the tern

p^e. X"he ceiling lights will be grouped in domes in ten-

licht bunches. Current will be furnished from the Edison

South Side station.

Siemens & Halske's Lighting Plant at

Charlottenburg.
In a recent number of the Elcktrotechnische Zvifsdirijt

an interesting account was given of the lighting plant of

the immense factor}' and shops of Siemens & Halske in

Charlottenburg, near Berlin. Thoroughly practical in all

details, the installation possesses only the most approved

its modem apparatus.

The dynamos used are of the sis pole type, and are

coupled directly to triple expansion engines, each of 200

or 250 horse power, operated at 145 revolutions a minute.

At the front of the dynamo and fastened to the shaft is a

f

other gives is used in raising the electromotive force of

the charging current. In other words, a current of no
volts is converted into one of from o to 70 volts. By

altering the exciting current of this double machine, the

potential that is produced can be regulated so that, in the

simplest manner, the electromotive force of the charging

current can be regulated between the necessary limits, ac-

cording to the completeness of the charging from 1 10

Carbon Switch for Dynamos.
Among the improvements in appliances and accessories

for electric plants which have of late been introduced,

that very necessary piece of apparatus—the switch—has

not been overlooked. The essentials required are greatest

possible surfaces of contact, combined with ease of opera-

tion, yet the larger sizs dynamos demand still another

quality Practice has shown that in suddenh cutting out

FIG. 2. SIEMENS .t HALSKE S LIGHTING PLANT AT
CHAKLOTTENnURG.

star shaped casting, having at its ends studs which carry

the six sets of brushes, the whole being actuated by a hand

wheel and gears so that all the brushes can be set simul-

taneously. The casting holding the front bearing is so

arranged that it can be moved to one side, allowing the

field coils to be easily reached. The winding of the ring

armature is accessible without disturbing any of the other

parts, and is in itself an interesting feature. Instead of

having the ordinary winding with a corresponding commu-

tator, these machines have no armature winding in the

ordinary sense, but make the commutator serve the dual

purpose of commutator and armature by using copper

strips instead of wire, and connecting them so as to pro-

duce one continuous conductor, and over this all the

brushes slide as on an ordinary machine. This arrange-

ment has been used by Siemens & Ilalske for some time

in their central stations in Berlin. The conductors from

the dynamos to the switch board are not run, as is usual,

in conduits, but in plain sight along the walls and ceiling

on porcelain insulators.

In the comer of the power house, shown in Fig. i and

SIEMENS II H\LSI E h LK HIINC ILANT AT THARLOn EN PURG

volts to iSo volts. In discharging, this machine can be

used in the reverse order; that is, at the beginning of the

discharge, while the electromotive force is too high it can

be transformed to one of no volts, the two parts of the

double machine exchanging offices. However, in dis-

charging there is very little necessity for ever employing

this arrangement.

In another room near the boiler house are the accumula-

tors. Fig. 3. These are of the Tudor type, the battery

consisting of 66 cells, demanding a charging current of

400 amperes and having a capacity of 1,400 ampere hours.

a dynamo, or in lifting the brushes, an "extra current" in

the Held is set up, wliicli may be of such ahigh potentiafas

to pierce the insulation of the winding. It is quite prob-

able that as the result of this sudden cutting out the

polarity of the dynamo is frequently reversed, with such

unpleasant results, especially when storage batteries are

being charged. In the accompanying cut is illustrated a

carbon switch used recently by the Allgemeine Elektricitaets

Geselischaft in Berlin. If, as shown in the accompanying

figure, the current should be cut off by the lever at the

light, it will flow through first the band resistance and

then through the carbons. An arc will be set up between

these latter, which, by turning the crank and thus separat-

ing them, can be made as long as desired. In this way a

gradual inciease in the resistance and consequently a re-

riuue :..i\m^^
'
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more in detail in Fig. 2, is the supplementary dynamo.

This doable dynamo, or fttil! better, direct current trans-

former. ccrti3t«t3 of two dynamw* having their armatures

secured to a common shaft and their fields to a common
base- ''^ne-half of this double apparatus serves .is an

electric motor, while ihe other furnishes current. When
chargin;^ the storage batteries, current from the bus bar is

sent into one of these machines and the current which the

The cells are arranged m three rows on heavy wooden

beams, from which they are very carefully insulated by

glass supports.

The whole arrangement of steam and electric plant,

while used entirely in lighting the workshops, not only

attests the firm's resources, but also emphasizes the ease

with which large isolated plants can be run when carefully

and intelligently installed.

CAKIJON .SWITCH FOR DYNAMO.S.

duclion in the field current can be accomplished, and this

without producing a dangerous amount of induction. The
accompanying diagram shows the connections between

dynamos, shunt regulator and switch. The arrangement

is such that in cutting in with the switch lever the carbons

arc at the same time automatically brouglit together, thus

insuring against any sudden breaking of the current in

the machine. The cut is rcjjroduced from the F.lrhtro.

ti-c}ini\iher Anzeis^cr.

It is stated that the two largest driving belts ever made
in the United States arc now being manufactured in St,

Louis for an electrical power station. They are of three

thicknesses of leather, each 72 inches wide, and 150 feet

long. They weigh about 1,800 pounds each, and each
belt contains about 200 tanned hides.
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Electricity at the World's Fair.

On April nth the Western Ei,Kt:TRiciA\ published a

map of the World's Fair §;rounds as then laid out, with

another drawing showing the plan of the proposed "loop"

of railway tracks with the inclosed circu'ar machinery

annex. Since that time, however, the design of the

grounds has been changed and amplified to such an extent

that the accompanying map, which is the latest issued by the

construction department, will be found both interesting and

valuable. As will be seen by the map, which shows Jackson

Park as it will look in '93, the "loop" has been abolished

entirely and its place taken by a system of terminal tracks

or "stubs." With it went the circular monstrosity designated

as the machinery annex. This annex, it is now decided,

will be a rectangular build-

ing adjoining Machinery

Hall on the west, as indi-

cated on the map. A large

part of this building will be

used as a power station for

the many engines and dy-

namos needed to supply

electric light and power for

the grounds. This installa-

tion will be of mammoth

proportions. It is proposed

to utilize the dynamos sent

for exhibition purposes if

satisfactory arrangements as

to remuneration can be made

with the exhibitors. Many

other minor additions are

shown on the new map, such

as the location of the state

and foreign buildings, the

livestock exhibit, etc ,but the

change in the location of the

power s'ation will be

of principal interest to

electricians. Applications

for space in the electrical

building continue to pour in

rapidly and Chief Barrett

suggests that prospective

exhibitors should file their

requests as early as possible

in order that all may receive

due attention, A plan of the

power house will soon be

issued.

A complete fire alarm

system will soon be in

operation on the grounds

at Jackson Park. One fire

engine is already on the

grounds and others will

be rdded as needed. The

signaling system is being

installed under the super-

vision of Prof. Barrett and

his assistants, and vvill be

ready for operation in a few

days. It will be connected

with the fire alarm tele-

graph of Chicago, so that,

if necessary, the entire fire

department of the city can

be hurried to any part of

Jackson Park where it

may be needed. It is

thought, however, that the

fire apparatus on the grounds

will be ample to cope with

all emergencies.

Before Col. Clowry's tem-

porary absence from the city

the committee on electricity transacted considerable busi-

ness. An advisory committee consisting of Lieut. F. B.

Badt, Chicago, and Luther Stieringer and Paul Le Maire,

New York, was appointed to give the committee on

electricity and Engineer Sargent the benefit of its advice

in the designing of the lighting installation. Lieut.

Badt is one of the leading electrical engineers of the

country, while Mr. Stieringer and Mr. Le Maire have had

considerable experience in exposition work, and will have

charge of the decorative lighting effects. The committee

on electricity has decided (hat all companies furnishing

lights must provide conductors and everything complete,

from the dynamo to the lamp. There was some opposition

to this on the part of those who thought that the cable

companies should be given an opportunity to provide the

underground equipment at tirst hand in connection with

their displays.

Electricity will be used for lighting the battle-ship ex-

hibit, and electric motors will be used to work the great

guns. Lieut. Taussig of the navy, accompanied by

Engineer Sargent, recently inspected the work so far

accomplished.

A dispatch from New York to the Chicago Ty'tlninc con-

veys the foliowing interesting news:

The Western Union Telegraph company has instituted

a search for the first telegram that ever went over the wires.

When the Western Union concluded to make an exhibit at

the World's Fair John W. Kirk, the veteran telegrapher,

opened a correspondence with Maj. John Johnston, Piqua,

0., who, he was satisfied, had the first message that was

"Maj. Johnston, I have sent a friend to Annapolis who
will aliempl to send a message to me on the wire. Tust
wail and listen to it."

Pretty soon the little instrument began ticking
Prof. Morse read it off to Maj. Johnston and Mr. Kirk,
As the instrument stopped Prof. Morse ctJt it ofl and
handed it. in the original cipher, to Mr. Johnston, who
took out his pockeibook and placed the message, now
historical, carefully in his pockctbook, which he put awav
in his pocket, carefully buttoning the latter. The message',
as Mr. Kirk recollects it, expressed the pleasure of
the sender at being able to reach Prof. Morse
over the wire.

When Maj, Johnston and Mr. Kirk dig out the original
message it will be carefully and handsomely framed by the
Western Union company and be given the most prominent
position in its exhibit at the World's Fair.

The visiting commission

ers from Great Britain and

Germany have asked for

20,000 feet in the electrical

building for each country.

Chief Barrett assured the

distinguished foreigners that

he would do his utmost to

enable them to have the

required amount. Mr.

Dredge, of En^itunug,

London, is heartily in favor

of a complete exhibit of En-

glish electrical machinery

and appliances.

ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLDS FAIR.—MAP OF GROUNDS SHOWING LATEST CHANGES.

ticked out over Prof. Morse's wire. Maj. Johnston, in a
response, said he had the message in the original cipher,

but that it was mixed up with his papers and a partial

search had failed to secure it.

Mr. Kirk has urged a closer and more complete search,

and has offered in behalf of the Western Union company
to bear the expense of the search. He will go to Piqua
in a month to help on the search. The story of this first

message, as told by Mr. Kirk, is interesting. In May,
18.^4., Prof. S. F. B. Morse, who was considered a crank by
all except a few, was experimenting in a room in the
Capitol at Washington, provided free of expense by the
government under an appropriation by Congress. His
line extended from Washington to Annapolis. Md. At
that lime delegates 10 the Whig convention were arriving
in town, and among them was Maj Johnston of Piqua, O.
Mr. Kirk took him into Prof. i\Iorse"s private office, where
he was cordially greeted by Prof. Morse. The latter,

after some conversation, said to him:

American Institute
of Electrical Engi-

neers.
The fifty-ninth meeting

of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers, and
the first of the present

season, was held at the

Institute, 12 W'est Thirt}--

first street. New York, on

Tuesday evening. Septem-

ber 22d. Considering that it

was a warm evening and
early in the season, the

attendance was quite large.

A paper, "On the Relation

of the Air Gap and the

Shape of the Poles to the

Performance of Dynamo
Electric Machiner)'," was
read by Professor Harris J.

Ryan of Cornell University.

This paper is presented in

another column. The read-

ing of the paper was fol

lowed by a general discus-

sion.

In view of the importance

of the subject it was decided

that the discussion be con-

tinued at a future meeting.

Members who may not be

able to attend and who are

interested in the matter are

requested to send 10 R. W.
Pope, secretary, 12 West
Thirt}--first street, any com-

munications which they may
wish to have incorporated

in the discussion.

The following named gen-

tlemen have been elected

associate members of the

institute: Fordyce S. Cald-

well, Kansas City, -Mo., and

150 West Eighty-second

street. New York city; Frederick G. Cartwright, San Fran-

cisco, Cal.; W. C. Cheney. Portland. Ore.; Charles \V.

Foote. Cleveland, 0.; John L. Hall. Wilmington. Del,;

William II. Hamilton, Albany, N. Y.; Henr}- H. Hosford,

Cleveland, 0.; Frank Land, Syracuse, X. Y.; Robert

Heath MacMullan, Lafayette, Ind. ; Lucius E. ^farpIe,

Nashville, Tenn.; ^Vm. ^^o^ris Mordey, London, England;

Everett Morse, Boston, Mass.; Frank A. Pattison, New
York city; Edward H. Rogers, New York city; W. M.
Rutherford. Boston, Mass.: Fred. G. Schlosser, St. Louis,

Mo.; Geo. Montague White, Kingston, Jamaica, W. I.

Marshall Field & Co. have added two 540-light Edison
dynamos to the plant in their massive wholesale building

on Adams street, Chicago, The 5yile was made by the

Chicago Edison company,
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Edison Pressure Indicator.

The EdisoQ pressure indicator is illustrated in the ac-

companying cut. It is claimed that this device is the re-

sult of seven years' experience and experiments with all

kinds of indicators. It is an engine room indicator, and

serves as a guide to the engineer and his attendant. The

proper operation of an incandescent electric light plant de-

mands good regulation: the pressure must be uniform and

must be right, or the plant will not give the best results. Uni-

formity in the pressure is very necessary. Lamps operated

EDISON PRESSURE INDICAiOK.

on a circuit, the pressure of which is sometimes above and

sonaetimes below normal, never give satisfaction, while

lamps operated on a circuit with uniform pressure are more

satisfactor}', and give a better I'ghc and life, even though

the pressure averages several volts higher than the normal.

The device illustrated is introduced by the Edison Gen-

eral Electric company.

A New Span Wire Tightener.

A simple span wire tightener is shown in the illustration.

It is designed for use on the "field" side of the pole. It

has only two parts, mideof malleable cast iron, and, it is

claimed, is practically indestructible. It is made by the

Electrical Supply compan), comer of Randolph street and

Michigan avenue, Chicago.

La Roche Alternating Dynamo.

In the accompanying cut is shown the latest type of al-

ternating dynamo placed on the market by the La Roche

Electrical Works of Philadelphia. It is set on an insulated

base, the belt tightener being also insulated to avoid any

possibility of accident, and is so constructed that in case it

should be necessarj' to remove the armature, the top or one-

half the fields can be easily taken off by one man. The

iron in the fields is made expressly for this purpose, and the

coils can be taken on or put on without any adjustment

whatever.

Small Electric Light Plants.

Foree Bain of Chicago, has devised an ingenious method

of introducing small electric lighting plants in residences

and small stores and shops. The fact that the residence

to be illuminated is an isolated country home, or is not in

the lighting district in the city, or that only a few lights

may be required, does not now preclude the use of electric

light, according to Mr. Bain. lie also says that electricity

"is the cheapest manner of producing light."

In the system which Mr, Bain is now introducing the

dynamo is made of the softest

Juniata sheet iron. The field

magnets are stamped out of a sin

gle piece of sheet iron. A number

of these pieces are put together and

form a laminated field magnet of

the best wrought iron without a

joint. The end castings, which

support the bearings are mitis iron,

making them "iron clad," thus

producing an ideal field. The
field coils are placed inside, on the

projections or poles on the field,

between the two cast plates, so

that every inch of wire on the field

contributes to useful effect. The

armature is of the drum type with

Paccinotti projections, and wind-

ing of Froelich modification; the

shaft is large and runs in thimble

bearings of bronze metal, which

are easily renewable; lubrication

is accomplished with "Helmet"

grease, and is almost entirely

automatic; the commutator is made

of tempered copper, it is large,

and solidly put together with mica

insulation. The voltage and speed

are plainly stamped on each

machine.

In the accompanying cut is

illustrated a plant of this character

in position ready for operation.

The plants are placed on the

market by the Bain Electric Manu
facturing company of Chicago.

gotiations now. It is of the utmost importance to the

city that both the boulevards shall be lighted by electricity.

They lead directly to the World's Fair grounds. Fifty per

cent, of all the people who visit the fair grounds will pass

over them. Tens of thousands will drive on them to and

from the fair grounds at night. The fair grounds will be

brilliantly lighted, and of course by electricity, Coming

from the fair grounds into a boulevard lighted by gas

would be like going from the sunlight into a dark room.

It is imperative that both boulevards be lighted by electri-

Lighting Chicago Bou-
levards.

Mayor Washburne of Chicago

is heartily in favor of lighting the

boulevards leading to the World's

Fair by electricity. And. for that

matter, so is every one else who

has expressed himself on the sub-

ject. His Honor says:

"I have been indirectly informed that the South Park

commissioners are willing to place lamps and posts for

electric lighting along Grand and Drexel boulevards at the

expense of the South Park board, if the city will only fur-

nish the necessary power. Unfortunately the financial cir-

SMALL ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS.

city. They are each 200 feet wide. There are rows of

trees running along between the lamps. What good is gas

in such a case? I hope that the negotiations between the

city and the South Park board will result in the light-

ing of both boulevards after the most approved mcdern

I.A kOOty. ALTKR-SATINf; UYNAMO,

The armatare has no iron ?iupporu, and the brushes and

brush holders arc aatoinatic and self-adjustable, and arc

claimed to have absolutely no wear at the collector rings.

The las-il'tuon h of mica lhro«jghout.

cumstanccs of the city arc such that I cannot give a dcfiniic

answer to such a proposition, liut next season wc may be

in a position to treat with the commissioners on their

terms. Mind, I do not say that that should preclude ne-

NKW SPAN WIKI-: 'IICHTENKK.

method—that is by cieclricily. Indeed, I hope the time is

not far distant when all our lending thoroughfares shall be

lighted l)y electricity."

The far famed People's Palace of London is to be
lighted by electricity at an expense of .$30,000.
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Electrical Haulage for Mining Work.

Mining engineers in this country will learn with interest

that English mining and electrical engineers are giving

considerable attention to the development of electrical

machinery for mines, and that already some good results

have been obtained. Crompton & Co of London have

installed an electric haulage plantat the Abercanaid colliery

in South Wales. The winding gear is the usual form

employed in the main and tail rope system, and this is

found to work exceedingly well. The motor is a series-

Stanley's Large Transformer.

In the accompanying cut is shown a new transformer

recently placed on the market by the Stanley Electric

Manufacturing company of Pitlsfield, Mass. In general elec-

trical design this transformer is similar to those already in-

troduced by the company, but as will be seen from the cut is

made for indoors, and is not intended to be placed on poles

or outside of buildings . They are made in sizes of 200 and

300 lights each, and are too heavy to be put up in the air

like the smaller sizes. A great advantage can be gained,

Queen's New Type of Siemens' Electro-

Dynamometer.

In the accompanying cut is shown a new form of dyna-

mometer, introduced by Oueen cc Co., Philadelphia, which

it is claimed embodies the excellent features of the Siemens"

type together with several improvements. The principal

change is the suspending of the movable coil by mean?; of a

polished agate center ins'ead of a coarse fibre. The
coil, hung in this v/ay, it is claimed, is free from any per-

ceptible friction and the sensitiveness of the instrument is

greatly increased. To reduce the moment of inertia of ihc

suspended coil an index made of a light aluminnm wire

has been used instead of ihe usual hea%-y brass index. Just

below the agate a small brass pin extends downward and

fits into a cylindrical opening, a tritle larger, in a rubber

block clamped to the upper part of the movable coil; hence

by releasing the spring shown on the base the coil is lifted

from its agate and held tightly so that despite the roughest

handling in transportation the jewel cannot be broken,

while the steel center will accurately reseat itself in the

i^'ate owing to the guidance of the pin when the spring is

pressed by means of its screw. Instead of two uprights

as in the Siemens' made type Queen's design employs but

one, reducing the weight of the instrument, and making the

working parts more accessible. The binding posts are

placed at the rear of the instrument instead of in front, thus

getting the connecting wires out of the way.

The instrument is finely finished in polished mahogany,

and lacquered brass and copper. The dial is of opal glass

and graduated in 400 equal divisions. These instruments

are also being made inclosed in glass cylinders, and with

a brass instead of wood support, and a silvered instead of

opal dial.

ELECTRIC 1IAUL.\GE FOR MINING WORK.

wound machine built to run at 600 revolutions and take

So amperes at 450 volts at starting. When a heavier current

is required it will take r6o amperes without harm. The

motor is placed horizontally at one end of a wrought iron

frame which forms the bed for the drum and spur wheel.

The drum shaft, which is of steel, is driven from a counter-

shaft by means of spur gearing, and the motors drive the

countershaft by means of six one inch ropes. The haulage

engine is fitted with two drums 3^2 feet in diameter and

cne foot wide, which are controlled, by clutch and

foot brake. This plant will haul coal from three

different parts of the pic, and although these are not

far from the motor at the present time, it is expected that

coal will eventually have to be hauled nearly a mile. The

generating plant comprises a Crompton dynamo, hori-

zontal pattern, built on a wrought iron bed-plate. It is

compound wound, running at 550 revolutions, and deliver

it is claimed, by putting one of these large transformers in

the center of a block instead of using a lot of small ones.

The transformer is designed in such a way that the heat

generated in it is rapidly dissipated, and as it is fitted with

bus-bars for miking connections with the circuits, is ex-

tremely convenient to use. It is further claimed that these

Big Power Transmission Scheme.

The great dam across theCoIorado river at Austin, Tex.,
is now making substantial progress. This dam will be,

when completed, 1,150 feet long, 60 feel high and iS feet

wide at the top. There will be about 9,000 cubic yards of
granite, 6,800 cubic yards of limestone and 55.000 cubic
yards of rubble in the dam. The estimated cost of the dam
itself is -$465,000: to this is to be added the cost of the
gate house, the canal which is to convey the water to the
manufacturers and other auxiliar)' works.which is estimated

at about $Soo,ooo more. The dam is intended to utilize

the power of the Colorado river. The water power will

S^i^

queen's new type of SIEMFNS ELECTRO DYNA-

MOMETERS.

ing 160 amperes at 500 volts. The cable connecting the

dynamo with the haulage plant is 3,200 yards long, and is

carried down the level by the side of the shaft, and be-

tween the hauling engines it is fixed on each side of the

roadway. The plant will replace 27 horses, many haulers

and numerous helpers, at the same time increasing the

output 100 tons a day. The cut is reproduced from the

London Electrica! Review.

ST.\NLEY S LARGE TR.\NSFORMER.

transformets have an efficiency of 06 per cent., and that

they regulate within i^ per cent.

The French man of war Magenta has been supplied with

seven electric ventilators.

At the dinner given during the recent visit of the French
fleet to Portsmouih some striking eflecls were obtained at

the dinner table by lighting up the lable (which was of

glass) underneath, so as to glow in the "red, white, and
blue" of the familiar tricolor.

T un the electric light plant, funiish power for electric rail-

roads and for pumping the water supply of the city, and
leave a surplus of some 13,000 horse power for the use of

factories. It is about two miles above the city of Austin,

and the natural conditions are very favorable, as the river

there runs between high bluffs, and the l>cd is of rock, so

that very little exc3\*ation is required to find a solid founda-

tion. It will be the largest power dam yet built in this

countrj'.
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Mayor Washp,i;r.ve of Chicago expresses himself as

heartily in favor of lighlin;^ the boulevards leading to the

World's Fair grounfls by electricity. It h to be regretted

that ibis step has not been taken before, and work on the

iroprovenicnt cannot b<: begun .loy too soon if Chicago is

dcViroaa of retaining its reputation as the most progressive

city in the coyntrj'.

Tiis idea of installing small electric plants at a moderate

cost will be received with favor by all who desire to secure

the b«3! illamination possible for their residences or shops.

Ktectric lighting has been generally considcd beyond the

reach of ordinarj- individtials—a \\ixury in which only the

wealthy co^ld indulge. But now that it is claimed that an

electric light plant can be conducted with less cost than

any other, ihere is no doubt the matter «ill be thoroughly

investigated. It is certainly a gfcat step in advance to

bring the electric light within the reach of all, and when it
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is brought into competition with other forms of lighting,

as an economical measure, there is no question of its

adoption. Its superiority in other respects is too well

estiblished to leave room for question.

The change by which the circular "machinery annex"

at the World's Fair grounds is abolished is a good one.

The present arrangement is shown in a fine map of

Jackson Park, with the proposed improvements, which is

presented in this issue of the Western Electrician.

The square building will be much better adapted for use

as an electric power station, for which it is largely

intended.

Prof. Ryan's paper "On the Relation of the Air Gap
and the Shape of the Poles to the Performance

of Dynamo-electric Machinery," read at the recent

meeting of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers and presented in this number, is a scholarly

production and worthy the careful attention of electrical

engineers. The author gives evidence of his painstaking

researches, and the data he presents should be of much

value to manufacturers of dynamos and superintendents of

electrical plants.

American electrical engineers are not braggarts and are

always ready to give hearty recognition to the achieve-

ments of other countries in the science and application

of electricity. It is gratifying to observe that this fact

is recognized in England by leading technical journals,

which feel called upon to remark it in view of Prof.

Silvanus P. Thompson's silly attack on the electricians of

the United States at the recent meeting of the British

Association. Prof. Thompson is a man of considerable

scientific attainments, with presumably a fair amount of

common sense, and we are at a loss to know why he

should make statements Ihal are certainly false and

apparently malicious.

Electric and mining engineers in this country will

learn with satisfaction that electric machinery has been

applied to mining in Wales, and that it is pronounced

highly successful. Americans have long realized the

practicability of electric mining and have not been slow to

take advantage of the possibilities presented by the

introduction of electrical apparatus in mines. Vet English

miners have held aloof and criticised the work of their

more progressive cousins. They have at last, however,

been obliged to concede not only the availability of

electrically operated mining machinery but also its supe-

riority over other forms. The latest illustration of the

success of English miners in applying electricity to their

work is given in the case described elsewhere in this issue,

which will no doubt be read with interest. That

electric mining is bound to assume considerable impor-

tance has long since been realized in this country and it

behooves our friends across the water to fall into line and

take advantage of the new order of affairs.

In another column is presented a brief synopsis of Allen

R. Foote's paper before the New York Electric Club on

"Making a Model New York City." Mr. Foote would have

the whole system of transportation changed and as a mat-

ter of course he advocates the adoption of the electric

motor in place of the steam engine for all service within

the city limits. It is scarcely possible that Mr. Foote's

system will be seriously considered, as New York is hardly

prepared to undertake such a huge project.

There are, in the first place, too many conflicting inter-

ests to allow the establishment of the proposed system.

These forces wield a vast power in the metropolis and

their infiuence is by no means decreasing. Take, for in-

stance, the present "L" road system. With the adoption

of Mr. Foote's plan this enterprise would be doomed, and

there is no probability that it would permit such a project

to take possession of the field without a desperale struggle.

Its position was plainly indicated when the report of the

Rapid Transit commissioners was presented. Mr. Foote,

it will be noticed, docs not believe that the proposed un-

derground system will prove a permanent solution of the

problem. He maintains that the great mass of people

will not be benefited by this scheme. Real estate values,

he points out, will advance wherever the proposed system

is extended, to such a degree that only the wealthier por-

tion of the population will find it possible to take advantage

of the improvement, Ilis scheme for utilizing the second

floors of business blocks for stores and turning the upper

floors into apartments, would prove a gigantic undertnk-

ing and its success could only be secured by substituting

electric plants for »lcam engines in all manufacturing es-

tablishments in these districts. If .such a system were

practicable—and it is by no means certain that such a
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revolution could be effected—the question would arise:

How is the capital to be secured for the enterprise? Cer-
tainly public funds would be required, and they could only
be obtained through special legislation. And right here
another difficulty would be met. It is hardly possible that

the legislature of the state of New York would pass an en-

abling act providing for the issuing of bonds to secure the

indebtedness. It is but necessary to consider for a moment
the jealousy with which the municipal authorities of New
York city are watched by the politicians of the rest of the

state to realize the spirit with which this proposition would
be received. It is to be regretted that the fate of great

public improvements in this country depends largely on
their political significance, and this is nowhere so appar-

ent as in the Empire state. In this case it would mean
increasing the political patronage of the party in power in

Ne.v York city and such a result would be bitterly op-

posed in the rest of the state, where there is a strong

tendency to cripple the political machine that controls the

metropolis.

In view of these facts, therefore, it is hardly possible

—

in fact it is highly improbable—that Mr. Foote's scheme

will be seriously considered and at the present time there

seems no possible chance for its adoption. There are

many commendable features in the proiect and some
of them may be adopted, but the plan, as a whole, cannot

but fail in spite of its many advantages.

In this issue is presented a resume of the work instituted

under the direction of the censtis department for the col-

lection of statistics relating to electrical industries. The
value of these statistics is fully appreciated by electrical

companies, and as there is at the present time nothing of

the kind at the disposal of managers of the companies the

work was looked upon with much favor. The recent an-

nouncement at the Montreal convention that the work

would be temporarily discontinued was received with

marked disapproval, and the convention adopted resolutions

protesting against this order and appealing to the depart-

ment to resume the work in hand. It is to be hoped that

other organizations— the American Street Railway associa-

tion, for instance—will take similar action, and that a con-

certed movement be made to secure recognition of the

claims of the electrical interests.

An idea of the scope of the work undertaken by the

special agent of the census department in connection with

the electrical industries is shown in the schedules prepared

under his direction. They are complete in detail and cover

the entire field of electrical development. It has been the

aim of this branch of the census department to make as

complete a record of the advancement of electrical industries

as money and labor could secure. For a time this work

must be permitted to rest, and it only remains for the

electrical concerns to say how long this period shall be.

United action on their part will bring the Department of

the Interior to a realizing sense of the importance of the

work in hand and the necessity of a prompt completion.

A steam railway journal, in an announcement quoted on

another page, tells of a St. Louis suburban road on which

steam locomotives have been supplanted by electric motor

cars. Part of the line was operated by cable, but all of

the old equipment has been discarded, and the cars and

engines are offered for sale. This is a notable victory for

electric traction over two rival systems. The superiority

of electric over horse cars, in all respects, is very generally

conceded. But the advocates of the cable system for

large cities and of steam for suburban traftlc have

contended that these systems could be operated much more

advantageously than electric cars where the traffic was

very heavy. In the case in point, however, both systems

were superseded by electricity under circumstances that

their adherents claim to be best adapted to them. St.

l.ouis is a large city, and it is fair to presume that the

travel on a line of sufficient importance to be cabled is

heavy. For over three miles in the city itself the line was

operated by cable, while the steam cars plied on the

suburban portion. Here is every condition that is

supposed to be most favorable to steam and cable roads.

And yet we are informed, on the authority of a leading

steam railway journal, that the whole cumbersome

combination is to be done away with, and electricity is to

be substituted. The logical inference is very obvious, and

the lesson to be drawn from the change is striking enough

to attract the attention of street railway managers and

owners all over the country. It is evident that electricity

is destined to operate the street railways of the larger as

well as the smaller cities, and the quicker this lact is

realized and acted upon the better it will be for the

pockets of the stockholders of companies now operated by

other systems.
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Street Railway Magnates.
, The portraits presented in the accompanying group in

elude prominent street .railway magnates who will take a

conspicuous part in the affairs of the American

•Street Railway association during the convention at

Pittsburg. The group includes: Henry M. Watson,

president of the American Street Railway association and

president of the Buffalo, N. Y. Consolidated Railway com-

pany; William J. Richardson, secretary of the association

and secretary of the Atlantic Avenue Ivailway company,

Brooklyn, and the following Pittsburg magnates: J. K.

Rugg, general superintendent of the Citizens' Traction

company; James D. Gallery, president Second Avenue

E^lectric company; John H. Dalzell, president Pittsburg &

Alleghany lS: Manchester Traction company; Murry A.

Verner, president Pittsburg & Birmingham Traction com-

pany; D. F. Henry, president Federal Street & PIea<:ar.t

Valley Railway company;

George B. Hill, president

Alleghany Traction company

Ceorge I. Whi'ney, president _^

-

Central Traction company

;

C. L. Magee, president

Duquesne Trsction company.

These gentlemen are all

prominently identified wiih

street railway work, and are

known to the members of the

association.

Col. Wi,tson of Buffalo has

been interested in strett rail-

way matters many years, his

first official connection with

the Buffalo system being in

1S6S, when he took the posi-

tion of secretary of the Buffalo

Street Railway company. In

June, 1S81, he was elected

president of the company,

and has since been the con-

trolling spirit in its affairs.

In 1S89 he was also made

president of the East Buffalo

Street Railway company, and

when the several systems of

the Breezy City were consoli-

dated Col. Watson was placed

at the head. His adrainistra

tion of the a ffairs of the

Buffalo railways has earned

him a naitonal reputation.

His connection with the asso-

ciation has dated from the

organization of that body,

and he has proved himself

one of its most aggressive and

popular members.

William J. Richardson of

Brooklyn has been stcrttary

and treasurer of the American

Street Railway association

since its formation, and he

has conducted the affairs of

these offices on the same

business principles thai have

earned him success and re-

nown in street railway affairs.

He has been identified with

the Atlantic Avenue I\ailway,

Brooklyn, as secretary since

1872.

Probably the best known

street railway superintendent

in Pittsburg is J. E. Rugg,

general superintendent of the

Citizens' Traction company,

intelligent business man, and is alive to the necessities of

the patrons of his company. Improved methods of

rapid transit are constantly being introduced, and at the

present time there are seven miles of the company's road

equipped with electrical apparatus.

The Second Avenue Electric company's line when estab-

lished ten years ago was. of course, a slow going horse-car

line, but shortly after the present management assumed

control, with James D. Callery president, it was converted

into an electric system, and is now operating 20 motor

cars. Mr. Callery 's progressive spirit is manifested

throughout the management of the affairs of the company.

Several extensions have been made, and the system is one

of the best equipped in the city.

John H. Dalzell, president of the Pittsburg. Alleghany

& Manchester Railway company, has always pursued a

conservative policy in the management of this system.

This company was the last to introduce rapid transit

methods, and it will welcome the delegates to the conven-

tion with a complete equipment of electric cars fresh from

the shops. The company is one of the most substantial

in the city, and has ec[uipped its lines with a costly system,

representing the most approved methods of electric railway

construction.

Murry A. Verner, president of the Pittsburg & Birming-

ham Traction company, has pinned his faith to electric

railways, and is now reaping the rewards. His system is

considered the finest short system in the country. Mr.

Verner is a man of marked executive ability, and his suc-

cess and that of his company have been due largely to his

own activity.

I). F. Henry, presidtn": of !he Federal Street vV Pleasant

railv/ay enterprises in Pittsburg, and exercises coDsidtrable

iniluencc in street railway mailers.

George I. Whitney, president of the Central Traction
company, may be said to represent the cable interests of
Pittsburg, as his road is equipped throughout with ibis

system. This sy.stcm can here be seen under most
favorable circumstances. It is an admirably managed
road.

Among the recently constructed street railways the

Duquesne Traction company's lines occupy a leading

position owing to the excellent construction and engineer-

ing ability displayed in the planning and building of the

road. C. L. Magee, the president of the company, is

known throughout the East, and especially in Pennsyl-
vania, as a shrewd politician, and in the management of

the Duquesne company he has shown himself a successful

business manager. He has succeeded in establishing a
model plant and Eccuring an

efficient lot of assistants.

STREET RAILWAY MAGNATES.

He

Ueury yi. Watson.
William .r. Richnrdson.

progressive and

3.—J. E. Uwi-g.
I.—Jaiuos D. Cnllery,

y.—GoorgG I. WhUnoy.

.l.".Iohii 11. Dalzoll.

6.—Murry A. Vtjna'r.
10.—C. L. Mngoo.

Valley Railway company, has the distinction of being at

the head of the corporation which introduced electric

traction to the people of P.ttsburg, and afforded rapid

transit to residents about Allegheny. At present 55 electric

cars are operated on this company's lines. Mr. Henry's

efforts in behalf of the residents of Pittsburg and .Alle-

gheny were not fully appreciated at first, and he was op-

posed at every step by influential citizens, suppoitcd. by

the public press. The innovation seemed to startle the

people, and but for Mr. Henry's perseverance the scheme

would no doubt have been defeated. The success of the

project may be realized, when it is noted that over

6,000,000 passengers were carried last year by this com-

pany.

George 15. Hill is president of the Allegheny Traction

company. He is also interested in several other street

American Street
Railway Association
The tenth annua! meeting

of the Ameiican Street Rail-

way association will be held

at the Monongahela Hou«c,

Pittsburg, Pa , begintirg

Wednesday, Oct, 21st, at 10

A. M., and continuing three

dajs. The arrangements for

^jhe business meetings have

been completed, and an attrac-

tive programme is cffered.

The secretaiy announces that

special committees will report

on the following jubjecls:

"A Perfect Electric Motor;"

"A Year's Progress of Cable

Motive Power;" ''Public and

State Treatment of Corpora-

tions. Xo. 3;" "The Depen-

dent— Overhead or Under-

ground—System of Electric

Motive Power, and The Inde-

pendent— Storage or Primary

Battery—System of Electric

Motive Power." Notice has

been received by the secretary

from the president of one of

the member companies that a

special paper will be read on

Standards in Machinery and

Appliances fcr Electric Rail-

ways. Representatives of ihe
leading companies manufac-
turing electric railway appara-
tus will be present to explain
the operation of their systems.
This will probably be the

most interesting part of the

proceedings to the delegates,

as the majority of the 172
companies comprising ihe
association are operating
electric plants or contcmplat.
ing the inlroefuction of an
electrical equipment. Com-
parisons of the several sys-

therefore. cannot fail 10 prove
both interesting and instruc-

tive to these delegates.

The local committee of
arrangements, of which John
G. Holmes, president of the
Citizens' Traction company, is

chairman, has chartered a
double-decked excursi on
boat, which will be mcorcd to

the wharf alongside the Mon-
ongahe'a House, to be used
for the exposition. Heavy

supplies will be placed on the lower deck and lighlcroncson

the upper. The boat will be suitably decorated, .ind

lighted in the evening, and will be made a pleasant and
interesting place for the exhibition of supplies.

The Pitt- burg street railway companies have not yet

fully completed the arrangements for the special entertain-

ment of those in attendance. Preparations for two excur-

sions are under way, and they will assuredly be of a very

enjoyable character. A handsome souvenir of the meeting

is being prepared. In addition to the representatives of

the companies included in the association, there will be the

usual number of supply and construction companies repre-

sented, and many of them will have interesting dis plays.

The electrical features of street railway woik will no doubt
occupy the gi cater part of the attention of the delegates

and visitors.

An interesting event will be the banquet at Monongahela
House Thursday evening. This, it is promised, wi:i be the

most pietenlicus sffair thus far undertaken by the associa-

t'on.

".—D. F. Ilcnry.
8.—Georgo B. Uill.
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On the Relation of the Air Gap and the

Shape of the Poles to the Perform
ance of Dynamo-electric

Machinery.'

Bv Harris J. Ryan.

The object of this paper is not to deal with the subject

in a new light, but to add to its literature a limited amount

of data, the deductions from which go to establish the

correctness of the ideas, and the utility of the suggestions
put forth in the papers read by Messrs. Swinburne ard
Esson.at the meetings of the Institution of Electrical Engin-
eers on Feb. 15 and 20, iSgo. Up to thetimeof the publica-

tion of these papers the air gap was usually treated by contrib-

utors to electrical literature as an evil in a dynamo, having
a necessary existence, and the smaller that it could con-
veniently be made the better. The shape of the poles had
often been spoken of as having a somewhat decided effect

oa the performance of the dynamo, while but little had
been said regarding the cause of such an effect.

There exists some difference of opinion as to what should
be known as the number of ampere turns on an armiture.

Fig, 4.

For our present purpose we will assume that the

r The number of] f Strength of cur-'l

!
conductors on ',

I
rentinthearma- I

1 the surface of f' 1 ture conductors, f

;_the armature. J j. J

Armaiare ampere turns=
Number of poles.

Referring to Fig. i, it is evident that when we consider

the magnetic forces acting in a working dynamo by the

route 0, I.J, 0, that the entire number of ampere turns

on the armature are directly opposed in action to the am-

pere tarns on the field. Ey the route 0, A/, X, 0. all the

ampere tarns on the armature except those that lie between

the double angle of lead C. E, are acting with the

field ampere turns, while those between G, E, arc opposed
to the wnc. Tnerefore by thii route, the total number of

ampere turns actually aiding the field ampere turns

is the toul number of armature ampere turns

minos t»ic« the number of ampere turns that

lie between the double angle of lead, Hy the route O, A',

L. O, the number of ampere turns acting is the numbtrr of

riTiprrc ••:rn3 on the field, minus the number of ampere
-: between the double angle of lead. \Vc can
c with ample practical accuracy the magnetic

:-,eair gap at all points, for any given total

atnouQtoi niagnetiz^ktion throu;;h the armature. The am-

pere turns that lie between the double angle of lead are op-

posed to the action of the field ampere turns at all points.

It is evident that the portion of the armature ampere turns

not included between the double angle of lead will increase

the magnetization through the air gap by the route O, M,
'V, O, just as much as they diminish it along the route

O, I, J, O, as long as magnetic saturation d^es not take

place in the strengthened pole corners C, D. If the pole

corners are thin, as in the lypes shown in Figs. 2, 3 and 5,

saturation is apt to occur. It is then that the magnetic re-

sistance increases by the route 0, M, N, O, and the mag-
netic density by this route is no longer increased by the

same amount that it is diminished along the route 0, /. /,

O. On the other hand, when the pole coiners are fashioned

as seen in Figs. 4 and 6, so that saluration in the strength-

ened pole corners cannot occur in practice, the current in

the armature can produce no modification of the total

amount of magnetization through it, other than that which
is produced by the action of the ampere turns that lie be-

tween the double angle of lead. This action can always
be compensated for by putting an equivalent number of

series ampere turns on the field acting with the field am-
pere turns. The double angle of lead can be determined

I. R*ra'i fc<:for* Ihr Arr InMitotr of RIectriral ^D-^'m^fmi,

with sufficient accuracy, for with pole corners slightly ex-

tended at the center, see Fig. 11, the diameter of commu-
tation at all loads is very near the weakened pole corners.

The pole corners are slightly extended at the center, so that

the coils always en'er the field of the weakened pole cor-

ners gradually. The electromotive force developed in the

coils as they pass under the poles can never be far different

from that actually needed to reverse the current in the coil

when passing under the brush. In this way the point of

commutation in a dynamo can be kept the same when car-

bon brushes are used without undue sparking, as long as

the armature does not reverse the magnetization under the

weakened pole corners.

From the discussion of the magnetic relations of an
armature to its field in a d)namo in connection with Fig. i,

it is seen that the magnetization in the air gap under the

weakened pole corners becomes zero, when the armature

ampere turns are equal to the ampere turns on the field,

whose magnetizing force is impres ed between its pole

faces through the arma'.ure. This impressed magnetizing

force is that due to the difference between the total number
of ampere turns on the field and tlie number of ampere
turns required to set up the magnetization through the

field cores, from pole face to pole face. In order to com-
mutatc the current without spark at the commutator, the

magnetization in the air gap under the weakened pole

corners dare never be allowed to become zero. It follows

then that the field ampere turns impressing a magnetizing

force between the pole faces must always be somewhat in

excess of the maximum number of ampere turns on the

armature. The amount of this excess need only be suffi-

cient 10 insure a positive field at // and /i, Fig. i, strong

enough to reverse the current in the coils as they are com
mutated. When a certain ;imount of magnetization is to

be set up through an armature with the appii':ation of the

magnetizing forccof a given number of ampere turns im-

pressed between the pole faces, we must provide the requi-

site amount of magnetic resistance between these pole
faces The valu^ of this resistance will hive to be such
that the impressed field magnetizing force wiU establish

the desired amount of magnetization. This resistance in

most cases is bsst provided for in a proper length of air

gap. In general it is found best to avoid heating in the
armature core as far as consistent, by the use of compara
tively low magnetic densities for wrought-iron. The mag-
netic resistance of the armature core under these circum-
stances i 5 very small and may be neglected
The magnetic res's':auce between the pole faces is occa-

sionally provided for largely, either through a saturated

core of a ring armature, saturated lugs on armatures where
the wires are placed in groovts, or both. This in addition

to what air gap may be necessary from a mechanical"

p int of view, go to make up the total amount
of magnetic resistance that is provided between the

pole faces. Machines of this order have been developed
largely through the old and rather expensive method of

experimentation. This method has given us some types
in which ordinary results are arrived at, through rather

extraordinary means. Take the case of a machine with a
ring armature, wires wound in grooves, a very small air

gap, and poles shaped somewhat as shown in Fig. 2. Such
a machine operated as a dynamo, may require only a quar-
ter of the number of ampere turns that it will have on the
armature at full load, for field excitation in order to pro-

duce a certain electro-motive force at a given speed. Yet
this machine produces a fairly constant potential at the
brushes under all variation of load, and without undue
sparkirg at the commutator in the following manner: For
the production of a constant electromotive force at con-
stant speed, the total magnetization through the armature
must remain constant. At no load one-fourth of the am-
pere turns needed on the field at full load, are provided by
a shunt winding. This shunt winding is sufficrent to set

up the total amount of magnetization for the production
of the normal electro motive force of the machine when
there is no current in the armature. Now in order to take
the normal current from the armature without reversing-

the magnetization under the weakened pole corners, three

times as many series ampere turns as there are shunt am-
pere turns must be added to the field. The addition of

these series ampere turns must not increase the total

amount of magnetization through the armature, which is

accomplished by the thin pole corners. The strong pole
corners become saturated when the armature is furnishing

even a small amount or the norma! current for which it is

designed. For most values of the current then, the arma-
ture ampere turns tend to diminish the magnetization under
the weakened pole corners but cannot increase it corre-

spondingly under the saturated pole corners. The action

of the series ampere turns on the field prevents the reduc-

tion of the magnetization under the weakened pole cor-

ners to zero, while the saturated portion of the pole pieces

prevents the increase of the total magnetization through
the armature, and thus a constant potential is maintained.

The 'armature characteristic" IV., plotted in Fig. 7,

was taken from the machine of the above sort, built with
cast-iron fields. The cross-section of the field cores proved
on trial to be too small, and became strongly saturated at

full load, while they were quite a little under the point of

saturation at no load. This curious result for a constant

potential generator was due to the increased magnetic

leakage, produced as the .'Jcrics ampere turns on the field

came up with the load. Saturation took place as the curve

indicates, when the armature furnished a current of about

140 amperes, and no possible compounding could ever

make this generator produce even appro.\imateIy a constant

potential, with variation of load. Steel cores of the same
dimensions were substituted fiar the cast-iron cores. .Satu-

ration did not occur in them due to magnetic leakage.

'J'hc pole corners were very thin, as in I'"tg. 2, and the

"armature characteristic" III. was obtained. The ma-

chine was then furnished with a shunt winding that pro-
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duced a slightly smaller nuniber of initial ampere turns
than curve III. indicates as required to produce 125 volts,

and with series turns at such a number thai the total num-
ber of ampere turns on the field for any current developed
by the armature is shown by the broken line drawn through
curve III. It was under these conditions that the machine
performed in the manner described above, and not vary
more than 5 per cent, from the noimal electto mo ive foice
on either side, or total variation of 10 per cent. It was
then almost entirely rebuilt. The armature was provided
with a core that was considerably larger in cress-section,

and the ma.ximum magnetic density used in it was 11,000
lines per sq. cm. as against 20.000 used before. The lugs
on the core were dispensed with, and the wires wound on
the surface of the coie. The poles were made of cast

7.000 LIKES PEBSQ.CM.
IN THE AI8 GAP

iron, and fashioned to accord more nearly with those in

Fig. 3. The air gap required ten thousand ampere turns

to set up the magnetization through it at no load, while

the armature ampere turns were S.ooo at normal output, io

that series ampere turns had only to be added to counteract

the action of the ampere turns on the armature that lie

between the double angle of lead, to increase slightly the

electro-motive foice by the amount equal to the fall of

potential through the armature caused by its resistance.

and to compensate for the slight effect of the pole corners

that still became saturated to a limited extent for the

higher outputs. It should be remembered that the mag-
netic leakage that takes place between the adjacent north

and south pole corners, one of which is strongly and the

other weakly magnetized, plays an important part in

saturating thin p^le corners. It is evident that unless the

"armature characteristic" is a straight line as in curve I.,

Fig. 7, that the machine cannot be made to regulate for

constant potential with a high degree of refinement. The
poles were again changed and shaped as in Fig. 4. when
an " armature characteristic" given in curve I was ob
tained, and the proper number of shunt and series ampere
turns for a refined degree of regulation were readily decid-

ed upon. These e.xperiments confirm what has been said

above, and show how useless have been tiie attempts to

diminish the air gap beyond certain limits.

It was shown on the outstart how we can calculate the

actual magnetic densities in the air gap for any total

magnetization through the armature, for any armature

current. The results of the following experiments

confirm the correctness of these methods. The dia-

grams in Fig. 8 give the values of the magnetic density

at all points of the air gap of a generator producing

125 volts at the brushes and 80 amperes. The following

are its dimensions and data:

6.^5 in.

7 19 in.

.9t in.

Diameter of armature core
Lenyth of armature core
Diameter of bore of pole?
Double deptti of air gap
Armature sections
Turns per section

Resistance of armature
Polesstiapedas in Fig- 3,

Shunt turns on field

Field current, no load, 125 volts

Field current full load, iB"; volts 2. 10

Speed iCoo.

Carbon brushes used without lead.

The ''armature characteristic" curved considerably,

indicating that the pole corners become saturated It is

evident too that the normal magnetization in the pole

O^ro

riif'. u.

corners in addition to the magnetic leakage which is

greater there than anywhere else, produced saturation in

all pole corners, even with no current in the armature.

For at full load there were 4.0:0 ampere turns on the

armature, while 4 000 series ampere turns had to be added
to the field that produced 125 volts at no load to keep the

electromotive force the same. Therefore, at full load we
have the same number of ampere turns acting through the

weakened pole corners as at no load, and the total amount
of m:igneL'zation has only been increased 5 per cent., to

compensate for the resistance of the armature conductors.

The conditions, however, are not the same, for there are

just 4 coo more ampere turns to cause magnetic leakage at

the pole corners, so that on the whole the magnetization

in them is increased. This increase of magnetic density in
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them greatly increases thtir magr.Ltic u:s!Stance, for ihey
are saturated to begin with. It is on this account that
we find the magnetizuion under the weakened pole
corners diminished, when apparently th- forces acting have
not been changed. The magnetization under the strength-
ened pole coiners through the air gap is increased more than
it is diminished by the elTecl of the added magnetic
leakage, through the 8,000 additional ampere turns that act
to produce magnetization by this route through the
armature.

In Fig. 9 the diagrams show the magnetic action of the
armature of a lo-horse power no volt motor, with poles
fashioned as in Fig. 6. lUeasuremen's of the magnetic
leakage were made on this motor, and the results indicate
that the shape given to the pole ccrners avoided
saturation in them even at full load. The double angle of
lead was almost 60 degrees. The ampere turns embraced
by it on the armature were partially compensated for by 9
series turns on each of the consequent fields. The
remainder of the armature empere turns that lie between the
double angle of lead served to weaken the field by just the
amount required to produce a constant speed. The
following figures give additional data on this motor:

^33 "I-

in.

9.38 in.

1.05 in.

220O.

3-55.

Diameter of armature core '.

Diameter over all ,

Bore of poles
Double air gap
Shunt turnson field

Shunt current at 110 volts
Ampere turns on field at no volts 7S00
Ampere turnson armature at full load 5750.
Armature sections ^3,
Turns per section 3,
Speed 1200.

The ampere turng required to set up 2,600 lines per sq
cm. through a distance of 1.05 in. or 2.64 cms. in open
air are

2600X2.64

I 26

This is the numbar of field ampere turns that exerted

their magnetizing force between the pole fjces through
the armature. The ampere turns acting through the
weakened pole corners are, therefore, very near zero,
which is entirely corroborated by the fact that the
magnetization was observed to be zero at this point—see
full load curve in Fig 9. Through the strong pole
corners the ampere turns acting were the 5600 of the
shunt ampere turns, -j- the 720 of the voli series turns +
the armature ampere turns, 5150,— twice the ampere turns
between the double angle of lead, 2, [3X5750], cr

3400=867 owhich will produce a magnetic density through
an air gap of 2,64 cms. depth of

867oX[.26
' -=4100,

2.64

while the actual magnetic density measured at this point
was 3950. an agreement within the possible limit of error.

In Fig. 10 are given curves showing the magnetic
performance of an armature, with its conductors laid in
deep narrow grooves, as shown in Fig. 12, The
clearance on each side was one-sixtenth of an inch,
making the double air gap one eighth of an inch. Addi-
tional dimensions are as follows:

Diameter of the armatue core 6 in;
Length of armature core 6. in'.

Resistance of armature .3}
Number of sections 64.
Turns per section 3.
Output, amperes 20.

" volts 100,
Speed 1800.

Curve J, Fig. 10, shows the distribution of magnetiza-
tion at 112 volts, no current, a speed of iSoo. and a field

excitation of 2600 ampere turns. Curve II shows the
magnetic distribution for an output of 97 volts and 24
amperes, at a speed iSoo, and a field excitation of 2600
ampere turns. Curve III shows the magnetic distribution
at an output of 40 volts and 20 amperes, at a speed of iSoo,
with a field excitation of 750 ampere turns. This same
excitation when the armature furnished no current,
produced an electromotive force of 48 volts, at a speed of
iSoo revolutions. The poles were shaped as in Figs. 11
and 12, but modified as explained below. In making
these experiments carbon brushes were used, and their
position maintained at the normal diameter of commuta-
tion. An average magnetic density in the air gap of 3400
lines per sq. cm. was required to produce an electro-
motive force of 112 volts. The grooves on the armature
in which the conductors were placed, occupied one- half of
the armature surface, so that the actual magnetic density
in the air gap was 1.8 times this average magnetic density.
The ampere turns required to set up this magnetic density
in the air gap were

. 125X2. 54Xr34ooXi.8]
, =1520,

1.26

which is the number of field ampere turns whoEc mag-
netizing force is impressed between the po!e surfaces

207

through the armature, when it furnishes 112 volts and no
current. The ampere turns on the armature at a current
of 24 amperes are

2X64X3X12.
-. — 23rK)

2.

against 1520 impressed by the field. Under these circum-
stances the magnetism under the weakened pole comers is
reversed as is also clearly indicated by cur\'e II, in Fig
10. or the curves C. E, D, /-, G. in Fig. 11. This cur-'C
also shows that the magnetic density under the strong pole
corners was 5,100 lines per sq. cm. Now in building
this machine six longitudinal slots, li inches deep were cut
in each pole immediately back of thesu face, which enables

'•'17. 10,

US to be sure of the e.xact densities in the pole
corners for a given dis'ance. For a depth of l],^

inches immediately back of the pole faces, these slots took
up one-half of the cross-section of the poles. Then a
density, therefore, of 5.100 really means a density of
10,100 or a strong saturation for a distance of 2'2 inches
in the cast iron of the poles. The magnetizing force re-
quired to produce 10,200 lines per sq. cm. through cast
iron is 200 per centimetre length Therefore the ampere
turns required to establish this density through 2i inches
are

2.5X2.54X200

l.l!6

The total number of ampere turns acting to produce
magnetization through these strong pole corners was the
sum of the field ampere turns that impressed magnetizing
force from pole face to pole face thrcugh tbe aimature,
and tbe ampere turns on the armature covered by the poles.
The poles covered approximately 85 per cent, of the
armature surface, making this value: 1,500 X[2,3coX.S5]
=3,400. Of this number, as was just shown, i.oco were
utilized in producing the magnetic density of 5.100,
through the saturated portion of the pole?. The remain-
ing 2,400 ampere turns exerted their magnetizing force in
producing the average magnetic density of 5,100 through
the air gap, and affords another opportunity of checking
these ideas of the action of the armature of tbe field. For
the ampere turns required to set up an average magnetic
density of 5 100 through the air gap under consideration
were

[i.8X5.ico]X. 125X2. 54
=2,300.

1.26

which checks with the above value as well as could be
expected. When the armature furnished 24 amperes,
the electromotive force at the brushes was 97 volts while
with no current it was 112 vohs. Of this drop of 15 volts,

S are accounted for by the resistance of tbe armature,
and the extra seven were caused by the saturated po!e
corners. By operating this same machine at an electro-
motive force at which the pole corners could not saturate
with normal output of cunent, we have demonstrated for
us in a very striking manner that the armature ampere
turns cannot change the total magnetization established
through the armature by the field when tbe pole corners
do not saturate. The electronrotive force with the
armature current at zero, was brought to 4S volts with a

r;a. n\

separate field excitation of 750 ampere turns. Then when
the armature was allowed to furnish ao amperes the
electromotive force at the brushes dropped to 40 volts. Of
this drop of S volts, 7 were produced by the resistance
of the armature. Vet the field is powerfully distorted by
the armature current, as may be seen by reference to cur\'e
III, Fig. 10, or the curves A, A C, B. in Fig. 13. Even
with this very great rearrangement of the m3gneti;^ation
produced by the armature current, the total magnetization
set up by the field is practically unchanged. TheditTerence
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of pctential on ihe commutator between the points A, B.

Figf. 12, was observed to be 72 volts. This excess of

electromotive force over that which was produced at the

brushes, the figure shows clearly to be due to the magneti-

zation produced by the armature throu.a;h itself and the

strengthened pole corners. The points where the held is

zero are at A, B. They mark the diameter thrcugh which

the ampere turns encountered on the armature are just

equal and opposite in action to the ampere turns of the

field that impress a magnetizing force between the pole

faces through the armature. A simple computation will

show that this is true. The field ampere turns that impress

magnetizing force between the poles when the arma'ure

produced an external electromotive force of 4S volts are

1,520X45

112

The ampere turns oa the armature opposed to the

12

magnetization set up by the route -^, B. are — of the total

40
number of ampere turns on the armature, Fig. i^, or

12X64X3X20

40X2
This is a f ir agieement when we consider the

accuracv with which the original da"a may be determined.

Mr. Esson in his valuable paper, above referred to. dis-

cussed the requisite features for a generator for constant

current, with closed coil armatures, in which regulation is

effected by shifting the brushes. He stated that the field

should be uniform at all points, under the poles, and that

the armature core should be saturated. The?e statements

are a little misleading. The magnetizing force impressed

by the tield ampere turns must be uniform at all points be-

tween the pole faces. This is accomplished by proportion-

ing the poles so that the strongly magnetized pole corners

will not become saturated when the brushes have their ex-

treme position for the development of the highest electro-

motive force that the machine is to produce. The air gap
is made of such a depth that the ampere turns required to

set cp the magnetization through the armature, without

current, and for the production of the highest electromotive

force that the machine will be called on to give, shall be a

little more than the armature ampere turns when it

furnishes its normal current. Then as long as the brushes

are kept under the pole faces, the non-sparking point will

be wherever ihs brushes are placed. This will be the case

whether the armature is or is not saturated. A practical

demonstration is found in the following experiment: A
Siemens & Halske dynamo with magnet and armature
cores, whose shape and dimensions are shown in Fig. 5,

was used.

Length of anratare core 7.25 in.

Naraber of armature sections 5O.

Turns per section 6
Revolutions 1,000.

Output iQ volts ... . 50.
" " amperes 30.

The field was separately excited with 4,000 ampere turns

on each of the sets of consequent poles Regulation

could then be effected for a constant current in the

armature of 22 amperes by shifting the biushes from no
electromotive force to 35 volts without the slightest spark-

ing, even when metallic brushes were used. Within this

limit the pole comers did not saturate. The field corts

were wrought and the yokes cast i on. When the

armature circuit was broken, it was found that the field

excitation of 4,oco ampere turns produced an electromotive

force of 50 volts. The magnetic density fn the field cores,

including leakage, was oily 11 000 lines per sq. cm.
Therefore, of the 4.000 ampere turns on the field, not

more than 200 were applied in setting up the magnetiza-

tion from pole face to pole face through the field cores.

it is safe to assume then, that of these 4,000 ampere turns,

3.800 were active in producing a magnetizing force im-

pressed uniformly over the pole faces through the armature,

rbis same value is obtained by the method adopted in the

previous cases. That is by calculating the magnetic
density in the air gap when 50 volts were developed, and
then deducting the number of ampere turns required to

establish such a magnetic density through a i^'z inch air

gap. As to the armature, when it produced 22 amperes
its ampere turns cumbered

2X56X6X11
=3,7CO,

2

or an excess of 100 ampere turns impressed by the field

over and ab«>ve those on the armature. As long as this

same number of ampere turns was maintained on the field

it was not possible to regulate for a constant current of a

ioTTcr or a higher strength without sparking. The im-

pressed field ampere turns are in excess of the armature
ampere tarns by that amount which is just sufficient to

produce a weak positive field that will reverse the current

in the coil TPhcn its terminal bars at the commutator pass

under the brush. When regulation is effected by this

means it is seen that all pole corners alike magnetized and
at the center of the pole faces the magnetization is zero

when the machine is shoTt-circuited. At full output, at the

highest electromotive force, the magnetization under the

one set of pole corners is alm-wt zero, and under the other
set it is at the maximum value that is ever obtained In a

generator of this type, when the poles arc made •tout

cootjgh at a'l points, the total amount of magnct'/.ation

through the armature, at all loads, v,-ill rema'n at a con-
stant value. When used for operating long arc lamps a
"drooping characteristic" can belter be obtained by
aa'.nrated field cores than by saturated pole corners and
armature tore.

What has been said of dynamos applies equally well to

motor?, the only d-ffcreccc being that the non sp^irking

points are on opposite sides of the diameter at which
maf^neitzuion is ze'O in the air gap. This is due to a
veil knc^n cause, fn a motor the armature rotates In an

opposite direction when field and armature currents re-

main the same as in a dynamo. The electromotive force

of self induction caused by the reversal of the current in a
current has not changed, while the eltctromctive force de-

veloped in the coil by the field has changed sign with the

change of the direction cf rotation. The result is that the
reversal of the current in an armature section must take

place in a weak field of an opposite sign in a motor from
what it does in a dynamo, when sparking is to be avoided
entirely.

The act'on of the current in the armatures of multipolar

dynamos and motors will be the same as that found for

two pole machines.

Electrical Industries and the Census.
Interest in statistics concerning the electrical industries

of this country is not confined to those actively engaged in

the manufacture or operation of apparatus. It is quite

probable that there is no other department in which the

general public has evinced so much interest. In view of

this fact the recent circular issued from the electrical de-

partment of the census office, if such it may be termed,
will be eagerly scanned According to Allen R. Foote,

the special agent appointed for this work, there have been
prepared, for the collection of statistics for the electrical

industries for the eleventh census, nineteen schedules and
as many supplements, covering the following subjects:

I. Schedules for Preliminary Information.
,-. Schedule for Educacional Insututions, giving a course in Elec-

trical Engineering.
3. Electric Light aod Power Stations.

\, Manufactures of Electrical Apparatus and Supplies.

5. Isolated Electric Light and Power Plants.
6. Comniercial Telegraph Companes.
7. Commercial Telephone Companies.
S, Steamboat Electric Light and Power Plants.

9. Municipal Electric Light and Power Stations.

10 Uses of Electricity in Medicine and Surgery— Manufactures of
Apparatus

II. Uses of Electricity in Medicine aod Surgery—Medical Col-
leges.

12. Uses of Electricity in Medicine and Surgery—Hospitals.

13. Uses of Electricity io Medicine and Surgery—Physicians.

14. Municipal Fire Alarjn Telegraphs,

15. Municipal Police Patrol Telegraphs.
16. District Messenger Companies,
17. Uses of Electricity in Mining.
iS. Telegraph Lines used by Steam Railroad Companies.
10. Electr'c Street Railroads.

There have also been issued about fifty forms of printed

letters of inquiry and iransmitta', besides numerous tjpe-

WTilten and form letters.

In addition to the statistics provided for by these sched-

ules, statistics will be collected by letter or personal appli-

cation on the following subjects;

1. Scientific Electrical Instruments.

2. Ocean Telegrapbs.
5. Electrical Distribution of Time.
4. Uses of Electricity by the United States Government.
5. Electrical Tabulating Machines and Registers.

6. Electroplating.

7. Electro-Metalltirgy.

S. Electric Welding.

9. Special Uses of Electricity by Steam Railroads, such as

—

{a) Telegraphing from Moving Trains.

{b) Special Uses of the Telephone.
((.-) Block and Road-Crossing Signals.

{<{) Electric Headlights.
\e) Electric Train Brakes.

(/) Electric Train Lighting.

(g) Uses of Electric Motors for Operating Drawbridges, Turn-
tables, Traveling Cranes, Hoists and Telpherage.

10. Electrical Patents issued by the United States.

At first it was proposed to limit the special inquiry to

manufactures of tlectrical apparatus and supplies and elec-

tric light and power stations. It soon became apparent,

however, that public interest in Ihe multiform applications

of electrical energy to commercial uses was very great.

The proper relations to be established between munici-

palities and electric light and power companies and elec-

tric street railroad companies, covering necessary rules for

the safe wiring of streets and buildings for these services

and the proper regulation of charges for service rendered,

are questions of vital importance to the entire urban popu-
lation of the country.

The series of schedules here presented is a first attempt,

as none have before been formulated for the collection of

such statistics. The report, giving the results of the work,

will be the first statistical record of the electrical industries.

The statistics will be largely used to settle questions of

supreme importance to the publ'c and those whose labor

and capital are employed in rendering various quasi-public

services. These conditions and a due regard for the

credit of the census office have united to fix a great re-

sponsibility upon the work of formulating these schedules.

The work done to this date has been in the direction of

preparing for the collection of statistics. Schedule mak-
ing being now fin'shcd, the work of collecting statistics

provided for will be pushed to a conclusion as rapidly as

circumstances will permit.

Thes^ subjects have presented many difficulties, being

entirely new and highly technical, and without a guide of

any kind in the history of the census office. The cordial

co-operation and assistance uniformly given by all persons

called upon having a general or special knowledge of a

particular electrical subject have rendered a reasonably

.satisfactory result certain. Kvcry a-Ssistance that could be

given has been rendered by those in interest, and the

schedules formulated, with a single exception, have been

approved by them before publication.

It is certainly to be regretted that at this stage of the

proceedings the census department should decide to post-

pone the work, and it is to be hoped that the action taken

at the recent convention of the National K!cclric l.'ght

association at Montreal will serve to show the authorities

at Washington the necessity of pushing the work vigo-

rously.

Commissioner Gilroy, of the Ocpirtment of I'uhlic

Woiks, New V'ork city, has sci.t in a report to the effect

that the cost of removirg wires ai d poles has been so

great th t the fund is ibcut oihiu.^ted.

New York Electric Club.
At the last meeting of the New York Electric club,

Sept. 24th, Allen R. Foote read a paper on "The Making
of a Model New York City." Mr. Foote believes that the
city should be rebuilt practically, with double-decked
streets and stores on the second floors of buildings, etc

;

and instead of looking for relief from over crowded resi-

dence districts by resorting to the suburbs he would have
"Aage workers' live in the upper floors of ihe business
blocks. In a word Mr. Foote does not believe the pres-

ent lines and proposed system of rapid transit for New
York will alTord permanent relief. The following extracts
from the paper may prove interesting to electrical engi-
neers:

The problem to be solved is how to secure for New
York the quickest and cheapest facilities for handling pas-
sengers and freight for its internal and external traffic; to
provide the best and cheapest homes for wage workers;
also warehouse and manufacturing privileges.

Supplementary the problem includes the services of
water supply; gas for illumination, heating and cooking;
electricity for telegraphing, telephoning, signaling, illumi-

nation and power.

The problem is not only to create the best conditions
for the services named for New York as it is to-day, in-

cluding its internal and external environments and rela-

tions, but to make the provision in such a way that it will

be capable of gradual and systematic development, so that
it will be ample for the requirements of New York as it

will be one hundred vears hence.
The problem is all this and more: It is so to fix condi-

tions that increase of population and increase of business
shall cheapen, instead of increase, the cost of comfortable
homes for wage-workers, and the tax on commerce and in-

dustry for its accommodations and services.

The people are incited to favor this or that plan for
rapid transit by glowing accounts of the time to be saved,
the distance to be traveled and the comfortable homes to
be enjoyed when the proposed better transit facilities are
ready for use.

In all the descriptions given the following facts are
omitted: That long before the proposed construction can
be ready for use every foot of land within the zone of its

influence will be advanced in price to a point that will

prevent home-hungry humanity, with small incomes, from
securing a home so located that any time whatever can be
saved for the trip between the place of employment and
the home.
That the supplementary conditions for supplying the

necessities of modern urban life will cost infinitely more in

the suburban districts— and for some time many of them
cannot be obtained—than in the closely-built districts of
the city. When the suburban home acquires all facilities

that render time and expense saving service, the rent to

be paid, if rented, or the cost of investment, if owned,
will be equal to that of a city home.

That if advantages are to be enjoyed for intellectual

associations in church, industrial, political or social meet-
ings, a second trip must be made to such centers. The
two round trips in a day will involve more loss of time
than can be saved by any possible speed.

It is impossible for wage-workers, in order to get the

advantage of present land values, to buy lots now, and let

them lie idle during the time the improvements are being
made that make such lots available for homes. They
cannot have a home at all unless they can move into it at

once and utilize their rent payments in the purchase.
Their income will not admit of a duplication of pay-

ments.

Quick and cheap means of communication and transpor-

tation are fundamental industrial conditions. They in-

clude telegraphing, telephoning, the transportation of

mails, persons and property. Those localities possess an
economic advantage that have the quickest and cheapest
facilities for such services. These services are each es-

sential to the other. They can have no separate exist-

ence.

A system of rapid transit that does not provide for all

of them is incomplete and partial totally inadequate to

furnish facilities needed now, and absolutely incompetent
to deal with the requirements of the future.

It seems strange that rapid trarsit for passengers should
be the only thing talked about, when all the improvements
of the century have been devoted to that object, while
freight traffic is handled in wagons on wagon roads, as

was done one hundred years ago. Is it not time this slow
moving, endless procession of freight wagons should be
notified that the quicker, cheaper and tireless forces of

steam and electricity have been tamed to the service of

transportation?

It is undeniably to the best interests of New York city

that it be made the quickest and cheapest center in the

world for manufacturing and for the handling of freight

and its storage. This can only be done by improving
terminal facilities for all waterways and all railways.

This requirement determines the location and form of

construction.

The route must be along the water front around the

island, with cross-town connections at convenient inter-

vals.

The construction must include the docks on one side

and the area between the first and second streets from the

water front on the other side, with a surface and an ele-

vated roadway occupying the whole space of the water
front street.

The Kurface roadway and the first stories of the docks
and squares should be utilized entirely for freight or manu-
facturing, 50 constructed that a car from any railroad can
be switthed into any dock, warchoujie or factory on the

route, on either side of ihc city. The tracks should be so

planned asto bring the floor of the car on a level with the

floor of the docks, warehouses or factories.

The elevated rondway and the second stories of the
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docks and square should be utilized for passengers, ware-

rooms, manufacturing and stores.

The roadway structure should be substantial enough to

be used for trains froai any of the steam railroads and to

admit of their being run at high speed.

There should be four or more tracks below and above,

to provide for express and way tranic. The power used
should be electric locomotives, which will eliminate the

smoke, dirt and fire that are inseparable from the use of

steam locomotives. This construction will enabl; passen-

gers to travel in open air and daylight, and will make pos-

sible sanitary conditions that will change what is now the

most lilthy part of the city into a state of cleanliness and
freshness of air that will nake it, in these respects, a con-

tinuation of Battery I\irk.

All squares should be supplied with ample elevator ca-

pacity for freight and passengers, also with water, gas,

steam heating, electric lighting and power, telegraph, tele-

phone and signal services, so that each will have within

itself all the mechanical appliances that modern science

and invention have maile contributory to industry and
comfort. The buildings being of uniform height will af-

ford the best supports in the world for the wires needed to

supply electric light and power, also the telegraph and
telephone lines, not only for internal communication, but

for all external service. Stoppage of service or accidents

to persons or property, with such construction, will be al-

most wholly unknown. Being over the tops of buildings

and on a line with them, the wires will be almost entirely

hidden from view, yet accessible, and offer no interfer-

ence with other services, the natural place for which is

underground as assuredly as the natural place for elec-

trical service is in the air.

S:eam power and electrical plants should be located at

proper intervals to generate the power required for the

roadways, and for all power-driven machinery used along
the route, for docks, in warehouses, or manufacturing
establishments, and for electric lighting of the whole area.

These plants can also generate the steam and gas required

for heating, cooking and other similar purposes
The upper floors should be designed for homes and

should be supplied with every convenience for that pur-

pose, such as baths, hot and cold water, steam heat, gas

for cooking, electric lights and call bells. It will be seen

at once that more comfortable homes do not exist. For
many persons they will be on the same square or within

one square of the work to be done. They will be sur

rounded by fresh air and good light; will be out of the

reach of street filth, dust and annoyances; can be easily

policed, inspected for sanitary and health purposes: will

have passenger and freight elevator service, and will be
accessible to all lines of travel and methods of communi-
cation.

In every room on every square electric power can ooer-

ate any power-driven machinery and furnish a light that

will not vitiate the atmosphere. At a cost of not

more than fifty cents a month the family sewing machine
can be made to work without causing the wife and mother
to tread out her life at the wheel. The sewing woman
can double her earning capacity and decrease her use of

physical strength by using electrical energy to do the work.

The skilled mechanic can easily acquire a room, the tools

and machinery he needs and the command of power.
This will enable him to enter the list of self-employed.

Manufacturing, from the smallest and lightest to the

largest and heaviest undertakings, can be carried on with
advantages never before known. The command of power
without investment in a power plant and with absolute re-

lief from its cares—a power that is always ready but need
never run to waste; a power that brings with it no heat.

smoke or dirt; steady as the power that holds the stars in

place, strong as the power that moves the worlds through
space, tireless as the power that lights the universe, is the

ideal power for turning the wheels of industry.

Rebuked at Home.
On the discussion which took place on Mr. Preece's and

Mr. Bennett's papers at the recent British Association meet-
ing, 7:;/i;///av-///;'- commented as follows: "Prof. Silvanus

Thompson made some remarks, which we notice, in order

to protest against them as being uncalled for. No doubt
there are certain citizens of the United States guilty of bad
taste in decrying everything done abroad, and claiming for

their own country the merit of originating all important
advances. But these people are a minority, and even if it

were not so, their existence would not warrant Prof.

Thompson in saying, in regard to electrical matters, that

Americans think they lead the world. When he adds that

we, 'our noble selves,' lead the world, he identifies himself

with that happily small number of Englishmen who are

given to what we call 'bragging,' and Americans call

'spread-eagleism;' but which is objectionable to the major-

ity of electrical engineers on both sides of the Atlantic.

Americans are, as a body, ever ready to acknowledge the

debt they owe to European, more especially English, phy-
sicists and engineers, while we trust that I'',nglishmen are

equally willing to admit that Americans show energy and
resource in turning the discoveries of science to actual use,

and this is the reason they often outstrip us in practicla

showing."
The London Eleclrica! RcvifH' adds: "No one can

read Prof. Thompson's remarks without coming to the

same conclusion as Eiigiiiccrht^^-. for they were conspicu-

ous for their want of good taste."

St. Louis Cable and Western. 'i"hc original terminus of

the West End was west of Grand avenue, from which it

was formerly worked in connection with the (">Iive street

horse car line. Later the St. Louis Cable ^; Western was
organized, and the two were worked together. The cable

road from (Irand avenue to the center of the city was
opened in iSS6, but it was unfortunate in location, and
costly in operation, and finally succumbed, the whole Ijc-

ing reorganized as the St. Louis & Suburban. The steam
line, single track, narrow gauge, from Grand avenue to

Florissant (northwest, in St. Louis county) is id miles in

length. The cable, in the city, was 3.2 miles long, from
Sixth and Locust streets to Grand avenue and Niorgan
street. This has all been prepared for operation by the

Thomson- Houston electric system, the wires being nearly

all up. The line will be mad(^ all of one gauge, and the

company expects to have 120 new cars, laying aside en-

tirely the old equipment. The opening of this line as an
entirety is practically bringing an important passenger
railroad right into the heart of the city. The terminus is

two blocks south of the Lindell Hotel, on Sixth street.

The line passes the postoffice two blocks farther west, and
the company will carry mails and express freight, as the

steam division has been doing all along. The date of

beginning operations has not been fixed, but the prep-
ara-tions are going forward rapidly. Florissant is an
old French viUiage in a pretty valley near the Missouri
river.

A War-time Reminiscence.

"It isn't often that a telegraph operator stops to think of
the message he receives or sends," said an old operator in

the Liiw'isfoi!Journal. "They are all of a size to him.
But I remember one night during the late war I felt my
eyes moisten as I read the following to Senator Fessenden:
'My son is sentenced to be shot to morrow morning at

for steeping at his post. Will you kindly see President
Lincoln at once and intercede until I can reach Washing-
ton to present evidence which will clearly prove ray son's

innocence?' I knew that if the message were compelled to

wait its turn it would not reach Senator Fessenden til! loo
late for any hope of reaching the president, to say nothing
of getting a reprieve sent to the line of battle, where the

son was. I said to myself, here is a human life hanging
by a thread. Shall I cut the thread by letting the message
take its turn? No. I couldn't. I violated the rules and
telegraphed the solemn message to all the hotels in Wash-
ington till the Senator was found and the message safe in

his hands. Word came back that Senator Fessenden had
obtained the reprieve, and I telegraphed the glad news to

the poor old man up in Maine."

CORRESPONDENCE.

Steam Locomotives Supplanted by Elec
tricity.

The lines of the St. Louis Os; Suburban railroad at St.

Louis, Mo., including the narrow gauge steam road, says

the Railroad Ciazotte, are to be operated wholly by elec-

tricity, and the company advertises its narrow gauge en
gines and cars for sale. This road comprises the old

"West End Narrow Gauge," and what was formerly the

New York Notes.

New York, Sept. 26 —Within the last week there

have been two reminders that the summer is past. On
Tuesday night the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers held its first fall meeting, and on Thursday

evening the New York Electric club opened with a papei

on "The Making of a Model New York City" by Allen R.

Foote. Erastus Wiman, who presided, indorsed the views

set forth in a half-hour speech.

Last week an account was given of the Western

Union's schemes to secure the news of the Brooklyn

Jockey club races. As was then stated, the telegraph

company made desperate but unsuccessful attempts to

outwit the Jockey club, and it seemed then as though

the racing people would remain masters of the situation.

Yesterday, however, there was a new development in the

case. The Jockey club during the last week has been

suspicious that there has been a leak somewhere, for

the pool rooms have been receiving information which, is

was plain, did not come exclusively from the Western

Union man in the crow's nest. The crow's nest, it may
be explained, is another name for a pole with a man on

top. To bebrief, the telegraph company's last dodge was

to have the news telegraphed to those outside the track by

means of flashes of light through holes in a coachman's

hat. A handsome barouche stationed on the lawn near

the betting ring, a well-dressed but statue like coachman, a

family party of ladies, gentlemen and children in the

carriage, a small battery, a key and an incandescent Lamp

concealed within a perforated hat—such was the outfit.

The Pinkerton men were suspicious, however, and were

rude to the coachman. They hauled him down from his

box, pulled ofT his hat, and—well, then there was a great

time that ended at a police station.

The newspapers indicted for publishing accounts of the

electrical e.xecutions were called upon last Thursday to

plead in the Court of General Sessions. In most of the

cases the plea of not guilty was put in, but the right w.as

reserved to interpose within two weeks demurrers to the

indictments.

"I purpose to push the prosecution .as rapidly at

possible," said Pislrict Attorney Nicoll after court h.id

adjourned, "and with all the vigor the otTicc can com-

mand. It is not at all a farcical proceeding. My busi-

ness is to enforce the laws as I find them. As long as the

law makes any action fl crime I shall try to secure the

punislimcnt of persons who commit that action.

"There is no chance of the ciscs being withdrri'.vn or
not coming to trial so far as this office is concerned. I

want the test of the validitj of the law made as soon -is

possible. It wa? my idci to get the matter before the

General Term at the Ojiober session, but .some of the

attorneys on the other side have not been ready to proceed,

and some have been out of town, and as an accommodaiion
the indictments have been allowed to go over.

"It will be impossible now to get a hearing at the

October session, but I think wc shall be- ready for the

November session."

Some time ago the Coney Islind and iJroDklyn Railroad

company endeavored to obtain the consents of propsrty

owners to use the trolley system along the outer boundi-

ries of Prospect Park, but in this it failed. It has

accordingly appealed to the General Term of the Supreme
Court, and commissioners have b:en appointed to take

testimony and make a report as to the advisability of the

proposed scheme. They will act in a judical capacity,

and public hearings will be held.

A meeting of the Rapid Transi: Commission was held

yesterday, and the reports of the four consulting engineers

on the plan of constniction of the propo^^ed liroadway-

Eoulevard line came up for final consideration All that

could be learned was that considerable progress had been

made in the matter, and without doubt a conclusion will be

reached by Monday, and the report will then be in shape

for the presentation to the alderman at their meeting on

Tuesday.

A decision in an important lavsuit has just been handed

down by Judge Green of Trenton, N. J. The complainant

William A. Jewetl of Orange, and the defendant.

Robert Garrett of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad

company. The judge refused to set aside the summons.

and the action, which involves ^3,000,000, wil! be tried-

The plaintiff was backed by an English syndicate, which

proposed to lay a cable to England, and Garrett had

agreed to assist the scheme by making connection with the

Baltimore & Ohio road. It is claimed that Mr. Garrett

refused to fulfill his agreement at a time when the plans

were nearly consummated.

A report comes from Philadelphia of the first annual

convention of the American Electro-Therapeutic associa-

tion, which was held Sept. 24th, 25th and 26th. It

was a representative gathering of physicians who have

been pioneers in the advancement of a cause which

is destined to be an impDrtant department in the general

practice of medicine. The prime object of the association

is to cause the recognition of electricity as a curative agent

by the entire profession, and to surround its use by

physicians with every safeguard. Many scientific papers

were read. F. L. V.

San Francisco, Cal.

S.^N Fr.vn'Cisco, Sept. 23.—The Theo. Mcetz system of

electric roads projected for Oakland and Alameda is also

to have a line on Harrison avenue, which runs along the

tidal canal in Alameda from Park street to Fruit\'ale

avenue. The petitions presented to the Alameda trnstees

for this line were made on behalf of the Oakland. Alameda

and Piedmont railroad.

Several streaks of lightning confined themselves to

within a radius of one mile of Salem. Oregon, recently.

and even if the capital of the Webfoot state is a demure

little city, its citizens evidently had a thundering

big lima. They opened the carousal with vivid

pyrotechnics, then smashed the cap of one of the

approaches of a steel bridge crossing the Willamette river.

A dozen or more trees were splintered, a cow was

Kemmlerized, torrents of rain, ruining considerable hay

and some grain, were knocked out of the clouds, then.

overflowing with mirthfulness. the forked tlashcs, doubled

themselves up Hke jack-knives, fell to the ground, and

"rolled around in balls." As a wind-up a particularly

lively stre.ak, doubtless in emulation of New York's

mayor, outdid itself by rising up in its might, then

coming down with both hind feet upon a trolley wire,

skipping along to the power house, burning out a

generator, and paralyr.ing the system for three hours.

The inevitable contest which arises between electric

railway people and the (elcphonc company soon after

electric cars begin running, was commenced in Oakland a

few days ago. when a laborer chopped down a tree which,

in falling, broke a telephone wire th.it dropped upon the

trolley wire of the Oakland -."s: l^erkeley Rapid Transit

company. In a iilTy a switch-board at the central

telephone office, together with fifty subscribers' telephones

and the indicator and gongs in a fire engine house, was

burned out, entailing a loss of $1,500. And now

the telephone company holds that the trolley circuits
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should have been provided with guard wires, while the

rejoinder of the railway people is that the fault rests with

the former in maintaining; line wires that tumble down

with little or no provocation, and also in that the central

ofiice is not protected with fuses. It is probable that the

incident will lead to a legal controversy.

The motor men on the Victoria, B. C, electric tramway

are on a strike for a reduction of working time to nine

hours a day, and the staid Victorians are compelled to

revive their English proclivities and walk.

Some three months ago the city and suburban railway

company of Portland, Oregon, was organized, with a

capital stock of $1,000,000. A recent press dispatch

states that the new company has consummated the pur-

chase of the Willamette Bridge Railway and the

Transcontinental Street Railway companies' systems,

embracing over forty miles of track on both sides of the

river in the recently consolidated cities of Portland, East

Poriland and Albina. These lines cross the river over two

different bridges On the east side the roads are both

electric and steam motor lines, but the latter will

immediately be converted into electric roads. In Portland

proper the two roads just purchased are horse car lines and

these will also be converted into electric roads. All cars

froji the east side of the river, after crossing the bridge,

wil! come into Portland and center at the corner of Third

and Morrison streets, whence the road will branch ofl into

different lines to various portions of the city. The new

company claims that when this is done it will have one of

the most complete electric systems in the country.

The most important recent event in local electrical circles

has been the announcement that the Noith Beach and

Mission Railroad company is to change its equipment from

harses to electricity, and that it is hoped to have the

entire system changed by May ist next. Ever since the

Omnibus Cable company paralleled the Folsom street road

of the North Bsach and Mission company by running

a cable road out Ho;\-ard street, one block distant, the

latter has realized the necessity for a bttter system of

transit than by horseflesh, and at one time it was about

concluding arrangements for a cable system, when such

favorable reports were received from companies operat-

ing by electricity that at last the company concluded

to adopt the most modem power.

It is not known as yet to whom the contract for the

electrical equipment has been awarded, but the superin-

tendent of the company announces that the overheard sys-

tem will be used and the road will to a certain extent act

as a feeder to the San Francisco and San Mateo electric

road. The power house will be erected on the southwest

cjmer of Fourth and Louisa streets, the site of the com-

piQv's present stables, and a large carhouse will be erected

on a block of land owned by the company at Folsom and

Twenty-eighth street?. Construction will be begun on Fol-

som sfeet at California avenue, probably .during the present

month. The sapsrintendent of the company, Mr.

Skelley. is authority for the statement that the entire plant,

when equipped ready for passenger service, will cost above

$I,0X>,C03.

The s;at of the war which has been going on for some

week*- between the Consolidated Electric Railway compa-

ny of Los Angeles and the Pacific Cable Railway com-

pany, also of the C'ty of the Angels, has been transferred

to San Francisco, and for the past fortnight or so repre-

sentatives of the rival roads have been trying to effect a

compfomiss withoat success. Both the-:e roads were con-

structed by the Pacific Rolling Mills, which is also build-

ing the Sin Francisco and San Mateo electric road, and

th; triangular contro\'ers>- between the three first named

corporations has given currenc>' to a report that the Rolling

Mills is dissatisfied with its contract with the San Francis-

co and San Mateo company, and desires to break it. This

report has been vigorously denied by the officers of the

elcciTic road, who Insist I hat the road will be pushed to a

speedy complclioti as fast as money and men can do it.

One cannot discredit this statement when he learns what

the compiny has done within the past month. The con

tract with the Pacific Rolliog Mills for the laying of track

and the placing of the pole lines, etc., is practically fin-

ished. The Thonison-Ho'JSton company is hard at work

to fallfill its contract for ihs electrical equipment by Oct.

mt. The Kisdon Iron Works brn finished two 500 horse

poffcr engine* for the plant. A block of land has been

p:irchaicdat Sunnysidc for ihepo*er house and a contract

!o b-jild rhc Utter his been let to J. G. and I. N. iJay. the

contract price being 3^123 <^» and the work to be finished

within 4: day^. The facts give credence to the company's

statement that the road will be running by November ist.

The two 500 horse powc engines referred to were com-

pleted by the Risdon Iron works of this city in just ^ft days

from the date of the signing of the contract. Each is of the

triple c:(pan3«>n type with 15 inch high pressare, 24 inch

intermediate and 3S inch low pressure cylinders with 38

inch stroke. The low pressure cylinder is fitted

with the ordinary slide valve and Myer's cut-off, the others

having the Corliss valve gear. Each engine has a 16 foot

fly wheel having a 31 inch face and weighing 30, 000 pounds.

Rope transmission will be used.

The Oakland & Berkeley Electric Railway company

coctemplates a further extension of its system by building

an electricline from Fortieth and Grove streets along For-

tieth to Telegraph avenue over to New Broadway, to Booth

street to Webster street thence to the south gate of Moun-
tain View Cemetery. A franchise covering this route has

been applied for by the Oakland Consolidated Street

Railway company.

The board of directors of the San Quinten state prison

is inviting proposals for a plant for lighting the prison

buildings with gas or electricity.

The Portland, Ore., office of the Edison General Elec-

tric company has just finished the installation of an Edi-

son three-wire central station with a capacity of rooo lights

at Chehalis. Wash. The installation was placed under

the direction of Fred W, Low of ths Edison company,

and is one of the most substantially constructed plants in

the Northu-est. S.

will be built on Walnut Hills. Abundant capital has been

secured for the project and the promoters of the enterprise

are trying to secure a franchise. G.

Cincinnati, o.

CiNCtNNATi, Sept, 26.— Geo. H. Stout, agent for the

Edison General Electric company at Louisville, Ky., has

assumed command of the Edison office in this city.

Campbell Scott, the late Cincinnati agent, being

transferred to Louisville, Ky. , to look after the company's

interests there.

The Jones Bros. Electric company has just completed

the installation of two 300-horse power Sterling water tube

boilers, which gives a total boiler capacity of Soo horse

power.

The contract for wiring the new Odd Fellows' temple

now under construction was awarded to the S. W. Glover

Electric company of this city, the contract price being

$4,4go. The Glover Electric company represents the

Interior Conduit & Insulation company.

The D. J. Hauss Electric company reports sales for the

month of September to date as follows: To Steubenville

Ice Manufacturing & Cold Storage company, one iSo

light incandescent dynamo, one 360 light incandes-

cent dynamo, six Ward arc lamps, one 5 kilowatt motor and

one 12 kilo watt motor with attachments, wired up complete;

one 150 light incandescent dynamo to Simon Baer & Co,

Cincinnati; t^ the Chattanooga Brewing company,

Chattanooga, Tenn., one 250 light incandescent dynamo

and S Ward arc lamps wired up complete; Paris Ice

Manufacuring ^^ Cold Storage company, Paris, Ky.

one 90 light incandescent dynamo, and 4 Ward arc

lamps complete.

F. E. Perry, president and general manager of the

Electric Supply & Contracting company of this city spent

the last two weeks in the East in tie interests of his

concern.

The Cincinnati Electric Elevator company is working

day and night getting out the new and improved apparatus

which was only recently perfected and put on the market_

The breaking down of the pumping machinery at the

Cincinnati Waterworks a few days since, thereby

shutting off the hydraulic elevator service all over the city,

has caused il to be completely flooded with orders.

Warner E. Galway, consulting and contracting

electrical engineer and dealer in electric light and railway

supplies, has perfected a combination electro-hydraulic

elevator system which is pronounced a most economical

and practicable system.

The Queen City Electric company secured the contract

for furnishing a 500 light incandescent dynamo to the St.

Clair Hotel company. The dynamo has been installed

and the wiring of the building is about completed.

J, H. Mead, superintendent of the Edison Geneial

Electric Lighting company has tendered his resignation,

to take effect October ist.

The committee on light from the board of legislation

made a trip to iJetroit to inspect the electric lighting of

that city.

The Star Electric company has just perfected an arc

lamp for \uc on cither constant current or constant

potential circuits. The company is being reorganized.

It is preparing to manufacture this lamp in a large scale

and wil! have it on the market at an early dale.

One of the large engines in the generating station of ihc

Colcrain avenue electric road gave out completely last

week, ov/ing to the excessive overload it was carrying,

ihcfeby causing a .serious blockade on the entire line.

Things have been patched up temporarily, and everything

is moving along smoothly at present.

It is rumored that an electric light and power station

Concord, N. H.

Concord, Sept. 26.— The Shawhan Electrical Works
have commenced operations in this city. They employ

about 25 hands manufacturing dynamos motors, storage

batteries and other electric appliances.

The Penacook Electric Light company, just organized,

is installing a centra! station plant of direct arc and alter-

nating incandescent machinery.

The Concord Electric Light company will install a 1,200

light alternator in its new station, which is now nearly

completed.

A short time since it became necessary to move a large

building across the track of the Concord Electric Street

railway. Of course objection was made to cutting the

wires, but after some consultation with the movers,

Superintendent Geo. W. Pierce concluded to try to lower

the wire sufficient to pass the building over it. Although

this line is constructed in the mo5t substantial manner, it

was found that releasing four or five span wires would let

the wire doTi-n sufficiently. It was then planked over, and

the building passed over without interruption of service.

Giving to the fact that the central lighting companies

have not run a day circuit, there have not been any electric

motors in use. The street railway has arranged to supply

current, and a large number of stores and small factories

have eagerly embraced the opportunity. A number of

Crocker Wheeler motors have been placed in use.

Work is progressing rapidly on the West End extension

of the street railway, and a few weeks will see it com-

pleted. Superintendent Pierce has made himself so

popular here by his energetic management of the road that

the croakers are becoming very scarce. Concord people

congratulate themselves that for its size their street rail-

road is second to none, in point of service, equipment and

management. A. B. C.

PERSONAL.
W. L. Adams, of the Electric Merchandise company.

was in Chicago last week.

G. G. Carter of the Electrical Supply company, left on
Saturday for an eastern trip.

J. FI. McGraw, of the S/nW Jial/Tcay Joimm/ of New
Vork, paid Chicago a visit last week.

F. E. Pettingill of Pettingill-Andrews company, Bos-
ton, passed several days in Chicago last week.

Walter A. Crowdus of the Crowdus Chemical Works.
Memphis, Tenn., is at the Palmer House, Chicago, in

his company's interest.

DeWitt B. Brace of the Nebraska State University at

Lincoln, called at this office last week, on his return from
his summer vacation in the East.

C. K. Mead, manager of the Des Moines Light and
Water Power company, was in Chicago last Saturday, on
business connected with an extension of his plant.

A. B Sibley, secretary of the Electrical Engineering
and Supply company, Chicago and St. Paul, was at the
Chicago headquarters of the company for several days
last week.

B. M. Downs, representing the Bushwick Glass Works,
New York, has been in Chicago for some days looking

after his company's interest, Mr. Downs returned to

New York Wednesday night.

Thomas Saunders, general manager of the Patton Motor
Manufacturing company. Chicago, has assumed personal

direction of the company's affairs. Mr. S.umders has had
considerable experience in railroading, and will bring to

his new position much valuable information.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Pulaski electric company, Pulaski, Va.; capital stock,

$25,000; electric light, heat and power.

Pulaski IJght & Water company, Pubski, Va.; capital

stcck, !f25o,ooo; electric light and waterworks.

Southern Electric company, Baltimore, Md.; capital

stock, ifso.QOo; to manufacture electrical machinery.

Goshen Light iS: Power company, Goshen, N. \'.; capital

stock, $15,000; to manufacture and use electricity for

light, heat and power.

Baltimore Gas Fixture Oi: Art Metal Manufacturing com-
pany, Baltimore, Md.; capital i^tock, !j!(),ouo; to manu-
L'lclurc gas and electrical fixtures and art metal work.

Citizens' Electric Light & Power company, Pueblo.

Col.; capital stock, $100,000; to furnish electricity for

light, heat and power; also deal in all kinds of electrical

supplies.

HufTalo, Kcnmorc iv; Tonawanda Electric Railway com-
pany, Buffalo, N \'.; capital stock, $150,000; to operate

a street surface railroad; Geo. H. Frost, White building,

Buffalo, N. Y.

Suburban Electric Railway company, Bucyrus, O.; cap-

ital stock. .$200,000; .biiiltling a street railway to be oper-
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atcd by electric or other motive power, elc. ; W. C. Lem-
ert, Bucyrus, O.

Pacific Coast Fuel .V Gas company, Chicago, III.; cap-

ital stock, $5,000,000; to build, operate, sell and buy
plants for furnishing gas and electricity for light, heat and

power purposes: C. C. March, 134 Dearborn street, Chi-

cago, 111.

Pittsburg Underground Electric Construction company
{Incorporated in \V. Va,,) Pittsburg, Pa. ; capital stock,

$300,000; manufacturing, constructing and erecting

electric traction roads, laying tracks and road beds, etc.

;

C. E. Doyle, 127 Fourth avenue, Pittsburg, Pa.

Anglo-American Gas Control company, San Francisco,

Cal.; capital stock, .$200,000; to manufacture, buy, sell,

rent and deal in governors and gas burners, lamps, fix-

tures and appliances for control and consumption of gas;

also to manufacture and sell gas and electric light; also

real estate; Langhorn & Miller, San Francisco, Cal.

ELECTRIC LIGHT.
At Deposit, N. V., a subscription list is in circulation

for the establishment of an electric light plant.

New Orleans capitalists have, it is said, made a proposi-

tion for the erection of an electric light plant at Oxford,

Ala.

The seaport of Larne has been lighted by electricity.

This is the first town in the north of Ireland which has

adopted this light.

The Pulaski, Va., Electric company has contracted with

the Thomson- Houston Electric company for a complete

electric light plant.

It is reported that F. W. Wagener proposes to organize

a stock company for the purposes of erecting an elec-

tric light plant in Summerville, S. C.

The Montgomery, Ala., Light company is reported as

cutting in a Thomson Houston plant, and as making other

improvements in its electric light plant.

The Edison General Electric company has been awarded

the contract for duplicating the plant of the Park City

Light, Heat Power company, of Park City, Utah.

Louis E. Lamarie and others have had introduced in the

city council of New Orleans an ordinance granting them
authority to erect an electric light and power plant.

The electric light station af McKeesport, Pa., has been

improved, and the capacity of the plant increased, in order

to furnish motive power for the White electric traction

lines.

Arecently designed candelabrum for electric lamps is de-

scribed as a palm tree, the foliage of which is alternately

gilt and silvered, rising above a Cupid seated in a pedestal

shell of rococco design. The globes containing the light

are of slightly clouded crystal and represent the fruit of

the palmtree.

Rittenhouse & Embree have installed an isolated plant

with a capacity of 100 lights in their lumber mill on the

South branch of the Chicago river at Thirty-fifth street.

The plant complete, including a New York Safety engine

and a loo-light dynamo, was furnished by the Chicago

Edison company.

The plant which is being erected by the Standard Elec-

tric company at Ottawa, Ont., will be operated by three

66 inch turbine water wheels, developing 100 horse power.

The shafts, from the water wheels are of steel 7^ inches

in diameter each fitted with a mortise bevel gear wheel, 8

feet in diameter, with teeth 20 inches long. The iron pin-

ions which work in these wheels are nearly 4 feet in diam-

eter. The three main shafts are also of steel, 7 inches in

diameter, and have on them the three main driving pulleys,

which are 10 feet in diameter, and 52 inches wide. The
shafting, gearing and pulleys are carried on nine massive

iron bridge trees.

It is said that trouble is brewing between the two
electric light companies of Toronto. Ont. For several

years past the Toronto Electric Light company has made
street lighting its specialty, but has still devoted a good
deal of attention to commercial lighting and electric

motors. Three years ago the Incandescent Electric Light

company went into business exclusively as furnishers of

light and power for private use. The latter company
wants the Toronto to give up its private business and con-

fine itself to street lighting. This the Toronto company, it

is asserted, refuses to do, and there are rumors of trouble

in consequence.

Work has been begun on the new station for the Hamil-

ton, Ont., Light & Power company. The building will be

137x72 feet, and will have room for from twenty- five to

thirty dynamos, and three pairs of twin engines. The
8,000 square feet of llooring will be of concrete. The
work is expectc<l to be finished about December ist, when
the dynamos and other machinery will be transferred to

their new quarters Two pairs of twin engines of 600
horse power each will be placedin the new building, and from

the station the company will then te able to supply 7,000
incandescent lights. 500 arc lights and 500 horse power
for motor service. The cost of improvements is estimated

at from !ii3o,ooo to ^40,000.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
An electric street railway is proposed for Abilene, Tex.

The Jacksonville, Fla., \- Panama Rapid Transit com-
pany will build an electric road.

The FayetteviIle,N. C, Street Railway company intends

o build an electric road at once.

The City Electric Street Kailroul company of Little

Rock. Ark., contemplates extending its lines.

Moffett, HodgkinsiS: Clark of Syracuse, N. \'.. have been
granted a franchise to build an electric line in New Berne,

N. C.

An electric railway is to be constructed in Stockholm.
Sweden, and a second between the towns of Karislund and
Djurslhom.

At a recent meeting of the Alameda county, Cal.,

board of supervisors, an ordinance was passed granting
the Chappelet electric road a franchise for a line extend-

ing from Haywards to the county line. At that point

connection will be made with the line leading to San Jose.

The Berlin correspondent of the London Chronitie says

that Siemens iV llalske, the eminent lirm of elec-

trical engineers, has submitted a proposal to the minister

of the interior and the Berlin municipality for the con-

struction of elevated electrical railways throughout Berlin

and the suburbs. They propose to construct eight differ-

ent lines, covering some 40 miles, at an estimated cost of

:?20,ooo.ooo.

ELECTRIC MOTOR.
Kate Field wants electric fans introduced in railway

coaches-

The Rockford Electric Manufacturing company has
just sold one of its new pattern iron clad motors to the
Inter-Occan Printing Company, Chicago, to run a typ;
setting machine which is now being put in position.

ELECTRIC MINING.
An electric mining drill especially devised for digging

subterranean passages in time of war has been invented by
Captain Grasern of the Austrian army. The machine is

intended for use about fortifications, and the trial is said

to have shown extremely good results.

In the mines of the District of Vermland, in Sweden.
electricity has almost entirely superseded steam in the

working of the mining machinery. The motive power is

obtained from a fall of water two miles from the mining
district, and the current is transmited both for lighting

and driving the machinery.

The /,(7/v C/Vi' Phonoi^niph says: "The successful in-

auguration of the electric plant at the Ulay means much
for the possibilities of future mining operations in Hins-
dale county. With our magnificent resources in water

power there is no reason that one half our mines may not

be operated most economically and satisfactorily by elec-

tric power. Where power is so easily attainable as in this

county, electricity, undoubtedly, is to be the economic
force of the future."

A $500,000 electric smelting plant will soon be in

operation in Pueblo, Colorado. Negotiations are now
said to be pending between American and English
capitalists for the formation of a company capitalized at

.$2.oco.ooo, of which $500,000 will be subscribed
immediately; $300,000 of this will be put into the plant at

once, and $200,000 reserved for an operating fund. The
works will be intended especially for the reduction by
electricity of dry and refractory ores, although all kinds
can be handled. The capacity will be about 200 tons a
day, and at least 200 men will be employed. Ground
will be broken, it is said, inside of sixty days.

TELEGRAPH.
The Bay City and Tillamook Telegraph company has

been incorporated, with a capital stock of $6,000. The
purpose of the corporation is to construct and operate a

line of telegraph between Forest Grove. Washington
county, and Bay City, Oregon, the latter being the Icca

tion of the principal office.

The laying of the Spanish cable to Morocco called forth,

says a Madrid telegram, a strong resistance from the

Moors of the Anghera tribe, 150 of whom attacked the

working force at Tangiers, during the final operations of

laying the wire, and put it to flight. The Spanish minister

addressed a remonstrance to the Sultan on the subject, and
it is believed that the work will be resumed.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Herman Hollerith, the inventor of the electrical tabu-

lating machine, which has been used in making up the

returns of the eleventh census at Washington, has shipped
to Vienna the final instalment of the order for a do/.en of

his machines to be used in making up the returns of the

Austrian census. It is said this order came unsolicited,

as did also one from Canada for tive machines.

TRADE NEWS.
The Wcslcni Engineer, issued gratuitously by the Pond

Engineering company, forms a pleasing medium for the

company's advertising.

The Westinghouse Electric & ^L^nufacturing company
has established a northwestern oflice at rooms 515-517
^L^nhattan building, St. Paul. Minn., with W. G. De Celle

in charge. Customers in the Northwest are requested to

address the St. Paul oflice.

The catalogues issued by the Thomson-Houston Elec-

tric company are always valuable compilations, giving

evidence of care and thoroughness in preparation. The
latest issued is that of the lighting supply department, and
it is no exception to the rule. It would be difficult to

conceive of any article used in the art of electric lighting

not mentioned in this book, which is supplied with a care-

fully prepared index. The catalogue is tastefully gotten
up and bound in boards, the latter feature increasing its

value as a book of permanent reference. It is divided
into three divisions, part one showing articles manufact-
ured solely by the Thomson- Houston compriny; part two,
"Miscellaneous Supplies." and part three. " Tools for
Electrical Construction." Ever>' purchaser of lighting
supplies will do well to possess himself of a copy of :hi>

comprehensive bo<>k.

The Electrical Engineering company has opened a
branch office and supply house at 50= I.^cust street. -St.

Louis, with E, G. Eruckman in charge. The St. Loais
house will handle the line of goods manufactured by the
Interior Conduit ^V Insulation company of New Vork.
the Standard dynamos, the Clark wire, etc., zcling
practically as agent for the same line as that carried by
the Chicago house. Mr, Bruckman is a practical elec-

trician and business man, and will undocbtedly prove a
valuable addition to the working force of :h:s company.

The Kies Electric Specialty company of Baltimore. Md..
writes that it is meeting with great success, and that iis

regulating socket is highly commended. It hs^ bctn
asserted that the Ries socket, which was shown at ihc
Montreal* convention, was one of the most novel and in

genious devices on exhibition.

The Electrical Supply conpany reparts constantly in-

creasing sales throughout its entire line of goods. The
marked increase in the demand for Ilabirshaw wire, Sun-
beam lamps and Shield Brand mcistureproof line wire,

is claimed to be the best possible indications of the esteem
in which these articles are held.

Newton L. Schloss. formerly of the Edison company
and well known in the vicinity of Baltimore through his con-
nection with the Baxter Motor Works, has taken charge of

the New Vork office of T. H. Dallett A; Co. of Phila-

delphia. Mr. Schloss' experience, ability and persever-

ance will make him a valuable acquisition to the firm's

representatives-

The offices of the United Press Association in the new
Herald building in Chicago will be, it is said, the most
complete and handsome offices of the kind in the countrj*.

The telegraph department will in itself comprise a large

telegraph office, the instruments being of the most mod-
ern pattern and highly finished These instruments were
purchased from the Central Electric company, and are on
exhibition in the salesroom of that compary.

The New Vork offices of the Brush Electric company of

Cleveland, Ohio, have been located on Union Square for

the last ten years. They were removed on October ist to

the Boreel budding, 115 Broadway, rooms So and S2, to

which address all future communications should be sent.

Samuel M. Hamill, the secretary of the company, has re-

cently removed to Cleveland to assume the duties of the

general managership.

The Thomson-Van Depoele Electric Mining ccrapanyof
Boston. Mass , has issued a handsome pamphlet on "Elec-
tricity Applied to Mining Operations," in which isdesciibed

the electric mining apparatus manufactured under the

Thomson- Houston and \'an Depoele patents. The pamph-
let is handsomely illustrated and contains much valuable

information on electric raining machinery.

The beautiful plates contained in the new catalogue of

the Gleason & Bailey Manuf-cturing company, 235 Lake
street, Chicago, show the wonderful possibilities of electric

and combination fixtures in the way of delicate and grace-

ful effects. Many of the fixtures shown are handsome
enough to adoin a palace, while others are less elaborate

and more moderate in price. All, however, are noticeable

for beauty of design. The firm is well established, and has

an assured reputation for the e.xcellence of its gocds.

It is announced that there will be a complete exhibit of

the Burton healers at the street railway convention in

Pittsburg, and also that Dr. W. Leigh Burton, ihe inven-

tor, will be present, which will certainly add largely to

the interest of the exhibit. This will be an occasion for

street railway men to examine the healers personally and
to determine the comparative value and economy of elec-

tric and other healers. Electrical healing, as electrical

lighting, is of universal interest, and having received its

first successful employment upon electric cars, must
necessarily be of deep interest to all street railway n:en.

The Electric Merchandise company, Chicago, reports

the closing of contracts for the complete equipment of

electric rc.ids at Defiance, Ohio, and Ncgaunee and Uh-
pcming. Mich. The superiority of the equipment manu-
factured by this reliable company is recogD:-:cd by both

parent electric companies and construction companies, as

well as by practical street railway managers. The com-
pany also reports orders for the Burton electric hcattt

from toads in Amsterdam, N. V.. West Superior. Wis..

Milwaukee. Wis . Escanaba. Mich., Defiance. O.. Dallas.

Tex., Newton, Mass., Champaign, HI., Helena, Mont..

and Ann Artor, Mich.

The Great Western Electric Supply company, agent for

the Sun .\rc lamp is receiving many orders for this lamp.

The Sun Arc lamps are esi>ecially adapted for use in

theaters, central stations, halls, stores, or in f.ict, .-iny

pkace where the ordinary arc lamp is not desirable. U
gives a steady, clear, bright, while light. The Great

Western Electric Supply company is also agent for K. K.

wire. The company has just issued a new railway

catalogue which is one of the most complete catalogues of

its kind that has been issued. Its new lighting catalogue

is now out. and is complete in every deiaiJ. It will be

reaily for distribution in a few d.iys.

.\ccounts from Sioux City. la., would seem to indicate

that the liradburj-Slone storage batter>' car. recently put to

a test in that city, was making a most excellent impression.

Joseph V. Bradbury, .issistant manager and electrician for

the company, was recently in Sioux City superintending the
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introduction of his system, and it was during his visit that

an accident occurred which tested the resources of the car.

As the motor man was not familiar with the poorly con-

structed road, the car jumped the track. The track is of

ordinary "T" rail, such as is used on steam railroads, and

it rests on the sleepers in a like manner. It is stated that

the car replaced itself with but little assistance. Running
at the rate of 15 miles to the hour with a full load on a

steep down grade, the car was brought to a standstill in a

100 foot stop. It is claimed that not a plate i\'as buckled

nor injured in the least. The twenty mile lun was
completed without an accident . beyond ihe derailment,

which was fortunate in the sense that an opportunity

was presented to show what the car could do under

e.'itraordinary circumstances. In this system the motor

is so arranged as to act as a dynamo as the car de-

scends grades, thus charging the batteries. This car is

arranged so as to receive the battery beneath the seats.

The celis are carried on trays, twelve cells to a tray.

Each car has two sets of cells. While one set is in service

the other is charging at the power station.

BUSINESS.
To the Central Street Railway company of Peoria, 111.,

ihe Chicago Belting company has just sold two thirty inch

hea-\-T,- double main belts,

T. L- Townsend, representing the Parlrick I'i: Carter

company of Philadelphia, has started on an extended busi-

ness trip through the West. He will show many novelties

to t!:e trade.

The Charles Munson Belting company of Chicago de-

sires it stated that all rumors to the effect that the com-

pany is going out of business on account of the death

of Charles Munson are unfounded.

Cbas A. Schieren ^ Co. have taken an order from the

Davenport, la.. Gas company for about no feet of 4S inch

double belting and the necessary dynamo belts. The
same company has sold the South Bend. Ind., Electric

companv no feet of 4S inch double belting and 100 feet of

20 inch double belting, with the necessary dynamo belts.

The Central Electric company has just completed ar-

rangements for the exclusive handling of the "Gladiator"

dry battery. This arrangement was arrived at only after

the most e.Khaustive tests of the Gladiator, and the Central

people are confident that thsy now have the very best dry

baiter}' on the market. A series of curve cards showing

the characteristics of this batter>' will soon be issued.

The Electric Engineering & Supply company, St. Paul,

formerly locatt d at 413 Jackson street, has moved into

commodious quarters at 134 East Sixth street, opposite the

Ryan. The amount of business done by this company has

been rapidly on the increase, so that a change became
imperative. The ne^v office is centrally located, and in

every way suited to the wants of this wide-awake com-

pany.

The advantages of the Burton electric heater are set

forth in a neat circular just issued by the Electric Mer-
cbandise company of Chicago. The question is put in

this fashion to street railway managers: "We are having

told mornings and evenings. Your road can be made more
popular, and consequently your receipts larger, by warm-
ing your cars during these hours. No other method can

be found elastic enough for this season of the year."

The Royai Electiic company of Peoria, 111., has been

organized about three year^. but owing to tbe usual vicis-

situdes common to the lot of all electrical companies, it has

been but a li:tle over a year since the first permanent
plant was icstalied. Since that time very salisfactor>'

progress has been made, until now an alternating system

of novel construction, and, it is claimed, very high efficiency,

is offered to the public, a number of plants now in suc-

cessful operation serving as proof. The following is a

partial list of the towns in which the central station plants

of this company's manufacture are cow in 'successful use,

and the number of lights in each: Bement, 111-, 300;

Kamas. Ill
, 300; Watseka, 111., 500; Hoopestown. 111.,

(2)500: Washington, Hi., 500; Farmer City, III.. 650;

Mt. Sterling. Ill-, 6=0; Camp Point. Ill, 500; Macon,

Mo,. 650; Kahoka, Mo, 500, In addition to the above

this company has installed isolated placts with the Sun-

beam Lamp company, and Wells, French ^: Co., of this

city, and the Weit Plow company, of Monmouth, 111
,

each operating a generator of 50 ki'owalts capacity.

The Royal company has also designed a special form

of generalOT for power purposes and has several in use,

indudicg one in Peoria, one in Leavenworth, Kan., and
ozt in Springfield, III., each of 50 horse power capacity.

Among the recent orders filled by the Page Belting com
pany arc complete new mil! outfits for the new woolen mil!

of zhc Cr^nirfvi Manufacturing company at Penacook; for

the
'

'
; I-'S^t company at I^crry Depot, X. II.,

and 'iic ^.1 Tompkins. Honey Grove, Te.x,

Mri '. ,;en furnished as follows: A 2C inch belt

for tine .^-ruii.*eiteTn Electric Light tV Water Power com-
pany at Joplin, Mo.; two 24-inch belts for j. U. Stcrnbergh
tvSon.Kcading.Pa. :one is-inch belt for Danvcrsport, Mass ,

one 3'> inch be!', for the Waltham Bleachcry & I-)ye Works
Walthaai. Mass.; a 15 inch btlt for Paducah, Ky ; an iS-

inch belt for Trowbridge Piano company, Franklin. Mass
;

an 13-inch belt for Philadelphia; an j'^-inch belt for Cleve-

land, O.; a 24 inch b;lt for '*co. W. Wheelwright Paper

company, Fitchbarg. Mas-*.; a 26 inch belt for the .South-

bridge Printing company, .Sandcrsdale. Ma-ss.; one 5S-inch

belt. 127 fee: long, for the Heading Electric Light .v Power
company. Heading. Pa-; a :6 inch belt for iJayton, O..

ar.d -hrcc :- ;n-h b«lt3 for the Georgia Electric Light

cor--, ! Ga : a 24 inch bcP for Chicago, alsoa
23- c same p'-int. The company has also

fijrr,:. Koreka f^ynam'. slotted belts as follows:

One 12-inch 6«It for the Concord Street Railway; one 13-

inch belt for N>w York City; two 13 inch belts for Ral-

eigh. N. C; foar M-ioch belt* for the .Schuylltill Electric

Railway company. Potlsville, Pa ; two &-ioch belts for

Piqua. O. ; one 14 inch belt for Boston; one lo-inch belt

for Amsterdam Street Railway company, Amsterdam, N.
V. Of regular dynamo double belting the company has
furnished the following: One 12-inch belt for the Hyde
Park Electric company, Hyde Park, Mass.: three 13 inch

and one lo-inch belt for the Birmingham Railway & Elec-

tric company, Birmingham, Ala.; eight 20-inch belts for

Chicago. It has also shipped its patent Acme Link belts

recently as follows: Two ro inch belts for Indianapolis,

Ind.; one 12 inch belt for export, and two 12-inch belts to

Knoxville, Tenn.

Sargent & Lundy have been pushing work on their

Grant Park railway contract at Atlanta, Ga., and will have
the line ready for operation on or about Oct 15th. The
four double deck motor cars, one of the novel features of

this line, have already been received, and nothing but
an unusual amount of bard luck will prevent the opening
of the line on the date mentioned. The motor cars are the

first of this pattern put in use in this country, and, beside

other new features, they have a seating capacity of go
persons, nearly double that of other motors now in use

carrying about the same amount of dead weight.

A visit to the extensive quarters occupied by the Elec-

trical Supply company will demonstrate the steady activ-

ity which has been characteristic of this enterprising com-
pany since it was organized. The department arrange-

ments, which have now been in force about a year, have
proved highly successful and efficient in the genera! office

economy. It is by the employuient of strict mercantile

methods, combined with a determined aggressiveness and
an honest intention to furnish only such articles as practical

experience have demonstrated to be the best of their kind,
that the Electrical Supply company has reared itself in six

years to the enviable position it occupies at present.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Iss!u\/ Sc/f. 22, iSgt.

459. 7>7- Electric Railway Conductor Support. Edward
M. Bentley, New York, N, Y.

Claim three reads:

"lo an electric raihvay, thecombicationof a supply conductor
with hangers tlierelor, provided with grooved fins (or receiving
the wire and iiK-tal sleeves or clips, passing around the wire,
and holding it in place.''

Harry H. Blades,459-739- Commutator Brush Holder.

Detroit, Mich.

459.753. Trolley Line Circuit Breaker. Robert ^L Jones,
Salt Lake City, Utah.

459.757- Electric Arc Lamp. Maurice S. Logan, C>tter-

ville, and James H. Barley, Sedalia, Mo.
The object of this invention is to furnish an electric arc lamp

provided with an improved carbon-holding rod having a clutch
or other suitable leed mechanism engaging with the oblique
surface or surfaces of said rod, whereby a steady uniform feed
movement is attained.

459,772. Electro- Magnetic Motor. Nikola Tesla, New
York, N. Y.

Claims one and two read as follows:

"i. An alternating current non-synchronizing electric motor
coupled with a synclironizini; alternating current motor, where-
by the former starts the latter and throws it into synchronism
with its actuating current, and switch mechanism for directing

the current through either or both of the motors.

"2. The combination of two motors, the armatures of which
are mounted upon the same shaft, one of said motors being an
alternating current torque motor, or one in which the magnetic
points or poles are progressively shifted by the action of the
enerijizing current, the other motor being an alternating current
synchronizing motor, and switch mechanism for directing the
current through eilher or both of said motors "

459,786. Electro-Magnetic Device. George R. Lean,
Boston, Mass.

This invention has for its object to construct an electro mag-
net device for restoring a circuit to its normal condition after it

has remained in its abnormal condition a certain length of time,

it being especially adapted for opening a circuit after it has
been closed a definite length of time 10 thereby save the bat-

teries.

459-794- Rheostat for Electric Motor Cars, Sidney H.
Short, Cleveland, O.

This invention relates more particularly to the adjustable
rheostats or rheostatic current regulators used on electrically

propelled cars or vehicles.

459 Soo.

N Y
Rheostat. Henry E. Waite. New York,

459.310. Governor for Dynamos, Mahlon S. Conly,

Chicago. 111.

The prime object of this invention is to have a governor ca-
pable of use in connection with any dynamo electric machine
ihat is capable of conlrollinjj or regulating the electric current

in any manner in which Ihat re>ult lias hertioforc been ac-

complishef^, and which applied the ix>wcr directly lo the part

to be affected or actuated without the inttn.-enii()n of ievcis or
c'luivalent device.

459 Si I, Oovernor for Dynamos. Mahlon S. Conly,

Chicago, III,

459.315. Electric Railway, Rudolph M. Hunter, Phila-

delphia, Va.

The object of ihiJi invcntioD i-** to pro"idc a suitable construc-

tion adapted to Aui^pcndcd or overhead concluclor<i for electric

railway*, whereby itttengtb, durability, nimplicily and low rc-

^i.ilanre result*, with cheapness of construction.

459. 820. Conductor Fastening for Commulalors. Sidney

H. Short, Cleveland. O.

459.^35 Manufacture of Incandescent lllcclric Lamps,
Thoma-s A. Edison, Mcnio I'ark, N, J,

Cla'm one reads:

"The mcihf^J of oblaininKadry niiroKcnalinoFjdicrc at a defi-

nite pfcwiire in the inclo»inic globe of an ineandrscinK electric

jiimp, consintinj; fn producinfi an air prcimurr in ihcjilobe,
i!i((mly -.tbftvr. ihc prcMiirc of nilro;cendciiircd,drcompo«inif the

hir left in the j;lf4ie, r';t;iin!fii; the nitrogen left in Ihe globe,

lemovin;: the oxygen by putting a reccpianlr conmining ihr

«ulrttance having affinity f'>r oxygen into communiuition with
the globe, ant] f'rmoving the moiiilurc from the nitrogen."

459. S39. Automatic Disconnector for Overhead Conduct-
ors. Andrew L. Johnston, Richmond, Ya,

459.840, Automatic Disconnector for Overhead Conduct-
ors. Andrew L, Johnston, Richmond, Va.

The object of this invention is to provide a de\'ice adapted to
the overhead trolley wires used in connection with electric cars,
and it is especially arranged for that system of electric propul-
sion in which the trolley wires have relays of electricity located
and supplied at suitable intervals throughout its length, as at
hills, where additional poweris required.

459,843. Insulator. Van A, Thomas. Providence,
R. 1.

459,845, Carbon Clamp for Arc Lights. Van A. Thomas,
Providence, R. I.

459. S46. Attachment for Electric Arc Lamps, Van A.
Thomas, Providence, R. 1.

This invention has relation to electric lights, but more especi-
ally to the class of arc lamps, or rather to the power portion
of the lamps, adapted to arc lighting; and it consists, esEen-
tially. of an insulating hood or shield arranged to be readily at-
tached to and inclose the lower or exposed metallic portion of
the lamp.

459,548. Trolley Wheel for Electric Railways,
Wetmore, Brooklvn, N. Y,

Jean A.

459,852. Elec'ric Therapeutic Bath. Charles P. Hoff-
and Willard B. Van Houton,

Donald Tommasi, Paris,

mhn, Utica, N.
Belleville, N. J.

459,872. Electric

France.

459.923. Armature for Dynamo- Electric Machines and
Motors. John Beattie, Jr., Fall Rive*-, Mass.

The object of this invention is to improve the construction of
what isknownasthe "Pacinotti" type of armature. This ar-
mature consists of a ring or cylinder having deep grooves in its

periphery parallel to its axi=:. which form projections or teeth
in the core of the armature. The coils or conductors are de-
posited in the grooves.

459.941. Electric Cable. David Brooks, Jr., Philadel-

phia, Pa.

Claim one reads:

''A cable having the sections of its covering connected by
strips of tin foil and rubber, the same forming a flexible connec-
tion.'"

459.942. Magnetized Hat Band. Fr.d H. Brown, Chi-
cago, 111.

What isclaimed in this invention as a new article of manu-
facture is a hat band com|irising a thin pliable band of magne-

, tized metil formed with openings or slots to increase its plia-
bility.

Homer T. Wilson, Harrods-

Alarm. Rudolph C.

459 9S4. Burglar Alarm,
burg, Ky.

460,019. Electric Show Case
Kruschke, Duluth, Minn.

The object of this invention is to provide a simple and effect-
Ivf electrical alarm for attachment to show cases, for detecting
the absence of an article from the tray of the show case.

460,040. Motor Mechanism for Electric Cars. Sidney H.
Short, Cleveland, O.

This invention relates to an electrically propellej car or
vehicle in which the armature of a propelling motor is connected
directly with a driving wheel or axle, by direct connection being
understood one which imparts a revolution to the driving
wheel or axle to each revolution of the armature.

460,046. Method of and Apparatus for Converting the
Electrical Energy of Alternating Currents into Me-
chanical Motion. Charles S. Bradley, Avon,

. N. Y.

This invention relates to the conversion of electrical energy,
and consists in the method of and apparatus for converting elec-
trical energy of an alternating current into mechanical motion
by raising the amount of effective counter electromotive force
developed by rotation relatively to the self-induction.

It also consists in the method of and apparatus for making
such conversion by developing a phase of counter-current dur-
ing the passage through the motonof less than a corresponding
phase of the line current.

Furthermore, it consists of an alternating current system pro-
vided with a generator for delivering currents of determined
frequency of reversal, and a motor so organized that when op-
erated at its working speed under the influence of such current
the armature will cut the lielos of fo ce developed by the field

magnetsoftenei in a definite interval than the number of re-

versals of current developed on line by the generator during
such interval.

Frank M. Farwell, Minne-460,048. Electric Coupling,

apolis, Minn.

465,056. Process of Manufacturing a Composition Appli-

cable for Electrical Insulating Purposes, etc. Ernst
Fahrig, London, England.

What is claimed under this invention is a process of manu-
facturing a composition for insulating and other purposes, con-
sisting in taking a pulping staff, then mixing and beating it up
with manila or other like fibers, then adding to this mixture a
soap solution, and treating the resuhing mass with a precipitate

until the precipitate shows itself in a mass, then forming the
pulp thus prepared into sheets and applying an insulating pow-
derto the same, next sub|ecling the material thus prepared to

pressure and drying heat, and finally treating the said material
with insulating solution, :ind then subjecting the treated mate-
rial to great pressure

460,0^9. Electric

Albany, N. Y.

460,071. Electric Transmission of Power. Rudolph M.
Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa.

The object of this invention is to carry out a method, by the
employment of Miitnble appar.-iiHs, whereby the conversion of
curreiilH by means of induction appariiiuH may be iiccoiiipli*hrd

in a more saiiiifiictory manner, particularly when very high
potential ciirrenlHnre to be transniilled,

460,076. Controlling Switch for Electric Motors. Schuy-
ler S Wheeler, New York, N. Y.

460.081, Automatic Electro Pneumatic Tube System,
William G. Collins, New York, N, Y.

Regulator. James F. McElroy,

460,087. Electric Molor.
Mass.

Ernst M. <). Hcwelt, lioslon,

460,095. Combination Fittings for Gas and Electric

Lights. Olaf Strom, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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ELECTRIC
EUOBWE F. FHILLIFS, Pteddfent. W. H. Sawteb, TSeo^ and Electrician.'

AMEEICAIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. ».

ManufacUirersof Pat^-nt Finished

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
T Magnet Wire, Office and Annunciator Wire, Rubber CorersA

Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone and
Incandescent Cords.

FARADAY CABLES.
New York Office, 10 Cortlandt Street.

p. C. ACKEB3IAN, AKeiU.

Insulation Guaranteed Wherever Used. Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

m
OUTFIT.

MASON'S FAMOUS BATTERIES.
MEDAL AWARDP:IJ, Amr-rican Institute Exhibition, 1891.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE B.

JAMES H. MASON
118 & 120

) Park Ave. Brooklyn, N,Y.

^^ WE ARE FITTED WITH
RELIABLE Machinery and Tools,

In a letter from the In^phctob of ih« Boston Fire UnOerwnter's Union, uoder date of Afarch 2',

1SS5, heeavs: -A Thornuqhiy Reliable and Desirable Wire in Every Respect."
Tlie riibl)er need In IneiiUitlng our \vlrt;B and catilet" 1h fijecially chemically prepared, and Ib Guar*

entped to be waterpfdot ano will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack and will remain flexible in eslieme
cold weather ond not &ll3cte<l bv heat. Ttie inauhitioa is protected from mechanical Injary by one or
more t)raid'^ and the whole slicked with Clark's i'aienl Compodod, which is water, oil, acid, an! to a
very creat extent, fire prool Our Insulation will prove durable when all others fail. We are prepared
to famish Single W ires of all Rauj^ea and diameter of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Elec-
tric Lights from etocli. Csnlea m;ide to order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
Cl and G3 Hampshire li^treet. Boxtou. Ma»8.

HBNRT A. CLARK, General Manager. HERBERT H. BUSTIS, Electrician.

CHICAGO AGENTS: THE ELECTRIPAL ENGINEERING CO.. 320 Dearborn Street.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For Electrical Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL& CO,
ai8 Water St.. Ncm Vork.

C
BRASS

ASTINGS.
THE TURNER BRASS WORKS.

4 ra*4alle Avonue, Chicago.

^S^Write us for Prices.

.^.^";^)^flnd Employ RELIABLE Workmen.
"VO^'^ll Kinds of Electrical Apparatus to Order.

CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

Electrical Wood.

p
Telegraph i qTelephone , CROSS L ARMS
Electric liifiht I E

SOCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL POLES.
C. H. HOLMES. ''°°"""°'=°g','.'gj,^ufs: Mo.

ELECTRIC SLATE
Switch-boards a Specialty.

Small samples of plain and marbleized free.

T. J. MURPHY,
Electrical Exchsnge BIdg. 130 I-ilierty St..

Room Sl.'i. NEW lORK.

The Winner of 1890 will win again in 1891.

Eleventh year.

SOLE .MAKERS:

LAW TELEPHONE COMPANY,
83 John St.. NEW VOKK.

KJ"
The Electrical

Construction Co. >'*

C. A. HARTER, Manager. Telephone, 1718.

E CROCKER-WHEELER
PERFECTED MOTORS.

Very slow wpeetl. full power, perfeet regu-
lation, forged fields let into base, Helf-oiliiig

heariiigH, welf-eentering bearings, all sizes,

both are and ineandescent, for all power
purposes.

Acknowledged by the Leading Manuractiirlng: Companies to be

THE IWOST PERf-ECT MOTOR IHADE.

Estimates and Plans Furnished far Electric Power Equipment-
Correspondence Invited.

430-432 WEST 14TH ST., NEW YORK.

THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.,
322 DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO.

Contractors for al l kinds^oTELECrRICAL WORK.
GEXEHAt. IfESTKRX AGEXTS FOR

The Clark Wire.
The Interior Conduit and Insulation Co. of New York.
The Elektron Manufacturing Co.
Perret Motors.
The Standard Dynamo, Manufactured by the Fairbanks

Scale 1.0.

BRASS
FOUNDRY.

Bra.'ss, IJronze. A\ liit*^ ^letal. Alnminam-
Bronze and Special Alloys. CiLStincs for

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
A .SPECIALTY.

LRI AT7 103-107 West Monroe St.,

. DLHlL, CHICKGO.

JAMES LEFFEL WATER WHEELS
Built by THE

JAMES LEFFEL $( CO.
UPRIGHT AND HORIZONTAL,

FOR

Electric, Mining and Manufacturing

Easy worlving gates. Higli percentage and ever
speed at full and part capacity. EqniiUy adajited tc
high and low beada. Largo number of sizes and
styles. .Send for descriptive pamphlet to

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
SPRINCIELD,

OHiO.
OR 110 LIBERTY ST.
NEW YORK CITY.'

ROOT'S Water-tube Boiler.

ROOT SECTIONAL SAFETY BO/LER.

S»FE ECONOMICAL. UR BLE.

AX EXCKl.I.KNT

Electric Plant Boiler.
Adopted ityilio Electric Llghl Companies

of Detroit. St. Paul, Coltimbne, Cincin-
nati. Li)uieville. .Tersey Cllv anil a great
manyuthera; also by the v\rniington .\:

Sima Engine Co,, Provldeiire, K. 1.; tin;
Lynn Beit Line Street Ky. Co., Lynn,
-Mbbs. and tbo Thomeon UoiiMton Elec-
tric Co.. I.ynn, Mas3.

AI)en[lrotli&RootMfg.Co.,

28 Cliff St., New York.
lili.VNCHES: Doston, PlillsdelnWs,

New Orlebne, DalUe, hocbeeter, Olncln-
natl and otileago.

Standard LaboratoryPhotometer.
For i!lu9lratloi,e eee Western Electrician of September liJth. Paje 150.

This outfit is designed to measure accurately the candle
power of Incandescent Lamps, and will be found of c^reat

value by Manufacturing Companies. Price f(ir the complete
set or separate parts furnished upon application. Corre-
spondence solicited.

Send for IlIuNtrated Ki'Niriptl^-e 4'nlalr:ine I CO

QUEEN & CO., PHILADELPHIA.

AN EXPENSIVE DELAY
Will Not OccDF If Yon Order Snpplies from Us,

Prompt Sliifiiii'iil. Koasonalilc i'ricfs. Full lloasnre. X.i Cli.us.' for IJiixills or Carlairt'.

WE ARE HEADQUAHTERS FOH
National Alternating and Direct Current uynamos. Generators and Transformers:

Packard High Grade Lamps: Eddy Motors:
••Holnief Weather. proof Wire; "Helmet" Moisture-proof Wire.

Save time and money by placing your orders vrtth

The Electrical Engineering and Supply Co.,
n."»l Rookery. 41.1 Jaekion Bt., 409 H" Mlrtiigan St.,

CHICAGO. ST. PAUL. DULUTH.
SENDFO R CATALOGUE AND OISCOUMT SHEETS.
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Established in 1861.

^B. BAGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD IliEDTRIC

FIXTURES.
ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES.

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
BRANCH STORfi

2134 Michigan Avenue.

PURNaigRiCMFM.
'^w FITCHBURG,MASS,U.S.A. ^

,^-«^ AM*N"fACTUHERsoF DYNAMOS FOF\ LIGHTING=^^ platingandexperimental purposes.
~"f\^ i-^<^ALSO MOTOR 5.-..^-.=

EVERYTHING LATEST DESISN AND HiOHEST EFFICIENCl'

BINDERS
— For the—

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
ONE DOLLAR.

Manufacturer's of

Octagonal*^ Cedar
TELEPHoniStElectrical

RailwayFoles& CrossArms

#H.M.LOUD&SONSUlMBERro.
OSCOOA. . MICH.

If you wish to u»e eleotricity for
any purpose whatever, -write us for
fall inforinatlOD.

ROOM 422

Electrical Exchange Building,

NEW YORK CITY.

REMEMBER
That ihe Western Electrician enjoys the distinction of having been
Belected by one of the ehrewdeat of aUvertleere afl the medium
for carrying the lari^'cct advertisement ever placed in an electrical
jonmal. This tells its own etory, and points its own moral.

POWELLS PATENT

c^y
LEVER UP w dropping while

SIGNAL OILERS
sun in the Van as the V.Kal for HICH-CRADE
ENGINES and DYNAMOS. The stop (eed
t.;at',rt:B pr(fV"i.t wawte of oil whirh ilern alooe will

more tliari Have tfi^-lr cost In a short time. HAS
OTHER EXCEPTIONAL POINTS OF
MERIT. Send f'T fijil'l'-ecrlptivecirtHlar. AddreuB
THE WM. POWELL CO., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.
EVERYTHING IN

WIRE-FUSE- STRIPS.

MAM'F.^rTl'REl. H

The Sperry Electric Mining llachine Cc„
39lh St. and Stewart Av

THE COWLES

ELECTRIC SMELTING

k ALOMINOM CO.,

Offer Commercially Pure Aluminum

In logo's, Slabs, Sheet Wire and Castings
fct lowest market rates.

Aluminum Bronze, Aluminum Brass,

Silver Bronze, Silicon Bronze and Manga-

nese Bronze in Ingots and castings. Ferro

Aluminum for steel and iron castings.

C.rrespontleiice HoliciteU.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS

Send for Complete Catalogue.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Buildine. CHICAGO, ILL

S

Established 1882.

Tbe Engineers* favorite. Leade, bnt Is imitated by many,
rqualed by none, if yon have any (doable aa to the gennlne,
eend direct to U8. We are sole mannfac iirers of this pack-
ing. Send for samples and catalogue on packings. We have
the largest aeportiiient.
For Piatoi Rods and Valve Stems of Steam Engines and

Pampe—self-lubrlcatiiig, Bleam and water Htht. Fifty per

cent. leP8 friction than anv other. Never grows hard, but
wl'l remain as eoft and as flexible us when first adjuettnl in

atuffliigbos. Every package fully warranted. Fine Oils
n specialty.
Agents wanted in every State In the Union. We can quote

the very lowFHt prices on Ring Packlni^ Send for discount
and i»rlce list.

GEORGE B. BUXTON,
17 VIRGINIA ST., EAST SOyERVILLE, MASS.

A NEW BOOK
ISIO^SJST

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND - BOOK.
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of

which 20,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's
well-known practical style with all the problems of Electric Power
Transmission,

IMOW READY. PRIGB $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINC CO., 6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention o( KLEC'IRiC COMPANIES b caWf^.i to this CKI.EBRATKO WAI'KR %VIII-:i-:i> as particularly adapted to '.r.-nt u^e

on account of its remarkably Kteady motion, big^h Mpeed
and crresit ICIIici<^ncy,and Iar;:^e Capacity for its a iamefer.
being doiil>l<» the I^ower of most wheels of same diam'.'ier. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per crnl
of useful effect cnarantced.
SENO FOR «^ATAI.OOi;ii: AIVU PARTICCI.AR!^.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engravmg represents a pair of 12 inch VICXOR

TURBII^'K^ arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Hume. Draft
Tubes. End liearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iion bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are cow prepared to furnish \'icior

Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation

admits of tlieir use. we recommend 'hem.

STILWELL& BIERCE MFG. CO.. DAYTON, OHIO.

GLOBECAPBOM^S
MAKERS OF HICH-CRADECARBONS
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

ELECTRICAL
BOOKS.

Send Fo! Complete Catalogae,

Electrician Publishing

Company,
6 Lakeside Building, • CHICAGO.

J. C. TEMPLE,
(Formerly of STOUT, MILLS & TEMPLE),

DAYTOSi, OHIO.

flydraiilicafliMecliaiiicalEiiineer
Improvement of Wafer Powers, Arraneement

of Power Plants, t>hafting, etc., for Electric Power
and Light. CONSTRUCTION SUPERINTENDED.

HARRISON CONVEYOR
FOR HANDLING

GRAIN, COAL, TAN BARK, SEEDS. ETC.
Will convey all kinds of "rain without mixing.
Will carry two different kinde of material in op-

popite directions at the same time.
Will convey OneHundredand FiftyTone ofCoal

per hour, Maile ofWrought Iron and Steel- Send
Jor Illustrated Catalogoe. BORDEN & SELLECK
COMPANY, 48 and 50 Lake St., Chlcaoo, III.

Wm. S. Tueneb, Pres. Geo, A. Bell, V. Pees. J. Lestke Wuodbkidge, aec. and Treas.

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER ENGINEERING CO.,
Consulting and Constructing:

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment of Electric Railways. Steam and Electric Plants.

47 Times Building. Telephone Call, I009 Cortlandl. NEW YORK.

GBDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts-

If In want of Poles. Ties and Poets, eave money
by getting my prices.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wii.MtxGTo.v,DEL. Tho Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the "World.

£]sa?.^33XjXs^:E:x> i878.
SOLE MAM F.\CTl KKR8 OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
OFFICE:

14 DEY ST_ X. X.

BEST ECONOMYvsiONG LIFE.

WHICH IS DESIRED?

'''61. if^rx<j^,£^
ux^ cZwi^ a^.,-r\^ -*V«*- p^ri^

•^, J/«-.z^ &&e2fce- <3<n~-/-~~^

-'^iC^^y} -o'^^iA.^iei^ CtAZ^^^^ u**^

If the sole aim of the users of incandescent lamps is

to save themselves as much trouble as possible in re-
placing lamps, a long lived lamp may suit them best, as,

instead of having to make their lamp renewals every
two or three months, it will be necessary to do so only
abovit once a year. The longer the life of an incandes-
cent lamp ("beyond the point of best economy) the more
will it cost to produce light, both in coal, and, what is

sometimes more important, investment. Our expert

thinks that a lamp to give the best economy should burn
600 hours, or less, according to the different canditions,
and that a lamp that will burn 4,620, 5,000, or 10,000
hours, is not a lamp of the best economy. We make
this statement with some hesitation, as it seems to be
so directly contrary to the opinion of the lamp expert
of one of the large manufactiirers, whose portrait and
statement we have taken the liberty of reproducing
from their advertisement.

RV shiill say more In reference to this subject next week.

The sunbeam incandescent lamp CO., Chicap, III,
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C. & G, ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS.
Electric motors in all standard sizes

for operating elevators, pumps, print-
ing presses and machinery for gen-
eral manufacturing purposes.

Electrical Mining Machinery of all

kinds, Hoists, Tram Cars, etc.

Electric Blowers for ship ventila-
tion. Fan outfits.

Electric plants f jr pumping church
organs.
Over 10,000 motors in actual oper-

ation.

THE C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.,
402

Dynamos in all sizes of same de-
sign and dimensions as the standard
motors.
Equipment of mines, factories, ma-

chine shops, office buildings -with com-
plete electrical plants for lighting and
power.

New England Office, 63 Oliver St., - BOSTON.

Philadelphia Office, 38 S. FOURTH ST.

Chicago Office, - • PHENIX BLDG.

San Francisco Office, - 35 MARKhT ST,

'404 GREENWICH ST.,

ii

THE PURE SARSAPARILLA
PERRET DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.

M

Jersey City, K. J., August 3d, 1891.

OFFICE OF JERSEY CITY MILLING CO.

3IAXUPACTUKKRS OP IXOUR,
543 i 544 He-xlerfon Street.

THE ELEKT^ON MANUFACTURING CO.
Gestleues;—The dynamo bought of you last February has run up to the present time without any attention whatever beyond oiling it. It is simply perfect. We

woald not accept a hijh spesd dynamo as a gift after using yoars. It is truly "the pure Sarsiparilla." Non3 other can be found like it.

Very truly, '\V^ II. AVatsox, Manager.

THE ELEKTRON MANUFACTURING CO.,
New York Office, 89 Liberty Street. SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Washington D. C, J U BURKETT & CO., 1409 N. Y. Avenue. I St. Paul. Minn., F. J. RENZ. 95 Fast 4th Street.

New Orleans, la.. GEORGE BAQUIE. 140 Gravier Street. Philadelphia, Pa., PENNSYLVANIA IWACHINE CO.. 29 North 7th Street.

Chicago. III.. THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.. 320 Dearborn Street.
]

THOMAS STURGIS, Prest. Wm. C. LANE. Sec'y and Treas. C. P. MACKIE, Gen'l Manager. S. S. BOGART, Gen'l Agent.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY,
4S 2xrE:"w

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIGHTI MOTOR CUT OUT.

LAMPS OR MOTORS CUT IN AND OUT AT WILL FROM CENTRAL STATION WITHOUT
DISTURBING OTHERS QN SAME CIRCUIT.

This Sv.stem Saves Mileage of Circuiis, Makes Scattered Business Profitahle and Secures Payment for J'^veiy Hour ot' Light.

THE WENSTROM CONSOLIDATED DYNAMO & MOTOR CO.,
OF BALTIMORK, MD..

-M,\M I Am Kl.ltH i>\<

Electrical Apparatus.
ELECTRIC TV^OTORS

DYNM7VYOS

N|M<ial Fcatnrt^H: IIIkIi KIIici<'iicy. (Slow Speed.

For full InforrnHtlrin mitl clrf;illnrH udclrcHS

THE WENSTROM CO., Baltimore, Wld.
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For OrlTlDg Dynamos.

The Clinton Gas Light Co., Clinton, Mass., have thor-

oughly tested and have adopted the Evans System of
Driving Dynamos in their new Electric Light Station.

Thousands of Horse Power in use driving Dynamos, and hundreds of sets of Cones
in operation, driving all classes of machinery. Address

THE EVANS FRICTION CONE CO.,
85 TTC^Atox- filt., ^OS1?OZNr, IVE.^.J9S. For VaryiDB Mp**fd.

CHICAGO Z1TST7LATED WIRE COMPANV,
IVE.A.ra'TTZ'.A.CI'XTXI.XIZl.&t Of<

HIBH GRADE INSULATED WIRES
OI" ALL DESCRIPXIONK

WEATHERPROOF WIRES,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

MAGNET WIRES,
INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,

ETC., ETC., ETC.

WRITE FOE QUOTATIONS
AND SAMPLES.

Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO., 48-52 N. Clinton St., CHICAGO, ILL.

HOLMJMOOJH &HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Litie Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton

i^ji_Ki^^ and Worsted Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work,
Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

KiKi LINE WIRE

CtM.

PATENT
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

.A-g-ents for tlie T7;7-.A.SmiTa-TOiT C-A.IiB03Sr OO., Car-bona for .A-rc Xjiglitiiig'.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., CHICAGO,
|

THOS. L. SCOVILL, New York Agent,
Are our Selling Agents, and carry a line of Insulated and Bare Wires of our make.

| 25 Park Place, NEW YORK.

DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS
Afford the Only Reliable and Efficient Means for

ALL NIGHT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

All other devices are crude, expensive and unsatisfactory.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY
Has established its broad foundation patent for Double Carbon Arc Lamps. No. 219,208, having- WOnfOUV
distinct itlfringement suits in the United States Courts, two of them on final hearing, the decisions

being rendered by Judges Gresham, Blodgett, Brown and Ricks.

The public is warned against the use of infringing lamps or any crude substitute for the Brush Invention.

Arc Lighting Apparatus, Electric Motors and Generators,
Alternating Current Apparatus, Incandescent Lighting Machines,

Carbons for Arc Lighting, Etc., Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,
V L^fK'^^irD, CDt-ilCD.
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NEW BOOK!
NOW READY.

ELECTRIC

TRANSMISSION

HAND-BOOK.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition
to our famous hand-book series, of which
20,000 copies have been sold. The new
book deals in the author's well-known
practical style with all the problems of

Electric Power Transmission.

NOW READY._ PRICE. $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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r
-GENERAL AGENTS FOR-

ALL PRODUCTS
-OIF the:

HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,

-iF'oie-

Northern Wisconsin,
Minnesota,
North Dakota,
South Dakota,
Montana,
Wyoming,
Idaho,

Washington,
Oregon.

403-405 Sibley Street, St. Paul, Minn.
H. M. BYLLESBY,

President.

HOWARD C. LEVIS, B. F. MEEK, Jr.,

V.-P. and Treas. Secy, and Asst. Treas.

GEO. C. DUFFIE, Asst. Secy.

33F=?/^I^CZ:^^

Cor. A and Front Streets, PORTLAND, ORE.

H. W. COODE, Manager.

Thompson Block, HELENA, MONT.

H. W. TURNER, Manager.
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TB^E

Im
MAKES A SPECIALTY OF THE COMPLETE EQUIPMENT

OF FACTORIES WITH

ELECTRIC POWER.

EDOT POWEI tENEUTIIS,
ANY SIZE UP TO 300 H. P. AND ANY VOLTAGE.

The eddy ELECTRIC MOTOR
Is Simple, Efficient, Durable, Economical and Always Reliable.

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MFG. COM
WINDSOR, COITIT.

136 Liberty Street, - NEW YORK. 341 The Rookery, - - CHICAGO.
92 Franklin Street, - - BOSTON. Rialto Building, - KANSAS CITY.
506 Commerce St., PHILADELPHIA. 413 Jackson Street, - ST. PAUL.

409 West Michigan Street, DULUTH.
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOUIABLY ADAPTED TO DEIYIHG

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of ita high efficiency at all stages of gate, steadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the construction of which makes It the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
Illustrating various stylea of setting

on hoth vertical and horlzontil shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS GO.,

DAYTON, O.
SUCOESSOKS TO

STOUT, IILLLS & TEMPLE,

STEAM PLANTS
I!«8TAL,L.ED BY'

W. B. PSARSON c£ CO.,
aiECHANICAIi ENQIKEERH AKD COKTKACTORI^.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDING, - CHICAGO.

A S.\MP1,E I!«ST.\Ll,ATIO!V.

Standard Automatic Engine coupled direct to a Centrifugal Pump.
Speed 280 Revolutions.

Over 1000 Wcsliiigliousc Standard Engines in use.

rrHEWESTINGHOUSE MACHINE COMPANY. ^
^mUM^ PITTSBURCH'.>PENNA.U.S.oFA. '

WILLIAMS AUTOMATIC ENGINE.
For all purposes requiring steady power.

Williams Engine Wokks: >o. 447 North Street,
BALTIMORE, MD.

FineOffice Furniture
and Folding Beds.

Brass and Wire Work. 215Waba.hA,.
A. H. Andrews & Co., Chicago.

1W00DBURY§NG!NE
SELF-CONTAINED, AUTOMATIC
HIGH SPEED STEAM ENGINE
for Electric Lighting and
Street Railway Service,

WITH BOILER PLANT COMPLETE
Cat.Tlociie Rent on applitatioii. —

STEARNS MFC. CO. ERIE, PA.
BRANCH I

I'hiladelphia, i)-i'i Drexel HWIk.
OFFICES ' San Francisro, Mi) \- 31 Spear St.

yii^ Lios'5..c?i
>^HLf

i-^m

DRY STEAMB^
s^-criaiTisi^EX) B-s"

THE POND SEPARATOR,
The Pond Separator Is guaranteed to relieve the

steam of all entrained water, and return this water
to the boiler, Ihus effecting a large saving In fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

POND ENGHVEERIXG COMPAXY.
ST LOUIS.

OMAHA.
CHICAGO.

DALLAS.
KANSAS CITY.

SEATTLE.

££BE ?E THE JUDGE.J9

C.A.-^H I'OXJ TTH.IE113 TJdlJtJ

ECONOMIC INCANDESCENT LAMP?
If not yovi are losing time and we are losing a customer. Everybody that tries if, BUYS

IT, and everybody that buys it once, bays it again. Kindly inform us what voltage
and style of base you use and TBY IT AT OUR EXPEXSE.

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL SPECIALTY CO,
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS,

J

CEO. L. KIRKHAM, Manager. 1017 Chamber of Commerce, CHICAGO.
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A MARVELOUS INHOVATION

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC COMPANY
HAS REVOLUTIONIZED THE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT OF STREET RAILWAYS.

The Intermediate Shaft, Pinion and Gear have been discarded.

The Armature Pinion and Axle Gear are now inclosed in a
dust-proof case filled with oil.

Reducing to a minimum the cost for repairs and absolutely
eliminating the objectionable noises incident to all other
systems. ^_^

The Armature speed has been reduced from 1200 to 500 revo-
lutions per minute.

The Railway Motor, as now constructed, comprises less than
a dozen parts. ____„

The construction of the Armature avoids the possibility of a
burn-out, except by malicious carelessness, and when
damaged, can be readily repaired by a novice.

Don't make a mistake by contracting for Railway Equipment
before seeing or understanding this marvelous machine.

Prices for Repairs, Parts and Supplies materially reduced.

Information, Prices and Literature furnished on application.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO,
CHICAGO OFFICE: BOSTON OFFICE:

148 MICHIGAN AVENUE. 620 ATLANTIC AVENUE.
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^
WhatWireDoYouUse?

IIECTRIC4£

Jg^^ 54 and 56 FRANKLIN STREET

CHICAGO, ILL.

S.

LONGEST

LIFE,

HIGHEST

EFFICIENCY.

THE

GREAT

MONEY

SAVER.

WE KNOW

TO BE

THE

BEST.

SEND US

AN ORDER

FOR A

BARRtL.

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Indications:

Chicago, Wednesday, September 30, 1S91.

Weather slightly cooler, fair, with

stationary barometer.

How we would slash things if we
could only control the weather, but we
can't and that's why we have been sacri-

ficing those Stanle)' Fan Motors at

such ridiculously low figures. We are

content, however; it brought trade and
Trade makes bigness; that's of course,

and Bigness makes trade, which is not

always of course.

Then over in the south aisle, such

a jam; we don't know why either. We
didn't mention Transformers, but they

went—shipping" clerks tired and over-

worked—perhaps they are better than

other transformers you've bought? But
Stanley makes them, and they are all

wool and about two yards wide, we
should say.

Basement. Randolph St, side.

Here's where we keep most of the

Wire stock—plenty of room—and have
you noticed how we hang onto that

"Moisture-proof" phrase.? That's Shield

Brand. It's a fact, though—and facts

count ahead of most things—anyhow.
Shield Brand doesn't wear a parasol in

wet weather.

Neither does Habirshaw—it's rub-

ber covered. We were going to say that

it was better to-day than yesterday

—

quality we mean, but we are not sure

—

it was good yesterday, and for several

days before— don't see how it could

improve.

Third Floor, Michigan Ave. Front.

Have you been a little bit foggy on
Electric Railway Supplies? No need to

have been if you had one of our No. 31

catalogues, but perhaps you didn't have
one. Now is your time to get a copy

—

there's everything you want to know,
and that's a good deal, isn't it?

Here is just a handful, picked up hap-

hazard:
'I'he Safety Span Wire Tightener—only two pieces

—

strong, perfect. List. l6c.

The Crook and Davis Automatic "Reed" Feed
Trolley Wheel Hub. One traveled over four

thousand miles—justa common brass wheel, and
shows no wear. Ask for special circular about
this—we have exclusive right in United Stales.

The McTighc Overhead Switch—perfectly reliable,

light, compact right or left hand turn-out ; no
solder. List, $7.50,

Feeder and Trolley Wires—all sizes, hut only one
grade of copper- -that's the best—at lowest mar-
ket price.

Then there's cross-arms, in pleas-

ing varieties of 4, 6 or 8 pin style, and
glass and jjorcelain insulators. Tools

of best materials.

Most people come in at the Michi-

gan Ave. entrance

—

building is corner

of Randolph St. and Michigan Ave.

The Electrical Supply Co.
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ON ACCOUNT OF

Increase of Business
J^l<rJD THE!

Adoption of Electricity,

THIE

MINNEAPOLIS STREET RAILWAY CO.,
Of 3iv^ian,rLea,polis, ILv^EirLrL.,

OFFER FOR SALE THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT:

63 ISfoot Cars, all fitted with Fare Boxes and "Small" Conveyors.
76 Extra "Small" Conveyors for 14 and 16 ft. Cars.
63 Extra "Slawson" Fare Boxes.
12 Steam Motors, 15to 20 Ton.
2 Locomotives and Tenders, 20 and 26 Ton.

21 Passenger Coaches, 26 to 40 ft.

34 Open Passenger Excursion Cars, 34 ft.

8 Flat Cars, 30 ft.

Most of the cars have been in service only a short time, and all are in first-class condition. We can make changes
or alterations and fit them up to suit, and will sell very cheap. The gauge of any of the cars can be changed to suit

purchaser. Full description and photographs; mailed upon application.

''
^wwwiV'iV.t.j,
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ORT WiTNE ELECTRIC CO.,
*9

-MAJTUFACTrRERS OF THE-

SLATTERY INDUCTION AND WOOD ARC SYSTEM
-or»-

THE MOST PERFECT OF ANY.

For references as to the merits of these systems, inquire of the local companies, the operators, or the customers in

the large cities of this country where these systems are now being used almost exclusively after other systems have been
tried and thrown out^Philadelphia, New Orleans, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Detroit, etc.

W£ MAKE ALL STANDARD SIZES OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM,
Also Arc Lamps of Standard Sizes, 2,000 c. p., i,200 c. p. and 800 c. p.

Main Office and Factory, FORT WAYNE, IND.
KXl..aLX<irO^ OIT'ICIEJS.

XEW TORK 115 Broadway.
CHICAGO 18.5 Dearborn Street.
PHILADELPHIA WOV Filbert Street.
DALLAS, TFXAS McLeod Bnilding.

PITTSBURGH. P * 533 Wood Street.
SAX FRANCISCO 35 New Klontgomery Street.
TORONTO, CANADA .138 King Street, W.
BUFFALO 828 Pearl Street.

THE SCHUYLER
s'S'aip:EiisK os^-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTAUT FEATURES'

instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,
MIDDLETOWN. CONN.

IMPORTANT!
BEFORE PURCHASING I^VESTIGATE THE

L^ ROCHE SYSTEM.

"^llflllllillllllilHii'iJ

i{LTEHNATIfl(l DYNAMOS
FOE LONG DISTANCE LIGHTING,

FOR 100 TO 1200 LIGHTS.
AOEK1S ^TANTED. NOTICE OUR II.L,USTRATION NEXT WEEK.

La Roche Electric Works,
116 & 118 KORTH ethST., PUlLArELPHi, Pfi., D. S. A.
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"AJAX" The Best

Circuit Breai(er

and Only Indestructible Switch.

C. S. VAN NUIS, 136 Liberty St, New York.

The Minnesota Brush Electric Company
HAYS JUST BO-trOHX

82^ MILES
of Arc, Incandescent and Power Cables

INVESTIGATION PROVED IT

THE BEST.

OF THE

MardUflflerpnniCalileCo.,
New York, Pittsburgh, Chicago.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
The aclKno'H'ledg:«d Stnndard for durable and hlg:Ii In-

solation. XtB merits proved by a record of over quarter
of* oentaary. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

CELEBRATED KERITE TAPE FOR INSDLATINB JOINTS.

Electric Light and Power, ALL SIZES Aerial Use.
Telegraph and Telephone, I pnri Fnrnsteri \Nirp<> Subterranean Use,
Rallwa»and all other

Leaa tncasea nires. submarine Use.
Branches of Signaling, Concealed Wiring in all Locations.

GEORGE B. PRESGOTT, Jr., Gen. Agt., 16 Dey St., New York.

"Western Electric Co., Chicago, 111., Sole Agents for the West.

AGtNTS
J. W. Peale, No. 1 Broadway, New York.

EltiCtrIc Eng. & Supply Co., - - Syracnee, N. Y.

Central Electric Co., Chicago.

The Electrical Eng. 4 Supply Co., St. Paal.Minn.

St. Louis Electrics! Supply Co., - - St. Loale.

GLOWER, HARRIS & CO..
CONTRACTING AND CONSULTING

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.
The lartjest Ele':trical Supply Hoiiae west of the

Ml-aUslppi Klver.

ETerytliinc Blectrical.

289 ELIVI STREET. - - DALLAS. TEXAS.

One 3 Horse Power Electric Motor.

One 6 Horse Power Electric Motor.
Both In excellent condition, having

be«n used bat Uttle.

ERIE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
ERIK PA.

a DUeInT CM™ e""!?, (
Bu»lneB, Managers.

The

International

F. CiZEXOVE .JO^'ES,
Manager of Factorlee.

ALEXANDER, BARNEY $c CHAPIN,
20 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

THE IMOST

POPULAR LAMP
IN THE IMARKET.

IIA.B.C.

WRITE US

FOR

PRICES

OF ALL GOODS.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY »$TBEET, NEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

THE "CHAMPION" BATTERY, r|rtn4rin«l
Price, with Rod Zinc, $1.15 per Cell, with Corrugated I" IH 1. 1 1 1 1. fl I

Zinc, $l.:i5 per Call. klUUlllUUI
THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED. j» ..

Supplies
01 all Descriptions.

Carbon Rwer.olr «n J Crtrer Corrug^UiH Zlnr of rhwH-
Ot Cbaoiplan [istlery. ploo B.kller;.

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Light and Power
Appliances,

Construction Tools and

Line Material.

OKONITE COMPANY,

^ON/^:

LIMITED,

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES ilDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

fTRAOciviARK^^^ Mansop Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.
BRANCH ii)$: Chicago, Boston, Pliiladelpliiii. IVlinneai)oliH,Cincinniiti. Kajasa^ Citj-,

Omaha, X>oaisvilIe, St, Loais, San Francisco, London and So- America.

WRITE FOR PRICES ON

TROLLEYS, CEARS, BEARINGS

AND GENERAL SUPPLIES.

R. D. Nuttall Company,
Allegheny, Pa. N'ew York.

The 1891 ELECTRIC MOTOR AND BATTERY.
SIMPLE. DURABLE.

ECONOMICAL. EFFICIENT.

For Offices, Sicli-rooms, Restaurants.

Jewelers, Dentists, Confectioners,

Amateurs, and at

ONE-HALF PRICE.
Send for prices and descxlpttTO pamphlet* to

1891 WOTGR-S Oliver Street, BOSTON, MISS.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILTBY THE BALL & WOOD CO., NEW YORK.

W. B. PEARSON, Selling Agent. Home Ins. BIdg., Chicago,
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LONO LIFE

INCANDESC|NT LAMPS.
SEE WHAT PURCHASERS SAY:

f^^^.

C^

BCKLET HOUSE,

Bslle Plaice, Iowa,

~%eM^^

Extract of letter from Manitou Electric Co., Manitou Springs, Colo.

DATED AUGUST S3, 18»1

:

"We have got T. & H. L^mps burning and giving good light that I can figure

np over 10,000 hours. We have probably 200 Thomson-Houston Lamps still

burning that have burned .I.OOO hours. The lamps were all I could ask. Have

tiled '.Sunbeam,' 'Edison' and other lamps made In Chicago, and the Perkins,'

all of which are no good on earth
"

MANITOU ELECTRIC CO.,
By C. F. TINGLEY, Manager.

Xj^ju^ C^^t'*-^ ,feii,»TrL..

^-f^tw ^l-CUiX. y^A^^ ~ "T^^ Oi^L.^

/try Ji/<fi ^0 y/»'>^, -i^Oi/L-vv^.—^ <n^y^

B. B. BURLEY,

Prop. Bdrlet House,

Belle Plalne, Iowa.

THE IRON MOUNTAIN ELECTRIC CO., Ikon Mountain, Michigan,

state that they have lost but 3 lamps In three months, with one thousand installed.

In the face of these Facts, why do you buy lamps that are

of Short Life, Low Candle Power, and that quickly Blacken?

We make our own lamps and can furnish them at once
From 45 to 116 Volts,

From 6 to 1 50 Candle Power.

writ© Xqtc I»i*1oo Xjlsts.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,

148 Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

PRINCIPAL OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Avenue. BOSTON. MASS
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N. W. T. U. Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
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Batterit^s.
Central Electric Co.
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Foster, O. A.
Law Telephone Co.
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Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
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Battery JarN.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpp'y Co., The.
Franklin Electric Co., Tne.
Law Telephone Co.
PartricU & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Western Electric Co.

B«-lls, Klf^ctrlc.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
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M' nlior Electric Co.
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Blatz. L.
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lated), ('ooper.Mheet and Bar.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Western Electric Co.
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BruBh Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co. The.
Globe Carbon Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National Carbon Co.
Weetern Electric Co,

(Heeloaalatea Wire.')

Hedleai Batteries.
Partrick A Carter Co.

«lca.
Manet^ll 4 Co.. Eapene.
Schoonmaker. A, O.

Cars Kullway.
Minneapollfi St. Ky. Co.

i;aHtii)c:4t Brass.
Btatz, L.
Turner Brass Works.
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Western Electric Co.
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Centrsl Electric Co.
Con?nliciutpd Kin.-. Mfg. Co.. Tho.
Electrlciil Snpplv Co., I'he.

Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Oneen A Co.
Inion Eleclric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Infltrnment Co.

Klectrlcnl EnlcHiscnce.
Keller .V Dcirenlihrtlt.

Leonard A.- Co., H. \^'ard.

Electrical Hpecfalttes.
(oliiiiibl;i Eleclric Co,
Northwestern Elect. Spw.lalt.v Co.
Rle3 H ortrlc Specially Co. The.
Tnrner Brass Worke.

Klectrlc Kall^u.vs.
Edison General Electric Co.
LeonttTd .t Co, H. Ward.
Sargent A Lnn'iy.
Short Klectrlc Hiillwav Co.
Thoraeon-Honstoti Electric Co.
WenPtrntu Consolidated Dvnamo &
Motor Co.

WesilnghoHfte Electric A Mfg. Co.
Woodbrldee & Tnrner Kng. Co.

IClectrollers and Combina-
tion FIxtnres.
Bftgeot, E.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Thomeon-flonsion Electric Co.

Elevators. Electric and Hy-
dranlle.
Hale Elevator Co.

[
Rlectro-Platlna: Machines.
Bmeh Electric Co.
Colbnrn Ek;ciric Mf:;. Co.

• Edieon General Klecu-ic Co.
Tbomson-HonBton Electric Co.

Knslnes, Mtean.
Bait En^DcCo.
Ball 4 Wood Co. The-
Pearstn & Co., W.B.
Pond En>'ineerlng Co.
Sargent & Lnndy.
Sieama Mfg. Co.
Weetlngboaf^e Machine Co.
WiillamB Engine Co.

EnBrav»*r8.
Eiann Illustrating Co.

Fan Oaints.
C. & C. Electric Motor Co.
Card Electric Mou>r & Dynamo Co.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply » "O., The.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Turner Brass Works.

Fibre.
KartavertMfg. Co.
Vll lean izt-d Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Partrlcit &. Carter Co.
Union ElFClric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Friction Cones-
Evans Friction Cone Co.

Gas JLIsbting:. Klectrlc.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

General Electrical Nnppilee,
Alexander. Earney & Chapin.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Clower, Warrls & Co.
ConeoJidated EIpc. Mfg. Co., The.
Colombia ElecirlcCo.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Edison General Slectrlc Co.
Electric Construction & Supply Co.
Electrical Snpply Co.. The.
Erie Elecirlcal Supply Co.
Gleason & Bailey Mis Co. Ltd.
Great Weetern Elec. Snpply Co.
tireeley &Co.,TheE. 8,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Northwestern Electric Specialty Co.
N. W. T. H. Electric Co.
Ostrander & Co.,W. K.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Riee Electric Sri^ci-iUy Co. The.
Rockford Electiic Manufacturing Co.
Thomeon-Honston Electric Co.
Union Electric Mannfacturlna Co.
VanNuls C. S.

Western Electric Co.
GlobfS and Electrical Glass-
Tvare.
B'<ggot. E.
Gl-asnn & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Phcenls Glass Co.

Hnrd ITnbbPr Goods.
Butler Ilara Rubber Co.

inHulators and Insntating
Materials.
Alexander, Barney & Chapln.
Brookfield, Wm.
Central Electric Co.
Coneo'idated Elec. Mfg. Co , The.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Electric MeThandlse Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great i^estero Elec. Supply Co.
Interior Conduit Alnsnlatlon Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Momior Electric Co.
Mnnsell & Co., Engene.
New York InsuUted Wire Co.
NuMall, R D., Company.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Mannfacturlng Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Weetern EltctrlcCo.

Insnlated n'ires and Cables.
9Iflg;net IVire.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co,
Chlcaco Insulated Wire Co.
Bay's K-rlte Ineulatlon.
Eae'ern Electric ( able Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
El'^ctricji' Snpply Co., The.
C,\e eon \- Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Holme;*, Ho- th & Baydens.
Interior Conduit A Insolation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insu-
lating (,'0.

Knapp Electrical WortB.
Monitor Electric Co.
New York Insnlated Wire Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
St;.Mdard Underground Cable Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
v\ estern Electric Co.

Joornnl Beorlnffs.
Turner Brass Works.

Immps, IncandCHcent.
Alexander. Barney A Chapln.
Bemetetn Electric Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Clower. Harris vt Co.
Columbia Klectrlc to,
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Snpplv Co., The.
Electrical Enr. & Snpplv Co,
u1p;ihoii .\.' Kaiw Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Great Wt-etem Elec Snpplv Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Helsler Electric Light Co,
Hood, Wm.
Koapo Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Norihwt stern EK^cI. Specialty Co.
Sawver-M*n tCIwtric Oo,
Sunbeam lncandP!«cent Lamp Co.
Thomson-lloneton Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

liitbrlcatorH.
Powell Co., The Wm.

ninlnff Apparatns, Electric,
Bain Electric .Mftr. Co.
Kdlson General Electric Co.
Thomson-Hotipton Electric Co.
Sperry Elec, Mlnln^: Machine Co.
WestlnchoQse Electric Jt Mfg. Co.

Hotors.
Buln Electric Mfg. Co.
Brarh Electric *-o.
Caro Electric Motor & Dyaamo Co.
Crocker-Wbet-ler ElK^ric Motor Co.
C. *C. Electric Motor Co.
Chicago tleclrlc Motor Co.
Colnnjt>is Kivtric Co.
Eo-ion Elt;-: rlc (.0.

Edison General Electric Co.
Edoy Klectrlc Ml-. Co.
iilecTrical tioglnevring Co.,Th<»-
Elcctrical Eog. & anpp;? Co.
El'.-ktroc ManofsctarlaECo.
Erie Kli ctrlcal SapplyCo
Fo»tftr. O. A.
J*a Roci " EUctrIc Work«.
K. W. T. n. Electric Co.
Rockford Electric Manulactarln I-' Co

. Roysl Electric Co,
"

Tbomeoc-HoaBton Electric Co
U. 8. Electric Lighting Co.
Wenflirom Consolidated Dynamo A
Motor Co,

Weetlnghonee Electric 4 Mfe. Co.
TVame Plates.
Blatz, L.
F«eeman, Coleman Jt <"o.
Tnrner Braes Works.

Office FnmitDre.
Anarewa&Co., A. H.

Oils.
Taaesle, S.

Oil Caps.
Powell Co.. The Wm.

Patent Solicitors.
Woodhouee tt Rawson, Ltd.

Packing.
Buitor. Geo. B.
N. Y. BelUng A Packing Co.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Coolidge Fuel <fc Snpply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Holmes, C. H
Load, H. M A Sons Lumber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Plaiionm.
Schawel & Co., Jas.

Poles.
Brownlee & Co.
Central Electric Co.
Coolidge Foel & Snpply Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Engineering Equipment Co.
Holmes, C. e.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Mllllken Bros.
Star I'-on Tower Co.
8terJing,W. C.

PnbUsbers. Klectrleal.
Electrician Publiahinfi Co.

Push Bnttons.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electri.-al Works.
Northwestern Elect. Specialty Co
Partrick & Caiter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Weeiem Electric Co,

]Sailway*>, Klectrlc.
(See elfCtrlc railways.^

B» golatlrs S-rbets.
Rie~ Eieriiic Specialty Co. The.

8eparHtor»», ^tpam.
Bine Eliminator Co.
pond Engineering Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

SpfHkine Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Kpeed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Sit*-&ni Pamps.
Worthln^ton, Henry R.

Btv-i-et Ky Kqatpment.
Minneapolis Street By. Co.

mnppli4'S, fClecirlc Balliraj'.
F.iectrin Merchacdlee Co.
>'uttall. R. D. Co.

Tap*-»>. iDsnlatlnc-
Araerlcan Klertrical Worke.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Inpulsted Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
India Rubber & Gotta Percha Iq-
enlailng Co.

InterT>ational Okonlte Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co.

TelcKraph • pparatss.
Central Klectrlc Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical .sapplvCo., The.
Greeley A Co., The E 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Weettrn Electric Co.

TclcphoncF. Ri^ctric
Western Electric Co.

Test InNtmmcBts.
R-iln Electric Mfg. Co.
Central EUctric Co.
Ch'.-.igo E'-'ctric Mfg Co.
Electrical Sopplr Co^ The,
Greeley A Co., the fi. S.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Qaeen «& Co.
Union Electric Works.
Wi'stern Klec'ric Co.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.

TrwnwfnrnicrR.
Kbvtricnl Knc. i; Snpply Co,
National Kl>>>:inc M.AnnfacturlDgCo.
Stanley Klectrlc Mfg. Co.
Woptlnghoufe Klectrlc A Mfg. Co.

Trnckfi, Electric Car.
Kdlfon General Electric Co.
Short Electric RaiUray Co.
Stephenson Co., Jno.

'

Thompon-Honston Electric Co.
WeclInghoTiPo Klectrlc A Mtj;. Co.

Torblnr Whccld.
Dayton Glol^e Iron Worke Co.
Leffel A Co., Jsniee.
Pelton Water Wlie,>l Co.
SUlwell A Bleire MfR. Co.

Tvre Wrlfcrs.
Ponsni.^re Tvpe Writer Co.

nire. Bare.
American Electrical Work*.
Central Electric Co.
EloctrlcAl SnpplTCo.,The.
Holmes, BootJi A Haydeoa.
Knapp Klectrleal Work*
Sperry Btcc. Mining Machlnfl Co.
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CLEVELJND, OHIO. .AltB CKV^IDO

.

CLEYELiMD, OHIO.

MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS andBATTERY MATERIAL.

UNION ELECTRIC WORKS,
207 South Canal St., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

The Be!«t Electric Bell in rte market; Nickel plated Gongs;

Doab'e magiet. PlatiDum Contacts, side adjustmeat) -with set

screw. The simplest and mo3t durable Annunciator,

all sizes, for elevators, hote's and otEces.

WRITE FOR PRICES.
AleoTest lastraments, Spark CoIIa, Induction Colls and various

Standard Electric Devicea for Medical and Merhanical Purposes.

We "will al*o nianufaetni'** articli's for Iiiv«»iitorf-i or ilic TmhI
We have skilled %Vorkiiieii ^ml do lirst-ela«*i work

THE SCHUYLER

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FEATURES;

THE MILLIKEN PATENT POLE

56 LIBERTY STREET,

NEW YORK.

For Electric Street Railways and Electric LigM Work,

MANUFACTUBED liT

MILLIKEN BROS.

59 DE&RBORN STREET,

CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.—Iron Work
for Light Stations a Specialty.

WRITE FOR «;IRCIII.AR AND CATALOGUE.

IMPORTANT!
BEFORE PURCHASING INVESTIGATE THE

LA ROCHE SYSTEM.

instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN. CONN.

. FOR LONG DISTANCE LIGHTING,

FOR 100 TO 1200 LIGHTS.
AGENTS WANTED. NOTICE OUR ILLdSTRATION NEXT 'WEEK.

La Roche Electric Works,
H6 k 118 MnRTH eihST.. PH1LMELPHI4, Pi. D. S. 4.

FRANKLIN S. CAETER. CHARLES M. WILKINS. E. WARD WILKINS.

-TUAinN'; AS-

PAHTRICK & CARTER CO.,

1 25 South Second Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

.sou; I'ROPRIIvTOIiS (Jl THE PATENT NKEDLE ANNIINClATOIts.

Manufacturers of and iXialevH in. all Kinds of

ELECTfMCALSUPPLIES.
WK MAKJ, A BI'Ki lAl.TV Ot

Bells, Disque Lecianche Batteries, Gas Lighting Apparatus,

Bronze goodsand afull lineof supplies forhotel and housework.

Ag9ils for Canada: -Tho Toronto Constraotlon and EUctrioal Supply Co ,
Toronto.

(»Ul'.?n9« .r,'l Dl.r.onnl SI..,.b1» will ho fonl 10 l»,o«e In ll,c lr».le npf... mj:\v\. [ ApplLallon r..,.l timUmer. CnrrJ.
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DBY EATTeme$«

We have spent a lot of money and time

in testing this dry battery, and believe

it to be the best in the world

Ec =
R

Id the Gladiator the

E = 1.6
R = .4
C = 4.

a^w*^
OUR ST. LOUIS BRANCH.

^^^/^

TRADE MARK.

SOUTHERN ELECTRICALSIPPLY COMPANY,
823 Locust St., St. Lonip, Mo.

OUR OMAHi BRANCH.

nLON/;.

OUR KANSAS CITY BRANCH.

vLON/^

GATE CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY,
522 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.

OUR DENVER BRANCH.

vLOW/>
TK,-^r)E Ik^-A-K-IC.

TBADE MARKi

WESTERN ELECTRI AL SUPPLY COMPANY,
118 S. 15ih St., Omaha, Meb.

TRADE MARK.

ELECTRIC POWER AND TRANSMISSION CO.,

IT'^J Lawrence St., Denver. Colo.

GET ON TO OUR GLADIATOR'S CURVES.
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E. M. F. CURVE.
Showing drop of potential and recovery through 2 ohme of external resistacce
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CURRENT CURVE.
Showing 'Irop ami recovery on short circuit.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin St., CHICAGO.

CONNECTED BY PRIVATE WIRE WITH POSTAL TELEGRAPH-CABLE CO.S SYSTEM.
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Edison

General --

Electric Co.

EDISON BUILDING,

BROAD STREET,

NEW YORK.

PRESSURE INDICATOR.

"|"HE EDISON PRESSURE iNDiCATOR is acknowledged the most Per-

fect Instrument for Indicating Pressure. It is at all times Reliable

and Accurate.

Is easy of Adjustment, and always Remains in Circuit.

Its Accuracy can be Checked at any Time, without additional Instruments,

the IndicatorContaining within Itself the Means for Checking ItsCwn Readings.

The Scale can be Read at a Distance, indicating positively "Right,"

"High" or "Low," according to Pressure.

Years of Practical Operation Have Proven these Facts, and all Plants

Desiring to Obtain Good Practice should Possess the Edison Indicator.

For Particulars, address nearest District Office.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

CANADIAN DISTRICT:
Edison Building, Toronto, Can.

CENTRAL DISTRICT:
173-175 Adams St., Chicago. III.

EASTERN DISTRICT:
Edison Building. Broad St., New York.

NEW ENGLAND DISTRICT:
25 Otis Street. Boston. IVlass.

PACIFIC COAST DISTRICT:
Edison Building, 1 12 Bush St.. San

Francisco. Cal.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST DISTRICT:
Flelschner Building, Portland. Ore.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DISTRICT:
IVIasonic Building, Denver, Colo.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT:
10 Decatur St., Atlanta, Ga

Submarine,

Telegraph,

Underground,

is^t^%$^'*'

ff-

Telepbone,

Interior,

Electric Light.

Manufactured under Authority of SIEMENS & HALSKE,
^^ BY

The Edison General Electric Company,
Eetlmatea Furnished on Application.

AT TIIKIK MCIIENKCTAOV WOKKfS.

Address, Cable and Wire Department, Edison General Electric Company,
KUISO.V UlIf>I>IN(;, l{l(4>.\l> STUKKT, >'K\V VOItK, or NcaiCHt J>iHtrict Oiiive.

I5ISTIIIOT OI^r-IOIElS!
C«OKll«n nutrli-t: VA\lnn BnllrllnB, Toronto, < an.
«:«ntr«l ni»trl<-t: 173-17.5 AilKna Kt . « hlrnco.
F.uit«ni niatrl-t: Krilaon BnllillnE. Hron<l Mt . Sew York.
Jr?w Kntl»n<l nixtrict: zr, oiU Ht., Boiiton, nann.

'rtrlllo <'onH> Dintri't : KillHOn Itiillillne. 1^ ItnHli Ht , Man Frnnrlnoo, Cul.
I'aflflr \*}riU\v*-n\. l»lHtrlrt: Kl«'fHrhn4-r IClilldlni.-. I'ortluiid, Oro.
Itorky .lloiiiitfiiii l>lHi.rlrt.: )TIUM(»nif Biill<llntr. l»onV4'r, Colo.
Monthcrn l>l»trl<;t: 1« Uccatar Ht , Atlonto, «»«.
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.A. KrO"\7"E!IjT"Y. -((((oj).)- -A. 3NrOT7"E!ILirr-X-.

A REVERSIBLE BATTERY,
Electromo'ive Force 2 4 Voll'; Internal lie^ls'anoe, .000 Ohm: Capacity I'Dllmlted. 20 Different Styles, ro.ulu of any Si/.; acii Style.

THE FRANKLIN ELECTRIC COMPANY, 126 Liberty St., New York.
rvTRonrciNd f.ntiheiy new principies.

Pnl. Mar- I'J, t^Xi. THE OLD STYLE.

THE ACME LINK BELT
IS MAI'l-; ONLV ItV Tllli

Page lieltiug Company, Concord, N. H,
TtrtASCiiKS : Boston, Nl-w York, Clucagro, Sun

Fnuicisco. Also, iniinutacturerd of jill tliG

staple Kradcs t»t' LeutUcr lieltiny ami 7.:ifiiit?.

8(.-ntl lor Illiistrutea Ciitaloguu—a valuable
treutisi; on buitluy, Free.

BINDERS
FDR THE

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
ONE DOLLAR.

SPEAKING TUBESM WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS f?' BELLS.
fIj'I/I. link always in ktock.

^~Send for New Catalogue. Out August lat.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO..
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 BeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

GEORGE W. PAYNE tc CO.,
]HAIVUFA€TlIKKKl!l OF

Vsed in connection with Braiding Machinery for Electrical Work
where wire is to he covered by Braiders.

_ machines built M lieu roqnii'iMl to <Ionble two or more eu<U.
with drop motions to stop spindle when end breaks, also
when bobbin is fall.

Works 102 Broad St., PAWTUCKET, R. I.

HILL
Clutch Works,
CLEVELAND, O.

EASTERN OFFICE.
r'lSCortlandtst., . NEW TORK.

Engineering Ofllce: 14e Franklin St.,

BOSTON.

CHICAGO: SlINNEAPOLIS:
28 So. Canal St. :i05 Kasota Bulldios.

KANSAS cmf:
IS'.il and 1^23 Union Avenue.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
Designed, Erected aad Kurciihed.

Send for new Catalogue Power
Transmission Machinery.

-TLE(Tf?l(LlGHT^LOBE$r-^

THE-LARaEST-LlI^E-oF

.NoVELftARTISTICPATTEHNS&EFFEGTSj

^ 729 BROADWAY NY. A
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

BAIN ELECTRIC MFC. CO.,
FOREE BAIN, President and Engineer,

47 and 49 S. Jefferson Street, CHICAGO.

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS
1-12 to 500 Horse Power.

Highest Class in Efficiency, Mechanical Design, and General Utility.

Experts in applying Electricity to New Uses.

HBNU rOK OATAIiOOVK.
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w^rm

m WW m. mm
MAKES A SPECIALTY OF THE COMPLETE EQUIPMENT

OF FACTORIES WITH

ELECTRIC POWER.

EIIDl POWEI eEHEMTmS,
ANY SIZE UP TO 300 H. P. AND ANY VOLTAGE.

The eddy ELECTRIC MOTOR
Is Simple, Efficient, Durable, Economical and Always Reliable.

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MFG. CO,
WIUDSOR, CONN.

136 Liberty Street, - NEW YORK. 341 The Rookery, - - CHICAGO.
92 Franklin Street, - - BOSTON. Rialto Building, - KANSAS CITY.
506 Commerce St., PHILADELPHIA. 4 1 3 Jackson Street, - ST. PAUL.

409 West Michigan Street, DULUTH.
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CATALOGUES^ "^" 23, Ejectnc Railway Supplies,

GREAT

( No. 24, Electric Lighting Supplies,

JUST OUT. SEND IN YOUR APPLICATION.

^W^EiSTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
201-207 So. Canal Street. CHICAGO, U. S. A.

The Pocket Edition of our General Catalogue of July, 1891,

is now ready for distribution, and we will send it to any one on
receipt of request, by mail.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,

AMES, EBERT & COMPANY. Agents.

ST. PAUL, MINN.

227 SO. CLINTON STREET, CHICAGO.

COR. THAMES & GREENWICH STS., NEW YORK.

THE r^jsijT?c:>]Nr '\7%rjs^'F:HH^ '\psz

Unequaled

in

Efficiency

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wficei in the World. Over 2,000 in use.

Affurdfl the most eimple and reliable power for all mioinB and manufactur-
1q^ machinery. Adapled to heads running from '.iO ap to 2,000 or more feet.

From 20 to 30 per cent, better reaults guaranteed than can be prodaced from
any other Wheel in the coantiy.

EliUCTBIC TBANSMIt$SION.
The advantafjea the Pelton Whepl aSorde in the way of a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regiiJation and the facility of adaptation to varying conditions
of speed and presenre. have brought It into special prominence and extensive
nee for this claes of work. All applicatlonB ahonld state amoont and head of
water power required, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send fok CATAi.ofJUE.

THE P£LTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
l:£l-123 3laln »l., t^an Francisfo, €al.. tJ. H, A.

14,1 I.IBERTY STREET, - - \EW YORK.
H^lt hiving cometo our notice that our p-itent rights are being infrinced

\ipon, intending porchasers are hereby warned that all snch Infringements will

be duly proeei-iited.

Ptci^TO^' WATER MOTORS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15

and 20 horse power, unequaled for all light running machinei;'. Warranted
to develop agiven fcuiount of power with one-half the water required by any
other, ^^8end for Motor Circular. Adrifsa as above. Deliveries made from
San Francisco or New York, as m8>' afford the mo&t favorable freight rates.

ELECTRICAL
BOOKS.

Send For Complete Gatalogae.

Electrician Publishing

Company,

6 Lakeside Building, - CHICAGO.

WARD" ARC LAMPS.
fL£; ^'(;^^ L rJi ^ The testimony of any one using one or two arc lamps may be valuable or not, according

to their knowledge of arc lamps.

The "Ward'- Lamp is the only lamp that is in use success/idly, and in large numbers, on
either central station or isolatt d plants.

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.,
OF St. Paul, Minn.

St. Paul, Minn., August 28, 1891.

Jllessrs. 3I<'Donsf)ll& <-uniiii(iie8, AVestern MannseiH.
The Electric Coi>H(riictinn niid MDpply Vo„

Phenix BaiiaiDi;. Olilcaeo, III.

Deak Sies:—We are Ufclng your arc lamps on our lines, and with
great satltfaclion bDlh to ourselves aod our consumers. They arc the

only aic lamps we are using, and in our opinion are the best lamp of (he

kind Ihat have cjm; to our nolice. Our continued orders to you not
only show our apprtciatiou of (heir merits but also the fact that we find

them a good paying investment. Very truly yours,

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO,,
G. U. Finn, General Manager.

EDISON LIGHT & POWER CO.,

ofMlnbeapolis.
Minneapolis, August 22, IS91.

The Electric Constraction A Nappls* Co.,

l^CorllniidtHtTeet. Ken York Citr-

Gentlemen:—Within the last eighteen months we have been In-

stalling a number of arc lamps on our incandescent circuits. We now
have one hundred and ninety-six of your "Ward" lamps in operation,
acd it gives us pleasure to state that they give the very best of satisfac-

tion, both to ourselves and our customers. We consider Ihcm a most
excellent lamp. Vours truly,

EDISON LIGHT & POATER CO.

Lamps for direct current, alternating current, street railw^ay circuits,

focusing lamps, photo-engraving lamps, search lamps.

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.
?\\dm Building.

Established 1881.

Telephone Building.

WriSW YQl^U 91TY^
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THE RIES REGULATING SOCKET
FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

Regulates th.e Liglit. Saves the Oiirrent. ^n Innovation, in Electric Lighting.
SOHETHIN6 ENTIRELY NEAV. ISI9IPLE, EFFICIENT, ECONOTilCAI..

Indorsed by ihe Electrical Press and Prominent Electrical Engineers and Electricians. For Par.icalars and Prices wiite tc

THE RIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY coMPftNY, PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS
Baltimore and Eutaw Sts., BALTIMORE, MD. RBOULATiMGr SOCKETS.

vV
WE ARE FITTED WITH

RELIABLE Machinery and Tools,

^. AiJ^^flnd Employ RELIABLE Workmen.

^O^'^^AU Kinds of Electrical Apparatus to Order-

^/ CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

INTERIOR CONDUITS The Solntioii Of Ik ProWem of Safe [lEarfliiii

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherever and for whatsoever ]>urpoee employed, is to

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
INTERIOR AND UNDERGRODND

coniTiD"criTs
MANl FACirr.ED BY

TRADE-MARK.

THE INTERIOR
GONDUIT AND INSULATION GO,,

viiniji/c ' 527 lo 531 W 34!h SI ,

General Offices; 42 &41Broad St., New York.

ThoB. Day & Co., 2-22 Sutter St., San Frandsro, Cal.
Electrical Bng. Co., .5-:20 Deamorn St., Chicago, 111.

American Electrical Snpoly Co..
2J6 Pearl St.. Buffalo, N. Y,

Putnfiiii, Gav & 00 ,'27E. Main St., Rochester, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co., V^7 W. 8th St , Cincinnati, O.
Chae. Gabriel, Saginsw, Jlich.
Southern Electricil Mfg. and Supply Co.,

nil Baronne St., New Orleans, La.
Walker .V Kipler. 5;!l Chestnut St,. Philadelphia. Pa.
Electri'Lil Snpply & Cuoetnu-lion Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Southern K'eciricCo., Baltimore, Md.

ELECTRIC
RAILWAY

For All Systems. SUPPL IES
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

ELECTRIC MERCHANDISE CO.,
11 AI>AM*» STREET, CHICAGO.

"W. B. MASON, General Manager.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
lil to InPGreenSl.. (ireen Fi-int. liROOELH, K. Y.

SIANUFACTORY """F

Non-Conductive Blocks. Rosettes and Bases lor Cui-Outt
and Switches: also Insulators. Cleats, Lamp Trim-

mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Our production is a dense body. The glaxing and body
of oar ware are oE same composition, and are baked
alike, which are the features of

TRVE HARD POKCKIiAIN.

THE "JEWEL"
^®®^g®l

Incandescent Lamp,
» €>-.

-% The Best Lamp In the Market.

/\
'^'

Any Voltage.

Any Socket.

Any Candle Power.

jjl^^ "otNTJ-/'-*' ^^ IGC. p. Less than 100 lots, 55 Cents.

.X >^*^

Less than 100 lots, E

100 to 1000 " 50

Send for Sample Order.

m. HOOD, Gen'l Agt., 239 LaSalle St., CHICAGO.

MONITOR
WOOD BOX

ARE THE BEST.

I Polished Case, Nickel Plated
Trimmings, Heavy Magnets,
Quicic Strolce, Clear Ring*.

;i Write Iter ((uatatlon!! to . . .

I G. A. HARMOtiNT, M'gr,

,^
MONITOR ELECTRIC COMPANY

^
1 49 Wabash Av.^ CHICAGO, ILL.

Western Agents Alfred F. Moore's Wires and Cables.

TAPES AND COMPOUNDS,
VULGA WIRE DUCTS,

ELBOWS, JOINTS, ETC., ETC.

Ail Snppiy Stores Keep Them.

THE NATION'S CHOICE.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,

78-80-82 Franklin Street,

»;iiicA<;o.

MAIN OFFICE.
OlllanflCil ICroailnit'

New York

Geo. H. Meeker

VlHWa Manager.
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THE United States Electric Lighting Co.,
(THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Lessees.;

m AND WMNDESCENT ISOUTED ELECTRIC LICHT PUNTS.

t

More than 1000 Plants in operation in Factories, Hotels,

Office Buildings, Theaters, Etc.

MOTORS -GENERATORS
Direct Current GENERATORS and MOTORS for all purposes,

1-8 H. P. up to any power required, and at any
required B. M. F.

Snperior in Design and Worliniansliip, and Uneqnaled in Efficiency.

Send for New U. S. Catalogues on Incandescent Lighting and Motors.

GENERAL OFFICES: EQUITABLE BUILDING, - - 120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

CUT-OUTS,
Single Light, IVIain and Branch,

OF SUPERIOR PORCELAIN,
With all Connections Under Cover.

s
AW
Y
E
R

M
A
N

LAMPS-ANY
c p

VOLTAGE
BASE.

HIGH QUALITY LAMPS FOR EDISON CIRCUITS.

See Catalogue of Aug. 1 , 1890.

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC CO.,
620 Atlantic Avenue,

BOSTON, MASS.
5 10-534 W. 23d Street,

NEW YORK.
217 LaSalle Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MAlTOFACTnRED EY

Wm. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

Mforl Elsdri: Wi Co.,

BOCKFOBD, lliL.,

Manufactarero of

MOTORS,
(Stationary and Railway).

Incandescent Dynamos

and Generators
(MATO STSTBM).

,.)M Specially adapted to Isolated

J^g. Plants. Absolutely self-re^ulat-

fc^ ing and reliable. Tbe Motors
are the most efficient now in the
market. Agents wanted in un-
occupied territory.

H. T. PAISTE,
MiSUFACTrRER OF

SWITCHES, SOCKETS, ETC.,
341 The Kookery. 1301 llarket 8t„

Chicaso, III Fbiladelphia, Pa.
See onr fnU page advertisement in issue Sept.

12, foT nii] = trHMof s. nrioop. ftc.

For all Electric Insulating
Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the market.

I I SELL NO OTHER.
Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKEK,
158 William St.. NEW YORK.

MICA

E. E. KELLER. F. E. DEGBNHARDT.

542

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS,

ROOKEEY BDILDING, - CHICAGO, ILL,

THE OHLY

ofELECTmiimmTi
NTHE WORLDS FAIR CITY.

^' PATENT Bans more Slack than
Unperforated Belts, hence
adapted to uneven power
of Electric Bailways and
for Electric Power in Gen-
eraL

LfSrHlR BELTING

GHAS. A. SCHIEREN <&; CO.,
Also New York, BostonJ

PhiladelplUa, J

PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTCTKERB,

46 SOUTH CANAL ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

THE WESTON STANDARD

Voltmeters and Ammeters.
These instruments are the most

accurate, reliable and sensitive port-

able instruments ever offered. A
^'xffif large variety of ranges to meet the

— '^Kl requirements of all kinds of work.

SeDi for Illnstrateil Gatalope.

^->i/i£;/i(^o.iv,r.

ADDBEISS

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,
1 1 4 & 1 1 6 William Street, Newark, N.J.

ECexiry n,
BOSTON.

PHILADELPHIA. Chicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.
ST. LOUIS.

ST. PAUL.

REMEMBER
That the Western Electrician enjoys the diatloctlon of having been
selected by one of the shrewdest of advertisers as the medium
for carryins the lar^ct advertleement ever placed (n an electrical
journal. This tells its own story, and points its own moral.

^^^:

a- i>The DENSMORE,
The World's Greatest Typewriter,

t^hoaldbe exaniinel before purohasiag any other.

MANT IMPROVEMENTS. HIGnEST STANDARD.

Invented, owned and controlled by men having had fifteen years'
experience on type-bar niachinee.

Simplicity, Strength, Darability, High Speed, Easy Action,
Perraanfnt'Alienment, Most convenient. Two interchangeatle
carriages. 8:eel thronghout.

STANDARD KEY-BOARD, with shift carriage for capitals. Call or send for catalogue.

"Thebeat oEall typewrltera. Th^ height of perfection. To buy any other than the 'DENSMORE'
Is to make a mlBtake."—C. T. BLUMExecnErN, Stenographer, National Park Bank.

We will appoint a relia'>le dealer in all cities as soon as possible, and in the meantime will ehlp
michines on approval to parties havius a good commercial rating.

DE?r.S3IORE TVPEWRITER CO., 202 Broadway, New York.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS,

The- Kartavsrt - Manufacturing - Co.^

CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL.

If you are in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

DETROIT,
MICH.BROWNLEE & CO.,

T^E

mis HlEDWiE: CO,

^i^B^^^^^^^^L. \ v^'-m^^^Ih^I?V PUSH-BUTTON

|v^^^^;F»2ii^BS
% si3:eil,i-,s.

^^^^^^^^^
f TORRINGTON, CONN.,

— a:;i)—
95 CHAyBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co.,
(LIMITED.)

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS FOR THE

STEUBEN INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
The best in the Market,

Manufacturers of Electric and Combination Fixtures and

a General Line of Electric Supplies.

Rubber Covered, Weather-Proof Wires
and Lamp Cords.

233 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

II uili |iuy yoa to Kctonr priccH an<l catalocncM.
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Frankfort Electrical Exhibition.
In the accompanying illustration is shown an excellent

view of the interior o£ Machinery hall at the Frankfort

electrical exhibition. In this department, it will be

noticed, is arranged the heavy machinery, but the decora-

tive effects have not been neglected. Throughout Machin-

ery hall and in fact in all the buildings and grounds the

lighting arrangements are on an elaborate scale and electric

power is used exclusively.

The displays in this exhibition have attracted the at-

tention of electrical engineers throughout the world, and

the experiments in long distance transmission have added

communication to President Baker presented in the West-
ern Electrician called attention to the excellent features

of the Frankfort exhibition and suggested their adoption

by the World's Columbian Exposition. Undoubtedly

many of the exhibits now at Frankfort will be reproduced

in this country in 1893. Thus far the Frankfort elec-

trical exhibition has proven highly successful.

To Utilize the Power of Niagara,
A. P. Brayton. president of the Pelton Water Wheel

company of San Francisco, has just returned from London,

where he devoted much time to matters of interest to elec-

terests opposed him, and that of itsc)f was ctiou;jh to

swamp any ordinary man. In this countrj- we have no idea

of the extent of the influence of the gas interests of Lon-

don. They are all powerful and to ibis more than any-

thing else may be attributed the poor illumination of the

city of London. We hear much about electric lighting in

London. There is nothing worthy the name. They
haven't any idea of what electric lighting is on a vast,

scale and that is why they do not fully appreciate Ferraoti's

proiect."

During Mr. Brayton 's visit in London he consulted the

projectors of the schemes for utilizing the power of

to the general interest in the affair. In another column

this subject is treated in detail. A correspondent of the

Western Electrician at Frankfort writes that the

scheme is working successfully at present but that "they

are only using 16,000 or 17,000 volts, and the plant is

not operating at its utmost capacity." Furthermore he

announces that the weather has been fair throughout the

experiment; there has been no rain and therefore the test

is not as yet complete.

Americans who have visited Frankfort commend the

exhibition generally and say there are many features that

could be adopted by the management of the World's

Fair. In fact the representatives of the e.\position who

visited Frankfort recently appear to be of the same opin-

ion, It will be recalled that Secretary Hutterworth in a

^nkfort electrical exhiiution.—VIEW OK machinery hall.

trical engineers. In conversation with a representative of Niagara

the Western Electrician Mr. Brayton said that the

Ferranti system was still a subject of interest in London,

The people had not yet ceased to wonder at the magnitude

of the undertaking, and while the project had not proved

as successful financially as was anticipated, Mr. Brayton

said that the blame could not be attached to Ferranti but

rather to the company, which had failed to secure sub-

scribers. Mr. Ferranti has severed his connection with

the London Electrical Supply company, but he has not

left the country— he is, in fact, conducting a prosperous

business in London, on his own account.

"Ferranti met with considerable opposition in England,"

said Mr. Brayton. "The fact of the matter is he was too

far advanced for the English. Of course, the gas in-

The company that has secured the Canadian

rights has interested Mr. Ferranti in the project and he

has given considerable thought to the matter. He es-

timates that he can deliver 20.000 horse power by elec-

tricity at Buffalo at an outlay of $2,000,000 for the plant. If

this power were sold at the uniform rate of $50 per annum,

it would rcalir.c $1,000,000. or one-half of the original cost

each year. In view of the fact that the operating cx[>enses

of such a plant would be inslgniticant, the value of the

company's rights, according to Mr. Fcrranti's ligurcs is

certainly very great.

Mr. Brayton considers the Cinadian company's grant

for more valuable than that of the American corporation,

though the latter is also very valu.iblc. The plans of the

companies differ. The American company proposes lo build
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a raaaufacturing town at the works and ]for the present

develop only the amount of power required by these fac-

tories, but eventually it will consider the advisability of

transmitting power by electricity to Buffalo and other

manufacturing centers. The Canadian company his se-

cured a ruling from the treasury department at Wash-

ington on the subject of transmitting electricity from

Canada to this country, in which it is held that no tax

can be levied.

It is expected that operations will be begun by this com-

pany at an early day and that ^tr. Ferranti himself will

visit this country in the interest of the London capitalists.

Had it not been for the recent panic in the money market

in London Mr. Braytqn saj'S the project would now be

well under way.

questing "that its formal approval be secured for all ex-

penditures, for the payment of which the certificate of its

chairman is required before said expenses are incurred.''

All electric wires in buildings will be laid under the

aisles and the heads of the departments have been requested

to furnish at the earliest

moment the amount of

horse power and number

of motors required in^

the different buildings.

How the Western Telegraph Company
Obtained Its Racing News.

During the last week or ten days New York electrical

men and, in fact, the public in general, have been very

much amused and interested in the various attempts which

Electricity at the World's Fair.

The power house which will contain the temporary

lighting plant at Jackson Park, is practically completed.

It is shown in Fig. i. There is much activity displayed

in the work for. the electrical building. The decorative

effects are well under way. and, as will be seen from the

cuts, they wilt be of a most interesting character. Fig. 2

represents a- figure of Franklin watching the lightning.

Action is suggested in every line of the huge model.

The upturned face, the outstretched hand, the drapery of

the coat and the loose end of the neckerchief blown back

by the wind are all part of the story which the sculptor has

told in clay. It is a grand figure which Car! Rohl Smith

has modeled, and when it is cast in plaster and mounted

on its pedestal, standing twenty-one feet from the ground,

it will attract the attention due to such a noble wo:k of art.

The committee on electricity has decided that there shall

be no arc light circuits on the World's Fair grounds north

of the central line of Fifty-ninth street, except in the art

gallery, if it shall prove that such circuits are needed in

that building. All arc lights in that portion of Jackson

Park are to be taken from incandescent circuits. This is

the portion of the grounds to be occupied by state and

government buildings, and it is thought that a single sys-

tem is desirable.

It is proposed to utilize the elevated railroad structure to

convey the cables from the power house to different por-

tions of the grounds. The plan contemplates branch cables

to the buildings laid in conduits.

The matter of the method and the amount of compensa-

tion to be paid electrical exhibitors for lighting and power

service is a perplexing problem that is engrossing much of

the time of the electrical committee and the departments of

electricty and construction. It has. however, been decided

that competing companies must bid on all the buildings for

the particular type of service to be furnished, else their

Sale of a Muni-
cipal Plant.

Some of the cities"'

that have gone into the

business of generating

electricity for lighting

purposes are now regret-

ing their action, wish-

ing that they had not

invaded the field of priv

ate enterprise. Van-

couver, Wash., is one

of these cities, and it re-

cently advertised for

proposals for the pur-

chase of its electric light

plant. In the notice it

was stated that "Each

bid must be accompanied

by a bond in the sum

of $i,ooQ, conditioned

that, if the bid is ac-

cepted by the city, the

successful bidder will

enter into contract with

the city to make the pur-

chase as proposed within

thirty days. The city

reserves the right to

reject any and all bids.

Bidders must state the

rates they will charge

for street and house

lights in the event of

purchase, which rales

must be graduated for

a series of not less thaii

ten years, decreasing to

an agreed minimum upon the attainment by the city of a

certain population. The purchaser will be required to

give adequate bonds for the faithful performance of this

contract.''

bkb will only be considered at the discretion of the direc-

tors. The intenlton of the authorities is to secure for the

e:(po4itM>n an electrical c^iuipment that will be rcpresenta-

thre of the several systems of the United Staled and

Eorope.

Tbecommilleeon electricity has adopted a resolution re-

An extensive electric pswcr plant is being installed under
the direction of C. E. Hart at Grand Falls, near JopJin,
Mo., by the Southwestern KIcctric Light iV Water I'owcr

company, wh'»3c principal office is at Kansas City, Mo.
Water power is utilized by a massive dam of concrete, and
electric power is furnished for lighting and mining opera-
tions.

1 ^ A I I II I'. Wt iRLli S ! AlK.

the Western Union Telegraph company has been making

to obtain the news of the races of the Brooklyn Jockey

club. Without going into the merits of the case, it may
said that the spectacle of a great and rich corporation de-

scending to artifice to attain its ends is not one calcu-

lated to excite admiration. But the Telegraph company
mride such determined efforts that toward the last the play

between the parties interested became most exciting. One
could but wonder what would be the next move.

The majority of the readers of the Western Electric-

ian, no doubt, already have a general idea of the contro-

versy. The Western Union company wished to obtain

news of the races and telegraph it to the pool rooms

throughout the country. The Brooklyn Jockey club took

the stand that it was the sole owner of all the information

which might be obtained on its property, and therefore

wished the telegraph company to remunerate it for such

news. There was considerable bargaining before the

event, but the Jockey club realized the value of the infor-

mation and demanded a good price. The Western Union

company considered the news of the races valuable, but

not worth the money asked for it. So things went on
until the racing began, and still no agreement was
reached.

Meanwhile, the Western Union management began
operations in another direction. To prevent the telegraph

company from obtaining reports through the agency of

messengers sent from the track, the Jockey club gave

notice that ail spectators entering its grounds must buy
tickets under the special agreement that no one was to

leave the track while the races were in progress. This was
to checkmate the Western Union Telegraph company,
liut that corporation was not to be turned from its course

in that way. Up went poles and towers outside the

grounds, from which it was intended operators should

telegraph the news, but up went fences and screens to ob-

struct the view of the track. Then came women and men
in various disguises, some having hidden about them

carrier pigeons, which could be liberated to carry the news

to the Western Union operators. At one time it was even

rumored that a balloon was to be raised near the track,

But all was of no avail, IMnkcrton had been hired by the
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racing people and was successful in exposingevery scheme.

It looked as though the telegraph company's efforts were

doomed to fail.

For several days there was what seemed to be a lull in

the exciting performances, but the apparent cessation of

hostilities was soon discovered lo mean that the Western

Union company was accomplishing its purpose and getting

the news to the pool rooms. There was a leak somewhere,

and 1 he information was telegraphed from the track for

four successive days. Then came an exposure which re-

vealed one of the most ingenious schemes which could be

imagined.

During this lull there had been stationed on the lawn

near the horse sheds and just beyond the betting ring, a

barouche drawn by well-groomed and nicely harnessed

horses driven by a man dressed as a coachman and gotten

up in the most approved style of the driver of a private

turnout. The barouche contained what seemed to be a

KrG. 0. HOW Till': WKSIKRN I.'NImN l Kl.KGR Al'll COM-

TANY OBTAINED ITS RACING NEWS.

family party consisting of two ladies, one gentleman and

a small boy, besides a footman and the coachman, who

always sat stillly on his box, while one of the other men of

the party ran back and forth from the carriage to the bet-

ting ring.

On the following Thursday morning Finkerton's sus-

picions were aroused, but it was almost impossible to

prove that the members of this party were doing any

signaling. However, they were marked for watching.

Finally the barouche was raided, and in a few moments

the ingenious scheme was revealed. The carriage was

nothing more or ies5 than a Western Union telegraph

oflice. The apparatus, though, was of the most novel

type imagiuable, but it is needless to say that it differed

very materially from that usually employed for telegraph-

ing the Morse alphabet.

The coachman was the stand for a most cleverly devised

telegraph instrument, which consisted of a hat with a hole

in it and an incandescent lamp on the inside. Underneath

his seat was a battery, and concealed in the hand of one the

occupants of the carriage, was a key which connected

with the battery and lamp. This was the sending ap.

paratus on the race track.

The receiving apparatus was, of course, without the

racing grounds. On top of an old hotel not far away from

the track a scaffolding had been erected, and on top of

this there had been constructed a little cage covered with

black cloth. Within this cage were men who read off with

the aid of a telescope the signal flashes from the lamp in

the hat. The Morse alphabet was used. This was the

scheme in a nutshell.

There have been published a number of accounts of how
this unique system was operated, but up to the present

time, little or nothing has been said relative to the details.

With a view of giving the readers of the Western IIi.ec-

TRlcrAN the minuti;c of the scheme, and of the apparatus

employed, a representative of this journal called upon the

gentlemen who projeclt;d this most successful and unitjuc

attempt at news gathering, and from them obtained the

information herewith presented.

The party in the carriage consisted of J. W. Frost,

secretary and treasurer of the National Fire Alarm com-

pany, New York, and wife, his little son, an old lady

seventy five years of age, and George S. Pearsall, who
impersonated the coachman. There was also a footman.

J. W. Frost and C. C. Frost—who, by the way, is

secretary and manager of the National Automatic Fire

Alarm company, of Washington, D. C.—devised the

rigging, and through them the accompanying cuts of the

apparatus were secured.

As was before brielly stated, the paraphernalia consisted

in the main of a battery, an incandescent lamp and a

key. The most important portion of the device was

the incandescent lamp. This was mounted in the

hat as shown in Figs, i, 6 and 7. It will interest

many to know that Figs. 6 and 7 are a reproduction of

photographs of the original bat, which was employed

successfully for four days. At the last, for some reason or

other, it was decided to do away with the cone from the

lamp to the hole, and use a hat like that shown in Fig. 2.

In this hat an incandescent lamp was attached oa the

upper idge of the sweat band, and the hole was in the top

of the hat. Fig. 2. shows the arrangement of this hat,

which the Pinkerton men confiscated.

Fig. 3 is a cut of an arrangement which was furnished

The lamp in the hat was of three candle power, made by
the Western Klectric company at New York. The de-

vices, or "keys," by which the flashing of the lamp in the

hat was accomplished, arc shown in Figy. 4 and ^. In
Fig. 4 it will be seen that contact was made on the car-

riage floor by means of a plate on Mr. Frost's heel. At
times he sent the Moisc signals in this manner. Of[cn
times, though, he would slip a two-terminal plug from iht

top of his shoe, and making connection thrcuKh this miih

the plates in the llo^^r. r]o his telegraphing by means 'ji a

small push button. Fig. 5. which he kept concealed in his

sleeve. A rubber band attached lo the push button kept

it well out-of sight except when wanted.

Connections from the lamp lo the battery and conlact

plates were made by means of fine insulated wires. The
wires, where they passed from the hat down underneath

the coachman's coat collar, were tinted a sunburnt flesh

color to prevent detection.

ITGS. 1-5. HOW THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COM-
TANY OUTAINED ITS RACING NEWS.

Mr. Frost, before the scheme was put in operation, by the

Franklin Electric company, of New York. This company,

it may be mentioned, furnished the batteries, and most of

the rigging employed was designed by Prof. Frank K.

Irving. A number of modifications, however, were made

from time to time while the scheme was in operation. The
battery employed was specially made for this purpose. It

was contained in a box which was 4_;4^x6^2X5 inches It

l-IG. 7. HOW THE WESTERN UMuN TELEGRAI'H COM-

PANY Or.TAINED ITS RACING NEWS.

The signaling was carried out under a most carefully

considered plan. The four days' success of the scheme is

an indication in itself of the thoroughness of the work.

In order that the reader may have a clear understanding

of the method of operation, the accompanying map, Fig.

S. is presented. This diagram shows the track, the grand

stand, the carriage stand, the position of Mr. Frost's car-

riage relative to the spectators, the old hotel outside the

grounds and the nest on the pole to the left.

In operation the coach was drawn in on the outer edge

of the carriage stand with the horses' heads facing the

track. The hotel was about three hundred yards in the

/'gi.f kV/TH /V£-^r

0/¥ TO^ Cff/vr/t//V//VC

r/ff /TA G£ r/i A rr/r

CA^/ffAG^S G^AAfo srAMja

.

Mtn
.
r^osr^s CA^ntAac

eiD ffcrec

WITH Tfiescapr^
u

ft^^nyfn<r-

FIG. S. HOW THE WESTERN I'NION TKLEGRAPH COMPANY OBTAINEP ITS RACING NKWS.

weighed 4's lbs. and contained 12 cells, which were con-

jiected to give an electromotive force of 9.6 volts. This

battery is of a special type, described by the makers as a

"combined primary and storage cell." During part of the

time however, another battery was used of a different t\pe

and was concealed beneath the clothing of the coachman.

rear, and upon it was a tall skeleton tower built of scant-

ling- On top of this scaffolding, at .1 height of about

seventy-live feet, there was a sort of cage, about three fctt

square, covered on all sides with black cloth. The black

covering of the cage was employed to prevcol ibc

racing people from seeing what was going oa with-
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iQ. In the sides of the cage slits were cut,

through which field glasses might be pointed without a

chance of detection by those on the track. Within this

inclosure was a Western Union operator who handled the

telescope. C. C. Frost was there also. Another Western

Union operator with a Morse outfit was in a room below.

The operator at the slit would read the dots and dashes

made by J. W. Frost in the carriage, and C. C. Frost

focus;" yellow, "repeat;" waving a yellow flag, "start over

again;" red, "stop," etc. No signals, except through the

lamp in the hat, were made at the carriage, and from this

very fact the Frosts are confident that the scheme would

have worked successfully all the way through to the end

had not some one let the cat out of the bag.

New Engine for Central Station Plants.
In the accompanying cuts are shown a new type of

engine, designed by the Lake Erie Engineering Works,

for central station electric lighting and railway work.

The rotative speed chosen is somewhat above the lim'ta-

tions imposed by the releasing valve gear of olher engines.

Figs. I and 2 are front and side views of the three

cylinder type. It will be seen that each cylinder acts on
an independent set of cranks on a common crank shaft;

this is gV inches diameter and carries at each end an

armature, having two intermediate wheels. In this man-

ner the weight is distributed evenly along the shaft upon

bearings, tending to bring equal wear upon each journal

along its length, thus keeping the shaft straight and free

from undue strains.

Each cylinder has an independent framing and pedestal,

the whole, including the generators, standing on a common
bed plate.

The columns are "divided." allowing sulTn^lent space for

FIG. 4.- -NEW ENLllNK \ :.\\. Sr.VTlON PLANTS.

would take the message and pass it to the Western Union

operator down below. In this way the news was tele-

graphed to New York.

Away off at the left of the hotel at a distance of about

five hundred yards, was a pole one hundred feet high, and

on top of this also was a cage covered with black cloth. In

this "nest" on the pole there was a man with colored signal

flags. His business was to let the party in the carriage

know by means of tlag signals whether the man in the

tower with the telescope could see the tamp.

FIG. 3

but is not what is called high speed. The engines occupy

a middle ground in this particular. The piston speed is

universally 650 feet per minute, and the stroke is reckoned

from the diameter of the shaft and its consequent rate of

rotation.

The accompanying illustrations are from scale drawings

of triple expansion engines, and arc shown connected di-

rectly to two 500 horse power generalors, and are intended

to work under from 140 pounds to 160 pounds steam pres-

sure when connecfe(i with coni.!ensers and from iSo

NEW ENGINE FOR CENTKAl, STATION PLANTS.
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It should be explained that it was necessary of course

for the coachman to keep the hole in the top of the hat

directly in line with the Ump and the telescope. In fact

the saccesAof the scheme may be attributed tolhisarrangc-

mcal. Strictly speaking, there was no naihing—at least

00 light coaM be seen unices one put him^iclf exactly in

line between ihc lamp and the telescope, whirh was impoa-

.-lible. Tne coachman watched the flags in the nest ard

moved his head accordingly. The other occupants of the

carriage al^o received information from the pole. For in-

Uance, a bloc Hag meant "all right;" a black flag, "no

pounds to 200 pounds steam when exhausting into the

atmosphere.

They arc rated at i ,000 horse power when most eco-

nomically loaded, but arc capable of performing 1,200 horse

j>owcr or more very easily should they be called on to do

so. It is expected to obtain as good economy with these

engines working under from 130 pounds to 2'X) pounds

steam pressure, without condensers, as with compound

condensing engines under from 30 to 100 pounds steam.

Their adaptibilily, therefore, to situations where water can-

not be obtained for condensation is apparent.

the valve stems and rock -arms of the high pressure and

intermediate pressure cylinders and bringing the valve

chest at right angles to the crank shaft. These valve

chests form the receivers between the cylinders. Four

valves are used on each cylinder, the steam and exhaust

being independent of each other, and the steam lap and

exhaust lap adjustable, so the admission, lead, closing and

opening of exhaust, or point of cut-off, may be easily

altered by adjustment. In this manner the engine is

easily adapted to any service either condensing or non-

condensing.

The clearances are small, averaging from 23^ to 6 per

cent., according to sizes of cylinders, and the valves are

adjusted to fill the clearance by compression, neutralizing

the small loss that u"0uld ojcur in these limited clearance

I'TC. 2.— M.W I'/N'WM, I nK U- N 1 l;AI, "^
I A I ! i.\ fl.AN'lS.

Spaces, and at the same time insuring against "knocking"

on the rod bearings and main journals.

The valves arc four-ported, therefore small and light,

Ikit f.iccd and nearly balanced, pressing against their

seats jjst sufficiently to keep tight and arc allowed to

follow their wear. The engines are of the disconnective

type.

By referring to Fig. 3 it is seen that the hand wheels ./,

/i, C, D, E and /' arc places on the steam chest opposite the

pipes//, ('X Ky /, / and /, respectively, the valves being

placed upon seats at ihc ends of the pipes and operated by

their respective hand wheels. By the use of these valves

the engine can be converted into either a small compound

engine, by disconnecting the low pressure cylinder, or it

may be made into a large compound engine by disconnect-

ing the high pressure cylinder, and the change can be made
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while the engine is running, the govet-nof beiilg connected

to the intermediate steam valves wlien ming the inter-

mediate and low pressure cylinders as a compound. By

this arrangement but one governor is used, and its action

can be thrown on to the intermediate steam valves either

in full or in part as desired. The main bearings are pro-

vided with babbitt-lined stalls and are water jacketed, a

water jacket being provided in the back of guides also.

The engines are equipped with a complete system for

grease lubrications. The cranks and shafts are forged

and of the built-up pattern, with counterweighted crank

arms.

The governor, shown in Fig. 4, is used at the end of

the shaft, the valves being driven from an outside pin as

shown. A similar governor is placed in cne of the inter

pleted the devices illustrated in the accompanying -luis.

It will be noticed from the cuts lint the generators and

motors are of the same general design. The magnet corc^

of these machines are made of the best quality of charcoal

wrought iron. The armature cores are thoroughly insu-

lated with pure asbestos and mica; the commutators are

alsothoroughiy insulated. It will be seen by reference to the

accompanying illustrations that the machines are provided

with self oiling beirings, self aligning journals, and in

larije siz;s a b^tt tightening device. Carbon brushes are

employed on all the motors when wound for 220 volts or

over. The carbon brushholder is extremely simple, and is

mediate wheels in the triple engine shown herewith. The

Lake Erie Engineering Works are building these engines

in sizes from 150 horse pDwer to 10,000 horse power.

The principal dimensions are as follow: Diameter of

high pressure cylinder, id inches; diameter of intermediate

pressure cylinder, 26 inches; diameter of low pressure

cylinder, 40 inches; stroke, 34 inches; diameter of shaft,

9^4 inches; height above cap stone, 21 feet 9 inches;

length over generators, 23 feet 6 inches; breadth, 14 feel;

revolutions per minute, 115.

The Field Engineering company of New York has con-

liiiii

nUri.EX. STREET RAILWAY TRACK.

so constructed that the uniform pressure of the brushes

against the commutator may be maintained until the brush

is entirely worn out. All the motors over 5 horse power

have sub-bases, and a screw for belt tightening. In all

the machines the electrical details are carefully calculated,

and the mechanical construction so proportioned as to con-

form strictly to electrical requirements.

The company manufactures motors from i to 50 horse

power; power generators from 25 to 100 horse power; and

The Duplex Street Railway Track.
The New York ^: Harlem railroad, the city line, will

relay its track on the Bowery and Fourth avenue. New
York city, from l!ond street northward about Oaobcr 10th.

with a new system for street railroads owned by the

Duplex Street Ivailway Track company of New York and
illustrated in the accompanying cut. In consequence of the

claims made in behalf of this track, electric street railway

enginecrswil! be interested in the details of its construction.

It is claimed for this track that it is a practical illustra-

tion of a continuous rail, equally strong at every point in

its length, being therefore a most enduring construction.

It may be briefly ex.

plained that the duplex

rail is rolled in two

complete parts— the

head rail and the tram

rail. These two parts

are put tcgclher so iS

to ' break joints," with

the result that where

ihcre is a joint in the

head rail, it is snp-

poited by the solid

rsm part of tte rail

Where there is a joint

between the tramparts

of the rail, the folid

head rail covers lite

connection Each of

these two parts of the

rail has a vertical

member resembling

the neck of the ordi-

nar>- girder rail. Bat

neither of the parts

have what is known as

the llange or foot part of the rail. The tiange of the or-

dinary rail is utilized to make the second vertical member

of the duplex rail. The result of such construction is that

the complete rail has a box shape, instead of the spindle

form of the ordinary girder type. The two parts of tte

rail briraking joints are mounted on metal chairs, which

have a broad base, like an inverted saucer, 12 inches in

diameter. These chairs are transversely connected by

metal tie bars, giving them, it is claimed, a greater bearing

eluded arrangements to represent this engine in electric

station work. The Lake Erie Engineering Works are

building two large engines of this type in two cylinder

compound for th^ Field Engineering company, soon to be

installed in the power station of the Buffalo Railway

company.

The Columbia System.
The Columbia Electric company of St. Paul, Minn., has

perfected a light and power system including arc, incandes-

cent and railway apparatus. Several of these devices have

already been illustrated in the Wf.stern Electrician, in-

cluding the arc lamp for direct and alternating current and

a snow sweeper and plow operated by electricity. In ad-

dition to these machines the company has recently com-

THE COLUMlil.v aV^lEM,—MOTOR AND POWER GhNKRATOR.

direct current dynamos from 25 16 candle powtr lamps to

500 16 candle power lamps' capacity.

The Columbia Electric company of St. Paul, Minn.,

has established a commodious factory building and foim-

dry, equipped with everything necessary from a mechani-

cal standpoint. The oflicers of the company are; Trcj-i-

dent, Egbert G. Handy: secretary and treasurer, Jos. .\.

Humphreys; attorney, F. S. Kirkpatrick; superintendent

and electrician, Frank Mulligan.

Electric cars have been placed on the Exchange and
Hudson street routes of the Rochester. N. Y., electric

railway. The southern terminus will be at Clarissa

street bridge, as that structure is not strong enough to
admit the passage of the heavy electric cars.

surface and the track a much more secure gauge than

can be obtained with wooden cross tics.

The rails, chairs and tic bars arc locked to each other by

automatic spring lock wedge keys, making the whole track

practically a trussed girder from end to end.

There is si>ccia!ly claimed for the duplex track, in add"'-

tion to its joint, the permanence of an all metal sj-stem, a

construction which en.iblcs the renewal of only the worn or

damaged part of the rail, and the rapidity and economy of

laying a track which has no bolts, nuts or spikes, 5uch

continuity of metal as to render unnecessary the bonding

of joints for electrical traction.

It is said that 600 person?, including 2oo fnrcigrfis,

took part in t*ie electrical congress at Frankfort.
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ADVESTISINQ.—The Western ElectRici.\N—ffce onty gen-
eral electrical paper published in the West—thoroughly
covers a territojy exclusively its own. This is a claim which can
BE MADE BY NO OTHER ElECTBICAL JuURNAL IN THE UNITED
States. Electrical merchants and manufacturers desiring West-
em trade will appreciate the rNE^L aled value of this journal
as an advertising medium in its special field. Advertising rates
are moderate, and will he promptly furnished on application j.
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The announcement made on .another page that' Mr,

Ferranti will, in all p)Tobab)Iiiy, soon visit this'counlry in

connection with the Canadian projcrt of electrical!)' trans-

mitting the power of Niagfara Falls, will be. received with

interest and approbation by American cleclrical engineers.

The vast idea i<t well adapted to the scope of thi.s talented

yoiiog cnjjinecr's ability, and he may be sure that the

magoitade of hi'i operations will not fail to be appreciated

here, as seems to have been the case in England.

The experience of the little city of Vancouver, Wash.,

may be studied with profit by many l.irger communities

that have gone into the business of operating electric light

plants, or which contemplate such a step. That town hxs

wisely tome to the conclusion to go out of the electric

lighting industry, and it has advertised its plant for sale.

Tbe successful bidder must state the rates at which hr will

furnisli street and commercial lights, the prices to decrease

to a given minimum as the city increases in proportion. If

the town is large enough to sustain a central station of any

sort the change can hardly fail to be beneficial in every

way. The installation will be conducted on business prin-

ciples; it will not be operated by political place-holders,

and there will be an incentive to legitimate expansion and

growth. It will be strange if many other cities that have

tried the experiment of municipal ownership of electric

plants do not shortly follow the example of Vancouver.

There is every prospect that the coming convention of

the American Street Railway association at Pittsburg

will be a great success. The indications are that the at-

tendance will be unusually large, and an instructive pro-

giamme has been arranged. As usual the discussion of

methods of electric traction will take up the greater part

of the time at the disposal of the convention. The idea of

having the exhibits arranged on a steamboat moored to

the wharf is novel and attractive, and altogether, the street

railway men have reason to anticipate a pleasant and

profitable meeting in the enterprising Smoky City.

The fact that so much attention is being given to elec-

trical equipment by managers of street railways shows the

direction in which these companies look for advancement.

As a matter of fact the Pittsburg convention will be al-

most entirely devoted to the consideration of electrical

topics. ^^^^^__^_^___

Thkre is every indication that there will be an un-

usually large amount of electrical construction work in

Chicago during the fall and the coming winter. This

fact was recently remarked by an electrical engineer whose

position gives him e.xceptional opportunity to inform him-

self as to the amount of work in sight. This gentleman

stated that the number of real estate owners and business

men who proposed to avail themselves of the advantages

of electric lighting was astonishing. Much of this activity

is caused by the number of large office buildings now in

process of construction. In Chicago these palaces of

commerce attain a size and elegance unknown in other

cities. Electric lights contribute very materially to the

latter attribute, and they are specified as a matter of

course. The number of lights in these structures varies

from installations of 10,000 or 12,000 down to the few

hundred lamps wired in the least pretentious buildings.

The introduction of the modern light in edifices previ-

ously supplied with gas—such as churches, factories and

residences—also forms no inconsiderable part of the busi-

ness that has now assumed such gratifying proport'ons,

and of course the natural growth of the city contributes

largely to the increase. The outlook for a prosperous

season for the electrical interests of Chicago is good, and

undoubtedly other cities can report a similar condition of

affairs.

The misunderstanding between the Western Union

Telegraph company and the P>rook!yn Jockey club over

the collection of race track news was not without sensa-

tional features. Both parties bitterly contested every

point and brought all their resources into play, the tele-

graph company to secure the news and the club to pre-

vent it unless its claim for remuneration was allowed.

The most interesting feature of the entire controversy

was the last plan resorted to by the Western Union

company for securing the news. The details of this in-

genious plan were carefully prepared, and they show that

the projectors of the scheme were determined to secure re-

ports despite the opposition of the Jockey club. There

was a thoroughness about these preparations that only a

powerful corporation like the Western Union could afford

to make, lo establish the fact that it would accomplish its

purpose at any co?t. It was certainly a great effort,

although it is a question if the Western Union company

might not have displayed its enterprise in a more com-

mendable direction. Aside from the merits of the case,

the subject is interesting, as it shows how a system of

signaling under difficulties may be accomplished,

details of the Western Union company's plan, with illus

trations of the devices used and a diagram showing the

relative F>osition of those engaged in transmitting the

news, arc presented elsewhere in this issue.

Thk electric railroad is growing in favor on the Pacific

coast according to reporls received in the Kast. The fact

thai it has supplanted the cable in many cases shows the

confidence street railway managers feel in it.

Last week the announcement was made that the "oldest

cable road in the world" had been dismantled. This road

was built in 1870 In San Francisco, and has since been in

operati'in.

Despite the unfavorable laws which have been in force

throughout California the electric road hus gained a foot-

ing, and is now gradually forcing its merits into promi

nence. Our San Francisco correspondent announces that

the North Beach and Mission Railroad company is to

change its equipment from horses to electricity, and that it

is hoped to have the entire system changed by May ist. A
cable system was recently built by a rival company to par^

allel the North Beach and Mission road. This led the lat-

ter company to consider the advisability of adopting im-

proved methods of transportation, and it was at first the

intention of the managers to introduce a cable system. But

reflection and examination of the systems employed else-

where resulted in the determination to substitute electricity

as a motive power, and this decision has been officialiy an-

nounced.

Of equal interest is the announcement from Portland,

Ore., that a company of local capitalists have invested

$1,000,000 in the purchase of the Willamette Bridge Rail-

way, and the Transcontinental Street Railway companies'

systems, embracing over forty miles of track on both sides

of the river in the recently consolidated cities of Portland,

East Ponland and Albina. These lines cross the river over

two different bridges. On the east side the roads are both

electric and steam motor lines, but the latter will immedi-

ately be converted into electric roads. In Portland proper

the two roads just purchased are horse car lines, and these

will also be converted into electric roads. The new com-

pany claims that when this is done it will have one of the

most complete electric systems in the country.

The official "supplementary" report of the execution of

the four criminals in New ^'ork state, July "ch, has been

filed. The law prohibiting the discussion of the topic in

the newspapers was universally disregarded. Undoubtedly

the physicians who assisted in the execution will regret

that this provision of the law could not be enforced. Their

secrtt proceedings and subsequent attempt to su^^press the

facts and create a false impression have been generally

condemned.

It is a curious fact that this report differs from the

original account filed by the doctors and the statement of

the officials for publication, in that in ilie original report

only a part of the truth as now presented was given. It is

also interesting to nole where the press dispatches differed

from the original report in details, the supplementary re-

port confirms the accuracy of the newspaper accounts.

Thus in the first report it was stated that "in each case

unconsciousness was produced instantaneously by the

closure of the circuit, was complete and persisted without

interruption until the heart's action had entirely ceased and

death certainly occurred. In each case death was mani-

festly painless."

In the supplementary report this is virtually contradicted

and the medical gentlemen it is acknowledged indulged in

considerable experimental work. Thus, for instance, in

the case of Slocum, who was first executed, the current was

turned on twenty seven seconds, but after it had been

switched off "the pulse was still found to be beating

strongly, and between one and two minutes later a noisy

respiration became established with considerable regu

larity." After another trial Slocum was pronounced dead.

The physicians then determined to change tlieir tactics and

they gave Smiler, their next victim, three shocks, each of

ten seconds duration, but this was not successfuj, and it

was found necessary to turn the current on agiin for nine-

teen seconds before the job was complete. After com-

paring the effects of the two plans described, the report

says: "It would appear from this that the duration of the

current was (|uite as important an item as the making and

breaking of the contact. It was. therefore, determined to

make the contact in the next case a little longer, interrup-

tion being necessary to permit of moistening the sponges."

The next blunder was in Wood's case, the third trial,

when three shocks of twenty seconds each were given with

results not entirely satisfactory even to the executioners,

for the report says, "I'ecljng that the contacts had been

unnecessarily prolonged, it was determined to make them

a little shorter in the next case." J ugiro, the Jap, in

whose case the medical men brought to bear the knowledge

acquired in the experiments already referred to, was given
* three contacts of fifteen seconds, each followed with two

intermissions of twenty seconds each," according to the

olficial statement. One effect of this style of trcLitment is

described in the report filed last week. It .says; "In this

case extreme heat was noticed in the region of the knee

above the point where the lower electrode had been ap-

plied, and a thermomclcr held against the skin for only

fifteen seconds ran up to 115 degrees, the highest point it

registered, while the sensation it conveyed lo the handw.'is

such as to render it probable that the tempcratine had run

up to the boiling point of water, if not higher." All of

which goes to show llial the people are only beginning to

get at the real facts attending the executions at Sing Sing.
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Weston Automatic Engine.

In the accompanying cuts arc shown views of tlie auto-

matic engines made by the Weston I'Znginc company of

I'ainted Post, N. V.

The bed is made especially heavy, having interior ribs

running across and lengthwise in sufllcient number to make

it rigid and to guard against spiinging tendency. The

eccentric across the shaft, reducing its throw as increased

rotary motion lakes place, until it reaches the point where

the valve travel will be in accordance with the amount "f

steam necessary lo drive the load. It is apparent that for

any nicety of regulation, the centrifugal force and the cen-

tripetal force, as supplied by the weights and springs,

shculd be in C(|uilibrium. This is a requirement very dllli-

American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers.

As was announced in ihc last issue of ihc WE-T>.k:;
ELECTRicrAN. the discussion of I'rof. Ryan's paper bcf'^c
the American Insiiiuteof Electrical Engineers, which is

reported elsewhere in this issue, was not concluded, as
many of the members desired to continue the discussion

after giving the paper further considcralion. h was al<j>

Ilie desire of the members to have I'rof. Kyan present when
ihc paper was discussed.

The report of the committee on units and standards will

probably be submitted to the institute for discussion cither

at the October or the November meeting. The upon
was referred lo the committee on papers and meetings by
the council with the request thai il be brought before the
Institute for discussion at an early day. The next meeting
will be held October 20th, when a paper will be read by II.

Ward Leonard on "A Motor Operating Automatically at

any Desired Speed or Torque, and with Ma.ximum Efr'i-

ciency Under all Conditions."

THE WESTON AUTOMATIC ENCINf".

guides are a llxed portion of the bed, planed and accurate-

ly scraped. The cross head shoe is adjustable to accom

modate wear of any magnitude, and an adjustment will al-

ways leave the engine in correct alignment. The main

bearings have adjustable cheek pieces, and all bearings are

sufficiently generous lo satisfy the most radical advocate of

large wearing surfaces. The reciprocating parts are bal-,

anced by weights in the » rank disks. The cylinder and

steam chest are in one casting and made from the best

charcoal iron. The piston is made hollow and cast-iron

rings are sprung in for packing. The cast-iron jacket al-

lows the cylinder to be covered on the outside with mineral

wool to prevent radiation of heat. Interchangeability of

parts of these engines forms a valuable feature.

The governor, which is shown in Fig. 3, is of that class

which has a laterally movable eccentric surrounding the

cult to meet, and a further complication arises from the

position of the eccentric constantly changing to accommo-

date the variable loads thrown on the engine, thus requir-

ing the spring and weights to be in equilibrium at any

possible position. Centrifugal force increasing in a certain

Boston Street Railway Officials in Chi-
cago.

Henry M. Whitney, president. Henry K, Woods pur-

chasing agent, and several directors of the West End Sirtti

Railway company. lioslon, Mass , spent a few days in Chi-

cago last week. The party came on llie inviiaiion of Gtorge
M. I'uilman, in his private car, for the purpose of examin-

ing the new patent double decked car, manufactured by the

I'uilman company, and which will probably be adopted

for use on the West Endcompany's system. .Mr. Whitney
left for the Pacific coast on Friday, and the rest of the com-
pany returned to Boston. Mr. Whitney had several con-

ferences with W^ R. Mason, president of the Burton Elec-

tric company. The West End company is equipping stv-

eial of its lines with the Burton heater.

Electrical Currents from the Sun.
Dr. Henry Raymond Rogers thinks that the moon is

"undoubtedly another world of activities like unlo the

earth." He recently read a paper at Dunkirk, X. Y., be-

fore the Chautauqua Society of History and Xalaral

Science in support of this view. Init he said: "his now
demonstrable that electrical currents, both insiantaneously

and incessantly, come from the sun to the earth, and,

through the resistance offered by our atmosphere, become
awakened into dazzling light and burning heat. Onlv an

atmosphere is capable of thus rellecting the sun's vi\nfying

currents. We may therefore legitimately infer thai almos-

FIG. 3. '1 111' w 1 I . > . Ai I . M \ f iC ENGINE.

crank shaft of the engine, by which the admission of steam

to the cylinder is regulated through the variation of its

throw. This variation is effected by the movements of

centrifugally acting weights connected by levers to the

eccentric, while the centrifugal motion of these weights is

resisted by centripelally acting springs, the free ends of

which are attached to weight levers, the other ends being

attached in an adjustable manner lo the lly-wheel.

With the governor at rest the tension of the springs will

hold the eccentric in position of the greatest throw, but in

action the centrifugal loice of the weights moves the

vi\i: WKsroN automaih" knginb.

ratio makes it neccFsnry to atlach springs to wheels at

points that will increase the tension, as the springs are dis-

tended, in the same ratio. Front and end views of this

engine are shown in Fig. i and 2.

pheres arc indispensable to \-isibiIitv in all worlds, and

th.at a moon without an atmosphere would not be visible.

The same is equally true of the sun itself. Infcrenlially,

therefore, the moon possesses an atmosphere, with all the



concomitaats of an atmosphere, viz.: heat, h'ght. animal

life with intelligence, vegetable and mineral life, the prop-

erty of reflection of great cosmical currents, etc."

Electrically Operated Dental Drill.

The accompanying illnstration shows an electrically

operated dental drill, in which the old pivot is utilized to

fix a strip of steel upon which can slide the jV horse pow-

er motor, arrangement being made to clamp it in any posi-

tion, so that the belt which is placed around the lly wheel

and pulley of the motor can be kept at any desired tension.

ELETRILLY Ol'ERATEO DENTAL DUILL.

The motor, therefore, occupies one of the legs, and ihe

other two legs are used to support the reversing and re-

sistance switch. The handle of the switch is of a special

construction so that the operator can use it as readily as the

treadle. It is arranged to project over the edge of the re-

sistance coil, and the operator can. by a slight movement

of his foot, switch it over to either side, so that the motor

runs in either direction at will.

If the arm is in the central position the current is "off."'

If between the central position and one side the motor runs

in one direction, but not at "full" speed.

Catch clips are arranged so that the operator can tell

immediately he has reached either the "off" position or the

'full on" position on either side. He can also obtain four

different speeds below full speed. The motor is designed

to ran on 125 volt circuit, so that it can be used on a local

electric light circuit. A wall socket is fi.xed near the dental

chair and a tlexible cord led from this to two terminals on

the motor. Motors wound to be operated by a battery

have also been perfected.

The great value to the operator of an electric motor to

g;ive him the necessar)' motive power is that it obviates the

jar to the hand when the foot is working the crank. It

also insures better and safer work, as it enables the dentist

to concentrate his whole attention and effort upon the work

before him.

The motor shown in the cut is of the Edison type, and

the combination is placed on the market by the Edison

General Electric company.

The Gladiator Dry Battery.

The latest dry battery placed on the market is known as

the Gladiator. It is claimed for this ha'.tery that on open

S -rti rt"i—
n

THfc OLAI^IATOR BATTEKV.

—

POtt^lAt CURVK.

ctrctjiisibeccll has anelcclromotipc force of 1.6 volts, with

:«n interoal resistance of but .\ ohm, giving an inilial cur-

rent 01 4 amperes. The pMeotial curve on a circuit of 2

ohm^ external resistance shows an initial electromotive

of 1.3 volts. whirh;it the end of five minutcsconstanl work

drof» to JfZ volt, and recovers to within a fraction of its

initial after four minates re^t.

After one minute's work on short circuits the current

Hrorr^ to I." ampercii, and then falls steadily for four min-

nte?. to I 6 amperes. The recovery tine shswi ihil the

bittery has wonderfal recuperative powers, for after stand-

ing open for fr/tir minutes, it recovers to 3.6 amperes.

The cell is f> 7 i inches hi^b, 3 1-4 inches in diameter and

weighs e:tacily 3 pounds. When allosved to stand open no

local action is dei.-e:oped. Thi» battery is being placed on

the market by the Central Electric conpaoy of Chicago.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAlsr,

Oiler for Trolley Wheels.
An ingenious device for automatically oiling Trolley

w'leels is shovn in the iliuitratioa. It consists of the

usual form of hollow axle, but has a novel arrangement

for feeding the oil. Advantage is taken of the peculiar

structural growth of rattan . Short pieces of this are placed

transversely through the hollow axle, a notch is cut in the

surface of the stick to admit the oil into the longitudinal

pores. In this manner the oil is conducted to the bearing

surfaces by capillary attraction, the amount of oil which

is fed depending upsn the depth of the notch, as of

course, oil will only feed through those pores, which are

opened in this manner.

a B e
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of England, France, Germany, Switzerland. Holland and

elsewhere. His remarks were listened to with much in-

terest.

The society then adjourned to Oct. 13th at the rooms of

the club. The meetings are held on the second and fourth

Tuesdays in the month.

A Scotchman's Opinion.

In writing to the Clasgo-w Herald in reference to the
proposed introduction of electric cars in that city, Walter
M. Galbraith says: 'T visited the United States in the
spring, traveling right across the continent to the Pacific,

and I had ample opportunity of testing and comparing the
American system of street cars with ourown, and it requires

OILER l-OR TROLLEY WHEELS.

The Electrical Supply company of Ch'cago, which

manufactures the axles, shows a trolley wheel and axle

which were run over 14,000 miles with very little wear, the

wheel apparently fi ting the axle as snug as when new.

The company claims that any kind of oil can be used and

that the rattan will successfully feed the heaviest grades

without clogging up.

Electric Lighting in Coal Mines.

The H. C. Frick Coal & Coke company of Pittsburg. Pa.,

the largest coal operator in the world, has just completed

arrangements for the illumination of i:s many mines by

electricity, in fact the plans have already 50 far advanced

that the lighting of two mining plants has been successfully

accomplished. The contract for the work has beeri

awarded to the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing

company, under whose supei vision the work of installing

the lighting plants was conducted. The first two mines

to be lighted by electricity were the Leisenring No i and

Leisenring No. 2. The operation of the lights was com-

menced a few days ago. Everything turned out to the

greatest satisfaction of the Westinghouse and the Frick

companies.

The mines of the company are mostly situated in the

Connellsville region, in Westmoreland and Cambria coun-

ties, Pa., and a number of them are shaft mines, varying

in depth from one hundred to nearly one thousand feet.

Owing to the accumulation of fire damp and gas in many

of ihe^e mines the lighting has always been a very grave

problem, because almost every known method of illumina-

tion included danger from fire. This led at last to electric

lighting.

The Frick company has adopted the method of lighting

each mine independently, and at every mine is installed

Westinghouse direct current apparatus of sufficient capac-

ity to light up the mine below, and the buildings above the

ground. The lamps are distributed underground through-

out the main walks leading to the shaft. In addition, the

engine house and other surface buildings aie also lighted.

The lamps range from 16 lo 50 candle power.

Electric light plants are now being put up at Leisenring

No. 3, Trotter and Standard mine—the last named, by the

way, is said to be the largest coal mine in the world—but il

will probably be a year before the plants for all the mines

are installed.

Franklin Experimental Club,

The Franklin Experimental Club of Newark, N.J ,
htld

its first regular meeting since the summer vacation on Tues-

day evening. Sept. 29, There is every indication of an in-

creased interest in the society and its work. The club is

preparing to move into larger quarterr., and with ;i view of

increasing largely the growing membership. Il has decided

to make the initation fee ^5 for the next three months.

The dues are but %\ and $1.50 per month for active and

associate members respectively ; and each member is entitled

to the use of any and all apparatus, books papers, use of

room by day or night, and other privileges of the society.

A large increase in the membership is conlitlently cv-

pcctcd.

After the regular meeting on TuesiLiy evening the mem-

bers were entertained by some remarks by President I lam

mer nprjn the convention and exhibition of the National

Electric Mght association at Montreal. Following this

Prof. Geo, C, Sonn gave some interesting and ciiterlaitiing

accounts of his summer tour in Europe, where he visited

the Electric Exhibition at Frankfort. He also dcscussed

many scientific lopic3 of interest—scenes in the large cities

no very practical electrician to see that we are about as far

behind 'Brother Jonathan' in this respect as we possibly can
be. The objection has been raised that electric cars are
not adapted for steep gradients, such as Renfield street or
New City road, in Glasgow. But this is quite a mistake.
I spent a Sunday in Tacoma, which is built on a very steep
slope, most of the streets beingquileas precipitous as those
leading up to Garnethill, and I watched with gieat interest

the electric car going up and down the steep incline, and
no one but myself seemed to be aware that there was any
danger, as there was absolutely none beyond that which
existtd in my own imagination."

On the Relation of the Air Gap and the
Shape of the Poles to the Perform-

ance of Dynamo-electric
Machinery.

Prof. Harris J. Ryan's paper before the American Insti-

tute of Electrical Engineers, which was presented in the
last issue of the Western Ei^fxtricfan, provoked a lively

discussion, a report of which lollows:

T. D. LocKWOoD: I would like to call attention to
Prof. Ryan's statement that '"Mr. Esson in his valuable
paper, above referred to, discussed the requisite features
for a generator for constant current, with closed coil arma-
tures, in which regulation is effected by shifting the brushes.
He stated that the field should be uniform at all points,

under the poles, and that the armature core should be satu-

rated. These statements are a little misleading. The
magnetizing force impressed by the field ampere turns must
be uniform at all points between the poles faces."

It seems to me thai there is some foundation for remarks
there, from any member who has made that point a
study.

TowNSEND Wolcoit: It seems to me that Prof. Ryan
simply explains what Mr. Esson means there. Mr. Esson
says that the field should be uniform at all points, and
Prof. Ryan states that that part of the field which is due
to the field winding should be constant; that is, it might
indicate total resultant field" in the air gap as due to the
field and armature windings; that should not be constant,

but the component due lo the field windings should be
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constant. That is what Prof. Ryan means, and I thirk

thai is what Mr. Esson meant.
pRor. Anthony: The difference in that case between

Prof. Ryan and Mr. Esson =ecms lo be that while Mr.

Esson says the armature core should be saturated, Prof.

Ryan says this would be true whether the core is saturated

or not.

C. t). Mailloux: With all the theories which we have,

and while paying proper deference and respect to the very

able work of such men as Ilopkinson, Swinburne, lesson

and others, 1 cannot believe thai we have not, after all,

much more than working hypotheses; only provisional

iheorics, which are good so far only as they cover the facts

now known to us. The irulh is, we do not ycl know all

the facts pertaining to the physics of the air gap. and il

will probably be some time before we understand them
all.

I will refer lo one point presented by Prof. Ryan
"When the armature ampere turns are equal to the ampere
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turns on the ticld, whose maj^neti/ing force is impressed

between its pole faces through the armature." It i^^ quite

evident from the sentence which immediately follows that

the author wishes to imply what is sometimes spoken of.

and what is generally understood, as difTcrencc of magnetic

potential. Mr. Swinburne, I believe, has ^iven it that

name, and as we have the exact analogue of it in relation to

the electric circuit, I see no reason why wc could not use

the term in relation to magnetic circuit, and thuse.xprcssthe

author's meaning at least as clearly and more succinctly.

Itis malhemalically the line integral of magnetomotive
force for that jiart of the circuit. It means, so to speak,

the magnetomotive force lost in the air gap, or the whole

magneto motive force minus the poition that is lost in the

field reluctance itself.

The much mooted i|uestion as to the length of the air

gap and its relation to the phenomenon of sparking, of

course, forms one of the principal subjects that the au'hor

has discussed. I have given that subject a great deal of

attention in my professional work, and I have taken great

care to examine the literature on the subject. I llnd that

there is considerable divergence of opinion, and iliat while

theorists are telling us that we should not make ihc air

gap too small, and that we must have a certain minimum
of resistance there, yet machines are made which are very

successful, not to say most successful, in which the air gap

is exceedingly small. The Oerlikon dynamo works in

Switzerland is perhaps one of the most successful firms

building dynamos in the world to day, and they are noted

for the extremely small air gap used in their dynamos; the

armature iron being perforated near the edge, and the

wires passing through the perforations near the periphery

of the armature, so that the air gap may be, and is, very

small. Mr. Ivavenshaw in England has, I believe, cited

some experiment with a given machine, which he first

tried with a very small air gap: he then bored out the field

and tried the experiment over again, maintaining the same
magnetic density. If I remember correctly he found 'hat

it did not make any practical difference as far as limiting

the output of the machine wiihin which sparkless running

occurs was concerned. One would conclude from this that

it does not make very much difference what is the length

of the air gap if certain other apparently equally important

factors receive due consideration in the design. Among
the factors which a comprehensive theory of armature re-

actionsshould include, in my opinion, and which are some-

what neglected by the author, are the number and length

of armature reactions, the width of pole pieces, the mode
of winding, etc.

Pro!'. Antuony: I should like to say one word with

reference to the width of the air gap here. It was some-
thing of a surprise to me to have it implitd, it seems

to be in this paper, that the air gap must have somewhat
of a magnitude in order to make the dynamo work well.

My idea has always been that we must make the air gap
as small as possible, and the smaller we could make it the

better the dynamo would work. I do not kcow that I have

ever seen anything in my experience that would indicate

the necessity of making the air gap any larger than was
necessary for getting in the wires, and in fact in a machine

that I have recently constructed we made an armature two

feet in diameter for the very purpose of getting the wire

in one layer, and leaving the air gap only one quarter of an
inch, with about lOO amperes normal output. When the

generator was running street cars, and the current was
jumping from o to 200 amperes and back continually, it

was almost impossible to tell by watching under the brushes

when the generator was doing work.
Mr. Maili.oux: I am in accord with Prof. Anthony

on the point of the air gap, because I have not only ad-

vocated, but I have practiced, short air gaps for

several years. I have found practically the same result

as Prof. Anthony. I have never thought that a short gap
necessarily made a sparking machine if rightly designed.

I have in mind now some railway motors which were run

with an air gap of scarcely a sixteenth of an inch and
having armature teeth at that: and the machine was quite

sparkless at any load for which it was designed. Accord-

ing to theory one would expect such a machine as that to

spark very badly. My own experience and the results re-

porced from Europe, particularly from the house that

makes the Oerlikon machine in Switzerland, have made me
less afraid of a small air gap than I used to be.

Mk. Woi.cott: I would like to ask Mr. Mailloux inrc-

gard to that machine if the teeth were saturated.

Mk. Maii.i.<iu\: The teeth were not any more satur-

ated than the arma'ure core, which had a very low mag-
netic density. I think that the highest density ever

reached through the armature core did not exceed ten

thousand lines per square centimetre and that at the

normal run it was scarcely six thousand.

Mk. Woixott: That makes it all the worse for the

small air gap theory. If the density were very high in the

teeth, it might serve the same purpose as the resistance in

the air gap, but if the dens'ty were low in the teeth it

seems to knock the theory aU to pieces.

Mr. Maii.loi \; There have been cases where I have
been compelled to use high magnetic density in the

Pacinotti teeth, so high a density that the permeability fell

down to about live; yet I have not noticed that it had any
material inlluence on the sparking.

TiiK Chairman: I should have wished for myself that

the author of the paper had been a little more particular

to classify the different machines in question, for while he

speaks in a general way at first, and subsequently speaks

of a constant potential machine, it is rather difficult to tell

what machine he is referring to most of the time, until on the

last page but one, bespeaks of "Mr. Esson's valuable

paper" to which I referred before. lie speaks there of a gen-
erator for constant current, evidently a series machine with

closed coil armatures, by which regulation is achieved by
adjusting the brushes. I have a very distinct idea that

sparking in dynamos is largely due to a lack of liarmony

between the short circuited current, as an individual coil

pissei under a brush, and the current in tint side of the

luiltiple cp'.l armature which the short-circuited coil is ap-

proaching. And it has fuither appeared evident to me,
that if wc could produce at the moment wlrjn ihc front

segment of the commutator leaves the brush—if at that

moment we could produce a zero, by opposing the shoil
circuited current against the current to which the sliort-

circuiicd coil was .iboui to be introduced, wc should have
a perfect neutralisation, and in consequence, an absence
of sparking. I am wull aware that there has been a kind
of hazy doctrine circulating, or at all events existing
among electricians that the sparking upon a cliangc of
current, and when biushes were used to compensate for

th.it change of current, is largely due to the fact that the
neutral line had moved forward, and that, therefore, the
brushes would have (o be moved forward lo catch up to

the neutral line, and when the brusliesdid catch up witli

the neutral line, the sparking would cease to exist. But
when you pursue thai theory to its lair you find it is mov-
ing in a circle. It may not be out of order to recount an
experiment I witnessed, showing that in reality as the

current in a series machine changed under a diflerence in

load, the neutral line remained stationary as long as tlie

brushes were not moved. For example, supposea machine
was working on a load of forty arc lamps and some ten of

those would be cut out,—the load would be very much
less, the current would be much stronger—and in a
machine furnished with an automatic regulator, the regulator
would move forward to cut down the electromotive force

developed, of course, in bringing the current down to its

constant figure once more. It was supposed by many that

the neutral line of the machine moved forward when the

current changed; that is, when the current increased, the

neutral Hue moved forward. It hardly seemed lo me that

it was a possible thing, seeing that the current was
strengthened net only in the iield helices, but also in the

armature, the machine being a series machine. A single

wire was rigged around the armature. One end was at-

tached to a fixed ring, while the ether end was aitaclied to

a movable commutator, and the circuit of th's wire in-

cluded a telephone receiver. When the machine was
working on a full load, we found a place where there was
a zero of current. It was absolutely on the neutral Hoe of

the machine as it was working then. By the neutral line

I mean the moment when a given coil passes over from
the inlluence of the pole upon one side, to the pole upon
the other—when it is at the exact point between the two;

that is when it ceases to cross lines of force In one direc-

tion and begins to cross them in the other direction. We
found that point, and found that the telephone gave forth

no sound at all upon changes of resistance and consequent
changes of current. Just as long as the brushes were un-

moved the telephone gave no sound, no matter how many
lamps were put out or how much the current waschanged,
showing that the neutral line did not move. But when we
changed the position of the brushes, and moved them for-

ward to compensate for the increased current we found
that there was a change, and that the neutral line did not
move forward as it was supposed to do, but actually moved
backward. Now. that was the result of absolute experi-

ment, and I think when we rellect upon it. we will find

that experiment is in accord with the best theory, and
therefore I think the gap has such a relation to sparking

in the constant current machine only in so far as it may
modify the form of the pole pieces, and instead of using

the phraseology here, I should rather be inclined to use the

phraseology that "the requisite feature for a generator for

constant current on closed coil armature, in which regula-

tion is effected by shifting the brushes, is that the field

should be uniform throughout the range of movement of

the brushes."

Nii<;oLA Tesla: I have had excellent opportunities to

study the importance of the air gap, particularly in some
types of my motors in which the armature coils are closetl.

Such a motor is of course a transformer and following the

analogy the first idea was ta secure in it as good a closure

of tlie magnetic circuit as practicable In the early ex-

periments I constructed motors in which the air gap was
often as low as a sixty-fourth of an inch at the start, and
was gradually increased. This was the result arrived at:

Up to a certain point the diminution of the air gap would
act very favorably; then the approach of iron or the re-

duction of the air gap would begin to be a great draw-
back; and it has always been my idea, that the real cause

of that was the unsymmetrical position of the armature to

the field, and the impossibility of making the motor <o

mechanically perfect that the pull on both sides would be
equal. Some time ago I did some work on unipolar dyna-
mos with iron disks and I found that the lateral thrust was
very difficult to overcome and it was impracticable to

work with very small air gaps, a fact which, of course,

is Well known. In the results presented by Professor

Kyan there is a point which he has not considered and
wh'ch. if I may be permitted to say it, I think ought
to have been considered, because it is of enormous im-

portance, so important that it radically changes the

whole result and that is that in a motor or generator, in

which the polar faces and the armature core both are

smooth wc can reduce the airgap iodclinltely.and the small-

er it is the belter, and in many experiments I have fcund
that we cannot reduce it far enough disregarding mechan-
ical difficulties. But directly we put projections on the

field, as. for instance, Professor Ryan has done, where he
mentions an experiment in which iheie were six slotsacross

the field, we cannot work with a very small air gap. The
putting on of these air gaps brings the whole investigation

on a different field. If the polar faces be smooth, no mat-
ter how close you approach the iron to iron the armature
undergoes a gradual change, but directly you have the

grooves, each part of the armature mrfacc has to get out
from the very intense field into a weak field and then from
the weak into an intense field and so on, repeatedly, six

limes, as in Professor Ryan's experiments. I have made a
great many experiments which confirm my position. Vou
can take a smooth field, put a laminated armature without

projection in it. and work with a certain magncllzallon.

revolving tii*: armature nt a given speed. It will not get

hot to a high ilegree. Now put in grooves through the

field and you will find at once that with fat less magneti.-j»-
lion than before, the armature will get intensely hot. The
reason is that you put each pan of Ihe armature throng/, a
much more sudden and greater toCil change and incrci'^;
the frictional and current lo5scs. That is ihc reason, alv).
that n the case of the grooves there is a ccruin increased
loss In tiie voliagc aiiribuicd by Professor Kyan wholly to
a different cause.

'Ihe chainnan's remarks in regard to Mr. Ksson's valu-
able paper suggest to me a subject in ancihcr line of work
which I have been pursuing. Mr. Ksson pointed out cer-
tain requisites of constant current generators with closed
coil armatures whicli practice would not --cera to coniirm.
On this subject I think that I will not risk much in pre-
dicting that in a comparatively short time most of the
present constant current machines will be rcplac-d by
machines of a mor<j modem and improved construction.
'I'he old types of these machines have U-en built by ingen-
ious men who. rather instinctively, hit upon the right thing— right at that lime but not right now. The main object
in these machines is lo maintain a constant current in the
most efficient and simple manner. I have conslructed &uch
machines in accordance with ray view, which is lo produce
a great rate of change in the current, and lo replace the
ohmic resistance required for steady working by imped-
ance. In this manner you can construct an arc fight ma-
chine with only one single layer, no matter how largT it is.

and you can make It maintain a constant current, within
two or three per cent , without any e,xtfcrnal regulator, f^ne
of the ways of obtaining this result is the following: Take
for instance, a two pole machine, selecting a t\pc which al-

lows you to use an armature of the greatest possible dia-
me'.er. By all means make the armature as I.irge as pos-
sible. Then, instead of making the pole projections of the
field smooth, make them with grooves parallel to the arma-
ture shaft. The more you make, in fact, the better it is up
to a certain point. Then wind the armature symmetrically
with reference to Ihe pwle projections or grooves, so that
you get a great rate of change in the current. Now
then, you have a direct current, which is corn-
mutated just the same as in the CJramme machine, but as to
the rate of change it is equivalent to a rapidly alternating
current, and of course you increase the impedance through
the whole circuit to the extent that you can do away with
the great ohmic resistance in the circuit, and you can make
the impedance and the armature reaction so great that no
matter whst the load is the current is the same. Such a
machine has numerous advantages, not the least of which
is that it is more efficient, and then again it is easily re-

paired, only one layer being required. In a'l altematiDg
generators almost without e.xception the armatures are built

with one single layer of wire. The arc light machine
must also be built with single layers and the right way to
do this is to provide the pole pieces with projections and
wind the machine in such a manner that a cuirent of the
requisite character is obtained. In regard to the shape of
the pole pieces I had opportunity during the )ear 1SS5 to

make some observations. I then worked at what is called
the third brush regulation. It is a principle very- interest-

ing, but not very reliable. It may give a wonderful result

for a short lime, but when you want to show it to the stock-

holders it cannot do very much. It was original with me.
One of the difficulties encountered in the third brush regu-
lation was the excessive sparking of the third brush. To
overcome this, the principal requisite was that the auxili-

ary brush should not bear on active coils. I then resorted
to a means which was obvious. I put under every leading
pole piece a good sized groove, which made the coils on
each au.xiliary brush comparatively inactive, so that the

auxiliary as well as the main brushes would bear upon in-

active coils. In this manner 1 obviated the sparking but
the machine did not look particularly pleasing.

A Solution of the Block Signal Problem.
Bv H. Ward Leonard.

The attention of the pubHc has been forcibly attracted

of late to the importance of efficient automatic block sig-

nals by the recent terrible accident in the heart of Ntw
York city. Either the failure of the signal or the failure

of the engineer of the following train to obscr\-e the signal

was the cause of this, as has been the case in many other

similar accidents. The purpose of this article is to call

attention in a cursory manner to the slate of the signaling

art, and to indicate, if possible, the Hues it will be neces-

sary to follow in order to make a thoroughly reliable and
practical block system for railways.

There are two general classes of block siguals. The
first class, the "simple block." is in use generally id

England, and is well known in this countr)". owing to its

use on the Pennsylvania railroad. For this system a

telegraph operator is placed upon each "block," and the

signals are set by hand. While this s\-5tem is capable of

being developed lo a high stage of perfection, it can be
done only at a very great operating expense. It has been
estimated by the best authorities that its cost of operation

per block is about ^1.500 per year. The great cxpcnie in

establishing and maintaining this lystem. together with ihc

fallibility of operators and inspectors, renders it impractica-

ble e.vcept in rare instances.

The second class of block signals is that known as the

"automatic block,"' of which there ate at least three

forms in general use In this country. Two of these use

what is known .is a track circuit: that is. the rails fcrm a

portion of an electric circuit, and the current, which is

supplied by batteries placed along the track, holds the

signal at "safety" until a metallic connection is made be-

tween the rails, as for instance, by a car, or a train of vAIS.

under which circumstance the current, normally passing

through Ihe signal, is shunted through the axles of ihc

train, and ihe signal goes to "danger."

In one of the systems the electric current is used to re-

lease a clock movement, which actuates the signal. This

clock movement is perlodlcilly wound up. The cost of its

mainlen nice is c>linnte.i at abojt foo per year per signal.
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The second system makes use of the electric current to

actuate a valve which controls the admission of compressed
air, and which is the motive power used to set the signal.

The cost of operating this system is estimated at :?i35 per

year per signal. The third sysleni does not use the "track

circuit," but has an independent wire circuit. The signal

is operated directly by the battery current. The cost

of maintenance is estimated to be about $65 per year per

signal.

In all three of these automatic systems there is a lack of

that simple, direct, powerful, reliable action which should

characterize an automatic signal. The batteries which

they all use are iheraselves a fruitful and serious cause of

annoyance, if not failure. The electric contacts and re-

lays and the electro magnets and signal mechanism are

frequent causes of failure and necessitate constant and
rigorous inspection.

A careful study of the whole subject, with the help of

some recent publications too lengthy to be condensed
within the limits of a magazine article—including a series

with the metal work of the locomotive, A conductor
leading from the other pole of the generator passes through
an ampere meter for indicating the current being gener-
ated, and thence on through a low resistance series incan-
descent lamp, which, when supplied with the current of
four of the track signal lamps, will operate at a moderate
incandescence. After passing through the series lamp,
which we may call the pilot lamp, the current passes to a

trolley carrying a large wheel made after the style of a

bicycle wheel, and this wheel makes rolling contact by a
concave rim upon two parallel conductors stretched along
the track.

Xow it will be evident that if the generator be operated
the electric current will pass through the pilot lamp and
up the trolley to the two conductors; thence it will divide

equally between the four lamps connecled to these two
conductors, passing through two green lamps ahead of the

trolley, and through two red lamps to the rear of the

trolley, the green lamps as well as the red being half a
mile apart.

Di. D:. D3. etc.. are the red lamp« connfcted to rear ends of the sections i, a. 3, etc., respectively. Si. S2, S3, etc., are ihc crcen lamps connected to the
forward ends of the iections 1. 3, j, eic. respectively. Ga and G4 arc the ceneratorson trains in sections 2 and 4 respectively, P3 and P4 are ihe Pilot
lamps in series with (be Kcneraior^ and placed in ihe locomotive cabs. Ti and T4 are the telephones. W; and W4 arc the trolley wheels makinc con-
nection between the sipnal conducicrs and the generators. • -^

Under the crvnditions shown in the diacram the train in section 3 will light its Pilot Lamp Pi. the forward green lamps Si and S3 and the rear red lamps
Di and D?. The precedinc train m section 4 will light iu Pilot Lamp P* and the forward frreen lamps S4 and S5 and the rear red lamps D4 and D3.

A SOLUTION OK THE DLOCK SH.NAL I'KOIiLEM.

of articles in the J\ai/road Gazctle, compiled in a volume
entitled "American Practice in Block Signahng." and a

paper read by G. II. Paine before the New York Railway
club on April 16.1S9!— leads to the following specifications

indicating the desirable features of an automatic block
system

:

I. There should be signals both on the train and along
the track.

2 The signals on the train should give a continuous and
positive indication to the engineer.

5. The signals both on the train and along the track

should be actuated from a source of energy constantly

under the observation and control of the locomotive engi-

neer,

4/ The signals should be distinctive both by form and
:olor, and should be audible under certain instances when
desired.

5. Any two trains on the same block should each give a
danger signal to the other.

6. The power for actuating the signals should be posi

tive, strong enough to operate any desired signal, and
should not depreciate and require renewal, as in the case

of baUeries.

7. The operation of the signal should not depend upon
the movements of any mechanism beyond the observation

and control of the locomotive engineer while at his post.

5. Any train should have to disregard more than one
danger signal before being able to reach a preceding
traiij.

9. Any locomotive engineer should be able to com-
municate with any station or any other train in the same
block.

10. There should be a signal constantly before the

engineer ajid in the locomotive cab whose indication would
always be "danger" unless all the signals were working per-

fectly.

II. The form and color of the signal should change
from "safety'' to "danger" under the observation of the

engineer as the train passes the signal.

12. The absence of any signal should indicate danger,

but there should be a positive danger signal which would
only and always give positive and continuous indications

^^ both engineers when two locomotives were in the same
.:ock.

13. In case of failure of the train or track signals at

any point, means should be provided whereby signals

could be instantly sent to a following train.

14 .V misplaced switch should set danger signals on
any train in that block and also along the track in that

block.

15. The signals should be the same by day or night, and
any light at the signal should always indicate the presence
of a locomolivc in that block.

I''. Any person should always be able to signal danger
to approaching or receding trains in that block while it is

out 01 sight and hearing and without any light or special

apparatus.

About three years ago the writer suggested a block system,
which, it is believed, would comply with the above spcdfi-

calions. and with the hope that it may lead lo improvc-
msntsin practice, Ihc following description of it is offered:

Divide the line of Ihc railway into blocks of, say. one
mile long. Make each block overlap the next one-half

way. S'.rcich a bare wire parallel to the track and contin '

uo"." TiVjn^ csch block. Thu-<» a wire one mile long will

•: '/<:ginning of each block and another parallel

'itart at the center of the first. There will

.z two parallel conduclors along ihc track ar>d

a condoc.'or will end and a new one begin at each half

mile. The forward end of each mile length of conductor
V. -. .

L
..

j^ ^jfg leading to a green incandes-

/hcr terminal of the lamp will con-
Similarly t^e rear end of each con-

; '. fh a red incandescent lamp,
'-•ivc will be placed a generator of

t , . :'X> volts; that is, about the pressure of
:-.' tamps. Thi» gcoccator canbea battery

--

-

a small dynamo, driven by a small engine
-, --.

;?, o;,^:ated by steam from the locomolivc boiler,

^-le pole of the yji.'ntf^itA is groijoded by making contact

As the train moves forward the trolley will finally roll

off the conductor of the block it is leaving, and both the

red and green lamp of that block will be extinguished.

At the same time the trolley will roll on to a new block

and the red lamp at the rear end of this block will light

up just as the locomotive reaches it and will then pass to

the rear. At the same time the green lamp at the forward

end of this new block will light up at a distance of one
mile ofT,

It will be seen that a following train would have to pass
the two red lamp.s of the preceding train before a colli-

sion could take place; also that whenever two trains would
get within a mile of each other the generators would be

acting in concert to divide the combined loads of the two,

and whatever the current of each had been previously, it

would immediately become difTerent. the generator having
the higher pressure taking the larger portion of the com
bined load. Thus the pilot lamp of one locomotive would
flash up and its ampere meter would indicate a greater

current than usual, and this by a contact on the ampere
meter needle would cause an alarm bell to ring in the cab.

Similarly the pilot lamp of the other locomotive would be

reduced in candle power, the ampere meter would show a

reduced current, and the alarm would ring on the lower

contact. At the same time the iDcomotive engineer of the

following train would see before him the red lamps of

the preceding train in addition to his own green lamps,

and a rear guard on Ihe preceding train would see in ad-

dition to the red lamps of his own train the green lamps
of the following train. On each locomotive a line contain-

ing a high resistance is led from the trolley and around the

generator to ground, and this circuit in thunt to the gen-
erator contains a telephone. It will thus be possible for

either locomotive engineer to talk to another engineer pre-

ceding or following in the same block, and regardless of

whether either or both are in motion. If telephones in

the various stations be similarly connected from the signal

conductors, communication can be carried on between the

station master and passing trains.

If it be desirable to stop an approaching train it is only

necessary to interrupt one of the signal conductors or con-

nect the two together, or ground tither. If the conductor

be broken or disconnected, the engineer when a mile away
finds his pilot-lamp dim and his alarm ringing because the

current from his generator is reduced by one quarter.

signal by its alarm bell and the increased current of'its
pilot lamp. If the disabled train is followed by another
into the same block, an abnormal red signal is set be
tween the two trains, green lamps light up in advance of
the disabled train, and the pilot lamp and alarm on both
the trains indicate danger.

If two trains near each other both had their appa-
ratus broken down, both would, of course, be moving
very cautiously and endeavoring to ring the telephone call

of any o'her train which might come into the same
block with them.
A misplaced switch would make a contact which would

light a red lamp in front of an approaching train.

Now as regards the signals along the track, the in-

candescent lamps should be arranged in a proper signal
box, and the green lamp should show a vertical band of
green lights whereas the red lamp should show a horizon-
tal band of red light, thus giving a signal defined by both
form and color.

Two possible objections which may be raised against
this method of signaling are;

I'irst. The presence of a car on a track without any ac-
companying attendant would not give a danger signal as
it would with a track circuit system. This, however,
is a rather remote contingency, and in any event could
not lead to an accident with much loss of life. The un-
reliability of the track circuit is so great in other ways,
as to make this slight defect almost negligible by com-
parison.

Second. The action of sleet might interfere with the
action of the signal by preventing electrical contact be-

tween the trolley and wire. This trouble would be rare,

in any event, and it is not likely to occur, as the heating

effect of the strong current on the wire would tend to

eliminate this trouble, just as it does with electric railway
systems. If, however, it became necessary to provide
against this, it could be done by placing the conductor
beneath a semicircular structure, such as a tube sawed
longitudinally and concave downward.

It will be evident by e.xamining the specifications as to

the requirements of a safe system that this plan avoids
the defects of the present system.

The next consideration is as to its first cost anil

maintenance, and it will be evident that the advantages
on these points are conspicuously in its favor, for the sim-
plicity of the signals and the cheapness of the small

bare conductor make its first co&t less than that of any
existing system. The cost of operating will be almost
/;//, as there will be almost no need of inspecting the sig-

nals, having no batteries, electromagnets, relays, weights,

clockwork, compressed air, oil lamps, or the various other

possible causes of failure of the existing systems.

It will be evident that by connec ing along the signal

conductors white incandescent lamps, and increasing the

size of the generator, the track can be perfectly and uni-

formly lighted, both in advance of and behind the train as

it moves forward; and that also all crossings and stations

can be lighted while a train is within a mile of ihem.
Two aod-a-half horse power would in this way be all that

would be necessary to keep a track illuminated by a 16

candle power lamp every 200 feet, and for a space of not

less than half a mile in both directions from a moving
train.

Trains having an electric plant for illumination of

the cars require a plant of about tifteen horse power, so

that the additional power required in such a case would
be haidlv worth mentioning, and no special generator be-

yond that for train lighting would be needed.

The Lauffen-Frankfort Power Transmis-
sion.'

By Gisbert Kapi'.

The distance between the generating station at Lauffen

and the receiving stations in the Frankfort electricial

exhibition is 175 kilometres, or about no miles. Power
was transmitted over this distance for the first time on
August 25th, when the current was supplied to about 900
16 candle power lamps in the exhibition, and a few days

later the output was increased to 1,100 lamps,

A

There are

Liquid re8i8tanoe

.Fic. 2.-

H a signal conductor be grounded, as soon

ley makes contact with that conductor the generator is

short circuiterl, and its pilot lamp first Hashes up brightly

and the bell rings and then the current runs down rapidly,

and the bell rings by the lower contact. If the two con-

ductors be crossed, the load of two more signal lamps

is added to the normal load of the gcncratrir and this in-

crease of 50 per cent, in the current makes the pilot lamp

flash up and the alarm bell ring at the same lime the

engineer sees the red lamp of the abnormally supplied

block burning before him.

If a train breaks down its generator, it keeps its trol-

Icy on the wires an before, and as soon as it gels into

a block with another train, its pilot lamp lights and the

alarm rings.

If the other train V>c prccedioK. its two rear red lamps

also signal danger to the following disabled train, and

the engineer of the preceding train also receives a danger

LAUKrKN-FKANKl'ORT I'OWKR TRANSMISSION,

as the trol- in Ihc exhibition two receiving stations, side by side, one
for the protluction of power and the other for the produc-
tion of light, both being connected in sucli a way that

ciiher power or light, or both together, m.iy be obtained al

will. The generator at Lauffen is a lirown "thrccphascr,"
made and supplied by the Oerlikon works, and the line

consists of three hard-drawn copper wires of j6o mils

diameter, supported on oil insulators fixed lo wooden
poles 2O feet high. There have been erected in all about

3,000 poles at an average distance of 200 feet and the total

weight of Clipper in the line is 60 Ions. At Lauffen

there are three transformers. One of these has been made
by the Oerlikon works, and the two others by the

Hcrlin ICIectricity works. At Krankfort there are also

three transformers, two made by the I-erlin and one by the

Oerlikon works. The transforming ratio of all the six

I. From ilie London Hltcirtcian.
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transformers is 1-160, and they are oil insulated. In the

power station at Frankfort, which was fitted up by the

Berlin works, the current is used for working a 100 horse

power three-phase motor, designed by Herr von Dolivo-

Dobrowolsky. The motor is coupled directly to a centri-

fugal pump, which supplies water to an artificial cascade

30 feet high. The lighting station at Frankfort has

been fitted up by the Oerlikon works, and the lamps are

arranged partly on a large signboard of ornamental
design in the exhibition grounds, and partly on lamp-

boards, in the exhibition building, which serve for vaiying

the load within certain limits

Mr. Brown's generator at Lauffen is separately excited,

and a rheostat is provided, so that the attendant can
compensate the loss of pressure in the line by adjusting

the excitation. The common junction of the three

armature windings is connected to earth, and the

excitation of the field is so adjusted as to obtain from 45
to 60 volts between each branch and earth, according to

the amount of power flowing out of the station. The
common junction of the low pressure primary circuits in

the transformers is solidly connected to the common
junction of the armature windings, and by means of a

fuse* to the common junction between the secondary or

high pressure coils of the transformers. According to the

voltage of the three-phaser, the pressure between any
line wire and earth is from 7,200 to 9,600 volts, and the

pressure between any two line wires from 12,000 to 16,600

volts, being 2 X sin 60 deg. of that in each branch.

The general arrangement of the circuits from the

generating station at Lauffen up to the branches which
lead to the power and lighting stations in the exhibition

may best be described by the diagram Fig. i, in which
G represents the generator or "threephaser," the three sets

of coils being diagrammatlcally indicated by the three thick

lines 1,0 //and O JII forming angles of 120 deg.

with each other. The primary or low pressure coils of the

transformer T, are similarly represented by thick lines,

and the three thin dotted lines f i, 01, 1 represent the

high pressure or secondary coils of the transformer. The
generator coil O I is connected with the transformer coil

o, first by the earthed wire O O. as already mentioned,
and also by an insulated circuit which contains an

therefore, been abandoned, and the fuses have been placed

outside, where they form part ot the line. As already

mentioned, the line wires are 160 mils in diameter.

Close to the generating station there is a short piece of

line in which each of these circuits consists of a pair of

copper wires of only 6 mils diameter, and about 3 ft in

length. There arc two posts placed that distance apart to

which the line wires are shackled, and the fuse wires

serve to bridge the space between the posts. To facilitate

the renewal of the fuses the posts are provided with steps.

This provision is necessary because the line is at Frank-
fort fretiuently short-circuited on purpose to advise the

man iu charge at LaulTen that he may shut down. For
this purpose there is suspended over the three line wires

at the exhibition an angular stirrup or bridge of iron,

which can be lowered by a cord so as to make metallic

contact between (he three wires. The fuses at

Lauffen are thereby melted, and the man in charge
stops the machinery. Telephones are then switched on at

both ends, and the line wires are used to speak between
the two termini. As long as the stirrup is on the wires in the

exhibition, it is perfectly safe to use the telephone, even if

by some mistake the machinery at Lauffen were started

while a person is at the telephone. The only effect in this

case would be to immediately melt the fuses again, and
as their replacement gives some additional trouble to the

man in charge, he will in his own interest take care not to

start the machinery before the appointed time.

It remains yet to describe the provision made to guard
against accidental injury to life or property in case one of

the line wires should break and fall to the ground, or an
earth should occur on the line through some other cause.

As will be seen from the diagram the common junction O
of the thick wire coils of the transformer at Lauffen is

joined by means of a fuse I^,, with the common junction

of the thin wire coils. The electrical center of the whole
s>stem is, therefore, permanently connected to earth.

Suppose now that the line wire i should break at any
point between Lauffen and Frankfort and fall to the

ground, the broken end will make earth, and the

corresponding fuse I'\ in the line at LaulTen will go.

Possibly the junction fuse /"^ will go. The line i is thus

cut out. In all probability the fuse in the low pressure
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alternate current ampere meter -^i,a relay magnet A'l, and
a fuse, /". The other two sets of coils on the three phaser
and transformer, respectively, are similarly connected. The
voltage in three branches is indicated by the three volt-

meters Vi, V-2, V-i- "^^^ relay magnets are arranged for

minimum and maximum current, and if the current in any
of the three branches of the three phaser should fall short

of the minimum, or pass beyond the maximum value for

which the relays are set, the relay in that branch cuts off

the exciting current from the field of the three phaser.

The voltage obtained then in the low pressure circuit at the
generating station is simply that due to the residual

magnetism in the three phaser. and therefore perfectly safe

even in case of a short-circuit in the primary wires. It

would, of course, have been possible to so arrange the
relays that in case the current in any branch becomes
abnormal from whatever cause, the motive power (in this

case a 300 horse power turbine) is automatically shut
down. This would, however, be a somewhat drastic

remedy, especially if the disturbance is of a trivial

character and capable of adjustment without stopping the

machinery. As soon as the exciting power and with it

the load is taken off, the turbine begins to race, and this

is, of course, immediately noticed by the man in charge at

Lauffen, who may then use his discretion whether he will

shut down or not.

The fuses, relays, ampere meters, and voltmeters

belonging to the low pressure or primary circuit at Lauffen

are mounted upon one board, which also contains the

voltmeter and ampere meter for the exciting circuit, and
the rheostats for the latter, by which the voltage of the

three phaser is adjusted. In order to compensate for the

ohmic resistance of the line, the attendant works by a
table giving the primary voltage corresponding to various

currents, so as to keep the pressure at Frankfort constant

at vaiying loads.

It will be seen that the arrangements of switchboard and
instruments at the generating station are of the simplest

possible character. In the high pressure or secondary
circuit there are no switches, but merely three fuses,

Fi F., /'3, as shown in the diagram. To make a fuse for

io»ooo volts is not an easy problem, but it has been solved

by Ferranti and others, and any of the existing forms of

fuses might have been accepted for Lauffen. Since it is,

however, the intention of the two firms who have
carried out this transmission plant to work later on at double

the present pressure (by using two transformers at each end
with the thick wire coils in parallel and their thin wire coils

in series) it was thought safest to arrange the fuses in such a

way that there can be absolutely no doubt as to their satisfac-

tory working even at 20,000 or 30,000 volts. The method
of mounting fuses on a board inside the station has,

circuit / will also melt; but should this not be the case,

the current in this branch will be very much reduced, and
set the relay /'i in action, whereby, as already explained,

the excitation is cut off, and the dangerous pressure is

immediately taken off all the three line wires.

We have yet to describe the general arrangement of the

circuits in the power station at Frankfort, Fig 2. The
primary and secondary of the transformers (of which only

one is shown, the other being a spare . transformer at

present) are again earthed at their electrical center, and
the same remark holds good for the field and armature of

the motor. The latter is shown diagraramatically in the

same vvay as if it were a transformer, though this

representation is not quite correct. The armature and
field coils do, of course, remain in the same relative

positions to each other, but for the sake of simplicity the

diagram may be accepted as sufficient for our purpose. In

reality, the field revolves with a greater speed than the

armature, the difference in speed or magnetic slip

producing the electromotive force in the armature. Now
the torque of the motor is proportional to the strength of

the armature current, which latter increases with the

electromotive force, and, therefore, with the magnetic slip.

If the magnetic slip were zero, that is, if the armature
revolved with the same speed as the field, there would be

no electromotive force in the armature coils, and, there-

fore, no current and no torque. A motor of this class can,

therefore, not run synchronously, but must run the slower

the more the load is increased. The variation in speed
between full load and no load can, however, be made as

small as desired by the simple expedient of using an
armature of low resistance, so that even a slip of 5 per

cent, or 10 per cent, shall produce the maximum current

required at ma-Kimum load. In this respect the three-

phase motor is identical with an ordinary continuous
current motor with constant field, since also in this case

the speed of the armature decreases as the load increases.

To obtain more or less uniformity of speed is, therefore,

simply a question of the amount of iron and copper which
with the designer chooses to employ for a given output;

but it should be remarked that by increasing the section

of the armature conductors so as to get very little magnetic
slip, there is danger of producing a machine which will

not readily start at full load. The reason is obvious. A
very low armature resistance means an enormous armature
current at the moment of starting, when the magnetic slip

is 100 per cent. Now, this enormous armature current

reacts very strongly on the revolving field, which is, so to

speak, blown aside by the ampere turns in the armature.
This may. at first sight, seem a very serious drawback to

the three-phase motor, but llerr von Dobrowolsky has hit

upon a very simple and ingenious remedy. Instead of

short-circuiting the armature coils at surting. he inserts
into each of the three branches a liquid resistance,
consisting of an iron vessel filled -vith an alkaline solution.
into which an iron plate can be dipped to a greater or
lesser depth The ;iirec vessels, //j Bj, fJ-.^, arc insulated
from each other, Lut the three iron plates arc joined by a
metallic bridge ,•/. At starting the plates are immersed
only slightly, and the resistance which is thereby
interposed in each of the three armature circuit-., prevents
the creation of abnormally strong armature carrcnts, which
would otherwise blow the field aside. As the motor
gathers speed the plates are more and more lowered until

the whole of the liquid resistance Is short-circuited, and
the motor works without external waste of energy. As
regards the question of efficiency, no definite data are, as
yet available, since the commission has not yet bcgijn to
make its measurements. If w<; miy judge from the
absence of heating, vibration, noise, and the general
sweetness of the running of this motor, there is every
reason to hope that the efficiency will be as high as with a
direct-current motor of the same size. A rough test,

which the writer was permitted to make on a three-phase
motor of 2 horse power gave an efficiency of 52 per cent.

A Clever Swindler.

The officers of the Edison General Electric company, of

44 Broad street, says the New York Sun, are looking for

a clever forger who is buying clothes at their expense. A
week ago this young man presented an order from the
Edison company on Rogers, Peet & Co., for ^25 worth of
clothes. The order stated that if the man who presented
it didn't buy clothes to that amount the cash balance should
be sent to the Edison company, and on no account be
given to the bearer of the order. This looked so genuine
that the young man's order was accepted, and he purchased
$24 worth of clothes and departed. A messenger was sent
to the office of the Edison company with the dollar. The
ofiicers of the company said' that they had given no such
order, and an examination of it showed that the young
man who wanted clothes had been clever enough to change
in several ways the officer's name that he signed to the

paper, so that technically he didn't forge the name, and
the $24 he got makes his offense just one dollar this side

of felony.

The Writing Telegraph.
An exhibition of the Writing Telegraph took place Sun-

day, October 4. between Chicago and St. Paul over the
wires of the Northwestern Telegraph company. W. E.
Gump of New York, general manager of the company,
was at the St. Paul end of the wire, with an operator in

charge of the Chicago end. The exhibition lasted several

hours and was highly successful. Representatives of the
city papers and many visitors were "introduced" to Mr.
Gump and questions were asked and answered rapidly.

A company for the introduction of the apparatus has
been organized in Indianapolis, St. Paul and several other
large cities, the promoters believing th£.t it will be used in

connection with the telephone, and not that it will take the
place of that instrument.

The Montreal Electrical Exhibition.

To the Editor of the Westekn Electrician:

We wish to extend, to you our thanks for your liberal

mention made of our system in your convention issues, and
at the same time, we wish to enter a mild complaint'
against the treatment that we received at the hands of the
management of the exhibition.

As a matter of course, we did not determine upon mak-_
ing any exhibit until it was rather late. However, before
taking any steps in the matter, we communicated with the
officials in charge and we were assured by them that there

was still available sufficient space to enable us to exhibit

our apparatus. Upon its arrival there, we were ver^' much
disappointed at being alloled a space where we could pro-

cure no power for the purpose of operating our dynamo.
We would, under no circumstances, have made any display

had we known that it would be impossible to have shown
the apparatus in full operation. We regret the circum-
stances exceedingly, not alone for ourselves, but for the

many individuals who\*isitcd the exhibition, who were in-

terested in our apparatus, especially in the operation of it.

As it was, we were placed in the position of being practi-

cally shut out from making any display whatever. Vou
will readily appreciate that the fact of the apparatus
standing there to be looked at was not satisfactory to

those interested in electric lighting, much less s.itisfactor>*

to us. We think it was a serious oversight on the part of

the management to have shut us out in this manner and
give foreign corporations the preference, and we respect-

fully request that you lake the first opportunity to mention
this fact in the columns of your paper, extending our
regrets at being unable to show our apparatus in operation.

We made every effort possible to secure the necessary pow-
er, but failed. Yours very truly,

Heisler Electric CoMrA.w.
Walter K. Smith, Gen'l Man.iger

Philadelphia, Sept. 19, iSqi.

Power Generator at Pullman.

To the Editor of fhi Western ELtcrKiciAN:

I notice in your issue of Oct. 3 a description of a new
power generator at Pullman. Your reference is sutJStan-

tiaUy correct, except in one important ixirticular. \iz.: the

name of the designer. You have been misinformed on this

point, as the machines described were dtviscd by me and
are covered by a Britisli iiatcut, number 6570, issued Feb.

15, 1S90. Yours truly,

Gkorgk Ei>ensor Dorman.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

Xew York, Oct. 3.—The attempt which was made

soire time ago to introduce the overhead trolley system

into the city of Brooklyn, was renewed last week by Gen.

Henry W. Slocum of the Brooklyn & Coney Island rail-

road. The protesting property-owners are the same

persons who objected before the State Railroad Com

mission last May, and their objections were so powerful

that the extension of the present trolley road within the

city limits was refused. Hence the present commission

was appointed, and a favorable report by it can be ac-

cepted by the General Term in place of all other consents.

At the first meeting a protest was immediately instituted

on the ground that two of the commissioners were in-

terested persons, and therefore unfit to serve in such a

capacity, but the objection was overruled. Evidence was

then taken in favor of extending the trolley wares across

the circle at Prospect Park and up Fifteenth street into the

city proper, and from the present outlook the Brooklyn

people will soon have what the opponents of the improve-

ment term the "obnoxious" trolley system.

When I wrote last week in regard to "rapid transit" in

this city, I thought that at a very early date the readers of

the Western Electrician wouled be informed of the

conclusions of the committee on the questions of route and

plan of construction, but no such information is at hand.

It is believed, however, that the commissioners have be-

gun their report to the common council, but all their work

is conducted with such secrecy- that nothing definite can be

ascertained.

The thunderstorm which visited this section last Satur-

day evening seems to have played considerable havoc in

the telegraph and telephone offices in Orange and Elizabeth,

N. T. Balls of fire darted into the telephone central office

at Orange and frightened the operators from their desks,

while the switch-board was burned out in several places

and the instruments in several private residences were also

damaged. In Elizabeth the operators in the telephone

and telegraph offices were also driven from their keys, and

the switch-board in the main telephone office was so

badly damaged that it took a gang of men all day to re-

pair the system.

The work on the tower of the Madison Square Garden is

nearly completed, and the copper statue of Diana, of heroic

size, with the hunting costume which mythology says she

wore, and with drawn bow, has been placed in position.

The statue is made of finely wrought copper, gilded, is iS

feet high, and weighs i,Soo pounds. The drapery of the

goddess, which flutters behind her, is a big sheet of copper,

which will catch the wind and swing the figure, while the

arrow will point in the direction the wind is blowing.

In her crown will be placed three 30 candle power electric

lights, and on her forehead will be seta mirror in the form

of a double crescent, so placed as to throw the light upon

the tip of her arrow at night.

James Bigler of Newburg. N*. V., claims that the suit

brought against him by the Electrical Dynamo company of

Philadelphia, for 1^2,000 due on storage batteries used in

propelling his boat, is of naught, as many of the cells

furnished were found to be defective.

England is becoming so much Ameiicanized that it is

sending over here to have its cars built. The Gilbert Car

company of Troy, N. Y., has just shipped to the South-

western railway, England, a complete train of six drawing-

room cars, including a buffet car. The cars are con-

siderably smaller than American cars, are equipped with a

Baker hot water beater, and are lighted by electricity,

storage batteries being used.

A certificate of incorporation of the Buffalo, Kenmore &
Tonawanda Electric Railway company, having a capital

of $150,000. has been filed in Albany. A railway about

eight miles in length will be constructed from Tonawanda

10 Amherst.

The eighth qoartcrly dividend of 2 per cent, on all the

stock of the Edison General Electric company has been

declared by the board of trustees payable November 2d,

at the office of the company, to holders of record

October 1 2th.

The American Manufacturing company has filed articles

of incoTforaiion at Elizabeth, and will begin business with

a capital of ^too.ooo. The plant will be situated at

Elizabeth for the manufacture of electrical and mechanical

apf>arat03, with branches at Plainfield and New \'ork.

The incorporators are .Samuel D. llillman, New York;

Asa t). Phillip), Plainfield, and Charles W. I>cvcridgc,

Brook IVQ.

Ex OoTcrnor Thomas J. Waller of Connecticut, and

of the firm of Waller, Crook ic Wagner of New
York, has effected the purcharsc of the New
Haven and West l^Iaven hoT&< railroad, and that of the

Winchester Avenue company, for a syndicate of New York

and Boston capitalists. The new proprietors propose to

equip their new plant with electricity, and have it in work-

ing order by Jan. I, 1892,

The Jersey City & Bergen Railroad company is having

considerable trouble with the board of public works in that

city. It will be remebered that about two years ago this

company equipped its road partly with electric motors and

partly with the trolley wire system, and now that it desires

to extend the road to the ferry, the city authorities have

interfered. The matter will be taken into the courts.

The war between the citj' poolrooms and the Western

Union Telegraph company has come to an end, for the

present at least.

The Xew York Jockey club has allowed the telegraph

company to secure all the information it desires within

the inclosure, and telegraph it to the city on payment of

$[,600 a day. This sum is paid over to the telegraph

company by the pool-sellers.

In addition to the range-finder and telescopic sight

devices of Lieut. B. A. Fiske now in use aboard United

States war vessels, the navy department is considering the

advisability of adopting an electric helm and signal ap-

paratus recently designed by this same officer. The
new system includes numerous arrangements of ap-

paratus. There are placed in the fighting tower two

arcs of conducting material, over which moves two pivoted

arms. The arcs are graduated on each side of their central

points to indicate revolutions of the propeller of the vessel.

The arcs and arms are connected in series with two in-

dicating instruments, one arc and one indicating instru-

ment being located either on the bridge or in the fighting

tower, the other one in the engine room. In connection

with the needle of the instrument of the engine room

indicator are arranged two local circuits, each containing

a bell or other suitable alarm. These circuits are

respectively closed as the needle moves to its stops in one

direction or the other. The steering of the ship is effected

by a similar arrangement working on a steam steering

engine controlling the helm. Lieut. Fiske has brought out

four important electric devices for war-ship use, namely,

the range finder, position finder, telescopic sight, and

elecrical mancuuver controller of a vessel.

The si.xtieth annual exposition of the American Institu'e

was opened on Wednesday evening, Oct. 7, at the Exposition

building in this city. In the machinery department the

power is supplied by a Whitehill-Corliss engine, built at

Newburg, N. Y. The building is lighted by electricity,

the dynamo being driven by a direct application of the

power, without gearing or belts. The exposition will re-

main open until Nov. 2S.

The rapid transit commission has at last made public

the reports of the four expert engineers on the relative

merils of the plans submitted by Engineers William E.

Woithen and W. Barclay Parsons. Mr. Worthen's plan

seems to meet wich the most favor, but in all probability a

modification of both plans will be adopted. A repre-

sentative of the Western Electician interviewed Mr.

Worthen. He said that nothing in the way of plans or

drawings would be given out for publication until the end

of next week, by which time the modifications would be

made, and submitted to the commissioners, who would

then make their report to the aldeiman. Mr. Parsons

was out of town and could not be seen. The end of this

long struggle for something definite is approaching, and

the result will soon be submitted to the public.

F. L. P.

Spokane, Wash.
Spokane, Oct, 3.—The report of Edison Electric Illi-

nois company of this city for the year was submitted to the

annual meeting of stockholders on September 2Sth. The

year has been an exceedingly prosperous one for the com-

pany, and has seen large extensions to its plant. The

company occupies the entire lighting and power field of

the city, without a rival, and this state of affairs is due to

the exceedingly low rates it offers to consumers. It is

enabled to offer these low rates by reason of the vast water

power at its command.

The company took possession of its new water power

station in December of last year, and part of its plant has

been run continuously in it ever since, both night and day.

This part supplies light and power to consumers In the

daytime, as well as running at night. This station is

equipped for 3,000 horse power, and it now consumes

1,900. Within the last two months two Edison 80 kilo-

watt generators have been installed to run the electric

railways of the city, and the addition of a third is contem-

plated. These generators are run from a pair of 17^-inch

horizontal Victor turbine wheels developing .100 horse

power.

The total number of lamps connected at the present

date is 8,300, or one to every three and a quarter inhabi-

tants. The system used is the Edison three-wire. The
total number of poles owned and in use by the company

to-day is 1,560, or an increase of 576 over the number last

year. The total length of the Edison mains and feeders is

90,280 feet, or an increase of 48,080 feet over last year.

The arc circuits, eighteen in number, extend a distance of

61.31 miles, or an increase of 17 64 miles over last year.

The longest arc circuit is 14.9 miles, the shortest 1.6 miles.

At present the company is still further increasing the main

and feeder capacity of the plant by running conductors into

residence portions of the city, as it makes a specialty of

residence lighting. The number of arc lights at present

connected is 400, Thomson-Houston arc machines being

used. In June, 1S90, the incandescent load of the com-

pany showed a total of 62,270 candle power; in June,

i8gi, the load showed 107,626 candle power, or an in-

crease of 70 per cent. The motor load had increased in

the same period from 86 horse power to 236 horse ptfwer,

or an increase of 300 per cent.

The outlook of the company for the coming year is ex-

ceedingly good, and the increased demands for light and
power are taxing its present capacity. It is contem-

plating various additions to the plant to keep pace with

the rapid growth of the city. M.

Cleveland, O.
Cleveland, Oct. 3.—An Edison single reduction

motor is being successfully tried on an East Cleveland

railroad company's branch line. H. A. Everett of the

East Cleveland railroad company has been in Toronto for

some time in the interest of the Everett Kelly syndicate.

The electric railway from Ashtabula to Ashtabula Falls

is almost ready for operation. Five motors and four

trailers and a freight car built by the Brill company have

already arrived. The Thoms3n-Houston and Short

systems have been adopted. The engine is a "Buckeye"
and the belting will probably be furnished bytheBodifield

Belting company of this city. The new officers are;

F. E. Wayne, president; W. W. Hazzard, vice-president;

E. W. Savage, treasurer, and Thos. Tricker, secretary.

The electric railway which is being constructed by the

Beaver Valley Traction company is nearing completion.

Ten cars fitted with Thomson-Houston motors will be

used. The road is about ten miles long and traverses five

towns, Beaver Falls and New Brighton being the termini.

A "Buckeye" engine has been ordered. W. W. Hazzard

of this city has the contract. The Sperry motors at

Youngstown give good satisfaction. An electric road is

soon to be built to Leavittsburgh.

Cuyahoga Falls is to be made a test station of tlie long-

distance telephone line.

That city will compel the railway companies to apply

proper supports and circuit breakers to the trolley. wirts so

that they can not fall down when burned or severed. A
fare war is being waged through the council, but the

companies seem determined to maintain Ihe five-cent rate

with the transfer extras no.v in force. The hostilities and

bickerings of the municipality have suggested a plan by

which all the railway lines in the city would pass under

one directory.

It is said that electric light wires will probably have to

comedown from telephone poles.

Gillette & Lewis, local agents for the "Connecticut"

motor, havejust placed one of 25 horse power in a Syra-

cuse, N. Y., machine shop and anollier of 10 horse power

in a local dry goods establishment for elevator purposes.

The newKiig block on Euclid avenue is to have an

electric light plant. The contract has not yet been

awarded. The Merchants' Banking company of this city

contemplates purchasing a motor to run its elevators.

The Youngstown council has inspected the fire-alarm

and electric light systems in Canton with a view of

introducing a similar system into its own city.

The Cleveland Ship Building company awarded the

contract for the electric installation of the United States

steamer Amaranth toW. R. Caulkins.

L W. Newcomer, hydraulic and electrical engineer, has

opened an olBce in the Society for Savings building.

A Cleveland electric club is spoken of as a probability.

The street railway project at Oberlin has been aban-

doned.

A new electric road is planned for Portsmouth.

B.

PERSONAL.
Thomas A. ICdison was In Chicago for a short time last

I'ridaj.

A. W, Hall, 340 Rookery, Chicago, western repre-

sentative of the Hall Signal company, has recently returned
(rom the East.

I>. M. Clowcr of Clowcr, Harris & Co., Dallas, Tex.,
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has been engaged during the last two months in a tour

about the country, visi[ing the principal electrical centers,

including Chicago.

G. M. Little, general manager of the Interior Conduit

& Insulation company, has been confined to his house for

the last week by sickness. It is expected he will be

able to attend to business in a few days.

A. C. Farrand, formerly of Oakwood, Wis., but now
superintendent of the Gamewell Fire Alarm system at

Atlantic City. N. J., was in Chicago on Tuesday en route

to his old home in Wisconsin, where he will spend a vaca-

tion of three weeks.

J. S. Harding, recently with The Heisler company,
Philadelphia, has been appointed manager of the Chicago

Electric Manufacturing company. Mr. Harding had

charge of Professor Alex. Graham Bell's laboratory in

Washington for three years, after which he went to England
and associated -himself with the Acme Electric works,

London, holding a responsible position with that com-

pany for some years. Returning to this country two

years and a half ago, he went to Philadelphia and has

since that time been connected with the Heisler and other

electric companies in that city. Mr. Harding is a thorough

electrician and an experienced workman.

Morril's factory, Chicago, has been increased by the pur-

chase from the Chicago Edison company of a 270-light

addition to the plant.

An electric light plant is being installed at Monticello,

III., consisting of 750 incandescent lamp5 of the Fort

Wayne system, 100 transformers and 25 Wood arc lamps.

Charles G. Armstrong of Chicago is the electrician.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Cornwall Electric Lighting X; Power company, Cornwall,

N. Y.; capital stock $15,000; manufacturing electricity for

light and power.

Heat. Light tS: Power company, Chicago, III.; capital

stock $20,000,000; to supply heat, light and power; David

& Rand, room 409, 84 La Salle st.

Iron Cross Investment company, Basic City, Va ;
capital

stock $50, ooq; real estate and improvements; buildings,

street railroads, gas and electric works.

Crown Electric company, Chicago, III ; capital stock

$100,000; to manufacture and sell electric curative ap-

pliances; Crown Electric company, 127 La Salle street,

Chicago, 111.

Lewis-Mercer Construction company, Jersey City, N. J-:

capital stock $200,000; to construct water works, sewers,

gas and electric works; Edward H. Murphy, 11 Wall

street, New York, N. Y.

Nicholson Electric Hoist company, Cleveland, Ohio; capi-

tal stock, $30,000; constructing, operating and Selling

machines for hoisting and conveying purposes, etc.; Gar-

Held & Garfield, Cleveland, Ohio.

Kalispell Lumber & Water Power company, Kalispell,

Mont.; capital stock $25,000; to engage in a general ex-

ploiting business, including the purchase and operation

of electric light and power plants.

American Manufacturing & Engineering company, Eliz-

abeth, N. ].; capital stock $100000; manufacturing,

operating and selling electrical and mechanical apparatus;

Wm. M. Stillman, Plainfield, N. J.

Egyptian Pottery company, Trenton, N. J.; capital

stock $f4.ooo; to manufacture from the raw material,

sanitary ware and electric supplies of all kinds and to sell

the same; H. N. Barton, Trenton, N. J.

Ogden Street Railway company, Chicago, III.; capital

stock $2,000,000; to build and operate street railways to

be operated by any motive power except steam locomotives;

Wilson, Moore & Mcllvaine, 21 Borden block, Chicago,

III.

Chicago Electric Wire company, Chicago, 111.; capital

stock $1,000,000; to manufacture and deal in insulated

wire and cables and electrical apparatus and supplies gen-

erally; Dyrenforth & Dyrenforth, 225 Dearborn St., Chi-

cago, 111.

American Engineering company, Jersey City, N. J.;

capital stock $1,000,000; lo design and construct steam

and electrict power stations and plants, equip railway lines,

build underground conduits, manufacture machinery, etc.

;

Blair & Crowe, 76 Montgomery street, Jersey City, N. J.,

Edison Electric Light & Power company, Jersey City.N. J;

capital stock $500,000; to construct, own and maintain

and operate power stations and works for the manufacture,

production, use, sale and supply and distribution of elec-

tric currents or electricity for electric light, heat and

power.

ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Towson, Md., is thinking of treating itself to electric

lights.

Leroy, N. Y., is now lighted by 46 2,000 candle power

arc lamps.

Prof. Barrett says that there are 969 electric street lights

in Chicago.

It is reported that an electric light plant is to be erected

in Batesville, Ark.

The Key West, Fla-, Gas & Electric Light company is

increasing the capacity of its plant.

The power required for lighting the town of Bourganef

in France is transmitted by electricity from a cataract nine

miles distant.

A bill has been introduced in the Georgia legislature to

authorize the town of Elberton to issue bonds for several

improvements, including an electric light plant.

Push buttons are now used to some extent to switch in-

candescent lamps in and out of circuit. A white button

is pressed to light the lamp and a black one to turn the cur-

rent off.

The capacity of the lighting plant in Ileywood &

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
It is proposed to build an electric roid from Seattle,

Wash., to Edmonds.

Surveys are being made for the proposed electric road

from Rochester, N. Y., to Fairport.

The first electric railway in Russia is being constructed

at Kiev by the Allgemeine Electric company of Berlin.

On October ist a trial trip was run over the lines of the

Citizens' Street Railway company of Vincennes, Ind.

The Westinghouse system is used and proved entirely

satisfactory.

The practicability of constructing an electric railway

under Paris from the Bois de Boulogne to the Bois de
Vincennes, on the same principle as the South London
line, is being considered.

An electric road is building to connect Seattle, Wash..
with I'uyallup and effect a junction with the Tacoraa and
Puyallup electric line. The company building it proposes
to do a large freight business, having box cars built for

the purpose. The largest amount ot freight hauled will

be milk from ranches along the line. The passenger
travel is very heavy between Seattle, Puyallup, Kent and
Tacoma. A part of this the electric companies propose to

capture.

The Ivanho2 Park electric line of Kansas City, Mo.,
has been sold at a foreclosure sale. The company has

been in default in payment of interest on Sioo.ooo issue

of bonds since Jan. i, 1891. These bonds were protected

by a mortgage given in 1887 and another in 1S90 The
Thomson-Houston Electric company, owner of $85,000
worth of the bonds, bought in the road for $25,000. The
property consists of a single track, poles, and wire, run-

ning from Eighteenth street three miles south to Ivanhoe
Park, and four electric cars.

ELECTRIC MINING.
The Western Power & Mining department, Thomson-

Plouston company, is exhibiting some of its mining machin-
ery at the Chicago Exposition building. This exposition

will be open until Oct. 24th. There is at present in opera-

tion a percussion drill, a generator with rotary brush at-

tachment and a solenoid coal cutter. A portable mining
hoist, and an electric pump will be added.

TELEPHONE.
A telephone line is to be constructed between Leesburg

and Yallaka, Fla.

D. W. Alderman & Co. of Alcoln, Ga., intend con-
structing a telephone line 10 miles long at that place,

A dispatch from Boston states that the American Bell

Telephone company will, on Oct. 15th, pay a dividend of

$3 per share.

TELEGRAPH.
Some idea of the falling off of interest in South African

affairs is gleaned from the fact that, while for the year

1889-90 the Cape telegraph revenue amounted to £Si,-
004, in 1890-91 it only reached ^69,627.

The Barge Office, where immigrants are landed in New
York, has an information bureau attached to it, but it is

doubtful if it is as well patronized as the Western Union
office next door to that establishment, which is a kind of

annex bureau of information. Persons in search of rela-

tives or acquaintances amoOg the immigrants, or of infor-

mation on almost any subject, invariably begin their in-

quiries at that office.

By a recent parliamentary vote the French government
was granted about $140,000 for the purpose of improving
the foreign telegraphic service. Two wires 500 miles

long are to be run from Paris to the Pyrenees to directly

connect Paris and Madrid and Paris and Lisbon respec-

tively. A wire 150 miles long will be run between Bor-
deaux and Bilbao, and another of 250 miles will be run to

the German frontier. Finally two 2io mile wires will

connect Paris to Calais.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Thomson-Houston Electric Light t'i: Power company

has been formed in Sharon, Pa
, with a capital stock of

$30 000. A manufacturing business will be done by the

company, and current will be furnished to the borough of

Sharon, Mercer county, for lighting, heat and power pur-

poses.

Recently, in New York city, Policeman McCarthy s.aw a
man sitting on the crossbar of a telegraph pole on Dey
street at 1 1 o'clock at night. Two other men were waiting
near by. Thinking it was a queer time for a lineman to

be repairing the wires the policeman started for the pole.

The two men on the ground disappeared, but before the

one on the crossbar could slide to the ground the poUcman
was on the spot. -Vt the fool of the pole was about $100
worth of copper wire belonging to the United Electric

Traction company. William Carroll, who was caught on
the pole, afterward pleaded guilty to cutting the wire from
the poles and was committed.

TRADE NOTES.
The Weston Engine company of Painted Po5t, N. V,,

has just issued a tistful catalogue with some 6ne engrav-
ings of its engine by Barilctt ic Co.

The Providence lislt company of Provid'^ncc, R. I., hiS
recently completed a very large driving btU for Knight
Brothers* cotton mills at River Point, R. 1. The dimcn*
sions arc 4S inches by 112 feet.

The Edison General Electric company has secured the
exclusive right from the Walker Electric company to man-
ufacture, sell and use the Walker recording meter. .Mr.
Walker it may be mentioned, has arranged to enie^ the ser-

vice of the Edison company.

"One Hundred Central Stations of the National Trans-
former System" are mentioned in a neat little pamphlet
just issued by the National Electric Manufacturing com-
pany of Eau Claire, Wis. Of these installations several
are located in Canada, Mexico and Central America.

The Electrical Supply company. Chicago, reports
steadily increasing sales of its Ajax dry battery. It has
enlarged its capacity for making these batteries and added
several improvements. The new battery is a little smaller
than the old, and delivers a larger volume of current.

The Nonvich Insulated Wire company, 58 Cedar St.,

New York, has recently purchased the mill property known
as the "Collendar Plant" at Harrison, N. J., and is mak-
ing the necessary changes to meet the requirements of the
business and expects to begin operation about November
1st.

The firm of Truex ^ \'ail has secured the exclusive
right to manufacture, sell and use the Walker direct read-
ing ammeter. The sales of these ammeters by Messrs.
Truex &: Vail have already been large- The Truex ^ \'aii

swinging ball lightning arrester is meeting with great suc-
cess.

The fact that the Main Belting company, 24.5 Randolph
street, Chicago, has made a monster belt for the Manu-
facturing Investment company of Madison, Me., is des-
tined to become pretty well known. The size of the "levi-
athan," as the belt is called, is being well advertised on a
lot of blotters just issued by the makers and now being dis-
tributed broadcast.

Since the resignation of J. D Claghom as manager of
the Chicago Electric Manufacturing company, Innng
Usner, secretar}' of the company has been acting in that
capacity. The appointment of J. S. Harding re-
lieves Mr. Usner, and he will resume his former
duties, and in addition will act as treasurer. E, W. Ham-
mer will be retained as electrician.

The Central Electric company, Chicago, is out with a
new trade mark. The device represents the continent of
North America, faintly outlined on a disk hiving ihe prin-
cipal cities plainly shown all in connection with Chicago,
the words ' Central Electric company" boldly drawn across
the continent, while the well-known trade-mark of the Oko-
nite company encircles the north and south poles.

An idea of the magnitude of the interests of the leading
electrical manufacturing concerns can be obtained from a
glance at the list of patents controlled by these companies.
A volume containing 397 pages, entitled "selected L'nited
States Patents Relating to Electric Railways Owned or
Controlled by the Thomson-Houston Electric company"
has just been issued. A perusal of the titles of th^
patents alone shows the wide range of this department.

The foliowing-named gentlemen will attend the Ameri-
can Street Railway association at Pittsburg; J. L. Afurray
of Murray & Co.; Mr. Turner of Woodbridge & Turner;
Thomson & Crawford; Reed Ot McKibben, G. H Mc-
Tigbe of Barry & McTighe; E. T. Birdsall of the B ^vS.
Co.; J. D. Elwell of the Duplex Street Railway Track
company. C. A. Lieb with H. H. Harrison will represent
the Lieb Machine works.

H. N. Bates & Co. of Boston have secured several good
contracts recently. They are making extensive repairs
upon the Boston postoffice, and are placing apparatus for
the Concord gas company. They are also furnishing the com-
plete electrical plant for the Kearney Cotton >tanufact-
uring company of Kearney, Neb. The increase in the
firm's business has made it necessar)- to secure more room,
and the large building at the corner of Purchase and
Congress streets has been taken.

The Waterloo, III., Electric Light & Power company is

making considerable progress with the installation of its

plant, and expects to be ready for operation by November
1st. The work is in the h.inds of the Inter-State Complete
Electric Construction company of St. Louis, and the
steam plant will be furnished and erected by the Pond
Engineering company of the same city. The' latter con-
tract covers .-Vrmington ..'t Sims engine, steel boiler, Lowe
heater, Blake boiler feed pump, and Universal injector,

The Heisler system of long distance incandescent lightinj:

is to be used.

Visitors at the Pittsburg convention of the American
Street Railway association will be presented neat
souvenirs by the Electrical Supply company. They arc
aluminum medals, and bear the formula:

CXE
H P=

746

The legends. "The Mule Musi Go," "American Street

Railway .Vssociation.'' and ''Compliments of the E. S. Co.,
Chicago," are also stamped on the medal.

The Electrical Engineering ^; Supply company, 931
Rookery, Chicago, has just completed a N.iiional trans-

former plant at Audubon, la. The installation consists
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of 750 lights for commercial purposes, and 300 lamps for

street lighting. This company has just shipped the gener-

ator and other apparatus for an extension of i ,000 lights to

a plant at Stansberry, Mo. The local company is putting

in a new steam plant consisting of a Rice engine and

other improved appliances, and the electric installation will

be commenced this week and pushed rapidly to comple-

tion.

As a rule, when an advertisement of a new type of pri-

mary batter>- appears people expect to read the old, old

story. There is now a company in the field, however, that

makes some claims that merit attention. The Franklin

Electric company, 126 Liberty street, New York, is now
manufacturing a cell, the "Ben. Franklin,'' or "B. F," as

it is marked, which is reversible in the sense that it can

be worked as a primary battery or be charged like a storage

batter}'. The cells are made, if ordered that way, so that

when they are exhausted they can be re-charged by any

electric current of sufficient voltage without the addition

of any new solution, plates or material whatever. A com-

bined storage and primary battery is thus obtained, which

it is asserted is not affected by any of the recent storage

batter}- decisions. The batteries can give 50 ampere hours

to every pound weight of complete cell. They can be short

circuited without any danger, as there are no pasted plates

or grids. They can also be re-charged like a primary at

any time.

BUSINESS.
C. H. Mailloux has completed the specifications, etc.,

attending a 1,300 light plant for Madison, N. J. He is

very busy superintending work at Boston and Newport.

- The Bishop Gutta Percha company have received the

government contract for 17,000 feet of cable to be used in

connection with the new electric buoys near Sandy Hook.

Tas. McLaughlin, 50 North Clinton street, Chicago, is

having a ver}' satisfactory run of work at his factory. Mr.

McLaughlin has special facilities for rewinding old

armatures.

The Interior Conduit & Insulation company will exhibit

a new perforated manhole to be used in connection with

street work, and a full line of its conduits at the Pitts-

burg convention.

Reed & JIcKibben are finishing up their contracts at

Allentown, Pa., and Lockport, N. Y. They have also

been favored with the work in connection with the new
plant at Olean, N. Y.

The Central Electric company, Chicago, reports that

eight of the large buildings now being constructed in Chi-

cago, to contain in the aggregate 14,200 incandescent

lamps and 650 arc lamps, are being furnished with Okonite

wire.

The Chicago Motor company, in the Springer building,

Chicago, is meeting with gratifying success in securing re-

pair work of all kinds. Particular attention is being given

to the rewinding of alt kinds of street railway and station-

ary armatures.

The improved double cylinder Law battery, manufact-

ured by the Law Telephone company, S5 John street.

New York, is described in a lately issued pamphlet printed

in brown and green. This battery is especially recom-

mended for physicians' use.

The Chicago Wood Mat company is ha\'inga fairly good
trade with iis new rolling wood mat for electric street rail-

way use. This mat is made of the best grade of seasoned

maple, strung on a flax cord tarred so as to prevent rattling,

and is as flexible as a piece of carpet.

Cutter's flexile tubing ts said to meet the insurance re-

qnirements and to be heartily indorsed bv inspectors. Un-
like othei makes of hard rubber tubes, this tubing is readily

bent around sharp corners, and can be used in a hundred
places where the rigid tubing will not answer.

L. Blat2, at his brass foundry, 103 West Monroe street,

Chicago, is meeting with most satisfactory success in the

manufacture of a high grade of copper, and also in the

preparation of several special alloys that he has brought to

a high standard of perfection for electrical purposes.

The Ries Electric Specialty company of Baltimore, Md.,
reports an increasing demand for the new regulating socket

for altemating current incandescent lamps. This com-
pany is about completing an additional plant, and in a few
weeks will be ready to turn out 1,500 regulating sockets

per day.

The Electrical Supply company, Chicago, is constantly

adding to its facilities for attracting and handling trade.

It has just completed three immense show windows, one on
the Randolph street side and tv/o on the Michigan avenue
front. These will give it unlimited capacity for a
tastefot display of electrical merchandise,

A peculiarity in the manufacture of the Bradbury-Stone
storage battery plate is that for filling the support there is

used an electrically treated material, which is first subjected

to the action of the current, then sawed up into there-

quired size, making a pcndl or bar that is slid in the open
cod of the support. A lip on the support is then closed up
lo bold the material securely in position,

Cbas. A. SchicTcn & Co.. New "S'ork, have received an
order from the Diamond Electric company, Philadelphia.

Pa., for two 30-inch doubles, one if>-inch double, one 15-

inch doable, two la-inch doubles and four 11 inch double
belts for its new power plant. They also report that the

demand for their patent perforated electric belting

contraues to increase, especially in electric street railway

work.

The Emerson Electric Manufacturing company of St.

Loois has recently moved from its old quarters at 513
Elm street into a new and commodious factory at 110&-

II 12 St. Charles street. This company has been noted

for the progress made since its organization about a year

ago, many new and valuable appliances having been given

to the street railway and lighting interests in that short

time. The company has prospered, and in the future still

better things may be expected.

The Ball Engine company of Erie, Pa., reports the fol-

lowing sales: A loo horse power tandem compound en-

gine to the Beatrice Rapid Transit company, Beatrice,

Neb.; one 300 horse power cross compound to the Buffalo

Street Railway company; one 100 horse power engine to

the Citizens' Electric Illuminating company, Pittston, Pa.;

one 300 horse power cross compound to the California

Electric Light company, San Francisco, Cal. ; one 35 horse

power to W. F. Sc F. C. Sayles, Saylesville, R L; one 150

horse power engine to the Falconer Manufacturing com-

pany, Falconer, N. Y., for running an electric light plant

and operating the works.

The St. Paul, Minn., Dai/}' Globe has displayed com-
mendable enterprise in publishing over a page of ad-

vertising notices of business houses in that city which either

deal in or use electrical appliances. This novel feature ap-

peared in the issue of September 2Sth. Beside electrical

concerns such as the Edison Electric Light & Power com-
pany, the Columbia ccmpany, Ames, Ebert & Co. and the

Electrical Engineering & Supply company, the reader isalso

informed of the merits of, for instance, a fruiterer who
"uses the Edison incandescent lamp throughout his build-

ing and operates an ice cream saloon also with electric-

ity." Printers, boxmakers, coffee dealers, dentists, bak-

ers, launders, engravers, saloonkeepers, tailors—in

fact, all kinds of manufacturers and tradesmen who em-
ploy electricity—are "written up" in this way.

The Wheeler Condenser & Engineering company has

recently filed articles of incorporation with the secretary of

state at Trenton, N, J. The company has bought out the

entire plant and business of the Colwell Iron works at

Carteret, N. J., which is one of the largest concerns in this

country manufacturing vacuum pans, and special machinery
for sugar refineries, helt works, condensed milk factories,

etc. The Wheeler company will continue to manufacture
Wheeler's patent surface condensers, and other specialties.

The capital stock of the company is $300 000, and the in-

corporators are as follows: Frederick Meriam Wheeler
of Montclair, N. T-; Aaron Vanderbilt of Mew York City;

Clifton H. Wheeler of Brooklyn, N. Y.; William H.
Hampton of New York City and Chas. W. Wheeler of

Brooklyn, N. Y. The headquarters of the company will

be at 92 and 94 Liberty street. New York City.

The Great Western Electric Supply company, Chicago,

reports large sales of K. K. wire to the Citizens' Street

Railway company of Indianapolis, Ind. ; the Des Moines
Street Railway company, Des Moines, la.; the Eau Claire

Street Railway company, Eau Claire, Wis., and the Des
Moines Water Power company, Des Moines, la. The
Great Western E ! ectric Supply company is sole agent for this

wire. This company is having considerable success with the

Sun arc lamp. It has installed quite a number of these lamps
in railroads throughout the West, and in every case the

lamps are giving most excellent satisfaction. The com-
pany has just completed the delivery of the steel poles for

the Citizens' Street Railway comp'ny of Indianapolis, Ind.,

the contract for which was awarded a few months ago.

The Citizens' Street Railway company expresses satisfac-

tion with the poles, and considers them an ornament to the

streets through which the lines pass.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued Sept. 2,1 and 29, 1891.

459.749- Guard for Incandescent Lamps. Harry E.
Hipwell, Allegheny, Pa.

459.863. Electrical Recorder for Voltmeters, Thermom-
eters, etc. Charles W. Ayton, St, Louis, Mo,

459,917. Contact for Electric Programme Clocks.

Frank E. Smith, San Jose, Cal.

John J. Gregan, Jer-459)930- Duplex Telegraphy,

sey City, N. J.

460, IC9. Telegraphic Transmitting Instrument. Chas.

G, Burke, Richmond Hill, N. Y.

The primary object of this invention Is to give the transmitting
operator perfect control over the length of actual contact for each
impulse, so that the character of the impulses nay be varied
lo best meet the static conditions of a given cable,

460.110. Telegraphic Instrument, Charles G. Burke,
Richmond Hill, N. Y.

The instrument consists, essentially, of two coils at ap-

proximately right angles suspended or supported in a magnetic
field formed by four magnetic poles arranged in the order de-
scribed, to exert simultaneously upon the coils attractive and
repulsive effects co-operating to produce a given movement in

one direction of the coils, when the latter are tnivcrsctl by an
electric current.

460.111. Telegraphic Instrument. Charles G. Burke,
Richmond Hill, N. Y.

This invention connistH in the combination, with two freely

RU-tpcntlcd coils movable 10 independent magnetic Tields, and
bara attached to said coiU, of a vibrating contact or recording
arm connected by threads to ilic said bars, and means for ad-
justing each coil to and from the contact-arm,

460,122. Process of an Apparatus for Generating Elec-

tricity. Thomas A. Edison, Mcnio Park, N, J.

The proccM consist* in iiul>jcclin^; a body of carbon or car-

bonaceouA material to a high temperature in the preM:nce of nn
active affcnt composed of a body of oxidencapnbleof combining
with carijon of a nigh Icmpcraturr, and a pohilive clement com-
pfjwd of a mfttal not af;tcd iifton by ttuch active agent, but
locatcf] in contact therewith.

460,125. Dynamc or ?>lectric Motor. William M. J'"ink,

Elizabeth, N. J,

460,140, Electric Safety Catch, John W. Howell, New-
ark, N.J,

460,163. Trolley for Electric Railways, Frederic F,
Smith, Woburn, Mass.

This invention is designed to prevent the trolley from being
thrown off the trolley wire when the car is passing arcund
curves,

460,178. Hanger for Incandescent Lamps. James A.
Matteson, River Point, R. L

460,199. Circuit Controlling Apparatus, John P. Gush-

ing and William J. Kelly, Boston, Mass.

The last claim follows:

*'i7. Id a circuit- controlling apparatus or switch-board, a
cabinet hiving a door and provided with a plurality of resist-

ance-heads located therein and having contact members or
terminals, contact-arms co-operating therewith, a plurality of
pilot-lamps, and independent switches located in said cabinet,

and electrical connections joining said pilot-lamps with said

switches."

460,235, Electrode for Secondary Batteries. John B.

MacDonald, Chicago, III.

The claim reads:

"In a storage battery, a grid for the support of the active
material^ composed of a metal ribbon having indentations or
raised portions upon its surface and bent back and forth upon
itself to form the supporting-frame.''

460,245. Switch for Series Dynamo Electric Machine.
Craig R. Arnold, Sharon Hill, Pa.

460,277. Method of Obtaining Fluids, for Primary Bat-
teries. Joseph B. Gardner, Nyack, N. Y.

460,287.' Electric Alarm. Charles H. Shaffer, Rock-
ford. Ill,

The last claim is presented:

"6. A signal box consisting of suitable gearing, an electro-
magnet, an armature preventing the starting o£ the box and
permitting the starting of the box when attracted by the
electro-magnet, a portion of the mechanism of the box made
movable for freeing the armature from its engagement with the
electro-magnet upon the rewinding o£ the box."

460,289 Lightning Arrester. James J. Wood, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

460,328. Printing Telegraph. John E. Wright, New
York.

460,349. Printing Telegraphic Apparatus. Gilbert A.
Cassagnes, Paris, France.

460,354. Apparatus for Electrolytically Separating
Metals from Ores. Werner Von Siemens, Berlin,

Germany.

460,364. System of Electrical Distribution. Edwin W.
Rice, Jr., Lynn, Mass.

The invention consists in the combination of a multiple
series distribution system with an equalizing machine connected
in shunt around one of the multiple arc groups and serving as
a motor or generator, according as the major load shifts from
one side to the other side of the system, said machine being
coupled mechanically with the main generator, so as to return
and receive power from the same source of energy.

460,372. Dynamo. William H. Elkins, Cambridge,
Mass , assignor, by direct and mesne assignments, to

the American Electric Machinery company, Portland,

Me.

460.390. Water Motor. Walter B. Higgins, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

460.391. Electric Lock. William S. Hull, Sheffield,

Ala.

460,416, Push Button. John E. White, Syracuse, N. Y.

460,428. Method of Soldering or Brazing by Electricity.

Charles L. Coffin, Detroit, Mich.
The process consists in connecting one or both of the articles

to be soldered or brazed with one pole of a generator, connect-
ing the tool to the other pole of the generator, bringing the
tool in contact with the so'der and seam to be soldered or
brazed, and pa-^sing an electric current through the tool and
material while the tool is hiaintained in contact with the solder
and seam.

460,448. Insulator. Frank A. Ross, Livingston, Mont.

460,457. Printing Telegraph Instrument. John E.
Wright, New York, N. Y.

460,464. Automatic Electric Fire Alarm System. Will-

iam S. Cook, Moses C. Cock and Albert H. Morrow,
South Omaha, Neb.

460,488. Trolley Switch. Harry L. Pierce, Leominster,
Mass.

460.503. Electric Bell. Walter Hay, Chicago, 111., as-

signor of one-half to George E. Horn, same place.

460.504. Apparatus for holding and sewing carpets.

Rudolph M. Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa , assignor to

The Union Special Sewing Machine company of

Illinois.

460,506. Apparatus for Holding and Sewing h'abrics.

Rudolph M. Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to

the Union Special Sewing Macliine company, of

Illinois.

460,514. Electric Crane. William A. Stadelman, Phila-

delphia, Pa., assignor to the Equitable Engineering
and Construction company, same place.

460.524. Electrical Railway Signaling Apparatus. Will-
iam E. '/.. Decant, New York, N. Y.

460.525. Electric Railway Signal. William F. Z.

Desant, New York, N. Y.

4''0)538. Thermal Cutout. John O, Phillips, New
York, N. Y.

460, SO- Electric Elevator, KudoIphC. Smith, Yonkers,
N Y., assignor, by mesne assignments, to The
National company of Illinois,

Thin invciiliori con»)«tfl of the coinbination, with a circuit

over which a conntant current ia scnl, of an electro motor in-

chided in thccircnit and connected lo opcratr an elevator, a
T^htint of b)f{h rcKintancc around lliv motor, and a normally
i.pen «liunt of lower resistance, including a Jelcnt magnet con-
trolling the motor.
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BUOEim K. JE'BILLIFS, Plreddtnt. W. H. SAwnst, Beo'y and Electrician,'

AMEEICAl^ ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. r.

Manufacturers of Pat«it Finihhed

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
Magnet Wire, Office and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covereil

Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone and
Incandescent Corda,

FARADAY CABLES.
New York Office, 10 Cortlandt Street,

p. C. ACKEBmn, Aseob

Insulation Giiaranteed Wherever Used. Aerial. Untferground or Submarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriter's Union, under date of M irch 29,
1883, hepaya: "A Thorouqhly Reliable and Desirable Wire in Every Respect."

The rtiijber need In InHiilatlng our wires and cahlee ie epecially chemically prepBfPd, and 1b Guar-
entced to be waterproof and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack and will remain flexible In extreme
cold weather and nut affected by heat. The insalatioo is protected frnm mechanical Injiirj' by one or
more braitl'^ ami the whole slicked wiih Clark's Patent Compound, which is water, oil, acid, an I to a
very i^reat extent, lire proof Our insulation will prove durable when all others fail. We are prepared
to farniah Sln^jle Wires of h11 gaii;;«9 and diameter of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Elec-
tric LlghlB from stock. Caolea m;nle to order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61 and 4>:< Hampshire Mtreet. Ito^toii. ^Ia^».

HENRY A. CLARK, Oeneral Manager. HERBERT H. BUSTIS, Eleclriclan

GHICAGO AGENTS: THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.. 320 Dearborn Street

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For Flectriful Purposes.

EUGENE MTJNSELL& CO,,

21 S Wafer St.. Wew A'ork.

C
BRASS

ASTINGS.
THE TURNER BRASS WORKS.

4 LaSalle Avenue, Chicago.

^;g?-WrUe ue for Pjices.

K.o^
The Electrical

Construction Co. •>'<

C. A, HARTER, Manager. Telephone, 1718.

THE CROCKER-WHEELER
M (t PERFECTED MOTORS.

Very slow speed, full power, perfot-t regu-
lation. forKOrt fields let into base, self-oilins

hearings, self-eentering: bearings, all sizes.

botU arc and incandescent, for all power
purposes.

Acknowledged by the Leading Manufacliirlne Companies to be

THE MOST PERFECT MOTOR MADE.

Estimates and Plans Furnished for Electric Power Equipment-

Correspondence Invited.

430--432 WEST UTH ST., NEW YORK.

JAMES LEFFEL WATER WHEELS
Built by THE

JAMtS LEFFEL ^ CO.
UPRIGHT AND HORIZONTAL,

FOR

Electric, Mining and Manufacturing

Eaey working gates. High percentage and ever
speed at full and p;irtcapiicity. E<iuaUy adapted to

high iuhI low hcida. Larpo niimbor of sizes and
styles. Send for descriptive pamphlet to

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
SPRINCIELD,

0H,0.
OR 110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY

ELECTRIC OUTFIT.
MASON'S FAMOUS BATTERIES.

MEDAL AWAIiDKI), Am< ricHii lustitutf; K.xliibition, ISni.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE B.

JAMES H. MASON
118 & 120

5 Park Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.

mm p
street Railway and Generator

irmatnres Ee-wonnd.

205 and 207 So. Canal SI.. CHICAGO. ILL

Electrical Wood.

^mf-^-

p
/ oCROSS L ARMS

sOCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL POLES.
C. H. HOLM?S. """-"^'"^"g^Vfi^ufs: MO.

Telegraph
Telephone
Electric L.i;:ht \

f^ O Zl. S.£i.XjEl.
New lO and 25 Light

Arc Dynamos and Lamps.
HIGH TENSION. CHEAP.

JAS. Mclaughlin, Mfg. Electrician,

.»0 X. Clinton St.. Ctiiraco.

ELECTRIC SLATE
Switch-boards a Specialty.

Small samples of plain and marbleized free-

T. J. MURPHY,
eiectriral Exch oi^e Bldg. 1:;g I ilierty Ht..

T?o m -M.-s, Nf w ^ORK.

Standard Laboratory Photometer.
For illu.atrfltloiie eee Wkjtf.bn Klectrkian cf September l:ilb. Page 150.

This outfit is designed to measure accurately tlie candle

power of Incandescent Lamps, and will be found of great

value by Manufacturing Companies. Price for the complete
set or separate parts furnished upon application. Corre-
spondence solicited.

!>9enil for Illustrated Descriptive Catalosrne 1-GG.

QUEEN & CO., PHILADELPHIA.

Have you been in
doubt as tD whether
you need an ofBce bat-

tery, or are you in

doubt as to just what
you require, and the
first cost, and to the
cost of maintenance?
ITse the Law Outfit and
secure pleasure and
profit. More than 63,-

000 cells of Law Bat-
tery in use for Electro-

Therapeutical w^ork.

Eleven years on the

market. Every cell

guaranteed for ten
year's service.

The T.aw Electro-Therapeutical Onico OiiHit,

SOl.K MA!>I FA<TIRF.KS:

LAW TELEPHONE CO., 85 John St., N.Y.
(';il.l.> \.hlr.->: V.:\ \Vril.> 11- r.T < .11 ,il.>

MclNTOSH, SEYMOUR ^ CO. ENGINES.
SINGLE CYLINDER

OR COMPOUND.

List of Engines
under Construc-
tion July I, for De-
livery on or before
September 30:

For Particulars Inquire of

oHnucni & Lunui, 339 Rookery Bidg., Chicago.

One
Two
One
One
One
One
Two
One
One
One
"ne
One
One
One
One
Two
One
One
One
One
Two
One

I One
Lons

fiizK. n. r. OF t;.\, 1

IJMxl-.; Sil

l»k,il" •. (Ill

l:i jntl ililT 2111

11x12 1,5

13 and 19il5 151)

11 and l>)xn l.M)

13and-iSlI7 2111

13 and 23117 21(1

Sx9 31)

1:1 and 19x15 l.M)

lb and I^UIT 3J5
13x15 10(1

I4HX15 125

I8S1I8 200
8x9 30
'."ixlOKj 45
BUxlll 500
1 1 and I'.ixlS 150

It and 19x15 150
16x15 150

msiis 1»
IJ and 23x17 2t.->

15and26it7 41)0

14S4 and 8Ji23 500

II ENfllNB. PEPTIN.VTION.
Edlton Genor.il Electric Co , t,rot.*n, N. Y.
Gloncefter Street Kailwav Co., Vilouceeto'-, Mipe.
T.-Il. International Mectrlc Co., Kio Janeiro. Brnzil,

Meicliante .-t Mirer? Tran-portatlon Co.. BslUmote, Md.
Portland Street Railway Co., Portland, Me.
I^awrence, Mass.
L^wri'DCe, Mass.
Fall River, Maes
Holaled D.^it. T -H. KIoc. Co., Boetoo, Mmp.
G. A. Ko lln« A Co.. Chlraco, III.

Somerville Klectric LtRht Co., Somorvi.Io.Maf?.
A. G. Week-, Boeton. Map?.
TonauandaA Whealfield Electric LicLt Co , Tonawanda. ^.

T.-H. Int. Eloc. Co.. l.e-'de. Snsland.
A. J. Wilkinson. Hyde Part, Ma*?.
Preeln-terisn llcppitJtl. New York City.

Chlcaco Edleon Co., Chicago, 111.

T.-n. Int. Klec. Co., nolPtncfore. Finland.

Frit/. Wllon, UeIelncfoI^ binl«nd.
T.-Il. Electric Co.. BoPton. Mas*.
Cortland ForRlDRCo.. Cortland, N. \ .

Weet End Street RallwaT Co., Boeton, Mwi.
Baltimore Electric Rcflnlou Co.. BaUimore, Md.
Georgia Electric Light Co., AUanU, Ga.
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Established in 1861.

E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER \K

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS MD ILICTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
BRANCH STORE

2134 Michigan Avenue*

iDLBURNii-EgRicMFM,
wr^ FITCHBURG,MASS,U.S.A.^
> iM*NUFACTURERSOF DYNAMOS FOFkLIGPlTING
jr PLATINEandEXPERIMENTAL PURPOSES.
EVERYTHING LATEST DESI5N AND HIGHEST EFRCrENCV

iilfirs

FOB Tan

Western ElectrJciaD

SI.00.

COMPLETED TO DEADWOOD.
The Burlington Route, C, B. & O. R. R..

from Chicago. Peoria and St. Louis, is

now completed and daily passenger trains

are running through Lincoln, Neb,, and
Custer, S. D.. to Deadtt-ood, .^Iso to

Newcastle. Wyoming. Sleeping cars to

ppoH\\-onH.

Manufactu.KeKs of

OCTAGONAL^^ Cedar
telephohi&electrical

RailwayPoles&CRossArms

# H.M.LOUD & Sons Uimber^.
OSCODA, IVIICH.]

If 3 nil nii-Ii to nse electricity for
any purpose whatever, write us for
full iiiformatloD.

ROOM 422

Electrical Exchange Building,

NEW YORK CITY.

f^pBflP>BBnP*M That ihe Western Electrician enjoyB the ilietlnctioD of having beenU L mm L wlM tj L U Belect«d by one of Ihe ehte«deBC of advertleers bb tlie mediumK r IW1 1 nn III rt fo"" carryins the lanje-t advertipement ever placed In an electrical
i Ifa HI fa 111W^ 1

1

joLirTial. Thle telle tta own Btory, and pojQla ita own moral.

Eiperiieiialfforl(iiiAiiylliingEleclriGal.

FREEMAN, COLEMAN & CO.,
53 and .I'i Sonfh .I<'ffVTHOfi Mfr«'«'t. 4;illil' AtiiO. IM>.

SfilWeil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam
Boilers, Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.
EVERYTHING IN

WIRE-FUSE- STRIPS.

MAM.'K.A<"rrREl) HV

The Sperrj Electric ^inin^ icliine Co.,

39lh St. and Slewarl Av.. CHlCAGn.

THE COWLES

ELECTRIC SMELTING

k ALOMINDM CO.,

I.OCKPOKT, K. v.,

Offer Commercially Pure Aluminum

In logo's. Slabs, Sheet "Wire and Castings
at lowest market rates,

AInniiniini Bronze, Alnini-
iinm Bra»«»<, {Silver Bronze, Sil-
icon Bronxe and Manganese
Bronze in ingots anti castings.
Ferro AInniinnni for !<i(eelan<l

iron vaiiitings.

Corrc>i|>on<leiice Mtolif-itcd.

THEl

EASTON ELECTRIC CO.,
MAMIF.ICTUREHS OP

Afc and locandesceot Dynamos,

Motors, Generators and Separators,

And Arc Lamps adapted for use on

Arc or Incandescent Circaits.

ADDRESS:

643 Kent Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y,

(Near Roosevelt, Grand and East 33d Street,
Ferries from N. Y.),

For Circulars, Pricee and Information.

PLATINUM.
J AS. SCHAWEL & CO., ^j^.TiVtlv

IiiiportfrM ami llelt^'i-c W liolCNale aud
Kelail. Hcrap I'liri'liaMed.

Established 1882.

The Engineers' favorite. Lends, but Jb imltaled by many,
(iQiialed by none. Jf you have any doabl8 ae to the c^nntne,
fend direct to UB. We are eole inanafnc urers of thlspack-
inp;. Send for eamplea and catalogne on pnckinge. We have
the largest aseortinent.
Korl'iBtoi Rode aud Valve Stems of Steam EncineH and

I'limpe—self hibrlcBtiiig, Bteam and water tight. Tifty per
rent, lees liiition than anv o'lier. Never growe hard, but
wl I remain aa eoft and as flexible ne when flrst adjusted in
aliifBiig bos. Every i)ackage fully warranted. ITlne Oils
a specialty.
Agents wanted in every State in the Union. We can quote

Ihe very lowFBt prices on Ring Packing. Send for discount
and price list.

GEORGE B. BUXTON,
17 VIRGINIA ST., EAST SOHERVILLE, MASS.

OTIS HALE ELEVATOR CO.,
187 La Salle Street, CHICAGO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

PASSENGER AND FREIGHT

ELECTRIC Hydraulic and Eleetrie
ELEVATOR.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attenlion of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is ca'Icd to this TKI^E-

IIRAXCn n'AXEK WlIKECas particularly adapted to thdr us^-

on account of its reiuinrkably Hleady motion, l>>srl> Mp«*«-d
and crreat KOi<'i*'n<-y,and lare« Capa<^ily for ii:^o iani«*l*T,
being double the I*o« or of most wheels of same dianneter. I', is ui^d
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is Without an tqual, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect jfuaranleed.
NEirn Fon CAXAi.ofiiJK aivi> partki i.akw.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommendeij, as no grars are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving r'presenis a pair of 12 inch VICTOR

X|rRBINK?4 arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cait-iron Fiume. Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft anrl Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
s'ricily first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and whTt- the siIua»ion

admits of their use. we recommend them.

STILWELL& BIERCE MFG. CO.. DAYTON, OHIO.

MAKERS OF HICH-CRADE

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

BINDERS
rOR THB

Western Electficlan.

ONE DOLLAR.

J.C.TEMPLE.
(F. ruierl; of STOUT, MILLS & TEMPLE),

UAVTOSI, OHIO.

flyiratilicaMMecliaDicalEflpeer
Improvement of Water Powers, Arraneement

of Kower Plant?, Shafting, etc., for Electric Power
and Light. CONSTRUCTION SUPERINTENDED.

HARRISON CONVEYOR
FOR HANDLING

GRAIN, COAL, TAN BARK, SEEDS. ETC.
Will convey all kinds of ^rain without raislnt:.

Will carry two different kinds of material In op-
posite directions at 1 he same time.
WlUconvey One-Hundred and Fifty Tone orCoal

per hour. Madeof Wrciigtt Iron andPteel Send
Tor Illustrated Catalogne. BORDEN & SELLECK
C0MPANY.48and50LakeSi., Chicaoo. III.

Geo. a. Bell, v. pbbs. j. i,is»iEit wuWM. 3. TUENKB, ITBH.

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER ENGINEERING CO.,
CouBultiiig and t;()nstrurttnff

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment of Eleclric Railways. Steam and F lectric Plants.

47 Times Building. Telephone Call. 1009 CoMlandl. NEW YOPK.

CEDAR POLBS.
Railway Ties and Posts-

If In want of Poles. Ties and Poet^, eave monej
by getting my pricea.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colo-s, Ked, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wii.MixtiT<"\,'i>F.f.. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World.

SOI>E MANCFACTIRERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
OFFICE:

14 I>KV ST„X. V.

BEST ECONOMY vs. LONG LIFE

B0RLEY House, Belle Plaine, Iowa.

Principally noted as the place where a Thomson-
Houston Incandescent Lamp was permitted to run 4,620
lours without being renewed.

It costs more to produce the same amount oi

light with a lamp that will burn 4,620 hours

than with one that will burn 1,000 hours or less.

Either it was not running at full candle
poiver or it consumed an excessive
amount of current.

SEE WHAT PURCHASERS SAT.
"We copy the letter given below from the Thomson-Houston Com-

pany's advdrtiaement in the Westbiin Electrician.

Extract of Letter from Manitou Electric Co.,
Manitou Springs, Colo., Dated

August 23, 1891

.

"We have got T. & H. Limps burning and giving good light that
I can figure up over 10,000 hours. We have probably 200 Thomson-
Houston Lamps still burning that have burned .5,000 iiours. The lamps
were all I could ask. Have tried "Sunbeam", and other lamps
made In Chicago, and the all of which are no good on eartti.

"MANITOU ELECTRIC CO.,

"By C. P. TiNQLUV, Manager."

This Company is running 1,600 Lamps.

In the face of these facts, why do you buy lamps that

are of short life, low candle power, and that quickly blacken?

Extract of Letter from a large Central Station in the West.
(In which we af not In any w:iy inter^at^'J.)

Dated August I3, 1891.
"Aftermaking a very careful test on the following lamps, using ten of each, we have the

following results, ;h? lamps now burniog a little over 600 hours: Ten lii C, P. 50 Volt
two burned out; a slight blackening; amount of current consumed to operate 10 lamps, 11.65
amperes. Ten 16 0. P. 50 Volt , two burned out; also a slight blackening; amount of
current consumed, 13.45 amperes. Ten IB C. P. .50 Volt Sunbeam, none burned out; no blacken-
ing; amount of current consumed, 10.77 amperes.

"These tests were fairly made and are proof positive to us that your lamp i.'i the superior one.
Will forward amount renulred for moithly shipment next week, as we wisli to ascertain defla-
itely how many of the 16 and 25 C. P. we will require monthly.

"Very truly yours, "

This Company is running 11.000 Lamps.

For reasons that will probably be obvious tj all, we omit both the name of our customer and
our competitors, The letter Is one taken from a number of similar ones, and came to us iu the
regular course of business.

The Sunbeam Lamps will burn LONCER than any other
Lamps at the same EFFICIENCY.

In the face of real fai'ts, why do you buy lamps that are long lived, bad econ-
omy, and that quickly blacken?

THE SUNBEAM INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.
805 CliafTiber of Coniinerce BIdg.,
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a. £ C. ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS.
Electric motors in all standard sizes

for operatiiig elevators, pumps, print-
ing presses and machinery for gen-
eral manufacturing purposes.

Electrical Mining Machinery of all

kinds, Hoists, Tram Cars, etc.

Electric Bloiwers for ship ventila-
tion. Fan outfits.

Electric plants f ^r pumping church
organs.
O^er 10,000 motors in actual oper-

ation.

THE C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.

Dynamos in all sizes of same de-
sign and dimensions as the standard
motors.
Equipment of mines, factories, ma-

chine shops, office buildings with com-
plete electrical plants for lighting and
poorer.

New England Office, 63 Oliver St., - BOSTON.

Philadelphia Office, - 38 S. FOURTH ST.

Chicago Office, - - PHENIX BLDG.

San Francisco Office; • 35 MARKbT ST.

402-404 GREENWICH ST.,

MORE WORDS ARE NEEDED
TO 3ao a-iTSti>xox: to txxz:

F»EI?REX ELECTRIC lilOXOR.
Office OF CURTIS iMANUFACrURlNG CO, Manufacturers of Carriage Robes,

The £lektroii Mannfaoturing Co.— Fifth Avenue and 16'li Street, New York City, September 16, 1891.

Gentlemen;—If there were words enough in the English language to express my admira'ion of the Ferret Motor I might do juslioe to Its good qualities; but there are

not. "We have used it every working day since it was put in, and not one cent has been expended on it except for oil. It drives our six heavy machines as steadily as a clock.

1 consider it the very best power we could get, and would not part with It unless I could get Its equal. I take special pride in showing it to my friends. It's not a plaything,
but business every day. If any one wants to know what it can do, just send them up to mo. Yours truly, CURTIS IVIANUFACTURING CO.

THE ELEKTRON MANUFACTURING a.^^mm. m«ss

Selling Agents:

New York Office, 89 Liberty Street.
( \V.4HllI\«iTflX. I» C.-.I.I' Rnrl«'tt & Co, I40!» Men York Ave. WB»V OKI.RANH. L,A.~titrui'a<« Biuinie. 140 Vravier tUt.
' rHH'.\«". Il.l..-Tlie Itli-otrical Kns>ii<'i'>i<is !>.. 3!iO l><-arI)orii St. ST. I»Ai;i<, MiaiW.-F. .1. Heiiz 1>»l>ast F oiirth St.
/ PHIIy.AIIKI.rBIA.ril.-PeiiDS]lv.aniaIlarliiiie <o ,au \'<ii'lh seventh tSt

THOMAS STURGIS. Prest. Wm. C. LANE. Sec'y and Treas. C. P. IMACKIE, Gen1 Manager. S. S. BOGART, Cen'l Agent.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY,
4S JNTES'W

INDIVIDUALARCLieHTlMOTORGUTOUT.
LAMPS OR MOTORS CUT IN AND OUT AT WILL FROM CENTRAL STATION WITHOUT

DISTURBING OTHERS QN SAME CIRCUIT.

Tlii>- Sv«tern Savps Mileacr'? "f Circuits, Make.s Scattered l->usiiiess Pr(>fital)le tmd Set.ures Payment foi' Rvery Tlour of Lii^ht.

t¥wenstrom consolidated dynamo & motor CO.,
OF BALTIMORE, MD..

-MANUKACTUUICKB OF--

Electrical Apparatds.
ELECTRIC 7VYOTORS

DYNT^TVYOS
I'or Xx>.o<%zi.cio<8>ooxi.t X^leXitlue.

!S|><-<'inl F(>atnrcK: lliKl> KHIvicncy. Nlow Npeeil.

For full liiforiiiatloii and circulars uddresa

THE WEN8TROM CO., Baltimore, Md.
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For DrlTing Dynaxnoa.

The Clinton Cas Light Co., Clinton, Mass., have thor-

oughly tested and have adopted the Evans System of

Driving Dynamos in their new Electric Light Station.

Thousands of Horse Power in use driving Dynamos, and hundreds of sets of Cones

in operation, driving all classes of machinery. Address

THE EVANS FRICTION CONE CO.,
85 TT^Atox- St., i^^fiirropa, twxu^ss.

Etqiih' Conen.
For Aarjlng Mp«efi.

CHICAGO I1TSI7LATED WIRE COMFAXTV,
iVE.A.ixr'cn'.A.OTTTri.En.s o:f"

HIGH BRADE INSULATED WIRES
WEATHERPROOF WIRES,

OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,
MAGNET WIRES,

INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,OF ALL r>ESCKII?TI01N!S. | ETC., ETC. ETC.
Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS
AND SAMPLES. CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO,, 48-52 N. Clinton St„ CHICAGO, ILL.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light LiTie Wire, handsomely finished, Itighest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton
-rtEt^^ and Worsted Cordsfor Incandescent Lighting. Bound and Flat Copper Bars for Statioti Work. .qE ji M^

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT K.K. LINE WIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

^grents for tKe "^7vr.A.SEIIiTC3-TOI:T C-A-I^BOiT CO., Car"borLs for .A.rc Ijig-iLtin.g-.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., CHICAGO,
|

THOS. L. SCOVILL, New York Agent,
Are our Selling Agents, and carry a line of Insulated and Bare Wires ol our make.

1 25 Park Place, NEW YORK.

DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS
Afford the Only Reliable and Efficient Means for

ALL NIDHT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

All other devices are crude, expensive and unsatisfactory.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY
Has established its broad foundation patent for Double Carbon Arc Lamps, No. 219,208, having U'Otl foUT
distinct infringement suits in the United States Courts, two of them on final hearing, the decisions

being rendered by Judges Gresham, Blodgett, Brown and Ricks.

The public is warned against the use of infringing lamps or any crude substitute for the Brush Invention.

Arc Lighting Apparatus, Electric Motors and Generators..
Alternating Current Apparatus, Incandescent Lighting Machines,

Carbons for Arc Lighting, Etc., Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,
,A.l^rD, CZ)t-IICZD.
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NOW READY.

ELECTRIC

TRANSMISSION

HAND-BOOK.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition
to our famous hand-book series, of which
20,000 copies have been sold. The new
book deals in the author's well-known
practical style with all the problems of

Electric Power Transmission.

NOW READY.^ PRIGE.$1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel
PAETIOULAELT ADAPTED TO DEITraa

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of its LIgh efficiency at all stages of gHe, steadinea? of motion and

easy working gate, the construction of which makes It the most ssnel-

live to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

Crun CnD PRTAI flPIIC illustrating various styles ol setting

OCnU run bHIHLUuUll on both vertical and horlzonUl shaft.

THE DAYTONILOBE IRON WORKS CO.,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCESSORS TO

STO€T, ]tIIIil,S& TEMPIiE,

STEAM PLANTS
ISr8TAL.JLED BY

TTIT. B. PEARSOnr <£ CO.,
MECHANICAIi KNeiNEERH AKD CONTRACTORS.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDINC, - CHICACO.
WILLIAMS AUTOMATIC ENGINE.

For all purposes reqiiirine steady power.
Williams Ebgine Works : No. 447 North Street,

BALTIMORE, MD.

A 3IOWFL R.4.II>W.\V.
The Burlington Koute, C, B. i i^. R.

R., operates 7,000 miles of road, with ter-

mini In Chicago, St. Louis, St. Paul,
Omaha. Kansas City and Denver. For
speed, safety, comfort, equipment, track,

and efficient service It has no equal. The
Burlington gains new pitrons, but loses

none.

FineOfTlce Furniture
and Folding Beds.

Brass and Wire Work. 2,5waba,hA,.
A. H. Andrews & Co., Chicago.

A SAMPLE I!«STAH.ATIO\.

Standard Automatic Engine coupled direct to a Centrifugal Pump.
Speed 280 Revolutions.

THEWOODBURYINW
SELF-CONTAINED, AUTOMATIC
HIGH SPEED STEAM ENGINE
for Electric Lighting and
Street Railway Service,

WITH BOILER PLANT COMPLETE
Calalofjue sent on application. —

STEARNS MFC. CO. ERIE, PA.
BRANCH {

I'liiladelphia, !>4^ Drexel J!1<1k-

OFFICES > i^"" Francisro, 2f> A: :J1 SpearSt.

J^^a=MLDK[/
i/sr/NOp
PLATS

T"I2Y

0%'er JOOO Wc$tingliou«e Standard Engines in use.

rTHEWESTlNGHOUSE MACHINE COMPANY, a
^lHi9 PITTSBURCH^PENNA.U.S.oFA. c

THE POND SEPARATOR,
The Pond Separator Is guaranteed to relieve the

steam of all entrained water, and return this water
to the boiler, thus effecting a large saving in fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

POND ENGIIVEERIXG COMP.4XV.
ST. LOUiS,

OMAHA.
CHICACO.

DALLAS.
KANSAS CITY.

SEATTLE.

BALL
AUTOMATIC CUT-OFF

ENGINE.
K1&iV With New Improvements.

'iJjjhK Unequaled Regulation.
'^^\ Highest Economy, Durability,

ENGINEPpilT DA
COMPANYb IT Ib| r^Mi

Simple.

Smooth and Quiet Running.

Cross Couipound.

Triple ExpapsioD.

TandemCojnpiund

The BEST ENGINE for ELECTRIC LIGHTING, ELECTRIC RAILWAYS, ELECTRIC

MINING, ELECTRIC WELDING, and General Manufacturing Purposes.
nirtll wfrect

•PPI.VOCLLinU I I'lillRrtelphia. Pa : I>K*VO d nl.ACK. N04 licn - Hlork, >'ltiHt>nriC, Pn. ; KOR I'H tVKMTKHX HL'P
APUTO 1 «'o..ToroiiiB, nn»li.: rKOOH. HoRKKK A: <0., Bnlllmorr. Md.: K. «;. fcl I.BKBT. VtrliUon. ttnii.

AGeNTS I BKAXOH OFFH'B, Room 506 Rookery Building, CHICAGO, ILL. ALBERT FISHER, Manager.
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A SURE WINNER.

NO BLUFF.

MANITOU SPRINGS^ COLORADO.

POPULATION 1,000,

The only place where invalids and POOR INCAN

DESCENT LAWPS can prolong their lives.

TESTIMONIAL
Frcni an electrical expert of national reputation,

"We have got T. & H. Lamps burnine ard giving

enod lijht that I can figure up over 10,000 hourf.

We have probably 200 Thomf.on-Houstcn Lamp3
still burning that have burnrd 5,000 hours. The
lamps were all I could ask. Have tried Sunbeam,'
'Edison' and other lamps made in Chicago, and the

'Perkins,' all of which are no good on earth."

IWANITOU ELECTRIC COMPANY,
By C. F. TiNGLEY, Manager.

Others Furnished on Application.

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS
54 and 56 Franklin St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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Chicago, Wednesday, Oct. 7, iSgi.

Weather phenomenal, liable to slump

any minute, barometer falling.

We can assist you to a consider-

able extent to withstand the vagaries

and vicissitudes of wind and weather.

Shield Brand "Moisture-proof" was

made to meet just such emergencies.

The Real and Imitations.

it is often a difficult matter to

distinguish the real from the imitation,

but if you have ever used Shield Brand

Moisluie-proof, the imitations will

hardly find a place in your considera-

tion.

Cfnter .Msle, Miin Floor.

One of the specialties here is our

Shield Brand (that's a good name to

remember) Insulating Tape—it's not

red tape either—but black, and goes

right to the point, and makes the

covered joint as secure and "Moisture-

proof" as the main wire.

In Tin Shades we can offer ex-

ceptional bargains. Our Universal

pattern is unexcelled for the factory or

workshop. Fits any socket. Other

items in this department we tabulate as

follows:

Wirt's Flexible Cord'Adjusler.

Wirt's Fixture Insulating Joint.

Aluminum Incandescent Shades ; we couldn't fully

supply our first orders for these dainty shades,

but have a new lot ready for tjiiicl: shipiiivnfs.

If ever we had a meritorious

novelty, certainly the Automatic Oiling

Device for trolley wheels is one. Don't

fail to inquire for them.

The store improvements—we have

been adding elevators and stairways

and show windows—a big window on

the Randolph .Street side, and two for

the Michigan Avenue front.

The Electrical Supply Co.,

Cor. Randolph St. and Michigan Avo.
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JL iLKING* JL xl£i JLifiiLDM
THOUGH ONLY

ON THE

MARKET

-FOR-

SIX MONTHS,

THE

STANLEY
-IS-

NOW KNOWN

AS

TBE

BEST

CORRESPONDENCE

SOLICITED.

CUT OF 300 I/IGHT TBAKSFORUEB.

STANLEY ELSCTRIC MFG. COMPANY, PITTSFIELD, MASS.
WESTERN AGENTS: The Electrical Supply Co., Corner Randolph St. and Michigan Ave , Chicago, III.

THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATINB CO.

HABIRSHAW INSULATION
IS 1PW»S WJLm.A.

Feeder Cable. Kr<M)kl.vn
Edison Fleet ric l.icbt lo.

Ntiliniarine Work. Rdisoii Klee(rie
lii;;li( 1 o.. KaNttiii. i*a.

Xaval <'ore. I'nifed
States s. H. •<'Iii<'ai:«."*

STANDARD
INDIA RUBBER
COVERED WIRES.

Poedcr Coro.
Broadway Theater.

Naval Marine India Rubber
Covered Wires.

Naval Land India Rubber
Covered Wires.

"-";v;£E-'' PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS.
Adopted by the Navy Department, and thus far employed on board the United Statis steamships Trenton, Chicago. Boston. Yorktown, Pensacola, Phila-

delphia, Petrel, Atlanta, Baltimore, Newark, Vermont, Charleston. Ean Francisco, Concord, Bennington and monitor Miantonomah.

SOLID AND STRANDED CONDUCTORS, TAPED, BRAIDED, FLAME-PROOF.
The Habirshaw Insulation fulflUs all requirements in places demanding the

"Best/' and in that field finds no successful competitors.

Feeder Conduelop.
"l>r> pla-ew."

<i:raiid CeiiirnI llfiiot.,

Feeiler Core-

FACTORY: CLENWOOD, YONKER8, N. Y.

WiVliiVli nADlnoHAW , hiUiOii 315 Madison Ave., Cor. Forty-Second St,,

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., corner of Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

FeediT ^'nltlo.
Rr«>nkl>n RtllNOn
K.lectrle l.iehl Co
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LONG '> LIFE

INCANDESCfNJ LAMPS.
SEE WHAT PURCHASERS SAY:

Oju~^ OOt\JLi f'l'ct^-m--^ _-«-y>tt-^ c-eu^r

BURLEY HOUSE,

Belle Plaine, Iowa,

^nyt^ ^ituJL J/iaJ^ ~ 'T^^ OiA.-^

/vl^ /^^ /m

-i^^S

B. B. BURLEY,

Prop. BnnLEY House,

Belle Plaine, Iowa.

Extract of letter from Manitou Electric Co., Manitou Springs, Colo.

UATED AC«rST a.*, 1801 :

"We have got T. <fc H. Lsmps burning and giving good light that I can figure

tip over 10,000 hours. We have probably 200 Thomson-Houston Lamps still

burning that have burned .v.OOO hours. The lamps were all I could ask. Have

tried 'Sunbeam,' 'Edison' and olhtr lamps made in Chicago, and the Perkins,'

all of which are no good on earth."

MANITOU ELECTRIC CO.,
Br C. F. TINGLEY, Men ger.

THE IRON MOUNTAIN ELECTRIC CO., Iron MonNTAiN, Michigan,

state that they have lost but 2 lamps in three months, with one thousand installed.

In the face of these Facts, why do you buy lamps that are

of Short Life, Low Candle Power, and that quickly Blacken?

We make our own lamps and can furnish them at once
From 45 to 116 Volts,

From 6 to 150 Candle Power.

X'\7"rlt© for I»i-lo© Xjlnts.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,

148 Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

PRINCIPAL OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Avenue. BOSTON. MASS.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Abendroth & Root Mfg. Co.., xiii

Alexander, Barney & Cbapln 1

American Electrical Works xlil

Andrews &> Co., A. H xxi

Baggot, E xlv

Bain Electric Mfg. Co xx
Ball Engine Co xxi

Ball&AVoodCo.. The i

Begfis, .J. E . Mfg. & Supply iv

BslmontA Co., A xx
Beinateln Electric Co xx
Blatz, L xiii

Borden & Selleck Co xv
Braun Illustrating Co xxi

Brownlee & Co xli

Brookfield, Wm xli

Brush Electric Co xvi!

Butler Hard Rubber Co x
Buxton, Geo. B Ix

C. B. &Q. R. R XV
C. &. C. Electric Motor Co xvi

Card E. Motor & Dynamo Co....xx
Central Electric Co v

Chicago Electric Mfg. Co Ix

Chicago Electric Motor Co
Glower, Harris & Co 1

Clilcago Insulated Wire Co... xvii

Colburn Electric Mfg. Co. .... . xlv

Columbia Electric Co xxvi

Coolidge. Fuel & Supply Co. . .xviii

Consol. Elec. Mfg. Co., The i

Cowles Elec. Smelt. Alum. Co. .xlv

Crocker-Wheeler Elec. Mo. Co. xiii

Day's Kerite Insulation i

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. . xxi

Detroit Electrical Works vii

Densmore Typewriter Co
Eastern Electric Cable Co xiii

Easton Electric Co
Edison General Electric Co vl

Edison General Electric Co., Cable
and Wire Department vi

Eddy Electric ]\lfg. Co viii

Electric Construction «& Sup. Co. . xv
Electric Merchandise Co x
Electric Secret Service Co xlv

Electrician Pub. Go x vlii

Elec. Construction Co. , The. . . . xiii

Electrical Eoeineerlng Co xli

Elec. Eog. &^Supply Go.,The. .xUi

Electrical Supply Co., The. . . xxiv
Elektron Mfg. Co xvI

Empire China Works xiv

Erie Electrical Supply Co xiii

Evans Friction Cone Co xvll

For Sale Iv. xiii, xx
Foster. 0. A
Fort Wayne Electric Co xxvi
Franklin P^lectiic Co -—
Freeman. Coleman »& Co
Gleas:>n & Bailey Mfg. Co. LM. xii

Globe Carbon Co xv
Great Western Elec. S. Co ix

Greeley & Co., The E. S i

Hale Elevator Co Iv

Helsler Electric Light Co xvI

Hill Clutch Works
HIne EllmiDator Co xii

Holmes, C. H xiii

Holmes. Booth & Haydens. . . .xvil

Hood, Wm X

India Rubber *& Gutta Percha
Insulating Co

Interior Conduit &InsulatIon Co. x
International Okonlte Co i

Kartavert Mfg. Co xviii

Keller & Degenhardt xli

Cnapp Electrical Works xxlii

La Roche E'ectric Works ... iv

Law Telephone Co siil

Leonard & Co., H. Ward xiv

Leffel & Co.. Jas xiii

Loud, H.M.& Sons Lumber Co.. xiv

McLaughlin, James xiii

Mason, James H xlli

MUlikenBros iv

Minneapolis Street Railway Co..xxv
Monitor Electric Co x
Munsell & Co., Eugene xiii

Murphy. T. J xv
N. W. T. H. Elec'ric Co
National Carbon Co Iv

National Electric Mfg. Co xlx

N.Y. Belting & Packing Co xii

New York Insulated Wire Co..xvIil
New York & Ohio Co 1

N. W.Elec. Specialty Co xxi
Nuttall Company, R. D 1

Ostrander&Co., W. R ix

Paiste. H. T xii

Page Belting Co
Partrick & Carter Co
Payne & Co., Geo. W
Pearson & Co.. W. B xxi
Pelton Water Wheel Co xlv
Phoenix Glass Co
Pond Engineering Co xxi
Powell Co.. The Wm xviii

Queen & Co xlil

Kies Elec. Specialty Co., The. . . x
Rockford Electric Mfg. Co. . . .—
Roessler &> Ilasslacher Chemical

Co I. xii'

lioyal Pjlec.lilc Co xli

Sargent & Lundy .i

Sawyer-Man Electric Co xl

Schawd A: Co., Jas xli

Schieren it Co. Chaa. A xli

Schoonmaker, A. xli

Schuyler Electric Co Iv

Short Electric Railway Co xli

Schultz Beltincj Go xviii

Sperry Elec. Mining Mach. Co.. xiv

Standard Underground Cable Co—

1

Stanley Electric Mfg. Go ~
Star Iron Tower Go x
Stearns Mfg. Go xxi
Sterling, W. G xv
Stllwell&BIerceMfg. C.)...xiv, xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co ix

Taussig, S Iv

Temple, J. C xv
Tnomson-Houston Elec. Co. II, xxii

Turner Brass Works xlil

Union Electric Mfg. Co., The ix

Union Electric Works
Union Hardware Co xit

U. S. Electric Lighting Co..
VanNule C. S -
Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Western Electric Co xvi

Westlnghouse Elec andMfgCo..xl
Westinghouse Machine Co xxi
WestonElrctrlcallnstrum't Co.
Williams E iglne Works xx!
Woodbrldge & Turner Eng. Co..xv
Woodhouse & Rawson. Ltd xiv

Worthington, Henry R —
CLASSIFIED LIST.

A«>cnniniator8.
Brush Electric Co.

AlamlnDin.
Cowles Elec. Smelt. & Alntij. Co.
Freeman, Coleman & Co.

Annnnciutors.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical ConBtrnctlon Co., The.
Great AVestprn Eloc. Supply Co,
(ireelcy & Co.. The E. a.
Knapp Electrical Woiks.
Monitor Electric Co.
OBtrauder & Co. W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Anti-Friction Jletal.
Tnrner Brass Wortca.

Arc l^amps.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Begjra, J. E., Mfg & Supply Co.
Brash Electric Co.
Columbia Electric Co.
Eaaton Electric Co.
Electric Construction & Sappiy Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
S.chuyler E lectrlc Co

.

Thomson -Honeton Electric Co-
Weatinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co-
Weetern Electric Co.

Batteries,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical 8uDply Co.,The.
Franklin Electric Co., The-
Foster, O. A.
Law Telephone Co.
Mason. Jas. B.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Oueen & Co.
Western Electric Co.

Battery .lar»*.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Franklin Electric Co., The.
Law Telephone Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells. IclectTic.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley*. Co., TheE. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Oatranfler&Co-, W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Belln, fliaeneto.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co.. The K.8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
WflHfern Electric Co.

Belting.
Evans Friction Cone Co.
N. V. Belting & Packing Co.
Page Belting Co.
Schieren & Co., Chas. A.
Shnltz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Abendroth & Root Mfg. Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Books. KIcctrteal.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Braider "poolers.
Payne* Co., Geo. W.

BrOHH liiootls.
Blatz. L.
Powell Co., The Wm.
Tnrner Braes Works.

iSnrelar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Weetern Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley* Co. .The E. b.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Monlior Electric Co.
Pflrtrlck & Carter Co.

Cables.
fSee Wiro IneuUted.)

Cablen. Klcetrle. (See Wire Insu-
lated), 4^onper, Hheet and Bar.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Wee>tcrn Electric Co.

Carbons, Points and Platen.
BruBb Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co. The.
Globe Carlion Co.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
National Carbon Co.
Western Eleclric Co.

31asnet V, Ira.
(Seelnsnlatea Wire.)

Medical Batteries.
Partrick & Carter Co.

aiica.
Munsell & Co.. Eugene.
Schoonmaker, A. O.

CarM, Railway.
MinnespollP St. Ry. Co,

CastinKf-i, Brass.
Blat/,. L.
Tnrner Braes Works,

Clntcbes. Friction.
HUl Clutch Worke.

CuDStrnctlon and Kepalrs.
BalnElectrlcMfg. Co.
Chicago Eleclric Motor Co.
Electric Constrncllon JB Supply Co.
Electrical Construction Co., The,
Electrical Engineering Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Leonard & Co., H. Ward.
McLaughlin. Jas.
Temple. J. C.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors. Klectric Light,
KnsrlDe Plants and Electric
Balln^ays.
Bail Entrine Co.
Ball & Wood Co.. The.
Bain Electric Manufacturing Co.
Brueh Electric Co,
Chicago Electric Mfe. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Cldwer, Harris & Oo.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Engineering Co., The.
Electrical Ecg. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Keller & Degenhardt.
T>a KochH Electric Works.
Leonard & Co , fl. Ward.
McLaughlin, Jae.
Pearson & Co., W- B.
Pond Engineering Co.
Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Temple, J. C.
Thomson-IIouBton Electric Co.
Westioghiinse Electric & Mfg. Co.
WeBtinghonee Machine Co.
Weetern Electric Co.
Williams Engine Works.
Woodbrldge & Turner Eng. Co.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Worke.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co,
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The,
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Holmes, Buoth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, C. H,
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cut-Oats and t^-witches.
Alexander, Barney & Chapln.
Central Electric Co.
Coueolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Paiste, n.T.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
Van Nuis.C. S.

Western Electric Co.

Oynamos-
Brush Electric Co.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Begcs.J. E.,Mfg& Supply Co.
C & C. Electiic Motor Co.
Clower, Harrl) & Co.
Colbnrn Electric Mfg. Co.
Columbia Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
Easion Eleclric Co.
Eddy Eleclric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Engineering Co , The.
Elect riral Ene. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Helsler Electric Llirht Co.
La Roche Electric Worke.
National Electric MannfacturlngCo.
Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co.
Royal Electrl; Co.
Schuyler Electric Co,
Thomeon-Houston Electric Co.
United States Electric Lighting Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electrical Instrnments,
Centrel Electric Co.
Coneolidated Eloc. Mfg. Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Oueen A Co.
I'nion Eleclric Worke.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Inetrument Co.

Blectricpl Intcllisonce.
Keller A nogenluirdt,
Leonard ^t Co., H. Ward.

Electrical specialties.
Coliinilii:! Ek'clric Co.
Northweetern Elect. Specialty Co.
RloB E'ectric Specialty Co. The,
Turner Braee Worke.

lElectrIc Kall-nvkys.
Detroit Rlccttlcal Works.
Kdison General Electric Co.
Leonard A Co., 11. Ward.
Sargent & Lumiv.
Short Electric Utillway Co,
ThomBOD-Honstou Electric Co.
Weetlnghonee Electric & Mfg. Co.
Woodbrldge & Turner Eng Co.

Rlcctrollcrs and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Bagcot, E.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
ThomBon-Hoaeton Electric Co.

Elevators, Electric and Hy-
dranlic.
Hale Elevator Co.

Klcrtro- Plntlne illachlnes.
llpTi-li Kl.Ttrl' <-r,.

(Jolb'irn H T . M'-. Co.
PZdison 'ii-ri'TJi. h;,'-';i.rlc Co.
ThomHon-iloaston Electric Co,

£nelnes, Hteam,
Ball EnL'lnc Co.
Ball A Wood Co., The.
Begge, J . E.. Mfg A- Supply Co.
Pearson & Co., W.B.
Pond Eneineerlng Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Stearne Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse Machine Co.
Williams Engine Co.

Encrrav»*r8.
BiHUn IlluHtratlngCo.

Fen Oatnts.
C. & C. Electric Motor Co,
Card Electric Motor & Dynamo Co.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply t:o., The.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Turner Braee Worke.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works,
PartrlcK & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Friction Cones.
Evans Friction Cone Co.

Gas ijietitine, F.lectric.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

6ieneral Electrical Hnpplles.
Alexander, Barney & Chapln.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co,
Clower. Harris & Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co,, The.
Columbia Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Eng, & Supply Co.
EdlBon General Electric Co.
Electric Construction & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Erie Electrical Supply Co.
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Great Weetern Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., TheE. H.

Knapp Ejectrlcal Works.
Northweitern Electric Specialty Co.
Ostrander& Co.,W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
rtiee Electric Specialty Co. The.
Thomson-Honeton Electric Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
Western Electric Co.

Globes and Electrical Glass-
ware.
Baggot. E.
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Phoenix Glaas Co.

Hard Rnblx^r Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Insulators and Insnlatins
materials,
Alexander, Barney & Chapln.
Brookfield, Wm.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co, The.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Electric Merchandlee Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great tVestern Elec. Supply Co.
Interior Conduit & Instilation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Munsell &. Co., Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Nuitall, R. D,, Company.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Roeeeler i Ilasslacher Chemical Co.
Union Electric Mannfacinrlng Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electiic Co.

Insnlated Wires and Cables,
Slaenet Wire.
American Electrical Worke.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Day's Kerite Insulation.
Eaetem Electric Cable Co.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
r;ieaenn \- Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Holmes, Booth & Hftydene.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insu-
lating Co.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Kew York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick* Carter Co.
Sti*ndftrd Underground Cable Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

Jonrnal Bearings.
Turner Braes Works.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Alexander. Barney A Chapln.
Borneteln Electric Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
OUnvor. n«rrls A Co.
Columbia I'^lectrlc Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Klectrlcal Supply Co., The.
Elecirfcat Euf. & Supply Co.
bleniion .-^ Dili (>v Mtc. Ci. Ltd.
Great Western Klec Suppiv Co.
Greeley ACo.,TbeK. S.
Helsler Electric Light Co.
Hood, Wm.
Knapn Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Norihwf^tern Elect. Specialty Co.
Mawyer-Mftn (Clprtrlc Co.
Sunlieam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomeon-lloneton Electric Co.
Weet*.'rn Electric Co.

linbrlcntorN.
Powell Co., The Wm.

mining Apparatus, Klectrlc
Rain Electric Mfi:. Co.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Thomeon-Honnton Klectrlc Co.
Sperry Siec. Mining Machine Co.
\\ estln^bouee Electric A Mfg. Co.

no tors.
Buln Electric Mfg. Co.
Brueh Electric Co.
Card Electric Motor & Dynamo Co,
Crocker-Whefcler Electric Motor Co.
C. <fc C. Electric Motor Co.
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Columbia h'.ecUic Co,
Ea*t'>n El<^':;rlc f'o.

Edieon General Electric Co.
Eddy Electric Mf^', Co.
Electrical Englnei^rlDg Co.,The.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
El.jktroc ManafaclnrineCo,
Erie Electrical Supply Co.
Foet<:r. O. A,
La Rocte Elsctric Works.
Rockford Electric MannfactarlDg Co,
Royal Electric Co.
ThornBon-Hooflton Electric Co,
U. 8. Electric UchtiDg Co.
Weatlng^ionBe Electric & Mfg. Co.Name Plates.
Blatz, L.
Freeman, Coleman & Co.
Turner Braee Worke.

Office Famitnre.
Andrews & Co., A. H.

Oils.
Taneslg, S.

Oil Caps.
Powell Co., The Wm.

patent l^ollcitors.
Woodhouee A; Rawson, Ltd.

Packine:.
Buxton Geo. B.
N. Y. Belling & Packing Co.

Pins and brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Coolidge Fael 4; Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Holmes, C. H.
Loud, H. M & Sons Lumber Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

Platinnni.
Schawel & Co., Jas.

Poles.
Brownlee & Co,
Central Electric Co.
Coolidge Fuel & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co , The
Holme9,C. H".

Loud, H. M. & Sons Lnmber Co.
Mllllken Bros.
Star Iron Tower Co.
Sterling,W. C.

Publishers, Klectrlcal.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Push Buttons-
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Northwestern Elect. Specialty Co
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

BailTfays. Electric.
cSee electric railways.)

BcgnlailD;: Snrkets.
Riei Ele.-trlc t^pecialty Co. The.

Separators. Hteam.
Hme Eliminator Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

Speakins Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Oetrander iCo., W. R.
Western ElecUic Co.

Speed Indicators-
Queen & Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthington, Henry R.

Btreet Ky. Kqninment.
Minneapolis Street Ry. Co.

Supplies, filectrlc Railway.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Nuttall. R. D. Co.

Tapes* Insnlatinff.
American Electrical Worke.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co,
Edieon General Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
India Rubber & Gotta Percha In
euIallngCo.

Internationa! Okonlte Co., The,
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Roessler i^ Haeslacher Chtm;calCo.

Telegraph Apparatus,
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Suppiv Co., The.
Greeley A Co., fhe E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick iV Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones. Klectrlc.
Western Electric Co.

TcRt Instmments.
Bjvln Electric Mfg. Co.
Centr.il Klectrlc Co.
ChVHgo E'.'ctric >lfg. Co.
Electrical Suppiv COj The,
Greeley & Co., the K. S.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Queen & Co.
Union Electric Works,
Weetern Klectrlc Co.
Weeton Electric*! Instrument Co.

TrnnsfornicrH.
Klectricsl Eng. .(.- Supply Co.
National KlectricManutactoriogCo.
Stanley Electric Mfg, Co.
Weetiughonee Electric A Mfg. Co.

Trucks, Electric Car.
Sdleon Genera) Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thom?on-Qoupton Electric Co.
Weetlnghouec Electric & Mfg. Co.

Turbine Wheels.
Davton Globe Iron Worts Co.
Leffel A Co., .Tamee.
PcUon Water Whe.'l Co.
Stllwell A Blerce Mfg, Co.

Tvpe Writers.
Denemore Type Writer Co.

Wire, Bare.
American Electrical Worke.
Central Electric Co.
BIcctricAl Suppiv Co., Thf

.

Holmee, Booth A Haydene.
Knapp BlectrlPAl Worlfx
Sperry EIcc. Mining MacUno Co.
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CLEVELAND, OHIO. ^^^ TWE^rP^sTFlfO^BEft^l^^-^iraitKBlC^ -

CLEVELABD, OHIO.

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS andBATTERY MATERIAL.
NOW THEN!! FOR SALE CHEAP !!
Eight 500-light Thomeon-Honston DyDamoe, 110

volts.

One 1300 16-C. P. AlternatiDg Thomson-Houston
Dynamo.

Two extra Armatures for same, new.
Two Sperrv Arc Machines, 50 lights, 2,C00-P. P.
Four American Arc Machines, xi5 lights, 2,0C0-C. P.

Sixty miles No. 10 American Electric Wire, iieed
about one year.

Ninety-five American Arc Lights, single carbon.
One thousand Goose Necks, Lamp. Shades, com-

plete.
Two Ball Engines, 80-11. P , A 1, with Fase.
One Armlnglon & Sims, tOH. P., with Base.

JOHN E. BEG6S MFG. & SUPPLY CO., 74 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.

SYNOVIAL DYNAMO OIL
Second to Xone. Free from Gum or Acids.

By refiltering can be aeed continaally. Adopted by the largest Electric Plants of the West.

Write for Piicea and Samples. S. TAUSSIG. Agent, 45 River St., CHICAGO.

THE SCHUYLER
-SirsTIEJ^VC OIF-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FEATURES:

^^^S«^^
(

I

THE MILUKEN PATENT POLE
For Electric Street Railways and Electric Light Work.

85 LIBERTY STREET,

NEW YORK.
MAKUTACTUEED BY

MILLIKEN BROS.

59 DE&RBORH STREET,

CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs,—Iron Work
for Light Stations a Specialty.

AVRITE FOR CIRClILiAR AND CATALOGUE.

IMPORTANT!
BEFORE PURCHASING INVESTIGATE THE

LA ROCHE

SYSTEM.

t I

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN. CONN.

UTE^f/AWg DYHAMOS
FOR LONG DISTANCE LIGHTING,

FOR SOO TO 1200 LIGHTS.
AGEHTS W^ANTED. NOTICE OUR ILLUSTRATION NEXT WEEK.

La Roche Electric Works,
116 & 118 KORTH etliST., PHILAI ELPHIA, Pfi., D. S. A.

OTIS

ELECTRIC

ELEVATOR.

HALE ELEVATOR CO.,
187 La Salle Street, CHICAGO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

PASSENGER AND FREIGHT

Hydraulic and Electric
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OftY EATTcmes.

We have spent a lot of money and time

in testing this dry battery, and believe

it to be the best in the world

Id the Gladiator the

E = 1.6
R= .4
C = 4.

OUR ST. LOUIS BRANCH.

^^N/;.

OUR KANSAS CITY BRANCH.

nLQN/>

TRAOir MARK.

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,
823 LocuQt St., St. Louie, Mo.

OUR OUAHA BRANCH.

nLON/;s

TRADE MARK.

GATE CITY ELECTRrC COMPANY,
5'i2 Delaware St., £anaae City, Mo.

OUR DENVER BR.ANCH.

vlON/^
TK,J^IDE 1v£.A.K.K:.

TBADE MARVQ

WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,
418 S. 151h St., OmabB, Neb.

TRAD! N^ARK.

ELECTRIC POWER AND TRANSMISSION CO..

lT3iJ Lawrence St., Denver, Colo.

GET ON TO OUR GLADIATOR'S CURVES.

*[J
1 1

-
-

/^- '—i-pp
"

:==--,-__ -

- = = =

=

; i
"

^tis '
* H>

E. M. F. CURVE.
Showing drop of polCDtial and recovery Ihrough 2 olitns of external resistance.

~r

L ^ _

V i^ ,- >^
^ -S - ^>-
^.3.._ : *-^

S s^

5 --
V -- - ^

-- ^
2 t \
__-_S. ,,---- :r--+T^

y

CURRENT CURVE.
Showing ilrop and recovery on short circuil.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin St., CHICAGO.

CONNECTED BY PRIVATE WIRE WITH POSTAL TELEGRAPH-CABLE CO.S SYSTEM.
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Edison '%

General

Electric Co.

EDISON BUILDING,

BROAD STREET,

NEW YORK.

PRESSURE INDICATOR.

yHE EDISON PRESSURE INDICATOR is acknowledged the most Per-

fect Instrument for Indicating Pressure. It is at all times Relfable

and Accurate.

Is easy of Adjustment, and always Remains in Circuit.

Its Accuracy can be Checked at any Time, without additional Instruments,

the IndicatorContainingwithin Itself the Meansfor Checking Its Own Readings.

The Scale can be Read at a Distance, indicating positively "Right,"

"High" or "Low," according to Pressure.

Years of Practical Operation Have Proven these Facts, and all Plants

Desiring to Obtain Good Practice should Possess the Edison Indicator.

For Particulars, address nearest District Office.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

CANADIAN DISTRICT:
Edison Building. Toronto. Can.

CENTRAL DISTRICT:
173-175 Adams St.. Chicago. III.

EASTERN DISTRICT:
Edison Building. Broad St., New York.

NEW ENGLAND DISTRICT:
25 Otis Street. Boston. IVIass.

PACIFIC COAST DISTRICT:
Edison Building. 1 12 Bush St.. San

Francisco. Ual.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST DISTRICT:
Flelschner Building, Portland. Ore.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DISTRICT:
Masonic Building, Denver, Colo.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT:
10 Decatur St., Atlanta, Ga

Submarine.

Telegraph,

Dnderground,

-^7^

rf^k^ii^i

Telephone,

Interior,

Electric Light.

.S«Jnii.< hi<Ij \\..rlis, ];<liMOli General Klvvtitv r.nni'Uiiy.

Manufactured under Authority of SIEMENS & HALSKE,
— liV

The Edison General Electric Company,
Estimates Fumi>.h5'J or. Application.

AT TIIKIK SC'IIK.\Kt!TAI>V WOKKS.

Address, Cable and Wire Department, Edison General Electric Company,
KI>ISO.\ nUIjUtfiii, l(KOAI> MTKEKT, XKW I'OKK, or XearcMt ItiHiiirt 0«i««-.

i:>isrmioT oirr-iooEiSs
r>na<IUn niarrl<-t: R^lann Rnllillne. ToroDto. Can.
• :^ntr»l f*n»trlrt: IT-I-I?.* AnnmM »t . < tilrntfO.
F,»jite^ii r>lalrl''t: Killaon Rrill'llne. Bronil Ml . Xf.vr York.Xew fSncluiil nutrict: zr, otiii Hu, Boatoo, .naaa.

I*n<'lni' «'oiiM< lllHlrli'l : ftliann Hnllillnc. I I'i ItnMli Ht , Hnn KrunrlHro, Cul.
rarinr Vrirlliutal ItiHlrict: KIrlnchiKr Itiilldlnu. rnrt luncl. Ore.
ICfif'Uy .Moiinlnin l>lMtrirt: .YlUHOlli** lliilltl int!:. Ornver, €ulO.
Moatliem Ulatrlrt: lU Uecatar Ht , Atlanta, tia.
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FACTS!
STREET RAILWAY MEN SHOULD KNOW ABOUT

The Detroit Electrical Works'

STANDARD RAILWAY SYSTEM.

Our latest type, "J5", standard equipments have been ordered by street railway com-
panies at Gloucester, Mass., 10 cars; Salem, Mass., 5 cars; Aurora, 111, 15 cars; and by
J. N. Beckley, President of the Rochester Railway Company, for his railway at Lawrence,
Mass., IB cars, after thorough <Ha^ B.n6. experience with the latest styles of equipments put
on the market by the other leading electric companies.

Our equipments will operate with less current to do the same work, with less noise
and with less risk to buru-outs of armatures^ fields and switches, than any other equip-
ment on the market, whether double or single reduction.

The advantages over two motors, of having but one motor to drive the car, are:
1.—One-half the number of electrical parts.

2.— Uniform wear on the system throughout.
Z.—Singie Absorption of the current, thus eliminating losses incidental to dividing

power into tivo or more units.

1.—Tm,possibility of having one motor working against another, which often happens
to the destruction of some one or more parts.

b.^Ability to reverse motion at speed in case of danger, where prompt action may
save personal injury and subsequent damage.

6—Accessibility of motor parts to inspection from the car floor, everything being in
the center, under one trap door.

7—The indisputable fact t\iB.t four tvheels of a truck, all driven simultaneously fvom
one source of power, give all the traction on the rails due to the weight of the car complete,
regardless of the distribution of the load in the car.

This is an important consideration, especially in ivork on grades where allihe traction
of the car is needed and where slipping of the wheels is objectionable and expensive.

In the neiv style, type "^", 30 and 40 H. P. equipments, the details throughout have
been redesigned to raeet hard service at a loiv cost for maintenance and repairs.

The switches, recently patented, are strong, durable and safe from arcing, or burning
by breaking heavy currents.

The rheostats are made of German silver wire, and arranged in an improved casing,
for protection and dvirability.

These statements are facts, and we will furnish the means for any intending purchaser
to verify them, both by inspection of the apparatus at our Works and by inquiry into the re-
sults of operation on the roads that we have equipped.

One of our Standard 40 H. P. Equipments will be in operation upon the track of
the Duquesne Traction Co., at Pittsburgh, Pa., during the Convention of the American
Street Jtailway Association in that city.

Street railway ofl&cials are respectfully requested to thoroughly inspect and investigate
the equipment.

Fvill information and detail estimates furnished upon application.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS, - DETROIT, MICH.
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Tl^E

m WW m. mm
MAKES A SPECIALTY OF THE COMPLETE EQUIPMENT

OF FACTORIES WITH

ELECTRIC POWER.

EDDl POWEI 6EHEIUT0IIS,
ANY SIZE UP TO 300 H. P. AND ANY VOLTAGE.

The eddy ELECTRIC MOTOR
Is Simple, Efficient, Durable, Economical and Always Reliable.

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
WINDSOR, CONIT.

136 Liberty Street, - NEW YORK. 341 The Rookery, - - CHICAGO.
92 Franklin Street, - - BOSTON. Rialto Building, - KANSAS CITY.
506 Commerce St., PHILADELPHIA. 413 Jackson Street, - ST. PAUL.

409 West Michigan Street, DULUTH.
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^%A"]pA| ^\|^| JPO i !^0" 23, Electric Railway Supplies,

GREAT

( No. 24, Electric Lighting Supplies,

JUST OUT. SEND IN YOUR APPLICATION.

WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
201-207 So. Canal Street, CHICAGO, U. S. A.

'OF SOME THINGS ONLY THE BEST ARE WORTH HAVING."

WE GUARANTEE ALL GOODS
And will ship to central stations on approval—FREIGHT PREPAID.

The UNION ELECTRIC MFG. CO ., Bridgeport, Conn.

NEW YORK: Alexander, Barney & Chapin.

BOSTON; The Eastern Electrical Supp'v '^o.

Bixli's Umd Paclii,

Established 1882.

The Engineers' favorite. Lends, bat la imitated by many,
.qiialed by none. If you have any doubiB ae to the genalne,
i-end direct to us. We are eole mannfiicixirers of this pack-
ing. Send Tor Bamples ;ind catalogue on packings. We have
thf largest aaeortment.
Kor Piaton Rods and Valve Sterne of Steam Eneines and

I'limps—self-lubricating, eleam and water light. Ti'ifty per
'ent. lees friction than any other. Never grows hard, but
wi'l remain as soft and as flesible as when liret adjueted in
fitiiffiiig box. Every package fully warranted. Fine Oils
n specialty.
Agents wanted In every State in the Union. We can quote

the very lowpet prices on Ring Packing. Send for discount
and price list.

GEORGE B. BUXTON,
17 VIRGINIA ST., EAST SOHERVILLE, MASS.

WE ARE FITTED WITH
RELIABLE Machinery and Tools,

^.Ni;>W^flnd Employ RELIABLE Workmen.
^S^<^\.11 Kinds of Electrical Apparatus to Order.

^/ CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS ic» BELLS.
FUIil. I.INE A1.TVAY8 IW STOCK,

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO..
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, U61 and 1163 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. y.
C^^Send for New Catalogfe. Out Aoguat let.

BEST ECONOMY vs. LONG LIFE.
AN IlffTERESTING GROUP.

Burlcy House. Belle Plaine. Iowa.

The haven tor decrepit incandescent lamps.

^ '^, x??
B. B. Burley, Propriclor Burlcy House.

Belle Plaine. Iowa.

"If I can only hold out until I reach the

Burley House. I may live forever."

REMEMBER That the Sunbeam Company can furnish a lamp that will burn for as great a number of
hours as any other Lamp made, but an extremely long-lived lamp (4620 hours or more)
is, from the standpoint of Best Economy, "no good on earth." "We furnish the lamps that
we think our customers will like the best, assuminr/ that they understand the Incan-
descent lighting business.

QUERY. "Why do the Thomson-Houston Company mention in their advertisement the length of
life of their lamps as if it were an evidence of Superiority? Is it because they are un-
ab'e to make "good" lamps of high efficiency; because they are presumine upon the
ignorance of their customers; or because the individual who wrote the advertisement
did not know any better?

THE SUNBEAM INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.
805 Chamber of Commerce
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THE RIES REGULATING SOCKET
FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

Regulates the Light. Saves tlie Cvirrent. -A.n Innovation in Electric Ligliting.
Something Entirely Xow. NO RESISTANCE. OR ANY OTHER CURRENT-CONSUMING DEVICES USED. Simplo, £flicient, Economical.

Indorsed by the Electrical Press, and Prominent Electrical Engineers and Electricians.

ES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY COflllPAl

Baltimore and Eutaw Sts., BALTIMORE, MD.

For Particulars and Prices write to

THE RIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY zmm. PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS
REO-XJIyATinG SCCKKTS.

BEST MAST ARM IN USE. More Lamps Trimmsd.

No Lamps Broken.

CATALOGUES ON
APPLICATION. STAR IRON TOWER CO.. FORT WAYNE. IND.

SEND FOR New American Electrical Directory, just puttished; very complete lists. Invaluable for its information of Lighting and Railway Plants.

INTERIOR CONDUIT Tie Solitioi of the ProMcm of Safe GnariliDE

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherever and for whatsoever purpoae employed, is to

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
INTERIOR AND UNDERGRODKD

MANrFACTtlRED BY

J jT ^ER I O R
GONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,

«/npKS. ' B27 to B3I W. 34th St.,wuiiKS.
I 526 to 628 W. SBtti St..

General Offices: 42 & 41 Broad St., New York.

TRADE- mark:.

ThoB. Day & Co., 2^:3 Salter St., San Franclaco, Cal.
Electrical Rng. Co., SiO Dearoorn St., Chicago, 111.

American Electrical Snpply Co.,
2ii) Pearl St.. BcfEalo, N. Y.

Putnam, Gay & Co., 27 E. Muln St., Rochester, N. T.
Glover Elect. Co.. 1;:7 W.Sth St., Cincinnati, O.
Chas. Gabnel, Saginaw, Mich.
Southern Electrical Mfg. and Supply Co.,

lift BHTOnne St., ISew Orleans, La,
Walker & Kepler. 531 Chectnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical >inpply & Cons'rnction Co., Pittaborgh, Pa.
SniHliero Electric Co., Baliimore, Md,

ELECTRIC
RAILWAY

For All Systems. WUPPL IE

W

S£ND FOR CATALOGUE.

ELECTRIC MERCHANDISE CO.,
11 .4DAMS STREET, CHICACJO.

W. B. MASON, General M&nager.

THE "JEWEL"
.#^^^^, Incandescent Lamp,

#/f S"- *L^ The Best Lamp In the Market.

y -^^ Any Voltage.

Any Socket.

Any Candle Power.

|pANDgGmi|J^
16 C. P. Less than 100 lots, 55 Cents.

100 to 1000 " 50 "

Send for Sample Order.

m. HOOD, Gen'l Agt.. 239 LaSalle St., CHICAGO.

G. A. HARMOUNT,
MANAGEIl

MONITOR ELECTRIC CO.,
149 WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

WHOLESALE DEALER IN GENERAL

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
WEMTEKN AOENT FOR

ALFRED F. MOORE
(fSTABLlSllED IS20. i

ELECTRICAL WIRES AND GABLES.
Electric Light, Annunciator and Olfice Wires. Inciindesceut and Battery Cords; in

fact, every kind of Wire known ro the Klcotricnl Trade.

THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.,
33 l^excer Street, HSToTTsr "^Torl^,

J'OHBEBS BUriJRIOU ADVANTAGES IN THIS MANUFACTUUE OF

II.A.RD RXTBBSR GOODS
Kf*ptirUtny in nrttrten nflftfttfi to vlertrinil IniltiHtrlfH, Itariiiff fthttthiotl fhv Holf riffhf to mnnufacture

MiAiCi* MtViiiiiiit under fhv vafunhle Vatrtitn ffntntvtl to nil.t.lA.lI KMEMj.

ALT, OPKRATIONS OF SAWINO, CCTTINO, TURNING AND I'OMSHINO OlIK NKW STANDARDS OP

SI T C" pT'T' D C\ r\ A M r^ T'l I P I M r^ ^'*" **" pTformod with a larse rcdortion In the wear and toar of tonle, and con«ldi»rnlil" aavlnc of labor. Our new etandardfl are
li ZL lL \ y i\ \J L^ f\ IN J-/ 1 L/ O I IN \JI of a richer black llir'iriL'lioiit, not BubjfCtto chunye In color, urc tori^hur and inoro lloxlbld, do not hocoine hrittly with ago, and

,iT. ,;f - 'c->'ii\ KTi'i appro-.';'] \<y v.-." I(;ft'lin;' <-l<y;trIcaI corn pan !<;« of the Lnlf-d BtaiOB. In uddll'on to thofle afivanlOEep, wo alfio ofTor udvantngor) In prlcon,

KIEL'S PATENT HARD RUBBER CELLS FoTsfORAGE AND PRIMARY BATTERIES
Still rcrriJiln th'; jt,',-.^ -t<i-^v.''iry nr,! rh'--\]<i-'X In lljc market, iinequalcd for strength, duraljlllty, In.iulatlon and rcfilnlnnco to acids.

HABD RUBBER GOODS OF EYERY DESCRIPTION MAHUFACTDRED. '''•"r.';rc;;'':;;,d;\u!H;U"''VKN«'r^

For Sale by THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO.
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WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
PITTSBURG, PA., U. S. A.

Makers of Electric Light and Power Apparatvis for all Purposes.

PIONEERS OF THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM.
OUR

CONVERTERS
cuitiitiM':

Absolute Safely,

Highest Efficiency,

Perfect Regulation,

Low Prices.

01 It

METERS
ABE

SIMPLE,

ACCURATE.
RELIABLE,

DURABLE.

OVER 700,000 16 C. P. LIGHTS CAPACITY OF METERS IN USE.

The Weslinghouse Meier h the cnly A. C. Meter -which has teen adopted as standard by the
London (England) Board of Trade.

Synchronous System for the Long Distance Transmission of Power In large units claims the
attention of every one having available \yater Power williin twenty.five miles of 11 market.

J^IXCiLE KKOr(TM>X MOT»«,

\^ W^ ^y ^^* iiiannfactnre and sell

T bwj GEARLESS and SINGLE REDUCTION

Si RAILWAY MOTORS,
MULTIPOLAR AND 2-POLE GENERATORS,

And all Station Appliances for Street Railway Work. IHOX-C'I/An GEAKL.E!«>!i MOTOIE.

Percentage of increase In road3 using our apparatus greater than that of any other company. SEND FOR LATEST CATALOSUE.

Offices in all of the leading cities.
.^doLirestS.

Correspondence Solicited.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO., PITTSBURG. PA., U.S. A.

CUT-OUTS,
Single Light, Main and Branch,

OF SUPERIOR PORCELAIN,
With all Connections Under Cover.

s
AW
Y
E
R

M
A
N

LAMPS <'ANY
c p

VOLTAGE
BASE.

HIGH QUALITY LAMPS FOR EDISON CIRCUITS.

See Catalogue of Aug. 1 , 1890.

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC CO.,
620 Atlantic Avenue,

BOSTON, MASS.
5 10-534 W. 23d Street,

IMEW YORK.
217 LaSalle Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MAHUFACTOKED BY

Vtrra. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

H. T. PAISTE,
MAXUFACTUKER OF

SWITCHES, SOCKETS, ETC.,
1201 market St..
Philadelphia. Pa.

See oiir fail pane a'ivertisf'iiient in issue Sept
12, for illurtrailons. prices, etc.

For al! Electric Insulating
Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the market.

I I SELL NO OTHER.

Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St.. NEW YORK.

341 The Kookery,
Chicago, 111

MICA

E. E. KELLER. F. E. DEGEN'HARDT.

Keller yegenbardt,
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS,

542 ROOKERY BniLDING, - CHICAGO, ILL,

PATENT
j»iRFC)RATfo

ILE^HER BELTING

Bnns more Slack than
Unperforated Belts, hence
adapted to uneven power
of Electric Railways and
for Electric Power in Gen-
eral.

th:e ohly

mm of iimm \mimm
IN THE WORLDS FAIR CITY.

KNOW WHAT YOT'BE eKTTIXG!

HINE'S ELIMINATOR,
Extracts Oil from Exhaust, Separates Water from Live Steam,

In a test of the hest known "Separators" recently made at Cornell Uiiivereity
this ELIMINATOR demonstrated pprcentagee of efficiency over ALL competitors
ranging from U to 59 per cent. The fall report of teat with drawinga, etc., sent
free. Address

HINE ELIMINATOR CO.,
lOS tlbertT street. ^J:eS \A/ "V^fLlS.

PLATINUM.
JAS. SCHAWEL k CO., ^^^^^Si:

Importers and llelters. TTliolesale and
Retail. Scrap Purehxised.

CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL

If you are in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

DETROIT,
) MICH.

CHAS. A. SCHIEREN <&; CO.,
PATENTKES AND SOLE SIANDrACTUUEBB,

Also New York, ISoston, )

Fhiladelphla. i 46 SOUTH CANAL ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

NEWYORICBElilN6&l>ftGKINi0Q
(OHN H. CHKEVER,

) (LIIVllTED,^
•J. I>. CHKKVER. fManagers. ^ '

F. CAZENOVK .lOSES,

)

WM. T. BAIRD, Sec'y.

Oldest and largest Manufacturers in the United States of

15 PARK ROW, HEW YORK.

^ v\s3Ha^as\ Vulcanized Rubber Fabrics

'W-
-

S\\\- 2.0=0 "^A^y

FOR lIECeSMCAl PDRP08E8,

Rubber Belting,

Packing

and Hose,

SALESROOMS:
PHILADELPHIA, 303 Chestnnt Street.
HOSTUN, 62 Summer Streat.
CHICAGO, ISl Lake Street.
DENVER, lfiOl-1611 IVth Street.
CHAl.-LESTO.^, 16» Meetina Street.
(iHAM> ItAl'IDS. 4 Monroe Street.
MINNEACOI.LS, 28 South 2d Street.
CLE^'EI,AND, 176 Superior Street.

SALESROOMS:
SAN FRANCISCO, IT M.iiu Street.
ATLANTA, 16 Decatur Street.
DETROIT, 16-20 Woodivnrd Ave.
li.ALTIMORE, 12 Nortli Charles Street.
BUFFALO, 124-128 Washington Street.NEW ORLEANS, 5-12 Norlli Peters Street.
KANSAS CITY, 1313 West 12th Street.
ST. LOUIS, 616 Locust Street.

BROWNLEE & CO.

THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.,
322 DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO.

Contractors for al l kinds of ELECTRICAL WORK.
GEXEKAL II ESTKliy AOEiXTS I'OK

The Clark Wire.
The Interior Conduit and Insulation Co. of New York.
The Elektron Manufacturing Co.
Perret Motors.
The Standard D/narmo, Manufactured by the Fairbanks

Scale Co.

Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co.,
(LIMITED.)

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS FOR THE

STEUBEN INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
The best in the Market,

l\Aanufacturers of Electric and Combination Fixtures and

a General Line of Electric Supplies.

Rubber Covered, Weatiner-Proof Wires
and Lamp Cords.

233 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

It H ill pay yon to «;•' «»nr priccM and catalogaeH.

Royal Electric Co.,
911 & 913 South Washington St., PEORIA, ILL,,

•f.\'Tiiir.ir- ',Y

Alternating and Continuous Current Dynamos and Motors,

AND ELECTRIC MACHINERY.
TifE .Most Coi:n,KTF. Ai.TKii.-iATi.tf; .Ststkii .vov.- o.v tue ilARKRT.

FOR INSIDE AND OUTSIDE ELECTRICAL WORK.

Mi]\ M\\\ Bi;kl Imlalisn! \\mm£] Msciing!

^^itioard aiid (j The beet and most enduring pro-

1^1^ k^^AillIt^ A i
*^*

^'Jr te:tion of iron against

Thoroughly tetled atd found
to be Water, Acid, Alkali

and Gas-Proof

.

,- "^l

InBulBtlon resistance
equal to rubber.

Leaves a black glosay
surfaci.'.

riiBt or wood
egELinet rot.

' It dries quickly

and covers enormously.

THE ROESSLER & HASSLACHER CHEMICAL CO.,
V3 I'liao Stx-eot, UE-^TCr -K-OniaC..

Apnts Wanted for Exclusive Territory.

-THE-

WA liEIlVm CO.

PUSH-BUTTON

snEnLiZ-iS.

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.
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Electric Mining Machinery at the Inter-
state Industrial Exposition.

Much attention is attracted at the Inter-state Industrial

Exposition now open at Chicago by the display of the

Thomson-VanDepoele Electric Mining company, which is

installed in the northern end of the building. The
machinery, which is shown in Fig. i, is exhibited in

operation, and the quantity of work accomplished by the

compact appliances invariably excites the wonderment of

spectators.

The central piece of apparatus is a large percussion

drill operated by a ten horse power generator shown at the

left. This drill is mounted over a large block of stone,

and, on a recent trial, it bored a hole ij^ inches in

diameter through 21 inches of solid granite in exactly 7J^

The manner of its operation was given in Mr. Kirkland's

article, already cited.

On the right in the picture is shown a small Gould
triplex pump. It is operated by a half horse power
Thomson-Houston motor, and it is constantly at work

pumping water into a barrel. The capacity of the pump
is about ten gallons a minute, and it works evenly and is

easily controlled.

In the foreground is shown a solenoid coal cutter, ready

for operation, while a three horse power 220 volt motor,

with rotating brush attachment, designed for longdistance

transmission, is also included in the exhibit. A ten horse

power portable mining hoist is likewise included in the

display, but it was placed in position after the photograph

was taken.

Sawdust as Fuel In an Electric Plant.
A recently organized corporation in Portland, Ore., is

the Union Power company, which supplies power by elec-

tricity. The plant is in the extreme northern portion of

the city, and consists of five Edison generators of a capad-
ty of about 250 horse power each, driven by two engines

capable of developing 1,500 horse power. Coal is

expensive in Portland, and the company, in looking about

for some other fuel as a substitute, decided to adopt a

novel arrangement. The great sawmills of the North

Pacific Lumber company are adjacent to the plant, and
the refuse from the mills will be utilized 33 fuel for the

electric power plant. For this purpose a system of

conveyers has been devised. By it the refuse is taken

from the saws and conveyed directly to the boilers of the

VESTtKklELECTTMCIAN CHI

FIG. I. ELECTRIC MINING MACHINERY AT THE INTER-STATE INDUSTRIAL EXTOSITION.

minutes. This statement will seem almost incredible to

those who have not seen the machine in operation, but

repeated tests have demonstrated that it is no exceptional

performance. A machine of this type was illustrated and
described in detail in the Wrstern Electrician of July
4th. As there indicated, the vibration of the core that

moves the drill proper is caused by the attractive and
repellant force of three coils or solenoids energized by

circuits connected with the revolving brushes of the

generator.

The generator is of the latest type of Thomson-
Houston manufacture wound for a potential of 220 volts.

It is belted to a 12 horse power Duplex high speed engine.

This istherolary type of engine that has recently attracted

so much attention. It occupies a remarkably small space

and is said to be very eflicient. The most interesting

feature of the generator is the revolving brush, alluded to

above. This device is shown in greater detail in Fig. 2.

Beside The Thomson VanDepoele exhibit there is one

other display in the exposition in which electricity plays a

part. This is in the miniature model of Clarkdale, a Chicago

suburban tract which is being boomed by a firm of real estate

agents. The model is lighted by about 150 incandescent

lamps supplied from a 200-light Thomson Houston
dynamo, driven by a Duplex high speed engine of seven

horse power. About half of the lights are of lO candle

power capacity, arranged to illuminate the little tract from

above. The others are liny lamps scattered about the

miniature grounds representing the street lamps or else

dispensing a cheerful glow from the interiors of the

pasteboard cottages.

The exposition will remain open until Oct. 24th.

The City Electric Street Railroad company of Liitle

Rock, Ark., is extending its line in the eastern part of the
cit)-.

Union Power company without any handling whatever.

It is thought that a great saving can be efiected bv this

operation. The company has already arranged lo supply

power for the operation of two street car lines.

National Electric Light Association.

At the last meeting of the executive commiitce of the

National Electric Light association a very complimentarj'

resolution was unanimously adopted thanking John Carroll,

of the Eugene F. Phillips Electrical Works of Montreal.

Canada, for his untiring and eminently successful labors

in connection with the reception of the association during

ils convention at Montreal. These resolutions were or-

dered engrossed and presented to Mr. Carroll. They ex-

press the sentiment of all who attended the Montreal meet-

ing.
^

A telephone company has been established at Woodruff,
S. C.
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Electric Boat at the Frankfort Exhibi-
tion.

Illustrated herewith is an electric boat on the River

Main near the Frankfort electrical exhibition, Germany.

This little launch was built by Siemens & Halske, Berlin,

and it is a veritable model of a pleasure boat. The Elec-

tra, as the boat is called, is claimed to have a speed^of

15 kilometers J"per hour. It will carry thirty-six persons

besides the crew of engineer and pilot. The little vessel

is about fourteen feet long and about six and one half feet

wide.

The motor is of the Siemens type and will develop eight

horse power, making at full speed Soo revolutions per

minute. The armiture shaft of the motor [is coupled di-

rectly to the propeller shaft.

Current to drive the boat is obtained from eighty four

accumulators. This battery of cells is divided into four

sets connected in parallel, with one. two, three or four sets

at a time, to vary the speed and power of the motor. The

storage cells, as well as the motor, were manufactured by

Siemens. -The capacity of the battery is such that the

boat may be run four to eighteen hours, the time of dis-

charge, of course, being dependent upon the speed demand-

ed. The accumulators are charged from the large machine

exhibited by Siemens & Halske in the main machinery

hall. The Electra excites general admiration and is

usually crowded with passengers.

Another large electric boat, built by Escher, Wyss &
Co., and equipped electrically by the Oerlikon company,

may also be seen making several trips daily. There is also

in service on the Main a small launch built entirely of

aluminum.

the position of the torpedoes when in service. It may be

mentioned that there is also in this exhibit a dynamo for

marine service which has the peculiarity of possessing an

showing that the differences between the disputants aie

largely due to their different methods of treating the sub-

ject, and that it is not absolutely necessary for either to

A Glimpse of an Exhibit by Siemens &
Halske at the Frankfort Exhibition.

An interesting feature in the marine department at tlie

Frankfort exhibition is Siemens & Halske's display of

torpedoes' and the apparatus for locating and discharging

them from the shore.

In the foreground of the accompanying view there may

be seen one of these torpedoes. The charge of expolsive is

inserted by removing the cover at the top. At the bottom

is the cable and connections, by means of which the

weapon is placed and discharged. On the table are ex-

hibited various other devices employed in electrical torpedo

ELECTRIC BOAT AT THE

iron commutator. This machine has an output of 105 am-

peres at loo volts at a speed of 200 revolutions.

The "Minimum Cost" Discussion.

Bv Irvint, Hale.

The discussion of the minimum cost question by Messrs.

Leonard, Sprague, Badt and interested outsiders, has al-

RLRCTKIC MIM:.0 MA<;iIINf;K"i

warfare. There are ahown connections, couplings, etc.,

for a5C under water to join the torpedoes with the firing

station cm 5h!>re. also apparatas for locating from the shore

I 7JIE l.MKK- .;AIK IM'Ui/ii'JAL K-XrOoIl ION.

ready become somewhat complicated, and the only excuse

thai the writer can offer for adding to il Is the hope that it

may be possible to pour oH upon the troubled waters by

FRANKFORT EXHIBITION.

prove the other entirely wrong in order to establish the cor-

rectness of his own position.

The principal points at issue are involved in Mr. Leon-

ard's formuUi; and deductions on the one hand, and Mr.
Sprague 's, as quoted by Mr. Badt in his hand-book, on the

other.

To avoid confusion from different notations, both formu-

Ice will be reduced to the following notation:

-^ =cosl (dollars) of plant per kilowatt at motor brushes.

-^ '= " " " " " horse power on motor pulley,

fj = " " " generator per kilowatt at its brushes.

(^'= " " " " " horse power required to drive it.

,'!/= " " " motor per kilowatt at brushes.
.']/t= " " »' " I' horse power on pulley.

X =number of kilowatts at motor brushes.

,V1= " " horse power on motor pulley.

r =resistance of one mil-foot of copper (say 10.7 ohms).

-u =weigh[ " " " *' " (say .000003027 lb.).

/: =cost of wire at poles, in cents per lb. of copper.

.r =commercial efliciency of motor.

£ — " ' " generator.

£ =eIectroniotive force at generator brushes,

< = " " " motor brushes.
/' — volts drop in line,

C —current.

Sprague's discussion deals with minimum cost of total

plant including motive power, while Leonard's deals with

the electric plant only. To put them on the same basis, we
will omit the cost of motive power from Sprague's formula,

which can bs done without affecting the correctness of his

results. Mis formula for cost of plant (changed from cents

to dollars) then becomes, with the above notation:

/i-\-F 2g.S4rD-'u>c P
A'i= r;>-)- +jip-\—,

£XB E V X m
or changing from horse power on pulleys to kilowatts at

brushes, substituting for rand lo their values, and adding

3 per cent, to conductor for "sag, etc.," it becomes

A+r B'- K P
X= G+ +^/+— (Eq. I)

/C 750 ev N
The first term represents cost of generator per kilowatt

at motor brushes, and the second term cost of conductors

per kilowatt at motor brushes, and these are identical with

Leonard's expressions for the same quantities {changing

notation to agree with above), viz.:

a E D- K
4- (Eq. 2),

E-V 750 V{E—V)
!'.— /'being used instead of its C(|uivalcnt c, and /'-instead

of its C(|uivalcnt /T-j-/'.

I'Vom this point they proceed in the same manner to ap-

ply the method for determining the minimum value of

ihc functions, regarding /'as the variable; but as /'en-

ters Sprague's formula only in the first power, while it

enters Leonard's both in the first and .second powers

(owing to use of E— /' for /) their differential equations

are very different, and the resulting values of V corres-

ponding to the minimum value of the function are differ
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ent, and consequently their conclusions diriwn from these

values do not agree.

As they start from exactly the same premises, and as the

mathematical operations arc both correct, this seems para

doxical, but it is really not so, for the reason that their

methods of treatment cause the function to vary under en

tirely different laws, and therefore affect the conditions

giving minimum value.

Both assume, in any particular case, the power at

motor brushes (or pulley) to be constant, and vary the out-

put of the dynamo to offset variation in line loss. IJut

here the similarity ends. Sprague assumes c (al motor)

constant; C is therefore constant to maintain the same

power at the motor, and hence the resistance of Hue will

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

P=ioo-
ei-y

.025 U
-=IOO (Eq.

(•+.025/?
3a}. These equations c'=2=

600

22tj

2 4. sniallcr than before, hence uirc is

vary in the same ratio as /'

size of wire inversely as /
'.

£ (at dynamo) varying to cor-

respond with /'. Leonard,

on the other hand, assumes

/: constant; therefore as

/" increases, ^ will decrease,

and in order to keep the

motor power constant, C

must increase; consequently

A' of line cannot increase as

r
fastas /', for if itdid— =('

A'

would be constant. If we

calculate loss in volts by

percentage, the difference

in the two cases is still

greater, because in Sprague's

method the percentage is

calculated on an increasing

voltage, while in the other

case it is on a constant

voltage. In boih cases the

output of the dynamo is the

same for the same peroenl-

age of loss of energy in the

line; but Sprague increast^s

the dynamo output by rais-

ing its voltage, white Leon-

ard increases its current.

We, therefore, have the

cost of the dynamo increas-

ing alike in the two

methods, while the cost of

line increases differently

;

the point of minimum total

cost will therefore differ in

the two cases. This can

perhaps be made clearer by

an example.

Assume kilowatts at motor

brushes =100, (=450,.^=

500, F=50=io per cent.

I 00000

loss, C= = 22-\2, /•:

C (dynamo output) == 1 1 1
.
i

50

kilowatts A'^ =
.
2 - 5 •

222.2

Now" increase the loss of

energy to 20 per cent.

By Sprague s method < is

4?o

still 450; /^= = 5^^2.5,

.80

f'— 112.5, (7=222.2 as be-

ll:

fore, £ C=I25 kilowatts. A'=

—

(volts' loss in line), and the

show that the loss in volts corresponding to minimum cost

depends only on distance (and the values of constants A'and

O'), but that the percentage of loss depends also on the elec-

tro-motive force used. From Leonard's equations we obtain

750 C £ V-
ihe condition of minimum cost to be D''= (Eq.

A' (A—2 /')

4), from which results a rather complicated value of !',

which is evidently a function of both Z? and £ (and the

constants), and as £ is constant, /*must vary directly with
/

', and hence must also depend on D, £ and the constants

To sum up these results the fiercentage of loss in volts is

in cither case a function of both distance and voltage, but

llMra:: OF SIEMENS & HALSKE S MAKINK FVHlHir Al THE FKANKFORT EXHIBITION.

.507, increased

the same proportion as I', and faster than the percentage

of loss. By Leonard's method, if we increase the loss to

20 per cent., ii is still 500, t-400, F=ioo, C=250, £
too

C— 125 kilowatts, /^=—=4, or only 1.8 times the

250

previous value, so that the cost of wire is more than

half the previous cost, whereas by Sprague's method it

is less than half. Forty per cent, loss sliows a still more

striking dilterence, the size of wire in Sprague's method

being only one si.\th the size for 10 per cent, loss, while with

the other method it is more than one-third.

Now taking the equations showing the value of F for

minimum cost of plant, we tind the value deduced from

Sprague's formula, modified to correspond with equation i,

to be l'=D t' , or making A''=24 and C 50. / =
750 G

,025 D (Eq. 3); or, dealing with percentage of loss in volts

the two functions are very diflferent. The loss in volts by

Sprague's method is proportional to D, and increases inde-

finitely with it, while according to Leonard's, Fcan never

£ £
equal or exceed — for l'=— makes £> infinity, and a

2, 2

larger value of T makes D imaginary. The reason for this

latter fact is plain, aside from the mathematics, for after K
£

passes — , it does not increase as fast as C increases to

keep power at the motor brushes constant; consequently

r
—~ A' actually decreases, and the si-'.e of wire increases at

C
the same time that dynamo capacity increases, so that the

total cost of plant continually rises and can never reaci) a

minimum; the minimum point has been already p.isscd.

For example, £"=1,000, r~5oo, <r=5oo, C (for loo

500
kilowatts) = 2oo, A'=

—

= 2.5. Increase /'to 600, (•=400,

larger.

With Sprague's method there is no such limitation, for

as L- 6' are constant, A* increases indefinitely with F, and
cost of wire decreases, so that the law expressed by the

formula that /•' varies as /J is not at all unreasonable from
a common sense standpoint, and it is undoubtedly correct

from a mathematical standpoint. Of course this may give

a value of Fso large as to be entirely impracticable in

actual operation, but the law is nevertheless true that it

will give minimum cost of plant. If, for instance, /:= 5oo
and 7>=8o,ooo, /'would be 2,000. That this value of T
will give minimum cost of plant can be readily tested by

figuring cost of plant with

1,900 volts and 2,100 volts

loss respectively; but a plant

could not be ojierated with

any such percentage of loss

on account of the enormous
variation in voltage at motor
under varying load, and for

other practical reasons. This
is simply one of the cases

where minimum cost of
plant must be sacrificed for

more important considera-
tions.

The following question
may, however, present it-

self: -If, with ^=1.000
and Z>=4o,oo3, Leonard's
formula requires, for mini-

mum cost, a drop of 414
volts, making ^-1=556 volts,

should it not be conversely

turn that with £ assumed as

5S6 volts, and Z>=4o.ooo,
Sprague's formula should
require, for minimum cost,

the same drop of 414 volts,

making i^T^i.oco volts?"

This is plausible, but not

correct. Because, with a
fixed £, we soon reach a
drop in the line beycnd
which the saving in copper
by increased drop does
not offset increased cost ot

generator (owing to the fact-

as previously pointed out.

that the size of wire de-

creases more and more slow-

ly as /' increases, and
finally actually increases

with /'), it does not follow

that if we slop and reverse

the process, keeping .- con-

stant at the value deduced

by first method (586 volts

in the assumed case), we
can make no further saving

in cost by incrtasing /'

(and thereby the initial

voltage), for the size of wire

now decreases as fast as /'

increases. Equation 3 shows

that /'= 1,000 (making

£=i,$&6 in the assumed

case) gives minimum cost,

and this can be verified by actual test.

As equations 3. 3*7 and 4 show relation between 1'
{ot

P), D and £ corresponding to minimum cost, in might be

(and has been) concluded that either two can be assumed

and the other deduced, and that wc can thus fmd a value

ot Z) or of £ that will give minimum cost. This is an

evident absurdity, for the reason that a smaller distance, or

a higher £, other conditions rcm.Mning the same, will

plainly give a still lower cost. Neither is it justitied by

our mathematics. Equations i and a were ditlcrentiated

regarding \
' as the variable, and /-.' (or e\ and D as con-

stants; hence the resulting equations show conditions of

minimum cost only when /
' is the vari.ible and the others

assumed. Had it been desired to tmd .1 value of £ {ox

f), or of ly corresponding to minimum co.st, the equations

should have been ditTcrcniiatcd with cither of thoscquanti-

ties as the variable. This process gives, with £ (or !*1 as

the variable, an equation in which these quantities do not

appear, showing that no value of ^T(or c) corresponds to a

minimum, while with /> as a variable, we gel the condi-

tion D=o^ which is the condition of minimum cost what
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ever E (.or c) and V may be. These results agree with

the conck-sions drawn from general reasoning.

What we do get by assuming /* or /"and deducing j£"

(or f-) in equations 3, yi and 4, is that particular E (or ^0

for which the assumed loss in line will give minimum cost

at the assumed D. For instance, if we assume in equa-

tion 3(7,- Z>= 10,000 and P~2o, we deduce £=1,000. If

we reverse the process, assuming that Z?= 10,000 and

^£=1,000, we deduce P^20 as the line loss that will give

minimum cost, while for .^^goo, P must be 21.7, and for

c-^i.ioo, P must be iS 5; in short, there is only one value

of t, viz., 1,000, for which the line loss corresponding to

minimum cost is just 20 percent. This value of c- has

no particular significance, however, for the reason that a

higher c will give still smaller cost at the same percentage

of loss, although with this new e, a minimum cost would

be obtained by using a smaller percentage of loss. (See

the examples just given.) If, therefore, we are so arbi-

trary as to assume that we must have a certain percentage

of loss, and no other loss, even though it be smaller, will

satisfy us. then it simply remains to use as high a voltage

as is practicable under the existing conditions.

Similarly, if the voltage and loss arc assumed, there is

one particular distance for which the assumed loss will

give lower cost than any other loss, but no one, even if he

has been deprived of the benefits of an electrical educa-

tion, would be foolish enough to locate his generating

plant at that point if he could get power nearer.

Mr. Badt (example 2) assumes the distance and loss and

deduces the voltage, and in example 3 assumes voltage

and loss and deduces distance; while Mr. Leonard, in his

paper read before the Association of Mining Engineers of

Quebec, states, "Vou will also notice that the formuk"e

ling conclusion." with similar statements and examples by

Mr. Badt.

/'. "With any fixed couple and commercial eft^iciency.

the cost of the wire should bear a definite and fixed ratio to

the cost of generating plant."

c. "For minimum initial cost of plant, and assuming

certain prices per horse power of motors, generators, and

power plants (all erected and ready for operation), and as-

suming a certain price per lb. of copper (delivered at the

poles), the total cost of plant, excluding line construction,

is a constant for a certain efficiency of the electric system,

no matter what the electromotive force of the motor and

the distance may be." (Quoted by Mr. Badt.)

Statement'!?, as we have seen before, is correct when the

electromotive force of motor is fixed and the variation made

in electromotive force of generator, which is Sprague's

method of treating the problem. It must be remembered,

however, in this connection, that while loss in volts depends

only on distance, percentage of loss will depend also on

voltage used. Mr. Leonard evidently misunderstands Mr.

Sprague's meaning, as he speaks in his criticism of "same

efficiency of apparatus, that is 30 per cent, loss in con-

ductors," whereas Mr. Sprague refers only to efficiencies of

motor and dynamo, which entjar his equation as constants;

he also quotes Sprague later as claiming that "minimum
cost of plant is a function of distance alone, and is inde-

pendent of the electromotive force used at motor," where-

as Sprague says that "volts fall to get minimum cost,

etc."—a very different statement. As interpreted by Mr.

Leonard, Mr. Sprague's statement is certainly absurd, but

as actually stated and intended, it is correct.

Statements /' and c are liable to misinterpretation if con-

sidered by themselves, and without any explanatory

ELECTRIC HOIST AT THE BLACK DIA^fOND MINE.

show that for any given percentage of loss, the electrical

pressure to be employed will vary as the distance. Thus

for 20 per cent, loss the cost of copper being it^ir. 20 per

horse power delivered at motor brushes, the electromotive

force necessar)' for transmission of 16,000 feet will be 1,500

volts; for 32,000 feet we should use 3,000 volts, and at

8,000 feet. 750 volts," and in his paper published in the

Western Electrician of Sept. 5th, says, "Thus for any

initial voltage and percentage of loss we can determine the

cost of conductor and the distance of transmission which

corresponds to the minimum first cost of plant."

Still, with the exception of .Mr. Leonard's last state-

ment, neither says in so many words, that there is a volt-

age or a distance that will give a minimum cost of plant,

and it is only fair to assume that Mr. Leonard's statement

is a slip of the pen, as he afterward criticises Mr. iJadt

very se^'crely for implying that a particular voltage can be

found that will give minimum cost, and would doubtless

sec even more plainly that no distance (except zero) can

give minimam cost under fixed voltage and loss. It is

quite certain that both ;;;eni!cmcn arc too thorough elec-

tricians to scriou<ily maintain the doctrine implied by the

acatements quoted, and what they really mean is that hav-

ing assomtd the line losi and cither the voltage or dis-

tance, we can by the formula sati.ify our curiosity, if we
have any. as to what the particular distance or voltage is

at which the assumed loss will give minimum cost.

Mr. Spragae's statements, to which Mr, Leonard takes

exception, are as follows:

a. "That is.wiih fixed conditions of cost and efficiency

of apjara u% the nu-nb^ of volts fall to get the minimum

cost is a fanction of the distance alone, and is independent

of the electromotive force at the motor, a somewhat start-

conditions, but when taken in connection with the mathe-

matical deductions from which they result, and interpreted

as they were evidently intended, tbcy are all right. They
are deduced from equations obtained by substituting in

the expression for cost of plant, the value of /'corres-

ponding to minimum total cost, and making certain

additional transformations. The resulting equations are

therefore true, only when all conditions for minimum cost

are satisfied. Mr. Sprague probably considered a state-

ment of this fact unnecessary, as the conclusion follows

directly after his mathematical work, but it might have

guarded against a misunderstanding of B and C, especially

when standing alone, to have added the provisional clause;

"Provided that particular electromotive force of motor is

used which, with the volts drop corresponding to minimum
cost at the assumed distance, will give the assumed com-

mercial efficiency; which requires, for a given commercial

efficiency, the electromotive force of motor to vary directly

with the distance.*' 'i'his corresponds perfectly with the

well-known fact that if voltage is increased as fast as the

distance, the total weight of copper for a given commercial

efficiency remains unchanged, and in fact the same thing

is shown by Mr, I>eonard's chart i. The two arc there-

fore again in perfect accord.

If c'juations and mathematical deductions arc subject lo

r.uch widely different interpretations by acknowledged

electrical authorities, and if local conditions vary so much
as to make any fixed formula valueless for direct applica-

tion without modification, the question may arise, ''What

does all this mathematical jugglery amount to any way?

Is it not better to discard it, and trust entirely to experi-

ence and common sense?' There will doubtless be many
who Will Iak» this view, but it would surely be as great a

mistake and check to progress to discard theory and
mathematics in electrical engineering as in bridge design-

ing, planning of masonry dams, or any other engineering

operations, and the chances are that he who relies entirely

upon hii ''common sense" and rule of thumb, will make
more serious mistakes than the man who relies too im-

plicitly on theory, although the best results will of course

be obtained by an intelligent combination of the two.

The mathematical discussions under consideration are

correct, and can lead to nothing but correct results if

Fir,. 2. THE LAUFFEN-FRANKFORT TRANSMISSION.

properly understood and interpreted. They contain numer-

ous constants, the values of which will depend on local

conditions, such as freights, price of labor, difficulty of the

work, cost of developing motor power, etc, The electrical

engineer in charge of a transmission of power enterprise,

should, after deducing his general equations, substitute in

them the local values of the constants and deduce the condi-

tions that will give highest general economy of plant. If the

percentage of loss in line required to fulfill this condition

theoretically is so high as to give too much variation in

voltage at motor brushes under varying load and cause

difficulties in the practical operation of the plant, he must

cut down the line loss to a practicable amount, even at the

expense of minimum cost of plant or theoretical ma.ximum

economy of operation. If the size of generator theoreti-

cally required happens to be a little larger than the nearest

standard size made by the company supplying the ma-

chinery, it will be better to decrease the line loss enough to

enable this standard size to be used, as the additional cost

of copper will probably not be as serious a matter as the

expense and delay of getting out a special size of machine.

If the amount of water power obtainable is limited, or if

additional power can be obtained only at great expense,

and if more power can be utilized at the motoi than would

be obtained with the line loss dictated by theory, he should

compute how much additional copper can be put up and

have tlie value of the increased power thus obtained pay

proper interest and depreciation on the cost of the added

copper. In short, he must consider every detail of the

subject in the light of actual local conditions. There can

be no doubt that the company whose engineer thus com-

bines theoretical and practical considerations in a con-

sciencious and thorough study of the problem . will enjoy

larger dividends than the company whose plant is put in

by a man who guesses that fifteen or twenty per cent, loss

in line is "about right," and who decides all other points

connected with the installation by the same "common
sense" method.

Electric Hoist at the Black Diamond
Mine.

The electrical hoisiin; equipment shown in the accom-

panying illustration is installed in the lilack Dimiond mine

in the state of Washington, where it is operating to the

entire satisfaction of the owners of the mine, having been

in use since April. The dynamo generating the current to

) <

I

;

I I
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operate the motor connected with ihc hoist is located near

the mouth of the mine, while the hoisting mechanism itself,

shown in the cul, js 3,100 feet away, at the head of a slope

in the mine, 'I'his slope is now 500 feet deep, and coal is
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hoisted from the 450-foot station, but sinking is going on

to make it 900 feet, where another station will be located.

The stopping, starting and reversing movements of the

hoist are effected by the movement of the one vertical

lever. But three horse power is needed to operate the en-

tire mechanism. This amount is far less than would be

used to transmit the power necessary from the surface to

the slope by any other means. The Electrical Engineer-

ing company of San Francisco installed the plant.

The Iron Tower at Frankfort.
In the accompanying cut is shown an illustration of the

iron tower at the Frankfort electrical exhibition. This

structure while not occupying the same importance in the

Frankfort exhibition that the Kiffcl tower did at Paris is

still a very attractive feature, and thousands of visitors are

carried every day to the top, which commands a line view

of the city. In the evening when the electric lights arc

turned on. the Lower is a magnificent sight. It is covered

with thousands of incandescent lamps, and rises like a

pillar of light. In the dome of the tower there is a power-

ful electric search light and retlector,which is turned on the

different parts of the city, making a wonderful effect.

There are many attractive features about thi i tower for the

general public, but there arc many more from an engineer-

ing point of view.

The tower is entirely of wrought iron, and has a height

The Lauffen- Frankfort Transmission.
Details of construction of the LaufTen-Frankfort trans-

mission plant are presented in a recent issue of the Lon-

don EUctricnl En^iucrr, from which the accompanying

cuts are reproduced. The winding of the armature is

illustrated in the accompanying diagrams. There are

three distinct windings upon the armature, represented

diagram matically in Fig. i. The shaded rectangles repre-

sent the poles, those, say, at the right-hand side being

alternately .s" and N . The three circuits are represented

by differently formed lines. The method of joining the

three wires is shown in Fig. 2, where three ends arc joined,

while the other ends are open, to be connected with the

transformers or with the line. The three circuits are

shown as being at 120 degrees from the nther.

transformer can sLind the high pressure of 15,0'j'j volts.

as has been proved by practical tests. The commercial

efficiency at full load is said to be about 9S per cent.

IRON TOWER AT FRANKFORT.

of I3g feet 9 inches. It consists of four principal columns,

which form a square of 5 feet 2 inches. This space is

utilized for the elevator car. The structure at the bottom

is 13 feet I inch square, and at the top 7 feet 10 inches

square. Hollow columns serve for the cables which pass

from the machine room to the top of the tower and down

to the car, where they are attached on the regular Otis

system.

The electrical elevator is undoubtedly one of the most

interesting features of the exhibition. It is designed to

carry eight or ten persons, and is operated at a speed of

240 feet per minute, starling and stopping without jar,

and running superior to the ordinary hydraulic elevators in

use. Tbe machine wa5 recently inspected by the flerman

authorities, and they approved it, appearing highly pleased

with it.

Thomson Scientific Club.
The Thomson Scientilic club of Lynn, Mass . has

opened its season with a lecture by J. J. Berger, on the

"lloosac Tunnel." A series of six public lectures will be

given under the auspices of the club during the season,

and a limited number of tickets will be issued. The club

is completing arrangements for these lectures, and is now in

correspondence with several prominent electrical engineers

who will probably appear. The organization is in a pros-

perous condition, and at present has 150 members.

Projected Ocean Cables.

These are the days of many ioternational cable projects.

The line just opined that puts the Ignited States in direct

telegraphic communication with the countries on the cast

coastof South America is the property of a French com-
pany, and has entered into active rivalry with the two cir-

cuitous lines by which that coast has heretofore been
reached. An important submarine cable soon to be laid

is that between Pernambuco, in Brazil, and Senegal, in

Africa. It is a Uritish company that is the promoter of

this proiecl, and recent advices give assurance that, unless

there be some unexpected obstruction, the line will be in

operation within the next half year. Two cables are pro-

FlC. 3. l.AUFFENFR,

I1 **'K- 3 -s an illustration of the large high pressure

transformers employed in the LaufTen-Frankfort experi-

ments.

The magnetic circuit is composed of three laminated

iron columns of circular section, whose ends arc connected

by two tlat laminated rings similar to a Brush armature

core. Over each column are slipped the high and low

tension coils. As sl.own in the cut, the high tension

coil is boxed between the low tension one. This disposi-

tion reduces the inductive drop, and simplifies the way of

making the low tension connections.

The transformer was designed to have an output of

200 kilowatts, working with a normal jiressuro of thirteen

to fifteen thousand volts. To insure a very good insula-

tion, the transformer is completely plunged in oil, but

without this precaution the insulation is so good that the

.VNKFORT TRANiMtSSION.

jecled across the Pacific for telegraphic communication be-

tween the .Vmerican continent and various lands and islands

of the racilic. List spring a British naval expedition was
engaged in the business of finding a bed for the cable

which, running northward from .Uistralia to Hawaii,

is to have its .Vmerican terminus at Vancouver, in British

Columbia. This project is of importance to the British

Government, as it olTers a line of communication between
London and the British possessions in Asia by its connec-

tion with the Canadian wires and the .\ilantic cable.

The American project for a I'acilic Ocean cable between
S.in Francisco and Honolulu met with some encourage-

ment at the last session of Congress, when the sum of

$25,000 was appropriated for the preliminary survc)"S.

The steamer .\lbatross was selected for this duty. li is

understood that the British surveying expedition will re-

port the existence of a satisfactory route for the British

cable in the Pacific, and there need be no doubt that the

Alb tross will find .in available route from San Francisco

to Honolulu.
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Many dtissonthc Pacific coast are considering ordi-

nincss providing for the regulation of electric wiring.

Thc« prjvlsiow will iosjre a high grade of construction

work, ani sh'>ild secare the support of all who have the

bcstialerests of the electrical industries at heart.

Thr idea of an immense lower seems to be associated

in the minds of many with great expositions. It seems to

b€ the prevailing opinion that a great expoiilion is not

cotsp!etc without a huge tower. The EilTcl structure at

I'aris, which ia now an cj-esore to Parisians, was followed

by the Iron Tower at Frankfort, which, though not of

such an immense height as the I--:ffcI tower, h.ns proved

a great attraction. The electrical elevator and the effects

tA the clcc:ric lighting ii this direction attract the at-

tention of all who visit the 'irrman exposition. There
have bsca many projects for towers at the Colombian
Fltpo^irion, ba: it se:mi to b; th; prcrailing opinion

among the directors that such enterprises should not be

encouraged. There is enough originality in Americans to

devise a suflicient number of attractions without copying

the ideas of foreigners. It would hardly be expected,

moreover, that that a tower at the Chicago Fair wouid

prove such an attraction as at the Paris and Frankfort ex-

positions. Those who desire to get a view of Chicago and

the surrounding country will have plenty of oppoitanities

to do so in '93 from the mammoth sky-scrapers, for which

the World's Fair city is becoming noted.

While the city of Vancouver, Wash., is endeavoring to

sell its electric plant to private individuals, its namesake

across the border, in British Columbia, is reported as con-

templating the purchase of an electric railway equipment.

The Canadian town authorities will prove themselves wise

in their day and generation if they avail themselves of the

experience of cities that have tried that sort of thing and

let the municipal ownership of electric plants severel)'

alone.

\'aluable statistics on public lighting in Eastern Eu-

rope have been gathered by the French government

through its consuls in the principal cities of that section.

It appears that these cities have practically no electric

lights, and in many instances gas lamps are unknown.

Thus, for instance, at Adrianople no gas is manufactured,

and an attempt which was lately made to illuminate the

city with electric light was a complete failure. The only

material used is petroleum, which is imported from the

Russian establishments at Batoum. The advantages of

good illumination are not appreciated there. Cheapness

is said to be the essential feature of the lamps used in Con-

stantinople. Petroleum is used throughout the city, elec-

tricily being used only in the palace of Vildiz. In Greece

the advancement to the use of gas in Athens and Corfu is

noted There was once a proposal that Syra should be

lighted with the electric light, but the poverty of the mu-

nicipality and political reasons combined to prevent it.

The port of Odessa is brilliantly illuminated by electricity,

the new installation proving a great boon as steamers can

be loaded and unloaded at night-

The information gained by the French government illus-

trates the condition of the countries referred to. They are

equally far behind their western neighbors in other depart-

ments.

An interesting electric railway project is reported from

San Francisco, Cal. Electricity is to be substituted for

steam on the suburban trains of the Southern Pacific rail-

road running through Oakland and the near-by suburbs of

the Pacific coast metropolis. It does not appear, however,

that the company is actuated by the proper motive—better

service at a more economical cost of operation— in making

the change. There is a curious clause in its charter by

which passengers are allowed to ride free within the cor-

porate limits of Oakland, and it is to do away with this,

to the company, distastful provision, that the franchise

for a steam railroad is to be abandoned and electricity sub-

stituted The new system will be characterized by some

unusual features. It will be operated precisely on the

p'an of a steam suburban railroad, except that the power

will be transmitted to the motors by electricity. Trains will

be run instead of single cars, and stops will only be made

at stations six or ten blocks apart. The speed will be from

fifteen to twenty miles an hour, and the train units will be

operated, probably, at a headway of five minutes. Theie

will be, beside, "through locals" that will stop only at one

or two stations on the line.

The project is on2 of great interest to all advocates of

electric traction, and its development will be eagerly

awaited. It is not to b2 doubted that the venture will be

successful, and add another to the long list of triumphs

for lie modern method of passenger transportation in

cities and their suburbs.

Prof. IIenrv S. Carhart, in a paper on the "Interna-

tional Congress of Electricians" in this issue, calls atten-

tion to the fact that the proposed gathering should be held

under the auspices of the exposition, and should be con-

nected officially with the fair, i'rof. Carhart takes a lively

intcrcit in the plans for the proposed congress, and in view

of the erroneous statements circulated has deemed it nec-

essary to place the matter in the right light before the pub-

lic. It i.s needless to say that the plan referred to in (his

article is the one already decided upon by Prof. (iray. The

conclu.sion which I'rof. Carhart reaches will be received

with approval by every one interested in electrical matters.

He says; " Since the movement for an Internaticnal Con.

gress of Electricians has now been inaugurated by the

properly constituted authorities, and under auspices recog-

nized by the Worlds Fair d-rjctory, and by the United

States government, it is intended that plans shall be rap-

idly matured, and that not hing practicable shall be left un-
done to secure co-operation, both at home and abroad.
The only electrical congress of great importance thus far

held was at Paris in iSSi. Its decisions have been univer-
sally accepted, and its inlluence on the progress of the
science of electricity has been plainly apparent ever since. If
this supreme opportunity, presented by the World's Fair in
1S93, can be lightly laid hold of the gathering of electri-

cians in congress at that time may prove no less prolific in

results than the one at Paris ten years ago.'"

Mr. Hornsby writes from Frankfort that the time for
closing the international electrical exhibition in that city
was postponed two weeks. This will undoubtedly prove
fortunate for the interests of the World's Columbian Ex-
position, as it will enable the secretary of the department
of electricity fo see nearly, if not all. of the exhibitors at
the German exposition before the bustle of removal. No
doubt many of these gentlemen can be induced to make
displays at Chicago if the matter is presented in the proper
light. The representative of the electrical department of
the World's Fair now in Europe can be relied upon to
leave no stone unturned to secure this desirable result.

It was demonstrated in Chicago last week that the
present street railway facilities are totally inadequate to
handle large crowds. The unveiling of the Grant monu-
ment at Lincoln park on Wednesday afternoon attracted
an immense throng of visitors from out of town, and most
of thenrwere obliged to walk to the park. The cable
service of the North side showed how thoroughly inefiii.

cient it was and the visitors were not favorably impressed
with the system.

It is evident that a departure from the present system of
operating street cars in Chicago will be required before
1893. The World's Fair officials are aware that a change
will be required and they are endeavoring to provide suffi-

cient accommodations for the occasion. Last week Presi-

dent Baker called a meeting of the heads of the railway
companies, and suggested thac the cable system on the
South side be clianged and that an extension operated by
electricity be made. The managers of the cable system
acknowledged that it would be out of the question to put
in a costly cable plant to meet the requirements of the
World's Fair, as it would prove a dead loss after the ex-

position.

The introduction of an electric system, however, will

solve the problem and insure first-class service. Presi-

dent Baker of the World's Fair earnestly advocated the
adoption of the electric system, as he believed it alone
could furnish first-class service, under existing conditions.

TuK plans for the International Congress of Electricians,

in connection with the World's Columbian Exposition, will

form the subject of a paper and discussion at the Chicago
Electric club next Monday evening. Prof. Elisha Gray
will read the paper, and in addition to the members of the
club and all who are interested in electrical development
there will be several World's Fair officials present to

represent the board of directors. An address on the

subject is expected from Vice-President Bryan, and it is

also believed that Secretary Butterworth, who has recently

returned from Frankfort, will offer some suggestions that

will prove valuable.

Prof. Gray, who will read the paper of the evening, has
accepted the position of chairman of the committee to

arrange the preliminaries for the congress. Me will be
assisted by a committee of twenty one and will have entire

supervision of the work. An appropriation of :{;20o.ooo

has been made to defray the expenses of the congress.

which will be held under the auspicec of the Fair. These
congresses will be important gatherings, that of the

electrical department comprising the most eminent
electrical engineers of the world. It is Prof. Gray's
ambition to have the most eminent scientists of Europe
attend the exposition and participate in the proceedings of

the congress. For this purpose a representative will

visit each country of ICurope with the view of interesting

the electrical engineers, and the United States government
will extend toe.ich foreign power an invitation to appoint

a representative who will be authorized to vote in the

congress. There are, of course, many important subjects

to be discussed, and the congress will bo, it is thought, the

most representative gathering of electricians of the age.

In view of the great interest that will he manifested in

this gathering, the Chicigo Electric club has arranged for

a thorough discussion of the plans of the committee.

I'rof. Gray's paper will be of general interest to electricians

throughout the world.
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Motor Wiring.
Bv Tiios. G. Grikr.

In determining the sizes of the wires necessary to trans-

mit a certain amount of horse power, it is necessary to

know the pressure at the point of delivery, and the amount

of current which will develop the horse power required.

Motors of different sizes and designed for different volt-

ages are not of the same efficiency, nor are motors of

difTerent types of equal efficiency, even though they may

be designed for the same horse power.

In the following table the first three columns show the

horse power of the motor to be used; column four gives

the ampere capacity required by the motor to develop its

rated horse power. The amperes named in this table are

a close approximation to actual practice, and so long as the

question of efficiency of the motor is a variable one, the

most accurate tables must be based upon approximation

derived from actuil practice. In ths other columns of the

table is given the distance

which the various amounts

of power can be transmitted

on different sized wires with

a loss of one volt. The five

lines at the top of the table

give information in regard to

the wires of different sizes.

The safe carrying capacity

in this table is that which

was adopted by the National

Electric Light association at

Montreal, September loth.

The portions of the vertical

columns which are blank in-

dicate that at such a point the

size of wire represented in

that column is too small to

be used, owing to the fact

that the amperes requiied by

the motor are beyond the safe

carrying capacity of the wire.

To illustrate the use of the

table, we will assume certain

conditions found in practice

in Chicago. The Chicago

Edison company allows on

its motor service eight volts

drop. Let us assume that a

motor of 10 horse power is to

be placed 320 feet from the

service connection. As eight

volts can be lost in this total

distance, we can lose one volt

for each forty feet. By re-

ferring to the table it will be

seen that a 10 horse power

220 volt motor will lose one

volt with No. 5 wire for 41

feet; therefore No. 5 wire will

be the size required.

The method used in apply-

ing the table is lo divide the

total distance from the service

connection to the motor con

nection by the number of

volts which is lo be allowed

for loss in the service, and

ascertain in what column the

figure is found opposite the

horse power. The amount

nearest that representing this

distance will show the size

of the wire required. The
one great difficulty in motor wiring has been in using wire,

the safe carrying capacity of which was less than the power

required by the motor. This may easily occur when the dis-

tance from the motor to the service connection is short, and

the loss consequently small. The loss of 10 voltson the mo-

tor service inside of the building should never be exceeded.

berg and others. A fine muiica! program ne was also

presented.

Prof. A. J. Rogers, president of the club, made a few

remarks in which he referred to the work done by the or-

ganization, and compiimented the members on the progress

they had made. The friends of the club have reason

to feel proud of the work it has done.

The International Congress of Electri-

cians.

Bv Henry S. CARitAKT.

Several movements Iiave been set on foot with the ob-

ject of securing the attendance of foreign electricians of

note at the International Congress of Electricians to be

held in Chicago in 1893. The American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers extended an invitation to the Paris Con-

gress in 1SS9, and to the late Erankfort Congress to be

present in Chicago a year from next summer; .'ind the Na-
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Department of State, and an appropriation on account of

its expenses has been made by act of congress."

This organization will provide places of meeting and

other appropriate facilities for various conventions or con-

gresses to be held at Chicago at a convenient time in the

exposition season of 1893. It has already appointed a

number of general committees to organize such congresses

t3 en'ist thi interest and o-Dpsra'ion of eminent men at

home and abroad, and to secure if possible the attendance

of the most distinguished representatives of each depart-

ment of knowledge and activity at its respective congress

or convention These committees arc necessarily resident

in or near Chicago, but they are expected to procure the

co-3peration cf as many able men as possible, who wili con-

stitute an advisor>' council. The advisor}' councils are in-

vited to aid the local committees by correspwodence and by

personal conference as cpporlunity may offer.

The chairmanship of the local commitee on an Eiectricaj

Congress has been ofiered 10

Professor EHsha Gray ^who

has signified his acceptance)

and the vice-chairmanship to

Col. dowry. B. E. Sunny,

the chairman of the Montreal

coramitiee, is one of the local

committee appointed by the

World's Congress Auxiliar}-;

so also is the writer.

Since the movement for an

International Congress of

Electricians has now been in-

augurated by the properiy

constituted authorities, and

under auspices recognized by

the World's Fair directory,

and by the United Stales

government, it ts intended

that plans shall bs rapidly

matured, and that nothing

practicable shall be left un-

done to secure co operation

both at home and abroad.

The only electrical congress

of great importance thus far

held was the congress at

Paris in iSSi. Its decisions

have been universally ac-

cepted, and its influence on

the progress of the science of

electricity has been plainlv

apparent ever since. If this

supreme opportunity, pre-

sented by the World's Fair

in 1S93 can be rightly laid

hold of, the gathering of

electricians in congress at

that time may prove no less

prolific in results than the

one at Paris ten years ago.

Wisconsin Electric Club.

The Wisconsin Electric club celebrated the close of the

second year of its existence by a banc|Uet at the Plankinton

House, Milwaukee, last week. It was a thoroughly en-

joyable affair. A number of guests from out of town were

present, W. S. Johnson spoke entertainingly on "Limita-

tions, Electrical and Mechanical;" Don J. Whittemore on

the "Electric Branch of Engineering;" Duncan J. liobin-

son on "The Electrician as an Inventor;" D. C. Jackson,

of Madison, on "Underground Electric Conductors for

Light and Power Purposes." Remarks were made by F. E.

Parker, Dr. J. L. Kaine, E. C. Wall, City Engineer Benzen-

MOTOR WIRING

t'onal Electric Light Association at its recent meeting in

Montreal appointed a committee in the interest of the pro-

posed International Congress of 1S93.

The discussion of the subject in the electrical journals

discloses the fact that much uncertainty exists relative to

the auspices under which this congress is lo be held. One

report from the Frankfort Congress says that the members

in attendance were invited to Chicago in 1893 to take part

in a conference to be held under the auspices of the ;\mer-

ican Institute of Electrical Engineers.

While such auspices would undoubtedly command respect

abroad, ihey would not connect the undertaking officially

with I he World's Columbian Exposition, nor secure the

recognition of the government.

It is well known that the World's Congress Auxiliary is

an organization authorized and supported by the exposition

corporation. It "has also been recognized and approved

by the government of the United States. Its general an-

nouncement has been sent to foreign governments by the

Electricity at the
World's Fair.

Engineer Keller is prepar-

ing a prospectus of the depart-

ment of electricity. World's

Columbian Exposition, which

will shortly be issued. The
pamphlet will be handsomely

illustrated, and contain much
information of value to in-

tending exhibitors.

The delay in the work on

the electricity building is largely due lo the alteration in

the plans, in relation to the arch for the roof and the loca-

tion of the stairways, iuggested by Mr. Kefer. The
changes, however, are not of sufficient magnitude to affect

the value of the plans published by the Western Elec-

TRiciAN on April 25ih.

On Monday Prof. Barrett received a letter from Secre-

tary Hornsby, the first communication from that gentle-

man since he sailed for Europe. Tht letter was dated at

Franklort on September ^Sih.and was written on the even-

ing of the secret3r}'"s arrival in that city. In it Mr.

Ilornsby said thit he should present his credentials Co the

exposition authorities the next d.»y. He added that the

lime of holding the exhibition had been extended two

weeks. This will give him ample time to confer with all

the leading electricians at Frankfort.

There was no meeting of the committee on electricity

last week. The work in this department is progressing,

however.
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Wrc Stage Regulators.

The WiK stage regulator is illustrated in the accom-

panying' cut. The rate of graduation in this device is not

made open; it is continuous from start to finish, there being

no steps or iarnp-. It is not diliicult to appreciate the ad-

vantage of this feature after experience with one having a

discontinuous variation, even when there are -numerous

steps in the svitch. The Wirt stage regulator is as com-

WlRT STAGE REGULATOR.

pact as consistent with proper temperature allowance,

and is fireproof. It is made by the Electrical Supply

company.

Electricity at the Grant Locomotive
Works.

An important contract was signed last week, the Chicago

Edison company and the Grant Locomotive Works being

the parties to it. When the terms of this document are

carried into effect, which will be in a month or so, Chicago

will have an electrical plant designed for the needs of a

great manufacturing concern which will hardly be inferior

to any of its kind in the country.

The Grant Locomotive Works, which recently removed

from New Jersey, are establishing a mammoth plant at

Twelfth and West Forty-eighth streets, Chicago, and it is

intended that electricity shall play an important part in the

several shops. Several electrical companies gave estimates

on the equipment, but the contract was finally awarded to

the Chicago Edison company, which will furnish both the

wiring and the generating plant.

There will be two generators, one of 30 horse power ca

pacity and one of 60 horse power. The latter, in addition to

its duties in supplying power circuits, will carry 23o in-

caidescent lamps. There will also be one 20 light arc

dynamo, and another of 30.

The power from the generators will be mainly utilized

in operating the greit electric cranes that will shift the

heavy castings and pieces of machinery, up to complete

locomotives, about the shops. There will be a 40 ton

crane in the erecting shop, one of ten tons' capacity in the

michinj shop, a third of 20 tons in the boiler shop, and

another of the same size in thi foundrv The=e crane'; are

.S£W ISCASr.<ZSCENT LAMP ^OCKKI.

foroubTd by (he Industrial Iron Works, and each is sup-

plied by a motor of the United Sutcs company's manu-

facta re.

/.'iE/cd'/riV//^ spciJes of a curi!>u3 electric ventilator for

sapplyiDs; a buildin:; '^]*h fresh air, cither cold or warmed,
ai dssircd. Anc: - -cts the ventilator revolving,

aid ftvolation s". When warm air is desired,

a carrcnt ia sent ' -. of fine wire posscasin;; a

high rc^iisunce, and through this networif the air is obliged

to pas?; the c'jrrtnt heals the wires and the air necessarily
"— The rcovemcnt of a commutator is

./: the character of the air supplied by the

/Stem is capable of considerable adap-
'k-.-'j'., i-, J :: : suted that the hygienic results are uni-

f'^rm'5' good.

Chicago Electric Club and the Electrical
Congress in '93.

The Chicago Electric club will open its season's work

next Monday evening, 0:t. I9!h. when a special meeting

will be held to consider the question of preparing for the

Electrical Congress to be held in 1893 in connection with

the World's Columbian Exposition. It will beremembered

that the directors of the World's Fair have appropriated

$200,000 to defray the expenses of the scientific and edu-

cational congresses to be held under the auspices of the

exposition managemmt. The electrical people are par-

ticularly interested in this feature of the fair, and already

the work of organiz'ng for ths event is tfnder way. Prof.

Elisba Gray of Highland Park has been appointed chair-

man of the preliminary committee on arrangements, and

he will direct the preparation, and in fact assume the man-

agement of the affair. He will appoint a local committee

upon which will devolve the greater part of the work of

perfecting the local arrangements for the congress and de-

vising plans for the entertainment of visitors.

An advisory committee composed of the most eminent

American electricians, will also be named, and the work of

interesting electricians at home and abroad, will at once

be begun.

At a raee'ing of the board of managers of the Chicago

Electric club Saturday, Oc?;. loth, the position which the

club should assume in the mitter was discussed, and it

wasdjcidedto invite Prou Gray to read apip3r before the

club outlining his viewa on the subject. The meeting for

next -Monday evening was consequently arranged. It will

essentially be a World's Fair meeting, and the officers of

the exposition will no doubt bs present. Among those

expected to attend will be President Baker, Vice-President

Bryan, Secretary Butterworth and Director General Davis.

OJier ofifi:ials will also doubtless be present.

The club will take occasion at the meeting to give an in-

formal reception to Col. Clowry, B. E. Sunny, Henry B.

Stone, Chief Barrett and Prof. Gray, who are representing

the electrical interests of the World's Fair-

At the meeting of the club at which Prof. Gray's paper

will be read, there will be a discussion in which the mem-
bers may avail themselves of the privilege of presenting

their views on the subject of the World's Fair, and the

Electrical Congress. The representatives of the exposi-

tion will bs called upon for a statement of the position of

the fair ofiicials in relation to the electrical department and

the congress. As they have displayed a deep interest in

all that has related to the electrical department they will no

doubt have many suggestions of interest to offer. The
meeting promises to be one of the most interesting in the

history of the club, and will no doubt bs largely attended.

At Saturday's meeting of the board of managers the fol-

lowing committee was appointed to make arrangements for

the meeting: Alex. Kempt, chairman; W. B. Pearson, F.

\\'. Gushing, C. H. Wilmerding, F. W. Parker.

are generally approved by first class electric construction

companies.

New Incandescent Lamp Socket.
In the accompanying cut is shown a new incandescent

lamp socket exploited by the Knapp Electrical Works of

Chicago. This socket is simple in design, yet it is com-

plete in construction. I": has a quick positive make and

break, is easily wired, and has a good broad contact. The

distance between the terminals of the cord is nearly an

inch, thus eliminating all danger of a short circuit.

The insulation material is made of hard vitrified porce-

lain. The sockets are made to receive either Sawyer-

Mann, Thomson Houston or Edison lamps.

Regulations for Electric Wires.
The progress that has been made in electric lighting,

power and railway work on the Pac'.fic coast has been so

great that many of the more important cities have adopted

regulations providing for the wiring of buildings. The

general provisions of the local ordinances are similar and are

in accordance with the best practice in electric construc-

tion. It is provided that concealed wires, carrying less

than 250 volts, and intended for lighting or power shall be

thoroughly insulated, and the wires of opposite polarity

separated at least ten inches. Special provision is made

where an interior conduit system is used.

Every detail of electric wiring is provided for, and pre-

cautions arc taken to guard against accidents from poor

outdoor construction. All uninsulated trolley wires, feed

crsor mains of electric railways, having ground or earth

connections, shall be protected by not less than two well in

sulated, "dead" and firmly secured guard wires, to prevent

fire alarm, telegraph, telephone or other wire? from coming

in contact with railway circuits.

The city of Oakland, Cal., has adopted an ordinance reg-

ulating the conslruc'.ion of electric light and power plants.

This ordinance empowers the city electrician to enforce the

regulations prescribed. The provisions of these ordinances

Pocket Galvanometer Battery Gauge.
In the accompanyiag cu": is shown a po;ket galvano

meter constructed and calibrated so as to furnish a reliable

standard for practical measurement of current strengths in

testing from one to five cells of ordinary batteries, such as

the various forms of sal-ammoniac, sulphate of copper and
acid batteries. The galvanometer gauge is arranged for

use either standing upright on an instrument tabic or desk

or, as uhen used for miscellaneous testing in battery room,

etc., it is held suspended by the chain and ring, in which

position the needle hangs at zero the same as it would if

the galvanometer were standing 0.1 a table.

The galvanometer gauges are especially intended for use

as permanent circuit indicators for fire alarms, burglar

alarms, district telegraphs, etc., on account of their pre-

senting the face of the instrument in upright position. It

is prac[ically a dead beat instrument, a feature usually

found only in the most expensive galvanometers.

Two silk covered conducting cords are attached to each
gauge, and these cords are provided with a very convenient

form of improved tip, which is so made that it can enter

any ordinary binding post and be held by the binding
screws in the usual way, or, being a square end tip, is suit-

able for English binding posts, acd also having a spring

clamp it can be hooked firmly on to bare wire at any ex-

posed point. This form of tip is extremely handy in all

experimental temporary work, and by its use with the

gauge the condition of any one to five cells in the middle

POCKET GALVANOMETER E.\1TERY GAUGE

of the series can be instantly ascertained without making

breaks and reconnecting. This gauge is manufactured by

J. H. Bunnell & Co. of New York.

The Frankfort Electrical Congress.
Silvanus P. Thomson contributes an interesting article

to the London Elcchiciau on the work of ihe electrical

congress at Frankfort, concluding with the following re-

marks: "If the congress of i8gi had had no other result

than to bring together so many electricians and engineers

to discuss, day by day, the progress of their common sci-

ence, and to learn to esteem and value one another, it

would have done a useful service. But it did more than
this; it showed how an important scientific experiment can
be carried out on a large scale by the co operation of pub-
lic authorities with private industrial bodies. The Lauf-
fcn Frankfort transmission would have been simply impos-
sible but for the enlightened and spiriied way in which the
Cierman Postal Telegraph Department lent its powerful aid

to forward a scheme requiring the assent not only of vari-

ous local bodies, each exercising local government in the

territories traversed by the line, but also of the railway

companies and other corporations. The success of this

enterprise is a lesson in many ways, not only lo the electri-

cians, but to the telegraph departments of other countries."

On the occasion of the visit of the French fleet at Cron-
stadt a new form of leleplionc for use under water, in-

vented by Dr. Wredc, a Russian navel surgeon, was ex-

hibited tothc visitors. A diver, fitted with the apparatus,
descended into the water and held a conversation with the

capta'n of the French frigate Surcouf. Admiral Gcrvais
also held a short conversation wiili the diver from one of

the cabins of the vessel. Thcadmlr.il hcird with great dis-

tinctness the words of the diver and also a Russian song
which he whistled. He expressed his admiration for the

apparatus, and followed with great attention the explana-

tion furnished by the inventor.
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Data Relating to Water Power.'

Bv V. E. Baut.

There are numerous natural water powers in the United

State running to waste. These water powers may be im-

proved, utilized for electric power transmission, and be

made to pay handsomely on the capital invested.

As the improvement of a water power is attended with

considerable expense, the amount of power at various

seasons should be exactly determined to prevent later dis-

appointments.

The determination of the amount of power is best left to

a reliable hydraulic engineer. Any manufacturer of water

wheels, however, will send on application complete cata-

logaes giving practical rules and tables for determining

the horse power of water powers.

As one cubic foot of water weighs 62 5 lbs., this figure

multiplied by the number of cubic feet per minute multi-

plied by the head in feet, gives the foot pounds; this divid-

ed by 33,000 gives the horse power; or expressed in a

formula:

62 5 X cubic feet X head
Morse power= .

33.000

Very often the quantity of water flowing per minute is

not expressed in cubic feet but in "miners' inches." A
"miner's inch" of water is approximately equal to a supply

of I 5 cub'c feet per miaute.

Df. T. O'C. Sloane writes in the Scicnti/tc AiiuyicdJi:

'For the ampere a peculiarly close analogy is found in a

very well-known water measurement unit, namely, the

miner's inch. The miner's inch is defined as the quantity

of water which will flow through an aperture an inch

square in a board two inches thick, under a head of water
six inches. Here, as in the case of the ampere, we have
no reference to any abstract quantity, such as gallons or

FIG. 2. DATA RELATING TO WATER POWEU.

pounds. There is no reference to time. It is simply and
purely a rate of flow, exactly what the ampere is conceived

to be in electricity.

"To the illustration, Fig. 1. a representation of a tank
whence water is flowing through a hole one inch square ex-

tending through a twoinc'a plank, and under a head of

water six inches, is shown. The perforated plank is

shown as horizontal, simplifying the pressure question,

Referring to these conditions, we may consider the head
of water of six inches as the representative of electrical

pressure; in this case representing one volt. The aperture

restricting the flow of water may be assumed to represent

the resistance of one ohm; the flow through a resistance

of one ohm under the pressure of one volt is, of course,

one ampere; the flow through the resistance of a one inch

hole two inches long, under the pressure of six inches to

the upper edge of the opening, is one miner's inch.

"The expression, one miner's inch per second would
bs just as meaningless, or at least redundant, as the ex-

pression, one ampere per second. On the other hand, the

miner's inch-second is the correct analogue to the ampere-
second, the one denotes a specific quantity of water, 0.194
gallon; the other a specific quantity of electricity, a cou-

lomb; o.ig4 gallon per second of flow represents a miner's

inch; one coulomb per second of flow represents one
ampere; 1.94 gallons per second is supplied by ten miners'
inches; ten coulombs per second is supplied by ten

amperes.
"If we attempt to apply ohm's law to the miner's inch

we naturally fail because the laws of hydraulics differ from
those of electricity, but, none the less, it is a very excel-

lent analogy,"
The quantity of water .per minute in a small stream is

best measured by means of a weir or dam placed across

the stream. The weir tables contained in most of the water
wheel catalogues give at once the quantity of water in cubic
feet per minute passing over the weir. For larger streams
it is necessary to first find the area of cross section in

square feet, and then the mean velocity.

The cross sectional area is found in the following
manner: Divide the width of the stream from ./ to B as
in Fig. 2, in any number of equal parts. I-'Ind the depth
of the stream at each point of division, add all the depths
together and divide the result by the number of divisions;

this will give the "mean depth;" this multiplied by the
width .•/ B gives the cross sectional area in square feet.

Supposing the measurements areas follows:

Depth at point 1= 2 feet
.. .. .. 2_^ ..

" ' '• 4=5 "
' " •' 5=r6 "
' " * 6==7 "
" " " 7=7 "
" " " 8=6 •*

" " " 9=4 "

Total = 46 feet

Divide ^0 by 10. the number of divisions, and 4.6 feet is

the mean depth.

Supposing the width ./ B to be So feet, 4.6X80= 368
square feet, the areal cross section of the stream.
The velocity of th3 stream is best eslimatd by throwing

floating bodies on the surface. These "floats" should be
of almost the same specific gravity as the water, be weighted
on one end and sink well into the water. They should be
started near the middle of the stream where the water has

1. From the "Electric Transmission Hand- Book," EJectncian Tub-
lishing company, Chtcsgo.

the greatest vtlocity. and the lime should then be accu-

rately measured during which the float will pass a given

distance marked by stakes.

Two observers are necessary.

Observers O and P in Fig. 3. h:^ve aligned themselves
over slakes a. !•, and c, d, respectively.

Obser\*er O is provided with a stop watch (as used for

horse races), which he starts when the float passes line -;.

/'; then he turns his face toward P, who gives an optic

signal when the float passes over line c, d O, of course,

immediately stops the watch. The distances n, c and l/,d,

must be alike.

Supposing this distance is 400 feet, and the lime which
elapsed while the float passed between a, If, and '", </, is 2

400X60
minutes 31 seconds; speed per minute=: = I59

feet.

This, of course, is the velocity near the center and sur-

face of the stream; the velocity near the sides and the

bottom, however, is lower. From experiments it has been
found that the "mean velocity" is 83 per cent, of the

maximum surface velocity.

Wemust therefore multiply 159X. 83=132 feet, which is

the mean velocity per minute.
If we now multiply this value with 36S representing the

cross section in square feet, we get the number of cubic

feet per minute; 36SX 132=48576 cubic feet.

The "head" should be ascertained at high and low-

water.

It is well to remember that the number of horse power
thus ascertained is the theojelical energy expended by the

water, but only a part of this can be utilized to drive the

electric generators The commercial efticiency of the best

water wheel is hardly over 80 per cent , besides there is a

loss by friction (water in pipes, shafts in bearings, etc.). so

that at best not more than 75 per cent, of the energy of the

water falls can be utilized for driving the elec'.ric genera-

tors.

Electric Light in Holland.'
Id a country where so curious a mixture of Imperturba-

bility and enterprise, of thrift and luxury, is to be found,
it seems to be a mere chance whether electric light will

spread rapidly or struggle ineffectuaMy. It happens that

what liitle electrical work there is has been put down by
Germans, and though it is spreading on its own merits, It

is not likely to be taken up so well as If some Dutch engi-

neers could be found to turn their attention from canal cut-

ting and dyke building. Numerous factories are provided
with their own electric light plants here, as all over the

world; but, as far as we are aware, there are only two pub
lie supply stations, the one at the busy capital, Amsterdam,
and the other at the fashionable residence of the Court at

the Hague
On a recent occasion we took the opportunity of visiting

these two stations, tracking them down in each case by the

chimney shafts and their exhalations; for the Dutchman is

justly proud of the plcturesqueness of his streets, and
allows no overhead wires. With praiseworthy impartiality

Holland has adopted alternate currents In one station and
low pressure with batteries at the other, and as far as the

light is concerned, both glow Umps and arcs are thor-

oughly first class, the former being well up to color, the

laaer steady and silent, both giving general satisfaction,

and not known to fail.

At The Hague we found the central station a substan-
tia' building, consisting cf a commodious engine room and
"kettle house," suirounded and overlooked by a glazed

FIG. 1. -DATA RELATING TO WATKR POWER.

corridor communicating with the various offices of the sup
ply company. The whole of the plant, from the dynamo
to ihe lamps themselves. Including the mains, is supplied
by, and is the design of Messrs. Siemens and Halske, who
are represented by the chief engineer. X. J. SIngels. A
pair of horizontal engines had been at work, but are now
dismantled, and are being moved to allow for extension of
the plant, on account of the increasing demand for light.

The three-wire low-pressure system with batteries is em-
ployed, and the load last month was equivalent to rather
more than 3,000 16 candle lamps. The engines are of an
inverted marine type, and drive two dynamos, one at either
end of the shaft, the driving of course being direct. There
are two of these sets, and there is plenty of room for two
or three more. They are of the inside pole, outside com-
mutator pattern. The stationarj' magnets are like those of
the Jablochkoff dynamo; and the armature, wound Gram-
mering fashion, with bar conductors, is overhung. The
outer surface of the armature acts as a commutator; and
although the machine appears to be very expensive to build
it must be admitted that the trouble of attaching the sec-

tions of a separate commutator is thus avoided. It was

1. From the London El<ctricu\tt.

pointed cut that the centrifugal force in iuch an armature
is balanced by the pull of the field magnets; but the oniy
advantage to be seen in this type of machine is the

reduction of angular speed of the armiturc and shaft, at

the cost of considerable mechanical stress and very large

peripheral speed of commutator. Il is raihcr remarkable
that while the English firm of Siemens Bros, has put down
a set of dynamos at the Naval Exhibition of the largest

and most substantial character, and of a design and work-
manship that cannot fail to please the eye of an English
engineer, thsir G:;rmin allies should deliberately build

such strange machines. There is no reason why the effici-

ency should not be excellent, and the only points about
which we are inclined to be skeptical are ih: cost and the
durability.

Only a small battery capacity Is provided at the Hague
station, and it is employed in much the same way as at

Kensington and Knighlsbridge. An all day supply is pro-

vided, all the private houses and smaller customers being
charged by meter, while the hotels and large establish-

ments are charged by contract. A ^arge switch-board,

r laced in a gallery overlooking the engine room, controls

the various feeders and mains, voltmeters with pilot wires

from the ends of the feeders and ammeters being provided
while an attendant controls the pressure by means of resist-

ances. In the ketil-hitis large locomciive boilers are used,

and, tiie remaining space being limited, a watertube boiler

is being put down The economy of this station appears
to be remarkable, but the figures which we saw cannoi be
compared directly with those of our London stations,

though we hope that the chamber of commerce scheme of

gathering statistics will enable a just comparison, in such
a case as this, to be made. Load diagrams are taken e\-ery

day, and among the various analyses which are made is

one which gives the "ampere hours per kilogramme" of

coal. This appears to vary from 2.5 to 3. There being,

say, no volts, this gives 30S to 330 watts for 2.2 lbs, or

5.33 to 4.97 lbs. per electric horse power. Siemens' armored
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cable Is used, many of the feeders being concecCric
conductors.

At Amsterdam a beginning was made in the center of a
large block of houses in the busiest part of the city, and
overhead wires were run to various shops and hotels. The
light being appreciated, more plant was put down, and
permission was granted for running underground eonduct-
ors. Alternating currents are used, one dynamo running
direct on the mains, and the other on alternators. The
high pressure service Is at 2,oco volts, and is transformed
to 7: volts for the glow lamps and to 36 volts for the arcs

The dynamos are of Ganz's make, and resemble the Sie-

mens continuous current dynamos at The tiague. in having
overhung ring armatures with fixed internal magnets, and
are direct driven by horizontal engines. The space in the
engine room is very limited, and the supply company hopes
tD remove shortly to larger premises. The undergrcund
conductors are made by Felten and Guilleaume, the larger

ones being concentric; they are lead covered, and are laid

in wcoden troughs, filled in with asphalt and covered with
stone flags. The supply is not maintained all day, but the
whole of it is charged by meter, considerable abatement
being made to large consumers. Frager and Aron meters
are used, and a meter of Ganz Cs: Co , made by the Helios
company. The transformers, arc lamps, and many of the
accessories are of Ganz's design, but manufactured by the
Helios company.
The price charged at Amsterdam is Sd. per

r.000 watt hours; and lamps are to be bought, having a
hfe of 1,000 hours, and an efiiciency of jj^ watts per can-
dle for is. 3d. to 25. The price of current compares well

with that which is charged in London, when it is remem-
bered that while the gulden is worth is. Sd . it

only goes as far as a shilling in most purchases; and the
price of Sd. may, for practical comparison, be reduced to

le5S than sd It is a pleasure to find such good results,

and that the work is well and carefully carried out, with no
unsightly temporary makeshifts.

An English Opinion of the N. E. L. Asso-
ciation Convention.

The London Ehctriciau makes the following editorial

comment on the Montreal convention^ "The convention
of the National Electric Light association, which was
held during this month at Montreal, appears to have been
of a thoroughly commercial and practical character. Discus-

sions on C G S. units and theories of magnetism are not

to be found at this gathering, but manufacturers and
managers of supply stations were well to the fore, and the

papers which we have glanced over arc full of practical

suggestions and records of exjKricnce."

The common council of l.ockport. N. Y., has granted a
charter to the Lockport and Olcoit Beach Electric rail-

road company for an electric road to the village of Olcotl.

The princip.il conditions arc that the road shall be com-
menced within three months from the date of acceptance

of the graot. and that it shall be completed by August ist

of next year. The ccnipany is required to give a bond of

^to.ooo, with four sureties, on or before November ist.

to comply with the conditions named. The principal

backers ei' the company reside in Rochester, N. V.
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Notes on Electrical Work in Mines. '

By Ai.i;ion T. Snell.

Perhaps no branch of engineering has received more at-

tention of late than the application of electricity to the

ordinary purposes of mining. At home, on the < ontinent,

and in America, electrical energy has been applied to this

work, and in the majority of instances with success.

In February. iSqo, the question of "The Electrical Dis-

tribution of Energy over Extended Areas in Mines" was
discussed before the Federated Instiiuteof Mining Engineers,

and I then proposed the use of over compounded dynamos
for this purpose. When the matter was also discussed at

the Newcastle meeting in 1S91, I was able to state that

several installations designed on these lines had been

working successfully for some time. One of these was the

Xewbridge Rhondda Colliery pumping plant, and by the

courtesy of Mr. Abraham, the manager, I am able to

bring the following details before you. This plant is typi-

cal of the system; it is successful here, and there is no

reason to prevent its being equally successful under similar

conditions in other pits. The problem was to drive two

pumps off the same set of mains. The pumps were 700

yards apart, and i[ was required to make each independent,

so as to be stopped or started wi;bout affecting the speed

of the other. It was also imperative that the electric light

should be used at the pumping stations, at the pit bank

and pit bottom; and further, there was to be only one

dynamo. These conditions assumed that the pressure

would be practically constant throughout the circuit. In

practice, it is impossible to secure an absolutely constant

pressure all over the system, owing to the resistance of the

mains themselves; but by over-compounding the dynamo,

so as to give a constant pressure at a point near the center

of the system, it is possible to approximate very closely to

the required conditions. How well the case has been met

is apparent when I mention that both the pumps can be

switched off without appreciably raising the voltage of the

lamps. The dynamo is one of our Sh. D. C. 12-16 type,

and running at Soo revolutions per minute gives a pressure

of 300 volts and 6d amperes. Each of the motors gives 7-

brake horse power, and runs at 800 revolutions per minute.

The lamps are coupled in series of three. The pumps are

three-throw rams. 4 inches in diameter by 9 inches stroke.

Mr. Abraham tells me the plant has been perfectly success-

ful from the first, and he hopes to extend the use of elec-

tricity at an early date.

Another interesting application of electricity which is

likely to be of use in certain cases is a new system of haul-

age patented by G. E. Walker of Wharncliffe Silkstone

and Immisch of the G. E. P. and T. company. In this

system the locomotive does not depend for grip on its own
weight, but gets a direct pull on a cable lying between the

rails, parallel to the road, and fixed at either end. This

cable passes over a sprocket wheel on the locomotive or

trolley, and is driven through suitable gearing by an elec-

tric motor. The motor is supplied with energy from a

bare copper wire arranged on the roof or the side of the

road. It is needless to say that such a trolley is only ap-

plicable to roads free from gas. The chief advantage of

the system lies in the light weight of the trolley in propor-

tion to the heavy tractive effort it can exert. It will be

principally used as an aa.xiliary power on short steep

lengths of otherwise fairly level roads, where horses are

generally used, and will be found in many cases to ba a

great saving in horseflesh. A locomotive or trolley of this

type has been running at Wharncliffe Silkstone collieries

for nearly twelve months on a brow 500 yards long, with a

grade averaging one in nine. It raises loads of about

fire tons at a speed of three miles per hour. Formerly,

twelve horses were required for the work, and even with

this number it was so severe that it was not deemed
advisable to keep the same animals at it for more than

sLx months at a time Mr. Allison, my assistant, who
erected the line, gives me the following figures, roughly

measured, which will be interesting from the electrical

point of view:

Rolling load 5 con'es 4 tons.

Average speed 2-65 miles per hour
Average grade i in 9^<
Grade 1 in 12 Amperes, 45 Volts, 180.

Grade i in 11 Amperes, 50 Volts. 190.

Grade i in 10 Amperes, 55 Volts, 195
Grade 1 in 9 Amperes, 65 . -Volts, 200.

Grade! in S Amprres, 70 Volts, 205.

Since the absve fi ^ures were taken, a larger dynamo
has been installed, and the locomotive \ ill now do more
work.
The locomotive trolley is unnecessarily heavy for the

particular work, and was adapted for existing material;

considerable improvements can ht midc in the design in

the future. The motor is rated at lo-brakc horse power.

Anolher interesting application of the compound parallel

system is the installation at Andrews' House Pit, I>urham.

By the courtesy of Cuthbtrrt licrkley I am able to give the

following details: The plant comprises a dynamo, three

motorst cables and three dip pumps The pumps are re-

spectively 1,500, I '^00 and 2,000 yards in bye; the one
nearest the shaft is driven by a 4 horse power motor, the

others each worked by motors of 2-horsc power. The
dynamo gives 250 volts and 40 amperes. The total

capicity of the plant is thus small, but it is interesting on
account of the distance between the pumps and the length

•I i-.t -tib^e A fe??- lampa arc nn at each of the pump
5la' • : engine house. The dynamo is

Aff-. or constant potcnlial at about i 500
yar

;

-^ to the length of cable the pressure

\i not m^iinuinedsourtiformlyas at the Newbridge f<hondda
ins!:alUttoti. K%ch of these noolors has replaced a crank
wh'-- - '- — -' '-rrcWc ho'ses 10 keep i: running through
the ^Jr5, The plant has now been at work
f';-

- ^r^ I mjy mention in passing that ft

of piap«r read btf'/re the Scfiith Wale* fostitutc of

wire rope is used for the return, and no difficulty has been
experienced from this; but if the pressure were higher, or

the work larger, I should advise an insulated return.

In Bohemia, my company erected last year two plants of

some iniporlancc in the history of mining in that district,

being the first application of electricity to mining work
there. The first is at the Standard Tin company's St.

Mauritius mine. The dynamo is placed below ground and
is driven by a turbine, the water being led down a shaft by
suitable pip3s. The motor is arranged to work a pair of

lift pumps with spears forty metres long, and also to wind
ore through the same vertical distance. When Ihe ins'al

iation was first made the lower kvels were drowned out

anc the electric plant had to pump them dry befoie work
could be resumed. This was successfully accomplished in

a shorter time than the engineers expected, and ore is now
being regularly raised by the plant. The power of the

motor is about 20 horse. The second instance is at Eger,
at one of the brown coal mines Here the main ventila-

tion is produced by a fan driven by electricity, and it is, I

believe, the only mine where this is the case. The dynamo
is driven by a turbine about half a mile away from the fan

house, and the current is carried by bare wires mounted
on poles with fluid insulators. The power of the motor is

approximately 25 horse. The fan has now been running
for about twelve months, and the manager reports that it

is working perfectly satisfactorily.

We are now building a very interesting plant which
illustrates the conversion of water power into electrical

energy and its utilization for light and power. One thou-

sand yards from the Greenside lead mines, near Ullswater,

there is a waterfall of upward of loo horse power. A
turbine running at [,000 revolutions per minu e is coupled

by a belt to one of our 100 electric horse power four-pole

transmission dynamos, wound in compound to give 625
volts and about 900 amperes. The energy is transmitted

by a bare cable (19-15 S. W, G.) carried on poles to the

mine mouth, and there lead covered cables are used to

convey the electricity to the various motors. These will

at once run a winding plant of lo brake horse power, a

pumping plant of 10 brake horse power and another wind-

ing plant of 20 brake horse power is under consideration.

Electric light will be used at different points of the line,

and other motors will soon be installed for various

purposes. Other examples might be given, but the pre-

ceding cases are fairly representative of the work now
being done.
Every system of transmitting energy must necessari'y

entail certain risks peculiar to itselt; therefore it is not

surprising that we find such difliculties in connection with

the use of electricity in mines. There is no doubt that the

limits of these ditiiculties are very imperfectly understood

by many mining engineers, and a few remarks on the

subject may not be uninteresting. There are two distinct

difficulties to contend with which may or may not be

dangerous. The first is the risk from shocks. These may
be received from any part of the circuit, if the installation

be faulty, and under any circumstances from the brushes,

commutator and terminals of the dynamo and motors.

The dangers ic be apprehended from electricity on Ih's

account depend primarily on the pressure of the circuit.

Opinions are very much divided as to the number of volts

necessary to cause death; but as, owing to difficulties of

installation, the pressure in mines is usually limited to 500

volts or thereabouts, there is no fear of a fatal accident

under any ordinary conditions. I have installed many
plants of about this pr<s5ure, and have never heard of a

single injury occurring to either the attendants or the

miners, although shocks have necessarily been frequent.

At St. John's colliery, Normanton, we have been
working for rather more than three years with a maximum
pressure of 700 volts without a single accident happening
from this cause; and further, no casualty from electrical

shock in any other mine in England has to my
knowledge been heard of; consequently I venture to think

that this danger is practically negligible. The second

difficulty which confronts us is the risk from fire, which

may occur in two ways: By sparking at the commutator gas

may be fired; or through a faulty connection or a bad leak,

some part of the circuit may become heated and may set

fire to timber. These dangers have frequently been dis-

cussed, but as a matter of fact no serious accident has oc-

curred from the use of electricity, and should ordinary

precautions be taken, and the plant besuppHed and erected

by a responsible firm, the chance of trouble on this score

is extremely slight. Let us first look at the risks that be-

long to the cables themselves. It lias been rightly sur-

mised that in ihe event of a heavy fall of the roof breaking

them, there may be a spark if ordinary single cables are

used, but this danger may be minimized by using concen-

tric cables; for if such a cable be broken by a fall, the

mains will be short-circuited and the cut-out on the surface

will fuse, thus cutting off the supply of electricity. In

most cases, however, the cable is torn from its supports

and simply buried beneath the stones, the strength of the

conductor being greater than that of the supports. I have

known several cases of this sort and the cables continued

in use until the fall was removed, after which, being little

the worse, they were re-erected. I'.ven assuming that the

cable should break, it by no mcnns follows that the spark,

if any, would be intense enough to fire gas, or tha: gas

would bt there in sufficient quantities to be dangerous. I

lake it that risks of this kind arc about on a par with the

possibilities of a ;.„fcty lamp exploding gas through a

fracture of the glass which is I able lo happen at any time

by an accident. In fact, on the whole, I should think this

danger is far greater than that from electric cables. But

wc are accustomed lo the breakage of safely lamps, and

no', as ytl, lo electrical work; and this is the chief point of

difference.

The .sparking at the b:u»Iics and commutator introduces

a question of a different character altogether. Although

in ihtory a well designed motor with cf>mmutator and

brushes in good order is sparkl.-s-s, certainly so far as not

to fifc gas, yet in practice, owing to wear and tear and pos-

«ibly want of aKcnlion.all motors may at limes spark badly

Then arises the question, Will those sparks ignite gas ? In
1S88, when speaking on this subject before the Midland
Mining Institute, I gave it as my opinion that the sparks
at the brushes of a motor would not readily fire gas on ac-

count of their low temperature. This low temperature is

due to the large mass of metal in contact with them. To
make this point clear I made the folloviing experiment: In
a wooden box about 6 feet long with an internal cross sec-

tion of a square foot, I put a small motor and a gas gauge;
a glass window was arranged in the center of the box so
that the gauge could be read and the sparking noted. One
end of the box was closed and the other fiUed with a
hinged door. Ordinary coal gas was then admitted at the
closed end, and the motor started. The mixture of air

and gas in the box was varied through the most explosive
ranges and the motor ran for half an hour without firing

the gas, although the brushes were sparking more than nor-
mally. These were then shifted so as to cause excessive
Fpirking, thu? heating both brushes and commutator, the
heat at the points of the former being so great that oxide
of copper was formed and deposited on them in a white
film. At this point the gas exploded. Marsh gas and air

explode at about 1,000 degrees C. f 1,832 degrees F.) ac-

cording to the mixture. It would appear to follow
that although under normal conditions there would be
little danger of a motor igniting gas, yet if by any means
the brushes and commutator became heated beyond a cer-

tain intermediate point, this danger would arise; and if

motors are to be used in fiery mines it will he necessary to
protect them.
Two ways of doing this suggest themselves. The one

is to inclose the entire armature and commutator in adust-
tight metal box sufficiently strong to resist the force of the
explosion of possible gas within it; and the other is to box
in the commutator and brushes only. The former method
has the advantage of also guarding against sparks caused
by a possible short circuit on the armature. The second
method does not protect the armature winding at all, but it

reduces to a minimum the volume of gas which may be
exploded by sparks. Both methods are good in their way,
and, by proper attention to details, I believe that with
either the risks will be comparatively slight. Of course,

the best protection is ample ventilation, for if the faces are

swept with plenty of fresh air, and the roof properly packed
and looked after, there can be no danger from the cause in

question. The protection of the motor should only be ex-
pected to act as a safeguard against "blowers," because
under ordinary mining regulations men would not be al-

lowed to work in a fiery atmosphere. If the motor be fixed

at a pump or hauling engine, the difficulties are materially

lessened, for the air would not be foul in such places, and
if the "blower" worked against the main air-way there

would be ample time for the men to switch off the motor
before withdrawing, or it could be stopped from the sur-

face.

Electric Locomotive for Mill Use.'

The present tendency to the general use of electricity

as a motive power has much to commend it, but there is

one line of work to which as yet, at least lo our knowledge
it has not been applied, though we believe it might be
so with profit to all concerned. We refer to its adaptation
to li^ht locomotives suitable for rolling mills, steel works,
and heavy machine shops.

The ordinary steam locomotive for use about yards in

the open air, used regularly up to something like its full

capacity, answers its purpose well enough, and perhaps in

the matter of economy it could not be excelled by any
other form of motor, but in inclosed spaces, such as mills

and other large manufacturing plants where locomotives
must be used, some improvement is needed, and here we
believe an electric locomotive of proper design would find

a wide application. Its principal point of superiority

would lie in its freedom from smoke, and also in that it

consumes no power except at the moment of use. The
smoke from the steam locomotive can perhaps be avoided
by the use of coke as fuel, but this at the expense of
filling the air with fine dust, which, in machine shops at

least, is neither conducive to good work nor to the comfort
of workmen. And in any case, steam must be constantly

kept up at the expense of fuel. The great problem, were
electric locomotives to be introduced for this use, would be
the transmission of the current to the motor. It is obvious
that the overhead wire system would not answer under the
conditions obtaining in most works, and it would appear
that on account of the advantage of making the locomotive
independent of external conditions, especially of the track,

that the secondary battery is the most feasible. Most
works of any magnitude have their own electric light plant,

which could be used during the day for the purpose of

charging the batteries, two alternating with each other for

each locomotive, without crippling the efficiency of either

equipment.
That electric power can be used safely and economically

is now well settled. One firm, to our knowledge, one of

the largest manufacturers of overhead traveling cranes in

this country, recommends thcuse of thispower in preference

to any other in machinery of that class, and it does not
appear that the difficulties in the way of adapting it to
locomotives for mill use are any greater than that for

overhead traveling cranes. And willi the freedom from
smoke and dirt which an electric locomotive would give,

other things being equal, it would possess a decided ad-

vantage over the steam motor. Wc should be pleased to

sec the problem taken up by some of the electric com-
panies, for wc believe its successful solution would inure

to their benefit, and lo that of large manufacturers and
to their employes,

The Gray Electric com])any of Chicago, 111., has boen
incorporated, with a capital stock of $100,000, to manu-
facture electrical apparatus. The incorporators arc

Elibha Gray, V. W, Cushing and Leon O. McPhcrson.

Frcm ihc /Jrnciirii/i Manu/nctur.r.
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Electricity as a Motive Power in Dent-
istry.'

By I'EiKR Brown, 1.. T). S.

Tiic <nicstion of providing some mclive f nwcr for the

dental engine has led many inventois lo invcstigalc the

merits of the electro motor in its application to the dental

engine. I\lectricity is coming rapidly to the front as a mo-
tive power, and the rapid strides made in its various ap-

plications have not been lost sight of by those interested in

applying this wonderful agent to various uses in dentistry.

The electro molor has many advantages, strongly indi-

cating it as the only perfect machine for applying power

to the dental engine.

Prominent among these is thesmall space required, com-
paring it with other motors. As an il'ustration, it may be

mentioned that a one horse power motor requires a floor

space of only 20 inches square. It can be placed out of

sight of the patient; it is noiseless, clean, and requires

very little attention.

To dentists living in cities or towns where a supply of

electric power cannot be obtained from a central power
station, the use of batteries must be resorted to. but it

must not be looked upon as a very great objection. Many
improvements have been made in the construction and dur-

ability of galvanic cells, rendering them much more clean-

ly and free from unpleasant odors, and less troublesome to

keep in proper order, than the form of cell heretofore in

use. Batteries can be obtained to-day that will supply for

a month or nu^re, without any further attention than the

addition of a little water occasionally, all the power re-

quired in operating a dental engine.

Where a supply of electricity can be taken from a power
station, it may be put to endless uses in the dental labora-

tory.

With an electric motor properly adjusted to the engine,

one may work through the most fatiguing operation with

ease. With the foot-power it is necessary, as we know,
to stand on one foot while using the engine, which is a

very tiresome position in itself, but when the other foot is

obliged to work thej treadle of the engine, it is doubly
tiresome. While with the motor you may take any posi-

tion the nature of the operation will allow you, and at the

end of a long day's work, you will look upon the electro

motor as one of tiie greatest boons that modern invention

and science have given us.

Another advantage of the electro motor is the perfect

steadiness it gives the cutting instrument. There is no
swaying of the body as there is when moving a treadle,

and it can be run slowly without that decidedly un-

pleasant jar the instrument receives every time the crank

of the driving-wheel passes over the center.

It is maintained by good authorities that one of the best

methods of excavating sensitive dentine with a mininum
of pain, is by the use of a very sharp burr run at a high
speed. Now, in order to get a high speed with the ordi-

nary engine we have to exert quite a little force, and in do-

ing so the body is moved about, and the steadiness re-

quired is much disturbed; while with the motor a speed of

from 2,000 to 5,000 revolutions jier minute can be easil)'

obtained by the simple operation of closing a switch,

leaving the operator perfectly steady and at rest.

Many will object to introducing the electro motor so

near to the chair, saying that it looks too much like ma-
chinery; but were there not objections on the same ground
made to the dental engine itself on its first introduction,

and how many dentists are there today without that valu-

able instrument? When the advantages of the electro motor
become better known among the dental profession, there

will be few who will be without it.

Then there is the objection of introducing the electric

current from a power station into our houses, on the

grounds that it is dangerous to life and property. The
dangers from this source have been very much exaggerated

;

the low tension current is not at all dangerous when prop-

erly insulated. We have a deadly agent in our houses
now in the form of illuminating gas, and serious conse-

quences may result from a leaky joint or improperly closed

tap. Vet we do not go about with fear and trembling
when we use this agent in our houses. When electric

wires are covered with proper insulating material, the fluid

they carry is as safely confined as gas or water in

their respective pipes. The amount of knowledge re-

quired for the successful operation of electrical appliances

in dentistry is not neccessarily very great. Certainly, a
fair amount of information will help one wonderfully out
of a difficulty, and will prove valuable in successfully us-

ing electricity in practice.

This force is coming into such general favor and use,

that every one should have a little general knowledge of it,

which may be easily obtained from one of the numerous
text-books on the subject. The time is not far distant

when we shall have our houses heated, lighted and venti-

lated by electricity; the obnoxious gas jet will give way to

the clear and steady light of the incandescent lamp, which
gives us light with a minimum of heat, and does not viti-

ate the atmosphere of our rooms, and till our lungs wiih

carbon. This lamp is to be strongly recommended in

making examination of the teeth, or in operating on dark
or cloudy days when the light is unsteady. With proper
fixtures the lamp may bs made to concentrate its light on
the mouth, and also shaded from the eyes of the operator.

The incandescent current may also be used to run the

electric mallet, the electro cautery; and, applied to a fine

platinum point, is the best means of diying out root ca-

nals before filling.

CORRESPONDENCE.

The United States Corporation Bureau of Chicago re-

ports 1,089 new corporations in the United Slates during

the month of September; total capitalization, $374,973,-
325. Of these 74 were light, heat, power and transporta-

tion companies with a capital of f27,298,000.

I. Read before the Odontological society, Montreal.

New York Notes.
New Vokk, Oct. 10.—Klectricnl news during the

past week has been exceedingly scarce. The week has

been one of expectation, especially as far as the rapid

transit problem is concerned, but the proposed modifica-

tions have not yet been completed and presented, and con-

sL'(|uently the commission seems to be far from a final

solution.

ft is said that the oHlcials of the Naugatuck road have

hit upon quite a novel method of heating the cars on the

early morning trains. These trains stop near . the electric

light station at Waterbury, and the station men force a

great quanl'ty of steam into the pipes of the cars.

The Cowlcs IClectric .Smelling and Aluminum company

of r.ockporl, N. \., and the Pittsburg Kcduclion com-

pany of Pittsburg are at present engaged in a gigantic

patent litigation, and, on that account, neither com|>any

will be able at present lo accept the order, recently placed

by the Cerman govcrnmcnl in the hands of its United

Stales agents, for eig lily-five tons of pure aluminum.

This large amount of that valuable metal is to be used

for army purposes, to be turned into buttons, buckles, wire

for telegraph and telephone service, and cartridge shells.

Stalen Island is again having trouble with its electric

lights owing lo accidents to the temporary works at St.

(ieorge, and the residents have consequently suffered

much inconvenience. During the storm on Tuesday

night the streets in the villages of Stapleton and Clifton

were left in total darkness. At the next meeting of the

trustees of the village of Edgewater, it is said that a num-

ber of prominent tax-payers will appear to request that the

electric light company forfeit its contract and that the

streets be again lighted by gas.

Owing to a broken trolley wire an accident occurred

near the Brooklyn terminus of the Brooklyn and Jamaica

Electric railroad, resulting in the killing of two horses at-

tached to a farmer's wagon and one attached to a Cypress

Hill horse car. The farmer values his horses at a high

figure and will sue the company for the loss.

After the regular meeting of the police commissioners

yesterday an executive session was held. They passed

upon the estimates for the department for the next year,

and decided to ask the board of estimate and apportion-

ment for f 100,000 for an electric signaling system, and

$75,000 for an improved telegraph system.

The Oliver ks; Roberts Wire company of Pittsburg,

Pa., one of the largest business corporations of its kind in

the country, has petitioned its creditors for an extension.

It announces that it expects to pay dollar for dollar with

interest.

The cases of the alleged telegraph wire tappers, who
tried to fleece the pool rooms at New Haven, Conn., have

been continued. One of the culprits turned state's evi-

dence under a promise of immunity and said that he had

hired an accomplice to do the wire tapping.

Stanley iv: Hall of Frankfort street, New York, have

gone into the hands of a receiver.

The monthly meeting of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers has been postponed until Octobe 27th,

to avoid conflictiog with the street railway convention at

Pittsburg.

At a meeting of the Board of Electrical Control, (Tiief

Engineer Kearney reported completed subways in Ex-

change Place. Bowling Green, University Place, Park

l\ow, Warren, Thirty-ninth, Walker, White, Grand and

Sfate streets. Permission was given for the building of

subsidiary subways through forty-five streets in other parts

of the city. There was a protracted contention between

W. H. Kelly for the East River company a- d Edward

Lauterbach for the Consolidated Telegraph and Electrical

Subway company on the subject of the payment of rent in

advance. Judge Kelly said that the subway company was

overcharging for rent and inspection, and he did not think

his company ought to be compelled to pay a year's rent in

advance and thus be forced to lose interest on the money. It

was decided that the East River company should pay one-

fourth of its rent, and that the board would hold a special

meeting wi'hin a few days to consider the question of

modifying the rule to pay a year's rent in advance. The

alleged overcharging for rent will be considered at the same

meeting. A map was exhibited showing that the telegraph

poles, except those of the fire department, have been taken

down between Eighth and Eifty-niulh streets and Third

and Eighth avenues.

There seems to be much talk and speculation everywhere

at the present time in regard to the storage battery pros-

pect. All electrical men are interested in its welfare and

advancement, and It is rumored that at a very early dale

a large company with an enormous capital and backing is

to begin manufacturing In that line, establishing branch

houses in Boston and Chicago, ^^a^y in Philadelphia arc

interested in the subject. This is one department of elec-

trical development in which the English seem to have sur-

passed Americans, so far at least as utilizing the batteries

is concerned. The I'oreign >\: Colonial Idc- trie Power
.Storage company, London, has from 5,coo lo 10.000 in-

siallalions. About ^o launches arc operated by iis sys-

tem, and the Mancliestcr cars, which they supply, arc

running very successfully. Oilengines arccmployed at

the installation in cases where g.is engines cannot be uti-

lized, and it is expected that <-ropicy Bros, of .NIanchesttr

will shortly produce an oil engine that will compete with

the present gas engine in the matter of economy and gen-

eral utility. F. L, P.

Cincinnati, O,
CiN'.iNNA 1 1, Oct. 10.—A bad accident recently occurred

at the Hunt street generating station of the Cincinnati

Consolidated Electric i\; Street Railway company doing

greas damage lo the building and machinery, The
twenty ton lly-wheel pulley on a 28 by 60 inch Corliss

engine llcw to pieces, completely wrecking the engine.

The tlying fragments knocked out one side of the building,

totally dcmolisiied the switch-board and five So horse power

generators and severed a 14 inch main steam pipe. The
damage is estimated at $15,000. The primary cause of

the trouble was a very heavy short circuit somewhere on the

line. It is supposed that when this occurred and while the

engine was crowded and the generators working up to their

full capacity, the arresters cut out the entire lines, thereby

relieving the engine of its load and allowing it lo gain

such a momentum as to cause the ponderous wheel lo

burst. Eortunately no lives were lost by the accident.

F, M. La Boiteaux, electrician for the \'arwig Motor

& Manufacturing company, has returned home from ihe

East, where he had been for several weeks looking after

the interests of his concern.

The F. B. Morgan Electric Light & Power company

has been refused a permit to string its wires for light

and power service. It will very likely carry the matter

into the courts.

John Evans, electrician at the Hunt street generating

station, while engaged in making some changes on ihe

switch board in the station, received a severe shock

which completely prostrated him and for several hours his

life was despaired of. He is getting along nicely now.

however, and hopes lobe out again in a few days.

The Cincinnati iV Suburban Telegraph (Telephone)

company has secured a franchise for putting down an

underground system. It has a large force of men at work

and hopes to get the greater part of the system completed

before winter.

San Francisco, Cal.

San Francisco, Oct. 9.—If the information published

in the local papers is correct, the Southern Pacific company

is to substitute electricity for steam on the Seventh street

"local" lines in Oakland, and the change, 'f effected, will

be watched with interest, as the electric trains will handle

the tratlic now carried by standard trains of eight or ten

coaches running every half hcur. For the benefit of those

who are unfamiliar with the topography of the Golden

Gate cities it may be mentioned that Oakland is the Brook-

lyn of San Francisco. Large and commodious ferries cross

the bay every fifteen minutes, the boats of the South Pacific

coast route alternating with those of the Southern Pacific

line. The distance across the bay to the Southern Pacific

or Oakland Pier Is six miles, and at the pier passengers

take the Oakland local and ride to different stations along

the route or out lo Fruitvale. twenty miles from San Fran-

cisco. One remarkable feature of this road, as it has been

operated for the last twenty years, is ihe fact that no fare

is collected for riding within the limits of Oakland, its

franchise containing a clause to that effect. This dead-

head travel has long been a thorn in the side of the South-

ern Pacific company, and in order lo do away with it the

company proposes lo abandon the steam franchise with its

obnoxious deadhead clause, and to apply for a new fran-

chise for an electric road over the old route. The proposed

electric road, though running through the most populous

district of a city of 65.000 people, will col be an ordinary

electric street railway system in hardly any sense. Single

cars will not be run, neither will stops be made anpvherc.

as on other electric lines. Instcid. electric trains of three

coaches each will be made up and will slop only at stations

from six to ten blocks apart. The speed will be from 15

to 20 miles an hour, and each train will have cither Uvc

minutes or len minutes' headway, probably the former.

ITpon the arrival of ever)- beat one or two larger trains to

be c.illed "through locals" will leave the pier and run

through to Fruitvale, stopping only at Broadway in Oak-

kind, and at Brooklyn sCUion, but all other trains will
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stop at intermediate stations. Mr. Clement, o£ the com-

pany's engineering corps, is now in the East studying

electric roads, and it is believed that when he returns and

his plans are ratified the road will be built.

The Union Electric Power company of Portland, Ore.,

is about to finish its generating station. The initial plant

consists of five 250 horse power 500 volt Edison dynamos,

driven by two engines having a combined capacity of 1,500

horse power.

Alameda, Cal., finds itself sat upon by a white elephant,

masquerading as a municipal electric lighting plant.

"Whether the city will sell the outfit and obtain light by

contract, or whether it will put more money into the station

in the hope of increasing its efileiency, is the problem Ala-

medansare endeavoring to solve.

Los Angeles boasts of an electric tower clock, similar to

one in Kome, and to two in Paris. It is in the turret of

the new courthouse, and controls every clock in the build-

ing.

The projectors of the proposed electric road between

Haywards and San Jcse have applied for a franchise from

San Jose to Los Gatos. If completed, as proposed, the

road will be nearly seventy miles in length.

For some time the telegraph operators of the Southern

Pacific companv have entertained grievances against their

employers, and Grand Chief Telegrapher Tburslon of the

Order of Railway Telegraphers is now gathering evidence

in Oakland preparatory to a conference with the railway

officials.

Stephen E. Barton, president of the Electric Mutual In-

surance company, is visiting the Pacific coast for the lirst

time, and is making friends wherever he goes. Ilis wife

and daughter accompany him. S.

Cleveland, O.
Cleveland, Oct. 10.—The Niles council recently in-

spected the electric light plants at Millersburg, Mt. Ver-

non and Pittsburg, with a view to adopting the most eco-

nomical system.

T. H. iNIead, superintendent of the Edison company at

Cincinnati, will resign October ist.

Plans are being drawn for the construction of an elec-

tric railway from Cleveland to Richfield, with a probable

extension to Akron. The road would traverse Indepen-

dence and Brecksvilie and five postoffice points. The

government pays now about §3,000 a year for the carrying

of the mails between the points on the proposed line, and

this contract could be secured. Freight cars of a capacity

of about five tons are included in the equipment. Chas.

F. Brush is in the deal.

The equipment of the Mt. Adams, Eden Park ^^ Nor

wodJ E.ectric Riilway at Cincinnati comprises thirty-four

new cars, of which fourteen are Pullman and twenty La-

clede make-

There is no likelihood that the electric railway from

Conneaut to the harbor will be buiit before the P. S. tS; L.

E. reaches the harbor.

S. M. Ilamiil, secretary of the Brush Electric company

of New York, was in Cleveland last week.

S. D. Xesmith of the local branch of the Central Thom-

son-Houitoa CDmpany, attended the Knight Templars

conclave at Cincinnati.

The Ford-Washburn Storage Battery company has

equipped a car to make experimental runs on the Woodland

avenue iiae.

F. A. Barr and Jerome B. Penn, superintendent and

treasurer of ihe Washington C, H. Electric i^: Gas cora-

paoy, were Cincinnati visitors last week.

The commissioners and council of Ashtabula have been

enjoined from selling ^25.000 worth of bonds issued for

the installation and operation of an electric light plant by

the city. A private plant is doing the lighting now, B.

Toledo, O.
ToLEi'O, Oct. 10.—The Toledo Electric Street Railway

company is making a general overhauling of its line for the

purpose of getting it in condition for the winter service.

The number of sv/itches on single track? will be increased.

The ompany will aUo extend its line on Iloag street to

Ifamiilton, and from Hamilton to Junction avenue. A
naoiber of new mo'.or cars wiil be placed on the line soon,

A change in the time table of this road his gone into

circzl bywh'c'i thjcara arc sent out ons-half hour earlier in

th; moToiog. and run 0.1c hour later in the evening. The

nr?'. car surts oti" at =:3D a m- and th* last car turns inat

T2 30 a, m,

:'i%c in ths hotirs. worked, caused by this change,

. for at the regular hotirly rate in addition to

'/ages now received by the men,

-.'to an agreement between the Koblson and

. .:z '. companies, al! cars on both lines will come to

A full '-.'.>;, btforc cr-aiing intersecting roads, which will put

a stop '0 '.r.c f:^oj3nt accidents of late. F- C II,

Denver, Colo.

Denver, Colo., Oct- lo-—The city council recently

passed a resolution providing for the erection of 194, arc

lightb in the different wards. The additiooal lights would

cost the city $30,000, less the cost of the incandescents

which would have been taken out. Mayor Rogers refused

to sign the resolution, objecting to the additional expendi-

ture.

The question, however, has been settled by the board of

supervisors passing a resolution providing for 203 arc

lights, and the discontinuance of 219 incandescent?.

Another street railway company has been organized.

Articles of incorporation of the Denver Traction company

have been liled in the olfice of the Secretary of state. The

incorporators are Fine P. Ernest, James B. Grant, James

S. Wolfe, Charles S. Thcmas, HirryC. James and Ralph

Voorhees. The capital stock is placed at $300,000. The

line will cover the northwest section of the city, where

heretofore there has only been a horse car line. As soon

as a franchise is secured, work will be begun. The cars

will be operated by electricity.

The La Junta Electric L'ght& Power company has been

organized. The incorporators are Benj amin F. Hasking,

Theodore F. Doty, James Ives, Victor Alberd, James B.

Sherman, Frank Finney and Moses L Stein.

Pueblo has another electric company. On September 23d

articles of incorpDration were filed for the Citizens' Elec-

tric Light \ Power company. The incorporators are John

F. Vail, J. A. Black and John W. Fin'an. The autho-

rized capital is $100,000 in 1,000 shares. The directors

for the first year are C. R. Frost, J. A. Black, John W.

Finlan, John F. ^'ail and F. II. Devine. The company's

object is to furnish electricity forilluminating purposes and

for power, handling electric supplies, etc.

Lake City is to be lighted by electricity within a few

weeks. Work has already begun on the new plant. G. W.

Crowe is making arrangements for the necessary appliances

E C. D.

Columbus, O.
CoLUMUUS, Oct. 10.—In a short time, if a!! goes

well, horse cars will have become a thing of the past

in this city. The Consolidated company is now operating

nearly ail of its electrical lines, and soon the familiar street

car horse will be only a reminiscence in Columbus. The

company uses the Thomson-Houston system.

The Edison company has increased the capacity of its

plant nearly 2,000 lamps by adding two more dynamos

and another engine.

Within two weeks the electric lighting equipment of the

Ohio State-house will be completed The wiring, which

is now in progress, is for 1,200 lamps. Eight arc lights

will illuminate the grounds. At present current will be

obtained from the Edison central station, but the building

is wired with the idea of installing an isolated plant at any

time. The work is being done by the Western Electric

company of Chicago, under the supervision of Frank L.

Elliott. C.

PERSONAL.
J. W.Godfrey, general manager of the New Vork In-

sulated Wire company, was in Chicago this week.

Walter F. Smith, general manager of the Ileisler Elec-

tric Light company of Philadelphia, was in Chicago this

week.

C. C. Sibley, general manager of the Universal Arc

Lamp company, New Vork, is suffering from an attack of

typhoid fever.

B. E. Sunny, manager of the western department of

the Thomson Houston Electric Company, returned to

Chicago last week, after a pleasant trip to the Pacific coast.

Mr. Sunny had been absent about two weeks.

Charles E. Bibber, general manager of the Consolidated

Electric Manufacturing company of Boston, and C A.

White of the same city, spent several days in Chicago last

week, Mr. Bibber and Mr. White will make a tour of the

western and southern cities, which will take them several

weeks.

Lieut. B. A. Fiske, who goes as second watch officer on

the United Stales steamer \'orklown, recently orilcrcd to

Chili, is well known in connection with his electrical inven-

tions, chief among which arc the range finder, telescopic

sight, and steam and helm electrical devices. Lieut.

Fiske has just finished three years on shore, and now takes

his turn with his brother officers in duly alloat.

V- B. Dean, the energetic and popular representative of

the Electric Merchandise company, Chicago, is receiving

the hearty congratulations of a host of friends on the oc-

casion of his marriage to Miss Mary I^ Sisson of 3241

Michigan avenue, Chicago, 'I'he wedding took place on

October 7th at the residence of the bride's parents, the

ceremony being performed by Kc%'. P. S. Ilcnson, D,I>.,

of the First Baptist church. The occasion was as merry

astheorlhodox wedding should be, and the young people

set forth on their journey foMowed by a shower of good

wishes and other palpable manifestations of their newly

married stale. After a v/edding trip in the East Mr, and

Mrs. I-Jean returned to 'Chicago, where they will reside on

Forty-fifth street.

NEW INCORPORATIONS. ' '

Attica Electric Light & Power company, Attica, N. Y.

;

capital stock, $20,000; to manufacture and use electricity

for light, heat and power.

Omaha Consolidated Electrical company, Omaha, Neb,;
capital stock, $ro,ooo; manufacturing, selling, leasing

and testing electrical machinery.

Leslie Electric Light ik Power company, L'eslie, Mich.;
capital stock, $10,000; supplying village with light, power
and heat; J. A. Hanelly, Leslie, Mich.

People's Electric Light & Power company, Creston, la.;

cap'lal stock, $12,000; to furnish electric light and steam
heat, erect an electric plant in Creston, la. ; A. H. Spurr,
Creston, la.

Nunsie-Coles Electric Railway Equipment company,
Jersey City. N. J.; capital stock, $500,000; to construct
and run electric circuits above or under ground for rail-

ways and other purposes.

Athens Electric Light, Heat & Power company, Athens,
Pa. ; capital stock, $5,000; supplying light, heat and power
by means of electricity to the public at Athens; Rodney
A. Mercur, Towanda, Pa.

Nickel Plate Street Railway company, of Scottdale, Mt.
Pleasant, Pa.; capital stock, $12 000; operating an electric

road from a point near the S, W. P. railroad track to a
point at or near the Catholic cemetery.

Citizens' Street Railway company, Scottdale, Pa; capital
stock, $50,000; operating an electric road from Fifth ave-

nue ami Jacobs Creek to Scottdale station of B. & O. road
in Scottdale, Pa.; Geo. H. Sewell, Scottdale, Pa.

Hero Electric company, Union Hill, Hudson county,

N.J; capital stock, $50,000; to manufacture and sell

electric batteries and other electrical appliances and appa-
ratus; Cowen, Dickenson, Nichel iS: Brown, New York,
N. V.

Columbus iS: Clintonville Electric Street Railway
company, Columbus, O. ; capital stock, $ro,GOo; building
and operating an electric street railroad from Columbus to

Clintonville, Franklin county. O., Tames N. Loren, Colum-
bus, O.

North End Passenger Railway company, Allegheny,
Pa ; capital stock, $200,000; operating a cable or electric

road from Fremont street and Washington avenue to

Woods Run avenue in the city of Allegheny, Pa.; Stone &
Potter, Pittsburg, Pa.

Hanson Bittery Light & Power company (incorpo-

rated in West Virginia), Washington, I'. C; capital stock,

$1,500,000; producing and furnishing electricity for light

and power, and for all the various forms that are necessary

for the public welfare.

International Electric Manufacturing company, Chicago,
111.; capital stock ,$100,000; to manufacture, purchase and
sell mechanical and electrical apparatus and appliances,

and purchase and deal in patented inventions; E. T. Brain-

erd, 17-iQ River street, Chicago, III.

Scottdale, Everson & Broadford Street Railway, Scott-

dale, Pa.; capital stock, $30,000; operating an electric

road from a point on the township road at Broadford
over several streets and roads to I.oucks avenue in Scott-

dale, Pa.; Geo. H. Se'vell, Scottdale, Pa.

ELECTRIC LIGHT.
It is reported that the Volusia county bank will operate

the DeLand, Fla., electric light plant.

The Waynesboro, Va., Street Railway, Light & Water
company has been granted a franchise to erect an electric

light plant.

Mayor H. O. Clagett will receive sealed proposals for

lighting the streets of Leesburg, Va., either by gasoline or

by electricity.

The Enterprise Manufacturing & Development company
will put in an electric light plant to light the village of En-
terprise, Miss.

It is proposed that the Gas .i Electric company and the

Electric Light, Heat & Power company of Grafton, W.
Va., consolidate.

By a vote of 225 to 10 the town of Peabody, Mass., at a

recent meeting, appropriated $47,000 to establish a plant

for 120 arc lights.

An electric light plant will be erected in Moberiy, Mo.,

to cost $50,000. It is expected to have the plant in oper-

ation by January i, i3g2.

An electric light plant will be put into the oil mill at

Greenwood, S. C, and it may be enlarged to a capacity

sufiicient to light the village.

The Utica Electric Light company, of Utica, N. Y,,

will increase the capacity of its plant by the addition of a

Hamilton-Corliss engine of 1,000 horsepower.

It is re|)or[ed that a comp.iny of Chattanooga capitalists

will submit a proposition to the citizens of Monroe, Tenn.,

to establish an electric light plant to cost $25,000.

It has been proposed to develop the water power at

Horseshoe Bend, on the Catawba river, near Charlotte, N.

C, for supplying the city with electric Hghtsand power (or

all purposes.

Ala special town meeting in Andover, Mass., it was
voted to enter Into a contract with the electric light com-
pany for street lighting, at a cost of $4,500 per annum,
for a period of three years.

The Western Maryland Railroad Land & improvement
company has been incorporated by Baltimore men for the
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purpose of developing: land along the Western Maryland

radroad. Electric light plants will be erected.

Electric buttonhole lamps are being tried as part of the

outfits of conductors of London omnibuses, which it would

appear, are not particularly well lighted. Since the great

strike tickets are compulsory on all omnibuses, and an

army of inspectors examines them. At night this is diffi-

cult, and several electric omnibus inspectors now possess

a small electric buttonhole lamp, which is worked by a

pocket battery. On asking for the passenger's tickets the

inspector has only to touch the battery, and a vivid light

reveals the number and particulars of the printed slip.

The idea is still in the experimental stage.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
An electric street railw.iy will probably be built at Sum-

ter, S. C.

The Knoxville. Tcnn., Electric Railway company will,

it is stated, extend its system to Arlington.

A company has, it is reported, been incorporated to

build an electric street railroad at Portsmouth, Ky.

G. M. Webb, Jr , & Co. have secured a franchise to

build a dummy or electric railroad at Shelby, N. C.

The Anderson, S. C. Electric Light v^: Power company
contemplates establishing an electric street railroad.

The electric cars of the Rochester, N. V , Railway com-

pany have supplanted horse cars on Central avenue in thai

city.

The first electric road in Bra/.il will be at Bahia, where a

narrow road one and a half miles in length is under con-

struction.

The Cherokee Land company of Knoxville, Tenn.,

states that it will construct an electric street railroad about

January ist.

It is reported that the Atlanta, Ga., Consolidated Street

Railway company will install additional machinery in its

power station.

The Rock Hill. S. C, Land i^ Town Site company is

considering the advisability of changing its dummy line to

the electric system.

J. G. White of 29 Broadway, New York, has received

the contract for the engineering work for the new electric

road at Pawtucket, R. I.

The Moundsville, W. \'a.. Mining ..^ Manufacturing
company has applied to the city council for a franchise to

operate an electric railroad.

The Sherman, Tex.. City Railway company has been

granted the right by the city council to change its motive

power to the electric system.

The North Avenue Electric Railway company of Balti-

more h^s. it is stated, awarded contract for building its

road to E, E Smith l\: Co of Philadelphia.

The Greensboro, N C, Street Railway company has

been organized. The company contemplates building an
electric railroad with perhaps horse car connections.

The Mabry street car line of Knoxville, Tenn,, wi|], it

is stated, be changed so as to be operated by electric

power and extended through East Knoxville to Craig.

It is reported that the Thomson- Houston Electric

company is perfecting a new slow speed motor for street

railway work, which will shortly be placed upon the market.

It is stated that financial arrangements have been com-
pleted for the construction of the South Baltimore Electric

Railroad company's electric road to Curtis Bay. W. S.

Rayner, S East Lexington street, Baltimore, is the treas-

urer of the company.

Eugene T. Lynch, Jr., of Memphis has secured the

contract for the complete equipment for the electric rail-

road to be built by the Raleigh Springs Railway com-
pany; also for the electric line of the North Highlands
company of Columbus, Ga.

The city of A'ancouver, B. C. is considering a proposi-

tion to purchase the entire plant of the electric street rail-

way in that city for 5^300.000. Should this sale be con-

summated, it will be, it is said, the only instance in Amer-
ica of an electric road owned by a municipality.

A Boynton bicycle electric railroad is proposed to con-

nect Seattle and Tacoma, in Washington, The distance

is 36 miles, and it is estimated that the trip could be made
in 40 minutes. Trains on the Northern Pacific now take

an hour and forty five minutes to cover the distance be-

tween the two cities.

Negotiations are pending for the purchase by a syndi-

cate of the Wilmington, N. C, street railway. It is said

that if these negotiations are closed, and certain privileges

granted by the city, it will insure the changing of the

road's motive power to electricity. E. L. Hawks is in

charge of the scheme.

The second electric railway in England to be operated
by overhead conductors will soon be built tn connect the

towns of Walsall, Wedneshury and Darlaston in

Staffordshire, This line will also be the longest electric

road in the United Kingdom. British electricians are

looking forward to the operation of this line and the one
at Leeds with much interest.

At Baltimore electric railway interests arc active. The
North Baltimore Passenger Railway company and the

Central Railway company have applied to the city council

for permission to use the electric system. Tlie Baltimore
Union Passenger Railway company, lessee of the Balti-

more & Hampden railway, has applied to the county com-

missioners for authority to extend the road along Roland
avenue and operate it by electricity.

It is said that the electric railway in Guernsey is the first

in Great Britain to be operated by means of overhead con-

ductors. The generating station is situated at a point

near the middle of the line, and includes a steam engine

of 35 horse power and a dynamo giving 100 amperes at

500 volts. The conductors, v hich are supported on iron

posts, are at a height of about 23 feet above the ground.
The line, which is a single one. has a total length of

about 1,510 yards, or almost a mile.

All the employes of the San Antonio, Tex., Electric

Street Railway company recently went on a strike to en-

force a new ordinance of the city council to the effect that

no motor man or conductor should be required to work
more than twelve hours a day. The cars were left in the

streets, with the trolleys tied down and the power discon-

tinued. There was no disorder and at four o'clock the

company yielded. The men will work twelve hours a day
and receive extra pay for overtime.

An important consolidation of street railway interests

has been effected at Atlanta, Ga. The Atlanta Consoli-

dated Street Railway company has been formally organized
with Joel Hurt as president, thus uniting under one man-
agement the Gate City Street Railway company, the At-
lanta Street Railway company, the West End li: Atlanta

.Street Railway company, the Atlanta & Edgewood Street

Railroad company, the Fulton County Street Railroad
company and the Metropolitan Street Railroad company.
These companies have all recently petitioned the city coun-

cil for authority to extend their liiiCS, and the new company
proposes to change the motive power to electricity.

H. B. Williams of Rochester, N. V., has invented a

radial truck designed to facilitate the running of electric

cars around sharp curves. The invention consists of a

balanced frame which carries friction rollers that project

in front of the main driving wheels of the car, resting on
the rails and taking the side friction, which is now borne
by the driving wheels. The friction or leading wheels

are about six inches in diameter and the arras on which
they are carried extend two feet in front of the main wheels

giving the leaders two feet of leverage to move the driving

wheels at a curve. The frame which carries the leading

wheels rests on a rocker-shaft and is contrived so as to

provide for holding a set of leaders on the track whichever
way the car runs.

TELEPHONE.
A company has been incorporated to connect the towns

of Gormaniaand Medley, W. Va., by telephone.

R. A. P>urroughs of Rowan county, N. C, contemplates

the construction of a telephone line from Wilkesboro to

Jefferson.

J. B. Goodpaster, J. J. Nesbitt, J. M. Richart and
others have incorporated the Owingsville, Ky., ^ Preston
Telephone company.

Representatives of the Bell Telephone company in

Washington say that the trunk line of 50 wires now being
constructed between New York and Chicago will be com-
pleted within four months.

During the recent French army mana-uvers the head-
quarters of four army corps in the vicinity of Bar-Sur-Aube
were connected by telephone for the purpose of testing the
value of the instrument in time of war.

Arthur Coleman of New York has sued John F.

Griffith to recover $220.20, which he says he expended
for the defendant between April 14th and April 20th of

this year. Both are bookmakers at the race tracks.

Coleman had a telephone to transmit messages to and
from the track, and he alleges that Griffith used the

instrument, and agreed to share the expense. Griflith

denies this, and says that the suit is an effort to make him
pay the othsr man's bills.

ELECTRIC MINING.
"The question of supplying mines, mills and other

machintV)' in Red Mountain, Poughkeepsie Gulch
and tributary camps with electric power." says the Ouray,
Colo., Muhii'i.'!!, "has been agitating the minds of

capitalists and others in this section for the past season,

but not until last month were active steps taken. The first

power site secured was by ex Senator Wallace of

Pennsjlvania and his associates. He was followed by

Judge Sherman and others, who have the land and power
at the continence of Red Mountain cieek and Uncom-
pahgre river, as well as the falls near River Side. The
minimum power secured is 5,000 horse power, ample
enough for all the demands of the south end of the

county, and being but three miles from Ouray, may
prove a dangerous rival for the electric folks in this

village. Electricity is the power of the future, and when
Nature provides the water power the expense is nominal."

MISCELLANEOUS.

recently seized by the customs officers of that city, on the

ground of undervaluation.

A report, drawn up by Messrs. Dery and I'Mccst. govern-
ment engineers, on the electrical exhibits in the Paris ex-
hibition of i33o has recently been issued. The report
shows the progrc's in electrical scieuce up lo the vcar

1339.

The Danish Academy of Sciences has recently oficred a
prize of a gold medal of a value of about *5o for an ex-
position of the theory of electric vibrations in limited and
resting bodies in general, with a special application to
simple forms of perfect conductors, with the view of solv-

ing the mathematical problem which they offer.

A fully equipped electrical department has been opened
at Wesleyan University. Middlctown. Conn. A building
for this purpose has been erected on the west campus, 1:

is said that no iron entered into its constiuction. The
department will be in charge of E. \\. Rosa, Ph. \i., late

of Johns Hopkins University.

It is said that the latest venture in the exhibition line is

the proposed Greater Glasgow Electrical Engineering Ex-
hibition. The matter has been under discujsion for some
time, and a prospectus of the proposed show has just been
issued. The object of the exhibition is to illustrate the
best appliances suitable for the utilization of electricity in

Glasgow. The site is that of the late Exst End Exhibi-
tion.

Judging by the following circular just received the
Chicago public is to be treated to something novel: "What
is electricity? Lecture at Cectral Music Hail, Chicago,
Saturday eve, Oct, 24th, by C. S. Page. Acknowledg-
ing the right of the public to know what they are to expect
for their patronage, I make the fol'owing oullirie: A new-
answer to the above question. First announcement of

some impoitant discoveries. .So explam necessary
electrical terms that by this answer any intelligent man or
woman can understand the operation of storage battery,

electric light, dynamo, motor, lightning, etc. Show the
relations between electricityand heat, light and gra\-itation.

Explain my own paradox, namely, that not one of the
sixty four elements, singly or in combination, possesses
weight. You ask no more? Yet a surprise for eveo'
intelligent mind—the scientific world."

The Franklin Institute has just issued a neat little

pamphlet containing the programme of lectures for the
approaching season. It aUo contains much information
pertaining to the scope and purposes of the institution,

and the advantages of membership. An important
feature of the institute is the library, which at the present
time contains over 3^,000 volumes, some 20.000 pamph-
lets, i,Soo maps and charts, and over 1,000 photographs,
classified and catalogued. It is exclusively scientific and
technical in character; it embraces, in addition to the

standard and current works on mechanics, physics and
chemistry, pure and applied, the publications of the
principal scientific and technical societies of the world,
files of over 300 home and foreign scientific and technical

serials. These are accessible to all members in good
standing, and complete sets of the British v^nd Colonial),

French, German. Austrc-IIungarian, Russian and Amer-
ican patent records aie open for inspection by members
at all hours, and by the public from S a. m. to ('» p, ni.

The extent and very complete condition of ics serials make
the library particularly valuable for reference. The
library is open daily, Sundays excepted, from «)3. m. to 10

p. m. A librarian, with several assistants, is in charge of
the library, under the general direction of the secretar>-

and the committee on library,

A Boston lad recently had a thrilling experience on Pike's

Peak in a thunder storm. He gives the following graphic
description of his adventure: "I was a few rods ahead,
when suddenly I heard Jackson cry. Turning I saw a
sight that fairly made my blood run cold. Less than half

a mile distant was that terrible cloud, one blai^e of light-

ning, rushing toward us with terrific speed, and on a level

with us. We had little time to be frightened before the
cloud was upon us. I was fifty feet ahead of Jackson when
the storm struck us. Simultaneously came a downpour of

sleet and snow, and a terrible fiash. Will and I were
thrown to the ground, completely stunned by Uie shock.

When we recovered consciousness we found that a large

rock lying directly in our path had been shattered by the
lightning. To retreat was as bad as to advance, so on we
went. All at once we discovered that theeleclric lluid was
running over us. Sparks tlew from our fingers, from our
noses, our ears, and from our mustaches. We sat down
on the rocks, but this would not do. as we were wet to the

skin, our clothes frozen stiti, and we were in danger of

free::ing to death. On we pushed, the lightning striking

all around us. the sparks streaming from our bodies, and
the air full of a sulphurous smell. We expected that

every moment would be our last. Three separate times
during that terrible walk we were knocked down by clcc-

ric shocks."

It is reported that an electrical exhibition is to held at

Sherborne, in Dorset, England.

An international exhibition is announced as to be held

under the auspices of the Russian Government at Odessa
in 1894.

John Waters, J, S- Boyd and others of Baltimore
have incorponted ttic Southern Electric company with a

capital stock of $50,000.

The C»lympia Light and Power company, of Olympia.
Ore, has gained complete control of the water power of
the Des Chutes, valued at $350,000.

A quantity of electrical apparatus imported by the Cal-
kin Electric Light company, of St. John, N. B., was

TRADE NEWS.
In referring to the appointment of 1. S. H.irvltng^ as

manager of the Chicai^o Electric ^L^nufacturing com-
pany last week, it was erroneously stated that he had re-

cently been connected with the Ileisler company.

The John E. Beggs Manufacturing & Supply company.
New York city, is handling second hand electrical appa-

ratus of all kinds. Mr. Beggs has been identified with

the machinery trade of New York for four years and has

built up a large business.

The Interior Conduit ^v Insulation conipan\ of New-

York will be represented at the street railway convention
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at Pittsburg by E. H. Johnson, president, and E. T.

Greenfield, electrician. The company will show its im-

proved method of burying the feeder wires of electric rail-

way systems, also a new junction box.

The Crocker-Wheeler Motor company has recently

added Thomas J. Fay to its already large electrical staff

This gentleman brings with him an extensive experience

chained by previous connection with the Edison, Thomson-

Houston and other prominent electrical companies, which

will be of value in his present work. Mr. Fay will have

charge of the testing depaitment, which the company has

lately increased in size.

The World's Columbian Exposition has installed a

Ball engine at Tackson park,and J. C. Slocum, mechanical

engineer, in a communication to the Ball Engine

company. Erie, Pa., savs: "I have to congratulate you

upon the start made, which I have no hesitancy in saying

was the prettiest I have known in my experience. We
started the engine under full load at six o'clock and it ran

until 6 o'clock this morning without the slightest trouble

from heating or any other cause. I consider it a very

valuable rec jrd.'"

The W. S. Hill Electric company has purchased from

W. S. Hill all of his electrical inventions for motors, dyna-

mos, lamps, switches, etc., and will at once enter into the

manufacture of these goods. The new men coming into

the company are Geo. A. Denham of the Merchant Bank

of Sioux Falls; Geo. H. Poor, formerly general superin-

tendent of the American Brake company at St. LouisJ and

lately of the Boyer Railway Speed Recorder company at

Chicago; Geo. F. Gould, counsellor at law and judge of

the Municipal Court of Portland, Me., and Louis F. Busiel,

retired hosier)- manufacturer of Laconia, N. II. The
office of the company will for the present be located 54

Devonshire street, Boston. Mr. Hill's present factory at

133 Oliver street will be enlarged.

The R. & H. Chemical company of New York, has taken

the .American agency for the -'Isolatine Paint," which has

become recognized as a standard article in European mar-

kets. The energ}' which has characterized this company's

undertakings will no doubt soon bring "Isolatine Paint"

prominently before the public. There has just been com-

pleted an exhaustive series of tests which indicates clearly,

it is claimed, that "Isolatine Paint" is waterproof; that it

resists solutions of most acids, alkalies and salts, and thdt

its insulating qualities are of the highest character. It has

been found serviceable in all branches of the electrical

trade, being in use for railways, light and power, under-

ground and submarine work.

"Facts are stubborn things, and the hard figures of

arithmetic cannot be satisfactorily answered by airy figures

of speech. The truth remaios."' This quotation, credited

to Tames G Blaine, adorns the front page of the circular

just issued by the Detroit Electrical Works, which will be

circulated at the Pittsburg convention of the American

Street Railway association. The circular sets forth in an

attractive way the merits of the standard street railway

system of the Detroit Electrical Works, which comprises

one motor mounted upon a rigid frame entirely independ-

ent of the car truck, and car body, and which is so geared

for work as to drive both axles absolutely simultaneously.

The advantages claimed for one motor over two motors

are: One-half the number of electrical parts to mairltain

and renew; uniform wear on wheels, journals, etc.; no

racing of one pair of wheels, the full capacity of the motor

being utilized on one axle without overloading it; there be-

ing no division of the current, one motor uses what cur-

rent it needs with less loss than two motors, as exactly

uniform r<isults cannot be produced; all parts can be in-

stantly examined and adjusted. ...
BUSINESS.

The Western Electric company. Chicago, has issued a

pocket edition "photo facsimile'' of its illustrated general

catalogue. It is a handsome work typographically, and
contains much valuable infoimalion.

Among the recent catalogues is one issued by the IJuck-

eyc Engine company. Salem. O,, showing the Buckeye
compound automatic cut-olT engine. The merits of this

well known engine arc attractively set forth. N. W. Rob-
inson, '^7 Washington street, is the agent for Chicago. .

Charles \'agt of 100 Maiden I.ane, New York, is show-
ing unique and beautiful shades for electrical gas fixtures

made from aluminum. These shades are as light as paper

and still strong enough to be very durable. They are

highly polished inside, giving the advantage of a reflector

—

an idea that has not been hitherto utili7x:d in this direction.

The Provideoct Steam Engin; company, Pro/idencc, is

changiDgthedramsof the boilers at the Narragan&ctt Electric

Light company's station to the Babcock ti Wilcox system.

The Eabcock a Wilcox company of New York has the con-

tract for the alterations, v/bich have been delayed until the

job of putting in 1,120 horse power of its own boilers was
completed.

R. h. Watson ic Co. of Detroit arc offering lo the public

a new primary ba'.lery that is highly recommended for any
and all kinds fA open circuit work. This firm is the Detroit

agent (or the Consolidated F^leciric Maniifacluring

company of Boston and several other leading eastern

houses and is rapidly building up a ver>' satisfactory

business,

C. J. Wing ic Co. of 126 Liberty filreet. New York, are

feeling the renewed impetus of business which is genera! in

ihc East, and are fiaving all they can do to fill orticrs,

The>- have recently placed their ventilating apparatus with
the folioxing named nrms f lower ^e Co.. Crocker-Wheel-
er company, Thomson- Houston company, Leonard ik

McCoy, M. Worthington & Co , Continental Safe Deposit
company, Batcbelder £c Johnston all of New York; Bibb

Manufacturing company, Macon, Ga.; Bradley-Hubbard
Manufacturing company, Md.; Mason-Perkins company,
Bristol, N. H ; Spalding & Moss, Boston; Hudson County
Railroad company, Hoboken, N. J,: Pettis Dry Goods
company, Indianapolis, Ind.; also two large contracts with
the U. S. government at Washington, for the postoffice

and the engraving and printing departments.

The Detroit Dynamo company, manufacturer of the

"King" dynamo for electro-plating, reports a very
satisfactory season's business, the demand for this class- of

apparatus being very much in excess of any previous year*.

This company also manufactures a dynamo for both arc

and incandescent lighting, which is having a large sale.

The Matchless Metal Polish company, Chicago, has the

general western agency for this apparatus.

The Detroit Electrical Works have had an unusually busy
season, having built and equipped a large number of

street railway lines with the Rae system. Among the

recent contracts are the following: One 80 kilowatt

generator and equipment for an extension of the Galumet
and South Chicago line, one 40 horse power equipment
for Wooster, Mass , and also a large plant for the Queen
Citv electric railway of Marion, Ind. An extensive new
factory is being built, which will be ready for next season's

business, when more attention will be paid to general

electrical work.

Huyett & Smith of Detroit, manufacturers of fans

especially adapted to electric motors and other electric

appliances, have recently removed their Chicago head-
quarters from 26 and 28 W. Randolph street to 31

South Canal. St., where a very commodious roomhas been
provided. C. A. Lathrop who had been in charge of the

Milwaukee otlice was transferred to Chicago last month,
,
and the entire westefn territory placed under his charge.

The capacity of the factory at Detroit has been doubled
recently, and with the increased facilities in the sales

department the output will undoubtedly increase rapidly.

E.G. Gilbert, Atchison, Kan., is erecting a 40 horse
power steam plant, consisting of 40 horse power engine,

boiler, heater, pump, etc, for the Norfolk Street Railway
Construction company. Norfolk, Neb. He also installed

a 35 horse power engine for the Norfolk Beet Sugar com-
pany, Norfolk. Neb. Both engines are of the Ball type.

The Wesleyan University, Middletown. Conn., is installing

a 25 horse power Ball engine, and the Johnson company,
lohnstown. Pa., has recently ordered a 60 horse power
engine, making the twenty- second engine built by the Ball

company for the Johnson company, aggregating over

3,000 horse power.

The Palace Hotel, San Francisco, Cal., has ordered a

200 horse power cross compound engine, from the Ball

Engine company, Erie, Pa., for the electric light plant.

The Palace Hotel is now usiog a 100 horse power tandem
compound engine, manufactured by the liall ICngine com-
pany. The Patent Brick company, San Francisco, Cal., has
ordered a-i^p horse power tandem compound condensing
engine, one 200 horse power Stewart purifier and heater

and one 200 horse power Wheeler independent pump and
Admiralty surface condenser; and H. Bloom lield, San
Francisco, Cal , has ordered a 150 horse power compound
condensing engine from the same company.

An interesting catalogue has been issued by H. Ward
Leonard & Co. of New York, entitled "The value of the

Services of a Consulting Electrical Engineer to Persons
Investing in' Electrical Plants." Among the topics dis-

cussed are the following: "Why such Service has not until

Recently been in Demand; Instances from our own Ex-
perience Showing Value of such Services; Street Railway
Plants; Foreign and Distant Plants; Our Method of Acting
for Distant Purchasers; Acting to Assist Architects; Mu-
nicipal Plants; Acting in Consultation with other Engi-
neers; ^^alue of Services to Owners in Making Alterations

and Extensions; Value of Service to Parties Wishing to

Apply Electricity to New Use; .Services upon Inventions

using Electricity; Services upon Electrical Patents; Expert
Testimony in Leg'al Cases; -Services as Contracting, as

well as Consulting Engiiieers;;Services for Parties Intend-
ing to Invest in Electrical Securities.".

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
/.OZ/.V/ Oii. 6, lS()T.

460,54s. Safety Plug, ilenry P. Ball, Brooklyn, N. Y.

4(10,751, Turnout or Switch for Trolley Wires. Uaniel

W. Edwards, Saginaw, Mich.

460,572. Printing Telegraph. Moses G. Farmer, Eliot,

Me.

460,587. Electric Arc Lamp. Hosea W. Libby, Boston,

Mass.
This invention rcIatCR to ihat class of arc lamps in which a

disk carbon is employed for the positive electrode and a pencil

carbon forlhc negative electrode; and thcinvention consists in

the peculiar manner of operating the electrodes and in the
mechanism therefor.

460,595. Arc Lamp Pencil. Isaiah L. Roberts, Brook-
lyn. N, Y.

Thi^ invention con-iiKtH in a pencil for arc lamps, composed
ui a meial an-socialcd with a substance conlaininK chromliirn.

•|6o,5fj6. Electrode for Arc Lamps. Isaiah L. Roberts,
Brooklyn, N. V,

460,597. Electrode for Arc Lampy. Isaiah L. Roberts,
Mrooklyn, N. V.

46o,5f)r;. KIcclrodc for Secondary Uatteries. \Vm. A.
Kosenbaum, Jersey City, N. J,

460,61/'. Electric Conductor. William Vogler, Somer-
ville, Mass.

460 6^7, Conduit for Klcctrit: Wiren. William Vogler.
.Somervillc, Mass.

460.614. Regulating the Speed of Electric Motors, Merle

J. Wightman, Scrantoo, Pa.

460.615. Rail Connection for Electric Rai!wa)s. Merle

J. Wightman, Scranton, Pa.

460.618. Electric Switch. Charles Wirt, Chicago, 111.

Of the three claims the second is given:

"In a circuit breaker the combination of a central rotating
portion with extended spring arms, contacts having faces con-
centric with such rotating part, and similar contacts having
faces eccentric with reference to the center of such rotating
part and having faces exposed to such arms, the contacts hav-
ing; concentric laces being connected with the electrical circuit
lobe controlled."

460.619. Steno Telegraphic Apparatus. Alexander
Wood, Philadelphia, Pa.

460,634. Trolley Wire Support. Thomas Fricker, Ashta-
bula, O.

463.650. Millampere Meter. Lyman D. Mcintosh, Chi-
cago.

Of the six claims the first is given:

"The combination, in a millampere meter, of a face-plate
having; on one side a short scale and on the opposite side a long
scale", both scales arranged on the arc of a circle and both ipdi-

^ eating milliamperes of measurement, and a dellecting needle,
one end coacting with the short scale and the other end w<th
the long scale.''

460,652. Globe Protector for Electric Arc Lamps. Ed-
ward J. Openlander, St. Louis, Mo.

This guard is of conical shape, and is preferably made of per-
forated sheet metal, although it can be formed of other mate-
rial. It is preferably [nade detachable from the lamp and shade,
although it might be more or less a fixture thereupon.

460.676. Message Recording Instrument. Albert Storer,
Boston, Mass.

460,680. Arc Lamp Electrode, Hosea W. Libby, Bos-
ton, Mass.

This invention is a carbon electrode for arc lamps, consisting
of a hollow cylindrical carbon, the upper end of which is at
right angles to its side, and its lower end of spiral form.

460,683. Musical Instrument. ' William M. Jewell, Chi-
cago, III.

460,695. Electrically Controlled Cutting Device. Le Roy
S.* White, Waterbury, Conn.

This invention consists of the combination, with the cutter
and a momr for operating the cutter, of a stop for arresting the
motor, an electro magnet for withdrawing the stop.and an elec-
tric circuit in which said magnet is placed, the opening and
closing of said circuit being under the control of the material to
be cut.

William B. Cleve-460,701. Automatic Safety Cut-out.

land, Cleveland, O.
This invention consists of the combination, with a slotted

contact, of a pivo ed arm and a switch tongue engaging the
contact and pivotally connected to said pivoted arm Lt a point
a distance from the axiai line of the fulcrum of the latter.

460,725. Insulation for Electric Wires. John R. Markle,
Detroit, Mich. -

4(^^0,735. Trolley Wire Support. Nelson Weeks, Jr.,
Long Island City, N.Y.

460,765. Composition for Insulating Material. Elihu
Thomson, Lynn, Mass.

This invention consistsof a composition for ai electrical in-
sulating materiAi. consisting of asbestos, rubber, soapstone or
their insulating equivalents,

460,767. Central Station Apparatus for Call Boxes. Ed-
mund R. Wilder, Kansas City, Mo.

460,771. Telegraph Box System of Railway Traffic Con-
trol. David C- Coombes, l.ewisham, near Sydney,
and William Rowe, Marrickville, near Sydney, New
South Wales.

460.779. System for Electrical Signaling for Railroads.
Simon de Jager and Alberius Zoutman, Denver,
Colo.

460.780. Underground Railway Conduit. Emil E. Kel-
ler, Chicago, 111.

The last claim is given:

*'Tlie combination of an underground conduil with a bearing
or guide surface on one side a .series of heavy laterally moving
Ci>nductors on the opposite side, and a trolley adaptecl to engage
such movable conductors and provided with guide rollers to en-
gage the guide surface.''

Emil E. Keller,.)6o.7Si. Electric Railway Trolley.

Chicago, III.

The first claim follows:

"In a trolley, the combination of a condimior body Connected
with the part to which the current is lo be led and a seriesof
rollers in contact with such body and disposed so that two or
more of them will engage the conductor which delivers the cui-
renl simultaneously.'"

460,864, Automptic Electric Switch Indicator. Everest
W. Hadley, CorvalHs, Ore.

460,887. Electric Railroad. Ira Robbins, Sheffield,

Ala.

460,895, Electrical Alarm. Homer P. Smith, Neenah,
Wis.

Of the two claims the first is presented:

"In the lubrirator, the combinniion, with the oil receptacle,
ijf the dciicnding tube open upon its sides, the movable buoyant
contact guided upon lliL-Haid lube, the Hpring aciualed valve
wi'hin the «aid lube, the fixed contact within the rcccptuck-,
the 'owcr mntallic portion having screw threaded up-
wardly extending portion to which tlic lower end of said tube
IB connected, antf electrical conncclionb."

460,926. Core for Electric Solenoids. John T. Williams,

Mount Vernon, Va,

The first claim reads:

"The combination, with a coil, of a miignetic core movable
a<iully throng)) the coll and eonipoBcd of a serlc!i of ttlhulur

ineinbrrs of uiflcrcnf length and varying in diameter, which urc
filled one within 'the other in mcKill'c contact, and having
their middle /one arranged in the came plane,"
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BuoENE F. FHtLLlPS, Plresi(j6nt, W. H. SiWTHt, Beo'y and Electridaa.'

AMERICAIT ELECTEICAL WOUKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I

Maiiutaclurers of Patent Finished

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
^ Magnet Wire, Office and Annuociator Wire, Rubber Coveretl

Wire, Lead Eacascd Wire, Telcpbone aod
Incandescent Cords.

FARADAY CABLES.
New York Office. 10 Cortlandt Street,

p. €. AC&iEaiiiAn, Aseiu.'

THE ""CZ-.,^^^:EZ" T77"I^E-
Insulation Guaranteed Wherever Used. Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

ELECTRIC

In a letter from the Instectok of ttit» Boston Fire Underwriter's Union, under date of March 29,

188j, he eava: -A Thornutjhly Reliable and Desirable Wire in Every Reepect."
The rubber ueed In in.«iilatlne our wires and cablet* ifl (^pfciiilly cliL-mically prepared, and la Guar-

entped to be waterproof and will rot deteriorate, oxidize or crack "und will remain flexible In extreme
cold weather and not affected by heat. The inaulatioo ie protected from mechanical Injury by one or
more braids and the whole slicked with Clark'e Patent Compuunil, which is water, oil, acid, ani to a

very great extent, lire proot Our Insulation will prove durable when all others fail- We are prepared
to farnleh Slnt;!e W lr>'s of nil i^an^ea and diameter of Ineulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Elec-

tric Lights from etoi k. Ca[>ie^ m:ide to order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61 and 03 Hampshire l^treet, Boston. nBine.

HENRY A. CLAKK, General MmiaKsr. HERBERT H. EUSTIS, Electrician.

CHICAGO AGENTS: THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.. 320 Dearborn Street

MICA
For Electrical Pnrposes.

EUGENE MUNSELLtfe CO,,

218 ^Vatpr St.. JTew York.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIES C
BRASS

ASTINGS.
THE TURNER BRASS WORKS.

4 LaSalle Avenue, Chicago.

i^^^Write ue for Prices.

K£
The Electrical

Construction Co.

C. A. HARTER, Manager. Telephone, 1718.

E CROCKER-WHEELER
PERFECTED MOTORS.

Vory slow speed, full power, perfect regu-
lation, forgeil fields let into base, self-oiling

hearings, welf-ccnteriiig bearings, all sizes,

both arc ajid. incandescent, for all power
'purposes.

Acknowledged by the Leading Manutacturlne Companies to be

THE MOST PERFECT MOTOR MADE.

Estimates and Plans Furnished for Electric Power Equipment.

Correspondence Invited.

430--432 WEST 14TH ST., NEW YORK.

JAMES LEFFEL WATER WHEELS
Built bv THE

JAMES LEFFEL ^ CO.
UPRIGHT AND HORIZONTAL,

FOR

Electric, Mining and Manufacturing

Easy working gates. High percentage and even
speed at full and part capm^ity. Equally adapted tc
high and low lieads. Lartio nnmber of aizcs and
Btylos. Send for doscriplivo pamphlt't to

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
SPRINCIELD,

i OH.O.
OR 110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY.

ROOT'S Water-tube Boiler.
SAFE. ECONOMICAL. DURABLE

AN- EXCKI.LENT

Electric Plant Boiler.
Adop'ed byiho Electric Light Companies

of Dt-troil, St. Paul, Columbne, Cincin-
nati, LouipvUle. Jersey t. ity and a great
many others; aleo by the Arniington &
SlniB Kncine Co., Providence, R. 1.; the
Lynn Belt Line Street Ky. Co., Lynn,
Masa. and tne Thomeon-LIouBton Elec-
tric Co., Lynn, Mase.

Abendrolh&RootMfg.Co.,
28 Cliff St., New York.

BKANCHKS: lloeton, Phllodelphln,

ROOT SECTIONAL SAFETY BOILER. ^»« .^id CMcacoI""'
'"'"'"°"''' "'°"°-

Be=>;i

W OUTFIT.
MASON'S FAMOUS BATTERIES.

MEDAL AWARDKD, American Institute E.xhibition, 1891.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE B.

JAMES H. MASON,
118 & 120

Park Ave. Brooklyn, N,Y,

BRASS
FOUNDRY.

UriLK-i, liroii/f, Whit*- Mt-Tal, Aluniinum-
IJroii/.e ami >\k-*-\:\\ Alloj'^. CH-tlriK" for

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
\ SPKf I.VI.TV

L. BLATZ.
103-107 Wcsl Monroe St.,

CHICKGO.

Electrical WooD.irF- OH. s^x^ei.
New ID and 25 Light

Arc Dynamos and Lamps.
HIGH TENSION. CHEAP.

JAS. McLaughlin, Mfg. Electrician,

50 X. Clinton St.. C'hirago.

One 3 Horse Power Electric Motor.

One 6 Horse Power Electric Motor.
CROSS L ARMS

j
3oth In esre'lent condition, havlnE

E been ueed buc Uttle.

Telegraph
)Telephone ,-

Electrie lii^ht )

OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL POLES.

C. H. HOLMES. ''°°'"'"°'=°S','.'?i'ifs: mo.

ERIE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

ERIE PA.

Standard LaboratoryPhotometer.
For iUuBtratloiie eee Webtebn Electrician of September 12th, Page 150.

This outfit is designed to measure accurately the candle

power of Incandescent Lamps, and will be found of great

value by Manufacturing Companies. Price for the complete

set or separate parts furnished upon application. Corre-

spondence solicited.

Send for Illnstrated Descriptive Catalogue 1-6(5.

QUEEN & CO., PHILADELPHIA.

Have you been in

doubt as to wliether

you need an cfllce bat-

tery, or are you in

doubt as to just what
you require, and the
first cost, and to the

cost of matatenance?
Use the Law Outfit and
secure pleasure and
profit. More than 68,-

000 cells of Law Bat-

tery in use for Electro-

Therapeutical work.
Eleven years on the

market. Every cell

guaranteed for ten
year's service.

Tlif I,:l\v KU-ttr«-Tlii.I!nifiak.;il *mU-o i>ul lit.

SOI.F. MAMIFACTITBEKS:

LAW TELEPHONE CO., 85 John St., NY.
Cable A<Idre-*s; "lliirliory. Wrltf M< for CMtul.'

AN EXPENSIVE DELAY
Will Not Occar If You Order Supplies from Ds.

Proiiipl Siiipinoiil. licasonable I'riccs, Fall MiMsnrc. No fhrgo fur Uoxiii;; or Carl age.

WE ARE HEADQ,0AHTERS FOR
National Allcrn.iling and Direct Current Dynamos. Generators and Translormcrs

:

Packard High Grade Lamps: Eddy Motors:

••Helmet" Weatlicr. proof Wire; •Helmet" Moisture-prool Wire.

Save time and money by placing your orders with

The Electrical Engineering and Supply Co.,
031Kookery, ]:<1 K. 0(h St., ori> HoIiMHyan, 400 W lilrlilBan St.,

CHICAGO. ST. PAUL. DULUTH
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND DISCOUNT SHEETS,
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Established in 1861.

E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ELECTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
BRANCH STORE

2134 Michigan Avenue*

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

^!f^&'^= 'B'^^—.

—

!l^;^ Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

TO AMER
INVENTO

ICAN
RS.

Woodhonse & Raison,

UNITED, LD.,

88 Queen Victoria Street,

LONDON, ENC,

NEW YORK OFFICE, 36 WALL STREET.

Are Prepared to Negotiate and

Introduce Inventions of

Merit into Great Britain and all

Parts of the World.

COEEESPONDENCE INVITED.

Manufac.tu.Kers i

pcTAGONAL^^ Cedar
i£LEmni&Electrical
RailwavFoles&CRossArms

#H.M.LOUD&SONSUlMBER(;oJ
dSCODA , IVIICH.

EVERYTHING IN

WIRE-FUSE- STRIPS.

MANUKACTURKIi HV

The Spsrrj Electric tmi Wm Cd,

39tli SI. and Slewarl A»2.. CHICAGO.

H, WARD LEONARD & CO.,

fontractii],!; aud ConsDltiagEIectrical En.i^ineers.

Write for descriptive pamiilili-t if you wish to use
t'lectrlcity for auy pui-jmse whatever.

Electrical Exchange Building.
KEW YORK CITV.

THE COWLES

ELECTRIC SMELTING

ALUMINUM GO,,
'J

LOCKPOBT, Hr.Y.,

Offer Commercially Pure Aluminum

In Ingots, Slabs, Sheet "Wire and Castings
at lowest market rates.

AInniiniim Bronze, Alnmi-
nam Bra$»<, Silver Bronxe, Sil-
icon Bronxe and Manganese
Bronze in ingots and castings.
Ferro Alnminnni for steel and
iron castings.

Correspondence Solicited.

*"^tit£hburg:mass,u.s.a.
"^

PLATING AND EXPERIMENTAL PURPOSES.
;-,---:»-*-ALSO Motors.-*-^

EVEF^YtHlNQ LATESTDESl&N AND HLSHEST EFFICIENCr.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
lHtolEi6(JreonS(., Green Point, BROOKLB, N.I.

SIANUFACTORT CF

Non-Conductive Blocks. Rosettes and Bases for Cut-Outs
and Switches; also Insulators, Cleats, Lamp Trim-

mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Our production is a denae body. The glazing and body
of oar ware are of same composition, and are baked
alike, which are the features of

TRIE HARD PORCEtAIST.

THE i=»Esxj"rc>i\r ^w-a.te:e=8. ^^?^jej:e;t^t
Over 2,000 in use.

Unequaled

in

Efficiency

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

Gives the Highest Efflcienc> of any Wheel in the World.

Aftordo the most simple and reliable power for all minine and manufactnr
Ing machinery, Adiiptfd to lieadi? running from tjO np to 3,000 or more feet
From 2i( to 30 per cert, better reenlis guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the countiy.

EliECXitlC TBAXSIIISSIOIV.
The advantage? the Pelton Wheel alTords in the way of a nnlform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and the facility of adaptation to varying condltlon-
of epeed and prei-enre, have brought it Into special prominence and esienslve
uee for thle cluse of work. Ail applicatlone ehoald state amount and head of
water power required, and for what purpose, with approsimate length of pipe
line. Send kok OATAi.o'iHE.

THE PELTON W^ATER WHEEL CO.,
];£l-l:i:{ :flain hi., hun rrnncieco, Cai.. L »i. A.

IVi I^IBEltTY STKElilT. - - XEM' YOKK.
^^It having come to our notice that our pfitent rights are being infringed

upon, Iniending purchasers are hereby warned that all ench infringements will

be duly prospcnt-d.
i*Kl>TOtS' WATER MOTORS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15

and ^11 horse U(.ui>r, nnt'iiualed for all light running machineiy. Wiirrantfd
to develop a given tinount of power wllti one-half the water required by any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Address as above. Deliveries made from
San Francisco or New York, as may afford the most favorable freight rates.

THOMAS STURGIS. Prest. Wm. C. LANE. Sec'y and Treas. C. P. MACKIE, Gen'l Manager. S. S. BOGART, Gen'l Agent.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY,
4S , HNTES^W "^rOI^KL.

INDIVIDUALARCLIGHTIMOTORGUTOUT.
LAMPS OR MOTORS CUT IN AND OUT AT WILL FROM CENTRAL STATION WITHOUT

DISTURBING OTHERS QN SAME CIRCUIT.

Thi.H System Save,? Mileage of Circuit.s, Mal<n.'( Scatten^d I'>usiri(!ss Profit!il)]e and Securew Payment for J'^veiy lloiii' of Liglit.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of El.KCTPAC COMPANIES i^ caU'-d to this CKI^E-

BRAXEI> WATKK WIIEEI^as particularly adapted to th'jir use
on account of its r<*TOarkal>ly Hteady motion, liicrlt ^peed
and (^reat Elliciency^and lai'^e Capacity foriisoiameier,
being douUle the I*o"W4;r of most wheels of same diameter. It is used
by a number of the leading electric comj^^nies with £Tcat satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect {guaranteed.
sriN'n roR <:axai>ogi;e a:vi> pak'iici'ears.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no g'lars are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICTOR

XintRII^ES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft

Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complcle and
strictly 6rst-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation

admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

(SLOBECAJRBOK^S
MAKERS OF HICH-CRADE

C.A.RBONS
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

COMPLETED TO DEADWOOD.
The Burlington Route, C, B. & 0. R. R.,

from Chicago, Peoria and St. Louis, is

now completed and daily passenger trains

are running through Lincoln. Neb., and
Custer, S. D.. to Deadwood. Also to

Newcastle. Wyoming. Sleeping cars to

Deadwood.

ELECTRIC SLATE
Switch-boards a Specialty.

Small samples of plain and marbleized free.

T. J. MURPHY,
Electrical Bxchange BIdg. 130 Liberty St.,

J.C.TEMPLE.
(Formerly of STOUT, MILLS & TEMPLE),

DAVTOSI, OHIO,

flytalicaMlecliaiiicalEDpeer
Improvement of Water Powers, Arrancement

of Power Plants, Shafting, etc., for Electric Power
and Light. CONSTRUCTION SUPERINTENDED.

HARRISON CONVEYOR
rOR HANDLING

GRAIN. COAL. TAN BARK. SEEDS. ETC.
Will convey all kinds of ;;rain without mislng.
Will carry two different kintle of material In op-

posite directions at the same lime.
Will convey One Hundred and Fifty Tons orCoal

per hoar. Matle ofWronght Iron iind Steel. Send
tor UIuBtrated Catalogue. BORDEN & SELLECK
COMPANY, 48 and 50 Lake SI., Chlcaao, til.

Wm. S. Tubiteh. Pr.'5^. GEO. A. BELL. V. PaE3. J. LK.^TEB WonDBRHfiB. Sec. ana Treafl.

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER ENGINEERING CO.,
Consulting; and Constructing

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment of Electric Railways. Steam and Electric Plants.

47 Times Building. Telephone Call, 1009 Corllandl. NEW YORK.

GBDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If In want of Poles, Ties and Posts, eave money
by getting my prices.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, MlcFi.

!!>OI.E MAXUFACTrREUS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBREVULCANIZED FIBRE GO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Ked, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wii^rit^«^?5^bE.. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World, ^^^in^^k^.

"WARD" ARC LAMPS.
F^'^-^j- -^j^Sr^ The testimony of any one using one or two arc lamps may be valuable or not, according

to their knowledge of arc lamps.

The "Ward" Lam^i) is the only lamp that is in use successfully, and in large numbers, on
either central station or isolated plants.

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.,
OF St. Paul, Minn.

St. Paul, Minn., August 28, 1891.

Jllessrs. 3fcDODgnll& f^nrnmliis^N, AVestern SlanaseiN,
The Electric ConHtructinn and etapply Co.,

t'henix Baililln{>:, Cliicaso, 111.

Dear Sibs;
—

"VVe are using your arc lamps on our lines, and with
great satisfaction bolh to ourselves and our consumers. They are the

only arc lamps we are using, and in our opinicn are the best lamp of the

liind that have come to our notice. Our continued orders to you not

only show our apprt elation of Iheir merits but also the fact that we find

them a good paying investment. Very truly yours,

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO..
G. II. Finn, General JIanager.

EDISON LIGHT & POWER CO.,

OF MiNNEArOLIS.
MiNNKAroLis, August 22, 1S91.

The Electric Constrnctlon <& Snpply Co.,

ISCortlnndttiltreet, Men- Tork Cltj".

Gentlemen:—Within the last eighteen months we have been in-

stalling a number of arc lamps on our Incandescent circuits. We now
have one himdred and ninety-six of your "Ward" lamps in optration,
at;d it givej us pleasure to state that they give tlie very best of satistac-

lion. both to ourselves and our customers. We consider Uicm a most
excellent lamp. Yours truly,

EDISON LIGHT & POWER CO.

Lamps for direct current, alternating current, street railv/ay circuits,

focusing lamps, photo-engraving lamps, search lamps.

&:ei:d^t:» r-on. oxrn. KrE:x\r o-A.T?.A.ijOca^xj:E3.

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.,
Phenix Building,

CHICAGO, IImIm. Established 1881.

Telephone Building.

nrSlV YORK CITY.
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C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS.
Electric motors in all standard sizes

for operating elevators, pumps, print-
ing presses and machinery for gen-
eral manufacturing purposes.

Electrical Mining Machinery of all

kinds. Hoists, Tram Cars, etc.

Electric BloTvers for ship ventila-
tion. Pan outfits.

Electric plants for pumping church
organs.
Over 10,000 motors in actual oper-

ation.

THE C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.,
402

Dynamos in all sizes of same de-
sign and dimensions as the standard
motors.
Equipment of mines, factories, ma-

chine shops, oflB.ce buildings -with com-
plete electrical plants for lighting and
power.

New England Office, 63 Oliver St., - BOSTON.

Philadelphia Office, • 38 S. FOURTH ST.

Chicago OfHce, - - PHENIX BLDG.

San Francisco Office, • 35 MARKET ST,

404 GREENWICH ST.,

The Pocket Edition of our General Catalogue of July, 1891,

is now ready for distribution, and we will send it to any one on
receipt of request, by mail.

AMES, EBERT & COMPANY. Agents,

ST. PAUL, MINN.

WESTERI ELECTRIC COMPANY
227 SO. CLINTON STREET, CHICAGO.

COR. THAMES & GREENWICH STS., NEW YORK.

?

MORE WORDS ARE NEEDED
TO UO JUSTICE TO TXZX:

Office of CURTIS MANUFAC TURING CO , Manufacturers of Carriage Robes,
The £lektron llanafactaring Co.— Fifth Avenue and 16ih Street, New York City, September 16, 1891.

Gentlemen:—If there were words enough In the English language to expnss my admira'ion of the Ferret Motor I might do jusllce to Its good qualities; but there are
not. "We have used it every working day since it was put in, and not one cent has been expended on it except for oil. It drives our six heavy machines as steadily as a clock.

I consider it the very best power we could get, and would not part with It unless I could get its equal. I take special pride in showing it to my friends. It's not a plaything,
but business every day. If any one wants to know what it can do, juat send them up to me. Yours truly, CURTIS MANUFACTURING CO.

THE ELEKTRON MANUFACTURING ta..m«m. m».

Sellin,^ Agents:

New York 0«ace, 89 Liberty Street.
« AMIII.VGTOX, I> e.-.I. I'. Rur]t<-tt & to., I40!HV<'w York Ave. IVKW OKI.KAIVH, l.A.-«i(>oren Bniinle. 140 (lirnvicr t^t.
<'III<'A>.<>. II,ly,-Thc £|pctrical l-:ilB>ii<-<-iiiiir Co.. :i;iO I><-arliorn St. ST. PAl)!., MIMK.—F..I. Bony., «iS Ka8< Fonrlli St.
I>HIIyA»KL,PIIIA.I-A.-I>('nnMllvuiiia Ilarhlne <:o.,2» IVoi'lll Seventh St.

Heisler System Long Distance Incandescent Lighting.The

A pra/;tlcal suU'livislon of the electric light. Cheap to Install and perfectly automatic regulation.

Specially adapted for the lighting of Public Halls, Railroad Depots, Pleasure Resorts, Streets, Stores and General Illumination.

Notefl for the BrilliaDcy of tie Liilit and Greatest Proflnction of Canflle Power per H. P.

NO TRANSFORMERS USED UPON THE CIRCUITS.
We manufuctiirc lui'l carry In Hloi:k. dynamos of the following capacity, in ;tl! C. P, lights: 1(10, 300,-250, .300, -SflO,-

4<)(),A'i(), which will operate their rated capacliy In 10,-30,-;ja 4.'),-CO,.100 and 100 C, P. Lamps. The output of any of the

above fizwl dynamos can be distributed from a circuit compose! of No. 8 I!. & S. wire; and there will be no drop In candle

power of the lights at any point upon the circuit.

Full guarantee given with our apparatuD, and special fixlures for Indoor and outdoor lighting.

Serlefl hampi and Sockets for any current or candle power. Send for descriptive matter and price lists.

DREXEL BUILDING,
PHILADELPHIA..J^ HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,

AfjENCItS : -Inter-Male Complete Electric Construction Co., St. Louis, Mo
Howe Construction Co., Norwalk. 0.

Bcllon Electric Co., Bcllon Texas.

;
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The Clinton Gas Light Co., Clinton, Mass., have thor-
t.

oughly tested and have adopted the Evans System of

Driving Dynamos in their new Electric Light Station.

Thousands of Horse Power in use driving Dynamos, and hundreds of sets of Cones

in operation, driving all classes of machinery. Address

For UrIvLDg Dynamos.
THE EVANS FRICTION CONE CO.,

33 T7C^«,toi- St., :^osTOKr, nvc^-jse. For Varyinc Hpi-ftl,

CHICAGO Z1TST7LA.TED WIRE COMFAIT'7,
ivEA.iNrm'.A.OTXTn.JBu.s o^p

HIGH GRADE INSULATED WIRES
Ol^ ALt, DESCKir»TIO]NK

WEATHERPROOF WIRES,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

MAGNET WIRES,
INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,

ETC., ETC., ETC.

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS
AND S.\MPLES.

Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO., 48-52 N. Clinton St„ CHICAGO, ILL.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Litie Wire, handsomely flriished,highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton
jE ^ Kij^^ and Worsted Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Statioii Work. tS^^JuSlA

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire. •^'i

pCTJNf "KiKi" pNirwiRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

.^.g-ents for tlie TT^T-A-SIXIiTa-TOiT O.A.E,B02;T CO., CarToons for .A.rc I^igriLtiiig-.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., CHICAGO,
Are our Selling Agents, and carry a line ol Insulated and Bare Wires of our make.

THOS. L. SGOVILL, New York Agent,
25 Park Place, NEW YORK.

DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS
Afford the Only Reliable and Efficient Means for

ALL NIGHT ELECTRIC LIGHTING,

All other devices are crude, expensive and unsatisfactory.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY
Has established its broad foundation patent for Double Carbon Arc Lamps, No. 219,208, having; WOHfoUr
distinct infringement suits in the United States Courts, two of them on final hearing-, the decisions

being rendered by Judges Gresham, Blodgett, Brown and Ricks.

The public is warned against the use of infringing lamps or any crude substitute for the Brush Invention.

Arc Lighting Apparatus, Electric Motors and Generators,
Alternating Current Apparatus, Incandescent Ligiiting Machines,

Carbons for Arc Lighting, Etc., Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,
E:i_^-A.ISirD, CDI-ilCD.
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COOLIDGE FUEL & SUPPLY CO.,
RAILROAD CROSS TIES
AND PILING.

CEDAR AND OCTACONAt-
PlNE

pOUC^

-MANCFAOTURED BY-

CROSS ARMS,
PINS AND BRACKETS-

J. R. CLARK CO., Minneapolis, Minn.

<^ 1:M«J^==-4si^B_^

Tliis out reproseuts oiir Claws A

Star Sight "Up-Feed" Lubricator,
There are no joints about it. Arms and body cast

in Ottt' Piece, bo foa won't be aanoyed by leading
;indit will work to yoar eitire satisfaction. Will let
yon try it before yoa buy it.

For B le by Jobbers, or apply to

THE WM. POWELL CO., CINCINNATr, 0.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS. RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The- Kartavsrt - Manufacturing - Do,^

<t^ 1??^ BYJAJ SHULT

ov^'^^ta

l:§HULTzBelting Co.
l«iiis

m
ALLLEATHEFf —<!>

NO IRONRDOORHINGE QLDSTYU
LEATHER LINKAND IRON ROO BE

ANO ROPETRftNSMISSION SUPERSEDED
It.: IDOU
D Delt

YOUR POWER.
YOUR BELTS.

'

YOUR MONEY.
BY COVERING YOUR PULLEV5 WITH

SHULTZ PATENT
LEATHER PULLEVCOVERINC.

LTlriC
TANNLD Uiv Tl-ld

SURFACES ONLY.
INTERIOR IS

RAWHIDE.'
THE DNLV PERFECT BELT \

t-lADE. NO SLIPPING

OR LOST MOTION

) dPigker Leather-

RRi'VPTTTT'^- ' 164 Summer St., Boeton, Mass ; 2i25 Pearl St., New York City. I P| I miin U*oiiA->Lti£.>..^
rjy X. Third St., Philadelijhia, Pa ; 60 W.Monroe St. Chicago. | Oli LUUto^ ITIO.

THREE
GOOD
BOOKS.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.

ELECTRICIAN POBUSHING CO.,
6 Lakeside Building.

CHICAGO, ILL.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

CUT-OUTS,
JOINTS,

DISTRIBUTING

ETC., ETC.
COEliESPOXDENCE SOLICITED.

THE ITEW
SflFE-DUGT

GOMPI.ETE1 MBTHOD /^

WIRING FOR ALIi

ELECTRIC LIGHTING SYSTEMS.

"VULCA"

ELECTRICAL WIRE DUCTS.

THE NATION'S GHOIGS.

GriinsJiaw White Core Wire.
B. D. WIRE, TAPES AND COMPOUNDS.

ALL 8UI'PI,y H'I'fjRKS KKKP TIIKM.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.
78-80-82 Franklin Street, CHICAGO,

MAIN OFFICE; 649-651 Broadway, New York. GEO. H. MEEKER, Woslcrn Manager.
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THE NATIONAL TRANSFORMER SYSTEM
OF INCANDESCENT LICHTINC.

Florence, S. C, August 19, 1891.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFC. CO., Eau Claire, Wis.:
GENTLEMEN:^! write this to tell you of the wonderful performance of our Alternating

Dynamo, which is a 750 lighter of your manufacture. Last night, while at supper, a cross
got on our mains by their sagging on to a telegraph wire, and my engineer,who is a new man,
ran the dynamo with the ampere meter needle clear on the end of the scale, which is about 80
amperes, or equivalent to approximately 1,600 lamps. It ran that way until it chocked down
a 100 H. P. engine with 110 pounds steam, and then he sent for me. Strange to relate, the
machine was not damaged a particle. The excessive current had melted all of the 4 fuses on
the board, but the engineer had put in new ones and heavier ones, and had started up again.
I consider that we have the only dynamo on earth that would stand such a strain and not be
injured. I shall of course see to it, that a thing of this kind does not happer again.

[Signed] A. A. FORMAN, Svipt. Florence Impvt. & Mfg. Co.

THIS IS

THE

THAT

WE BDILD.
Self-contained Alternator. Capacity 1 ,000 1 6 C. P. Lamps.

SEND FOR GIRGULa.RS AND PRICES.

COMPLETE

CENTRAL STATION EQUIPMENTS
FOR

LIGHT OR POWER
DISTRIBUTION.

CUE APPAEATU3 IS OF THE

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
MECHANICALLY AND ELECTRICALLY.

WE GUARANTEE ITS OPEltATlON ANU
PROTECT OUR CUSTOMERS.

COMPLETE

DIRECT CURRENT SYSTEM
FOK

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFB. CO., Eau Claire, Wis.
QrlESO. :b. SH.A.-^7^, Oe.n'1 TyX.a^xxek.s^T:',

AO-Eisrrrs

NEW YORK, N. Y
BUFFALO, N. Y.,
CINCINNATI, O,,
WASHINGTON, D. C,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

LINCOLN, NEB.,
SEATTLE, WASH.,

National Electric Mfg. & Const. Co.. Elect. Exchg. BIdg.

Little. McDonald & Co.. 141 East Seneca St.

W. N. Gray, 12 Chamber ol Commerce.

L. N. Cox. 16 Filth St.. S. E.

C. M. Blanchard. Girard Building.

• Lincoln Electrical MIg. & Supply Co.

Chas. H. Baker & Co.

ST. PAUL, MINN., - •

DETROIT, MICH., -

DENVER, COLO.,
WINNIPEG, MAN.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.,
KANSAS CITY, MO.,
DULUTH, MINN.,

The Electrical Engineering & Supply Co.

Commercial Electric Co.

The Mountain Electric Co.

Simpson- Davis Electrical Construction Co.

National Electric Development Co

Thomas Wolfe. 515 Main St.

The Electrical Eng. & Supp'y Co,
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BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO,

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
-FOE

—

ARC LIGHT CIRCUITS.

SElIPLiE. REIilABIiE. DlJRABIii;.

The only safe socket for series lamps, and the only

socket having insulating material for the outside

parts. Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

620 ATLANTIC AVENUE,

The Card Electric Motor and Dynamo Co.,
-CIKCIXIVATI. OHIO.

MANUFACTPREKS OF

ELECTHIC MOTORS .'° DTITAHOS.

Incandescent Dy-
namos from
20 to 3.30 Lights.

Arc cr Incandef-
cent llotors
from }s to 30
Horse Power.

Motors for the
Arc Circuit a
Specially.

These Motors have
the Highest Et-
flciency, Low
Speed and Self-

Oiling Bearings.

AUTOMATIC,
SIMPLE, DUR-
ABLE AND
CLEAN.

Correspondence
Solicited.

Agekt=.—Boston: The E;iatern EN^ctrical Snpply and conetrtictlon Co., 65 Oliver Street. Chicago:
The Thos. L. Johnson Co., 313 Dearborn Street. MiUvankee; Henry Raiiileii, 641 Third Street.

Washington, D C.: J.Geo. Gardner, 1005 11. Street. St. 1,001=!: Sla::! Electrical Bnpineerlng Co.,llU6
Pine Street. Montgomery. Ala.; W. F. Marphv. Detroit, Mi h. : Tli« Michie-an Electric Co., 212 and
214 Gri»wold Street. Minneapolis, Minn. : J M. Lennon, '^2 Loan and Trust Bulloing.

FOR SALE:
(IN GOOD ORDER.)

One Edison 150 Liiiht Dynamo, good as new -$276 00

One TJ. S., New Style, 110 Volt, 200 Light In-

candescent Dynamo. Rheostat. Am-
meter and 200 Key Socliets, has not beea
used three months, good as new 3?5 00

One Mancliester 50 Volt, 200 Light Compound
Dynamo ISO 00

One Manchester 50 Volt. 150 Light Dynamo. 15(> 00

One Daft 110 Volt Hliunt, 200 Light Dynamo,
New Armature 250 00

One C. & C. 15 H. P., 110 Volt Motor 260 00

OneT.-ll. 500 Volt Compound Dynamo, 50

H. P., New 1,200 00

One T.-II., 15 U. P.. 500 Volt Motor, New JOO 00

One Sperry Arc Dynamo and ten Arc Lamps ;{50 00

One 000 Volt. 25 Amjicre, U. S, Shunt Dynamo 100 00

FOREE BAIN,
47 and 49 South Jefferson Street,

CHICAGO.

AUGUST BELMONT & CO., New York.

LEE, HIGGINSON & CO., Boston.

Subscription for

$3,000,000
7 per cent, Cnmnlative Preferred Stock,

sll AUKS, S.JO EACH.

WESTINGHOUSE
Electric & Manufacturing Co.,

NO. liO BKO.AUWAV. NKW \<»KK.

DIRECTORS:
CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS Boslou, Mass.

LEMTJEL BANNISTER Pittsburg, Penn.

AUGUST BELMONT New York, N.T.
A. M. BYERS : Pittsborg. Perm.

(CHARLES FAIRCBILD Boston, Mass.

MAROELLUS HARTLEY New York, N. Y.

GEORGE W. HEBARD New York, N. Y.

HENRY B. HYDE New York, N. Y.

BRAYTON IVES New York, N. Y.

GEORGE WESTINGHOUSE. Jr ,
Pittsburg, Peno.

iiEGISTRAR OF TRANSFERS:
MERCANTILE TRUST CO., - 120 Broadway, N. Y.

WE ARE AITHORIZKD TO OFER FOR
.SUBSCRIPTION THE ABOVE ISSUE OF
Seven Per Cent. Ciinmlative Preferred Stock

AT PAR.

The Preferred Slock is entitled to a cumulative prelerred

dividend of 7 per cent., payable semi-annually on -Jan. l

and July 1, and, in addition, to a proportionate share of all

dividends declared in any year, after "i per cent has been
paid on the other stocks outstandiug. The Preferred Stock

lias also a preference iu the asset.'* (if the company in case

of ihiniilation over all other stocks.

The authorized capital stock of the Company is $10,000,-

000, of which §4.000,111X1 is Preferred Stock. Shares, ?50 each.

The portion offered for subscription will be full paid and
nou-assessable when taken and paid for hereunder.

Application win be made to list the stocks fin the New
York and Boslun Stock Eschanees.

The proceedings taken by the Company to create this

issue of Preferred Stock have been .submitted to coimsel.

and tliey advise us that the reorganization and this issue of

Preferred Stock are valid in law.

The Imsluess of the Westingliouse Electric and Maiiu-

faciurim? Company has prown to its present large propor-

tions in about live years. Its growth has been not only

rapid, but continuous, and has fully kept pace with the re-

markable development of the electrical Industry. Sales are

as follows:

months, from 1st April tn isist December, ISSli, 1141,816.71

I'l months, to 31st December, 1887 874,057.87

12 months, to aist December, 1888.... 1,288,500.41

V2 months, to 3lst December. 1880 3,018,379.81

12 months, to 31st December. 1800 4,289,080.81

The Company manufactures its apparatus at tliree fully

oiiulpped factories, located, respectively, at Pittsburg,

Penn., Newark, N. J., and New York City, which furnish

exceptionally complete facilities for the manufacture of all

kinds of electric light and power apparatus.

The company relies chiefly for success upon the quality

and mechanical perfection of its work, although It has

more than one thousand patents alfording valuable pro-

teetiun against competition.

The Company will continue to have the benefit of ihc

mechanical and engineering ability uf its founder, Mr.
Wesliughoute,

We have made an estimate of the assets of the combined
Companies, .ind our examination lias led us to believe that,

after makhig liberal deductions for all foreieeu contingen-

cies, the assets of the reorganized company will furnish

ample security for the total issue of Preferred Stock, wlili-

ijut taking into consideration the value of the patents at all.

and that the working capital will be fully sufliclent to con-

duct tlie business on an economical basis, the saving in the

interest account alone being sufBclent to pay full dividends

on this Issue.

Subject to certain reservations detailed in the prospectus,

tlie exandnatlun of the accountants shows an average profit

of 1443,140.52 per annum for the periods considered.

We Invite .siibscrlpllous to the above mentioned Preferred

Slock AT PAR, payable a.i follows;

10 PER CENT. ON APPLICATION.
:(0 I'EK CENT. ON ALUOTMKNT.
:!0 PER CENT. ON ;il) NOVEMBER.
:tO I'ER CENT. ON 3.3D NOVEiMBER.

KubHcrlbers have tlio (iiilluii of paying In full for the stock

allotted to lliem. and Interest on the anticipated payment
will be allowed at the I'alo of 4 per cent, per annum.

Tlie right Is rcHerved to reject oi-reduco any subscriptions

audio nntko allotmonts oriosHthan tho nmounlN applied

for. Id allotmoiit, prereronco will bo givon. so far as piuc-

llcahlo, Ui tlioKO slock 1 1 (ildors aKsonllng to tho recent jiliui

of reoiganl/atlon and lo employes mid doaloiH In the

Company'8 inannfactureH.

The falinro'in till! pai'L of the HnbHcrllier to pay any In-

Hlallmont when due shall ortoralo as a rorfelturn of all pre-

vious paymi-nlH.

Tli<» HUlm<:rilitI<ili llHt: will opeii hliiiullHiic-

nllMly itt. l(lo*('IOf:k A. M. oit WrdnoHiljiy, llio

J'lMi <liiy ol Otlohi r, IKOI, uii<( eltiNi' nt li

o'cUtiU V. M. «iii IM liliiy, tlir lOdi fhiy of Octo-
Imr. IKIH. at mir ..III.cs,

AUGUST BELMONT & CO.,

23 Nassau St., New York.
LEE, HIGGINSON & CO.,

44 State St., Boston.

CopKiH lit llie Plan -.1 in tJiganl/alloii. Ilic J'n. ipicliii.,

with full dotallH and f'lrniH of application, can bo ohlalned

m llio iiUUth abovo mentioned.

The Mnti>nriplloii Tor llir (iiillio amdiiiil of
llio Pi<-r<rr<il Slofth iiIm»v<- olliiftl Iiiih Im)mi

((iiiii'iiiit<tn<l l>) riiMliir\vrlN;rH In MiIm loiiiilry.
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOUIAELT ADAPTED TO DEIVIHG

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of its high efficiency at all stages of gate, steadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the construction of wliich makes it the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
Illustrating various styles o( setting

on both vertical and horlzonti 1 shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT, MILiLS &. TEMPL.K,

STEAM PLANTS
l.VSTALLED BY

W. B. PEARSON i£ CO.,
MECHASriCAIi ENGINEEBti AND COX'TRACTORS.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDING, - CHICAGO.

A SAMPLE I^'STALLATIOX.

Standard Automatic Engine coupled direct to a Centrifugal Piunp.
Speed 280 Hevolutions.

WILLIAMS AUTOMATIC ENGINE.
For all Duriioeee requiring eteadv power.

Williams Engine Works: No. 4^7 North Streel,

r.AI.TIMOKE.MD.

^ BY .tfNGINECO
PA,

% FineCfflce Furniture
and Folding Beds.

Brass and Wire Work. aiswabastiAv.

A. H. Andrews & Co., Chicago.

THEWOODBURYINGiNE
SELF-CONTAINED, AUTOMATIC
HIGH SPEED STEAM ENGINE
for Electric Lighting and
Street Railway Service,

WITH BOILER PLANT COMPLETE
Cat.llocue sent on appHt';itiiHi.

STEARNS MFC. CO. ERIE, PA
BRANCH }

rliiladelplii.-i. 34? I>

OFFICES
ol Hide

aOA: :jl SpearSI.

*%
^.^mH

ILp-^^iim
«'FW

Over lOOO WiXin^iioiiNC Slaiulard Engines in use.

THE WESTINGHQUSE MACHINE COMPANiy
'^'^'-^'*'*-'j'm«'^>tir;Ti'iT-riagii'

DRY STEAM

THE POND SEPARATOR.
The Pond Separalor Is guaranteed to relieve the

steam of all entrained water, and return Ihls water
to the boiler, Ihus effecting a large saving in fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

POND ElVGIXEERIXi COMPAXY
ST^ LOUS.
OMAHA.

CHICAGO.
DALLAS.

KANSAS CIIY.
SEATTLE.

'BE "7E THE JUDGE."
:^-a."v:Ei Toxj rFfLX£]i> th^e

ECONOMIC INCANDESCENT LAMP?
If not you are losing time and we are losing a customer. Everybody that fries it, BUYS

IT, and everybody that buys it once, bitj/s it again. Kindly inform us what voltage
and style of base you use and TRY IT AT OUR EXPENSE.

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL SPECIALTY CO.
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS,

J

GEO. L. KIRKHAM, Manager. 1017 Chamber of Commerce, CHICAGO.
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A SURE WIHNER.

NO BLUFF.

We Carry a Large and Complete Assortment of

WEATHER-PROOF, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

Which are Manufactured Expressly for Us by

THE CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO.,

Which Enables Us to Quote MANUFACTURERS' PRICES.

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS
54 and 56 Franklin St, CHICAGO, ILL.

J
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THE WIRT AMPERE
INDICATOR.

(rATENTED )

This instrument is designed for

the practical work of Station Electri-

cians and answers the conditions more

perfectly than any instrijment yet sold.

The working parts being simple

and well made, will stand handling,

shipping and all ordinary use.

Made in any size from 10 to 1,000

Amperes.

THE WIRT VOLT
INDICATOR.

PiTENTED.J

Is intended to be left in circuit

continuously and can be relied upon

for constancy and accuracy under the

most trj'ing conditions. The resist-

ance of the instrument is high—making

the consumption of energy small. An
adjustable index permits rcadinr; at

a distance, indicating variations from

normal pressure.

Correspondence invited regarding

these or sperial Instruments.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

RANDOLPH Sr. ASDMICHIGAH AVE..

CHICAGO.
Factoriei: Anunia. Coo.-..

No Argument
In favor of a proprietary article can be so convincing as a

review of its record in past services.

The past record of Shield Brand, Moisture-proof Wire

is evidence that it possesses a superiority peculiar to itself.

The many miles of it in daily use for Arc and Incandescent

Lighting, for Electric Railway' and Power Circuits is a

constant i-ecommendation to the intending purchaser. While

it may be that the reputation of a manufacturer carries con-

siderable weight in favor of a particular article, of which he

may be the exponent, the article itself must sooner or later

bear evidence of individual merit, else fail.

The purchaser of an Insulated Wire stands in some-

what the same light as the man who wanted a fast horse.

He found several which gave promise of future swiftness

—

but the)' needed training. At length he exclaimed: "I won't

have a horse that is going to be fast— I want one that is

fast."

Shield Brand Wire is "Moisture-proof."

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.

CHICAGO.

Inclose business card for our Illustrated Catalogues.
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STREET

GARS "s^?

ON ACCOUNT OF

Increase of Business
J^l<riD THIHl

Adoption of Eleotrioity,

THIE!

MET RAILWAY CO.,
Of IL/^ir^-rLeapolis, 3ivinir2.rL.,

OFFER FOR SALE THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT:

63 12-foot Gars, all fitted with Fare Boxes and "Small" Conveyors.
76 Extra "Small" Conveyors for 14 and 16 ft. Cars.
63 Extra "Slawson" Fare Boxes.
12 Steam Motors, 15to 20 Ton.
2 Locomotives and Tenders, 20 and 25 Ton.

21 Passenger Coaches, 26 to 40 ft.

34 Open Passenger Excursion Cars , 34 ft.

8 Flat Cars, 30 ft.

Most of the cars have been in service only a short time, and all are in first-class condition. We can make changes
or alterations and fit them up to suit, and will sell very cheap. The gauge of any of the cars can be changed to suit

purchaser. Full description and photographs mailed upon application.
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IT WiTNE ELECTRIC CO.,
-3IAKUFACTIIKERS OF THl

SLATTERY INDUCTION AND WODD ARC SYSTEM
-OT'-

THE MOST PERFECT OF ANY.

For references as to the merits of these systems, inquire of the local companies, the operators, or the customers in

the large cities of this country where these systems are now being used almost exclusively after othei: systems have been
tried and thrown out—Philadelphia, New Orleans, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Detroit, etc.

WE MAKE ALL STANDARD SIZES OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM.
Also Arc Lamps of Standard Sizes, 2,000 c. p., 1 ,200 c. p. and 800 c. p.

Main Office and Factory, FORT WAYNE, IND.

JTEW" YORK 115 Broadway. PITTSBUKeH, PA 533 IVood Street.
CH1CA€M>... 185 Bearborn Street. SAN FRANCISCO 35 New Montgomery Street.
PHILABEl,PHIA 907 Filbert Street. TORONTO, CANABA 138 King Street, W.
BAIiLAS. TFXAS ]ncL,eod Bnildins;. BUFFALO 228 Pearl Street.

MOTORS, GENERATORS,

DYNAMOS, LAMPS,

SUPPLIES «"° SPECIALTIES.

ALL GUARANTEED MECHANICALLY, ELECTRI-

CALLY AND LEGALLY.

Large stationary Motor, Columbia Make. ST. PAUL, - - MINN.
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"AJAX" The Best

Circuit Breal(er

and Only Indestructible Switch.

C. S. VAN NUIS, 136 Liberty St., New York.

The Minnesota Brush Electric Company
HAITB JUST BO-CJOHX

^ MILES
of Arc, Incandescent and Power Cables

INVESTIGATION PROVED IT

THE BEST.

OF THE

StaiWDiiderpnniCalileCo.,
New York, Pittsburgh, Chicago.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
Tbe acknofvledged StAnttard for d.iirable and lilgrb In-

sulation. Xts merits proved, by a record or over quarter
of a oentuary. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

CELEBRATED KERITE TAPE FOR INSULATING JOINTS.

EtectriG Light and Power,
Telegraph and Telephone,
Railway and all other
Branches of Signaling,

ALL SIZES
Lead Encased Wires

Aerial Use,
Subterranean Use,
Submarine Use.

Conceated Wiring in all Locations.

GEORGE B. PRESCOTT, Jr., Gen. Agt., 16 Oey St., New York.

Western Electric Co., Chicago, 111., Sole Agents for the West.

ALEXANDER, BARNEY ^ CHAPIN,
20 CORTLANDT ST., flEW YORK.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

THE MOST

POPULAR LAMP
IN THE MARKET,

"A.B^C.

WRITE US

FOR

PRICES

OF ALL GOODS

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY ISTBEET, NEW YORK,

MASUPACTUEEES, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

BATTERY,
^^^^^^.^^^

Supplies

THE "CHAMPION'
Prica, with Rod Zinc, SI. 15 per Cell, with Corrugated

Zinc. 81.35 per Cell.

THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED

Of all Descriptions.

ComptaUf.ll orCh.m* C.rbnn RoMrvoIr «tnl Cover Corruj.le.l Zlnp of Oli.i

plon BaiUty. of CliuniploD Ut.Uery. pton llili«iy.

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Light and Power
Appliances.

Construction Tools and

Line Slaterlal.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

^^ warren.ohio.
,^9^f/^ MAMUfACTVUEm Of

IHSVai/S^^HlGHaAtiE

AGENTS
J. W. Peale, No, l Broadway, New York.

Electric Eng. & Supply Co.. - - Syracufle, N.T.
Central Electricilo., Chicago,

The Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.. St. Paal.Mlnn,

St. Louis Electrical Supply Co., - - St. LodIb.

GLOWER, HARRIS & CO.,
CONTRACTING AND CONSULTING

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.
The lari^est Elec'rir«l Sunply Hone? wtat of th«

.Ml-sjjielppi River.

ETcrytlilus fe.lectrlcal.

289 ELM STRpFT. nALLAS. TEXAS.

For Isolatine Paint

See Page xii.

The

Internal iona!

F. CAZENOVE .JONES,
^lanager of FactorlM.

OKONITE COMPANY,

^ON'^:

LIMITED.

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES ANpCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarifie and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.
BRANCHES" Cliicagro, Boston. Philadelphia, Minneapolis, Cincinnati, Kansas City,

Omaha, LnDiM\ ille, St. Louis, San Francisco, London and So. America.

rTRADE MARK!

WRITE FOR PRICES ON

TROLLEYS. CEARS, BEARINGS

AND CENERAL SUPPLIES.

R. D. Nuttall Company,
Alleeheny, Pa. New York.

The 1891 ELECTRIC MOTOR AND BATTERY
SIMPLE.

ECONOMICAL.

DURABLE

EFFICIENT.

For Offices, Sick-rooms, Restaurants.

Jewelers, Dentists, Confectioners,

Amateurs, and at

ONE-HALF PRICE.
Send for prlcfB ixcd descriptire pampblete to

1891 MOTOR-8 Oliver Slreet. BOSTON, MISS.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILTBY THE BALL & WOOD CO., NEW YORK,

W. B. PEARSON, Selling Agent. Home Ins. Bldg., Chicago, III.
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TUB

Thomson-Houston
ELECTRIC CO.,

MANUFACIURBRS OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY OF

DYNAMOS, LAMPS
And Every Necessary Appliance for the Construction, Maintenance and Operation of

Central Stations and Isolated Plants,

Arc, Direct Current and Alternating Current Systems,

100,000
Thomson-Houston Arc Lamps,

750,000
Thomson-Houston Incandescent Lamps

In Daily Operation October 1, 1891.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, WESTERN OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave.. BOSTON, Mass. 148 Michigan Ave., CHICAGO. ILL
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Abeudroth & Hoot Mfg. Co..
Alexander, Barney & Cbaplu i

American Electrical Works xlil

Andrews & Co., A. H xxi

Bibcock, W. H xlv

Baggot, E xlv

Bain Electric Mfg. Co xx
Ball Enelne Co xxl

Ball & Wood Co . The 1

Beggs, J. E , Mfg. it Supplj' Co. iv

Bei nsteln Electric Co
Blatz, L
Borden & Selleck Co xv
Braun lUastratlng Co xxl

BrowDlee & Co xli

Brooktield, Wm xii

Brush Electric Co xvil

Butler Hard Rubber Co
Buxton, Geo. B xx
0. B. &Q. R. R XV
C. &. C. Electric Motor Co xvi

Card E. Motor & Dynamo Co..
Central Electric Co v
Chicago Electric Mfg, Co xlv

Chicago Electric Motor Co xlil

Clower, Harris & Co I

Chicago Insulated Wire Co. . . xvii

Colburn Electric Mfg. Co xx
Columbia Electric Co xviii

Coolidge, Fuel & Supply Co. .
.—

r

Conaol. Elec. Mfg. Co., The. .

Cowles Elec. Smelt. Alum. Co.. xlv

Crocker-Wheeler Elec. Mo. Co. xiil

Cutter. Geo xxvl
Day's Kerite Insulation 1

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. . xxl

Delaware Hard Fibre To xiv

Detroit Electrical Works vii

Densmord Typewriter Co xii

Eastern Electric Cable Co xili

Easton Electric Co xx
.Edison General Electric Co vl

Edison General Electric Co., Cable
and Wire Department vl

ElectrlcConatructIoQ*fe Sup.Co.. xv
Electric Merchandise Co x

Electric Secret Service Co x

Electrician Pub. Go..vIii. x, xlx. xx
Elec. Construction Co., The. . . . xlii

Electrical Eoeineerlug Co —

—

Elec. Eng. i&~Supply Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The. . . xxlv
Elektron Mfg. Co xvi

Empire China Works xx
Erie fc^lectrlcal Supply Co xlii

Evans Friction Cone Co xvii

For Sale Iv, xili, xx
Foster, O. A i

Fort Wayne Electric Co xx\ i

Franklin Electiic Co
Freeman. Coleman & Co Iv

Gieason & Bailey Mfg. Co. L'd. xiv
Globe Carbon Co xv
Great Western Elec. S. Co ix

Greeley & Co., The E. S i

Hale Elevator Co iv

Helfller Electric Light Co xvi

Hill Clutch Works xx
Hine Eliminator Co —-

Holmes. C. H xiii

Holmes, Booth *fe Haydens. . . .xvii

Hood, Wm X, xix

India Rubber & Gutta Percha
Insulating Co xxv

Interior Conduit &InsulatIon Co. x
International Okonite Co i

Kartavert Mfg. Co Ix

Keller & Degeuhardt xii

Enapp Electrical Works xxiii

La Roche Electric Works Iv

Law Telephone Co xiil

Leonard ^t Co., H. Ward , - .ix

Leffel & Co.. Jas xiii

Loud, H.M.A Sons liUmber Cu. xiv

McLaughlin. James xUi
Mason, J ames H xUi
MUllkenBros iv

Minneapolis Street Railway, Co. —

—

Monitor Electric Co x

Munsell & Co., Eugene xili

Murphy. T. J xv

N. W. T. H. Electric Co
National Carbon Co iv

National Electric Mfg. Co
N.Y. Belting & Packing Go. . .

.

New York insulated AVIre Co.. xviii

New York & Ohio Co I

N. W.Elec. Specialty Co.. ..

Nuttall Company, R. 1) i

Ostrander & Co., W. R xx
Paiste. H. T xii

Page Belting Co xiv
Partrick & Carter Co
Payne & Co., Geo. W
Pearson «fc Co.. W. B xxl

Pclton Wator Wheel ( !o xiv
Phoenix Glass Co x\
Pond EnglneeringCo xxl
Powell Co., The Wm
t^ueen & Co xlii

Hies Elec. Specialty Co., The... x

RooWord Electric Mfg. Co xii

Rofiseler & Hasalacher Chemical
Oo I, xii

Royal Electric Co
Snmson Cordage Works xli

vSarirent <fc Luody xlii

Sawyer-Man Electric Co xl

bchawtl iV. Ci)., .las xli

Schieren & Co. Chas. A xli

Schoonmaker, A. O xii

Schuyler Electric Co iv

Short EIeT,irlc Railway Co xii

Scbult/. BeltiiiK Co xiv

Sperry Eke. iMinlng Macb. Co,, xiv

Standard Underground Cable Co i

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co xxv
Star Iron Tower Co
Stearns Mfg. Co xxl
Sterling, W. C xv
Stil well &Blerce Mfg. Co...xiv,xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co ... . ix

Taussig, S
Temple, J. C xv
Tnomson-Houston Elec. Co. II, xxli

Turner Brass Works xili

Union Electric Mfg. Co., The. .-

Union Electric Works ix

Union Hardware Co xii

U. S. Electric Lighting Co.... xl

VanNuis C. S i

Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Western Electric Co xvi

Westinghouse Elec. and Mfg Co
Westinghouse Machine Co xxi
WestouElectricallnstrum't Co. . xli

Williams Eigine Works xxl

Woodbrldge & Turner Eng. Co..xv
Woodhouse & Rawson, Ltd. . . .—
Worthlngtcn, Henry R xii

CLASSIFIED LIST.

Apcnmnlatora.
Brueh Electric Co.

AlnmlnDin.
Cowles Klec. Smelt. & Alum. Co.
Freeman, Colemiin & Co.

Annnncitttors.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Conetrnction Co., The.
Great Weat-Tn Kltic. Supply Co.
(ireeley & Co.. TLe &. a.
Enapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Oitrauder A Co. W. K.
Union Eli-i'.lric WorkB.
Weetern Electric Co.

Antl-Frlction Jletal.
Tamer BrasH Works.

Arc I^amps.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
HeL'!;s, .1. E., MTg A Supply Co.
BruMli KlectrlcOo.
Cohimltlii Electric Co,
Easion lOlt-ctric Co.
Electric Conetrnction & Snpply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Schnyler Electric Co.
Thomeon-HonBton Electric Co.
WeBtlnf^hoDse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc lii^ht Cord.
Sameon C'onlage Worlds.

Batteries.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.,The.
FoBter. O. A.
Law Telephone Co.
Maeon, Jae, H.
Monitor Electric Co.
Fartricit & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
weatero Electric Co.

Battery Jari«.
Ci^ntral Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Franklin Electric Co,, 'I'he

Law Telephone I'o.

I'artricK A Carter Co.
tineeii A Co.
Weeiern Electric Co.

Bells, Klflctrlc.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley* Co., TheE.S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Ostrander A Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
I'nion IClectrir Works.
Western Electric Co.

BellSf IHagneto.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley* Co.. The E.8.
Knapp Electrlciil Worke.
fartrfck A Carter Co.
WflRtern Electric Co.

Beltlnff.
Evane Friction Cone Co.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co.
Page Belting Co.
Scnieren & Co., Chae. A.
Shultz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Ahendroth & RootMfg. Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

BonkN. FJeetrlr.al.
Electrician Pnhllshing Co.

Braider Mpoolera.
Payne & Co.. Geo. W.

BrasH 4]ioods.
Blatz. L.
Powell Co., The Wm.
Tnrner Brape Works.

Bnrelar Alarms.
Central Electric Oo.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great W.-etern Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley* Co.,The K. ».

Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cablen.
fSee Wire Insulated )

Cables, Rlectrlr, (See wire Insu-
lated), ropper, Mheet and Bar.
standard Undirt,'round Cahle Co.
We^tcrn Klertrlc Co.

Carbons, Points aod Plates.
Brueh Electric Co.
Central Elwctrlc Co.
Electrical Supply Co. The,
Globe Carbon Oo.
Kq&PP Electrical Worlta.
National Carbon Co.
Western Slcctrlc Oo,

Sloernet wire.
(Seelnsnlateu Wire.)

medical Batteries.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Sllca.
Mnnsell & Co., Eugene,
Schoonmaker, A. O.

Cars, Kail way.
Minneapolis St. By. Co.

CastlntS'i'* Brass.
Btatz, L.
Turner IJraes Works.

CInteties. Frletlon.
Hin Clutch WorkB.

Cunstrnctlon and Repairs.
BalnEltctrlcMfg. Co.
CbicaL'o Klectrlc Motor Co.
Electric CoDBtraction & Supply Oo.
Electrical CoDetrtiction ('o,,The.
Electrical Engineering Co,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Leonard & Co., H. Ward.
McLaughlin, Jae.
Temple. .J. C.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, JBiectrIc JLleht,
Knelne Plants and Klectric
Railways.
Ba[i Engine Co.
Ball & Wood CO.. The.
Bain Electric Manufactnrlng Oo.
Brush Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfe. Co.
Clnwer, Harris & Co.
DrtiroH Elocincal WoiI;b.
Edison General Electric Co.
E lectrlcal Engineering Co., The.
Electrical Ecg. Jc Supply Co.
Port Wayne Electric Co.
Keller &. Deeenhardt,
La Roche Electric Worka.
Leonard & Co , fl. Ward.
McLaughlin, Jae.
Pearson & Co., W. B.
Pond Engineering Co.
Rockford ElectricManufactnring Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Temple, J. C.
Thomson -Houston Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Westinghouee Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.
Williams Engin« Works.
Woodbrldge & Turner Eng. Co.

Copper U'Ires and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co,
EdlBon General Electric Co.
Electrirai Supply Co., The.
Great Wosterii Elec. Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonite Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Monitor Electric Co.
Standard Underffround Cable Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Oo.

Cordaae.
Samson Cordage Works.

Cross-Anns.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Holmee, O. H.
Loud, H. M. it Sons Lumber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cnt-Oots and Hivitctaes.
Alexander, Barney & Ohapln,"
Central Electric Co.
Coneolidated El^c. Mfg. Co., The.
Ciitiei, <ieo.

Electrical Supply Co., The.
Palete, II. T.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co,
Van Nuls.C. S.

Weetern Electric Oo.
Oynamos.
Brush Electric Oo.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
HBgae.J. E,, Mfg .£ Supply Co.
O. & C. Electiic Motor Co.
<~!lo\ver, Uarrlj A; Co,
Colbnrn Electric Mfg. Co.
ColnmOia Electrk'. Co.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
Kaaion Electric Co.
Electrical Engineering Co , The.
Electrical Ernr. k Supply Co.
Fort Wavoe Electric Co.
Heleler ifilectrlc Llcht Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
Rockford Electric -Maunfacturing Co.
Roval Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomeon-Houston Electric Co.
United States Electric Lighting Co.
Weatcrn Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electrical Instrnments.
Central Electric Co.
Coiiflolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The
Cutter, (Sen,

Electrical Supply Co., The,
Greeley & Co., The E. S.

Partrick & Carter Co.
O.neen & Co.
1 nion Electric Worke.
WcBtern Electric Co.
WeBt.on Elortrlcal Instrument Co.

BlcctrifHl Intcllleoncc.
Keller -t Di.'L;eiiii.ird[.

Leonard ^t C'^., H Ward.
JBIectrlcol Specialties.

Oohuiit)l:i filetlnc Vo
Nonnwebtern Elect. Specialty Co.
RlO0 K citric Specially fo. Tlie
Turner Braes Worke.

FIcctrIc Kull^tt.yn-
JietioU Elcctilcil Worke.
Bdiaon General Electric Co,
Leonard A Co., H. Ward.
Sargent it LnriFly,

Short Electric Rallwav Co.
Thomeon-Honetou Electric Co.
Weetlnghoviee Electric & Mfg. Co.
Wnndhrldc* .S"^ Tnmet Eng Co.

Elcctroitors and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Bageot, E.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
lileaeoM & Bailey Mfg, Co., Ltd.
ThomBon-flonRtbn Electric Co.

KleTators, Eleetrlo and Bj'-
dranlle.
Hale Elevator Co.

Rlectro-Flatlne Machines.
Brnnh Electric Co.
Colbnrn El-.-^^iTlr; Mfg. Co.
EdlBon General Bleciric Co.
ThomeoD-IIouBton Electric Oo.

Bnirlncs, Mteam.
Ball Eni-'lnc Co.
Ball A Uof,d Co, The.
BeggB.J. E., Mfg .V Snpply Co.
Pearecn & Co., W.B.
Pond Engineering Co.
Sargent & Landy.
Stearns Hfg. Oo.
Weetlogbonse Machine Co.
Williams Engine Co.

i;DKruv*'rs.
Biann llluan-atlng Co,

Fan Ontnts.
C. & C. Electric Motor Co.
Card Electric Motor & Dynamo Co.
Edison General Electric Oo. -

Electrical Supply < o.,Thi».
Stanley Eiectnc Mfg. Co.
Turter Brase Works.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kanavert Mty. Co.
Viilcaftizcd Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Knapp'ElectrlcaJ Works.
Partrlctt JE Carter Co.
I'nloD Electric Works.
WeBtern Electric Co.

Friction Cones.
Evane Friction Cone Co.

Gasiiieiitlne* Klectric.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

General Klectrlcal t^nppiles.
Alexander, Barney & Chapln.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Clower. Harrle K Co.
ConsoJidaied Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
folun.bla EleclrlcCo.
Cutter, Geo,
Detroit Electrical Works,
Electrical Eng S: Supply Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Construction & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Erie Electrical Snpply Oo.
Gleaaon & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The fi. H.

Knapp Electrical Worke.
Northwestern Electric Specialty Co.
Oetrander & Co.,W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co,
Kie^ EleLtrlc Sp^ci»Uy Co. The.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
Western Electric Co.

Olobes and Klectrlcal Cilass-
ware.
Baggot. E.
Gieason A Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Phcenls Glass Oo.

Hard Knbber 4iioods.
Butler Hard Rubber ''o.

Insulators and Insnlatins
Materials.
Alexander, Barney & Chapln.
Brooktield, Wm.
Central Electric Co,
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cutter, Geo.
Dplaw.,ie Hard Fibre Co
Edieon Gfni-ral Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Great tVestern Elec. Supply Co.
Interior Condnlt & Insiilation Co.
International Okonite Co., The.
Kartavert Mft;. Co.
Kna^p Electrical Works.
Mnnsell & Co., Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
NuitflU, R. D., (.'ompany.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Roeesleri: llaselaclier Chemical Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Oo.

Insulated W^lres and Cables.
aioeu^t- Wire.
American Electrical Worka.
Central Electric Co.
Chicaizo Insulated Wire Co.
Diiv'fl Kerite Insulation.
Eastern Electric ( able Oo.
Edison General Electric Oo.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
iMeiison A I'-alley Mfg. Co, Ltd.
Holmes, Booth & Hsiydens.
International Okonite Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insu-

latingCo.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Stundard Undercround Cable Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Journal Bearincs.
Tnrner Braea Worke.

Lamps. Incandesrent.
Alexander. Barney A Chapln.
Bornetein Electric Co.
Brnsh Electric Co.
Cwnrral Electric Co.
Clnwi-r, IlHrris A Co,
CohMiibiti Klectflc »'".

EdlBon General Electric Co.
Electrical Siipplv Co., The.
Electrical Enu. .^- Supplv Co.
Gleiifcii A Bfii .-v M(g. Co. Lid.
Great \\'t-utern ICIcc Snppiv C<y.

Greeley & Co., The K. S.
Heleler Electric Light Co.
Hood, Wm.
Knspi- Electrical Worke.
Now York rindOhloCo.
Norlhw^^tern Elect. Specialty Co.
Mawver-Mnn Klei crtc i.'o.

Suni>eam Incandescent Lamp Co.
ThomBon-Honelon Electric Co.
Wpf»t..ni Kl'»ctrlcCo.

IiubrlmtorM.
Powell Co., The Wm.

Ulnlns Apparatus, Kleotrle.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Edlaon General Electric Co.
ThomBon-QouBton l£l«>cuic Co.
SperrvBIei:. Mining Machine Co.
WsitlDgboaBS Klfictrlc £ AUg. uo.

Motors.
Bain Electric Mfg, Co.
Bmeh Electric Co.
Caro Electric Motor A DynAmo Co.
Crocker-Wheeler El^rtric Motor Co.
C. it C. Electric Motor Co.
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Columbia F.lectrfc Co.
Ea»ton Electric Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Engineering Co.,The.
Electrical Eng. 4 Supply Co.
ElektroE Manafacturine Co.
Erie Electrical Supply Co.
Potter. O. A.
La ItocLe EUctric Works.
Kockford E lectric Man ufactarlo gCo
lioyal Electric CO.
Thomeon-Houston Electric Co.
U. 8. Electric Lighting Co.
Westlnghotise Electric & Mfg. Co.

Name flatrs.
Blatz, L,
F-eernan, Coleman & Co.
Turnt-r Braaf Works.

Office Pumltore.
AnorewB & Co., A. H.

Oils.
TauBSlg, 8.

Oil Cups.
Powell Co.. The Wm.

Peieni Hollcitors.
Bab ock, W. H.
Woodhi'uee i Rawson. Ltd.

Psckine.
Boston Geo. B.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co,

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Coolidge Fuel & Supply Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The
Holmes. C. H
Loud, H. M i Sons Lumber Oo.
Western Electric Co.

Plai inum,
Schawel Jt f'o., .Jas.

Poles.
Brownlee & Oo.
Central Electric Co.
Coolidge Fuel & Sapply Co.
Electrical Sapply Co., The
Holmes, C. fl.

Loud, H. M. & Sons Lomber Co.
Mllliken Bros.
Star Iron Tower Co.
8teriIng,W. C.

Publishers. Klectrlcal.
BltiCtriclan Publishing Co.

Push Battens.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Northwestern Elect. Specialty Co
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co,
Wesiem Electric Oo.

IBallways, liUectrlc.
tSee electric railways.)

Bf'eulailrs: Sockets.
Rie-^ Elei trie t>iiecialtv Co. The.

t^eparators, f^team.
Hine Eliminator Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T, J.

SpeakInK Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worto.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pamps.
Worthincton. Henry R.

Street Ky. £qnjpment.
Minneapolis Street Ry. Co.

Supplies, Bleeiric Hallway.
Electric Merchandise Co,
Nuttall. R. 1>, Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical (Vorks.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Sapply Co. . The.
India Rubber & Gatta Percha In-
ealatlDg Co.

International Okonite Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Roesslei a. Haeslacher Chemical Co.

Telegraph Apparatms.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supplv Co., The
Greoley ± Cc, The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Klectric Co.
Partrick A' Carter Co.
Weett'rn Electric Co.

Telephonop. Klectric.
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co,
Central E'pc'.ric Co.
CbKaco SU^ctrlc Mfg Co
Electrical Snppiv Co^The.
Greeley A Co.. The B. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
*^aeen A Co,
I nion Klectric Worka.
Wealern Elecrlc Co.
WeetoD Electrical Inetrument Co.

Tr»«nf*r-rmers.
Klei-tric.ll Ent:. i Snpply Co.
National KI'^ctricManDfactnringCo.
Stnnhy Electric Mfij. Co.
Wpptiniihonse Electric A Mfg. Co.

T' olloi i'n d
Samson Conlace Works.

Trucks, Klrctrlf *"ar.
Sdlfon General El«»ctric Co.
Shi'irt Electric Railway Co.
Thom?oo-Houeton Electric Co.
Wectinghonec Electric A Mfg. Co.

Tarbln«- ^Vhe*»ls.
DftTton Globe Iron Worts Co.
Leftol * Co., James.
Pelton Water Wlieel Co.
StllweU & Bi^rce Mfg. Oo.

Tvpe TFrller*.
Densmore Type Writer Co.

Wire, Bare.
.American Eiprtrlcal Worka.
Central Klectric Co.
Electrical Supplv Co,, Th*.
Holme!, Booth A H&yd«D|.
Knapp W'wrflr*! WnrV«
sperry Slue Mining Mtchloe Co.
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CLEVEL4ND, OHIO. ^W TTHE TV^Ti: CLEYEUHD, OHIO.

MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS andBATTERY MATERIAL.
NOW THEN!! FOR SALE CHEAP!!
Eight 500-lIght Thomson-Honston Dynamos, 110

TOltB.

One 131)0 16-C'. P. Alternating Thomson-HouBton
Dynamo.

Two estra ArmaturcB for same, new.
Two Spprrv Arc Ma.-Mnee, 50 ligHts, 2,r00-C. P.

Fear American Arc ilacbinea, ^ lights. 2,IXI0-C. P.

Sixty miles No. 10 American Electric Wire, nsed
bbout one year.

Ninety five American Arc Lights, sinsle carhon.
One ihouaand Goose Kecks, Lamp, Shades, com-

plete.
Two Ball Engines, SO-H. P., A 1, with Faee.
One ArmiDgton & Sims, tO H. P., with Base,

JOHN E. BEGGS MFG. & SUPPLY CO., 74 Coiilandt Street, NEW YORK.

ExperiDifinlalM i ADying Eleclrical.

FREEMAN, COLEMAN & CO.,
53 and 53 Sonth Jefferson Street, CHI€A«0. ILL,.

THE SCHUYLER
-sirsTEinyc o^'-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAraS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FEATURES;

THE MILUKEN PATENT POLE
For Electric Street Railways and Electric Light Work.

56 LIBERTY STREET, K.u,r..cTnK.DBT 59 DEiRBORH STREET,

NEW YORK.
M-UJUPACTUBED BY

MILLIEEN BROS.
CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.—Iron Work
for Light Stations a Specialty.

M^RITE FOB CIBCITLAK AKD CATALOGUE.

IMPORTANT!
BEFORE PURCHASING INVESTIGATE THE

LA ROCHE

SYSTEM.

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

mSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN. CONN.

ALTEfiflATl//Q DYHAMOS
FOR LONG DISTANCE LIGHTING,

FOR 100 TO 1200 LIGHTS.
AGENTS WANTED. NOTICE OUR ILLUSTRATION NEXT WEEK.

La Roche Electric Works,
116 & 118 KORTH 6th ST., PHILJIELPHlfi, PA., D. S. A.

OTIS HALE ELEVATOR CO.,
187 La Salle Street, CHICAGO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

PASSENGER AND FREIGHT

ELECTRIC Hydraulic and Electric
ELEVATOR.
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MY &ATTem£$.

We have spent a lot of money and time

in testing this dry battery, and believe

it to be the best in the world

In the Gladiator the

E = (.6
R= .4
C = 4.

OUK ST. LOUIS BRANCH.

>i.OlV/;s

TRAD[r MARK.

SOUTHERN ELECTRICALSUPPLY COMPANY,
85:1 Locust St., St. Louis, Mo.

OUR OMAHA. BRANCH.

nLOW/>

OUR KANSAS CITY BRANCH.

nLON/>

TK,jvr)E i^j^:rj^.
TRADE MARKl

WESTERN ELECTRIAL SUPPLY COIVIPANY.

IIS s. Ij h SI., Omaha, ^eb.

TRAOr MAPir.

GATE CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY.
^^2 Delaware St., Ksiieae City, Mo.

OUR DENVER BRANCH.

si^N/^

ELECTRIC POWER AND TRANSMISSION CO..

17CC Liwrence St,, Denver. Colo.

GET ON TO OUR GLADIATOR'S CURVES.

i|
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1

^ >

::::= = »; ""S^

EF;
J: - -

4 f
J^

s.

E. M. F. CURVE.
Showlni; thop of potCDlial and recovery through 3 ohms of external resLstanc

X
j

}

V- 1

I !

, \ '

;

^ ~=. ,

^ A. :. >> '

^,3 1 ;,

S --S^ - -

U ---- - - _
I. N

:: i : _ ]•<

;\:'"\, :""::: \

y _

X *

CURRENT CURVE.
Showing drop ami recovery ou short circuit.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin St., CHICAGO.

CONNECTED BY PRIVATE WIRE WITH POSTAL TELEGRAPH-CABLE CO.S SYSTEM.
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Edison

General

Electric Co.

EDISON BUILDING,

BROAD STREET,

NEW YORK.

PRESSURE INDICATOR.

1"HE EDISON PRESSURE INDICATOR is acknowledged the most Per-

fect Instrument for Indicating Pressure. It is at all times Relfable

and Accurate.

Is easy of Adjustment, and always Remains in Circuit.

Its Accuracy can be Checked at any Time, without additional Instruments,

the indicatorContaining within Itself the Means for Checking ItsCwn Readings.

The Scale can be Read at a Distance, indicating positively "Right,"

"High" or "Low," according to Pressure.

Years of Practical Operation Have Proven these Facts, and all Plants

Desiring to Obtain Good Practice should Possess the Edison indicator.

For Particulars, address nearest District Office.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

CANADIAN DISTRICT:
Edison Building. Toronto. Can.

CENTRAL DISTRICT:
173-175 Adams St., Chicago. Ml.

EASTERN DISTRICT:
Edison Building. Broad St.. New York.

NEW ENGLAND DISTRICT:
25 Otis Street. Boston. Mass.

PACIFIC COAST DISTRICT:
Edison Building. 1 12 Bush St.. San

Francisco. Ual.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST DISTRICT:
Fleischner Building, Portland. Ore

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DISTRICT:
Masonic Building, Denver. Colo.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT:
10 Decatur St.. Atlanta. Ga

Submarine.

Telegraph,

Underground,

"-TV:

Telephone,

Interior,

Electric Light.

• lM'iM-< l.i'ly WoiKs. r.h-M.ii (.•'iiii.ij

Manufactured under Authority of SIEMENS & HALSKE,
^^ BY

The Edison General Electric Company,
_ AT TIIKIIt MCHKNKCTAWV WOKKS.

Emnut«8 Fumtihed on Application.

Address, Cable and Wire Department, Edison General Electric Company,
KI>IM<»' Itl IM>IN<>i, illC<>.VI> STIIBKT, XKW VOKK, or Xt-ai-eMt ItiHliitt Ollice.

I>IST?H.IOT Or'IT'IOIElSs
OaadUa nia'rirt: R^lann RnllillDc. Tnrnnto. (an.
OvtrmI f»l»trlrt: I73-I7* AilKBa »t . < hIrnEO.
F.SiitcTna DUtrl't: KdUon Riillillnc. Brnnil Hi . New York.
Vew F.nilanil Dialrirt: 'ir, otu Hi., Bonton, .Uaiin

I'lU'lllr 4'fmnf. IHHtri4-t: KiliHOn HulMinjc. 11^ ItnHli Mt . Hnii Friini'lKro, V.nl,
I'nrinr N'orili wt-nt l»iHtrlct: FIplHchiifr Itiilldlnr. l*ortlan(t. Ore.
ICocky .llountnln l>lnr.rirt: ."MnMonlc Bnil4llnK. I»4:iiv4t, <:oIO'
Moatlicru l>lntrl<): I(» IX-rator Ht., Atlniitii, *i,ti.
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FACTS, STREET RAILWAY MEN SHOULD KNOW ABOUT

The Detroit Electrical Works'

STANDARD RAILWAY SYSTEM.

Our latest type "U", standard equipments have been ordered bystreet railway com-
panies at Gloucester, Mass., 10 cars; Salem, Mass., 5 cars; Aurora, 111., 15 cars; and by
J. N. Beckley, President of the Rochester Railway Company, for his railway at Lawrerce,
Mass., 15 cars, after thorovigh frmi Sin6. experience with the latest styles of eqviipments put
on the market by the other leading electric companies.

Our eqviipments will operate with less current to do the same work, with less noise
and with less risk to burn-outs of armatures, fields and switches, than any other equip-
ment on the market, whether double or single reduction.

The advantages over two motors, of having but one motor to drive the car, are:
1.—One-half the number of electrical parts.

2.—Uniform wear on the system throughout.
3.—^Sinffle Absorption of the current, thvis eliminating losses incidental to dividing

power into two or more units.

^.--Impossibility of having one motor working against another, which often happens
to the destruction of some one or more parts.

b.^Ability to reverse motion at speed in case of danger, where prompt action may
save personal injury and subsequent damage.

Q.—Accessibility of motor parts to insjiection from the car floor, everything being in
the center, under one trap door.

7—The indisputable fact t\iB.t four ivheels of a truck, all driven simultaneonsli/ from.
one source of poiver, give all the traction on the rails due to the weight of the car complete,
regardless of the distribution of the load in the car.

This is an important consideration, especially imvorJc on grades where «//the traction
of the car is needed and where slipping of the ivheels is objectionable and expensive.

In the new style, type "U", 30 and 40 H. P. equipments, the details throughout have
been redesigned to naeet hard service at a low cost for maintenance and repairs.

The switches, recently patented, are strong, durable and safe from arcing, or burning
by breaking heavy currents.

The rheostats are made of German silver wire, and arranged in an improved casing
for protection and durability.

These statements are facts, and we will furnish the means for any intending; purchaser
to verify them, both by inspection of the apparatus at our Works and by inquii'y into the re-
sults of operation on the roads that we have equipped.

One of our Standard 40 H. P. Equipments will be in operation upon the track of
the Duquesne Traction Co., at Pittsburgh, Pa., during the Convention of the American
Street RaiUvay Association in that city.

Street railway ofiBcials are respectfully requested to thoroughly inspect and investigate
the eqaipment.

Full information and detail estimates furnished upon application.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS, - DETROIT, MICH,
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NEW BOOK!
NOW READY.

ELECTRIC

TRANSMISSION

HAND-BOOK.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition
to our famous hand-book series, of which
20,000 copies have been sold. The new
book deals in the author's well-known
practical style with all the problems of

Electric Power Transmission.

NOW READr._ PRICE. $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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^ AHT Al ^/^l IITO ^^^' 23, Electric Railway Supplies,Wn I /\^WUiwE.W( No. 24, Electric Lighting Supplies,

JUST OUT. SEND IN YOUR APPLICATION.

WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,GREAT
201-207 So. Canal Street, CHICAGO, U. S. A.

Leonard's New Method of Electric Motor Control.

liy the use of this invention we are able to operate any electric motor
so that the speed or torque can be automatically controlled at any point

desired; the motor can be operated in either direction, and under all

conditions the motor will be perfectly efficient and absolutely free from

spark.

All countershafts, belts and gears can now be dispensed with.

Electric energy can be taken for operating the motors from any
source of electric supply, three wire, two wire, continuous or alternating.

The cost of entire equipment from Central Station service to and in-

cluding motor is about *80 per H. P. for small motors, and about S'lO for

large motors.

We guarantee to install a plant of 25 H. P. and upward to run any
machine within five miles of any 1000-volt alternating plant for $80 per H. P.

The operation of elevators, pumps, hoists, tramways, traveling cranes,

etc., etc., undertaken at moderate prices under full guarantees.

Applicable to any electric motor on the market.

H. WARD LEONARD 8c CO.,
Consulting and Contracting Electrical Engineers,

Electrical Exchange Building, New York City.Addke,'^

UNION ELECTRIC WORKS
207 South Canal St., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

The Best Electric Bell in tie market; Nictel plated Gongs;

Doib'e magoct, Platioum Contacts, side adjustmeatj with set

screw. The simp'e-t and mojt durable ADnucciato-,

all sizes, for elevators, bote's and offices.

VFRITE FOR PRICES.
Alao Test iDslraments, Spark Colls, Induction Colls and various

Staiidftrd Electric Devices for Medical and Mechanical PiitpoHea.

We will aiNo iiianufartiiL-o arfioloi^ for Inventors or the Trade
We have skilled tV4»i'kinen nd do tirst-elas^ ^vor:

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS. RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

Ths^^ KartavBrt « Manufacturing - Co.^

WHERE OLD LAMPS ARE WELCOME.

B. B. Burlcy. Proprietor Burley House,

Belle Plaine, Iowa.

1
tel^rt.

%.-^5S

Burley House. Belle Plaine. lo»a.

The haven lor decrepit incandescent lamps.

'*l am now too bright and lively, but whon I get old and

no one else will have mo, I shall go to the Burley House."

DO YOU waat a long-lived lamp? If so, order it of us and we will give you one that will burn as great a nuui-
bsr of hours as you wieh. It is, however, as absurd to bring forward the length of life of lamps as
an evidence of superiority, as it would be for a coal dealer to claim superiority for his coal on the
basis of the number of hours it would take to burn out. The superiority of coal consists in the
amount of heat returned per dollar cf cost, aud in incandescent lighting, in the amount of light ob-
tained per dollar expended in cost of current. This holds equally true for lamps of high eflBlciency
and for lamps that are not so efficient, but have a longer life.

QUERY: Is the Burley House the only tavern that has ever used a Thomson-Houston Incandescent Lamp?
We judge so by the way they hold on to it.

THE SUNBEAM INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.,
805 Gliamber of Gomnierce
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THE BIES REGULATING SOCKET
FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

RegiTlates the Liglit. Saves tlie Current. J^n Innovation in Electric Ligliting.
Something Entirely Hfew. NO RESISTANCE, OR ANY OTHER CURRENT-CONSUMING DEVICES USED. Simple, Efficient, Economical.NO RESISTANCE, OR ANY OTHER CURRENT-CONSUMING DEVICES USED.

Indorsed by Ihe Electrical Press, and Prominent Electrical Engineers and Electricians. For Particulars and Prices write to

THE RiEs ELECTRIC SPECIALTY COMPANY,
PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS

Baltimore and Eutaw Sts., BALTIMORE, MD. REa-XJI^ATIErO- SOCKIETS.

THREE
GOOD
BOOKS.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINC CO.,
6 Lakeside Building.

CHICAGO, ILL.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

INTERIOR CONDUITS

TRADE-MARFC.

Tbe Solntioi of tlie Prolilem of Safe GDarflins

ELECTRIC CONDDCTORS
Wherever and for whatsoever purpoae employed, is to

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
INTERIOR AND UNDERGRODND

consTiD-criT's
MANUFACTUBED BY

1 17 X JBR I O R
CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,

uinpKC. ' 527 to 531 W. 34th St.,
wutlH!).

5 jg ,^ 528 W. 36th St.,

General Offices: 42 & iiimi St., New York.

Thos. Day & Co., 32:i Satter St., San Francisco, Cal.
Electrical Kng. Co.. 320 Dearoorn St., Chicago, 111.

American Electilcal SnpDly Co.,
2-'6 Pearl St.. Buffalo, N. T.

Putnam, Gay & Co , 2V E. Main St., RocheBter, N. T.
(ilover Elect. Co., U7 W. 8th St , Cioclnnat', O.
I. has. Gabriel, Saginaw, Mich.
Southern Electrical Mfg. and Sopply Co.,

110 Bironne St., New Orleans. La.
AValker A; Kepler, 531 Chestnut St., Philadelphia. Pa.
Electrical Sappiy &ConB:raction Co.. Fittgbargh, Pa.
Sonihero Electric Co., Baliimore, Md.

ELECTRIC
RAILWAY

for All Systems. WUPPL IE

W

SEND FOR CATAIiOGnE.

THE "JEWEL"
#^J^<% IncaBdescent Liip,

ft

^y/if % The Best Lamp In the Market.

Any Voltage.

Any Socket.

Any Candle Power.

liGANDEsJGENTi^^'
,

Z>X1.XO£3S!
6 C. P. Less than 100 lots, 55 Cents.

100 to 1000 " 50 "

Send for Sample Order.

WM. HOOD, Gen! Agt.. 239 LaSalle St., CHICAGO.

MONITOR
BATTERY

Unsurpassed in Strength and Duratiillty.

Liberal Discount to the Trade.
/MOMTOKX

V TBAOEMARKPffltNTED; y

ELECTRIC MERCHANDISE CO.,
11 ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO.

W. S. MASON, General Manager.

hm^mmM C.AHARMOUNT.M'gr,
\.7.r .^j Monitor Electric Company

'OgeHI. 149 WABASH AVENUE,

Western Agents Alfred F. Moore's Wires and Cables.

THOMAS STURGIS. Prest. Wm. C. LANE. Sec'y and Treas. C. P. MACKIE, Gen'l Manager. S. S. BOGART, Gen'l Agent

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY,
43 KTESXV^

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIGHTIMOTOR GUT OUT.
LAMPS OR MOTORS CUT IN AND OUT AT WILL FROM CENTRAL STATION WITHOUT

DISTURBING OTHERS ON SAME CIRCUIT.

Thi.s Sy.^ern Saves Mileage of Circuii.s, Makes Scattered BusinesH l-'rofitahlc and Secures Payment for Eveiy Hour of \Arrht.
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THE United States Ewric Lighting Co.
(THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Lessees.;

ARC AND INCANDESCENT ISOLATED ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS.

]SK\V I. h. 1IOTOK.

t

More than 1000 Plants in operation in Factories, Hotels,

OflB.ce Buildings, Theaters, Etc.

MOTORS- GENERATORS
Direct Current GENERATORS and MOTuRS for all purposes,

1-8 H. P. up to any power required, and at any-

required E. M. F.

Superior in De&ip and Worldnansliip, and Dnequaled in Efficiency.

Send for New U. S. Catalogues on Incandescent Lighting and Motors.

mkl DFFICES: EQUITABLE BUILDING, 120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

CUT-OUTS,
Single Light, Main and Branch,

OF SUPERIOR PORCELAIN,
With all Connections Under Cover.

s
AW
Y
E
R

M
A
N

LAMPS ANY
c p

VOLTAGE
BASE.

HIGH QUALITY LAMPS FOR EDISON CIRCUITS.

\7gRITi; FOR PRICSS.

See Catalogue of Aug. 1 , 1890.

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC COM
620 Atlantic Avenue,

BOSTON. MASS.
510-534 W. 23d Street,

NEW YORK,
217 LaSalle Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANUFACTUBED BY

BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS.

Wm. BROOKFIELD,
83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

.'^.^
Eottrd Ekdrie if. [:.,

ROCKrORD, ILL...

Maimfactnrere of

MOTORS,
(Stationary and Railway).

Incandescent Dynamos

and Generators
(MAYO SYSTEM).

vdi! Specially adapted to Isolated

P^l Plants. Absolutely self-iejulat-

e:_ ing and lelialile. The Motors
are the most efflcient now in the
market, Aeents wanted in un-
occupied territory.

H. T. PAISTB,
MANUFACTrRER OF

SWITCHES, SOCKETS, ETC.,
341 The Bookcry. 1 SOI Market St.,

Chicago, III Philadelphia. Pa.
See oar full pane a'ivertisement iu iseueSept.

10, for illQ-tralloD:;, prices, etc.

E.E.KELLER. F. B. DE(iENHARDT.

MICA
For all Electric Insulating
Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the market.

I SELL NO OTHER.
Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St.. NEW YORK.

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS,

542 ROOKEEY BDILDING, - CHICAGO, ILL.

th:e oiii,y

SUEEAUofELECTRlCilLBMiiTIQH
IN THE W.ORLDS FAIR CITY.

PATENT »»^fc KunH more Slack than
Unperforated Belts, hence
adapted to uneven power
of Electric Railwayi^ and

L EATH E R B E LT I N G *^'" *'*<'**"*^ Power in Gen.
eral.

CHAS. A. SCHIEREN <&; CO.,
PATENTEES AND BOLE MANDFACTUBERS,

46 SOUTH CANAL ST., CHICAGO. ILl.
Also New York, Boston

Philadelphia.

THE WESTON STANDARD

Voltmeters and Ammeters.
These instruments are the most

aocujate, reliable and sensitive port-

able instruments ever offered. A
large variety of ranges to meet the

requirements of all kinds of work.

Seiiil for llliistratefl Gatalope,

ADDBEfSS

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,

1 14 & 1 1 6 William Street, Newark, N. J.

BOSTON.
PHILADELPHIA.

Henry H.

Chicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.
ST. LOUIS.

ST. PAUL.

SOLID BRAIDED CORD.
1b the mot't dura-
I'le for hangin?
Arc Lainpe, ^
T r o 1 1 e V £r'
Cord, (;ov ^^r.
ering Field Y'Jkf

ilarnet;. Sifh Cord, etc., i:tc.

Send for .Sauii)les and Prit-e.-;.

SAMSON CORDAGE TVORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

REMEMBER
Tbat The Western Electrician enjoys the diatlnction of having been
selected by one of the shrewdest of advertisers as the medium
for carrying the lar;,'e=t advertisement ever placed In an electrical
joamal. This tells" its own etory, and points its own moril.

The"DENSMORE,"
The World's Greatest Typewriter,

Shoald be examiueil before purcbasing any other.

MAN'V IMPROVEMENTd. HIGHEST STANDARD.
Invented, owned and controlled by men having had fifteen years'

expedience on type-bar mtirhlnea.

iMmpUcity, Strength, Durability, High Speed, Easy Action,
Peimannit Allgnm-nt. Most convenient. Two interchangeacle
carriages, 8;e.-l throughout.

STANDARD KEY-BOAKD. with ehift carriage for capitals. Call or send for catalOKue.
'*Tbeb^t of all typewriters. Th^ height of perfection. To bny any other than the 'DENSMORE'

L% to make ft mistake."—C, T, BLOfES^cifBiN, Stenographer, National Park Bank.
We willftp^iot a reliaMe dealer In all cities as aoon as priesible, and in the m<_'antlme v*lll ehlp

mi-'h'.r.':- >:. ijproval to i-artlea ii.ivin:; ;t ^ood commercial rating;.

OKVSWORK TYPKWRITKR CO., 802 Broiulwuy. N<mv V«rk.

nuBi
CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL

If you arc in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

DETROIT,
MICH.

FOR INSIDE AND OUTSIDE ELECTRICAL WORK.

Always Pliable! lijlisst MM Permaasnilj Froisdiii;!

Thorooghly tebted acd found
to be Water, Acid, Alkali

and Gae-Proof

.

..^.\i-15oard aji<| , . Tlie best and most enduring pro

L- *^ >. k. A.AAAA A ^'''' >,„ (ection of iron aeainsl(ection of iron against

Ji ^
rust or wood

against roL.

Insiilfitlou reeietance
equal to rubber.

Leaves a black glosey
surface. T tT" ' '

It dries tiulckly

and covers enormously.

THE ROESSLER & HASSLACHER CHEMICAL CO.,
•73 E^ln© Stz-eet, JXT^ES-^TtT -K-OHK.

PLATINUM
J AS. SCUAWEL A; CO., 'i^^^^:

liii|tortf i'i!i uihI lleUcrH. Sbec^ oiid Wire
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Electric Race-track at the Frankfort Ex-
hibition.

The Frankfort Electrical Exhibition demonstrated that

electricity could be used for the entertainment of man

in many ways as well as furnish him the comforts and

luxuries of life and relieve him of many burdens. Probably

one of the most ingenious arrangements and one that at-

tracted universal attention at the German exhibition was

the "Electrische Rennbahn." This electric race-track

takes a place in the holiday sports of the Germans corres-

The horses are mounted on four wheeled cars, but

the horses only are to be seen above the platform. The

cars which support the horses and the electric motors

which drive them are below. The speed of each horse is

regulated by switches at the starting stand. AU of the

tracks are connected to one pole of a dynamo which fur-

nishes the current. A copper rod is used to supply cur-

rent for each car. These conductors are placed just under

the platform. The electric motors, of two horse power

each, are mounted on the cars, and geared to the driv-

No. 17

Subways in Cincinnati.
The work of pulling the telephone and telegraph wires

underground in the streets of Cincinnati is well under -vay.

The first telephone cable was run from Plum street to

Central avenue, through Cathedral alley, on Oct. 14th,

and the work was performed in an entirely succesful man-

ner. The process, while not new, is interesting. Gas
pipe was forced through one of the ducts in the conduit,

section by section being screwed on until the opening a^

the other end was reached. Here a workman reversed the

ponding to the merrygo-round in this country. It afford-

ed much amusement to the visitors to the exhibition, es-

pecially those who were not interested in the details of

construction of the apparatus shown. In the accompany-

ing picture is presented an illustration of an electric race-

track from which an excellent idea of the arrangement may
be gained.

The tracks are laid in the shape of an ellipse and are

eight in number. The length of the outer ellipse is no
meters, the inner one being about do meters long.

EI.FXTRIC RACE-TKACK AT THE I-KANKFORT KXIllimiON.

ing wheels. The potential used is 150 volts, and the cur-

rent required is about 15 amperes. A speed of 16 kilo-

meters per hour is obtained with this equipment. The
"Electrische Rennbahn" is well patronized by visitors at the

Exposition.

The incorporation of the Cataract Electric company of
liuffalo, N. \'., is reported. The capital stock is placed at

$40,000, and the promotors of the enterprise arc Charles
A. Sweet, Franklin 1). Locke, I'Mmund Hayes, William
Hamlin and Patrick H. (Jriffin, all of Buffalo.

process, pulling the pipe and unscrewing the sections unii

the last, to which a wire had been attached, was reached.

A rope was attached to the wire and this in turn ptdled the

cable through. CapLiia Stone, general manager of the

company, was on hand, and expressed himself well <uitislicd

with the success met. The cable is made by the Western

Electric company of Chicago, and R. II. Widdicombc of

that firm, person.^lly conducted the work.

The telephone company has already nearly three-

fourths of a mile of conduits laid, each conduit
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averaging from six to twenty ducts. The material used is

vitrified brick, this being thought superior to iron pipes,

wooden conduits or any other system in use in the United

States. The present system is an experiment, and the out-

come is awaited with much interest, as Pittsburg, Pa., is

ha\'iDg a similar one put down. In building up a conduit

the first ducts are laid in a bed of concrete and mortar, and

then the nest row is put on top, and so on, until the

conduit, or collection of ducts,, is completed. Then the

whole is thoroughly imbedded, and only the duct openings

protrude. It is believed that even if the ducts should de-

cay the concrete would so harden as to form channels that

would never give way.

The large conduits will carry 4.200 wires (200 in each

duct), and will thus supply 4 200 telephones. But few of

this size will be laid. Most of those now being placed

contain from eight to ten and fifteen ducts, and it must be

a well-patronized street to use even this number. The

smaller conduits will carry wiress sufficient for 1,200 tele-

phones. It is not the intention of the telephone company

to fill the ducts at once, as there is not demand enough

for telephones to warrant it- The company has merely

planned for the future, and can run in a cable whenever

more service is needed.

by, Des Moines; E. M. Cobb, Des Moines; T. L. beevers,

Marshalltown; C. D. Jones, Waterloo; V. Heinrichs,

Carroll; E. S. Wilder, Cedar Falls; W. A. Hunter, Eelle

riaine; M. Snyder, Grinnell; C H. Brampton. Cedar

Rapids.

Seevers of Marshalltown. L. L. Kellogg of Sioux City

and C. A. Jones of Independence.

At the conclusion of the business meeting a banquet was

announced and the members closed the day's proceedings

with an informal social gathering. It was decided to hold

Portable Electric Fire Apparatus.

The electric fire apparatus which is here.vith illustrated

was shown at the Frankfort exhibition and excited much in-

terest. It stands alone among machines of its own general

class. The pump, as well as the carriage, is from the Lau-

silzer shops in Bautzen, Germany, which iuthe department

of fire engines has produced apparatus that leaves little to

be desired. The work of these machines equals that of

the best steam fire engines. With a 6 horse power motor,

and using a nozzle of iS miilimeters diameter, this appara-

tus will throw a stream a distance of from no to 125 feet.

Iowa Electric Club.

A meeting of central station men of Iowa was held Oct.

16th at the Grand Hotel, Cedar Rapids, for the purpose of

forming a state organization. The representatives of

electrical work have for some tinie realized that this was

necessar}' to enable them to interchange their ideas on

matters of common interest. Some correspondence had

pas=;f^d on the subject and the meeting was the result. It

SCHUCKERT DYNAMO AT THE FRANKFORT EXHIBITION.

After a short preliminary discussion it was decided to

form a state association under the name of the Iowa

Electric club. A constitution and by-laws setting forth

that the new society was for the purposes of mutual benefit

and growth were then adopted. The election of officers

resulted in the choice of the following named gentlemen:

the annual meeting in July, 1892. Spirit Lake will probably

be selected as the place of meeting.

w» fonod that a majority of the important plants in the

state were represented, cither in person or bj' letter, and

that alt were intcTcstcd in the morvemenl. Among those

who attended the meeting were the following named: W.
, r»3nm, Otiomwa; II M, Vaughan, Ncwion; J. A. Col-

W. R, Daum of Otiumwa was elected president; H.

M. Vaughan of Newton, vice-president; C. M. Brampton,

Cedar Kapids, secretary, and J. A. Colby, iJcs Moines

Edison company, treasurer. The executive committee is

comp05ed of the president and vice president and T. \..

Schuckert Dynamo at the Frankfort
Exhibition.

Ttie firm of Schuckert ^: Co. is represented in the Frank-

fort Exhibition in many departments. The principal

space occupied by this firm is in the eastern portion of the

Machinery Hall, on both sides of the main aisle. On the

north side are a number of the well known Schuckert ring

armature machines, together with a 100 horse power com-

pound engine of the Machine company of Nurenburg.

South of this main aisle is also a display of generators,

among which is conspicuous the large dynamo coupled di-

rectly to a 300 horse power compound vertical steam engine,

made by G. Kuhn of Stuttgart-Berg.

As the cut shows, this machine does not differ materially

from the well known Schuckert model of ring armature dy-

namos. One remarks first of all the iron clad form of the

machine. To the casing the magnet cores, shortened in

length but enlarged in diameter, are cast. The magnetic

field consists of 2KI4 magnet poles arranged on opposite

sides of the face of the ring armature, which is fast-

ened to the shaft by means of a number of stout iron

spokes. The diameler of the armature is seven feet ten and

one half inches, the other dimensions being of correspond-

ingly large proportions. The commutator, of 1.5 meters

diameter, is made of 560 separate pieces, each of which is

connected with but two windings of the armature. While

it is a common thing to find on machines of this kind as

many brushes as there are poles (in this case 14), yet with

I his particular dynamo the brushes are so grouped that only

four are necessary, this being accomplished by connecting

iliL- brushes in pirallel. Such an arrangement of powerful

magnetic field, with abundant mass of iron, large numbnr
nl coils on the armature, yet withal a small number of

'Mins in each, allows the current to be taken off almost

ilisolutely without any sparking. The machine has an

-iiitputof 1,000 amperes with 230 volts at 160 revolutions,

I lie illustration shows further that a very complete venti-

ition is accomplished by openings in the casings, covered

merely by wire screens. Machines of this class have been

lurnished by Schuckert to the central stations of Hanover
iii'l Altona, each with a capacity of 15,000 incandescent

lamps, as also in Dusseldorf with 20,000 lamps. ']"hese

last named dynamos have an output of 350 kilowatts.

The Schuckert works employ about 900 workmen and
200 clerks in various capacities, beside a large number of

workmen engaged in creeling machines in plants through-

oui ficrmany, One thousand dynamos, (J,000 arc lamps

and 3,000 measuring instruments are vc.nrly turned out of

these shops.
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Model Central Station at Dixon, 111.

Evidence of the advancement in central station methods

is presented in the appearance of many company's plants.

Formerly a barn or a damp cellar which could be used for

no otlier purpose, was devoted to the lighting and power

plant, but experience has shown the owners of electrical

apparatus that to secure good results and insure durability

American Street Railway Association
Convention.

The American Street Railway association convention

in Pittsburg promises to be the most important convention

in the history of the organization. It is notable from the

fact that for the first time in the association's career there

will hi- ;i mectinjj at which the horse as a motive power

MODEL CENTRAL STATION PLANT AT DIXON;

they are required to properly house their apparatus.

In the accompanying cuts are presented two views of the

Electric Light & Power company's station at Dixon, III.

This plant is one of the most expensive in this section.

The station is handsomely fitted up, the machines are

highly polished, and the engine room presents a most at-

tractive appearance. The station was first equipped with

one Armington &"Sims engine, one 650 light alternating

Thomson-Houston dynamo, and one 50 light Thomson-

Houston arc machine. A year later the demand for light

had e.Kceeded the capacity of the plant, and it was decided

to duplicate the installation. The steam plant was in-

stalled by the Pond Engineering company, through its

Chicago representative, Albert Blanchard, who gave the

work personal supervision.

The engines, dynamos, ceiling, steam pipes, and all

foundations are enamel white, with the exception of the

dynamo fields, which are painted vermilion red. All

guards about the machinery are polished brass, which,

with the finished work on the machinery are kept without

a tarnish. The floor is laid with narrow maple flooring,

and polished in oil- The switchboard is handsomely de-

signed in oak, with connections made from the back.

The officers of the company are; President, F. A. Wat-

son; secretary and treasurer, J. P. Plumraer; engineer, A.

J. McDugal. Mr. McDugal has been in charge of the

station two years, and during that time there has been but

one stop in the operation of the machinery. He takes

great pride in the station, and in his efforts to make it a

model plant has the hearty co-operation of the manage-

ment. The people of Uixon are also proud of the station,

and patronize it liberally. The service is excellent, and

the management finds that its policy is proving profitable

t6 itself as well as agreeable to the. public.

will be entirely disregarded. The members of the associa

tion are far too progressive to consider subjects that have

ceased to be of interest, and this is certainly true in the

case of the much abused horse and mule. At the Buffalo

convention last year there was a paper on "A Perfect

lion of street railways," This year a perusal of the pro-

gramme fails to show any reference to animal power. The
secretary announces that special commiiiees will report on

the following subjects: "A Perfect Electric Motor;" "A
Year's Progress of Cable Motive Power;" "PobHc and

State Treatment of Corporations, Xo. 3;" 'The Depend-

ent—Overheard or Underground— System of Electric

Motive Power, and The Independent— Storage or Primary

Battery—System of Electric Motive Power.'' Notice has

been received by the secretary from the president of one

of the member companies that a special paper will be read

on "Standards in Machinery and Appliances for Electric

Railways."

Representatives of the leading companies manufacturing

electric railway apparatus will be present to explain the

operation of their systems. This will probably be the

most interesting part of the proceedings to the delegates,

as the majority of the 172 companies comprising the asso-

ciation are operating electric plants or contemplating the

introduction of an electrical equipment. Comparisons of

the several systems, therefore, cannot fail to prove both in-

teresting and instructive to these delegates. There will

also be a full line of electrical novelties displayed on the

boat which has been prepared for the occasion, and mcored

near the headquarters. Heavy supplies will be placed on

the lower deck and lighter ones on the upper. The boat

will be suitably decorated, and lighted in the evening, and

will be made a pleasant and interesting place for the exhi-

bition of supplies.

The Pittsburg street railway companies have completed

the arrangements for the special entertainment of those in

attendance. Preparations for two excursions are com-

pleted, and ihey will assuredly be of a very enjoyable

character. A handsome souvenir of the meeting is being

prepared. In addition to the representatives of the com-

panies included in the asscciaticn, there will be the usual

number of supply and construction companies represented,

and many of them will have interesting displays. The
electrical features of street railway work will^no doubtoc-

cupy the greater part of the attention of the delegates and

visitors.

An interesting event will be the banquet at the Mononga-

hela House, Thursday evening. This, it is promised, will be

the most pretentious affair thus far undertaken by the as-

sociation.

Printed by Electricity.

It will doubtless be of interest to the readers of the

Western Electrician to learn that the presses on which

k is printed are soon to be operated by electricity, if, in-

deed, the motor is not connected by the time this issue

goes to press. A 25 horse power Edison motor has been

installed by the P.lakcly Printing company of 186 Monroe

street, which prints the paper. This motor, it is expected,

will furnish enough power to operate a large number of

the presses, including those on which the Western

Electrician is run off. Current is supplied from the

Adams street station of the Chicago Edison company.

W, L. Beckwith, of the Edison General Electric Company,

had charge of the installation.

The Delaware avenue street car line of Wilmington,

Del., is being transformed into an electric road.

MODEL CKN 1 KAL STATION

Street Railway Horse." Commenting on this fact Presi-

dent I-owry said that "We must assume that the associ-

ation has not yet discarded the idea that the horse is the

most reliable power for street cars. I am so thoroughly

convinced that electricity is the coming power for street

railways, and that it will prove so effective, as a means of

rapid transit for cities, that I believe this is the last conven-

tion that will ever seriously consider horses for the opera-

PLANT .\T niXON, ILL.

Several ''transportation parties'' were organized ia

difterent parts of the country and "special cars" were tn

demand. The Chicago delegates had a variety offered

them for consideration. Three parties were proposed.

The census department has adopted the form of blank

for the collection of statistics on city lights recommended
by the National Electric Light association at the Montreal

convention.
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Electrical Plant at Cassel, Germany.

At a distance of about four to five miles from Cassel, on

the river Fulda, in Germany, there is a mill in which there

is a power plant of 200 horse power. The mill was pur-

chased by the city authorities to furnish power to operate a

reserve pump to maintain the city water supply during the

hot summer months. In winter the power was scarcely

used at all for pumping purposes, so a central station was

erected to furnish the city of Cassel with electric light,

thu5 employing the reserve power of the pumping station

for operating the electrical machinery. As the amount of

light required in the summer months was small, the condi-

tions were favorable, for the greater part of the powei

could then be utilized for pumping purposes.

Herewith are presented illustrations of the Cassel sta-

tion.

Two turbines, as seen in Fig. i, were connected to the

main shafting, and a resen-e steam engine of 100 horse

power was arranged so that it could be used at any time of

emergency. The main shafting communicated the power

to two alternating current machines of 100 horse power

each. The machines were connected in parallel, and to-

gether supplied a current of 60 amperes at 2,200 volts.

This current was transmitted through a double concen-

tric cable with a conductor 60 square millimeters in cross

section to two sub-stations in Cassel. The accompanying

view. Fig. 2, shows one of these secondary stations. The

high potential current drives an alternating motor of So
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has been installed, which is charged during the day while

the load on the machines is at minimum. During the

night, at the time of maximum consumption, this battery

assists the dynamos-

1 ma-T-j^ tSf<2.tii

I

2aoo ir 60 Am^.
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nating current motors, that is, great sparking while in

operation, was avoided by making the secondary alternat-

ing current machines serve as motors connected directly

with the direct current dynamos. These direct current
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ELECTRICAL PLANT AT CASSEL, GERMANY.

_Alicr^r>aitn^ Cut-rent M.ot<,

As may be seen from Fig. 4, the arrangement is nothing

more than a single transmission of power on the three-wire

system, using an accumulator plant to increase the capacity

of the station, the dynamos being driven by electric motors

instead of steam engines.

hors« power io each station. The motors are each coupled

directly to two continuous current machines, as shown in

Fig. 3. The last mentioned dynamos furnish ctjrrent at

J 10 volts, which is distributed cncx the city on a three- wire

systeiD.

In one of the secondary stations an accuTiulator plant

KLECTRICAI- I'LANT AT CAJ).SEL, GERMANY.

Oscar von Miller, who was the dcsiyncr of this plant,

states that the ordinary alternating current motors were

chosen for this transmission because these machines pos-

sess no commutators and therefore were better adapted to

be isolated than direct current machines, operated with a

pressure of 2,000 volts. The disadvantage of the altcr-

machines are so arranged that they may receive current

from the accumulators and thus be employed to drive the

secondary alternators up to synchronism with the primary

alternating generators.

This mode of distribution, by which continuous current

may be had from secondary stations, is well adapted to

such cities as Cassel, where a small water power at some

distance may be utilized to store current in accumulators

to increase the capacity of the plant.

This system has been in operation since May 15, i3gi,

and is of sufficient capacity to furnish current for 2,600

16 candle power lamps burning at once. By an increase of

the accumulator plant and the addition of more turbines,

thecapacity of the station may be made sufficient to supply

current for as many as 12,coo 16 candle power lamps.

Statistics of Accidents Caused by Light-

ning in Germany.
Interesting and valuable official statistics have been col-

lected by the German government regarding damages
from lightning to state property. The number of build-

ings with regard to which returns were collected was 53,-

502, of which 22,682 were actual state property, and 30,-

820 were entitled to state subsidy for rebuilding or repair.

Buildings were struck in 264 cases, or about five for every

1,000 buildings in ten years. Of the various classes of

FIG. 3. ELECTRICAL PLANT AT CASSEL, GERMANY.

buildings the number struck per 1,000 for this period are

as follows: Elementary schools, 0.8; parochial houses,

1.4; revenue buildings, 1.7; prisons and penitentiaries, 3.4;

forest rangers' houses, 7.2; churches. S.2; court-houses,

IT. 9; seminaries, 14.6; gymnasia, 15.4; university build-

ings, 24.1; domain buildings, 449; and horse-breeding

establishments, 312.5. Out of the 264 cases in which the

lightning struck, 81, or not even one-third, result-

ed in a fire. The amount of injury wrought by light-

ning on the 53.502 houses coming within the scope of

these statistics was :?284,i7o, or f 1,075 for each casualty,

about 4S cents per building per annum. The'amount of in-

jury done to domain and horse-breeding establishments was
considerable, amounting to :5'2io,ooo, or more than two-

thirds of the total injury caused by lightning. It h.is

been calculated, from the returns of sixty fire insurance

companies of Germany, Austria, and Switzerland, embrac-
ing the period from 1855 to 1S77, that the danger from
lightning has increased two and a half times in those coun-

tries during the period named. The danger is said to have
increased three-fold in Germany within the last thirty

years. The average loss sustained annually by Germany
from this cause is computed at from %i 500,000 to

l{;2.ooo,ooo. Casualties have thus increased in the period of

lightning conductor extension.

Mr. Wharton of the Lang, Wharton & Down syndicate

of London visited the Thomson-Houston factory at Lynn
recently. This concern installs isolated lighting plants,

and Mr. Wharton gave a reporter an interesting descrip-

tion of some of the most elaborate plants in England.
Among other things he said that the Rothschild country

place has a plant to furnish 4,000 lights, while the town
house has noneat all. Two electric mains passthe house,

however, and on the three occasions in the year when the

financial magnate gives big receptions to the Trincc of

Wales and others, the mansion is specially wired and con-

nected temporarily. Baron Rothschild has three crystal

chandeliers in the house, each worth !i;io,ooo, which, per-

haps, accounts for his disinclination lo having the estab-

lishment permanently wired.
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The World's Congress of Electricians
of IS93;

By Ei.isHA Grav, Ph.D , LL.D.
From time immemorial it has been the habit of men to

assemble in congress to deliberate upon all sorts of im-
portant subjects. The first electrical congress of which
there is any mention is recorded in the Book of Job; but
this could scarcely be called an electrical congress, for all

sorts of scientific conundrums were propounded to Job, who
was one of the delegates. Among others were the following;

"Who hath divided a watercourse for the overflowing of
waters, or a way for the lightnings of ihundei?"
And again, "Canst thou send lightnings that they may

go and say unto thee—here we are?"

It is not recorded that any satisfactory answers were
given to these questions, although Job was considered a

wise man in his day and generation. It is very evident

that lightning rods were not in vogue in those days, for not

even the presence of Omnipotence, who, we are told, spoke
from a whirlwind, would have prevented the enterprising

"agent" from exhibiting his doubled and twisted com-
pound lightning conductors to the convention when the

first question was propounded.
Notwithstanding all these years of discussion as to

when, how and by whom the telephone was invented, it is

very certain that it was subsequent to the meeting of this

scientific congress; for otherwise, could not Job when
asked the second question, "Canst thou send lightnings

that they may go and say unto thee. Here we are," have
answered: "Certainly, we can send lightnings, and
make them say, 'liello, heie

we are,' and say it in the

vernacular."

Since the first electrical

congress there have been

many held, but perhaps tha

most important one, and tha

one most fruitful in results,

met at Paris in 1881. The
benefits growing out of this

congress to electrical engin-

eering, and to the great army
of inventors, ttachers and
workers in the lines of elec-

trical progress, would be
difficult to estimate.

Ten years have passed since

the Paris meeting and they

have been years of unwonted
activity. Where thousands
were invested in electrical

enterprises ten years ago,

millions are employed now.
And yet we are only stepping

over the threshold of the door

that leads to a vast unex
plored region in the domain
of electrical science.

Over fifty years ago there

lived and taught a certain

professior of physics. One
day he explained to his class

the experiments of Dr.Frank-
lin with his kite, by which
he established the identity of

lightning and frictional elec-

tricity. At the close of his

lecture he said to his class;

"Young men, you were born

too late to witness the devel-

opment of this great science!"

If the shades of the departed

are allowed to visit this earth

and know what is going on,

we can easily imagine the

prolonged state of astonish

ment that our good professor

has been in, during the years

of his sojourn in the land

of shadows, at what some of

his pupils have lived to see.

It is eminently fitting that at suitable times and on
suitable occasions, men in all departments of science and
industry should come together for interchange of thought
and the discussion of subjects that have to do with the

great activities of life—practical and intellectual What
more fitting time to hold a series of congresses than dur
ing the great World's Columbian Exposition of 1S93?

In pursuance of this object the World's Congress Aux-
iliary of the World's Columbian exposition, has been or-

ganized, under the support of the exposition corporation,

and has been recognized and approved by the government
of the United States. Under this organization local

caramittees have been appointed to organize a series of

congresses. Among others a committee in part to organize
a W^orld's Electrical Congress has been appointed. The
movement, as yet, is in a formative stage, and much
thought must be given to it before a detailed programme
can be formulated. An advisory council must be appointed
from the most eminent electricians of this and other coun-
tries. Some one, or more than one, must visit and confer
with the noted .uer. of the world, and no stone should be
left unturned to make the electrical congress of iSi(3 the

most important that the world has ever seen; not only in

point of numbers, but in the eminent character of the men
who attend, and the excellence and great importance of

the work done,

While the hardest part of the work of organization must
necessarily fall upan the local committee, we expect
much from the advisory council, especially that pDrtion of

it residing in the United States The fact that the great

exposition of 1893 happens to be held in Chicago is an in-

1 Read before the Chicago Electric Club, Oct. 19, iSgr.
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cidcnt over which we have no control. But this" fact

makes Chicago the place, par excellence, for the asscm
bling of the proposed electrical congress. The repre-

sentatives of the world's best thought and best work will

be centered here. The congress will meet under the
shadow of the greatest palace of electricity the world has

ever seen. In it will be found science applied, great

thoughts translated into machines, for the service of man.
To make the most of such an enterprise, all petty jeal-

ousies between cities, states and nations, must be dropped
and all must work as one common brotherhood for one
common cause. Men must be selected on account of

their fitness for the work assigned them, and for no other
reason. Science and art know no East, no West, no North,
no South. They belong to the brotherhood of man, how-
ever widely scattered they may be.

When a detailed programme has been systematically

formulated by the properly constituted authorities—which
will not be done till after consulting the most eminent
minds on the subject—we invite and expect the most
hearty co operation from all men and societies that are
interested in electrical progress.

liefore the present movement had been set on foot under
tlie auspices of the government of the United States,

through the exposition authorities, several electric asso-

ciations (notably, the Chicago Electric club, the National
Electric Light association and the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers) had started a movement for a con-

gress to be held in 1893. If the congress were to be held

under the auspices of any society, undoubtedly the Ameri-
can institute would be the best selection in this country.
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will not interfere with another. The time of the meeting
of *he electrical congress is not fully determined, but due
notice will be given at a later date,
A little rcncciion will convince any friend of electrical

progress tliat no place or time for holding such a congress
as is proposed could be more auspicious than Chicago in

1393.

The result of such a gathering of great minds, ail cent-
ered upon one general subject, cannot be too highly esti-

mated. Finally: Success will be assured from the begin-
ning if all our interested friends act hirraoniously and arc
actuated by one common desire that the best thing shall be
done, without regard to geographical boundaries or local
prejudices.

MG. 2. ELECTRICAL I'LANT AT CASsEL, GERMANY.

As it is now, it remains for the officers of the World's Con-
gress auxiliary to suitably recognize the good work done
by these associations, and for these associations to give us

the benefit of their work already done, together with their

hearty co-operation in the future.

The general outline of the congress will probably be as

follows: It should be divided into sections according to

the various interests represented. I*"irst, there should be a

section devoted to the more purely scientific phases of the

subject. This sxtion should be composed of the most
eminent scientific men in this and foreign countries. The
standards that were adopted ten years ago will have had
tAtelve years of trial by the time the congress assembles.
It may be that other nuits should be added to those al-

ready adopted, or that better definitions may be given to

some of those already in use. Papers should be reaU by
different individuals, relating to the different theoretical

and scientific phases of the subject.

Other sections should be organi;:ed, in the various inter-

ests of applied electricity, the number of which will be
hereafter determined.

In order to give all a chance to see and hear the great
men of the world, all of the sections should meet together,
on stated o;casions, forming one grand general congress.
to listen to papers and discussions by the most eminent
men of the world in electrical matters.

It 13 suggested that all of the regularly organized elec-

trical asso:iations should hold their meetings in Chicago in

1893. Suitable halls will be provided, in which to assem-
ble, for these various congresses and association meetings.
The congresses to be held under the auspices of the auxil-

iary department of the exposition will begin at the open-
ing of the exposition and continue to its close, so that one

Englishmen Interested in the Montreal
Convention.

Unusual interest has been manifested in the National
Electric Light association this year by the electrical engi-
neers of England, and the proceedings of the Montreal
convention have occupied considerable space in the col-

umns of the English electrical journals. Regrets are ex-
pressed that there is no such body of electrical representa-
tives in Great Britain. Thus the I^ndon EUctrkian
says:

"In many respects it is to be regretted that there is

nothing in this country to correspond with the ^National
Electric Light association of the United Stales. The mem-
bers represent the class which attend,or ought to attend, the
meetings of the London Chamber of Commerce; in the

holiday aspect of the conven-
tion it resembles the British
association, and for carefully
prepared papers and prac-
tical discussions it may be
compared with our Engineer-
ing Institutions. The papers
are limited in number; they
are printed before hand, and
in the hands of the members,
and they are of a solid and
representative c h a ra c t e r .

Some of the topics, such as
arc light supply and street
railways, do not at present
largely concern us on this
side of the Atlantic; but they
were dealt with in a practical
way, which must have been
appreciated by the American
audience. The zone system
advocated by the president
is open to the criticism that
if it be admitted that distribu-
tion at high electrical pressure
is satisfactory and advisable
it may as well be used for,
the center of the town as
for the outlying districts. It
is easy to see the advantage
of throwing out high-pressure
feeders to the suburbs of a
town, while no such feeders
are required for the streets
neighboring on the supply
station. But to use two sys-
tems concurrently, to say
nothing of the multiplication
of different voltages for dif-

ferent distances, reminds us
of the hole which Sir Isaac
Newton made in his door for
the kitten, alongside the one
provided for the cat,

"Fortunately for us in this
countrj' we know little of the
tyranny of parent companies,
over supply companies and it

is difficult to realize the seri-

ous complaints which are
made aaainst them by the

supply companies in the United States. This appears
to be an outcome of the American 'electric light svstems.*
An Edison supply company u=es everything of the' Edison
brand, and a station fitted by the Brush company has not a
single article in common with the Edison. Our American
friends seem to suffer particularly in the measuring instru-
ments thus supplied to them.
"The remarks which were made at the meeting of the

National Electric Light association about measuring in-
struments ought to encourage our manufacturers to brave
the McKinlcy tarilT. and show what can be done in the
way of ammeters and voltmeters for station work. We
would call attention to the obser\'ations of Dr. Louis Bell,
and recommend those of our readers who are specially in-
terested in the m.attcr to read the remarks of ^fr. Ayer and
of Mr. Scott. We need not go so far as .Montreal to hear
grumbling about the accuracy of instruments. Prof. Ken-
nedy, in the discussion on Mr. Crompton's paper before
the Institution of Civil Engineei-s. said that he had been
scotTed at because he wanted a voltmeter to be right to a
volt, and was told that he should not expect it. This
sounds rather like the 'parent company" tyranny. \Vc
hope that before long wc shall have reports of the work
done bv the Electrical Standardising Laboratory.giving de-
tails, like the Kew report, of tl:e accuracy attained and the
number of instruments examined. Such information is

much needed by instrutnent makere who really tr)* to turn
out good work. W'c shall not be surprised to learn that
voltmeters may be purchased for five pounds which will
read to a quarter of a volt,"

The streets of the historic town of Kilkenny, in Ireland,
arc to be lighted by electricity.
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electrical department is given, together with the rates for

each class. These tables should be preserved for refer

ence.
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A STENOORAi'Hic report of the convention of the American

.Street Railway association at Pittsburg will be presented

in the next issue of the \Vk.stern Elkctrician.

An English electrical paper pronounces the exhibits at

ihc Franlcfort Electrical exhibition the most interesting

from a technical standpoint that have ever been shown.

Of coarse the Frankfort- Lauren transmission scheme was

the center of interest, but it may be expected that even

this win be surpassed at the World's Columbian Exposi-

tion in 1S93, and certain it is that the exhibits both in

point of general interest and completeness will far surpiss

the great German exhibition.

T((E tables presented on another page in this issue

shoeing the present rates for freight transportation from

Tar-^os centers of the World's Fair will be found of value

to a.' manafaaQrers or sopply men who contemplate mak-

iog e> dibits at the exposition, as it is not probable that the

rates wi'l vary greatly in 1893 from those now presented.

The clasvScatioTi of ail articles likely to be sho^n In the

In connection with the experiments in long distance

transmission between Lauffea and Frankfurt it has been

stated that the multiphase current was the means of

insuring the success of the enterprise. According to the

London Ekctrician, however, Mr. Brown says the

multiphase current made the undertaking more difTicult, as

it involved many new complications in the dynamo,

transformer, switch-boards, and line. It was only chosen

because of the possibility of driving self-starting motors

without commutator.

Prof. Gray has clearly defined his position in the pa-

per before the Chicago Electric club on the "World's Con-

gress of Electricians in 1S93." which is presented else-

where in this issue. The work done by the several elec-

trical organizations in this country with a view of creating

interest in the proposed congress is recognized and

acknowledged, but in view of the fact that provision has

been made for the congress in connection with the World's

Fair it is expected that all independent movements shall

cease or at least that their efforts be turned in the direction

of assisting the gentlemen authoriEed by the exposition

management to promote the congress.

The American Institute of Electrical Engineers has

been particularly prominent in all measures relating to the

proposed congress, and many of its members appear to be

under the impression that the congress should be held un-

der the auspices of that body. It is to be hoped that the

institute shall not take any action in this matter that will

in any way conflict with the arrangements of the exposi-

tion authorities, as such action would necessarily tend to

injure the proposed congress. It is expected, however,

that the Institute will join the other electrical organiza-

tions in their efforts to make the congress a great success

and will co operate with Prof. Gray and his associates in

making the gathering the most representative ever held in

the world.

Members of the Chicago Electric club have frequently

displayed their interest in the World's Columbian Ex-

position, and especially the electrical department. In every

movement tending to promote the interest of this depart-

ment the Chicago Electric club has taken the lead, and

this week it is engaged in promoting the interest of the

proposed electrical congress.

Last Monday evening the club listened to a paper by

Prof. Gray, on the congress. He outlined the proposed

plan of organization as follows; "It should be divided

into sections according to the various interests represented.

First, there should be a section devoted to the more purely

scientific phases of the subject. This section should be

composed of the most eminent scientific men in this and

foreign countries. The standards that were adopted ten

years ago will have had twelve years of trial by the time

the congress assembles. It may be that other units should

be added to those already adopted, or, that belter definitions

may be given to some of those already in use. Papers

should be read by different individuals, relating to the

different theoretrical and scientific phases of the subject.

Other sections shouM be organized, in the various interests

of applied electricity, the number of which will be here-

after determined."

It is also suggested that in order to give all a chance to

see and hear the great men of the world, all of the sections

should meet together, on stated occasions, forming one

grand general congress, to listen to papers and discussions

by the most eminent men of the world in electrical matters.

Considerable attention has been directed to ihe discus-

sion of the subject of the multiple current of late. One of

the most interesting articles on this subject appeared

recently in I-ondon /m/Wihici. and is reproduced in an-

other column. Theconclusion which the writer reaches is:

"Wc have reluctantly come to the conclusion that it has

no great future before it, and that it is not really the solu

tion of the problem; and as this opinion seems to be op-

posed to that of nearly the whole electrical engineering

world, wc felt obliged to give reasons to support it. I'or

transmission of larg'j powers from one dynamo to one mo-

tor, or from several dynamos in parallel to several motors

also coupled in par.ille!, the multiple current has some

advantage in starting. This ts small, because there is no

difficulty in starting a large motor by means of cells or by

starting the dynamo and motor together. The multiple

current al.v> has the advantage that a given m:ichine will

give a somewhat larger output because the whole of the

available armature space is utilized, These small advantages

are much more than counterbalanced by the extra cost of

insulating and installing three wires, even though the

weight of copper is the same in all cases. In addition to

this, a single alternate current transmission may supply

large motors, and may also feed lamps, etc., at the other

end, without a complicated three-wire system. We there-

fore think that the multiple current has no advantages for

use in connection with large motors."

Many other disadvantages are pointed out, and on the

whole the work of the investigators in other fields is com-
mended.

The members of the American Street Railway associa-

tion are holding their convention at Pittsburg this week.
This organization is one of the most progressive in the

country and its members have done much toward intro-

ducing improved methods in street railway work. At the

last meeting of this body the president, who is, by the

way, at the head of om of the largest street railway sys-

tems in this country, announced his faith in the electric

railway in no uncertain tone. He said he believed the

electric railway had made such progress during the pre-

ceding year, that it had practically crowded all other

methods of transportation out of the field. He further ex-

pressed his belief that the Buffalo convention would be
the last at which the horse would be seriously considered

as a motive power. This was due, he believed, to the

prograss of the electric railway.

Mr. Lowry, moreover, has given assurance of his faith

in the electric motor by introducing it on his system of

street railways in St. Paul and Minneapolis. He had
made arrangements to build a cable line but was con-

vinced of the superiority of the electric system and sub-

stituted it for the cable. Mr. Lowry's successor as presi-

dent of the association, Col. Watson, of Buffalo, is an-

other advocate of the electric system, and the same may
be said of a large majority of the members of the associa-

tion. This is evident from the fact that the conventions

of late years have assumed the character of electrical

gatherings. This is especially true this year, when all but

one of the papers read before the convention, are on elec-

trical topics. The exhibits, too, have taken on the ap-

pearance of electrical displays. This, of course, is due to

the activity in electric railway circles. All the large con-

struction companies report that the demand for electric

railways is increasing, and that this is particularly notice- .

able in small cities where the economical features are fully

appreciated. Most of the large cities are now putting in

electric systems.

One of the most popular and attractive features of the

electrical department of the Worid's Fair, if the present

plans are carried into effect, will be the display of histor-

ical electrical apparatus—instruments and appliances that

mark the progress of the science from the eariiest times to

the present day. This exhibit will be of great interest to

the general public as well as to the electrical engineer.

Who, for instance, would look with indifference on the ap-

paratus by which the learned Faraday conducted his re-

searches? It cannot be doubted that many of the appli-

ances devised by this eminent scientist Id reveal and inves-

tigate the phenomena of electricity are still in existence

—

perhaps in some British museum; possibly in some dusty

store-room. Who knows but that the identical key of

which every school-boy has heard in connection with

Franklin and his kite may be produced and serve to grace

the collection? It should not be very difficult to gather to-

gether some of Morse's earlier instruments, and the appli-

ances used by Henry in many of his experiments could be

easily obtained. Mr. Variey has already written from

England to Chief Barrett offering to send the machine
which, he claims, is the "original dynamo." Possibly ap-

paratus used by Davy, Arago, Volta and other investiga-

tors of the last century, and even earlier, might be secured.

Of course an exhibit of this character would be largely a

loan collection, and the owners would demand, and should

receive, assurances that their treasures would be scrupu-

lously guirdcd. As a graphic presentation of the growth
of electrical development nothing could equal a display of

this kind. It would be attractive alike to the expert and

to the average visitor, and its educational power would be

very great. A determined effort will be made to secure a

collection of historical apparatus for the World's Fair, and
it should succeed. The project has been taken up by E.

E. Keller, Prof. Barrett's assistant in the deparlmcnl of

electricity. Mr. Keller has alre.tdy opened a correspond-

ence with several persons who, it is thought, can contrib-

ute to the success of the contemplated exhibit, and he is

determined to make the project a reality. lie deserves

commendation for his zeal and energy, and it is to be

hoped that his efforts will be crowned with the success

they deserve.
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Electric Welding Plant at the Okonite
Factory, Passaic, N. J.

In no department of electric welding has so much in-

terest been manifested by electrical construction compan-

projections of abutted pieces, different current strengths

and different pressures on abutted pieces; and, again, the

current must bs interrupted at the proper moment. How-
ever, to apply the proper conditions to every wire in mak-

weights given in the tabic uhich has been prev-ousiy

worked out. The current strength may be varied for each

wire by simply moving the shield on the reactive coii

placed near the wcMcr.

FIG. I. f ELECTRIC WELDING PLANT AT THE OKONITE FACTORY-

les as in the splicing of wiie. This was one of the first

branches developed, and its advantages were at once ap-

preciated and taken advantage of. As soon as'it was ap-

parent that this process had been developed into a commercial

success the Okonite company installed two small welders,

one for copper and the other for iron sheathing, at its

works in Passaic, N. J. The small generator was imme-

diately worked to its full capacity, and the results so en-

couraged the Okonite company that it was decided to

completely abDlish the old method of hand splicing, which,

although in the hands of skilled workmen, was, when com-

pared with electric welding, a most tedious and crude pro-

cess. The snaall generator was very soon supplanted by

the present installation. The generator is a self-exciting,

constant potential alternator of a capacity of 30,000 watts.

It is belted directly to a Bill automatic engine provided with

extra heavy or "railroad" lly-wheels in order to maintain

constant speed during the sudden demands on the gen-

erator.

The welders used are one of type "i A" for iron armor-

ing or sheathing wires; two of type "2 A. A" for copper

from No. 6 A. W. G. to No. 20 A, \V. G. ; two of type

"10 A. A" for copper from half-inch to No. 6 A. \V. G.

After the wires are clamped and given the proper pro-

jection for the weld, the time of application of the curren

is but a smill fraction of a second for all of the smaller

sizis, such as telephone and telegraph wires, and the heat

necessary to form a perfect union is all concentrated in

the tip ends of the abutted pieces. Advantage is taken of

this fact in welding wire, already insulated, intocontinuous

lengths.

The average daily output of copper, including all sizes,

is about five tons, and the average number of welds is

about 200.

The present plant is now running at almost full capacity.

The welders are in different parts of the factory, and many
times there is simultaneous welding on all machines making

very heavy and sudden demands upon the generator.

In the illustrations herewith presented. Fig. i shows two

welders on the main floor. One is a small bench machine,

while the other is a larger machine. In Fig. 2 there is

shown a welder for splicing iroi wires in the armoring de-

partment. All other machines are used for splicing copper

wire.

The experience of the Okonite company in operating

electric welders has been highly satisfactory. Of course

the introduction of the machines made it necessary to give

special attention on the part of the workmen to the opera,

tion of the new proc<ss. DifTerent wires require different

ing a weld requires no extra amount of skill on the part of

Use of the Telephone.
A reporter of the St. Loui: Git-b-c-Ddncctat spent an

hour recently in the operating room of the St. I^Duis tele-

phone exchange, and an entertaining article was the re.

suit. The following extract relates to the use and abusC

of the telephone:

There were people who could be heard saying cti5s

words because they thought they had not suificienily

prompt service, though they had no reason to do so, and
if I hey had just glanced at the rules hanging up by their

instruments they would have seen that ihey were vcrj-

much out of order. That is one thing about the tele-

phone. People feel about as safe in saying cross and bad
things over the wire as they do by mail. They say things
that they wouldn't begin to say face to face to a lady or to
a man who happened to be bigger than they. They also
say cross and bad things with such a perfect recklessness
that would indicate that thty have an idea that the wire soft-

ens the words and causes them to have less effect on the
other's feelings. The feelings of these servants of the
public are just as easily hurt, howeverasany other's. They
can not see the person who wounds them; ibey can not tell

who he is unless they have answered so many calls for
him that they know his voice; but they know the number
of the instrument, and that same voice is not liable to get
any belter treatment than he deserves on the next call.

Remark has been made about the ignorance of people
using the telephone. This is not only applied to occa-
sionals, but to those who use it regiilarly. Abundant evi-

dence was had of this. One man gets right close up to
the instrument and yells what he wants loud enough to be
heard a square away. The next one stands away back and
does the same thing. Another comes along, gets up close

and comes as near whispering as possible. There is one
way to talk through a telephone, and only one, and few
mistakes would be made by "Central" if all users would
become acquainted with that fact. That way is to slacd
back just a little and talk 'n an ordiiiar}- tone, ss if

you were speaking to a man a couple of feet away instead
of to one three or four miles away, over a wire. Don't
yell; don't whisper; simply speak in an ordinan- tone and
distinctly. The words are carried by electricity, not by
the force of your enunciation. The instrument is cot to
be compared to a deaf man, but, to the opposite, is ex-
ceedingly sensitive.

A great many people have an idea that there is a great
deal of love-making and flirting over the wires. Well,

, ..rj ,. -j^,^r1 «f^V S

FIG. 2. ELECTRtC WELDING PLANT AT THE OKONITE FACTORY.

the manipulator. In the case of end pressure on the there is some, but not a great deal by any means. ^Vn

abutted pieces it is only required to apply the number of amusing thing in this connection is that some telephone
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subscribers, or their emploj'es. have been attracted to

'Central" and struck up a flirtation, thinking it was a

young giri. when as a matter of fact "Central" was a man

whose voice had been so finely tuned by constant use over

the wire chat it sounds like a female voice. The "Central"

in this case always enjoys the flirtation, and frequently

makes engagements to go to the theater which he never

keeps, making so -ne excuse. The young lady "Central,"

if she has time, may indulge in an innocent and short

conversation, but she seldom indulges in a straight out-

and-out flirtatioa. There are cases where there has been

a mutual attraction, where introductions and acquaint-

ances leading up to marriage have followed, but they are

not numerous. The young lady "Central" knows that

such telephonic flirtations are a waste of time and pure

nonsense or lead to no good, and she very sensibly avoids

ihem and attends to business.

Electric Elevator at the Chicago Athen-
aeum.

The application of the electric motor to the operation of

elevators is of recent date, yet the mechanism has been so

quickly perfected and the many advantages are so apparent

that the electric elevator to-day takes precedence over all

others in large cities, where current can be obtained for the

operation of th2 motor. In the accompanying cut is

shown the mechanism and' connections for operating the

Otis electric elevator at the Chicago Athenreum,
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on its rim, to make a fifth of a revolution, which lifts a

spring called the "circuit-breaker." Every clock in the

system is connected through relays with this transmitter,

and th'is every other beat of the master clock is instantane-

ously telegraphed to all the clocks. One minute before

each hour the transmitter stops working and a large "relay"

takes up the service and exactly on the hour rings the bell

and sets the hands of the connected clocks.

The naval observatory in Washington is the official

time-maker of the United States and its master clock tele-

graphs the correct time at 12 o'clock noon every day to all

the great centers of population of the country. When it is

noon in Washington, it is 11 o'clock in Chicago, standard

time, and just three minutes before that time Frank

W. Brainard, superintendent of the Western Union

time service in Chicago, stations himself beside the

"chronograph" with his eyes fastened on the paper tape

which will tell him whether his "master clock" is fast, slow

or exactly right with the master clock in Washington. The
chronograph (time-writer) is an instrument for comparing

time. It resembles an old fashioned Mcrse register in its

make-up, wuh paper tape passing under the "pen" or

marker. This pen is simply the extension of a lever which

is the armature of an electro magnet. When the circuit is

on the armature lever is attracted to the magnent, and the

point presses against the moving tape, leaving a line im-

pression. Superintendent Brainard's chronograph has

four "pens," one connected with Washington, one with his

own "master" clock, one with the Wisconsin State uni-

versity at Madison and one with the observatory at Alle-

gheny city. The Lick observatory in California can also
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passing through the folded ends of the cHp. The final

tightening on the wire is done by means of the wire key

shown in the cut. This key, acting on the interlaced por-

rions of the clip, causes the latter to tighten around the

wire after the manner of a strap. By suitable selection of

the size of key, any degree of grip may be obtained, and

any of the usual sizes of trolley wire may be used without

changing the construction of the clip. The most im-

portant advantage, however, and one which will be appre-

ciated by expert linemen, lies in the fact that the clips may

be attached to the trolley wire and to the line hangers with-

out actually tightening the clips themselves on the trolley

wire. This operation may be deferred until such time as

ELECTRIC ELEVATOR AT THE CHICAGO ATHENvEUM.

installed recently by the Hale Elevator company of Chi-

cago. An Eickemsyer motor is used and current is sup-

plied from the Chicago Edison company's mains. A
glance at the cut wiil show that the substitution of the

motor for other forms of operating mechanism has not

materially changed the general arrangement of the appara-

tus. The special advantage of thcnew method, aside from

its superiority in operation and cost, is the fact that the

motor may be placed anywhere and that it occupies little

space and requires compirativcly 00 attention whatever.

The managers of the Chicago Athcn;f;um express thera-

selres as greatly pleased with the operation of the eleva-

tor.

Electrically Regulated Clocks In Chicago.
Id Chicago there are 22 circuit* of electrically regulated

self-w^rid'Hif r'ocks connected with the "master clock" in

the
'^'

.on baildin^. Electrically connected with
ths -

.%ay5 the ChtJ-'tiyy .V'-w;, which recently

de^r _ -em, is a "transmitter." a combination of

clock- wofic -A%iil eicctro magnets. Every other stroke of the
"roaster" trips the cscapcraent of the transmitter and per-

mits a little wheel, which has five notche), equally distant

be connected if desired. As each pen leaves its individual

impression on the paper tape the fattest clock will mark
first and the slowest last on a glass scale, just the length

of the space through which a point on the paper tape will

travel in two seconds. This scale is divided into sixtieths

of a second and the difference in time between any two
points is found by simply counting the degrees between
the beginning of the two "pen" marks. When this is de-

termined little weights are placed on or taken off the

pendulum of the master clock to correct it. It is said that

Chicago has more electrically regulated clocks than any

other city in the country.

New Trolley Wire Hanger.
The Electrical Supply company, Chicago, is placing on

the market a new trolley wire hanger, invented by T. J.

McTighc of the electrical engineering firm of Barry &
McTighe, New Vork. The hanger has many interesting

features. The clip is a single piece of sheet copper stamped

out and folded into a U-shape. This is slipped around the

trolley wire from beIo;v, and the ends arc then drawn to-

gether between the jav/s of a hanger bolt depending from

a malleable iron bell. The bell is filled under hydraulic

pressure, with rubber and then vulcanized, the cross bolt

NEW TROLLEY HANGER,

the entire line is ready for drawing in and straightening.

Then only is it necessary to apply the keys.

Again, after a line has become stretched and needs

tightening, the keys can be withdrawn over any desired

section of the line, so that the latter may be adjusted.

There is no possibility of the trolley wire falling to the

street.

It is claimed that it is impossible for a blow from a trol-

ley harp or wheel to whip the wire out of the hanger.

For curve hangers the suspension bolt is made with a

broad downward extension which neatly fiits the face of the

clip, and gives it all necessary lateral support.

The Weston Quick Break Switch.

The accompanying cut illustrates the new railroad switch

just put on the market by Wm. H. Weston & Co., Phila-

delphia. The switch has been highly indorsed by practi-

cal railroad men, and will be on exhibition at the Pittsburg

convention. The parts are of highly polished red brass>

and hard rolled sawed copper, mounted on a handsomely

marbleized slate base. The switch is well designed me-
chanically, the wearing parts are strong and durable, and
easily replaced, as all parts are interchangeable. The con-

tacts are of ample proportion on all cases, so that they

carry the rated current without heating. The breaking is

accomplished by means of a tempered steel spring, s»

quickly that all arcing is prevented. The switches are

made in three sizes ranging from 150 to 450 amperes ca-

pacity, and special sizes are furnished up to 1,000 amperes.

Sociological Aspects of Electric Traction.

Is the electric railway a real benefactor of mankind?
asks the Age of Steel. Does it add to the general fund
of man's happiness? For whatever benefits man tends to-

increase his happiness, either directly or indirectly. In dis-

cussing this matter from a sociological point of view, Prof.

Crosby rightly says that we are rather prone to suppose that

every advance made in the physical sciences is to be taken
at once as meritorious. One of the tendencies of the
electric railway is to hasten the already rapid movement
from country to cities, as it makes available those
lands immediately adjoining the great cities, which
heretofore offered barriers to settlement on account

CK isKEAK swncir.

of distance from the business portions. City

life, too, has been enhanced by the electric rail-

way. Placing the low estimate of %v upon a day's

work, let us see if any economy has been effected by the

advent of electric cars. It has been estimated that ihcre

arc, all told, 33. 700 street railway cars in operation. The
distance traversed by them during a year is 490,000,000
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miles. ^Vssumin;:;^ lhat4cei:.ls per car mile will be the

economy efTected by the univeisal adoption of electric

instead of horse cars, the saving expressed in money would

be about $ig, 600, 000 per annum, or. expressed in work,

means ig, 600,000 da)s' work. In other words, it appears

that 53,700 men would be thrown cut of employment.

Nearly all of the great inventions made during the

century which is about to close, have been more devoted to

the increase of production than to increase of le'sure. At
the present time, however, there seems to be a tendency to

appropriate more of the economics of invention by the

actual withdrawal of labor. Another effect of the change

would be to save time. The average schedule of speed of

horse cars is about six miles an hour, while that of electric

cars is about nine miles, the gain in time being three and

one half minutes per mile. The number of passengers

carried during the year ending June 30, 1S90, has been

estimated to be 2,000,000,000. Assuming the average

distance traveled by each of these to be half a mile, there

would be a saving of three and a half billion minutes,

which is equal to about 58,000,000 hours, or 5,800,000

days, allowing ten hours for aday'swoik. This time is

merely saved from the time that oiherwise would be spent

on the cars; wfcether it is to be spent to better advantage,

of course, cannot be determined. Dealing w iLh the matter

more in detail, the transfer appears much more compli-

cated. The manufacture of electric motors and
machinery will absorb a considerable part of the higher

class of labor engaged in general mechanical pursuits, and
the void thus left will be filled from the rural districts.

It will doubtless be found, after all the changes have been

made, that the ratio between the various occupations will

remain about the same, with perhaps a small falling off in

the numerical value of the agricultural population.

Bain*s Compensating Voltmeter.
Managers and superintendents of electric plants realize

the necessity for having reliable measuring instruments at

hand which will indicate instantly small changes in cur-

rent. With this fact in mind Foree Bain, of Chicago, has

designed several station instruments, in the operation of

which the forces of repulsion and attraction are utilized in

a compensating manner.

The motor or moving portion carrying the pointer is of

the lightest weight possible. The instrument combines

the effect of the dynamics of moving electric currents and

that due to electro magnetism, both affecting in a varying

but compensating manner the movable armature, which is

made of a small bit of chemically prepared sheet iron, one

fortieth of an inch in thickness. The moving portion

weighs only one sixtieth of an ounce complete, the

whole bemg mounted on very delicate trunnions. Thtre is
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sensitive, having practically no inertia. The indie; ting

pointer quickly and positively moves to new positions with

slight variations cf current. There is positively no con-

tinued oscillation, which so seriously affects the value cf

such instruments.

The voltmeter illustrated in the cut is wound with a re-

sistance wire which does not change in resistance but very

slightly with increased temperature, so thtt it may re-

main in circuit indefinitely.

The proportion of current necessary to operate these

instruments is extremely small. They have a scale from

to 150 volts and are wound for 15,000 ohms resistance.

BAIN S COMPENSATING VOLTMETER.

no appreciable friction. The pointer will come to rest

every time at the same postion, when not in use.

The controlling force is gravity, with the parts balanced

in such manner that its value is unchangeable during the

entire excursion of the responsive system. The two

forces, electro dynamic and electro-magnetic, act upon this

system from opposite sides, so that the increment of one of

the forces is coincident with the decrement of the other to

a degree that 15 exactly compensating. These forces in

the relation described neutralize any tendency to magnetic

lag or retardation. The instrument has no permanent

magnets which are subject to change of strength and to

tempered strain fracture. There are no large moving

masses of metal which require a large portion of the en-

ergy to operate them, and which arc otherwise objection-

able.

The instrument is absolutely dead-beat and yet extremely

NEW TYPE OF WOODEN TOOTHED GEARING.

therefore requiring only one hundredth of an ampere to

deflect the needle the full length of the scale.

The appearance is neat and substantial without being

clumsy. The brass case is circular in form and is firmly

mounted on a highly polished hardwood base. The re-

lation between the scale and the movab'e indicator is

firmly maintained by a metallic structure, the moving por-

tions are light, weigh about one-sixtieth of an ounce and

are of such shape that they may be readily duplicated.

The aluminum pointer extends over a mirror to an en-

graved metallic scale, so that an error by displacementj due

to parallax, may not be made when taking readings.

When used as a portable instrument, it may be hung on

the wall, or held in an upright position in the hand.

There instruments are made in single and double scale.

They are manufactured by the Knapp Electrical Works
of Chicago.

A New Type of Wooden Toothed Gear-
ing.

The gear wheel illustrated herewith is the invention of

T. J, McTigbe, of the firm of Barry 1.S: McTighe, electri-

cal engineers. New York, and is abcut to be placed upon

the market. This wheel is composed of a single iron casi-

ng, with a deep groove around the circumference, into

which are placed segmental blocks of wood, cut to the

exact angle required, after the manner of

a commutator. When the groove has teen

filled with these blocks, there is no room

whatever for circumferential play. The most

novel feature lies in the corstruction of the

blocks with two teeth on their outer ends,

and in the independent fastening cf each

block by a transverse bolt passing through the side walls

of the wheel, and through the block at a point com.

paratively near the pitch-line. By using a tough quality

of cast iron, the tightening of the bolts causes a

slight compression on the wood blocks, the result being

that there is no possibility of play taking place between

the blocks, and consequently they remain tight until the

teeth are worn out or broken. When they become worn

out or broken, so as to require renewal, it is only necessary

to withdraw the bolt which holds a particular block, then

remove the block and insert a new one. All of this can

be done without removing the wheel from its position in

the motor or on the axle. The construction is also adapted

to split gears for the car axles. The teeth, being made
with ordinary high speed wood shaptrs, are compara-

tively inexpensive and the entire renewal for a wheel is a

matter of small expense.
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Electricity at the World's Fair.

The department of electricity is making cver>' effort to

secure a complete collection of h;storicaI electrical appa-

ratus. Chief Barrett's assistant, E. E- Keller, has the

matter in hand and has opened correspondence with per-

sons supposed to have in their poscssion various devices of

this kind. The intention is to secure apparatus used bj
the old investigators in their researches, and to combine
this in an exhibit showing the progress of the science from,

as early a date as possible. There is doubtless coniider-

able apparatus of this nature in existence in Europe and in

America, and the problem is to get the possessors of these

relics to place them at the disposal of the department d
electricity. Mr. Keller is fully aware that it is no easy

task to which he has addressed himself, and he is anxicm
to have all persons having a knowledge of the existence of

anything in the line of historical electrical sppsri'.us

communicate with him and aid him in the location of ap-

paratus of interest.

It is the intention of the exposition authorities to install

a mammoth central station plant in the southern part cf

Machinery hall, which will be itself illuminated by 672 arc

lamps of 2,GOD candle power each. This plant will con-

sist of a number of model lighting and power stations in-

stalled by manufacturers of electrical machinery throughout

the world, according to their own designs, after appro-

val by the exposition management, thus giving each exhib-

itor of this class a distinct, modern, model lighting ao4

power station of his own construction shown in actual

operation. The various systems will thus be seen under

ever)'-day conditions.

Electrical Engineer Sargent and Luther A. Stieringcr,

who is at present working in conjunction with Mr. Sar-

gent, in the employment of the World's Columbian Exposi-

tion, have their headquarters in the office of the ccnstiuc-

tion department at Jackson Park. A force of twelve or

fifteen (fraughtsmen is employed under them on the plant

for the lighting and power installations.

The construction department is now perfecting plans foe

the location of restaurants, lavatories, cloak rooms and

offices in the electricity building for the consideration of

Chief Barrett and his assistant.

Prof. Barrett has received a second letter from Secre-

tary Hornsby, dated September 30th, which contains many
interesting allusions to the Frankfort exhibition and the

men back of it. Following are extracts:

"On Tuesday, the day after my arrival, I had the|plea=une

of dining with Herr Sonnemann. president of the exposi-

tion, Herr Oscar Von Miller, electrical engineer in chief,

Herr Stiebel, secretary,and a few other gentlemen who did

me the honor to be of a party invited to meet me. AftenvardI

took a ride on the famous Electra, the accumulator boat

being operated by Siemens & Halske on the Main. * *

On Wednesday I had the pleaiure of dining -with Dr.

AVortmann, chief engineer for Siemens & Halske, Herr

Fischer, chief engineer for Siemens Bros, of London,

and a party of gentlemen and several ladies. * * * »

Wood's Trailer Connector.
The trailer connector shown in the illustration is in-

tended to connect trail cars with the motor car for furnishing

current for lighting purposes. The case is made of

polished hard rubber and contains the binding posts for

the cord terminals. The projecting rattal plugs are not in

circuit until the two parts are locked together as designed.

It is therefore impossible to get the slightest shock by

handling when not connected. The device is made by

the Electrical Supply company, Chicago.

WOOD S TRAILER CONJv'ECTOR.

"They have a model theatre here, lighted by a direct car-

rent machine by Siemens i!i: Halske, that is simply great.

They have the current so controlled that they can present t

scene from nature, begining with the dawn, bringing for-

ward the light—sunrise, mid-day. evening, twilight, sunset,

dark, moonlight, with sun and moon represented—a scene,

in fact, that can give nature 'cards and spades,' and

beat her out, with never a flicker.

"Then there is a loan collection of paintings in three gal-

leries, lighted by different systems of reflection—one of

incandescent lamps by IL Poege of Chemnitz, which is

not good, and two arc light systems by S. Elster of Beriin,

one of which is simply perfect, in that ycu do net get a bad

ray of light in any part of a single picture, standing at any

point, and the light is exactly diffused over every part <£

the walls, high and low alike."

A cablegram from Berlin, dated October iSth. states

that Mr. Hornsby left the German capital for St. Peters-

burg on that day. The secretary applauds the Germans

for their excellent electrical machiner)-, but adds that

America is ahead in the every-day applications of electricitf

for commercial use.

Electrical Engineer Keller, at the expense of much time

and effort, has amassed much \-aluablc infonnation in relatiCE

to freight rates and tralltc arrangements for the fair. It ic

of practical interest to evcr>* electrical concern outside of

Chicago that intends to make a display.' Mr. Keller an-

nounces that the twelve principal freight and trattic associa-
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tions of the country have accepted the proposition to re-

turn free to the point of oiiginal shipment, over routes

first used, such exhibits as pay full tariff rates on the for-

ward journey. These twelve associations represent 230 of

the leading transportation lines. There are nearly 500

railroads not members of any traffic association; a great

many of these have indicated a willingness to be governed

in the matter of freight rates by the action of the associa-

tions. Twenty-four of these railroads have made half-

rates in each direction, while fifteen have granted free

transportation each wiy. A number of the Pacific steam-

ship lines and the Atlantic coast lines have volunteered

to carry freights for exhibition purposes without charge or

at very low rates. The Atlantic Transport line has vol-

unteered to carr^' handy packages from London to New
York without charge. Oa packages requiring expendi-

ture for handling there will be a charge to cover such ser-

vice. It is expected that a number of other steamship

lines will soon follow this example.

The following is a schedule of the current class rates of

the principal seaboard ports to Chicago in cents per roo

lbs. These rates include the terminal charges to cover the

placing of exhibits oa or adjacent to the place allotted in

the exposition, but do not include the installation.
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From the above rates it will be seen that freights from

New York to Chicago, including switching and placing

exhibits on alloted space and terminal charges, vary from J^

cent to 1/2 cents per ton mUe. The rates, of course, may
vary slightly before the opening of the exposition.

The foHoiving is the classification of the principal arti-

cles in the electrical line, and will enable an intending e.^-

fcibitor to arrive very closely at the cost of transportation:

Less than Car-
carloads, loads.

Carbons, electric light, boxed 2 4
Car trucks : , 4 5
Car wheels, loose or on axles 4 6
Care, street, electric and cable (minimum S 000
lbs) I

DvTiamos .".

Electric light globes (C. L. minimum weight
16,060) ,

Electric light hoods, nested solid....
Electric meters, boxed
Electric motors, same as dynamos
Electric instruments and fixtures, boxed
Engines and boilers, not exceeding 30 feet in

length., f .,

Engines and boilers exceeding 30 feet in length .

.

Engines, caloric, gas or naphtha
Engines, stationary
Fibre, vulcanized in packages
Glass insulators in barrels or boxe;
Graphophones in boxes.
Gutta percha goods
Head lights not boxed
Head lights boxed
Heaiej^ feed water
Instruments, electric telephones, telegraph
Insulating tape in packages
losnlator pins boxed
Insulators, porceUin or glass, boxed or in barrels..
Lamp4, incandescent in pkgs
Mica, boxed-
Phonographs, boxed
Pul'evs
(Jnidcsiiver in iron flasks

Shajtiog
Sbo-MT cases and cabinets, boxed and released
Sp^iaking tubM, tin, boxed
Telegraph brackets, boxed
Telcgra-.h '.r trl'^phone cables^..
Tele?r
Te:;, r.

Tele. :

Te:c^- , .

Telej-h:.:.: Lojic--. iiid initrameots boxed
T'»^. rr.«hanic», boxed
T-:!!-7 7y,'rt '^T stands
T « orcopper

t 3

3 5

5
.i

.1

5

4
4

J)

s

6

^
4

4
4

5

5

c

4

3 4

. . :. Lores or ke;£S
,

V;:r,.i,, ;,A.-rcU lyr casks
,

Wire, copper or }/r3x^

^Vjre, iosalated on r«U or coiLt

The figures refer to the classes mentioned in the preced

ing table.

It mtist be remembered that properly from foreign coun>

tries shotild be shipped 00 through-bill of lading to and

from Chicago, when there will be no charge from steamer

to rail and vice versa Freight charges on exhibits must be

prepaid at the point of shipment, the goods being deliv-

ered at the exposition clear of charges incident to their

iraaspoTtation. Exhibits under present arrangcmcntit will

b«E rct-jrned free to the seaboard port from which they were

shipped on forward journc>' and over the aamc rou't^s first

used. There ^il, however, be a charge of 8 cents per 100

\yi. for switching and handling exhibits from allotted space

to Jaoc^ioQ or intersecting points of railroads centering in

Chicago.

The above arrangements apply to almost all articles

exhibited in the electrical department. The direct

rail routes between New York and Chicago are; New'
York Central & Hudson River, Baltimore & Ohio,

Lehigh Valley, New York, Lake Erie & Western, .the

Pennsylvania lines. New York, Ontario & Western,

New York, West Shore & Buffalo, Delaware, Lacka-

wanna S: Western. Arrangements have been made for

storing eaiptycases and packing material as follows: For

removing, storing and returning empty cases and packing

material without insurance, 2 cents per cubic foot will be

charged. For the same service with insurance 2.'-^ cents

per cubic foot will be charged.

London Ifidustriis is authority for the statement that

'an electrical tramway will be built at Chicago on the

model of that at Buda Pesth by Siemens & Halske.

The Multiple Current.^

There are really two types of multiple current motors;
in one the field magnet is separately excited, in the other it

is excited by the armature.
In the first, or separately excited kind, the action is prac-

tically the same as in an ordinary single current machine,
except that there is some tendency to start. The efiicien-

cy is the same %vhether the machine is wound for a double
or a triple current. The only point to be noticed in com-
paring the double and single current machines is that the
output of a single current dynamo or motor is somewhat
less because the armature is not fully utilised, some of its

available surface not being occupied with wire. We find

ourselves in opposition to no less an authority than Herr
Dolivo Dobrowolsky as to the relative output of a triple

current machine when coupled with three independent cir-

cuits, that is to say, with six leads, and when coupled to
three leads. If the electromotive forces in the armature
circuits vary harmonically, we find the output with a given
number of armature turns, and the same size of copper,
and the same current density, whether coupled up to three
separate circuits or to three leads, will be the same. We
will leave the reader to form his own opinion; but, accord-
ing to our view, the efficiency of the triple current machine
is high whether used as a generator or motor.

Passing to the motor of the Tesia short circuited type,
we have a machine whose field is excited by armature re-

action. It was pointed out some three years ago by the
present writer that to make a TesIa motor efficient the ar-

mature wire must be large enough to carry the large num-
ber of ampere turns necessary for exciting the field magnet.
and that the best way of meeting the difficulty was to

make the armature large and to keep the air space small,

so that few armature ampere turns are necessary to excite
the field. It was suggested that the machine should
therefore be made with an armature of the Pacinotti type.
The Allgemeine Elect.ricit;T:ts Gesellschaft have come to

the same conclusion apparently, but have gone further,

adopting the embedded winding, which has the ad-
vantage of Pacinotti's teeth without the drawback of pro-
ducing useless Foucault currents that merely cause waste
of power. If the loss by the resistance of the copper of
the armature is kept down, there is no reason whatever to

suppose that a TesIa or Dobrowolsky motor is not just as
efficient as any other type.

It is urged that the triple current gives a more uniform
field than the double, and that the triple current as used
in Germany is, therefore, more efficient than the double as
u^ed in America. As the loss of efficiency due to the varia-

tion of the field throughout the period caused by a single

current is not appreciable in the ordinary alternate mach-
ine, even when the armature reaction is considerable, it is

hardly likely that there can be any loss to speak of with a
double current. Moreover, the closed field circuit is itself

of such low resistance that it takes currents which practi-

cally prevent any vaiiation of the field. A TesIa mo'or
with a double current may thus be made just as efficient

as with a triple current. It is moreover possible to design
the closed coils and magnet poles so that the variation of
field produces no waste of power by Foucault currents; in

fact, a machine could be made with no current in the
closed coils at no load. We do not, therefore, think that
there is any great need for the determination of the effici-

ency of such motors; the chief fault lies not in the real, but
in the apparent waste of power. The magnetic circuit is

excited by an alternate current, or rather by three alter-

nate currents. The result of this is that the current taken
by the motors is enormous, even when small air space
machines are used.

The great want at present is an alternate motor for com-
paratively small powers, such for instance, as 2 horse
power for use in connection with supply stations. In order
to use the triple current a three-lead system of conductors
mustbeused. This is a very serious drawback, and the
difficulty of measuring currents and powers in the circuits

is a great evil. If six leads are used there are, of
course, three independent circuits, and instruments can
be inserted in each in the ordinary way; but if the three
circuits arc run with only three leads the measurement
becomes troublesome, and, as far as we know, impossible.
To get over this difficulty Ilcrr Uobrowolsky prefers six

leads. It is possible, however, to bring six leads from the
dynamo, and to in.scrt measuring instruments in the three
independent circuits. The leads may then be combined
into three, and led round a \ONn, for instance, at 2,000
volts. At any house a triple transformer may then be
arranged with three primary circuits and six secondary.
The secondary circuits can then be measured as three in-

dependent circuits again. One triple or three ordinary
transformers can be used, as desired. Closed circuit triple-

current transformers will be a little more efficient than
three single current closed iron circuit transformers for ihc

From /n/JvitrUa, l^^ndon.

same total output. We are here again at variance with
Herr Dobro^volsky, but the same arguments apply to the
transformer? as to the dynamo. This gives the same effi-

ciency, as far as the copper is concerned. By combining
three closed circu ts into one triple current transformer the
weight of iron can be reduced a little, so a slightly higher
efiiciency is obtainab'e.

Schuckert & Co. exhibit a triple current transformer.
They also show some very interesting machines. Imagine
a direct current Gramme armature in a two-pole machine.
The armature turns may be connected up to a commutator
for giving direct currents in the usual way. Connections
may also be made from two opposite sections to two con-
tact rings and a single alternate current can be obtained.
If three contacts are made at equal intervals, a triple cur-

rent can be collected from three contact rings; and if four
connections are made at equal distances, two double cur-
rents can be collected from four contact rings. Messrs.
Schuckert make a machine with a direct current commuta-
tor, and several alternate current contact rings, all supplied
by one armature. The result is extraordinary. The
machine can be worked as a direct current dynamo,
exciting itself, and giving external current. It can also be
arranged to give a single, double or triple alternate

current at the same time, if the necessary contact rings are
supplied. In fact, such a machine can give as a dynamo
or take as a motor direct currents, and single, double or
any multiple alternate currents; it can act as a dynamotor.
converting any of these into any other, and all this is done
with one armature circuit. These machines have eight
poles, so they cannot be made to give high frequencies
but, of course, the same type of dynamo can be made with
more poles.

We have given so much space to the discussion of the
multiple current, because so much has been said about it

and so much is expected from it. We have reluctantly

come to the conclusion that it has no great future before it

and that it is not really the solution of the problem; and as
this opinion seems to be opposed to that of nearly the
whole electrical engineering world, we felt obliged to give
reasons to support it. The subject may be summed up
from our point of view as follows: For transmission of
large powers from one dynamo to one motor, or from

,

several dynamos in parallel to several motors also coupled
in parallel, the multiple current has some advantage in

starting. This is small, because there is no difficulty in

starting a large motor by means of cells or by starting the
dynamo and motor together. The multiple current also

has the advantage that a given machine will give a some-
what larger output becauss the whole of the available

armature space is utilized. These small advantages are

much more than counterbalanced by the extra cost of

insulating and installing three wires, even though the
weight of copper is the same in all cases. In addition to

this, a single alternate current transmission may supply
large motors, and may also feed lamps, etc., at the other

end, without a complicated three wire system. We there-

fore think that the multiple current has no advantages for

use in connection with large motors.
We turn now to the case of small motors on supply

circuits; and we assume that they cannot be made for

single currents. In order to let a supply company run
motors, it has to put down a special system of triple leads,

involving all sorts of complication, and puzzling consum-
ers, who hardly understand the ways even of a single

alternating current. The motors may be easily construct-

ed, and they may work very efficiently, but the large cur-

rents taken by them will give trouble if a high pressure

system with transformers in the houses is used. For
instance, if a 2 horse power motor takes ico volts and 70
amperes, it will need a 10 horse power transformer to

supply it. In addition to this it will need a special meter.

Of course condensers might be used to supply the exciting

currents, but loo-volt condensers are expensive to make,
and this adds to the cost. There is no difficulty in supply-

ing exciting currents by condensers at the station, but in

the case of motors this demands the large transformers

just mentioned. If the town is supplied by large trans-

formers, the exciting currents do not give much trouble,

as, unless a very large number of motors are used, the

transformers need not cost much more. In the case of

supply stations working lights, the multiple current allows

us to use motors too, but the price is a complicated system
of wires and transformers throughout the whole area The
probable demand for small motors is far too trifiing for it

to be worth while to alter a system merely to be able to

supply it. It would be much cheaper to run a third circuit

and use a direct current for motors and for elecJro-plating'

requirements.
We also fail to see that the triple current is any real

advance beyond the double current machine, to whose
development Mr. Testa has devoted so much energy. Mr.
TesIa, in America, and Messrs. Hutin and Leblanc, in

France, are making progress in the direction of splitting a

single into a double current by means of self-induction,

capacity and resistance suitably arranged. The solution

of the problem of small motors may lie in this direction,

but we do not think it lies in multiple current motors,

which do not fit the present systems of lighting.

In mines, especially in dangerous mines, where it is

most important that there should be no sparks, and where
simplicity is demanded, the multiple current will probably
come into general use; but at present it does not even
promise a solution of the problem of alternating motors on
supply circuits. What is asked for is a small motor to suit

existing aliernating circuits; what is olTered is a motor
which demands a new and complicated .system of supply

to operate it.

A lecture at Central Music hall, Chicago, has been
announced for Oct. 24th. The lecturer is C, S. Page and
the subject "What Is Electricity?"

Phosphorus is now being made by electricity. The
principal manufactory is in England, where, It is antici-

pated, fully 1,000 tons will be made annually.
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Electrical Statistics and the Census De-
partment.

Tlie National Electric Light association at ^[ontreal

discussed the action of Superintendent Porter of the census

department in ordering a discontinuance of the work in-

augurated in the electrical department and took measures to

signify the disapproval of the members. This action had

the effect of causing the secretary of the interior to call up-

on Superintendent Porter for a report upon this subject.

Mr. Porter has made an official report to Secretary Noble

which is appended:
"The wonderful advancement of the electrical science,

both in invention and successful application, occurring

during the last decade, induced this office, upon the solici-

tation of the National Electric Light association and other

interested parties, to institute preliminary inquiry— the

first investigation of that subject ever made under federal

authority, or by any government. For this purpose, Allen

R. Foote, an electrical e.xpert and author of national repu-

tation, and a most worthy gentleman, was strongly in-

dorsed by the National Electric Light association and a

large number of representative firms and public men. He
was appointed Dec. 4, 18S9, and has been indefatigable in

his efforts to push the work to completion.

"It is proper to observe, however, that when it was de-

cided to investigate this subject, it was not contemplated

that the scope of the inquiry would extend beyond certain

defined limits common to the special branches of product-

ive industry: Subsequently, however, upon consultation

with gentlemen interested in this subject, the schedules

were so broadened as to cover details that were regarded

as necessary properly to present the condition of these im-

portant industries, and the questions contained in the

schedules were approved by the National association, as

well as by electrical experts and others.

"Electrical science being a newly applied industry, the

cost of the investigation could not possibly be estimated

with accuracy nor even approximated, but as it progressed,

the expense, present and prospective, was found to be so

great that I felt unwilling to divert funds from other

branches of census work, and employ them in behalf of an

industry, however important, which would inevitably entail

larger outlay than could possibly have been anticipated.

"To meet this emergency a bill was introduced at the

last congress providing an appropriation of $50,000, to be

expended specifically in making inquiry into the electrical

art and industries, but it failed to pass. It then became
imperative to secure, if possible, the necessary returns by

correspondence, and although every effort had been made
in this behalf, the project did not yield satisfactory results.

The reason for this failure is peculiar and anomalous.

While the parties engaged in the various branches of elec-

trical industries were entirely willing to supply information

called for, they frankly admitted that they did not possess

the technical knowledge incident thereto, and hence none
but experts could secure the same in any other way save by

personal visit to each plant.

"Hence it was determinedto postpone further investiga-

tion until the Fifty-second Congress should assemble, thus

relieving the census office, temporarily, of further expense

in the premises, and accordingly an ordec issued to that

effect,

"Upon the representations, however, of Special Agent
Foote. concerning the non-advisability of completely sus-

pending the work, this order has been countermanded.

The inquiry will henceforth be conducted by correspond-

ence, so far as the same may be found practicable, with the

aid of one special agent in the field.

"It should be borne in mind, however, that similar action

of temporary suspension was taken with reference to all

other special branches of productive industry. It was also

found that the outlay required to complete the collection,

examination and tabulation of the manufacturing returns,

was so large as to render it impracticable to assign to this

branch a sufficient amount, from the funds remaining on

hand, to complete any part of the statistics of manufact-

ures. Hence I have been compelled to apply the remain-

der of the appropriation to the completion of the popula-

tion statistics and such other branches of census investiga-

tion as could, without great expense, be immediately con-

cluded, and meantime defer publishing the statistics of

manufactures, simply maintaining the current work of that

division until after the meeting of Congress, when an ad-

ditional appropriation shall have been secured.

"No one, more than myself, appreciates the high im-

portance and value of the investigation into the electrical

art and industries in connection with the presentation of

census statistics comprising all other productive industries

of the country.

"Prior to entering upon the electrical inquiry, the divis-

ion of transportation had been charged with the collection

of statistics relating to telegraphs, telephones and elec-

trical railroads, and the division of vital statistics trenched

somewhat upon the electrical lighting and surgical do-

main. These inquiries have been eliminated from other

divisions, and committed as an entirety to the division of

manufactures, and assigned to the branch of special inves-

tigation into the electrical industries, thus materially add-

ing to the cost as contemplated for the original inquiry.

"In order that some idea may be formed of the great ex-

tent and value of the work now involved in the census in-

quiry concerning electrical industries, it may be important

to state that there have been prepared for the collection of

statistics for the electrical industries for the eleventh cen-

sus nineteen schedules and as many supplements, covering

the following subjects:

"i. Schedules for Preliminary Information.

"2. Schedule for Educational Institutions giving a

course iu Electrical Engineering.

"3. Electric Light and Power Stations.

"4. Manufactures of Electrical Apparatus and Sup-

plies.

"5. Isolated Electric Light and Power Plants.

"6. Commercial Telegraph Companies.

"7. Commercial Telephone Companies.

"8. Steamboat Electric Light and Power Plants.

"g. Municipal Electric Light and Power Stations.

"10. Uses of Electricity in Medicine and Surgery

—

Manufactures of ;\pparatus.
"11. Uses of Electricity Jn Medicine and Surgery

—

Medical Colleges.
"12. Uses of Electricity in Medicine and Surgery

—

Hospitals.

"13. Uses of Electricity in Medicine and Surgery^
Physicians.

"14. Municipal Fire Alarm Telegraphs.
"15. Municipal Police Patrol Telegraphs.
"16. District Messenger Companies.
"17. Useof Electricity in Mining,
"iS. Telegraph Lines Used by Steam Railroad Com-

panies.

"ig. Electric Street Railroads.

"There have also been issued about fifty different forms

of printed letters of inquiry and transmittal, besides nu-

merous typewritten and form letters. In addition to the sta-

tistics provided for by these schedules, statistics are to be
collected by letter or by personal application on the fol-

lowing subjects:

"t. Scientific Electrical Instruments.
"2. Ocean Telegraphs.
**3. Electrical Distribution of Time.
"4. Uses of Electricity by the United States Govern-

ment.
"5. Electrical Tabulating Machines and Registers.
"6. Electroplating.
"7, Electro-Metallurgy.

''S. Electric Welding.
"9 Special Uses of Electricity by Steam Railroads,

such as:

"a. Telegraphing from Moving Trains.
"^. Special Uses of the Telephone.
"c. Block and Road-Crossing Signals.

"if. Electric Headlights.
"c\ Electric Train Brakes.
"y. Electric Train-Lighting.
''^. Uses of Electric Motors for operating Draw-

bridges, Turn-tables, Traveling Cranes, Hoists and Tel-

pherage.
"10. Electrical Patents issued by the United States.

"All advices received by me, concerning the inquiries

comprised in the schedules prepared under the direction of

Special Agent Foote, express the conviction that they are

skillfully drawn and thoroughly adapted to the purpose.

It is also indicated that those employed in the development
of electrical invention and industries will interest them-
selves, and cheerfully make response, a consummation of

supreme importance to the census office."

It is evident from this that the line of action for the

electrical people to follow is in the direction of securing an
appropriation from Congress which will enable the depart-

ment to complete the work now in hand.

Reorganization of the Westinghouse
Company.

The affairs of the Westinghouse Electric Manufacturing
company have occupied considerable prominence in the

electrical and financial world during the last year. The
reorganization of the company which is about completed
has been a topic of interest in business circles during the

week. The Daily Financial A'ews thus refers to the event:

"The advantageous position which the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing company will occupy in the elec-

tric manufacturing business upon the completion of the re-

organization could not well be brought out fully by the

circular of August Belmont & Co. of New York, and Lee,

Higgiuson & Co. of Boston, asking for subscriptions to

the 7 per cent, cumulative preferred stock of that company,
though they call attention to the fact that the outstanding

capital of the company, with its great manufacturing facil-

ities, will be only $4,000,000 of 7 per cent, preferred stock,

and about $5,000,000 assented common stock, leaving %i,-

000.000 for future operations.

"As reorganized, the company will be without debt, and
will have a cash working capital sufficient for all its pur-

poses when conducted on an economical basis: and this

basis has been attained by the economies which have been
enforced by circumstances and by a careful consideration

of the future needs of the company. At no period of its

existence has the company made such important advances
as during the past year in the quality and character of ap~

paratus manufactured by it; and particularly it has estab-

lished a reputation for street railway apparatus second to

none, and there have also been perfected during this period

new and important forms of generators for both direct and
alternating currents.

"From its inception, the Westinghouse company has re-

fused to grant licenses which could prevent it from con-

ducting business in any territory where the licensees should

become unwilling or unable to supply the public demand,
and in this respect the company stands alone among the

large companies in its perfect freedom from troublesome
obligations.

'

"It will be the policy of the company to cut down the

cost of selling its apparatus to the lowest possible figure in

order that its customers may enjoy the benefit of the low-

est prices that can thereby be established ; in fact, the pres-

ent low cost of seliing. wliich has been brought about by
rigid economy and necessity, with the large savings that

have been effected by consolidating the three compa-
nies into one, will give the company further very liberal

advantages in the direction of a reduction of the cost of

selling its manufactures and in the cost to its customers."

Direct Conversion of Heat into Elec-
tricity.'

That electric currents can be developed by the direct ap>-

plication of heat to the junction of two different metals,
which is the fundamental principle of the thermopile, was
discovered by Sccbcck in the year 1S23. As regards the
theory of the subject, Clausius suggested in it?o that "by
the molecular motion, which is termed heat, electricity is

driven from one material to the other;" and Kohlrausch's
theory of 1875 is somewhat similar in assuming that the
electric current is in some way connected with the flow of
heat, and vice versa. The discoveries of later yc.irs, cul-

minating in the researches of Hertz, prove, however, that
the electric current is merely the result of a certain vibra-
tory motion of the lumJniferous ether, and, therefore, in

accordance with the principles of the conservation of energy,
a certain definite quantity of heat can be converted into a
certain definite quantity of electricity without either loss or
gain of energy, and it is this meaning that is given to the
subject of this paper, conversion by a dynamo machine
being termed "indirect."

Proceeding then to calculate the absolute efficiency of
the ordinary means of producing the electric current by a
steam-driven dynamo, the electrical energy developed is

shown to be only 6.4 per cent, of the energy existing in the
coal burnt in the boiler; but even this low efficiency is

eighteen times greater than the direct conversion of heat
into electricity as furnished by a Xoe andClamond thermo-
battery, where the efficiency works out at only 0.35 per
cent, of the mechanical equivalent of the gas burnt. If

the high efficiency of the dynamo and steam engine in

themselves, as manufactured at the present day, be con-
sidered, it is clear that not much greater results can be ex-

pected in that direction; and the author has for some years
been experimenting in other directions, therefore, for ihe
direct conversion of heat into electricity.

The principal idea acted on at first was the heating of a
certain metallic salt in a platinum crucible, which should
form the positive pole of the element, and a carbon rod
immersed in the molten substance the negative pole; this

substance would part with its oxygen to the carbon, and
then be reoxidi^ed by contact with the air; and with this

form of apparatus, a mixture of caustic soda and carbonate
gave an electromotive force varying between 0.475 ^nd 0.4
volt, the "sodium blast" generated at the carbon point
burning at the surface with its characteristic yellow fiame,

accompanied with slight explosions. For the similar pot-

ash salts the electromotive force was between 0.4 and o 31
volt, ihe flame being violet and the burning more \'iolenE,

and forming a small display of fireworks. The adoption
of lead oxide resulted in a momentar}' high electromotive
force, and then a sudden collapse of the platinum crucible,

owing to the metallic lead reduced falling to the bottom
and eating through the platinum. The author was sur-

prised also to find that at the junction of the platinum con-
nection wire the crucible was also severely pitted, as the
current had never been short-circuited, and he has no valid

explanation to offer therefor.

After these experiments, the results of which did not
promise any simple solution of the problem, the author set

himself to improve, if possible, the thermo-battery, and
for which purpose attention was directed to the following

particulars:

1

.

The adoption of durable materials.

2. That the electromotive force and specific conductivity

should be as high as possible.

3. Improvements in the form of the element.

4. Improvements in the application of the heat. /. <., a
higher efficiency in the production of the heat itself.

Subsulphide of copper, in spite of its high electromotive

force, gave, on account of high specific resistance, a weaker
current than materials which gave only half its electromo-

tive force, and it was also found that, by a species of dry
electrolysis, granules cf metallic copper were formed
throughout the body of the material, and its use was.

therefore, discarded. A form of batter)- is described, and
which was exhibited at the meeting, consisting of tubes of

nickel and a special antimoniat alloy, which was found to

be very durable. This consisted of fifty elements in series

united in one casing, and gave an electromotive force of

3.5 volt, and an internal resistance, when hot, of 0.4 ohm.
with a consumption of 7,'+ cubic feet of gas per hour, and
the absolute efficiency is i.oS per cent., or three times that

of the existing thermo-batteries. Such a batter}- is almost

exactly equivalent to two Bunsen elements, and though it

is far below the dynamo in efficiency, sull it may te suit-

able for various small installations, and for experimental

work, owing to complete absence of polarir^tion, as the

electromotive force does not fall on short circuit. The
durability is enhanced by a regulator applied to the gas

supply to prevent any accidental overheating.

The author concludes by stating that ho hopes to pro-

duce cells which are the outcome of still later researches,

and in which the etliciency has been raised to over 5 per

cent., and thus almost capable of comi>oiing with the dy-

namo. The description of the construction is withheld;

but it is stated that one form is capable of continuously

furnishing current for eight 16 candle power lamps at a
consumption of 4. 5 pounds of coke per hour. This success

the author hopes still further to .idv.ince. and thereby ex-

ceed the efficiency of the dynamo system as a converter of

heat into electrical energy.

So large a part does the great Thomson-Houston factory

at Lynn. Mass., play in the alTairs of that city that the

Lynn Daily Press maintains a regular department of

news items gathered at the factory headed "At the Elec-

tric Works." This appears daily.

A method of electrolytic bleaching has lately been pat-

ented in Germany, which consists in passing the textile or

other material to be bleached between rolls serving as

anode and cathode respectively, the electrolyte being

used to saturate the fabric itself. Several pairs of rolls

can be used, the anode and cathode being alternately the

upper, so that both sides of the stutT are subjected to the

bleaching .iction of the products of electrolysis.

I. Abstract of a pepcr read by R. J. Golchcr before the Berlin

Academy of Scieooe.
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New York Notes.

New York, Oct. 17, iSgr.—The few mishaps which

have occurred of late on electric roads seem all to have

been on Long Island lines. The last accident occurred on

the Flushing and Cottage Point electric road where the

latter crosses the Whitestone branch of the Long Island

railroad. At this point there is a sharp bend in the steam

railroad track. Just before reaching this p.lace a coupling

pin on a passing freight train broke, and the electric car

ran across the track directly in front of the approaching

section of the freight. The car was hit about the center,

lifted from the tracks and ianded about fifty feet away.

It is said that the car, which was a total wreck, was

valued at between $4,000 and $5.ooo- The sole occu-

pants of the car were two teachers on their way to school.

They were pinned down by the wreckage for some time,

but were not seriously injured.

At a recent meeting of the American Society of Railroad

Superintendents held at the Hotel Brunswick in this city,

a committee from the Train Dispatchers* association was

present and submitted a proposition suggesting changes

which were deemed important in the method of telegraph

despatching.

The other evening an illustrated representation of the

"Passion Play" of 1S9O at Ober-Ammergau was given by

Marion Kerner for tbe benefit of the New York Telegraph

club.

An electric signaling system in New York by which a

policeman on post can communicate through the central

office with his precinct has at last been found to be an ab-

solute necessity. Accordingly the Police Boards in execu-

tive session last week decided to ask the Board of Esti-

mate and Apportionment for |i03,ooo for an electric signal

ing system, and ^75,000 for an improved telegraph sys-

tem. The need of this system has been under discussion

since 1SS6, when the police commissioners obtained $100,-

000 for the same. It was then decided to adopt the Her-

zog system but an objection was lodged by the Gamewell

Fire Alarm Telegraph company, and the matter has

dragged along until the present time. It is claimed that

the $200,003 on hand will not defray the expense of more

than one quarter of the signaling system.

The tower of the Madison Square Garden, which for

over a year has been slowly rearing its head above the

roofs of surrounding buildings, received its finishing

touches last week, and has just been opened for public

inspection. From the ground to the electric light on the

forehead of the statue of Diana, which surmounts the

tower, the distance is 341 feet. By night the tower

will be a biaze of incandescent lights, i.ood of which are

osed in outlining the tower's majestic proportions. The

crescent in the goddess' forehead is made of prisms of

cat glass, and the light is furnished by 200 incandescent

lamps. In the lighting of the arcade, the roof garden,

and the tower there will be used over 2,500 incandescent

lamps. The search light is one of the most powerful in

the countr)-, and the current used in it is said to be over

100 amperes. Before long an illuminated clock, with

chimes and having a dial 22 feet in diameter will be

placed on the face of the tower.

The Edison General Electric company has declared its

eighth quarterly dividend of 2 per cent, on all of the stock

of the company, due and payable on Nov. 2d at the office

of the comvjany, to holders of record Oct. 12th.

The Second Avenue Electrical railway of Brooklyn,

has in view the extension of its line in several directions,

and plans are being prepared to this end. One line is to

run from Bensonharst to West Brighton and Fort Hamil-

ton, while a more extensive branch proposed is from

Thirty-ninth street ferry to Greenwood and then to Flat-

bush. A line from the ferry to the bridge is also talked

of.

The Newark Passenger Railway company is getting

aoxiooii, and has decided not to wait for the decision of the

cotirts in what is known as the Halscy case, in which its

rights to erect poles despite the objection of property

owners is questioned. It has decided to equip its road

between Newark and West Orange with the overhead

electric system at once.

The work on the electrical building of Wcstcyan Univer-

sity at Mtddletown. Conn., is being pushed to completion

ai rapidiy as posiiUe, and mos* of the apparatus for the

new dcparLmetit has already been received. The work of

pasting the dynamos in position in the Andrus building

has been completed and the large engine has been started.

It 13 proposed to supply electricity for c;tpcTimcnlal pur-

poses and also for the lighting of all the laboratories and

the Irbrary, and eventually the rest of the buildings on the

campm.

Reports from Washington state that Attorney-General

Charles F. Tabor of this state, has filed a motion in the

Supreme Court of the United States to dismiss, affirm or

advance the cases of Charles McE lvalue and Nicolo

Trezza, the condemned murderers, who are confined in

prison at Sing Sing under sentence of death by electricity.

Both cases are before the Supreme Court -on appeals from

the decision of the circuit court of the southern district of

New York, denying an application for a writ of habeas

corpus.

The suit of the United States, against the Central Paci-

fic Railroad company, the Southern Pacific company,

and the Western Union Telegraph company, will receive

a hearing on Nov. 2d also before the United States Su

preme Court at Washington. Among other things the

government asked that a certain contract between the Cen-

tral Pacific Railroad company and the Western Union Tele-

graph company be set aside and canceled, and that the

Central Pacific be directed henceforth to operate its tele-

graph lines without discrimination. The suit was origin-

ally brought before Justice Field, but he declined to hear it

owing to the fact that two of his brothers were interested

in the Western Union Telegraph company, which is a

necessary party to the suit.

Cable dispatches from London say that owing to the

severe storm in England the telegraph wires are prostrated

and communication with the coast and between

the larger cities is a matter of difficulty and

is coupled with considerable delay. The wind storm,

which caused serious interruption in telegraphic communi-

cation, soon developed into a furious gale, and resulted in

an interruption or almost complete cessation of telegraph-

ing throughout the southwest portions of England and the

south of Ireland and in Wales

H. Ward Leonard has been obliged to postpone for one

month the reading of his paper which was to be presented

before the American Institute of Electrical Engineers on

the evening of Oct, 27th. A paper, by A. E. Kennellyof

the Edison laboratory, on "Magnetic Reluctance," has

been substituted.

F. S. Hastings, secretary of the Edison Electric Light

company, has issued a notice to the efl'ect that the annual

meeting of the stockholders for the election of thirteen

trustees to serve for the ensuing year and for the transac-

tion of such other business as may come before the meet-

ing will be held at the office of the company. No 44 Broad

street, New York city, on Tuesday, Oct. 27, iSqi, at

12 o'clock neon. The polls will be open at 12 o'clock

noon and will remain open for the reception of votes until

I P. M. Transfer books will be closed at 3 o'clock p. m,,

Oct. 17th, and will leopen jt 10 o'clock a. m Oct.

28th. F. L. P.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Milwaukee, Oct 17.—Henry Villard spent last Satur-

day and Sunday in looking over his immense properties

here. It was the longest vibit he ever madelo Milwaukee,

and he seemed to be greatly pleased with his invest-

ments and the way they were turning out. In no other

place in the world, he said, could be found the system

which had been adopted in Milwaukee. From one com-

mon center was furnished the power wiih which lo propel

the street cars, operate machines and appliances of manu-

facturing plants and run sewing machines, etc., in private

houses, and furnish current for incandescent lights for

residences and stores throughout the city. It was the

finest electrical system in the world, he declared, and the

most important electrical enterprise in which he was in-

terested. His attention was called to a statement that

Edison had about perfected an electrical locomotive for

him and that it would be tried between Chicago and Mil-

waukee. He replied that for years he had been trying to

get an electrical engine made and that Edison had recently

been considering plans for one. He had given lulison a

time-table on a road running between Chicago and Mil-

waukee in order that the inventor might get an idea of

what was required of him. No electrical locomotive of

this character, he declared, was then In existence.

Villard and Washington Becker had a quiet talk on

Monday, and it was supposed that the sale of the latter's

road to the former was the subject of their conversation.

.
Before the conference, Mr. Villard had openly staled that

Mr. Becker had offered some months before to sell his

street railway system, but had asked too high a price for

it. He bad added that he would buy the Becker line

whenever he could secure it at what he considered a

proper figure. Mr. Becker had likewise confessed lo

negotiations v/ith Villard last spring, but had added that

they found it impossible to agree upon terms, and that the

deal fell through on that account. Their conference on

Sunday was quite a long one, but both declared that they

did not discuss the sale of the Becker line. There is no

doubt, however, that Villard is bent upon acquiring every

foot of street railway in Milwaukee. He already has the

Cream City and Milwaukee City lines; he will have the

Hinsey road as soon as the litigation between the owners

is decided, and only the Becker line is needed to complete

the list. It is generally realized, however, that he is

giving Milwaukee a splendid street railway system. The
Farwell avenue line, which is the first one to be completed,

is said by experts to be the best piece of overhead electric

railway in the world. It has worked smoothly from the

start, and nothing could be more comfortable than riding

in the cars. The road bed is very solid, having been built

like that of a steam railway; girder rails have been used,

and the motors and appliances are the very best. Between

1,200 and 1,500 men are engaged in similarly transforming

the other lines of the Villard system.

The city is again in trouble about electric lights. The
contract with the Badger Illuminating company will expire

in December, and there is no certainty of a new contract

being made in time. Some time ago the city began to take

the necessary steps to secure bids, but the Badger com-

pany enjoined it, and the matter was tied up in court for

about two months. A decision was finally rendered in

favor of the city, and bids were advertised for as soon as

possible. The Milwaukee Power & Light company, the

Badger company's only rival, was the only bidder. It

offered to furnish ^50 or more electric lights, of 2,000

Eominal candle power, at $87.50 per light per annum on a

three-year contract, and $82.50 on a five-year contract, the

overhead system to be used For an underground S)stem,

ornamental iron posts to be used, the bidding company

asked $96,25 per lamp per annum on a three-year contract

and $92.31 on a five year contract. The Western Electric

system is used by the company. The company made a

condition that it be allowed the use of the city's conduits

for police and fire alarm telegraph wires unlil it could lay

its own conduits. No bond accompanied the bid, so that

it was purely informal, and the city is not bound by it in

any way. The matter is now pending in the common
council. The Badger company is still likely to secure the

new contract. The city charter gives the council the right

to make contracts for patented articles without going

through the formality of receiving bids, and this gives the

Badger company another chance. President Wall of the

Badger company stales that he is ready to talk business

with the cily at any time.

Prof. Warren S. Johnson of the Johnson Electric Serv-

ice company has invented a railway system for transmit-

ting mail and small express packages with great rapidity.

The Rapid Post and Packet company, with a capital stock

of $r,ooo oco, has been formed to introduce the system.

Franc's Hinton of the Illinois Steel company, H. C.

Frick, the Pennsylvania coke king, and L. Norrieof New
York, the Gogebic iron mining man, are interested in the

enterprise. Patents have been applied for both in this

country and England, Austria, France, Germany and Italy

The railway, Prof. Johnson states, may be either elevated

or underground. The chief principle of it is a series of

impulsions, electricity playing a secondary part. Prof.

Johnson states that it will convey a package from Milwau-

kee to Chicago in thirty five minutes, and from Chicago to

New York in six hours. The railway will cost $15,000 a

mile. The vehicles of transmission are small cars, which

will carry 100 pounds each. One of these cars can carry

1,000 letters. The packages will be limited to twenty

pounds and to from two to three feet square in size. The

actual cost of sending one of these cars to Chicago will be

just$r. The system has been tested at short distances,

and has worked satisfactorily, Prof. Johnson says, and its

nature is such that if it works all right at short distances it

will work all right at any distance. Prof. Johnson declines

to give away any more specific information concerning the

patent. He avers, however, that il is not a pneumatic

tube arrangement, and that no engines, trolleys, mo-

tors or cables are retjuired. Several Chicago men are

interested in the enterprise.

In the common council an ordinance is pcntling to give

the Milwaukee Street Railway company the right to build

over Michigan street bridge from East Water street, along

Sycamore, Fifth, Clybourn and Sixth streets, and over

the Sixth street and First avenue viaducts- It will form

an entirely new line, and besides will permit of the running

of cars directly between the two depots. The present

tracks on Huron and Clybourn streets will be torn up if the

new road is built.

The common council has refused to declare the Western

Union overhead wire system a nuisance, and the telegraph

people will be allowed to string aerial cables in alleys.

The telephone wires in the territory .'timed at arc already

underground.

Henry C. Payne, Villard's Milwaukee represenLatiyc,

states that some of the double-decked streets cars like those
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made at Pullman will be ordered for the Milwaukee Street

Railway company. They would be just the thing for some

of the Milwaukee lines.

In the Superior Court the trial of the case of I-' red Will

against the West Side Railway company resulted in a

verdict for the company. He had been injured by an

electric car and sued for $5,000 damages. The court held

that the plaintiff, instead of proving negligence on the

part of the company, had been guilty of negligence him-

self.

With the roads that are being operated and those that

are being rebuilt, Milwaukee has just 106 miles of electric

railway, single tiack. The Becker s}stem is 21

miles long and the Hinsey system 14 miles long, and

both are now operated by electricity. The Villard sys-

tem, which is being rebuilt, has a total length of 71

miles. In the spring all of these systems will be ex-

tended, and by next fall it is probable that Milwaukee will

have 150 miles of electric railway, counting the suburban

roads, of which there are now three. C.

PERSONAL.
J. W. Dickerson, editor, and Irving Washington, busi-

ness manager, have both severed their connection with

Electricity.

Thos. L. Townsend with the Partrick i5c Carter company,

Philadelphia, is now making an extended trip through the

West, taking in all the principal cities. Mr. Townsend is

now in Omaha and from there will go through the South-

west.

C. E. L. Brown, one of the most widely known electrical

engineers of Europe, will retire, it is said, from the

Oerlikon Works, near Zurich, in Switzerland, at the end of

the present month. Mr. Brown's future movements will

be watched with interest by electricians in this country and

abroad.

L. Knowles Perot, electrical engineer with the Equitable

Engineering & Construction company of Philadelphia, has

been appointed assistant engineer of the company. Mr.

Perot is an energetic and pushing man, and those who
know him will agree that the Equitable company showed

good judgment in making this appointment. He is a

college graduate, but in addition to a thorough theoretical

training he has the advantage of having taken the expert

course at the Thomson-Houston factory at Lynn. Mr.

Perot and Chief Engineer W. A. Stadelman will look after

the interests of their company at the Pittsburg convention.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Cataract Electric company of Buffalo, N. Y.; capital

stock, $40,000; manufacturing and using electricity for

light, heat and power.

Granite City Electric company, Barre, Vt.; capital stock

$50,000; generating electricity for light and power; E. D.

Blackwell, Montpelier, Vt.

Alexander-Chamberlain Electric company, New York

city, N. Y.; capital stock, $1,000; electrical engineering,

construction of electrical works, etc.

A. C. Seibold company, New York City, N. Y.; capital

stock $5,000; to manufacture and sell electrodes for arc

lamps and other devices used in electric lamps.

Glenwood Heights company, Charleston,W. Va. ; capital

stock, $52,000; to maintain and operate electric lights and
furnish the same for light, heat and power; J. B. Floyd,

Charleston, W. Va.

Cumberland Electric company (incorporated in W. Va),

Pittsburg, Pa.; capital stock, $100,000; manufacturing,

constructing and operating all kinds of electrical apparatus

for light and power, and all other business for which elec-

tricity may be applied; J. F. Brown, Charlestown, W.
Va.

Bates &: Blake Electric Railway Conduit company,
Waterloo, Iowa; capital stock, $1, 000,00c; to manufacture

and sell "Bates and Blake's electric railway conduit and
trolley," also railway supplies in general; F. C. Piatt,

Waterloo, Iowa.

Hydro Electro Vacuum company. Chicago, III.; capital

stock, $500,000; to manufacture and sell the Ilaughawont
Hydro Electro Vacuum depurators, rectal, vaginal and
nasal douches; Briggs & May, room 705, 85 Dearborn
street, Chicago, 111.

Butler Electric Light iS; Gas company, Butler, Mo.

;

capital stock, $[5,000; to buy, own, operate and control the

material, machinery, devices and appliances for manufact-
uring gas and electricity for lights, illumination, etc. ; Geo.
M. Canterbury, Butler, Mo.

Franklin Electric company (incorporated in W. Va.),

New York, N.Y. ; capital stock, $5,000,000; to manufact-
ure, sell, lease, use, maintain and license primary and sec-

ondary batteries, motors and machines for supplying light,

heat and power by electricity, contracting for same; H.
M. Mansell, 45 Broadway, New York.

Crouch-Houston Electric & Manufacturing company,
Eugene, Ore.; capital stock, $1,000000; to purchase,

own, hold, use. sell, rent and dispose of any and all letters

patent and inventions of whatever name and nature hereto-

fore patented to Frank J. Crouch, and especially the

invention of Frank J. Crouch called the Crouch safety

dynamo; Frank J. Crouch, Eugene, Ore.

ELECTRIC LIGHT.
An electric light plant is proposed for St. Elmo, Tenn.

The council at Greenville, O,, has rejected all the bids

for the proposed electric light plant, and will advertise

anew.

The Thomson- Houston Electric Light and Power com-
pany, of Sharon, Pa-, has been formed with $30,000
capital.

The lighting of a mine by electricity has been such a

success at Lcisenring No. i in the Connellsville coke
region that the Frick Coke company will light all its shafts

by the same means.

The Manufacturers' Investment company at Madison,
Me. , is said to be installing one of the finest electric light

plants in Maine. The installation embraces both incan-

descent and arc dynamos, and is being erected by the

Thomson- Houston company.

Articles of incorporation were filed October 15th with the

secretary of state of Indiana by the Logansport Elec-

tric Light & Power company of Logansport, Indiana;
capital stock, $60,000; directors, R. T. McDonald, Joseph
Seiter, Victor E. Seiter, Brainard Rorison and Edward J.
Hat home. -

The Bath & Hammondsport Railroad company is

negotiating with the Thomson- Houston Electric Light
company for a plant to light its docks, yards, shops and
depcts in Hammondsport, N. Y. The business men at

that place are also agitating the question of electric light,

and if the railroad company decides to put in a plant, it

will probably be done in connection with the one for the

village.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
A new electric line is building at Santa Rosa, Cal. It

will run from the railroad station to the Pacific Methodist
college.

A franchise has been granted to the Hammond, Ind.,

City Railway company by the city council to operate an elec-

tric street railway on the principal streets. The Pullmans
are said to be backing the venture.

Eight of the nine generators for the power bouse of the

Rochester, N. Y., Railway company have already been in-

stalled. At present the company has 100 motor cars. Of
this number 71 are in daily operation. Eleven other cars

are mounted on trucks, and will be fitted for extra use as

fast as workmen can adjust the necessary machinery. The
eleven remaining cars of the 100 will be mounted as soon
as the trucks arrive.

A contract has just been close<i by the Short Electric

Railway company, covering the equipment of four of five

street railways in and around Wilkesbarre, Pa. The
Wilkesbarre & Wyoming Valley Traction company has

been formed to consolidate the railways in Wilkesbarre and
the long, narrow valley containing a number of prosperous
townships. The system is to be equipped electrically at a

cost of over $200,000.

TRADE NOTES.
The offices of the Hunt Engineering company have

been removed from Brooklyn, N. Y., to 126 Liberty street.

New York city.

The Ferracute Machine company, manufacturers of

presses, dies, etc., of Eridgeton, N. J., are getting out

some new lines of presses for electrical work, and have
just issued catalogues describing them.

The Stock Quotation company of New York is to em-
ploy storage batteries in place of primary cells to supply
current for its system. Truax & Vail of New York have
secured the contract to supply accumulators.

The Central Electric company feels happy over the fact

that its sales of Packard high grade incandescent lamps
are constantly increasing, and repoits that there is a great

tendency towards using better material in electric light

construction.

Okonite tubing, which is being introduced for special

insulating purposes, is composed of a tough and almost
indestructible compound, and has all the high insulating

qualities that the Okonite wires possess. It is not in any
way affected by exposure, or by the action of the elements.

L. J. Wing & Co. of 126 Liberty street, New York,
have taken the general agency of the Barriett motor and
dynamo. A number of valuable improvements on these

machines have been made. Wing ..*<: Co. re[)ort having
a number of sales in the short time in which they have had
the agency.

George Cutter has further improved his magnetic cut-

out by adding a lightning arrester attachment, thus making
a double safeguard in one very simple instrument. His
new station cutout is put up on a neat slate base, and will

impress the visitors at the street railway convention.

The Jackson-Cornish Electric company has opened a fac-

tory at 203-207 South Canal street. Chicago, where it will

deal in electrical supplies, and do a general construction

and repair business. Mr. Jackson had been with the

Northwest Thomson-Houston company, St. Paul, as su-

perintendent four years-

The Crocker-Wheeler Motor company, New York city.

has placed D. Herbert Jeffery, formerly general manager
of JelTery & Co., Jersey City, N. J., in chargeof itsoflices.

handling its large correspondence, management of records,

etc. This step has been found necessary to relieve the
other olTicers of the company of these duties, andioenabie

them to devote their time exclusively to the work of their
departments-

The Knapp Electrical Works. Chicago, have just put
upon the market a complete line of railway supplies. They
will send a descriptive pamphlet to those interested. The
wire handled by the Knapp Electrical Works, Chicago, is

moisture proof, has a rubber tape and braid, and. it is

claimed, is in great demand for street railway work.

The Delaware Hard Fibre company of Wilmington,
Del., is enlarging its plant with the object of doing special
work in making up fibre into the various forms in which it

is used. The company has a well-equipped machine shop
where dies are made and fibre cat, and pressed into almost
any form desired. This is something of a departure in the
business, and electricians will undoubtedly be glad to
know that they can get fibre cut and finished as described.

The Williams Engine company was incorporated last

week at Baltimore. The capiul slock is$50.coo, in shares
of $10.00 each. The stock is to be fully paid up at par
before any work is done. The directors are James B.
Macneal. W. S. Williams, Samuel T, Williams. Edward
L. Torsch, Thos. D. Hooper, C. P. Lawrenson, J. Vernon
Campbell. The company has considerable work ahead,
and as soon as the plant is all in. it e,xpects to build en-
gines up to 250 horse power.

As claimed in a recent circular issued by the Elektron
Manufacturing company of Springfield, Mass,, the princi-
pal points of excellence of the Perret electric motor are
high efficiency, low speed, full power, perfect automatic
regulation, no sparking under changing load, extreme
simplicity, unequalled durability and greatest economy.
The advantages of electric power are set forth, and the
Perret motor described in detail, with illustrations. A
number of testimonials are added at the back of the pam-
phlet.

The Duplex Rotary Engine company is showing one of
its engines at the exposition at Chicago, coupled directly
to a Thomson- Houston dynamo, which is furnishing light

for a real estate display. The engine occupies but little

space and appears to have a very steady motion, a re-

quisite for electric light use. These engines are being
built at 215 E. Superior street, Chicago, and, if the claims
made for them, are supported by experience in practice,
they will, undoubtedly, come into general use for the
running of generators.

The Franklin Electric company of New York city
was incorporated last week to manufacture, sell, lease,

use and maintain primary and secondary batteries, motors
and machines supplying for light heatand powerbyelectri-
city. The incorporators are George B. Waterhouse,'Pa5saic,
N. J., Frank K. Irwing, Brooklyn, X. Y.. Henrv M.
Munsell, New York, A. Scott, Brooklyn, N. Y., HenV)- B.
Key, New York. This company, it is believed, will endeavor
to develop the storage battery car business. Much
is expected of this corporation.

The Roessler & Hasslacher Chemical company, New
York, reports increased demand for Isolatine paint which
it is introducing in the market for insulating purposes. It

is claimed for this paint that it combines the meritorious
features of asphalt and metal paints and that it always
remains pliable, never cracks or peels off; is of the highest
electrical resistance and is not affected by solutions of acids,

alkalies and salts; is not changed by natural temperatures,
and produces a fine glossy black surface; in short, that it

is an excellent protector of iron and wood under all circum-
stances.

The Electric Merchandise company, Chicago, reports
sales of Burton electric heaters last week to the following
companies: Spokane Street railway. Spokane, Wash.; Dan-
ville Electric railway, Danville, III.; Stillwater Electric
railway. Stillwater, Minn. ; Terre Haute Street Railway
company, Terre Haute, Ind.; Burlington electric railway,
Burlington, la.; Reading & Southwestern railway, Read-
ing, Pa.; Eau Claire Street railway. Eau Claire, Wis.;
People's street railway, Springfield. III.; Salt Lake Rapid
Transit company, Salt Lake City, Utah; Minneapolis
Street Railway company, Minneapolis, Minn ; Electrical
Supply ^S: Construction company. Pittsburg, Pa.; Pullman
Palace Car company, Pullman, 111.; Windsor ^ Sandwich
railway, Windsor, Canada. The success of electric heating
is fully demonstrated, and the advantages of the Burton
company's method seem to be realized by managers of
electric roads.

H. Ward Leonard announces that he has perfected his

new method of operating electric motors to such an extent
that, by a slight modification in a central station plant
which will not in any way atTect the operation of existing
devices, he will be able to control any motor upon the
circuit so that it will operate in either direction and
automatically at any desired speed and torque, and with
perfect efficiency under all conditions. Mr. Leonard's
first development of this method made it necessar>' when
using a motor on a central station circuit to use the
equivalent of a transformer of the energj-. In his latest

development no transforming of the energy is required, it

is claimed. The first cost, he says, will be no higher than
that for shunt motors in use to-day, and yet all the ad-
vantages of the perfect control will be secured. No change
in the generators, conductors or translating devices of the

present stations will be required in order to accomplish this

result.

The Patton motor Manufacturing company of Chicago
announcesthat it has secured several contracts forthe type
of motor cars now being built at Pullman for the Patton
company. These motor cars do not depend on any out-

side source for their supply of energy. There are neither

overhead lines requiring poles nor underground conduits,

but the energ>' for each car is generated by a small plant

carried on the car. This plant is composed of a gasoline

engine, dynamo, motor and accumulator and is housed
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in a small space, six feet square. The engine is geared

direct to the dynamo by means of a friction pulley. The
normal pressure to operate the car is derived from the

dynamo. There exists a constant generating power, and
- when the car is des.cendiDg a grade, carrying a light load,

or standing still, the surplus current is utilized to charge

accumulators, which are used when an excess of the

normal power is needed. These accumula'ors always

ready to take up the surplus current when the motor is

doing but little work, and return it when more power is

needed. The engine is autoraatically supplied with

gasoline. Only one man stationed upon the platform is

required to operate the car, as the mechanism may be

controlled from either platform.

On October 6th the successful firm of Alexander, Barney

_ & Chapin, of New York, completed the first year of its

business life. The business has grown with great rapidity.

. On October 6, 1893, the firm opened a store at 20 Cortlandt

street, occupying a space about 30 feet front by 130 feet in

depth; the entire force consisted of seven men. On the

first day, which was given up largely to the hospitalities

of house warming, twenty-five orders were booked, and
those twenty-five customers still remain on the books of the

firm. The number of employes has now increased to

twenty-eight, while the number of customers has reached

the astonishing figure of about 2,000, and the floor space

occupied has been doubled. When it is considered that

the businees of this firm has come almost entirely from

central electric lighting stations, isolated plants, bell hang-

ers and construction companies, the volume of trade with

the house of "A.. B. & C," is amazing. The electric rail-

way supply business, which has, with some electrical sup-

ply companies, coaipensated for the present competition in

.the electric lighting field, has not heretofore been sought

after by this firm, but encouraged by the support it has

received from their present customers, it is about to open a

department for the manufacture and sale of electric speci-

alities, which, as it will be the only one of its kind in the

-East, will assuredly be as profitable as the departments for

household goods and electric light supplies.

BUSINESS,
The New York' salesrooms of the Phcenix Glass

company will be located at 42 Murray street after Novem-
ber I St.

W. C. Sterling has recently landed at Monroe, Mich., a

raft made up of 17,000 cedar poles and a large amount of

cedar timber which will be converted into ties for electric

street railway use. These poles have been selected for

citj' use. Mr. Sterling is prepared to fill orders for poles

or ties on short notice.

Dry batteries have become a leading and staple article

in the electrical business, and electricians and others in-

terested in that class of work find them possessing many
advantages for certain uses over the old form of liquid

cells. One of the most successful of dry batteries is the

Ajax, made by the Electrical Supply company. It seems
to answer all conditions satisfactorily to consumers.

The Pond Engineering company reports a large demand
for Armington &: Sims engines for driving dynamos. It

is now furnishing engines for the State Insane Asylum,
San Antonio, Tex. ; Pacific Branch National Soldiers'

Home, Santa Monica, Cal.; Traverse City .Asylum, Trav-

erse. City, Mich; Waterloo, III., Electric Light company;
Provident Life Assurance building, Waco, Tex.

H. Ward Leonard & Co. now have on exhibition at their

ofnces in the Electrical Exchange building,No. 136 Liberty

street. New York, a Crocker-Wheeler motor, operating

nnder Mr. Leonard's new principle for controlling the

speed, torque and direction of rotation of electric motors.

The motor is made to perform various tasks in such a

manner as to clearly show the principle used and the facil-

ity with which either the speed or torque is controlled.

The'Fontaine Crossing company, Detroit, manufacturer

of high speed engines and low speed dynamos, is making
a class of apparatus that is claimed to be specially adapted

for steamboats and isolated plants in general, and is

meeting with most satisfactory results. While compara-
tively a new company, quite a number of installations have
already been made, and the outlook for the future is very

bright. C. F. Dunderdale, 356 Rookery, is the Chicago
agent.

Men who know W. B, Grimes of Kansas City. Mo.,
will understand why the American Elevator company of
New Voric values the following extract from one of Mr,
Grimes' letters relative to an electric elevator installed for

passenger service in one to his buildings, and recently

illustrated in the Wkstek:.' Electrician: "I am at this

moment in receipt of the bill showing the current the

elevator used in June, i3<>i, amount to $18,76, which,

of course, I conr'Jtr 2 very light expense indeed. I think

you can ccr. . ;rsclvcs that you have a motive

power far r nnd effective than any that has
ever been . ; by hydraulic or steam, in my
jtidgment. and one that will sapcrsedc all others."

The 6rst elcralor to be operated after the plan devised

by H. Ward L«OMrd was tested on Thursday. Oct. Oth,

at the central station of the Ediv^n Elcnric Illuminating
";-":•'•'' '-";>;. n. Thc optration of the elevator is

>y the movement of a handle in the car,

r mo'.* p^rfc^;t control. The .smooth-

'-r. both in incrca.sin;; and
..g the direction of motion,
v.ho have been u.Hcd to the

pecutiir s-fiKiri^ j.er.sitIori experienced in the modern
hiijh speed elevator, 11. Ward Leonard k Co. report
*'-' " '' -'—

= -i! ir.tilligcnce arc com-
'/manntr. Supply houses

o -ompanics arc among the

aubscriberi.

It has been said that to be able to appreciate anything
one should see it, and so it is in the case of the Ries regu-
lating socket. A representative of the Western Elec-
TRICEAN, while in Ba'timore recently, called at the officeof

the Ries Electric Specialty company and found the com-
pany busily engaged filling orders for its specialty. It was
asserted by Vice-President and Assistant General Manager
Lewis S. Greensfelder that inquiries and orders for the
socket are coming in at the rate of about fifty per day.
Mention must be made, too, of an incident illustrative of
this company's generous appreciation of its officers' efforts

at the Montreal convention. In the Ealtimo;e office of the
company there now hangs a magnificent set of resolutions,

elaborately framed, which was presented to President Elias
E. Ries and Vice-President Greensfelder by the board of
directors. These resolutions were presented to the above
named gentlemen for their untiring efforts in the intro-

duction of the new regulating socket at the Montreal con-
vention. On each side of these resolutions hang the
photographs of the members of the convention, taken in

front of the Windsor Hotel. The company looks upon the

resolutions as valuable souvenirs of the convention, at which
its socket received its most successful introduction.

C. M. Barclay and Wm. Sharpe, both well known to

the electrical and business interests of Chicago, have
formed a co-partnership under the name of Barclay l^

Sharpe. 549 Rookery, to operate as general contractors and
western agents for Woodbury automatic engines, the Gill

water tube boilers and the Radway heater, made by the
Stearns Manufacturing company of Erie, Pa. Mr. Barclay
was for many years Chicago manager for the Sprague
Electric company, having formed an acquaintance at that

time that will be of great value to him in his new under-
taking. Mr. Sharpe is a thorough and experienced me-
chanical engineer.having served a five years'apprenticeship
in a leading establishment in England. Many of the
earlier street railways in the west were built under Mr.
Sharpe's supervision, he having held for an extended
period the position of superintendent of construction for

the Sprague company, since which time he has had charge
of several important works in California. The new firm

will make a specialty of building complete steam plants,
using the engines and other apparatus made by the
Stearns company at Erie. This company employs 450
men and is in every way equipped to turn out the highest
class of work. The capacity is to be largely increased at

an early day.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issitni Oct. 13, iSgi.

460,862. Electro Magnetic Separator. Gustave M.
Gouyard, Leadville, Colo.

460.942. Trolley Catcher for Electric Cars. William L.
Brown, Boston, Mass.

460,95s. Electric Signal for Railway Trains. Lawrence
Dunn, Fort Smith, Ark,

460,963. Combined Electric Clock and Thermoscope
System. Flenry J. Haight, New York, N. Y.

460.967. Track Rail for Electric Street Railways. John
T. Hill and Bernard Meiring, Cleveland, O.

460.968. Fuse Box for Electric Lamps. Arnold B.
Holmes, Boston, and Geo F. Gale, Winthrop, Mass.

460,972. Rheostat. Otto A. Kessner, Newark, N. J.

460.978. Electric Soldering Iron. Willis Mitchell

Maiden, Mass.

460.979. Electric Soda Fountain. Willis Mitchell, Mai-
den, Mass.

460.980. Electric Heating Core for Smoothing Irons.

Willis Mitchell of Maiden, Mass.

This invention consists mainly in a blocker solid piece of
soapstone or other insulating material, having grooves for the
wire cut in its sides or ends or both.

460,991. Incandescent Electric Lamp. Albert L. Rein-
mann. New York, N. Y.

461.023. Electric Battery. Daniel M. Lamb, Boston,

Mass.

This invention consists in a method of preparing active ma-
terial for electric batteries, which consists in enveloping the
individual granules or particles thereof with a water repellent
substance, such as resin.

461.024. Composition for Electric Batteries. Daniel M.
Lamb, Boston, Mass.

461.025. Electric Battery. Daniel M. Lamb, Boston,

Mass.

Of the two claims the first follows;

"The combination, substantially as ani in about the propor*
lions specified of clay, calcined gypsum, sal-ammoniac, bichro-
mate of potash, sulphate of copper, black oxide of manganese
and resin, all pulverized and mixed together, each granule of

the composition being enveloped with water repellent mate-
rial."

461.026. Compound for Electric Batteries and Method of

Preparing the Same. Daniel M. Lamb, Boston, Mass.

461.027. Electric Battery, Daniel M. Lamb, Boston,

Mass.

461,052. Electro Magnetic Brake. Alton J. .Shaw, Mil-

waukee, Wis.

461,057. Electric Railway. Barton R. Shovcr and Will-

iam C, iJickson, Indianapolis, Ind.

'I'hc principal upftn which this Kytttem i» founded i« that of
"induction,'' /', f., the current used on the car to propel it in

induced by, but cntircIvFicparattt from, the current generated
at the p'.wcr hou.te and tranHinitled along the line of travel by
the line working conductor,

461.075. Circuit Conductor for Electric Signaling Appar-
atus. Waldo L, Gates, Springfield, Mass.

461.076, Electric Parlor Game. Waldo I/. Gates, Spring*

field, Mass.

461,037, Electric Automatic Fire Extinguisher for Build-

ings. William H, .Salcy, Philadelphia, Pa,

46r,oftg. Fire Extinguisher. James Wolstcncroft and
William H, Solcy, Philadelphia, Pa,

461. 104. Electric Signaling Apparatus. Eugene G,
Mettler, Indianapolis, Ind.

This invention relates to improvements in the construction
of electric signaling apparatus, and is especially intended to
give notice of the breaking of wires arising from over-heating
or burning out of any of the wires of a series of dynamos in an
electric station.

Of the two claims the first is presented:
"An electric signaling apparatus comprising an electro mag-

net set in the main circuit between the dynamo and the mechan-
ism to be operated upon, the core of such magnet weighted and
provided with a numbering tag at its lower end, its upper end
connected to a steam whistle, the latter suitably connected to
the st(am supply.

461.105, Commutator Oiler. Fred L. McGahan, Indi-
anapolis, Ind.

461,122. Electric Door Operating Device. Robertus F.
Troy. Madison, Wis.

461,135. Electric Inductional Transformer. William
Stanley, Jr., Pittsfield, Mass.

The general object of this invention is to construct the trans-
former in such a manner as to render the plates capable of in-
dependent adjustment under the pressure of the clamping de-
vices by which the groups of plates are held together and se-
cured.
Of the five claims the third is given:
"A transformer plate in the form of an arch or bridge span-nmg the magnetizing coil, having oblique bearings at each end

and fitted with a saddle forming a third bearing at the center of
the bridge.''

461.139. System of Distributing Electric Energy. Rankin
Kennedy, Glasgow, Scotland.

This invention is desigm^d to comb'ne all the essential ad-
vantages of the so.called direct or continuous and alternating
systems of distribution, being capable of supplying electrical
energy in any required form, and for any purpose from one
group of main conductors.

461.140. Dynamo Electric Machine. Rankin Kennedy,
Kilmarnock, Scotland.

The first claim follows:
''In a dynamo electric machine or motor the combination of

a field magnet having multiple poles disposed in two groups of
opposite polarities, each of said groups being composed of a
plurality of radial polar e.\-[ensions, two annular laminated
armatures having a radial thickness not less than half the
breadth of the faces of the radial poles, and a cylindrical iron
shell inclosing and supporting said armatures and serving to
concentrate the magnetic lines,

461,144. Electric Arc Lamp. Elihu Thomson, Swamp-
scott, Mass.

Of the fourclairaswe give the last :

*'The combination with the worm wheel and pivoted frame
carrying the same of the screw shaft, and a movable bearing
therefor, engaged by said frame, and a spring tending to hold
the shaft and wheel in engagement.''

461,152. Telautograph. Max Soblik, Berlin, Germany.
This invention relates to devices whereby drawings, plans,

manuscripts, pnnted matter, and the like may be exactly re-
produced at a distance.

Of the fourclaims the first follows;
"In a telautograph the combination, with the revoluble shaft

of the reprocatory carriage and intermediate mechanism
operatively connecting said carriage with shaft, a style car-
ried by the said carriage and adapted to cause variations in themam circuit, a second style carried by the said carriage, an
electro magnet also carried by the said carriage, and in-
cluded in the local circuit, and a circuit closer adapted to be
operated by the said variations in the main circuit, and thereby
to cause the electro magnet to operate the said second style.''

461,169. Non-Interfering Fire Alarm Box. Frank F.
Loomis, Akron, O.

Of the nine claims the eighth follows;
"The combination with the rocking armature and the disk

wheel bearing a pawl to engage and raise the armature, and
having a projecting tow of a hub arranged to be rocked by
opening and closing the box door and provided with pins to en-
gage the toe of and partially rotate said disk wheel."

461,17s. Electric Boiler Alarm. Mathias Beckers,
Langerwehe, Germany.

461,22s. Electric Car Motor. George Willett, Engle-
wood, 111.

Of the ten claims the first follows:
"The shaft of a motor with a worm rigidly attached thereto,

in combination with a hub loosely mounted on a propelling
axle or shaft, said hub being provided with disks on the faces
of which are rolls revolvable by said worms, and having a bear-
ing on studs, said rolls being at such a distance from each
other as to conform to the pitch of the threads of the worm."

461,229. Electric Meter.
York. N. Y.

George R. Baldwin, New

461.239. Switch Box. Horatio A. Foster, New YorlcV
N. Y. •

;

461.240, Dynamo Electric Machine. Ezra T. Gilliland,
New York. N. Y.

This invention consists in an improved frame of a dynamo
electric machine, and in an improved provision for assembling
the parts within the frame.

461,262. Galvanic Battery. Philipp Hieronymus, New
York, N. Y.

461,272. Electric Conductor. Frank A. Perret, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

461,279. Watchman's Electric Time Recorder. Fred W,
Schiefer, Buffalo, N. Y.

461,29^. Automatic Electric Pump. Charles J. Van
Depoele, Lynn, Mass.

461 295, Electrically Actuated Pump. Charles J. Van
Depoele, Lynn, Mass.

461.296. Armature for Electric Motors. Charles J. Van
Depoele, Chicago, 111.

461.297. Actuating Device for Moving Commutator
Brushes. Charles J. Van Depoele, I,ynn, Mass.

Of the eight cliiims tjic firtt Ib given:
"'J'he combination with fi Heclional commutator, of n contact

carrying device concentric therewith, fricliontil conncclionB be-
tween the commutator and contact dcviccn, a. detent holding
the contact carrier, and iiicanH for periodically retracting the
detent,"

461.298. Electric Switch. Sterling I*. Van Nort, St.

Louis, Mo.

161.355. Electrical Drop Bar for Doorways. Benjamin
Lyons, Kansas City, Mo.

461,371, Fire Alarm Apparatus. William C. Shaffer
Milwaukee, Wis.
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WIRJENE P. PflBAfPS, PfeSidSnt. W. H. Gawttb. ijeo'r and Electrician.

AMEEICAIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE. R, I.

Manufacturers of Patent Finisbed

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
Magnet Wire, OlTice and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covered

Wire, Lead Eocased Wire, Telepbone and
Incandescent Cords.

FARADAY CABLES.
Now York Office. 10 Cortlandt Street,

p. C. ACKIEBDIAR. Aeeot.

K,
.^

The Electrical

Construction Co.
'^

C. A, HARTER, Manager. Telephone, 17 18.

ELECTRIC S OUTFIT.
MASON'S FAMOUS BATTERIES.

MEDAL AWARDED, American Institute Exhibition, 1891.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE B.

JAMES H, MASON, prr., Brooklyn, N.Y.

THE "CLARK " WIRE.
Insulation l-uuranteed wherever used. Aeriul, I oder:rrciund or t!(ul>inarliie.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1 886. he says : "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber reed In Insulating onr wires aod cables 1b eapeclally chemlcatly prepared, aod is guaranteed to be waterproof, an'' will not deteriorate, oridlze or cracb, anO will remain flexlbl'^ in extreme cold
weatber, and la not affected by heat. The ineulaiion 1b protected from mecbanlcal Injory by one or more bralda, and tii« whole slicked witii Clark's Patent Compound, and special ciira finlgo, which we
have now adopted for all our enlld wires as an extra weatherproof protectioQ, and also pi eventing challng and abrasion, which le water, acid, and to a %'ery great extent fireproof. Oar (naulaiiOQ will prove
durable when all others fall. We are prepared lo fnrnlph Single Wires of all gaufieB and diameter of Inealatlon for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stocte. Cabk-H made to order. We aie low prepared
to fornieh our Clark Wire wilh a white outside llnlsh for celling cl^at work aw well us our standard color.

('lurk tToint Hniii should he used for maklU': wttterproof joints. Thie Is put op io half-pound boxes. In etrloe aboat one foot long and five-eighths Inch wide, and when wrapped aboat a joint
and preeaed firmlv it miikep a eolld maf<e. FOR KAILW/%V and niOTOK use. we make all sizea of stranded and flexible cables with Clark Insolation.

\VK iiVAK/k.\Tr.K OI'K I «l>i1 l>ATIOM WHFRKVKK I HICI». AlCKiAIi. l?AIDlcU«> ROUAID OR t^CBSIARIIVK, and our net pricea are ae low. If not lower than Any
other Urst-claes lasulated \\'lre. We Htmll he i]'e.it*''(l to mall (.'atalogues w i(li term a and dlecoante for <ioantltles.

CLARK"WIRE
OHiCAnO A f.K.\'i'.>«: Tlie

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOKTOX, MASS.

HENRY .\. CLARK, Treasurer and Gen'I MansBOr.
HEKHEKT H. EUSTIS, President and Eleclrlclan.

Icctri.-al i<:iiKiaeerlns Co., sao I>earborn 8f. TOKOXTO. OST. AeEX'TK): The Toronto Flectrlcal ITorkS.

APrUrl pillU Wi'h extensive busi-

UCH I Ltllinn ne s exp?rietce and

ability, aI.so all the capital necefsary, is de-

sirous of engaging Id the manufacture of

some ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES.

Address "CAPITAl/,"'
Care of "W-est'bn Electrician,

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For Blectrioal Parposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL& CO,,

ai8 Water St.. New Vork.

F' C3 XI. S.^.Xj£1.
New IO and 25 Light

Arc Dynamos and Lamps.
HICH TENSION. CHEAP.

JAS. Mclaughlin, Mfg. Electrician,

50 N. Clinton »^t., Cliioaso.

BRASS
ASTINGS.

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS.
4 I^aHalle Av<'iiiie, Chicago.

i^S^Writo Lie for Piic^?.

E CROCKER-WHEELER
PERFECTED MOTORS.

Very slow speed, full power, perfeet reeu-
latioii. forg:e(l fields let into Uase. self-oilinj;

beuriiitf.s. Helf-e<'iiteriiig bearing,'s. all sizes,
both arc aiid iiioandesvciit, I'or all poner
purposes.

Ackniiwledged by IhP Leading Manufactiirliig rompanlps Iti bo

THE MOST PERhECT MOTOR MADE.

Estimates and Plans Furnished for Electric Power Squipment
Correspondence Inuited.

430-432 WEST 14TH ST., NE.W YORK.

JAMES LEFFEL WATER WHEELS
Built by THE

JAMES LEFFEL ^ CO.
upright and horizontal,

Electric, Mining and Manufacturing

Easy workinp gates. Hiph percentage and eveL
speed at full and part cap;n-ity. Kquallv adapted tc
high aiHl low heads. Lar^o niimher of sizes and
styles. Seud for descriptive panjpblet to

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.

Clap Ettc itor Co,

street Railway and Generator

Armalores Ee-wonnd,

205 and 207 So. Canal St.. CHICAGO. ILL.

Electrical Wood.

SPRING'IELD,
MJ OHiO.

OH 110 LIBERTY ST,
NEW YORK CITY

Telegraph
Telephone
Electric liifiht

C, H. HOLMES. ''°°'"*'°'=°g','.'?i^ufs:Mo.

One 3 Horse Power Electric MotO!,

One 6 Horse Power Electric Motor.
30th io es-^e'lent rondtiion, having

been used buc little.

ERIE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO..
r.RIR P.4.

The Winner ol 1890 will win again in 1891.

Eleventh year.

SOLE M.\KERS:

LAW TELEPHONE COMPANY.
85 John St.. NKW YORK.

Standard Laboratory Photometer.
For illustratloLfi eee Wkbtern I'^LEt-iiiiciAN cf September l-Mli. Tase 1^'.

This outfit is designed to measure accurately the candle

power of Incandescent Lamps, and will be found of great

value by Manufacturing Companies. Price for the complete
set or separate parts furnished upon application. Corre-

spondence solicited.

Siiend for Illustrated OcHcriptlve Catalosuo l-Gfi.

QUEEN £ CO., PHILADELPHIA.

MclNTOSH, SEYMOUR 1^ CO. ENGINES.

SARGENT & LUNDY.

SINGLE CYLINDER

OR COMPOUND.

List of Engines
under Construc-
tion July I, for De-
livery on or before
September 30:

Ifor Pai'tloilarrt Inq\iire of

SEJLIjIlTa- ^C3-E2SrT3,
339 Rookery BIdg., CHICAGO.

IZH. H. P. OF KACII KNOINK. DESTINATION.
One l-.J»4xl2 80 Edlton tienoral Electric Co , Ciroton, N. Y.
Two 18}^s]7 SIX) Gloucester Sire^-t Hailwav Co., Glonceetor, Maes.
One M and 23x17 -JiO T. II. InternHtioiial Klectric Co., Rio Janeiro, Brazil.
One Uxia 65 Meicbantei A: Jllnere Transportation Co., Baltimore, Md.
One 18 and 19iir. l&O Portland Stri»et Railway Co., Portland, Mo.
One 11 and litxlS 150 I,a\vrence, Mase.
Two 13and'i1il7 'JIO Lawn-nce. Maee.
One 13and*.axl7 i-MO Fall River, Maos.
One 8x9 30 Isolated Deiit. T -H. Elec. Co., Boston. Maea.
One 13 and 19x15 IW G. A. Ro'Hiib & Co.. Ohlcaco. 111.

One 15 and '^1.117 'Mb Somerville Electric Light Co., f^omorvllle. Mare.
One 13x16 100 A. G. Weok-. Boeton. M-iec.
t>ne 14V4X15 I'iTi Tonawandii & Wheatlleld KlrClric I*>^tl Co , Tnnawandft, N. >'.

One I8S1I8 200 T.-H. Int. Elec, Co.. l-e^-do. Kncland.
One Sx9 30 A. J. Wllkineon. Hvde Park, Mase.
Two Hi-JxlOJ^ 45 Preelivterlsn llcppital. New York City.
One C3xJ9 500 Chicaco Edieon Co., Cblcaeo, 111.

One U and l','xl5 160 'I'.-U. Int Elec. Co.. Helelncfors. Finland.
One II and 19x15 ISO Frll;; Wilon. UolelngtorP. l-lut»nd.
One IfixlS 150 T.-H. Electric Co.. Boeton. Maee,
Two 141^x15 l-»5 Cortland Eorcinjr Co . Cortland. N. Y.
One U and '^3x17 '.'15 West End Street Kailwav Co,, Boetoo, Maea.
One 15 and 36x17 40i> Baltimore Electric Keening Co.. Baltimore, Ud- .

LOoe 14y. and aSx^ WO Ueoryla Electric Light Co , ACiaott, Gg.
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ESTABLISHBD IN 1861.

B. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD SLICTHIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
BRANCH STORE

2134 Michigan Avenue.

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

-^— •",•,'" E- „..„jfc;ri^ Removes all Impurities.

Entirely preveDts SCALE li Steam

Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

EVERYTHING IN

WIRE-FUSE- STRIPS.

ELEMENTS OF ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
B-S" PHILIP ATKINSON, Ph. J}.

260 Peses Cloth Bindine, Illustrated, Price $LfO.

This book is an elaboration and revision of the popular series ol articles which ran through the

Western Electrician under the same title. It treats of: Principles of the Dynamo; Alternate

Current Dynamos ; Direct Current Dynamos
; Electric Terms and Units; Electric Measurements

The Arc limp; The Incandescent Lamp; The Storage Battery; Electric Distribution,

Sent, postage prepaid, on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

O Lakeside Bnildinff^ Chleag^o.

MANDF.\CTURED BY

The Sperrj Ekctric Mining Hachine Co,,

39th St. and Stewart Ave.. CHICAGO.

THE COWLES

ELECTRIC SMELTING

& ALOMINDM CO.,

LOCKPORT. K. Y.,

Offer Commercially Pure Aluminum

In lego's, Slabs, Sheet Wire and Castings

at lowest market rates.

Alaminnm Bronze, Alnmi-
iiam Brass, ii^ilver Bronxe, iSil-

ienii Bronze and manganese
Bronze in ingots and castings.
Ferro Alraminnm for steel and
iron castings.

Correspondence Solicited.

#
WE ARE FITTED WITH

RELIABLE Machinery and Tools,

.
^vWllnd Employ RELIABLE Workmen.

^OO^^^U Kinds of Electrical Apparatus to Order.

^/ CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

r\TRODrci\r. enttrklt xew pbencipies.

Pst-Uar-li*, ]-.!i THE OLD r^TVLE.

THE ACME LmK belt
I.S MAI'E ONLY I'.V THE

Page Belting Company, Concord, N. H.
Ep.\>"cnES : Boston, New York, Chicago, San

rrancisco. Also, manufacturers of all tli6

tetaple prade-* of Leather Belting and Lacing.
Sen.) for Illustrated Catalogue—a valuable
treu.tirt-- on bcltiug, Free.

FOB TBfi

Western ElectrlclaD

SI.OO.

PATENTS.
For applicalions flled during the remaioder of 189]

my fcfB will b-* due ouly on allowance, if desired.
M'riteforparticulaTB WM. H. B%B«'0< K.

Attorney at law and eolicitor of Patenis,
T09G St. N. W., Waahington.D.C- P. O. B.,s2-2).

Formerlv eiaroiner m I'. S. Patent Oillce.

FIFTEEN YEARS' PRACTICE.

HARD FIBRE
for insulatioi and me-

chanical construction is

manufactured in .Sheets,

Rods, Tubing, Washers, Discs and all Special Shapes. Esti-

mates and samples furnished upon application.

DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO,,
"'^«™ °^^

Manufactu.fers of

OCTAGONAL^^ Cedar
TELEPHOni&ELECTRICAL

RAILWAYpOLES&QlOSSARMS

#H.M.LOUD&SONSUlMBER(;o
OSCODA,, IVIICH.

THE

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2,000 In use.

Affords tbe moat simple art! reliable power for all mioinE and manufactur-
ing machinery. Adapted to Iiefide ninning from if) up to 9,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cei t. bettnr results guaranteed than can be prodoced from
any other Wheel in the cotiiitiy,

EliKCTRIC TBANSnilSSIOlV.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way of a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regnlatinn and the facility of adaptation to varying conultlons
of epeed and pretsure, have brought U Into epeclal prominence and extensive
use for thie class of work. AH applications ehonld siate amount and head of
water pt^wer reqalred, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send Fub Catalogue.

THE PELTON WATER "WHEEL CO.,
l*21-is:$ llaiu t!!lt., fi^aQ Francisco, Cal., U. S. A.

14:3 M.IBICIlTr STHEMCT, - - XEW YOMtK.
^^It having cometo our notice that our patent rights nre being iufringed

iilion, iniendlngpnrcbasers are hereby warned that all ench infringements will
tie duly jirospcnted.

PtCljTO^' WATER ItlOTORS. Varying from ihe fraction of 1 to m
and 20 horse i ower, unequaled for all light riinnlni^ machineiy. Warranrtd
to develop apiven bniounr of power with one-half the water required by any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Addreps as above. Deliveries made from
San Francisco or New York, as may afford the most favorable freight rates.

Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co.,
'LIMITED.,

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS FOR THE

STEUBEN INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
The best in the Market,

Manufacturers of Electric and Combination Fixtures and

a General Line of Electric Supplies.

Rubber Covered, Weather-Proof Wires
and Lamp Cords.

233 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

_^o "see BYJAJ SHULTZ.

^HULTZ Belting Co^

S3

,f rjl ALLLEATHLR "•

I' (lOmONRODORHINCCOLDlTt'Lt
' LEATHER LINK AND IRON ROO BELT',

All! KOPETRAIIbMISSIOH SUCEHilDtO.,

- (K^R^faeturers op

^-0
^^/

W\M

it frill pay .voa to f;et onr pricc^H anil catalogaefi.

BY COVEfllNG YOUfl PULIEV5 WITH

l<1. ' 'ir'fl J.ii-lLii

LEATHER PUllEV COVERING,

DeliiiIl
TANNED on THE
SURTACE^ ONLY.
NTERIOR IS

RAWHIDE
HL Dtii t prHff.ci Hr.i.r

MAUI MO 5LIPI'l(lb

^HAV/HlDEl;^PtLEATriER-

) Picker Leather.-

• mvr'uKu.) IMKurariidrHt, B[j«lon,Ma»ii :aiO I'oiirl Ht.,Now Vark(.'lly. I Of I nillt Mfl•HAWLMBt.j i,.j(N.Tlilr[l SL, PUIIwJBliilila, Pa ;!,« W. MonrOBHt. Olilcnuo. | Oli LUUIa> IIIUi
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention ol KLfcCTKIC CUMf'AMES is caUcd to ihis <'K£,E-

BRAXED ^VATEIt WIIEEKas particularly adapted to ih^rir use
on account of its reniarkahly Hteady motion, ni;;h Mpeed
and cfreat Ivnt4;i«ncy,and lai'ere Capacity foritsdiameter,
being double the I*oA^ or of most wheels of samf: dj;imei',-r. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with ercat satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect cfuaranleod.
SRilfn FOR CAXAEOGrE A.lfU PARTICCI.ARfri.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no grrars are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICXOR

XI'RBII\ES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cait-Iron Fiume. Draft

Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entnc arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are row prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation

admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELLA BIERCE MFG. CO.. DAYTON, OHIO.

(SLQBECARB05^^S
MAKERS OF HICH-CRADECARBONS
FOR ELECTRIC LiCHTINC.

COMPLETED TO DEADWOOD
The Burlington Route. C. B. & Q. R. R..

from Chicago, Peoria and St. Louis, is

now completed and daily passenger trains

are running through Lincoln, Neb., and
Custer, S. D,, to Deadwood. Also to

Newcastle, Wyoming, Sleeping cars to

De^dwHoH.

ELECTRIC SLATE
Switch-boards a Specialty.

Small samples of plain and marbleized free-

T. J. MURPHY,
Electrical Esch-'DgeBidg. 13» liberty St..

J.C.TEMPLE,
(Formerly of STOUT, MILLS * TEMPLS),

DAVTOS. OHIO.

HyirailicaDiMecliaiiicalEipeer
Improvpment of Wafer Powers, Arraneemeut

of fowe r Plants, Shafting, etc., for Electric Power
and Light. CONSTRUCnON SUPERINTENDED.

HARRISON CONVEYOR
^OR HANDLING

GRAIN. COAL. TAN BAKK. SEFOS. ETC.
Will convey al! kinds of ^raln wlthnot mixing.
Will carry two different kinds of material In op-

poeite directions at the same lime.
WUl convey One-Hundred and Fifty Tone of Coal

perhour. Made of Wrnugbt Iron and steel. Send
lor IllastratPd Catalo^ne. BO>tDEN & SELLECK
COMPANY. 48 and 50 Lake S* . Chlcano. HI.

Wm. S. TnBNER. Fres. gko. A. Bell, V. Pkes. j. LiisTEa Wi.in>HitiimK, sec. and Treas.

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER ENGINEERING CO.,
Consulting; and Constructing;

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment ol Electric Railways. Steam and Fleclric Plants.

47 Times Building. Telephone Call. 1009 Coillandl. NEW YOPK.

CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If In want or Poles, Ties and Posts, eave moDei
by g-^t Ing my prices.

W.C.STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

SOI>E MAMFAtTI KKRS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBREVULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
In Sheets, Tubas, Rods, Sticks, and Spscial Shapes to order. Colors, Ked. Black and (Jray. Send for Catalogue and Prices

wii.StJl«?J5^:.>Kr The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. y^^^^kS^k^.

'WARD' ARC LAMPS.
l^!^*r" - '* "^' jT/te testimony of any one using one or two arc lamps may be valuable or not, according,

to their knowledge of arc lamps.

The "Ward'" Lamp is the only lamp that is in use successfully, and in large numbers, on
either central station or isolated plants.

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.,
OF St. Paul. Minn.

St. P.\ul, Minn., August 28, 1891.

JUessrs. UcDoDgsllA c'nmmlues, 'Western MaDaeeiti,
Tlie £lectrie ConHtructlnn and Mnpply Co.,

Phenix Bailding. Vnicaso, III.

Dear Sibs:—^We are using your arc lamps on our lines, and with
great satltfaciion both to ourselves and our consumers. They are the
only aio lamps we are using, and in our opinion are tlie beat lamp of tlie

kind that have com'? to our notice. Our continued orders to you not
only show our appreciation of their merits but also tlie fact that we find

them a gcod paying Investment. Very truly yours,

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.,
G. H. Finn, General Manager.

EDISON LIGHT & POWER CO.,

OFMlNHEArOLIS.
Ml.NKE.M>OLls, August 23, 1891.

The Electric Constrnetion A- Supply Co.,
ISConlandt Street. Kew York City.

Gentlemen:—Within the last eighteen months we have been in-

stalling a numljer of arc lamps on our incandescent circuits. We now
have one hundred and ninety-six of your "Ward" lamps in operation,
and It givc3 us pleasure to stale that they give the very best of satisfac-

tion, both to ourselves and our customers. We consider them a most
excellent lamp. Yours truly,

EDISON LIGHT & POWER CO.

Lamps for direct current, alternating current, street rail'way circuits,

focusing lamps, photoengraving lamps, search lamps.

SEJiia'x> JE^c^n. oxrn. ivj^:w o.a.ta.IjOC3-tt3ei.

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.
Phenix Building,

CHICAGO, IIjiIji. Fstablisheri 1881,

Telephone Building,
p

IffEW TORK CITY.
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C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS.
Electric motors in all standard sizes

for operating elevators, pumpa, print-
ing presses and machinery for gen-
eral manufacturing purposes.

Electrical Mining Machinery of all

kinds, Hoists, Tram Cars, etc.

Electric Blo'wers for ship ventila-
tion. Fan outfits.

Electric plants f >r pumping church
organs.
0\7er 10,000 motors in actual oper-

ation.

THE C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.,

Dynamos in all sizes of same de-

sign and dimensions as the standard
motors.
Equipment of mines, factories, ma-

chine shops, office buildings with com-
plete electrical plants for lighting and
power.

New England Office, 63 Oliver St., - BOSTON.

Pliiladelpliia Office, - 38 S. FOURTH ST.

Chicago Office, - - PHTNIX BLDG.

San Francisco Office, - 35 MARKbT ST,

402-404 GREENWICH ST.,

The Pocket Edition of our General Catalogue of July, 1891,

is now ready for distribution, and we will send it to any one on
receipt of request, by mail.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,

AMES, EBERT & COMPANY. Agents.

ST. PAUL, MINN.

227 SO. CLINTON STREET, CHICAGO.

COR. THAMES & GREENWICH STS NEW YORK.

MORE WORDS ARE NEEDED
TO I30 JUSTICX: TO TZXX:

Officbuf CURTIS MANUFACTURING CO., :\I;iiiufacturers of Carriage Robes,

The Elektrou llanutacturiiig <'o.— FIftli Avenue and I61I1 Street, New York City, September 16, 1891.

Gentlemen;—If there were words enough iu the Eo.i^llsh language to express my admira'i )n of the Ferret Motor I might do justice to its good qualities; but there arc

not. We have used it every working day since it was put in. and not one cent has been expended on it except for oil. It drives our six heavy machines as steadily as a clock.

I consider it the very best power we could get, and would not part with it unless I could get its equal. I take special pride in showing it to my friends. I''s not a plaything,

but business evc-y day. If any one wants to know what it can do, just send them up to inc. Yours truly, CURTIS MANUFACTURING CO.

THE ELEKTRON MANUFACTURING CCsprheld, m&

Selling Agents;

New York Office, 89 Liberty Street.
W VUIII\<;T<i >. I> r -.1. I Builii'tt .Sl <'o . 14<><.* new Vorli J%.v<>. KKW <»Kl.i<'.ANN, I.A.-UPOi'KP Hiuiiiir. I40 «,;r:ivicr lilt.

t'lIK .\>>>>. Il,l..~ Till' KlPi'tiiral Knsini'i'iiiit; <'r., :{;>0 Itcnrlioiii Nl. MT. PAI :i.i, JIINIV.—F. .1. Ui-iiz, t>5 Kahl foiirlli Ht.
PHI I/.4I>KL,I'I1IA. I*A. I'l'iinHjIvHiiia Ilai'lilue <'<>.,-^'.) Xorlli )«ev<-nth l^t.

Heisler System Long Distance Incandescent Lighting.The

A practical auMivialon of the electric light. Cheap to Install and perfectly automatic regulation.

Specially adapted for the lighting of Public Halls, Railroad Depots, Pleasure Resorts, Streets, Stores and General Illumination.

Noted for the BrilliaDcy of tlie Li|M anfl Greatest Proflnctioii of Canflle Power per H. P.

NO TRANSFORMERS USED UPON THE CIRCUITS.
We maDufuclure ami carry In slock, dynamos of the following cnpacily. In ;u C. P. lights: KiO, 2110, -2")0, 'MU.-SnO,-

10O,.'15O, which will operate their rated capacliy In lC,-20,-:)2 •4.'j,.80,l(IU and ITiO C. P. Ijimps. The output of any of the

al.ove fizcd dynamos can be distributed from a circuit compose 1 of No. t) li. & H. wire; and lh?rc will be no drop In candle

power of the llgbtJ) at any point upon the circuit.

Full guarantee given with our apparatuH, and special lixlures for Indoor and outdoor lighting.

S'.rlfb Lamp) and H'irV.<:'n for any < urrcnl nr candle power. Send for descriptive matter and price llfcta.

DREXEL BUILDING,
PHILADELPHIA.HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,

AGENCItS: jfitcr.Malc Cofiipick' Electric Corislruction Co . SI, Louis, Mo
Howe Conslruction Co , Korwalk, 0.

Bollon Electric Co ,
Bclloii, Texas
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For UriTisg Dynamos.

The Clinton Gas Light Co., Clinton, Mass., have thor-

oughly tested and have adopted the Evans System of

Driving Dynamos in their new Electric Light Station.

Thousands of Horse Power in use driving Dynamos, and hundreds of sets of Cones

in operation, driving all classes of machinery. Address

THE EVANS FRICTION CONE CO.,
QS3 T7^a.tox- St., :^<yeiToisr, ivx-^^iss.

EvaDH' <'on«*M.

CHICAGO Z1TST7LATED WZHE COMFAN7,
3\a:.A.PJ"TJI*.a.<:3TtTI1.3ESH.S Oif

HIBH GRADE INSULATED WIRES
WEATHERPROOF WIRES,

OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,
MAGNET WIRES,

INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,OF ALL DESCRIPXIOINS. | ETC., ETC., ETC.
Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

WRITE FOE QUOTATIONS
AND SAMPLES. CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO,, 48-52 N. Clinton St., CHICAGO, ILL.

HOLMEMJOOJH &HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton

tSi^JlJfi^^ and Worsted Cordsfor Incandescent Lightitig. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. ^®S=fc5I^/
Insulated Iron Pressure Wire,

PATENT KiKi LINE WIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

-^.i-ents for tlie V^.A.SHIiTCa-TOiT C-A-IiBOiT CO.^ Car-bona for -A-rc I^igrla.tiiig'.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., CHICAGO,
{

THOS. L. SCOVILL, New York Agent,
Are our Selling Agents, and carry a line of Insulated and Bare Wires ol our make.

| 25 Park Place, NEW YORK.

DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS
Afford the Only Reliable and Efficient Means for

ALL NIGHT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

All other devices are crude, expensive and unsatisfactory.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY
Has established its broad foundation patent for Double Carbon Arc Lamps, No. 219,208, having WOHfoUT
distinct infvingevnent suits in the United States Courts, two of them on final hearing, the decisions

being rendered by Judges Gresham, Blodgett, Brown and Ricks.

The public is warned against the use of infringing lamps or any crude substitute for the Brush Invention.

Arc Lighting Apparatus, Electric Motors and Generators,
Alternating Current Apparatus, Incandescent Lighting Machines,

Carbons for Arc Lighting, Etc., Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,
CZ5iH[IO-
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CUT-OUTS,
JOINTS,

DISTRIBUTING

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

THE ITEW
SflFE-DUDT

GOMPI.BTX: MBTHOD

WIRING FOR ALL
ELECTRIC LIGHTING SYSTEMS.

"VULCA"

ELECTRICAL WIRE DUCTS.
-A.nsrD a"EiiCA.(3-o.

THE NATION'S CHOICE.

Grimshaw White Core Wire.
B. D. WIRE, TAPES AND COMPOUNDS.

ALL SUPPLY STORES KEEP THEM.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.
P

78-80-82 Franklin Street, CHICAGO,
MAIN OFFICE: 649-651 Broadway, New York. GEO. H. MEEKER, Wpstern Manager.

COLUMBIA ELECTRIC CO..
IVl. CDF^

MOTORS, GENERATORS,

DYNAMOS, LAMPS,

SUPPLIES >"o SPECIALTIES.

ALL GUARANTEED MECHANICALLY, ELECTRI-

CALLY AND LEGALLY.

Large Stat 'onary Motor, Columbia Make. ST. PAUL. - -
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BUY
THE JEWEL mCANDESCENT LAMP.

THE
WITH HOOKED FILAMENT.

JEWEL
ANY VOLTAGE, ANY SOCKET.

LAMP.
ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO STREET CAR USE.

a V

ADDRESS,

WM. HOOD, 239 La Salle St., CHICAGO.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY'S

22,000 Copies published to date. An Astonishing Record.

Djnaio-Tenders' Hand-Book.

By Lteut. F. B. Badt.

Fourth Edition, Eiglilh Thousand.

94: Pages, 70 Illustrations, FUx-
ible Cloth Binding, Type

Page Gx3 inches.

The only PRACTICAL Dynamo

Tenders' Instruction Book in the

English language. Just the book

for Dynamo-Tenders, Linemen, Sta-

tionary and Marine Engineers who

wish to learn how to operate and care

for electric light or power plants.

Moonlight schedule for 1891.

Bell-Hangers' Hand-Book.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Second Edition, Fourth Thousand.

100 Pages, 97 Illustrations, Flea--

ihle Cloth Binding. Type
Page 6xS Inches.

Designed for those engaged in

selling, installing or handling elec-

tric batteries, electric bells, eleva-

tors, house or hotel annunciators,

burglar or fire alarms, electric gas

lighting apparatus, electric heat

regulating apparatus, etc. The only

book of the kind published.

Incandescent Wiring Hand-Book.

By Lieut. F. B. Badt.

Third Edition. Seventh Thousand.

TH Pages, 42 Illustrations, Flex-

ible Cloth Binding. Ti/pe

Page 6k3 Inches.

Five Tables, 12slS Indies.

TheEe tables give at once and without

any calculation the si/.s of wire required

In each case for any percentage of loss.

It is a book for practical wirenien and

learners, and does not r quire any previous

krowledge of wiring. It differs In this

re^p'ct from other wiring tables, or corn-

putt rs.

The book contains full illustration.s antl

complete Information concerning nulhojs

of running wires, location of safely devi-

ces, splices, insulation, testing for faults,

wire gauges, wiring of fixtures, elevators,

buildings, fic. The only book of the kind

published.

Electric Transmon HaM-BooL

By LiEi-T. F. B. Badt.

First Edition. Three Thousand Copies.

97 Pages, 22 IIIintrations, and
27 Tables. Flexible Cloth
Binding. Type Page

0x3 Inches.

This book contains all practical infor-

mation for power producers, c-pitallsts.

agents of hydr.iulic and eltctrlc companies,
engineers, U'otor inspectors and other per-
sons interested in e'eclric power transmis-
sion. By means of the tables anybody csn
find at once cost of plant for leiist opera-
ting expenses, or for minimum first cost
of installation.

The hook gives all necessary information
concerning motors, and rules for ascer-

taining ho'se power of motors, driving
various cl.asfes of machinery, as hoUis,
pumps, street or tram cars, fans, etc
Twenly-scven uw and oiiglual tables

give more Infoimitiou on the subject In a
small space than any took heretofore pub-
lished on the same subjiot.

'JEla.GtL "V\7"orls. Sent I»otat%>ek.±c3. on H-ooeliDt of C^ia© X>olla.x-.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINC CO.,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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EASTON ELECTRIC CO.,
llANVFACTfRERS OF

Arc and Incandescent Dynamos,

Motors, Generators and Separators,

And Arc Lamps adapted for use on

Arc or Incandescent CIrcnits.

ADDRESS:

643 Kent Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

^elr Roosevelt, Grand and Ea6t 23tl Street,
ferries from N. Y.),

For CJrcalars, PricsB and Information.

REMOVAL NOTICE.
^«-^h^o^^^

On and after November 1, our New York

Salesrooms will be located at

43 MURRAY ST.
YOURS TRULY,

PHCENIX GLASS CO.

THE ELEMENTS OF

[lYNAMIC FLECTRICITY

AND MAGNETISM

Price, $2.
For Learners. (J U l9X \J \J X. i Postage Free

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

HILL
Clutch Works,
CLEVEI-AND, O.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
lU to 15G Green St.. Greeo Poinf. BROOKLYR, S. I.

MAN'ITACTOET OF
Non-Conductive Blocks. Rosettes and Bases tor Cui-Outs

and Switches; also Insulators. Cleats, Lamp Trim-
mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Oar production Is a dense body. The glazing and body
of oar ware are of same composition, and are baked
alike, which are the features of

TKIK HAH1> POBCELAIN.

SPEAKING TUBES .\ND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS ^ BELLS.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO..
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Aye., Brooklyn, N. Y.
{S^Send for New Catalogue. Out Angast let.

Bniti's Dili

Established 1882.

Ig,

The Engineers' favorite. Leads, bat Je imitated by many,
equaled by none. If you have any doabte as to the gennine,
fend direct to UB. We are sole manafac arere of this pack-
ing. Send for samples and catalogne on packinge. We tiave
the largest aesortment.
For Fieton Rode and Valve Stems of Steam EneinPB and

Pumps—self-lubricating, eteam and water iipht. Fifty per
cent. leos tiiction than anv other. Kever crowa hard, but
wl 1 remain as soft and as flexible as when first adjusted in
Bfiiffing bos. Evecy package fully warranted. iTine Oils
n specialty.
Agents wanted In every State in the Union. We can quote

the very lowest prices on Ring Packing. Send for dlacount
and price list.

GEORGE B. BUXTON,
17 VIRGINIA ST., EAST SOMERVILLE, MASS.

BORNIHgRiCMFGI
y^ FITCHBURG.MASS,U.S.A.

^
; IMANUFACTURERSOF DYNAMOS FOR. LIGHTING,
f platingandexperimental purposes.

^- ^-*-ALSO MOTOR S.-;*-..^^
EVERYTHING LATEST DESISN AND HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

FOR SALE:

EASTERN OFFICE.
I', Cortini.rK.M., - NKWYOHK.

JT f-;n([ln.-.Tin(( Offlw: Iir, Kranklln St.,'~
BOSTON.

CHICAGO: MINNKAI'OLIS:
2)8o. CanalHt. VjO Kanota Building.

KANSAS Cmf:
12S1 and IK5J L'nlon Avcnu*!.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
IlnifiKi), y.m\ti Ki Cnniiibel

H«nd for nerw CkUl0{[ne Power
Traaimlialon Macblsorj.

{

(IN GOOD ORDER.)
One Edison 150 Lisiiit Dyuiuno, good as new

One U. S., New Style, 110 Volt, 200 Light In-

caudesoeiit Dynamo, Rlieostat, Am-
meter and iOO Key Sockets, lias not been
ustd tliree months, good as new

One Mauchestei' 50 Volt. 200 Light Compound
Dynamo

One Manchester 50 Volt, 150 Light Dynamo.

One Daft 110 Volt Shunt, 200 Light Dynamo,
New Armature

One (!. & C. 16 11. P., 1 10 Volt Motor

OneT.-ll. 500 Volt Compound Dynamo, 50

H. P., New 1

One T.-ll., 15 II. P.. 500 Volt Motor, New

One Sperry Arc Dynamo and ten Arc Lamps ..

One (>()( Volt, 25 Ampere, U. S. Shunt Dynomo

$2? 6 OO

375 00

180 00

loOOO

250 00

260 00

,20(» 00

100 00

;j50 0(r

100 00

FOREE BAIN,
47 and 49 South Jefferson Street,

CMICAGO.
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIUDLAKLT ADAPTED TO DRIVING

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of its iil;;h elTicleucy at all stages of g^lo, steadinefis of motion and

easy working gate, the construction of which maKes It the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

Cmn CftD PATftl nniC muBtratlng various styles of getting

OLnU run UMIALUuUt on both vemcal and hoHzonUl shaft.

THE DAYTOfGLOBE IRON WORKS GO.,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCESSOHS TO

STOUT, MLLLS & TEMl'LiK,

STEAM PLANTS
INSTAI^LKD BY

IKT. B. PEARSON i£ CO.,
MECHAMICAL RNCIIIIIEKRIM AMI) COKTRACTORS.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDING, - CHICAGO.

A SAMPLE IRISTAtLATIOV.

Standard Automatic Engine coupled direct to a Centrifugal Pump.
Speed 280 Revolutions.

WILLIAMS AUTOMATIC ENGINE.
For all purpoeeG requiring 6teady power,

Williams Engine Works: No, 447 North Street,

BALTIMORE, MD,

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

Fine Office Furniture
and Folding Beds.

Brass and Wire Work. 215 Wabash 4,,

A. H. Andrews & Co., Chicago,

THEWOODBURYENW

Over 1000 Wcsliiigliouiic Standard Eug;iiies in U!te,

I THE WESTINGHOUSE MACHINE COMPANY. ^
> PITTSBURCHS^PEHNA.U.S.oF A. g

SELF-CONTAINED, AUTOMATIC
HIGH SPEED STEAM ENGINE
for Electric Lighting and
Street Railway Service,

WITH BOILER PLANT COMPLETE
Calalopue sent on application, -

STEARNS IVIFC. CO. ERIE, PA.:e3
BRANCH 1 riiilaiif-lphia. !H2 I»rp\t-l ISlds,

Mtm-p^

DRY STEAMS
nnJ3>3iSEtEr! E-s-

THE POND SEPARATOR,
The Pond Separa'or Is guaranteed to relieve the

steam of all entrained water, and return this water
to the boiler, thus effecting a large saving In fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

POIND ENGINEERIXtt COJIPAXY
ST LOUIS,
OMAHA.

CHICAGO.
DALLAS.

KANSAS CITY.

SEATTLE.

BALL
AUTOMATIC CUT-OFF

ENGINE.

""""'ERIE.PA.COMPANV

with New Improvements.
Unequaled Regulation.
Highest Economy, Durability,
Smooth and Quiet Running.

Simple.

Cross Compound.

Triple ExpaDsiOD,

TandemCompound

The BEST ENGINE for ELECTRIC LIGHTING, ELECTRIC RAILWAYS, ELECTRIC

MINING, ELECTRIC WELDING, and General Manufacturing Purposes.
»rll iu« f K.T. COPFl.Alvn A CO.. Kill l.ll.erlv St.. Xon 1 orW : .1. W l-.tkHKRIt .«: CO. :IS South Fourth Street
SCLUNU Phllndelphla. Pa: r»K « 1<» a IILIC «. S04 t,owU BloeU, ••Ittj.liarr, Pn. : Ml>K rK »V«STEKX SI PPM
mnrmi-rtt 1 t'o,, Tncoini, WnNli,: (KOOK. HURW KK .V CO . Biiltimorp. Md, : K. <i, «I1,«E«T, -Vtchlaon. Knii
AGENTS I BKAXCII OFFICB, Room 500 Kojltery EuUdlng, CHICAGO, ILL, ALBERT FISHER, Msuager,
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VISITORS TO THE

STREET RAILWAY CONVENTION
Are cordially invited and requested to visit the quarters of the

ELECTRIC CO.,
To examine its latest improved

FOR OVERHEAD CONSTRUCTION.

DON'T FAIL TO SEE THE NEW

COMBINED SNOW PLOW AND SWEEPER.

BOSTON OFFICE, 620 Atlantic Avenue.

CHICAGO OFFICE, 148 Michigan Avenue.
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RAI

EST

LWAY SUPPLI ES.

NTS,MATES FURNSHED FOR COMPLETE EQUIPME

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE
PAMPHLET OF OUR

NEW TROLLEY WHEEL,

NEW TROLLEY LINE HANGER,

NEW PULL-OFF BRACKET,

NEW SPAN WIRE INSULATOR.

ALL OF THESE ARE NEW, AND VASTLY
SUPERIOR TO ANYTHING ON THE MARKET.

PERKINS LAMPS
FOR STREET RAILWAY USE,

Have a double filament which the jar of the car will not break.

THE RNAFF ELECTRICAL WORKS
Manufacturers and Dealers,

54 and 56 FRANKLIN ST.. CHICAGO, ILL.. U. S. A.
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WE KEEP POSTED
On all matters relating to the best cippliances and methods

obtained in Electric Railtcay practice. With the

aid of our Engineering Department we have been able to

invent and perfect many devices, which, owing to their

simplicit)' and merit, have received instant recognition from

construction contractors and operating companies.

WE MANUFACTURE
A full line of Electvlc Railway materials, following

those patterns which experience has proved to be best

suited for the work, and the most practical. Cheap goods

are rarely safe and economical. Safe and economical goods

are always cheap, price hardly considered. The worth of

s)ich materials to you is almost inestimable; they are

profitable in the saving of repairs, delays and costly accidents.

Send for our Electric Railway Catalogue No. 31.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

Coi, Randolpti St, aod Micfii^an Ave.,

CHICAGO.
Factories; Ansonia, Conn.

THE WIRT AMPERE
INDICATOR.

(PATENTED.)

This instrument is designed for

the practical work of Station Electri-

cians and answers the conditions more
perfectly than any instrument yet sold.

The working parts being simple

and well made, will stand handling,

shipping and all ordinar)- use.

Made in any size from 10 to 1,000

Amperes.

THE WIRT VOLT
INDICATOR.

(rATENTEn.)

Is intended to be left in circuit

continuously and can be relied upon

for constancy and accuracy under the

most trying conditions. The resist-

ance of the instrument is high—making

the consumption of energy small. An
adjustable index permits reading at a

distance, indicating variations from

normal jjressure.

Correspondence invited regarding

these or special Instruments,

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO..

RANDOLPH ST AND MICHIGAN AVE.,

CHICAGO.
Fictorlti: Anionla, Conn.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & QUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.
MANIJFACTIJBEKS OF

VULCANIZED INDIA-RUBBER

Cables, to any Specification

up to 8,000 fflegohms per

mile.

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES.

CONCENTRIC CABLES, any

millage, FLEXIBLE CORDS,

SILK, HEMP, COTTON. DY-

NAMO WIRES and CABLES,

very pliable. Every variety

of INCANDESCENT CORES.

THREE and TWO • WIRE

CABLES, to any specifica-

tion up to 8,000 Me-

gohms per knot.

CABLES of High Insulatio.i

and Long Life, all milage

If you are not acquainted with the merits of Habirshaw Insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABIRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 315 Madison Ave, Cor. 42d St, New York.

FACTORY: Glenwood, Yonkers, N. Y.

Western Agents: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Corner of Randorph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

Taking the Lead.
THOUGH ONLY

ON THE

MAEKET

-FOR-

SIX MONTHS,

THE

STANLEY
-IS-

NOW KNOWN

-AS-

THE

BEST

CORRESPONDENCE

SOLICITED.

niT OF a»»0 LK^HT TKA\8FnR»KK.

STAHLiSY ELECTRIC MFG. CGMPANY, ^ ^ « PITTSFIELD, MASS.
WESTERN AGENTS: The Electrical Supp'y Co., Corner Randolph St. and Michigan Ave .Chicago, III.
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ORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO.,
'9

-MAarUFACTURERS OF THl

SLATTERY INDUCTION AND WOOD ARC SYSTEM
-or*-

THE MOST PERFECT OF ANY.

For references as to the merits of these systems, inquire of the local companies, the operators, or the customers in

the large cities of this country where these systems are now being used almost exclusively after other systems have been
tried and thrown out—Philadelphia, New Orleans, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Detroit, etc.

W£ MAKE ALL STANDARD SIZES OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM,
Also Arc Lamps of Standard Sizes, 2,000 c. p., 1 ,200 c. p. and 800 c. p.

Main Office and Factory, FORT WAYNE, IND.
^xi-.^sro^ or'iFioEJs.

3rE"»' TORK H5 Rroadway.
CHICAGO 185 Dearborn Street.
PHIIiADELPHIA »07 Filbert Street.
DAL.L,AS, TEXAS ]!IcI,eoil Baildins.

PITTSBURGH, PA 533 Wood Street.
SAN FRANCISCO 35 New Montgoiaery Street.
TORONTO, CANADA 138 King Street, "W.
BUFFALO 828 Pearl Street.

GEORGE CUTTER,
ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES,

333 "The Rookery," CHICAGO.

LIGHTNING ARRESTER

— Asro-

CUTOUT COMBINED.

(PATEST APPLIED FOR.)

Cutter's Magnetic Cnt-out.
Bnilt OD correct scientific princiiijes,

(lives Dcrfcct prolcctioii to ttic motor,
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ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Plane and Speciflcatlone prepared, from which correct, uniform bide can be secured.
ContractB made for complete Steam Plants, oblng Mcintosh & Seymour Engines.
Contracts made for complete Electric Railway Installations.

SARGENT ^ LUNDY,
Ulech. & Elec. Engineers,

338 Hools-ory ^-u.ildlxi.g, - - OXXXO.A.OO.

The Minnesota Brush Electric Company
HA^VS JXJST> BO'CTGH'T

82^ MILES
of Arc, Incandescent and Power Cables

INVESTIGATION PROVED IT

THE BEST.

o-B- ms
MM UflderironDi CaWe Co.,

New York, Pittsburgh, Chicago.

Insulated Wires and Cables.

(

The acknoivledged Standard for durable and high In-
solation, rts merits proved by a record of over quarter
't a oentnary. Adapted to all electrical pnrpoBea.

I FLEBRATED KERITE TAPE FOR INSULATING JOINTS,

F trie Light and Power,
]raph and Telephone*
vay and all other

-.inches of Signaling,

ALL SIZES
Lead Encased Wires

Aerial Use,
Subterranean Use,
Submarine Use.

Concealed Wiring In all Locations,

GEORGE B. PRESCOTT, Jr., Gen. Agt., 16 Dey St., New York.

Western Electric Co., Chicago, III., Sole'Agents for the West.

ALEXANDER, BARNEY ^ CHAPIN,
20 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK,

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

THE MOST

POPULAR LAMP
IN THE MARKET,

"A.F.C.

WRITE US

FOR

PRICES

OF ALL GOODS,

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and T DEY STREET, IVBW YORK,

MANUFACTUHEKS, IMPORTERS AND 7)BALERS IN

"""'•
Electrical

Supplies

THE "CHAMPION'
Price, with Rod Zinc, $1.16 per CrU, with Corragated

Zinc, $1.35 per Cell.

THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED.

Of all Descriptions.

Oompt.t. C.tl of Cham. C.rbon Rvwrvolr nnd Cnv«
ploD B.iMry. ot Cb.mplon lt.tltary.

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Light and Power
Appliances,

Construction Tools and
Line Material.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

A&E.NT5
J. W. Peale, - No. l Broadway, New York.

Electric Eng. & Supply Co., - Syracuse, N. Y.

Central Electric Co., Chicago.

The Electrical Eng. & Supply Co., St. Paul. Minn.

St. Louis Electrical Supply Co., - - St. Loots.

GLOWER. HARRIS & GO..
CONTRACTING AND CONSULTING

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.
The largest Electrical Supply HotisQ weet et tb«

Mi^eifsippl River.

E-verythlne Clectrlcal-

289 ELM STREET. - - DALLAS, TEXAS.

One 3 Horse Power Electric Motor,

One 6 Horse Power Electric Motor.
3oth in HS'-e'ent rondHion, havLnR

beeu ustfdbuc little.

ERIE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

WILLAHD L. CANDEE, I Ensincsa ManaserB F. CAZENOVE JONES,
Manager of FactorUs,

The

Internalional OKONITE COMPANY,

i-ON'^:

LIMITED,

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES AiDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.
BtlANCHES: Chica^ro, Boston. Philadelphia, nilnneapolis, Cincinnati. Kansas CItj,

Omaha. LnuiKville, St. Louis, San Francitico.-Ijondou and So. America.

WRITE FOR PRICES ON

TROLLEYS, GEARS, BEARINGS

AND GENERAL SUPPLIES.

R. D. Nuttall Company,
AUeeheny, Pa. TXew York.

WM. ROTCH, Prest. CH AS. G. WINTER, Treia.
CUAS. E. BIBBER, Gen'l M»nag,.r.

Equip your Switch-board with cheap Switches.

C.E.M.Jack-KnifeSwitch.
/( fs a Record Breaker and a reliable Circuit Breaker.

Stannfactured Solelj' By

THE CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIG MFG. GO..
154 Franl<lin St. and 355 Congress St., BOSTON.

BLECTRICVT. SUPPLIKS OF \IA. TvIXDS.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
builtbyTHE ball & WOOD CO.,newyork.

W. It. Pearson 4k Co., Home lo^tirmir.* llallilln;;, 4'hlrsco* 111.
TIlON. 4,1, Hniltb, Jr., II llamniniKt Ualldinic. Clnrlnnstt, Oht»,

W. A l>ay, lies Oliver !!)trcot, BoaCop. Hana.
A. H. norap A Co„ «t. [ionla, no.

CooiFy A Vat«r, minneaiiolla, Hlnii.
Heail * !!ltrl>Kaam, S«l taammoBil Bolldlac, Dctnit, VIek.
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TIlB

Tbomson-Honston
ELECTRIC CO.,

MANTJFACIURERS OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY OF

DYNAMOS, LAMPS
And Every Necessary Appliance for the Construction, Maintenance and Operation of

Central Stations and Isolated Plants,

Arc, Direct Current and Alternating Current Systems,

100,000 750,000
Thomson-Houston Arc Lamps, Thomson-Houston Incandescent Lamps

In Daily Operation October I, 1891.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, WESTERN OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, Mass. 148 Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Abeudroth & Root Mfg. Co. ...xiii

Alexander, Barney & Chapla i

American Electrical Works slil

Andrews & Co., A. H xxi
Bibcock, W. H xlil

Baggot, E xlv
Bain Electric Mfg. Co Ix

Ball Eofflne Co xxi
Ball & Wood Co . The I

Beckeilpp-, Jas. G xlv

Bsggs, J. E . Mfg. & Supply Co. Iv

Bernstein Electric Co xiv

Blatz, L tMi
Borden & Selleck Co xv
Braun lUustratlng Co xxi

Brownlee & Co xii

Brookfield, Wm xli

Brush Electric Co xvil

Butler Hard Rubber Co Ix

Buxton, Geo. B xx
C. B. &Q. R. R XV
0. &. C. Electric Motor Co xvl

Card E. Motor & Dynamo Co..xvIil

Central Electric Co v
Chicago Electric Mfg, Co xiv

Chicago Electric Motor Co
City of Big Rapids. Mich xii

Ciower, Harris & Co i

Chicago Insulated Wire Co. . - xvii

Colburn Electric Mfg. Co xx
Columbia Electric Co xviii

Coolidge. Fuel & Supply Co x

Con3ol. EUc. Mfg. Co., The i

Cowles Elec. Smelt iS: Aium. Co. xiv

Crocker-Wheeler Elec. Mo. Co, xiil

Cutter, Geo xxvi
Day's Kerlte lasulatlon I

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.. xxi
Delaware Hard Fibre Co xii

Detroit Electrical Works vili

Densmore Typewriter Co
Eastern Electric Cable Co xili

Easton Electric Co
Edison General Electric Co vl

Edison General Electric Co., Cable
and Wire Department vl

Electric Construction & Sup. Co. . xx
Electric Merchandise Co x
Electric Secret Service Co. x
Electrician Pub. Co xvIii, xx
Elec. Construction Co., The. . . . xiii

Electrical Engineering Co xli

Elec. Eog. &~Supply Co., The. .xiii

Electrical Supply Co., The. . . xxiv
Elektron Mfg. Co xvi

Empire Chdna Works xvlil

Erie Electrical Supply Co i

Evans Friction Cone Co xvll

For Sale I, iv, Ix

Foster. O. A
Fort Wayne Electric Co xxvi
Freeman. Coleman & Co
GleasDn & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd. xiv
Globe Carbon Co xv
Great Western Elec. Supply Co. . ix

Greelev&Co., The E. S i

Hale Elevator Co
Helsler Electric Light Co
Hill Clutch Works
Hlne Ellmioator Co xli

Holmes, C. H xiii

Holmes. Booth & Haydens. . . .xvii

Hood, Wm X
India Rubber & Gutta Percha

lusulatlng Co
Interior Conduit ifelnsulatlon Co. x
International Okonlte Co I

Kartavert Mfg. Co Ix

Keller & Degenhardt xli

Knapp Electrical Works xxlil

La Roche Electric Works Iv

Law Telephone Co . . xiii

Leonard & Co., H.Ward xiv

Leffel & Co.. Jas xiii

Loud, H.M.& Sons Lumber Co.. xiv
McLaughlin. Jftmea xlv
Mason, James H xlli

MUliken Bros iv

Minneapolis Street Railway Co. xxv
Monitor Electric Co x
Mosher Arc Lamp Co xli

Munsell & Co., Eugene xili

Murphy, T. J xv
National Carbon Co iv
National Electric Mfg. Co xlx
N.Y.Beltlne & Packine Co xli

New York Insulated Wire Co.. xx'

New York & Ohio Co 1

N.W.EIec. Specially Co svl

Nuttall Company. R. D 1

Ostrander A Co., W. R x\iii

Pdlste. H. T xiii

Page Belting Co
Partrick & Carter Co iv

Payne & Co., Geo. W
Pearson & Co.. W. B xxi
Pelton Water Wheel Co xiv
pQoenlx Glass Co
Pond Englneorlng Co xxi
Powell Co.. The Wm xvIii

Queen & Co xili

Riea Elec. Specialty Co., The... x
Rockford Electric flifg. Co. . .

,

Royal Electric Co xil

Samson Cordage Works xli

Sargent & Lundy i

Sawyer-Man Electric Co xv
Schawtl & Co.. Jas xlll

8chleren&Co. Chas. A xli

Schoonmaker, A. xii

Schuyler Electric Co iv

Short Electric Railway Co xli

Schultz Belting Co
Sperry Elec. Mining ftlach. Co.. xiv

Standard Underground Cable Co i

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co
Star Iron Tower Co xviil

Stearns Mfg. Co xxi
Sterling, W. C xv
Steuben Elec. Mfg. Co., The ix

Stllwell & Blerce Mfg. Co. . .xlv, xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co vli

Taussig, S iv

Temple, J. C xv
Tnomson-Houston Elec. Co.il, xxli

Union Electric Mfg. Co., The. . ..xx

Union Electric Works
Union Hardware Co xli

U. S. Electric Lighting Co..
VanNuls C. S
Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Western Electric Co xvi

Westlnghouse Elec. and Mfg Co . . xi

Westinghouse Machine Co xxi

WestonElectrlcallDstrum'l Co.——
Williams Eiglne Works xxi
Woodbrldge & Turner Eng. Co..xv
Woodhouse & Rawson, Ltd
Worthlngtcn, Henry R

CLASSIFIED LIST.
Accamaiatora.
Brush Electric Co.

Alamlnniii.
CowieB Elec. Smelt. & Aium. Co.
Freeman, Coleman & Co.

Annonciators.
Central Electric Oo.
Electrical Constmctlon Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co.. The S. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Ostrander & Co. W. R.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Antl-Frlction lletal.
Turner Braas Works.

Arc Lamps.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Be^'L^s, -T. E., Mfg & Supply Co.
Brneh Electric Co.
Columbia Electric Co.

- Eiiaton Electric Co.
Electric Construction & Sapply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co,
Moi^ber Arc Lamp Co
Schuyler Electric Co.
yteuDen Electric yU\x- t.'o.

Thomson -Hoaston Miectrlc Co-
Westinghoaee Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc liiffht Cord.
Samson Cordage Works.

Batteries.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sapply Co. .The.
Foster. O. A.
Law Telephone Co.
Mason, Jas, H.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
Central Electric Co.
Blectrlcal Supply Co., The.
Franklin Electric Co., The.
Law Telephone Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

Btf^lls, ICIectrlc.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley* Co., TheE. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Itlaffneto.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co.. The E.8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Wostern Electric Co.

Beltlne:.
Evane Friction Cone Co.
N. Y. Beltlnir & Packing Co.
Page Belting Co.
Schieren & Co., Chae. A.
Sholta Belting Co.

Boilers.
Abendroth & Root Mfg. Co.
Pond Enplneerlnt; Co.

Books, Klectrlcal.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Braider Spoolers.
Payne* Co.. Geo. W.

BrRHH inOOtlS.
Blat/,, L.
Powell Co., The Wm.

tSnrGClar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
KlectrlCAl Suppi? Co., The.
(rreal W.-etern Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley* Co.,The K. b.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
PBrtrlck & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Wire Insulated.)

CableH. Klectrle. (See Wire Insu-
lated), Chopper, Hheet and Bar.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Western Electric Co.

CnrbODS. Points and Plates.
Brush Electric Co.
<"'entral Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co. The.
Globe Carbon Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National Carbon Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

Sinsmet w Jre.
(Seelnsulat^a Wire.)

Medlral Batteries.
Partrick* Carter Co.

aiica.
Munaell & Co., Engene.
Schoonmaker, A. O,

Cars, Railway.
Minneapolis St. Ry. Co.

CastlDcs, Brass.
Blatz, L.

Clatclies, Friction.
Hill Clutch Works.

Cunstrnctlon and Bepalra.
BalnElectrlcMfg. Co.
Chicago Electric Jlotor Co.
Electric Conatructlon & Supply Co.
Electrical Construction Co., The.
Electrical Engineering Co.
Knapp Electrical WorkB.
Leonard & Co., H. Ward.
McLaughlin, Jas.
Temple. J. C.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Contraetors, RIectrIc I^leht,
Rn&rlne Plants and £lectric
Railways.
Ball Engine Co.
Ball* Wood Co.. The.
Bain Electric Manufacturing Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfe. Co.
Ciower, Harris & Co.
Detroit Electrical Woifce.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Engineering Co , The.
Electrical Ecg. A; Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Keller * Degenhardt.
La Roche Electric Works.
fjeonard & Co , XI. Ward.
McLaughlin, Jas.
Pearson & Co., W. B.
Pond Eni:lDeerIng Co.
Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co.
Royal Elei;tric Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Short Electric Railway To,
Steuben Electric Mfg. Co.
Temple, J. C.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
WeatinghouEe Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.
Williams Engine Works.
Woodbrldge & Turner Eng. Co.

Copper Wires and Tapes,
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrlral Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cordage.
Samson Cordage Works.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, C. H.
Loud, H. M. * Sons Lumber Co.
Wefltern Electric Co.

Cut-Outs and mTvitcliea.
Alexander, Barney & Chapln.
Central Electric Co.
Coneolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cutter, Geo.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Palete, H.T.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
Van NuiB.C S.

Western Electric Co.
Oynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Begse, J- E., Mfg^& Supply Co.
C. &C. Electric Motor Co.
Ciower, Harris & Co.
Colburn Electric Mfg.Co.
Columbia Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
ICaslon Electric Co.
Electrical Engineering Co , The.
Elecirical fine. & Supply Co.
Fort Wavoe Electric Co.
Heisler Electric Llerht Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
National Electric MannfacturlngCo.
Rockford Electric ilanufacturingCo.
Roval Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric f^o.

Steuben Electric Mfg. Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
United States Electric Lighting Co.
Western Electric Co.
WeBtlnghouse Electric* Mfg. Co.

RIectrlcal Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Coneolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The
Cutter, Geo.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley * Co., The E. S.
Partrick & Carter Co.
O.ueen & Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.

Rie<'trl<*pl Intellleenee.
Kell.'r * Dfueiih/irdi.
Leonsrd ^V Ct>., H. Ward.

Electrical Eilpeclaltlep.
I'oliimblji Electric CO.
Northwestern Elect. Sner.lalt.v Co.
Kley K'.'-tric Specialty Co. The.
Turner Brass Works.

K<ectrlc Kail-Ru.v«
Detroit Elcc!rlr;il Works.
Kdlson General Klectrlc Co.
Leourird.t Co., H. Ward.
Sarcent * Luniiy.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomeon-Houeton Electric Co.
Weetlughouee Electric A Mfg. Co.
U'ondbridee * Tnmer Eng. Co.

F.lcctroiicrs and Coinblna>
tlon Fixtures.
Bngirot, E.
RIectrlcal Supoly Co., The.
iiloB(*on * Bailey Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Thomeon-flouAton Electric Co.

Klevators, RIertrIc and Hy-
draulic.
Hale Elevator (^o.

Electro-Flatine SlactLlneH.
Brnah Electric Co.
Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.
Edison General JSIeccrlc Co.
ThomBon-Uonaton Electric Co.

Enelnes, Hteam.
Ball Eneloc Co.
Ball * Wood Co.. Tlie.

Begge,.!. E., Mfg * Supply Co.
Pearson * Co., W.B.
Pond Enelneerlng Co.
S&rgent & Londy.
Steame Mfg. Co.
Westlnghonse Machine Co.
WilliamB Engine Co.

Enffravrs.
Braun illastratingCo.

! Fan Oufllts.
I

C. * C. E lectrlc Motor Co.
Card Electric Motor & Dynamo Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply t'o., The.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfe. Co.
Vulcauized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrlcaj Worka.
Partrlcfc & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Friction Cones.
Evane Friction Cone Co.

Gas iilgntlnp. JClectric.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

«)^eneral Electrical Supplies.
Alexander, Earney & Chapin.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Blfg. Co.
Ciower. BarriB & Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg.Co., The.
Columbia ElectrlcCo.
Cutter, Geo,
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Edison General Slectric Co.
Electric Construction & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Erie Electrical Supply Co.
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
iJreeley &Co.,Th6E. b.

Knapp EJectrical Works.
Northwestern Electric Specialty Co.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Riee Electric SuecinUy Co. The.
Steuben Electric Mfg.Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
Western Electric Go.

eiobes and Electrical Cllass-
ware.
Baggot. E.
Gleason * Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Phcenls Glass Co.

Hard Bobber Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Insulators and Issulatlns
Materials,
Alexander, Barney & Chapln.
Brookfield, Wm.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Cutter, Geo.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great tVeatern Elec. Supply Co.
Interior Conduit AlnsuJation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Kna^p Electrical Works.
Mnnsell & Co., Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co. -

Nattall, R. D., Company.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Manufactuilng Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insnlated Wires and Cables.
Magnet Wire.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Day's Kerlte Insulation.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edleon General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., Tte.
Gleason * Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Holmes, Booth * Hoydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber* Gutta Percha Ineu-
latlngCo.

Knapp Electrical Worto.
Monitor Electric Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick * Carter Co.
Stt.ndard Underground Cable Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
M eatem Electric Co.

Journal Bearings.
Turner Brass Works.

I^amps. Incandescent.
Alexander. Barney & Chapln.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Brnsh ElectrlcCo.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Ciower, llprrls A Co.
Coluuilila Electric Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Electrical Enp. v"i Snpplv Co.
Gleaeon ,t BailevMfg. Co. Ltd.
Great Western Elec Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Heleler Electric Light Co.
Hood.Wm.
Koapn Electrical Worke.
New York and Ohio Co.
Norihweetern Elect. Specialty Co.
H(iwv6r-M«tl KlftCTtr Co
Steuben Electric Mfg. Co.
Sunbeam Incandeeceht Lamp Co,
Thoraeon-IIoueton Electric Co.
Western ElectrlcCo.

I^ubricatorN.
Powell Co.. The Wm.

ninlns Apparatus, JBIectrle.
B-oln Electric Mfe. Co.
Edleon General Electric Co.
ThoniBon-UonptoQ KlectxIcCo.
Si>erry Klec. Mining Machine Co.
WeetlQchouse Electric * Mf£. Co.

Motors.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Brush ElectrlcCo.
Card Electric Motor * Dyiumo Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Motor Co.
C. * C. Electric Motor Co.
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Columbia Electric Co.
£a*lOQ Electric Co.
Edlaon Gt-neral Electric Co.
EJectrical Engineering Co.,The.
Electrical Eng. it Supply Co.
ElektroL MannfactariQg Co.
Erie Electrical Supply Co.
Foster. O. A.
La Rocbe Electric Works.
Rockford Electric Manufacturing
Royal Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
U. 8. Electric Lighting Co.
WefltinghooBe Electric * Mfg. Co.Name Plates.
Blatz, L.
Freeman, Coleman * Co.

Office Famltnre.
Andrews* Co., A. H.

Oils.
TaDflSiff, 8.

Oil Cups.
Powell Co.. The Wm.

Patent Solicitors.
Babcock, W. n.
Woodhouse 4: Bawson, Ltd.

Packine:.
Buxton. Geo. B.
N. T. Belring & Packing Co.

Pins and Braebets.
Central Electric Co.
Coolidge Fuel * Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Holmes, C.H.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Western Electric Co,

Platlnani.
Schawel * Co., Jas.

Poles.
Brownlee & Co.
Central Electric Co.
Coolidge Fuel * Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Holmes, C. E.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co
MllUken Bros.
Star Iron Tower Co.
Steriing,W. C.

Publishers. Blectrlcal.
Electrician PubUehing Co.

Push Buttons.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Northwestern Elect. Specialty Co
Partrick * Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Ballways. £lectric.
(See electric railways.^

B<>siilatliis; Sockets.
Rie; Electric Specialty Co. The.

(Separators. Mteam.
Hme Eliminator Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

Speaklnc Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
WesterB Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen * Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthin<rton, Henry R.

Street Ky. £qulpment.
Minneapolis Street Ry. Co.

Supplies, Blectric Bailway.
Electric Merchandlee Co.
Nuttall. R. D. Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chlcaso Insulated Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co,
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co. , The.
India Ruober * Gutta Percha In*
•ulailDg Co.

International Okonlte Co-^The.
New Tort Insulated Wire Co.
Roessler A Uaeelacher ChemlcAlCo.

Telegraph Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Seryice Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Greeley A Co., The E. 8.
Knapp ElectricAl Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick * Caner Co.
Weatem Electric Co.

Telephones, Rlectrle.
Western Electric Co.

Test instruments.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
CentraJ Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co."
Electfical Supply Co^The.
Greeley A Co., the B. S.
Knapp Electrlc&i WorkB.
Qneen * Co.
I nion Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.

Trans(termers.
Electrical Enc. & Supply Co.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
Stanley EKvrtric Mfg. Co.
Weetinirhouso Klectrlc A Mfg. Co.

Trollor Co'd.
Samiron Coriln,::^ Works.

Trucks, P.lectric Car.
Edison General Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thom^on-Honslon ElectrlcCo.
Westlnchonsc Electric A Mfg. Co.

Tarhinc Wheels.
PayloD Glol>e Iron Works C-o.
Leffel A Co.. Janiee.
Pclton Water Wheel Co.
SUlwell A Bleree Mfg. Oo.

Tvpe Writers.
Pon^more Type Writer Co.

Valves
Beckerleg, Jap. G.

Wire. Bar«.
AmericAD Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
Knapp Bleotrical Worlcs
Sperry Blec. Mining Machine Co.
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CLEVEL4HD, OHIO. rwm.|.|f^g6e CLEVEL4FD, OHIO.

•MANUFACTURERS OF-

EZiECTRIG LIGHT CARBONS andBATTERY MATERIAL.
NOW THEN! FOR SALE CHEAP!

!

Eistit 500-light Thomeon-Honston Incandescent i 60 miles No, 10 American Elect. Wire need aboat
"DTnamos, 110 volts. one year.

Two P^trn \rm'itnres for eame ' ^^^ -00 H. P. Horizontal Boiler, full front,iwo extra Arm.itnres lor eame. ^^^ g. ^ p ^gBtinahonse Automaiic Englre.
roar American An; Macnmea, Sa lighte, 2000 can- gigii speed Enainee, Pumps and Equipments for

die power. 1 Electrical (Stations on hand.

JOHN E. BEG6S MFG. & SUPPLY CO., 74 Corllandt Street, NIW YORK.

SYNOVIAL DYNAMO OIL
Second to None. Free from Gum or Acids.

Bj refiltering ean be nsed contlnnally. Adopted by the largest Electric Plants of the Wtet.

Write for Prices and Samples. S. TAUSSIG. Agent, 45 River St., CHICAGO.

THE SCHUYLER
-sirsTiEinyi: oi^-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FEATURES:

THE MILLIKEN PATENT POLE
For Electric Street Railways and Electric tight Work.

56 LIBERTY STREET, ..Krp.,xnBKOBv 59 DEiRBORH STREET,

NEW YORK.
MILLIKEN BROS.

CH.CACO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.—Iron Work
fop Light Stations a Specialty.

WRITE FOB CIBCriiAB AKD CATAL,OGrE.

IMPORTANT!
BEFORE PURCHASING INVESTIGATE THE

U ROCHE

SYSTEM.

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN. CONN.

ALTEftHATlflQ DYHAMOS
FOR LONG DISTANCE LIGHTING,

FOR 100 TO 1200 LIGHTS.
AGENTS WANTED. NOTICE OUR ILLUSTRATION NEXT WEEK.

La Roche Electric Works,
116 & 118 HORTH ethST,, PHILAI ELPHIA, Pfi,, D. S. A.

FRANKTiTN 8. CAHTER. CHARLES M. WILKINS.

TUADIN'l AS

E. WARD WILKINS.

PARTBICK & CARTER CO.,

125 South Second street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

s<ii.]; I'I'.opi(ii;toii.s or tiik patent nebule annunciatohs.

ManufacturerH of and Dealers in all Kinds of

ELECTfMCALSUPPLIES.
WK .VAKK A bri:i:IAI.TV OT

Bells, Disque Leclanche Batteries, Gas Lighting Apparatus,
Bronze goods and a full lineof supplies for hotel and housework.

Ageit: Ut OsDaia:-The Toronto 'onstraction ani Elsctrloal Supply Co. Torcnto.

CaUIo^osj Arii Dlj<r.3nnt Sli(:o'.« will l><j Kent lo thosB In the tra'Je iipori receipt '.1 Ai>|<lt<.alion bu<{ BiirIix.'Bk Card.
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PAISTE SWITCHED

5 Ampere Paiste Switches, Porcelain Bases, 30c.

10 do. do. do. do. do. 35g.

OUR ST. LOUIS BRiNCH.

4.0 iV/;.

OUR KANSAS CITY BRANCH.

vLOW/^

TRAOe MARK.

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,
813 Locust St., St. LoniB, Mo.

OUR OMAHA BRANCH.

nLON/^

TRAai: MARlCi

WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,
419 S. 151h St., Omaha, Neb.

TRADE MARK.

GATE CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY.
522 Delaware St., Eansaa City, Mo.

OUR DENVER BRANCH.

4-0 W/>
TK,J^IDE li/LJLR-EZ.

T^/3r N'ARK.

ELECTRIC POWER AND TRANSMISSION CO.,

l?i; Llwrence St., Denver, Colo.

We haven't much on our page this week,

but we want you to READ IT ALL.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin St., CHICAGO.

CONNECTED BY PRIVATE WIRE WITH POSTAL TELEGRAPH-CABLE CO.S SYSTEM.
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Edison

General

Electric Co.

EDISON BUILDING,

BROAD STREET,

NEW YORK.

PRESSURE INDICATOR.

yHE EDISON PRESSURE INDICATOR is acknowledged the most Per-

fect Instrument for Indicating Pressure. it is at all times Reliable

and Accurate.

Is easy of Adjustment, and always Remains in Circuit.

Its Accuracy can be Checked at any Time, without additional Instruments,

the IndicatorContainingwithin Itself the Means for Checking Its Own Readings.

The Scale can be Read at a Distance, indicating positively "Right,"

"High" or "Low," according to Pressure.

Years of Practical Operation Have Proven these Facts, and all Plants

Desiring to Obtain Good Practice should Possess the Edison Indicator.

For Particulars, address nearest District Office.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

CANADIAN DISTRICT:
Edison Building. Toronto, Can.

CENTRAL DISTRICT:
173-175 Adams St.. Chicago. III.

EASTERN DISTRICT:
Edison Building. Broad St.. New York.

NEW ENGLAND DISTRICT:
25 Otis Street. Boston. Mass.

PACIFIC COAST DISTRICT:
Edison Building. 112 Bush St.. San

Francisco. Cal.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST DISTRICT:
Fleischner Building, Portland. Ore

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DISTRICT:
Masonic Building, Denver, Colo.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT:
10 Decatur St.. Atlanta. Ga

Snbmarlne.

Telegraph,

Underground,

» a r )r"i^
f^r'USs^-••»:

Telephone,

Interior,

Electric Light.

S<,luiii-i;la.l> «.iik«. j;(lii,(.ii <;<iieiiil Jili-iliic ( ..liipai.)

.

Manufactured under Authority of SIEMENS & HALSKE,
BV

The Edison General Electric Company,
AT TIIKIK S«;ilKXFCT.%l>V WOKKS.

Eetlmatea Foral.ih'j'l on ApplltsatloTi.

Address, Cable and Wire Department, Edison General Electric Company,
KI>I80\ Kl IM>I.\«K, ItltOAD NTREKT, XKW YORK, or KcarcHt Dintrict Oflice.

IDTSTHIOT OITiriOEISs
f;»"»'ll«B ni«trlrt: Kdrnon BnlldlDC. Tornntn. Ctn.
rrstrml nialrirt: I73-17.'J Ailiima »t « hirngo.
F.utern r>latrl<-t: Kdlnon Bolldlni, Broart Mi . Sew York.
Sew Enclum OUtrlet: 23 Otii Ml., Baitoa, Hati.

I'acinr < nnnt Iilniilri : FiilHon Hallillne. I 'i ItnHli Ht , Han Franclaco, Cnl.
I*arlnr ^'orihw«-nt l>lHlrlrt: Kl**lHrhii«'r Itiilldlnir, l*ortluiid, Ore.
Korky .Mountain l>Utrlct: Ilonnnir HnlldlnE. l>«DV«r, Colo.
Monttaeru Ulatrlct: 10 UecBtnr Mt., Atlanta, Ua.
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THE THOMSON-HOUSTON COMPANY'S LAMP EXPERT

PRONOUNCES THE THOMSON-HOUSTON INCAN-

DESCENT LAMP "WORTHLESS."

Look at this Statement
(We copy beloir from t/ie Thomson Houston Com/xtni/'s ad-

vertisement, running in the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN from

September 13 to October 17.)

SEE WHAT PDRCBA8BRS SAY:

B. B. Burley, Proprietor Burley House, Belle Plaine, Iowa.

State of Iowa,
) ^^

Benton County,
\

I B. B. Burley, being duly sworn, upon oath depose and say, that I

am a resident of Belle Plaine, Benton County, Iowa, and proprietor of

the "Burley House" in said city; that September 20, 1889, the Wm. A.

Hunter Electric Company placed a 33 candle power, 52 volt Incandescent

Lamp of the Thomson-Houston system, on the porch at my said hotel;

that said lamp burned continuously for 4,620 hours, burning out July

15, 1891. B. B. Burley.

Subscribed in my presence and sworn to before me, August 10, 1891.

Tom. H. Millee, Notary Public,

In and for Benton County, Iowa.

Burley House. Belle Plaine. Iowa.

Extract of letter from Manitoa Electric Co.,

nanitoa Springs, Colo., Dated Aiignst 23, ISO I,

"We hive got T. & H. lamps burning and giving good light, that I can figure

up over 10,000 hours. We have probably 300 Thomson-Houston Umps buroing

that have burned .'j.OOO hours. The lamps were .all I could ask. Have tried

"Sunbeam" and other lamps made in Chlraeo, and the , all of

which .ire no good on earth." IWANITOU ELECTIUC CO.,
By U. F. Tingley, Manager.

( We copy below from- our advertisement in the WESTERN
ELECTRICIAN of October 17-)

QUERY. Why do the Thomson-Houston Company mention in their

advertisement the length of life of their lamps as if it were

an evidence of superiority? Is it because tliey are unable

to make "good" lamps of high efficiency; because they are

presuming upon the ignorance of their customers; or be-

cause the individual who wrote the advertisement did not

know any better? ^^^^^^^^

And then at this.

(We (/note l>elow from page 17 of '^A Treatise on the Incan-

descent Lamp" bij-y.E. Randall, Electrician of the Incaiidescent

Lamp Department of the Thomson-Houston Co.)

"It is probable that in the future the length of

time a lamp will be allowed to remain upon its

socket will be reduced rather than increased. The

reason is to be found in the lamp itself. While

numerous reports have been published in which

phenomenal records for life have appeared, two

very important factors in such tests have been

carefully omitted. They are: The elliciency or

the horse power consumed per candle, and the

ratio of the illuminating power at the start to that

after a run of 1,000 hours. No published tests

which have given the items mentioned have shown

that the lamps were of any value for illumination

after a run of 800 or 1,000 hours. The writer has

yet to see a lamp whose candle power after 1,000

hours' run was not so much reduced as to make it

worthless. This limit to life by the decrease in

illuminating power will be more fully appreciated

and more definitely settled the more the incan-

descent lamp is used for domestic illumination.

The various manufacturers will then guarantee

that their lamps will retain their candle power for

a certain number of hours, instead of guarantee-

ing, as at present, that the lamps will run 600 to

1,000 hours before breaking, a guarantee which

any well made lamp will fulfill."

The admission that Thomson-Houston lamps are "worthless," coming

from so good a source as the electrician of the lamp department of the

Thomson Houston Company himself, must be accepted as correct. .

We would also call attention to our advertisements in the Westeex

Electeiciak of September 36, October 3, 10, 17 and 2L

A SUGGESTION. The next time that the Thomson-Houston Company wish to show the superiority of their goods and assume the responsibility

for a statement made by one of their customers directly reflecting on goods made by their competitors, it might first be well for them to

make sure that they are on the right side of the fence themselves.
1 -i, , r j

"WE CAN furnish a lamp of high efficiency or a long-lived lamp as our customers may desire. Each style will be found to give a whiter light and

more light per dollar of expenditure in current than similar lamps made by other manufacturers.

THE SUNBEAM INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.
805 diamber of Commerce BIdg.,
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FMTS, STREET MILWAY MEN SHOULD KNOW AIOUT

The Detroit Electrical Works'

STANDARD RAILWAY SYSTEM.

Our latest type "iJ", standard equipments have been ordered bystreet railway com-
panies at Gloucester, Mass., 10 cars; Salem, Mass., 5 cars; Aurora, 111., 15 cars; and by
J. N. Beckley, President of the Rochester Railway Company, for his railway at Lawrence,
Mass., 15 cars, after thorough <rm^ Sind experience with the latest styles of equipments put
on the market by the other leading electric companies.

OwT equipments will operate with less current to do the same work, with less noise
and with less risk to burn-outs of armatures, fields and switches, than any other equip-
ment on the market, whether double or single reduction.

The advantages over two motors, of having but one motor to drive the car, are:
1.—One-half the number of electrical parts.
2.— Uniform ivear on the system throughout.
Z.—Single Absorption of the current, thus eliminating losses incidental to dividing

2iOiver into two or more units.

4:.—Impossibility of having one motor working against another, which often happens
to the destruction of some one or more parts.

b.^Ability to reverse motion at speed in case of danger, where prompt action may
save personal injury and svibsequent damage.

Q.—Accessibility of motor parts to inspection from the car floor, everything being in
the center, under one trap door.

7.^The indisputable fact th&t four tvheels of a truck, all driven simultaneously irova.
one source of poiver, give all the traction on the rails due to the weight of the car complete,
regardless of the distribution of the load in the car.

This is an important consideration, especially in tvork on grades where aWthe traction
of the car is needed and where slipping of the wheels is objectionable and expensive.

In the neiv style, type "Vi", 30 and 40 H. P. equipments, the details throughout have
been redesigned to naeet hard service at a low cost for maintenance and repairs.

The switches, recently patented, are strong, dtirable and safe from arcing, or burning
by breaking heavy currents.

The rheostats are made of German silver wire, and arranged in an improved casing
for protection and durability.

These statements are facts, and we will furnish the means for any intending pu.rchaser
to verify them, both by inspection of the apparatus at our Works and by inquiry into the re-
sults of operation on the roads that we have equipped.

Full information and detail estimates furnished upon application.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS. - DETROIT, MICH.
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CATAI O^LIF^ ^!^°" ^^' E|ectric Railway Supplies,

GREAT

( No. 24, Electric Lighting Supplies,

JUST OUT. SEND IN YOUR APPLICATION.

TVEiSTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
2OI-2OT So. Canal Street, CHICAGO, U. S. A.

D
•mS^-A-T^O X^ltll TATlXlcll. toMTm yoxir* coiia:potltioii.? If so,
XE1.:e:07 yoxxr Incivilrlos to -vus.

KARTAVERT
THE BKST SUBSTITUTE FOE HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

Ths- KartavGrt « Manufacturing - Co.,

FOR SALE:
(IN GOOD ORDER.)

One Edison 150 Light Dynamo, good as new .8275 00

One U. S., New Style, 110 Volt, 200 Light In-
candescent Dynamo, Kheostat, Am-
meter and 200 Key Sockets, has not been
used three months, good as new 3?5 00

One Manchester 50 Volt. 200 Light Compound
Dynamo ISO 00

One Manchester 50 Volt, 150 Light Dynamo. . 150 00

One Daft 110 Volt Sliunt, 200 Liglit Dynamo,
New Armature 250 00

One C. & C. 15 H. P., 110 Volt Jlotor 260 00

One T.-H. 500 Volt Compound Dynamo. 50

H. P., NcAV 1.200 00

One T.-H., 15 H. P., 500 Volt Motor, New 400 00

One Sperry Arc Dynamo and teu Arc Lamps 350 00

One 600 Volt, 25 impere, U, S. Shunt Dynamo M)0 00

FOREE BAIN,
47 and 49 South Jefferson Street,

CHICAGO.

THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.,
33 ^v4Cercer Street, 1::To'\7!T "S'orl^,

POSSESS SUPliUIOR ADVANTAGES IS THE MANUFACTURE OF

XXJIlRD rxtbbezr cs-oods
Especiftltif ill ai'tides adnittvtl to elertrtcal imliiHtftcs, having tthtahictl the sol** right to ttimtti/actitre

MIAiti> gtViiltEU tintter the vatuahte JPatents grantefi to triljMjMA.ll KlEI^.

ALL. OPlOK.VXrONS OF SAWtNO, CUTTING, TURNING AND rOMSBING Ol'U NKW STANPARDS OF
O L-I [7 p'T" D f\ r\ A Kl P\ T I I F% I NI C\ ^^^ ^^ performed with n lareo reduction fn the wear and tear of toolp, and conetderflbU' eavine of labnr, Onr new standards are4biiiL^L_l, ii \^ L-r r\ IN Ly I w Cj 1 1\ \J of a rlcbcr blBck throuehout, not subject to change In color, are tougher and more tleilble, do not become brittle with mgc, and

have been tested and approved by the leading electrical companke of the United Statee. in addition to these advantages, we aleo offer advantages Id prices.

KIEL'S PATENT HARD RUBBER CELLS FOR STORAGE AND PRIMARY BATTERIES
Still remain the most satisfactory and cheapest in the market, unequaled for strength, durability, insulation and resislimce to acids,

HiRD RDBBER GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION M4NDFACTDRED.

For Sale by THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO.

rnrrrspoinlrnrp solirfttMl from n\\ m.-mnfiirlnrors ami t!c:iIora in electrical
iiiarhinpiy ulu^^;^l]•pIi^s. SKNI> FOR PRICES AND KSTIMATKti.
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THE RIES REGULATING SOCKET
FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

Ileg\Tlates tlie Light. Saves the Current, ^n Innovation in Electric Lighting.
Something Entirely Xew. NO RESISTANCE, OR ANY OTHER CURRENT-CONSUMING DEVICES USED. Simple, Efficient, Econamical.

Indorsed by ihe Electrical Press, and Prominent Electrical Engineers and Electricians. For Particulars and Prices write to

THE RIES ELECTRIC sPEcijLTY coBPANY, PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS
Baltimore and Eutaw Sts., BALTIMORE, MD. RKO-ULATIIIG SOCKSTS.

COOLIDGE FUEL £ SUPPLY CO.,
BAILBOAD CBOSS TIES
AND PILING.

CEOA*^ AND
CTACONAU P»WE

POLES

-MANCFACTUKED BY-

CBOSS ARMS,
PINS AND BRACKETS.

J. R. CLARK CO., Minneapolis, Minn.

INTERIOR CONDUITS

1 HADE-MARK.

Tie Soliitiou of tlie Protlem of Safe Snarflii

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherever and for whatsoever purpoae employed, is to

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
INTERIOR AND UNDERGRODND

MANUFACTURED BY

I IfX£R I O R
CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,

ujnRwc. I B27 to B31 W. 34th St..wunn».
I 526 to 528 W. 3Btli St..

General Offices; 42 & 41 Broad St., New Tort

Thoa. Day & Co., 2-2^ Salter St., San Francisco, Cal.
Electrical Rng. Co., 320 Dearuorn tit., Chicago, 111.

American Electrical Supply Co.,
326 Pearl St., Bnffalo, N. T.

Putnam. Gay & Co , 27 E. Main St., Rochester, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co.. Izl W. 8th St., Cincinnati, O.
Chas. Gabriel, Saginaw, Mlrli.

Southern Electrical Mfg. and Snpply Co.,
110 Baronne St., >lew Orleans, La.

Walker & Kepler, 531 Chestnut St., Philadelphia. Pa.
Electrical Snpply & Construction Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Sonthern Electric Co., Bnliimore, Md,

ELECTRIC
RAILWAY

For All Systems. WUPPL IEw
E:^ciL-crsiTrEi-."2"-

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

ELECTRIC MERCHANDISE CO.,
H ADA5IS STREET, CHICAGO.

W. B. MASON, General Manager.

THE "JEWEL"
#^S%. Incandescent Lamp,

# y^ The Best Lamp In the Market.

** Any Voltage.

Any Socket.

Any Candle Power.

iv* "-^W^/^ 16 C. p. Lees than 100 lots, 55 Cents.

<%

•X1.XOX1S!
lees than 100 lots, E

100 to 1000 " 50

Send for Sample Order.

m. HOOD, Gen! Agt., 239 LaSalle St.. CHICAGO.

G. A. HARMOUNT,
MANAGER

MONITOR ELECTRIC CO.,
14 3 WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL. I

WHOLESALE DEALER IN GENERAL

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
WEtDTEKSI A&ENT FOR

ALFRED F. MOORE
(KSTABLISIIKn l,<20. i

ELECTRICAL WIRES AND GABLES.
Electric Light, .Vnnuociator and Office Wirus. Inctinrlescent and Battery Cords; ii

fact, every kind of Wiro known ,10 (he Eluctrical Trade.

THOMAS STURGIS,Presi. Wm. C. LANE. Sec'y and Treas. C. P. MACKIE, Gen'l Manager. S. S. BOGART, Gen'l Agent

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY,
43 -EilE^C^A^TIi-SJSrjiLr^, I^ES^W

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIGHT! MOTOR CUT OUT.

LAMPS OR MOTORS CUT IN AND OUT AT WILL FROM CENTRAL STATION WITHOUT

DISTURBING OTHERS ON SAME CIRCUIT.

Thi.i riyitfciii Savc.i .Mileags of Circiiiw, JNlake.s Scattered iiuisiiiCH.s I'rolital Sci'urcH P.'iytrii'iil lin- I'lvcfy Iloiif nf Liirlit.
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Westinshouse Electric & Mte.
COMPANY,

I^i1:t:slo\irs, IPol,, XJ. S. JL.

Makers of Electric Light and Power Apparatus for all Purposes. .

PIONEERS OF THE ALTERNATINB SYSTEM,
OTTH

Converters
o<3i\x:^Ti>a'si

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
ABSOLUTE SAFETY,
PERFECT REGULATION,
LOW PRICES.

OXJU.

Meters
.^.ZlDEI

OVER 700,000

SIMPLE,
ACCURATE,
RELIABLE,
DURABLE.

16 C.P. Lights' Capacity

of METERS IN USE.
METER.

CONVERTER.

The WestiDghouse Meter is the only A. C. Meter -which has been adopted as standard by the Lordon (EngJ

Trade. Synchronous System for the Long Distance Trarsmissicn of Power in large units claims the

of every one having available Water Power within twenty-five miles of a market.

ard) Board of

attention

RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
WE MANUFACTURE AND SELL

GEARLESS and SINGLE REDUCTIONYES,
RAILWAY MOTORS,

MULTIPOLAR AND 2-POLE GENERATORS,
and all Station Appliances for Street Railway Work.

IRON CUD GEARLESS MOTOR.

Percentage of increase in roads using our apparatus greater than
that of any other cDmpany.

Send for Latest Catalogue.

OFFICES IN ALL OF THE LEADING CITIES. Correspondeace Solicited.

.^ c3.dfO £t 6> ,
SINGLE REl)ji.T,OM V0T03.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC £ MFG. CO.,

FittsTb\xrg, Fa., XJ. S- JL-
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MAKXJFACTURED BY

•Wm. BROOKFIEI.D,
SUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

:BXJ"3r THE] ^lElSXI

The Mosher Arc Lamp.
DIRECT INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

KEAD THE FOLLOWING TESTIMONIAL:
NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO., Eau Claire, Wi9., October 5, 1S9L

aio«ther Arc linnip Co.. Chieago, III.
Gextlemen :—Rep I Ting to your inqniry of the 3d inat. we beg to efate that the lamp?

von sent ns some time ago are giving ue bitter satisraction than any other lamp we have
ever tried to burn on an incandescent circnlt. We Inclose herewith an order for 10 of
them to be shipped to El^ln. 111. Tonre very trnly,

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

Noted for Simplicity and Steadiness.

500 to 5,000 candle power, making superior lamp for photo-engraving pnrposea.
Write for price, circular, and sample lamp.

MOSHER ARC LAMP CO,, 125 Ontario St, CHICAGO.
Or to P. p. Little X- Co , Baffilo, N. V. ; Creaghead Engineering Co.,

Cincinnati. O. ; Coa?:; F. Lindner, San Francisco, Cal.

MICA
For all Electric Insulating
Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the market.

I I SELL NO OTHER.

Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St., NEW YORK.

E.E.KELLER. F. E. DEGENHARDT.

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS,

542 EOOEEY BniLDlR - CHIGA&O.ILL.

th:s osx,-z-

mm of iimm \mimm
IN THE WORLDS FAIR CITY.

WANTED
ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Bids will be rece'.ved at the Ci'y Re-

corder's Office, until Mosday eveniog
Norember 16, 1891, for li.gbtlDo- the
city of Big Rapids, Mi;h . with 3a to 40
2,000 candle power electric lights, accord-
ins to the following plana.

FIRST: For lights running from dusk until 12
o'clock every night in the year.

SECOND: For lights running from dusk until

daylight every night in the year.

THIRD: Running from dusk until 12 o'clock

upon what is known as a moonlight
schedule.

FOURTH: Running from dusk until daylight

upon a moonlight schedule.

Bids upon each of th.'fe propositions to

b2 made for contract running from Jan-
uary 1, 1892 to January 1, 1893, al:0 from
January 1, 1893 for a term of three year.j.

The Common Council reserve the ri^ht
to reject any and all b'ds.

W. A. FOSTER, Recorrter.

K.SIO'IV WHAT YOU'BE QETTIXt;!

HINE'S ELIMINATOR,
Extracts Oil from Exhaust, Separates Water from Live Steam.

In ateBtof the- heet known "Separators" recently made at Cornell University
this ELIMINATOR demonstrated ptrcentages of efficiency over ALL competitors
ranglns from 11 to 59 per cent. The full report of test with drawings, etc., sent
free. Addreea

HINE ELIMINATOR CO.,
106 Wberty street, Tvr i. » \K/ -y^n^C

CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL.

if you are in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

BROWNLEE & CO., "rc^'
-T^E-

mn umm co.,

PUSH-BDTTON

SI3 EI jXuS.

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

Royal Electric Co.,
911 & 913 South Washington St,, PEOEIA, ILL,,

.MAN'KArTr;ftt:H'- OF

Alternatiog and Continuous Current Dynamos and Motors,

AND ELECTRIC MACHINERY.

Agents Wanted for Exclusive Territory.

PATENT

IMSMfr
LEATHTRWErri

Rans more Slack than
Unperforated Belts, hence
adapted to uneven poM'er

^ of Electric Railways and
for Electric Power in (ien-

eral.

CHAS. A. SCHIEREN 6c CO.,
PATENTEES AND SOLE SIANTJFACTURZBS,

Also New York, lloston,

;

Philadelphia. !
46 SOUTH CANAL ST., CHICAGO. ILL.

NEWYOiCBElIING&RACKINC GO
JOHN H. CHKEVER, ) (LIMITED 1
J. I>. CriEKVEK, M,inaser.s. * •'

F. •JAZENOVK .lOXES. 1

WM. T. BAIRD, Sec'y.

Oldest and larg-est Manufacturers in the United States of

f
-JEX'A-'Z.'Sfi'^-'M

\*iB'W, 3fK.T\

15 PARK ROW, HEW YORK.

Jnited States of

Vulcanized Rubber Fabrics

SALESROOMS:
PHIL.<iDELPHI.4, 308 Chestnut Street.
BOSTON, 5d Summer Stre>t.
CHICAGO, 151 Lake Street.
DEXVKR, 160I-16I1 ntti Street.
CIIAULESTON, 16) Meetinj Street.
GRAND RAPIDS. 4 Monroe Street.
MINNEAPOLIS, 28 South 2d Street,
CLEVELAND, 176 Superior Street.

FOE IBECejMCAL PDEV08ES,

Rubber Belting.

Packing

and Hose.

SALESROOMS:
SAN FRANCISCO, 17 Main Street.
ATLANTA, 16 Decatur Street.
DETROIT, lli--;:0 Woodward Ave.
BALTIMORE, 12 North Charles Street.
BUFFALO. l-i4-l-28 Washington Street.NEW ORLEANS, f-vi North Peters Strset.
KANSAS CITY. 13::l Went lith Street.
ST. LOUIS, 61o Locust Street.

HARD FIBR

DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO.

for insulation and me-

chanical construction is

manufactured in Sheets,

Rods, Tubing, Washers, Discs and all Special Shapes. Esti-

mates and samples furnished upon application.

WILMINGTON, DEL.,

U. S. A.
1

SOLID BRAIDED CORD.
Is the Tnost dura-
nle for hanging
Arc Lamps,
T r 1 1 e y
Cord, Cov-
ering Field

Magnets, Saeh Cord, etc., etc-

Send for Samples aud Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE TKTORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.,
322 DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO.

Contractors for al l kinds of ELECTRICAL WORK.
tiKXBUAh tlESTKKX AGEXTS POK

The Clark Wire.
The Interior Conduit and Insulation Co. of New York.
The Elektron Manufacturing Co.
Perret Motors.
The Standard Dynamo, Manufactured by the Fairbanks

Scale Co.

STANDARD LINE APPLIANCES.
Trolley Wire Hpliclns TiiI)ch, i'nll-<ill' llrurkcts, Curve Innulator?,

Pole KnIrlietH.

<'ro<Mlnic KroKH, ilali <;onneetor <:il|>.f, Trolle.v ^»'l^<^ ItiHnlutorH.

THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
Main Offices, Cleveland, Ohio.
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Street Railway Exhibits at the Pittsburg
Convention.

The exhibits at the Pittsburg convention were far more

extensive than those of former years; in fact they were so

extensive that the arrangements for them were far from

meeting the demands. It was found necessary to place

many of the displays in out-of-the-way places and they

therefore did not make as imposing an appearance as they

otherwise would. It was found In the first place that the

plan of dividing the displays was one that should not be

followed in the future, and it is quite probable that the

association will hereafter adopt the plan of securing

a large hall conveniently situated, where all the displays can

be accommodated. The fact that the exhibits were

scattered about did not, nevertheless, lessen the interest in

them. Everybody in Pittsburg and Allegheny knew there

was a convention, and they knew the street railway men

were holding it. A better advertised gathering could not

be found. Nearly every street car in the two cities carried

signs announcing the convention and exhibition, and also

informed all beholders of the particular type of apparatus

that the car and line upon which it was operated were

equipped with. The electric railways, of course, monopo-

lized the attention of the public

generally and the delegates

as well. There were all kin^.!^

of apparatus and devict-^

displayed. The Thomson-

Houston. Edison, Short, West-

inghouse and Detroit systems

were shown in actual opera-

tion. There were gearless

motors' and single reduction

a.id double reduction motors

shown, and the visitors had

excellent opportunities to com-

pare the merits of the several

systems. The builders of elec-

tric cars and trucks as well

as the manufacturers of elec-

trical apparatus showed what

advances had been made in the

line of car building.

In the accompanying cuts

are shown several views of the

machinary exhibited on board

the barge which was tied up

behind the convention head-

quarters. These illustrations

include special views of exhibits

of motors, trucks and special-

ties which are e.xplained in

detail.

The Short system was thoroughly displayed on the barge

as well as on the regular passenger lines equipped by the

Short company in Pittsburg. Its special display occupied

a prominent position at the entrance of the barge. There

was a gearless motor, mounted on a car axle, showing the

operation in detail. There were also single reduction

motors and one of the Short company's new power gener-

ators for street railway work. This latter machine excited

much favorable comment. It is substantially constructed

and is certainly a handsome piece of work. This type of

machine was recently illustrated in the Western Electri-

cian. A handsomely finished switch-board equipped

with a full quota of measuring instruments wa9 also a

feature of interest.

The Westinghouse company's display on the boat was a

practical exhibition of the method of mounting the motors

on a car truck. There were also several motors for street

railway work shown, and a fine switch-board. The special

features of the Westinghouse company's motor were dis-

played to advantage.

The Thomson-Houston company's exhibit in the boat

was not so elaborate but it was nevertheless one of the

Special attractions. Several types of motors were shown

and their advantages under different conditions pointed

out. There was also a complete display of measuring in-

struments arranged on a switch-board, giving the display a

business-like air. The company's most attractive display

and one which was examined by the practical members with

much interest was a new combined snow plow and sweeper,

which was run about the streets day and night. It is a

handsomely built machine, and attracted as much interest

among the residents of Pittsburg as in railway circles.

One of the prettiest displays in the exhibition was a

working model of the motor and truck of the Detroit Elec-

trical Works. This was shown on the Mayflower and was

constantly surrounded by visitors.

The display was brilliantly illuminated during the even-

ing. Several Ward arc lamps were arranged in different

parts of the boat and showed the exhibits to advantage.

The Edison company's display was made in its parlor at

the Monongahela House. Here a street railway truck was

placed in the center of the room and the operation of the

Edison system displayed. Above the truck and arranged

on one of the walls of the parlor was a cluster of incandes-

cent lamps forming the initial letters of the company's

name. There was another cluster over the door, and these

served to draw thousands of spectators to the exhibit.

STREET RAILWAY EXHIBITS AT THE PITTSBURG CONVENTION,

The construction and supply companies occupied as

much space and attracted as much attention as the large

manufacturing concerns. Throughout the halls of the

convention headquarters and on the boats moored at the

wharfs the displays of these companies were attractively

arranged. ____^^_^^___^^

Electricity at the World's Fair.

In a letter dated October 6th the Frankfort correspond-

ent of the Western Electrician says:

"Mr. Hornsby of Chicago, assistant to Prof. Barrett in

the electrical department of the World's Fair, arrived in

Frankfort a few days ago and has been looking up elec-

trical matters at the exposition. The German exhibitors

at Frankfort are very enthusiastic over the World's Fair,

and it is believed that a large number will exhibit.

Siemens & Halske of Berlin will without doubt exhibit on

a large scale, as well as W. Laymeycr & Co. of Frankfort,

Schuckert & Co. and many others.

"In a conversation between Mr. Hornsby and Mr.

Dobrowolsky, who designed machinery used in the'Lauffcn-

Frankfort electrical transmission, Mr. Hornsby asked

whether it would be possible to transmit power from

Niagara Falls to Chicago, a distance of about 500 miles.

with any reasonable efficienc>-. Mr. Dobrowolsky, in reply

said that he, directly or indirectly, would undertake the

transmission of from 1,000 to 5,000 horse power from

Niagara to Chicago at the World's Fair, and would bid on

such a contract were opportunity offered. He stated that

he would probably transform directly to 40,000 or 50,000

volts at Niagara Falls, and transform down one or more

times at Chicago to 50 volts; and would expect to obtain

an efficiency of from 60 to 75 per cent.; /. ^•., of 5,000

horse power generated at Niagara, 3,000 or more horse

power could be utilized at the World's Fair in Chicago."

This good news is confirmed by reports from Secretary

Hornsby himself. A recent letter from him, written in

Frankfort, states that he left there for Nuremberg on the

7th inst. to visit Schuckert & Co. From there he went to

Berlin, Cologne, Breslau, Dresden, Vienna, Buda Pesth,

Paris and London to visit the works of the most prominent

manufacturers met at the exposition. He has been suffi-

ciently encouraged there to visit these places. He is already

assured of extensive and complete exhibits. Hartman &
Braun of Bockenheim promise a fine display of their elec-

trical instruments, etc Dr. Hoepfner, the well-known

electro chemist of Giessen, was visited and promised a

complete exhibit of his method

of electrolytic extraction and

purification of copper and other

metals. Dr. Werner Siemens

has expressed a willingness to

make a fine exhibit. Prof.

Ferraris of Turin, Italy, wishes

to visit the fair and the elec-

trical congress especially. He
says that he hopes the date for

the congress will be fi.xed for

August, rS93, as all of the pro-

fessors of Europe have their

vacation during that month, and

a better attendance could be

had. Frederick August Hasel-

wander, so prominently con-

nected with the Lauffen trans-

mission scheme, promises to

exhibit a new street railway

conduit. The Ganz people of

\'ienna talk of running an elec-

tric road from the exposition

grounds to St. Louis, making

:rips ever}' half hour.

Referring to the prospect of

English electrical manufacturers

making exhibits at Chicago

the London Electrical Rciiew

says: "The McKinley tariff will

doubtless be a great drawback to English manufacturers

wishing to exhibit, but we believe this will only apply to a

few small firms, and that the larger manufacturers will

have something worth exhibiting, but it is of course useless

to attempt to forecast anything on the matter at the present

moment. It is to be hoped, however, that the exhibition

will be a successful one." It maybe remarked that this is

the tirst encouraging word for the exposition from any
purely electrical English paper.

Plans have been prepared for the h'ghting of several of

the great buildings. .Vs stated last week, that for Ma-
chinery Hall contemplates the use of no less than 672 arc

lamps of 2,opo candle power each. The plans have been

submitted to the committee on electricity by Engineer Sar-

gent, but have not yet been formally adopted.

The classification of the electrical department has been

finally completed and is now in the hands of the printers.

It has been changed but slightly from the classification

published in this paper on March 2Sth. The rules of the

department governing exhibitors have been formulated by
Engineer Keller, under Chief Barrett's supervision, and .-ire

now in the hands of the director-general for his approval.

The prospectus of the department has been completed,

and is also iu the hands of the director-general for ap-
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proval. from whom it will go to the committee on elec-

tricity. It contains all information that it is thought any-

one could desire, and will aid intending exhibitors in

determining the probable cost of their exhibits.

By an advertence a few articles were omitted from the

first part of the alphabetical freight classification of elec-

trical supplies which was published in the Western

Electrici.-^^ of last week. Following is the missing

portion:
Less than
carloads. Carloads,

Batteries, electrical storage i 3

Battery- carbons in boxes or barrels 1 ' 4

Eaccery jars, glass, in packages 2 5

Fatter>- zincs in boxes or barrels 3 5

Eells, electric : 1

Belting:, leather or canvas c

" Belting, rubber 2

Brackets, telegraph, boxed 4 5

Cable,, telephone or telegraph 3 4

A letter lATitten by Secretary Hornsby on Oct. nth

showed that he was in Berlin at that time. The agent of

the department of electricity will visit Paris and London,

and it is expected that he will return home about the mid-

dle of November.

THE CONVENTION
Of the American Street Railway Asso-

ciation at Pittsburg, Pa.

The ninth annual meeting of the American Street Rail

way association was held Oct. 21st and 22d at the Monon-
gahela House, Pittsburg, Pa. In

addition to the delegates there

was an unusually large num-
ber of supply and construction

men present, and the merits of

the several systems of street

railway propulsion we re thor-

oughly discussed andillustratei

in actual operation. The
meetings and displays were

almost entirely devoted to

electrical matters, and the

gathering presented the appear

ance of a purely electrical

convention.

President Watson made the

following address;

The President's Adi'Re^?

The warmth of our reception,

even in the preliminaries o:

this convention, proves that v.l

made no mistake when we se-

lected Pittsburg as the plac-

of oar tenth annual meetinc;

The city is famous for i>

hospitalit}-. The glow of ..

thousand furnace fires is reflect-

ed in the hearts of her people.

Most of US learned this long

ago. We are no strangers in

Pittsburg. For years we have

depended upon Western Penn-

sylvania for our iroo, and in

this new era of electric and
cable power very' many of us

must look to the Keystone State

for our coal. A double reasor.

therefore, presents itself why
we should cultivate the mo-
cordial relations with the peopl--

of this section; but a 'Itc'.'-:

and more worthy sen '.'.:..:
: :

than any motive of se]f-:r/.-.:;:r'.

underlies our liking for this

city—the bonds of fraternity. Six of the companies

whose horse car. cable and electric lines thread the valleys

and climb the hills, which forms the ups and downs of

Pittsburg, are earnest and zealous members of our associa-

tion, and while we are here, we hope to gather in the other

companies also.

The most important matters to be discussed in conven-

tion will be the problems which arise in the application of

electricity to street railway traffic. It is a source of no lit-

tle satisfaction to us to know that, in the development of

the electric railway, America leads the world. Three
years ago there were only thirteen electrical roads in the

United Slates; now there arc over four hundred, and the

advices from cvct>' part of the country indicate that before

the clo«c of the present year the number will be increased

to five hundred- The capital now invested in American
cicctri'; rafiways ixc-stds ^75,000,000, "Horse sense"

The following statistics have been compiled from re-

turns made by street railway companies in the United

States and Canada to the middle of September, and are

believed to be as reliable as it is possible to make them:

Total number of miles ._. ",030
Number ol miles operated by animal power 5i4^5

" " " " " electricity 3,009
" I* " " " steam motors "jQ'S
" * <i " " cable GOo

Total number of cars employed in street railway traffic 3*51517

Number of cars operated by animal power 25,424
' »' " " ' electricity 6,733
" " " " " cable 3i3'7
" I" " " steam motors 1,044

The number of horses employed 88, 1
1

4

'' "mules *' 12,00:;
" *' steam motors 200

Number of companies operating street railway lines 1.003
" " " by animal power 5^7
" " '' " electricity 412
" " ti u cable 51
" '' engaged in building new lines, about. .. 75

It is interesting to note that since November, iSgo, the

number of horses employed on street railway lines has

fallen fron 116,795 to SS.114; that is, 2S.6S1 in one year.

At this rate, it will not take long to emancipate the horse

from street railway business.

According to the official figures taken from
one ot the street railway journals for the

month of October, 1S91, Philadelphia leads,

with 510 miles of single track; and after the t^'uaker City

comes Chicago with 452 miles, New York with 289 miles,

Brooklyn 2S5. Boston with 2S3, St. Louis 275, Baltimore

207, San Francisco 205, Cleveland 192, Cincinnati iSo,

Pittsburg 16S, Kansas City 141, New Orleans 139,

Louisville 132. Buffalo no, Minneapolis loi, Los Angeles

99. Detroit 94, Birmingham (Ala.) 92, St. Paul 90, Wash-
ington S5.
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The official figures of the census just completed show
that in December, 1SS9, 476 cities and towns possessed

rapid transit facilities; and it is now difficult to find any
town of 5,000 inhabitants without one or more street rail-

ways.
While a large majority of us are interested in electric

street railways, electricity will not be permitted to monop-
olize this convention. One of the features prepared for us

wilt be the report of a special committee on "A Year's

I'rogress in Cable Motive Power." This is well. We
should not become so deeply interested in any one form of

rapid transit as to lose sight of the good points of all

others.

Where streets are straight, and grades aie steep, and the

traffic is limited only by the number of cars that can be

operated, a well constructed cable system may have eco-

nomic advantages that should be better understood. In our

boyhood days a galvanic battery could alwavs draw us

away from the grindstone, and now, later in life, most of

us find the dynamo, th'j engine and the switchboard of an

electric pov/cr house far more attractive than the heavy

machinery of a cable plant. But, if under any conditions,

the cable system will give the best possible service to the

patrons of a road, and make a belter showing than elec-

tricity on the balance sheets, wc want to know it.

This convention is to be favored also with the third

paper on the **PubIic Treatment of Corporations," by the

Hon, (J. Hillon Scribncr, of .\cw York. It is an old

saying that corporations have no souls. Perhaps that is

why they arc prayed for so little and preyed upon so much.
Most of us who have pooled our property in the belief that

wc can accomplish more for the people, whom wc are

Wcking to serve, than by working, each with his individual

cap.tat, have felt often the most keenly the abuse and
unjust burdens heaped upon our companies by those who

seem to have no conception of what a corporation is or

why corpoiations are formed.

No doubt we would all be more than pleased if the ripe

wisdom and sound common sense contained in these ad-
mirable papers by Mr. Scribner. preserved in book or
pamphlet form, should be placed in every public library,

and laid upon the table of every editorial room where to

promote justice is deemed an end more worthy than to

nurse a prejudice.

The reports of the four special committees on electrical

topics will certainly receive your closest attention, and
should be discussed with the greatest freedom. If you
have any well digested opinions, which do not accord with
the conclusions of the committees, let us have the benefit

of your thought and experience.

Since the introduction of cable and electric transit, the
government, in its wisdom, has found a new use for the
street cars. Some of our lines have been elevated to the
dignity of United States mail routes. The plan, in bold
outlines, is to place on all the cars convenient little boxes
for the collection of mail, which is taken up and sorted at

some central point, and the city letters sent to the sub-
stations without any of the delays incident to the handling
of the mails at the general post office. As an illustration

of the workings of such a system there is on record a well
authenticated instance of the travels of two letters, one of
which was dropped into a letter box on a lamp post in a
large city, and the other sent from the same point at the
same time to the general post office on an electric car. A
comparison of tlie envelopes, subsequently made, shows
that the last named letter actually reached Washington.
400 miles away, at almost the same time that the letter

dropped into the box was received at the general post
office, only two miles away. In a city where all the cars

come to a common center the plan seems most leasable,

and companies who have not
given this matter due consid
eration will do well to consult
their local postal authorities at

an early day.

No doubt we shall all derive

much pleasure and reap great
benefit from the Columbian
Exposition in Chicago in 1S93.
It will be learned with no little

regret that Charles E. Holmes
has resigned from the World's
I'air committee. John E Par-
dons of the West Chicago
^!reet railway has been asked
1.0 fill the vacancy, and happily
for us, he has accepted the ap-

['ointment. But we shall not
tiave to wait two years yet to

learn what the inventors and
manufacturers are doing. They
are here with us in large num-
I'trs, and their exhibits are well
A orlhy of a large share of your
'une and aitention in the in-

trvals of our business meet-
:iii:s.

Only those of us who at

ome time in the history of this

rganization have held the
l>residential office can have a
clear conception of the large

amount of dull routine work
devolving upon the secretary

and treasurer in the course of
a year. If this association

grows and flourishes like a
green bay tree, it is because
he keeps the roots well

watered. If our meetings
prove rich feasts of good and
wholesome things it is because
he is the caterer. We have
been most fortunate in being
able to continue in office for

a term of years a genlleraan so earnest and efficient in the

discharge of all the duties of this important position as
William J. Richardson.

This convention ought not to adjourn without expressing

in some manner its appreciation of ihe able work of the

street railway press. Never more eagerly than now have
we watched for the coming of theie ever-welcome monthly
visitors. The development of new forms of rjpid transit

has sent us back to school again, and these are cur text

books. Krom title page to back cover we scan them
through, advertisements and all, in our eagerness to learn

the very latest advances in electric, cable and other forms
of motive power. Their digests of the important decisions

of the courts, their carefully tabulated statistics, their

.superb illustrations, their detailed descriptions of the pow-
er plants and equipments of the most progressive street

railways of the world, and their portraits and biographies

of prominent street railway men, and their intelligent dis-

cussions of all the problems whicli confront us as a class

—

are all features which commend them to our heartiest sup-

port. 'J'hey would do s]>lendid missionary work in the

editorial rooms of some of our leading daily papers, and
the local companies would be acting wisely should they

arrange to secure, at whatever cost, the exchange of their

city p.ipers with the several journals devoted to the street

railway industry.

And now, in conclusion, let me thank you most heartily

for your attention, and allow me to express the wish that

you may enjoy, to the utmost, the good things prepared

for us by the several committees having in charge the

arrangements for this meeting.

KkI'OKT nV Till', ICXKCUTIVIi COMMI'l'TKK.

The report of the executive committee was next present-

cd. An abstract follows:
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At the opening of the meeting in the city of Buffalo the

membership numbered i6g companies. At that meeting
and during the year the following named companies have

become members:
Asheville, N. C, Street Railway company; Attleboro,

Mass., North Attleboro & W. Street Railway company:
Baltimore, Md., City Passenger Railway company; Den-
ver, Col., Tramway company; Erie, Pa., Klectric Motor
company; Evansville, Ind., Street Railroad company;
Lancaster, Pa., City Street Railway company; Merrimac
Valley Street Railway company, Lawrence, Mass; Lexing-

ton, Ky., Passenger and Belt Railway company; Black

Rock and Salisbury Beech Street Railway company, New-
buryport. Mass; Newton, Mass., Street Railway com-
pany; Paterson, N. J., Railway company. Schenley

Park and Highlands Railway company, Pittsburg, Pa;

Willamette Bridge Railway company, Portland, Ore;

Raleigh, N. C. Street Railway company; San Antonio,

Tex., Street Railway company; St. Joseph. Mich., &
Benton Harbor Street Railway company; Metropolitan

Electric Railway company, Springfield. Mo; Toledo, O.,

Electric Street Railway company: Utica, N. Y., Belt

Line Railway company; Douglas County Street Railway
company. West Superior, Wis; Wheeling, W. Va., Rail-

way company; Milwaukee, Wis., Street Railway com-
pany, in place of the Cream City Railway company, and
the Milwaukee City Railroad company, both the latter

companies having been members.
The following companies, being operated and controlled

by other companies in the same cities, have withdrawn:
New Williamsburg and Flatbush Railroad company,

Brooklyn, N. V. Minneapolis, Lyndale and Minnetonka
Railroad company, Minneapolis, Minn. Providence
Cable Tramway company, Providence. R. L
The following changes of names of members have taken

place:

Your committee desires to call attention to the fact that

a hearty invitation has been tendered the association by
the Rochester Railway company of Rochester, N. Y,, to

hold its next annual meeting in that city.

In this connection the committee feels called upon to

comment upon the fact that the association, with its at-

tendant friends and business acquaintances, has become so

large in numbers as to tax to the utmost the hotel accommo-
dations of most cities. It has occurred to your committee
that it might be advisable to refer each year the question
of the selection of the next place of meeting to a special

committee, whose duty it shall be to take under advise-

ment the question of hotel accommodation and special rates,

as an inducement for the association to go to any certain

city.

The committee takes occasion to express its grateful

recognition of the efforts that have been made by the
Pittsburg street railway companies, and especially by their

local committee, to have all the arrangements relative to

meeting as complete as possible—in the matter of the

street railway exposition as well as in the entertainment of
the delegates and their friends.

In closing this report, we are glad to call attention to

the fact that, although the year has been one of unusual
mortality, we have not been called upon to mourn the loss

by death of any of our representatives.

Treasurer's Rei'Ort.

A summary of the treasurer's report, which was next pre-

sented, is given:

Receipts ^7,122 70
Expenses 5,380.64

Balance on hand ij; 1,742.06

Atlanta. Ga., Consolida'C'!

Street Railway company, ii!

place of the Atlanta Street

Railway company; Augusta,

Ga. , Railway company, in

place of theAugusta and Sum-
merville Railroad company,
Buffalo, N. Y., Railway

company, in place of the

Buffalo Street Railroad com
pany. Consolidated Streel

Railway company, in place

of Street Railway compan)'

of Grand Rapids; Lowell,

Mass., and Suburban Rail

way company;, in place of

Lowell Horse Railroad com-
pany; Toronto, Can., Rail-

way company, in place of

Toronto Street Railroad com-
pany.
The following named

members have withdrawn:

Sea Shore Electric Rail-

way coTipany, Asbury, Park,

N. J. Saginaw Union Street

Railway company. East Sag-

inaw, Mich. Ottawa, 111.,

Electric Street Railway com-
pany. Richmond, Va., Rail-

way and Electric company.
As the result of these

changes the membership is

now iSo companies. At the

close' of this meeting, the

membership will, doubtless,

exceed 200 companies.

Committees have bc^n ap-

pointed to report on the fol-

lowing subjects, namely: "A
Perfect Electric Motor,"

"A Year's Progress of Cable

Motive Power;" "Public and
State Treatment of Corporations. No. 3;" "The Depend-
ent—Overhead or Underground—System of Electric Mo-
tive Power," and "The Independent— Storage or Primary
Battery—System of Electric Motive Power."

It will be seen that unusual prominence has been given

to the subject of electricity; indeed, so much so, that this

meeting may be fairly called an "electric meeting."

The committee considered that electricity had rightly

earned the consideration which has been accorded it in the

several subjects devoted to its consideration along differ-

ent lines; and the development of the business during the

current year has only tended to strengthen the committee
In the wisdom of its allotment of so large a part of the

time of this meeting to electrical consideration. The
preparation of the reports covering the two distinctive sys-

tems—dependent and independent—were placed in the

hands of men who were thoroughly competent to deal

therewith by reason of their intimate connection !n each

case with the respective systems. No limit whatever was
placed upon the authors as to their treatment of the sub-

jects; and it is believed that the consideration given ther;-

to will be exhaustive. The gentleman to whom was re-

ferred the subject, "A Perfect Electric Motor," by reason

of his long continued and varied experience with electric

traction, as well as his extensive knowledge of the street

railway business, was considered to be eminently qualified

to tell this association what were the requirements neces-

sary in a perfect electric motor.

All the traffic associations in the country but one have
for the past two years generously accorded to the dele-

gates and others in attendance at the meetings of this as-

sociation the courtesy of a fare and a third for the round
trip. Wc regret that this exception is made, and shall

continue our efforts to obtain the concession imtil it be-

comes CO extensive with territory which includes our mem-
bership.

speed of both cars was immediately reduced to about four
miles per hour. This result was, of course. ver>' unfortu-
nate for us. Returning'to my subject, ia surliog in with
the motors we tried wire rope iransmissiom from the arma-
ture to a drum on the axle, but it did not work al all

satisfactory, the ropes oftentimes stretching too much.
We then tried manila rope transmission, but that also bad
its weak points, and the change 10 friction gear also proved
unsuccessful. After these various trials, the late Richard
N. Allan requested us to allow him to gear it at his own
expense, with a system of cog gearing which he was quite
sure would prove successful, Wc very gladly gave him
permission to put in the gearing, and [this style of gearing
has been practically adopted by all the prominent electrical

companies in the country! after trying to operate this line

for about a year and three months, we gave the matter
up for the time being, believing that it was impracticable
either to operate a conduit, or to operate by the system as
suggested at that lime, though never losing faith in the
final outcome of electric propulsion, Wc examined a great
many motors and traveled over a large part of the United
States to obser\'e tests made of storage batteries of various

kinds, but v.*e were not at all satisfied as to their successful
practical operation, and, until we saw the road operating
at Richmond with overhead wires, we had no desire to

again enter into the matter of electrical propulsion, although
it must be admitted that some of cur people were willing to

put in a system similar to the one at Scranton, e*.-en before
the Richmond system was in operation. An electrical

motor of three years ago should hardly be com-
pared with the motors manufactured at the present
time, and, on the other hand, a motor that is considered
perfect, or nearly so now, might be considered old-

fasioned and obsolete within a much shorter Deriod. We
have made several tests of storage batter)' systems, and have

watched with great interest

short comtanys street railway exhibit at the pittsburg convention,

Perfect Street Railway Motor.

The report of the committee on *'A Perfect Street Rail-

way Motor" was presented. It follows:

A Perfect Electric Motor.

liY H. A. EVERETT.

For the past eight years the writer has been very in-

tensely interested in the perfection of electric motors. The
first experiments were made in the summer of 1SS3, but

during the previous winter we had been carefully watching
the operation of an electric system in the private premises
of one of the large manufacturing companies, and had
seen the motor operate under all conditions of weather

—

though, of course, experimentally. We had come to the

conclusion that it was just the thing, and had hopes that it

would revolutionize travel the world over. On application

to the city government, we were given the right to build

one and a half miles of railway, with an electric conduit.

The troubles and vexations we experienced with the con-

duit are not covered by the title of my paper, and i will

endeavor to confine myself to explaining the changes that

were rcquircil in the motor.

The first fundamental error made by the electricians was
in the idea of increasing the voltage in proportion to the
number of cars run, which, of course, would be impracti-

cable in a system of any size, but we did not know that

then. We got out our experimental car. and quite fre-

quently, for a few hours, it would work magnificently,

giving a speed of twenty two miles per hour with the ut-

most ease, and running forward or backward with one or

two loaded trailers in fine shape. We were quite well

satisfied with the experiment with the one car, but insisted

on having a second and third car placed on the line before

adopting it generally. We linatly got the second car run-

ning, and were very much dispirited to find that the

the many tests made in that
branch, and, candidly, we
must admit that the practical,

successful application of stor-

age batteries for street rail-

way propulsion seems as far
in the future as it did five

years ago. Almost all street

railway men admit that the
storage system, if successful,
would be the ideal system,
and all hope for its ultimate
achievement; and in this age
of progress it would be very-

short sighted and bigoted to
say that it will never come.

All of the prominent com-
panies are eager to perfect
their motors in the matter of
details, and have cheerfully
co-operated with the practical

men running electric roads to
bring about the improvement
of their machinery-. All the
well known systems of the day
have some special points of
advantage, but these I will

not refer to as it is not within
my province to do so.

The motors when first con-
structed were altogether too
light both mechanically and
electrically, but these difficul-

ties are being overcome ver}*

rapidly, as well as the serious
difficulty of too rapid motion,
which swelled the operating
expenses verj' largely in main-
taining the parts and replac-
ing the gearing. The best mo-
tors manufactured hereafter
will be the most simple in the
matter of the construction

of the parts, and at the same time not consuming too great
a quantity of electricity, so that in addition to being simple
they will also be economical. The principle of winding
armatures is, of course, a pretty old one now, and each
company is anxious to give its patrons the most efiicient

and best armature. I think it would be an improvement
if in all machines made, a better insulated wire were used,
in both armatures and fields. A more reliable and positive
fuse wire application, one that would always burn.out while
still under the capacity of the motor would also be a gr«at
improvement.
A great m;uiy corporations in operating motors do not

appear to be willing to give them proper attention or in-
spection, with the result that weak points arc ver)' soon ap-
parent; but this is in no way the fault of the manufacturer.
The writer expects within a verj' few years, as ilie motors

are perfected and their armature speed reduced, to see a
line of railway from New York to Chicago, run on a basis
ofnotmore than a two hour time table for the through
trip, and giving a transportation rate considered impo^i-
ble with the present motive power. A great diversity of
opinion exists as to the proper si.-c of motor cars, a good
many companies holding to the principle that a ven- large
car is desirable and practicable. From our experience in

operating cars from 16 to 30 feet in length I am of the
opinion that on routes having a small patronage, where the
earnings are under 20 cents per car mile run, it is unwise
and undesirable to have a car exceeding 2i feet in length
inside, as it is much more economical to have trail cars when
the trafiic is heavy, rather than to be at the continuous
daily expense of haulinga very large car of great weight.

I would again reiterate the fact that motors have been
wonderfully perfected within the past year, and if as much
progress is made during the coming year, there can be
very little to ask in perfecting a motor, although it is verj-

desirable that the mcchanicil application should be more
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carefully iooked after. I do not think it was the intention

to have me criticise in any way the special weak points of

any system, but simply to refer to the whole question in a

general way. If you will pardon a short divergence from

the subject. I will relate an incident which occurred last

spring. A gentleman largely interested in street railways

made^tbe remark that in the city of New York they would

never permit of the use of electric motor cars if accompa-

nied with unsightly overhead wires. I asked him if it were

quite consistent that so much objection should be made to

a system which required but one copper wire, not esceed-

ino- three-eighths of an inch in diameter, with posts on

either side of the street. 150 feet apart, with a diameter

not greater than an ordinary hitching post, after allowing

on the street that beautiful structure, the New York ele-

vated railway, with its perfect (?), odorless, smokeless,

noiseless steam locomotives, and shutting out both light

and air to the people on the street where the railway is op-

erated. He candidly admitted that he did not know but

that the elevated road was about as bad as the overhead

wires.

To resume my subject, at the present time all of the

prominent companies are devoting the time and intellects

of their best men to the perfection of a gearless motor.

They all now have the single reduction motor in the mar-

ket, which is certainly a wonderful achievement in advance

of the late countershaft machines, and which ought to

make a splendid exhibit when compared in the

matter of operating expenses. But I have noticed one

matter which the electrical companies seemed to have

entirely overlooked in the manufacture of their apparatus,

and I must say that this failure is universal.

All of the prominent companies seem to ha%-e fallen into

the same error, and seem to

persistently and maliciously

continue in their evil ways.

I do not think That any one
subject connected with electri-

cal propulsion has received so

much attention from the rail-

ways as this one, and with so

little co-operation and assist-

ance from the electric compa-
nies. I, of course, refer to

the price of their equipment.

It appears to me that the com-
panies, instead of operating

4,000' motor cars, could be

operating 40,000 within a very

short time, if they would bring

the price down to a reason-

able figure so that all compa-
nies could afford to purchase

an equipment. I think it

would also be desirable if the

electric companies would sup-

ply all the extra parts from

their shops, at a price allow-

ing a reasonable margin for

profit.

Before closing this paper, I

desire to extend my sincere

thanks to all the gentlemen

connected with street railways

who have so kindly given me
the benefit of their experience

on this subject.

In summing up my idea of

a perfect street railway motor
at the present time, I would
say;

Taking the trolley wheel,

pole and stand, I think it

desirable to have a wheel that

is capable of following the

wire at any angle, with a_

trolley pole brittle enough to"

break should it become en-

tangled in the wires, without

pulling them do%vn, and a trol'ey spring rigid enough to

give good, steady pressure on the trolley wire, and so con-

structed that when the car is in the car house or going

under a low bridge, the pole could come very close to the

roof of the car, also flexible enough to give good pressure

when the trolle)- has 10 be sr or 22 feet high at railway

crossings.

The car should have a lamp circuit, with plenty of

lamps distributed properly.

The perfect motor ought to have, as hereinbefore sug-

gested, a reliable fuse plug that will invariably blow before

iniurj- is done to the machine.
Have on each car the best lightning arrester that can be

secured in the market.

In coming to the motor proper, it is desirable to use a

controlling switch that is easily operated and readily re-

vcracd in case of accidents. The simpler the controlling

device the better, and it should be constructed with a view
to guard against any possible disarrangement of the parts,

so that it will be reliable in all cases, both electrically and
mechanically.

The rheostat should also be carefully looked after, and
properly protected to keep it from injury by reason of

water, snow or dirt getting upon it. It should only be
available in starting the car to avoid the lunge of a start,

and should be so arranged as to be cut out as soon as the

car is started, and give the entire efficiency of the molor
proper.

The motor should be well protected in all its parts from
any outside inierfcrencc, so that in running along the

.street it will be impossible to pick up nails, wire, or any-

thing that would short circuit it, at the same lime observ-

ing Ih^r a mo»or must be properly ventilated to keep it

frotTi c. The cover should be made u>
as to

I >, --c: to have an armature of a large

diameter, making a small number of revolutions per min-

ute, with the bearings made of extreme width, with proper

grease-cups, and in such a condition that they can be

readily rehabited when slightly worn.
The diameter of the commutator should also be large,

and to have the brushes easy of access is very desirable.

The winding of the armature ought to be of the simplest

kind, and the size of the wire and insulation of same
should be carefully looked after. I think the insulation of

wires in armatures is at present one of the weakest points

in the motor.
The armature gears should have a wide face, and run in

oil. The armature shaft ought to be of ample diameter,

and there is nothing gained by having the keyway too

small for the securing of the commutator to the shaft.

The commutator should be carefully insulated, so that

there will be no grounds between it and the case. The
box in which this gear runs ought to be constructed of

copper, or some light material that is somewhat flexible, so

that if struck from the outside it will bend rather than
break. The fields should also be wound with a wire of

better insulation, and of ample size to take the current. Of
course, in this particular, I do not intend that the ^vire of

either the field or armature should be great enough to

take more horse power than ought to be used by the ma-
chine. To my mind it is very desirable to have the arma-
ture in such a condition that it can be readily taken out

from the machine and put in again.

One of the serious disadvantages to operators of electric

roads is the expensive labor necessary in winding the

armatures and fields, also in regard to high priced mechan-
ics who ought to be employed to attend to the machines.
There is nothing gained in employing a cheap class of

the civic authorities mil permit. The noise of the motors
has been very largely done away with, and by careful at-

tention the old counter shaft machines can be used until
worn out by simply covering the gearing with an oil box,
and by not attempting to run them too many miles without
inspection.

The report was received and ordered filed and the thanks
of the association extended to Mr. Everett.

Discussion.

W. J. Stephenson, Washington: In the city of
Washington we are prohibited by an act of Congress, from
using any other power than some conveyed underground,
or horses. By a recent act of Congress the two principal
lines were required to change their motive power within
two years One of these lines has entered into the
construction of a cable road, a part of which is completed
and in successful operation. The other line I believe is

operated, or will be operated, by the storage battery

system. I believe matters are in an experimental stage.

This appears to bs the only method of operation that we
can have in the District of Columbia, in the way of an
electric road, as the system of overhead wires for the
present is out of the question. I would like some
expression of opinion as to whether or not any more
danger to the life and limb of passengers is attended in
operating overhead wires than an underground wire. I

believe there is nothing in the way of a successful
underground or storage battery system in operation. I

would like also to get some opinion in regard to the
comparative cost in operating electric roads and horse
railroads.

Charles Cleminshaw, Troy: I understand a paper
has been prepared by an elec-
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labor to handle an electric equipment, either as electricians,

armature or field men or mechanics. This proposition is

a self-evident truth, as can readily be observed in many
roads now in operation.

At present, I think the single reduction motor is the

nearest perfection of any on the market.
I think it very desirable that the electric companies

should devote some time to the perfection of an electric

brake to stop the car with the same power that runs it.

This could be readily done and would be a satisfactory im-

provement.
Electric heaters are now used in quite a number of places

and I think will prove quite satisfactory.

I have noticed electric signal bells on some of the cars,

and they seem to work very well.

For a dasher gong on a motor car, I am in favor of a

foot tread, as in testing an electric gong we found that our
men used it altogether too freely.

I am in favor of an oil head-light, one that can be re-

moved easily, so that in the event of a trolley being broken
or anything happening to the electric part of the car, or a

light is desired underneath the car. the oil head-light can
be used to better advantage than the electric. There ought
also to be one oil light in every car for the same purpose.

There is no reason why an electric fare register cannot be
made to work successfully.

The durability of the motor is a (jueslion which requires

very careful attention. The single reduction motor when
properly looked after ought to last for many years. We
have had one in operation for over len months and it ap-

pears to be In as good condition as when it first went on
the road. The car should be of moderate size, constructed

with all morlcrn conveniences, but without fancy decora-

lions or any unnecessary display.

The car.H should be run on frequent headway, and at all

hours of the day and night, at as high a rate of speed as

trie company showing the
cost in detail of the two
systems, the horse and the
electric. Statistics from seven
standard roads are given and
I have no doubt the infor-

mation will be given to the
convention before we adjourn.
Mr. Charlton, Hamilton,

Ont. : There is one other
point that would be of inter-

est to many companies still

employing horse power and
contemplating the use of
electric power. It is Whether
the revenue derived from
a change fiom horse power
to electric power has been
as great as anticipated, or
has it been so great as to

warrant the change; whether
the change has paid in cities

of moderate dimensions wMth
small populations.

Mr. Owen, Reading: Mr.
McCarthy in his report last

year went into this question
very fully. The conditions
are not the same in every city.

Mr. McCarthy arrived at

the conclusion that there was
a point up to which horses
could be operated more cheap-
ly than electricity; and that in

some instances the cable could
be operated more economi-
cally than electricity.

Mr. Hasisrou h, New
York: As the gentleman is in

pursuit of knowledge I will

refer him to a paper read at

the annual meeting of the
New York state association.

Mr. Beckley, the president,

made a very interesting report

on this subject. He is up to his eyes in electricity in

Rochester.
Mr. Henry, Pittsburg: I have in my hand a copy of

my last annual report. Our total cost including
conductors and motormen, all repairs, mainteance of
way, general expenses, and all other charges, amounted to
20 26 cents per mile. Separating this into strictly

operating expenses and fixed charges, we have operating
expenses of 12.74 cents per car mile, and in comparing
the same with the cost of operating the horse line, which
was 10 cents per car mile, we must remember that we
then paid but one man on a car where we now pay four,

or three cents per mile against 6.8 cents now. This increas-

ed C5St per mile for conductors and motor men ia a neces-
sary adjunct of rapid transit, and is not peculiar to the sys-

tem. Allowing for this, we have a difference of r 04 cents

per car mile in favor of electricity as against animal power.
Mr. BicKi-'ORD, Salem: We have equipped our lines

and run twelve cars. Formerly it look eighteen cars to do
the work twelve cars now do. On one line where we ran
twelve cars by horses, we run eight electric cars and carry

more passengers.

Mr. S'iei'IHCNSON: That is the general information that

I get. We have about twenty cars on our road, and 1

am satisfied that when we put on electricity twelve or
fourteen cars will carry the same number of people as the

twenty do now, 1 am also satisfied that we shall have an
increase in our travel of twenty-five to fifty per cent. The
point wc want to know is, the relative cost between the
electric cars and the horse cars. IIow much we are going
to make by the change or how much we arc going to lose.

In the last report of the United States Census IJureau, the
slatistifs of fifty roads were given. No roads were
mentioned by name or even the cities in which tliey were
located. I think there were three roads operated by cable,

thirty-six by electricity and the rem.'dnder by hor^jes. The
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horse and cable road were llic only ones Ibat paiti divi-

<iends. The electric roads had not paid a dividend from
ihe time of their organization. We arc fortunate enough
with our little horse railroad to give the stockholders and
ourselves a little money in the shape of dividends. I do
not want to put an elcccric road there and not give them
anything.

Mr. Peakson of lioston: I think I can give some
information on this subject. Our road has about three

hundred and fifty cars equipped with electric motors.

The expense of operation with horses is about twenty live

cents per car mile, including everything connec'cd with the

operation, fixed charges and track repairs. Tn Boston
ihc cost of operation is c[uite high as compared with some
other cities. \"ou will (ind in many cities the cost of

operation of horse cars is below twenty-five cenlh, but we
pay a good price for labor, on account of the running of

our lines in the congested parts of the city, where we
cannot get as much work out of a man as you can in other

cities This makes a greater cost of operation. "The cost

of operation with electric motors up to the present has

been about twenty cents per car mile. The increased cost

of operation in our city is also true to a great extent with

electricity. We pay twenty-five cents a day more Jor

motermen and electric car conductors than we do for

horse conductors and drivers. That has been our

experience up to this time; we save about twenty-five per

cent. Our men are really expected to work ten hours a day,

but we really get any ivhere from seven and a half to nine

and a half hours a day. The
amount of power consumed
is considerably more, on ac-

count of the slow speed with

which the motors have to

operate in the down-town
sections of the city. There
the streets are crowded with

teams and cars, and I suppose
thbt the cars run at an average

of perhaps on-, cr two miles

an hour for a distance of from
one-half to one mile, which
of course decreases the profits

very materially. We expect

to get the cost of operation

down lo sixteen or seventeen
cents per car mile. Another
item of expense to us is the

high cost of power, as we
have been obliged to hire

power from an electric light

company and pay it a good
price, of course much more
than it would ca^:! a street

railway company if it had
in own power house. As
I jaid before, the saving of

electric cars, compared wiih

the horse system, is about
twenly-five per cent.; being
about twenty ceois per car mile

for the electric cars and
twenty-five cents per car milt-

for horse cars.

Mr. Kict-iARDSON: I would
like 10 ask Mr. Pea'son, be
fore he lakes his seat, what
size of cars his company has
operated in iis electrical pro

pulsion and what size he

thinks, from his experience,

wculd be the best and mosi
economically operated, aJ.

things considered.

Mr Pearson: We began
wi' h a sixteen foot motor
car very similar lo the oM
horse cars. We have changed
from that to a long car, which
is twenty-six or twenty-eight

feet long in the body and
thirty-five feet over all; that is

the car we have adopted as our standard. For our
purpose we find a decided improvement in earnings, and
saving in operating expenses per passenger, with the long
car 1 imagine that the conditions in Boston determine
that for us, and in other cities it may be that the short

car would be more profitable for operation. We find the

long car earns a great deal more per car mile, and we have
only the same number of men to opera'e it as with the

short one. From our test wc find that- the amount of
power consumed on a level track is very Hltle more for the
long car than with the short one; in fact, the weight
which we have in the car seems to have little to do with
the current consumed as long as the car is on a level

track. From tests we found that a long empty car

weighing perhaps eighteen thousand pounds and using a

certain average amount of current would when loaded
with fifteen ihcusand pounds of weight, rjequire very little

additional power until it came to a grade. We have
experimented in this matter, and could hardly tell from
the reading which was the emptv and which was the
loaded car. That being the case it does not cost much
more to operate long cars than short cars. Again, they
carry nearly double the people and do it with the same ex-

pense for conductors and drivers Just how much more heavy
cars will increase the track repairs, of course we cannot
tell at present- Our experience has been that the long
cars are the best for our purpose.

Mk. Bai.laki), San Antonio: The gentlemen frotn

Washington told us of certain statistics he had seen.
;tnd that while certain cable and horse railroads have paid
dividends, thirty-six tlectiic roads have not paid any
dividends. I happen to know from having seen the

figures of a good many roads that the profits they made
were absorbed in paying for new equipment. The

shareholders, instead of advancing more money, allow the

profits to be used for that purpose. As to the advantage
of the electric road over a horse road, I do, not think

sufficient allowance is made for che natural increase

of travel and for the fact that people prefer to ride on an
electric car. In the city of San Antonio, the entire line

has been equipped within the last year. The total gross

revenue of the old horse line running regularly was about
$^) 500 a month. Wc are now running at an average gross

income of ^12 o^o a month with only an increase of the

population of about 2,000. Our increased receipts arc

nearly one hundred per cent.

Mr. Sagi;: Have you increased your mileage?

Mr. Bam-aru: Very little. The increase in trafttc is

enormous.
W.M. KtciiARDsitN: Will the gentlemen kindly stale

how much the cost of operation in the aggregate has been
increased.

Mr. Ballard: The increase is only twelve per cent.

Our total outlay for operating expenses, in earning a

revenue of $12,000 a month against -$6,300 a month,
is only an increase of twelve per cent. I would also like

the gentlemen to bear in mind that we have to pay $5 50
for every ton of coal that we burn.

D. F, Henry, Pittsburg: At the convention in Buffalo

one year ago, on behalf of this city, I extended an in-

vitation lor the next meeting to be held here,

I now give you all a hearty welcome. At that

THOMSON-HOUSTON STREET RAILWAY EXHIIllT AT THE I'lTTSLURO CONVENTION

time we promised to show you in operation one hun-
dred miles of electric road, thirty miles of cable road and
possibly still have left a few miles of the old horse rail-

roads. In addition to this, we promised lo show you the

largest iron and s'eel and glass factories in the world.

Now that you have so honored us we shall leave it to your
judgment whether our promise has been made good. On
our several lines you will find the various types of electric-

al equipment The double and single gear and the gear-

less motor, all of the standard manufacturers being repre-

sented ; and you will have an opportunity to examine
them in successful operation before leaving the city. On
Friday we shall have a steamboat excursion for all, in-

cluding ladies and gentlemen, for the purpose of visiting

some of the great mills and workshops, which we hope
will prove pleasing to all,

A vote of thanks was tendered the officers of the Pitts-

burg railway companies and the local committee for the

entertainment prc\ided.

Evening Session.

An evening session was held Wednesday, the conven-
tion being called to order at 8:30 v. M. by the president.

The first paper presented was a report of the committee
on "A Year's Progress of Cable Motive Power," by
James C. Kobinson. The report was filed.

UVKRHEAl) and UNtlKKGROUNM Kl.KCTRlC RAILWAYS.

The next order of business announced was the reading
of the report of the committee on the dependent systems
of electric motive power—the overhead and underground.
This report consisted of a paper, prepared by Mr. Mans-
field, which follows:

The DErtNUENT—Overhead or Um>kbgroi;mj— Sys-

T&M OF l%r,F,cTRic Motive Power.

I!V GEO. W. .MANSKIELt>.

The liilc of my paper, which I have the honor lo present
to you, is somewhat broad in its scope. 'I'Oc commiiice
undoubtedly meant by its selection that all systems
whereby electricity is transmitted by electric conductors cr
devices to the moving cars, should be included under cne
head. A moment's thought will, I thinkiCoovincc any one
of the bicidth of a paper under such a heading. I felt

somewhat as if the commiitc; had given mc loo much of
an undertaking to cover in one paper.

In looking over the field, therefore, I concluded that as
there had been a great many specific papers within a year
or two upon ihis very subject. I must in a broad and gen-
eral way treat of the various "dependent" systems as they
are to day. Having decided this. I prepared a scries of
questions and s nt them to every eleciric railroad in the
country Using the overhead system. I also undertook to
examine into all other methods whereby the eleciric cur-

rent is directly transmitted to the moving car.

In treating of the 'dependent system" I have arranged
the various applications of electricity lo railroading under
ff ur headings, or I might say into four methods: First,

the underground; second, ihe surface; third, the overhead
and fourth, the storage battery. The first three are ar-

ranged in reference to the locality of the eleciric conductor,
or traDsmilling devices. I am aware that one or two of

these methods may in 50ine
particulars merge closely into

other, but I do not see that

any more distinctive lines can
be drawn, and will now pro-

ceed with the discussion.

Firsts the Undir^ound
Mtthod.

Under this heading I have
classified all methods of con-
ducting or transmitting elec-

tricity to the car by means of
any conductors or devices

placed underground I might
possibly divide into two class-

es: First, continuous bare

conductors placed in an open
s'otted conduit: and second,
all other divices of automatic
character which enable the
contact piece or device on the

car to take its electric cur-

rent from sectional bare con-
ductor or from bare metallic

points, automatically made
alive. There have been in this

country at least four practi-

cal experiment-? wirh the first

class, several hundred thous-

and dollars have been expend-
ed in lesiing it, and thousands
at^ditional in perfeciirgit, par-

ticular attention being given
10 the protection and insula-

tion of the bare conductor.

In spite, however, of all this

refinement and study, practi-

cally nothing has been acc^m-
pUshed, and I have no hesita-

tion in asserting that the con-

liriUou<! live conductor in an
open slotted conduit is to-day

a failure, and that it cannot
be made a success throughout
our cities of lo-day. its fatal

weaknes- being our inability

lo prevent the conduit from
becoming filled with water,

mud. etc. The time may
come when our sewerage sys-

tems will be perfect enough
to enable us to overcome this

fatal weakness. To day. however, they are not, and
even an optimistic view puts this time a long way dis-

tant.

Xo large practical experiments have been madewiih this

second class, ^ut a large number of patents have been is-

sued, and evidently there has been a gn-eat deal of careful

thought and study bestowed upon it. I have seen a num-
ber of models and elaborale drawings in various cities of

the country exemplifying this class- I, however, have no
hesitancy in asserting that this class also will never prove

a success, nor can it be made to work successfully through-

out any of our cities to-day. The reason for this'-Js ob-

vious. It is immaterial whether the automatic devices

prevent the sections or contact points from being alive all

of the time or not. if the conduit is filled with water or

mud. and the points are made alive just as the car pusses,

there is bound to be a momentary grounding from these

points. In other words, a point made alive in water with

the other side of the circuit grounded, is just about r> dan-
gerous and oad as if it remained alive. It is true that the

grounding may not be as severe, but still it will occur, and

with a large number of cars throughout the city moving
3t the same lime, causing therefore a large number of

points to be alive, if anv number of poinls were grounded

through water, it would cause a tremendous loss upon the

central power station, and in all probability a complete

grounding or short circuiting of the entire system. Nu-
merous ingenious schemes have been devised to overcome

the fatal weakness. None, however, have ever been put

lo trial. I have seen many, yet lo-day there is 00 hope In

this direction.

Several of these devices arc very interesting and worth

mcnlioning; one inventor pla«d his bare conductor in .1

[CoHftNurd en f^ige 2(»l.l
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The stenographic report of the proceedings of the con-

vention of the Street Railway association at Pittsburg last

week, to which a considerable portion of the space of this

week's issue is devoted, contains much information that

will be received with interest by the electric railway men

throaghout the country.

Onl recommendation of the executive commiuec should

be carefuHy considered by tlie American .Street Railway

association. The question of selecting a place of meet-

shoald be determined largely by the ability of respective

dcies to accommodate large numbers of visitors and

provide 6r3tcUss hotel accommodation a^ well as af-

ford good railroad faciJitics, The etpcrience of those who

attended the Pittsburg convention will secure hearty sup-

port for this suggestion. The only thing to mar the plcas-

tife of the meeting was the poor hotel service. The hcad-

rjuarters selected for the convention were wholly inadequate

and the extortion practiced upoa the visitors by the hotel

management will no; be forgott^. Complaints were

heard on alt sides and th;y were generally well founded.

No doabr the ommtttee of arrangements did aM in its

p:>ver CO prcnride accDmmi>datTons and it can hardly] be

l.tamed for the pv*r treatm*nl of the msmbir.*. It was

simply a fau't of the plan of selecting a city becju\e'] of

the exEra in^a^cmsnt?* in the way of special eniertainmcnt.

The local street railway companies and the people of

Pittsburg generally did all in their power to make the

meeting an enjoyable affair and had it not been for the

treatment of visitors at the hotel, which was designated the

headquarters of the association during the meeting, the

Pittsburg gathering would have been considered an ideal

convention.

The importance which is attached to the exhibits of ap-

paratus at street railway conventions was shown at Pitts-

burg, where the displays were so large that they could not

be accomodated in the space which was originally pro-

vided for them. This made it necessary to have them cut

up and parceled out and, of course, lessened the impos-

ing effect which a united display would have. It is prob-

able that the committee having charge of the arrangements

for the next meeting will profit by the experience of the

Pittsburg gathering and provide much more space for the

exhibition of street railway machinery and special devices.

The tendency toward displaying specialties at these con-

ventions as well as standard apparatus is increasing each

year. In the exhibition at Pittsburg all the prominent

companies were represented and nearly ail the smaller

specialty concerns had displays.

Mi;CH interest was shown in the discussion of Prof.

Gray's paper on "The World's Congress of Electricians

of 1893," at the Chicago Electric club at last week's meet,

ing. A number of valuable suggestions were made by the

several speakers, and it can be safely asserted that the

gathering successfully accomplished its object, which was

to arouse the interest and enlist the support of the elec-

trical men in and about Chicago in the proposed inter-

national congress of electricians, Mr. Sunny, in a

thoughtful speech, pointed out the great advantages that

would result from an authoritative assemblage of the

world's electricians in 1S93. The benefits that would ac-

crue from a universal, complete and well-settled system of

practical electrical units are so apparent that no argu-

ment is needed to demonstrate them. There is no such

comprehensive system in vogue in Europe and America to-

day, and no doubt the Chicago congress would leave an

enduring monunent to its labors in the shape of a care-

fully defined set of standards, with a universally accept-

able nomenclature. The progress of the science since the

Paris convention of iSSi alone makes the proposed con-

gress a necessity, even if the standards were left in a

•atisfactory state at that time, which was not the case.

As Mr. Sunny remarks, "In the absence of the determina-

tion of these units there must necessarily be much con-

fusion, and if a remedy is not speedily applied the

embarrassment must be of a serious character." Mr.

Sunny cordially commended the idea, and pledged the sin-

cere and hearty co-operation of the National Electric

Light association. The other speakers were also enthusi-

astic in advocacy of the project, and. so far as Chicago is

concerned, the work of preparation has been begun with

every indication of success.

Of course the convention will not be a success without

the active co-operation of foreign nations. The benefits

will be equally shared by all, and we shall look for a

hearty response to the invitation of the world's congress

auxiliary. _^
Mr. Crosuy's paper on "Standards in Eleclric Street

Railway Practice," read at the Pittsburg convention, con-

tains much that is of practical value mingled with not a

little that must be considered as purely theoretical. Mis

remarks on the varying methods of rating street car motors

adopted by different manufacturers are correct in the main,

and a standard whereby all manufacturers would rate their

machines on a uniform basis of work accomplished would

certainly be a great desideratum. We doubt, however, if

the "horizontal eifort" system proposed by Mr. Crosby is

practically adapted for use as a substitute. One prime ob-

jection is that it is too complicated and too radical a de-

parture from existing standards. Longusage has familiar-

ized the public with the term "horse pDwer" in connection

with all machinery used to generate or convert power, and

the attempt to substitute any other term for popular use

would be so difficult as to be well-nigh impossible. If all

the several conditions that affect the efficiency of electric

motors were likewise standardized, then, indeed, a uni-

formily of cxprcsiion might be obtained by Mr. Crosby's

method that would be comprehensible to electrical and

mechanical engineers. I!ui ihc men who buy street car

motors, whose money keeps the factories busy, arc, in nine

cases out of ten, neither ihc one nor the other. Of what

use would it be to inform the proprietor of some street car

line in a Nebraska town, for instance, that be could prolil-

ably sell his horses and substitute a "500x10'' motor on

each car'-* The railway mm w'.uld not know what was

meant, and the expression would have to be explained To

him in language with which he was familiar, which would

cause more or less confusion and a considerable loss of

time. We think, on the whole, that any successful effort

to standardize the rating of electric motors must be made
on the basis of the existing nomenclature and that it will

be found to consist in an agreement as to the conditions

under which the given horse power shall be computed.

Many excellent suggestions are given in the remainder

of Mr. Crosby's paper, which, as an intelligent and earnest

effort toward improvement, is a welcome addition to the

literature of the subject. The list of electric railway terms,

with definitions, is compact and, no doubt) of considerable

value, although many will doubtless look upon it as a work
of supererogation.

In his paper on the dependent systems of electric trac-

tion Cleorge W^ Mansfield uses vigorous language in rela-

tion to the employment of storage batteries as the motive

power on street cars. After reading it no one need be in

doubt as to the author's position, as will be seen by the

following extract:

"There is not to my knowledge to-day a single railroad

corporation owning and operating storage batteries solely

for what there is in them, nor do I believe there ever will

be. It is now claimed that litigation has interfered with

their development. This is absurd. With ideality written all

overthe system, do you think that powerful corporations who
have spent hundreds of thousands of dollars in experiment

would finally abandon them and devote their energies to a

system on which they have had to spend almost an equal

amount in introducing and exploiting, fighting their way
inch by inch throughout the country? Had there been the

slightest promise or intrinsic merit in the system, it would
ere this have b;en in every city in the land, litigation or

no litigation. No, gentlemen, such sophistries are for the

blind and unthinking. For years I have believed that the

storage battery car should be relegated to where it belongs,

a position with the air, gas and wind motors. I have no
faith in them nor hope for them "

We hardly think that the general electrical public will

indorse Mr. Mansfield's extreme views. It is true that the

storage battery is far from being a commercial success, but

that is no reason why it should not be given a chance. He
is a bold man indeed who, after viewing the electrical

achievements of the last twenty years, ventures the abso-

lute assertion that the accumulator can never be made of

practical utility.

The Pittsburg convention of the American Street Rail-

way association was one of the most important gatherings

of the year from an electrical standpoint. While all

methods of street railway traction are represented in this

association, the prominence which the electric railway has

earned, has made the organization's meetings assume the

appearance of electrical conventions.

At Pittsburg the overhead trolley system occupied the

greatest part of the attention of the delegates, the discussion

of the most approved methods of construction occupying
most of the time. An excellent opportunity was afforded

the visitors to study and compare the merits of the several

overhead systems as they were all in practical operation in

Pittsburg. The local companies afforded every facility

for a thorough inspection of the details of these systems.

In the address of the president, and the report of the ex-

ecutive committee mention was made of the remarkable
progress that had been made in the substitution of elec-

tricity for other methods of street railway propulsion. The
prominence which the electric system had assumed war-
rented them, they said, in devoting so much lime to the

discussion of electrical subjects. The electric railway had
proved its superiority, its merits had been recognized by
the members of the association, and had been acknowl-

edged by them in the most emphatic manner. They had
signified their faith in the electric system by investing their

money in it, and equipping their lines. Further evidence

was not required to show their interest in the new system,

and therefore thecammlttee felt justified in practically de-

voting the meeting to the consideration of this subject.

It seemed to be the general impression that the over-

head trolley system would continue for some time, as the

leading commercially successful method of electric railway

woik. The storage battery system, however, was not

entirely neglected, and it was evident from the expressions

of the street railway mmagers, as well as the manufact-

urers of electric railway apparatus, that much would be

expected of the accunuLitor in future electric railway de-

velopment. The underground or conduit system was con-

sidered, but it seems to be th'; impression among the rep-

resentatives of the railway companies that little of practical

value has been done in this direction. The discussions

were practical and valuable, and will no doubt prove inter-

esting to opjralo/s of street railways conlcniplating the

introduction of electric equipment.
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rubber tube made something like a hose pipe. Arranged
upon the upper side of this tube arc the contact points,

which might be likened to rivets punched or tapped

through the tubing. The contact wheel or device rolls

along the top of this tube, and is sufficiently heavy as it

proceeds to press the tube together so that the contact

points or rivets come in contact with the conductor inside

the tube. By this means the current is transmitted to the

motors. Obviously, as the car proceeds, the tube behind

the contact wheel springs back into its original position.

Plainly, however, if the conduit was filled witn water, there

would be an inevitable grounding of the points made alive,

with consequent trouble and disaster.

Another arrangement was to have inside the conduit a

large elastic tube, with a bare conductor inside, this tube

to be slit along its upper side. Attached to the car is a

plow with a contact device at its lower end inside the tube,

and in contact with the conductor. This plow moves along

with the car, and slides through the slit. With this ar-

rangement it is apparent that if the conduit were filled

with water, it would run in just before and behind the plow.

Should this occur, the old fatal trouble would be bound to

follow. Furthermore, it would be exceedingly ditficult to

arrange the tube sufliciently rigid in position to withstand

the action of the plow, and the sides of the slit sufficiently

tough to withstand the friction. The question of turnouts

would also be serious ^nd troublesome.

Another inventor arranged on each side of his conduit

slot rubber flaps shod with steel, and held together by

means of springs. Attached to the car is the plow as usual.

As the plow passes along in the conduit it presses back the

flaps. The objection to this is, of course, the liability of

the water getting into the slit before and behind the plow.

To obviate this, the inventor ingeniously suggested that

the whole conduit be kept under an air pressure, which air

pressure would be sufficient to blow the water out of any of

these open places where it tended to run in I do not con-

sider that any of these plans can ever be successful. We
now come to the

SccouJ^ or Surface Method.

The inventions covered by this method are somewhat
similar to those employed in the conduit system, only in

place of being in a conduit, they are placed upon the sur-

faceof the street. By far, however, the larger number of

arrangements are based upon what might be called the
"interval'' or "point" system. Primarily this arrangement
consists of an underground insulated conductor connected
by means of taps to contact points on the surface of the

ground, held in place by means of iron boxes, and insul-

ated therefrom by means of rubber, wood, fibre or other

similar substance. Upon the car is swung a long contact

plate, extending practically from one end to the other.

This plate is carried close to the ground, and is arranged
to touch the poinis as it passes along. It is plainly ap-

parent that if these contact points are always alive, then
every time the s'reet is covered with water, short circuits

are inevitable. To overcome this, many automatic ar-

rangements have been devised to cut these contact points

into circuit by the car as it passes along. One inventor

had electro magnets on his car, which imparted their mag-
netism to the iron contact pins or points. These becoming
magnetized would lift a little armature inside the iron cas-

ing, which in turn moved aswi'ch and cut the iron contact
points into circuit. Another inventor arranged a slot be-

tween his tracks, in which the plow passed. As this plow
passed the coniact points, it would tip a lever or some
other automatic device, which would throw a switch and
put the iron contact points into circuit. Obviously, all

these arrangements have the same fatal weakness—a liabili-

ty to ground or short circuits. I do not consider any of them
practically possible. There is one more system which prac-

tically combines all these methods, and which obviates many
of the objections. The inventor has a slot between his

rails and boxes with a contact device within, placed at

proper intervals. Upon his car is a plow which passes
along through the slot, and also a long contact plate or

arrangement extending its entire length. The operation
of the invention is as follows: The plow as it passes
through the slot strikes a lever placed in connection with
each box, which lifts for a distance of six or eight inches
above the ground a piston carrying the contact piece

proper. This is made in the shape of a right angled hook
placed within a vertically moving piston, and thoroughly
insulated from it. A.s this is raised up, the long contact
plate under the car passes beneath the hook, and holds it

up. The current is taken into the car as the plate slides

along under the live hook.
Naturally as (he car passes along, the hook slides off

from the end of the contact bar and drops back into place.

To pro'.ect this hook, or contact piece proper, it is covered
with an extension of the cylinder, so that, as far as the
street is concerned, the surtace is perfectly smooth, and
one sees nothing but a small round cover in the center of
each of these bo.xes. The contact hook is alive

only when it is resting on the coni;ict plate of the car.

Certainly in so far as getting rid of all the troubles due to

the street being covered with water, this is successful.

The fatal weakness whereby the contact points remain per-

manently on the street surface is obviated here by the con-
tact point being practically lifted six or eight inches above
the surface. In regard to the permanence and reliability

of this system, lean say nothing, as no trials have been
made. The inventor claims to have overcome every ob-
jection.

Summing up the general results of the underground and
surface methods, it certainly looks as if we could not ex-

pect very much from them in the immediate future. Much
perseverance and money must be expended before .is prac-

tical and certain a method as our present overhead method
is attained. We surely are all anxiously and hopefully
waiting for it. In behalf of the struggling inventors and
our common good, I beg that you, gentlemen, will expend
all of the above two items you possibly can.

Our rival is the cable. It certainly does look as if for

the enormous sums they expend in making their system
feasible, we ought, for an equal sum, to make ours per-

fect. Mechanically it is an assured success, but electri-

cally it has not so proven.

Is it not possible for some bright inventor to devise a

scheme whereby the insulation of the live parts can be
maintained? This is the sum of all the difficulties. A
simple transposition of parts and the problem may be
solved, l^icture the result! No wire? overhead. A wel-

come boon to millions of pent up sufTering people in the

great cities of our country; the almost complete annihila-

tion of our rival, and elecirici.ty forever established as the

great transportation agent throughout the length and
breadth of our land. ]'ersonally, gentlemen, I have large

hoIdin£5 of a ten per cent., cumulative, preferred hope,

and I sincerely trust you all will subscribe liberally, if you
have not already done so. We now come to the

Third, or Overhead Method.

It is, I suppose, somewhat conceited for me to suppose
that I can give you practical gentlemen any information

on this subject- I have had, however, somewhat extended
experience, and many opportunities for observation, I

also addressed to all of the electric street railroads through-

out the country a circular letter, asking for certain de-

tailed information. The results of my own experience,

and the summary of the answers to these questions, I

have the temeiity to lay before you.

There are two general methods of operating the over-

head system. One is by having a continuous trolley wire

wherever the track runs, and the second is to have this

trolley wire divided into sections. For towns and for su-

burban traffic, the former is almost invariably adopted and
carried out. Practice would seem to indicate that but

little trouble is experienced, and that there is practically

no advantage in dividing the trolley wire into sections.

In fact, a disadvantage, since you lose its conductive

capacity.

The sectional trolley wire surely must be used for all city

work. Il would be practically impossible to operate in

Boston without proper divisions. It is, however, almost
impossible to originally fix all these divisions once for

all, as the topography of the city, the grades, location of

the power houses, routes, lines of traffic, etc., all have to

be taken into consideration. It is bound to be a gradual
growth to a large extent.

Obviously the me:bods of feeding the trolley wire vary
with the method of arranging the trolley wire. With the

first method mentioned (using a continuous trolley wire)

the feeders are either extended from the station the entire

length 01 the route, tapping into the line at intervals, or

else separate feeders are run out from the station to cer-

tain pre-determined distances, and there tapped into the

trolley wire. Wlien more than one feeder wire is needed in

either case a repetition of the scheme is carried out from
feeder wire to feeder wire. There is little to choose between
the two methods. Both are good.
With the second method (the divided trolley wire) there

are two ways of accomplishing the feeding. First, to ex-

tend a feeder the entire length of the line and tap into the

center of each section of the trolley wire, or, second, to ex-

tend the feeder the entire length of the line and tap into

both ends of each section. The advantage of the former is

that in time of trouble a man has to run to only one box to

cut out a section, or the whole arrangement could be made
automatic by putting a fuse or mechanical circuit-breaker

in the box. The disadvantage is that you lose the value
of the trolley wire as a conducting medium, which in the
case of hard drawn copper wire is considerable.

In the latter method (tapping into the section at each
end) obviously a man has to go to each end of the section

to entirely cut out that section, and two sets of automatic

devices would have to be arranged to operate in case of

trouble. You have, however, the advantage of utilizing

the trolley wire as a conductor.

It is undeniably true that the question of feeder wires is

one of great importance, and a difficult one to always
economically solve for all conditions. The point, however,
which the railroad corporations should watch above all

others is that they have enough. I have visited many
roads where I found that the larger part of the trouble

which they were complaining of lay in the fact that they

did not have either sufficient trolley wire or track feeders.

Railroad officials are very apt to object to feeders, because

of, first, their cost, and, second, the placing of so many
wires overhead, which is liable to bring them in conflict

with the municipalities and the public. The question of

having a sufficient number of feeders underground for the

track is one which they can have no valid or reasonable

excuse for. To illustrate how important a part the ground
wires or ground plates play in a system, I would mention
that not long ago I was told that in the city of Cambridge
(Mass) the superintendent often telephoned to the electri-

cian that he could not get sufficient current, and that his

cars would not run well. The message would be trans-

milted to the proper official and he would hasten over.

By the time he could get there, however, possibly an hour
or two would elapse, and when he did arrive he would find

everything working all right, the potential having increased.

After a great deal of careful searching the trouble was
found. One of the principal ground plates at the station had
been thrown over the embankment into the Charles River.

At times of veiy low tide this plate would become exposed,

rendering valueless its functions as a ground plate. As
soon as the ground plate was thrown farther out into the
river the trouble ceased.

I strongly recommend as many of these ground plates as

it is possible to have, not only at the station, but also

along the line; brooks, bog land, water pipes, everything

should be utili/.ed for this ground circuit wherever possi-

ble. The plates can be made of sheet copper or iron, pre-

ferably the latter, and should have a superficial area of

several hundred square feet. The wire contccting them
to the track should be of suflicient size and very solidly

attached to the plates and the rails. The continuous sup-
plementary wire should in all inst.inces be employed, and

the rails bonded at least once. In no instances do I think
it necessary or wise to place the track feeders ovcrbead.
If this plan is adopted and carried out, and proper connec-
tions made between the rails, I do not think the railroad
companies will ever have any trouble with loss of power on
their ground circuits.

Referring again to the overhead feeder system, I am
strongly ot the opinion that lor large ciiici all feeders
should be placed underground. The cities in which this

underground work has been adopted are Buffalo, Minne-
apolis and St. Paul. I cry, all praise to the couragcof these
railway corporations.

1 firmly telieve that the trolley wire system i« fc,ere to
stay for many decades, and although I hope for a success-
ful underground system, it may never come.

Under thise conditions I contend that whenever any-
thing can be done to advance the interests of the overhead
system, it should be done. Now. will it not be materially
assisting if you, when you go before your local municipal
boards and the public, petition for only the trolley wires,

agreemg to place all other wires underground?
It is perfectly safe and sure. There is no reason what-

ever but the cost why all other wires should not be under-
ground to-day. Science or practice has not demonstrated
as yet that this can be done with the trolley wire.

For railway companies the question is one almost entire-
ly of construction. The cables alone will cose to all prob-
ability less than the overhead wires. This construction
work can be done simultaneously with the track recon-
struction, for it is my experience that whenever a large
city railway adopts electric power, it is almost absolutely
necessary to rebuild its tracks. Under these circumstances
I doubt if the cost of the conduits or ducts would be more
than a few thousand dollars additional per mile.

In regard to the overhead devices and material used, I

can only urge the advice that the most substantial and
perfect apparatus that can be secured be used. Too much
care and atteniion cannot be bestowed upon these devices.
It does not pay to put in some little cheap fifteen cent
arrangement, when for fifty or sixty cents a substantial,

reliable and s andard device can be obtained. It is also
well to consider the question of uniformity in the appara-
tus. The only part tnat is liable to deterioration is the
insulating material. Make this, therefore, of a uniform
pa'tern, and arrange the various holders lor its reception.
With such a system nothing can fall and the insulation
may be maintained easily and perfectly. It would be like

renewing a glass insulator on a telegraph pole.

I come now to the discussion of the answers to the forty
questions I asked by circular letter.

Out of the 400 and odd circulars I sent out, some, how-
ever, being duplicates, I succeeded in getting answers from
137 roads, operating 1,546 miles of trolley wire and 1,657
motor cars. Of this number seventy-oue were Thomson-
Houston, and sixty-six Edison or miscellaneous. I wish
very much I could have obtained answers to a greater
proportion. I certainly wish to convey my sincere thanks
to those who did answer, for I realize it must have taken
time and sorely tried their patience. For the sake of con-
venience I have divided the various questions into the
following topics: i. Trolley wire. 2. Span and guard
wires. 3. Feed wires. 4. Loads carried and conditions.

5. Tests. 6. Accidents. 7. Miscellaneous.
First. The trolley wire: Of the 137 roads, ninety-nine

were using copper wire, twenty-eight silicon bronze wire,
eight were using both, and two were using phosphor
bronze.

Ot those using copper, one used No. 000; five, No. 00;
three. No. i; two. No. 2; one, No. 5 hard drawn copper;
one used No. o soft drawn copper, making thirteen in all,

and leaving eighty six as the number using No, o hard
drawn copper wire.

Of the twenty-eight using silicon bronze, si.xteen used
No 4; six No. 2; one No. 3, and the five remaining roads
had combinations of two or more sizes.

Of the eight using both silicon bronze and hard drawn
copper, six prefer the latter.

Out of all these ninety-nine using copper not one
dissents, but of the twenty-eight using silicon bronze,
eleven advise copper. The proof is conclusively in favor
of hard drawn copper wire and of the larger sizes. No. o
B. & S seeming to be the standard.

In regard to the wearing, the universal testimony is that
it is exceedingly slight. What wearing is obser>-able is

found to be at the switches or on the curves.
Serious mistakes have been made in the past by using

iron flanged trolley wheels. These cut the trolley wire
badly. Everything should be done to throw all the wear
on the trolley wheels. These are much less expensive than
wire, and not so hazardous for the public if they give out.
From my own information and knowledge 1 can say

that the life of the trolley wire is much longer than I had
originally anticipated. The criterion is not the years
that it has been up, but the number of times the trolley

wheels have passed over it. It would seem that with the
ordinary brass trolley wheel the wear was about .001 of an
inch to the passage of 65,000 cars. This is at the rate of
one in every six minutes, for eighteen hours per day. for
one year. With only this wear the life of the wire would
certainly be twenty years, unless through some process of
crystallization it became more brittle. I anticipate but
very litde trouble in this direction, but eternal vigilance is

nevertheless necessary. Undoubtedly, at cur\-es and on
switches the wear is somewhat greater. How much I

cannot say.

The breaking of the trolley wire has been rare, the
breaks occurring cither at spliccsor switches, or being due
to some extraneous cause, such as falling trees, telephone
poles or the catching of the trolley pole. One road reports
a break as due to the striking of the trolley wire by a
locomotive smoke stack. In no instance was any casualty
reported, excepting in one case where a mule was killed.

Forty one roads have their trolley wires divided into

sections, and considered it necessary and advisable Anal-
ysis shows that these roads are in the largest cities or towns-

Regarding span wires, forty-nine report as using galvan-
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iz.ed iron wire, lifty-Hve as galvanized steel, twenty as

using galvanized iron cable and one as using copper wire.

The sizes range from No. o to Xo. 14. Corapiratively

fe<v breaks are reported and no casualties.

Mv own experience has led me to adopt No. 4 B. & S.

soft oalvanized iron wire. Whenever a long span or a

curve is to be constructed, I have Iiad two or more of these

wires twisted together into a cable.

I have found that a cable made of small wires is hard to

ioint, and it rusts much more quickly. Avoid joints and

iise a bali fastener in attaching span wire to eyebolt. On
the whole, however, I have concluded that iron is not the

proper material to use in any shape. It will rust, and

then your structure is weak Pursuing ray investigations

into this matter nearly a year ago, I found that a certain

special quality of silicon bronze wire was the best. Tests

of this wire in comparison to iron showed the following

results:

Breaking Elonga-
Break- weight tion in Twists
ing per squ. six ft. in si.'t

Diam. weight, inch, percent, feet.

No. I silicon bronze. .200 2.550 Si So:) .S 37.4

Galvanized iron 205 1,720 52,000 7 8 ig.

I am aware that the price of this wire is five or six times

as o^reat as that of the iron wire, but as the total sum in

either case per mile is small. I strongly recommend it.

Some of this wire has been in service on the West End
road in Boston for nearly a year. It

certainly will never rust out. Guard '

wires are universally condemned but

are put up as a compulsory protection
;

from existing evils.

Third. The descriptions of the va-

rious feeder systems are so vague I

will not attempt to describe them.

The average distance to which power

is transmitted on these roads is about

three miles. The greatest is 10.7 miles

on the Tacoma &: Steilacoom railway,

Tacoraa, W^ash. There are many,

however, operating from eight to ten

miles from the station.

Fourth. Loads and conditions;

Under this heading I have includ d

speeds, grades, number of tow cars

hauled, passengers carried, etc. The
average speed of all the roads is S.7

miles per hour. The maximum is

thirty. The average grade is 6.7 per

cent., and but twelve roads report as

having none, or very small ones. The
maximum grade is thirteen and a half

per ceat., and this extends for 1.500

feet. The road suffering from such

aT infliction is in Amsterdam. N. V.

Thirteen roads report ten per cent,

or over. Nashville, Tenn , reports

an eleven and a half per cent, grade

for 1,3'X) feel, and Burlington Iowa,

an eight and a half per cent, for 1.500

feet, while Wilmington. Del., reports

a seven and a half per cent, for 3,000

feet.

The loads carried up these grades

by two fifteen horsepower motors are,

to say the least, surpri?.ing. Amster-

dam reports one motor car and fifty-

two passengers. Nashville reports

one roo:or car and seventy-seven grown
passengers. Burlington, one motor
cir and s£venty-h%-e passengers, and
Wilmington, Del., reports one motor
car towing a disabled motor car.

Several roads report as towing one
car with both full of passengers up
eight and even nine per cent, grades,

but for short distances. Auburn. N.
Y., reports as having towed five cars,

all loaded, with one mo or car. The
grades io this instance were slight. In

all these instances unquestionably
the motors were exerting power considerably beyond their

rated capadiy. Trains carrying 350 passengers have been
moved by two fifteen horsepov.-er motors: 2co passmgers
is an everyday occuirence. .Surely this is approaching
steam railroad practice. Such information is certainly

asefai to the electric manufacturing companies.
Fifth. Tests; Out of the total number of 137 roads

heard from, only thirty-iwo report as having made any
tests of either engines, dynamo or motors, and fifty-three

Dpon the overhead work. Surely this is lamentable. There
is nothing more essential to an electric railroad than a first

claw voJimeter. ammeter, galvanomelcr, and, if possible, a
wattmeter. Klfclric light, telegraph and telephone, and
all other eleanc companies arc supplied with necessary
testing iostnimenis, and in tr-oit instances a most rigid

MStem is roatnuincd. Every railroad should be continu-
ally letting its circuits, stations and cars for leaks or
Krotrnda. By this mean**, and ihis means only, can it

avoid iroablc and consequent d image. Furthermore for

the sake of economy these instruments should be us«d
freely. Panicularly is a wattmeter u\e(u\ in a power sta-

tion. I advise, urge and beseech every company to supply
itself with these instruments, and to put them in the hands
oi a competent pcr.Hon, or, if they can afford it, a thorough
electrician -

Sizth. Accidents: I am happy to state that under this

heading not one road reports as killed or even fcriously in-

jarcd an employe or passenger by the electric current, or
falling trolley or span wire. Several report employcsas re-

ceiving shocks, and one of a boy throwing a wire over the
trolley wire and receiving the full potential of Ihc current.

None, however, were seriously injured. .Several accidents

me reported of collision and running over, but these cannot

hi entirely avoided and are inherent in any system.

Miscellaneous: Under this heading I asked the opinion

of the railroads as to the reiiabiliiy, permanency and safety

of the electric system. All but one report most emphatic-

ally in its praise. I regret very much that this one prefers

horses. Further evidence on this point is shown by the

fact that forty-four roads report as never having been
stopped by any cause, twenty three were forced to stop be-

cause of the steam plant, failure of water, floods or iire

and twenty-six from electrical troubles, the main cause of

these troubles being lightning. I consider this a very fair

showing and feel confident that as the art advances these

tie-ups will grow less and less, and finally become of rare

occurrence.

No'v, gentlemen, I have reviewed in rather a haphai^ard

manner the dependent system.

I have said nothing in regard to the cost of operation.

It is a difficult matter to handle and a delicate one to dis-

cuss. I feel that there has been already a sufficient number
of statements published to enable any man to choose his

own figure from. As there is today no generally accepted

uniform system of accounting, it simply adds to the confu-

sion to publish additional figures unless the most thorough

detail is entered into. I take this opportunity to raise my
voice and urge the adoption of some standard system.

Surely a basis of comparison with the independent sys-

tem is useless, since there is nothing of any value whatever

to be found pertaining to the cost of this system. In all

'¥,
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other respects also have I avoided comparison with this

system.

There is not to my knowledge to-day a single railroad cor-

poration owning and operating storage batteries solely for

what there is in them, nor do I believe there ever will be.

It is now claimed that litigation has interfered with their

development. This is absurd. With ideality written all

over the system, do you think that the powerful corpora-
tions who have spent hundreds of thousands of dollars in

experiment would finally abandon them and devote their

energies to a system on which they have had to spend almost

an equal amount in introducing and exploiting, fighting

their way inch by inch throughout the country? Had there

been the slightest promise or intrinsic merit in the system,
it would ere this have been in every city in the land litiga-

tion or no litigation. No, gentlemen, such sophistries are

for the blind and unthinking. I'or years I have believed

that the storage battery car should be relegated to where it

belongs—a position with the air, gas and wind motors. I

have no faith in them nor hope for them,
I have now briefly reviewed the dependent system, or, as

I should have preferred to call it, the direct system. There
are some grounds for hope in the direction of an under-

ground or surface system. There is universal praise and
encomiums sounding on every side for the overhead system;

0,700 cars operated over 3,000 miles of track in the streets

ol full 300 of our towns nnd cities, surely testify to its

merits and value. Of this number of towns and cities

fully one third have absolutely no other means of trapppir-

tation. What objections there are are purely sentimental

grounds. Given a city with all wires underground, where
would be the objection to iron poles and a single wire for

each track'' The rails themselves would be a thousand
times more of a nuisance and danger. The benefits to

come from its introduction are incalculable. In the words
of Parnell, "Holdon; fight on. A magnificent future is

before you." The wonderful and marvelous development
of the past is not to slop, but inevitably must continue.

Electric railrcading, city, town and suburban, is here for

our upbuilding and natural prosperity as surely as steam
railroading was fifty ^ears ago. There are equally

great opportunities for fame and fortune with this new
agent as with the old. Let there be no uncertainty, no
hesitancy.

The paper was ordered printed in full in the minutes of

the meeting, on motion of Mr. Richardson.

Discussion.

H. F. MacGregor of Houston: I would like infor-

, mation upon the subject of guard wires. Mr. Mansfield
rather says that the guard wires are an abomination. I

would like to ascertain what has been found effective and
simple and not a nuisance in the way of an obstruction in

the street. Of course, additional wires are obiectionable. .

but we must have them.

Mr. Mansfielp: When there is only one trolley wire

to protect, we extend two light wires, about number four-

teen, on each sid^fe of the trolley wire, and about eighteen
inches above it, and from twelve to eighteen inches to each
side. We suspend the longitudinal wires running paral-

lel with the trolley wire upon an additional span wire.

The additional span wire is insulated

as perfectly as possible from the pole,

and from the trolley span wire, and
the longi'udinal or guard wires proper
are also insulated as far as possible

from the span wire. In the case of
two trolley wires, the general practice

^o far as I have observed is to stretch

three guard wires, twoof them outside

the two trclley wires and to cover the
(enter making all perfectly insulated

from the other wires. We have never
had any trouble from induction, for

the reason that the guard wires are

insulated from the trolley wire. I

think as a protection to life and
property they amount to a great deal.

I think it necessary to put them up.

Most municipalities require them to

be put up. and as long as you keep
them perfectly insulated from the
trolley wire any extraneous wire which
may fall will strike them, instead of

the trolley wire, and will dangle in the

street as a dead wire, which may be
removed.
Mr. MacGregor: Have your in-

vestigations led you to form an opinion

as to the relative wear of sliding and
rolling contact trolleys?

Mr. Mansfield: No, sir. I be-

lieve only one load used a sliding

contract trolley, and I think that has
been abandoned.
Mr. Bickford of Salem: X do

not agree with Mr. Mansfield on the

size of his guard wire. Number four-

teen is too small. Nothing short of

number ten should be put up as a
guard wire.

Mr. Ramsey of Pittsburg: I wish
to ask Mr. Mansfield how long he
considers a r u mber fourteen iron

guard wire will last without rusting,

so that it will be liable to break; and
Mr. Bickford how long a number ten

wire will last, in an atmosphere like

Pittsburg, for instance?

Mr, Mansfield: That is a trouble-

some question to answer; it be might
several years.

Mr. Bickford: My idea in the use

of a number ten wire is not so much
of its life, as its additional strength

in supporting fallen wires, especia'ly when loaded with

sleet in winter. On a portion of my lines I had fallen

telephone and telegraph wires on my guard wires for a

long distance, and through it all we operated our cars

without interruption. We used number ten steel

wiie.

Mr. I.ittei.l of BufTalo: I wish to ask the gentleman
if he docs not think it advisable to cut up his guard wire

into sections, of say, one thousand or fifteen hundred (eet,

and put in circuit breakers; so fiat if any wire docs fall,

the current will not be sent a great distance.

Mr. Mansfield: I would advise it, but it is not done
on many roads. The West End road in Boston, I be-

lieve, has circuit breakers every five hundred feet. It is

also done in Buffalo.

Mk. Wason of Cleveland: Mr. McKinstry, who is

manager of the telephone lines in Cleveland, informed me
that his telephone wires in the center of the city did not

last much over a year; sometimes a jcar and a half. In

our span wires wi; used galv.-inized steel wire, and at the

end of a year and a half they were rusted so much that we
dared not tighten them up. We have chemical works and
oil works in Cleveland, and wc do not know whether the

short life of the wire is due to the gases that come from
these factories. I believe our road was the first one to

use the soft drawn copper wires for span wire. Wc use

soft drawn number four, the same as for ground work, that

has been up now over a year, and there has been no per-

ceptible elongation or stretching or sliding. When the

storage battery will enable us to take down the span wire

wc will have something for scrap. Apparently the copper

wire will not corrode, anrl the only objection 1 have ever
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licarJ to it w.is llu inilial i;xi>ciist: .inJ ttic possil-»ility ol

its stretching.

Mk. Richardson; 1 have had submitted to me a cop-

per triangular tube, if I may so call it. intended to cover

over the trolley wire and to guard it thoroughly from any
interference with wires that might otherwise come in con-

tact with it. I wish to ask what the gentlemen's judg-

ment is of that device.

Mr. Mansi'IELIj: I have looked into a great many
methods of protecting tlie trolley wire outside of the

stringing of additional wires; but I have not seen any
which to my judgment would lead me to adopt it upon
any road where my advice was asked. The trouble with

most of the^e devices is that they entail heavy span wires

and an additional strain upon the side poles for their sup-

port if you succeed in keeping them in place. In the

winter, upon the top of these devices, there will be a large

accumulation of ice and snow, which throws a greater

weight upon the span wires and strain upon the side poles

for their support; then again they are difficult to put in

place and maintain in place. That is the result of my ob-

servations, and I do not think there is anything so good
as what is generally accepted and used to-day.

The meeting adjourned until Thursday morning.

Thursday's Proceedings.

The meeting opened at 10:30 a, m.

The first business done was the appointing of the com-
mittee to nominate oflkers for the ensuing year and select

a place of meeting for 1S92.

The president appointed as the committee, Charles

Cleminshaw, of Troy, N Y.; Thomas C Earr, of New-
ark, N. J. ; Robert McCulloch, of St. Louis. Mo.; Murry
A. Verner, of Pittsburg. Pa.; C. Densmore Wyman, of

New York, N. Y.; H. A. Everett, of Cleveland, O , and
T. J. Minary, of Louisville, Ky. Invitaiions were made
on behalf of Rochester, N. Y , Boston, Mass., Cleveland,

C.and Houston, Texas.
The president announced the next order of business to

be the report of the comm'ttee on "'Public and State Treat-

ment of Corporations," by Hon G Hilton Scribner,

of New York city. In Mr. Scribner's absence, C. D.
Wyman read the repo it.

The report was received, ordered placed on the minutes
and a vote of thanks was passed to the author for the able

paper he had presented.

The Independent—Primary or. Storage Battery—
Sy.stems of Electric Motive Power.

The next business was the report of the committee on
"The Indepedent— Primary or Storage Battery—Systems of

Electric Motive Power." An abstract of the report fol-

lows'

The Independent—Storage or Primary Battery-
Systems OE Electric Motive Power.

BY KNIGHT NEFTEL.

Owing to a variety of causes the system which was as-

signed to m3 at the last convention to report on has made
less material progress in a commercial way than its com-
petitors.

So far, primary batteries hive been applied only to the

operation of the smallest stationary motors. Their appli-

cation in the near future to traction may, I think, be
entirely disregarded. Were it not a puiely technical matter,

it might be easily demonstrated with cur knowledge of

electro chemistry, that such an arrangement as an electric

primary battery driving a car is an impossibility.

In view of the claims of certain inventors, I regret to

be obliged to make so absolute a statement; but the results

thus far have produced nothing of value:

The application of stcordary or storage batteries to

electric traction has been accomplished in a number of

cities with a varying amount of i^uccess.

Roads equipped by batteries have now been sufliciently

long in operation to allow us to draw some conclusions as to

the practical results obtained, and what is possible in the

n(ar future

The advantages which have been demonstrated on
Madison avenue in New York; Dubuque, la.; Washing-
ton, D. C, and elsewhere, may be summerized as follows:

I''irst, the independent feature of the system. The
cars are independent of each other, and are free from
drawbacks of broken trolley wires; temporary stoppages
at the power station; the grounding of one motor affecting

other motors, and sudden and severe strains upon the
machinery at the power station, such as frequently occur
in direct systems; the absence of all street structures and
repairs to the same and the loss by grounds and leakages
are also very considerable advantages, both as to economy
and satisfactory operation.

Secondly, the comparatively small space required for

the power station. Each car being provided with two or

more sets of batteries, they can be charged at a uniform
rate without undue strain on the machinery of the power
siation, and as it can be done more rapidly than the dis-

charge required for the operation of the motors, a less

amount ot general machinery is necessary for a given
amount of work.

Another and important advantage of the system is the
low pressure of the current used to supply the motors, and
csnsequently the increased durability of the motor, and
practically absolute safety to life from electrical shock.

It has been demonstrated also that the cars can be easily

handled in the street, run at any desired speed, and re-

versed with far more safety to the armature of the motor
than in the direct system. The increased weight requires

simply more brake leverage.

The modern battery, improved in many of its details

during the last year, is still an unknown quantity as to

durability. There is the same doubt concerning this as

there was at the time incandescent lamps were first in-

troduced. At that liinc, iome phenomenal records were
made by lamps grouped with other lamps. Similarly,

some plates appear to be almost indestructible while others,

made practically in the same manner, deteriorate within a

very shoit time. Il is const qucntly, very difficult to ex-

actly and fairly placi a limit on the life of the positive

plates as yet. Speaking simply from observation of a large

number of plates of various kinds, I am inclined to put

the limit at about eight months, though it is claimed by
some of the more prominent manufacturers—and undoubt-
edly it is true in special cases—that entire elements have
lasted ten months and even longer.

It must be remembered, however, that the jolting and
handling to which these batteries are subjected, in traction

work increase the tendency to disintegrate, buckle
and short circuit, and that the record of durability for this

application can never be the same as for stationary work.
A serious inconvenience in the use of batteries in traction

work is the necessary presence of the liquid in the jars.

This causes the whole equipment to be somewhat cumber-
some, and unless arranged with great care, and with a
variety of devices lately designed, a source of considerable

annoyance.
The connections between the plates, which formerly

gave so much trouble by breaking off, have been perfected

so as to prevent this difhculty, and the shape of the jars

has been designed to prevent the spilling of the acid while
car is running. The car seals are now practically hermetically

staled, so tht the escaping gases are not oflensive

to the passengers.

The handling of the batteries is an exceedingly im-

portant consideration. Many devices have been invented

to render this easy and cheap. I h.ive witnessed the

changing of batteries in a car, one set being taken out and
a charged set replaced by four men in the short space of
three minutes. This is accomplished by electrical ele-

vators, which move the batteries opposite the car, and
upon the platforms of which the discharged elements are

again charged ,

The general conclusions which the year's experience and
progress have afforded us an opportunity to make may be
summarized as follows: Storage battery cars are as yet

applicable only to those roads which are practically level;

where the direct system cannot be used, and where cable

traction cannot be used, and applicable to these roads
only at about the same cost as horse traction.

I feel justified in making this statement in view of the

guaranties which some of the more prominent manufact-
urers of batteries are willing to enter into, and which
practically insure the customeragalnst loss due to deteriora-

tion of plates, leaving the question of the responsibility of

the company the only one tor h'm to look into.

The report was ordered placed on the minutes and
filed.

Discussion.

Mr. Baumhoff, St. Louis: The company which I

represent has experimented with the storage battery, and
.1 must say that we have had no success. I believe our
company was the second west of the Atlantic ocean to

undertake these experiments. We had two cars, each
equipped with 120 cells on an average grade of 2J4 per
cent., the steepest grade not over 3 % per cent. We were
unable to get a greater mileage than iS to 22 miles out of

each charge. The charging of the cars required from
eight to twelve hours.

We found also, that aside from leakage and the spilling

of the liquid, the cells buckled and corroded; this was
caused possibly by the acids. We expended a large sum
of money in these experiments, but finally gave it up
as a hopeless undertaking. The storage battery is

certainly not a commercial success.

Mr. Neftel: I believe the experiments the gentle-

men refers to must were made at least four years ago.

In the past four years a great change has come over every-

thing connected with the storage baltery. In the plates

the shape haschan^^ed completely, and the storage battery

of this day as manufactured by the leading companies is

an entirely new thing. (ireat progiess is going
on in this direction, and we are not justified

in throwing the thing aside as a failure. I remember
five years ago, receiving a letter from the Thomson-
Houston company, which I have preserved as a curiosity;

asking me whether I thought electric traction would ever

be successful, and whether it would pay an electric light

company to manufacture motors for electric traction. In
the light of developments already made in the general
field of electric traction, we should not cast discredit on the

storage baltery.

Mr Barr, Newark, N. J : On this question of stor-

age battery I only wish to refer to the road in Philadelphia,

of which Mr. Sullivan is president. 1 he Lehigh Avenue
Passenger railway was built to operate storage battery

cars. In May, 1890. the road started with six storage bat-

tery cars. In October, iSgo, application was made to the

city of Philadelphia council for the use of the overhead
system, the company claiming that unless it could use it

it would have to abandon the road. The council refused
permission to the company to use the overhead wire, and
on the first of January, iSgi, the storage battery cars were
abandoned and the road has since been operated by horse
power.

Mr. Vhay of Detroit: I represent a road which per-

haps e.'cperimented with the storage battery system more
than any other road in the country. The Woodward stor-

age battery cars were put on our road for about one year

and a half. The system worked very well; the cars ran at

the rate of about twelve or fourteen miles an hour. The
cost for coal was considerable, being $10 per day for one
car. The trouble seems to have been that it takes from
seven to ten hours to charge those plates, and it is not pos-
sible to make over thirty five miles per day. They make
about four trips. Some times they could get into the

house, and sometimes they could not. There were no
grades, but some sharp curves. We thought $10 a day
for coal, and $2.50 for an engineer, when we were getting

only ihirly miles out of ihc ballery, was not mii^h of a
commercial success.

Mr. Richard-on: I should like to know how long a
battery, requiring from seven to ten hours to charge, can
operate in running thirty-five milesr

.\Ic. ViiAV: I find that it takes just as long to charge
it as it does to disch:irgc it, if you call upon the car to do
the »vork.

.Mr. Nkftei.: I think it is a mistake to expect balicrics

to make a long run. If wc have a perfected storage bat-
tery system it will not be a system in which cur cars will

run one hundred to two hundred miles; but it will be a
system in which each car wiil make one trip, then newly
charged batteries will be put in the car. The batteries
can be charged easily, and there is no earlbiy object in

dragging them along for thirty, forly or fifty miles. It is

taking along an unnecessary weight jn lead.

The question of how expensive the system Is going to
be is controlled by the question of how often you are going
to renew the positive plates. There are six cars on ibc
line in Washington and nine in Dubuque. They have
been running since early in May in Dubuque, and about
three months in Washington. On certains portions of the
road in Washington they are making fifteen miles an hour.
If the experience of everybody connected with the cars is

to be believed, they run regularly on their time, as regular
as any other system, whether electric, cable or horse,
I noticed in the paper that was read this morning that
the question of comparative economy in running is staled
to be about that of horses. We believe from what we
know that it is consideraly less than horses, although we
have no figures 10 show. We believe that in about one
year it can be run in competition, so far as economy is

concerned, with any overhead system.
When a car is run about twenty miles at the ordinarj'

street car speed, il will take about two and one-baff
hours to charge the batteries; but practice has shown us
that it is very foolish to draw ou!: the entire charge of
the battery. The question of how long the batter}* will

run before it will aosolutely break down, is not to be
considered for a moment, because it is very bad practice.

That is the usage which destroys the cells If ihe cells

are properly used in this respect, the batteries will last

a long time, for many months. I know of one plant
in Pailadelphia in the lighting service that has run five

years without change.

Mr Montague, Yonkers: I have seen within three
months a storage battery car, not the Edco, that will

take eighty five passengers on a sixteen fool car, and
carry it up a grade of 10 per cent , and do it steadily

and easily. It take; an hour and thirty minutes to
charge batteries. They do not allow the batteries as a
rule to run more than 20 or 22 miles; but on Decoration Day
of this year three cars ran respectively, 4c, 46 and 48
miles, and when they were run up to the power house
the engineer had gone home, and they remained outside
all night. In the morning there was sufficient power
left in the batteries to take the cars in the power house.
It takes about 30 seconds to charge the batteries These
cars run on level ground at a speed faster than most city

governments will permit, and in mounting grades thev go
quite fast. On one occasion a car was mounting a grade
with 30 people in it; I got out ard walked along side of the
car, and not until it had reached ihe top could I keep up
with il. The grade was abcut 5 per cent.

Mr. Richardson: I want to state what seems to me
to be a fair inference from what these gentlemen have told

us, and from my own investigations on the subject, and
that is. that the storage battery system seems only appro-
priate for roads running very few cars, and on a headway
of perhaps ten or fifteen minutes.

Mr. Holmes of New York: I am not a delegate to the
conventioD, but it seems to me that the gentlemen do not
state what the power is that is put into the batteries, and
\ybat is taken out. I think that point has not been
covered. Assuming that we have loo horse power coming
out of the generator into the station there is 10 per cent.

of loss on ine line of the trolley in the transmission of the
power to the car in the street, so that of the loo horse
power that is developed at the generator only (>o per cent.

is conveyed to ihe cars upon the street.

There is then a loss of about 25 par cent, out of the 90
in the mo:or, which reduces Ihe net horse power devel-
oped by the motor under the carlo about 6S horse power
for the 100 at the station. Now we will take the storage
batteries of the 100 horse power developed in the station:

There is a loss, if I understand it aright, of nearly 30 per
cent, in passing the current through the battery, making
70 percent, of the pow^rof the battery, which is gener-
ated at the station. Then there is a loss of 35 per cent,

on the mjtor, the same as in the trolley sj-stem. so that in

the power problem wc have 53 per cent, in the battery.and
68 in the trolley. The diflTerencc in the batter)* and in

the trolley car is vastly in favor of the lallcr. the relation

being about 115 10215; in other words the powerthat you
have put to move the b ttery car is nearly twice .as much as

that required to move the iroUey car, and therefore the

consumption of coal is twice as much.
Mr, Scott: I took for on; week the mileage of the

cars on the Dubuque road, and also raeiisured at ihe dy-
namo the amount of power put into the batteries. I was
enabled to get from the mi'cage of the cars the amount of

horse power it took per car nulc. and it was little less than

one and one-half per car mile. If the gentleman ctn get

it lower by the trolley system 1 would be glad to know it.

Mr. IIolmi:s: Wc have got it down to one horse

power.

Mk. Scott: I will say that the road hss grades over

6 per cent. If you wilt give us a level road I have no
doubt we can do it with less power. I can tell you of

one road where it averaged for six months in a commercial
way eight-tenths of a horsepower per car mile. I do not

think you can get any lower than that.

Mr. Croshv: I believe that much of this discussion is

useless. No doubt the future h.as such possibilities as

none of us I think should dare to measure to-day. I even
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•^o so far as to say that I believe in the future that it will

be possible to propel a car by electricity without tying it to

a string from a station. The trouble is we do not see the

thing at the present time I do not think we can arrive at

any satisfactory conclusion by continuing the discussion

today, with all respect to the storage battery people. We
must bear in mind that both systems are using the same
power, applied difTerently. I do not believe the convention

has the facts before it at this time to intelhgently deal with

this subject. I think we can leave the matter for a time

to those that are hard at work upon it.

E A. ScoTi", Philadelphia: I am the representative of

the company that has put in two successful plants in

Dubuque. la., and Washington. D. C. We are now
operating them as a commercial success. The gentlemen

connected with those roads, if they are here, will probably

tell you better than I, what the result has been. I have

seen the changing of the plates done in Dubuque in about

thirty seconds, so that the question whether a storage bat-

tery car will run lOo miles with recharging, or 50 miles,

does not become a matter of importance. As Mr. Neftel

stated, there is no more necessity to run a battery loo

miles than there is of making a span of horses pull a car

that distance. You can work a pair of horses until they

drop in their tracks, and you can work a battery until it

becomes exhausted, but there is no necessity for either

case. If you want to know whether any road can succeed

take the successful roads that are running at the present

lime. Go to Washington and examine the road there, and

you will be delighted with the way the cars run. As to the

length of time it takes to charge a storage battery, it has been

correctly stated that it takes as long to charge it as it does

to discharge it. We calculate to run about 20 or 25 miles

before we maks a change of the batteiies, and if ihey are

ran in that way in a road where grades do not exist be-

yond 5 or 6 per cent, there is no trouble.

Mr. Rich.\kdson: I differ from the remarks made by
Mr. Crosby. We may not know all about the subject, as

he evidently does, and it is for that reason that we wish to

hear all we can It is quite evident that, as I said before,

the storage battery is suited at present only for small

roads, with long headway. It would certainly not do for a

road like Third avenue, in New York, where the headway
is about one minute. I suppose also with reference to

roads that run like the PiCJsant Valley, in this city, with

four different lines, one of them starting four miles from
its power station, and also like the roid of which I am
president, which hasten different lines, with eight distinct

depots and stables, it would net be applicable. The advan-
tage of the trolley system is that all these roads could be
run from one central power station, as I am told by
competent engineers. I wish while on my feat to ex-

press the intense disappointment I felt in visiting the

Frankfort electrical exposition this year. There was not

a single exhibit to indicate the progress of electric traction

in Americi. Several American firms had exhibits of ap-

pliances for electric lighing, but so far as I could see there

was nothing to indicate the great strides we have made in

electric railway matters.

Resolutions.

Mr. Wrenne then offerered the following resolution:

Practical infortnanoD upon the character of the engine ihat gives
ibc besE re-ulis 10 power plcDls for traction purpose, would be of
great bcaeGt to the members of the association and as there is much
doubt OD the question that may be removed by investigation into
the practical experience of different companies in establishing act-ve
plants:

Kesol-ved, Therefore that a committee of five be appointed which
shall include the president and secretary, whose duty it shall be to
obtain all available information on this subject and report thereon.
And in view of the fact that esrly information to the members of the
association will be of great value, the committee shall ascertain the
information, make its report, and tnail two printed copies thereof to

each member on or before the first day of February, JS92.

Mr. Littell of Bafiilo, then offered the following reso-

Intion:

Whereas The .American Street Railway association having learnfcd

that the collection of the statistics of electrical railroads for the
KIe^entfa United Slates Census has been transferred to the Division
or Manufactures and placed in charge of Allen R. Foote, special
agent for the collection of statistics of the e ecirical industries, and
WhksBas, Th: de^'clopment of electric railroad construction

and operation of such has of recent date been such that nearly three
time« as miuiy such roads are now in operation as in the la it census
year, acd
WHeREA-"; Tho*c interested in street railroads, in common with

those in oih-r branches of th= electrical industries regard, a complete
and accurate report by the United Slates Oovcrnmcnt of all electrical
^tatu'ici, and c«p;cially thow pertaining to electrical railroads, as of
rJCAl and far reachiog public importance, b; it

Rfi^lvfd I. Thai thU aisociaiion approves of the action of the
japerifttendcnt of cen\u« in placing the collection of the statistics of
e!ectr>^ -, r.iH-. ':t> the division of manufacturers, and in charge of
the - T JO R. VtiTAi.

1. Superintendent Porter of the Census Bureau for
thl* '.ollcct :ind report the statiitica for electrical
f4ilf -iatc of publication, and thu^givc to them thc.r
r.JXr. .-.

j ive committee be requested to take the ncccs.tar>'

me* -
'- -">vi»(on and authority for a complete ccn-

»tt» :•) and that it be re<)ue<ited :o confer
'Mil-. ,1, R. >'oote^ in reference to the same,

AffKitSOON .Sk.SSION.

The secretary read a letter of rciret from Willard A.
Srnith. chief sapirintcndcnt of railway exhibits of ihc
World's Co'ambian Kjtpogiiion, who had arranged to be
p-cKOt and addreM iheonvcntion on the subject of the
*!rcct railway c;ihiblt, ?>\%unz h's inability to be present.

Th; ma'tcr wai referred t> ih: spi-iat World's Fair com-
mittc*.

SrAVOAfeDi IS KLRCTRK: KaIUVAV T'kA'-'IIfJK.

T ~ announced the next order of bu<itness lo
'';'

"- oTnmittce 00 ".Standard* in Klcclric

f'^ - The rqwrt was read by Mr, Crosby, as
follows:

STANfrMtrt.i IS Electric Street Railway PkACTiCK,

I:V O. T. CRO.iP-y.

The objtct of this paper is to present some sujf^fcstions

conccrniog a standard raliog; for electrical machinery,
i^tandard dimensions for parts of car apparatos. standard

nomenclature for methods and parts, and a standard method
of keeping accounts.

I shall not go into any discussion of the value of stand-

ard izing methods and things, feeling confident that there

is a very general appreciation of the value of uniformity in

so far as it can be attained without sacrifica in other

directions.

First, let us consider the rating of electrical machinery.
Thus far it has been common to speak of a machine as a

fifteen horse power or twenty-tive horse power motor,

with scarcely any further suggestion of conditions under
which it is supposed to operate. It must be borne in

mind that an electric motor, like any other machine, a man,
for instance, is capable of performing work at widely vary-

ing rates and widely varying efficiencies, and with widely
varying factors of safety with respect to indefinite continu-
ance of such a rate of work. It should further be borne in

mind that an electric motor in particular is known to do its

maximum rate of work when its efficiency is only fifty per
cent ; that is, if twenty horse power represents the max-
imum rate of work, then forty electric horse power will be
required to perform this work. A series motor such as is

commonly used for railway work also must vary very
widely in its speed while varying the quantity of work it

performs per second. Now, this maximum quantity of

work and the efficiency at which it is performed and the

speed of the car corinected with it are all matters of im-
portance when we endeavor to get a really serviceable idea

of what the machine can do, that is, of how nearly it can
meet the conditions required by the particular service to

which we wish to put it.

Will it serve the purpose best if we rate the machine ac-

cording to its maximum capacity when its efficiency is fifty

per cent., or according to some lower capacity at high
efficiency, and at some speed as nearly as possble that at

which the motor must be run during the greater part of

its time at service? Should we use the maximum rating,

we have the advantage of knowing at once very nearly

what is the limit of service which the motor can perform;
but, on the other hand, we fail to be told by such rating

what ths capacity of the machine is when doing the aver-

age work of our service.

There is at present no conventional uniformity con-
trolling either the manufacturer or purchaser of electrical

machinery in regard to these matters, which can be de-

termined only by the custom of the trade, as it may grow
up through years of uncertainty or as it may be directed to

more rapid maturity by the action of such an association

as this. We shall not, of course, be able at once, by any
such formal action as we might take, to bring everybody
concerned to an immediate acceptance of such standards

as we might adopt. Yet, we will certainly go far towards
hastening the time when some really definite and valuable

information will be given to the purchaser when he is told

that a motor is rated thus or so.

The first condition, which, in my opinion, should be
connected by implication with any rating whatever is this:

That the machine in question shall be able to perform its

rated work indefinitely and under any condition of atmos-
pheric temperature There is. of course, room for honest

differences of opinion in regard to this point. It is well

known that the maximum demands for power in street

railway service are not those which last for a considerable

length of time. A certain manufacturer may thus argue
to himself: "This machine which 1 am about to adver-

tise is able to do twenty horse power of work for half an
hour, when the atmospheric temperature is ninety degrees.

In my opinion this rate and time and temperature will not

be exceeded in the conditions of regular service. Why.
then, may I not call this a twenty horse power motor ? It

is true, if I were building it for stationary work in which
generally the load to be carried is much more constant, I

should adopt a different rating." Another manufacturer

produces, perhaps, a machine of identical capacity with

the one just considered, but taking a more conservative

view of the matter, may feel it proper to give a rating in

the neighborhood of fifteen or sixteen horse power, having
in view that the machine shall be able to work at its

normal capacity for an indefinite length of time, even if it

were in service on the hottest day of the year known in the

famous Fort Yuma. Machines of equal capacity are thus

honestly put on the market at different ratings; and they

may be in service on the same road without being actually

subjected to such tests as would show their quality, the

man who has rated high all ihe while getting credit for

giving a more powerful piece of machinery than his com-
petitor.

It would be possible to express the condition thus:

That whatever the rate, it shall be possible to maintain

that rate indefinitely under all conditions of atmospheric

temperature by stating that the windings of the arma-

ture shall never show more than a given excess of heat

over atmospheric temperature, A more general way
of stating it. however, seems to me to serve the purpose

quite as well.

There is again further room for honest difference of

opinion in regard to the elficicncy with which a motor
can do its rated work. Suppose the manufacturer has

produced a machine which can do its maximum work
for an indefinite time without undue rise of temperature.

'I'hcre is today no custom of the trade distinctly un-

derstood which would prevent him from rating the

machine by this maximum capacity. And, again, in

slating that the machine is of fiftc-n horse power capacity,

even if there be agreement concerning efficiency and dur-

ability, there might be disagreement of much importance

in regard I0 speed at which its work can be performed by

the motor. If it has been so constructed that it can do
fifteen horse power of work only at some armature speed

corresponding toa linear speed of car, cither much above or

much below the average speed of the car, ih'jn the forma-

tion and motor may both be of liille value for street rail-

way .service. Indeed, the use of the term "horse power"
then has necessarily this uncertainty in it; The total

number of foot pounds per minute, namely 33,000, may

be made up in an infinite number of ways by an infinite

number of combinations of feet of travel and pounds of
pull. But for hour service we should have some known
relation between these two.

It seems to me that that which the purchaser has in

mind to obtain is such horizontal effort exerted at such a
speed and at such an efficiency as will do the work in view.
Now, the work in view varies very widely, and we cannot,
therefore, obtain a convenient rating which will express
this relation throughout the range of the total capacity of
the motor. We may, however, select some particular con-
diiions, say that approaching as nearly as possible to the
average, and tell by a method of rating, which I will pro-
pose, what the machine can do for such condition.

Let us first consider the speed' at which it is desirable to
know the capacity of the motor. I think ten miles per
hour is not far from the speed at which cars will be found
most frequently running. If, then we state concerning
a motor that it can develop so much horizontal effort at

that speed, we at once have a pretty close approximation
as to what load of car and passengers it can handle at

that speed, since we know that twenty-five pounds per ton
is a fair approximation to the average traction co efficient.

Suppose, then, we are told that a motor can produce a
horizontal effort of 500 pounds at ten miles an hour; it is

then a quick inference that a car weighing twenty tons can
be earned by such a motor at the rate of ten miles per
hour OQ a level. We may then conveniently call this

motor a "500x10."
If we further desire to get an approximate idea of what

it will cost to do this work with a particular motor, we
should know something of its efficiency. This can be con-
veniently expressed by adding another dimension Thus,
say the motor is "500x10x60 " The "60"' indicates the
efficiency percentige with which electrical energy from the

line is transmitted into mechanical energy, and horizontal
effort applied to the car.

It may. of course, at once be objected that such a

method does not distinguish between efficiency of motor
proper and the efficiency of its gearing. For a great many
reasons this is not very objectionable. We buy the motor
with its gearing, and I can see no particular reason why
the manufacturer should not get the benelit or the blame
of the good or bad gearing which he may use with his

efficient or inefficient motor. Furthermore, in the single

reduction motors now so widely used for ordinary street

railway work, the loss by gearing transmission is very
small, and probably not widely variant as between the
different manufacturers. And again, in whatever high
speed work which it may be feasible to do by gearless

motors, the qaeston of efficiency or inefficiency of the gear
is eliminated.

Again, it may be objected that such a method supposes
uniform diameter of wheel, which must be known to the

manufacturer in order that he may calculate what his

motor is doing for a given car speed . Should there be no
considerable variation from the thirty inch wheel now so

largely used, such a diameter migl t be taken for

gianted as having entered the calculation; and if a dif-

ferent wheel, say thirty- three inch, becomes general,

then that diameter may be assumed in the rat-

ing. I am not sure that the most frequent

speed, supposed above to be ten miles per hour, is

that which should enter into ihe service rating. It

may be best to assume some lower speed at which the

work is considerably heavier, and concerning the per-

formance of which the purchaser is most doubtful
These particular points need further consideration than

it has been possible for me to give them in the limited time
of the preparation of this paper; and. indeed, I shall

propose at the proper time that the whole matter of stand-

ards, which I endeavor here to treat only suggestively,

shall be referred to a standardizing committee of this asso-

ciation.

In using such a method of rating as is here suggested,

it may be well to allow the manufacturer to select the

conditions which he prefers to express, and he, of course,

must, in turn, always be ready to express the performances
of his motor for other conditions of speed and efficiency

which may seem important to the purchaser. The im-

portant point is that expression shall be given to the
horizontal effort and speed at which it is developed, and
to the efficiency of development.

It would, of course, in any such rating, ,be assumed
that the machine is working under a pressure of 450 volts,

which is not far from that found on most of the lines

throughout this country. In the necessary regulation to

which these motors are subjected, a part of this pressure

is practically applied to some resistance, external or in-

ternal, with respect to the motor; but I can see no con-
venient way of taking this into account in determining

upon a rating. Indeed, the action of a series motor in

street railway service is very complex, and it is much more
diflicult than Is sometimes supposed to determine upon a

rating which shall give the greatest amount of valuable in-

formation. The very difficulty, however, is warrant for

approaching the subject seriously and industriously.

I think it useless to attempt any change in the ralinij of

dynamos. Their work is so much more regular than the

work of a motor that the present rating in horse powers or

watts seems to answer the purpose fairly well. Nor has

it occurred to me as advisable lo extend this rating of

watts to motors, as it will be a matter of difficulty to in-

troduce a comparatively unfamiliar term and apply it to a

machine whose capacity must constantly be talked about,

and which, as above stated, works under very complex
conditions.

Second: I feel that the time has now come when some
of the physical dimensions of electric cars may, with bene-

fit to all, be standardized. As to how far such standardi-

zation should go, committees of this association can best

determine. The guiding principle it seems to me shoulil

be this: That standardizition of parts should be so di-

rected as not to interfere with the progress of invention.

Jicaring this in mind; may we not at this stage of devcl-
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opment have a standard axle diameter for cars of a given

weight? Also standard key weights for gears? And while

there is some uncertainty in my mind on this point, may
we not have a standard gearing? It of course involves

uniformity in the reduction ratio between speed of the

armature and speed of the car. There is, however, now
no very great difference in this respect, and the possibility

of uniformity is at least worth considering.

Coming to trolley apparatus, we might have uniform

poles, pole sockets, and uniform diameter of pole at the

bult; also uniform length of pole and uniform diam<ter of

trolley wheel.

It may be possible to go farther into this standardiza-

tion of dimensions of parts of the truck which are not di-

rectly connected with ttie electric apparatus. I think it

best, however, to leave that to those more familiar with

truck manufacture.
It will be seen that the suggested number of standard

dimensions in electrical apparatus, which thus far seems
possible, is not large. Vet, certainly, uniformity of axle

diameter and key weights alone would be found of much
value lo all interested in the business. Should this asso-

ciation adopt such standards, it is, of course, understood

that any manufacturer who thinks he has good reason to

vary from them will do so, presenting to the trade his

justification for such action. It seems, however, beyond
question, that a number of these points, in which there is

no mystery whaiever, may just as well be detei mined by
the direct users of apparatus as by the designers, and may
lh"s be determined once for all.

Third: In regard lo standardizing nomenclature, the ob-

ject is to save what may be called "lost motion" in the

verbal and written correspondence incident to our busi-

ness. The importance of some such effort was emphasized
to me some time ago when, on reading a carefully drawn
set of instructions to linemen prepared by an engineer of

the Thomson-Houston Electric company, I could see that

those instructions would scarcely be intelligible to a man
whose experience had been confined to the material of an
other company, say that of the Edison company, although
the things talked about might be entirely familiar to him.
Resides causing annoying repetit'on and much explanation

between men really understanding very well the thing in

question, this uncertainty of nomenclature may at times

stand seriously in the way of the proper interpretation of

written contracts, or of orders received by dealers.

While ihe adoption of a set of definitions by this associ-

tion would in no sense be binding, it would yet tend to

make definite that which is now indefinite. As a basis

upon which some further and better work in this direction

should be done, I give herewith a table showing list of

p'oposed terms, with various terms herelofore used as

equivalents, and definitions properly limiting the proposed
terms. In some cases when there has been satisfactory

uniformity, no equivalents are given, but definitions are

suggested. The list can, with benefit, be considerably

extended.

NOMhNCLATURfi OF ELECTRIC RaILUAV TerMS,

Generator.—(Generator, dynamo.) Machine in which the eiectric

current is generated.

Motor- — (Motor ) Machine in which the eleciric current is trans-

formed into mechanical power.
Frame.— i. Frame. 1 Iron body of machine, including pole pieces and

slandards or side arms, if any, but n,t including base plates and
bearings.

Standards.— iStandard bracket ) Supports oi the bearings of gener-
ator.

Side Arms.- (Side arms, check pieces, armature bracket.) Supports
of bearing railway motors.

Pole P'eces,— (Pole pieces.) That part of frame from whose surface
lines of force may pass directly to the armature.

Field Coil — (Field coil, spool ) Coils ofwue wound on frame in

such a way that a current passing through these coils makes mag-
nets of the frame and the pole pieces.

Brush Holder.—Device for holding the brushes in contact with the
commutator, including the insulation used in its support.

Rocker Armsof— (" Yoke, rocker arm.) Device for holding brush hold-
ers in position on commutator while attaching it directly or
indirectly to the frame.

Fuse.— (Fuse, fusible plug.) A metal device for opening circuit

when the current becomes abnormally large, the soft metal being
melted by a current of lined quantity.

Switch.—A device for closing or opening a circuit at one or more

ably protected and conveniently arranged to be introduced in

more or less proportion into a circuit.

Trolley.—iTroIIcy contact bar.) A device used to transmit the elec-

tric current from the overhead wire to the cars, consisting usually
o[ a

Trolley Wheel.—A small metal wheel making rolling contact with
the overhead wire.

'I'rolley Fork.— Mechanically connecting trolley wheel to

Trolley Pole.—Supporting the trolley fork and wheel, and resting in

H socket, which is part of the
'IVulley Base Frame.
Trolley Wire.— Wire from which the trolley wheel directly receives

current.

Trolley Frog.—(Frog, overhead switch, trolley switch.) A device
used to fasten or bold together the trolley wires at a point where
the trolley wire branches, and to guide, ordinarily, automfltically
the trolley wheel along the wire over the track taken by the car.

Trolley Frog.— Standard frog.) A fiog designed for use at a point
where two branch lines make fqual convergent angles with ihe
main line,

Right Hand Trolley Frog.—A trolley frog designed for use at a
point where a branch trolley wire leaves the main line to the
light in the goine direction

Tnrce VVay Trolley FrOR.—A trolley frog for use at a paint where
the line branches in three d rections.

Drawbridge Cro-s over.— X. device permlltiog the easy passage of
a trolley wheel from one to the other of two adjacent wires in a
continuous direction.

Trolley Crossing.— (Crossing frog, crossover.! A device placed a
Ihe crossinfj of two trolley wires, by which the trolley wheel
running on one wire may cross the other; the device also holding
ihe twij irnllty wires together.

Insulated Trolley Crossing.- A device placed at Ilie crossing ol two
trolley W'rcs, bv which iht two wi-es are insulated from each
other and by which the trolley wheel running on one line may
cross ihc other.

Hanger.— (Line insulator, line suspension, trolley insulator.) A de-
vice for supporting and insuloiing the trolley wire.

Straight Line Hanger,—The hanger used on a straight line

and supported from a span wire, ihe strain on same being
essentially verticil.

Single Curve Hanger.—The hanger supported by a lateral strain in

one direction and, ordinarily, on single track curves, except at

ends and the inside curve of double track.
Double Curve Hanger,—The hanger supported by liitcrnl strain

ill opposite directions, used ordinarily nt ends of both single and
double curves and at intermediate points, and on double ir.ick

curves.

Feeder Clamp.—Clamp with a device by which a feed wire may be
connected to the trolley wire.

Feeder. —A wire usually insu'atcd, used for tranfiraUting current
from the power station to the mainji or the trolley wire dcfcert.

Mains.—Wires usually insulated, serving for the distributing of

current from the feeders to the trolley wire through tap wires.

Tap Wires, — Wires lo convey current from feeders or mains at the
pole to a near point of ihe trolley wire.

Trolley Section.—A length oi one trolley wire with or without
branches but continuous cicclrically.

Line Section — A part of the ovcihead conducting system so
insulated from other parts as to permit the su|>ply of power to be
separately controlled.

Section Box.—A box containing section switches and fuses used for

control of a trolley section or line section.

Fourth: In regard to standard methcds of keeping ac-

counts, I am permitted to present herewith information

prepared by W. E. Baker, of the Thomson-Houston
Electric company, long in charge of the work of main-
taining motors and lines for the West End Street Rail-

way company. Whether or not this association should

take any action, such as recommending one or another
method of keeping accounts. I feel sure that Mr, liaker's

suggestions will be of value to thosewho will consult them.
There is no special reason why the association should act

with a view to obtaining standards in this respect, save
that it will certainly facilitate in a great measure the ob-

taining of reliable statistics. Any one who will endeavor,
as I have recently done, lo get together a considerable

volume of actual, reliable data on the operation of street

railways, will be convinced that much remains to be done
in this respect. Of the value of such garnered information

1 think theie can be no doubt; and I am quite satisfied

that this association will find itself thoroughly repaid for

any efforts it may make toward the accumulation of street

railway statistics, Mr. Baker writes as follows on the

"Accounts and Organization of Electric Street Railways:"
"In presenting this paper, it is not offered as a treatise

covering the ground of a rather pretentious title. There
are many excellent and extensive works on railroad ac-

counts in existence which ably discuss this large and im-

portant question in all its general aspects, and which apply
as well to eleitiic as to steam roads. This paper is

offered rather from the standpoint of the superintendent or

manager than the auditor, and in the hope only that it will

prove a practical aid to the keeping of expense accounts of

electric railways of about the extent and organization of

the average of those at present in existence, although it is

believed that the principles herein outlined are correct,

and their extension to a road of any size is only a matter
of increasing the details.

"It is also hoped that some of the blanks and forms for

repoits furnished herewith will be an aid to some who, the

author knows, have found some trouble in this direction.

"From the superintendent or manager's point of view,

the matter to be arrived at is lo have presented to him, in

a concise and coriei:t form, such a statement of the oper-
ating expenses as will enable him by careful study of the
figures to reduce expenses, to compare the operation of his

road with that of others, and in general to enable him to

exercise such care and watchfulness over the outgo and
income as will render the enterprise a commercial success.

The price to be paid for the success of an electric road is

eternal vigilance and a 'stitch in time.'

''The first and most important matter in the expense
accounts is the classification or division of expenses and
the second practical matter is hew to separate into these
divisions tne expenses, without too much detail or clerical

labor. For this purpose a manual should be carefully

prepared.

. "In this manual there should appear four general divi-

sions of expenses, namely: General expense, transporta-

tion expense, maintenance of way and buildings and
maintenance of equipment. Under these are subdivisions,

and undtr each are clearly expressed the proper labor or

material to be charged to them.
"Statements are frequently seen about as follows:

Motive power at so much per mile; car repair at so
much per mile; and. frequently, conductors and motor
men's wages, being a very large single item, appears by
itself, and the statement winds up with 'other expenses' at

so much per car mile.

"Now unless it is clearly understood what is included in

the term 'Motive Power,' or the term 'Car Repairs,' or the

term "Other Expenses,' such statements ate apt to be very

misleading.

"Dees 'Motive Power' include the powerhouse expenses
only? It may or may not. Does 'Car Repairs' include

the repairs on the car bodies only, or the repairs also on
the motors? It is clearly necessary to have these matters

defined and in the manual before referred to all this should
appearin detail.

"If. then, the classification in this manual is followed,

and a statement is presented that general expenses, trans-

portation expenses, maintenance or way and building ex-

penses and maintenance of equipment expenses, are each
so much per car mile or per month, it will be found by ref-

erence to the manual just what expenses are included in

each of these items. It will also be found advisable that

in a general way the divisions of expenses in this manual
J liould be made in such a way, that the first two general di-

visions include those expenses which do not add to the

value of the property, and the last two general divisions

include those expenses that do so add in some degree to

the value of the property.

"For instance, it adds nothing to the value of the prop-
erly to pay conductors and motor men, wages, although it

may add to its earnings. It adds ro'.hing to pay clerks'

salaries, insurance, or to pay for wrecking^ or getting de-

railed cars on the tracks; while it does add to the value of

the property more or less to renew the rails and ties, pav-
ing, to repair the armatures and steam plant. Or. it would
perhaps be better lo express it in this way: That the ex-

penses on the last two divisions tend to keep the ro-^d in

its original state of completeness as w'len first equipped.
In whatever way the expenses are kept, for an intelligent

uuderslanding ol them, they should be based on a written

manual of (his nature

"With this as a b.tsis and by following methods similar

to those outlined below, a comprehensive and correct state-
ment can be made on a form similar to the form 'C here-
with submitted of the expenses of an eUctrical road, and
can be studied by the management with advantage. It will
be seen on this form 'C'the final result of a month s opera-
tion is expressed in four different manners, namely per
cent, of expenses to earnings, net earning, expense per
car mile, and expense per passenger. All these have a
certain value for comparison. Neither alone tells the
whole story.

"There has been considerable discussion of late in re-
gard to a standard unit for the comparUon of expenses on
electric roads. It may be doubtful if such standard unils
can be satisfactorily agreed upon or will satisfactorily ex
press the result; but at any rate, it must be composed of
some funct'on of the results of operation as expressed in
this blank.

"The next matter is how lo arrive at and keep ihe^e ex-
penses sufficiently accurate and without loo much clerical
labor; and this brings us primarily to the Stock or Supply
Account. All material while in the stock room and until
used evidently bears the same relation to the company as
cash in till or bank, except for availability, and should be
so treated. Material should net be charged to the Ex-"
penses of the Road until used, and should be charged,
when used, regardless of the bill for this material being
received or paid.

"A careful record should be kept of all material re-
ceived and all material used, on blanks somewhat similar to
forms 'E' and 'D,' bound in book form and herewith pre-
sented. It is sometimes considered better to have the
form 'D' on loose sheets instead of bound, and there are
variations to be made in the blank to suit individual cases
that will be apparent.

• The Material Received book or form *E' will be found
to pay for itself iti checking bills and preventing duplica-
tion. The material used is arrived at by charging it out
cf the stock room on foreman requisition in small quanti-
ties as usual, or obliging a foreman to make a daily or
weekly or monthly report of the materials he uses on a
proper form. A simple form is that of form 'F' herewith.
One man should receive all the material for the road; be
may of course be a storekeeper for this purpose, if the
road is sufficiently extensive; or if not, this duty may be
added to the other duties of the clerk.

"An invoice book with copies of all bills shculd be kept,
and a monthly summary of both books will be made, giv-
ing from the Invoice Book all the charges to stock, and
from the Material Used all the credit lo stock and all the
charges of material to Expense prcperiy classified. If, in
addition, a stock ledger is kept it will be found that 'all

errors and mistakes in fcrcmen's and in clerk's pricing,
etc., will correct themselves, and it wiil be easy at any
lime to check up the ledger with the material actually on
hand in the stock room.
"In regard to the labor, there are many forms of time

books used; the one here presented as form *?'
is conven-

ient, and the foremen soon learn to classify iheir time with
little trouble and few mistakes. On the Pay Roll should
be classified these expenses, and the total of all e.xpenses
is easily arrived at.

"The mileage sheets, form W,' will be found ver^- com-
plete, and will give a record of the mileage of each car per
month. The original records can be taken from the con-
ductors' reports most easily on a blank book, and trans-
ferred to these reports monthly. The conductors' reports
should cover a report of the number of passengers carried
on each trip, the number of trips made, and the loute.
There are many excellent forms for these.

"To summarize: If the superintendent, as is frequectly
the case, has an office distinct from the office of the com-
pany, he would be required to have the following books:
Stock Ledger, Time Books, Pay Rolls, Material Used
and Material Received books; and copy books as follows
will be a convenient arrangement: A letter book, a copy
book for pay rolls a requisition book, unless he buys his

own supplies wholly, when this becomes an order book, a
Daily Report of Earnings book or deposit book, a Motor
Book for copying reports made on a blank form 'S.' and a
statement and bill copying bock for bills made against
other patties; and the monthly repoits to be made will be
about as follows: Mileage Report. Material Used Report,
Balance Stock Ledger, Receipts Report, Invoice Sum-
mary. The daily reports would be of daily earnings and
of condition of motor cars.

"No treatment has been attempted of the general books
of the company, the income accounts, etc., as these are
generally well understood, and the rtniatks generally arc
only elementary; but I have been led to make thtm by
some samples I have had the misfortune to examine when
endeavcring to arrive at the expenses of a road.''

Under Mr, Baker's direction a manual foi the classifica-

tion of expenditures was prepared by H. L. Betiis and
used with very excellent results. This manual will be
presented to the public in print at a later day. A.lthough
that which has been said above by Mr. Baker and myself
cannct be considered as more than a series of suggestions,

this paper has evidently reached the limit of Tts proper
length for presentation before this body.

Discussion.

.\t the conclusion of the report Mr. Crosby asked
that a committee on standardt/.ing of rating, nomencla-
ture, dimensions and accounts for electric street railway be
appointed by the association.

Mk. Maoiakren, of Pittsburg; I have long felt the

necessity for some uniformity in this respect and it is time,

in my opinion, that the association took such a step. «o as

to keep in rank with similar societies, which have all

adopted methods of this character. I venture to stale

that no matter of business has ever been taken up by this

.association, so far .11 1 have been able to familiarize my-
self with it?, proceedings, which will be prvxiuclive of such
good results as the matter row tefoic us.
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The motion was adopted, the coniraittee to consisl of

seven members, including the president and secretary.

Keeolutions.

Mr. Eppley of Orange presented the following reso-

lution, which was adopted.

/iVi-i'/f=v/. That the secretary be authorized to have printed and

circulated advance copies of the reports of the special committees for

distribution to the members of companies with the followinij notice

printed thereon,
AlA ANCK cotv.

'I'his advinvjc uopy is subject to revision. It is sent to you perscin-

;»Uv for discussion only, and v\-ith ihe express understanding tliat 11 is

not to be published or'furnished* for publication in advance of it-i

regular issue in tlie transactions of th*: American Street Railway a^-

»;ociation at its next regular annual nieetiny to be held in the city of

Secretary.

presented this resolution,Mr. Henry, of Pittsburg,

which was adopted:

A".-W:v.i, That the thanks of the American Street Railway as-

sociation are due and ars hereby tendered to the Boston Lines com-

mittee, the Central Traffic association. New Y^rk and New England

Passenger Lines committee. Southern Passenger association and 1 runk

Lines association for iheir courtesy in allowing reduced rales of fare

<o those in attendance at the tenth annual meeting of the association

held in the city of Pittsburg.

Kcsi'lz-i-,/, that the association respectfully urges upon the West-

ern Passenger association that the same courtesy be Pxtended to the

assoctation.thiit is a;lowedbv the other traffic associations in o-der

that the concessioa of the st-am radroads shall become co-extens-.ve

with the territory which includes our membership.

Election ok Officers.

The committee on nominations reported in favor of the

following officers for the year 1S91-2: President, John G.

Holmes, Pittsburg, Pa.; rirst vice-president. Thomas H.

M. Lean, New York, N. V.; second vice-president. James

B Speed. Louisville. Ky.; third vice-president, Albion K,

Lang, Toledo, O.; secretary and treasurer, Wm. J. Rich-

ardson, Brooklyn, N. Y.; executive committee, Henry

M. \Vatson, Buffalo, N. Y.; Lewis Perrine, Jr., TTenlon,

N T : W. Worth Bean. St Joseph. Mich.; Murry A.

Verner, Pittsburg, Pa.; Thomas C. Pennington. Chicago.

111.

The committee aho recommended Cleveland, O., as the

place for the next meeting. The recommendations were

in both cases ratified by the convention.

The following resolution was adopted:

Ro'tjizL-a, Th3t in accordance with the recommendation of the

executive committee, as embodi d in the report, the question of the

next p[ace of meeting be referred to the executive committee whose

duly it shall be to take under advisement thequesii"n of hotel accom-

modatiLjos and special rates, as an inducement for the association to

;iotoany ciiy: and as soon as the selection is made, the secretary be re-

qusted to notify the members of it.

The chair appointed Messrs. Littell of Buffalo and

Richardson of Brooklyn a committee to escort the newly-

etecied president to the chair.

Mr. Watson, the retiring president, presented Mr Holmes

to the associitioi. and the latter briefly think-d the con

veotion for the honor conferred upon him.

The convention then adjourned.

The New President.

Tohn G. Holmes, the new president of Ihe American Street

Railway association, is president of the Citizens' Traction

.company of Pittsburg and one of the best kno-vn and most

successful street railway magnates in the Smoky City. He
was born in Pittsburg, and comes from a family that has

been identified with the stre:t railway interests of that ciry

ever since the running of the first horse car in 1S59 his

father. Xathimel Holmes, having beei a mcing spirit in

its organizition He wjs educated at Dickinson College.

Carlisle. Pa., and began his business career in iS'b. in the

bankino- bouse of N. Holmes cV Son. and is now the senior

member of the firm. This is the oldest banking house in

Pittsburg.

Mr. Holmes began bis street railway career in iSsq.

when, as a boy thirteen years old. he affixed the seal and

ribbDQ to the bonds of the newIy-organiz^d Citizens' Passen-

ger Railway company, which bailt the first street railway

wes: of the Allegheny mountains. This road began at the

corner of P<:nn and' Sixth streets, in what was then the

bjiiness heart of the city, aad extended from Penn avenue,

ranaing parallel with the Allegheny River, to Lawrence-

ville, where the United States arsenal is no.v located. In

1S71 Mr. Holmes was elected treasurer of the company.

and in i;32 became the president—an office which he has

continued to hold ever since. The road, wiih the 25

miles of Irack and <)\ cars, operated by eledricily,

ciblc and horse power, is now one of the best paying

lines in Piittbur? Mr. Hol-nes" connection with the

Amirican Stf«t Railway a^so-ialion dates from the first

regular meeting of the organizition. In 18S3-4 he was

mtmber of the executive commitf.ee.

Delegates in Attendance.
The following is a Hit of delegates in attendance at ihc

coDVCDtioa:

Abbott, E. v.. prcsidcut Covington k Cincinnati

Street kailwav company Cincinnati,O.

Adkins, James, 's:crctary Lindcll Railway company
,,, St, I^ouis, Mo.

AV;.:-
'

-,uperintcndcnt Newark Passenger

f ny. Newark .V South Orsnjjc Rail

jr , . . / Newark, N, \.

Archer. H,' \\\. ioperinicndcr.t Wilmington City

Railway company WilminKlon. Del.

I;i!<cr, \V r.., '-ire president Ulica I'.c!r Line R.-.ilwflv

c'.-ncr^ny. ,. Ulica. \. V,
' '

I— '- <•'-''- I'silway rompany,
PatCT'on, N. J,

.lilaay fompsiiv
. Trtn'on. \'. ),

lent Ncwaik l'a^*cnj;cr R»il-

.. i'.: -Mj'h ''r.'irii'c Railrr*afl

ompany..... ,
Newark, N.J

Barliett. Chas. H., treasurer Manchester Street Rail-

way company Manchester, N, H.
Bartlett. A., superintendent CoDbolidated Street Rail-
way company Syracuse, N. \

,

P.aumhoff. George W., superintendent LindtU Railway
company St. Louis. Mo.

Beadle, George, proprietor Petersburg Street Railwav
company Petersburg, \"a.

Bean, W. Worth, president St. Joseph & Benton
Haibor Railway company St. Joseph, Mich.

liichford, J. H., engineer Scranton Screet Railway
company Scranton, Pa.

Iligelow, '1 homasS., vice-president I'i isburg Traciion
company Pittsburg, l*a

IJlackwell, Jonathan H., director City Railway com-
pany. . - . Trcnlon, N. J.

Bogarto, H M.. director Attleboro. North Attleboro
& Wrentham Street Railway cnmpanv. Aitleboro, Mass.

Brady, John C, vice-president Erie Electiic Motor
company Erie, Pa.

Bronsdon. \V, H., general superintendent Union Rail-

road companv Providence R. I.

Browning, G. G^roge, treasurer Camden Horse Rail-

road company Camden, N. J
Bullock, G;oroe, vice-president South Covington ^:

Cincinnaii S.reet Railway company ... .Covington, Ky.
Bullock. George, director Cincinnati Sircet Railway
company Cincinnati, O.

Burgeit. Henry W., vice-president and treasurer

Union Street Railroad company Dover, N. H.
Burleigh. J. J., electrician Camden Horse Railroad
company - Camden, N, J.

Burr, Alls'.on, Brockton Street Railway company.
Brockton Mas?.

Campbell. M. M , attorney Detroit Citizens' Street

Ivailway company Detroit, Midi.
Carpenter, Reid, treasurer Cit'zens' Electric Railway.

L. iS: P. company Mansfield, O.
Chapin, J. B.. superintendent Worcester Consolidated

Street RaiUay company Worcester, Mass.
Chapman. James R., vice-president Consolidated

Street Railway company Grand Rapids, Mich.
Charlton, B E., president Hamilton Street Railway
company Hamilton, Ont.

t'lark, F. H., director Eckington j: S H. Railway
company Washington, D. C.

Clegg, C. B., presidert Gakwood S reet Railwav com-
pany. D-tjton, O.

Cleminshaw. Charle?, general manager 'IVoy i\:

Lansingburg Railway company ...... .Troy. N. V.
Cottrell. E. W , Detroit Citizens' Street Railway
company Detroit, Mich.

Coyle, John A., p-esid<nt Lancaster City RaiKiay
companv Laocaj^ter, Pa.

Cronyn, V., president London Street Railway,
London, Canada.

Crosby, O. T., president Utica Belt Line Railway
company Utica, N. V,

Davis. H. J., secretary and treasurer BrookJjn Street

Railway company. .. Cleveland, O.

Davis, E. W., superinlendent Pittsburg Traction

company Piitsburg. Pa.

Delany, W. H., director Nonh & East River Rail-

road -New York, N. V.

Dickie, A. W.. superinlendtnt cars and brake?=.

Brookhn City Railroad company B'ookl) n, N, Y.

Douglass, E. P , director McKeesport & Reynoldion
Passenger Railway company.. .... McKeesport, Pa.

Dunloys, G. T , Washington &l Georgetown RaiUay
company Washington, D. C.

Durbin, C. K ,
superintendent Denver Tramway com-

pany Denver, Colo.

Duly, Edwin, superintendent East Cleveland Kai'rcad

company Cleveland, O.

Edwards, E. B.. president Ridge Avenue Passenger

Railway company Philadelphia, Pa,

Eikirs, George W., president Pittsburg Traciion com-
pany I'insburg, Pa.

Ellis, Charles E,, presidett Citizens' Pai-sengtr

Railwav company Philadelphia. Pa.

Epplev, Francis M , president Orange, Crosftown &
B. Railway company ( ) range, N. J.

Everttt. H A . secretary and ireaiurtr EastCleveland
Railroad company Cleveland, O.

Everett, A., president East Cleveland Railroad com-
pany Cleveland, O.

Everett, IL .A.., general manager Toronto Railway
company Toronto, Can.

Fenner. Samuel J., superinlendent Camden Horse
Railroad company Camden. N. J.

Ferguson, W. B. dire* tor Worcester. Leicester, &
Spencer Railroad company Worcester, Mass

I-"jeld, C. J., electrical engineer Newark Passenger
Railway company, Newark c\: South Orange Rail-

road company ... Newark, N J.
Field A D,. president I'orty second Street and Grand

Street Ferry Railway New Vork. N, Y,

Fisher, John A . treasurer Nashua Street Railwav.

Nashua, N II.

Frar.klin. \V, M,, director Lancaster City Railw;iv

company Lancaster, Pa

Gait Smith li , direcior St. Louis Railway company
. St. Louis. Mo.

Gcifc Frank, direcior Voik St:cct Railway company
York, Pa.

(icorgc, John C. president Kalcif^h Street Kailwav
rompany. Kalclfih, N. C,

(i'-odrifh \. S, president llartforfl AW, Hoise
k^iilway company Hartford. Conn,

Go'jdwin. N. W., secretary loil Wayne .V Elmwocd
Railway company Detroit. Mich.

Gorraly, C. M., secretary Citizens* Traction company
Pittsburg. Pa.

Graham. Wm. H., secretary Federal Street & Pleasai t

Valley Passenger Railway company Pittsburg, Pa.
Gritllih, T. B , secretary Hamilton Street Railway
company Mamilron Oat

Guild, C. F
, president Attleboro, North Attleboro ^:

Wrentham Street Railwav company. . .Attleboro, Ma1^s.
Gunn, James, secretary Toronto Railway company

iorono, Can.

Haines, Wm., superintendent Williamsport Passenger
Railway company. Wjlljamsport, I'd.

Hamilton, D. R.. pre^iJenL hi. Louis RaiiA^ay coin
pany St. Louis, Mo.

Ilanna, M. A . president Woodland Avtnue & Wtst
Side Stieet Railroad company Cleve and, <J.

Hanna, J. B.. secretary Woodland Avenue iV West
Side Street Railroad company Cleveland. O.

Ilarrint ton, W. E., superintendent Wheeling Rail-
way company Wheeling. W. Va.

Harris, John, superintendent Cmcinnati Street Rail-
way company Cincinnati, O.

Ilasbiouch. D. B.. secrttary Hcusion & W.
Pavonia Railway company New Yoik, N. Y.

Hathaway, Charles, p-esident Cleveland Ciry Cable
Railway company Cleveland, O.

Henry. D. F., presidfnt Federal Street & I'leasant

Valley Passenger Railway companv Pittsbu'g. I'a.

Hill, B. v., superintendent Trenton Raiircad compar y
Trei ton, N. J.

Ilineman E. S , treasurer Fort Wayne & Elmwood
Railway company Detroit, Mich.

Ilippee, G. B., secretary Des Moines Street Railway
company Des Moires. la.

Holmes, John G.. president Citizens' Traction com-
pany Pitt;burg, Pa.

Holton, H., president Derby Street Railway com-
pany Birmingham. Conn.

House William A., Jr, general manager Bait more
Traction company .... Baltimore, Md.

Hufd, F., president Bridgepnrt Horse Railway com
pany Bridgeport, Conn.

Hurlev, P. E , assistant superintendent City Railway
company ...^ Trenton. N. ].

Jenkins, T. M., sup rintendent South Covington &
Cincinrati Street Railwav company Coving ton, Ky.

Jenkins, John G , director Atlantic Avenue Railroad
company and Broadway Railroad company

Brooklyn, N. Y
Jewell, W. S., superintendent Citizens' Street Rail-

way Indianapolis, Ind.
Johnson, Thomas H., director Newburyport tV Ames-

bury Horse Railroad company Newbuiypoit, Mass.
Johnson, J. H., president City & Suburban Railway
cmipany Savannah, Ga,

Jones, Geo. S., direcior Milwaukee Street Railway
company Milwaukee, Wis.

Keily, George W., presid^int Toronto Railway com-
pany. Toronto, Can.

Kelsey, Israel A., president New Haven & West
Haven Horse Railroad company.- West Haven. Conn.

Kennedy. D. J., president Cicero & Proviso Street

Railway company Chicago, 111.

Kt-rper. George B
,
president Findlay Street Railway

company Findlay, O.
Kidder. Willard, vice president Terre Haute Street

Railway company Terre Haute, Ind.
Kidder, C , director Terre Haute Street Railwav com-
pany Terre Ilsute, Ind.

Knowles, G. H
,

general manager Nashua Street

Railway Nashua, N, H.

Lang, Albion E.. vice-president Toledo Consolidated
Street Railway company Toledo, O.

L-irius, William li,, president York Street Railway
company York, Pa,

Lasher, T. B., secretary and treasurer Bridgeport
Horse Railway company Bridgeporr, Conn.

Lee, Preston, vice president Wilmington City Rail-

way company Wilmington. Del.
Lewis, D. F., president Brooklyn City Railroad com-
pany Brooklyn, N. V.

Lincoln, Fred IL, electric engineer Toledo Con-
solidated Street Railway company Toledo, O.

Littell, II M
,
genera! manager Cincinnati Inclined

Plane Railway company Cinclnnf.ti, O.
Loughridge, W, J., vice-president Passenger it Belt

Railwav company Le.\inc ton, Ky.
Lowry, Thomas, presideni: Minneapolis Street Rail

way company and St Paul City Railway com
pany Minreapolis, Minn,

Mac/arren S. J,, secretary and general manager
Schtnlty I'ark iV Highlands Railway company

Pittsburg Pa.

Macf.lregor, IL F., general manager Hous'ot Ciiy

Street Railway company. 1 loutlon. Tex.
Magee, C. I.

,
president Duquesne Traction rompany

Pittsburg, Pa.
Mahony, John, vice-president People's Railway corn

pany .Si. Louis, Mo.
Manning, Thomas S., director (Citizens' Pass(ng<r

Railway company I'iiihidclphia, Pa.

Mansfield, George W.. direcior Attleboro. North
Attltliuro ^: Wrcnthnm Siruct kiiilw.ty ((»mp:iny.

At Ik hero, Muss.
Marsh. W. W.. treasurer Omaha Street U;iilway com-

p:iny ( imah.T, Neb.
Marfh. l-rank, cashier Omalia Street Railw.iy com
pany Omaha. Ncli,

Martin, Henry, [>residcnt Mt. Auburn Railway com-
l)nny Cincinnati. O,

Mason, Milton S,, sccrelaty Central Crrsslown
Railway company. .. ,' New \crk, N. V.
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Matlack, Chas- D., secretary Second and Third Street

Railway company Philadelphia, Pa.

McCarrick, James W.. director Norfolk City Railroad

company Norfolk, Va.

McCulIoch, Robert, vice president Benton Bellc-

fontaine Railway company, Cass Avenue iS; Fair

Grounds Railway company. Citizens' Railway com-
pany, and general manager St. Louis Railway com-
pany St. Louis, Mo.

Mclntire, L, 11. , engineer and manager Harlem
Bridge, M. & V . I\ailway company. . . . New York, N.^'.

McRee, IL Sellers, chairman executive committee
Rochester Railway company Rochester, N \'.

McKenzie, William, vice-president Toronto Railway
company. . Toronto, Can.

McLean, Thomas H., secretary Twenty-third Street

Railroad company New York, N. Y.

Milltr, N. G., director Norfolk City Railroad com-
pany Norfolk, Va.

Minary, T. J., general manager Louisville Railway
company Louisville. Ky,

Minary, C. K., general manager Rochester Railway
company Rochester, N. Y.

Moore, E. J., president Lombard & South Street

Railway company Philidelphia, Pa.

Morse, George C, superintendent Taunton Street

Railway company Taunton. Mass.

Morton, N. E., superintendent Merrimac V. IL Rail-

way company, and Naumkeag Street Railway com-
pany Salem, Mass.

Nagel, Charles F. , superintendent West Chicago
Street Railroad company '.

. . . Chicago, 111.

Norvell, S. T., president Duglass County Street

Railway company West Superior, Wis.

Odell, J J-i director Consolidated Street Railway
company. . . Grand Rapids, Mich.

Odell, Charles, president Newburyport & Amesbury
Horse Railroad company Newburyport, Mass.

OA-en, B. J., president Reading City Passenger Rail-

way company Reacing, Pa.

Paine, Henry C, vice-president Milwaukee Strett

Railway company Milwaukee, Wis
Parker, R. F , treasurer Columbia Railway company

Washington, D C.

Parsons, George, director City & Suburban Railway

company Savannah, Ga.

Parsons, Parry, engineer City & Suburban Railway
company Savannah, Ga"

Peavey, James F., president Sioux City Street Rail-

way company S'oux City, la.

Perkins, G. B , director Toledo Electric Street Rail-

way company Toledo, O.
Pennington, T. C, treasurer Chicago City Railway
company Chicago, 111.

Perrine, Lewis, Jr., president Trenton Horse Rail-

road company , Trenton, N. J.

Pfetch, J. F., general minager Erie Electric Motor
company Erie. Pa.

Polk, J. S ,
president Des Moines Street Railroad

company. . Des Moines, la.

Porter, B. W., superintendent Derby Street Railway
company Birmingham, Conn.

Price, G. M. secretary New Brunswick City Railway.
New Brunswick, N. J.

Quaid, A. H . superintendent Cicero & Proviso Street

Railway company Chicago, 111.

Ramsay, Wm. McC. electrical superintendent Federal

Street & Pleasant Valley Passenger Railway com-
pany -Pittsburg, Pa.

Reed, J. W., auditor Pittsburg Traction company
Pittsburg, Pa.

Reid, W^R., superintendent Salt Lake City Railway
companv Salt Lake City, Utah

Rhoads, H. R., president WilHamsport Passenger
Railway company Williamsport, Pa.

Richardson, W^m., acting president D D E. B. and
R. R. company New York, N. Y.

Richardson, William, president Atlantic Avenue
Railroad company Brooklyn, N. Y.

Richardson, William J , secretary Atlantic Avenue
Railroad company Brooklyn, N. Y

Robison, D., Jr.. president Toledo Electric Street

Railway company Toledo, O.
Robison, J. J., secretary Toledo ElectricStreet Rail-

way company Toledo, O.
Roebling, F. W., director City Railway company

Trenton, N. J,
Rogers, A. D., president Columbus Consolidated

Street Railway company Cleveland, O.
Rogers, A. II. , director Metropolitan Railway com-
pany Springfield, Mo.

Romaine, H., vice-president Paterson Railway com-
pany Paterson, N. J.

Rude, Clark, president Citizens* Electric Railway, L.

& P. company Mansfield, O.
Rugg, J. E , superintendent Citizens' Traction com-
pany Pittsburg, Pa.

Rulon, Thos. D , superintendent car department
Second and Third Street Railway company

Philadelphia, Pa.

Russell, B. W., director Newburyport & Amesbury
Horse Railroad company Newburyport, Mass.

Sage, Henry A., president Easton, S. E. & VV. E.
- Passenger Railway company Easton, Pa.

Sawyer, William D., president Union Street Railroad

company Dover, N. IL
Schloss, S , vice-president h'ort Wayne \: Elmwood

Railroad company l^etroit, Mich.
Scull, William S., Camden Horse Railroad company.

Camden. N. J.

Scullin, John, president Union Depot Railway
St. Louis. Mo.

Shaw, E. P.. Jr,, general manager Black Rock &
Salisbury Railway Newburyport, ^^ass.

Sinclair, W. IL, president Galveston City Railway
company Galveston, Tex.

Smallman, Thomas PL, director London Street Rail-

way London. Canada,
Smith, W. A., general manager Omaha Street Kail

way company Omaha, Neb.
Smith, J. C, president McKeesport iS; Reynoldton Pas-

senger Railway company McKeesport, Pa,

Smith, R. H., superintendent Passenger iS: Belt Kail-

w:.y company Lexington, Ky.
.Smith, Charles, superintendent Findlay Street Railway
company I-indlay, O.

Smith, Charles IL, superintendent Troy A; Lansing-
burg Railway company Troy, N. ^'.

Smith, Frank B., secretary Metropolitan Railway com-
pany Springfield, Mo.

Speed, J. P<
, president Louisville Railway company,

Louisville. Ky.
Stephenson, Wm. J., president Columbia Railway
company Washington, D, C,

Sterrett, M. G , electrical- engineer Brooklyn City

Railroad company Brooklyn, N. Y,

Stevens, Samuel A. , secretary and treasurer New
Haven & West Haven Horse Railroad company

West Haven, Conn.
StoII, C. H., president Passenger & Belt Railway com-
pany Lexington, Ky.

Stone, Wm. A., solicitor Federal Street & Pleasant

Valley Passenger Railway company Pittsburg, Pa.

Sullivan, P. F., secretary Lowell City Railway com-
pany Lowell, Mass,

Sweeney, J. M., president Wheeling Railway com-
pany Wheeling, W. V.

Trimmer, D. K., director York Street Railway com-
pany York, Pa.

Trusdale, ( leorge, president Eckington iS: S II. Rail-

way company Washington. D. C,

Vandeveer, J, IL, general manager Scranton Street

Railway company Scranton, Pa.

Verner, Murry A,, director Rochester Railway com-
pany .0 Rochester, N. Y.

Vhay, James H., president Fort Wayne & Elmwood
Railroad company Detroit, Mich.

Walker, N. H , superintendent Manchester Street

Railway company Manchester, N. H.
Wardell, F. S,, general manager Dululh Street Rail-

way company Du'uth, Minn,
Wason, Charles W., vice president East Cleveland

Railroad company Cleveland, O.
Watson, Henry M., president Buffalo Railway com-

pany Buffalo, N. V.
Weiss, W. H., president San Antonio Street Railway
company San Antonio, Tex.

Welheimer, Albert, director Reading City Passenger
Railway company Reading, Pa.

Whitney, George I., president Central Traction com-
pany Pittsburg, Pa.

Williams. Charles, president Manchester S.reet Rail-

way company Manchester, N. H.
Winslow, Samuel, president Worcester, Leicester tS:

Spences Railroad company Worcester, Mass.
Woodward, H- R., vice-presidtnt Cer,t*al Railway
company Peoria, III.

Woodworlb, C. C, treasurer Toronto Railway com-
pany Toronto. Can.

Wyman, C. Densmore, vice-president C. P.,N. & E.
Railroad company New York, N. Y.

Ari'LicATiONs FOR Membfrship.

Representatives of the following named companies filed

applications for membership:

Schuykill Electric Railway company. Pottsville, Pa.;
McKeesport & Reynoldton Passenger Railway company,
McKeesport, Pa.; Boston &: Revere Electric Railway com-
pany, Boston, Mass ; Second Avenue Passenger Railway
company, Pittsburg. Pa.; Allegheny Traction company,
Pittsburg, Pa. ; Allentown & Bethlehem Rapid Traction
company, Allentown, Pa. ; Amsterdam Street Railway
company, Amsterdam, N. Y. ; Duquesne Traction com-
pany, Pittsburg, Pa.; Lebanon & AnnviUe Street Railway
company, Lebanon, Pa. ; Shenandoah G. i^ A. Street

Railway company, Shenandoah, Pa.; Citizens' Street

Railway company, Vincennes, Ind.; Consolidated Street

Railway company, Syracuse, N. Y. ; Pawiucket Street

Railway company, Pawtucket, R. I.; Citizens' Electric

Railway company, Mansfield, O. ; Oil City Street Railway
company. Oil City, Pa.; Colorado Springs Rapid Transit
Railway company, Denver, Colo.

Letters from e,\:- Presidents Julius S. Walsh, St. Louis,

Mo ; C. B. Holmes, Chicago, III., and C. A. Richards,

Boston, Mass., were read expressing regret at their inabil-

ity to be present at the meeting.

The Banquet.

The banquet was the crowning feature of the meeting
and was one of the most enjoyable affairs in the history of

the organization. There was a briUiant assembloge of

representatives of Pittsburg's best society to welcome the
members of the association. The banquet hall was
profusely decorated, and excellent music was furnished
during the evening. The lloral display was pronounced
the most elaborate ever seen in the Monongahela House.
In the center of the middle table was a largcair ship, rep-

resenting the fulure of rapid transit. It consisted of a

car suspended from a balloon made of roses and carnations
and it was placed on a bed of roses six feet long. To the

right was the old-time horse car and to the left the present
electric car. These set pieces were handsomely designed.
Vases of large chrysanthemums on beds of ferns occupied
places at different ends of the tabic'. Between them were
vases of American Beauty La France, and other choice
roses. Dotted in between them were ferns, roses and

palms. On the walls were large panels of foliage and
chr>-.santhemums. Rare passion vines in flower and
bud were over the door, and back of the speakers' chairs
were large pyramids of palms. The chandeliers were
trimmed with smilax. Elegant candelabra, with wax
tapers, were on the tables.

Mayor Gourley, who made the first speech of the evening,
said, after welcoming the members:
"The occupation of the poor car horse has almost en-

tirely gone. He has been forced to seek other spheres of
usefiiiness and toil. Perhaps he has become an agricul-
turist or, it may be. the motive power of the laborious cart;
but whatever his employment, I have no doubt, were wc
able to comprehend his musings, wc would often find him,
in his restful hours, sadly contemplating the marvelous
changes a few years have wrought.

"Just sixty years ago the first horse car for use in the
streets of any city was built in the L'nited States. Street
railways are, therefore, not only a growth of the nineteenth
century, but they are an American institution. Of electric
and cable motors I have neither the mechanical or scien-
tific knowledge to speak intelligently. On these complex
subjects I am compelled to observe a discreet silence.

"In the world's younger days intelligence was conveyed
by crude methods. Of old. watchmen stood on the heights
and cried aloud ; trumpeters blew a blast from hill to hill ; or
legionaries, with elevated flags and spears, sent tidings
afar. 'Swift as a post' was not an inappropriate simile
even in primeval days. Egypt's learned priesthood knew
not how to avail itself of mysterious vocal lubes;
the monarchs of Mexico and Peru maintained a corps of
runners who bore dispatches to the farthest limits of their
empires. Another generation conveyed their wishes in the
mirrors, the pealing of bells, the thunder of cannon or the
night of birds. Then came the mail coach with its fleeter

officials and lleeter steeds. This in turn was superseded
by the triumph of steam, the locomotive and express train.

Then came to light a new invention before which the wild-
est dreams of romance became sober realities,

'The eleclric telegraph, the grandest invention of the age.
the triumph of an American citizen, excelled forever all

other methods for the transmission of intelligence. It

united the extremes of the world and secured the absolute
unity of man.
'Not more wonderful was the electric telegraph of less

than half a century ago than are the inventions of later years
for the further utilization of electric force; and when we re-

member the great achievements of the recent past, is it not
within the range of human possibilities ihat" before the
twentieth century shall have fully dawned upon the
earth, electricity shall constitu'e the mighty p^wer which
shall, on land and on sea, move the commerce of the
world?
Hon. W. C. Moreland, who responded to the toast,

"Our Two Cities," gave a detailed account of the various
industries which Pittsburg and Allegheny possess
Bishop Whitehead spoke upon "Home, Sweet Home"
and Hon. S. W^ise, who was expected to re-

spond to the toast "The Street Railway, What it Was and
What it Is," was detained in Richmoud and sent a letter

expressing his regret "The Prefs" was represented by C
L. Magee. In hi-; speech on the "New Public Sentiment
—Quick Time," Congressman W, A. Stone said:

"The man who formerly rode upon a street car did so
because he was tired. The man who rides upon a street

car to-day does so because he is in a hurrj'. No one in a
hurry ever took a horse car. The American people can
never get enough time,''

He referred to the fact that there were many "references"
in scripture to the electric railway but. he said, the pro-
jectors of rapid transit lines were unable to find anything
in scripture about a cable railway. They doubted whether
Job. or Nahum, orEzekiel ever saw one. but they had seen
electricity. The Pittsburg street railway men hardly
knew what system to adopt. They were very much im-
pressed with the storage battery. The Pleasant \'alley

company planted the first pole, and was the first to give
the people rapid transit. This caused trouble, and the
articles published on the deadly overhead wires would now
make interesting reading for a lunatic. All prejudices
have now been overcome. Once when a wire got astray
and connected with a hand rail a man got shocked, but
when it was discovered that he was a candidate for oliice

the people thought it was not so bad if it was only loaded
for candidates. "We still hope to obtain a better article of
electricity, and by mixing it with a little dynamite and
natural gas. we can make quicker time, and our transit

more rapid. While the street railway men of the two
cities fight frequently among themselves, they arc good
natured people, and take great pride in their street railways.

They feel honored by the meeting of this associa-

tion here and . when you who come here from
other cities shall take your leave, ycu will take with
you a better knowledge of a busy city with great possibil-

ities, with natural gas in abundance, with great beds of
coal superior for coke and fuel, and with the largest pro-

ducing oil wells in the country, with three grc.it rivers, a
city of beautiful women, and brave, strong men, and will

bear with you the kind wishes and earnest farewells of
every street railway man in our sister cities."

Excursions and Entertainments.

On Friday morning the delegates and all in attendance
at the convention, at io::iO took the excursion steamer
^L'^yllower and proceeded down the Monongahela and Ohio
Rivers, to the Davis Island Dam, a million Jollar structure

of the wicket pattern, just completed by the government,
which contains the largest steamboat lock in the world.

The boat then proceeded up the Monorgahcla as far as Mc-
Keesport, making short stops at the Continental Tul>c

works and the Edgar Thompson steel works. The Grand
Army Band of Pittsburg furnished the music and lunch
was served on board. '

.
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The Souvenir Badge.
The Electrical Supply company's souvenir badge

proved extremely popular, and as much disappoint-

ment was expressed by railway men who were not for-

tunate enough to procure one before the supply was

exhausted, the Electrical Supply company has pro-

THE SOUVENIR HADGE.

mised to have some more made up and forwarded to

all electric railway men who write for them. The appear-

ance of the badge is shown in the accompanying cuts.

Convention Notes, Exhibits and
Personals.

F. DeRonde represented the Standard Paint company of

New York.

William-Taylor and M. M. Wood represented the

Electrical Supply company, Chicago.

P. C. Ackerraan of the American Electrical Works ex-

tended the courtesies for his company.

Tames F. Kelly of the Edison General Electric company
renewed acquaintances at the headquarters.

Tohn I. Beggs of the Chicago office of the Edison Gen-

eral Electric company was at the convention.

The Edison company's " mem " was a most appropriate

souvenir, and the demand far exceeded the supply on hand.

Theo- P. Bailey represented the western department of

the Thomson-Houston company's street, railway in

terests.

The Duplex Street Railway Truck company was rep-

resented by John D. Elwell. It had a display on the

^tayflower.

The Charles ?^IunsonBatteiy company, Chicago, showed

the belts recently made for the Pittsburg iS; Allegheny

Traction company.

S. S. Leonard of the Hill Clutch Works. Cleveland, was

on hand, and extended an invitation to his friends to visit

him at Cleveland nest year.

The Reliance Safety Gauge company of Chicago was
well represented. It showed a full line of its devices, and
attracted considerable attention.

An interesting display of graphite from the IMombogina

mine was exhibited by W. G. Wilmot of the United States

Graphite company of Saginaw, Mich.

Entertainments were held in the Edison company's
headquarters Monday and Tuesday evenings, and they

proved an agreeable relief to the members.

W. J- Cook of the McGuire Manufacturing company of

Chicago was on hand to explain the merits of the street

railway track manufactured by his company.

G, II. Keating ol Bay City. Mich., represented the H.
M. Loud & Sons, Lumber company of Oscoda, Mich., and

had an exhibit of poles for electric railway purposes.

The Weston quick break switch, which was recently

illustrated in these columns, was displayed by Wm. H.
Weston ijc Co., Philadelphia, the manufacturers of the de-

vice.

The Short company issued a handsomely illustrated cata-

logue which will no doubt be kept by the members as a

souvenir of the meeting at Pittsburg. It was really an

artistic production.

The interests of the Detroit Electrical Works were well

cared for at the convention by Messrs. Benton and Lock-

wood. Both of these gentlemen were untiring in their

efforts to entertain the visitors.

The Wcstinghouse company kept open house in its par-

lor in the Monongahela house, and entertained delegates

and visitors. Members of the association visited the works
and were extended many courtesies,

P. ( i. /\ndrews, representing the John G. Brill company,
was on hand to greet the members and visitors. lie took

occasion to impress on the delegates the points of superior-

ity in the car displayed by the Brill company.

The Thomson-Houston company's representatives were

to be found cverj'whcTc. The company's parlors at hcad-

nuancrs were kept open throughout the meeting and visitors

always found a hearty welcome awaiting them.

The Calorific Ventilating Heater company, Chicago.

had an attractive display in Parlor 3. The Calorific heater

was sho3trn in different styles, and a section of a street car

showing the beater in position was al.so displayed.

John k. Hclchcr's Dayton arc light cut out was ex-

hititcd by the Electrical Supply company of Chicago. The
advantages claimed for thii invention were explained by
the representative of ihc Electrical Supply company.

Wallace .V Sons, New VoTk, were represented by James
Gjldmarie, who exhibited a large reel of hard drawn co|>pcr

trolley wire. No, O. B. & S,. made of Calumet and Hccia
copper and dravo in continuous lengths of one or two
miles.

The Carpenter Electric Heating Manufacturing com-
pany of St. Paal, Minn., wa.% well represented. The

Carpenter heater has already been described in these col-

umns. It was recently perfected and is now in the mar-

ket.

E. W. Bennett represented the Western Electric com-
pany of Chicago, which had an extensive and attractive dis-

play. Hard drawn copper wire, weather-proof wire and
Patterson cables were exhibited together with numerous
specialties.

Charles A. Scliieren & Co., New York, were rep-

resented by E. P. Atkinson of the New York house, and
(!. H. Fisher, manager of the Philadelphia branch. The
firm had an attractive display of perforated belts and link

belts for electric power stations.

The " literature
"' issued by the manufacturers and sup-

ply men contained many striking features and was far

superior to the ordinary run of advertising catalogues.

Many of the companies issued special pamphlets profusely

illustrated and handsomely printed.

The Standard Underground Cable company made a hit

with its bouquets for the members making the trip down
the river Friday. To each bouquet was a handsome blue

streamer bearing the inscription " Compliments S. U. C.

Co., Pittsburg." The little memento was fully appreciated.

The Interior Conduit & Insulation company of New
York, exhibited a section of iis underground system con-

sisting of an iron box containing sixteen conduits, four

series of four tubes. One end of the box was tilled with

insulating compound, showing the company's method of

underground insulation.

R, B. Corey represented the Electrical Supply iV Con-
struction company of New York city. His specialty, the

Ward arc lamp, was shown to advantage in practical opera-

tion on the barge which contained the majority of the

exhibits. Mr. Corey received many complimentary notices

on the excellent results obtained.

E. H. Oswald and D. L. Ilungerford, representing

the Benedict -S: Burnham Manufacturing company, New
York, had an attractive exhibit in the main corridor of the

Monongahela, consisting of samples of trolley feed and
magnet wires on reels. This company manufactures hard

and soft drawn copper high grade insulated and magnet
wires, and wires for street railway purposes.

In addition to the display of the Detroit Eleclrical Works
on the Majtlower the company had a car on the Duquesne
Traction company's road, which was operated by a single

motor geared to both axles This equipment is a duplicate

of the equipment in operation on the Merrimac Valley

road, Liwrence, Mass., and tlie Aurora Street railway,

Aurora, IIL, where the motors are working on very heavy

grades.

C. T. Chapin, president, Frank D. Russell, general

manager, and C. J. Donohue represented the Rochester

Car Wheel Works of Rochester, N. Y. This concern had

on exhibition eight street car wheels ranging in diameter

from 12 to 36 inches, and in weight from iSo to 400
pounds. The display included a Barr contracting chill.

Broken pieces of wheel were displayed, showing the depth

of the chill. The wheels are shown just as they come
from the sand, and were not specially finished.

Maybin W. Brown, president and manager of the East-

ern Electrical Supply company of Boston, was on hand and
received his friends at the headquarters of his company at

the Monongahela house. He had an exellent display of

specialties on e-xhibition neatly arranged. They were

carefully examined by many practical men. The company's
snow plow, which has attracted so much attention was ex-

plained by Mr. Brown and the Winton railway line insula-

tor was shown There were many other spscialties and
novelties on exhibition in this company's display.

The Peckbam Motor Truck & Wheel company of

Kingston, N. Y., had three exhibits. On the barge, a full-

sized cantilever truck, with radial gear and interchangeable

wheels was shown. In the main corridor at headquarters near

the convention hall, was a Peckham cantilever expansion
truck frame with radial gear, and in Parlor 29 excellent

models of Peckham trucks were shown so that the con-

struction of the truck could be easily understood. In

addition to these models there were samples of wheels and
axles. E. Peckham, president, and E. C. Stark, represented

the company.

The Schneider Combination Car company, Chicago,

exhibited models of combination summer and winter cars

These cars have changeable seats in sections and steps.

A winter car may be readily converted into an open car by
the removal oi the outer panels, which are made in sections,

and the seats turned over so as to face outward, while

extending lengthwise as in a closed car. This leaves space

for the conductor to pass through for collections Old cars

can be changed to the new style, thus effecting a great

saving. The company was represented by John G.

Schneider, superintendent and vice-president.

The display of the Standard Underground Cable com-
pany of Pittsburgh, w.isone the most attractive exhibits on
the Mayflower. It consisted of railway feeder and electric

light wires, A pyramid of wire reels Hanking the space con-

tained waterproof cables for feeders, mngnct wire, office

wire and annunciator wire. Samples of the company's
underground ducts were also shown, and a case containing

samples of cables and wires of all sizes and kinds, artistically

arranged, occupied a prominent place. The company was
represented at the convention byj.W. Marsh, vice-president

and general manager; W. A. Connors, general superinten-

dent; George L, Wiley, manager of the eastern sales dc
partmcnt; K. E. Degcnhanll, manager of the western

salcH department, and V . A. Rinchardt, secretary and
treasurer.

The Burton Heaters in the Electric Merchandise com-
pany's parlor proved an attraction of no little merit. Mr.

Mason nad an opportunity to show the good qualities of
these heaters and he improved it to the satisfaction of all

who had occasion to call. There were many chilly hours
in the morning and evening during the convention, and
members about the headquarters made frequent expeditions
to the Electric Merchandise company's comfortable parlor.

There were many other excellent specialties shown there.

A full line of railway supplies were displayed. General-
Manager Mason wa^ assisted by Messrs. England, D. B.

Dean and Adams.

Alexander, Barney -S: Chapin of New \'ork had a prom-
inent position in the main corridor near the entrance to

the convention hall. Here was arranged a most attractive

display of devices for electric cars and power houses. The
special feature of the display was the new incandescent A.
B. C. railway lamp. This lamp has a carbon support,
which is sealed in the tip of the glass bulb, to prevent ex.

cessive vibration and consequent rupture of the carbon
filament. Special attention was attracted to this exhibit by
blasts from the signal horns, which were operated at fre-

quent intervals by an A. B. C. dry battery. Mr. Chapin
attended the convention in the interest of the company.

The Pittsburg Commercial Gazette, speaking of the A. B.

C company, pronounced the display of this general electric-

al supply concern without doubt the most novel one in the

hotel. It continued :
" It is located in the most prominent

place in the house, Justin front of the ladies' parlor. The
firm is represented here by the vice-president, Charles E.
Chapin, and Henry G. Issertell of the railway department.
These two gentlemen spent all day yesterday arranging a
display that would attract the attention of the people, and
that they succeeded was proven by the immense crowd
that thronged around their display to examine the coach
and signal trumpet which was numerously on exhibition

and made itself heard in all parts of the hotel.
"

J. W. Meaker and Col. Norton, president and sec-

retary of the Meaker Manufacturing company, Chicago,
had an exhibit on the Mayllower, consisting of car fare

registers, which, it is claimed, cannot be tampered with.

They register every time the bell rings, and they are in use
on the lines of the Duquesne Traction li; Federal
Street & Pleasant Valley companies. The portable register

is practically the same in construction. A portable attach-

ment has recently been brought out, which the conductor
can take from one car to another as he changes about, so

that his accounts will show the total amount collected by
him during his day's work, while the total of each car is

also shown. By this combination it will be readily under-

stood that each car has its own account, as also has each
conductor, and each is independent in its results.

The Electrical Supply company of Chicago made a very
complete and interesting exhibit of electrical railway ma-
terial in parlor 37 and in the hall leading to the convention
headquarters. Electric railway men expressed themselves
as well pleased with the improvements shown in construc-

tion material, special interest being manifested in ^Vood's
trolley catcher. Wood's car connector, the Wirt volt and
ampere indicators, the Electrical Supply standard trolley

wire hangers and insulators, Reed oil feed for trolley

wheels. Shield Brand feeder wire, Habirshaw undeiground
and flexible conductors. Contractors were also much in-

terested in a pole ratchet shown. Parlor 37 contained

many new inventions in railway material, was well

arranged, handsomely decorated and crowded with
visitors from the opening to the closing of the con-
vention.

The World's Congress of Electricians of

1S93.

The meeting of the Chicago Electric club of October igth,

at which Prof. Elisha Gray read a paper on the World's
l-llectrical Congress, was a decided success. About one
hundred gentlemen were present, including several repre-

sentatives of the World's Columbian Exposition, and the

greatest interest was manifested in the subject in hand.
Vice-President Kempt, who was chairman of the special

committee that had charge of the arrangements for the

meeting, occupied the chair.

After the reading of Prof. Gray's paper, which was
presented in the Western Electrician of last week, the

chairman called upon Col. R. C. Clowry, chairman of the

World's Fair directors' committee on electricity, who
said

:

In regard to the electrical department of the World's
Fair X would say that we arc making very fair progress.

We are having meetings twice a week, and wc are very

much encouraged. We have experienced more or

less embarrassment and discouragement from time to time,

but I think that is all past now, and everything is working
smoothly. Wc had a long session to-day and passed upon
plans for the lighting of nearly all the leading buildings.

Mr. Sargent and Mr. Stieringer were present. They have
been giving very close attention to the business and have
moved their quarters to the fair grounds. At first there

were so many heads and different departments that it

seemed as though we would never get sejiarated, but every-

thing is settled now, and I think we will have no more
trouble.

The chief of the department of clecliicity was then

crdled upon, and spoke as follows :

Pimr. J. I'. Barkktt: J feel doubly grateful, I assure

you, for llie conddcnce expressed in mc by the members of

this club, and the unanimous support I have received from

you all ; and if thai continues there is no possible chance
on earth for a failure. Whatever differences of opinion wc
have had here heretofore, I lell you this fair is loo big for

any one to get in the way.and 1 rnn going to be right in ihe

swim. I am going to the fair, gentlemen. I do not know
I hat 1 can say anylhlng more except to repeal my thanks
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to you, and I hope to merit your confidence, and at the end

of the fair 1 will be ready to make a speech to you.

At the request of the chairman, B. E. Sunny, a director

of the exposition and a member of Col. dowry's commit-

tee, addressed the club.

Mr. Sunny: It seems that about every time I stand up
in this club it is for the purpose of thanking it for some
favor or honor conferred. I can only repeat my thanks, as

I have often done, and say that it has always afforded me
the greatest pleasure to be of any assistance to the club,

or in furthering tlie interests of electricity generally, and

my only fear is that I have come very far short of the

mark that you have set for me.
In connection with the World's Fair I think that one of

the happiest ideas that was hit upon was this intellectual

gathering which was contemplated in this auxiliary organi-

/.ition. I do not think that any of the conferences that are

to be held will be of any more importance or have a

greater bearing upon the scientific and practical part of the

world's fair business than the proposed conference of electri-

cians. It is not only advisable and wise that a congress of

electricians be held, but it seems to me, and it no doubt

seems to all of you, that it is an absolute necessity that this

congress be held, and at this time. As Prof. Gray
has stated in his paper, we have had no congress of electri-

cians of any importance since that held in Paris in 18S1.

Since then the greatest changes have taken place in the

electrical world. A great many things have happened to

make it necessary that the scientists and the electricians

from all over the world should get together and take up

the electrical service as it is now performed, and I think

that they could put finishing touches on it that we are

very sadly in need of.

The names of a number of practical electrical units,

which are now in vogue, have never been officially adopted

by an electrical congress. These units are the Gauss, for

the unit of intensity of magnetic field, which was proposed

by Sir William Thomson; the Weber. as unit of the strength

of the magnetic pole, proposed by Clausius& Siemens years

ago;the Watt, as unit of activity and power, proposed in 18S2

by the late Sir WiUiam Siemens; the Joule, as unit of elec-

tric work, proposed in 1SS2 by Sir WiUiam Siemens.

The names for these units should be ofiicially adopted by
the next international electrical congress. The Henry,
which was proposed as the name for the unit of self-in-

duction at the Frankfort electrical congress, has not been

adopted yet universally, and this matter has also to be de-

cided at the next electrical congress. The legal ohm. as

dettrmined by the Paris congress in 1881 for a term of ten

years, has been determined much closer by the committee
on electrical standards of the British Association. There
are sliU in use in this country and abroad three units, viz.;

the British Association unit, the legal ohm and the true

ohm. according to the latest determinations of the above

named committee. A new legal value of the ohm shou'd

be adopted at the next congress. These are matters of

vital importance and they represent only a small part of

what the next electrical congress will have to do.

A brief review of the enormous additions that have been
made to the general electric service since the Paris con-

gress of 18S I may not be amiss as indicating and emphasiz-

ing the importance of this proposed gathering of electricians.

not only for the purpose of adopting new standards and
changing old ones, but with a view of devising better

methods for carrying on the great work.
When the Paris convention was held in 1S81 the tele-

phone was only four years old, and had only found its way
into general commercial use to a small extent. The great

problem of furnishing a large number of subscribers with

acceptable service had scarcely been touched upon. The
multiple switch-board now found in every important ex-

change in the world had not been perfected. Steel and
iron wires were universally used, while the later and bet-

ter practice is to avoid resistance and inductorial disturb-

ances by the use of copper wire entirely and the substitu-

tion of metallic for grounded circuits. The problem of work
ing telephone wires underground had not been taken up.

Arc and incandescent lighting came into commercial use

after 1883, and since that time about 325.000 arc lights

and 3,500,000 incandescent lights have been installed, call-

ing for an investment of approximately $275,000,000. Only
those who have followed the introduction of the electric

light interestedly can form any adequate conception of the

difficulties encountered, and, in a more or less satisfactory

way, overcome, not only In the development of the proper
apparatus but in the practical work of furnishing service.

Among the problems met with, and only partly worked
out, is the important one of the opera'.ing of arc and high
pressure incandescent wires underground. The storage

battery came out for commercial use a few years ago, but
is not sufficiently perfected to be placed in general use.

Of all of the new developments in electricity, none has
proven so attractive, and promised so much as the storage

battery, and that the difficulties in its practical use will be
speedily eliminated can be regarded as a foregone conclu-

sion.

The electric railway has come to us since the Paris con-

gress, and in the last five years recent statistics indicate

that 354 roads have been equipped electrically with 4,513
cars running over 3,000 miles of track. This would rep-

resent an investment of approximately $21,000,000, omit-

ing the cost of the usual accessories, such as steam plant,

overhead construction, etc.

The transmission of power by electricity is new com-
paratively, but is developing with a speed that promises to

make use of every fall of water that has sufficient power in

it to make it worth transmitting. The lighting, pumping,
drilling, hoisting and ventilating of mines can all be done
by electricity, generated by the power of a fall of water ten

or twenty miles away from the mine, not only with an
enormous saving over the present method, but with greater

reliability and more freedom from the mishaps that now
characterize the operation of mines.

The telautograph, or writing telegraph, is one of the

newest and most remarkable additions to the list of helpers

to mankind, and at once appeals to the wonder, that such

a device could be made to work successfully, and to the

enthusiasm, because if such a difficult undertaking can be
accomplished anything seems feasible with the electric

current.

In addition to the above there is the phonograph and
electrical devices of lesser moment, all, however, filling

their peculiar spheres of usefulness.

I cannot pay as much attention to the strictly technical

part of the work as most of you, but I can realize that in

the absence of the determination of these units there must
necessarily be much confusion, and that if a remedy is not

speedily applied the embarrassment must be of a serious

character. Therefore I hope that the movement for an

electrical congress in 1893 so auspiciously begun will grow
and will result in an unparalleled gathering of the greatest

minds in the world.

The National Electric Light association, as you know,

is made up of the owners and operators of electric light

plants all over the United States and Canada. These are

the men who back the scientists and electricians by putting

up the cold, round dollars as showing their faith in them.

This association appointed a committee on World's Fair

matters a few weeks ago,and I have the honor of being the

chairman of that committee. I want to pledge to this under-

taking the sincere and hearty co-operation of the National

Electric Light association, and to assure all who are in-

terested that no assistance that the association can in any
way extend will be for one moment withheld.

The Chairman: Gentlemen. I think this subject is not

fully exhausted yet. There are a number of strangers pres-

ent to night whom we do not often see with us, and 1 want
them to take notice now that the chances are that they will

be called upon. And in the meantime, while the strangers

are getting their thoughts together, I would like to hear,

and I know you all would like to hear from Mr. Dyren-
forth on this subject.

W. H. DvRKNroRTH: I look upon the coming World's
Fair as a paiticularly auspicious occasion for the new
science of electricity. It is bound to be the key-note of

the future of the science of electricity. That fair and the

success of that fair, so far as this great science isconcerned,

depends to a very great extent upon the scientific ability,

the energy and the practicable executive ability of the four

men to whom has been entrusted the electrical exhibit.

While I am not personally acquainted with
,

all the

gentlemen who have that in charge I know some of them
personally. The others I know, as you all do, by reputa-

tion, and we all feelconfident thattheexhibit, that the entire

science of electricity, so far as represented by this club, is

placed in the best possible hands. In Professor Gray we
have an originator of ideas; in Colonel Clowry we have

another; in Mr. Sunny we have the practical man, the com-
mercial man, and in Professor Barrett we have the man
who not only originates ideas but who has the ability to

carry tbem out in the best possible manner.
The Chairman: We have a gentleman with us who

represents England, Mr. St. John Day. Will he kindly

favor us with a few remarks?

Mr. Day: It is my great misfortune to be called upon
this evening, because I had not the sHgh::est idea of the

possiblity of any such accident happening to me. Still

greater is my embarrassment and difiiculty in view of my
less acquaintance with the surroundings. I scarcely know
what to say; the magnificence of Chicago amazes me. It

has been my delight and my good fortune to be almost
continually associated with the gentlemen of the World's
Fair in connection with their efforts for carrying out a
great enterprise in connection with the fair, the congress

of electricians, auxiliary congress as it is called. But I

think I may truthfully say that it will be the greatest and
grandest congress of electricians which the world has ever

had the opportunity of viewing in the near vista of a not

dim future. With the work of the Paris Congress in iSSi

I am quite familiar, having been there and worked there,

and having had occasion in a professional capacity to be
particularly acquainted with it I can conceive of nothing
so important, and I say it in the most emphatic way I can,

although the words scarcely come to me to express the

emphasis I desire to give to the extreme importance of the

work which is to be done in that direction in Chicago.

I should like to make a suggestion in regard to the work
which I think should be done by eliciting the aid of the

experience, the experiments and the practical conclusions

which have been arrived at by many of my friends on the

European side of the Atlantic; but I think it may be
safely said in reference to the gentlemen to whom this club

and the World's Fair people have entiusted the car-

rying out of this great congress, that it could be placed in

no better hands. The work of Elisha Gray was known,
lauded and cherished in Europe almost before it had been
appreciated and come to the full light in other lands. We
saw in the work which he did in his extremely modest way
the beginning of the great future of electricity. We look

to Prof. Barrett in Chicago as a leader and guide in some
of the larger and rougher applications of electrical

science. The work of Mr. Sunny, in connection with the

great company which he represenls, is already known to all,

and therefore I say with the utmost confidence that the

whole world, not merely Chicago, not merely the World's
Fair authorities as they exist and are known here in Chi-

cago, but the whole world looks to these four gentlemen as

the great pioneers, as the eminent men who are entrusted

with the carrying out of this electrical congress. And if

it is in my power in the slightest degree to aid them by
connections and by refererence to m}' friends in Europe, I

can only say that my services will always be at their

disposal.

Other gentlemen were called upon and responded as fol-

lows:

F. G. BliACii: I really have nothing to sa> upon thissub-

ject. The subject of the World's Fair is one which I

have taken a great interest in, but I have been so busily

engaged in the ordinary routine of ray business that I have
not had time to give it much attention, to enable me to

speak intelligently to these gentlemen on the subject. I

can only express myself as being intensely interested in

the success of the enterprise, and I am thoroughly in ac-

cord with the spirit and aim of this club in the matter,

D. K, Trii'P: Why I should speak to electrical scien-

tists seems to me a very strange thing unless it be that in

the early days of Chicago I had something to do with
Prof. Bariett and Prof. Gray. There are times in a man's
life when he has the chance of promoting the interests of

the public at large. That chance I had several years ago,

but I did not do as Prof. Barrett said; I did not keep up
with the procession, the World's Fair. I was left behind;
but at the same time I have kept up reading and thinking

about the wonderful questions involved and the wonderful
minds that have solved the great problems in electricity.

My connection with the electrical science has been very

short, but I have a deep interest. Mr. Chairman and
gentlemen, in these questions. I hope that this club will,

as it has appointed the best men in the club, represent

Chicago in the wonderful advancement of the electrical

science, and the men who have made the laws of nature

fle.Kible to their wills will yet shine, and make Chicagoshine
as one of the foremost electrical cities on earth.

Mr. Shuman: I certainly feel very poorly equipped to

undertake the task of either instructing, entertaining or
amusing in any way the Chicago Electric club. I fee!,

however, that it is a very high honor to be called upon to

act in that behalf. This is the first time I have ever had
the pleasure of meeting the assembled club, and I

assure you it is a very rare pleasure, gentlemen. I know
very well and have known for a number of years several of

your distinguished members. Col. ClowTy, Prof. Barrett,

and several others are personal friends of mine, and I can
say frankly that I am very much and very agreeably sur-

prised to find that the Electric club is a permanent
institution in Chicago. I perhaps ought to be ashamed to

confess that I have been ignorant up to the present time
regarding the importance and general character of ihis

club. But I assume from the gentlemen I see here who
compose this club that it certainly ranks amongst the fore-

most of the scientific clubs of Chicago, if not of the

United States, and that it will at the World's Fair and in

the congress of scientiffc people hold its own and hold the
place of Chicago among the scientific cities of the world.
The extent to which electricity has spread, as one of the

useful arts of the world in the last few years, particularly

in the United States, has been very surprising to me. I

remember a few years ago when electricity, e.^cept for ex-

hibition purposes, was almost unknown in Chicago, I found
that the miners' cabins along the line of the Union Pacific

railroad were lighted by incandescent lights. The streets

of cities where gas lights were impossible were lighted by a
light which I presume was theThomson-Houston.lt was two
or threeor four years later before Chicago adopted the elec-

tric light in the streets generally or in the houses. And yet

electricity is not used as it should be, in my judgment,
and is not used so extensively as it will be after the

World's Fair Congress has been held, and the subject of
applying it to household uses as well as using it as a
motive power shall have become more extensively de-

veloped.

Geo. B. Shaw, Eau Claire, Wis.: I have been much
entertained by the remarks which have been made by the

distinguished gentlemen who addressed you. I have been
particularly impressed by the remarks of Mr. Sunny, who
gave us a list of the different units which are
required, but which have not yet been standard-
ized. I would like to add one, a unit of suc-

cess. Now, as a stranger in this city, I suggest to the

respectful consideration of Mr. Sunny and of the club,

that the word "Chicago" be used as a unit of success-

The only difficult thing about the suggestion is tbat there

is no place on earth sufficiently large to enable the unit to

become standardized.

One thing in connection with the World's Fair which
embarrasses the manufacturers is, that, although as the

distinguished gentleman from abroad has said, the time is

short in which all this work is to be done, as a matter of

fact the time is so far in advance that the manufacturers
are wondering among themselves if the apparatus which
they are making to-day is not going to be a chestnut by
the time of the World's Fair in 1S93. And in making ap-
plications for space I believe that this doubt does exist in

the minds of the manufacturers. It is apparent everj'where

that the World's Fair is to be a magnificent succes. and
there is no question that the electrical exhibit will be the

best feature of the fair. We who live in the Northwest
have a proprietary interest in Chicago, and we feel as
much interest in the success of this entc-prise as those of

you who are fortunate enough to live within the borders of

this great city. We realize that in order to secure the

services of gentlemen of sufficient ability to prosecute this

work on behalf of the World's Fair, we must ask men who
are busily engaged in the commercial and other branches
of the field to devote their time to this work, and yet we
look to these gentlemen to formulate for us outlines and
plans, and perhaps to submit the architecture of this

grand superstructure, and we, as manufaclurers, as ex-

hibitors and others, will contribute what we can to make
the superstructure what it ought to be.

C. H. Wells, Pittsburg: As an outsider I have heard
a great deal about the reason why the fair must of neces-

sity be a failure. I have discovered to-night one of the

reasons wliy the fair must of necessity be a success. Vou
have not only put forward your best men to do the work,
but you have rallied to their support and you are holding

up their hands in the work which they have to do. I am
sure that these gentlemen feel that they have behind
them a constituency that is going to uphold them in their

undertaking, and a man who has nothing to fear from the

rear can do a good deal of fighting in the front.

F. W. Parkkr: I am confident that no criticism can

be made of the selection of the four gentlemen of the com-
mittee, except that one of their number rejoices only in

the plain title of Mister. There is Prof. Gray, Col.
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dowry, Prof. Barrett and plain Mr. Sunny. That is an

anomaly that is not to be allowed under a republican

government. I thinl; we should give him the title of

Doctor, for instance, and call him Dr. Sunny, in order

that all the men on the committee should have titles.

There is one little fragmentary thought that seems to

have escaped us to-night. Those of you who are familiar

with the e.'iposition of iSSo of Paris, and those of you who

are familiar with the manufacturers of Europe, who have

seen the tapestries of France, who have seen the laces of

Belgium, the pottery of England, the Sevres ware, and

the°°glass of Italy and Bohemia, the hammered metals of

Russia, and all the magnificence of the productions of

Europe, I think you will be ready to say that there is some

question whether the United States, with all of its ingenuity

and skill, can quite equal some of the things which were

seen in that exposition. In other words, we may be con-

fident of success in some directions, but can we be entirely

confident of surpassing Europe in all respects? I think

not. But if there is any one thing in which the United

States is entirely at home, if there is any one field in

which we have supremacy, it is the electrical field. We
have the telegraph, the telephone, the phonograph, the

arc light, the incandescent light, and last but not least

the telautograph, as the things that .\merica has given to

the world; and while it may be true that some of the

Europeans have delved a little deeper in the science of

electricity, the energetic and skillful work that Americans

have done have made electricity a lasting, living factor

in modern civilization. Now, in the Paris Exposition, the

thing which attracted the greatest attention, which seemed

to be viewed with the greatest pleasure and satisfaction,

was the American electrical exhibit, notwithstanding the

excellence of the European exhibit. Now, then, if that is

true, the thing that I would have said to those gentlemen if

they were here, and the thing which I say to you, Mr.

Sunny, as representing them, is that if we do stand so

supreme in electricity, it would seem to be a wise policy

on the part of those who have the control of the fair, to

put electricity at the head, and make it the first thing of

all things which we will shDw to the world, because there

we are supreme.
Another reason why this should be done, is that the

•neat tendency of this age in which we live is toward

consolidation, concentration and unification everywhere.

The individual grows less, and the institution of the

state grows more and more. The greatest factor in the

advancement of unification and consolidation has been

electricity. Therefore, if we were treating the World's

Fair as a queenly woman, we should crown her with

a coronal of electricity, as the Empress of India wears

the Kohinoor diamond as the richest and brightest gem
in her diadem.

Rapid Transit in New York and Chicago.

.V writer in the tV/.'V.7;n' lUralJ contributes an article on

the relative merits of the public improvements of New
York and Chicago. Here is an interesting paragraph:

"Rapid transit in Chicago has been retarded, and is not

as advanced now. as it should be, but it will come in good

time. .\nd in resp;ct of street railways, Chicago was

before New York in this improvement, and even now has

as many miles of track as she within three and sixty-two

one-hundredths miles. No sane resident of Chicago brags

of the cable car service, and yet New York is only just

building her first cable road-juit when the rest of the

world has found out that the cable is uneconomical and

has to be abandoned in favor of electrical power."

CORRESPONDENCE.

rope last summer, and that its expiration there carried with

it expiration in this country. On Oct. 2 (st Judge Coxe de-

cided to reopen the case to allow them to make good this

claim.

Fires seem to have been the order of the day—particu-

larly yesterday—among the electrical people. Last night

there was a blaze in the station of the United States Elec-

tric Light company. According to the firemen, the fire,

which was confined to the platform under the dynamos,

was caused by crossed wires. The damage was slight,

however, and only about twenty feet of flooring was

torn up. Several circuits were cut out for the night.

The next unfortunate was the Safe and Sure Electrical

company, 156 West Forty-third street. The fire in this

case originated in a furniture store below. Loss, $5,000

with $2,000 insurance. Word comes this morning that

the factory of the Gibson Storage company at Chatham,

N. Y., was burned yesterday. The loss is said to be

$15,000. ^_^ ^- L. P.

New York Notes.

New Yokk, Oct. 24.—The rapid transit plans have

been made public at last, and it is with a feeling of relief

that this fact is recorded. The board of aldermen held a

special meeting to receive the report, but it was decided at

this meeting to postpone the consideration of the plans

until Wednesday. Oct. 2Sth.

It will interest the readers of the Wkstern Electri-

ci.vN to know that Chief Engineer W. E. Worthen, whose

plans in their most essentia! features the commission has

adopted, believes that electricity will be the motive power

employed in the tunnel. The importance of Mr.

Worthcn's opinion will be appreciated more fully if it be

remembered that the commission deemed it unwise "at

the present time to exclude other forms of power answer-

ing the essentia! conditions of speed and non-com-

bastion io the tunnel." In conversation with the writer

Mr Worthen stated that in his judgment there was no sys-

tem that could compare with the electric for this special

work. .\? to speed, Mr, Worthen expressed himself as

having not the least doubt but that the electric motor could

be made to give all that is desired. He said that he had

riddca on an electric car at a speed that convinced him of

this fact. The trolley or conduclor-along-thc-route, sys-

tem he considered a? being admirably suited for the

tanael.

Tbe patent litigation between the Accumulator company

and the Julicn Electric company is to be reopened. The

Accumulator company, by a decision of Judge Coxe of the

United States Court, was given a perpetual injunction

a^ains! the Julien people, but now the beaten parties have

discovered, according to their statements, that the patent

upon which the plaintiffs base their claim ran out in Eu-

TRADE NOTES.
The Laminar Fibre company of Boston has recently

made some very successful tests with a new conduit which
it will soon present to the trade-

The Standard Electric Time company of New Haven,
Conn., will make an exhibit of apparatus at the Merchants'
Exposition at Augusta, Ga. Ttie company will be repre-

sented there by G. W. Hutchinson.

H. C. Storrs, who has been connected with the North
American Construction company for some five years, has
recently associated himself with the Columbia Electric

company of St. Paul as electrical engineer.

The Reading Electrical company of 41 Federal street,

Boston, reports business as being far in excess of that of

a year ago. Mr. Stanwood of this company is at present
taking a short business trip through the East.

The New Haven Insulated Wire Company of New
Haven, Conn., is now very busy on some orders recently
received from the West. This concern Is rapidly growing
into prominence, and the wire produced is growing steadily

in favor.

The American Circular Loom company of 620 Atlantic

avenue, Boston, manufacturing the well-known "Canvas
Jacket" wire, has successfully competed for a large number
of western orders. The careful manner in which it has
manufactured its insulation is now showing for itself.

M. C. J. Hubbell of the Hubbell Portable Electric

Lamp and Power company, 61 Broadway, New York, left

last week for an extended trip through the West. He will

be in Detroit for some timeand thence will go to Chicago.
It is understood that he will make arrangements for the

extensive introduction of his new battery.

It is understood from C-eneral Manager J.M Jarvis that

the Berlin Iron Bridge company of East Berlin, Conn.. is the

successful competitor for the iron work of the Delaware Iron

company's plant at New Castle, Del., whose plapt was
recently destroyed by fire. This is one of the largest con-
tract? of this kind that has been awarded this fall.

The regular dividend of two per cent, in cash, amount-
ing to $7,500, was paid October loth. on the $375,000 of

preferred stock of the Great Western Electric Supply
company. A dividend is also to be paid on the common
stock of the company, if the business continues to prosper

for the next two or three months as it has for the past

three.

The Easton Electric Cable company finds that its busi-

ness for August and September has increased fifty per

cent, over that of the same months a year ago. It is com-
pelled to run the factory at night in order to meet the

wants of the trade. The duplicate orders which were re-

ceived from mining concerns have demonstrated the wire

to be fully equal to representations.

It is stated that Prof. Elisha Gray of Highland Park
laid some Okonite wire underground without any protec-

tion whatever, over three years ago, on which his telauto-

graphic experiments have since been conducted. The
wire is still in perfect condition, showing the best possible

insulation resistance. The Central Electric company re-

ports that all comments on this insulation are favorable.

The Underwood Manufacturing company of Tolland,

Conn., is making a fine reputation with its cotton-leather

belting. This concern has recently filled an order for the

National Electric Street Railway company of Victoria, B.

C, for a belt 50 inches by 85 feet. It has also received

three very large orders from Japan. One of the three

orders from this for eastern country will be used at

'

the palace of the Mikado. ,

\

Congratulations for the Hill Electric company of Bcston^

arc in order, in that it has Ci. H. Poor, formerly general

superintendent of the American Brake company of St.

Louis, idcntifiefj with it in the work of reorganization.

Mr, Poor is well known to all railroad men in the West,

as having introduced and pushed to success the well-known

Boycr railway speed recorder. It is predicted that the Hill

company will ere long feel the effect of his energetic efforts.

John N, Spencer has just been made assistant superin-

tendent of the Columbia company's factory at .St. Paul,

Minn. Mr. Spencer resigned his position as superinten-

dent of the Casho Machine company of Wilmington, Del.,

which he h.id held for the past ten years, to come West.

His physician advised the change to a drvcr climate on ac-

count of his health, and the Columbia Electric company is

to be congralu'atcd in having secured his services. Mr,

Spencer is well-known in the East as a man of much ability.

BUSINESS.
The Daily K'ews, Chicago, is operating all its presses

and ventilating^apparatus with Eddy motors.

Kohler Bros. & Grier, Chicago, are installing an Eddy
motor in the Chicago post-office for the printing depart-
ment.

C. MacLaughlin of J. H. Bunnell & Co. was recently

elected one of the directors of the Central Electric Railway
company of Paterson, N. J.

The presses of the Philadelphia Inquirer will hereafter

be operated by electricity, A 40 horse power Eddy motor
has been installed for this purpose.

The Central Electric company is pushing the sale of
Paiste switches, of which it has a large stock, and can fill

almost any kind of an order from the warerooms.

The Perkins Electric Switch company of Hartford,
Conn., has recently added new machinery to its plant.

This factory is now working early and late to supply the

demand for Perkins apparatus.

H. & E. C. Baxter of iS Fulton street, Brooklyn, report
trade very brisk, and are receiving large orders for their

various supples; also that there is a steady demand for

their slow speed carbon brush motor.

The Bryant Electric company of Bridgeport, Conn., has
recently completed arrangements with W. H. Gordon &
Co. of 115 Broadway. New York, to carry a full line of its

incandescent lamps, sockets, cut-outs and various electric

supplies.

"Cutter's Petite Pulley" is the name given to the small-

sized lamp supporting pulley which George Cutter has de-

signed for use with incandescent lamps. The many sta-

tions from which incandescent street lighting is done need
such an article, and it is said that this pulley exactly an-
swers the purpose.

F. D. Voorhees of the Norwich Insulated Wire com-
pany of New York reports that work is rapidly progress-

ing on the new factory at tiarrison, N. J. While the

company is able to handle orders by working overtime, the

increased facilities will enable it to take better care of a

rapidly growing business, and also further improve the

manufacture of the Trinidad wire.

George H. Meeker, manager of the New York Insulated

Wire company, 78, So and 82 Franklin street, Chicago,

has received the first of the shipment of three car loads of

Grimshaw white core and B. D. wires from the factory at

Wallingford, Conn. In this shipment there is one million

feet of trade numbers 228 and 227, No. 14 B. & S wire,

or more than enough to reach in a straight line from Chi-

cago to Davenport, la. The Vulca wire ducts are about
to be put in the new Masonic hall at Utica, N. Y., and are

extensively used throughout the West.

H. C Goodrich, well known as one of the pioneer resi-

dents of Chicago, has become interested in an electrical

enterprise, having organized a company with a factory at 31
South Canal street to be known as the Goodrich-Coleman
Electric Works. Clyde Coleman, formerly with Freeman,
Coleman & Co.. is the junior member of the firm, and will

also give the new enterprise the benefit of a large number
of new electrical inventions that he has perfected. Mr.
Goodrich is a well known mechanical engineer, having at

one time been engaged in the manufacturing of sewing
machine specialties, and brings to his new undertaking an
experience that should insure its success.

W. S. Barstow, general superintendent of the Edison
Electric Illuminating company of Brooklyn, writes as fol-

lows to H. Ward Leonard & Co., relative to Mr. Leonard's

new scheme for motor regulation: "We have just per-

manently equipped our passenger elevator with your new
system of motor power, and are greatly pleased with the

result. In this system the motor operates continuously at

its highest efficiency, and there is no likelihood of the

armature burning out, due to sudden changes of load. We
are able to instantly reverse the car and motor, at any
speed, without any strain whatever; while the motion un-

der all conditions is similar to that of a hydraulic ele-

vator."

The firm of Whitmore & Robinson, consulting electrical

engineers, 133 I'^ssex street, Boston, Mass., has just Issued

a neat little circular to iron and steel manufacturers and
dynamo builders, calling attention to the excellent facili-

ties which the concern now offers for making accurate and
reliable tests on the permeability of iron and steel of all

grades. These engineers have had long experience in

making such tests, and have recently equipped a laboratory

which is unexcelled in its appointments. Any kind of

electrical or magnetic testing is in their line. They arc

prepared to calibrate ammeters and voltmeters for use on
alternating or continuous current, test insulated wires,

dynamos, motors and transformers, make permeability

'.tests on iron and steel, photometry measurements, etc.

The Shipman Engine company of Boston, Mass , is

finding that there is nowadays a very close association

between the dynamo and a good steam engine. This com-
pany reports the sale to the State Agricultural College at

Ames, la., of a 6 horse power engine for running a dy-

namo for the college. It has sold also to the State Agri-
cultural College of' New Mexico at Las Cruces an 8 horse

power engine for the same purpose. It may be mentioned
farther that the Shipman company has shipped to the

Hawaiian Islands within the past six monthscight engines

for electric light work, anil the company's agent at that

point advises that the engines arc giving perfect satisfac-

tion, having arrived in good condition and been properly

set up and started. A 2 horse powe*- engine and complete

electric plant for the rajah's palace has also been lately

shipped to Madras, India.
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^OUBMi F. PHnJJPft, Preaiclcilt. W. H. SAWnrK. sec'T and Electrician.

AMEEICAH ELECTRICAL WOEKS.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Manufacturers of Patent Finisbed

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
Mognet Wire. Office and Annunciator Wire. Rubber Covered

Wire, Lead Eucased Wire, Telepboue and
Incandescent Corde.

FARADAY CABLES.
New York Office, 10 Cortlandt Street,

p. C. JlCKEBIAN, AEcnt.

0°/ The Electrical

Construction Co.

C. A, HARTER, Manager. Telephone, 1718.

ELECTRIC
m

OUTFIT.
MASON'S FAMOUS BATTERIES.

MEDAL AWARDED, American Institute Exhibition, 1891.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE B.

JAMES H. MASON, pL':v::., Brooklyn, N, Y.

THE "CLARK " WIRE.
InsQlittlon 4>tiaraiiteoil wherever ii!4f d. Acriul, I n<ler;;:round or t§Dl) marine.

in a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886, he says: ''A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect.*'

The ruhbsr used in Insulatln;,' oar wlrf??;ind cables le especially c^iemically prepured, iind is? goaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oridJze or crack, and will remain flaxiblf' in extreme cold
leather, and la not affecr^d by heat. The iDBuIaiion is protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braidB, and Ihi wliole ellcbed with Clark's Patent Compound, and eDeclol extra finlah, which we
have now adopted for all our eolld wires ae an extra weaiherproof protection, and also pi eventing chaiiof,' and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very great extent fireproof. Oor Insolation will prove
durable when all others fall. \\'<^ arc prepared to fiirnleh Slnele Wires of allgautree and diameter of ineolation for Telef^raph and Electric Lights from s'.ock. Cables made lo order. We we tow prepared
to farnieh our Clark Wire with a white outside fiQl!?h for ceiling cleat work a^ wU as our standard color.

Ciark .loint (liuiii should be usad for making waterproof j >iQts, Thia is put up in half-pound bosf s. In strloe about one foot long and five-eighthe inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint

and pressed firmly it makes a eolld maaa. FOK RAILWAY and 9IOTOK nse, we make all slzea of stranded and flexible cables with Clark Insolation,

Wli: (»1JARA.IVTF.R OUR l«t>«l'LAT]ON WHERRVER USKD. ABRIAL. UNDBKf^ROlTIVO OR SIJB31ABIME, and our net prices are as low, If not lower than any
other firet-clasB Insalated Wire. We shall be p'eaeed to mall Catalogues with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 6S Hampshire Street, BO!«TOX, 31ASS.

HENKY A. CLARK, Treasurer and Gen'l Manager.
HERBERT H. EU8TIS, President and Electrician.

1-HIC'AUO AKEXTS: The Rieotrlcal Eiiuineerins Co., .ISO nrarlinrn St. TORONTO. ONT. ASENTS: The Toronto Flectrlral •Works.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For Electrk-al Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL& CO,,

818 Water St., New York.

H. T. PAISTE,
MANUFACTrKER OF

SWITCHES, SOCKETS, ETC.,
341 The Rookery. l^OI :}larket Ht.,

Chicago, 111 Philadelphia. Pa.
See our full pase advertlaeinent in iasue Sept.

12, for illuitratiODs. prices, etc.

PLATINUM.
JAS. SCHAWEL & CO
Importers and Melters.

in aD> iilaiige Serap

!!) JOHN ST.
>KVV YORK.

Sheet and Wire
l*iir('hn!fied.

JAMES LEFFEL WATER WHEELS
BUILT BY THE

JAMES LEFFEL ^ CO.
UPRIGHT AND HORIZONTAL,

FOR

Electric, Mining and Manufacturing

Eaay working gates. Hif^b percentage and eveL
speed at full and partcainiL'ity. Equally adapted tc

high and low heads. Largo number of sizes and
styles. Send for descriptive pamphlet to

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
SPRINCIEUD,

OH.O.
OR 110 LIBERTY ST.,
NEW YORK CITY.

Queen's "1891" Portalile Testing Set.
For Illustration sec THE WESTERN ELECTRICIAN. Sept. 19. page 183.

The galvanometer in this set is made of the D'Arsonval
type, and is e.xtremeiy sensitive, without being affected by
mechanical vibrations, as on shipboard, or by intense mag-
netic disturbances, as in proximity to a dynamo. It is espe-

cially recommendetl for making tests where a galvanometer
with fibre suspension cannot be used.

Send for Illiislnilcrt Descriplive Catalosiie. 1C(>

QUEEN ft CO., PHILADELPHIA.

AN EXPENSIVE DELAY
Will Not Occnr if Yon Order Supplies from Ds.

apt Shipiiiont. Reasonable I'rices. Full Measore. No Charge for Itoxillg 01" Cartage.

WE ABE HEADQUARTERS FOR
National Alternating and Direct Current Dynamos, Generators and Transformers;

Packard High Grade Lamps: Eddy Motors:
"Helmet" Weallier- proof Wire; "Helmet" IHoisture-prool Wire.

BRASS
FOUNDRY.

L

llrii-i-i, I'.ron?.*'. ^\ hitc Alctal, Alumlnnm-
Broiize and .sperial AUovs. Castings for

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
A SPECIALTV.

ni 11X7 103-107 West fiflonroc St.,

. DLHIl, ohickgo.

Electrical Wood.

p
o

CROSS L ARMS
S

OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL POLES.

G. H. HOLMES. ''°'""^'°'=°g','.'fi^ufa: mo

Telegraph
Telephone
Electric Lif;ht \

PATENTS.
For appllca'ions flled dariiiir the remainder of ISOI
my fees will ba dae only on allowance, if desired.
Writ© for particniare. Wll. H. B.-tUrOCK,

Attorney at law and eollcitor of Patent?.
709 G St. N. W., Washington, P. C. P. O. Bos 52),

Forraerlv examiner in U. S. Patent Ollice.

FIFTEEN YEARS' PRACTICE.

The Winner of 1890 will win again in 1891.

Eleventh year.

SOLE MAKERS:

LAW TELEPHONE COMPANY,
85 John St.. NEW VOBK.

THE CROCKER \irH££L£R
PERFECTED MOTORS.

Save time and money by placing your orders with

The Electrical Engineering and Supply Co.,
931 Kookery, i:<l !•: r.th Ht-,0|ip Hotel Kyan, 4D0 W . nirlilcan St,,

CHICAGO. ST. PAUL. DULUTH.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND DISCOUNT SHEETS,

Vfr> >>ln«" "-piMMl. full pn«<'r. peiTecl rosn-
Intioii. for;ro4l n»*l»ls I«»t into linsr. •^elf-oilins
iM'ariii;;'!. ifll'-rciili'rins In':iriii;;s. all >iz<*««.

iioth HIT and inran«le»i>cent. Tor all power
plM'IlOSI"*.

\cUii"wtt'iij:iM by tin- l.t-ailliic ^laiuitacturim: I'-unpaiitcs lo be

THE MOST PERFECT MOTOR MADE.
EstimaUs and Ptans Furnished /or Electric Pcivtr Equipment.

Comsfiondence Invitid.

430--432 WEST 14TH ST. NEW YORK.

ROOT'S Water-tube Boiler.
SAFE. ECONOMICAL. DURABLE

AN S.vCKLLKST

Electric Plant Boiler.
Adop'ed t>Tiho Electric Light Companies

of Detroit, St. Paul. Columbop. Cincln-
sail, Louisville. Jersey i Ity and a great
niaDT others: aleo by tte Armington ^
Sims Kotfine Co., ProTldpnre. R, I.: the
Lynn B«?lt line Street Ry. Co., Lynn,
Mrbi*. and ttio Thomeon-lJouston Elec-
tric Co.. Lynn, Moep.

Abendrotli&RootMfg.Co.,

j__^_.i^^^^-™=.,„^, 28 Cliff St., New York.
'"^~^^^^— VScSu^^^'^E^^Li^Lf^ft BRANCHES: Boflom Phiisdelpbla,

" N<?vv Orlenne. Dsllae Kochoster.- Clncir-
ROOT SECTIONAL SAFETY BOILER. oati :;iid Chlcaco.
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E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IK

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GA5 AHD ILICTHID
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

1 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Botirely prevents SCALE In Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

REMEMBER
That ihe Western Electrician enjoys the ilietlnctlon of having been
selected by one of the shrewdest of advertleera as the medmoi
for carryins the Iar^'e»t advertieement ever placed In an electrical
joarnal. Tills telle its own story, and points its own moral

17

-BRANCH STORB-

2134 Michigan Avenue*

THE EXCELSIOR
straight Way Noiseless

Back-Pressure Valve.

Simple 1 Reliable ! Durable !

JAMES G. BECKERLEG,
229 S. Franklin St.. Chicago.

New 10 and 25 Light

Arc Dynamos and Lamps.
HIGH TENSION. CHEAP.

JAS, Mclaughlin, Mfg. Electrician

30 X. Clinton St., Chicago.

EVERYTHING IN

WIRE-FUSE- STRIPS.

H, WARD LEONARD & CO.,

("oDtractiiii; a iid C ousnlli d c EI('clriralEni,Mii(!frs.

Write for descriptive pamphlft if you wish Ui use
electricity for any purpose whatever.

Electrical Exchange Building,
XKWTOItK CITV.

THE COWLES

ELECTRIC SMELTING

ALDMINOffl CO.,

LiOCKPOKT, N. Y.,

Offer Commercially Pure Aluminum

In logo s, Slabs, Sheet Wire and Castings
at lowes'. market rates.

, ,

Alnminuin Bronze, Alnnii-
iiam Brass, Silver Bronxe, Ssiil-

icitn Bronze and Manganese
Bronze in iugitts and castings.
Ferro Alraminnni for steel and
iron castings.

Cop.'espindeiice Solicited.

MANir\CTIIBED IIY

The Sperrj Electric inin^ Hachine Cot,

39th SI. and Stewart Ave., CHICAGO.

WE ARE FITTED WITH
RELIABLE Machinery and Tools,

^- >^/find Employ RELIABLE Workmen.
^o(^i^<^ll Kinds of Electrical Apparatus to Order.

^^ CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

BINDERS WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

ONE DOLLAR.

Manufactu.fer's of

pcTAGONALi^^ Cedar
MEPHOni&lLECTRICAL

RAILWAYFOLES&OtOSSilRMS

^H.M.LOUD&SONSLilMBER(^l
OSCODA. MICH.

THE

Unequaled

in

Efficiency

:x.
Over 2,000 in use.

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World.

Afford \ (he most simple and reliable power for all mining and manufactur-
ing machinery. Adapted to Iieeds lunnlng from ^0 up to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cert, better reaulte guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel ia the countiy. ,

EliECTKIC TRAXSMISSIOIV.
The advantages the Pelton W heel affords In the way c f a uniform and relia-

ble power, close regulation and the facility of adaptation to varying condltlona
of speed and preteure, have l)rougbt it Into special prominence and extensive
uee for this clues of work. All applicatlone elionid state amount and head of
water power r€(inlred, and for what purpose, with approsimate lentitli of pipe
line. Send Fjit Oatalooue.

THE P£LTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
131-1S3 .llain St., San Francisco, Cal., V. S. A.

i4.? M.IBEltTY STltEET, - - XEtV YORK,
BP*lt, having comelo our notice lliflt our i)fltent rights are being infringed

iipoD. iniiTniingpnrchaBcre are hereby warned thatall such infringemente will

In.' (lulv piuspcuted.
riCliTOIV ^VATEB MOTORS. .Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15

and 20 horse lower, unequaled for all light running machinery. Warranttd
In develop a given fcinount of power witli one-half the water required byaiiy
oilier. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Addreee ae above. Deliveries made from
San Francisco ur X^w York, ae may afford the most favorable frci).;!it rates,

Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co.,
'LIMITED.!

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS FOR THE

STEUBEN INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
The best in the Market,

Manjfaoturers of Electric and Combination Fixtures and

a General Line of Electric Supplies.

Rubber Covered, Weather-Proof Wires
and Lamp Cords.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

ARC LIGHT CIRCUITS.

8inPL.K. ItEMABl,K. DURABLE.

233 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

ft ivili pay yoa to get oar prices and cataloKaeM.

The only safe socket for series lamps, and the only

Docket having insulating material for the outside

parts. Hend for Ill'.istratefl Catalogue.

620 ATLANTIC AVENUE,
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
i The attention of EI>ECTkIC COMPANIES is caM'^d lo this CEL.E-
BRAXEU ^VATKIt WIIEEI^as particularly adapted to their use
on account of its r4*niarkably Hteady motion, nit^-h ?!lpee<l

and cr>*«nt I^fl^^'i^ncy^and lai*e^ Capacity foritsoiam«ter,
being doiil>Ip the I*o>i*T of most wheels of same diameter. It is uied
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. la the

economical use of water it is without an equal, prodtjcing the highest p«r cent

of useful effect cuaranleed.
SRIM> FOR t^AXAI.OGr'E ANI> PARXI<:rrARN.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommcndcMj, as no grars are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving r-^presenls a pair of 12 inch TICXOR

'I'lJRRINES arranged on a liorizontal shaft wiih Cast-Iron Eiumc. Draft

Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor

Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation

admits of their use. we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.. DAYTON, OHIO.

C CARBON CO

CLEVELAND, OHIO

MAKERS OF HICH-URAUE

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

MAP OF THE UNITED STATES.
A large, handsome Map of the United States,

mounted and suitable for office or home use,

is issued by the Burlington route. Copies will

be given free when it can be done without ex-

pense for transmission ; or they will be mailed to

any address on receipt otsix cents in postage by
P. S. EUSTIS. Gen'l Pass. Agent C. B. & Q. R.

R., Chicago. III.

£JL£CTJKIC SI/ATE
Switch-boards a Specialty.

Small samplee of plain Hn<l marbleized free.

T. J. MURPHY,
Blectrlcs! Eschtnge BIdg. 130 Liberty St..

urw ^ nan

J.C.TEMPLE,
(Formerly ot STOUT, MILLS & TEMPLE),

BAVTOW, OHIO,

HyMcaDflMeclianicalEDpeer
Improvement of Water PowerB, Arrangement

of I'ower Planta, Shafting, etc, , for Electric Power
and Light. CONSTRUCnON SUPERINTENDED.

HAKKISON CONVEYOR
POP HANDLING

GRAIN, COAL. TaN BAkK, SEtfDS. ETC.
Will convey all kinds of craln without mixing.
Win carry two different kinds of material in op-

posite dlrectioiie at the same time.
Will convey One-Hundred and Fifty Tone ofCoal

per honr. Made of Wrought Iron and Steel. Send
tor UlDBtrated Catalo^'oe. BQRDEN & SELLECK
COMPANY, 48 and 50 Lake St., Chlcaoo, Ml.

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER ENGINEERING CO.,
Consulting and Constructing

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment of Electric Railways. Steam and Electric Plants.

47 Times Building. Telephone Call, 1 009 Cortlandl. NEW YORK.

GBDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If In want of Poles. Ties and Post^. save monej
by getting my pricee.

W. C, STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
iSOLK MAXIFACTIRERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red. Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices,

wii^St£Z?5J?.>EL The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i4i>"//j?f^ r.

c. p.
VOLTAGE
BASE.

CUT-OUTS,
Single Light, Main and Branch,

OF SUPERIOR PORCELAIN,
With all Connections Under Cover.

s
AW
Y
E
R

A
N

LAMPS ANY

HIGH QUALITY lAMPS FOR EDISON CIRCUITS.

THTRirrE FOR PRICES.

See Catalogue of Aug. 1 , 1890.

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC CO
620 Atlantic Avenue,

BOSTON, MASS.

M
5 10-534 W. 23d Street,

NEW YORK.
217 LaSalle Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS.
Electric motors in all standard sizes

for operating elevators, pumps, print-

ing presses and machinery for gen-
eral manufacturing purposes.

Electrical Mining Machinery of all

kinds. Hoists, Tram Cars, etc.

Electric Blowers for ship ventila-
tion. Fan outfits.

Electric plants f jr pumping church
organs.
Over 10,000 motors in actual oper-

ation.

THE C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.

Bynamos in all sizes of same de-

sign and dimensions as the standard
motors.
Equipment of mines, factories, ma-

chine shops, office buildings with com-
plete electrical plants for lighting and
power.

New England Office, 63 Oliver St., - BOSTON.

Philadeipiiia Office, - 38 S. FOURTH ST.

Ciiicago Office, - • PHENIX BLDG.

San Francisco Office, 35 MARKET ST.

402-404 GREENWICH ST.,

The Pocket Edition of our General Catalogue of July, 1891,

is now ready for distribution, and we will send it to any one on
receipt of request, by mail.

WESnRN ELECTRIC COMPANY.

AMES, EBERT & COMPANY. Agents.

ST. PAUL, MINN.

227 SO. CLINTON STREET, CHICAGO.

COR. THAMES & GREENWICH STS NEW YORK.

££BE TE THE JUDGE."
-^XTEs Toicr rrfLXEiis ttzzie:

ECONOMIC INCANDESCENT LAMP?
If not you are losing time and we are losing a customer. Everybody that tries it, BUYS

IT, and everybody that buys it once, buys it again. Kindly inform us what voltage
and style of base you use and TET IT AT OUR EXPENSE.

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL SPECIALTY CO,,
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS,

CEO. L. KIRKHAM. Manager. 1017 Chamber of Commerce, CHICAGO-

MORE WORDS ARE NEEDED
TO I30 iTTJSTICJE: TO Tzxx:

Office OF CURTIS MANLFACrLItING (JO , MiMuifacliirers of Carrlape Itobps,

Tlic Kloktron Tfaniifacturins Co.

—

Fifth Avenue and IGih Street, New York City, September 10, 18i)l.

Gr".tlembn:— If th'.-re were worfl^ enough In the EnjiMsb lanRuaKC to expriss my admira'ion of the Perrct jMotor I nilglit do jua'Ico to Its good inmlitlen; lint there arc

not. We hive uwd I', every working day alnce it waa put in, and not hab cent lias been expended on it except for oil. It driven our six hcuvy niaoliines as steadily a« n clock.

I consider it the very best power we conid get, and would not part with-it unless I could get its ctjual. I take special piidc in showing It to my friends. I''b not n playtliing,

(Hit business every day. If any one wants iri know what it can do, just send them up to rne. ^'oiiri truly, CUItTIS IHANUFACTURING CO.

THE ELEKTRON MANUFACTURING CO„''>»<hld, m>ss

New York Olfice, 89 Liberty Street.
rAHln/( J/An*^. \» \"HI.Vf.TO.N. r» C - J. I Bn r I. . It * «:o.. I lOll .V<-« Vork A K-. .\'K»' Oltl.KAlVH, I,A. «;>-ori:« lta<|ii><-. 10 <;riivl<>r Mt.
jP Ml'' A^EIILS « HI* At.o. II,l,.~Th»- Mertrlrnl .nBin.frlnK « o..;iao IXniliorn MI HT. I*A T I.. .^ KIV. F. .1. II i'ii7., Im HiiHl » oiirl li Ml.uviiiu.) 115U111U,

, pHH,AI>KI,PHIA.PA.-P<-nnnjlvnnlii.no<-hlne«o,:j« \ori)i Mcvfnth HI.
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For JDrivtDg Dynamos.

^11^^ The Clinton Gas Light Co., Clinton, Mass., have thor-

oughly tested and have adopted the Evans System of

Driving Dynamos in their new Electric Light Station.

Thousands of Horse Power in use driving Dynamos, and hundreds of sets of Cones
in operation, driving all classes of machinery. Address

THE EVANS FRICTION CONE CO.,
83 -^T^a-tor St-, I^OJSTOig-, nVX.<^SS.

:3f"-fc=rtr:=*-"=?_

KvanH' <'onfH.
For ^'ai'i injr MpffMl.

CHICAGO ZITSULATED VIIU'E COMFAN?,
ivr A.ixrxjE'-a.O'r'crn.Ens oi*

HIGH GRADE INSULATED WIRES
WEATHERPROOF WIRES,

OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,
MAGNET WIRES,

INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,
Ot" A-LL, DESCKIPTIOINi-*.

| ETC. ETC. ETC.
Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS
AND SAMPLES. CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO., 48-52 N, Clinton St., CHICAGO, ILL.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finislied, Itighest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible SilJc, Cotton
and Worsted Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work.

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "K.K." LINE WIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

.^.g-exLts for tite ^;xr.A.SI3:iiTa-T01T Cj^^lBOiT CO. Cartooaas for .A.rc Lig-iLtiiig-.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., CHICAGO,
Are our Selling Agents, and carry a line of Insulated and Bare Wires ot our make.

THOS. L. SCOVILL, New Yoric Agent,
25 Parte Place, NEW YORK.

DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS
Afford the Only Reliable and Efficient Means for

ALL NIGHT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

All other devices are crude, expensive and unsatisfactory.

BRDSe ELECTRIC COMPANY
Has established its broad foundation patent for Double Carbon Arc Lamps, No. 219,208, having ivotl four
distinct infringement suits in the United States Courts, two of them on final hearing, the decisions

being rendered by Judges Gresham. Blodgett, Brown and Ricks.

The public is warned against the use of infringing lamps or any crude substitute for the Brush Invention.

Arc Lighting Apparatus, Electric Motors and Generators..
Alternating Current Apparatus, Incandescent Lighting Machines,

Carbons for Arc Lighting, Etc., Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,
iPwISlJlD, CDI-^ICD-
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BEST MAST ARM IN USE. More Lamps Trimmed.

No Lamps Broken.

CATALOGUES ON
APPLICATION. STAR IRON TOWER CO., FORT WAYNE, IND.

SEND FOR New American Electrical Directory, just cul'ished; very complete lists. Invaluable for its information of Lighting and Railway Plants.

THREE
GOOD
BOOKS.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 Lakeside Building.

CHICAGO, ILL.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
144 to 156 Greeo St., GreeD Point. BROOKLIR, N. Y.

5IANUPACT0RT OF

Non-Conductive Blocks. Rosettes and Bases tor Cut-Outs
and SwItcTies: also Insulators, Cleats, Lamp Trim-

mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Our production ie a denae body. The glazing and body
of our ware are of same composition, and are baked
alike, ^vhich are ttie features of

TRi:£ UABI> PORCELAIN.

POWELL'S PATENT

LEVER UP—^hows oil dropping while
machinery rone.

SIGNAL OILERS
SnUintticVan as the BEal for HICH-CRAOE
ENGINES and DYN4MOS. The stop feed
reatures preve'it waste of oil whicli item alone will

more than 8av« tli-^ir cost In a short time. HAS
OTHER EXCEPTIONAL POINTS OF
MERIT. Send for full descriptive circular. Addrees
THE WM. POWELL CO.. CINCINNATI. OHIO.

Klii

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS t^ BELLS.
FrLIi I.I5IE ALiT«'AT8 IN >«TOCK.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO..^^^ 195 and 197 Fulton St., Now York.
Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn. N. Y.

^^"Send for New Catalogue. Out Anguat lot.

The Card Electric Motor and Dynamo Co.,
CINCIBTNATI, OHIO.

MANnFACTURERS OF

ELECTHIC MOTOHS / DTISTAMOS.

Incaniiescent l>y-
lianio»> from
20 to SrM Ugh's.

Arc or IncmdeF-
cent IfIotor»i
from J 8 10 30

Horse Power.

Motors for the
Arc Circuit a
Specially.

These Motors have
the Highest Ef-
ficiency, Low
Speed and Self-

Oiling Bearings.

AUTOJIATIC,
SIMPLE, DUR-
ABLE AND
CLEAN.

Correspondence
Solicited.

Agents —Boston : The Eastern Blecirical Supply and Constrnctlon Co., 65 Oliver Street
.
Chicago

:

The ThOB. L. Johnson Co., 313 Dearborn Si reet. Alllwankee; Heprv Eamlen, 641 Third Street.

WashinEton, D C: .T.Geo. Gardner, 1005 H. street St. Loni": Saal Electrlcsi Bneineerlng Co.,1106

Pine Street. Montsomery. Ala. : W. F Murnh". Detroit, Mich. : Th« Wichipan Electric Co., 31~ and
214 (irinwoid Street. Minneanolie. Minn ; J M Lennon, -Jii Loan and Trust Building.

Subscribe for the Western Electrician.

COIUMBIA ELECTRIC CO.
l^^l.

MOTORS, GENERATORS,

DYNAMOS, LAMPS,

SUPPLIES -^ SPECIALTIES.

ALL GUARANTEED MECHANICALLY, ELECTRI-

CALLY AND LEGALLY.

Large Stat 'onary Motor, Columbia Make. ST. PAUL,
-
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THE NATIONAL TRANSFORMER SYSTEM
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

Florence, S. C, August 19, 1891.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO., Eau Claire, Wis.:
GENTLEMEN:—I write this to tell you of the wonderful performance of otir Alternating

Dynamo, which is a 750 lighter of your manufacture. Last night, while at supper, a cross
got on our mains by their sagging on to a telegraph wire, and my engineer,who is a new man,
ran the dynamo with the ampere meter needle clear on the end of the scale, which is about 80
amperes, or equivalent to approximately 1,600 lamps. It ran that way until it chocked down
a 100 H. P. engine with 110 pounds steam, and then he sent for me. Strange to relate, the
machine was not damaged a particle. The excessive current had melted all of the 4 fuses on
the board, but the engineer had put in new ones and heavier ones, and had started iip again.
I consider that we have the only dynamo on earth that would stand such a strain and not be
injured. I shall of course see to it, that a thing of this kind does not happer again.

[Signed] A. A. FORMAN, Svipt. Florence Impvt. & Mfg. Co.

THIS IS

TBE

THAT

WE BDILD,
Self-Contained Alternator. Capacity 1 ,000 1 6 C. P. Lamps.

SEND FOR GiaGULa.RS AND PRICES.

COMPLETE

CENTRAL STATION EQUIPMENTS
FOR

LIGHT OR POWER
DIHTKIBVTIOIV.

OtJE APPAEATUS IS OP THE

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
MECHANICALLY AND ELECTRICALLY.

WE GCAUANTKE ITS OPKKATION AND
PROTECT OUR CUSTOMERS.

COMPLETE

DIRECT CURRENT SYSTEM
FOR

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO.. Eau Claire. Wis.
C»E!0. :B. JSH.A.A7^, Oobdl'I Ad[A,iaase>z>.

AO-EIiTTa

NEW YORK, N. Y
BUFFALO, N. Y.,
CINCINNATI, O,,
WASHINGTON, D. C,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

LINCOLN, NEB.,
SEATTLE, WASH.,

National Electric IWfg. & Const. Co., Elect. Exchg. BIdg.

Little. McDonald & Co., U1 East Seneca St.

W. N. Gray. 12 Chamber o( Comnicrco

L. N. Cox. 16 Filth St.. S. E.

C. m. Blanchard. Girard Building.

- lincoln Electrical MIg & Supply Co,

Chat. H. Bahor & Co,

ST. PAUL, MINN., - •

DETROIT, MICH., -

DENVER, COLO.,
WINNIPEG, MAN.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.,
KANSAS CITY, MO.,
DULUTH, MINN.,

Tho Electrical Engineering & Supply Co.

Commercial Electric Co.

The Mountain Electric Co.

Simpson. Davis Electrical Construction Co.

National Electric Development Co.

Thomas Wollo, 515 Main Sf,

The Electrical Eng, &Supp°y Co,
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OF SOME THINGS ONLY THE BEST!

Three years ago we brought out what was theist the best

switch on the market—now we are doing the same thing again,

BRINGING OUT THE BEST.

THE UNION ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
BRIDGEPOKT, OT.

NEW YORK: Alexander, Barney & Chapin. BOSTON: Eastern Electrical Supply Co.

THE ELEMENTS OF

nYNAHIC FLECTBICITY

AND MAGNETISM.

A Book
For Learners. JUST OUT! Price, $2.

Postage Free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

s

Established 1882.

Tiie Engineers' favorite. Leads, bat la imitated by many,
( (]ualed by none. If you have any doubts as to the genuine,
E end direct to us. We are sole manufac urers of thia pack-
ing. Kend for samples and catalogue on packings. We have
the largest assortment.
ForPietoi Rodaand Valve Stems of Steam Eneinee and

PumpH—Belf-Iuhricating, eteam and water tight. Fifty per
cent, leps fiiction than anv other. Never grows harfi, but
wl 1 remain ae soft and as flesible ae when first adjuited in
BtiifEnwbos. Every package fully warranted. Fine Oils
ft Specialty.
A gents wanted In every State in the Union . We can quote

(he very lowfst prices on Ring Packing. Send for discount
and price list.

GEORGE B. BUXTON,
17 VIRGINIA ST., EAST SOMERVILLE, MASS.

J^- FITCHBURG, MASS,U.S,A.
^

r/AANUFACTURERSOF OyNAM DS TOR. LIGHTING,
rPLATIN&ANDEXPERIMENTAL PURPOSES.

--^^-^-.i—ALS O MOTOR S .-*r.e^—
EVERYTHING LATEST DESI5N AND HIGHEST EFFICIENCr.

it

WARD" ARC LAMPS
^ The testimony of any one using one or two arc lamps may he valuable or not, according

to their knowledge of arc lamps.

The "Ward" Lamp is the only lamp that is in use successfully, and in large numbers, on
either central station or isolated plants.

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.,
OP St. Paul, Minn.

St. Paul, Minn., August 28, 1891.

nesftrH. 3fcTloiieoll & ^nnmilneH, AVentorn SlanaserM,
The Klectric ConMlrucf inn and Hoppl.v Co.,

I*henix Boildln^r. Clilcaso, 111.

Dkap. Sibs:—'SVe are using your arc lamps on our lines, and with
great eatltfaclion bDih to ourselves and our consumers. They are the
only arc lamps we are using, and in our opinion are the best lamp of the

kind that have c;m? to our notice. Our continued orders to you not
only show our apprt elation of llieir merits but also the fact that we find

them a good paying Investment. Very truly yours,

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.,
G. II. Finn, General Manager.

EDISON LIGHT & POWER CO.,

OP Minneapolis.
MiNNKArOLis, August 22, 1891.

The Electric Constrnctlon & Nupply C'o.,

IS Corllandt Street, Sicw York City.

Gentlemen:—Within the last eighteen months we have been In-

stalling a number of arc lamps on our incandescent circuits. We now
have one hundred and ninety-six of your "Ward" lamps In operation,

and it givc3 us pleasure to state that they give the very best of satisfac-

tion, both to ourselves and our customers. We consider them a most
excellent lamp. Yours truly,

EDISON LIGHT & POWER CO.

I

Lamps for direct current, alternating current, street rail'w^ay circuits,

focusing lamps, pliotoengraving lamps, search lamps.

s£]Krx> :f"oh. ottii aNrE:"\7v o.a.'f a t lOca-u jii.

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION £ SUPPLY CU.,
Phenix Building,

Established 1881.

Telephone Building,

NTIW YORK CITir.
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOULAELY ADAPTED TO DEIVraG

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of its high efBclency at all stages of gite, steadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the construction of which makes it the most ssnsi-

tlve to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

cmn mo PJIT/II nnir illustrating various styles of setting

OtnU rUn UA I ALUuUt on both vertical and horizonUl.shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCESSOES TO

STOUT, MIIiLS & TEMP1.E,

WILLIAMS AUTOMATIC ENGINE.
Forall purposefl rcqiiirini,' steady power.

Williams Engine Works: No. 447 North btreet,

BALTIMORE, MD.

Fine Office Furniture
and Folding Beds.

Brassard Wire Work. 215 Wabash Av.

A. H. Andrews & Co., Cliicago.

In £^ddition to about 4,000 Standard and Junior

Engines,

551 Compound Engines

ha\elK il II is'il

DIRECT CONNECTED
SLOW SPEED RAILWAY GENERATOR.

125, 250, 500 H0K.SE-P0WER.

Also Direct Connected Slow Speed Alternating Dynamos of equivalent

capacity.

For Circulars and Estimates on Complete Plants, address our Engineers.

THEWESTINGHOUSE MAeHINE COMPANY.—^ PITTSBURGH. PENNA. U.S.oF A. c^^

STEAM PLANTS
ISISTAIiliED BY

TTVT. B. PEARSON c£ CO.,
MECHAXICAIi KnelNEEBS AND COVTRACTORS.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDING, • CHICAGO.

THEWOODBURYiNGM
SELF-CONTAINED, AUTOMATIC
HIGH SPEED STEAM ENGINE
for Electric Lighting and
Street Railway Service,

WITH BOILER PLANT COMPLETE
rjital<)s:ue sent on application. —

STEARNS MFC. CO. ERIE,PA.
BRANCH i

P!iil:idel|»l>ia. 042 Drexel lildi;.

OFFICES I
Sail Francisro, 30 & :jl Spear St.

«DRY STEAM

THE POjyP SEPARATOR,
The Pond Separator is guaranteed to relieve the

steam of all entrained water, and return Ihls water
to the boiler, thus effecting a large saving in fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

POXD EKGIlSEERIXCi COMP.4\V
ST. LOUIS.

OMAHA.
CHICACO.

OALLflS.
KANSAS CITY.

SEATTLE.

TAPES AND COMPOUNDS,
VULCA WIRE DUCTS,

ELBOWS, JOINTS, ETC., ETC.

All Snppiy Stores Keep Them.

THE NflTION'5 CHOICE.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,

78-80-82 Franklin Street,

CH1CA«0.

MAIN OFFICE. Q^o H Meekci,
G49nnil«.'>I Kroaanar. iM>.>.i\wi,

New York. \\tnm Mamgtr. -A-IsTID CI3:iC.A.GO-
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DID YOU SEE IT
AT THE CONVENTION!

THE NEW COMBINED

Snow - Sweeper - and - Plow
EXHIBITED BY THE

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR, PRICES

AND FULL INFORMATION CONCERNING IT.

We are Prepared to Make Quick Delivery.

The Motors and Equipments can all be utilized on other cars

after the Winter Season is over.

A.TZH>:Et.:EH31S,

II

BOSTON OFFICE:

620 Atlantic Avenue.
CHICAGO OFFICE:

148 lYEiokigan Avenue.
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DON'T GET CAUGHT

IN THE WIRE TRAP.
THIS IS A TRAP that a good many superintendents and buyers for electric light stations fall into. A poor wire

is dear at any price. The wire may look all right. It may be weather-proof or- water-proof until the
salesman who sold it getsout of town; but

TO KEEP OUT of this trap, buy good wire; one that when you once put it into a building, you will know to

be as good in ten years as the day it was bought.

U3E SAFETY WIRE. ^^ '''^^ a seam/ess rubber ins7tlalion\ it is absolutely flame-proof. It is used and
heartily indorsed b)i the intelligent electricians of the country. Miles of it are in use in the New York
subways, and it has never been necessary to replace a foot of it.

y^^l^lTE us ^f^d we will sead you our new Pocket Wire Book. It contains valuable information.

Which is the cheapest in the end. Three lamps that cost 40 cents each and
only burn 200 hours each, or one lamp that costs 50 cents and burns 600 hours?

3 lamps at 40 cents - $1.20

I lamp at 50 cents - - .50

Amount saved, $ .70 by using a good lamp.

THE PERKINS LAMP IS A GOOD LAMP.

THE KNAPF ELECTRICAL WORKS
Western Agents Safety Wire and Perkins' Lamps,

54 and 56 Franklin St., CHICAGO.

»
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EVERY MAIL
Brings us renewed expressions of confidence in our Shield Brand

Moisture-Proof Wire; and a great many orders are coming in; many

more than we formerly received. People are beginning to appre-

ciate the difference between a Moisture-Proof Wire and that

class of wires which are so largely sold under the general name

"Weather-Proof." Some of them are fairly good, but most of

them are of but little value as regards insulation. It would be

just as well to use bare wire, and more sensible, because it would

be cheaper. We sell a great deal of Weather-Proof Wire our-

selves—our P. & B., which we honestly believe is one of the best,

but none of them can compare with our Shield Brand Moisture-

Proof, which needs no silver-tongued orator to expound its

merits. We are the

SOLE MANUFACTURERS
and our factory is now running over-time to enable us to make

prompt shipunents.

THE WIRT VOLT
INDICATOR.

(PATESTED.)

/
.^TheElec^ricalS^l(llyCa'2)

/04MiCHieMAvE.CacAi

Is intended to be left in circuit

continuously, and can be relied upon

for constancy and accuracy under the

most trying conditions. The resist-

ance of the instrument is high—making

the consumption of energy small. An
adjustable index permits reading al a

distance, indicating variations from

normal pressure.

THE SCALES
On these Instruments are

spread out so as to give a

wide deflection over the most

useful range, and a smaller

deflection over that part not

so much used. This arrange-

ment will be appreciated by

every practical user.

We are prepared to furnish

special instruments to order

for any capacity, and invite

correspondence.

THE WIRT AMPERE
INDICATOR.

(PATENTED.)

This instrument is designed for

the practical work of Station Electri-

cians and answers the conditions more

perfectly than any instrument yet sold.

The working parts being simple

and well made, will stand handling,

shipping, and all ordinary use.

Made in any size from Id to 1,(100

Amperes.

Ansonia, Conn.

The Electrical Supply Co.,
WKMTKIIX OKKH'K ;%\l> WA ItKIIOl'MKM

Cor. Randolph St. and Michigan Ave.,

CHICAGO.
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STREET

GARS

ON ACCOUNT OF

Increase of Business
J^J^TJD TUB

Adoption of Eleotrioity,

TiaiE^

MIIEAPOLIS STREET RAILWAY CO.,
Of 3iv^irLrLea<polis, ZLv^irLn..,

OFFER FOR SALE THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT:

63 12-foot Cars, all fitted with Fare Boxes and "Small" Conveyors.
76 Extra "Small" Conveyors for 14 and 16 ft. Cars.
63 Extra "Slawson" Fare Boxes.
12 Steam Motors, 15to 20 Ton.
2 Locomotives and Tenders, 20 and 25 Ton.

21 Passenger Coaches, 26 to 40 ft.

34 Open Passenger Excursion Cars, 34 ft.

8 Flat Cars, 30 ft.

Most of the cars have been in service only a short time, and all are in first-class condition. We can make changes
or alterations and fit them up to suit, and will sell very cheap. The gauge of any of the cars can be changed to suit

purchaser. Full description and photographs mailed upon application.
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ORT WATNE ELECTRIC CO.,
-MABfUFACTUREKS OF THE-

SLATTERY INDUCTION AND WOOD ARC SYSTEM
OIF-

THE MOST PERFECT OF ANY.

For references as to the merits of these systems, inquire of the local companies, the operators, or the customers in

the large cities of this country where these systems are now being used almost exclusively after other systems have been
tried and thrown out— Philadelphia, New Orleans, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Detroit, etc.

WE MAKE ALL STANDARD SIZES OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM,
Also Arc Lamps of Standard Sizes, 2,000 c. p., 1 ,200 c. p. and 800 c. p.

Main Office and Factory, FORT WAYNE, IND,

tH-S^TS^O^ OJ?'J?'I03E3S.
jrET\" TORK 115 Broadway.
CHICAGO - .185 Dearborn Street.
PHTLADELPHIA 907 Filbert Street.
DAL,L,AS, TF.XAS Mclieod Bnilding.

PITTSBURGH. PA 533 >Vood Street.
SAX FRANCISCO. 35 New Hlontgomery Street.
TORONTO, CANADA 138 King Street, W.
BIJFFAEO 228 Pearl Street.

GEORGE CUTTER
;i

333 "THE ROOKERY," CHICAGO.

Lighinitt? Hrresler
AND

Cut-Ont GoibineiL

(PATBST APPLIED FOR.)

Cutter's Magnetic Cut-out.

'A^fc*A'A'A*A'A^'A*<e*WA'jf*'jr*'>rA'A^ts>rA'»a'A'A'A^fc'Aai'AVT*'A'

Built on Correct Scientific Principles.

Gives Perfect Protection to the Motor.
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"AJAX" The Best

Circuit Breaker

and Only Indestructible Switch.

C. S. VAN NUIS, 136 Liberty St., New York,

The Minnesota Brush Electric Company
HAVE J^JST BOTJO-HT

^ MILES
of Arc, Incandescent and Power Cables

INVESTIGATION PROVED IT

THE BEST.

AWKHTH:
J. W. Peale, No. l Broadway, N'cw York.

Electric Eng. & Supply Co.,
Syracuse, N. Y.

^^j^ctf*^ ' ' Central Electric Co., - CMcago.

OF THE

StaMard UnderiroDDi Ca'Dle Co.,

New York, Pittsburgh. Chicago.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
Tbe acknon^ledeed Standard for darmbl« and lilgli In-

solation. KtB n&«rlta proved by a record of over quarter
of a eentnary. Adapted to all electrical porposes.

CELEBRATED RERITE TAPE FOR INSDLATIN& JOINTS.

Electric Light and Power, ALL SIZES Aerial Use,
Telegraph and Telephone, I nnH Fnrn^prl Wirp^ Subterranean Use,
Railwa» and all other '^'"' tncasea nirea. submarine Use.
Branches ot Signaling, Concealed Wiring In all Locations.

GEORGE e. PRESGOTT, Jr., Gen. Agt., 16 Dey St., New York.

"Western Electric Co., Chicago, III., Sole Agents for the West.

ALEXANDER, BARNEY $( CHAPIN,
20 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

THE MOST

POPULAR LAMf
IN THE MARKET,

"A.F.C.

WRITE US

FOR

PRICES

OF ALL GOODS.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and r DEY STREET, XEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

THE "CHAMPION" BATTERY, rUA*riAftl
Prita, with Rod Zinc, Sl-ir> per Cell, with Corrugited f* IPI.TI if.!!

I

Zinc, S1.35 per Cell. blUUlllUUI
THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTEP. g^ ,,

Supplies
Of all Descriptions.

,*- WaRREn.omio. The Electrical Eng. & Supply
Company, ^t Paul. Minn.

St. Louis Electrical Supply Co.,
St. Louis.

C.M,lrt. CM orCbMO- C.fMB RwerTolf tnd Corer CofTof.!*J Zloc of Ch.m-
jiom B.iUr7. of Cb.oiplon B.tl«ry. plon B.CUry.

Telegrapli, Telephone,

Electric Light and Power
Appliances,

Construction Tools and

Line Material.

GLOWER, HARRIS «e CO.,
CO-VTBACTl.Vt AXO COSiSUIiTlSTG EfcKCTBHAI. EXSI.NKEBM

The le,rgeat Electrical Supply Honae weBt of the MlBslfslppl River. EVERYTHING ELECTRIC«L.

BB& "EiiLiTvi: g>'nt:gi:BT'. p.A.XjXj.A-fi». •no:3S..A.et.

WILLAKD L. CANDEE,
( r„, ,-.,„„ v ,„»,mr»

H. DURAN^T OHEEVER, (""=""*" "'""1=*™

The

Interaational

F L.AZENMVE .lONE.S,
M ^Q ±g^ r of Fictorl.a.

OKONITE COMPANY, LDDTED.

1 3 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES AiDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Ol(onite Waterproof Tape.
BRANCHES: Chiraero, Bofiton. Philafleiphia. MinneapolL*. Cincinnati. Kansas Cttj,

Omaha, Loaiftville, St. I^ouii. Sivn Friinrinro, London and So- America.

o+Z-^

WRITE FOR PRICES ON

TROLLEYS, GEARS, BEARINGS

AND GENERAL SUPPLIES.

R. D. Nuttall Company,
Allegheny, Pa. 1T«^7 Tork.

The 1891 ELECTRIC MOTOR Alio BATTERY.
SIMPLE.

ECONOMICAL.

DURABLE.

EFFICIENT.

For Offices, Sick-rooms, Restaurants.

Jewelers, Dentists, Confectioners,

Amateurs, and at

ONE-HALF PRICE.
S^oil for prUee md i**4cnptt»e p*mpble(a Co

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

1891 MOTOR-8 Oliver Street. BOSTON. WISS.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL &, WOOD CO.,newyork.

W. n Pearson A Co., Home laiamnrc UallJIns, ('hiraso. Ill

ThCH «>>. Hinllfa, Jr., 1 1 llnmmnpd llnlldlnK. I'toi tDHacl. Ofel«,
«V. A. May. ItH Oliver Mtrcri, Bonisa, Xua,

A. Sf . SI.*rae A Co., St. Lonlo, 9fo.
CoolPi- A Vater. MlnneapoHs. "la;.

Ifrad * HtrlBcaaai, sai Haaaaaaad Baildlas. Detrait, Wich.
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He

Thomson-Honston
ELECTRIC CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY OF

DYNAMOS, LAMPS
And Every Necessary Appliance for the Construction, Maintenance and Operation of

Central Stations and Isolated Plants,

Arc, Direct Current and Alternating Current Systems,

100,000 750,000
Thomson-Houston Arc Lamps, Thomson-Houston Incandescent Lamps

In Daily Operation October 1, 1891,

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, WESTERN OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave.. BOSTON. Mass. . 148 Michigan Ave.. CHICAGO. ILL
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Abeudrotli & Root Mfg. Co. .
.

Alexander, Barney & ChapliKi...!

American Electrical Works xlii

American Tube »Jc Iron Co xil

Andrewa&Co., A. H xis

Baggot, E xiv

Bain Electric Mfg. Co Ix

Ball Enelne Co xlx

Ball & Wood Co . The I

Beckerlpg, Jas. G xlv

Begtrs, J. E . Mfg. & Supply Co. Iv

Bei ostein Electric Co
Blatz, L
Borden & rielleck Co xv

Braun [lluatratlng Co xix

Brownlee & Co xll

Brookfleld, Wm xii

Brush Electric Co xvil

Butler Hard Rubber Co —

—

Buxton, Geo. B »x

C. B. &Q. R. R XV

C. &. C. Electric Motor Co xvi

Card E. Motor & Dynamo Co..

Central Electric Co ... v

Chicago Electric Mfg. Co xv

Chicago Electric Motor Co xlii

City of Big Rapids, Mich xlv

Clower, Harris & Co l

Chicago Insulated Wire Co. . . xvii

Colburn Electric Mfg. Co x

Columbia Electric Co vii

Consol. EUc. Mfg. Co., The. .

Cowles Elec. Smelt ^fc Alum. Go. xlv

Crocker- Wheeler EUc. Mo. Go. xii'

Day's Kerite lasulatlon I

Dayton Globe Iron W-^rks Go. .xix

Delaware Hard Fibre Co xvii

Datrc it Elpctrical Worfes —;

Dansmore Typewriter Co xii

Eastern Electric Cable Co xiti

Easton Electric Co xv i

Edison General Eleclrlc Co vi

Edison General Electric Co., Cable

and Wire Department vI

ElectrlcCoastructloQ & Sap.Go. .viii

Electric Merchandise Co x

Electric Secret Service Co x

Electrician Pub. Co xv, sviii

Elec. Construction Co., The. . . . xlii

Electrical Eieineering Co
EUc. Eng. & Supply Co., The.
Elec. Supply & Cuntracung Co. Ax
Electrical Supply Co., The. . . xxll

Elektron Mfg. Go iv

Empire China Works xlv

Erie Electrical Supply Co xv
Evans Friction Cone Co xvii

For Sale iv, xlv, xv
Foster, O. A i

Fort Wavne Electric Go xxiv

Gleas^n & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd. xiv

Globe Carbon Co xv
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.. ix

Greeley & Co., The E. S i

Goodrich-Coleman Elec. Wks.. .. iv

Helsler Electric Co iv

Hill Clutch Works xvii

Hine Eliminator Co.
Holmes, C. H xili

Holmes. Booth & Haydens. . . . xvi

Hood, Wm X

India Rubber »& Gutta Percha
Insulating Go xxiii

Interior Conduit &Insulation Go. x

International Okonite Co I

Kartavert Ufg. Co xiv

Keller & Degeuhardt xii

Knapp Electrical Works xxl

La Roche E'.ectric Works iv

Law Telephone Go xiil

Leonard & Co., H. Ward xlv

Leffel & Co.. Jas xlii

Loud , H . M. & Sons Lumber Co. . xlv

McLaughlin. James xiv

Mason, James H xlii

MUliken Bros iv

Monitor Electric Go x

Mosher Arc Lamp Co
Munsell & Co., Eugene xiii

Murphy, T. J xv
National Carbon Co. Iv

National Electric Mfg. Co
N.Y. Belting & Packing Go
New York Insulated Wire Co.. xvi

New York & Ohio Co 1

N. W.Elec. Specialty Co.. ..

Nuttall Company, R. t) i

Ostrander & Co., W. R x

Pdlste, H. T xii

Page Belting Co xv
Partrlck & Carter Co
Payne & Co., Geo. W vlli

Pearson & Co., W. R xlx

Polton Water Wheel Co xlv

Paoenis Glass Go \x

Pond Englne«rlnp Go xix

Powell Co.. The Wm
Queen & Co xlil

Hies Elec. Specialty Co., The... x

Rockford Electric Mfg. Co xii

Royal Electric Co
Samson Cordage Works xii

Sargent & Lundy xlii

8awyer-Man Electric Go xl

Schawel & Co., Jas xii

Schleren & Go. Chas. A xii

Schoonmaber, A. xii

Schuyler Electric Co vlii

Short Electric Railway Co xil

Schullz Belting Co xiv

Sperry Elec. Mining Mach. Co.. xv
Standard Underground Cable Co... .1

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co xxiii

Star Electrix Co xxiv
Stearns MTg. Co. .' xlx
Sterling, W. C xv
Steuben EUc. Mfg. Co., The ix

Stllwell & BierceMfg. Co. . .xlv, xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Go vli

Taussig, S
Temple, J. G xv
Tbomson-Houston Elec. Co..)I, xx
Union Electric Mfg. Co., The. .

Union Electric Works xv
Union Hardware Go xil

U. S. Electric Lighting Co.... si

VanNuIs G. S i

Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Wanted xiii, xiv
Western Electric Go xvi

Westlnghouse Elec. and Mfg Co
Westinghouse Machine Co xix
WestonEUctricallDStrum't Co. . xii

Williams Eagine Works xix
Woodbridge & Turner EDg-Co..xv
Woodhouse & Rawson. Ltd
Worthingtcn, Henry R xil

CLASSIFIED LIST.

A<*CDinaiator8.
Brush Electric Co.

Aluminnm.
Oowlee Elec. Smelt. & AInm. Co.
tjoodrich-.oleman Elec. Worka.

Annnnciacors.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Construction Co., Tbe.
Great Weslern Elec. Supply Co.
(ireeley & Co.. The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Monitor Electric Co.
03trauder&Co. W. R.
Union Eleclrlc Works.
Western Electric Co.

Antl-l:<''riction Jletal.
Turner Brass Worts,

Arc Lamps.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
BegtTB, J. E.. Mfg. & Snpply Co.
Brn'wh Electrlcco.
Columbia Electric Co.
Easton Electric Co.
Electric Conetrnctlon & Sapply Co.
Fort Wayne ElectrlcCo.
Mosher Arc Lamp Co
Schnyler Electric Co.
Stenben Eleclric Mfg. Co.
ThomHOn-Honston aiectrlc Co.
Westinghoaee Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc lAght Cord.
Samson Cordage Works.

Batteries,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.,The.

I

Foster, O. A.
Law Telephone Co.
Mason, Jas. H.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partricfe & Carter Co.
Qjieen & Co.
Western Electric Co.

Battery Jarw.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Law Telephone Co.
Partrlct & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Western Electric Co.

B<Pll8, Kleetric.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley* Co., TheE. S.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Monitor Electric Co.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Star Electrix Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Bellfl, niaeneto.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley* Co.. The E.S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Wnatern Electric Co.

Belting.
Evftne Friction Cone Co.
N. Y. Beltlne & Packing Co.
Page Belting Co.
Schleren & Co.. Chas. A.
Sholtz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Abendroth & RootMfg. Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Books, KlectricnI.
Electrician Pabllehlng Co.

Braider spoolers.
Payne & Co., Geo. W.

Brass Goods.
Blatz. L.
Powell Co.. The Wm.

iSnrslar Alarms.
Central ElectrlcCo,
Electrlr.:il Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley* Co. .The E. o.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Purtrlck & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Wire Insulated.)

Cables. Electric. (See wire Ineu-
lated), Cooper, MIteet and Bar.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Western Electric Co.

Carbons, Points and PIntes.
Brush Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.' The.
Globe Carbon Co.
Knapp Electrical Worko.
National Carbon Co.
Western ElectrlcCo,

91aernet Wire.
(See Insulatta Wire.)

IHedical Batteries.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

ailca.
Muneell & Co., Eugene.
Schoonmaker, A. O,

Castinifs, Brass.
Blatz, L.

ClntcncH. Friction.
Hill Clutch Works.

Cunstractlon and Repairs,
BalnfilectricMfg. Co.
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Electric Construcilon & supply Co.
Electric Supply A- :ontractirig Co.
Elecirlcal Construction Co., The.
Electrical Engineering Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Leonard & Co., H. Ward.
McLaughlin. Jas.
Temple. J. C.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, Electric liieht,
Fmerlne Plants and. Electric
Balln'ays.
Bad Engine Co.
Ball& Wood Co.. The.
Bain Electric Manufacturing Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Clower, Harris & Co.
Detroit Electrical Worka.
Edison General Electric Co.
Elec'ric Supply & Contracting Co.
E lectrlcal Engineering Co., The.
Electrical Ecg, & Sapply Co.
Fort Wavne Electric Co.
Helsler Electiic Co.
Keller & De^enhardt.
La Roche Electric Worke.
Leonard & Co., H. Ward.
McLaughlin, J as.

Pearson & Co., W. B.
Pond En^neerlng Cn.
Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Short Electric Railway *^o.

Steuben Electric Mfg. Co.
Temple, J. C.
Thomson -Houston Electric Co
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Westinghoate Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.
Williams Eng;ino Works.
Woodbrldgi & Turner Eng. Co.

Copper *Vire» and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrl'-al Supply Co., The.
Great Woatern Elec. Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonite Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Standard Undersround Cable Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cordage.
Samson Cordage Works.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co. , The.
Holmes, C. H.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cat-Onts and t^ivitehes.
Alexander, Barney & Chapln.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Paiste, H.T.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Star Electrix Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
Van Mule, C S.

Western Electric Co.
Dynamos.
Brush ElectrlcCo.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Begge,J. E., Mf^. & Supply Co.
C. & C. Electiic Motor Co.
Clower, Harris &Co.
Colburn Ebctric Alfg.Co.
Columbia Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
Eaaion E'ecirlc Co.
Electric Supply it Contracting Co.
Electrical Engineering Co , The.
Elecirlcal Em:. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Heisler Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
RockfordElectricManufacturingCo.
Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Steuben Electric Mfg. Co.
Tbomaon-Houaton Electric Co.
United States Electric Lighting Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouee Electric* Mlg. Co.

Electrical Instrnments.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec Mfg. Co.. The,
Electrical Snpply Co., The,
Greeiey <ECo.,TheE. S.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Q.ueen & Co.
Star Kleclrix Co.
Union Electric Works.
Westarn Electric Co.
Weat.nn Eloctrlral TnBtrumont Co.

Blectrl<*f>l Intelligence.
Keller A neL'enlisrdi.
Leonard .t Co., H. Ward.

Electrical »4peclaltie8.
Coliinibiti Electric Co.
Northwestern Elect. Sppclaltv Co.
Rlos E ectric Specially Co. The.
Star Kleclrix Co.

Fiectric Italic ay«.
Detroit Elccttlcal Worke.
Kdison General Electric Co.
Leonard it Co.. ll. Ward.
Sargent & Lunrly.
Short Electric liatlwav Co.
Thomson-Houston ElectrlcCo.
Westinghouse Electric Jb Mfg. Co.
Wondhrldefl & Turner Eng. Co.

Electroliers and Combina-
tion Fixtnres.
Bftgeot, E.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Cleaeoii A Bailey Mfs. Co., Ltd.
Thomeon-RouetoD Electric Co.

eiectro-Platlne Slachlneiit.
BruBh ElectrlcCo.
Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.
Edison General JBleci.rlc Co.
Thoraeon-Houflton Electric Co.

Enslnes, Hteam.
Ball Basine Co.
Ball 4 Wood Co , The.
Begge,.!. E., Mfg. & Supply Co.
Pearson & Co., W.B.
Pond Enelneerlng Co.
Siirgent & Lundy.
Steams Mfg. Co.
WefitloghoQse Machine Co.
Williams Engine Co.

Engravrs.
Biaun Illustrating Co.

i

Fan Outfits.
C. & C.E^ctric Motor Co.
Card Eleclrlc Motor & Dynamo Co.
Edison General Electric Co,
Electrical Supply t :o., The.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mtg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
PartricK iz Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Friction Cones.
Eyans Friction Cone Co,

Gati l^ieiitins:. i^lectric.
Knapp Ekctrlcal Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

tireneral Electrical Nnpplles.
Alexander, Earney & Chapln.
American Electrical Worka.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg, Co.
Clower. Harris & Co.
Consolidated EUc, Mfg. Co., The.
Colnnibia ElectrlcCo.
Detroit Electrical 'A'oika.

Electric Sup-'ly & Contracting Co.
Electrical Ens. & Snpply eo.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Construction & Snpply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Erie Elecirlcal Supply Co.
Gleaeon & IBailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., TheE. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Northwestern Electric Specialty Co,
Ostrander & Co.,W. R,
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Ries Electric Specialty Co. The.
Star ElKCtris Co.
SteubEu Electiic Mfg, Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
Western Electric Co.

eiobes and Electrical Qlass-
"ware.
Bsggot. E.
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Phosnis Glass Co.

Hnrd Fnbber 6>oods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

InMulators and AnsaJatlns
Sffaterlals.
Alexander, Barney & Chapln.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Consolidaied El^c. Mfg. Co., The.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co,
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The,
Great V>"estern Elec- Supply Co.
Interior Conduit i Insulation Co.
International Okonite Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Kna^p Electrical Works,
Mnnsell & Co., Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Nuttall, R. D., Company.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Star Electrix Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co,
Western Electric Co.

Insulated W^lres and Cables.
Slagnet %Vlre.
American Electrical Worka.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Day's Krrlte Insulation.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
(Gleaeon •& Bailey Mfg. Co, Ltd.
Holmes, Booth & H^dens.
international Okonite Co., The,
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insu-
lating Co.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Sperry E!ec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Alexander, Barnt^y A Chapln.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Clower. IlnrrU &, Co.
Columbia Kltjctrlc Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Snpplv Co., The.
Electrlc.ll Enr. A: Snpplv Co.
01f^it=nn v*^ Biii'ov Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Great Western Elec Supply Co.
Greeley it Co., The E. S.
Helsler Electric Co.
Hood, Wm.
Knapn Electrical Works.
New York and OIilo Co.
Norihweytern Elect, Spcclaltr Co.
Sa\Fver-M«»n KlectricCo,
Steuben Electric Mf;:. Co.
Suntwam Incandeecent Lamp Co.
Thomeon-IIoneton ElectrlcCo.
Western ElectrlcCo.

LiibricntorH.
Powell Co., Tbe Wra.

minlnsr Appafatns, Electric.
B.iln Electric Mfc. Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Thomaon-Botieton Klectric Co.
Sperry Klec. Mining Machine Co.
Westinghonae Electric Jfc Mfg. Co.

IfotorM-
Bain Electric Mfg. Co,
Brufiih Electric Co,
Carn Electric Motor & Dynamo Co
Crocker-Wh*^!er Electric Motor Co.
C. & C. Electric Motor Co,
Chicago Elt^ctric Motor Co.
Columbia Eleclrlc Co.
Ea*ton Elecrlc Co.
EdlBon G**neral Electric Co,
Electric Sopply .v Contract Co.
Electrical fcogineerlDgCo.,The
Electrical Eng. & Snpplv Co.
Elektroc ManufactarlneCo.
Erie Elfictrlcal Supply Co
Fo.ter. O. A.

^^ J ^

LaRocteElsclric Works.
Rockford E iectric Manulactuxln a
Royal Electric Co.
ThornEoc-Houston ElectrlcCo
U. 8. Electric Ughtlng Co,
WeBtinghouse Electric & Mfg. CoName Flates.
Blatz. L.
Goodrich-Coleman Elec. Worka

Office Faniitare.
Andrews & Co. , A. H.

OUs.
Tan B Big, 8.

OU Caps.
Powell Co.. The Wm.

Patent t^olicltors.
Woodhouse li Baweon, Ltd.

Packlne:.
Bnxton Geo. E.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The
Holmes, C.H
Loud, H, M <fe Sons Lumber Co
Western Electric Co.

PlatinnDi.
Schawel & <!'o., Ja:?.

Poles.
Brownlee & Co,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co , The
Holmes, C. B'.

Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co
MllUken Bros.
SterUng,W. C.

Publishers. Electrical.
Electrician Publiahine Co.

Pamping: Cnlnmns.
American Tube & Iron Co.

Pash Buttons.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
Knapp Elecrriiisl Works,
Northwestern Elect. Specislti' Co
Partrlck & Catter Co.
Umon Hardware Co.
Western ElectrlcCo.

Bailways, Electric.
tSee electric raliwaje.)

B(>£nlailrf;; Sncbets.
Riei Electric Specialty Co. The.

Separators, )%team.
Hme Eliminator Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

SpeakLns Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worts
Ostrander &, Co., W. K.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthinston, Henry R,

Supplies, Eleclrlc Railway-
Electric Merchandise Co
Nuttall. E. D. Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co,
Chicaso Insulated Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co. , The.
India Rubber & Qutta Percha In-
sulating Co.

International Okonite Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co.

Telegrraph Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Greeley i.t Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor ElectrlcCo.
Partrick A- Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones, Electric
Western ElectrlcCo.

Test Jnstruments*
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Snpplv Co^The.
Greeley A Co., the E. S.
ECnapp Electrical Works.
Queen A Co.
Union Electric Workff.
Western ElecUlc Co.
Weeton Electrical Instrument Co.

Trail!*formers.
Electrical Ent;. & Snpplv Co.
National ElectricMannfacturlDcCo.
St.-ink-y Electric Mfg. Co,
Westiiichouse Electric vV- Mfg. Co

TiolIcT Co»d.
Samson Coni.H;:e Works.

Trucks, Rlfctrlc Car.
fidUon Genera! Klectric Co
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-BotiPton Electric Co.
Weptint;iionso Electric & Mfg. Co.

AnierlcAn Tube A Iron Co.
Tarblne ^Vhecls.
DsTton Globe Iron Worts Co.
Leffel & Co.. James.
Pcltou W.il.'r Wheel Co.
Stllwell * Bierce Mfg. Co.

Ttpc Writers.
Penemore Tvpe-Writor Co.

Vnlve«
B-ckorleg, Jas, G.

Wire, Bare.
American Electrical Worla.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, Booth A Haydena.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Sperry Elec Mining Machine Co.
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CLEYEL4ND, OHIO, TFHlCT^rATrOl^. W€9T CLEYEL&liD, OHIO.

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

EI.EOTRIC LIGHT CARBONS andBATTERY MATERIAL.
NOW THEN! FOR SALE CHEAP!

!

Eig't soO-rght Thonison HoaBton Incandeacent
Dynamog. 110 vol's

TwT e\tra Armatares for "ame.
Foar Amp'-ican Arc Machines, :.'5 Hghte, 2,0[0 can-

ole power
60 mile- No. 10 American Elect. "Wire u?ed abont

one vear.

One :00 U. P. Horizontal Boiler, fall front.

Onp 65 H P. Weatin^jhonae Aatomatic Engine.
High 'pepd Enjinf-e. Pumps and tquipmente for

EI' ctric-ii •^taiioDB on hand
Two s. hayler Arc Uynamos, type 2, No. 1, ten

lamps earh.
Tiveniy 2,ui'0 Candle Power Arc LampF, Schuyler.
I wn ReelBtance Boxea,
ITThomtOD-Hoobt in 1,200-candIp power arc lamps.

JOHN E. BtGGS M G. & SUPPLY CO, 74 Cortlandt Street NEW YORK.

Goodrich-Coleman Electrical Works,
NEW ELECTRICAL THEORIES DEVELOPED.

M Diif^acturers of Specialties and Novellits under Con'ract.

31 South Can^l Street, - CHICAGO.

IMPORTANT.
THE HEISLER SYSTEM IS THE

ONLY APPARATUS
MADE FOR LONG DISTANCE LIGHTING THAT IS

SELF-CONTAINED
AND PROVIDED WITH ABSOLUTELY

AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

THE MILUKEN PATENT POLE

55 LIBERTY STREET,

NEW YORK.

For Electric Street Railways and Electric Light Work.

MANUFACTUBED BT

MIILIKEN BROS.

89 DEARBORN STREET,

CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.—Iron "Work
for Light Stations a Specialty.

WKITE FOR CIRCriiAB AlVD CATALOGUE.

IMPORTANT!
BEFORE PURCHASING INVESTIGATE THE

LA ROCHE

SYSTEM.

Our Series Socket is SAFE, RELIABLE, and DUR-
ABLE, and is protscted with INSULATED covering,

notwithstanding the claims of monopoly of these feat-

ures by other manufacturers.

Series Sockets and Lamps for Arc Light Circu'ts.

WE INVITE INVESTIGATION.

HEISLER ELECTRIC GO.
DREXEL BUILDING,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

4LTERflJiTll\IQ DYI^/ifilOS
FOR LONG DISTANCE LIGHTING,

FOR 8 00 TO 1200 LIGHTS.
AGENTS WANTED. NOTICE OUR II.LIISTRATION NEXT 'WEEK.

La Roche Electric Works,
116 & 118 NORTH ethST., PHlLfilELPHlfi, Pi, D. S. A.

MORE WORDS ARE NEEDED
TO DO JTTSTICJE TO THE

i>e:ri?e;x elecxric imoxor.
Office ok CURTIS iMAN UFAC rUKlNG 00 , ]\Iiiiiufaclurers of Carriage Holies,

The Elektron nanafncturing; Co.— F.fth Avenue and Kiih Street, New York City, September 10, 18!)!.

GR'i-n.Eue.r.—li ihcre were woiiii euouKh In the EnKllsh language to express my admiration of the Petrel Motor 1 might do jus-Ice to Its good qualltlet; but there arc
not. We hive us*<J 1; every working day since It was put In, and not one rent has been expended on It except for oil. It drives our six heavy miiohlnes as steadily as ii clock.
I COBSlder i( the very beet power we eould get, and would not part with It unlesa I could cet Ha ci]Uul. I lake special priilc In showlnj; It lo my friends. I''s not u plaything,
but bnslnaa every day. If any one wants to know what It can do. Just send them up lo m<r. Yours truly, CUIfl'IS MANUFACTlIKINa CO.

THE ELEKTRON MANUFACTURIKG m.,mmfm, mass.

New York Office, 89 Liberty Street.
in/ lifnntf ' " *'«"' X'TOV. r» f; -.1 I Kritlx'tt A < o . I till) ^'.-w Vnrk Av... .\F-"' OKI.K/UVM. I,A.-«;e<>r
ll'' A"fi[ILS ' •"'<**•••••'''- Th.. ».I.Tt.lrnl Knic.n.iflriiE < o..;c.il> K.niliorn Mt. HT. |-,\ I I,, .Tl I W !V. K. .1. Ii

'"0 iijjuuiJ.
, PHll,AI»KI,PHIA. t-A.-F<rin«jUnnln Mnrhln.. « <> ,'.41> \f.rili »..,.nth ht

<;<.nru<* Itii.iiil... I'lo <;ruviorHt.
~ lieiiK. Il.i I iihl fr oiirlli Ht.
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PAISTE

5 Ampere Paiste Switches, Porcelain Bases, 3Dc.

10 do. do. do. do. do. 35c.

OUR ST. LOUIS BRANCH.

4^"^/;^

Tr;,'.,3.:T t--.\P. i-:.

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,
b23 Locust St., St. Louis, Mo.

OUR OMAHA. BRANCH.

^m

OUR KANSAS CITY BRANCH.

>lOW/^

TRADe -MARK.

GATE CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY,
m Delaware St., Kansas CUy, Mo.

OUR DENVER BRANCH. ^

vLON/^
LTK,-A.IDE lvd:.A.K.K:.

TRADE MARIC

WESTERN ELECTRIAL SUPPLY COMPANY.
IIS s. Ij li St., Omaba, Keb.

ELECTRIC POWER AND TRANSMISSION CO.,

l?i: Lawrence St., Denver, Colo,

We haven't much on our page this week,

but we want you to READ IT ALL.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin St., CHICAGO.

CONNECTED BY PRIVATE WIRE WITH POSTAL TELEGRAPH-CABLE CO.S SYSTEM.
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Edison

General

Electric Co.

EDISON BUILDING,

BROAD STREET,

NEW YORK.

PRESSURE INDICATOR.

THE EDISON PRESSURE INDICATOR is acknowledged the most Per-

• feet Instrument for Indicating Pressure. It is at all times Relable

and Accurate.

Is easy of Adjustment, and always Remains in Circuit.

Its Accuracy can be Checked at any Time, without additional instruments,

the IndicalorContainingwithin Itself the Meansior Checking ItsCwn Readings.

The Scale can be Read at a Distance, indicating positively "Right,"

"High" or "Low," according to Pressure.

Years of Practical Operation Have Proven these Facts, and all Plants

Desiring to Obtain Good Practice should Possess the Edison Indicator.

For Particulars, address nearest District Office.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

CANADIAN DISTRICT:
Edison Building. Toronto. Can.

CENTRAL DISTRICT:
173-175 Adams St., Chicago. 111.

EASTERN DISTRICT:
Edison Building. Broad St.. New York.

NEW ENGLAND DISTRICT:
25 Otis Street. Boston. Mass.

PACIFIC COAST DISTRICT:
Edison Building. 112 Bush St.. San

Francisco. Cal.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST DISTRICT:
Fleischner Building, Portland. Ore

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DISTRICT:
Masonic Building, Denver, Colo.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT:
10 Decatur St., Atlanta. Ga

Sabmarine.

Telegraph,

Dnderground,

» ju.r.<irt'JS

^
j..,,j)!=»*.«^«*«;^-><

Telephone,

Interior,

Electric Light.

^•Ii.li.-<:lil<lj- IVorki, lidKoM <;. 11. i;il I,I..1jm- < i.inj.

Manufactured under Authority of SIEMENS & HALSKE,
^^ BY

The Edison General Electric Company,
Eetlmatea Fumlahed on Application.

AT TIIKIK S«JHKKKCTAI»Y WOKKIS.

Address, Cable and Wire Department, Edison General Electric Company,
KIHHO.N UIIL.IH,\<;, ItKOAIt STREKT, >KW VOKK, or ^(•alont l>iM(iict Oilice.

IDISmilOT Or'IF'IOEISe
raa&^Un r»l«lrl<-t: F^lann Bn llfllns. Tnrnnto. <;in.
< -Btral Olatrl'-t: 173.I7.'5 .tHaiaa Ht , ( hlrsKO.
F.»afm nialrl't: K4l>i«n Hrilldlns. Hrnad Kt.. flrfx York,Sew Knslanil nigtrlet: «.•» otl« ^t., Boston, nwi*.

I*a<-lnc 4'ouHt lllHtrlri: KfllHOn llnllflliiK, lli£ ItnHli Ht., Hnii Frnnrlnro, <'al
I'arlnr North w^-nt. ItlHtrlrt: KlclMrhrif'r Uiillrtlnir, I'ordunil. «r«>.
ICorMy .Moiinlnfn l>liilrlrt: AlnMonlr BiillrllnK. I>«nv4-r, <'olOr
f^oatbern Itlntrlct.: iO Uccntnr Ht., Atlanta, Wa.
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Tippoo Hippolite:—'To' Jess hoV on, Polly- dat bread fruit bouii" to
tumble. WatcJi me ivhack it.''''—

T.-H. ADVERTISEMENT,
lyaald hotel, said lamp burned contlnuoasly

"—We have probably 200 ThomBon-Honeton lamps burning that have burned 5,000 honrs. The

T
''—OQ t^li^Porch at my aald hotel, said lamp burned contlnuoasly for 4,620 honrB, barnlng out

lampe were all I could ask. Have tried "Sunbeam," and other lamps made in Cbicaeo and
the , all of which are no good on earth."-

'

Folly:—J?"!)' de latvds sake, Tippoo.' Can^ you'Jro' no httler 'n iltot?
You done whack yourself."

T.-H. EXPERT.
Treatise ttn IncaiHlesrcnt Lamp-;.

„„ ''^^''f
"".nmerons reports have been published In nhlch nhenotnenal records for life b«T« an-

FniJih 'S?k°
'"'^? '"l"""

"'8'<lielamp8 were of any vulne for lllnmination after a rnn of SOO 5rlOMJ bonrs. The writer has yet to see a lamp ivhose candle power after 1,000 hoars' ran was nol somuch redQced as to make it worthies?."
A SUGaESTION. The next time that the Thomson-Houston Company wish to show the superiority of their goods and assume the responsibilitytor a statement made by one of their customers directly reflecting on goods made by their competitors, it might first be weU for them tomake sure that they are on the right side of the fence themselves.

f > s cu lur luem lo

WE CAN furnish a lamp of high efficiency or along-lived lamp, as our customers may desire. Each style will be found to give a whiter liffht andmore light per dollar of expenditure in current than similar lamps made by other manufacturers

THE SUNBEAM INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.r^'l!r°<L?c^l*

COLUMBIA ELECTRIC CO

.

TV^. CZDF^

MOTORS, GENERATORS,

DYNAMOS, LAMPS,

SUPPLIES AND SPECIALTIES.

ALL GUARANTEED MECHANICALLY. ELECTRI-

CALLY AND LEGALLY.

Large Stat ionary Motor, Columbia Make $T. PAUL, - - MINN.
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THE SCHUYLER
-S"Z"STEI^ OIF-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FEATURES:

CEORCE W. PAYNE «( CO.,
IHAAICl'ACTIJREKt^ OF

Used in connection with Braiding Machinery for Electrical Work
where wire is to be coi>ered by Braiders.

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

_
Machines bailt ivben reqnii-ed to dunble two or more ends,

with drop motions to stop spindle when end breaks, also
when bobbin is fall.

Works 102 Broad St., PAWTUCKET, R. I.

ki

WARD" ARC LAMPS.
The testimony of any one using one or two arc lamps may he valuable or not, according

to their knowledge of arc lamps.

The "Ward" Iiamp is the only lamp that is in use successfully, and in large numbers, on
either central station or isolated plants.

EDISOX ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.,
OF St. P.\tiL, Minn.

St. Paul, Minn., August 28, 1891.

31eBST8. SfcDooffall & ^^niamlnes, IVpstern 9Iaiias<*rN,
The JGlectrie ConHtructinn and Mnpply Co..

I'henlx Baitdln;;, Clilcaco, 111.

Dear Sibs:
—"We are using your arc lamps on our lines, and with

great BathfaciioD boih to ourselves and our consumers. They are the

only arc lamps we are using, and In our opinion are the best lamp of the

kind that have c'tm- to our notice. Our continued orders to you not

only show our appreciation of their merits but also the fact that we find

them a good paying investm''nt. Very truly yours,

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.,
G. II. Finn, General Manager.

EDISON LIGHT & POWER CO.,

OF Minneapolis.
MiNNEAroLis, August 22, 1891.

The Electric ConBtrnctlon & Supply Co..

ISCortlandttitreet, New Tork City.

Gentlemen;—Within the last eighteen months we have been in-

stalling a number of arc lamps on our Incandescent circuits. We now
have one hundred and ninety-six of your "Ward" lamps in operation,

and it gives us pleasure to state that they give the very bsst of satisfac-

tion, both to ourselves and our customers. We consider them a most
excellent lamp. Yours truly,

EDISON LIGHT & POWER CO.

j Lamps for direct current, alternating current, street railway circuits,

focusing lamps, pkoto-engraving lamps, search lamps,

sxii^x) jF'c^n. oxTH. Ba"E:"W" OjO>jrc /\ TiOcshjei.

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.,
Phenix Building,

CBLICJLGO. ILmIm. Established 1881.

Telephone Building,

NEIV YORK CITir.
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^ AirA I ^^1 IPC ^ 1^0- 23, Electric Railway Supplies,WM I A\L.wUiWE.O( No. 24, Electric Lighting Supplies,

JUST OUT. SEND IN YOUR APPLICATION.

WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,GREAT
201-207 So. Canal Street. CHICAGO, U. S. A.

Tm STlEL[C1CI11 IND iCHimiCAl EIIGIN[EII!IIG

AND SUPPLIES.

RirnaimMA
THe Electric SuDPli & CootractHio Go.,

IV^'V'^ClC*. liXxil

S. E. Cor. 5th & Sycamore Sts. CINCINNATI, O

D
O "X'OXT \jsra,xxt etTfi.r*st-clA.ss
'S'SO'^^noiO -c^T-itla. T7«7-lxlcla. to

BoitoD's lifei'sal Padi',

Established 1882.

The Engineers' (ftvorite. Leads, bat Is imitated by many,
equaled by none. If yoa have any doubts as to the genuine,
eend direct to us. "We are eole mannfacarers of *.hle pack-
ing. Send for eamples and catalogue on packings. We have
tbe largest aseortment.
For Piston Rods and Valve Sterna of Steam Eneines and

Pnmps—self-Iabricating, Bleam and water ught. Fifty per
cent, lepe tiiction than any other. >'ever ^rowa hard, Out
will remain as soft and as flexible as -when first adjnstwi in
BiiifBn^box, Every package fully warranted, fine Oils
n specialty.
Agents wanted in every ytat« in the Union. We can quote

the very lowpet prices on Ring Packing. Send for discount
and price liet.

GEORGE B. BUXTON,
17 VIRGINIA ST., EAST SOyERVILLE, MASS.

REMOVAL NOTICE.
-€»>-

On and after November 1, our New York

Salesrooms will be located at

42 MURRAY ST.
YOURS TRULY.

PHCENIX GLASS CO.

You can

Put

It up

Yourself.

Lights

Are Standard

And
Full size.

Thoroughl}'

Reliable

And'
Practical.

Prices

Reasonable.

Send

For

Illustrated

Pamphlet.

BAIN ELECTRIC MANDFACTD8ING CO.,

47 So. JEFFERSON STREET,

CHICAGO.
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THE RIES REGULATING SOCKET
FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

Reg\T.lates th.e Ligtit. Saves tlie C^irrent. ^n Innovation in Electric Lighting.
Something Entirely Xew. NO RESISTANCE, OR ANY OTHER CURRENT-CONSUMING DEVICES USED. Simple, Efficient. Economical.

Indorsed by !he Electrical Press, and Promineut Electrical Engineers and Electricians. For Particulars and Prices writ* to

THE RIES ELECTRIC sPEcinLTY COMPANY,
pfljENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS

Baltimore and Eutaw Sts., BALTIMORE, MD. rkg-UL-A-Tihg- sockets.

SPEAKING TUBES .\ND WHISTLES.
Oraf, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS >»<' BELLS.
FriiL I/IKE ALin'ATS IS STOCK.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO..
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 14ia DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

C^^Send for New Catalogue. Out Angnst let.

SUBSTANTIftL,

ELECTRIC

NEAT.

RAILWAY

ECONOMICAL.

SUPPLIES

EXCLUSIVELY
OUR BUSINESS.

ELECTRIC MERCHANDISE
COMPANY,

CHICAGO,
II ADAMS STREET. ILL. W. R. Mason, Gen. IWgr.

INTERIOR CONDUITS

TRADE- MARFC.

Tk Solntlon of tlie Protileffl of Safe (inariiDi

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherever and for whatsoever purpoee employed, le to

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IHTERIOR AND DNDERGRODND

COI^ID'CriTS
MANUFACTURED ET

I IfX£R I O Iti

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
u/npwc ' 527 lo 531 W. 341h St..wutlRS. - 526 to 628 W. 36th St..

General Offices: 42 & ilBroad St., New York.

Thos. Day & Co., 322 Salter St., San Francisco, Cal.
Electrical Bng. Co., 320 Dearoorn St., Chicago, III.

American Electrical Snpoly Co.,
2J6 Pearl St.. Buffalo, N. T.

Potnam. Gay&Co., 27 K. Mflin St., Rocheater, N. T.
Glover Elect. Co., K*? W. 8th St., Cincinnati, O.
Chas. Gabriel, Sapinaw, Mlcb.
Southern Electrical Mfg, and Sapply Co.,

110 B<ironn6 St., ^ew Orleans, La.
Walker &, Kepler, 531 Cheatnnt St., Philadelphia. Pa.
Electrical Snpply &CoD9f.raciion Co.. Plttabargh.Pa.
Sonlhern Klectric Co-, Ealiimore, Md.

DLBURNffiTRiCMFGI.
f^'" FITCHBURG.MASS,U.S.A.

^
/manufacturers OF DYNAMOS FOR- LIGHTING,
r platingandexperimental purposes.—-»-*-ALSO MOTORS,-*:-^

EVERYTHING LATEST DESIGN AND HI QHEST EFFICIENCY.

THE "JEWEL"
.#^^%.. Incandescent Laip,

The Best Lamp In the Market.

Any Voltage.

Any Socket.

Any Candle Power.

PW^GEN#% x>xi.xoxioi
/^/ 16 C. P. Less than 100 lots, 55 Cents.^ " 100 to 1000 " 50 "

ISend fop Sample Order.

m. HOOD, Gen'l Agt.. 239 LaSalle St.. CHICAGO.

MONITOR
WOOD • BOX

ARE THE BEST.

I Polished Case, Nickel Plated
Trimmings, Heavy Magnets,

^
Quick Stroke, Clear Ring.

ii Write tor ((uotationH to ... .

I C. A. HARMOUNT, M'gr,

0} MONITOR ELECTRIC COMPANY
''^^^^^

149 Wabash Av., CHICAGO, ILL..

Western Agents Alfred F. Moore's Wires and Cables.

THOMAS STURGIS.Prest. Wm. C. LANE. Sec'y and Treas. C. P. MACKIE, Gen'l Manager. S. S. BOGART, Gen'l Agent,

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY,
43 :^FLOJ\^TD^SA7'JS^^^, nNTES^W

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIGHT! MOTOR GUT OUT.
LAMPS OR MOTORS CUT IN AND OUT AT WILL FROM CENTRAL STATION WITHOUT

DISTURBING OTHERS QN SAME CIRCUIT.

This System Saves ^lileage of Circuit.s, Makes Scattered Busiiies.s ProfitaWe and Secures Payment for Ever^j'Honr oflJi^ht.
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THE United States Electric Lighting Co.,
(THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Lessees.;

me AND INCANDESCENT ISOLATED ELECTIIIC LIGHT PLANTS.

t

More than 1000 Plants in operation in Factories, Hotels,

Office Buildings, Theaters, Etc.

MOTORS-GENERATORS
Direct Current GENERATORS and MOTORS for all purposes,

1-8 H. P. tip to any power required, and at any
required E. M. F.

Superior in Design and Workmansliip, and Uneqnaled in Efflcieccy.

Send for New U. S. Catalogues on Incandescent Lighting and Motors.

GENERAL OFFICES: EQUITABLE BUILDING, - - 120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

CUT-OUTS,
Single Light, Main and Branch,

OF SUPERIOR PORCELAIN,
With all Connections Under Cover.

s
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LAMPS <> ANY
c P

VOLTAGE
BASE.

HIGH QUALITY LAMPS FOR EDISON CIRCUITS.

\^RI-rXZ FOR PRICSS.

See Catalogue of Aug. 1 , 1890.

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC CO.,
620 Atlantic Avenue,

BOSTON. MASS.
5 10-534 W. 23d Street,

NEW YORK.
217 LaSalle Street.

CHICAGO, ILL.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANnFACTUKBD BY

WM. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, ^EW YORK.

MM Ektt Mfg. Co.,

ROCKFORD, ILL..

Manofactarere of

MOTORS,
(Stationary and Railway).

Incandescent Dynamos

and Generators
(MAYO SYSTEM).

Specially adapted to Isolated
Plants. Absolutely self-regulat-

ing and reliable. The Motors
are the most efficient now In the
market. Agents wanted In un-
occupied territory.

H. T. PAISTE,
JIAXUFACTriiEP, OF

SWITCHES, SOCKETS, ETC.,
341 The Kookery.

Chicago, 111
ISOiaiarket »t.,
Pliiladelphia, Pa.

See onrfnll pase advertisement in lasue Sept
IC, for illagtratlons. prices, etc.

For all Electric Insulating
Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the market.

1 SELL NO OTHER.MICA
Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKEK,
158 William St.. NEW YORK.

E.E.KELLER. F. E. DEGENHAKDT.

Keller yepDlarilt,
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS,

542 ROOKERY BDlLDlNe, - CHICASO.ILL.

TtlE OHL-ir

mm of iimm \mimm
IN THE WORLDS FAIR CITY.

lemKISIEting

Bniiiii more Slack than
Dnperforated Belts, hence
adapted to uneven power
of Electric Railways and
for Electric Power in Gen-
eral.

CHAS. A. SCHIEREN & CO.,
PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS,

Also New York. Boston,
Pbiladelphla. 46 SOUTH CANAL ST., CHICAGO. ILL.

THE WESTON STANDARD

Voltmeters and Ammeters.
These instruments are the most

accurate, reliable and sensitive port-

able instruments ever offered. A
large variety of ranges to meet the

requirements of all kinds of work.

M for llMratei Gatalope.

ADDRESS

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,

1 14 & 1 1 6 William Street, Newark, N.J.

BOSTON.
PHILADELPHIA. Chicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.

ST. LOUIS.
ST. PAUL.

CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL.

If you are in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

DETROIT,
MICH.BROWNLEE & CO.,

PLATINUM
J AS. SCHAWEL & CO. 29 JOHN ST.

NEW lOEK.
Importers and ^tlelters. Sheet and AVire

in any Ganse. I^crap Pnrchased.

The DENSMORE,"
The World's Greatest Typewriter,

mhoald be examined before purcha^iog any other.

MAN'Y IMPROVEMENTS. HIGHEST STANDARD.

Invented, owned and controlled by men having had fifteen years'
experience on type-bar machines.

simplicity. Strength, Darabliity, High Speed, Easy Action,
Peimanpnt AllEnm^nt. Most convenient. Two int«ichangeable
carriages. 8. eel thronghout.

STANDARD KEY-BOARD, with ehlft carriage for capitals. Call or send for catalogue.

"Th* tKrat o* all typewriters, Th^ height of perfection. To buv any other than the 'DENSMORE'
li to mak? a mistake.'"—C, T. Br,crMEy^cuers, Stenographer, National Park Bank.

We wiIlap;>olnt a rolia'ile dealer In all cities as soon ae pOBBlble, and in the meantime will ship
m%r,h\nf:'. or, ioprova! to pirtlea baring a good commercial rating-

DKVSnORE TVPEWRITER €0.. aoa Broadway, New York.

SOLID BRAIDED CORD

Masnets, Sash Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Price:

SAUSOX CORDAGE TVORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

THE-

mn umm to.

PUSH-BUTTON

.S.

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

AMERICAN TDBE & IRON CO.,
-^ MAKDI'ACTUBEaa OF"

Wrought Iron and Steel Welded Tutting
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

We Make a Specialty of Pumping
Columns for Mines.

Main Office: 98 John St., New York.
OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES:

50 & 52 S. CANAL ST.. CHICAGO, ILL
923. 925. 927 H. SECOND ST.. ST LOU'S, MB.

167 FIRST AVENUE. PITTSBURGH. PA.

19 PEARL STREET, BOSTON. MASS.

TtLo C3r©a,rless "Si/Lotcyir

Uiiow ft rsality to hfiiilrodt of Htro *, rallwiy odl -.lali w>i'( -.I^IumI I'lttHbir^h dorlntt the Stroitf Itiill-

w»y Convention. It In prortoiinCHfl by nil
•' 4 Brilliant MilceeNM." Hiiy no t'<jii1|>Tii'-nt, unlll yoii

fmvi- .Timlncf Hhorl M d/jrH, find ob'.aifind prl- "i fr'tm

THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO.
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Temporary Lighting and Power Plant at

the World's Fair.

Much has been written in relation to the electrical feat-

ures at the World's Fair, but the first tangible evidence of

the part that electricity will play in the great exposition is

to be seen at the temporary electric lighting and power

station now in operation at Jackson Park, and illustrated

in the accompanying views. This interesting installation

has been erected simply for the purpose of furnishing light

and power on the grounds while the work of construction

is going on. By its aid the workmen will be able to pros-

ecute building operations at night, when necessary, and

power can be furni?l;c<l • *' .--n- -,-
] n-hcr ma-

cured the contract for the electrical machinery. Although

only intended for temporary use the machinery is all new

and of the most modern type of lidison apparatus.

In the general view presented in Fig. i two arc and

two incandescent dynamos are shown. The latter, on the

left, are of the familiar type of Edison machines, and are

belted to a 50 horse power Ball engine. The dynamos are

rated as 2oolight machines, and at present are carrying

about that numbr of lights, or half the capacity of the

plant.

The two arc dynamos furnished by the Edison company

are shown on the right of the picture. They are driven

by an ^o horse power Ph'Tnix engine and are capable of

Scovil, Frederick Sargent, electrical engineer for the

department of construction, has general supervision of the

entire equipment.

The line work is, of course, only temporary, and the

wires are stretched on poles. All the saw-mills which the

contractors use in cutting material for the buildings will

soon be run by electric power. Every steam engine,

except the one used in generating power at the central

station, will be moved from the grounds. Contractors

have been ordered to substitute motors for steam engines,

As electrical power is furnished to the contractois free,

all of them readily fell into the new order of things. It is

asserted that motors aggregating 360 horse poxer have

I'EMI'ORARY LIGHTING AND I'OWKR 1'I.ANT AT THE WORLDS FAIR.

chinery more safely and conveniently than by any other

method. Before May i, 1893, the plant will have fulfilled

its mission, and the rough wooden building in which it is

housed will have been torn down, the machinery being re-

turned to the owners for such use as they deem best.

An illustration of the temporary station building, at that

time not quite finished, was shown in the Western
Electrician of October loth. The visitor to the grounds

will find it directly south of the transportation building

and west of the mines building, not a great distance from

the Sixty-third street entrance.

At the present time the plant consists of three engines

and five dynamos, in addition to a complete boiler equip-

ment. It is owned by the Edison General Electric com-

pany, but is leased to the World's Columbian Exposition

until January i, 1893. Bids for furnishing the installation

were solicited by the construction department, and as the

offer of the Edison company was by far the lowest it se-

supplying 50 lights each. They are of the Edison-Sperry

type, and represent a new branch of the Edison company's

varied industries.

The big 125 horse power generator is shown in a

separate picture, Fig. 2. This machine is of too

kilowatts capacity and is the largest regular size made at

the Edison works. It is operated by a large engine of the

Corliss type. Two arc dynamos will shortly be added to

the plant. The switch-board is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Two Babcock & Wilcox boilers, each havinga capacity of

250 horse power, will furnish steam, although only one has

been put into use as yet. C^ne of the boilers is equipped

with an automatic stoker, worked by a small engine. The

operation of this ingenious device will be watched with

interest when it is in working order. A 100 fool iron

stack is now being erected on the boiler house.

The plant is in charge of J. H. R. Ward, the construc-

tion work having been done under the direction of L. A.

already been called for by contractors. The use of

electrical power was determined upon to reduce the risk of

fire to a minimum and to guarantee continuous work, both

night and day, in the mills.

Freiburg, in Switzerland, is said to possess the cheapest

supply of electric power in the world, the cost being about
three cents per horse power per hour.

Electric jewelry usually lakes the form of pins, which
are made in various designs. One such tritlc copies a

daisy, and has an electric spark Hashing from the center;

another is a model of a lantern in emerald glass, while a

death's head in gold, with a ray gleaming from each eye,

is a third. The wearing of electric jcwelr>' necessitates the

carrying about of an accumulator, which resembles a spirit

llask, and is generally stowed away in a waistcoat pocket.

Brooches are made occasionally for ladies* wear, but as

women have no available pockets, a ditttculty arises with

regard to the battery.
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American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers.

A meeting of ihe institute committee on the international

electrical congress of 1S95 was held in the office of the

secretar)', 12 West 31st street, New Yorli city, October

27th. The committee is composed of the following named

members: Edward Weston, Dr. S. S. Wheeler, Geo. A.

Hamilton, Prof. Henry Norton, Prof. Chas. R. Cross,

C. H. Haskins, R. W. Pope, Prof. W. A. Anthony,

F. L. Pope, Prof. S. J. Houston, T. C. Martin, T. D.

Locliwood, G. N. Phelps, C. O. Mailloux and Carl

Ilering. The committee organi;^ed permanently, and
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FIG. 5. TEMPORARY LIGHTING AND POWER PLANT AT
THE world's fair.
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elected T. C. Martin chairman and R. W. Pope secretary.

It was voted that the members of the existing committee

on units and standards be added to the congress

committee and also the following named members: Prof.

Elifau Thomson, Prof. Alexander Graham Bell, Dr. E. L.

Nichols, Xikola Tesla and Ludwig Gutmann. A sub-

committee of three was appointed by the chair, composed

of Carl Bering, W. A. Anthony and A. E. Kennelly, to

formulate a provisional programme for the work of the

congress. The chairmsn is a member ex officio of this

committee. It was recommended that the council appoint

a committee to be sent to Chicago as soon as possible, to

represent the claims of the institute to a leading part in

the congress and to arrange for its co-operation with the

authorities there upon a proper basis. The council

subsequently appointed Prof. Elihu Thomson, C. H.

Haskins and F. L. Pope as such committee.

At the meeting of the council the following named associate
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which was freely discussed, the report of the committee on

units and standards was taken up, and after considerable

discussion it was decided to take no definite action upon

it at present. Prof. Ryan communicated some corrections

in his paper read at the September meeting, but on account

of the lateness of the hour further discussion was post-

poned.

Electrical Type-setting Machine.

Erie Beals of Muskegon, Mich., has invented a type-

setting machine in which electricity is employed, He first

transfers the copy to perforated strips of paper by a ma-

chine resembling the type-writer. These strips are then

taken to a second machine, which, working automatically

by electricity, sets up the type, and as each line is com-

posed impresses it into matrix paper, making a mold or

matrix of the line. When a column of matrix lines has

accummulated the ordinary stereotyping process is resorted

to. The quick fixing of the face of type in the matrix pa-

per Mr. Beals recognized as one of the greatest obstacles

and at the same time a most important and desirable feat-

ure of the machine, and he claims to have labored much

over this point. His success in this particular is accom-

plished by an entirely new method as to the application of

heat that fixes the finest lines of type faces as clearly as

does a metal matrix. By the action of electricity on a

series of magnets the types are brought into their proper

places. A series of needles passes over the perforated

strip of paper and whenever a needle drops into one of the

holes made by the perforator the electric current thus closed

actuates the magnet corresponding to the particular letter

of that perforation. The action of the machine is entirely

automatic and is also very rapid.

A 2,700 Light Contract.

When the Venetian building now in process of construc-

tion at 34 and 36 Washington street is completed it will be

one of the handsomest office and commercial buildings in

Coicago. It is to bs sixteen stories high and will be made

attractive by elaborate ornamentation. Electric lighting will

not be neglected, as is shown by the contract for wiring

2 760 lights, which has been awarded the Chicago

Edison company. Current will be taken from the Adams

street station. Geo. A. FuUerton & Co. are the oivners of

the building. ^^_____

The Bradbury-Stone Storage Battery
Car at Sioux City, la.

A view of the Bradbury Stone storage car is presented

in the accompanying illustration. The car as shown is in
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raerobcTs r/cre elected: Capl. Achilles dc KhotJn&ky, Iktsion,

Ma^ia, : Fiobcn Edward Dunston, Planlsviile.Conn,; Edward
T, Middlcton, New Ilruniwick, N.J,; Joseph T, Moncll,

New Yorlc city; T. Carpenter Smilh, Philadelphia, Pa;

Frederick G. Sircmg, I>cnvcr, Colo.

At the meeting of the inslitutc in the evening Vice-

presidcTit Lockwood presided. After the rcadio^ ol the

paper on "Magnetic kcluctancc" by Mr, Kennelly,

presented in this issue of the Westrks El.KCTRicrAV,

Sioux City, where it was recently tested. A trial trip mad*^

on September 22d created a most favorable impression.

The run was over the Riverside line, from the

junction to North Kiver.sidc and return. About thirty

persons were on the car when the trial trip was made.

There is a fine piece of track between the power house

and park. While running along here Mr, Mradbury gave

the word and Electrician Knapp, who acted as motor man,

gave the car full swing. A speed of sixteen miles an
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hour was attained for the distance of nearly half a'mile.

The car was under perfect control. By a simple move-

ment the car may be stopped at will by an electric brake.

There are electric buttons for the use of passengers in

stopping the car and for the conductor in ringing up fares.

It is claimed by the Bradbury- Stone people that

the time made on level was as high as 25 miles an

hour, and on an up grade 13. The car ran off the track

BKAliDURY-STONE STORAGE BATTERY CAR.

five times. It returned to the track twice without stopping,

and the other three times a piece of 5x5 limber was

placed in front the wheels. It was stopped within a

space of 100 feet when going down grade at 15 miles per

hour with full load on.

The following are the readings taken on the cars every ten

seconds for a distance of 4,200 feet on a rise of 170 feet

with continuous curves; lime, 5 minutes and 40 seconds.

Volts. Amperes,
255 95

So
So

Volts. Amperes
270 50
255 80

So
" 80
"

8S

260
270

85

95
•)5

S5

Convention of Wiremen.
A pre^s dispatch from St. Louis to the xVi'to I'or/: Tivics

gives the following information: "Henry Miller, formerly

president of the Wiremen and Linemen's Union of St.

Louis, has returned from an extended trip, during which

t me he organized unions in Louisville, Ky. , Omaha, Neb.;

Minneapolis, St. Paul, Duluth, Milwaukee, Chicago, To-

ledo, Cincinnati and Indianapolis. These unions will

send delegates to attend a national convention in St. Lcuis,

Nov. 2rst. Theelectric wiremen are now affiliated as locals

with the American Federation of Labor. Unions with a

membership of 25 will be entitled to one delegate, unions

having 50 members to two delegates, unions having 100

members to three delegates, and eacli additional 100 mem-
bers or fraction thereof not below 50 one more delegate.

About twenty-eight unions are now organized in the United

States.''

The franchise for the electric road from San Jose, Cal.,

to the Almcda county line provides that overhead wires

may be used, but that whenever a better electric system is

perfected the supervisors of San Jose may require its use,

the change being made at tlie company's expense. The
franchise also provides that the gauge shall not exceed 3J2
feet; that T steel rails, 35 pounds to the yard, shall be
used, and tliat the road may be used for both the transpor-

tation of passengers and freight. A speed of 25 miles an
hour may be employed on all portions of the road, except

in passing through Milpitas, where only 12 miles per hour
is to be permitted. The new road will connect all the

towns between Oakland and San Jose that arc now isolated

from railroads. It is proposed to run cars at least every

half hour, and to make the fare from 25 to 30 per cent,

cheaper than the present railroad fare. The road, includ-

ing two branches, one via Alvarado and one via Warm
.Sprints, will be about 48 miles in length, and will cost

from 1450,000 to $500,000.
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Electric Horse Clipper.

The manufaclure and sale of power horse clippers is be-

coming more extensive every day. One of the chief ob-

stacles encountered thus far in exploiting these machines

is that of procuring "a suitable driving power of small ca-

pacity not exceeding, say, one quarter hoise power. A boiler

and engine may, of course, be employed when available, but

the application of steam power involves an expenditure far

in excess of the price of the clipping machine, not to men-

tion the other objection of the experience required in

operating an engine.

Electric motors solve the problem wherever a day cur-

FIG. 2. ELECTRIC HORSK CLIPPER.

rent is obtainable. But, unfortunately, day circuits do not

always run to just that point where the consumer of small

power would like to have them. Manufacturers of horse

clipping machines fully realize the advantage of electric

power, but they have also experienced considerable annoy-

ance in seeking to introduce electric motors to drive their

clippers. An officer of the Gillette Clipping Machine

company of New York, which has upward of i.coo hand

and power machines in use,_ recently informed a repre-

sentative of the Western Electrictan that the introduc-

tion of some ''portable generator of electricity" would be

a boom to the clipper men. The Gillette clipping machine

requires only a one-quarter horse power to drive it. The

Rapid Transit in New York.
Advocates of electric traction will be greatly interested in

the report of the commission appointed to devise a suitable

system for the city of New York, inasmuch as it is recom-

mended that the motive power shall be electricity or some

other power not requiring combustion within the tunnel,

the motors to be capable of a uniform speed for long dis-

tances of not less than forty miles an hour, exclusive of

stops.

The commission consists of William Stelnway, John If,

Starin, Samuel Spencer, John H. Inman and Eugene L.

Bushe, and was constituted January 31, 1891, by an act

of the legislature. The report was presented to the alder-

men on October 2rst. On May 27th it was decided to

adopt a plan providing for a line under Broadway, and the

commissioneis say that the public generally approved the

choice. Borings revealed the fact that south of Thirty-third

street the tunnel must be driven almost entirely through

sand. The question of a deep tunnel or one near the sur-

face was one of great importance, and a decision in favor

of the latter method was reached only after mature deliber-

ation.

Plans were submitted by William E. Worthen, the

engineer of the board, and W. Barclay Parsons, the

assistant engineer. Mr. Worthen's plan called for a

four-track road on a level, while ^^r. Parsons' scheme

was for four tracks set in pairs, one above the other,

and commonly spoken of as the double-deck plan. These

plans were submitted to eminent engineers, and finally the

essential features of Mr. Worthen's system were adopted.

On the northern portion of the route the line will be partly

above ground.

The report describes the route decided upon at consider-

able length, but a better Idea can be gained by a reference

to the accompanying map. on which the route proposed is

plainly indicated by bold black lines. The plan of con-

struction and the motive power are thus outlined:

The general plan of construction of the loop under
Battery Park, State, and Whitehall streets shall be double

track; from the Morris street junction tonear Vesey street

shall be three parallel tracks on the same level, with suit-

able switches and connections between them; from Vesey
street to One Hundred and Ninetieth street on the west
side line shall be four parallel tracks on the same level,

and thence, across the government ship canal and
SpuytenDuyvil creek to the city limits, shall be two parallel

tracks on the same level. On the east side line, from
Fourteenth street to the Harlem river shall be four parallel

tracks on the same level, and thence to the city limits shall

be two parallel tracks on the same level. The tunnels

shall not be less than 11 feet 6 inches in height in the clear

and II feet in width for each track. Whenever necessar)'

for the proper support of the surface of the street, the roof

of the tunnel shall be of iron girders with solid plate iron

covering supported by suitable iron columns between each

of the tracks, and supporting walls on the outside. The
roof of the tunnel shall be as near the surface of the street

illustrations will give an idea of the mode of application.

Fig. I shows a horse clipper operated by an electric motor

in use at the Belt Line car stables, Fifty-third street

and Tenth avenue, New York. Fig. 2 is a diagram show-

ing the mechanism more In detail. In the clipping ma-

chine a reciprocating cutter works over a steel comb,

being put in motion by the flexible shaft. The smallest

curves and turns of a horse or sheep may be cut over, it is

said, with perfect ease.

It is proposed to establish a telephone exchange at Al-

bany, Western Australia.

HORSK CLiri'KK.

as the pipes and underground structures now laid therein
and the street grades will permit. Viaducts shall be of
masonry or iron, or both combined. Tlie government
ship canal and the Harlem river shall be crossed by
double-track drawbridges not less than 50 feet in the clear
above mean high water mark, witli clear spans of not less

than 125 feet between the center piers and bulkhead line.

North of the Harlem river the construction shall be by
viaduct, depressed structure, and tunnel, as the grades
of the land upon the proposed routes shall require. The
junction of the tracks near Fourteenth street shall be
effected by dividing them around Union Square, raistng^

one pair and depressing the other, so that trains going in

opposite directions shall not cross on the same level.

The motive power shall be electricity, or some other

power not requiring combustion within the tunnel, and
the motor or motors shall be capable of uniform speed for
long distances of not less than forty miles per hour, ex-
clusive of stops. « #

When the commission decided to adopt an underground
route, it aho decided thatthe motive power must be secured
without combustion in the tunnel. Much attention has
been devoted to the consideration of electricity as a motive
power. Consuliaiions have been held with eminent elec-
tricians; experiments have been witnessed; electric roads

RAriD transit in new YORK.

in operation have been examined. While the board is

convinced that electricity as a motive power is available

for the pui poses of the railway recommended by this report,

it is not deemed wi<e at the present time to exclude other

forms of power answering the essential conditions of speed
and non-combustion in the tunnel, or to attempt to direct

the exact method of application of such power as shall

tinally be adopted.

On October aSih the report was adopted by the aldermen,

and the plans then came before Mayor Grant for his ap-

pro\'al. Engineer Worthen said that the road could be

built in eighteen months, provided the capital could be

raised, and that its construction would not interfere with

street traliic in the least.
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Brown's Three Phase Alternate Current
Motor.

The work of C. E. L. Brown, who, tor several years

was identified with the Oarlikon Works at Zurich, in

Switzerland, is so favorably known in Europe and this

country, that any production of his is examined with much
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the 300 horse power generator mentioned above. In con-

sequence of the smaller size the armature contains more

than three wires per pole. The three armature circuits are

connected in a manner similar to a Thomson- Houston

armature, and the winding is so arranged that there are pro-

duced four rotating poles. With foity cycles the motor
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at starting is considerable. The motor can carry also a

considerable overload, and runs without noise. The starting

of the motor is similar to that of a continuous current motor

controlled by a resistance in series with the armature cir-

cuit. Regarding the commercial efficiency no accurate

tests have been made as yet. The losses are about as fol-

lows: In armature copper and iron they amount to about

four per cent.; in the magnet copper and iron, including

friction, to four per cent. This shows an efficiency of 92

BRO\V.\ S THREE PHASE ALTERNATE CURRENT MOTOR.

interest by the entire electrical fraternity. This will be the

case with the 20 horse power three phase alternate current

motor, which is herewith illustrated from drawings fur-

nished the Western Electrician by Mr. Brown, whose

present address, by the way, is Eiden. Switzerland.

Mr. Brown took up the study of the multiphase current

in the middle of last year, guided by the intention to avoid

sliding contacts at the motors, as, in his opinion, only in

this way it is possible to approach the ideal of an industrial

power producer. At the same time it was reported that

the Allgemeine Electricitaets Gesellschaft in Berlin had

worked on this line, and had obtained satisfactory results.

In consequence of this the managers of the O^rlikon

Works put themselves in communication with the Berlin

firm. The result was that both firms united to develop the

multiphase system. In August, 1S90, a two horse po>ver

motor having no bliding contacts wa= finished in Oerlikon

after Mr. Brown's design. This motor was the first com-

mercial multiphase current motor constructed up to that

date. In this motor for the first time a hole armature, in

connection with Gramme winding, was employed in the

multiphase system.

During the same month Mr. Brown applied the hole

makes about 1,200 revolutions per minute. The normal

tension for the motor is So volts; a reduction to 50 or an

increase to over roo will make practically no difference in

BROWN S THREE PHASE ALTERNATE CURRENT MOTOR.

percent. A commercial efBciency of 90 percent, is said

to be absolutely sure. That the losses are very small

is further clearly shown by the very moderate heating in

spite of the small size of the motor, and the disregard of

ventilation. A further advantage is that the commercial

efficiency remains high, even if the motor is considerably

underloaded. The weight of the mororis 42okilogrammes.

a trifle over 20 kilogrammes per horse power. It is said

that, for locomotive purposes, the weight could be reduced

to 300 kilogrammes without affecting the solidity of the

machine.

EROW.N 5 THREK MIASK ALTERNATE CTRRRNT MOTOR.

armature in connection with drum winding to ihc 300

borae power generator and motor designed for the electric

tranamiision between Bnclach and ''-'crlikon. This plant

gave birth to the FranIcfort-I.^ufrcn experiment, a fact not

generally known. One of these machines is working at

present in I^afTen. The hole armature offers in addition

to other advantages the possibility of reducing the mag-

netizing cnrren: to a minimum. For this reason the All-

gcmsioc Electricitaets GeseU«:haft also adopted this system

for its moltipha^e current motors, one example being seen

in the 100 horse power motor in the > rankfort exhibition.

From the drawings it will be seen that the armature is

stationary, and the general arrangement is 'joite similar to

brown's THREE PHASE ALTERNATE CURRENT MOTOR.

the Speed. Of course, in the first case the heating in the

armature wire is a more considerable one; in the second

case the iron heating is increased. The rotation of the

magnet field is produced : - . . , i.

by the armature reaction,

avoiding in this way all

sliding contacts. The mag-

pet field is composed of a

laminated ring, with holes,

in which are placed isolated

copper bars. The free

ends on both sides are

connected by copper rings.

This produces the whole

field, the construction be-

ing simple.

The armature has go

wires of about 40 millime-

ters section. The mode of

winding and connecting up

is shown in the diagrams.

The copper weight is 20

kilogrammes, and the

weight of the iron is about

100 kilogrammes. The

armature is 200 millimeters

wide, the outer diameter

about 500. The rotating

magnet carries 54 copper

bars with a section of ico

millimeters. The weight

of the copper here is 15

kilf/grammcs, and that of

the iron 70 kilogrammes.

Keccnt trials in Oerlikon with this motor showed that it

can easily supply 20 horse power. The heating, even with

a continuous run. is not great, as no part of the motor

showed a higher temperature than 20 to 25 degrees centi-

grade above llic temperature of the test room. It may be

inlercsling to mention that the rotating part shows practically

no heating. The difference of speed between no load and

full load is only three per cent. The torque of the motor

New C. & C. Dynamo.
During last summer a new generator, especially designed

for power circuits, was put upon the market by the

C. & C. Electric Motor company of New York. It is

rated at 50 horse power and wound for 500 volts. As
will be seen by referring to the engraving the design of

the new machine is similar to that of the well-known

circular field and consequent pole motor manufactured by

this company. For long transmission of power this

machine can be specially wound to give automatic regu-

lation under the greatest possible variation in load. A

m:w c. .V c, nvNAMo.

substantial terminal board is bolted lo ihc upper pole piece

and is provided with a heavy knife switch for opening the

main circuit. This board also carries the Held and arma-

ture connections, all of which are of solid metal and in

plain view. The commutator is of the most substantial

consi ruction, being built up of heavy copper bars, insulated

witli mica, and with proper care it will last for years. The

armature is wound lo carry a much greater volume of current
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than the nominal capacity of, the machine requires, thus

making it practically impossible to burn it out by over-

heating. The circular shape of the magnets gives them

great development of power with comparatively light

weight, and every part is so constructed as to make solidity

and permanence the first consideration.

The 100 horse power dynamo made by this company is

of exactly the same form as the dynamo illustrated here-

with and is especially suitable to be used as a power

generator for street railway circuits.

New Alternating Dynamos.
A new type of alternating current dynamos is shown in

the accompanying illustrations. These machines, which are

made by the Royal Electric company of Peoria, 111., are

distinguished by the fact that the field magnets are in the

center, surrounded by the armature coils. A central sup-

porting casting holds these parts in position. It is claimed

that the iron of the portion that contains the armature

coils, in which the magnetism changes from maximum to

minimum, is laminated and without joint; hence that the

loss from hysteresis is small.

These dynamos are operated at slow speed, and there is

a total absence of brush holders and sliding contacts. The

revolving part consists of cast iron, and thorough \pnlila-

tion is secured, as will be seen by referring to the illustra-

tions, Fig. I representing a 300 light machine and Fig. 2
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previously estimated. He thinks that both of these lines

could carry 24 000 people an hour, barring breakdowns.

Mr. Wallace then showed that under the most favorable

conditions imaginable the Illinois Central road could not

take more than 15,000 people to Jackson Park every hour.

There is no reason why electric lines could not do at least

as well as the cables, but it looks as though they would

have to be shown inside the park.

One of the applications for space received by the depart-

ment of electricity is from a Chicago woman who asks for

fifty square feet in which to show ''living samples of tak-

ing out wrinkles by electricity."

At a recent meeting of the committee on electricity, the

following names were decided upon as those of eminent

electricians not now living to be placed on the electricity

building at the exposition :

Franklin, Galvani, Ampere, Faraday. Ohm, Sturgeon,

Morse, Stevens, Davy, Volta, Henry, Oersted, Coulomb,

Ronald, Page, Weber, Gilbert, Davenport, Suemering

Don Siiva, Arago, Daniell, Jacobi, Wheatstone, Gauss,

Vail, Bain, De la Rive, Joule, Seussure. Cooke, Varley,

Steinneii, Guericke, La Place, Channing, Priestley, Max-

well, Coxe, Thales, Cavendish.

Electric Railroad Poles on Streets,

In the case of Halsey vs. Rapid Transit Street Railway

company, the Court of Chancery of New Jersey used the

one of 650 lights capacity. It

compactness and ease of repairing are meritorious features,

it being possible to insert new coils in a few minutes.

FIG. 2. NEW ALTERNATING DYNAMOS.

also claimed that the following language in speaking of the principles governing

Electricity at tVie World's Fair.

At last week's meeting of the World's Fair executive

committee Col. Clowry, as chairman of the committee on

electricity, entered another protest against the way his

committee is being ignored. Mr. Clowry believes that all

matters pertaining to electricity should, as a matter of

course, be referred to his committee before being decided by

the grounds and buildings committee. Contracts for

electrical supplies, however, have been made without the

consent of Col. dowry's committee. A temporary arrange-

ment was made to the effect that hereafter the two com-

mittees should act jointly in the purchase of supplies and

in settling other questions- This action is rather strange

in view of the fact that the executive committee had before

adopted a resolution recognizing the rights of the com-

mittee on electricity in this respect and directing that its

consent be obtained before any action pertaining to elec-

tricity be taken by the grounds and buildings or any other

committee.

At present there does not seem to be much likelihood

that electricity will be made use of to convey people to the

fair grounds from the center of the city, unless, possibly,

in the way of lines connecting with the cable roads. The
engineers are now figuring on the carrying capacity of the

Illinois Central steam railway and the Cottage Grove

avenue and State street cable lines. Engineer Wallace

has presented an array of figures calculated to show that

the State street, and Cottage Grove avenue cable lines could

carry many more people to Jackson Park than had been

the use of streets for electric railways: "Where no method

is prescribed by law in which a municipality shall exercise

its powers, but is left free to determine the method for

itself, it may act either by resolution or ordinance. Plac-

ing poles in the middle of the street, for the purpose of

using electricity for street car propulsion, does not impose

a new servitude on the land in the street—the poles facili-

tate the use of the street as a public way. The question

whether a new method of using a street for public travel

results in the imposition of an additional burden on the

land or not, must be determined by the use which the new
method makes of the street, and not by the motive power
which it employs in such use."

A Peculiar Accident.
An accident which happened in Cincinnati several days

ago, resulting in the death of a street car horse, will be of

interest to practical electricians, owing to the peculiar con-

ditions which brought it about, and the fact that it was

caused by a double trolley system. It occurred on the

Mt. Adams and Eden Park electric road at the foot of

Mt. Adams inclined plane, and was the result of two
heavy grounds. By referring to the accompanying dia-

gram and noting the conditions the reader will readily

understand how the trouble occurred.

In the diagram .-/ and ,/* represent the inclined plane

trucks at the foot of the incline; BB the street railway

track crossing the electric road tracks at right angles; Z is

the electric car moving toward the inclined plane truck

,/; CrCare broken joints in the track work filled in with

dry dust; LL shows the position of the horse v/hen killed.

The sections of rail /)/ A' and O P, owing to the broken

275

joints and dry and dusty condition of the earth, were on

the of day the accident almost totally insulated from the

balance of the track work and the ground itself. There
was a heavy ground of the negative pole on the line some-

where, which had been giving more or less trouble for some
titre. When the car Z was moving tov.ard the incline

and about to enter the truck ,'/, the positive pole at the

commutator on the car in some way became grounded

through the car trucks to the rails on v.hich the car was
resting, which checked the moving car owing to the leak

which commenced at that moment. The motor man,

FIG. r. NEW ALTERNATING DYNAMOS.

realizing that something was wrong, immediately stopped

the car just as be was about to enter the truck of the in-

clined plane. At this mDment aIo3g came the ill-fated

animal in the street railroad tracks, moving in the direction

of the arrow In crossing the electric railway tracks the

horse comple'ed the circuit and received the consequent

shock by placing his feet on the tracks at L and L , result

ing in the animal's instant death.

At a test made at night a day or two after the accident,

the above description and cause of the troubl* was found

A PECULIAR ACCIDENT.

to be correct. .\ voltmeter inserted between the points

L and /-*, when the test was made, showed a pressure of

165 volts. The voltage between these points on the day

of the accident undoubtedly reached very nearly the max-

imum piessure of the circuit, which is 500 volts, as on

that day everything in the neighborhood was perfectly

dry. and consequently well insulated, while during the

test there was considerable moisture in the ground and

mud on the tracks, which admitted of more or less leakage.
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.•Vnnol'.vcement of an interesting experiment in the way

of fuel for the furnaces of an electric power plant conaes

from Portland, Ore. Oregon is a state of fisheries and

%aw-mills, and if the waste product of the latter can be

utilizKi to mile- ^tcam to operate dynamos, the hint may be

of valac to central station managers in Michigan and

Wisconsin. ._..^^^____^_

As the fust electrical plant on the World's Fair grounds.

the temporary installation illustrated in another poition of

this issue possesses a peculiar interest. By erecting a cen-

tral station to furnish light and power during the workof

construction, the directors have indicated the sincerity of

their declared intention of making electricity as prominent

as possible in the affairs of the exposition.

Mr. Hornsuv, who returned last week from his trip lo

Europe in th3 interest of the electrical department of the

World's Fair, comes back with cheering news, lie re-

ports that many firms of electrical manufacturers in the

countries that he visited have promised to make exhibits

at Chicago in 1S93. He has also obtained many valuable

suggestions at Frankfoit and elsewhere, that will be of

value in arranging the electrical exhibit at the World's

Columbian exposition.

While it is probable that Mr. Kennelty's able paper on

"Magnetic Reluctance" wili appeal to a comparatively

small number of readers, its author has nevertheless reason

10 congratuia e himself on the fact that those who do thus

avail theniEelves of his researches will be men who will ap-

preciate h's treatment of this abstruse subject. American

electricians have been accused of neglecting ihe investiga-

tion of abstract principles, merely evincing aleitness in

turning to practical account the work of others possessing

a greater devotion for pure science. To refute this asser'

tion it is only necessary lo point to the labors of Mr.

Kennelly and many others net less distinguished for

learning and acumen. The paper on "Magnetic Reluc-

tance" is a worthy contribution to the permanent literature

of electrical science.

"Fro.m a Trolley Wire" is a startling headline that

appeared in a recent issue of the S/. f.ouis Globe Deuioc) at.

It did not, however, as might be expected, precede an ac-

count of some disastrous fire or horrible fatality caused by

the destructive trolley wire, but headed a dispatch from

Omaha giving a description of the lynching of a negro by

being hanged from the "deadly" overhead conductor of an

electric railroad. This is surely a new use for trolley wires,

and is a certificate of the substantial character of overhead

construction in Omaha. We shall be surprised, however,

if some New York paper does not come out with the state-

ment that if the trolley wire had not existed it would not

have presented itself to the view of the frenzied mob with

such fatal opportunity, and thus the hanging might never

have occurred. Such a statement would be consistent with

many of the attacks that have already been made on the

trolley system.

ST.vnsTics were presented at the Pittsburg convention

showing that there were 5,443 miles of horse railways in

this country and Canada, 3,009 of electric railways, igiS

operated by steam, while there were only 660 miles of

cable road. More than double the number of cars are

operated by electricity than those on the cable lines, al-

though the latter had secured a firm foothold in such cities

as Chicago, Philadelphia, San Francisco and Kansas City

before street railway men could be induced to invest in or

even consider electrical equipment. There are 412 com-

panies to-day operating electric roads, and 54 de-

pending in part at least upon the cable. Since November

last there has been a falling off in the number of horses

employed on street railways from 116,795 to 88,114. This

change, it is needless to say, is due largely to the intro-

duction of electric railways. Philadelphia, Chicago and

New York lead the cities of the country in the order named

in the number of miles of track of street railways. Brook-

lyn is only four miles behind New York, and Boston has

two miles less to her credit than the city of churches.

The rapid transit commisiion of New York has

completed its labors and presented its report. The

engineer of the commission, expresses the belief that

electricity will be the power adopted, although it is not

expressly specified in the report. The p'ans are par-

ticnUrly adapted to the application of electricity, and

as many eminent engineers unite in pronouncing the

electric system sopcrior to any other mctho^l for the

porposes of the commission, it may be cor.fidently expected

Wkiting in the Electrical Enjriueer of London, II.

Cuthbert Hall protests against what he considers the

insufficient salaries of electrical engineers in ICngland. .-Vn

instance is given of a young man who spent over $6,000

and six years of time to fit himself for the profession,

only to receive at the end of that period a salary of

$Soo a year. *'And this," comments .Mr. Mali, "is no

exaggerated case, but quite as good, if not better, than is

the fate of nine out of every ten," It is added that

positions in England worth over $2,500 per year arc

decidedly exceptional. To prove that low salaries .'trc

paid not merely lo young and inexperienced men, the

writer cites the case of a central station company in an

important town in the west of Kngland that advertised for

an experienced electrical engineer lo take charge of a

large plant at a salary of $',500 per annum. In advanc-
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ing a reason7or this state of affairs, Mr. Hall says: "The
primary cause of the low salaries which are paid is

undoubtedly to be found in the fact that no test is imposed

by any responsible body on those who wish to enter the

profession. In fact, anybody can call himself an

'electrician", from the local ironmonger upward. The
consequence is that the profession is crowded with a

number of incapables, whom a very elementary examina-

tion would probably be the means of weeding out Of

course these men do not often obtain responsible positions

but the fact of the supply, although of an inferior quality

being so large, seriously detriments those who are really

competent to hold positions of trust." Wbilethe situation

in the United States is not so bad as that complained of in

England, much that the Electiical Engineer contributor

says can be read with profit in this country.

Controversy over technical disputes appears lo rage

much more fiercely in England than with us—at least such

is the case when questions of electrical theory or practice

are involved. Let some electrical engineer read a paper or

publicly advance an opinion on a subject admitting of

varying methods of treatment, and the English electrical

papers are directly flooded with forcibly worded letters

from the gentlemen holding views opposed to those of the

original essayist. The latter, of course, defends his

position with vigor, not forgetting to include in his argu-

ment a few sharp words calculated to bring the intelligence

and professional standing of his opponents into contempt.

The critics return to the attack with great ardor and

virulence; other electricians enter the fray, taking sides

with one side or the other; personalities are exchanged;

and thus the paper war goes on, with much sound and

fury, until the participants are exhausted, or, what is more

likely, until the editor of Ihe paper becomes tired of the

din and summarily declines to grant the privileges of the

arena to the doughty gladiators. In the great majority of

instances nothing whatever has been accomplished, save the

expenditure of much time and energy which, it would seem

from this distance, might have been much better employed

in other directions. An instance in which one of the dis-

putants admitted the convincing truth of the arguments of

his adversaries would be very rare indeed, while it is fair

to ajsunae that the general readers merely smile at the

amusing exhibitions of temper.

A case in point is the controvery in the columns of the

London Electrical Re-'iew caused by the address of A. R.

Bennett on "Telephoning the Great Cities" before the

British association. Among those who criticised the paper

was H. Goodwin, and, judging from the acrimony of Mr.

Bennett's reply, in the issue of October i6th, he must have

clothed his ideas in language of uncommon asperity. This

letter of Mr. Bennett's is an example of the silly intem-

perance of language to which we have referred. Mr,

Bennett begins in this apologetic strain ;
*'

I had hoped

that the task of replying seriously to Mr. H. Goodwin

would not be forced upon me; but he has mistaken for-

bearance for fear, and has returned to the charge with so

much assurance and appearance of self-gratulation that I

shall waive my natural impulse to refrain from hitting such

a very obvious 'little 'un,' and deal with his statements

on their merits." The writer picks Mr, Goodwin's grammar
to pieces with great gusto, after incidentally remarking

that "the amount of intellectual activity displayed by Mr.

Goodwin during all these, his long years of experience,

cannot have been very great, since, familiar as I am with

matters telephonic, I never heard tell of his name before,

nor can I find any telephonist who has been more fortu-

nate." The conspicious modesty of this is delicious. This

trait also crops up in the following sentences: " With

reference to my being copied in London, The fact is

notorious, and I shall not give any proofs at the bidding of

a man of Goodwin's calibre." Mr. Bennett concludes his

letter thus: " I think I have said enough to reconsign to

their resting place the shovelful of discredited crudities,

culled from Mrs. Morgan Malaprop'a telephonic dustbin,

that were allowed to pass as adequate criticisms on my
paper. Only this I will add: If you would really opine

that I have avoided di.scussion, I invite you to put in a

series of concise paragraphs, numbered 1, 2, 3, &c., the

points you desire elucidated. I will then answer them

seriatim and number my replies to correspond. My difli-

culty at present lies not in replying, but in understanding

what I am expected to reply to. We appear to have

studied lOnglish in different schools, your ctitic and I
;

but, perhaps, if he follows the plan I suggest, we may get

on better in future. Only let us have something more to

the point than the trash evolved by this poor simple fellow,

Goodwin."

It is a matter for congratulation that American engineers

have neither the inclination nor the time to emulate effu-

sions of this sort..
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Magnetic Reluctance.'

By a. E. Kennelly.

The science of magnetism was a collection of facts con-
cerning magnets until Coulomb first brought to light a

quantitative relation between a few of its phenomena, and
thus entitled it to appear among the exact sciences. He
determined by measurement that the forces of attraction

or repulsion between the poles of long thin bar magnets
were proportional to the strengths of those poles and in-

versely to the square of their intervening distance.

In one respect, it has since been shown that the dis-

covery was unfortunate, for it served to depress rather than

to stimulate further inquiry into the laws of quantitative

magnetic relationships. The application of Coulomb's
law soon brought into use a conception of magnetism, sug-

gested perhaps by the analogy the law bears to that of
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gravitation force. This was the hypothesis of a layer of

fluid or imponderable matter resident on the surfaces of

magnetic bodies and endowed with attractive and repellant

forces on all portions of such fluid, in exact similarity to

the two fluid theory of electricity. Each element of surface

magnetism would exert according to Coulomb's law a

definite force upon every other element of its own, or of

other magnet surfaces, and when the distribution of the

magnet matter or tictive layer was known, the total forces

active between the magnets forming the system could be

determined by the summation of all the elementary actions.

This was the polar conception and mathematical theory of

magnetism. It was not only artificial, it was also mislead-

ing. It assumed that definite action could be exerted at a
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distance, ignoring the action of the intervening medium.
Nevertheless, a slight modification of the polar theory

rendered it capable of expressing a mathematical theory of

magnetism with apparent success, and exhibits in this re-

spect, like the theories of gravitation, the remarkable con-

struction of purely artificial frame-works of thought, void
of all attempt at reality, yet capable of affording useful ap-

plications and exact quantitative results, while beneath
their foundations, the real and active natural forces still lie

in undiscovered concealment.
It was soon apparent that magnetism considered as a

fluid could not be confined to the surface of bodies, since

it was only necessary to break a bar magnet asunder in

order that new poles and new magnetic fluid should be ex-

hibited. The amendment to the original theory was then
framed that a condition of molecular magnetization ex-

tended, veinlike, throughout the substance of the magnet.
The termination of each vein at the surface exposed a
definite quantity of polarized magnetic matter, while within

the veins, the polarity was neutralized by the successive

layers of opposite molecular poles. This was a great

stride beyond the original theory for it ascribed magnetism
not alone to a fictive superficial layer, but to the combined
effects of all the molecules in the magnetized body, whose

1. Paper read licfore the American Institute oC Electrical En-
guiecrs, Oct. 27, 1891.

substance, no longer a mere frame for supporting the layer,

became invested throughout with a definite condition.
The amendment in time became classical, and subverted

the original conception, for the polar theory only recognized
superficial magnetism, while the vein theory did not make
any such reservation. It was only necessary to assume
that the veins varied in richness at different parts of the
magnet, or that they might be subjected to faults and
partial discontinuities, to introduce unneulralized polarity
within the mass which might be capable of exerting ex-
ternal influence, a condition neither the simplest nor most
usual, but which the experiment of superposed magnetiza-
tions in steel has rendered familiar. This irregularity of
vein structure would add a volu ne distribution of magnetic
fluid through the interior of the magnet to the surface
distribution on the ouiside.

On the vein theory, the intensity of magnetization at any .,r

point of the magnet would be defined as the amount of mag-
"'*'

nelic matter cut through in the veins per unit area by a plane
section perpendicular to their direction, at the point in
question.

A unit magnetic pole situated in free space, at the end „
of a very long thin bar magnet would by definition repel"":
with unit force a similar pole one centimeter distant, that
is resident on the surface of a sphere one centimeter radius,
of which it occupied the center. The surface area ol this
sphere would be 12.57 ^4-) squ. cms., and over all this
surface the pole would thus establish a magnetic held of

'''

unit strength and exert a magnetic stress equal to unit}"*

Each square centimeter of the surface bounds an area of
stress which emanates from the pole, and consequently the
latter must emit 4- units of stress flux. In the language
used by Faraday it would throw off 4- lines of force. This ^-^

stress flux has somewhat unfortunately received from itax-
well the name of induction, and the induction through the
surface surrounding the pole would be 4T units.
The interest connected with the nature of this stress de-

mands a moment's pause at this point. While its real *''>

character is still as great an enigma as the real character
of magnetism itself, some of its laws are well understood. ,^
There exists along the direction of the stress a tension ^
accompanied by a general pressure at right angles, just as '^

in the case of stimulated muscular fiber, which tends to ^
shorten and to expand laterally, or as it is generally ex-
pressed, the lines of force tend to contract while repelling
one another. Since the time of the discovery that the place
of undulation in polari/ed light waves twists in passing
through certain magnetized substances it has been supposed
that the stress might be of a rotary character. Like an
incompressible fluid it can neither accumulate nor vanish
locally, and as much stress flux must leave any region as
enters it. if no magnetic pole exist within the confines.
Its intensity is very remarkable, for it is far in excess of
any stress that we can exeit without the aid of cohesion in

matter. This may be judged by comparing the qu.mtities
of energy that can be stored in a given volume ot space

—

say air space. It is of course easy even without the
assistance of iron to magnetize a cubic centimeter of air to
a flux density of 5.019 c. g s. lines %vhen it will possess
an energy stored up in magnetic stress of one megalerg
(1,000,000 ergs or 0.0737 foot-

pound) while if this magneti- '

zation be alternated 227 times
per second the average rate of

absorption and discbarge would
be 45.5 watts, and one cubic
inch of this air would store and '

release energy with the average
activity of one standard Brit- 1

ish horse. Under electrostatic

stress, air not in the immediate
neighborhood of a conductor
appears to break down when
the E. M. F. per linear centi- 1

meter exceeds 32,000 volts or

no A. E. s. u., so that the
maximum electrostatic energy
that one cubic centimeter will

hold without rupture is about '

500 ergs or two thousand times
less than that resident in air ,

stressed magnetically to 5,000
lines, while a cubic centimeter

of air near the earth's surface '

illumined by bright sunlight
does not hold more radiant ^

energy than about 50 micro-
ergs.

An alternating current trans- *

former is a device in which
the secondary coil absorbs the (

energy out of air and iron,

pervaded by the stress flux from
the excited primary coil. Un- *

fortunately while magnetically
stressed air yields so far as we
know all its stress energy back
into either the primary or sec-

ondary circuit, stressed iron fails to do so entirely,

and absorbs energy at every cycle, a process known as ab-
sorption by hysteresis. The iron directly converts the
magnetic stress energy into heat energy, just as a spring
absorbs some of the energy imparted to it during every
cycle of compression and recoil.

These 4- unts of stress flux are not confined to a
spherical surface of one centimeter radius, but would be
found by summation over any enveloping surface contain-
ing a single unit pole, just as the delivery of material liquid

must be the same in a steady stream at any section ot its

course independent of the channel area there e.Nisting; for
at ten times the distance, the spherical area would be 100
times greater and the stress by Coulomb's law loo times
less, leaving the total area of total stress unchanged, and it

follows in fact that the stress flux over any boundary* is

always ]- limes the strength of pole inclosed, no matter

whether that pole be alone in space, or be the sum of any
number of magnetic systems, in molecules or in masses
On the vein theory, however, the strength of a pole is

the quantity of magnetic matter on its surface, assuming
that the veins meet it perpendicularly, or it is the aggregate
surface intensity of magnetization, so that the stress flux

through each unit of polar surface is 4- times the intensity

of magnetization. This is true not only for the polar sur-
face, but also for the interior of the magnet and every unit
vein of magnetic polarized matter carrici associated with
it a strejs flux of 4".

The magnet may itself be situited in a field of force so
that its substance may be pervaded by a stress flux in-

dependent of that in its veins. It may and generally does
happen that part of this separate stress flux issued
from its o.vn poles, in which ca?e it will enter in
the opposite direction to the vein or internal flux

and will tend to reverse the molecular polarity of the vein
structure, but whenever such additional flux is present, the
resultant total flux at each point will be the geometrical
resultant of that in the veins compounded with the external
flux by the parallelogiam of forces. In the imporunt
case of a long bar of homogeneous soft iron submitted to
the influence of a unifcrm magnetic field acting in the di-

rection of its length there will be a uniform induced molec-
ular p^larizitiDn or magnetization set up along the bar.
Suppose, for instance, a bar of iron five square centimeters

Fig, J.

in uniform cross-section pointed in the direction of the dip-
ping needle near Paris. The earth's field there being 0.46
unit, or its stress flux 0.46 unit over each normal square
centimeter, that stress would be active in setting up polarity
in the molecules of the iron along the bar. The degree of
magneti::ation would be also influenced ty its own resulting
polar stress unless this effect could be rendered insensible

by sufliciently extending the length and thus carr^-ing the
poles out of the field. With a very long bar magnet the
magnetization would be everywhere about 40 times this

strength of field, or numciicaliy 1S.4 units, and on the vein

theory there would therefore be 1S4 units of magnetic
matter exposed on the surface of each square centimeter
in a slice made across the bar at any point or 93 units
over the whole section. The polar surfaces would also
be covered by 92 units of positive and negative matter re-

spectively. Associated with each unit vein of polarity,
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however, would be 4- units of stress Hux, g:iving a total

tlux of 1156 units in the bar which would emerge from

the p ?tar surfaces and unite in the surrounding space. The
whole induced system would, however, be immersed in the

earth's field that evoked it and which would be superposed

upon it throughout. There would thus be 1156-4-2.3 or

1155.-; units of flux—in ordinary phraseology 115S.3 lines

of 'induction through the bar, a density of 231.6 c g. s.

units per square centimeter. The law that the whole flux

is the field flux compounded with the induced flux of 4T

times the magnetizitlon, which holds uniformly at all

points throughout the bar m^this simple case, is true at any

individual point in the most complex case, however variable

the lield or magnetization may be.

The fact that t'ae stress tlux has the same total value

over any envelope surrounding a magnetic pole, however

widely the stress miy be diffused and rarified, that it fol-

lows curves in space whose e.xistence can be rendered evi-

dent by iron filings and curves that form closed loops

through the substance of the magnet itself gradually sug-

gested the notion of a magnetic circuit in which the circu-

lation was neither a fluid nor an energy-exchanging con-

dition like a current but a stress.

This conception once firmly established proved of great

is the simpler for general purposes of theory and particu

larly for dealing with the phenomena of electro-magnetism.

The vein theory, on the other hand, while very artificial is

often more convenient in dealing with the magnetic be-

havior of the three metals, iron, cobalt and nickel, and it

Is the natural accompaniment of Ewing's modern theory
of magnetization whic i at present appears to best repre-

sent the facts.

On the circuit theory the magnetic conductivity of ail

substances ii very nearly the same as that of an air-pump
vacuum, and constant, notably accepting the three mag-
netic metals whose conductivity is enormously greater,

but variable with the conditions of the circuit.

The existence of magnetic conductivity known as "per-
meability'' necessarily involved the inverse quality of mag
netic resistance.' Some debate has taken place as to the

validity of this term or its application for the reason that
the resistance which usually enters into practical magnetic
circuits is generally far more variable than that found in

the metallic circuit of electricity. It is now generally ad-

mitted, however, that the term magnetic resistance is fairly

applicable in virtue of analogy if not of exactitude. The
term magnetic reluctance then suggested by Heaviside,
has. however, the advantage that "reluctance" as one word

For any one point of the circuit the law is that the flux density
is equal to the drop in magnetomotive force per centimeter,
there existing, divided by the reluctivity—corresponding
exactly to the case of Ohm's law at any point in an electric

circuit. This "drop" is called the magnetizing force, de-
noted by //, and is the strength of the magnetizing field

at the point. Owing, however, to the great variation that
exists in the reluctivity of iron which enters into nearly
every practical magnetic circuit, the law is of much less

service than Ohm's electric law. The reluctivity depends
not only on the magnttizing force but also on the degree
of purity of the iron, and iron possessing 12 per cent- of
manganese is almost non-magnetic'

\ number of attempts have been made by different ob-
servers to establish a definite relationship between the flux

density and the magnetizing force or the permeability \n
order to so amend the magnetic Ohm's law as to give serv-

iceable results for even pure iron. - The results obtained,
excepting the formulae of FroHch and Lamont. have gen-
erally been regarded as unsatisfactory. They have usually
been expressed graphically as curves in one of three

types.

I. //

—

£' or curves of magnetizing force and flux

density.

riff, o.

advantage. Not ooly has the dynamo been greatly aided
in development by the applications of this theory but the
inter-relationship between magnetism and electricity has
bc€n brought into clearer recognition in consequence. From
this psint of view the ideas and analogies of the galvanic
circuit became paramount and eclipsed the original notions
of magnetic matter and magnetization. All that was es-

sential on this hypothesis wis a magneto motive force in

a circuit hzvinz conductivity, and a flux or magnetic cur-
rent resulted. The magneto-motive force in permanent
magnets wa* the result of a definite molecular condition in

the iron, while in the neighborhood of an electric current
it was always active. According to Ampere's theory that
magnets had molecules in which electric currents ever cir-

culated the two sources of magneto motive force were
united.

Hsoic contention took place between the claims of the
vein 'h^ory and the circuit theory for the interpretation of

'•'I tiic quenion a» to their relative

It scem't, however, early to dc-
; of any theory while the ultimate

. i urc of rrijgnc:ism remains unexplained, and
. regard both theories as working hypotheses to
'" "'— ''' magnetic Uw*. equally capable

and therefore closely associated,

«ccn ihcm will depend upon the
r.;i* .re ', r-,i;j--,:v ';t, Vj be atucked. The circuit theory

is less cumbrous than "magnetic resistance," and for that

reison only it is advantageous to retain it. Similarly the

reluctance per unit volume of the magneiic resistance of

one cubic centimeter has been called "reluctivity" and is

Derfectly definite if not quite euphonious under that title.

It Is this (|uantity which will occupy our further atten-

tion.

The magnetic circuit difl'crsfrom the galvanic in one im-

portant particular. In the latter wc most frequently meet
with a conductor carrying the flux or current through an in-

sulating medium such as air in which no current—certainly

no measurable current—passes. In the magnetic circuit

this condition of things while approximated to and often

for practical purposes assumed in dynamos or electro-

magnets is only realized in one actual instance—that of a

closed l-"araday ring uniformly wrapped with wire carrying

a current In every other real case the flux is diffused

more or less through the surrounding substances and does
not follow a simple passage. Magnetic llux in fact is not

to be enchannelcd because there is no known magnetic in-

sulator, and this fetters by complication the quantitative

gra<ip of the subject.

The law of the magnetic circuit in like Ohm's law that

the flux is enuil to the magneto- motive force divided by
ihc reluctance. That is regarding the circuit as a whole.

I. Bf/«ifi((uet, /'////. Mftx. Vol. XXV, i,1%S, f», 41.^,

Fiff, 7. ;

2. //— // or curves connecting permeability and magne-
tizing force.

3. />'—// or curves connecting (lux density and perme-
ability.

It is the object of this paper to show that there is a

fourth rei.uion that has not reserved the attention it seems
to deserve— i.amely. the curves connecting the reluctance

with the magnetizing force.

As an example of the comparative forms of

these well-known curves types I, 2 and 3 arc repre-

sented in Figs, r, 2 and 3 for a sample of Norway
iron whose results are among the first on record,

being published in JS7V' The curve connecting the re-

luctivity with magnetizing force is shown in l'"ig. 4 and
exhibits a greater degree of simplicity than any of the

others. Curve 4 consists in fact of two lines that are very

nearly straight, united by a rounded elbow; and these out-

lines express the fact that the reluctance of this sample of

iron was very nearly a linear function of the magnetizing
stress brought to bear upon it. The ordinates for this curve

are given in thousandths of an absolute reluctant unit, a

quantity wc may call provihionally a milli unit abbreviated

M U. The reluctance of 1000 /)/ U. in series would be

that of one cubic centimeter of air. Reluctivity curves

llopkinwn. Phil. Trniit. 1S85, pari it, p. j^^n.

Kowlaml. /'////. MU^;. tS/j, p, 153, tabic v.
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plotted from various sources, all of which are du)y given in

the Appendix appear in Fig. 6 for various samples of iron

and steel 'l"he general lypc consisls of two lines neaily

straight, connected by an elbow which is sharper and
more defined as the iron i-> sofier and more nearly pure.

With hard steel the change from ihe descending to the as-

cending line is very gradual. 'I'he reluctivity of iron ap-

pears from these curves to commence at a certain definite

and moderately large value which we may denominate its

initial reluctivity, descends veiy rapidly and nearly on a

straight line to what may be called the critical reluctivity

at the critical magnetizing force, turns abruptly.and then ad-

vances along a nearly straight line. Before the turning point

in Fig.4 the reluctivity may be expressed approximately by
the equation /=:2. 9—3 5// while beyond the bend the equa-

tion becomes /=o. i-|-o 05S//. The flux density existing

in this sample of Norway iron can be calculated by the

Ohm's law formula for any value of // when ihe corres-

ponding valueof the reluctivity is taken frcm one or the

others of these two equations and the resulting curve of

B— // will practically coincide with that of Fig. i except

in the immediate neighhorhood of the criiical value of //.

This relation also exhibits the foundation that exists from
the FrOlich formula which has long been known to be

practicably valuable and even very accurate in application

to dynamo-magnetic circuits althougli. both the method by
which it was arrived at and the light in which it has since

been regarded appear to have been empirical rather than
fundamental.'

Fig. 6 shows that the minimum reluctivity for soft iron

is about o 15 MU. while its initial reluctivity is about 3.0

MU. The critical value of // is also in the neighborhood
of 2. If any critical // can be said to exist for glass hard
pianoforte wire would be in the neighborhood of 35 units,

and every description of hard or impure iion met with in

practice not containing much manganese appears to have
its critical // between these limits. These reluctivity

curves also illustrate perhaps more clearly than any others

the leading features of Ewing's theory of magnetization.

There is first the initial stage of diminishing reluctivity

during which the imaginary molecular magnets are being
deflected from their original configurations, then a shott

critical range of magnetizing force in which nearly all the

original groupings are disrupted at the point of lowest re-

luctance, and finally a steady increase of reluctance as the

molecules are gradually forced by increasing magnetic
stress into parallelism.

This bilinear characteristic curve of reluctivity is not
confined only to iron. Fig 6 shows the same general out-

lines in the case of nickel taken from the observations of

Roland and Ewing. Here the initial reluctivities are higher,

and the descent to the critical points much t-hai per than in

iron while the ascending lines are also steep but nearly

straight.

Taking the equation/ = fl+/'^ in the ascending curve
the first term (7 only disappears in one known instance

—

that of nickel under a mechanical stress of 19.8 kilograms
per square millimeter or 28, 160 lbs. per square inch—as

seen in Fig. 7 taken from Ewing's result. The lowest

ascending curve prolonged downward almost meets the
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origin. Consequently the llux equation for such nickel

would be
// I I

blJ b 0.000177
and this llux is practically constant for any magnetizing
force within further considerable limits, representing

I. Frolicli, Elcctroicclinhche '/.••itsclifi/i . pp. 90, 139, iS^r,

73. '8S2

Silvanus Thompson. "Dynnnn ICIccttic M.i cliiiicry.' p. 305.
"Lecture on llic IClcctro-inagnct '' I. p. 74.

Ayrton& Perry, Phil. i\Ia^: i88S.i vol. xxv, p. so"!.

early saturation. The influence of compression in dimin-

ishing the reluctance of the nickel is clearly shown in Fig.

7. The crhical reluctance isgradually diminished by the

stress applied from 14.5/1/6'. at //. 30 to 2 d Ml', at //.

12.

I*^'?- 8 gives the corresponding curves for cobalt. The
same features arc again observable. Only in one case

that of cast cobalt at 230° C, is there any considerable de-

viation from a straight line in either rise or decent from the

critical segment of the cuive. and this represents a series

observed by Rowland under some experi-

mental difliculties and alluded to as some-
what doubtful.

We have now examined the reluctance

of the three magnetic metals collected from
all the best known experimental obser-

vations. In addition to these it appears

t hat every reliable series of tabulated result

for iron, pure, impure, castor forged, ex-

hibits Ihe same types of bilinear reluctance

referred to // between O and 150, although
in very hard or impure specimens there is

no clear indication of a critical point.

This assumes, however, that the observa
lions are not vitiated by residual magnet-
ism. For example, the curve obtained by
plotting the reluctivities of cast iron as

quoted by Silvanus Thompson from Hop-
kinson's observations' difTers conderably
from this type but the difference appears
to be accounted for by taking the mean
between ascending and descending values.

The ballistic method of measurement with

anchor rings, in which the progress of

the magnetizing force takes place by ex-

tending reversals gives reluctances that

appear to be as nearly linear as those
which are obtained by a single increasing

amplitude of magnetization, the influence

of hysteresis being apparently nearly uni-

form in ratio.

An examination of reluctivity curves
natura'ly suggests the question as to

whether there is really a strict linear rela-

tionship between // and p. In other words
whether the divergencies of the observa-

tion curves from geometrical straight lines

can be fairly ascribed to errors of observation, allowing
for the influences of residual magnetism.

First confining the inquiry to the ascending reluctivity
line— that which is geometrically consequent upon Frblich's
formula and also under special interpretation with Lamont's
formula—the agreement of the plotted observations with
a straight line between the neighborhood of the critical //
and //=I50 is often so good as to intimate the existence
of a definite linear relationship. It is generslly to be
found, however, that beyond 150 c. g. s. units of //, the line
bends downward until all hope of rectilinearity is lost.

That is on the simple circuit theory of reluctance. If, how-
ever, we introduce an amendment into the definition of re-

luctance borrowed (rom
the vein or polar the
ory, the rectilinearity

appears to be nearly
sustained for a much
greater distance. Ex-
perimental observa-
tions of the reluctances
in circuits of the mag-
netic metals under
powerful magneto-mo-
tive forces are yet very
scanty, but judging
from the results of
Ewirg and Low- the
reluctivity of wrought
and cast iron on the
amended definition ap-
pears to be a linear or
at least nearly linear

function of the force

as far as // 25,000 and
// 11.000 respective'y.

the limits of the quoted
measurements.

The graphs of these

measurements are giv^

en in Fig 10. The
observations run from
// 3630 to 1 1, -00 for

wrought iron with an
isolated observation at

// 24 500 in a separate
instance, the similar

series for cast iron run-
ning from 3,900 to

10 610 units of //.

The linear relationship

is very fairly maintain-
ed and the lines pro-

ii 2 5 S * '.: longed downward near-

ly strike the origin.

It is to be observed
that at the limiting observation for wrought iron its reluc-

tivity is nearly 20 per c^nt. greater than that of air or of
the air pump vacuum.

According to the simple circuit theory, the reluctance is

of course the ratio of the magnetomotive force to the llux

and the reluctivity this quantity locally reduced to the unit

of volume. On the vein theory, however, which as we
have seen distinguishes the vein flux from the magnetizing
flux superposed thereon, the conductivity of a mass of iron

t. Silvanus Tliompion, *' Dynamo lilcotric Machinery," p. 30a.

i. The Eh-ctrkiati^ London, 1S90, July J5 and Aug. i.

is the conductivity of the iron itself added to that of the
space it occupies, and conscqucnty applying the vein theory
to the magnetic circuit wc have the apparent reluctance of
the iron mass as the joint reluctance of two parts in multi-
ple arc, one through the iron itself and what might be
called its metallic reluctance the other through the reluct-

ance of the space occupied by the iron, and the removal of
the iron would leave this latter unaltered, The diftercnce
between the apparent and metallic rel'jctancc is inappreci-
able while the latter remains small, that is generally speak-
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ing when // is below 150, a limit rarely exceeded, and
consequently the question does not present itself under
practical conditions, but for large values of //, the diffir-

ence is considerable and the metallic reluctance approaches
the linear relationship wiih A^, while the apparent reluct-

ance deviates considerably from it.

These assumptions from the vein theory while they may
be convenient are somewhat artificial, for they postulate
that the space reluctance of a given volume of air is not
altered when the volume is occupied by iron. This may
not be impossible but it is difficult to imagine any reluct-

ance mechanism of eiherthat would remain undisturbed by
the introduction of a massive substance. On the other
hand while the vein theory imposes this principle not
touched upon by the circuital hypothesis, it explains very
satisfactorily the fact now apparently beyond dispute, that
while iron can be saturated there is no limit yet Ettained to

the flux density that can be made to pass through it.

Ewing's results give no limit at the observed flox density of

45. 350CGS. nearly three times the flux density at which iron is

commonly worked in practice, while at the same time they
indicate a limiting value of magnetization long before that

density is reached. Following the vein theory, the polari.x-

ation of the iron is then complete and the intensity of
magnetization or magnetic matter per unit cross section of
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veins finds its maximum so that while the total flux can go
on increasing indefinitely, it can only do so by adding (o

the permeating field flux, the vein flux having reached its

full limit. I[ is not impossible to represent the observed
condition of affairs by the simple circuit theor)-. but the
mental picture is not so clear. It would be possible for

instance to imagine that the molecules of all substances
transmitted the stress flux with the same or almost the
same facility as the tthcr surrounding them, but th.il in

the magnetic metals they e.xaltcd the stress in transmission.
Maxwell supposed that the iron molecules were so con-
structed that they could take part in the ether spin that

might constitute the stress, and if so by adding to it their

momentum of revolution they could augment its value.

There would be then, perhaps at a certain stress, a speed of
revolution which the iron molecuUs would not exceed .md
their reinforcement wonld be at a maximum, while for

stresses enoimously greater than this the molecular aug-
mentation would be lost in comparison with the strength of
lield and the iron molecules would in the aggregate behave
almost like the motionless transmitters of other substances.

The consequences of this conception seem more complex
even if more nearly true.

Turning row to the descending cur\'e of reluctiviiy

between the initial and criiical values, closer examination
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will show that here at least the linear relation is only

an apparent one. The descent is so sleep that on the

scale of projection it appears nearly straight, but when

magnified it has a distinct curvature. Raleigh' and others

ha\^ shown that for very small degrees of // the permea-

bility commences with a definite steady value and thfs

being the case it would be imprssible for the reluctivity—

the reciprocal of that permeability— to be linear toward

//. Series of observations covering with sufficient detail

the range of //from zero to unity are apparently few, and

Kig. Q gives the plotted values of the reluctivity on an

enfarged scale observed by the writer for a sample ring of

Norway iron. The descending line has a markedcurvaiure

approximately logarithmic, that would be almost inappreci-

FIO. I. NEW PUSH-KUTTON SWITCH.

able however on the scale of the other reluctivity dia-

grams.
Even however if we admit that there exists a linear

relationship between // and p beyond the critical point,

that is to say if the e.Kperimental resulis justify the belief

that Fi.'.Iich's formula is not merely an empirical one, we
are scarcely entitled to attribute to this relationship an in-

trinsic physical signification. It may enable us to grasp

the salient features of the magnetic circuit by the re-

establishment of Ohm's law, bat the relationship is more

likely to be the consequence of a more remote fundamental

agency than to be significant of any physical condition

resident in metallic reluctivity itself. This is for the lea-

son that the increase of flux under m. m. f in a magnetic

circuit due to the presence of iron is probably owing to an

assisting m. m. f. set up in that iron under stress than to

any change in the latter's reluctance and the removal of the

initial source of M. m. f. from the circuit still leaves

some M. M. F. active as residual magnetism.

The case is similar to that of an electric circuit containing

a polarizing electrolyte. It might be more simple to ignore

the counter E. m. f. of polarization and to regard the

resulting diminution of current as the result of an extra

resistance whose value might be tabulated or possibly even

reduced to simple laws. So again in alternate current cir-

cuits it isoften more convenient to speak of a resistance coil

with inductance as possessing an impedance greater than

its ohmic resistance and to determine the flow of current

on the basis of impedance calculated to the original e. m.

F. whereas the direct and fundamental method would be

to keep the resistance at its true value and determine the

current by allowing for the counter e. m. f. of inductance

in quantity and in time.

Retaining then the latter analogy, we may say that flow

in an eieclric circuit is subiect to Ohm's law simply when
the e, m. f., is constant, but when the (ffective f. m. f.

a definite way depending on the quality of the metal and
on the magnetizing force in or to obtain the corresponding
true flux density. The change in reluctance is the ideal

connection of a shunt metallic circuit in parallel with the

air circuit, and the reluctivity through the metal is nearly

rt'—/''//" for values of H below the critical and ^z-f-/'//" for

values beyond, with a little uncertainty in the vicinity of

the critical point itself.

La Roche Arc Dynamo.
The La Roche Electric Works at Philadelphia have

turned out several arc light dynamos of the type illustrated

in the accompanying cut. They are =;o light machines and

are furnished with an excellent regulator, also made by the

I,a Roche company. It is claimed that the machine will

regulate within ten per cent. The armature core is built

up of small pieces of annealed iron wire and, it is claimed,

runs perfectly. The dynamo is mounted on an insulated

sub-base which admits of adjusting the machine.

It is supplied with self oiling bearings and automatic

adjustable brush holder. Carbon brushes are used. The

manufacturers have built quite a number of these ma-

chines and are now building an arc light dynamo having

acapacity of 150 2,000 candle power lights. This dyna-

mo will be shipped to Australia when completed.

The Porter Motor.

The little motor illustrated in the accompanying cut,

and called No. i, by the Porter lS: Leavitt Electric

Motor company. Providence, R. I., which manufactures

it, is designed to run on one cell of acid battery. The

machine weighs only one and one-half pounds, and occupies

a space three inches square. It is self-starting, and de-

PORTER MOTOR.

velops quite a large amount of power for so small a

motor. The mctor is capable of running a 5-inch fan,

small music-boxes, models, mechanical toys, etc. The

machine is finished in fine enamel with brass trimmings.

Three sizes, of which the motor illustrated is the smallest,

are made at present, but larger machines to be designated,

No. 4 and No. 5, wound for either battery or incandes-

cent circuits, are shortly to be placed on the market.

varies pcTMfrslIy, the reMstance has to be increased by a

definite ';ndin^ on the inductance and the

manner ;n order to obtain the correct effective

rorreni '/.ndtti''n!i. Similarly that the flux in

a simple ma;^rieiic circTiit of air or vacuum is subject to

Ohm's law, bat that if the circuit includes a magnetic

Dietal. the relactance in the formala has to be chaD^^cd in

I. thit. Mag.^ Mareh, iSft?,

New Push-Button Switch.

A new departure in incandescent switches is soon to

be offered to the trade by the Cutter Electrical l^ Man-

ufacturing company, Philadelphia, Pa. In the sub-

joined illustrations. Fig. i shows the switch

open while Fig. 2 shows it closed. This

switch is of the single-pole, double break

class, with the brushes and switching mechan-

ism mounted upon a porcelain base, which

is in turn, inclosed in a casing of the same

material. The copper terminal brushes are

set one over the other, the end of the switch-

baracting as a bridge between them when

the switch is closed, and giving a break of

one quarter inch on each side when open, or,

an actual break of one-half inch The switch-

bar is operated entirely by a Hat semi electri-

cal spring, which acts eccentrically in such

manner that, until the switching lever brings

the spring to center, there is no movemert

.. iiatever of the switch-bar; consequently

/in,-n it is moved past the center, the full

ion of the spring is brought to bear for

- break, which is absolutely instantaneous,

so that with ten amperes current this size of

switch exhibits but the faintest indication of

*—"— a spark.

The switch is operated by two push buttons

net into a face plate, which is set in place

(lush with ihc wall or surface of the switchboard, the por-

celain case conlalning the switch mechanism being recessed

into the wall, so that nothing is presented to view but the

face plate, which may be so ornamented as to correspond

with its surroundings. One of the push buttons is white. tlie

other black. Jiy pushing the while one the circuit is closed,

while by pushing the black one it in opened, and in case

the light governed by a particular switch is in a distant

room, the condition of that light, as to whether it is "on"

or "off," is indicated by the relative positions of the push

buttons. If the white button is flush with the surface of

the face plate the light is "on;" if the black one is thus

flush with the plate, the light is "off."

The peculiar construction of this switch permits of a con-

venient method of placing a number of switches in 'gang"

on the same face plate, in a manner similar to that adopted

in electric gas lighting. For instance, a gang of ten

NEW PUSH-BUTTON SWITCH.

switches would exhibit only a face plate fifteen inches long

by three and one-quarter inches wide. The switch is also

modified so as to be able to control one or more lights from

two or more places.

Electric Motors in England,

At present there appears to be but a small demand for

electric motors in London, says an English contemporary,

and doubtless the main reason for this is the low price of

gas. A horse power can be produced in a gas engine at

abouf id. per hour, whereas if current be used from the

electric supply companies' mains the cost per horsepower

will reach about 4^2d- This of itself is sufiicient to

preclude the use of motors on anything like an extended

scale at present. The great desideratum of the electric

supply companies is to increase their load factors, and this

could be done easily were the current required for the

supply of motive power. The use of gas for illuminating

purposes is without doubt doomed, but there is before the

gas companies a great future for the supply of gas for

heating and for driving gas engines.

Evans Friction Cone.
An interesting method of transmitting engine power to

dynamos is shown in the accompanying illustration. How
to realize the highest percentage of the power produced in

the steam engine or water wheel oa the armature shaft

with the greatest economy of space and the maximum of

convenience is a problem that has long engaged the atten-

tion of engine builders and manufacturers of electrical

machinery. The device shown in the cut is the solution

advanced by the Evans Friction Cone company of Boston,

EVANS FRICTION CONE.

Mass. As shown, the friction cones press directly against

the liy-wheel of the engine shaft, and the method of oper-

ation can be seen at a glance. The cut represents two 650

light incandescent machines that the Thomson! louston

Electric company is building for the electric light station

of the f'linton (las Light company at Clinton, Mass, The

dynamos will be driven by the Evans I'Viclion Cone.

The new Manchester, Kng , electric lighting station will

occupy a site covering 25,000 square yards The system

of distribution recommended by I 'r. Ilopkinsonis on the

five-wire sy.Htem, .with pressures of /(oo volts in the extreme

conductors down to 100 volts in the service mains.
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New Double Pole Switch.

In Ihe accompanying cuts is shown a new double pole

switch just put upon the market by the Union Electric

company of Bridgeport, Conn. As will be seen by a refer-

ence to the illustrations, the switch is shown open and

closed. In alluding to its merits the company manufact-

uring it says: "The switch has been brought out to meet

NEW DOUDLF. POLE SWITCH.

the wants of the trade for a perfect article—a trade which,

owing to the great advancements made in recent times in

iuch articles, has grown to be a very discriminating one."

It is claimed that the new switch meets these requirements.

Advantages of the City and South Lon-
don Electric Railway.

An interesting discussion has been carried on in the

New York newspapers in relation to the merits of the

City and South London railway, which has many admirers

in New York, and which an influential p rty desires to

see reproduced in Gotham. This railroad is laid in a

tunnel constructed after the plans of J. H. Greathead,

an English engineer, and the motive power is electricity.

In the last two months there has been much discussion

as to the real worth of the Greathead scheme by partis-

ans of one side or the other. It has been contended,

for example, that the road now in operation in Lon-
don is an ideal one, and exactly suited to the de-

mands of New York. Those opposed to it have insisted

on the other hand, that it is ill adapted to the needs of that

city, and that it is by no means good even where it is in

operation. George C. Holt belongs to the latter class and
in a recent letter to the Ev>i'ning Post of New York he
criticised the London road for a number of alleged delects,

concluding with this statement: "Upon the whole, it was
the most disagreeable public conveyance I ever rode on.

The old London underground is, in my judgment, much
preferable, and I heard that opinion expressed by every

one I talked with on the subject in London. Compared
with our elevated roads, the London electric road was im-

Tieasurably inferior, as far so the comfort of the passengers

was concerned."

The underground electric road does not lack able and
vigorous defenders, however, and one of these, a gentle

man signing himself II. L., published in the Ne'v York
TiniL-s of Octobei l6th a long letter in reply to Mr. Holt's

objections. Premising his statements with the assertion

that he had traveled over the line in question a number of

times last month, the writer proceeded to take up Mr.
Holt's criticisms in the order in which they were originally

presented.

The Times correspondent first asserted that the tunnel

is well vei.tilated and perfectly dry. Each train of cars

-'
ik.

r'J
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acts like a piston in a cylinder, pushing ahead a column of

air and followed by an inrdsh of outside atmosphere
The lighting of the cars, it is admitted, is open to criti-

cism, but it is urged that this difficultv can be easily obvi-
ated in the projected tunnel in New York by arranging to

havt; the lighting and power circuits independent and dis-

tinct.

As to safety, it is pointed out that of the millions thus
far carried on the railway not one has been injured. It is

not supposable that the tunnel itself would cave in. The
construction is too strong for that. If the train were to

stop from a failure of the current or the breaking of an
axle, there would be no danger. In either case the block

signals would show the fact at once to the following train,

and there would be no danger of collision.

In speaking of speed the Times correspondent says:

"The writer timed the speed of the trains over the whole
road and between various stations. The entire road is

about three and one-quarter miles long, and the time con-

sumed in going from end to end, including stops, is a
little over fifteen minutes. The average speed, including

the stops, is about twelve miles per hour. This is not,

however, an altogether fair way of judging the capabilities

of the railway. In the first mile and a half, including the

portion between the Monument and the Elephant and
Castle, there are several short curves, and even a place

where one tunnel goes parallel to and right above the other.

This construction was necessary in order to avoid conflict

with certain property rights, which would have delayed

construction and have added vastly to the cost of the un-

dertaking. When the Elephant and Castle station is

passed, and from there on to Stockwell, the terminus of

the line, a distance of a mile and three-quarters, a speed
of neatly twenty-five miles an hour is attained. This is

much better than even the so called express trains on the

Ninth Avenue elevated road."
In conclusion, "H. L." says that the electric road is in

every way superior to the "smoky, dirty, foul-smelling and
altogether disgusting London Underground or District

railway." He adds that the smell of that tunnel would
abide in one's clothes and other belongings for hours after

a journey, and it was always necessary to wash one's face

and hands after riding in it for any length of time." In
very many ways the City and South London road is said

to be superior to the
'

' L" roads of New York. So success-
ful has it been that another and larger tunnel for an elec-

tric line is to be built.

A detailed description of the City and South London
system was given in the New York Sun of October iSth.

Here, also, the underground electric road was praised.

the maximum load that may be thrown on during the run,

and as the actual load is considerably less during most of

the lime, the vital feature of compounding is destroyed;

whereas with the automatic attachment to each valve, the

engine is always in condition to take care of any load

within range of its capacity and without disturbing any of

the essential elements of compounding.

This feature of two automatic valves must be well re-

ceived under any circumstances and where strict economy
of fuel is necessary its value is apparent.

Weston Connpound Engine.

In the great majority of electric plants the question of

steam engine power is one of great importance, and hence

CORRESPON DENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, October 31.—On Thursday evening the New
York Electric club was the scene of one of those enjoyable

entertainments for which the organi;daiion is noted. Sec-

retary Stephen L. Coles had announced what he called a

"VVurzburger Nacht," and all who attended found that it

meant passing a verj- pleasant evening, Mr. Coles "did

himself proud," and there are many who remember with

pleasure the last meeting of the ciub.

A telephone war is on in Baltimore, Md. From recent

dispatches it looks as if the subscribers would come out

ahead in their fight against high prices. The telephone

company would like to compromise with a reduction of 25

per cent, and no restrictions as to the use of the instru-

ments. But the Subscribers' association unanimously de-

clines to accept the offer, and has decided to contest in the

legislature for a regular charge of ^50 a year. The
present rate is I125. It maybe stated that the tele-

phone company was at first inclined to ridicule the efforts

of its subscribers. It has a different feeling, however, at

the present time.

It is reported that the Edison Lamp Works at Harrison,

N. J., were closed yesterday on account of a strike.

Superintendent Upton denies this, however, and says that

central station managers evince much interest in the rela

tive merits of engines recommended to them as particu-

larly adapted for driving dynamos. One of this class is

the Weston compound engine, built by the Weslon En-

gine company of Painted Post, N. Y., for which Julian

Scholl & Co., 40 Cortlandt street, New York, is agent.

In this engine the sub-base is made a part of the engine

proper by expending it and projecting a neck in front of the

high pressure cylinder for the attachment of the large or low-

pressure cylinder. This arrangement, it is claimed, has

several advantages, principal among which is tlie access-

ibility of the low pressure cylinder for inspection. As

leakage from this cylinder represents the most serious

loss, it is obvious that the practice of making the low pres-

sure cylinder practically inaccessible is disadvantageous as,

if no opportunity is given for examination of the piston,

the loss from this item may be great. As arranged in the

Weston engine there is every opportunity for inspection.

Another advantage of this form is in the elimination

of cylinder vibration, indicating great rigidity and securing

permanent alignment.

These engines have a balanced four admission valve on

each cylinder, and both valves are attached in a direct

manner to an automatic governor, thus keeping Ihe load

evenly divided between the two cylinders. Owing to the

variation of load constantly occuring in some lines of

service, such as electric lighting, electric railw.iys, rolling

mills, etc., the hand adjustment is of little value, as the

engine must be set for the entire run, before starting, to

WESTON COMPOUND ENGINE

the works wtre closed to take an account of slock, and

that work wid be resumed on Monday next.

The Columbia theater, now in course of erection in

Brooklyn, is to be a model as far as the ventilation, light-

ing and heating appurienances are concerned. This

theater is to occupy the rear half of Leibman Brothers"

building on Washington. Tillar)* and Adams streets.

There will be about 1,500 electric lights used, exclusive

of the stage. In the squire ceiling, a magnificent dome
will be built, with sunken panels around it, on which will

be painted bold figures. Each panel will represent a

special subject in the arts, and the numerous incandescent

lights are to illuminate these figures and make them per-

fectly visible from the auditorium. A number of elegant

windows, glazed with rich stained glass and illuminated bv

electric lights in the back, will be placed in the lover.

The heating will be by low pressure steam, direct and in-

direct, and the ventilation will be by the blower s>-stem.

Parfitt Brothers are the architects. It is expected that

the Columbia will be completed about March ist.

It is stated that the electric road in Saratoga.

N.Y., will be extended to the race track and lake.

Word reaches here from Boston to the etTcct that Har-

v.ird university was refused permission by the Cambridge

board of aldermen to lay electric wires for furnishing the

institution and grounds with electric lights.

As a Market street hill car on the electric line in Amster-

dam, N. Y..was making its up trip one morning last

week, the brakes failed to let go. The tight hold caused
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the wheels to slip. The car became uncontrollable. It

came down the hill at great speed and struck a wagon.

Xo one was hurt.

Louis May. a judgment creditor of the North Ameri-

can Underground Telegraph and Electric company, has

brought sequestration proceedings against it, and Judge

O'Brien has appointed Alvah Trowbridge, cashier of the

Bank of North America, receiver of the corporation. The

company is insolvent, having only office furniture and

some patent rights for underground conduits as assets.

Mr. Trowbridge is directed to sell the property and make

a distribution of the proceeds.

Those who read the article entitled "'How the Western

Union Telegraph Company Obtained Its Racing News" in

the Western Electrician of October loth will be interest

ed in the statement that the persons who carried out this

in g,enious plan for the Western Union company are now

engaged in scheming of another sort. It seems that

E>etective Pinkerton accuses them of assaulting him, and

the whole parly is now held to answer in the courts. The

counsel for the defendants has been endeavoring to have

the case go to the grand jury, and he has at last been per-

mitted to file the necessary certificate.

The magnificent statue of "Diana" which now sur-

mounts the lofty tower of Madison Square Garden build-

ing, will be illuminated by electricity for the first time

Sunday evening.

It will be remembered that, in one of last summer's

New York letters, an account was given of the brilliant

electrical decorative display at the Vanderbilt ball at

Newport, Electricity was supplied to the lamps in the

ballroom by the Edison Electric company of Newport

from a plant specially set up for the occasion. A lady,

Miss Dresser, was injured the night of the ball in an acci-

dent due to the scaring of her carriage horses by the en-

gine in temporary use on the Vanderbilt grounds. She

is now instituting a suit in the United States circuit court

for s5o,ooo against the electric light people.

The democrats up in Harlem had a great time last

week. They opened their campaign with a rush

and a roar; but to make their display complete they

had, of course, to resort to electricity. There was the

usual procession, with transparencies innumerable, but the

Stuyvesants carried of! the palm as far as the production of

the most original display was concerned. The Stuyve-

sants were in the rear, but a dynamo and incandescent

lamps on a wagon enabled them to astonish the simple

minded natives. As the wagon passed along "Flower and

Sheehan Stuyve-anl Club, 1S91," appeared spelled oui in

electric lights.

The Sims-Edison torpedo is soon to be given another

trial in foreign waters. This time the exhibition will be

made in English waters before the Lords of the Admiralty.

The Sims-Edison people state that on this occasion the

torpedo will be man-reuvered from a steamer.

Articles of incorporation for the Edison Illuminating

and Power company of Newark, N. J., have been filed in

Trenton. The company is capitalized at ^500,000. This

is the company about which there is a rumor to the effect

that it is to eventually exploit an electric street car system

devised by Edison. The system is said to be one in which

only the two rails will be employed and the current furnish-

ed through them at the low rate of 20 volts. General E.

Hurd Grubb, United States minister to Spain, is said to

be interested in this new company. F, L, P.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Milwaukee, Oct. 31.— President Hare of the common
council has introduced into that body a resolution author-

izing the city to enter into a five-year contract with the

Badger Illuminating^ company to light the streets with

electricity at $112.50 per lamp per year, the price which

the compiny ha5 received during the past year. A few

days ago President E. C. Wall of the Badger Illuminating

compaov appeared before the special council committee on

electric lights, and made a lengthy argument. He ridi-

culed the suggestion of the ^filwaukec Light & Power

company that it be allowed to U5c the fire and police

aUrm conduit'^ for awhile in case it3 bid, the only one sub-

mitted should be accepted by the council.

He quoted Chicago's city electrician to show

that to draw wires in on top of those already

in the conduits would endanger the insulation of ihc latter,

and jco^fdizc the fire alarm service, Mr. Wall devoted

some time to condemning any attempt to bring about the

municipal ownership of gas and electric light plants. It

viA wrong in theory, he said, and tended toward commun-

:iai, corrop'ion and demoralization. There was a great

iiffercnce, he added, between a city operating water works

and operating ga? or electric light plants. Water is a

:;a:aral article, necessary to all, whereas gas and electricity

are artificial articles of commerce. Water is indispensable

to the city itself in order to extinguish fires, but gas and

electricityare not. Mr. Wall also contended that it had

not been demonstrated that electric lighting could be ap-

plied as cheaply by a city as by a well organized company.

The management of municipal affairs, he declared, was

necessarily controlled by men who were not paid to devote

their whole time to the city, and with increased patronage

came danger of rings and corruptions. He asserted that

the claim of Prof. Barrett of Chicago that electric lights

only cost Chicago $73 each per annum was misleading.

To support his assertion he quoted from a speech made at

Cape May a year ago by Mr. Francisco, and stated that the

report of the Chicago Board of Public Works for i8go

\page 2g) gave the cost at 5^83 per lamp. He continued

tiiat the statement had been made, and seemed to be borne

out by the facts, that in arriving at the cost per lamp the

Chicago electrician had failed to make allowance for lamps

running only part of the year, but had divided the total

cost by the number of lamps used during the year, those

used part of the time as well, as those used all of the time.

Mr. Wall stated that the president of the Chicago Arc

Light & Power company had written to him that the cost

of electric lights in Chicago was really $145 per lamp per

year. Mr. Wall claimed that Mr. Barrett had admitted

time and again that his estimate did not take in the interest

on the money invested nor make any allowance for loss by

reason of the wear and tear of machinery. The under-

ground system, Mr. Wall argued, cost eight or nine times

more than the overhead system, and the cost per mile of

maintaining an underground system is more than half of

the cost per mile of building an overhead system. He as-

serted that it is cheaper to build an entirely new overhead

system every two years than it is to maintain the under-

ground system for one year. He wound up by saying that

the science of electricity is still in an e.xperimental stage,

and that all the machinery in use is patented. Improve-

ments are being made all the time. The city, therefore,

might to-day invest $500,000 or $1,000,000 in an electric

light plant, and in five or ten years have nothing of value

to show for its money.

At the ofiice ol the Badger Illuminating company the

special committee spent more than two hours looking over

the company's books, no information bearing on the sub-

ject being withheld. All such knowledge, however, was

imparted in strict confidence. Then the Badger plant

was inspected. Here the committee found four boilers

with a total of i.ioo horse power, four engines of 900

horse power, and twenty dynamos with a capacity of sup-

plying 930 arc lights. From the Badger plant the commit-

tee went to the establishment of the Milwaukee Power

and Lighting company and inspected the books and

machinery.

Judge Rose, who represents the Milwaukee Power &
Lighting company, insists that the city should possess its

own electric lighting plant. That company was willing

to show by its books that the city, by investing $200,000,

could furnish its own lights atf65 each a year. The com-

pany's plant would be sold were a satisfactory price

offered.

Chief Engineer Meyer of the Viilard street railway sys-

tem states that new street railroads are being built here at

the rate of four miles a week. Thirty-two miles have been

built, leaving forty-eight to be constructed.

PERSONAL.
Clinton B, Osgood, agent for the railway department of

the Westinghouse company at Atlanta, Ga., was in Chica-

go last week,

Herbert E. Goodman, secretary of the Speny Electric

'^lining Machine company, is just recovering from a severe

attack of scarlet fever.

C. E. L, IJrov/n, the famous Swiss electrical engineer, is

now the senior member of the firm of Brown, Boveii Sc

Co. of Baden, Switzerland.

J. Allan Hornsby, secretary of the department of elec-

tricity. World's I-'air, returned home from his European
trip on October 30th, He expresses himself as well satisfied

with the results of his journey.

W, A. Stadclman, manager and electrical engineer, and
S. Ashton Hand, vice president and mechanical engineer

of the Equitable Engineering ik Construction company of

Philadelphia, were in Chicago last week.

Among the visitors to the Frankfort electrical exhibition

was <icncral Superintendent Kice of the Thomson-Hous-
ton works. He expresses the belief that Europeans are

far behind Americans In electric railway work.

H. ]. Jones has been appointed general superin-

tendent of the Riverside Park Railway company, of Sioux
Cilv, la,, vice C, W, Rickard, resigned. He will lake

full charge of everything pertaining to the operation of

the road.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Lake Erie I'.lectric Light company, Elyria, O.; capital

stock, $20,000; to manufacture electric light and gas;
Lester McLean, Elyria, O.

Heisler Electric company.Gloucester, N. J. ; capital stock,
$250000; to manufacture and sell electric apparatu?; E.
H. MacMorris, Philadelphia, Pa.

McLeod Electric Manufacturing company, Brooklyn,
N. V,; capital stock, '^S.ooo; to manufacture electrical
machines, implements and specialties.

Pascagoula Ice company, Scranton, Miss.; capital stock,
$15,000; to manufacture electric lights, furnishing cold
storage, etc.; W. M. Denny, Scranton, Miss.

Electro Novelty company, Pontiac, Me.; capital stock,
$60,000; to manufacture and deal in all kinds of electric
novelties; Clarence Hale, 39 Exchange street, Pontiac.
Me.

Springfield Light & Power company, Springfield,
O.; capital stock $200,000; generating and distributing
electricity for light, power, etc.; J. H. Miller, Springfield,
Ohio.

Acme Light, Heat and Power company of Illinois,
Chicago, 111.; capital stock, .$2,000,000; to furnish light',
heat and power; N. Whitman, S20 Chamber of Commerce,'
Chicago, 111,

Wampa Electric Light & Power company, Wampa,
Idaho; capital stock, $24,000; to construct and operate a
plant for the distribution of light and power; J. M. Jones,
Wampa, Idaho.

Spher-Electro Power & Development company, Port-
land. Me

; capital stock. $2,500,000; to manufacture and
deal in machmery, apparatus and appliances of all kinds;
Clarence Hale, Portland, Me,

Atlantic Electric Light & Power company, Atlantic
City, N. J.; capital stock, $50,000; to manufacture, pro-
duce, supply and distribute electricity for electric lights-
C. L. Cole, Atlantic City, N. J,

Gray Electric company, Chicago, 111.; capital stock,
$100,000; to manufacture and use telautographs, electri-
cal and other instruments and appliances; Elisha Gray,
Auditorium building, Chicago, 111.

New York Electric Construction company, [ersey City,
N. J,; capital stock, $100,000; to build, construct, enlarge
or complete electric light plants and electric light devices;
John H. Hapgood, New York, N. Y,

Mott Visual Telegraph company, Jersey City, N. J.;
capital stock, $500,000; to manufacture, construct, com-
plete, repair and sell electrical bulletin instruments; Truax
& Vail, 136 Liberty street, New York.

Miffiingburg Electric Light & Power company, Miflling-
burg. Pa.; capital stock, $i,ooo; to supply light, heat and
power by means of electricity to the public at Millling-
burg; John A. Beard, Mililingburg Pa.

Central Electric Railway company. Paters n, N. J.

;

capital stock, $30, 000; constructing, maintaining andopei-
ating a street railway for public use; Barkalow, Penning-
ton & Beam. i^S Ellison street, Paterson, N. J,

Gothenburg Water Power & Investment company, Mil-
waukee, Wis. ; capital stock, $2,500,000; to construct aid
maintain irrigating ditches; construct electric street rail-

wajs; build factories; maintain systems of waterworks.

San Bernardino Street Railway company, San Bernar-
dino, Cal.; capital stock, $10,000; to construct and oper-

ate lines of street carsm San Bernardino by horses, mules,
electricity or steam; W. S. Hooper, San Bernardino,
Cal.

Union County Electric company, Roselle, N. J.; capital

stock, $30,000; to construct. ^acquire, maintain, operad
,

purchase and sell works and machinery of all kinds Ic r

transmitting electricity; Frank Bergtn, 6S IJroadway,
Elizabeth, N. J.

European American Electric corporation. Chicagr

,

III. ; capital stock, $2,000,000; to acquire, manufacture ai d
deal in electrical patents, inventions, devices, improv*

-

meets and machinery; Dupee, Judah & Ilillard, Adan s

Express building. Chicago. III.

Columbus & Westerville Railway company. Columbus,
O.; capital stock, $100,000; constructing and operating a

street railroad between Columbus and Wcsterville, Frank-
lin county, O., to be operated by electricity or other

power; F. W. Merrick, Columbus, O.

National IClectraprise company, New Orleans. La.

;

capital stock, $250,000; to purchase and sell the electra-

prise and similar instruments in the states of Ohio, Indi

ana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa, Missouri,

Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota and Kansas.

ELECTRIC LIGHT.
A group of Belgian capitalists has obtained from the

government of the Shah a monopoly for gas and electric

lighting in Persia. The concession is granted for 99 years.

The City Electric Light company of Charlcstown, W.
Va., has been organized with li. D, (lib.son, president;

Gustav Brown, vice-presidetil; William Campbell, secretary

and treasurer, and Charles C. Caldwell, supcrinlendcni.

The War field Manufacturing company of Baltimore is

putting in the plant at a cost of $15,000. The station is to

be in operation December 20th.

There is some talk in Pittsburg of a municipal electric

light plant. A resolution has been adopted by the .select

council requir*ng that, inasmuch as the present contract

for street lighting would expire in six months, the chief of
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public works report to the councils within thirty clays the

total number of arc and incandescent lights in use by the

city, and the annual cost of eacli light. This official is also

required to report what would be the probible cost of a

plant capable of supplying the city with electric light; also

report what the cities of St. Louis. Detroit. New York
and Philadelphia pay per year for electric light.

The electric.light has been made to serve a new purpose
in England, according to the London Daily Tckgfaph.
The gamekeepers on an estate near Bournemouth found
that poachers were in the preserves, and by the aid of occa-

sional flashes from the search lights at Hurst Caslle, they

were able to recognize two men who ran away, leaving be
hind them a net a hundred yards long. The men were
afterwards arrested, from the description given by the

keepers, and brought before the Bournemouth magistrates,

who sentenced them to two months' hard labor and to find

security for good behavior during twelve months, or in

default suffer six months' additional imprisonment. Ilurst

Castle is several miles distant from the place where the

men were discovered.

The lighting of the dome of St. Paul's Cathedral by
electricity is now being canvassed in London. The re-

decoration of the interior of the magnificent dome is now
progressing, and the artistic work which is beinj, lone will

soon be spoiled if submitted to the ravages of the rows of

gas jets which are at present placed immediately below the

paintings. In a few years the colors must inevitably lose

their brightness and become as gloomy as other parts of

the structure whe-e gas llames have had their murky way.

The lighting of the other parts of the cathedral is miser-

ably inadequate, and although there is a large section of

the community who would preserve the "dim religious

light" at all hazards, and who would think that the intro-

duction of the electric I'ght would have "a theatrical tend-

ency," there are others who realize that nothing is lost by
adding to the cheerfulness of the house of worship, and
that a good deal of destruction and disfigurement is saved

by the use of a bright, clean and harmless light.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The municipality of Genoa proposes to establish several

electric tramways in that town, and a request has been
forwarded to the Italian Parliament asking that such lines

should be declared of public utility.

The Citizens' Traction and the Duquesne Electric Rail-

way companies of Pittsburg are contending for a right of

way on Penn avenue.

An electric railroad from Napa, Cal., to Calistoga, a

distance of 2S miles, is projected. It is proposed to

construct the road early in the spring. Cars will be used
for freight as well as for passengers. When the road is

completed, it is proposed to start cars every hour to Cal-

istoga, from which place cars will also leave every hour.

The rate of fare at first will be about one cent per mile

The cars will carry light freight and produce at a great

reduction from the price now charged on the steam railroad.

TRADE NEWS.
Among recent additions to Westinghouse literature are

pamphlets on the 'Ironclad Gearless Railway Motor" and
"How to Protect Your Generators." In the latter the

merits of the company's lightning arresters and circuit

breakers are set forth.

The Crocker-Wheeler Electric Motor company will make
a large exhibit of its "Perfected" motors and dynamos at

the exposition in Augusta Ga., from November 2d to

November 28th. George C. Field of that company is now
in Auguita, and George W. La Rue will soon join him.

Platinum is an article used so extensively in the elec-

trical business that manufacturers will be glad to learn that

a large stock of pure platinum is always kept on hand by
Schawel & Co., of 2g John street, New York. They
furnish this metal in all shapes and forms required in the

electrical trade.

If there is any objectionable feature about that very use-

ful little piece of apparatus, the electric bell, it is the neces-

sity of depending upon some sort of battery for current.

Any one who may be curious to know abcut an elec

trie gong that operates without a battery can learn some-
thing by writing to Joseph F. Bray & Co., 221 Eighth
avenue, New York.

The Electric Supply t^ Contracting company, Nevada
building, Cincinnati, has been recently reorganized, with

F. E. Perry as president, A. S. Schulman secretary and
treasurer, John Wolf superintendent. This company deals

in C, &. C. motors and dynamos, and all kinds of supplies,

and contracts for complete plants and incandescent and
arc motors making a specialty of mechanical engineering

and repairing.

Owing to increased business, H. T. Paiste, manufacturer

of electrical specialties, has been obliged to move his fac-

tory and eastern office from Twelfth and Market streets,

Philadelphia, to the new I'uller building, 10 South Eigh-

tccnlh street, below Market street, in the same city. He
has taken the entire third Iloor of this fine building,

thereby trebling his fioor space. It is the intention of Mr.
Paiste to largely increase his line of specialties, 'i'he west-

ern office and storeroom, 341 Rookery, Chicago, remains
unchanged.

For the past year a hoist and haulage drum, operated by
electricity, has been in use at the Caslle Gale mine in

Utah. The drum was made by the Lidgerwood Manu-
facturing company of New York, and the cleclric motor
and equipment was furnished by the Thomson-\'an De-
poele Electric Mining company. But, perhaps, one of

the best electrical tests was that which established the

merits of the Clark wire for mining work. This wire.

manufactured by the Eastern Electric Cable company. U\-

65 Hampshiie street, Boston, Mass., was used throughout
and is said to have given perfect satisfaction.

The "Hub'' needle annunciator is a new electrical indi-

cator to which the attention of the trade is called by the

Electric Gas Lighting company of iioston. In it a single

magnet operates a gravity needle drop, which is replaced

by a mechanical set back. The drops arc mounted on a

metal base, which cannot warp or shrink to throw the

mechanism out of adjustment. It has fewer parts than
customary, and occupies the least possible space; the parts

are easily acce-sible, and may be withdrawn from the case

for repairs or adjustment. It requires a minimum of bat-

tery power, and is warranted to hold its adjustments
through all seasons and temperatures, and to require little

attention.

No one will deny the desirability of electric lighting for

steam and street railways, and consequently the little

pamphlet just issued by the B. G. Electrical Supply com-
pany of 401 Fore street, Portland, Me., exploiting the

Jordan system of electric lighting for that purpose will be
received with interest. The principal feature of this sys-

tem is the employment of the Jordan electric light coupler,

by means of which, it is claimed, the current can be con-

ducted to an unlimited number of cars, being returned
through the same coupler to the ground circuit of the motor
or to the negative wire, if the double trolley system is used.

The coupler is made of two interchangeable halves, with
an insulated shell.

The Columbia Electric company has just installed in

the Schuneman A: Evans six story building at St. Paul,

Minn., a six hundred light plant. It consists of two three

hundred light Columbia dynamos operated by a 60 horse
power Buckeye engine. The same company started up
last week two of its two hundred and fifty light machines
and a 60 horse power Westinghouse engine at Sheldon,
la., in a central station to supersede a two hundred light

plant which was installed there a year ago. Among the

other plants now under contract are the following: One
to light Macalister college, St. Paul; another at Little

Rock, la., for general lighting; trebling the capacity of

the plant which the company put in a year ago for Neal
& Johns at Lake City, Minn.; three in mills at Centralia,

Port Edwards and Steven's Point, VVis. ; opera hou5e,

Duluth, and Minneapolis Grain & Feed Co 's elevator.

The Columbia company is also doing a considerable busi-

ness in stationary motors.

Among the largest manufacturers of wrought iron pipe

and tubes in the United States is the American Tube and
Iron Company of Middtetown, Pj. This company dis

tributes its products, it is said, in every state in the Union,
the provinces of the Dominion of Canada and in the cen-

ters of commerce of the South American republics. The
secret of the success of this company lies in the fact that

its managers from its first inception were men who had
thoroughly mastered every detail of the pipe business. The
company started in May, 1S80, with about seventy-five

men. It now employs at its works at Middletown. Pa
,

and Youngstown. O., upward of 2,000 men. The daily pro-

duction of the two mills is said to be 250 tons. Additional

facilities are now being added to the plant which when com-
pleted will swell the output 75 per cent. This company
makes a specialty of pumping columns for mines. The
western office and salesroom are at No. 50 South Canal
street, Chicago. Eugene P.. Ryan has charge of this

office.

Many people are now operating short telephone lines,

and undoubtedly the number would be greatly increased

had the conditions in the past been more favorable. Plow-
ever this may be, not a few will find it worth while to

write for a circuiar from the National Telephone Manu-
facturing company, 620 Atlantic avenue, Boston. This
concern furnishes a short distance telephone outfit, and
guarantees excellent service over short distances. The Na-
tional company writes that it has just displaced Bell tele-

phones, constructing its own services, for Wiley & Russell

Manufacturing company, Greenfield, Mass., four stations;

Warder, Bushnell & Glessner company, Springfield, 0.,
seven stations. The system is also in use by the Ports

mouth Shoe company, twelve stations; Walter ^L Lowney
company, Boston, ten stations; Henry W. Lamb and
Thomas Doliber of Brookline; Palmer Mill of the Otis

company, four stations; and the Thomson- Houston Elec-

tric company. The Lehigh Valley Coal company has a
1,500 feet line in a coal mine.

BUSINESS.
W, R. Ostrander <S: Co of New York, manufacturers

of bells, annunciators, etc, report a good fall trade.

The Globe Cordage Works of roo2 Arch street, Phila-

delphia, is compelled to make overtime in order to keep up
with orders.

The New York Insulated Wire company, the western
office of which is at So Franklin street, Chicago, reports

an unprecedented trade in Grimshaw white core wire.

The Turner Brass works. 4 La Salle avenue, Chicago,

have recently increased their facilities, and are prepared to

submit estimates on any kind of brass electrical work.

A recent aluminum souvenir bears the name of the St.

Louis Electrical Supply company. One side of the medal
calls attention to the Grimshaw wire, for which the St.

Louis company is agent,

A recent business card issued by Chas. A. Schiercn ^N:

Co., New York, manufacturers of belting, bears a com-
plete price list on the reverse side. The Chicago ofiicc is

at 46 South Canal street

Thos. H. Hallett .S: Co. of Philadelphia will make
a specialty of the Billberg generator, combined with and
directly driven by the Triumph valvelcss compound en-

gine, of which they are the sole eastern agents. Mr.
Schloss, formerly of the Edison company, will handle this
branch of the company's business.

The Novelty Electric company, 50 N. Fourth street,
Philadelphia, is biinging out a number of no'.'cltics

Business is reported as being unusually good.

Clay, Pepper & Register, electrical engineers Philadel-
phia, are preparing a new electrical device which they
expect to offer to the trade about the first of the year.
They have a large amount of work on hand.

H. A, Cleverly, of ioi3 Chestnut street, Philadelphia, is

very buiy upon special electrical work. He has so many
orders in this line that he seriously contemplates the
enlargment of his factory to meet his increasing business.

A O. Schoonmaker, 153 William street, New York, re-
po rts the demand for foreign mica as being most excellent.
Mr. .Schoonmaker deals exclusively in East India mica.
which is considered by many to be the best for insulating
purposes

The Westinghouse Electric k. Manufacturing company
has issued a litde book of testimonials to the efficienc>- of
its electric railway system. All the companies using the
Westinghouse motors and generators appear to be delighted
with their operation.

Cutter's flexite tubing is meeting with favor in all parts
of the country, and (George Cutter has reason to congrat-
ulate himself in consequence It has all the good proper-
ties of the best hard rubber tubing, and yet can readily be
bent into any desired shape.

C. F. Cole, who for six years has been the Philadelphia
representative of the Thomson-Houston company, has
accepted the position of general agent for the La Roche
Electric Works of n6-iiS X. Sixth street, Philadelphia.
Mr. Cole reports business brisk.

A recent order received by James Lefiel & Co., Spring-
field, O., from one firm alone was for 18 large water
wheels A large wood pulp mill, now under construction
in Wisconsin, will use these wheels. This new enterprise is

situated near large quantities of suitable timber and where
ample water power can be obtained.

The Imperial Electric company, 121S Filbert street,

Philadelphia, has just issued a circular describing a new
incandescent lamp socket with or without key. The socket
is made moisture and heat proof and may be easily wired.
The Imperial company already reports the receipt of a
large number of orders, many of which have been
duplicated.

Wright & Starr, electrical eng;ineers of Philadelphia, are
making a test of the well-known ^Vaddell-Entz Storage
Battery system, at Chester. Penn. The results, thus far,

it is said, have proven satisfactory. This trial is being
watched by a number of representatives of the street car
companies through the South with a view to the adoption
of the system.

The Electric Merchandise company reports shipments of
Burton Electric Heaters during the past week to the fol-

lowing named places: Salem, O , Williamsport. Pa.,

Toronto, Ont , Oswego, N. Y., Ottumwa, la., Canton,
O,, Akron. O , Pottsville. Pa., Troy, N, Y. Numerous
ordfrs received from points widely separated show the
desire of street railway men to adopt this most desirable

method of car heating.

Those requiring a supply of mica for insulating
purposes are requested to call upon W. H. Sills, S6 Lake
street, Chicago. Mr. Sills is the Western representative
for Eugene Munsell &: Co , of New York, and carries a
full stock of mica, both cut and uncut, for electrical

purposes. By having a stock in Chicago, Mr. Sills is

enabled to fill all orders with great promptness. This
house report an increased demand for mica.

Thomas Wrigley, S5 Fifth avenue, Chicago, reports an
active demand for his ingenious toggle bolt. It isproving
indispensable to telephone and electric light people, par-

ticularly where hollow tile walls are used. The following
Chicago companies use this bolt in large quantities: The
Chicago Telephone company, the Western Electric com-
pany, the Chicago Edison company, the Westinghouse
company, the Standard Electric company and many
others.

The Engineering Equipment company, 143 Liberty
street. New York, with a New England office at 126 Pearl
street, Boston, has just issued a neat price list of trolley

line construction materials, conspicuous among which are
the devices containing the well-known Aetna insulating
compound, manufactured by Messrs. Anderson. The
list specialties contains the Boston trolley. Syracuse poles,

Habirshaw wires and cables, patent hard fibre conduit.
Underwood cotton-leather belting and other standard con-
struction supplies.

The C. W\ Hunt company of New York has just issued
an elaborate series of descriptive catalogues under the fol-

lowing headings: "Coal Handling." "Conveyors," "Ca-
ble Railways," "Wire Ropes" and "Railways." presenting
a line of electric locomotives and other appliances of gen-
eral interest to large manufacturers, coal miners and others
having use for "industrial railways." This company also
manufactures "stevedore" rope for transmitting power
together with a large line of coal machiner>'. and is closely

allied to the electric interests.

A. M. Morse vS: Co.. mechanical and contracting engi-

neers, have located at St. I.ouis. Mo , as the selling agents
for the B.iU vV Wood company. Mr. Morse is an experi-

enced engineer and a successful salesman, formerly of the
firm of F.nglish. Morse ^S: <^o. of Kansas City. The firm

of Mead Os; Stringham, Hammond building, lleiroit. Mich.,
will act as special agent for the Ball v^ Wood company.
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Both members of the firm are mechanical engineers well

known to the trade throughout Michigan. The Ball &
Wood company has found it necessary to run the Eliza

bethport shops all night that it may keep up with its or-

ders. It was represented at the street railway convention

at Pittsburg by F. H. Hayward, formerly connected with

the Straight Line Engine company of Syracuse.

The Crocker-Wheeler Electric Motor company. New
York city, has just issued a revised and extended catalogue.

It is an "interesting pamphlet of over fifty pages. To
those seeking information regarding the electric motor and

its numerous applications the Crocker-Wheeler catalogue

must prove of great value. The test, which is profusely

illustrated, discusses at length the construction of the

Crocke^-^Vheeler motors and their special features, with

convenient and valuable tables of dimensions, etc. There

are also directions for setting up, connecting and run-

ning these popular motors. An interesting chapter on

"Windings" engages the attention, also a table of sizes

and t>-pes''of motors manufactured for constant potential cir-

cuits. The pamphlet further contains "A Visit to the

Crocker-Wheeler Electric Motor Company's Factory," and

an interesting paper on "Cost of Electric Power—Com-
parative Efficiency of Large and Small Motors." by Dr. S.

S. Wheeler.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
/ss:u-J Oc/. 20 and 27, 1S91.

461,420. Spring Cushioned or Suspended Arc Lamp.
'

Charles F. Brush, Cleveland, O.

The object of this invention is to provide means for pre-

venting the injurious effect, to the operation of one or more
lamps that are operating in series, by reason of jarring or jolt-

ins of the lamp's support, ^°^ ^^^ invention consists In the

combination, with an electric lamp, of a spring or yielding

cushion for supporting or suspending the lamp, and thereby

preventing the lamp from being disturbed or deranged by the

jolting or jarring of its support.

461.423. Electric Clock Winder. James W. Laney and

Charles F. Laney, Canton, O.

461.424. Circuit Closer for Clock Winding Mechanism.

Tames W. Laney, Canton, O.

461,437. Tbermo-Electric Element. Charles W. Iden,

New York.

461,453. Electric Wire Connector. George R. Scrughan,

Lexington, Ky.

461,456. Electric Ss'itch. Alfred Swan, Orange, N. J.

The object of this invention is to provide an improved swi tch

in which both make and break shall be beyond the control of

the operator after the operating movement has passed a certain

point, and in which it shall be impossible for the circuit to be

made or broken by the reverse movement of the switch.

461,464- Xon Interfering Successive Signaling System

and Apparatus. Frank R. Wood, New York.

461,467. Composition of Matter for Insulating Purposes.

Martin O. Farrar and Charles C. Howe.

461.470. Telautograph. Elisha Gray, Highland Park,

III.

The last claim is presented:

2?. The combination, with a transmitting pen, of an elec-

tric circuit, means operated through said pen for producing

pulsations in said circuit, a receiving pen, mechanism indepen-

dent as regards its source of power for moving the receiving

pen, and caused to operate thereon through said pulsations,

electrical connections whereby, when the transmitting pen is

placed at one extreme p >ini ol its movement, the receiving

pen is brought into unison with the transmitting pen, as regards

direction of motion, and electrical connections whereby the

pen-moviag mechanism at the receiving station is at the same
time caused to operate and drive the receiving pen to its cor-

responding extreme pomt of movement.

461.471. Art of Telegraphy. Elisha Gray, Highland

Park, III.

461.472. Art of and Apporatus for Telautographic com-

maDication. Elisha Gray, Highland Park, III.

APIA'S- Telautograph. Elisha Gray, Highland Park,

111.

The tenth claim is given:

In a telautographic system, the combination of a receiving

pen, a pen dnjm with which the pen is connected, a rotating

motor shaft, two pairs of loose pulleys mounted on the shaft,

one p^illey of each pair carr>'ing a weight aud the other pulley

of each piir bring cooncctcd with the pen dram, and means
ete<;trically controlled from the transmitting station for alter-

Dately connecting each of the weight-carrying pulleys to the

motor shaft and to the other loose pulley of the pair, whereby
the ratsiogof the weight* i» effected by the shaft and the driv-

ing of the receiving p*:a is effected by the weights.

461,474. Tcbutograpb. Elisha Gray, Highland Park,

III.

461.493 Electric Elevator. James E. iJyrne, iJoston,

Mass.

461,513. SigniHng Appiratus. Cornelius T. iJarrctt,

Krooklyn. N. V.

461,526, Adjustable Transformer. Plllhu Thomson,
Ljrnn. Mas3.
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461,543. Contact Plow for Electric Cars. Edward M,
Bentlcy, Brooklyn, N. V.
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461,549, Conduit and Conductor for Electric Railways.

Walter H. Knight, New York, N. Y.

461,552. Field Magnet for Dynamo-Electric Machines.

Frank J. Sprague, New York, N. Y.

461,554 Electrical Valve Controller. John V. Stout,

Easton, Pa,

4(^1.555- Shunt Magnet for Valve Controllers. John V.

Stout, Easton. Pa.

461.560. Snao Switch. Henry P. Ball, New York, N.
Y.

461.561. Snap Switch. Henry P. Ball, Brooklyn, N.

y.

461.562. Electric \Vire Connection. Henry P. Ball,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

461.563. Electrical Connecting Device. Henrv P. Ball,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

461,56s. Coupler for Electric Wires. Jaraes H. De-
laney, South Orange, N. J.

461.569. Arc Lighting System. Robert S. Dobbie,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

461.570. Thermal Cut-out. Lorenzo B. Favor, Glou-

cester, Mass.

461 573. Telephone System. Claude C. Gould, Buffalo,
' N. Y.

461,575. Electric Meter. Albert B. Herrick, New
York, N. Y.

461,582. Hanger for Overhead Wires. Charles A.

Lieb, New York, N. Y.

461,611. Trolley Switch. Charles E. Hudson, Leomin-
ster, Mass.

461,631. Insulating Support for Electric Conductors.

Robert J. Hewett, St. Louis, Mo.

461,657. Control Apparatus for the Position of Signal

Disks. Theodor Weisser, Vohrenbach, Germany.

461,659. Electric Arc Lamp. Alloys Wirsching and
Rupert Schefbauer, New Y'ork, N. Y.

461,662. Motor Truck for Cars. George M. Brill,

Philadelphia, Pa.

461,677. Electrical Conduit. Edwin T. Greenfield,

New York, N. Y.

461,685, Electric Railway. Frank Mansfield, New
York, N. Y.

461,690. Electric Railway. Sidney H. Short, Cleveland,

O.

This invention consists of the combination, with a car and
conducting wires, of an electric motor on said car, two inde-

pendent trolley poles mounted on the car and adapted to have
a vibratory and pivotal movement independently of each other,

and contacts carried by said poles, said contacts being connect-
ed independently with the motor, so as to place said motor In

multiple arc.

461,706. Incandescent Double Key Lamp Socket.

William J. McCutcheon, Jr., Pittsburgh, Pa.

461,71s. Bell Ringing Attachment. William W. Slater

and Harry C. Barnes, Oakland, Cal.

461,745 Engraving Machine. Charles H. Field and
Charles H. Field, Jr , Providence, R. I.

461,748. Annunciator. Lambert F. Fouts, Trinity

Mills, Tex.

461.760. Electric Block Signal System. John La Burt,

New York, N. Y.

461.761. Electric Switch. George R. Lean, Boston,

Mass.

461,770. Electric Railway Brake. Augustin I. Ambler,
Washington, D. C.

Tliis invention consists in the application of electricity to

the mechanical means employed to operate the brakes of a
train of cars, first by the engineer on the locomotive in daily

use, second, by the conductor from any car in the train, and
third by automatically setting the brakes on each cir if the
train accidentally breaks apart, and the cars become detached
or separated,

461,785. Trolley Wire Support. Leroy S. Pfouls, Can-
ton, O.

461,791. Automatic Electric Switch. Sigmund Bergman,
New York, N. Y.

4*Ji.795- Armature for Electric Motors or Dynamos.
Robert Luodell, New York, N. Y.

461,797. Incandescent Lamp Filament. John T. Mar-
shall, Mctuchen, N. J.

461,808. Electric Car Brake. La MotteC Atwood, St.

Ixiuis, Mo.

461,809 Signaling System. Frank P. P.enjatnin, New
York, N. y.

461,810. Signaling System. Frank P. lienjamin, New
York, N. y.

461,814. Electric Healer. John V. Capck, New York,

N. y.

Of the twenty claims the last is given:

An electrical heater cmtiiiintiof a conductor an in^ulalinji-

Btrip therefor, and .i hcal-conducling strip, jiaid conductor and
»lrii« being in the form of a volute or flat spiral.

461,823. Secondary Battery Electrode. Justus B. Entz,

New York, and William A. Phillips, Brooklyn.

461,840, Trolley for Electric Cars. Charles A, Licb,

New York, N, Y,

461,851. System of Distribution for Electric Railways.
Sidney H. Short, Cleveland, O.

The object of this invention is to provide an electric railway
with a conductor for transmitting current to the several motors
to be operated thereon, sa'd conductor to be composed of in-

dependent seciions, each section hiving electrically connected
therewith an independent- that is to say, individual— conduct-
or connecting directly with the generator, provided with an
automatic cut-Out, operated by an abnormally heavy current,
and a return conductor, common to all such sections, whereby
the short circuiting of any one of such sections will lesult in

automatically open circuiting such sections and preserve intact

the remaining sections of the road,

461,858. Secondary Battery. Montgomery Waddell and
Justus B. Entz, New York, N. Y. '

461,862. Electric Generator. Charles G. Young, New
York, N. Y.

461,868. Electric Connection. James H. Fleming, New-
ark, N. J.

This invention consists in abutting the wire ends within a
tube and simultaneously bending the tube and the abutting ends
out of true line.

461,887. Multiple System for Telephone Exchanges.
William E. McKivitt, St. Paul, Minn.

The object of this invention is to provide ready means of
determining at any given board whether a line is wanted or
called for, is connected or in use, at any of the other boards.

Of the three claims we give the last:

The combination, with pairs of loop-plugs upon one of
several multiple switch-boards, of separate battery included in
the strand connecting together the tips or line terminals of
each of the pairs of plugs, and a battery common to the other
terminals of said plugs, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

461,898. Incandescent Electric Lamp Socket. Cecil P.

Poole, Lynchburg, Va.

461,965. Galvanic Battery. Calvin N. Souther, Chicago,
III.

The last claim follows: ,

In a galvanic battery", the combination, with a suitable re-

taining vessel, of a porous cup located withm said retaining-
vessel, a carbon electrode located within said porous (.up,

copper sulphate surrounding said carbon electrode within said
porous cup and extending to the inner face of the latter,

a zinc electrode applied to the outer face of said porous cup,
and a suitable liquid, p. eferabiy water, in the space between
sa d zinc and the retaining vessel, substantially as shown and
described.

461,969. Electric Railway. William B. Vansize, Plain-

field, N. J.

461,979. Dynamo-Electric Machine or Motor. Max
Mayer, New York, N. Y.

461,991. Lightning Arrester. Edward W. Van Brunt
and William M. Raynor, Scranton, Pa.

462,014 Electric Railway. George W. McNear, Oak-
land, Cal.

462.020. Automatic Regulator for Dynamo-electric Ma-
chines. William L. Silvey, Lima, O.

462,022. Electric Railway Switch. Hollon C Spaulding,
Boston, Mass.

Of the eight claims the seventh is given:

In an electric railway switch, the combination, with a main
and branch conductor, of a pivoted tongue for each, and means
for moving the said tongues oppositely to .bring them into
line witli each o:her and allow the trolley to pass over from
main to branch conductor, and from branch conductor to main
conductor.

William B. Cleveland,462,033 Circuit Controllers.

Cleveland, O.

The second claim follows;

Tlie combination of a casing, a comminuted non-liquid filling

therein, a stationary contact above said filling, and a movable
cjntact arranged to be withdrawn into the filling.

462,053. Rheostat for Electric Lamps. Thomas A. Lacey,
St Paul, Minn.

Of the nine claims the third is given:

"A rheostat coniprisinr, in combination wire resistance-coils
wound so as to form sidewise-tight cylindrical chambers or
central passages through them, c )nrining-disks of suitable non-
conducting material, and insulated electric conductiog-rods
having binding-posts at their upper ends, substantially as de-
scribed. '

462,153. Underground System for Electric Railways.
Samuel D. Nesmith, Cleveland, O.

This invention coiisislsof the combination in an electric rail-

way of a conduit liaving sluiceway drainage, a longtitudinal
plate arranged diagonally within said conduit, an electric con-
ductor supported beneath said plate, and a trolley-arm adapted
to slide on said conductor, and provided with a branch arm

.

462,177. Electric Railway. Charles W. Thomas, New
York, N. Y.

Of the seventeen claims the fifleenth is given:

In an electric niilway, tiie combination, with two tracks at
different levels, of an inclined pl&nc supporting an indepen-
dently-propelled truck supporting track.s and conductors wfiicli

corrc3pon(I to thoae of said levels, acd means whereby ttaicl

truck-conductors arc alternately connected with and discon-
nected from the line wires of the respective levels, aub-
stanlially as wet forth.

462,207. Method of Welding or Working Metals Elec-
trically, Charles L. Coifin, Detroit, Mich.

'rhJH process coniiisls in conecting llie nialerJal lo hi: welded
with one pole of a generator, placing it mi contact with a con-
ductor ill [iroxiinity to liic point of contact between said con-
ductor and a second conductor, which is connected with tlic

dtlicr nolc of a gcncnitor, and niiswing a iicHtiiig current
throuifii Haid mnterial and naid contlticlors, whereby said ma-
terial iH heated directly by the acilon of the current, and also by
the heat developed at the point of contact belwcca the two
conduclom, and coiiij)lcting llic weld by pressure.

462,219. Electric Railway Trolley. Rudolph M. Hunter,
Philadelphia, Pa.
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^IODENE F. PIITIXIP3, Pfeaident. W. H. Sawtek, »eo'y and Electrician.

AMEUICAK ELECTRICAL WOUKS,
PROVIDENCE. R. I

Manufacturers of Patent Finiebed

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
MogDot Wire, Office and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covered

Wire, Lead Eucased Wire, Telephone aod
Incandescent Cords.

FARADAY CABLES.
New York Office. 10 Cortlandt atroet,

F. €. ACK£imAN. Affcnt*

0°/ The Electrical

Construction Co, ^r
C. A. HARTER, Manager. Telephone, 1718.

Giap Etelric Motor Co.

street Railway and Generator

irmatnres Re-wonnd.

205 and 207 So. Canal St., CHICAGO, ILL.

THE "CLARK" WIRE
liisnliitloii <)iiiuraiite(Ml wlierever iih<-i1. Aerial, I'aderKroiind or ISnliuiarlne.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1 886, he says : '^A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber used In liiaulatiog onr wlr^wand cables le eepeclally c>iemlcally prepared, and is gnaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and •viU remain flexible in extreme cold
weather, and 1b not affeciud by beat, The ineiilaiicm 1b protected from mecbanical Injury by one or more braids, and tti'* whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and Boeclal extra flolsh, which we
have now adopted for all our s^lld wires ae an extra weaiher])roof protection, and also pieventlng challng and abrasion, which le water, acid, and to a very great extent fireproof. Oar Insulation will prove
durable when all othete fall. We are prepared to furnleb Slnele Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made lo order. We aie low prepared
to famish our Clark Wire with a white outside llnlf^h for celling cleat work as well ae onr standard color.

Clark .Toint €dnni should be us9d for making waterproof joints. This Is put up in half-pound boxf a. In strlns about one foot long and flve-eighlhs Inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint
and preeaed firmly it makes a eolld mass. KOK B^IL^VjlY and 910T0U nae, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible cables with Cittrk Insulation.

fVE 6UARANTF.F. orK I VHI I.^TION WHKRRVKB FSED, ABBIAIi. UNDKK*^ ROVIVD OR SCJB9IARINE, and cur net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other firat-clase Insalated Wire. Wl- ^imll hf> ji'i'SfiHil to mull Catalogues with terms and dleconnta for qnantliies.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Haniptliire Street, BOSTOX, 3IAS.S.

HENRY \. CLARK, Treasarer and Gen'l Manager.
HERBERT H. EU8TIS, President and Electrician.

CHIt'.4^«0 AKEXTS: Tlic RIeotrioal KiiKineerins Co., .J20 Drarborn St. TOROXTO. ONT. A6EXTti : The Toronto Flfotrlrnl Woi-Ua.

THE CROCKER-WHEELER
PERFECTED MOTORS.

V«'r.v sl<nv sp^MMl, full iiowtT. perfect regu-
lation. forjEt'*! rteltlw let into base, self-oiliiis:

lieariii:£H. self-eeiiterins l>earini>:»<i. all sizes,

both are anil iiieaii<le*<ceiit. for all power
purposes.

Ackniiwk'dced by the Leading Manufacturing Ci.impanies to be

THE MOST PERFECT MOTOR MADE.
Estimates and Plans Furnished for Electric Power Equipment-

Correspondence Invited.

430--432 WEST 14TH ST., NEW YORK.

JAMES LEFFEL WATER WHEELS
Built by THE

JAMES LEFFEL tc CO.
UPRIGHT AND HORIZONTAL,

FOH

Electric, Mining and Manufacturing

Easy working gates. High percentage and ever
speed at full and part capacity. Equally adapted tc
hi^h and low heads. Large number of sizes and
styles. Hend for descriptive pamphlet to

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
f
SPRINCIELD,

ai OH.O.
OR 110 LIBERTY ST.
NEW YORK CITY.

Queen's "1891" Portable Testing Set.
For Illustration see THE WESTERN ELECTRICIAN, Sept. 19, page 183.

The galvanometer in this set is made of the D'Arsonval

type, and is extremely sensitive, without being affected by
mecha7iical vibrations^ as on shipboard, or by intense viag-

netic disHirbances, as in proximity to a dynamo. It is espe-

cially recommended for making tests where a galvanometer
with fibre suspension cannot be used. "'

"

Scud for Illiistratiil Kcscriplivc Valalogue, 1G<>.

QUEEN £ CO., PHILADELPHIA.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For Electrical Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL& CO,,

218 Water St.. New Vork.

W^ANTED.
Position dealred by practic'*] eltclrician

in Construction or Testing Dapfertments
of E'ectrlcal Manutaetoiy. Thornupli
draughtsman and machinist. Ho'ds B. S.

degree from Technical School, and Is

familiar with best modern practice in engine
room or laboratory testing.

Address B. S.,
Care of Westers -Electrician.

ELECTRIC OUTFIT.
MASON'S FAMOUS BATTERIES.

MEDAL AWARDED, American Institute Exhibition, 1891.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE B.

JAMES H. MASON,
118 & 120

Park Ave. Brooklyn, N.Y.

-^77" -A. :W TIE] ID.
A Ealesman for a neutral I'lectiical En-

gineering and Construction Company,
operating in all kind.s of electric lighting

and electric power work, in connection with
all first-class apparatus. Hfadquarters,
New York. Address NEUTRAL."

Cnrp of \\'K*TFnN Kr-ErxBTrTAN*-

Electrical Wood.

Telegraph
Telephone
Electric Mnht \

CROSS L ARMS
E
S

OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL POLES.

C. H.HOLMES. ''°°'"*'°'=°g','.'ei^ufs: Mo.

The Winner of 1890 will win again in 1891.

Eleventli year.

SOLE M.\KERS:

LAW TELEPHONE COMPANY,
85 John St., XEW VOKK.

REMEMBEI!
That the Weilern Electrician enjoye the distinction of havliic be#n
selected by one of the ehrowdosl of advortieers aa the medium
for carryinc the larire't advertlpemenl ever placed In an olecirlcal
joornal. This tells Its own etorr. and pointe its own momt.

MclNTOSH, SEYMOUR & CO. ENGINES.

SARGENT & LUNDY.

SINGLE CYLINDER

OR COMPOUND.

List of Engines
under Construc-
tion July I, for De-
livery on or before
September 30:

~ For Particulars Inquire of

339 Rookery BIdg., CHICAGO.

_. P. OF KACU BNOINB. DES-nN.^TION.
One 12J4il2 81) Edlton General Electric Co , (.iroton, IJ. Y.
Two ISi^xl" too Gloucester Street KaiUvsv Co., GloQceeter, Mass.
One l:i and 23x17 240 T. II. International Klectrlc Co., Rio Janeiro. BrazU.
One 11x12 fir* Merchant^" Jt Jllnerp Transportation Co., Baltimore, Md,
One Kt and 19x15 ir>0 Portland Street Railway Co., Portland, Me,
One 11 and li'xlS l:»0 T-awreice, Maee.
Two l:iaDd2.'iilT O^ii Lwp'nce, Mass.
One i:i and 23x17 210 Fall River, Masa.
One 8.\9 30 Isolated Dept. T -H. Klec. Co., Boston. Ma«a.
One l:iandl9xlR 150 O. A. RomnB A Co.. Chicaco. lU.
One 15 and 2:j3cl7 'Mh SomervlUe Electric I.lght Co., Somerviile. Maf e.

One 13xlB 100 \. O. \\'eok-. Boeton. M.-ies.

<tne 144x16 125 Tonawanda A Wheatfield Elt'Ctric L'gLt Co , Tonawandt, N, '".

t>ne 19'sxl8 200 T.-H. Int. Elec Co., l-eede. Encland.
One 8.-sy 30 A. J. Wilkinson. Hyde Park, Ma*e-
Two Hi-jXlOtii 45 Presbvterlan Hcsf.ital. New York City.

One C'JxI'.i 500 ChlcsgoEdleon Co., Chicago. 111.

One 11 and 19x15 150 T.-H. Int. Elec. Co.. Helsinefors. Finland.
One 11 and 19x15 150 Fritz Wllen. Helelngfors, Finland.
One l(ill5 150 T.-H. Electric Co.. Boston. Maee.
Two U'ixlS 125 Cortland ForjrinffCo.. Cortland. N. Y.

J One 13 and 23x17 215 West End Stre«t Railway Co., Boston, Mats.
' One 15 and 26x17 400 Baltimore Electric Refining Co., Baltimore, Md.
Lone 14l; and 28x23 500 Georgia Electric Light Co., AtlaoU, Ga.
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E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AKD ILECTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET.

CHICAGO.

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

-BRANCH STORE-

2134 Michigan Avenue*

THE EXCELSIOR
straight- Way Noiseless

Back-Pressure Valve.

Simple: Reliable: Durable!

JAMES G. BECKERLEG,
229 S. Franklin St.. Chicago.

r* O H. S-A-lljJEl.
New 10 and 25 Light

Arc Dynamos and Lamps.
HIGH TENSION. CHEAP.

JAS. McLaughlin, Mfg. Electrician

50 X. Clinton St„ Chicaso.

Manufacturers of

OCTAGONAL^^ Cedar
Telephok&Electrical

RailwayPoles&CrossArms

^^H.M.LOUD&SONSUlHBER(;o.
OSCODA , MICH.

WANTED
ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Bids will be received at the Ci'y Re-

enrdtr's Oflice, until ^Monday evening
November 16. 1891, for ligntlng the
city ot Big Rapids, Mich , with 3a to 40
2,000 candle power electric lights, accord-
ing to the following plan".

FIRST: For lights running from dusk until 12
o'clock every night in the year.

SECOND: For lights running from dusk until

daylight every night in the year.

THIRD: Running from dusk until 12 o'clock

upon what is known as a moonlight
schedule.

FOURTH: Running from dusk until daylight

upon a moonlight schedule.

Bids upon each of these propositions to

be made for contract running from Jan-
uary 1, 1892 to January 1, 1893, al-o from
January 1. 1892 for a term of three year.-".

The Common Council reteive the right

to rejert any and all b'ds.

W. A. FOSTER, Kecorder.

THE COWLES

ELECTRIC SMELTING

ALDMINOM CO.,

LOCKPOBT, N. Y^,

Offer Commercially Pure Aluminum

In logo' s, Slabs, Sheet Wire and Castings
at lowest market rates.

Alaminum Bronze. Alanii-
nam Brass, Silver Bronze, Sil-

icon Bronze and manganese
Bronze in ingots and castings.
Ferro Alaminnni for steel and
iron castings.

Cot*"f*«4P^nftPn<*e Solicited.

H WARO LEONARD & COMPANY.

For full iDforniu^iu^ ...uiu;^ (.he appJicaiion
cf electric ly for any porpt ee. wriie to ub.
Ask tor our pamphlet- Address,

Electrical Exchange Bnildin?,
XKW VOKK CITY.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
144 to 156 Green St. Green Point, BEOOKLIIS, H. Y.

MANUFACTOET OP
Non-Conductive Blocks, Rosettes and Bases lor Cui>Outt

and Switches: also Insulators. Cleats, Lamp Trim-
mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Our production le a dense body. Tbe glazing and body
of our ware are of same compoBition, and are baked
alike, which are the features of

TRIE HAHD POBCELAIX.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS. RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The- Kartavsrt - Manufacturing « Co,^
TTtT-XXjIVEX^NTGrl'OPJ-, X>£IXj.

THE i=»jE:xjii"<3]Nr xv^j^.te:h "whesesil.
Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel In the World. Over 2.000 in use.

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Unlimited
Affords the m08t elmpleand reliable power for allmiDineand manufactur-

ing machinery. Adapted to hesde lunning from'-Onp to 2,000 or more feet.
From 20 to 30 per cer t, better leeulis guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the countiy.

EliKCTRIC TBANSItII»iiSION.
The advantages the I*elton Wheel ailorde in tin.' way cf a uniform and relia-

ble j)ower, cloae regulation and tbe facility of adBptation to varylug conultlone
of epeed and pretsurv, have lirougbt it Into special prominence and esrtnsive
neefor thia claes of work. AH applications should state amount and bead of
water power required, and for what purpose, with approximate lentlli of pipe
line. Send fjk CATALoiiHE.

THE PELTON WATER 'WHEEL CO.,
l:21-l!S3 Slain Nt., San FranciHco, Cal., V. M. A.

t4:i I.IBEKTY STREET, - - A'#-;il' YOKIi.
^^It having cometo our notice that our patent rights sre being iurrinced

upon, inieudlng purchasers are hereby warned that all such infringementB wM
be duly proBfc'uted.

Pij;L.TO^ WATER 9IOTOR!i4. Varying from tbe fraction of 1 to 15
and 30 horee lowor, nntMjualed for all light running machlneiy. Wbrran'id
to develop a given fcniouni of power with one-half the water required by nnv
other. K^Send for Motoif Circular. Addrees as above. Deliveries marie fron'i

San Francisco or New York, ae may afford the most favorable; frt^lgbt rates.

Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co.,
'LIMITED.)

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS FOR THE

STEUBEN INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
The best in the Market,

Manufacturers of Electric and Combination Fixtures and

a General Line of Electric Supplies.

Rubber Covered, Weatlner-Proof Wires
and Lamp Cords.

,<^'
.^\

'BYJA.J. SHULT

ISShultz Belting Co.

^(iz^-^Mmti
^r.

V<i
^>

4
/

De '-
-^

ALL LEATHER
HOIRONHODORHINGE.OIO ST/LE

i'" LEATHER LINK AND IRON ROD BELT.

*'AMO ROPETRANSMIbSIOIt 5UPEHbt

233 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

II » ill pay you to ;;<'! oar prices and catalogaefi.

'v9.

YOUR MONEY.
BY COVERING YOUR PUUEVS WITH

SHULTZ PATENT
LEATHER PULLEV COVERING,

Ol
ELTlHc
TANNED ON
IjURrACC^ ONLY.
INTERIOR IS

RAWHIDE •

(L ora tnw LCT ULLI
'

tv*UL no SLifPiriD

OR LCjT MOTION (W/HlDEl^pEiEATriER-

oPieKER Leather-

i/.-vv'iipu. ( lft*Siirnrn<?rHt,, IJonlfjn, MuHH ;y-.!5 t'oarl Ht.,NBW York (."My. I Q* I nilic Un• JtAftCHBS.Jj iaiN.TIilrdHl.,I'hlladeljilil«,i'»,;l<0W.Monroo.St.C;lili;o|(O. I
Oli LUUlO, ITIU.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The alt.;nlion o( KI.EC'IRIC COMPANIES is ca:-d -o ihi; CKLE-

ItRAXEI> WAXKK WIlKKI^as particularly adapi-^d lo th-rir use
on account of its r**raiarkably Hteady motion, liigh Mpe«d
a.iid c;rea.t l!^flici«iicy,and larf^^e Capacity foritsdiameter,
being doubl<* the J'ovi'or of most wheels of samr: diam*ri';r. It is us?d
by a number of th',' leading electric companies v.ith £reai satisfaction. In th»:

economical use of water it is witliout an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect ^ruaranteed.
SEI\» FOK CAXALOCiljE ANW PARXICI/EARN.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICXOR

XURBII^ES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation

admits oi their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

>^f /\r5r^ ^ ADHHN CO., MAKERS o^ HIGH -GRADE

One 3 Horse Power Electric Motor,

One 6 Horse Pover Electric Motor.
Both In es-^e'IeDt condition, having

been ueed but little.

ERIE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

KRIR PA.

ELECTRIC SLATE
Switch-boards a Specialty.

Small samples of plain and marbleized free.

T. J. MURPHY,
Electrical Exchange Bldg. 130 Liberty St.,

J.C.TEMPLE.
(Formerly of STOUT, MILLS & TEMPLE),

DAYTOSI. OHIO,

fljflranlicafliMecliaDicalEiipeer
Improvement of Water Powere, ArraoEement

of fewer Plant?, Shafting, etc,, for Electric Power
and Light. CONSTRUCTION SUPERINTENDED.

HARRISON CONVEYOR
FOR HANDLING

GRAIN, COAL, TAN BARK. SEEDS. ETC.
Will convey all kinds of firain without mixing.
Win carry two different kinda of material in op-

poaite directions at th>? same time.
Will convey One-Hundred and Fifty Tone of Coal

per hoar. Made of Wrought Iron and Steel- Send
for llluBtrated Catalogne. BORDEN & SELLECK
C0MPANY,48and 60 Lake St., Chicaao, III.

Wu. S. Tdbkeb, PreB, Gho. a. Hull. V. Pees. J. i<tl3TEa Wu

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER ENGINEERING CO.,
CoDsaltlng: and Constructing;

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment of Electric Railways. Steam and Electric Plants.

47 Times Building. Telephone Call. 1009 Corttandl. NEW YOPK.

If Id want of Poles, Tiee and Post*, save monej
by getting my prices.

W.C.STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
80L,E MANUFACTrRERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
FACTORY

WII/BIlX«TOX,

In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Ked, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

'del. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the "World. i4dey
OFFICE:—rsT„x. Y.

A^ <*•

^'^'

N*

WE ARE FITTED WITH
RELIABLE Machinery and Tools,

•^- <^^^*"^ ^"^P'^^ RELIABLE Workmen

#o0^^^11 Kinds of Electrical Apparatus to Order.

CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

UNION ELECTRIC WORKS
207 South Canal St., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

The Best Electric Bell in the market; Nickel platad Gongs;

Double magnet, Platinum Contacts, side adjustmcat! with set ,

screw. The simplest and moat durable Annuccia'.o",

all tizes, for elevators, hole's and offices.

WRITE FOB FBICES.
Aleo Test Inetramentfl, Spark CoIIb, Induction Colle and various

Standard Electric Devices for Medical and Mechanical Purposes.

WeTvill al80 manufacture articles for InventorH or the Trade
We have Hkilleil Workmen tnrt do fIrMt-elns* ivork.

EVERYTHING IN

WIRE-FUSE- STRIPS.

MANrK.VCTl'KKI' HV

The Sperry Ekctric Mining Machine Co,,

39th St. and Slewarl Ave.. CHICAGO.

BTRODrcrXG EMIBEII SEW PBRCIPIES.

TUB OLD STYLE.

THE ACME lim: BELT
IS MADE ONLY BY THE

Page Belting Company, Concord, X. H.
Branches ; Boston, New York.Clncugo. San

Francisco. Also, iiianufacturei-s of all tlia

staple grades of Leatlier Belting and l.acin?;.

Senil loi- lllnstrated CatulO^'UL-— a. valuable
treatise on bcUing, Free.

TO i>bxv*;k via
BURLINGTON ROUTE.

Only One >l{^ht on the Hond.
Leave Chicatjo at 1.00 P. M., or St. Louia at j.-j

A. M., and arrive Denver 1.5 P. 31. the next day.
Throucb Sleepers, Chuir Cars and DinlnR Carfl.
All Railways from the East connect with these
tralne and wi'h similar trains via Bnrliocton
Roate to Denver, leaving Chlcajro at 6.10 P.M ,

St. Louie at S.15 P. M., and Peoria at li.-V P. M.
and 8 00 P. M. AU trains daily.
Additional express trains, making as qaict Ume

as those of any other road, from Chicaco. St.
Loais and Peoria lo St. Paul, Minneapolis, Coun-
cil Bluffs, Omaha, Cheyenne. Black Jillls, Atcht-
eon, Kansas (.'iiy, Honston and all points Wett,
Northweet and Southwest.

DERIVATION OF PRACTICAL ELECTRICAL UNITS.

l^FRICZ:^,

By Lieut. F. B. Badt and Prop. II. S. Caeiiart.

1^1=2E:i=.A.irD, ^^
This is a very handsome book of 60 pages, printed on fine heavy paper, witli neat cloth binding. It contains Por-

traits and Biographies of Ohm, Watt, Faraday, Joule, Gauss, Weber, Sir William Siemens, Dr. Werner von Siemens,

Volta, Ampere, Daniell, von Jacobi, together with a carefully prepared table of the Practical Electrical Units, with their

relative values.

In no other Single Volume can this Rare Collection of Portraits be Found,

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Building, Chicago, 111
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C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS.
Electric motors in all standard sizes

for operating elevators, pumps, print-
ing presses and machinery for gen-
eral manufacturing purposes.

Electrical Mining Machinery of all

kinds, Hoists, Tram- Cars, etc.

Electric Blowers for ship ventila-
tion. Fan outfits.

Electric plants for pumping church
organs.
Over 10,000 motors in actual oper-

ation.

Dynamos in all sizes of same de-

sign and dimensions as the standard
motors.
Equipment of mines, factories, ma-

chine shops, o£B.ce buildings with com-
plete electrical plants for lighting and
power.

New England Office, 63 Oliver St., - BOSTON.

Philadelphia Office, - 38 S. FOURTH ST.

Chicago Office, • ^ PHENIX BLDG.

San Francisco Office, - 35 MARKET ST„

THE C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.
402-404 GREENWICH STJ

The Pocket Edition of our General Catalogue of July, 1891,

is now ready for distribution, and we will send it to any one on
receipt of request, by mail.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY.

AMES, EBERT & COMPANY, Agents,

ST. PAUL, MINN.

227 SO. CLINTON STREET, CHICAGO.

COR. THAMES & GREENWICH STS NEW YORK.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.

Underwriters' C<ypper Electric Light Line Wire, handsoTnely finished,higliest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton
^pEi^j^ and Worsted Cordsfor Incandescent Lighting. Bound and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. .tSSJu*!*

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT KiKi LINE WIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

^-g-ents for tiie T7^.A.SHI2Sra-T03Sr C.A.I^B03>T CO.^ CarTooHB for uSi.rc Ijlg-lj.tin.E'.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., CHICAGO,
|

THOS. L. SCOVILL, New York Agent,
Are our Selling Agents, and carry a line ol Insulated and Bare Wires ol our make.

| 25 Park Place, NEW YORK.

TAPES >ND COMPOUNDS,
VULCA WIRE DUCTS,

ELBOWS, JOINTS, ETC., ETC.

All Snpply Stores Keep Them.

THE NATION'S CHOICE.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,

78-80-82 Franklin Street,

(:iil<;A<;».

MAIN OFFICE. fpf, u MeekerM« and 031 Broadway, '-"^'''- "• ""CCKCl,

New York. Wtilm lioigit. Aisrx) cHiCAo-o.
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For DriTiog; Dynamos.

The Clinton Cas Light Co., Clinton, Mass., have thor-

oughly tested and have adopted the Evans System of

Driving Dynamos in their new Electric Light Station.

Thousands of Horse Power in use driving Dynamos, and hundreds of sets of Cones

in operation, driving all classes of machinery. Address

THE EVANS FRICTION CONE CO.,
83 "\7U^«.tor St., IBOSTC^KT, ]VX-<^SHI. Kor Varyinc Mp«<-'l,

CBZCAGO Z1TST7LATED WIRE COMFAITV,
JVEA.JNTTJI'.A.CTTJMSn.SI OW

HIBH GRADE INSULATED WIRES
OV ALL DESCKIPXIOINK

WEATHERPROOF WIRES,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

MAGNET WIRES,
INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,

ETC., ETC., ETC.
Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS
AND S.\MPLES. CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO., 48-52 N. Clinton St., CHICAGO, ILL.

for insulation and me-

chanical construction is

manufactured in Sheets,

Rods, Tubing, Washers, Discs and all Special Shapes. Esti-

mates and samples furnished upon application.

LMINGTON. DEL..

U. S. A.

HILL
Clutch Works,
CLEVEI.AND, O.

EASTERN OFFICE.
ISCortlandtSt-, - NEW VORK.

Engineering Oifice: 146 Franlilin St.,

BOSTON.

CHICAGO: MINNEAPOLIS:
28 So. Canal St. 305 Kasota Bulldinj.

KANSAS CITY:
1221 and 1223 Union Avenue.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
Designed, Krected and Furnished.

Send for new Catalogne Power
TranBiniBBion Machinery.

REMEMBER
Tnat the Western Electrician enjoys the distinction of hiving been
selected by one of the ehrewdegt of atlveftleers an the raedimn
for carryinjj the largest advertisement ever placed In an electrical
joarnal. This tells its own etory, and points its own moral.

HARD FIBRE

DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO.,
«'

TIBIEI

i^EASTONELEGTRIGCO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Arc and Incandescent Dynamos,

Motors, Generators and Separators

And Arc Lamps adapted for use on

Arc or Incandescent Circalts.

ADDRESS:

643 Kent Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

(Near Roosevelt, Grand and East 2?d Street
Ferries from >'. \.),

For CircoTars, Prices and Information.

DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS
Afford the Only Reliable and Efficient Means for

ALL NIGHT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

All other devices are crude, expensive and unsatisfactory.

THE BRUSH ELEGTRIG GOMFANT
Has established its broad foundation patent for Double Carbon Arc Lamps, No. 219,208, having WOtl fout'
distinct itlfringei/nent suits in the United States Courts, two of them on final hearing, the decisions

being rendered by Judges Gresham, Blodgett, Brown and Ricks.

The public is warned against the use of infringing lamps or anj' crude substitute for the Brush Invention.

Arc Lighting Apparatus, Electric Motors and Generators,
Alternating Current Apparatus, Incandescent Lighting Machines,

Carbons for Arc Lighting, Etc., Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,
c:L_E:\/E:L-.i=s.rs[ED, czDt-iicD.
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NEW BOOK!
NOW READY.

ELECTRIC

TRANSMISSION

HAND-BOOK.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition

to our famous hand-book series, of which
20,000 copies have been sold. The new
book deals in the author's well-known
practical style with all the problems of

Electric Power Transmission.

NOW READY. PRICE. $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOUIAELY ADAPTED TO DEIVrfJG

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of Its high efBclency at all stages of gate, stcadinesa of motion and

easy working gale, the construction of which makes It the most Stiosl-

tlve to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

CrUn CnO PHTftl nniC IHuBtratlng various styles of setting

OtnU run la IMLUuUt on both vertical and hoHzonUl shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS GO.,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT, MlliliS & TEMP1.E,

WILLIAMS AUTOMATIC ENGINE.
For all purposes rpqiiirins etefidv power.

Williams Kngint: WnitKs: No. 447 N'ortli street,

n.\T/]'IM(ir{E MI'.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writinq to advertisers

STEAM PLANTS
INSTALLED BY

TTIT. B. PXSARSON «£ CO.,
% Fine Office Furniture

and Folding Beds.
Brass and Wire Work. 215 Wabash Av.

A. H. Andrews & Co., Chicago.

MECHANICAL EKGl^TEERH AXO COXTRAC^ORS.

In addition to about 4,0Uif Standard and Junn i

Engines.

551 Compound Engines
v/^ibui

havebeenbuiltduringthreeyears to July 1, l^il f^

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

THEWOODBURYENGINE
SELF-CONTAINED, AUTOMATIC
HIGH SPEED STEAM ENGINE
for Electric Lighting and
Street Railway Service,

WITH BOILER PLANT COMPLETE
Calalomie >fiit on aiiplH'atinii.

STEARNS MFC. CO. ERIE, PA.
BRANCH * Philadelphia. 9-1^ Drexel Bide.
OFFICES I

!^^" Fraiwisro. 20 & ;51 SpearSt.

J^&S-^LL"
iS""!

DIRECT CONNECTED
^SLOW SPEED RAILWAY GENERATOR.

125. 250, rm Horse-Power.

Also Direct Connected Slow Speed Alternating Dynamos of equivalent

capacity.

F(jr Circulars and EsLimate.s on Complele Plants, address our Engineers.

THE WESTINCHOUSE MACHINE COMPANY. I
^ PITTSBURGH. PENNA.U.S.of A. G

L

THE POND SEPARATOR,
The Pond Separator Is guaranteed to relieve the

steam of all entrained water, and return this water
to the boiler, thus effecting a large saving In fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

POND ENGIlVEEBIlVf} COMPANY
ST LOUIS.

OMAHA.
CHICAGO.

DALLAS.
KANSAS CITY.

SEATTLE.

BALL
AUTOIYIATIC CUT-OFF

ENGINE.

ENGINEPDir DA
COMPANVbraLy W^/\t

Simple.

With New Improvements.
Uncqualed Regulation.
Highest Economy, Durability,
Smooth and Quiet Running.

Gross Conipoiinl

Triple ExpaDsToD.

Tandem Coiiipound

The BEST ENGINE for ELECTRIC LIGHTING, ELECTRIC RAILWAYS, ELECTRIC

MINING, ELECTRIC WELDING, and General Manufacturing Purposes.
ertiiuA , K. T. «-OPKI..\M> .V ro., loc. Miierlv St.. Xcw Vork : J. w. PARKKIt A CO . .IS sontli FourtU mreet
OfcLLINu Phlladellihlu. Pn : l>IC«V<>A Itl.ACH. N04 i,pn In Rlork. Pittslmrs, Pn.; KOR nltVKHTKRX »irPPl.\'
anpuva 1 ('o.Tnraina. tVnNli.: CltOOH. HwRIVKK .V I'O.. Rnltlmore. Met.: K <;.HII,RKRT. .\Irlil8nn. Kaii.
ABlNTS I It [t.\ :%'<.' II OFt'lt'l?, Room .'-.titi Rookery UiilUiIng, CHICAGO, ILL. ALBERT FISHER. Manager.
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DID YOU SEE IT
AT THE CONVENTION!

THE NEW COMBINED

Snow - Sweeper - and - Plow
EXHIBITED BY THE

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR, PRICES

AND FULL INFORMATION CONCERNING IT.

We are Prepared to Make Quick Delivery,

The Motors and Equipments can all be utilized on other cars

after the Winter Season is over.

.A-XUZtH-THms,

wm 1
BOSTON OFFICE: CHICAGO OFFICE:

620 Atlantic Avenue. 148 IVIichigan Avenue.
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STILL THEY LEAD

Perkins Incandescent Lamps.

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS,

54 and 56 Franklin St., CHICAGO.
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THE PYRAMID.
Men judge by comparisons. They arc unable to estimate

the grandeur of an object when there is no standard by which

they can measure it. When Napoleon first gazed upon the

Great Pyramid, he was surprised to see it so small. It stood

alone; there was nothing near from which he could calculate

its magnitude, but when the tents were pitched and seemed

like tiny specks about its base, he then realized the immensity

of that mighty work of Cheops.

In the same manner does Habirshaw's Rubber-covered

Wire stand alone. One does not appreciate its qualities until

he is led to compare it with other wires, which camp about

-
.,

~
its base in the vain endeavor to imitate the features which

have made it pre-eminent. There is a "Me too" significance

to these futile attempts, which serves to amuse, but not

deceive those who have investigated the merits of Habirshaw's Wire. To the critical observer it stands high and above its

tented competitors.

We will be pleased to quote prices and submit samples for inspection.

We are the Sole Western Agents.

THE WIRT RHEOSTAT.
For many purposes the use of a

rheostat or adjustable resistance is in-

dispensable, and consequently the va-

riety of forms in which these are made

is very great. The chief difficulty has

been to produce a sufficiently gradual

increase of resistance and to insure

good contact at the successive points,

and at the same time have sufficient

resistance and ample current capacity

within reasonable space.

We are confident that these vari-

ous points have been well combined in

the Wirt Rheostat, one form of which

' we illustrate here. We can make these

in various sizes adapted to any special purpose for which they may be intend-

ed, such as photometric testing, stage regulators, etc. They are finished

either in hardwood polished, or mounted with marbleized slate. We will

be pleased to answer any inquiries relating to these or special instruments.

THE WIRT VOLT
INDICATOR.

(patented.)

Is intended to be left in circuit

continuously, and can be relied upon

for constancy and accuracy under the

most trying conditions. The resist-

ance of the instrument is high—making

the consumption of energy small. An
adjustable index permits reading at a

dislance, indicating variations from

normal pressure.

Ansonia, Conn.

The Electrical Supply Co.,
WKMTKKX »FFU;l-: AM» WAIIKIIOl/HKM

Cor. Randolph St. and Michigan Ave.,

CHICAGO.
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Taking the Lead.
THOUGH ONLY

ON THE

MARKET

-FOR-

SIX MONTHS,

THE

STANLEY
-IS—

NOW KNOWN

-AS

—

THE

BEST

CORRESPONDENCE

SOLICITED.

CIT OF 3no I.IUHT TBAKSFORnKB.

STAHLEY ILICTHIC MFG. COMPANY, - - - P1TT5FIELD, MASS.
WESTERN AGENTS: The Electrical Supply Co., Corner Randolph St. and Michigan Ave .Chicago, III.

THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.

HABIRSHAW INSULATION

on 4^overnnieut
CruiseFN.

Feeder Core.
Broadi^ay Theater.

Naval Marine India Rubber
Covered Wires.

Naval Land India Rubber
Covered Wires.

PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS.

Feeder Cable. BrtHikljii
KdisDU Kleetric I.ishI Co.

Hubniarinc AVork. RdiMon F.lectrie
Liglit 4 o.. FaMfoii. Pa.

^"^aval <'ore. 1'nited
States ». **. "Chieaeo."

STANDARD
INDIA RUBBER
COVERED WIRES. Feeder Conduelor.

"I>r> pla' es*."
4^rand Cenrral l>e|>ot.

Adopted by the Navy Department, and thus far employed on board the United Statis steamships Trenton, Chicago, Boston, Yorktown, Pensacola. Phila-

delphia, Petrel, Atlanta, Baltimore, Newa.k, Vermont, Charleston. San Francisco, Concord, Bennington and monitor Miantonomah.

SOLID AND STRANDED CONDDCTORS, TAPED, BRAIDED, FLAME-PROOF.

The Habirshaw InBulation fulfills all requirementB in places demanding the

"Best," and in that field finds no successful competitors.

I^'eeder Core.

FACTORY: GLENWOOD, YONKERS, N. Y.

WIVIilVli nADlnonAW| ribiOij 315 Madlsou Ave,, Cor. Forty-Second St.,

OKXKKAL nANAt.BK. XFAV VOBK CITY.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., corner of Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO. ILL. Merm'c' iLisM''i

«
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RT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO.,
-aiAHUFACTlIREKS OF XHE-

SLATTERY INDUCTION AND WDOD ARC SYSTEM
-or*-

THE MOST PERFECT OF ANY.

For references as to the merits of these systems, inquire of the local companies, the operators, or the customers in

the large cities of this country where these systems are now being used almost exclusively after other systems have been
tried and thrown out—Philadelphia, New Orleans, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Detroit, etc.

WE MAKE ALL STANDARD SIZES OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM.
Also Arc Lamps of Standard Sizes, 2,000 c. p., 1 ,200 c. p. and 800 c. p.

Main Office and Factory, FORT WAYNE, IND.

JTEAV YORK 115 Broadway. PITTSBrKGH, PA 533 "Weod Street.
CHICAGO .185 Bearborn Street. SAW FRAJTCISCO 35 STew UTontsomery Street.
PHIL,ABEL,PHIA 907 Filbert Street. TORONTO, CAUABA 138 King Street, W^.
BALLAS, TEXAS }IeL,eod Bnilding. BUFFAXO 828 Pearl Street.

On the War Path
For business in all kinds of Electrical Supplies

for Incandescent Work; Sockets, Switches, Ceil-

ing Cut-outs Edison and Sawyer-Man styles,

branches and mains, insulating joints, rosettes, etc.

Read our new Catalogue, and save the

wr $ $ $ $ $ $
STAR ELECTRIX COMPANY,

639, 641 & 643 North Broad Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.



$3 per Annum. EVERY SATURDAY. 10 cents per Copy.

Vol. IX. CHICAGO, NOVEMBER 14, 1891. No. 20

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS,
Plans and SpeciflcatloDB prepared, from which correct, nniform bide can be secared.
Contracts made for complete Steam Plants, aulng Mclntoeb & Seymour Znglnee,
Contracts made for complete Electric Railway tnetallatloDS.

SARGENT ^ LUNDY,
Mech. & dec. Engineers,

339 Xlools.ex-y ^TXlldlxxSi ~ OZXXO.A.OO.

The Minnesota Brush Electric Company
HAYE JtrST BOtTG-HT

82^ MILES
of Arc, Incandescent and Power Cables

INVESTIGATION PROVED IT

THE BEST.

OF THE

MardUfltopimdCaWeCo.
New York, Pittsburgh, Cliicago.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
Tbe ocUnowledged Standard for durable and tiigb in-

salatlon. Its merits proved by a record of over quarter
of a oentnary. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

I CELEBRATED KERITE TAPE FOR INSULATING JOINTS.

Electric Light and Power. ALL SIZES Aerial Use.
Telegraph and Telephone, Ipnrl Fnrn<ipH Wirpi Subterranean Use,
Railway and all other

Leaa tncaaea Wires. submarine Use.
Branches of Signaling, Concealed Wiring in all Locations.

GEORGE B. PRESGOTT, Jr., Gen. Agt., 16 Oey St., New York.

Western Electric Co., Chicago, 111., Sole Agents for the West.

ALEXANDER, BARNEY ^ CHAPIN,
20 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

THE MOST

POPULAR LAMP
IN THE MARKET, >

"a.b!c.

WRITE US

FOR

PRICES

OF ALL GOODS,

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, NEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

THE "CHAMPION" BATTERY, r|««l-:«^|
Price, with Rod Zinc, $1.15 |ier Cell, with Corrnijated HIPPTrinSII

Zinc, $l.:i5 per Cell. LIUUlllbQI
THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED. ^ ,,

Supplies
Of all Descriptions.

ComptiU C.[| or Chi

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Light anil Power
Appliances,

Construction Tools and
Line Material.

ACSKXTH

:

J. W. Peale,No. l Broadway. >"ew Tork.

Electric Eng. & Supply Co.,
Syracuse, N. V.

The Electrical Eng. & Supply
Co., 931 Rooliery, Cnlcago.

The Electrical Eng. & Supply
Co., St. Paul, .Minn.

St. Louis Electrical Supply Co.,
St. Louis.

GLOWER, HARRIS ^ CO.,
COXTBACTIXe AXD CO>8UI,TIA« ELF:CTBI€AX E.V6I.VEEBH.

The largest Electrical Supply House west of the MIealsslppi River,

289 XJXjIVT S'FXt.^Xll', X>.i
EVERYTHING ELECTRIC«L.

H. DURANT CHEEVER, ('

The

Internalional

F. CAZENO\ E .lONEs,
Manager of FactorlM.

OKONITE COMPANY,

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

<ffi^

LIMITED.

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES AiDCABLES,
For Aerial. Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.
BKAXCHES: Chicago, Boston, Philadelphi}*, ^linneapoUs, Cincinnati, Kaasad Cltj,

Oiiia.h;i. Louisville, .St. Z.ouiR, San Francisco, London and So. America.

WRITE FOR PRICES ON

TROLLEYS. GEARS, BEARINGS

AND GENERAL SUPPLIES.

R. D. Nuttall Company,
Allegheny, Pa. N«w 7ork.

WM. ROTCH, Preet. CUAS. G. WINTER, Treos.
CHAS. E. BIBBER, Qeal Manager.

Equip your Switch-board with cheap Switchea.

C.E.M.Jack-KnifeSwitch.
/( is a Record Breaker and a reHnb!'? CircL^ii Brcal^er.

Slannracttired Holely By

THE CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC MFG. CO..
154 Franldin St. and 355 Congress St.. BOSTON.

ELECTRK AT. SrPl'I.,lKS OF AT.I, TCINDS.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., newvork.

W. B. Pearson dk Co.. Uniiic Inmiraiu-o Itullillnc. (hlrnso. III.

TllOi!i. hi. MiiiUli, Jr., 1 I llniiiitinntl ICulltlliie. Clnrinnntf, OKIo.
W. A. I>ay, l«s «>llvcr Wfrcrl, nontOB. Maos.

A., 31. Horse & Co., Nt. l.nniM, 31a.
C'OOlcy A \'afer, lllnnonpnilri. Minn.

Head « S(riii;:baiii, 3^1 llammoBrt BnilitinB, D«tr*lt, Hich.
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TIlB

Tbomson-Honston
ELECTRIC CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY OF

DYNAMOS, LAMPS
And Every NeceBsary Appliance for the Construction, Maintenance and Operation of

Central Stations and Isolated Plants,

Arc, Direct Current and Alternating Current Systems,

100,000 750,000
Thomson-Houston Arc Lamps, Thomson-Houston Incandescent Lamps

In Daily Operation October 1, 1891.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, WESTERN OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave.. BOSTON. Mass. 148 Michigan Ave.. CHICAGO, ILL
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Abeudrotfa & Root Mfg. Co xv
Alexander, Barney & Cbapin 1

American Electrical Work? xv
Andrews & Co., A. H xxi

Baggot, E xvi

Bain Electric Mfg. Co x

Ball Eneine Co xxl
Ball & \Vood Co., The I

Beckerieg, Jas. G xvi
Beggs, J. E.. Mfg. & Supply Co. Iv

Bernstein Electric Co xvi

Blatz, L XV
Borden & Selleck Co svll

Braun llluetratlng Co xxl

Brownlee & Co xl v

Brookfleld, Wm xlv
Brush Electric Co xix

Burton Electric Co vii

Butler Hard Rubber Co vii

Buxton, Geo. B xi

0. B. &Q. R. R
C. &N. W. R. R xvii

0. &. C. Electric Motor Co....xviii

Card E. Motor & Dynamo Co. . . .xi

Central Electric Co v
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co xix
Chicago Electric Motor Co •

City of Big Rapids, Mich xlv

Glower, Harris & Co I

Chicago Insulated Wire Co xix

Colburn Elpctric Mfg. Co xil

Columbia Electric Co vii

Consol. Elec. Mfg. Co., The i

Cowles Elec. Smelt & AJum. Co.xvl
Crocker-Wheeler Elec. Mo. Co. xv
Day's Kerlte Insulation i

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. .xxl

Delaware Hard Fibre Co xix

Detroit Electric:il Works xxvi
Densmore Typewriter Co
Eastern Electric Cable Co xv
Eaaton Electric Co
Edison General Electric Co vl

Edison General Electric Co., Cable
and Wire Department vl

Electric Construction & Sup. Co. . x

Electric MerchandiaeCo vil,xii

Electric Secret Service Co xli

Electrician Pub. Co xx
Elec. Construction Co., The xv
Electrical Eagineerlng Co xlv

Elec. Eng. & Supply Co., The. xv
Elec. Supply & Contracting Co. .xl

Electrical Supply Co., The. . . xxiv

Elektron Mfg. Co Iv

Empire China Works xvHi

Erie Electrical Supply Co xvi

Evans Friction Cone Co xix

For Sale iv, xlv. xvi

Foster, O. A
Fort Wavne Electric Go xxvi

Gleason & Bailey Mfg. .Co. Ltd. xvi

Globe Carbon Co xvli

Great Western Elec. Supply Co. . xi

Greeley& Co., The E..S i

GoDdrich-Coleman Elec. Wks. .

Helfller Electric Co
HIU Clutch Works
Hine Eliminator Co xlv

Holmes, C. H xv
Holmes, Booth & Haydens. . . .xxi

Hood, Wm xii

India Rubber & Gutta Percha
Insulating Co

Interior Conduit &InsulfltIon Co. xii

International Okonlte Co I

Kartavert Mfg. Co xvi

Keller & Dsgenhardt.; xlv

Knapp Electrical Wo^ks xxlii

La Roche Electric Works Iv

Law Telephone Co — xv

Leonard & Co., H. Ward xix

Leffel & Co.. Jas xv
Loud.H.M.& Sons Lumber Co.. xvi

McLaughlin. James xlv

Mason, James II xv
MlllIkenBros Iv

Monitor Electric Co xii

Mosher Arc Lamp Co xiv

Munsell & Co., Eugene xv
Murphy, T. J xvi

National Carbon Co Iv

National Electric Mfg. Co xxv

N.Y. Belting *fc Packlne Co xlv

New York Insulated Wire Co..xvlii

New York & <.>hIo Co I

N.W.Elec. Specialty Co xi

Nuttall Company, R. D I

Ostrander & Co., W. R xli

Palste, H. T ....xlv

Page Belting Co
Partrlok & Carter Co
Payne & Co., Geo. W
Pearson & Co., W. B xxl

Pelton Water Wheel Co xvi

Phoenix Glass Co
Pond EngineerlnpCo xxl

Powell Co., The Wm xvlH

Queen & Co xv

Hies Elec. Specialty Co., The., xli

Rockford Electric Mfg. Co
Royal Electric Co xlv

Samson Cordage Works xlv

Bargent & Lundy I

Sawyer-Man Electric Co xvil

Schftwtl ct Co., Jas xlv
Schloren & Co. Chas. A xlv

Schoonmaker, A. O xlv
Schuyler Electric Oo Iv

Seakd PropfsalH xlv, xvi
Shori Elecirlc Railway Co xiv
Schultz Belling Co —
Sperry Elec. Mining Macb. Co.. xix
Standard Underground CableCo I

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co
Star Eleclrix Co x
Stearns Mfg. Co xxl
Sleriing, W. C xvii

Steuben Ek-c. Mfg. Co.. The xi
Stllwell &BlerceMfg. Co.. xvi. xvii

Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co .vlii, Ix
Taussig, S Iv

Temple, J. C xvii

Tnomson-Houston Elec. Co.il, xxii
Union Electric Mfg. Co., The. .xviil

Union Electric Works -
Union Hardware Co xlv
U. S. Electric Lighting Co...
VanNuIs C. S
Vulcanized Fibre Co xvii
Wanted xiv, xv
Western Electric Co xviil

Westlnghouse Elec. and MfgCo.xili
Westinghouse Machine Co xxi
Weston Electrical Instrum'l Co.-
Williams E iglne Works xxi
Woodbrldge & Turner Eng. Co. xvii

Woodhousetfc Rawson, Ltd xvi
Worthlngton, Henry R

CLASSIFIED LIST.

A(>cainnlators.
BruBh Electric (Jo.

Alumliiam.
Cowlea EJec. Smelt. & Alum. Co.
Uoodrich-Loleman Elec. Works.

Annnnciators

.

Central Electric Oo.
Electrical Conetrnctlon Co., The.
Gr.?at Wewlern Elec. Supply Co.
tireeley & vo.. The E. a.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Oatrander & Co. W. R.
Union Eleclric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Arc Liamps.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Begtre. J. E., Mfg. & Supply Co.
lira«h Electric Uo.
Columbia Electric Co.
Eaaton P^lpctric Co.
Electric Construction & Sapply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Mosher Arc Lamp Co
Schuyler Electric Co.

I Steuben Electric Mfg. Co.
Thomson -Honstou ujlectrlc Co.
WeBtlnghouee Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co,

Arc Lisht Cord.
Samson Cordage Worka.

Batteries,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical 8applyCo.,The.
Foster, O. A.
Law Telephone Co.
Mason, Jas. H.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Opeen & Co.
weatern Electric Co.

Battery JarH.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Law Telephone Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bf'llB, fclnt^trlc.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Ostrander* Co., W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Star Eleclrix t'o.

Union Eleclri'- Works.
Western Electric Co.

BellH, Maffncto.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley A Co.. The B.8.
Knapp Electrical Worka,
Partrlck dt Carter Co.
Wftfltern Electric Co.

Beltlnff.
Evane Friction Cone Co.
N. Y. Beltlne & Packing Co.
Page Belting Co.
Schleren & Co., Chas. A.
Sbulta BelUng Co.

BollerH.
Ahendroth & RootMfg.Co.
Pond Enclneerfne Co.

KookH, Klectrleal.
Electrician PubllehlnK Co.

Braider r«pooler*i.
Payne A Co.. Geo. W.

BroHH IpOoiIh.
Blatz, L.
Powell Co., The Wm.

tSarelar Alarma.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical SnppW Co., The.
(Ireat Western Rlec. Svipply Co.
Greeley* Co.,Tlie E. b.

Knapp Electrical Worka.
Monitor Electric Co.
Pnrtrlck & Carter Co.

CablCH.
(See ^\'lro Insulated.)

CableH. Klertrlr. (See Wire Inen-

iHted), 4'opper,Mheet and Bar.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Western Electric Co.

Carl>ont4. Points and Platen.
Brueh Electric Co,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.* The,
Globe Carbon Co.
Knapp Electrical WorkB.
National Carbon Co.
Weitent Electric Co,

Slaenet ft Ire.
(Seelnsolat^u Wire.)

medical BatterleH.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

ailca.
Munsell & Co., Engene.
Schoonmaker, A. O.

CaHtlncn, BroHFi.
blat7.. L.

ClntvtieH, Friction.
Hill Clutch Works.

CunBtrartlon and Repairs.
BalnElectrlcMfg. Co.
Chicago JCIectric Motor Co.
Electric Conetrucilon <fc supply Co.
Slectrlc Supply \; i;ontractIiit,' Co.
Electrical Construction Co.,'ine.
Electrical Engineering Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Leonard & Co., H. Ward.
McLaughlin, Jas.
Temple, J. C.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

(Contractors, Kieetric Lleht,
Knslne Plants and Electric
Railways.
liail Enrlne Co.
Ball & VVood ''o..The.
Bain Electric Manufacturing Co.
Brueh Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfe. Co.
Clowep, Harrla & Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Eleciric Supply & Contracting Co.
E lectrical Engineering Co , The.
Electrical Ecg. & Snpply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Heisler Electric Co.
Keller & Degenhardt.
La Roche Electric Works.
Leonard & Co., U, Ward.
McLaughlin, Oae.
Pearson & Co., W. B.
Pond Engineering Co.
Rockford E^lectric Manufacturing Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Stenben Electric Mfg. Co.
Temple, J. C.
Thomaoii-Houeton Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co,
Weatinghoaee Machine Co.
Weatern Electric Co.
WiliiamB Engine Works.
Woodbrldgt & Turner Eng. Co.

Copper W.tres and Tapes.
American Electrical Worka.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insdlated Wire Co.
Ediaon General Electric Co.
ElectrirsI Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Weatern Electric Co.

Cordasc.
Samson Cordage Works.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
Holmes, C, H.
Lood, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cat-Outs and Switches.
Alexander, Barney & Chapln.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Palate, H.T.
Partrlck & Cprter Co.
Star Electrix Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
VanNule.C. S.

Western Electric Co.

Uynamos-
Brueh Eleptrlc Co.
Bain ElectrlcMfg. Co.
Bagee, J. E., Mfg. & Supply Co.
U. & C. Electiic Motor Co.
Clower, llarrl) & Co.
Colbnrn Electric Mfg. Co.
Colnmoia Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Eaaion E'ecirlc Co.
Electric dvipply 't Contracting Co.
Electrical J^-ngineering Co , The.
Electrical Enif. k Supply Co.
Port Wayne Electric Co.
Helsler Electric Co.
La Roch<» Electric Worka,
National Electric MannfacturlngCo.
Rockford Electric ManufacturlngCo.
Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Steuben Electric Mfg. Co.
Thomson-dourtion Electric Co.-
Unlted Statee Electric Lighting Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weetlnghoupe Electric & Mfg. Co.

Rimiic lleatine:.
Burton Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.

RIectrIc RallT^kkT**.
I>etroit Eleclrloal Works.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Leonard* Co,. 11. Ward,
Sargent & Lnn<iy,
Short Electric Hallwar Co.
Thomson-Houston Elertrlc Co.
WeatinghonBe Electric & Mfc. Co.
Woodbrldee &. Tamer Eng. Co.

Rlectrlcal Instruments

.

Central Electric Co.
ConaolidHted KIcc. Mfg. Co., The,
Electric-il Supply Co., X'he.
Greeley & Co,, The B. 8.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Q,ueen & Co.
Star r.lectrix Co.
L II Ion Electric Worbe.
Western Electric Co.
WeatoD Blectrlc&I Inatrnment Co.

Rlectrlcal Intclllscnce.
Keller ^t noi^eiili^rdt.

Leonard A Co., U. Wnrd.

Rlectrlcal lilpcclaities.
Columbia Electric Co.
Northwestern Elect. Speclaltv Co.
Rlea Electric Specialty Co. The.
Star Eloctrli Co.

Klectrollcm and Combina-
tion Flxtoren.
Baggot, E.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
(JlcBfori .t fialley Mf^'. Co., Ltd.
Thomaon-HoOBton Electric Co.

RIectro-Flatlne nachlnes.
BruHh ElPctrlcCo.
Colburn El(;ctrlc Mfg, Co.
Ediaon General Electric Co.
Thomson-llouBton Electric Co.

Rnclnes» Hteam.
Ball Ent?lnc Co.
Ball A Wood Co . The.
BegL'B,.!. E,. Mfg. A- Supply Co.
Pearaon & Co., W. B.
Pond EuL'lneering Co.
Sargent & Lnndy.
Steama Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Machine Co.
Williams Engine Co.

Enffrav*»r«.
Biaun IlluatratlngCo.

Fan Ontnts.
C. Jt C. Electric Motor Co.
('ard Electric Motor & Dynamo Co.
Ediaon General Electric Co,
Electrical Supply i-:o.,The.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mtg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Soppiy Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
PartrlcK & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Friction Cones.
Evans Friction Cone Co.

Cias iiietitinCt Rlectrlc.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Weatern Electric Co.

€ieneral Rlectrlcal Hnpplles.
Alexander, Barney & Chapin.
American .Elecirlcal Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Clower. Barrla & Co.
Coneoiidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Columiiia Electric Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric Snpply & Contracting Co.
Electrical Eng. t Snpply Co.
Edison General ^ilectrJc Co.
Electric Construction & Supply Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Erie Electrical Snpply Co.
Gleaaon & Bailey Mfs- Co. Ltd.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
NortdweBtern Electric Specialty Co.
Oetrander & Co.,W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
RieB Electric Specialty Co. The.
star Electrls Co.
Steuben Electric Mfg. Co-
Thomson-Honaton Electric Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
Western Electric Co.

Globes and Rlectrlcal Criass-
Tvare.
Bftggot. E.
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Phffinls Glass Co.

Hard Fnhber Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

luMniatorH and Insnlatlns
Materials.
Alexander, Barney & Chapln.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Central Electric Co.
ConeoHdated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Ediaon General Electric Co.
Electric Merchandlae Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Snpply Co.
Interior Condolt Alnaolation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
MuDsell & Co., Engene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
iS'uitall, H. D., Company.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Star Ebclrlx Co.
Union Electric MannfacturlngCo.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
SlBsnet Wire.
American Electrical Worka.
Central Electric Co.
Chlcaco Ineulated Wire Co.
Uiiv'e Kt^rito Insulation.
Eaatern Electric V&hle Co.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
<;ieaeon .t Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Holme."), Booth & Haydene.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber t& Gntta Percha loan-
latingt'o.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Sperry Elec. Mlnlnn Machine Co.
\\ estern Electric Co.

I«anips. Incandencent.
Alexander. Barney A Chapln.
Bernstein Eleclric Co.
Brueh Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
I'luw.T, lUrrle A Co.
Columltia l-:iertrlc Co.
Kdlflon General Electric Co.
Rlectrlcal Snpplv Co., The.
Electrical Enc. & Snpplv Co.
Ulenpon \- Baiiev Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Great Western EIoc. Snpplv Co.
Greeley & Co., The B. S.
Holaler Electric Co.
Hood, Wm.
Knapp ElectrlcAl Works.
New York and Olilo Co,
Norlhwftern El-'ct. Specialty Co.
Hnwver-Mwn tfiectric Co.
Steuben Elertrlc Mfc. Co.
Mnnbeam Incandeflcent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Honeton Electric Co.
Weatern ElectrlcCo.

fiiibrlcRtors.
Powell Co., The Wm.

''.!°*°JF, Apparntns. Klectrle.
Bain Electric .Mfz. Co.
BdlftCiD General Electric Co.
Thomwn-Honit-jn KlwiricCo-
9perryEiec. Mining Machine Co.
Weattnghonse El«trtc A Mtg. Co.

Motors.
Bain ElectrlcMfg. Co.
Bruhh Electric Co.
Card Electric Motor & Dynsmo Co
Crockor-Wh<:^Ier Kl*»:lrir. Motor Co
C. & C. Electric Motor Co.
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Columbia Electric Co.
Ea»ion El<";ir]c Co,
EdiBon General Electric Co,
KU-':trI'; Sanply A Contract Co.
Electrical tngine-irIngOo..Tlie
Electrical Eng. & Suppl? Co
Elektrot ManafartorlneCo.
Erie Electrical Supply Co
FoBter. O, A.
La Roche El^trlc Worka.
Rockford Electric Mannfacturtoe
Royal Electric Co.

^

TDomaocHoiiBton ElectrlcCo
U. 8. Electric Lighting Co
We»tinghoafie Electric ± M/g. Co.Name Flates.
Blatz, L.
Goodrlch-Coleman Elec. Works,Omce Furniture.
Andrews <k Co., A. H.

Oils.
TaneBlg, 8.

Oil Cups.
Powell Co.. The Wm.

Pntent Hollcitors.
Woodbouae ii Raweon, Ltd

Packing-
Buiton. Geo. B.
N. Y. BelUng* Packing Co.Pins and Urachets.
Centra! Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Hplmea, C.H.
Loud, H. M. i Sons Lnmber Co.
Weatern Electric Co.

PlatlDum.
Schawei <t Co., Jas.

Poles.
Brownlee & Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Smply Co , The
Holmes, C.H.
Lond, H. M.& Sons Lumber Co
MlUlken BroB.

""^ ^-
8terling,W. C.

Publishers. £lectrlcal
Electrician Publishing Co.

Push Buttons.
Centra! Electric Co.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Northweatern Elect. Speclaltv Co
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Weetem Electric Co.

HallTrays. Electric.
tSee electric rallwaya.)

B«>enlat|pc Kocbets.
Rle:^ Electric bpecialtv Co. The.

Separators, ttteam.
Hine Eliminator Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

SpeakiuK Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electricai Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Oetrander &, Co., W. R
Weatern Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthlngton. Henry R.

Supplies, Klecirlc Railway.
Electrl'^ Merchandlee Co.
Nuttall. K. P. Co.

Tapes, Insnlatlnjr.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chlcaso InPnlsted Wire Co.
Eaatern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Sapply Co. . The.
India RuDber & Gatta Percha In-
aulatlng Co.

International Okonlte Co., The.
New York Insulated \\'lre Co.

Teleerraph Apparataa.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The
Greeley .t Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor ElectrlcCo,
Partrick A Csner To.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones, Electric,
Weetoro Electric Co.

Test InHtrnmcnts.
R-Un Eie^-tric Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chlo.-igo Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Snpplv Co^The.
Greeley A Co., "the E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
t^oeen A Co.
t nlvin Electric Works.
Woetern Electric Co.
Weelon Electrical Inatrument Co.

TranNTormers.
Ebvtrical Enc. fc Snpptv Co.
National Electric Mannfadoring Co
Stanlov Electric Mfg. Co.
Weptinehonpe Electric A Mfg. Co.

Trolley 4'ord.
Sanitfon (^'opisce Works.

Trucks, Klectrle Car.
SdtsoQ General Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-DouBton Electric Co.
WeetlnghouBo Electric A .Mfe. Ca

Turbine Wheels.
Parton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leifel A Co.. James.
Pelton Waior Wh^el Co.
SUlwell * Bterce Ufg. Oo.

Type Writers.
Penemore Type-Writer Co.

Valves
Rcckerleg, .Tn?. G.^ Ire. Bare.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
Holmes, Booth A Haydens.
Knapp BlsctrlcAl Works.
Sperry Blec. Mining Machio* Co.
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CLEYELMiD, OHIO. THETJiJ'iCSrMOi^Aic c::^K CLE7ELAHD, OHIO.

MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CABBONS andBATTERY MATEBIAL.
NOW THEN! FOR SALE CHEAP!

!

Sis 400 llsht Thom90ii*Hoiietoa Incandescent
Dyi.ambs, 110 volts. Pdrfect order.

Three 25 liaht 3,0i0 candle power American Arc
Dynamos- A 1 order.

Two -25 light :ii,i.M)( candle power Sperry Arc Dy-
namoB. A 1 oraer.

700 Goos .- ^ecke, Socketa, Lamp3, etc., complete,
good.

50 milee ^o. 10 American Electric Co. Wire, good
order, nsed one year. In 1; mile reels.

Two 400 light Thomson-Hoaeton New Armatnree.
70 American Single CarDon 2.000 candle power

Arc Lamps. A 1 order.
Two 70 d. P., 7U0 voita, Edison Generators, nsed

sis months.
Ten 5 H. P. Spragne Motors, need six monthfl.
Two Ediaon Electric Mining Rock Drills, used

sis inonthe.
High Speed Engines and Full Station Kqnip-

menta, Poles, etc.

JOHN E. 8EGGS MFG. & SUPPLY CO., 74 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.

SYNOVIAL DYNAMO OIL
Second to None. Free from Gum or Acids.

By reiltering can be need contlnnally. Adopted by the largest Electric Plants of the West,

Write for Piices and Samplea. S. TAUSSIG. Agent. 45 River St., CHICAGO

THE SCHUYLER
STSTJSl^ OIF-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FEATURES:

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MiDDLETOWN. CONN.

THE MILLIKEN PATENT POLE
For Electric Street Railways and Electric LigM Work.

55 LIBERTY STREET, ...r..c™E.BBT 69 DE&RBORK STREET,

HEW YORK.
MILLIKEN BROS.

CHICACO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.—Iron Work
for Light Stations a Specialty.

liVRITE FOR CIRCITI.AR AKD CATALOGUE.

IMPORTANT!
BEFORE PURCHASING INVESTIGATE THE

U ROCHE

SYSTEM.

t{LTERHI{TIHQ DYHAMOS
FOR LONG DISTANCE LIGHTING,

FOR SOO TO [200 LIGHTS.
AGENTS -WANTED. NOTICE OUR ILLUSTRATION NEXT WEEK.

La Roche Electric Works,
H6 & 118 NORTH 6lll ST., PHILAI ELPHIA, P4., D. S. A.

YOU GET THE BEST
WHEN TOT7 BUT

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS \ DYNAMOS,
3\{t«,n-ta.f«,otTArod Oixly JBy

The Elektron Manufacturing Co.,
NEW YORK OFFICE, 89 Liberty St. SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Watthineton, T>. C, ^. V. Ewrkell i C->„ I W.) New York Ave. Xcw OrlcntiH, I>ii.. 'ii;org.; liujulc. MO Gruvlcr Hi. Cliiciiifo, III., The lilecl-rlcal Engineer-
Irij; Co., 3-2fj Ojarboni 9t. Mt. Pant, .Tf inn., F. .T. Kcnz, K Enst, Koinh .4t, riiilnilclpliia, I'll., I'cnnsylvftDla JMuchliiu Co., 2!) North Hcventh ,St.
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mmm in paiste switches.

5 Ampere Paiste Switches, Porcelain Bases, 30c.

10 do. do. do. do. do. 35c.

ST. LOUIS^BRiNCH.

vlOIV7;s

TRADE MARK.

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,
823 Locuet St., St. Louis, Mo.

OMAHA BRANCH.

^0N/;>.

KAJSTSAS CITY BRANCH.

slS^N/^

TRADE MARK.

GATE CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY,
522 Delaware St., Kansaa City, Mo.

DE'^VKR TfRANCH.

vLON/^
TK,^IDE MI-AJRIC.

TBADE MAEKS

WESTERN ELECTRI AL SUPPLY COMPANY,
418 S. 15m St., Omaha, Neb.

ELECTRIC POWER AND TRANSMISSION CO..

1722 L&wreDce St., Den^-er, Colo.

There is only one really high fi;rade insulated wire in the market. Ask any
one who has ever used Okonite, which it is.

OMAHA AND COUNCIL BLUFFS RAILWAY AND BRIDGE COMPANY.
QENER.\T, Sm-BRINTENDENT'S OFFICE.

Council Bluffs, Iowa, April 27, 1S91.

Wm. H. McKinlock, Prcst., ChlcaKO, 111.

Dear Sir:—Yours of April 24tli received, and couleiite noted. I certainly Ciin have no objections when the article referred to is Okonlle.

You will undoubtedly think that the wire received rather hard usage to be burned mit In the manner shown, but the cause was a motor man put In

about a 2.1 ampere fuse on a piece of No. 18 Okonlto wire, when the lamp clrrult was grounded, and something had to cive. and it set'Uiol

wonderful that the wire could be completely fused without destroying the insulation. 1 will al-o add that in the Blue Vitriol Sli^p of the
Omaha & tirant Smelting & Refining Co., wjiere five different brands of wire were tried, the :u'.ul fumes attacked and destroyeii all of them
except Okonltc, that has stood the test for abjut two years, and we burn the llglits there every night in the week for twelve hours.

Yours very respectfully, Iskael Lovett, EUtin'eian.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin St., CHICAGO.

CONNECTED BY PRIVATE WIRE WITH POSTAL TELEGRAPH-CABLE CCS SYSTEM.
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Edison

General

Electric Co.

EDISON BUILDING,

BROAD STREET,

NEW YORK.

PRESSURE INDICATOR.

yHE EDISON PRESSURE INDICATOR is acknowledged the most Per-

fect Instrument for Indicating Pressure. It is at all times Reliable

and Accurate.

Is easy of Adjustment, and always Remains in Circuit.

its Accuracy can be Checked at any Time, without additional Instruments,

the IndicatorContainingwithin Itself the Means for Checking Its Own Readings.

The Sole can be Read at a Distance, Indicating positively "Right,"

"High" or "Low," according to Pressure.

Years of Practical Operation Have Proven these Facts, and all Plants

Desiring to Obtain Good Practice should Possess the Edison Indicator.

For Particulars, address nearest District Office.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

CANADIAN DISTRICT:
Edison Building. Toronto. Can.

CENTRAL DISTRICT:
173-175 Adams St., Chicago. III.

EASTERN DISTRICT:
Edison Building. Broad St., New York.

NEW ENGLAND DISTRICT:
25 Otis Street. Boston. Mass.

PACIFIC COAST DISTRICT:
Edison Building. 1 12 Bush St.. San

Francisco. Cal.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST DISTRICT;
FIcischner Building, Portland, Ore.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DISTRICT:
Masonic Building, Denver, Colo.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT:
10 Decatur St., Atlanta, Ga

Snbmarine.

Telegraph,

Underground,

MM'^--

Telepbone,

Interior,

Electric Light.

' li<ri>-rt;t<l} Uorlts, i:<li-^<.n (.ru.' 1 ;il ll.<tri<-4 j..

Manufactured under Authority of SIEMENS & HALSKE,
^^ BY

The Edison General Electric Company,
EattmaMa Furnished on Application.

AT TIIKIK HCIIKMKOTAI>Y WOKKS.

Address, Cable and Wire Department, Edison General Electric Company,
EDI.SOA KIIM>I\(;, ItKO.VO STREKT, NKW VOIIK, or NcarcMt l>iH(ri<t OflU<?.

i:>isTmcJT orr-ioiESB
r«i>*4l>n Dlmrlrt: (Mlaon Rnllilint;. Tnrnntn, « an.
Central KUtrlrl: 17.^-175 Ailnna »t . < hlrni-o.
V-mMtfra Illatrl't: r^innn Bnlldlnc. Brnn'l Hi , .»«•« Vorli.
.¥ew Kncl&nd nutrlrt: £'• ejiu wt., Hoaton, ,niu<s.

I'nrinr t'nnnt IHntrlf t : Kitlnon llnllillne. Isi llnHh Ht , Hnn Franclnco, Cal.
I'arfflr .\orl h w**!!! l»iHtrlrt: KlelHrlinrr Itlllldlnsr. I'ortlnnd, Or«.
Korky .Tloiiritllln l»lHtrlct: MaHonlf Bnllfllnic. I>envcr, Colo.
Moothem >liitrlrt: lO Ueratar Ht , Atlnntn, <;>.
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ELECTRIC • •

• • HEATING
BURTON ELECTRIC CO.,

RICHMOND, VA.

WONDERFUL IN ITS EFFICIENCY.
THE BURTON ELECTRIC HEATER costs less to operate than a stove, and requires NO REPAIRS.

THREE YEARS' SERVICE has demonstrated its practicability.
Circulars upon application. Information furnished.

WRITE TO THE SELLING AGENTS:

ELECTRIC MERCHANDISE COMPANY.
ADAMS ST., CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.

THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.,
33 ^v£ercer Street, 3^e-V7* "SToxl^,

POSSESS SUPERIOR ADVANTAGES IN THE MANUFACTURE OF

ILHiy RXJBBSR C3-OOD
Emteciatly in articles atlfipteti to electrical imlastries, hat'itif/ obtainetl the note right to manti/actttre

HARD RUBBER under the valuable Patents granteU to WILLIAJI KIEL.

ALL OPERATIONS OF SAWING, CUTTING, TURNING AN1> POLISHING OUR NEW STANDARDS OF
SLI p FT* D C^ V\ A M r\ T" I 1 T^ I M C^ ^^^ ^^ performed with a laree redaction in the wear and tear of toole, and coneideraMe Bavine of labor. Oar new standards aren Ct n^ I f ri V_/ LJ r\ IN LJ i \J n> I l\ \J of a richer black thrnufchout, not sabject to change in color, are tougher and more ileslble, do not become brittle with age, and

have been tested and approved by the leading electrical coinpanien of the United Stales. In addition to these advantagee, we also offer advantages in prices.

KIEL'S PATENT HARD RUBBER CELLS FOR STORAGE AND PRIMARY BATTERIES

Correspomlence solicited from all manufacturers and dealers in electrical
machinery and supplies. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

Still remain the most satisfactory and cheapest in the market, imequaled for strength, durability, Insulation and resistance to acids,

HARD ROBBER GOODS OF EYERY DESCRIPTION MiNHFACTDRED. ^"ra?hT„frra'nd°';,;"Hesr°TKi-S"FSSTmTE"^

For Sale by THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO.

COLUMBIA ELECTRIC CO.
IVl. R^ CDF^

MOTORS, GENERATORS,

DYNAMOS, LAMPS,

SUPPLIES A»o SPECIALTIES.

ALL GUARANTEED MECHANICALLY. ELECTRI-

CALLY AND LEGALLY.

Largo Stat ionary Motor, Columbia Make. ST. PAUL, - -
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jcUl PLAINE COi
No. 6. BELLE PLAINE. IOWA, OCTOBE

MR. BDEEY EXPLAINS

Qjir Reporter Interview's the Well-
Knoivn Inn Keeper and Erstwliile
Lamp Expert.

Such -wide spread local interesl has

been excited recently by the published

claims of rival manutacturers of Incan-

descent Lamps, that, to satisfy the curious

as the true merits of the case, a reporter

of the Belle. Plaink Commercial, was
detailed theotherevening to seek the foun-

tain head of information in the person of

our well known citizen and local Thom-
son-Houston expert, Mr. B. B. Burley,

proprietor of a fashionable hotel bearing

his name.
The voung manol the Lommerci al was

confronted bv a lighted cigar upon ihe

porch of the ti'ouse on the evening :n ques-

tion, which seemed strange, as the night

was cold and dark, and did not offer special

inducements lor the enjoyment of smok-
ing. A knock on the front door of the

Buriey House disturbed the sleeping buH
dog. and after a considerable time brougnt
Mr. Buriey, the one time genial proprietor,

- in his rode de nnit to answer the sum-
- mons. We might add, parenthetically,

that a marked change has taken place m
Mr. Buriey within the last year. Former.

y

i rotund and round-faced, with anatiibitious

crop of chin whiskers, he was a living ex-

ponent of his own good cheer. The other
night, however, imless lor previous ac-

quaintance, recognition would have been
difficult. No longer the happy and obese
inn-keeper of a \ ear ago, he i^ now a hag-

gard, sallow-faced man, with a hacking
cough, sunken eyes, and with the once
luxuriant chin whiskers tucked despon-
dently under his shin front.

Suppressing all mdicatioos of pained
surprise, the reporter stated his business^

at Oiice.

"Mr. Burlev,'' he said, "so much in-

terest has been excited in the recent pub-
lished test of the Thomson-Houston lamp
that is said to be burning on yoar porch,
that I have been detailed to come to you
to learn lull particulars for publication. ",

With a groan. Mr Buriey led the re-'

porter to an obscure corner of the veranda
and said in a hoarse whisper. ' There it

i>."

"Where.' Whair"
•'32 C P. lamp that is causing all this,

di-cussion.
'

The reporter remarked that he was un-
able to See it, at which .Mr Buriey seemed
somewhat disappointed The ambitious
young man of the Com.mercial. to lully

satisty himself, >iruck a match and hold"

ing it high above his head, saw indis-

tinctly a black mass about the ^ue of a

duck\ egg. through which shone a laint

phosphore-iCcni glovi He thereupon re-

membered the cigar that had c mfronted
him upon hi> fir&t appearance at the Bur-
1*7 House, and connected the two as one
and the same.
• Mr. Burlcy wa-i in a high stale of ex-
citement.

"Ain't that a beauty r Ain'i that a
wonder r' he cried ' 'Jhat 'crc.lamp has
been a'burnin' now over four thousand
hour*. b'»;o»h, an' she hain*t out yit."'

* But," he was a«kcd, " do you consider
irtat lamp commercial and practical.'

"

" Commercial,'* he yelled a<i he mopped
the pcr-,pi_ration from hii forehead, "ain't
a lamp corhmercial when she can burn

' fi'itv (our thousand hours? Yc don't find
such l^.mp^ ev,»ry day I can l»:ll you.

Why, thar's a new fangled lamp they call

the Sunbeam across the street, that's

only been burnin" eight hundred hours or

so and she's li'ble to go out any minute.'"

Mr. Burley's attention was called to

the fact that the Sunbeam lamp in ques-
tion seemed to be burning quite brightly,

however, and could be readily distin-

guished several blocks awa^, while the

lamp on Mr. Burley's porch was undistin-

guishable except through a telescope,

like a star of the tenth magnitude.
'• Now Mr. Hurley, give me an account

of how all this discussion occurred.''
* Wal'." said Mr. Buriey, resting his

shattered constitution against the house,
" ye see this 'ere feller named Tingley
out in Manitou Springs, Colorado, says
that he has a Thotnson-Houston lamp as

and were being replaced by kerosene
lamps.

" Wal', you see," said Mr. Hurley, "this

'ere station of the Wrn. A. Hunter Elec-
tric Company can't be takin' care of this

lamp out here on my porch and the other
lamps 'round town at the same time, an'

so the central station is devotin' its en-
ergies to my lamp. They do say it takes

a heap o' coal, and two or three extry
men to feed the furnace, but I don't know
as how that makes any odds, so long as

my lamp's kept a goin'."

"Well, Mr Buriey, what is lo be gained
by keeping alive a lamp that looks like

the one hanging on your porch, and that

we have to take your word for its burn-
ing ? What good is it any way ?

"

Mr. Burlev seemed staggared for

has been burnin' now over tt-n thousand \ moment, and befope replying picked up
hours Some time »go, one o'them brick and threw it reflectively at the Sun-
Thomson-Houston fellers frum jhe Chi

,
beam lamp across the street,

cago office comes out to Belle Plaine and I "What good is it-? That's a blamed fool

put;< up at my house. He sees this 'ere ' question, that is. Ain't she a burnin' and
lamp a burnin' on my porch^ and he says,

j

demondstraiin' to the world that a l^hom-
says he:

^j
son-Houston lamp may burn perhaps for

"Mr. Burlev how long has that thar^ twenty thousand hours.'* What good is

lamp been a burnin'.^" -;'f? Go and ask the Thomson-Houston
"And I says, says I. 'That thar '! people in Chicago, and find out."

lamp was put in my porch September ' Evidently the interview, so far as M
2Uth, 18S9, and has been a burnin' ever
since

"'

" Now," savs he, " Mr. Burlev, we in

the Chicago office are a tr\in' to sell a

great many lamps by a tellin' people that

they'll burn longer 'n any other lamp on
airlh, and I want you to see how long you
can make this 'ere thing burn. Mr,
Tinglev at Manitou Springs, has been a

burin' some of his^n for ten thousand
hours and ihey are still a goin'. Now
we fellers in Chicago want you to bust
tlie record. See .'

"

Was there any hnancial consideration
in this, Mr. Buriey 't

"'

" Wat' now, I don t deny that thar' may
ha\'e been a leetle someihin' in order to

stimoolate interest, as it were, and you
ju^t bet that I'll get thar' if coal and
water hang out at the central station.''

" But, Mr. Buriey, I see that Mr. Ran-
dall, the lamp expert of the Thomson-
Houston Company at their factories in

Lynn, has written a book, in which he
says that long li\ed lamps are neither
economical nor commercial. N\'hat ha\'e

you to say to that.'
"

' Wal', young, man, ail 1 can say

is that on that point me and Randall
don'n, agree. You can't tell me. 1 know
how it is. Randall's one of them men
with a soft job and nat'ally he wants to

sell all the lamps he can, lor of course if

lamps don't last, they sell more of 'em
and that's all ihur' is to it. \'ou can't

talk to me, young feller. Them Thom
son- Houston people in Chicago knows
the lamp business, and no mistake.
Why, I've been out to look at this 'ere

lamp with my old lantern, every night in

the week for the la?t year and a half, and
its made me w hat you see me --kind o' weak,
but still on deck. I'm much oblecged for

all the advertisin' them Chicago papers
has been a' givin' me. Why, I've sold as

many as ten extra twenty-five cent meals
to people that has come lo see me an' my
lamp since the papers took me up. . \'es,

you bet. I'll win, an' some of these days
you'll see a big picture of me and my
hou?e in the ' Western Electrician,' an'

a record for this 'ere lamp of twenty
thousand hours. I hear lull that the

Manitou Sprin^^s lamp is about giving out.

"V'c see. I telegraph 'cm every day, an' of

Buriey was concerned, was concluded,
but as he wae about to slam the front door
behind him. a messenger boy appeared in

hot haste with a telegram in his hand.
Mr. Buriey was visibly excited
Tearing open the lelegram he glared

wildly at it for a moment, and seizing his

lantern returned rtervously to an inspec-

tion of his lamp. His face was working
convulsive! Vi and his hands trembling
with excitment.
Something seemed to be wrong with

the appearance of the lamp.
Mr. Burlev groaned aloud.

Another inspection, and all doubt was
removed; the lamp was extinct.

His face pale as the recent light of his

own lamp, Mr. Buriey returned to the

office of the hotel, and was soon absorbed
in figuring. The result was too much,
coming after the terrific mental strain ol"

the last few moments.
" Only 4.620 hours. Lost, by gum' " he

murmured, and fell fainting to the floor.

Taking up the message which had re

centlv arri\ed, the reporter read these

words:
*' Manitou lamp not discernible, but

burning still. Sunbeam lamp out after

800 hours, no good on earth.

C. F. TINGLEYr
Truly Mr. Burlev was unfortunate
As the reporter returned to his office,

he stopped en route at the much talked

of central station. The picture there

presented was unique — three or four

grim visaged men incessantly throwing
coal into a seething furnace. The belt

was whirring irj a determined manner,
and the poor old^ dynamo was spluttering

and sparking in Us endless effort for

demonstration, while out through the

darkness two small wires ran from the

station up to Mr. Burley's lamp. Truly
long-lived lamps have been demonstrated

as commercial necessities, and Mr. Bur-

ley's tireless efforts, attenuated frame

and mental exertions are vindicated.

Duplicates of the Sunbeam Lamp.
which was so vindictively broken by Mr.

Buriey, may be obtained with reasonable

life and efficiency and high candle power.

T

I
Try Gubliurdf.s 8oda water—al wnyH

' (]eliciou8 uiifl rcri'e.shiiiK- Putl' fruitcourse some un' p.lvs for tlic tclc;;r.'inn«;.'

, Mr.. Burlev was 'therenpon asked the J.juii.™ used e.xelusively.

reason whv flurir.g the lasr, i-ix month); ro i

•

man^' of the incandekcenl lampt. formcrl/ . Splendid Htxick of Bouveuir spoons
in u^e in IJellc f'lainc had been taken out

. Xiurid'.'vt l/pmeyr^p's.

Eastern and JUidui

John C Burohell died in

with a bullet in him, fired b.

mond, who also killed his'wilt

John Sullivan, iepa.ir forei

Blading Company, at Gordon
Penna. was run over and kiUeu

Eliza Kelly, one of the childrt
jured by jumping from a wmi t

at a fire in Bi ston, died. Tb
and other child are In a critic;

tion.

A row ol frame houses at Br
Penna., v.'ere destroyed by lire,

James McGuire was burned to de

j'lie refcners of the Eichardson
liery at Glen Carbon, Pa., have g.
up all hope Oi rescuius the entomi.
miners alive. The work ;s very hazf
ous, owing to the treacherous com'
of the rcof

By Hie overturning of a car-

Erie, Pa., Mrs. Joseph Jo?
kined and Mrs. J. D. Clark
Johnson were nainfuiijr .iiiiuvt

Daniel Chilcoat, :!aoa. I4
Orbisonia, Pa., fell Ivom-'ti tie

nutting and instantly kiilod. r

ing of the accident "the h'.d'

became a raving maniac.'"

Ex-Mayor Bole, of

committed suicide m
is stated that he was despoi

ceut unsuccessful Inveatmi

The tugboat McCaldow ^

New York Iiarbor by a co
the engineer and a boy parse,

drowned.

The schooner M. M. ,M
which left New York for 5a
cargo of gas coal, went to

Chatham, Mass., but the
saved.

Attorney Bloch, of Nevi
appealed to the State Co.

Lunacy lo release Mrs. Bloc
spiritualistic features got
Bloomingdale Asylum.

Ftvrmer Henry Hoch, aged
Schoeuersville, uehigh county,
dropped dead of heart disease at

breakfast table.

An Albany and SusaueUanna
jumped the tracks near Oneonta,
and Engineer James Pattersc

stuck to his post and put oj

brakes, was killed, fifty-.'

"Were wrecked, lioss, 5150,0

Tlie bodies of the six mK
oned in the Richardson
Glen Carbon, Pa., were
men die(l of suffocation

Brakeman John Shi
foot in a frog in fronr

bury. Pa., und stri'

himself, but lost a|,

In his cell in Suub''

wall and escaped.

Au unknown < ,„,

found dead on t hfi

atii, at Tyrone, P
clasped tightly to

'

lingineer RobtrC
anon. Pa., ran on.

car four an'' "*'

Cor)?w'''

T"' SUNBEAM INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.,
Office, 805 Chamber of Commerce Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.
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Forthe previous chapters of this interesting

narrative, we refer to the T.-H. advertisement

in Western Electrician, issues of Sept. 12, 19,

26, Oct. 3. 10 and (7. Also our own advertise-

ments in same Journal, issues of Sept, 26,

Oct. 3, 10, 17, 24, 31 and Nov. 7.

the:

Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co..

805 Chamber Commerce.

CHICAGO.
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3 POINT SW^ITCH

NOW READY.
ALSO ALL SIZES AND KINDS OF SINGLE AND

DOUBLE POLE SWITCHES.

STAR ELECTRIX CO.,
Redding Electric Co..

BOSTON.
linois Electric Material Co.,

CHICAGO.
St. Louis Elec. Supply Co.

ST. LOUIS.

PHILADELPHIA.

IVIountain Electric Co.,

DENVER.

You can

Put

It up

Yourself.

Liglits

Are Standard

And
Full size.

Thoroughly

Reliable

And
Practical.

Prices

Reasonable.

Send

For

Illustrated

Pamphlet.

BAIN ELECTRIC MANDFACTDBING CO.,

47 So. JEFFERSON STREET,

CHICAGO.

"WARD" ARC LAMPS.
The testimony of any one using one or two arc lamps may be valuable or not, according

to their knowledge of arc lamps.

The "Ward" Lamp is the only lamp that is in use successfully, and in large numbers, on
either central station or isolated plants.

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.,
OF St. PAno, Minn.

St. Paul, Minn., August 28, 1891.
ne8.T8. }IcDooeaII& fnmnilneg, IVestprn HIsnaseiH,

The Electric Conntrucf inn and Knpply €».,
I'lienix BoildlDg, Cblcaeo, III.

Dear Sibs:—We are using your arc lamps on our lines, and with
great satitfaclion boih to ourselves and our consumers. They are the
I'Dly arc lamps we are using, and In our opinion are the best lamp of the
kind ihat have c-me to our notice. Our continued orders to you not
only show our apprecla'lon of their merits but also the fact that we find
them a g-:od payloR Investment. Very truly yours,

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.,
G. H. Finn, General Manager.

EDISON LIGHT & POWER CO.,

OF MlNNEAPOMS.
Minneapolis, August 32, 1891.

The Electric Constrnrtion & (Supply Co.,

IS Con landt (Street, SICAv ITork City.

Gentlemen:—Within the last eighteen months we have been In-
8*alllDg a number of arc lamps on our Incandescent circuits. We now
have one hundred and ninety-six of your "Ward" lamps in operation,
and It gives us pleasure to state that they give the very best of satisfac
tlon, both to ourselves and our customers. We consider them a most
xceilent lamp. Yourj truly,

EDISON LIGHT & POWER CO.

Lamps for direct current, alternating current, street railway circuits,

focusing lamps, photoengraving lamps, search lamps.

SJEl]Nrx> r'OH. OTJH ]SrET7\7' 0-flLT7.A.rjOGHm.

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.,
Phenix Building,

CHICAGO. IJmIm. Established 1881.

Telephone Building,

NEITIT YORK CITY.
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^A nr Al ^^1 IFOi ^^' 23, Electric Railway Supplies,WM I A\l»WWiWILO I No. 24, Electric Lighting Supplies,

JUST OUT. SEND IN YOUR APPLICATION.

GREAT IVESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
201-207 So. Canal Street, CHICAGO, U. S. A.

D
•s:irjeLTi/i.o -ciT-itii. TT^ixicn to
Zl.I'VS] -vo-ULi" ooaao-i^otitloii? If so,
X3E1.Z307 yoxir InctvLlrlos to ixs.

mmu m mtwm mmAK
AND SUPPLIES.

IS
electricaJMACHIIffSR'g

Rill
THe Electric SuddIii & Gootractlog Go.,

Cor. 5th & Sycamore Sts., CINCINNAT

Tue Card Electric Motor and Dynamo Co.,
-CIJfClXSATI, OHIO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRIC MOTORS / DYIAMOS.
Incandescent Dy-
namos from
20 to 350 Lights.

Arc or Incandes-
cent Motors
from }i to 30
Horse Power.

motors for the £
Arc Circuit

Specialty.

These Motors have
the Highest Ef-
ficiency, Low-
Speed and Self-

Oiling Biarlngs.

AUTOilATIC,
SIMPLE, DUR-
ABLE A>'D
CLEAN'.

Correspondence
Solicited.

Aqbnts.—Boston: The Eastern Elecirlcal Supply and conBtrnctlon Co., 65 Oliver Street. Cbicago:

The Thoe. L. Johnson Co., 312 Dearborn Street. Mllwankee: Henry Hamlen, 641 Third Street.

Waabtngton, D. C: J, Geo. Gardner, 1005 n. Street. St.Loni": E'ajl Electrical BnEineerlng Co.,ll*
Pino Street, Moiiteomcry. Ala. : W. P. Murnlii'. Detroit, Mich. : The MichlFan Electric Co., 21-and
214 Griewotd Street. MinneBDolifi, Minn. : J M- Lencon. '.12 Loan and Trust Building.

Bixte's fasal Pading.

Established 1882.

Tbe Engineers' favorite. Leads, but la imitated by many,
equaled by none. If yoa have any doable as to the geoulnei
tend direct to nfl. "We are sole mannfac.arere of '.his pack-
ing. Send for eamplee and catalogue on packings. We have
the largest assortment.
For Piston Rods and Valve Stems of Steam Eodnes and

Pompa—BelflQbrlcating, eteam and water tight. Tifty per
cent, lepe fjiction than anv other. Never crours hard, hut
wM remain as soft and as flexible as when urst adJQit#d in

stufflngbox. Every package fully warranted. Fine Oils
n specialty.
Acente wanted In everv State in theUnlon. We can qtiot*

the very lowfst prlcee on Ring Packing. Send for discount
and price list.

GEORGE
17 VIRGINIA ST„

B. BUXTON,
EAST SOyERVILLE, MASS.

(fi£BE TE THE JUDGE.99

C.A."VE TTOXT a7JElX£]X3 THE
ECONOMIC INCANDESCENT LAMP?

If not you are losing time and we are losing a customer. Everybody that tries it, BUYS
IT, and everybody that buys it once, btiys it again. Kindly inform us what voltage

and style of base you use and TRY IT AT OUR EXPUXSi:.

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL SPECIALTY CO,,
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS,

CEO. L. KiRKHAM, Manager. 1017 Chamber of Commerce, CHICAGO.
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THE RIES REGULATING SOCKET
FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

Regxilates the Liglit. Saves the Ciu'rent. Js^n Innovation in Electric Lighting.
Something Entirely Xew. NO RESISTANCE, OR ANY OTHER CURRENT-CONSUIWING DEVICES USED. Simple, Efficient, Economical.

Indorsed by !he Electrical Press, and Prominent Electrical Engineers and Electricians. For Parliculara and Prices write to

THE RIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY coBiPANY,
PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS

Baltimore and Eutaw Sts., BALTIMORE, MD. E-EO-tJI^-a-TTIIIQ- SOCKETS.

SPEAKING TUBES .^ND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANWUHCIATORS «* BELLS.
FIJIiI. tlNE ALTVAYS IN STOCK.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO.,
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn. N. Y.

end for New CiT.'iLOGTjE. Ont Angnst let.

SUBSTfiNTiiL,

ELECTRIC RAILWAY

ECONOMICAL.

SUPPLIES

EXCLUSIVELY
OUR BUSINESS.

ELECTRIC MERCHANDISE
COMPANY,

CHICAGO,
II ADAMS STREET. |LL= W.R. Mason, Gen. Mgr.

INTERIOR CONDUITS Tie SoMioD oftlie Prolileffl of safe Suariii

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherever and for whatsoever purpose employed, is to

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEW.
IMTERIOR AND DNDERGRODKD

BIANUFACTUHED ET

T IffT T* W T O K
GONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,

u/oDi/c ( 627 to B3I W. 34th St.,
WUKKi:-, 526I0B28W. SBthSt.,

General Offices: 42 & 44 Broad St., New York.

TRADE-MARK.

Thos. Day & Co., 222 Sutter St., San Francleco, Cal.

Electrical Bng. Co., 320 Dearoorn St., Chicago, III.

American Electrical Supply Co.,
226 Pearl St.. Buffalo, N. Y.

PntDsm, Cay & Co., 27 E. Meln St., Rochester, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co.. U7 W. 8th St., Cincinnati, O.
Chae. Gabriel, SHjrinaw, Mich.
Southern Electrical Mfg. and Supply Co.,

no Baronne St., Mew Orleans, La.

\Valkpr& Kepler, 531 Chestnut St., Philadelphia. Pa.

Electrical Supply & ConstrucUon Co., Pittsburgh, Pa,

Southern Electric Co., Baliimore, Md.

^^ FITCHBURG, MASS,U5.A.
""

iLMANUFACTURERSDF DYNAMOS FOK LIGHTING,
y PLATING andEXPERIMENTAL PURPOSES.
'^ ——.^^^L-AL S O MO T O R S ,-=.-^
EVERYTHING LATEST DESIGN AND HISHEST EFFICIENCr.l

THE "JEWEL"
#^^%, Incandescent Lamp,

«^^ The Best Lamp In the Market.

^rrf^ - /\ " Any Voltage.

Any Socket.

Any Candle Power.

Less than 100 lots, E

100 to 1000 " 50

z^/ 16 C. P. Less than 100 lots, 55 Cents.

Send for Sample Order.

m. HOOD, Gen'l Agt., 239 LaSalle St.. CHICAGO.

G. A;HARM
MANAGER

MONITOIl ELECTRIC CO.,
14 3 WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

WHOLESALE DEALER- IN GENERAL

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
WJEtDTERSr AQENT FOH

ALFRED F. MOORE
(KSTABLISHED Ism i

ELEGTRIGAL WIRES AND GABLES.
Electric Light, Annunciator and Olfice Wires. Incandescent and Battery Cords; in

: -.
,

fact, every kind of Wire ItBOwii 10 llic Electrical Trade.

THOMAS STURGIS. Prest. Wm. C. LANE. Sec'y and Treas. C. P. MACKIE, Gen'l Manager. S. S. BOGART, Gen'l Agent

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY,
43 , lNrE3"W^

INDIVIDUALARCUGHTilMOTOR CUTOUT.
LAMPS OR MOTORS CUT IN AND OUT AT WILL FROM CENTRAL STATION WITHOUT

DISTURBING OTHERS CN SAME CIRCUIT.

Thi-< Sv^tcrii .'^.'ivfi Afi of ('irciiit-^. .M;(k'-< Scatlerod iiii.'jiiic.s.s Pi'oliiuhlc .uixl Sociirc.s i'uyiuuiiL for Jiveiy Hour ol! Lij^lit.
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Westinshouse Electric & Wi
COMPANY,

Fittstourg, Fa., XJ- S- JL.

Makers of Electric Light and Power Apparatus for all Purposes. .

PIONEERS OF THE AITERNATIN6 SYSTEM.
OXTIt

Converters
OOI^IBIfO'SI

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
ABSOLUTE SAFETY,
PERFECT REGULATION,
LOW PRICES.

OXTH

Meters
.^xiie:

700,000

SIMPLE,
ACCURATE,
RELIABLE,
DURABLE.

16 C.P. Lights' Capacity

of METERS IN USE.OVER
./ ' i WJ W — —

• METER.
CONVERTER.

The Westinghouse Meter is the only A. C. Meter which has been adopted as Standard by the Lordon iEnglardi Board of

Trade. Synchronous System for the Long Distance Transmission of Power in large units claims the attention

of every one having available Water Power within twenty-five miles of a market.

RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
WE MANUFACTURE AND SELL

GEARLESS and SINGLE REDUCTIONYES,
RAILWAY MOTORS,

MULTIPOLAR AND 2-POLE GENERATORS,
and all Station Appliances for Street Railway Work.

IRON.CLAD GEARLESS MOTOR.

Percentage of increase in roads using our apparatus greater than
that of any other company.

Send for Latest Catalo&:ue.

OFFICES IN ALL OF THE LEADING CITIES. Correspondence Solicited.

SINGLE REDUCTION MOTOR.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
I*ittsto\xrs, P^a.-, XJ. S- JL.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANXJPACTnRED BY

-Wm. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

:bi:j"2" ti3::b ibiesxi

The Mosher Arc Lamp.
DIRECT INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

KEAD THE FOLLOWING TESTIMONIAL:
NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO., Eau Claire, Wis., October 5, 1891.

Mo«ber Arc Ij»nip Co.. Chicago, III.
Ge>tlemen:—Replying to your inqniry of the 3d inst. we beg to stiite Ihat the lamps

voQ sent ns some time ago are giving us betier satisfaction than any ot]ier lamp we have
ever tried to barn on an incandescent circuit. We Inclose herewith an order for 10 of
them to be shipped lo Eloin, 111. Yonre very truly,

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

Noted for Simplicity and Steadiness.

5C0 to 5,000 candle Dower, making superior lamp for photo-engraving purposes.
j

Write for price, circular, and sample lamp.

MOSHER ARC LAMP CO, 125 Ontario St., CHICAGO,
Or to F. P. Little JL- Co., Buffilo, N. V. ; Creaghead Engineering Co.,

Cincinnati, O.; Chas. F. Lindner, San Franci.^^co. Cal

For all Electric Insulating
Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the market.

I I SELL NO OTHER.

Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St., NEW YORK.

MICA

E. E. KELLER. F. E. DEGENHARDT.

Keller yegMlarii,
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS,

542 ROOKERY BDILDme, - CHIGASO, ILL,

:h:e OHi^'^r

mm of iimm imimm
IN THE WORLD'S FAIR CITY.

WANTED
ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Bids will be received at the City Re-

cnrdtr's Office, until Monday evening
November 16, 1891, for listtting the
city of Big Rapids, Mich , with 3a to 40
3,000 candle power electric lights, accord-
ins to the following pLiiis.

FIRST: For lights running from dusk until 12
o'clock every night in the year.

SECOND: For lights running from dusk until

daylight every night in the year.

THIRD: Running from dusk until 12 o'clock

upon what is known as a moonlight
schedule.

FOURTH: Running from dusk until daylight

upon a moonlight schedule.

Bids upon each of 1h\^e proposiliona to

be made for contract runoing from .Jan-

uary 1, 1S93 to January 1, 1S93, al o fron
January 1, 1893 for a term of three year-*.

The Common Council reseive the riiht
to rej'^t any and all h'ds-

W^ A. FOSTER, Recorder.

Tjr

KNOW WHAT YOU'KK «KTTIS;e!

HINE'S ELIMINATOR,
Extracts Oil from Extiaust. Separates Water from Live Steam.

In a test of the best known "Separators" recently made at Cornell University
this ELIMINATOR demonstrated percentages of efficiency over ALL competitors
ranginefrom 11 to 59 per cent. The fall report of teat with drawings, etc., sent
free. Address

HINE ELIMINATOR CO.,
106 Wberty street, JNTUT^T" "V t~fw=t tr^

THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.,
322 DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO.

Contractors tor al l kinds of ELECTRICAL WORK.
GEXBHAL n'ESTERX AGEXTS EOB

Ttie Clark Wire.
The Interior Conduit and Insulation Co. of New York.
The Elektron Manufacturing Co.
Perret Motors.
The Standard Dynamo, Manufactured by the Fairbanks

Scale Co.~

CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL.

if you arc in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

BROWNLEE & CO., "'^PcT-

Royal Electric Co.,
911 & 913 South Washington St., PEORIA, ILL,,

Alternating and Continuous Current Dynamos and Motors,

AND ELECTRIC MACHINERY.
TuK .Most Complete ALTER.-tATi.tu Svbtem how on the Market.

Agents Wanted tor Exclusive Territory.

- PATENT Buns more Slack than
llnperforated Belts, hence
adapted to uneven power
of Electric Bailways and

^MMM&S&^^^ ^^"^ Electric Power in Gen-

CHAS. A. SCHIEREN & CO.,
Also New York, Boston,)

Philadelphia. S

PATENTEES AND BOLE MANDFACTURBRS,

46 SOUTH CANAL ST., CHICAGO. ILL.

NEWYORK BELTING ScPACKINC CO.
(OHN H. CHKEVKK, ) (LIMITED.)

I'. CAZKNOVK .lOSJES.

)

WM. T. B.VlRD,Seo'r.
Oldest and largest Manufacturers in the United States of

15 PARK ROW, HEW YORK.

%

SALESROOMS:
P11IL.\DEI.PHIA, 308 Cheatnnt Street.
BOSTON, 62 Summer Street.
CHICAGO, 1.51 Lake Street.
DENVER, 1601-1611 17tll Street.
CHARLESTON, 161 Meetini; Street.
GRANT) RAPIDS, 4 Monroe Street.
MINNEAPOLIS, 28 Sonth 2d Street.
CLEVELAND. 176 Superior Street.

Vulcanized Rubber Fabrics
F0RBECHASlCil.lTlt™E8.

Rubber Belting,

Packing

and Hose.

SALESROOMS:
SAN FRANCISCO, 17 Main Street.
ATLANTA, 16 Decatur Street.
DETROIT, 16-20 Wooflward Ave.
BALTIMORE, 13 North Cbarles Street.
BUFFALO. 124-128 Washington Street.NEW ORLEANS, 8-12 North Peters Street.
KANSAS CITY, 1313 West I3th Street.
ST. LOUIS, 616 Locust Street,

PLATINUM.'"!
SCHAWEL & CO., 'VSMll:

Importers and Sleltera. Sheet and ^Vlre
in any Gange. Scrap Purchased.

New lO and 25 Light

Arc Dynamos and Lamps.
HIOH TENSION. CHEAP.

JAS. McLaughlin, Mfg. Electrician,

50 ai. Clinton St., Chicago.

H. T. PAISTK,
MANUFACTURER OF

SWITCHES, SOCKETS, ETC.,
S41 The Bookerr, 10 t^o. IKth t^t.,

Cbicaso, 111 Philadelphia, Pa.
See our full page advertleement in IsBueSept.

12. fo' iIlu°trflflortp. nriroB, Ptr.

SOLID BRAIDED CORD.
Is Ihe moet dura-
ble for hangingr
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Cov-
ering Field

MapnetB, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and. Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET. BOSTON.

PUSH-BOTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

TtLo CSrGSLirlGss IVJIotor

i>w ft rofilK.y In luindniilh of Mtnri'L rftllway oJIIcliili wlio \Hihu\ I'lttiOuiri^ti diiflni^ (Ikj Slrnnl. Itftll

C'.ri ..-iiMon, It lo proiioiiPirod t>y nil "A HrllUant HiicfteHM." Itiiy n'

t:Xttmln4i(| Htiorl. M'll.oni, luid ol>t/iljM)t| prln^H frnr
julpiiK^nr, until you

THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO,
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The Frankfort Exhibition and the
World's Fair.

Official reports are not usuaUy regarded as interesting

reading, but the charge of dullness is one that cannot be

brought against the formal account of Secretary Mornsby's

mission to Europe as a representative of the electrical de-

partment of the World's Fair. The report is as graphic

and sketchy as though written for a popular periodical,

while no detail of exact statement is sacrificed. Mr.Hornsby

left Chicago on September 17th and made his reappearance

at the headquarters of the World's Columbiam Exposition

on October 30th. During this brief period the energetic

built by the Nuremberg Machine company, is provided

with parabolic rellector of 1,560 millimeters diameter and a

smaller one of 900 millimeters diameter. The apparatus

could be moved either in a vertical or hori/j^ntal direction

by means of electric motors. Of the immense power of

the light from this tower Mr. liornsby speaks in his report.

An interesting scientific display was that shown in Fig.

3. The exhibit was that of Dr. A. Von Waltenhofen, and

the illustration represents an induction pendulum, an elec-

tro magnetic differential balance and a wall chart setting

forth the theory of the differential balance.

The fine exhibit of the Helios company of Cologne-

insulated from each other by paper. The advantages

claimed for this arrangement arc the accessibility of the

various parts and the fact that the current is induced in

the stationary part of the machine, thus permitting the

induction of an extremely high voltage without imposing

this upon the movable parts. Unusually high voltages

can be attained without the employment of costly convert-

ors. The engine used in driving this dynamo is com-

pound condensing. The dynamo gives the proper voltage

at 125 revolutions.

In the main machinery hall of the exhibition, the exhibit

of Naglo Bros., Fig. 5, consisted principally of a ring

w i.-'r-«**T«-«r4,'>r^iri-w4{ri"

FIG. r. ELECTRIC LIGHTING IN THE TEMPORARY VICTORIA THEATER AT THE FRANKFORT EXH1H1TION.

secretary collected much valuable information and labored

with marked success to secure promises of exhibits at

Chicago. His official report is dated November 3d. It

deals mainly with the electrical exhibition at Frankfort

and is divided into four subdivisions—financial, archi-

tectural, physical and scientilic.

The illustrations that accompany this article represent

some of the most interesting features at Frankfort. Fig. i

shows a bit of detail work in the temporary Victoria theater.

A portion of the gallery, festooned with electric light cables

and dependent incandescent lamps, is represented. This

picture gives a good idea of the beautiful interior decorative

effects attained by the artistic Germans.

Fig. 2 shows Schuckert & Co.'s light tower, which was a

conspicuous portion of the marine exhibit. This tower,

Ehrenfeld is shown in Fig. 4. The chief attraction of

this exhibit is the large alternating current dynamo, this

company being the proprietors of the German patents of

Ganz & Co. This dynamo has an output of 200 amperes

at 2,000 volts, and is directly coupled to a horizontal

Paucksch engine of 600 horse power. In place of the lly

wheel of the engine, the magnets of the dynamo are em-

ployed, and for this purpose they are arranged on a large

wheel and present the appearance of an armature. These

magnet coils are excited by a current of only 100 volts

potential, which is brought from the exciting dynamo to

two contact rings on the axle. The magnet wheel is sur-

rounded by a circle of 4S stationary coils, each insulated

from its neighbor with the greatest care. The cores of the

coils are made up of thin T-shaped sheets of soft iron,

armature machine coupled direct to a 60 horse power

engine and a drum armature dynamo belted to the same

engine. These two dynamos supplied the current for the

lighting of the Naglo exhibit and for the railway building.

A magnetic ore separator exhibited by Siemens C*: Ilalskc

of Berlin is shown in Fig. 6. An interesting comparison

can be instituted by comparing it with similar machines of

American manufacture.

The interesting model of an electric railway switch con-

troller, shown in Fig. 7, wai put on exhibition by the

Prussian government. All the movements of switches

controlled by this device are automatically indicated on the

large card shown above the actuating mechanism.

The beautiful electrolier shown in Fig. S is of bronze,

and was manufactured by K. A. Seifert. As can readily
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be seen, the design is entirely Oriental. The ligure is

nearly life size, and the whole shows what the Germans can

do in the way of artistic fixtures.

An American mine haulage plant, manufactured by the

Thomson-Houiton Electric company, is shown in Fig. 9

as it looked when in operation at Frankfort. The method

of operation is self-evident.

In beginning his report Mr. Hornsby says that the first

cost of the exhibition, up to the date of opening, was about

FIG. 2. TOWER AT FR.A.NKFORT WITH ELECTRIC SEARCH
LIGHT.

§155,000, while the running expenses aggregatedSi2S,000,

making a total cost of $283,000. The estimated resources

were exactly equal to this sum, including $162,500 for

tickets of admission and the receipts from privileges and

attractioas. Before the opening of the exposition, 200,000

tickets were placed with German bankers at I2>2 cents

each. The average daily weekday attendance was esti-

mated to be 10,000, and that of Sunday was placed at

40,000. These figures were justified by the actual number
of people present. E.xhibitors were charged $3.75 per

square meter of wall or floor space in the main exposition

hall and $2.50 per square meter in the "unornamented"

buildings. Space out of doors was charged for at the rate

of 50 cents per square meter. Power was furnished at the

following rates: One to fifty horse power, S7 50 per horse

power for the three months of the exposition; 50 to 100

horsi power, $6.25 per horse power; too to 300 horse

power, $5 per horse power; over 300 horse power, $3,75

p;r horse power. Rebates of from 5 to 35 per cent, were

made for the benefit of those who expended from $500 to

$6,000. The actual figures of the final settlement

were not to be obtained at the time Mr. Hornsby left. The
secretary concludes the financial portion of his report as

follows:

'•It was admitted by the management that some mistakes

had been made in overtaxing some of the privileges and

underestimating the importance of others. For instance,

Fi';, 3. sciE.vnnc instruments disf-layki* at tup.
FRANKFORT EXHIBITION.

the privilcjje for the Irrgartcn, analtraclion not known in

thi» country, was believed to have been too cheaply sold.

This attraction consists of a scries of labyrinthian pass-

ways through vines, hothouse plants and shrubbery, lighted

by electric lights and having large mirrors opposing many
of (he aisles. The auraction consisted in ihc cnjojment of

the nurses incident to being lost in this labyrinth, un-

able to determine by the eye which were ai.<ilcs and which

were mirrors. The attraction was a most popular one,

well patronized, and, I understand, that the privilege for a

similar attraction for the World's Colombian Exposition is

to be asked. All of these attractions were more or less

popular, but to all of them there was objection on the part

of visitors that an entrance fee into the grounds ought to

have carried with it entrance to all places within the

inclosure."

Referring to the architectural features of the exhibition,

the secretary states that the exposition occupied a piece of

ground 1,200 feet long, 300 feet wide at one end, and 1,000

feet at the other. The main machinery hall was about

500 feet long by 100 feet wide, and was built of wood at

a cost of $27,000. The flooring was of concrete. This

building contained the displays of 7S exhibitors, who each

took up, on an average, 400 square feet. The aisles were

15 feet wide. The other buildings were a boiler house,

telegraph and telephone building and annex, building for

conduits, wires, cables, insulators, etc., hall for general in-

stallation work, hall for electro chemical apparatus and a

hall for scientific instruments. In speaking of the decora-

tive effects Mr. Hornsby says: "Looking toward ma-

chinery hail from the main entrance of the exposition were

fountains, plats of flowers and grass, an ornamental music

pavilion, from which music was dispensed afternoons and

evenings by the famous Uhlan band of sixty pieces. At

one end of the grounds was an artificial hill, with waterfall

and caves lighted by electricity, the latter occupied by fig-

ures of gigantic monsters—dragons, etc. — which breathed

out electrically co'ored steam and spouted forth electrically

colored water. A small lake into which the waterfall

poured its contents was laid out with pleasing landscape ef-

fects, little islands, fioral ornamentation, statues of

nymphs, etc. The marine exhibit, containing the best and

most modern apparatus for navigation and war, was situ-

ated some 500 feet from the main exposition on the River

Main. On t!ie river, as a part of the exposition, plied alum-

inum and electric boats as well as those operated by gas

and naphtha motors. On the top of a tower adjacent to the

river were two ground glass parabolic reflectors, two me-

ters in diameter, and of immense lighting capacity."

Probably that portion of Mr. Hornsby 's report given

under the heading "Physical" will be of greatest interest

to American electrical engineers. Here the secretary de-

scribes the exhibits, including the operating plant. It seems

that the latter was catalogued as a part of the exhibition,

classified for competition, and subject to awards for excel-

lence at the hands of the awarding jury. The central

plant is thus described:

"Power and light were supplied after the following

scheme: Manufacturers of boilers wishing to place iheir

products in competition were charged for the space they oc-

cupied under the regular schedule rates, installed the ma-

chinery and laid the fountains, etc., at their own expense.

The exposition company furnished the fuel employed, but

exhibitors maintained and operated their own machinery.

The wiring used in the service of the exposition was ob-

tained by rental, the exposition paying for the three

months' use thereof five per cent, of the selling price, the

owner reclaiming it at the close of the exposition. The

boiler house being adjacent to the main machinery hall, in

which were the engines and electric generators, the expense

for connecting was borne jointly by the boiler and engine

exhibitors. Exhibitors of engines were charged for the

space which their engines occupied in the main machinery

hall; each exhibitor installed his engines at his own

expense, and paid to the exposition company

a specified amount for the slcsm ncctssaiy

to op:-rate the engines. Baiting and the incidental

apparotus for operating the generators from the en-

gines were paid for by the exhibitors of dynamo;, and

ihtse in their turn were charged for the space occupied by

their apparatus; and the exposition company derived an

additional revenu: by charging the dynamo exhibitors for

the power from the engines which was necessary for the

operation of their machinery. The exposition company

did Ihc work of wiring necessary for the various depart-

ment buildings, and charged against each exhibitor in these

buildings an amount necessary to cover the cost of the

light furnished to each.

"iJy this system of able financiering the exposition com-

pany, sharing only in the expense to the extent of the

wiring and the fuel, obtained revenue first from the steam

which came from the boilers; second, from the power pro-

duced by this steam, and, third, from light furnished to

individual exhibitors. Lamps, incandescent and arc, were

furnished free of cost to the exposition company in all the

buildings and about the grounds by those exhibitors mak-

ing displays of this class of apparatus. Of course those

exhibitors operating dynamos to supply current had the

privilege of lighting space in which other of their own

apparatus wa.son exhibition.

"While the financial engineering incident to this part

of the work reflects great credit on the management of the

exposition, a repetition of the system would hardly be

possible either in Frankfort or elsewhere. There seemed

to have been a misunderstanding between exhibitors and

the corporation as to the expenses incident to the exhibi-

tion, until the exhibitors had progressed so far in their

arrangements that it became impossible for them to decline

exhibiting; therefore, items of expense were borne which

would not be tolerated on a second occasion.

"Exhibits were divided into sections and were placed in

the ten or more buildings. The large firms making general

exhibits, therefore, were compelled to prepare, install,

maintain, and pay space and lighting charges at several

points. In two instances, at least, corporations operated

and maintained twelve exhibits each, in separate buildings

or out of doors remote from the other locations of ex-

hibits of the same firm. However much they might have

desired to do so, the managers of the exposition, carry-

ing out the policy of sectionalizing exhibits according to

their relationship to each other, would have found it im-

possible to save exhibitors the expense incident to the

maintenance of these separate e.xhibits. Some of those

FIG. 8. ARTISTIC ELECII 1

FRANKFORT EXHIKII I

in attendance upon the exposition, and at least a few of

the directors of the corporation, maintained the position

that the existence of several exhibits of one firm at

different points in the grounds or buildings was an ad-

vantageous condition to exhibitors, because the tendency

on the part of visitors would be to magnify the exhibitor's

importance on account of his presence at ?o many points.

The exhibitors, on the other hand, asserted that the

added expense incident to this separation of exhibits was

not justified by the impression made on the minds of

visitors,and contended further that the installation and main

tenance of exhibits at so many points was too expensive to

allow of that amount of decoration and the preparation of

those features necessary to attract visitors. At least ex-

hibitors were unanimous in the contention that the system

was not oae calculated to serve their bjst interests, and I

would respectfully present this feature of my observation to

the consideration of the management of the World's

Columbian Kxposilion.

"No stringent rules were laid against exhibitors for the

installation of exhibits, and almost absolute freedom was
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allowed in their arrangement. The result was a most

harmonious preparation of individual exhibits in the main

buildings of the exposition, but a lack of symmetry and

harmony in the effect of the whole. Elaborate ornamenta-

tion and spectacular arrangement of exhibits are features

developed by the European exhibitor to a point unknown

in this country. European electricians and European

electrical manufacturing companies are far in advance of

those in the United States in artistic lighting and in the

Europeans far surpass Americans, was in the direction of

stage lighting for theaters, and eiectric ventilators for the

same. Two theaters were on the exhibition grounds, one

in miniature, in which were installed two distinct systems

of theater lighting, both deserving more than passing

praise. By one of these systems the lights and shades in-

cident to each of the twenty-four hours of the day. with all

of the beautiful tints of dawn and twilight, the noonday

sun and the midnight moon, were marvclously portrayed
"

FIG. 7. MODEL ELECTRIC RAILWAY SWITCH EXHIBITED AT THE FRANKFORT E.XHIUITION.

electric installation of dwellings, hotels and theaters.

The designers of electroliers and metal ornamental work

spend much energy and great genius in these directions,

and the result in an installation of exhibits such as that

at Frankfort can hardly be exaggerated in description.

Where usually there are iron railings with inexpensive and

inconsiderable ornamentation, the exhibition spaces at

Frankfort were inclosed by beautiful metal wreaths vari-

tinted and exquisitely wrought, with here and there flowers

of almost perfect design, inclosing within their petals tiny

incandescent lamps, the globes tinted to reflect the shades

of the flower intended to be presented. Wreaths in

bronze, nickel and aluminum were twined around metal

trunks of trees as the corner posts of exhibits, and arches

and canopies, in vines of the same description, separated

parts of exhibits, as it were by drapery, and secured for the

exhibitor most beautiful effects."

Treating the scientific features of the exhibition, the

World's Fair representative first refers to the Lauffen-

Frankfort long distance transmission experiment. He has

this to say of the success of the venture: "The current was

transmitted as intended, and the lighting of incandescent

lamps was done, and to that extent the experiment was a

success. Good authorities deny, however, that more than

13,000 volts pressure was attained, and I believe the pro-

jectors will not claim to have saved for final application

more than f)0 per cent, of the original power, the loss being

approximately 20 per cent, in the dynamos and transformers,

and the other 20 per cent, in transit. No really satisfactory

tests of measurement were made. For all practical pur-

poses, however, the experiments were essentially successful,

in that the principles set forth were demonstrated."

Other features that attracted the visitor's attention are

described as follows: "The lighting of art galleries by the

use of arc lamps was a feature that attracted much atten-

tion, and was brought to a slate of perfection not hitherto

achieved. The exhibitors were S. Elstcr i\: Co. of Berlin,

and their process of lighting consisted in the total shading

of pictures from the rays of light by the use of yellowish-

tinted ground glass laminated reflectors. Large cambric

screens behind the lamps to throw the light upon the walls

completed the system, which was uniquely simple, and

more nearly resembled the light of day than any other

system which the visitors had ever seen.

"Another achievement was the exhibition of electric search

lights and rcllcctors. especially the immense ground glass

parabolic mirrors. Si) inches in diameter, wliich, with an

arc light requiring to liorsc power to maintain, cast

shadows at a distance of 45 miles.

"Still another noteworthy feature, ;\n<\ one in which

On the important subject of securing European exhibits

similar to those shown at Frankfort for Chicago, Mr.

Hornsby says: "Taking advantage of the presence in

Frankfort of the heads or representatives of more than 500

European electrical firms, I discussed with these, except in

a few instances, the work contemplated for this department

of the World's Columbian exposition, and had expressions

from them with regard to their aiiticipations. I would say

in their own country and so thorough in their methods that

they feci themselves competent to bid for btisiness in

any field. These few firms. to the number of possibly three

in Gcrminy, two in Austria, one in .Swiizcrland. two in

Belgium, four in France, and four in England, will partici-

pate in the World's Columbian cxpoMiion in general cotn-

petition, and will make general exhibits. Exclusive o( the

above mentioned companies nearly all the electrical firms

of Europe are engaged in special work. These specialities

thty have developed to such a perfect slate that in spite of

all extraneous hindrances they arc able to do business, not

only in this country, but throughout the world. Barring

unforeseen interferences, I have the satisfaction to stale

that a large number of electrical concerns in Europe will

participate in the exhibition of this department of the

World's Columbian Exposition. For obvious 'caions I

shall not digress to the extent of discussing the inlcnlion

of individual firms in respect to their participation at the

World's Columbian exposition, and will only say that the

smaller firms—manufacturers of electrical specialties—ad-

mit that should the larger firms exhibit at Chicago, they,

with their sp:ciikie5. will b; under cimpjnclion to do the

same; and to the end of sscuring this general result I am
able to s'ate that the following general electrical manufact-

uring companies of Europe will make cjmple'e and inter-

esting exhibits at the World's Columbbn Exposition :

"Germany—Siemens A: Halskc of Berlin; 'chuckertA: Co. of Nu-
remberg; W, LihmeyiT ii Co of Frankfort ; O. L. Kufnmcr k Co.
of Dresden; " Helios" csoipaiy of Cologne ; Maschincnhau-ActietJ-

Geseil«:haft of N'urcmbsrg; APgeme'ae ElcctricilaeU Geseltschirc

of Berlin

' England—Siemens Bros of London ; Crompton Electrical Manc-
factiiring compiny of Loadan; .Mather k Piatt of Maochcstcr

;

Woodh-ijsc fc Rawion of Ltodji. and conditionally a few others.

"Switzerland—OerPkon Manufacturing company of Zurich ; Alloih

& Co. of Bask.

'Belgium—Societe rElectriquc of Erustels; Socieic Le Phenii of

Ghent.

"Austria - Ganz A; Co. of Buda Pesth.

"France -Victor Popp k Co. of Paris; Sautter, Harle ti Co., Paris ;

Carpentier & Co., Paris; Breguet A; Co., Paris.

"I was informed by two exhibitors that machiner)-

weighing at least 45.000 pDunds to the single piece would

be a part of their exhibits, and the question was asked

whether this machinery' could be moved. The answer which

I gave, viz., that arrangements would be made for mov-
ing pieces of 30.000 pjunds. was met by the supple-nen-

tary question, 'How can hea\-iet machiner}- be moved by

exhibitors and what will the same cost?'
"

Mr. Hornsby says that where commissioners have been

appointed by foreign governments he discussed his work

with these commissioners or theV representatives before

FIG. 4. DISPLAY OF THK IIELIOS COMPANY AT THK FKANKKORT KXHimTlON.

at this point that there are only a few, possibly a dor.en,

electrical firms in Europe which do a general manufactur-

ing business. The vast majority of electrical firms arc

engaged in manufacturing electrical specialities. In cases

of the firms doing a general business, I found objections on

the part of managers to exhibit at Chicago on the score of

the reputed superiority of American electrical machinery,

and the .alleged inability of Euro[-K;ans to coniiKtc along

these lines. There are a few firms, however, so i>owcrful

approaching exhibitors, and then dealt with the laticr up-

on lines dislinclly agreed upon with the government com-

missioners. Ilcrr Wcrrauth, chairman of the German

commission, had not returned to Germany from Chicago.

but in conference with his rcprcscntati\-c, Trivy Coun-

cilor llcrr Caspar, a mutual course of action on the part of

the electrical department and tlic commission was agreed

upon touching the basis of dealing with exhibitors; and in

London, in conference with Sir IJcnry Wood and W. U.
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Preece of the Royal Commission, similar agreements

were reached fixing a policy which should be the basis of

intercourse hereafter. Under these agreements all pamph-

lets or circulars or items of information to be transmitted

to exhibitors may be transmitted directly to the exhibitors,

a copy of the same to be sent to the Royal Commission

with the names of the persons to whom sent ;
in all cases

a paster to be attached to documents pointing out to ex-

hibitors that all business between them and the World's

the United States government, through the governments to

which the individuals belong. This course of action, the

gentlemen say, will insure an official character to the pro-

ceedings of the scientific congress, and will virtually pledge

the various governments to a recognition and adoption

of the standards created. If such a congress is to be held

at all, it can only be a success along these lines, for past

experience has determined that men without whose aid

such an affair would fall flat decline participation in any

congress which has for its end less than the work outlined

above, to the conclusion that the World's Columbian

Exposition shall mark a distinct epoch, and the greatest

one in the history of electricity.

" To carry out such a work as the scientific people pic-

ture to themselves, they would have established a purely

scientific committee embodying a member from each of the

important governments, at least those which have contri

buted materially to the progress of electrical science, the

duty of which committee should be to prepare a pro-

gramme, including a settlement of the issues to be dis-

cussed, and the individuals to take part in this discussion;

to attend to the preparation of the scientific work, etc;

in fact, to prepare for the congress in all directions apper-

taining to science. Another working omnittee should

PIG. 6, siF-:. - ^ :.U'';Nfc'rir; okk SKiAkATOk

EXHIl;ITEr» AT FRANKPOkT.

electricity there are practically no international cicclrrcal

aaits SQch as are present in other sciences, and .standards

of meaaorenierit are no: of thai arbitrary character which

wonid have grovn oat of official, authorize<J action in ihcir

cslablisbmetit.

"la arran^jing for such a congress as these men deem it

necessary to have, they think the United States govcrn-

mcn: oy^h; to father the invitations and that it ought to

be held under government auspices; that invitations ought

to be issued to individual scicnti6c men of the world by

Surveying for a Submarine Cable in the
Pacific.

The United States steamer Albatross has ended the

first half of the survey of the bed of the ocean for a sub-

marine cable between San Francisco and Honolulu,

which was authorized by a special appropriation of $25,000

made by the last Congress. It is considered quite impossible

to run a cable from Sin Francisco direct, for the reason

that a plateau or shelf extends out for a distance of about 60

miles with an average depth of only 100 fathoms, but at

that point the depth suddenly increases to 1,200 fathoms,

proving the existence of a precipice that would soon ruin,

if not sever any cable. In fact the whole coast of Califor-

nia does not offer more than a half dozen places suitable

for a cable landing. But comparatively few stretches of

sandy beach, free from outlying rocks, exist along the

coast and by far the greater portion of the shore waters

are shallow and the bottom is besprinkled with sharp

rocky projections. In the bill making the appropriation

Congress designated San Francisco as the point from

which the cable should be laid, but a poorer location is

not to be found on the Pacific coast. Tc happens, however,

that the most eligible site existing is the one nearest San

Francisco. This place, which is generally known as Moss

FIG. 9. AMERICAN MINE HAULAGE PLANT DISPLAYED BY

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON COMPANY AT FRANKFORT.

Columbian Exposition must be done through their govern-

ment commissions.

After brief references to his visits to Paris and London,

Secretary Hornsby concludes his report by a review of the

prospects for the International Congress of Electricians in

Chicago in iSog. In reference to this subject he

says :

"Asa part of my work in Europe, under instructions from

the chief of the department of electricity, I visited several

of the scientists of England and the Continent in behalf of

an international electrical congress, for the success of which

the chief of the department of electricity has been working

since his appointment, and I am prepared to state that the

success of the congress is assured, providing, of course, it

is prepared and carried out in a manner satisfactory to the

scientific men who will create its dignity and make its

chief value. Among those with whom I conferred regarding

this congress were Prof. Galileo Ferraris of Italy, Prof.

Siemens of Berlin, Prof. W. E. Ayrton of City Guilds

College, London, \V. H. Preece, Esq., F. R. S., eleciric-

ian-in-chief, telegraph department of the British govern-

ment, M. Hospitaiier of Paris, and M. Abdank-Abokano-

wiiz of Paris. The consensus of opinion expressessed by

these distinguished men and others of eminence was as

follows:

"Hitherto electrical congresses have not been successes,

and essentially for the reason that the methods of their or-

ganization were not calculated to give them that dignity

necessarj' to the accomplishment of effective work- In

FIG. 5. NAGLO BROS. GENERATING APPARATUS DISPLAYED AT THE FRANKFORT EXHIBITION.

also be appointed, for the preparations other than scientific,

to include gentlemen interested in the commercial success

of electricity, and this committee could also convene, if it

were deemed advisable, a congress of electrical engineers,

< hich would indulge in discussions of the commercial

value of the appliances of electricity.

"One other point was made by the European scientists,

namely that such a scientific congress should be convened

in August or September, as those months constitute the

vacation time of European professors, and nearly all the

disirable electrical scientistsof Europe are teachers in the

educational institutions. They would probably not be able

to attend during any other season-

"In conclusion, I beg leave to report that luiropcans

fully appreciate the magnitude and completeness contem-

plated for the World's Columbian l-'-xposition, and that

they have arrived at that point in their enthusiasm where

their chief topic of discussion in connection with it is that

of the sufficiency of the means of transatlantic transporta-

tion for passengers and freight."

Mr, I lornsby's report was ordered printed by the exec-

utive committee.

A cablegram from I'aris describes a peculiar accident

that happened in a theater in that city. U appears iliat

during a recent performance of "I-nkmu" at the Opera
Coroif|uc the electric lights in the theater were suddenly

extinguished. The audience became panic-stricken in the

darkness, but no one was hurt and order was soon restored.

An investigation being made, it was found that the stage

c-'irpcntcr had become entangled in the belts of the dynamo
and had been torn into shred.s.

landing, though the goverment charts designate it as

Salinas Landing, is almost in the center of the long, clear,

sandy beach circling Monterey bay and ata point about one

mile south of the mouth of the Salinas river. The bay has

practically no shipping traffic, hence no injury is to be

feared from dragging anchors.

It was determined, therefore, that the survey should com-
mence from Salinas landing and accordingly the Albatross,

with Lieutenant Tanner commanding, left San Francisco

on October gth at daybreak, arriving there at 2 o'clock the

afternoon of the same day. The remainder of this, as well

as the following day, was spent in "swinging ship" to de-

termine the mignetic error of the compass, an important

mailer where absolute accura;y is essential. On the follow-

ing morning the Albatross started the survey and if was

found that the bottom consisted of a dark mud slightly nii.\cd

wilh i-and and thai the depth gradually increased at the

rale of about 50 fathoms to ihc mile for the first 14 miles.

The soundings were made in a direction a trille soulhw.ird

of west at intervals of a mile, describing a great circle

course towards the Sandwich Islands. The depth gradu-

ally increased until 2,112 fathoms was reached at a point

725 miles west of Monterey. Thence the depths fluclua-

Icd over an undulating boUom between 2,600 and 2,(joo

fathoms for the next 250 miles, sounding stations being

made at intervals of ten and filtecii miles and the

changes noted being (|uile gradual, seldom exceeding loo

fathoms in fifteen miles. On the morning of the

17th, howercr, a change both in the character of the bot-

tom and depth was encountered, the line jiassing over

an area, the bottom of which was principally (|cr.ooi-
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posed lava and the depths were slightly shallower,

though no indications were met of the existence of a bar-

rier to the successful laying of a cable over the region.

The lava specimens secured were in small particles about

the size of a pea and readily crumbled to the touch. This

area extended on the line between seventy-five and loo

miles to the eastward of Belknap mountain, a submarine

volcanic peak whose summit approaches to within 388 fath-

oms of the surface of the sea. rising from the ocean bed

Stfi^f f ^^^

FIG. I. 'i WO iNGKNIOU.S ELEClKICAL TLMi'ERATURE
INDICATORS.

2,600 fathoms below. This peak was discovered by Ad-

miral Belknap, whose name it bears. The Albatross

pasFed about foily miles to the northward of

Belknap mountain on the i6tb inst.. and obtained sound-

ings in depths averaging 2,600 fathoms.

With the exception of the lava bed mentioned the bot-

tom from the start to the point where the last sounding

was made (850 miles off Salinas landing) was uniformly

muddy and will make an exceptionally good bed for the

cable, as it will sustain the least strain when res:ing easily

and deeply in a bed of yielding soil. The mud allows the

cable to sink well into it, protects it from rapid and conse-

quently dangerous changes in temperature, from the sweep

FIG. 4. TWO INGENIOUS ELECTRICAL TEMPER
INDICATORS.

of strong currents and from the attachment to it of subma-

rine growths. It also precludes the necessity of anchoring

the cable.

The number of soundings taken by the Albatross was

98 and everywhere below 2.000 fathoms a uniform temper-

ature of 35 degrees Fahrenheit was found, proving the

absence of submarine currents likely to move a cable.

The number of incandescent lamps in use in Berlin is

reckoned to be 104.100, with 1.314 users.

Two Ingenious Electrical Temperature
Indicators.

Among ihe electrical scientific instruments shown at the

Frankfort exhibition Ihe two illustrated in the accompany-

ing cuts are worthy of especial mention for the ingenuity

shown in their construction, and for their practical value.

They are Braun's electric pyrometer, and the telethermom-

eter.

The first, shown in Figs, i and 2 measures tempera-

tures up to to 1,500" Centigrade by the rise of resistance

of a coil of platinum wire. The wire is wound non-in-

ductively on a fire-proof "former" inside a fire-proof case,

and it forms one branch of a Wheatstone bridge. A
telephone or sensitive galvanometer is used, and the appa-

ratus gives accurate readings of temperature with the

greatest ease. The apparatus itself, apart from the tube

containing the platinum wire, is arranged in a solid oak

case iu such a manner that only the pans which have to

be adjusted are accesible. The dry cells are arranged in

a separate compartment at the back of the case. The ap-

paratus is made in two styles, one for portability and the

other for permanent use in one place.

The manipulation of the instrument is perfectly simple,

and no electrical knowledge is necessary. The pyrometer

is inserted where the temperature is to be measured, and

the leads are connected to the terminals on the left. Fig. i.

The battery is then put in circuit by turning the knob in

front, and the instrument adjusted till the telephone is si-

lent, or until there is no deflection, if a galvanometer is

used. The scale then reads the temperature direct, with-

out any calculation or reference to tables, an advantage

which is at once apparent. The whole of the measure-

ments can be made without opening the box, as the scale

is visible through the lid, and the battery switch and ad

justraent button are outside the case. The distance be-

tween the pyrometer and the bridge may be very great

without reducing the sensitiveness of the instrument. All

that is needed is a pair of leads of larger cross section.

The instrument is then a telepyrometer, and the tempera-

ture of any oven or furnace can be read in the manager's

office. The seositiveness is great enough to show the least

variation even at the highest temperatures.

The accuracy of the instrument is extraordinarily high,

and it is carefully calibrated from the average of a large

number of determinations from measurements with a por-

celain air thermometer.

The pyrometer is made in two styles, one for use up to

1,000" Centigrade, and the other up to 1,500° Centigrade.

The portable pyrometer bridge has telephone attachment

with induction apparatus, while the pyrometer bridge for

fixing permanently, has a highly sensitive moving galvan-

ometer, Fig. 2, with shunt specially arranged for tempera-

tures up to 1,000^ centigrade, or 1,500 centigrade. This

galvanometer differs from the original form of Deprez, in

having a large number of permanent magnets with pole

pieces common to them all. By this means a very strong

field is produced. There is a metal tension suspension

at the top, and a silk fiber at the bottom of the coil to keep

it in position. The circuit is completed by a weak spiral,

so that the instrument is twice as sensitive as those with

double metal suspensions. The silk fiber is attached to a

small spring to keep it taut. A traveling stop takes the

puUoff the silk, and holds the moving coil securely. The

instrument is very constant and is unaffected by external

fields, and is sensitive enough to be used wi.hout a

mirror.

Thetelethermomeler is a simple apparatus which can.be

used by those having no electrical knowledge. It is em-

ployed for measuring the temperature of distant rooms.

By its use the various class rooms in a school, or the of-

fices in a suite, which are heated by hot water or hot air,

can be kept at any desired degree of heat by regulation

from a central office. It is also useful for granaries, and

for inaccessible rooms, such as are found in malt houses,

drying ovens, etc. The device is also available for enam-

eling ovens, bakeries, breweries, etc., as well as for all

purposes where it is desirable for the manager to be able

to tell the temperature of any part of his works without

leaving his oflice. It consists, like the Braun pyrometer,

of a resistance which changes with the temperature.

The metal thermometer is inclos'fd in a metal case so as

to be fully exposed to the atmosphere, for dry and non-

corrosive atmospherts the form, shown in Fig. 3, in which

the resistance is fully exposed in an iron case with perfo-

rated sides is available. This form of thermometer is es-

pecially sensitive to the smallest variations in temperature.

The indicator consists of a very sensitive galvanometer,

which is not afTected by the earth, or by neighboring

metal, and of a resistance bridge. The galvanometer and

bridge are arranged in an oak case, so that the index is

visible, and the resistance can be adjusted from the out-

side, the temperature being read direct. The cells can be

placed out of sight in a convenient position, .\ number o£

t'.vin leads connect the thermometers and the indic.ilor.

The apparatus, Fig. 4, is used as follows: The loose key

S is inserted in the hole in the center of the scale switch,

and the index /Tis turned over the small contacts till the

galvanometer n^edie comes to z^ro. The indiz then reads

directly in degrees Centigrade. After taking the reading

the battery circuit is broken by turning the index back to

zero.

A single indicator will do for any number of thermome-

FIG. 3. TWO INGENIOUS ELECTRICAL TEMPERATL'KE
INDICATORS.

ters, all that is necessary being separate leads to each ther-

mometer, and a small switch-board to put any one in cir-

cuit. The thermometers have a common return. The ap-

paratus is supplied for measuring temperatures from 20^

below zero to 150' Centigrade,

Electric Letter Delivery System.

A contemporary announces the invention of an ingen-

ious contrivance for distributing letters or parcels to the

different flats of large buildings. A large collection box,

provided with compartments to correspond to the various

flats, is fixed in the basement. The placing of letters or

parcels in this box establishes electric commu ication with

Ihe top story, the effect being to release a stieam of water

which fills a cylinder. As soon as the cylinder is full it de-

scends, causing the box in the basement at the same time

to ascend, and by a simple mechanical contrivance to dis-

^LCcf^r/c^/^n^'
'_

FIG. 2. TWO INGENIOUS ELECTRICAL TEMPERATURE
INDICATORS.

charge the contents of the various compartments into the

receiving bo.Kes of the various floors. When the collecting

box has reached the top story, the cylinder, by emptying

itself, permits it to return to the basement.

The first application in Australia of electricit)' to the

purpose of welding metals took place at the town hall.

Sydney, at the end of July last. when, by the invitation of

H. H. Kingsbun,* & Co., electricians of Sydney, who had
fitted up a small Thomson electric welding plant, the

members of the Fnginccring Associat'on of New South

Wales had an opportunity of seeing the apparatus at work.

The plant was afterward taken to Melbourne for exhi-

bition in a similar manner.
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An instance of the efficiency of government te'egraphs

was related in a recent issue of a London paper. A
gentleman was riding on an English railway at a consider-

able distance from his home, when his train was, unfor-

tunately, derailed, with the result that several persons

were injured. The traveler in quesfion, however, was but

little hurt, although subjected to an annoying delay. He
immediately telegraphed this fact to his wife to allay any

alarm that she might feel at the news of the accident. Ar-

riving at home several hours afterward, he was surprised to

learn that the telegram had not arrived, and a couple of

hours later he received the message himself. Facts like

lh»c are discoaraging to the American advocates of

govcrnmcD'. control of telegraph lines.

Sf:vERAi. of the trains that have been operating on the

steam railroads betwcco Minneapolis and St. Paul have

been taken oiT the schedule, owing to lack of patronage.

The management admits that it cannot compete with the

electric railway system now in operation between the Twin

citie». Early last summer it was fouod,lhat the people pre-

ferred to ride on the electric roads, and the steam railway

companies were forced to take off aci-eral trains. At that

time it vraa tfaooght by the management that the people

would aooa return to the steam cars, but instead of doing

30 they patroni/.-d the electric system rcgu'arly. and so ex-

ceUen". was the -':--"- '-'* 'he steam railways found their

patronage dropping off day by day, until the trains were

operated at a positive loss. Still the company hoped that

with the return of cool weather the patronage of the old

lines would improve, but they have been forced to admit

their error, and the recent withdrawal of these trains is an-

other substantial victory for the electric road.

The people of Minneapolis and St. Paul have reason to

be proud of the excellent system of electric railways which

they pcssess, and iheir support of the electric company

will enable it to continue to improve the service, and keep

abreast of the times.

Municipal management of electric light plants is occu-

pying the attention of tax-payers on the Pacific coast.

Our San Francisco correspondent calls attention this week

to recent developments in this line. First came the city

of Vancouver, Wash., which abandoned the experiment at

the end of Ihe first year. Then the city of Alameda, Cal.,

found that the electric lights furnished from the city plant

cost considerably more than would be paid for contract

lighting, and in the hope of bringing down the cost of

operation to a figure at least equal to that of a stock elec-

tric lighting company, ihe city has put more money into

the concern. The town of Berkley, however, furnishes a

new idea in the way of municipal management. This

town is a suburb of San Francisco and in its desire to con-

trol the lighting plant, purchased machinery, set it up and

then hired a man at $^50 per month to run it and furnish coal

oil, attendance, etc. He retained the privilege of selling

lights for his own benefit to commercial houses and has in-

stalled two additional dynamos. This iscertainly "Muni-

cipal management" with a vengeance. The spectacle of a

city furnishing a man a place for the operation of a commer-

cial enterprise to the exclusion of other citizens is certainly

a novelty, and, it is to be hoped, the example will not be

generally followed.

Eastern electrical papers continue to discuss the

"claims" of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers

to recognition by the authorities of the World's Fair. A
conterrporary says: ' Inasm.uch as that body was the first

formally to propose an international congress for the

World's Columbian Exposition, and has more than once

taken action to aid in bringing about this end, it seems

most singular, to say the least, that its services should have

been overlooked and its existence passed by in the first

official move made. We trust that this unfortunate state

of affairs is due to carelessness rather than intention, and

believe that the committee appointed by the Institute to look

into the matter will find that such has been the case. It

would be a most serious mistake if the local authorities at

Chicago should attempt to hold an international gathering

without the co-operation of the one organization that may

best be taken to represent American electrical science.'*

Prof. Gray, chairman of the committee on the electrical

congress, has already defined his policy, and there should

be no room for doubt as to his intentions. He does not

intend to hand the management or direction of the congress

over to the American Institute or any other body, nor does

he intend to disregard any of the different electrical organ-

izations. He expects to receive the hearty support

of every member of the Institute and of that

body as an organization. There are no doubt

many members of the Institute who would like to see the

Congress directed by that organization, but there is little

hope that such will be the case. The undertaking is too

great to allow one association to assume control, and there

is really no valid reason for giving the Institute the direc-

tion of the Congress. There will be plenty of work for

all, and if the members of the American Institute are de-

sirous of assuming a prominent position in the affair, they

will have little trouble in finding an opportunity to display

their good will toward the enterprise.

The Germans have the reputation of being a thrifty

race, but one hardly expected to see this admirable trait

exercised to the degree exemplified in the financial meth-

ods of the management of the Frankfort exposition. In

glancing over Secretary Ilornsby's report one is struck

with the manner in which the exposition managers drew

revenue fiom almost every possible source. For instance,

exhibitors of engines paid for space and steam, not to

mention all expenses incidental to making the installalion.

Competing boiler manufacturers paid for .space, laid foun-

dations, etc. The exposition furnished the fuel, but the

exhibitors operated their own machinery. Exhibitors of

dynamos were charged for space, and ihc exposition peo-

ple derived additional revenue from thig last named class

for the power from the engine which was necessary to

drive the machinery. In a word, the exposition company,

sharing only in the expense to the extent of the wiring

and the fuel, obtained revenue first from the steam, which

came from the boilers; second, from the power produced

by this steam, and third, from the light furnished to 'ndi-

vidual exhibitors. This was "able financiering," to be sure,

but when in addition to this we learn that even seats with-

in the exposition inclosure were charged for, and also that

"there seemed to have been a misunderstanding between

exhibitors and the corporation as to the expenses incident

to the exhibition," there arises a hesitancy to concur with

Mr. Hornsby to the extent of agreeing that such a policy

"reflects great credit on the management of the exposition."

We feel sure that "a repetition of the system would hardly

be possible, either in Frankfort or elsewhere."

Considerable space in this issue is given to the re-

port of J. Allan Hornsby, secretary of the department of

electricity. World's Fair, who was sent to Europe as the

authorized agent of the electrical department. Mr.

Hornsby succeeded in accomplishing a great deal in a

short space of time. He was successful in securing

pledges of exhibits from many of the largest manufactur-

ers of electrical machinery in Germany, England and
France, while at the same time he gathered much informa-

tion relating to the great exhibition at Frankfort that will

be of value here. The Germans have certainly no superiors

in producing decorative lighting effects, and many of the

exhibits were most artistic, both in material and arrange-

ment. Their beautifully designed fixtures and well con-

structed machinery will be decided acquisitions to the fair.

In the meantime prospective American exhibitors at the

World's Fair can get many a useful hint by a careful

perusal of Mr. Hornsby's report.

In this connection it is proper to refer to a brief article

in our usually accurate and sagacious contemporary,

Industries, of London, entitled "Foreign Exhibitors at

the Chicago Exhibition." The writer thinks there is but

little prospect of European manufacturers of electrical

machinery making exhibits at Chicago, and says: "The
question put by European firms is: Will exhibiting pay?

To make it pay it must be useful as an advertisement and

extend sales in America or at home. It is questionable

w'hether English manufacturers can sell goods in America

to any extent. This arises, not so much from tariff diffi-

culties, as from the difference in the methods of doing

business. For example, most electric lighting in America

is done by offshoots of a few large manufacturing com-

panies with 'systems ' In England one firm makes
engines, another makes dynamos, and so on. There is

certainly a tendency among American electric supply com-

panies to throw cff the yokes of their parents, and to buy

machinery in the open market, and this feature may help

European manufacturers. In the open market, and with

prejudice discounted, English electrical machinery could,

we think, easily compete with American, but probabiy

both might be beaten by the manufactures of continental

engineers. Under the present conditions of American

electrical industry it is scarcely likely that any European

firms will exhibit heavy electrical machinery at Chicago.

Mere accessories, such as measuring instruments, may be

shown, but we can think of nothing else that it would pay

to send there."

Passing over the fact that Mr. Hornsby's report shows

that several of the most important of English and con-

tinental electrical manufacturing concerns have already

agreed to make displays at the World's Fair, in the face of

our contemporary's objections, two curious misconceptions

in the article quoted are at once apparent. For one thing,

luduslrics totally fails to take into account any advertising

results from the exposition save in the United States. Does

it not realise that thousands of observing visitors from

Canada, Mexico and the Central and South American re-

publics will carefully note the machinery, electrical and

otherwise, at the exposition? Are English manufacturers

prepared to abandon this field entiiely to the United

States, so far as the undeniably great infiuence of the

World's Fair is concerned ?

Then again, our contemporary attaches an altogether

fictitious importance to what it styles the "system" method

of doing business in the United States. Great electrical

corporations, it is true, do exert a marked influence on the

central stations of the country, but even these companies

do not, with perhaps a single exception, make engines, as

implied by the English paper. The statement that "most

electric lighting in America is done by offshcots of a few

large manufacturing companies," is inaccurate and mis-

leading, In the largest arc lighting station in Chicago

dynamos of half a dozen different manufacturers are em-

ployed, and even if it were not so, there would be nothing

to prevent the purchase of l-lnglish machines. The "dif-

ference in the methods of doing
f business" is simply a

bugaboo, and should deter no foreigner from exhibiting at

the World's Fair.
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Perret Low Speed Multipolar Motors.

The accompanying cuts illustrate ihe special features of

the Perret low speed multipolar motor. Fig. i is a side

view of a motor, complete with sliding base and belt

tightening screw, while Fig. 2 is an end view of the ma

•chine.

The armature is a ring of comparatively large diameter,

with longitudinal channels on its periphery, in whicii the

conductors are wound and thus practically embedded in

the iron, wliich is in such close proximity to the iron pole

pieces that there is practically no gap in the magnetic

circuit.

The field consists ot three separate magnets arranged at

€qual distances around the armature, each magnet having

two pole pieces. The winding is suchas to produce alter-

nate north and south poles. The magnets are built up of

platfes of soft charcoal iron. A non-magnetic bolt passes

through a hole in each pole piece, and the plates are

clamped together between washers and nuts. These bolts

AR MOTORS.

also serve to attach the magnets to the two iron end

frames, which are of ring shape and are bolted to the bed

plates of the machine.

The magnetic circuit is of unusually low resistance by

reason of its shape and its shortness, which is shown by the

diagram, and the superior quality of iron used.

The magnets are supported at some distance from the

frame by means of the non-magnetic bolts and the arma-

ture is mounted on the shaft by spiders of non-magnetic

metal. The whole is inclosed by a shield or case of sheet

metal.

These motors have been applied by direct gearing to

pumps, mining machinery, dock and builders' hoists, street

cars and traveling cranes. It is noteworthy that while the

^peed of these motors is low they are very light in weight

and require only small floor space. They are manufactured

by the Elektron Manufacturing company, Springfield,

Mass.

Easton Electric Company's Apparatus.

In the accompanying cuts is illustrated the special ap-

paratus of the Easton Electric company of Brooklyn. Fig.

I shows the constant current dynamo, the chief claim for

FIG. 2. PERRET LOW SPEED MULTIPOLAR MOTORS.

which is that it is so constructed as to provide against over-

heating, and that no automatic regulator is required.

The magnet coils of the dynamo are so proportioned it is

stated as to be saturated by 75 per cent, of the normal cur-

rent in their coils, while the armature docs not become

saturated with less than five times the normal current in its

coils, and is also a relatively powerful magnet compared to

the field coils.

While there is naturally a tendency to increase the cur-

rent, when the resistance is reduced by cutting out any

number of lamps, yet the field magnets do not feel the in-

crease, because they are already saturated, whereas, the

armature, not being saturated, opposes the field magnets

more powerfully, and an actual redaction of voltage re-

sults. Mcanv/hile the current increases, but very slightly.

justed for any current may be placed in differing strengths

of current, and will properly operate on each without ad-

justment.

The "X" arc lamp is a combi: ': balance

movement and universal gearing, an^ ... ..,, .'.y adapted

to use on circuits with incandescentlamps or motors. These

FIG. 3. EASTON ELECTRIC COMPANY'S APPARATUS.

and far out of proportion to the reduction of the resistance.

By this means, it is claimed, lamps may be cut in or out of

circuit without affecting the dynamo injuriously. Another

important characteristic is the fusible connection between

each section of the armature and the corresponding com-

mutator plate to prevent damage to the armature from an

injured or imperfect commutator. "

The method of mounting the armature on the shaft is

shown in Fig. 2. It is claimed that this method secures

excellent ventilation.

Another peculiarity is the arrangement of the pole pieces

in such a manner that the center of the armature is the

most strongly magnetized portion, and the self-repellant

property of magnetic lines of force is taken advantage of.

to bring the entire core to saturation at once, thus securing

the maximum of inductive action with minimum power and

weight of dynamo.

The lubricating devices are automatic and reliable, and

FIG. I. EASTON ELECTRIC COMPANY S APPARATUS.

require very little attention. The brushes are small and

light, are not expensive, and require but little care.

The constant potential dynamo shown in Fig. 3, is of

the ironclad type, and is notable for its solidity and effici-

ency. The armatures are wound with but one layer of

wire, and all sizes that have a capacity of more than 120

amperes, have but one turn per section. These machines

ITG. 4. EASTON ELECTRIC COMPANY'S APPARATUS.

lamps may be operated two in series on no volt circuits,

or eight in series on railway circuits of 500 volts.

All these are single carbon lamps, but by varj'ing the

size of the carbons they can be made to bum from si.s to

fourteen hours.

Proposed Canadian Electrical Associa-
tion.

Attention has heretofore been called to the movement on

foot for the formation of an electrical association in Can-

ada on the same general plan as that of the National Elec-

tric Light association in this country. The Montreal con-

vention did much to awaken interest in the movement,

which had been advocated principally in Toronto, A
meeting has been held and a committee appointed to con-

sider the subject. There is not, however, a unanimity of

EASTON ELECTRIC COMP.VNV S APPARATUS.

are compounded, or over-compounded, to any desired ex-

tent, to compensate for the drop in line, and, it is claimed,

are absolutely automatic in regulation. The bearings arc

self-lining and automatically lubricating, as in the constant

current Easton dynamos.

The Easton Electric company manufactures two distinct

types of arc lamps, which are designed respectively for use

on currents of definite or indefinite amperage. The one

for definite amperage. Fig. 4, is a balanced lamp, or one

in which the feeding is governed by the dilTcrent pulls of

solenoid coils in the main circuit. The lamp for indefinite

amperage has a universal movement. Tlie main coil has

nothing to do with the feeding, but is only used to

form the initial arc. The universal lamp when once ad-

opinion on this subject. At the Montreal convention

many of those interested in the matter expressed the be-

lief that much greater benefits could be obtained by joining

the National Electric Eight association than by forming

a purely Canadian organization. A. J. Corriveau, president

of the Canadian Electrical Construction, Manufacturing

& Supply company of Montreal, who took such a promi-

nent part in the arrangements for the last meeting, ex-

presses the following opinion;

This Canadian association might be vcr>* good to slim -

ulatc electrical interests to a certain extent. I suggested
last Februarj' that a Canadian association might be formed
similar to the .Vmerican organisation, but after attending
the Prondence and Slontreal meetings I now
believe that it would be better for those interested in
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electrical enterprises in Canada to join the American

association instead of forming one in Canada, as surely

we could not derive as much benefit from the meetings of

a Canadian association as we could from the National

Electric Light association conventions.

I do not altogether approve of a purely Canadian asso-

ciation, although there is no question that the electrical

interests in Canada are large enough to support one. We
certainly could not derive as much benefit from the papers

discussed at the meetings, as our friends of the electrical

fraternity from the other side of the border are certainly

ahead of us in electrical science.and we could learn a great

deal more from them by the valuable and practical discus-

sions by prominent electricians and experts, such as there

FIG. I. NEW STANDARD MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

are in the American association, which certainly we could

not expect, for some time to come at least, to have in the

Canadian association; and certainly more benefit could be

derived by centra! station men. I also think that after

FIG. 4. NEW STANDARD MEASUREMENT APPARATUS,

what was seen at the last meeting in Montreal, that every

Canadian interested in electricity should be proud to be-

long to such an important institution. I hope that the

gentlemen who are interested in forming this association

will consider well the undertaking before definitely organ-

izing, and will take note that at the last session of the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

New Standard Measurement Apparatus.
The K. S. Greeley ^ Co. of New York has recently

placed on the market a number of standard testing instru-

ments designed by Charles P. Frey. electrician for the

company. The chief aim has been to render them as light

and portable as possible without endangering the essential

KG. 7. .: r> MRA.SUREMENT AMAkATUS,

Montreal meeting of the National Electric Light associa-

tioo a resolotion was nnaoimousty passed that the name
be changed to the Intcroationat Electric Light as-

scciaEtoii.

The printing presses of the Tirokr Tagbhtl, at Inna-

bfock, in th*: Tyrol, sre no-w driven by electric motorji,

which bavc '-

""A by fianz & Co, It is said that

this is the r *here electricity has been so ap-

plied in a p- =;hment in Austria ilongary or

Ce7cnany.
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Fig. 5 shows a ballistic galvanometer which, although

built to a certain extent on conventional lines, embodies

several novel features. The casing for the mirror is pro-

vided with a hood, which can be turned so that the reflec-

tion from the mirror may be observed from either side.

The coils, two in number, are usually connected in

multiple, but may be used independently by removing

both of the coupling strips between the binding post blocks,

or they may also be connected in series by removing but

FIG. 6. NEW STANDARD MEAbUREMRNr APPARATUS.

features. These instruments are shown in the accompany-

ing cuts. In Fig. I a one-tenth megohm box, consisting of

two separately adjusted coiis of 50,000 ohms each, is

FIG. 2. NEW STANDARD MEASUREMENT APFARATUS.

shown. The arrangement of the brass top connections

permits the introduction of an infinity plug without crowd-

ing. This box weighs only 1% pounds complete. Fig. 2

shows a megohm box which has four readings of respect-

ively, icOjOoo, 200,000, 300,000 and 400,000 ohms.

Fig. 3 illustrates a one and one-tenth megohm box, hav-

ing eight readings as follows: Ten thousand, 20,000, 30,-

000, 40,000, 100,000, 200,000, 300.000 and 400,000 ohms.

Taking into consideration the large quantity of wire carried

in these boxes they are remarkably light and compact, es-

pecially since the wire is (with the exceftion of the four

FIG. 5. NEW STANDARD MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

one coupling strip and giving the front coil a half turn-

This galvanometer is equipped with a bell shaped magnet

as designed by Siemens & Halske, is highly insulated

and is of superior construction and finish.

Figs. 6 and 7 show plug switches mounted on insulated

pillars. The plugs are provided with caps which prevent

the pillars from spreading when the plugs are inserted, and

secure firm contact. These instruments are placed on the

market by the E. S. Greeley &: Co., New York city.

The Champion Battery.

The Champion battery, which is shown in the accom-

panying cut, was invented by C. J. Hirlimann, and placed

on the market by the E. S. Greeley & Co. of New York.

Prof. Morton of the Stevens Institute has subjected this

battery to a series of tests, and his report is certainly very

favorable to the new battery. He says he finds it equal to

NEW STANDARD MEASUREMENT APPARATUS. THE CHAMPION DATTERV.

coils of 10,000, 20,000 30,000 and i(o,ooo ohms) all wound

on spools of 50,000 ohms each, and separately adjusted in

order to secure the greatest possible accuracy. These

boxes are all standard and adjusted at given a temperature,

rig. 4 shows a four coil Thomson reflecting galvanome-

ter of the Rowland type.

The Grcclcy company recently conducted a scries of

experiments In order to determine what materials could be

used to the best advantage in constructing commercial

condensers for ttlcgraphic and other purposes, with the

object in view of eventually adding instruments of this

type to its regular line of standard condensers.

the best, and possessing some distinctions, which in certain

cases will give it an advantage. Thus, on open circuit or

with a high resistance, it shows a higher electromotive

force than others in about the proportion of 15 to 14. On
closed circuit, through a low resistance, however, this ad-

vantage does not appear on account of the internal resist-

ance, which is relatively high. "It also shows a remark-

able promptness in recovering its electromotive force on the

opening of the circuit," says the professor, Prof, Morton's

report contains a record of the operation and results in a

comparative test, which is highly creditable to the Cham-

pion battery.
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Straightway Back Pressure Valve.

In the accompanying cut is sliown a straigiitway baclt-

pressure valve, designed by J. G. Beckerleg, Chicago, and

at present in use in many electric plants in and about Chi-

cago. The Excelsior valve, as it is called, is noiseless,and

is free from complicated attachments. It closes after

each pulsation of t'le engine, thus allowing no steam to

New Lamp Holder.

In shops and offices it is often convenient and some

times necessary to hold the incandescent lamp in some

particular position so as to throw the greatest amount of

light in a certain direction. This is particularly true in

work at the lathe in boring out a cylinder, or at the planer.

A small and simple arrangement, which permits of instant

adjustment, is shown in the illustrations. It is clipped on

the socket with the lamp cord passed under the hooked

arm. As the hook is jointed stiffly to the clip it will re-

main in any position desired. The holder is made by the

Electrical Supply company, Chicago.

rr.3

blKAlGHIW \\ r I iSL KE VALVE.

escape above what is actual y required to relieve the en-

gine. The valve can be entirely removed from the pas-

sage of the exhauit without taking it apart. It has a flat

face, which insures the lasting qualities of the device. It

can be thrown in and out of use instantly.

Combination Adjusting Screws.

Richard Varley, Jr., of Passaic, N. J., has devised a

"new method of assembling bePs." The devices used are

shown in the accompanying cuts. Fig. i shows the

device complete attached to an iron box bell. In skeleton

bells a lug is cast on the frame in place of the regular

binding pos: now in use. Through this lug is drilled a

hole, which admits a rubber stopple, shown in Fig. 2.

This affords an insula'.or for the adjusting screw, and

serves as a lock nut by compression of the rubber. The

fiiiiijti!|

FIG. I. COMBINATION ADJUSTING SCREWS,

adjusting screw itself and a connecting clamp are shown

in Fig. 3. The office of this clamp is to connect the wire

from the coils to the adjusting screw, it being held in

position by the two prongs that fit into the small holes

shown in the rubber stopp'e. The adjustment of the

device is thus briefly explained: The stopple is first

placed in position by forcing it through the hole in the

side of box and through the upright in the skeleton bell.

Next the connecting clamp, which has previously been

ITGS. 2 AND 3. COMBINATION ADJUSTINC SCREWS.

connected to the wires leading from the magnets, is placed

in position by forcing the prongs into the stopple. This

brings the hole through which the adjusting screw passes,

diametiically opposite the hole running through the

stopple. Lastly the adjusting screw is pushed through

the rubber stopple, which forms at once a perfect

insulator and a lock nut for keeping it in position. The
device is placed on the market by J. Jones & Son, New
York citv.

It is stated that, owing to the extensive development of

the electrical transmission of power, and the consequent
rise in the value of water power, that all motive power
from water in Switzerland will be made a government
monopoly.

Samson Braided Arc Light Cord.

The cord used for the suspension of arc lamps seems a

small item in the supply account of an electric light com-

pany, but it is nevertheless of considerable importance on

account of the liability to serious damage if the cord

breaks, and of the annoyance caused by replacing worn-

out cords. Solid braided cord, though not by any means

a new thing for this purpose, has but recently come to be

a staple for the electrical trade. It is usually made of cot-

ton or linen, in sizes up to 3-8 inch diameter, braided on

machines which, though complicated, have been so per-

fected that they begin to rival the rapidity of the machines

for making ordinary twisted cord. The Samson Cordage

Works of Boston recommend for hanging arc lamps ihe

No, 1 2 3-8 inch diameter cotton cord, waterproof.

Wherever the cord is to run over pulleys, whether for in-

door or outdoor service, the waterproof finish is said to

general, Mr. Sargent's plan is to give the exposition the

most complete plant ever installed.

The London /Ikclridan, in reporting the action taken

by various ICnglish chambers of commerce with ref-

erence to the World's Fair, does not present a very favor-

able picture. In Bristol, however, the president reported

at a meeting of the council of the Bristol chamber of com-

merce that he had replied to Sir 11. Trueman Wood, re-

specting participating in the Chicago exhibition, to the ef-

fect that, as the birthplace of Sebastian Cabot, and as the

point of departure of some of the earliest New England

settlers, Bristol was very largely associated with the new
world, and in view of the old association the chamber had

already appointed a sub committee to consider what steps

should be taken to bring the aim and scope of the exhibi-

tion under the notice of local manufacturers.

The discussion over the adoption of electricity for op-

erating trains between Milwaukee and Chicago during the

FIG. I. NEW LAMP HOLDER.

increase considerably the life of the cord. Samson cord is

suitable for trolley cord on electric railways. The size

most commonly used for this purpose is No S r-4 inch,

diameter, in cotton or linen. The waterproof finished

cord is also used with trolleys. The small lines are used

for covering the field magnets of dynamos as an armor.

Electricity at the World's Fair.

The general plans for lighting the big exposition build-

ings have been made public by Electrical Engineer Sar-

gent of the department of construction. The present

estimates provide for 19,700 lamps, aggregating some-

thing like 10,000,000 candle power. This is exclusive of

the lights for the grounds, and does not include all the in-

FIG. 2. NEW LAMP HOLDER.

terior lighting. The plan of distribution as now arranged

is as follows:
ARC LIGHTS.

Manufactures building 2,000

Machinery hall 600

Agricultural hall , 600

Electricity building 400

Mines 400

Transportation 450

Horticulture 400

Forestry 150

Total 5.<=<^o

INCANDESCENT LAMl'S.

Fine arts galleries \z 000

Woman's building 2,700

Total 14,700

When it is remembered that the manufactures and lib-

eral arts building will cover more than thirty acres of

ground, the enormous number of arc lamps apportioned to

it—more than those used in a great city—will be better

understood. The arc lights will bcof 2,000 caudle power

eachand the incandescents of lOcandIc power. Besides these

necessary provisions alt exhibitors will be given reasonable

additional lighting facilities to display their wares. In

SAMSON liRAIDED ARC LIGHT CoRD.

World's Columbian Exposition has been received with

much interest generally. It is conceded that the opera-

tion of high speed electric railway trains at frequent inter-

vals between these cities during the fair would prove ad-

vantageous to both, and would be welcomed by many who

would prefer to live in Milwaukee during the excitement

attending the great exhibition and make daily or weekly

trips to Chicago. The Chicago G^-aphtc says:

If Mr. Edison's promise be realized that his newly per-

fected motor for railway cars will make easily a speed of

one hundred miles an hour, no one will doubt his predic-

tion that electricity will soon displace steam as a factor c»f

locomotion. The Edison system has received the approval

of Henry Villard, and is to be put in operation between
Chicago and Milwaukee during the World's Fair. It is

thought that starting a train of two cars every twenty min-
utes from Milwaukee will about meet the local pressure at

Milwaukee for rapid transit during the exposition season.

Ina choice between steam and electric power, with the

odds of forty miles an hour in favor of the motor, the

queston of personal safety will cut no figure. Next to

being shot out of a cannon nothing will so fully comport
the Milwaukee idea of rapid transit as to be fired into Chi-

cago at a rate of one hundred miles an hour.

All industrial expositions have been noted for the dis-

play of steam machinei^. In its ingenious applications as

a motive power steam has met almost every practical re-

quirement. At the Centennial in 1S76 the great Corliss

engine was the wonder of all nations. The genius born of

a teakettle was developed in his kingliest stature. Vet
there are men living who were born before steam was har-

nessed to machinery. Now the electrical era marches up-
on the stage to write its insignia over the gate of the World's

Fair at Chicago, irio insensibly has the application of

electricity to power pushed its way that achievements that

were undreamed of during the Paris exposition of 1SS9

have pushed steam to a secondary place as the exposition

motor. In a spot that was unknown when Fulton built

his steamboat, on territory that are then under another

flag, all the industries which was plied by power will wit-

ness the triumph of the mysterious, inWsible force which
is to displace the conqueror.

C. B. Hopkins of Spokane Falls is in Chicago attending

the meeting of the committee on awards of the World's

Fair- Mr. Hopkins will look after the electrical interests

in theorganization of theboaid of judges to pass on the

displays. ,^^^^^^^^___^^_

Electric Lights for the Eternal City.

A contemporar>' thus describes an electric plant recently

installed near Rome, Italy, which is an indorsement of

the Pelton water wheel and the high voltage method of

electric transmission so successfully demonstrated at the

Frankfort exposition: "One of the finest examples in

Europe of water power utilization in connection with

alternating currents is the new electric station now being

established at TivoH near Rome. As is well known,

there is at this place a large and valuable water power, a

SAMSON liRAIDKn ARC LIOllT CORP.

portion of which has recently been utihVed in the estab-

lishment of a large alternating current station of a capacity

of 2 000 horse power intended to supply a portion of the

city of Rome with electric light.

'Water is taken from the Falls of Tivoli by an aijucduct

from which a pipe line (12 inches in diameter is run to the

wheel station. The entire fall 15150 feet and the water

supply 106 cubic feet per second. The power station

consists of three 100 horse power Pelton wheels, which

operate direct current dynamos used .is exciters, also six

Tclton wheels coupled directly to the same number of 350
horse power alternators, which run at 170 revolutions per
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minute. Each alternator is designed to furnish 45

amperes at 5,000 volts pressure. The wheels are governed

by hydrauUc inlet valves, which are worked by a sensitive

hydraulic relay set in operation by a centrifugal governor.

Bv this means the speed is automatically kept constant,

independent of the working of the machine.

•'The alternating current so generated is to be trans-

mitted to Rome, a distance of 15 '2 mile?, by means of four

stranded copper cables, each being 100 square millimeters,

or .15 square inches, in cross-section, and capable of carry-

ing 120 amperes carried overhead on iron poles placed 114

feet apart, and about 30 feet high, insulated by means of

double shed oil insulators, specially designed for this work

by Prof. iMengarini. A drop of i,oco volts, or 20 per

cent, is to be allowed in these lines. At the far end of the

trunk mains the pressure will be reduced by step-down

transformers to 2.000 volts, and distributed underground

by Siemens cables to secondary centers, at which it will be

again reduced to 100 volts. The six machines are all

capable of being worked together in parallel, the maximum
number of five bdng used together, one machine being

always in reserve. Two of the exciters are sufficient to

supplv exciting current to the whole of the dynamos, the

third being a reserve
"

Electrical Heating,

A new item of interest is being received from the

electric railways this season. It pertains to the success

met with in the use ef electric heaters. Many of the elec-

tric roads in this country and Canada have them upon their

cars and express satisfaction with them in enthusiastic

terras. The points which call forth the greatest comment
are the neatness and economy of space labor and the

money which attend their use. Scorching of car ceilings

is prevented. Xo room desired for other purposes is re-

quired by the heaters. Fewer men are required to p'oduce

the same results as are obtained from stoves; that is, less

attention is required to secure the same efficiency. Form-

erly it required the attention of some one to obtain the

proper coal for the stove and of some one to place the

proper amount on each car. It required, further, the at-

tention of the conductors to feed the fires and then, ques-

tionable results have been obtained. Now the fuel for

heating is simply more of the same as that used for the

power station engines used at the same place and this fact

does away with all the care of separate stoves The only

necessary work is the tending to a single switch which at

mo=t would require not over three miuutes a day, while the

results are apparently all that could be desired—comfort-

ably heated cars.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, Nov. 7.—Of course the election was the

only thing that New Yorkers could think of during the

week. But even the politicians could not get along without

ele;tricity. The New York World taking its cue. it is to

be presumed, from the electrical manoeuvres of the White

Squadron, gave out that it would employ a system of

flashes of the dot and dash order thrown upon the gilded

dome to telegraph the news to distant observers. Down
town at the Pulitzer building a b^g canvas was swung over

the entrance at the southwest corner of the building. Upon

thisscreen were thrown by rasans of an electric stereopti-

con, the figures that found favor alternately with either the

followers of Flower or Fassett

The Western Union company, of course, had its hands

fall handling election news. But matters were so system-

atized that everything worked, apparently, to perfection.

Ano'.her reporter has been after Mr. Edison trying to

'pump" him. This time it was about his experiments in

the North Carolina gold fields, Mr. Edison said there

was no difficulty with the experiments, but the trouble was

a lack of gold. What metal there was he found had been

taken out. and he was unable to discover anywhere gold

enough to piy. So he returned to New Jersey and is now

devoting his attention to iroa. He considers that there is

more money in iron than in gold and that the New Jersey

mines will in the future produce some of the best iron

products.

Word comes from Lockporl, N. Y.. that C. H. Laurence,

ao electric railroad boomer of New York, who has been

opcratin^'in the last named place, was recently arrested for

passing ao alleged worthless check.

The Newark Passenger Railway company has lost by fire

ten electric cars and a snow-plow. The cars arc said to be

worth ^4,000 each- They were made by the I'ullman com-

paoy and were fitted up in the most elegant style in dark

olite green with mahogany trimmings, gun metal rails and

rod.^, etc. They were vcstibuled and each car had two

motors. The building is thought to have taken fire from

one of the electric wires. The watchman endeavored to

get some of the cars- out, but the trolly wire fell before he

could get them through the door. The total loss is esti-

mated to be about $50,000. fully covered by insurance.

Mayor Grant has signed the resolution by v/hich the

aMcrmcn approved the report of the rapid transit commis-

sion. This action authorizes the commissioners to go

ahead and obuin property consents. The Commonwealth

club, at its dinner next Friday, will have "rapid transit"

as the subject for its after-dinner discussion. It is e.K-

pectedthat Abram Hewitt will be among the speakers.

It will be remembered that when Judge Coxe granted

a permanent injunction against the Julien company

from infringing the patents of the Electric Accumu-

lator company, the defendants asked for a reopen-

ing of the case on the ground that a Spanish patent of the

Accumulator company had invalidated the patents in this

country. The Accumulator people claimed that it was a

different patent. On November 4 Judge Coxe decided

that the injunction must stand.

The New York papers are comp'aining that there is no

way of getting news from Brazil. It is thought that the

telegraph offices have been seized by the authorities.

Advices by cable to a New York firm of importers indicate

that the troubles in the Brazilian republic are of a serious

character. It has been stated that the Brazilian parli-

ament had been dissolved, martial law proclaimed and a

dictatorship reestablished. And also that a censorship

of the cable service has been ordered.

There is now being exhibited at the Hotel Warren in

Amsterdam, N. Y,, an instrument which goes by the sci-

entifically sounding name of the Shaver molecular telephone.

Whether this instrument is the invention of a barber is not

stated. However this may be, the exploiter evidently

knew his business to the extent of "filling" the gentlemen

who furnish your correspondent with information relative

to the principle on which the device operates. One is

naturally overcome with admiration of someone's descrip-

tive pDwers when we read that "it consists of a combina-

tion of two principles, one the transmission of sound by

electricity, the other by molecular vibrations, both being

operated over the same wire and at the same time, the in-

struments being arranged to operate separately near the

terminus of any line." This is. of course, very clear to the

reader familiar with "molecular" telephones

The Edison company, New York, has presented to the

Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, two electric motors

of 15 horse powei each.

In the court of Spscial Sessions, on November 5th, the

Acousti: Telephone company was convicted by the New
York Board of Electrical Control for stringing wires along

housetops. The Telephone company claimed that its wires

were not for the purpose of carrying an electric current,

and therefore were not under the board's jurisdiction. The

court thought differently, however, and the lineman was

fined $5.

John H. Appleby of 55 Bond street, Brooklyn, was

found dead on November 7th in the Excelsior Electric

Manufacturing company's office, 204 Willoughby street,

Brooklyn. He was found on a heap of coal in the boiler

room. As there were some arc lights in the boiler room a

post mortem examination will be made to determine

whelh:ror not electricity was the cause of the death.

To say that the illumination of the Madison Square

Garden tower was a beautiful sight would be putting it

very mildly. Your correspondent has seen a number of

electrical displays, but the one in which the statue of

Diana was the central figure surpassed all former attempts.

The first glimpse of the display was obtained late one

evening as the writer suddenly turned into Madison street

a few blocks north of the building. The tower stood out

strongly marked against the sky in lines of light, with

Diana in bold relief. The yellow tinting of the tower was

strengthened by the glow of the myriads of incandescent

lamps which covered the structure, and the whole effect

was heightened by the periodical burning of different col-

ored fires. It is a difficult matter to describe the peculiar

effect obtained. Diana, which presents a striking ap-

pearance even in the day time, appeared as though ilium

inated from within. The surface of the statue appeared as

though it was gilded. The distinctness with which the

lines of the statue stood out against the sky was the most

remarkable feature of the display. F. L. P.

Minneapolis, Minn.
MiNNF.Ai'Oi.is, Nov. 7.—The Minneapolis Street Kail-

way company has determined upon an important addition

to its electrical facilities. About three years ago, when

the company undertook the construction of a couple of

cable lines, a large power house was erected at Thirty-

first street and Nicollet avenue. The subsequent abandon-

ment of the cable project and the substitution of electricity

left the power plant on the company's hands. It has now
determined to remodel the structure Into an electrical

plant to be used as a reserve, 'I'he building will be fitted

with ten 250 horse power dynamos, giving a considerable

addition of available power, 'I'he changes will cost prob-

ably $50,00*^;. It is reported in this connection that this

action means the early operation of a direct line from .St.

Paul via Marshall avenue and the I>ake street bridge to

Calhoun and Harriet. Hut whatever may come of it

eventually its present use will be for local lines and
suburban extensions that are contemplated by the company.
Five Westinghouse upright engines of 250 horse power
each have been received for the new plant. Four new
electric lines will be opened for travel within a few days

in Minneapolis. They are the Plymouth avenue north,

the Monroe street northeast, the Cedar avenue and the

Bryant avenue lines. Of these the Plymouth and Monroe
are practically complete and ready for the cars. The
Cedar avenue line will be finished in a few days, only some
street grading and "switch work" remaining to be done.

A spur track is being built from Cedar avenue to the

Bloomington car house where the Cedar avenue cars will

"tie up." As soon as this is finished the line will be opened,

probably at the same time as the other two. Large Jones
andNorthern motor cars are to be put on the new lines.

and the very best service is guaranteed. The last line to

be built this year is the Bryant avenue, line from Thirty-

first to Fortieth, on Bryant, as an extension of the present

Lyndale line Work was commenced yesterday, and the

new division will be rushed through in a few days. It is

still undecided where the down town terminus of the new
Plymouth, Cedar and Monroe lines will be, but they will

either round the loop, turn at Washington or be run in

conjunction with some of the other lines. When these

lines are started all the plans of the company made a year

ago will be realities.

It is surprising what a vast amount of work the Minne-
apolis Street Railway company has done this year. Be-

sides building the Hennepin, Hloomington, University,

Sixth avenue north, Central avenue and Western lines, the

big East side car house has been erected, about 200 new
motors have been introduced, and 80 dingy old horse cars

have been rebuilt and converted into handsome trailers.

The last work is just finished, and has been taking up
all the time of the shop fores since the latter part of April.

A third big engine has been put in the power house,

affording the heaviest pover of any electric street railway

in the West. The big pavilion at Harriet was also built,

and many improvements made along all the old lines. It

has been determined to connect the new Monroe street

line with the present Lyndale line as soon as the former

is ready for operation. The cars will run from the north-

east terminus on Monroe street, out Lyndale avenue to

Thirty-first, to Bryant, and out the new Bryant line to

Fortieth street. As the district beyond Thirty-first street

is but sparsely populated some of the cars may turn at

Thirty-first street at present. Twelve large motors will be
niieded for this line. As soon as the Bryant avenue line

is completed, the Nicollet line is to be extended from its

present terminus at Thirty-second street to Thirty-eighth

street, where all cars will turn. In a short time stoves

are to be placed in all the motor and trailers. When all

these little things are done. Manager Goodrich believes

the public will cease to kick for awhile. The company
has been seriously hampered in its work recently by the

scarcity of laborers, who have been attracted by the better

wages of the harvest fields to North and South Dakota.

Almost every available man in the Twin Cities has been

employed by the street railway companies.

The street railway company undoubtedly considers itself

lucky when a single day passes in which some damage
suit is not filed against it. Helen L. Briggd is the

latest complainant, and her complaint is a trifle out of

the ordinary run She brings suit as the widow of Arthur

S. Briggs, as and administratrix of his estate, and the claim

is for $5, ODD. On September 5th, she says, he presented a

proper transfer check to the condutor of a Washington
avenue north car. The conductor refused to accept it, and
proceeded to summarily bounce Briggs from the car. He
did this most effectually, according to the complaint,

dragged him the full length of the car, down the steps

and across the street to the curbstone, where he finally

landed him in a heap. In the fracas, Mrs. Briggs says,

her husband received injuries which caused his death.

In another suit, just tried, the jury awarded William

Solomon !f6oo for tlamagcs against the street railway com-

pany. The amount asked was $5,000. This case hinged

upon the question of the company's responsibility for the

acts of others on its cars, and has especial interest to street

railway corporations in consequence. The plaintiff

alleged that while riding on a car on May loth last two

men came on board who were decidedly the worse for

liquor. A rumpus arose between the three, in which

Solomon got a severs blow in the eye, bunging it up so

that he could not appear in public for sonic time.

W. K. J. Oeming, inspector of electric lights for Minne-

apolis, has made a report of his work, which demonstrates

pretty clearly the rapidity with which local electric inter-

ests have been growing. The city is now adding to its in-

candescent electric light equipment at the astonishing rate

of 1 ,%oo lamps a month, and during the past five months
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the average monthly gain in arc lights has been 25. In

the residence sections of the city incandescent lamps arc

being placed at the rate of about lOo per month, and few

dwellings of importance are being erected without electric

wiring. The motor service for light manufactures is also

growing very rapidly, the average rate of increase per

month being 100 horsepower. These figures, of course, in-

clude nothing which is being done by the street railway,

company. Inspector Deming says that there is a steady

demand for more light in the stores, and in the show win-

dows electricity his superseded gis almost universally.

Inspector Deming went to Chippewa Falls Monday to

testify as an expert witness in a damage suit now on trial

at that place. The suit is against an Eau Claire electric

company, and is based on the claim that an electric wire

was the cause of an extensive conflagration in that city

several months ago. Experts have been summoned from

several cities, and the case will b; of great interest i n elec-

trical circles.

Trouble has arisen about the conduit limits in this city

and the electrical companies which have been this summer

engaged in laying their wires underdround are urging

greater limitation of the district. The principal trouble is

on the East side, where compliance with the law will al-

most bankrupt the companies whose wires must be lowered.

Several companies have notified the building inspector that

rather than go underground in all the conduit territory on

that side of the river they will go out of business. The

Minnesota Brush Electric company and the Western Union

are making rapid progress. The Western Union is now
just finishing itscircuit work. The Brash company will

not succeed in getting its poles and wires down before

winter sets in on account of the enormous amount of con-

duit work it is doing.

Charles Peterson was fatally hurt by an electric car on

Washington avenue Saturday. He was driving under

the Milwaukee viaduct when struck.

F. W. Carr, of the firm of Carr & Smith, electrical

engineers, will spend the winter in the South, with head-

quarters at Chattanooga. Mr. Carr has had charge of the

construction for the Minneapolis Street Railway company.

He expects to return in the spring, and resume his former

position,

Mr. Donaldson, of the the D. & D. Electric Manu-

facturing company, has completed his arrangements and

has moved his factory from St. Paul to 745 and 747

Washington avenue, north, Minneapolis, and is now ready

to begin the manufacture o£ electrical apparatus on a

large scale. Mr. Donaldson has perfected a motor that

has very few parts, and, it iscUimed has a high efficiency.

This company will also make generators of a new design

for power and lighting purposes.

Late in the season the S. R. Clark company put on the

market a new octagonal pole for street railway use, the

Coolidge Fuel company undertaking its sale. Before the

machinery for the making of the pole had been perfected,

nearly all the season's contracts had been closed, but

several good orders were received and the demand for next

season is most pronising. Street railway lines in St-

Cloud and Winona have adopted this pole.

Work on the great Minneapolis and St. Paul electric

street railiway system has bsen nearly suspended for the

season, oaly a little clearing up being necessary to put the

line in shape for winter. The consolidation of the two

companies has been fully perfected, and the offices have

b;en moved from St Paul to the central station in this

city. F.

San Francisco, Gal.

San Francisco, Nov 2 —The Pacific coast is certainly

furnishing some valuable experience for those who believe

in the fitness of municipal electric lighting planls. First

came the city of Vancouver, Wash., which abandoned the

experiment at the end of the first year. Then the city

of Alameda, Cal , found that the electric lights furnished

from the city plant cost considerably more than would be

paid for contract lighting, and in the hope of bringing

down the cost of operation to a figure at least equal to

that of a stock electric lighting company, the city has put

more money into the concern. Now Berkeley, another

San Francisco suburb, bobs up serenely and announces

that it has employed A. A. Osborne to run the city

electric lighting plant at a salary of 1^150 per month, Os-

borne to furnish all coal, water, oil, waste, attendance,

etc., free from expense to the city other than the salary

named, but he also has the privilege of selling lights from

the station and pocketing the proceeds. The city now
gets the same number of arc lights as formerly. Osborne

has installed two more dynamos, and is waxing financially

corpulent.

Judge Hebbard of the Superior court, has rendered a

decision in the action brought by George L. I lenzel against

the chief cnginL-erof the San Francisco ! ire I>tparlment

to enjoin the department from removing housetop wires

erected by Men/el in violation of a local ordinance prohib-

iting the suspension of electric wires over or upon roofs or

tops of buildings, or attached to or on buildings, and cm-

powering the fire department to remove all wires main-

tained contrary to the provisions of the ordinance. Ilenzel

contended that the ordinance was illegal and invalid in

that it constituted an unreasonable exercise of the police

power vested in the board of supervisors, but the court

held that this point was not well taken; the injunction was

denied and judgment was given for the defendant with

costs.

Certain San Francisco capitalists are to invest f46o,ooo

in improvements in Stockton, Cal. They have purchased

the Stockton street railway, consisting of ten miles of

double track horse car lines, and will equip it for an electric

road. About $25,000 will be spent in improving Good-

water Grove, which will be illuminated and arranged

specially for evening recreation. The generating station

will therefore include electric railway and electric lighting

machinery. The fuel is to be natural gas, which abounds

at Stockton. A new gas well, costing ^15,000, is to be

sunk for the plant.

The Edison Illuminating company of Spokane Falls,

proposes to furnish 2,000 candle power arc lights to the

city ol Spokane Falls for ^ro for a yearly contract; ii^g.so

on an eighteen months' contract, or fg on a three years'

contract, the figures given being the cost per lamp per

month for all night lights. Inasmuch as there are no

competitive bidders, one of the proposals named will cer

tainly be accepted.

Some interested persons in Seattle recently drew up an

ordinance defining proper methods of electrical construc-

tion, and introduced it before the Seattle council. It

passed the board of delegates without serious trouble, but

it found its Waterloo in the board of aldermen, when a

member arose and read a clause in the city charter to the

effect that all electric lighting or power work should be

done under the immediate supervision of the city plumbing

inspector.

The San Antonio Electric Light & Power company of

Los Angeles, is hard at work installing what is to be an

interesting plant. The generating station is being con-

structed in San Antonio canon, near Pomona, where

about 800 horse power will be realized from a moun-

tain streams. In order to get the greatest possible

fall it has been necessary to run a 1,200 foot tunnel,

whence the water will be carried through pipes down the

canon for 360 feet to the station. Pelton water wheels

are to be used, and the cities of Pomona, San Bernardino,

Ontario and Chino are to be supplied with incandescent

lights and electric power by means of continuous current

circuits, using storage batteries as adjuncts. From the

generating station to Pomona the distance is twelve miles,

while the distance to San Bernardino is twenty-six miles.

The several nove^ features of the plant will awaken

more than passing interest, and its early completion will

be eagerly looked for.

The Consolidated Piedmont Cable Railway company

wants to improve its horse car service from Oakland, out

a practically level road to Mountain View cemetery, but

does not seem to know whether to run electric cars ©ut

there or to build a cable line. In either event the motive

power would be taken from the present cable power house.

It is said, however, that a change will be made within six

months, provided the county supervisors act favorably on

the company's petition for an amended franchise permit-

ting the use of either electric or cable power over the route

of the present horse car line.

E. C. Sessions, of the Sessions electric road in Oakland,

has stated that the road will be equipped with electric cars

operating upon the Patton system, in which each car con-

tains a gasoline engine, a dynamo, a storage battery and

two motors, the gasoline engine running continuously and

the battery taking whatever surplus energy there may be,

returning it when the load is in excess of the capacity of

the engine. A local newspaper in announcing this stated

that storage batteries were to be used, and then concluded

with the mystifying statement : "No central station, pow-

er-house or steam engine will be needed, nor even a place

to take the batteries to be charged. Only a shelter for the

cars is required," Theodore Meetz, owner of the Meetz

horse car line between Oakland and Alameda, and who
has announced his intention of connecting his line with

an electric road, has concluded to defer the selection of a

system until he has profited by the experience to be gained

by the Sessions road with the Patton system.

Last week an electric car on the Fulton Park branch of

the Metropolitan Railway company, of Portland, was

rounding a trestle located at a curve in the track, when it

jumped the track and fell to the ground, thirty feet below.

Of the thirleen passengers who were in the car, eleven

were more or less injured but none fatally. No cause for

the accident has been assigned.

The town of Mayfield, Cal., is soon to have an electric

road along Lincoln street, when that thoroughfare is con-

tinued to the Stanford college. Senator Stanford has do-

nated the necessary ground anJ work has been com-
menced.

The Oakland and Berkeley Rapid Transit Railway com-

pany has sold all its franchises, track and rolling stock to

the Oakland Consolidated Street Railway company. On
the first of November the old corporation will go out of

existence. No material change in the management will

be made.

A franchise has been granted for the operation of an

electric road through the town of Los fJatos, Cal., by

which the fare from Los Gatos to Oakland will be S5

cents instead of $(.60 as it is at present. This is part of

the liaywards & San Jose eleclric road, which, when com-
pleted, will be sixty miles long.

The Edson Light and Power company has filed a cer-

tificate of the creation of a bonded indebtedness of

ISoo.ooo. The Edison electric light plant at Fresno.

Cal., is to have a 200 horse power compound engine,

which is being built by the Golden State and Miners' Iron

Works. The new city hall, San Francisco, is to have a

large electric light plant. Redwood City, Cal, is placing

a new boiler and engine in its electric light plant. V.

Wattier proposes to erect a complete system of electric

lights in Gervais, Oregon, in conjunction with a flour mill.

The citizens of Gervais have raised a bonus of over $2,500
toward the project.

Superintendent West of the Pacific Avenue Street Rail-

road company, of Santa Cruz has been instructed to lay steel

flat rails or combination rails from the Lower Plaza to Elm
street, and to take up the present track on Pacific avenue.

The new track will be arranged so as to be used for an

electric road.

Modesto, Cal., will have its streets lighted by the Mo-
desto Electric Light company, at the rate of ^5.50 per light

per month, moonlight schedule. The bid of the Modesto
Gas company was for ^4 per light.

The Edison Electric Illuminating company, of Spo-

kane, Wash., by its annual report, shows a high state of

prosperity. It is the only light and power company in

that city, being without a rival by reason of the immense
water power at its command, which enables it to give low

rates to consumers. The company took possession of its

new water power station last December, and a portion of

the plant has been run continuously ever since then, both

night and day. This station is equipped for 3,oco horse

power and cow uses 1,900. Within the past two months
two Edison 80 kilowatt generators have been installed

to run the electric roads of the city, and the addition of a

third is contemplated. These generators are run by two
175'2-inch horizontal Victor turbine wheels, developing

400 horse power. The number of lamps in operation at

present date is 8,300, all on the Edison three- wire system.

The company is using 1,560 poles, and the total length of

the Edison mains and feeders is go.2So feet, an increase

of 43,080 feet over last year. There are eighteen arc cir-

cuits extending 61.31 miies, an increase of 17.64 over last

year. One arc circuit is 14.9 miles in length, and a total

of 400 arc lights are in use. The increase in the incan-

descent load for Tune, 1S91, over that for June, 1S90, is

70 per cent., while the motor load, in the same period, has

risen from 86 horse power to 236 horse power, or an in-

crease of nearly 400 per cent.

Last week F. J. Crouch, superintendent of the Eugene,

Ore., Electric Light company, and who is really a bright

fellow, talked to a reporter of the Portland OfY^orttati, and
this appeared :

I\[r. Crouch smiled, and released a 16 candle power
incandescent from its attachment. Then he put the wires
into his mouth again, crossed them, and connected them
with the incandescent lamp, .and a bright light shone from
the globe. Then the inventor placed his hand on one of
the brushes, and a spectator took hold of the other, and
the two joined hands. Mr. Crouch broke the current re-

peatedly, but neither he nor his friend was in the least af-

fected. Mr. Crouch explained that his m.ichine required
an absolutely metallic circuit or it would not work. Other
machines ground and became useless with this kind of a
circuit. The inventor then wrapped each of the wires
around a piece of carbon, and placing his hands around
the naked wires, brought the points of the carbon into

contact. The result was a 2ooo-c.'ijdle power arc light,

which shone with dazr.Iing brilliancy. Previously Mr.
Crouch rubbed one of the wires on a carbon which was
connected witli the other wire, and the first wire melted.

A feature of Mr. Crouch's exhibit is a i6-c3ndle power
light, burning in a jar of water, the naked wire being ex-
posed to the water. Right above the jar is a light and an
electric bell on the same circuit. A telegraph instrument
has been worked a distance of three or four miles on the
same line as an eleclric light without damage to either

branch of the service. Again, the incoming and outgoing
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wires of the dynamo have been run without insulation

through mud, and have then started lights without any

loss of power. Mr. Crouch says His dynamo has the

power of ten volts, while that invented by Edison has no
volts. It will run lifty 16 candle power incandescents,

with 4/2 horse power, including friction. In inventing it,

Mr. Crouch says he cast aside all the theories of construc-

tion of electrical machines, and started on a new track.

For some time Mr. Crouch has been experimenting on

an idea for a unipolar dynamo, and from the exuberance

manifested, it must be that success has rewarded his ef-

forts, even to the extent of causing him to forget that the

commercial uses of ten volt dynamos are not altogether

unrestricted. At all events the Crouch- Houston Electric

and Manufacturing company has been incorporated under

the laws of the State of Oregon. The capital stock of the

new company is |i,coo,ooo, and the object of the corpo-

ration is
•' to manufacture and sell the Crouch safety dy-

namo, which promises to revolutionize electric lighting. By

its use live wires are rendered harmless."

The Edison General Electric company, Pacific Coast

District, reports sales as follows: Chino Valley Beet

Sugar company, Chino, Cal, loarcs and 250 incandescents;

Whittier Reform School, Whittier, Cal, two 25 kilowatt

incandescent and one 5 kilowatt arc machines and plants

complete; Croker building, San Francisco, 1,700 incan-

descents; Leland Stanford, Jr., University, Palo Alto,

Cal., two 25 kilowatt dynamos and S40 incandescents;

Fisher Opera House, San Diego, Cal., 125

kilowatt dj'namos and 6SS incandescents; Edison

Electric Light & Power company, Fresno, Cal.,

- three-wire central station with two 60 Kilowatt incan-

descent dynamos and one 25 kilowatt, 50 light arc

dynamo; Messrs. Chase lS: Kittle, Sanger, Cal , three-

wire station with two 15 kilowatt incandescent dynamos

and one 15 kilowatt arc dynamo, thirty lights; Steamer

Mary Garratt, Stockton, Cal., one S.5 kilowatt incan-

descent dynamo, 12S lights; Woodland Gas, Electric

Light & Powar company, Woodland, Cal., three-wire

station with two 23 kilowatt incandescent dynamos;

Hotel del Monte, Monterey, Cal., two 20 kilowatt

dvnamos and 62S incandescents.
S.

Milwaukee, Wis,

Milwaukee, Nov. 7—Henry Villard now controls every

fo3t of street car track in Milwaukee. The West Side

railway, one of the best paying systems in the city, has

just bsen added to the Villard possessions. The sale was

made through the agency of the Central Trust company of

New York. The consideration was SIS75 000. Washing-

ton Becker, the former owner of the road, received one-

third of the price in cash, another third is to be paid in

six months, and the balance in a year. The titles will be

held in trust by the Central Trust company until the last

payment is made. The negotiations which resulted in the

sale had been oending for six months or more. Two or

three times they had been broken off. The Becker line,

by the wav, was covered with bonds to the amount of

^500,000, and it is understood that Villard has assumed

the incumbrances. The Becker system comprised twenty-

one miles of track. It is an electric road, equipped with

the Sprague system. The deal includes the power house

on Wells street and about fifty motor cars. The principal

difference between the Becker road and the other Villard

electric lines is that the former has the side poles and the

latter the center poles. On the Becker line as many as

20.000 passengers are often carried in a day. So far as

the Villard system is corcerned, the Becker line was an

important missing link, and its acquisition makes a

complete and exclusive street railway system under one

management, and covering all parts of the city. The

Hinsey line is already controlled by the Villard interests,

and it will be formally transferred as soon as the litigation

between Hinsey and Pfistcr, and Hinckley of Chicago,

is decided. The Villard system already comprises 120

miles of single track, and will aggregate 150 miles when

the contemplated extensions are completed. More than

goo men are permanently employed by the company. It

is the intention of Mr. Payne, who is at the head of the

Villard street railways here, to supply all the power for

the dificrent lines from one power house— the Edison

plant on kivcr street. After a while the Becker and

Hinsey power houses wiil not be used at all. The

syndicate has already spent $5000000 in Milwaukee,

AbotiE forty miles of track have been rebuilt and criuippcd

with cicctridty. They arc mo<iel electric railroad tracks,

too. Sixty-pound girder rails are fastened directly to

hcaTjr lies 3ank in the street, giving almost as solid a

roadbed as the average steam railroad possesses. The

tracks are pronounced the best in the country, and it is

said that a locomotive could run over them without the

slightest danger. The construction of a belt line is an

important improvement that will be made. It will run on

East Water and North Water streets to Pleasant street

bridge, thence across to Third street, thence to West
Water street and across Michigan street bridge to East

Water street again. It will cross every one of the trunk

lines, and will give perfect facilities for transferring

passengers. Mr. Payne states that his company intends

ultimately to charge just one fare for a ride from any part

of the city to any other part of the city. Should such a

policy be carried out, it would probably put an end to the

talk of the city exacting pay for new franchises or a

percentage of the gross earnings.

On Wednesday of last week Chief Engineer Meyer, of

the Villard lines, found himself with a huge strike on his

hands. Between 600 and 700 laborers, all employed on

the Villard lines, quit work because of an order reducing

the hours of work from ten to nine and the wages from

$1.5010^1.25. The men themselves acknowledged that

it was necessary to reduce the hours of work, as they

could not see to labor ten hours, but they declared that a

cut of 25 cents was altogether too much under the circum-

stances. They stated that they would have worked nine

hours for $1.35. The trouble was unfortunate, inasmuch

as the company was trying very hard to get a large

amount of work completed before the cold weather sets in

and expected to get through with the work in two weeks.

Objections are being made to the Villard people erecting

center poles on the leading business thoroughfares, such

as East Water street. West Water street, etc. Side poles,

it is claimed, would be better in such places. In the

common council a resolution has been introduced request-

ing the chief of the fire department to report the parts of

East Water street where side poles would be preferable.

The ordinance originally provided for side poles through-

out, but was amended so as to provide for center poles.

The rails which the Villard people are laying on

the down-town streets are very heavy. They are 85-

pound rails, heavier than the rails usually laid on steam

railroads, and are seven inches high. The rails used on

the other lines are only five inches high. It was thought

that the latter rail would not last long enough on the

down-town business streets. The work of laying cables

under the river is progressing rapidly. The ends of the

cables are received and joined to the underground feed

wire in little rooms built on both sides of the river. The
rooms are built of brick and can accommodate several

men. .

Henry C. Payne of the Villard concern attended the

American Street Railway Association at Pittsburg. Mr.

Payne announces that next May he will retire from

the chairmanship of the Republican state committee in

order to devote himself exclusively to the Villard street

railway interests.

The common council has practically decided to grant the

Milwaukee Street Railway company a franchise over Mich-

igan street bridge, and Mr. Payne announces that within a

month the Farwell avenue electric cars will be running

along that route to the Union Depot. The Huron-CIy-

bourn street line will be abandoned.

The National avenue electric line began running a few

days ago, and is giving excellent satisfaction. Manager

Hommell claims that it is even superior to the Farwell

avenue line.

Prof. Warren S. Johnson has just made public the

modus operandi of his new rapid transit system. He was

unwilling to divu'ge the secret until patents were issued

in both the United States and European countries. He
received word last Thursday that the patents had been

granted. The impulsive railway, as Prof. Johnson calls

his invention, is operated by passing a car or carriage

through a series of explosion chambers, in eaci of which

an explosion of gas adds to the momentum of the vehicle

as it passes along. It is intended to elevate the track a

few feet from the ground. The track will rest on iron

supports shaped like the letter A, only that the lop is llat,

in order to afford a box for the castings to which the rails

are fastened. A gas pipe is designed to run along the

track and to be connected with the various explosion cham-

bers. Each line will possess double tracks, so that cars

may be run in opposite directions. Each track will con-

sist of two rails, one above and the other below the car,

which is to run on grooved wheels, so that it cannot be

derailed- The cars will be small, as the system is intended

only for mail and light express matter. Normally the ex-

plosion chambers are open to the air, but when a car

enters one a door closes behind it automatically, and the

chamber becomes a cannon. In its passage the car auto-

matically admits a quantity of gas from the pipe connected

with the chamber and makes and breaks an electric circuit,

causing a spark which explodes the gas. The car then

bowls along to the next chamber and there the operation is

repealed. It is not yet known how far apart the explosion

chambers will be placed. That is a matter that will have

to be determined by experiment, as it is impossible to ob-

tain a maximum speed on any model track set up in a

building. The model lines that have been built, however,

work very well indeed. Prof. Johnson has constructed the

model of another form of his invention, in which a hollow

steel ball, four inches in diameter, is substituted for the car.

This ball is intended for the transmission of dispatches,

and each ball will hold 100 ordinary messages. The ball

automatically operates the explosive apparatus, just as the

car does, and either can be sent at a speed of 150 miles

an hour. It is intended to run the cars separately, not in

trains. The Rapid Post & Transit company, which has

been organized to build and operate each line, has a
capital stock of $r,ooo, 000, all subscribed, and prominent
men of Milwaukee, Chicago and elsewhere are among the
stockholders. The company intends to manufacture the

material for equipping such lines in Milwaukee, and con-
siderable work has already been turned out at the Johnson
Electric Service company's shops.

The project of building an elevated electric railway

between Chicago and Milwaukee is in sfaiu qito. The
projectors are waiting for subscriptions to the capital

stock, which is f 10,000,000. One subscription of I500,-
000 has been offered, it is said, but the company announces
its intention of doing no work until all or neariy ail of the

$10,000,000 is received.

A compromise ordinance to permit the Western Union
Telegraph company to string aerial cables in alleys has
been drawn up and submitted to the common council.

The company's wires are all strung on poles in the usual
way, and strong attempts have been made to have the

wires put underground. The aerial cable scheme, it is

thought, will prove satisfactory, both to the company and
the public. From the main office on Michigan street it

is proposed to run a cable south to Detroit street,

through the alley, thence to and under the river, and
thence to the railroad. Another cable is to be run north
from the office to Martin street, where the wires will be
separated and strung on poles. It is proposed to place

the cables on poles 50 feet high. Isolated wires will

run from the cable to the branch stations, newspaper
offices, etc. The system, it is claimed, will free the

business portion of the city from the network of wires.

The fire and police alarm telegraph wires are already

underground, and the work of laying the conduits for the

telephone wires, many of which are buried now, is nearly

completed. Soon only the electric railway wires will

remain overhead in the business section. C.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Indianapolis, Nov. 7.—The Supreme Court has decided

a case of interest and importance to cities. Following is an

extract of the decision in the case of the city of Crawfords-

ville and others against Hector S. Braden: "A municipal

corporation in this state has the power to erect, maintain

and operate the necessary buildings, machinery and ap-

pliances to light the streets, alleys and other publ c places

with electric light, and it may at the same time in con-

nection therewith supply residences and places of business

of inhabitants with such lights. And this may be done

under the police power without express statutory authority.

Where a city council has power to act in a given case and

the charier does not prescribe the manner of acting it may
accomplish its purpose by resolution as well as by ordi-

nance."

Brightwood, a suburb of Indianapolis, is making an

effort to secure electric lights. At present it has no street

lights. A proposition has been made the city by the Indian-

apolis Terra Cotta company, whose establishment is located

near Brightwood. A committee has been appointed to

investigate. Irvington also has a committee looking into

the question of street lighting.

Since the Citizens Street Railway company began opera-

tions on Sast Washington street and College avenue there

has been constant complaint from telephone subscribers of

interference, at times rendering their instruments almost

useless. The telephone company is now stringing heavy

copper return wires. M.

PERSONAL.
Thos. Lowry of Minneapolis was in Chicago for sev-

eral days during the last week.

H. S. Walker has just returned to Chicago from a short

business trip to Boston and New York.

Wm. W. Burnham. treasurer of the Electric Gas Light-

ing company of iioston, was in Chicago last week.

ICdward A. Chapin has retired from the Street Rniliuay

/ourtia/ to cn^agii in business in Rochester, N. V.

Charles Fay will represent the Thomson-Van Dcpoelc
Mining company at the exposition soon to be held at

Augusta, fia.

C. A. Daigh, general manager of the ICIcctrical Engi-

neering ix. Supply company, has been at his Chicago ofTicc
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for some days, leaving on Thursday evening for Stans-

beery, Mo.

J. n. Pumpeliy has been con fined to his house during

the last thirty days by an attack of typhoid fever. He has

so far recovered that he is able to devote a portion of his

time to business.

Geo. H, Bliss left Chicago a few days since to be absent

two weeks His first stopping f lace will be at some point

in North Carolina, going thence to New York and other

leading Eastern cities.

E. \V. Hammer has been appointed manager of the

Chicago Electric Manufacturing company, vice J. S. Hard
ing resigned. Mr. Hammer will continue his expert work

in the testing and calibrating department.

A. M. Wilcox of Chicago has accepted the position of

associate editor of the Railway and Tramway Jl'orU,

London, Eng., and will assume his new position about

January iSth, when the new periodical will appear.

Alexander M. Robertson, general manager of the Min
nesota Brush Electric company of Minneapolis, was married

on the evening of November 4th, at the home of A. F.

McDonald, 901 Thirteenth avenue, south, to Amy
E. McDonald. The ceremony was performed by the

Rev. J. T- Faude. The bride wore a peach cloth suit,

with trimmings of passementerie, and carried white roses.

Miss Nellie Birns was bridesmaid, and Will Robertson,

brother of the groom, was best man. The young couple

will be at home after December ist at 1S16 Ninth avenue,

south, Minneapolis.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Walton Electric Light company, Walton, N. V.; capital

stock, $20,000; manufacturing and using electricity for

light, heat and power.

Gardner Electric Light company. Gardner, Mass. ; capital

stock, $30,000; to generate and distribute electricity for

supplying light, heat and power.

Taylor Electric Light, Gas & Tower company, Taylor,

Tex.; capital stock, I40. 000; to manufacture and supply

gas, light and heat to the city of Taylor.

Marion Manufacturing company. Chicago, III.; capital

stock, $20,000; manufacturing electrical and mechanical

devices; F. H. Fenno. 704 Chamber of Commerce. Chi-

cago, III.

Western Telegraph and Electric company, Ouray, Colo.;

capital stock. $100,000; to build a telegraph line from Ouray
to Red Mountain in Ouray county, Colo.

fohn A Crisp Electric Belt company, Jefferson. O ;

cajjital stock, $25,000; to manufacture and sell the John
A. Crisp body battery and appliances; Wade ^: Betts,

Jefferson, O.

United States Burglar Alarm company, Galesburg, 111.;

capital stock, $50,000; to manufacture, sell and erect

burg'ar alarms and electrical specialties; O. J. Colton,

Galesburg, 111.

Woolverton Glove arc Electric Light company of New
York, N. v.. Newark, N. J.; capital stock, ^250,000; to

manufacture and operate electric lights; J. E. Woolverton,

r^ew York, N. Y.

Marshall Electric Light company. Marshalltown, la.;

capital ttock, $6o,CX)o; to build, equip and maintain an

electric light plant in Marshalltown, la
; J. M. Parker,

Marshalltown, la.

Suburban Light, Heat ^: Power company, Chicago, III.;

capital stock, $50,000; to furnish light, heat and power for

all purposes; E. T. Greenacre, room 11, No. 64 Washing-

ton street, Chicago, lU.

Decker Electrical & Novelty Manufacturing company,
Detroit, Mich.; capital stock. $20,000; the manufacture and
sale of electrical and all other kinds of machinery; Chas.

A. Decker, Detroit. Mich.

Crown Electric Manufacturing company, Bridgeport,

Conn.; capital stock, $10,000; to manufacture and sell

all kinds of electric goods, apparatus and supplies, etc.;

Geo. Watson, Bridgeport, Conn.

Clayton & Forest Park Railway company, St. Louis,

Mo.; capital stock, $50,300; to build and operate by elec-

tricity or cable a passenger railway for public use; Thos.
K. Skinker, 417 Olive street, St. Louis, Mo.

Adjustable Telephone Manufacturing company, Cincin-

nati, 0-; capital stock. $20,000; manufacturing, selling

and setting up telephonic instruments, electrical instru-

ments, etc. ; John. A. Caldwell, Cincinnati, O.

Proctor Electric Fleet company, Chicago, III,; capital

stock, $30,000; manufacturing, lUting out and running a

lleet of electric barges for the purpose of carrying passen-

gers; O. R. Proctor, 144 La Salle street, Chicago, 111.

Edison Electric Light & Power company Newark,
N. J.;capital stock, $1,000,000; to construct, own, main-

tain and operate power stations and works for the manu-
facture, production, distribution, etc., of electric currents;

Henry Young, Newark, N. J.

Northern Car company, Minneapolis Minn.; capital

stock, $250,000; to manufacture street and railway cars,

omnibuses, carriages and vehicUsof all kinds; locomotives,

kinds used for street and railway purposes; Hahn& Haw-
ley, Minneapolis, Minn., Minnesota Loan & Trust com
pany's building.

Ohio Fuel Gas company, Chicago, III.; capital stock,

$5,000,000; to manufacture and sell gas for illuminating,

fuel and other purposes; steam for heat and power; com-
pressed air for cold storage and ventilation; electricity for

light, power, and other purposes; T. (
'• Mall. 102 Auililo-

ritmi building. Chicago. 111.

ELECTRIC LIGHT.
The Baitow Tube Well Works will erect an electric

light plant at Bartow, Fla.

The Ashland, Ky., Electric Light & Power company
will add a 750-light Westinghouse machine to its plant.

K. V. Booth, mayor of Vicksburg. Miss , will receive

sealed proposals until December 7lh for lighting the city by
electricity or gas.

An electric light company has just been organized in

San Salvador upon a novel plan. The capital is 200,000
pesos, and can be increased. The charter is for 24 years.

One percent, of the earnings must be kept as a reserve. At the

end of the 24 years the property is to be sold and all assets

divided among the stockholders.

The town of Oaksdale, Wash., has purchased of the

Edison General Electric company an electric light plant

consisting of two No. 12 Edison dynamos, which will sup-

ply current to 1,200 incandescent lamps, and six street

arc lights. Russell & Co.'s engine is to be used, and
McCoy Bros, are installing the plant.

An example of the unsatisfactory state of the Scottish

law in relation to electric lighting is afforded by the case of
the town of Ayr. The magistrates applied for a provisional

order and obtained it, but the cost of doing so has been
about $1 600, a sum quite out of proportion to the total

amount which the town is likely to expend upon the actual

carrying out of the work for many years to come.

The Boston & Montana company of Butte. Mont., is

putting in an electric light plant. The dynamo will be
placed in one of the side buildings of the Leonard shaft

house, and will have a capacity of 500 lights, which will be
distributed through all the mines except the Mountain
View. The various shaft houses, smelters and ore bins
will also receive their share. The Mountain View is

omitted because both the mine and hoisting works of this

property are already lighted by electricity.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
W. A. Bright proposes building an electric railroad at

Monroe. La.

An electric road will be built from Ocala to Silver

Springs. Fla.

Animal power will be used at first on the new railway at

North Danville. Va., but electricity will be adopted later

on.

The Elyion Land company of Birmingham, Ala., will

probably adopt the storage battery system for its South
Highlands street railway.

The Bridgeport, Ohio. Electric company is making
arrangements to extend its line through Etnaville to

Martin's Ferry, where tracks have already been laid.

Three distinct routes for the proposed electric railway
from Rochester to Fairport, N. Y., have been surveyed.
They are respectively seven, eight and nine miles long.

The Alamo Electric company of San Antonio. Tex., has
been placed in the hands of a receiver. The company
operates about twenty miles of street railroads in that city.

The Brush Electric Light tS; Power company of Sa-

vannah, Ga., is said to be negotiating for the purchase of

the City and Suburban railway. Coast Line railroad and
the Thunderbolt & Sandfly railway. The result of the

sale would probably be the operation of these lines by
electricity.

The Northwest Thomson-Houston Electric company
has just closed a contract with the Whatcom Lake, Wis.,
Electric Railway company to build and equip a line of

road ten miles in length. The line will run through the
principal streets of New Whatcom and out as far as Lake
Whatcom, where the companies will build a popular resort

after the style of those in Seattle on Lake Washington.

TRADE NEWS.
The Safety Insulated Wire & Cable company of New

York, has been running its factory up to 10 o'clock at

night to keep up with the orders on hand.

Pierce Bros. & Co.. manufacturers and dealers in elec-

tric railway supplies, Leominster, Mass., have just issued a
neat circular descriptive of their specialties.

The firm of R. HoIHngs & Co., manufacturers of gas
and electric fixtures, 547 Washington street, Boston, Mass

,

has just issued a circular descriptive of the Hollings elec-

tric bracket back and Dawes' electric light support.

The State Bank of Minneapolis has commenced action
to recover $2,900.52 from the Northwestern Water and
(las Supply company on a judgment secured some time ago.
The bank claims that the Supply company is insolvent

and petitions for a receiver.

A glance at the partial list of plants in the new catalogue
of the Heisler Electric company would lead one to

believe that this concern is not only abreast of the times,

as far as long distance and lighting is concerned, but that
its work is being rewarded with most substantial returns.

Elias E. Ries last week visited the New York office of
the Western Electricl-vn. Mr. Ries is making a busi-

ness trip through the Eastern states. He reports that the
new socket is meeting with great success. The company
is now putting in machimrj' to double the capacity of the
works.

The Mosher Arc Lamp company has recently rented ad-
ditional space in the building occupied by them on Or tario

street, Chicago, and is putting in new machinery in order

to make lamps in sufficient quantities to meet the demand.
Several important improvements have recently been made
so that a lajnp embodying all the desirable points is now
made for continuous or alternating systems. Several fine

orders for lamps have been received recently, one coming
from Canton, China, and a very active business for the
coming season is anticipated.

For the last few years there has been a gro-Anng demand
for some means of utilizing the natural HowiDg current of
streams, where no fall is accessible. The John E. I^gs
ManufacluringtVSupply company of New York, has perfect-
ed a system which, it is claimed, will meet these demands.
.\ current power wheel has been invented, which with a
stream flowing as slowly, as say 4 miles an hour, and a
depth of from 3 to 5 feet, the power is steady enough to
transmit power to electric generators. The method has
proved practical, it is claimed in many mines situated two
to three miles distant from power stations.

The Electric Appliance company is the name of the
latest electrical supply house in the western 6eld. This
company will be at home at 242 Madison street about No-
vember 15th. The officers of the company are Wjllard M.
Low, president; Harry B. Gilbert, vice-president, and
Thos. I. Stacey, secretary and treasurer, all of whcm have
been in the electrical supply business in Chicago, and
need no introduction to electrical people. It will be the
aim of the new company to meet the wants of the trade.
It will control some very desirable specialties, and it prom-
ises to be in a position before December 1st to meet any
demand that can be made on an electrical supply house.

The Royal Electric company, Peoria, has recently
shipped a 500 light alternating plant to Shelbina. Mo.; a
500 light plant to a company at Hoopeston, 111., the latter

being an addition to an old plant of 500 lights that had
been in successful operation for some time, and a 500
light alternating plant to Blandinsville, 111. In addition
this company will ship, during the present week, a 650
light alternating plant to El Paso, 111. Orders have also
been filed for three additional plants, upon which the work
is now being done. This indicates a ver>' successful sea-
son's busmess. and fully establishes the popularity of the
Royal system.

The Northern Car company of Minneapolis has found
the pressure of business large enough to demand the ac-

quisition of new blood and capital. Articles of incorpora-
tion have been filed with the secretary of state, the capital

stock being announced as $250,000, and its object the
construction of electric cars, omnibuses, locomotives and
engines of all kinds for railway use. The Northern Car
company is a comparatively new enterprise, but it has
been exceedingly successful. Under the new organization,
which was perfected October 31, C. P. Jones is retained
as presidetit; W. E. Steel as vice president: D. M Gil-

more is treasurer and general manager, and Geo. P.
Stearns is secretary. D. M. Gilmore was formerly an ex-
tensive furniture manufacturer of this city, and his experi-
ence will be of value to the Northern Car company.
Their cars are pronounced the finest in use by the Minne-
apolisstreet Railway company, W. E. Steel, the Wee-
president, is a leading banker and financier of Minneapolis.
With Mr. Jones continuing as president and Mr. Steams
as secretar)', the directory is exceptionally strong dlid as-

sures the rapid future development and substantial success
of the company.

BUSINESS.
W. C. Lyman reports an active demand from the owners

of electric plants for his exhaust pipe heads, and exhaust
pipe. Mr. Lyman has spent a large amount of time and
money in perfecting his apparatus.

J. F. McLaughlin is baring an unusually hea\7^ run of
repair work rewinding armatures and other hea\-}* electrical

apparatus. Mr. McLaughlin has had a \-aried experience
in the repairing of all makes of dynamos and jwwer gener-
ators, and his arranged his factory to handle this class of
work to which he gives his personal attention.

The Knapp Electrical Works report the sale of a large

number of the Bain ammeters and voltmeters. A new cir-

cular describing these instruments has just been issued. The
fall sales of Perkins lamps are larger than ever. One or-

der for 10,GOO hasjust been received from a company which,
it is stated, has used and tested nearly every make of lamp
on the market.

The Central Electric company, Chicago, reports that the
new Gladiator dry batter)' is meeting with the most unex-
pected success. The factory supplying the batteries is

already doubling its capacity, so as to meet the increased
demand for tl^ese cells. The company also reports a very
satisfactory trade in the Bryant goods, including sockets,
switches, cut-outs, etc.

The Goodrich-Coleman Electric Works. 31 South Canal
street. Chicago, report an active demand for a new single
magnet bell that they are arranging to make on a large scale.

The outlook is also vcrj- promising for several other spec-
ialties that this enterprising firm is about to put on the
market, and it is advertising for other specialties to be
manufacture^ under contract or on royally.

The Union Electric Works, Springer building, Chi-
cago, are bringing out an unique wood box bell that will

undoubtedly have a very large sale. The bell is made
withasingle magnet, but it is so arranged that a pole extends
from either end getting practically the strength of a double
magnet. This concern is also making a specially of a new
gravity annunciator that is specially adapted to apartment
houses and family hotels. Several large wiring contracts
have been taken recently by this company.

The Bell company's ti\-al lor short line telephone service,

the National Telephone Manufacturing company of Boston,
is bringing its instrument to the front. This concern has
installed several telephone lines for the Old Colony Rail-
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road company, which are giving good service. An im-
portant line connects the train dispatcher with a signal sta-

tion at the drawbridge, where a Bell telephone would be

utterly useless, on account of the noise. Another line is

ordered for depDt service, also one for use at freight station

at Middleboro.

The Chicago Electric Motor company, 205 and 207 S.

Canal street, Chicago, has employed J. G. Hart, an exper-

ienced workman, giving him charge of the repair depart-

ment. A prominent street railway company writes under
date of October 21st as follows; "We are well pleased

with the work done in the past two months by J. G. Hart.
He has rebuilt three No. 32 Edison generators, and over-

hauled the general equipment of our road to our satisfac-

tion." This company makes a specialty of the repairing

and rewinding of armatures of all makes, guaranteeing
satisfaction in all cases. It is securing a good run of

work.

The Fitchburg Steara Engine company, Fitchburg.

Mass., reports business as being exceedingly good just

now. This concern has a Targe amount of work on hand,
and expects very soon to remove its tools to the new works.

A 600 horse power cross compound condensing engine has

just been shipped to the Powelton Electric Light com-
pany of Philadelphia. This is the third engine of the kind
furnished this company. Two large engines are also

booked for the W. C. T. U. Temple in Chicago, 111. The
above are only a iev of a large number of orders obtained
by this concern for engines to be used in other lines outside

of the electrical.

J. K. Pumpelly has just been granted patents on a new
form of storage battery that promises very efficient results.

The design is made up of a series of narrow perforated

lead strips of any required length After the perforations

are filled with active material the plates are put in either

a perpendicular or horizontal position, according to the

work to be done. The na^ro^v strips are separated by
means of a new insulating material known as " cellulose"

fiber, each element consisting of three rows of the narrow
plates, one positive and two negative, the whole weigh-
ing in the ordinar}' cell, about thirty pounds. From such
a cell, Mr. Pumpelly expects to get 250 ampere hours.

The " cellulose" fiber is proving very satisfactory for the

purpose for which it is used. Mr. Pumpelly is pushing
his invention with considerable energy, and hopes soon to

bs able to place his cells on the market.

The Electric Merchandise" company, Chicago, must be
pursuing a paying policy, for it is still engaged with the

same rush of business that has occupied its attention during
the summer months. General Manager Mason reports that

present indications are against the usual winter dullness

being experienced this year. For standard line material,

station and car equipment there seems to be an increasing

demand, while repeated large orders for Pratt's portable

conductor's register and the Burton electric heaters are be-

ing filled. The electric heater is making itself felt

in more ways than one. The Escanaba Electric Street

Railway company writes that the Bu.ton heaters al-

ready have been put to a "good thoiough test and have
been found equal to -the emergency." The company
writes; "We have had some cold weather and quite a fall

of snow, but the cars have been as warm as toast."

Rapid progress is being made toward the enlargement
of the plant of the Cicero & Proviso Street Railway com-
pany. Orders have been placed with the Chicago office of

ihe Pond Engineering company for an 800 horse power
Hoppes exhaust feed water heater, and one S-inch and
one 6-iDch Pond separator. The City Electric Street

Railway company of Little Rock, Ark., has contracred

with the Pond Engineering company for three Hoppes
live steam feed water purifiers for immediate shipment.
Each of these purifiers is to have a capacity sufficient

to take care of the feed water for 250 hor;e power
boilers. The Hammond, Ind.. Electric Light company
has purchased of the Chicago office of the Pond Engineer-
ing company a 50 horse power high speed automatic en-

gine. This engine was shipped immediately from the St.

Louis warehonsc of the company, and is now being in-

stalled. The Provident Life Assurance company's build-

ing at Waco, Tex., which is nearing completion, will be
lighted by an isolated Edison plant. Two 50 horse power
steam boilers and one .^5 horse power Armington & Sims
engine are being furnished by the Pond Engineering com-
pany through the St. Louis and Dallas houses On the

evening of the 30tb ult. the engine driving the isolated

lighting plant in the works of the Howard Harrison Iron
company, Bessemer. Ala , met with an accident. A tele-

graao to St. Louis resulted in the immediate shipment
from that place of a 30 horse power high speed automatic
engine, complete, with foundation box, pulleys, etc., by
the Pond EnKioccring company.

The record of sales of the Crocker-Wheeler Motor com-
pany. New York, indicates a most flourishing business.

The recent installations aggregate about as follows: 125

^ horse power oxitors, i = ^i" horse power, 3^ horse power,
15 r horse power, 4 2 hotsc power, 9 3 horse power and 1

1

5 horse power. One of the 3 horse power machines is cm-
ployed 10 run a large organ in Oiuwa, Canada. Six ^
bone power and five )^ horse power motors were sold to

the Otis fifothcrs Elevator company to ran in connection
with this concern's new pump, A five horse power special

dynamo was also shipped to the Cornell Electric company.
Hamilton, Ohio, The one hundred and twenty-five i
horse power machines ano six of ihc ^ horsepower 10 am-
pere arc motors were for a well known firm in Ifjltimorc A
K horse power motor new style combination and organ
attachment was. <to;d to Mi35 K, Drcxcl, of New York city.

This rrtO'.rjr was neatly cnca.^ed in a black walnut cabinet
10 be pUced in the masic room of Ihe r>rexel residence. In
addition to th* local salca goodly sale* have been made
to the West Indies and other foreign countries for ihc

Thomson- Houston International Electric company of Bos-
ton.

The growing demand for wire to be used in damp places
has led to the manufacture of specially well insulated wires
for service in mines and tunnels. At the same time the

quality of some of the rubber wires on the market has been
steadily improved so that the product now largely used for

indoor circuits will stand the severest tests. An instance of

this recently occurred in Utah, where the United Electric

company of Salt Lake City was called upon to explode
about 100 pounds of dynamite in the Anchor mine at Paik
City. The object of this blast was to break through the

bottom of a goo foot shaft into the Anchor drain tunnel so
that the mine could be drained. The water in this shaft

was up to the 300 foot level or 600 feet deep. The dyna-
mite was encased in a sheet iron tube together with the
electric exploder and lowered by means of No. 14 Simplex
braided rubber wire through the 6co feet of water to the bot-

tom of the shaft. The first trial was not successful, and the
torpedo was pulled up and it was found that the water had
worked its way into the torpedo through a poorly soldered
joint in the sheet iron and dampened the exploder wires. To
test the leading wires 2000 feet of wire was placed in a barrel

of water and allowed to remain over night. The next
morning six caps were successfully exploded through the

2000 feet of wire in the barrel of water. The repaired tor-

pedo was then lowered to the bottom of the shaft and ex-

ploded. Simplex wire that had been under water from 20
to 24 hours continuously was used. While this work was
a success electrically, yet it failed to break the shaft through
into the tunnel, as some error had been made in surveying
the tunnel. It is to be noted that the wire used did not
have the extra heavy insulation which is intended for mine
work but was the, same high grade of braided rubber wire
which is being put into seme of the largest buildings in the

West. The sample used was taken at random from a
batch of wire furnished by George Cutter, Chicago.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
/ssited iVov. 3, iSgi.

,251. Electric Railway. Edward M- Bentley, New
York, N. Y.

,237. Electric Lighting System. Joseph I. Conklin,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

,261. Automatic Electric Welding Machine. Hermann
Lemp and Carl G. Anderson, Lynn, Mass.

, 262. Laminated Die, Hammer, etc. , for Electric

Metal Working Apparatus. Hermann Lemp, Lynn,
Mass.

263. Method of and Apparatus for Constructing
Electric Light or Other Lines. Hermann Lemp,
Lynn, Mass.

,311. System of Electric Lighting. Frank M Gar-
land. New Haven, Conn.

,315. Electric Wire Support Bracket. Osborn B.

Hall, Maiden. Mass.

321. Electric Magnetic Separator. Richard R. Mof-
fatt, New York, and Svlvester Chichester, Brooklyn,
N. Y.

462,322. Electro Magnetic Separator. Richard R. Mof-
fatt. New York, and Sylvester Chichester, Brooklyn,
N. Y.

4^2,

462

462,

46:

462,

462,

462

462

462,

462,

462.

462.

46^.

462.

462,

462,

462

462

462

462,

462,

462

462,

462

Elihu Thomson.

Elihu Thomson,

Lynn,

Lynn,

Wood,

Chas.

Harleigh Gillette, Highland

,33s. Incandescent Lamp.
Mass.

,339 Incandescent Lamp.
Mass.

,345. Electric Signaling System. Frank B.

New York. N. Y.

34S. Gearing for Electro Magnetic Motors.
E. Chinnock, Brooklyn, N. Y.

349. Ceiling Block. Axel Ekstrom, Lynn, Mass.

353. Electric Switch. Maurice Hoopes, West Ches-
ter, Pa.

359 Clamp for Trolley Wires. Charles A. Lieb,

New York, N. Y.

369 Controling Device for Electric Motors. Francis
O. Blackwell, New York, N. Y.

381. Electric Alarm Bell. Charles A. Hale. Cleve-

land. O.

Of the two claims the first follows:

A base frame formed with meaos for attaching the circuit
wires and contact post, magnet core and pole pieces, all formed
integral from one piece of metal.

403. Electric Gate.

Park. III.

407. Electric Switch. Rudolph M. Hunter, Phila-

tlelphia, Pa.

418. Method of and Apparatus for Electrical Con-
version and Distribution. Nikola Tcsia, New York,
N. V.

1'his method conKiai^ in charging a condenser or conductor
possessing capacity and maintaining a succession nf intermit'
tent or oscillating disniptivc d sehargcs of said conductor into a
working circuit containing translating devices.

444, Electric Lighting Apparatus. Harrison B.

Mccch, Chicago, III.

449. Secondary Baltcry. John 11. I'almer, Boston,
N1 ass.

452. Electric Fuse Cut-out. Ildwin W. Rice, Jr.,
Lynn, Mass.

,463, Switch and Cut-out Device. Henry Price Ball,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

,466. Commutator Brush, Francis <). Blackwell,
New York. N. V.

This invrniion <;on*i«Is of a metallic box oycw at one end and
Tilled wilh Iw/v: piece* of »mall wire hitving llicir rear cn(U
rr«iingon a layer of fell «t the bottom of ihe boi. This brti«ih.

a^. a whole, inMt ifia mrtdllicholdtfr, which i^ held by Hpririg
ptc^orc ag;iin«t the 'Ofnfnillalor,

462,477. Covering for the Bulbs or Globes of Electric or
Other Lamps. Alexander Duval and Henri Nelson,
Paris, France.

462,489. Conductor for Three Wire Systems. Edward
H. Johnson, New York, N. Y.

This invention consists of three conductors insulated from
one another, one surrounding the other two and forming a pro-
tecting covering therefor.

462,504. Electric Current Meter. John W. Th. Olan
New York, N. Y.

Of the twelve claims the eighth is given;

"The combination of a needJe or pointer, a coil or magnet
for moving it, a record sheet over which ihe-needle moves a
motor for regularly advancing the sheet, and a printing roll
having means for marking the sheet."

462,513. Automatic Signal Apparatus. Joseph B. Stew-
art Haverstraw, Tappan, N. Y.

The last claim is given:

"9, In a block signal system, the combination, with the
normally closed local circuit and the normally open line circuit
and relay controlling the signal included in both of said cir-
cuits, of the branch circuit, mcluding a track switch, and oper-
ating to neutralize the relay magnet "

462,527. Electric Elevator. Harry H. Blades and Will-
iam J. McKee, Detroit, Mich.

The object of this invention is to combine wilh an elevator
and more particularly a freight elevator, an electric motor the
said motor connected with the elevator cab and adapted to
travel with it, and switch mechanism on the car for governing
the admission of current to the motor; also, in connection -

therewith a continuous cable traveling with the car, whereby
any person at any floor may operate the said electric switch
and cause the e'evator to ascend or descend to his level as the
case may be.

'

46.

462,

46i.

462

462,

462

462

,53-- Elecrric Cooking Stove. John V. Capek New
York, N. Y.

The last claim is given:

"20. In an electrical stove the combination of a fi.\ed and
movable heater, means for adjusting the position of the mova-
ble heater, and a switch for throwing either or both heaters into
or out of circuit."

Thomas A. Edi-,540. Incandescent Electric Lamp,
son. Llewellyn Park, N. J.

Of the two claims the latter is given:

"2. The improvement in the method of making incandes-
cent electric lamps, which consists in heating the filament to a
red heat after the lamp is exhausted and sealed."

564 Cross Tree for Suspended Electric Wires.
Jacob Levy, Shreveport, La.

571. Electric Lamp Cover and Switch. Emil T.
Mueller, LaCrosse, Wis.

,574 Key Socket for Double Filaraenl Incandescent
Lamps. William J. McCutcheon. Jr., Pittsburg, Pa.

,578. Trolley for Electric Cars. Robert D. Nuttall,'
Allegheny, Pa.

595. Etecttic Railway. James B. Sheldon and Dan-
iel J. Murnane. St. Louis, Mo

Of the twelve claims the first is given;

"In an electric railway a series of yieldingly secured rotating
stationary switches located in the conduit, and having connec-
tion with a source of electricity and devices on the motorcar
adapted to conduct the current from said switches to the
motor."

462,599. Electric Hair Brush. Alexander Stanton,
Lynn, Mass.

462,624. Electric Arc Lamp. Thomas Conroy, Kansas
City, Mo.

462,648. Threading Rod for Underground Conduits.
Frank G- Bolles. Washington, D. C.

The last claim follows;

"4. A rod for inserting wires in conduits composed of sec-
tions, each section having a portion at one end provided with
one or more openings, and at the other end a portion provided
with one or more hooks having two bends, and the angles of
the hook or hooks being alternate.''

462.660. Electric Arc Lamp. Fred. H. Carpenter, Bos-
ton, Mass.

The claim for this Invention is as fullows-

"In an electric arc lamp a disk carbon and its holder journaled
in a supporting frame, which is attached to a carbon rod and a
spring, provided with a lip, secured at one end to the
said frame, its free end pressing upon one end of the said-car-
bon holder.

'

462.661. Electric Arc Lamp. Fred. H. Carpenter, Bos-
ton, Mass.

The last claim reads.

"o. A detachable e.\iension device crucifoim in cross sec-
tion, provided with means for interlocking with an electric
tamp, means for supporting the globe, and a dust receptacle."

462.662. Carbon Holder for Electric Arc Lamps. Henry
E. Chapman, Melrose Highlands, Mass.

462.663. Pencil Carbon Holder for Electric Lamps.
Henry E. Chapman, Melrose Highlands, Mass.
The ciaim is as follows;

"A pencil carbon holder for electric arc lamps, consisting of
a standard secured to the lamp frame and provided wilh a \r.i'w

of lugs, screws mounted in the said lugs, clamps carried by the
inner ends of the said screws, and each having its inner face
provided with beveled recesses alright angles to each otlier,
one of the screws having an annular groove near its inner end.
and a pin in the clamp carried by the said screw engaging said
groove."

669. Stay for Suspended Electric Lights. I'Vcd A.
Johnson, Bath, Me.

Thin invention consists in the structure of Ihc lie xi hie or
elastic non-conducting stay or cushion, and in attaching the
same to the frame rods and hood tods that sunj)ort the pails
which aid in producing the light, whereby the lump is lield in
position of contact.

462,672. Conduii Electric Railway. Archibald J. Rob-
ertson, New York, N. Y.

162,673. Electric Art Lamp. ICdwin C. Russell, Boston,
M ass

.

Of Ihe eighteen clulmii the fifteenth is given;

"A tVwV carbon ho der conBi^ting of a si)in<llc provided with
11 pinlr.ii, Miitalilc journal, a dinlt larhon tiiipport conhiming of
ii nloitril rollitr in wlij. h iirc pivoicd leverw of Ihe first order,
and a tn rew ihrcad upon said sjiindlc, upon which a nut tra-
vcrneN,"

462 677. IncnndcFcent Lamp Socket. Thomas J. I'ay,

New Votk. N. Y.

4^^2.
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EODBTIB E. PHttLTPS, Pteaident. W. H. Bawtoi, aeo'y and Electrician.

AMEUICAIT ELECTHICAL WOEKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Manufacturers of Patent Finished

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
Magnet Wire, Office and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covered

Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telepbone and
Incandescent Cords.

FARADAY CABLES.
New York Office, 10 Cortlandt Street,

p. C. ACKEBSIAN, AEent.

#
Z^.

The Electrical

Construction Co.
^0-

C. A. HARTER, Manager. Telephone, 1718.

BRASS
FOUNDRY.

Itr:i.«K, IJronz*', M hitc Metal, Aluminam-
IJron/.*; .'iii'l Sp»rri:i| AlloJ^. Ca.-tlnK't for

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
A SPf:( lAI.TY

103-107 West Monroe St.,

CHIC?^CO.L. BUTZ."

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insnlatioii <-uaranteed wherever iiMecI, Aerial^ I'nder^^round or Snbniarlne.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886, he says: ''A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."
Tlie ruhbpr used In InsulaMrg oor wir-njind cables Ib especially cheiiiica'ly prepared, and is gnaranfeed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, ozidize or crack, and will remain floilbl'* in eilreme cold
« eather, and is not affecled by heat. The inBulaiion le protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and Bpeclal (»itra finlsb, which we
have now adopted for all our enlld wires as an extra weaiherproofprotection, and also pi eventing chaflng and abrasion, which Is water, acid, and to a very great extent fireproof, Onr insalation ^vUl proTe
diira-'le when all othe'B fall. We are prepared to fiirnlph Sln-jle Wires of all gauf^es and diameter of Insolation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cable's made to order. We ue cow prepared
to famish our Clark Wire with a white outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark Joint ttiini should be used for making waterproof joints. This Is put up io half-pound bosfs. In etrlns about one font long and five-eighths Inch wide, and when wrapped abont a joint
and pressed firmly it makes a eolld mass. FOK KAILIVA.!^ and 910T0U uae, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible cables with Clark insalation.

WE GUAKANTER OCR l^SUl^ATION WHEBRTER USED, AERIAL. TTNDRRGKOUNO OR SUBSIABINE, and our net prices are as low, if not lower than any
n Ve- first-class Insulated Wire. We shall be p'eased to mail Catalognee with terms and discounts for qnantltles.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, MASS.

HENRY A. CLARK, Treasnrer and Gen'l Manager.
HERBERT H. EUSTIS, President and Electrician.

<'1H'CA«0 .4.«E\TS: Tli« Klectrii-al Fiieiaeerins Co., ."$20 nparborn 8t. TOBOSITO, OSTT. ACiEIV'TB: The Toronto Electrical Works.

Queen's "1891" Portable Testing Set.
For Illustration see THE WESTERN ELECTRICIAN, Sept. 19. page 183.

The galvanometer in this set is made of the D'Arsonval
type, and is extremely sensitive, without being affected by
viechajtical vibrations^ as on shipboard, or by intense mag-
netic disturbances, as in pro.ximity to a dynamo. It is. espe-

cially recommended for making tests where a galvanometer
with fibre suspension cannot be used.

Send for Illustrated Descriptive Tatalogue, 1-06.

QUEEN k CO,, PHILADELPHIA.

THE CROCKER-WHEELER
PERFECTED MOTORS.

'^--̂ -'- V-,-: -'^JK?

Very slow speed, fnll power, perfect rogu.
lation. forge<l fields let into base, self-oiling;

bearinjEcs. self-centering: bearings, all sizes,
both arc and incandescent, for all po^ver
purposes.

Acbnowl(>dee(l by the Leading Manufactm-lnp '^'oiiipanley to bo

THE MOST PERFECT MOTOR MADE.
Estimates and Plans Furnished for Electric Power Equipment.

Correspondence Inuited.

430-432 WEST 14TH ST., NEW YORK

WANTED.
One 16 and one 25 H. P.

Westinghouse or Atlas
Steam Engine.

Address J. C,
Care Western Electrician.

"^77" -A- 3^TT E] ID.
A falesman for a neutral Electrical En-

gineering and Construction Company,
operating In all kinds of electric lightlog

and electric power work, in connection with
all first-class apparatus. Headquarters,
New York. Address --NEUTRAL,"

C.ire of Western Electrician.

ELECTRIC OUTFIT.
MASON'S FAMOUS BATTERIES.

MEDAL AWARDED, American Institute Exhibition, 1891.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE B.

JAMES H. MASON
118 & 120

J
Park Ave. Brooklyn, N.Y,

JAMES LEFFEL WATER WHEELS
Built by THE

JAMES LEFFEL ^ CO.
upright and horizontal,

Electric, Mining and Manufacturing

Easy working gates. High percentage and evet
speed at full and part capacity. Equally adapted tt
liigh and low beads. Large number of sizes and
styles. Send for deacriptive pamphlet to

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
SPRINC-IELD

OHiO.
OR 110 LIBERTY ST.
NEW YORK CITY.

ROOT'S WATER-TUBE BOILER.
SAFE. ECONOMICAL. DURABLE.

AX excf,t.ij-;nt

n Electric Plant Boiler.

Koot's Sectional Mnfcty Boiler.

A.lopi.'il by llin Klectrie JAsUt
,L <'oin|)aiiicN of Detroit, tSt. Paul, CoFiini-

ltll^', " 'iii'iiinali, Louisville, Jersey C'ily

A<i »nd u ^'rciit uiany otliers ; also by llm Ar-
niinglon A Sirue Engine Co., rrovidenct",
K. L; Ibe Lynn Belt Line Street lly. Co;,
Lynn, "MaHH., nnd the Thouison-UcHiston
lOiTtrff I'o., t.yiin, MtiHH.

AI)en(lrotli&RootMfg.Co.,

28 Cliff St., New York.

BRANCHES: (JUicaco, Hosloii, Pliilii-

ileliihin, DnlliiB, Kocheeter.

The Winner of 1890 will win again in 1891.

Eleventh year.

SOLE MAKERS:

LAW TELEPHONE COMPANY,
85 John St.. NEW YOKK.

FOR THK

festern ElectrlciaD

8 1.GO.

MICA
For Electrical Parposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL& CO,
ai8 >Vater St.. »re« York.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIES

Electrical Wood.

p
Telecraph ) o
Telephone CROSS L ARMS
Electric LlRht \ E

S
OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL POLES.

C. H. HOLMES. '""""•"°'=°i','.'?i"u?s:Mo.

AN EXPENSIVE DELAY
Will Not Occar If You Order Supplies from Ds.

opt Sliipincnl. Reasonable Pritcs. Full Measure. No Charge for Boxillg Or Cartage.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR
National Alternating and Direct Current Dynamos. Generators and Transformere

;

Packard High Grade Lamps: Eddy Motors:
"Helmet" Weather. proof Wire: •Helmet" Moisture-proof Wire.

Snve time and money by pliioin^ your orders ^rltb

The Electrical Engineering and Supply Co.,
».11 Hiiokcry, I:l4 E Clh t<lt., opp Hotel Kyan. 409 n'MlrhlEBn St..

CHICAGO. ST. PAUL. OULUTH.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND DISCOUNT SHEETS.
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ESTABLISHBD IN 1861.

E. BT^GGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ILICTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
BRANCH STORB

2134 Michigan Avenue.

TO AMERICAN
INVENTORS.

WoodhoQse & Rawson,

rXITED, LD.,

88 Queen Victoria Street,

LONDON, ENC,

NEW YORK OFFICE, 36 WALL STREET.

Are Prepared to Negotiate and

Introduce Inventions of

Merit into Great Britain and all

Parts of the World.

THE EXCELSIOR
Straight-Way Noiseless

Back-Pressure Valve.

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE in Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

THE COWLES

ELECTRIC SMELTING

ALDMINQM GO.

LiOCKPORT, N. Y.,

Offer Commercially Pure Aluminum

In logo s. Slabs, Sheet Wire and Castings
at lowest market rates.

Alnminum Bronze, Alaini-
nam Brass, Silver Bronze, ISil-

icoii Bronze and Manganese
Bronze in ingot!^ and castings.
Ferro Alnminnni for steel and
iron eastings.

SEALEDPROPOSALS.
Notice is liereby given that eealed propoaals

will be receivf.l at the offlce of the Clerk of the
City of Peru, Indiana, up to T o'clock p. m. of the
8th day of December, il59],

For furni.shing and mainlaininfr of firty or more
arc llghtB as tlie Council may deem neceeaary;
said li''hte to be of '^,0C0 candJe power each and to
burn alt night, and be placed in such parts of the
city as the Common Council shall designate, the
Council having the right to add one or more lights
to any contract they may make, at any time dur-
ing' the life of such contract at contract price of
p&me, said contract to take effect on the let day
of Jane, 1S92.

The Council reserves the right to reject any or
all bids.

By order of the Council October 13, 1891.
Address, JOTIN TOLL,

City Clerk.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Botfi Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when v\/riting to advertisers

Simple! Reliable! Durable t

JAMES G. BECKERLEG,
229 S. Franklin St.. Chicago.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The- Kartavert - Manufacturing - Co..,

ELECTRIC SLATE
Switch-boards a Specialty.

Small samples of plain and marbleized free.

T. J. MURPHY,
Electrical Eschsnge BIdg.

Room 215.

136 Liberty Ht.,

NEW >ORK.

One 3 Horse Power Electric Motor.

One 6 Horse Povei Electric Motor.
Both in esfe^t'nt. < LindHion, having

been used hue little.

ERIE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
ERIR PA.

COBEESPONDENCE INVITED.

Manufacturers of

OCTAGONAL^^ Cedar
TELEPHOHI& Electrical

RailwayPoles&CRossArms

f>^ H.M.LOUD & Sons Ujmber(o.
OSCODA. IVIICH.]

THE I»ESljT03Nr "W-A-aTESI^

Unequaled

Efficiency

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheelin the World. Over 2,000 in use.

A£f()rcH the moBt eimple and reliable power for all mining and manufactur-
ing machinery. Adapted to lieflda running from .0 up to 3,000 or more feet.
From 30 to 30 per c6i>t. better resullB guaranteed than can lie produced from
any other Wheel in the country.

KliKCTKIC TBANt^DIISISilOIV.

Unlimited

in

Capacity.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords in the way cf a unitbrm ami relia-

ble power, close regulation and the facility of adaptation to \arylng conoltlons
of n))eed and pretsnre, have brought It into epeclal prominence and extensive
uee for this clase of work. All applications should state amount and head of
water power reqnlred, and for what purpose, with approilmate length of pipe
line. Send fjr ' '.vTAi.n'itiB.

TH£ P£LTON WATER "WHEEL CO.,
VZV-ViW .llain Ht., Hun Franoisco, Cal.. V. S. A.

1-13 l^IBKltTY STKEET. • - XEW YORK,
^^Itliftving cometo our notice that our pfltent rightB are being iufrinped

upon, intendingporchascre are hereby warned thatall such infringements will

be duly itrbspcuted.
PiCliTOM WATER mOTOllH. Varying from the fraction of 1 to ].''>

and "JO horse tower, unequaled for all light running maclilneiy. Wbrraninl
to develop a given ftmount of power wlih one-half tiie water required by any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Addrree as above. Deliveries made from
San f'rancJBCo or New York, ae may afford the most favorable freight rates.

Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co.,
(LIMITED./

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS FOR THE

STEUBEN INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
The best in the Market,

Manufacturers of Electric and Combination Fixtures and

a General Line of Electric Supplies.

Rubber Covered, Weather-Proof Wires
and Lamp Cords.

233 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

It ivill pay yon to gpf our pricf«< nn<l ratalogacM.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO,

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
-KOK

—

ARC LIGHT CIRCUITS.

MI.TIP^K. ltKL,IAB£.K. I>lJJtAltL,E.

The rjnly safe eockel for series lamps, and the only

Br>cket having insulating material frrr the rjutsirle

parli). Send for lllostrated Catalogue.

620 ATLANTIC AVENUE,
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is calied lo Ihis CEL.E.

IIRAXEO YVAXEK WIIKRKa:; particularly adapted to their use
on account of its r4>inarkably Hteady motion* hi^h Hpe^d
and p^reat Eflif'iency^and lai*e;e €yapa<;i(y for itsdianif^ier,
being doubl«* the J*o^H'er of most wheel.-; of same diamei'^r. It :s used
by a number of the leading electric companif^ wiih great satisfaction. In ihc
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per ccnl
of useful effect ernaranteed.
hf:.>i> Fon rAXACocrK Arvu PARxicri.ARi^.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICXOR

X|'K1H;>"ES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume. Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We arc now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situatioa
admits of their use. we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.. DAYTON, OHIO.

/^f /NDIT C AonON CO., MAKERS or HIGH -GRADE

GOING TO CALIFORNIA?
If so, and yoQ want to make the jonrney quickly

ana have the most comfort en route, purchase
your tlr,kete via the Chtcago & Northwestern,
Union PucHic and Southern Pacllic Kailways.
Palhnao drawing-room eleeping cara are run on
fast trains Chicaeo to Sna Francleco, without
chao!:;e, and all meals are served in (lining cars.
Completely furnished tourist uleepinj; care are
aleo run, in wblch accommodations can be pro-
cured by passengere holding either firet or second
class lickete at a cost of only $4,01) per berth
Chicago to San Francipco, and other California
points. All classes of tickets at the most favor-
able ratea, incladlns first class excnrelon tickets
goofi returnine; sis months from date of sale, res-

ervation^ in sleeping cars, and full Information
can be ol>tained at ticket olilcea of the C bicago &
JJorth-Weetern Railwav, No.2i3^ Clark St., Oakley
Avenne Station, and Passenger Station, Corner
Wells and Kinzieats.

J.C.TEMPLE,
(Formerly of STOUT, MILLS i TEMPLE),

DAYTON, OHIO,

HyMcaMMecliaDicalEDiinefir
Improvement of Water Powers, Arraneement

of Power Plants, Shafting, etc., for Electric Power
and Light. CONSTRUCTION SUPERINTENDED.

HAKKIbUN UUNVtYUR
FOR HANDLING

GRAIN. COAL, TAN BARK. SEEDS. ETC.
Will convey all kinds of grain without mixing
Will carry iwo different kinds of material In op-

posite directions at the same time.
Will convey One-Hundred and Fifty Tone of Coal

per honr. Made of Wrought Iron and Steel. Send
-or Illustrated Catalogue. BO«DEN & SClLECK
COMPANY. 48 and 50 Lake St., Chlcaao, III.

WM. S. TUBHEE. Fres. GKO. A. liiil.1^ V. FttES. J. 1.k,1 Kit Wu.M>Bnii.i:,fi. ace. iiua l.c^

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER ENGINEERING CO.,
Consulting and Constructing

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment of Electric Railways. Steam and Electric Plants.

47 Times Building. Telephone Call. 1 009 Cortlandi. NEW YORK.

CEDAR POLCS.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If in want of Pol'-r. 1 .

.- _z*_z, save monej
by gefing my pr;c*a.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Roda, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Ued. Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

WU.M1XGTO.VDEL. Tho Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the "World, i*

SISa?.A.3BXjXS:^£3I3 18 78.
80L.E MANITFACTI RKRS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
OFFICE:
DF.Y ST_ X. Y.

CUT-OUTS,
Single Light, Main and Branch,

OF SUPERIOR PORCELAIN,
With all Connections Under Cover.

s
AW
Y
E
R

M
A
N

LAMPS ANY VOLTAGE
BASE.

HIGH QUALITY LAMPS FOR EDISON CIRCUITS.

See Catalogue of Aug. 1, 1890.

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC CO
620 Atlantic Avenue,

BOSTON. MASS.
510-534 W. 23d Street,

NEW YORK.

M
217 LaSalle Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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e. & C. ELECTRIC MOTORS ^ DYNAMOS.
ELECTRIC MOTORS in all standard sizes,

up to and including 100 H. P., for operating

eleyators, pumps, printing- presses, and machin-

err for general manufacturing purposes.

POWER GENERATORS.
ELECTRIC JIIMXG MACHINERY of

all kinds, Hoists, Tram Cars, etc.

FA?i OUTFITS. Electric Plants for pump-
ing Church Organs.

We call the special attention of
Station Superintendents to the fact
that our machines are absolutely un-
surpassed for economy of electric
current.

DYNAMOS for isolated plants and the equip-
ment of Mills, Banks and Office Buildings with
Electric Lights.

ELECTRIC BLOWERS for ship ventila-
tion. Have equipped 18 U. S. and foreign War
Ships with ventilating apparatus.

NEIF ENGLAND Office,

0:1 Oliver St , BOSTON.
PHILADELPHIA Office, 38 S. Fourth St.

CHICAGO Office, - Fhenix Biiildhig.

SAN FRANCISCO Office, - 35 Market St.

ST. LOUIS Office, - - 121 Olive St.

NEW ORLEANS Office, 7S CuHomJi9iise St.

THE C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTOR CO., 402-404 Greenwich Street. NEW YORK.

OF SOME THINGS ONLY THE BEST!

Three years ago we brought out what was theist the best
m

lV\- ^"^ \^ switch on the market—now we are doino- the same thing agrain

BRINGING OUT THE BEST.

THE UNION ELECTRIC MFC. CO.,
BRIDQEPOKT, OT.

NEW YORK: Alexander, Barney & Chapin. BOSTON: Eastern Electrical Supply Co.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
Hi to 156 (ireen Sl., Green Point, BROOELIN, fi. I.

3IANUFACT0BT OF

Non-Conductive Blocks. Rosettes and Bases for Cui-Outs
and Switches: also Insulators, Cleats, Lamp Trlm-

mlngs and other Electrical Supplies.

Uur production 1b a dense body. The glazing and body
of oar ware are of eame compoaitlon, and are baked
alike, which are the features of

TRITE HARD PORC£I<AIN.

This cut represents our t'lass A

Star Sight "Up-Feed" LUBRICATOR.
There are no joints about it. Arms ami body cast

in One Pieee, so you won't be annoyed by leading
and it will work to your entire satisfaction. Will let

you try it before you buy it.

For Hiile by Jobbers, or apply to

THE WM. POWELL CO., - CINCINNATI, 0.

The Pocket Edition of our General Catalogue of July, 1891,

is now ready for distribution, and we will send it to any one on
receipt of request, by mail.

AMES. EBERT & COMPANY, Agents,

ST. PAUL, MINN.

WESnRN ELECTRIC COMPANY
227 SO. CLINTON STREET, CHICAGO.

COR. THAMES & GREENWICH STS NEW YORK.

P

TAPES AND COMPOUNDS,
VULCA WIRE DUCTS,

ELBOWS, JOINTS, ETC., ETC.

All Snpply Stores Keep Them.

THE NflTIQN'5 CHOICE.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,

78-80-82 Franklin Street,

CliIC'A<;0.

MAIN OFFICE. Tpf, U V|ppl/pr
.ilUanrtfl.-.! llron.lwav. ^^"'- "• "CCKCI,

New York Wtiliri limgir.
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For JDrlvtng Oynamos.

The Clinton Cas Light Co., Clinton, Mass., have thor-

oughly tested and have adopted the Evans System of

Driving Dynamos in their new Electric Light Station,

Thousands of Horse Power in use driving Dynamos, and hundreds of sets of Cones
in operation, driving all classes of machinery. Address

THE EVANS FRICTION CONE CO.,
85 TTfTA-tox- &t., nBOSI'OlNr, 3VE.<^JSI8.

KvanH' tonpM.
For Varyinc Hpccd.

CSICAGO IITSTTLATED WIRE COMPAITV,

HIGH GRADE INSULATED WIRES
OF ALL DESCltll'TIOlNS.

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS
AND SAMPLES.

Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

WEATHERPROOF WIRES,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

MAGNET WIRES,
INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,

ETC., ETC., ETC.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO.. 48-52 N. Clinton St„ CHICAGO, ILL.

EVERYTHING IN

WIRE-FUSE- STRIPS.

WE ARE FITTED WITH
RELIABLE Machinery and Tools,

^sJ^^And Employ RELIABLE Workmen.
^(^i^/A11 Kinds of Electrical Apparatus to Order.

^^ CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

H, WARD LEONARD & COMPANY,

MANUF.\CTURKli UV

The Sperrj Electric Mining Machine Co,,

39thSl.andSteiyariavc.. CH,CAGO.

HARD FIBRE
Rods, Tubing, Washers, Discs and all Special Shapes,

mates and samples furnished upon application.

DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO.,

for insulation and me-

chanical construction is

manufactured in Sheets,

Esti-

WILMINGTON, DEL.

U. S. A.

REMEMBER
Ttiat tlie Western Electrician en.ioye the dietlnction of hsving been
Belected by one of Uie shrewdest of advertleera as the medium
for carrying the largest advertleement ever placed In an electrical
joarnal. This tells' ita own story, and points ita own moral.

For full Information ict^auimg the application
of electricity for any parpuse, wrile to as.

Ask for our pamphlet. Address,

Electrical Exchange Building^.
\k:W 'FOKK CITV.

DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS
Afford the Only Reliable and Efficient Means for

ALL NIGHT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

All other devices are crude, expensive and unsatisfactory.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY
Has established its broad foundation patent for Double Carbon Arc Lamps, No. 219,208, having WOH/oUT
distinct infringement suits in the United States Courts, two of them on final hearing, the decisions

being rendered by Judges Gresham, Blodgett, Brown and Ricks.

The public is warned against the use of infringing lamps or any crude substitute for the Brush Invention.

Arc Lighting Apparatus, Electric Motors and Generators,
Alternating Current Apparatus, Incandescent Lighting Machines,

Carbons for Arc Lighting, Etc., Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,
C3i__:^\/ CDIHLICD-
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NEW BOOK!
NOW READY.

ELECTRIC

TRANSMISSION

HAND-BOOK.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition
to our famous hand-book series, of which
20,000 copies have been sold. The new
book deals in the author's well-known
practical style with all the problems of

Electric Power Transmission.

NOW READY. PRICE. $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOTJIAELY ADAPTED TO DRIVING

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of Its high efficiency at all stages of gate, sleadinesa of motion and

easy working gate, the construction of which makes It the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

CCUn POP P/ITAI nniF mustratlng various styles ol EeUlng
on both vertical and horlzontil shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOrT, MIIiLS & TEMriiE,

WILLIAMS AUTOMATIC ENGINE.
For all purpopeB requiring; steady power.

W1LLLAM6 Engine Works : Ko. 447 North Street,

BALTIMORE. MD. 1

Fine Office Furniture
and Folding Beds.

Brass and Wire Work. 216 Wabash «y.

A. H. Andrews & Co., Chicago.

In addition lo about 4,1)00 Standard and Juninr

Engines.

551 Compound Engines

have been built durinv^ three years to July 1,1891

DIRECT CONNECTED
SLOW SPEED RAILWAY GENERATOR.

125, 250, 500 Horse-Power.

Also Direct Connected Slow Speed Alternating Dynamos of equivalent

capacity.

For Circulars and Estimates ou Complete Plants, address our Engineers.

THEWESTINGHOUSE MACHINE COMPANY. ^
PITTSBURGH. PENNA.U.S.oF A. g

STEAM PLANTS
INSTALI/BD BY

TTVT. B. PEARSON c£ CO.,
HKCHANICAIi ENGINKEBM AHD COXTBACTOB8.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

THEWOODBURYENGINE
SELF-CONTAINED, AUTOMATIC
HIGH SPEED STEAM ENGINE
for Electric Lighiting and
Street Railway Service,

WITH BOILER PLANT COMPLETE
rntAI(jgu« sent on applicition.

STEARNS MFC. CO. ERIE. PA.
BRANCH * Philadelphia, Ui'i I>rexel HIil^;.

OFFICES ' San Francisro, ai> & 31 Spear St.

f^L^^i
cipA'"M

|J)BARB?QI^\T

DRY STEAMB^
i-oiiNis^Er! B-s-

THE POND SEPARATOR,
The Pond Separator Is guaranteed to relieve the

steam of all entrained water, and return this water
to the boiler, thus effecting a large saving In fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

POKD ElVGIIVEGBIXG COMPANY
ST LOUIS.

OM«H«.
CHICAGO.

DALLAS.
KANSAS CITY.

SEATTLE.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.

Undenvriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest condnctifity. Copper Magnet TTtre. i-Vcri&fe Silk, Cotton
^OEjjjif^^ and fForsted Cordsfor Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Tf'ork. .t.'03ji~y^

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

aPATENT KiKi LiNE WJRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

.A.g'eiits for ttLe ";A7-.A.SIiIiT<3-TOiT C-A-I^BOiT CO. Carteoiis for .^J^= Ijig-l3.tixi.§r

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., CHICAGO,
Are our Selling Agents, and carry a lino of Insulated and Bare Wires ol our make.

THOS. L. SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 Park Place, NEW YORK.
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YOUSE
AT THE CONVENTION?

THE NEW COMBINED

Snow - Sweeper - and - Plow
EXHIBITED BY THE

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR, PRICES

AND FULL INFORMATION CONCERNING IT.

We are Prepared to Make Quick Delivery.

The Motors and Equipments can all be utilized on other cars

after the Winter Season is over.

j^]3X>Zl£3SS,

11

BOSTON OFFICE:

620 Atlantic Avenue.
CHICAGO OFFICE:

148 lYEicliigan Avenue.
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EVERY

P:
^wr^

J^^™J^^5j

COMPENSATING

Volt Mers ud kneters,
Never get out of calibration. They are

moderate in price, and we guarantee
them as good as any instrument made.

WRITE FOR SPECIAL CIRCULAR AND PRICE LIST.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
Declare dividends for you.

THE RNAFF ELEGTRIGAL WORKS
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS,

, ILL

?
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|\IO man who ever personally "set up" a battery of the ordinary fluid cells and had to

carry watef and mix solution, and perhaps break a jar in the operation, but wished

away down in his heart for some neater, better way.

1^0 MAN who ever packed glass jars for "his man'' to take out on a job, and thought

sure he had everything—the zincs, the carbons, the sal ammoniac, all—but wished

for something better, something compact, unbreakable, with NOTHING to forget.

IMO MAN WHO ever bought a bell and fluid battery, and pushed the button and

expected the bell and the battery to do the rest, but sooner or later was disap-

pointed, because the fluid had evaporated or frozen, or the zincs eaten up, or the

connections corroded, and wished for something better.

ItWE ^ AJ4^

»C>RY BATTER^'

AIAS
,. , I

.(>^
v.^-^

CHICAGO

THE AJAX DRY BATTERY
IS BEITTIBIS

And combines all the desirable qualities of fluid cells with none of

their disadvantages. It possesses many good features distinctively

its own. It is Strong, Durable, Compact, Reliable.

The DIAMOND BELL is a Model of Ingenuity, surpassing in its mechanical and

electrical construction any bell ever offered to the trade. All Metal. Dust and Bug proof.

Neat and Ornamental.

For Prices of Batteries and Bells address the Manufacturers,

Eastern Offices & Factories,

ANSUNIA, CONN.
THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.

RiaUlll SI. ail KtUp Alt, CElCAaO.

Send for Illustrated Cata-

logue of House Goods,

THE WIRT RHEOSTAT.
For many purposes the use of a

rheostat or adjustable resistance is in-

dispensable, and consequently the va-

riety of forms in which these are made
is very great. The chief difiiculty has

been to produce a sufficiently gradual

increase of resistance and to insure

good contact at the successive points,

and at the same time have sufficient

resistance and ample current capacity

within reasonable space.

We are confident that these vari-

ous points have been well combined in

the Wirt Rheostat, one form of which

we illustrate here. We can make these

in various sizes adapted to any special purpose for'which they may be intend-

ed, such as photometric testing, stage regulators, etc. They are finished

either in hardwood polished, or mounted with marbleized slate. We will

be pleased to answer any inquiries relating to these or special instruments.

THE WIRT VOLT
INDICATOR.

(PATENTED.)

Is intended to be left in circuit

continuously, and can be relied upon

for constancy and accuracy under the

most trying conditions. The resist-

ance of the instrument is high—making

the consumption of energy small. An
adjustable index permits readmg at a

distance, indicating variations from

normal pressure.

flAAtcm f>mp«- nnrt f'arlorlc*

Ansonia, Conn.

The Electrical Supply Co.,
WF;MTF,IIV WVVH v. \M> H Alir.lUd'HKH

Cor. Randolph St. and Michigan Ave.,

CHICAGO.
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THE NATIONAL TRANSFORMER SYSTEM
OF INCANDESCENT LICHTINC.

Florence, S. C, August 19, 1891.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFC. CO., Eau Claire, Wis.:
GrENTLEMEN:—I write this to tell you of the wonderful performance of our Alternating

Dynamo, which is a 750 lighter of your manvxfacture. Last night, while at supper, a cross
got on our mains by their sagging on to a telegraph wire, and my engineer,who is a new man,
ran the dynamo with the ampere meter needle clear on the end of the scale, which is about 80
amperes, or equivalent to approximately 1,600 lamps. It ran that way until it chocked down
a 100 H. P. engine with 110 pounds steam, and then he sent for me. Strange to relate, the
machine was not damaged a particle. The excessive current had melted all of the 4 fiises on
the board, but the engineer had put in new ones and heavier ones, and had started up again.
I consider that we have the only dynamo on earth that would stand such a strain and not be
injured. I shall of course see to it, that a thing of this kind does not happer again.

[Signed] A. A. FORMAN, Supt. Florence Impvt. & Mfg. Co.

THIS IS

THE

THAT

WE BDILD,
Self-Contained Alternator. Capacity 1 ,000 1 6 C. P. Lamps.

SEND FOR CIRCULARS AND PRICES.

COMPLETE

CENTRAL STATION EQUIPMENTS
FOR

LIGHT OR POWER
DItSTRIBVTIOK.

OUE APPAEATU3 IS OF THE

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
MECHANICALLY AND ELECTRICALLY.

WE GUARANTEE ITS OPEKATJON ASI>

PROTECT OUR CUSTOMERS.

COMPLETE

DIRECT CURRENT SYSTEM
FOR

I-.IC3-H:TI3SrC3--

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFC. CO.. Eau Claire. Wis,
03E20.

-A.a-Eisr'X'S:

NEW YORK, N. Y., National Electric IVUg. & Const Co.. Elect. Exchg. BIdg.

BUFFALO, N. Y.,
CINCINNATI, O.,
WASHINGTON. D. C ,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.,.
LINCOLN. NEB.,
SEATTLE, WASH.,

Liltlc. McDonald & Co.. 141 East Seneca St.

W. N. Gray. 1 2 Chamber ol Commerce.

L. N. Cox. 16 Filth St . S. E.

C. M. Blanchard. Girard Building.

• Lincoln Electrical Mlg. & Supply Co.

Chas. H. Baker & Co.

DULUTH, MINN.,

BRUNSWICK, ME.,
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH,
ST. PAUL, MINN.,
DETROIT, MICH.,
DENVER, COLO ,

WINNIPEG, MAN.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.,

The Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.

Maine Electrical Intprovemcnt Co.

M. C. Godbc.

The Electrical Engineering & Supply Co.

Commercial Electric Co

The Mountain Electric Co

Simpson-Oavis Electrical Conslruction Co.

- National E eclrical Development Co.
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ORT WITNE ELECTRIC GO..
MAJrrFACTlJRERS OF THE

SLATTERY INDUCTION AND WOOD ARC SYSTEM
-o:f»-

THE MOST PERFECT OF ANY.

For references as to the merits of these systems, inquire of the local companies, the operators, or the customers in

the large cities of this country where these systems are now being used almost exclusively after other systems have been
tried and thrown out—-Philadelphia, New Orleans, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Detroit, etc.

WE MAKE ALL STANDARD SIZES OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM.
Also Arc Lamps of Standard Sizes, 2,000 c. p., 1 ,200 c. p. and 800 c. p.

Main Office and Factory, FORT WAYNE, IND.

XEW TORK 115 Broadway.
CHICAGO 185 Dearborn Street.
PHILADELPHIA 907 Filbert Street.
DAXliAS, TEXAS McLeod Baildins.

OT'IF'IOEIS.
PITTSBUKGH, PA 533 'Wood Street.
SAX FBAHrCISCO 35 New Montgomery Street.
TOKOlfTO, CANADA 138 King Street, ^W.
BUFFAXO .' aaS Pearl Street.

ONE MOTOR DRIVING DOTH AXLES
Of a street car, is the same principle as having all driving wheels of a locomotive connected, which is the

AMERICAN SYSTEM.

Sizes:

15, 30 and 40

Mechanical

Horse Power.

One Heat

Proof Motor,

Driving

Both Axles.

This cut represents the latest construction of our Standard Apparatus equipped with our HEAT PROOF MOTOR.
Attention is invited to the woxk being done by these equipments on the Merrimac Valley Street Railway,

Lawrence, Mass.; Consolidated Street Railway Company, Grand Rapids, Mich,; and the People's Electric Street Rail-

way, Springfield, 111.; where, in each place, the two largest electric .companies have put their latest equipments
against them, with the result of proving our claims and strengthening the advantages derived from utilizing the full

traction of the car, and driving all wheels simultaneously.

PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS:

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS
DETROIT, MICH., U. S. A.

Also Manufacturers of Electrical Power Machinery, Standard Line Appliances and General Electrical Supplies.

COKKKMPIIMIKNCE IWITKH.

P
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"AJAX" The Best

Circuit Breaker

and Only Indestructible Switch.

C. S. VAN NUIS, 136 Liberty St., New York.

The Minnesota Brush Electric Company

^ MILES
of Arc, Incandescent and Power Cables

INVESTIGATION PROVED IT

THE BEST.

OP^ THE

MariUMerironnflCaWeCo.,
New York, Pittsburgh, Chicago.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
Tlte acknon^ledgred Standard for dnrable and Iiigli In-

solation. Its merits proved by a record of over quarter
of a centnary. Adapted, to all electrical parposes.

CELEBRATED KERITE TAPE FOR fflSDLATING JOINTS,

PACKARD
HIGH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
^~*i Manufartnr*'!! h^ Iho -

NEWYORK& OHIO COMPANY, Warren, Ohio.

4
,ffUMUII,

.J. W. PEALE, 1 Broadwuy, NEW YORK.
ELECTRIC ENG. & SUPPLY CO., SYRACUSE, N. Y.
ELECTRICAL EN'G. SUPPLY CO., 031 Bookerr, CHICAGO, and ST. PAUL.
ST. LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., ST. LOUIS.

GLOWER, HARRIS «c CO.,
CO\'TBACTIXe AXD COXSCI/TIXK EliECTBICAL. EXel.VEEBH.

The largest Electrical Supply House west of the SUeslsslppI River. EVERYTHING ELECIRIML.

289 XSXjiaa: STU'^H'T, 1~>i^TiTn^gl. X'^^CA.a.
WILLARD L. CANDEE, )«„.;„... M«n»;7<.r«H miRANT CHEEVER. t°°*"'"= ilanagers.
H. DURANT CHEEVER,

P. CAZENOVE -lOXES,
Manager of Factorl.iu

The

Internalional OKONITE COMPANY,

i-ON'^.

LIMITED.

rTRADE MARK 1

Electric Light and Power,
Telegraph and Telephone*
Railway and all other
Branches of Signalrngc

ALL SIZES Aerial Use,

Ipari Fnrn^pH Wires Subterranean Use,Leaa tncasea wires. submarine Use.
Concealed Wiring in all Locations.

GEORGE B. PRESGOTT, Jr., Gen. Agt., 16 Dey St., New York.

Western Electric Co., Chicago, 111., Sole Agents for the West.

ALEXANDER, BARNEY tc CHAPIN,
20 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

THE IHOST

POPULAR LAIVIP

IN THE IHARKET,

"a.bT.c.

WRITE US

FOR

PRICES

OF ALL GOODS.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and T DEY STREET, NEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

BATTERY,
g,g|.^^.|.g,

Supplies

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES MPCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.
BRANCHES: Chicago, BostOD. Philadelphia, Minneapolis, Cincinnati. Kansas City.

Omaha, I^oaisville, St, Louie, San Francisco. London and So- America.

WRITE FOR PRICES ON

TROLLEYS. GEARS, BEARINGS

AND GENERAL SUPPLIES.

R. D. Nuttall Company,
Allegheny, Pa. New York.

The 1891 ELECTRIC MOTDRamo BATTERY.
SIMPLE. DURABLE.

ECONOMICAL. EFFICIENT.

For Offices, Sick-rooms, Restaurants.

Jewelers, DcDtists, Confectioners,

An.ateur8, and at

ONE-HALF PRICE.
Send for prices and deecrlptlrc pampbLeti to

THE "CHAMPION'
Price, with Rod Zinc, SI. 16 per Cell, with Corrugated

Zinc, $1.35 per Coll.

THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED,

1891 WOTOR-8 Oliver Street. BOSTON. MKS.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., newyork.

Of all Doscriptions.

OompliU C.ll of Cbftm. Crbon It&vrvotr Nrd Cot«
pic. BatUry, of Cli.mplo. Battery.

Corruealpt) Zlnp of f'tiir

plonB.ll.iy.

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Light and Power
Appliances,

Construction Tools and

Line Material.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

W. B. Pearson A Co., Ilom<> Inouranco Itnilillns. chlraso. Ill

Thos. U. Siiillb. Jr., 11 llnmninnil linlldiiiK. Clnrinnati. Oklo.
W. .*. I>ay, l)tS Oliver Street, HoxtOB. Mana.

A. 91. norae it Co., Ht. I.onls, Jlo.
Coolcy •& Vater. Mtnni-npollH. Minn. .._,..

Slead « .HirlDicham, 3^1 Hammond BalldlBC, Detralt, Blek.
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THE

Thomson-Houston
ELECTRIC CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY OF

DYNAMOS, LAMPS
And Every Necessary Appliance for the Construction, Maintenance and Operation of

Central Stations and Isolated Plants,

Arc, Direct Current and Alternating Current Systems,

100,000 750,000
Thomson-Houston Arc Lamps, Thomson-Houston Incandescent Lamps

In Daily Operation October 1, 1891

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, WESTERN OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave.. BOSTON, Mass. 148 Michigan Ave., CHICAGO. ILL
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Abeudroth & Root Mfg. Go. .
.

Alexander, Barney & Chapln I

American Electrical Works xiii

ADdrewB& Co., A. H xix

Baggot, E xiv

Bain Electric Mfg. Co ix

Ball Engine Co xix

Ball & Wood Co , The I

Beckerleg, Jas. G xiv

Beggs, J. E,, Mfg. & Supply Co.xII

BeiDSteIn Electric Co -

Blatz, L -

Borden & Selleck Co xv
Braun lUustratlag Co xix

Brownlee & Co ". . . xii

Brookfleld, Wm xii

Brush Electric Co xvil

Burton Elecliic Co W
Butler Hard Rubber Co -

Buxton, Geo. B ix

0. B.&Q. R. R -

C. &E. K. R XIV

C.&N. W.R. R
C. &. C. Electric Motor Co.... xvl

Card E. Motor & Dynamo Co. .-

Central Electric Co v

Chicago Electric Mfg. Co xvii

Chicago Electric Motor Co x!U

Chicago Insulated Wire Co xvil

Glower, Harris & Co
Colburn Electric Mfff. Go
Consol. Elec. Mfg. Co., The...
Cowles Elec. Smelt & Alum. Co. xiv

Crocker-Wheeler Eltc. Mo. Co. xiii

Day's Kerlte Insulation I

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. .xix

Delaware Hard Fibre Co x
Detroit Elpctrical Works xxiv

Densmore Typewriter Co xll

Eastern Electric Cable Co xiii

Easton Electric Co xvl

Ediaon General Electric Co vl

Edison General Electric Co., Cable

and Wire Department vl

Electric CoDStructloQ & Sup.Co. .vili

Electric MerchandiseCo iv, x
Electric Secret Service Co x

Electrician Pub Go xv, xviil

Elec. Construction Co., The xiii

Electrical Engineering Go
Elec. Eag. & Supply Co., The.
Elec. Supply & Ooniraciing Co. .ix

Electrical Supply Co., The. . . xxli

Elektron Mfg. Co iv

Empire China Works xlli

Evans Friction Cone Co xvii

For Sale xil

Foster, 0. A I

Fort Wavne Electric Co xxlv

Gleas3n '& Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd. xiv

Globe Carbon Co xv
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.. ix

Greeley «& Co., The E. S i

Goodrich-Coleman Elec. Wks. . xvi

Helfller Electric Co iv

HUl Clutch Works xvi

HIrllmanD, C. J ix

HIne Eliminator Go
Holmes, G. H xl i

Holmes. Booth & Haydens. . . . vil

Hood, Wm X

India Rubber & Gutta Percha
Insulating Co xxiii

tnteriorCondultv&InsulatlonCo.. . x
International Okonlte Co I

Kartavert l^lfg. Co xiv

Keller & Degenhardt xli

Knapp Electrical Works xxi

La Roche E'ectric Works iv

Law Telephone Co xiii

Leonard & Co., H. Ward xvil

Leffel & Co.. Jas xiii

Loud , H . M. & Sons Lumber Co. . xiv

McLaughlin, James xix

MillikenBros xvii

Monitor Electric Co x

Moeher Arc Lamp Co
Munsell & Co., Eugene xiii

Murphy, T. J xlli

National Carbon Go x Iv

National Electric Mfg. Co —

-

N.Y. Belting & Packing Co. . . .

New York Insulated Wire Co.. xvl

New York & Ohio Co I

N. W.Elec. Specialty Co.... =

Nattall Company. R. D 1

Ostrander & Co., W. R xvl

Palate, H. T xll

Page Belting Co xiv

Partrlok & Carter Go v.i

Payne & Co., Geo. W
Pearson & Co.. W. B xix

Pelton Water Wheel Co xiv

pQoenix Glass Co xvi

Pjnd Engineering Co xix

Powell Co., The Wm —
Queen & Co . xiii

Ries Elec. Specialty Co., The. . . x

Rockford Electric Mfg. Co xli

Royal Electric Co
Samson Cordage Works xli

Sarcent & Lundy xlli

8awyer-Man Electric Co xl

Schawtl & Co., Jas xil

8chieren&Co. Chas. A xli

Schoonmaker, A. O xll

Schuyler Electric Co xv
Sealed Proposals xiv
Short Electric liallway Co xii

Schultz Belting Co xiv
Sperry Elf c. Mining Mach. Co. xvil

Standard Underground Cable Co... .1

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co xxiii

Star Electrlx Co vill

Stearns Mfg. Co xix
Sterling, W. C xv
Steuben Elec. Mfg. Co., The. . . . ix

Stllwell »& Blerce Mfg. Go....xlv,xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co vli

Taussig, S
Temple, J. C xv
Tnomson-Houston Elec. Co...H, xx
Union Electric Mfg. Co., The. .

Union Electric Works xii

Union Hardware Co xll

U. S. Electric Lighting Co xi

VanNuIa C. S i

Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Wanted xiii

Western Electric Co viii

Westinghouse Elec. and Mfg Co
Westinghouse Machine Co xix
Weston Elfclrlcallnstrum't Co. . .xil

Williams E iglne Works xix
Woodbridge & Turner Eog. Co . xv
Woodhouse»& Rawson, Ltd... .

Worthlngton, Henry R xi!

CLASSIFIED LIST.

Af^cnmniators.
BruBh Electric Co.

AlamlDDin.
CowleB Elec. Smelt. & Alum. Co.
<ioo(]rlch-Loleman Elec. Worke.

Annnneiutors.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Conatroction Co., The.
Great \Vestern Elec. Supply Co.
(ireeh-y & Co.. The E. S.

Knapp Electrical Worfea.
Monitor Electric Co.
Ostrander & Co. W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works,
Western Electric Co.

Arc LampB.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Begins, J. E., Mfg. & Supply Co.
itrQHb Electric (JO.

Easton Electric Co.
Electric Construction & Sapply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Mosher Arc Lamp Co
Schayler Electric Co.
Steuben Electric ilfg. Co.
Thomson -Honeton Julectrlc Co.
WeetinghoueeElectrlc & Mfg. Co.
Western Elertric Co.

Arc lAtxht Cord.
Sameon Cordage Works.

Batteries,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.,The.
Foster, O. A.
Hirlimann, C. J,

Law Telephone Co.
Monitor Electric Co.
PartrlcK tJB Carter Co.
Q,ueen & Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Hirlimann, C. J.

Law Telepnone Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Q,iieen & Co.
Western Electric Co.

B«>ll8, Klectric.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., TheE. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Star JSlectrix Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Slaeneto.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Beltlne.
Evans Friction Cone Co.
N. Y, Beltlne & Packing Co.
PaRO Belting Co.
Hchieren & Co.. Chae. A.
Shnlta Belting Co.

Boilers.
Abendroth & Root Mfg. Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Books. Rlectrlo-al.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Braider spoolers.
Payne & Co., Geo, W.

BrOHN <nOOllS.
BlBtz. L.
Powell Co., The Wm.

tSnrelar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co,, The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co. .The E.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Pertrlck & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Wlro Ineulated.)

CaltlrH. KU'ctrlc. (See Wire Ineu-
iflt(^il), 4'ot)i>fr.mioet and Bar.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Wehtern Electric Co.

Carbons, Points and Plates.
Brush Electric Co.
tientral Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co." The.
Globe Carbon Co.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
National Carbon Co.
Weutern BlectTlc Co,

VaHtiotx», BraHH.
Blatz. L.

Clatcbes. Friction.
Hill Clutch Works.

Cunetmctlon and Bepalra.
BaloElectrlcSIfg. Co.
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Electric CoDBtrnctlon & Supply Co.
Biectric Supply A Contracting Co.
Electrical Construction Co., The.
Electrical Engineering Co.
Knapp Electrical Worts.
Leonard & Co., H. Ward.
McLaughlin. Jas.
Temple. J. C.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, Kleotrlc JLieht,
Knsrine Plants and Klectric
Ballways.
Bail Engine Co.
Ball& vVooa<o..The.
Bain Electric Manofactarlng Co.
Urush Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Glower, Harris & Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Eleclric Supply &. Contracting Co.
Electrical Engineering Co., The.
Electrical Ecg. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Ueisler Electric Co.
Keller & Degenhardt.
La Roche Electnc Works.
Leonard & Co., il. Ward.
McLaughlin, Jas.
Pearson & Co., W- B.
Pond En£ineerlng Co.
Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Short Eltctrlc Railway Co.
Steuben Electric Mfg. Co.
Temple, J. C.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Westinghonte Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.
Williams Engine Works.
Woodbridge & Turner Eng. Co.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrlral Supply Co., The.
Great WoBtern Elec. Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonfte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Standard UndergrouBd Cable Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cordage.
Samson Cordage Works.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co. , The.
Holmes, C. H.
Loud, H, M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cnt-Onts and t^ivitclies.
Alexander, Barney & Chapln.
Central Electric Co.
Coupolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Paiste, H.T.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Star Electrix Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
Van Nuie.C. S.

Western Electric Co.

Oynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Begce.J. E., Mfg. & Supply Co.
C. & C. Electilc Motor Co.
Clower, Harris & Co.
Colbnrn Electric Mfg. Co,
Detroit Electrical Works.
Easlon Electric Co.
Electric Supply & Contracting Co.
Electrical Engineering Co , The.
Electrical Ene. k, Supply Co.
Fort Wavne Electric Co.
Helsler iClectrlc Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
Rockford Electric ManufacturingCo.
Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Steuben Electric Mfg. Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
United States Electric Lighting Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghonee Electric* Mfg. Co.

ElertriP lleatine-.
Burton Electric Co.
Electric Mercliandiee Co.

iciectrlc Railvtuvft-
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Leonard & Co.. H. Ward.
Sargent & Lundy.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thumson-Honston Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric A Mfg. Co.
Woodbridge & Turner Eng. Co.

filectrleal Instrnments.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Kloc Mfg. Co., The,
Electrlc.il Supply Co.. The.
Greeley « Co., The E. S.
Partrick & Cart«r Co.
Q.neen & Co.
star Electrl.x Co.
I nion Eleclric Workp.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.

RIectrlcnl (ntelli&encc.
Kelli'rA Dcgeuhhrdt.
Leonard & Co., H. Ward.

electrical Specialties.
Northwestern ^lect. Speclaltv Co.
Ries Electric Specialty Co. The.
tftar Electrlx Co.

Rlectrollers and Combtna-
tlon Fixtures.
Bageot, E.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Glosfoii & Bailey Mfg. Co., Ltd.
ThomBon-floaeton Electric Co.

Kiectro-PIatlne Machines.
Brush Electric Co.
Colbnrn Elf^ctrlc Mfg. Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Thomeon-Honston Electric Co.

Kncrlnes. Mteam.
Ball EnL-lne Co.
Ball A, Wood Co., The.
BeggB, J . E.. Mfg. & Supply Co.
Pearson & Co., W.B.
Pond Encineering Co,
Sargent & Lundy.
Steams Mfg. Co.
WeetlDgbouse Machine Co.
WilllamB Engine Co.

EDfirrav*»r8.
Braun illustrating Co.

Fan Outfits.
C. & C. Electric Motor Co.
Card Electric Motor & Dynamo Co.
Edison General Electric Co,
Electrical Supply ( 'o., The.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcaniztd Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
PartrlciT & Carter Co.
Union Eleclric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Friction Cones-
Evans Friction Cone Co.

Gas ijlehtlne* Klectric.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

General Electrical HnppUes.
Alesander, Barney & Chapin.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg, Co.
Clower. Rarrls & Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Electric Supply & Contracting Co.
Electrical Eng. t Supply Co.
Edison General mectrJc Co.
Electric Construction & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
tireeley &Co.,TheE. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Northwestern Electric Specialty Co.
Ostrander & Co.,W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Ries Electric Specialty Co., The.
Star Electrlx Co.
Steuben Electiic Mfg. Co.
Thomson-Honeton Electric Co.
Union Electric Jlanafacturlng Co.
Western Electric Co.

eiobes and Electrical Glass-

Baggot. K.
Gieason & Bailey Mfg, Co. Ltd.
Phffinis Glass Co.

Hird Knbbcr <i<oods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Insulators and Insalatlns
materials.
Alexander, Barney i- Chapln.
Brookfleld, Wm.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated El*'c. Mfg. Co., The.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great n'estern Elec. Supply Co.
Interior Conduit & Insolation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Mnnsell & Co., Eugene.
New York InsuUted Wire Co.
Nuitflll, R. D., Company.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Star Electrix Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated T^'lres and Cables.
3Iae:net ^^^Ire.
American Electrical Worka.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Day's Korlte Insulation.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Gletieon & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Holmes, Booth & H^dens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insu-
latlngCo.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Klectric Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick* Carter Co.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Sjierry Elec. MlnlngMachlno Co.
Western Electric Co.

liamps. Incandescent.
Alexander. Barney & Chapln.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Clower, Ilarrlt) it Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Electrlciii Ene. A: Suppiv Co.
Gle:isou .t Bfli'ev Mft'. Co. Ltd.
Great Western Elec Suppl*- Co.
Greeley A Co., The B. S.
Helsler Electric Co.
Hood,Wui.
Knapn Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Noribwi'.''tern Elect. Specialty Co.
N«iwv(»r-M*D KIocMrCo.
Stenbon l^lfotric Mfg. Co.
Sant)eam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

I^nbricators.
Powell Co.. The Wra.

naenet Wire.
(See Insulated Wire.)

nedlcal Batteries.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Mica.
Mnosell & Co., Eoeene.
Schoonmaker, A. O.

ninlDjr Apparatus, Electrle.
Bain Electric Mfe. Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Thomaon-HonBton Electric Co.
Sperry Elec. Mlnlnj? Machine Co.
U eBtlofihouae Eleclric <k Mfg. Co.

Motors.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Motor A Dynamo Co.
Crocker-Wheeler El'^rlc Motor Co.
C. A C. Electric Motor Co.
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
ICwton El^Mrlc Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
p:!e':tric Supply i Contrictlnz Co.
Electrical fcn^neering Co.,TDe.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Elektroc Manofaciarine Co.
Fofter. O. A.
La Rocte Electric Worka.
Rockford E lectric ManufactariDt: Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Tnomson-Honaton Electric Co.
U. 8. Electric UghOng Co.
WeetlnghooBe Electric 4 Wg. Co.

Name Plates.
Blatz, L.
f^oodrlch-Coiemaii Elec. Worke.

Office Fnralture.
Andrews &, Co., A. H.

Oils.
Tansslg, 8.

Oil €nps.
Powell Co.. The Wm.

Patent Nolicltors.
Woodhouee & Raweoo, Ltd.

Packing-
Buxton. Geo. B.
N.Y. Belting & Packing Co.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Holmes, rv. H.
Load, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Platinnm.
Schawel & Co., Jas.

Poles.
Brownlee & Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical STTppIy Co , The
Holmes, C. H",

Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co
MUliken Bros.
Sterling,W. C.

Publishers, Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Posh Buttons.
Central Electric Co,
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Northwestern Elect. Specialty Co
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Ballways. Electric.
iSee electric rallwaye.i

BfsnIatlDs Sorkets.
Ries Electric L-pecialri- Co. The.

Separators. Nteam.
Hme Eliminator Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

Speakinje Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Oetrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pnmps.
Worthlngton, Henry R.

Supplies, Elecrrlc HaUway.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Nuttatl. R. D. Co.

Tapes, Insalatlnf.
American Electrical ff'orka.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
India Rubber & Gotta Percha In-
sulating Co.

rntemational Okonlte Co., The,
New York Insulated Wire Co.

Telesraph Apparatu*.
Central Electric Co.
Klectric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Suppiv Co., The,
Greeley it Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick A Carter t'o.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones Klectrlc-
Western Electric Co.

TcBt InHtrnments,
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Kl.'ctric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Snpplv Co., The.
Greeley A Co., the E. S,
Knapp Electrical Works.
t^uoen & Co.
I n!on Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Woeton Electrical loptrument Co.

Transrornters.
Electrical Eng, Jfe Suppiv Co.
National KlectricMannfactarlngCo.
Stanloy Electric Mfg, Co,
Westinghonee Biectric A- Mfg. Co.

Trolley CoTd.
Sameon Cordage Works.

Tracks, Klectric Car.
fidleon General Electric Co.
Short EhK'tric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westlnghouflc Electric A -Mfc. Ca

Tnrblne IVhcels.
Davton Globe Iron Worke Co.
Leffel A Co.. James.
Pelton W.-^ior Wheel Co.
Stllwell A Blerce Mfg. Co.

T\pc Writers.
Pen?more Tvpe-Wrlter Co.

Valves
Bfckerieg, Jas. G.

Wire. Bare.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electilc Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmep, Bootli 4 Haydeae.
Knapp Klectrl'-A! Worku
Sperry Klcc. Mining Macbln* Co.
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ELECTRIC • • HEATING.
BURTON ELECTRIC CO.,

RICHMOND, VA.

WONDERFUL IN ITS EFFICIENCY.
THE BURTON ELECTRIC HEATER costs less to operate than a stove, and requires NO REPAIRS.

THREE YEARS' SERVICE has demonstrated its practicability.
Circulars upon application. Information furnished.

WRITE TO THE SELLING AGENTS:

ELECTRIC MERCHANDISE COMPANY,
1 1 ADAMS ST., CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.

IMPORTANT.
THE HEISLER SYSTEM IS THE

ONLY APPARATUS
MADE FOR LONG DISTANCE LIGHTING THAT IS

SELF-CONTAINED
AND PROVIDED WITH ABSOLUTELY

AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

Our Series Socket is SAFE, RELIABLE, and DUR-
ABLE, and is protected with INSULATED covering,

notwithstanding the claims of monopoly of these feat-

ures by other manufacturers.

IMPORTANTI
BEFORE PURCHASING INVESTIGATE THE

LA ROCHE

SYSTEM.

Series Sockets and Lamps for Arc Light Circuits.

WE INVITE INVESTIGATION.

HEISLER ELECTRIC CO.
DREXEL BUILDING,

PHILADELPHiA, PA.

liLTERHhTlliq DYHIiHIOS
FOR LONG DISTANCE LIGHTING,

FOR 100 TO 8 200 LIGHTS.
AOEHTS -WANTED. NOTICE OUR ILLUSTRATION NEXT WEEK.

La Roche Electric Works,
H6 & il8 NORTH 6lll ST., PHILAI ELPHIA, Pfi., U. S. A.

YOU GET THE BEST
"ro"HElT VOU BIT"?

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS --.DYNAMOS
3Vt«.iixxro-ot'vi.x-ocl Only 3Sy

}

The Elektron Manufacturing Co,
NEW YORK OFFICE. 89 Liberty St. spRiBrGFii:r.D, ihass.

szjXjXjiiivrot- -A-o-aDiNrTS!
WaHfaing^ton, D. C, 3. U. Eurkelt & (>,.. Um New Yoik Ave. >ch OrleunM, I.ii., '^orgc Bviule. HO Oravlcr St. OhIcnKO, 111., The Electrical Engineer-

ing Cc., 320 Dearborn St. Mt. Pnnl. ninn., F. 3. Renz, 95 EartFoarth 8t. rhila<l«lphia, Pa., I'tnDdylvaDls la^cbtne 0-. 2» Noit*! 8<J'?nth 8'.
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TO OUR CUSTOMERS:
CHICAGO, November 16, 1891.

We have just completed arrangements with the Swan Lamp Manufacturing Company
to handle their lamps and will, in future, sell this Company's lamps in prefererce to any
others. We have heretofore been selling the Packard lamp, and in making the change, we
do not wish to be understood as retracting any of our claims for that lamp. We are

simply keeping pace with the wishes of our patrons, who demand a lamp of high efB.ciency

and good average life, rather than one of low efficiency and extra long life.

As the electric lighting industry becomes one of the stable dividend paying interests

of the world, station managers are obliged to pay more attention to every source of waste,

and there has heretofore been none more prolific than that of low efficiency lamps,

especially when the capacity of the station is nearly full.

The Swan lamp is one of high efficiency and good average life, say from 600 to 1,000

burning hours, while it does not blacken to any appreciable degree even when it is nearly

burned out. These lamps are made to fit any socket, and, as we will carry a stock of all

ordinary candle powers and voltages, orders can be promptly filled.

ST. LOUIS BRAN'i:H.

sLQ§^

TRADE MARK.

iOUTHERN ELECTRICALSUPPLY COIWPANY,

823 Locust St , St. Louie, Mo.

OMAHA DRANCH,

^m
TfiADE MARlii

WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,
418 S. 15th St., Omaha, Neb.

TR,-AJDE ]yn.A.K.K:.

KANSAS CITY BRAxNCH.

im^^
TRADE MARK.

GATE CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY,
522 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.

DENVER BRANCH.

nLOW/>

TRADE MARl-C

ELECTRIC POWER AND TRANSMISSION CO..

T22 Lawrence St., Denver, Colo.

There is only one really high grade insulated wire in the market. Ask any
one who has ever used Okonite, which it is.

OMAHA AND COUNCIL BLUFFS RAILWAY AND BRIDGE COMPANY.
GENERAL SOESHINTENDKNT'S OFFICE.

CocNCtL Bluffs, Iow.v, April i7, ISfll.

Wm. H. McKinlock, Prest., Chicago, 111.

Dear &c;—Yours of April 24th received, and cements noted. I certainly can have no objections when the article referred to is.Okonite.
You will undoubtedly tblDk ihat the wire received rather hard usage to be burned out In the manner shown, but the cause wiis a motor man put id
al)3ut a 3.') ampere fuse oa a piece of No. 18 Okonlle wire, when the lamp circuit was grounded, .and something had to elve, and It seemed
wonderful that i In wire could be completely fused without destroying the insulation. I will also add thitiullie Blue Vitriol Shop of the
Omtha & Grirt Stneltlng & Rcflnlng Co., where five different brands of wire were tried, the acid fumes attacked and destroyed all of them
except Okonite, that cas stood the test for about two years, and we burn the lights there every night In the week for twelve hour".

Yours very respectfully, Isr.^el L:)Vett, Eltctrician.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin St., CHICAGO.

CONNECTED BY PRIVATE WIRE WITH POSTAL TELEGRAPH-CABLE CO.S SYSTEM.
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Edison

General

Electric Co.

EDISON BUILDING,

BROAD STREET,

NEW YORK.

PRESSURE INDICATOR.

yHE EDISON PRESSURE INDICATOR is acknowledged the most Per-

fect Instrument for Indicating Pressure. It is at all times Reliable

and Accurate.

Is easy of Adjustment, and always Remains in Circuit.

Its Accuracy can be Checked at any Time, without additional Instruments,

the Indicator Containing within Itself the Means for Checking ItsOwn Readings.

The Scjie can be Read at a Distance, indicating positively "Right,"

"High" or "Low," according to Pressure.

Years of Practical Operation Have Proven these Facts, and all Plants

Desiring to Obtain Good Practice should Possess the Edison indicator.

For Particulars, address nearest District Office.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

CANADIAN DISTRICT:
Edison Building. Toronto. Can.

CENTRAL DISTRICT:
1 73- 1 75 Adams St.. Chicago. III.

EASTERN DISTRICT:
Edison Building. Broad St.. New York.

NEW ENGLAND DISTRICT:
25 Otis Street. Boston. Mass.

PACIFIC COAST DISTRICT:
Edison Building. 1 1 2 Busti St.. San

Francisco. Cal.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST DISTRICT:
Fleischner Building, Portland. Ore.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DISTRICT:
Masonic Building, Denver, Colo.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT:
10 Decatur St., Atlanta, Ga

Sabmarine.

Telegraph,

Underground,

^Wi:.

> V VfC-

'

*^*****«iiliiiiiitife^

-

•'-'-^•- '>'**^:-

,-_^;.t*S'

"S'wm'^'^'^&mi

"-frrlir-
"—

"^"T-m|^Sgi

Telepbone,

Interior.

Electric Light.

.fa<I>- Worlm, Kiiinon (.•ii.r;il l.].-.lri<- I oi,.|>;

Manufactured under Authority of SIEMENS & HALSKE,
BY

The Edison General Electric Company,
„ , „ AT TIIKIK W<;ilK\KC!TAI»V WORKS.
Estimates Famished on Application.

Address, Cable and Wire Department, Edison General Electric Company,
EOI.SO.N Jtl IM>IK4;, ltKOAI> STRKKT, >KW VORK, or NcarvHt ItiHtiict Ollice.

IDISmHOOT OX-'X-'IOIDS:
(Knm/ll*n nislrlrt: VAXxnn Bn llclltiE. Toronto. < an.
< ''Dtral ftlHtrlrl: 173-175 AdRnn »t . <:hlra(;o.
P.aatcro f>latrl<-t: K'llaon KiilKlloc. Kronil Mt . .Wkw York.Kew eoclani] r>lNtrict: £7, otU Ht., Bomoo, Huis.

*n<-lnr Corint lliMtri<-t ; KfllHon llllllillnir. > 1^ ItllHli Ht., Mnii FrfinriRfO, Cal.
I'arinr .Vorlhnf'Ht l»lHtrlrr; KlrlHcliiici- Itlllllllnif , I'ortluiid, Ore.
ICorUy .Tloiiiitaln l^lntrlrt: MnHonic lltilldliiir. I>cnv«r, Colo*
Moathem MUtrlct: lO Itncntur Ht , Atiniilo, <>>a.
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FRANKLIN S. CAKTER. CHARLES M. WILKINS.

TllADINfi A3

E. WARD WJLK1N8.

FAHTRICH & CAHTEB, CO.,

1 25 South Second Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF TUB PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS.

Manvfactiirers of and Healers in all Kinds of

ELECTRICALSUPPLIES.
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

Bells, Disque Leclanche Batteries, Gas Lighting Apparatus,
Bronze goods and a full lineof supplies for hotel and house work.

Agents for Oanada:—The Toronto Construction and Electrical Supply Co-. Tortntc

Oatalo^nes and Discount Sheets will l)e sent to those In Ihe trade Tii)on receipt of Application and Bosiness Card.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, liighest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton
JE 1, Kf^ and Worsted Cordsfor Incandescent Lighting, Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. t^SofeS^*°^

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire,

PATENT "KiKi" unI wire
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

.^.g-ents for tlie '\7;7-.A.SHIiTO-T03Sr C-A-I^BOiT CO. Cartoons for -A-rc ILiigr^itirLgr.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., CHICAGO,
Are our Selling Agents, and carry a line ol Insulated and Bare Wires ol our make.

THOS. L. SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 Park Place, NEW YORK.

'^4a^^W^'

THE SUNBEAM INCANDESCENT LAMPS
Can be furnished of any desired efiBciency or life to suit our customers. We make two
standard styles of lamps, as follows:

High efficiency lamps, from 3 to 3 1-3 watts, which maintain their rated candle power
from 750 to 1,000 hours.

Long-lived lamps, from 3 6-10 to 4 watts, which maintain their rated candle power
from 1,500 to 3,000 hovirs.

Each style will be found to give more light per dollar expended in current than
similar lamps made by other manufacturers.

SUNBEAM INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.,
805 Chamber of Commerce Building, Chicago,
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3 POINT SVriTCH

IMOW READY.
ALSO ALL SIZES AND KINDS OF SINGLE AND

DOUBLE POLE SWITCHES.

STAR ELECTRIX CO 9 PHILADELPHIA.

Redding E'ectric Co.,

BOSTON.
linois Electric Material Co.,

CHICAGO.
St. Louis Elec. Supply Co.

ST. LOUIS.
Mountain Eiectric Co.

DENVER.

The Pocket Edition of our General Catalogue of July, 1891,

is now ready for distribution, and we will send it to any one on
receipt of request, by mail.

WESnRN ELECTRIC COMPANY,

AMES, EBERT & COMPANY, Agents,

ST. PAUL, MINN.

227 SO. CLINTON STREET, CHICAGO.

COR. THAMES & GREENWICH STS NSW YORK.

ii

WARD " ARC LAMP
The testimony of any one using one or two arc lamps may be valuable or not, according

to their knowledge of arc lamps.

The "Ward" Lamp is the only lamp that is in use successfully, and in large numbers, on
either central station or isolated plants.

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.,
OF St. Paul, Minn.

St. Paul, Minn., August 28, 1891.
Messrs. SfcDoasslI & Cnmnilnss, AVeHtern Slanasers.

The Electric OonHtrurtinn and HDpply Co..
Phenix BDildlDi:. Clilcaeo, III.

Dear Sirs:—We are using your arc lamps on our lines, and with
great satisfacvion both to ourselves and our consumers. They are the
only arc lamps we are using, and In our opinion are the best lamp of the
kind ihat have come to our notice. Our continued orders to you not
only show our appreciation of their merits but also the fact that we find
them a gcod paying investment. Very truly yours,

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.,
G. H. Finn. General Manager.

EDISON LIGHT & POWER CO.,

OF Minneapolis.
Minneapolis, August 32, 1891.

The Electric CODStrnetion & Supply Co..

18 Cortlandt Street, Neiv York City.

Gentlemen:—Within the last eighteen months we have been in-

B*alling a number of arc lamps on our incandescent circuits. We now
have one hundred and ninety-six of your "Ward" lamps in operation,
and it gives us pleasure to state that they give the very best of satisfac-

tion, both to ourselves and our customers. We consider them a most
xcellent lamp. Yours truly,

EDISON LIGHT & POWER CO.

Lamps for direct current, alternating current, street rail'way circuits,

focusing lamps, photoengraving lamps, search lamps.

srEizg-x^ r'c^n. oxru. KrE"v\7" o-A-tt^a-XjOoxje.

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.,
Phenix Building,

CHICJLGO. IImIm. Established 1881.

Telephone Building,

NTIW 70RK CITY.
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^ATAl rt^^l IPC ^ 1^0. 23, Electric Railway Supplies,
\^/\ I ir\I.^WiwbW( No. 24, Electric Lighting Supplies,

JUST OUT. SEND IN YOUR APPLICATION.

GREAT WESTERir ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
201-207 So. Canal Street, CHICAGO, U. S. A.

nfLX V J±J -voiii* coxixiK^etitioia.? If so,
FXXt.£30TP yoxxj^ lucLVLXX^les to lAS.

ItltCI

ELECTR
lifcr

[LtCimCill lliD M[CHiNICIlL [NGIII[[II!NG

AND SUPPLIES.

Hiniii
He Electric Supply & Gootraciino Go.,

inTI

S. E. Cor. 5th & Sycamore Sts., CINCINNATI, O.

GIVEN AWAY!!
HAMP1.K OBDKBS OF

Buxton's Packing
At Only 50c, Per Pound.

"The Engineer's FaTorite."
AU Orders 6aaranteed.

Agenfs wanted In every State in the Union. We ciin quote the
very lowest prices on Ring Packing. Send lor diecoont and
price liet.

ESTABLISHED 1SS2.

GEORGE B. BUXTON,
1 7 VIRGINIA ST,. EAST SOMERVILLE, MASS.

HIRLIMANN BATTERIES.
Are Standard.—Only One that is Guaranteed.

£^

The Reeiilar. or Old Style Dlsqiie
Leclanclie Battery, mailp by C.J.
Hlrlliomin, the orlfiinal maker nr

Leclauche Batteries in the I'lilted

States.

CHAMPION BATTERY. The Improved Patented Porons
Patented, Cap Leclanche Battery.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LISTS
BEFORE rrKCH.\SlNG ELSEWHERE.

17 C. J. HIRLIMANN, 117 Macdougali St., New York.

.A.Cr-ETsi'Pia T7«rja.3NrTi:3z».

You can

Put

It up

Yourself.

Lights

Are Standard

And
Full size.

Thoroughly

Reliable

And
Practical.

Prices

Reasonable.

Send

For

Illustrated

Pamphlet.

BAIN ELECTRIC MANDFACTDRING CO.,

47 So. JEFFERSON STREET,

CHICAGO.
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THE RIES REGULATING SOCKET
FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

Reg^ilates ttie Light. Saves the Current, ^n. Innovation in Electric Lighting.
Something Entirelj- Xew. NO RESISTANCE, OR ANY OTHER CURRENT-CONSUMING DEVICES USED. Simple, Emcieiit. Economical.

Indorsed by 'he Electrical Press, and Prominent Electrical Engineers and Electricians. For Particulars and Prices write to

THE RIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY coMPUNY, PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS
Baltimore and Eutaw Sts., BALTIMORE, MD. RBa-X7i,ATiiJ:c3- sociCETS.

HARD FIBRE
for insulation and me-

chanical construction is

manufactured in Sheets,

Rods, Tubing. Washers, Discs and all Special Shapes. Esti-

mates and samples furnished upon application.

WILMINGTON, DEL.,

U. S. A.DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO.,

SUBSTANTIAL. NEAT. ECONOMICAL.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES

EXCLUSIVELY
OUR BUSINESS.

ELECTRIC MERCHANDISE
COMPANY,

CHICAGO,
I I ADAMS STREET, ILL. W.R. Mason. Gen. Mgr.

INTERIOR CONDUITS Tie SolQlion Of ttie Protilem of SafeMMw
ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS

Wherever and for whatsoever purpoee employed, is to

be founii in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
ISTERIOR m DNDERGRODHD

MANUFACTURED BY

T fir T T* T? T O Ti

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
u/nPKC '

52'' "> 531 W. 34th St..WOKKb., 626 to 628 W. 36th St.,

General Offices: 42 & 44 Broad St., Hew York.

ThoB. Day & Co., 22:i Sntter St,, San Franclero, Cal.

Electrical Eng. Co., 320 Dearnorn St., Chicago, 111.

American Electrical Supply Co.,
2^ Pearl St.. Buffalo, N. Y.

Patnam. Gay &Co., 27 E. Msln St., Rochester, N. Y,
Glover Elect. Co., 1::7 W.8th St., Cioclnnatl, O.
Chae. Gabnel, Sspinaw, Mich.
Sonthem Electrical Mfg. and Supply Co.,

110 Baronne St., New Orleans, La.
Walker A; Kepler, Ml CheBtnatSt.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Electrical Snpply &CoD8trucllon Co., PitlBburgh, Pa.

Soo'hprn Electric Co., Baliimore. Md.TRADE-MARPT.

DLBORN|||CTRlCMFG.g.
:^ *" FITCHBURG, MASS,U.S.A.

^
7 MANUFACTURERS OF DYNAMOS FOR, LI GHTIN Q,

. platingandexperimental purposes.

eVERYTHINQ LATEST DESISN AND HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

THE "JEWEL"
p^^4^ Incandescent Lamp,

The Best Lamp In the Market.

Any Voltage.

Any Socket.

Any Candle Power.

VJ^^GANDESGEHTlilffl^'
,

X>X3.XOZ3S!
6 C. P. Less than 100 lots, 55 Cents.

100 to 1000 " 50 "

iSend for Sample Order.

HOOD, Gen'l Agt., 239 LaSalle St., CHICAGO.

^iliNITOB>
.pBpBATTERir

V: tBAOMratNTffll /

MONITOR
, BATTERY
Unsurpassed in Strengtii and Durability.

Liberal Discount to the Trade.
Write for Huotationn.

C.A HARIWOUNT, M'gr,

Monitor Electric Company
149 WABASH AVENUE,

Olalooeo, iix.

Western Agents Alfred F. Moore's Wires and Cables.

THOMAS STURGIS. Prest. Wm. C. LANE. Sec'y and Treas.

ELECTRIC SECRET
4S

C. p. MACKIE, Gen'l Manager. S. S. BOGART, Gen'l Agent.

SERVICE COMPANY,

INDiVIDUALARGLIIiHTl MOTOR CUTOUT.
LAMPS OR MOTORS CUT IN AND OUT AT WILL FROM CENTRAL STATION WITHOUT

DISTURBING OTHERS CN SAME CIRCUIT.

Thi.'' Sy.^f-m l^.ave.s ^lileage of Circiiit-f, Maken Scattered Business Pr(>f]tal)le arid Sf^curcs Payment for Every Hour of Light
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The United States Electric Lighting Co,
(THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Lessees.;

AUG AND INCANDESCENT ISOLATED ELECTRIC LICHT PLANTS.

t

More than 1000 Plants in operation in Factories, Hotels,

Office Buildings, Theaters, Etc.

MOTORS-GENERATORS
Direct Current GENERATORS and MOTORS for all purposes,

1-8 H. P. up to any power required, and at any-

required E. M. F.

Superior in Design and Wortmanship, and Uneqnaled in Efflciency.

Send for New U. S. Catalogues on Incandescent Lighting and Motors.

GENERAL OFFICES: EQUITABLE BUILDING, 120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

CUT-OUTS,
Single Light, Main and Branch,

OF SUPERIOR PORCELAIN,
With all Connections Under Cover.

M
A
N

LAMPS-ANY
c p

VOLTAGE
BASE.

HIGH QUALITY LAMPS FOR EDISON CIRCUITS.

-yiTRITX: FOR PRICSS.

See Catalogue of Aug. 1 , 1890.

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC CO
620 Atlantic Avenue,

30ST0N, MASS.
V

5 10-534 W. 23d Street,

NEW YORK.

M
217 LaSalle Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

V
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATDRS
MANUFACTURED BY

Wm, BROOKFIEIiD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

Eottril Ekclri: Mi, [o.,

ROCKFORD, ILIi.,

MaiiufactorerB of

MOTORS,
(Stationary and Railway).

Incandescent Dynamos

and Generators
(MAYO SYSTEM).

'>ii Specially adapted to Isolated

_^B Plants. Absolutely self-re^ulat-

fe^ ing and reliable. The Motors
_ are the most efficient now in the
^ " market. Agents wanted in un-
-3 occupied territory.

H. T. PAXSTi:,
ilASUFiCTURER OF

SWITCHES, SOCKETS, ETC.,
S41 The Kookery, 10 sso. ISth Mt..
Chicago, 111 Philadelphia, Pa.
See onr full pa£;e advertisement in Issue Sept

12. for iliaatratlOFP. nricpe, Ptc.

For all Electric Insulating
Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the market.MICA I SELL NO OTHER.

Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St.. NEW YORK.

E. E. KELLER. F. K. DEGENHARDT.

Kfilleryegenliarflt,
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS,

542 ROOKERY BOILDING, - CHICA&O, ILL.

T-HE OHX--^

mm of iimm \mimm
IN THE WORLDS FAIR CITY.

^ _ PATENT Rnns more Slack than
Unperforated Belts, hence
adapted to uneven poMer
of Electric Railways and

CHAS. A. SCHIEREN <fe CO.,
Also New York, Boston.

I'hiladelphla.

PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS,

I 46 SOUTH CANAL ST., CHICAGO. ILL.

THE WESTON STANDARD

Voltmeters and Ammeters.
These instruments are the most

accurate, reliable and sensitive port-

able instruments ever offered. A
large variety of ranges to meet the

requirements of all kinds of work.

Send for llliistratel Gatalogie.

ADDRESS

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,

1 14 & 116 William Street, Newark, N.J.

TT^-n-r-y H. W OrtlxlUStOXk, UTo-VST" "STorli., Iff. "S".

PHILADELPHIA Chicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.
ST. LOUIS.

ST. PAUL.

NOW THEN! FOR SALE CHEAPU
Sis 400 light Thomeon-Honbton Incandescent

Dynamos, 110 volte. Perfect order.
Three 25 light iJ^OiO candle power American Arc

Dynamos. Al order.
Two iS light 2,005 candle power Sperry Arc Dy-

namos. A 1 order.
7C0 Goosa Xecks, Sockets, Lamps, etc., complete,

good.
50 milps "So. 10 American Electric Co. Wire, good

order, used one year. In ia mile reels.

Two 400 light Thomson-HonetoD New Armatures,
70 American single CarDon 2,000 candle power

Arc Lamps. A 1 order.
Two 70 H. P.. 700 volts, Edison Generators, used

six months.
Ten 5 H. P. Spragiie Motors, need sis monthe.
Two Ediaon Electric Mining Kock Drills, used

Bis months.
High Speed Engines and Full Station Equip-

ments, Poles, etc.

JOHN E. BEGGS MFG. & SUPPLY CO., 74 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.

REMEMBER
Tdat the Western Electrician enjoys the di^Mnrtion of having been
selected by one of ilie ehreAdesc of adve tieers afl the m'edium
for carrying the large t advartieeinent ever placed in an electrical
journal. This telia Its own story, and poiots its oucn moral.

The"DENSMORE,"
The World's Greatest Typewriter,

t^honld be examined, before purchasinj; any other.

MA:SY IMPROVEMENTS. HIGHEST STA^'DARD.

Invented, owned and controlled by men having had fifteen years'
experience on type-bar machines.

Simplicity, Strength, Durability, High Speed, Easy Action,
Permanent Allgnm-nt. Most convenient. Two interchangeable
carriages. Sted throughout.

STAyij-^iIiD KE'i-hOAhD, with shift carriage for capitals. Call or send for catalogue.

'*The best ot all typewriters. The heisht of perfection. To buv any other than the 'DENSMORE'
Ij to malce a mistake.' —O. T. BuTMENecHEiN, Stenographer, National Park Bank.

We will appoint a reliable dealer in all cities aa soon as possible, and in the meantime will ship
mv.tiLt; or. -i;>pr'-v"-al to [>artlea having a good commercial rating.

DF.?>SlIORE T^TEWRITKR €0.. 208 Broa«lway. New York .

CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL.

!f you arc in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

DETROIT,
MICH.BROWNLEE & CO.,

PLATINUM.
JAS. SCHAWEL & CO., "I^'^:
Importers and Ulelters. Sheet and AVire

in any t>aua:e. t^crap Purchased.

SOLID BRAIDED CORD

Magnets, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Sitiiiples and Piir

Is the moft
ide for ban
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Oov
ering Flehi

SAUSON CORDAGE WORKS,
n.5 CONGRESS STRISBT, BOSTON.

-the:-

nm umm co.

PUSH-BDTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET NEW YORK.

TtLo C3roa,rloss JVfllotor

UNION ELECTRIC WORKS,
207 South Ganal St., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

The Bewt Electric ll^-ll in ^^;': rnark<-:t; NioK'rl plut,<;d Oonjtjp.;

Doable Mai^^t, Platioum CouiAfM, side adjufltrnooti with wot

sciew. The s'mpV.:^! nnd moi* durable AunuDciator,
all 517,^, for eltva'oM, bMo'a ani offices.

WRITK FOB PRICES.
AlAoT?^ iMtrQQwn;*, 3p»ffc Colli, loductlon Colls abA v»rlo '

S«*nd4jrl E:=r.irtcD*-ri«4f/yr >Ie<J.tAl And M<"-.^«nIr,ii f'nrpo«<(

TTrw^llI %lH4i mAnnrnrtarf nriirl«-s for Invf-iifor^ or ibc Trmle.We havf; <fkilled Workmrn and do flrit-rlaHt work-

in now B reniity U} hiin(lr«flh of Htnint railway ofllcialn who vl».|h-ii ritii-i
wfiy Convontion, If. In pronoun';-''! by ail •*\ llrllllnnt Hihmji'mn,"'

hav'« i xnm\ji'^i\ Hhnrl Mfjt.nrc, and 'ibtfitnorl \ir\<im fro

tirgh flnrinii the Strout Jtftil-

ISiiy no criulpmtjnt until you

THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO "^ ht.
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Hunt Street Generating Station, Cin-
cinnati, O.

The accompanying illustration gives a good representa-

tion of the centra! or Hunt street generating stations only

recently built by the Cincinnati Consolidated Electric &
Street Railway company at an outlay of if'^So.ooo.

This station, which when completed will be the largest

and most complete railway generating power house in the

central states, furnishes the power for operating all the lines

in the central part of the city, and for two suburban lines,

the Norwood and Madisonville, extending several miles

out into the country.

This company uses the Thomson-Houston double trol-

ley system exclusively on all its lines, and so far the oper-

ation of this system has far exceeded its expectations,

both as regards economy and smoothness of running.

The engines, shaftings, pulleys, floor stands and all the

necessary attachments were purchased and erected by the

Lane & Bodley company under the supervision of B. L,

Baldwin, engineer for the Consolidated company. Brad-

ford oak tanned belting is used throughout, the main

driving belts being 150 feet long and 4 feet wide. The
steam piping is quite extensive, there being a duplicate or

double set arranged so that in case of an accident the

station cannot be completely crippled. The McGowan
Pump company did the piping. The Hine eliminator is

used on all the steam pipes supplying the engines.

The switch board is compact and neat, and is built of

hard wood. It is equipped with Thomson- Houston

arresters, ammeters, voltmeters, safety plugs and snap

feeder line switches.

A 100 horse power Buckeye engine, driving a 100 horse

Electricity at the World's Fair.
By reason of conflicting provisions in the by-laws of the

directory of the World's Columbian Exposition there has

heretofore been more or less doubt in the minds of the

members of the committees on electricity and on grounds

and buildings, in relation to the powers and duties of the

two committees when contracts for electrical work neces-

sary during the construction operations were to be let.

The by-laws state that the committee on grounds and
buildings "shall have jurisdiction inaU matters pertaining

to grounds, leases, engineering, designs, plans, construction

of buildings and works, maintenance of buildings and

grounds; organization of guard, police, detective and fire

departments; gas, electric lights, water supply, medical

service, applications for space, telegraphy, insurance and

supervision of buildings erected by outside parties." But

The main building or generating room, herein shown, is

200 feet long by 78 feet wide, built of brick in a very sub-

stantial manner, and with a heavy truss slate roof. In

this room, when completed, there will be one i 500 horse

power Lane & Bodley compound condensing Corliss en-

gine, two Ooo horse power, and one 500 horse power non-

condensing Lane & Bodley Corliss engine, all driving a

line shaft extending the entire length of the building, and

so arranged by means of clutches that any or all of the

engines may be cut in or out to suit the load, the line shaft

being in sections, and so arranged that the different en-

gines can be utilized to operate any particular section to

suit its group of generators.

From this line shaft, on which are placed tight and loose

pulleys, are driven the generators arranged on either side

the entire length of the room.

The generators, twenty-six in number, are of the

Thomson- Houston type, each of So horse power capacity

operated at a pressure of 500 volts.

HUNT STREET GENERATING STATION AT CINCINNATI, O.

power generator, occupies one corner of the station, and is

used for the night run after 12 o'clock.

The boiler room, which is of similar construction as the

main building, is 160 feet long and 40 feet wide. In it

are conveniently arranged nine 250 horse power Babcock

& Wilcox boilers in batteries of three, equipped with Mur-

phy furnaces. The boiler feeders consist of one McGowan
duplex pump, and nine injectors.

The stack is a very handsome afTair, constructed of

brick, 165 feet high, 24 feet square at the base, with

an eight-foot shaft.

This station is in charge of Edward Ginter, engineer

and electrician, late of the Colerain avenue electric road

of Cincinnati, andisa model of good engineering through-

out.

It is likely that the Banner and Wolverine mines in

Idaho will be operated by electricity, the plant to cost

$35,000.

it is also stated that the committee on electricity "shall

have jurisdiction over all matters pertaining to electricity,

electrical and pnueraatic appliances, and all plants con-

nected therewith." The same powers were thus, 10 some

extent, conferred on two bodies, and there was opportunity

for endless friction. The situation was often discussed in

the two committees mentioned and in the executive com-

mittee, in a friendly spirit, and %-arious remedies were

suggested. The committee on grounds and buildings had

no desire to usurp the functions of the electrical committee,

which was clearly the best judge when contracts for elec-

trical supplies were to be let. But, on the other hand, all

contracts for other work were let by the grounds aud

buildings committee, which had rooms of its own and

facilities for enabling contractors to meet the requirements

imposed upon them. Obviously it would be both cumber-

some and inconvenient to establish a second channel of

like routine by which contracts might be awarded. A
method has finally been devised of meeting the difficulty,
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however, by the appointment of a representative of the

committee on electricity on the committee on grounds

and buildings. A vacancy having occurred in the latter

committee, Col. R. C. Clowr>', chairman of the former,

has been appointed to fill it. Col. Clowry will consult

with the members of his own committee and will represent

the electrical interests whenever matters of this character

are brought up in the committee on grounds and buildings.

It is thought that this plan will work to the satisfaction of

all the gentlemen interested.

In the course of a letter to Co'. Clowry from his friend,

W. H. Preece, chief electrician to the government tele-

MOOR S BLOWPIPE.

graph department in England, several interesting references

to the "World's Fair, as viewed from the standpoint of an

English electrical engineer, are made. Mr. Preece dated

his letter October 21st, and he had then just returned from

a meeting of the English Royal Commission, which had

listened to a full account of the observations of Sir Henry

Wood and Mr. Dredge in Chicago. These gentlemen

gave a most favorable description of what they had seen

and of their reception. "We are getting quite excited

over this exhibition," continued Mr. Preece, "and you

may rely upon eveything being done on this side of the

water to make it a big success." The writer refers to a

visit from Secretary Hornsby, who, he said, had been

'knocking about here with a go and energy that none but

an accomplished Chicagoan can show." Mr. Preece's

statement of the feeling of the English manufacturers is

of especial importance. He says: "Our working

manufacturers will want some assistance. The cost of

mere exhibition is a ver}- heav)* item indeed, and to show

the actual operation of our electric lighting methods would

very much enhance the exhibition from an English point

of view. Our two great firms—Willans & Robinson

and Crompton & Co.—want to take part in the general

illnmination of the buildings, as they did in Paris." Here

is a hint upon which the World's Fair authorities may

ponder with profit.

The employment of an additional stenographer in Chief

Barrett's ofiice was authorized at last week's meeting of the

committee on electricity.

An immense water palace on the Lake Front is proposed

as a dowQ-town entrance to the exposition. The building is

much larger scale. When these lights gre put into opera-

tion the exterior of the glass dome will present marvelous

shifting color effects. As a climax of illumination the main-

mast of the ship at the top of the dome will be supplied

with a powerful search-light that can be used as a beacon

for mariners."

President Donnersberger, of the South Park commission-

ers, has been vested with authority to decide on plans for

lighting by electricity the three boulevards leading to the

exposition grounds. He says that the board will prob-

ably begin the improvements it has in view by putting in

a new electric light plant at a cost of ^75,000 or $100,000.

"This plant,'' Mr. Donnersberger adds, "will give us

power for 300 arc lights It probably will be built in Wash-

ington Park, as that is near the center of the district we

propose to illuminate. We have talked about the disposition

of these lights and decided that 104 of them will be needed

in Washington Park. Forty will be put in Drexe! and

Grand boulevards and ten in Oakwood boulevard. That

leaves about 100 of the 300 lights, and these will be put

where they will do the most good." Midway Plaisance,

leading from Washington Park to Jackson Park, will be

lighted by the World's Fair people.

The Chicago Tirnts publishes a dispatch from Buffalo

to the effect that "Dr. Richard Gratzet, the well-known

eletro-chemist of Hanover," is in that city. This gentle-

man, after citing the result of the Frankfort-Lauffen ex-

periment, announces that "there is scarcely any doubt

that So,000 volts can be used and power transmitted from

Niagara Falls to Chicago, New York, Boston, Phila-

delphia, or other large manufacturing centers." If Dr.

Gratzel is correctly reported, he described the long dis-

tance test in very curious language. Here is a sample:

"For the generation of this high tension two oil insulated

transformators were connected, one before the other, to

show the influence of such currents. The current was

first used to produce an arc between two carbons, and its

power was demonstrated by its burning a hole through a

plate of glass. The lamps were then disconnected and

the whole current, now increased to the enormous tension

of 43,000 volts, was used for the formation of an arc light.

The intensity was so great that the light was not as

brilliant as when the 20,000 volts were used."

Boats propelled by electricity are to be a feature of

the World's Fair. A company has been formed with a

capital of ^30,000 to run a fleet of electric pleasure craft

on the lagoons at Jackson Park during the exposition. It

is asserted that sixty boats will be employed, each capable

of carrying 50 passengers. The motive power will be

furnished by accumulators. One of the little vessels, the

Eclipse, is now ready to be launched. The boats will not

be run at a high speed and will make the circuit of the

waterways in the park in an hour.

Moor's Blowpipe.

The illustration represents a simple blowpipe, which will

be found useful by manufacturing electricians, chemists,

etc., for hard or soft soldering or brazing. It is claimed
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FIG, I. O'CONNKLL'.S At.TRkNAirNf;

, . "a vaat circular hall, 250 feet in diameter, sur-

.v..:.«r*:cJ by a transparent dome of glajs 250 feet hijjh, over

which a sheet of watei will fall constantly. The dome
will be illuminated by powerful electric lij^hls within, and

will hare the appearance at nij^ht of a gigantic ball of fire

aospended ja mid-air. When thus lighted iip it will be easily

visible at a distance of fifty miles. To heighten the im-

pressiTcncas of chc effect a system of colored electric lights

will be provided to the inlcrior, something after the fashion

of the Ugh'- "--
' - •'-'- Uncoln Park fountain, but on a

CURKENT TEI.EI'JIONK TflANSMITTRR.

by the makers, the Cambridge Scientific Inslrum'*nt com-

pany of Cambridge, England, that it is capable of pro-

ducing a flame easily regulated in size, and of great

intensity. India rubber tubes lead from the gas supply

and from the glass mouthpiece, and give perfect freedom

of action in applying the flame to all parts of the work.

It is stated that it gives a wcII-dcfincd inner and outer

flame, and provides .*iufficicnt heat to melt silver or cop-

per. When used with hydrogen, fine platinum wire can

be melted.

O'Connell's Alternating Current Tele-
phone Transmitter.

The accompanying cuts illustrate a new form of tele-

phone transmitter recently devised by J. J. O'Connell,

electrical engineer of the Chicago Telephone company.

This instrument was designed especially to work on lines

on which the repealing coil is used, and also on long cable

lines of high static capacity.

The peculiar action of the device will be better under-

stood after reference to the diagrams, which will give the

re&der a very good idea of the manner in which the trans-

mitter is applied in an operator's circuit on a mixed system

multiple switch-board. The transmitter proper is shown

to the right in Fig. i. The construction is vjry simple.

Attached to the fixed diaphragm is an aluminum ring, or

yoke. As is clearly shown, one side of the ring is fixed to

the diaphragm by a small bolt and nut, while the other side

is set rigidly between two granular carbon buttons. These

buttons are of the form well-known to telephone men, but

those who may not be familiar with their consttuction

would do well to refer to Fig. 2, which shows a button in

detail.

This transmitter is used with an induction coil, but the

connections are modified so that the action of the instru-

ment is entirely different from that of the Blake.

Glancing at Fig. r, it will be seen that one outside ter-

minal of the coil connects with the right hand carbon but-

l</ms7ee

^ItivZ^

h/ftjTff/ffj £i£-erf*iee^i^,Cv^.

ViC 2. OCOXNELLS ALTERNATING CURRENT TEl.E-

THONE TRANSMITTER.

ton, while the other outside terminal connects with the

left hand carbon button. In the center of the coil there is

another connection, or tap wire, which includes the battery,

and runs to that side of the yoke which is between and in

contact with both carbon buttons. The remaining con-

nections from the secondary of the induction coil are the

same as those employed with the Blake transmitter. The
action of the instrument is described by Mr. O'Connell as

follows: The backward and forward movement of the yoke,

caused by the action of the voice against the diaphragm,

varies alternately the resistance of the two circuits which

constitute the primary of the induction coil. As will be

readily seen the vibrating motion of the yoke acts in such

a manner as to send the greater portion of the current from

the battery in the center tap wire, first through one side of

the primary in one direction, and then through the other

side of the primary iu another direction. This action, Mr.

O'Connell states, sets up in the secondary, or line circuit of

the coil, secondary currents of such a character that their

use makes possible the operation of the transmitter on

cable lines where the static capacity is very high and an

ordinary Blake instrument is useless so far as getting any

sort of satisfactory results.

II is claimed that the increase in the clllciency of opera-

lion of this transmitter over the ordinary, Blake or even

the long distance instrument, is most marked. A
comparative test was recently made over the lines of the

Chicago Telephone company, and also with repeating

coils. In a test over a 200 mile aerial circuit, including

about three miles of Patterson cable, the operator at

Oshkosh, Wis., reported ihat the transmission was perfectly

distinct, but that it was not necessary to have it so loud.

An experiment was then tried in the laboratory, which

demonstrated that it was possible with this instrument to

operate successfully through fifteen repeating coils. It

may be stated that the long distance instrument failed on

this test.
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Removing Ice from Trolley Wires.
Some months ago there was illustrated in the Wfstekn

Ei.KCTRiciAN a simple device by which oil could be ap-

plied to an electric railway trolley wire for the purpose of

preventing the formation of a coating of ice or sleet on

wire. This arrangement was attached to the upper end of

the trolley pole near the wheel, and as the car moved along

the oil was applied by means of another small wheel or

roller, which took up ihe lubricant from a receptacle hang-

FIG. 2. REMOVING ICE FROM TROLLEY WIRES.

ing below it. By this means it was e.Kpected to get rid of

one of those numerous small difficulties which beset the

electric railway man.

In the accompanying cuts, Figs, i and 2, is illustrated an

arrangement through which it is proposed to attack and

overcome this trouble in another way. Through the

use of the new device the ice is to be removed from the

wire after it has formed. The arrangement is the inven-

tion of George Mipwood of Boston, Mass. The diagrams

are almost self-explanatory as to its construction and

operation. Clamped in front of the trolley wheel and in

contact with the wire, as shown in Fig. i, is a roller with

an eccentric affixed to its side. This eccentric plays, as in-

dicated, in a slot at the end of a pivoted lever which

carries a small hammer at its forward end. This is all

there i? of the device, not mentioning, of course, a few

minor details of construction. The ice breaker operates

as follows: As the car moves over the line, dragging its

trolley wheel along the wire, the ice breaker roller carry-

ing its little eccentric is put in motion, thus communicat-

ing to the hammer lever a rapid up and down vibratory

motion. The ice on the wire is thus beaten to pieces

as the car runs along. Fig. 2 is a modification of the

device just described.

Interesting Patent Decision,

Judge Blodgett filed an interesting opinion in the United

States Circuit Court, Chicago, November gth.in the case of

the Western Electric company against the Electrical Con-

struction company and Gustave A. Harter.

On January 12th an injunction had been granted restrain-

ing the defendants from infringement of patent number

148,447, granted March 10, 1874, to Augustus Hahl, and

patent number 172.993, granted February i, 1876, 10

Elisha Gray. The opinion follows:

"The devices covered by these patents are what are

known as electric annunciators for elevators or lifts in

buildings, being the annunciators in common use in the cabs

of passenger elevators whereby signals are given from each

floor by means of a ''ignal key which connects with a flex-

ible electric cable attached to the cab, or with a vertical

strip of wire extending from the bottom to the top of the

elevator well.

"Since the injunction was granted the Hahl patent has

FIG. I. REMOVING ICE FROM TROLLEY WIRES.

expired, and the injunction may be said to have lapsed so

far as the patent is concerned. But the Gray patent of

February i, 1S76, hasyetsome time to run.

"The Hahl patent covered the llexible cable. The Gray

patent was for the combination of a movable elevator car,

the annunciator attached thereto and moving therewith,

circuit closing and breaking signal keys on different floors,

and mechanism whereby an electric current is maintained

between the signal keys and annunciator without inter-

ruption by the movement of the car.

"These two patents were before this court in Western

Electric company vs. Chicago Electric ?.Ianufacturing

company, 14 i'"cdcral R., 691, and both patents field valid,

"Proof shows defendants had notice of the injunction;

and also shows that during the month of May last, and

while the injunction remained in full force as to t'lc Gray

patent, defendants put an electric annunciator into the

Haymarkct theater building in this city, which was a direct

infringement of the claim of the Gray patent, that is, the

annunciator is attached to the cab and moves therewith,

has circuit closing or breaking signal keys on each floor,

and a mechanism whereby an electric circuit is maintained

between the signal keys and the annunciator without in-

terruption by the movement of the car.

"This claim is very broad, and the main fact that the

Hahl patent on the flexible cable has expired does not al

low the use of the annunciator which is attached to the

cab and moves with it and is connected by means of signal

keys at each floor with an electric circuit.

"The defendant has therefore violated the injunction,

and threby is guilty of contempt of the order of the court.

Fined .$50 and costs."

Barton & Brown appeared for complainant and f. II.

Whipple for defendants.

as soon as a "take" is ready the operator look* up at the

first peg. touches a button and (he key in the annunciator

ovc a certain casc'twisls round with a buzz. There is no
shouting for copy. The compositor just sets the key right,

walks up for his "take" and begins to set it up.

Electricity in the Composing Room.
Orderliness is not a usual characteristic of composing

rooms or of printing oflices in general, but the composing

The Transformer House of the High
Tension Transmission System at

Frankfort, Germany.
So much has already b:en written and so many views

published of the Frankfort electrical exhibition, that it

seems almost an imposition to present even as interesting

a subject as that now brought to the reader's altention.

While, however, the exposition, generally speaking, has

bien pretty thoroughly described, there is still a great deal

to be learned relative to its greatest feature, viz., the high

tension scheme. One glimpse of the picture reveals a light-

ness of construction in the pole line which one would

hardly expect to see where the wires carried currents of

such high voltage. It may be mentioned that the

transformer house is kept locked and no one is allowed to

enter until a "triangle," which is above the three wires,

on the pole with the crossarra, has been lowered and the

circuit cut out. At the points where the wires to the

transformer enter the house one can see the pole and line

construction with its small insulators. These insulators

have only one oil cup instead of Mirce. as in the larger

rR.VNSFORMEK li' . IliGK TENSION TRANSMISSION SYSTEM AT I-RANKFOKT, GERMANY,

room in the new //<:'rrt/(/ building, Chicago, which appears

to be a model one in every respect, is a marked exception.

Among other improvements is a system of electrical

communication between the copy cutter's desk and the

cases of the compositors. Late at night it frequently

happens that the foreman is not in receipt of sufficient

copy from the editorial department to keep all the

typesetters at work. After these periods of "waiting time''

it is customary to give the first "take" of the new copy to

the man who has been waiting longest, and so on in

rotation. Heretofore the order in which the men went out

of copy has been simply indicated by plugs bearing the

slug numbers inserted in a perforated board. When
there was copy again, some one would have to shout out

the numbers, each compositor coming forward in his turn.

This caused considerable noise and confusion, which will

be obviated in the IfcraU composing room. In the

copy-room, below the foreman's platform, there is a series

of electric buttons. In front of these buttons is the slate

pierced with holes in which the pegs, each corresponding

to the number of a man's slug, are placed. When a man
is out of copy he slips his peg in the first vacant hole and

the slug number is shown above the electric buttons. Just

ones. There are now only a few of the small insulators

employed on the line near Frankfort. The larger ones

may be seen on the lines near LautTen. The skull and

crossbones signs painted in red and black are to be found

only in the country.

Chicago Society of Operative Electric-
ians,

The Chicago .\mateur Electrical society at its last meet-

ing decided to change the name of the organi^'-^tion to

the Chicago Society of Operative Electricians. The as-

sociation has secured permanent headquarters at room 5,

120 Quincy street. Chicago. The objects of this societj'

are the advancement of its members in the knowledge of

electrical science by lectures to be given by piomincnt

electricians interested in the society, and by a thorough

course of study. This work will be conducted under the

personal direction of H. G. Browncll, whohas had scvcial

years' practical csperimce in electrical work. .As :ocn .is

the finances of the society will permit, a library will be

started, in connection with which a laboratory will be

fitted up in ordtr that theoiy may be demonstrated by

practical experiment. The society is also making arrange-
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ments for representation at the World's Columbian Ex-

position. A committee is now engaged in this work. At

a recent meeting J. Allan Hornsby, secretary of the elec-

trical department of the World's Fair, made an address in

which he assured the members that they would be given

all the encouragement they desire by the department. He
added that they would be given the same privileges thatl

experts and manufacturers would be granted and that light,

heat and power would be furnished them for the exhibit.

J. K. Pumpelly has agreed to address the association at

an early dale. Two meetings are held each month—on

the first and third Thursdays—and each Monday evening

the members assemble for study and discussion.

This electrical poison indicator is the invention of Joseph

E. Smith of Manchester, N. H.

have the benefit of the doubt. When this is done our in-

ventors will have some protection. Then invention will

increase in the United States."

The Door Knob Alarm Bell.

Electricians will have to look to their laurels, for the E.

S. Greeley & Co of New York is now introducing a

mechanical alarm which operates without the aid of a

battery. The little safegTiard is simplicity itself, as can

be seen from the cut. It may be applied to the knob,

either inside or out. of any door where it is desirable to

Electric Development atOttumwa, la.

The Electric Light, Steam Heating and Railroad com-

pany of Ottumwa, la . has been organized, and the capital

stock increased by the acquisition of several Chicago capi-

talists. The capital stock now is $500,000. The company

does all the municipal lighting as well as furnishing com-

mercial lights. Two stations aggregating 175 arc and

2250 incandescent lamps are operated. The street car

department of the company's business includes si.x and a

half miles of tracks, five motor cars, and three trailers.

The company is extending the tracks and increasing the

number of cars.

The officers of the company are : President, W. R.

Daum; secretary and treasurer, G. P. Daum. The com-

pany is doing a great deal toward developing the rapidly

growing city of Ottumwa, and citizens there were greatly

pleased at hearing that Chicago capitalists were becoming

interested in its growth.

Edison on Patents.

DOOR KNOB .\L.\RM BELL.

have a signal given at any attempt at entry, whether the

door is locked or not. A half turn of the knob in either

direction will ring a signal giving notice within. A small

lever attached to the bell secures silence when desired.

The bell is only three inches in diameter and about one-

half inch in thickness, and is not conspicuous when ap-

plied. No wires are required. It is entirely mechanical and

complete in itself.

A Druggist's Danger Signal.

An ingenious electrical mechanism devised for the pur-

pose of securing the automatic announcement of changes

in the position of removable articles, such as bottles, is

presented in the illustrations shown. It was the inventor's

pnrpose in designing this apparatus to overcome one of

the dangers incidental to the drug business. From time

to time one hears of accidents due to some careless drug

clerk compounding a prescription from the wrong bottles.

For instance, expecting through habit- to find a certain

harmless ingredient in a bottle usually placed in a certain

Mr. Edison has had so much experience in patent

office business and patent litigation that his opinion of

the present system and the methods employed will be of

interest. Mr. Edison recently expressed himself on pa-

tents in a way which will by some inventors be thought to

be more pertinent than pleasant. Many of the readers of

the Western Electrician will, doubtless, concur with

him in the opinion so plainly set forth. Here is what he
says:

* Our patent system puts a premium on rascality. 1 have
taken out 700 patents for my own inventions, but I have
never had one minute's protection. The people suppose I

have made money out of my inventions- The truth is. I

have never made one cent out of my inventions. All I

have made has been out of manufacturing. My inventious

have not been protected by the Patent office. The com-
panies with which I am connected have spent millions in

trying to defend them, I have spent about $600,000 my-
self, and I believe 1 would be $600,000 better off if I had
never taken out a patent. What I have made has been
because I have understood the inventions better and have
been able to manipulate the manufacturing of them better

than the pirates. I could not have made anything had I

not had large capital back of me, and the ordinary inventor

has no protection whatever. His certificate of patent is

merely a certificate to the poorhouse, and hundreds of in-

ventors are ruined. They spend all they have in getting

out their inventions, and they die poor. Let me tell you
how it works: The inventor has a good thing. He takes

out his patent, thinks he is safe, and organizes a plant to

manufacture it. He has to have special machinery, and he
makes special experiments, and like as not it all costs him
^200,000 before he is ready to begin manufacturing. The
pirate sees he has a good thing. He decides to compete
with him, organizes a company with no responsibility

whatever, bribes his men, and starts in opposition. He
can in most cases now put up for $50,000 what has cost

the inventor ^200,000. He begins to manufacture. The
inventor prosecutes him, but the courts take three years

I^KU'.uiVI DA:ii:,y.i'. .sifj.NAi,.

reccpucie, or in a certaiti spot on a ahclf, a poisonous

drag;, perhaps. 13 taken tjp and ascd through careless for-

£«falneas to read the label. Through this device a

warnin;^ is sounded. The bottles arc placed in a stand in

the bottona of which, and uoder each bottle, there is what

mijjht might be beat described as a small push button.

This contact is so connected electrically as to ring a bell

or indicate in any other simple manner, as shown in the

cot, the removal of the bottle from its costomary place.

before they will hear his case. If they decide against

him he carries it to Ihc Supreme Court, which is three years

behindhand, and it is from six to twelve years before he
can get a final decision. liy this time the pirate has made
a fortune and the original inventor is in mo.st cases bank-
rupt. If the case is decided in his favor the pirate is

found to be irresponsible and there is no chance for the

inventor. What the courts should do is lo prevent the
[>iratc from manufacturing until he can prove that lie has a
right to manufacture. The original inventor, the man who
has the pafKrrs, the man who hag spent his money, should

Useful Hints for Dynamo Men.
In a recent issue of Power an article entitled "Running

an Electric Station" contained descriptions of a number of

perhaps well-known but nevertheless useful wrinkles- The
dynamo tender and steam engineer are nowadays often

called upon to quickly handle lighting machines and motors

in places most inconvenient. The accompanying diagrams

illustrate several of the simple methods and tools by the

F.fl.4.
.Fig. 5.

USEFUL HINTS FOR DYNAMO MEN.

intelligent use of which a great deal of risk usually atten-

dant upon such work may be avoided.

Fig. I suggests a safe and easy way of slinging an arma-

ture, with a stretcher between the parts of the sling, with

waste or bagging or something similar between the board

and wire.

Fig. 2 shows a way that a certain type of dynamos may
be hoisted. This method cannot be recommended, though,

for many machines are not put together securely enough to

make it advisable to handle them in this way.

Fig. 3 shows a stretcher to be used in hoisting the entire

machine, as shown in Fig. 4. This is a good, safe way

when the rope is well padded wherever any pressure comes.

It is better, though, to place a short piece of plank about

the same width as the fields under the frame in the sling,

so as to bring the pressure directly upon the solid iron of

the magnets. When the armature is out the rope can be

placed in the recesses directly beneath the armature, and

brought over the same recesses in the top magnets. This

arrangement will save the necessity of the stretcher and the

trouble of padding. Of course the handling of the other

styles of machines will differ slightly from the above, but

the idea may be modified to suit the case.

Fig. 5 is a horse or a cradle to place armatures in while

being repaired. It is set on heavy swivel castors with

large wheels, so that a boy can easily push it to any part

of the room. The weight of the armature should

not be allowed to come upon the winding.

An Expert Opinion on Electricity in

Mining.

'Tt is only a matter of time until electricity will revolu-

tionize the mining industry," said F. M. Carpenter, of

Devil's Run, Nev., in the Chicas^o Herald. "By
conveying water in fiumes to the mouth of a shaft on the

Comstock and then letting it fall to the level of the

Sutro Tunnel a force equal to a pressure of 680 pounds to

the square inch was generated; the problem was how to

transfer this power from the tunnel level, where it was not

wanted, to the stamp mills, where it could take the

place of steam. The problem appears to have been solved

by the use of electricity. lOlectric motors convey the power
with a loss of less than 40 per cent, from a point i ,0oo feet

below the surface of the ground to the mill on the surface,

and when the power reaches the stamps it is found to be

equivalent to 435 horse power, which would run any
stamp mill in the world. With steam as a motive power
it is impossible on the Comstock, even with Ihe latest

improvements in reduction, to treat economically ore

which carries less than $15 of gold and silver to the ton.

Where the ore lies on the surface and can be quarried out

in enormous quantities, as in the lilack Hills in Dakota,

there is money in mining and milling ore which runs a few

dollars to thL- ton. I'.ut where the ore has to be hoisted

from great depths and considerable expense has to be

incurred for pumping, ventilation, crushing, etc, the cost
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of steam is so great that really low grade ore cannot be

handled at a profit. If the new electric motors prove

successful in practical use this cost will be saved. It is

estimated th.it with the power furnished by them the

Nevada mill can treat $io ore satisfactorily, and with an

ample water supply even 5^5 ore can be treated with

profit." ^^^^^^^^^^^^_

A New Rotary Engine.

The Duplex Rotary Engine company, Chicago, is plac-

ing on the market a new rotary engine of novel design, an

illustration of which appears herewith. The working parts,

FIG. 2. NEW ROTARY ENGINE.

which are shown in Fig. 2, are confined to four

pistons or valvs operated by an eccentric so arranged

that the steam is used expansively, something that has not

heretofore been possible in a rotary movement. The engine

is a desirable one for small lighting plants, occupying but

little space, and with a steam pressure of 200 pounds a

speed of 2,000 revolutions is easily reached. Coupled

directly to an incandescent dynamo in a recent test at the

Exposition building, Chicago, a steady light was furnished,

and it is claimed with a consumption of steam no greater

than customary with any of the ordinary high speed en-

gines. The engine has few parts and can be made at a

comparatively low price. The same principle has been

applied in the construction of a rotary pump with equal

success.

message that memorable day, the first one being written by

a young woman with whom Mr. Morse had been very much

infatuated, but who would never marry him."

Mrs. Smith, to whom reference is undoubtedly made by

Mrs. White, informed Morse of the passage of the bill on

the morning following the victory. She was a daughter of

Henry G. Ellsworth, commissioner of patents at that time,

and she certainly believed that slie was the first to break

the news to Prof. Morse. Her father had been a class-

mate of Morse at Yalo, and as Ellsworth belonged to an

influential Connecticut family his support of his old school-

mate's bill was most valuable. When Morse was informed

by Miss Ellsworth of the passage of the bill he accompa-

nied her to her father's home to learn the particulars of the

victory from his old friend who had been present, and had

greatly assisted in pushing the bill through.

Miss Ellsworth had been an enthusiastic advocate of

Morse's bill, and when she informed him of its passage he

promised her that he would permit her to send the first

telegram over the new line. This message is still pre-

served.

The Hon. James D. Reid, who is certainly an authority

on all matters pertaining to the history of telegraphy, gives

Miss Ellsworth credit for being the first to bear the news

to Prof. Morse, and this opinion has been shared by tele-

graphers generally. At the last meeting of the Old Time

Telegraphers this was especially noticeable when Mrs.

Smith was invited to participate in the proceedings, and

many references were made to the encouragement which

Morse received from the Ellsworths during the days of

anxiety.

It appeared to be preferred to make them both lo*

absolute units. The matter of the normal resistance of

copper did not come up at ail for want of lime,"

Who Informed Morse of the Passage of
the Telegraph Bill ?

It has been generally supposed that Mrs. Roswell Smith,

wife of the president of the Century company, was the first

to inform Prof. Morse of the passage of the bill providing

for the building of the experimental telegraph line, but

now there appears a rival for this distinction in the person

of Mrs. Harriet White, widow of Senator Albert S. White

of Indiana. Mrs. White was at Morgan Park last week

and gave her story to a reporter in the course of a chat

about the distinguished men of the period when her hus-

band was engaged in national politics at Washington.

Here is the story, as reported by the interviewer:

"Mr. Morse had been importuning Mr. White for a long

time to get the bill passed, and my husband did all he

could. Finally he came home one night—it was at mid-

night, just at the close of a secret session of the senate

—

and said: 'I've got some news for you. The senate has

just passed Morse's bill, and it will become a law.' Mr.

Morse was stopping in the same boarding house, on the

same fioor with us. I hastily slipped on a wrapper and

rushed to the door of his room. I pounded away on it

until I woke him up. 'What's the matter?' he cried, think-

ing some accident had happened. 'Your bill has passed!

Your bill has passed!' I shouted. Then I rushed back to

my own room. Morse jumped from his couch and fairly

yelled and danced with delight. Then he ran to our room

and knocked at the door. 'You can't come in,' I told him,

'because we're just going to retire.' 'But I want to talk

over the good news,' he pleaded; 'can't I see Mr. White?'

Mr, White went out into the hall and talked with the ex-

cited inventor and convinced him that the news was true.

A short time after that the trial line to P.altimore was in

readiness and the test was made. I sent the third or fourth

Camp's Conduit.
The construction of the conduit shov/n hercv;ith will be

evident at a glance. This conduit may be located at any con-

venient point with reference to the rails, but it is prefer-

ably secured upon the ties intermediate betv/ccn the rails.

The box is cast in sections, and its form is generally pear-

shaped, with a lower portion embracing the greater pan

American Institute of Electrical En-
gineers.

Carl Hering, chairman of the delegation representing

the American Institute of Electrical Engineers at the In-

ternational Congress of Electricians at Frankfort, has

made his report to the Institute. The fact that the prop-

osition presented by the American delegation was not

adopted is explained by the lack of time for proper dis-

cussion. In Mr. Hering's language, "It was thought better

not to do anything than to do something which might

afterward be regretted." It will be seen by the

following exstract from the report, that there was

not unnaminity of opinion on the proposition:

"The English members appeared to favor the adoption of

the name 'Henry,' Mr. Preece saying that he had re-

ceived instructiojs from the Royal Society to advocate its

CAMPS CONDUIT.

of a perfect circle when viewed in cross-section. The
lower curved part affords an open space adapted to receive

any foreign substances which may find their way into the

conduit, and from which they may readily be swept by

means of a revolving brush attached to the car. At the

lowest points in the general grade of the track there are

outlets, through which the drip and foreign substances

may be conveyed away by connection with the sewer.

The conductors are hung by insulated supports from the

lugs which support the cap-plates. The wires are set at

such apoint as toHeabove the planeof the lower edge of the

KIC. I. NEW ROTARY KNGINK,

adoption. The German, French and Swiss members

opposed it on various grounds. Some thought it conflicted

with the already adopted name, 'quadrant;' others thought

it ought to be 'Franklin;' others 'Neumann,' and some

did not acknowledge the work of Prof, llcnry in this field.

Quite a number had never heard of its adoption by this

Institute. The names Gauss and Weber for the magnetic

units appeared to meet with general approval. The

disagreement was as to what numerical values should be.

depending wingsof the cap-plates. They .arc thus secured

from interference by foreign substances while the tendency

of the inverted V-shapcd slot is to direct to the bottom of

the conduit any water entering at the top. H. C. Camp

of St. Paul, Minn, is the inventor.

The Great Northern Telegraph comi^ny announces

that the Japanese land lines beyond Hiogo and Osaka

were greatly damaged by the recent severe earthquake.
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Col. Ci.o\vrv's appointment as a member of the World's

Fair committee on grounds and buildings promises to

furQi>ih a happy solution of the misunderstanding arising

from conoirrcnt powers conferred on that committee and

the one on electricity. As chairman of ihe electrical com-

mittee, Col, Clo.vry is in a position that gives him peculiar

Goalificaiions to act a- the rcprcserlativc of the electrical

interests on the grounds and buildings committee, which

frequently passes on matters of importance to electricians.

The new member of the committee is a busy man, but he

may be relied -jpon to discharge the duties of his double

position with tact and fidelity to the interests he repre-

sents,

MAJiY references to an alleged ext'.nsion of the Ucll

paleols have appeared in the daily papers v/iihin the last

two weeks. The language in «\cry ca<;e i<; vague, but the

general imprecision sought to be conveyed by the Washing-

ingtos correspoTidenti is tha*. cither an ac!u.tl extension

has been scctired or else that new patents will t*e obtained

on a greatly improved instrameot, thu.* virtually extending

the Bel! company's monopoly for fourteen years longer. It

is intimated that valuable invention secured by Ihe great

Boston corporation rray have been withheld to be patented

in this emergency. Mr. Simonds, the commissioner of

palents, declares that no patent has recently been issued

which can be construed as being in favor of the Bell com-

pany. There seems to be a widespread belief, neverthe-

less, that there is a scheme on foot that will make liie Bell

people masters of the situation for many years to come. It

is not to be doubted that the Bell company would gladly

avail itself of the advantage that a patent issued at this

time for a desirable improvement would give it. Indeed,

hints that such a couise would probably be adopted leaked

out long ago, and well informed persons will not be sur-

prised at an announcement of that sort within a short time.

It is likely that the prospective competitorsof the telephone

company will have, at the expiration of the original patents,

more cbstacles to overcome than they now imagine.

In another column there is presented an opinion by

Judge Blodgett in an interesting patent suit. The con-

troversy arose over the patents of Augustus Hahl and

Elisha Gray, which it was claimed bad been infiinged by

the defendant in the case, both the Hahl and Gray patents

being controlled by the plaintiff.

It appears that the earlist patent to issue, that of

Augustus Hahl, covered only the specific construction of

the flexible cable method of connecting wires between dif-

ferent floors of the elevator shaft. This flexible cable is

seen everywhere in elevators provided with annunciators.

The Elisha Gray patent, issued nearly two years latei

after an interference with Hahl's patent, contained a

broad claim based upon Gray's invention of the frict-

ional or sliding contact method of connecting the wires in

the elevator shaft. Gray, being the pioneer, was entitled

to a claim, broad enough to cover not only his frictional

mechanism for making the connections but also variations

and improvements. Therefore the court held tha": the res-

pondent was guilty of contempt in violating the injunct-

ion as to the'Gray patent after the Hah! patent had expired

although the infringement consisted in making acd selling

the specific device of the expired Hahl patent.

The legal consequence is that the exclusive right cov-

ered by the Hahl patent is exended to practically nineteen

years, that is until the Gray patent shall expire.

It believed that this is the first case in which this point

has been involved

The New York /FcjM/ reports that "between Aug. 17th

and Oct. 2ist of this year there were twenty-nine cases re-

ported at police headquarters of persons who had been in-

jured by the horse cars of this city. Ttat is almost an

average of one accident every otter day. The accidents

reported varied all the way from lots of life and loss of

limb down lo fractures and contusions of the body. A few

of the unfoitunates escaped with only bruises. Many
were hurt internally; many more were seriously injured in

other ways. Five were killed outright." This isaserious

matter. What a hue and cry would go up from the Nevv

York press if an equal number had been injured in a like

space of time on electric roads in any specified locality!

We should have the changes rung on the "deadly trolley

system" until everybody was tired and disgusted. But, as

a matter of fact, experience has demonstrated that the

electric system is as safe, if not safer, than the antiquated

horse cars that have created such havoc in New Voik.

Motor men are invariably more careful and cautious than

drivers of horse cars, realizing the strength of the power

under their control, and the rights of pedestrians are re-

spected. As Mr. Beckley pointed out in his address

before ihe New York State Street Railway association, the

only tenable objection to electric railways in large cities is

a sentimental one, "the looks of ihe thing" The public

must judge whether it shall be allowed to outweigh such a

record of the clumsy, untidy horse car as is disclosed by

our New York contemporaiy.

ONK of the most perplexing problems confronting the

management of the World's Columbian E.xposilion is the

regulation of the manner of supplying light and power to

the grounds and buildings. Undoubtedly all the principal

manufacturers of dynamos and electric lightirg appl'anccs

in the United States and Europe will have extensive ex-

hibits at the fair. One or more of the systems thus ex-

ploited must be employed to light the grounds, and, in

addition to this, an immense amount of electricity mu.st be

generated for the transmission of power. What system or

syMcms shall he employed for this work at the great central

*ttalion? Shall bids be solicited with the understanding

thai the lowest bidder shall get the contract for the whole

work, or shall separate tenders be asked for arc lighting,

incandescent lighting and motor service? Or, again, shall

each import.'int company be given an opportunity to do

some portion of the work at a rate of remuneration uni-

form for all? And, if the last named plan is decided upon,

will the companies be allowed to show their systems com-

plete, including generating apparatus, line construction and

lamps? It is obvious that a satisfactory decision of these

questions involves the exercise of a high degree of wisdom

and the strictest impartiality—an impartiality, moreover,

that shall know no bounds of nationality. The success of

the electrical display will be very greatly influenced by the

manner in which this matter is disposed of.

It must not be forgotten that American manufacturers

are not the only ones to be considered. Foreigners are

anxious to show their lighting apparatus in actual opera-

tion, and of course they expect pay for their services. W.
H. Preece, chief electrician to the government telegraph

depaitmentin England, writes: "Our working manufact-

urers will want some assistance. The cost of mere exhi-

bition is a very heavy item indeed, and to show the actual

operations of our electric lighting methods would very

much enhance the exhibition from an English point of

view. Our two great firms— Willans & Robinson and
Crompton tS: Co.—want to take part in the general illumin-

ation of the buildings, as they did in Paris." That bears

directly on a question that must scon be settled. It is

this: What exhibitors will be allowed to take part in the

generation of electric power for use in the grounds and
buildings ?

Reference to the official report of the proceedings of

the last meeting of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers just received from the secretary discloses an
instance of unparalleled audacity on the part of that

organization. Carl Ilering, chairman of the delegation

representing the Institute at the Frankfort Congress, made
his report, in which the following paragraph appears:

The announcement closed with an invitation to the
members of this Congress, on the part of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers, to pirticipite in the
next International Congress to be held under the auspices

of this Institute, in Chicago, in iSg3.

It is lo be presumed that Mr. Hering and his associates

acted under instructions from the Institute in extending

this invitation to the members of the Frankfort Congress.

It is hardly possible they would take this liberty without

authority, and the attitude of the Instiiute toward the

coming congress supports this view. This organization

assumed that the direction of the congress would be

placed in its hands, and took the liberty to act upon this

unwarranted assumption by inviting foreign electricians

to participate in a congress, [the invitations for which must

,

in fact, be issued from another source.

The Electrical Congress, like all other congresses to be

held in connection with the World's Columbian Exposition

will be held under the direcl supervision of the World's

Congress Auxiliary of the World's Columbian Exposition.

The plan of organization cf this department is that it shall

be under the direct authorization of the exposition

authorities and the Unite! Slates government, and the

plans have already been completed for the organization of

several congresses The special committees to arrange

the details of the several congresses have been appointed

by President Bonney. In the case of the Electrical Con-

gress, at least, the preliminary organization has been

eflecled, and ihe work is now well under way. All this has

been announced Iieretofore, but the members of the Ameri-

can Institute of Electrical ICngineers and some of the

Eastern electrical papers do not appear to realize that the

exposition authorities are in earnest. The Institute at its

last meeting had the etTrontery to appoint a committee to

"formulate a provisicnal programme for the work of the

congress."

It should not be necessary at this time, lo point out the

necessity of holding this congress under the direct

authorization of the United States government, and inas-

much as the organization has been effected under this plan

the efforts of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers to supplant Prof. Gray and his associates, can

only bring the organization into ridicule. Petty squabbles

of this kind are entirely out of place, and as they will un-

questionably retard the progress of the work, they should

not be countenanced by any one who has the interest of

the congress and the exposition at heait. It has been

decreed that the Electrical Congress shall be held under

the direction of Prof. (Jray and his local and advisory

committees. If the American Institute has the interest of the

congress at heart and not its own glorification, it will co-

operate with Prof. Gray in whatever manner he may in-

dicate. It is to be hoped that the members will look at

the matter in this light, and silence those agitators who

are now endeavoring lo retard the work of the congress

by the publication of such impudent and snobbish edi-

torials as appeared in '{'hi- /Lle'/riea/ ll'crM in its issue of

November 7th.
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Magnetic Reluctance.
At the last meeting; of the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers. A K. Kennelly read a paper on "Mag-
netic Reluctance," published in the Westkiin Electrician
of Nov. 7th. At the conclusion of the paper the following

discussion took place:

Cakl Heking: It is a great satisfaction to see from this

interesting paper that there is after all a slraight-Iine law

in magnetic phenomena, and that it is so for just that

range of values which is used most in practice.

I think it would have been clearer to many readers if

Mr. Kennelly had added that the reluctivity, p, which he

uses, is the reciprocal of u. This is inferred in the paper,

but as we are usuall) more familiar with /i than with p, I

think it would have been clearer, to some of us at least, if

that had been stated.

In referring to his curve, Eig. 4, he says, "The reluc-

tivity of iron appears from these curves to commence at a

certain definite and moderately large value." It seems to

me it is a very indefinite value, because, according to the

other curves it is the reciprocal of zero. That is to say,

theoretically, this curve would start al infinity, and there-

fore it follows that the practical initial value would be a

rather indefinite value. It certainly does not seem to be a

very definite value, because the curve (Eig. 4) is the recip-

rocal of the curve shown in Fig 2, which appears to start

from or near zero. If this initial value is a definite one,

why is it not given in any of the Figs. 5, 6. 7 and S?

Fig. 3 is not quite correct at the end of the curve, and is

a little misleading on that account. The curve comes
down as if it was going to cut the v line just beyond the

figure, but that is not ihe case, as there is a point of in-

flection there, shown by the two last plotted values. If it

were to cut that line it would have values here, of a nega-
tive conductivity or a source of magnetism, which, of

course, is absurd. If the value had been carried out

farther the line would tend to become tangent, I think, to

a horizontal line a little above the x line. It is a little

misleading and puzzling to any one to whom a curve ex-

presses a law, to see this line start so definitely toward the

.V line as if it were going to get ihere.

Referring to Fig. 10, which gives Mr. Kenuelly's in-

teresting straight line, if I understand that the values of r

are given in such units that the unit i, near the top, rep-

resents the reluctivity of air, which I suppose is what was
meant, it seems to me this line cannot continue to be

straight. It would seem that it must tend to become
tangent to Ihe unity line; that it must curve off and never
get above that line, for if it got above that line we would
have a peculiar condition here, because, for such values of

// it would follow that if you took the iron out of the field.

the remaining field in the air would be stronger than when
the iron was there. In other words, if you generate
a field of that strength with some iron in it, and then
lake the iron away, the field will be stronger than it was
before.

I think it would have added to the interest a little to

have marked on these cur\'es the values at which iron was
usually used in practice, so as to give us an idea of what
parts of the curves are most important. In Figs land
3 it corresponds to values in the neighborhood of 15,000;
in Figs. 2 and 4 to values of //=io. Fig. 2 is about
^//f/'i' (indicating); and it is a somewhat curious condition
shown here that we use iron where it has an apparent con-

duciivity much lower than its maximum—about }^ of its

maximum apparent conductivity.

It might also have been interesting to have added to

these curves the corresponding curve for air. in order to

show the relation between them- In Fig. r the curve for

air would be a straight line very close to the r line, mak-
ing a very small angle with it. In Fig, 2 the line for air

is a horizontal line parallel to the .i- line, and I think it is

the line which this curve appraches as an asymptote. In
Fig. 3 the line is also a horizontal line very near the x
line. In Fig. 4 it is also a horizontal line, but its location,

according to the scales used, would be very far above this

diagram.
The diagram was drawn to a scale in which the Hne for

air is represented, This would be away down here near
the origin, so that it could hardly be distinguished from
the origin.

Near the end of his paper Mr. Kennelly refers to an an-
alogy with an electric circuit ccntaining an electrolyte. It

may ptrhaps assist in understanding some of the phenom-
ena. If, for instance, we take two platinum plates in

dilute sulphuric acid and subject them to a difference of

potential, beginning at zero and gradually increasing,

plotting the value of the eleclromoiivc force as x and those

of the current as,V, we will get a curve very similar to Fig.

1. Itwilldiffer slightly at the origin; it will be a little

sleeper in the ascent and a little sharper at the bend. In

this anology the eleclrcmotive force conespords to//, the

current corresponds to /', the apparent resistance corres-

ponds top, and the apparent conductivity to //. Carrying
out this analogy here we will find that the liquid will have
curves almost exactly like those in Figs, i, 2, 3 and 4,

The curve approaches a horizontal line as an asymptote
just as the curve in Fig. 2 docs. It starts like that in Fig.

2, has a maximum near the j line and comes down in the

form of a hyperbola. If this curve is worked out you will

find it to be almost e>;actly like those shown in Figs, r, 2,

and 3. It will also be found to be very similar to that in

Fig. 4, only that the line will not be straight. I did not

have any definite values from which to work out the curves

of this analogy, but assuming the first curve to be some-
thing like the one shown in Fig, i, which will undoubted-
ly be the case, I worked out all the others and found they

agreed very nearly with the magnetic curves.

J. Stanford Brown: Mr. Kennelly hai spoken of

the term "magnetic resistance," and of certain objections

which have been made to the term "magnetic resis-

tance.'" Authorities differ somewhat on the definition

of reluctance, and it might be well to call attention

to it. In other words, according to some, it is the ra-

tio of magneto-motive force to the total magnetic llux.

According to others, it is the ratio of raagnelo-moiive force

to the flux density. I believe ihe first definition is due to

Hospitaller in the beginning, and is followed by Prof.

Fleming in his "Alternate Current Transformer," while

the other has been followed by Dosanquet Lathers. If

such is the case it might be well for us to decide here

which is the best, and have the Institute adopt one orihe
other as authoritative. It might give us a practical idea

of it in another form to remember that in making use of

this relationship in motor work or dynamo v.ork we are

dealing with ampere turns and the force lines per unit

area.

Dr. Louis Bell: With reference to the curves, Figs 2

and 3 in the paper just read, I may be able to give a word
of explanation.

I remember seeing Prof. Rowland use the curve. Fig. 3.

as a horrible example of the danger of extrapolation be-

yond the experiments. He supposed, as others supposed.

at the time his work was done that the permeability fell

down to zero; that there was an end of the power of added
force to produce effect; that permeability rose to a certain

point, then dropping and stopped there; and it was
something of a revelation to everybody when the investiga-

tions of Ewing showed that the curve became asymptotic.

I had the pleasure of hearing Prof. Ewing read one of the

classical papers on the subject at Manchester some three

years ago, and it was generally remarked as surprising that

the curve did become completely asymptotic. The inter-

pretation to be put, then, on that particular diagram is that

a man has no business to continue the deduced curve be-

yond the point where his experiments stop, unless he

knows what is going to happen, which he seldom or never

does.

Chas. p. Steinmetz; I cannot agree with the opinion
expressed here, that the curve of magnetic reluctance does
not start from a definite value, but begins at an infinite

value. On the contrary, I entirely agree with Mr. Ken-
nelly that the initial point of the curve of magnetic reluc-

tance always must have an infinite value. For, if you
consider the cur\'es of dependence of the magnetism upon
the magnetomotive force, the curve given in Mr. Kennelly's

paper as Fig. i, you see that this curve starts in the zero

point with a finite angle, different from zero, and differea

from 90\
Now the magnetic conductivity is the tangens function,

the magnetic reluctivity the cotangens function of this

angle, and the angle being different from zero and different

from 90°, both functions must have a finite value. That
means magnetic reluctivity as well as magnetic conduc-
tivity start from a finite initial value.

And, that the "magnetic characteristic" curve, Fig. i,

of the paper intersects the axis of abscissx under a finite

angle different from zero and from 90°, is evident, and
proved by the fact that, if you send an alternating current

around this magnetic circuit, no matter how much }ou de-

crease this current, it will always encounter a finite amount
of self-induction. Now self-induction of the alternating

electric circuit measures the conductivity of its magnetic
circuit, and therefrom you prove that this conductivity in

the zero point, and thereby also its inverse value, the re-

luctivity is finite.

I am very much pleased to see that Mr. Kennelly pre-

fers the term ' magnetic reluctance" to the term "magnetic
resistance," which begins already to be used rather

confusedly. For electric resistance is one thing, and
magnetic reluctance is another thing, and both things

have got a definite, but different dimensions and so we
have no right whatever to call them both by the same name,
if we do not want to cause con fusion. It wou'd even be better

not to have the term electrical resistance at all. Even that

is very misleading; itwas introduced at a lime when electrical

science was still in a very crude state, and we knew noth-

ing about the dimensions of these quantities, and so it

came that the term "electric resistance" was introduced
for that quantity which determined the loss of energy
caused by an electric current in the same way as in me-
chanical engineering the term "mechanical resistance" was
already applied to that force, which consumes in every me-
chanicai motion a part of the energj', by converting it into

heat. But now we have the mechanical resistance, which
is a true force, of the dimensions of force, while electric

resistance is of the dimension of velocity, hence quite a

different thing; and if we introduce magnetic resistance we
have another resistance again, of still another dimension,
a reciprocal length, and so we have the same name for

three different quantities, of different dimensions, which
is anything but commendable. There is besides an essen-

tial difference between this term "magnetic reluctance"

and the two other resistances, because the two other resist-

ances are quantities which really determine the consump-
tion of energy or rather the conversion of energy into

heat. But the magnetic reluctance does not convert po-
tential energy into caloric energy. Hence if we want to

use the term magnetic resistance at all we should use more
appropriately another quantity with this name. In the

magnetic circuit a certain consumption of energy takes

place, too, if Ihe magnetism reverses. Hysteresis con-
sumes energy. I think I shall be able at one of the future

meetings to communicate to the Institute a number of ex-

perimental tests carried out in Mr. Eickemeyer's factory in

Vonkers, on determinations of loss of energy by hysteresis,

and its dependence upon the intensity of magnetization.

These results seem to point to the fact that this consump-
tion of energy by hysteresis can be expressed analytically

by one coefficient, and this coefficient would, I think, more
properly be called magnetic resistance than any other

quantity, because it is really that coetVicient which deter-

mines the con^iumption of energy, that is the conversion
of magnetic potential energy into heat. It is better to

avoid the name "magnetic resistance" altogether. Another
point I wish to mention still. As known, elasticity is

that physical force which is almost analagous to magnetism,
so much, that almost every phenomenon of elastic forces

finds its analogy in the magnetic circuit. This analogy
goes even so far that, if Mr. Kennelly mentions that mag-

netism is able to store up in a given volume more energy
than any other force, elasticity even beats magnetism. .-V

twisted steel spring contains a greater amount of stored
up energy than a highly magnetized piece of iroa or a
highly magnetized quantity of air. To mention only the
analogon to hysteresis in the clasliciiy—when a steel
spring is twisted it represents a ccruin amount of pciential
energy, like any magnetic circuit. Now, untwist this
spring and it gives back enargy. like a magnetic circuit,
demagnetized, gives energ\- back. But if you iwis: the
spring and let it untwist itself, a certain amount of energy
is not given back. Just so, if you magneiize a magnetic
circuit by the expcndhure of a certain amount cf energy,
which is converted into magnetic potential, and dcmagnc
ti/.e it again, it does not give back all the energy, but a
certain amount of energy is lest by molecnlar friction, by
hysteresis.

By twisting or untwisting alternately a steel spring, a
certain amount of ccergy in each elastic cycle is converted
into heat by external friction and another amount by molec
ular frict'on.

The loss of energy by external friction per elastic cj'cle

is proportional to ihe rapidity where.vith the cycle ts com-
pleted to Ihe "frequency." The loss by molecular friction

is about constant, and is dependent upcn the rapidity of
elastic changes.
Now in the magnetic circuit you have the same—the ex-

ternal friction of the elastic qcle—or the resistance caused
by the work done by the spring—corresponds in the mag-
netic circuit to the induced currents, viz., eddy currents set
up by the alternating magnetism. Both are proportional
to the frequency of the alternations, and depend upon out-
side conditions.

To the molecular friction of the elastic cycle corresponds
in the magnetic cycle the molecular friction of hysteresis,

both dependent upon outside conditions, and apparently
upon the frequency.

Chas. E, Emery: I will add a word in relation to the
expression 4-, which has been discussed by one of the
speakers. In investigating the fcrmu!.'-- for the conslnic-
tion of motors and dynamos it becomes quite evident that
4~ is nothing more nor less than a simple arithmetical
coefficient which, in this connection, has nothing to do
with its customary significance as expressing the surface of
a sphere of unit radius. It is thought that this should be
emphasized by writing the figures instead of the symbol
or, for convenience of calculation, substituting a single

special character, for instance (7, for it. and stating its

numerical value. The artiflcal conception that a line of
force radiates from a unit of surface of a sphere of unit
radius, may be comprehended so far as the unit is con-
cerned, but has net the slightest applicability in practical

work. The conception causes great difficulty in the minds
of students, and to it may be ver^' well applied the lan-

guage used on the second page of Mr. Kennelly's paper,
where he refers to "the remarkable construction of purely
artifical frame-works of thought void of all attempts at
reality, yet capable of affording useful applications and
exact quantitative results," etc. This particular language
refers to theories in relation to magnetism, but the books
contain very similiar expressions in relation to 4~. It

should be borne in mind that the criticism is not intended
to apply to the electrostatic distribution of the potential on
the surface of a sphere or other solid, for in such case the
surface of the sphere is one of the elements considered,
ivhereas "magneto-motive" force, as it is called by the
committee on units, has no necessary relation to a sphere
or to a system of lines radiating in all directions from a
common center. The coefficient used in connection there-

with, which has been called 4-, arises from the same
causes that similar coefficients occur in almost all other
formu'x, either rational or empirical. For instance, in

the rational formula for the square of the volocity. we have
in English units the coefficient 2_^. In the practical ap
plication of this formula certain resistances are frequently
considered by substituting for 2^' an empirical coefficient of
less value. Some such coefficient is neccessary in nearly
all formulx. In the absolute system of electrical units it

is made unity and therefore disappears, but in many of the
practical applications of such units a coefficient of differ-

ent value than unity is a necessity. For instance, the
value of ^^ in absolute units must be used as a multiplier

when the absolute units of force and mass are reduced to
weight or mechanical work. The multiplier called 4- in

the formula we are considering, is required for a similar
reason.

It is believed that the coefficient : can be properly called

the mechanical equivalent of eVctromagnetic force and
thereby correspond with the mechanical equivalent of heat.

The value of the volt-ampere or watt is necessarily known
in terms of mechanical work by definition, and is based
upon the product of the absolute units of electromotive

force and currtnT. When, however, it is desired to sub-
stitute for the absolute unit of electromotive force in such
product, the unit velocity of a conductor across unit field

in a unit of time, a coefticent is necessary' to reduce this

modified unit of work to the custoraarj* unit of work.
This arithmetical coetficieni, when the .absolute units arc

expanded to practical units, we call :, acd ils value has
been fixed at about 12.6 or 4T, but from the fact that a
certain multiple of -t must be conbined with 9S1, the ac-

celeratrix of gravity in metric measure, it seems impossible

that any exact multiple of ~ should be the result, and it is

believed that on further investigation, the value will be
modified, and when this is done, of course 4- must disap-

pear, but the proposed constant, .;. would be retained for

the value finally determined upon.
It may be asked : How is it that a coefficient merely ex-

pressing an arithmetical relation between certain quantities

has been referred to the surface of a sphere? It will be
seen that is in some sense an imit.iiion of the remarkable
work of Weber and Gauss in referring the intangible

phenomena relative to electricity to t.^ngiblc measures of
length, mass and time. The apparent object was to pre-

vent the appearance of an arithmetical coefficient by
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clothing it in the grab of a direct measurement relating to

a physical object. Such a mathematical parable could

have been obtained by representing one line of force by

one of the units of any length or any surface which con-

tained, or could be made to contain, the total number of

units desired; for instance, very readily the tangent of an

angle, when, if the angle corresponding to such tangent

coincided with that between any notable lines of reference

about the earth or in the heavens, for example, the dip of

the magnetic needle or the inclination of the earth's axis

or equator to the ecliptic, the physical relation would

have been established. In this particular case, however,

the number of units which it was desired to represent by

a tangible well known object was equal to, or could be

called, the number of units on the surface of a sphere of

unit radius, so it was possible to follow the reasoning in

relation tothe distribution of potential and represent a line

of force by the solid angle included by unit area on the

surface of a sphere of unit radius, and as there were 4~

or 12.6 units of area on the surface of such a sphere,

the value of the coefficient was thus artificially fixed at 4".

The objection to an artificial representation of this kind

is evident. The mind is filled with conceptions which

incompletely represent the phenomena, and consequently

proper courses of action under the particular circum-

stances, do not suggest themselves as readily as if more

natural and customary methods were employed. It is not

so much the use of tz as it is the artificial atmosphere

which 4~ brings. The - by itself has a definite arith-

metical value, but 4~ implies a conception which carries

the mind into the clouds. The attempt to use any unmual
units in practical work has also much the same effect.

The mind involuntarily grasps and suggests relations be-

tween the units of length and capacity which are custom-

arily employed in the country of the investigator. It un-

necessarily cripples his capacity and occupies his time in

a cataclysm of arithmetical work to attempt to regularly use

one set' of units when accustomed to another. For in-

stance, without deciding that metric are better or worse

than English units, it is safe to say that a person should

use those to which he is accustomed for ordinary lengths

and weights even in electrical work, but that all should use

the same units for strictly electrical quantities. This may
appear contradictor}-, but the result is easily accomplished

by using formui:^ in the general form employed in all other

branches of engineering, or of the kind in which an arith-

metical co-efficient precedes the characters which represent

the relations to be considered. Every formula, both ra-

tional and empirical, takes the general form: The quantity

desired equals A (an arithmetical coefficient) multiplied

by a function of a, multiplied by a function of b, multiplied

by a function of c, etc. In electrical formulae the func-

tions are very simple, many of them being represented by

the characters themselves, but even in such formulK the

initial coefficient is of the greatest value. It may in some

cases be equal to unity, but the character should be re-

tained for reasons yet to be stated. It may combine in

itself all the arithmetical relations of the several quantities,

and. more valuable than all for electrical work, it may
show the arithmetical relations of the quantities when ex-

pressed in different units: for instance, have one value {A)

when ail the quantities are in absolute measure, another

(.•/j) when all are in English measure, but better it can

have still another value (A._^ when part of the quantities

are expressed in ordinary electrical terms referring to met-

rical measure and the remainder in English measure. For

instance, the magnetic field may be stated in c. G. s. lines

of force in the same formula where other quantities refer

to English fett, inches or pounds, and yet the torque be

brought out in pounds acting at the distance of a foot just

as well as if the result were 6rst obtained in dynes at the

distance of a centimeter and then a process of arithmetic

gone through to secure the final result.

Dk- M. I. Pltin: I once heard a lecture by a veiy fa-

mous specialist. Prof. Winkler of the Berlin Polytechnic

school, in bridge building and railroad building in general;

it was a lecture on designing bridges. He said, if you

want to be sure that yonr bridge will not break down under

the load for which it is designed make it three times as

strong as your calculations require. Wei), as a rule, that

will nevc-r'apply to electrical engineering. Eleciricity is

nothing if not an exact science. Mechanical engineering

is not yet a perfectly exact science. Our methods of test-

ing arc exceedingly exact and electrical units are derived

by vcr>' exact and, comparatively speaking, verj- easy means.

Because a certain quantity has the numerical co efficient 4
~

we cannot complain of that.

It is an incommensurable quantity, and that is another

baJ thing about ". and yet this 4- appears all the time in

clcclr&-rriagnetism. Wc define our amperes and volts and
ohms, by 'Icfining first our units of length, of time, and of

mais wtiich leads then to our definition of the units of

force and .vorV:; wc apply then Ampere's fundamental law

ID electro magnetiim and Coulomb's fundamenial law in

rrn2n'^-''m, and To'jlc's well known law to obtain our units

fr-rce, and resistance.

s paper is concerned, I want to
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iron is ihcn complete, and the intensity of
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de^Dite value, uecauie, A I cbisuicc uca, fig, 2 showed a

starling point from zero. Fig. 2, it must be confessed, is

erroneous in that respect. The first observation is shown
by a black mark, and the lineshould not be carried back
to the zero point. As regards Fig. 3, that does not term-
inate at the base line. It ends with the two little dots that

you see there, and any person is at liberty to continue that
line in any direction whatever. The exact direction of
course, will depend upon how you construe the word per-

meability; whether you mean metallic permeability, or

permeability in the mass. There is a difference on the vein

theory, because we have seen that the llux is supposed, on
this theory, to be the magnetizing flux added to the flux in

the metal itself. It dissociates what goes on in the metal
from what goes on in the space occupied by the metal,

while the ordinary term, permeability, includes both.

In regard to Fig. 4 and also Fig. 10 in the" paper
it is quite true that in reluctance, as ordinarily

defined, namely, as the reciprocal of permeability,

I / ji, the line could not go beyond unity, and would
stop before the second line from the top of the dia-

gram, Fig. 10. But that is mentioned on page 497. It is

also pointed out that if we borrow from the vein theory,

the conception that the reluctance in the mass, in the joint

reluctance of two things in multiple arc, namely, the

metal and the space occupied by the metal (it is an artificial

hypothesis— granted; but it leads to a result which is easy
to handle), one becomes an asymptote, the other, so far as

we know, goes on forever; that is to say, it does not
terminate at 24,500. Now the reluctance of iron is shown
at 24, 500 to be a little over i . i— call it 1.2. The
reluctance of air is supposed to be constant, namely, unity.

The joint reluctance of these two is

1.2x1 1.2

= =-- 0.545
1.2+1 22

Now, you see, .54 would be the apparent reluctance of

the iron. It shows how very vital a change is introduced

by that conception borrowed from the vein theory, for on
the conception that there is a metallic reluctance, the line

becomes straight. The whole object of the paper is to

show that whereas the curves of flux in terms of magnet-
izing force, or of permeability in terms of flux density,

are all complicated curves—they are curves which you
would not like to define by any particular formula. The
curve which follows from the conception of the inverse of

permeability is, fortunately, a very simple one. It is one
that although it may have no place in nature, hap
pen to suit our purposes in a high degree. On Fig. g,

the dots there which show the observations, indicate that

the reluctivity did commence at a definite value, namely,

0.75, in that particular example.
Now as regards the point that was mentioned of the

vein flux having reached its full amount, that arises, does it

not, from the fact that the total induction—the total num-
ber of lines of force in the metal per square centimeter

of section can go on as far as 45,000. Whereas the in-

tensity in the iron, that is to say, on the vein theory, the

amount of magnetic material that you would discover by
making a cut at right angles to the lines, the amount of

magnetic fluid would reach a finite value, in other words
the induction B increases indefinitely while /, the in-

tensity of magnetization, reaches a maximum.
There is only one other point, I think; that is about this

uniortunate 4 ~. It is a matter sincerely to be regretted

that we cannot in dealing with the simplest magnetic cir-

cuits determine the flux from the magneto motive force,

without the introduction of that very unfortunate co-

efficient. As has been clearly pointed out by several

speakers, it stands in the light of no more than a numerical
factor, and is derived from ihe fundamental fact that the

unit of quantity in magnetism is that quantity which would
repel its equal with unit force at unit distance

It would certainly be possible to suppress 4 ~ from the

practical side of the work. We could cause 4 ^ lo dis-

appear from our equations of electromotive force and flux,

but it would turn up in other places. If we force it out of

the door it would come in at the window. The first effect

would be that we would have to change all our ohms and
volts. That is a task which is surely enough to deter

almost any advocate of such a change.

The Chicago Electric Club.
The next meeting of the Electric club will be held No-

vember 23d. The programme for the evening has been

prepared by Messrs. Degenhardt and Buckley. Under

the able mananagement of these gentlemen, whose qualifi-

cations as humorists are so well known, the entertainment

cannot fail to bring together a large number of fun lovers.

The programme is as follows:

I, Humorous Paper— C. C. llaskiiis.

2. ijonK— (Juartctte.

3. Recitation—Mr. Fielder.

4. Tnal of Prof, lladt for siealing four wuits frfuii Terry's field

—

For the proMcution, W. J, IJucUlcy; for ilic (kfcn^e, I'. E.
DcKcnhardt.

S- SoriK—Quartette.
fj. Rcciution—Mr. Fielder.

7. I.unch.
H. I'unch.
I/. No charge.

iiriny. yowr friends.

The official report of the New Zealand postofTice and
telegraph department for the year 1890 shows that 1,961.-

161 telegrams of all codes were forwarded, an increase of

153,174, or S.77 per cent., over the number forwarded in

1889. The number of telegrams, forwarded was in the

proportion of 3.13 to each head of the population, 'J'hc

number of press telegrams was 192862. The telegraph

receipts for the financial year ended March .^i, 1891

—

including telephone exchange subscriptions, private-

wire rents, etc,—amonntcd to /"iii,786 17.S. lod., com-
pared v.ith /io'>,253 175. I'xI. in 1889, an increase of

/5.533. ^f 5'20 per cent.

Electrical Engineering as a Profession
in England.

As indicating the position and remuneration of electrical
engineers in England the following brief article, contri-
buted to the Electrical Engineer of London by H.
Cuthbert Hall, will be read with interest in the United
States;

If a young man or youth leaving school, wishing to
become an electrical engineer, seeks advice as to what
course he shall pursue in order to achieve the desired end,
he is usually told that one of three courses is open to him,'

either of which is calculated to provide him in a greater or
less degree with the equipment which he needs.

If he is pecuniarily well off, he may go to a university
and study mathematics and, perhaps, the theory of elec-
tricity, and then proceed, on leaving the university, to
attach himself to a firmof electrical engineers as an articled
pupil, there gaining that practical knowledge of his profes-
sion which his university training will enable him to receive
to the greatest advantage. Or he can, without any special
theoretical training, join a firm immediately on leaving
school and endeavor to acquire such theoretical knowledge
as is attainable after his day's work in the factory is done.
The third alternative which is open to him is to join one
of the numerous technical colleges which profess to com-
bine theoretical with practical training, and to turn out
efficient engineers after a one year's, two years' or three
years' course.

Of these three courses the former is undoubtedly the
best, as by following it a man is enabled to acquire both
theoretical and practical training under the most favorable
conditions. The second course probably comes next in
order of merit, but the theoretical training is necessarily
placed at a great disadvantage by the fact that it has to be
pursued when the student is wearied with physical labor.
The third course is perhaps the least advantageous of the
three, as in the endeavor to simultaneously acquire prac-
tical and theoretical knowledge the student not infrequently
fails in satisfactorily acquiring either the one or the other.
Whichever course, however, is untimately decided upon

and pursued, involves the expenditure of a great deal of
time and money, and the person in question not unrea-
sonably looks forward to receiving, at the end of his
apprenticeship, a return in some measure proportioned to
the trouble and expense which he has incurred. But in
this respect he is, in nine cases out of ten, most grievously
disappointed, for some of the best firms of electrical en-
gineers are not ashamed to offer men of exceptional
education, ability and training, salaries which would be
regarded as poor by the average city clerk.

To the uninitiated it would seem incredible that in order
to properly qualify for the position of electrical engineer it

should be necessary to spend several years in preparation
without receiving any pecuniary advantage, and have to
go to the expense of paying a premium and college fees,

and that at the end of the term of preparation a salary
should be offered very little higher than would be paid to
a raw youth, fresh from school, on entering a commercial
house. As an instance of what frequently occurs, the
career, based on actual facts, of an electrical engineer may
be cited, and may, perhaps, prove not uninteresting. It is

briefly summed up as follows: Preliminary education at a
public school; proceeded to Cambridge;' came out in the
mathematical tripos a fifth wrangler; spent three years as
an articled pupil at a well-known firm of electrical engi-
neers; became, on expiration of term of articled pupilage, a
member of their staff, at a salary of £100 per annum.
Cost of three years at Cambridge, about £Soo; premium
to firm of engineers, £300; salary received after six years'
training. £roo per annum.
Now here is the case of a man of considerable ability, as

proved by the degree which he took, laying out over
£1,200 in preparation, and after six years receiving a
salary of only £100 per annum. And this is no exagger-
ated case, but qu'te as good, if not better, than is the fate
of nine out of every ten.

In reply, it may be urged that the profession offers many
pri/es, which really first-class men obtain; but this is not
the case, for positions in England worth over £500 per
annum are decidedly exceptional.

A short time ago an important town in the west of
England advertised for an electrical engineerto takecharge
of the central lighting station there, and in order to obtain
so important a position a man would certainly have had to
have been able to claim a considerable experience of this
class of work, nor would it have been of much use ' for a
very young man to offer himself for the post; yet for this
important position the paltry salary of £300 per annum
was offered. A director of several large electric lighting
schemes recently admitted in conversation that he was
surprised to find for what low salaries really efficient men
could be obtained, and the enumeration of instances might
be multiplied of men holding important positions in con-
nection with electric lighting schemes and firms of
electrical engineers, at a remuneration which would be
considered insufficient for a responsible man engaged in a
branch of commerce which required no technical training
or education above that afforded by the board schools.

In the case of electric lightning schemes some slight
excuse may be offered for the payment of such low salaries,

because in so many instances no dividend has been earned,
but where a firm of electrical engineers and contractors is

in question it is notorious that large fortunes have been
made of late years, and similar excuses cannot therefore be
offered by them for the underpaying of their employes
which so frequently exists.

The reasons for the exceptionally bad position of elec-
trical engineers, as compared even With other classes of
employes, arc several in number, and, perhaps, even a
cursory inspection of Ihcm may suggest at any rale a partial

cure.

The profession has undoubtedly many advantages. The
immunity which it offers from the drudgery of the desk is

a great attraction to many, and the fact that applied cicc-
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triGity, as a science, is comparatively in its infancy, induces

many to join the ranksof electrical engineering, who would

feel little interest in more beaten tracks. But in one sense

this very attractiveness is a banc of the engineer, for many
men are, at any rate, partially reconciled to receiving

insufficient salaries because of their fondness for the work.

But the primary cause of the low salaries which are paid is

undoubtedly to be found in the fact that no test is imposed
by any responsible body on those who wish to enter the

profession. In fact, anybody can call himself an "elec-

trician," from the local ironmonger upwards. The
consequence is that the profession is crowded with a

number of incapables, whom a very elementary examina-
tion would probably be the means of weeding out. Of
course these men do not often obtain responsible positions,

but the fact of the supply, although of an inferior quality,

being so large, seriously detriments those who are really

competent to hold positions of trust.

Ignorance and inexperience in an electrical engineer are

productive of results quite as disastrous as would be the

display of similar qualities in many professions which are

now privileged. To be really a first-class electrical en-

gineer demands much patient work and more than average

ability, and it is quite time that some duly accredited body
took in hand the task of pulling the profession of electrical

engineering on a footing better befitting its dignity and im-

portance.

Ohio Tramway Association.

The tenth annual convention of the Ohio Tramway asso-

ciation was held at Akron, O., November loth. The at-

tendance was much larger than that of the previous year,

and considerable interest was manifested in the proceed-

ings.

President Stewart made an interesting opening address,

in which he said that several new companies had been
added to the list of memberships, and that the association

now had representatives of nearly every company in the

state. Referring to the advancement made in the intro-

duction of electrical equipment, he assured the members
that there was no organized effort, despite appearances, to

substitute "electric generators for hay and grain consum-
ers." and while he acknowledged "that most of our mem-
bers appear to have had an unusual 'fellow feeling' for

electrical promotion during the last year, it was not to be
taken as an indication of conspiracy against the Farmers'
Alliance."

He announced a departure from the time honored custom
of admitting only papers by members. This year it was
proposed to have devices and apparatus of all kinds for

street railway use explained by exploiters and advocates of

the several methods. The proposition was read with ap-

proval. The president again called attention to the neces-

sity of taking an active part in preventing' adverse legisla-

tion.

F. B. Brownell, of the Brownell Car company, read an
interesting paper on the subject of "Street Cars," in which
he said the three important points in construction were

design, material and workmanship.
Frank A. Rogers described the Short company's appar-

atus, and explained the operation of the company's motor.

W. S. Elliott represented the Edison General Electric

company, C. A. Benton the Detroit Electric Works. S. S.

Leonard the Hill Clutch Works, Garson Meyers the

Calorific Heater company, and F. H. Strieby the Thom-
son-Houston company. These gentlemen explained the

apparatus of the companies they represented.

The officers of last year were re-elected without opposi-

tion, and Zanesville was selected as the place of meeting

for next year.

The following is a list of the names of those in at-

tandance:

H. B. Morgan, Munson Belting company, Chicago;

Dwight B. Dean, Electric Merchandise company, Chicago;

John L. Baker, Western Electrician, Chicago; Merwin
Bulkley, Electrical Review, Chicago; L. W. Collins, Chi-

cago; Daniel Coolidge, Johnson company, Johnstown, Pa.;

F. A. Seiberling, Akron; F. B. Wagner, Cleveland; W.
W. Hazzard, Cleveland; Garson Myers, Calorific Ventilating

Heater company, Chicago; J. A. Hanna, J. B. Brill com-
pany, Chicago; F. H. Strieby, Thomson- Houston com-
pany, Cincinnati; W. S. Elliott, Edison General Electric

company, Chicago; W. E Boughton, Johnson company,
Cincinnati; H. A. Domer, Doraer & Dutton, Cleveland; S.

S. Leonard, Hill Clutch Works, Cleveland; P. G. Monroe,
Street Railway Gazette, Chicago; Eldredge Packer, Roches-
ter Car Wheel company, New York; N. H. Byam. Chas.

Munson Belting company, Pittsburg; Wells Goodhue,
Electrical Supply company, Chicago; Clarence E. Slump,
Street Railway Jo7inial, New York; E. V. Cavell. Stnet

Railway Isfews, New York; E. J. Carter, Fremont; F. S.

Kenfield, Street Railway Review, Chicago; F. B. Brownell,

Brownell Car company, St. Louis; T. B, Taltavall, Street

Railway jVews, New York; M. Siersdorfer, Post & Co.,

Cincinnati; John N. Stewart, Cleveland; Will Christy,

Akron; Alex. H. Lewis, Thomson-Houston Electric com-
pany, Cincinnati; Frank A. Rogers, Short Electric Rail-

way company, Cleveland; John Harris, Cincinnati; Clark

Rude, Mansfield; Reid Carpenter, Mansfield; A. D. Rog-
ers, Columbus; C. A. Benton, Detroit Electrical Works,
Detroit; H.W. Littell, Cincinnati; Horace E. Andrews,
Cleveland; J. E. Metlin, Akron; J. B. Hanna, Cleveland;

A. Everett, Cleveland.

The ever-popular Electric Merchandise company was rep-

resented by D. B. Dean, who presented the merits of the

company's goods in his usually persuasive manner.
The Central Thomson-Houston company of Cincin-

nati was ably represented by A. H. Lewis.

Sam Stewart was present to represent the Westinghouse
company.
The J. G. Brill company of Philadelphia was represent-

ed by J. B. Hanna.
The Rochester Car Wheel company of Rochester, N. Y.,

with New York office at 222 East Twenty-eighth street,

was represented by Eldredge I'acker, who has recently

accepted a position with the above mentioned company,
C. A. Benton, general manager of the street railway de-

partment of the I )etroit Electrical Works, was present, and
distributed some of the handsome cataloguer gotten out by
this company.
The Calorific \'enlilaling Heater company was on hand

with an exhibit under the direction of Garson Myers.

Making Love by Telegraph.
Interesting stories of courtship and even marriage over

the telegraph wires are continually cropping up. Two
good ones were related in an article entitled "Romances of

the Telegraph," lately published in the Western Elec-
trician. A number of others appeared in a recent issue

of the New York Sun, said to have been told by an old
telegrapher. '*Do you see that bright, pretty face behind
that counter, my boy?" this gentleman remarked. "Do you
see it? Well, that face is spoken for, and the pre-emptor
will be up here by the time she is ready to go, and will see

that no one else gets his face anywhere near that face after

it leaves here. That young lady is engaged. She is

engaged to one of her own profession and its dollars to
dimes that she fell in love over that telegraph wire. I did
the same thing myself years ago-«-long before I got out of
business— and, I tell you, it's charming. Most of the
boys and girls who rattle keys intermarry and raise

families of telegraphers. Of course, their children aren't

born natural operators, but they come pretty near it.

They pick up their knowledge of dots and dashes as soon
as they begin to talk. And when they grow up you can
pretty safely count upon their doing exactly as their

fathers and mothers did."

In one of the big offices in New York there is a wire
which is shunned as much as possible by every operator in

the office. It has the reputation of being the hardest wire
to work in the world. There are a large number of local

railroad offices on the wire, and they all do more business
than is ordinarily the case with small offices. For ytars the
only person who could work this wire was a pretty young
woman. It did not matter how good an operator a man
was or how hard he tried to get along, his oatience could
not stand the strain for more than a few minutes. Then
he was in a fight with some one. But the little woman
never had the least bit of trouble. She was on the best

terms with all the operators along the line, and was never
behind in her work. One summer a new operator struck
town, and it fell to his lot to relieve this young woman
half an hour every day during lunch time. He had a
fairly good disposition himself, but he wasn t on the wire
ten minutes the first day before he was in a red hot row.
It lasted until the young woman got back, when she
graciously straightened matters out. Day after day he
went around to relieve her with a very disagreeable
feeling, and always with the same result. His attention

finally became centered on the young woman herself. He
knew that nothing short of an angel could work that wire,

and he cultivated her acquaintance. They have been
married a long time now. He has told the secret to his

friends matrimonially inclined, and a number of them have
been watching that wire ever since. But no young woman
has remained there for any length of time, and the watchers
all know what that means.

Ordinarily an operator can tell a wonjan the moment he
hears her working the wire. He tells by her touch on the

key. Women as a rule, telegraphers say. do not touch the

key of their instruments as firmly as men do. Occasionally,

however, there is one without this characteristic distinction

in her style.

The Havana Electric Light Station.

The liavana electric light station, one of the best

equipped electric light stations in Spanish-America, has

lately been finished. The station is situated wilhin the
premises of the United Gas company of Havana. It was
started with a small plant, consisting of one Westinghouse
1500 light incandescent alternating current dynamo, and
two fifty light arc machines, early in the year 1SS9, merely
as an experimental plant, and also to provide electric lights

for those few people who desired that form of illumination

in place of gas.

The demand for the new light increased rapidly, so that the

directors of this company, after obtaining from the muni-
cipal authorities an assurance that they would agree to have
certain public places and streets lighted by electricity for

as long a time as the lights continued to give satisfactions

determined to equip a station that would be ample for the

prospective demand. A building 195 feet long by go feet

wide, of brick, with an iron roof, one story high, has been
erected, and in this structure have been placed ten engine,

two Westinghouse compound condensing and eight Arm-
ington & Sims horizontal high speed engines, the collect-

ive motive power of which is 1,125 horse power. Steam to

supply these machines is obtained from seven boilers of a
capacity of 150 horsepower fach. The generating plant
consists of four Westinghouse 1.500 light alternating cur-

rent and eight 50 light arc dynamos, with the addition of

one other incandescent and two arc dynamos, the entire

capacity of the station therefore being 3.250 incandescent
lights and 500 arc lights.

The incandescent switch board is of massive construct-

ion, being built of cedar. The board is supplied with the

latest appliances, including current registering voltmeters,

lightning arresters and testing instruments. The arrange-

ment of the changing devices is very convenient, the at-

tendant being able to change the load from one dynamo to

the other, or to mjike any combination of the eight

dynamos to the circuits leading from these without altering

his position. The arc switch-board is arranged for twelve

circuits. The interior of the station is lloored with ce-

ment. The station is also equipped with an eflicient ser-

vice of pumps for feeding boilers, condensing and lire

purposes; also with feed water heaters and separators for

the prevention of the inflow of water into the cylinders of
the engines from condensation or priming,

ft can be truly said that there arc few stations in the
United Stales that can compare with the H.v/ana plant in
general completeness, both in regard to the mechanical
and the electrical appliances that have been installed, uk*
inginto consideration the size of the plant, and also consid-
ering that all the materials have bc:n imported from this
country. To the e.xecutivc ability displayed by R. A. C.
Smith of New York, the vice president and tre.-tsurcr of the
Spanish-American Light Power company in organizing
this enterprise, and in successfully shipping the vast
.-tmouni of material required, and also to Kicardo Nargc-
nas. the general man.ager of the company in Cuba, in
superintending the construction and completion of this sta-
tion, the great success of the Havana electric light plant is

due. F. H. Thompson is the electrician for the company
in Havana.

Extending the Telegraph in China.
A press dispatch from Shanghai says:
"The Chinese government has made a new departure

from its usual policy of exclusion of foreign improvements
and inventions, and is gradually introducing the two great
civilizing influences of her western neighbors—the electric
telegraph and the railroad.

"The telegraph system of China was never thought to he
of any importance until the Franco-Chinese war of i834-;
showed the necessity of this means of communication and
of its being kept constantly in a state of the highest utility.

Previous to this war China had few and short land lines

—

no cables whatever—and these were in poor condition,
through want of repairs and lack of knowledge of the
operators. The bombardment of the arsenal and destruc-
tion of the Chinese fleet and navy yard by the French fleet

in August. 18S4, so unexpected by China, and the appear-
ing of these hostile ships off any portion of the empire
without previous knowledge by the Chinese authorities,

showed the great need of a means of quickly sending a
notice of warning and preparation to the militar}' and naval
commanders of the coming of the enemy.
"Not to be caught napping a second time, the Chinese

Government, immediately after peace was declared with
France, began building telegraph lines throughout her
empire and laying cables to Formosa and the principal

outlying islands. The contract was given to the Danish
Great Northern Telegraph association, and money in

abundance furnished, so that to-day China has under her
control a very comprehensive system of telegraph lines

running to all parts of the country and connecting; the in-

terior cities with a network which, should occasion demand,
would be able to give timely notice of a hostile attack, and
could in a few hours set an army in motion.
"So much importance dees China attach to the value of

these lines that it has been preparing to build others in

Tonquin—the province owned by France—to assist in

forming a more direct and ready means of gaining infor-

mation of the workings of the French troops on the Ton-
quin border. Gradually the government has urged the
building of lines throughout Corea. and as gradually
wormed her operatives into positions la the Corean service,

until China has ousted all the Coreans, and now controls

the lines herself."

Electric Power in California.

The announcement of the complete success of the Lauf-
fen-Frankfort Experiment, says the J/»«/;/^ t?;;*/ Scienlijic

Press oi San Francisco, is exerting a most beneficial effect

upon capitalists in this state, many of whom have been for

a long time waiting with intense interest the outcome of
this German enterprise. It indicates what may be ex-

pected in the near future from the unlimited amount of
water power now running to waste all along the foothills

of the Sierra Nevada and the Sierra Madre, wiiich extend
for a distance af some 500 miles aloag the eastern border
of our state. The experiment at Lauff^en has proven that

the power of those streams can be carried all through our
great valleys and made far more economical than steam,
not only for driving machinery, but for operating railroads

as well. The people of Sacramento and \-icinity, of Stock-

ton and all the growing towns of the San Joaquin, and the

upper Sacramento valleys, as well as those of the San Ga-
briel and San Bernardino valleys, and those still farther

south are already agitating the value of their neighboring
waterfalls, and laying plans for their early conversion into

useful purposes connected with their \-arious industrial

needs and possibilities.

The achievement which has been reached by German cn-

ginters is equally possible in all the localities referred to.

Turbines set in any of our mountain streams may gener-

ate an immense power at a trifling cost which may be eco-

nomically carried to the towns and cities of the neighbor-

iug valley, distributed indefinitely, and made to do all the

work of costly steam engines, which have to be fed by coal

at a cost two and three times that demanded in the e.-istem

states. We are fully persuaded that the successful result

reached in the experiment in LauiTcn will mark a new era

in mechanical science.

The Lewiston /'venin:^ Jirur/:al tolls of an amusing in-

cident that happened in an electric car near that city.

When the cars go under the railroad bridge on entering

Hallowel! from Augusta it is customan" to pull down the

trolley and in the evening the lamps, as a consequence, go
out. .\ pair of lovers recently strove to take advantage of

this temporary darkness by exchanging a surreptitious kiss.

The result was disastrous, however, for when the lamps
glowed once again, and the passengers got their eyes ac-

customed to change of light, the lips of that young man
and woman were seen glued together. The embarrassed

young people were very glad to step off the car at the next

street.
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Dubuque Storage Battery Road.
There is trouble over the Dabuque. la., storage battery

road, which was opened with much enthusiasm last May.

A Uoited Press dispatch from Djbuque presents both sides

of the controversy as follows: "An interesting suit was

filed in the United States court on November 14th. The
Accumulator company of Philadelphia, proprietor of the

storage battery system of electric railways, has sued the

Dubuque Street Railway company for $43,586. This ac-

tion is to recover for the storage battery equipment of the

line. Mr. Scott, representing the Philadelphia company,

was here this week to get a settlement, but failed, and this

suit is the result. President Rhomberg of the street rail-

way company claims that his defense is that the storage

battery system is a failure."

Pipe-Threading Attachment for Lathes.

Electrical machinists will appreciate the advantages of a

pipe-threading machine for wrought iron pipe, fitted to be

attached to lathes. In most machine shops this work is

dooe on an ordinary lathe with the usual chasing tool.

This is not only inconvenient on account of the length of

PIPE-THREADING ATTACHMENT FOR L.A.THES.

the pipe, but it is difficult 10 cut a thread that will give a

good joint on account of the thread being tapered. Curtis'

patent pipe-th'eading attachment, illustrated in the ac-

companying cut. has been put upon the market to

meet this desire. Within certain limits of size it can be

attached to any lathe.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

Xew York, November 21. — Whether or not it was the

reaction after the election that made the last week an unevent-

ful one in New York electrical circles, it is hard to say. The

week has certainly been a dull one as far as news is con-

cerned .

The rapid transit people are going ahead with their work

with all possible dispatch. Property consents are now

being obtained. According to one of the commissioners

the work of obtaining consents cannot be begun until the

Park department and Commissioner Heintz of the anne.xed

district approve the p!ans. It Js thought by some that a very

determined opposition will be made by owners of property

on the line of the proposed road where it is intended to

put station platforms under the sidewalks. As it

is planned to locate the station platforms

close to the area line, and in some cases up

10 the building line, objection will, in a'l probability,

be made that this construction will cut off access to cellars

or basements except from the inside of the building. In

any great enterprise like this, though, such troubles are

always encountered, and New York need not expect to be

ao ciceptioa. Relative to the financial difficulties which

are likely to be encountered in carrying this gigantic scheme

to a successful termination the Times publishes an inter-

esting interview with a gentleman who was in England

when London was in the throes of its rapid transit agita-

tion. In reference to London's expcripnccs Mr, Hardwick,

the gcntletnan referred to, said:

"In the year 185^^ I was sent to .Manchester, which was

then one of the great financial centers of Kngland, to en-

deavor to interest large houses there in the new under-

ground scheme, I was met by precisely the same oh>jcc-

ttons which arc made to the scheme propounded by the

commissioners here, namely, that the cost of engineering,

the difficu^tici of construction, and the interference with

property were <.uch unknown quantities that no one could

be indaccd :o cubar'ic their money in the scheme,

"I rc:afned to London and reported this to .Mr. Charles

Pearson, the city solicitor, at whose instigation I had been

sent. Mr. Pearson then proposed to the corporation of

the 6x^ rA I Andon that it should stib^cribc to the capita! of

the proposed railway; and in consideration of the import-

ance of the scheme to the welfare and growth of London,

the corporation agreed to subscribe, and did subscribe a

sum equal in sterling to several millions of dollars.

"With this fund, and what little capital that could be ob-

tained outside, the work was begun, and a section opened

from Regent park to Farringdon street. The successful

opening of this section proved that the scheme was prac-

ticable, and further capital required for pushing the work was

easily obtained,and the line extended gradually, until, in the

year 1SS4, the final link from the Mansion House station,

under Caonon street, completed the whole circle around

the city of London.

"In making the road every foot of the way was rirst dug

out and the arch built over and the road constructed over

the arch, the Greathead system of burrowing under without

disturbing the surface being then unknown.

"The experience of the city of London was that the

stock of the road, which cost the city par, was resold after

its opening at 140. With regard to the expense, the to-

tal capital stock, funded and unfunded, of the underground

road in iSSt, was $72,500,000, and the capital yer mile

$3,295,000."

It is a noticeable fact nowadays that no theater is planned

without a complete electric lighting plant, and Hammer-

stein's new opera house, which is now building on Twenty-

fourth street, not far from Broadway, is to be no excep-

tion. The plans for this theater were prepared by J. B.

McElfatrick& Sons, and it is said that the new playhouse

will be a model of its kind. It will be five stories high.

The auditorium will be 6SxioS feet, and will be finished

with leaf and scroll work in papier-mache. The general

color isto be what his baen described by an enthusiastic

reporter "as a tender and sage green." The stage will be

45xGo feet wide, with 40 feet to the rigging floor. Over

1,000 incandescent lamps will be distributed throughout

the house, and the ceiling, it is understood, will be lighted

by six inverted domes of opalescent glass. It is estimated

that the seating capacity will be 2,500.

A sad accident happened this week to one of New York's

well-known electrical salesmen. T. H. Kennelly, with

Alexander, Barney & Chapin, Cortlandt street, was over-

come by illuminating gas, and now lies in a critical con

dition. Just how the gas was allowed to escape into his

room is not certain, but the smell of the gas caused inves-

tigation, and Mr. Kennelly was found stretched on his

bed senseless. He was removed to Bellevue hospital. It

is thought though that he will recover.

Lieut. Fiske's range finder seems to be having a boom.

It is stated that the Chilean armored war ship, Capitan

Prat, is only waiting for range finder fittings to be ready

for sea. The Capitan Prat is now at Toulon, France.

The finder has already been supplied to one Russian ves-

sel two of Denmark, one of France, one of Chile, two of

the United States, and according to the American Range

Finder company, a set is now being made for the British

w^ar ship. Undaunted

The Commeicial Cable company sent notices on

Thursday to all firms doing business with Brazil that a

censorship on all cable messages had been established at

Rio de Janeiro The news of the establishment of the

censorship was received as proof that there was some

foundation for the reports of revolution and trouble. At

the Brazilian consulate it was said that such a course of

action was unusual, and indicated that the condition of

affairs was such that it would be impolitic to publish it to

the world. The general belief among the men interested in

the Brazilian trade is that the trouble, whatever it may be,

has been grossly exaggerated. Business dispatches have not

been interfered with and it is not thought that the internal

dissensions will affect the markets. Brazil exacts an

export duty on her products. If there is trouble the

government will need money, and will do all in its power

to stimulate exportation.

There is a petition going the rounds asking that a fran-

chise be given for the construction of an electric sircet

railway between Fordham, Williamsbridge and Mount

Vernon. Jt is said that the owners of two thirds of Will-

iamsbridge along the proposed line have given their signa-

tures, and a franchise for part of the way has been granted.

It is believed that the new line is intended as a feeder to

the electric road, lo extend from Vonkcrs to the .Sound,

which is to be built by the Thomsonllouston company.

The cruiser, Newark, which was to leave Boston yard

Friday, is all rc'tdy lor sea, with the exception of a few

hours' work on her electric plant, which will be attended

to at Ihc Brooklyn yard. The Atlmita, which is in dry

dock at Urooklyn navy-y.'ird, is expected to be ready for

sea Monday. Last night the men were working at the

bow of the boat by electric light,

Mr. l<o<icw,'itcr, proprietor and editor of the Oiiinhn fU-c^

it booked to deliver a lecture before the New York Electric

club at an early date. Mr. Rosewater, who is an old

telegrapher, having made an enviable record as a member
of the United States military telegraph corps during the

war, and being now president of the Old Timers' Tele-

graph association, went this year to Europe to study the

various systems of government telegraph He made a

very exhaustive investigation, and will now bring the re-

sult of his observations before the Electric ciub. Mr.
Rosewater, it is understood, was specially recommended
to the care of the various European governments by the

United States, S:ate and Post Office departments. The
occasion, therefore, is expected to be one of more than

usual interest, especially as Mr. Rosewater, who is an elo-

quent advocate of placing the telegraphs under national

control believes that the facts and evidence in his posses-

sion fully justify the stand taken on this subject.

F. L. P.

San Francisco, Cal.

San Francisco, November 9 —The San Francisco Ex.
amincr published an article recently which would lead one to

believe that electric roads were not commercially successful,

and that the embodiment of everything perfect, evei-ything

ideal, in the way of city transit lines, was to be found in the

cable road. This remarkable "four head'' article opens

up with the following;

"The indications are that the cable system of street cars

as operated in San Francisco will meet with general adop-

tion thronghout the cities of the United States. For a

long time electric railways were looked upon by eastern

engineers and capitalists as preferable to the cable roads,

but it having been determined that the cable system is at

once the most economical and productive of the best re-

sults generally, there has been a revulsion of feeling on the

part of street railroad men throughout the country, in favor

of the underground wire rope, and in many of the big cities

east of the Rockies what were intended as electric lines of

travel are now being converted into cable roads."

Then the opinion of J. C. A. Slut, a local mechanical

engineer, who has planned many Frisco cable roads, is

cited. He believes that the cable is superior to electric

roads. The Omnibus cable line, he says, sent an engineer

East to look into b&th sjstems, and as the remit, the cable

was adopted, but no mention is made of the fact that that

was three or four years ago. Continuing. Mr. Slut is re-

ported as saying that "trials of the electric system was
also made on Folsom and Nineteenth streets, San Fran-

cisco, and the unanimous conclusion was in favor of the

cable." Of course it is quite immaterial that the trials

referred 10 were the experiments of some local enthusiasts

who failed to perfect their ideas. The Third avenue road

and the Broadway Cable company, both of New Yoik, are

referred to as having given preference to the cable, and
then President Whitney of the West End Street Railway

company of Boston, is credited with saying: "We are in-

stalling at our central station and will have in operation

before next winter more than 13,000 horse power for driv-

ing our electric generators, and in Cambridge we are put-

ting in 4,000 or 5,000 horse power more." The "mon-
arch of the dailies," as \\i^ Exauiincr styles itself, then

makes the observation that a single road in Boston lakes

from 17,000 to l8,uoo horse power to operate by electricity

"while in San Francisco the entire cable system, combined

operates about 500,000 feet of cable, and all on less than

3,000 horse power'' as though it were the sheerest folly for

any city to presume it necessary to provide more entensive

street car accommodations than those to be found here.

As a wind-up is given the climax capping statement ac-

credited to President Bowie of the Baltimore City Railway

company, that "while it may be a little more expensive to

put the cable in operation in the beginning, after it is once

started there is a considerable difference in its favor as a

motive power over electricity, the cable, we estimate, re-

quiring about 42 per cent, for operating expenses, while

with electricity it will take all the way from 60 to 95 per

cent,"

Electricity is just now accomplishing what the board of

supervisors, grand juries and the entire police force of San

Francisco have failed lo do, and that is the reformation of

an infamous street. The peculiar part of it, however,

rcsls in the way it is being brought about. For years John
Schuldt had a saloon on a corner of Pine and Hupont

streets which held the custom of the depraved women of

the neighborhood. All went well with .Schuldt until about

three months ago when a man named I)uponl opened a

saloon on an opposite corner. Ilis business built up rap-

idly, while that of Schuldt went down "likcwisely," but as

the latter could not rule the roast he determined lo ruin

it. The way he is doing it is novel. He has placed a big

arc lamp, with a crystal globe in front of his place almost

over the curb. This master-stroke filled ihc feminine
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denizens of that quarter with dismay. The blinding rnys

flooded the thoroughfare with an appalling effect, and the

depraved residents on the now deserted street, finding

bankruptcy staring them in the face have placed large wood-

en shields alongside their windows and doors to shade

them from the light, but without avail. Only the footfalls

of the policeman now break the solitude of the deserttd

neighborhood; Schuldt's business is ruined—but so is that

of Dupont; Schuldt is revenged, and the city government

has learned a most valuable lesson in moral electricity.

S,

St. Paul, Minn.

St. Paul, Nov. 14.-0. B. Burbridge, a detective

for the Verkes system of street railways in Chicago, has

been doing some clever detective work for the St. Paul

City Railway company and has put that corporation in pos-

session of considerable informationof pecuniary value. He is

the man who was principally instrumental in endingthe fam-

ous street car strike of the Twin Cities a couple of years

ago, and his work in this last instance bids fair to be al-

most as valuable. The Twin City street railway companies

have paid immense sums in damages for personal injuries

during the last few years. The cable accident on Selby

avenue in St. Paul in 1SS7 cost the company $So,ooo

in cash, a sum which was regarded as fully double the

damages. The accident on the interurban line in Sep-

tember afforded the detective an excellent opportunity to

secure evidence. The conductors' registers showed iiS

passengers on board the two cars, and yet there were 239

claims for personal injury made against the company as

the result of this accident. A woman living on Lafond

street filed an affidavit with the company claiming $18.25

damages for^ injuries to her dress. lier affidavit, which

was made in the presence of three witnesses, set forth

that the tearing of her dress was all the injury she sus-

tained. Afterward, however, a prominent firm of lawyers.

it is charged, persuaded her to make a new affidavit al-

leging that she had sustained serious internal and external

injuries ; that her teeth were loosened and several knocked

out. This was on October 10,1891, and O. E. Pardee,

special agent of the St. Paul City Railway company, paid

her $100. In the meantime detectives had been work-

ing with the sweetheart of the claimant and found out the

true facts. The sweetheart filed a claim for $5,000

alleged personal injuries. He claimed that his leg was

hurt and shortened. The detective found positive proof

that his leg was shortened when he was four years old and

learned that the next night after the accident the young

man and the lady went to a dance together. After the

woman was paid she foolishly told her neighbors that she

had succeeded in swearing Sioo out of the street car

company, and advised her lover to swear $5,000 out of

it. The woman has since offered to refund the money,

it is said, if the company will drop the case. Her lover re-

duced his claim of $5,000 to $500. This is only one

case, and the railroad company now proposes to have iis

inning. Several prominent lawyers of St. Paul are said lo

have been exceedingly active in getting these damage suits

instituted.

Richard Heckscher, a stockholder of the Edison Elec-

tric company, has been successful in his application to the

court to compel the company to produce its books and ac-

counts for inspection. He brought action against George

H. Finn, the company's secretary and treasurer, for this

purpose, and Judge Cornish held that he was entitled to

examine the records as a stockholder. Hiler H. Horlon,

for the company, took a stay of thirty days.

The new Merriam Park electric line of the St. Paul city

railway has commenced operation. The line runs from

the center of the park to Milton street, where the

passengers will be transferred to the Selby avenue

cable line. The City Railway company has placed at that

point the body of a si.\teen-foot car as a waiting station.

It is lighted by electricity and will be heated during the

winter. This line is said to be regarded by Minneapolis

business men as another cause for discontent with the street

railway corporation in providing the interurban population

with better facilities for doing business at St. Paul than at

Minneapolis. This complaint, however, is a little far-

fetched. There is a strong and natural identity of inter-

ests between St. Paul and the interurban villages, as they are

under one municipal government and the village popula-

tions are largely composed of men who are engaged in

business in this city. The street railway company has

built new lines only as business justified their construction

without regard to the strategic advantages of either of the

Twins in their contest for supremacy. But a little more

time win effectually dismiss such controversies. Most of

the St. Paul suburban lines, which arc now the subject of

contention will eventually become interurban lines, thus

solidifying the connection between St. Paul and Minne-

apolis and contributing to their mutual interests by build-

ing up the interurban district. In this connection, how-

ever, it is interesting to note that the steam railways have

again reduced the number of their trains between the

cities, and that the interurban public is growing to depend

more and more upon the electric lines. .St. Anthony Park

will early next spring have an independent electric line to

Minneapolis by way of Como avenue, and possibly Mer-

riam Park also.

A new corporation has just been organized in this city

known as the St. Paul Electric Manufacturing & Con-

struction company having for its principal object the estab-

lishment of a central station lighting plant for West St*

Paul. This territory is developing very fast, embracing

within its limits a large number of the leading manufact-

uring establishments of the city. This company will also

erect a factory, and in a short time will commence the

building of electric light and power apparatus covered by

the patents of Henry Zaun,who is to be the electrician and

superintendent of the new establishment. The apparatus

to be exploited by this company will be patterned in a

general way after the Siemens & Halske system, embracing

many new features. Paul Martin, a well known real

estate dealer, is president. Chas. L. Haas, vice-president

and secretary. Chas. H. Lienau. treasurer, Jas. F. Hughes,

general manager, and Henry Zaun, electrician and super-

intendent. Mr. Zaun is a graduate of the Frankfort In-

stitute and has done good work in this country. West St.

Paul has a population of 25,000, and is growing rapidly.

The Northwest Thomson-Houston company is prepar-

ing a statement of its season's business to December ist,

and a representative of the Western Electrician was

informed that the total footings will exceed those shown in

any previous year. Under the new management the

business of the company has been pushed with great ener-

gy and now the corporation ranks as one of the great

commercial and manufacturing establishments of the

Northwest.

By a recent change in the affairs of Ames, Wright &
Co., Mr. Wright retires and J. W. Ebert of the Western

Electric company takes his place, the title of the new

firm bemg Ames, Ebert & Co. This company will con-

tinue to represent the Western Electric company in this

territory, much closer relations existing with the Chicago

company than heretofore. The West Superior branch

will be continued, several fine contracts having been taken

at that place recently. These contracts include the intro-

duction of about 2,500 feet of interior conduits in three

buildings.

General Manager Humphrey of the Columbia company,

announces that the business is to be pushed with all pos-

sible energy. This company has a well stocked store

room at 207 E. Fourth street, with a very complete factory

at Upton Grove, a St. Paul suburb. The factory is perfect

in all its details, no expense having been spared in pur-

chasing the best class of machinery, permitting the manu-

facture of high grade work with the greatest economy.

The Columbia company purpose making dynamos, electric

motors, power generators and specialties; and the outlook

for a successful business is most promising.

Mr. Carpenter of the Carpenter Electric Heating &
Manufactering company has just returned from Pittsburg,

where his company made a very interesting display at the

American Street Railway convention. This company

has perfected a street car heating device that is claimed

to have a high efficiency at a minimum cost. A wire

of high resistance is embedded in white enamel while

in a plastic state, after which intense heat is applied,

making the substance very hard. A large number of de-

vices in which this principle is utili:^ed have been perfected,

and others are under way. The company is showing a

heater for street railway use and other purposes, a sad-

iron, tailor's goose and various laundry machines, a griddle,

several forms of soldering irons, etc., etc. A large order

for laundry and ironing implements was received a few

days since from a London firm.

The Watrous Engine company has recently installed a

number of isolated plants and report an active demand for

their electric apparatus.

The Electric Engineering & Supply company is now

quite at home in its elegant new quarters opposite the

Ryan, and is doing an unusually large business. Among
recent sales of Eddy motors in St. Paul is one of one

horse power, two of three horse power, and one of five

horse power, while the sale or Packard lamps for October

will exceed ten thousand. .'\. contract has just been closed

with the Cireat Northern Railway company, for 120 ac-

cumulator cells as an extension of a lighting plant for

their general offices in St. Paul. The switch-board for

this plant is to be built on a marble base with oak finish

and is to be equipped with the Weston voltmeters and

ammeters. The current is already provided as ihc railroad

owns an extensive plant. The accumulator cells arc
merely used to inaease the capacity. Mr. Daigh rcpcns
that his company is doing the largest business since it

organization, the increase over October of last year
reaching nearly one thousand per cent- Several important
contracts are under way and altogether the outlook is most
promising.

The Electrical Engineering and Supply compary of St.

Paui and Chicago has recently closed a contract to icsull

a lighting and power plant in Col. J. J. Hill's residence.

Summit avenue, St. Paul., that will probably have no
equal on this continent in the world. The plant will

consist primarily of 480 accumulators, furnished by William
Hood, Chicago representative of the Accumulator company
of New York, The batteries will be charged by a four-

pole National generator of 30,000 watts capacity. This
dynamo will be driven by a hot air engine of O5 horse

power. One thousand i6-candlc incandescent lamps will

be installed, requiring 300 feet of lo-inch vitrified lile,

with cemented joints laid in sand, and 5,400 feet of No.
0000 lead covered cable. The switch board will be ^xS
feet, with marble base mahogany finish, the instrumenls

all being silver plated, to cost, fully completed, ^i,^©©.

In addition to the lighting plant there will be installed a

power plant, consisting of five Eddy motors, to be used

for the following purposes: One 3 horse power to run a

pipe organ in the art gallerj*. one of the same capacity

to run laundry machinery; one of 5 horse power to run

ventilating fans; one of 10 horse power to run an artesian

well pump, and one of 5 horse power to run a Gould triple,^:

cistern pump. The electroliers and fixtures are to be of

the most elaborate kind, and when completed the plant

will be a model one. D. H. O.

Cincinnati, O.
Cincinnati, Nov. 14.—The Western Electric company

has completed the installation at the new eleven story Neave

building. The plant consists of one 450 light and one

250 light Western Electric incandescent dynamos coupled

in multiple and driven direct by two Buckeye engines A
handsome black walnut switch-board mounted with marble

base switches stands near the machines, and is so arranged

to cut out or in any or all the various floors, and to run

the dynamos together in multiple or separately to suit the

load. Two Heine safety boilers equipped with the Roney

mechanical stokers and furnaces are used, with Laidlaw

and Dunn pumps. This plant was planned and installed

by Thomas Clanfield of the Western Electric company.

W. H. Stikeman, inspector for the Edison General Elec-

tric company, has been in the city inspecting the plant of

the Edison General Electric Light & Power company, now

under construction. The temporary plant is about com-

pleted and ready for operation.

The Thomson-Houston company has secured the con-

tract for wiring the Perin building recently erected at the

corner of Fifth and Race streets; also for the apparatus.

The contract price was $10,000. The wiring is about

completed.

The Afoerlein brewer)- is being wired throughout with

the interior conduit system.

F. D. Schopper has secured the contract for wiring the

residence of Collin Gardner, at Middletown, O. The con-

tract calls for the interior conduit system throughout and

for electric lighting, burglar alarms and bells. G.

Minneapolis, Minn,

Minneapolis, November 14.—W. S. McFee, alaw-verof

Indianapolis, Ind., has commenced an action against the

city of Minneapolis to recover royalty for the use of the

Bragg patent electrical arrangement for opening and clos-

ing the doors of fire engine houses. The device has been

in use in the city about six years. Recently the depart-

ment has been experimenting with ether and similar de-

vices which the representatives of the Bragg interest claim

are also covered by their patents. A large amount of

money is involved, and the matter will be the subject of

careful investigation by the city authorities.

The suit of ^^iss Mary A. Xoot against the Standard

ITnderground Cable company, to recover $450 damages

for injuries received by falling over a rope, h.is been dis-

missed in the municipal court. Miss Xoot having accepted

$200.

The street railway company is experimenting with two

electric heaters, one of which it expects to adopt for use in

its cars. The heaters under consideration are the Burton

and the Carpenter, the latter one being the invention of

Chas. E. Carpentei. of this city, which is ni.inufacturcd by

Carpenter & Kevins. The Burton Heater company manu-

factures the Burton heater at Baltimore, Md.

The new power house of the street railway company
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being pushed rapidly. The addition, which is nearly

completed, is 73XS7 feet in ground dimensions and one

story high. This will provide room for five engines and

five dynamos. The boiler room is about completed, but

the smoke stackwill be made fifty feet higher than it is at the

present time. New steam plants are being added to the

car houses at Nidway, East Side, Minnehaha and Bloom-

ington avenues. The oil tank tracks at Thirty-first street

are finished, and the AVestinghouse engines are in place;

the center poles have been taken out of Twenty-ninth street

and side poles erected, the same as on Fourth avenue

south, to facilitate the handling of freight from the Hast-

ings and Dakota tracks. The new plant out at the junction

will comprise an electrical and repair shop when com-

pleted.

The street railway company is considering the advisa-

bility of making a decided change in the operation of its

Sixth street and Chicago avenue line by taking; off the

double train, motor and trailer which run every ten minutes

and putting on single larger motors, which will run every

five minutes. It is believed that this will be as satisfactory

to the patrons as the service of the big single motors on the

Hennepin, Bloomington, Western, University and South-

town lines. The conversion of old horse cars into trailers is

nowacccmplished, and a dozen snow-plowsare about ready

for winter emergencies, those for the inter-urban line having

36 inch wheels and the other 24-inch. During the winter

the summer cars will be refitted for service nest year and

all the rolling stock will be placed in the best order pos-

sible. F.

Milwaukee, Wis.

M1LW.A.VKEE, November 14.—The special committee of

the Common Council appointed to look into the electric light

question went to Chicago after looking over the books

and plants of the Badger Illuminating and Milwaukee

Light and Power companies. Some of the members of

the committee had been of the opinion that the city, by

owning and operating its own plant, could get electric

lighting at a cost of §75 per lamp per year, but in Chicago

their theory was exploded, from all accounts. The com-

mifee found that at one of the Chicago stations the chief

engineer receives a salar)' of $1,200 a year, his assistant,

^[,030; four firemen, §2 SSo in all; six trimmers, $3,240;

line tester, f72o; three linemen, l|2,52o. Carbons cost

^5.Soo a year; fuel. si2,ooo; the interest on the invest-

ment of S23o,ooo is put down at $14,000; the deprecia-

tion of the machinery at $5,750, being 2>2 per cent., and

the outlay for oil, waste, repairs, globes, etc., at

$7,000, making a total of $57,190 per year, or $190.63 per

lamp per year, without allowing for accidents or damages.

It was learned, however, that Electrician Barrett does not

take into consideration the salaries of linemen who are

p lid by the fire department, or the items of interest, taxes,

water rent, insurance, repairs, depreciation, and yet is

unable to bring the price per lamp below $83. In the

outskirts, it was found. Chicago pays $170 a year per lamp

to private corporations. The price at which the Badger

Illnminating company offers to renew its contract with the

city for five years is $112.50 per lamp per year. Racine is

paying $75 per lamp per year. It is probable that the

committee will visit Racine and a number of other cities

before it makes its report. Aid. Ziegler, the chairman of

the committee, is said to be in favor of returning to gas

rather than pay the Badger Illuminating company

$112.50 per lamp per year. The contract with the Badger

people will expire on December 1 5th. The company,

however, is cheerfully furnishing new lamps in accordance

with the resolutions of the Common Council, and does not

seem to be very much afraid of losing the city's custom.

The indications point to a renewal of the Badger

contract.

Manager Wall, of the Badger company, is compiling a

statement showing the comparative cost of electric

lighting in Milwaukee and other cities. He contends that

at $112.50 per lamp per year Milwaukee is gelling electric

lights cheaper than almost any city in the country. In

regard to Topeka, Kan,, where, itis stated, domestic lights

only cos*. $54 a year, Mr. Wall asserts that the electric

lights there arc not kept burning during the hours or nighls

that the moon shines. The reason that Racine gets elec-

tric lights cheaper than Milwaukee, he states, is that there

the bmps arc only 1,200 nominal candle power, while here

they arc 2.000 nominal candle power.

Secretary J. D. Mcleod, of the Wisconsin 'I'clcphonc

company, dcc5 not take much stock in the aalomaiic

telephone exchange which is to bs backed b> a Chicago

company with a capital of $5,000,000. lie states that the

expense oi employing girU in a central office is a small

item of expense, and unless a mechanical contrivance

would give as good or better service, besides being more

ecotiomical, there couid be no particular object in dis-

pensing with the services of the girls. It is no easy task,

he declares, to accomplish telephone connection automati-

cally, except at the subscriber's office. Mr. McLeod
makes the announcement that some time ago a Milwaukee

insurance man began to work out a design for a device

similar to the Chicago contrivance. The Milwaukee

man's idea was to enable each subscriber to manipulate the

connecting device at the central station by the use of push-

buttons representing units, tens, hundreds and thousands.

Thus, if he wanted to call Nc. 2412, he would press the

thousand button twice, the hundred button four times, the

ten button once, and the unit button twice. The shifting

or connecting apparatus itself would necessarily be very

complicated. In the telephone business the great item of

expense is the cost of repairs necessary to keep up the

apparatus, and anything that would make the apparatus

more complicated, would doubtless cause a corresponding

increase in the repair bills. It would be necessary to use

the telephone wire to do all of the extra work, for any ar-

rangement involving an increase in the number of wires

would be out of the question. To multiply the number of

wires and connections would be to multiply the chances of

leakage and trouble.

The proprietors of the Republican House have de-

cided to light that hostelry with incandescent lights, which

will be furnished from a private plant in the basement of a

$50,000 annex to the hotel.

The owners of property at Schwartzburg, which

promises to become a flourishing manufacturing suburb,

are making an organized effort to secure an extension of

the Villard electric railway system to that point, via Fond

du Lac avenue.

In a short time Racine will be doing its telephoning to

Chicago by way of Milwaukee. It has been decided to

extend the improved long distance service, with a metallic

circuit, to Racine, and instead of building a new line from

Racine to Chicago, the Racine people will be allowed to

use the Chicago-Milwaukee line by ' 'talking around a

corner." The new metallic circuit between Milwaukee

and Chicago has been put in operation, and works satis-

factorily.

The street cars on the Villard system, which includes all

of the lines in Milwaukee, are likely to be heated by elec-

tric! y during the coming winter. At the company's shops

a car is being constructed which will have appliances for

the generation of heat by means of the same current that

will furnish power for propelling the car. It is said

that the Carpenter heater will be used. The expense of

equipping each car will be $40. Henry C. Payne, speak-

ing for the Villard company, states that the expense

will cut no figure. It will be adopted on all the

Villard lines, he says, if it is successful. The public here

is very much interested in the outcome of the experiment.

The Wisconsin Electric club was guaranteed a course

of lectures on "Electricity,'' by Dr. H. B. Loomis, of

Madison, in the University Extension scheme. The

leclures are six in number, as follows: "Electrostatic

Induction," "Electric Current," "The Electro-magnet"

"Electro-magnetic Induction," "The Dynamo and Motor,"

and "The Electric Discharge in a Vacuum." C.

Prof. Barrett's attention was called to the statements at-

tributed to the Milwaukee officials regarding municipal

lighting. He said: "I told the Milwaukee delegation in

substance that the cost of construction for each post of a

plant of 1,000 lights would be $499. This, of course, in-

cludes everything, the pover house, dynamos, lines, and

every single detail. The cost of maintaining such a big

plant would be between $60 and $70 for each lamp per

year, and not $igo. I also gave them figures on a 300-

lamp plant, in which case the annual maintenance would

be about $35 per lamp. I advised very strongly, how-

ever, against putting up any plant of less than 500 lamps,

because the larger the plant the lower the mainten-

ance for each lamp. As a matter of general advice I told

the gentlemen to delay putting up any plant for the cily

until after the World's Fair. By such a delay much invest-

ment and labor would be saved. If they, in the meantime,

could rent light at the rate of not exceeding $roo per la.mp

annually they would do decidedly better than by immediate

ccnstruction on the city's account.

Toledo. O.

ToLKifO, Nov, 14.—The Circuit court has made a de-

cision, by which the injunction restraining the Consolidated

Street Railway company from putting up a wire over the

tracks where the Koblsons already have one was provision-

ally dissolved. The court ordered the companies to try the

experiment of using two sets of electric wires. One com-

pany says it can, the other that it cannot.

The first thing that the attorneys of the Toledo Electric

Street Railway company (Kobisons) did after the Circuit

Court had given the Consolidated the right to run another
set of trolley wires along Summit street, if it should in

no way interfere with the working of the Robison wires,

was to hold a consultation as to what could be done to

further block the operations of the arival company. In

arguing : gainst the motion of the Consolidated to dissolve

the injunction brought by the Robisons, the attorneys of

the latter urged that the ordinance forbade more than one
set of wires over the street. The Circuit Court, however,

held in regard to this that the railroads being themselves

interested parties could not raise this point. It would

have to be done by the city. But the citv solicitor last

week signed the declination, probably to permit a person

practically representing the railroad to bring the suit, for

the law provides that if the city refuse to enforce the ordi-

nance this may be done by any taxpayer. Dennis Coghlin

was chosen as the name in which the injunction was

brought and Judge Lemn-on granted it.

After the decision handed down by the Circuit Court

dissolving the injunction granted the Robisons. which

restrained the Consolidated from putting up its wires

on certain city streets, it seemed that rapid transit on

some of the Consolidated streets was. at last, near at hand.

This second injunction granted Dennis Coghlin has not

only dampened the prospects for rapid transit, but another

legal fight is probable before the Consolidated will be en-

abled to run motor cars along the main streets of the city.

Mr. Lang, the general manager, said he was very much
surprised that any injunction should be granted by the

Common Pleas Court, which temporarily obstructed the

working of the Circuit Court's decision. He said: "The
effect of the Circuit Court decision would have been to

allow an additional wire to be put up over our tracks on

Summit and Monroe streets, and to leave both companies

in a position to apply to the court for further relief if nec-

essary, after the two wires were put up." He said further

that it was feasible for each company to maintain separate

wires and operate them successfully as was done in Cin-

cinnati and other places. On one street in Cincinnati four

wires were maintained over one track.

The Toledo Electric Street Railway company has re-

ceived and is now placing in position its second 500 horse

power double traction Corliss engine; these engines have

a twenty foot drive wheel which carries a forty-eight inch

belt. The company will also place two more Edison gen-

erators of 80 horse power soon, making the capacity 1,000

horse power. F. C. H.

Stillwater, Minn.

Stillwater, Minn , Nov. 14.—The prolonged contro-

versy between the .Stillwater Electric Railway company

and the city council has had a new developement which

has caused considerable commotion. Some time since an or-

dinance was passed requiring the company to pave between

its tracks on North Main street, and the company did not

do the work in a manner satisfactory to the city fathers.

So they passed a supplementary resolutian at a recent meet-

ing requiring the company to repave the tracks. To a

disinterested observer it looks as if the street railway

company is the victom of contrcl so rigorous as to amount

almost to persecution. Stillwater is a very hilly town,

and the operation of electric lines is attended with many

difficulties. A few months ago the motors in use were

decided to be too light for their work and new ones were

substituted on some of the lines at considerable expense.

Just now the company is preparing to equip its cars with

electric heating apparatus, and shows a disposition to per-

fect its service as rapidly as possible. The council ought to

appreciate the difficulties and give the company credit for

its efforts. N.

Hot Springs, So. Dak.

IIo'i' Springs, Nov. 14.—W. M. I.enhartof the Brush

I'^Iectric company, Chicago, is arranging for an enlarge-

ment of the Hot Springs Electric Light company's plant.

The latter company has a magnificent water power ^\^

miles down Fall River and it is understood is going to use

this to its full capacity next season. It is intended lo

use two 1,000 light alternators for the incandescent work

and lOfj horse power generator for quarry work.

F. T. Evans has made arrangements with the Short

Electric Railway company for a full gearicss motor street

railway outfit, which is to be put in early next spring.

The generator will be driven by water power. The wheel

is of the James Lcffcl horizontal type and is 2(iYi inches

in diameter. It has been placed in position already anti

has a pressure of -10 ft. W. H. T.

An clcctri: plant is now being completed on the U. S. .S.

Newark, one the cruisers spoken of as a part of the fleet

that may possibly be sent lo the South Pacific to teach the

Chilians a lesson in good manners.
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PERSONAL.
J. E. Lockwood of the Detroit Electrical Works was in

Chicago last week.

J. M. Fisher, general manager of the Mosher Arc Lamp
company, has become a resident of Chicago, his family ar-

riving from Kansas last week.

F. A. Ferret, of the Elektron Manufacturing company,

Springfield, Mass., has recovered from his sickness, which

necessitated an absence from his business since fuly ist.

C. A. Hussey has taken a suite of rooms in the Electrical

Exchange building, New York, which he is fittingup in fine

style Mr. Hussey has just returned from an extended

business tour through the West. Me reports the result of

his trip as being most satisfactory.

\

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Long Island City Electric Illuminating company, Long

Island City, N. Y; capital stock, $50,000; manufacture

and use of electricity.

Queens County Light & Power company, Oyster Bay,

N. Y. ; capital stock, $50,000; producing electricity for

light, heat and power.

Allegan Light & Power company, Allegan, Mich.; cap-

ital stock, $10,000; electric lighting and manufacturing
;

H. F. Marsh, Allegan. Mich.

National Electric Brush company, Portland, Me.; capi-

tal stock, $500,000; to manufacture and sell electric hair

brushes; Geo. C. Hopkins, Portland, Me.

Electric Appliance company. Chicago, 111.; capital stock,

$30,000; manufacturing, buying and selling electrical ap-

liances, Ela tS: Grover, 115 Dearborn street, Chicago, III.

Tanaqua & Lansford Street Railway, Tanaqua. Pa.;

capital stock, $50, 000; operating a street railway by electric

power in Schuylkill county, Pa.; J. R. Coyle, Shenandoah,
Pa.

San Angelo Light, Power & Irrigation company, San
Angelo, Texas; capital stock, $20,0 co; to supply

light and power for the public; Ed. Duggan, San Angelo,

Te.xas.

Lancaster & Strasburg Railway company, Lancaster, Pa.

;

capital stock, $125,000; operating a street railway by elec-

tri" or other than locomotive power; Walter M. Franklin,

Lancaster, Pa.

Santa Paula Water Works, Santa Paula, Cal.; capital

stock, $150,000; to construct water works and utilize water
power; to generate electricity and other power; W. L. Har-
dison, Santa Paula, Cal.

Latrobe & Derry Electric Street Railway company. La-
trobe. Pa.; capital stock, $40,000; operating a street rail-

way by electrical or mechanical power in Latrobe, Pa.

;

David J. Bush, Latrobe, Pa.

Bellefonte Street Electric Railway, Bellefoote, Pa.; cap-

ital stock, $18,000; operating a street railway by electrical

power in the borough of Bellefonte, Center county, Pa.;

Louis E. Reber, Bellefonte, Pa.

Morgantown Electric Light & Power company, Morgan-
town, W. Va.; capital stock, $100, 000; establishing an elec-

tric plant at Morgantown to supply light and power to the

consumers; H. S. Sands, Fairmont, W. Va.

Montrose Electric Light & Power company, Montrose,
Pa.; capital stock, $12. 000; furnishing light, heat and pow-
er by means of electricity to the public at the borough of

Montrose, etc.; Samuel S. ^Vright, Montrose, Pa.

Wilder Duplex Electric Burglar Alarm & Messenger
company (incorporated in W. Va.), New York, N. Y.; cap-

ital stock, $500,000; using inventions patented by E. R.
Wilder; Simson Wolf, Times building, New York, N. Y.

Triple Mul iplex company (incorporated in W. Va.),

New York, N. Y.; capital stock, $1,000,000; making, hold-

ing and selling electrical and mechanical devices, inven-
tions and machinery; J. F. Reynolds, 45 Broadway, New
York, N. Y.

Astoria Electrical Manufacturing company (incorpo-

rated in W.Va.), New York, N. Y,;capital stock. $500, 000;
to acquire and hold and grant licenses, letters patent, etc.,

and to dispose of the same; Alexander & Green, 120 Broad-
way, New York. N. Y.

Mitchell Electrical Railway Cable company (incoipo-

rated in W. Va.), New York. N.Y. ; capital stock, $5,000,-
000; manufacturing and dealing in electric cables and sell-

ing and leasing rights to use the same; A. C. Shenstone,
120 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

East Liverpool & Wellsville Street Railroad company,
t'leveland, O.; capital stock, $300,000; constructing, main-
taining and operating an electric street railroad between
East Liverpool and Wellsville. Columbiana county, O.,
etc.; Russell & Rice, Cleveland, O.

Early Electric Light company, Richmond, Wayne county,
Ind.; capital stock, $25,000; to operate an electric light

plant, manufacture and sell electric light in the city of
Richmond, and to transact all other business incident
thereto; Lee Yaryan, Richmond, Ind.

Connecticut Smokless Fuel Gas company, Chicago, III.;

capital stock, $1,500,000; manufacture, supply, sale or
distribution of gas, electricity or other product for the
furnishing of light, heat, fuel and power; C. C. March,
room 16. 182 Dearborn street, Chicago, 111.

The International Electric Railway company, Chicago,
111.; capital stock, $2,500,000; to construct, build and op-
erate electric railways and manufacture electrical appli-

ances, and furnish electric light and power; International
Electric Railway Co, room 16, 260 S. Clark street,

Chicago, III,

• United States Rapid Transit company of Chicago. III.;

tal stock, $5,500,000; build, equip, operate, buy,

use and sell mechanical and electrical constructions and
devices for rapid transit of the U. S. mail, passengers and
merchandise; F. C. Anderson, 31 1 Rookery building, Chi-

cago, 111.

Phoenix Electric company, Duluth, Minn.; capitalstock,

$10,000; to manufacture and deal in articles and supplies

for the production, utilization and application of heal,

light and power; construction and equipment of factories,

plants and lines for supplying, using and storing electri-

city; Henry S. Mahon, 30^ First National Bank, Duluth,

Minn.

TRADE NEWS.
The Bryant Electric company of Bridgeport, Conn.,

report good business. Its working force is to be in-

creased.

Laminar Fibre company. New York, is about to offer

for sale a new conduit which has inet the approval of all

electrical people who have seen it.

The Ashton Valve company, 271 Franklin street, Boston,
reports a brisk demand for its product, especially from
locomotive works and central stations.

The Wilmot c'i: Hobbs Manufacturing company,
Bridgeport, Conn., reports the manufacture of bells for

electrical purposes as being unusually brisk.

H. Ward Leonard & Co., New York have just issued a
neat pamphlet containing testimonials and references, to-

gether with a list of the plants installed under the super-

vision of the members of the firm.

The Akron Electric Manufacturing company of Akron,
0., manufacturers of dynamos, motors, fire alarm, tele-

graph, and street car signal systems and electrical supplies

of all kinds, reports a lively and growing trade.

The Franklin Electric company,!New ^'ork, has recently

been awarded a contract to furnish 50 storage cells to be
used in a catamaran owned by Dr. H. Wier of New York.
The Riker motor will be used to drive the boat.

H. N. Bates & Co., Boston, are figuring upon a

number of contracts to be placed from the West and South.
The new quarters, comer of Purchase and Congress streets,

give ample facilities to meet a growing business.

G. B. Buxton, East Somerville, Mass., whose Universal

packing, it will be remembered, was called the "engineers'
favorite," is very busy at present filling orders. An inquiry

as to "sample" orders will reveal something of interest to

buyers.

The Consolidated Electric Manufacturing company, 154
Franklin street, Boston, manufacturers of electric supplies,

has just put out its indexed catalogue. The information
relative to Grimshaw wires will prove valuable to those

ordering.

The firm of Gould & Watson, Boston, is busy with or-

ders for mica. This concern recently established a branch
agency at Chicago. It was found that an increasing trade

in the West necessitated a representative in that section of

the country.

C. B. Elliott, the manager of the Revere Rubber com-
pany, Boston, is completing several appliances to be used
in street railway work. It is said that as far as sim-
plicity and general convenience is concerned they will be a
surprise to many.

The W. S. Hill Electric company, Boston, is now com-
pletely organized, and it already has a large number of

orders on the books. It is working over-time. The com-
pany is prepared to furnishanythingin the wayof switches,

motors and dynamos.

The Globe Carbon company of Cleveland, O., announces
the removal of its works to Ravenna, Ohio. The factory

will have a capacity of 100,000 finished carbons per diem.
It may be stated that freight rates from Ravenna are the
same as from Cleveland.

H. L. Pierce of Pierce Bros., Leominster, Mass., is now in

Austin, Tex.., where he recently completed work upon the

large street railway contract awarded him June last. Pierce

Eros, are expecting to complete work upon the Worcester
electric street railway December ist.

Thos. Towne has resigned the position of buyer for the

Garvin Machine company, New York, and is now engaged
with the Union Drawn Steel company as eastern sales agent.

Mr. Towne explains in a circular to the trade the numerous
iron and steel products he is handling.

C. J. Hirlimann, manufacturing battery expert and in-

ventor. No. 117 McDougall street. New York, whose
Champion cell was recently the subject of a most flattering

testimonial from Prof. Henry Morton, has just issued a
circular descriptive of his various batteries.

The Redding Electric company of Boston recently com-
pleted a new watchman's register. Its main points of e.\-

celience are simplicity and a perfection of mechanical con-
struction, which maintains a correctness of registration. A
new circular regarding this invention has been issued.

The nine Eliminator company. New York, has recently

furnished the electric light works at Jackson, and ihe
Cedar Rapids Electric Light company's station, Michigan,
with eliminators for the purpose of securing dry steam for

their engines. This separator is meeting with remarkable
success.

The illustrated price list of incandescent lamps, manu-
factured by the Buckeye Electric company of Cleveland.
O., is, in its way, a work of art. This company is building
a new factory with nearly four times the capacity of the
present works. The Chicago oflice has been removed to

437 Rookery.

"A dynamo without a commutator wouldn't need brushes,
but since they do have commutators and must have brushes,

wc have made the best brush possible," .So says the Elec
trical Supply company, Chicago, and the Wirt brush is

the outcome of it all. A neat little circular :clls the rest
of the story.

Catalogue and price list No 3 of The Falls Rivet oc

Machine company, Cuyahoga Kails. O., has just been pre-
sented to the trade. It will be remembered that it is this

concern who.se power transmitting mechanism is employed
in the station of the Municipal Electric Light a: Power
company in St. I.oui.s, Mo.

The Engineering Equipment company, New York, an-
nounces the rem0v.1l to new quarters on the first floor of the
Central building. 143 liberty street. This concern Is now
in a position to fill orders for octagonal poles of cither hard
or soft wood, also fr.r the Keller steel pole, for which there
is such a large demand.

The Aluminum, Brass Sc Bronze company. Bridge-
port, Conn., on account of the large number of orders re-

ceived for their new silicon bronze span wire, have con-
cluded to make a new grade which will be known as '*No.
2" and will possess all the high mechanical qualities of the
regular silicon bronze wire.

The La Roche Electric Works. Philadelphia, are now
introducing a new volt and ampere meter for both direct

and alternating currents. These instruments are calibrated
with special care. They are dead-beat, and arc made so
that they can be left in circuit without injury. They are
constructed, for the most part, of aluminum.

It seems that the deadly car stove is on its way to obliv-

ion, forthe Electric Merchandise company, Chicago.is con-
stantly receiving messages indicative of its speedy demise,
at least as far as street car service is concerned. "Heaters
working satisfactorily. Hurry the others along soon as
possible," from the Ottumwa Electric Railway company,
is the latest in favor of electric heating.

The organization of the New England Elec'ric com
pany at Bridgeport. Conn., with Messrs. Perrj- and Griftm
as managers, will offer a number of advantages to pros-
pective builders and parties desiring first class electrical

work. Mr. Perry was formerly identified with the United
States Electric Manufacturing company. This concern
has a large amount of work already, and the prospects for

success are excellent.

President George F. Page of the Page Belting company.
Concord. N. H.. reports that the factor}' is running fifteen

hours a day. Trade in the NA'est is proving very satisfactory,

it being much larger at present than at the same time in

any previous year, showing that it pays to offer first-class

goods for sale in that portion of the country. The Page
company also has a number of foreign orders for shipment
between now and January ist.

T. J. Murphy, Electrical Exchange building, New York,
manufacturer of slate for electrical purposes, displays slate

of at most ever}- conceivable finish. He is nowconstnicting
a large switch-board of Italian marble, SxS feet, to be used
at the Presbyterian hospital in New York. It may be
mentioned that it was Mr. Murphy who furnished the
handsome marble-faced switch-board in use at H. B. Claf-

lin's wholesale dr}' goods house in New York.

A pamphlet has recently been issued for free distribution

by C. A. Snow &Co., patent attorneys of Washington,
D. C, containing directions for procuring patents and the

cost of the same in the United States and foreign coun-
tries; information about the registration of trade-

marks, copy-rights, caveats and designs; also ab-
stracts of court decisions in patent cases, and much
other matter of interest to inventors, patentees, manufact-
urers and others interested in patents.

The Crown Electric Manufacturing company has been
recently reorganized at Bridgeport, Conn., wi(h F. H.
Bryant as president; C. J. Norton, secretary; E. L.
Smith, general manager, and G. C. Foster, electrician.

All of the above gentlemen are well known to the trade.

It is their intention to manufacture a full line of sockets,

switches, and cut-outs, branching into the manufacture of

other electrical apparatus. The present quarters are at

qg Cannon street. Operations are to begin about
December. 1st.

The Universal Arc Lamp Company, New York, an-
nounces that it has appointed the Interior Conduit & Insula-

tion company exclusive agent from November ist, for the
manufacture and sale of its apparatus, which includes the
Universal constant potential lamp, the Short decorative
lamp, and the railway circuit incandescent lamp, also the
Universal series high potential lamp, and the theatrical and
focusing lamp. The Conduit company has taken the
Universal company's current customers and other accounts,

and will also p.iy the few outstanding bills of the company.

James W. Queen & Co. of Philadelphia have removed
their olVices and showrooms to loio Chestnut street,

where larger quarters have been secured. The depart-
menls of philosophical, electrical and chemical apparatus
will occupy the entire second floor, extended through from
Chestnut street in front to Sansom street in the rear, thus
covering a Moor space of 5,300 squrc feet, well lighted and
ventilated. The entire building contains 26,000 feet of
floor space, which will be healed by steam and lighted by
electricity. A very complete plant is being installed,

which will comprise two boilers of 40 horse power capacity

each, two Wcstinghouse compoud engines of 60 horse
power total cap.icity. one 400 light incandescent dynamo,
motors for running elevators and for special work, and the

apparatus for steam healing.

The St. Louis \' Suburban Railway company, formerly
a combined cable and steam railroad, but which has re-

cenlly been changed to an cleciric line, has had some re-

markable experiences at it.*; new power plant. .\s in all

electric railway stations, the work \'aries enormously,
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sometimes changing from nothing to over 600 horse power
in less than one minute. This has caused the boilers to

foam, and on two occasions it is reported tliat

the large Corliss engine would certainly have been wrecked

had it not been for the Pond separator, which is located in

the main steam pipe, near the engine. Two additional

Corliss engines are being installed, and they, also, will be

protected by the Pond separator. This device is manu-
factured by the Pond Engineering company. St. Louis,

which reports additional orders from M. Bealty & Son, Wel-
land. Oat.; Union Manufacturing company. Champaign,
III ; DaPont Paper company, Louisville, Ky. ; Cicero &
Proviso Railway, <"hicago. III ; St. Louis Smelting & Re-

fining company, St. Louis, and John Ramming, St. Louis.

The Clark search light has been attracting consider

able attention at the American Institute Fair. New York.

This apparatus was exhibited by the Clark Electric com-
pany, of 192 Broadway. The arc lamp used was made
especially for search lights designed for marine service. It

is most ingeniously arranged, being mounted on
swivelled trunnions so that it can be turned instantly to

throw light in any direction. Ernest P. Clark, the in-

ventor of this lamp, illustrated its opeiation to a repre-

sentative of the Western Electrician' by revolving and
placing it in every conceivable position. At first it was
difficult to see just how it was that the wires which connect

the lamp with the incandescent circuit did not become
disarranged and entangled by the various revolutions. Mr.
Clark explained that there were no Hexible cables used.

but all connections were made through the trunnions by
means of well insulated joints. As no cords or weights
are employed, this lamp's action is entirely independent of

the effects of gravity. It works as freely and as perfectly

on a vessel in a heavy sea as on land.

The Electric Appliance company, the latest electric

supply house in the field, is rapidly filling its large store at

242 Aladison street, Chicago, with a complete and desirable

line of general electrical wares, and will be in a position.

very shortly, to meet the demands of at least the city trade.

Secretary- and Treasurer Thos. I. Stacey states that his

company has already closed negotiations for the general

western agency for Paranite wires and cables. Paranite is

a new rubber insulation of high grade, and is said to pos
sess merits not found in other insulators. The wire is

made of an inner layer of absolutely pure Para rubber,

hence the name of the insulation. This layer prevents the

slightest corrosion of the wire, and at the same time ad-

heres with a wonderful tenacity, preventing any peeling

in drawing over rough corners. This inner layer is covered
with a thick layer of rubber, to which just enough sulphur
has been added to permit the \'ulcanizing process. When
the process is completed there is left an insulation com-
posed of a pure white Para Core and an outer layer of

black rubber possessing the highest insulating qualities

and a wonderful toughness. In fact, it is stated

,

that it is so tough that it can only be cut with a
sharp knife or other edged tools. After being thus pre-

pared, the wire is finished with a serving of either a strong

tape or braid. The Electric Appliance company considers

that it possesses in this wire a very valuable specially.

BUSINESS.
\V. H. Archer, of Buffalo, N. Y. has prepared plans for

seven depots for the Buffalo, Tonawanda. and Niagara Fails

electric railway.

The Goodrich Hard Rubber company. Akron, C, is

determined to make the "greatest show on earth." A
hand bill recently issued would make P. T. B. turn in his

gTa%-e.

The New York S: Ohio company which maniifactures

the Packard high grade incandescent lamp has transferred

itsChicago agencj'to the Elecnical Engineering & Supply
company, 93! the Rookery, which will immediately lay in

a stock of Packard lamps so that it can fill all orders

promptly from stock.

A familiar sight in the streets of Chicago at present is

the handsome new horse and truck of the New York
Insnlaled Wire company, bearing the familiar sign of

Grimshaw white core wire, and carrying loads of vulca
wire ducts. Geo. H. Meeker, western manager of this

company, is at present making a trip through the South in

the interests of the Chicago office.

A great deal has heen written about a paint called "Iso-
latine." The electrical papers in particular have indulged
in considerable verbosity as to its merits, but after all there

:s but one way to judge intelligently as to worth, and that

is by personal trial. A line to the Kocss'er ^; Ilasslacher
Chemical company, 73 Pine street, New York, will place

the writer in a position to make a test of some value.

The Duplex .Street Rail way Track company, of New\'ork,
will commence laying, during the present week, its duplex
track on Fourth avenue, New York, at or about Eighth
.•.rcct- The familiar mechanical principle of under and
oTcr-tapping at joint, is entirely new in its application to

.trcet railway tracks, and on this account the Duplex
company's illustration on Kounh avc. will be watched with
considerable interest,

Benjamin Sebastian. Jr. 41 Central avenue, Cincinnati,

O.. announces that he has disposed of all his

interest in and severed his connection with the
Seba-ntan-May company of Sidney, O., with which he had
*

"
" " '- I for the past eight years, lie will resume

ncinnati. under the name of the Sebastian
'./. and will at once commence the manu-

.'-.i:L.r£ of i complete line of foot and power lathes. It

^JH be his aim to establish a reputation for good work.

"rpots the sale s-j far this month of six

c Valves," recently illustrated in the
v .:an, with estimates made for several

more. He i^aareceocly received a number of inquiries for a

valve of much larger size than those in ordinary use, and
will arrange to build under contract sizes up to 16 inches
in diameter. The Chicago Arc Light and Power company,
Hannah .S: Hogg, the Boston Store, Mandel Bros , T/ie

Ih-rald, Carson, Pirie, Scott & Co., and many other
owners of electric lighting plants in Chicago have this

useful steam appliance in use.

The Sioux City Engine Works of Sioux City, la , has
opened a branch office at room 511, Commercial building,
St. Louis, Mo. The office will be in charge of A. M.
Morse, recently of the firm of English, Morse & Co, . Kan-
sas City, Mo., who, during his eight years of residence in

that city, has gained a wide acquaintance among the steam
users of the Southwest, and has been awarded many im-
portant contracts for engines, boilers for complete steam
plants for electric lighting stations, railwavsand manufact-
uring establishments. The company is prepared to furnish
on short notice Sioux City Corliss and Giddings" automatic
engines with suitable boilers. It will make a specialty of
complete steam power plants for any service.

Wm. Sellers & Co. of Philadelphia, last week tested a
motor operated under the new principle invented by H.
Ward Leonard- The motor used was a ten-horse power
shunt-wound Sprague motor, the normal speed of which
was 1.500 revolutions a minute. The motor was belted to

a couniershaft, and upon the countershaft was placed a
brake, and in addition to the brake there was placed on
the countershaft a large tl\' wheel, such as is used upon
punching machines, the purpose of the lly wheel being to

duplicate the inertia and momentum met with in pracuce
in a great many kinds of work. The motor was made to

operate In either direction at any rate of speed desired,

and it was found possible to run the motor perfectly and
regularly under the full brake load, at fifteen revolutions
per minute, that is, one per cent, of its full speed. While
operating at full speed in one direction the motor could be
instantly reversed, the reversal being perfectly gradual and
entirely without any spark or troublesome feature of any
kind. In order to get the most marked effect in overcom-
ing the momentum of the tiy-wheel the brake was taken off,

and when the fly-wheel was running at its full speed of 300
revolutions a minute, the motor was instantly reversed. In
thirteen seconds the motor had brought the fly-wheel to

rest, and in thirteen seconds more had it running at full

speed in the opposite direction, the entire operation being
effected with the greatest smoothness and without any
spark whatever.
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ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued Nov. 10, 1S91.

6S1. Electric Conductor. J. A. Barrett, Brooklyn,

N. Y.

This invention consists of the combination of a conductor, an
insulating cover or serving about said conductor, an envclope
consisting of a strip wound about the served conductor and
sized with a material tbat is adhesive when moist, and flexible

when dry, and sealing material outside the envelope.

,68S. Electric Railway System. Henry C. Camp,
St. Paul, Minn.

,693. Secondary Battery. Nathan H. Edgerton,
Philadelphia, Pa.

,6q8. Electric Arc Lamp. John E. Giles, Hazleton,

Pa.
The object of this invention is to enable an arc lamp to be

used on regular arc circuits where a constant current is used,

or on circuits of constant potential, as those in which incan-
descent lamps are used.

,707. Device for Removing Ice from Overhead Wires.

George Hipwood, Boston, Mass.

,720. Telegraph Table. Katie V. Miller, Lewisburg,

Ohio.

The object of this invention is to provide a simple, cheap
and effective table in which the parts are so arranged as to

economize space and produce a compact support for the instru-

ments without such complication as would render frequent re-

pair and adjustment necessary.

,729. Machine for Holding and Sewing Fabrics.

Lansing Onderdonk, Chicago, 111.

,732. Electric Belt. E. Peterson, Minneapolis. Minn.

,741. Police Signal Telegraph System. Charles A.

Rolfe. Chicago, 111.

751. Electric Railway Motor. Charles J. Van Dc-

poele, Lynn, Mass.

756. Carbon Holder for Arc Lamps. James J. Wood,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Of the six claims the second is given;

"2. A carbon-holder consisting of a hollow sliell, two clamp-
ing jaws adapted to grip the carbon between them at their

lower ends, crossing each other and terminating at their upper
ends in contact with the internal surface of said shell, and a

screw for acting on said jaws to press their lower ends together

and ihcir upper ends apart."

785. Call-box. Edmund R. Wilder, Kansas Citv,

Mo.
Of the six claims the third is given :

'3, In a call-box,lhc combination of a signaling mechanism,
;i starting mechanism in a normally broken circuit, two hand-
switchcHin tlie box. a metallic circuit of two conductors connect-

ing the box ivith the Stat ion, a ground-circuit composed in part of

one or both of such metallic circuits, said switches controlling the

circu t ol the starting mechanism, so that said starling mcchan-
imii may he connected with the ground or metallic circuit at

will, and thui* the sUrling mechaniHin be set in operation."'

786, Fire Alarm Box. Edmund R, Wilder, Kansas
City, Mo.

793. Electric ("ar Brake. James D, Collier and

James K. P. Miller. Woodvillc. Tex.

Of the twcniy-noc cluimn the sixteenth is gtvcn:

"fO, In an electrical nyRtcm for uitc on continuous trains, a

double w:ric» of wire* carried in flexible inHUlatcd iiibcH lo ji

double pair of electrical circuit couplcrd.onc on cilbersidc of the

car, said double nyitem of wire* each having a main wire form-

ing the return circuit for the nyiitem (y»nncctcd to the circuit

C'liplcf on the opp'rtitc *ide of the ' ar,"

,794. Electrical Connection and Signal for Railway
.

Cars. James \). Collier and James K. P. Miller,

Woodvillc, Tex.

462 795. Method of Producing Rain-fall. Louis Gaih-
mann, Chicago, 111.

Of the five claims the fourth is given;

"4. The method of producing rain-fall, which consists m
elevating a highly-compressed gas into theupper regions of the
atmosphere and liberating said gas by a concussion."

462,807. Electric Car Coupling. James D. Collier and
James K. P. Miller, Woodville, Tex.

462. 80S. Police Signal System. Nathaniel B. Cregier,
Chicago, III.

Of the six claims the fourth is given.

'4. In a signaling system, the combination, with the central
station and the street-box, of a main line circuit connecting said
bo.\ and station, a magneto generator at the bo.\, a shunt for
automatically closing said main-line circuit through said gene-
rator when the door of the box is open, and the visual and mag-
neto-bell signals at the station, both normally included in the
main line circuit.''

462,813. Signaling Device for Telephone Pay Stations.

William Gray, Hartford, Conn.

462,834 Signaling Device for Elevators. Charles G.
Armstrong, Chicago, III.

This invention consists of the combination, with an elevator
shaft and car, of a visual signaling device consisting of an elec-
tric lamp located at a doorway of the shaft within the latter
and a push-button or equivalent device located at said doorway
of the shaft outside of the latter and controlling the lamp-cir-
cuit,

462,835. Electrical Indicator for Elevators. Charles G.
Armstrong, Chicago, III.

The object of this] invention is to provide an electrically op-
erated mechanism by means of which the position of the eleva-
tor will be simultaneously ind cated at a suitable point on each
floor of the building, so that the location and direction of

movement of the elevator car may be known by a simple in-

spection of the indicator.

462 S36. Mechanical Cut out. Harry W. LSurnet, East
Orange, N. J.

462,850. Electric Circuit Closing and Breaking Device for

Railway Tracks. Thomas H. Patenall, Rahway,
N.J.

462,862. Pres'i for Molding Glass Insulators. Lawrence
B. Gray, Boston, Mass.

462,880. Commutator. Sidney H. Short, Cleveland,

Ohio.

462 , 88 1 . Armature for Dynamo-electric Generators
Sidney H. Short, Cleveland, Ohio.

462.882. Armature for Dynamo-electric Machines. Sid-

ney li. Short, Cleveland, Ohio.

The last claim is given:

"5. An armature for a dynamo-electrical machine, compris-
ing a laminated core and a flat metal rinE^ or rings outside the
bobbins secured in place by a single row of bare rivets arranged
in a line of equi-potential."

462.883. Brush Holder for Dynamo electric Machines.
Sidney H. Short, Cleveland, Ohio.

462,901. Duplex and Qaadruplex Telegraphy. Francis

W. Jones, New York, N. V.

< )f the four claims the third is given:

' 3. A combination of a neutral relay, a compensating coil,

secondary coils connected therewith, and primary coils con-
nected into the main and artific'Lil lines."

462,926. Heating and Lighting System. Rudolph M.
Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa.

Of the eight claims the fourth is presented:

"4. In an electric railway, the combination of an electrically

propelled vehicle, two secondary batteries on the veliicle, a
motor circuit, a local lighting circuit, and switches for coupling
the motor circuit with one battery and lighting circuit with the

other battery."

462,973. Brush Holder for Dynamo-electric Machines.

Elihu Thomson, Swampscot, and William O. Wake-
held, Lynn, Mass.

The last claim reads as follows:

"7 The combination of the brush-arm and brush with the
followers having pivotal bearings on opposite sides of the brush
and adapted to swing down beside one another upon the brush,
pressing the latter into engagement with the commutator."

463, cot. Electrical Annunciator. Joseph B. Smith,

Manchester, N. H.

4O3.020. Electric Railway System. Granville T. Woods,
New York, N. Y.

The first claim reads as follows.

"1. In electric railways, a system of electrical distribution

composed of a group of elcctro-magnetically controlled contacts

outside of the road-bed and accessible, each contact being
electrically connected with one exposed terminal head in tne

road-bed."

463,024. Reversible Electric Trolley. Joseph W. Bates

and Carlostine K. Blake, Minneapolis, Minn.

Of the fourteen claims the eleventh is jirescnted:

"11. The combination of the jointed oscillating trolley sup-

porting arm. the oscllating frame, ihc tension-spring means,
and jiull-cords extendinir to both ends of the car, wliereby the

trolley can be reversed without going around the car."

463,635. Electric Arc Lamp. lames E. Gaston, Sparta,

111.

463,072. Station Indicator. Joseph M. Nelson, Cole-

man, Mich.

Of the eight claims, the third is given:

";}. Ill an indicator, the combination,with an indicatinj^' de-

vice, of a motor for actuating the -laitic in opposite direction.^,

and a latch consisting of two members oppositely inclined, with

wliich the actuating means cngnge.''

463,079. Electric Conductor. Charles T. Snedckor.

New York. N. Y,

463.086. Electric Safety Cut-out Device. Addison G.

Watcrhousc, Hartford, Conn.

463,107. Electric Conductor. I'Vederick E. Dcgcnhardt,

Chicago, III.

'J'hiH invention conHistH of the combination of a sericH of Iwc
or more conducting wires, each wire tturroundcd by a covering

provided with alternate dcprcuHionH and' clcvationn, unid wire

being laid up into ft core, and a clone cover Hurrounding the

core

.

463,121. .Steam Dynamo-electric Machine. Frank M ihe

Gariand, New Haven, Conn.
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BOUltUB E. PfllLtJPS, PfesidSBt. W. H. SAwrni, aco'7 and Electridan.

AMEUICAIT ELECTEICAL WOUKS,
PROVIDENCE. R. r.

ManufaclurorK of Pak-nt Finished

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
Mcgnot Wire, OlUce and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covered

Wire, Lead Eucascd Wire, Telepbone and
Incandescent Cords.

FARADAY CABLES.
New York Office, 10 Cortlandt Street,

p. C. ACKEBHIAN, Ascnt.

ELECTRIC SLATE
Switch-boards a Specialty.

Small samples of plain fmrl marbl<^izedfree.

T. J. MURPHY,
Electrical Ezchtnc^e BIdg. 130 lAht-rty Ht..

Parties ControlliDg Corporation
.ManufarlirlnK El'.-c'-ric-'il Speciihlt*, no^v in eio-
c'jsefal op^i.itlon, -aI)! n^gotlaff wl'.h parUe* mto-
ijffirturlni,' oilit?r Klectrlcal *iood-, 'jt.ject beln;.*
to con-oll'^a[e.lncr*fM';oatpfit and frdac's j/^rc^ni-
B.fi^ot]\XfA ftx|rtn«f;rt. Additional capital to fall
':it«nittittt ptawififotB .viU joot.fv. ran eaeUy be
(rnlldK-d. A-Jdr*?es X,Y,'Z.

Car<^ ffr^TKHv Er.r'.Tr:"i»i»,

Clap Electric Motor Co.

street Railway and Generator

finnatnres Re-wonnd.

205 and 207 So. Canal St., CHICAGO. ILL.

THE "CLARK " WIRE.
Iiisnlation 4<iuaraiiteed ivlierever iiNctl, Aerial, l'nder{>:round or t^Dhiiiarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1 886, he says : "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."
The rubber need In Inynlating our wlrpsand cables Is especially chemically prepared, and is gaaranleed to be waterproof, ana will not deteriorate, oridlzt; or crack, and will remain ileilble in extreme cold
weather, and 1b not affecled by heat. The inaulation is protected from mechanics! Injury by one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compoand, and special eitra finish, which we
havo now adopted for all our Bolld wlree aa an extra weather))roof protection, and aleo pieventing chalinf; and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very great extent fireproof. Our Insulation will prore
diira'ile when all othere fall. We are prepared to furnleh Slnele Wires of all Rauj^ee and diameter of Insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from slock. Cables made lo order. We are now prepared
to furnieh oar Clark Wire with a white outside finL-^h for celling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark Joint Hiini should be used for maklnti waterproof joints. This Is put up in half-pound boxes, in strine about one foot long and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped aboat ft joint
and pressed firmly it makes a solid maea. FOK BAILWAV and 9IOTOK use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible cables with Clark Insulation.

WE 6MJABANTER OCR I^SlTIiATION W^HF.BRVER USED, AER1AI.. U»IDEK«K01'ND OR SUBItlABIIVE, and our net prices ara as low, If not lower than any
fcer first-clfss Insulated Wire. We shall be p'eased to mall I'ataloi^aee with terms and dlsconnts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTOX, MANS.

HENRY A. CLARK, Treasurer and Gen'l Manager.
HERBERT H. EUSTIS, President and Electrician.

l^imCAeo A«F.\'TS: The Klectripal Fncineerins Co., 320 I>earborn St. TOBONTO, ONT. AGENTS: The Toronto Electrical Works.

The Electrical

Construction Co. '<,':

C. A. HARTER, Manager. Telephone, 1718.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
I« to 156 Green St., Gieen FoinI, BROOKLYN, B. Y.

MANUFACTORT OF

Non*Conductive Blocks, Rosettes and Bases for Cut-Outs
and Switches; also insulators. Cleats, Lamp Trim-

mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Our production Is a dense body. The glazing and body
of our ware are of eanie composition, and are baked
alilie^ which are the features of

TRIE HAHI> POBCELAIV.

THE GROCKER-WHEELEB
PERFECTED MOTORS.

Very wlow sju'ed, full power, perfect res"-
lation. forjced lieldN let into bailie. Melf-oilin;;;

Iteariii^fS. self-eenterlng beariiiKw. all sizes.

botU are and incandescent, for nil poiver
purposes. _^^__^^_

Ackni'wledged by the Leadiug Manufacturing 'nmpaiiie.s to be

THE MOST PERFECT MOTOR MADE.
Estimates and Plans Furnished for Electric Power Equipment.

Correspondence Inuited.

MICA
For Electrical Pnrposes.

EU&ENEMUNSELL&CO.,
818 AVater St., Jfew Vork.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIES

Electrical Wood.

430--432 WEST 14TH ST., NEW YORK

JAMES LEFFEL WATER
Built by THE

JAMES LEFFEL $c CO.

The Winner of 1890 will win again in 1891.

Eleventh year.

SOLE MAKERS:

LAW TELEPHONE COMPANY,
85 John St.. NEW YORK.

FOB THA

Western ElectriciaD

S ( .oo.

Teieffraph
/Telephone

Electric Linht (

CROSS L ARMS
S

OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL POLES.

C, H.HOLMES. ''°°'"'"°<=°g','.'fi?,?s9. Mo.

upright and horizontal,

Electric, Mining and Manufacturing

Eaey workint; gatrs. High percentage and ovcl
spoed at full ftud pint capucity. EipiaUy ]Ldapto<l to
high and low headf. Large ntimbcr of sizes and
styles. Send for descriptive pamphlet to

THE JAMES LEFFEL & CO.
SPRINCIELD,

OHiO.
on 110 LIBERTY ST..
NEW YORK CITY

Queen's "1891" Portable Testing Set.
For Illustration see 1 HE WESTt RN ELECTRICIAN, Sept. 1 9. page 1 83.

The galvanometer in this set is made of the D'Arsonval

type, and is extremely sensitive, without being affecttd by
mechanical vibrations^ as on shipboard, or by intense 7uag-

7ictic disturbances, as in pro.ximity to a dynamo. It is espe-

cially recommended for making tests where a galvanometer
with fibre suspension cannot be used.

tend for Illustrated UostTiplive '. iitaloirue. lG(i.

QUEEN & CO., PHILADELPHIA.

MclNTOSH, SEYMOUR itr OO. ENGINES.

1 ®
J. jit* .1

-^

URGENT & LUNDY,

SINGLE CYLINDER

OR COMPOUND.

List of Engines
under Construc-
tion July I, for De-
livery on or before
September 30:

For Particulars Inqiiire of

339 Rookery BIdg. CHICAGO.

One
Two
One
One
One
One
Two
One
One
One
One
One
One
(^ne
One
Two
One
One
One
One
Two
One

,
One

I One

-ii/.ic. _, ., ^.

11 and ail?
11x12
13 and Wiiri
11 ondlOxlS
13 and 53117
13 and 23x1"
8.\a

13 and 19x16
15 and 2)sI7
13x15
M'UIS
18!jxl8
8x',l

"MxlOHi
03119
11 and l',lxl5

11 and 19x15
16x15
U^xlB
IJ and 23x17
l.'> and 26x17
14'.. and 28x22

E.\CU ENGINE.
8l>

•.00

210

DEPTIN.VTION
Editon General Electric Co , Oroton, N. Y.
Glouceeter Street Kftilwav Co., ulonceflor, M.ae.
T.-II. International Flectric Co., Rio Janeiio, Brszil.

(K. ^leuhanlH .V Miners Trftn«iportaUon Co., BatUmoie, Md.
150 rortland Street liailwav Co., Portland, Mo.
150 I.awreice, .Maes.

210 l.awri'nce. JIaea.
210 Fall Uiver, Mapa.
30 Inolaled Dopt. T -H. Klec. Co., Beeton, M««».
IBO (i. A. Holiine ,t Co., Chlcaco, 111.

326 Somervllle IClectric Light Co., Somervillc, Maee.
UIO A. O. Weeks Hoeton, Mnee.
125 Tonawanda A Whoatlleld l-neolric l.tRht Co , Tonawandft, J(.

20O T.-B. Int. Eiec. Co., l.e.>iip. Bncland.
30 A.J. Williineon, Ilvde Park, Ma^e.
.16 Preeltvteri^in llcppital. JJew York City.

500 Chicaito Eriieon Co., Chicago. HI.
160 T.-il. Int. Eiec. Co.. Helclnctoie. Finland.
150 Frit." Wilon. Ueleingfore, Unland.
160 T.-H. KloetricCo.. Boeton, Slaae.

125 Cortland ForRing Co.. Cortland, .S. Y.
215 Woet End Street Railway Co., Boeton, Mate.
40O llaUimore Electric Refininp Co.. Baltimore, Md.
500 Georcla Electric Lictit Co., AUant*, Ga.
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B. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ILSCTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

17

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

1 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.

StilweJI's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam
Boilers, Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO,,

DAYTON, OHIO.

THE C0WLE8

ELECTRIC SMELTING

k ALUMINDM CO.,

I^OCKPOKT, K.Y.,

Offer Commercially Pure Aluminum

In lagos. Slabs, Slieet Wire and Castings
at lowest market rates.

-BRANCH STORE-

2134 Michigan Avenue.

A GREAT RAILROAD.
Bv the absorption of the Chicago & Atlantic

Kaiiway between Marion and t'hicaeo. the ERIE
has at last effected its entrance into t'hlcaeo, and
DOW occupies the proad poeillon of being the only

line between Chicago and New York entirely

nncter one management
One result of tdie is the arrangement whereby

all the through trains of the Erie are now run

solid tetweeen Chicago and >"ew York without
change. PasEengers holding through tickets,

whtther first or pecond class, are ab'e to go from
Chicaso to New York without changing care.

Pnliinan'e moat modern Sleeping Cars are run
on all through traio? via this line, and on their

Vestibule Limited, Pullman's Dlnine Cars. No
extra fare char^'ed on thia train. In fact, the

rates via the ERIE are lower than via any other

route offering equal facilities.

IXTRODrCIXG E\TTBEIT \EW PRLVCIPIES.

THE OLD STYLE.

THEACME LINK BELT
IS MADE ONLY BY THE

Page Belting Compauy, Concord, K. H.
Bra>'CHE5 : Boston, New York, Chicago, San

FrancUco. Also, manufacturers of all the
staple KTades of Leather BeltinK and Lacint?.

Send for lUn^irated Catalogue—a valuable
txeuiiie on belting, Free.

FOR THE
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Manufactur'ers of

Octagonal^ Cedar
Telephok&Euctrical

RailwayFoles&CrossArms

^H.M.LOUD&SONSUlMBER(;o
OSCODA . MICH. '

SEALED PROPOSALS.

Notice is hereby given that sealed proposals
will be received at the office of the Clerk of the
City of Peru, Indiana, up to 7 o'clock p. m. of the
Sth day of December, 1S91,

For furnishing and maintaining of fifty or more
arc lights as the Coancil may deem necessary;
eaid lights to be of 2,000 candle power each and to

burn all night, and be placed in such parts of the
city as the~Common Council shall designate, the
Council having the right to add one or more lights

to any contract they may m^ke, at any time dor-
ing the life of such contract at contract price of
same, said contract to take effect on the let day
of June, 1S92.

The Council reserves the right to reject any or
all bids.
By order of the Coancil October 13. 1801.

Address, JOHN TOLL,
City Clerk.

Alnniinuiii Bronze, Alnuii-
unm Brass, Silver Bronze, ISil-

icon Bronze and Iffang^anese

Bronze in ingots and castings.
Ferro AlsunlBiniu for steel and
iron castings.

t'orr-e-^pinidf lice ^iolicited.

THE EXCELSIOR
straightway Noiseiess

Back-Pressure Valve.

m

Simple ! Keliable I Durable I

JAMES G. BECKERLEG.
229 S. Franl<lin St.. Ctiicago.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBIIVG. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

Ths- Kartavert - Manufacturing ^ Do,^

EJOECTRlf L,I<;HT
AXD BATTKaY

CLBVELJ^lsriD, OHIO.

/IffOTOff

BI^UStfES.

THE r^ESXjTOI"^ ^W-^'5?ESR M WWI M

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Unlimited

Capacity.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2,000 in use.

Affords the most simple and reliable power for all minins and manufactur-
ing machinery. Adapted to heads running from '..0 up to 2,000 or more feet.
From iio to 30 per cert, better reeulta guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the country.

EI.KCTKIC TRANSnilSSIOX.
The advantages the Peltcn Wheel affords in the way of a uniform and relia-

ble jjower, close regulation and the facility of adaptation to varying conaltlone
of speed and preteure, have brought It Into 8i)eclal prominence and extensive
use for this class of work. All applications should siate amonnl and head of
water power reqnired, and for what purpose, with approximate lenjith of pipe
line. Sknij fou Catalooue.

THE PELTON WATER "WHEEL CO.,
lrJl-ia:{ Main St., San rranoisco, Cal.. U. S. A.

143 J.IBEIITY HTltEKT, - - AJEir \'OUK.
^^It having comelo our notice that our patent rights ere being iufrioped

upon, intending purchascTB are hereby warned Ihatall anch infrlngemente will
be duly proaeciited.

I»lCI.<TO^' WATER IflOTOICS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15
and 20 horee rower, unetiualed for all light running machineiy. Warrannd
to develop a given amount of power wllh one-half the water required by any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Addrees ae above. Deliveries made ff^m
Han Francieco or New York, as may afford the moat favorable freight rates.

Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co.,
'LIMITED.

I

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS FOR THE

STEUBEN INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
The best in the Market,

Manjfacturers of Electric and Combination Fixtures and

a General Line of Electric Supplies.

Rubber Covered, Weather-Proof Wires
and Lamp Cords.

233 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

It (Till pay yoa to g<-t onr priceM and catalogoeft.

BYJ.AJ, SHULTZ.

JtShulkBiEuingCo^
eKai\iifaetureK of=

83
llr."'

ALLLEATHLR
(lOmOHROBORHINCi: OLD STrLE

LEATHER LINK AND IRON ROD BtLT-

AHO ROPETRftNSMIbGIOtl SUPLiColDtO
^^/,

YOUR MONEY.
BYCOVERINQ YOUR PUUtVS WITH

SHULTZ PATENT
LEATHER PULIEV COVERING,

TAUNCDDii nir "^/^^C
SUPTACCj OIILt-

INTCRIOR IS

RAWI-IIDE
, THLOriLf PLRItCT DLLf

W>IJf.N0SUPPIN6
on ld:.tmotioi

oPieKER Leather-

aLUk^i-xtvv.. S
IW HiimmcrHt., lionton, MaHH ;

ai^i Pearl Ht.,N()W York Clly.
BitA^t^iiii^..^

]2«N.TlilrdHt., Philadelphia, Pa ;f«W. Monnnro<i Ht, OhU:iiK'>' St. Louis, Mo.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of liLECl RIC COMPANIES is called to this CEI.E-

RRAX£I> '\%''ATEK WIH-^EI^as panicubrly adapted to their use
on account of its remarkably Mieady motion, Kiifirh Hpeed
anU cc^^t^ K^"^<^'^>**^>'''^"^ larce Capacity foritsOiameter,
being doul>le the I*o\*'<*r of most wheels of same 'iianriei'.-r. Il is Uicd
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an eqtial. producing the highest per ctnt
of useful effect (laaranteed.
SEINO FOR CAXALOOIJE A.1SU PARTICCf.ARm.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gears arc required

and it can be belled directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VICTOR

XUIiRi;\KS arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume. Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. 'Ilie entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situatioD

admits of their use. we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

1^ A DTIIYN CO., MAKERS o-^ HIGH-GRADE

GOING TO CALIFORNIA?
If 80, and you want to make ihe jonrney quickly

and have the moat comfort en rente, purchase
yonr tickets via the Chicago & Northweetern,
Union Pacific and Southern Pacific Hallways.
Pallman drawing-room aleeinn^ care are run on
fast trains Chicago to San Francieco, without
chaof^e, and all meals are eerved in diDiiigcars.
Completely furnished tourist sleeping care are

also run, In which accommodations can be pro-

cared by paaeengete holding either lirst or second
clas? tickets at a cost of only 5-lOt* P^r berth
Chicat^o to San Francisco, and other California
points. AUclaesesof tickets at the moat favor-

able rates. Including first class excarsion tickets

good returning six months from date of sale, res-

ervations in gleepini^ cars, and fall information
can tie obtained at ticket otHces of the Chicago &
North-W'estern Kailwav, No.20S Ciark St., Oakley
Avenue Station, and Passenger Station, Corner
Wells and Kinzie Sts.

J. C. TEMPLE.
(Formerly of STOUT, MILLS & TEMPLE),

DAYTOK, OHIO,

HlflranlicaMlecliaDicalEDpeer
Improvement of Water Powers, Arrangement

of Power Plants, Shafting, etc., for Electric Power
and Light. CONSTRUCTION SUPERINTENDED.

HARRISON CONVEYOR
FOR HANDLING

GRAIN, COAL, TAN BARK, SEEDS, ETC.
Will convey all kinds of CTaln wlthont mixing.
Will carry two different kinds of material In op-

posite directions at the same tlme.
WllI convey One-Hundred and FiftyTons ofCoal

per hour. Made ofWrought Iron and Steel. Send
tor Illustrated Catalogue. BORDEN & SELLECK
COMPANY. 48 and 50 Lake St., Chlcaao, III.

Wm. S. TcBNEa. Pres. (Jeo. A. Bell, V. Psks. .j. lkhteb WouDBKiiiiiE, see. and Treaa.

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER ENGINEERING CO.,
Conwultinjj and Const rnct in;;

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment of Electric Railways. Steam and Electric Plants.

47 Times Building. Telephone Call, 1009 Coniandl. NEW YORK.

GBDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts-

If In want of Polf^r-. ': -.-, save monej
Dy get'ing mj prices.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, Mich,

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
SOL,K MAXIFACTIKERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Roda, Sticks, and Spacial Shapes to order. Colors, Ked, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wtt^itJgZ^g;^; DFL The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i4««//^?fivr.

THE SCHUYLER
-E3irsTEiva: oi^-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT PEATUEES;

instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,
MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

THE ELEMENTS OF

[lYNAMIC FLECTBICITY

AND MAGNETISM

A Book TTTC1T< nTTHP f
Price, $2.

For Learners. vUl3X KJxJ ^ l Postage Free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTORS aj DYNAMOS.
ELECTRIC MOTORS in all standard sizes,

up to and including 100 H. P., for operating

elevators, pumps, printing presses, and machin-

erv for general manufacturing purposes.

POWER GENERATORS.
ELECTRIC MINING MACHINERY of

all kinds. Hoists, Tram Cars, etc.

FAN OUTFITS, Electric Plants for pump-
ing Church Organs.

We call the special attention of
Station Superintendents to the fact
that our machines are absolutely un-
surpassed for economy of electric

current.

DYNAMOS for isolated plants and the equip-
ment of Mills, Banks and Office Buildings with
Electric Lights.

_
ELECTRIC BLOWERS for ship ventila-

tion. Have equipped 18 U. S. and foreign War
Ships with ventilating apparatus.

XEfF ENGLAND Office,

V.'l Oliver St., BOSTON.
PBILADELPHIA Office, 38 S. Fourth St.

CHICAGO Office, - Phenix Building.

SAN FRANCISCO Office, - 35 Market St.

ST, LOUIS Office, - - 4,21 Olive St.

NEW ORLEANS Office, 7S Cu^imnhouse St

THE G. & G. ELEGTRIG MOTOR GO., 402-404 Greenwich Street, NEW YORK.

Goodrich-Coleman Electrical Works,
NEW ELECTRICAL THEORCsS DEVELOPED.

Manufacturers of Specialties and Novelties under Con'ract.

31 South Canal Street, CHICAGO.
SPEAKING TUBESM WHISTLES.

Oral, ElectriCt Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS »*BEI.LS.
FlTIil, JLIKE ALiWATS IM STOCK.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO..
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1-163 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, H. Y.

^^Send for Kew Catalogue. Ont Angnst 1st.

^^@-
TFXZEI

iii

EASTON ELEGTRIG GO.,

>i-'=-.

111,!

MAUUFACTURBRS OF

Arc and Incandescent Dynamos,

Motors, Generators and Separators

And Arc Lamps adapted for nse on

Arc or Incandescent Circnits,

ADDRESS:

1,643 Kent Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

'SL-^isSl (Near RooEevelt, Grand and East 23d Street'^ afr:" Ferries from N. T.),

For Circulars, Pric*»s and Information.

REMEMBER
That the Western Electrician enjoye the ilistioction of having been
selected by one of the shrewdeBt of advertisers as the medium
for carrying the largcpt advertieement ever placed In an electrical
joarnal. This tells its own etory, and points its own moral.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS IN THE WESTFOR ELECXRICJLL SOOI^S.
SEND FOR OUR COMPLETE CATALOGUE.

Electrician Publishing Co., 6 X«aheside Bldg., ChicagOp III.

HILL
Glutei! Works,
CLEVELAND, O.

EASTERN OFFICE.
IS Cortiandt St., - NEW YORK.

Engineering Office: 146 Franklin St.,

BOSTON.

CHICAGO: MINNEAPOLIS:
28 So. Canal St. 305 Kasota Building,

KANSAS OUT:
1221 and 1223 Union Avenue.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
Desired, Erected aod PurniBhed.

Send for new Catalogue Power
TraQsmleelon Machinery.

'Electric LiGHT^LOBE°$E^-^

the-Largest-LiKe- OF

NoVELrtRTISTICPATTEHNS&EFFEGTSl

^729 BROADWAY NY. JA
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

TAPES >ND GOMPOUNDS,
VULCA WIRE DUCTS,

ELBOWS,JOINTS, ETC., ETC.

All Supply Stores Keep Them.

THE NATION'S CHOICE

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,

78-80-82 Franklin Street,

CHICAiiiO.

Geo. H. Meeker

Wtllin nmigar.

MAIN OFFICE.
OtO;in(10.'fl Itroadwui-

New York, A3SriD CHCIGACO.
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For OrlTlog Dynamos.

The Clinton Gas Light Co., Clinton, Mass., have thor-

oughly tested and have adopted the Evans Systenn of

Driving Dynamos in their new Electric Light Station.

Thousands of Horse Power in use driving Dynamos, and hundreds of sets of Cones
in operation, driving all classes of machinery. Address

THE EVANS FRICTION CONE CO.,
85 T^TAtoz- St., ^OBI'OZ^* 3VX.<^SS. For A'aryiDg Hpf-od.

CHICAGO IITST7LATED 'TO'ZRE COMFAITV,
TSlTA.JSr-CTI'.A.CI'FTJU.JEH^ia OIB'

HIGH GRADE INSULATED WIRES
OF ALL, DESCKIPXIOIVS.

WEATHERPROOF WIRES,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

MAGNET WIRES,
INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,

ETC., ETC., ETC.

WBITE FOR QUOTATIONS
AND S.\MPLES.

Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO., 48-52 N. Clinton St„ CHICAGO, ILL.

EVERYTHING IN

WIRE-FUSE- STRIPS.

MANCF.\CTUBED BY

The Sperry Electric Mnin^ Machine Con

39th St. and Stewart Ave.. CHICAGn.

THE MILLIKEN PATENT POLE
- For Electric Street Railways and Electric Light Work,

MANUFACTDRED BT56 LIBERTY STREET,

NEW YORK.
MILLIKEN BROS.

69 DE4RB0RS STREET,

CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.—Iron Work
for Light Stations a Specialty.

WBITE FOR CIRCULAR AND CATAI,OGrE.

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS
RECALIBRATED. REPAIRED.

CHICAGO ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO,,
73 \7vxna'r 7.A.c^so3Nr si'xixix;'!'.

H, WARD LEONARD & COMPANY.

For fall Information retrardlng the application
of electrlcify for any porp'ise, write to na.
Ask for our pamphlet. Addreae,

Electrical Exchange Baildin?.
XKW YOKK riTV.

DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS
Afford the Only Reliable and Efficient Means for

ALL NIGHT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

All other devices are crude, expensive and unsatisfactory.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY
Has established its broad foundation patent for Double Carbon Arc Lamps, No. 219,208, having tVOH foill'

distinct infringement suits in the United States Courts, two of them on final hearing, the decisions

being rendered by Judges Gresham, Blodgett, Brown and Ricks.

The public is warned against the use of infringing lamps or any crude substitute for the Brush Invention.

Arc Lighting Apparatus, Electric Motors and Generators,.
Alternating Current Apparatus, Incandescent Lighting Machines,

Carbons for Arc Lighting, Etc., Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,
CZ5^^ICZD-
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NEW BOOKr
NOW READY.

ELECTRIC

TRANSMISSION

HAND-BOOK.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition
to our famotis hand-book series, of which
20,000 copies have been sold. The new
book deals in the author's well-known
practical style with all the problems of

Electric Power Transmission.

NOW READY._ PRICE. $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOULAELT ADAPTED TO DRIVING

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of Its Llgh efBcIency at all stages of gve, steidinc-as of motion and

easy working gate, the construction of which makes It the mcst ssnal-

tlve to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

Cmn CnD PRTRI nniC I lu^tratlng various styles ol setting

OCnU run UHIHLUuUC on both vertical ana honzonUl shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS GO.,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT, nilrLS & TEMPLE,

STEAM PLANTS
\)^TAIiL.ED BY

JKF. B. PSARSON <£ CO.,
HECHANICAL KKel!(ERB»« AND CO^ITRACTOBS.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
WILLIAMS AUTOMATIC ENGINE.

For all purpoBee requiring steady power.
Williams Engine Works: ?^o. 417 North Street,

BALTI.MORE.MD.

r* O H. S.A.IjE1.
New lO and 25 Light

Arc Dynamos and Lamps.
HIGH TENSION. CHEAP.

JAS. Mclaughlin, Mfg. Electrician,

50 \'. Clinton St„ Chiinco.

FineOfflce Furniture
and Folding Beds.

Brass and Wire Work. 2t5waba5h»».

A. H. Andrews & Co., Chicaco.

lWOODBURY|NG!Ni
SELF-CONTAINED, AUTOMATIC
HIGH SPEED STEAM ENGINE
for Electric Lighting and
Street Railway Service,

WITH BOILER PLANT COMPLETE
Ciitalo(;jue sent on applK'.'ttinti.

STEARNS MFC. CO. ERIE. PA.
BRANCH ' Pliil.idclphia. ;)4".J Drexel Itldt;.

OFFICES ' S:xu l-'ranris«M», '-iit & HI Spear St,

^^£S^

THEWESTINGHOUSE MACHINE COMPANY. ^
.U.S.OF A. Gjauiidis.^

V

DRY ST£AM

THE POND SEPARATOR,
The Pond Separator Is guaranteed to relieve the

steam of all entrained water, and return this water
to the boiler, ihus effecting a large saving in fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

POND EXGINEEBIXG COMPAXV
ST LOU S.

OMAHA.
CHICAGO.

DALLAS.
KANSAS CITY,

SEATTlE

BALL
AUTOMATIC CUT-OFF

ENGINE.
CfU l*Vi^x With New Improvements.

^mf\ Unequaled Regulation.
j.al' • "^ Highest Economy, Durability,

grvjiiv*
1^, Smooth and Quiet Running

ENGINEirpiir PA
COMPANYbn I Eb| I^Mi

Simple.

Cross Coinpound.

Triple Expansiop.

Tandem Couipound

The BEST ENGINE for ELECTRIC LIGHTING, ELECTRIC RAILWAYS. ELECTRIC

MINING, ELECTRIC WELDING, and General Manufacturing Purooses.

SELLING

AGENTS

K.T. «0IM:I.A\I> A ro., IK «orllnnil< K(.. Xi-\v VorU ; ,1, W PAIlKKK.l CO. :tS Xontli Fourth »(rcot
i>lilli><lel|>lila. rn : l>K.Aro A HI,A< 14. H04 L,KnlH Block. PlttHbnrs, ra.: .\OKTH»VK(!iTKK\ SIPPI.V
«'o..Ta<>c.nin, «nNh.: CKOOK. H«>B»Klt.V <'0,. Hnltimorr. Md.: K, <.;. tJIl.BEBT. .\tohl80n. Kan : COOI.ET
A V.\TKK, -i-i* WaHliliitt'on Ave. Moulli, Mlnnranollo. Minn,

BKANCIl OFFICE, Room ,506 Rookery Building, CHICAGO, ILL. ALBERT FISHER, Manager.
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DID YOU SEE IT
AT THE CONVENnON!

THE NEW COMBINED

Snow - Sweeper - and - Plow
EXHIBITED BY THE

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR, PRICES

AND FULL INFORMATION CONCERNING IT.

We are Prepared to Make Quick Delivery,

The Motors and Equipments can all be utilized on other cars

after the Winter Season is over.

.^XklDfLXISS,

II

BOSTON OFFICE:

620 Atlantic Avenue.
CHICAGO OFFICE:

148 lYKichigan Avenue.
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THE TURNING POINT
With all Electric Lighting Stations is the day the first

dividend is declared. If you have reached that point, why
not increase your next dividend? If you have not, there

is no reason why you should not. You can do it by using

PERKINS' - INCANDESCENT - LAMPS.

P, Jl!5a^55l'

COMPENSATING

Toiineters and kahi
Are Accurate, and do not get out

of Calibration.

THE KN&FF ELECTRICAL WORKS
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS,

54 and 56 Franklin Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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|\|0 n''^" ^vlio ever personally "set up" a battery of the ordinary fluid cells and had to

carry water and mix solution, and perhaps break a jar in the operation, but wished

away down in his heart for some neater, better way.

|\|0 MAN ^"^ho ever packed glass jars for "his man'' to take out on a job, and thought

sure he had everything—the zincs, the carbons, the sal ammoniac, all—but wished

for something better, something compact, unbreakable, with NOTHING to forget.

NO MAN WHO ever bought a bell and fluid battery, and pushed the button and

expected the bell and the battery to do the rest, but sooner or later was disap-

pointed, because the fluid had evaporated or frozen, or the zincs eaten up, or the

connections corroded, and wished for something: better.

DRY BATTERV.

AIAS

I
a!

THE AJAX DRY BATTERY
And combines all the desirable qualities of fluid cells with none of

their disadvantages. It possesses many good features distinctively

its own. It is Strong, Durable, Compact, Reliable.

The DIAMOND BELL is a Model of Ingenuity, surpassing in its mechanical and

electrical construction any bell ever offered to the trade. All Metal. Dust and Bug proof.

Neat and Ornamental.

For Prices of Batteries and Bells address the Manufacturers,

THE ELECTRICAL SDPPLY CO.,

Raiiilolsli St, and MicMgai Aie,. CHICAGO,

Eastern Offices & Factories

ANSONIA, CONN.

Send for Illustrated Cata-

logue of House Goods.

THE WIRT RHEOSTATS.
For many purposes the use of a

rheostat or adjustable resistance is in-

dispensable, and consequently the va-

riety of forms in which these are made
is very great. The chief difficulty has

been to produce a sufficiently gradual

increase of resistance and to insure

good contact at the successive points,

and at the same time have sufficient

resistance and ample current capacity

within reasonable space.

We are confident that these vari-

ous points have been well combined in

the Wirt Rheostats, two forms of which

we illustrate here. We can make these

in various sizes adapted to any special purpose for which they may be intend-

ed, such as photometric testing, dynamo and stage regulators, etc. Tiiey are

finished either in hardwood polished, or mounted with marbleized slate. We
will be pleased to answer any inquiries relating to these or special instruments.

f

1C ~ .«, '

*

'—--
^BJiriM Wm

^ ^m 1
« ^^^E n
*

IjK1

1
^^E«ift«amiHi

___3iw^

Ansonia, Conn.

The Electrical Supply Co.,
WKHTKKX OFFICK AXI» WAIIKIIOIIHKK

Cor. Randolph St. and Michip^an Ave.,

CHICAGO.
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THE INDIA RUBBER & QUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO..
MAXtFACTIBKKS OV

VULCANIZED INDIA-RUBBER

Cables, to any Specification

up to 8,000 Megohms per

mile.

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES.

CONCENTRIC CABLES, any

millage. FLEXIBLE CORDS.

SILK, HEIVIP. COTTON. DY-

NAMO WIRES and CABLES,

very pliable. Every variety

ol INCANDESCENT CORES.

THREE and TWO - WIRE

CABLES, to any specifica-

tion up to 8,000 Me-

gohms per knot.

CABLES ol Hrgh Insulation

and Long Life, all milage

If you are not acquainted with the merits of Habirshaw Insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABIRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 315 Madison Ave, Cor. 42(1 St, New York.

FACTORY: Glenwood, Yonkers, Iff. Y.

d: Western Agents: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Corner Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

Taking the Lead.
THOUGH ONLY

ON THE

MARKET

-FOR-

SIX MONTHS,

THE

STANLEY
-I.S-

NOW KNOWN

—A.S

—

BEST

Wmer.

CORRESPONDENCE

SOLICITED,

CUT OF »00 M<;iIT Tir ANt^rORaiKB.

STAULEY ELECTRIC MFC. COMPANY, PITTSFIELr, MASS.
WESTERN AGENTS: Tlie Electrical Supply Co., Corner Randolph St. and Michigan Ave .Chicago, III,
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FORT WATNE ELECTRIC CO.,
-MAlfUFACXlJRERIS OF THl

SLATTERY INDUCTION AND WOOD ARC SYSTEM
-OOP-

THE MOST PERFECT OF ANY.

For references as to the merits of these systems, inquire of the local companies, the operators, or the customers in

the large cities of this country where these systems are now being- used almost exclusively after other systems have been
tried and thrown out—Philadelphia, New Orleans, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Detroit, etc.

WE MAKE ALL. STANDARD SIZES OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM.
Also Arc Lamps of Standard Sizes, 2,000 c. p., 1,200 c. p. and 800 c. p.

Main Office and Factory, FORT WAYNE, IND.

'SlE'W YORK 115 Broadway.
CH1CA€K> 185 Dearborn If^treet.

PHTLABELPHIA 907 Filbert Street.
BAM.AS, TEXAS McI,eod Bnildins.

PITTSBrRGH, PA 533 Wood Street.
SAJf FRAKCISCO 35 Ifew Montgomery Street.
TOROKTO, CANADA 138 King Street, \¥.
BUFFAL.O 888 Pearl Street.

ONE MOTOR DRIVING BOTH AXLES
Of a street car, is the same principle as having all driving wheels of a locomotive connected, which is the

AMERICAN SYSTEM.

Sizes:

15, 30 and 40

Mechanical

Horse Power.
/r. -Mai /.7..<fV|U^

One Heat

E'roof Motor,

Driving

Both Axles.

ThiB cut represents the latest construction of our Standard Apparatus equipped with our HEAT PROOF MOTOR.
Attention is invited to the work being done by these equipments on the Merrimac Valley Street Railway,

Lawrence, Mass.; Consolidated Street Railway Company, Grand Rapids, Mich.; and the People's Electric Street Rail-
way, Springfield, 111.; where, in each place, the two largest electric companies have put their latest equipments
again»t them, with the result of proving our claims and strengthening the advantages derived from utilizing the full
traction of the car, and driving all wheels simultaneously.

PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS:

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS
DETROIT, MICH., U. S. A.

A'so Manufacturers of Electrical Power iVIachinery, Standard Line Appliances and General Electrical Supplies.

COKKI-^SPONDK.XIJK IWITKD.

}
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ELECTRIC RAILWAYS
Plaiifl and Speclficatlone prppared, from which correct, uniform bide can be secured.
Contracls made for complete Steam Plante, osicR Mcintosh & S.eymour Engines.
ControctB made for complete Electric Railway InstallatlonB.

SARGENT ^ LUNDY,
Mecli. & Elec. Engineers,

339 Hools-ery ^xi.ilc3.1ai.g, CZXXO.^L.Gb^O.

The Minnesota Brush Electric Company
ilJLVS JUST BOXJOHX

82» MILES
of Arc, Incandescent and Power Cables

INVESTIGATION PROVED IT

THE BEST.

oy TUB

StanWUMerpMflCaWeCo.,
New York, Pittsburgh, Chicago.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
The acknoTC-ledged. Standard for durable and Iiigli in-

sulation. Its merits proved by a. record of over q.uarter
of a centnary. Adapted to all electrtcal purposes.

CELEBRATED KERITE TAPE FOR INSULATING JOINTS.

Electric Light and Power,
Telegraph and Telephone,
Railway and all other
Branches of Signaling,

ALL SIZES
Lead Encased Wires.

Aerial Use,
Subterranean Use,
Submarine Use-

Concealed Wiring In all Locations.

GEORGE B. PRESCOTT, Jr., Gen. Agt., 16 Dey St., New York.

Western Electric Co., Chicago, 111., Sole Agents for the West.

ALEXANDER, BARNEY ^ CHAPIN,
20 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

See Dpper Half of Page vii,

and Page xxiil.
B. £. KELI.ICR. F. K MRi-l-Ml > pl.T.

Keller & Degenhardt,
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

542 Rookery Bids'., Chicag'O, 111.
THE OMLY BUREAU OF ELECTRICAL IN ORMATI N IN THE WORLDS FAIR CITY.

WILLAliD L. CANDEE, > EusinPes JIanajera
H. DUKANT CUEEVEK, J

Hubinees Managera.

The

International

F. CAZENOVE .JONES,
Jlanager of Factorl.

OKONITE COMPANY,

iPN'^:

LIMITED.

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES AioCABLES,
For Aerial. Submarine and Underground Uie.

Candee Aerial Wires.

riRADE MARic^^^H Mansoti Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.
BRANCHES; Chicago. Boston. Philndelphia, :\[innrapolis, Cincinnati. Kansas Cltr.

Onialia, Louisville, St. Louis, San Francisco, London and So. America.

WRITE FOR PRICES ON

TROLLEYS. CEARS, HEARINGS

AND GENERAL SUPPLIES.

R. D. Nuttall Company,
Alleghony. Pa. New York.

THE MOST

POPULAR LAMP
IN THE MARKET,

"A.B^C.

WRITE US

FOR

PRICES

OF ALL 600DI.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and T DEY STREET, NEW YORK,

MANUFACTUIiBRS, IMPORTEES AND DEALERS IN

'" "'="*"«-°"" "•^"''^'
Electrical

Supplies

Price, with Rod Zinc, $1.15 per Cflll, witli Corrugoted
Zinc, S1.35 per Cell.

THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED.

Of all Descriptions.

duplet. C.ll of Chnin. C.rbon R«i«frolt «n,1 CoY«r Corrij|c«l.<1 Zinc of CI

ploo BttlUry. of Cb.mlilull lJiilL«ry. ploii B.IUty.

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Light and Power
Appliances,

Construction Tools and

Line Material,

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

WM. KOTCn. Prest. COAS. ci. WINTER, TreM.
CBAS. E. BIBBER, Geo'l Manager.

Equip your Switch-board with cheap Switches.

C. E.M.Jack-Knife Switch.
It (a a Record Breaker and a reliable Circuit BreaMer.

Slannfltctared Solely By

THE CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC MFG. CO..
Corner Congress and Franklin Streets, BOSTON.

i:t^k<thicat> suppi^ik.-i ok AT.T. KINU-S.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., "^^ york.

.A.G»-3SIVr'X'S
W. It. Pearson A Co., Iloiiip Inailrnncp llullilln;:. t'hlrazo. Ill

ThON. b. Hiiillll, Jr.. 1 1 llnmmand HQlldlnK. Clnrinnatl. Chi*,
W. .V. nny, lit!!! Oliver Mtrect, Boston, Nana,

A. ai. Mnrap « Co., Ht. l.nniR, Mn.
Coolcy A \'ater, ;>llnncoiiolifi. Hlpn.

SIcnd A iStrlDgbniD, S«l HamiBOBd Bulldlns, Detralt, Klek.
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Thomson-Houston
ELECTRIC CO.,

MANUFACTUREKS OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY OF

DYNAMOS, LAMPS
And Every NecesBary Appliance for the Construction, Maintenance and Operation of

Central Stations and Isolated Plants,

Arc. Direct Current and Alternating Current Systems,

100,000 750,000
Thomson-Houston Arc Lamps, Thomson-Houston Incandescent Lamps

In Daily Operation October 1, 1891

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, WESTERN OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave.. BOSTON. Mass. 148 Michigan Ave.. CHICAGO. ILL
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST. I

Abeudroth ifc Root Mfg. Co. . . . xiii I

Alexander, Barney «& Chapln 1

American Electrical Works xiil

Andrews & Co., A. H six

Baggot, E xlv

Bain Electric Mfg. Co xvi

Ball Eadne Co xlx

Ball & Wood Co.. The I

Beckerleg, Jas. G xlv

Beggs, J. E , Mfg. & Supply Co.xII

BeiLSteIn Electric Co xvl

Blatz, L xlil

Borden & Selleck Co xv
Braun Illastrating Co xlx

Brownlee & Co xii

Brookfield, Wm xli

Brush Electric Co xvil

Burton Electric Co iv

Butler Hard Rubber Co xlv

Buxton, Geo. B Ix

C. B. &Q. R. R XV

C. & E. R. R xiv

C.&N. W.R. R. XV

C, &. C. Electric Motor Co.... xvl

Card E. Motor & Dynamo Co is

Central Electric Co v

Chicago Electric Mfg. Co svii

Chicago Electric Motor Co
Chicago Insulated Wire Co xvil

Colburn Electric Mfg. Co x

Consol. Elec. Mfg. Co., The i

Cowles Elec. Smelt & Alum. Co.xiv

Crocker-Wheeler Elec. Mo. Co, xiii

Day's Kerite Insulation I

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. .xlx

Delaware Hard Fibre Co xiil

Delrcit El^-ctrical Works xxiv

Densmore Typewriter Co
Eastern Electric Cable Co xiii

Easton Electric Co
Edison General Electric Co vl

Edison General Electric Co., Cable

and Wire Department vl

ElectricCoDstructloQ& Sup.Co.. vil

Electric Merchandise Co iv, x

Electric Secret Service Co x

Electrician Pub Co ix, xvii

Elec. Construction Co., The xiii

Electrical ETcineering Co xiii

Elec. Eog. & Sup. Co., The. vli, xiii

Elec. Supply & Coniraciing Co. .ix

Electrical Supply Co., The... xxi
Elektron Mfg. Co iv

Empire China Works xvi

Evans Friction Cone Co xvii

For Sale xii

Foster, 0. A
Fort Wavnft Electric Co xxiv

Gleason '& Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd. . ix

Globe Carbon Co xv
Great Western Elec. Supply Co. . ix

Greeley & Co., The E. S i

GoDdrich-Coleman Elec. Wks. .

Heisler Electric Co
HUl Clutch Works
Hiriimaan. C. J
HIne Eliminator Co xii

Holmes. C. H xiii

Holmes. Booth & Haydens. . . . xlx

Hood, Wm X

India Rubber & Gutta Percha
Insulating Co

InteriorConduit&InsulatlonCo.. . x

International Okoalte Co. . , i

Kartavert Mfg Co xiv

Keller & Degenhardt i

Knapp Electrical Works xxi

La Roche Electric Works iv

Law Telephone Co xiii

Leonard & Co., H. Ward xii

Loud,H.M.& Sons Lumber Co.. xlv

McLaughlin, James
MUllken Bros xvii

Monitor Electric Co x

Mosher Arc Lamp Co xii

MunsellA C'>., Eugene xiii

Murphy. T. J xii

National Carbon Co xiv

National Electric Mfg. Co xvlit

N.Y.Belting& PacklncCo xii

New York Insulated Wire Co.. viil

New York & Ohio Co I, xxill

N. W.Elec. Specialty Co xvl

Nuttall Company, R. D I

Ostrander&Co., W. R x

Palste, H. T xii

Page Belting Co
Partrlok & Carter Co
Payne & Co., Geo. W
Pearson & Co., W. B xix

Pelton Water Wheel Co , xlv

Piioenix Glass Co
Pond Engineorine Co xlx

Powell Co.. The Wm x'il

Queen & Co xiii

Ries Elec. Specialty Co., The... x

Rockford Electric Mfg. Co
Royal Electric Co xii

Samson Cordage Works xii

Sargent & Lundy i

Sawyer-Man Electric Co xv
Schawel & Co., Jas xll

Schleren i& Co. Chas. A sll

Schoopmaker, A. xii

Schuyler Electric Co Iv

Si.'aUd Propcsals xlv
Short Electric Railway Co xii

Schultz Beltine Co
Sperry Eitc. Mining Mach. Co. xvll

Standard Underground Cable Co... .1

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co
SrarElectrix Co
Stearns Mfg. Co xix
Sterling, W. C xv
Steuben Elec. Mfg. Co., The. .

StUweU &BierceMfg. Cn....xiv,xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co vlii

Taussig, 3 xvi
Temple, J. C xv
Tnomson-Houston Elec. Co.. .11, xx
Union Electric Mfg. Co., The. . . .ix

Union Electric Works
Union Hardware Co xll

U. S. Electric Lighting Co...
VanNuis C. S
Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Wasatch Asplialtum Co xll

Western Electric Co viil

Westlnghouse Elec. and Mfg Co. .xl

Westinghouse Machine Co xlx

Weston Electrical Instrum'l Co .

Williams Eigine Works xlx
Woodbrldge & Turner Eng. Co . xv
Woodhouse & Rawson. Ltd
Worthlngton, Henry R

CLASSIFIED LIST.

Af^cnmni ators.
Bnifh JElectrlc Co.

AlamtuDin.
C.nvloe Elec. Smelt. & Alam. Co.
Goodrich-, oleman Elec. Works.

Annuiit'ititors.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Construction Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Snpply Co.
tireelt-y & Co.. The fl. S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
MoDitor Electric Co.
OBtrauder & Co. W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Arc Lamps.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Begea, J. E.. Mfg. & Sapply Co.
Uru-b fll«ctricuo.
Ea?ton Electric Co.
Biectric Oouetructlon & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne ElectrlcCo.
Mosher Arc Lamp Go
Schuyler Elt-cirlc * o.
Steuoen Electric Mfg. Co.
Thomson -Hoastou aiectrlc Co.
Westinghonee Electric & M^. Co.
Western Elpr-tric Co.

Are I^lght Cord,
Sameon Cordage Works.
ANphaDnm
Wasatch Asphaltnm Co.

Battfries.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co..The.
Foster, O. A.
Hirlimfinn, C J.

Law Telephone Co.
Monitor Blectrlc Co.
PartricK & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Western Electric Co.

Battery JarM.
Central ElectrlcCo.
E'ecfi-ical Supply Co., The.
Hirlimann, C. j.

Law Telepnone Co.
PartricK & Carter Co.
Qneen & Co.
Western Electric Co.

BpHs, fCleptric.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Minlior Electric Co.
Ostranrfer & Co., W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Star EiectrixCo.
Union Electric Works,
Western Electric Co.

Belln, Slaeneto.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley* Co.. The E.S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
WRstem Electric Co.

BeltlDs.
Evans Friction Cone Co.
N. y. Beltlne & Packing Co.
PageBeltlnRCo.
Schleren & Co., Chaa. A.
Shuiu Belting Co.

Boilers.
Abendroth & Root MJg. Co.
Pond Englneerlnfi Co.

Books, Rlectrlcal.
Electrician Publlflhing Co.

Braider Spoolers.
Payne & Co., Geo. W.

Brass Ooods.
Blatz. L.
Powell Co., The Wm.

Barslar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical snpplv Co., The.
Great Weetern Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley* Co.,The E. a.

Knapp Electrical Worka.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Cables.
fSee Wire ineulated.)

Cables, Electrlr. (See Wire Insa-
lated), <^ODper,Hheet and Bar.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Webtern Electric Co.

CarboDs, Points and Platen.
Brush Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.* The.
Globe Carbon Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Katlonal Carbon Co.
Westero Electric Co.

CastlDKS, Brass. t

Blatz, L.

Clntches. Friction. i

Hill Clutch Works. I

Cunstmctlon and Hepairs,
BalnElectrlcMfg. Co.

,

Chicago Electric Motor Co.
|

Electric Construction & Supply Co.
Blectrlc Supply it «;ontrai;tlng Co. I

Electrical Constrnctlon Co.,Tne.
Electrical Engineering Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Leonard & Co., H. Ward.
McLaughlin. Jas.
Temple. J. C.
Union Electric Works.
Weetern Electric Co.

Contractors, Klectrle JLleht,
Kneloe Plants and Electric
Railways.
Bail Bneine Co.
BallA Wood Co.. The.
Bain Electric Manufacturing Co,
Brush Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfe. Co.
Detroit Electrical Woiks.
Edison General Elf'ctric Co.
Elec ric Supply & Contracting Co.
E lectrlcal Engineering Co , The.
Electrical Ecg. & Supply Co.
Fort Wavnn Etectrlc Co,
Heisler Electric Co.
Keller & Dt-eenhardt.
La Roche Electr c Works.
Leonard & Co., fl. Ward.
McLaughlin, Jas.
Peareon & Co., W. B.
Pond Engineering Co.
Rockford Elec'ricManufactoringCo.
Royal Electric Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Short Elfcnlc Railway Co.
Stpuben Electric Mfg. Co.
TemplH, J. C.
Thomson-Houston ElectrlcCo
Westinehi.use Electric & Mfg. Co.
WeelinghoQte Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.
Williams Engin" Works.
Woodbrldgt & Turner Eng. Co.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insnlated Wire Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrkal Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
riolmee, Buoih & Haydens.
International Okonite Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Standard Undereround Cable Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

cord<»ep-
Samaon Cordage Works.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Hulmep, C. H.
Load, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cnt-Onts and t^witches.
Alexander, Barney & Chapln.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated EI^c. Mfg- Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Palete, H.T.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Star Electrjx Co.
"Onion Electric Manufacturing Co.
VanNuIe.C.S.
Western Electric Co.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
BalnElectrlcMfg. Co.
BegEB, J. E., Mf^. & Supply Co.
C. & C. Electiic Motor Co.
Clower, Barrli & Co.
Colburn El-ctric Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Eaa on E ecirlc (^o.

Electric eupply & Contracting Co.
Electrical Engineering Co , 'l%e.

Eleciriral Eni:. & Supply Co.
Fort Wavoe Electric Co.
Heisler Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
Rockford Electric MannfacturlngCo.
Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric r;o.

Steuben Electric Mfg. Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
United States Electric Lighting Co.
Western ElectrlcCo.
Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Flc'-tric Hea«ine.
Burton Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.

Rlectrlc Ballvkiys.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Leonard & Co.. 11. Ward.
Sargent & Lun-iy.

Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westlnghouee Electric & Mfg. Co.
Woodbrldfie & Turner Eng. Co.

Electrical Instrnments.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The,
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley .» Co., The E. S.

Partrlck & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
S'H"" Electric Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical instrument Co.

Rlprtrlopl Intelliffonce.
Kellers Dcgenh.rdt.
Leonard i: Co., U. Ward.

Electrical Specialties.
Northwestern Elect. Spoclaltv Co.
Itloe K yrtrlr Specialty Co., The
Star Kli'Otrlx Co.

Electroliers and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Bageot, E.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Gleaeon & Bailey Mfg. Co., Ltd.

TbomvoD-fiooston BlecUio Co.

Klcrtro-I'lating Machines.

C".rj'jrrj K,- ,-. '.(f,-. Co.
EcIiTjn 'j en •-:!,. r'..-'\Tlz Co.
Trp.r^i^'.n-iioif-!-',;, KlacUIcCo.

EnelnPH, Htf-am.
Ball Knuio.- '..,.

Ball A ^VoofJ CO ,-|he.
Begue,.!. E..Mfg. A- Supply Co.
Peare^jn&Co.. W.B.
Pond Eni'lneerlng Co.
Sargent & Landy.
Steama Mfg. Co.
Westlogboose Machine Co.
WIiIiamB Engine Co.

EDCTav*»r8.
Biann Illustrating Co.

Ffln Oaiflts.
C. & C. E]--clrlc Motor Co.
Card Blectrlc Mot^r & Dynamo Co.
Edieon General ElectrlcCo,
Electrical Supply » o.. The.
Stanley Electric Mfg, Co.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mtfi. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Snpplv Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
ParrirlcK & Carter Co.
Union Electric Worka.
Western Electric Co.

Friction Cones.
Evans Friction Cone Co.

Gan lilentlne. *^lectrlc.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

C^eneral Electrical l^npplles.
Alexander, Barney & Chapln.
American Electrical Worka.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg Co.
Conporidated EIpc. Mfg.Co., The.
Detroit Klectriral rtoike.
Bdlson General Slectric Co.
Electric Sup"iy &. Contracting Co.
Electr'cal Eng. k Sapply « o.

Elpctrlc Constructloii &, Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Gleason & Bailey Mfe. Co. Ltd.
Great Western Elec. Sapply Co.
Ureeley &Co.,Thefi. 8.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Nortbwpstern Electric Specialty Co
OPtrander & Co.,W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
RiPs Electric Soecialty Co., The.
S ar El-ctrisCo
Steuben Electiic Mfg, Co.
Thomaon-Honston Electric Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
Western Electric Co.

eiobes and Electrical Glass-
fvare.
Biggot. E.
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Phcenlz Glaae Co.

Htrd Fnbber Goods.
Butler nard Rubber Co.

inanlators and Insnlatlnc
Sfaterlals.
Alexander, Barney •& Chapln.
Brookfield, Wm.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Coneo'idated El^c. Mfg. Co., The.
D^Iawere Hard Fibre Co.
Edieon Gpn^ral Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great ".Western Elec. Supply Co.
Interior Conduit & InauJation Co.
International Okonite Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Mnnsell & Co., Eugene.
New York Ineulited Wire Co.
Nu'lall, R. D., Company.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Star Elec'rixCo.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
Vulcanized P^bre Co.
Wasatch Aephaltnm Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
Magnet Wire.
American Electrical Worka.
Central Electric Co.
Chlcaso Ineulated Wire Co.
Dar's Kfrite Insulation.
Eastern Electric (able Co.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Gleaeon & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Bolmes, BW'th & Haydena.
International Okonite Co., The.
India Rubber £ Gutta Percha Insu-
lating Co.

Knapp Electrical Worka.
Monitor Electric Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrlck* Carter Co.
Standard Undercronnd Table Co.
Sperry E lee, M Inlng Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Lamps, incandescent.
Alexander, Barney A Chapln.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Snpplv Co., The.
Electrical Ene. i Snpplv Co.
Gleneon A- Bai'ev Mfg. Co. Lid.
Great Western Elec Sapplf Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Heisler Glectrtc Co.
Hood, Wm.
Knapo ElectrlcAl Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
Northwestern Elect, SptJclftUy Co.
Sawv»r-M*n »CI(»rT*1r ilo,

Steuben Electric Mfc. Co.
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Weatem ElectrlcCo.

Lnbrlcstors.
Powell Co., The Wm.

nairnet Wl-e.
(See Insulated Wire.)

nedlcal Batteries.
Partrlck Jt Carter Co.

nica.
UunseU & Co., Eugene.
ScbooQiDsker, A. 0.

ninlns: Apparatas, Kleetrle.
BalD EU,rUiiM '.'.-. Co.
Edison OeL'^ral Electric Co.
Thomaoa-Uoaiton lil»>clric Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Weetingboose Electric <t Mfg. Co.

Ifotors.
B«ln Electric Mfg. Co.
Brush Electric '-o.
Caro Electric Moior4 Dynamo Co
Crocker-Wheeler Electric Motor Co
C. A C. Electric Motor Co.
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Ea-ton ElectrlcCo.
Edison Gt-neraJ Electric Co.
Elect'lc Sapply .t Contractlne Co
Electrical Eneine^-ring Co.,Toe
Electrical Eng. k anppl? Co.
ElebtToi ManQtadarlneCo.

La Rocie El^ictric Worka.
Rockford ElectricManufactQriDE Co
Eojal Electric Co.

^

Thomaoc-Houston Electric Co
U. 8. Electric Lighting Co.
Weetlnghouae Electric & Mfg. Co.

Name Plates.
Blatz, L.
Goodrlch-CDleman Elec. Worka.

Office Fnmltore.
Anarewfl & Co., A. H.

Oils.
Taneslg, S.

Oil Caps.
Powell Co.. The Wm.

Pnfent NolicitorH.
Woodhnace & Rawson, Ltd.

ppcklne.
Buiton Geo B.
N. Y. BelUngd; Packing Co.

Pins ann Bra^-kets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The
HolmPB, *'. H
Loud, fl. M ifc Sons Lumber Co.
Wept*.rT> Electric Co.

Plsiinnm.
Schawel & Co., .Jas.

Poles
Brownlee & Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Holmes, C. H.
Lond, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co
MUllken Bros.
Sterling,W. C.

Publishers, Flectrlcal
Electrician Publlahing Co.

Push Buttons.
Central Electric Co.
Electriral Sapply Co., The.
Knapp Elect ri.al Wotfcs.
Northwestt^rn Elect. Specialty Co
Partrlck & Caiter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western ElectrlcCo.

Ballways, Electric.
i.See elt-ctric raUwaya.>

B* sulailr s S-rfeetS.
RIe: Electric tpecialtv Co. The.

t^eparntorf*, ^reain,
Hine Siimlnator Co.
Pond Englneerinc: Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T.J.

Sp4*akinK Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worts.
Ostrander <£ Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

St'^bm Pumps.
Worthintrton. Henry R.

8nppll«-s, fCleeirlc Ballway.
Ffecirin Merchandise Co
Nuttall, R. D. Co.

TapfS, InsulatlDK.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Inpulated WireCo.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison GeneraT^Electrlc Co.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
India RuDber & Gutta Percha In-
su latin g Co.

International Okonite Co., The.
New Tork Insulated Wire Co.

Telesrraph Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical SapplrCo., The
Greeley ± Cc, 1 he E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Monitor ElectrlcCo.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telepboncp, Electric.
Western Electric Co.

Test Instrnmenta.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Snpplv Co^ The,
Greeley A Co., tlie E. S.
Knapp Electrical Worka,
t^aeen & Co.
I nlon Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Inetmment Co.

Trannformem.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Ca
National ElectricManntaclnrlnECo.
St.-%nUy Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouee Klectrlc * Mfg. Co.

TrollcT Co»d.
Samcon Cordage Worke.

Trucks, Electric Car.
fidlpon General Electric Co.
Short KU»cfrlc Railway Co.
Thomson-Qoueton Electric Co.
Weetliichonee Electric A -Mlc. Co.

Turblnt- l^'beela.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Pelton Wat(>r Wheel Co.
Stllwell & Bierce JUg. Co.

TTpe Writers.
Densmore Tvpe-Wrlter Co.

TnlTCs
Btckerleg, Jaa. O.

Wire, Bare.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supplv Co., The.
Holmee, Booth .^ Haydeiu.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Spenr £Iee. Miuing MacUoe Co.
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ELECTRIC • • — HEATING.
BURTON ELECTRIC CO.,

RICHMOND, VA.

WONDERFUL IN ITS EFFICIENCY.
THE BURTON ELECTRIC HEATER costs less to operate than a stove, and requires NO REPAIRS.

THREE YEARS' SERVICE has demonstrated its practicability.

Circulars upon application. Information furnished.
WRITE TO THE SELLING AGENTS:

ELECTRIC MERCHANDISE COMPANY,
1 1 ADAMS ST., CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.

THE SCHUYLER
-sirsTEivL o:p-

ARC LIGHTING
COMTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FEATURES:

IMPORTANT!
BEFORE PURCHASING INVESTIGATE THE

LA ROCHE

SYSTEM.

instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

ALTERHAWQ DYHhMOS
FOR LONG DISTANCE LIGHTING,

FOR 100 TO 1200 LIGHTS.
AGENTS \(rANTED. NOTICE OUR ILLUSTRATION NEXT ^VEEK.

La Roche Electric Works,
116 k 118 NORTH fitllST., PHILAIELPHIA, Pfi., D. S. A.

YOU GET THE BEST
"BTHEIT TOIT BUT

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS H DYNAMOS,
IVa:a,xx\;i.fo.otxi.iTed Oaily ^3y

The Elektron Manufacturing Co.^
NEW YORK OFFICE. 89 Liberty St. SPRINGFIELD, lYIASS.

ElXJX^XjXIO'CSr .A.O-IIZlM'-X'IEt:

Waohlnetnn, D. C, J. U. Eurkelt & Co., Wf.i New York Ave. Nen OrlcanH, |,ii.. ' ;> ',rKe Ilaqnlc, \m Oravlcr St. C'liiciiKO, III., The Electrical EoRlncer-

Ing Co., Vifl Dearborn .St, Mt. PanI, ^inn., F. .1. fi<-nz, !)•", Kwt i'ourlli 81. JMiiltiilclpliia, Pu., T'ennsylvanla .Machine C ., ','M Noith Seventh .SI,
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WHAT'S THE USE OF BUYING SWITCHES?

WE ARE GIVING THEM AWAY.
READ THIS.

We will for 30 days from the date of this

notice, give away ten, five ampere, or nine,

ten ampere Paiste switches to any one

sending us an order for one hundred

dollars worth of goods, accompanied by

this blank filled in and signed.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

November 23, 1891. CHICAGO.

ST. LOUIS BRANCH.

Central Electric Company,
CHICAGO.

Please send with accompanyin ff order

amijere Paiste sivitches, for which you af/ree to

make no charge.

Signed

1891.

nlON//>

KANSAS CITY BRANCH.

>lON/>

TRAD E MAR K.

SOUTHERN ELECTRICALSUPPLY COMPANY,

82a LocuBt St., St. LoulB, Mo.

OMAHA BRANCH.

i.O,N/>\

TBAO S fc'.AH \a

WESTERN ELECTRICALSUPPLY COIVIPANY,

418 S. 15th St., Omaha, >'6b.

TRADE KAHK.

GATE CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY,
522 Delaware St„ Kansas City, Mo.

DENVER BRANCH.

vLON/^
TK,^I3E 3yEJV.K,IC.

TRAZZ lA.P.rL

ELECTRIC POWER AND TRANSMISSION CO..

7-ii Lawrence St., Denver, Colo.

TO OUR CUSTOMERS: CHICAGO, November 16, 1891.

We have just completed arrangements with the Swan Lamp Manufacturing Company
to handle their goods, and will, in future, sell this Company's lamps in preference to any
others. We have heretofore been selling the Packard lamp, and in making the change, we
do not wish to be understood as retracting any of our claims for that lamp. We are
simply keeping pace with the wishes of our patrons, who demand a lamp of high efficiency

and good average life, rather than one of low efficiency and extra long life.

As the electric lighting industry becomes one of the stable dividend paying interests

of the world, station managers are obliged to pay more attention to every source of waste,
and there has heretofore been none more prolific than that of low efficiency lamps,
especially when the capacity of the station is about full.

The Swan lamp is one of high efficiency and good average life, say from 600 to 1.000

burning hours, while it does not blacken to any appreciable degree, even when it is nearly
burned out. These lamps are made to fit any socket, and as we will carry a stock of all

ordinary candle powers and voltages, orders can be promptly filled.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin St., CHICAGO.

CONNECTED BY PRIVATE WIRE WITH POSTAL TELEGRAPH-CABLE CO.'S SYSTEM.
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Edison

General

Electric Co.

EDISON BUILDING,

BROAD STREET,

NEW YORK.

PRESSURE INDICATOR.

yHE EDISON PRESSURE INDICATOR is acknowledged the most Per-

fect Instrument for Indicating Pressure. It Is at all times Reliable

and Accurate.

Is easy of Adjustment, and always Remains in Circuit.

Its Accuracy can be Checked at any Time, without additional Instruments,

the IndicatorContainingwithin Itself the Means for Checking ItsCwn Readings.

The Scjile can "je Read at a Distance, indicating positively "Right,"

"High" or "Low," according to Pressure.

Years of Practical Operation Have Proven these Facts, and all Plants

Desiring to Obtain Good Practice should Possess the Edison Indicator.

For Particulars, address nearest District Office.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

CANADIAN DISTRICT:
Edison Building. Toronto. Can.

CENTRAL DISTRICT:
173-175 Adams St.. Chicago. III.

EASTERN DISTRICT:
Edison Building. Broad St.. New York.

NEW ENGLAND DISTRICT:
25 Otis Street. Boston. Mass.

PACIFIC COAST DISTRICT:
Edison Building. 112 Busli St.. San

Francisco. Cal.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST DISTRICT:
Fleischner Building, Portland, Ore

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DISTRICT:
Masonic Building, Denver, Colo.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT:
10 Decatur St., Atlanta. Ga

Submarine.

Telegraph,

Dnderground,

•->iw«j§p,

Telephone,

Interior.

Electric Light.

<-hfti(:(.'ta4ly Works, KdlHon (.Ji-nenil VAi-virU: (.'oiiiiMiny.

Manufactured under Authority of SIEMENS & HALSKE,
^^ BY

The Edison General Electric Company,
^_, , ^ ,^ .

AT TIIKIU MC'HEXKt;TAI>V WORKS.
EstliDateg Fam!«ho'J on Application.

Address, Cable and Wire Department, Edison General Electric Company,
KI>IMOX Itl IM>I>'G, ItltOAl) MTRKKT, NKW Y4»RK, «r NearcMt l>iHtii<t OHioe.

iDisaniioT orr-ioiiiss
C>a>4laB DIalrirt: Rdlaon BnlMlDC. TnroDto. «:»b.
<:'ntrml Iiiairirt: 173-17.^ Alama Ht . < hlrnico.
F.mJit«rB I)l«trl-t: Kitlaon KalMloc. Broal »i . Nr/m York.
.Sew Enxluid Uutrlct: ir, otia Hi, Boatoa, liaaa.

I'a'inr < onHt DiHlrlrl : FdlHOn KnIMIne, I I'i IIuhIi Ht , Hun Franelaco, Cal.
I'arinr JVorili w*-nt l»lHtrl<>t: Fl«*lHchn«*r ltull<llnL', l*ortluii<], Ore.
Knrky .Mountain l>latrlct; Alaaonlc Knlldlnc. J>4^nvcr, Colo*
Monttaem Ulatrlct: lO Uecatnr Ht., Atlanta, Ua.
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WARD" ARC LAMPS.
The testimony of any one using one or two arc lamps may be valuable or not, according

to their knowledge of arc lamps.

The ''Ward" Lamp is the only lamp that is in use successfully, and in large numbers, on
either central station or isolated plants.

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.,
OP St. Paul, Minn.

St. Paul, Minn., August 28, 1891.

Aleasrs. aicDoneoll &. rammlnes, Wentern llannserH,
The Electric Conntruolion and Mapply Co.,

Phenix Bnildlii{>:, Chicago, III.

Dear Sirs:—We are usiDg your arc lamps on our lines, and with
great satisfaction both to ourselves and our consumers. They are the
only arc lamps we are using, and In our opinion are the best lamp of the
kind that have come to our notice. Our continued orders to you not
only show our appreciation of their merits but also the fact that we find

them a good paying Investment. Very truly yours,

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.,
G. H. Finn, General Manager.

EDISON LIGHT & POWER CO.,

OF Minneapolis.
MiN>rE.4P0Lis, August 22, 1891.

The Electric Constractlon &. Supply Co..
18 Cortlandt Street, New fork City.

Gentlemen:—Within the last eighteen months we have been In-

stalling a mnnber of arc lamps on our Incandescent circuits. We now
have one hundred and ninety-six of your "Ward" lamps in operation,
and It gives us pleasure to state that they give the very best of satisfac-

tion, both to ourselves and our customers. We consider them a most
. scellent lamp. Yours truly,

EDISON LIGHT & POWER CO.

Lamps for direct current, alternating current, street railway circuits,

focusing lamps, photo-engraving lamps, search lamps.

SSJUTX) X^OXl. OXTZl. XCXZAT^r C.A.rr.A.lLMOGrTJ'El.

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION £ SUPPLY CO.,
Phenix Building,

Established 1881.

Telephone Building.

NSl^ 70RK CITY.
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TAPES >ND COMPOUNDS,
VULCA WIRE DUCTS,

ELBOWS, JOINTS, ETC., ETC.

All Snpply Stores Keep Them.

THE NATION'S CHOICE.

NEW YORK INSUUTED WIRE CO.,

78-80-82 Franklin Street,

CH1CA«0.

Geo. H. Meeker,

Western Uansger.

MAIN OFFICE.
649 and 651 Broadwai-,

New York. jvisTX) ciiic.A,::^o.

The Pocket Edition of our General Catalogue of July, 1891,

is now ready for distribution, and we will send it to any one on
receipt of request, by mail.

WESnRN ELECTRIC COMPANY.

AMES, EBERT & COMPANY. Agents,

ST. PAUL, MINN.

227 SO. CLINTON STREET, CHICAGO.

COR. THAMES & GREENWICH STS NSW YORK.

u(J^^^i^«^

^Hm®"^^

THE SUNBEAM INCANDESCENT LAMPS
Can be furnished of any desired efficiency or life to suit our customers. We make two
standard styles of lamps, as follows:

High eflBciency lamps, from 3 to 3 1-3 watts, which maintain their rated candle power
from 750 to 1,000 hours.

Long-lived lamps, from 3 6-10 to 4 watts, which maintain their rated candle power
from 1.500 to 3,000 hours.

Each style will be found to give more light per dollar expended in current than
similar lamps made by other manufacturers.

SUNBEAM INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.,
805 Chamber of Commerce Building, Chicago.
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CATALOGUES
GREAT

j No. 23, Electric Railway Supplies,
( No. 24, Electric Lighting Supplies,

JUST OUT. SEND IN YOUR APPLICATION.

VTESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
201-207 So. Canal Street, CHICAGO, U. S. A.

GIVEN AWAY!!
i«a:iii>l.e orhkkh ok

Buxton's Packing
At Only Sdc. Per Pound.

"The Fiiginerr'A FavorKe.""
All OrdetN Unarniiteed.

A^'cnlB wanted In every State in tho Union. We cini quote the
\ery lowest prices on Ring Packing, Send lor diecunnt and
price liBt.

ESTABLISHED 1883.

GEORGE B. BUXTON,
1 7 VIRGINIA ST., EAST SONIERVILLE, MASS.

elbgtiiicalI

mmm m MfcmiNiciii [iigiii[[R!iig

AND SUPPLIES.

MAGHINSR^mil
THe Electric Siipplii & GontraGilno Co.,

S. E. Cor. 5th & Sycamore Sts., CINCINNATI, O.

Q

/-" Xk
OF SOME THINGS ONLY THE BEST!

Three years ago we brought out what was thek" the best

switch on the market—now we are doing the same thing again,

BRINGING OUT THE BEST.

THE UNiOiM ELECTRrO MFC. CO.,
BRIDaEPOKT, OT.

NEW YORK: Alexander, Barney & Chapin. BOSTON: Eastern Electrical Supply Co.

Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co.,
(LIMITED.)

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS FOR THE

STEUBEN INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
The best in the Market,

Manjfacturers of Electric and Combination Fixtures and

a General Line of Electric Supplies.

Rubber Covered, Weather-Proof Wires
and Lamp Cords.

233 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

H tvill pay y<>i to ^f^t onr prices and cataIo{;ae8.

The Card Electric Motor and Dynamo Co.,
-CIJfClXXATI, OHIO.

^I ANT-FACTCRERS OF

D

ELECTRIC MOTORS / DYNAMOS.
Incandescent Dy-
naiiiosi from
20 to 350 Lights.

Arc or Incandes-
cent Iflotors
from J 8 10 30

Horse Power.

Motors for the i.

Ate Circuit a '.

Special'}'.

These Motors have
the HijUest Ef-
ficiency, Low
Spetd sndl Self-

Oiling Bi'arlngs.

AUTOMATIC.
SIMPLE. DUR-
ABLE AND
CLEAN

Correspondence
Solicited.

Chicago:
Str»et.

1106
and

A f^KW BOOK
KFOTTV RES^A^ID^Sr-

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND - BOOK.
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of

which 20,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's
well-known practical style with all the problems of Electric Power
Transmission.

NOW READY. PRIGE $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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THE RIES REGULATING SOCKET
FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

Regulates tlie Liglat. Saves tlie Current. -A^n Innovation in Electric Lighting.
Something Entirely Xevr. NO RESISTANCE, OR ANY OTHER CURRENT-CONSUMING DEVICES USED. Simple, Efllcieut, Economical.

Indorsed by the Electrical Press, and Prominent Electrical Engineers and Electricians. For Particulars and Prices write to

THE RIES ELECTRIC sPEci«LTyco«p»N»,
PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS

Baltimore and Eutaw Sts., BALTIMORE, MD. RKGULATIKO- SC ;K;fiTS.

SPEAKING TUBES JiND WHISTLES.
Drat, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS <i^ BEI,LS.
FlJItli 1.INE ALiWAYS IN STOCK.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO..
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, H. T.

^"Send for New CATALOGtrB. Ont An^net let.

SUBSTANTIIL. NEAL ECONOMICAL.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES

EXCLUSIVELY
OUR BUSINESS.

ELECTRIC MERCHANDISE
COMPANY,

CHICAGO,
I I ADAMS STREET. ILL. W.R. Mason. Gen. Mgr.

INTERIOR CONDUITS

TRADE-MARK.

The SolntioD ofttie ProMem of Safe diiarfliDS

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
WTierever and for whatsoever purpose employed, 1b to

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IBTEEIOR m HNDERGRODHD

co:^:dtjit's
MANUFACTUEED bt

I Tf TER I O "Rt

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
u/noi^c ) 627 to 531 W. 34th St.,
WOHKS.-j B26IOB28 W. 36thSt.,

General Offices: 42 & 44BFoa(l St., Hew York.

ThoB. Day & Co., 22:i Sntter St., San Franclero, Cal.

Electrical Kng. Co., 320 Dearoorn St., Chicago, 111.

American Electrical Supply Co.,
22e Pearl St.. Buffalo, >'. Y.

Putnam, Gay & Co., 27 E. Main St.. RocheBter, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co.. ^^^ W.8th St., Cincinnati, O.
Chaa. Gabriel, Saplnaw, Mich.
Southern Electrical Mfg. and Sapply Co.,

110 Bironne St., New Orleans, La.
WalkPr & Kepler, fWl Chestnut St., Philadelphia. Pa.
Electrical Supply &Constrnctlon Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Soaihern Electric Co., Baltimore, Md.

B0BNIIECTRICMFG.6
:^*^ FITCHBURG,MASS,U.S.A.

^
: Manufacturers OF DYNAMOS for. LIGHTING,
f platingandexperimental purposes.

-»-»—ALSO MOTORS.-T»^-2 '-

EVERYTHING LATEST DESISN AND HIGHEST EFFICIENCr.

THE "JEWEL"
^^^^ Incandescent Lamp,

The Best Lamp In the Market.

/'\ "^ Any Voltage.

Any Socket.

Any Candle Power.

fpANlDEsGENTJU^^

<%

z^/ 16 C. P. Leas than 100 lots, 55 Cents.

100 to 1000 " 50

Send for Sample Order.

WM. HOOD, Gen'l Agt.. 239 LaSalle St., CHICAGO.

G. A. HARMOUXT,
MANAGEIt .

MONITOIl ELECTRIC CO.,
IA3 WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

WHOLESALE DEALER IN GBNEBAL

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
WESTEItM AOENT ITOK

ALFRED F. MOORE
IHSTABLISIIED I.S20. i

ELECTRICAL WIRES AND CABLES.
Klcclilc r.ight, -VoDunciiitor and Oirite Wires. Incandescent and Battery Cords; in

fuel, every kind of Wire known lo the Ulectrical Trade.

THOMAS STURGIS, Prest. Wm. C. LANE. Sec'y and Treas.

ELECTRIC SECRET
43

C. p. MACKIE, Gen'l Manager. S. S. BOCART, Gen'l Agent.

SERVICE COMPANY,

INDIVIDUALARGLIGHTIMOTORCUTOUT.
LAMPS OR MOTORS CUT IN AND OUT AT WILL FROM CENTRAL STATION WITHOUT

DISTURBING OTHERS CN SAME CIRCUIT.

Thi.'^ Sy.stem Saves Mileage of Circuits, Makci Scattered Business ProfitaVile and Secures Payment for Eveiy Hour of Light.
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Westinghouse Electric & Mi
COMPANY,

Fittstourg, I^SL-, XJ. S- JL.

Makers of Electric Light and Power Apparatus for all Purposes.

PIONEERS OF THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM.
o'crn.

Converters
00AXIBXIirXD

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
ABSOLUTE SAFETY,
PERFECT PECULATION,
LOW PRICES.

OXJU.

Meters
.auXi.E3

OVER 700,000

SIMPLE,
ACCURATE,
RELIABLE,
DURABLE.

16 C.P. Lights' Capacity

of METERS IN USE.
METER.

CONVERTER.

The Westinghouse Meter is the only A. C. Meter which has been adopted as standard by the London (England) Board of

Trade. Synchronous System for the Long Distance Transmission of Power in large units claims the attention

of every one having available Water Power within twenty-five miles of a market.

RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
YES.

WE MANUFACTURE AND SELL
GEARLESS and SINGLE REDUCTION

RAILWAY MOTORS,
MULTIPOLAR AND 2-POLE GENERATORS.

and all Station Appliances for Street Railway Work.

IRON.CLAD GEARLESS MOTOR.

Percentage of increase in roads using our apparatus greater than
that of any other company.

Send for Latest Catalogue.

OFFICES IN ALL OF THE LEADING CITIES. Correspondence Solicited.

SINGLE REDUCTION MOTOR.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC £ MFG. CO.
I=>ittsTb\J.rs, Fa.-, XJ. S- iL-
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANtTACTUBED BY

WM. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

The Mosher Arc Lamp
DIRECT OR ALTERNATING INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

BEAD THE EOLLOWING TESTIMO'IAI.:
^-ATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO., Eau Claihe, Wis., October 5, 1S91.

Member Arc JLniup Co., Chieaso, III.
Gentlekex:—Eepij'ing to yonr inqoirv of the 3d inst. we beg to state that the lamps

Ton rent u3 same time £so "are giving us better eatielactlon than any other lamp we have
ever tried to burn on anIncandescent circnit. We Inclose herewith an order for 10 of

them to be shipped to El^In, 111. Yours very truly,
NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

Noted for Simplicity aiid Steadiness.

500 to 5,000 candle power, making superior lamp for photo-engravjng purpoaea.
Write for price, circular, and sample lamp.

MOSHER ARC LAMP CO, 125 Ontario St, CHICAGO
Or to F, P. Little A Co., Buffalo, N. Y. ; Creaghead Enslneering Co.,

Cincinnati, O.; Chas. F. Lindner, ^^n Frflncisco. Cal-

NOW THEN! FOR SALE CHEAP!!
Sis 400 light Thomson-Houetoa Incandescent

Dvnamoa, 110 volts. Perfect order.
Three' 25 light 0,01.0 candle power American Arc

Dj-namo9. Al order.
T\vo 50 light 2,003 candle power Sperry Arc Dy-

namos. A 1 order.
700 Goose Xecke, Socbeta, Lamps, etc., complete,

good.
50 miles No. 10 American Electric Co. Wire, good

order, used one year. Iq ',j mile reels.

Two 400 light Thomson-Houston New Armatures.
70 American Single Carbon 2.000 candle power

Arc Lamps. A 1 order.
Two 70 H. P., TCH) volts, Edison Generators, uaed

sis months.
Ten 5 H. P. Sprague Motors, need sis months.
Two Edison Electric Mining Rock Drills, used

sis montha.
High Speed Engines and Full Station Eqaip-

ments, Poles, etc.

JOHN E. BEGGS MFG. & SUPPLY CO., 74 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.

MICA
l-or ati Electric Insulating
Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the market.

I I SELL NO OTHER.
Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St.. NEW YORK.

H, WARD LEONARD & COMPANY.

Por fall Infonnstion leeardlng the appllcaUon
of ele«rlclty for my p!irpQ3e. wrlle to ns«k for our pamphlet. Addriiss,

Electrical Exphanee Bnlldine,
\K\V VOKK eiTV.

Wasatch Aspiialtum
COMPANY.

Proprietoia of the largest and richest Asphaltic
Limestone mines in the world.

M.\KUrACTLT{Ens OF

ROCK ASPHALT MASTIC,
For Paving, Roofing, Basements, etc.

ASPHALTINE
(Or Liquid Asphalt),

For Coating Piles, Ties, Poles, etc.,

ALSO SOLE AGENTS FOR

The Salt Lake Gllsonite Go.'s

"Uintaite," "Grahamite,"

PURE GUM ASPHALTdM
For all INSULATING Purposes.

Office, 71 Culmer Block,

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.

Correspondence solicitedjand eam]>!ep furnished.

K.\0\V AVHAT YOL'KE tJBTTIXG!

HINE'S ELIMINATOR,
Extracts Oil from Exhaust, Separates Water from Live Steam.

. '°u^ K?i5."i' ""'' known "Separators" recently made at Cornell University
11,19 tl,lsIl>ATOR demonstrated percentases of elllclency over ALL competitors
ranjlnetrom 11 toMper cent. The full report of test with drawings, etc., sent
free. Address b

, ,

NINE ELIMINATOR CO.,
IPC I.JI.erly Mtrept, ISTUTT^ -v t-»i=t 1^

CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL

If you are in want of poles of aoy kliid, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering,

DETROIT,
] MICH.BROWNLEE & CO.

Royal Electric Co.,
911 & 913 South Washington St., PEOEIA, ILL..

' yA'T'i'.i.ff '.r

Alternating and Continuous Current Dynamos and Motors,

AND ELECTRIC MACHINERY.
The Most Comixbte Ai.TBKHATino System how oh the IIabkbt.

Agents Wanted tor Exclosive .Territory.

PATENT

iirWmfRlm-mG

Bnns more Slack than
llnperforated Belts, hence
adapted to nneven power
of Electric Railways and
for Electric Power in Gen-
eral.

CHAS. A. SCHIEREN & CO.,
Al6« New York, Boston,;

PhiladelplUa. '.

PATENTEES AND BOLE JIAHUFACTUREES,

46 SOUTH CANAL ST., CHICAGO. ILL.

Mw^ai<«EmNG&RraN0m
lOnN H, CHKEVEK, ) (LIIVllTED.l
I, I>, CHEKVEK, Manaa:er.s. " '

.. C.4ZENOVE JONES, \

WM, T. l$.iIRI>, Sec'y.

Oldest and largest Manufacturers in the United States of

15 PARK ROW, KEW YORK,

^ ^SfSS®v^805\

X
Vulcanized Rubber Fabrics
FOEBECBAMCALl'CBVOSES,

Rubber Belting,

Packing

and Hose.

SAEESKOOMS:
PHILADELPni.4, 308 Chestnut Street.
BOSTON, fA Summer Street.
CHICAGO, 1.51 Lake Street.

DENVER, 16011611 17tb Street.
CHARLESTON, 161 Meetins Street.
GRAND RAPIDS, 4 Monroe Street.
MINNEAPOLIS, iB South M Street.
CLEVELAND, 176 Superior Street.

SAEESKOO.MS:
SAN FRANCISCO, 17 Xjin Street.
ATLANTA, 16 Decatur Street
DETROIT, lli-20 Woodward Ave.
ISALTIMORE, 12 North Charles Street.
BUFFALO, 134-128 Washington Street.NEW ORLEANS, 8-12 North Peters Street.
KANSAS CITY, 1313 West 12th Street,
ST. LOUIS, 616 Locust Street.

PLATINUM.'"!
SCHAWEL & CO.,V^^

Importers and llelters. Sheet and Mire
in any (nause. Scrap Purchased.

ELECTRIC SLATE
Switch-boards a Specialty.

Small samples of plain and marbleized free.

T. J. MURPHY,
Electrical Eschsnge Bldg.

Room 9l.''t.

13® J-ibcrty St.,

NFW ^ORK.

H. T. PAISTE,
MANUFACTURER OP

SWITCHES, SOCKETS, ETC.,
341 TlH' Kookery, l»So. IHth St.,

Chicaso, 111 Philadelphia, Pa.
See our full page advertisement in lesueSept.

12, for illuBtratlone, prices, etc.

SOLID BRAIDED CORD.
le Ihe most dura
r}le for hangint:
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Cov
eriDg Field

Ma nets Saelitord etc Ptc

Send ioi SainpleK and I'rice.s. ^.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

ITEi-

\\m EMDWiEE CO,

PUSH-BUTTON

SHELLS.
TORRINGTON, CONN.,

AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

TtLo Grea^rloss nX/Iotor

\% now a reality to hnndrodh of Htr'^it railway ofilclals who vloltr-d I'ittBttnri^li dtirlnt; tlic Htrr-nt Itall-

wfty Convention. It 1h prononnci'l l»y all "A Krilllant Miiium-nh." liny no f'|iiliini';rit until you
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Central Stations at Mulhausen and
Darmstadt.

Central station managers in this country will be inter-

ested in the installations illustrated in the accompanying

pictures, as they may be considered fair examples of the

best method of construction in the old country. The system

described utilizes a storage battery plant in connection

with the regular generating station, and is employed in

the central stations at Mulhausen and Darmstadt.

Fig. I gives an excellent view of the dynamo room at

the Darmstadt plant, which is under the management of the

municipal authorities, and Fig. 2 shows the accumulator iii-

the three-wire system is used in connection with a large

storage battery plant of the Tudor type. The total capacity

of the station is 615 horse power, and an accumulator plant

capable of furnishing 35 horse power is connected in par-

allel with the dynamos. The total length of cable laid is

42,000 meters and the greatest distance at which current

is delivered to consumers is 1,000 meters. In this plant

there are three boilers, all of which were furnished by Goeh-

ring & Leuchs of Darmstadt. Two of the boilers are

Cornwall steam boilers, and the third is a water tubular

boiler. The total capacity of these boiiers is 615 horse

]")0'.ver. There are five compouii'I Ti''n-:'"jni.iensing en-

Electricity at the World's Fair.
Considerable business was transacted at last week's

meeting of the committee on electricity. The questions

propounded to Mr. Hornsby by foreign manufacturers were

taken up. The project for a special building, proposed by
Siemens S: Halske of Berlin, was referred to the commit-

tee on grounds and buildings, with the recommendation

that the request be not granted.

The Germans also asked whether the employes who came
over with them could find hotel accommodation at the ex-

position grounds, and at a later meeting of the grounds

and buildings committee Chairman Clowrj' was instructed

stallation in the Mulhausen station. Both of these plants

were installed by Siemens & Ilalske of Berlin. The first

to be completed was the Mulhausen station, which has

been in operation three years. The steam plant comprises

two boilers.having an aggregate capacity of 526 horse power,

and two Armington ^^ Sims engines of 300 horse power

capacity. These engines are coupled directly to two Sie-

mens & Halske continuous current dynamos of a capacity

of 150,000 watts. The distribution in the city is by three-

conductor cables, and the three-wire system is used in con-

nection with the large storage battery plant shown in I'ig.

2. The Tudor batteries are used, and the capacity of the

accumulator plant is 146 horsepower. The total length of

cable laid is 15,000 meters, and the greatest distance at

which current is supplied to consumers is 1250 meters.

The installation at Darmstadt is under the management

of the city and was constructed by Siemens & Halske of

Berlin in the spring of iSSS. The system of distribution

is by single and double underground cables. Mere, also,

. I. CENTRAL STATIONS AT MULHAUSKN AND DARMSTADT.

ginesof the vertical type directly coupled to seven continu-

ous current dynamos of the Siemens & Halske type, The
engines were built by G. Kuhn of Stuttgart, having a ca-

pacity of 5S0 horse power. Five of the dynamos have a

capacity of 4C5 amperes at 125 volts, and the remaining two

have a capacity of 200 amperes at 125 volts. This station

has been giving entire satisfaction since its installation.

The connections of the storage battery plant and

dynamos for the three wire system as here used may be

seen in Fig. 3.

This same pl.in is used at Stockholm and Lundswall,

but at Darmstadt, \'ienna, Haag. Breslau and Stettin

the connections are somewhat different, as seen in

fig. 4-

In Rochester, N. V., the other day the firemen were
ordered out to cut down a newly erected electric light

pole at the corner of North avenvie and Franklin street.

The pole was put up by the Edison Kleclric Illuminating
company, and adjacent property owners objected.

to reply thatk while the E.xposition company would not con-

duct boarding houses on the grounds, it would certainly

provide proper accommodations for that class of cmplo)*cs.

Solicitor-general Butterworth replied to an inquir>- about

the protection of German patents by saying that forcigfn

patents would be carefully protected. "The fact is," he

said, "that our laws arc more rigid in that regard than

those of any other countr)- on the globe. Foreign exhibitors

will receive all the protection they could ask, and more, in

fact, than they arc afforded at home. In this countr>* a

man can use a new invention two years before haxHng it

patented, if he desires, and the same rule would apply 10

foreign exhibits."

In reply to the inquir>- as to stage lighting and ventila-

tion Chief Barrett was desired to reply that there ^\^II pro-

bably be two music halls, one seating about 3,000 and

one about 700 persons forming, a part of the exposition.

There will also probably be a large auditorium seating about

10,000 or more, with room beside for chorus and orchcs-
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tral work. There may possibly be a small theater,

though this project has been but little agitated. It is not

improbable that each of these may be used by the electric

companies, if found best, to exhibit lights and ventilating

appliances, etc. The electric equipment of these buildings,

it is thought, will be determined by competition among the

several companies.

Prof. Barrett was also requested to advise the foreign

firms that specifications are now being made out for the

general supply of light, which will be soon sent to all the

prominent electrical firms, both in Europe and this

country.

There was considerable talk in relation to the old question

of the duties of the electrical and construction departments

with respect to the supply of electric light and power.

No definite conclusion was reached, however. An en-

-^5
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deavor will be made to arrive at some settlement of the

matter in order that a statement may be made in the

prospectus of the department of eleciricity, which is

shortly to be issued. This pamphlet is also to include a

description of the electrical work done in connection with

f he construction operations.

Electrical Engineer Sargent's plan for dividing the work

of furnishing electric light and power is as follows:

I would suggest that plans and specifications be sent to

all responsible companies in the United States and Europe,

for the equipment and service required for the exposition

grounds, and that separate proposals be asked for, for the

following contracts, viz.

:

Nine contracts for arc lighting, divided as follows:

1. Horticultural Building.

2. Tracsportaiion Building with Anne.\ and Service Building.

3. Mines Building.

*. Electricity Building.

5. Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building.

6. Government Buildings and Fisheries Buildings.

7. Machiner>- Hall and Annex.
S. Agricultural Annex, Sawmill, Forestry, and Dairy,

g. Pier and Casino.

Contracts to provide for such arc lights as may be re-

quired for the interior, exterior, and directly adjacent

oToands, as may be indicated by plans and specifications

in each particular instance.

Twelve contracts for incandescent lighting, divided as

follows:

I. Territory inten-'ening between Fifty-sl.iith and Fifty-sevenih

streets.

1. Territory intervening between Fifty-seventh street and Fifty-

ninth street, including all foreign buildings.

3. Woman's Building and Horticultural Building, with Puck
Building.

4, Transportation Building and Annex.

5. Mines Building.

6, Electricity Building.

7. Administration Building.

8, Machinery Hall, Annex, and Boiler-house,

Q, Agriculture and Annex.
10. Casino.
11. Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building.

12. All United Sta.tes Government Exhibits and Fisheries.

Proposals to provide for such incandescent lighting as

maybe reouired in interior and exterior of buildings, and
directly adjacent grounds, in each instance as indicated by

plans and specifications.

Five contracts for power ser\'ice, divided as follows:

1. Transportation Building and Annc.>:.

2. Mines Building.

3. Electndiy Bunding.
i^ Ma^ufaciure?, Government, Fisheries and N'aval Exhibit.

5, Agricultural Building and Annex.

The above contracts will provide for the complete

electrical equipment of all buildings outside of the stock

-^ A^^wf
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"h is not at present in shape to consider, and
vide for the lighting of the greater portion of

i woaid saggcst that the electrical companies be required

to ffjmiih and crcd in each instance all electrical ap-
'-

;
'
— ' "'''^'^ devices, and all ducts other

':m, under such general spccifica-

by the f^xp^vsilion company to

—.cc; :!•.£.; rc',-;:c:i.cr.ts in each instance; that contract

blanks be famished in each instance v/ith the plans and
specificaf.ons, so that the contracting companies can know
the terms and conditions of the contract the Exposition

comTwny wil! €.3:pect them to sign; that two separate
' ;n each case, one providlnj;

'.'. complete, and rental of

;.'>5ition, and the other for

the >pc;^:;or* aTm^^ n'«a;;itcca,';ice of said plant during the

term of the exposition; that the Utter contract ^x: so ar-

ranged that if the service rendered is inefticient, aud is

jeopardizing the interests of the e.\po5ition. the Exposition
company shall have authority to operate said plant with its

own forces, charging cost of operating expenses to the
contractor.

It is said that this plan will result in the showing of at

least twenty types of dynamos in the great central station,

and that several of these will be of foreign manufacture.

It is computed that if the World's Columbian Exposition

were to buy outright all the electrical machinery and

equipment needed, the cost would be not far from

^2,000,000.

Mechanical Engineer Slocum, of the bureau of con-

struction, announces that E. P. Allis & Co. of Milwau-

kee, Wis., have donated the use of a mammoth engine

to the exposition authorities. This engine will be of

2,500 horse power capacity, and will develop almost

double the amount of power produced by the big Corliss

engine at the Centennial, now in use at Pullman. The
great World's Fair engine will be of the vertical triple-ex-

pansion type, and will, it is said, be the largest single

engine ever built in this country. Mr- Slocum has re-

ceived assurances that engines aggregating iG.ooo horse

power will be put at the disposal of the exposition authori-

ties during the World's Fair by the various engine compa-

nies free of charge. No proposition for the donation of

electrical machinery has been received, however.

William B. Thomson of Chicago, late of Scotland, has

written Mr. Keller to state that he thinks he can put the

cutter and corn crusher, besides an ordinary friction hoist

—is given as $280 for the year, while the amount of the

work done has been considerably in excess of any previous

year. The engine is a 12 horse power Otto gas engine.

The cost of repairs and renewals for the year has been a

little more than $25.

Electric Mining Machinery Abroad.
America is not the ooly country in which the peculiar

advantages of electricity as a motive power in mining
operations are receiving recognition. At the Mechernich

lead mine in Brussels, Belgium, not only are electric lights

employed throughout the mine, but electricity is used

in several other directions with marked success. It is

stated that over 3,000 tons of ore are raised daily, and so

perfect are the automatic arrangements that only twenty-

five hands are required for the output. One clever elec-

trical appliance attracts particular attention, and will

doubtless soon be generally adopted in English mines.

When a wagon of ore is deposited at the shaft's mouth an

electric contact is made in the tipping, and a small needle

in the office makes a red mark on a band of paper revolv-

ing by clockwork. The object of this is not so much to

give automatically the number of wagons tipped as to

show at a glance that the hauling is proceeding regularly.

The paper band is divided into half-hours for a week, and

at the end of a week's work it needs but a glance to see

the number of wagons that have been tipped on any day

FIG. 2. CENTRAL STATIONS

department on the track of an electric clock made by the

late Alexander Bain when quite a lad while living at his

home in Spittle, in the County of Caithness. This clock

was made about sixty years ago. Mr. Thomson says that

"it took its supply of current from metallic plates sunk in

the earth, and kept very good time." This interesting

relic will be a decided acquisition to the collection of his-

torical apparatus.

R. H. Pierce, lately president of the Electrical Engin-

eering company of Chicago and formerly connected with

the Edison company, has been appointed assistant in the

electrical engineering department of the bureau of con-

struction. Mr. Pierce will rank next in authority to Mr.

Sargent, and will have charge of the electrical work in

the absence of that gentleman.

Electric and Steam Cranes.
;\n interesting comparison of the cost of operating

steam and electric cranes on a London wharf has

been made public. Formerly there were on the wharf

a ten ton steam crane, a two ton sleam crane, and

two thirty hundredweight hand cranes. The cost of

coal for driving the two steam cranes was $1,250 per

year, steam having to be kept up night and day. All

four of these cranes were fitted with electric gear, and a

dynamo with all necessary wiring, switches, and safety

fittings was put in. the total cost being $1,500. A gas

engine uwd for chaff cutting drives the dynamo, and the

cost of the g.'is for the whole of the work—cranes, chaff
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and at any time. This is said to be a sure way of pre-

venting the disputes that arise as to quantities raised.

The Australians, also, are quick to adopt new machines

and systems in their mining work, and were among the

first to utilize electricity for power in this connection.

Several years before there were any quartz mills run by

electricity in this country, a mill of this description was

operated at Skipper's Creek, N. Z. The Australian min-

ers bought the water wheels and dynamos in this

country and set them at work in 1S85. The Australians

are about undertaking one of the largest general plans for

using electricity in mining that has yet been proposed. A
company is establishing a central plant to generate

electricity which will be sold for power purposes to all the

mines requiring it in two mining districts. Both power

and light will be furnished. The two mining districts of

Dundas and Zeehan, some miles apart, have each many

mines and reduction works. At a point on the river be-

tween these districts, where water is abundant, the Zechan

and Dundas Electric Power and Lighting company will

establish a power plant which will have an output of

5,000 hor.sc power. By means of electricity this power

will be distributed to the mines and mills in the two dis-

tricts. This will do away with the necessity of separate

power plants for the several mines, and the company expects

to sell the electric power for much less than the mine

owners could produce it themselves. A railroad runs

down from upper Dundafj to the harbor on the coast, and it

is possible that this also may be operated by electricity.
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The Berliner Patent.

One of the most iniportanl documenls issued from the

United Slates Patent Office in many years was granted

last week to Emlle Berliner on a "combined telegraph

and telephone." The application was filed June 4. 1877,

and was issued November 17, 1891. The specifications

are reproduced, together with ihe drawings as ihey were is-

sued from the patent ofVice:

My invention consists in a new and useful improvement
in transmiUers for electrically transmilling sound of any

kind, of which the following is a specification:

It is a fact that If at a point of contact between two
conductors forming part of an electric circuit and carrying

F1G5 1 AND : THE I^ERLINLR PATENT.

an electric current the pressure between both sides of the

contact becomes weakened the current passing becomes
less intense—as, for instance, if an operaior on a Morse
instrument does not press down the key with acertain firm-

ness the sounder at the receiving instrument works much
weaker than if the full pressure of the hand had been us<d.

Based on this fact I have constructed a simple apparatus

for Iransraiuing sound along a line of an electric current in

the following manner:
In Figs. I and 2 of the drawings, .-4 is a metal plate

well fastened to the wooden box or frame, but able to

vibrate if sound is uttered against it or in the neighborhood

of said plate. Against the plate and touching it is the

metal ball C, terminating the screw-threaded rod B, which
is supported by the bar or stand (/. The pressure of the

ball C against the plate .-/ can be regulated by turning the

rod B. The said ball and plate are included in circuit

with an electric battery, so that they form electrodes, the

current passing from one of them to the other. By making
the plate vibrate the pressure at the point of contact a be-

comes weaker or stronger as often as vibrations occur,and
the strength of the current is thereby varied accordingly,

as already described. By placing now, as is shown in the

drawings, one such instrument in the station, Fig. i, and
another instrument capable of acting as a telephonic re

ceiver in the station, Fig. 2, both situated on the same
electric circuit, in which a current is passing (as shown by

the wire connections following the arrows), sound uttered

against the plate of the instrument. Fig. i, will be repro-

duced by Ihe plate of the instrument, Fig. 2, for as the

vibrations of the transmitter, Fig. 1 caused by the sound

will alternately weaken and strengthen the current as many
times as vibrations occur, the diaphragm of the receiver

will be caused by these electrical variations to vibrate at the

same rate and measure. The latter vibrations being com-

municated to the surrounding air, the same kind of sound

as uttered against the transmitter. Fig. i will be reproduced

at the receiver, Fig 2, or in as many other receiving in-

struments as are situated within the same electric cir-

cuit.

It is not essential that the plate should be of metal. It

can be of any material able to vibrate, if only at the point

of contact suitable arrangement is made so that the current

passes through that point. The plate may be of any
shape or size, or other suitable vibratory media may be

used—a wire, for example. Any other metallic point, sur-

face, wire, etc., maybe substituted for the ball. There

may be more than one point of contact to be affected by

the same vibrations. Both of the electrodes may vibrate,

although it is preferable that only one should. If the

uttered sound is so strong that its vibrations will cause a

breaking of the current at the point of contact in the trans-

mitter, then the result at the receiving instrument will be

a tone much louder, but not as distinct in regard to artic-

ulation.

I have also embodied my invention in, and used it in con-

nection with, some other forms of apparatus,

In the drawings. Fig. 4 represents a detached view of

the vibratory diaphragm, showing its relative situation to

the poles of the galvanic current. Fig. 3 represents a view

of a complete apparatus; Fig. 5. a view of the diaphragms

arranged to receive and transmit the sound waves; and

Kigs. 6, 7 and S modifications of the vibratory dia-

phragm.
In the drawings, the letter .•/ represents a diaphragm or

plale of thin metal, of limited conductive capacity, such as

iron, steel, German silver, platinum, secured in the frame

/// /;/ in the box /' in any convenient manner.

The letter i' represents a ring resting against one side

of said diaphragm and capable of being made to bear upon

the same with more or less force by means of set screws n,

in order that the tension of the diaphragm may be regu-

lated.

The letter />' represents a screw orpin of metal, pointed

at one end and mounted in a cross-piece (/in such position

that the point will be in contact with the diaphragm W.
The diapliragm A is connected with one pole of a battery

by means of a wire a , and the pin or screw B v/ith the

other pole by means of a wire //.

The box /' of Fig. 3 is provided with a tube K, to

which the ear of the operator may be applied, in order to

hear the sounds produced by the vibratory diaphragm
when the instrument is employed as a receiver, and a tube
O, through which he can speak when employing the in-

strument as a transmitter, so that the operator is not in

need of moving the instrument or moving his head while

carrying on a conversation.

Instead of employing a single vibratory plate, as shown
in Figs. I. 2, 3.4 and 5, in each instrument, two such
plates may be employed, as illustrated in I'"ig. 8, said dia-

phragms being connected to the respective poles and in

contact with each other at their edges, as shown in

Fig. S.

The diaphragm of my improved receiver or the dia-

phragm of any magneto-receiver (such as those described

by Ale.xander Graham Bell in his patent No. 174,465 of

March 7, 1S76, and in his patent No. 186,757 of January
30, 1S77) will receive a particularly strong shock at the

setting in and sudden cessation of the current when a tick-

ing sound will be heard from the plate; but a weakening
of the current alone can also be observed most distinctly

and accurately by making, for example, a connection with

in the same circuit by a wire and the blade of a knife /-,

Fig. 4. When scraping the wire end over the blade of the

knife, this scraping is distinctly audible on the plate. Here
the current is never entirely interrupted, yet the minute
elevations and cavities on the blade, caused by the struct-

ure of the steel and which again cause minute alterations

in the intensity of the current, are sufficient to shake or vi-

brate the plate with varying intensity, thus rendering again

the same peculiar scraping noise. If, now, the plate of

one instrument, as in Figs, i and 5, is vibrated by sound
waves (which happens whenever any kind of sound is

uttered oris produced by musical instruments in its neigh-

borhood) every wave or vibration that strikes the plate

produces between the two sides of the contact a variation

of pressure, which causes a variation of resistance at that

point, and therefore a variation in the strength of the pass-

ing current, and if the sound is sufficiently strong it will

break the circuit at said point of contact, the variations in

the current thus produced causingsimilar vibrations in the

plate of the receiving instrument. The essential part of

most of the waves to pass to the other side of the phtc
making the vibration of the plate more perfect and even.

I will here descril.'e a recording apparatus, which, hov/-

evcr, I do not claim.

In Fig. 3, C7is a galvanometer, which is located in cir-

cuit with the contact -pieces or electrodes A B, and which
serves as a convenient means for ascertaining the adjust-

ment of the contact pieces of the transmitter, so that a cur-

rent shall pass; // i is a Kuhmfeorfl coil or induction ap-
paratus. When a current passes through the primary coil

p and suddenly is broken, a spark will rush over between
the ends of the secondary coil / / at 7. 'I'hi.s spark is ac-
companied by a peculiar sound due to the electric dis-

charge, and if we bring between the ends of the secondary
and connecting points r, r, r, r, a spark will occur between
each of them, provided they are n ear enough to each other,

and the peculiar sound will be heard between each of
them. I now arrange a strip of chemically-prepared paper
or other substance n to be drawn by clock-work T between
the ends of this secondary wire at '/. Said strip can be
prepared in such a way that each spark will produce a
mark upon it. If, therefore, the plate // vibrates by sound,
each vibration causing a break of contact will produce a
spark at '/, and the strip being drawn through, a succes-

sion of marks v.ill be produced upon the strip according to

the number of vibrations caused by the sound; but at the
same time the sound which was uttered at the plate A will

be heard from the sparks rushing over the points r, r, r, r

and 17. because every spark produces one wave in the at-

mosphere in which it occurs, and a certain number of
waves will therefore produce certain tones. Therefore the
same sound which is uttered against the plate .-/ will be
heard from the sparks. The scraping of the wire end on
the knife-blade h. as in Fig. 4, in the primary current
will also be heard between the wire ends of the
secondary current at r, r, r, r and 7. This per-

mits a number of designs for a receiving apparatus within

the secondary current. For instance, initials, omamects,
etc., consisting of a number of metal pins can be con-
structed in such a way that whenever a tone is produced
against the plate .-/ a spark will rush over said metal pins,

and at the same time their sound is produced will render
the design visible in illuminated characters.

By making the person of the operator a part of the
secondary circuit and discharging the sparks in the body
in the neighborhood of the ear the sound will be more
particularly apparent.

^
FIGS. 3-S. THE HKRI.INKK PATENT.

the app-iraius is the point of contact, which must offer a

resistance to the current.

It is not necessary in the transmitting apparatus that

the plate should be of conducting material, for any sub-

stance capable of vibration will answer, if only at the point

ofcontact provision is made for the current to pass. It is

someliiucs convenient to use a vibrating plate in the form
of a rcllcctor, as shown in I'ig. 6. for concentrating the

sound, or the diaphragm may be provided with a number
of aperlurcs to disperse the sound, as shown in Fig. 7.

These apertures prove advantageous with strong «ounds,

particularly the hissing sounds, as while the sound waves
are rushing toward the diaphragm, those touching the plate

are repelled and partially destroy the following waves, just

as sea-waves when forced against a clifT will be 'thrown
back, destroying those directly behind. The holes permit

It will be observed that in Figs. 1 and 3 one of iheclcc-

trodes presents a convex curvilinear surface like a rounded
knob. This possesses some advantages, among which arc
case of construction and durability, because it docs not
wear away the opposing electrode as much .as a sharp one
would, and when the cont.act with Ihe vibrating body is

made of such a form the freedom of the vibration is less

interfered with.

I do not claim that I am the tirst inventor of the art of
transmitting vocal and other sounds telegraphically by
causing electrical undulations similar in form to the found-
waves accompanying said sounds. Neither do I claim

that I am the first who caused such electrical undulations
by varying the resistance of an electric circuit in which a
current w.as passing.

I do not hciein claim the novel form of vibratcry p?alc
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receiver which I have described, because that is a subject

of claim in another application. I claim:

1. The method of producing in a circuit electrical un-

dulations similar in form to sound-waves by causing the

sound-waves to vary the pressure between electrodes in

constant contact so as to strengthen and weaken the con-

tact and thereby increase and diminish the resistance of

the circuit, substantially as described.

2. An electric speaking-telephone transmitter operated

by sound-waves, and consisting of a plate sensitive to said

sound-waves electrodes in constant contact with each

other and forming part of a circuit which includes a

battery or other source of electric energy and

adapted to increase and decrease the resistance of the

electric circuit by the variation in pressure between them

caused by the vibrational movement of said sensitive

plate.

3. The combination, with the diaphragm and vibratory

electrode, of a rigidly held opposing electrode in constant

contact with the vibratory electrode, substantially as de-

scribed.

4. In a telephonic transmitter, a vibrational plate made
concave for condensing the sound, substantially as set

forth.

5. In a telephonic transmitter, a vibrational plate pro

vided with one or more apertures, as and for the purpose

set forth.

6. A speaking-telephone transmitter comprising a

diaphragm or disk sensitive to sound-waves, combined

with a rigidly held but adjustable electrode in contact

with the same, whereby the electric current is transformed

into a series of undulations corresponding with the vibra-

tions of said diaphragm.

The specifications were drawn by A. Pollok and the

patent was assigned to the American Bell Telephone com-

pany of Boston. It is claimed that the Bell company

hopes to retain exclusive control of the telephone business

for another seventeen years by the granting of this patent.

Of course there is a diversity of opinion on this point, but

telephone experts generally seem inclined to believe that

the Bell company has secured another lease of life. One of

tliese after a careful examination of the patent just granted,

said:

"If I had that patent I wouldn't take $50,000 in cash

for it."

J. J. O'Connell, the telephone expert of the Chicago

exchange, after examining the specifications and drawings

in the Berliner patent, pronounced it one of the most valu-

able telephone patents ever granted. He said;

"This patent covers the fundamental principle of a

transmitter and while the drawing represents a very crude

instrument—one that would not be used to-day

and would, in fact, be considered impracticable—it is un-

questionably a fundamental patent and a va!uable one tooa

"Vou will notice that the first claim granted is on 'the

method of producing in a circuit electrical undulations

similar in form to sound-waves by causing the sound-waves

to vary the pressure between the electrodes in constant con-

tact so as to strengthen and weaken the contact, and

thereby increase and diminish the resistance of the

circuit.'

"This covers the principle upon which is based the

transmitters now in use throughout the country, and will

since the announcement of the granting of the patent,

to the effect that this would not prolong the life of the

Bell company's monopoly, Mr. O'Connell said: "In a

practical telephone system a transmitter is an important

pait, and if, as I believe this patent covers the fundamental

principle of the present transmitters, the public will have to

wait until the patent expires before it can use this telephone

without infringing Berliner's patent. Heretofore the Bell

company has relied exclusively upon its receiver patent,

and has kept the transmitter in the background. Who
ever heard of the Bell company closing an exchange for

infringing on the transmitter? The fact of the matter is,

the company has fortified itself thoroughly and is today

in a better position than ever before."

country. Any one could see, he said, that telegraph in-

struments might be attached to these circuits at any time.

Whether they would be or not.he could not say. He knew

-of no contract, however, with the Western Union company

that would prevent such action. As a matter of fact, the

Bell conapany already leased its wires for telegraphic pur-

poses, although it did not itself transmit messages of this

character.

Multiple No-break Contact System.
BV J. J. O'C'.NNELL.

There are many disadvantages in the operation o

break contact switch-board in telephone work which might

be obviated by transforming the device into a no-break

"XW^ jfc«,\^\ ^Vq\u^ \m6 inv*.W\^c\>iftt> mVitvi

MULTIPLE NO-BREAK CONTACT SYSTEM.

C. H. Wilson, superintendent of the Chicago Telephone

company, was asked to state his opinion as to the effect of

the ne.v patent. "As I understand the matter," he re-

plied, "the patent covers the principle of the carbon trans-

miiter The claim for this patent has been in interference

for many years with applications for a similar patent from

Edison and Blake. It appears that the commissioner of

patents has now decided to issue the patent to Berliner,

the Drawbaugh litigation being now out of the way. The
carbon transmitter is a valuable improvement in the tele-

phone, but it is not absolutely essential to the use of the

instrument. Of course, all other carbon transmitters will

now be infringements on this patent."'

When Mr. Wilson was asked his opinion of the result

of the expiration of the fundamental Bell patent in 1S93 he

said: "Well, we expect to keep right on doing business

at the old stand. For my part, I will be glad to see some

of these men who are howling about telephone monopoly

and extravagant charges form companies of their own. I
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serve to strengthen the position of the Bell company. Here-

tofore, thit company has based tu claims to the exclusive

use of the telephone upon the original Bell receiver patent,

which will soon expire, but at the expiration of this

receiver patent the company hopes to retain control

of Che business by reason of this transmitter patent.

The only way to get around this patent at present is by

going back to hand telephones, and that the people will

never do. ^foTcovcr, hand telephones can only be used

in a small way. They would no: be used in large ex-

changes or on lonj; distance lines,"

RcfcrriDg to the statements that have been publi-vhcd

ven'.ure to say that they will learn a few facts about the

cost of conducting a telephone exchange that will open

their eyes and temper their cxtrava;*ancc of assertion. The

expense of building up a rival system that could equal the

Bell would be simply appalling. My own idea is that Ihc

telephone business of the country will hhow a repetition of

the experience of telegraph companies."

The superintendent was asked concerning the reported

fact that Ih: Bsll compmy would go info the business of

sending mesnages by telegraph. He replied that the l-ong

distance company was putting up a system of copper

wires that would be the finest line construction in ihc

system. I have always contended that the present system

was not all that was wanted and I have designed a no-

break system which will be readily understood by reference

to the accompanying drawings. The system is designed

so that the present boards may be changed into no break

boards.

In the early days of the telephone business I designed a

board of this kind and having satisfied myself that laterim-

provemsnts in this system might be of some value in the

operation of metallic circuits, I filed an application on

June 6, 1SS7, ^iid secured a patent. No. 420,091, January

28, 1S90.

In this system, the busy test was put on by the closing of

a battery to lines when the connecting cord was attached to

them. This test system was afterward generally adopted

by the telephone companies, and is now used extensively

throughout the United States.

The no-break contact system, however, did not seem to

meet with approval, and break contact switch-boards have

been put in most of the large cities of the world. The

result of this is that lines keep opening up in the contacts,

and it is impossible to keep a balance. Consequently,

e'ectrical disturbances of all kinds are heard in the ^ 'le-

phones.

The new system will do a^vay with this trouble, for t.

resistance of both sides of the metallic lines on the switch-

board is the same, and all attachments which may be

made on one side of the circuit have a corresponding num-

ber placed on the other, thus keeping up a perfect balance.

'I'he new feature of this system, illustrated in ihe drawings,

is the adoption of a multiple coil drop, of great retardation.

This drop is an improvement on the one shown in patent

No. 420,091, and its action is as follows: When a call is

sent into it, the armature kicks the iron shutter down, by

striking it near the hinge joint, i his action is produced

by current flowing through only une-haif of the coil. The

operator then attaches the answering plug to the line.

The current from the battery of this plug IIoa^s through

the other winding of the drop coil and magnetizes the end

from which the shutter was kicked, and the armature at

that end coming back, suddenly and automatically kicks

it back into its former position, where ll will stick, and

cannot be thrown down while the two lines are connected,

so that one subscriber may call the other without either of

the calling drops being thrown, and the office may also call

the subscriber.

On the calling side of ihc connecting cords is attached

a 500 ohm retardation drop. This is used, as a ring-off

drop, when the subscribers wish lobe disconnected.

l*'ig. I shows two mtlallic lines in connection and Fig. 2

gives a detailed sketch of the self-restoring drop and the

winding of the armature.

An electric Hjjht plant has been cstablibhed at iMiblin, Ga.
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Electric Subways for the World's Fair.

Attentive readers of the Western Illkcikician must

have been before this impressed with the fact that an im-

mense amount of electricity is to be transmitted from the

great service plant at the World's Fair to various partj of

the grounds for light and power. Overhead wires are, of

course, out of the question, and subways were long ago

decided upon as the only feasible means of meeting the

conditions. For several months Electrical Engineer .Sar-

gent has been at work on the plans for the subway system,

with a large force of draughtsmen to put his ideas on

paper, and at last week's meeting of the committee on

electricity his designs were formally adopted. It has

been no easy task to devise a plan adequate to meet the

requirements as to size and elTiciency without involving a

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Oioup No. 3 will run direct from the machinery hall to

the elevated railroad structure, and supply all territory

north of the basin and the administration building not

reached by groups No. 1 and No. 2, including the trans-

portation building and annex, the service building, the

horticultural building, the woman's building, the stale and

foreign building, the art gallery, the Midway I'laisance,

and all grounds and smaller buildings in the territory

mentioned. Draw-in systems or buried conductors are to

be used wherever the cUvated structure is not available.

Croup No. 4 will provide for the machinery hall, the

machinery annex, the boiler house, the western portion of

the stock exhibit, and the western portion of grounds.

The wires will be distributed under the basement of

buildings and on elevated railway, beneath the track, and

FICS. 2 AND 3. ELECTRICAL SU

construction too complex and expensive for temporary use.

Several designs were considered, but were, one after the

other, found open to objection, until the present plan was

evolved.

A general idea of the system may be had by a refer-

ence to the accompanying map and drawings. The gener-

ating plant, as indicated, will be located in a portion of

machinery hall set aside for its use. This space will be

S50 feet long by 150 feet wide, and in it it is expected that

25,000 horse power will be generated. The engines will

be located near the wall, and the dynamos toward ihe

center of the building. The conductors, after leaving the

dynamos, will be arranged in a suitable fire-proof rack

located under the main floor about 150 feet from the south

wall, and running lengthwise of the building. From the

rack five distinct groups of feeding wires will start as

follows; The first group will supply all the territory con-

tained in the space bounded by Fifty ninth street on the

north, the center of the basin on the south. Lake Michigan

on the east, and the lagoon on the west; also the electric

fountain located at the west extremity of the basin, and the

following buildings, etc.: The fisheries building, the
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arms on cither side, while in the smaller ones there will be

but one row of cross-arms, with a side passage way. Man-
holes, shown in Figs. 2 and 3, will be provided at conven-

ient distances. The cross-arms wilt be supported on iron

castings especially designftd for the purpose, which will be

placed twenty feet apart, and bolted to the stringers. Glass

insulators of a size sufficient to accommclate the largest

cables will be used on the cross-arms. All wires must be

covered with water-proof insulation- The conduits will be

laid, on an average, eighteen inches below the surface of

the ground, and will at all times be above the level of ihc

lake. The interior will have the appearance of a concrete

tunnel, and there will be ample room for all the wire*

necessarj'. The World's Columbian Exposition will fur-

nish the conduits, cross-arms and insulators, but contract-

ors for lighting or power service will be required to furnish

wires and place ihcm in position. It is expected thai the

contract for the wooden work of the conduits will be

awarded in about two weeks.

FIG. 4. ELECTRICAL SUBWAYS FOR THE WORLD'S FAIR.

government building, the naval exhibit, the manufactures

and liberal arts building, and all the grounds within the

territory. It is proposed to provide a main conduit for this

group in the following manner: Starting from the rack

in machinery hall, already referred to, a conduit is to

be provided; this conduit is to be of sufficient capacity

to accommodate 150 insulated cables of various sizes up

to 600,coo circular mils area. The conduit will run

north from the rack under the floor of the machinery

hall to the electricity building, with a branch for the

electric fountain; east from the electricity building to the

bridge, and from the bridge to the manufactures build-

ing. The system will terminate at the fisheries building.

The tunnel itself, or any of the buildings through which it

passes, may be lapped by draw-in systems buried in the

ground wherever it is necessary to supply light or power to

the grounds or any other buildings that may be erected in

this territory.

Group No. 2 will be provided for in a conduit of the same

capacity as that for the first group, and will run direct

from machinery hall to the electricity and mines buildings,

with a branch for the administration building. This will

also provide for all grounds adjacent to these buiklings,

and will probably include the wooded island.

l^WAVS FOR THE WORLD S FAI

thence to the grounds and stock exhibit by draw-in or

buried systems.

Group No. 5 will provide for the agricultural building

and annex, the sawmill, the forestry building, the dairy

building, the eastern portion of

stock exhibit, and the pier and

casino.

The wires are to be distributed

on the elevated structure, in the

basement of the agricultural build-

ing, and on piles under the road-

way over the pier so far as practi-

cable, and then by draw-in or bur-

ied systems. The tunnel system

cannot be well continued farther

north than the fisheries building,

because the ground is not of suf-

ficient height above water-line.

Groups No. I and 2 will be laid

in the conduits, which are indi-

cated on the map, Fig. i. while

the others are provided for in the

manner described.

The three smaller drawings

show details of the construction

of the conduits. In Fig. 2 is

shown a section of the double con-

duit extending from the generat-

ing station to a point north of the

administration building. This is

inclosed in one wooden structure,

and comprises two full sized con-

duits. Thoseparts of the conduit

north of the center of the manu-

factures building and leading into

the electricity and mines buildings

are of a smaller size, shown in

cross-section in Fig. 3. A ground

plan of a corner of the electricity

building is presented in l-'ig. 4,

showing the manner of laying the

conduit among' the foundation

timbers.

The greater portion of the

conduit will be exactly eight

feet and four inches sijuare.

The outer material will be two-

inch tarred plank laid on stringers

one foot apart. These stringers

will be eight inches wide and

they will support the inner skin

of the conduit, which will be an inch thickness of

cement plaster laid on metal lathing. The larger tun-

nels will be six feet six inches wide inside, and the

smaller size four feet three inches. All will be six

feet six inches high in the clear, so that a man may walk

through without dilliculty. In the larger conduits there

will be a passageway in the center, with a row of cross-

Safety Device for Mine Shafts.
A mining contemporary gives an account of an electrical

apparatus designed for the prevention of accidents to

miners while riding on the cages in the shaft, and which
will also, it is said, tend to lessen the number of accidents
occasioned by cages coming in contact with the chairs.

The invention has been in successful operation durSng the
past two years at the Drum Lummon mine of Montana,
and it was devised by an ingenious employe of that com-
pany. The arrangement consists of an electrical connec-
tion between the cage and the chairs on the different levels

of the mine, and also between the cage and the engine
room. An ordinary batter>' is placed in the bottom of the

cage and wires attached to it run through a contact piece

to the side of the shaft, something on the same principle

as the trolley on an electric street car. An ordinary* push-
button is placed in such a position on the cage that the
station tender can readily reach it. Wires running down
the shaft connect with the trolley on the cage, and at the
other end are attached to a dial in the engine room.
Another wire connects with the chair in the mine, and as

FIG. I F.CTRICAL SUBWAYS FOR TMK WORLDS FAIR.

the dial is in full view of the engineer he can tcU at a

glance whether the chairs or set ornot. Should an accident

happen to any one on the cage between two levels, by
pressing the push-button the cage can be brought to astop
in a moment. In the ordinary- way with abcllropeaiiach-

ment. if the cage is going at even a slow speed it is dan-

gerous to attempt to grasp the bell line on account of the

liability of getting an arm caught l>et\veen the sets.
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The. details of the subway scheme of electric wires for

the World's Fair, so far as they have been decided upon,

are presented in this issue. They possess both interest

and importance. The idea of having an arched top for the

condoits, which was originally adopted, was abandoned on

accotint of the expense; the square form is cheaper and

simpler. It is thought that a plan has been devised that

will adroit of ready construction and yet answer the pur-

pose contemplated.

Three, is a good prospcctof a submarine telegraph cable

from the Pacific coast to the Hawaiian Islands, The first

half of the 5ur,-cy shows that no great diiTicully will be cn-

coantered in laying the cable over the 850 miles of ocean

bed that has thus far been sounded. If the western half

of the roatc offers no greater obstacles, and there is no

reason to believe that it will, it is likely that the United

Slares and the Hawaiian govcrnmenLs will grant concessions,

which wi[l insure the desired communication, for which the

Sandwich Islanders arc especially anxious.

some weight on the Pacific coast where the benefits of the

electric railway have not yet been fully demonstrated, but

on this side of the Rockies they are simply laughed at.

Mr. De Young should have one of his reporters accom-

pany him the next time he comes to Chicago to attend the

meetings of the World's Fair officials. He would gain

some valuable experience by riding on the North Side

cable company's lines in Chicago, and if he were still a

believer in the superiority of the cable he might

interview Thomas Lowry of Minneapolis who discarded

the cable equipment in the St. Paul-Minneapolis system

for the electric. The St- Louis oc Suburban company's

lines would also furnish interesting data on the relative

merits of the two systems. Mr. De Young's paper bids

fair to secure the booby prize if it continues to exhibit its

ignorance of matters outside its narrow range.

Oi-R San Francisco correspondent called attention, last

week, tothestalerocnta of the lixamhier of that city relative

to the claims of the advocates of the cable and electric rail

way jya'.ems. The asjtenions in the article rjuotcd may have

As a result of the discussion over the issuance of the

Berliner patent attention is attracted to the great advance-

ment that has been made in telephony. It is surprising

how little is known by the general public of the details of

the system which they rely upon so much and abuse so

roundly. Electrical engineers, too, whose attention has

been devoted to the handling of heavy currenis look upon

telephone work with a feeling akin to contempt, yet in this

much abused system about which so little is generally

known, the most exact work is required, and many serious

problems are encountered. The general public does not

take into consideration the fact that an expensive corps

of experts is required to conduct the experiments and de-

vise new methods and appliances to obviate the ever-arising

obstacles which confront the superintendents of exchanges,

both large and small. The advancement which the electric

motor has made and especially its application to street

railway work, together with the development of electric

lighting, has turned the attention of the people from

the work of the telephone companies. These cor-

porations during the last few years have been expending

vast sums of money in perfecting their systems. In large

cities especially is this true. For instance, in Chicago the

underground work completed in the last few years repre-

sents the investment of a large fortune. Moreover, the

entire system has been practically rebuilt with a view of

adopting complete metallic circuits. It may be argued

that the telephone company was merely fortifying its posi-

tion for selfish purposes, but the fact that it is improving

the service and spending money freely in this direction

should be considered commendable. It is evident that

the company is bent uponremoving all cause for complaint

of poor service on the part of the public, and this is no

doubt the very'best method it could adopt of fortifying itself

against competition^

There seems to be some doubt in the minds of many

persons interested in the proposed electrical congress as to

the provisions made for holding this meeting. The mana-

gers of the congresses have adopted a general plan for the

organization of these bodies, by which the work is

divided into two parts. This plan will be followed in the

case of the Electrical Congress. The task of providing

accommodation and entertainment for the visiting electri-

cians will be assumed mainly by the local committee, and

the work of the congress itself, including the arrangement

of the programme and all details connected with the meet-

ings, will be made by an advisory committee in conjunction

with Prof. Gray. This committee, it should be remem-

bered, will be composed of the most eminent electricians

in this country and abroad, and its work will be distinct

from that of the local committee. The names of the

members of this advisory committee have not yet been

given to the public, but assurance has been had that these

gentlemen will comprise the leading authorities on electri-

cal matters of the day. If these facts were generally

understood, it is hardly probable that the eastern elec-

tricians would look upon ihc project as they now seem to

do. They appear to be under the impression that ihe

local committee is to have control of the congress, and

that the gathering is to be conducted on the basis of a

Chicago meeting. There is absolutely no ground for such

an opinion. ?rof. Cray, who is at the head of the affair,

is peculiarly well fitted for the work, and he will give it his

entire attention. In the selection of associates as members

of the advisory committee he may be depended on to

secure )hc services of the leading men in the profession.

In this connection it will not be ami^s lo once more call

the attention of the members of the American Institute of

IClcclrical Engineers to the fact that there will be plenty of

work for them to do at the congress. Many of the

v\mcrican members of the advisory committee will no

doubt l*c selected from the members of the Instilulc, and

that body will be called upon to act in conjunction with

other electrical bodies in promoting the interest of the

congress. In order to be in a position to give the con-

gress their earnest support and assist in promoting its

interests, it will be necessary for the Institute and its

members to check those who are now posing as the repre-

sentatives of the Institute and are really placing that

organization in a false position.

We believe that the Institute and its members, as soon

as they fully understand the comprehensive and non-

sectional plan on which the Electrical Congress is organ-

ized, will be among its' most enthusiastic supporters, as,

indeed, they should be.

General interest is manifested in the Berliner telephone

patent, the specifications for which, together with photo-

graphic reproductions of the original drawings filed in the

Patent office, are presented elsewhere in this issue. This

patent is claimed by many telephone experts to be equaled

in value only by the original patent on the Bell receiver.

It is contended that the present method of operating tele-

phones is dependent almost entirely upon the principle in-

volved in this patent. The claim of Berliner on "the

method of producing in a circuit electrical undulations

similar in form to sound waves by causing the sound waves
to vary the pressure between electrodes in constant contact

so as to strengthen and weaken the contact and thereby

increase and diminish the resistance of the circuit," is

certainly very broad. It is generally claimed by telephone

experts that while the original Berliner transmitter has

been greatly improved, yet the fundamental principle upon
which the patent is based remains, and that under the

present system a transmitter cannot be constructed without

infringing upon this patent.

Heretofore the Bell company has relied upon the receiver

patent for its exclusive control of the telephone, but now
it will undoubtedly devote its efforts to maintaining the

validity of the Berliner patent. When the news came from

Washington that the Berliner patent, controlled by the

Bell interests, had issued, there was considerable excite-

ment among many who were interested in companies

organized for the purpose of competing with the Bell in-

terests for telephone patronage. Those who were con-

fident that with the expiration of the Bell patent on the

receiver there would be an open field refused to believe

that another obstacle in the way of a transmitter patent

had to be surmounted before the telephone would become

"public property." Yet such seems to be the prevailing

opinion among the men most competent to judge of the

merits of the case—the experts who have made telephony a

study, and who would no doubt be greatly benefited if the

telephone business passed from the exclusive control of

one great corporation.

It now appears probable that a plan of dividing the

contracts for the electric lighting and power service at the

World's Fair will be adopted,, by which about fifty sepa-

rate groups, for either indoor or outdoor work, will be pro-

vided. Bids will be solicited for each of these, and the

contract will undoubtedly be let to the lowest responsible

bidder in each case, unless, indeed, the directors make a

reservation by which a certain percentage of the electric

lighting and power service shall go to the foreign exhibit-

ors. In that case it is probable that the lowest toreign bid-

der will get the contract on the work thus reserved—say

the buildings of foreign countries at the north end of the

park—provided his bid is not above a certain amount con-

ceived as a reasonable and just compensation. This dis-

crimination has been proposed to compensate the foreign-

ers for the great expense they will be under in showing

their machinery at Chicago. It is not expected, however,

that the amount they shall receive will equal the amount

expended in making the exhibits. In fact, neither they

nor the American exhibitors need expect to secure the

great advertising benefits the exposition will afford and

still make a profit out of the fair. Undoubtedly, the ad-

vertising value of each building will be taken into consid-

eration by the competing companies, with a corresponding

effect on the si/.e of the bids. It will be considered a great

distinction to furnish the light for the electricity building,

for instance, and this contract will undoubtedly be eagerly

sought, and so on, from the great manufactures building,

down. Mr. Sargent, the head of the electrical engineer-

ing department of the bureau of construction, is confident

that this plan will enable all the prominent compani es of

the world lo take pari in the lighting and power service,

and he thinks that there will be at least twenty types

of dynomos in the great central station, It is entirely

possible that he is right, and that no better plan can be de-

vised; but. as we have before pointed out, this is an im-

portant and delicate matter, and the management should

take no steps until all possible objections have been thor-

oughly canvassed.
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Application of Electricity to Centrifugal
Machines.

One of the latest applications of electricity is shown in

the centrifugal machine of Johann Kleinwerfer i^ Sons, of

Crefeld, Germany, a cut of which is herewith given.

The Ehkt7-oUfknisch£r Auzciger says: "A glance at the

compact structure of the motor will show at once many

of its advantages in the present application. The ar-

rangement, by reason of the absence of reciprocating parts,

permits of a perfectly uniform revolution. Further, where

steam motors are employed, any leak in the pipes or

"77^«riS
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valves, is likely to cause drippings of dirty steam or water

on the delicate fabrics in the 'wringing-out' process in the

centrifugal machine, and this, it is needless to say, is

avoided by the employment of an electric motor. As in

the case of all centrifugal machines, a high speed of revo-

lution is a desideratum; the motor most admirably fulfills

this requirement."

New Double Carbon Suit.

On November 17th the Brush Electric company com

menced a new suit in the United States Circuit Court,

Chicago, against the Western Electric company, alleging

infringement of the Brush double carbon lamp patent by

reason of the manufacture and sale of the "Twin" lamp,

which has been made and sold largely by the defendant

company during the last year. It is claimed on the part

of the defense that this twin lamp contains two complete

regulating mechanisms, being, it is said, two single lamps

inclosed in one cover, so arranged that after the carbons of

one are consumed the other can be started up and burned.

The question as to whether the Brush patent is broad

enough to cover the device came up in a proceeding

against the defendant company for alleged contempt of

court, in disregarding a restraining injunction, which was

brought up on ex parte affidavits. The court having in-

timated that it did not wish to decide the novel question

presented in such a proceeding, the complainant has

commenced this suit, as before stated, in order that the

question of infringement may be presented in the usual

way.

It is claimed on the part of the plaintiff that the defend-

ant has continued to make and sell double carbon arc

lamps since the injunction issued by Judge Gresham. Sep-

tember r, iSgo, restraining it from so doing, and that these

lampsare substantially the same as those involved in the

old suits. An injunction is asked.

Affidavits bearing on the case, taken on behalf of the

plaintiff, have been made by Prof. Morton of Hoboken,

N. J , Prof. J. P. Barrett, Alexander Kempt and Henry S

Manning of Chicago. Prof. Morton deposes that the

double carbon lamps complained of were made in substan-

tial accordance with the patent granted C E. Scribner T^^in-

uary 7. iSgo. He then gives an elaborate descriotion of this

lamp and a minute comparison with the lamp described in

the Brush patent of September 2, 1S79, •'^"*J states his

opinion that the former is the substantial equivalent of the

latter, both in its construction and in its mode of operation.

Prof. Morton concludes as follows: '"I had occasion to

compare the Jenney double carbon lamp with the lamp of
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the Brush patent 219,208, in the suit brought by the Brush

Electric company in the district of Indiana against the

Eort Wayne Electric Eight company. Also the Wood
double carbon lamp in another suit between the same

parties. Also the old Spcrry lamp, in a suit brought in

the Northern district of Illinois by the Brush Electric

company against the Belvidere Electric Lighting com-

pany. Also the new Sperry double carbon lamp and the

modified Sperry double carbon lamp in the suit against the

Sperry Electric company of Chicago, III. Also the

Scribner double carbon lamp in the suits brought in Ohio

and Illinois. While each one of these several lamps

differed quite radically in appearance from the lamp of the

Brush patent in question, still each had copied the latter

electrically, and each employed mechanism which was the

substantial equivalent of that disclosed in the Brush

patent. As I view the Western double lamp of December,

iSgo, it is a closer copy, both electrically and mechanically,

of the lamp of the Brush patenS 219,208, than either the

Scribner double carbon lamp or some of the others

above referred to."

Prof. Barrett deposed that the Western Electric

company had sold the city of Chicago 180 double

carbon lamps in December, 1S90, at $30 per lamp,

giving a bond indemnifying the city from any

infringement suit. Mr. Kempt, western manager

for the Brush company, deposed that the West-

ern Electric company took the contract at "such

a price as the co.mplainant could not afford, in view

of their great outlay and expenditure for patents and in-

ventions, to compete with or meet." Mr. Manning gave

details of the construcLion of the Western Electric lamp.

H. A. Seymour of Washington and Offield, Towie &
Linthicum of Chicago are the counsel for the plaintiff,

while Barton & Brown of Chicago will appear for the de-

fendant It is stated that the case will be pushed to a

conclusion as speedily as possible.

Thereupon the judge imposed a fine of %\ upon each

member of the jury, the attorneys and the clerk, the

proceeds being contributed to the cnlcrtaiomcnt fund.

The members then repaired to the dining rooms, where
lunch was served, and the remainder of the tvcning
was passed in a most enjoyable manner. It is ex-

pected to make these meetings a feature of the winter's

programme.

The managers of the club arc preparing for active work
during the approaching winter, and the necessity of con-
certed action will at once be readily understood. It is the
intention of the club to have a series of papers during the

approaching season that will surpass all former efforts to

this line. The record of the club is the best assurance that

this will be done. Since its organization the Chicago Elec-

tric club has presented many valuable scientific papers and
discussions which have attracted attention among electri-

cians throughout the world. It is now proposed to excel

this record. In social features the club presents many

O'Connell's Telephone Relay.

The accompanying cut illustra'es a receiver and trans-

mitter combined. It is designed for use with an alternate

current transmitter on long lines to relay the telephonic

current from a point where, owing to resistance and

capacity of line, the current begins to fail; to farther point

that it would be impossible to reach by direct connection.

The device is in reality intended to bridge across the line.

The cut will give an excellent idea of this device and its

application. The invention was designed by I, [.

O Conneli, electrical engineer of the Cliicago Telephone

company.

Chicago Electric Club.

The first social session of the season was held by the

Chicago Electric club last Monday evening and proved a

most enjoyable novelty. President Sunny called the

members to order shortly after S o'clock, and introduced

EI.ECTRICAI. AMALGAMATING APPARATUS,

attractions. Its reading room is supplied with all the

leading publications, audits library is one of the most
valuable collections of electrical books in this country.

There is always plenty of amusement, too, as the dab is

provided with fine billiard, pool and card rooms. The cafe

service has greatly improved since the management adopted

the policy of running its own kitchen. This imporUnt
department was established at an expense of ^2,500, and
to*day the serv-ice is far superior to anything the club has

heretofore enjoyed. It is the aim of the management to

not only maintain the present standard, but rather to im-

prove it. In view of the approaching electrical congress

the club will make special efforts to improve its present

standing and place it in a position to entertain the visiting

electricians attracted bytheWorid's Fair and the electrical

congress.

Electrical Amalgating Apparatus.
What appears to be a practical device for the treatment

of gold and silver ore, shown in the accompanying illus-

tration, has been patented by George Button and William

E. Wyeth of Griqualand West, South Africa. The table

or base of the apparatus is constructed with transverse

shallow channels, .-/ A, in each of which there is a quan-

tity of mercury. The finely crushed ore to be treated is

mixed with water and made to flow along this table, pass-

ing over the channels just mentioned. Above each

Js^M^

^'Jt^Tt^.M tvuTC.

OCONNELLS TE

C. C. Haskins, who read a humorous paper. This was

followed by a mock trial of Prof. F. B. Badt, who was

charged with ' stealing four watts from Terry's lield." Alex.

Kenpt presided at the trial, and while his rulings were

i.ot entirely in accordance with the views of the

attorneys, they were received with favor by the club.

W.J. lUickiey appeared for the complainant, and F. I".

Degonhardt for the defendant. It is unnecessary to say

that these gentlemen did not disappoint the expectations

of their friends. Charles E. Gregory created a sensation

as clerk of the court. .\t the conclusion of the pro-

cci:dings Prof. Barrett announced that the jury found the

defendant "not guilty, but advised him not to try it again."

LEPHO.N'F. RELAY.

channel is mounted a brush /* on a framing D. These

brushes arc composed of ordinary bristles and extend the

whole width of the table, the bristles being of such

length as to dip into the semi-liquid ore and nearly touch

the surface of the mercury. Against cnc side of each

brush is fixed a conducting bar b adjustable in height.

The brusiies all revolve from the crank or eccentric ('.

having a reciprocating motion so as to sweep to and fro

over the surface of the mercury. The table is forme-J of

corrugated copper plates and is connected with one pole of

a dynamo or other source of electricity, while the conduct-

ing bars, bearing against the br\ishes, arc connected to the

other pole. Thus as the ore tlows along the table from
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one channel to another a current of electricity is constantly

passing through it, and the mercury from the bars to th^

brushes, and thence to the table. The electrolytic action

thus created, combined with the agitation of the brushes,

causes the gold or silver to be effectually taken up by the

mercury and amalgamated with it.

Electricity at the Augusta ilxposition.

The South is attracting much attention at the present

time among manufacturers of electrical apparatus, and

many of these have taken advantage of the Industrial Ex-

position at Augusta, Ga., to present their specialties to the

people of that section. There is undoubtedly a wide field

for operation in that part of the country, and the people

seem to take kindly to electrical apparatus of every de-

scription. Many of the leading manufacturers of electrical

apparatus have extensive displays, and many applications

of electricity are shown at Augusta for the first time in that

state. One of the most interesting features of the display

is the electric elevator. At the top of the elevator shaft is

a fine promenade, and those who made the trip at night

were lost in admiration of the grand view from this point

of observation. The immense exposition buildings cover-

ing many acres of ground and thronged with spectators

presented a "dazzling appearance" according to the local

scribes.

Commenting on the electrical display the Augusta CV/ /-<?«

rV^t says editorially:

The electric exhibits and display will be a revelation to

our people. Nothing of the kind has ever before been
witnessed in the South.

The prominent electricians visiting in the city say

that it is the largest exhibit of electrical appliances ever

brought together in the United States.

One of the novel devices will be the manufacture of ice

by electricity. This begins to-day. The e'evator will

also be in operation The hoisting, drilling and pumping
machines will also be in operation.

The electric exhibits will be in full blast from now on.

Fourteen companies contribute to make the finest and most
valuable display ever witnessed in the United Stales. This

is glory enough for the Augusta Exposition. Electricity

is Sie mar\'el of the age.

Among the things run by electricity in the electric de-

partment are dental instruments, ice makers, automatic

tank fillers, pumps, fans, drills, clocks, bells and an ele-

vator 106 feet high.

Electrical Exaggerations.

The "electrical experts" of the daily press have a way of

telling a story in which electricity plays apart, that is truly

unique. It may be assumed that none of its wonderful

features are belittled in the telling of the story. Several

anosaally graphic accounts of accidents attributed to

electricity have of late appeared, and from these the fol-

lowing are selected as faFr examples. The first appeared

in the form of a press dispatch from Salem, Mass.:

Electricity played SDme queer pranks at Porter's meat
market yesterday afternoon. On the roof of the market
building is a clothes line. During the rainstorm a towel

blew from this line on an electric light wire below. Being
wet, it wound around the wire, and electricity passed

through it and shot down into the ground, where it came
in contact with water pipes leading into the building.

Along the pipes it scampered, and the first thing it met in

the basementof ihebuildingwas a pot of lard, which was
boiling on the stove. It illuminated the lard and the young
man in charge thought it must be buining. lie started to

remove the pot from the stove and received a shock that

landed him against the basement walls. He rushed up
stairs, where a fellow workman, noting his blanched ap-

pearance, reached for the faucet to get him a glass of

water and was tossed into a far corner of the room. For
a few moments everything seemed turned into an
electric battery. The nails in the wall became red, elec-

tricity flew from water pipes and flashed around the iron

bands on water pails. At last the cause of the trouble

was ascertained and the to-.vel removed.
According to another paper electricity created quite

a sensation at Shelby villc ihe^ other day. All the

business portion of the city was suddenly thrown into

a fever of excitement abotit 5 o'clock in the evening by the

yells of a man at the entrance of the Hotel Kay. .Soon

hondrcds of people were on the spot- Merchant Charles

Huffman was firsi on the scene and finding William
Ixftidcn Iyin;u jfl-ostrate on the stone front gasping for

breath took hold of him to rise him to his feet. But Huff-

man was also thrown upon hLs back in the middle of the

sidewalk. While a heavy rain was falling it was dis-

coverc 1 that all the business buildings on the public viuare
were heavily charged with electricity from arc light wires.

Ix>n'len had taken ho>J of an iron pofit on the veranda of

the ho*el and received a terrific shock, i'ortunatcly he
fell on a step. Tbi^ caused him to roll away from the

post, and thus saved his life. Until the rain ceased the

eiertric current bad to be shut off. Many persons were
slightly shocked by stepping on 'the gratings at the

entrance of bnildings. and in water on the sidewalks.

While it -^u- rri'.rr.r,'^ a night or two since, says the /V:/
Rx^r/;: rj

'

V.. J. C Connauj;hy, one of the

carriers of had a strange experience. Mr.
Connaaghj ..^ his rounds and proceeded to un-

lock the tetter boji attached to the electric light pole at the

junction of North St. Paul and Scrantom streets. As soon
as he inserted the key he felt a peculiar sensation in his

body which caused him to let go the key and step back-
ward. He was unable to account for the queer feeling and
supposing that his nerves must be a trifle out of order he
approached the box again, grasped the lock firmly in one
hand and with the other took hold of the box. The shock
he received almost knocked him off his feet and with some
difiiculty he relinquished his hold and stood aside. By this

time he realized that the electric current which was supply-
ing the light at the top of the pole had in some manner
leaked down and charged the box. He therefore procured
a stick and pulled the letters and papers out into his

leather sack. \t this stage of the proceedings a stranger
approached and was requested by Mr. Connaugliy to close

the box. The stranger made the attempt, but he. too,

dropped the key like a hot potato and stood aside to

wonder on the cause of the phenomenon. The letter

carrier, not caring to manifest any surprise, wickedly said

that all of the letter-boxes in the city had been charged
with electricity to prevent robbery.

Grouping Batteries.

By Frank K. Irving.

In talking to the majority of amateur electricians on this

subject, I find that there is generally much difiiculty ex-

perienced in obtaining the best results, because of the lack

of a simple formula to aid in the necessary calculations.

There are exact methods whereby the result may be deter-

mined with a certainty in most all cases. Some of these I

shall endeavor to explain.

In determining the best method of coupling up, three

measurements must be considered, and these must be ex-

pressed in electrical units—volts and ohms—before they can

be used in formul.'^. These measurements are: ist. The

internal resistance of the element (r) expressed in ohms.

2d. The electromotive force of the element (/.) expressed

in volts. These two quantities, called the constants

of the battery, are generally supplied by the maker.

They always vary with the nature and dimensions of each

element. 3d. The external resistance (/?) expressed in

ohms. This resistance comprises not on^y the resistant e

of the conductors, but also that of the instruments to be

placed in circuit. In the simplest case, where a single

cell is placed in circuit, the current (C), expressed in am-

peres, is:

£

~r-\-A''

When we have several cells, they may be coupled up in

various ways, as follows:

1st. All cells may be connected up in quantity, or

parallel, that is, all zincs together and all carbons together.

In this way we get the electromotive force of one cell. ]?ut

the internal resistance is always proportional to the num-

ber of cells, always growing less as each cell is added in

multiple or parallel.

2d. All the cells may be connected up in series; that is,

zinc to carbon. In this case, both the electromotive force

and the internal resistance are multiplied by the number of

elements in series. Between these two extremes we have

the following combinations, governed, of course, by the

number of cells used. Let us say we have 40 cells. These

enable us to make first, 40 in force, i in quantity; second

20 in force, 2 in quantity; third, 10 in force, 4 in quantity;

fourth, 5 in force, 8 in quantity; fifth, i in force and 40 in

quantity, and so on, as the case may require, according to

the external resistance to be overcome. The following

are the formuhe by which it is possible to determine the

arrangement which gives the maximum external work

and the value of the corresponding currrent

:

Let /' represent the number of elements in force.

Let A' represent the number of elements in quantity.

Let /represent the total number in elements.

Then /=FA'.

The current in an external circuit of a resistance A', if /T

Is the electromotive force of one element, and r its internal

resistance, will be:

_ FK (A)

/'•

K
By varying /'"and A' in such a way that the product I-'K

remains constant, there is a maximum for external work,

when:
/'• _ A' (P.)

A' r

The external work is a maximum when the number of

elements in force U-') is to the number of elements in

quantity {K) as the external resistance {A') is to the resist-

ance of each element (r),

Example,—What Is the best arrangement for a battery

of DanicIIs cells (/:=i.07, r—d ohms) to work a bell,

whose resistance is 10 ohms, on a line of 4 ohms.

According to the given formulae, /i'= to-|-4=r4 ohms.
The formula (B) gives

E T4

— = — - 2.33
K 6

In practice it is necessary to take for /"and K the num-
bers approaching nearest this ratio. In this particular case

it is by taking F ^[\^ 1 that this equation is best satisfied-

Under these conditions, the current calculated by the

formula (A) will be

4X1.07 4X1.07
C^^ = -rz o.iO ampere

4 12+14
-X6H-I4
2

By coupling up S cells in force, {A')= S(A')=i, the

formula (A) gives

SXi-07
C= — 0.14 ampere nearly.

SX6-I-14

By coupling up S cells in quantity, (/')=i, (A')= 8, the

formula (A) gives

1.07

r— = 0.07 ampere.
6

-+14
8

When the constants of the batteries, the number of ele-

ments and the resistance of the external circuit are known,
formula (A) and ^B) enable us to determine the ratio

between F and A', which gives C at a maximum, and also to

calculate exactly the value of the current corresponding to

each particular coupling up of the cells.

A Motor Operating Automatically at any
Desired Speed or Torque and

with Maximum Efficiency
under All Conditions,

Bv H Ward Leonard.

In the operation of electric motors there are three principal

factors to be considered—the speed, the torque and the
efficiency. Under any variations in power the efficiency

should remain as nearly constant as possible. For one
class of work it is desirable to keep the speed constant
when the torque vtries. For a second class of work it is

desirable to keep the torque constant at one particular

amount when the speed varies. For a third class it is

desirable to operate at many difi'erent speeds, and yet
automatically at any particular speed desired, regardleis of
the torque. For a fourth class it is desirable to operate

at many different torques, and yet automatically at any
desired torque regardless of the speed; and for a fifth kind
il is desirable to keep the amount of power supplied con-

stant, regardless of a change in torque, that is, so that if the
torque charges by the requirements of practice, the speed
would automatically change so that the power consumed
would remain constant.

The shunt-wound motor, operating on a constant poten-

tial circuit, is well adapted to the first class of work men-
tioned, where but one fixed speed is desired, practically

regardless of the torque, and with a practical constant

efficiency.

The second class of work mentioned, having one particu-

lar constant torque and a speed variable at will, cannot be
performed by existing electric motors without great sacrifice

of efficiency. In this class of work we find hoists lifting

constant weight, certain printing presses, swing bridges,

stamp mills, pumps, etc. ; that is, such work as requires

that we should start up from dead rest with full torque and
run at any desired speed with the same torque and with

perfect efficiency.

The third and fourth classes of work are more common
than would at first appear evident, but since neither the

steam engine nor the water-wheel can be operated under
conditions where both speed and torque will vary, and
where the speed or torque can be held automatically fixed

at any point desired, regardless of variation of the other,

we do not find work of this kind existing in such shape

as to be operated by an electric motor instead of some
other power. Nor has the electric motor been availabe for

such duty heretofore. A familiar instance of the third kind

of work is met with in the printing of fabrics, where the

presses have a large number of rolls upon which the torque

depends, and the speed of the prt-sses must be varied

as desired, and yet at any given speed must hold that

speed constanllv, regardless of the number of the rolls set

down, that is, regardless of the tortjue. Similarly, lathes,

drill presses, wood-working machinery, etc., belong to

this class, ("erlain variations in the speed arc possible by
existing methods by the use of cone pulleys and equivalent

devices, but no motor of any kind has heretofore existed

which, directly applied, would conform to the rc<|uirementsof

this kind of work.

The fourth kind of work has. as a familiar example, the

passenger elevator, where the weight, and consequently,

the torque is variable, and where at any torque the speed

should be controllable at will, with constant cfikicncy.

Another example is the pumping of water against a varia-

ble pressure with the speed controllable at will, and inde-

pend'-'nl of the pressure. This result is not obtained directly

by any motor to day.

The rifth class of work, where the speed is automatically

varied to keep the power consumed constant, no matter

how the torque varies, is not met with in practice as far as

I know, yet oftentimes we may have a constani source of

power from which wc wish to get a torque variable to the

requirements of a variable load and do not care particularly
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about the speed. An electric street railway operated by
water power is a familiar example of this class of worli.

It will be seen from tlic above that of the live principal

classes of work there is only one, namely, constant speed

and variable torque, which we can take care of with rea-

sonable efficiency and from our existing supply circuits.

It is well known that when a street car is first started

and is scarcely in motion the actual power represented by
such motion is almost nothing, for, although the pounds
pull is large, the feet per minute is extremely small; con-

sequently the power required must be extremely small.

What do we find in practice? We find that in order to

develop a power of but a fraction of a horse power we must
on account of the slow speed demanded, develop about

30 horse power, and then waste about qS per cent, of this

horse power in order to ulili/.e the remaining 2 percent, in

the way it is desired. The efficiency of the modern electric

street car is not probably more than 2 per cent, when just

starting from dead rest and moving at the rate of one-half

foot per second.

When we come to investigate this, we find that the ex-

planation is that in order to get the necessary large torque

with freedom from excessive sparking we must have a very

large current in a nearly constant field; and since our

electromotive force is coostant we must use an amount of

power which will vary directly with the torque, and will be

regardless of the speed. Or, in other words, the elfi-

ciency of the motor will vary directly as the speed with an

efficiency of perhaps So per cent, at full ?peed.

As a result of my investigation of this subject I have

concluded that the operation of electric motors should con-

form to what apparently is a new law, which may be slated

as follows:

Vary the voltage as the speed desired.

Vary the amperes as the torque required.

In other words, make the speed dependent upon the

voltage only and independent of the current, and make the

torq ue dependent upon the current only, and independent

of the voltage. Since the product of ihe speed and torque

represents the work being done, and the product of the

volts and amperes represents the power supplied, it is evi-

dent that if we can operate in conformity to this law, we
shall have a constant efficiency under all conditions, dis-

regarding, of course, the small fixed losses in the field and
armature.

One way in which this law can be followed is to supply

the field of the motor from one source of electric energy
and supply the armature from another source, the ekctro

motive force of which can be varied. It will be noticed

that when the speed is fixed a fixed voltage will be iiecessary

in order to conform to the law, and the shunt motor is found

to conform perfectly to the law; but it is the only motor
I know of which does conform to the law which seems to

be generally applicable.

A simple case will be the operation of a piinting press

for printing fabrics. Suppose the press has 10 rolls, that

is, the torque will vary from r to 10 in amount. Suppose

also that it must be run &t any speed from that represented

by I to that represented by 20, and at any speed it must hold

its speed constantly, whether i or 10. or any intermediate

number of rolls be brought into use. Also that the efficiency

must be independent of the speed or torque. In order to

conform to the law in a simple way, we will install a

generator and motor of the same size and connect their

armatures by two conductors. We will supply their fields

from a small separate exciter in the shape of a shunt-wound
dynamo. In the circuit leading to the field of the generator

we will place a rheostat. If now we drive our generator at

a constant speed, the electromotive force it will produce

will depend upon its field, which in turn will depend upon
the amount of resistance in the rheostat in its field circuits.

The strength of the motor field is constant, bting supplied

by the constant electromotive force exciter. Now, evi-

dently the speed of the motor will depend solely upon the

electromotive force supplied to its brushes, and this can

be varied from o to the maximum limit by varying the rheo-

stat, which will preferably be placed beside the motor
itself. The current will automatically vary in proportion

to the torque; the speed will vary directly, as the voltage

and the efficiencv will be constant and independent of the

speed or torque.

If we wish to operate an elevator from central station

conductors of constant electromotive force we supply a

shunt-wound motor mechanically connected directly with a

generator, whose armature is connected to the armature of

the elevator motor. The field of the generator is supplied

from the central station conductors, but a loop goes up to the

elevator car, where a rheostat and reversing switch is placed

so that electromotive force of the generator can be varied

and reversed at will. The field of the elevator motor is

excited from the line constantly.

It will be evident that we can control the elevator per-

fectly from the car and run in either direction, at any de-

sired speed, and with perfect efficiency. It is worthy of

notice that the non-sparking point is entirely independent of

the speed, and that for any particular weight the non-

sparking point is absolutely lixed and independent of the

power used. Also that, since the maxinmm weight alone

determines the maximum amperes, it will be impossible to

send more than the normal full load in amperes through
thearmature; consequently the liability of burning out of

armature is reduced to a minimum. The elevator in com-
ing down generates current to assist the central station,

and since the efliciency is practically constant under all con-

ditions, and since as many foot pounds of work are done by

the elevator in descending as it requires in ascending, the

consumer will in reality pay only for the energy wasted

in changing the fields, in heating the armatures; and that

represented by the friction of the gearing, will be the least

possible. The starting up of the elevator requires a

minimum of power, and hence does not subject the central

station to large, sudden fluctuations of load.

Suppose we want to operate a swing bridge by an electric

motor. We connect as in the case of a printing press, but

instead of a hand field rheostat we use an automatic field

rheostat, such as ib used bv the Edison company. Wc
place an ampere meter in thearmaturecircuit of our motor,
and when the ampere meter needle indicates full load, it

touches a contact leading to the relay magnets of the auto-

m;itic rheostat, which causes it to throw in resistance in

the field circuit of the generator and reduces its electro-

motive force. Similarly, just below full load, the ampere-
meter needle makes contact, closing a circuit in the auto-

matic rheostat so as to throw out resistance and raise the

electromotive force of the generator.

To start up the bridge we insert all of our resistance in

the field of the generator, and have, let us say, no volts.

Now we close the main line switch to the motor; we will have
no current; hence the amperemeter needle will be on the

lower contact, which will gradually throw out resistance

and cause the generator to generate an electromotive force.

The current will increase and will finally cause the needle

to leave the lower contact. The full torque is now being
developed, and the bridge, if the motor be of proper size,

will start to move. As it does so, the counter electro

motive force of the motor will tend to reduce the current,

but this will cause the needle to again make the lower con-
tact and raise the electromotive force and speed and hold
the current and torque constant.

Thus, the bridge will start from rest with a minimum of

power but full torque, and will gradually accelerate in

speed until the full electromotive force and speed of the

motor is reached. To vary the speed by hand, we merely
move the ampere meter needle to make either contact de-

sired. In case the biidge should meet an obstruction

which would slow it down, the amperes would not increase,

but would remain constant, as the volts would be immedi-
ately and automatically reduced to just that amount neces
sary to keep the amperes constant. With this arrangement
it will be practically impossible to overload the motor
armature.

Another good application of this method of keeping the

torque constant will be in any case where a tool is cutting

certain material which may vary in hardness, or when the

feed may vary. If the torque be kept constant it will be
impossible to break the cutting tool, or injure the apparatus.

An electric coal-cutter is a case in point. The cutter may
be advancing through slate, fire clay or coal, and occasion-

ally it will meet a layer of hard iron pyrites, known in the

mines as "sulphur." This may stop the cutter-bar

entirely, and with an ordinary or series or shunt motor the

result would probably be a burnt-out armature. With the

system I have described, the current would be constant in

any event, and the cutter would automatically go faster

in soft material and slower in hard material.

In pumping by an electric motor operated on this

sj'stem, the head alone determines the torque, and hence
the current. Consequently, for any lift the non-sparking
point will be fixed and the number of strokes per minute
can be controlled at will from o up to the maximum by
varying the volts

For operating an electric railway we will place a shunt-

wound motor on the car, and directly driven by this motor
will be a special generator, which will be connected to the

electric motor below the car. It is evident that the gene-

rator and working mocor armatures may be wound for any
voltage desired, say 20 volts, which will make the problem
of insulating the streetcar motor an extremely simple one.

If desirable, we can supply several cars of a common train

from one special generator on the forward car. With this

outfit, we will be able to take any car up any practicable

grade or around any curve with no more power than is

required to move the car on a level, and always consume
the same power, regardless of weight, grades or curves.

That is, the automatic increase of current, to take care of

any increased torque, will be compensated for by a corre-

sponding decrease in the volts and speed. We may start

a car up on any grade or curve with but a small fraction

of the power required for normal speed on a level.

I wish to call attention to a very important development
leading out from this, namely, that we will be able to use

alternating currents for operating our street cars, for it is

well known that the ordinary alternating current generators

will operate perfectly as motors, if the speed and torque be
kept constant. Since by this system we can, from a con-

stant torque and speed, get any other torque, and, auto-

matically, a corresponding speed, we shall be able to run

street cars perfectly by alternating currents. This again

will enable us to dispense with trolleys, conduits, storage

batteries, etc. We will place between our tracks, in man-
holes, converters whose primary pressure can be anything
required for proper economy, and whose secondary will be.

say 15 volts. This secondary circuit will connect directly

with the rails. The road will be divided in sections, each
a few hundred feet long, and each section will be supplied

by its own converter.

This system also lends itself very readily to the trans-

mission of power. We may transmit by alternating cur-

rents, and the alternating current motor running at a con-

stant speed and at a nearly constant torque will drive spec-

ial generators to operate hoists, pumps, locomotives, etc.,

at the varying torques and speeds demanded by practice,

and yet without subjecting the alternating current motor
to a sudden or wide lluctualion in its torque, and without

any necessity of varying its speed. With this system of

operating electric motors there seems to be no work met
with in practice which cannot be perfectly performed.
On first consideration, the additional apparatus necessary

would seem to make the system prohibitory in practice
;

but the capacity of the present single motor is greater than
the combined capacity of the apparatus this system would
require, and the capacity of the prime motor is very much
reduced.

In order to reduce the first cost to a minimum and yet

secure the advantages of different automatic speeds and
high efficiency. I have devised two modifications of the

arrangement described above. The first is adapted to

power in which a smooth, efficient acceleration of a load

from rest is required, as in the case of passenger locomo-
tives and elevators. The second case is where various

automatic speeds arc desired, but no especial importance
attaches to the starling of the load from rest, as is the
case in machinery in general.

l-'or the first case wc have the trolley system of electric

street cars as the most important Lcl us suppose wc have
two motors of 15 horse power each for the car. We
find that for full speed upon a level wc require about
fifteen ampsrcs at 500 volts. 1 'pon heavy grades we find
that about =0 amperes arc required, and, as before, wc
have 5co volls. With this consumpl'on of energy wc
find that wc get a speed upon the heavy grade which is

about one-quarter ol the speed upon a level. In order to
operate upon my system, let us plicc upDn the car a motor
generator, the motor part of which is wound for =00 volts
and 1 2.'2 amperes, and the generator part of which is

wound for 125 volts and 50 amperes. The fields of the
motor an<I generator part are distinct and arc wound for
500 volts, as are the fields of the two propelling motors,
under the car. All these I'lelds are supplied from the =00
volt trolley circuit. In the field of the auxiliary generator
is placed a rheostat.

Now, suppose the car at rest upon a grade. The motor
generator is running, but the generator has a very weak
field. Its armature is connected by a controliing'swiich
to the propelling motors. We now gradually cut out re-

sistance from the generator field circuit and finally get
about 20 volts at the brushes of the generator. With this

electromotive force we get suflicieiit current to produce ?o
amperes through the armatures of the propelling motors in
a saturated .'ield. This gives us the full torque and the
car starts at a speed of perhaps half a fool a second. This
speed can be maintained constantly and indefinitely and
the consumption of energy will be less than two horse
power. This is less than three amperes from the trolley

line. In practice, however, the speed will be rapidly but
gradually accelerated until we have 125 volts upon the ter-

minals of the propelling motors. We will now be running
at one-quarter speed and will be consuming 125 volts and
50 amperes, that is, 6 !/ kilowatts instead of 25 kilowaiis. to

get the same result with existing motors. To put it an
ether way, we will not be using as much energ}-as is rep
resented by the 5C0 volts and 15 amperes necessary for a
full speed on a level.

The next step on the controlling switch will disconnect
the armatures of the propelling motors from the auxiliary
generator and put the two armatures in series across the
trolley line direct We will now goat a speed represented
by 250 volts, that is, one half full speed. The next step
of our switch will place the two armatures in multiple
across the 500 volts, and the next and last step will place
the 120 volt auxiliar)' generator in series with the main
central station generators and give us 625 volts on our
armatures and a correspondingly increased speed. We
will be able to go up a grade of six to eight per cent, at full

speed, with 50 amperes and 500 volts, which, with the
present motors, gives us only about one-quarter of that
speed-

Under this arrangement it will be noticed that the only
apparatus which could be called additional is the small
motor of 500 volts for the generator part of our motor-
generator, which is useful not only for starting but for full

speed also. In stopping the car we have an electric brake
action delivering back energy to the line at fall efficiency

and not through a rheostat, as at present.

If we have a train of, say, three cars, so that we have
six motors, we can start from rest with sufficient smooth-
ness by placing all six armatures in series, which will give
us something less than one-sixth speed as the first step.
Then we can place three in series with two multiples,
which gives us one third speed. Next, two in series with
three multiples, which gives us one-half speed, and finally

all in multiple, which gives us full speed. Under such
conditions we can dispense with the small converting plant
altogether.

For an elevator requiring, say, 15 horse power we will

put in a motor-generator of 3 horse power, with which we
will control the starting and stopping and the operation up
to one-fifth of full speed. Then for full speed we will con-
nect direct to the line and operate without any conversion of
energy.

For power in which smoothness of motion in starting
and stopping is not essential I have devised a new system
of distribution as follows: Three dynamos, all having the
same current capacity and having voltages of 62'2. i-5and
250 respectively, are placed in series and from conductors led

o(T in multiple, one from each terminal of the machines.
These conductors will have potentials which can be
represented by o. 62 'j, 187/^1 and 437';. Let us now
take a shunt wound motor, and disconnecting the field

from the armature circuit excite the held from the
outside two of the four conductors, that is. by an
electromotive force of 457'; volts. V-y connecting the
armature terminals to the four conductors in >'3ricus ways
we shall be able to operate in either direction at six ditTcrent

automatic speeds represented by the following voltages:

62,':^, 125, iS7'_., 250. 275, 437,4. By varying the field

strength of the motor wc can, if required, get any inter-

mediate speed.

In many cases two dynamos will answer, one of. say,

110 volts already in use for incandescent Hghling. and a
second of. say, 30 volts With this arrrangcracnt we
could run in cither direction and with auiomalic speeds
represented by 30. no and 140.

With the four-wire six voltage system of distribution in

a shop we can take out all countcrshafting, belting,

pulleys and gears, if desired, and place a motor upon cver>*

tool, which we can operate in either direction at any
automatic speed dcsiied. I athcs. planers and all tools

can be perfectly operated, and by getting rid of all

countei shafts and belts we can introduce the greatest of
modern tools, the traveling crane, which we will also

operate from our general system. We can also readily

operate ventilating fans, hoists, elevators and factor>-

tramways from the system.

The addition of one dynamo and one new conductor to
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any existing three-wire system will probably give al! the

flexibilitv required to meet practical conditions of varying

speeds.
' For the alternating system a synchronous motor

driving our three continuous-current generators will give

us the four-wire system in any distant factory or town.

For "^oo- volt street railway circuits a small motor generator

plant for the slow speeds and a direct connection for full

speeds will give us perfect results. For storage battery

work we have the most perfect condition, as we can get

any electromotive force desired, with a corresponding

speed while keeping the field separately excited.

Now, that we have the rotary field at command, I think

I may safely assert that the time is not far distant when

we shall have transformers which will, without motion,

convert an alternating current in the primary' into a con-

tinuous in the secondary; and this seems to me to be the

ideal system of the future, that is, one in which energy

will be transmitted by alternating currents of constant

electromotive force transformed without motion into con-

tinuous currents for use at the translating devices and

used where motors are concerned, in conformity with the

law of efficiency for motors. Va'-y the voltage as the speed

desired: vary the amperes as the torque required.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York. November 21 —It is every man's privilege

to make the best of a bad bargain, and that is one reason

for giving the usual paragraph on the New York corres-

pDQdent's last resort, namely, that well-worn subject,

"rap^d transit/' The fact that some day the tunnel will be

built and the trains in it will be run by electricity is ray

apDlogy for informing th e readers of the Western Et.EC-

TRJCIAX that the park commissioners, on November 20th,

approved the plans of the rapid transit commission. It is

stated that the work of securing the necessary consents of

the property owners along the proposed route is being car-

ried on most successfully. Already a large number of

favorable replies have been received, and it is said that up

to Friday mDrniog not a single dissenting reply had come

io. While speaking of rapid transit in New York men-

tion must be made of the fact that Mayor Grant has been

making a personal inspection of ihs Londoa tunnel. The

mayor was taken over the line by Mr. Greathead. His

honor thinks, though, that there is tOD much noise and

tOD much friction in the management of traius, and too

much expense involved to apply this system, as now de-

veloped, in New York. Mayor Grant admitted, however,

that this system had decided merits.

A man named Paul Miller, of Newark, was killed by an

electric car on the Springfield avenue line on Wednesday

last.

There was a rumor rife this week that the young lady

operators of the Metropolitan Telephone & Telegraph

company were going to strike for higher wages and shorter

hoars. The rumor was denied, however, by the company,

and also bya nunber of the alleged would-be strikers.

The commission appointed to consider the proposal to

allow the Coney Island & Brooklyn Railroad company to

e.ttend its trolley system into the city limits and through

Fifteenth street to Ninth avenue, has reported in favor of

the trolley system. The commission is in favor of an

overhead s>'stem through Fifteenth street, with poles at

the curbs'.ones, and also that the circles at Fifteenth street

and Conej* Island avenue, and at Fifteenth street and

Ninth avenue should be spanned in some suitable manner,

and that no poles should be placed in the roadway.

Current is to be carried across the circle by an under-

ground wire. Some of the property owners are up in arms

already and have filed a notice of appeal from the report

on the ground that two of the commissioners are interested

io the trolley road.

Go Thurs/Jayc^'cning a number of the members of the

Electrical society visited ihe fire headquarters and passed

a couple oE hours looking 07er the fire alarm telegraph

system and o:htr appliiaces. This was the 140th meeting

of the society.

The effects of the United States Volu Klectriccompany

of 3-i Wall s:t£C* were sold out by the sheriff on the 17th

init. The property of this company included 38,972

shares of its home company's stock; 25,000 shares of the

' ihio Volt* Elec'.ri; Battery company; 6,665 shares of the

Volta Electric i-'ght A; Power company; 10,000 shares of

the s^.ock of the Eclipse Electric company of West Vir

ginia, and al-u> a safe, ofncc furniture, etc. The amount

realiud on the whole of the effects was only $327.

On Toewlay evening next there will be held ;il the

roomi of the New York Electric club, 17 E. 22d street,

joint misting of th; American Inslitute of Electrical

Engineer* and the Electric dob. Carl Hcring will read

a papw entitled, "Notes on the Fraokfofl Electrical Exhi-

bition,"

There Tras current ;n Wall Mrcct thii week a rumor to

the effect that the Central and South American Cable

company bad boagbl the telegraph line across the conti-

nent to Buenos A) res for ^50,000, and would increase its

capital stock by an equal amount. The Central and South

American Cable company, it may be stated, has a line

down the west coast of South America to Chili. At the

office of this company it was not denied that such a pur-

chase might be made, but it was said that negotiations had

not been completed.

There was a man asphyxiated this week on Third av-

enue by iliuminating gas. Such accidents as these are, of

course, not unusual occurrences, but the fact is mentioned

merely to prove that it is electricity and not gas that is

dangerous, and also that the Westerners who imagine New
York is uncivilized may be brought to a realization that

this is not the place where lamp cords are knotted or at-

tempts made to blow out filaments inclosed in hermeti-

cally sealed glass globes.

The A'^'iC Vor/c Times is a great paper, and its "Pro-

gress in Science" column contains many interesting and

some surprising facts. Last Sunday this journal gravely

informed us that "electric motors have been so greatly

improved of late that they will now pull nearly 30,000

pounds."

That much maligned company known to the world as

the Western Union seems always to behaving trouble of

some sort with somebody. But no sooner does it get through

with the Frosts and their incandescent lamp-inthe-hat

scheme, by which several days' news was secured and

sold at a handsome profit, than two inconsiderate

wretches tap its local pool room wires and again the de-

tectives are put at work. This time it was two enterpris-

ing gentlemen, Harry Summerfield and Edward Fitzger-

ald, who did tha work. These worthies, it seems, tapped

one of the wires leading into J. A. Steinmetz's turf com-

mission rooms at No. 48 Cedar street. The detectives

found that the wires had been tapped on the roof of a

building at the southeast corner of Nassau and Cedar

streets, and the circuit turned into No. 36 Pine street,

where it ran down the chimney into a small office room on

the third floor of the building, Steinraetz claims to have

lost at least $3,503 during the time the scheme has been in

operation.

One reason why the great Astor library in New York has

never been open evenings can be obviated by the introduc-

tion of the electric light. Several years ago the question

of opening the library at night was discussed by the

trustees. At that time gas was used almost exclusively,

and it was urged that the fumes from gas jets would spoil

the bindings of the books. The conditions have now

changed, however, and there is nothing to be apprehended

from the use of electric lights. It is likely that the modern

light will soon be introduced. F. L. P.

San Francisco, Cal.

San Francisco, Cat, November 16.—Appearances in-

dicate that before very long the Electric Improvement

company and the San Francisco fire department will be

entertaining each other and the public generally, in a wire

cutting bee. Readers of the Western Electrician may

remember that about eight months ago mention was made

of the futile effort of George L. Henzel to secure an elec-

tric light franchise, and of his determination to follow the

example of the Electric Improvement company and string

his wires on housetops without a franchise. This he com-

menced to do, and in fact finished his first circuit when

Chief Scannell of the fire department commenced to cut

down the wires, citing as his authority for so doing an ordi-

nance empowering him to remove all electric light or power

wires run on the roofs of buildings in San Francisco.

Henzel at once secured an injunction against Scannell,

and three or four months ago the matter came up for hear-

ing before Judge I loge of the Superior Court. The case

was taken under consideration, but Judge Ilogedicd before

rendering a decision. It was then assigned on briefs to

Judge Ilcbbard. who dismissed the injunction suit a few

days ago, and affirmed the legality of the ordinance.

Thereupon the city and county attorney instructed Chief

Scannell that the decision empowered him to act, .\s a

result Scaunell has ordered the electric lighting companies

to remove all housetop electric light and power wires

within ten days, and that if noallcntion is paid to this

order a force of firemen will immediately begin to cut down

the wires, and will not stop until the work of removal is

finished.

As intimated this order alTccts only Ihe Electric Improve-

ment company, as the Edison Light & Power company

(formerly the California Electric flight company) has a

franchise and casement, and maintains its circuits on pole

lines, Ilenzcl has since given up the idea of starting a

central station out in the western .addition where Mxv,

ho'iMtop wires exist. He creeled a station, using gas en

gtnea for power, ;ind started up the plant one day on a

test. It worked beautifully. Then he tried it one night,

but "there was no pressure, and the engine wouldn't take

half enough gas," so in view of his fight with Scannell and

of his disgust for gas engines when operated in the resi-

dence portions of San Francisco during the evening, he

resolved to quit. The Electrical Improvement company,

however, was not discouraged by such an apparently little

thing as being refused a franchise. The company went

ahead, built the station, and carried out the contract with

the state harbor commissioners for lighting the sea wall.

Then the first thing the public and the fire department

knew the company had its wires run on housetops into the

retail portion of the city, where it is now supplying about

4,000 incandescent lights of the Slattery induction system,

and nearly 400 American (Wood) arc lights, all from house-

top circuits. These are the circuits which the fire depart-

ment threaten to annihilate, and if war is waged on the

Electric Improvement company, public opinion will cer-

tainly be pitted against the aggressors. The company has

applied for a franchise on two or three occasions, but it

has each time been rejected, and.now the public hardly

blames it for the course pursued, even if it is illegal. The
Improvement company has not as yet contested the ordi-

nance in the courts, but it is now probable that it will do

so, and will carry the matter to higher tribunals than Henzel

did. Meanwhile, the Palace Hotel people and those of the

public who are supplied by the Electric Improvement com-

pany with light, are evincing not a little interest in the

controversy.

Charles S. Wieland, an enthusiastic member of the

Pacific Yacht club, and who, by the way, is one of San

Francisco's young millionaires, is the happy possessor of

the world-famed electric launch. Magnet, which now
darts swiftly about the bay to the complete mystification of

almost all who see her. On Saturday afternoon last a

party of sixteen, including representatives of the local press

and the correspondent of the Western Electrician as-

sembled at Sansaiito in response to the invitation of Mr.

Wieland to attend the trial trip of the Magnet. From
the very first sight of the craft, the idea impresses itself

more and more firmly that the Magnet is the ideal pleas-

ure yacht; nothing could be neater or cleaner. Along the

center are two long richly upholstered plush seats, placed

back to back, and each having a seating capacity of ten

persons, or twenty in all. The floors are finely carpeted,

and overhead is a colored canvas awning supported by a

few carved oak stanchions. Save the little 14-inch nickel

plated pilot wheel and two small electric switches near by,

no machinery of any sort is visible and the uninitiated, at

first sight of the launch would surely wonder that any one

should build such a boat, apparently without any sort of

motive power and only nice to sit in.

At the appointed hour Electrician R. B. Elder, under

whose supervision the electrical equipment was placed,

touched a button, and the peculiar tooting of the electric

fog horn announced the time of starting. That electric

fog horn has an individuality all its Own, and to hear it is

to laugh—it is so out of the ordinary, yet so effective. A
simple turn of a switch and the boat glided away from her

mooring place almost without a jar, tremor or sound, and

for an hour or so she ran along from Sansaiito over to

Tiburon and Angel Island at the comfortable speed of eight

miles an hour. Then the second switch was thrown over

and the little boat jumped ahead at the rate of twelve miles

an hour, a speed considerably greater than is attained by

any launch of equal size on the bay. The novel experience

of the ride was most enjoyable, and the sensation of rushing

along almost silently through the water in an elegantly

fitted boat, free from the noise of working machinery or the

heat, smoke and dirt attendant on steam or gasoline

launches, again added to tlie conviction that the electric

launch is the ideal pleasure boat. The return trip was pur-

posely made after dark in order that the lighting effects of

the launch might be more fully appreciated. Six KJcandle

power incandescent lamps light the Magnet within,

while at the bow is placed a loo-candle power search light,

and the customary red and green lights are placed on the

starboard and port sides respectively. From the shore at

night the Magnet appears almost as a blaze of light, as

it scoots along with its lights reflecting on the water. The
lamps burn perfectly steady, and the search light is remark-

ably powerful.

The Magnet was designed by Frederick Kccken-

zaun and her hull, which is carvel built, was made by

Messrs. G. H. & G. S. .Scybolt of Newark, N. J. The

length over all is twenty-eight feet, six fool beam, and her

depth amidships is three feet. The draught al stern is

thirty inches. ]'"ifty-six storage battery cells of the Accu-

mulator company's "23 M" type arc placed in a pitch lined

box upon which the scats are placed, and these cells furnish

the current operating a Keckenzaun scries wound motor.

'I'he motor has gun metal bearings, and iscojinccled directly

to an 18 inch two-bladed screw, which turns at 5/jorevolu-
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tions when the boat travels eight miles per hour, and at

about goo revolutions when making: twelve miles per hour.

At the slower speed the cells are coupled into a multiple

series of twenty-eight cells each, delivering to the motor

28 amperes at 56 volts. When running at twelve miles

per hour all the cells are thrown in series, and the motor takes

about 70 amperes. The electrical horse power in the first

instance, therefore, approximates 230 horse power, while

in the second it is about lo horse power. To discharge

the battery at 70 amperes continuously would depreciate it

materially, so it is worked at that rate only in "spurting."

The motor weighs 420 pounds, and the cells weigh about

2.400 pounds, making the total weight of the propelling

powerless than 3,000 pounds, which is about equal to that

of a steam engine. In the Magnet, however, this weight

serves as ballast. The Magnet runs eight miles an hour

for ten hours on a single charge, or if run at the rate of

twelve miles an hour the duration of the charge will be de-

creased about one-quarter, and the distance about one.

half. Mr. Wieland has erected a neat charging station on

the grounds of the Pacific Yacht club at Sansalito, which

also furnishes light to the club house. The plant consists

of one 30 horse power marine boiler, one iS horse power

automatic vertical Payne engine, and two 3 kilowatt Edison

125 volt dynamos. Both the station and the electric launch

were installed by the Pacific Electrical Storage company,

San Francisco, the coast agent of the Accumulator com-

pany. Among those present on the trial trip were James

Armstrong, R. B. Elder, J. H. Harbour, John Richards,

George P. Low, Professor A. Harding, W. \V. Stater, A.

J. Caire, Captain Kelly, B. F. Hughes, Thomas Hitt-

rickand H. D. Feet.

There is at least one newspaper that appreciates electric

railroads. The San Francisco Daily Report in a recent

editorial stated as follows:

Electric street and suburban railroads are being rapidly

built all over the United States. Wherever they exist they

are strongly popular, and the people who have them in use

would no more think of exchangmg them for cable roads

than San Franciscans whould exchange their cables for

horses. Naturally, as San Francisco was the first to intro-

duce the cable and has a very handsome system of cable

roads, in which a large amount of capital is invested, the

introduction of the electric road proceeds here with diffi-

culty. The difficulty is increased by the strong provincial-

ism of this city, born of isolation from other great cities,

and general ignorance of their progress. But it will not

belong before the superior utility of electric roads will be

recognized even here, and then their construction will be

very rapid.

A contract was let a few days ago by the Consolidated

Electric Street Railway company, which operates the Berke-

ley road, for filling in the marsh on Seventeenth street,

between Peralta and Sixteenth street station. It is ex-

pected to have the branch completed in three months. The

Mountain View Cemetery branch will be running within

thirty days, and the East Oakland cross town branch will

soon be commenced.

The Postal Telegraph company has been constructing a

line between Los Angeles and San Diego, but owing to

trouble with the Western Union Telegraph company work

has been suspended. The Western Union Telegraph com-

pany claims exclusive right to run wires on the railroad's

right of way, wh!ch it says is 200 feet wide. The Po&tal

Telegraph company has planted poles and run its wires on

the 100-foot supposition, and the matter will probably go

to the courts.

Contracts have been signed for the erection of a new

first-class family hotel to be call the "Edison." It is to

be five stories high, situated on north side of Sutter street

between Taylor and Mason streets, San Francisco. The

building will have over 100 rooms, to cost about ^50,000,

It will be lighted throughout by electricity, and theelevator

will be run by an electric motor.

The San Francisco and San Mateo Railway company

has been having trouble with property owners on Guerrero

street. The road was not built on the ofticial grade, and

an objection was made. The company re laid the track on

another grade, supposing it to be the right one; but com-

plaint has been made again, and the track is being changed

to still another grade. All this is very expensive and un-

pleasant for the company, but the property owners are

satisfied.

At one time there was but one lady acting as station

agent and telegraph operator on the Southern Pacific

—

Miss Mattie Lake at Banning, Cal. The road decided to

uniform all its operators, the contract for making the

clothing was let, and to hurry matters the following tele-

gram was sent to all operators on the road; "Be on plat-

form when No. 19 passes, with nothing but your pants

and shirt on." This was in order to measure the men
quickly. When No. 19 pulled into Banning the clothier

was accosted by Miss Lake's brother who wanted to know

if he sent that telegram. Receiving an affirmative answer

he proceeded to punish the clothier, and it took half an

hour to explain matters to Mr. Lake. Every one laughed

so over the story that the company gave up its uniform

plan.

Dr. Addison of the Thomson- Houston company has

closed the contract for motors, wires and all electrical

work on the Haywards electric road. The ties and poles

are purchased and a contract has been awarded for the

construction of the power house. Engines, boilers, brackets

and other machinery are to be placed by the Risdon Iron

Works.

On October 12th the Hawaiian Electric company, limited,

of Honolulu was organized as an incorporated joint stock

eompany.

On October 3d the Main Electric Light & Power com-

pany limited was also organized as an incorporated joint

stock company. This company will light Kahulai by

electricity.

Dr. Addison of the Thomson- Houston company has

secured the contract from A. B. Spreckles for the equip-

ment of the Fifth and H street lines of the San Diego

street car system, which are now operated by horses. For

the original equipment two So kilowatt dynamos will be

placed in the generating station and nine single truck cars

will be used. These will be of the combination type,

seating eight passengers on the open end. The line was

formerly one of the companies controlled by the Coronado

Beach company, but was recently purchased by A. B.

Spreckles, son of Claus Spreckles, the sugar magnate.

The board of supervisors has refused to exempt the

North Beach & Mission Railway company from the pro-

visions of order 2369, prohibiting the construction of

overhead electric wires within prescribed limits in San

Francisco. The company now operates an extensive horse

car system, and desires to change the equipment to an

electric road. S.

Denver, Colo.
Denver, Colo., November 21.—The city council of

Galveston, Tex., has granted a franchise to the South

Galveston i!s; Gulf Shore Electrical Railway company. The

proposed new line will pass through a part of the city

hitherto without railway facilities. It will extend down the

beach to South Galveston, about thirteen miles west of the

city.

Aspen will probably have an electric street railway line

next year. T- R- Pemberton of Detroit, Mich., desires to

build a road, and the citizens favor the project. It is ex-

pected that work will be begun ne.xt spring.

'If the rumors that are circulating around are true," says

the Colorado Sun in its issue of November 15th, ^'Denver

may soon enjoy the luxury of having all its lighting com-

panies owned and controlled by one rich and powerful

corporation
"

Negotiations are reported to be progress between the

Denver Consolidated Gas company, the Denver Gas com-

pany and the Denver Consolidated Electric company,

which, if completed, and a franchise secured from the city,

will result in a gigantic local monopoly. According lo the

Suns story the negotiations have been in progress some

time, and the project would not now be made public had

it not been necessary to organize a new company and

apply to the city council for a franchise. The hurried

manner in which the franchise was put through the council

led to inquiries which tend to show the existence of such a

deal, which will be consummated should the Denver Con-

solidated Gas company secure the passage of the franchise

over the mayor's veto. Negotiations were started last fall

in New York, when the Denver Consolidated Gas company

was then organized, but the fact of the organization was

not made public until the evening of the application for

the franchise, when incorporation papers were filed in the

secretary of state's office. The ordinance for the franchise

passed through the board of supervisors and also through

the board of aldermen at a special meeting held two days

after it was introduced in thit body. The ordinance was

vetoed by the mayor, who, it appears, discovered an im-

portant omission in the ordinance, namely, the clause to

prevent the consolidation of the company with any other

company engaged in the lighting business. By some

means the company secured the passage of the franchise

through the board of supervisors over the mayor's veto,

and will endeavor to have thebo.rd of aldermen pass it

over his veto.

In the articles of incorporation of the Denver Consoli-

dated Gas company the following are named as directors:

Isaac Siegleman and George Coppell of New York, and E.

O. Wolcott, J. F. Vailc, J. B. Grant, William J. Fay, F.

P. McManns, J. A. Thatcher and Dennis Sullivan of

Denver. The capital stock is placed at "f 1,500.000. Mr.

Sullivan of the old gas company and E, W. Rollins, presi-

dent of the Consolidated Electric company, have both

denied the stitemcnts that negotiations were in progress

according lo the Sun, which published the article pur-

porting to disclose the particulars of the deal.

E. C D.

Minneapolis, Minn.

MiNNEAroi.is, Minn., Xovpmb^rsr.— .-\t a recent meet-

ing of the St, Paul city council that body refused to pass

the St. Paul Heat, Light »t Power company's ordinance.

The vote against it was almost unanimous, only two of the

alderman voting for the ordinance, K motion lo recon-

sider and to send the ordinance to a committee was also

lost. The sentiment of the board was evidently in favor of

putting all the wires under ground, but in a general con-

duit, under the plan of an ordinance now being drawn by

the city attorney and city engineer.

Prof. Geo. D. Shepardson, professor of electrical engi-

neering at the University of Minnesota, gave a lecture on

"Electricity and Engineering'' before the Minneapolis .As-

sociation of Stationary Engineers, Friday evening, No-

vember 2oth. Prof. Shepardson is comparatively a new-

man in Minneapolis, having only recently received his ap-

pointment. He has had a large experience in the Thom-
son-Houston shops at Lynn, Mass., and with the Boston

West End Railway company. He is a graduate of Cornell

University. This is the first of a series of lectures given by

the National Association of S:reet Engineers to all the

engineers and electricians of Minneapolis.

The courts at Stillwater have enjoined the electric street

railway company from doing certain paving between its

tracks on the ground that the work is not done substan-

tially. The street car company will be obliged to proceed

with the work, doing it in a substantial manner, or the

city will do it and the cost will be charged up to the

company.

The first snowstorm of the season did not interfere in

the least with the operations of the Twin City electric rail-

way lines. The company has a full equipment of snow

plows in readiness and believes that no matter how severe

the winter may be it can take care of all travel without in-

terruption. F.

Toledo, O.

Toledo, November 21.—The Consolidated Street Rail-

way company has gained a decided victory, in the dissolution

of the two injunctions restraining it from putting up

trolley wires over their tracks where the Toledo Electric

Street Railway company already* has wires, on Monroe

and Summit streets.

The Robisons (the latter company) have fought for

every inch of ground, and the use of the tracks where the

Consolidated has horse cars already in operation, and won

in nearly every instance. Now they are trying to compel

the Consolidated to use their wires, and pay them for the

same. The Consolidated company claims it would be

sheer foolishness, when it ha all the power it wants

of its own. The ordinance refusing two sets of wirts

over one track has been amended, and the injunction

dissolved so that the Consolidated company has com-

menced putting up a wire of its own, and allfccugh it is

claimed by some to be a dangerous experiment, it is working

very well so far. Although this city is up to the times

in electricity and rapid transit, it still has some of those

detestable "bobtail" cars, which the company claims do

not pay revenue enough to pay for a conductor. An
ordinance was put through the council a few days since,

compelling street car companies to put conductors on all

cars after July ist. A. E. Lang, general manager of the

Consolidated company, is reported as becoming so dis-

gusted at seeing the bill go through with such a rush thai

said they had better pass an ordinance to have the com-

pany put a brass band on even,- car to dispense music to its

patrons.

The Toledo Electric Street Railway company has

received a dozen new motors, which will be used in put-

ting double motors on each car, thus obviating the slip-

ping of wheels on smooth track. The new cirs ordered

are expected ever>' day. F. C. H.

.\ dispatch from Lockport, N. Y., states that F. W.
Matheisen has been elected president of the Covvles Elec-

tric Smelting Ot Aluminum company. It is said that Mr.

Matheisen is the wealthiest r.inc manufaciuicr in the coun-

try, his home being at LaSalle. III. It is said that the

Cowles company will vigorously push the litigation with

the Pittsburg Reduction company. A new plant will be

consiructed. It is designed to produce twenty ions of

pure aluminum per day in ihe new smelter, which will re-

quire, it is said, engines of 20.C00 or 30.000 horse power.

Mr. Malhcisen has made from :?5.000,000 to ^10,000,000

in zinc and proposes lo double it in aluminum. The other

officers elected were .Vlfrcd II. Cowles of Lockport, vice-

president; Horace W. Power of Cleveland, sccretar)'; A.

T. Osborne of Cleveland, treasurer.
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PERSONAL.
W. D. Packard, president of the New York & Ohio

company, Warren, O., was in Chicago, Monday.

C. A. Daigh of the Electrical Engineering ^ Supply

company, left for the East on Wednesday evening last, to

be absent two weeks.

H. G. Issertel, traveling salesman for Alexander, Barney

& Chapin of New York, was in Chicago last week, Mr.

Issertel will make an extended trip through the West and
South.

C. A. Benton, manager of the railway department, De-

troit Electric Works, passed through Chicago on Saturday

last on his way borne from a trip to St. Paul and Minne-

apolis.

A. D. Lundy of Sargent ^ Lundy, Chicago, left on
Friday night of last week for Atlanta, Ga., where his firm

has just completed the Grant Park electric road. Mr.

Lundy will be absent ten days.

Prof. Ehhu Thomson delivered a lecture on "The Con-
vertability of Energy, " before the Thomson Scientific

Club of Lynn, on November iith. This organization was
named after Prof. Thomson, and he delivered the first lec-

ture in its course.

James I- Gulick, who will be pleasantly remembered in

connection with the Montreal convention, where he had
charge of the exhibits, was in Chicago last Saturday. Mr.

Gulick was on his way to St. Paul, where he will take

charge of the Columbia Electric company.

Charles R. Barnes, city electrician, Alderman S. D. W.
Cleveland, John U. Schroth, member of the executive board,

and Pierre Purcell. of the Union and Jdi-crttser, Roches-

ter, N. Y., were in Chicago Monday and Tuesday investi-

gating the underground conduit system for electric wires.

They will visit Minneapolis, Washington, Pittsburg and
other cities before making their report.

E. Rosewater of the Omaha Bee passed through Chica-

go last week with a party of Omaha business men en route

for Washington, where they met the national Repub-
lican committee, to secure, if possible, the location of

the coming national convention at Omaha. Mr. Rose-

water started out in life as a telegraph operator, getting his

ideas of the newspaper business from the handling of press

dispatches. lie started many years ago in a small way in

Omaha, and after much opposition and hard work he has

built up one of the most influential and best paying news-

paper properties in the West. Mr. Rosewater has always

been strongly in favor of a government telegraph. Before

his return from the East he will read a paper before the

Electric club of New York, giving the results of a recent

trip abroad for the purpose of investigating: the degree of

success met with in the operation of the different govern-

mental systems in Europe at the present time. Mr. Rose-

water is of Bohemian descent, and speaks nearly all the

conttnenal languages, giving him unusual facilities for

gathering much information, and his address in New York
will be undoubtedly of great interest.

capital stock, $30,000; constructing, equipping, selling or

leasing suitable buildings for business, manufacturing or

residence purposes and with or without steam or electric

power, or for buying or selling real estate or building ma-
terial of any kind; C. W. Scarff, Burlington, Vt.

Southern Montana Telegraph & Electric company, Vir-

ginia City, Mont.; capital stock, $25,000; dealing in water
power for the purpose of generating electrJcily for

propelling machinery for furnishing light and heat, and to

lease and deal in telegraph, telephone and motor lines in

Montana from Virginia City to Dillon, to Norris, to Na-
tional Park.

exhausted batteries by others newly charged. The wiring
is on the outside of the coach, and one lamp in each
compartment is provided with a switch and the other with

a resistance by which its light may be reduced to 2-candle
power at the pleasure of the passengers. This light is in

use on the line Fulda Frankfort, and is being fitted on one
of the express trains running between Berlin and Frank-
fort.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Farmers' Protec'.ive Union, Bradley, Cal.; capital stock,

^50.000; to construct and operate gas and electric works,

etc.; W. M. R Paiker, Salinas, Cal.

Ypsilanti Electric company. Ypsilanti, Mich. ; capital

sioc''C §25.000; to supply electric light and power in Ypsi-

jaoti: Tracy L. Downer, Ypsilanti, Mich.

Washburn Electric Light A: Power company, Washburn,
Wis.; capital stock, $20,000; electric light & power
btisiness; A C. Prohert, Washburn, Wis.

Eons Electric Light company. New Yoik, N. Y.. and
Welchester, N Y.; capital stock. $15,000; to manufact-

ure and use electricity, for light heat and power.

Ronceverte Electric company, Ronceverte. W. Va.

:

capital stock, $100,000; supplying light, heat and power
to the town of Ronceverte, W. Va.; John W. Harris,

Lewisburg, W. Va,

B, <s. S. Storage Battery company, Sioux City, la.; capi-

tal stock, $i,ODO.ooo; to manufacture, buy, sell, etc., stor-

age batteries, dynamos and electrical appliances; Haines &
Tiffany, Siouz City, la.

Point Pleasant Electric Light & Power company, Point

Pleasant, W, Va,; capital stock, $50,000; erectinH^ an elec-

tric light and power plant at Point Pleasant, W. Va.; Wm.
N. Miller, Parkersburg, W, Va,

Fairmont Investment i; Construction comany. Fairmont,

W, Va.: capital stock, $250,000; acquiring real estate

and erecting buildings thereon; erecting and operating

electric lights, pbning mills, etc.; F. T. Martin, Fairmont,
W. Va.

Eldrcdge Electric company, Bloomficid, Essex Co., N,

J.; capital stock, $ioo,coo; manufacturing, selling and
othcrwisr: exploiting ihc clcclrfcal and other inventions of

Kolfc Eldrcdgc; Harold .Swain, 55 Liberty street. New
York, N. V.

lJe3 Moiocs Water Power A: Electric company, iJc.s

Moines. Iowa; capital stock. $225,000:10 purchase the

De^ Moines water power plant: also the establishment and
raainlcnancc therewith of an electric power plant; L, W.
Gocde, Dea Moines, Iowa,

Paragoald Electric Light « Power company, Para

goald. Arte ; caoifal stock. $6,000; manufacturing and
rnroishing clectnc lights for lighting the streets, residences,

etc. and furnishing power for machinery, etc , and every-

thing cwincctcd with running an electric plant; M, F.

Callier. Paragould.Ark.

Burlington Building ^Usociation, Burlington, Vt.;

ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Iowa Falls, la., proposes to take to itself the benefits of

electric lights.

The city council of Franklin, Va.. has decided to erect

an electric light plant

The city of Carrollton, Ga., has purchased for $6,400
the electric light plant of Henry Lanier.

Two dynamos—one arc and one incandtscent—are to be
added to the plant of the Alton, 111., Gas & Electric com-
pany, increasing its capacity by 50 arc and 650 incandes-

cent lamps.

At Wheeling, W. Va., the Edison Electric Light, Heat
& Power company has petitioned the city council for au-

thority to lay its wires underground. It proposes, if the

privilege is granted, to construct a system to cost about
$5oo,oco.

The new electric light station at Ennis, Tex., Is now
running nicely. The Slattery alternating system is used,

and the plant was installed under the supervision of Frank
Moffett, late of Dallas, who has accepted the position of
superintendent.

The electric light for traveling menageries is the latest

novelty in England, and it is reported that the experiment
has been highly successful. Portable plants are used.

Here is a feature in which American showmen may well

imitate their enterprising British brethren.

The Fitchburg, Mass., Gas & Electric company has
added two fifty light arc dynamos and completed fifteen

miles of new construction work, which was necessitated by
a new contract for three years with the city for 56 addi-

tional lights, making a total of 156 lights, 1,200 nominal
candle power, running from half an hour after sunset until

one o^clock every night. The price received is $85 a year

per lamp.

It is stated that a new deal has been made by the Du-
buque Electric Street Railway, Light & Power company,
known as the Allen & Svviney line. The tioating indebt-
edness of the company was funded, and a mortgage of

$50,000 given to cover other loss. President Allen will

retire in a day or two. A new president will be elected.

The eastern bondholders are represented by Foster &
Curtis of Boston. The mortgage runs to Thos. Lane of

Davenport, as trustee.

A novel utilization of the electric light was made by one
of the leading New York athletic clubs. Some important
foot ball matches were close at hand, and the time for get-

ting the men into condition was short. It was therefore

decided to have night practices, and a number of arc

lights were placed around the practice grounds, every part

of which was thus illuminated sufficienily foi the playing

of the game. The practice was continued nightly, and
many of theplayers who play being occupied during the day
with business were thus enabled to fit themselves for the

contests.

As the result of recent interesting experiments, very
handsome and inexpensive Incandescent lamps are now
produced in colors— red. green, amber and blue. The
bulbs instead of being made of coloied glass, which is

costly, are made of common white glass and then dipped In

colored varnish. This varnish has been proved to be as

durable as the lamp itself and is perfectly transparent,

which could not always be said of the regular colored

glass, which Is sometimes muddy. A very pretty rose-

colored effect is secured by first frosting the glass by sand-
blasting, and then dipping It In the red varnish. Another
form In which It can be used is to dip the plain glass, paste

paper letters on the bulb, and then frost it, the result being

a white frosted bulb with colored lettering.

In a recent paper on lighting of railroad trains read

before the Institute of Civil Engineers It was stated that on
some lines in Germany candles and oil lamps are still In

Bse, but during the last 12 years PIntsch's oil gas has been
largely Introduced on main line trains. Although this

method of illumination Is a distinct advance over the older

illuminants, it Is not fjuite satisfactory. The light is un-

fitcady, especially In stormy weather; there is frequently an
nptcasant smell due to leakage, and there is also a serious

element of danger, as is shown by the terrible accident at

Wannsec In 1880. at which several persons were burned to

death by the escaping gas. In all these respects electric

lighting is better, though it may be more costly. In the

Khotinsky system of electric lighting each conch Is pro-

Tided with two distinct storage batteries, and the lamps arc

on two distinct circuits, so that In case of accident to one
circuit, or during the changing of the batteries, no com-
partment shall be left entirely without light. The storage

cells, which have been specially constructed to stand rough

handling and vibrations, have a capacity of 200 ampere
hours at U, voli-, ard 7 amperes. Each battery supplies

current to four 'i candle power lamps for the compartments
and one 5-candle power lamp for the lavatory, 'ihc weight
of a battery h six cwts. The batteries arc placed in

boxes, one at each end of a coach under the floor, and
special arrangements arc made for rapidly replacing the

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
It is stated that the Chattanooga Belt railroad is to be

changed from a dummy line to an electric road.

A Boston syndicate has purchased the Rome, Ga , street

railway and intends to ii^troduce electric power.

The Chattanooga, Tenn., Water & Electric company will

build an electric railway from North and Broad streets to

Cameron Hill.

M. M. Bright & Co. contemplate building a three-mile
street railway atDecberd, Tex., and will probably operate
it by electricity.

C. W. Gallagher of Baltimore is organizing a company
to build an electric railroad from Shelby, N. C, to the
Cleveland Springs.

The Atlanta, Hapeville & Manchester Railroad com-
pany of Atlanta, Ga., has obtained permission to build an
electric railroad from Atlanta to Manchester and Hape-
ville.

The Thomson Houston Electric company has secured
a franchise to build an electric street railway in Hopkins-
ville, Ky. It is stated that a $75,000 plant is to be
erected.

The Seven Pines Railway company of Richmond, Va.,
is considering the substitution of electricity for steam as
a motive power on its narrow gauge railroad. The line is

about seven miles long.

The Detroit Electrical Works have secured a contract
for one So.000 watt generator and five 30 borse power
equipments for the Ivokomo City Electric Railway com-
pany, Kokomo, Ind. These machines will be shipped by
December 15th.

The Cumberland Manufacturing company of West-
brook, Me., is putting in a Thomson-Houston electric

tramway service It will be for freighting, and will be
fitted out with a six horse power electric locomotive, sup-
plied with two three horse power motors.

D. C. McMartin of Des Moines, la.; Richard Snell of
Kansas City, Mo , and William Meizgar of Illinois, have
leased the street railroad at Austin. Tex., running to the
dam. The lessees agree to equip the road with electricity

within six mouths after notice of the city's readiness to
furnish electric power.

The oBicers of the Rochester, N. Y., Railway
company are endeavoring to establish a bent fit association
among the men employed on the lines. The employes
have received the suggestion with favor, and the good feel-

ing that has thus far existed between the new manage-
ment and the employes of the company has been improved
by this action.

The Oxford Lake line at Anniston, Ala., has been
opened to the public. It is said to be the first electric

railway in Alabama, except an experimental one at

Montgomery. The road is nearly seven miles long, and
the Thomson Ilousion system is used. The electric cars

have superseded steam dummies, and a freight car to carry

cotton is a part of the equipment.

The railway between the Hague, in Holland, atd the

neighboring watering place, Schevenlngen. forms a pcr-

lion of the general tramway system of each town. Its

length Is about two miles There are on this line six cltc-

trlc cars, on which accumulators are used. It is staled

that the rapid speed and smooth running of these ctrs is

making them exceedingly popular.

President Beckley of the Rochester, N. Y., Railway
company is authority for the statement that the
company will do away with all horse cars at an early date.

Several lines of the company's system sre not ytt fully

equipped with electric motors, but this work will begin

early in the spring. President Beckley sa)s: "We shall

begin next spring to extend our electric system over every
line, and as soon as the changes can be made «e will run
electric cars In place of horse cars. Ihe work will occupy
some time, but from the present outlook we think the

public may depend on seeing nothing tut electric cars

operated on llie streets of Rochester before the end of next
summer."

Says the Man ii/nc/urns' A'.rcrd: "Jarvis & Conklin
of Kansas City, and their English associates, who, with
one exception, own a greater mileage of electric railroad

than any other company in this country, including about

40 miles at Salt Lake City, 20 or 30 miles In OgJenand 25
miles in Augusta, Ga., have just closed a deal by which
they secure the controlling interest In the North Avenue
Electric Railroad company of Baltimore. This company
has built only a part of Its line, but the entire work will

now be vigorously pushed to completion, and in connection

with it will also be built a double track electric road out to

Lake Roland, about seven miles from the city."

News of two proposed street railway combinalionscomcs
from I'ittsburg, One is a practicrd consolidation of the

Widcncr-Klklns cable line and C. L. Magec's Duf|Ucsnc
electric road. The two would have a combined stock of

$5,500,000, and $1,500,000 in bonds. It is calculated

that the net receipts of the two woulil reach $320,000 a

year, anrj the only matter to be ailjtistcd is the division of

profits. At present the cable people are carrying passen-

gers for three cents and the electric people for five. 'I"he
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roads are parallel for five miles, and both will charge five

cents after the combination. The other consolidation to

be effected is between the Pleasant Valley and the Pitts-

burg;, Allegheny and Manchester, both electric lines,

traversing Allegheny City and part of Pittsburg. The com-
bined capital is $5,000,000, and It is calculated that the

roads can be operated jointly at a net profit of over $300,-

000 above the interest on the bonded debt.

ELECTRIC MOTOR.
It is said that the largest electric motor ever constructed

18 that which is being used by the Lonsdale company at

Lonsdale, R. L The trucks have a 30 horse power
motor and the locomotive is capable of hauling 60,000

pounds.

Chicago's new daily paper, the Press, which has an

office at 77 Fifth avenue, will be printed on presses driven

by electricity. A 20 horse power motor, furnished by the

Detroit Motor company, will operate two Goss perfecting

presses and the stereotyping machinery. Current will be

furnished from the down town station of the Chicago
Edison company.

An interesting instance of the effect of rapid transit on
real estate valuations is shown by a deal just consummated
in St. Cloud. Minn. An eastern syndicate, whichis rep-

resented by L. D. Petrcof St. Paul, purchased land along

the new electric line in the suburbs, paying $65,000 there-

for, and is negotiating for more. This purchase is direct-

ly traceable to the construction of the electric line through

the property.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing company
has begun suit in the United States courts against the

Pittsburg & Birmingham Traction company for the alleged

infringement of its patent covering a device on electric

motors rendering them both noiseless and durable. The
invention was made and patented on December q, ;8go,

by Albert Schmid, and was assigned by him to the

Westinghouse company. It is alleged that the success of

the motors made them so desirable that nearly all of the

other companies engaged in the same business have taken

the risk of infringing on the patent. The patent suit is

brought with a view of making it a test case.

Dr. J. E Stanton, a progressive Boston dentist, writes

to the Sciaitific American to tell of the advantages

of electric power in dentists' offices. He says: "I have

a battery (primary) charging two cells of storage battery,

which has been in daily use for nearly a year without once
failing. From the storage cells I run a motor, one-eighth

horse power, giving me power enough for all dental opera-

tions, viz,, my dental engine used in the mouth and the

lathe for grinding and polishing, the electric mallet and
mouth lamp. The power is fully equal to the demand at

all times. As you well know, the secondary battery needs

no attention whatever, and all that I have ever done to the

primary battery is to pour out the water once in two
months, and put in about four pounds of blue vitriol to

each jar. There are ten jars of primary coupled to give

five volts and about one ampere; as a matter of fact, it

will give more than one ampere during the two months,

but after that period the quantity lessens. The cost of

maintaining this is about 75 cents per month, and it re-

quires about one hour to renew, if all the cells are cleansed

at the same time, which is not necessary. The capacity

of the storage cells is four volts and thirty-five ampere
hours. This summer, before I went on my vacation, I

discharged the secondary battery, and in so doing ran

the motor without load for six hours continuously before

it stopped."

ELECTRIC MINING.
An electric drill, the first ever used in California in min-

ing operations, arrived in Shasta from the East a few days

ago, consigned to the Gladstone Mining company, whose
property is situated on Kline Gulch, in the French Gulch

mining district.

The generators and motors for the Belmont Amalgama-
tion mills at Telluride, Colo., are now all on the ground,

and are being put in place as rapidly as possible. The
mills will be operated from a power house about 1,000 feet

below them on an arm of the San Miguel river.

The Virginius Mining company of Colorado has added to

its electric power and is now running the concentrator,

saw mill, pumps, hoisting machinery and other appliances

by electricity, in addition to lighting the mine. The Vir-

ginius mine is at an altitude of 12,500 feet, and electric

power makes a great saving where fuel cuts such an im-

portant figure in the cost of mining.

An electric pump will be added to the equipment of the

Colorado Mining company of Butte, Mont. This will be

the first application of electricity to pumping engines in

that vicinity, and should it prove as successful as its pro-

motors anticipate, its use will be largely adopted by many
mills, smelting plants and mines in Butte, which now de-

pend wholly upon steam as a motive power.

TELEGRAPH.
A stock company has been formed to build a telegraph

line from Knoxville, Tenn., to .Sevicrville, in the same
state.

The council of the government of the Island of Mauri-

tius has \oted the sum required to lay down a telegraph

cable from that island to Zanzibar. This will be an im-

mense advantage to the shipping trade, as messages to and

from the Mauritius at present occupy ten days to a fortnight

in transmission.

On November 8th lightning struck the Board of

Trade building at Third and Main streets, Louisville,

Ky., and partially destroyed it. The fifth and sixth

stories were tolally burned, and the third and fourth

deluged with water. The fourth and fifth floors were oc-

cupied by the Western I'nion Telegraph company for

operating room, offices and batteries. Lightning struck

the rack of wires on top of the building and at once fiames

broke out. The Western Union loss, 7,000 batteries and
its whole outfit of instruments, valued at $ro,ooo.

The executive board of Rochester, N. Y., has granted
the application of the Western Union Telegraph company
for permission to lay a conduit for its wires in Mill street

from its office to Central avenue, under condition that all

poles on that street be removed as soon as the conduit is

in operation. This conduit will contain all wires, eighty
in number, leading from the Western Union office, except

one through the center of the city along the canal to South
avenue. "There is no question," said City Electrician

Barnes, "that wires of light current, like telegraph and
telephone wires, can be operated successfully under-
ground. The controversy is over wires of higher tension,

like light and power wires."

The annual meeting of the Edison Mutual Telegraph
company was held in the office of the company in Van
Wert, O., November 19th. Two vacancies inthe directory

had occurred in the past year by the deaths of Col. \. N.
Alexander and Dr. II. C. McGavren. These vacancies

were filled by the election of Edward Gilmartin, of Fort
Wayne, and Dr. G. W. McGavren, of Van Wert. The
officers and directors of the company are as follows; Presi-

dent, Hon. Titus Sheard, New York; vice-president, George
K. Sheldon, New York; secretary and treasurer, George W.
Beers, Van Wert; directors, Edward Gilmartin, Fort
Wayne, Ind. ; Gen A V. Rice, Ottawa; Dr. G. W. Mc-
Gavren, Van Wert; G. L Marble, Van Wert.

The attorney-general of the United States has brought
suit against the Union Pacific Railway company and the

Western Union Telegraph company. The government
seeks to have declared void the contract entered into on
the 1st of July. iSSi, between the two defendants on the
ground that the act of the entering into the contract was
beyond the corporate competency of the ra'lway company.
The government counsel contends that the contract grants

to the telegraph company exclusive right to the occupancy
of and connection with the railway company's depots or

station houses for commercial or public telegraph purposes
as against any other telegraph company. This effectually

destroys alt competition. The personal privilege granted
to the Union Pacific Railway to construct, maintain and
operate a line of railroad and telegraph for the use of the

government and the public, the counsel for the govern-
ment says, is a personal power, and can not be alienated

or abandoned by it.

TELEPHONE.
Telephonic communication between Velasco and Hous-

ton, Tex., by way of Alvin, is proposed.

The Cumberland Telephone company will, it is reported,

construct a telephone line from Cookeville to Lebanon,
Tenn.

A new telephone company has been incorporated to con-

struct a telephone line from Dobbin to Gormania, W. Va.,

and Oakland, Md.

The directors of the Belgian and Netherland telephone
companies are considering a scheme for connecting the

systems of the two countries.

Workmen are busy moving the telephone wires in

Rochester, N. Y., from the poles on the east side of the

Genesee river. Underground wires are ultimately to be
used throughout the entire city.

On a recent Sunday, says a London paper, a number of

ladies and gentlemen attended at the telephone exchange,
Loughborough, to hear the service at Christ Church, Bir-

mingham, 60 miles away. Every word was distinctly heard
—the sonorous tones of Canon Wilcox reading the lessons,

the solo by Master liulme, and the sermon by the vicar

being all audible.

Julius Andres, of Milwaukee, has just placed in the In-

dustrial Exposition, for the Chicago agency of the Mather
Electric company, two 6 horse power motors to be used in

ranning the display machinery. These motors are of a

recent pattern, perfected by the Mather company, and a

very high efiiciency is claimed.

A queer story comes from London to the effect that the

P'rench minister of public instruction—noting that in learn-

ing English it is the pronunciation that is the most difficult

part—has decreed, in accordance with arrangements made
with the minister of posts and telegraphs, that after Octo-

ber 15th the Paris-London telephone line is to be placed at

the disposal of students of languages. Other international

lines, it is said, as erected, are to be used in the same
way.

Recently published statistics show that the telephone is

in more general use in Sweden than in any other country
in Europe, the proportion being 400 subscribers to each
100,000 inhabitants. Switzerland comes next with 316.

Germany is first among the great powers, with 105, while
(.Ireat Britain is put down at 5S and France at 41. Russia,

with seven, is at the bottom of the list. Of the chief cities,

Berlin has 15,000 subscribers, Paris 10,000, and London
7,000.

TRADE NEWS.

for cut-outs and switches. Orders for special work were
never so large as at present.

Secretary J. L. Woodbridgc, of the Woodbridge i:

Turner Engineering company, New York, has been absent
from the city for the past ten days, looking after his com-
pany's contracts, which are neaping completion.

The Central Electric company, Chicago, is bringing out
a new catalogue covering its lines of Bryant sockets, cut-
outs, branch blocks, etc. This catalogue, it is promised,
will be both attractive and instructive. The Central Elec-
tric company is receiving many orders for Okonite lamp
cord.

Genera! Manager C. E. Bibber of the Consolidated
Electric Manufacturing company, Boston, Mass.. reports
that his company has opened a new store and salesroom at
No. 154 Franklin street. J. H. Cramphorn, well known to
the trade, and formerly with the Holtzer-Cabot Electric
company, has assumed charge of the store. The new sales-
rooms are centrally located.

William Courtnay of the Valcanized Fibre company,
New York, announces that his company last month worked
more hours than during any preceeding October since
starting in business. This concern recently erected a fire-

proof storage house so as to be able to produce seasoned
stock. An order has been received from London for
1,660 sheets of fibre, each 42x66 inches. This is the third
order of this kind received from London.

The Pline Eliminator company of New York reports a
large number of orders booked for its steam separator.
Most of the orders last week were from the South. The
following companies have been furnished with separators;
Huntington Industrial Works, Hampton, Va. : F. .Schenk &
Sons,Wheeling, W.Va.; Standard 0:1 Works, Green Point,
L, I.; three for Lane Bros., Detroit; Grace Hospital,
Detroit.

The La Roche Electric Works. Philadelphia, have re-
ceived from James W. Queen & Co.. an order to build a
large direct current dynamo and an alternating dynamo
to be used for calibration purposes; also a special motor
to run them. These machines will be made of the very best
material in the market. The La Roche peop'.e feel highly
complimented by this order. Among the orders recently
received by the La Roche Works are the following: W.
P. Troth. Jr-, & Co., Frankford, Pa., 500 incandescent
lights; Thomas J. Oliver, Philadelphia. 50 lights; C. W.
Kennedy, Philadelphia, 50 lights; John W. Grantland.
Philadelphia, 50 lights; Peter Reinhalter, Niantic, R. I.,

one 300light dynamo (increase); A. P. Hill, Philadelphia,
100 lights; Quaker City Watch Case company, Philadel-
phia, one -^yi horse power motor; Col. H. A. Du Pont,
Wilmington, Del., 150 arc lights.

A recent issue of the Daily Beacon, Ashtabula, O.. con-
tains the following; "The special session of the council
to settle the electric light contract was one of the shortest
on record, as it was only twenty two minutes from the
time Mayor Moore called to order until an adjournment
was made. All members were present, and as the con-
sideration of the contract between the city and the West-
inghouse Electric & Manufacturing company was the
only business that could be legally transacted a't the meet-
ing, it was at once taken up. The contract pro\-ides for
the furnishing and erecting of the wires, poles, fifty-one
arc lamps, two sixty light arc d>'namos and one five
hundred light incandescent dynamo. Nine bids were
submitted by as many companies for the contract, but only
five were considered: Thomson- Houston, Western Electric,
Fort Wayne, Edison and Westinghouse. After a careful
investigation and examination of all these systems, the
committee reported in favor of the Westinghouse com-
pany's bid, as it thinks the system better and more
economical than any of the others. The system is the
alternating one, and the lamp instead of throwing a light
down at an angle of about forty-five degrees, as does the
direct current, gives a light that penetrates farther into
the darkness horizontally than the other. Councilman
Raser offered a resolution that the Mayor and clerk be
authorized to sign the contract on behalf of the city. After
a little discussion, this resolution was unanimously
carried."

The Rics F.lcctric Specialty company of nahimore, Md
,

explains the now well-known features of the Kics socket
in a neal little catalogue just issued.

The Empire China Works, Greenpoint. Brooklyn. N.Y.,
report a brisk business. They have a large number of

orders on hand for non conductive blocks, rosettes, bases

BUSINESS.
The Lahman-Kirkwood fuel-saving shaking and dumping

grate bar for boilers and furnaces is illustrated in a new
catalogue issued by W. 11. Lahman, room 27, 254 Lake
street, Chicago.

Very business-like is the recently issued catalogue of
the Manhattan Electrical Supply company, "^^i^ Corilandi
street. New York. A very complete line of electrical

specialties is shown, and the pamphlet is copiously illus-

trated.

General Manager C. B. Mackie of the Electric Secret
Service company. New York, has returned from an
extended business trip through the West. He secured a
number of good contracts, one of which comes from one
of the largest railroad systems In the countTv,

The Germania Electric company of Boston has recently
installed a Germania ilynamo for the Fahy's Watch Case
company. Sag Harbor, I.. I. Thisdjnamo is made for
the special purpose of ninning motors throughout the
factory, and is giving entire satisfaction, and the demand
for them is on the increase.

.\ new company to be known as the Electrical Engineer-
ing vS; Manufacturing company has just been organized,
and rooms for office and manufacturing purposes secured at

31 and 33 South Canal street. Chicago. H. L. Godden. for-

merly with the Pumpelly Storage Batter)* company, is presi-

dent of the new corporation; Wm, Rauguth, treasurer, and
Wm. Scott, manager. As the name of the company im-
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plies, it is the purpose of the gentlemen interested to carrj'

on a general engineering and manufacturing business and
exploit several specialties.

General Manager E. W. Little of the Interior Conduit &
Insulation company, New York, made his first appear-

ance at the office last week, after having been confined at

home for several weeks with an attack of typhoid fever.

G. H. Sexsis, the assistant general manager, performed

Mr. Little's duties during his sickness.

The "supplementary catalogue" of the \V. S. Hill Elec-

tric company of 54 Devonshire street, Boston, is a dainty

production. Motors, dynamos, switches of all sorts,

fuse blocks, lamps, rheostats and other electrical ap-

pliances are illustrated and described. The company an-

nounces that it fully guarantees all its productions.

There have been many rumors afloat regarding the

placing of a large order for electric cable. It seems that

the order was for 700,000 feet of conductor, and that J.

H. Bunnell ^^ Co. were the successful competitors. This

firm stated that this large order w^ould be filled with Day's

kerite wire, which had been selected on account of its ex-

cellent quality.

The New York Safety Steam Power company, New
York, reports that it is in receipt of a full share of orders

for its high speed engines for electrical work, especially

from its Chicago branch office, where the volume of busi-

ness has been much larger than it was this time last year.

At the shops a number of orders are awaiting completion,

two of which are for export.

One after anothtr of the basements in the neighborhood

of the offices of the Electric Merchandise company, Chi-

cago, have been taken for storage purposes, and the com-
pany has ju=t engaged the upper part of the building for

additional office room. This extension of quarters will

greatly aid in maintaining the standing which the company
has gained as dealing in "electric railway supplies only."

The Joseph Dixon Crucible company of JerseyCity, N,

T., reports orders rapidly increasing for its graphite paint,

which has become so popular for use on poles and iron

work. This company recently erected a three story build-

ing at the corner of Wayne and Monmouth streets, just

north of the present factory, to be u sed exclusively for

offices. The building is 40x150 feet, built of Philadelphia

pressed brick, with brown-stone trimmings. It is to be occu-

pied about December 15th.

A new voltmeter, the invention of Frank Wagner, is

being put on the market by Queen .S: Co., of Philadelphia.

It is of the "hot wire" type, depending on the expansion
of a wire which is heated by the passage of a current. The
instrument is dead-beat. Two ranges, with maximum
registrations of SS ^^id 125 volts, are offered. This volt-

meter is intended for general testing work, and not for

use as a scation instrument. It is made almost entirely of

aluminum and weighs but twenty-two ounces, with dimen-
sions of eight by four by two inches.

The Chicago Electric Manufacturing company, 73 West
Jackson street, is working more men than have heretofore

been carried on its time rolls during any previous month.
The company reports a very active business in prospect for

the closing months of the year. It has a complete equip-

ment, including a Wheatstone bridge, storage battery

plant, Edison dynamo, etc., for the calibrating of new in-

struments and the recalibrating of such old instruments as

may be sent it for repair. A large amount of instru-

ment work is being received by this company.

Electric supply houses often receive orders for appar-

atus to be used for novel purposes. The Nassau Bat-

ter)" company, New York, recently received an order from
Tahiti, Fla., for one of its electric thermometers, to be

used in a large orange grove at that place, whereby the

superintendent of the plantation is notified should the

temperature fall to 40 degrees. At this point a bell is

rung in the house. Soo feet from the place where the ther-

mometer is located. By this arrangement he can notify his

help at once to light the fires and thus ward off a frost

which would destroy the orange buds upon the trees.

The merits of the Woodbury automatic self-contained

high speed steam engine, built by the Stearns Manufact-
uring company of Erie, Pa., are attractively set forth in

a new catalogue. Preferring to the characteristics of the
engine, the company makes this claim :

'

' Nothing has been,

or will be, sacrificed to mere cheapness, and it will be the

constant aim to make the best that can be produced from
the highest grades of materials and workmanship, believ-

ing that there is, and always will be, a class of engineers
and cthcTs for whom che best will be none too good, and
to endeavor to meet their requirements will always be to

us a sotircc of pleasure."

The exclusive general sales agency for !hc entire

Western and Northweatcrn states for the "Packard" Jimp
has joit been transferred to the Electrical Engineering i:

Supply company, fysi "The Rookery," Chicago. For
some lime this company has been selling the "Packard"
lamp with v/rry vitisfactory results, the sales at Minnc-
apo!: '

'
': for the month of October amounting to

near -ir.d, and if the present rate is sustained

for' -he month the sales for November will

rea.:- . thousand. A full slock of these lamps
will -<rricd in Chicago, from which point the
orde- :'l exclusively. .Mr. Daigh reports his

SjcTic . vcT)' much belter than Jast year, dur-

ing: . n;f monrh. and very much better than
wascfj^.'-c':. i'.

' rJ^ recently closed a contract

to wire and cqoij- r'hcrn depot and offices at

Grand Forks. N. . ro install a central <)tation

lighting plant of I, £v> ..ghvii, uaing the National Trans-
formex ay.v.etn for I be St. Paul Electric Manufacturing
& Construction company to be located in West St. Paul,

These contracts, with several others recently reported,

make the outlook for the close of the year most promis-
ing.

The New York & Ohio company at Warren, O., re-

ports a largely increased demand for the "Packard" lamp
over any previous corresponding period. Several large

sales have recently been made in New York and other
eastern cities, and to supply the demand it has become
necessary to run the factory 22 hours a day. The
Packard lamp was among the first lamps perfected in this

country, and is, with possibly one exception, the oldest
lamp on the market, having stood the test for several

vears, meeting all the requirements of a demand that has
been constantly changing. The name given to this lamp
has become identified with the lamp industry of this

country by reason of the general adoption of the Packard
vacuum pump in incandescent lamp factories. The New
York & Ohio company has largely increased its capacity in

order to be able to take care of this season's business,
until now the enterprise is one giving employment to a
large number of men, and is pointed to with commendable
local pride by the citizens of the beautiful little city of
Warren.

The C. & C, company has recently installed lighting

machinery for isolated plants as follows: One 75 light

dynamo for the Snow Steam Pump company, Buff'alo, N.
Y.; one 175 light dynamo for the Cogdon Brake Shoe
company. Fifty-ninth street, Chicago, III.; one 500 light

dynamo in the Mitchell flats, Cincinnati, O. ; two 250 light

dynamos in the St. Nicholas hotel, Cincinnati, O.; one 125
light dynamo for Mock, Berman & Co., 119 West Third
street, Cincinnati, O. ; one 150 light dynamo for W. |.

Morgan -.t Co.. Cleveland, O.; one ioo light dynamo for

the Bethel association, Cleveland, O.; one 60 light dynamo
for the Northern Ohio Asylum for the Insane. Cleveland,

O.; one 100 light dynamo for the steamer Royal, Evans-
ville, Ind.; one 40 light dynamo for the Upton Glue com-
pany, Gardiner, Me.; one 40 light dynamo for the Boston
Paper company, Ilallowell, Mass ; one 200 light dynamo
for the iron foundry of T. Shriver & Co., 333 East Fifty-

sixth street. New York; one 150 light dynamo for

Weser Eros., piano manufacturers, 524 West Twenty-
third street. New York; one 40 light dynamo for the Up-
ton Glue company, Peabody, Mass.; one 150 light dynamo
for Jordan & Goodrich Shoe company, Ravenna, O ; one
500 light dynamo for lighting; the offices of the Biush
Electric Light company, Rochester, N. Y.; one 40 light

dynamo for the Upton Felting mills, Salem, Mass This
company has also under way these installations: (Jne 100
light dynamo for Mrs. Mary Jacobshagen, Union Sugar
Plantation, La. ; one 100 light dynamo for John T.
iVIoore, Shriver, La.; two Ooo light dynamos and one 300
light dynamo in the Erie County Savings Bank building,

Buff'alo, N. Y ; one 200 light dynamo for John D. Muller,

corner Fifth avenue and Union streets, Brooklyn N. Y.

;

one 100 light dynamo for the Crescent Farm Planting as-

sociation. La., one 125 light dynamo for Shaffer Bros.,

Ardoyne Sugar Plantation, La,; one 125 light dynamo for

Messrs. Walbridge & Co . Buffalo, N. Y ; one 100 light

dynamo for the Magnolia Plantation, La.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued Nov. 17, iSgi.

463,136. Device for Operating Railway Switches. Wat-
son A. Brown, Rochester, N. Y.

4*^3. ^ 54- Electric Arc Lamp. William Jandus, Cleve-

land, Ohio.

The object of thisinvention is to adapt to the presentopen air

arc lamp a practical device designed to retard the waste of
electrodes by oxidation.
The first of the eight claims reads as follows:

"i. In the arc Idtnp the combination, with a carbon holder,

of an arc enclos ng globe open at its lower end and hermetically
closed at all po'nt.s excepting at its lower end, substantly as set

forth."

463,155. Electric Lock. Walter J. O. Johnson, Chicago,
111.

463,164. Shoe Blacking Machine. Frederick G. Norton.

Waukegan, III.

463,172. Insulator Support. Thomas C. Smith, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

463,174. Aimature for Dynamos or Electric Motors.

Barron D. Southard, Chicago, III.

.)63,i88. Telephony. John W. Gibboney, Lynn, Mass.

Thisinvention consists in making a suitable iccord of the
sound waves r r phonogram record, causing such record to pro-

duce corresponding electric waves or undulations of current at

a reduced pilch or extended period, transmitting such waves
or undulations of current over an electric curcuit, and recording
them ai the receiving end of the circuit,

463,192. Electro Magnetic Switch. Charles H. Ilerrick,

Winchester, and Willis M. Rand, Boston, Mass.

4^j3.'97- Electrical Conduit. John C. Love, I'hiladel-

phia, Pa.

463. '9S. Electric Stop Mechani.sm. Lemuel Mcllett,

Somerville, Mass.

463,207. Telephonic Relay. Ephraim E. Weaver, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

463.213. Cut-out. Hermann Lcmp, Hartford, Conn.

Thi^ ioventton rclatcn to inciindr^rcnl lainpi of tliat type
wherein an incandescent filament forming apart of a contln-
uouH conductor in tealcd in an cxhaUHtcd, or fiulmanlially t:x-

hau!tle<], y.\a%% globe, tube or bulb.

463.242. Dynamo electric Machine. Martin C, IJiirl,

Chicago, 111.

4''3.247. Galvanic IJallery. Walter A. Crowdus, Mem-
phis, Tcnn.

463.243, Galvanic Battery. Waller A. Crowdus, Mem-
phis, Tcnn.

463.257. Ice Breaker and Electric Current Transmitter,
Chas. Smith, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

463297. Electric Lock. Floyde li. Starrett, Chnton,
Mich.

463.298. Thermo Circuit Closer for Electric Fire-Alarms.
Tohn Wrigley and George P. Chambers, Paterson,
N.J.

462,305. 0;e Separator. William D. Hoffman, Brewster,
N. Y.

463.3 'o- Crossing for Electric Railway Conductors.
William J. Silver, Salt Lake City, Utah.

463.3'!- Electric Switch. Ernest J. Bagnall, St. Louis,
Mo.

463,314. Alternating or Pulsating Current Motor. Lud-
wig Gutmann, Pittsburg, Pa.

The last claim reads as follows:
"11, An alternating current motor comprising primary and

secondary field electromagnets, an armature provided with a
closed winding subdivided into :oils, and an electric conductor
normally close-circuiting the terminals of contiguous armature-
coils."

463,315- Power-storing Mechanism for Electric Loco-
motives. James A. Hockett, Stirling, Kan.

463,340. Fire Alarm Telegraph Repeater. George M.
Stevens, Cambridge, Mass.

463.356. Electric Locomotive. Sidney H. Short, Cleve-
land, Ohio.

463359- Motor Car for Electric Railways. Thomas E.
Adams, Cleveland, Ohio.

The first of the twelve claims reads as follows:
"i. An electrically-propelled car provided with a trolley or

trolleys for an overhead electric line and with glazed sight-
openings in the roof of the car for obser\'ing the line."

463,384. Electric Cigar Lighting Apparatus. William
W. Foster, Boston, Mass.

463>395- Electric Train Signal. Joseph B. Strauss, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

463,396. Electric Switch. Alfred Swan. Orange, N, J.

463,420. Coupling for Electric Wires. Francis X. Gart-
land, Philadelphia, Pa.

463. 42S. Telegraph Sounder. James Maret, Mount
Vernon. Ky.

463,486 Process of Welding Metals Electrically. Chirles
L. Coffin, Detroit, Mich.

This process consists in first separately subjecting the articles
to be welded to the action of a heating current and the voltaic
arc and then pressing the heated articles together to form the
weld.

463,487. Electric Welding or Working of Metals.
Charles L. Coffin, Detroit, Mich.

463491. Baseball Indicator. James L. Cutler, Piketon,
Ohio.

463,512. Electrical Conductor. Philip H. Holmes. Gar-
diner, Me.

The last claim reads as follows;
"5. The hardened electric conducting composition composed

of plumbago, divided fiber and a drying oil, the .plumbago be-
ing in excess ''

463. 544. Multiple Telephone Switch-board. Frank A.
Pickernell, Newark, N. J.

463 545- Multiple Switch-board. Frank A. Pickernell,

Newark, N. J.

Of the five claims the third is presented:
"t^. The combination of two metallic or part metallic circuits,

each permanently closed at a central station through the helices
of a polarized call annunciator, a double conduc^tor link con-
nection uniting the direct and return conductors of one of the
said circuits with those of the other, and a non-polarized dis-
connecting system annunciator located in a bridge-conductor
between the two conductors of said link connection."

463 556. Speaking Tube yVttachment for Telephones.
Leondo H. Snyder, Sharon, Pa.

463,558. Apparatus for Measuring and Recording Elec-

tric Currents. William Thomson, Glasgow, Scot-

land.

463,562. Stop Motion Knitting Machines. Frank Wil-

comb. Providence, K. I.

463.569. Combined Telegraph and Telephone. Emile
Berliner. Washington, D. C. Filed June 4, 1877.

463.570. Fire .Marm. Alphonse Bichet and Robert W.
Whitney, Florence, Kan.

463.585. Electric Blower or Fan, Walter B, Snow,
Watertown, Mass.

463.586. Mast Arm for Electric Lights. Van A. Thomas,
Providence, R. I.

463.587. Insulator Bracket. Van A. Thomas, Provi-

dence. R, I.

463,588 Insulator Bracket. VanA. Thomas, FYovi-

dcnce, R. L

463,595. Duplex Arc Lamp. Ernest P. Clark, New
York, N. Y.

Of the six cliiimx the third is given:

"3, I nan electric arc lamp having a plurality ofpairHof car-

bonnand Hcparatc regulating mcclianismlhcrfor, an automatic
Hwitch for controlling llic circuits, aud an indcnciuh-nt cicctro-

mafinel located in the circuit of one pair of carbonH and liaving

iiH armature connected with the itwitch."

463.605. Circuit and Switch for Electric Motors. Wil-

hclm Lahmeycr, Frankfort-on-thc-Main, Germany.

463,608! Automatic Fire Alarm System. Oilman W,
Brown, West Newbury, Mass.
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AMEHICAW ELECTRICAL WOEKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Manufacturers of Patent Finished

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
MogDet Wire, Office and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covered

Wjre, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone and
Incandescent Cords.

FARADAY CABLES.
New York Office, 10 Corllandt Street,

p. C. ACKEBnAn, Asenl.

THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.,
322 DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO.

Contractors for al l kindTof TlECTRICAL WORK.
a f:\Kie.tl. WESTKits' AtiEXTS hint

The Clark Wire,
The Interior Conduit and Insulation Co. of New York.
The EleUtron Manufacturing Co.
Perret Motors.
The Standard Dynamo, Manufactured by the Fairbanks

Scale Co.

THE "CLARK " WIRE.
Iiisniatioii 4-uai'aiiteod wherever uNetl. .-Veriol, I'nder^^round or Nubniarlne.

(n a letter trom ttie Inspector of ttie Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886, tie says: "A ttiorougtily reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."
The robber uapd In InsQlatincoar wirf sand cablea is especially chemically prepared, and is gnaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oridlze or crack, and will remain n**ilbl'- in ''itremfi cold
weather, and la not affected by beat. The inBulalion is protected from mechanical Injury by one or niore braids, and the whole flllcked with Clark's Patent Compound, and Bpeclal eitra flnlsb, which we
have now adopted for all our snlld wires as an extra weatherproofprotectipn, and also pi eventing chafing and abrasion, which to water, acid, and to a very great extent fireproof. Oar InsnlatioQ ^vlil prove
dura^ile when all others fall. Wo are prepared to rnrnleh Slnele Wires of all p;au|-'ep and diameter of Inenlation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are cow prepared
to famish our Clark Wire with a white outside linlyh for celling cleat work as well ae our standard color,

Clark .Tofnt Gum shonld be uesd for makint: waterproof joiats This 1b put up in half-pound bosps. In etrlns about one foot long and five-eighths Inch wide, and when wrapped abont a joint
and proBsed firmly it makes a solid mass. I<'OK KAILWaY' and 910T0B nse, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible cables with Clark Insnlatlob.

WE GVARANTRR OUR IWSri.ATIOM WHKBRVKR IJSRn. AERlAIv. FNDBRf^ROl'ND OR SUBIIABIIVE, and our net prices are as low. If not lower than any
Other first-clf.BB Insulated W ire. \\'e ^hall be pleased to mall Catalogues with terms and dlsconnts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTOX, MASS.

HENHT A. CLARK, Treasurer and Gen'l Manaser.
HERBERT H. EUSTIS, Preeldent and Electrician.

«'Jl'CAeo A«K\TS: The Kipctrifal Fiisineerins Co., .120 Drarborn St. TOBOKTO, ONT. AGENTS: The Toronto Electrical 'Works

rF
The Electrical

Construction Co.
r:.v^

C. A. HARTER, Manager. Telephone, 1718.

POWELL'S PATENT

LEVER UP—^ho^^s oil dropping while
machinery rone.

SIGNAL OILERS
still in the Van as the EEb'i for HIGH-GRADE
ENGINES and DYNAMOS. The stop feed
teatures prevebt waste of oil which item alone will

more than saVe their coat In a short time. HAS
OTHER EXCEPTIONAL POINTS Of
MCpiT Send fur full descriptive circular, .^ddreea

THE WIVI. POWELL CO., CINCINNATI. OHIO.

Queen's "1891" Portable Testing Set.
For Illustration see THE WESTERN ELECTRICIAN, Sept. 19. page 183.

The galvanometer in this set is made of the D'Arsonval
type, and is extremely sensitive, without being affected by
mechanical vibrations^ as on shipboard, or by intense mag-
netic disturbances, as in proximity to a dynamo. It is espe-

cially recommended for making tests where a galvanometer
with fibre suspension cannot be used.

yciul for Illustrated Desoriplive latalogue. lG(i

QUEEN & CO., PHILADELPHI/i,

THE CROCKER WHEELER
PERFECTED MOTORS.

A'ery *!iIow -spee«l, full power, perfect regrii.

lutioii. foi'^^etl fields let into baNe. Hclf-oiliii;;

lieariiifss, self-centering boariiiKs. all (siir,i».s,

l>otli arc and ineandetiiccnt, for all poner
pu rpowes. ^___

AcknowledRPd by Ibe Loadlni: M;iiiiifaclurliik' 'niiipanlt.','^ In bo

THE MOST PERFECT IVIOTOR MADE.
Estimates and Plans Furnished for Electric Power Equipment.

Correspondence Invited.

430-432 WEST 14TH ST., NEW YORK

ROOT'S WATER-TUBE BOILER.
SAFE. ECONOIHICAL. DURABLE.

A\ EXCKI.I.ENT

Electric Plant Boiler.
Adopted by the Klectric l.iglit

ConipaiiicN of Detroit, St. I'uiil, Cohini
buf, Cincinnati, Loiiifville, Jerney t'iiv
and a j:ri.'al many otliers; also by the Ar-
mhiglon A Sims Knglne Co., Providence,
IM.; the Lynn Bolt IJne Street llv. ( o,,
Lynn, .Maft^. ,ind th.> Thomson-lloiieloii
Electric Co., Lynn, Mass.

Abendroth&RootMfg.Co.,
28 Cliff St., New York.

BRANCHES: Chicago, Boston, Phila-
Koot's Neetioiial Safety Holler. delphia, Dallas, Rochester,

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIESMICA
For Electrical Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL& CO,
218 Mater St.. JTew Vork.

Electrical Wood.

Tlie Winner of 1 890 will win again in 1891.

Eleventh year.

SOLE MAKERS:

LAW TELEPHONE COMPANY,
85 John Ht., NEW I'OBH..

FOK TH.K.

Western ElectriciaD

si.oo.

p
Telefjraph

/ O
Telephone CROSS L ARMS
Electric I.ir;ht I e

SOCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL POLES.
G. H, HOLMES. ''°°'""'°'=°S','.'?i"ufi:«o.

HARD FIBRE
for insulatioa and me-

chanical construction is

manufactured in Sheets,

Rods, Tubing, Washers, Discs and all Special Shapes. Esti-

mates and samples furnished upon application.

DELAWARE HARD FIBRE COn
WILMINGTON. DEL.,

u. s. A.

BRASS
FOUNDRY.

L

llnij-i. Hroii7»'. Whilr :M<I;iI, Aliimfnuni-
llroii7.o :iiHi Sin'ciiil Alloy?-. Ca-.tliit> for

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
A SPKCl VLTV.

ni »T7 103-107 West Monroe St..

OLHJL, cHiCKCO.

TO MAKE A STATION PAY
Buy onlj- the best anallty of jroitils. Tlii»* .>oii onn

,lo Itj- eentUns your orders to iiw.

Pronipl Shipment. Reasonable Prices. Fnll Measure. No Charge for Boxing or Cartage.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOB
National Allcrnating and Direct Current Dynamos. Generators and Transformers;

Packard High Grade Lamps: Eddy Motors:

••Helmet' Weatlicr-firool Wire; ••Helmet" Moislure-prool Wire.

Save time and money by placing your orders with

The Electrical Engineering and Supply Co.,

031 Itookery, i;ll K. Gth SI , opp Hotel Byan, 409 »V Mlchlean St.,

CHICAGO. ST. PAUL. DULUTH.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND DISCOUNT SHEETS.
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Established in 1861.

E. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAJS AHC ILECTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
BRANCH STORE^—

2134 Michigan Avenue*

Stilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

A GREAT RAILROAD.
Bv the absorption of the Chicago & Atlantic

Railway bet%reen Marion and Chicago, the ERIE
has at last effected itg entrance Into (.ihlcago, and
Dow occnpies the prond position of being tne only
line between Chicaao and New York entirely
nnder one management.
One resnlt of tnieie the arrangement T^herehy

all the throngh trains of the Erie are now rnn
Bolid fcetweeen Chicago and ^«'ew Tork without
chancre- Passengers holding through tickets,
whether first or cecond claes, are abie to go from
Chicago to New York without changing cars.

Pnllniaii'a moat modern Sleeping Cars are ran
on all through train? vi& this line, and on their
Veslibnie Limited, Pnllman's Dining Care. No
extra fare charged on this train. In fact, the
rate; via the ERIE are lower than via any other
ronte offering equal facilities.

BINDERS
FOB TH£

Western Electrician,

ONE DOLLAR.

Manufacturefs of

ocTAGONALi^^ Cedar
TELEmU&ELECTRICAL
RAILWAYpOLES&OlOSSARMS

#H.M.Loud&SonsUimberQ
OSCODA. .IVII.CH.

SEALED PROPOSALS.

Notice IB hereby given that sealed proposals
will be received at the office of the Clerk of the
City of Peru, Indiana, up to 1 o'clock p. a. of the
8lh day of December, 1S91,

For furnishing and maintaining of fifty or more
arc lights as the Council may deem necessary;
eaid lights to be of 2,000 candle power each and to
burn 'i3l night, and be placed in such parts of the
city as the Common Council shall designate^ the
Council having the righttoaddone or more lights
to any contract they may make, at any time dur-
ing the life of such contract at contract price of
same, said contract to take effect on the Ist day
of June, 1S92.
The Council reserves the right to reject any or

all bids.
By order of the Council October 13. 1891.

Address, JOHN TOLL,
City Clerk.

THE COWLES

ELECTRIC SMELTING

k ALDMINDM CO.,

L,OCKPORT, N. v..

Offer Commercially Pure Aluminum

In iDgo s. Slabs, Sheet Wire and Castings
at lowest market rates.

Alaminuni Bronze, Alami-
nam Brass, i^ilver Bronze, Sil-

icnn Bronze and Hanganese
Bronze in ingots and castings.
Ferro Aluminani for steel and
iron castings.

Cop~espi>ndPnpe Snlirited.

THE EXCELSIOR
straight-Way Noiseless

Back-Pressure Valve.

Simple ! Keliable! Durable

!

JAMES G. BECKERLEG.
229 S. Franklin St.. Chicago.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSUIATING CLEATS.

The- Kartavcrt - Manufacturing - Do,.,

ELECTRIC L,I«HT
AXD BATTERY'

GLIE VELj^nsriD, OHIO.

/IffOTOff

BIfUSffES.

THE i^Esxj"ro3xr ^w-A-tpesh. ^whesesili
Over 2,000 in use.

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World.

Affords the moat simple and reliable power for all minine and manufactnr-
ing machinery. Adapted to heads running from '-.0 up to 2,000 or mere feet.
From 20 to 30 per cert, better results guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel in the countiy.

EliKCTRIC TRAXSMISSIOX.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel affords In the way cf a uniform and relia-

ble ])ower, close regulation and the facility of adaptation to varying conoltlons
of speed and pressure, have brought It Into special prominence aud extensive
use for this class of work. All applications Btionld eiate amount and head of
water power required, and for what purpose, with approximate length of pipe
line. SENiJ PJB t^'ATALOlil'E.

THE P£LTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
liil-12» :TIain St., Han Francisco, €al., iJ. H. A.

143 JjIBJEUTY street, - - XEW YORK,
^^It having cnmeto our notice that our patent rights ere being iuTriDjed

upon, iniendingpurchaeere are hereby warned that all such infringements will
be (Inly i^rospcuted.

PtCL.T01V WATER 9IOTORS. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15
and 20 horse cower, uneciualed for all light running machinery. Warranwd
lodeveloD a given (.mount of power wlih one-half ttie water required by any
other. ^^Send for Motor Circular. Adflre?B ae above. Deliveries made frnm
San Francisco or New York, as may aflord the most favorable freight rates.

THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.,
liv^ercer Street, J:>To^:7^ "^orl^,

fOHhi;.--; .SlJi'l.IlIOIC ADVA.NTAOKS IN TUK MANUrACTUIlE OK

m\.FtD RXJBBSR C3-O OD
KHpf.citiltif i»i ftrtirtfH nrluptrti to fifr-trirut itutuHt rif'H, hut'tuff ohtttiiit'tl ffif nolo, rtf/ht to matm/aftitre

II.IIIO /tVllllKIC uniler tin- rlilunhln I'litvutH f/riinti-rl to WMIjI,IA,JI liiKlj.

AF.r. oi'i.r.A HON- 'AWING, CUTTINfJ, TLKNINO ANIJ I-OLLSIIINO Ol U >K%V STANDARDH OF

SHEET, ROD AND TUBING Can b<) performfrd with a lareo redaction In tbo wt^ur and tt^ar of tooln, and conftldorHl'lt? huvIdk of labor. Our new Htaiidardn are
of a richer black Ihrotighout, not nubjcct to change Jn color, aru tougher and mr)ro fifsxihie, do not become l)rlttlM with agu, and

bare b««i3 tesKd uid appTOred by tbe leadlD;; nlectrlcsl companlcn of the United Staiem. Jn addit'on to ttiene aiivantaicof, we oloo ofTor itdvauta^eB in prlcen.

KIEL'S PATENT HARD RUBBER CELLS FOR STORAGE AND PRIMARY BATTERIES
sun remain the moat satlafactoiy and cheapest In the market, uneqnaled for etrcDgth, durability, Insulation and reslfltaoco to acids.

HARD RUBBER GOODS OP EYERY DESCRIPTIOR MiKUFSCTURED. "":;:.';;;::

For Sale by THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO.

Hollf'lti'tl fr«iiii nil iiiiiniirtKrliirorH mill iIi-alrrH In *i\ti*'triiiu,\

»l H.ij-I'II'H. HICNI* rOK I'KIC'KH ANJJ ICHTIMATKS,
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CEI^E-

HRATEO IVATKR WIIKEI^as particularly adapted to their use
on account of its rpmarkalvly Hteady motion, higrh Mpeed
and crr^iit, Kfliripnoy,and lai'c^e Capacity foriis<iiam<;ier,
being double the I*o^*'<*r of most wheels of same diamct'.-r. It is us^rd

by a number of the leading elecnric com;^anies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect cTuaranteed.
^iKilin FOR CAXACOOCK ANU PART'IVVf^AUH.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no grrars arc required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engravmg represents a pair of 12 inch VICTOR

TURItl^'ES arranged On a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where tht: siluatioD

admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

/^I /\Dir r*^ADRON CO., MAKERS or HIGH -GRADE

TO HKMVm VIA
BURLINGTON ROUTE.

Only One N]gKt on the Hoad.
Leave Chicago at 1 .00 P . M., or St. Louis at 8.25

A. M., and arrive Denver 6 15 P. M. the nest day.
Throucb Sleepers, Chuir Cara and Dining Cars.
All Rallwaye from the East connect with these
tratre and wi h Birallar trains via Burlington
Route to Denver, leaving; Chicago at 6.10 P. M

,

St. Lnuis at 8,15 P. M., and Peoria at 3.^0 P. M.
and 8.00 P. M. All trains daily.

Additional express trains, making as qnict time
as thote of any other road, from Chicago, St.

Louis and Peoria to St. Paul, Minneapolis, Coun-
cil Bluffs, Oniaba, Cheyenne, Black Hills, Atchi-
son, Kansas '.'ity, Ilooeton and all points Weat,
Norlh\v<=et and Southwest.

FOR THE
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

J.C.TEMPLE,
(Formerly oJ STOUT, MILLS & TEMPLE),

DATTOM. OHIO,

flyMcaflflleclaDicalEDiineer
Improvement of Water Powers, Arraneement

of Power Plants, Shafting, etc., for Electric Power
and Light. CONSTRUCTION SUPERINTENDED.

HARRISON CONVEYOR
FOR HANDLING

GRAIN, COAl, TAN BARK. SEEDS, ETC.
Will convey all binds of ^ain without mixing.
Will carry two different kinds of material In op-

posite directions at the same time.
Win convey OBe-Hwndred and Fifty Tons ofCoal

per hour. Made of Wrought iron andPteel. Send
•or Illustrated Catalogue. BORDEN & SCILECK
CnMPa»JY.48an(i 50 latie S' .Chlcaoo. Hi.

Wm. g. TOBKBB. Pres. GEO. A- BELL, V. PBKS. J. Lkstbb Wuoobhidgk. Sec. ana Treas,

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER ENGINEERING CO.,
Consulting and ConstrnctiDg

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment of Electric Railways. Steam and Mectric Plants.

47 Times Building. Telephone Call, 1009 Corllandl. NEW YORK.

GBDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts-

If In want of Poles, Ties and Posts, save monej
by get'lng my prices.

W. C, STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
SOI.E MAISCFACTITBERS OF

FACTORY:
AVII>j»II\'<;TO

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red. Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

v.,Fr.. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the "World. ^*nl^lr%^.

CUT-OUTS,
Single Light, Main and Branch,

OF SUPERIOR PORCELAIN,
With all Connections Under Cover.

s
AW
Y
E
R

M
A
N

LAMPS ANY
C P

VOLTAGE
BASE.

HIGH OUALITY LAMPS FOR EDISON CIRCUITS.

l^RITE FOR PRICSS.

See Catalogue of Aug. 1 , 1890.

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC CO •P

620 Atlantic Avenue,

BOSTON. MASS.
510-534 W. 23d Street,

NEW YORK.
217 LaSalle Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTORS ^ DYNAMOS.
ELECTRIC MOTORS in all standard sizes,

up to and including 100 H. P., for operating

elevators, pumps, printing presses, and machin-

ery for general manufacturing purposes.

POWER GENERATORS.
ELECTRIC MINING MACHINERY of

all kinds, Hoists, Tram Cars, etc.

FAN OUTFITS, Electric Plants for pump-
ing Church Organs.

We call the special attention of
Station Superintendents to the fact
that our machines are absolutely un-
surpassed for economy of electric

current.

DYNAMOS for isolated plants and the equip-
ment of Mills, Banks and OfSce Buildings with
Electric Lights.

ELECTRIC BLOWERS for ship ventila-

tion. Have equipped 18 U. S. and foreign War
Ships with ventilating apparatus.

NEW ENGLAND Office,

63 Oliver St., BOSTON.
PBILADELPHIA Office, 38 S. Fourth St.

CSICAGO Office, - PJvenix Builditig.

SAJV FRANCISCO Office, - 35 Market St.

ST, LOUIS Office, - - 4:21 Olive St.

NEW ORLEANS Office, 78 Customhotlse St

THE G, & G ELEGTRIG MOTOR GO., 402-404 Greenwich Street, NEW YORK.

SYNOVIAL DYNAMO OIL
Second to Xone. Free from Gum or Acids.

By refiltering can be need continually. Adopted by the largest Electric Plants of the Weet.

Write for Prices and Samcles. s. TAUSSIG, Agent, 45 River St., CHICAGO.

BINDERS
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

ONE DOLLAR.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
144 to 156 Green St.. Green Point, BROOKLIIV, N. \.

MANTTFACTOBT OF

Non-Conductive Blocks, Rosettes and Bases for Cut-Outs
and Switches; also Insulators, Cleats, Lamp Trim-

mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Our prodnction is a dense body. The-glazing and body
of our ware are of same compoBitlon, and are baked
alike, which are the features of

TRrE H^JtD POKCEIiAIW.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC GO,

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
-FOR

—

ARC LIGHT CIRCUITS.

SimPIiE. BELIABIiS. DUBABI^E.

The only safe socket for series lamps, and the only-

socket having insulating material for the outside

parts. Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

620 ATLANTIC AVENUE,

planis. j

5 I" 5^' J
lights >ft Every-

You can Lights Thoroughly Send

Put Are Standard Reliable Prices For

It up And And Reasonable. Illustrated

Yourself. Full size. Practical. Pamphlet.

BAIN ELECTRIC MANDFACmiNG CO.,

47 So. JEFFERSON STREET,

CHICAGO.

"BE TE THE JUDGE."
:^-<a.'^as -x-oxj tthieixj tjj.jj

ECONOMIC INCANDESCENT LAMP?
If not you are loBiDg time and we are losing- a customer. Everybody that tries it, BUYS

IT, and everybody that buys it once, hays it again. Kindly inform us what voltage
and style of base you use and TItY IT AT OUR EXPENSE.

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL SPECIALTY CO.,
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS,

CEO. U. KIRKHAM, Manager. 1017 Chamber of Commerce, CHICAGO.
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For Driving Dynamos.

The Clinton Cas Light Co., Clinton, Mass., have thor-

oughly tested and have adopted the Evans Systenn of
Driving Dynamos in their new Electric Light Station.

Thousands of Horse Power in use driving Dynamos, and hundreds of sets of Cones
in operation, driving all classes of machinery. Address

THE EVANS FRICTION CONE CO.,
85 "VCrAtox- St., ^OEII'C^ig', TS/L-^^&&, For A'aryiue Mpccd.

CHICAGO INSITLATED WIRE COMFANV,M A.KT'Cn'.flLCTTTn.EH.S OJP

HieH GRADE INSULATED WIRES
OF ALL DESCKIPXIOMS.

WEATHERPROOF WIRES,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

MAGNET WIRES,
INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,

ETC., ETC., ETC.

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS
AND SAMPLES.

Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO., 48-52 N. Clinton St„ CHICAGO, ILL.

EVERYTHING IN

WIRE-FUSE- STRIPS. THE MILLIKEN PATENT POLE

55 LIBERTY STREET,

NEW YORK.

For Electric Street Railways and Electric Liglit Work.

MANTFACTURED BY

MILLIKEN BROS.

59 DEiRBORN STREET,

CHICACO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.—Iron Work
for Light Stations a Specialty.

WRITE rOK CIBCIXAR AKD CATALOCUE.

MANUFACTURED BY

The Sperrj Electric inin^ Machine Co.,

39th SI. and Stewart Ave., CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS

REGALIBRATED.-REPAIRED.
CHICAGO ELECTRIC IVIFG. CO., 73 W. Jackson St.

ELECTRICAL

BOOKS.

Send For Complete Catalogae.

Electrician Publishing

Company,

6 Lal(eside Building, • CHICAGO.

DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS
AfTord the Only Reliable and Efficient Means for

ALL NI6HT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

All other devices are crude, expensive and unsatisfactory.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY
Has established its broad foundation patent for Double Carbon Arc Lamps, No. 219,208, having- WOU fouv
distinct infringement suits in the United States Courts, two of them on final hearing, the decisions

being rendered by Judges Gresham, Blodgett, Brown and Ricks.

The public is warned against the use of infringing lamps or any crude substitute for the Brush Invention.

Arc Lighting Apparatus, Electric Motors and Generators,
Alternating Current Apparatus, Incandescent Lighting Machines,

Carbons for Arc Lighting, Etc., Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,
CDP^ICD-
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.Njm^

National Transformer System
-OF-

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

TRANSFORMERS FOR ANY SYSTEM.

Alternating and Direct Current Dynamos.

MOTORS.
Onr Apparatus is of the Higliest Efficiency, Mechanically and Electrically.

We are prepared to undertake the construction o£ Ehctrical Plants of whatever magnitude.

Correspondence solicited.

1 Electric Mfg. Co.,

EAU CLAIRE, WIS.
GEO. B. SHAW, Gen'l Manager.

AGENTS:
Xew York, N. Y.-NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. & CONSTKTJCTION CO., Electrical Exchange Bklg.

Botralo, !«. Y.—F. P. LITTLE A CO,, 141 East Seneca Street.

CinciDiiBtl, O.—W. N. (;BAY, 12 Chamber of Coiiimeice.

WaMhlneton, D. C.-L. N. COX, l(i Fifth Street, S. B.

Phlladelphlg, Pa.-PENNSTLVANIA BLBCTKIC BNQINEEMNG CO.

St. Paul. Mlnn.-TJIE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLY CO.
I>elrail, JIlch.-COM.'MERClAL BLECTBIC CO.

I>enver. Ool.-TUB MOUNTAIN ELECTRIC CO.

Wlnnljies, Man.-SIMI'SON-DAVIS ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION CO.

San Franclneo, Cal.-NATIONAL ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT CO.
Lincoln. Xel..—LINCOLN ELECTRICAL MFG. AND SUPPLY CO.

nolntli, MInn.-TIIE ELECTRICAL ENG. AND SUPPLY CO.

KanHaa <;itr. Mo.-TUO.M AS WOLFE, 615 Main Street.

Seattle, Wash.-cnAS. II. DAKBR li CO.

New Orleuna, £,a.-ENTBRI'RISE CONSTRUCTION AND SUPPLY CO.

'ssmj'

\3%ii^

ssm^

\imi^
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOULAELT ADAPTED TO DEIVING

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of ila high efllclency at all stages of gile, 6teadines5 of motion and

easy working gate, the cf>n9tructIon of which makes it the moHt ssobI-

tlve to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
lilufltratlDg various styles o( fcttlng

on both vertical and horizontt I shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT, 9IILI.S & TEMPLiE,

STEAM PLANTS
IKI§TAI.I.EI> BY

IKT, B. PXSARSON i£ CO.,
MRCHAWICAL, KNOINBERl!) ANI> rO;VTKACTORt«.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDING, - CHICAGO.

THE ORIGINAL WESTINGHOUSE ENGINE,
Built A. D. 1880.

SIZE 3x3. 1,000 REVOLUTIONS.

Now preserved in the Offices of the Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

THE WESTINGHOUSE MACHINE COMPANY.
OJB ;J b * t=j =1U iW; llJiiJ; r:51U!tie*JK)

WILLIAMS AUTOMATIC ENGINE.
For all purpoees rMf4iiiriDe steady power.

Williams Engine Works : No. 447 North Street,
B.iLTIMORB.MD. :

jFineOffice Furniture
#1 and Folding Beds.
§= I Brass and Wire Work. 2,5wabashAv.

A. H. Andrews & Co., Chicaoo.

iWOODBURYENGiNE
SELF-CONTAINED, AUTOMATIC
HIGH SPEED STEAM ENGINE
for Electric Lighting and
Street Railway Service,

WITH BOILER PLANT COMPLETE.
Ciitalopue sent on a|k))liratioii.

STEARNS MFC. CO. ERIE, PA.
BRANCH ' Philaaelpliia. i»4'i I>re.\fl lildj;.

OFFICES I ^'*" Vraii«-i,s<-<>, "40 iV .'11 SpearSt.

INT/NO,
PLATi

TEty .;

THE POND SEPARATOR,
The Pond Separator Is guaranteed to relieve the

steam of all entrained water, and return this water
to the boiler, thus effecting a large saving In fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

POND ENGIXEEBIXG COMPAXl
ST. LOUIS.
OMAHA.

CHICAGO.
DALLAS.

KANSAS CITY.
SEATTIE.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, hajidsomely finis7ie<l,Iiighest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire. Flexible Silk, Cotton
^qc

V itT-i
I

and Worsted Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Kound and Flat Copper Sars for Station Work. qe b ktj^

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "K.K." LINE WIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

.A.B-erLts for tiLe X-vT-A-SHIiTa-TOlT C.A.KB01T CO., Cartooiio for -A-rc Ijig'litiiie-.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., CHICAGO,
Arc our Selling Agents, and carry a line ol Insulated and Bare Wires ol our make.

THOS. L. SCOVILL, New York Agent,
26 Park Place, NEW YORK.
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DID YOU SEE IT
AT THE convention;

THE NEW COMBINED

Snow - Sweeper - and - Plow
EXHIBITED BY THE

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR, PRICES

AND FULL INFORMATION CONCERNING IT.

We are Prepared to Make Quick Delivery.

The Motors and Equipments can all be utilized on other cars

after the Winter Season is over.

.A.I>X>X1.£3SS,

II

BOSTON OFFICE: CHICAGO OFFICE:

620 Atlantic Avenue. 148 D/Iichigan Avenue.
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THE TURNING POINT
With all Electric Lighting Stations is the day the first

dividend is declared. If you have reached that point, why
not increase your next dividend? If you have not, there

is no reason why you should not. You can do it by using

PERKINS' -INCANDESCENT -LAMPS.

I
r^ip

I^H^J^SSl'

COMPENSATING

Voltneiers aAd kneten;
Are Accurate, and do not get out

of Calibration.

THE KNAFF ELECTRICAL WORKS
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS,

54 and 56 Franldin Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

?
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You Will Want More.

Certainly you never enjoyed a better dinner. The "bird"

was "done to a turn"—who but old auntie Chloe could ever
_^

g.^^ ^1^^^ shade of brown?—and the oysters! and the celery,

crisp and fresh; and the cranberry sauce, adding zest to your jaded appetite with

its pink tartness.

From consomme to coffee, it was a delightful affair—what good cheer! and

how you laughed at the same old jokes and forgot to scold when Sammy upset

his soup, and— and—you did pass up your plate for "more"? Sly Oliver Twist!

But what we most enjoy—after the clatter of the knives and forks, the tinkle of the goblets, the ripples

of fun and frolic—is this post-prandial opportunity for a quiet chat. "You knew it was coming?" Suspicious,

were you? Never mind, we must unburden our mind of that one thing—and, confidentially now—don't you

know that "Shield Brand" is the best? - . ..

"Best what? Cognac?'"

"No

—

-zcire
—

'moisture-proof'."

"Oh—'extra dry" ?"

"Yes
—

'extra dry' if you will have your joke—but if you ever try it for a line wire, you will be sure to

pass up your plate for more."

THE WIRT RHEOSTATS.
For many purposes the use of a

rheostat or adjustable resistance is in-

dispensable, and consequently the va-

riety of forms in which these are made
is very great. The chief difficulty has

been to produce a sufficiently gradual

increase of resistance and to insure

good contact at the successive points,

and at the same time have sufficient

resistance and ample current capacity

within reasonable space.

We are confident that these vari-

ous points have been well combined in

the Wirt Rheostats, two forms of which

we illustrate here. We can make these

in various sizes adapted to any special purpose for which they may be intend-

ed, such as photometric testing, dynamo and stage regulators, etc. They are

finished either in hardwood polished, or mounted with marbleized slate. We
will be pleased to answer any inquiries relating to these or special instruments.

Ansonia, Conn.

The Electrical Supply Co.,
M'KSTKItV Ol- Fl< K A.M> \VA UKIIOUNKH

Cor. Randolph St. and Michigan Ave.,

CHICAGO.
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JOHN M.e^-vfe" t^rmt

Incandescent

Lighting

Novemfcer 2," 1891

Mr W. D. Packard,

New York & Ohio Co
.

,

Warren, 0.

Dear Sir:

We have yours of October 30th. We beg to state that we

have used quite a number of your Packard Lamps, and have found

them- efficient and of remarkably long life. At the present time

we are using your lamp with our meter customers to a large extent,

finding that .they," as well as ourselves, are better satisfied with

these la;nps than~any others that we have used.

Yours very truly,

BUFFALO ELRCTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO

Gen'l Manager.

NEW YORK £ OHIO CO., - Warren, Ohio.

J. W. PEALE, 1 Broadway, New York.
, ELECTRICAL, ENQ. & SUPPLY CO.. Syracuse, N. Y.

THE E.E. & S. CO., 931 Rookery, Chicago; St. Paul and Duluth. ST. LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., St. Lovils.
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ORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO.,
-MAIIfrFACTURERS OF THE-

SLATTERY INDUCTION AND WOOD ARC SYSTEM
-0 3F'-

THE MOST PERFECT OF ANY.

For references as to the merits of these systems, inquire of the local companies, the operators, or the customers in

the large cities of this country where these systems are now being used almost exclusively after other systems have been
tried and throv/n out^Philadelphia, New; Orleans, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Detroit, etc.

WE MAKE ALL STANDARD SIZES OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM,
Also Arc Lamps of Standard Sizes, 2,000 c. p., 1,200 c. p. and 800 c. p.

Main Office and Factory, FORT WAYNE, IND.

JTEW TORK 115 Broadway.
CHICAGO 185 Dearborn Street.
PHTLADEIiPHIA 907 Filbert Street.
DAI.I.AS, TEXAS Mclieod Bnildinff.

PITTSBURGH, PA 533 Wood Street.
SAN PRAJrCISCO 35 New Montgomery Street.
TORONTO, CANADA 138 King Street, VP.
BIJFFAI.O 828 Pearl Street.

ONE MOTOR DRIVING BOTH AXLES
Of a street car. is the same principle as having all driving wheels of a locomotive connected, which is the

AMERICAN SYSTEM.

Sizes:

15, 30 and 40

Mechanical

Horse Power.

One Heat

Proof Motor,

Driving

Both Axles.

This cut represents the latest construction of our Standard Apparatus equipped with our HEAT PROOF MOTOR.
Attention is invited to the work being done by these equipments on the Merrimac "Valley Street Railway,

Lawrence, Mass.; Consolidated Street Railway Company, Grand Rapids, Mich.; and the People's Electric Street Rail-
way, Spring^eld, 111.; where, in each place, the two largest electric companies have put their latest equipments
againBt them, with the result of proving our claims and strengthening the advantages derived from utilizing the full
traction of the car, and driving all wheels simultaneously.

PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS:

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS
DETROIT, MICH., U. S. A.

A'so Manufacturers of Electrical Power Machinery, Standard Line Appliances and General Electrical Supplies.

COItKESPONDilNCE INVITKD.

f
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"AJAX" The Best

Circuit Breaker

and Only Indestructible Switch.

C. S. VAN NUIS, 136 Liberty St, New York.

The Minnesota Brush Electric Company
H-a."VS JUST BOXJGrHX

^ MILES
of Arc, Incandescent and Power Cables

INVESTIGATION PROVED IT

THE BEST.

OF THS

MardUflflerpiindCalileCo.,
New York, Pittsburgh, Chicago.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
The ackno'n^ledged Standard for durable and high In-

sulation, rts merits proved by a, record of over quarter
of a oentnary. Adapted, to all electrical purposes.

CELEBRATED KERITE TAPE FOR INSULATING JOINTS,

See Upper Half of Page ix,,

and Page xxv.
B, E. KELLER. F. E. riEGBNriAP.riT.

Keller & Degenhardt,
^'-"^"'"'- "^'"""^^

542 Rookery Bids'., CMcag^o, 111.
THE QMLY BUREAU OF ELECTRICAL INFORMATION IN THE WORLDS FAIR CITY.

WILLAKD L. CANDEE, ( B„,i„.a„ Manarei-n
H. DUKANT CHEEVER,

F. CAZENOVE JONES,
Manager of Factorlw

The

International OKONITE COMPANY LIMITED.

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES iiDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.
BRANCHES: Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia. Slinneapolis, Cincinnati. Kansas City,

Omaha, Lnuiftville, St. Louis, San Francisco, London and So. America.

i-ON'^:

FtrademarkI

Electric Light and Power,
Telegraph and TelephonOt
Railway and all other
Branches ot Signaling,

ALL SIZES
Lead Encased Wires

Aerial Use,
Subterranean Use,
Submarine Use-

Concealed Wiring in all Locations.

WILLIAM H. ECKERT, Gen'l Agent, 16 Dey St., NEW YORK.

Western Electric Co., Chicago, 111., Sole Agents for the West.

ALEXANDER, BARNEY ^ CHAPIN,
20 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

THE MOST

POPULAR LAMP

IN THE MARKET,

"A.B^C.

WRITE US

FOR

PRICES

OF ALL GOODS.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, NEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS, LMPOBTERS AND DEALERS IN

THE "CHAMPION" BATTERY, rUnir'innl
PrlM, with Rod Zinc, $1.15 per Cell, with Corrngated r 1111.111 1.SI I

Zinc, 81.'» per Cell. klUUlllUllI
THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED. ^

Supplies
Of all Doscriptions.

WRITE FOR PRICES ON

TROLLEYS, GEARS, BEARINGS

AND GENERAL SUPPLIES.

R. D. Nuttall Company,
Allegheny. Pa. New York.

The 1891 ELECTRIC MOTOR AND BATTERY.
SIMPLE. DURABLE.

ECONOMICAL. EFFICIENT.

For Offices, Sick-rooms, R«stauiants.

Jewelers, Dentists, Confectioners,

Amateurs, and at

ONE-HALF PRICE.
Seod for prlies and deocrlptlTe pamphleti to

1891 MOTOR-S Oliver Street, BOSTON, M>SS.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., newyork.

Complet.r.ll of Ch.aj- C»rViB Rewrvolr urd CnT«r Cerro(«t.,1 7.1nc of fhtm-
plon Bsltory. of Ch»m[.ian BulUry. pion BiUcry.

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Light and Power
Appliances,

Constniction Tools and

Line Jlatcrtal,

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

W. B. Pearson A Co., lloiiie InHurnnrc Itullillnj;, i'hirai^o. 111.

TIlOM. U. Mniitb, .11'., 1 1 Ilnmiiionil HalldlnK. ('iitrioBati. Oklo,
vr. A. V>ay, IICS Oliver !^trcot, Boston, Mao*.

A. 31. Horse & Co., 8t. Lonls, Mo.
Cooler JL Vater. :illnnoaiioUs. Winn. „ . _

Head A !<>(rlne»am, 'i'ti Uammond Balldlns, Detroit, Xlek.
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m
Tbomson-Honston

ELECTRIC CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY OF

DYNAMOS, LAMPS
And Erery Necesaary Appliance for the Construction, Maintenance and Operation of

Central Stations and Isolated Plants,

Arc, Direct Current and Alternating Current Systems,

100,000 750,000
Thomson-Houston Arc Lannps, Thomson-Houston Incandescent Lamps

In Daily Operation October 1, 1 89

1

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, WESTERN OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON. Mass. 148 Michigan Ave.. CHICAGO. ILL
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.

ALPHABETICAL LIST.
|

Abeudroth & Root Mfg. Go . .
.

Alexander, Barney & Chapln 1

American Desk & Sealing Co. . xvli

American Electrical Works xv
Andrews & Co., A. H
Baggot, E xvl

Bain Electric Mfg. Co xviii

Ball Engine Co xx!

Ball & Wood Co., The 1

Beckerleg, Jas. G xlx

Beggs, J. E.. Mfg. & Supply Co.xlv

Bei nstein Electric Co
Blatz, L
Borden & Selleck Co xvli

Braun Illustrating Co xxl

Brownlee & Co xlv

Brookfield, Wm xlv

Brush Electric Co xix

Burton Electric Co W
Butler Hard Rubber Co
Buxton, Geo. B xval

0. B. i&Q. R. R
C. &E. R. R xvl

C. &. C. Electric Motor Co— xviil

Card E. Motor & Dynamo Co. .

Central Electric Co v

Chicago Electric Mfg. Co xix

Chicago Electric Motor Co xv
Chicago Insulated Wh-e Co xlx

Colburn Electric Mfg. Co xvl

Consol. Elec. Mfg. Co.,The. ..

Crocker-Wheeler Elec. Mo. Co. . . xv

Day's Kerite Insulation i

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. .xxl

Delaware Hard Fibre Co xv
Detroit Electrical Works xxvi

Densmore Typewriter Co xlv

Eastern Electric Cable Co xv

Easton Electric Co xvlii

Edison General Electric Co vl

Edison General Electric Co., Cable

and Wire Department vI

Electric CoDStructIoo& Sap.Co .. ix

Electric Merchandise Co iv, xii

Electric Secret Service Co xii

Electrician Pub. Go... xii, xvlii, xx
Elec. Construction Co., Tne xv

Elec. Eng. & Sup. Co., The ix

Elec. Supply «& Contracting Co. .xt

Electrical Supply Co., The. . . xxlv

Elektron Mfg. Co iv

Empire China Works xvUi

Evans Friction Cone Co xix

For Sale xiv

Foster, O. A i

Fort Wayne Electric Co xxvi

GleasDn & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd. . xi

Globe Carbon Co xvii

Great Western Elec. Supply Co. . xi

Greeley & Co., The E. S i

Gojdrlch-Coleman Elec. Wks. .xvi i

Heisler Electric Co Iv

HemiDgray Glass Co xv

Hill Clutch Works xi

Hirllitiann. C. J xvi

Hine Eliminator Co
Holmes, C. H xv

Holmes. Booth & Hayden(= xl

Hood, "Wm xii

India Rubber & Gutta Percha
Insulating Co "viil

Interior Conduit tfelnsuiatlon Co. .xlI

International Okonlte Co I

Kartavert Mfg Co xvl

Keller »& Dagenhaid^ i

Knapp Electrical Works xxlil

La Roche E'ectric Works iv

Law Telephone Co . . xv

Leonard & Co., H. Ward xiv

Loud, H.M.& Sons Lumber Co.. xvl

McLaughlin. James
Milllken Bros xix

Monitor Electric Co xii

Mosher Arc Lamp Co
Munsell & Co., Eugene xv

Murphy, T. J xvil

National Carbon Co xvl

National Electric Mfg. Co
N.Y. Belting & Packing Co. . .

.

New York Insulated Wire Co x

New York & Ohio Co I. xxv

N. W.Elec. Specialty Co
Nuttall Company, R. D I

Ostrander & Co., W. R xvl

Paiste, H. T xv

Page Belting Co xxl

Partrlok & Carter Co
Payne & Co., Geo. W xvli

Pearson & Co.. W. B xxl

Pelton Water Wheel Co xvl

Phoenix Glass Co xviil

Pond Engineering Co xxl

Powell Co.. The Wm =

Queen & Co xv

Ries Elec. Specialty Co., The. . .xii

Rockford Electric Mfg. Co . . . .xlv

Royal Eler.trlc Co
Samson Cordage Works xlv

Sareent & Lundy xv
Sawyer-Man Electric Co xiil

Schawel & Co., Jas xlv

8chieren&Co. Chaa. A xlv

Schoonmaker, A. xlv

Schuyler Electric Co xvii

Short Electric Railway Co xiv

Shult/, Beltine Co xvi

Sperry Elec. Mining Mach. Co. xix

Standard Underground Cable Co—

I

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co viii

Star Electrix Co xi

Stearns Mfg. Co xxi
Sterling, W. C xvii

Stilwell &BierceMfg. Co.. xvl, xvli

Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co x
Taussig, S
Temple, J. C xvli

Tuomson-Houston Elec. Co.il, xxii

Union Electric Mfg. Co., The. .

Union Electric Works xi

Union Hardware Co xiv
U. 8. Electric Lighting Co....xIii

VanNuls C. 8 i

Vulcanized Fibre Co xvii

Wanted xv
Wasatch Asphaltum Co xlv

Washington Carbon Co., The. . . .vli

Western Electric Co x
Westlnghouse Elec. and Mfg Co^—
Westlnghouse Machine Co xxi
WestonElectrlcallnstrum'tCo. ..xiv

Williams Eaglne Works xxl

Woodbrldge & Turner Eng. Co . xvii

Woodhouse & Rawson, Ltd xvi

Worthington, Henry R.' xiv

CLASSIFIED LIST.

AccmnnlatorB.
Brueh Electric Co.

Alnminnm.
Goodrlch-Loleman Elec. Worke.

Annanciators.
Central Electric Oo.
Electrical Conatrnction Co., The.
Great Weelern Elec. Supply Co,
Greeley & Co.. Tiie S. a.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Ostrander & Co. W. R.
Partrick &, Carter Co,
Union Eleclric Works.
Weetern Electric Co.

Arc liamps.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Beg'TB, J. E., Mfg. *fc Supply Co.
Brash Electric (JO.

Eiieton Electric Co.
Electric Con straction & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Mosber Arc Lamp Co
Schnyler Electric Co.
ThomBon-HooBton Electric Co.
Weetinghonee Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc liitcbt Cord.
Samaon Cordage WorkB.

ANphaitDni.
W aeatcU Asphaltiim Co.

Batteries,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.,The.
Foster, O. A.
HIrlimann, C. J.

Law Telephone Co.
Monitor Electric Co.
PartrlcK & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

Battery Jars.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Ilemlngray Glaee Co.

i
Ilirlimann, C. J.

Law Telepnone Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Western Electric Co.

B4>ll8, Klectrlc.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Ostrander A Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Star Electrix Co.
Union Electric Worke.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Maffneto.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., The E.S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Beltlnff.
Evane Friction Cone Co.
N. Y. Beltlne & Packing Co.
Paee Belting Co.
Schieren & Co.. Chaa. A.
Sbaltz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Abendroth & Root Mfg. Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Books, RlectrlcHl.
Electrician PubllshlnR Co.

Braider Npoolera.
Payne & Co., Geo. W.

Brass Cioods.
Blatz, L.
Powell Co.. The Wm.

Barelar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Weetern Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co.,The K. ».

Knapp Electrical Works.
Monlior Electric Co.
Partrick* Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Wire Insulated.)

Cables. Klectrlc. (See Wire Insn-

lated). Copper, Hheet and Bar.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Webtcrn Electric Co.

Carbons, Points and Platen.
Brueh Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.' The.
Globe Cartion Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National Carbon Co.
\VnBhlnj,'toii Carbon Co.
Western ElecJMc Co.

CastlDKS, Brass.
Blatr., L.

Clntchcs. Friction.
Hill Clutch Works.

CunstmctloD and Kepalrs.
BalnElectrlcMfg. Co.
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Electric ConBtraction & Supply Co.
aiectric Supply iV. C'ontracting Co.
Electrical Coustruction Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Leonard & Co., H. Ward,
McLaughlin. Jas.
Temple, J. C.
Union Electric Works.
Weetern Electric Co.

Contractors, Electric Liebt,
Clnslne Plants and Electric
Bauways.
Ball Engine Co.
Ball& Wood Co.. The.
Bain Electric Mannfacturlng Co.
Brueh Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
DetroltElectrical Worke.
Edison General Electric Co.
Eleclric Supply & Contracting Co.
Electrical Ecg. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
llelster Electric Co.
Keller & Degenhardt.
La Roche Electric Works.
Leonard & Co., fl. Ward.
McLaughlin, Jas.
Pearsoo & Co., W. B.
li'ond EuEineerlng Co.
Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Sargent & Lnndy.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Temple, J. C.
Thomson -Houston Electric Co.
Weetinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Westinghouee Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.
Wliliame Engine Works.
Woodbrldge & Turner Eng. Co.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.

Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Weetern Elec. Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cordage.
Samson Cordage Works.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, C. H.
Loud. H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cnt-Onts and Switches.
Alexander, Barney & Chapln.

, Central Electric Co.
I Coueolldated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.

Electrical Supply Co., The.
Paiste, H.T.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Star Electrix Co.
TJnion Electric Manufacturing Co.

VauNuIe.C. S.

Western Electric Co.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
BaIn Electric Mfg. Co.
Begse, J. E., Mfg. & Supply Co.
O. & C . Electric Motor Co.
Clower, Harri3 &> Co.
Colbnrn Electric Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
Eaeion Electric Co.
Electrical Engineering Co , The.
Electrical Ene;- & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Heisler Electric Co.
La Roche Electric Works.
national Electric Manufacturing Co.
Rockford Electric ManufacturingCo.
Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
United States Electric Lighting Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouee Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electric Heatinff.
Burton Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.

Electric Kallv ava.
Detroit Elcctrlciil Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Leonard A Co., 11. Ward.
Sargent & Lnnrty.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Wesilnghonse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Woodbridce & Turner Eng. Co.

RIectrlcal Instrumenta.
Central Klectrlc Co.
ConeoHdjited Elec. Mfg. Co., The,
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.

Partrick & Carter Co.
O.ueen & Co.
Stjir Electrix Co.
Union Electric Worke.
Western Klectrlc Co.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.

Klertrlcsl [niellleonoe.
KelU'f A Dci^enhurdt.
Leonard A Co., H. Ward.

Electrical Hpeclaltlcs.
Northwestern Elect. Specialty Co.
Rlee Klectrlc Specialty Co., The
Star Electrix Co.

Electroliers and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Bftgcot, E.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Cleat^on A Bailey Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Thomson-HoaetoD Electric Co.

Electro.Platlnc IlachLnes.
{

Brush Electric Co.
Colbnrn Electric Mf^- Co.
Ediaon Genera! Electric Co.
Thomeon-HonBlon Electric Co.

Enslnes, Hteam.
Bail Enetne Co.
Bali* Wood Co., The.
Begge,.!. E.. Mfg. A; Supply Co.
Pearson & Co., W.B.
Pond Enelneering Co,
Sargent & Lundy.
Steams Mfg. Co.
WeBtIaghou<4e Machine Co.
Williams Engine Co.

Enfi:rav<»r8.
Biaun llluBtratlQg Co.

Fan Oatflts.
C. & C. Electric Motor Co.
Card Electric Motor & Dynamo Co.
Ediflon General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Eleclrlc Works.
Weetern Electric Co.

Friction Cones.
Evans Fnctlon Cone Co.

€>asijleiitLne, Electric.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

General Electrical Hnpplles.
Alexander, Barney & Chapln.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Slectric Co.
Electric Snpijly A Contracting Co.
Electrical Eng. t Supply Co.
Electric Construction & Supply Co.
Electrical SuHply Co., The.
Gleaeon & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co

.
, The E . S.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Northwestern Electric Specialty Co.
Oetrander & Co.,W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Ries Electric Specialty Co., The.
Star Electrix Co.
Thomson-HouBton Electric Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
Western Electric Co.

CJIobes and Electrical Ctlass-
^vare.
Baggot. E.
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
UemlnL,'ray Glass Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.

Hard Bobber Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

insulators and InsnlatlnB
Materials.
Alexander, Barney & Chapln.
Brookfield, Wm.
Central Electric Co.
Conaolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Merctfandlse Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great iVeetera Elec- Supply Co.
Ilemlngray Glaes Co.
Interior -Condblt •£; Insolation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Nuttall, R. D., Company.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Star Electrix Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wasatch Aephaltum Co.
Western Eltctiic Co.

Insniated W^lres and Cables.
Slaenet ^'Ire.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Day's Kerite Inenlatlon.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Gleaeon ct Bailey Mft;. Co. Ltd.
Holmes, Booth A Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Inen-
latlngCo.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Sjierry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
^\ eetern Electric Co.

l«amps. Incandescent.
Alexander. Barney i Chapln.
Bemetetn Klectrlc Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Electrical Enc. .t Supply Co
Gleaeon A Bailev Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Great Weetern Klec. Supplf Co,
Greeley & Co., The E. S.

HelBler Electric Co.
Hood, Wra.
Knapp Electrical Works.
New York and OMo Co.
Nortliwf.-^tern Klfct. Specialty Co
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Sunbejuu Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomeon-Houston Electric Co.
Western Klectrlc Co.

liubrlcators.
Powell Co., The Wm.

na^rnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wire.)

medical Batteries.
Partrick A Carter Co.

nica.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
Schoonmaker, A. O.

9finlnr Apparatns, Electric
Bain El^trJcMfg. Co.
EdlBon General Electric Co,
Thomson- HoDiton Klectric Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
We8Uni;honfle Electric & Mfg. Co.

Motors.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Brush Electric (Jo.

Card Electric Motor & Dynnroo Co
Crocker-Wheftler EJ'^tric Motor Co
C. & C. Electric Motor Co.
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Ea»loo Elec'.rlc Co.
Edison G«»neral Electric Co.
Eltctrlc Sapply d; Contracting Co.
Electrical Eug. k Sappir Co.
Eltktrot ManotactoriDgCo.
Fott-jr. O. A.
La Rocte Electric Works.
Rockford Electric Maonfacturine Co.
Royal Electric Co.

'

Tnomson-Houston Electric Co
U, 8. Electric LIgh ting Co.
Westinghouee Electric A Mfg. Co.

Same Plates.
Blatz, L.
Goodrich Coleman Elec Works

Office Fnraltnre.
American Deek A: Seating Co.
Andrews & Co., A. H.

Oils.
Taussig, 8.

Oil Caps.
Powell Co.. The Wm.

Patent Hollntors.
Woodhouee t Rawson, Ltd.

Packing.
Buxton. Geo. B.
N.T. BelUngi, Packing Co

Pins and Hracbets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Holmes. C.H.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Platinnm.
Schawel & Co., Jas.

Poles.
Brownlee & Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sffpply Co , The
Holmes, C. H.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co
MllUken Bros.
SteriIng,W. c.

Publishers. Electrical
Electrician PubUahing Co.

Pasli Bnttons.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Northwestern Elect. Specialty Co
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Eleclrlc Co.

Ballways. Electric.
tSee electric railways.)

BfcuiatlDs Sockets.
Rlee Electric Specialtv Co. The.

Separators, bteam.
Hine Slimlnator Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

SpeabinK Tabes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worts.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pamps.
Worlhineton. Henry R.

Sapplies, Electric Hallway.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Nuttall. R. D. Co.

Tapes. Insniatinif.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Ineulated Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
India Rnober & Gutta Percha In-
sulating Co.

International Okonlte Co., The.
New York Ineulated Wire Co.

Teleffraph Apparatns.
Central Electric Co.
Kleclric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greoley A Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick A Csner Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones, Electric.
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Bain Electric Mfi^. Co.
Centrai Electric Co.
Chic.igo El.'ctric Mfg. Co.
Electrical Suppiv COjThe.
Greeley .& Co., I'he K. S,
Knapp Electrical Works.
Queen A Co.
I nion Electric Works.
Wt'ftern Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Inetrumcnt Co.

TranNformers.
Electrical Enc & Snpplr Co.
National KlectrlcMannucturinBCo.
Stanlfv Electric Slfg. Co.
Weetinghouse Klectrlc A Mfg. Co.

Tfolloy Co»d.
Sam?i'n Coniflp* Worke.

Tmcks, Electric Car-
Kdlpon General Electric Co.
Short Klectrlc R&llwav Co.
Thomson-Honfiton Electric Co.
WectlngtionBc Electric A Mfg. Co.

Tnrblne ^Vheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
PoKon W.iter WheH?l Co.
SUIwell A Blerce Mfg. Oo.

TTpe Writers.
Denfimoro Type-Wrltor Co.

Valves
Beckorle;:, .Tae. O.

Wire. Bare.
American Electrical Works.
Central Klectrlc Co.
Electrical SnpplT Co.. The.
Hoimep, Booth i Baydena.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Sperry Blec Mining UachlDt Co.
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ELECTRIC • •

• • HEATING.
BURTON ELECTRIC CO.,

RICHMOND, VA.

WONDERFUL IN ITS EFFICIENCY.
THE BURTON ELECTRIC HEATER costs less to operate than a stove, and requires NO REPAIRS.

THREE YEARS' SERVICE has demonstrated its practicability.
Circulars upon appllo.tior,.

^^,^^ ^^ ^^^ SELLIWO AOENTSi
Information furnished.

ELECTRIC MERCHANDISE COMPANY,
1 1 ADAMS ST., CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.

IMPORTANT.
THE HEISLER SYSTEM IS THE

ONLY APPARATUS
MADE FOR LONG DISTANCE LIGHTING THAT IS

SELF-CONTAINED
AND PROVIDED WITH ABSOLUTELY

AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

Our Series Socket is SAFE, RELIABLE, and DUR-
ABLE, and is protected with INSULATED covering,

notwithstanding the claims of monopoly of these feat-

ures by other manufacturers.

Series Sockets and Lamps for Arc Light Circuits.

WE INVITE INVESTIGATION.

HEISLER ELECTRIC CO,
DREXEL BUILDING,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

}

IMPORTANT!
BEFORE PURCHASING INVESTIGATE THE

LA ROCHE

SYSTEM.

I

.. lllsilllilllllliilllijiiiiiii'iiiiii
I

i. "-,ssB»r^::^

JiLTERHATIflQ DYf/AMOS
FOR LONG DISTANCE LIGHTING,

FOR 100 TO 1200 LIGHTS.
AGENTS 'WANTED. NOTICE OUR ILLUSTRATION NEXT WEEK.

La Roche Electric Works,
m & 118 MORTH 6II1ST., PHILAIELPHIft, P4„ D. S. A.

YOU GET THE BEST
WHEN VOU BUT

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS -"DYNAMOS
ZkZA.xi'u.fA.ot'u.red Ozxl^r ]Sy -

P

The Elektron Manufacturing Co.,
NEW YORK OFFICE, 89 Liberty St.

Wafthint^on, D. C, J. U. Burkett & Co., 1408 New York A-.. Xch <>rl<-aii><, I.u., ' " -rgo (iuqulc, 140 Gravler St. Oliicaeo, III., The Elcctrlcul Engineer-

lag Co., 220 Dearborn St. Ht. Panl, ninn., F. J. Utnz, vr, Eml Kourlh Ht. Philadelphia, Po., Pcnneylvanla Muchlne Co., 2« North Hi'ventli HI.
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WHAT'S THE USE OF BUYING SWITCHES?

WE ARE GIVING THEM AWAY,
READ THIS.

We will for 30 days from the date of this

notice, give away ten, five ampere, or nine,

ten ampere Paiste switches to any one
sending us an order for one hundred

dollars worth of goods, accompanied by

this blank filled in and signed.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

November 23, 1891. CHICAGO.

ST. LOUIS BRANCH.

Central Electric Company,
CHICAGO.

Please send with accompanying order

amxicre Paiste switches, for which you agree to

make no charge.

Signed

1891.

vLO/V/;.

TR/--.D7 r.-ARK.

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY.
823 Locuat St., St. Lonis, Mo.

OMAHA BRANCH.

^lON/;.

KANSAS CITY BRANCH.

>i-ON/>

TRADE I^^^PK.

GATE CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY,
B22 Delaware SI,, Kaoaaa City, Mo.

DENVER BRA^'CH.

nLON/>
TK,i^r)E3 l^dAK-Kl.

THADE MAHKi

WESTERN ELECTRPAL SUPPLY COMPANY
»18 S. 15ih St., Omaha, Heb,

TRADE MARK.
ELECTRIC POWER AND TRANSMISSION CO.,

722 Lawrence St., Denver, Colo.

TO OUR CUSTOMERS: CHICAGO, November 16, 1891.

We have just completed arrangements with the Swan Lamp Manufacturing Company
to handle their goods, and will, in future, sell this Company's lamps in preference to any
others. We have heretofore been selling the Packard lamp, and in making the change, we
do not wish to be understood as retracting any of our claims for that lamp. We are

simply keeping pace with the wishes of our patrons, who demand a lamp of high efficiency

and good average life, rather than one of low efficiency and extra long life.

As the electric lighting industry becomes one of the stable dividend paying interests

of the world, station managers are obliged to pay more attention to every source of waste,
and there has heretofore been none more prolific than that of low efficiency lamps,
©specially when the capacity of the station is about full.

The Swan lamp is one of high efficiency and good average life, say from 600 to 1,000

burning hours, while it does not blacken to any appreciable degree, even when it is nearly
burned out. These lamps are made to fit any socket, and as we will carry a stock of all

ordinary candle powers and voltages, orders can be promptly filled.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin St., CHICAGO.

CONNECTED BY PRIVATE WIRE WITH POSTAL TELEGRAPH-CABLE CO.S SYSTEM.
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1

Edison

General

Electric Co.

EDISON BUILDING,

BROAD STREET,

NEW YORK.

PRESSURE INDICATOR.

THE EDISON PRESSURE INDICATOR is acknowledged the most Per-

fect Instrument for Indicating Pressure. It is at all times Rel able

and Accurate.

Is easy of Adjustment, and always Remains in Circuit,

3?'?r*«V:

Its Accuracy can be Checked at any Time, without additional Instruments,

the Indicator Containingwithin Itself the Means for Checking ItsOwn Readings.

The Sciile can "je Read at a Distance, indicating positively "Right,"

"High" or "Low," according to Pressure.

Years of Practical Operation Have Proven these Facts, and all Plants

Desiring to Obtain Good Practice should Possess the Edison Indicator.

For Particulars, address nearest District Office,

DISTRICT OFFICES:

CANADIAN DISTRICT:
Edison Building, Toronto. Can.

CENTRAL DISTRICT:
173-175 Adams St., Chicago. 111.

EASTERN DISTRICT:
Edison Building. Broad St., New York.

NEW ENGLAND DISTRICT:
25 Otis Street. Boston. Mass.

PACIFIC COAST DISTRICT:
Edison Building. 112 Bush St.. San

Francisco. Cal.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST DISTRICT:
Fleischner Building, Portland, Ore

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DISTRICT:
Masonic Building, Denver, Colo.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT:
10 Decatur St.. Atlanta, Ga

Snbmarlne,

Telegraph,

Underground,

'v-

Vf
s'

-»\ i^^^S^^^ijf

.

j^^j^idsa.r^-
.^J^-' j^-^gwte.,,***..^.^;^^^:^-,^^^*^^;.'s***''*^?~^^:z^ Telephone,

Interior,

Electric Light.

<;i.ii<-<h..lj WorliH. 1:c]1m,ii <..ii.i;iI 1. 1..Hi. (,.,,. ].m li j .

Manufactured under Authority of SIEMENS & HALSKE,
^^ BY

The Edison General Electric Company,
Eetlmatee Fumlshe'i on Application.

AT TliKIR MCIIKXKCTAI>V WOKKM.

Address, Cable and Wire Department, Edison General Electric Company,
KDI.SO.\ RIAIAHSU, ltltOAI> STRKKT, NKW YORK, or NcarcHt Uixtrict OllUe.

lilSTIlXOT OaF'lPIOIEIS:
rmna<IUn T»l«irl<-t: KiUnon Bn llrllnE. Tnrnntn. «:«n.
OntraJ Itlatrirt: I7ri.|7S AdaBU Ht , thldiKO.
KMt«rB I>llitri>t: Kdl«nn Bnlldinc. Broad Ht . Sew Vork.Sew Koclwid District: ar, utlii i^c.^ Boatoo, Haaa.

l-nrlnr <'»n><> IllNlrlrl: KillHiin Hnllillne, ll^ KuhIi Ht , Hon Kranclaco, OBl,
l^arlrlr ^'nrlhw«-Mt l>lH(rlrt.: FlelHrlinlT lllllldlnfr. l*ortlniid, Ore.
Korky .^fountain l>latrlct: naaonlr llnlldlnie. l>onverv <^olqt
Hontb<-ra itlatrlct: 10 Uecatar t*t, Atlanla, Ua.
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The CARBON TRUST'S output is much reduced since the burning of

its Factory, at Fremont, Ohio.

WE HAVE A CAPACITY OF

50,000,000 CARBONS
PER YEAR.

We propose to continue in tlie front rank of tliis industry, in spite of tlie

VIOLENT OPPOSITION OF THE CARBON TRUST, wiiich is now endeavoring to monopolize

the crude product of tlie country, and thus "freeze out" opposing concerns. We have

arranged for a supply of raw material for the next two years and are prepared to

meet prices, and will guarantee that our carbons are as good, if not better, than the

best product of the Trust.

NOTE THE TRUST METHODS:
Companies operating under old Brush licenses are tied up to purchase all sup-

plies from the Brush Company. The Trust bought up the Brush Carbon business

because IT could squeeze these customers. THEY ARE PAYING MORE THAN ANYBODY
ELSE. The Trust will put the pressure on you in the same way if IT monopolizes the

Carbon Business as IT is trying to do.

DO YOU PROPOSE TO FOSTER A WOULD BE MONOPOLY ?

WE ABE NOT IN THE TRUST.
WE ARE NOT GOING INTO THE TRUST.

WE WANT YOUR ORDERS.
WE CAN FILL THEM PROMPTLY.

The Washington Carbon Co.
WASHINGTON, PENNSYLVANIA.
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Taking the Lead.
THOUGH ONLY

ON THE

MARKET

-FOR-

SIX MONTHS,

THE

STANLEY
-IS-

NOW KNOWN

-AS

—

THE

BEST

CUT or 300 LIGHT TRANSFOBIUER.

STAHLEY ELECTRIC MFG. COMPANY,

CORRESPONDENCE

SOLICITED.

PITTSFIEIiC, MASS.
WESTERN AGENTS: The Electrical Supply Co.. Corner Randolph St. and Michigan Ave .Chicago. III.

THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.

HABIRSHAW INSULATION

Ff**(I<*r <'or**.
Broailw'uy Tlicalcr.

Naval Marine India Rubber
Covered Wires.

Naval Land India Rubber
Covered Wires.

"•" PROMINENT INSTALLATIONS.

Feeder Cnltlo. Ifirooklyn
Edison Kl<-4lric l.i^j^lit Co.

Hiihninrine AVork. KiIihoii f.lv
IJfflif 4 <>.. KiiNtoii. I*u.

IVavnl <'or«', I'iiKimI

STANDARD
INDIA RUBBER
COVERED WIRES. Fmh'i' < '4>ihIii(*I(»i*.

"Il|-.\'|llll VH."
4-l'IIII(l t'CIDl'lll l>f|>ot.

Adopted
delpbia. Petrel

by the Navy Department, and thus far employed on board the United Status steamships Trenton, Chicago, Boston, Yorktown, Pensacola, Phila-

, Atlanta, B:j!timore, Nf;wa k, Vf-rrnont, Charleston. San Francisco, Concord, Bonnington and monitor Miantonomah.

SOLID AND STRANDED CONDUCTORS, TAPED, BRAIDED, FLAME-PROOF.

The Habirshaw Insulation fulfllls all requirements in places demanding the

"Best," and in that field finds no successful competitors.

ffPfllT i'ttTf.

FACTORY: CLENWOOD, YONKER8, N. Y.

W lYIilVlinADlnonAW, r.UiOij 315 Madison Ave,, Cor. Forty-Seuond St.

«;k.\kkai. mana«;kk. >k\v \okk citv.
^, „,.,„„„.

WESIERH AGEHTS: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., cor. Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL, kI..;"'^'' '.'..!:i.'i"j;".
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(J-Oin^ ^uid ^t^on/
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WARD
J7

LAMP
The testimony of any one using one or two arc lamps may be valuable or not, according

to their knowledge of arc lamps.

The ''Ward" Lamp is the only lamp that is in use successfully, and in large numbers, on
either central station or isolated plants.

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.,
OF St. Paul, Minn.

St. P,\ul, Minn., August 28, 1891.

JHeSSrs. SffcDoasDll & faninitnes, M' extern ]}lanasei8.
The Electric l^oi'Nlrurlion and etnpply Co.,

PhCDix BuildiDs:, Cbtcago, III.

Dear Sirs:—We are using your arc lamps on our llnei^, acd wlih
great satl^faclion bo'h to ourselves and our consumers. They are the
(tn]y arc lamps we are using, and in nur opinion are the best lanap of ihe
kind Ihat have c 'me to our nolice. Our continued orders to you not
only show our appreciation of their merits but also the fact that we find

them a gcod paying investment. Very truly yours.

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO..
G. H. Finn, General Manager.

EDISON LIGHT & POWER CO.,

OF Minneapolis.
MiNNE.\POLis, August 22, 1S91.

The Electric Constractlon & Istupply Co.,

18 Conlandt Street, Kcw York City.

Gentlemen:—Within the last eighteen months we have been In-
3'alling a number of arc lamps on our incandescent circuits. We mw
have one hundred and ninely-six of your "Ward" lamps in operaliOD.
aod it gives us plpasure to state that they give the very best of satisfac-

tion, both to ourselves and our customers. We consider ihera a most
xcellent lamp. Yours truly,

EDISON LIGHT .t POWER CO.

Lamps for direct current, alternating current, street railxiray circuits,

focusing lamps, photo-engraving lamps, search lamps.

&-E1-SSH li^OH OXTH UEIXV O.A.T.A.IJOC3-XJEI.

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION £ SUPPLY CO.
Phenix Building, Telephone Building.

p

Established 1881. BTST^ ^ORK CITY,
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TAPES m COMPOUNDS,
VULCA WIRE DUCTS,

ELBOWS, JOINTS, ETC., ETC.

All Snpply Stores Keep Them,

THE NATION'S CHOICE.

NEW yORK INSULATED WIRE CO..

78-80-82 Franklin Street,

CHICAGO.

MAIM OFFICE.
649 and 651 Broadna ',

New York

Geo. H. Meeker,

Weslero Manager.

The Pocket Edition of our General Catalogue of July, 1891,

is now ready for distribution, and we will send it to any one on
receipt of request, by mail.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,

AMES, EBERT & COMPANY, Agents,

ST. PAUL, MINN.

227 SO. CLINTON STREET, CHICAGO.

COR. THAMES & GREENWICH STS NEW YORK.

,^^»,^

THE SUNBEAM INCANDESCENT LAMPS
Can be furnished of any desired etaciency or life to suit onr customers. We make two
standard styles of lamps, as follows:

High efBciency lamps, from 3 to 3 1-3 watts, which maintain their rated candle power
from 750 to 1,000 hours.

LoDg-lived lamps, from 3 6-10 to 4 watts, which maintain their rated candle power
from 1.500 to 3,000 hours.

Each style will be found to give more light per dollar expended in current than
similar lamps made by other manufacturers.

SUNBEAM INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.,
805 Chamber of Commerce Building, Chicago.
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CATALOGUES
GREAT

No, 23, Electric Railway Supplies,
No. 24, Electric Lighting Supplies,

JUST OUT. SEND IN YOUR APPLICATION.

VTESTERN BLECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
201-207 So. Canal Street, CHICAGO, U. S. A.

UNION ELECTRIC WORKS.
207 South Ganal St„ CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

The Rest Ulectric Bell in the m?iket; Nickel plated Gongs;

Double Magnet, Platinum Contacts, side adjugtmeat) with set

screw. The simplest and most durable Annunciator,

all sizes, for elevators, bote's and offices.

>VRITE FOR PRICES.
Also Teet Instramente, Spark Colle, Indnctlon Coile and various

Stardard Electric Devices for Medical and Mechanical Piirpoeee.

Wc will also inaiuiraetiirc articles for Inventors or the TratleWe have slvilled tVorkmeii aii<l do lir.st-elass work

MOVE UP FRONT!!!
WE ARE ALREADY THERE ON

SWITCHES,
ALL KINDS,
ONE POLE AND
TWO POLES.

SOCKETS,
WITH AND
WITHOUT KEYS.

Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co.,
fLIMITED.j

Mannfacturers of, and Dealers in, a line of General

ELECTRICAL MERCHANDISE.
ALSO ELECTRIC AND COMBINATION

FIXTURES AND GLASSWARE.

Rubber Covered Weather-Proof Wires
and Lamp Cords,

233 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

It nill |>a.v von to get onr prioes and ne« oatalogne.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLIES.

BelectricaJIbTHl

CUT-OUTS,
COVERED AND
UNCOVERED.

(0)-

PRICES OF

TI16 Electric Supply and GonlractinQ Gonipanij.
S. E. Cor. Fiftii and Sycamore Sts., (Xevada Buildini!,) CINCINNATI, O.

MAGHIIVER

RARE QUALITY.

The Star Electrix Co.,

641 NORTH BROAD ST.,

PHILADELPHIA.

HILL
Clutch Works,
CLEVELAND. O.

EASTERN OFFICE.
laCortlsndtS!., - NEW TORK.

Engineering Office : 146 Franklin St.,

• BOSTOX.

CHICAGO: MINNEAPOLIS:
3S So. Cunal St. ai5 Easota Building.

KANSAS CITY:
1231 and riS Union Avenue.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
D«sic3fJ. L'rectfd isd Foniibti

Send for new CatAloguc Power
Tranemlsslon Machinerj-.

HOLMES^BOOTH &HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.

Underwriter' Copper Electric Light Line TFire, handsomely flniaheil, highest eotiductivity. Copper Magnet Wire. Flccnhle

HO^iXJSa and Worsted Cordsfor Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work.
~~

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

Silk, Cotton

PATENT
a
K.K.

M LINE WIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

jfti.g-eii.ts for tKe TT^T-.A.SHIiTCa-TOlT C-^IiB03>T CO. Car-bono for -A-rc 3L.ig-liti3a.e-.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., CHICAGO,
Arc our Selling Agents, and carry a line ol Insulated and Bare Wires ol our make.

THOS. L. SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 Park Place, NEW YORK.
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sPE^ciJLiv istotice: to thk; "rnjLDK

$1

ON AND AFTER DECEMBER 1ST, 1891,

The Pric3 of oar Ho 1 Ries Regalating Socket (for lamps 16 to 25 C. P„ 50 Vol!s> will be

27^ ( $3.00 EACH LESS 574 per cent. DISCOUNT
lm\ Making the XET PRICE $1.27J. $1

27i
EACH

THE RIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY COMPANY, PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTUREBS
Baltimore and Eutaw Sts., BALTIMORE. MD R.EG-T_riv.fi.TIIIC3- SOCKETS.

FOUR
GOOD
BOOKS.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION Hand-Book.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 Lakeside Building.

CHICAGO, ILL.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

SUBSTANTIAL NEAT. ECONOMICAL.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES

EXCLUSIVELY
OUR BUSINESS.

ELECTRIC MERCHANDISE
COMPANY,

CHICAGO,
I I ADAMS STREET. ILL. W.R. Mason, Gen. Mgr.

INTERIOR C0^©U1TS Tlie SoMion of the ProMeEi of Safe ^nUw
ELECTRIC GONDDGTORS

Wherever and for whatsoever purpose employed, is to
be foand in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IHTERIOR AND UNDERGROUND

MANUFACTURED BY

TRADE-MARK.

I N* T*£ "R I O R
CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,

uunDwc. I 527 lo 631 W. 34th St.,
WBKK!>.-| 626 10 628 W. 36th St..

General Offices: 42 & 44 Broad St, , New Yort

ThoB. Day & Co., 222 Sntter St., San Franciero, Cal.

Electrical Bng. Co., 320 D-amorn St., Chicago, 111.

American Electrical Supply Co.,
2.J6 Pearl St. Buffalo, N. Y.

Putnam, Gay &Co., 27 E. M.ln St., Rucheeter, N. Y.
Giover Elect. Co.. 1^7 W.8th St., Cioclnnatl, O.
Chaa. Gabnel, 8me'°s"'i Mich.
Southern Electrical Mfp. and Supply Co.,

no Rnroone St., New Orleana, La.

Walkpri Kepler, Ml ChectnntSI., Pbila<ielphla, Pa.

Electrical hopply &Coo8trnctlon Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

SooiberD Electric Co., Balilmore, Md.

THE "JEWEL"
^^^l^^

Incandescent Lamp,

The Best Lamp In the Market.

/\ " Any Voltage.

Any Socket.

Any Candle Power.

^pAKD£^GENTl3^
16 C. P. Less than 100 lots, 55 Cents.

100 to 1000 " 50 "

Send for Sample Order.

. HOOD, Gen'l Agt.. 239 LaSalle St.. CHICAGO.

MONITOR
WOOD BOX

|:
' ARE THE BEST.

ji Polished Case, Nickel Plated
Trimmings, Heavy Magnets,

|{

Quick Stroke, Clear Ring.

Write for quotations to .

C. A. HARMOUNT, M'gr,

. MONITOR ELECTRIC Company

Western Agents Alfred F. Moore's Wires and cables.

149 Wabash Av., CHICAGO, ILL.

THOMAS STURGIS, Prest. Wm. 0. LANE. Sec'y and Treas. C. P. NIACKIE, Gen'IManager. S. S. BOGART, Gen'l Agent.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY,

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIGHT! MOTOR GUT OUT.

LAMPS OR MOTORS CUT IN AND OUT AT WILL FROM CENTRAL STATION WITHOUT

DISTURBING OTHERS ON SAME CIRCUIT.

Tliis Sysftem Saves Mileage of C'ircuii.s, Makes Scattered Busines-s Profitable and Secun^w Vnymcui. for KviM-y Hour of l/ight.
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The United States Electric Lighting Co.,

(THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Lessees.;

ARC AND INCANDESCENT ISOLATED ELECTRIC LICHT PLANTS.

iifflatic Dfiis - Perlect Mm.
More than 1000 Plants in operation in Factories, Hotels,

Office Bmldings, Theaters, Etc.

MOTORS-GENERATORS
Direct Current GENERATORS and MOTORS for all purposes,

1-8 H. P. up to any power required, and at any
required E, M. E.

Superior in Design and Workmansliip, and Uneqnaled in EfflcieEcy.

Send for New U. S. Catalogues on Incandescent Lighting and Motors.

GENERAL OFFICES: EQUITABLE BUILDING, - - 120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC CO
BOSTON,

620 Atlantic Avenue.

NEW YORK,
5 1 0-534 West 23cl Street.

CHICAGO,
217 La Salle Street.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
Orders Executed Correctly and Promptly.

BEST AIMD CHEAPEST.

ALSO—
-^ No, 116, Keyless Socket, IS in.

No. 130. Keyless Wall Socket-

Porcelain or Wood Biise.

«o. 146. Keyless docket (or 75,

100 and 160 c, p. Lamps.

I flf
I

\ No. 160. Waterproof Socket.

No, 140, Attachment Plug,

with Fuses.

No. 125. Key Wall Socket— Porcelain or Wood Base. No. no. Key Socket. No. 120. Kcyloss jj^^ inch Socket.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MAKCFACTURED ET

WM. BROOKFIBLD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

Eockforil Els:tri: is. Co.,

ROCKFOBD, lliL..,

Manufactnrcrs of

MOTORS,
(Stationary and Railway).

Incandescent Dynamos

and Generators
(MATO SYSTEM).

__^ Specially adapted to Isolated

^J Plants. Absolutely self-resulat-

[fc;:_ ing and reliable. The Motors
are the most efficient now in the
market. Agents wanted in un-
occupied territory.

PLATINUM.
JAS. SCHAWEL & CO., '1^"^^:
Importers and Melters. Sheet and Wire

in any (liauge. Scrap Puroliasert.

NOW THEN! FOR SALE CHEAP!!
Six 400 light Thomeou-Honston Incandeecent

Dynamos, 110 volte. Perfect order.
Three 25 light i2,000 candle power American Arc

Dynamos. Al order.
Two 50 light 2,000 candle power Sperry Arc Dy-

amos. A 1 order.
TOO Goose ZS'ecke, Sockets, Lamps, etc., complete,

good.
50 niilea Ko. 10 American Electric Co. Wire, good

order, nsed one year. In '/i mile reels.
Two 400 light Thoinson-IIonstOQ'New Armataree.

70 American Single Carbon 2,000 candle power
Arc Lamps. A 1 order.

Two 70 H. P., 7iiO volte, Edieon Generators, need
bIx men the.

Tea 5 H. I*. t5praL;iie Motors, need six months.
Two Edison Electric Mining Eock Drills, used

six monthB.
High Speed Engines and Fall Station Eqoip-

mentfi. Poles, etc.
Eighty •^.CiiO candle ])ower American Double Car-

hon Arc l.aiiipt^, need three montlie.

JOHN E. BEGGS MFG. & SUPPLY CO., 74 Cortlandt Street. NEW YORK.

PATENT Runs more Slack than
I iiperforated Belts, hence
adapted to uneven power
of Electric Railways and

L E AT H E R B E LT I N G
*'*''" *^****'**' ^"^^«' *" *^«»'

eral.

CHAS. A. SCHIEREN Sc CO.,
PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS

Al^o New York, Boston,
Philadelphia. 46 SOUTH CANAL ST., CHICAGO. ILL.

THE WESTON STANDARD

Voltmeters and Ammeters.
These instruments are the most

accurate, reliable and sensitive port-

able instruments ever offered. A
large variety of ranges to meet the

requirements of all kinds of work.

Senil for IMratefl Gatalope.

ADDBESS

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,

1 1 4 & 1 1 6 William Street, Newark, N.J.

BOSTON.
PHILADELPHIA. Chicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.

ST. LOUIS.
ST. PAUL.

MICA.
For all Electric Insulating
Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the markei.

I I SELL NO OTHER.
Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St.. NEW YORK.

H.WARD LEONARD & COMPANY.

S^cor*; bid from us !'/t Eieclrical Apparatns or
Construction beforf: d'rcldin;.'. Railways, Light-
ing, Transmiaaiori of Power, Wiring, etc.

Eleplriral Kxrhans*' Ballrtlnsf,
.VKAV ^OltK < 111'.

Wasatch Asphaltum
COMPANY.

Proprietors of the largest and richest Asphaltic

Limestone mines in the world.

MAXUFACTUREES OF

ROCK ASPHALT MASTIC,
For Paving, Roofing, Basements, etc.

ASPHALTINE
(Or Liquid Asphalt),

For Coating Piles, Ties, Poles, etc.,

ALSO SOLE AGENTS FOR

The Salt Lake Gilsonite Go.'s

"Uintaite," "Grahamite,'*

PURE GUM ASPHALTUM
For all INSn-ATING Purposes.

Office, 71 Culmer Block,

SALT LSKE CITY, UTAH.

Correspondfjncc 8o]Jclted,and samples fiirnlelRd.

Maenete. Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for .Samplos and Prices,

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONliRESS STUKKT, BOSTON.

You Will Oblige

Both Advertiser and Publisher

by mentioning the WESTERN
ELECTRICIAN when writing

to advertisers.

99

m CEDAR, DGTAGDNAL PINE AND STEEL.

Tf you are in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

DETROIT,
MICH.BROWNLEE & CO.

DBioii umm JO.

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

15 CHUUBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

The DENSMORE,
The World's Greatest Typewriter,

8hoal(l be exaiuined before purcliasiog any other.

MAI>IY IMPROVEMENTS. UIGHEST STANDARD.

Invented, owned and controlled by men having had fifteen years'

experience on typo-har machines.

Simplicity, Strength, Diirahillty, High Speed, Easy Action,

Permanent All^'nni'-nt. Most convenient. Two interchangeable
carriayeH. Stei-l throughout.

STANDARD KEY-BOARD, with shift carriage for capitale. Call or send for catalogue.

"A perfect machine. Am delighted with it. A pleasure to run it."—Cuas. D. Kklly, Stenographer
West Shore R. K., New York

.

We will appoint a reliable dealer In all cities as soon as possible, and in the meantime will ship

machines on approval to parties having u good commercial rating.

l>K\SJIORE TVl'EWRITER CO.. »»» ItioiHlway. N<'h York.

THE SHORT DYNAMO.

EfTiclency, 92 Per Cent.

From 75 to 500 Horse Power.

Flat Ring Armature.

Multiple Brushes.

Large Commutator. Independent Coils.

Perfect Ventilation.

THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.,
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New Thomson-Houston Freight Switch-
ing Electric Locomotive.

About a year ago, at a meeting of the Chicago Electric

club, there was considerable discussion as to the possibility

of electricity being applied on steam roads. There was a

concensus of opinion that it would, perhaps, be some time

before the electric system would come into general use on

extended steam lines. But the discussion turned on the

question as to the practicability of the introduction of the

- electric motor for switching work in large railway freight

yards. It was very generally conceded that such an appli-

cation would be not only practicable, but in many cases

very advantageous. To-day the problem is found to be

fairly on its way to solution. The illustration presented

herewith speaks for itself. The Thomson- Houston corn-

means of the side rods in a manner similar to that em-

ployed in coupling locomotive drivers. The frame of the

machine is of cast steel. The drivers are 48 inches in

diameter. The motor is wound for 500 volts, or in other

words for the factory overhead system. The weight of the

machine is 60,000 pounds.

Double Carbon Suit.

Considerable interest has been manifested in the new
suit brought by the Brush company against the Western

Electric company for the alleged infringement of the for-

mer's double carbon arc lamp patent by the manufacture

and sale by the defendant of the "Twin" arc lamp. The
defendant's appearance must be entered by December 7th

and its answer filed on or before the first Monday in Jan-

Electricity at the WorId*s Fair.

Prof. Charles A. Perkins of Hampden .Sidney college

has written to Chief Barrett expressing his interest in the

collection of historical apparatus proposed to be shown in

connection with the display of electrical exhibits. He
thinks that such an exhibition would be especially attractive

to those in attendance at the electrical congress. He
speaks of the instruments of Gauss at Heidelberg, Max-

well at Cambridge, Faraday at the Royal Institution of

London, Mertz at Carlsruheand Bonn, Henr}- at Prince-

ton, and Rowland and Hall at Johns Hopkins. "The
exhibition of the Sorbonne at the Paris exposition," says

Prof. Perkins, "was to me one of themostinterestingin the

place, and they might very likely duplicate the exfiibition.

Such an exhibition might bring together apparatus which

-"'-^^-^s^^fe^V

pany has taken hold of this problem, and the cut shows

the extent to which it has carried its experiments.

For some time this company has employed in the yards

of the factory at Lynn quite an extensive system of tram-

ways. The works at Lynn cover a very large area

and these tramway lines extend like a network throughout

the inclosure to points wherever it may be necessary to

handle stock, heavy parts, or completed pieces of apparal us.

The gauge of these tramways is standard, 4 feet S/2

inches. The freight locomotive was designed for the

heaviest switching work in the yard. At present it is em-

ployed handling freight cars. The design of this new

locomotive is substantial in every respect, it being the

Thomson- Houston company's practice to pay more

attention to strong and solid construction than to orna-

mentation.

The motor proper of the new machine is estimated to be

from So to loo horse power. It is set in the bed of the car

and connected by gearing with one axle of the two. Direct

connection with the second pair of wheels is made by

THOMSON-HOUSTON FREIGHT SWirCHING ELECTRIC I.OCOM

uary. On the part of the defendant afhdavits were of-

fered in the contempt proceedings, in which the claim set

up in the present suit was brought forward, by Prof. J. P.

Barrett, Prof. Davies of the University of Wisconsin, Prof.

Elisha Gray, Thomas D. Lockwood, Franklin L. Pope

and others. Prof. Gray deposed that the "Twin" lamp

'was built up of two scparate'and independent lamp

mechanisms, each in itself completely operative, and the

two mechanisms act to control the carbon rods of the two

lamps independently, and no action of the one mechanism

can in any way actuate, affect or modify the motions or

adjustmentsof the other, and the statement to the con-

trary found in Prof. Morton's afiidavit is untrue, whether

based upon an examination of the mechanism of the lamps

or upon the incorrect represcnlalions in the diagram of

the aftidavit." Prof. Barrett also says, in his affidavit,

that the lamp contains two complete reculating mechanisms,

each operating independently of the other. The case is

one that will be watched with interest by the entire elec-

trical fraternity.

OTIVE.

can only be seen with extreme dirticuUy, even if one makes

careful search in European institutions."

The bureau of construction has contracted for a 400

horse power .-Vrminglon & Sims engine for use in connec-

tion with the temporary light and power plant.

The rules for the department of electricity, which have

been in preparation for some time, have been approved by

the director- general and were issued last week. They are

as follows;

1. Applicants for space in this department arc requested
to furnish the following information as near as possible:

A drawing to the scale of one-quarter inch to the foot,

showing sii^e of space desired and general distribution of
articles to be exhibited; also aisles, if any. among exhibits.

Express length, breadth, etc.. in feet and inches.

State whether current for motors, lamps, or other de-
vices is required, specifying quantity and potential in volts

and amperes.

If power for operating machinery is required state num-
ber of horse power wanted.

The above information is absolutety necessary- for the
proper allotment of space.

2. Applicants accepting space must agiee to occupy it
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in accordance with the rules and regulations, except when
special arrangements are made in writing with the chief of

the department, and are requested to give earliest possible

notice if they decide not to exhibit. Whenever exhibits

will admit the exhibitor is requested to display in glass

cases.

3. No exhibitor can exhibit in other than his own space

without obtaining the written permission to do so from the

chief of the department.

4 No exhibitor will be allowed to arrange his exhibit in

a way to occasion inconvenience or affect the display of

other exhibitors. The chief of the department reserves the

right to order any change in tlie design or arrangements
of exhibits in the interest of harmony or the protection of

other exhibitors.

5. The floor of the electrical building is designed to

will be allowed for moving machinery in this building, and
must be furnished at the expense of the exhibitor.

Shafting and motors will be under the care of the exhibi-

tors requiring them, but can be erected only on receipt of

a permit horn the chief of the department. Exhibitors
must arrange their exhibits in such a manner as to require

a minimum of shafting by using motors connected or belted

to their machinery direct.

II. Exhibitors may employ watchmen to take care of

their machinery and exhibits at night, but such watchmen
will be subject to the approval of the chief of the depart-

ment.
12. Exhibitors wil! be required to have their space cleaned

and all rubbish swept into the aisles within one hour after

the close of the exposition at night. In cases where this

rule is not complied with the work will be done by the

FIG. I. OPERATING A TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER WITHOU' AN INDUCTION COIL.

sustain a weight of 150 pounds per square foot. Any ex-

hibit requiring an extra support, in the judgment of the

chief of the department, must be furnished with satisfac-

tory support or foundation at exhibitor's expense.

6. All exhibits of dynamos and dynamical current gen
crating apparatus intended for operation, with full, or more
than a very small percentage of their full, capacity, will be

located in Machinery Hall, and will be placed in practical

operation for transmitting current to the exposition build-

ings. Applicants for space desiring to ofier their exhibits

of dynamos and generators, etc., for the service of the

exposition for lighting the grounds and buildings for ar-

tistic effects, or for furnishing power to the various de-

partments, should communicate with the chief of the de-

partment of electricity as early as possible.

7. All platforms, railings, counters, signs, partitions

and show cases must be erected at exhibitor's expense and
shall not exceed dimensions given below. All designs for

the above with location of same in exhibitor's space must

be submitted to the chief of the department for his written

approval before installation is begun. Show cases shall

not be higher than fifteen feet above the floor of the main
aisles. Counters shall not be higher than two feet ten

inches above the floor of the main aisles. Railings may be

erected, but must be of a uniform height of two feet six

inches and subject to the approval of the chief as in rule S.

Platforms will be allowed only in certain parts of the

building. All exhibitors wishing platforms to cover their

space must build them to a uniform height of eight inches.

Partitions will be allowed only in certain parts of the

building, and in all cases must not exceed iifteen feet in

height, and must be approved in writing by the chief of

the department before their erection is begun . Signs must
be ornamental in character, and designs for the same must
be submitted to the chief of the department for his written

approval. Xo signs will be allowed to extend beyond the

ELECTRIC CIGAR LIGHTER.

limits of exbibitor's space, nor will signs of muslin, linen,

canvas, or paper be accepted. The chief of the depart-

ment will have ihe right to order down any signs that may
be in an objectionable location or may disadvantagcously

affect the appearance of the general exhibit.

8. All exhibits of machinerj- in motion mu.st be protected

by orn.tTTT'm'a! railings of a uniform height of two feet s\%

inf:h^ ic.igns for railings must liC submitted lo

the '::)artment for his written approval.
f> rtc allowed in the electrical building

except by me written permission of the chief of ihc depart-

ment: oils and inflammable material will be allowed only
in '; *— •'fident for one day's uw; suitable storage
wt;': .'or the same.

I • requiring prtwer in the electrical building

will hac :o :':;rni3h the necessary toimter-shafting, pulleys,

hangers, etc., at their own c:xpcnse, Klectric moton only

department and charged against the exhibitor. No sweep-
ing will be allowed during exposition hours.

13. The distribution of cards, circulars, pamphlets or

samples about the building or its vicinity will not be per-

mitted under any circumstances. Exhibitors can distribute

such articles only from their own space, but will not be
allowed to solicit their acceptance.

I-]. The arrangements and erection of electric con
ductors in all parts of the building shall be wholly under
the supervision of the chief of the department, whose
directions must be followed, and whose decisions shall be

final.

15. Exhibitors will be required to attach to each exhibit

a printed or typewritten description in Ihe English lan-

FIG. 2. OPERATING A TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER WITH-
OUT AN INDUCTION COIL.

guage of the use and operation of the object exhibited for

the information of the public.

16. Exhibi;ors or their agents will be furnished by the

department with duplicate cards upon which must be the

name or description and the catalogue number of each
article entered ior exhibition- These will be counter-

signed on receipt of articles into the exposition. One of

these cards shall be conspicuously attached to the article

described and the other to be retained by the exhibitor to

serve as his order for the article at the close of the expo-
sition.

Operating a Telephone Transmitter
Without an Induction Coil.

In a recent issue of the Western Electrhian there

was illustrated an alternating current telephone transmitter

devised by J. J. O'Connell, E. E., of the Chicago Tele-

phone company. The accompanying sketch, Fig. i, shows a

circuit and the mode of operating such a transmitter directly

from battery or dynamo current without the aid of an in-

duction coil. The instrument, it is stated, worked as well

as when the induction coil was used. The humming noise

caused by the varying current of the dynamos was reduced

to n. minimum by placing retardation coils and a condenser

in circuit as shown by the diagram. With this circuit, .22

ampere was used to operate the instrument. Mr. O'Con-

nell is satisfied, though, that with the transmitter provided

with platinum contacts and so .^djustcd that there would be

a "make and break" alternately between each of the two

sets of buttons, a smaller amotmt of current would co the

work satisfactorily. A repealing coil was cut into circuit

when using the Edison current. This was dispensed with

when using the storage bat'cry, as was also the retardation

coil and condenser.

I'ig, 2 shows a circuit in which a stor-igc Imltcry was

employed. Tour cells were used, and the irstrument worked

as well as when operated with an induction coil. This

system has been worked on lines between Chicago and

Jolict, Milwaukee and other places.

Electric Cigar Lighter.

The device shown herewith is an electric cigar lighter,

designed to be automatically thrown into circuit, and thus

become incandescent when turned to the proper position

for applying it to furnish light to the end of a cigar.

The operative parts of the lighter are inclosed in an

outer casing formed in the shape and about the size of an

ordinary cigar. This casing consists of a shield of

wood covered with binding paper or cloth so as to imitate a

cigar as closely as possible. The casing is made hollow at

the enlarged end, and across it extends a wire of platinum

shaped as shown. The wire is partially surrounded and

backed up by a filling of asbestos fiber. Within the cas-

ing and between conducting strips there is a metallic ball,

adapted, as the casing is turned to an upright position, to

roll between the strips and t'nus form an electrical connec-

tion, causing the current to heat the wire to incandescence.

A cigar may be lighted by placing the end against the

exposed surface of the wire in the same manner that a

light could be obtained from another cigar.

G. N. Engert of Springfield, 0., is the inventor.

Suggestive to Hotel Proprietors.

"Put out the light when you leave the room" are the

words of an injunction which, if there was any chance of its

being obeyed, would be posted by that long suffering in-

dividual, the hotel proprietor, in every room of his house.

But as long as there are rooms and lights which have (o be

put out, just so long will many of the careless people which

the world is so full of leave them burning. It was this

peculiar failing of weak humanity that led E. J. Hodg-

son and J. W. Stearns, Jr., of Denver, Colo., to devise a

method of controlling the incandescent electric light cir-

cuit of hotel apartments, by the shooting or withdrawing of

Ihe bolt of the door. It is the hope of the inventors to

prevent by their method the burning of the lamps in cases

where by inadvertence or mistake, the occupant had left

his room without turning off the lamps. The details of

the device through which they expect to accomplish their

purpose is shown in the accompanying cut.

As will be readily seen, the essential mechanism by

which the lights are controlled is set in the door frame.

The switch proper is nothing more than a plunger so ar-

ranged within a cylindrical shell carrying the necessary

contacts, that the shooting of the bolt in locking the door

forces the plunger to the position indicated, and breaks the

circuit, and so extinguishes the lights.

SUGGESTIVE TO HOTEL rKOI'RIETORS.

It is supposed that in shooting the bolt it will be done

from the outside of the door by turning the key in the

usual way. As soon as the door is unlocked or the bolt

withdrawn the circuit is again established, and the lights

in the room turned on.

The fastening of the door from the inside may be by a

sliding bolt or by another key-actuated bolt manipulated

through another key-hole. While the practicability of the

invention as here described may be questioned, the idea

embodied is suggestive.

Comparatively few people arc aware that Chicago has a

building almost wholly built by the students of an indus-

trial school. The new building of the Institute of Tech-

nology, 147 Throop street, is the first building west of New
Vork city constructed wholly or in par: by students. No
belter evidence of the practical character of the instruction

of a school could be desired. The teaching of tr.adcs is in

accordance with the broad plan of this institute,which pro-

poses 10 teach "Any person any study, day and evening."

It now announces the organization of evening classes in

plumbing and bricklaying, as well as architecture and en-

gineering. Draughtingof all kinds is marie a speri.alty,

three instructors being employed.
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Chicago "Herald" Buildings New Elec-
trical Equipment.

The new //tvv;/./ building on Washinjiton street, Chi-

cago, is one of the handsomest and most imposing com-

mercial structures in the city, as well as one of the most

complete newspaper plants in the country. It is scarcely

necessary to say that electricity plays an important part

in the equipment of the building. Attention is attracted

to the building by the huge sign stretched across the road-

thc dynamos and feeders in and out of circuit. The

electrical conductors used upon the swilcli board and ceil-

ing are very highly polished rectangu'ar copper bars,

inounicd upon black inatble bases and held in piace by

pDlishiid brass cleats. All the cleats and castings upon

the switch-board are of special design, and the polished

copper against the iiighly finished marble background

presents a very handsome appearance.

The building has been wired on the three-wire convert-

iifi-V
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way in front of the building. This sign contains 331

incandescent lights arranged so as to form the words,

Chicago Ilcruhi. Each letter is made upon a separate

board suspended from the cable, the successive letters be-

ing fastened by the wires, which run upon the back, so that

the entire sign can be moved bodily ilong the street cable.

Care was taken in the construction of the sign that it might

withstand the changes of weather, a shower of rain or a

snowstorm. «

The handsome counting room of is one of the most attrac-

tive parts of the building. Five longitudinal and four trans-

verse beams divide the ceiling into twenty panel?, the center-

piece of which, Eurrrounded by arabesque woik in gold relief,

is a cluster of incandescent lights shaded by beautiful opales-

cent globes, which mellow the radiance of the lights into

a bluish-green tint that completes the harmonious blending

of colors. There is light in profusion, not less than two

hundred incandecent lamps and thirty arc lights being

employed in the illumination of the ground lloor alone.

The numerous offices of the building are all connected

by an electric signaling system, which will no doubt prove

very advantageous. The publisher's office is not only

connected withal! the other departments, but it has direct

telegraph communication with the outside world.

This idea of utilizing electricity in place of messengers

is found in all departments of the paper. Every reporter's

desk is connected with that of the city editor, and the

latter by pressing a button may summon to his private

office any of his thirty assistants. The same plan is

followed in the composing room, where the foreman

notifies the compositors that there is copy on the hook by

a buz/.er system. There are many other ways in which

electricity is utilized, but the greatest interest is centered

in the plant located in the basement, which supplies light

and power throughout the building. Two views of this

plant are presented in the accompanying illustrations.

There are two Edison compound wound Soo light

machines and two Thomson-Houston arc light dynamoj;.

The building is also connected with the central station of

theChicago Edison company on Adams street, so that in

case of an accident in the power room of the /A v./A/ build-

ing the offices will not be without light, as by throwing a

switch the entire building can be transferred to the central

station. Directly south of the dynamos the Edison switch-

board is located. Tt is of black Belgian marble, upon

which is placed the indicating and regulating apparatus

for the dynamos, together .vith the switches for throwing

ible system for 3,000 incandescent lamps. There are

over 60,000 feet of wire. The plant was installed by

the Chicago Edison company.

There are lifty arc lamps distributed through the build-

ing and ten electric motors. The latter are used princi-

pally in the engraving, stereotyping and press rooms.

The facilities for handling telegraph news are simply

which can be divided into eight single sets; three sets of

automatic repeaters; two single wire sets, which can be used

on duplex or quadruple.^ loops by throwing a switch, and

one single-line set pure and simple. Ilesides these there

are "pony" v.-ircs to the Western L'nion and I'ostal offices,

and an office "pony" connecting the desks of the officials

in different rooms. These, of course, require key aod

.sounder only. Current is supplied by storage batteries

charged from the plant in the basement.

The //';';/(/ telegraph room, adjoining that of the night

editor and telegraph readers, is provided with the most

improved operators' quartet tables. There arc seats and

instruments for twelve operators, and eight of these arc so

arranged that typewriter instruments are tltted in the tops

of the desks, which are closed when the instruments arc

not in use. Four other telegraph tables arc not provided

with typewriters.

Triumphs of Electricity.
If the daily papers have anything to say about it. no

obstacles will be thrown in the way of the application of

electricity in any line proposed, for they have, apparently,

unlimited faith in it. This is the enthusiastic style in

which the Cleveland Leader Kxt^Xs oi the subject:

One advantage possessed by electricity over steam
power, the importance of which is seldom duly considered,

is made conspicuous by the action of the Columbian
E.xposition management tn constructing an electric plant
at Jackson Park sufficient to permit the doing away with
steam engines within the grounds of the World's Fair.

The purpose is to reduce the risk of fire. It requires no
very active imagination to see in this simple fact a fair

promise of changes which will save a multitude of lives

and a vast amount of property. Little or no doubt exists

that the steam locomotive "must go," together with the
car stove and the railway lamp. We shall see railway
trains heated, lighted and propelled by electricity, which
will be kept under such control that there will be no more
horrors of fires added to the other awful features of
railroad wrecks. Wounded passengers will not perish

miserably while imprisoned in the debris of broken cars.

and freight trains which come to grief will not bum the
ties out and destroy the track while valuable merchandise
is being reduced to ashes. Later more momentous
changes may be brought about by the distribution of
electric power, electric heat and electric light to all parts of
cities, including mills and factories, from a very few
great central reservoirs of electric energy, filled either by
steam power, or, perhaps, by the force of the wind and
the tides and the waves of the sea. It need hardly be said

that the result will be an immense decrease in the number
of fires. It amounts to nothing that electricity in its

present very limited uses causes many fires. The
appliances now in vogue will be so much improved upon
that the tire risk will be reduced to a minimum, and the
danger to human life will also be much less than it is now^.

With the general substitution of electricity for steam
power, heating apparatus in which fuel is burned and gas
and oil lights will come the solving of the smoke problem

CHICACU "HICKAI.D ItUH.DlNn S Kl.KCTKlCAl. KvUIl'MKNT INOANPI-SCIiNT I.IC.UVINO, I'LANT.

superb. The oftices and operating rooms of the United

Tress association are in this building and they arc well

equipped. Twenty loops run to the switch-board—ten

from the Costal and ten from the Western Union com-

pany's main oflice. There are four sets of button repeaters,

and a marked consequent improvement, no doubt, in the

sanitary conditions of life in great centers of population,

to say nothing of comfort and esthetic considerations.

Manufacturing cities in which bituminous *coaI is used

would gain enormously in attractiveness and beauty by the

concentration of their fuel consumption in a few immense
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power houses, where the very best smoke-consuming

devices could be employed, and which might be located

outside of the thickly populated districts. The subject is

one of rare fascination for the imaginative mind. At

present we can only catch glimpses of the coming wonders

of the age that are to be characterized by that

mysterious form of energy of which we at present know so

little and hope for so much. What has already been

accomplished, however, is only a hint of the triumphs sure

to be witnessed in the future, if the history of the great

advances in the control and use of natural forces may be

taken as a guide.

Combination Electric Railway Section In-

sulator and Lightning Arrester.

It will be remembered that Elihu Thomson, about

a year ago, brought out a lightning arrester in which

there was employed a series of conducting plates separated

from each other by intervening plales of insulation. The

principle of this arrester is well known. These plates

and the insulation were so proportioned to the potential

of the current that au arc, it was claimed, could not be

formed throughout the entire series. Trof. Thomson

has just embodied this principle in an arrester and section

insulator for the overhead electric railway system. The

FIG. 2. COMBINATION ELECTRIC RAILWAY SECTION IN-

SUL.A.TOR AND LTGHTNINO ARRESTER.

details of the arrester are shown very clearly in Fig. i.

The manner in which the device is employed in its dual

capacity as section insulator and arrester may be under-

stood from Fig. 2. In the latter cut the ground connection

is shown.

The device in detail consists of a number of conducting

plates arranged in line with the trolley wire and separated

from each other by an intervening insulator. The plates

are threaded upon a bolt covered by an insulating tube

throughout its entire length. The bolt passes through

central openings in the plates. The washers of mica and

the air spaces separate the plates and prevent any electrical

connection from one to another. The bolt connects

mechanically the two ears into which the bent ends of

the trolley wire are inserted and fastened by set screws.

The washer at the nut on the end of the bolt and the one

at the head, guard effectively against any electrical com-

munication being established between the plates and the

bolt. An insulated pin, shown in the cut just above the

bolt, holds the metal and mica plates in line. Over the

whole device there is, as indicated, a hood of insulating

material. Where there is an earth connection the current

will ordinarily be made to pass to the middle plate of the

series, so that the flow from either connection will be in-

tercepted at the center of the device and the discharge

carried to the ground rather than pass the entire series of

plates. Lightning discharges reach the ground by jumping

the air spaces between the plates until the one in the mid-

dle is reached, whence they pass to the earth.

Fire at the Thomson-Houston Carbon
Works.

On the nightof November 24th a considerable portion of

h extensive works of the Thomson-Houston Carbon corn-

was insured for $120,000 in twenty five eastern and for-

eign companies. The spike works were valued at ifl50,oco

and were insured for $25,000. The fire spread with great

rapidity owing to the high wind. The buildings covered

nearly three acres. Two hundred and fifty men are thrown

out of work.

It is claimed that the fire will not greatly interfere with

the company's business, however.

The Telegraph Thirty Years Ago.

"This Day Thirty Years Ago" is the title of an article of

unusal interest in a recent number of the New York Sun.

It is based upon the history presented in a copy of the Sun.

published during the great civil war, when little attention

wasgiven to anything else and newspaper readers had little

idea or care for any news other than such as came from

the seat of war. Hardly any other intelligence reached

the dignity of news in the estimation of the people.

"Kings might come and go and thrones be shaken; but

what did the telegraph bring from the army?"

There was no cable, but much interest was manifested

in news from England, for Mason and Slideli had just been

captured, and the outlook for a passage at-arms with Great

Britain was promising. The news from Europe came by the

way of Newfoundland and frequent attempts to intercept

it were made. It appears that the telegraph companies

even at that remote period had to contend with wire cutters,

and a repair force of linemen was kept pretty busy in the

neighborhcods of St. Johns those days.

In the copy of the Sun referred to there appears this

significant teles:raph dispatch from St. Johns, N.F.: "The

telegraph line breakers are still at work. The wires were cut

on Tuesday night at 8,30 o'clock thirty-three miles from

here and repaired by 7 o'clock this morning. There is an

improvement in the manner of cutting the wires. They

are filed off instead of being clumsily cut with a stone."

From this it would seem that the telegraph company real-

ized the necessity of keeping even at that early day a

repair gang for such occasions. Truly the S7(n says: "It

is one characteristic of a newspaper that it is fully as interest-

ing when it is a half a century or a century old as on the

day when it comes damp from the press."

Following the Lead of America.

In urging that an electrical congress be held in connec-

tion with the coming Crystal Palace electrical exhibition

Tit.vXy&dir,l\it Eic-ctncai Engineer oi London uses the fol-

lowing complimentary language :

When Frenchmen initiate an electrical exhibition at

Paris, a congress or conference follows as a matter of

course. When Germans initiate an exhibition at Frank-
fort the inevitable congress is also held. When Ameri-
cans condescend to go in for a universal exhibition a con-

gress will be a necessity, and we may be sure that it will

be thoroughly organized and be successful. By the by,

has any student of language noticed how rapidly Ameri-
canisms are becoming common? This is largely due to

the fact, no matter how we may kick against it, that Amer-
ica is becoming the center of the world's action. Its news-
papers initiate new departures, and the Old World copies,

sometimes with acknowledgment, more often without.

Hence we, too, often "locate" an engine instead of

"place" the engine. Its "location," not its position or
"situation," is good, bad or indifferent. It is the Chicago
"exposition," not the old English "exhibition," and so on
through the whole gamut of newspaper literature. Then
again, many people in this country have suggested the ne-
cessity of meetings somehow and somewhere of the "con-
ventions" kind so common in America, where papers on
practical questions are read and discussed. The English
characteristic is to pretend all one's manufacturing and
constructional details are of immense value, and keep them
absolutely secret. The Englishman, in fact, pretends to a

KG. I. COMBINATION KLKCTKIC RAILWAY SKCTION INSULATOR ANIi LIOiriNINf

panyai Frenjont, O., was destroyed by fire. A press d is

-

pratcb rclatciv that the fire started at 7,30 i-.m,, and that the

factrrry was burned in an hcrtir.

The Mcl^ean spike and rolling mill, situated close by,

owned by Gen, Alger, was .'ilsodcstroycfl. The fire start-

ed in the plating room of the carbon works, and is supposed

to have been ths result of a natural ;;as or naphtha explo-

sion. The carbon plant wis valued at about $200,000, and

AKKKS'J'KH.

supernatural knowledge of details over and above his fel-

low. This secrecy about mailers electrical is ridiculous,

for there is no single practical detail that is not easily

made clear to any one who likes to investigate. As for

the nine hundred and nincty-nine paper details, many of
which find their way to the Patent Office, they arc not
worth the paper they arc written upon. \Vc contend,
then, that the Knglishm.'tn might well be as free with in

formation of his manufacturing and constructional details

as is his American brother.

Underground Electric Roads in Ger-
many.

Several projects for supplying Berlin with underground
railways have been brought before the German
government and the Berlin civic authorities. The projects
include a line to run from the north to the south of
the city, one to run from the east to the west side, and
also a circular suburban line. The circular line will pass
through the terminal stations of the two other lines, and
will also pass clo.se to the existing principal stations, and
connecting staircases will be erected so that communication
can be easily made from station to station. Each of the
underground lines will be placed at a different level, so
that ihere will be no danger arising from the risk of col-
lision. It is proposed to construct the north and south line

first, and it is to be placed at a depth of 29 % feet below
the level of the street. Where the line goes under the bed
of the River Spree, it will have a depth of 36 feet. It is

not expected that the water percolating through from the
river will offer any great difficulty to the construction of
the tunnel, which will consist of iron tubes bolted to-
gether. The iron tubes are to have an external covering
of cement. The power is to be furnished by electriciiy

conveyed to the motor cars by conductors. Each train
will consist of a locomotive and three passengers cars, each
capable of accommodating forty passengers. The speed
to be obtained on the line is about Q/'z miles per hour.
Two years are to be allowed for the construction of this
ine, the estimated cost of which is about !?3,ooo,ooo.

Wheeler's Cut-out.
A simple multiple fuse cut-out, the invention of G. K.

Wheeler of the western department of the Thomson-

WHEELER S CUT OUT.

Houston company, Chicago, is illustrated in the ac-

companying cut. By the use of this device a number of

fuses may be successively inserted into a circuit without

any delay or chance of a shock. The construction of the

cut-out is so clearly shown in the cut that no more than a

word is necessary to describe it. On a substantial base-

piece there is pivoted a disk of insulating material pro-

vided with a handle. This disk is free to turn, and has

attached at its edge a number of contact pieces which

project a short distance. The fuses are secured to these

contact pieces by screws, as shown. As the disk is revolved,

every fifth of a turn a new fuse is inserted in the two con-

tacts shown to the left.

Electric Lights in the Cook County
Abstract Building.

The Cook County Abstract building is now in process

uf erection on the south side of Washington street, be-

tween Clark and Dearborn. It is to be sixteen stories high,

absolutely fireproof in construction, and will, when fin-

ished, be one of the largest and finest office buildings in

Chicago, The building will be lighted by 3,000 incandes-

cent lamps; current to be supplied from the Adams street

sliilion of the Chicago Edison company. The building

will be wired upon the three-wire convertible system,

using Simplex rubbcrcovcrcd wire in interior conduits.

The contract for the construction work lias been awarded

to the Chicago I'Mlson company.

Allcniown, I'a., capitalists arc negotiating with the
Eehigh Coal tx. Navigation compnny for the use of the

water power at that ciiy, with the idea of utilizing it for

electrical purposes..
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English Traveling Crane.
The example of an overhead traveling crane operated by

electric power shown in the engraving is interesting as

illustrating the English practice in the manufactue of these

powerful mechanisms. The crane was constructed by R.

Bolton .S: Co. of London, and is designed to lift a load of

two tons and operate at the following speeds: Lifting

speed, 20 feet per minute; cross traverse speed, 50 feet per

minute; longitudinal traverse, 100 feet, per minute. The

cross-beams are of I section connecltd to cast-iron end

carriages carrying the mo'or and gearing. AH the motions

are controlled and reversed from the ground level by three

hand chains The motor is a compound-wound machine

The electrical iqu pment was under liie direction of the

Sioux City Electrical Supply company. This company

has a special display of ihe apparatus and devices which it

handles. It includes three sections on the first floor op-

posite the main entrance. The three panels in the ceiling

are probably the handsomest in the palace. From the

center of each is suspended a neat electrolier, and the

drapings are studded with incandescent lamps. The back-

ground is of -Moorish architecture Four pillars suppct

the company's uame, above which is a beautiful frieze of

scroll work in vari-colored corn with shades of husks re-

flecting back the delicate colors of the many tinted globes.

The space under the east arch contains a very approprl-

ENGLISH TRAVELING CRANE.

of five horse power running at 45 volts tension and goo

revolutions; it is practically noiseless. The lifting is ac-

complished by a two-part chain run over the jenney and

through a sheave block and out to a dead eye at the farther

end. The cross traverse is by double endless chains run-

ning over cup drams; the longitudinal motion is by sfur

gearing. The driving is done from both ends of the

motor shaft, so that the power is distributed evenly to the

bevel frictional cone?. A three-eight inch copper lead is

suspended from the roof of the building over the cenler line

of the motor, and the crane is fitted with a copper slipper,

which has a slight upward spring to keep it in contact

with the conducting wire. The combined switch and

resistance are (i'.ted to the crane overhead, and controlled

by one cord from below. The cut was reproduced from

Eiigincerijig
. _^_^^^^^__^^___

Electricity at the Corn Palace-
Quite an extensive electrical display is presented at the

Sioux Cily Corn Palace this year. In addition to the plant

which lights the buildings there is an exhibit of electiic

specialties and novelties which is one of the chief attrac-

tions at the palace. Visitors to this exposition of the pro-

ducts of the Northwest say that the introduction of electric

lights has changed the character of the display completely.

It should be remembered that the palace is so constructed

that the entire structure is wholly dependent upon artificial

illumination day and night, and inasmuch as electric light-

ing has been adopted it gives an excellent opportunity for

a brilliant display. Incandescent lamps are scattered

everywhere throughout the building, and many pleasing

effects are presented. Miniature lamps are largely used

in securing decorative eflects. These are placed among the

grain on each side of every post, including every arch, ard

distributed among all the panels and designs, to bring out

and add to their beauties. Most prominent is the sign

''Diamond Lamp" formed of lamps of that name, which are

almost entirely used in the palace. It is directly in front

of the main entrance. To the left is one circle of white

and one of red light revolving in opposite directions.

These are produced by lamps placed in the fly wheels cf

the engines which operate the electrical display. Directly

above the band stand, in the dome, there is a cluster of

100 large incandescent lamps. The ceiling of the ex-

hibition halls are studded with lights.

In the main gallery, besides their use for general light

and decoration, the lamps are buried in fireplaces, giving a

very realistic, cheery appearance. A band of miniature

lamps encircles the chariot on ihe north wall, and the

Cupids hold the bulbs aloft for torches. The statue of

liberty holds a large lamp aloft, and her crowned head is

emblazoned with a circle of light, making an almost perfect

representation of the sta'.ue in New York harbor as seen

from a distance.

The miniature sheol in the north end is inhabited by

dragons whose fiery eyes are only specially made lamps,

and whose flaming tongues are only reddened by their re-

flection.

In the milkmaids' booth near the west stairs the moon

and stars are all electrical. Among the applications of

electricity which interested the ladies was an electric coffee

urn, which supplied "corn coffee" to the visitors.

ate design showing the goddess of electricity, crowned

with small amber and ruby light-, ho'dng a brilliant in-

candescei t lamp in her hand. In contrast shrinks Fathtr

Time, shading his eyes from the glare of the new light

wiih cne hand, while holding an old-fashioned lantern

with a dim tallow candle in the other. Beneath this de-

sign is a showboard r n whiih is arranged push buttons,

own make belted to an Edison dynamo, atd a 50 hof£C

power Giddings automatic engine beited to a > mall Edison
and a Hawkcye dynamo in tandem.

East of the Corliss stands the switch-board containing

the instruments for measuring and controlling the car-

rent.

Next comes the electric fountain, from th'e center of

which comes a spray of changing colors.

Thecutgivesanadmirabic view of this part of the display.

The east partit ion is covered with hotel, house and e!c-

vatorannunciators and telephone apparatus, and vcrj- neat

show boards of II. T Paiste specialties; Interior Conduit,

and Insulation company's system; also John A. Roeblings

Sons company's wires and cables for undergicucd and

street railway use.

Oa tie counters are to be seen msny novelties— tlcctric

welding machines, electric heating apparatus, d(*k lamps,

motors made by the Edison, \Veslinghouse, StanliV, Ex-

celsior, I lawkeye. Detroit,Weston, and Sicux City Electrical

Supply companies, the last named belled direct to a frictional

machine throwing spaiks six inches long ; also show, cases

filh d with hmp> and sockets of every make, fixture fiitings

of all kinds, ttlfgraph instruments, burglar alarms and

gas lighting apparatus, cut-outs and safety appliances and

tools. The display altogether, is the most complete of

the kind ever shown in that part of the countrj', ar.d gives

an excelhnt idea of the extent to which electricity is

applied.

Cornell Men at Chicago.
The Cornell football team failed to gain a victory from

the Chicago team on Thanksgiving day, but its members

er.jo)ed a very pleasant visit and gained much valuable

information before returning to thtir studies at Ithaca. On
Fridiy the Cornell team visited the Adams street station

of ih; Chicago Edison company and examined the details

of the plant with much interest. The visitors were con-

ELECTRICII Y AT THE CORN PALACE.

switches and other devices. There are also s'lown in this

display all grades of conductors.

Under the center arch is the '"Diamord lamp" design,

made with over 200 bulbs. lielow it are many br.ickets

of novel pattern decorated with imported and domestic

shades of various lints.

The space under the west arch is decorated by the Sioux

City engine works in a very tasteful manner.and in front of

it stands a 100 horse power Corliss engine of the company's

ducted through the station by some of their old friends who
are now with the Edison company. The visitors expressed

great admiration for the manner in which they were en-

tertained in Chicago.

The Fort Wayne Electric company has declared a semi-
annual dividend of 75 cents per share, payable November 16,

iSgi. to stockholders of record November 6. 1391. Transfer
books will be closed from November 7th to November i6'h
inclusive.
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I.VTESt/iSO exfaibUors in the department of electricity at

ihs Worid'a Fair will do well to familiarize themselves

W!!h the rales of the department, which are printed on

another pa^e of this issue. These regulations have been

under cotuideraiion for some time and seem to be carefully

drawn.

IJ-^ht. Ilent and Power notic23 ati item of ^r. 500,000

for electricity id a list of contemplated expenses for the

World's Fair, bat leaves some one else to explain the

whcfcforc. We arc afraid (hat our contemporary docs not

riai i-.hc V.'f^sTP.RN' Er.ficrfeiCfAN' as attentively as it

<T.fy:JA. If i; did it would know that Ihe mon^jy was to be

•; cdtopay for cl<ctric Hgbiioj;. electric transmission of

Th e fire which practic illy destroyed the extensive p'ant

of the Chicago Arc Light & Power company on the even-

ing of November 30th is particularly unfortunate in

coming at the busiest season of the year. We hope that

Chicago's representative arc light company will soon be in

a position to again supply its customers, with a larger and

better equipment than ever.

JjN the December Harper's Mark Twain has written an

article which, in an elaborate prefatory note, he says is

ftntten in a serious vein. ' Mental Telegraphy," the sub-

ject which he discusses, is a name for the process through

which "one human mind (still inhabiting the flesh) can

communicate with another over any sort of distance, and

without any artificial preparation of 'sympathetic con-

ditions' to act as a transmitting agent." The writer men-

tions a number of interesting illustratory incidents which

have happened within his own personal experience; he

states for example that the idea once occurred to him to

secure the publication of a certain book; he determined to

ask an old friend in the West to prepare the volume. He
wrote him a note, but neglected to send it; within a few

days the same friend sent him a letter stating that he was
considering the idea of writing a book. He sketched out

the plan of the book exactly as Mark Twain had done.

Comparison of experiences showed that the Westerner had

thought of the matter first. According to Mark Twain's

theory this could not have been a mere coincidence; it was

the telegraphic communication of the idea by some nienta!

sympathy. The interesting fact to electrical readers con-

sists in the writer's application of his theory to explain the

apparently simultaneous invention of a device by several

different persons. This extract gives his idea: "Consider

for a moment how many a splendid 'original' idea has been

unconsciously stolen from a man three thousand miles

away. If one should question this fact let him look into

the cyclopedia and con once more that curious thing in the

history of inventions which has puzzled every one so much
—that is, the frequency with which the same machine or

other contrivance has been invented at the same time by

several persons in different quarters of the globe. The
world was without an electric telegraph for several thou-

sand years; then Prof. Henry, the American, Wheatstone

in England. Morse on the sea, and a German in Munich,

all invented it at the same time. The discovery of certain

ways of applying steam was made in two or three countries

in the same year. Is it not possible that inventors are

constantly and unwittingly stealing each other's ideas

whilst they stand thousands of miles asunder?*'

In view of the exaggerated notions which have been cur-

rent during the last few weeks relative to the possibility of

the introduction of electricity in place of steam on extend-

ed steam railway lines, the front pige illustration present-

ed this week may be considered most suggestive. With-

out reference to the amusing editorial and repot torial

flights of fancy with which we have been regaled, it will

be sufficient to say that the laymen of the-period might do

well to study facts to learn something of the real progress

that is being made in the development of the electric

locomotive. The growth of the new system of train pro-

pulsion has been an exceedingly rapid one, but that is no

excuse for wild speculation. The present application,

though, may be taken as a well marked step forward.

Without attempting again to discuss that now somewhat

well-worn topic, it will merely be necessary to point out

that an oft made prophesy is now on a fair way toward

fulfillment. It has been pretty wellagreed all along that the

electric locomotive would bean eminently suitable appara-

tus for switching work in the large railway yards. This

fact has been repeatedly pointed out, and the building of

this powerful engine for just such service may be taken as

indicative that it is only a question of a little time when

the wedge, so to speak, will be entered into the steam

system and the switching engine give way to something

belter.

Dl'HI.ng the past week there has been, of course, a great

deal of .speculation and not a few startling prophecies as to

ihc imf>ortancc of ihelJcrlincr patent to the Jiell Telephone

company. The daily press, representing the general pub-

lic, scemsconvinced that the Hell company will rely on this

one transmitter patent I) constitute its strongest fortress

behind which its monopoly may be securely ensconced for

another long term of years. In view of the stir being

made it behooves a thinking man, then, to take a broader

view of the ftituallon. One of the first questions to arise

is, what th:: (ffcct will be If ihe Hell company fails lo

maintain its alleged right to the most essential trans-

mitter. The Berliner claims are strong ones, and although

it is not at all likely that they will not

be sustained in the courts, with that immense
amount of both capital and brains behind them, it would

be well for the hopeful anti-monopolists to curb their en-

thusiasm until it is clear that a failure to establish the

invulnerability of this one patent would be a very serious

matter to the Bell comp my. To get at the root of the

matter let us suppose, for instance, that both the trans-

mitter and the receiver were at the disposal of the public

to have or to hold or to do with them as they liked.

What would be the chances of a rival corporation making
a good iight for telephone business? Where the instru-

ments were "retailed" an immense business would un-

doubtedly result. Where small exchanges were established

judicious management would, of r-ourse, give the late

comers their share of business. But in the large cities

the work of securing subscribers by taking them from a

system offering advantages secured only after many years

of hard work would be, to put it mildly, discouraging.

But to argue with the above as premises, would lead to

false conclusions. There has been a general forgetfulness

of a few facts of paramount importance. Is it likely that

such a company as the Bell, managed and counseled as

it is by some of the leading business men and lawyers on
the continent, would rely on two patents to sustain a

monopoly worth millions and likely to be worth more ?

We think, most decidedly, not. Does anyone suppose for

an instant that this company has failed to cover and protect

itself on hundreds of details and auxiliary apparatus

absolutely essential to the successful operation of a tele-

phone system ? Is it not reasonable to suppose that any

competitor will find the way beset with lit'gation based upon
such outside and at present apparently unimportant

patents? Such questions as these are pertinent, and
should be carefully considered by the opponents and
advocates of the Bell interests.

Many absurd stories have been circulated in Europe in

relation to the World's Fair. In France especially, where

there seems to be a tendency to describe everything that

is outlandish, uncouth and brutal as American, a number
of these old vi^oman's tales have been current. Nearly all

of these stories are so ridiculous as to bear their refutation

on their faces, and thsy excite only amusement here. In

the British Isles, however, it is reasonable to expect that

a larger degree of information will obtain, and, indeed, it

is only fair to state that many English daily and technical

journals have been at considerable pains to publish accurate

descriptions of the scope and progress of the exposition.

But through false dispatches (rom alleged American
sources several disparaging statements about the fair

have appeared. If true, these facts are calculated to

throw serious discredit on the fair and bring it into merited

disgrace.

One of these lying statements had for its basis the

alleged unsafe condition of the foundations of the electricity

building, and it may easily alarm intending exhibitors in

this department, if no: contradicted. It appeared in this

shape in the London Electrical Review:

A Times telegram from Chicago states that the large
structure in the World's Fair buildings known as electricity

hall has been declared unsafe, and the architects are de-

bating whtther they will tear up the foundations and do
the work over again, or endeavor to strengthen the sub-
structure. The building has been so badly planned that it

would, when completed, scarcely sustain its own weight,
and at least $75,0^0 will be required to make it safe.

Of course the absurdity of this is at once apparent to any-

one conversant with the work now in progress at Jackson

Park. In order to obtain an authoritative statement of the

facts, however, the Western Electrician brought the

matter to the attention of D. H. Burnham, chief of the

bureau of construction, on Saturday last. In a written

reply Mr. Burnham said: "The foundations of the elec-

tricity building are firm and strong. The work of the en-

tire building is going rapidly forward, and it will be all

up in two months, so far as the structural parts arc con-

cerned. The only criticism that can be made is that wc
are pushing our prudence to extremes; but I do not pro-

pose to lake the remotest chance in construction, when
such enormous interests are at stake." 'J'his is an effective

refut.-ition. and our foreign electrical contemporaries, at

least, should give it as wide a circulation as the original

misstatement. The electrical building will be perfectly

.safe, and it will be by far the finest structure for the dis-

play of electrical apparatus ever erecle'i,

It is Htatcd that the mischievous cablegram emanated

from an unfriendly news agency, and was sent by a repre-

sentative in Chicago who had applied for employment in

connection with the World's Fair, and had been refused.

If this is true, llic rascal should be punished.
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An Electric Carriage.
The graceful vehicle illustrated in ihe accompanying

.picture is interesting as being undoubtedly the first carriage

propelled by electricity built in the West. It is the in-

vention of William Morrison of VUs Moines, la., and was

built by Morrifon ^V Schmidt of that city. It is intended

for operation on ordinary city and country roads, and will

carry twelve people comfortably, although the inventor

says that it could be easily arranged for double that num-

ber.

The power is furnished by 24 s'.orage battery cells

placed beneath the seats. These accumulators are of

Mr. Morrison's own design, and he claims to have

iproduced a battery that cannot be considered an infringe-

ment on other accumulator patents. He says that the

<;ombined output of the cells is equal to ii2 amperes at 58

volts. Each cell weighs 32 pounds, making the total weight

768 pounds. The cells are charged without being removed

from the carriage, the process taking ten hours. It is

proposed to do this at night.

This motor is of four horse power, although, on a

pinch, it is claimed that it can be worked up to eight

horse power. It is of the ordinary street car

type, with a Siemens armature, but Mr. Morrison

claims an improved method of winding by which the

replacing of burned-out ar

matures is greatly facilitated.

As will be seen by the illuv

tration, the motor is sustained

by a framework underneath

the body of the carriage, and

is geared to the rear axle.

The steering apparatus is

attached to the forward axle

-and is controlled by a hand-

wheel in the front of the

carriage. It is claimed that

this attachment has been per-

fected to such an extent that

a light touch on the wheel

will alter the course of the

vehicle. The motor is

thrown in and out of circuit

by a switch placed in the

forward part of the carriage

and intended to be moved by

the foot of the person guid-

ing the movements of the

vehicle. Thus one person is

enabled to control the speed

of the carriage and steer at

the same time. No rheostat

is used, the speed of thu

motor being regulated by 11h

number of cells cut in or oui.

Mr. Morrison claims that

his carriage has been ex-

haustively and successfully

tested in Des Moines, and that

it has been run continuously

13 hours, attaining a speed as

high as 14 miles an hour. He
thinks that a much higher

velocity can be attained if

desirable. The carriage is to be soon exhibited in Chicago

by Harold Sturgis and John A. Qualey.

The bridge tender at the Rush street bridge, which for

the last few months has been swung by electricity, was

about to swing the bridge lo allow a vessel to go through

at seven o'clock when his current was shut off by the fire.

The vessel was forceJ to wait till the steam turning gear

could be gotten into working order.

Prof, liarrctr, city electrician, with the sanction ,
of

Mayor Washburne, tendered the temporary use of the

North Side city station, at Sedgwick and Superior streets,

for the accommodation of the company.

Electric Tramways with Overhead Con-
ductors.'

liv .\. Recken/.\un.

Dear old Boston, the reputed Amerlcin center of

literature, culture and refinement, has also become the

center of electrical science. If any city in the United
States raised the cry against overhead conductors in streets

it was Boston or rather its esthetic inhabitants. Three years

ago the "hub of the universe" had not a single mile of

electric railways within the city boundaries, and now up-

wards of 400 electric cars run through its streets, requir-

ing some I So miles of overhead wires, including feeders,

for their propulsion, and 250 more cars will be put on the

roads within the ne.xt few months. From the electrical

point of view, Boston is at present the most interesting

city in the United S:ates. Overhead conductors running
parellel with the streets, strung upon ornamental posts,

Chicago Arc L'ght & Power Company's
Station Burned.

A disastrous fire destroyed the building of the Chicago

Arc Light & Power company, corner Washington and

Market streets, on Monday evening. It is supposed to

have been caused by a short circuit and spread with great

rapidity. The loss on bu'lding and contents is estimated

to be$:oo,ooo, and C. II. Wilmerding. secretary of the

company, places the insurance at $130,000. A number

of small manufacturing firms also had quarters in

-the building, and nearly all suffered a total loss. The

'building was purchased last January by the Arc Light &
Power company, and had since then been entirely remod-

eled It had a frontage of fifty feet on Washington street.

So sudden was the fire and so instantaneous its spread

that the occupants of the building at the time barely es-

caped with their lives. Fortunately, as the men were

leaving, Thomas Rallston, one of the night engineers, shut

olT the steam and the current was cut off. The company

had by far the largest central station for arc lighting in

Chicago, and is said to have supplied 2.000 lamps. The

fire, of course, caused great annoyance to its customers,

although many were also supplied with incandescent

lights from the Edison stations, which were, of course,

ajnafTected. But gas was resorted to in many instances.

AN ELECTRIC CARRIAGE.

are not nearly so ugly as most people, who have not seen
them, would imagine. That the inhabitants of Boston
have taken kindly to the system is evidenced by unmistak-
able statistics. According to averages extending over five

months the ratio of electric earnings over horse car earnings

was nearly 55 per cent. The electric cars are handsomer,
more comfortable, and run faster than the horse cars, there-

fore the public patronizes them. The electric cars involve

between 30 and 40 per cent. less operating costs, therefore

the shareholders and directors of the West End Street Rail-

way like them belter than horse cars.

Let us look nearer home—to the continent of Europe.
For seven long years there were only two important
electric tramways with overhead conductors, viz., one at

Frankfort, in Germany, and the other at Moedling. in

Austria: both have worked, and are working satisfactorily.

These are suburban lines, however, and no decided move
has been made in the direction of carrying overhead con-
ductors through theheait of a city until the early part of
this year, when the ancient historical city of Ualle, in

Germany, opened its electric tramway, the work of the

Allgemeine ICIectricitats Gesellschafl of Berlin. Emil
Rathenau, director of the Allgemeine Electricitats Gesell-

schafc, told me some interesting stories anent the
early development of this enterprise, and about the strug-
gles with the German government on account of the in-

terference with the working of te'cgraph and telephone
line circuits due to induction. The Allgemcir.e Electriciints

Gestilschafi came out ttiumphart; the courts decided
that the streets of a city belonged to the people and its

traffic, and the government had lo remove its wires beyond
ihc intluence of the electric tramway circuits. The line in

Halle is built in three sections, all having their teiminus

I Abstract of a paper in the London /-.'.'.. /',: ,»/ AVr'/.-:i',

at the Central liahnhof , and aggregating 4.84 miles

in length. During the month of August twenty electric

cars made 4'j,04o miles, giving an average of 70.73 miles

per car per day. The revenue for that month was £935,
and the gross expenditures i*4'^7, giving the exceedingly
favorable ratio of 4^.9 per cent, as a setoff against the

cost of horse traction which usually amounts to at least

75 ptr cent.of the rt venue. The entire cost of equipment of

twenty-five cars, central station, overhead conductors,etc.,
was £30,000, giving an average of £i,2CO per car inclusive

of every charge. At Halle the posts are of very light con-
struction, built of wrought iron lattice work, and there is

absolutely nothing objectionable about the appearance
of the whole line.

Visitors to Frankfort-on-the Main who have seen the
electric tramway running from the exhibition to the Opera
Platz were almost unanimous in their opinion that the

system shown there by Siemens ..'i: Halske would not dis-

figure the most beautiful city. In this case the number
of span wires usually necessary at cur\'es was avoided by
the rod on the top of the car being provided with horizontal

arms so as to follow the deviations of the straight wires

from the curvacure of the rails.

We have now in Englan:i an electric tramway with
overhead conductors, which is likely to be the forerunner
of many similar undertakings. Reference is made in de-

tail to the opening ceremony and construction of the

Roundhay Electric tramway. I am sure the pests and
overhead conductors along Roundhay and Harehills roads
are far less unsightly than the two storj* cars moved by
steam locomotives through the streets of Leeds.

Whilst the last named line

was in course of construc-

tion Curruthers Wain, the
indefatigable chairman of the
South Staffordshire tramways,
moved the local authorities

and obtained a favorable ear
from the corporations along
the route, so that in the course
of next year we may see
one of the most important
tramways in the United King-
dom running by electricity

from overhead conduclors.
The South Staffordshire tram-
ways have been using steam
locomotives from almost every
maker in the world. They
have made most strenuous
efforts to make the lines pay,

and they have introduced all

the best engineering skill to

render steam traction success-

ful, nevertheless the gross

expenses amounted to nearly

91 per cent, of the revenue.

The steam locomotives are
practically worn out, and the
cirectors are not inclined

under the circumstances to

renew them.
To go back to horses would

be almost as bad. Xow
ihey are going to give elec-

tricity a chance, and with this

they will undoubtedly succeed,

provided that the necessary-

care will be given to construc-
tive details. Almost with
cut exception, the earnings
of electric cars are higher than
1 hose of horse cars, for reasons
already stated. The earn-
ings of ihe South Staffoidshire

tramways are by no means
below the average, but if the
same are increased, as they
are sure to be with better

accommodation and serv-

ice, and if Ihe working expensesare materially reduced

as has been the case with nearly all old tramways when
converted into elect-'ic ones, then brighter prospects are

in store for this undertaking, and good di\ndends may be
expected, in spite of the additional capital which has to be
invested for the purpose of conversion. Alderman New-
man, deputy mayor of Walsall, informed me that it had
been suggested that the posts for the overhead conduct-
ors on the Staffordshire lines shall be 25 feet high in

order to clear the fire-escapes, also that the same posts will

probably be used for street lighting: in narrow streets,

wherever permission can be obtained from owners, the

span wires will be attached tohouses; the maximum speed
in populated streets is to be eight mites an hour.

The signs of the times just now are in favor of electric

traction with overhead conductors; the system has been
eminently successful, and it has proved itself the most
economical in every respect. It is the most suitable at

the present moment, and public opinion is bound to fur-

ther its own interests.

Chicago Electric Club.

At the next meet'rgof the Chicago Electric club, which

win be held on Monday evening. Dec. 7th, C. C. Ilaskins

will read a paper on "Safely Devices," This will be a

regular literary meeting, and a good attendance is looked

for.

George I>. Grant of the Thomson-Houston factory at

Lynn, has invented a rubber-faced hiramcr for armature
winders use.
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Lamp Shades and Holders.

The lamp shade and holder illustrated herewith is about

to be put upon the market by the Cutter Electrical & Manu-

facluring company, Philadelphia. It will carry any size or

style of lamp and is provided with its own holder, which

is adopted to automatically fit sny and all systems. It

permits the renewal of an exhausted lamp without trouble,

directs the light where it is wanted, is made of aluminum

and glass, weighs less than five ounces and may be

knocked down and '"nested" for shipment. Britfiy, this

reflecting shade may be described as a combination of a

parabolic with a plain radiating reflector, to which is at-

tached a diffusion plate of ground glass, and the arrange-

FIG. I. LAMP SHADES AND HOLDERS.

meat of these different parts is such as to direct the main

portion of the rays of light into a given zone of illumina-

tion, while a minor portion is radiated and diffused through-

out the room.

The diffusion plate is afii.^ed securely to the radiating

portion of the shade by means of a simple interlocking

device, « hit h permits of an easy separating of the two

when it is necessary to remove or replace a lamp.

At the apex of the parabolic reflector is an aperture

sufficient only for the passage of the stem or shank of the

lamp, and upon the rim of this aperture is affixed the

automatic shade holder, which is a novel arrangement of

three spiral springs that close in upon the shoulder

formed by the junction of the bulb with its brass mounting,

when the stem of the lamp is passed through. Thus, the top

of the shade fits closely around the stem of the lamp, shut-

ting off all vertical rays, the general result a being strong

white light immediately in front of the shade, and a mild

light diffused throughout the room, there being no marked

boundary to the zone of illumination.

Fig. I stows the stade with automatic shade holder

attached.

Fig. 2 illustrates a portable lamp stand with an adjust-

able arm, mounted aad wired, to which is attached a com
bination reflector shade.

The stand consists of an upright mctil tube mounted

Fid 2. LAMf SHADES AND HOLDERS.

trpoD an ornamental base of spun metal and marble From

the upper end of this sundard projects a hollow flexible

arm lo the end of which is affixed the ordinary lamp

socket.

This flexible arm is v> arranged that it may be bent in

any direction or coiled upon itself if desired and in whal-

cver position it la placed there it v-ill remain stead fa t un-

til it is desired to place ii in another position.

The sund is wirej by means of a fireproof flexible cord,

which, entering ihe fixture through an ebonite sleeve

placed in the ornamental base, passes up through the

standard and the flexible arm to the lamp Aocket. The

interior construction of the flexible arm is such as to pro*
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tect the conducting cord from being crushed or abraded,

however the arm may be coiled or bent. The flexibility of

the arm enables the user not only to concentrate his light

upon any desired point at wilt, but it permits him in so do-

ing to form the arm into almost any graceful curve that

maybe suggested. This flexible arm is also modified

into a wall bracket which may be curved or coiled into any

desired form.

Insulating or Break Knob.
The cut shows an insulating or break knob placed on the

market by the Hemingray Glass company of Covington,

Ky. This device is designed for use in insulating span

wires, guy wires and arc lamps, and is also u-ed for a lamp

hanger.

The New Electrix China Switch.

The accompan3ing cut illustrates the new china switch

which is placed on the market by the Star Eiectrix com-

pany of Philadelphia. This switch is made entirely of the

finest imported china The cover screws on the base

with a thread cut in the china.

The interior of the switch is made after the style of the

standard switch of the company.
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itself would, of course, result in the production of electr'cal'

currents

I desire to call special attention to the fi'th head under
which I have classed differences of electric potential in-

plants viz.: those arising from the electrolytic dfcomposi-
tion of the various oxygenated carbonic compounds derived
mainly, if not entirely, from the carbonic acid of the at-

mosphere.
That the aition of sunlight on growing plants should

partake of the nature of electrol) tic decomposition is,

perhaps, to be inferred from the general views now held
in accordance with Hertz's theory as to the identity

Is Actinism a Specias of Electrolysis?'

By Prof. Edwin J. Houston.

In the present paper I have arranged and amplified the

substance of the informal remaiks made at the last meet-

ing of the section, concerning the possible identity of

actinism in the growing leaf, when exposed to the sun-

light, and electrolytic decomposition-

In the growing leaf, in sunshine, a series of complex
decompositions occur, which result finally in the deposition

of carbon and the evolution of free oxygen.

Assimilation in plants consists, with few exceptions, in a

process of deoxidation. The food materials absorbed by
plants are generally highly oxidized substances, which are

deoxidized during assimilation. This assimilation takes

place mainly in cells containing chlorophyll, and this,

almost without exception, occurs only in the presence of

sunlight.

Sachs, in his "Text-Book of Botany." says: "It is only

the cells that contain chloroph>ll, and these only under the

influence of sunlight, that have the power of decomposing
the carbon dioxide taken up by them, and, at the same
time, setting free an equal volume of oxygen, in order to

produce organic compounds out of the elements of carbon

dioxideand water; or in other words, to assimilate."

In nearly every species of plants the leaf is presented

with one of its faces toward the sunlight, so that one face

is illumined and the other non-illumined; or, at least the

illumination of one face exceeds the illumination of the

opposite face. This latter is especially the case with

leaves that are formed of comparatively transparent sub-

stances.

That differences of potential exist in the various parts of

a growing plant is a fact that is now generally recognized.

Too little, howtver, has been done in this direction to

ascertain the exact character of these differences of poten-

tial.

Probably one reason so little is correctly known tc-day

concerning the differences of potential of growing plants

arises from the fact that such differences of potential can

be brought about by so many different causes, that

probably the differences of potential arising from one cause

or set of causes mask or neutralize those produced by

another cause or set of causes,

I desire in the present paper briefly to call attention to

another probable source of differenceof electiicpotential,

that may still further mask or render difficult of detection

the differences of potential existing naturally in growing
plants.

Before doing this, however, I will briefly review some of

the more important causes which produce differences of

potential in growing plants. The principal of these are

as follows, namely:

(i) Various chemical processes that occur in the cell

walls of the growing plant.

(2) Molecular movements of liquids throughout ihe

plant, which result in the production of diaphragm cur-

rents. These molecular movements may either be those

caused during the growth of the plant, or may be caused

by the mere bending of the plant, by the wind or other

cause external to the plant.

(3) Differences of potential developed in plants which

would refult in currents of the general character of the

demarcation currtnts observed in animals; that is, currents

'lue to the chemical action of the various liquid materials

exuded :»t the surfaces of injured or abnormal plant

tissues.

(4) Differences of potential dLc to the evaporation of

moisture from the juifnccs of the leaves, derived either

from the rain or dew, or from the evaporation of liquid

substances given o IT from Ihe b:dy of the plant.

(5) Differences of potential arising from the electro-

lytic decomposition of carbonic acid, or the various forms

which carbonic acid derivatives as'.umc during assimila-

tion.

The causes above enumerated refer to the differences of

potential that have their sc.it in the structure of the plant

itself. Another source of dilTercnccs of potential is to be

found in the differences of electric potential that generally

exist between ihe aimofiphcrc that surrr-undsthc plant, and
the earth or %f>i\ in which it grow.". Thcfe differences of

potential being neutralized in the variousparls of the plant

t. Head M the meeting of the Electrical fkctlon (f the Franklin
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between sunlight and electro magnetic radiations of
waves.

These remarks shculd be regarded merely as suggestions
made in the line of further investigations.

As far as our knowledge of growing plants extends^
the oxygen which results during the general process of
deoxidation, under the itfluence of sunlight, appears to be
evolved mainly from the non-illumined or darker face of
the leaf, while the carbon, or the less highly oxidized car-

bon compounds, which are utilized by the plant for the
production of its woody fiber and woody tissues, though
afterward deposited in all parts of the leaf, are probably
mainly liberated at or near the illumined face.

If these facts be as above mentioned, the decomposition'
in the leaf, under the action of sunlight, of the carbonic
iicid or its derivative compounds probably partakes of the

nature of electrolytic decomposition.

In this direction I would suggest the following lines of
investigation, namely:

(i) To ascertain experimentally whether there exists on
the opposite faces of a growing leaf, when exposed to the
full action of sunshine, a difference of electrical potential-

resulting from the polarization which always accompanies
electrolytic decomposition ; and it if be so, what is the nature

of such polarization.

If such differences of potential actually exist, it would!

of course follow that the illumined face of such leaves,

under polarization, would be mainly electro-negative, since

it is at or near this face that the carbon or less highly

oxidized carbon compounds appear, while the dark or less

illumined face would be electro-positive, since it is here^

for the greater part, that the oxygen is liberated.

(2) Whether electrodes suitably connected to the oppo-

site faces of a grovving leaf in the presence of sunshine

M'A\' 1;M'' imx rillNA SWITCH.

wilt show the presence of an electric current arising froira.

an cqualizition of the difference of electric potential.

The value of these differences of potential on the oppo-

site faces of growing leaves might, of course, be ascer-

tained by the pre per use of an electrometer.

(3) Whether a suitable leaf-battery could not be devised^

by connecting, in alternate succession, the opposite faces

of a series of leaves on a plant stalk.

That is to say, conned the illumined face of one leaf

with the non-illumincd face of another leaf, and so on in

scries until any feeble differences of electric potential that

there might exist are sufficiently multiplied to sensibly

affect the needle of the galvanometer.

(4) A comparison of the effect of sunlight and arti-

ficial light, such as an electric light, on such electrolytic

decompositions.

fs) Whether any differences cxhi in the case of the

light produced by an alternating current arc light and that

pioduccd by a constant current arc light.

(0) Supposing the presence of the difftrcnccs of electric
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potential due to the electrolytic decomposition to be

established, and the direction of the electric currents so

produced known, to ascertain whether an electric current

led through the plant in the same direction as the current

produced by actinism, would not tend to increase the assim-

ilation and the subsequent growth of the plant, and
whether, on the contrary, an electric current sent in the

opposite direction through the growing leaf would not

tend to check such assimilation or growth.

According to some experiments recently made in France,

it was shown that electric currents sent through plants

under certain circumstances promoted growth. These
currents were sent through the soil in which the plants

were growing, by electrodes placed in the soil. The
nourishing substances in a quantity of manure, placed

rear one of the electrodes, were clearly carried in the line

of the current, or between the electrodes.

{7) To ascertain experimentally whether the converse of

the proposition is true: namely, whether an electric current

of approniixately the same strength as that produced by

actinism, when sent through the leaf in the opposite

direction, would not result in the production of luminous

phenomena in the leaf.

The following facts, well recognized in botany, would

seem to show, to some extent, at least, the presence of a

species of polarization in certain plants during active

growth in sunshine.

In the case of those plants which bend or become con-

cave on the side most exposed to light the curvature is

due to the fact that a smaller growth occurs on the illu-

mined than on the dark side. This is well recognized in

botany, and such plants are called in general ItcUodcpiL

plants. Since they are for the most part highly transparent,

considerable light must therefore pass through their en-

tire structure, and the difference in the illumination be-

tween the light and dark faces must be comparatively slight.

This shows that such differences in growth may occur

under comparatively small differences of illumination.

In the case of plants that turn toward the sun: It is a

well-known fact that some plants turn toward the light.

It is possible that this motion is in some manner the

result of the polarization effected, during growth, by the

sunlight.

In a series of experiments concerning the effects of the

electric light on plant growth, made at the experimental

station of agriculture of the Cornell University, some im-

portant facts were discovered concerning electric plant

culture.

These experiments seem to show that electric light pro-

motes plant assimilation, and sometimes hastens plant

growth and therefore maturity.

The Cornell experiments made during 1SS9 and 1S90

were with the light of a constant current Brush arc lamp.

Those made during iSgl were with the light of a West-

inghouse alternating current arc lamp.

It would seem to be a matter of considerable interest in

the cise of these experiments to ascertain definitely, whether

any marked differences exist between the action of the light

produced by a steady current and that produced by an

alternating current. In the line of investigations here

suggested it would of course seem as if the elecric decom-

position would be less marked in the case of the light pro-

duced by an alternating current than that produced by a

steady current. And that therefore in those cases where

the electric light of the steady current had proved to be

injurious to the growth and assimilation of the plants, that

with the alternating current light such injurious effects

should be less marked.

Burying Telegraph Wires Between Large
Cities.

Anent the recent storm which crippled the telegraph

business of the country and its effect upon the commerical

centers, the Rochester, N. V., Morning Herald 2i<\\^x\c^s

the suggestion that the principal business centers be con

nected by cables placed underground. It believes before

many years the telegraph companies will be compelled to

adopt this course. "The plan is practical, for France and
Germany have long lines of telegraph wires buried," it

says, and then it adds: "The expense of so placing the

wires is greater than to string them in the air, but on the other

hand the cost of maintenance is less and the liability of in-

terruption by wind and sleet storms is wholly escaped.

Whenever the wires fail as they did in the blizzard of

1SS7, on Monday, and as they have on various occasions

to a more limited extent, the loss of revenue and the cost

of repairs make heavy charges against the companies, while

every such interruption is a loss of prestige whi ch is of

continuing effect." These remarks are prompted by the

experience obtained in the last storm. ''When a storm like

that of Monday, " says our contemporary, 'blows down
and tangles so many wires that the whole vast system is

paralyzed, cutting off communxation between New York

and the principal cities of the country, when Chicago cannot

be reached by any one of more that two hundred wires that

connect the two cities by a dozen different routes, when
commerical messages by the thousands come in and cannot

be forwarded and press operators sit at their desks hour

after hour with nothing to do, it would seem to be wise to

look out and adopt methods that would insure against such

serious interruption to a business upon which the country

so much depends."

Electrical Section of the Franklin histi-

tute.

The annual meeting of the ICleclrical Section of the

Franklin Institute was held December ist. when the fol

lowing communications we represented: "The Electric

railway of Buda-Pesth," H. W. Bartol; "Lauffen-Frank-

fort Alternating Current Transmission," Carl Ilering;

"Notes on Electro—Magnetic Machinery," W. S. Aldrich,

Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.

Alternating Electric Systems and their

Physical Hazards'
By fiEO. 1*. Low.

In entering upon a discussion of alternating electric

currents and their hazards it is meet that their purpose
should be explained. Why is it that the alternating

system, with its extremely high voltages, fatal to life ard
possessing hazards to properly peculiar to itself, should be

used for purposes of interior illumination when the

ordinary incandescent systems furnish equally good service,

are incapable of inflicting even temporary injury to human
beings, and are without certain hazards possessed only by
the alternating system? At a first thought it may appear
to the layman that alternating systems have no legitimate

excuse for their existence, and that their use by electric

lighting companies instead of the ordinary low potential

systems exposes the public to unnecessary hazards. So
far as the property or fire hazard is concerned, such an
idea is entirely wrong, for, as will be shown, honors are

about evenly divided between the hazards of the two
systems. If the alternating system has a hazard that the

low potential system does not possess, the latter also has
a hazard peculiar to itself, and from which the use of

alternating apparatus is exempt, but whichever system is

used the attending hazard may be reduced to an iota, if not

eliminated, by devoting proper care to every detail of

installation. I do not consider the hazard of a poorly

constructed installation to be greater than that attending

the use of oil as an illuminant, and I do consider that,

next to the sun. a properly constructed incandescent

system is the most perfect system of illumination, either

natural or artifical. As has been previouslv stated, to

obtain light heat must be generated; and no matter in what
is its condition the energy capable of creating a light-

giving temperature direct may prove incendiary. Even
the light and attendant heat of the sun has caused fires.

Strictly speaking, therefore, there is no such thing as an
absolutely safe illuminant unless it be the light of the

moon or stars, which would hardly satisfy the exactions of

our civilization. .-Ml methoc s of producing light artificially

have elements of danger. Some of their hazards are great

and some are only moderate, yet in electricity is found a

light-producing energy that can be used with the least

danger of all—and it is quite immaterial whether this

opinion be applied to the light produced by the low
pctential or "direct" system, or from alternating circuits.

The only requisite is that the circuits and apparatus be

properly installed.

In the electrical exhibition at Frankfort. Germany, are

incandescent lights and pumping machinery operated by
dynamos driven by water power at Lauffen, no miles

away. Although 300 horse power is transmitted that

distance, yet three copper wires, each less than one-

eighth of an inch in diameter, are sufficient to carry the

energy consumed. The cost of the installation is such

that it could be undertaken by any electric lighting company
of any large city, yet to obtain equal results under the

same conditions by the low poten ial system would
necessitate investments that would appall any capitalist,

syndicate or government. The solution of the problem of

long distance incandescent lighting is due, therefore, to

alternating systems alone.

But let us turn to the nature, characteristics, and
phenomena of alternating currents, and in so doing we will

study an application of electricity which presents most

interesting features and becomes more and more wonderful

as the research is pursued. Continuous currents have

characteristics rendering them indispensable for some
applications, such as in electro-plating or in installations

where storage batteries are used. Moreover, in the

present state of the art electric power derived from

continuous current circuits, either from constant potential

or from constant current systems, is far more satisfactory

and efficient than electric power deiived from an alter-

nating current. Indeed, alternating currents can never

entirely displace the use of continuous currents in some
branches of applied electricity; yet it requires no great

foresight to reach the conviction that the energy of dis-

tant water powers can best be brought into the centers of

population and industry by means of electricity in a state

of ceaseless alternations. In the system then rests the

idea that is not revolutionizing, but which is developing

electricity into a more indispensable factor of civilization.

It is singular that this, the latest development in the new
science, is but the perfection of the first form of dynamo-
electric machinery that was devised. Then, way back a

generation or more ago, the few dynamos, or. more prop-

erly speaking, the few magneto-generators used, produced
alternating currents, but its peculiar differences from the

then familiar galvanic electricity led to the invention of

the commutator, by means of which alternating currents

were commutated or rectified into continuous currents.

Alternating dynamos are the simplest electric machines in

existence. They consist merely of a coil of wire passing

lirst in front of the positive pole of a magnet, then in

front of the negative pole, then by a positive pole, and so

on. As the coil passes one magnetic pole, a positive

potential is generated, then, as it passes the opposite mag-
netic pole, an electric potential of contrary sign or a nega-

tive potential is generated, anil so it goes on, alternating

first positive, then negative, then positive, and so on, the

number of these changes effected in a given linie

being the number of alternations of the dynamo. In

the modern alternators these potential changes oc-

cur at a rate from 500 per second up. and as

previously stated, the alir.ost inconceivable rale

of 20,000 conip'ete a Iterr aliens per second

has been attained in an experimental dynamo. Ina^much
as the mission of the commutator in dynamos is to rectify

currents, or to straighten them out, so that they shall tlow

in one direction, it must be plain that there is no need for

such a device In the alternator. The armature consists
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virtually of but one coil of wire, each end of which is

connected to a separate ring or collector, placed upon the
armature shaft, and from which the ctjrrcnt 15 taken by
brushes. The field magnets of alternators art of peculiar
form, and in most machines they consist of a massive cir-

cular or cylindrical iron frame, with pole pieces extending
inward radially. About these pole pieces arc coils of wire,
through which is driven current, generated by a little inde-

pendent continuous current dynamo, called the c:;cilcr,

from the fact that its current excites or energizes the fields

of the alternator. The necessity of this little dynamo
v.ill be recognized when it is understood that it is imj>os-

sible to -magnetize a bar of iron toa fi.ted magnetic polar-
ity bymeansof an alternating current, as the magnetic
pole changes synchronously with the aliernaiions or direc-

tions of current tlow. It is essential that the magnetic
poles of the fields should alternate, the first field being
positive, the next negative, and so on, and to do this a
continuous current must be used, the current being carried
around the iron core in onedireclion 10 produce a positive

pole, and in the reverse direction to produce a negative
pole. The armature coils in passing these alternating
poles, generate the alternating current under considera-
tion.

We now come to the vital feature of the system, namely
the converter or transformer, the study of which forms a
succession of wonderfully interesting surprises, each more
agreeable than its predecessor. Allusion has already been
made to the belief that electricity and magnelism are but
different manifestations of the same energy, and you all un-
derstand how readily interchangeable they are. Every
wire carrying an electric current is surrounded by a field

oratmosphereof magnetism which permeates the surround-
ing element in a whirling direction, no ma'ter whether that

element beair, the hand, glass, wood, metal or any other
substance. In fact, there is no such thing as an insulator

of magnetism known. We can insulate conductors carry-

ing electricity very effectually, but magnetic lines of force

permeate glass, or a block of brass with about the same
facility as they would traversean equal distance through air.

Perhaps coming generations will invent or discover an in-

sulation that will be impervious to magnetism, but it is

something we have not yet reached. As stated, these
lines of magnetic force emanate from wires carrying cur-
rents as well as from the poles of magnets. If the current
flows in one direction the resultant lines of magnetism will

have a given magnetic polarity or whirl, while if the direc-

tion of current flow be reversed, the magnetic whirls about
the conductor will also reverse, and their magnetic polarity

will consequently be changed. It follows then that when
an alternating current traverses a conductor the direction

and polarity of the magnetic lines or whirls of force about
it are changing with equal rapidity. Again, suppose two
wires are run along side by side for any distance, and that

an alternating current is traversing one of them. In this

event a secondary and entirely independent electrical po-
tential will be created in the second conductor. Xo me-
tallic connection exists between these wires, hence there

can be no actual transfer of electricity from one to the
other, but the phenomenon that does occur and which oc-
casionsa potential in the second wire constitutes induction.

To more fully illustrate this, let us consider another exper-
iment. Wrap a few hundred feet of wire into a tlat coil

and place it upon a table, covering the coil with a sheet of
thick plate glass On this glass, immediately over the first

coil, place a second similar coil, connecting its terminals to

an incandescent lamp, and on sending an alternating cur-

rent through the first coil, the lamp will bum from the
current generated in the second coil by induction. If iron

is brought into proximity of the two coils the inductive ac-

tion is increased, owing to the fact that iron affords a path
of lower resistance for the magnetic lines to travel through,

and that consequently a greater number of these lines or
a greater magnetic intensity exists.

The earliest development of these phenomena appeared
in the induction coil, consisting of a bundle of line iron

wires forming a core, about which was wound a comparative
ly few tnrns of insulated thick copper wire, called the pri-

mary. This arrangement thus far will be readily

recognized as an electro-magnet. Around the

outside of this electro magnet is placed

an insulating wrapping of paper or gutta-psrcha,

then over all is coiled a great many turns of insulated fine

wire, called the secondary coil. It will be noted that no
electric connection exists between the two coils, in fact, the

higher the insulation between them, the better. Such is

the construction of the induction coil; and now for its

method of operation. Those who were present at the read-

ing of the first paper of this series will remember that in

speaking of the interchangeability cf electricity and
magnetism reference was made to the cicciro-magnet,

and it was shown how the iron was made magnetic by the

circulation of a current of electricity through the coils sur-

rounding it, and how an electric current would fiow

throvigh the surrounding coils as the iron core became
magnetized or demagnetized by seme external means.
Upon this fact rests the vital principle of the induction

coil, and of its perfected form, the converter In these

the mission of the primary wire is to magneiiie and de-

magnetize the iron core in order that the magnetic rays

emanating from the core may whirl through the secondary
coil, first in agiven polar directioD, then in the opposite

one, and by so doing induce a current of electricity in the

secondary coil. Conveners then, like dynamos, become
generators of elcclricity. and to go into the subject a liitlc

deeper let us sec just wherein they dilVcr. Dynamos, .is you
are aware, consist essentially of an armature revolving be-

tween electro niagnclic pole pieces, across which pass lines

of magnelism of a fixed intensity. The wireon the revolv-

ing armature passes through or cuts this fixed magnetism. the
potential of the armature wire is disturbed, and .in electric

current is generated. Now, for the converter. In it there

is no moving or revolving armature wire. Instead of the

wire cutting lines of magnelism as in ihedynan:o. the ever-

varying lines of magnetism from the iron converlcr cote dart
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out and whirl through the wires of the secondary coil, and
current is generated precisely as in the dynamo armature.

In the dynamo the wire cuts the magnetism ; in the converter

the magnetism cuts the wire, and the result is the same.
Again, it is necessary to revert to our first paper, and

impress the statement then made that electric energy does

not depend alone upon volts, nor upon amperes, but

upon their product, which gives us the unit of electric

energy' called the watt. The magnetic energy imparted

to an iron core is, however, dependenf upon the number
of amperes traversing the surrounding coil, multiplied by
the number of turns of wire in the coil, or, technically

speaking, upon the ampere turns. Thus lo amperes ilow-

ing about an iron core through roo turns of wire gives

l.ooo ampere turns, and (he resultant magnetism will be

the equivalent of that produced by 'j; an ampere flowing

around through 2,000 turns of wire Again it consumes
a fixed amperage and a fixed voltage, consequently a

known wattage or energy to effect the ampere turns in the

primary coil necessary to magnetize the core of a converter,

and if the efficiency of the apparatus is perfect, the energy

of the magnetism will be reconverted into electiical energy

in the secondary coil, equal in value to that expended in

the primary. If. therefore, ji an ampere at 2,000 volts

£oes into the primary, an equal energy, such as 40 am-
peres at 50 volts, may be drawn from the secondary. It

isnowapperent, I hope, that alternating systems owe their

ability tooperateover long distances, and wiih small con-

ductors to the fact that the electric energy driven from

their stations to the point of consumption consists of small

amperages (necessitating but small conductors) and high

voltage. Then the convertertransfcrms this erergy into a

nearly equal value, but of low voltage, and of correspond-

ingly increased amperage.
There is another interesting feature in converters which is

a. ver}' important factor in the economical operation of

alternating systems . It is the phenomenon or fact, which-

ever you like, called counter electromotive force. To
illustrate. A constant potential dynamo and a motor are

in reality one and the same machine. Apply power to it

and electricity is produced, or apply electricity to it and
power is produced, either or both resulting from the rota-

tion of the armamre within a magnetic field. When the

machine is running as a motor then the conditions are vir-

tually the same as when it is being driven as a dynamo, for

the armature is being revolved between magnetic fields as

is a dvnamo, and a current or electrical potential must there-

fore be generated within it. This potential, however, is in

polarity opposing or counter to that of the source of elec-

tricity which drives the machine as a motor, which leads to

the calling the opposing potential "counter electromotive

force." A constant potential motor in running without load

generates a counter electromotive force nearly equal lo the

vDltaje of the supply current, and as a result of this nearlv

balanced counter electric pressure, but very little current will

go into the motor. If, however, a load be thrown upon the

motor checking its speed, the counter electromotive force

is lowered as the speed slackens, the counter pressure be-

ing relieved to a certain extent and the motor takes more
current. Throw off the load, and the armature speed in-

creases, the counter electromotive force raises, and again

the motor takes but little current. Such motors are, there-

fore, self regulating, that is. they take current or ampereage
almost in direct proportion to the work they perform,

hence their economy in operation is great. If a clear un-

derstanding of this is had it will not be difficult to fathom

the almost identical action that takes place in the converter.

There an impulse of current circulates in the primary coil,

magnetizing the core, which in turn induces a current in

the secondary coil, and this secondary current is of a polar

ily opposite to the succeeding alternation of current which

energizes the core. Inasmuch as the primary coil surrounds

the core just as the secondary one does, it is plain that an
electric pressure musr also be induced in the primary coil

synchronoasly with and in the same directicn as that

induced in the secondary- coil. This is precisely what does

occur, and here we have the counter electromotive force in

converters. While no current is drawn from the secondary

the polarity of the counter eleclrorooiive force in the

primary nearly opposes the polarity of the succeeding alter-

nating impulse that magoetizies the core, hence but little

or practically no current passes into the primary, but when
the current is drawn from the secondary the magnetism of

the core, having work to do. does not respond to the

rapid aUernaiion so promptly, or, technically speaking,

•"lags," which results in a lardy counter eleciricmotive

force, and constqucnlly greater consumption of current in

the primal y. Conveners, then, like motors, consume cur-

rent in close prcport'on lo the work they perform.

With the exception of the transformation of electric

energy from high to low po'eniials through the converter,

the mcth'/ds of operating alternating systems arc ihe same,

iS practiced in constant potential systems. The current

taken from the .secondary coils of the transformer is dis-

tributed throughout the premises to be lighted just as in

the ordinar)' incandescent system, yet ihc hazards of ihc

spTiTi" i^e nor ider^iical in every detail. Crossed circuits

or '^ :'.'. wires. <r with aas pipes, arc as dan-
:;-- 'm as in the other. With alternating

cjr, ', little or nothing is lo be feared from the

<ji5aj>irous cit>.i.fol>tic action, or. more properly speaking,

from the electro deposition that invariably occurs when any
forrr,

-f —
' — f^rms an electrical connection bclween any

two -rent conductor*! of opposite polarity. As
has y cjplained. the wearing away of one
con . acli'jn is a mry-it prolific 5yfmrcc of

iro'. !'d canr.ot ey.ist in alternalirg work
will :. -

,
remembered that to deposit metal

the current roust i\tj» in one direction only; hence, with an
alternating cnrrent the mdal deposited from a positive im-
ptjh^. — - ' -' "o the anodal wire by the succeed-

ing - ' 550n. No real deposition will,

ihcT': -. cicctiolysift proper, or the liberal-

ioti of gs'.c:, V-. y.-y:lvJ,z.

To off'et ihi* hazard, which is inherent only in the \\yti

of poorly constructed continuous current systems, the

alternating system has a hazard distinctively its own. No
matter what the make, converters will some time burnout,
either from improper insulation, careless handling, or over-

load, and when a converter burns out, fire may be caused by
any one of several causes. First, the high potential pri-

mary current may get over into the secondary coils and be
distributed thence over the interior wiring designed to

carry not a pressure of i ,000 or 2,oco volt^, but 50 or ico

volts. The hazard of such an occurrence is apparent.

Some forms of converters are saiurated with imllammable
compounds used to effect insulation. If such a converter

burns out the insulating compounds will sometimes melt
and run down like boiling tar over whatever is beneath,

and boiling tar and electrical fireworks would make a
combination not at all agreeible to the fire underwriter.

All that is apparent in nine out of ten converter burn-

outs is simply a lively hummingand the appearance of con-

siderable smoke. Converters are invariably placed in iron

cases and fire within them could do no external dam-
age other than that due to smoke; indeed, in some localities

the placing of converters in insured buildings is prohibited,

principally for the reason that should they burn out the

presence of so much smoke might lead to the calling out of

the fire department and a consequent water damage, but

this is an idea in which I cannot concur. These are the

differences in the hazards of the two systems, and com-
parative consideration of them both leads to the belief that

despite the hue and cry about high voltages, one system is

just about as safe as the other.

The public is frequently told by those who should, if

they do not, know better, that an alternating current cannot

maintain an arc, and that the system is consequently free

from one of the hazards of the continuous current circuits.

If this statement is true, how is it that arc lamps are

burned on alterjiating curcuits ? It is certain, however,

that accidental alternating arcs are very uncertain in their

action. Sometimes they will draw out nearly as long as con-

tinuous current arcs of equal vo'tagc ; then the next instant

ihearc may almost refuse to form; in fact, it acts asthough
the arc depended for its length upon the position or phase

of alternation at the exact instant of break in the arc

producing contact. Ananalysisof an alternating impulse

shows that it begins at a zero pressure and rises to the full

potential of the machine, say 2,000 volts; then the poten-

tial falls gradually back to zero again, whence it continues

falling to a potential of 2.000 volts below zero, we might say,

from which point it rises to zero and continues another

cycle. In a 2,000 volt alternating current there is. therefore,

a maximum variation of 4,000 volls between the highest

potential and the lowest potential and there is, moreover,

two points in each alternation at w^hich the potential is nil,

or zero. These points may occur within less than the one

one-thousandth part of a stcond, yet that is a material

space of time when reckoned by electricity. As stated,

arcs drawn from breaks in alternating circuits are so

erratic in their action that they appear to depend upon
the phase or condition of the current at the exact moment
of break. Sometimes long arcs may be drawn out, possi-

bly because the cycle at the instant of break is at a maxi-

mum potential; sometimes, though seldom, little or almost

no arc at all will be drawn, possibly for the reason that the

current was broken at the exact moment when it was at a

zero potential. These are things that cannot be predeter-

mined, yet, everything considered, it is true that alternat-

ing arcs are not as formidable or as viscious as those drawn
out from continuous currents of equally high voltages.

The remarkable llexibility of electric energy, when con-

verted from one form to another by means of the alternat-

ing current transformer, has led to the achievEiiient of

numerous results hitherto considered impracticable if not

impossible. The perfecfion of the art of electric welding

is due to alternating currents, as are also certain forms of

electric heaters and some new and novel electric motors

especially adopted to transmitting power o%'er long dis-

tances. In fact, it is believed by many that the greatest

advances made in electricity during the coming decade will

be in the direction of alternating systems. As the use of

these, like all other applications of electricity, is becoming
more and more familiar to the public, the beMef is slowly but

surely, though perhaps unconsciously, being accepted that the

ha>cards attending the use of all forms of properly installed

methods of electric lighting or power are greatly exagger-

ated. In the present state of the science, where a rigid

enforcement of insurance or municipal requirements, sup-

plemented by vigorous inspection, results in the observance

of safety laws, it may be truly said, even by the most con-

servative, the fire hazard of electric lighting is more imag-

inary than otherwise. The tendency of the period in elec-

trical development is toward the use of alternating cur-

rents at higher and higher potentials, yet the safety de-

vices designed to control these excessive voltages prove

absolute in iheir offices, so that it is safe to predict that

neither the fire underwriters cor the public will find a mat-

erially increased hazard in their use.

CORRESPONDENCE.

The Strowgcr Automatic Telephone ICxchangu company

of Chicago has been incorporated with a capital of .$=..000,-

000. The scheme which the company proposes to Intro

duce is thus described: "Kvcry Strowger telephone is

accompanied by a machine which takes the piace of the

human operator of the switch board and makes the connec-

tion automatically. The machines, each of which is con-

nected with its telephone, arc stored together. < )n the

ttlephone shelf is a row of keys, indicating units, tens,

hundreds and thousands, and a release key. The sub<icti.

1/cr taps out the desired number on the keyboard which,

registering on the ftulomatic machine, connects the wire

of the subscriber with that of the 'phone he desires to

reach. The connection is made simultaneously with his

Up^, and all he has lo do is to ring the bell. When through

talking, a lap on the release key disconnects the two wires,

A register on each telcphor\,c indicates when nnother desire?'

to «ipeak over a wire that is busy."

New York Notes.

New York, November 28.—If the cheerful talk of New
York electrical people means anything, there is every pros-

pect for good business this fall. On all sides one hears such

expressions as "brisk trade," "business looking up,'' "our

factory is working over-time," etc, Consequently it is but

natural to conclude that where there is so much smoke

there must at least be a small amount of fire. The
electrical societies are doing a brisk business anyway. On
Tuesday evening last the Amsricin Institute of Electrical

Engineers and the New York Electric club held a meet-

ing, a notice of which appeared in ray last letter. This

ioint meeting of the two organizations was held at the

club house of the Electric club at 17 East Twenty-second

street. There were about 150 members present. Thomas
C>. Lockwood of Boston presided. The paper of the

evening was read by Carl liering, who illu?trated his most

interesting lecture with a number of lantern slides of the

different buildings and exhibits of the Frankfort ex-

position.

There was something of a sensation in Newport, R I.,

over the assignment of the local Edison Illuminating com-

pany. It will be remembered that it was this con-

cern which was having the trouble with Miss Susan

Dresser. As was stated not long ago in a New York

letter, Miss Dresser brought su't against this lighting

company for injuries received In an accident caused by her

carriage horses being scared by the engine of the temporary

plant erected last summer by the Edison company for the

Yanderbilt ball. It has been generally believed for a year

or more that the corporation, despite its millionaire stock-

holders, was virtually bankrupt, and no one was more

aware of this fact than the counsel for Miss Dresser. The

coiupany has never paid but one dividend, and this was

not earned. The stock depreciated rapidly and no bid at

any price was made. The stockholders and officers wear

smiling faces, and they do not seem to be concerned over

the assignment to their treasurer.

That the advantages of the trolley system of electric rail-

ways are thoroughly appreciated bystreet railway men could

hardly be more clearly evidenced than by the fact that a

number of the lirooklyn surface railroad presidents have

sent a communication to the aldermen, asking for a hear-

ing on a petition to change their motive power from the

horse to the trolley system. The success of the Brooklyn

& Coney Island railroad company in getting the com-

mission to alio V it to extend its trolley road into the city

proper will be the precedent quoted to further the argu-

ments of these gentlemen desirous of introducing ihe

essentially modern method.

Brooklyn's firemen are in a condition now that

might be described as one of righteous indignation.

And one cannot blame them for their rage either, for some

miscreant has been engaged in the outrageous work of

turning on false alarms of fire from street boxes. On
Saturday night last, the engine men of the eastern district

were kept running all night. It is said that the alarm

was turned in ten times.

The Westchester Telephone company and the board

of trustees of the village of White Plains are having what

some one once described as "a pole cutting bse." The

telephone company has a very natural desire to keep its

poles standing, but the board of trustees has also the very

natural feeling that the poles are useful but by no means

ornamental. The condition of affairs at present is that

the telephone company has served an injunction to

restrain the excitement of the board, and the board is

therefore highly enraged, claiming that the telephone

company has not lived up lo iti agreement, and further-

more has cut and ruined many shade trees. The lawyers

take their turn next week.

On top of the popular indignation arouse J at the thought

of the prospect of the B;ll Telephone compiny retaining

its highly profiiable monopoly for another long term of

years, comes the rumor that negotiations arc being carried

on whereby the American District Telegraph company

and the Mutual District Telegraph company should be

consolidated. This is given of course as a rumor only,

and it must be taken only for what it is worth. It is said,

though, that several of ihc Mutual District stockholders

are making a bitter light against the proposed consolida-

tion. It is staled that they threaten to go into court if

necessary, to obtain injunctions restraining the other

Mutual District stockholders from selling out to their rival.

I^ispatchcs from Philadelphia state that the warship

New York will be launciicd before or on December 2d,

'J'he New York was originally known in the navy as

Armored Cruiser No. 2, and its building was authori/.ed by

the approprinlion in the act of September 71I1, The con-
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trict for constructing this vessel was awarded to the \Vm.

Cramp & Sons Siiip and ICngine building company, Phila-

delphia. The new cruiser has engines aggregating 18,000

horse power. The navy showi its appreciation of the

advantages to be obtained through the use of electricity,

by lighting the new cruiser throughout by this ideal sys-

tem. The plant will not only supply 700 incandescent

lights but in addition there will be four search lights and

numerous other applications for the current.

Again your correspondent apologizes for his rapid transit

paragraph. f-Iowever, it must be given to l^eep the record

cotrplete. The commission is pushing its work, itisan-

nounced, but great bodies move slowly, and this one is

no exception. The work of obtaining consents is not pro-

gressing as rapidlyas it was thought it would. Many prop-

erty owners are readily signing consents, but the majority,

while favorable to the plan of rapid transit, want to know

the exact details of construction provided for use in front

of their respective properties before they positively commit

themselves. Up to this time these details have not been

in proper shape for presentation to individual owners, but

a pamphlet is preparing which gives the exact prolile of

the entire structure from end to end of the route. This

will be ready for use in a few days.

At the meeting of the commission on the 27th inst., it

was stated that Wm. E. Worthen, now well-known for his

engineering work in connection with this rapid transit prob-

lem, is to become the consulting engineer of the commis-

sion. The position of chief engineer is to remain vacant

for the time being. There is now no longer any need of

the continued services of a chief engineer.

The Western Union company and the New York

pool sellers are still having trouble over the race

news which they endeavor to keep for their patrons.

Several cases have been reported during the week where

the company's wires have been tapped to the dismay of the

pool men, whose linancial losses amount to a considerable

sum. W. S. O.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Milwaukee, November 2S.—Before the common coun-

cil committee on railroads Henry C. Payne has made an

official declaration of the electric street railway exten-

sions that the Villard people propose to build. He began

by stating that the company desired to complete its down-

town lines first, but would be willing to build to the new

city parks as the aldermen had requested, as soon as pos-

sible. Eventually the Whitefish Bay dummy line will

stop at Park Place, and the Farwell avenue cars will run

to that terminus by way of Bradford street and Glen ave-

nue. The Murray avenue line will be extended to the

river park. The North avenue line will intercept the

north and south lines on the West Side, and afford people

living in the northern part of the West Side easy access to

Whitefish Bay. A new line is to be built along Cam-

bridge avenue and Brady and Jackson streets, which will

connect with the Holton street line. The cars on this

line will run along the tracks already laid on Jackson and

Martin streets and Broadway. The Mitchell streetcars

will be switched off the Clinton street track at Lake street,

and run over Broadway bridge and up Broadway. The

First avenue line and the Ilinsey Sixth street line will

eventually become one, and extended on the south to Kos-

ciusko Park, east on Lincoln avsnue to the Ilowell Road,

and thence to Wilco.x Park. The Kintickinna avenue

line will be extended to St. Francis. The Hinsey Vliet

street line will eventually be extended to the West Side

Park. The Winnebago street tracks will be connected

with those on Chestnut street, and the cars on Vliet street

will run down Chestnut to Third. The Fond du Lac ave-

enue line will be carried out to the Perrigo Park, and the

Third street line to Lindeverm. The Eighth street line

will probably be abandoned. In the business district the

company will put up side poles instead of center poles

wherever Chief Foley of the fire department reports that

such a change is advisable. An ordinance embodying all

the changes proposed by Mr. Payne has been pre-

pared.

The city attorney has decided that the resolution pre-

sented by President llase, directing the Board of

Public Works to renew the contract with the Badger

Illuminating company for a term of live years, at

$112.50 per lamp per year, cannot be legally p.issed bythe

common council, It had been claimed that such a con-

tract could b2 made under the provision of the city charter

authorizing the making of contracts with patentees without

previous advertising. But the city attorney declares that

"Electric light is not patented, and no one thus far has as-

sumed to say that he is the discoverer or inventor of elec-

tric light. The various processes by which electricity is

utilized are patented; the light is not." The resolution was

apparenlly drawn for the purpose of anthori/.ing a contract

with the owners, licensees or assigns of the Thom.^on-

llouston system of lighting, but really to renew the con-

tract with the Badger Illuminating company. Such a

course, according to the city attorney, would release the

sureties in the original contract. The resolution attempted

to authorize the renewal of an old contract, not the making

of a new one, and if the Board of Public Works were di-

rected to enter into a new contract, it would be obliged

to enter into a legal contract with ample securities. The

city attorney's opinion gives a full explanation of the man-

ner in which conlrac'.s for public work shouKl be awarded,

and states that there is no reason why a different course

should be pursued with regard to electric lights. If bids

received in a legal manner are too high, the board is not

compelled to accept any of them.

Many improvements have been introduced of late in the

Badger plant on Commerce street. This station contains

four compound condensing Corliss engines, aggregating

900 horse power, and four boilers of i.ioo horse power.

The building is a three-story brick structure, 40x147 feet,

and the engines and boilers are in the basement. The

dynamo room is 40x72 feet, and contains sixteen 50 light

and four 25-light dynamos. The poles used in the aerial

system are 45 feet high, and from 150 to 200 feet apart.

Four-inch cement pipe is used in the underground system.

Brick manholes are placed along the conduits at intervals

of between 150 and 200 feet. The conduits are principally

in the business district. The company is now furnishing

nearly 900 lights of 2,000 candle power, 300 of which are

for commercial purposes, the balance being street lamps.

The company has 130 miles of xrial wires, and 40 miles of

underground wires. Edward C. Wall is president and

general manager of the company; S. G. Coleman, super-

intendent; II. F. Boggis, general accountant and con-

tracting agent, and Henry Corbett chief engineer.

During the past twelve months the company used about

750,000 carbons and 5,000 tons of coal. Within five years

the whole lighting system will be underground. The

cost of burying the wires. Superintendent Coleman es-

timates, will be .'J;6,ODo a mile, or $250,000 for ^he whole

of the present system. The plant is owned by \"illard,

and will in time be consolidated with the gigantic Edison

plant on River street.

On a recent Saturday evening there were no elec

trie cars running on the Farwell and National avenue

lines of the Villard system,and the incandescent lights were

extinguished for two or three hours. The trouble was due

to an accident at the Edison plant. There is a battery of

ten very large boilers at the Edison plant, but seven are

being set up, leaving only three for use at present One

of these three boilers sprang aleak, and the fire under it

was put out. It was thought that the two other boilers,

on a pinch, would furnish all the power needed for the

street cars and incandescent lights, but early in the eve-

ning the grate under one of them broke, and the fire under

it had to bt put out instantly. With only one boiler to

use, it was decided to shut off the electric car circuit, and

try to operate the incandescent lights. But after the elec-

tric cars had been stopped in transit, just as the people

were beginning to start down town in large numbers, the

incandescent lights went out, and didn't start again until

late in the evening. The street cars ran no more that

night. Such an accident will be almost impossible when

the plant is complete. As it was, it caused no end of

grumbling and annoyance.

The Burton and Carpenter electric heaters are both to

be tested on the Farwell avenue line. Two cars are being

equipped, one with each system.

The Chicago-Milwaukee elevated electric railway—on

paper—has a rival—on paper—in the Barre hydraulic rail-

way. It is the system generally known as the sliding railway.

Between the track and the slides is constantly a thin film

of water, which is said to reduce the friction to a minimum,

and water for motive power is to be furnished by a pipe

under the track. It is claimed that a speed of from 100

to 140 miles an hour can be attained. To build a line be-

tween Chicago and Milwaukee would ccst about $5,000,

-

000, it is estimated. It is proposed to raise $i,oco,ooo in

Milwaukee, a like sum in Chicago, and the balance of

J|>3,ooo,coo abroad. The territory between Chicago ard

Milwaukee seems to be a favorite ground for proposed

rapid transit enterprises The elevated electric railway,

the Barre hydraulic line and the I'".dison electric mo'.or

line are all being talked of. besides Prof. W. S. Johnson's

impulsive railway system. C.

Kansas City. Mo.
Kans.as Crrv, Mo., Nov. 2S.—The announcement

that the Bell company had practically secured another grip

on the telephone service was received with lively interest

In this city. Many efforts had been made in this state and

also in Kansas to bring the telephone people totcrms. but

thus far there has been little return for Ihc expenditure of

time, money and labor that were required to carry on the

contest. < 'f course, the telephone people here arc deeply

interested in the affair. W. W. Smith, of the local ex

change, expressed the following views on the present out-

look;

"Ihave just read the claims allowed in that patent.

They are certainly broad enough to covcrihc case, and it

only remains to be seen if the patent will stand the test of

the courts, fori take it that it wilt be subjected 10 this

test. In the history of all patents that have had value

they have been attacked by inventors whose thoughts have

been in the same line, or by schemers who take advantage

of the opportunity to gull the public and get money to-

gether for their own benefit.

"It would seem that the Berlincrapplication had been in

the patent office long enough, and enough publicity had

been given it to notify all who may have had any reason-

able claim of priority to make the contest.

"After the expiration of the Bell patent in 1893, the tele-

phone question will be one of the 'best service,' and to do

this the Berliner patent must be used. In this dr.y, when

electric light and power wire?, in all directions, are giving

off their inductive radiations, it will be difficult to give first-

class service with the magneto telephone alone. I can im-

agine a tolerable service in the smaller systems by the

use of expensive duplex wires without the Berliner trans-

mitter, but the revenue that could be obtained would

hardly pay on the investment. In the larger cities, where

the service of the telephone system is of great value, the

'survival of the fittest' will be the ru'e."

"It is highly probable that new companies will spring

up in all directions, promising great Improvements at

lower rates, but so far as the state of the art is known at

present they will probably fail because of their inability to

successfully make good their promises owing to the infer-

ior appliances at their command. Howe%-er. the progress

of the business has been a succession of surprises, and it

would be foolish not to expect others, from the inventive

genius which Is and will be so largely employed.

"That portion of the public which daily needs telephone

service is not clamoring for lower rates but for good, reli-

able service, and my opinion is that instruments made un-

der the Berliner patent will have to be used to give it.'*

P.

Denver, Colo.

Denver, Nov. 28.—The board of aldermen has passed

the bill granting a franchise for twenty years to the Denver

Consolidated Gas company. The company purchased the

plant, franchise and interests of the Denver Gas company
for ^1,500,000.

This deal was practically concluded some time ago, its

consummation depending on the securing of a new fran-

chise as the franchise of the old gas company was about to

expire. It is vigorously denied that there is any intention

to unite the gas interests with the Consolidated Electric

Light company.

The Mountain Electric company, whose bid was $29.-

975, has been given the contract for the electric plant in

the H. C, Brown hotel.

The Tram'^-ay company on Sundav began operating the

electric line extending from Broadway on Eleventh avenue

to Alta street, ten blocks.

A long and bitter electric light contest is on at Tellu-

ride. The San Miguel Consolidated company, of which

L. L. Nunn is manager, has been at work running several

lines from its station in Howard's Gulch, one of which was
to furnish light for the city of TelUiride. The town board

granted a ten ye.irs' franchise to the Tclluridc Electric

Light company for lighting the city, the company virtu-

ally securing the exclusive right to furnish light inside the

corporation. This caused the trouble that resulted a few

days ago in the city mirshal. by order of the town board,

cutting the poles of the S.in Miguel Consolida'ed com-
pany's line. Much indignation was expressed at the

action of the board, and at a mass meeting of citi.^cns the

granting of the franchise was vigorously denounced. .-Vt

the adjournment of the meeting a number of citi--:cns went

to where the poles had been cut and proceeded to put them

up. Mr. Xunn kept an armed force at work putting up

the poles, and two days afterward the electric light com-

pany, through its attorney. W U. Gabbert, secured a

temporary injunction. The San Miguel Consolidated

company olTered to furnish light in business houses at 75

cents per light per month, and in dwellings at 57'^ cents.

The electric light company charges ^2,50.

K. T. Webber and others of Denver have been granted

a twenty-five years' franchise by the city council of Sant.T

Fc. N, M.. authorizing them to constmct and operate an

electric light plant there, and run an electric street railway.
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Work on the railway will begin in the spring. The elec

trie light plant is already in operation.

Colonel Randolph of the City Cable company says that

cars will be running over the Seventeenth street line about

the middle of December. Work is now progressing satis-

factorily, but there has been considerable delay in track

work in consequence of the difficulty in securing material

from the East. The West Denver line will not be in

operation till the first of May. K. C. D.

Cleveland, O.

Cleveland, November 2S.—The two power houses

of the Woodland avenue and West Side Street Railway

CDmpany are now in the course of erection. The road will

be open in the spring. The Woodlawn avenue line will

be equipped first.

The Edison Electric Illuminating company at Tiftinhas

now in operation 4,000 incandescent and fifty are lights.

The local ofHce of the Edison General Electric company

has secured the following contracts: Youngstown Bridge

company, thirty ^,000 candle power arcs, and twenty-five in-

candescents; Standard Oil company, Cleveland, 25oincan-

descents; Collings & Taylor. 200 incandescents; Lake Erie

Electric Light & Power company, forty 2,000 candle power

arcs; Defiance Machine company, 250 incandescents;

Sheriff St. Market Ot Storage company, sixty 2,000 can-

dle power arcs and 1,040 incandescents.

Owing to a recent fire in its building, the I'ostal Tele-

graph company is compelled to look for other quarters.

The plant was damaged to the extent of about $300 with

no insurance.

The Western Union will shortly remove to its elegant

new building recently completed.

The Long Distance Telephone company has petitioned

the council to lay its cables underground. B.

PERSONAL.
W. H. Eckert has been appointed general agent for S.

A. Day, New York.

Geo. H. -Bliss returned to Chicago a day or two since,

having spent some time in North Carolina, combining
pleasure and business.

Frederick Sargent returned on Wednesday last from a

hurried business trip to New York and other eastern points,

being absent less than a week.

W. W. Griffin, general manager of the New England
Electric company of Bridgeport, Conn., was a visitor at

the New York office of the Western Electrician last

week.

II. W. Hamblin, for several years general manager of

the Pawtucket, R. I., Electric company, and recently of

Astoria, Ore, has identified himself with H Ward Leo-

nard & Co. His many friends will be pleased 10 welcome
him back to New York.

William Dierman, an electrical engineer of Brussels,

lielguim, was in Chicago the last week studying the prin-

cipal electrical plants in this city. Mr. Dieiman is in this

couDtrj- on a mission from his governnent to investigate the

electric development of the United .States.

Henry S. Manning of the Thomson-Houston office in

Chicago,was married to Miss Virginia Hicks on Nov. 25tb.

The wedding took place at the residence of tte bride's

parents, Mr, and Mrs. W. Henry Hicks, in Wheatland,
la. Mr. Manning is a widely known member of the elec-

trical fraternity in the West, and he has a host of friends

who will extend sincere congratulations.

NEW INCORPORATIONS,
Electric Heat Alarm company, Bangor, Me., capital

stock $25,000, manufacturing and dealing in electric

appliances; Laughton, Clergue i: Mason, Bangor, Me.

Italian Motor cc Power company, Portland, Me., capi-

tal stock $500,000; generating, applying and in any man-
ner tising motive power of all kinds; Clarence Hale, Port-

land. Mc.

Mechanic^'ille Electric Light, Heat 6i Power com-
pany, Mecbania.'ille, N, V,; capital stock, $25,000; lo

manufacture, uv: and supply electricity for light, heat

and power,

Ocvcland Electric Lighting company, Cleveland, Ohio;

capital stock. $ioo.ock); manufacturing electricity and fur-

nisbiog electric light, heat and power; H. C. Bunts,

Clereland, Ohio,

Velasco Ice, Light tc Refrigerator company, Velasco.

Texas; capiul stock, $50,000; to operate an electric plant

to light public and private buildings in the city; C. A.

Zilker, UouMon, Texas,

Onray ^£ Ironton Electric Railway, I^ight & Power
company. Ouray. Colo,; capital stock, $9oo,coo; lo build

a raiJroad from the lo»n of Ouray to I'oughkcepaie Oulch
thence to the town of Ironion.

Internalioijal P^Icctric Supply A: Construction comp;ny,
San Francisco. Cal,; capital stock, $5,000,000; to do a

general electrical busineu, deal in inventions, patents,

rruchinery; Seth Mann, San P'rancisco, Cal,

Railway Electric Lighting &: Heating company, Chi-

cago, III.; capital stock, $50o,c/jo; to lighf and heat rail-

way cars, marine craft and buildings with electricity; lo

purchase and sell all kinds of electrical and mechanical
devices, patents antl inventions; l'".C. Js^utan, 85 Dearborn
street, Chicago. III.

Electrical Reflector company, Rutherford, N. J.; capital

stock, ^10.000; manufacturing, vending, introducing and
marketing illuminated street and advertising signs and
reflectors; Luther Shafer, Rutherford, N. J.

San Francisco Electric Manufacturing company, San
Francisco, Cal.; capital stock, $t,ooo,ooo; to acquire, use
and sell patents and patent rights for railroads, tramways,
steamships, etc., deal in real estate, mills, factories, mines,

etc.; Suden Otto Turn, San Francisco, Cal.

Torresdale Electric Light & Tower company, Phila-

delphia, Pa ; capital stock, $i,oco; supplying light, heat

and power by means of electricity to the public in the

Thirty-fifth ward, Philadelphia, Pa., and persons adjacent

thereto; Henry V. Massey, Philadelphia, Pa.

Electric Ore Reducing company, San Francisco, Cal.;

capital stock, $2,000,000; to reduce refractory ores by
electric-chemical treatment under Monroe Thompson 's

and other patents; to establish plants of machinery and
operate same; to acquire mining claims and conduct a

general milling business; T. B. Clark, San Francisco,

Cal.

ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Efforts are being made to establish an Edison lighting

company in Baltimore, with a capital of $1,000,000.

Postmaster McKean of Pittsburg wants the government
to introduce electric lights in the postoffice building in that

city.

The Rochester, N. Y., Electric Light company has
recently added a steam engine of 500 horse power to its

plant.

The streets of the capital of the Hawaiian islands are

lighted by 92 arc lamps. The private lighting includes 800
incandescent lamps, and 600 more are used in the palace
of the queen.

At a recent meeting of the board of trustees of Homer,
N. Y., it was voted to give the Hitchcock Manufacturing
company of Cortland, a franchise to light the village with
electric lights for seven years and six months, the village

to discontinue the use of the lights at any time that they
should prove unsatisfactory.

A resolution has been introduced in the common coun-
cil of Cleveland, O., requesting the General Assembly of

the state to authorize the city to issue bondsin such sum
as may be necessary to establish and maintain a gas and
electric light plant. The director of public works was
also requested lo ascertain the cost of such a plant,

A Chicago inventor exhibits a novel revolving glass

globe, in which are placed a number of electric lights.

He wants to make a very large globe place 100 or more
lights in it, elevate it on one of the World's Fair build-

ings and thus supply a powerful illumination for the fair.

These revolving globes he says, are particularly adapted
for coast lighting.

The Western Electric company has closed a contract

wilh L. Z. Leiter for furnishing dynamos and lamps in

the new Leiter building, Chicago, the floor area to be
lighted being 596,696 square feet, or nearly fourteen acres.

The contract calls for six fifty-light arc machines, two
1.200 light incandescent dynamos and one each of 600
and -400 light capacity, and 200 arc lamps.

Interesting results have been obtained by some experi-

ments made in England in signaling with electric lights

turned vertically to the sky. The light of the Edaystone
lighthouse can be seen only seventeen and a half miles, and
that on a clear night; but a vertical beam of light of far

less power is said to be visible just twice as far, with a
strong chance of its surmounting an ordinary fog.

The eight-story fireproof building being erected by A.

L Stone at the corner of Madison street and Ogden ave-

nue, Chicago, is to be lighted by electricity. The Chicago
Edison company has been awarded the contract for the

entire plant, which will consist of two Edison compound
wound generators, one 25 kilowatt and one 8.5 kilowatt

capacity, driven by an Ideal engine. The building is lo

be wired for 450 incandescent lights, and there will be ten

2,coo candle power AVard arc lamps distributed on the

outside of the building.

The new electric light station of the Citi/.ens' Gas com-
pany, of Willimantic, Conn,, was opened in a novel man-
ner on the evening of Nov. 12th. The ceremony took

the form of a hop, a general invitation lo participate in

which was issued to the residents by the officers of the

company. Many responded to the invitation, and dancing
WdS indulged in till midnight. A feature of the affair was
a lunch, which was prepared by the aid of gas stoves.

General Ross, president of the company, assisted by Man-
ager Pinncy, received the guests.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY.
Klcclricily is to supersede horses in the streetcar system

of Honolulu, Hawaii. It will be much cheaper, partly on
account of the high price of forage.

ICach of the 600 employes of the Rochester, N. V,,

Railway company were remembered by John N. Recklcy,

the president of the company, who presented each a
Thanksgiving gift, Mr, Ilecklcy is deservedly popular.

The Little Rock, Ark,, electric street railway equip-

ment is so far advanced that some of the cars arc now being
operated by electricity. The power station is not yet com-
pleted. Provision I** made for 3,000 horse power in this

station. The Thomson-Houston Electric company is

equipping the road.

The Inlcrn.'ilional Electric Railway company of Chicago

has been incorporated with these officers: President, C. B.
Holmes; vice president, Henry P. Daly; secretary, W. S.

Garvey; treasurer, W. H. Applegate, This company is

organized to exploit the Applegate underground conduit
system. By this invention the current is taken from iron

contact boxes 32 feet apart on a flexible steel bar 33 feet

long propelled with the car.

At Easton, Pa., recently, the brakes on an electric car

failed to check the motion of the car, owing to slippery
rails and a lack of sand. The car plunged downthe track
on College Hill for fully a quarter of a mile, gaining head-
way in its liight, until at a curve it jumped the track, and,
at terrific speed, crashed throngh the iron railings and over
the side of the Eushkill bridge, falling into the water,
thirty feet below. The car was a total wreck. George
Schug, the motor man, remained at his post and sustained
a fracture of the leg. The conductcr had jumped off at

the top of Ihe hill, and escaped without injury. Two pas-
sengers were badly bruised by the fall.

The Cicero & Proviso Street Railway company
Chicago is building an addition to its present power house
on Lake street. The building is of pressed brick, similar

in design to the older portion, and is to be two stories in

height. A portion of the first floor will be fitted up for

office purposes and the rest will be used as a storage room
for cars. The second floor is to be entirely for the use of
the company's employes. It will have a gymnasium, card
and reading rooms, and will be lighted by electricity. The
building is to be completed by January ist, and will be
opened with appropriate ceremonies. The company is

also putting in two new boilers.

ELECTRIC MINING.
A brief press dispatch from Ishpeming, Mich., an-

nounces that the plant established by the owners of the
Michigamme mine for the separation of iron ore by electricity

has proven a success. The works have so far turned out
30,000 tons of high-grade Bessemer ore.

The H. C. Frick Coke company contemplates operating
its larries at Trotter and Leisenring No. 1 by electricity.

It is negotiating with the Connellsville, New Haven &
Leisenring Street Railway company for the power. The
Loyalhanna Coal ^; Coke company is arranging to light

its mines and operate an underground haulage road by
electricity.

TELEGRAPH.
The Central & South American Telegraph company has

purchased the Transandine Telegraph company, having
a mileage of 1,200 and connecting Valparaiso with
Buenos Ayres. The purchase price is )S;6oo,ooo. To
raise this amount the stock of the American company Is in-

creased from $6,000,000 to $6,500,000. The balance of
purchase price is to be paid from the surplus of the com-
pany.

The daily papers are printing an item to the effect that

the Western Union Telegaph company in 1S70 had 112,-

191 miles of wire, 3,972 offices, sent 9,157,646 messages
at an expense of 14,910,772 and at a cost to the public of
$7.i3'^.75S, thus netting $2,227,966 profit. It now has

678,997 miles of wire, 19,382 offices, and last year sent

SS. 878,762 messages for which it received $22 387.029, at

an expense of $15,074,304, with a profit of $7,312,725.
The average toll per message was $[.04 in 186S, 78 cents
in 1870, 4334' cents in 1S80 and 2i^{ cents in 1890.

The ^Vestern Union company and the Associated Press
are at odds, the trouble having arisen over a disputed bill

for tolls. The bill was finally paid, but the Associated is

dissatisfied, and will undoubtedly become a customer of

the Postal company or find other means to transmit its

news. As a result of the row, however, the iYt-rc y^ork

l^ri/iitvt- and the Sun have formally withdrawn from the
Associated Press and organized the National Associated
Press, wilh Charles A, Dana as president. This associa-

tion will be served by the Western Union. It is claimed
that the relations of the Western Associated Press and the
Western Union will not be affected by the turn affairs have
taken in the East. It is said that Colonel E, F. Shepard
of the New York Mai/ ami Express caused the trouble

by refusing to audit bills except at the rate accorded the

United Press.

TELEPHONE.
The Sunset Telephone & Telegraph company of Los

Angeles, Cal., has asked permission to place its wires

under ground, the work to occupy not over two years and
to cost $20,000,

The cruiser Philadelphia is fitted with telephonic com-
munication between the office of the executive officer

and yeoman storerooms and between the poop
deck and the bridge. The present system is

deemed a great improvement over the speaking-

tube plan, Aboaid large vessels it often happens
that the speaking-tubes prove wholly inefficient. This
is especially (he case with upper deck tubes during use in

high winds. The telephone system aboard the Philadelphia

is reported as operating successfully under all conditions

of weather.

A dispatch from Cleveland says: "Work on the long-

distance telephone line between New Vork and ("Incago is

going steadily forward through Northern Ohio, and by

January it will probably be in operation between Cleveland

and New Vork. The main line passes terough Cuyahoga
Falls and Ravenna, where work is now in progress, and
3 branch will be built from the former point to this city.

The line is now in operation us far west as I'-rie and New-
castle, Pa, It is said thai the rale from (Cleveland to New
Vork for a five-minutes' talk will be $.;, A line between

Cleveland and Detroit is projected, to be built next sum-
mer,"
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MISCELLANEOUS.
It is proposed to transmit the power of the Dee and Don

rivers in Scotland by electricity.

The number of men now employed at the Thomson-
Houston factory at Lynn is about 3,200.

It is said that Atlanta capitalists are considering a

proposition to convert 10,000 horse power from P.arnett

Shoals into electricity, and convey it to Atlanta and
Athens, Cla.

Pennington, the air ship man, is in trouble again. All

the propeity of the "Mount Carmel Aeronautic Navigation

company" is heavily mortgaged, and the air ship has not

yet made its long promised trial trip.

Two young Spanish gentlemen from South America have

entered upon the expert course at the Thomson-Houston
works at Lynn. Their names are Senor Sangolcna, from
Ecuador, and Senor Osio, from Venezuela.

At a recent meeting of the Monroe county, N. V.

,

Homfcopalhic Medical society Dr. K. J. Bissell declared

that where a person had both gold and amalagam filling in

his teeth, and the saliva happened to be acid, an electrical

current was generated which might cause trouble in other

parts of the body.

Two Frenchmen, MM. Guerre and Martin, have
produced an electric turning box for the use of instru-

mentalists, bandmasters, and leaders of orchestras. This
box contains a dry pile connected lo an electromagnet.

This, fixed to a sounding-board, gives the required note on
moving a small commutator placed outside the box.

There are 66 draughtsmen employed in the Thomson-
Houston works and one draughtswoman. The work of

the latter is spoken of as highly satisfactory. The light of

the room, after dark, is furnished by arc lampss. and there

are so many of them, and they are so well distributed that it

is almost impossible to detect a shadow anywhere on the

board.

A special committee has been appointed by the electrical

section of the London Chamber of Commerce to co operate

with the directors of the Crystal Palace company in pro-

moting the success of the exhibition. It consists of R. E.
Crompton, chairman; Major S Flood Page and Emile
Garcke, vice-chairmen; J. E. H. Gordon, G. Binswanger
and Alexander Siemens.

Attention is attracted by the numerous waterfalls in

Sweden, which are now looked upon as the source of power
that may be economically transmitted by electricity.

Several large projects are already being discussed, including

th^ supply of power to the towns of Gothenburg and
Norrkoping respectively from the Trollhattan fall and a

fall on the Motala River.

Gassier s Magazine, a new engineering monthly, has just

made its appearance. It is a creditable production, and
contains many well-written and handsomely illustrated

articles that will prove interesting to all engaged in engi-

neering work. An article on "Electricity Applied to

Pumping Machinery," by F. Merriam Wheeler, M. E.,

appears in the first number.

It is said that 200 request? for space at the Crystal Pal-

ace electrical exhibition in London have already been re-

ceived. The exhibition is to be opened on January ist.

The English electrical papers assert that not only will the

most eminent British electrical and engineering lirras, with

scarcely an exception, be represented, but several of the
more important exhibits at the PVankfort exhibition will be
transferred to the Crystal Palace.

The Oliver & Roberts Wire company of Pittsburg, one of

the largest concerns of its kind in the country, has made a

request of its creditors for an extension. The amou' t of

its indebtedness is not known, as the members of the firm

refused to give figures, but it is confidently asserted that

the creditors will be paid every dollar. The suspension
was not wholly unexpected, as it was known that the lirm

had been closely pressed for several weeks.

A press dispatch from Oregon City says: E. E. Char-
man was awakened last night by a severe pain in his foot,

and found his bed on fire. He seized wraps and finally

succeeded in smothering the flames. Mr. Charman was
detained in his store later than usual, and upon reaching
his home thoughtfully placed the incandescent light under
the bed clothes to warm his feet. He went to sleep with
hii electric bed fellow and was awakened by the blaze.

The Thomson European Electric Welding company has
issued a circular to stockholders, in which it is stated that

after the payment of the dividend of :?25 per share, the
company has assets of $80,000 in cash, all of the conti-

nental patents and the stock in the British company, which
consists of /"yS, 344 common share and /3,76o founders'

shares. It is the intention of the directors to sell the
patents and stocks in the treasury.

Lii^/t(}ii}jg- is the name of a new electrical paper that has
made its appearance in London. It sets out to be "popular''
in tone, and all technical terms are to be rigorously avoid-

ed. So zealous is the editor in his warfare against words
of this character that he offers a money prize for each one
discovered in the paper, thoughtfully reserving the right,

however, to act as judge on the nature of the words
brought in question. The first numbers are clearly printed

and quite attractive.

It is said that it is now becoming quite the fashion in

France to have a tell-tale in the ihapc of a miniature
microphone, enabling persons in a building to listen to

any conversation which may be going on in any other

room. These "secret telephones" arc very small and
nicely made. They can be placed out of view in any part

of a room, or can be made to form part of a picture or

painting, and remain out of sight. It is not likely,

however, that these eavesdropping devices will ever
become popular in the United States.

The United States Fiapid Transit company is a new
Chicago corporation which proposes to construct a series

of overhead wires or cables for the rapid transmission of

mail matter and merchandise, and even passengers, if the

latter is practicable. The motive power will be electricity.

The wires will be stretched high enough to avoid the tall-

est buildings, and will radiate from the postofTice to all

central distributing points. They will be strong enough
to carry ten tons of matter.

One of the engineers employed at the Lauffen generating

station met with a fatal accident through touching a wire

through which a high-tension current was passing. The
deceased, whose name was Ran, was discovered lying

dead on the floor of the transformer house by the engineer-
in-chief. It appears that Rau, in defiance of the instruc'

tions given him, entered the transformer-room to attend
to a defective lamp, and coming in contact with a high
tension wire, was killed instantly.

A daily newspaper tells of a convict in a Maryland prison

who, by working overtime, earned enough money to enable

him to purchase over two hundred books. A short time
ago, when electric light wires were being placed in the

prison, he became interested in electricity and bought some
standard works on the subject. The result was the con-

struction of half a dozen different electrical appliances, in-

cluding a burglar alarm, which he has just completed for

the bedroom of the warden of the prison.

St. John V. Day, a member of the Chicago Electric

club, has devised a plan for connecting the North and
South Side boulevard systems in Chicago by a great

bridge over the Chicago river, 1,300 feet long with a road-

way 34 feet wide. The central span, 472 feet long, would
be no feet above the mean level of the river, while the
approaches would have very gradual gradients. Mr. Day
proposes that an electric railway convey passengers over

the bridge, and he estimates tlie entire cost to be |i2,3oo,-

000.

It is supposed that the numbness in the fingers and
hands of writers known as "scriveners' palsy" is caused by
electricity generated by the friction of the steel pen on the

paper. To avoid this, it has been suggested that the pen-
holder should be made of paper, which is less a conductor
of electricity than wood, and that the clasp which holds
the pen should be made very short, so as to come below
the touch of the fingers. The device is said to have been
successfully employed, rolled paper being used for the

holder.

At the commencement of the present year, 731 stationary

engines of 38,344 horse power, and 63 portable engines of

1.266 horse power were in use in Germany for driving elec-

tric light dynamos. There were also 177 fixed engines of

9.697 horse power, and 12 portables of 212 horse power in

operation for actuating dynamos for other purposes. The
highest percentage was in Berlin, where 16.07 per cent, of

the total was employed. Water power occupies but a very
inferior position for electrical purposes in Germany at

present.

A Pittsburg paper says that the reorganization com-
mittee that has had theafi'airsof the Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing company in hand has made an entire

success of the undertaking. Recently the work of lifting

all paper of the company held by Pittsburg banks was be-

gun. An approximation of the amount thus gathered in

could not be given by the oft'icials, but it was stated to be
considerable, and it was further stated that within a com-
paratively short time not a dollar of the company's paper
would be held by a Pittsburg bank.

It is proposed to utilize the phonograph to instruct and
entertain the blind. There are comparatively few books
shat have been reproduced in raised letters, and it is said

that the Bible is the only book that has a common circula-

tion among the blind. The idea is to read the contents of

a book into the machine, the cylinders being numbered in

order and placed at the disposal of blind persons who can
enjoy them at pleasure. With larger cylinders and a new
receiving needle, it is thought that the number of words
that can be taken on a cylinder can be increased from i ,000

or 2,000 to 4,000 or 5.000.

A company with a capital of $10,000 has been organ-
ized to operate omnibuses by electricity on the boulevards
of Chicago. Harrison B. Meech is at the head of the
company. In an interview Mr. Meech said : "We have
not made any carriages or omnibuses yet, and for awhile
will have them made by carriage manufacturers. We will

fit the electrical appliances to them. We make very light

and powerful storage batteries, which will be placed un-
der the seats of the carriages. They can be built to carry

one or two, or as many people as desired. Eventually we
expect to make them so that every one can have his own
electrical tricycle. As soon as we get arrangements per-
fected we will apply to the city council for a franchise lo

establish regular lines of the buses."

A London telegram tells of a remarkable case of the

successful removal of a piece of metal embedded in the
retina of [the eye, an electro magnet being used. The
patient was a Welsh blacksmith, whose eye was injured by
a splinter of steel that penetrated through the white coat.

Dr. Tatham Thompson reopened the wound and intro

duced the curved pole of an electro magnet. This was then

passed across the vitreous body, as nearly as could be
judged, in the direction traversed by the splinter. On the

first withdrawal nothing appeared, but a second attempt,
in which the pole was passed still further, ended in the
fragment of slccl passing easily through the opening in

tow of the magnet. The sufferer is stated to have since
resumed his duties with restored sight.

An application of the electric light has recently been
made by ^L Lacase-Duthie'', an authority on oyster cult-

ure. He makes use of the light in examining the stages of
development through which the spav.-n passes. A glass
cylinder is mounted in a skeleton cage, which serves as a
support. Into this glass the water containing the spawn
is placed. At the bottom is a silvered reflector, the cover
forming a parabolic reflector, in the center of which is

fixed a small incandescent lamp. The rtfiectors and the
sides of the glass cylinder act in such a way that but few
rays of light emerge from the apparatus directly, hence
the liquid is suffused with a soft illumination which is ad-
mirably suited to the e.-«:amination of the contents. This
little apparatus, or a modification of it, is now being cm-
ployed in various researches into the life processes of fer-

ments and the culture of microbes, the illumination by
the incandescent light being more suitable for the study of
these low forms of life than that from other artificial

sources.

"Within the next few days," says the Naval and Mili-
tary Record (British), "the naval authorities will be in
possession of an electric launch which has been constructed
for the government by Messrs. Thorneycroft and Co. of
Chiswick, the well known torpedo-boat builders. This will

be the first electric boat in the royal navy, and is intended
for use between the Sheerness and Chatham dockyards in

conveying passengers and material. It will have a speed
of eight knots an hour, and the battery power will be suffi-

cient to propel the boat at that rate for twelve hours with-

out being recharged. The speed may, of course, be in-

creased at will, but when that is done the motors will be
exhausted in a shorter period. It is also claimed for the
new boat that she will aflord more accommodation for

passengers than a steam launch of the same outside
measurement, owing to the limited space occupied by the
mechanism. During the past few weeks the little craft has
been subjected to a series of trials by the builders in the
Thames, and has given general satisfaction. If the work-
hig of the boat satisfies the admiralty, it is understood that

a fleet of electric launches will be ordered for service at

dockyard and naval establishments, their constant readi-

ness for use giving them an advantage in this respect over
the steam launch now in use."

TRADE NEWS.
The C. & C. Electric Motor company, Xew York, reports

many orders for motors and dynamos.

Holmes, Booth & Haydens, manufacturers of the "K.
K." line wire are running their factory at Waterbury,
Conn., over time.

The Ball & Wood company, New York, is busy attend-
ing to the large number of orders it has booked for the
Improved Ball engine.

That mica, as an insulator, is fast becoming more and
more appreciated, is shown by the order book of Eugene
Munseil iV Co., New York,

The Electric Secret Ser\Mce company of 45 Broadway,
New York, states that it has now on hand a large number
of orders for its arc light and motor cut outs.

The Phoenix Glass company. New York, is nicely set-

tled in new quarters at 42 Murray street, andcannow
more conveniently attend to a large number of orders on
hand for numerous styles of electric light globes, etc.

The Central Electric company, Chicago, has just issued a
circular giving prices on a number of standard articles

in the supply line. This circular covers sockets, switches,

cut-outs, receptacles, attachment plugs, branch blocks, wire
guards, tape, shades, lamps and a number of other
articles.

The Hine eliminator is rapidly obtaining a wide-spread
popularity. The Hine Eliminator company has received
inquiries ftir the device from St. Pttersburg, Russia. Two
of the eliminators will go into the laboratory of the State
University of Michigan at Ann Arbor, and will be applied
to the steam pipes used in that institution for testing

purposes.

General Ntanager L. W. Serrill of the United States

Electric Railways company, New York, reports that iLc
business of his company the past year has been far in

excess of that for any previous year.* and that the outlook
is very bright for the future; especially in the West, where
there will be a large amount oi work.

Bartlelt & 'Co., New York, so well known to the
electrical fraternity, announce their rcmok'al to new quar-

ters at 2 J and 23 Rose street. This concern has added
extensive printing facilities to its designing and engrav-

ing establishment and is now equipped for executing on the

premises every description of printing as well as en-

graving.

The American Desk ^'s: Seating company, Wabash
avenue. Chicago, is having an active business in fine office

desks, which comprises a large share of its business.

Among recent sales was the complete outfit for the Colum-
bian I'.xposition otVices. both in the Rand-McNally build-

ing and at Jackson Park. This company has brought

out a decided novelty in a curtain desk with the sides

hinged.

The Consolidated Electric M.inufacturing company.
Boston, Mass., is general agent for the New England
states for Corthcll's adjustable extension for Electric
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Lamps This device is said to be a most reliable one. It

is neat, light and durable, not liable to get out of order,

and thoroughly insulated, so that there is no danger of

short circuits. It is especially adapted for use in hotels,

ofHces, factories and private residences where a movable
light is required. There is a drum which holds eight feet

of extra cord, that can be drawn out to any desired length;

and when ail out allows the light to be carried to any part

of a fifteen foot room.

The Creaghead Engineering company, Cincinnati, has

just made a contract with the Crane C<: Breed Manufactur-
ing company of that city for a very handsome plant for the

transmission of power. The generator and motors are to

be of the United States pattern, the former of 60 horse

power capacity. The exact size and location of the motors
has not yet been fully determined, it being necessary- to

delay the specifications until the machinerj- has all been
located. The motors will average from 252 to 15 horse
power, each one having some particular work to do. This
company has also recently completed an isolated lighting

plant for Sechler & Co., carriage manufacturers of Cincin-

nati, having a capacity of 200 incandescent lamps and four

Mosher arc lamps for incandescent circuits. The generator

used was made by the Card company.

BUSINESS.
George Cutter, Chicago, has taken an order from the

Chicago Edison company for 1,000,000 feet of Simplex
braided rubber wire.

Whitmore ^; Robinson, consulting electrical engineers,

Boston, Mass., have just issued a neat little pamphlet ex-

plaining the wisdom of employing competent electrical en-

gineers.

The Bain voltmeters and ammeters are having a large

sale in the hands of the Knapp Electrical Works, Chicago.

The simplicity of these instruments is exciting favorable

comment.

H. Ward Leonard & Co. announce that they have been
retained as consulting electrical engineers for Wm.
Sellers .S: Co., Philadelphia. Otis Bros. vS: Co , and the

Ingersol I-Sergeant Drill company.

"Screw glass insulators and plain glass insulators, bat-

tery jars and other jirs, globes and globes," is an inscrip-

tion that would not be out of place on the new catalogue
of the Hemingray Glass company, Covington, Ky.

Charles A. Schieren & Co., New York, have just shipped
the Franklin Electric company, Franklin, Venango county.

Pa., a 20 inch perforated electric double-ply leather belt.

When order No. 2 comes in it speaks well for the first

shipment.

The Electrical Supply company, corner Randolph street

and Michigan avenue, Chicago, reports an increased

demand for the Wirt dynamo brush. It is claimed that

this brush will almost entirely eliminate "sparking" at the
commutator.

The La Boiteaus Electric Fan iS. Motor company, Cin-

cinnati, will be ready for next season's trade with a large

stock of the La Boiteaux revolving and oscillating fans

recently illustrated in the Western Electrician. This
device is a decided novelty.

The Electrical Engineering iS; Supply company has
rented a store room, and Mr. Daigh is putting in a large

supply of Packard lamps. The sales by this company alone
will exceed fifteen thousand lamps for the month of

November, with a much larger business in prospect for

December.

The Gleason & Bailey Manufacturing company, 233 Lake
street, Chicago, has just issued a new catalogue, illustrating

a complete line of supplies for incandescent lighting. This
company also manufactures on an extensive scale a large

nambcr of electric specialties that are fully described in

the new catalogue.

The Electric Supply & Contracting company of Cin-

cinnati, is meeting marked success in the rewinding of

street railway armatures. It has several very large orders

on hand at the present time. This company has a well

arranged and very complete factor)-, and the outlook for a
successfnl business is most flattering.

The Love Electric Traction company has commenced
work on the initial plant on the North Side, Chicago. The
line will be one and one-half miles in length, connecting
with the Verkes cable. Col. Wheeler is showing a working
model of bis system .in bis office on the eighth floor of

the "Kookery," If the weather permits, the cars will be
nmniDg in fifteen days.

The Chicago Electric Manufacturiag company, 73 West
Jackson street, is having an active business in the re cali-

brating and rcpiir of fine instruments and in the building
of TOlimcters, ammeters, etc. under contract. This com-
pany haA all the facilities for doing work that will com-
pare favorably with even old cslablishcd houses in the
E^t.aod the enterprise and ability shown are appreciated.

The Page Belling company reports a very active business
for October, with sales very largely in excess of one year

ago. An inspection of this company's list of sates reveals

a most salisfactcffy showirg, cipccially in the. electrical

braocb of the trade in this country and abroad. Among the
foreign shipments is one fora new mill outfit in Yokohama,
Japan, and cxpf>n orders to Cuba as well as other West
India Islands.

T.undy. Chicago, are making the plans and
for the sicam plant to be erected by the Edi-
at a new station now under way in Boston.

Tfjc engvnesare to be of the Kdison pattern, triple expan-

sion 10,000 horse power, with the dynamo connected
directly to the engine shaft. This station is to be known
as "Station No. 3." and is to be completed at the earliest

possible moment.

The Easton Electric company has recently completed
the installation of a fine incandescent plant in the machine
shops of M. T. Davidson, located on Keap street, near
Kent avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. The plant consists of one
250-light incandescent dynamo, 130 incandescent lamps
of different candle power, and seven Easton "X'' arc
lamps, burning on the same circuit. The shops are brill-

iantly illuminated.

Roads in the following places have within the last week
been equipped with the Burton electric heaters by the
Electric Merchandise company of Chicago: Oitumwa, la.,

Reading, Pa., McICeesport, Pa., Cleveland, O , Lincoln,
Neb., Martinsburg, W. Va., Salt Lake City, Utah,
Sioux City. Iowa, Marquette, Mich., Wheeling, W. Va

,

Quincy, III., Williamsport. Pa., St. Louis, Mo., Ottawa,
Can,, Wilkesbarre, Pa., Shamokin, Pa., and Blooming-
ton, III.

Force Bain is having an active demand for the small
lighting installations that he has perfected. He is also

making a dynamo for printing telegraph circuits that is

attracting considerable attention, and for which he has a
number of recent ordeis. In addition to the above work
Mr. Bain is turning out a number of new motors to oper-
ate mining machinery, to be run at only one hundred
revolutions. General business is also reported better than
expected at this season of the year.

The Chicago Edison company has closed a contract with
the American Express company for the electric light plant
for the company's new stables in Chicago The plant is to
consist of one 25 kilowatt Edison compound wound dyna-
mo, three hundred incandescent lights and twenty-one arc
lamps. The Chicago Edison company has also been
awarded the contract for wiring the St. Luke apartment
building, corner Fourteenth street and Michigan avenue,
Chicago, for 1,250 lamps. The building will be lighted
from the Wabash avenue station of the Chicago Edison
company. The company has just completed the installa-

tion of a 30 kilowatt Edison compound wound dynamo
and switch-board at the county poorhouse, Dunning
111.

The Central Electric company, Chicago, reports a large
increase in lamp business since it has taken the agency
for the Swan lamp. The 16-candIe power lamp of the
Swan make is said to have an efficieney of between 3.3
and 3.4 watts per candle power and an average life of
from 600 to 1,000 hours, and also not to blacken even
when nearly burned out. The company claims that the
demand is for high efficiency and good average life,

rather than low efficiency and extra long life. It may be
mentioned also that the Central Electric company has
just taken the agency for the Washington carbon and will

carry a large stock. These carbons are designed for both
high and low tension systems. They have a long life, are
perfectly straight and uniform. Shipments will be made
from stock and at factory rates.

The Toronto Construction and Electrical Supply com-
pany, limited, of Toronto. Ont., has been appointed ex-
clusive selling agent for the Dominion of Canada, for the
Thomson-Houston International Electric companv. The
Toronto company has its main offices and showrooms at
63-69 Front street, Toronto, where may be seen a speci-
men line of apparatus, consisting of dynamos for arc light-

ing of the Wood system, dynamos and transformers for

alternating current lighting, dynamos for direct current
lighting, reciprocating rock drills, pumps, and other min-
ing machinery, the Thomson recording watt meter and
also a full line of supply material. Frederick Nichols,
general manager of the Toronto company, is well known in

this country, especially among electric lighting companies,
being a member of the National Electric Light associa-
tion.

Among the trade-marks which have recently appeared,
three of the Standard Underground Cable company, Pitts-

burg, are especially unique. One mark for a brand of
weatherproof line wire represents a piece of "Sterling"
wire, twisted in the shape of the abbreviation for the
pound sterling, the ends showing in detail the wire and its

two fibrous coverings. The "Standard" brand of weather-
proof line wire is marked with a device formed of wire,

bent in the shape of a standard. The most unique trade-
mark of the three is one emblematic of the name given to
the highest grade of weatherproof line or house wire made
by the Standard company. "Tip Top" wire which is

furnished when a strictly first-class product is demanded,
is represented by a boy's spinning top ingeniously shaped
from a small coil or spiral of insulated wire. The designs
must be seen, though, to be fully appreciated.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
halted Nov. 24, i8gi.

A(>3fi^S- Electric Controller for Elevators. William
Baxter, Jr., Baltimore, Md.

4^-'3/-'35. Brushholder for Electric Motors. James E.
Lyons, Cleveland, O.

4^3/^30 Electric Motor Mechanism. Samuel E. Mower,
New Haven, Conn.

4O3.671. Armature Core for Dynamo Electric Machines.
Klibu Thomson. Lynn, Mass.

Th)4 invention relate* to the c'jiitlruction of armature cores
for dyn-imo "-IcTtrif: machine*, 'i'hc core in made up ol a
vrric* of f,\»U\ of laminated iron, each plate liavinK a thin,
hard, adherent coadnK of an innulatlnK nature, and mcchani-
'.ally M:paratcd from other plates by interposed metal platca or
wa.«her9of »omc non-magnetic metal, the whole bciny ficturrd
\*y bolts foroiintfA iiolld utructure.

463.691. Railway Signal. Edwin J. Samuels and Frank
E. Behrendt, Janesville, Wis.

Claim 3 reads:
"In a railway signal apparatus, the combination uf a revolving
standard of a four-sided lantern, having sign boards on two op-
posite sides provided with central apertures."

463.693. Electric Motor and Generator. Imley E. Sto-
rey, Boulder, Colo.

463.694. Commutator for Electrical Machines. Willis
W. Vail, Quakertown, N. V.

463,704- Electric Motor and Dynamo. Albert L. Par-
celle, Boston Mass.

Claim 3 is given :

"The combination of the hub or spider of non-magnetic ma-
terial, the ring armature, the socket in the side of the armature
and in the side of the spider, and an iron coupling-bar seated in
said sockets."

463,711- Electric Meter. Anthony Reckenzaun, Lon-
don, Eng.

In this invention two pendulums are employed, which make
periodic circuits with electric magnets which lift arms or lev-
ers. When said arms or levers fall they impart rotary motion
to a rotary mechanism.

463. 715- Conductor and Guide for Electric Railway Trol-
leys. Joseph I Conkiin, Brooklyn, N. Y.

463,720. Electric Arc Lamp, William S. Hays, Troy,

463.733- Self Lubricating Trolley Wheel William Dun-
can, Allegheny, Pa.

463,748. Carbon Brush Clamp for Dynamos. Sherburne
Morse. Arkansas City, Kans.

463,754- Electric Cigar Lighter. George N. Engert,
Springfield, O.

Claim 2 Is given:
"The combination in a cigar lighter, of the outer casing and a

normally^ inactive high resistance conductor and a eraviiy
switch within said casing for bringing said conductor into elec-
tric circuit.'

463.756. Wire Hanger. Charies A. Jacobs, Hallowell
Me.

463.760. Electric Conductor for Railways. Charies E.
Sargent, Chicago, III.

463.761. Section Insulator and Lightning Arrester for
Electric Railroads. Elihu Thomson, Swampscott
Mass.

463,762. Electric Arc Interrupter.

Swampscott, Mass.
Elihu Thomson,

The last claim reads;
"4. The combination, with an electric switch, of a blow out

magnet for estingui'-hing an arc thereat, and a circuit for en-
ergizing the magnet directly in or derived from the main circuit
and controlled by the switch, the switch contacts being so ar-
ranged as to complete a circuit through the magnet when
thrown into position, rupturing the main circuit."

463,763. Lamp Socket. Ferdinand Voigt, Bockenheim,
near Frankfort-on-the-Main, Germany.

463.764 Multiple Fuse Cut-Out.
Chicago, III.

George K. Wheeler,

463,765- Trolley for Electri.

ton, Lynn, Mass.
\ailways. George H. Al-

463,766. Switch for Electric Railways. Francis O.
Blackwell) Boston, Mass.

463,770. Electric Cut Out. Edwin W. Rice, Jr., Lynn,
Mass.

463,773. Means for Suspending Electric Lamps. Thos.
H. Brady. New Britain, Conn.

463,785- Electrical Surgical Instrument. Frank L. Con-
nable and Thomas V. Harper, Xenia, O.

463.793 System of Electric Lighting. Edgar J.'llodson
and Joel W. Siearns, Jr., Denver, Colo.

The object of this invention is to prevent the burning of the
electric lamps in a room in cases where, by inadveriance or
mistake, the occupant has left his room without turning off the
lamps.

463.802. Electrical Transmission of Power. Harry W.
Leonard, New York, N. Y.

463.808. Electric Subway Switch. Louis A. Fehr, New
York, N.Y.

463.809. Machine for Covering Conductors. Christopher
Klotsbach, Passaic, N, J.

Claim 2 reads:
"In a machine for covering a conductor with an iusulaling

compound, -the combination, with rolls for covering the wire
with the compound, of a heating surface, over which the com-
pound is led to the rolls.''

463 8 to. Machine for Covering Conductors. Christopher
Klolzbach, Passaic. N. J.

463,824. Trolley Wire Hanger. ICdward T. Birdsall,

New York, N. Y., and Lemuel \V. Seirell, Plainfield,

N.J.

463,830. Surface Conduit for Buildings- Robert W.
Gibson, New York, N, Y.

463,843. Electric Programme Clock. John L. McCas-
kcy, Waynesborough, Pa.

463,852. Synchronous Telegraph. Charles S. Bradley,
Yonkers, N. Y.

463,867. Automatic Safely Cut-out for l'".lectrical Con-
ductors Robert A, Morgan, Jr., Boston, and
George C. Bosson, Jr., Lawrence, Mass.

463,879. Separator for the I'latcs of Secondary Batteries,

Charles I*". Waldron, Boston, Mass.

463,945- 'i'hcrapeutic Electric Battery, John A. Crisp,

Jefferson. O.

463,955. Electric Wire Insulator. Hiram F. Newell,
Manchester, Va.
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AMEHICAW ELECTRICAL WOUKS
PROVIDENCE. R. I.

Manufacturers of Patent Finished

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
Magnet Wire, Office and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covered

Wire, Lead Eocased Wire, Telephone and
Incandescent Corde.

FARADAY CABLES.
Now York Office, 10 Cortlandt Street,

p. C. ACHKanxS, Asont.

i;STABUSHED ISIS.

HEMINGRAY GLASS GO.
Offices, Covington, Ky. Factories, Muncie, Ind.

P

STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS,
Class Break Knobs, Floor Insulators, Battery Jars.

ARC LIGHT GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

"Xf^^Ti^c oiT s^'eoi.^lXj i:Esio3srs sc XjTciteid.

THE "CLARK" WIRE.
Insnlutloii Guaranteed n'herever iiNed, Aerial, l^ndercronnd or Soliniarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886. he says: -'A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."
The ruhbpr hpimI In ln--ii]lafiD;: our wlr* ^ ;md tablPe iB especially c leniicaHy prepared, and if ^aranteed to be waterproof, aod will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain (leilhle in eitreme cold
w eatlier. aod Is not affected iiy hi-at. The ineulatiun is protected from mecbanical Injury by one or more braids, and tliR whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and epeclal extra flDlBB, which we
have now ndopttd for all oiir snUd wires as an extra weaiherproofprotection, and sleo pi eventing chafing and abraelon, which 1b water, acid, and to a very great extent fireproof. Oar Insnlatloo wUl proTe
dura le when all others fall. We are prepared to fnrnlph SlQxle Wires of all ganpee and diameter of Insolation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are cow prepared
to furnieh our Clark Wire with a white ontelde finish for celling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark Jofnt Giini should be tiead for maklnir waterproof joints. This ie put up in half-pound boifs. In etrlns about one foot long and flve-eighths Inch ^vide, and when wrapped abont a joint
and pressed firmly it makes a solid maas, FOU KAILAVA.Y and 9IOTOK use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible cables with Clark Insnlatloo.
WE (AVABANTKK OUR 1WSUI.ATION WHERRVER USRD, AERlAl^. CNDRRAROUND OR SUBaiABINE, and our net prices are as low, If not lower than anj

>e' firet-clpes Insulated Wire. We shall he p'eased to mail Catalogues with terms and dleconnts for qnantltleB.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, 3IASS.

HEMRT A. CLARK, TrssBurer and Gen'l Manager.
HERBERT B. EUSTIS, President and Electrician.

TOBOIVTO, ONT. AeEKTB: The Toronto Electrical IV'orkB.;'M'r'.A«iO A«F,WTS: Tlie Kl»otriPal Fiisincerlns Co., .120 I>earborn St.

.#
r«

The Electrical

Construction Co. ^>«^:

C. Al HARTER, Manager. Telephone, 1718.

WANTED.
A ftcond hard Motor, i or 1 H. P , for

110 volt current is wanted. Offer con-

taining price and general condition of

Motor received by

G. MOWRATH,
i:tO:j Auditorinm Bldj;:.. Clii<'Ot::o.

H. T. PAISTK,
MANUFACTURER OF

SWITCHES, SOCKETS, ETC.,
341 The Rookerr. lO Ho. 14th t!^t.,

Chicaso. Ill Philadelphia, Pa.
See our full page advertisement in Issue Sept

13, for illuBtratlons. prices, etc.

THE CROCKER-WHEELER
PERFECTED MOTORS.

Very hIow t*>peed, fnll power, perfect regu.
latioii. forged fields let into base, self-oiling
bearings, self-eentering bearings, all nizes.

both are and ineandeNcent. for all po^ver
purposes.

Acknowledged by the Leading Maimfactuiiny ''ninpaiiies tu be

THE MOST PERFECT MOTOR MADE.
Estimates and Plans Furnished for Electric Power Equipment.

Correspondence Invited.

430--432 WEST 14TH ST., NEW YORK

FOR DIREGT'P ALTERNATING CIRCUITS.

Made by

QUEEN

&G0.,

PHILA.

The

WAGNER-

QUEEN

Portable

Voltmeter.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIES

The Winner of 1 890 will win again in 1891.

Eleventh year.

SOLE .MAKERS:

LAW TELEPHONE COMPANY,
85 John Ht.. NF.n' VOKK

Western ElectriciaD

Sf.OO.

MICA
For Electrical Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL& CO,,

218 'Water St.. Nen York.

Electrical Wood.

p
Telegraph

) o
Telephone CROSS L ARMS
Electric lii^ht i E

S
OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL POLES.

C. H. HOLMES, ''°°"""°''°'Sl'.tlt%:Mo.

HARD FIBRE

DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO.,

for insulation and me-

chanical construction is

manufactured in Sheets,

Rods, Tubing. Washers, Discs and all Special Shapes. Esti-

mates and samples furnished upon application.

WILMINGTON. DEL..

U. S. A.

Solid for Desoriptive <'irfnlnr IVo. >!«.'>.

Giap Etelric Motor Co.

street Railway and Generator

Armatnres Re-wonnd.

205 and 207 So. Canal St.. CHICAGO. ILL.

MclNTOSH, SEYMOUR & CO. ENGINES.
SINGLE CYLINDER

OR COMPOUND.

List of Engines
under Construc-
tion July \, for De-
livery on or before
September 30:

For Particulars Inquire of

OHnUCnt 0( LUnUI, 339 Rookery eidg., CHICACO.

Bi/.E. n. r. op
One ie«ii2
Two I8HX17
One V\ »ml '^3x17
One 11x13
One 13 and 19x15
One 11 andlllxlS
Two l.SiindiHxlT
One 13 and 23x1?
On.i Sx9
One 13 and IflxlS

One 15 and IJxlT
One 13xlS
One nmi6
One I8S1I8
Om< 8x9
Two 9«xlOU
One 0.1x19
One 11 and 19x15
One 11 and 19x15
One 16X15
Two 14ml5
One 13 and 33x17
One

I One
15 and 26x17
Wii and 38x21!

KACU KNOINB. DBBTnj.^TION.
80 Edleon General Electric Co , iiroton, N. Y.

rCKl Gloucefler Street Kaihvav Co., Glonceeter, Mspp.
J40 T.-II. International Klectric Co., Rio Janeiro. Br»2ll.

fiS Meichante & iMitiers Tran"portaUon Co,, BaUiraore, Md.
UiO Portland Street Railway Co., Portland, Mo.
IW Luwreice, Maes.
•JiO Lnwri-nce, Mas?.
210 Fall River, MaPS.
30 I-olaled Doiit. T -H. Elec. Co,, BoBton, Mass.
150 G. A. Ho'lltiB A Co.. Chlraco, III

325 Somervllle Klectric Light Co., l>omerTllle,Ma<e.
100 .\. G. Week-. Boeton, Mnee.
125 Tonawanda vt Wlieatilold Electric Light Co , Tooaw-aodft, 14.

200 T.-B. Int. Klec, Co.. le-^de. Enwland.
30 A. J. Wilkineon. Hvdo Park, ^U^e,
45 PreBlivteriMn Ucpt.it«l. New Wrk City.

BOO Chicago Edison Co., Cbtcaao. 111.

160 T.-U. Int. Eler. Co., IielelD>;(ore. Finland.
150 Frits Wllen, Helelngfore, Finland.
150 T.-H. Electric Co.. Boeton, Maee.
125 Cortland Fordng Co.. Cortland. N. Y.
215 West End Street Railway Co., Boston, >tft*s.

400 Baltimore Electric RefinlDg Co.. BaUimore, Md-
500 Georgia Electric Light Co., AtluU.Ga.
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B. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ELICTHIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
BRANCH STORE

2134 Michigan Avenue.

Sfilweil's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

TO AMERICAN
INVENTORS.

Woodhonse & Rawson,

I XITED, LD.,

88 Queen Victoria Street,

LONDON, ENC,

NEW YORK OFFICE, 36 WALL STREET.

Are Prepared to Negotiate and

Introduce Inventions of

Merit into Great Britain and all

Parts of the World-

COEBESPONDINCE INVITED.

Manufacturers of

OCTAGOKAL^^ Cedar
TELEPHOni&tLECTRICAL

RailwayFoles&CRossArms

^H.M.L0UD&SONSUlMBER(0
OSCODA, IVIICH.

KARTAVERT
THE BKST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS, RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

The- Kartavsrt - Manufacturing - Co.^

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS «^^ BELLS.
FUIili I.INI: A1.TVAY8 ISr i^TOCK.

A GREAT RAILROAD.
By the absorption of the Chicago & Atlantic

Railway between Marlon and Chlcaso, the ERIE
has at laPt ^ffecled its entrance into C'ttlcago, and
now occupies thf proud posiilon of heing the only-
line between Chicago and New York entirely
nnner one management
One result of t'.isis the arrangement whereby

all the through tralne of the Erie are now ran
eolid tetweeen Chicftf^o and ivew York without

|

unans^. PaSEengere holding through tickets,
l

whi iher first or pecond claee, are aba to go from
Chicat,'0 to New York without chani^ing cars. ;

Pullman's moat modern S'eeplng Care are run
on all through traioF via thia liue, and on tbeir
Ve-libule Limited, Pullman"? Dloine Cars. No
extra fare charged on this train. In fact, the
rate8 via the ERIE are lower than v a any other
loule offering njuHl facllitiea.

B„ OSTRANDER & CO.,
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
J^S^Send for New Catalogue. Out August Ist.

ELICTRI'
, N2iai]MAiN.5T,^

,j^ 'FITGHBURG,MASS,U.S.A."-
^Manufacturers OF DYNAMOS FOR. LIGHTINGW PLATING anpEXPERIMENTAL PURPOSES.

ir , i:—-»-jL^ALS O :/WO T O K^ .^-^^^^-^—- ,

eyEp.YTHiNQ LATEST DESlffiN AND HI OH EST EFFICIENCV.

EliECTKIC I,I«;HT
AXD BATTKBV

CJif(BO/^S.
CL:BVE:ii.A.3NriD, OHIO.

/laoTO/f

B^USffES.

THE

Unequaled

in

Efficiency

Over 2.000 in use.

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World.

Aff<ir<l^ the mOBt pimple ard reliable power for all mioine and manufactur-
lu^' niaclilnery. Adjiptt'd to liesds rnnninK from iO up to 2,000 or more feet.
From ^'D to 30 per ci t. better leeuitB guaranteed than can be produced from
any other Wheel ia tlie countiy.

EliECTKIC TBANSSIISSIOai.
The advantages the Pelton Wheel aSorda In the way of a uniform and rella-

Ide jiower, close regiilalinn and the facility of adaptation to \aryiEg conoltlons
of (ipeed and preteure, have brought It into ei)ecibl prominence and e,xitnelve
uee for tlilB cluBs of work. All application.^ ehould eiate amount and head of
water i)i wer re(p]Ire(l. and for what ])uri)oee, with approximate leufith of pipe
line, Seno f.»k i !ATAl.o(;itE.

TH£ P£LTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
I'Zl-l'Za llain St., San Francisco, Cal., U. S. A.

143 I.IBEIiTY STREET. - - XEW YORK,
Kf*lt having come to our notice that our patent rights are being inrrinsed

upon, iniendlng pDrchaeen? are hereby warned that all such infringements will

be duly prospctited.
Pr:iiTOIV ^VATER aiOTOKS. Varying froniihe fraction of 1 to K)

and )H) horae i owor, unequaled for all light running machlneiy. Whrran'td
TO develop a given i mount of power with one-half the water required by any
other. ^?"Send for Motor Circular. Addreps as above. Deliveitea made fr-m
San Francisco or New York, aa may afTord the mct^t favorabk- freight rates.

HIRLIMANN BATTERIES.
Are Standard.-Only One that Is Guaranteed.

COAMPION JJATTEkV. Thfl Improved ruented Porori"

.« fnlwl

Piltnt^). Cup l.<-clnitche KBtt<.'ry.

8END Fnp CATALOGUE AND PRICE LISTS
Mf'iy.r. PI l:'IIAflS'. KI.SKWIiKIIK.

C.J.HlRUMaNN.IITMacdouJallSt.JewYork.

BY J.A.J. SHULT

bSnuLTZ Belting Co.
Gsv^FiuJaeturers op

C3

(9

iM
Wo^enunkB
' nt 1 1 C ATU L DAa LEATH

IIOmONRODORHINGCOLOSWLE
LEATHER LINK AND IRON ROD BELT-,

AMD ROPETRANSMIbSIOII 5UPLRbE0La<

YOUR MONEY.
BY COVEBINO YOUR PULLEYS WITH

8HULTZ PATENT
LEATHER PULLEV COVERING,

I
IMSiiiruM'^f SI.

,
i;','lori. M;i.-ui ;;:.:. fViir) SI.,N*uv York Tily.

'

( lay N, 'ihlrd .4t., I'ijilFi.lMipldfi, I'a ; Ml W. Morirou St. Clilcago.

'deIapeLeatHer-
Picker Leather-

I
St. Louis, Mo.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
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The alieniion o( ELECTRIC COMPANIES is ca'lcd to this C'EI^E.
HRAXKI> WAXIvIC WIIKff-^I^as particularly adapted to their use
on account of its r<>iuarkal»ly Ntcatly motion, hlc^li Mpeed
and Sfvnt Kaii-ivnvy\and lai-^^e C'ai»ari|y for it^ o lanifftcr,
being double the I*ow4'r of most wheels of sam*: 'diam<:ier. It n usrd
by a number of Ihc* leading electric companies wiih er^^al satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an (qua), producing the highest per cent
of useful effect (fiiaraniet'd.
Si::\l» FOK « A'l AI.Oi^M: AIVI» PAK'liril.ARW.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommend';!;, as no grars arc required

and it can be betted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving f-presenis a pair of 12 inch Vlf*XOR

XI'ISmi^KS arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cait-Iron I-";umc. braft
Tubes, f-'.nd Bearings for ShaU and Driving Pulleys complete, ail mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plale. The entire arrangemtni is very comp'cte and
siriclly first-class in every pariicufar. We are row prepared lo furnish Victor
Turl)ine'i. citfipr single or in pairs on horlzonial shaft?, and where th*: situation
admits ot ili'-ir u5'-, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.. DAYTON, OHIO.

r*^ADRON CO., MAKERS or HIGH -GRADE •

$22.00
ANTIQUE FINISH DESK,

Fotir and a half feet lonu;.

f^W^~^f^fW ""^'i*' £ 'r '-'omplelt: catiilo;;iieB of

AMKRICAM DESK AND SEAWG CO.
370-373 AVuliiish Ai.lHi.-. (IIKAGO.

ELECTRIC SLATE
Switch-boards a Specialty.

Small samples of plain and marbleized free.

T- J. MURPHY,
Klectrical Exchange Bldg. i;i« I ilirrty St..

Ttrx m ''n-,. NF W * ORK,

J.C.TEMPLE,
(Formerly o£ STOUT, MILLS & TEMPLE),

DAYTON. OHIO,

fijdranlicaflilecliaiiicalEiiiiiieer
Improvpment of Water Powers, Arrangement

of Fewer Plauta, Shafting, etc., for Electric Power
and Light. CONSTRUCTION SUPERINTENDED.

HAKKISUN GUNVEYOR
FOR HANDLiNG

GRAIN, COAL. TAN BARK. SEEDS, ETC.
Will convey all kindg of grain \s'lth'^ut mixing
Will carry two different klnda (f material In op-

posite directions at ihe same time.
Will convey One-IIundred and Fifty Tone ofCoal

I'Mt hour. jAlHde of Wrought iron and St^el. Send
nr lilustrnfd Catalogue. BCDEN & SCI.LECK
OiiMPaNY.48 and 50 lake S' . Chlcano. III.

WM. S. TdeNeh. Pros. (iKU. A, BELL, V. Pres. .1. LfWTEH WuuDHKiDHB, sec. aiiJ Treas

W00DBRID6E & TURNER ENGINEERING CO.,
Consulting and Const nut iiijj

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment of Electric Railways. Steam and f lectric Plants.

47 Times Building. Telephone Call. 1009 Cortlandl. NEW YORK.

CEDAR POL.E1S.
Railway Ties and Posts-

ir In want of Poles, Tiee and Poeta, save monej
by get'.lng my prices.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
FACTORY:

WII,MlN«TOX, BEt.

3EISa7.^:BXjIS3QC:E3I> 1878.
SOI.E MANUFACTrRERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticlis, and Spscial Shapes to order. Colors, Ked, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i4i>"//j?f^ y.

THE SCHUYLER
-S"S"ST:E33VC o-f-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FEATURES.

CEORCE W. PAYNE t< CO.,
MAMCFACTIKKKI* OF

Vsed in connection with BTaidhid Maclihierii for Electrical Work
where ivire is to b? covered by Braiders.

')

matitttinmiiiuiiaani^.

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

ItliK'liiiK'N bnilt when roqnii-4'il to double (no or niorv od<In.
tvilli <lro|> motions (o Mto|> >i|>iiiille nlii'ii oikI bi'oiiks, iiNo
tvlirii Itoliliiii i<< I'nII.

Works 102 Broad St., PAWTUCKET, R. I.
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C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTORS ^M DYNAMOS.
ELECTRIC MOTORS in all standard sizes,

up to and including 100 H. P., for operating

elevators, pumps, printing presses, and machin-

ery for general manufacturing purposes.

POWER GENERATORS.
ELECTRIC MINING MACHINERY of

all kinds, Hoists, Tram Cars, etc.

FAN OUTFITS, Electric Plants for pump-
ing Church Organs.

We call the special attention of
Station Superintendents to the fact
that our machines are absolutely un-
surpassed for economy of electric

current.

DYNAMOS for isolated plants and the equip-

ment of Mill«, Banks and Office Buildings with
Electric Lights.

ELECTRIC BLOWERS for ship ventila-

tion. Have equipped 18 U. S. and foreign War
Ships with ventilating apparatus.

NEfF ENGLAND Office,

63 Oliver St., BOSTON.
PHILADELPHIA Office, 3S S. Fourth St.

CHICAGO Office, - Phenix Building.

SAN FRANCISCO Office, - 35 Market St.

ST, LOUIS Office, - - 421 Olive St.

NEW ORLEANS Office, 78 CuHloiiihouse St

THE G. & G, ELEGTRiG MOTOR GO.. 402-404 Greenwich Street, NEW YORK.

THEJ

t^^EASTON ELECTRIC CO.,
M.4KUF.\0TUKEFS OF

AiG and iDcandesceot Dynamos,

Motors, Generators and Separators

And Arc Lamps adapted for use on

ire or Incac descent fircaits,

ADDRESS:

643 Kent Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

(Near Kooeevelt, Grfltid and Kat-t 2id Street
Ferries from N, Y.),

For Circniare, PriceH und Information.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
1 ii to IJG Green St,. Green Point. BROOKLYN, R. Y.

MANLTAfTORT CF

Non-Conductive Blocks. Rosettes and Bases for Cui-Outs
and Switches; also Insulaiors. Cleats, Lamp Trim-

mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Our prodiictioTi ia a dense body. Ttie glazing and body
of our ware are of same composition, and are baked
alike, whicti are the features of

TRUE HAR1> i'OKCKLAl.\.

OF INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

Goodrich-Coleman Electrical Worits,
NEW ELECTRICAL THEORIES DEVELOPED.

Jlanufacturers of Specialties and Novelties under Con'ract.

31 South CatT^I Street, - CHICAGO.

GIVEN AAVAY!!
tllA:UPL,E OBUIEB>ii OF

Buxton's Packing
At Only 51)c. Per Pound.

•The Fiisiiieer's Favorite."
All Orders <i<naraiiteed.

ji Agen'B wanted In every Stale hi tbe Union. We cim quote the
// \ery lowest prices on Ring Packing. Send for diECuuntanti
J price liet.
' ESTABLISHED 1SS2.

GEORGE B. BUXTON,
1 7 VIRGINIA ST., EAST SOMERVILLE, MASS.

A New Book Just Published.

A Practical Guide to the Testing of Electric Light, Electric

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires.

PKICK. P0ST.4GE PREPAID, «!.«<.

8RXD I\ YOl K OBUEK NOW.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

V|/\fJufACTlj(^EF^

-'ELfCTRICLlGHTGLOBEK^

the-Lt^rqEST-Lii^E-of

.NoveuArtisticpattehns&EffegtsI'

^^ 729 BROADWAY NY J
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

You can Lights Thoroughly Send

Put Are Standard Reliable Prices For

It up And And Reasonable. illustrated

Yourself. Full size. Practical. Pamphlet.

'•-ifirian r»/X BAIN ELECTRIC MANDFACTDRING CO.,

47 So. JEFFERSON STREET,

CHICAGO.
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The Clinton Cas Light Co., Clinton, Mass., have thor-

oughly tested and have adopted the Evans System of

Driving Dynamos in their new Electric Light Station.

Thousands of Horse Power in use driving Dynamos, and hundreds of sets of Cones
in operation, driving all classes of machinery. Address

THE EVANS FRICTION CONE CO.,
85 '\7C7'Atox' jst., i^OfiirroKT, nvr.^^)S6i.

RvaoR^ <'on<-M.

For ^'arjinc Mpcpd.

CHICAGO IITSTTLATED WZHE COMPANV,
3VE.a.3xrTn'.A.cJ'r'crn.E:i*.fi» or-

HIGH GRADE INSULATED WIRES
01<" A.L,t. DESCllll»TIO]N!-*.

WEATHERPROOF WIRES,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

MAGNET WIRES,
INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,

ETC., ETC., ETC.

WRITE FOB QUOTATIONS
AND SAMPLES.

Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO., 48-52 N. Clinton St„ CHICAGO, ILL.

wiRE-TuirsTRiPs THE MILUKEN PATENT POLE

86 LIBERTY STREET

NEW YORK.

For Electric Street Railways and Electric Liglit Work,

MANUFACTURED UY

MILUKEN BROS.

59 DEiRBORH STREET,

CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.—Iron Work
for Light Stations a Specialty.

WRITE FOR CIKCVriiAR AKD CATALiOGUE.

MANUKACTURKD HY

The Sperrj Electric inin^ Hacliinc Co,,

39th St. and Stewart Ave.. CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS

RECALIBRATED.-REPAIRED.
CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO,, 73 W. Jackson St.

THE EXCELSIOR
StraigtitWay Noiseless

Back-Pressure Valve.

Simple! Reliable! Durable!

JAMES G. BECKERLEG,
229 S. Franklin St.. Chicago.

DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS
Afford the Only Reliable and Efficient Means for

ALL NIGHT ELECTRIC LIGHTING,

All other devices are crude, expensive and unsatisfactory.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY
Has established its broad foundation patent for Double Carbon Arc Lamps, No. 219,208, having iVOil foilV
distinct infringement suits in the United States Courts, two of them on final hearing, the decisions

being rendered by Judges Gresham, Blodgett, Brown and Ricks.

The public is warned against the use of infringing lamps or any crude substitute for the Brush Invention.

Arc Lighting Apparatus, Electric Motors and Generators.
Alternating Current Apparatus, Incandescent Ligfnting Macliines,

Carbons for Arc Lighting, Etc., Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,
:E;\/E:i-iC^isiiiD, cdi-^icd.
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NEW BOOK!
NOW READY.

ELECTRIC

TRANSMISSION

HAND-BOOK.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition
to our famous hand-book series, of which
20,000 copies have been sold. The new
book deals in the author's well-known
practical style with all the problems of

Electric Power Transmission.

NOW READr._ PRICE. $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOULAELY ADAPTED TO DEIVrsa

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of its liigh cfBciency at all stages of g*te, steadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the construction of wiiich makes it the most seosl-

tlve to tlie action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

Crun CnD PftTAl DPIIF Iltistratlng various styles o( celling

on both vertical and horlzonti 1 shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT, MlXtS & TEMPIiE,

INTRODUCIXB lEMIRElT NEW PIIINCIPIES.

Pat. M»r. 19, 1.SS9- TUE OLD STYLE.

THEACME LINK BELT
13 MADE ONLY BY THE

Page Belting Company, Concord, X. H.
ISranciies : Boston, New York, Cliicago, San

Fiuiiclsco. Also, manufiicturera of all the
Btaple Grades of Leather Belting and Lacing.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue—a valuable
treatise on beltiug, Free.

WILLIAMS AUTOMATIC ENGINE.
For all purposes reqtiirinc Bteadv power.

Williams Ehgine Works: No. 417 Nortli ."treet,

BALTIMORE, MD.

STEAM PLANTS
I.V!^TAL,LEU BV

W. B. PEARSON (£ CO.,
IHECHAISICAI. EXdllVERBH AKD CONTRACTORS.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDING, - CHICAGO.

^DRY STEAMi
n3"2aijisiiEX> B-sr

THE POND SEPARATOR,
The Pond Separa'or Is guaranteed to relieve the

steam of all entrained water, and return this water
to the boiler, Ihus effecting a large saving in fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

POND ENGIIVEERIIVG COMPAITV,
ST LOU.S.
OMAHA.

CHICAGO.
DALLAS.

KANSAS CITY.
SEATTLE.

THE ORIGINAL WESTINGHOUSE ENGINE,
Built A. D. 1880.

SIZE 3x3. 1,000 REVOLUTIONS.

New preserved in the Offices of the Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

:ij^ii:[fi;[t]ii
;

-i :i:j'i«i} |i:ii«[i)!l:^^^

PITTSBURGH. PENNA.U.S.op A.

BALL
AUTOMATIC CUTOFF

ENGINE.

ENGINEPpiir DA
COMPANY EUmb, f^Mi

Simple.

With New Improvements.
Unequaled Regulation.
Highest Economy, Durability,
Smooth and Quiet Running.

Cross Coiiipoimd.

Triple ExpaDsioD,

TandemConipound

The BEST ENGINE for ELECTRIC LIGHTING. ELECTRIC RAILWAYS. ELECTRIC

MINING, ELECTRIC WELDING, and General Manufacturing Purooses.

SELLING

ASENTS

,.\\'1» .* r^O.. IH « orllnii.lI Mt.. Xon YorU : .1. W. I-AKKKIC * <'0 . »S Sonlli Fourlh «<rcct
- li<>»lH ninrk. Pittalinrx, Pa.: XOBTHWKSTKBX SrPFI.V

i.Rallimorp. ll<t.; E. U. GILBERT. AtcliUoD, Kan.; COOLET
, _ _. incapollB. ninn.

BRANCH OFnCE, Room 506 Rookery Building, CHICAGO, ILL. ALBERT FISHER, Maoager.

fJ<^.T.«'01'i:i,.%M» .«: >•».. IS « orllninu Ht.. Ai>«
i'hllailrlplila, Fa : l>K.lVO A RI.,.V4'K. HOi L,

«'o..Tn.-oma, WttHli.: CROOK, HOBmKKArO.l
.jt VATUB. -i^t* WiiHliiDii'on .\ve.. dlouth, :uinii<
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DID YOU SEE IT
AT THE CONVENTION!

THE NEW COMBINED

Snow - Sweeper - and - Plow
EXHIBITED BY THE

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR, PRICES

AND FULL INFORMATION CONCERNING IT.

We are Prepared to Make Quick Delivery,

The Motors and Equipments can all be utilized on other cars

after the Winter Season is over.

.A.x> ]:>xi.:e]ss.

11

BOSTON OFFICE:

620 Atlantic Avenue.
CHICAGO OFFICE:

148 IVIioIiigan Avenue.
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CRESCENT DRY BATTERY.
Is Smaller Than Any other.

Has Great Strensth.

Has Great Durability and Recuperative Powers.

Is Not Subject to Freezlnsf.

Does Not Evaporate.

Is the Best Battery on the Market.

THOUSANDS IN USE.^
We want every Bell Sanger and Construction Man to send us his name

on a postal card. It will pay him to do so.

Perkins' Incandescent Lamps

m knapp Electrical Works,
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS,

54 and 56 Franklin Street^

CHICAGO, ILL
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Th? Wirt DynarriO Briish was designed with the intention of combining the good qualities of carbon and

COPPER brushes. It has accomplished this effectively. Sparking, with its attendant wear and damage to the

commutator, has been almost entirelv eliminated.

Th? Principle involves the use of a lamination of perfect and imperfect conducting materials, the good con-

ductor being placed between two layers of higher resistance. The result is that the main current is carried

away principally by the middle portion with a minimum of heat, while the wasteful currents are partly pre-

vented and in part "wire drawn" tO:the point where the energy is too small to do mischief. The construction

of the brush gives a CUSHION TOUCH on the commutator, permitting the use of a very light tension.

The Resistance M?tal in these brushes is something new in electrical art, and has a resistance about fifty

times that of copper, or three times the resistance of German silver. It is used in sheets as thin as letter

paper, the result being great flexibility, producing smooth running, and as the contact on each successive

commutator bar is made first with this high resistance metal, and broken also on the high resistance metal,

the destructive short circuiting currents which cause the vicious sparking sometimes seen on commutators

is almost entirely prevented. At the same time there is sufficient pure copper in the middle of the brush to

carry the main current to the brush holder without undue heating.

We invite correspondence from those who have dynamos which are at all troublesome at the briishes.

The Wirt Brushes are somewhat higher in first'cost than plain copper brushes, but they will pay for them-

selves many times over in saving of labor and commutator copper.

These brushes are manufactured to order, and can be furnished on short notice. When ordering

please give dimensions of brushes in use.

THE WIRT RHEOSTATS.
For many purposes the use of a

rheostat or adjustable resistance is in-

dispensable, and consequently the va-

riety of forms in which these are made
is very great. The chief difficulty has

been to produce a sufficiently gradual

increase of resistance and to insure

good contact at the successive points,

and at the same time have sufficient

resistance and ample current capacity

within reasonable space.

We are confident that these vari-
e

ous points have been well combined in

the Wirt Rheostats, two forms of which

we illustrate here. We can make these

in various sizes adapted to any special purpose for which they may be intend-

ed, such as photometric testing, dynamo and stage regulators, etc. They are

finished either in hardwood polished, or mounted with marbleized slate. We
will be pleased to answer any inquiries relating to these or special instruments.

1 1
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l-^aAt^rTi Offlf^ and t'ru-torlfn

Ansonia, Conn.

The Electrical Supply Co.,
WKMTKItX OyyUK A.M» WAIIKIIOUHKM

Cor. Randolph St. and Michigan Ave.,

CHICAGO. KlH'IOHl' ltllNllH>MH 4 'it I'll

]i>r lllii>4(riiti'il 4'ii(ul(t|f||4'S.
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November 2, 1891

Mr W. D. Packard,

New York & Ohio Co
•

,

Warren, 0.

Dear Sir:

We have yours of October 30th. We beg to state that we

have used quite a number of you'r Packard Lamps, and have found

them efficient and of remarkably long life. At the present time

we are using your, lamp with our meter, customers to a large extent,

finding that they ."as we 1 1 as ourselves; are better, satisfied with

Ithese lamps than 'any others that we have used.

Yours" very truly,

BUFFALO ELRCTRIC" LIGHT & POWER CO

Gen4 Manager.
,

NEW YORK £ OHIO CO., - Warren, Ohio.

J. W. PEALiE, 1 Broadway, Now York.
|i
BLEOTBIC ENQ. & SUPPLY CO., Syracuse, N. Y.

THE E.B. & 8. CO., 931 Rookery, Chicago; St. Paul and Duluth. ;1 ST. LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., St. Louis.
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO.,
-MAJrUFACTUBERS OF THE

SLATTERY INDUCTION AND WOOD ARC SYSTEM
-OI'-

THE MOST PERFECT OF ANY.

For references as to the merits of these systems, inquire of the local companies, the operators, or the customers in

the large cities of this country where these systems are now being used almost exclusively after other systems have been
tried and thrown out—Philadelphia, New Orleans, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Detroit, etc.

WE MAKE ALL STANDARD ' SIZES OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM.
Also Arc Lamps of Standard Sizes, 2,000 c. p., 1,200 c. p. and 800 c. p.

Main Office and Factory. FORT WAYNE, IND.

WEW TOBK ...115 Broadway. PITTSBIJRGH, PA 533 Weod IStreet.

CHICAGO 185 Bearborn Street. SAX FEAHTCISCO 35 Xew Montgomery Street.

PHrLABELrPHIA 907 Filbert Street. TOBONTO, CANABA 138 King Street, "W.

PALLAS. TEXAS McLieod Bnilding. BUFFAXO 828 Pearl Street.

ONE MOTOR DRIVING BOTH AXLES
Of a street car, is the same principle as having all driving wheels of a locomotive connected, which is the

AMERICAN SYSTEM.

15, 30 and 40 ^^^^^^^^^^^ Proof Motor,

Horse Power, '^^^==="'""^^^ Both Axles.

This cut represents the latest construction of our Standard Apparatus equipped with ovur HEAT PROOF MOTOR.
Attention is invited to the work being done by these equipments on the Merrimac Valley Street Railway,

Lawrence, Mass.; Consolidated Street Railway Company, Qrand Rapids, Mich.; and the People's Electric Street Rail-
way, Springfield, HI.; where, in each place, the t'wo largest electric companies have put their latest equipments
againjt them, with the result of proving our claims and strengthening the advantages derived from utilizing the full

traction of the car, and driving all wheels simultaneously.

PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS:

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
DETROIT, MICH., U. S. A.

A'so Manufacturers of Electrical Power Machinery, Standard Line Appliances and General Electrical Supplies.

COKB»;SPOM»E.\CK IM'ITKB.
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ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
PlaLs and Specifications prepared, from which correct uniform bids can be eecared.
Contracts made for complete Steam Plants, obIdk Mcintosh & Seymour Engines,
Contracts made for complete Electric Railway Installations.

SARGENT « LUNDY,
llech. & £lec. Engineers,

338 Xlools-er-sr ^tilldlaiS. - - C^XXXO.A.Gk'O.

The Minnesota Brush Electric Company
HAYB JUST BO-CrO-HT

S2/2 MILES
of Arc, Incandescent and Power Cables

"'^^JJ'^SIIlSm"
'^

^^^iJ^^rd Uiflenronnd CaWe Co.,

X XXJIj JjJIjO X . New York, Pittsburgh, Chicago.

Insulated Wires and Cables.

r
.<§'Lr*'o 1

The acknowledged Standard for durable and lilgrli In-
llatlon. Its merits proved by a record of over a^arter
Fa oentnary. Adapted to all electrical pnrposea.

CELEBRATED KERITE TAPE FOR INSULATING JOINTS,

E ric Light and Power,
raph and Telephone,

Haiiway and all other
Branches of Signalingt

ALL SIZES
Lead Encased Wires.

Aerial Use,
Subterranean Use,
Submarine Use-

Concealed Wiring in all Locations.

WILLIAM H. ECKERT, Gen'l Agent, 16 Dey St., NEW YORK.

Western Electric Co., Chicago, 111., Sole Agents fortheWeEt.

ALEXANDER, BARNEY t( CHAPIN,
20 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

THE MOST

POPULAR LAMP
IN THE IVIARKET,

"A.B^C.

WRITE US

FOR

PRICES

OF ALL eOODt.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY 8TRKET, XEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS, IMPOKTKRS AND DEALSRS IN

"^"''^'
Electrical

Supplies

THE "CHAMPION'
Price, with Rod Zinc, $1.15 per Coll, with CorrngBted

Zinc, $1.35 per Cell.

THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED.

Of all Descriptions.

-Cmpl.ta Call of Cham. Carbon RffiiaTToIr .nil Cov.r Corrojiat.il 7.toc of Cham.
ploD Ballaty. of Champion Uallaty, plun tlilUty,

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Light and Power
Appliances,

Construction Tools and

Line Material.

See Upper Half of Page ix,

and Page xxy.
B. E. KELLER. F. E. DEGENIIAItlJT.

Keller & Degenhardt,
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

542 Rookery Bids'., Chicag'o, 111.
THE ONLY BUREAU OF ELECTRICAL INFORMATION IN THE WORLDS FAIR CITY.

WILLARD L. CANDEE, ( t,„.i„..„ «.„.„„.
H. DURANT CHEBVEri, J

BasinesB Managers. F. CAZENOVE JONES,
Manager of Factorlti.

The

International OKQNITE COMPANY,

i.w^^

UMITED.

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES AiDCABLES,
For Aerial, Subfnarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

rTi?/M}EMARK^^HH Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.
BRANCHES: Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia, Minneapolis, Cincinnati, Kansas Cltr.

Omaha, I.oui8ville, St. I.oui8, San Francisco, liOndon and So. America.

WRITE FOR PRICES ON

TROLLEYS, GEARS, BEARINGS

AND GENERAL SUPPLIES.

R. D. Nuttall Company,
Alleghnny. Pa. N'«w York.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

WM. ROTCH, Prest. CHiS. G. WINTEK. TreM.
CHAS. E. BIBBER, Gen'l Manager.

Equip your Switch-board with cheap Switches.

C.E.M.Jack-KnifeSwitch.
/( Is a Record Breaker and ci reliable Circuit Breaker.

aianafaotared (Solely By

THE CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC MFG. CO..
Corner Congress and Franklin Streets. BOSTON.

EJVECTRICAL SUPPIjIES OF AT.T. KIX1>S.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., new york.

W. B. Pcamon A Co., Itniiie Inivurnnco Ifuililtn:;, ('hicaero. 111.
TliOM. U. Miiillli, .11'.. II Ilnnimniid HnlldlOK, C'lncinDati, Ohio,

W. A. nay, 1X!!> Oliver »$trect, Bostoo, Ubhi.
A. H. IHorae A Co., Ht. I,nnlii, Sin.

Cooley A Vater, MInnenpoliH. Mlpii.
Head A Htrlnsbnm, 381 Uammond BnUdlnc Detroit, Hieh.
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Tne
f I I Tbomson-Houston

ELECTRIC CO.,
MANTJFACTUEBB,S OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY OF

DYNAMOS, LAMPS
And Every Necessary Appliance for the Construction, Maintenance and Operation of

Central Stations and Isolated Plants,

Arc, Direct Current and Alternating Current Systems,

100,000 750,000
Thomson-Houston Arc Lamps, Thomson-Houston Incandescent Lamps

In Daily Operation October 1, 1891

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, WESTERN OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON. Mass. 148 Michigan Ave.. CHICAGO. ILL
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.

ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Abeudroth & Root Mfg. Co xv
Alexander, Barney & Chapin I

American Desk &, Sealio/:^ Co. .

American Electrical Works sv
Andrews & Co., A. H xv
Baggot, E xvl
Bain Electric Mfg. Co xufi
Ball Eaclne Co xxl
Ball & Wood Co.. The i

Beckerleg, Jas. G .\ 1v
Beggs, J. E., Mfg. & Supply Cj \v\

Bei ostein Electric Co xvil

Borden & rfelleck Co xvii

Braun lUastratlng Co .\sl

Brownlee *& Co xlv
Brookfleld, Wm xlv
Brush Electric Co xlx

Butler Hard Rubber Co xi

Buxton, Geo. B xvi

C. B. &Q. K. R
C. & E. R R xvi

C, &. C. Electric Motor. Co xviil

Card E. Motor & Dynamo Co iv

Central Electric Co v
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co xix
Chicago Electric Motor Co
Chicago Insulated Wire Co xlx
Colburn Electric Mfg. Co xvi
Consol. Elec. Mfg. Co., The I

Crocker-Wheeler Elec. Mo. Co. . .xv
Day's Kerite Insulation I

Dayton Globe Iron W*>rks Co. .xxl
Delaware Hard Fibre Co xv
Detroit Electrical Works xxvi
Densmore Typewriter Co
Eastern Electric Cable Co xv
Easton Electric Co
Edison General Electric Co vl

Edison General Electric Co., Cable
and Wire Department vi

Electric CoDstructioQ& Sap. Co .. ix

Electric Merchandise Co xll

Electric Secret Service Co xll

Electrician Pub. Co.iv, xli, xvli, xx
Elec. Construction Co., The xv
Elec. Eng. & Sup. Co., The. ix, xv
Elec. Supply «& Contracting Co. .xi

Electrical Supply Co., The. . . xxiv
Elektron Mfg. Co iv

Empire Ctiina Works xviii

Evans Friction Cone Co xix
For Sale xvi
Foster, O. A
Fort Wayne Electric Co xxvi
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd. . iv

Globe Carbon Co xvii

Great Western Elec. Supply Co. . xi

Greeley& Co., The E. S. i

Goodrich-Coleman Elec. Wks. .

Helsler Electric Co
Hemiogray Glass Co xv
Hill Clutch Works
HirlJmaQD. C. J -

Hine ElfmiDator Co xiv
Holmes, C. H xv
Holmes, Booth & Haydeas x
Hood, Wm xii

India Rubber & Gutta Fercha
Insulating Co ,

Interior Conduit Alnsulatlon Co . . xll

International Okouite Co 1

Kartavert Mfg. Co xiv
Keller & Degenbardt i

Ejiapp Electrical Works xxlil

Law Telephone Co xv
Leonard & Co., H. Ward xlx
Loud, H.M.& SonsLumberCo.-xvI
McLaughlin. James
MUlIken Bros xix

Monitor Electric Co xii

Mosher Arc Lamp Co xiv

Munsell & Co., Eugene xv
Murphy. T. J xvii

National Carbon Co xvi

National Electric Mfg. Co viil

N.y. Belting & Packing Co xlv

New York Insulated Wire Co . . xxi
New York & Ohio Co I, xxv
N. W.Elec. Specialty Co xvi

iNovelty Electric Co .. .iv

Nuttall Company, R. D .

,

Ofltrander & Co., W. R .

.

Palate. H. T xv
Page Belting Co
Partriok & Carter Co xl

Payne & Co., Geo. W
Pearson & Co.. W. B xxl
Pelton Water Wheel Co xvi
Phoenix Glass Co
Pond EnglneerlncCo xxl
Powell Co.. The Wm xt

Queen & Co xv
Ries Elec. Specialty Co., The. . .xii

Rockford Electric Mfg. Co. .

.

.-

Royal Electric Co xlv
Samson Cordage Works xlv
Sargeht & Lundy I

Sawyer-Man Electric Co xvill

Schawel & Co., Jas xlv
Bchleren i& Co. Chas. A xlv
Bchoonmaker, A. O xlv

. xi

.xsl
xvii

xvli

xlv

.. 1

.xvi

Schuyler Electric Co xvii
rthort Elccirlc Railway Co xiv
ShuUz lieltinc Co
Spcrry Elec. Mining Mach. Co. xix
Standard Underground Cable Co 1

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co
Star Eleclrlx Co
Stearns Mfg. Co ,

Slerilng, W. C
StIlweli&BlerceMfg. Co. .xvl
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co x
Taussig, S si

Temple, J. C xvli
Tnomson-Houston Elec. Co. II, xxii
Union Electric Mfg. Co., The iv
Union Electric Works
Union Hardware Co
U. S. Electric Lighting Co
VanNuls C. S
Vulcanized Fibre Co xvii
Was.Uch Aspha'tum Co xiv
Washington Carbon Co-, Tnc. . . .vii

Western Electric Co x
Westlnghouse Elec. and Mfg Oo.xiil
Westinghouse Machine Co xxi
Weston Electrical Instrum'l Co. .

Williams E iglne Works xxl
Woodbrldge & Turner Eng. Co. xvii

Woodhouseife Rawson, Ltd
Worthington, Henry R

CLASSIFIED LIST.

At^cnmulatora.
Brush Electric Co.

Alaminnin.
Goodrlch-v oleman Elec. Works.

Annnncfators.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Construction Co., The.
Great Weetern Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co.. The B. a.
Knapp Electrical Worbe.
Monitor Electric Co.
•iBtrauder & Co. W. R.
Tartrlck ^t Carter Co.
Union Electric Worke,
Weetern Electric Co.

Arc Lampa.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Begtre, J. E., Mfg. & Supply Co.
brupn Electric (JO.

Ea^too Electric Co.
Electric ConetrnctlOQ & Sapply Co
Fort Wayne ElectrlcCo.
Mosher Arc Lamp Co
Schayier Electric Co.
ThomBon-HoQBton Electric Co-
Weatlnghonee Electric & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Arc liiffht Cord.
SamBon Cordage Works.

Apphalinni
Wasatch Asphaltum Co.

Batteries.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Electrical StipplyCo-.The.
Foster, O. A.
Hirlimann, C. J.

Law Telephone Co.
Monitor Electric Co.
PartricK A Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Western Electric Co.

Battery JarM.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Eiecti-ical Supply Co., The.
Ileuiingray Glaes Co.
Hirlimann, C. 0.

Law Telepnone Co.
PartricK & Carter Co.
Qneen & Co.
weBiern Electric Co.

BpIU, £lectTlc.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co,, The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Oetrander&Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Star ElectriiCo.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, 9Iasiieto.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co.. The B. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Belting.
Evane Friction Cone Co.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co.
Page Belting Co.
Schleren & Co., Chas. A.
Sholtz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Abendroth & Root Mfg. Co,
Pond Engineering Co.

Books, Rlectrlcal.
Electrician PubllBblnR Co.

Braider Npoolers.
Payne & Co., Geo. W.

Brass Ooods.
Powell Co.. The Wm.

iSorelar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co. .The E. b.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick <fe Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Wire Insnlated.)

rableH. Electric. (See Wire Insn-
Inted), 4'opper. Nhcet and Bar,
Standard ITnttergroond Cable Co.
Wet-tern Electric Co.

Carbons, Points and Platen.
Brnsh Electric Co.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Electrical Supply Co , The.
Globe Carbon Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
National Carbon Co.
\\iiehlo;zton Carbon Co.
Weatem Electric Co,

Clutches, Friction.
Hill Clutch Worke.

Cunstmctlon and Kepalr*.
BalnElectrlcMfg. Co.
Chicago Klectric Motor Co.
Electric Constrnciion <fc supply Co.
aiectrlc Supply .V- i.'ontractfng Co.
Electrical Conetniclion Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Leonard «t Co., H. Ward.
McLaughlin, Jae.
Temple. .I.e.
T'nion EJpclrlc Worlie.
Western ElectrlcCo.

Contractors, Rleetrlo. £<leht,
Knslne Plants and Klectric
Ballways.
Ball Engine Co.
Ball& Wood Co.. The.
Bain Electric Manufacturing Co.
Brush ElectrlcCo,
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Supply & Contracting Co.
Electrical Ecg, & bupply Co.
Fort Wavne Electric Co.
Heisler ElectrlcCo.
Keller A Degenbardt.
Leonard & Co., H. Ward.
McLaughlin, Jas.
Pearson & Co., W. B.
Pond EuElneerlng Co.
Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co
Royal Electric Co.
Sargent & Lnndy.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Temple, J. C.
Thomson-Houston ElectrlcCo.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Westinghouee Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.
WllJiamB Engine Works.
WoodbridgK & Turner Eng. Co.

Copper U'Irea and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrlral Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Baydens. I

International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cordage.
Samson Cordage Works.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical riopply Co., The.
Holmes, C. H.
Loud. H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cnt-Onts and Siv'itclies.

Alexander. Barney & Chapin.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Palate, H.T.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Star Electrix Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
Van Nulfl.C S.

Wefltern Electric Co.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
Baiu Electric Mfg. Co.
BaggB, J. E,, Mf". & Supply Co.
C. &C.Etectiic Motor Co.
Colburn El-ctric Mfg.Co.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
Eas on E ecirlc Co.
Eiectilcal Engineering Co , The.
Elecirlcal Kmr. k Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Heisler Electric Co.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
Rockford Electric Man ufacluringCo.
Royal Electri; Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomeon-UoQston ElectrlcCo,
United States Electric Lighting Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weetlnghouee Electric & Mfg. Co.

Klectric Heatlnff.
Electric Merchandise Co.

Biectric RalHvars.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
Bdlson General Electric Co.
Leonard & Co., H. Ward.
Sargent & Luo'iy.
Short Electric Rallwar Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Weetinghonae Electric & Mfg. Co.
Woodbrlde** & Turner Eng Co.

Eloclric IVIfc i-anct*s.
Huveliy Kl. ctiic Co.

Electrical Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co.. The,
Electric^il Supply Co., I'he.
Greeley « Co .. The B. S.
Novelty Fief irtc Co,
PartrlcK & Carter Co.
O.ueen & Co.
Star Electrix Co.
I'dIod Electric Works.
Wcetem Electric Co.
Weston Electrical tnatrnment Co.

Klectrlcal Intelligence.
Keller A Degenhtird(.
Leonard A Co., H. Ward.

Rlectrlcal t^peolaltles.
Northwestern Elect. Spcclallv Co.
Rles E'ectrlc Specialty Co., The
Star Kl.'CtrU Co.

RIectrollers and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Bageot. E.
Klectrlcal Supply Co., The.
r.lcaeoii A Itrtliey Mfg. Co., Ltd.
ThomBon-Hoaston Electric Co.

Rleetro-Platlns nacblnes,
BruBh Electric Co.
Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.
EdlBon General Elearlc Co.
Tbomaon-HouBton Electric Co,

Rnelnes. Mteam.
Ball Endne Co.
Ball 4 Wood Co, The.
BeggB,.!. E., Mfg. A- Supply Co.
Pearson & Co.. W.B.
Pond Engineering Co.
Sargent £ Lundy.
Steams Mfg. Co.
WeetlnghouHe Machine Co.
Williams Engine Co.

Kngravrs.
Braan lllaatratlng Co.

Fan Oatnts.
C. & C. Electric Motor Co.
Card Electric Motor d; Dynamo Co-
Edieon General ElecttfcCo,
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
PartricK a; Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Friction Cones.
Evans Friction Cone Co.

Gas iilebtinff. Rlectrlc.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western ElectrlcCo.

€ieBeral Electrical Nnpplles.
Alexander. Barney & Chapin.
American Electrical Worka.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Slectrfc Co.
Electric Supply &, Contracting Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Electric Construction & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Gleason & Bailey Mfe. Co. Ltd.
Great Western Elec. Sapply Co
Greeley &Co.,TheE. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Nortbwpstern Electric Specialty Co.
Xdvelty Electric Co.
Oatrander & Co.,W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Ries Electric Specialty Co., The.
S'ar Electris Co.
Thomson-Honaton Electric Co.
Union Electric Manufactorlntr Co.
Western Klectric Co.

Olobes and Klectrlcal Glass-
ware.
Baggot. E.
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
llemingray Glass Co.
Phoenix Glasa Co.
Hard Knbbpr Goods.

Rfitler Hard Rubber Co.
iuNnlators and Insulating
Materials.
Alexander, Barney & Chapin.
Broobfield, Wm.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated EIpc. Mfg. Co., The.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great '.Veetern Elec. Supply Co.
llemingray Glaes Co.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Novelty Elec'ricCo.
Nu'iali, R. D., Company.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Star Electrix Co.
Union Electric Manofacturlng Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wasatch Asphaltum Co.
WoBtL-rn Eh ctric Co.

Innnlated ^''Ires and Cables.
Sla^net Wire.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Day's Korlte insulation.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Gleaeon .t Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Holmes, Booth & Haydene.
international Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & GuttA Percha Insu-

lating Co.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Monitor Electric Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Noveltv Klectric Co.
Partricc Jt Carter Co.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Lamps. Incandescent.
Alexander. Barney A Chapin.
Bomsteln Electric Co.
Brush ElecJrlcCo.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Electrical Enp. & Snpplv Co
Gle.TSnn A- Biii ev Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Great Wteiern Elec. Supplf Co.
Greeley & Co., The H. S.
Beleler Electric Co.
Hood. Wm.
KnapD Electrical Worke.
New York and OMo Co.
Norlbweetern Elect. Spccfaltv Co.
Saw\-er-.MAn ElectrlcCo.
Sunbeam Incandepcpot Lamp Co.
Thomsan-Housiou Electric Co.
Western ElectrlcCo.

Iiiibrlcators.
Powell Co.. The Wm.

noffnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wire.)

nodical Batteries.
Partrick Jt Carter Co.

nica.
Mnnsell vt Co., Eugene.
Schoonmaker, A. O.

".!°.'")F. Apparatow, Klectric
B.iln Electric MfiT. Co.
EdlflOQ General Electric Co.
Thomaon-Hontion Jsleclric Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Weeuozhooflo Electric & Mfg. Co.

Hotorn.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Motor A Dynamo Co
Crocker-Wbe*ler Elnrtric Motor Co
C. 4 C. Electric Motor Co.
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Eaflon Electric Co.
Edlflon General Electric Co.
Elcct'lc Supply i Contrftcling Co.
Electrical Eng. k Sappif co.
Eltktroc Manufactorioe Co.
Foettr. O. A.
Rockford Electric Manufactorint: ro
Royal Electric Co,
ThomeoD-HoQBton Electric Co
U. 8. Electric Lighting Co.
WeeHnghooB© Electric A M/g. Co.

Name Plates.
Goodrich Coleman Elec Worke.

Onice Farnltnre.
American Deek i; S«atlag Co.
AnarewB ACo., A.B.

OUs.
Taueale, S.
OU Caps.
Powell Co.. The Wm.

Patent Mollcitors.
Woodhonee & Baweon, Ltd.

Packlne-
Buiton. Geo. B.
N. T. BelUng & Packing Co.

Pins and brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The
Holmee, C.H.
Load, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Platlnnm.
Schawel <t Co., Jaa.

Poles.
Brownlee & Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical S^ply Co , The
Holmea.C. H.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lumber Co
MllUbeu Bros.
St«rling,W. C.

Pnblishers, Electrleal
Electrician Publlflhing Co.

Posli Buttons-
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Northwestern Elect, Specialty Co
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western ElectrlcCo.

Itallways, Electric.
(.See electric railways.)

BceuiatlDc Sockets.
Rie^ Electric Specialtv Co., The,

ISeparators. Nteam'.
Hine Eliminator Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

Speablnjc Tubes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Oetrander A Co., W. R.
Weatem Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pnmps.
Worthington, Henry R.

Supplies, filectrlc Rallwar
Electric Mercbacdlae Co
Nuttall. R. D- Co.

Tapes. Insulating.
American Electrical Worts.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
India RuDber A Gutta Percha In-
eulatlne Co.

Internationa] Okonlte Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co.

Teleffraph Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical SupplT Co., The.
Greeley & Co., fhe E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Worke.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western ElectrlcCo.

Telephones, Klectric.
Western Electric Co.

Test Instruments.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago EU'ctrlc Mfg. Co.
Electrical Snpplv Co^The.
Greeley A Co., l*he E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Qneen A Co.
Lnlon Electric Worke.
Western Electric Co.
Weeton Electrical Inetrument Co.

Transformers.
Electrical Eng. i SupplrCo.
National KIt>ctricMant)f«ctarincCo.
Slanlor Elwtric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Tiollcy <^OTd.
Sanieon Cordage Worke.

Trucks, Klectric Car.
Kdlson General Electric Co.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thom?on-nouston Electric Co.
Westinghonec Electric A .Mfg. Co.

Tnrblne Mhoels.
Pavton Globe Iron Worte Co.
Polton VVa:pr Wh<vl Co.
SUlwell A Bterce Mfg. Co.

Tvpo Writers.
Denemoro Type-Writer Co.

Valves
Beckorleg, J.ie, O.

Wire, Bare.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, Booth 4 Bavdena.
Knapp Blectric-al Work*.
Sperry Blec. Mining Machine Co.
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NOVELTY ELECTRIC COMPANY,
50 North 4th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

This cut represents in full size one side of our recently perfected patented pocket Wire Gauge.
It is finely finished, and graduated with extreme accuracy.

IT ^KTIXjILb <a-I-\7".E:

1st. The American B. & S. gauge of the wire. I 3d. The ohms resistance psr foot of copper wire.

3d. The safe current in amperes. I -Ith. The number of lamps wire will carry.

The resistance of German silver and Iron wire, and other valuable information can be readily found.
Printed instructions with each gauge.

Mailed to any address. Price, SI.OO. Discount to the trade in quantity.

EVERY descrifho^ oe electrical material and slppljes.""""
WE ARE HEADQUARTERS IN THE WESTFOR HLECXRICJLL SOOI^S.

SEND FOR OUR COMPLETE CATALOGUE.
Slectrician Publishing Co., 6 I^akeside Bldg.p Ghicago, III.

OF SOME THINGS ONLY THE BEST!

Three years ago we brought out what was then the best

switch on the market—now we are doing the same thing again,

BRINGING OUT THE BEST.

THE UNION ELECTRIC MFC. CO.,
BRIDGEI^OKT, OT.

NEW YORK: Alexander, Barney & Chapin. BOSTON: Eastern Electrical Supply Co.

Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co.,
(I/IMITED.)

Mannfactnrers of, and Dealers in, a line of General

ELECTRICAL MERCHANDISE.
ALSO ELECTRIC AND COMBINATION

FIXTURES AND GLASSWARE.

Rubber Covered Weather-Proof Wires
and Lamp Cords.

233 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

It will pay yoa to get onr prices and new catalognc.

The Card Electric Motor and Dynamo Co.,
-CINCIXIVATI, OHIO.

MANUFACTDRERS OF

ELECTHIC MOTOHS / DTITAHOS.

Incandescent Dy-
namos from
30 to 350 Llghls.

Arc or IncindeF-
cent Motors
from 38 '0 30

Horse Power.

motors for the t

Arc Circuit a -.

Specially. ^;

These Motors have
the Highest Ef-
ficiency, Low
Speed and Self-

Oiling Bearings.

AUTOMATIC,
SIMPLE, DUR-
ABLE AND
CLEAN.

Correspondence
Solicited.

Agents.—BoBton; Tbe Eaatfrn ElpcirlcBl Supply and Conptnicllon Co., 65 Oliver street. Chicago:
The ThOB. L. •JohDS-'n Co., 312 Bearhorn Street. Milwaukee: Henry Kamlen, (i-ll Tlilrd Street.

WaBbioBton, DC.: J, Geo. (Jardner, 1005 11. street, SI.I.oiii»: S'acl Electrical Enclneering Co 1108

PlneStreet. Monteomery. Ala.: W. P. Muroh". Detroit, Mich. : Tlie Michigan Electric Co., 212 and
2H (iriswold Street. MinneBoolis. Minn.: J .M, Leniion, '^2 Loan and TruBt Building.

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS.
ALL SIZES FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET - ELECTRIC - LIGHT - SYSTEM.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass. "™ TsVffU
(
W'HHlii Hilton, l». C, .1. i;. BIJIiKET'l'itCO.. 140!) N. Y. Avenue. Mt. I'aiil. .Tliiiii.. l''..I, IIKNZ, (l.'i Eiist 4th Street.

SELLING AGENTS: .\«-h Orlran«, I,n., OKOltfii; ]iA(lV!R. MO Gravl<.r Street. I IMiiiaiielpliia, Ta., I'KNN.'iYLVANl A M\GIIINE CO.,
XJIli'iiKO. lll.,TnK KI>i;crj{ICALEXGINEEP.INf; CO., iWODoarboro Street. 29 North 7th Street.
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WHAT'S THE USE OF BUYING SWITCHES?

WE ARE GIVING THEM AWAY.

READ THIS.
We will for 30 days from the date of this

notice, give away ten, five ampere, or nine,

ten ampere Paiste switches to any one

sending us an order for one hundred

dollars worth of goods, accompanied by

this blank filled in and signed.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

November 23, 1891. CHICAGO.

Central Electric Company,
CHICAGO.

Please send with accompanying order

anij)ere Paiste sivitches, for which you ntjree to

make no charge.

Signed

tSOl.

A DEPARTURE
IN CARBONS.

We are selling MOULDED Carbons,

Chicago delivery at factory prices for

FORCED Carbons.

THIS IS A DEPARTURE IN THE SUPPLY BUSINESS.

EVERY CARBON GUARANTEED
For straightness, brilliancy and life. A full stock of 7-16

and yi inch plain or coated Carbons will hereafter be kept

in our Warerooms, and prompt shipment assured. Save time

and money by buying in Chicago instead of at the factories.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin St., CHICAGO.

CONNECTED BY PRIVATE WIRE WITH POSTAL TELEGRAPH-CABLE CO.'S SYSTEM.
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Edison

General

Electric Co.

EDISON BUILDING,

BROAD STREET,

NEW YORK.

PRESSURE INDICATOR,

yHE EDISON PRESSURE INDICATOR is acknowledged the most Per-

fect Instrument for Indicating Pressure. It is at all times Reliable

and Accurate.

Is easy of Adjustment, and always Remains in Circuit.

Its Accuracy can be Checked at any Time, without additional instruments,

the IndicatorContaining within Itself the Means for Checking Its Own Readings.

The Sc3>le can be Read at a Distance, indicating positively "Right,"

"High" or "Low," according to Pressure.

Years of Practical Operation Have Proven these Facts, and all Plants

Desiring to Obtain Good Practice should Possess the Edison Indicator.

For Particulars, address nearest District Office.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

CANADIAN DISTRICT:
Edison Building, Toronto, Can.

CENTRAL DISTRICT:
1 73- 1 75 Adams St.. Chicago, III.

EASTERN DISTRICT;
Edison Building. Broad St.. New York.

NEW ENGLAND DISTRICT:
25 Otis Street. Boston. Mass.

PACIFIC COAST DISTRICT:
Edison Building. 1 12 Bush St.. San

Francisco. Cal.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST DISTRICT:
Flcischner Building, Portland, Ore

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DISTRICT:
Masonic Building, Denver, Colo.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT:
10 Decatur St., Atlanta, Ga

Submarine.

Telegraph,

Dnderground,

Telephone,

Interior,

Electric Light.

S. Ill i,icl;iilj «i.ili». i;.ll-..n (..i,rr;il I.I..I11. (..,i.|>.

Manufactured under Authority of SIEMENS & HALSKE,
BY

The Edison General Electric Company,
E«ttmat«a PnmUhed on Application.

AT Til Kilt ^(CliKKKOTyll)^' WOKKN.

Address, Cable and Wire Department, Edison General Electric Company,
JBDIf*0.\ BULDIM;, ltKOAI> STRKKT, NKW VOKK, or Nt-areHt Uistrivt OHIce.

i^isthiot or'iT'iorBSB
r*aoa^ian nin'rl**!: R^liinn Bnilrllnr, Toronto, ian.
• 'ntral IMntrlrt: 17^-172 Adana Ht . < hlrUKO.
F.aat«ni niatrl't: Kelson Bnlldlnc. Rros'l Hi . ftrvi York.
Kew KdsIukI Dutrlrt: 23 otU H\~, BoatOB, Hua.

iKlflc t'onnt lllHtili'l : Kdlxon ilullillne. I lli IIiihIi Ht , Nnii KrnnrlHCO, Cal.
I*nri(lr :VorthWfnt lllhitrlrt: FlplHrliiK-r Itiillrilnir, I'ortlunfl. Ore.
Itorky .Yloiintain l»l«trlrt: Nanonlr. Hnllillnic. l>cav<T, Colo.
Moatlieru OUtrlct: 10 Uecatar Mt , AtluulB, Ua.
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The CARBON TRUST'S output is ffluch reduced since tlie l)urDing of

its Factory, at Fremont, Ohio.

WE HAVE A CAPACITY OF

50,000,000 CARBONS
PER YEAR.

We propose to continue in tlie front ranli of tliis industry, in spite of tlie

VIOLENT OPPOSITION OF THE CARBON TRUST, which is now endeavoring to monopolize

the crude product of the country, and thus "freeze out" opposing concerns. We have

arranged for a supply of raw material for the next two years and are prepared to

meet prices, and will guarantee that our carbons are as good, if not better, than the

best product of the Trust.

NOTE THE TRUST METHODS:
Companies operating under old Brush licenses are tied up to purchase all sup-

plies from the Brush Company. The Trust bought up the Brush Carbon business

because IT could squeeze these customers. THEY ARE PAYING MORE THAN ANYBODY
ELSE. The Trust will put the pressure on you in the same way if IT monopolizes the

Carbon Business as IT is trying to do.

DO YOU PROPOSE TO FOSTER A WOULD-BE MONOPOLY ?

WE ABE NOT IN THE TBUST.
WE ABE NOT GOING INTO THE TBUST.

WE WANT YOUB OBDEBS.
WE CAN FILL THEM PBOMPTLY.

The Washington Carbon Co.
WASHINGTON, PENNSYLVANIA.

WATCH THIS PAGE NEXT WEEK.
WE SHALL HAVE A GOOD DEAL MORE TO SAY.
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National Transfomer System
-OF-

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

s3m^ TRANSFORMERS FOR ANY SYSTEM.

Alternating and Direct Current Dynamos.

MOTORS.
Onr fipparatns is of tlie Highest Efficiency, Mechanicilly and Electrically.

We are prepared to undertake the constructlOQ ot Electrical Plants of whatever magnitude.

Correspondence solicited.

I Electric Mfr. Gc,
EAU CLAIRE, WIS.

GEO. B. SHAW, Gen'l Manager.

AGENTS:
New XArk, Sr. Y.—NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. & CONSTRUCTION CO., Electrical Exchange Bldg.

BnfTalo, N.Y.—F. P. LITTLE &C0., 141 East Seneca Street.

Cincinnati, O.—W. N. GRAY, 12 Chamber of Commeice.
'Washington. D. C—L. N. COX, 16 Fifth Street, S. E.

PlillBdelphii, Pa.-PENNSYLVANIA ELECTRIC ENGINEERING CO.

St. Paul, MInn.-THE ELECTRICAL ENGINBBRIKG AND SUPPLY CO.
Detroit, .Mlch.-COMMERCIAL ELECTRIC CO.

Denver, Ool.-THE MOUNTAIN ELECTRIC CO.
WinnlpCE, nan.-SIMPSON-DAVlSELECTRICiL CONSTRUCTION CO.

t^an Francisco, CbI.-NATIONAL ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT CO.

I,incoln. Xeb —LINCOLN ELECTRICAL MFG. AND SUPPLY CO.

Dnlntli, Minn.—THE ELECTRICAL ENG. AND SUPPLY CO.
Kansas City. 3Io.-THOMAS WOLFE, M5 Main Street.

Heattic, Wash.-CHAS. H. JiAKER &, CO.
New Orleans, I/a.-ENTBRPRISE CONSTRUCTION AND SUPPLY CO.

\Siij^ Sim,/'

i
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WARD " ARC LAMPS.
The testimony of any one using one or two arc lamps tnay be valuable or not, according

to their knowledge of arc lamps.

The "Ward" liamp is the only lamp that is in use successfully, and in large minibers, on
either central station or isolated plants.

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.,
OF St. P.\ul, Mink.

St. Paul, Minn., August 28, 1891.

nieaars. McDoneallA Cummlnes, IVcHtorn SlanaserN.
The Electrie f;onHtruotion and Hnpply Co..

I'henix BaildlDti:, Chicago, III.

Deak Sibs;—We are using your arc lamps on our lines, and with
great satisfaction both to ourselves and our consumers. They are the
only arc lamps we are using, and in our opinion are the best lamp of the
kind that have come to our notice. Our continued orders to you not
only show our appreciation of their merits but also the fact that we find

them a good paying investment. Very truly yours,

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO..
G. H. Finn, General JIanager.

EDISON LIGHT & POWER CO.,

OF Minneapolis.
Minneapolis, August 22, 1S91.

The Electric Constrnetlon & Snpply Co..

18 Corllandt Street, Siew Tork City.

Gbntle.mkn:—Within the last eighteen months we have t)een in-

stalling a number of arc lamps on our Incandescent circuits. We now
have one hundred and ninety-six of your "Ward" lamps Id operation,
and It gives us pleasure to state that they give the very best of satisfac-

tion, both to ourselves and our customers. We consider them a most
. xcellent lamp. Yours truly,

EDISON LIGHT & POWER CO.

Lamps for direct current, alternating current, street railway circuits,

focusing lamps, photo-engraving lamps, search lamps.

sxinri^ i^oxi. OTJn. kteiatxt" Oj3Lrr.A.ijoa-xTU.

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION £ SUPPLY CO.,
Phenix Building,

Established 1881.

Telephone Building,

NEVJ YORK CITY.
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HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.

Vnderwriters' C02>per Electric Light Line Wire, hayidsotnely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton
oEiiM^ and Worsted Cordsfor Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. .^^JlJ"!^

\ ^sssrifass^A

.

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

a
PAtENT KiKi" LINE WIRE

For Electric Light, Elect/ic Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

^g-en.ts for tlie T7;7-.A.SI3:IiTC3'X'03^T C-A-IiBOiT CO., CarToona for .A.rc Lig-litirLg-.

THOS. L. SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 Park Place, NEW YORK.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., CHICAGO,
Are our Selling Agents, and carry a line of Insulated and Bare Wires of our make.

The Pocket Edition of our General Catalogue of July, 1891,

is now ready for distribution, and we will send it to any one on
receipt of request, by mail.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY.

AMES, EBERT & COMPANY. Agents,

ST. PAUL, MINN.

227 SO. CLINTON STREET, CHICAGO.

COR. THAMES & GREENWICH STS NSW YORK

THE SUNBEAM INCANDESCENT LAMPS
Can be furnished of any desired eflBLciency or life to suit our customers. We make two
standard styles of lamps, as follows:

High efficiency lamps, from 3 to 3 1-3 watts, which maintain their rated candle power
from 750 to 1,000 hours.

Long-lived lamps, from 3 6-10 to 4 watts, which maintain their rated candle power
from 1.500 to 3,000 hours.

Each style will be found to give more light per dollar expended in current than
similar 'amps made by other manufacturers.

SUNBEAM INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.,
805 Chamber of Commerce Building, Chicago.
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^ A nrA I rt^^l IFO i ^o. 23, Electric Railway Supplies,WA\ I /\l»WViWbW ( No. 24, Electric Lighting Supplies,

JUST OUT. SEND IN YOUR APPLICATION.

GREAT TVESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
2OI-2OT So. Canal Street. CHICAGO, U. S. A.

FRANKLIN S, CARTER.

BST^ft-BLISHEID 1867.

CHAELES M. WILKINS.

TUADINO A3.

E. WARD WILKINS.

PARTRICK & CARTER CO.,

125 South Second Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS.

3Ianufacturers of and Dealers in all Kinds of

ELECTRICALSUPPLIES.
-WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF-

Bells, Disque Leclanche Batteries, Gas Lighting Apparatus,
Bronze goods and a full lineof supplies for hotel and housework.

Ageits for Canada:—The Toronto 'ocstraction and Electrical Supply Co.. Toronto.

Catalognee and Diecoiint Sheets will tie sent lo thoeo in ihe trade upon receipt of Application anil Bueiness Card.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLIES.

TI16 Electric Supplu and Gontracting GoiiiDanij,

I

S. E. Cor. Fifth and Sycamore Sts., (Nevada Buildini!,) CINCINNATI

sQ^r>

Tliis i'lit ^el>^^^^(•nt». our * la-^ .\

Star Sight "Up-Feeo" LUBRICATOR.
There are no joints about it, Anns and body rast

in One Piece, so yoa won't be annoyed by leablD*;

and it will work to year entire satisfaction. Wlil let

you try It before yoa bny it.

.^„ ,f For sale by Jobbers, or apply to

"^'^w* '^wi^'^- fT THE WIVl POWELl CO.. - rl^J^l^NaTl n

SYNOVIAL DYNAMO OIL
Second to None. Free from Gum or Acids.

By refilterlng Cdn be used continaally. Adopted by the largeet Electric Plants of ttie West,

Write for Prices and SamDlee. s. TAUSSIG. Agent. 45 River St.. CHICJnn

THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.,
33 ^vdlerccr Street, ^Te-VvT 7Z"or3s:,

POSSESS SUPERIOR ADVANTAGES IN THE MANUFACTURE OF

XXJLRD RXTBIBSR G-O OD
Especiallj/ in articles tuUipteti to electrical intinstries, having ohtainetl the sole right to man it/act ttre

HARD RUBBER under the valuable JPatenttf granted to JVIL^IjIAJI KMEL.

ALL OPERATIONS OF HAWING, CUTTING, TURNING AND POLISHING OUR NEW STANDARDS OF
O LJ O pr^T^ D r\ Y\ AM V\ T^ I I R I M f^ ^^^ ^^ performed with a laree reduction in the wear and tear of toola, and coneiderable saviuc of labor. Our new standarde are
*J ri Ut l-< I 9 Fi v*/ LJ r\ IN U 1 w D 1 IN \J of a richer black throughout, not subject to change in color, are tougher and more llesihle, do not become brittle with age, and

have been tested and approved by the leading electrical companies of the United Staiee. In addition to these advantages, we also offer advantages in prices.

Correspondfiire solit-lted from nil luuiiufiicttircrs aud dealers in elcMj-Ical
inachliieiy aiid.sui>|>llfs, SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

KIEL'S PATENT HARD RUBBER CELLS FOR STORAGE AND PRIMARY BATTERIES
Still remain tlie most satisfactory and cheapest in the market, unequaled for strength, durability, insulation and resistance to acids.

H&RD RUBBER GOODS OF EYERY DESCRIPTION MANUFACTURED.

For Sale by THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CHICACO

25 Ampere Double Pole

SWITCHES' ^ \

.A.lVrX> XjIESSS ! !

STAR ELECTRIX CO.
P

641 North Broad St.,

PHILADELPHIA,
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sPKciJLiv notice: to Oi^HK; 'rTijLT:):^:

$1

ON AND AFTER DECEMBER 1ST, 1891,

The Price of onr Ho. 1 Ries Regnlating Socket (for lamps 16 to 25 C. P., 50 Volts; will be

27J, ( $3.00 EACH LESS 5Ti per cent. DISCOUNT
IW] Making tlie NET PRICE $1,271. $1

21i
EACH

THE RIES ELECTRIC spEciiLTY coNiPUNY, PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS
Baltimore and EutawSts., BALTIMORE, MD. R.EG-IJ'LJLTIKS- SOCKETS.

FOUR
GOOD
BOOKS.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION Hand-Book.

6 Lakeside Building-

CHICAGO, ILL.ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

PI

"WINTER SPECIALTIES.
BRAND'S STEEL WIEE TRACK BROOMS,
WAEDWELL'S TRACK BROOM HOLDERS,
BURTON ELECTRIC HEATERS,

-AND —

ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES
OF EVERY SORT-
FOR ANY SYSTEM,

ELECTRIC MERCHANDISE CO
W. R. MASON. GenI Mgr CHICAGO. I I Adams street.

li^TERIOR CONDUITS

TRADE-MARK.

Tlie SolDtion oftlie ProMem of Safe Gnardiug

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherever and for whatsoever parpose employed, is to

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
IHTERIOR AND DNDERGRODND

MANUPACTURED BY

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
u/nOKc. ' 527 to 631 W. 34th St..
W0HK!>.-| 626to628 W. SBthSt.,

General Olces: 42 & 44 Broad St. , Hew York.

Thoa. Day & Co., 22:3 Sotter St., San FrancUro, Cal.

Electrical Kng. Co., 320 D-'arnorn St., Chicago, 111.

American Electrical Sopply Co.,
2^6 Pearl SI. Buffalo, N. Y.

Pntnam. Gay & Co., 27 E. M In St.. Rocbeeter, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co.. 1-^7 W. 8th St., Cincinnati, O.
Cbaa. Gabnel, S-ginaw, Sllch.

Soathem Electrical Mfg. end Supply Co.,
110 Bnrnnne St., New Orleane, La.

\VaIk"r& Kepler, Ml Che-tnai St.. Pbila'iRlphla. Pa.
Electrical Sapply feConstractlon Co., Uttaburgh, Pa.
SoQihern Electric Co., Balilmore, Md.

THE "JEWEL"
#^^%. Incandescent Lamp.

<^^ The Best Lamp in the Market.

Any Voltage.

Any Socket.

Any Candle Power.

fpDESGENlP^ ,«, p. Less than 100 lots, 55 Cents.

100 to 1000 " 50 "

l^end for Sample Order.

WM. HOOD, Gen'l Agt., 239 LaSalle St.. CHICAGO.

G. A. HARMOUNT,
MANAGER

MONITOR ELECTRIC CO.,
14 3 WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

WHOLESALE DEALER IN GENERAL

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
WJEtfiTERSr ACENT FOR

ALFRED F. MOORE
(fSTABLISHED 1«!0. i

ELEGTRIGAL WIRES AND GABLES.
Electric Light, Annunciator and Olfioe Wires. Incandescent and Battery Cords;

fact, every kind of Wire Icnown ro the Kluctiical Trade.

THOMAS STURGIS, Prest. Wm. C. LANE. Sec'y and Treas. C. P. MACKIE, Gen'l Manager. S. S. BOGART, Gen'l Agent.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY,
4S nXTES^W

INDIVIDUAL ARC LIGHTi MOTOR GUT OUT.

LAMPS OR MOTORS CUT IN AND OUT AT WILL FROM CENTRAL STATION WITHOUT
DISTURBING OTHERS GN SAME CIRCUIT.

Thi.s System Savfcs Mileage of Circuii-s, Make.s Scatterwl l{u.siiu;.s.s Profitable and Secures PiiyiiKui, f(,i- I'lsciy TToiir of Light.
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Westinshouse Electric & Wi
COMPANY,

I^ittsTbTarg, Fa.-, XJ. S- JL-

Makers of Electric Light and Power Apparatus for all Purposes.

PIONEERS OF THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM.
OTTH.

Converters
OOACiBXHiTSl

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
ABSOLUTE SAFETY,
PERFECT REGULATION,
LOW PRICES.

OXJU.

Meters
.^fl.£3

OVER 700,000

SIMPLE,
ACCURATE,
RELIABLE,
DURABLE.

16 C.P. Lights' Capacity

of METERS IN USE.

1

9

m

METER.
CONVERTER.

The Westinghouse Meter is the only A. C. Meter which has been adopted as standard by the London (England) Board of

Trade. Synchronous System for the Long Distance Transmission of Power in large units claims the attention

of every one having available Water Power within twenty-five miles of a market.

RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
WE MANUFACTURE AND SELL

GEARLESS and SINGLE REDUCTIONYES,
RAIL^W'AY MOTORS,

MULTIPOLAR AND 2-POLE GENERATORS,
and all Station Appliances for Street Railway Work.

IRON-CLAD GEARLESS MOTOR.

Percentage of increase in roads using oar apparatus greater than
that of any other company.

Send for Latest Catalogue.

OFFICES IN ALL OF THE LEADING CITIES. Correspondence Solicited.

SINGLE REDUCTION MOTOR.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
r^ittslDULrg, I^a-, XJ- S. JL-
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
IIANTJPACTURED BY

WM. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

:B"Cr"^ THE] ^EST!

The Mosher Arc Lamp.
DIRECT OR ALTERNATING INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

KEAD THE FOLLOWING TESTIMONIAL:
NATIONAL ELECTRIC JIFG. CO., Eau Claire, Wis., October 5, 1891.

aio«lier Are Lnnip Co., Chieaso, III.
, , ,

Gentleilex:—Kepivins to jour inqoir? of the 3(1 inst. we beg to state that the larope

voQ senir us sjme time a'iro are giving us betier eatieiaction than any other lamp we cave

ever tried to burn on anlncaudeecent circuit. We Inclose hertwlth an order for 10 of

them to be shipped lo El^ln, III. Yonrs very trnly.
rr,-^.„ ,tt-^ or.*^*^

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

Noted for Simplicity ami Steadiness.

500 to 5,ono candle power, making superior lamp for photo-engraving purpoBeB.

"n'rite for price, circular, and aample lamp.

MOSBER ARC LAMP CO, 125 Ontario St., CHICAGO
Or to F. P. Little & Co., Baffiilo, N. Y. ; Creaghead Enelneoring Co.,

Cincinrati, O.; Chas F. Lindner. S^n Fr«nrisco. Cal.

tor all Electric Insulating

Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the market.

I SELL NO OTHER.
Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SOHOONMAKER,
158 William St.. NEW YORK.

MICA.

THE EXCELSIOR
Straight-Way Noiseless

Back-Pressure Valve.

Simple I Keli:ible ! Durable I

JAMES G. BECKERLEG,
229 S. Franklin St.. Ctiicago.

Wasatch Aspiiaitum
COMPANY.

Proprietois of the largest and richest Aephaltic

Linieptone mines In the world.

JIANUFACTUKERS OF

ROCK ASPHALT MASTIC,
For Paving, Roofing, Basement?, etc.

ASPHALTINE
(Or Liquid Asphalt),

For Coating Piles, Ties, Poles, etc.,

ALSO SOLE AGENTS FOR

The Salt Lake Gilsonite Go.'s

"Uintaite/^ *'6rahamile,"

OK

PURE GUM ASPHALTUM
For all 1NSUI..VTING Purposes.

Office, 71 Culmer Block,

SALT LAKE CITY, DTAH.

t'orreepondencc Bolicited,and samples furnished

HINE'S ELIMINATOR. £,4|.^
JL.^ THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL "eIt^i |pp!l=

^m steam Separators and Oil Extractors.

^gl'llie^; In twelve trials in the "Cornell" Separator test, it averaged ^^iRl

.sualli 11^ ('S 7-10 per cent Dry Steam. Outstripping all competitors. '"V;

Si Send for Circular and Cornell test reporl

JZ HINE ELIMINATOR CO,,
106 Libert. St .

§*•!

NEW YORK. IIOBIZO.NTiL.

DiiDH umm CO.,

PUSH-BDTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

AND

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

Royal Electric Co.,
911 & 913 South Washington St., PEOEIA, ILL.;

r-y.i.fr^-p.yj{^ r,y

Alteroating aod Contiouous Current Dynamos and Motors,

AND ELECTRIC MACHINERY.
TifE .MoiiT fJf<i:n.ETF. AT.TKii:TATr':'> svstkm ko'.v on tuk .Market.

Agents Wanted for Exclusive Territory.

PATENT

LEATHER BELTING

Bun«« more Slack than
Unperforated Belts, hence
adapted to uneven power
of Electric Railways and
for Electric Power in C<en-

eral.

CHAS. A. SCHIEREN <&; CO.,
PATENTEES AND BOLE MANUFACTURERS,

Also New York. Koston,
1

l-hiladelphla.
I

46 SOUTH CANAL ST., CHICAGO. ILL

NEWYORKBELTING&PACKINC CO.
JOHN H. CHKEVEK, ) (LIIVllTED.)
J. U. OHEKVEK. ManiiKcr.s ^ '

F. CAZKNOVK .lOXKS. 1

WM. T. BAIRI>, Sec'y
Oldest and largest Manufacturers in the United States of

15 PARK ROW, HEW YORK.

Vulcanized Rubber Fabrics

SALKSKOO.IIS:
PHILADELPHI.\, 308 Chestnnt Street.
BOSTON, 52 Summer Street.
CHICAGO, 151 Lake Street.

DENVER, 1601-1611 17th Street.
CHARLESTON, 160 Meetins Street.
GRAND RAPIDS. 4 Monroe Street.
MINNEAPOLIS, !S Sonth M Street.
CLEVELAND, 1T6 Superior Street.

FOKBECflAMCALl'llEVOSES,

Rubber Belting,

Packing

and Hose.

SALESROOMS:
SAN FRANCISCO, 1? Kjin Street.
ATLANTA, 16 Decatur Street.
DETROIT, 16-00 Woodward Ave.
BALTI.MORE, 12 North Oharies Street.
El'^FALO. 121-128 Washington Street.
NEW ORLEANS, P-13 North Peters Street.
KANSAS CITY. 1513 Wept 12th Street.
ST. LOUIS, 61b Locust Street,

CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL.

If you are in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

DETROIT,
) MICH.BROWNLEE & CO.

PLATINUM.
JAS. SCHAWEL & CO., VT^^k.
Importers and Melters. Sheet and AVire

in any tiiausre. (Scrap Purchased.

c-i*- SOLID BRAIDED CORD
Ib the moFt
i}l6 for ban,
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, roV
ering Field

MatrnetB, Saph Cord, etc., etc.

Send for S.inii)leK and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONGRESS STREET, BOSTON.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS. RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

Tho- Kartavsrt - Manufacturing - Do..»

THE SHORT DYNAMO.

Efficiency, 92 Per Cent.

From 75 to 500 Horse Power.

Flat Ring Armature.

Multiple Brushes.

Large Commutator. Independent Coils.

Perfect Ventilation.

THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.,
OX^E!"\7"aEIIj.A.]Sri>, OHIO.
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The Frankfort-Offenbach Electric
Railway.

This railway was built in 1S84 by Siemens & Halske

of Berlin and is now operated by the Frankfort-Offenbach

Trambahn Gesellschaft. From Frankfort the road runs

through to Oberrad, a distance of 3.3 kilometers, and

thence for about the same distance to Offenbach. Since

the last named place is midway along the road, the

power station was located there. In this station there

are at present four compound wound Siemens & Halske

dynamos driven by a new 150 horse power engine, of the

ColemanSteuerung patent built by Schmaltz S: Co. of

Offenbach. There is also a large double twin cylinder en-

gine built by Robert Kuechen of Bielefeld. This engine

may be run with one or both cylinders, developing 120 or

240 horse power at a speed of fifty revolutions per minute.

The boilers are three in number, each of 150 horse power.

They were built by Ber-

ninghaus of Duisburg. Only

one, however, is at present

in use. The generators give

from sixty to seventy am-

peres at 300 volts, and all

are connected in parallel.

The four dynamos are in use

on Sunday, but only two are

in service during the week,

as on Sunday eight trains

are kept running continually

and on other days there are

only four trains. A train

consists, as a rule, of a mo-

tor car and trailer.

The transmission of power

to the dynamos is by ropes.

Fig. I. The new engine

makes sixty revolutions per

minute, the countershaft 200

revolutions per minute, and

the dynamo armature 6ro

revolutions per minute. It

is asserted that the genera-

tors regulate very closely

and but little trouble has

been experienced with them.

Only three armatures have

been burned since the gen-

erators were started. Dur-

ing the first year, however,

over twenty motor arma-

tures were burned out and

twenty- four field coils. The

construction at present is

much better, and only four

armatures have been burned

on the cars during the

present year. The motors

are of the oldest type of Siemens & Halske series car

motors and during a recent test gave twenty electrical

horse power. When in general use the effective horse

power is said to be between ten and twelve horse

power for each motor. Each car is equipped with one

motor connected by double reduction gearing, the arma-

ture making 600 revolutions and the car wheel about nine-

ty revolutions per minute. The car wheels are 750

millimeters in diameter. The maximum speed of the car

is twelve kilometers per hour. Regulation is by means of

resistance in series, which is thrown in and out by a switch.

The motors take about twenty amperes each at 300 volts.

This railway is provided with a snow plow, which, it is

claimed, can clear the track from Oberrad to Frankfort in

one-half hour when the snow is twenty inches deep.

The most peculiar feature about the entire equipment is

the overhead system. The conductors are iron tubes, with

a slot cut on the under side, Fig. 2. There are two tubes

hung from poles along one side of the track, Fig. 3. At-

tached by ropes and conductors to the front and rear of a

car are a couple of iron rods which slide in the tubes.

The tubes are thirty-three millimeters outside and twenty-

five millimeters inside diameter. The sliding rods are

shaped as indicated in Fig. 2.

Copper feeders six millimeters in diameter covered with

an iron wire sheathing, making a total of about fifteen milli-

meters in diameter, are connected to the tubes along the

line. There are incandescent lamps on every sixth or

eighth pole for lighting the tracks and roadway. The
lighting is accomplished by placing the lamps in series

as shown in Fig. 4, so as to take current from the tubes at,

say, every sixth pole.

Electricity at the World's Fair.

In speaking of the work on the electricity building at

the World's Fair, Mr. Johnson, the principal contractor,

told a representative of the Western Electrician last

FIG. I. TUK FRANKrokTOFFENCACI! ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

week that the work would be pushed as fast as possible.

About a hundred and fifteen men are employed on it, and

the number will be increased as fast as ne-^essary. Mr.

Johnson speaks in terms of great admiration for the build-

ing, which he considers the handsomest of those designed

for the World's Fair,

A formal application for space in ihc electrical depart-

ment that has lately been received by the World's Fair

authorities has gladdened the hearts of all the gentlemen

interested in the department. It is from Siemens & Halske.

the great firm of electrical manufacturers in Berlin,

and was received through Herr Wermuth, German com-

missioner, and the dep.irtment for foreign affairs. In it

Herr Vogcl, the managing director, expresses the inten-

tion of the house to participate in the exposition, but

says that it is impossible to state at present the exact ex-

tent of this participation. The German firm seeks the fol-

lowing prc-rcquisites: Protection for its patents; abroga-

tion of the provisions of the alien labor law so far as its

workmen are concerned; permission to send over cata-

logues, photographs and printed matter duty free; infor-

mation as to reductions in freight rates and as to free tick-

ets for exhibitors and attendants; cranes and transporta-

tion facilities sufficient to transport weights up to 45,000

pounds directly to tbe place of installation. Storage room

for empty packing cases and fire insurance protection are

also asked for.

Presuming that these requests can be granted, the firm

expresses its intention of occupying about 17,250 square

feet of space under cover and about 2,150 square feet out

doors. The approximate value of the material to be taken

to Chicago is estimated to be between $200,000 and ^$225,-

000, and the weight will be about 340 tons. From 1,500

to 2,000 horse power will be needed to operate the firm's

machiner)'. Request is also made for permission to lay

wires and cables in the ground for an electric railway

,

and for the operation of electrically propelled boats on

the waterways. Herr Vo-

gel also expresses a wish to

take part in the general

lighting. The firm intends

to exhibit a small model

theater to show lighting

effects, and asks permission

to charge a small admission

fee to this display, and also

on the railway, merely to

regulate the size of the

throng. A desire for a spe-

cial building is also ex-

pressed, and it Js stated that

the staff representing Sie-

mens & Halske at the fair

will consist of ten or twelve

persons.

Mr. Hornsby is several

times mentioned in the let-

ter, and the interest aroused

by his visit is apparent. It is

stated that a representative

of the firm left for Chicago

in the latter part of Novem-

ber.

This application is of

great importance, not onlv

on account of the standing

of the house of Siemens &
Halske. but also because

the example thus set is tol-

erably certain to be followed

by other European manu-

facturers of electrical ma-

chines and instruments. The
request for a special build-

ing, which had heretofore

been made through Mr.

Hornsby, has been acted on
unfavorably, and it is doubtful if any exhibitor will be

allowed to make any charge for admitting the public to a

portion of his display. The idea is that one admission fee

— fifty cents- -shall admit the visitor to everything to be

seen at the World's Fair. With these exceptions, bow-

ever, there is no doubt that the exposition authorities

will do everything that can be reasonably expected of

them in the way of co-operating with the great German
firm.

Hardly had the formal application of Siemens & Halske

been received before the representatives of the firm were

themselves on the ground. These gentlemen arc Carl

Vogel of Charlottcnburg, Germany, the managing

director of the In-m, and Alexander von Babo, who
represents the house in Kew York city. Herr Vogel

arrived in Chicago on Tuesday of last week, and, with

Herr von Babo. is quartered at the Auditorium Hotel. He
expects to remain here five or six weeks. On Monday

last Herr Vogel had a brief conference with Director-

general Davis, but little was done save the process of
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getting acquainted, which was speedily accomplished.

When a representative of the Western Electrician

called on the visitors at their hotel on Monday he found

them to be affable and courteous, but rather unwilling to

speak about the object of their mission. Herr Vogel ex-

plained that the firm could not tell what it would do un-

til its request had been acted upon by the World's Fair

authorities. He added that at present the negotiations

were in a delicate stage and that it would never do to

make any rash assertions as to what Siemens & Halske

would do. In reply to a farther inquiry Herr von Babo

said that no statement of any kind would be proper at this

juncture; he could not even say whether Siemens & Halske

would make a display if the concessions sought were re-

fused. The gentlemen had no desire to withhold any

proper information and assured their hearer that when

the matter was settled they would only be too happy to

talk about the prospective exhibit. At the time of the

interview the foreigners had not visited Jackson Park,

FIG. 3. THE KRANKFORT-OFFESEACH ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

but expected to do so in a day or two. They

propose to take things leisurely, and do their work

thoroughly. "This business can't be settled in half an

hour," remarked Herr Vogcl with a smile. The visitor

from Charlottenburg, in answer to a question, said that

he had had no opportunity to examine electrical work in

America so far, as he came directly to Chicago, but that

he shonld take pleasure in doing so before he left.

Siemens & Halske is perhaps the best-known firm of

electrical manufacturers in Kurope. It has works at

Berlin and Charlottcnburg, in Oerroany; Vienna in

Atistria, and St. Petersburg in Russia, In all it cm-

ploys not far from four thousand men, and its work

has a high reputation for excellence. Dr. Werner von

Siemens, the head of the house, is also a member of the

firm of Siemcas Bros, of London.

V/ESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Chicago Electric Club.

The literary committee of the Chicago Electric club is

endeavoring to make the meetings more interestiDg. F.

S. Terry, the chairman of the committee, has jast is-

sued a circular letter to members of the club asking their

CO operation in the plan proposed by the committee. It is

believed that by selecting a few members to lead the dis-

cussion 03 the papers presented before the club the liter-

ary meetings may be made more satisfactory.

This plan was tried for the first time at the club meet-

ing Monday evening, when C. C. Haskins presented his

paper on "Safety Devices." Messrs. Bain, Sperry, Cutter,

and Wirt were selected to lead the discussion, and their

remarks, together with Mr. Haskins' paper, are presented

elsewhere.

The list of paper^ for the winter has not yet been

fully completed, but Mr. Terry announces that he has se-

cured assurances from several members. On December

2ist3t. John V. Day will read a paper on "Rapid Transit

for Great Cities." This paper in the main will deal wiih

applied mechanics, but at the sime time will include some

very important electrical features. Mr. Day has given

this subject a great deal of study bolh in this country and

in England, and the paper will undoubtedly be of great

value.

Oj Jinuary 4th Prof. J. P. Barrett, chief of the depart-

ment of electricity of the World's Columbian Exposition, will

read a piper on "Electrical Exhibits During the World's

Co'umbian EspDsicion." The club can consider itself

very fortuaate in obtaining this pip^r from Prof. Cirrett,

who will b^ able to give som; informitioa as to the ex-

tent of the electrical exhibits, and their benefit to the elec-

trical industry.

An intirestiag fea':u'e of the programme will be pre-

sented January iSth, whei the^e will be a debate on

"Power Transmission by D'.rect Current vs. Alternating

and Multiphase Current" Alex Dow will present the

opening argument for t'le direct current, and George

Catt;r will support the claims of the aUernating. Prof.

Badt will sun up the discussion and give his opinion as

FIG. 2. THE FRAMvKCRT-OFlENB.\CHEL ECTRIC RAILWAY.

to which side has put forth the best argument. Each of

these gen.lemin is particularly wdll qualified to take the

part assigned to him.

F. W. Parktr has promised a piper for February ist,

but ha; not yet announced the subject. On February isih

C. E. Kammeyer will read a paper on "Fuses. " The paper

will be ilustrated by lantern views, which will show some

original efTec;s in paotography.

Mr. Terry further announces that h; has mide arrange-

ments for the following papers; tha dates upon which they

will be preheated however, have n^t yet been determined:

F. Sargent: "Lighting and Power Transmissions on

the World's Fair Grounds."

Geo. H. B.iss: "Uodevelopid Uses of Electric Cur

rent from Central Stations.''

December 12, 1891

sented in March. We have in mind as subjects, 'The

GearlessMotor vs. the Geared Motor,' and 'Oae Motor vs.

Two Motors for Car Equipment,' but possibly may decide

on others We shall have tivo papers in one evening, tak-

ing exactly opposite sides of the same subject, and will

try to mike the two subj;c:s very interesting. We will

also arrange for as extensive a diicussion as possible and

shall have it understood beforehand on which side each

participant is to be engaged. We shall have the discussion

ELECTRICITY IN THE PHOTOGRAPHER S DARK ROOM.

definitely arranged as to the order of speakers, after which

or course, there will be a general discussion."

One of the debates for which the committee is at

peieot arranging will treat of the quistion: *'I>it

Eonomy for a Muiicipial Corporation to Own a

Lighting Plant?"* It is arranged for four to take part in

the discussion, twjon each side, but the selections have

not yet been made.

In adJition to the subjects already announcd papers

hive been promised by the following named gentlemen,

the subjects and dates not being definitely decided upon

as yet: Prof. F. B- Badt, Alex. Djw, Elmer A. Sperry,

George Cutter, Charles Wirt, Foree Bain, Thos. G. Grier,

J. B. Wallace, F. W. Home. H. L. Bridgman, Dr. Louis

Bell, Fred Di Land, J. K. Pumpelly.

Mr. Terry anno:in:es that he is corresponding with

several other geatlenia with fair prospects of securing

adiitloiil pipei's on interesting subjects.

Electricity in the Photographer's Dark
Room.

There are now very few of the arts into vvh'ch electricity

has not, in some way or other, worked its way. A useful

application of the electric light as an aid to the photog-

rapher is described by Geo. M. Hopkins in the Scientific

American. The method is one for dark room illumina-

tion which permits of examining the negative thoroughly

during the process of development without unduly expos-

ing the plate. The apparatus employed consists of a twc-

candle power incandescent lamp attached to a handle and

inclosed by a hemispherical reflector closed at the front

with a disk of dark ruby glass. When in use the lamp is

held near the plate, and all of the light is thrown down-

ward, so that the eye receives only the light reflected from

the plate, I''urthermore, only a small section of the plate

i- exposed to the light at any time. When the lamp is not

in u>e in the manner described, it is either laid face down
on the table, or suspended so as to light the dark room.

World's Fair Electrical Congress.
A meeting of the advisory committee for the World's

Fair electrical congress was held on Tuesday of last week

at the rooms of the Chicago Electric club. Prof. Elisha
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E'.eclr'u; ligo* i» pinslraiio^ th; Ka^sian provinces and
has evso fouad i'.9 way into the oil district. There arc

ssTsril private iostallatioas of ths electric light in i;aku

aad th; nsi^bboriaz to»o, Ohorny-Gorod, where the

dtstiHation and rectiSotioa of petroleum and its products

is pdocipilly dons. There is also soae talk of lighting

she towo b/ electricity. The dynamo in use arc mostly
'>f Gs'maD coflstruciion.

Ernst Fahrig will give a lecture upon the "Electric

Production of Oxygen, Chlorine and Ozone for Com-
mercial Purp'>ses." .Mr. Fahrig says; "Electrochemistry

will, I am thoroughly convinced, come to be recognized

soon."

Mr, Terry says; '*\Ve arc endeavoring to arrange

for a scries of papers on the electric railway, to be pre-

Gray presided. There was some informal discussion, but

no action was taken. It is proposed to form an executive

committee of three or four members to have general

charge of the arrangements until the various sub-commit-

tccs are appointed. Prof. Gray left for New York on

Thursday lo discuss the situation with the members of the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
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Two Central Station Fires in Ciiicago.

By an unfortunate coincidence Chicago was visited

last week by two disastrous fires in electric light stations.

On Monday evening, as announced in the last issue

of the Western Electrician, the large station of the

Chicago Arc Light & Power company, at the Washington

street bridge, was burned out. More accurate computa-

the front and streams turned on through the doors leading

from the engine room, but without appreciable effect.

The smoke poured up through every opening, and the

elevator shafts acted as a funnel to carry the smoke to

the upper rtoors, giving the building the appearance of

being on fire throughout. Fireman Henry Callahan of

Engine company Xo. 32 was caught under an upturned

sisting the firemen, rendering efpccial aid in lie woik of

rescuing the two injured men.

A temporary oftlce was secured up-stairs in ihc Adams
Express building, at rccm 22, and on the day after the fire

General Manager Harding of the Ctntral Elcrtric T.i'ght

company stated that bis company would be in operation

within a week, using the old Sun plant on Castom
House place until the station could be refuted. This

plant was purchased fro.n the Chicago Arc Light cc Power
company by the Fort Wayne company on Octoher 15th,

Mr. Harding says, although the latter company had rot

taken possession of the property up to the time of the fire.

Mr. Harding estimated the loss of the Fort Wayne
company at $24,000. The plant included three

1,200 light and one 650 light Slaltery alternators, one

Hamilton-Corliss engine of 300 horse power, one Arming-
ton & Sims engine of 50 horse power, shafting, con-

verters, switch-boards and pumps. Aquacliiycf cffice

furniture WIS also destroyed. The loss is fully covered

by insurance.

The fires caused a greatly increared demand for lights

to be thrown on the Adams street station of the Chicago

Edison company, and Superintenden* Church said that

he was compelled to refuse many applications.

I-'IG. I. TWO CENTRAL STATION FIRES AT CHICAGO.

tions of the loss than were then available lowei the esti-

mates very materially, however. The loss on stock and

machinery is now placed at from $50,000 to $60,000 and

that on the building is given at $25,000. Against this

there is insurance aggregating $87,500 on the building

and $33,500 on the machinery. These sums are divided

among a large number of companies, not more than $5,000

being placed with any one concern.

The present appearance of the building is indicated by

the reproduction of a photograph given in Fig. i. A
careful examination of the structure after the fire revealed

the fact that while the top of the building was burned

off. the lower portion, protected by a 6re-proof floor in

the fourth story, was only damaged by water. This ac-

counts for the comparatively small loss, as a large portion

of the machinery was uninjured.

The ofricers of the company went to work with great

energy to furnish a temporary service, and by Saturday

the wants of a considerable proportion of their customers

were being supplied. Current was sent out from a num-

ber of stations throughout the city, where steam

powercould be obtained, including the North Side C'ty

station, the Thomson-Houston office at 148 Michigan

avenue, the Knight station at 11 8 Dearborn street, tem-

porary locations at 327 Dearborn street, and at Clinton and

Randolph streets, and other points. The Warren

Springer building on Canal street has been secured as a

temporary station until the company's building can be

put in shape for occupancy again.

On Tuesday night the second fire occurred. This time

the Fort Wayne Electric company and its local represei t

ative, the Central Electric Lightcompany.were the sufferers.

Fire broke out in the Adams Express building, on Dear-

born street, r.ear Adams, about 11 o'clock, and in two

hours the offices and station of the two companies, which

are located in the building, were completely gutted. The

origin of the fire Is not known, but the Fort Wayne peo-

ple ascribe it to the steam boilers. The fire seemed to

concentrate itself on the apartments of the Fort Wajne

company, which were on the first floor and in the base-

ment, and the other offices were only injured by smoke

and water. An idea of the damage done can be gained by

referring to the picture of the ruins of the dynamo room,

shown in Fig. 2.

The firemen found great difficulty in locating the

flames, owing to the dense smoke that poured from the

doors and window's. A hose was carried into the base-

ment from the alley running between the building and

the Fair, but one of the firemen was carried out insensible

and his companions found it impossible to work longer in

the suffocating air. Lines of pipe were carried in from

dynamo. The heavy iron frame fell across his feet, and

it required the ser\'ices of a half dozen firemen to rescue

him from his perilous position. Charles Slausen of

Truck Company No. i entered the basement under

the Jennings Trust company's office during the early

part of the fire. Smoke was pouring up from the engine

room, and the fireman soon lost his way in the darkness.

He fell on the floor and cried for assistance. Two men

Death of W. G. Halm.
The announcement of the death of W. G. Halm at

Washington. D. C, Tuesday, Dec. ist, was received with

regret in Chicago, where the deceased was well known.
Mr. Halm was a member of the Chicago Electric club and
took an active interest in electrical matters. He became in-

terested in the incandescent lamp business about three

years ago, and was a stockholder and officer of the Perkins

Lamp company, having charge of the entire western busi-

ness of that concern. Several months ago he suffered a

stroke of paralysis, and although he had the best medical at-

tendance, he failed, and at last went to Washington. For a

time he entertained hopes of recovery, but these soon

disappeared. The remains were removed to Bryan, O..

where the funeral took place on Sunday last. At the

meeting of the Chicago Electric Club last Monday appro-

priate resolution were adopted.

Status of the Bell Telephone Suit.
Attorney-general Miller said last week that he had re-

ceived no intelligence for several weeks from the lawyers

who are conducting the government interests before the

examiner in the Bell telephone case at Boston, Mass. "My
latest information," he continued, "is to the effect that the

l-iO. 2, TWO CENTRAL ST.UTON FIRtS AT CHICAOO.

attempted to reach him through the front entrance, but

were driven back by the smoke. Finally a chain was

formed of three firemen and a policeman and the man
was carried into the open air. He was unconscious for

forty minutes. W. J. Buckley, the western manager of

the Fort Wayne company, was at the scene of the fie

soon after it started, and was active in directing and as-

government is still taking testimony, although its case is

pretty near concluded. Should there have been any im-

portant newly discovered evidence in the matter, however,

I think it quite likely that I would have been notified ere

this."

Commissioner Simonds of the Patent Office also re-

turned a negative response to the quer)- for informatiou
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concerning new developments in the telephone matter.

"Ver>' little attention has been given by me to this sub-

ject." he remarked, "for the reason that the time is so close

at hand for the expiration of the Bell patent. Its time

will be up March 7, 1S93, and hence I do not believe that

a final decision can be obtained in the courts, for it will be

appealed along until it reaches the highest tribunal in the

United States. There is no possibility of its being reached

in the Supreme Court docket within three years at the out-

side, and the patent has but a year and three months to

run."

Aging Liquors by Electricity.

There is a man in New York city who claims to be able,

through the aid of a simple apparatus, to age whisky by

electiicity. The readers of the Western Electrician',

generally speaking, cannot of course be expected to be

familiar with, or even interested in, the mysterious pro-

cesses peculiar to the distillery. But owing to the close

relationship of process to product, and product to person.

1^

FIG. 2. AGING LIQUORS BY ELECTRICITY.

it may not be amiss to presume that perhaps a few of the

electricai fraternity at least might find a knowledge of

details to be of service, if only for medicinal purposes.

In January of iSSo a United States patent was granted

to one Joseph C. Vett^r of New York, for ' 'an alleged new
and usefulimprovement in an apparatus for aging liquors."

The inventor claimed that, by means of a series of con-

nected vessels or chambers, in which were inserted a series

of electrodes, alcoholic or vinous liquors passed through the

same, during the action of the electric current upon the

electrodes, will, when caught in the receiving lank, be

purified, deodorized and aged, in a degree corresponding

to the duration of the action and the number of vessels

employed.

One of the persons closely connected with this project,

and an assignee of an interest in the patent, was Garland

Torell, also of New York. Mr. Turcll, who is now per-

fecting the process, cbims to have had an apparatus

manufactured, and to have successfully employed this

method a few years ago-

In the accompanying cat. Fig. i, a diagram of the Turcll

apparatus is shown. The mode of operation is so simple

as to require bat little explanation. The liquor Hows

from the supply tank above to the first glass jar or vessel,

where it is acted npon by the current passing from elec-

trode to clectroJe. Thence it is rccctvcd into the second

uak. wisrsthe sami action tikss place It thu5 flojvs

slowly tbr-Mgh ih* scries, generally consisting of five or

six Tcs«l3. to the receiving tank. The liquor may be

tested at the varioai points of the process by turning the

Slop cocks 00 the connecting pipes. A tabc from the top

of each jar rises above the level of the fluid in the supply

tank, and acts as an escape pipe for the gas formed by the

action of the current upon the liquid.

In Fig. 2 is shown a cut of a single receptacle. It con-

sists of a circular glass vessel closed at both ends by water

tight wooden plugs. In the upper part of the bottom plug

four grooves are cut, and in these are securely inserted the

electrodes. The latter consist of thin plates of piatinum-

coated glass. On one side of each plate, attached to the

surface, is an extremely thin coat of platinum, similar to

the quicksilver on a mirror. The electrodes are placed

close together and connected with the battery, as indicated.

In the upper plug there is a supply pipe and an air duct

and in the lower a receiving pipe.

Mr. Turell claims that the liquors, if treated in their

normal or quiescent state, would be "burned," and receive

a fiery flavor by the continued action of the electric current

on the same portion of the liquor. By the use of a series

of vessels this action he claims, is prevented, and the

liquor not acted upon in the first vessel receives the electri-

cal treatment as it passes over the remaining electrodes of

the series. According to Mr. Turell, it is thus that the

raw product becomes changed so that it has the flavor of

liquor two or three years older than it actually is-

Fig. I represents the machinery car. In this the boiler

occupies the center of the car, and the coal box and the

water reservoir are placed in the bottom.

German Portable Electric Lighting Plant.

The cuts presented herewith show a portable electric

light equipment manufactured bv Fein & Co., Stuttgart,

FIG. 2. GERMAN PORTABLE ELECTRIC LIGHTING PLANT.

Germany. This apparatus was on exhibition at the Frank-

fort exposition. The machine can serve either for opera-

ting a single large reflector lamp or several arc lamps of

lower candle power. It consists of two carriages, one of

which, the machine carriage, carries the boiler with water

FIG I GERMA> PORTABI E ELECTRIC LIGHTING PLANT

The supplementary car, shown in Fig. 2, is of very light

construction, so that it can easily be drawn by two horses.

The light masts and poles for suspension of the wires are

arranged on either side of the car. On the right and left

of the driver's box are lanterns for night service, and there

is room on the box for two men beside the driver. Un-
derneath the seat is a box closed by iron doors containing

tools, glow lamps and arc carbons, and behind it is a small

platform on which stands the man attending to the reflector.

This latter can be hoisted to the roof of the car by a simple

contrivance. The six arc lamps are suspended inside the

car. There are four wooden boxes on either side of the

car closed by doors which can be opened from the outside,

and containing the cables, wound on drums, for making

connection.

The armature of the dynamo is provided with two wind-

ings, by means of which, at the same speed, either a cur-

rent of 65 volts for the operation of the large reflector, or

a current of i::o volts for feeding the six arc lamps, can be

obtained. The lamps are arranged in three series of two

lamps each. The two armature windings can be arranged

in series or in parallel with the electro magnet windings by

means of a switch placed on top of the dynamo casing.

It is stated that within ten or fifteen minutes after the

arrival of the cars the steam engine and the dynamo can be

if^Srt/if^ tLKt r/i/C//\A/.Cf*^.

Af;iNG LIQUORS 1!Y KLRCTRICITV.

reservoir and coal box along with the steam engine and the

dynamo. The second carriage contains the measuring and

regulating apparatus, the arc lamps, conducting wires,

tools, etc. The capacity of the apparatus is such that it

will feed ?ix arc lamps of 600 candles power each, or a

single light taking 35 amperes, as v/ell as a number of glow

lamps for lighting up the two cars.

put in operation and the reflector put into service. The

cuts arc from London Khctricity.

Rutherford & Scddon have been awarded the contract

to build the cicc'ric railroad of the South Baltimore &
Curtis Bay Railroad company. The line will be "i^ miles

long and cost $100,000. Work is to be commenced im-

mediately.
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The Electric Light on a Fire Department
Chief's Buggy.

It is fair to presume that many of the readers of Ihc

Western Elkctkiciam have heard of the eleclrically

lighted buggy which for over a year and a half has been

driven to Kansas City conflagrations by Chief G. C. Hale,

of the fire department of that municipality. There have

appeared from time to lime brief notices concerning this

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT ON A FIRE DEPARTMENT CHIEFS
HUGGV.

novel application, but the details of the equipment have

never before been given. Through the courtesy of Mr.

Hale a few points as to the manner in which the vehicle

is illuminated are here presented. It may be stated that

it is claimed for this vehicle that it is the first one in any

fire department to be lighted by electric lamps.

There are in use on this buggy two parabolic reflectors,

one on each side of the dash board, which are 5 inches in

diameter and 3J2 inches deep. Each reflector is provided

with an incandescent lamp of six candle power. The

lamps and reflectors are protected by a beveled edge

plate of glass about 3- 16 of an inch thick. Directly back

of the lamps, on the inside of the dash-board, are (wo

switches conveniently located for controlling the lamps,

allowing one to be worked independently of the other.

The buggy is wired with okonite wire, which is concealed

under moulding. The wires run back from the lamps to

the battery in the back part of the buggy. Connections

are made to the battery by means of two brass thumb-

screws, which clamp to the lugs on the bottom of the

battery case. The battery proper consists of six storage

cells. The plates are described by Mr. Hale as being of

the "planite'' type. Each cell is about 4/2 inches deep

and 4 inches wide. There are eight plates to the cell.

In order to keep the plates apart and help them to resist

the shaking up brought about by the rough streets, thiy

are provided with hard rubber combs inserted at short in-

tervals. This arrangement may be better understood by

setting several hair combs, so that the teeth point upward,

and then placing the plates across and down btiuei n the

It consists of a _^ inch pure rubber pLitc suft'icicnt in size

to 'blanket" the tops of all the Cills. On top of this plate

there is placed a heavy haulwood cover strengthened by

iron c'eats. There arc also four slotted lugs which pro-

ject a sufficient distance from the cover of the battery to

receive two tapered st^el keys. These keys arc driven

home by a small mallet so as to press firmly down the

rubber blanket over the top of the cells, preventing all

leakage. This construction makes the opening and closing

the celis most convenient. The battery complete and ready

for operation weighs but 32 pounds. It will run the two six

candle lamps at full power for about an hcur and a half.

Chief Hale writes of his outfit as follows: "This

system of lighting was introduced on my buggy

August 2, iSg->, and since that time it has undergone very

severe usage. As you will understand, fire apparatus is

driven at a high rate of speed, regardless of rough streets

and obstaclts, which would have a tendency to disarrange

the delicate plates of the biltery. It has given fairly good

satisfaction, however, and its success has been thoroughly

demonstrated. In view of the many new improvemeris

now being made in storage and primary batteries, I am of

the opinion that it is only a mailer of time until the dark-

ness of night before the drivers of fire apparatus will be

dispelled by the glow of electricity. Its value cannot be

over-estimated, as past history will show that a great num-

ber of fatal accidents have cccurred to firemen, ar.d fire

apparatus, for want of better illumination of the roads

which they are compelled to lake. This system of lighting

would be a great benefit to the fire fighting fraternity, were

it reduced to one large search light for the purpose of

penetrating smoke and throwing a I'ght into the fronts cf

buildings.

"

This buggy and the lighting apparatus as here shown were

manufactured by the Kansas City Fire Department Supply

company, Kansas City, Mo.

Splice for Trolley Wires.

This splice is formed of a slender metal piece of a some-

what greater diameter than the conductor. The ends of

the splice are provided with longitudinal openings, adapted

to receive the ends of the conductor wire, and transoms or

holes, through which the ends of the wires are passed,

after being bsnt, and then riveted. A careful study of the

cat is necessary to make evident the useful features of this

device. It will be noticed that the middle of the bar is

about twice the diameter of the conducting wires. From
the middle the bar is tapered off to the ends, which are

very little larger than the conducting wire, the idea being

to make as siiooth a path as possible for the trolley. The
ends of the bar are milled out, as shown, from each side.

A groove is cut in each end. and on the opposite sides of

the bar other grooves are milled out. These latter grooves

cut through to the first grooves, and make a straight long-

itudinal hole in each end of the bar for the admission of

the wire ends. In this way a small bridge is left at the

end of the bar to prevent the springing out of the wire.

The end of each wire is hooked, as shown, and passed

through the round holes. After being cut off quite close

to the bar these ends are riveted to prevent the pulling out

of the wires. The whole joint is stiffened by filling in the

grooves with solder. This splice is the invention of W.

J. Hield of Minneapolis.

Collom's Motor.
This peculiar-looking motor consists essencially of two

solennlls iml iii fmllcss core. The core, or perhaps more

SI'LICE FOR T

teeth, leaving the back of ihe comb to form a bridge from

the bottom of the cell to the lower edge of the plates. Space

is thus secured in which scales and sediment may settle.

The battery is charged through flexible conductors

which hang, as shown in the cuts, froma rheostat on the

ctiling directly over the rear of the buggy, to the ceils. The
connection is made with the battery by means of a plug,

which draws out as the buggy moves forward. Current is

supplied from the Edison lighting system.

There is a very convenient sealing device on this battery.

ROLLEY WIRES,

properly the armature, is composed of alternate magnetic

and non magnetic sections and is provided with brushes at

proper intervals. These brushes are in electrical con-

nection with a conductor within the core and serve to close

the circuit through the solenoid at the right moment. Each
solenoid or field is composed of a series of independent

sections, or, in other words, each solenoid comprises a

number of separate solenoids, which are juxtaposited. Ooe
terminal of the wire of the solenoid is in electrical con-

nection with a contact-strip placsd within the sclenoid.

This strip is engaged by the brush 00 ihc endless core to

complete the circuit, and the other terminal is connected

with one pole of the battery or dynamo. The endless

core conductor is in connection v.-Ith the other pole of ihe

battery or dynamo.

In the cndicss core, which, as was before stated, is com-
posed of a series of mi^nctic and nDn-migne:ic sections.

each section is of a length atout cqu-il to that of a

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT ON A FIRE DEPART.ME.NT CHIEFS
BUGGY.

solenoid. The core passes over two pulleys, one of which

is connected electrically with a pole of the battery or

dynamo. The endless core may be made of metallic links

after the fashion of any ordinary drive-chain, as shown,

the links being assembled to form alternate magnetic

and non-magnetic sections. For instance, the links of

the magnetic sections are made from iron, and the links

of the non magnetic sections are formed from brass.

The operation is manifest. The brushes are so dis-

posed with reference to the solenoid and the core that the

circuit is closed through a section about the instant the

magnetic section is entering the solenoid. The circuit is

interrupted about the lime the magnetic section of the

core is emerging from the end opposite that at which it

entered. The direction of the motor is reversed by charg-

ing the pDs'tion of the brii«^es and placing them at 'h

:

COLLOM S MOrOR.

opposite end of the magnetic sections. The power is

taken from one of the pulleys or the shafts on which the

pulleys are mounted,

M. ir. Collom. of Denver, Colo., is the designer of this

somewhat novel mechanism.

It is said that the City Street Car company's line at

Staun'on. Va., is to be converted into an electric road.
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THfeOUGti all bis financial diffictilties, Cyrus W. Field re-

lains the respect and admiration of the American people.

Gererai regret was expressed when it became known that

his confidence had been betrayed by his son, and the sym-

pathy of the electrical fraternity generally was extended.

Kwuj transit is occtjpying the attention of Chicagoans

a: ibe present time and many plans are under coosidera-

tioo. lo many of these it is pleasing to sec provision is

made for utilizing electricity for a motive power, Chicago-

ans generally recognize the fact that only in electric

railways can permanent relief be found. Much work will

have to be done in a very short lime lo provide the city

with facilities for handling the p^ple who will be attracted

10 the 7air.

The members of the '^^hicago Electric club have reason

to coogralulate themselves on ihc literar>' programme ar-

ranged fof the season just entered upon. The committee

in charge of the mailer, of which F, S. Terry is chairman,

has secured a list of "attractions,'* if such they maybe
termed, that will distinctly increase the benefits and ad

vantages of the club. It is not too much to say that the

programme is more complete than any other in the club's

history. Mr. Terry and his associates deserve the thanks

of the members, who should evince theii appreciation by a

full attendance on the meetings so carefully planned out.

Another secret e.\-ecution has been added to the list of

mysteries in New York. Murderer Loppy, the last victim,

was executed by Warden Brown at Sing Sing, Dec 7th,

and the prison officials succeeded in keeping the details of

the execution secret. Warden Brown's "dead line" was
once more established around the prison. How long will

the people of New York tolerate these outrages? If the

scenes of the death chamber are so horrible that they must

be kept from the public, even though armed sentinels must

be employed, the legislature should put a stop to these pro-

ceedings and the law be repealed. The only way the people

can be sure that revolting practices are not conducted in

their name is by removing the secrecy with which these

proceedings are at present enveloped.

Considerable prominence was given the romantic story

of the first meeting of Lord Russell and his wife, during

the recent divorce proceedings which occupied the atten-

tion of London society. This story was first printed in

the London electrical papers, and was to the effect that

"the noble lord" was engaged in superintending some
electrical work in the home of Lady Scott, the mother of

Lady Russell. It is further claimed that Lord Russell

did not disclose his identity until he had won his beautiful

bride, but the stories that have been told since the divorce

proceedings were commenced show that this is quite im-

probable. At any rate it is hardly possible that Lord

Russell's later experience will- tend to encourage young
lords and ladies to masquerade while engaged in court-

ing.

DEsmTE the repeated statements of our English con-

temporaries that the overhead trolley system as constructed

in this country would not be tolerated in England, there

seems to be a tendency even in that country toward the elec-

tric railway, overhead wires and all. Yet the pole and line

construction has lost none of its so-called unsightly ap-

pearance; in fact, the tendency is toward more substantial

construction. As soon as English prejudices are over-

come there will no doubt be a general substitution of elec-

trical equipments for the present plants. It will be some

time before this is done, however, and exploiters of electric

railway systems will find it hard work to get English com-

panies to move where a considerable expenditure of

money is required.

C. C. Haskins' paper on "Safety Devices,'' read before

the Chicago Electric club, created an interesting discus-

sion among the members. There was a consensus of

opinion that fuses as ordinarily sold to blow at a certain

number of amperes of current were liable frequently to

disappoint the purchaser. Mr. Haskins related incidents

illustrating the carelessness with which the fuse was often-

times treated by those ignorant of its value as a safely

device when properly employed. As a matter of course

the magnetic cut-out came in for a share of the discussion.

A valuable suggestion was offered indicating a line of con-

struction in fuse blocks that might be carried out to

prevent the insertion of fuses too large to afford reliable

protection. It was decided by the club to bring the matter

of safety devices before the coming electrical congress of

the World's Columbian Exposition.

The formal application of Siemens & Halske of Berlin

for about 20,000 square feet of space at the World's Fair

is worthy of the serious attention of the exposition author-

ities. This firm intends to make a large and varied dis

play, including a model theater showing electric lighting

effects, an electric railway and electrically propelled boats.

In all the firm thinks that it will require from 1,50010

2,000 horse power, and estimates the weight of its exhibits

at 340 tons. Undoubtedly such a display would form one

of the most attractive features of the electrical department

and would be very popular with the general public. The
Clerman firm should be encouraged to do its best by all

reasonable and just concessions and privileges on the part

of the World's Fair authorities. Kut some of its requests

—

as, for instance, those for permission to erect a separate

building and for authority to charge a special admission

fee to some of its exhibits— will doubtless be denied by the

management, as being contrary to the general policy of the

exposition, however much the necessity may be regretted in

this particular instance. We have no doubt, however, that

the two representatives of the house who arc now in Chi-

cago— Messrs, Vogcl and Von liabo—will be enabled to

arrive at some conclusion with Director-general Davis and
the commissioners of the World's Fair that will be satis-

factory to both sides. The Wcild's Fair wants Siemens

& Halske, and Siemens & Halske want to participate in

the World's Fair. With these conditions, the arrange-

ment of the details ought to present no insuperable ob-

stacle.

Now-A DAYS one hears so frequently of the 'unsightly

overhead system" in this country that it is not without

some satisfaction that there is presented this week a de-

scription of a foreign electric road on which the aerial work

merits the designation of, at least in a degree, falling short

of being beautiful. It is with no idea of subjecting the

work of our German brethren to unkind criticism that we
call attention to this line. But as it was in the United

States that the overhead electric railway first worked its

way into the enviable position it now holds, Americans

feel a natural right to point out that there may be one

overhead system sightly and another very unsightly.

It is with the electric overhead system as it is with other

mechanisms. A line may be so constructed that it is a

veritable eye-sore, yet another road, by proper care in

building combined with a little taste displayed in the de-

signing of its fixtures, may be made to present a pleasing

appearance. There are few of the fraternity who do not

remember the appearance of the "cheap" road with its

badly set p)les and pitched-up switches. The electrician,

and in fact the layman, is quick to see the bad work. But

how often does the good work escape detection on account,

perhaps, of its very thoroughness.

The subject of governmental control of the telegraph is

given prominence this week. Elsewhere is printed the

opinion of the postmaster-general as presented in his an-

nual report, and there is also given an abstract of Mr.

Rosewater's paper before the New York Electric club on

the same subject. Bjth of these gentlemen are enthusias-

tic advocates of the proposed government telegraph, and

Mr. Rosewater has recently given much attention to the

subject, studying it in Europe, where it can be seen at its

beit. His statistics presented elsewhere will no doubt be

perused with interest in this country. He believes that the

telegraph if placed under the direction of the government

would develop and become as commonly employed in com-

mercial affairs as the mails The charges could be mate-

rially lessened with the increased volume of business, ro

doubt, and if the department were conducted on the same

plan as the mail service great extensions could be made,

and the advantages of the telegraph placed within the

reach of many more persons than at present.

The same line of argument is pursued by Mr. "Wana-

maker, but the latter gentlemen goes even further and advo

cates the absorption of the telephone as a part of the

postal system. With the expiration of the original patent

on the Bell receiver he thinks the government should take

hold of the telephone business, and therefore he urges that

Congress provide for the absorption of the telephone and

the telegraph by passing a bill enabling the government to

assume control at once. Mr. Wanamaker evidently docs

not look for any relief in the solution of the telephone

problem from competition. He recognizes the fact that

the Bell interests are thoroughly intrenched, and he evi-

dently believes that only by the intervention of the govern-

ment can its hold be shaken.

It is true that Mr. Wanamaker and Mr. Rosewater

present a strong argument in favor of their plan from a

financial view, and no doubt the public generally would

support them if there were no other considerations. It is

a fact, however, that the people generally are jealous of

every encroachment in this direction on the part of the

government. They do not want governmental interfer-

ence, so common in the European countries which Mr.

Rosewater visited. The reports of the olficials of these

companies would lead one to believe that they were in-

nocent of any attempt lo control the political action of

government employes, and that the postal department was

not a great political machine. Taking for granted the

correctness of this view, it is hardly possible that the

advocates of the system would expect the same condition

of affairs in this country. In the postal department to-day,

as in all others in the federal government, politics reigns

supreme. It has been so from the foundation of the

government, and it is to be presumed that it will continue

as long as human nature remains unchanged.

It is for this reason tliat there is so much opposition to

governmental interference in public institutions in this

country. It is not the wish of the people to encourage

officialism in any form. It is better, they think, to fight

a corporation, however strong, tlinn a powerful govern-

ment which controls ihc votes of thousands of employees.
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Canadian Electrical Association.

The Canadian electricians who have been discussing the

'question of forming an electrical association have at last

.completed the permanent organizaiion, and have decided

to maintain an independent existence A meeting was

lield at Toronlo recently, at which the following named

representatives of electrical interests were present: J. J.

Wright and C. II. Mortimer, Toronto; K. S. Edmonson,

Oshawa; W. A. Johnson, Ball Electric Light company,

Toronto; T. W. Whiting, manager Bell Telephone com-

pany, Guelph; John Vule, manager Gas & Electric Light

-company, Guelph; James Corbett, electrician, Toronto;

.'Fred Nicholls, manager Incandescent Electric Light

company. Toronto; John Gait, M. E., Toronto; 11. S.

Thornberry, Toronto: A. A. W'right, Renfrew; H. O.

Fisk, Peterboro; J. W. Taylor, manager Brooks Manu-

facturing company, Peterboro; T. Thompson, Electric

Light & Power company, Hamilton; Thomas H. W^ood-

land, Bell Telephone company, Hamilton; E. J. Throop,

Hamilton; J. Douglas, Kay Electric works, Hamilton; John

•Carroll, secretary and treasurer Phillips Electric works,

Montreal; Hugh Neilson, Toronto; H. J. Dunston, To

Tonto. Letters of regret were received from C. Harris,

manager Bell Telephone company, Halifax; H. Brown,

manager St. Thomas Gas ^: Electric company; W. J.

:Gilmore, manager Bell Telephone company, Brockville;

J. S. McLachlan, Hamilton; S. J. Parker, Owen Sound;

G.J. Thomas, manager Bell Telephone company, Essex;

W. J. Eraser, Petrolea. All expressed their hearty sym-

pathy with the object cf the gathering.

The committee on organization, composed of J. J.

"Wright, Fred Nichols, D. Thompson, W. A. Johnson, A.

'B. Smith, H. J. Dunston and John Vule, which was ap-

ipDinted at araeeting shortlyafter the Montreal convention,

.presented its report. The proposed constitution and by-

laws were adopted, officers were elected and the place of

meeting for the first annual convention determined. Ham-

ilton, Ont., was selected, and the second Tuesday in June

next was named for this gathering. The election of offi-

cers resulted in the choice of the following named gentle-

men: President, J, J. Wright; first vice-president, H. J.

Dunston; second vice-president, John Carroll; secretary-

treasurer. C. H. Mortimer; executive committee, E. S.

Edmonson, Oshawa; H. O. Fisk, Peterboro; W. A. John-

son, Toronto; S. J. Parker, Owen Sound; A. B. Smith,

Toronto; D. Thompson, Plamilton; Thomas H. Wood-

land, Hamilton; A. A. Wright, Renfrew; John Vule,

Guelph.

All of these gentlemen have been actively engaged in

the formation of the new association, and are deeply

interested in the organization, which certainly enters upon

its existence with the most flattering prospects.

Proposed Electric Roads for Chicago.

Chicago must have improved facilities for rapid transit

before the fair, and in order to secure adequate accommoda-

tions work must be begun at once, and pushed ahead un-

interruptedly until the system is completed. There is no

time to be lost, and some of the city officials, at least, ap-

ipear to recognize this fact. It is proposed to erect eleva-

ted structures throughout the city, as it is recognized that

the streets are now overcrowded where tracks are laid.

The South Side "L" alley scheme seems to meet with the

approval of property owners and railroad officials general-

^ly. But where it is found impracticable to establish lines

in alleys it is proposed to operate them on the same street

that the surface roads occupy. For this purpose it is pro-

'posed to construct an "L" road on the Noith Side. In

the proposed plan the form of structure is a single track

elevated on a row of iron posts as standards. The diame-

ter of the uprights should be twelve inches and they should

be made of iron. The base of the iron part is made in

the shape of a "V" inverted; each arm is to rest on a solid

stone and concrete foundation, and to be firmly bolted.

There are two objects in the forks, which are placed en-

tirely beneath the surface. One is that it prevents the

structure after the track is laid and the cars in operation

from becoming top-heavy, the width of the ends of the

-arras being as far apart as the length of the ties and the

•cross-section supports. The other object is to prevent in-

terference with the sewers. The latter as a rule are laid in

the center of the street, and the fork of the upright will

pass on each side of the brick arch of the sewer. To the

top of the upright is attached an iron girder of sufficient

strength at right angles with the line of the road. Upon

these the girders supporting the tracks will rest.

The ties will be eight feet or less in length, leaving a

iprojection of two feet on each side of the rail. The only

portion of the surface of the street taken up by such a form

of structure is that occupied by the posts. The portion of

•the structure in the air is so narrow and is built of such

light material that it does not shut out the light, and has

none of the objections of the ordinary elevated structure in

this respect.

It is proposed to place a conduit between the rails for

carrying the electric wires from which current will be se-

cured. The details of the electrical equipment have not

yet been thoroughly worked out. The promoter of the

enterprise says he will build the line as a loop to avoid the

necessity of double tracks. In building such a road on the

North side the cars could come down North Clark street

and return on Wells street. B;yond the point where Wells

street enters Clark he thinks a double-track line wouli not

be objectionable. It is his purpose to use the Claik and

Wells street bridges, but he has a novel plan, the idea be-

ing to have the lower end of the loop on Adams or Jackson

street. Beginning 200 feet on each side of the bridges he

would gradually elevate the structure until it is as high as

the top of the bridge. These sections he would operate by

a separate circuit, which would be broken if the bridge was

moved an inch from its proper place. The fact that the

approach to the bridge was an ascending grade and the fact

that the opening of the bridge breaks the circuit would

prevent all accidents in the nature of a train falling into the

river.

Another feature of Mr. Chapman's scheme is to place

the stock of the company with the people. He says that

no matter what the capital stock of the company is a share

should not be over f 10 and that the shares should be dis-

tributed among the people as patrons of the line. It is

also believed to be a good idea to limit the number of

shares each person could hold.

It is reported that negotiations are pending for the mak-

ing of the Lake street "L" road a trunk line and feeding

in from proposed W^est Side electric roads. It is beleved

that not only the Cicero \' Proviso company but the Jeffer-

son Circular Road company as well will be consolidated

with the Lake street company. That a system thus organ-

ized would be capable of unlimited expansion there is no

doubt.

The Calumet Electric company, which is now operating

a short line between Burnside and South Chicago, has an

ordinance before the council providing for the building of

a network of electric lines between Grand Crossing and

South Chicago. This will prove one of the most extensive

systems in the city if the petitions are granttd.

Edison Men in Council.

The first meeting of the district general managers and

heads of departments of the Edison General Electric com-

pany, under the present organization, was begun at the

Auditorium Hotel, in Chicago, on Monday. About twenty

gentlemen, including Vice-president Insull and the general

managers of the eight districts were present. Henry Vil-

lard was not in attendance. Like all the Edison conven-

tions, the meeting was held behind closed doors. Matters

of policy and experience, with reference to the conduct of

the company's business, were discussed. As outlined on

Monday afternoon the further plans of the gentlemen com-

posing the assemblage were as follows: Leaving Chicago

at 10:30 A. M. on Tuesday by special train on the Lake

Shore, the party will arrive in Schenectady, N. Y., on

Wednesday at 8:50 A. M. The entire day will be spent in

examining the extensive Edison works at that place, and at

midnight the party will leave for New Vork, arriving there

Thursday morning. The works in Gotham will be in-

spected on Thursday, and on Friday a trip will betaken to

the lamp works at East Newark, N. J. Saturday will be

spent in the New Vork office.

Among those present were Samuel Insull, S. Dana

Greene. C. D. Shain, John Muir, J. F. Kelly, Mr. Kruesi,

John W. Howell. Mr. Page, New Vork; John I. Beggs,

Chicago; M. D. Barr. Toronto; Mr. Glass, San Francisco;

Mr. Coster, Denver; Mr. Mitchell. Portland, Ore.; Mr.

Reese, Atlanta; S. D. Paine, Boston.

St. Louis Electrical Exchange.
The St. Louis Electrical Exchange, a new organization

of the electrical supply firms and the electric light and

power companies of that city, has been formed. The
objects of the organization arc both commercial and

social. The association will strive to advance the trade

in all the latest discoveries of science appertaining to the

practical introduction or the latest improvements in the

art; to promote and combine the intelligence and in-

fluence of the members for the protection of the trade

against imposition; to encourage national and state legis-

lation for the furtherance of the electrical business, and to

regulate the system of apprenticeship and employment so

as to prevent as far as practicable the evils growing out of

deficient training in responsible duties.

The officers of the organization are A. C. Wolfram,

president; E, T. CodIcc, vice-president: R. V. .Scaddcr,

secretary: Robert Dodsworih, treasurer.

The organization comprises the leading electrical con-

cerns of the city.

The Postal Telegraph and Telephone
Scheme.

Postmaster-general Wanamaker gave out his annual re*

port December 3d. This year he recommends thcadapla-
tionof the telephone as well as the telegraph, to the postal
system, showing thatit isnotoolyaconslituiional privilege,
but a duly of Congress to utilize all the modes of modern
science for quickening the transmission of intelligence. He
says upon this point:

"The one potent agency and the only one that remains
beyond our reach is electricity. Its practical value has
been known for half a century, but the department stands
in relation to it where it stood fifty years ago. The busi-
ness of the entire world is to-day so dependent upon
electricity that its withdrawal would seriously affect almost
every interest that exists; ytt the chief ser\-ant of all the
people, the postoifice, which by its equipment is able to
make the largest and most beneficent use of it, is so limited
in its authority that it can only adopt the slower methods,
and a man out of money in San Francisco mast stop six

days and pay $10 board while he waits on the mail to
bring a $20 money order from New Vork. I want to see
the two great servants for the people, the postoffice and
the telegraph, reunited, and the telephone brought in to

enhance the value of the combination. Public interests,

private needs and the popular will call for these agencies
to perfect the great postal system of this country. The
longer their employment is delayed the greater the aggra-
vation and injustice to the people and the costlier it will be
to secure them. Sixty-four millions of people are uxing
themselves to-day to the amount of $70,000,000 annually to
maintain the postoffice plant, and are denied the right to
vitalize this magnificent machinery ^-ith the mightiest force
which science has given to render tiiat machinery most
effective.

"So soon as the postoffice can blend it with its own
systems, and use its own forces already under pay. tele-

graphic rates will be reduced. Most adroit opponents of
postal telegraph couple with it a like regulation of the
railroads, but the government already employs the rail-

roads as post roads, and the form in which it is proposed
to contract with telegraph companies is precisely the same
as that by which we have employed railroads ever since
they were built. The business of the railroad is to carry
freight and passengers, which is foreign to the purposes of
a postoffice. This is not true of the telegraph or tele-

phone, both of which by thtir very nature are limited to the
service of cheap and rapid exchange of communication be-
tween the people, and this is what the postcffice was
founded for.

*'A year from nest March the telephone patent expires,

and unless Congress acts promptly to authonze its adoption
for communication among the people, it requires no stretch

of imagination to believe that in the nest two years one
immense syndicate will unite and control all the hundreds
of telephone plants of the country as the telegraph is now
controlled, or the two will be united, and then lorthenext
twenty years the most astute attorneys will be legitimately

earning large salaries in indignantly opposing the so-called

attacks of future postmasters general upon defenseless

vested rights. It is not chimerical to expect a 5 cent telephone
rate; the possibilities of cheapening the management of

these new facilities are very great. The system recom-
mended would not forbid private telephones or telephone
exchanges in cities any more than it would exclude the use
of the telegraph by railroads having their own lines. The
plan contemplates only the convenience of the people in

the use in common of their own postoffice as the neigh-

borhood station for telephoning and telegraphing.

"The rapid transmission of correspondence is a part of
the business and proper duty of the Postoffice Depart-
ment, and it does not fulfill its functions or perform its

full duty until it operates the telegraph, the most rapid
means of transmission of intelligence. The press is more
deeply interested in the union than the people, because it

is dependent in large measure for telegraphic news. A
system capable of such extension should surely be tried. I

therefore respectfully request that authority be given to the

postmaster-general to contract for the lease of wires for

the transmission of correspondence by telegraph or
telephone, and connect postoltices with telegraph

and telephone offices, and that an appropriation of

$500,000 be made toward this end; the rates to be charged
for such correspondence to fce ti.xed from time to lime by
the postmaster-general, subject to the approval of Con-
gress."

Underground Electric Railway for Paris.

The municipal government of Paris, encouraged by the
City and South London railway, proposes to establish an
underground electric road from the Bois dc Boulogne to

the Bois de \'incennes. The system adopted is that pre-

sented by M. J. U. Berlier. The concession includes an
underground tunnel nearly following the course of the

Seine, and traversing Paris at its greatest breadth. There
are te be six stations, and a generating station .it the end
of the line. The following is ^L Bcrlier's arrangement
for the position of the conductors. The transverse

sleepers of injected wcod are placed a meter apart;

on these run two parallel ways formed of rails 30 kilos to

the running metre. 1 n the middle of each line of metals is

placed a central rail insulated by rubber plates from
the sleepers to which it is fastened. The conductor, thus
insulated and perfectly sheltered, is protected .igainst all

toss due to atmospheric causes, which arc always present

in aerial lines. The motor carriage carries under its frame-

work two motors established en the same circuit, to the
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shafts of which are directly attached the wheels of the

vehicle. The motors are each of 25 horsepower, and will

be regulited for proportiooate speeds and for stoppages by

a rheostat, while the reversing of the machinery

will be etTiCted by a special conmutator. A similar ar-

rangement \vii[ be adopted for the interior lighting of the

carriages: in addition to which, during the journey, all the

doors will be closed by an electric bolt under the charge of

the engine driver. On arriving at a station they will be re-

leased, and wiil open automaticaliy.

Safety Devices.'

Ev C. C. Haskins.

The law of Ohm, that multiplication table of practical as

well as theoretical electricity, tells us, as you all know,

that with a given source of electricity the current that will

traverse any conductor is regulated by the resistance of

that conductor, and it is also well known to you that re-

sistance or opposition to the flow of current results in the

development of heat.

These two factors are made available to furnish the

tquivalent of the safety valve for a steam engine, or, better

perhaps, the soft-piug in a boiler, to stop the strain; in the

one to prevent an explosion and in the other to forestall

a conilagration.

Variojs metals havinj; d-fferent electrical carrying capac-

ity, must necessarily be variously affected thermally; and as

some of these fuse at a much lower temperature than

others it is readily seen that protection from abnormal heat

in an electrical conductor is readily arrived at by the use

of the fusible strip, which, placed in direct line with the

passing current, will, before undue heating of the con-

ductor proper takes place, melt, and ihu5 break the con-

tinuity of the conductor.

Such, briefly stated, is the usual method of protection

from abnormal currents.

Let us look at this subject for a brief time, and see if in

practice this is as reliable as theory would indicate.

The material from which these devices are constructed

may be either a simple metal or an alloy of two or more

metals in combination. A curicus fact in this connection

is that an alloy may be made of two metals which has a

lower melting point than either of the metals of which it is

made.
The m :tils which are more comnonly used are tin,

bismuth and lead.

The melting point of tin is 451^^ F.
" •' " of bismuth is 512" F.

" of lead 620^^ F.

Authorities differ two or three degrees on these melting

points, but that is a matter of small consequence for the

purpose of this paper.

"Now, different combinations of these metals will give us

widely different results. Equal parts of tin, which fuses at

451^ and lead, which fuses at 620, will give us an alloy

which will fuse at 3S5'. Tin and bismuth in similar pro-

portions will fuse "at 250. One of tin, one of lead and

four of bismuth will melt at 200'. Lead 5, tin 3 and bis-

muth S forms a combination which melts at 212 . Other

combinations will give us an upward range far above the

necessities of the case, and the admixture of other metals

will give any desired melting point.

W. H Preece has furnished us with the results of a long

li=t of experiments in his fuse table. This table gives the

sizes of pure wire which will fuse by a current of from i

10 5 amperes up to 50, by steps of 10 amperes to 100, and
by steps of 20 amperes to 200 amperes. These figures are

given for tin, lead, copper and iron.

In the matter of safe carrying capacity of copper wire

there seems to be considerable diversity of opinion.

This appears to be one of the rough spots in the high-

way of success. There are several tables purporting each

to be the best, so that it is rather diflicult to decide be-

tween them, and as the safe carrying of the copper has

something to say as to the capacity of the fuse, the doctors

are not all in perfect harmony over the case.

We are toM that a 0000 wire B. &: S. gauge is

good for 312 amperes by one authority; a second says 229

amperes, while a tiird says 300 amperes, and the last

speaker says 175 amperes. Number 6 is given at 65.2.

43. 5o and 35 amperes. Number 14 is given 16.2, 11, 22

and 10, These various figures come now from the Board

of Trade of Great Britain, from Boston, from New York

and from Montreal. How nearly great minds arrive at

solid coDc!usions!

With such a broad field for selection it would certainly

sscm possible that a perfectly reliable fuse should be read-

ily accomplished for any known requirement, and yet with

such a disagreement of authorities as are given above it is

not very strarige if the fuie miouficiurer should occasion-

ally err in thccapacitj of the wares he offers,

Lee L. Summers, assistant electrician of the West-

era Union Telegraph company atChicago, has very kindly

famished roe from his note-book some facts which are in-

tereslinz in ibis oonnecti'>n.

Called to devise some roeansof protection for conductors

carrjing smill corrents. such as are used for telegraphy,

his experiments with alloys of tin and lead were mostly

confined to those of quite small capacity. He says in

substance, the smallest fu*e placed upon the market was
varicFDsly slated by different makers. One claimed it

to be of one-half, others of one. and stiil others of one and

one half to two amperes capacity.

These fuses were cither lead alone, or lead and 'in. As
a njfe the lead fused at a lower temperature than the alloy.

The exact gaaj^e of these fuses was difficult to ascertain

be-.aT.eof 'htir irr^^'j'ar di^tmetcr, and the softness of the

rne'-
'"

. of «'>'cal!cd one-lamp wire.

It
'

; 3 ampere?,
,'. cc the cross-section of these

samples, buc ii^ fecole ier.^iic strength prevented, for the

wire became qaitc brittle when drawn through the die,

\LfitA IkUac the Chitac^j Ekctrk <lnb, bef.emhtT 7, i*'->i-

llis experiments led bim to believe that the fuse wire

known as of one-light capacity would require an average
of about 2j^ amperes to rupture the circuit.

German silver was tried by Mr. Summers, the wire being
drawn down to 36 and 3S B. & S. gauge. This wire fused

with from ^ to i ampere and proved quite constant. But
the fineness and delicacy of wire of that diameter unfitted

it for general use.

Other persons beside Mr. Summers have given this matter
much thought and time, and some of the results are even
more remarkable. Among these are the recorded experi-

ments of one investigator with a lot of fuses marked 15,

which stood up nobly until melted by 30 amperes. This
mark 15 may have meant 15 lamps, but it is charitable to

believe it should read amperes.
Lookirg retrospectively over the steps we have so far

traced, we can readily see that there is a very wide latitude,

a broad path of glorious uncertainty in all this matter of

protection by fuses; so wide, indeed, that I sometimes won-
der we accomplish as much as we do, and disturb Chief
Swenie's slumbers as little as we do, in the still small hours
of the morning.

Not only is the moderately expert electrician allowed
abundant choice in the selection and dimensions of his so-

called safety strips, but the deplorably ignorant operator
can, and sometimes does, impose upon himself, even to the

substitution of 97 percent- copper in place of fusible metal,

as hs says "because they last better," rather than remove
the difticulty which renders the better conductor necessary.

There is perhaps a grain of consolation in the fact that

the professional inventor-electrician has his eyes open to

the needs of the hour. One of these recently patented an
automatic combination by which, if a fuse burned out, a

wire of greater capacity would be instantly substituted. It

is unfortunate that his idea had not progressed a few steps

farther. A series of such substitutions ending with a bus
bar would have made the invention complete An inspector

would then be superfluous, and the grounds would take

care of the plant.

In close proximity to the safety strip matter is another

to which I call your attention because of the possible

danger which may at any time be drawn from its lurking-

place through the ignorance of the general public of elec-

trical laws. The electric motor is marching boldly to the

front with a double quick movement—a sort of Yankee
Doodle alacrity—and ensconsing itself on the shelf, or the

counter, under the table, cr over the cupboard, never twice

consecutively in a similar locality, hardly twice consecu-

tively to labor for the same accomplishment, A mere in-

fant, it turns a mimic windmill over the desk of a bank
cashier or railroad official, grown a trifle larger it takes

charge of and moves the foul air of a kitchen or a beer

cellar, and arrived at maturity it grapples fearlessly with

the passengeror freight elevator, or cheerfully manipulates

the printing press, either class of labor being apparently

recreation to the little giant, who never turns a hair, and
seldom dampens iis collar by the exertion.

But while all this is accomplished to the perfect satisfac-

tion of those who are using electricity for such and similar

purposes, of course there must be somewhere a safety

valve, a blow off system or check rein, by which to control

the giant when a tug strap breaks or a thill drops down.
"Of course,'' I think I hear some one say, "there is the

rheostat, and the ampere strip." Yes; but like the strips

and wires we have been examining, these are assumed to

be constructed of proper alloy, made the proper size, with

no flaw in their attachments, but cases have been known
where the ampere strip probably by accident, or through
color blindness—was of 97 per cent, copper.

For the sake of the discussion, we will assume that the

safety device possesses all the necessary qualifications, and
yet, under certain circumstances very deplorable results

may develop when least anticipated.

The motor switch, as often constructed, has now and
then the uncomfortable habit of stopping at an intermedi-

are point between off and on, thus leaving a portion of the

resistance in circuit, and of course a part of the current

flowing through it. This current may or may not be suffi-

cient to move the machine, and the switch may be left in

that position intentionally or accidentally. When thequit-

ting time arrives there are few employes in many an es-

tablishment who are not ready to rush for the door. It

is very easy to stop a machine bv throwing the switch lever

part way over in the haste of quitting time, and had we
nothing better than theory to base the statement upon, it

might be hard to prove that such an act of carelessness was
ever committed.

Let me give jou two dissimilar cases which I assure you

are authentic. There are more where these come
from.

A fan in a restaurant was run by a motor, and doing excel-

lent work during extremely hot weather. The weather

changed suddenly, and the economical proprietor thought 10

save some current,and run his motor slower by turning in part

of the rheostat. He knew just enough of electricity forlliat,

and his little learning proved a dangerous thing. You have

anticipated the result. It didn't melt out thesafely plug,

but it heated the Fire Deparimcnt and warmed the under-

writers.

In another case a small motor was used to run a light

piece of expcrimcnial machintry, in a dark corner of one of

Chicago's sky scraper buildings. It required all the current

(o run the fake whatever it was, and when the schemer
left the room at night he turned the switch just far enough
to stop the motor, locked up and went home. The depart-

ment extinguished the blaze about two o'clock the next

morning, and the fuse was not injured.

Now mark, these two cases show that under some cir-

cumstances the best of soft strips may be thoroughly value-

less,

I feel that it is In the mouth of every motor man present

lorcmark,'*That was not oi/r motor." You arc all right,

gentlemen, as usual, Ii was the other fellow's motor,

provided he is not present— but it did the work just as well

as a belter one might have done it.

Seriously, this state of things has existed, and does exis

to some extent today, and yet the remedy for this class of
danger seems to me simple and easy of accomplishment.

If the stationary motor switch is so made that it cait

never be left between full on and full off, it can never be
so left. That which cannot be, never is.

But the soft strip conundrum is not so readily answered.
There are several points to be considered.

1st. When the ordinary dynamo man requires a wire or
strip of a certain capacity he must perforce take on trust

the article given him. He has no means of verifying the

purchased article, and may or may not get what he requires.

And more than that. High authority has advised that all

soft strips should be made of sufficient carrying capacity to-

allow a surplus of 25, 50, or even a larger per cent, excess
over the marked capacity. As in many instances there is

no mark on the fuse it is not beyond the range of possibili-

ties that the salesman may err in supplying the purchaser,
or that the latter may mistake in replacing a fuse

2d. The fuse wire mav change its carrying capacity
by exposure. Oxidation has that effect. If it is firmly

fixed when first placed, unless it has a hard metal terminal';

the constant pressure tends to flatten the contact, and thus
loosen the connection—possibly setting up an arc at that

point. The constant vibration of a building may be-

readily shown with a glass of water, placed upon a table.

This constant agitation tends to loosen any but the most
firmly set screw, so that here are two evils to be avoided.

3d. There is no means at band for effectually pre-

venting the user from endangering not only his own, but
his neighbor's property, by substituting other than fusible
metal in the cut-outs. Some of these substitutes are truly

wonderful, not to describe them by any more expressive

epithet. I have seen an Edison plug, the meltec fuse of

which had been replaced by casting the space fulb

of lead; and sonre type-metal slugs which I once found in

a plant would certainly have frightened a conscientious or
timid dynamo man. I once found the largest fuses—ihose
at the dynamo—had been removed, and half a dozen strips-

brush copper (more than the equivalent of the wire) sub-
stituted.

For these several difficulties there should, it seems tO'

me, be found reasonable and simple remedies. It was-

once customary to designate the limit permitted upon a.

wire by the number of lamps. This is no longer practical.

There is such a variety of lamps, so many different volt-

ages, and hence so many differing rates of current ab-
sorption, that our only standard of allowance is the ampere.
It seems to me that the device, whatever shape it may-
assume, should be so arranged that its actual capacity at a.

certain temperature can be known at a glance. The cut-

out block should be so constructed that only the strip for

which it is marked can be used with it. A 10 ampere
block should not be made capable of holding a 20 or 40
ampere strip.

With a given alloy the manufacturer would be able to-

make his strips uniform, so that the carrying capacity

would be easily verified by a wire gauge or micrometer,
—so many millimeters wide, so many thick, so many
amperes capacity, and no more.

I make these suggestions as a possible solution of a

difficulty which is growing formidable, and in the hope
that by drawing attention to the existing necessity, the
matter may be thoroughly sifted and proper remedies ap-

plied.

It is so-easy to go wrong in such matters, and so difficult:

at times to go right. I sometimes almost feel inclined to-

think good, pious. Dr- Watts' lines a proper comment oni

the how-not-to-do-it class of electrical users;

Broad is the road that leads to death,
And thousands walk together there;

But wisdom shows a narrow path,
With Iiere and there a traveler.

Discussion.

George Cutter: It appears to me that Mr, Haskins"
discussion of the importance of safety devices that can be
relied upon, is an effoit in the direction that needs consid-

erable attention at present. I had hoped that the matter

would be handled a little more vigorously, and that our
friend, the inspector, would have given some of the in-

stances found in practice, to show the danger of the so-
called fuse boxes as at present constructed. We all of us-

have met cases—yes, many cases—where the fuse has been
replaced by copper wires, chunks of triangular solder, and
such make-shift devices, which wculd easily carry a large

current in excess of the safe current of the wires they were
supposed to protect,

Mr. Ilaskins has hinted at scmtlhirg that I have had*

in mind for a long lime as the proper course I0 pursue; thatr

is, the constiuclion of safety boxes to admit of only a cer-

tain peculiarly constructed safety strip. These strips

should be made up in such a manner that there could be no-

question or dcubt of their opening the circuit at the current

for which they were built. In this way a 10 ampere fuse

box would not accommodale anything except one of these
peculiarly shaped strips made for 10 amperes. It is easy
enough for supply dealers to procure suth boxes if they
are demanded by the proper authcrities.

I think it would be well for the electric lighting busi-

ness if a movement were started to secure safety devices to

prevent putting in cutouts that would not thoroughly pro-

tect, according to the original plan of the installation. E

jfce no reason why a certain size cannot bo matle for such
purposes, and in such a manner that people entirely igno-
rant of the uses of fuses and cnt outs could not make mis-

takes in replacing the same.
For the protection of generators and important machin.

cry, I do not believe in a fuse strip of any kind. I am>
firmly convinced that they cannot be made sufficiently reli-

able for this class of work, and therefore some electro

magnetic device which will always open the circuit at the
same current strength should be used in such a place.

Another part of Sir. Haskins' paper interested me very

much and that was the subject of motor rheostats. Hav-
ing spent considerable lime and money experimenting in
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this line, I feel pleased, of course, to notice that Mr, Has-

kins agrees with me as to the danger of the present motor

rheostat. There is no question but that these rheostats are

a source of danger as at present constructed, and it is time

that a simple series of wire coils with an equally simple

rheostat switch, to throw them into the circuit of the motor

should be abandoned. Having devised a rheostat for

motor work, it is difficult for me to enlarge on this import-

ant question in this discussion without simply "blowing

my own horn." so to speak. I agree with Mr. llaskins

most heartily in condemning motor rheostats which could

be left anywhere between full off and full on, and which

could heat to a dangerous point whenever stopping or

starting a motor. There is, of course, no doubt whatever,

but that all such rheostats snould be built in non-combus-

tible boxes, and they should be installed with proper con-

sideration of the fact that they arc source? of heat.

Charles Wirt: The title of the paper which we have

listened to is a very broad one—a great deal too broad to

follow out in detail within a limited time, f shall,

therefore, confine my remarks to the matter of "Fusible

Cut outs," having had more experience with that branch

of the subject than with some others. Nobody wiil dis-

agree with me when I say that a perfect material for

fusible strips has not yet found its way into the market.

The choice of materials ordinarily obtainable is quite

limited. The characteristics of a good material for fusi-

ble strips can be very briefly stated. They are: First,

low resistance; second, a low fusing point; third, per-

manency under normal conditions; fourth. tenacity; fifth, if

used as very many of the fuses are used to-day, the quality of

making and keeping a good contact under a screw head or

clamp; sixth, a high temperature co-eflicient of re-

sistance.

The first characteristic, low resistance, is often over-

looked, although it is a very important one. A fuse

when called upon to act cannot act too quickly. The
promptness with which it will act depends upon the

energy expended, its mass, specific heat, surface and rate

of radiation. This appears rather complex, but it prac-

tically means that a low resistence material will be of

small cross-section and consequently light weight and
small surface, the result being that with a given energy

expended it will be raised to a given melting point much
more quickly than a fuse of corresponding ampere capac-

ity made of high resistance material which will call

for an increased cross section, weight and surface. No
mention is made here of the fact that the fuse of lower

specific resistance will have a lower actual resistance and
save a ve'y small amouut of energy continually wasted;

—

energy, which, though small in the individual, is worth
considering in the aggregate of a large instalation.

The second characteristic, low fusing point, is less im-

portant than commonly believed. It is usuuUy quoted on
account of the fact that wooden fuse blocks are still used

to a small extent, but the difficulty of setting fire to a

wooden block by means of a fuse wire with any fusing

point lower than that of silver, can hardly be appreciated

until one has tried it. Low specific resistance and low
fusing point in the same material, comparatively speaking,

cannot be had. Pure tin probably comes the nearest to

possessing both characteristics of any material commer-
cially obtainable. Tin, however, has bad qualities of its

own which fully offset its good qualities. It is very well

known that a fuse of pure tin when heated to near the

melting point forms a tough skin of oxide, which acts as

a sac to hold the melted metal and will sometimes prevent

the rupture of the fuse indefinitely. Other materials show
the same tendency to a less extent. Further than this, for

low specific resistance a pure metal would be chosen

which will also give us the fifth desideratum—a high

temperature coefiicient. For a low fusing point on the

other hand, an alloy would certainly be chosen. Re-

garding the third point, permanence, little need be said,

as the ordinary material for fuses suffers little with time

except when exposed to chemical action in contact with

other metals.

The fourth point, tenacity, is important, as fuses are

subjected to rough handling before being put up and are

liable to be strained when screwed or otherwise fastened

into place.

The fifth point, good contact, is the sore point of most
fusible cut-outs. We all know that these should be provided

invariably with copper terminals for perfect contact under

the screw head. VVe also know equally well that often this

is not done. Lead, tin, or lead-tin alloy, if bright at the

start and fairly secured under the head of a binding

screw, will do very well for a while, but differential ex-

pansion, corrosion, vibration, and in the case of alternat-

ing currents some subtle effects, due possibly to the

alternation, will get in their work. and after a time the fuse

blows from poor contact. In many cases the final resull

is just such an approximation to the copper bus bar

mentioned by Mr. Haskins, as the circumstances may
seem to require.

The sixth point, a high temperature coefficient, is a

very desirable condition, as can be seen by a little re-

flection. If the resistance of the material increases

rapidly with the temperature, the energy expended in the

fuse will increase rapidly with an increase of current. The
margin which is required in a fuse is really a margin of

temperature. We do not wish to work our fuse above the

temperature at which it will be safe and staple. If we
require a margin of, say, 100 or 200 degrees between
the normal current and the fusing current, we can get

this with a large current variation in the case of an alloy

having a small temperature coefiicient and with a

small current variation in a pure metal hav-

ing a large temperature coefficient. Out of a large

amount of experimental work which I have done on fuses,

about the only piece which seemed entirely successful

and satisfactory was a fuse designed to be made of two
iron wires tinned together the entire length and each

wire cut, with a certain linear distance between the

cuts, thus leaving a section between the cuts joined by the

tin only. This fuse was designed lo protect tlic lamps in

a series circuit in case of a cross in a line, which accident

generally resulted in the burning out of all the lamps in-

side the cross. By the use of this fuse, having pure iron

wires drawn to an even gauge and tinned together uni-

formly with pure tin. it was found possible to cut down
the margin to 10 per cent, or less, the fuse acting so

quickly as to save the lamps in circuit in case of any
sudden cutting out of a portion of the circuit. This
arrangement could not be considered practical for ordinary

low tension work, which is the condition for which fuses

are used mostly. I am glad Mr. Haskins mentioned the

matter of extremely fine fuses, as that is a question I hap-

pen to have in hand at the present time. That these are

urgently demanded is amply attested by the amount of

effort recently spent on such fuses. The extremely rapid

dissipation of energy from wires of small diameter pointed

out first, I think, by Mr. Preece, is a great difficulty in

securing accurate fuses of small capacity. I have been
fortunate enough to secure help on this from as skillful a

metallurgist as Thomas Wallace, who has sent a number
of samples to test for the purpose, and promises to send
more. Some of these give very interesting results, both
good and bad. One sample, tested lately, was reported
by my assistant as being suitable, perhaps, for incandes-

cent lamp filaments, but not suitable at all for the pur-

pose required. So far iron has seemed to me the best

material for the purpose if tinned to prevent slow corrosion.

The rapid oxidaticn of the iron at a red heat insures

prompt fusing. We are emerging from chaos in this

matter, and the prospect is more hopeful than the retros-

pect would lead one to anticipate. Fuse wire can be had
to-day prepared and rated with an amount of pains that

is all that can be desired. Current use has improved and
will continue to improve. Users of electrical apparatus
grow more critical every year. The "dynamo tough"
must go. and his place will be taken by the man who does
not know it all but who reads and thinks and mingles the

little he may know with a refreshing portion of common
sense.

FoREE Bain: "Safety Devices" for electric circuits is a

subject in which I am very much interested. Mr. Haskins'
timely paper will,! hope,calI special attention to this seeming-
ly insignificant, but in fact very important portion of every
electric circuit. The devices which have been used to pro-

tect electric instruments of all kinds from an overburden
of current have been so simple, it is probable that their

importance has, on this account, been lost sight of. I do
not urge more complication, but I do insist that they

should not be wholly neglected and left to take care of

themselves. A safety device should, however, take care

of itself, and I believe that a good one will do so every
time. Should we let this matter rest until we have found
such a device? I think not,

More than a year ago I suggested to Mr. Haskins the

subject of his paper and asked that he then present his

ideas and experience to the club. I was induced to do this

after having made several experiments with so called fuse

wire. I selected several samples from as many different

makes and found from a few crude experiments that I then
made, that a fuse wire composed of alloys was simply a
guess and often a very poor guess at that. At the time I

found that the various samples would not fuse with the

current for which they were designed; in fact, I found
from actual experiment that I could increase the carrying

capacity of any alloy or pure metal wire, to a point very
far beyond its expected, and to me, known capacity. I

will relate an experiment to illustrate. I first selected a
fuse marked ten amperes, then put a good and correct

ampere meter in circuit with it and found the fuse did not
let go until the instrument indicated twenty-nine amperes.
I took another sample of the same wire and increased the

current passing through it, until forty-two amperes were
indicated. I repeated these experiments and found, to my
surprise, that I could approximately control the carrying

capacity of my fuse by the manner and suddenness of in-

troducing the current it was called upon to carry. I then
put in a fuse and suddenly threw current on, so arranged
that it could not rise above ten amperes and it "let go"
everytime. I think this illustrates that the sudden intro-

duction of the load tends to heat the wire to a very much
greater extent than when the current comes on gradually,

or it may be explained in this way: It is known that a re-

markable molecular change sometimes takes place in

metals without their undergoing any alteration from a

solid to a liquid state. Brass, silver, lead and several

other metals when first cast or rolled, possess a great

degree of toughness without any apparent crystalline

structure. If these metals are subjected to sudden and
repeated strains they become weak and lose their tough-
ness, a condition known as the fatigue of metal. A
similar effect is produced by repeated heatings and
coolings, and from this they often become so brittle as to

snap apart upon tiie application of a very slight degree of

force. The surface of the fracture then exhibits a dis-

tinctly crystalline appearance. This effect does not seem
to alter the conductivity of the mttal or to decrease its

normal carrying capatity, nor does it seem to alter the

melting point of the metal. It occurred to nie that this

effect was more reliable then to depend solely upon the
melting point, as I believe that the crystallizing effect

always precedes the melting point when electricity fuses a

wire. I therefore, arranged a fuse in such a way that it was
constantly under strain from a spring from gravity or other-

wise in such a manner that it would be pulled asunder when
its molecular structure was weakened by tiie over burden of

cnrient. A sudden blow will frequently cryslalir.c and
destroy the toughness or strength of a piece of metal,

when an e(iual force applied in a steady pull, or strain, will

not affect its molecular sti ucture. Again, when a current is

applied gradually to a fuse, it has time in which to radiate

or conduct away the resulting heat. Its structural molecules
are not so violently affected and its own resistance for

these reasons is not so great. The spring or

weight, which I have suggested, acts in a way to agitate

and stretch the metal when the temperature of the rises
very much above the surrounding atmosphere. This stretch-
ing reduces the cross section and increases the length of the
fuse, both of which add to its resistance so that it will rapidly
and quickly succumb lo the effects of an overload, al-

though the overload may come on gradually. Before
leaving this portion of the subject, let mc call your atten-
tion to an old and well-known experiment which has some
bearing on the case: Water, for example, in a still atmos-
phere and in a quiescent stale may be gradually cooled to
eight or ten degrees below freezing point and yet remain
liquid, but the slightest vibration or any extraneous pres-
sure or agitation causes sudden ciystalizatlon of a portion
of the liquid into ice, which is rapidly communicated to the
entire mass. If the water be placed under pressure or
strain, as I suggested for my fuse, so that a slight move-
ment or agitation be made to occur at the critical point
when crystalization is about to take place, it will hasten
this action and cause the process to be more positively
effected. In the case of the fuse, the metal will rapidly
lose strength the moment crystalization begins, and the
spring will force it apart and thus open the circuit. I

believe that pure metal is better adapted lo use than alloy,

for the reason that a very slight change in the proportion
of metal in an alloys will make very great difference in its

action when used as a fuse. A pure metal is more uniform
in its action. I like a pure tin wire for this reason.
Another reason is that the coefficient of resistance due lo
heat is greater in pure wire than alloy. I like tin because
its melting point is lower than any other pure cheap
metal, except lead. It does not oxidize so readily as
many others and it does not crush like lead. It is not so
good a conductor of heat or electricity as coppei

.

Referring to Mr. Haskins' paper where he speaks of
fuses for telegraph and telephone circuits, I will describe
a safely device which I made ten or twelve years sgo to
protect gas lighting circuits, or in other words it opened
the circuits to prevent polarization of the batteries. It

consisted of a small hard rubber rod about three inches
long and one eighth of an inch in diameter. Around this I

wound ten or more turns of number thirty German silver

wire over its entire length which was included in this main
circuit. One end of this rod and the wire were rigidly at-

tached to a brass pillar, the other end of the rod was
provided with a brass disk to which the remaining end of
the German silver wire was attached. The disk was set

to bear upon a metal terminal so that the circuit would be
complete through the disk, German silver wire, and the
pillar. A certain strain on the rod was necessarj- to make
contact between the disk and the terminal, and against
this strain was arranged a spring. The operation of the
device was as follows: A current greater than that designed
for the apparatus would heat the wire, the heat would
soften the rubber and the differential spring would push it

and the disk off the contact with the terminal, and thus
break the circuit. When the nabber rod became cold again
it would regain its elasticity and be once more ready for

action. To set the device it was only necessarj' to turn it

one half revolution when the disk, being eccentric in posi-

tion, would make contact again with the terminal and close

the circuit. This is admirably adapted for circuits carry-

ing small currents such as telegraph, telephone, bell, gas
lighting, etc., and a modification of it might be used very
satisfactorily for much heavier circuits.

I have seen protecting devices in which a
resistance wire was used to melt a chunk of tallow
which held contacts together. Electro magnetic devices
are sometimes successfully used, and are in a great
measure reliable. Objection may be offered on account
of moving portions, which present more or less mechanical
resistance by stiff rusted or corroded joints cr pivots.

Another objection when used for hea\-)- currents is based
upon the feature of contacts which must be pressure con-
tacts and notfrictional contacts. These become corroded.
easily heated, and they interpose useless resistance. The
act of breaking the current produces an arc This intensi-

fies the oxygen in the surrounding atmosphere or produces
ozone which quickly coats the contacts with a high resist-

ance film, so that when they go together again, if they are

not cleaned, they are liable lo heat. We all know from
experience that the inanimate persistence of matter in all

devices is eternally tending to go wrong. We must not,

therefore, increase the duties of the so-called attendant by
introducing anything that would ruffle the easy tenor of
his everyday life.

Elmer A. Sperry: The eminent utility of safety
devices and the certainty with which such devices should
act, has led many to work upon various forms and con-
structions with a view of increasing such certainty, and
also to decreasing the time element in their operation. .-Xt

an early date I was impressed with the fact that "grounds,"
so called, were the source of a large percentage of the
troubles calling for the use of safety devices o( the
ordinary construction. Looking to the removal of the
source of trouble I devised at that time a junction box for

branch circuits containing an automatically operating
switch which ser\*ed instantly lo disconnect both leads
of the branch upon the appearance of a ground therein,

providing at the same time for the continuity of the circuit

in case of constant currents. A number of specimens of

this device have successfully performed this function for a
number of years, and for some purposes; such, for in-

stance, as operating groups of incandescent lights from
constant current circuits. I know of no better form of

safety device. For purposes of ordinary constant-pressure

distribution the evident simplicity, directness of action, and
general fitness of the fuse has led to its almost universal

adoption. In adapting the fuse to certain special purposes
requiring more than ordinary accuracy and certainty of

operation, I was at an early date brought face to face

with certain evident discrepancies between the claims of

the manufacturer and the actual performance, and at once
set myself to the task of remedying the trouble. I first un-
dertook to classify the discrepancies; their name became
legion. My task can easily be imagined—and I can say
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from CKperience that this method of investigation is far

from satisfactory, especially when compared with the

work that followed, which will now be brietly described.

I first encountered difficulty with alloys. I found that

many, some of which have been mentioned by Mr.

Haskins, could not be depended upon as being stable.

that is "batches" of carefully weighed and compounded
elements would not be alike. One of the metals would
seem to vaporize in compounding more at one time than

another, and again the alloy was not found to be homo-
geneous throughout. Wire or strips drawn from the same
batch would show marked difference when the same alloy

was used. The softer alloys with low melting point have

been found to be preferable to the harder ones ; the

terminal will make better contact with a softer wire than

with a hard—and furthermore the tendency to crystalliza-

tion upon frequent bending renders the harder fuse wire

less desirable. I have found some alloys which, though ap-

parently quite soft, will show quite deep fractures or

cracks upon being once bent around its own diameter,

The matter of softness, however, may be carried

to an extreme. But the character of the metal or

alloy will be found to be responsible for most of the varia-

tions in this particular.

At last a material was found that seemed to be perfectly

uniform and homogeneous when in the hand of the kind

of workman ordinarily set upon a task of this kind It

was next found by careful testing that the die for forming
the shapes would soon change, even when made of

superior steel and hardened. Then again the metal itself

being soft, is easily indented and thrown out of true form
by particles of foreign substance and "stoge" which often

"foul" the die. Right here a peculiar fact was noticed.

The pieces of wire drawn though the same die, one with

cylindrical section; the other with a periphery scratched

or indented enough in fact to cause considerable diminu-

tion in the weight of a unit length in fusing showed con-

siderable increase of carrying capacity for the smaller

wire. This is doubtless traceable to the increase in super-

ficial area for dissipation of the heat. The results in this

way often become verj' perplexing, the reports of the tests

leading sometimes to wrong conclusions, causing changes
in the alloy, etc., which were really in no way resp nsible for
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"unit fuse" being a cylindrical fuse wire lo diameters in

length measured along the path of the current between
the terminal blocks; also "unit terminal" being a terminal

block including screw or other clamp, and that part of the

main conductor which was in contact therewith, all of

which, taken together, having a weight 10 times that of the

unit fuse. The denomination of the fuse wire was the
safe carrying capacity in amperes. The mean fusing

point is usually placed at a point 40 per cent, above the

carrying capacity. The per cent, may be varied to suit

the requirements, and is usually greater in small sizes than
in large. This accurately gauging the fuse to meet the

exact requirements as to range of current and time, giving

at the same time certainty of action, I consider a matter of

growing importance, looliing not only to placing within

the reach of the electrical engineer a reliable safety device

of the utmost utility and simplicity, but increasing at the

same time the usefulness and desirability of all electrical

appliances. As to curves, Fig. i shows between what
points the difference in lengths of fuse wire affects the
fusing point, and this with different terminals, curve No.
I being with "unit terminal;" curve No. 2 being with three

unit terminals and curve No. 3 with five unit terminals,

all being carefully drawn fuse wires of the same capacity

and uniform character; duration of fusing current 30
seconds.

As to curve No. 4 the current was run up to the fusing

point instantaneously. In this curve different length fuse

wires were taken the same as in the case of the other three

curves, and also different terminal blocks were used, from
I unit to 10 unit terminals. It will therefore be seen that

curve No. 4 really represents 10 different curves which fall

so nearly in the same path as to be represented in a

single line. By comparing curve No. 4 with the other

three curves, the effect of the time element will be noticed

on the absorption of the heat by the terminals in different

length wires, as well as with terminals of different sizes

Fig. 2 shows the relation of safe carrying capacity with

with fusing points with constant length wire and con-

stant terminals with uniform increase in diameter

to the right. The curvature is owing to the de-

crease in the ratio of the superficial area or radiating

surface to the sectional area or carrying capacity, cylindri-
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Novelty Electric Wire Gauge.
In the accompanying cut is shown the wire gauge just

placed on the market by the Novelty Electric company of

Philadelphia.

As will be seen, the wire is placed in the V-shaped

opening between the movable arm and the edge of the

gauge. The arm is then moved around until the wire

is tightly bound between it and the gauge, when the

radial line from the short square shoulder of the arm will

indicate the B. &. S. gauge of the wire, the safe current it

NOVELTY ELECTRIC WIRE GAUGE.

will carry in amperes, and the resistance per foot of copper

wire in ohms. Wiih this information, the size of wire re-

quired to carry any number of lamps any distance with any

loss can readily be calculated by means of the formula

stamped on the arm.
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New Porcelain Insulator.

The accompanying cut illustrates a new porcelain in-

sulator placed on the market by the Security Insulator

company of New York. The device obviates the

necessity of using a tie wire, the wire being pressed

into a groove by a cap, which by a cam movement,

is made to grasp and hold the wire securely. By
this arrangement wires of varying sizes can be used,

the cam motion allowing a variation of one quarter

of an inch. The time consumed in running wire

by the use of this insulator, it is claimed, is reduced

materially.

FIGS. I, 2 and 3. SAFETY DEVICES.

the result. It will

character under the

readily be seen that a wire of this

micrometer will register sufficiently

near to be pronounced accurate in size by the average

technical observer, I could not exactly agree with the

paper on the point of sizing by the micrometer where
accurac}' is required. The face of the micrometer having
only a line of tangency with the soft wire will be forced

into the material compressing the same more or less,

depending on the delicacj' of the manipulation, decreasing

thereby the reliability of measurements taken in this way.
One result of my e.^perience is, that the fuse as a safety

device may be made perfectly reliable, and maybe depended
npon absolutely as to performance, providing always that

NEV.' PORCELAIN IN.SL'LA . ....

ihc conditions are conectly understocd ar,d intcIligeDtly

fulfilled. Acothcr rcsnlt has been that ihc capacity may
aiso be correctly ascertained and ihc product kept ab^tolutcly

standard by coT.«>iant and frequent tests consisting

of actually fusirg frequent samples as the manu-
faclurc prrogretscs. This wiih proper appliances may be
redac<d lo a very simple and reliable process, but at the

«amc lime m-Af be mislcadtDg; anless the variables arc
c'-TTipHf! wi'h "?.". ah'j'/e noted,

' " 'v of this question arc

y clear to require

readily understood
that the ienj;tri 01 the fu5c wire ibciuded in circuit, the size

of the lerminal block and dnraiion of excessive currents,

are amon^ the prime considerations. Early inthcinvestii;a-

lion it was found conveoient to employ such terms as

cal wire being used. In this case uniform terminals were
used and uniform absolute lengths of fuse wire were used.

Curve No i being for one inch lengths, curve No. 2 for

five inch lengths, in all capacities. Curve No. 3 is safe

carrj'ing capacity. The terminal used in this case was a

ten unit terminal for 100 ampere fuse wire; duration of
fusing current 30 seconds.

Fig. 3 shows the effect of using different sized terminals

from one unit to ten units in conjunction with the same
fuse wire as to capacity and length in all cases, that used
in this case being a hve unit fuse; duration of fusing cur-

rent 30 seconds.

The following is suggested as the equation of

the curves in Fig. i, being correct for all practi-

cal purposes: The addition of two or three con-
stants would doubtless render it correct to a mathematical
degree of refinement. The heat generated is proportional

to C- Rt, but if the length of time is the same in a series

of tests, C and R are the only variables. R varies

directly as the length Z, therefore the amount of heat
generated depends upon C- L. An increase in L neces-

sitates a decrease in C- if the heat developed is to remain
constant; therefore, C- varies inversely as

/
L or C-= — A',

L
where A' is a constant depending upon the cross section

and specific resistance of the fuse wire. In increasing L
the amount of fusible metal present to absorb the heat

as well as the surface of the same to radiate it is increased

in the same proportion, therefore to produce the same
temperature the current must be multiplied by

L
A or C- = — K

L
The final effect of increasing A is to increase the resistance

to the flow of heat from the center of the fuse to the

terminals, and this increase of resistance is directly pro-

portional to A, therefore the current required must be
divided by

K
toxO

A
and this may be considered the final equation of the curve,

but it v/ill readily be seen thai this equation holds only in

cases where the terminal blocks arc large enough to

absorb the heat conducted to them without themselves
appreciably heating. Since the fusing of the wire dc-

7;cnds upon its inability to conduct away the heat gen-

erated it mufit give way in the middle, and such is found
to be the case.

The Nassau Electrical Compan>'s
Midget Battery.

Of thenumerous electrical inventions that have

been put on the market by the Nassau Electrical

company, New York, none has attracted more

attention than the Midget battery. This apparatus

was designed especially for the medical fraternity.

The size of the battery is one of its most important

fea'ures. It is only 2^x4x2 inches. The battery

requires little or no attention. The electrodes are

within the box and the battery proper, which is in the

form of a capsule, can be taken out and replaced by lift-

ing the cover. The strength of the current can be varied

over quite a considerable range by pulling out the lever

which is located on the outside of the box.

Third Edition of the *' Incandescent
Wiring Hand-book"

The third edition of the 'Incandescent Wiring Hand
book" by Lieut. F. 11. Badt, has just been issued by the

Electrician Publishing company, Chicago. The fact that

THE MIDGET BATTERY.

this little book was much needed is shown by the large

sale which it has had, 8,000 copies having already been
issued.

The Milwaukee Street Railway company has finally

secured the privilege of building tracks on Michigan
street bridge, and will .soon extend its T'arwell avenue line

to the Union depot, via that bridge, and tear up its Iluron-

Clybourn street tracks.

A press dispatch from Cleveland says that llic city officials

arc seriously considering the question of establishing a

municipal lighting plant The present quality of illuminaling

gas is poor and coMly, and it has been ascertained that an
electric plant could be purchased and operated at a cost at

least onc-lhird less than the city has paid in the past for

street lighting purposes.
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Governmental Control of the Telegraph.
The New York Electric club held an interesting meet-

ing on December 3d, at which the subject of governmental

control of the telegraph was discussed. E. Roscwater,

editor of the Omaho Bt\\ and an old time telegrapher,

opened the evening's proceedings by reading a paper on
"The Government Telegraphs of Europe." Mr. Rosewater
entertains decided opinions upon the subject and as he has

recently visited countries in which the telegraph is fostered

by the government his views were very interesting. An
abstract of his paper follows;

"Our postal system cannot attain its full measure of

usefulness and efficiency until the electric telegraph and
long distance telephone have been made an integral part

of our postal facilities, with the pneumatic tube post as an
auxiliary for conveying letters and messages in our great

population centers. The American government helped to

build many of our early telegraph lines, and it should have

operated them from the first. Our telegraph companies
work on inflated capital, and supply a lack of facilities at

small cities and towns.

"Nothing has impressed upon me more forcibly the

dangerous tendencies of telegraph inOation and over-capital-

ization than the comparative exhibit of the world's telegraph

system submitted to Congress last winter by the president

of the Western Union Telegraph company. According to

Dr. Norvin Green this country has 185,000 miles of tele-

graph pole line, as against 375.000 miles possessed by all

other countries of the world. There are 673.000 miles of

wire iu the United States, as against i,iii,q68 miles in all

other countries, and there are in America 18,000 telegraph

stations, against 53,000 in all other countries. As a matter

of fact, the aggregate number of telegrams handled in

European countries alone, computed ofiicially for the year

iSSg. is 2o4,g3T,055. With one-half of the world's tele-

graph line mileage, American telegraph companies should

have handled one-half of the business. Instead of handling

102,000,000 telegrams, they only handled 60,000,000.

With one-half of the world's telegraph lines in a country

that boasts two-thirds of the railway mileage of the world,

America should have her full quota of the world's telegraph

stations, but out of 53,000 we only have iS.ooo, including

railroad offices, which comprise nearly three-fourths of our

telegraph stations. On the other hand, Great Britain,

with less than one-third of the wire mileage of the United
States, handled 62,403,399 telegrams in iSSg.

'The first step toward merging the telegraph system of

Great Britain with the postal service was taken in 1868,

when Parliament passed an act authorizing the purchase or

leasing of all lines operated by private companies. In

1870-71 the number of messages handled by the British

postal telegraph was 9,850,177. In 1S74-5 the number
had increased to 19,253,120. In iS8o8ithe number of

telegrams handled was 2g 411,982. an increase of 55 per

cent, in five years, and in 1S85 the number of messages
handled had reached 39,146,283. By the act of October,

TSS5, the rate on telegrams to all parts of Great Britain

was reduced to 6d. {12 cent?) for a message of 12 words,

including address and signature, and Yz^. (t cent) for each

additional word. This reduction was followed by an
enormous increase of business. In the year 1S86-7 the

number of telegrams handled was 50,243,639, and in the

year 1S90-91, 62,403,399.
"In London the city messages are transmitted exclusively

by postal pneumatic lube. The pneumatic tube depart-

ment in the great central telegraph station handles the

bulk of the letters, dispatches and cards that are delivered

within the city of London. Outside of the London Ex-
change, which is supplied with an independent system of

direct commercial wires, all communications wiihin the

city of London proper are dispatched by pneumatic tube.

Thousands of dispatches, letters and postal caids are shot

by air pressure every hour of the day from the twenty

postaUtube stations established at poinis most accessible

into the central telegraph station, and there they are redis-

tributed and fired back to other stations, delivered by
carrier, or forwarded by telegraph or telephone to points

outside of London.
"In New York or Chicago a city message of ten words

or less costs you 20 cents. In London, you can send as

many words as you can write on the blank card, which
varies from 100 to 1,000 words, for 6d. (12 cents.) By
the tube system, no copying is done— the original message
is delivered to the person to whom it is directed unless it is

to go by telegraph or telephone to points beyond London.
"While London was the first city to utilize pneumatic

tubes for the rapid transmission of mail matter and tele-

grams, the cities of Paris, Vienna, and Berlin have for

years been served by preumatic tube post. During
the year of iSSg the pneumatic tube post of Vienna
handled 2,692,752 letters, telegrams and postal cards. Of
this number 1,541,647 were telegrams. But the cily of

Berlin can truthfully boast of the most perfect and best-

served system of postal pneumatic tubes in the world.

While London has only twenty pneumatic tube stations,

Berlin now has fifty-one distributed, not merely over the

entire area of the German capital, but reaching out into the

suburbs. Ycu may deposit your message in one of the

pneumatic tube stations and it will reach any point within

the radius of ten miles within six minutes, including a

transfer at the central tube station. For 6)2 cents your

message or letter, inclosed in one of the red Rohr post

envelopes, will be fired through the tubes from Berlin to

Charlottenburg and delivered by postal carrier."

"The postmaster general of Great Britain was empowered
by the act of 1S6S, which authorized the acquisition of

the telegraph lines, to facilitate the collection and trans-

mission of dispatches by designating places for depository

telegrams in letter boxes and other depositories, and tele-

grams deposited therein ate, if written on stamped paper

of proper value, conveyed by letter carriers to oflices of

transmission by wire or to the tube stations free of charge.

This is a convenience that we cannot secure so long as our

telegraph lines remain under corporate ownership.

"But the postal telegraph facilities in I^ondon, even

without this special convenience, could scarcely be im-
proved on. At the present time there are 538 stations in

London from which telegrams may be forwarded. Of
this number 451 are branch poslofliccs and 87 are railv;ay

station ofTicts. 'Inasmuch as the telegraph tolls are

uniform throughout Great Britain, people simply purchase
stamps covering the cost of any message, and the stamped
blank is rushed through the tube to the central station,

and thence transmitted by wire to its destination. A tele-

gram with the proper stamp attached, dropped into a post-

office box in any city in Great Britain, will be wired from
the nearest telegraph station just the same as if the sender
had gone through the tedious formality of handing it

directly to the receiving clerk at the telegraph office. For
the accommodation of business men and other patrons who
use the telegraph frequently, stamped telegraph blanks
are supplied at a trifimg extra charge for paper. Similar
conveniences are enjoyed by the people of France, Ger-
many, Austria and other countries of Europe.
"The impression has prevailed in this country that the

postal telegraph service of Europe dees not afford as good
facilities and cheap rales to the press as do the telegraph
lines of America. This I have found to be erroneous.

Press dispatches may be duplicated to any number of

papers. Computed for a service of 1,000 words a night, a
special dispatch directed to one paper would cost $2.50;
the same dispatch transmitted in the day to one paper
would cost ^3.33. But to a press association of twenty-
five papers then the cost of 1,000 words in the night
would be %\2 10, and transmitted in the day, $14.85.
This is less than \% cents per word for night work, and
1^2 cents for day work, delivered to twenty five papers.
"The rate charged for leased wires in Great Britain is

;^50O per annum for a line extending to any distance
within the United Kingdom, the service beginning at 6 r.

M. and terminating at g p. .m., for six nights in the week.
The government furnishes the operators and instruments.

Leased-wire messages are delivered free at newspaper
offices at a distance of one mile from the main office.

In this country the wire rental is computed at $10 per
mile.

"The press service receives special care at the Paris

central office, and the leased-wire service is even more
liberally arranged in France than in England. You can
lease a wire for an hour, or even for 'iv4^ minutes. The
rate for one hour over a wire extending any distance

within the repub'ic of France is 30 f., including operators'

service at both ends, or 21-2 f., or fifty cents, for five min-
utes. The French Postal Telegraph grants arebate to the

press for the time during which a leased press wire is in

use for commercial purposes.
* In Austria, the bulk of all press dispatches is transmit-

ted by long distance telephone, which is part of the postal

telegraph plant in that country. This is also true of Ger-

many. All the press dispatches between Vienna and
Prague, a distance of nearly 300 miles, are transmitted by
telephone at rates computed according to the time con-

sumed.
"The salaries of postal telegraph employes in Great Brit-

ain will compare favorably with those paid for the same
class of operators in this country, barring perhaps a dozen
officials of the highest rank. By the telegraph purchase
act of 1 363 all telegraph employes who had been in the ser-

vice of the companies twenty years or more prior to the pur-

chase and who failed to secure re-employment in the postal

telegraph service were to receive annuities equal to two-

thirds of their salary, and if less than twenty years the an-

nuity was to be reduced one twentieth for every year under
twenty, but no annuity was granted to any employe who
had served less than five years in the telegraph companies'
employment. The same policy is pursued in France. Aus-
tria and Germtny. In the last named country postal tele-

graph employes share with all other government employes
the benefits of the system of life insurance and annuities

after a long term of service.

"Now a word about the political influence of the postal

telegraph. My investigations were confined to four coun-
tries—England, France. Austria and Germany. France is

a republic like ours, and party feeling is more intense

there than in America; England is a constitutional monar-
chy, governed by party, that holds its supremacy through
electoral majorities; Germany and Austria are limited

monarchies. In all these countries the uniform response

to my inquiries concerning political interference with tele-

graph employes or abuse of power in tampering with mes-
sages was uniformly the same. In Paris, M. Magne, di-

rector-general of telegraphs, expressed great surprise at

my question about political interference with postal tele-

graph men. 'We all exercise our rights as citizens un-

trammeled,' said he. 'Postal telegraph men are not al-

lowed an active part in campaigns or in public meetings,

but all vote as they please. Such a thing as trying to de-

lay a political message or tamper with it, or divulge its

contents, has never been heard of in France. The attempt

if made, would cause a revolt and overthrow the party that

was in power at the next election.'

"The director-general of German telegraphs was equally

emphatic. He said: 'There are quite a number of Soc-
ial Democrats in the telegraph service. These men are

virtually committed against our form of government, but

we cannot interfere with them so long as they do not con-
duct themselves treasonably.'

"In all European countries the laws against delaying or

destroying telegraphic dispatches are much more severe

than they are in this country."

The sla'ement has been made that the now unused line

of the Union Cable Railway company in Kansas City will

be converted into an electric line, and run in connection

with the northeast electric line. This cable line was built

on the Terry shallow conduit system, but. owing to a lack

of money and various legal complications, has never been
operated. The line runs from Fourth and t^ak streets

east to Third and Highland.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, December 5 —Last v.cek in the metropolis
was an eventful one, and odd enough indeed was the fact

that those most affected by calamity were men identified in

some way or other with electrical interests. Russell Sage's
startling explosion was, of course, an exception, but
with Cyrus W. Field's sad experiences and Frank J.
Sprague's injunction proceedings in view, not to mention
numerous minor incidents, the happenings of the week
may at least be entitled "newsy."

Mr. Sprague was called upon very suddenly to take action

to protect his interests. On the day of the failure of Field.

Lindley, Wiechers h^ Co.. Mr, Sprague was warned to stop
the sale of certain stocks which he had put up
with this concern as collateral against a loan of

$25,000. Mr. Sprague's transaction was a six

months' loan from November 4th. At this time the

stock was worth gS to 99, It is charged that on the

same day in which the loan was made, the collateral of

300 shares of Edison stock was sold by Field, Lindley,

Wiechers & Co. It is asserted that the shares were ex-

changed for an amount nearly f5,003 in excess of the loan for

which they stood Mr. Sprague was also submitting to a
call for additional margin, which he unsuspectingly depos-

ited in the shape of fifty more shares of Edison General
stock. It was not until the failure of the firm that he was
apprised of the fact that the stocks had been disposed of.

The injuDCtion is the result of an investigation by his at-

torneys, who discovered that 200 shares of the stock still

stand in the name of the transferes. Broker E. M. Hussey.

One hundred shares were disposed of to other persons in

small quantities and another fifty shares still stand in the

name of Field, Lindley, Wiechers <S: Co.

Chas. S. Frisbie, who has bten engaged as supcrintendtnt

of the pay stations of the Metropolitan Telephone & Tele-

graph company, is charged with embezzling the funds of his

cDmpany. It is cla'm;d that Frisbie altered the reports of

operators stationed at public telephones by erasing cash

entries and inserting the word "house" or "pass,'' and then

pocketing the difference.

The offices of the W. T. Curtis Electric Manufacturing

company and the Pierce & Thomas Engine Supplies com-
pany were damaged last week to a considerable extent by

water, which leaked from the third floor of 42 Cortlandt

street. These two concerns, together with another firm,

estimate their damages at $1,500.

Last week mention was made of a pole cutting bee

which was in session at White Plains, Westchester coun-

ty. Now the Westchester Telephone & Electric Light

company of White Plains has placed notices on the poles

warning against interference. This action was brought

about on account of the threatened position of the village

trustees and board of supervisors, who have an antipathy

to some of the newly erected poles.

For the last four months Baltimore, Md., has been

agitating the telephone question with a view to obtaining

lower rentals. On November 2Sth the secretar\- of the

Telephone Subscribers' Protective asssociation notified the

telephone company that the subscribers had agreed that

$60 was enough rental for one wire—^123 is the present

rate. It is stated that if the ^Gd rate is n^t agreed to two

hundred instruments will be ordered out next week. The
fight will be carried to the legislature in January.

The Electric Accumulator company has been restrained

by a permanent injunction issued on December 2d in the

United States Circuit Court, from making storage batteries

in infringement of the patents of Chas. F. Brush, now
owned by the Consolidated Electric Storage company,

successor to the JuUen Electric company.

There is an electric light fight going on in Plainfield.

N. J., between the city fathers and the lighting company.

The Plainfield Gas ^^ Electric Light company has had a

monopoly, owning both gas and electric light plants.

This company has had a contract for the city street light-

ing. There have been of late, however, some startling

disclosures. Secret investigations have been conducted by

the common council committee on lights. This commilice

states that the street light circuits have been examined by

experts, who have discovered that in return for the annual

payment of :? 10.000 the city has been getting only half the

service paid for. Twenty-five candle power lamps, they

assert, gave only from twelve to seventeen candle power,

and after eleven o'clock the electric current, and conse-

quently the light, was diminished even more. The

councilmen make some very pointed accusations ag.iinst

the company. It is said that the Edison Light company

of North Plainfield is to be given the prinlege of extend-

ing its service into Plainfield City- Of course in such cases

as this, where politics enter into the deal, it is bard to say
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who is in the right or what will be the outcome of all the

agitation.

It is not often that we hear of a fighting parson oIT the

stage, but Orange. X. J., is to be congratulated on its

being the home of a minister of the gosp-I who is manly

enough to give a practical illustration that there is such a

thing as justifiable anger. Any one who has had to do

with the aggressive electric railway lineman will sympa-

thize with the Rev. Father Kirwan, rector of St. Mary's

Catholic church, East Orange. It seems that the linemen

knew that the reverend gentleman did not propose to have

any poles in front of his church if he could help it. For

this reason it was decided to steal a march in the night on

the priest. So at midnight the squad of pole setters ap

psared and went to work. The hole had been dug, but

too much noise was made, and B'ather Kirwan %vas

aroused. "Now stop that work at once, or I will shoot!"

came from the bedroom window, but as priests do not

usually carry pistols, the words did not cause the loss of

very much time. When, however, a pistol ball whizzed in

among the gang there was something of a scattering.

Several of the mea returned to work, but the priest shot

twice more. An altercation then ensued with the usual

result—the pole planted just where it was intended. It is

said that the priest fired into the air and not at the men.

The New Yorkers have at last awakened to the fact that

the World's Columbian Exposition is going to be a success

whether they take part in it or not. So to help the fair

there is going to be a great public dinner at Delmonico's.

The spread is to occur on December 21st. Covers will be

laid for fifty persons, and the gentleman who proposes to

give this dinner is J. Seaver Page, secretary of the Union

League club. Mr. Page says that New York is not inimical

to the Fair but merely sluggish and indifferent. The dinner

is simply to arouse public interest in the Fair. It is in-

tended to be absolutely devoid of political significance and

invitations are to be extended to representative men

of all parties. Perhaps it is hardly worth while to

mention that Mr. Depew will preside. A suggestion

here will not be amiss. It might be a good idea

for Mr. Page to strike a little nearer home.

There ought to be an elegantly decorated and heavily

laden table set to one side for several prominent New
York editors. Perhaps, then, with the aid of a little Chi-

cago pork done to a turn and flavored with a little of Mr.

Depew's kindly eloquence, together with other and more

invigorating sauces, an impression might be made on a class

of men who have apparentiy done all in their power to

hinder the work of the Fair pioneer. The newspapers are

supposed to be mouth-pieces of the people. But if the

New Yorkers, as Mr. Page says, are not inimical, then the

New York press failed most signally to represent correctly

popular sentiment.

The Hudson Ri%-er Telephone company, to accommodate

those in Amsterdam. N. Y., who are not subscribers, is per-

fecting arrangements to establish a number of telephone

stations at convenient points in that city. The long dis-

tance telephones ffiil be placed in these stations.

Friday's storm played havoc with the possessions of the

New York Electric Light company and it would seem

that they were this time caught foul, so to speak, in so far

35 the conduit question is concerned. The loss to the

Manhattan, the Brush, the East River, and United States

Electric Light companies, it is said, will aggregate $120,-

oX), and it is doubtful, too, if the fallen poles will ever be

replaced. General Manager E. A. Leslie of the Manhattan

Electric Light company, Eightieth street and East River,

visited the Board of Electrical Control to get a permit to put

up poles, but he was not successful. The board told Mr.

IjssWt that the subway was in good working order, and

now that his poles were down it would be a good opportu-

nity to put his wires underground. It is needless to say

the electric light companies are furious and declare that

with ihc hfavy loss from the storm and the delay necessary

to put cibles in the conduits, rain stares them in the face.

. On application of I-evi L Cans, who owns $15,000 in

stock of the Hirlem Lighting company, Justice Lawrence

of the Supreme Court last week directed Charles L. Bern-

hciro, his sou, .\bram C, Bcrnhcim, the Manhattan Electric

LTght company and o'.hers to return forthwith $200,000 in

bynrh z^vtn by the Harlem to the Manhattan company,

and to rcacind the resolution by which they were trans-

ferred. The dcfeadao*.s will be punished for contempt of

coort onle^s they comply immediately.

Naw York, December 7.—Sing Sing prison was Ihc

iztaz of another electrical execution—or perhaps another

electrical roasting—to-day. The black flag announcing

the killing of I.x>ppy, the wife murderer, was hoisted over

Warden lirowo's house at »2.o3 f. m. This is abaut all

that is known with any degree of certainty regarding the

caccCTJiion. None of the favored (?) few who were allowed

to witness the application of the current would talk about

details. Dr. Ward of Albany, who was one of the

witnesses, said: "I, as well as the other witnesses, am
pledged to maintain the strictest secrecy in regard to the

execution. I will say, however, that in my opinion it was

a success. I do not believe that Loppy felt any pain. He
was calm and composed when he was being led to the

execution room and when strapped to the death chair. I

believe that electrocution is the most successful capital

punishment. It is far preferable to hanging. I do not

see why reporters should be excluded from the death-

chamber during the execution. I believe that one of the

earliest acts of the next legislature will be to amend that

portion of the law which e.xcludes newspaper men."

W. F. O.

Pittsburg, Pa.

Pittsburg, Pa., December 5.—The week has seen the

practical closing of the preliminaries in the affairs of the

Westinghouse company. A representative of the company

said: "The completion of the plan of reorganization

adopted by the board of directors April 14, iSgl, and by

the stockholders July 15, 1S91, is announced. The stock-

holders have responded with substantial unanimity to the

call for the surrender of 40 per cent, of their holdings for

the use of the company. Of the stock at the disposal of

the company. .$4,000,000 has been converted into 7 per

cent, preferential cumulative stock, and the balance into

'assenting stock' entitled, after the preferred stock, to a 7

per cent, annual preference. Provision has been made for

the company's debt and working capital by the sale at par

of ^3,000.000 of the preferred stock, for which payment

in full has been received. The company has acquired al-

most all of the stock of the United States Electric Lighting

company and the Consolidated Electric Light company

(commonly referred to as the 'leased companies'), so that

the fixed charges formerly incident to the leases of these

companies are now substantially obliterated, and the con-

solidation of interests thus effected has rendered possible

a great reduction in general expenses. The saving in in-

terest upon debt, rentals, and other fixed charges thus

effected by the reorganization amounts to more than

§400,000 per year. All this has been accomplished with

out increasing the company's capital stock The reorgani-

zation has been effected without litigation and without in-

terruption to the business, its three factories having been

kept in continuous operation."

The $3,000,000 of preferred stock referred to was bought

by August Belmont & Co., Erayton Ives, and Lee, Higgin-

son & Co. G.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Milwaukee, December 5.—Milwaukee may adopt the

municipal lighting system, but it won't be for some years

yet. The contract with the Badger Illuminating company

will undoubtedly be renewed for four years. Up to a short

time ago President Wall Insisted upon a five years' con-

tract at $112.50 per lamp per year, and declared that his

company would not accept any less favorable terms. The

council committee on street lights insisted upon the price

per lamp being reduced to $110. For some time Presi-

dent Wall held out for a seven years' contract at that

figure, but he and the committee finally compromised upon

a contract for four years. The report was submitted to the

common council last Monday evening. Alderman Ziegler,

the chairman of the committee, which had been the foremost

advocate of the muncipal lighting system, explained

that the city could probably produce its own light

cheaper, but it had no funds at the present for any such

purpose. Anyway, he said, it would be wise to follow the

advice of Prof. Barrett, the Chicago electrician, and wait

until after the World's Fair,
. when electric light

machinery would be much cheaper. Competition was a good

thing, he said, but he said thai he was satisfied thai there

could be none in electric lighting. lie had assisted the

Milwaukee Electric & Power company In its cfforls to com-

pete with the Badger company, but that company would

not take a step toward getting ready to light the streets until

it became certain of the city contract. Alderman Dewerlh

said that the Electric Light iii. Power company had con-

fessed to having no money with which to enter into com-

petition with the Badger company and to its desire to sell

out. Alderman Lorcnz accused President Wall of having

taken advantage of the law and courts in order to place

the city at his mercy. The reduction of ^2.50 per lamp

was immaterial, and he advocated a return to gas unless a

lower figure could be secured. Alderman Ilankc and Hazel

ton thought that the cheapness of the municipal lighting was

exaggerated and that competition was out of Ihc question.

Aid. B.'aun remarked that the commillcc acted as though

its members had stock in the Badger company. Alderman

Muenzburg advocated renewing the Badger contract for

only two years at ^100 per lamp. The admcndmcnt was

defeated. The matter was then laid over until the next

meeting, a week from next Monday. The present contract

will expire on December 1 5th and there is no doubt of its be-

ing renewed for four years at $110 per lamp per year at the

comingmeeting. The project of a municipal lighting system

may be realized before the new contract expires. There is

quite a strong public sentiment in favor of the plan, and it

seems to be growing in favor. The advocates of the system

will watch the, situation very closely and be prepared for a

fight when the time comes.

The common council got into a fight over the Western
Union Telegraph company'saerial cable scheme. Alderman
Ziegler said that the telephone company and the city were

putting their wires underground, and that it was not fair

to make an exception in favor of the telegraph company.
Alderman Smith said that the question as to whether over-

head wires were a nuisance would have to be fought out in the

courts, which would take several years, during which time

the wires would remain above ground; while by allowing

the supension of aerial cables the city would gain some ad-

vantage at once without losing anything. A motion to

indefinitely postpone the aerial cable ordinance was lost,

and final action was postponed for two weeks.

Julius Andrae has secured the contract to do all the

electricial work on the imposing new residence of T. D.
Stimson, Los Angeles, Cal. The house will be thoroughly

fitted with ail the latest electrical conveniences.

William Becker, Mr. Andrae's chief electrician, has gone
to Los Angeles to take charge of the work. C.

PERSONAL.
Charles L. Pullman returned to Chicago on Tuesday

after an extended eastern trip.

J. H. McGraw of the S/n-c'l Raihvay Journal. New
York, was in Chicago last week.

G M. Mumford. treasurer of the C. & C. Motor com-
pany, New York, visited Chicago last week,

H. K. Gilman, of the Great Westfrn Electric Supply
company, is in New York and expects to be absent ten
days.

Dan Hemingray, of the Hemingray Glass Works,
Covington, Ky., has been in Chicago the past week at-
tending a meeting of the glass manufacturers.

A. F. Davis, chief operator of the Western Union Tele-
graph company, at Providence, R. I., has retired from his
position after occupying it fifteen years Mr. Davis was a
veteran operator.

J. W. Godfrey, general manager of the New York In-
sulated Wire company, is in Chicago. Mr. Godfrey is on
his way east from an extended business trip to San
Francisco and other points on the coast.

Thomas Lowry, the Minneapolis and St Paul street
railway magnate, was in Chicago on December 5th. Mr.
Lowry isas enthusiastic in his support of the electric rail-

way as ever. He expresses the belief that he has the best
system in the country.

C. H. Goodrich, vice-presidest and superintendent of
the electric railway system at Minneapolis, was In Chicago
last week. He has recently made an extensive tour inves-

tigating the methods of transportation in other large cities,

and he says he found nowhere a system to compare with
that at Minneapolis.

W. A. Stadelman, manager of the Equitable Engineer-
ing ^S: Construction company, Philadelphia, has returned
from an extensive southern and western business trip. He
brings back a number of important contracts and reports
the outlook for business in those portions of the South and
west which he visited as being unusually good. Mr. Stac'el-

man predicts a large trade in the electrical line in '92.

NEW INCORPORATIONS,
Metropolitan Street Lighting company, Omaha, Neb.;

capital stock, !j;25,ooo; street lighting by gasoline and elec-

Iricity in its various forms.

Beatrice Light and Power company, Beatrice, Neb.;
capital stock, $250,000; to furnish gas, electricity and
supplies for light, heat and power.

Howling Green Electric Light & Power company, Bowl-
ing Green, O.; capital stock, 1^50,000; furnishing electric

light and power; E. H. McKnight, Troy, O.

Southern Improvement company, Dallas, Tex.; capi-

tal slock, SGo. 000; electric light, heat and power, and sup-

ply of water to the public; W. J. Williams, Dallas,

Texas.

New England Meat Regulator & Eleclric company,
Portland. Me.; capital stock, ifso.ooo; to manuf.Tcturc, use
and deal in all kinds of electrical appliances; George C.
Hopkins, J'ortland, Me.

Electro-Medical Appliance company, Chicago, 111.; cap-

ital stock, $50,000; the manufacture and sale of electro-

medical appliances; l-rank D. Thomason, Room 18, 142
Dearborn street, Chicago, 111.

San Diego Electric Railway company, San Diego, Cal.;

capital slock, $250 000; to construct and operate a .street

railroad, to purchase rights and franchises owned by the San
Diego Street Car company; Works, Gibson & Titus, San
Diego, Cal.

Shaver Telephone company of Ccniral Ntw Ycrk,
.Syracuse or Watcrtown, N. Y.; capital Mock, $3o,cco; to
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construct and use a line or lines of electric telegraph and
telephone through counties of Onondaga, Oneida, Oswego,
hewis and Jefferson.

Home Electric company, New Brighton, Beaver

county, Pa.; capital stock, $10,000: supplying light, h^at

and power by means of electricity at the borough of New
Brighton and other boroughs adjacent thereto, etc.; Stiffy&

Calhoun, New Brighton, Pa.

Morelton Electric Light & Power company, Rorresdale

Mills, Pa.; capital stock, $1,000; supplying light, heat and
power, or any of them, by means of electricity to the pub-

lic in Bensalcm township. Bucks county, Pa.; Henry V.

Massey, 505 Chestnut street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Electric Railway Development company, San Francisco,

Cal.; capital stock, ^500,000; to acquire and dispose of

patent rights and inventions for building electric railways;

to manufacture and deal in electrical machinery and to

build railroads; alsotodeal in real estate; John F. Boone,

San Francisco, Cal.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
An electric light plant is to be erected at Bryson City,

N. C.

An electric light company has been incorporated at

Point Pleasant, W. Va.

The Dallas, Tex. Electric Light company has increased

its capital stock to $400,000.

The Fernandina, Fla., Light Os: Power company contem-
plates an enlargement of its plant.

The government of the Cape Colony, it is stated, will

shortly have all of its trains lighted by electricity.

It is said that secondary batteries are used in storing

current forabout 70,000 incandescent lamps tn Paris.

The Westinghouse company is building an alternating

current dynamo to have a capacity of 10,coo 16 candle

power lights.

The Weston Electric Light, Power & Water company
has increased its capital stock to $15,000, and will put in

uew machinery.

The Chattanooga Electric Light company is making ar-

rangements to extend its system in order to supply private

dwellings with electric lights.

English brewing journals urge the introduction of elec-

tric lights in breweries owing to the non-pollution of the

atmosphere, which is of especial advantage in brewing.

According to a recent report there were at the end of

last year 434 electric light installations in Switzerland,

in which 68,368 incandescent and i,o6S arc lamps were
used.

The Ashland, Ky., Electric Light & Power company has

increased its capital stock from $25,000 to $100,000, and
will put in new motors to furuish power to small manufac-
turers.

It is stated that a syndicate of Belgian financiers has

obtained a concession from the Persian government for the

monopoly of electric lighting in Persia. The office of the

company will probably be at Brussels.

The San Angelo,Tex., Electric Light, Power & Irrigation

company has been organized for the purpose of erecting an
electric light plant and developing a water power of 250
horse power capacity from the Concho river.

A Baltimore man is investigating what is'-known as the

McCrea mill property at Ellicott City, Md , with a view of

purchasing it and utilizing the water power for the produc-

tion of electricity to supply Ellicott City with light.

The town of Milton, Ore., has bought an electric light

plant for fifteen arc and two hundred incandescent lights,

at a cost of $4,025. The Edison system will be used, and
water power from the Walla Walla river will be utilized.

The Marietta, Ga., Electric Light company, at a recent

stockholders' meeting, voted to increase its Capital stock

$10,000, and put in an incandescent electric light plant.

Campbell Wallace, Jr., will be the manager of the plant in

the future.

The property of the Des Moines Water Power company,
which utilizes the Des Moines river water power to gener-

ate electricity for light and power purposes, was sold to the

Des Moines Water Power & Electnccompany for $450,-
000 on December 5th.

The Congaree Gas & Electric Light company and the

Columbia Electric Street & Suburban Railway company of

Columbia, S. C, will consolidate, and the electric light

plant of the former company will be enlarged and the ca-

pacity increased. Bonds for $100,000 will be issued to

pay for the improvements.

J. W. and A. E. Carlson of Portland, Ore., have been
granted a franchise by the city council of Marshfield.Ore.,

to erect and maintain an electric light plant having a

capacity of at least 25 arc lights of not less than 2000
candle power each, and not less than 500 incandescent
lights of 16 candle power each.

Cicero, a suburb of Chicago, has granted an ordinance
to Edward L. Jeffreys, giving him a thirty-year contract

to light the territory between Chicago avenue and Madison
street and Austin avenue and West Fifty-second street with

arc lights at $50 a year each, and the territories in Clyde
and Hawthorne with incandescent lights at eight-tenths of

a cent an hour each. The ordinance carries with it per-

mission to construct the necessary lines, erecting poles and
laying conduits. The ordinance must be accepted in

ninety days and a $5,000 bond be given by Jeffreys.

A Chicago merchant is quoted by one of the daily

papers as authority for the statement that he had been
asked to put up screens on electric lights in the stores to

shade them. "At first X thought nothing .about the com-
plaint," he said, "but I am satisfied that the time is at

hand when something will have to be done. I made some
inquiries the other day of one of the young women, and
she informed me that the trouble lay in the fact— she
called it a fact—that the electric light brings out all the

imperfections of the face- This compels the women to use

more of the rouge or resort to other methods of covering
up theii crow-feet, or whatever the facial imperfections

maybe. If the objection was based on anything else

there would be some hope of remedying the same, but
when a woman concludes that anything is liable to make
her age apparent she will move the mountains to accomp-
lish her aim in getting the detector out of the way."

Si miles; (10) Indianapolis. Ind.. 72 miles; Oii Rochester.
N. v., 67 miles; (12) Toledo. O., 65 miles: Ci3> Boston.
Mass ,

6t miles; fi4) Birmingham. Ala., 5% miles; d-i}
Kansas City, Mo,. 54 miles; 06) I'ittsburg. Pa , 53
miles.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
An electric railway from Portsmouth to Port Norfolk,

Va.. is projected.

It is reported that the Corsicana, Tex., street railway is

to be operated by electricity.

The Velasco S: Surf Side Railway company of Velasco,

Tex. . will build a street railway from Velasco to Surf Side.

It will be operated by electricity.

It is stated that negotiations are pending for the chang-
ing of the motive power for passenger trains on the Chat-
tanooga Union Railway to electricity.

The Ashland & Catlettsburg Street Railway company of
Ashland, Ky., will extend its road to Catlettsburg and
change from animal to electric power.

The city council of Newbern, N. C, has granted a
franchise to build and operate an electrical street railroad

to William C. Clarke of Wakefield, R. I.

The Jacksonville. Fla., Street Railway company has
applied to the city council for permission to operate its

hues by electricity, using the storage battery system.

An ordinance has been introduced in the city council of

New Orleans authorizing the New Orleans & Carrollton
Railroad company to operate its street railway by the over-

head electric system.

Work has been commenced on the Washington S: Arling-

ton railway at Washington, D. C, and work on the bridge
over the Potomac will be begun as soon as the plans are

approved by the secretary of war.

It is said that a New York syndicate contemplates the

purchase of the Highlandtown & Point Breeze street rail-

way of Baltimore. If the sale is made the road will pro-

bably be operated by cable through the city and electricity

in the suburbs.

The West End Street Railway company of Boston is re-

ported to have contracted last month for the purchase from
the Thomson-Houston company of electrical equipment for

250 cars, which includes 500 street railway motors, but not

the car trucks or car bodies.

The South Galveston &: Gulf Shore Railroad company
will build an electric railroad from Galveston down the

island to S^uth Galveston, a distance of about thirteen

miles. The company expects to commence work at once
and build the line as speedily as possible.

Work is being pushed on the new electric railway

between Buffalo and Tonawanda. The cars can be thrown
open as observation cars in summer or closed in winter and
heated by electricity. Johnsofi girder rails are being used,

and the construction work is in the hands of Woodbridge
& Turner of New York.

The motors of the Westinghouse type that were removed
from the ruins of the fire in the Second avenue Passenger
Railway company's headquarters at Pittsburg were found
to be uninjured and they will be placed in service again.

The Westmghouse company announces that it has secured
from the Second avenue company an order for a complete
equipment of its lines.

All the motor men and conductors of the street car lines

of Terre Haute, Ind., went on a strike November -1st.

The conducters asked for an advance from eleven to fifteen

cents an hour, and the motor men from twelve and a half

to fifteen cents an hcur, twelve hours a day. The company
claims that the books do not show the earnings to be so

good as when the men were led to believe that the wages
would be increased.

Ordinances have been introduced in the common council

of Baltimore authorizing the Central Railway company
and the North Baltimore Passenger Railway company to

use electricity as a motive power, and granting permission

to the latter company to extend its tracks; also authorizing

the Rapid Transit Railway company to construct a street

railway to be operated by cable, pneumatic power, animal
power, electricity or other method.

A writer in the S/. Louis f'lobeDcmocmt has prepared a

table showing the number of miles of street railroads oper-

ated by electricity in the principal cities of the country.

According to his statement, St. Louis has more miles of

electric railroads than .iny other city in the world. A total

of 3S0 motor cars and 327 trailer cars forms the equipment
of the seven roads which operate in that city. 1 he table

credits the following named cities with the largest equip-

ments in the order named: (i) St. Louis, Mo., 154 miles;

(2) Minneapolis, Minn., 138 miles; (3) Richmond. Va.,

128 miles; (4) Cincinnati. O., 121 miles; (5) Cleveland. O.,

103 miles; (6) Denver.Colo . 9S miles: (7) Newark, N. J., S7

miles; (S) St. Paul, Minn., S2 miles; (,9) Los Angeles, Cal.,

TELEPHONE.
Long-distance telephoning is an established fact in Atis-

tralia, conversation having been held between Melbourne
and Adelaide, a distance of 500 miles. The Melbourne
Jt^^u: says: "For over an hour an anima'cd conversation
was carried on, and ihechimesof the Adelaide pr^slofticc clock
were distinctly heard in Melbourne, and vice versa. The
instruments used at Melbourne were the Hunning, licrthon.

Berliner, and the Blake, -and the two former were found
most effective."

TELEGRAPH.
According to a wr'ter in the New York Sun Cyrus

Field is one of the few Americans who have a standing
acquamtance with Oueen Victoria. .Mr. Field's part in

the laying of the eariy Atlantic cables obtained for him a
presentation to the quee- that meant rather more than
such things usually mean, and the acquaintance of mmy
years ago has been kept up by occasional meetings and
communications of one kind or another.

South American politics has caused manv disap;>oiat-

ments in commercial projects during the last year, in-

cluding several of an electrical character. Commenting
on this fact ihe New York Sun says: "Last year when the
Brazilian republic seemed to be firmly established and
when novel enterprises of all kinds were nunerous there.

a grand project was set up in Rio de Janeiro for the lay-

ing of a submarine cable across the South Atlantic ocean
between the eastern coast of Brazil and the southwestern
coast of Africa, to be followed by lines of commercial
steamers between the ports of the two continents. But
the many troubles of the new republic during the present
year have caused this enterprise as well as many others
to drop out of sight."

Mrs. Matilda Gragg, of St. Louis, has began a $;,000
damage suit in the Circuit Court agaiast the Western Union
Telegraph company, on account of alleged mental anguish
undergone while awaiting the arrival of a delayed message.
It appears that on October 5th last she received a telegram
from Jonesboro, Ark., announcing that her son had been
severely injured at that place in an accident. She states

that she wired for additional information relative to his con-
dition, but although a response was placed in the hands of

the Western Union officials at Jonesboro on the 5th of Oct-
ober, it was not forwarded to her until the next day. In
the meantime, she alleges that the suspense and disappoint-

ment that affected her was of such a character that it has
permanently impaired her mind.

MISCELLANEOUS.
ThQ A^^e 0/ Slecl ol St. Louis is an excellent technical

journal, and in its new dress it is now one of the hand-
somest in the country.

The city of Houston, Texas, is seeking bids for a com-
plete electric fire alarm system to comprise 75 to 100
boxes. The bids are to be ooened December 14th. Bid-

ders are required to furnish their own specifications, and
to have such rights to the use of the telegraph poles as the
city may have. The work is to be done in six months.

Charles J. Hallywell of Red Wing, Minn., who recently

announced the discovery on his farm of "a great natural

storehouse of electricity," is credited by the daily papers
throughout the country with several accounts of this

"wonderful find" which bear striking evidence ofromancing.
Mr. Hallywell says that he was digging for water when
he "struck" electricity. He had two professional well

diggers drilling his well. They had bored about 150
feet down when their tools dropped and a great force of

air came from the hole. The men said the hole was
bottomless, but after awhile began to fish for their rod

and drill. Fresh rods dropped into the hole, and the men
claimed that they were violently shaken, and one man
who took hold of a rod was knocked down.

At the annual meeting of the stockholders of the Pull-

man Palace Car company the issue of 50.OCO shares of ad-
ditional stock was author zed, thus increasing the capital

stock 20 per cent. The additional stock is to be cfi'ered at

par and stockholders will have the option to subscribe to

an extent not exceeding one-fifth of their holdings of
record on November 2d. The old board of directors and
ofiicers was re elected. The usual quarter.y diridend of 2

per cent, was declared. The statement of the company
for the fiscal year ending July 31st showed agross rc\xnue.

$9,772.3-4; disbursements, $t>.7S3.ioi; surplus, $2,9Sq,-

223. Total assests of tfce company are $45,654,670;
total liabilities, $26,261,370. The output of the manu*
facturing department during the year amounted to $11.-

906,077; increase $2. Soo, 544. The total number of per-

sons in the employment of the company is I3,S^5 and the

wages paid during the year amounted to $7 303,10s.

Statistics collected by the German government tend to

prove, it is claimed, that the iron ships of to-day are not

damaged so frequently by lightning as are wooden ships.

The reascn assigned by the commission which has had
charge of the oflicial investigation of the subject is that

wire rope is used for rigging purposes and that the \'esscls

are constructed of either iron or steel. In this way it is

believed that the whole ship becomes a continuous con-

ductor, leading the lightning to the sea before it can do
much damage. The commission reports that no case has

been recorded of a ship rigged with wire rope sustaining
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damage from lightning except in a few instances where a

continuous connection has not been made with the hull.

Wooden ships, on the contrary, will show the same per-

centage of casualties as formerly when they are not fitted

up with lightning rods.

TRADE NEWS.
The Warfield Manufacturing company, Baltimore, Md.,

is completing tests upon a new line of motors of higher

power than it is at present manufacturing.

The Automatic Switch company, Baltimore, Md., is

preparing a number of novelties which are to be placed on

the market about January isC. This concern states that

southern trade is active.

The Ries Electric Specialty company, Baltimore, Md..
found recently that it would be compelled to hire extra

help and run the faclor)' overtime in order to meet the de-

mand for its specialty.

The Crocker-Wheeler Motor company on November 1 5th

paid the stockholders a dividend of 5 per cent. A reserve

fund was at the same time created, and the balance of the

profits was set aside for this fund.

The Central Electric company, Chicago, has just

received a large importation of steel pliers of standard
sizes. The company has also received direct from Ger-

many an imf>ortation of sal ammoniac.

The Baxter Electric Motor company, Baltimore, Md.,
has a number of large contracts on hand for street railway

work. The outlook in this line of construction is unusually

encouraging, especially in the vicinity of Baltimore.

The Chesapeake Belting company, Baltimore, Md., will

be represented at Chicago, hereafter, by the Western Rub
ber & Belting company, 205 Lake street. G. H. Phillips

has recently returned from an extended trip through the

West.

The Imperial Electric company, 1222 Filbert street,

Philadelphia, on account of the demand for its various sup-

plies, has been obliged to largely increase the force at the

factory. A number of novel articles will be put on the

market in the near future.

The Viaduct Manufacturing company, Baltimore, Md.,
has recently placed on the market a new standard magneto
bell which possesses many improvements over those previ-

ously manufactured by this company. The factory is now
running overtime to keep up with orders.

Wright & Starr, Philadelphia, southern agents for the

Waddeil-Entz Electric company, report that the month's
test of their storage batteries at Chester, Pa., has been
most successful. Present indications point strongly toward
the adoption of this system by the city railway company of

Chester.

The Williams Engine Works, Baltimore, Md.,
are obliged, on account of the large increase in bus-

iness, to move to a place where they will have more ex-

tended facilities for manufacturing. They have several loca-

tions in view, and expects to make a change by the first

of the year.

W. L. Schlois, New York representative of T. H. Dal-

Itt & Co.. PdiUdelphia. has received a contract from the

New York Biscuit company for a 100 horse power Bilberg

motor, a dynamo, and one standard double compound
Triumph engine. This p'ant is to be equipped with the

Hunter clutch couplings. The wiring will be for 1,000

lights.

Clay. Pepper -S: Register, electrical engineers, Philadel-

phia, have completed their line of new "C. P. & R "

motors in sizes up to 5 horse power. .A-lthough none of

these new machines have been offered for sale as yet, it is

stated thst a number of orders have been already received

for ihem They are now at work upon motors of larger

capacity, which they will soon offer to the trade. They
have received also a large number of contracts for their

compound marine engine, which is still employed in con-
nection wiih their patent ' boiler for use on yachts

where the fuel is oil. This concern is now at work upon
a 40 horse power engine, together with boiler for oil, to be
sent to Jacksonville, Fla.

W. Le Conte Ste\'ens, writing to Edward Weston, vice-

president of the Weston Electrical Instrument company,
Newark, X. J , says that the Weston standard voltmeter

is held in very high esteem in Germany. At a lecture

recently attended by him at the I'ol>technic school in

Zurich, the lecturer, who was a member of the testing

commission at the recent Frankfort electrical exhibition,

said that he had subjected the Weston voltmeter to various

tests and found it in the highest degree satisfactory. As
an illastration of the excellence of the magnet employed,
he .s'ated that an instrument having fallen accidentally upon
the floor, its subsequent indications were not affected more
than one-half of one per cent, by the mishap. Such words
are encouraging 10 the Weston company. And to ihem
might be added simiUr expressions from sources not so
far away.

Tbc United States Graphite company of Saginaw,
Mich., controls tbc entire product of the famous Plom-
bojpna mine in the State of Sonora. Mexico, twenty-fivc

miles from Torres .Station on the Sonora railroad. The
mine is owned by the Pacific Graphite Manufacturing
company of San Francisco, Cal, The location of the mine
is on the edge of a canyon, from the bottom of which the

motintain rises about ^00 feet. There is an incline into

the mine. iSo feet, and a shaft loo feet deep. The
graphite is so ptirc and soft that it requires no blasting.

It is free from qu»rtz, slate and mica according loan
analysis made by Prof. Priced Sons of .San Franct.wio, The
United S:ates Graphite comjiany is making a specially

of railroad and street car gears, machinery labricania,

foundry facings, gear grease, etc., and is rapidly building
up a large trade. W. G. Wilmot has charge of the sales

department.

BUSINESS.
The Electrical Construction company of Chicago has

closed a contract for the complete electric light plant in

the new Lexington hotel. The plant will consist of
four 1.000 light machines.

J L. Somoff, of I Ann street. New York, is introducing
a number of novelties in the way of electrical scarfpins,

cuff buttons, bracelets, etc., and has at present ail the or-

ders he can attend to. He is preparing a unique exhibit

for the World's Fair.

Dougall & Cummings,_623 Phcenix building, Chicago,
western representatives of the Electric Construction &
Supply company. New York, report a large and increasing

trade in "Ward" arc lamps. This firm represent-s the C.

& C. Motor company. New York, and is making some
fine sales of this motor.

Cbas. E. Lee, managerof the western office of the Electric

Gas Lighting company of 195 Devonshire street, Boston,
reports a fine business in the Porter electric motor. This
motor, although very small, is highly efficient and will

operate small dental lathes, fans, egg beaters, music boxes,

etc., with one cell of acid battery. Its rated power is

about 1-32 horsepower.

The Shultz Belting company of St. Louis, Mo. has just

sold two woven leather link belts to the Citizens Electric

Railway company of Decatur, III. It has also recently

furnished fifteen in the state of Montana, five in the state of

Washington, one flat belt, 48 inch double, to the Municipal
Electric Light & Power company of St. Louis, which
has been using one of the Shultz 48 inch double belts 19
months. The company also shipped one double belt to'

Clinton, Mass
, 30 inches wide and 175 feet long, and one

36 inches wide and 210 feet long.

The Central Electric company, Chicago, has again add-

ed to its quarters, being obliged to secure increased

storage capacity for its stock. The large line this com-
pany handles, which includes appliances for all kinds of

electrical work, necessitates carrying a very large stock,

and the business has increased very handsomely during
what has been called "dull times." This company,
which is always in the front rank of progress, has recently

put in a large stock of electric light carbons. The sales of

okonite wire have been larger than ever before, and the

Swan incandescent lamp, for which this company is general

western agent, has obtained a popularity that is also

deserving of mention. The branch houses of this com-
pany, viz.: Southern Electrical Supply company of St,

Louis; Gate City Electric company of Kansas City; West-
ern Electrical Supply company of Omaha and the Electric

Power Transmission company of Denver, are doing a thriv-

ing business.

Through the courtesy of J. C. English, secretary of the

Bridgeport Electric Light company, a representative of

the Western Electrician was recently permitted to in-

spect the company's model station. That this concern has

pleased a community as exacting as Bridgeport is known to

be, shows that it has fulfilled the original promises in re-

gard to maintaining a first-class plant. The company is,

at present, making several changes in its building to pro-

vide additional accommodations. The company now has

in mind a number of important ventures for the coming
year, and the dividends show that it can afford to consider

improvements. As the company was not fully satisfied

with the switches, sockets, etc., which it had in use, a

company was formed, known as the Union Electric Manu-
facturing company, with Mr, English as secretaiy and
general manager. But it was not anticipated that the

business would grow to the proporlions it has now attained

in so shart a time. The company has a large number
of oiders for future delivery and the indications are thaV it

will have to increase its facilities in order to supply the in-

creasing demand.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued Dec. I, i8qi.

464.001, Telegraph Repeater, Richard L. Atkinson,

Delaware Township, N. J,

464.002. Electric Brake La Motte C. Atwood, St.

Louis, Mo.

464,005. Treating Filaments for Incandescent Electric

Lamps, James Bradley. Massillon, Ohio.

464,022, Splice for Electric Conductors. Willard J.

Hicld, Minneapolis, Minn.

464,025, Potential Indicator. Carl T^. Kammeyer, Eau
Claire. Wis.

Claim one is <|iiotc(I

;

'•
I lie coinbinalion of an r;lcclric Kcneralor willi IraiiKlatmg

dcvicci* in Hcricit with cacli other, a circuit-closer, and connect-
ions whereby eitlurr '.ne of them may be short-circuited, wiid

circuit c I ov:r-responsive u> <^^vAX\v,ft•^ in the current delivered."

464 026. Transformer and Armature Core. Carl E.

Kammeyer, Eau Claire, Wis.

The claim read).:
*' \n arniaiurc core, cfir\%\%\\nv. '•( a wrricfi of plales, naid

plaice piovidcd with pcrmancnlly flexible inxidatinK-coutN of

varni«h or llic like applied permanently to ilic platcft, which
are then built tO;^cihtr lo form Mich core.''

464 027, Field Magnet for Dynamos or Motors. Carl

K. Kammeyer. Eau Claire, Wis.

4(<4,034 Lineman's Vise. John Mclsaac, Maiden,
Mass.

464.055, Elec ric Ifcalcr, I'arvin Wright, Denver,

Colo.

464

464,

464:

404

464,

464

464,

464.

464.

464,

464,

464,

464,

464,

464,

464.

464

464.

464,

464,

464,

464,

464

464,

464,

Martin H. Collom, Denver,

Matthew H. Foster,

,063. Electric Motor,
Colo.

067. Automatic Salesman,
Plaverhill, Mass.

,090. Electric Apparatus for Use on Railway Trains.
Rufus A. Wilder. Cressona, Pa.

,096. Apparatus for Obtaining Metals of the Alkalies
from Molten Chloride. Ludwig Gradau, Hanover,
Germany.

125. Method of Testing Insulated Wires. Richard
Varley, Jr., Englewood, N. J.

129. Crossing for Trolley Wires. Robert M. JoneSj
Salt Lake City, Utah,

132. Electric Arc Lamp.
New York, N. Y.

William A. Nicholson,

133. Relay. Richard Varley, Jr., Englewood, N. J.

134. Electric Circuit Closer. Richard Varley, Jr.,

Englewood, N. J.

136. Electric Regulator. Charles W. Holtzer and
George E. Cabot, Brookline, Mass.

152. Electric Transmitting Telephone, Rudolf Eicke-
meyer, Yonkers, N. Y.

156, Electrical Generator. Victor Hirbec. Paris,

France.

198. Electro Magnet. Olof E. Lundstedt, Brooklyn
N. Y.

This invention consists of an encircling frame of soft iron,
centrally pivoted to allow the end plates of the frame to
swing in unison from opposite directions over the poles of the
magnet.

,216. Armature for Dynamos and Electric Motors.
St. John V. Day, St Louis, Mo.

This invention consists of an armature so monnted upon a
shaft that one end is fast and the other loose, thus permitting
longitudinal expansion and contraction.

231. Electric Motor. John R. Robinson, Salem,
Mass.

244. Electric Fire Engine. Mark W^ Dewey, Syra-
cuse, N. Y.

245. Electric Hose Carriage. Mark W. Dewey,
Syracuse, N. Y.

246. Electrically Propelled Vehicle. Mark W. Dew-
ey, Syracuse, N. V.

247. Electric Heating Apparatus. Mark W. Dewey,
Syracuse, N. Y.

248. Electrically Propelled Vehicle. Mark W. Dew
ey, Syracuse, N. Y.

253. Car Truck. Edgar Peckhani, Kingston, N, Y.

256. Watchman's Electric Recorder. Harvey Red-
ding, Everett, Mass.

298. Electric Wire Support. -Richard Ellison, Cin-
cinnati, O.

299. Electric Motor. Herman A. Florian, Detroit,

Mich.

342. Method of and Apparatus for- the Propulsion of

Trains. John B. Mahana, Freewater, Ore.

The method described of generating and stiring electricity

consists in generating electricity by the rotation of the car
wheels on ^e down grade, storing such electricity and ov.er-

coming the resistance to the forward motion by using the power
of a prime motor in addition to the momentum of the train oh'
the down grade.

464,347, Magneto Electric Igniter for Combustible Va-
por Engines. Leonidas G. Wooliey, Grand Rapids,
Mich.

464.367. Insulating Composition. Smith W. Kimble,
Denver, Colo.

This invention Is a compound oi pulverized mica, silicate of

sodaand a mineral substance, as talc free from lime, combined
and moulded under pressure.

464.368. Insulating Support for Electrical Apparatus.
Smith W. Kimble, Denver, Colo. .

464.369. Composition of Matter for Insulating Purposes,

etc. Smith W. Kimble, Denver, Colo.

464 370. Trolley Wheel for Electric Railways.

W. Kimble, Denver, Colo.

Smith

Wire Hanger. Smith W. Kimble,464.371. Trolley

Denver, Colo.

464 411. Hanger for Trolley Wires. Thomas 1'^. Adams,
Cleveland, O.

Claim sixteen reads:

*'in an insulator, the combination, with a. metallic shell and
a shank therein, and insulated therefrom, of a canopy .remov-

ably secured in said shell."

John H. Clark. Bos-

Baxter, |r,, Baiti-

464,452. Controller for Elevators.

ton, Mass.

464,470. Electric Elevator. William

more, Md.

464.475. Joint for I-llcctric Conductors. Henry W.
Fisher, Pittsburg, Pa.

'I'hiw joint for uniting the adjacent onds of mclnl-armorcd .

conduclor.HiH made by castinK around tlic cndH a hollow metal

joint, the inclal of the joint (usinif and igniting with the

metal armor of the conductoraand formingan integral part with

the adjacent -icclionH.

Kc-issuo. 11.207. Open Circuit Battery. John I''. Wollcn-

sak and William E. Gill, Chicago, lli.

TlicfirHl claim rcadH:

"In '>pcn-circuit bftttcricB the combinnlion of a cii_i) liuving

holcH ihrougli ilH Hideo, a carbon HticK having a hole inn poui-

lion and direction lo be brought into a line wilh the hoIe« in tho

tupand u pin i>amnK throu^'li Lbc liolcit in the cup and atick,
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EOdknk E. Phillips, President. W. H. Sawtxr. aeo'j and Electrician.

AMEHICAIT ELECTRICAL WORKS.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Manufacturers of Patent Finished

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
Magnet Wire, Office and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covereo

Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone and
Incandescent CordB.

FARADAY CABLES.
New York Office. 10 Cortlandt Street,

p. C. ACKEBMAN, Asont.

ESTABLISHED 1M8.

HEMIN6RAY GLASS GO,
Offices, Covington, Ky. Factories, Muncie, Ind.

P

STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS,
Class Break Knobs, Floor Insulators, Battery Jars.

ARC LIGHT GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

Txroi^ic 02^ sx=e;ci.a.ili desio^ts s'Z.~l,-zc:xt:e:x^.

THE "CLARK " WIRE.
Insniatlon (guaranteed wherever UNed, Aerial^ Vnder^ronnd or mnhmorine.

In a letter from the Inspector of Ihe Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1 886, he says : "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber used in ineulating our wires and rabies is especially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain ll*^xil)U_' in <'itreme cold
weather, and ie not affected by heat. The insulation ia protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and Ppecial eilra finJ«h. which we
have now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and also preventing chafing and abrasion, which is water, acid, and to a very gr'-ut extent fireproof. Our in?uIa"ion will prove
durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of ail gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made ta order. We are now prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside iinish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

Clark Joint Gum should be used for making waterproof .ioints. This is put up in half-pound boxes, in strips about one foot long and five-eighths inch wide, and when wrapped about a joint
and pressed drmly it makes a solid mass. FOR BAIUVAV and ^lOTOB use, we make all sizes of stranded and tlexible with Clark insulation

WE GUARAXTEF 4HTIC IXSUliATlOX WHKltRVKR IFNED, ARRIAIi, lI\bERGROI'\'D OR SUBIIARI.XE. and our net price? are as low, if not lower tlinn any
other first-class Insulatfd Wire, Wh sIi:lI1 h^ iil'^n^-^d to mail ('aiaiogues with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
61 to 6.5 Hampshire Street, BOSTON, 3IANS.

HENRY A. CLARK, Treseurpr and Gen'l Manager.
HERBERT H. EDSTIS, PresllJent and Electrician.

^'».i^

For Sale Cheap, Second-hand Ma-
chinery, Arc and_ Incandescent. Also
3Iotors. All Apparatus Guaranteed. #

The Elfctrical Construction Co.

OFFICE DESKS,
"Gem" and "Rugby"

jj

'=
Folding Beds. ' |!i'|-i||:'

Brass and Wire Work. T 'li . •'
î

A. H, Andrews & Co., 215 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

H. T. PAISTE,
JANUFACTURER OP

SWITCHES, SOCKETS, ETC.,
S41 The Rookery, 10 Ho, IHth Ht.,

Chicaso, 111 Philadelphia. Pa.
See our full page advortlspment in lesue Sept.

12j for illQitrailons, prices, etc.

THE CROCK£R<WH££L£R
PERFECTED MOTORS.

Very slow speed, full power, perfect regu-
lation, forged fields let into base, self-oiling
hearings, self-centering bearings, all sizes.
both are and incandescent, for all pouer
purpo.ses.

Ackniiwledged by the Leading Manufacturinf; Companies to be

THE MOST PERFECT IVIOTOR MADE.
Estimates and Plans Furnished jar Electric Power Equipment.

CorrtSf-ondence Inuited.

430--432 WEST UTH ST., NEW YORK

IVIade by

FOR DIREGTanq ALTERNATING CIRCUITS.

The

WAGNER-

QUEEN

Portable

Voltmeter.

Send for Descriptive Tircnlar Rio. ze."?.

ROOT'S WATER-TUBE BOIL£R„
SAFE. ECONOIHICAL. DURABLE.

AN EXCELLENT

Electric Plant Boiler.
, -^'1 1

i>.v 111.' I':ic<.trir I.iKlK
< oiiipaiiicM at H.^lroli, SI. Paul, CoUini
1 M, linr-iniiiill, LoiiL^^ville, Jersey t'llv
I il 11 cn'iu many olliers; hIbo by tlio Af-
liiMigton & .Sims EiiRlneCo., Providence,K L; lliB Lynn Belt Line Street Rv. ( o.,
Lynn, jMhbs. and the Thouwon Iloiialon
Electric Co , Lynn, Mne.4.

AI)endrotli&RootMfg.Co.,

28 Cliff St., New York.

BRANCHES: ClilcaBO, Bouton Blilla.
Boot's Sectional Safety Boiler. delphla, Dallas, Rocliester.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIES

The Winner of 1890 will win again in 1891

Eleventh year.

SOLE MAKERS:

LAW TELEPHONE COMPANY
85 John St.. NEW VOKH

For tfie WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
—sx.oo

MICA
For Electrical Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL& CO,
818 ^Vater St.. JTew Tork.

Electrical Wood.

p
TeleKPapli

) OTelephone CROSS L ARMS
Electric I.t(iht I E

SOCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL POLES.
C. H. HOLMES, ''°°'^'"°=°i\'.'?i^uf9:Mo.

HARD FIBRE

DELAWARE HARD FIDRE CO.,

for insulation and me-

chanical construction is

manufactured in Shee's,

Rods, Tubing, Washers, Discs and all Special Shapes. Esti-

mates and samples furnished upon application.

WILMINGTON. DEL..

U. S. A.

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
m to 156 firedi 51., fiHtn Fcinl, BROOKIIS, 5. 1.

3I.\N'rP.^CTORT OP
Non-Conductive Blaclis. Rosettes and Bases for Cul-Ou(t

and Switches; also Insulators. Cleats. Lamp Trim-
mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Oar production le a denee body. Thegla.-.ingandbodj
of onr ware are of same composition, and are baked
aliiie, which are the features of

TIIIE H.^K1> rOKt F.LAIX.

TO MAKE A STATION PAY
Buy only the bent Quality nfeonils. Thin yon can

ilo l»y scntlios your ordert* to ub.

Sliipincnt. Rfasonablo Prices. Full Moasnre. No Charjo for Boxing or Tai (aire.

\\t: are headquarters for
National Allernaling and Oiroct Current Dynamos. Generators and Transformers:

Packard High Grade Lamps: Eddy Motors:
"Helmet" Weather-proof Wire; •Helmet" Moisture-proof Wire.

Sare time and money by placin^T your orders -with

The Electrical Engineering and Supply Co.,
031 Rnokery, 1.34 F. Gth St , opp Hotel Ryan, 400 n. nirhlean St.,

CHICAGO. ST. PAUL. DULUTH.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND DISCOUNT SHEETS,
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Established in 1861.

B. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AKD ILICTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities,

gj Entirely prevents SCALE to Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERGE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

NOW THEN ! FOR SALfi CHEAP!

!

70 American Sinple Carbon 2.000 caodte power
Arc Lampa. A 1 order,

T\va70 H. P.. TOO volte, Edison GeoeratorB, need
BtsmoDthe.

Ten 5 H. P. Sprague Motors, ueed sis months.
Two EdiBon Electric Mining Rock Drills, nsed

els monthe.
Hlfth Speed Engines and Fall Station Eqnip-

mentB, Poiee, etc.
Eighty 2,000 randle power American Double Car-

bon Arc Lamps, need three months,

JOHN E. BEGGS MFG. & SUPPLY CO., 74 Cortlandt Street. NEW YORK.

400 light Thomson-HoDBton Incandescent
Dynamos, UO volts. Perfect order.

Three 25 light 2,000 candle power American Arc
Dynamos. A 1 order.

Two 50 light ^,000 candle power Sparry Arc Dy-
namos. A 1 order.

700 Goose Necks, Sockets, Lamps, etc., complete,
good.

50 miles No. 10 American Electric Co. Wire, good
order, need one year. In H mile reels.

Two 400 light Thomson-HoQBton New Armatnrea.

-BRANCH STORB—

2134 Michigan Avenue*

SPEAKING TUBES .^ND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

AirXUNCIATORS *= BELLS.
FTTIiL I,IIIE ALiWAYS IN IsiTOCK.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO..
195 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 14b3 DeKalb Ave., Broolilyn. N. Y.

^^Send for New CATALoarrE. Out August 1st.

YoD Will Oblige

GIVEN AWAY!!
(»A3IPI.K OBDIERS OF

Buxton's Packing
At Only 50c, Per Pound.

"The £nsineer*a FaTorlte."
All Orders easranteed.

Agents wanted In every State in the Union. We can quote the
very lowest pricee on Ring Packing. Send for discount and
price list.

ESTABLISHED 1S82.

GEORGE B. BUXTON, ,

1 7 VIRGINIA ST., EAST SOMERVILLE, MASS.

Both Advertiser and Publisher

by mentioning the WESTERN
ELECTRICIAN when writing
to advertisers.

' ELECTRI
-" N2I80MAIN St.

,., TITCHBURG,MASS,U.S.A.'
:;/ Manufacturers OF DYNAMOS fok LIGHTING

f platingandexperimental purposes'
*-:»—ALSO MOTORS.-,!^^

EVERYTHING LATEST DE3I5N AND HI 6HEST EFRCIENCy.i

A GREAT RAILROAD.
Bv the absorption of the Chicago &, Ailanti'-

Railway between Marlon and Chicazo, the ERIE
has at last effected its entrance Into t'htcago, and
Dow occupies ih** prood position of heing the only
line between Chicaso and New York entirely
under one management
One result of tiisis the arraneeraent whereby

all the thiough trains of the Erie are now run
solid tetw<^een Chicago and New York without
change. PaseengerB holding throagh tickets,
whether first or pccond cIaes. are ab e to go from
Chicago to New York without chani^^ing cars.
Pnllman'a most modern S'eeping Cafs are ran

no all through train? -via this line, and on their
Veaiibnle Limited, Pullman's Dlnine C^re. No
extra fare chsr£'*»d on IDis train. In fact, the
rates via the ERIE are lower than via any other
roate off-irine fqial facilities.

Manufactu.fer's of

OCTAGONAL^^ Cedar
TELmoni&Electrical

RAILWAYpOLES&QlOSSARMSl

<f H.M.LOUD & Sons Uimber(^
OSCODA, IVIICH.

E1.UCTKIO L,I«.iHT
AXD BATTEBV

CJif^BO/HS.
Gi^IE V£;LJ^1n! ID, OHIO.

/moTOff

BffUSfiES.

THE

Unequaled

in

Efficiency

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

Gives tlie Higiiest Efficiency of any Wheel In llie World. Over 2,000 in use.

A ffonl i the most simple at" d reliable power for ail minine and manufactur-
ing maciiinery. Adiipted to liesds running from '..0 op to 2,000 or more feet.
From ~'u to HO per chi t. bett^^r reeutts guaranteed tlian can be produced from
any ottter Wheel in the country.

EIiKCTRIC TRADiSIIIISSION.
The advantagea the Peiton Wheel nffords in the way ct a uniform and relia-

ble jiower, cloee regulation and the facility of adaptation to varying conultiona
of [ipeed and preteure, have brought It into s])eclal prominence and exttnslve
UBe for thiB cluBa of work. All applications should state amount and head of
water power required, and for what purpose, with approximate lengtli of pipe
line. Send for tjATALoouK.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL COm
121-183 Slain St., San Francisco, €al., U. S. A.

14,t LIBERTY STREET, - - .V£:ir YORK.
^^It having come to our notice Ihat our patent rights are being lufrinted

upon, iniending purchasers are hereby warned that all such Infringements will

be duly j)rosPCuted.
PflCLTON WATER MOTOltH. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15

and HO horse lower, uneciualed for all light runnlni,' machlueiy. Wurranrtd
to develop a given hiiiount of power wlTli one-ha)) the wnti^r rH(piired liy any
other. ^^".Send for Motor Circular. Addrops as above. I)ellverlen niadn from
San Francisco or ^iow Y'ork, us may afford the uiotjt favorable fn^lj-^lit rates.

££BE TB THE JUDGE."
:^.^.'\z:e: toxj t?h.ieii> th3EI

ECONOMIC INCANDESCENT LAMP?
If not you are losing time and we are losing a customer. Everybody that tries it, BUYS

IT, and everybody that buys it once, buys it af/ain. Kindly inform us what voltage
and style of base you use and TRY IT AT OUR EXPENSE.

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL SPECIALTY CO.,
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS,

CEO. L. KIRKHAM, Manager. 1017 Chamber of Commerce, CHICAGO.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CTKI^E-BRAXEn "^VAXEK WIlEEEas particularly adapted to th-nr us^

on account of its r<*iiiarkably Hteady motion, hicli ^peed
and great E<U<ri#'ncy, and lai'c^ iJapafiiy foriisaiameter,
being double the I'o^i'or of most wfatels of sam*,- *diam*rier. It is ui^d
by a number of the leading electric companies wirh great satisfaction, tn the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per ccnl
of useful effect ;rnaranteed.
sE.^i> roR <:axai>oc;c'e A>fl> parxictears.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no g-irars are required

and it can be belled directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engra%'ing represents a pair of 12 inch VICXOR

XIJRBII\ES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume. Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shalt and Driving fhilleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantia] cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very corop!eie and
strictly 6rst-class in every particular. We are now prepared 10 furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, air! wh-r*' 'h'- ^it-;a;ioD

admits of their use, we recommend ihem.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.. DAYTON, OHIO.

ITTTKYT !J:1UJikEIl!MnS=Oi]j

„*^fNNA 6HI0.<^<'li?"lSST^G
ELECTRIC SLATE

Switch-boards a Specialty.

Small samples of plain and marbleized free.

T. J. MURPHY,
Electrical Esch<mge Btdg. 136 I-iberty St..

Room 2i;i. Nf W ^ ORK.

WANTED.
A young business man to take interest

in valuable Electric Specialty. Must have
$3,000 and give his time to the business.

Address,
Chicago Inventor,

Care Western Electriciax.

J. C. TEMPLE,
(Formerly ol STOUT, MILLS & TEIIPLB),

DAYTON, OHIO,

flyirailicaDiiMecliaiiicalEDpeer
Improvement of Wafer Powers, Arraneement

of Power Plants, Shafting, etc, for Electric Power
and Light. CONSTRUCTION SUPERINTENDED.

HARRISON CONVEYOR
FOR HANDLING

GRAIN, COAL, TAN BARK, SEEDS, ETC.
Will convey all kinds of grain wlthoat inislng.
Will carry two different kinds of material In op-

posite directions at the same time.
Willconvey One-Hundred and Fifty Tone of Coal

perhoar. Made of Wrought Iron and Steel. Send
tor Illustrated Catalogne. BOhDEN & SELLECK
COMPaNY.48 and 50 Lake St.. Chicaoo. 111.

Wm. S. Tcekeh, Pres. Geo. a. Bell. V. Pees. J. LE3TEE WooDBHiiKJE, SCO. and Treas.

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER ENGINEERING CO.,
Consulting and Constracting

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment ot Electric Railways. Steam and Electric Plants.

47 Times Building. Telephone Call. 1009 Cortlandt. NEW YORK.

CEDAR POLBS.
Railway Ties and Posts.

If In want of Poles, Ties and Posts, save monej
by getting my prices.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
FACTORY

•JVU/SUXGTOX, DEL.

x]sar.^:BXjis]s:E:i> 1878.
SOL,E MAXIFACTI RERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Stlclss, and Special Sliapes to order. Colors, Ked, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. » n'ir/j^^^ y.

THE SCHUYLER
-s"Z"ST:Ei\.d: OIF-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FEATURES:

instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Seif-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLIETOWN, CONN.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
-FOR

—

ARC LIGHT CIRCUITS.

SIIVIPLrE. RELIABL.E. DITBABL,E.

The only safe socket for series lamps, and the only

socket having insulating material for the outside

parts. Send for lUastrated Catalogue.

620 ATLANTIC AVENUE,

OF INSULATED WIRES AN D CABLES,

A New Book Just Published.

A Practical Guide to the Testing- of Electric Light, Electric

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires.

PRICE, POSTAGE PKEPAI1>. ^1.00.

SEXD IX VOIR ORDER NOW.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTORS m DYNAMOS.
ELECTRIC MOTORS in all standard sizes,

up to and including 100 H, P., for operating

elevators, pumps, printing presses, and machin-

ery for general manufacturing purposes.

POWER GENERATORS.
ELECTRIC MIXING MACHINERY of

all kinds, Hoists, Tram Cars, etc.

FAN OUTFITS, Electric Plants for pump-

ing Church Organs.

We call the special attention of
Station Superintendents to the fact
that our machines are absolutely un-
surpassed for economy of electric

current.

DYNAMOS for isolated plants and the equip-
ment of Mills, Banks and Office Buildings with
Electric Lights.

ELECTRIC BLOWERS for ship ventila-

tion. Have equipped 18 U. S. and foreign War
Ships with ventilating apparatus.

NBIF ENGLAND Office,

OS Oliver St., BOSTON.
PHILADELPHIA Office, 38 S. Fourth St.

CHICAGO Office, - Phenix Building.

SAN FRANCISCO Office, - 35 Market St.

= ST, LOUIS Office, - - 4:21 Olive St.

NEW ORLEANS Office, 78 Customliouse St

THE G. & G. ELECTRIC MOTOR CO., 402-404 Greenwich Street, NEW YORK.

You can

Put

It up

Yourself.

Lights

Are Standard

And
Full size.

Thoroughly

Reliable

And
Practical.

Prices

Reasonable.

Send

For

Illustrated

Pamphlet.

BAIN ELECTRIC HANDFAGTDRING CO.,

47 So. JEFFERSON STREET,

CHICAGO.

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC CO,
BOSTON,

620 Atlantic Avenue.

NEW YORK,
5IO-534 West 23d Street.

CHICAGO,
217 La Salle Street.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
Orders Executed Correctly and Promptly.

No, 135. All Porcelain Keyless Wall Socket

BEST AND CHEAPEST.

ALSO-
Ho. 116. Keyless Socket, 1-8 lo.

Ko. 130. Keyless Wall Socket-

Porcelain or Wood Base.

Ko. 146. Keyless Socket for 76,

100 and 150 c. p. Lamps,

No. 160. Waterproof Sccket.

No. 140. Attachment Plug,

with Fuses.

No. 125. Key Wall Socket— Porcelain or Wood Base. No 1 10. Key Socket, No 1 20 Keyless % inch Socket.
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For DTlvIng Djuamoa.

The Clinton Cas Light Co., Clinton, Mass., have thor-

oughly tested and have adopted the Evans System of

Driving Dynamos in their new Electric Light Station.

Thousands of Horse Power in use driving Dynamos, and hundreds of sets of Cones
in operation, driving all classes of machinery. Address

THE EVANS FRICTION CONE CO.,
33 T7^«.tox- St., ^OSTC^ig-, IVC-^-SS.

EvanH' <:<inf^.

l-'or A'aryioc Hpffii.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE COMFAXTT,
JVI.A.KrXJIE'-ia.CTTmEH.S OI"

HIGH GRADE INSULATED WIRES
OF A.L1L, DESCRIPTIOIVS.

WEATHERPROOF WIRES,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

MAGNET WIRES,
INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,

ETC., ETC., ETC.

WRITE FOE QUOTATIONS
AND SAMPLES.

Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO,, 48-52 N, Clinton St„ CHICAGO, ILL
BVERYTHXNG IN

WIRE-FUSE- STRIPS. THE MILUKEN PATENT POLE
For Electric Street Railways and Eieclrie LigM Work.

55 LIBERTY STREET, h...p.cx™..bt 89 DEiRBORN STREET,

MILUKEN BROS.
NEW YORK. CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.—Iron Work
for Light Stations a Specialty.

TVBITE FOK CIRC«JL,AR AND CAT.4r,0«UE.

MANtTFACTCRED BT

The Spsrrj Electric Kinin^ Uichine Co,,

39th St. and Stewart Ave.. CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS

RECALIBRATED.-REPAIRED.
CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO., 73 W. Jackson St.

H,WARO LEONARD & COMPANY.

Secure bid from ns for Electrical Apparatus or
Construclion before decidin;:- Railwaje, Light-

ing, Tranemlesion of Power, Wiring, etc.

Klectrical Exchange Building:,
XEW YORK. CITY.

DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS
AfTord the Only Reliable and Efficient Means for

All NIGHT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

All other devices are crude, expensive and unsatisfactory.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC GONFANT
Has established its broad foundation patent for Double Carbon Arc Lamps, No. 219,208, having ICOH foili'

distinct infringement suits in the United States Courts, two of them on final hearing, the decisions

being rendered by Judges Gresham, Blodgett, Brown and Ricks.

The public is warned against the uSe of infringing lamps or any crude substitute for the Brush Invention.

Arc Lighting Apparatus, Electric IVIotors and Generators,
Alternating Current Apparatus, Incandescent Liglnting Machines,

Carbons for Arc Lighting, Etc., Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,
CDIH.ICD.
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NEW BOOK!
NOW READY.

ELECTRIC

TRANSMISSION

HAND-BOOK.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition
to our famous hand-book series, of which
20,000 copies have been sold. The new
book deals in the author's well-known
practical style with all the problems of

Electric Power Transmission.

NOW READY._ PRICE. UOO.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDE BUiLDINC, CHICAGO.
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOUIAELT ADAPTED TO DEIVIUG

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS.
On account of Its high efficiency at all stages of gile, steadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the construction of which makes It the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

Prun CftD PHTRI HPIIC I'lustrating various styles ol fetting

OLnU run UHIHLUUUC on both vertical and horizonUl shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS GO

,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCESSORS TO

STOrX, 9111,1,8 & TEMPLiE,

STEAM PLANTS
IXHTALi^ttU BY

IKT. B. PXSARSON i£ CO.,
HECHAXICAL ENCIINEEBH ADIU C0!«TRACT0B8.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDING, - CHICAGO.
WILLIAMS AUTOMATIC ENGINE.

For all purposes requiring stead? power.
Williams Engine Works; No. 447 North street,

BALTIMORE, MD.

roB, lar.

WesterD Electriciai

SI.OO.

iWOODBURYENGlNi

THE ORIGINAL WESTINGHOUSE ENGINE,
Built A. D. 1880.

SIZE 3x3. 1,000 REVOLUTIONS.

New preserved in the Offices of the Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

THE WESTINGHOUSE MACHINE COMPANY.
PITTSBURGH. PENNA.U.S.op A. g

SELF-CONTAINED, AUTOMATIC
HIGH SPEED STEAM ENGINE
for Electric Lighting and
Street Railway Service,

WITH BOILER PLANT COMPLETE
Catalogue sent oil applioatioii.

STEARNS MFC. CO. ERIE, PA.
BRANCH i Philadelplua, 94'^^ Urexel Itldt;.

OFFICES ' San Francisfo, "^fl & 31 Speitr St,

wwmi
DRY STEAMS

I^-CrlllTieE.EI3 BTT

THE POND SEPARATOR.
The Pond Separator Is guaranteed to relieve the

steam of all entrained water, and return this water
to the boiler, thus efifecting a large saving In fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

POND ENGINEERING COMP.4NV
ST LOUIS.
OMAHA.

CHICAGO.
DALLAS.

KANSAS CITY.
SEATTLE.

TAPES AND COMPOUNDS,
VULCA WIRE DUCTS,

ELBOWS, JOINTS, ETC., ETC.

All Snpply Stores Keep Them.

THE NATION'S CHOICE.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,

78-80-82 Franklin Street,

CHICAGO.

MAIN OFFICE.
049 and OSI liroadwar.

Now York.

Geo. H. Meeker,

WesterD Haoager.
i TfUCL MAflM
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DID YOU SEE IT
AT THE CONVENTION!

THE NEW COMBINED

Snow - Sweeper - and - Plow
EXHIBITED BY THE

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR, PRICES

AND FULL INFORMATION CONCERNING IT.

We are Prepared to Make Quick Delivery,

The Motors and Equipments can all be utilized on other cars

after the Winter Season is over.

II

BOSTON OFFICE: CHICAGO OFFICE:

620 Atlantic Avenue. 148 IVIicliigan Avenue.
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CRESCENT DRY BATTERY
Is Smaller Than Any Other.

Has Great Stren&[lh.

Has Great Durability and Recuperative Powers.

Is Not Subject to Freezing.

Does Not Evaporate.

Is the Best Battery on the lUiarliet.

THOUSANDS IN USE.^
We want every Bell Hanger and Construction Man to send us his name

on a postal card. It ivill pay him to do so.

Perkins' Incandescent Lamps
He^srer Uisa^ppoint Youl-

m knapp Electrical Works,
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS,

54 and 56 Franklin Street^

CHICAGO, ILL
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THE DENVER CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC COMPANY

GENERAL orf'CE

1737 CHAMPA STREETIPA STREET ^

C-i-^

¥
Jt

f' '^^^ic.^^'C*''^ —

Th? Wirt DynarRO Briish was designed with the intention of combining the good qualities of carbon and

COPPER brushes, it has accomplished this effectively. Sparking, with its attendant wear and damage to the

commutator, has been almost entirely eliminated.

The Resistance M^tal in these brushes is something new in electrical art, and has a resistance about fifty

times that of copper, or three times the resistance of German silver. It is used in sheets as thin as letter

paper, the result being great flexibility, producing smooth running, and as the contact on each successive

commutator bar is made first with this high resistance metal, and broken also on the high resistance metal,

the destructive short circuiting currents which cause the vicious sparking sometimes seen on commutators

is almost entirely prevented. At the same time there is sufficient pure copper in the middle of the brush to

carry the main current to the brush holder without undue heating.

We invite correspondence from those who have dynamos which are at all troublesome at the brushes.

The Wirt Brushes are somewhat higher in first cost than plain copper brushes, but they will pay for them-

selves many times over in saving of labor and commutator copper.

These brushes are manufactured to order, and can be furnished on short notice. When ordering

please give dimensions of brushes in use.

Kanlcrn OfTlff anti l-'at-torlcB

Ansonia, Conn.

The Electrical Supply Co.,

Cor. Randolph St. and Michigan Ave.,

CHICAGO. I'^iiclom' lEiisiiM'MH I'ai'il

iuv llliiHli'iifi'tl 4'iitiil(»Q:iirH.
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^Mp^A^'^^£^

CHAS.J FOUST.Treaa.

LO_PYLANDrSeC/

^f#%S«=J'^i>2^Z<^Sept.
, 24, 1891,

W. D. Packard, Sec 'y.

New York & Ohio Co.,

Warren, Ohio,

Dear Sir:-

In response to your inquiry as to how .

we like your lamps, will say, that they are giving

excellent satisfaction, t)0th as to brilliancy and

long life. Recently our Mr. Cook, Supt. Brush

Station, forwarded to me the following test,

namely:- Thirteen lamps in test, each averaging

2,934 hours, lowest life 1,868 hours, highest

4,696 hours.

Hoping this will give you the data wanted and

you will continue to improve your lamps, not for-

getting, however, that price must improve with

quality; that is, the better the lamp, the lower

tne price.

^.,.;S±3M^~ .(7^-«^

NEW YORK £ OHIO CO., - Werren, Ohio.

J. W. PEALB, 1 Broadway, Nsw York. ELECTRIC ENG. & SUPPLY CO.. Syracuse N YTHE E.E. & S. CO., 931 Rookery, Chicago; St. Paul and Duluth. ST. LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.. St Louis
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FORT WATNE ELECTRIC CO.,
9 •^•^•^ -—'-f

MAKITFACXUREKS OF THE "

SLATTERY INDUCTIONJND WOOD ARC SYSTEM

ELECXRIC °LiaHXING.
THE MOST PERFECT OF ANY.

For references as to the rnerits of these systems, inquire of the local companies, the operators, or the customers in

the large cities of this country where these systems are now being used almost exclusively after other systems have been
tried and thrown out— Philadelphia, New Orleans, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Detroit, etc.

WE MAKE ALL STANDARD SIZES OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM.
Also Arc Lamps of Standard Sizes, 2,000 c. p., i ,200 c. p. and 800 c. p.

Main Office and Factory, FORT WAYNE, IND.

UTEIiV TORK 115 Broadway. PITTSBrRGH, PA 533 Tl^ood Street.
CHICAGO 185 Dearborn Street. SAJT FRAWCISCO 35 JTew IHontgomery Street.
PHILADELPHIA 907 Filbert Street. TOROKTO, CAKABA 138 King Street, W,
DALLAS, TEXAS McLeod Bnilding. BITFFAXO 828 Pearl Street.

ONE MOTOR DRIYINB BOTH AXLES
Of a street car, is the same principle as having all driving wheels of a locomotive connected, which is the

AMERICAN SYSTEM.

Sizes: -^^^^==^^^^^ ''"^ "^^^

15, 30 and 40 _^^^^^^^^k Proof Motor,

Horse Power. "^^^^ "' ^^^p^ Both Axles.

This cut represents the latest construction of our Standard Apparatus equipped with our HEAT PROOF MOTOR.
Attention is invited to the work being done by these equipments on the Merrimac Valley Street Railway,

Lawrence, Mass.; Consolidated Street Railway Company, Grand Rapids, Mich.; and the People's Electric Street Rail-
way, Springfield, 111.; where. In each place, the two largest electric companies have put their latest equipments
against them, with the result of proving oiir claims and strengthening the advantages derived from utilizing the full
traction of the car, and driving all wheels simultaneously.

PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS:

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
DETROIT, MICH., U. S. A.

A'so Manufacturers of Electrical Power Machinery, Standard Line Appliances and General Electrical Supplies.

coitKi-:Mi'o\ue>ci-: i.witkd.
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ANY CAPACITY UP TO

1,000 HORSE POWER,

C. S. VAN NUIS, 136 Liberty St., New York.

The Minnesota Brush Electric Company

^ MILES
of Arc, Incandescent and Power Cables

INVESTIGATION PROVED IT

THE BEST.

OF THS

MardUnierpMdCalileCo.,
New York, Pittsburgh, Chicago.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
Tbe acknotv-ledged StAndard for durable and high In-

sulation. Its merits proved by a record of over q.i£arter
of s centnary. Adapted to all electrical pnrpoeeg.

CELEBRATED KERITE TAPE FOR INSULATIN& JOINTS,

Electric Light and Power. ALL SIZES Aerial Use.
Teleg'-apii and Telephone, i p„ri FnmQpH WlypQ Subterranean Use,
Railway and all other *-^°° tncasea wires. submarine Use.
Branches of Signaling, Concealed Wiring in all Locations.

WILLIAM H. ECKERT, Gen'i Agent, 16 Oey St., NEW YORK.

Western Eliectric Co., diicago, 111., Sole Agents for the West.

ALEXANDER, BARNEY ti CHAPIN,
20 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

THE MOST

POPULAR LAMP
IN THE MARKET,

"A.B^C.

WRITE US

FOR

PRICES

OF ALL GOOD*

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, NEW YORK,

MANUFACTUHEKS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

BATTERY,
g,g|.j^.jjg|

Supplies

THE "CHAMPION'
Price, with Rod Zinc, SI. 15 per Cell, with Corrugated

Zinc, SI.35 per Cell.

THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED.

PACKARD
HIGH GRADE

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
I Mamifacttirfd !>>' the i

NEWYORK&OHIOCOMPANY,Warren,Ohio.
'J'

J. W. PEAIE. I Broadwuy, NEW YORK.
I ELECTRIC ENG. & SUPPLY CO., SYRACUSE, N. Y.
I
ELECTRICAL ENG. & bCPPLY CO., 'J31 Rookerr, CHICAGO, and ST. PAUL.

, ST. LOUISELECIRICALSUPPLY CO., .ST. LOlIS.

E. E. KELLER. F. E. DEOEXILiKllT.

Keller & Degenhardt,
542 Rookery Bldj

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

Cbicag-o. 111.
THE ONLY BUREAU OF ELECTRICAL INFORMATION IN THE WORLD'S FAIR CITY.

WILLAKD L. CANDEE,
t R,,,,„p.. «.„,„„

H. DURAKT CHEEVER, f
'^""'"''" -"iDSBers.

The

Inteinational OKONITE COMPANY,

iPN/^:

LIMITED,

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRES ilDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.
BRANCHES: Chicagro, Boston, Philadelpliia, 3Iinneapolis, Cincinnati. Kansas City,

Omaha, liouifiville, St. Loais, San Francisco, London and So. America.

WRITE FOR PRICES ON

TROLLEYS, GEARS, BEARINGS

AND GENERAL SUPPLIES.

R. D. Nuttall Company,
Allegheny. Pa. JSeyxr York.

The 1891 ELECTRIC MOTOR and BATTERY.
SIMPLE.

ECONOMICAL.

DURABLE.

EFFICIENT.

For Offices, Sick-rooms, Restaurants.

Jewelers, Dentists, Confectioners,

Amateurs, and at

ONE-HALF PRICE.
Seod for prices and desciiptlTe p&mpblet« to

1891 iyiOTOR-8 Oliver Street. BOSTON, MISS.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT BY THE BALL & WOOD CO., new york.

Of all Descriptions.

0.mpl.Ur.llofCh«m. C.rbfln RtVfTol, .,1.1 CoT.r Cormf.U'l Zlnr nfChx
pItM miUrj. otCh.mplon bjU«T7. plon BilUry.

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Light and Power
Appliances,

Construction Tools and

Line Material.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

AGENTS;
I tt". B. Po.iceon .* Co , llomi- Inf. Illdj.. Chic»(^>. 111.

I Tbos. i). ^iiiUb .Tr., Uaronion,! lUdr . ClncinnaU, (.•hlo.

1 W. A. Daj. rij Oliver St , Doelon. M»s«.
\ A.M. Mtir.0 *t Co., Commercial Bids., St. I.onie, Mo.
I M'acl .^ Slrlnthani, Hammond llldi; , Delroll, Mich.
1. Uvde Uroa. ,v Co., Lewi:. Block, Piiuhnrs, P».
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m
Tbomson-Houston

ELECTRIC CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY OF

DYNAMOS, LAMPS
And Every NeceBsary Appliance for the Oonstruction, Maintenance and Operation of

Central Stations and Isolated Plants,

Arc, Direct Current and Alternating Current Systems,

100,000 750,000
Thomson-Houston Arc Lamps, Thomson-Houston Incandescent Lamps

In Daily Operation October 1, 1891.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, WESTERN OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave.. BOSTON. Mass. 148 Michigan Ave.. CHICAGO. ILL
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION DF ADVERTISEMENTS.

ALPHABETICAL LIST. I

Abcudroth & Hoot Mfg. Co . .
.—

Alexander, Barney & Chapln 1

American Desk & Scaling Co xv

American Electrical Works xlii

Andrews & Co., A. H
Baggot, E 3tlv

Bain Electric Mfg. Co xvi

Ball Enelne Co xlx

Ball & AVtJod Co. . The 1

Beckerleg. Jas. G xH

Beggs, J. E., Mfg. & Supply Co.xvi

Bernstein Electric Co
Braun Illustrating Co xlx

Brownlee *& Co xil

Brookfield, Wm xli

Brush Electric Co xvll

Butler Hard Rubber Co
Buxton, Geo. B xlv

C. B. &Q. R. R x>-^

C.&E. R.R xiv

0. &. C. Electric Motor Co. . .. xvl

Central Electric Co v

Chicago Electric Mfg. Co xiil

Chicago Electric Motor Co xtll

Chicago Insulated Wire Co ... - xvli

Colburn Electric Mfg. Co xiv

Consol. Elec. Mfg. Co.,The. ..

Crocker-Wheeler Elec. Mo. Co. .x!ii

Day's Kerlte Insulation i

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.. xlx

Delaware Hard Fibre Co xiv

Detroit Electrical Works sxiy

Densmore Typewriter Co xil

Eastern Electric Cable Co xlil

Easton Electric Co xvl

Edison General Electric Co vl

Edison General Electric Co ,
Cable

and Wire Department vl

Electric Constructioa & Sup.Co. . viil

Electric Merchandise Co x

Electric Secret Service Co x

Electrician Pub. Co
Elec. Construction Co., The xiu

Elec. Eog. &Sup. Co., The.... vlil

Elec. Supply & Contracting Co. xlv

Electrical Supply Co., The... xxli

ElektronMfg. Co xviu

Empire China Works xvi

Evans Friction Cone Co xvii

For Sale xvi

Foster, O. A • >

Fort Wavne Electric Co xxiv

Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd. .x

Globe Carbon Co xv

Great Western Elec. Supply Co. .
ix

GreeleyA Co., The E. S i

Goodrich-Coleman Elec. Wks. . xvii

Helfller Electric Co xv

Hemlni^ray Glass Co xni

Hill Clutch Works xviii

Hirlimann, C. J xviii

Hlne Eliminator Co
Holmes, C.H xiii

Holmes, Booth & Haydena xviil

India Rubber & Gutta Percha

Insulating Co xxiil

Interior Conduit Alnsulation Co. x

International Okonit« Co i

Kartavert Mfg. Co xvi

Keller & Degenhardt i

Knapp Electrical Works xxl

Law Telephone Co . xili

Leonard & Co.. H. Ward xvii

Link Belt Machinery Co xv

Loud. H.M. & Sons Lumber Co.. xlv

MUliken Bros xvii

Monitor Electric Co
Mosher Arc Lamp Co —
Munsell& Co., Eugene xul

Murphy, T. J xv

National Carbon Co xlv

National Electric Mfg. Co
N.Y. Belting & Packing Co. . .

.

New York Insulated Wire Co .
.
xvi

New York & Ohio Co , 1

N. W.Elec. Specially Co
Nuttall Company, R. D I

Oatrander & Co., W. R x

Palste. H. T ...xiii

Page Belting Co x

Partrlok & Carter Co
Payne & Co., Geo. W
Pearson & Co., W. B xlx

Pelton Water Wheel Co xiv

Phoenix Glass Co xviii

Pond Englnc«ring Co xlx

Powell Co.. The Wm
Pumpelly, J. K xili

Queen & Co xili

Ries Elec. Specialty Co., The. . . x

Rockford Electric Mfg. Co xli

Royal Electric Co
Samson Cordage Works xli

Sargent & Lundy xlii

Sawyer-Man Electric Co xt

Schawel AiCo., Jas xli

Schieren »& Co. Chas. A xli

Bchoonmaker, A. O xil

Schuyler Electric Co xv
Security losulator Co ix

Short Electric Railway Co xil

Shultz Belting Co xviii

Sperry Elec. Mining Mach. Co. xvii

Sprague, Duncan & Ilutchlnam,
Ltd ix

Standard Underground Cable Co I

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co xxlil

StarEIectrlx Co xlv

Stearns Mfg. Co xix
Sterling, W. C xv
Stllwell &BIerceMfg. Co...xIv, xv
Sunbeam Incand. Lamp Co ix

Taussig, S
Temple, J. G xv
Tnomson-Houston Elec. Co. II, xx
Union Electric Mfg. Co., The. .

Union Electric Works xli

Union Hardware Co xli

U. S. Electric Lighting Co xi

VanNuifl C. S I

Vulcanized Fibre Co xv
Wanted xlii

Waeatch Asphaltum Co xil

Washington Carbon Co., The. . . .vii

Western Electric Co Ix

Westlnghouse Elec. and Mfg Co
Westlnghouse Machine Co xlx
WestonElectrfcallnstrum't Co.lv, xil

Williams Engine Works xlx

Woodbrldge & Turner Eng. Co. xv
Woodhouse & Rawson. Ltd
Worthington, Henry R xil

CLASSIFIED LIST.

Accnmnlators.
BruHh Electric Co.

AlamlnDm.
Goodrich-Coleman Elec. Works.

Annunciators.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical ConetrQCtlon Co., The.
Eliictrlcul Supiily Co., Tte.
Great Western Llec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co.. The E. 8.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
oetrander & Co. W. R.
Partrick &. Carter Co.
Union Electric Works,
Western Electric Co.

Arc Ijampg.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Begire. J. E., Mfg. & Supply Co.
Brai*li Electric Co.
Easton Electric Co.
Electric Constrnctlon & Sapply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Moeher Arc Lamp Go
Schnyler Electric Co.
Thomson -HoQBton Biectrlc Co.
Westlnghooee Electric & Mfg. Co.
Weatern Electric Co.

Arc lii^ht Cord.
Electrical tiupp y Co., The.
Koiipp Electrical Works.
Samson Cordage Worka.

Ai>i>halinni.
Wasatch Aaphaltum Co.

Batteries,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.,The.
Foster, O. A.
(ireeley&CcTheE. S.
Hirlimann, C. J.

Law Telephone Co.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Pumpelly, J. K.
Queen & Oo.
Weatern Electric Co.

Battery Jarit.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Ilemlngray Glass Co.
Hirlimann, C. J.

Law Telephone Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
I'uiiipelly, J. K.
l/ueen A Co.
Weatern Electric Co.

Bells, iCIectrlc.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Greeley & Co., TheE. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Oatrander & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Star Electrix Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Bells, Maemeto.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co.. The K. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Belting:.
Evanp Friction Cone Co.
Link Helt Machinery Co.
N. Y. Beltlnir & PacKlng Co.
Page Belting Co.
Schieren & Co., Chaa. A.
Shnltz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Abendroth & Root Mfg. Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Books, KICCtricBl.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Braider Spoolers.
Payne & Co., Geo. W.

Brass Goods.
Powell Co., The Wm.

iSorelar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrlcjil Supply Co., The.
tlrpat Wi'Btnrn Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley* Co.,ThP E. b.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cables.
(See Wire Ineulated.)

Cables, Klectrlo. (See Wire Insu-
lated), Copper, Hheet and Bar.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Webtern Electric Co.

Carbons, Points and Platefl.
Brush Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co , The.
Globe Carbon Co.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
National Carbon Co.
^N'aehlnylon Carbon Co.
WeBtem ElecCMcCo.

CIntches* Friction.
Hill Clutch Works.

Constrnctlon and Bepairs.
BalnElectrlcMfg. Co.
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Electric Constrnrtlon & Supply Co.
Electric Supply tt f'ontractlng Co.
Electrical Construction Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Leonard & Co., H. Ward.
Temple, J. C.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors, Klectrle fji^ht,
KnfiTlne Plants and Electric
Ballways.
Ball Engine Co.
Ball& Wood Co.. The.
Bain Electric Manofactaring Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Chicago Electric MfE- Co.
Detroit Electrical Worka.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Supply & Contracting Co.
Electrical fc^cg. & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
lleisler Electric Co.
Keller & Degenhardt.
Leonard & Co., fl. Ward.
Pearfloo & Co., W. B.
fond Enelneerlnp Co.
Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Sargent & Landy.
Short ElPCtrlc Railway Co.
Sprague,T)uncau.t Hutchinson,Ltd.
Temple, J. C.
Thomson -Houston Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Westinghouee Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.
Wlliiarae Engin« Works.
Woodbrldge a Turner Eng. Co.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Worka.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Holmes, Booth 4 Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
SperryElec. Mining Machine Co.
Weatern Electric Co.

Cordage.
Samaon Cordage Works.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmep, C. H.
Loud, H, M. & Sons Lumber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cat-Outs and Switches.
Alexander, Barney & Chapln.
Central Electric Co.
Coupolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Electrical SuuplyCo., The.
Cletipon & Bal'ev Mfg. Co. Ltd.

Knapi' i';ii-ctrical Works.
Palate, H.T.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Star Electrix Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
Van Nulfl. C- S.

Western Electric Co.

Uynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Begtifl, J. E., Mfg. &. Supply Co.
C & C . Electric Motor Co.
Colbarn Electric Mfg. Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Easton Electric Co.
Elec'ricnl Entr. & Supply Co.
Fort Wavne Electric Co.
Heialer Electric Co.
National Electric Manufacturing Co.
Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
LTnlted States Electric Lighting Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weetlnghouee Electric & Mfg. Co.

Electric Heating.
Electric Merchandise Co.

Biectrlc Railways.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Leonard & Co., II. Ward.
Sargent & Lnniiy.

Short Electric Kalhvav Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westlnghonee Electric & Mfg. Co.
Woodbrldce & Turner Eng. Co.

RIectrloal Instrnments.
Central Electric Co.
Conaolidtited Elec. Mfg. Co.. The,
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Greeley « Co., The E. 8.

Partrick & Carter Co.
O.neen & Co.
Star Electrix Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Wepton Electrical Instrument Co.

RIeetrlcol Intelllfionce.

Keller & Degenhardt.
Leonard & Co., H. Ward.

Klectrlcal f^pccialtlcs.
Northwestern Elect. Specialtv Co.
Rloa I'^'octrlc Specially t'o., The.
Star Eloclrlx Co.
Spragiio, Duncan & llutihlneoii Ltil.

electroliers and Combina-
tion FIxtnros.
Bagcot, E.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
Glcaeon A Bailey Mfg. Co., Ltd.

Thomaon-Honaton Electric Co.

Rlectro-PlatlnK Machines.
BruBh Electric Co.
Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.
EdlBon General Electric Co.
Thfimfton-Houaton Electric Co.

KlevQtorH.
Liuk li<-lt .Machinery Co.

Knslnes, Mteam.
Ball Ent'lne Co.
Ball A Wood Co , The.
BeggB.J . E..Mfg. it Supply Co.
Pearaon &Co.. W.B.
Pond Eotrineerlng Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Steams Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse Machine Co.
WilllamB Engine Co.

Enerrav^rs.
Braun Illuatratlng Co.

Fan Oatnts.
C. &. C. Electric Motor Co.
Edison General Electric Co,
Electrical Supply Vo., The.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcaoizt^d Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp ElectrlcaJ Works.
Partrlcfc Jt Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western iilectric Co.

Friction Cones.
Evane Friction Cone Co.

Oas lilfftitlDg;, Klectrlc.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

General Electrical Hopplles.
Alexander, Barney & Cbapin.
American Electrical Worka.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg- Co,
Consolidated Elec. Mfg- Co., The.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edleon General Slectric Co.
Electric Supply & Contracting Co.
Electrical Eng. i Supply Co.
Electric Conatructlon & Supply Co,
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Great Western Eiec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., TheE. 8.

Knapp Electrical Worka,
Northwestern Electric Specialty Co.
Oetrander & Co.,W. R.
Pari,rlck & Carter Co.
Riee Electric Specialty Co., The.
Star Pnectri-t Co-
Thomson-Honeton Electric Co.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
Western Electric Co.

(Globes and Electrical Crlass-
ware.
Baggo^. E.
Brookfield, Wm.
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Heraingray Glass Co.
Phoenix Glasa Co.
Security Insulator Co.

Hird Hnbbpr Goods.
r.ull^r Hard Kubber Co,

insnlators and Ansulatins
Materials.
Alexander, Barney & Cbapin,
Brookfield, Wm.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Supply Co.. The.
Great rt'estern Elec. Supply Co.
llemlngrav Glass Co.
Interior COndult & Inaniation Co.
International Okonlte Co., The,
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Muneell & Co., Eugene.
New York IneuUted Wire Co,
Nuttall, R. D., Company.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Security Ireulator Co.
Star EieclrlxCo.
Union Electric Manufacturing Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wasatch Asphaltum Co.
Weatern Eltctric Co.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
Slacnet Wire.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Day's Kerlte Insulation.
Eaatern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Oleiieon A Bailey MTl'. Co. Ltd.
Bolmcs, Booth & H^dene.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber A Gutta Percha Insn-
latlngCo.

Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick* Carter Co.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Alexander, Barney A Chapln.
Bemeteln Electric Cc
Brush Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Edisnn General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Electrical Enc 5: Suppiv Co.
Glens. >i) .t Bullev Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Great Western Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S,
Helelec^lcctrlc Co.
KnapD Electrical Worke.
Now York find OMo Co.
Norlhwe.-tern Eloct, Specialty Co.
Sawyer-Mfin KlertxlcCo,
Snnt)eam Incjvndeccent L.*™p *^0.

Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Weal^m Electric Co.

L-ubrtrators.
Powell Co., The Wm.

itlaernet fVI<>p.
(See Insulated Wire.)

Medical Batteries.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Mica.
Unnsell & Co., Enceuo.
Hchoonmaker, A. O.

ninlDs Apparatas, electric.
Bain EU-ctricMf;r.Co.

I Ediaon General Electric Co.
Thomaon-Honiton ISleclric Co.
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
WeflttDi;hot:Be Electric <fc Mfjj. Co.

Hotom.
Bnln Electric Mfg. Co.
Brust^ Elp>ctric Co.
CrocEor-Wbe^ler Electric Motor Co.
C. AC. Electric Motor Co.
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
EaM'ia Electric Co.
Edleon General El^tric Co,
El<;ctTlf; Supply ^ Contraclfnc Co.
Ek;ctrlcal Eng. & ttoppir Co.
Elektroc MannfociazliiE Co.
FoEt-.T. O, A.
Bockford Electric ManofactarlDc Co.
Koyal Electric Co,
Thomson-Honflton Electric Co
U. 8. Electric LlghUng Co.
Weetinghoaee Electric 4 M/g, Co.

Name PlatCH.
Goo'lrichColfman Elec. Works.

Office FnrnltDre.
American D^sk .t Seating Co.
Andrews &Co., A. B.

OUs.
TauBBlK, 8.

OU Caps.
Powell Co.. The Wm.

Patent Hollcltors.
Woodhouse t Bawson, Ltd.

Paclcine-
Buxton, Geo. B.
N. Y. flelUng & Packing Co.

Pins and Brarliets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Holmes, C. H.
Loud, H. M. <fc Sons Lumber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Platinnm,
Schawel &. Co., Jas.

Poles.
Brownlee & Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Holmes. C. B.
liOnd, H. M. & Sons Lnmber Co.
Mllllken Bros.
Sterling,W. C.

Publishers, Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Push Buttons-
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Northwestern Elect. Specialty Co
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Weslem Electric Co.

Balln'oys. Electric.
(See electric railways.^

Bf siilatlns: Sockets.
Eiet Electric Specialty Co.. The.

l§eparators. ^team.
Hill*' Eliminator Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

SpealLlnc Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electrlcai Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Queen & Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthington. Henry R.

Supplies, Electric Railway
Electric Merchandise Co.
Nuttall. R. D. Co.

TapetK, InsulatlDff.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Cbicaio liipulated Wire Co.
Eaatern Electric Cable Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co. , The.
India RuDber & Gutta Percha In-
sulating Co.

International Okonlte Co., The.
New York Ineulated Wire Co.

Telesrapti Apparatus.
Central Electric Co,
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Greeley & Co., The E, 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick A- Canor Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones. Electric.
Western Electric Co.

Test InNtrnments.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg. Co,
Slecincal Sapplv Co^The,
Greeley A Co., 'The s. S.
Knapp ElectrlcAl Works.
Qneen A Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electric*! Instrument Co.

Transrormcrs.
Electrical Enc. .t Supplr Co.
National Electric Manuf'sctaring Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Weetiiighoueo Klectrlc vt Mfp. Co.

Trolley Co»-d.
Samson Cordsgo Works.

Trucks, Electric Car.
Sdlpon General Klectrlc Co.
Short KlootrU- Iv.MlwayCo.
Thouifon-Sonston Kl«:lrlc Co.
Wostlnghonsc Electric A Mfg. Ca

Tnrbtne '^VheclB.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
PoKou Water %Vheel Co.
SUlwell A Bierce Mft. Co.

Tvpe Writers.
Ponsniore Type Writer Co.

Valves
Beck.-rli^g, .T.15. G.

Wire, Bare.
Ainertc&n Electrical Work».
Central KltK-trlc Co.
Electrical Supplr Co., The.
Holmes, Bootk A Haxdens.
Knapp KlectrlcAl Wovks,
Sperry Klec Mining Machine Co.
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THE WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRDHENT CO.
Are pleased to inform Electricians, Electrical Engineers and others engaged in the application of electricity to the arts, that they are now prepared
to supply a really first-class, reliable and permanent Voltmeter for accurately measuring the difference of potential on alternaiing current circuits. The
instrument, of which a cut is here shown, is designated .,

The WESTON STANDARD
PORTABLE

Alternating and

Direct Current

VOLTMETER.

It is adapted for use on cither niteriuiling or direct current circuits, and its indications will be found perfectly accurate on either, to within one-

fifth of one per cent.

It has received the most thoughtful study, and every detail has been worked out with extreme care to insure great accuracy, sensibility and per-

manency; and no pains or expense has been spared in the effort to produce a really reliable and durable instrument for use as a standard in determining
potential differences on alternating current circuits, wiih the widely varying rates of alternations met in practice. It has been subjected to a most ex-

haustive and long continued series of tests in the laboratory, and has been put to practical use for a long time in order to discover any weak points,

and to eliminate them before offering it for general and extensive use. We now offer it with perfect confidence, and feel assured that when its good
qualities become known, it will be gladly accepted as THE Standard Portable Instrument for alternating current work.

It is not made upon the "cheap and nasty plan," nor is its beautiful exterior finish and pleasing design a olcak for beastly mechanical work
inside. On the contrary, all its working parts are made to gauge by the aid of special expensive tools and machines ilesigncd to produce the most
accurate and uniform quality of work. The moving paits are supported on the very best sa]ij)hirc jewels, highly polislied, and the pivot.s are made of

hardened steel, accurately ground to gauge, and highly polished. Each instrument is carefully standardized at 20 different ])oints on the scale and
the divisions correctly marked, and each instrument after having its scale marked is again checked by comparison with an absolute standard, and
certified to before being sent out.

It requires only from .02 to .O.'iG of an ampere (according to range) to cause the index to move entirely across the .scale. The size of the

scale is the same as that used on the well known Weston Portable Direct (Jurrent Voltmeter, and readings can be made almost «» (juickly as with the

latter named instrument. It is practically free from errors of self induction, so much so that the eye cannot detect any dilVeience between it^s readings

on a direct current circuit and an alternating current, having tlje same potential difference, but with much higher rates of alternation than is ever met
with in practical work. It is therefore correct for all the rates of alternation met with in practical work. Wo mak(; a large variety of ranges to meet
the re^jijif-rr.nnt.i of al! kinds of worl:.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,
Office and Factory: 1 I 4 to 120 William Street, NEWARK, N.J.
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WHAT'S THE USE OF BUYING SWITCHES?

WE ARE GIVING THEM AWAY.

READ THIS.
We will for 30 days from the date of this

notice, give away ten, five ampere, or nine,

ten ampere Paiste switches to any one

sending us an order for one hundred

dollars worth of goods, accompanied by

this blank filled in and signed.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

November 23, 1891. CHICAGO.

Central Electric Company,
CHICAGO.

Please xend with accompanying order

ampere Palate switches, for which you agree to

make no charge.

Signed.

. 1891.

A DEPARTURE
IN CARBONS.

We are selling MOULDED Carbons,

Chicago delivery at factory prices for

FORCED Carbons.

THIS IS A DEPARTURE IN THE SUPPLY BUSINESS.

EVERY CARBON GUARANTEED
For straightness, brilliancy and life. A full stock of 7-16

and yi inch plain or coated Carbons will hereafter be kept

in our Warerooms, and prompt shipment assured. Save time

and money by buying in Chicago instead of at the factories.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin St., CHICAGO.

CONNECTED BY PRIVATE WIRE WITH POSTAL TELEGRAPH-CABLE CO.'S SYSTEM.
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Edison

General

Electric Co.

EDISON BUILDING,

BROAD STREET,

NEW YORK.

PRESSURE INDICATOR.

yHE EDISON PRESSURE INDICATOR is acknowledged the most Per-

fect Instrument for Indicating Pressure. It is at all times Reliable

and Accurate.

Is easy of Adjustment, and always Remains In Circuit.

Its Accuracy can be Checked at any Time, without additional Instruments,

the IndicatorContainingwithin Itself the Means for Checking Its Own Readings.

The Scale can "je Read at a Distance, indicating positively "Right,"

"High" or "Low," according to Pressure.

Years of Practical Operation Have Proven these Facts, and all Plants

Desiring to Obtain Good Practice should Possess the Edison Indicator.

For Particulars, address nearest District Office.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

CANADIAN DISTRICT:
Edison Building, Toronto. Can.

CENTRAL DISTRICT:
1 73- 1 75 Adams St., Chicago, III.

EASTERN DISTRICT:
Edison Building. Broad St., New York.

NEW ENGLAND DISTRICT:
25 Otis Street. Boston. IMass.

PACIFIC COAST DISTRICT:
Edison Building, 1 12 Bush St.. San

Francisco, Cal.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST DISTRICT:
Fleischner Building, Portland. Ore.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DISTRICT:
Masonic Building, Denver, Colo.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT:
10 Decatur St., Atlanta, Ga

Submarine,

Telegraph,

Dnderground,

Telephone,

Interior,

Electric Light.

<».. iH.I;i.l> \\<.rlts, l'..li-...i. <.«inial 1 .1.-. I in- ( oji. i>;"0 .

Manufactured under Authority of SIEMENS & HALSKE,
BY

The Edison General Electric Company,
AT TilKIK SCIIKM:<rrAI»V WOitKS.

Estimates Fumlabed on Application.

Address, Cable and Wire Department, Edison General Electric Company,
KIHSO.V Itl :iM>IN<;, ItltOAl) STItEKT, JiV.W VOKK, or 3V«-arcMt OlHtrict Ollice.

rraoa^lRn nialript: FAXnuTt BnllclInBT. Toronto, tan.
c^ntrftl ritntrlrt: 17:^. 17.? Adnnn Ht . 4 hirntco.
K**t*n> IH^trlf-t: K/linon HuWtWnz. Brond Mt.. .Vpw Vork.
Mew Kncland ftlHtrlrt; -Jt't Otln Ht., MOHtOD, HaH*

•nclllo t'onHt l>lHtri<(: KiliHon Hnllilins. I 114 lleiMli Ht , Mini FrnnrlHl-o, <;ul,
I'arlllr .\orlliw«-nt IliHtrlrt: FIi'lHrhnfr lliillillnir, I'ort liiiKl, Uro.
Knrky .Moiiiitnln l>li«trirt: ItliiHonlc Bulltllnis. l*(?DVi*r, Colo.
Munthern ItlHtrlrt: lU llecator >4t , AtlBiiln, Ub.
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WEEKLY BULLETIN TO ITS FRIENDS.

Last week we stated that the Carbon Trust proposed to drive us out of the
business by monopolizing the supply of raw material. To this end IT is bending all

ITS energies.

MORE ABOUT TRUST METHODS:
A representative of the Trust visited people who supply us with raw material, and

proposed the following:

"The Trust will buy raw material
from YOU, if you will agree to charge
outsiders twenty-five per cent, more
than you charge the Trust."

This little scheme would have enabled the Trust to Advance the pi'ice of Carbons

$2.00 PER THOUSAND,
but it failed. By ^^ Outsiders'" it meant The Washington Carbon Company. It
is part of its creed that no one but the Trust has any right in the business.

We are glad to be "outsiders." We
propose to keep on being outsiders, for

it pays, as our order books show.
We are very busy, but have time enough to keep an eye out for the Trusty and

have gathered much interesting matter, which we propose to deal out in weekly in-

stallments.

As we have arranged for an abundant supply of raw material, we are prepared to

make contracts for carbons at fair prices for a term of years.

The Washington Carbon Company,
LOOK OUT FOR NEXT WEEK! Wastiiiieton, Pennsylvania.
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WARD " ARC LAMPS.
The testimony of any one using one or tuo arc lamps may he valuable or not, according

to their knowledge of arc lamps.

The ''Ward" Lamp is the only lamp that is in use successfully, and in large numbers, on
either central station or isolated plants.

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.,
OK .St. Paul, Minn.

St. P.uil, Minn., August 28, 1891.

aieBSrs. SIcDODeall & f'amniliiKH, ^VeHteni ^tlanaeeiN.
The Electric ConHlruef inn anil Ha]ti>l,y Co.,

i'henix BoildlDt;. Clilvauo, III.

Dear Sirs:—We are us-ing your arc lamps on our lines, anil with
great sallfcfaclion boih to ourselves and our consumers. They are the
only arc lamps we are using, and in our opinion are the best lamp (ifihe
kind that have come to our nolice. Our continued ordc's to you not
only show our appreciation of their merits but abo the fact that we find

them a good paying Investment. Veiy truly yours,

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.,
G. H. Finn, General Manager.

EDISON LIGHT & POWER CO.,

OF Minneapolis.
Minneapolis, August 22, 1891.

The Electric Constroctlon & Snpiily Co.,
18 Con landt Street, New York City.

Gentlemen:—Within the last eighteen months we have been In-

s'alllng a number of arc lamps on our Incandescent circuits. We now
have one hundred and ninety-six of your "Ward" lamps in operation,
and it gives us pleasure to stale that they give the very best of satisfac-

tion, both to ourselves and our cuslomera. We consider Ihem a most
-xccllcnt lamp. Yourj truly,

EDISON LIGHT & POWER CO.

Lamps for direct current, alternating onrrent, street railivay circuits,

focusing lamps, photoengraving lamps, search lamps.

sEiKTii iT'on. oxm isr:Eii^s7^ o-A-TT-A-ijiOca-xTH.

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY CO.,
Phenix Building,

CHICJLGO. ILiIm. Established 1881.

Telephone Building,

NIEIVSI iroRK ciTir.
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^ A -l- A
I QQUPO j Wo. r.% Ejectric Railway Supplies,

GREAT

( No. 24, Electric Lighting Supplies,

JUST OUT. SEND IN YOUR APPLICATION.

VTESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
201-207 So. Canal Street. CHICAGO, U. S. A.

The Pocket Edition of our General Catalogue of July, 1891,

is now ready for distribution, and we will send it to any one on
receipt of request, by mail.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,

AMES, EBERT & COMPANY, Agents,

ST. PAUL, MINN.

227 SO. CLINTON STREET, CHICAGO.

COR. THAMES & GREENWICH STS NSW YORK

liie Latest Ihing in Insulators.

SIANin-ACTrRED ilT THE

Security Insulator Co.
An JnflDla(or Ihat ig eaeily and quickly adjusted,

iind will securely c'amp ihe wire witbout iojiry tu
tbe Inealntion, tbuB doiag awiy entirely with tie
wiref , and effecting a lar^e saving of lime and labor
In wiring. Wire troni '„ to ',, of an inch may be
need, thus allowino of a variaiion of i, of ;in incb in
size of wire. Mad"? of the beat ^'lliifud and Non-
Absorbent Porcelain.

Write for Price and Full Particulars.

SECURITY INSULATOR CO.,
13« Liberty St., NEW YORK.

^SyE, DUNCAN & HUTCHINSON,
Limited.

FRANK J. SPRAGUE,
LOUIS DUNCAN, Ph. D.,

ALFRED BISHOP MASON,
GARY T. HUTCHINSON, Ph. D.

CONSULTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

15 WALL STREET, NEW YORK.

J^^M&ll

THE SUNBEAM INCANDESCENT LAMPS
Can be furnished of any desired eflBciency or life to suit our customers. We make two
standard styles of lamps, as follows:

High eflaciency lamps, from 3 to 3 1-3 watts, which maintain their rated candle power
from 760 to 1,000 hours.

Long-lived lamps, from 3 6-10 to 4 watts, which maintain their rated candle power
from 1,500 to 3,000 hours.

Each style will be found to give more light per dollar expended in current than
similar lamps made by other manufacturers.

SUNBEAM INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.,
805 Chamber of Commerce Building, Chicago.
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1

FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
8OIIETHIN6 EWTIBKLi: NEW. Savea the Current, Regnlates the Light. An Innovation in Electric Lighting. SlVPLiE, EKFICIKNT, ECOSIOlIICJiIi.

INI>OB$!tED BV THE EI^KOTBICAl. PBE8!!4 and prominent Electrical Engineers and laectricians.

NO RESISTANCE, OR ANY OTHER CURRENT-CONSUMING DEVICES USED.
The Price of our No. I Bies BegnlatlDS (docket (for lamps IG to -JS C. P. 50 volts) Is

*R1 0*^1/ ' *^'"' EACH LESS 57 1-2 PER CENT. DISCOUNT. MAKING THE (CI Q'7VVJ-.*^ |/2'( NET PRICE $1.27 1-2 EACH, When Ordered in Quantities. )tj>l.<tfi/^

SOLE PATENTEES '^MANUFACTURERS,For i>arttcalar8 and prices, Avrite to

THE RIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY COMPANY, B.«I.TIllOKK .\!«l> ErT.\W (»TIS., BALTIJIOBB, MU.

DTRODrCING ENTIREII NEW PBINCIPIES.

THE OLD STYLE.

THE ACME LINK BELT
IS MAI'E ONLY EY THE

Page Belting Coinpauy, Coueortl, N. H,
Bkanches: Boston, New Toik, Chicago, San

Fi-ancisco. AUo. iiianiilactiiiers of all the
staple srrailes of Leatber Belting ami l^ai'inK-

Sena for Illustrated Catulosuu— lv valuabU
U'cutiise ou belting, tVeu.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS .c® BELLS.
EIIL.L. LINE ALWAYIS IN HTOCK.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO..
103 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1163 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

^^Send for New Oatalogub. Out August 1st.

BINDERS
- -FOR THE

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
ONE DOLLAR.

"WINTER SPECIALTIES."
BRAND'S STEEL WIRE TRACK BROOMS,
WAEDWELL'S TRACK BROOM HOLDERS,
BURTON ELECTRIC HEATERS,

— AND —

ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES
OF EVERT SORT-
rOR ANY SYSTEM.

ELECTRIC MERCHANDISE CO.,
w. R. MASON. Gen-i Mgr. CHICAGO. M Adams Street.

Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co.,
(lilUITEU.)

HaoQfactnrers of, and Dealers in, a line of General

ELECTRICAL MERCHANDISE.
ALSO ELECTRIC AND COMBINATION

FIXTURES AND GLASSWARE.

INTERIOR CONDUITS Tk SoliitioE of Itie ProMein of Safe GflarillDE

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
Wherever and for whataoever purpoae employed, la to

be found in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
INTERIOR AND DNDERGRODND

COlSrXDTJITS
MANUFACTURED BY

J wm xj T> T O H.

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
uunoi/c 1 627 to 531 W. 34th St..AOKRi.

I 526 to 628 W. 36lh St.,

General Offices: 42 & 44 Broad St., New York.

TRADE-mark:

Thoa. Day & Co., KH Sutter .St., San Francisco, Cal.

.Monntain Electric Co., Dfinver Colo.
American Electrical Supply Co.,

226 Pearl St.. Buffalo, N. T.
I'utnam, Gay *Co., 27 B. Main St., Rochester, N. Y.

Glover Elect. Co.. l-T W. 8th St., Cincinnati, O.
Chaa. Gabriel, SHglnaw, Sllch.

.Southern Electrical Mfg. and Supply Co.,
1111 Baronne St., New Orleans, La.

Walker & Kepler, Wl Cheatnut St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Electrlnil Snpply &C<jnstructlon Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
.Sontl.ern F.lectrlc Co . BalUmore, Md

Rubber Covered Weather-Proof Wires
and Lamp*Cords.

233 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

It will pay yoa to get oar prices and new catalogne.

XMONITOR
', BATTERY
$ Unsurpassed in Strength and Durability.

I

/ MOOTTOlTx
CARBON; BMTERY'l

>lSp©f
'

Liberal Discount to the Trade.
Write for tluotations.

C.A HARMOUNT, M'gr,

Monitor Electric Company
149 WABASH AVENUE,

.... Oix±omso, Xll.

Western Agents Alfred F. Moore's Wires and Cables.

THOMAS STURGIS. Prest. Wm. C. LANE. Sec'y and Treas. C. P. MACKIE, Gen'l Manager. S. S. BOGART, Gen'l Agent

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY,
43 . i>je:xv^

INDIVIDUALARCLIGHTI MOTOR CUTOUT.
LAMPS OR MOTORS CUT IN AND OUT AT WILL FROM CENTRAL STATION WITHOUT

OlSTURBING OTHERS ON SAME CIRCUIT.

Thi-S System Saves Mileage of Circuits, Makes Scattered Business Profitable and Secures Payment for Every Hour of Light.
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The United States Electric Lighting Co.,

(THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Lessees,;

ARC AND INGANDESGEKT ISOLATED ELEGTRIG LIGHT PLANTS.

Mtiitic DfiniDS - Perlfict DGfices,

More than 1000 Plants in operation in Factories, Hotels,

Office Buildings, Theaters, Etc.

MOTORS-GENERATORS
Direct Current GENERATORS and MOTORS for all purposes,

1-8 H. P. up to any power required, and at any-

required E. M. F.

Superior in Design and Workmansliip, and Unequaled in EfflcieEcy.

Send for New U. S. Catalogues on Incandescent Lighting and Motors.

GENERAL OFFICES: EQUITABLE BUILDING, - - 120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC COP
BOSTON,

620 Atlantic Avenue. 510-534 West 23d Street.

NEW YORK, CHICAGO,
217 La Salle Street,

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
Orders Executed Correctly and Promptly.

BEST AND CHEAPEST.

ALSO-
No. 115. Keyless Socket, 1-^ io.

No. 130. Keyless Wall Socket-

Porcelain or Wood Base.

No. 145. Keyless Socket for 76,

100 and 150 c. p. Lamps.

No. 160. Walerprool Sccket.

No, 140. Attachment Plug,

with Fuses,

No. 1 25. Key Wall Socket—Porcelain or Wood Base No. 1 10. Key Socket. No, 120. Keyless »;.; inch Socket.
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MANUFACTURED ET

BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS.

BROOKFIELD,
83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

=^MiJ; MM Ekciri: Mfj. Co.,

ROCKFORD, ILL..

M an u facta re re of

MOTORS,
(Stationary and Railway).

Incandescent Dynamos

and Generators
(MATO SYSTEM).

Specially adapted to Isolated

^H Plants. Absolutely self-rejulat-

^C_ ing and reliable. The Motors
are the most efficient now in the
market. Agents wanted in un-
occupied territory.

PLATINUM.
JAS. SCHAWEL & CO., -y,?%uK:
Importers and Meltere. Sheet and Wire

in any tiauge. Scrap Purchased,

PATENT

LEATHER SeLTING

Runs more Slack than
rnperforated Belts, hence
adapted to uneven power
of Electric Railways and
for Electric Power in Gen-
eral.

CHAS. A. SCHIEREN Sc CO.,
PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS,

Also New York, Boston,?
Philadelphia, $ 46 SOUTH CANAL ST., CHICAGO. ILL.

BRAIDED CORD
Is the most
Die for han
Arc Lamps,
T rol le V
Cord, Cot
ering Field

Magnets, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
115 oox(;ress stre"t. boston.

THE WESTON SIANOARD

Voltmeters and Ammeters.
These instruments are the most

accurate, reliable and sensitive port-

able instruments ever offered. A
large variety ot ranges to meet the

requi.-ements of all kinds of work.

M for lllistrateil Gatalope.

.VDDBESS

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO,
114-120 William Sireei. NCWark, N.J.

^loxLry ri. "V^^i**l3.1xi.stoii, aJTo-c^ TTorls., IT. Y.

PHILADELPHIA Chicago Branch, 93 and 95 Lake Street.
ST. LOUIS.

ST. PAUL.

MICA
icr all E.ectric Insulating
Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the market.

I I SELL NO OTHER.
Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St.. NEW YORK.

THE EXCELSIOR
Straight Way Noiseless

Back-Pressure Valve.

.Simple! Reliable! Darable!

JAMES G. BECKERLEG,
229 S. PranHin SI.. Chicaqo.

Wasatch Asphaltum
COMPANY.

Proprietors of the largest and richest Aephaltic

Limegtone mines in the world.

MANUFACTUIJECS OF

ROCK ASPHALT MASTIC.
For Paving, Roofing, Basements, etc.

ASPHALTINE
(Or Liquid Asphalt),

For Coating Piles, Ties, Poles, etc.,

ALSO SOLE AGENTS FOB

-THE SA.LT LAKE-

GILSONITE
COMPA-WS

PURE GUM ASPHALTUM
lor all IX.SLL.\TING Furposes.

Office, 71 Cnlmer Block, Salt Lake City, Dial.

FOR SALE BY

F. S. FREDEKICK,
39 River SIract. CHICAGO.
C'jrr"-|''irirl'.rir.. -',llr:i(.-il and panijiir!^ fii-n;Bli,^(l

The "DENSMORE,"
The World's Greatest Typewriter,

ti^honld be examined before piircbasing any other.

MAXV IMPROVEMENTS. HIGUEtfT STANDARD.

Invented, owned and controlled by men having had fifteen years'

experience on type-bur marhines.

Simplicitv, Strength, Durability, High Speed, Easy Action,

Peimaneiit Alignin-nt. Most convenient. Two interchangeable

carriages, fiterl throughoui.

STANDARD KEY-BOARD, with ehift carriage for capitals. Call or send for catalogue.

"A perfect machine. Am delighted with it. A pleasure to run it."—Ciias. D. Kelly, Stenographer
West Shore R. R., New York.

We will appoint a reliable dealer In all cities as soon as poesible, and in the meantime will ship
mafhines on approval to parties having a good commercial rating.

l>R\8!)IORE TVPE^VRITEK CO.. 808 Bio.-idnay. New York.

CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL.

I f you are in want of poles of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prices, before ordering.

DETROIT,
MICH.BROWNLEE & CO.,

UNION ELECTRIC WORKS,
207 South Ganal St„ CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

The Best Electric Kvll in ^l-: mak'-i; Nickel platjd Gong.^;

Double Magnet, Platinum Conlatta, side a'ljuslmeoti with set

sciew. The simplest and moj; durable ADnuccla'or,
all sizes, for clevalorH. hote'.i and ofTkcs.

>*'ritf: fob pkk'em.
AlioTMt laitramnti. Spirit Coll», lodoction Coin anrl T»rlon«
SitzAtii EW.SrlcD"^l'^ tr,r M^-lk-il inl M'^.htnl'M ['nrpo..?

We will al«o mannfartar*, n^llrI«•^ for lnv<-nlorM or Mif TrnU*-We hkve skilled Workmen an.1 <Io flrKt-rlnMN work.

-THE-

DUOS umm to.,

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

THE SHORT DYNAMO.

Efflciency, 92 Per Cent.

From 75 to 500 Horse Power,

Flat Ring Armature.

Multiple Brushes.

Largo Commutator. Independent Coils.

Perfect Ventilation.

THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.,
OXjEIX^EXjua.UX>, OHIO.
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Electric Lights in Plymoutti Church,
Brooklyn.

For many years the name of Plymoulh Church, Hrook-

lyn, has almost been a household word in and about New
York. Tourists from abroad, too, have seldom failed to

make a visit to this noted house of worship. The church,

which is of the Congregationalist denomination, is situated

on Orange street, between Henry and Hicks streets It was

from this pulpit that Henry

Ward Beecher for nearly

fifty years preached to the

immense throngs that weekly

crowded the church. In fact,

ihe answer to a stranger's

inquiries regarding the loca-

tion of "Beecher's church,"

was almost invariably

:

'Take the Fulton street fer-

ry, and folow the crowd."

While this chu'ch has

stood so many years until it

s almost a landmark, it has,

nevertheless, kept up with

the times in recognizing the

importance of the applica-

tions of modern science to

the comforts of life. About

two years ago, just prior to a

prospective renovation, the

question as to the advisabil-

ity of lighting the edifice by

electricity was proposed, llut

nothing came of the scheme,

and the idea was given up for

the time. During the early

part of June of the present

year, however, the subject

of lighting the church was

again broached and resulted

in the board of trustees

sending to the Edison com-

pany in Brooklyn for esti-

mates and plans relative to

the wiring of the building.

Satisfactoiy arrangements

were made and soon after

work was begun.

Scattered throughout the

building at present there are

about two hundred i6 candle

power incandescent lamp?,

while installed in the cellar

are two electric motors. The

current for the entire instal-

lation is furnished from the

Pearl street station of the

Edison company in Brook-

lyn.

Under the great rellector

in the center of the ceiling

of the auditorium, the gas

jets have been replaced by

sixty 16 candle power lamps,

so hung that they can be

lowered if necessary.

In the accompanying view of the interior of the church,

Fig. I, the chandelier is shown, together with the two clus-

ters on either side of the organ, and above the pulpit.

About forty more lamps have been distributed at various

points in the galleries and on the lower lloor. The Sunday-

school room and lecture room are each equipped with about

forty lamps, while the parlors, halls and passages are all

lighted in the same way. The two 220 volt "C. v^: C"
motors, one of i horse power and the other of 2 horse

power, Fig. 4, serve as motive power to pump the organ.

The motors are placed in a room directly beneath the bellows

room, and by means of the accompanying diagram, Fig. 2,

the mode of operation will be easily understood. An auto-

matic device for regulating the air supply is used, but it is

so simple in its construction that an explanation is hardly

necessary. Directly above the upper and movable portion

of the bellows a weight is suspended from a rope which

passes over a couple of pulleys, ihence down to a wheel con-

nected with the movable arm of a resistance box. As the

bellows fill with air the weight is lifted and the opposing

^.-'

Lighting Chicago's Parks and Boalevards
The South Park Board of Commissioners of f^hicago

has been discussing the subject of improving the lighting

of the parks and boulevards under its control. At its

meeting last week the subject of adopting electricity was

discussed, but no definite action was taken. The cost

and merits of several systems of electric lighting and

the manner in which the lights should be distributed

throughout the parks and
boulevards were the main

points considered.The board

expects to consttuct a plant

of its own shortly with a

capacity of from ::oo to 300

arc lights. The South Side

boulevards, it is agreed,

should be lighted by electric-

ly, as they will be thronged

nights as well as during the

day by visitors to the World's

Fair in 1S93 Michigan

avenue is the only South Side

boulevard that is well lighted

and on this thoroughfare

gas is used. The Grand.

Oakwood and Drexel

boulevards are poorly

lighted, and unless a change

is made will not be a credit

to the city. Electric lights,

of course, should be intro-

duced on all these boulevards

and in view of the ap-

proaching exposition the im-

provement should be intro-

duced at once.

It is to be hoped that the

North and West Side park

commissioners will also lake

early action looking toward

the introduction of electric

lighting on the West and

North Side boulevards and

parks.

i-.. r. Kl I CTRh: I.ir.llls IN IIVMOL'TH CUfRril, IvROOKLVN

weight on the other side of the wheel on th£ resistance bo.\

carries the movable arm around the series of contact plates,

thus reducing the speed accordingly.

The switch board. Fig. 3, shows the three-wire system

as it enters the cellar from the street. The upper meter is

on the church circuit; the lower and smaller one is in the

motor circuit, and it will be noticed that it is connected

for 220 volts.

An isolated plant of 650 lights capacity will be installed

in the tinware mill of Norton Bros.. River street, Chicago,
by the Chicago Edison company. One dynamo will be
used, and the building will be wired for 500 lights at liist.

UndergroundWires
for Cities.

Tbe aldermen of Roches-

ter, N. v.. recently sent oat a

visiting committee to inspect

underground electric wir«

systems in other cities. On
the return of the committee

City Electrician Barnes, tn

an interview in the Rochester

Posf-Ex/Ttjs, said:

"In Chicago one may
walk for an. hour in the cen-

ter of the city and not see a

pole or a wire. It is a

noteworthy fact lo a person

from Rochester. Experience

with all kinds of wires under-

ground in Chicago and other

cities settles beyond question all doubt of the practicabilit)'

of such systems. We were shown a wire that had been

underground fifteen years, and it was as good as ever. The
companies out there matie a tight against the underground

system at first, just as they have in all cities, on account

of the expense. But now they are perfectly satisfied. They
say the cost of maintaining the undergiound system is not

one-quarter as much as before. Chicago docs its own
electric lighting, and the city set the electric com-

panies an example by burying its wires and proving the

practicability of the system In Minneapolis the wires

are being put underground, the electric street railway
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feeder wires among the others. In Washington all wires

are being put underground. Everybody who has had any

experience in the matter expressed the greatest satisfaction

with the system. In the West subways six feet six inches

in height and five feet in width are used to some extent.

But they are expensive, and conduits would do for a city

like Rochester." ^^^
Tesla's Oil Insulated Condenser.

The two forms of condenser shown herewith were con-

structed by Nikola Tesla, New York, with a view of obvi-

ating certain defects which bad been observed in the ordi-

FIG. 3. ELECTRIC LIGHTS IN PLYMOUTH CHURCH.
BROOKLYN.

nar}' forms of such apparatus when employed in the Tesla

svstem of producing light and other effects by means of

currents of high frequency and high potential.

Mr. Tesla found that insulating material such as glass,

mica, and, in general, those bodies which possess the highest

specific inductive capacity when currents of the kind de-

scribed were employed, were inferior as insulators to those

possessing high insulating power together with a smaller

specific inductive capacity. He also discovered that it is

very desirable to exclude all gaseous matter from the ap-

paratus in order to prevent heating by molecular bombard-

ment. To accomplish these results and produce highly

efficient and reliable condensers, Mr. Tesla resorted to the

nse of oil as a dielectric.

The cuts illustrate diagrammatically the manner in which

the oil is employed. The upper figure is a section of a

condenser constructed with stationary plates, while the

lower cut is a similar \iew of a condenser with adjustable

plates. The construction of the two forms of condenser is

e^-ident at a glance. The plates are connected respective-

ly, to two terminals which pass out through the sides of

the case. The plates ordinarily are separated by strips of

porous insulating material. These are used, however,

merely for the purpose oE maintaining them in posilion.

The space within the can is filled with oil.

In many cases it is desirable to vary or adjust the capac-

ity of a condenser, and this is provided for by securing the

g2S^
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plates to adjastable sapportA, as, for example, to rods pass-

ing; ihrotjgh staffing boxes in the sides of the case and fur-

nished with nuts, the ends of the rods being threaded for

engagement with the nuts.

It is well known that oils possess insolating properties,

and it has been a common practice to interpose a body of

oil between two conductors for purposes of insulation; but

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Mr. Tesla claims to have discovered peculiar properties in

oils, which render them very valuable in this particular form

of device.

Reform in Telephone Numbers.
Beginning Februiry rsth, the Chicago Telephone com-

pany will introduce a new system of telephone calls by

numbers that will, it is thought, prove to be a great im-

provement over the present cumbersome method. There

are eight exchanges embraced in the Chicago Telephone

company, and heretofore they have been distinguished by

numbers in the calls for each. Thus, telephones num-

bered from I to 2,999, ^^'^ ^^so from 4.000 to 5.399- were

in the down-tos'n district; 3,oo[ to 3999 in the North

Side district; 7.001 to 7,999 on the West Side, and so on.

This is all to be changed, ho.vever, and after February

15th, the name of the exchange as well as the telephone

number must be given, as printed in the directory of sub-

scribers. Thus, a person desirous of connection with the

telephone now numbered 3,752 will, after the change,

call for "North, 752;" and if the instrument now known

as 7,062 is desired, ''West, 62," will be called for. In

shore the prefix numbers will be dropped and names

substituted, except in the case of telephones connected

with the main exchange, for which the present num-

bers will be used, with the prefix "Main." Thus the

call for the Western Electrician will be "Main, I,7^6."

A full complement of numbers is thus assigned to each of

the several exchanges and the use of numbers coutaining

more than four figures is done away with, abating a nui-

sance that is unsatisfactory to subscribers, and one that, as

experience has shown, is responsible for many of the er-

rors on the part of operators The same system, of

course, will apply to long distance calls. This method is

now in use in New York and Boston, and has worked well.

The following table shows the present and the new as-

signment of numbers:

Present numbers i to 2 999 and 4,000 to 5.399 become

"Main, i," to "Main, 5,399-"

Present numbers 3001 to 3,999 become "North, i,"to

''North, 999
"

Present numbers 7.001 to 7,999 become "West, i," to

"West, 999."

Present numbers 8,001 to 8,999 become "South, i," to

"South, 999."

Q
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becomes a good conductor. I have found that this material

is admirably adapted for the purpose and prefer to use it

in my battery. Before charging I fill each compartment of

the cell with a solution of chloride of iron, which however,

produces no appreciable effect or action, of itself.

"To charge the battery the positive pole of the dynamo

is connected to the iron electrode and the negative to

the carbon. The passage of the current decomposes the

chloride of iron in solution in the iron compartment, carry-

ing the chloride over to the carbon electrode and depositing

FIG. 2. electric lights IN TLYMOUTH CHURCH,
BROOKLYN.

Present numbers 9001 to 9,499 become "Canal, i," to

"Canal, 499."

Present numbers 9,500 to 9,799 become "Yards, 500," to

"Yards, 799."

Present numbers g,8oo to 10,999 become "Oakland,

Soo," to "Oakland, 999."

Present numbers 12 001 to 12.499 become "Lakeview,

I," to "Lakeview, 499."

A Secondary Battery with an Iron Elec-
trode.

Isaiah L. Roberts of Brooklyn, N, Y., has devised an

improvement in secondary batteries, which will be of

interest to manufacturers experimenting in this line. Mr.

Roberts describes his cell as follows:

"I employ as electrodes a plate of iron and a plate of a

material electro-negative to iron, as, for instance, carbon,

similar to the ordinary negative carbon element of a

galvanic battery. For the excitant I use a solution of

chloride of iron. If both electrodes are immersed in this

liquid, and a current passed through the battery from the

iron to the carbon, iron is deposited on the iron plate and

sesquichloridc of iron formed in solution. If the cell be

divided by the ordinary porous diaphragm of an electric

battery, which is permeable by liquids, the formation of

the sesquichloridc in the carbon compartment is greatly

facilitated. In order to prevent or impede local action, I

separate the electrodes by a diaphragm of any suitable

form of the kind which I call "non-porous," for the reason

that such diaphragms arc practically impervious to fluids

under ordinary circumstances, and yet are electrolytic, in

so far that they permit electrolytic action to take place

through them. These diaphragms may be of ordinary

porous jars or plates, the pores of which arc filled with

gelatinized silicate of soda or starch paste, or they may be

cc^mposed of a material generally known as "fibritc," or

vulcani/cd fiber, which, when immersed in the solution,

FIG. 4. ELECTRIC LIGHTS IN PLYMOUTH CHURCH,
BROOKLYN.

metallic iron on the iron plate. The transferred chlorine

is taken up by the chloride of iron in the carbon or anode

compartment, one additional atom of chlorine being

absorbed for each two atoms of iron present in the chloride

of iron solution (FeCL) in the carbon compartment, form-

ing sesquichloridc of iron (Fe-iCLg.) This action con-

tinues until the solution in the iron compartment is

depleted or that in the carbon compartment has absorbed

its full quota of chlorine. The device thus becomes a

source of electrical energy of great value on account of its

capacity and steady action. The return to the original

conditions existing before the electrical current is passed

through the battery is not affected to any appreciable

extent until the circuit between the electrodes is closed,

because, owing to the fact that the fluids on opposite sides

of the substantially impervious diaphragm are not per-

mitted to intermingle, the local action is very slight. On
closing the circuit of the battery the sesquichloridc returns

to the condition of chloride of iron, and the excess of

chlorine goes back to the iron electrode, with which it

recombines." In the accompanying cut the battery is

shown in vertical central section.

The Fiske Range Finder.

A report has recently been received at the Navy Depart-
ment from Capt. W. S. Schley, commanding the United

SKCONDARY JlArU-.KY Willi AN IKON KLKCTKODK,

States cruiser Baltimore, now on its way from Valparaiso

to San i'Vancisco, on the practical working of the Fiske
electric range finders aboard that ship. The report was
originally drawn up by a board of line oflicers, consisting

of l.icul. S, II. May, Lieut. H. O. Dunn (junior grade)

and ICnsign 11, W. Wells, Jr, The report was indorsed

by Capt, W. S. Schley, and in turn forwarded to the sec-

retary of the navy The board gives the result of a num-
ber of tests, showing that the true fllslanccs of targets va-

ried but slightly from the readings of the instrument.
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Elactricity at the World's Fair.

Since the plans of the electricity building were Orst

made public in the Western Electrician of April 25th

last thsre have been miny important changes in the design

for the interior of the building. Nit only has the space

been divided up, but the location of the stairways, the po-

sition of the galleries and the structure of the building

itself have been changed. The plan of the first floor, as

formerly devoted to stairways in other locations and to the

bridges in the center of the building.

The connections at the ends and sides of the building

between the four sections of the gallery have been made of

sufficient width to accommodate all visitors in their pas-

sage from one section to another. Cloak rooms have been

provided at each side of the main entrance at the south

end of the building, and also at each side of the east and

Mr. Keller laid out the aisles and exhibition bpaccs as

shown in the diagrams, after many diflcrcnt designs were

made. It was decided that the plan here shown would be

the mos'. acceptable for the reason, first, that the minimum
amount of space is given up for aisles, which arc still

thought to be of ample capacity to accommodate the visitors.

Another reason is that the steel arches abutting on some
of the exhibit spaces can be nicely decora'.cd and will form

wsTEmKEGmcm

.

now determined upon, is shown in Fig. r. while the ar-

rangement of the gilleries is given in Fig. 2. The exte-

rior of the building his not been chinged.

The central nave of ihe building has been changed from-

wood to a structure of steel arches. These arches will

span 115 feet and will be 114 feet high. They are indi-

cated in Fig. I. The arrangement of the stairways has

KIO, I. ELECTRICITY AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.

west entrances. Lavatory and retiring rooms have been

provided at the southern and northern extremities of the

building, both on the ground floor and in the galleries.

In the two large bays at the northern end of the building

the galltry floor space has been given up for kitchens and

restaurants. These restaurants are arranged with a large

dining hall in the center of each, bay with smaller rooms

an attraction that could not be had if the aisles were laid

out without taking this fact into consideration. The exhibi-

tion spaces as laid out aggregate a little over 207,000 square

feet of actual exhibition space. Railway tracks will

traverse the building, as shown in Fig. i, to provide for

the installation of exhibits directly from freight cars. The
foundations under these aisles have be;n strengthened suE-

bcen entirely changed after careful study by Chief Bar

rclt's assistant, Mr. Keller. In the galleries ihc two

bridges at the center of the building containing the main

stairways have been entirely removed and larger stairways

placed at the side of each main entrance. This will give

eight grand staircases, located near the main entrances,

where a large open space would naturally have to be left,

and will save approximately 30,000 square feet of space

l-IG. 2. ELECTRICITY AT THE \V0KLD'S I'AIR.

surrounding in a semicircle, to be used for private dining

rooms. The balcony between these two bays on a level

with the gallery floor is to be used for serving patrons of

the restaurant during pleasant weather. It is thought that

this feature will attract an additional number of people to

the galleries. In order to carry this idea still farther pro-

vision is being made for a number of electric elevators, but

these have not been definitely located as yet.

flciently to carry locomotives These tracks will be cov-

ered over before the opening of the exhibition.

It is probable that the prospectus of the electricity de-

partment, which has been so long under discussion, will

be issued before long. The manuscript, prepared under

the direction of Mr. Keller, has been approvxd by Chief

Barrett, and at last week's meeting of the committee on

electricity it received the sanction of that body, after some
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discussion. This prospectus will be much more elaborate

and complete than any issued by any other department of

the World's Fair, and will contain all the information

necessary for the guidance of electrical exhibitors, both

American and foreign. A considerable portion of the

pamphlet will be devoted to the statement of facts that are

considered to co-ue under the authority of the chief of the

bureau of construction, and so Mr. Burnham's approval

ranst be secured before the prospectus is issued. Little

difficulty is apprehended on this score, however, as many

misapprehensions were cleared away at the general discus-

sion at the committee meeting referred to, and a friendly

feeling was the result. It is not supposed that there will

be any difficulty in securing the approval of Director-

FIG. r. SCHLOSSER S TROLLEY POLE.

general Davis to any prospectus that the departments of

electricity and construction agree upon.

At the meeting of the committee on electricity on Thurs-

day of last week Herrn Vogel and von Babo appeared

and presented their desires in the way of making an exhibit,

as given in the Western Electrician of last week. A
general discussion ensued, but no conclusion was ar-'-'ved

at. the matter being postponed until the next meeting.

The representatives of Siemens & Halske are very anxious

to have their exhibit all together, either in a distinct build-

ing or in the electricity building. They do not look with

favor oa the idea of placing their generating machinery in

one place and the rest of their display in another, which

is the plan decided upon for all electrical exhibits. They

want to show their dynamos working under full load, and

for that reason desire to take paU in the general lighting

arrangements. They do not expect to make money cut of

this, however, saying that their object in making a display

at Chicago is to secure the advantages of the exhibition

and not to make a profit. The representatives of the

German firm simply ask that, if current furnished for light-

ing purposes is to be paid for, they receive the average

price,

Herrn Vogel and von Babo, were busy last week in

looking the ground over. They made a long visit of in-

spection to Jackson Park and surveyed the progress thus

far made on the buildings and grounds with great atten-

tion. On Friday of last week they were shown over the

new Chicago //(-r,!/*/ building—the model newspaper office

of the West--by James W. Scott, the publisher, and were

TRtATISO HI,AMENT5 FOP. IS'CANOKSCKNT LAMI'S,

greatly pleas«d with the utility and elegance of all they

saw. The many electrical devices were especiaMyadmircd.

Is has proved no easy ta^k to prepare the list of names

of deco-wd electricil scientists, to be placed on the electri-

cal building. Many of the greatest electrical invcsti;;ators

and inventors of all time arc now living. but it wa.*i decided

Ions; ago, *<* a'Oid all possible tau^tcs of jealousy, to honor

the names of dead men only. This will v/ork to the disad-

vaougeof the United Sutes, owing to its youth as a nation

and the fact that its prominent pwition in electricity at the

prcssnt day is largely due to the work of men now living,

A list was, however, prepired some time ago and pub-

lished, bat it now appears that it contained the name of a

living man. who obj sets to being chiractcrized as a dead

electrician. This is Dr. Channing of Pasadena, Cal,, who
writes to assert that he is still alive and that he does not

want his name inscribed as that of a dead man on the

walls of the electricity building. The mistake

was discussed by the committee on electricity at the last

meeting, and the name of Stephen Gray, an Eng-

lishman, was substituted. The correct list of forty-one

names is, therefore, as follows:

Franklin, Arago, Galvani,

Daniel 1. Ampere, Jacobi,
Faraday, Wheatstone, Ohm,
Lrauss, Sturgeon, Vail,

Morse, Bain, Siemens,
Do La Rive, Davy, Toule,

Volta, Saussure, Henry,
Cooke, Oersted, Variey.
Coulomb, Steinheil, Ronalds,
Guericke, Page. La Place,

Weber, Gray, Gilbert,

Priestley, Davenport, Maxwell,
Sirmn^ering. Coxe, Don Silva

Thales, Cavendish.

The English Royal Commission for the World's Fair is

bestirring itself. A recent advertisement in the London
Electrician, signed by Sir Henry Wood, directs applicants

for space in the British section to apply at the oflice of the

Society of Arts, John street, Adelphi. London, W. C.

At the last meeting of the Society of Operative Electric-

ians, of Chicago, Secretary Hornsby was present to explain

the method of exhibiting in the department of electricity.

It was decided to endeavor to have all the amateur elec-

trical societies of the country combine to make one general

exhibit. A committee of five was appointed to formulate

plans for combining the organization*'.

Electric railway men will be interested in the rules just

issued by Chief Willard Smith of the department of

transportation, as many manufacturers of street railway

apparatus contemplate placing exhibits in the transporta-

tion as well as the electricity building. Following is a

copy of the rules :

1. Power (electric or compressed air) will be furnished

for operating such machinery or appliances as can only

properly be shown in that manner. No direct steam power
will be furnished, nor will any lines of shafting be erecled

in the building. Electric or compressed air power must be
taken direct, and I he exhibitor must furnish his own
motor for utilizing the same.

2. Steam heat will be furnished under adequate pressure

for testing car heating and other devices requiring it. The
escape of such steam into the atmosphere will not be per-

mitted, and the exhibitor must provide for taking care of

condensation.

3. Loan exhibits accepted by the chief of the depart-

ment will be cared for without expense to the owner.
Special arrangements will be made in each case for exhib-

its which are non commercial in character, but designed

to add to the completeness and educational value of the

exposition.

4. Platforms, counters, ornamental partitions, show-
cases, etc., will be at the expense of the exhibitors and
must not exceed these dimensions: Showcases, fifteen

feet above the floor; counters, two feet, ten inches; plat-

forms, one foot.

5. All exhibits of machinery in operation must be in-

closed by a railing two feet and six inches in height, to

come inside the space. Railings of the same height may
be used to inclose and protect other exhibits, in the discre-

tion of the chief of the department.
6. No signs will be allowed to extend over the passage-

way, and no signs will be allowed made of muslin, linen,

canvas or paper.

7. The department will lend any proper assistance to

exhibitors in securing the services of reliable attendants or

care takers.

8. The chief of the department reserves the right to

modify any of the above rules upon proper occasion, and
to promulgate such further rules as he may deem neces-

sary, from time to time.

A recent issue of the Biltimore Sun contained an ex-

haustive article on the World's Fair, with particular

reference to Maryland exhibits. The following interesting

paragraph was included in the account:

It is possible that the Baltimore & Ohio will make a

representation in the electrical building of the laying of

the first telegraph line in ihe world, which was from
Baltimore to Relay. To use the term laying instL.^d of

stringing, as now, sounds odd, but the first telegraph line

was laid, and under the ground at that. It was the com-
mon bonnet wire, drawn through a lead pipe, and this pipe

was fed off a windlass, which was attachtd to a plow that

cut a trtnch about two inches wide and fifteen deep. 'I he

combination of windlass and plow was drawn by sixteen

oxen. The plow was made at the Baltimore it Ohio
shops, and the man who devised and made it is still upon
the company's pay-rolls.

By a vote of 36 to 24 the city council of Chicago has

decided to recommit the %\ cjoo.oo^ franchise of the Cal-

umet KIcctric Street Railway company recommended by
the committee on streets and alleys south. The company
asked for permission to extend its lines on Michigan
avenue from Kensington avenue to One Hundred and
Nineteenth street, west on this street to Weniworih avenue.
north on Wen tv/orlh avenue to One Hundicd and Sixteen tb

street, and cast to Michigan avenue This extension

contemplates opening up the lands of the West Pullman
Land association.

Schlosser's Trolley Pole.

A novel trolley pole construction is shown in the accom-

panying illustrations. As ordinarily arranged the trolley

pole is urged upAfard by strong springs, and it frequently

happens that in the event of running off from the over-

head wire the arm is thrown upward above its normal po-

sition, so that it comes in contact with the span wires or

other line fixtures.

The manner in which the inventor, J. W. Schlosser,

Washington, D. C, overcomes this difficulty is very in-

genious. From the cuts it will be seen that the arm, in-

stead of being made in one continuous piece, as usual, is

constructed in two parts, which are connected by a pivot,

so that the upper section will, when released, drop inde-

pendently on the remaining portion, as shown in Fig. i.

A latch pivoted to the lower member of the arm and ar-

ranged to engage over the lower end of the upper member
is provided, and by this latch the two parts can be locked

together, so that they constitute for the time being a rigid

trolley operating like those in general use.

A trip arm is located as shown so that whenever the trol-

ley is disengaged from the conductor or otherwise released

and rises above the desired limit, the latch will encounter

the trip-arm and be disengaged from the upper part of the

trolley, and so the upper end will fall to the position shown
in Fig. I. The bracket is provided with an oatreaching

arm carrying a roller, which serves to arrest the falling

end of the trolley.

In order to restore the trolley to an operative condition

after its upper end has been tripped and permitted to fall,

FIG 2. SCHLOSSER S TROLLEY I'OLE.

it is only necessary to pull downward on the cord. By
this action the lower section of the pole is depressed while

the upper end is supported and caused to turn upon the

roller as a fulcrum until the parts are again brought

into line, when the latch automatically locks them together,

as in Fig. 2.

In order to permit an adjustment of the device so that

the trolley will be released at a higher or lower level, the

trip-arm may be mounted on a horizontal pivot and se-

cured, as indicated, by a pin, adapted for insertion in either

of a series of holes in the bracket. This arrangement per-

mits the trip-arm to be changed in position as may be re-

quired.

Treating Filaments for Incandescent
Lamps.

liy the use of the apparatus shown herewith a carbon-

ized incandescent lamp filament may be freed from loose or

partly detached particles of carbon and then treated most

conveniently with hydrocarbon, from which a deposit is

made on the filament by an electric current.

The construction of device will be understood after an

explanation of its operation, which is as follows; The
cock in a c^npressed air pip; is tiarned to open com-

munication with the chamber. The pressure of air on the

mercury in the chamber causes the latter to (low down the

lube, raising the hydrocarbon fluid, immersing the

filament and filling the cup at the top to a point above

the cap. At this instant the cock is turned to open com-

munication from the chamber with the open nir. The

removal of pressure from the mercury causes it to

flow back to its normal position, allowing the fluid

hydrocarbon to drop to a point below the filament leaving

the upper end portion filled with hydrocarbon gas, and the

upper end of the cylinder sealed by the cap and liquid in

the cup. The electric current is now turned into the
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filament, which is heated to incandescence. As a result

the filament receives a deposit of carbon from the

hydrocarbon bath and the inert hydrocarbon gas by which

it is surrounded. To facilitate the operation a second

pipe and cock are connected as shown with an exhaust-

chamber. By this last named pipe communication may be

opened or closed between the exhaust chamber and

the mercury chamber. By the use of this arrange-

ment the mercury may be moved more quickly to

draw the hydrocarbon down from filament. A small spigot

is provided at or near the lower end of the cylinder by

which the hydrocarbon may be drawn out.

James Bradley, Massillon, O , is the inventor of this

method.

between each electrode when joined in couple within the

cc-ll, so that gas finds a ready means of escape to the sur-

face of the solution.

Morrison's Storage Battery Electrode.

In the operation of secondary ceils trouble is frequently

encountered by reason of the breaking away of the mate

rials used in the composition of the plates. These parti-

cles, passing into the solution, are precipitated upon the in-

sulating strips or the bottom of the cell, forming a con-

ductor between the plates, thus oftentimes short circuiting

and setting up local action. To overcome the difficulties

mentioned, William Morrison of Des Moines, la., devised

the plate illustrated herewith.

Of the cuts presented Fig. i is a side view of the com-

pleted plate; Fig. 2 is a sectional view, and Fig. 3 is a

perspective view of one half of a plate broken away to

show the materials. Referring firstto Fig. 3 the construc-

tion will be understood.

First there is a grid, and on top of this is a layer of

"glass wool." This material, it should be explained, is

made up of finely divided fibers of glass, and is, therefore,

highly porous. Glass wool is practicably indestructible,

not being subject to the action of the acids. A layer ma-

terial to become active is spread over the glass wool, and

this is followed by a conducting plate or cover, as shown.

The other side or half of the electrode is built up in the

same manner, with the exception of the conducting plate.

An electrode is produced in this way which has a central

conducting plate, to which the leads are connected, and a

layer of active material on each side of the conducting

plate and layers of glass wool interspersed between the

outer confining plates and the active material- It is obvi-

ous, consequently, that the active material is very thoroughly

exposed to the action of the solution, since the latterpasses

hroughthe perforations of the confining plates,and by means
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of the great porosity of the wool is enabled to enter into and

upon the material. At the same time the glass wool being

finely divided, its pores are so small that the active mate-

rial is confined and held from passing out into the solution

to set up local action. There is, however, a perfectly free

circulation of the gases and solution. The glass wool be-

ing held against the face of the active material by means of

the outer perforated confining plates, a space is formed

Utilizing the Power of Niagara.

The subject of utilizing the power of Niagara is occupy

ing the attention of engineers in this country and abroad,

and there are several plans now under consideration. In

a recent issue of the Westkkn Klkctkician attention

was called to the fact that ?Jr. Ferranti was engaged on

this problem in the interest of the company which controls

the Canadian rights. The work has progressed to such an

extent that there is now no doubt that operations will be

commenced at an early day. The accompanying cut.

^i a lamp, but some of the necessary appliances used for

house-wiring arc covered by patents, which naturally in-

crease the cost a very great deal. Incandescent lamps

arc to be purchased for ^t apiece, but in a couple of years,

when the patents on them expire, it will ijc possible CO get

thera for from a shilling to one shilling and sixpence each,

or about a third of the present cost. It is also confidenily

expected that within that time it will be possible to do all

the wiring at the rale of about $5 a lamp, and it will not

be many years, therefore, before gas will be superseded in

the household except when used for fuel. The advantages

of this will be sufficiently obvious, and then it is to he

hoped that the civic authorities will institute the unjt'ersal

application of the electric light for the illumination of the

which is reproduced from Foiiu-r, gives an idea of the

character of the enterprise. The same paper says:

"A project is on foot for the erection upon the Canadian

side of the great cataract, of a plant for the development

of power and its electrical distribution under high vollage,

to neighboring cities. The responsibility of at least the

electrical portion of the enterprise is accredited to no less

an authority than Ziani de Ferranti, whose work at Dept-

ford was the first successful demonstration of the possi-

bil'tles of transmission to a distance by means of high

tension electricity. It is reported that a very strong syn-

dicate of capitalists has obtained a franchise from the

Canadian government, and will sink a series of shafts into

the bed of the river just above the falls on the Canadian

side, as indicated on the lower left-hand corner of the ac-

companying cut. Placed at the tops of these shafts are to

be heavy iron gratings to prevent the entrance of stones

and ice, and the water delivered through vertical iron

flumes upon Pelton wheels connected to enormous Ferranti

dynamos situated in a subterranean dynamo-room, from

which a horizontal flume or tall-race discharges ihe water

from the wheels at the base of the falls, as indicated in the

central sketch. The large machinery tunnel will be ex-

tended under the bank with an entrance ashore, and the

first vertical shaft sunk upon Ihe edge of the bank, which

will upon completion be cut away to admit the water.

Further shafts will be sunk, as the demands for power in-

crease, by the use of anchored caissons. Great stress is

placed upon the fiexibillty and immediate availability of

the system, which can be started into operation as soon as

one vctical and one horizontal shaft are completed, and

the main or machinery tunnel carried to their point of in-

tersection; whereas, the long tunnel upon the Ameri-

can side, the position of which is indicated in the engrav-

ing, must be entirely completed before a wheel can be

turned. It is quite probable that the work, if under-

taken, will be under the personal charge of M. Ferranti,

who. it is said, proposes to extend his operations to this

country, and who has full faith in his ability to utilize

Niagara Falls."

Mr. Ferranti will be encouraged by American engineers

in his undertaking, and will receive a hearty welcome on

his arrival in this country.

i'LR '"IF MAGAR.-^

Streets of the city, and so remove the stigma of the greatest

city in Europe bting the worst lighted.'"

La Roche ^'Special'* Dynamo.

The La Roche Electric Works of Philadelphia have just

completed a fine calibrating direct current dynamo for

Queen & Co of that city. This machine was made
especially for Queen &: Co. and is said to be of ver)" super-

ior workmanship. The specifications called for a range

in electromotive force from i to 1,000 volts, but when it was

Electric Lighting in London.
According to a correspondent at the British capital the

people of London are crying for more light. lie says:

"Electric lighting in London Is making wonderful strides,

and the only thing which now stands in the way of its uni-

versal adoption is expense. The cost of wiring a honse for

electric light for a reception averages 32 shillings, or about

THE LA ROCHE SFECIAL DV.NAMO.

tested at the La Roche laboratory, and also .it ihe Queen

laboratory, it was found to have a range from 1-50 of i volt

to 1,200 volts. Tt can be readily seen that an .irnialurc to

develop 1,000 volts would require on it a large number of

turns of wire, and with such an armature revolving in a

field at full speed without any current going through the

fields whatsoever there would be considerable pressure

developed on account of the magnetism left in the iron.

In the La Roche machine the amount of magnetism is

controlled by a special method so that it can be raised or

lowered from the lowest to the highest point.
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Thp, newspaper EUclricity has suspended publication in

Chicago. It is understood that an attempt will be made

to rcstimc in New York, providing its backers can be in-

duced to risk further capital in this unfortunate \enture.

rianned cm wrong lines and with a singularly incompetent

raanagcment, the sheet can only hope to repeat in New
York the failure made in Chicago,

Tkr latest revised list of deceased electricians for the

electricity building at the World's Fair is presented in this

issue. The different nations and periods represented form

an interesting study, and it is to be regretted that the deci-

sion to exclude all living men from the list prevents Amer-

ica from having a larger proportion. The names seem to

have been choseTi with strict impartiality, and are, in the

main, satisfactory. Foucault's name is not in the list,

however, and its omission appears to be generally regard-

Chicago wants more electric street lights, especially on

the South Side parks and boulevards. The South Park

commissioners are now considering a proposition to intro-

duce electric lighting throughout the system. It is pro-

posed to have the boulevards leading from the business

district to Jackson Park lighted by electricity during the

World's Fair. Any other arrangement would be a reflection

on the enterprise of the city of Chicago.

The prospective change in thesjstem of telephone num-

bering in Chicago is a gratifying indication of the growth

of the service in the western metropolis. It is certain that

only by the greatest skill 2nd most improved system of 'calls"

can the company hope to avoid hopeless confusion during

the year of the World's Fair. Undoubtedly the new sys-

tem, which is approved in Boston and New York, will en-

able the company to approximate tie ideal service which

it undoubtedly desires to afford its patrons

The opposition to the electrical execulion law in its pres-

ent form in New York continues, and it is quite probable

that one of the first acts of the Legislature will be to repeal

the provision of the present law whic'a prohibits the publi-

cation of the details of executions. A contemporary make
the following criticism: "The policy of executing

men by an untried method, in secret, in the presence of

witnesses sworn to reveal nothing in regard to the method

of execution, is so vile that it is a mystery to us how any

man with the slightest idea of the principles of liberty and

justice can accept it."

Reliee from the present inadequate street railway ser-

vice in Chicaj^o, as furnished by the cable campanies, is

demanded on all sides. The press is very severe on the

North and West Side companies, and it has been urged

that the charters of these corporations be revoked, if such

a step can be taken legally. One good result of all this

agitation is that the attention of the people is more and

more attracted to electric railways as the probable solution

of the problem, and the prospect for the general introduc-

tion of the modern method of rapid transit in Chicago is

becoming brighter every day.

The absence of telegraph and railroad facilities in China

is felt by the government as it finds considerable trouble

in collecting troups and transferring them. Much time

has been wasted by both the government and insurrec-

tionists and but meager information of the movements of

either has been sent out by cable. A good telegraph

seivice would enable the government to follow closely the

movements of the rebels and would greatly facilitate the

handling of forces. It is expected that this will be fully

impressed upon the government, and that an improved

telegraph system will be established throughout the em-

pire.

Now that the aisles and other space in the electricity

building at the World's Fair that are not to be used for

exhibition purposes have been definitely located and

determined, it can be readily seen that the prediction of

the electrical people, before the building was begun,

that the structure would be too small, was well grounded.

The aisles and open space have been kept down to the

lowest practicable limit, and there is 207,000 square feet

of floor space left for the exhibitors' use. Already appli-

cations for space aggregating 175,000 square feet have

been received, and these include but few requests from

foreign nations and only a portion of the American houses

that will be sure to make exhibits. It is evident that be-

fore the fair is opened Chief Karrett will have received ap-

plications for as much space for exhibits as would fill two

or three buildings of the siz2 of the structure now going

up. This will necessitate a rare degree of judgment and

tact on the part of the chief in the way of adapting the

demand to the supply. No doubt this will be done in a

manner to satisfy everybody as nearly as the exigencies of

the case v;ill allow, and Chief IJarrett is on record as

giving an assurance that "everybody will have a show."

IJut it is still a pity that the compressing and pruning

process should be necessary.

Mayor fiKANi of New York, on returning from his

trip abroad, was interviewed on the subject of rapid transit.

lie had examined the work in London and did not appear

enthusiastic over the underground sy.stcm. Kefcrrlng to

this subject he said: "There is a public aversion to dc

scending into the bowelsof the earth to take a train." The
opponents of the proposed underground system for New
York are naturally well pleased with this utterance. More-
over. Mayor Grant adds: "The underground system in Lon-

don is not a perfect system. " This, of course, is no argument
against the New York project. It has not been contended

that the underground service of London was perfect. Its

faults have been recognized, and the solution of many of

the problems that have presented themselves since the

London road was started has since been found. It is not

proposed to copy the errors in the English system, but to

profit by the experience of the projectors of the Greathead

system, and improve the service in many particulars." As
a matter of fact the advocates of elevated structures have

little advantage in the controversy^ What Mayor Grant
says of the Greathead system has long since been said by

thepeopleof New York about the "L" roac—it "is not

a perfect system." There has been great unanimity on
this point among New Yorkers, and it is hardly possible that

Mayor Grant's views on the underground system of

London will prevent them from giving the plans of the

Rapid Transit Commission fair consideration.

The utilization of the vast water power of Niagara

Fails is a subject in which all engaged in electrical work are

deeply interested. It is proposed by the corporation con-

trolling the Canadian rights to install an immense electrical

plant, and the services of Mr. Ferranli have been enlisted

in this undertaking. It is proposed to transmit power
from the generating station on the Canadian side to points

on the American shore, where it will be utilized for fur-

nishing light and power for manufacturing establishments.

It is estimated that current can be delivered in Buffalo at

a price that will make competition from other sources of

power practically impossible. The policy of the American

company, it is announced, is to establish a large manu-

facturing town on the site which it has secured, and devote

its attention to the development and improvement of this

property, It proposes to rent water rights, and it claims

that it has already sufficient assurances to guarantee the

success of the enterprise. At present it will not give much
attention to the transmission of power to Buffalo or other

distant points. Later it may turn its attention to this

subject. It is to be regretted that the Americans have not

taken up this subject at once. If the Canadians once get

a foothold, it will be difficult to supplant them. Their

plans are now about completed, and assurance is given that

operations on a large scale will be begun at once.

Mr. Ferranti is expected in this country shortly, and it is

believed that he will be induced to devo:e his entire atten-

tion to the solution of the Niagara problem.

During the last year it has been a noticeable fact that a

number of the ablest American electrical engineers have

severed their connections with the companies on whose

staffs they have been so actively employed. The majority

of these men occupied prominent, and in several cases, the

most prominent positions in their respective lines of work.

Now we find these engineers branching out for themselves.

By many this movement may be looked upon with indiffer-

ence, or it may be ascribed to the natural inclination and

ambition of Americans to be thoroughly independent in all

their thoughts and actions. Yet there are still others who
ascribe this general movement to a far different cause. At

the present time, it is argued, there is not so much need for

strictly original work. The development of the electrical

business has reached the point that the companies manu-

facturing apparatus on established lines feel that there is

less demand for this class of engineers. In the pioneer

days the brilliant man, always equipped for emergency,

had to be retained at any price. He possessed what little

experience there was then to be obtained, and to be without

him was to be like the ship without the compass.

We do not wish to be understood as implying that the

master minds are employed only as independent engineers.

Can it be, though, that there is a growing tendency to

Stan i still, so to speak, where companies, at this stage in

a growing business, yield to the temptation to design and

stubbornly maintain a standard equipment? "Of course

competition regulates this," someone will say. For this

very reason, then, Americans should look to their laurels.

On all .sides we hear of the work of foreign engineers. It

is reporleil that Ferranti is coming to this country to show

us what can b: done with the alternating current, and it is

pretty well known that Siemens iV Ilalskeare even now
negotiating for the installation of an electric railway with

underground conductors in Chicago. It must not be for-

gotten, cither, that Siemens .\; Ilalske have already done

underground work that will secure them a hearing. In

view of these facts it is not without reason that the warning

may be given Americans to look to their laurels.
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Hummel's Motor Meter.

Shuckert ^^ Co. exhibited at the I'rankfort exhibition

an interesting form of motor meler devised by Herr Hum-

mel. Fig I is a diagram of the arrangement. .-/, is the

motor armature wound with wire 5, in shunt across the

installation to be measured. The field magnets have two

circuits, one in shunt to the installation and the other in

series. The shunt excitation is very small, and is only

just enough to overcome the pivot friction of the motor.

The torque due to the main excitation is proportional to

the product of the main current and the pressure—that is

to say, it is proportional to the power. Ai is a second

nalure of the generating plant has not been decided upon,

but it will be of iSo kilowatts capacity. Ideal engines will

be used.

FIGi. I and 2. HUMMEL S MOTOR METER.

armature, which is short circuited, and is acted on by afield

J/( in series with the motor armature. The torque needed

to turn thi; armature is thus proportional to the speed and

pressure. The speed of the motor is thus proportional to

the main current, so that the instrument is a coulomb-

meter. Fig. 2 shows a section, and Fig. 3 is a perspective

view of the meter. In practice the second armature takes

the form of the usual Arago disk. The cuts are repro-

duced from London Indiistries.

Large Wiring Contracts.
The Western Electric company has lately been awarded

three important contracts for the electrical equipment of

new and important buildings in Chicago. One of these

—

that for the great Leiter building on State street—has

already been mentioned. The other two are for the

Woman's Temple, La Salle and Monroe streets, and the

Ashland block, Clark and Randolph streets. The former

is one of the mo^t beautiful buildings in Chicago. It was

put up by the Woman's Christian Temperance Union, and

is now about completed. It will be wired for 3,600

FIG. 3. HI'M.M1::LS MOTOR Ml IM:

incandescent lamps, and an isolated plant will be installed,

consisting of three 1,300 light Western Electric dynamos
driven by two FItchburg engines of 200 horse power each.

Hill clutches and rope transmission will be used. In the

big Ashland block 3,650 lights will be wired. The exact

Memorandum on Rope Transmission.

Bv Thos. G. Grier.

In the discussion as to the comparative efficiencies of

rope transmission and electrical transmission there seems

to be little actual data in regard to the loss in existing plants

using rope transmission. The loss in an electrical plant

may be easily determined, and in fact can be estimated with

a very close approximation before the plant is installed, but

it is not so in regard to rope transmission.

To obiain some figures upon an existing plant in average

condition, the cards on an engine operating six fans by

means of rope transmission were taken, and cards were

also taken giving the power required for the transmission

apparatus when the fans were uncoupled. It was found

that the maximum power developed was gS horse power,

and the power developed to operate the transmission

apparatus alone was 33 horse power. The efficiency of

the outfit it will be seen wasat maximum load less than 70

per cent. There is a very apparent fact in connection with

this rope transmission, and that is that the 33 horse power

which is used for operating the transmitting devices is a

constant factor, and should at any time a decrease in the

load be desired, several of the fans being uncoupled because

their services were not needed, the loss of 33 horse power

is still there. In an electrical installation to have an effici-

ency of So per cent, under maximum load would be an

easy matter. This would mean a loss of 20 per cent of

the maximum power developed, and should the load be re-

duced to one half, we have a reduction of about one-half the

loss of p3wer. The only factor of loss remaining constant

in an electrical transmission plant is the loss required to

energize the fields of the generator and the power of over-

coming the inertia of the engine and dynamo.

Rope transmission has many friends among the engi-

neers of to day, yet the time is not far distant when these

same adherents of rope transmission will find that their

allegiance cannot withstand the march and progress of the

age. Cornell University is investigating the economy

of rope transmission, and with their figures before us we

will have an additional reason to more strongly favor the

transmission of power by means of electrical energy.

Transmitting Power from an Electric
Motor to a Hand Elevator.

Sating the need for an attachment through which the

hand power elevator might be transformed into an electri-

cal elevator without great cost, the Smith-Hill Foundry

and Machine company, of Qaincy, III., is placing on the

market the new electric power transmitter presented in the

accompanying illustration.

A glance will show the utility of the arrangement. The

machine is described as compact and strong, and requiring

little attention. The journals are run in phosphor bronze

ball and socket boxes, having sight-feed automatic oilers

and are designed for high speed. All the belts are end-

less, and have screw and ratchet bell-tighteners-

Loose pulleys are provided with self-oilers. The most

important feature claimed for the apparatus is that not

the slightest change is needed in any hand power elevator

in attaching the transmitter.

For safety, a positive automatic brake, top and bottom

stops and hand stops at each floor are provided.

The motor may be instantly controlled from any floor

and stops may be made where desired.

Especial stress is laid on the fact that the first cost of

the transmitter is very small and that the cost of operating

is slight. The mo'.or required is of 3 horse power, which

is enough for handling general freight. The cut is repro-

duced from the Age of Steel.

Chicago Electric Club
Judging from the attendance and amusement caused, the

social meetings of the Chicago Electric club arc proving a

great success. On Monday evening there was a large num-

ber present to witness the farcical proceedings at a session

of the council of the city of Abbs, which met to receive

proposals for an electric light plant. The burlesque was

heartily enjoyed, thanks to the efforts of C. G. Armstrong,

T. P. Bailey, C. E. Gregory, W. J. Buckley. F. E. Dtgcn-

hardt, F. L. Perry, IC C. Ferguson, J. L. Martin and

others. Mr. Gregory as the clerk of the board and Mr.

Buckley, as a poor lone female, determined to assert her

rights despite the "sassy men," were especially funny.

The evening's entertainment was rounded out by excellent

recitations by L. A. Ferguson and Mr. Fowler, and songs

by Messrs. Harding and Jampolis. Refreshments were

afterward served.

The Chemistry of the Primary Battery.

iJv Fkank K. Irvi.no.

Something like a century has passed since the discovery

of Galvani, Volta and others, which opened the road to a

new and wonderful era in the generation of electrical ener-

gy from chemical combinat'on. Vet. strange to say, up
to the present time there are few who thoroughly under-

stand the chemical reactions that take place in the trans-

formation of chemical to electrical energy. It has always

seemed strange to me why so few electricians and chemists

have taken any interest or active part in the study of this

subject. We want to commence at the beginning in

studying this subject, and take it step by step, weighing

each result obtained by experiment carefully, and drawing

the conclusions and the reasons thereof to the best of our

present knowledge. Now let us start with the most simple

cell, that of amalgamated zinc-copper and acidulated water,

and for the sake of simplicity we will first suppose the

liquid in the ceil to be pure water, neglecting, for the

present, the sulphuric acid which it contains. Xow water

is composed of two gases—oxygen and hydrogen—which.

having a certain strong liking or, as we say, chemical

afifinity, for each other, and so long as they are not too

powerfully affected by external circumstances, they remain

firmly united together to form this well-known liquid.

Now, as with every other kind of matter, whether solid,

liquid or gaseous, the physicist believes water to be made

up of a vast number of extremely minute particles, which

he calls molecules or little masses, each of these mole-

cules being so extremely small that by no mere physical

process can it be subdivided. Xevertheless, small as it is,

to all intents and purposes it is water, just the same as the

largest body of that fluid which it is possible to imagine.

Here the physicist stops. This molecule, which he defines

as the smallest particle of a substance which can be or

TRANSMUTING fOWEK FROM AN ELECTRIC MOTOR TO A

HAND ELEVATOR.

exist in a separate state, he lakes as the unit which he era-

ploys in all his theories and calculations. Now the chem-

ist comes in He takes the molecule and by chemical

decomposition splits it up into its component atoms, de-

fining an atom as the smallest panicle of an elementary

substance that can be moved in the molecule or from one

molecule to the other. This atom is the unit of the chem.

ist. Now if I have made the above clear, it will be under-

stood by the reader that the molecule is the smallest parti-

cle of a substance, whether simple or compound, which

can be obtained by mere physical division, while the a'.oni

is the smallest particle of a simple substance or clement

which can be obtained from the chemical decomposition of

a molecule.

Using the above definitions, wc would now jay that each

molecule of water is made up of three atoms—two atoms

of hydrogen and one atom of oxvgcn—which is written in

the chemical shorthand, or symbol, OH, or HaO. Now
when our plates arc united in the battery, a disturbance of

the chemical equilibrium of water takes place. Strong .is

is the aftinity of oxygen for hydrogen, it has a much

greater liking for zinc; thus the molecules of waier arc

decomposed, the oxygen uniting with the <.inc to form an

oxide of ?:inc, the hydrogen being given ofT at the copper
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pole. In the explanation oE the cell as above, we have

assumed the liquid to be pure water, although dilute sul-

phuric acid is most always used, for the reason that the

oxide of zinc formed does not readily dissolve in the water,

but tends to cltng to the zinc, thus impeding the further

generation of a current. The chemical action, when sul-

phuric acid is used, is precisely similar to that just given

for water. The molecule of sulphuric acid consists of one

atom of sulphur, two atoms of hydrogen and four atoms of

oxygen, a fact which is expressed by the chemical symbol

H2SO4. From this compound molecule the hydrogen is

displaced and the SO,, or sulphion, unites with the zinc

and forms a sulphate of zinc, ZnS04. which is freely solu-

ble in the liquid.

-ts^^"-©*;^ ^WST'-^ti.-

THE ELLIOTT ri'LL-OFF.

Upon such an assumption as this, it is, of course, easy to

understand the production of a current in an ordinary cell,

and to discover the causes of its diminution, which are

these: The posilively charged hydrogen turns toward the

negative, copper plate, while the negative oxygen goes to

the posidve, zinc, the oxygen uniting with the zinc, and

the product of the combination being dissolved in the solu-

tion. Thus the positive plate is kept clean and always

ready for a fresh attack of oxygen, but with the copper

plate U is different. There no combination of hydrogen

takes place, consequently the negative plate soon becomes

coated with a film of hj drogen gas, which acts injuriously

in two ways: First, gases being almost impenetrable by

low tension current, acts as a non-conductor; secondly,

hydrogen being positive, we have virtually two positive

plates in the cell, which, of course, tends to prevent any

generation of current. As. moreover, the hydrogen film is

more positive than the zinc, it tends to give rise in the

liquid to a counter electromotive force from the copper to

the zinc, thus equalizing the current which should be pro-

duced, and producing a slight reverse current in some

cases We also find another reason for the deterioration

of the current in the production of a super saturated solu-

tion of ziac sulphate (/^nSOj) which occurs from the unit-

ing of the sulphion (SO^) with the zinc (Zn). thus pre-

venting the dissolving of any further salt of zinc, and

practically stopping the chemical action on the zinc plate.

Xow that we have fini-hed a brief analysis of the zinc-

copper element, let us lake up a few of the well known

batteries now in use, commencing with the one nearest In

con'-t'uction lo the one we have just described, which is

the Smee. In this battery we have two zinc plates and a

plate of platinum or platinized silver. In this form of

cell the accumulation of hydrogen is prevented by the

fooxh deposit o( platirum, ar;d wc have just the same

aciton as in cur first described cell, the zinc oxidizing .ind

becoming a sulphate ttom the .SO, in solution, and the

hydrogen freed by th: rou^h aurfaoc of the platinum or

platinised silver. The next nearest battery to this con-

strnctioti is the Walker. In this haltcry gas carbon is

aobsiiialcd for the platinum, but there being no Mirfacc as

in the Smee to free the hydrogen, and there being no

combination made between the carbon and hydrogen, this

battery soon polarizes or becomes coated with the hydrogen

film first mentioned. But on the other hand, if we mix a

little powdered bichromate of potash (KgCr^Og) with the

dilute add solution, we find that not onl; is the hydrogen

taken up, but that the electromotive force is increased to

I S9 and the internal resistance decreased to about .^5 of

an ohm. Now let us see what chemical action takes place

to produce this result. The sulphuric acid gees to the

oxidizing zinc and forms a sulphate. The hydrogen goes

to the carbon, but encounters on its way the chromic acid

(CruOy), which has been liberated from the bichromate of

potash (KoCr^Og), the potash having gone to the sulphuric

acid to form chrome alum and sulphate of potash (IvSOj).

This chromic acid, as we see from the chemical symbol,

CroOj is very rich in oxygen, containing three equivalents.

Now the hydrogen, having a great affinity for oxygen,

takes one atom of oxygen from the chromic acid and

becomes water. (We have already shown that two atoms of

hydrogen and one atom of oxygen form water). The

chromic acid, now having lost one atom of its oxygen,

becomes the green oxide, or protoxide of chromium

(CroOo). This statement can be easily verified, as we will

see on examination that the red color of the solution will

soon change to green. This battery Is considered one of

the strongest cells, having a high electromotive force and a

small internal resistance, but It has a great many faults,

some of which we will took into. When the cell Is not in

use, 'he chromic acid being very easily decomposed, the

zinc oxidizes at the expense of the chromic add, reducing

it to the green oxide, or protoxide of chromium (Cr^.O^},

without the generation of any current; also when the

battery is In use, the zinc becomes coated with the chromic

oxide and assumes a polarity similar to the carbon. Then

the sulphuric acid having a chemical affinity for potash, a

compound is formed known as chrome alum. This com-

pound clings to the carbon and reduces the conductivity,

also increasing the Internal resistance. This statement

can also be very easily verified by mixing the bichromate

of potash, acid and water together, the water being hot.

Let the mixture stand thirty-six hours and decant, and we

%vill find the sulphate of potash (KSO^) in crystals at the

bottom, leaving free chromic add in solution. If this

compound Is used in the battery, we will not be troubled

with the chrome alum deposit, and we will also have much

better results on account of the solution being mixed and

cooled before use.

We now come to a class of batteries using two or more

separate solutions—one solution, usually the dilute add and

zinz, in the jar, and the depolarizer and carbon, or other

material, in a porous earthenware cup or cell. The sim-

plest and most constant of these Is the Danlell. In this

battery %ve have a copper plate with a solution of sulphate

of copper (CuSOj) in the glass jar, and a solution of sul-

phuric add and water, one to sixteen, with the zinc In the

porous cup. Now, as in the original form we first exam-

ined, the dilute acid unites with the oxide of zinc (formed

by the union of the oxygen, evolved at the zinc pole, with

the zinc) and forms a sulphate of zinc. The disengaged

hydrogen of the molecule of sulphuric acid next to the zinc

plate reacts upon the next molecule and displaces its hy-

drogen; this hydrogen displaced from this second molecule

of sulphuric add reacts in a like manner upon the next

molecule, and so on, until the porous cup is reached. Here

the "nascent" (or active, as it is called when in this state)

hydrogen meets with the sulphate of capper (CuSO,,) and

displaces from its nearest molecule the copper, forming

with its other atoms sulphuric add, and this copper, react-

ing upon the copper of the next molecule, displaces its

copper, and so on until the molecule next to the copper

plate deposits its copper upon the plate. By this it will be

seen that sulphuric acid is formed in the outer cell, which

tends lo rcpl.ace that used by the zinc,

while the copper plate is increased in mi'rTi .-^ BBBgjyw
weight by the deposit of metallic copper KJIy

resulting from the decomposition of the

sulphate of copper by the hydrogen. The
amount of sulphuric acid liberated in the outer cell is

regular, and Is proportional to the acid used in the porous

cup. This battery has its'faults also, one of the greatest

of which is that just as much zinc is consumed on an open

circuit as when the cell is doinj; work; also the formation

on the zinc of the black oxide of copper (CuO), which is

cau.'cd by the sulphate solution dial) zing through the

porous cup and oxidizing at the expense of the zinc. This

battery is good only for constant work on a high external

resistance. *l7c conslanis are: Electromotive force, 1.098;

rcsistarec, f* ohms. The next well-known form of porous

cup battery is the firovc. Here, as in the Daniell, we
use dilute sulphuric acid with the zinc, but in the porous

cup we use strong nitric acid (NO-,) with a plate of

platinum. As in the other cells, we also have the sulphate

of zinc formed, and hydrogen set free. At the porous cup

the hydrogen meets, not with sulphate of copper, but nitric

acid. From this nitric add (NO-5) the hydrogen takes

one atom of its oxygen, with which it forms water, leaving

nitrous add (NOji), and thus liberating hyponitric acid

fumes. In this battery we have the nitrate of zinc (ZnjNO.)
formed, as well as the sulphate; also the red oxide of

mercury (HgO). This is due to the nitric acid dialyzing

through the porous cup and attracting the zlr.c and mercury

used to amalgamate the zinc. These hypor.itric vapors

may be prevented by the addition to the nitric add of any

compound rich In oxygen and held together by a weak

chemical affinity.

THE ELLIOTT PULL-OFF.

Suppose we use bichromate of soda (NaoCr^Os). Now,

as soon as the hyponitric acid is liberated, it takes up one

atom of oxygen from the soda and becomes nitric acid again.

We also have a nitrate of soda (Na.,NOj() formed, but this

does not affect the working of the battery in any way. The

constants of the plain nitric add battery are: Electromotive

force, 1.93, resistance, .025; when chromic acid is added,

electromotive force 2 02, resistance, 023.

Thus we see from the several experiments we have

examined that the difficulties which sometimes appear

great are small when studied out; also, that the vast

domain of chemistry opens numerous ways for the per-

fection of the primary battery, if they are carefully

studied.

The Elliott Pull-off.

The general construction of this little fixture is dearly

shown In the illustrations. It should be explained, though,

that the Elliott hanger and pull-off has an additional insu-

lating surface not shown in the cuts. This improvement

has but recently been added. The insulation extends up-

ward, and entirely covers the lower shank of the hanger

and pull-off, thus increasing the insulating surface by one

inch all round. The construction, too, Is such that the de-

vice cannot be struck by the trolley pole or wheel.

This pull-off has been placed on the market by the Re-

vere Rubber company, Boston, Mass.

Hale's Live Wire Cutter for Firemen.

When one notes the respect with which high tensicn

electric light wires are handled by those whose business it

Is daily to manipulate them, there arises a natural Inclina-

tion to sympathize with any fireman who, in the pursuit of

his hazardous calling, may be loth to take charge of the

sometimes extremely energetic "live" wire. The fire-

man, as a rule, prefers that the lighting wire shall be rele-

gated to the central station lineman, but there are cases

when professional pride outweighs prudence. It is then

he sighs for the means whereby he can himself do the

work without the risk of what may be a deadly shock.

It was the desire to provide means by which the fire

department might be enabled to clear the way without

having to call upon outsiders that led Chief G. C. Hale of

the Kansas City, Mo., fire department to devise the simple

but most efficient tool illustrated in the cut.

This clipper is so perfectly Insulated that it is practically

'
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HALK's I.IVI-: WIKK CUTIEK FOR KIKKMKN.

impossible to receive a shcck or detect any current whatever

while cutting the most highly charged wires. It is also

very useful for cutting and clearing wires from the streets

after they have been torn down by falling walls. One

great advantage of this cutter, which is about five feet

long, is that the operator can stand on the cross arms of

the poles, or on a ladder, and reach a considerable distance

to the right or left from his position. The tool is light

rmd easily handled.

This cutter has been placed on the market by the Kan-

sas City Fire Ueparlmcnl Supply company of Kansas

Cily, Mo.
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Chicago Electric Club.

The paper on "Safety Devices" by C. C, Haskin?, read

before the Chicago Electric club December 7th. which was

presented, together with the formal discussion, in the last

issue of the Western Electrician, excited considerable

interest. Following the remarks of Messrs. Cutter, Bain,

Wirt and Sperry. there was a general discussion, a steno-

graphic report of which is appended:
The Chairman; It seems to me most fortunate that

we should have selected a subject for this evening' of^ so

much importance to the electric light business, and 1 think

the papers we have listened to have fully indicated the ab-

solute necessity of something being done to put this matter

of safety devices in much better shape than it is to-day.

We lack a proper way of standardizing these things. But

in 1893 we expect to have here an electrical congress, and

it is hoped at that time a great many things will be cor-

rected that are somewhat out of joint just now. I submit

for your consideration whether it would not be well for

this club, taking advantage of the discussion we have had

this evening, to appoint a committee to prepare a commu-
nication which I presume might be presented to Professor

Elisha Gray for the purpose of having included in the list

of subjects that ought to be considered by the World's

Electrical Congress the standardizing of fuses.

G. P. Nichols: There is no question but that the sub-

ject of safety devices for motors is as important, perhaps

more so, than any other application of electrical devices.

Of course in protecting an electric motor ihe fuse is a

supplementary safety device. The motor should be pro-

vided with such apphancesas to make the fuse almost un-

necessary. To begin with, no motor should be put up

without having a double pole switch, with a third insulator

at the back. This should be so designed that when thrown

open it would be held there, makmg it impossible to close it

unless it were forced back. This cuts off all connection of

the motor with the main circuit. But while the motor is

running there are always dangers resulting from a little

knowledge of the matter, particularly so with the rheostat,

and the statements which Mr. Haskins makes in this con-

nection are well considered But in all cases a motor should

bs provided with a suitable fuse or automatic device which

would be released and would cut off the current when more

than a certain number of amperes were put on.

G. D. Dorman: As far as my experience goes I have

not been familiar with any fires or accidents occurring from

the failure of fuses to act, but I believe that the terminals

of fuses should be standardized as much as the wire in the

length of the fuses. In that way the conditions would al-

ways be the same. I know of such a fuse introducedon

the other side of the water. It is meant to fuse at the high

melting point of metal. The wire is inclosed in a glass

tube, with capped ends, the glass tube being always of the

same length, and the caps at the ends being always the

same shape and size. I believe that fuses will continue in

use for currents up to ten amperes; but beyond ten amperes

a magnetic cut out will be ihe future safeguard. With re-

gard to motors I agree with Mr. Haskins that the switch

should always be right closed or right ofT. It is possible

to make the wires in a rheostat thicker at one end than at

the other end, but by having a spring or weight to throw

the arm down, or spring catch at the other end to keep it in

position, a wire of the same size will do through the whole

rheostat.

Louis A Ferguson: I agree with Mr. Haskins on the

question of starting rheostats for motors. It has been a

particular hobby of my own for some time, and I vame a

set of rules for the installation of motors for the company

I am working for a year ago this month. The reason was

not theoretical at all. In my own experience in Chicago

there were at least five fires caused by the contact arm of

the switch being left at intermediate points just as Mr.

Haskins has described.

There was one thing that Mr. Wirt spoke of in regard

to fuses which I think is important, and that is the termi-

nals of the fuses themselves. A great deal of the trouble

with fuses is caused by poor contacts. I have been often

called upon to examine plants where they thought they had

an overload. The first thing I would do would be to have

the strips replaced and examine the connections of the cut-

outs if they were cut-outs on the switch-board, and follow-

ing along the wire to ascertain the temperature and the

source from which it came. In almost every case of that

kind I found that the cause of the strip blowing was either

due to the imperfect connection of the wire with the cut-

out, or to the bad contact of the terminals of the fuse with

the cut-out itself. There are certain strips made for pro-

tecting circuits where copper itself is used as the terminal.

In other cases a composition is used, and in a great many
cases I found where this composition is used the trouble

that I speak of occurs; whereas where pure copper is used

for the terminal you have very little trouble from the blow-

ing of fuses from poor contact.

Mr. Nichols: The gentleman speaks of some fires re-

sulting from rheostats. May I ask the condition in which

the rheostat was left, and was it intentional or through

ignorance—that is. in trying to regulate the speed—or wheth-

er it was the natural consequence of the construction?

Mr. Ferguson: In the first case the cause of the

trouble was the very one that Mr. Haskins cites. It was

in a printing office, and was caused by a boy leaving the

office and throwing the switch over, and instead of reach-

ing the farthest contact point and opening the circuit it

stopped on the second last contact point, and the result

was that the excessive current going through burned the

box up. Other causes I have known have been through

ignorance, the man not understanding what a resistance

box was for; supposing that instead of being used as a

starting box it was to be used to regulate the speed, and

had used it so. Outside of those cases I do not know of

any other cause of lires.

Mr. Nichols: In the majority of the cases was the

trouble caused attempting to regulate the speed of the

motor by the rheostat?

Mr. Ferguson: No, sir; attempting to regulate the

speed, and also leaving the switch on an intermediate poini

through carelessness.

Mr. Dokman: I have this to say; that with a rheostat it

is absolutely safe, and there is not the necessity for springs

and weights and catches As long as the ordinary rheostat

is used .according to the directions the machine ought to be

all riglit.

Mr. Ferguson: In the case I cited on State street

there w?s a card of instructions over the box.

Mr. Haskins: Those signs are ail over town.

Mr. Ferguson: And I don't think you can make the

people of Chicago believe everything jou tell them. They
don't always trust the starting and stopping of a motor to

a man that knows enough about its working.

F. L. Berry: It seems to me all this points in thedirec-

lion of a magnetic cutout. We have them on our arc

lamps, and I think we will concede they are working very

satisfactorily. The lamps cut out when the carbon

breaks. You ought to have a safely box that is locked and

have it so arranged that when you leave your lever half

way on your cut-out will act.

Mr. Dorman; The fuse must be made of the same

thickness or carrying capacity as the rheostat wire; and it

is prbabie that the fuse may burn out at a normal current.

A safety device would protect the rheostat if the latter were

made of such thick wire that it wouldn't burn out at the

normal current of the machine.

Mr. Perry: That still points to a magnetic cut-out. 1

don't see why you cannot have a magnetic cut-out in addi-

tion to a fuse.

George Cutter: I fee! that I would like toemphasize the

importance of this question, as I view it. Theoretically we
should have devices to protect our wires. Why not have

them practically? Why have one house supply us with

wire that will carry ten amperes and the next forty, and

the next twenty five, and no uniformity at all? With the

rapid growth of electric lighting and motor work it is time

that some action should be taken to prevent such uncer-

tainty and positive know-nothingism about our safely de-

vices.

Electric Power Distribution^
By H. C. Si'Allding.

The commercial possibility of transmitting power for

comparatively long distances by eieclrical means, when
the losses attendant upon such transmission by any other

system would be prohibitory, is sufficiently well known and
acknowledged at the present time to call for no extended

commen^ Curiously enough, cur friends on the other

side of the Atlantic are now far in advance of us in the

utilization of na ural energy for lighting and power service,

although the number of water-power installations is

rapidly increasing in our Western states and territorits.

where the high cost of fuel would naturally bring about

such a result. In Switzerland alone there are already up-

ward of two hundred electric power stations utilizing

water power for operaliing lights and motors over ex-

tended areas, while possibly the best known illustrations

of such service in our own country are at Spokane Falls

and Aspen.
It is the purpose of this paper, however, to separate, so

far as possible, the closely allied topics of power trans-

mission and power distribution, electrically considered, and

to treat the latter principally in the light of its adaptability

to manufacturicg and constructing operations. It is ac-

cordingly immaterial, so far as the scope of this article is

concerned, whether we are to utilize a water privilege ten

or fifteen miles away, and possibly so situated between

high and precipitous banks as to render it impossible to

locate our manufacturing plant there, or to distribute the

power furnished by a steam plant in the immediate vicinity,

which may. however, be so isolated as to reduce fire risks

to a minimum while taking advantage of the most econom-
ical situation for coal and water supply. Let us assume,

therefore, that we are provided with an electric current

supply sufiicient in quantity to operate whatever apparatus

we may wish to connect and of sufficiently low pressure or

"voltage" to allay any fears of personal injury on the part

of employes.
The "main shafting"' naturally demands our first atten-

tion, and if the buildings are of more than one story, the ad-

visability of dividing the plant into sections, each one of

which may be started or stopped independently of any other,

and without belt towers or belt holes (those efficient dust

and tire conveyors), is evident to the most superficial

observer; while in a single story building such sub-division

reduces to a minimum the friction of lines of shafting, run

most of the time, it may be, for the operation of only two

or three machines. Engineers will appreciate fully the

tales the indicator will tell, in nine out of ten of our larger

manufacturing plants of the power devoted to revolving the

immense "main shaft," and in transmitting power from

one line of shafting to another when not a single machine

tool is in operation. While it is not advisable to run any
but the largest tools by separate motors, it wilt usually be

found possible to group machines in systems requiring

from 10 horse power upward, and so arranged that the

average of power required will not vary between wide

limits, and such variations will not occur suddenly. We
can then connect with the shafting for each group a prop-

erly designed motor, which may be started or stopped al-

most instantaneously, and if desired allowing of delicate

adjustment in speed.

The increase during the past few years in the she of

construction parts and machine tools has called for a cor-

responding increase in the power of devices for handlirg

them, as demonstrated by the number of traveling cranes

put in by the larger manufacturing plants. The friction

losses in transmission by square shafts or other prevailing

methods are e.xcessive, and the possibility of operating the

heaviest traveling cranes without mechanical conmction
between the crane trolley and the source of powtr. as pro-

vided by electrical means, appeals at once to the engineer.

1. Abslr.icl of a p;»pcr prosfiilctl at the New York meeting of the

Amtricao Society of Mcclianical Engineers.

providing the losses in transforming from mechanical to

tlcctrical energy acd back again are notciccssivc-

Thc following data concerning a crane cf 30 tcrs cap-
acity, which was build by the Morgan Ergirccrirg ccm-
pany and equipped with T fcomson-IIcuslcn irolois, iray
be of interest. Three motors arc used, one of 3 horse
power capacity for cress travel, and two of 10 corse powtr
capacity for boisticg and longitudinal travel respectively.

The three movements may be obtained in any combination
of direction and speed, as each rr.olor is provided with a
separate controller. The n:o:ors arc tuilt for 220 volts,

and receive the current from two trolley wires rULning
one on each side of the main floor, resting on insulators,

a copper brush attached to cither end of the bridge lifting

the wire as it passes along, somewhat as in the metbcd
employed by cable cars in lifting their cables. The motors
on the crane trolley receive their current through carbon
brushes sliding along copper strips placed on the ins:dc of
the bridge. The total longitudinal travel of the crare is

165 feet; length of bridge between rails. 27 feet 2 inches;
total lifting space, 21^ (eet A "solerotd" brake is pro-
vided, which holds the hoist'rg gear auioiraiically and
instantaneously whenever the supply of current is shut off

from the hoisting motor. The extreme ease of operation,
and the fact that the expendure of power i= almost exactly
proportional to the work accomplished, acd ceases ab-
solutely when the crane is not in motion, are importaoi
features cf this class of apparatus.

One of the most useful applicaiicns of electric motors is

in connection with hoisting apparatus of various kinds,
including passenger and frieght elevators, A power hoist

is often required in a storehouse or shipping room at some
distance from line shafting, which it would be expensive to

extend, while steam piping means possible injury to stock
from frozen or leaky pipes, and a small steam plant means
increased insurance. Under these circumstances the elec-

tric hoist is available, taking its power from a pair cf wires
which may be carried over and through buildings and
around corners with a minimum of space, care and expense,
and a maximum of convenience, economy and safety.

These hoists, when used for loading and unloading
steamers, are furnished with a few feet of flexible cable.

and may be connected in a few seconds with "£er\'!ce plugs"
located in various paits cf the wharf, the current being
taken either from the lighting wires on the steamer or en
shore, or, better, from a special power eircuit, if such be
available tloisls of this kind may be advantageously used
for building operations, and aie appreciited on account of
the absence of smoke and noise.

The earlier applications of electricity to elevator ser\*ice

were not especially successful, except for slow speeds, as it

was not (or some time considered feasible to start, stop and
reverse the motor itself, thus imposing the disadvantages
inherent in "open and crossed belt machines" upon all elec-

tric elevator installatiots.

The only practical method of using motors for high-
speed passenger work was for some time, therefore, in

operating the pumps of hydraulic systems but of late the
development of quick ccnlroHing acd reversing apparatus,
with special types of motors, has made possible results

fully equal in smoothness of operation to the best hydraulic
practice, while the running expense is usually considerably
less. Designs are in use for a double-drum freighter slow
passenger type of machine, in which the movements of the
apparatus are controlled entirely by electric means, the
armature shaft of the motor being run in either direction
at will, and at any desired speed.

The enormous areas required by many of our industrial

concerns for carrying on the various processesof manufact-
ure to the best advantage necessitate new and improved
methods for the transportation of fuel, supplies, and
material in varicus stages of treatment frcm one part of
the plant to another; and here again the invisible agent,
electricity, offers its services in a safe, compact and effec-

tive form.

Among the numerous auxiliary uses to which el€c:ric

apparatus maybe put is that of pumping, either for boiler

feed or genera! supply purposes A number of automatic
switches are now on ihe market, by means of which an
electric pump may be automatically started or stepped by
a change of water level either in a gravity cr pressure tank,

a feature susceptible of numerous adaptations as suggested
by circumstances.

An objection sometimes offered to the adoption of

electric apparatus is that, owingto the "youth of the art."

the types of machines now built and on the market will in

a few years be obsolete, like a coat outgrown though rot
outworn, so that the necessary investment isan unwise one
on the part of the purchaser. This view seems to the
writer not fully warranted, in the light of recent develop-

ments in electio-dynamics. sicce the efficiency of this class

of machinery is now so high as lo direct the ingenuity of

electrical engineers rather to the invention and improve-
ment of auxiliary apparatus for controlling, measuring and
protecting the currents produced, than to the invention of
new apparatus for their production.

The claim may now fairly be made also that the varicus

"gauges" of the electric systems have been brought to

standard, and that a piece of apparatus bcught cf any
reliable ccmpany is adapted for use as well in conjunction

with apparatus produced by another, and it may becxtmpet-

ing, concern, provided the two systems are of the same
general nature. This is just as necessary as that there

should be one standard of nlca^u^cment for etigineen'ng

supplies of any kind, arbitrary, to be ^ure. but binding by
courtesy throughout the erginecring fraiernily.

In conclusion, it is interesting to note the tendency to

incorporate electric motors with various classes of

machinery, thus forming complete mechanical units. It is

to-day possible, for example, lo equip a printing or pub-

lishing hcuse equal in completeness to any now existing,

without using a hanger-line shaft, or belt, each press

being complete in itself .ns far .^s mechanical connection

with the source of power is concerned, the entire transmis-

sion being accomplished by means of concealed wires.
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Heat in its Relationship to Electricity and
its Influence upon the Animal

Body in Health and Disease.'

By J. D. BONXAR, M. D.

We all know that the great source of all light and heat

is Che sua; iq fact, we miy^ truly say. of all motioa, either

of misses or molecules, that its origia may be traced to

the sua—the great luminary of day and night. The
cause of heat is rays from the sun, and by pressing this in-

vestiga'ioi still further we will find that heat and elec-

tricity bear a very striking rela'.ionship to each other. We all

know that heat and motion are convertible terras; either

will produce the other. Th's is true of matter in masses

or in molecules; but we find that the combination of sub-

stances having chemical affinities for each other produces

heat. Here we must conceive of the motion being a move-

ment of the atoms or molecuies to form a new compound;
but by so doing we find as an accompaniment of the process

heat and electricity. Togo back to our starting point,

viz.: That the sun is the origin of all heat, and also of all

light. We are told by astronomers that the sun is a great

molten mass. From our own experiments, we learn that

all bodies which combine chemically with each other have

certain opposite electrical conditions, and they unite with

each other, producing an electrical current, which may be

conveyed along wires to distances remote from the place

of origin. We find that the electrical conditions are in

definite and constant proportion to the attraction or force

with which bodies seek to combine with one another.

Hence may we not justly conclude that in the sun the

same conditions control the chemical combinations

continually going on in its structure? If we are justified

in this inference, then we are also justified in the assump-

tion that electrical attraciions between the bodies enter-

ing into combination are set up and currents sent in

all directions throughout the solar system and only pro-

ducing light and heat when they reach the atmosphere

which envelopes the earth. The currents of electricity are

mtt by the resistance of the atmosphere, which is a very

poor conductor of electricity. Hence we have both light and

heat, which we know is produced by electrical currents

when transmitted through bad conducting media, such as

platinum wire or bamboo cane, and just in proportion to

the res-stance offered in the track of the electrical energy.

The diffused light of day can then reasonably be regarded

as the fruits of the infinitely great number of

electrical rays passing from the sun through the resisting

atmospheric media. When the air is full of moisture, the

day is darker, due, no doubt, to the well-known fact, that

moist air is a much better conductor of electricity than dry

air, presenting as it does much less resistance to the elec-

trical effort to reach the earth.

A friend of mine very tersely remarked that "the sun

might then be looked upon as a huge battery," in which

the elements are constantly combining and decomposing,

and thereby originating or generating electrical rays, which

I have been endeavoring to show are the direct agents in

the production of light and heat. When the sun sets at

night we gen .rate electrical rays by means of dynamos,

propelled by energy, laid up for ages in the coal fields

—

detached charges, as it were, deposited there by the sun's

rays, in the carboniferous age. Or the energy may come
from a fall of water like Niagara, which will be utilized for

the purpose of generating electricity. The waterfall in

the first place gets its potential energy from the sun's rays,

which evaporated the water, and in fact the sun is contin-

uously carrying the water up hill again, for future use.

What I claim is that the agent in all this work is primarily

eleclricity, and it may be expressed in the various condi

tions of beat, motion, chemical, action and light. As al-

ready mentioned, heat and electricity are so intimately re-

lated, as to ba, in fact, an offspring the one of the other,

and it often tests the discernment of the most astute reason-

er or observer to tell which is the parent power. I am of

the opinion, and hope that I may have some support from

you here tanight, that electricity is the parent power, and

heat is one of the first born in this illustrious family—heat,

motion, chemical action and light. What I wish to draw

your attention to just now is the fact that co-incident with

an increase in the electrical potential in a body or part of a

body, there is also an increase in the heat of tht same, and
when our bodies are in a highly electrical condition or in

high potential, we are warmer than when the potential is

lower; so, therefore, v,-e find people more vivacious and

merry in dry and bright weather than in damp conditions

of the atmosphere. By means of the moisture the electri-

cal potential is lessened. Again we find that in all inflam-

matory conditions there is an increase in the positive elec-

tricity. /. e.t the potential electrical energy is increased,

and as we all know the rule, that positive repels positive,

and negative repels negative, and vice versa; so. there-

fore, we treat infiammatiou and all diseases which show
increased activity in a part, by applying the positive pole

over the afi;cied part. Of, conversely, in affections where

there is a deficiency in the normal activity, we reverse the

electrodes, by applying the negative over the seat of the

disease, while th'i positive is applied at some point remote

from it. Thu=i wc strive to bring about a physiological,

rutural, or normal state of equilibrium. The proof of the

foTc^oiDg principles can be had by a study of the electrical

carrcnts set up in voltaic pile, or in the crown of cups. A
'.^3'rTnr !5 '* rjp by the contact of two different metals.

' opper, the strength of the current being

. in!ervcntion of an acid or a saline solu-

-:ioD to the number of pairs. This sim

pie ci>ri!rivir,ce Vnows that the current flows from the

mstal of higher to the one of lower potential, and the same

is trje in animate bodies as in the inanimate mctils. IIov/

often have we all noticed that there is a psculiar sensation,

<r, in fac!. a slight ah>;I{, experienced v/hcn wc shake

hands with v>me p«opIc, the cause being simply, that the

t.'X'Ti^t^^'.iA a p»p^r read l/=f'»rc th*: iJu/falo fcircirical Socicly,

electricity of higher potential in one is flowing over to the

other of lower potential. As with water so with electricity,

it is seeking its level whenever there is a way of escape
from the higher to the lower. This is true also of heat.

If you connect two rods or pieces of metal together which
have been unequally heated, the current of heat, so to speak,

runs from the warmer to the cooler metal, following the

same law as its parent, electricity. Hence we infer that

the uses of heat may be similar to those of electricity, in

the cure of disease; in fact we are using this heat agent
vastly more often than electricity, because its character and
effects are vastlv better known.

Electrical Engineering at Columbia Col-

lege.

An undergraduate course of four years in electrical

engineering has been established in the School of Mines,
Columbia College , in addition to the present two year post-

graduate course, which has been in successful operation for

several years. Thus there will be two complete courses in

electrical engineering in New York city.

The la'ter course is for graduates of scientific schools

and colleges, and is entirely devoted to electrical engineer-

ing proper, the studentshavingalready passed the necessary

preparatory studies in mathematics, physics, chemistry,

mechanics and drawing. This course is found to give the

most e.Kcellent results by reason of the maturer years and
better training of post-graduate students.

In addition to such graduate students there are, of

course, a much greater number of younger men who desire

to enter a course of electrical engineering immediately on
leaving school, without going through a previous collegiate

course.

A new four year course has therefore been established

parallel to the well known courses in mining engineering,
civil engineering, chemistry, architecture, etc., at the

School of Mines, with the same requirements for admis-
sion, which are equal to the regular entrance examinations
at first-class scientific schools.

The first two years of the new course will cover the

preparatory work in mathematics, physics, chemistry,

mechanics, drawing, etc., required for admission to the

post graduate course. The last two years will be devoted
to a thorough course in electrical engineering proper and
will be equivalent to the present post-graduate course.

As a preparation for (he study of electrical engineering
the first two years of this course are equivalent to four

years in any course other than electrical engineering, l here-

by saving much time without sacrificing electrical engineer-

ing subjects.

The instruction in electrical engineering will be con-

ducted as heretofore by Prof Crocker and Dr. Pupin.

The matberaatic?, physics, etc.. will be taught by the

respective professors of those subjects.

The degree given to those who satisfactorily complete
the course will be that of electrical engineer. The new
course will regularly begin October, 1S92. Examinations
for entrance will be held in June and September.
The one year partial or special course will be abolished

next year to make room for the students in the regular

courses.

Wanted to See the Lamplighter.

A story come from New Jersey in which the resolu'e

pursuit of scientific knowledge did not meet with the en-

couraging reward it deserved. Near the banks of the

Morris canal is a little village in which the electric light

has lately been installed. An eld man, who had heard
much of the new-fangled light, was greatly plea=ed at its

introduction; but there was one point about it that mysti-

fied him greatly, and he determined to take his own way
in solving it. A foot passenger on the banks of the canal

observtd the old man intently looking at one of the lights

one evening. There was a look of disappointment on his

face, and when asked the reason he explained that he was
anxious to see how the lamps were lighted. He bad
watched for the man to come around and light them, and
having missed him for several evenings, he had made up
his mind to catch him and find out how it was done. He
accordingly took up his position at early du^k, determined
that this time the man should not escape him. He was
greatly chagrined to find that the man had sneaked past

him in some way and had lighted the lamp while he was
looking for a moment in a different direction. He said he
proposed to find out all about the lighting of the lamps if

he had to stand alongside the pole until the man came
around the next time.

Washington Carbon Works.
The Washington Carbon company of Washington, I'a.,

announces that it has a capacity for 5o,oco,ooo carbons

per year. This company is making a strong push for bus-
iness. It has recently introduced improved methods, and
with an experienced corps of employes the company bids

fair to make itself feit in the market. The company writes

that it proposes to continue in the front rank, and in order

to insure a superior article it has arranged in advance for

a two years' supply of raw material It further announces
that it has no connection whatever with any other company
in the snmc line.

Carl Hering and the Electrical Congress.
To the Editor of tJic Western Electrician:
In your issue of November 21st there is an editorial on

page 304, which refers to my report as chairman of the
dpjegates of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers
to the Frankfort Congress.

In this editorial you have taken the unwarranted liberty

of picking out a paragraph of this report and leavirg out a
very important modifying clause which immediately follows
it. That jou did this knowingly, and for a purpose, is

evident from the fact that, if you had quoted it fairly and
honestly, it would not have served your purpose. That
such procedure reflects more on the editor of your paper
than on the author of the report, or on the American In-
stitute of Electrical Engineers, will be evident to the
numerous readers of other journals who have been given
an opportunity of reading the report, which was published
by them as it was given to them.

I distinctly stated in my report that at the time the in-

vitation which you object to was extended it was not
known to the delegates that any official action had been
taken by the government or by the World's Fair commis-
sion regarding the holding of the congress. That the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers long ago urged
the holding of a congress during the time of the World's
Fair, and that they, as the leading electrical society of this

country, contemplated taking a leading part in the same,
will be seen from the fact that precisely the same invita-

tion was extended by their delegates to the congress of

1889, at Paris.

In justice to the American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers, as well as to their delegates and to myself, as author
of the report, I request that you publish this explanation
in ycur paper, and without leaving out any portions of the
same. Carl Hering.
[We do not consider it necesary to add anything to the

editorial of November 21st by way of explanation de-

spite the fact that Mr. Hering does not appear to grasp the

situation. He either evades the point of issue or does not

realize the position in which the "invitation'' places the

Institute. His communication does not contain any

argument in justification of the course pursued nor does he

attempt to show in it that the Institute had any reason to

assume that the Electrical Congress was "to be held under

the auspices of this Institute." In gratifying Mr. Ilering's

desire to see his communication published we may be par-

doned for expressing the regret that he assumed that

anything further than a personal request from so high an

authority on journalistic ethics would be required. "In
justice to the American Institute of Electrical Engineers,"

however, it would be well to reserve further discussion of

this topic until some better plea than that advanced by Mr.

Hering can be made in its behalf.— Editor Western
Electrician. 1

CORRESPONDENCE.

The Chica;;oand Evanston Ktcctric Railroad company
has secured the consent of property-owners for the right

of v/ay between Clybourn avenue and ICvanston, with the

exception of 1.500 feel on Southport avenue, where the

most opfjosition was encountered, and it is thought that the

right of way over lhi.s part of the line will be obtained

within a short time.

New York Notes.
New York, December 12.—After any excitement how-

ever slight there comes, usually, some sort of a reaction,

and in so far as New York electrical news is concerned this

was certaioly the case last week.

The creditors of Field, Lindley, Wiechers &Co. , among
whom, as was stated last week, is Frank Sprague, are not

much wiser now than %vhen their troubles first came to

light. Wall street practically speaking knows nothing new
regarding the disgraceful collapse. It is thought, too, that

an attempt will be made to cover up the true condition of

afiairs. In banking circles there has been some talk about

young Field having forged warehouse receipts with the

name of his father, Cyius W, Field and others; but all this

is nothing more than gossip.

Last week the Western Electrician printed a dispatch

announcing the most recent execution by electricity.

There has been the same agitation by the newspapers over

the secrecy of the proceedings at Sing Sing, but to a lesser

degree this time than was the case during the occurrence of

the wholesale piece of barbarity which took place about a

year ago. Of course the newspaper cry is now more

against the secrecy with which the death penalty is ap-

plied than the electrical method. Everything is and must

be to a great extent surmise until publicity is given to

these horrible proceedings. Assemblyman Myer J.Stein,

from this city, his drafted an amendment to the electrical

execution law. It provides that six reprefentalivcs of

newspapers published in the State of New York shall be

present at the execution, such representatives to be chosen

by the warden of the prison where the execution takes

place. The amendment strikes out the clause prohibiting

newspapers from publishing the details of the executions.

While on the subject of electrical executions mention

must be made that another victim has received hisi-cntcncc,

Jeremiah Calto has been found guilty in Judge Moore's

court in IJrooklynof murder in the first degree. He is to

be sent to Sing Sing to die by electricity.

There was a chance for a sensational article on the

dangers of the electric wire in Orange last Monday, but

strange to say the papers noticed liie accident only to the
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extent of a paragraph or two. Miss Kate Weiss employed

in the No Name Hat Factory in Orange Valley, received

a shock from an incandescent electric light wire and fell

unconscious to the door. It was thought at first that she

was killed, but this was not the case, fioth of her hands,

however, were badly burned.

For some time in Brooklyn there has been agitated the

question of the application of the trolley system to street

railways, and last week the street railway presidents were

before the city fathers, but nothing definite was accom-

plished. Last Thursday President Lewis of the Brooklyn

City Railway company, accompanied by E. W. Bliss, one

of the company's directors, left for Pittsburg to examine

the system of the Westinghouse company. They are san-

guine of securing thecoDsent of the board of aldermen to

the introduction of the trolley system, and present tour

is bsing made with the object of investigating several

motors. Before returning, a number of systems will be exam-

ined, it being Mr. Lewis' purpose to go to Cleveland and

Schenectedy to inspect the Shoit and Edison motors.

Bids for the street lighting in New York were received

by Mayor Grant on Thursday. The bids were for the

lighting of the city for the year 1892. The gas companies

made in their new bids the same rate as that which the city

is now pajing. While on the subject of city lighting men-

tion should be made that several hundred residents of

Seventh avenue and adjoining streets have signed a peti

tion asking that electric lights be placedon Seventh avenue

from One Hundred and Tenth street to the Harlem river.

The petition has already been brought to ihe mayor'soffice.

The Brush Electric Lighting company bid for 151 lamps

at 40 cents per night, and 114 at 45 cents. It is now
lighting 204 lamps at 40 cents, and 69 at 45 cents. The
United States Illuminating company bid for 23?; lamps at

40 cents, and 66 at 45 cents. This corapauy is now light-

ing 294 lamps at 40 cents The East River Lighting

company bid for 247 lamps at 40 cents, and 16 at 60 cents.

It is now lighting 13S lamps at 40 cents. The North New
York Lighting company bid for 243 lamps at 45 cents. It

is now lighting 166 lamps at 45 cents. The Mount Morris

company bid for 154 lamps at 40 cents, the same as their

present contract. The Harlem Lighting company bid for

i6r lamps at 40 cents, 15 at 45, and ig at 50. The Har-

lem company is now lighting 156 at 40 and ig at 50. The
bids were referred for tabulation.

Perhaps there will be before long an electric railway be-

tween Red Bank and Seabright, N. J. This is an enter-

prise which was agitated some two years ago, but up to the

present time nothing has come of it. It is now stated that

a company has obtained franchises, and that New York

capitalists will furnish $100,000 so that the work can be

pushed through in time to have cars running early next

spring. Stages are now running betwten Red Bank and

Seabright. The company proposes to purchase land at

Seabright, build pavilions on the beach, and lay out excur-

sion grounds.

Although the New York electric light companies know
the law and are doubtless fully aware that sooner or later

their wires must be laid underground, he would be a hard

hearted electric light man indeed who could not entertain

a feeling of sympathy for these companies under the pres-

ent losses due to the storm. The damages of the Man-
hattan, the Brush, the East River and the United States

Electric Lighting companies have been estimated as aggre-

gating $120,000. The Board of Electrical Control refuses

permits to re-erect poles, pointing to subways with the re-

mark: "Now is your time to go under." Attempts are

being made to erect poles on the sly. The Manhattan

company made a move to place its poles on Twentv sixth

and Fortieth streets, but the police interfered, and the

gang was compelled to leave. Patrolmen and watchmen
are conspicuous in the district where such attempts are lia-

ble to be made. The officers have orders to allow no one

to touch the wires or the poles. Also to permit no move-

ment that could be construed into an attempt at replacing

the poles. It is evident that the Board of Control means
business, for there were reservations of police at the stalion

houses. The Manhattan and East River electric light

companies were permitted to take down the broken poles

on First avenue, but the police assisted them.

Frank A. Knight, superintendent of construction of the

Metropolitan Electric Light company, and the four line-

men, who were arrested on Monday night for repairing

wires on First avenue without a permit, were held for trial

at the Yorkville police court.

The Brush Electric company and the Consolidated Elec-

tric Storage company last week petitioned Judge Green of

the United States Circuit court at Trenton, N. J., to en-

join the Accumulator company and secured a restraining

order prohibiting further operations by the Accumulator
company until January 7th, when the injunction order will

be argued. \V. E. 0.

Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas City, December 12.—For the last two or three

years it has been a matter of current rumor that the Inter-

State Consolidated Rapid Transit company—the somewhat

cumbrous name of the organization controlling a system of

cable lines, elevated steam railway and electric roads

—

would change its entire motive power to electricity. So

often as the rumor started, so often was it denied by

the high officials of the company, but at last the

officials themselves have started the story, and they

have done so by applying to the councils of Kansas

City, Mo., and Kansas City, Kan., for the privi-

lege of changing their motive power from steam and

cable to electricity. The company has made no effort yet

to select a system, although a part of the road is already

operated by the Thomson-Houston system. The portion

of the system operated by cable is short, but until recently

has been the most important part of the road. It was

built at great expense, for it necessitated the digging of a

tunnel through almost solid rock for nearly r.ooo feet. It

gave the system its only entrance into the uptown part of

Kansas City. Mo., the cable carsunloading the passengers

at the terminus within one block of the junction, the heart

of the business portion of the city. Recently a transfer

arrangement has been effected between the company and

the Kansas City Cable company, by which passengers at

the terminus of the elevated road can be transferred to

either road, that being also the terminus of the Kansas

City Cable company's line. The Kansas City line takes

the passengers to the junction, and since then the "L"
road's cable line has been playing a oozing engagement.

This renders it probable that the cable line and its ex-

pensive tunnel will be abandoned. The cable power house

could easily be converted into an electric power house and

the "L" road is particularly easy to be changed to an elec

trict line.

All the electric lines in the two Kansas Cities have

proved profitable, as profits have been going in street rail-

ways lately, with the exception of the Ivanhoe Park

line. That road, built during real estate boom days, and

as a steam dummy line, is not paying. But it is no

fault of the Thomson- Houston system. The road was

built to boom a certain tract of land. There was no

population to carry, and the line is reached only after a

long ride on a cable line. People would rather ride home
without changing cars, and as they can get just as cheap

homes on the longer and direct lines as on the Ivanhoe

line they do so.

New electric lines are still being talked of. The old

Union cable line, which was never built completely and

never put in operation, offers enticing opportunities for an

electric line. It is reported that a New York engineer was

here recently looking at it for the purpose of seeing

whether it cou'd be converted into an electric line and

operated with any show of success. He has gone back to

New York to report to the capitalists who employed him.

No report has come West from New York since.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas Trust company and

other people interested in the Kansas City & Suburban

Belt line, the Kansas City iV Independence Air line and

the Consolidated Terminal company have another scheme.

It is an electric line starting at the Wyandotte street

terminus of Ihe Suburban Belt line on Second street and

running south on Wyandotte to Seventeenth street, crossing

on its way the Eighth street cable line of the "L" road, the

Ninth strett line of the Kansas City Cable company and

the Twelfth street line of the Metropolitan Street Rail-

way. From Seventeenth street the line is to run east to

Vine street, crossing the Weslport line of the Grand Avenue

Cable company, the Holmes street line of the same com-

pany and the Troost avenue line of the Kansas City cable

company. On Vine street it is proposed to run south

again as far as Eighteenth street and then form a connec-

tion with the Ivanhoe Park line. Some effort has been

made toward securing signers to a petition for a franchise,

but nothing else. Guesses are made offhand that this is

all that ever will be done.

The Kansas City, Kan., council now has '.mder special

consideration the ThayerEnright electric street railway

franchise, one of the most important measures that has

been before the council for years inasmuch as it is the

first Kansas City, l-Can., line that has ever applied for a

franchise. All the other lines have been Kansas City, Mo.,

extensions. The road's northern terminus will be near the

site of the great Anglo-American Cotton Milling company.

It will then pass through the choicest residence portion of

the city, pierce the center of the business portion and con-

tinue to the suburbs of Armourdale and Argentine.

Branches of the road will run to various parts of the city.

Some years ago the company obtained the franchise and

would have built ihe road had not money become so tight

in the East. Recently the old franchise w.^s declared

void by the council and the company immediately filed ap-

plication for the new franchise. It has now arranged for

all the cash and is ready to proceed with the road at once.

The ways of the electric light companies in Kansas
City and vicinity have not been the easiest for some time.

The first serious trouble to arise was between the Kansas
City Electric Light company of this city and the American
Electric Light company. This was over the right of way
for a pole line in the West Bottoms, that part of the ciQ^

which is occupied by the Union Passenger depot, ihc

freight depots, wholesale houses, stockyards, packing

houses, etc. The matter was taken into the courts, and
there it was compromised.

Then came the Supreme Court's decision which declared

that Kansas City's extension of limits had not been
accomplished in the proper way, and was therefore null and
void. This cut off considerable revenue and the resulc

was that the city was in a hole financially, economy became
the watchword, salaries were reduced, forces were ctJt

down, fees dwindled and along with other things the city's

lighting fund was reduced to .^75.000 and that had been

nearly used up in seven months. What should be done
for the remainder of the term? In brief, the lighting

companies, gas and gasoline as well as the electric light

companies were placed on the ragged edge. Bids were
invited but the maximum rates were fixed in the advertise-

ments so low that nobody responded. Then new adver-

tisements were inserted with a flexible maximum, and
everybody bid. The bids were so numerous, complex

and manifold that nobody could tell which was the lowest

and best bid, and finally the board of public works decided

to continue lighting the cily as at present tut to pay not

the former rate but the proportionate share of what
remained in the lighting fund. This mear.t that the

companies must either be satisfied with their proportionate

share and light the city at a loss, or decline to do so and
let some other company get all the lighting at good rales.

The companies yielded to the request. Bat that was only

a temporary settlement of the matter. Something will have

to be done when the new year begins

So much for what has caused Manager Weeks of the

Kansas City company, and Manager McMillan of the

American, sleepless nights on this side of the Kaw.
On the other side recent electric light history has been

much more sensational and continues so to be. President

Friedburg of the Kansas City Consolidated Electric Light
company wants to sell his plant. About three months
ago he offered it to the city for ^340,000. The council

looked into the matter and appointed a committee of its

own members and a committee of citizens to investigate.

This joint committee did so. It reported the plant in

good condition, dynamos, wires, poles, lamps, buildings

and all, and to be worth all the way from $550.coo to

$450,000. The committee said it had employed expert

electricians to examine the plant and these experts had
declared the system and machinery to te first-class in every

respect. Then the council proceeded to prepare for the pur-

chase. But about this time the Taxpayers' league icok up the

question. This league had been organized when the cam-
paign of economy began in Kansas City, Mo. It believed

what was good for people east of the Kaw was gocd for

people west of it The league also secured expert ekctrcians

to examine the plant and they reported "that ^340.000 ought

to buy five electric light plants each and ever)* one better

than that of the Consolidated" and have money left on

hand; in other words, that the plant was worth about #60,-

000, and therefore it was to be inferred, that the :^2So,ooo

above that was to be distributed where it would do the most
good. This report caused a good deal of b't'erness and
one evening when the council was in session for the purpose

of buying the electric light plant, the league met. Fiery

speeches were made. The councilmen were denounced as

thieves, brigands, looters of the people's treasury, etc,

and the meeting adjourned lo move on the council. Strange

and threatening cries were heard—"Lynch them;" "Run
the thieves into the river;" "String "em up."' ttc. The
council heard the noise and saw the rapidly advancing

throng in the street. A motion to adjourn w.as hurriedly

made, put and carried, and two minutes later when the

league procession arrived, not :i councilman was in sight.

At the next meeting of the courcil the electric light com-

pany withdrew its proposition to sell for $340,000 en the

ground that it would lose if it sold for less than $375,000.

Now the matter has came up anew. The company has

now oiTercd to sell for $300,000 and the proposition is to

be submitted to the people on December 29th. It has now
been discovered that although when the former deal was

on. the council committee pretended to hire experts to

examine the plant, no bill for such service h.is cv<r been

presented to the city, and the opponents of the measure

are anxious to learn who the experts employed by the

council were. (.'.. >K P.
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Milwaukee, Wis
Milwaukee, December 12.—At the annual meeting of

the Wisconsin Electric club the following named officers

were elected for the ensuing year: President,W. S. Johnson;

vice-presidents, J. D. McLeod, E. C. Wall, A. J. Rogers.

G. H. Benzenburg and Don J. Whittemore; secretary, H.

F. Boggis; treasurer, W. H. Hyde; board of managers,

J. M. McManman, J- Bradshaw, C. N. Harrison, J.

Schroeder, C. L. Goss, together with the president, vice-

presidents, secretarj- and treasurer; committee on member-

ship, H. Fountain, F. E. Parker, H. P. Andrae.

The Milwaukee & Rapid Transit company is again in

shaf>e to carry out its objects- The injunction secured by

the Chicago, Milwaukee iS: St. Paul Railway company, re-

straining the Rapid Transit people from building across

its tracks at Walnut street, has been dissolved, and no

more trouble seems to be feared from that quarter. The

St. Paul company, to be sure, has taken occasion to build

three additional tracks at Walnut street, but that simply

increases the cost to the Rapid Transit company of put-

ting in a crossing at that point, and does not prevent it

from completing and operating its road. The Rapid

Transit company, which at first thought of erecting a

power house of its own or drawing power from the Pabsl

brewery, has quietly purchased the stock of the Wauwa-

tosa Electric Light company and now controls the plant

and business of that concern. The plant is located in a

brick building west of the Wauwatosa depot. It is

equipped with two 225 light incandescent dynamos and

the necessary engines and boilers. The electric light com-

pany was organized four years ago. The frame building

at first erected was destroyed by fire, and the present brick

structure was then built. The business has not paid very

well. The plant will be remodeled so as to adapt it to

electric railway purposes. The incandescent lighting

business will be continued, however, and an arc light plant

may be put in, so as to light the streets of Wauwatosa.

Manager Lynn of the Cream City line has had built an

electric patrol .vagon that is pronounced the hnest thing of

its kind in the country. Built on the principle of a police

patrol wagon, it is large enough and strong enough to

carry a full outfit of supplies for an electric line. It is

supplied with a steel and hickorj- combination ladder for

use in repairing wires. The lower portion of the ladder

is of steel and the top part is of hickory, which is let down

by means of a crank inside the steel portion. The team

and linemen are kept at the Farwell avenue car house, in

constant readiness, like a fire engine company. Similar

outfits will be pro\'ided for different parts of the Villard

system as soon as the system is complete.

Nearly all of the fifty new cars for the Villard system

have arrived from St. Louis. They are considerably wider

than the old cars.

Engineer Meyer, who has had charge of the work on the

Villard line from the beginning, has tendered his resigna-

tion. His successor has not yet been appointed. Mr.

Me}'er has done excellent work here, but has had trouble

right along with the old street railway people. It is

said that Mr, Meyer is a member of the German army and

is in America on a furlough. He will remain in charge

until certain work is completed, which probably means un-

til January ist.

In a short lime the East Water street bridge will be swung

for repairs, and the south side cars on the Cream City line

will be run along part of kecd and West Water streets

until the work is done.

Notwithstanding the cold weather the work of complet-

ing improvements in process on the Villard system is be-

ing pushed. The building of half a mile of track and a

few crossings will ptrmit ih? op:raiion of electric lines on

the Milwaukee road, between the South and West sides.

These lines are the ones on Third. Walnut, Ches'.nut,

West Water and kccd streets iSy the end of the month

all of them. a« well a; the East side lines to ihe Onion

depot and the Tlolton street line, will be in operation,

C.

Nashville, Tenn.

Nashvili.k. December 12,—The rage for the construct-

ion and extension of the electiic street car lines has sub-

aided. The systems—there arc three separate incorpora-

tions in operation—have reached a point in some cases

be>ond the possibility of paying dividends. All the roads

01 the L'nitcd Suics Electric kailway company that were

firmly established under ikc mule regime arc considered

good property. Some of ihcm paid cnormf>us profits

while operated by males, and the .stock sold a.s high an

3.45 on the dollar. .Since the change a large amount of

bonds have been issued to cover the cost of couipmcnt

and extensiotts, stocks have been liVK:ralIy watered and

white the nominal dividends arc very small the profits on

the adoal infcstment are generally J>clievcd to \x: good.

The Nashville Electric Light iS; Power company's line

has been operated at a dead loss from the start. Last

week nearly all the motor men, conductors and employes

quit on account of non payment of salaries and wages.

The line passes through a sparsely settled portion of the

city and has no transfer arrangement with any other line.

As a condition attached to the granting its franchise the

city required the company to pave and keep in repair the

portion of the streets between its rails and two feet on the

outside of them on each side of the track. The company

has not been able to comply with this condition and has

failed in the effort to have it rescinded. The future of the

road is uncertain.

The Citizens' Rapid Transit is another road that covers

new and thinly populated territory, and its operation has

not as yet proved profitable.

The relations between the newly elected city government

and the Capitol Electric company are somewhat strained

The company gave as a reason for the unsatisfactory pub

lie lighting serv^ice insufficiency of power by reason of the

breaking down of one engine. The city electrician's report

shows that the company has ample power, but it is

claimed it is expended on its commerlcal lighting contracts.

The fact is that the company took the public lighting con

tract at a price that entails a loss in operating.

The Cumberland Telephone company has I 600 sub-

scribers in the city besides e.\changes in nearly all the

towns in middle Tennessee. Its p^^esent quarters have

become too cramped for the business. A permit for the

erection of a new three story building in the center of the

city has been issued and the contract is to be let imme-

three different occasions by prompt action. At one time

the whole switch-board seemed one sheet of fire and a

another was a case of a relay melting like lead. It will be

almost impossible for a fire to get started now, with the

present precautions. H.

diately. B.

Toledo. O.

Toledo, O., December 12.—This city, which has en

joyed the benefits of natural gas for some years, has al-

ready begun to feel the want of it for her manufacturing

establishments. The supply has been so short that it has

been deemed necessary to cut off the power houses of the

electric railway systems as well as the electric light works

of this city, together with other large consumers, in order

to meet the demand of the resident portion of the city.

Where heretofore only the large smoke-stacks were seen,

now there are huge volumes of smoke emitted, and as

these power houses are in the heart of the city, it is very

annoying to those who are compelled to live under clouds

of soot and inhale coal smoke in place of pure air as form-

erly.

The recent snowstorm had a tendency to delay electric

cars somewhat, as the companies were hardly prepared for

the sudden change, but under the circumstances little fault

can be found with the service rendered. The Robisons

received their large snow plow a few days since, and are

now prepared for the severest snowstorm. The new

machine requires three motors to operate it to propel it and

one to operate the brushes in raising and lowering them-

The Robisons have also received twenty additional motors

and a number of new cars which will be placed in service

as soon as they can be wired and gotten ready.

The Consolidated Street Railway company has two pro-

posed legislation in the city council for the purpose of obtain-

ing permission to build and operate a line of electric road

from the intersection of Cherry street and Central avenue to

Woodlawn cemetery. This would take it past Cyciedale

and the Lozier and Yost Bicycle Works. The county

commissioners have already granted the right of way out-

side the city limits. The railroad committee of the council

has also taken favorable action on it.

At present the Toledo Gas Light & Coke company is oc

cup>ing the attention 01 the city legislature. A bill passed

the board of aldermen reducing the price of artificial gas

from $1.35 to ^i per i.ooo cubic feet. It also passed

the council last night with one or two amendments. It

now rests with the mayor to decide whether the company

shall furnish gas at an even dollar or not. Mr. Walbridge

of the gas company has notified them that they will be un

able to furnish gas for one dollar, and if this ordinance is

passed, the citizens of Toledo will have to look elsewhere

for gas. I''urther developments arc looked forward to with

interest. The Western Union Telegraph company, in

this district especially, Is taking up the matter of fire very

emphatically. At this place, small hand grenades are

placed in convenient places about the operating room;

three Junior Champion (ire extinguishers and one l.irgc ex-

tinguisher of the same kind arc placed in convenient places.

Chief Operator C, O iJrJgham has issued strict orders to

all his assistants v/ho may be in charge of the office, that if

fire should break out to fight it with all pos.sible coolness

and speed. The necessary tools for cutting the wires, etc,

with rubber handles are placed t>chind the switch-board in

case electric light wires should at any lime fall across their

wires and cause fire, Tire has already been slopped on

Louisville, Ky.

Louisville, Ky., December 14.—A receiver has been

appointed for the Gaynor Electric company, an establish-

ment which has been in existence in this ci y for the last

six years. The officers of the company say that this action

was taken in order to protect the stockholdf s and credit-

ors of the company. There has been some ir uble in this

direction, and considerable money has been lost of late

because of the inability of the directors to reach an

agreement. "A receiver," President Sutcliffe said, "was

an absolute necessity in order to get the affairs of the com-

pany straightened out. The plant is valued at $68, 000,

and the open accounts amount to §>48,oco, which makes

the assets J^i 16,000. The liabilities are only $50,000.

The business will be continued.

J. Bacon & Sons have just closed a contract with the

Edison company for 500 incandescent lights, to

be strung on the front of their establishment. Three

hundred and fifty of the lights will be used in the firm's

sign. This is the largest number of lights ever placed on

the exterior of a building in this city.

The California Fig Syrup company has contracted for a

5 horse power Edison motor and a 270 light plant.

One of the new type slow speed Edison motors has been

placed in the Louisville Street Railway company's itation

This company has also contracted for two 210 horse power

Edison generators.

During the past week the Edison company sold eleven

motors of different sizes. The Chrislian Observer com
pany has purchased a 14 h')r3e power motor with which

to run its presses.

L, II. Cooper & Co. have been appointed agents for

Kentucky for the Central Thomson- Houston company.

The Maxwell Electric company, electrical engineers and

contraccors, and the Louisville Electric company are two

new firms which have organized in this city during the

present month. C, C. Y.

PERSONAL.
Mrs. Elisha (!ray sailed for Europe on December loth.

F. R. Colvin, business manager of the Elcctrica! E)i-

xnneer, New York, was in Chicago last week.

C. A. Daigh, of the Electrical Engineering & Supply
company, St. Paul passed through Chicago last week.

J. H. McGraw of the S/r.:et Raii70iiy Jonrual, New
York, has been in Chicago during the lasi week.

J. P. McQuaide, treasurer of the National Conduit
Manufacturing company, New York, was in Chicago last

week. Mr. McQuaide is making a western tour.

F. W. Carr, until recently engineer in charge of con-
struction on the Minneapolis electric street railway, was in

Chicago on Saturday last. Mr. Carr will spend the winter

in the South.

A. C. Shaw, the New England editor and manager of

the EIett)ical F.ui^iiierr, has returned to New York after a

six weeks' visit to London. Mr. Shaw states that great

interest is manifest among electrical people of Eng
land as to the World's Fair. He says that, although there

may not be a large exhibit from ihat country, still it will be
well represented. Arrangements are even now being made
by the electrical interests to be represented.

NEW INCORPORATIONS,
Electric Reduction company, Albuqueique, N. M.

,

capital stock, $20,000: reduction of gold, silver ai.d other
ores; Bernard S. Rodey, Albuquerque, N. ftL

West Jamaica Electric Light company, Richmond Hill.

N, Y.; capital stock, 1^2,500; to manufacture anil use

electricity for light, heat and power, etc.

I'hillipsburg (Iranile Electric Light company, I'hillips

burg, Mont.; capital stock, $50,000; nianulacluring, fur-

nishing and selling electric light and all lands of power,

heat and fuel.

Ottumwa Electric Railway company, Ottumwa, la.;

capital stock, $500,000; to construct, purchase, lease and
operate electric street railway lines in the city o( Ottumwa,
la.; McNett ^: Tisda'e, Otiumwa, Iowa.

Card Electric Motor Si Dynamo company, Cincinnati,

O. ; capital slock, $100,000; manufacturing and selling

L'lectric motors, electric dynamos, furnishing electric light

and power, etc.; C. JI. Simrall, Cincinnati, Ohio,

Uelleville ICIeclric Light company, Hellevillc, Essex

county, N. J.; capital slock, $ro(i,ooo; to own, lease, con-

struct, maintain and operate works for the genemtion, sup-

ply and distribution of electricity; Wm, I,, liaker. jersey

City, N, J.

l-ranklin-Morse Electrical & Mechanical Manufacturing
company, East St, Louis, 111,; capital slock, $5,000,000; to
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manufaclure all kinds of mechanical and electrical devices

and appliances; Wm. Hallcck Jones, Kdwardsvllle, HI.

Fresno Electric Railway company, Fresno. C!al.; capital

stock, $1,000,000; to deal in electrical appliances and

patents and operate the machinery and about lo miles of

street railways in Kiesno. Cal ; L. F. Cory, Fresno, Cal.

Middletown. IHghspore ^: Steelton Street Railway com-

pany. Middlctown, I'a.; capital stock, ^roo.ouo; operating

a street railway by electric power from Middletown to Steel-

ton in Dauphin county, Pa.; Weis .V Cilbert, llarrisburj;,

Pa.

Atlas Electrical Manufacturing company, Chicago, 111.;

capital stock. :{;i2,ooo; 10 manufacture and sell dynamos,

motor switches, electric batteries and other electrical

appliances; J. B. Albertson, Rojallnsurance building.

Chicago, 111.

Hudson Land company, Spokane, Wash.; capital stock,

$50,000; to build and operate railroads, steamboats, tele-

graph and telephone lines, gas and electric light plants,

uater works, etc.; Fred Flint, secretary, 4 Tull building,

Spokane. Wash.

Crocker Wheeler Electric company. Jersey City. N.J.;

capital stock, $200x00; making and selling motors, ma-

chinery and appliances for generating, reducing and em-

ploying electricity for power, light and heat; Parly, Olen-

dorf & Fisk. New York city. New York.

Yuma Water & Manufacturing company. Los .Vngeles,

Cal.; capital stock, $50,000; acquiring rights, building

and maintaining waterworks, in Yuma. Arizona; develop-

ing and distributing electricity and making artificial ice,

etc.; T. H. Ward, Los Angeles. Cal.

Massachusetts Wire company, Maiden, Mass.; capital

stock, $25,000; to draw and cover ail kinds of magnet or

other wire; to make, buy. sell and deal in all kinds of wire

and electrical supplies; to buy, sell and deal in raw ma-

terials for the manufacture of the same.

Jouesboro & Marion Electric Street Railroad company,

JonesbDro, Grant county, Ind. ; cip'tal stock, $10,000;

constructing, owning, operating and maintaining a street

railroad from the town of Jonesboro to the city of Marion,

Grant county, Ind.; Morrison & Holman, Kokomo, Ind.

Naw York Electric RiiKvay company. Jersey City, N.

y.; capital stock, $25.0^0; contracting to build and con-

struct railways of all kinds, includingsurface, elevated and

underground railKvays, and other works of improvements

within said slates; Hoadly. Lauterbach A: Johnson,

New York city, N. Y.

Oivatonna Electric company, Owatonna, Minn.; capital

stock, $25,000; to construct, maintain and operate plants

for manufacturing and generating electricity; to deal in

and furnish electrical supplies for light, heat and power;

to manufacture and repair any and all kinds of appliances

necessary and used in said business; to lease, purchase,

sell, convey, mortgage and e.xchange real and personal

property; Northwest Thomson-Houston Electric company,

403 Sibley St., St. Paul, Minn.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The Donaldson, La., Ice company will put in an electric

light plant ne.xt season.

The city of Paragould, Ark., is reported as making
preparations for the erection of an electric light plant.

The gas and electric light interests of Dixon, 111., have

been combined and hereafter both companies will be con-

ducted under the same management.

Some weeks ago. "anchor ice" formed so rapidly in the

stream from which power is supplied to the generating

station of the Appleton, Wis., Electric Light company that

the residents were speedily minus their supply of arc and

incandescent lights.

Owing to the high price of coal, it is said that the

English Electric Supply company of Madrid, in Spain, is

endeavoring to purchase some unused water power, situated

about twenty miles from the city, which might be used in

the generation of current.

The special committee on electric lighting of the gen-

eral council. Mobile, Ala., has asked authority to adver-

tise for bids for erecting a plant for illuminating the

streets with electricity; also for bids for lighting the city

un jer contract for a term of years.

It is said that the merchants of Zanesville. O , have or-

ganized a cooperative electric light company, with the ob-

ject of lighting their places of business at lirst cost.

There has been some complaint about the price charged

and service rendered by the light companies, which led to

this action.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
All of the street cars of Lynn, Mass, are to be operated

by electricity.

The Petersburg, Va., Street Railway company has, it is

stated, made arrangements for operating its railway by

electricity.

The Gadsden & Attalla Union Railway company of

Gadsden, Ala., is reported as about to convert its dummy
line to the electric system.

A Boyuton electric bicycle road is proposed for the West
Side, Chicago, similar to the e.\p^rimental line at Coney
Island. A company has been formed, and an elevated

structure on Randolph street and Ogdcn avenue ts pro-

posed. A light steel and iron construction is favored.

The International Trust company of Boston has filed an

application for a receiver for the Keokuk, la.. Electric

Street Railway & Power company. 'I'he plaintifT claims,

among other things, that the street car company, contrary
to an agreement entered into when certain first mortgages
were executed, has neglected to pay the city t:ixcs for l8<jl

and county taxes for iSqo. and lliat the properly for which
a receiver is wanted is about to be sold for taxes. The
plaintiff also charges that the street railway company has a
large 11 laling debt and that unsecured creditors arc about
to instiiule suits against defendant and may attach and sell

the property. It is also affirmed that the street car com-
pany is insolvent, and unable to meet current expenses.

ELECTRIC MINING.
The Thomson-\'an IJepoele company has a contract for

a combined lighting and hoisting plant at the works of the
Paymaster Mining company. Southern California.

The Colorado Mhirr states that the Wcstinghousc
company will soon send an expert to Denver to examine
the water power of the Atlantic-Pacific Railway Tunnel
company, with a view of putting in an electric plant for

drilling, and for lighting and running llie cars in the tun-
nel. The plant is to be not less than 200 horse power.
When ready for railway service the tunnel is to be 40 feet

wide and 25 feet high, the center lo be occupied by double
broad gauge tracks; and on each side will be tracks for

mining purposes.

TELEGRAPH.
The Western Union Telegraph company has declared

the regular quarterly dividend of i]i per cent . payable on
January 15th.

A dispitch from El Paso, Tex., states that ths teleg-

raphers of the Pacific division of the Southern Pacific rail-

road struck on December nth rather than subscribe to a
sworn statement that they were not members of the Order
of Railway Telegraphers, and that they would not join ihe

order while in the employment of the company without
permission from the general superintendent. The com-
pany requested the Western I'nion people to handle the

dispatches, but the Western Union operators refused to

take or send the messages. The men were notified that

they would be discharged and blacklisted for refusing, and
most of the operators in the Western Union office at El
Paso walked ou'.

The governing committee of the New York Stock Ex-
change on Saturday, December 12th, announced that the

contract with the Gold & Stock Telegraph company had
expired, and that, pending other arrangements, the Gold t\:

Stock would be given the quotatioas only on the payment
of $100 daily until January ist. the distribution of quota-

tions by them to be subject to such restrictions as the

Stock Exchange saw fit to impose. The members of the

Stock Exchange have their own ticker company, and the

Gold ^; Stock Telegraph company, which ioauguraied the

present system of quotation service, has distributed reports

of transactions on the stock exchange to other than mem-
bers in all the large cities East, West and South. All the

newspaper offices depend on the Gold & Stock tickers for

their service and will be greatly discommoded if the

tickers are cut olT. It was stated last Saturday, however,

that the Western Union had accepted the terms offered,

and that the Gold ^^ Stock quotation service would be

continued as usual.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Boston is said to have over 4,000 miles of electric wires

strung over its streets.

Justice John M. Davy, of the New York Supreme Court,

has sentenced Joseph L. Tice to be executed by electricity

at Auburn prison during the week beginning January
18th. 'Pice was triei and convicted at Rochester for

wife murder.

Electricity plays a prominent part in Adelina Palti's

castle in Wales. One of the whims of the fair proprietor

is the custom of ringing a curfew bell. At a certain hour
she touches an electric button, which informs the corps of

servants all over the house that the lights must be extin-

guished for the night.

The electrical linemen who held a convention in St.

Louis completed their work by forming an organization

of the electrical workers of America. The ofiicers of the

organization, which will be known as the National Broth-

erhood of Electrical Workers of America, are: Henry
Miller, St. Louis, grand president; J. T. Kelly, St. Louis,

grand secretary and treasurer. The next convention will

be held at Chicago in November, iStj2.

TRADE NEWS.
The Standard Electric company. 205 t'anal street, Chi-

cago, will scon be in its new building on Canal street,

near Harrison.

A. T. Smith, West Fourteenth street, New York,

has several electrical novelties which he will place on the

market in the near future.

That plalinum is being used more than ever in

electrical work, is shown by the large number of

orders booketl by James Schawel .S: Co. of New \'ork.

This concern reports business as being; unusually good, a

large number of orders coming from the West and South-

west.

Thompson ^i Robertson of New N'ork stale that their

orders for their new fibrous batteries continue lo increase

rapidly, and the indications are for a large business for the

ensuing year. This battery is giving universal satisfac-

tion, as shown by various tesiimonials from prominent
dealers.

J. II. JiunncII .V Co., New York, recently received an
order from a well known railroad company for 2O0 miles of
hard drawn copper wire, for immediate delivery, A large
order, loo. of their Burnley batteries is to be sent to Gua-
temala. South America, whi c a sample order of 3,000 cells
goes lo Chile.

G. F, Culnier. president of the Wasatch Asphalium com-
pany, of Salt Lake Ciiy, was in Chicago last week. He
showed several specimens of the asphaltum taken from
mines v,'hich his company controls. Mr. Culmcr claims
that the product of this mine possesses high insulating
propsrties, and is attracting con5iderablc attention among
electrical people.

Chas. Yaght, Maiden Lane, New York, the well known
dealer in aluminum, recently exhibited a number of
nove'ties in which this metal is used. He shows a lar<'c
line of rings set with the various precious stones, and
numerous other articles for the holiday trade. He reports
that the call for this valuable metal by the electrical trade
is increasing rapidly.

Stanley & Patterson. 32 and 34 Frankfort street, New-
York, are now prepared to receive orders for anything in
the way of electrical supplies. Mr. Stanley is very well
known to the electrical trade through his connection with
the firm of Stanley. Hall ^V Co. Stanley & Patterson have
been the successful bidders on the wiring, etc.. of several
large oince buildings which are now in course of erection,

Nathan Plubbard, of 93 Pearl street, Brooklyn, the well
known manufacturer of vacuum pumps, reports that he
has recently received a large number of duplicate orders as
well as many communications from persons who desire lo
purchase as soon as the Edison lamp case assumes a more
decided aspect. Among his lecent shipments is one to the
New York ^^ Ohio company, of Warren. O.

A. H. Bauer wri es from Boston to Pullman's Palace
Car company, that one of the double-decked Pullman cars
which are now running on the West End company's tracks
covered a distance of no miles on December J,xh', and car-
ried 1. 451 passengers, of which number 711 were upper
deck passengers. Mr. Bauer says that he heard many ex-
pressions of approval of the easy motion, etc , of the car.

J. K. Pumpelly. Chicago, has just finished an improved
battery for dental work. His new equipment consists of
two cells, or, if needed, three cells, handsomely encased, so
as to be ?cid-light. In placing these batteries on the market
it is agreed to recharge for the owner at little cost; or still

further to accommodate the dentist, he will exchange bat-
teries, without extra charge, so that the owner need not
be without cells at any lime.

The RoUason Gas Engine company, 134 and 156 Liberty
street. New York, has completed several gas engines of iS
horse power capacity, to be used in running electrical ap-
paratus. I [ is stated that during a recent test at the com-
pany's works in England, this engine showed a variation
of but 2 per cent. Oae of the Rollason engines is en route
for New York, where it will be on exhibition in the
Electrical Exchange building.

The American Electric Elevator company. New York,
has recently issued a new and very comprehensive catalogue,
profusely illustrating the various electrical apparatus used
in cocnection with its well-known elevator. This com-
pany has made a very important addition to its apparatus
in the shape of the directly connected machine, which has
proven most economical in the use of current. The new
electric dock and ship hoist is being rapidly adopted by
large shippers.

The Laclede Gas Light company, St. Louis, will double
the capacity of its incandescent electric lighting plant. It

has ordered of the Pond Engineering company two 250
horse power compound condensing Armington Ov Sims en-
gines, with Blake pumps and independent condensing ap-
paratus It is expected that one of these eng^ines will be
in operation by January ist. and the other shortly there-

after. The first engine will be belted direct to a 2.500
light alternator. The foundations will be carried to solid

rock.

The Pond Engineering company, through the Chicago
office, has closed a contract to replace the 60 horse power
Armington ^: Sims engine in the American Express com-
pany's building, on Monroe street. Chicago, with an en-

gine of the same make, of 120 horse power. The pres-

ent engine will be moved to the express siables on Sebor
street, to operate the lighting plant in that building. For
the last nine years the .\merican Express company's plant

has been operated by an Armington iS; Sims engine.

Readers of the Wkstern KLECiKiri.AN will be
interested to learn that Charles E. Chapin. who was so

well known from his connection with the firm of Alexander,

Barney ^: Chapin, New York, will open a general purchas-

ing agency for central stations, and for firms that arc in

the electrical business. lie will purchase anything that may
be desired in the way of electrical machiner)', wire, etc,

also estimates can be secured from him for anything in

ihe way of special work. Mr. Chapin was for a number 01

years identified with the Pratt \ Whimey Machine com-
pany of Hartford, after which he connected himself wiih

the Walerhousc ^ictDr company of Hartford, before this

lirm sold out to the Wcstinghousc company. He was for

several years the purchasing agent of the Sawyer-Man
company, and then he became connected with the firm of

Alexander. Barney & Chapin. and took charge of all the

purchasing of electrical supplies for this firm. Although

he has iust made an announcement of his new venture,

the New \ork & Ohio company of Warren. Ohio, has

already retained him as eastern buyer of electrical supplies.

In a letter just received, this company states; "We arc

pleased with the service you have done us in purchasing

our factory supplies, and will give you all the business in

this line. Wc arc tow taking up a general machine busi-
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ness. which will increase our purchases." Mr. Chapin
has located himself at rooms 417 and 41S Electrical Ex-
change building. New Vork.

BUSINESS.
A. R. Hussey & Co.. 213 Randolph slreet, has just

completed a very ingenious combination electric and speak-

ing tube system for the new offices recently fitted up by
the Edison General company at 173 Adams street. Chi-

cago.

The Electrical Engioeiriug & Supply company, Chicago
and St. Paul, reports an active sale of the Packard lamp.
This company has only recently secured the agency for

the New Vork ..S: Ohio company but it is exp cted the

sales for December will reach twenty five thousand lamps.

Skeptics in regard to the practtcabllitv of electric heat

ing would do well to peruse the "few (?) testimonials" re-

ported in a circular just issued by General Manager Mason
of the Electric Merchandise company, Chicago. Eight-

een letters telling the same story ought to have some
weight with thinking men.

The Central Electric company. Chicago, announces that

its city trade has increased to such an extent that it has

beea obliged to put on a special delivery wagon. This
company reports a splendid business in improved Candee
weather-proof wire, and special Candee feed wire, for elec-

tric railways, made by the Okonite company.

The Orne Electric Construction company, S3 Randolph
street, Chicago, has just fiuished a very complete speak-

ing tube and electric system for the new HemId building

on Washington street, Chicago. The Orne company suc-

ceeds to the business formerly carried on by E. T. Orne &
Son, vho are well-krown electricians ard contractors.

With it 4 tncriasel facilit ies the new enterprise will

undoubtedly meet with success.

Julius Andrae, 225 West Water street, Milwaukee, has
secured the contract for the complete electric installation

to be placed in F. Kraus t^ Co.'s new malt houses in

Milwaukee. The plant will consist of a 250-light Mather
dynamo to furnish 250 lamps. In addition to this. Mr.
Andrae has sold three one horse power motors, and wired

T. A. Chapman's dry goods store for 175 electric lights.

current to be furnished from the Edison central station.

A. M. Morse, until recently of the firm of English,

Morse & Co., Kansas City, Mo., has removed to St.

Louis, Mo,, with offices in the Commercial Building,

corner Sixth and Olive streets The business will be con-
ducted under the name of A. M. Morse & Co. The firm

will handle steam engiues, also improved boilers, steam
pumps and other specialties. It will make a specialty of
designing and furnishing complete steam power outfits for

any service, also the improvement and extension of plants

already established.

The Butman Furnace company, Chicago, is just now
placing the Butman boilers setting and grates in the new
Edison station at Riverside This plant is of 150 horse

power, and will be ready for use inside of ten days. The
Batman furnace is in use by a large number of electric

light people, in many instances the second and third order
having been given. Among other users of this system are

the following: Brush company. Detroit, 900 horse power;
Chicago Arc Light ^: Power company, 2,500 horse power;
Brush company, Cincinnati, 750 horse power; Hartman
Electric company, Duluth, 300 horse power.

It is claimed by the Toronto Construction & Electrical

Supply company, Toronto, that to it belongs the credit of

being the first wholesale electrical supply house of Can-
ada to canvass the entire Dominion by means of capable

traveliog representatives, each of whom carries with him
several sample truoks filled with the latest and best novel-

ties for electrical uses. At the present time one representa-

tive is in British Columbia, another in Halifax, N. S..

and four others are at various points between the two first

mentioned, which are nearly 4.000 miles apart. As a re-

sult of such progressive pDlicy the business of the company
has increased with great rapidity.

The Heisler Electric company, Philadelphia, reports the

following recent sales: I'arrotl Electric Light Works,
Matteawan. N. V. ("increase;, 6oo 32 candle power lights

Rheuboltom l\: Bond, Union City, Mich., (increase),

200 52 candle power; Merced Gas Sc Electric Light
company. Merced. Cal (increase), 400 32 candie power;
Kingman Water cc Light company, Kingman, Kan., {in-

crea«:) 200 33 candle power; Glazier StrongOil Stove com
pmy, Chelsea, Mich,. 200 32 candle power; Cortright iV

Sons. Homer, Mich . lUo 32 candle power. The munici-
pa' plant now being installed by the Ileisler P^Iectric com-
piny at Wc^t Toronto Junction, Ont,, is nearly completed.

Tie Wejtofi F.Icctrlcal Ins'.rument company, Newark,
S . J , his taktfi a contract to build an ammeter which
*, r:id to 5,000 aniperci. This instrument is for the
V.'in/>n .\ljmtnum co."npany of I.,eaksville, N. C, This
-^•n-nstsr is to bs a very largs form of the well-known
'.Vj4*.i.T typ;, w th »om; impirtant ntod'ficitions to meet
•

; :.;::'-.' r.'r .-;me(iL<t of the caic, Ii will have a scale

'\-ji. which will hi divided into 250
:- ,] '^i'l cqtiat 20 aTip^rci. and the

I to bs ca^ily rcid to tenths or

I'c, to one ampere. The scale

calibration to the full current to

be mcainrcJ b/ the inscfuoient.

rr V.'^rl r,ronard h Co.. Ncv Vork. have secured the
- wiring the Mail nwi /ixpn:ii buildinj^ for

^^'-cit Ufnp4 acting; aA ^ub-contractors under
K'cciric company. This concern has

' -r from Wm Sellers k Co.. I'hiiadc!

^': ^'fftcr motors for 05c upon traveiinj;

r-^>'..'. W. .'.'(•] I,c>nard is licensing variou* manu-

facturing and construction concerns under his recently
patented system of motor regulation. The basis of the
license is a charge of !Si2.5o per kilowatt in the motor. The
royalty charge is not an annual charge, but is paid once
for all in each case. It may be stated in this connection
that Wm. Sellers & Co. have taken a license under Mr.
Leonard'^ patent on this basis. It is agreed to use the
method upon all electric cranes the Sellers build in the
future, during the life of the patent.

The new plant of the Ball & Wood company is so far

completed that shipments of engines have commenced, and
the works have been running night and day since October
1st Orders for the improved Ball en7ines have already
been received as follows: 150 horse power for the state

house, Trenton. N. J.; two 150 horse power for the Edi-
son Electric Illuminating company of Paterson, N J.;

75 horse power for the Saugerties Electric Light company,
Saugerties, N.Y.; 100 horsepower lor the Meriden Electric

Light company, iVIeriden, Conn.; 75 horsepower for the
Edison General Electric company, Rockiedge, Fla ; 100
horse power for the Leominster Worsted company, Leo-
minster, Mass.; 150 horse power for R. H. Macy & Co..
New York; two 75 horss power for the Four Seasons ho
tel, Cumberland Gap, Tenn.; 150 horse power for the
Electric Light company, Madison, N. J.; 150 horse power
for the Laconia Car company, Laconia, N. H.; 300 horse
power cross compound for the Edison company, of Pater-
son, for street railway service.

The new firm of Sprague, Duncan iS: Hutchinson,
limited, i'? ready to do the work of consulting electrical

engineers. Frank J. Sprague is known as the inventor of
the Sprague motor, and is one of the foremost pioneers of
the electric street railroad, and an authority upon rapid tran-

sit by electricty. Mr. Sprague has resigned his office as
vice-president of the Sprague Electric Railway & Motor
company, and consulting engineer of the Edison General
Electric company, and will devote himself to the new work.
Dr. Louis Duncan's creative work in electricity made
him the head of the electrical department of the Johns
Hopkins University. Dr. Cary T. Hutchinson was Mr.
Sprague's assistant in the Sprague Electric Railway &
Motor company, and thereafter assistant to the chief

engineer of the Edison General Electric company.
Sprague, Duncan & Hutchinson, limited, wil! make
municipal work a specialty, and will also act as
consulting electrical engineers in general electrical work.
Alfred Bishop Mason is manager of the corporation. The
office of the firm is at 15 Wall street. New York.

The Astoria Electrical Manufacturing company has been
orginized with a capital of $500,000 for the manufacture
and sale of electrical machinery and apparatus, especially

stationary and traction motors; and for that purpose has
secured the ownership of United States patents issued to W.
M McDougall and John Boothby. The special advantages
of the system controlled by this company are briefly as fol-

lows: But one motor applied to each car; the armature is

geared directly to the axle ; the gears are completely encased
in iron boxes, excluding dirt and protecting the lubricants;

the motors can be attached to almost all of the horse cars

now in use, without alteration, beyond turning down the
axle where the gears are fitted on, and in no case would
alteration hi necessary further than raising the car body
two or three inches. The peculiar manner of suspending
the motor insures uninterrupted connections and steady
motion. The first car produced by the company was built

for use with storage batteries, and has been placed on the

Astoria and Hunters Point railroad. The officers of the
new concern are: President, Conrad N. Jordan; vice-

president, William Steinway; treasurer, Herman Ridder;
secretary, Charles W. Spear; general manager, W. M.
McDougall. The offices are at 14 Dey street, New York.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issued ViX. S, i8gi.

464,490. Electric Railway Signal. Charles E. Buzzell,

Leaf River, 111.

464,505. Conduit Conductor for Electric Railways.
Walter H. Knight. New York. N. Y.

Claim seven reads:
'•The combination, with aa insulated supply conductor, in-

closed in a conduii of a safety device between two adjacent sec-
tions of said conductor, and an inclosing bo.>c outside of the
conduit in which said device is contained."

464,510. Automatic Fire Alarm Telegraph, Morris
Martin, Maiden, Mass.

464,513. Electric Fire Recording .System, llarton S.

Molyneauxj Minneapolis, Minn.
Claim seventeen is;

" The C'tml)ination, with an electric receiving or recording ap-
liaratiisand a rcgistcrinj,' device of coniaclscorrcsjiondingto the
fmnibcr-. of the register, an<l means for closing a circuit between
one of the scries of contacts corrcsi)nn(nng lo the number indi-

cated on the register and the recording .ipj)^ratils wlierehy
Hiicli number \\ aulomaiically recorded,^'

l'^ 1.5^9- •*'P'''"ff Jack Srt'itch. William R. i'atterson,

l^^hicago. III.

464 529 Means for iVeventing the Interference with

Speech on rdcphone Circuits by Induced or Other
Currents. William Stanley. Jr. I'itlslicld, Mass,
and John I*'. Kelly, New ^'ork, N. \

.

464 540, Time K;c;istcring Device for IClcctrical Cur-

rents- William D. Wilder and Walter Cobb. Jr.,

lirockton, Ma-ss.

40.1,547. Armature Winding for Dynamo I^lcotric Ma-
chines. CraijT K Arnold, l*hiladelphia, I'a.

CUim ninci<if|U'^lc(l:

"(n B dynamo electric machine, an tirmntiirc coiUHvidcd in-

to t',tft»of «fM-li'm<i, ihc end portion of onr- "icction lying above
Ant\ ihr f.tv\ (rtirti'in of .inoihcr 'icction lying below another
'.oil of the HrdiJtUfe, an<l «;url necti'-ni bein^ wound ncp-iralcly

in p!;inc9 whieh ;ire parallel to each other, but dividefl by a

line it»n%vi:t%c lu tW. armahire core of l^^fly,"

464.548. Cut Out. Craig R. Arnold, Sharon Hill, X^a.

464 557. Electric Railway System. Leon O. Dion,
Natick. Mass.
The first claim reads;
"The combination of a car or other vehiele. a storage battery

thereon, an elongated conductor or contact on the exterior of
the car, extending lengthwise thereof, and consisting of an
endli^ss belt and loosely mounted puUeys, around which said
belt is passed, and electrical connections between one of said
pulleys and the battery, whereby when the contact belt touch,
es a distributor of electricity the battery will receive a partial
charge."

464,587. Carriage Actuating Mechanism. William H.
Phillips, Jenkintown, Philadelphia, Pa.

464 595. Lightning Arrester. Eliha Thomson, Swamp-
scot, Mass.

464640, Transmitting Mechanism for Motor Cars.
Charles W. Thomas, Jersey City, N. J,

464,643 Protector for Telephones. John L. W. Zietlow,
Aberdeen, S. D,

464,655. Electric Track Signil. Homer A. Parrish,
Jackson, Mich.

The third claim is given:
"In an electric track signal, the combination of a rail of the

track, the tread bar adapted to yield laterally against a spring-
resistance, sa'd bar bfing provided with a metalface on the side
next to the rail, and the circuit wire connected with said mecal
face."

Isaiah L. Roberts, Brook-464.665. Secondary Battery.

lyn, N. Y.

464.666. Electro Magnetic Motor. Nikla Tesla, New
York, N. Y.

The first claim is quoted:
"in an alternating current motor provided with two or more

energi/ing or field circuits, one of which is adapted for con-
nection with a source of currents and the other or others in in-
ductive relation thereto, the combination, with the secondary
or induced circuit or circuits, of a condenser interposed in the
same."

464 667. Electrical Condenser. Nikola Tesla, New York,
N, Y.

464671, Transformer Motor. Otto T. Elathy, Buda-
Pesth, Austria- Hungary.

The e=sential parts of this motor are, an armature with coils
or windings, closed upon themselves, which may also be regard-
ed as composed of two armature'?, the coils of which are sever-
ally closed upon each other, and two field magnets excited by
two alternate currents, displaced in phase from one another,
the coils of the two armatures being distorted with reference
to each other.

464,673. Drill for Electric Railways. Harry P. Brad-
ford, Little Rock, Ark.

464 676. Electrode for Secondary Batteries. William
Morrison, Des Moines, Iowa.

464677. Electrical Transformer. Arcadius Poleschko

,

St. Petersburg, Russia.

The second claim is given:
"i An electrical transformer having a core composed of

spaced radiating plates made up into a rins: provided with a
vertical slot within the core concaining the primary coils, and a
slot extending substantially at right angles to the first named
slot and containing the secondary coils,"

464.682. Electric Arc Lamp. Addison G. Waterhouse,
Hartford, Conn.
*The last claim reads:
"19. An electro-magnet composed of a coil conductor upon

an insulating spool placed between two lloors, which are rigidly
connected together, but f;ir enough apart to receive the said
spool, said floors being provided with holes which will corres-
pond with the opening through the center of said spool, in com-
binaiion with a tube to be slid through said floors and spool,
adapted for keeping the spool in p ace and also for receiving an
iron magnet core or armature,"

464.683. Electric Meter. Addison G. Waterhouse, Hart-
ford, Conn.

464,691. Electric Body Wear. Lauritz Anderson, Chi-

cago, 111.

464,719. Incandescent Lamp Filament. Ludwig K.
Boem, New York, N. Y.

The second claim is quoted:
"2, The herein described improvement in the art or method

of making filaments for incandescent lamps, which consists in
soaking carboni/.able material in a solution of bicarbonate of
calcium or magnesium, and subsequently carbonizing the
same,"

464.730. Electric Programme Clock. Charies Lester,

Chicago, III.

464,770. Clamp for Electric Wires. John J. Green,
Uoonton, and George C. Brown, Elizabeth, N. J.

This is a device for supporting, clam])ingand holding electric
conductors, particularly such as are provided with a coating of
flexible or compressible material.

464,780. Trolley for Electric Railways. John W. Schlos-

ser, Washington, IX C.

46.J 816, Ore Separator. William G. Conkling, (Jlcns

Falls, N. Y.

464,822. System of Distributing I'llectriciLy. Thomas A.
Edison, Menlo Park, N. J. Filed June 26, 18S2.

The last claim reads:
'In a system of electrical dislribiilioii, the combination of a

main circuit extending to a distance from the st)urco of electri-

cal energy, and having a current of liigh lensifin find 11 tranala-
lion circuit with an intcniiedidtc secondary bailery or con-
denser, a commutator throwing all the i-lemciUs of such second-
ary biUlery or condenter together, and at the Maine time rap-
idly form a series connection with the main circuit to a muliiple
arc connection with the Ininshition circ.iii, and an elcctr c mo-
tor working HUch commiilHtor."

464,807. Telegraph Key. I.ouis 1''. Kobarc, Au Sable
I'orks. N, V.

Km/JS.! Processor Obtaining Metals from their Ores
or Compounds by Electrolysis. Charles S IJradlcy,

Vonkcrs, N. Y.

464 948, Automatic Cul'Out for i'llectric Motors. Schuy-
ler S, Wheeler, New York, N. V,
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Kii'iKNH K. rniM,n'S, I'ri'Hiilenl. W.H. Sa«\KK. St-T'y anil Kli-clrlcWin

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
ki.ectkk: i.iuht mnk wikv,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AWCRICANITE. MDGNET. IA# I D PG
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR W I IX bO ^

FARADAY CABLES.

NEW YORK OFFICE, 1 Corllandl SItcel.

MONTREAL BRANCH. Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Works.

I:«TABI.I;^11KD 1*1^.

HEMINGRAY GLASS GO.
Offices. Covington, Ky. Factories, Muncie, Ind.

f

STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS,
Class Break Knobs, Floor Insulators, Battery Jars.

ARC LIGHT GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

TXrOI^IC OIT SX=ECI.A.Xj I3ESI02^^S SOX^TOITEID.

THE "CLARK" WIRE. m3
liisnintloii 4Viiaraiitecd n'herever UNed, Aerial, l^ndersround or (Snliiiiarlne.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1886, he says: '*A thoroughly reliable and^esirable Wire in every respect."

Tho rubber w*e(\ in iiinii luting our wire^ and c;iblt^t* lA ewpt-rially cbeiuit'iiliy prepiired, ami is giiaiunleed lo liti waterproof, and \vili not deleriorale. oxidize or crack, and will r»-iiiaiii ilpsiljl<* in "xlr^^me roJd
weatlH'r, and is iint affected by iieat. 'I'lie iiiHulation in prolecled from ineoliaiiifai injury >)y one nr more braids, aii<i llie wliole slicked with Ulark'a Patent t^ompound, and Ppeeial extra linir-h. whlcb we
Jiave now a(lo|)li'd for all our solid wires as an extra weiiiiifMprooE protection, and also preventing eiiatint; and abrasion, wliicli if water, acid, and to a very gri-ut extent fireproof. Our in^nla'ion will prov*?
durable ulieii all otlierd fail. We are prepared to furnish Sini^le Wires of all ^ix\is;es and diameter of insulation for Telegrapli and Electric Lights from stock. Cables made to order. We are iioiv prepared
to furnish our Clark Wire with a white outside fiiMsb for ci-iling cleat work as well as our standard color. '

'

('lark Joint (hIIIII should be used for making waterproof joints. 'I'liii-; ii put up m half-pound boxes, in strip-'* about one fool long and five-eighths incb wide, and when wrapped abont a joiot
and pressed firiuly it makes a solid mass. FOR K.'IIUVAV ami .MOTOR use, we make all sizes of slrauded and llexible with Clark insolation.

other nrst-class In^uhit.'it With. \\,- -li:ill

ATI<»\' ^VHFRCVKR IMKO, AFKIAL.. UKUKR4>iROI
-a-''il In liiiiil i.'atalogues with terms and discounts fur (luaniiiie-.

\l» OR Sl'B>IARi:VE. and our net prices are as low, if not lower than any

_, EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
ei to 65 HanipHliire Street, BOSTON, MASS.

UENRY A. CLARK, TresBiirer «nd Uen'l Manager.
HERBERT H. EUSTIS, President and Eleclrlclan.

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS

REOALIBRATED.-REPAIRED.
CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO., 73 W. Jackson St.

\7\rja.3Nra?E; r>.
A practical electrician, thoroughly competent

to plan and direct the electrical and mechinical
coDStructlon of motors and dynamos. One who
is theoretically and practically familiar with
differeot types of machines Answer by letter

onli/, givifig complete record, references and
fal&ry wanted. Mo penDonal applications con-
Bldered. Address 'Xlilcaso,'"

('are Western P^lectrician.

H. T. PAISTE,
MANUFACTUKER OF

SWITCHES, SOCKETS, ETC.,
341 The Rookery. lO No. IHth Ht.,

Chicaso, 111 FhlladelphlQ, Pa.
See our full page advertlspment In'IsBue Sept.

12, for illustrations, prices, etc.

A GENTLEMAN,
Wlio has had three years' experience wllhT.-H.

and Schuyler eyBtems of Arc Lij^htinp, and has

been Superintendent of Gas and Electric Plant

for 15 months, will be open for employment after

January let.

Address ''Hnperlntendent,^^
Care WEfeTEHN Electiikian.

SOMETHING NEW!
An improved 4 or fi volt Combinf d Storage Bat-

tery especially for Dentists' use at vtry low price.
J*urcha9ers can exchange discharirfd for charged
ceilf, without extra cost, ^eyond exnc-nee fur

charging the batteries. Mannfactured by

J.S. F(JnPKL.l.T,
KnomSOl, '^OSm Canal St . Fhlcago.

Cliicap Etelric Motor Co.

street Railway and Generator

irmatnres Re-wonnd.

205 and 207 So. Canal St., CHICAGO, ILL.

FOR DIREGT'ND ALTERNATING CIRCUITS.
Made by

QUEEN

&C0.,

PHILA.

The

WAGNER-

QUEEN

Portable

Voltmeter.

Send for UeMt-riptive Cirenlar No. S$65.

'>>^
't^'<t

For Sale Cheap, Second-hand Ma-
chinery, Arc and Int-andesc-ent. AUo
niotorB, All ApikarutuH Guuranteed.

The Electrical Construclion Co.

The Winner oi 1 890 will win again in 1891

Eleventh year.

SOLE MAKERS:

LAW TELEPHONE COMPANY,
H5 John Ht.. KRW VOHK

For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
SI. oo

MICA
For Electrical Pnrposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL& CO,,

218 AVater St.. New York.

ALL SIZES

AND

QUALITIES

Electrical Wood.

p
Teleerapli i o
Telephone } CROSS L ARMS
Electric Llflht ( E

S
OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL POLES.

C. H. HOLMES. '""""-'°'=°S^;.'?i'ifs; mo.

THE CROCKER-TVHEELER
PERFECTED MOTORS.

Very mIow speed, full power, perfect resu.
laf ion. fort::ed flelds let into hn<«e. -eif-oilin);

henriii::;H. Helf-ceiiteriiis: heariiiKM. all -ize*».

holh niT nii»l ineainle^eent. for all po«er
piirposeN.

AckuowleilBod by the Loadlnu Manufacturing *A>ii»t«nles u> bo

THE MOST PERFECT MOTOR MADE.
Estimates and Plans Fumi&hed for Electric Poutr Equipment.

CorrtsfjondK-nce /ni'ited.

430--432 WEST UTH ST„ NEW YORK.

MclNTOSH, SEYMOUR 1^ CO. ENGINES.

SARGENT & LUNDY.

SINGLE CYLINDER

OR COMPOUND.

List of Engines
under Construc-
tion July I, for De-
livery on or before
September 30:

For Particulars Inquire of

aEiiLiisro- A.3-EisrTa,
339 Rookery BIdg., CHICAGO.

bi/.u.

One l-i%xi^
Two 18^x17
One i;i and 23x17
One 11x13
One 13 and 19x15
One U andl!>sl5
Two l.UndS^xlT
One 13 and 23x17
One 8x9
One 13 and tflslfi

One 15 antl ijsl"
One 13x16
One 14mi5
Od« 18HxI8
Odo 8x9
T^vo 9JbilOIii
One eSxlH
One 11 and lMxl5
One 11 and 19x15
One lftil6

Two 144x15
One U and 33x17

: One 15 and 26x17

I One HH ftod SSxS3

KACU BNOINB. DBeTlNATlON.
80 Edlpon Uenoral Klectrlc Co , Oroton, N. Y.

--0^^ Gloucester Street Kallwar Co., Glouceetof, Msse.
•ZiO T.-ll. Internationul Mect'rlc Co,, Kio Janeiro. Hrnzil.

h5 Meicbants & Mlnere Tran-portation Co., Baltlmoio, Md.
ITiO Portland Street Kaihvsy Co., Portland, Mo.
IW T.awreice, Maee.
Jul L^wrrnce. Maee.
•Jli) Kail Hiver, Mape
3ti Uolaled Dept. T -H, Elec. Co., Boston, Mass.
150 O. A. Bo'llDB A Co., ChlcBCO, III.

3« Somerville Klectrlc Light Co., Somcrville, Maee.
100 A. O. Week-, Boston. Maee.
125 Tonawanda A Wbeatllold Electric Hcht Co , Tooswandfc, N. -'.

'^W T.H. Int. Eloc Co.. U*ed(» Knplaud.
30 A. J. Wilkinoon. Hyd.* Tark, Ma»e-
45 rreebvterUn Hcppit&l. New Vwrk Cily.

500 Chicago Ertlpon Co,. Chlcatro. 111.

150 T.-H. Int. Elec. Co., Helelut^^'^. Finland.
150 Fritz Wllen. H;»lelnHlore. Finland.
15*> T.-H. Klorlrir Co.. BoBlon. Mass-
125 Cortland Forpiug Co.. Cortland, N. T.
215 West End Street Railway Co,, BoBtOD. Mm*.
400 Baltimore Electric Redoing Co.. Baltimore, Md.
DOO QeorgU £lectrlo Ligbt Co., AiUaM. Qh.
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EsTiBLlSUKD IN 1861.

B. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHC ELICTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.

StilWeil's Paten! Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

^^'^^7^777-7—;;^^=stegEs^Qf Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MF6. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

-BRANCH STORE-

2134 Michigan Avenue*

GIVEN AWAY!!
SAIIPLE OBDBB<» OF

^^^ Buxton's Packing
At Only 50c. Per Pound.

"The Ensineer'ts Favorite.''
All Orders Guaranteed.

'1 Agents wanted In every State in the Union. We cnn quote the
very lowest prices on Ring Packing. Send for diBCuunt and
price liet.

EyTABLISHED 1SS2.

GEORGE B. BUXTON,
1 7 VIRGINIA ST., EAST SOMERVILLE, MASS.

HARD FIBRE

DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO.,

for insulation and me-

clianical construction is

manufactured in Slieets,

Rods, Tubing, Washers, Discs and all Special Shapes. Esti-

mates and samples furnished upon application.

WILMINGTON, DEL,
U. S. A.

PelectiELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLIES.

ibrttl
nOAGHINSRmil fi

TI16 Electric Supplu and Gontractino GoniDanu,
S. E. Cor. Fifth and Sycamore Sts., (Nevada Building,) CINCINNATI, O.

LBURNSiiCMFIil
Z"^*^ FITGHBUIIG;MASS,U.S.A.

^
sy Manufacturers cF DYNAMOS Foa LIGHTING,
f PLATI N G AND EXPERIMENTAL PURPOSES.

^-*—ALSO MOTOR 5.-==-.^?^—
EVERYTHING LATEST DESIGN AND HI6HEST EFFIGIENCr.

A GREAT RAILROAD.
Bv the abaorpLion of the Cblcago & A'lantir

Bailway between Mflrlon and Chicaeo. ibe EKlE
has at la- 1 • ffecied ita entrance Into I'blcaeo, and
Bow occn^iea th-^ pro dposi.lon of heingihe only
line betart-en Chicaao and Kevr York entirely
nnder one management
One result of t is i^ the arrangement w hereby

all the throtigh trains tf the Erie are now inn
Bolid Letweeen Chicago and >;ew York without
change. Poseengera hulrting throagti tickets,
whuber Srat orp«=coEti class, are ab e to go from
Chicago to New York wilhoat chan'^'inir cara.
PnllTnan'a moat modern S'eeping Cars are run

on all through train--- via tbU line, and on their
Veetibale Limited, Pnllman's Dining Cars. No
eitn fare chari'Pd on tbia train. In fact, the
rati?i; via the ERIE are Iiwer than via any other
rooie ofT'rIrj£ t-iiaal fLicllitieg.

Manufacturers of

Octagonal^ Cedar
TEL£PHOni&tLECTRICAL\

RAILWAYpOLES&QlOSSAltMS

^^H.M.Loud&SonsUimber(o
OSCODA , MICH.

ELKCTKIC tKiHT
AXD BATTKItV

CJil^BO/HS.
a^-t^Wi^ ^ g

CLiE v:EXjj^3srnD, omo.

N MOTOR—""^ BifUS/fES.

THE r^ESXjTonxr a7V-A-tpe!i=i iitvhesesXj
Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the World. Over 2.000 in use.

Affortli the moat eimple and reliable power for all minins and manufactur-
ing machinery. Adiipled to liesda running frcm :.Oup to 2,000 or more feet.

From "^'0 to SO per cei t. better le&ults guaranteed than can be prodaced from
any other Wheel in the couutiy.

EliKCTUIC TKANSIfllSSIOIV.
The advantages Ibe Pelton Wheel nfforde In the way of a uniform and relia-

ble ]>ower, close regulation and thefacility of adaptation to varying conaltlone
of f peed and pretaure, liave bronght U into epeclal prominence and extensive
uee for this clues of work. All applications ahoaki suite amount and liead of
water pcwer if quired, and for what purpoee, with approximate length of pipe
line. Send fju OATAi-o<iLiE.

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

THE PELTON W^ATER WHEEL CO.,
iai-123 Main St., S:m Francisco, €al., U. S. A.

it.'t M.IBEKTV HTKEICT, - - XM':W YOltK.
Cp^lt having coinelo our notice tliat our patent rights fire being infringed

upon, IniendlngpnrcliaBfrB are bereljy warned that all auch infrlngeraenle will

be duly piospcnted.
PfCl^TOAI WATKK MOTOUH. Varying from the fraction of 1 to 15

and -Z<d hoiee lower, unequaled for all light rimnlni; machlnoiy. Wurran'td
lo develop a given ^nloun[ of power with one-liaif the water required by any
other. e^Send for Motor Circular. Addrype ub above. Deliveries made fr<'ra

San Franciaco or New York, ae may afford the moKt favorable frulght rates.

25 Ampere Double Pols

SWITCHES
.A.TVJID XjEJJSS f f

STAR ELECTRIX CO.
P

641 North Broad St.,

* PHILADELPHIA,
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The aitenlion of liLECTRIC CGMP/VNIES is called to this CEI^E-HRAXEO M'AXKK WIIKICl^as particularly adapted io their use

on account of ii.s r«*iu:irkal>ly nteaily motion, liis^li ^pe«d
and cf I'esit I->lli<*i«'n4*>., and lat'c:e Capaciiy foritsoiameler,
being €loiil>l<' the I*oM**r of most wheels of same diamet'jT. It is used
by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the
economical use of water it is without an iqual, producing the highest per ccnl
of useful effect cuuranie*'*!.
!<i:>l» rOR V\^AMAUit:K ATVI> I*ARXId'l,ARJ«.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is hif;hiy recommended, as no ge^irs are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying cngrnving represents a pair of 12 inch VICTOR

XI'RISIi%KS arranged on a liorizonial shaft with Cail-Iron Fiume. Draft
Tubes, Knd Bearings for Shatt and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entile arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every pariicutar. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turljines. either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation

admits of iheir use, we recommend them,

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

/^I /\T5T^ MADRON CO., makers <»^ high-grade

ELECTRIC SLATE
Switch-boards a Specialty.

Small samples of plain and marbleized free.

T. J. MURPHY,
Electricsl Bichinge Bldg. 13e I,ibcr«y St.,

Boom 3ir> NFW 1 ORK.

ANTIQUE FINISH DESK,
Four and a Iialf feet loni;.

Send for complete catalogues of
ollice litiliipa.

AMRRlCiN DESK AND SEATING CO..
270-i7-i \V;il>:isli Aveiiuf. CIIIt^VGO

J. C. TEMPLE.
(Formerly of STOUT, MILLS & TEMPLE),

DAYTOK. OHIO,

HyMcaflilecliaDicalEDiiDeer
Improvement of Wafer Powers, Arrancement

of fower Plant?, Shaftiog, etc., for Electric Power
and Light. CONSTRUCTION SUPERINTENDED.

LINK-BELT MACHINERY CO.,
OZXXO.^00, XXjXj.

MaiHifacturere of

Elevators and Conveyors,
For the econorairal haDtilloe of foal, Aeln'St
Sanii, etc., etc. Send for redoced price iiet on
Link BPltinp-

Wm. S. Tubkbe. Pres. Geo. A, Bkll. V. Pbeb. j. lestee WoobBRiuuB, Sec. an-1 Treas.

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER ENGINEERING CO.,
Consulting and Constructing

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment of Electric Railways. Steam and Flectric Plants.

47 Times Building. Telephone Call. 1009 Coniandi. NEW YO^K.

GBDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts-

If in want of Poles, Ties and Po5t°, eave monej
by get'ing my pricea.

W.C.STERLING, Monroe, MIcti.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.
SOL<E MANUFACTrRERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubas, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Ked, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wii.St^S?5;^;.>EL. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i*^I^k^^^^.

THE SCHUYLER
-SirSTIBl^ OIF-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FEATURES:

IMPORTANT.
THE HEI8LER SYSTEM IS THE

ONLY APPARATUS
IVIADE FOR LONG DISTANCE LIGHTING THAT IS

SELF-CONTAINED
AND PROVIDED WITH ABSOLUTELY

AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

Our Series Socket is SAFE, RELIABLE, and DUR-
ABLE, and is protracted with INSULATED covering,

notwithstanding the claims of monopoly of these feat-

ures by other manufacturers.

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

Series Sockets and Lamps for Arc Light Circuits.

WE INVITE INVESTIGATION.

HEISLER ELECTRIC CO.
DREXEL BUILDING,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTORS ^ DYNAMOS.
ELECTRIC MOTORS in all standard sizes,

up to and including 100 H. P., for operating

elevators, pumps, printing presses, and machin-

ery for general manufacturing purposes.

POWER GENERATORS.
ELECTRIC MINING MACHINERY of

all kinds, Hoists, Tram Cars, etc.

FAN OUTFITS. Electric Plants for pump-

ing Church C^rgans.

We call the special attention of
Station Superintendents to the fact

that our machines are absolutely un-
surpassed for economy of electric

current.

DYNAMOS for isolated plants and the equip-
ment of Mills, Banks and Office Buildings with
Electric Lights.

_
ELECJRIC BLOWERS for ship ventila-

tion. Have equipped 18 U. S. and foreign War
Ships with ventilating apparatus.

NEfF ENGLAND Office,

O.i Oliver St., BOSTON.
PHILADELPHIA Office, 38 S. Fourth St.

CHICAGO Office, - Plienix Building.

SAN FRANCISCO Office, - 35 Market St.

ST, LOUIS Office, - - 421 Olive St.

NEW ORLEANS Office, 7S Customhouse St

THE G. & G. ELEGTRIG MOTOR GO., 402-404 Greenwich Street, NEW YORK.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOB HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS. RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

Ths- KartaYsrt - Manufacturing - Do,^

EMPIRE CHINA WORKS,
lii to 156 Green St.. Green Point, BROOELH, N.Y.

MANUFACTORY OP

Non-Conductive Blocks, Rosettes and Bases tor Cul-Outt
and Switches: atso Insulators, Cleats, Lamp Trim-

mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Our production Is a dense body. The glazing and body
of oar ware are of same composition, and are baked
alike, Tvhich are the featnrea of

TRrc: HA.BD POBCEI^AIN.

NOW THEN ! FOR SALE CHEAP!

!

Six 401) light Thom&on-Honbton Incandescent
UyramoB, lU) volts. Perfect order.

Three 25 light 3.000 candle power Amarican Arc
Dynamos. A 1 order.

Two 50 light 2,00.) candle power Sperry Arc Dy-
amoB. A 1 order.

700 Goes J Necke, Sockets, Lampg, etc., complete,
good.

50 mllf-B No. 10 American Electric Co. Wire, good
order, used one year. In '/j mile reels.

Two 100 light Thonison-IIoneton New Armatnree.

',0 American i^iii^le *'arbon ~',nuo candle power
Arc Lamps. A 1 order.

Two TO H. P., TOO volts, Edison Generatore, used
elx months.

Ten 5 H. P. Sprague Motore, need six monthB.
Two Edieon Jllectric Mining Rock Drills, used

six months.
High Speed Engines and Full Station Eqaip-

meots, Poles, etc.
Eighty 'i.COD candle power American Double Car-

bon Arc Lamps, need three monihe.

JOHN E. BEGGS MFG. & SUPPLY CO., 74 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.

EASTON ELEGTRIG GO.,
-MiSirAcnUiEKS OF-

Aro and Incandesiceiit Dynamos,
Itlotor!!!, 4>pncratoris and Sepa-
rators and Arc Lianips adapted
for nse on Arc or Incandescent
Circnils.

ADDRESS:

643 Kcnl Avenue, BFOOKLYN. N. Y.

( Near Rooeevelt, Grand find East 23d Street
FerrieB from N. Y.),

For Circuliirs, I'rjcee and Iiifoiniatic n.

You can

Put

It up

Yourself.

Lights

Are Standard

And
Full size.

Thoroughly

Reliable

And
Practical.

Prices

Reasonable.

Send

For

Illustrated

Pamphlet.

BAIN ELECTRIC MANUFACTDRING CO.,

47 So. JEFFERSON STREET,

CHICAGO.

TAPES AND COMPOUNDS,
VULGA WIRE DUCTS,

ELBOWS, lOINTS, ETC., ETC.

All Snpply Stores Keep Them.

THE NATION'S CHOICE.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,

78-80-82 Franklin Street,

f:ilIC'A4>0.

MAIN OFFICE. Tpo H Meekpr

New York. WrRl.ro Binij^.r.
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For Driving Dynamos.

The Clinton Gas Light Co., Clinton, Mass., have thor-

oughly tested and have adopted the Evans System of

Driving Dynamos in their new Electric Light Station.

Thousands of Horse Power in use driving; Dynamos, and hundreds of sets of Cones
in operation, driving all classes of machinery. Address

THE EVANS FRICTION CONE CO.,
For \aryiDS Hpf'cd.

CHICAGO ZITSI7LATED WIRE COMFAXTT,
3vi.A.ic"XJi',A.c:T'crn.i:n.fi» cir"

HIGH GRADE INSULATED WIRES
Ol" A.LL DESCRIPTIOINS.

WEATHERPROOF WIRES,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

MAGNET WIRES,
INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,

ETC., ETC., ETC.

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS
AND SAMPLES.

Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO., 48-52 N, Clinton St„ CHICAGO, ILL.

EVERYTHING IN

WIRE-FUSE- STRIPS.

MAXI'l AfTrEtKIl HV

Ths Sperrj Electric inin^ Machine Co,,

39lh St. and Stewart Ave.. CHICAGO.

THE MILLIKEN PATENT POLE
For Electric Street Railways and Electric Light Work.

55 LIBERTY STREET,

NEW YORK.
MANUFACTUBED BY

MILLIKEN BROS.

59 DE&RBORK STREET,

CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.—Iron 'Work
for Light Stations a Specialty.

WKITE FOK CIBCrLiAR AKD CATAL,OGrE.

Goodrich-Coleman Electrical Works,
NEW ELECTRICAL THEORIES DEVELOPED.

Manufactarers of Specialties and Novelties under Contract.

31 South Canal Street, - CHICAGO.

H, WARO LEONARD & GOMPANY.

St'care hid from us for Electrical Apparatns or
Constraction befure decitlint:. Kailwaye, Light-
ing, Transmlesion of Pow^r, Wiriop, etc.

Klectrical Exchaii<;e BaildiDgr,
XEAV VOKH CITW

DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS
Afford the Only Reliable and EfFicient Means for

ALL NIGHT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

All other devices are crude, expensive and unsatisfactory.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY
Has established its broad foundation patent for Double Carbon Arc Lamps, No. 219,208, having WOtlfOUV
distinct infringement suits in the United States Courts, two of them on final hearing, the decisions

being rendered by Judges Gresham, Blodgett, Brown and Ricks.

The public is warned against the use of infringing lamps or any crude substitute for the Brush Invention.

Arc Lighting Apparatus, Electric Motors and Generators,
Alternating Current Apparatus, Incandescent Lighting Machines,

Carbons for Arc Lighting, Etc., Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,
<z:i_E:\/]Ei__^Pi.is[rD, cz>p^iczd-
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HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.

Underwriters' Coiyper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, higliest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton

j^oJjlM^ (ind Worsted Cordsfor Incandescent Lighting. Jtoumland Flat Copper Bars for Station Work, t.'5£Jb5f'1»
Insulated Iron Pressure Wire,

PATENT "K.K." LINE WIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

.A.g'erLts for tKe AT^T-.A.SHIiTOTOiT C.A.E.BOiT CO. Cartoons for -A.re Hiig-iLtisie-,

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., CHICAGO,
Are our Selling Agents, and carry a line of Insulated and Bare Wires of our make.

THOS. L. SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 Park Place, NEW YORK.

HIRLIMiNN BATTERIES,
Are Standard.—Only One that is Guaranteed.

B^E
(i

The Regular, or Old Style Distiue

Leclanche Balteiy. made by C. J-

Hlriimann. the original maker of

Leclancbe Balteries in ibe Cnited
States.

CHAMPION BATTERY,
Patented.

The Improved Patented Poroas
Cnp LecUnche IJattery.

SEND FOR nATALOGUE ANO PRICE LISTS
UEFUltE I'UKl'HASING ELSEWHEKE,

C. J. HIRLlMftNN. 117 Macdougall St., New York.

.A.<3-E!]NrTS T7^.a^3XrTU33.

Clutch Works,
CLEVEI.AND, O.

BYJA.J, SHULT

i:^HULTZ Belting (?^.

i^f-<^^^^^^u;faeturers^of5

YOUR MONEY.
BYCOVERING YOUR PUtLEVS WIW

SHULTZ PATENT
LEATHER PUtLEV COVERING.

RV WC'IIF^ * """^ Suninier St., Bocton, Mass ; 'J-'5 Pearl 8t,, New York City.
^^"1 120 N. Third St.. Ptiiladelpbia, Pa : t.0 W. Mooroe St. Chicago.

' Picker Leather-

I
St. Louis, Mo.

\j11 eastern office.
'I ISCortlandtSt,, - NEW YORK.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
Designed, Erected and Furaisbeil,

Send for new Catalogue Power
TranBtnlBSlon Machinery.

'^"^''"^'"^''^'-mp^

THE.l^RGE5t-ljr^E-oF

^N0VEL&AHTISTICPATTEF(NSft[FFEGtS.I

^ 729 BROADWAY NY. M
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS.
ALL SIZES FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET - ELECTRIC - LIGHT - SrSTEM.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass. «^* TASsirea..
, \\ iixliiii^ton, l>.<J., .r. 1;. EUI'.KETT&CO.. HOfP N. V. Avenue. S(. I'mil. Iliiiii.. I''..I. UKNZ, (K Eiisl, -ill] HLrect.

SELLING AGENTS: .\<-" Oi-I.-hiih. I,n., OKOI'.OK I',AQi;iE. MO fjrnvlir 8lr<*l. I>liilu<l<-I|>liia. I*a., I'liNNHYLVANI A MACHINE CO.,
) <Jliirat;<>. III., I IIK ELKCfltlCAL E.N'OINBEKIN'J CO., 32(J Dearborn 8lrect. 21) North Vtli Street,
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOULAELT ADAPTED TO DEIVraG

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of ils Ligh cfikjlcncy at all stages of gite, steadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the construction of which makes it the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
Illustrating various styles o( felling

oa both vertlca! and horizonti 1 shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO

,

DAYTON, O.
SUCCESSOUS TO

STOUT, ]IIILLS & TEMPLE,

STEAM PLANTS
INSTAIiLKD BIT

1^. B. PEARSON i£ CO.,
MECHANICAIi KNCillllEEBS AND CO.\TRACTOR8.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
WILLIAMS AUTOMATIC ENGINE.

For all purpoees rpqiiirinii etendv power.
Williams Ewgine Works: No. 417 North >treet,

BALTIMORE, MD.

TO MKXVfK
BURLINGTON ROUTE.

Only One Xi^ht on tlic Hoad
Leave Cbiciy,'0 ut 1.00 1'- i!., or .St. I»ul^ at 8.2.7

A JI., and arrive Denver 6 1.5 P. SI. Ihe nftxl day.
Through Sleepers, Chair Cars and Pining Carw.
All Kuilwnj> from the Kast connect with the*5
trnius nod with 'Similar trains Tia Itar1in^>n
Houte to Df-nvcr, leavintf Chicago at 0.10 P.M.,
St. Louis at 8.15 P. M.. and Peoria at 3.2U P. M.,
and 8.00 P. It- All t^aiD!^ daily.
Additional express trains, makin;:; a.'^ qnlck time

OS tlioPB of any other road, from ChicaKO, St.

Louis nod Peoria to .St. Paul. Minneapolis, Omnctl
Bluffs, Oraaha, Cheyenne. Block Hills, Atchison,
Kansas City, JJou-^ton and all point3 West, Xorth-
west and Sonthwf-I.

iWOODBURYINGllE

THE ORIGINAL WESTINGHOUSE ENGINE,
Built A. D. 1880.

SIZE 3x3. 1,000 REVOLUTIONS.

New preserved in the Offices of the Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

THEWESTINGHOUSE MACHINE COMPANY. ^
EHH«> PITTSBURGH. PENNA.U.S.PF A. g

SELF-CONTAINED, AUTOMATIC
HIGH SPEED STEAM ENGINE
for Electric Lighting and
Street Railway Service,

WITH BOILER PLANT COMPLETE
Catal<»Kue sent <tu applic.'if i<»ii.

STEARNS MFC. CO. ERIE, PA.
BRANCH f Philadelphia, 94a T>rcxel 15ldR.

OFFICES 1 San Franci.sfo, 3!) & 31 Spear St.

«DRY STJEAM^

THE POND SEPARATOR,
The Pond Separator Is guaranteed to relieve the

steam of all entrained water, and return this water
to the boiler, thus effecting a large saving in fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

POIVD EXGIIVEER1X« COMPANY
ST. LOUIS.
OMAHA.

CHICAGO.
DALLAS.

KANSAS CITY.

SEATTLE.

BALL
AUTOMATIC CUT-OFF

ENGINE.

""""'ERIEPA.COMPANV

With New improvements.
Unequaled Regulation.
Highest Economy, Durability,
Smooth and Quiet Running

Simple.

Cross Conipound.

Triple^Expansm

TaDdeiuCQUipoiind

The BEST ENGINE for ELECTRIC LIGHTING, ELECTRIC RaIlWAYS, ELECTRIC

MINING, ELECTRIC WELDING, and General Manufacturing Purposes.

SELLING fjSi.7i^i?^K;^^f ^!ii^^'^\it:):^^sS:i:^^,^i^v^^:^!^t''Soi^^^s^
•nruTC 1 <'o.Tapomo, tVnnli.: CKOOK. HOBNKK Jt CO.. BnUtmorc. Md.; E. «;. «II.BKBT, .Viclilson, Knii ; COOl
AntfliO iA^ VATIOIt, 224 tVnnlilncton Avr. liloutli. niiiincapoIlN. Minn. „ „, .. „^„., .-.o.iiro »rBRANCH OFFIOE.,;Koom 506 Kookery Building, CHICAGO, ILL. ALBERT FISHER. Manager.

tOObKV
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DID YOU SEE IT
AT THE CONVENnOm

THE NEW COMBINED

Snow - Sweeper - and - Plow
EXHIBITED BY THE

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR, PRICES

AND FULL INFORMATION CONCERNING IT.

We are Prepared to Make Quick Delivery.

The Motors and Equipments can all be utilized on other cars

after the Winter Season is over.

.A.X>X>£I.E3SS,

II

BOSTON OFFICE:

620 Atlantic Avenue.
CHICAGO OFFICE:

148 IVIiohigan Avenue.
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CRESCENT DRY BATTERY
Is Smaller Than Any Other.

Has Great Strength.

Has Great Durability and Recuperative Powers.

Is Not Subject to Freezins.

Does Not Evaporate.

Is the Best Battery on the Marl(et.

THOUSANDS IN USE.^
We want every Bell -Hanger and Construction 3Jan to send us his name

on a postal card. It ivill pay him to do so.

Perkins' Incandescent Lamps
He'^er IDisa^ppoixit Yo\i-

m knapp Electrical Works,
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS,

54 and 56 Franklin Street,

CHICAGO, ILL
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'We are Advertised By
Our Loving Friends."

Letters of Credit.
We print these letters from

Engineers who have used

the hnproved Brush.

CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
7;') W. Jackson Street,

December 1, 1891.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Chicago.
Gentlemen:—We are using your Patent Dynamo Brushes on our incandescent

dynamo, and have been at some pains to observe their behavior. We find that as

the load changes on our dynamo there is decidedly less tendency to spark with
the use of these brushes, the practical result to us being that the dynamo runs
with less time spent for attendance. The wear on the commutator appears remark-
ably small and even when absolutely neglected and allowed to spark, the sparking
does not have the cutting effect which is usually the case.

Yours truly,
DICTATED BY

J
^^rjjjQ UsNER. ChiCAGO ElECTRIC MaNUF.'VCTURING Co.

UNION LEAGUE CLUB,
Chicago, November 19, 1891.

TO THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., City.

Gentlemen:—After trying one set of your Patent Dj'namo Brushes, I have put

them on all three of our incandescent dynamos, and like them so well that I would
not be willing to use the old style of brush again.

Yours truly,

D. B. Ramsev, Chief Eno. U. L. Club.

THE COLUMBIA,
leading theater of CHICAGO.

August 23, 1891.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
Gentlemen:—The brushes are running with much less sparking than any I have

ever tried. Evidently they are an improvement.
Respectfully, Geo. Carson.

Chicago, August 23, 1891.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
Michigan .'\venue and Randolph Street, Chicago.

Gentlemen:—We have used a set of your Wirt Brushes on an Edison Dynamo,
and have had no sparking and scarcely any attention required during that time.

The brushes furnished by the makers of the same dynamo were always more or less

troublesome, and required frequent resetting and dressing of the commutator. I

would now consider it a hardship to be obliged to use the old brushes.

Yours trul)',

(Signed) R. C. Page,
Engineer Libby Prison Miiseimi.

City Hall, Chicago, August 27, 1891.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
Gentlemen:—We have been running your brushes on our Edison Dynamo for

two months and find they are a decided improvement.
Henry Munsterman, Cliief Engineer.

We invite correspondence from those who have dynamos which are at all troublesome at the brushes. The Wirt
Brushes are somewhat higher in first cost than plain copper Ijrushes, but they will pay for themselves m.iny times over

in saving of labor and commutator copper.

These brushes are manufactured to order, and can be furnished on short notice. When ordering please give

dimensions of brushes in u.se.

Ansonia, Conn.

The Electrical Supply Co.,
WKWTKItV nVVWV. AM> WAItKIIOUSKM

Cor. Randolph St. and Michigan Ave.,

CHICAGO. |-'ll('IUH4' ItllHllM'HM 4'ltl'4l

lOI- I llllMllMltt-ll 4'Hlal)l[;U<*H,
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THE INDIA RUBBER & GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.,
MAXUFACTITRERS OF

VULCANIZED INDIA-RUBBER

Cables, to any Specification

up to 8,000 Megolims per

mile.

ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER

CABLES.

CONCENTRIC CABLES, any

millage, FLEXIBLE CORDS,

SILK, HEIVIP, COTTON. DY-

NAIVIO WIRES and CABLES,

very pliable. Every variety

of INCANDESCENT CORES.

THREE and TWO - WIRE

CABLES, to any specifica-

tion up to 8.000 Me-

gohms per knot.

CABLES ol High Insulation

and Long Lile. all milage.

If you are not acquainted with tlie merits of Habirsliaw Insulation

we shall be pleased to send you samples upon application.

W. M. HABIRSHAW, Gen'l Mgr. OFFICE: 3 1 5 Madison Ave, Cor. 42d St, New York.

FACTORY: Glenwood^ Yonkers, Iff. Y.

Western Agents: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., Corner Randolph St. and Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

Taking the Lead.
THOUGH ONLY

ON THE

MARKET

-roR-

SIX MONTHS,

THE

STANLEY

THE

BEST

-IS

—

NOW KNOWN

-A.S

CORRESPONDENCE

SOLICITED.

CIIT OK .SOO l,l<;iIT TR/VKSrOBIIKK.

STANLEY ILICTRIC MFG. COMPANY, PITTSFIELD. MASS.
WESTERN AGENTS: The Electrical Supply Co., Corner Randolph St. and Michigan Ave, Chicago. III.
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ORT WiYNE ELECTRIC CO.,
-MANUFACTURERS OF XHI

SLATTERY INDUCTION AND WOOD ARC SYSTEM
-OF*-

THE MOST PERFECT OF ANY.

For references as to the merits of these systems, inquire of the local companies, the operators, or the customers in

the large cities of this country where these systems are now being used almost exclusively after other systems have been
tried and throv/n out—Philadelphia, New Orleans, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Detroit, etc.

WE MAKE ALL STANDARD SIZES OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM.
Also Arc Lamps of Standard Sizes, 2,000 c. p., 1 ,200 c. p. and 800 c. p.

Main Office and Factory, FORT WAYNE, IND.

JTETV TORK 115 Broadway. PITTSBURGH, PA 533 "Wood Street.

CHICAGO 185 Dearborn Street. SAX FRAKCISCO 35 Hfew Montgomery Street.

PHTI-ADEUPHIA 907 Filbert Street. TOROKTO, CAWADA 138 King Street, "W.
DALLAS. TEXAS Mclieod Bnilding. BUFFALO 828 Pearl Street.

ONE MOTOR DRIVING BOTH AXLES
Of a street car, is the same principle as having all driving wheels of a locomotive connected, which is the

AMEBICAN SYSTEM.

15, 30 and 40 _^^^^^^^K_ M Motor,

Mechanical ^^^^^^^^^^^p Driving

Horse Power.
^^^^i^^""»^^^^

gull, n„||,g_

This cut represents the latest construction of our Standard Apparatus equipped with our HEAT PROOF MOTOR.
Attention is invited to the work being done by these equipments on the Merrimac Valley Street Railway,

Lawrence, Mass.; Consolidated Street Railway Company, Grand Rapids, Mich.; and the People's Electric Street Rail-
way, Springfield, 111.; where, in each place, the two largest electric companies have put their latest equipments
against them, with the result of proving our claims and strengthening the advantages derived from utilizing the full

traction of the car, and driving all wheels simultaneously.

PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS:

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
DETROIT, MICH., U. S. A.

A'so Manufacturers of Electrical Power Machinery, Standard Line Appliances and General Electrical Supplies.

C'OKKESPO.NDEXCK 1:KVITKD.
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ELECTRIC RAILWAYS,
Plane and Specifications prepared, from which correcf, nniform hide can be secured.
ContractB made for complete Steam Plants, nslnf^ Mclntoah & tieymoar EngineB.
Contracts made for complete Electric Railway installatlone.

SARGENT ^ LUNDY,
mech. & Elec. Engineer.%,

333 Hools-oi-y JBtxllca.laa.g, - - C^ZO.A.GtO,

The Minnesota Brush Electric Company
HJLTTS JUST BOXJGHX

^ MILES
of Arc, Incandescent and Power Cables

INVESTIGATION PROVED IT

THE BEST.

OP' THE

MardUnflerpnniCalileCfl.,
New York, Pittsburgh, Chicago.

Insulated Wires and Cables.
Tbe acknoTvledged Standard for dorable and lilgli in-

solation. Ets merits proved by a record of over CL^iax^ter

of a centnary. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

CELEBRATED KERITE TAPE FOR INSULATING JOINTS.

Electric Light and Power. ALL SIZES Aerial Use,
Telegraph and Telephone, i onri FnfrfiPri Wirp^ Subterranean Use,
Railwayand all other *-®°" tncasea wires.

Submarine Use.
Branches of Signaling, Concealed Wiring In all Locations.

WILLIAM H. ECKERT, Gen'l Agent. 16 Dey St., NEW YORK.

Western Electric Co., Chicago, 111., Sole Agents for the West.

ALEXANDER, BARNEY ^ CHAPIN,
20 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.

CENEML ELECTMCAL SUPPLIES.

PACKARD
HIGH GRADE J

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
' Manufactnrcd h\ the

NEWYORK&OHIOCOMPANY,Warren,Ohio.
•J

f .1. W. PEAIE. I Broadwy, NEW TORK.
K^E-vr-re. ' ELECTRIC ENG. & PUrH-Y CO., ."-YRACUSE, N. V.ii^ji.-nis. - ELECTRICAL ENG. & tUI'PLV CO., Ml Rookery, CHICAGO; and ST. PAUL.

( ST. LOUIS ELECTRICAL !-LtPLY CO., XT. LCUIS.

E. E. KELLER. E. E. DECtMCi-.l)!.

Keller & Degenhardt,
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

542 Rookery Bldg., Chicag'O, 111.
THE ONLY BUREAU OF ELECTRICAL INFORMATION IN THE WORLD'S FAIR CITY.

WILLAHD L. CANDEE, ( EuBmess Manaeers
H. DURANT CHEEVER

The

Internaiional OKONITE COMPANY, u..m
13 Park Row, New York.

INSULATED

WIRES AiDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.
BRANCHES; Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia, aiinneapolis, Cincinnati. Kansas City,

Omaha, Louisville, St. Louis, San Francisco. London and So. America.

WRITE FOR PRICES ON

TROLLEYS. GEARS, BEARINGS

AND GENERAL SUPPLIES.

R. D. Nuttall Company,
Allegheny. Pa. New York.

THE MOST

POPULAR LAMP

IN THE MARKET,

"A.B^C.

WRITE US

FOR

PRICES

OF ALL GOODI.

THE E. S. GREELEY & CO.,
5 and 7 DEY STREET, NEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

THE "CHAIVIPION'
Price, with Rod Zinc, $1.15 per Cell, with Corrugated

Zinc, gl.35 per Cell.

THE TRADE WILL BE PROPERLY PROTECTED.

BATTERY.
^|g|.j^.|.g|

Supplies

OmpUurtM of Cbtm- C.fbo. Rw.rTolf .nd Co».r Corn)K.Ud21nenfOh«m-
ploa Bait.,,. of Chtrnplon Bitlary. ptonBilttry.

Of all Descriplions.

Telegraph, Telephone,

Electric Light and Power
Appliances,

Construction Tools and

Line JIatcrlal.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS.

WM. ROTCn. Prest. CHAS. li. WINTER. Trese.
CIIAS. E. BIBBEK, Gen'l Monaser.

Equip your Switch-board with cheap Switches.

C.E.M.Jack-KnifeSwitch.
It Is a Record Breaker and a reliable Circuit Breaker.

aintinracturcd Solely By

THE CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
Corner Congress and Franklin Streets. BOSTON.

KT^KCTHU .Vl. St I'PI.IE.s or AI.l. KIND.-.

IMPROVED BALL ENGINES,
BUILT Br THE BALL & WOOD CO., new york.

\

AGENTS:
. C.iK«co. ill.

iQciQDftU, Obla.
W . ti. 1 .I'^.v, ,v Co., li

Thos.G. Smith Jr., U.-.

W. A. Pay. les Oliver >'

>. M. Moree A Ci>.,C:?j - -^. ..;., St. Looia, Mo.
Moad \- StDngham, Hamuwuti lihU , Detroit, Mich.

. Uyde Bros. A; Co., Lewi? Block, PittAbari;, Pa.
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Thomson-Houston
ELECTRIC CO.,

MANTTPACTUREBS OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY OF

DYNAMOS, LAMPS
And Every Necessary Appliance for the Construction, Maintenance and Operation of

Central Stations and Isolated Plants,

Arc, Direct Current and Alternating Current Systems,

100,000 750,000
Thomson-Houston Arc Lamps, Thomson-Houston Incandescent Lamps

In Daily Operation October 1, 1891

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, WESTERN OFFICE,

620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, Mass. 148 Michigan Ave.. CHICAGO. ILL
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CLASSIFIED LIST.

Aocamaiators.
BruBb Electric Co.

Alnmumm.
yoodrlch-Loleman Elec. Works.

Annunciators.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Conatructlon Co., The.
Electrical Supply Co., Tee.
Great WeBlern Elec. Kupply Co.
Greeley & Co.. The E. b.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
nstraoder & Co. W. R.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Arc Lamps.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Beges, J. E., Mfg. & Snpply Co.
Brn'sli Electric Co.
Easton Electric Co.
Electric Conetractlon & Snpply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Great Weetern Eler. Supply Co.
Mosher Arc Lamp Co
SchaylerElectrlc Co.
ThomBon-Honston Electric Co.
Weetlnghonse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Weef^rn Electric Co.

Arc lilght Cord.
Electrical Supp y Co., The.
Knapp Electri.'.al Worke.
Samson Cordage Works.

ANphnlinm.
Wasatch Asphaltum Co.

Batterlets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co.,The.
Foster, O. A.
Greeley* Co., The E. S.
Hlrlimann, C. J.

Law Telephone Co.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick A Cs'-ter Co.
Pumpelly, J- K.
Qjieen & Co.
Weetern Electric Co.

Battery Jam.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Ilemineray Glass Co.
Hirlimann, C. J.

Law Telephone Co.
Partrlck &C8T*«r Co.
Pampelly, J. K.
Qneen & Co.
Western Electric Co.

BMis, fClnctrlc.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Hupply Co., The.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Eoapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
OBtraorier & Co., W. R.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Star Electris Co.
Union Electric Works,
Western Electric Co.

BellH, Maffueto.
Central Electric Co.
Greeley & Co.. The E.8.
ECnapp Electrical Worka.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Woatarn Electric Co.

Belting.
Evans Friction Cone Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
N. Y. Beltlne & Packing Co.
Page Belting Co.
Schleren & Co.. Chas. A.
Hhnltz Beltlne Co.

Boilers.
Abendroth & RootMfg. Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Bonks, Klectrlcal.
Electrician Puhlishlng Co.

Braider Npoolen*.
Payne A Co., Geo. W.

Bra88 Ooodn.
Powell Co., The Wm.

Bnrslar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Klectric^il Sapplv Co., The.
Great Weetern Elec. Supply Co.
Greeley ii Co. .The E. S.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick & Carter Oo.

Cablen.
fSee Wire Inenlated.)

Cables, Electric. (SeoWtre Inen-
lated), Copper, Hheet and Bar,
Standard Underground Cftble Co.
Wpttern Electric Co.

CarbODH, PolntM and Flatefl.
Brush Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co , The.
Globe Carbon Co.
Knapp Electrical Works,
National Carhon Co.
Waehington Carlion Co,
Wflntflm Eler.rrtcCo,

ClntchCN. Friction.
Hill Clutch Works.

CuDHtrnctlon and Repairs.
BalnElectrlcMfg. Co.
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Electric Constrnr.tion & Sonply Co.
Electric Supply & '"ontracting Co.
Electrical Construction Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Wnrka.
Leooar'i &Co..H. Ward.
Smith, Thf.B O. Jr.
Temple. J. C.
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Contractora, Klectrlc Lieht,
Knsloe Plants and RIectric
Railways.
Ball Enuloe Co.
Ball& Wood f o..The.
Bain Electric Manofactarlng Co.
Brash Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfe. Co.
Detroit Kiectrical Works.
Edison General Electric Co.
Eleciric Supply & Contracting Co.
Electrical Ecg. & Snpply Co,
Fort Wavne Electric Co.
HeiGler Electric Co.
Ide & Son A. L.
Keller & Degenhardt.
Leonard & Co., H. Ward.
Pearson & Co., W. B.
Pond Engineering Co.
Rockford Electric Manufacturing Co.
Roval Electric Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Short Electric Railway Co.-
Pmlth, Thos. G Jr.

Sprague.Duncan A Hutchinson, Ltd.
Temple, J. C.
Thomson -Houston Electric Co
Weatinehouee Electric & Mfg. Co.
WeetinghouEe Machine Co,
Western Electric Co.
Williams Engine Works.
Woodbrldge & Turner Eng. Co.

Copper Wires and Tapes.
American Electrical Works.
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Central E'ectrlc Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Edleon General Electric Co.
Electrlf-al Snpply Co., The.
Great Western Elec. Snpply Co.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Monitor Electric Co.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
SperryElec. Mining Machine Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cordaae.
Samson Cordage Works.

Cross-Arms.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Holmes, O. H.
Loud, H. M, & Sons Lumber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cnt-OntH and tsliv^tcbes.
Alexander, Barney & Chapln.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
RlectTlcai Supply Co., The.
Gleason & Bal'ev Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Palste, H.T.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Star ElectrixCo.
Van Nulp. C. S.

Western Electric Co.

Dvnam OS-
Brush Electric Co.
Rain Electric Mfg. Cn,
Beees.-T. E., Mfg. & Supply Co.
O. & C . E'ectrlc Motor Co.
Colburn Eloctrlr Mfg.Co.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Easion Electric Co.
Elecrlral En". & Supply Co.
Fort Wayne Electric Co.
Heieler Electr'c Co.
Ide it Son. A. L.
National Electric Manniactnrlng Co.
Rockford Electric Manufacturing Oo.
Royal Electric Co.
Schuyler Electric Co.
Thomson-HouBton Electric Co.
United States Electric Lighting Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse Electric* Mfg. Co.

Electric Heatina:.
Electric Merchandise Co.

Klectrlc RaU^vays.
Detroit Electrical Worke.
Edison General Electric Co.
Leonard & Co.. II, Ward.
Sargent & Lundy.
Short Electric Railway Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Woodbrldee & Turner Eng. Co.

Electrical Instroments.
BunnelKt Co, J. U.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The,
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Greeley Jt Co., The E. 8.

Partrick & Carter Co.
Queen & Co.
Star Electrlx Co
Union Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.

Electrlcol Inlellleence.
Keller & Degenhhrdt.
Leonard A Co., H. Ward.

Electrical ^specialties.
Hies Electric Specialty Co., The.
Star Electrlx Co.
Sprsgue. Duncan ftHulchlneon Ltd.

Electroliers and Combina-
tion Fixtures.
Bogcot, E.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Gleaeon & Bailey Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.

Electro-Platlne Slachlnea.
Bruah Electric Co.
Colburn Electric Mfij. Co.
EdJson General Electric Co.
Tbomson-Hooaton Electric Co.

Elevators.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

EDslnes, mteam.
Ball EnctDc Co.
Ball A Wood Co, The.
Betrt-'B.-J. E..Mfg. & Snpply Co.
Ide Lt Son. A. L.
Pearson & Co., W. B.
Pond Eneineering Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Smith, ThoB.G. .Jr.

Steams Mfg, Co.
WestlDgbonse Machine Co.
WIlUamB Engine Co,

EDerav«»r8.
Braun Illustrating Co,

Fan OntfltH.
C. & C. Electric Motor Co.
Edleon General Electric Co,
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.
Electric Secret Service Co-
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works.
PartricK .3E Carter Co.
Union Eleciric Worka.
Western Electric Co.

Friction Cones.
Evane Friction Cone Co.

Cras lii^ntins. Electric.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

General Electrical Supplies.
Alexander, Barney & Chapm.
American Electrical Works.
Bunnell & Co.,J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Electric Mfg- Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Detroit Electrical Works.
Edison General Slectric Co.
Electric Supply & Contracting Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co.
Electric Construction & Supply Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Great Western Elec. Snpply Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Ostrander & Co.,W. R.
Pariirick & Carter Co.
Ries Electric Specialty Co., The.
Star Electrlx Co.
Thomaon-Honston Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

«»]obes and Electrical Qlass-
ware.
Baggof. E.
Brookfield, Wm.
Gleaaon & Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Hemiogray Glass Co.
Phoenis Glass Co.
Security Insulator Co.

Hard Kiibber Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co,

inHnlators and Jjisnlatlnx
Materials.
Alexander, Barney & Chapln.
Brookfield, Wm.
Central Electric Co.
Consolidated Elec. Mfg. Co., The.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electric Merchandise Co.
Electrical Snpply Co., The.
Great W'estern Elec. Snpply Co.
llemiDgray Glass Co.
Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
International Okonlte Co.. The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Knapp Electrical Works.
Mnnsell & Co., Eugene,
Kew York Insulated Wire Co.
Nuttall, R. D., Company.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Security Ireulator Co.
Star ElectrixCo.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wasat^rh .\ephaltum Co.
Western Electric Co.

Insulated YVIres and Cables.
aiagnet Tt'lre.
American Electrical Works.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Day's Kerlte Insulation.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Edleon General Electric Co.
Electrical Snpply Co.. The.
Gleaeon Jt Bailey Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Holmes, Booth & Haydens.
International Okonlte Co., The.
India Rubber & Gntta Percha Insu-
latlngX'o.

Knapp Electrical vVorks.
Monitor Electric Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Siierry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
\\estern Electric Co.

I^amps, Inrandescent.
Alexander, Barney A Chapln.
Borufltpin Eleciric Co.
Brash Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Edison General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Klectrical EntT. & Snpplv Co.
Gle.iBon A- Bftilev Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Great Western Elec Supply Co.
Greeley & Co., The H. S.
Helsler Electric Co.
Knapn Electrical Works.
New York and Ohio Co.
SawvT>r-MRn Klectrlc Co.
Suntwam Incandescent Lamp Co.
Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

liubrlcstors.
Powell Co., The Wm.

nasrnet Wl-e.
(See Insulated Wire.)

nedlcal Batteries.
Partrick* Carter Co.

lllca.
Mnnsell & Co., Sugen^.
Schoonmaker, A. Q.

niDioK Apparatas, Electric,
Bain Electric Mfe. Co.
EdJBoa Gensral Electric Co.
Thomson-Hod Bton lsl*!Ctric Co,
Sperry Elec. Mining Machine Co.
Wesllniibonee Electric A Mfg. Co.

Motors.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Bmsh Electric Co.
Croctter-Wheeler Electric Motor Co.
C. & C. Electric Motor Co.
Chicago Electric Motor Co.
Eapion Electric Co.
EfilBon General Electric Co.
Electric Supply & Contracting Co.
Electrical Eng. & Supply Co,
Elektror Manufactarlne Co.
Foet<;r. O. A.
Rockford E lectric ilanofacturine Co
Royal Electric Co.
TnomsoE-HougtoD Electric Co.
U. 8. Electric Lighting Co.
Weatinghoufle Electric <t Mfg. Co.

Name Plates.
Goodrich-Coleman EJec. Works

Office FomltDre.
American Desk &, Seating Co.
Andrews & Co., A. H.

Oils.
Tauesifi, 8.

Oil Caps.
Powell Co.. The Wm.

Patent t^olicltors.
Woodhouse t Rawson, Ltd

Packtner.
Baiton. Geo. B.
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co.

Pins and Brackets.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The
Holmes, C.H.
Loud, H. M. & Sons Lnmb«r Co.
Western Electric Co.

PlatiDnm.
Schawel & Co., Jas

Poles.
Brownlee & Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co , The
Holmes, C. B".

liOud, H. M. & Sons Lomber Co
MllUken Bros.
Stenlng.W. c.

Publishers. Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Posh Battoos,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co., The.
Knapp Electrical Works,
Partrick & Carter Co.
Union Hardware Co.
Western Electric Co.

Railways, Electric.
(See electric railways.

>

Rpgalaflne Sorbets.
Ries Electric Specialty Co.. The.

S<^parRtnrs, ^tfam.
Hine Eliminator Co.
Pond Engineering Co.

Slate.
Murphy, T. J.

SpeakinK Tnbes,
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sapply Co., The.
KnapD Eleptrlcal Works.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Western Electric Co.

Speed Indicators.
Qneen & Co.

Steam Pumps.
Worthlngton, Henry R.

Supplies, Electric Railway
Electric Merchandise Co.
Nuttall. R. D. Co.

Tapes, InsniatLnr*
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
ChlCQSO Insulated Wire Co.
Eaetern Electric Cable Co.
Edieon General Electric Co.
Electrical Supply Co. , The.
India Ruttber <fc Gntta Percha In-
sulating Co.

International Okonlte Co., The.
New York Insulated Wire Co.

Teleerraph Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Secret Service Co.
Electrical tfnpplv Co., The
Greeley *fc Co., The E. 8.
Knapp Electrical Worka.
Monitor Electric Co.
Partrick * Caner Co.
Weatom Electric Co.

Telephotief>. Electric-
Western Electric Co.

Test (nstmments.
Bain Electric Mfg. Co.
Bunnell & Co.. J. H.
Central Electric Oo,
Chicago Electric Mfc. Co.
Electrical Sopplv Co^The.
Greeley & Co., the K. S.
Knapp ElectrlcAl Works.
Oneen & Co.
I nlon Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.

Transformers.
Electrical Enc. Jt Snpply Ca
National ElectncMannfacttirineCo.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghonse Electric ^^l- Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Sameon Cordage Worts.

Trncks, Electric Car.
Kdlpon Genera! Electric Co.
Short Electric Rallwav Co.
Thomeon-Honeton Electric Co.
NVestlngUouse Electric A Mfg. Co.

Tnrbtne IVheels.
Dayton Globe Tmn Worts Co.
Peiton Water Wheel Co.
SUlwell * Bierce Mfg, Co.

Tvpe Writers.
Densmore Type Writer Co.

VrIacs
Beckerleg, Jaa. G.

Wire, Bare.
American Klectrical Worka.
BuDu.^Il A,- Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Electrical Sopply Co., The.
Hoime e. Booth & Haydens.
Knapp Blectrlca! Work*
Sperry Blec Mining Machine Co,
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In view of the decisions in the cases ot Western Electric Mfg. Co. vs. Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.,

reported in 14 Federal Reporter, 691, and Western Electric Co. vs. Electrical Construction Co., et al,

reported in the Western Electkioian of November 31, 1891, and a large number of cases in which

injunctions have been granted on the Gray Patent No. 172,993, February 1, 1876, we claim as owners

of said Gray patent the exclusive right to make, use and sell, or to license others to make, use and sell,

apparatus covered by the claim of said patent, which is as follows:

"The combination of a movable elevator car, the annunciator attached thereto and moving
therewith, circuit closing and breaking signal keys on different floors, and mechanism whereby an electric

current is maintained between the signal keys and annunciator without interruption by the movement of

the car."

We have agents in all the principal cities who will install apparatus licensed by us and will guar-

antee the satisfactory operation of same.

AH persons are warned against making, using or selling electric elevator annunciator apparatus

not licensed by us.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
CHICAGO and NEW YORK.

,^^«S^

^Mm®^^

THE SUNBEAM INCANDESCENT LAMPS
Can be furnished of any desired eflaciency or life to suit our customers. We make two
standard styles of lamps, as follows:

High efBciency lamps, from 3 to 3 1-3 watts, which maintain their rated candle power
from 750 to 1,000 hours.

Long-lived lamps, from 3 6-10 to 4 watts, which maintain their rated candle power
from 1..500 to 3,000 hours.

Each style will be found to give more light per dollar expended in current than
similar lamps made by other manufacturers.

SUNBEAM INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.,
805 Chamber of Commerce Building, Chicago.
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WHAT'S THE USE OF BUYING SWITCHES?

WE ARE GIVING THEM AWAY.

READ THIS.
We will for 30 days from the date of this

notice, give away ten, five ampere, or nine,

ten ampere Paiste switches to any one

sending us an order for one hundred

dollars worth of goods, accompanied by

this blank filled in and signed.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

November 23, 1891. CHICAGO.

Central Electric Company,
CHICAGO.

Please send with accompanying order

am/pere Paiste sivitches, for which yon agree to

make no charge.

Signed^

1891.

A DEPARTURE
IN CARBONS.

We are selling MOULDED Carbons,
.

Chicago delivery at factory prices for

FORCED Carbons.

THIS IS A DEPARTURE IN THE SUPPLY BUSINESS.

EVERY CARBON GUARANTEED
For straightness, brilliancy and life. A full stock of 7-16

and '/i inch plain or coated Carbons will hereafter be kept

in our Warerooms, and prompt shipment assured. Save time

and money by buying in Chicago instead of at the factories.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116 and 118 Franklin St., CHICAGO.

CONNECTED BY PRIVATE WIRE WITH POSTAL TELEGRAPH-CABLE CO.'S SYSTEM.
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Edison

General

Electric Co.

EDISON BUILDING,

BROAD STREET,

NEW YORK.

PRESSURE INDICATOR.

yHE EDISON PRESSURE INDICATOR is acknowledged the most Per-

fect Instrument for Indicating Pressure. It is at all times Reliable

and Accurate.

Is easy of Adjustment, and always Remains in Circuit.

its Accuracy can be Checked at any Time, without additional Instruments,

the IndicatorContaining within Itself the Means for Checking ItsOwn Readings.

The Sc:sle can ^e Read at a Distance, indicating positively "Right,"

"High" or "Low," according to Pressure.

Years of Practical Operation Have Proven these Facts, and all Plants

Desiring to Obtain Good Practice should Possess the Edison Indicator.

For Particulars, address nearest District Office.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

CANADIAN DISTRICT:
Edison Building, Toronto. Can.

CENTRAL DISTRICT:
173-175 Adams St., Cliicago. III.

EASTERN DISTRICT:
Edison Building. Broad St.. New York.

NEW ENGLAND DISTRICT:
25 Otis Street. Boston. Mass.

PACIFIC COAST DISTRICT:
Edison Building. 1 12 Bush St.. San

Francisco. Ual.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST DISTRICT:
Fleischncr Building, Portland. Ore.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DISTRICT:
IVIasonic Building. Denver, Colo.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT:
10 Decatur St., Atlanta. Ga

Sabmarine Telephone,

Telegrapi Interior,

Electric Liglit.

'h<iH<hM)} WoiKs. i;iliH<.ii <-<-n<'i;>l MnliM 4 J'>ii).

Manufactured under Authority of SIEMENS & HALSKE,
BY

The Edison General Electric Company,
E8Clmat«a Fnmlahwl on Application.

AT TIIEIK «CIIKKt:CTAI»V VVOICHN.

Address, Cable and Wire Department, Edison General Electric Company,
FIHSON Iti IJLOI.Nt;. ItltOAO STRKKT, AKW VOICK, or TVeareHt MifitrRt Oflice.

CanailUn I>I«irI''t: F/IlHon RnllfllnB-. Toronto, fan.
>ntral ni»trlrt: 17.1-175 Adnma »t . < hirneo.
F.miit«m niatrl>-t: Kdlaon Bnlldlnc. Rroail Ht.. .lew VorU.
Kew Kncland Dlatrlct: 'ir, OtU Ht.. Boiiton. Hua

•nrlflr <'onRt ItiHtrlrl; KdlHOn Kall<llnc, l\t IIuhIi Ht . Hun ICranclaro, Cut.
f'ariflr %'orl h went J»lHtrlrt: FlrlHrhnfr HiilldlnK. I'Ortland, Ore.
Knrky .Mountain Olatrlct: 9lanonfc HnlldlnK. l^enver, Colo*
Montliem Itlatrlct: 10 Uecstnr Mt., Atlanta, Ua.
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WEEKLY BULLETIN TO ITS FRIENDS.

Last week we stated that the Carbon Trust proposed to drive us out of the

business by monopolizing the supply of raw material. To this end IT is bending all

ITS energies. v
-"

MORE ABOUT TRUST METHODS:
A representative of the Trust visited people who supply us with raw material, and

proposed the following:

"The Trust will buy ra"w material

from YOU, if you will agree to charge
outsiders twenty-five per cent, more
than you charge the Trust."

This little scheme would have enabled the Trust to Advance the price of Carbons

$3.00 PER THOUSAND,
but it failed. By ''Outsiders" it meant The Washington Carbon Company. It

is part of its creed that no one but the Trust has any right in the business.

We are glad to be "outsiders." We
propose to keep on being outsiders, for

it pays, as our order books show.

We are very busy, but have time enough to keep an eye out for the Trust, and

have gathered much interesting matter, which we propose to deal out in weekly in-

stallments.

As we have arranged for an abundant supply of raw material, we are prepared to

make contracts for carbons at fair prices for a term of years.

THE Washington Carbon Company,
LOflK OUT FOR NEXT WEEK! Washinfton, Pennsylvania,
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WARD " ARC LAMPS.
The testimony of any one using one or two arc lamps may be valuable or not, according

to their knowledge of arc lamps.

The "Ward" Lamp is the only lamp that is in use successfully, and in large numbers, on
either central station or isolated plants.

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.,
OF St. P.vul, Minn.

St. Paul, Minn., August 28, 1891.

.UeaarH. STcDoneall A. rammlncs, Wentfrn 9lanaeer8,
The Electric ConHtruotion and litnppjy Co.,

I'heDix BDJl4llncr, Cblcaso, III.

DeabSibs:—We are using your arc lamps on our lines, anil with
great eatisfaclion boih to ourselves and our consumers. They arc the
only arc lamps we are using, and in nur opinion are the best lamp of ihe
kind that have cjme to our nolice. Our continued ordc'S to you not
only show our appreciation of their merits but alpo Ihe fact that we find

them a good paying Inveslment. Veiy truly yours,

EDiaON ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.,
G. H. Finn, General Manager.

EDISON LIGHT & POWER CO.,

OF Minneapolis.
Minneapolis, August 22, 1891.

The Electric Congtractlon & l^npply Co.,
18 Cortlandt Htreet, New York Oity.

Gentlemen;—Within the last eighteen months we have been In-

stalling a number of arc lamps on our incandescent circuits. We now
have one hundred and ninety-six of your "Ward" lamps In operation,
and It gives us pleasure to state that they give the very best of satisfac-

lion, both to ourselves and our customers. We consider them a most
xcellent lamp. Yours truly,

EDISON LIGHT & POWER CO.

Lamps for direct current, alternating current, street rail^v^ay circuits,

focusing lamps, photoengraving lamps, search lamps.

s£j]Nrz:> r'c^n. ottjr. i«j"e:"\7\7" o.A.Tr.A.XjOOTT:Ei.

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION i SUPPLY CO.,
Phenix Building,

CHICAGO. \1mJm, Established 1881.

Telephone Building,

NTIJK YORK CITir.
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^ A^ A I ^^1 mrCi ^^- 23, Electric Railway Supplies,Wn I /^I^^UiWbW ( No. 24, Electric Lighting Supplies,

JUST OUT. SEND IN YOUR APPLICATION.

GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
201-207 So. Canal Street. CHICAGO, U. S. A.

HOLMES, BOOTH & HAYDENS,
MANUFACTURERS OF BARE AND INSULATED WIRE.

Undertvrit&i's' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely fliiished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton
and Worsted Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work.

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT KiKi LINE WIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

.A.gren.ts for tlie T7^7-.A.Sm3SrC3-T01T C-A-IlBOiT CO., Car"tooiis for -A-rc Lig-iLtiXLgr.

E If M>.

THE GREAT WESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., CHICAGO,
Are our Selling Agents, and carry a line of Insulated and Bare Wires of our make.

THOS. L. SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 Park Place, NEW YORK.

SPRAGUE, DUNCAN & HUTCHINSON,
Limited.

FRANK J. SPRACUE,
LOUIS DUNCAN, Ph. D.,

ALFRED BISHOP MASON,
GARY T. HUTCHINSON, Ph. D.

CONSULTING ELECTRICA L ENGINEERS.

15 WALL STREET, NEW YORK.

The Latest Thing in Insuiators,

MANrtACTUKED ET THE

Security Insulator Co.
An Jnsnlator ihat is eaBil7 and quickly adjusted,

and will securely c'amp the wire withoat injory to
the Insolation, thus doing awsy entirely with tie

wirec,and effecting a Urge eavlDgof time and labor
In wiring. Wire from 'a to % o( an incU may he
used, time allowinp of avariaiion of y^ of an inch ia
size of wiie. Made of the beat Vltrilidd and Non-
Absorbent Porcelain.

Write Tor I'ri<-e and I'ull I'lirl iiular-i.

SECURITY INSULATOR CO,
130 Liberty St.. XKW YORK.

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC COJ
BOSTON,

620 Atlantic Avenue.

NEW YORK,
5 1 0-534 West 23d Street.

CHICAGO,
217 La Salle Street.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
Orders Executed Correctly and Promptly.

BEST AND CHEAPEST.

£J

ALSO-
Ho. 115, Keyless SocM, U io.

No. 130. Keyless Wall Socket-

Porcelain or Wood Base.

Ro. 145. Keyless docket tor 75,

100 and 150 c. p. Lamps,

T\ No, 160. Walerprool Socket.

No, 140. Attachment Plug,

with Fuses.

No. 1 25. Key Wall Sockol— Porcelain or Wood Base. No. 110. Key Socket. No 1 20 Keyless J's
inch rocket.
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FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
SOIfETHlNf^ EWTIBELY NEW. Saves the Current, Regalates the Light. An Inuovalion in Electric Lighting. SiHPLE. EF>'ICJBWT, ECOIVOSIlCAli

INI>OR!>>ED BY THE EI.BC;TBH.;*li PKESS and prominent Electrical Engineers and Electricians.

NO RESISTANCE, OR ANY OTHER CURRENT-CONSUMING DEVICES USED.
The Price of our No. 1 Hies Be{;iilatiDe t^ocket (for lamps IG to ''i.'i C. P. 50 volt8i Is

©1 Q*71/( $3.00 EACH LESS 57 1-2 PERCENT. DISCOUNT. WAKING THE ) <ei O'^l/
n'-*- '^^ « /2'(! NtT PRICE $1.27 1-2 EACH. When Ordered in Quantities. ftJ>J..<tf|/2

^or,.art,c„.ars.v.uet„ ^QLE PATE NTE ES ^ M A N U

F

ACTU R E R S,BAT.TDIUKE .VN» EIIT-*W STS., BALTIMOBE. MB.THE RIES ELECTRIC SPECIALTY COMPANY,
^ TO l>Ki\VrK A'lA

BURLINGTON HOUTB.
Only Oii»^ \ie:lit on the Koad

Leave Chicago at 1.00 P. M.. or St. Louis at S.25
A M.. and arrive Denver 6 15 P. SL the next day.
Throngh Sleepers, Chair Cars acd Dining Cars
All Railways from the Eiist connect with these
traiDS and with similar trains via Burlington
lloute to Denver, leaving Chicago at 6.10 P M.,
St. LouisatS.loP. IM., and Peoria at 3.-2U P. 31.,

and S.OO P. yi. All trains daily.
Additional express trains, making as qnick time

as those of any other rnad, from Chicago, St.

Louis and Peoria to St. Paul, Minneftpolis, Council
EluCfs, Omaha, Cheyenne, Black Hilis, Atchison,
Kansas City, Houston and all points West, North-
west and Southwest.

SPEAKING TUBESM WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric, Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS «^ B£LLS.
Plllili 1.IMB A1.WAY8 ISI i^TOCK.

W. R. OSTRaNDER & CO.,
105 and 197 Fulton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 14t)3 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn. N. Y.

^^Send for New Catalogue. Out AuguBt let.

"CVJS .^^fLDES

HEADQUARTERS
IX tuf: west for

ELECTRICAL BOOKS.
Send for Complete t'ataloeue.

ELECTRICIAN PDBLISHING COMPANY,
6 Lakeside Building. CHICAGO.

"WINTER SPECIALTIES."
BRAND'S STEEL WIRE TRACK BROOMS,
WAEDWELL'S TRACK BROOM HOLDERS,
BURTON ELECTRIC HEATERS,

-AMD —

ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES
OF EVERT SORT-
FOR ANT STSTEM.

ELECTRIC MERCHANDISE CO.,
W. R. MASON. Gen-I Mgr. CHICAGO. I I AdatTIS Street.

INTERIOR CONDUITS

TRADE-MARK.

Ttie SolntioH of tlie ProMem of Safe GnariliDi

GLEGTRIG GONDOGTORS
WTierever and for whatsoever purpose employed, 1b to

be fotind in the

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
INTERIOR AND UNDERGRODND

coD^:D"criTS
MANUFACTURED V.Y

I N 7ER I O "R,

CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
uunoi/c 1 527 to 531 W. 34th St.,
WOKKi. 526 to 628 W. 36th St..

General Offices; 42 & 44 Broad St. , New York.

Thoa. Day & Co.. 222 Sutter St., San FranclBco, Cal.

Mountain Electric Co., Denver Colo.
American Electrical Supply Co.,

2Jtl Pearl St.. Buffalo, N. Y.
Putnam, Gay .S Co., 27 E. Msln St,, Rochester, N. Y.
Glover Elect. Co.. V^l W.8th St., Cincinnati, O.
Chas. Gabriel, Snjiinsw, Ml(h.
Southern Electrical Mft;. and Supply Co.,

110 Rnronne .St., New Orleans, La.
Walker & Kepler, Wl Che^^tnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Electrical Sapply &CoDBirnctlon Co., PJttebargh, Pa.
Southern Electric Co, Balilmore. Md.

Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co.,
(I.IIBITED.)

Hanofactnrers of, and Dealers in, a line of General

ELECTRICAL MERCHANDISE,
ALSO ELECTRIC AND COMBINATION

FIXTURES AND GLASSWARE.

Rubber Covered Weather-Proof Wires
and Lamp Cords.

233 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

It ^fill pay yoa to get oar prices and nevr catalogne.

G. A. HARltOXJNT,

MONITOR ELECTRIC CO.,
14-3 WABASH AVEL, CHICAGO, ILL.

WHOLESALE DEALER IN GENERAL

ELECTRICAL SUPHIES
WESTERN ACCENT VOK

ALFRED F. MOORE
iKSTABLISHED 1.420. <

ELEGTRIGAL WIRES AND GABLES.
Klcctilc r.iglil. Annunciator and Ollice Wires. Incandescent and Battery CpnlS;

fact, every kind of Wire known ro the Klectrical Trade.

THOMAS STURGIS. Presf. Wm. C. LANE. Sec'y and Treas. C. P. MACKIE, Gen'l Manager. S. S. BOGART, Gen'l Agent.

ELECTRIC SECRET SERVICE COMPANY,
43 . KTESA^V

INDIVIDUALARC LIGHTS MOTOR CUTOUT.
LAMPS OR MOTORS CUT IN AND OUT AT WILL FROM CENTRAL STATION WITHOUT

DISTURBING OTHERS ON SAME CIRCUIT.

Tlii-i Systorn S.-ives Mileage of Circnii-, .\Iak<-^ S<:ili.;iv,l |',u-,iiii-.s I'lolil.il.lc .iiid Scciuch I'liyincnl, for Kvoiy Hour of Light.
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WestinAuse Electric & Mffi[.

COMPANY,
Pittstour^, Pa.-, XJ. S. JL.

Makers of Electric Light and Power Apparatus for ail Purposes.

PIONEERS OF THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM,
oxTn

Converters
OO'Af^XM'SI

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
ABSOLUTE SAFETY,
PERFECT REGULATION,
LOW PRICES.

oxjrt

Me
.£LZi.:e:

OVER 700,000

SIMPLE,
ACCURATE,
RELSABLE,
DURABLE.

16 C.P. Lights' Capacity

of METERS IN USE.
METER.

CONVERTER.

The Westinghouse Meter is the only A. C. Meter which has been adopted as standard by the London (England) Board of

Trade. Synchronous System for the Long Distance Transmission of Power in large units claims the attention

of every one having available Water Power within twenty-five miles of a market.

RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
WE MANUFACTURE AND SELL

GEARLESS and SINGLE REDUCTION

«to.i

YES,
RAILW^AY MOTORS,

MULTIPOLAR AND 2-POLE GENERATORS,
and all Station Appliances for Street Railway "Work.

IRON-CLAD GEARLESS MOTOR.

Percentage of increase in roads using our apparatus greater than
that of any other company.

Send for Latest Catalofi:ue.

OFFICES IN ALL OF THE LEADING CITIES. Correspondence Solidted.

SINGLE REDUCTION MOTOR.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
Fittstoixrs, FaL-5, XJ. S- JL-
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STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS
MiNTjyACTURED BY

VHm. BROOKFIELD,
BUSHWICK GLASS WORKS. 83 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

The Mosher Arc Lamp.
DIRECT OR ALTERNATING INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

READ THE FOLLOWING TESTI3IOXLAL:
NATIONAL ELECTRIC 3IFG. CO., Eau Claibe, Wis., October 5, 1891.

Mother Arc lj<>iup Co., Chifaso. III. ,^ ^ .i. ,

Gentlemen- :—Repivin? to \ our inqcirv of tbe Si inst. we beg to state that tbe lamps
Toneen':us s >me time ago are giviDg u9 better Batielaction than any oiher lamp we fiave

ever tried lo burn on an incaudeecent circnlt. We Inclose bertwlth an order for 10 of

them to be shipped lo Eli^in, 111. Toore very Iruly. ^^r„,„„ xcc-,-, ^f»>'ATIOSAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

Jfoted for Simplicity and Steadiness.

SCO to 5,000 candle nower, making superior lamp for photo engravJnij piirpoaeB.

"U'rite for price, circular, atd sample lamp.

MOSflER ARC LAMP CO, 125 Ontario St., CHICAGO
Or to F. P. LUtle & Co., Baflslo, N. Y. ; Creaghead EnelnsTlng Co.,

Cinclnrati, O. ; C-as F. Lin^inpr. S..n Fr-nrlgro. Pal.

JAS. SCHAWEL & <C0., i^^S"^:
Importers and Meltere. Sheet and Wire

in any Gause. Scrap Pnreliased.PLATINUM.
OFFICE DESKS,

Gem" and

PTj^:—^ J" Folding Beds.

isSs^S' Brassard Wire Work

«"gi'y"
i
fe^l;'

A, H. Andrews & Co,, 215 Wabash Ave,, Chicago.

MICA
For all Eli'ctric Insulating
Purposes East India Mica
is the best on the market.

I I SELL NO OTHER.
Send for Samples and Quotations.

A. O. SCHOONMAKER,
158 William St., NEW YORK.

SOLID BRAIDED CORD
1b the moFt
nle for ban
Arc Lamps,
Trolley
Cord, Cov
ering Field

Magnets, Saeh Cord, etc., etc.

Send for Samples and Prices.

SAMSOX CORDAGE WORKS,
115 CONl.l:^>^ ^'i i;KF.T, BOSTIiN.

HiNE's ELIMINATOR.X THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR OF ALL m
,A steam Sepaialois and Oil Extractors.
gl'-^rS In twelve trials in the "Cornell" Separator test, it averaged

.^t
In twelve trials in the "Cornell" Separator test, it averaged

_ ^ 7-:0 per cent Dry Steam. Oatetripping all competltora. '"Vi

r'
I

Send for Circular and Cornell lest report. u

K^.i.. HINE ELIMINATOR CO.,
'°^ NEW YORit. noBilTTAL.

Ttii- mi \ .-n i-.t-Mn-nt ;ipi>cai> e\ ery other a\ eek.

-t^e;-

urn umm so.,

PUSH-BDTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

95 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK.

CEDAR, OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL.

Tf you arc in want of poIe.H of any kind, it would pay
you to write for our prlcts, before ordering.

DETROIT,
MICH.

Royal Electric Co.,
911 & 913 South Washington St., PEOEIA, ILL,;

BROWNLEE & CO.,

•<^.••ry^rTl!.^.l'.'' or

Alternating and Continuous Current Dynamos and Motors,

AND ELECTRIC MACHINERY.

Agents Wanted for Exclusive Territory.

PATENT

rEfm"HER BELTING

Buns more Silack than
tnperforated Belts, hence
adapted to uneven power
of Electric Bailways and
for Electric Power in Ciren-

eral.

CHAS. A. SCHIEREN &; CO.,
PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTUREBS,

Also New York, HoHton.i
Philadelphia. ' 46 SOUTH CANAL ST., CHICAGO. ILL

NEWYORKBELTING&PACKINC GO,
rOHN H. CHKEVKU, ) (LIIWITED.)
.1. 1>. CHEEVKK. M,inaBir.s. ^ '

F. CAZENOVK JOXES. \

WM. T. I5AIRr>,.Sec'r.

Oldest and larijest Manufacturers in the United States of

l\\M:v«Jj-\\\-'2.(Ka';-t

SALESROOMS:
PHILADELPnH, 303 Ohealnat Street.
BOSTON, 5-2 Summer Street.
Oinf'AGO, 151 Lake Street.
DENVER. 1601-1611 irth Street.
CII.MtI.ESTON. 160 Meeting Street.
GH.VND RAPIDS. 4 Monroe Street.
MINNEAPOLIS, 28 Soutli 2d Street
CLEVELAND. 176 .Superior Street

15 PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

Jnited States of

Vulcanized Rubber Fabrics
FOR MECflAMCAL PI

Rubber Belting,

Packing

and Hose.

SALESROOMS:
SAN FRANCISCO, 17 liain .street.
ATLANTA, 16 Decatur Street.
DETROIT, 16-20 Woodwnrd Ave.
BALTIMORE. 13 North OUarles Street.
BUFFALO, 124-123 Washington Street.NEW ORLEANS, f-12 North Peters Street.
KANSAS CITY. 1313 We»t 12th Street.
ST. LOUIS, 616 Locust Street.

$40 FREE.

How manv words can von make, neiog only
the letters ia the worda'-'HAT II>««T1-
FIKR.*' let prize—Twenty-live dollars: 2d
prize—Ten d"lUr5; :M prize- t'lvt: dollars; 4th
prize—One dozi^n "Idi nLifi-rg

'"

Sind a dime fnr rules governing contest and
sample '-Identifier" to

JL.LIN018 mETAl. CO.,
Royal Insurance Bldi:^., Chicago, III.

THE SHORT DYNAMO.

Efficiency, 92 Per Cent.

From 75 to 500 Horse Power.

Flat Ring Armature.

Multiple BrusKies.

Large Commutator. Independent Coils.

Perfect Ventilation.

THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.,

THE BUNNELL

GALVANOMETER

$9.00.
. ^^ A thoroughly reliable

gp\^ Pockflt Battery Gaoge,

Circuit indicator

A.N1>

r elector Galvanometer.

No Springs or Electro-
Magnets.

Discount to tho Trade.

J. H. BUNNELL & CO.,

76 Corllandl St.. NEW YOHK.
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Lighting Plant in the "Fair" Building,
Chicago.

Chicago is a city of great buildings, and by no means

the least pretentious is the structure whose electric lighting

equipment forms the subject of the present sketch. The

enlargement of the "Fair" building without, apparently,

the slightest hindrance to the enormous business daily con-

ducted in that establishment has been a marvel to many.

An inspection of the electric lighting plant alone is suffi-

In the dynamo room, as seen in the view presented here-

with, the engines and dynamos are set very closely togeth-

er. The engines are three in number of the Dick &
Church compound horizontal type, each being of 200

horse power. These engines are furnished with double

fly-wheels, so that each one drives four dynamos tandem.

The dynamo pulleys are leather faced.

The generating equipment is composed of dynamos of

three different types brought out within the year 1891.

generator of the same type. The machine has ^i

carbon brushes, and is of 70 kilowatts capacity at no
volts.

The smaller of the incandescent machines, 28 kilowatts

in capacity, is of the Manchester type, compound wound,

with abnormally heavy fields. The armature is a Siemens

drum, wound with a cable formed of a number of insulated

wires in parallel. Both the incandescent machines can be

controlled by means of a pair of rheostats to run the lamps

cient to leave a favorable impression as to the thoroughness

of the many improvements and conveniences introduced

into the new home of this thriving enterprise. The "Fair"

plant is a veritable central station, comprising, as it does,

generators for the supply of 600 arc and about 1,300 in-

candescent lamps.

Steam for the engines and for heating is supplied by six

boilers of the E.xcelsior Iron Works pattern, with Hitter &
Burke smokeless furnaces, fired from above. With this

type of furnace the firemen are note.\posed to open furnace

doors. The boilers are fed by Worthington pumps, from

a Baragwanath feed water heater, condensation water from

the steam heating apparatus of the building being used as

much as possible.

LIGHTING I'LANT IN THE "FAIR" HUILDING, CHICAGO

These machines were built by the Standard Electric com-

pany, Chicago, on the designs of George Edensor Dorman.

The arc dynamos have a capacity of 50 lamps, and operate

with a current of 6,'',, amperes. The armature of the arc

machines is of the Clramme type, with certain modifica-

tions, and runs in a "Manchester" field. The unobstructed

interior of the armature secures good ventilation. On each

arc machine swilch-bDard is 3 Lovcridge iS: Vanderburg

stopping switch.

The larger of the two incandescent dynamos, which are

not yet running, is a si.\ pole machine, with bent

sectional fields, compound wound, and provided with a

drum armature of a peculiar winding, already described in

the Western Electrician, in connection with a power

from red to above candle power. Wirt ammeters and

voltmeters, and Lang's and Andrews* switches are used,

-V feature of the installation is the method of lubrication,

built according to the ideas of J. G. Broman, chief engin-

eer. Oil is supplied to a system of underground piping from

an overhead tank. A standpipe at each machine and en-

gine furnishes the oil as required to each of the sight feed

lubricators. The drip passes into return mains and thence

to a filter from which the oil is pumped back to the tanks.

The wiring was done by the Standard Electric company.

There arc .|2 circuits, each circuit supplying about 15 to 17

lamps. On each rtoor are three or four circuits. The

lamps employed are of the Pllugcr type, with Parmly

triple carbons. These lamps burn on an average 14 hours.
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The incandescent wiring is on the Interior Conduit &

Insulation company's system.

The engine and dynamo room is tended by Assistant

Engineer Barlow, with the help of a man and boy.

One Of the Dynamos at the Frankfort
Exhibition.

Among the various types of dynamos exhibited at Frank-

fort was one by the Maschinenfabrik, Essiingen. This

machine, which is an eight-pole bo kilowatt dynamo, is

shown in Fig. i. The dynamo is coupled directly to a

horizontal compound engine, and gives, at a speed of

100 revolutions per minute, a current of 124 amperes,

with a difference of potential of 4S0 volts. The armature

is 114 centimeters in diameter, and has a drum winding,

there being 694 conductors on its exterior, counting all

around its periphery. The armature core is built up of iron

plates, I millimeter thick, separated from each other by

paper, and the whole is supported by a strong cast-iron

centerpiece, keyed to the engine crank shaft. The com-

mutator has 347 segments, insulated with mica, and the

ring carrying it is secured to the armature casting above

mentioned. It should be stated that this machine is

FIG. 3. OXE OF THE DYNAMOS AT THE FRANKFORT EX-

HIBITION.

quite exceplional in having mica between the commutator

segments, the insulation used almost universally for Ger-

man machines being of "presspahn," or cardboard made

from wood pulp. The radial magnets are cast in one with

the octagonal frame which supports them, the latter being

joined vertically, as shown. Two sets of brushes, at 45

degrees angular distance apart, collect the current which

flows through the 694 conductors in two parallels. The
engine cylinders are 32.5 centimeters and 50 centimeters

diameter, respectively, and the stroke is 60 centimeters.

The working pressure is S atmospheres, and the steam is

admitted by double beat vaives in conjunction with trip

gear, the point of cut-off being CDntroUed by the governor.

It is claimed that the combination exhibited gives for each

kilogramme of steam a return of 71 watt-hours with, and

52 watt-hours without, a condenser. The exhibitors sta'e

to the machine terminals, while the three intermediate con-

ductors are connected up to a compfinsating motor-dynamo

^^S- 3- This compensator has a Gramme armature. A^ith

four distinct circuits connected up to four separate commu-

tators. The magnet winding is a shunt to the two outside

wires and the excitation is consequently constant at a

potential of 4S0 volts. It will be seen from the diagram

of connections that all the commutators are joined in

series. When all the four circuits take through J^i, A'j.

A'j and 1?^, the same current, the motor dynamo is driven

by a small current flowing through the four armature

windings, .4, B, C and -D, in the same direction. If in

one of the branches, say A'^, the resistance is increased,

the difference of potential between the two conductors 2

and 3 rises by a very small amount, while in the other

three branches it falls.

The consequence is that while the armaturj increases

in speed a little, the winding. B, between the wires 2 and

3 receiving current and acting as a motor, the other three

windings, A, tTand D are acting as generators, the cur-

rent now flowing in an opposite direction through them,

an electromotive force being added to the circuits, Z^^, A\

and /v'4, with which they are connected. The compensator

in this way keeps the difference of potential for each cir-

cuit constant, always running as a motor and taking power

from ihe least loaded circuits to give it back, acting as a

generator, and raising the potential of the circuits loaded

more heavily. It is asserted that the compensator acts

most efficiently, and that four voltmeters in the branches

during operation will show no perceptible deviation from

120 volts.

Current may be taken direct Irom the terminals of tke

machine at ^So volts, cr, if desired, from the middle wiie

and one outside one at 240 volts. At the former pressure

it was supplied to a 50 horse power four-pole motor used

to pump the water from the Main quay to the lake in the

exhibition grounds. The other electromotors coupled to

the system were supplied with current at 120 volts, as were

also all the arc and glow lamp circuits. The cuts and de-

scription are from the Electrical Review of London.

Cable Roads in Chicago.

Residents of Chicago do not need to be told of the

glaring inefficiency of the cable lines of this city. The

cars do not begin to handle the traffic in the busy part of

the day; annoying stoppages, sometimes of hours' duration,

are frequent; and scarcely a day passes but that the news-

papers chronicle accidents, often resulting in death, on

some of the roads. The North and West Side companies

are the greater offenders, tut the lines on the South

Side, also, furnish a service that is far Uova being even ap-

proximately satisfactory. The people and press of the city

are clamoring for.someChing belter, and the companies,

especially those on the North and West Sides, are bitterly

denounced, one paper going so far as to style the former

fh;. I, tr.-t, <.ji Hit: IjVNAMOS

that their object has been not to get a dynamo which docs

a lar(;c <^aanEity of work for its weight, but one from which

is ob:ained the highest electrical return for the consump-

tion of a given qaaottty of fuel.

The machine above dcscritied is shunt wound, apd sup-

plies ct3r''ent throogh a five-way sy.«tcm of distribution.

Fig. a.

The two outside conductors of the system arc connccled

.\'i JiiK h;a:."kiokt i;;-;iiii;ihon.

the "North Side Murder company." Various remedies in

the way of aldcrmanic legislation arc proposed, but with

h'tticptospcct of relief.

The situation cannot fail to be of interest to the advo-

cates of electric traction, who have been told that the cable

system is the only one capab'c of hanilling the great street

railway traffic of large cities like Chicago, The cable has

b^en given an exhaustive trial and has proven a failure.

This fact is now admitted on all sides. The Railroad

Gazette, for instance, in an article on the subject of "Cable

Road and Rapid Transit in Chicago," states that "The
trouble in Chicago with the cable roads has reached a

climax, and those who have been offering these roads as

an example of what an ideal rapid transit should be, will

have to find another illustration. The fact is, these roads

have nearly reached their limit, and something more will

have to be done." The conclusion of this article is as fol-

lows:

The railroad companies find themselves in a predica-
ment. The rapid wear of the cables and the breaking of
the grips make a limit beyond which they cannot go.
For instance, when these cables were first put down they
were made of a given size, the same as is used on nearly
every cable road in the United States. The traffic has in-

creased many times, yet the same size of cables is still

used. To crowd more cars on to these comparatively
small cables would only result in worse trouble from an
increased number of break-downs- Scarcely a day passes
in Chicago without a delay caused either by a broken grip
or cable. These delays last from one to four hours,*ac-
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cording to the extent of the damage, and they invariably
happen at the busy hours when there is a heavy pull.

The breakage of one grip or cable will stop the entire traffic

on three or four miles of road at a time when the working
people are hurrying to business. If this were only an oc-
casional occurrence it would be forgiven with a true western
spirit; but it happens frequently, as any one who reads the
Chicago papers may notice.

A conclusion from this is that cable roads are a con-
siderable failure in Chicago as they are now managed.
They are neither sufficient for the traffic nor comfortable
for the passengers. There is a limit to the number of
cars which a given cable can carry, and therefore a limit

to the capacity of the road, which limit is not found, as it

should be, in the least allowable distance between trains
on the street To use a larger cable is impracticable with-
out an entire change in the diameters of the carrying pul-
leys, considerable changes in the engine house, and a re-

newal of the grips. The fact is that the cable now used is

as large as is ecocomical. A large cable wears more
rapidly, offers a greater resistance to bending, and loo
large a percentage of power is required to drive the cable
itself when the traffic is light. As it is no cables are run
after 12 o'clock, and even the longeit lines have to resort
to half-hourly trips with horse cars.

One of the most serious troubles, and perhaps the most
diflicult to overcome, is the liabilily of a large percentage
of all the cars on a cable to start at the same instant. If
one starts and then another, and so on until all have
started, the strain upon the cable is not more, perhaps,
than it can withstand; but if go per cent, of all cars are
starting at the same time, the accumulaled stress is so great
that the cable breaks. This concentration of loading is npt
generally understood, and many times when a breakage is

explained by assuming that the cable is weak, the true cause
lies in this simultaneous starting. The cables being almost
exactly uniform fiom end 10 end, weak points are well nigh
impossible to find.

From a cursory e.xamintion of the Chicago system, one
must conclude that a cable road is useful only within nar-
row limits. It is not an economical road unless it has a
large traflic, and yet it is not a convenient road if the
traffic is too large. It cannot be crowded beyond a cer-
tain point owing to the limitaiions of the cable itself, and
it is too expensive to run unless a sufficient number of
cars can be operated to reduce the percentage of power
required to drive the cable itself. Knginecrs who are en-
thusiastic defenders of cable systems have now a chance to
•ihow what is the matter in Chicago, and why it is that
those roads cannot be operated more tfricienlly. The con
ditions there are such as have always been claimed lo be
most favorable to the successful operation of cables, yet
the results arc far from satisfactory.

This will b= cold comfort for the promotors of the new
cable road in Jiroadway. New York, but it is the truth

nevertheless. The fact is that the merits of the electric

Kyslcm are becoming more and more apparent as improve-

ments are made, while the defects of the cable, now at

its highest point of usefulness, are more marked by con-

trast.
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The Edco Electrical Drilling Machine.
This type of motor drill has been built in various sizes

up to twelve horse power, and a number of them are in

service in the Brooklyn navy yard, the great ship-building

establishments of William Cramp v^c Sons of Philadelphia,

the Union Iron Works of San I'rancisco and the Pennsyl-

vania railroad shops at Altoona, besides in many other

large Iron working establishments. They have, it is

stated, given universal satisfaction wherever they have

been introduced.

The Edco drill motor is especially constructed for use

in ship building and about machine shops. It is extremely

light for the power developed, the weight of a motor

which will develop two horse power by brake being only

the work and according to the position of the hole in the

article under process. It freqjaently happens that the

rivet-bolt, after the same has been heated to the desired

degree of incandescence in the furnace, has to be grasped
between the cold jaws of blacksmiths' tongs, has to be
carried some considerable distance to the work under pro-

cess, passed from hand to hand unto the interior of the

boiler or other structure, and then, by a series of awkward,
uncertain, and time-consuming manipulations, it has to be

inserted into the hole and a cold anvil placed against the

head. Thus it happens that the facility of heading which
is expected from the heating of the rivet becomes illusive,

and, as before staled, the heading is practically done when
the rivet has almost attained its normal temperature. By
my improved process all this is avoided. The rivet is

inserted into the hole while in a cold state with deliberation

and comfort. It is then heated to any desired degree of

1
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Like numerals of reference indicate like parts in the two
figures of the drawings.
The frame i of the riveting machine has three parallel

projecting brackets 2, 3, 4, tlic lowest one 2 suppon-ng the
anvil 5, the middle bracket 3 serving as a guide for the re-
ciprocating die 6, and the upper bracket 4 having one of
the links of a toggle 7 pivoted to it. The other link of
this toggle is pivoted to the reciprocating die fi, and the
toggle is actuated by a piston rod S of a piston working io

the cylinder ri, to which steam or compressed air is sup-
plied by the pipe 12. The admission of steam to the
cylinder is controlled and regulated by the valve 13. act-
uated by the valve-rod 14, having a suitable handle 15
within convenient reach of the operator.

The riveting machine so far as described is of ordinary
construction, and its operation is well understood by those
skilled in the art. The valve 13 is of a kind commonly
used in such machines, which when turned to one position
admits steam behind the piston, which then actuates the
toggle to raise the die 6, and when turned to another posi-

tion admits steam in front of the piston, which then act-

uates the toggle to depress the die 6.

Kor the purpose of my invention the anvil 5 is preferably,

although not necessarily, formed with a massive head, as
shown in Fig. 2, and with a shank 16, which passes

fijj

THE EDCO ELECTRICAL DRILLING MACHINE.

one hundred and ten pounds. The gearing is of phosphor-

bronze and iron, and is inclosed in an oil-tight brass case.

The bearings are supplied with automatic oilers. These

drills are geared for two speeds, and at these speeds the

variation :s less than ten per cent, when changing from

full Io2d to no load. The motor is also supplied with

a switch by which the speed of the shaft clutch can be

varied to run from any number of revolutions between two

hundred and fifty and five hundred per minute. The
motor is capable of developing not less than one horse

power at any intermediate speed. The motor is supplied

with a universal joint arranged to take a Stow flexible

shaft, and the whole is inclosed in a light fiber casing so

arranged as to permit the oiling of all moving parts. The
insulation resistance is made very high, as the motors are

adapted to be used in damp places. Thev are supplied

with a windlass and one hundred feet of flexible conductor.

This machine is placed on the market by the Electro-

Dynamic company of Philadelphia.

incatdescence and is maintained in that state of incandes-

cence or at any other desired state of incandescence

during the whole process of heading, so that the operation

is performed upon the rivet while it is as soft as it can be

made by heating.

This process may be practiced by means of a great

variety of apparatus, and while I have shown one apparatus

which is quite effective for the purpose of my invention it

will be evident to those skilled in the art that other

apparatus entirely difTerent in form and construction may

r.j3^

ELIAS E. RIES ELECTRIC RIVETING PATENT.

through the bracket 2. This shank is screw-threaded at

its lower end and the anvil is clamped to the bracket by a
nut formed in the binding post 17. which is screwed upon
the projecting end of the shank 16. The whole anvil is in-

sulated from the frame of the machine by an insulating-

bushing iS of suitable material, as shown in Fig. 2. The
upper part of the anvil is preferably formed into a trun-

cated cone 19. and in the upper face is formed a cavity, as
shown, for the reception of one end of the rivet 20, which,
when placed in position, may or may not have a head
formed at this end.

The construction of the anvil so far as described is by
no means essential, since the same may be replaced by any
ordinary anvil of any desired size, so long as it has one or
more rivet-receiving cavities formed on its upper face; but
if such ordinary anvil be used it will be understood that

the same must be insulated—as, for instance, by plac-

Elias E. Ries' Electric Riveting Patent.

On December 15, 1891, letters patent No. 465.0S9 on

"riveting by electricity" were issued to Elias E. Ries of

Baltimore, Md. This patent is considered to be funda-

mental and has been involved in interference proceedings

with another application by Prof. Elihu Thomson. With

the view of enabling the readers of the Western Elec-

trician to judge for themselves as to the strength of Mr.

Ries' claims, the specifications and drawings of the patent

are presented herewith.

My invention has reference to a novel process of riveting,

in which the rivets are inserted into the holes in a cold

state, are then heated to incandescence by the passage of

an electric current through the same, and are maintained
in that incandescent condition during the operation of

heading, whereby the riveting process is greatly facilitated

and is accomplished with greater perfection than by the

processes heretofore employed forthis purpose, as set forth

in my application. Serial No. 285,555, filed September 15.

1883, of which this is a division.

It is common to heat rivets to incandescence before in-

serting the same into the hole of the plate or plates, more
especially when these rivets are large, as in the manufact-
ure of steam-boilers and other like heavy structures; but

by reason of the contact of those heated rivets with the

cold boiler or other plates they cool down very rapidly, and
the heading of the rivet is practically performed and more
especially finished after the latter has cooled down to ver>'

nearly the normal temperature. This is due not only to the

rapid cooling of the rivet when the same is in place in

the hole of the cold plate, but also to the cooling of

the rivet durine the transfer from the furnace

where it has been heated, and during the insertion

into the hole. Such transfer and insertion occupies more
or less time, according to the distance of the furnace from

THE EDCO ELECTRICAL

be employed. 1 am therefore not limited to any particular

means in the practice of my invention, which is In the
nature of an electro-mechanical process, pure and simple.

In the accompanying drawings, which form a part of

this specification, 1 have illustrated in Fig. i an elevation

of one form of apparatus by means of which my improved
process may be practiced, and in Fig. 1 a detail view, up-
on an enlarged scale, of the riveting dies, and the insula-

tion ot one of these dies.

DRILLING MACHINE.

ing it upon a block of wood, like any other stationary anvil

—and it will be provided with suitable means for connection

with an electrical conductor ^3.

The die 6. as shown, is a cylindrical body with a

frustcc0nic.1l lower end 21. provided on its lower face with

a cavity to receive the free end of the rivet. This cavity

is p^efer.^bly conical, but may be of any other shape to

corre>pond to the desired form of rivct-hcad. The body

of the die is formed into a binding-post having the clamp-
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screw 22, and this binding-post receives a conductor 24,

as shown. The two conductors 23. 24 lead to the terminals

of a suitable generator, wliich furnishes a current of great

quantity and low tension. It will now be understood that

the current coming from the generator will pass by the

conductor 24 through die and rivet, and then through the

anvil back to the generator. The rivet offers a resistance

to the passage of the current, and becomes heated thereby,

according to the current employed, to any degree of in-

candescence, and this heating may be continued so long

as the heading-die remains in contact with the rivet, so

that the latter may be maintained in a soft plastic condition

until the riveting process is completed and the

heading-die removed; but before the heading-die is

removed and when the heading of the rivet is nearly

completed it will be found advisable to turn the current

off gradually, so that the riveting process is practically

completed when the rivet has lost all incandescence. This
practice, however, may be changed, according to the

material of the rivet and according to the nature of the

joint which it is intended to produce.

Any suitable source of electrical current, including the

direct low-tension current of a dynamo or of a secondary

batter)', may be used; but by preference I use the alternat-

ing currents of low tension and great quantity furnished

by the thick-wire secondary coil 25 of a transformer 26,

the fine-wire primary coil 27 of which is charged by
alternating currents of high tension and small quantity by
the circuit 2S, 2S, derived from a main circuit 29, 29, which
in turn is charged by an alternating current dynamo 30.

The conductor 23 includes a switch-lever 31, which may
be moved by hand to make contact with any one of a series

of contact-plates 32, connected, respectively, to different

points of the secondary coil, and it will now be understood

that all or a part of the secondary coil may be placed in

circuit with the conductors -3, 24, leading to the anvil and
heading-die, and thus the current regulated or entirely cut

off, as desired; or in place of regulating the current by the

switch this may be done by moving the core 26' of the

transformer within the coils, or I may use any other

suitable means of controlling the current.

The whole process will now be readily understood. A
rivet is placed with its head (if there is a head) or with the

head end upon the anvil in the cavity provided for this

purpose, and the plates 33, 34, to be joined by the rivet,

are placed with the rivet-holes over the shank of the rivet,

one above the other. The operator now manipulates the

valve-rod 14 to open the valve 13 (more or less) to admit
steam to the cylinder in front of the piston to actuate the

toggle and depress the die until in contact with the rivet.

The switch-lever is then operated to close the circuit and
is moved until sufficient current is obtained to bring the

rivet to the desired state of incandescence. More steam is

Similarly the heading-die need not be actuated by a toggle

which in turn is actuated by steam or compressed air or

other machine-power, for it may be used like an ordinary

blacksmith's heading-die, as a hand tool, which is grasped
by one hand and placed with the die-cavity over the end
of the rivet-shank while the upper end of the die is struck

with a hammer, as is well understood by those skilled in

the art. In this case, however, the conductors 23,24, must
be quite flexible, as will be readily understood; but owing
to the very low tension of the currents which are employed
in this process neither the anvil nor the heading-die need
be insulated with special care. The most primitive insulat-

ing means will be sufficient.

In case of heavy work it is not absolutely necessary that

the rivet should be inserted when in a cold state; but it

may first be heated in the ordinary manner in the furnace,

then inserted into the rivet hole, and the heat lost by
radiation or conduction may then be supplied electrically

in the manner hereinbefore described.

Having now fully described my invention, I claim and
desire to secure by letters patent

—

1. The method or process of riveting which consists in

heating the rivet when inserted in the rivet hole or holes by
the passage of an electric current through the same, and
then heading the rivet, substantially as described.

2. The method or process of riveting which consists in

first inserting the rivet into the rivet hole or holes, then
heating the rivet by the passage through the same of an
electric current of comparatively great quantity and low
tension, and then heading the rivet, substantially as de-

scribed.

3. The method or process of riveting which consists in

heating the rivet when inserted in the rivet hole or holes

to the required degree of incandescence by the passage
through the same of an electric current of suitable quantity

and tension, then heading the rivet and maintaining the

same in the desired state of incandescence by suitably

regulating the current during the heading operation, sub-

stantially as described.

4. The method or process of riveting which consists in

first inserting the rivet into the rivet hole or holes, then

passing an electric current of comparatively great quantity

and low tension through the rivet until the latter is heated
to the desired degree of incandescence, then heading the

rivet and at the same time maintaining the incandescence

of the same by the continued flow of current, and finally

gradually reducing and cutting off the current while the

heading is completed, substantially as described.

5. The method or process of riveting metal structures

together, which consists in first inserting a rivet into the
rivet hole, then making electrical contact between the ends
of the rivet and an anvil and the heading-die, respectively,

which constitute the terminals of an electric circuit, then

ELKCrRIC LIGHTING AT THK ROVAL NAV'Al, EXHIiJlTION.

then admitted to the c>'linder behind the piston, and the

headin^-dic is forcibly moved downward upon the project-

ing end of the rJvetshank and the latter headed by a

single stroke, or if it should be found necessary this opera-
ticnn may be repeated a number of limes upon the same
rivet. During all this time the operator can regulate the
incandescence of the rivet to a nicely by suitable manipula-
tion of the sw'tch-lcvcr or of the movable core of the
iransfoTmcr, According to ihe nature of the work the

carrcot may be cat off suddenly after the rivet has been
raised to the desired degree of incandescence, and the
heading of the rivet then proceeded with and completed,
or the current may be cut off gradually while the heading
i^ progressing, so that it Js completed after the rivet has
lost all incandescence,

]f is not at all necessar>' that my process be practiced by
means of the highly-organized machine shown in Fig. i.

since quite simple devices in the nature of hand-tools will

be -:/"--•'-' -his purpose. Thus the clcmeril of con-
slri. n Fig. 2 with the numeral 2 need not be
a hr '

:; part of the frame of a riveting-machine,
b'Jt rr^y L-c any .luilable support for the anvil 5, or the
latter may be used without a spcciallyconstnjcled suf»porl.

It may be held by an assistant against the head of the
rivet after the latter has been inserted into the rivet-hole.

charging said circuit with an electric current or currents

until the rivet is heated to the desired degree of incandes-

cence, and then forcing the heading-die upon the rivet

until the heading operation is completed, substantially as

described.

6, The method or process of riveting which consists in

hcatijjg the rivet preparatory to subjecting the same to the

action of suitable heading mechanism and in maintaining

the same in the desired state of incandescence during the

operation of heading by the passage iherethrough of an
electric current having the requisite heating effect, sub-

stantially as described.

7. The herein-described improved method of riveting,

consisting in heating the rivet or rivel-blank electrically

while in place and then heading cither or both ends of the

vious occasion of a similar kind. It was the first public

display of what may now fairly be called the English type

of generating plant, consisting of large high speed engines

coupled directly to the dynamos. The cut will give an

excellent idea of the apparatus. There was no failure of

the light throughout the whole period of the exhibition,

and there was always an uneventful air about the engine

room, which gained the approval of the engineering vis-

itor as much as it repelled the ordinary sightseer. The
engine room contained a great deal more horse power than

many pretentious public lighting stations, but the cheap

ARMSTRONG S STARTING DEVICE FOR MOTORS AT A DIS-

TANCE.

and diminutive shed which held so much was scarcely no-

ticed by the ordinary visitor.

If the quietness and compactness of the three large

Willans central valve engines, each of 300 indicated horse

power, were the principal attractions to engineers, elec-

tricians were not less impressed by the dynamos of Siemens

Brothers & Co. At the normal speed of 350 revolutions

per minute these machines each gave an output of 1,500

amperes at 120 volts, with about 290 indicated horse power

in the engine. After many hours' running, the rise in

temperature was extremely small, and it was still unim-

portant when the machines were run up to i.Soo amperes,

or 20 per cent, beyond their proper load. They are prob-

ably the largest high speed direct coupled machines in ex-

istence, and their performance goes far to explain the wide

adoption of the two pole inverted horseshoe type in Eng-

land. Shortly before the exhibition closed, the combined

efficiency of the dynamo and engine together was found

to be S4 per cent.; for each 100 horse power indicated in

the cylinders, S4 horse power was given off in electrical

energy at the terminals of the machines.

Electric Lighting at the Royal Naval

Exhibition.

According lo London /'^ti;;irir/-fii/j; nothing connccle(i

with the late naval exhibition was more uniformly successful

than the electric lighting plant, owing, probably, to its rad-

ical difference from the equipment employed on every prc-

Armstrong's Starting Device for Motors
at a Distance.

As constant potential motors are ordinarily installed,

the rheostat is placed near the machine and is, as a rule,

arranged so that it is worked by hand. But it is often de

sirable to be able to start an electic motor from a point at

a distance, and also to provide means through which the

motor may be automatically stopped and started. It is

also important that the means employed for actuating a

rheostat lever should impart a slow movement to avoid

injury to the apparatus. To accomplish these objects, C.

G. Armstrong of Chicago, closes the circuit through the

motor by means of a fluid -motor operating the rheostat,

the fluid-motor being itself capable of being controlled

from a distant point.

The construction of the device and manner in which it

operates will be better understood after an inspection of

the cut.

Rigid upon the axis of the rheostat lever is a gear made

of rawhide or other insulating material. This gear meshes

with a rack upon the stem of the piston moving in a hy-

draulic cylinder as shown. This hydraulic cylinder has

both upper and lower ports, and is supplied with water

under pressure, the admission of the water to the cylinder

being controlled by a double-headed valve moving in a

casing conntcted with the cylinder by the ports. By moving

this valve the water can be admitted to the under or upper

side of the piston as required, and when admitted to one

side exit is given to the water through the other ports.

It will be seen that if the lever be in its idle position and

the valve be moved to the position shown in the drawing,

so as to admit the water to the under side of the piston,

the latter will be forced upward to the position given in

the drawing. In thus moving upward the rack will

actuate the pinion and carry the lever around over the

scri es of contacts until it has reached the position indicated

in which the current is unobstructed, and the motor ener-

gized to the utmost.

Any appropriate means may be used for operating the

valve of the motor, is the movement necessary is but a

slight one. One .nrrangemcnt is indicated in tlic illiisira-
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tion, a magnet is placed in an electric circuit controlled

as shown, by a switch located at any point in the circuit

where the operator may be. It will be seen that if the cir-

cuit is compleled by the switch, the magnet will

be energized and its armature drawn down, thus

bringing the valve to the position indicated, and

causing an upward movement of the piston and

an actuation of the rheostat lever with the resultant

energizing of the motor. If it be desired to throw the

motor out of operation, the magnet circuit is b''oken, and

the armature then rises in obedience to the spring and

moves the valve into such position as will admit the water

to the upper side of the piston. The piston now moves

downward and brings the lever around to its idle position,

and the motor comes to a stop.

Electric Plant at Claus Spreckles' Sugar
Refinery, Philadelphia.

Probably one of the most interesting installations in

Philadelphia is that at the sugar rt finery of Claus

Spreckles, a view of which is presented in the accompany-

ing illustration. This plant was installed two years ago

when the refinery was in course of construction, and al-

though the complete equipment was put in ten days after

the contract was awarded it has since been operated with-

out interruption. Ttere are three Westinghouse alternat-

handling but once, and no further attention until it arrives

where it is needed. Both systems are entirely successful,

and are in themselves a considerable factor in the economy

of operation of the plant; but between them they are

competitive and are to detetmine the character of similar

mechanism for additional docks soon to be built. Neither

plan must be considered in the light of an experiment, as

the success of both was assured before their installation,

but one will probably be found more convenient than the

other and settle the type of conveyor for the new docks.

Compared with the costly plan of laboriously rehandling

many times by horse and man (which is in general use)

neither of these methods suffers, and it would appear that

the advantages of either would show belter by contrast.

Municipal Lighting in Chicago.

The city law department of Chicago has been engaged

several months in preparing an ordinance providing for

the establishment of a distinct department to have charge

of the public lighting. At present this part of the city

business is divided into three parts, and these are under

the direction of the city electrican, the gas in-

spector and the superintendent of oil lamps. Since the

city has undertaken the lighting of the streets by

electricity, the principal work has devolved upou Prof,

Barrett's department. Recently, however, the city elec

trician has been endeavoring to have a separate depart-

First Telegraphic Message.
Apropos of the discussion in relation to the lirec

and place of sending the first telegraphic message, the

following, from the Xcw York Sun, is of interest:

The Western Union Telegraph company is searching
for the first telegram that ever went over a wire. It is

believed that Major Stephen Johnston of Pirjua has it, but
he has not been able to find it among his papers.

In 1844, when Morse was experimenting in Washington
with a wire that extended to Annapolis, he was visited by
Major Johnston, who was among the delegates arri^nng in

town on their way to the Whig convention in Baltimore.
The experiments were incomplete, and in the course of ex-

planation Morse said that he had sent to Annapolis a
friend who would try to send a message, and asked Johns-
ton to wa't. Soon the recorder began to lick. Morse
read the message, in the characters that he had arranged,
and gave the slip to Johnston, who. considering it the first

complete sentence ever sent by telegraph, carefully pre-
served it. The message expressed the pleasure of the
sender in reaching the inventor by wire.

In the most trustworthy description of the development
of the telegraph, it is related that among the earliest mes
sages, while the line was in its experimental state, was on
from Baltimore on May ist, iS34, announcing the nomina-
tion of Henry Clay to the Presidency by the Whig con-
vention. On May nth Morse sent to his assistant. Albert
Vail, in Baltimore, "Everything working well," and that

became historical.

The most impressive of the first messages was that 5ent
at the public exhibition in the chamber of the United
State Supreme Court in the Capitol on May 24'h, 1S44. lo

ing machines with a capacity of 4 500 lights. These

dynamos are belted directly to three 150 horse power

Westinghouse Standard engines. The construction work

was done by M R. Muckle Jr., & Co., of Philadelphia, the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing company and the

Westinghouse Machine company furnishing the equip-

ment. Owing to the rivalry between Mr. Spreckles and

the sugar trust the greatest secrecy is maintained about

all details of construction in connection with the refinery,

so much so in fact that outsiders are not admitted to any

part of the works, which cover nine acres of ground and

contain buildings of from one to nine stories. These

buildings of course, are lighted from the plant already

described. In different parts of the buildings there are

sixty-one Westinghouse engines.

At present Mr. Spreckles is making a comparative test

of the efi'iciency of an electric crane which was built for

handling sugar. The raw sugar is unloaded from the

vessels at the covered docks, which are owned by Mr,

Spreckles, and built for ihis purpose. On one side is a

power hoist and platform traveling at the rate of eighteen

feet per minute, and on the other is an electric crane and

electric car to facilitate transportation to the refinery,

Placed upon either conveyance the crude sugar requires

:1C PLANT AT CLAUS SPKECKLES SUGAR REFINERY. i1 III.Al 'Fl

ment organized to take charge of the city lighting.

The most important work is that which is done by the

city electrician, who could also attend to the duties of the

other bureaus if permitted a proper force. During the

next year there will be a considerable extension of the

electric light plant. The appropriation for the present

year is exhausted, but it is anticipated there will be a large

appropriation for next year as the plant for the down town

district will be completed, and there will be many exten-

sions along ihe leading thoroughfares and boulevards. A
reorganization of the bureau through the establishment of

a new department will, it is hoped, secure uniformity,

economy and efliciency.

National Electric Light Association Con-
vention.

The fifteenth convention of the National Electric Light

association will be held at the Iroquois Hotel, Buffalo.

N. v., February 23, 24 and 25, 1892. C. O. Baker, Jr.,

has been appointed general master of transportation with

headquarters at 136 Liberty street, New York city. Presi-

dent Huntiey announces that he has appointed George E.

Porter, secretary of the association, to succeed J. W.
Beane. resigned.

which Morse had invited his friends. Miss Annie G.
Ellsworth, a daughter of Commissioner of Pensions, who
had announced to Morse the passage of the bill granting
the appropriation to build the line, selected this message
from Numbers xxiii. 23, "What hath God «Toughl?" It

was received by Vail in Baltimore, and sent back. The
strip of paper on which the Morse characters were printed

was claimed by Gov. Seymour of Connecticut, because
Miss Ellsworth was a native of Hartford, and it is now in

the archives of the Hartford Athenxum.

A St. Paul man sued the Western Union Telegraph com-
pany for l|!2,ooo damages for failure to deliver to him a
telegram announcing the death of his brother in Chicago.

His allegation set forth that through this failure the

plaintiff "was deprived of the satisfaction and pleasure of

seeing his said brother and being present at the luneral."

The Piftsl>t/r^ Cijz^ftf, in a recent issue, says that the

three year contract between the city and the East End
Electric Light company will expire januar>- 1. 1S02, and
adds that the company will have to turn over several thou-

sand dollars* worth of the city's property at that time.

which it has held for the past three years, in as good con-

dition as when it was turned over to that corporation. The
latter, for instance, agreed to take good care of the lamp
posts formerly used on the streets now lighted by electri-

city. It is claimed that this has not been done, as many
of the posts have been destroyed.
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scarcely necessary to add that the delusion is shared by

very few people depending upon the "L" road service.
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Chicago needs more electric lights upon the business

slfcets and boulevards. The city must present an attractive

appearance to visitors from across the ocean during the

World's Fair, and to do this extensive improvements and

additions to the present lighting system are rcquiscd.

City officials should realize this and take immediate steps

to insure the introduction of a comprehensive system of

street lighting,

Ofk>5ITION to rapi'J ::;ir. ..: piarr. ... proposed by the

commissioners is being organized in New York city, under

the direction of Charles A, Dana of the Sun. Not content

with atucking the commissioners' propositions through his

ncTTSpaper, Mr, T>ina has been presiding over "citizens"

meetings, called to protest against the adoption of any

method of iransporlalion which would interfere with the

plans of the * I," fOfld- Mr, Dana has been indulging in

mathematical calculations of late, and it wouM appear that

he had really convinced him5elf that the New York "L"
roads were furnishing the metropolis rapid transit. It is

Co-XSTERNATION was caused in the office of the Long

Distance Telephone company in Rochester, N. V., a few

days ago, when it was discovered that the line would not

work, and that communication with New York was cut off.

Investigation disclosed the fact that three of the poles in

the adjoining village of Pittsford had been cut. The

damage was repaired as quickly as possible, and the line

was soon in working order. The instructive part of the

incident, however, is that, under the New York laws, the

offenders are liable to a fine of $250 each or one year's im-

prisonment, or both fine and imprisonment. It is believed

that the telephone company will have the men who cut the

poles prosecuted. Had the wires been dead or not in use

the poles might, it is said, have been destroyed without

involving the penalty.

In a recent issue of I'o'i'i''- the statement was made that

one might safely predict at the commencement of any

month , that before its close at least eighteen or twenty boilers

would explode, and anywhere from a dozen to thirty lives

be lost in consequence. The same paper now recalls this

statement in connection with the report for October, which

shows that during that month "there occurred in the

United States thirty-four boiler explosions, resulting in

the immediate death of forty-four persons, and the serious

injury of seventy-one others." Four of these explosions

were on locomotives and resulted in the death of eight per-

sons. In addition there were sixteen persons injured. The

people have become so accustomed to these accidents that

they do not pay much attention to them, yet when there

is an accident due to an electric wire, a howl is immediately

raised about the so called "deadly" wire.

Attention has already been directed to the report

cabled from Chicago to the London papers and copied ex-

tensively in the electrical journals of Europe to the effect

that the foundations for the electricity building at the

World's Fair had been condemned. It was pointed out at

the time that there was not the least shadow of truth in

these statements. We are glad to see that London Eiigi-

iiccriug has taken up the subject and emphatically denied

the report. James Dredge, the publisher of the paper, is

a member oi the British Royal Commission, and recently

visited Chicago as a special commissioner to the Expo-

sition. In refuting the misstatement Mr. Dredge says:

"No more unfortunate example could have been selected.

In the first place, the Electricity building is not erected,

and, in the second, it possesses no engineering features

that could have caused the sUghest difficulty or risk.''

Seldom has a daily newspaper presented a more inac-

curate and garbled misstatement of facts than did the

Chica(^o Tribune on Friday and Saturday of last week,

when it published two articles evidently referring to the

future plans of the Chicago Edison company, although the

"Edison Electric Lighting company" was given as the

name of the corporation spoken of. The only item of

news in the two articles was the fact that the company

contemplates the building of a new and larger station soon,

and this was published in the Western Electrician

months ago. With this slender basis of fact a ridiculous

tissue of blunders was built up regarding the company's

operations and its future plans. Nearly every statement

made was inaccurate, as may be judged from the fact that

the very name of the company was totally incorrect. The

number of arc lamps operated by the company, as given,

was ten times larger than the number actually in use,

while the figure for incandescent lights was much too

small. And so it went on. It is needless to say that

"news" of this sort is hurtful both to the object of such

ill-directed praise, and to the journal publishing it. It is

surprising that such a ridiculous mess of stuff should have

crept into the columns of a newspaper of the standing of

the 'Jrihtttii-.

CiiiCAGOANs were informed by the press dispatches last

Sunday that the officials of the Illinois Central Railroad

company were contemplating the introduction of electricity

upon that company's suburban lines. The reason suggested

was the rapidly increasing passenger traffic on the South

side, Chicago, and the fact that the dirt, soot and flying cin-

ders from the passenger trains were becoming so obnoxious

to the people that it was feared if something was not

done at once the people would give the railroad company

trouble. It has been known for some time that the

management of the Illinois Central has been desirous of

securing an electric system for hauling its suburban service,

and no doubt Ihc approach of the World's Fair has in-

creased the desire of the officials to introduce electricity

upon its suburban line. This railroad company furnishes

excellent service at present, and passes through the

choicest suburban district of Chicago. Moreover, it

hopes to carry the bulk of the traffic to the World's Fair,

and at present it is the only steam railroad company that

has any facilities for doing so. But the people are getting

tired of the smoke and dirt and cinders incident to the

steam locomotive, and they may express their displeasure

so forcibly that the railway company may find it to its

interest to listen to their protests. This is certainly to

be hoped for. In the meantime exploiters of underground

conduit systems of electric railways shou'd realize that

the South Side cable service is not satisfactory, and that

the introduction of an efficient electric system on the State

street and Wabash avenue lines is not yet entirely despaired

of by the residents of the South Side.

Elsewhere we present a copy of a circular ibsued by an

association of gas men in Philadelphia calling on manu-
facturers to use their influence with their representatives

in Congress to defeat the proposed loan of $5,000,000 by
the government to the World's Columbian Exposition, on
the ground that the gas interests had been neglected in

favor of electricity at the World's Fair. This is an un-

pleasant exhibition of sulkiness. and is sure to defeat its

own ends. Electricity was chosen as the agent for illumi-

nation at the World's Fair grounds, not as one of several

possible methods, but as the only possible method. The
managers could not do without it, and have a fair

worthy of this age and of this nation. Every fair-minded

person must recognize this. There was no discrimination

against gas whatever, as the latter was never seriously

considered as a general illuminating agent for the grounds

and buildings. With this fact in view, the fit of spite

in which some of the gas manufacturers and supply men
see fit to indulge themselves seems childish. These gen-

tlemen are railing at the inevitable. In trying to em-

barrass the work of the World's Fair, they bring to mind

the story of the doughty English dame who endeavored to

push back the stormy Atlantic'with a mopwhen it threatened

her flower-beds with destruction.

There will undoubtedly be a great display of gas-using

appliances at the exposition, but it will not be brought

about by the plan of the Philadelphia gentlemen who pro-

pose to attack the fair. On the contrary the desired result

can only be attained by cooperation with the management
and by good hard work.

California presents the most favorable conditions in

this country for the operation of street railway lines by the

cable. The operating expenses are much less than in other

parts of the country where the climate is more severe and

subject to greater changes. The absence of frosts and the

comparatively light loads that are carried in San Francisco

explain why the cables last so much longer than in Chicago

where one grip is used to drag a train of cars. It will be

readily understood that in the latter city the wear and tear

are very great, and the cable requires constant attention.

Moreover, during the winter season an additional strain is

put on the cables as on horses. The narrow slot through

which the cable is reached contracts sometimes and holds

the iron bar of the grip so tightly that the cable tears itself

from the grip. At such times a strand of the cable is al-

most certain to part, and then careful splicing is necessary.

The grip of a car may catch the end of a loose wire and

unravel a strand for a thousand feet, causing a hopeless

tangle and delaying traffic along the line. These objec-

tions are common to other cities in which the cable is op-

erated, and even in San Francisco some of these drawbacks

are felt. The recent accidents in San Francisco, de-

scribed by our correspondent in this week's letter, will give

some idea of the unreliability of the cable. In no other

method of propelling cars is there so much real danger as

in the cable system. This is due largely of course to the

fact that the gripman cannot control the car as readily as

the motorman in the electric system, or the engineer in

the steam locomotive. Such an instance as that related by

our correspondent would not occur in an electric system.

Much is said and written every year about the danger of

electric wires in the streets, but it can safely be said that

the electric railroad has furnished no such chapter of acci-

dents as that which the San Francisco cable has presented.

I'romoters of cable systcnrs, especially in New York,

should carefully consider the lesson taught by these acci-

dents. A runaw.iy cable car in Broadway during the busy

portion of the day would be capable of incalculable damage

to property, and would probably endanger more lives than

a similar accident in any other thoroughfare in America.

In view of this fact the responsibility assumed by the

street railway company and the city officials should not be

considered too lightly.
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Geo. F. Green's Electric Railway Patents.

Word comes from Washington that there has been issued

two patents which will be of considerable interest to ex-

ploiters of electric railways. The original application of

one of the patents was filed, it is slated, on Aug. 17, 1879,

and the patent thereon was issued pursuant to a recent

decree of the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia,

overruling the Commissioner of Patents in rejecting the

application. The inventor is Geo, I'". Green, a resident of

Kalamazoo, Mich-, and at the time of filing his applica-

tion, it was alleged, was too poor to employ an attorney to

assist him in its preparation and prosecution. Owing to

his unfamiliarity with patent matters, the application pre-

pared by himself did not meet all the requirements of the

J4
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GEORGE F. GREEN S ELECTRIC RAILWAY PATENTS.

patent office, principally on account of his failure to use

technical terms and language in describing his invention,

and as a result he has been twelve years without his

patent. His invention was pronounced patentable, but

after a long period of suspension, awaiting his turn to be

placed in interference with applications of Prof. Thomas

Ball and Stephen D. Field of Massachusetts, Thomas A.

Edison and Prof. Siemens of Berlin, claiming the

same invention, they refused to admit his application to

the interference for technical reasons, and a new applica-

tion was required. The interference, it is said, was also

decided against him on a narrow construction of the issue,

and a patent was issued to Field covering what the patent

office construed to be the specific patentable matter.

But Green's claims, covering the broad matter, were per-

sistently prosecuted by way of appeal to the Supreme

Court of the District of Columbia, and the latter tribunal

overruled the patent office, thus securing to Green the

claims for which he had been so long contending.

Among the patents issued under date of December 15,

i8qi, are two allowed to George F. Green. The applica-

tion for one. No. 465,432, was filed May 15, 1S86, but

there was another. No. 465,407, dated December 15th, the

application for which was filed September 15, 1879. It is

to be presumed that the last mentioned patent is one of

those referred to in the dispatch. As the readers of the

Western Electrician will be curious to know something

definite as to Mr. Green's claims, there are presented here-

with the drawing, a part of the specifications, and one of

the few claims allowed in this patent, No. 465,407, also

one of the claims in patent No. 465,432. Portions of the

specification for No. 465 407 read as follows:

"The object of my invention is to propel cars rapidlyand

easily without the annoyance and difficulty of transmitting

the source of energy whereby the cars are propelled. I

therefore locate my source of electrical energy or means of

electrical supply at the end of the track or at any convenient

points along the track and let the engine travel only with the

cars. Independent conductors may be used; but T prefer

to employ the track-rails for conductors, the cars feeding

their engine from the tracks as they travel' along. The
required electricity mav be produced by any of the known
methods. * * * *

"//is a post or proper support for the railway- track, and
C is one of the cross-ties whereon the string-rails E are

mounted.
"W B are proper braces for the structure.
"/" /"are the metallic rails mounted on the string pieces

K and A", and G are insulators to prevent the escape of the

electric charge.

"A' is a stationary source of electric energy or means of

electric supply in electrical connection with the rails F F or
other insulated stationary conductors.

"/. is a car, the wheels /-* whereof arc adapted to travel

on rails A, andy is an electric motor mounted uponjthc car

and supplied with electricity by a metallic connection with
the track-conductor. Through this motor, which is of any
of the common forms m practical use and welt known in

the art—such, for instance, as that described in my patent,

No. 184,469. dated November 21, 1876—the electric cur-

rent flows continuously, and the coils of said motor are

constantly excited {except at that instant of time when the

current through said coils is being reversed) so long as the
poles of said motor are in circuit with the electric genera-
tors, whereby a positive and continuous propelling force is

transmitted to the driving-wheels of the car. When the

common form of uniting the ends of the track-rails is

found insufficient to make good metallic connection from
one rail to the other, I use U-shaped loop i oi metal, as
seen in Figs. 2 and 3, and secure its ends to the rail by
solder or otherwise. The projecting U shaped surface on
the block D prevents the insulator (} from becoming wet,

because an electric current will run across a wet surface
and escape. The upper side and under side of the block
D can be covered with a varnish, rubber, or other non-con-
ducting substance.

"Z is an ordinary railway car; but this will be understood
to be merely typical. The engine /—an ordinary electric

motor which furnishes the motive power— is attached to

the car in some proper manner. The electrical current
from the stationary source of energy or means of electric

supply charges and traverses one of the rails F, and passes
thence to the engine or motor by means of the car wheels
P. After passing the engine or motor the current is cir-

cuited back to the battery by way of the opposite wheel
and rail.

Claim I reads:

"The combination, substantially as set forth, of a railway

track, one or more stationary means of electric supply,
electrical conductors extending from said means of electric

supply along the lines of said track, and consisting wholly or

in part of the rails thereof, vehicles moving along said track,

electro dynamic motors whose coils are constantly excited

so long as the poles of said motor are in circuit with the

means of electric supply fixed upon said vehicles for im-

parting motion thereto, and wheels supporting said

vehicles upon the track, and also serving to maintain con-

tinuous electrical connection between said means of electric

supply and motors, substantially as described.

The third claim in patent No. 465, 4,^ reads;

"3. The combination of one or mere sources of electric

supply, a railway-track, a wheeled vehicle moving upon or

along said track, a conducling-circuit composed wholly or

in part of insulated conductors extending along the line of

travel of said vehicle, one or more rotating" electric motors
mounted upon said vehicle for propelling the same and in-

cluded in said circuit of conductors, and a circuit-con-

troller placed on said vehicle, and also included in said cir-

cuit of conductors, substantially as described."

'^Chicago News" Electrical Plant.
Chicago newpapers are nothing if not progressive, and

it is therefore natural that the latest developments of elec-

trical appliances should be taken advantage of in their es-

tablishments. One of the most complete installation of

this character is that in the new News building, which is

herewith illustrated.

The plant is located under the stereotyping room, ad-

joining the press room, and consists of two 60 kilowatt

Edison dynamos running tandem from a countershaft

driven by two vertical engines, which also operate the

presses. The space allotted for the dynamo plant being

necessarily small, great care was required in the arrange-

ment of the dynamos and switch-board apparatus to obtain

a successful working plant, and reference to the accom-

from th'junprintcd ro!i until the completely printed and
folded sheets arc taken from ihc machines.

The building is wired upon the thrcc-wirc convertible

system, but is operated ordinarily upon the three wire
system strictly,and is so arranged that in case of an accident

to the machinery the building may be lighted and furnished

with power for the motors from the Chicago Edison com-
pany's central statiDD mains on Fifth avenue.

T*vj separate feeders are run from the central station

mains to the Xews switch-board, one for the incandescent

and arc lighting and one for power for the motors. This
arrangement, together with the switching devices, shown in

the diagram given in Fig. 2, enables the engineer at the

News establishment to feed the lights within the building

from the central station mains and the motors from the

60 kilowatt dynamos or vice versa, or still further to

operate the entire system from the central station mains

or the 6q kilowatt dynamos, as he may desire. When the

load is light enough to warrant it he may also operate the

incandescent and arc lights upon the two-wire system from

a 15 kilowatt dynamo not shown in Fig. i.

The two 60 kilowatt dynamos are connected in series on

FIG. I. "CHICAGO news" ELECTRICAL TLANT.

the three-wire plan and feed into the left hand side of the

triple pole, 250 ampere transfer switch on the extreme

right of the board. Fig. 2, To the opposite sides of this

switch are connected the rods from the 15 kilowatt dyna-

mo, so arranged that when the switch is turned to the

right the wiring of the incandescent and arc lights in the

building changes from the three to the two wire system.

To the center points of this 250 ampere transfer

switche are connected the main dynamo bus bars for the

incandescent and arc lighting, which run across the bottom

of the board and connect to the under side of a triple-pole

250 ampere transfer switch. To the upper side of this

switch the central station feeders for lighting are connected

so that by the throwing of this switch the building may be

lighted from the central station mains instantaneously.

I'"rom the center pjintsof this switch the main bus bars

connect through the triple-pole knife switches and cat-outs

of special designs with the six feeders for the incandescent

lighting. The two-wire feeders for the arc lights also con-

nect to these bus bars, but through double-pole knife

switches, one of which is a transfer switch so connected as

to act as a pole changer when the lighting is done on the

two wire system, thus keeping the upper carbon of the arc

lamp always positive.

ITG. 2. "CHICAGO NEW

panying cut, Fig. i, will show the compactness of the de-

sign. A view of the switchboard is shown, and the two

dynamos are partly revealed.

There are distributed throughout the building 650 in-

candescent lamps, 24 Ward arc lamps and 50 horse power

in Eddy electric motors of various sizes. The handsome

and spacious press-room, with its mosaic floor and its five

huge Hoe perfecting presses, is lighted by Ward arc lamps,

while the working parts of the presses are illuminated by 50

incandescent lamps, wired with lead cable and fastened to

the body of the presses, so arranged as to give a flood of

light on every part of the paper during the entire journey

S ELECTRICAL H.ANT.

To tbe dynamo bus b.irs. before they enter the triple

pole transfer switch on the extreme right, arc bolted two

bars, which feed into the under side of the double pole 250

ampere transfer switch. This switch controls the lower

circuit of the building, the feeder for which is connected

to its center point, first passing through the ampere meter.

To the upper side of this switch is connected the central

station power feeder, so that the throwing of this switch

from one position to another causes the motors on the

power circuit to be opcr ated from the central station

mains. The two transfer switches, the one for the lighting

and the one for the power, are placed within reach of each
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other, so that one man standing; between them can easily

operate both at once and thus throw the entire lighting; and

power system of the building from the isolated plant to

the central station mains or vice versa without allowing

the lights tobse their incindesciince or the motors their

speed.

It will be seen that the arrangements of the switching

devices, althou^jh at first glance they may appear compli-

cated, is such as to preclude accident or harm from in-

experience or excited manipulation, for it is impossible to

feed central stition current into the dynamos or vice

versa, neither is it possible to deliver less than 220 volts at

the motors. althouT[h the lighting system may bs operated

upon the two wire-plan.

The Western Union Telegraph company is now con-

templating running a feeder from the AVrcj switch-board
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respectively from .''2 to 3 horse power in motors, with

speeds of 750 to Soo revolutions. The small bi-polar

dynaTios run at S50 revolutions, and are furnished in sizes

which will supply respectively from 8 to 50 lamps. The

held migneti of all the Riker machines are laminated, made

from the best Norwegian iron and magnetically insulated

from the base. All the machines are fitted with carbon

brushes and extra large commutators, and are over-com-

pounded to the extent of 2 per cent.

One of the exhibi:s that attracted a great deal of atten-

tion at the American Institute Fair was a complete

isolated plant composed of Hartig's improved 2 horse

power gas engine and a Riker low speed 16 light dynamo.

This oulft is shown in the accompanying cut Fig. 2.

The gas engine employed has two cylinders, which make

its operation steady, doing away with the flicker which is so

noticeable in the electric light when run by engines in

which the speed is not exactly uniform. The dynamo is com-

pound wound, and runs at the low speed of Sio revolutions

per minute, the gas engine making 1S5 revolutions per

minute. This plant took an award of excellence at the

fair. Mr. Hartig does not claim the highest efficiency

for his engine, but guarantees it to run at a uniform speed,

particularly applicable for lighting work. Some interesting

tests of this little plant have been made, with results which

paint to a decided economy of operation.

FIG. I. i;^;: i.IKER LOW SPEED MOTORS AND DYNAMOS.

to its motor and dynamo plant, so that in case of accident

to the Chicago Edison mains it could receive power from

the .Ve7u--r.

This interesting switch-board is built of quarter sawed

oak. matched and headed, and highly polished. The con-

ductors used upon the switch-board and ceiling are of pol-

ished copper bars and rods, held in place by brass cleats

mounted upon insulating slate bases. AU switches and

cut-outs are of polished brass composition, mounted upon

slate bases, and especially constructed for this installation,

the minimum amount of space requiring compactness in

design. The switch-board was constructed with an especial

view to ease and dispatch in its operation, and is one of

the most complete, in detail, arrangement and flexibihty of

optrjtion in Chicago.

The entire plant was installed by the Chicago Edison

company, and was designed by Louis A. Ferguson, the

company's electrical engineer, who is rapidly acquiring an

enviable reputation for the general excellence of his

work.

The Riker Low Speed Motors and Dyna-
mos.

In the cut, Fig. i, is shewn the Riter low speed motor

with rated capacity of two actual horse power at 770 revolu-

tions per minute. This machine when wound as a dynamo

: .. 2, "r::r. yrrAA: i.'<w sr-EKD moto?.:. anh iyv:.AMO .

and run at the low speed of Soo revolutions per minute

has anotJtput safficicnt to supply twenty-five 16 candle

pOTTcr lamp?. The flfior space cccupicd by this dynamo is

3-%xlo inches. The kikcr Motor company, the manufac-

tarcT, makes the followinj; sizes in low fpecd machines;

Muitipolar motors of 5, 7;^, 10, 15 and 20 horse power lo

run at Sco rcvolulions per minute; multipolar dynamos of

70. 100, 140, 325 and yo^ horse ptwcr lo run at ''>oo rcvolu-

tiotjs per minufc. Machines of the bi-polar type range

Electricity at the World's Fair.

Each of the big iron trusses that are to support t'le roof

jf the electricity building weighs eighteen tons. There

re forty of these trusses, 115 feet high and they span no
eet. The trusses are now being placed in position.

The g.is men of the country are waking up to the im-

portance of the World's Fair, and appear to think that

they must bestir themselves if they are to make a showing

that will not be completely cast in the shade, literally as

well as metaphorically, by electricity. The American Gas

Light association has appointed a World's Fair committee

to secure space for a display. This committee recently

held a meeting in Chicago, and presented a formal request

for a separate gas building. It is thought that by co-

operation among the manufacturers a creditable display

may yet be made. It is to bs regretted, howevtr, that

some of the gas people seem to be jealous of the electrical

interests, thinking, apparently, that the latter have in

some way conspired to injure them. Thus, in a circular

recently issued by the Gas Appliance Exchange of Phila-

delphia, through W, E. Barrows, general manager, the

following statements and threats occur:

The writer, representing the gas appliance exchanges
and through them a large majority of the manufacturers of

gas utilization appliances, has endeavored to get from the

World's Columbian Exposition authorities some idea as

to what provision has been made for the gas industry,

stating 10 them that as there were over four hundred
millions of dollars invested in this business, it was
reasonable to expect some special provision would be made
for it. From all the sources which I have at my com-
mand I have been gathering information, and I am firmly

of the opinion that the electrical industry has absorbed all

of the interest of the management of this department of

the fair, and has convinced them that it is not necessary

to have any gas on the ground for any purpose. We un-

derstand that Congress is to be asked, immediately upon its

organization, for a loan of $s, 000, 000, or more, to aid the

authorities in carrying on their fair, and we hope that

both you and your stockholders will inform your

representative in congress that you object to taxation

without representation, and ask them to see to it that no
further appropriation is made by Congress until assurance

has been given that gas will have the same opportunity of

representation as an industry, as has any other industry of

the same magnitude.

It is certain that the gas men will gain nothing by

showing their teeth in this manner. They may better

follow the course outlined by IAght,Hcal and Po%oer,^\i\z\\,

in reproducing a statement in the Western Electrician

relating to the money to be spent for electricity at the

World's Fair, says:

It is not intended that the faith of the exposition

managers in electricity shall be disturbed or lessened, but

it is intended that they shall have faith in something else,

and that an industry representing |6oo,ooo,ooo of vested

capital shall not be shunted on a siding.

Passing over the trifling discrepancy of ifisoo.ooo.ooo

in these two statements, regarding the amount of money

invested in gas, it may be slated that the electrical

fraternity is pursuing the even tenor of its way, and his

not the slightest disposition to use any influence it may

have to prevent a gas display at the fair.

Referring to the reported charge for space at the

Woild'g Pair, which the ICnglish commission proposes to

make, !he London /•JrJrtfian, which is far from being

friendly ro the exposition, says:

Tt seems to us that if. as some anHcrt, tt is desirable as

a matter of broad policy that Great Tfritain should be well
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represented at Chicago, it follows that the government

—

the conditions being manifestly so adverse—should not
merely be content to refrain from throwing obstacles in

the path of English exhibitors, but should actively encour-
age them. The hostile tariff and the distance are a
sufificient discouragement, without the super-addition of a

tax of from 2s. 6d. to 5s. per square foot of floor space.

It is the meager government grant of ^^25,000 which
necessitates this charge; and if it be good policy for us to

exhibit at all, it is worth while to substantially increase the
sum in order to avoid this obnoxious tax.

Herr Vogel, the representative of Siemens & Halske.

has left Chicago for New York, but will return shortly.

The committee on electricity considered the application of

this firm at some length at last week's meeting. In addi-

tion to the requests already noted in this paper, Herr Vogel

asked leave (o construct a tunnel under the raining build-

KIG. I. FKEY S COMPENSATING SHUNTS FOR GALVANO-
METERS.

ing, to show electric mining machinery, but the character

of the soil is such that it may prove impossible to grant

this request. Permission was granted the firm to insta'l a

generating plant in the central station at Machinery Plall,

although no particular location was promised. Herr Vogel

has withdrawn the request for a separate building.

Frey's Compensating Shunts for Gal-
vanometers.

When the current to be measured in any circuit is too

large for the ordinary galvanometer, tests may be made by

passinga known fraction of the current through the galvano-

meter, the remainder being sent throught a shunt circuit.

But as the introduction of this shunt circuit lessens the resist-

ance between the terminals of the galvanometer, and, there-

fore, the total resistance used in the experiment, the main

current is increased. It is obvious, then, that in order to

maintain a uniform current when a shunt is employed, a

resistance must be introduced in the battery circuit which

FIG. 2. EREY .S COMPEN.SATING .SHUNTS I'OK (JALVANO-
METERS,

will decrease the current to the same extent to which it

was increased by the introduction of the shunt. This re-

sult may be brought about by means .of a compensating

resistance. A rheostat of conventional pattern can of

course be introduced into the battery circuit and adjusted

so as lo perform the functions of a compensator, but a far

better arrangement is to combine the compensating and
shunt coils in a manner so as to permit their simultaneous

introduction. This can be conveniently accomplished by

the use of the shunt box illustrated in the cuts. Thi.s in-

strument consists csscniially of three shunt resistances of

the usual proportion* 1-9, 1-99, 1-999. I" addition sufiR.
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cient extra resistance is employed for the compensating

coils. Figf. I indicates the resistance and the manner in

which the galvanometer and battery are connected. The

compensating resistance is connected at one end with the

insulated binding post B\ while the other end is attached to

the nearest block marked C A'. The compensator for the

i-99 shunt is formed in part by using the 1-9 compensator

with sufficient extra resistance added, etc. The preferred

shunt coil together with the appropriate compensator are

together thrown in circuit by the insertion of a single plug.

Removing the plug entirely opens the ciicuit; placing the

plug between B and B^ short circuits the battery with the

galvanometer left open; placing it, the plug, at B cuts out

the shunt and compensator, and leaves the galvanometer in

circuit at maximum sensitiveness. When tests are con-

cluded, the placing of the plug between G (7' short cir

cuits the galvanometer and leaves the battery circuit open.

This instrument is the latest invention of Charles P. Frey,

electrician for the E. S. Greeley & Co., New York.

defend our just rights to the bitter end. Our order is in a

very prosperous condition, and wc are receiving large

amounts of money from our membership in the support of

the order, and I have every reason to believe that in the

Southern I'acific light wc will be able lo protect our mem-
bers and in the end justice will triumph.

The Telegraphers' Strike.

There has been a go^d deal of talk in telegraph and

railroad circles during the last month of a strike among

the telegraph operators on several western lines. It was

expected that the dissatisfied operators would decide upon a

plan of action. A dispatch from Albuquerque, N. M , says

that the operators on the Atlantic and Pacific left without

giving the manager an opportunity to communicate with

headquarters. Later dispatches announce that the strike

was declared off when the manager received his orders to

accept the terms of the men.

Reports from San Francisco announce the collapse of

the movement. A press dispatch of December 15th says:

"The telegraphers' strike, which was expected to-day.

didn't occur. Only seven men went out. Chief Comstock

of the brotherhood says he is assured that nearly every tele-

grapher on the Southern Pacific system will go out when

an order is issued, but the railroad people say this is ab-

surd and that he cannot control a hundred men. It has

been found that Comstock issued on Sunday a formal or-

der to strike to-day, but yesterday he appeared at the rail-

road ofiices and wanted to compromise. Comstock now

claims he is awaiting orders from Grand Chief Thurston,

but the general impression here is that Comstock is respon-

sible for the fizzle of the strike by his mismanagement.

All operators on the desert on the Southern Pacific and

Atlantic & Pacific are out, but the railroads will swiftly

fill their places." The next day's dispatches announced

that the men were seeking reinstatement.

The telegraphers' view of the situation is presented in

the following dispatch from St. Louis, dated December

15th:

"D. G. Ramsey, assistant chief telegrapher of the Order

of Railroad Telegraphers, who is attending the federative

council of rail.vay employes" organizations, and who is as-

sisting in the management of the telegraphers' strike, stated

this afternoon that he had telegrams notifying him that

300 men in the employ of the Southern Pacific left their

keys at 10 o'clock this morning, and that not a car, either

passenger or freight, is being moved on the Atlantic &: Pa-

cific.

"Grand Chief A. J. Thvrston, of the Order of Railway

Telegraphers, was in the city to-day conferring with the

delegates from the different railway organizations through-

out the country. After relating to the delegates the na-

ture of the strike, Grand Chief Thurston asked for their

moral and financial support. The meeting at 2 i'. M.took

a recess without action. Mr. Thurston has received

telegrams from different points on the Southern Pacific

and Atlantic & Pacific railroads in which it was stated

that the men were united in their demands, and would re-

main out until they were acceded to by the company."

On December 2ist the following statement was issued

by Chief Thurston, from Vinton, la:

The cause of the trouble upon the Southern Pacific is the
attempt of that road to compel our members to make an
affidavit that they will withdraw from the order and never
unite with it while in the employ of the road. This the

men would not do, and struck. There are 500 men out.

Our men are very firm and will remain out until this

infamous order is recalled. It is a fight not only against
ourselves, but all organized labor, and all classes of railway
employes are interested. The Atlantic & Pacific trouble

is settled. The trouble on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa
Fe is not recognized by this organization. I am informed
that two of our men on the Fremont, Elkhorn and Mis-
souri A^alley have been requested to withdraw, but T do not
believe it will be sanctioned by the Chicago &: North-
western management. Two years ago such an order was
made, and recalled, and since that our order had been
friendly to that road. If any further action is taken on the
Northwestern, of course we should resist to the best of our
ability, but I feel there will be no necessity for any such
measures.
Our order is very conservative and prefers peace rather

than war, but if it is crowded too much of course we will

On Polyphasal Generators.

'

1:y M. i. Pli'in, Pit. D.

Few will deny the importance of the polyphasal current

systems; none the fascination of their study. This belief

induced me to present the following brief essay before the

Institute.

The experimental researches in this new and promising
field of electrotechnics are not yet numerous; but still the

results already obtained are of so decisive a character as

to leave no doubt whatever as to the extremely high prac-

tical imjjortance which is attached to electrical generators,

motors and transformers constructed according to require-

ments imposed upon us by this new method of combining
a set of variable electromotive forces. For who among us

does not thoroughly appreciate the beautiful inventions of

Nikola Tesla and the completeness of the success which
Dobrowoisky and Brown obtained by the practical appli-

cation of these inventions?

The exact quantitative relations involved in the poly-

phasal system of currents are not, I venture to say. quite

as well known as its practical results. To give an impulse
to further inquiry in that direction is one of the principal

aims of this modest investigation. For the present I pro-

pose to confine myself to the polyphasal generators in

general, and particularly to polyphasal generators whose
system of electromotive forces is capable of producing a

rotary magnetic field of constant strength. The last point

seems to me to be one of the vital points in this new
method of electrical distribution. It is in this particular

point thatMr. Dobrowoisky claims his system to be
superior to that of Nikola Tesla.

Let us consider the theoretically simplest form of a poly-

phasal generator, as shown in Fig. i. A non-magnetizable
ring with 7i open equal coils at equal distances from each

other rotates uniformly through a perfectly homogeneous
magnetic field. Let BB' be the neutral plane of the field.

At the instant when coil i is at the angular distance -3

from the neutral plane B/'' the electromotive force gener-

ated in the various coils will be
^j—A'sin (d-\-a)

.'. =A''sin (S-t-^-f—

)

i',i=A' sin
j
^-1- «+(«-!)-

Where A' is a constant depending, as is well known, on
the field intensity, the speed of rotation, the number of

turns in the coil and the area of the plane of a turn; <i is

the angular width of one-half of the coil.

Since
2~

sin(i?-f<?) + sin (i9+ (z-h—)+ +sin

iron ring B, each coil being a part of the w conductors
coming from the generator. Diagram Fig. 4 illustrates
this for a three-phase system. Let the ti currents be de-
noted now by Cf'. (•.',... /-„', Wc shall have now.

A'
<-,'= sin fd-|-/7

—

^/}

r
K 2-r

c..'= sin (ft-f-/7-i ;.j

/ //

0,'= sin 0-|-a-ff/i—n <* ;-

/ ( » '
\

and therefore

^i-f-'V+ +<-,.'=:o f3)

The introduction of the iron ring with the « coils into
the n phasal system ha^ changed the impedance /, and
the angle of retardation; but this change is evidently
the same for all coils. The correctness of this state-

ment might, perhaps, be questioned, if wc supposed
that the system of n variable currents was at
any moment strong enough to saturate the iron ring, I

therefore suppose that the intensity of magnetization in

the ring is nevtr over 10,000 c. <:. s. lines of force. We
shall presently see that in the case of a properly built gen-
erator the saturation of the iron ring will not vitiate the
correctness of the above statement in the slightest.

Let s be the number of tarns in each of the « coils. Re-
lation (3) gives

That is to say, the relation of conductivity will be satis-

fied by the magneto mo;ive forces.

4- J 0' -i- 4~ J- ,rV -r -I- 4n- J- m =0 (4)

Relation {4) translated into physical language means that
the magnetization in the iron ring is du; to two equal mag-
neto-motive forces working in multiple arc The mag-
netic field produced is perfectly symmetrical with respect to
the ring as indicated by the dotted lines in Fig. 4'.

Consider now « iion ring cores of exactly the same
dimensions and made of the same material. Let <: be the
reluctance of each ring. Let each of the n coils be inter-

linked wiih one of the iron rings; we shall have « homo-
geneous magnetic circuits and as long as the magnetization
of these rings is considerably below the saturation point
we shall have

( "I
it follows that

',+..+'3+ +'..= ()•

That is to say, the sum of electromotive forces gene-
rated in the various coils which are on one side of the

neutral plane is numerically equal and of opposite sign to

that of the coils on the other side of this plane. This
result is well known and self-evident. It is. however, far

from self-evident that relation (i). which I shall call the

relation of continuity for the electromotive forces, will be
satisfied by every magnetic field.

Close each coil separately by conductors of equal resist-

ance and self-induction. Let(|, (-J... ... i-„ denote the

currents in the // separate circuits. It is evident that

A'
Cy=i—sin (6-\-a—0)

I

K 2-

c.-,-= sin (C-|-f7H <p)

I n

K 2~
C.,r= sin{«+ .7+ 2 *}

/ ;/

A- i 2T )

'-1.=^—sin d + a-^iti— 1 + ) <> -

/
I

;;
S

Where / is the impedance in each circuit, and the

angle of retardation. Hence, we have

^l-|-<-^4-^-:;-i- -hr,, "O. . . (2).

That is to say, the relation of continuity is satisfied for

the currents also.

Let the wires <?A, bB //A' {Fig. 2) represent a part

of each of the // conductors of this system. Then, ac
cording to relation (2). the sum of the currents in these
n linear conductors being always zero, if we joined them
ail into one conductor there would be no cuirenl in this

wire, but the currents in the n circuits would circulate

exactly the same as before. In fact, the common juncture
is useless, and can and should be cut out.

The diagram, Fig. 3, represents this method of con-
necting for a three phase system. Consider, now. // equal

coils distributed at angular distances of — over a laminated
H
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4~ s Ci 4~ s C.' 4- s q:

That is to say the magnetic induction in the /: magnetic
circuits obeys the same law as the « electric currents. We
can therefore employ the method of polyphasa! connection
for the magnetic circuits, also, and we obtain what the
Germans call a ^erkettung der Magnetischen Str''>me,

which may be translated in English by a more accurate
expression: Polyphasal Coupling of magnetic circuits. A
transformer constructed on this principle may be called a
coupled transformer.

A simple consideration will show that the field rotates

around the axis of the ring B synchronously with the rota-

tion in the generator which produces the impressed electro-

motive forces. Consider the armature of the generator.
Since the ampere turns on one side of the neutral plane is

always equal and opposite in sign to the ampere turns on
the other side of t:his plane, it is evident that the magnetic
field due to the ampere turns in the armature is fixed in

space and perfectly symmetrical with respect lo the plane
of symmetry /*/". We can therefore say that this field,

though fixed in space, rotates with respect to the armature
with the same angular velocity with which the armature
rotates in space. The distribution of the ampere turns
over the stationary ring B being at any moment the same
as that over the armature ring, it follows that the magnetic
field of j5 also rotates with respect 10 B synchronously with
the rotation in the armature. An inspection of the dia-

gram in Fig, 4 will show tbat when the rotation in the
generator is reversed the rotation of the field B will also be
reversed.

The strength of the rotating magnetic field will varj* in

strength because the strength of the tA'O equal magneto-
motive forces which are working in multiple arc will varj\

The following simple consideration will show us the law
of this variation. Two cases must be considered sepa-

rately. Firstly, when /; is an odd number; secondly, when
« is an even number.

Case i.

A simple definition will save me the tedious repetitions

of long sentences. I define the sum of all the electro-

motive forces generated in all the turns which are at any
moment on the same side of the neutral plane of the gen-
erator as the resultant impressed electromotive force at

that moment. The magneto-motive force of the rotating

field will evidently varj- according to the same law as the

resultant impressed electromotive force. To find the law
of variation of the resultant impressed electromotive

force, consider the armatuie of the generator when the .in-

gle of coil I is zero. To make the reasoning shorter, I

make now the angular width of each coil equal to . so

H
that the « coils completely cover the ring, which makes

a = . If this angular width is smaller, then a simple

H

consideration wilt show that the law of \'ariation which I

am about to deduce, will be exactly the same. In the po-

«+
sition iust mentioned, the coils i. 2, 3 —— will

1 This wilt be <.lrictly true i( we employ xn even number of coils
even wlien the number uf (ili:iscs 's odd, iKcausc the di^tribulion of
nmncrc turns is llicn j^crfcclly symmetrical.
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a 1 be on the same side of the neutral plane, whereas coil

ivill be just half on one side and half on the other

side of this plane. There is no electro-motive force gen-

erated in this coil. As the above mentioned angle i9 begins

n + I

to increase from zero, coil begins to contribute to

the resultant impressed electromotive force, but this con-

P

1 / i_ v^V^J
M .' / _L _ . r1 \ ' s

1 1 1 \ \

1

-'

1 1 -L^-
\ \

1

hj^.
\ \ I / /
\ "-^ ;^^\ 77
\/ \y

J-—-^
->

tribution is just counterbalanced by the loss due to the

entrance of coil « into the opposite region of the neutral

plane. The variation in the resultant impressed electro

motive force is therefore due solely to the change of posi-

;/+i

tion of the turns in the coils i,

one side and the coriesponding turns on the other side of

n—

I

the neutral plane. This will be the case until coil

has completely passed to one side of the neutral plane and

coil ?; is just bisected by it. During this interval i^ has

increased from zero to Yz The value of

the resuUant impressed electromotive force at any mo-

ment during this interval is easily found. Denote it by E,

then

£=^j-f*_.-}- ^n-I

= A- -^ sin (e+ -) 4- sin (6 H ^ _)+... .

( w ;/ n

I
- f(«-l) 1 2^]

= A-
I

sin («+—) + sin (» +— + -) + ...

.

f n n )i

-;- sin ^ » H + I I

— -

I ,1 \ 1. \ n\

li,,. ::,

/'j COS (ft— —
t

It 19 evident thnt the rcsultrint itnprensed electro motive

force ^ varies darin;; the interval from tf ~ otoO— — just

\]Vr trr. H y, that 13 to »») it varici just like a simple

r.arm'jr.ic. When 9 ~ — , /; reaches a ma;cimDm which is
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equal to A'j. it has a minimum both when f = o

and when =z — , each ot these minima equals A'2

//

cos —. The ratio of the minimum to the maxi-
2/1

mum value equals cos — . For a three-phase system

this ratio is .866, and it diminishes very rapidly as ;? in-

creases. It is evident that after 6 has reached the value —
/I

the armature is, as far as it concerns the resultant im-

pressed electromotive force in exactly the same position as

at the start when = o. We conclude therefore that A'

has 2// equal maxima and 2// equal minima during each
revolution of the armature. In diagram Fig. 5 these ^uc-

tuations of £ for a three-phase system are represented

graphically.

Case 2

The same relations hold good when ;? is even. The
2- 477

maxima take place when tl = o.. — , , The
71 )l

77 3- 577

minima when t) — — , —-, , and the ratio

// ;/ n

of any minimum to any maximum is cos — . Since the

magneto- motive force varies according to the same law as

D EF

the resultant impressed eleciiomoiive force, it follows that

the strength of the rotary magnetic field fluctuates periodi-

cally, having 2n equal maxima and 2// equal minima during

each revolution, and the ratio of any minimum to any maxi-

mum equals cos . That is, when 7t is odd, but when
2n

n is even then there are only « maxima and ;/ minima and

the ratio of any minimum equals cos —

.

A polyphasal generator of this kind would produce a

rotary magnetic field of constant strength only when n =
cr.. For a three-phase system the maximum variation

would be nearly 14 per cent, of the maximum value,

This agrees perfectly with Mr. Dobrowolsky's calcula-

tions, but I fail to see how these calculations could justify

any one to assume that they hold good for all types of

polyphasal generators.' The generator which we have

considered could be actually constructed, but its output

would be so small in proportion to its size that we may
dismiss it at once as an impracticable machine. We can

make it practicable by substituting for the non-magneti-

zable ring which carries the armature coils a laminated

iron ring and for the uniform magnetic field the magnetic

field of a well made field magnet with its pole pieces

placed with respect to the armature coils in any one of

the various ways sanctioned by practical experience, liut

in a generator of this kind the resultant impressed electro-

motive force will no longer vary according to the law which

I have pointed out a little while ago. To be sure, we
shall still have the same number of maxima and minima,

as may be inferred readily from otir knov/Jedgcof the shape

of the electromotive force curve of a continuous current

dynamo. We all know that this curve is not in general a

straight line, but a wave line having as many maxima and

as many minima as there are sections on the commutator.

Hut the ratio of the maxima to the minima is no longer an
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a priori calculable quantity. If we know the mathematical
relation between the intensity of the field at any point of

the armature surface and the co-ordinates of this point

with respect to the neutral plane, then we could calculate

that ratio, but the amount of experimental and practical

work involved in this problem would be very great. A
much easier and practically much more important problem
is to determine the conditions which must be fulfilled in

the construction of a polyphasal generator, in order that it

may be capable of producing a rotary magnetic field of
constant intensity in the simplest possible way. that is

without the application of brushes and commutators.
Mr. V. Dolivo-Dobrowolsky seems to think that a three

phasal generator is incapable of doing that, for he distinctly

says that such a generator necessarily produces a rotary

magnetic field whose strength varies 14 per cent. He also

states that (evidently to obviate these fluctuations) the

Allgemeine Electricitaets Gesellschaft employ a method of

transmitting currents of smaller differences of phase than
one-third of the period through three wires. In this point

they claim to be ahead of Tesla, Bradley, Haselwander
and Wenstrom- In fact, if one is not exceedingly careful
in the perusal of Dobrowolsky's discussions of this subject
he will be led to believe that the rotary field in some of
Tesla's motors varied as much as 40 per cent., and certain-

ly not less than 14 per cent. I do not think that Mr.
Dobrowolsky wishes to be understood as holding that

opinion; for neither he nor anybody.else excepting Tesla
himself can know what these variations were. The num-
ber of phases employed tells us nothing definite about the
range of these variations.

A polyphasal dynamo which is capable of producing a
rotary magnetic field of constant intensity must be con-
structed in such a way that its resultant magneto motive
force must remain constant as long as speed and the mag-
netic field of the field magnets remain constant. As long as
the variable electromotive force developed in each coil

follows the law of a simple harmonic that result can never
be accomplished by a finite number of phases, but it may,
perhaps, be accomplished by producing in each coil of the
generator a variable electromotive force which varies ac-

cording to some definite complex harmonic law. In a
well made commercial machine the electromotive forces de-

veloped in the various turns of the armature always vary
according to some such a law. The form of this complex
harmonic law depends on the form of the magnetic field of

the field magnets, and also on the distribution of the coils

over the armature. The problem that remains to be inves-

tigated consists therefore of three parts: 1st. What must
be the particular form of the complex harmonic electro-

motive force developed in each coil of a polyphasal gen-
erator, in order that both the condition of continuity be
fulfilled, and also that the resultant impressed electromotive
force be continually constant? 2d. What form of the

magnetic field of the field magnets will be capable of pro-

ducing such an electromotive force? 3d. Can a continu-

ally constant resultant electromotive force produce a rotary

field of constant strength?

1st. The first part of this problem is purely mathematical.
In a paper read before the New York Mathematical
society I indicated a method of discussing this part in a
general way, and worked out completely two particular

cases, namely the cases of a three and four phasal system.
The paper is given in the appendix.

2d. For a three phasal system the form of the complex
harmonic electromotive force given in Fig. 7 will satisfy

all the conditions. The form A, E, C, E, F, given in

I. M, V, fJolivoDotirowoltky: \)tx iJrrhmrom und Kcinc

wtckelun^: Officlelk AuMcllun^''- ifciiunff, KfcctrJcitOct, Mcft 13

I''ig. B, is only a particular case, and ought lo be aimed at

in the construction of the machine.
When there are only three turns within a space llirougli

which the armature moves with respect to the field during
the time that corresponds to a complete period as in the

case of the I-auffen generator (sec I'igs. 1 1 and la), then

the field of the field-magnets must be constant in intensity

during an angle which corresponds to one-sixlh of the

period. J have indicated that in the diagram Fig. 9, In
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the case of bi-polar three phasal generators, as indicated in

the diagram Fig. 10, where we have six coils, the diamet-
rically opposite pairs being connected in series, the pole

faces must have an angular width of 120 degrees, and the

field must be constant in intensity within the region
bounded at any moment by the armature and the pole

faces. This is a practical problem offering no serious dif-

ficulties, judging Ironi the experimental results obtained
by S. Thompson, Isenbeck, Mordcy and others, and also

from the experimental results obtained lately by a gradu-
ate of our school, Mr. Freedman, John Tyndall, Fellow of
Columbia College.

The curve of impressed electromotive force, which must
be produced in the case of a four phasal generator, is

given in Fig. 13, and needs no further commentary.
Larger number of phases oiTer no special advantages,
whereas the disadvantages arising from employing a large

number of phases are self evident.

3d. When a coil in which a simple harmonic electro-

motive force is developed is closed by a resistance, whether
self-inductive or non-self-inductive, the current which is

set up in the closed circuit will be a simple harmonic, hav-

ing therefore all the characteristics of the impressed elec-

tromotive force. This, however, is not necessarily the case
when the impressed electromotive force is a complex har-

monic. A complex harmonic electromotive force is com-
posed of a large number of simple harmonic electromotive
forces of different frequencies, all the higher frequencies

being multiples of the fundamental frequency. When,
therefore, a coil in which a complex electromotive force is

generated, is closed by a conductor, and the current is

started, the current will be also a complex harmonic, each
simple harmonic component of the complex harmonic
electromotive force producing it-; own simple harmonic
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current, which is a component of the resultant complex
harmonic current. But since the component simple har-

monic electromotive forces have each a different frequency,
it follows that they will have a different impe-
dence and the shifting of phase will be alto different

for each component current, currents of higher frequency
having a larger shifiing in phase and also the ratio of the

amplitude of any one ot the component currents to the am-
plitude of any othtr component of lower frequency being
smaller than the ratio of the ampliiudesof the corresponding
component electromotive forces. In this respect the

propagation of the complex harmonic current wave resem-
bles very much the propagation of a complex harmonic
sound-wave or a complex harmonic lightwave through an
absorptive medium like air. The component simple
harmonic waves of light and sound will in general suffer

the less through the transmision the longer their wave-
length. Just as the sound and light-waves, after such a
transmission, lose a great many characi eristics of the

original vibration which produced them, so an electric wave
in its transmission through a conductor possessing ohmic
resistance and electro-magnetic, not 10 speak of the

electro-static inductance, will lose a great many character-

istics of the impressed electromotive forces.

To put this into simple symbolic language of mathe-
matics,

Let L be the coefficient of self-induction of the circuit,

" R be the total resistance.

K ^> a sin w / / be the complex harmonic im-

' pressed e. m. f. wheie/ = 2" X funda-
mental frequency,

X be the value of the current at any moment /.

a sin m /> l.

We shall have, then.

(ix

L 1^ R X = A'

d(

The solution of this differential equation gives

^^ m
^tii sin { "I /' t— 9 „.)

' V Ji- + tn" /- JJ-

mp I.

where tan ^n,

.V = K
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The current ^ is a complex harmonic, its component
simple harmonic currents being

-> =
-''i

+-!-' -f + -v„, + ad iiifm.

K ig:

Tlie current .r-^ = sin(«/ / — <>^ )

ap I.

tan fPj^ =

Let ^ be the impressed electromotive force, then

£ = <] +': + '':i + + '„, + aJ iiifiii.

The component simple harmonic electromotive force c^
is given by

i'o; = (7a; sin apt

These relations give an exact quantitative expression to

the preceding physical description.

These considerations made me hesitate at first in taking
as granted that a polyphasal generator producing complex
electromotive foices, such as I deduced mathematically in

the course of my paper, would be capable of producing a

rotary magnetic field of constant intensity. But I was
glad to find out that my hesitation was groundless.

Consider the three phasal generator whose diagram is

given. Take, now, another wcU-IaTiniiaii:J aimalure
woui d in a similar way as the armature of the

generator. Connect the three pairs of coils of the
j^enerator to the three sets of coils in armature 2.

We shall have three separate circuits, the ohmic re-

sistance and the self and mutual inductance in each circuit

being the same. Denote by B^ E^ £3 the three complex
harmonic electromotive forces in thethrie circuits. Let
r. J', z be the currents at any moment. Then we shall have

,/.i- ,/) d:

L 1- H 1- + \- R x = E.
dl dl dl

dzdx
yBI + Ry = E.,

dl

dx
+M—+M

dt

dl

dy

dt

+^-' = ^3

But since E^ -^ E-i •{• E:^ = o for all values of / it fol-

lows that

d d
L -(.v-f;' + z) + 2il/-(.r+j'H-=) + ^ (.v -f j- + c)

dt dt

= o for all values of t. This can ht true only if

.r+.r + .. =
for all values of t. 1 hat v^ to say, the currents fulfill the

condition of continuity. We c^n therefore employ the

/"

\

/ '
'

\ 1 ' '
1

\ '
' 1 '

;'

rr ;-^

\;

,T 1 ,
.

\
vl /:

method of poh phasal connection, Substitute now in the

first of the three differenii;.! ( qua t ions

- (.'+;')

and we obtain

\^L — M) \- A' -r = /f, — K^ ,;„. sin m p t

dt 2!„,

The solution of this equation gives

= A"

Similarly

I

S.
V A^-fmy(/.->i/r^'° \

"' ^P '+ ->--) r

1 A'--f///-/>-vy:-.'i/r /

3

In the case under ccnsidi ration both L ar.d ^f are
pretty small when the metallic parts of the magnetic dr-
cuits are near the saturation point, so that /. — M is

small, and /;/-/'- (/. — My will be small in comparison to
R' even for large values of //;. unless the frequency is

very high. Also, since

m p{L — M
tanp ,„ = — —

R
^,n is exceedingly small unless / is ver)* large, we shall
have for moderate frequency generators.

^-

«

A- = — ^>'/,„ SI n VI p {

I

and similarly for j and -. The same method of reasoniog
may be easily applied to any number of phases. The
mathematical operations will be considerably larger, but
still the same results will be deduced without much diffi-

culty.

'1 hat is to say, the curves for the currents are the same
complex harmonics as those of the impressed eleiromotive
force. The currents therefore, produce a rotary magnetic
field of nearly constant intensity; this is evidently true
even if these currents produce a saturation in the iron part
of the magnetic circuits.

The resemblance between a polyphasal generator and a
continuous current dynamo, which these relations bring
into view, is exceedingly striking and instructive.
The advantages gained from a polvphasal generator

capable of producing a rotary magnetic field of constant
intensity would be very much diminished indeed if it

should turn out that it is impossible' to devise a simple and
eflicient method of transformation by means of which the
polyphasal system of currents producing a rotary field of
constant intensity (a constant rotary field system) can be
transformed any number of times without losing its dis-
tinguishing characteristic. I intended ts discuss this
prob'em also this evening, but having been disappointed by
the mechanician who is constructing several pieces of ap-

i,„ V V?'-f my{L-'Anj2 sin {m p t — c,„)

^"- "
Fl,j. 10.

paralus illustrating this problem, I decided to postpone
this di-cussion to some other time. To sum up;

1st. The consideration of simple harmonic impressed
electromotive forces, does not lell the whole story of the

polyphasal generators.

2d. The law of variation of the strength of the rotary"

magnetic field which a polyphasal generator can produce
is not as simple as Mr. D. v. Dobrowolsky thinks.

3d Polyphasal coupled transformers must be worked
at low magnetizations and low frequencies, otherwise they
will not satisfy the condition of continuity. It follows,

therefore, that they will probably ht very large for the out-

put which they can give.

4th. It is very probable that nearly constant rotary

magnetic fields can be produced in practice by a small

number of phages, perhaps not more than three, by
properly shaping the curve of the impressed electromotive

force.

An Insulating Material.
A new form of insulating material of a wholly mineral

and inorganic character is being introduced into the

electrical marke'. This material is one of the many
hydro carbons of cistern Utah, variously termed Uintaite,

Grahamite or Gilsonite.

Analyses by Professors Blake and Wurl.'*,. show the

mineral to be from 90-6 10 09 pure. It is crystaline in

charac'er, extremely friable, and breaks with a brilliant

conchoidal fracture. In color it is black. It is 2% in the

scale of hardness, has a specific gravity of 1.065. and
luses readily in the (lame of a candle, becoming plastic

while warm, but returning to its friable condition im-

mediately on cooling- This is the condition in which it is

mined by the Wasatch Asphaltum company of Salt Lake
City, whicli is producing it. A specimen analyzed by
Messrs. Fristol -S: Lawver yielded as follows: Carbon,
So.SS; hydrogen, 9.76; nitrogen. 3.30; oxygen, 6.05:

ash, 0.01; total, 100.00 parts.

In this condition it would be of little value as an in-

sulator, because of its extreme friability. But the Wasatch
company prepares it in an elastic form under the name of
"Wasatch Jet."' Under tlie inllucnce of moderate heat,

this product can be drawn into filaments so fine as to be
scarcely visible to the naked eye, and of almost any
length. The deposit of gilsonite from which the insulat-

I. Not only transfoniiation of tlic power supplied by the generator
iiUo electrical power of higlier or lower protcnijal but also transfor-

mation of tliis power itiio mccbanic.il (xin-cr. This, of course leads

into the discussion of llic rolory Iiclds produced under conditions

which are mei with in practice.
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ia<' material referred to is made, is in a fissure a mile or

two in length. This substance has as a rule been sold as

mined, to varnish makers for the manufacture of baking

japans, and other black varnishes. Its insulating proper-

ties, though, will undoubtedly open for it another proiit-

able field. ^^^^^____
Franklin Experimental Club.

The Franklin E.-iperimental dub of Newark, N. J., has

changed its regular meeting night from the second and

fourth Tuesdays of the month to the second and fourth

Saturdays of the month. There has been a considerable

increase in the membership of late, and a committee has

been appointed to look for larger and more suitable quar-

ters, the club having outgrown its present facilities.

Among the subjects that have been taken up at the recent

meetings are "Induction," "Construction of Transformers

and Applications of Alternate Currents." and "Vibratory

-Phenomena." A series of talks illustrated by experiments

is now being given upon the last named subjects by several

members, showing in a most interesting way the phe-

nonena of sound, light, heat and electricity, and their co-

relation. ^^^__^

The Chicago Electric Club.

At the last meeting of the Chicago Electric club on

Monday, December 2 tst, the paper of the evening, entitled

"Rapid Transit for Great Cities," was read by St. John

V. Day. The attendance was good, considering the

weather and the nearness of Christmas. After IMr. Day

had Snished his lecture T. Graham Gribble of London was

introduced. Mr. Gribble's address was supplementary to

Mr. Day's description of the rapid transit scheme now

being exploited by the Day Conslruction company.

After the literary' programme had been completed, C.

C. Haskins read a copy of the letter which, as the commit-

tee of one appointed at the last meeting of the club, be

had sent to Prof. Elisha Gray, asking that the question of

the standardizing of safety fuses be brought before the

coming Electrical Congress. A notice was read to the

effect that thirty days from date a motion would be made

before the club to change Section i, Article III., of the

constitution and by-laws to read:

"Resident membeis shall pay an entrance fee of $25,

and annual dues of §40
''

The entrance fee at present is ^50, and the annual dues

are $40.

The next paper will be read by J. P. Barrett, chief of

the department of electricity, January 4th. Prof. Barrett

has announced the subject of his paper as "Electrical Ex-

hibitions During the World's Columbian Exposition."
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An aggressive policy is all right in its way, but when

fraud and deception are resorted to in order to introduce

the trolley system, the hard work of the electric exploiter is

liable to excite enmity rather than to develop favorable

feeling. Brooklyn property owners are now charging that

consents have been obtained by underhand ineaas. These

charges are made particularly against the De Kalb avenue

line, or the Brooklyn City and Newtown company, and the

complainants are men like David M. Stone, Police Com-

missioner Hayden and Alanson Tredwell. As it is thought

by many that the advocates of the overhead system will

win in the end it is to be regretted that an opportunity

should thus be offered for sneers and remarks about "job-

bery," etc.

The official reports of the last electrical e.xecution were

filed on Wednesday. Warden Brown makes affidavit that

the execution was conducted according to law, and this

affidavit is followed by the report to the warden, signed by

Drs. MacDonald and Samuel E. Ward. These experts on

electrical execution state that there were a series of four

brief contacts, occupying in all fifty-two seconds. The

first lasted fifteen seconds, the second eleven seconds, the

third fifteen and one-half, and the last ten and one-half sec-

onds There were brief intervals between the contacts to

permit the wetting of the electroies. The readings from

the voltmeter indicated a pressure of 1,7. 6 volts with

nearly seven amperes. The statement of the au'opsy says

there were no discolorations, except at the knee where the

electrode was applied, and that was supe'ficial. No ind

cations of violence to the muscles were seen-

W. F. O.

CORRESPON DENCE,
New York Notes.

New York. December 19.—There has been considerable

talk of late in New York financial circles with Henry Vil-

lard as the subject. Rumor said that Mr. Villard had been

asked to resign the presidency of the Edison General Elec-

tric company, and that at the forthcoming annual meeting

a determined effort would be made to oust him. The man

mentioned as the possible successor was Carl Schurz. It

is claimed by some that Mr. Villard and his following have

been such bears on the stock as to have systematically de-

pressed its price, and to have thereby injured the com-

pany. It is pointed out that the Edison company's is an S

per cent, dividend paying stock, and that the Lake Shore,

also an 5 per cent, stock, sells for 125 while the Edison

stock is only quoted in the nineties. Of course all this

may only bs street talk, and it should be mentioned there

fore tha'- Mr. Schurz announces that as far as his connec-

tion with the sio-y is concerned it is untrue.

The ticker war which has been on for a week or so has

been decided for the present at least in favor of the New

York Stock Exchange, The Consolidated Exchange had

joined with its old enemy, the G^ld and Slock Telegraph

compiny, in a determined effort to squslch the common

fo£, and through this siroki secured a peremptory order

from Judge Dykman of the Supreme Court, sitting at

White I'iains, compelling the offi:;ers of the Stock Ex-

change to restore immediately the connection? of the Gold

and Su>ck lickcra with the Stock Exchange, and to supply

the compiny with tie qj^uiions. jan as before. The

order was served on the St(x;k Exchange on Wednesday,

and within an haur the wires had been connected and the

Gold and Stock co-npiny was once more receiving its quo-

UEions of S*.ock Etchange siles on ihs same footing as its

rival, the Kcw York ("^jotation c:>mpany, which is owned

by the S:o:k Exchange. The Gold and S:ock comp-iny

DOW not oaly rxcWci its qrjv.ation? free and sells them at

enormo^is profits, but the Stock Exchange is obliged to pay

the expense of collecting this news, which amounts to

abont $14,000 a year.

Kansas City, Mo.

Kansas City, December 19.—Mayor Hannan of

Kansas City has promptly and efftctuaKy kil'ed the propo-

sition to sell the plant of the Consolidated Electric Light

company in that city for ^300,000 He found numerous

objections to the ordinance passed by the council and ve-

toed it emphatically, He declared that the proposed pur-

chase price was enormous, and of itself sufficient reason for

vetoing the ordinance. He also found that the date for

the election to vote on the propcsition had not

been set far enough ahead to enable the city to comply

with the laws regulating no'.ices and publication of

election. It is probable that the matter will never come up

again.

In its turn the Kansas City, Kan , council has defeat-

ed the ordinance renewing the purchase of Ihe Thayer-

Enright Electric Railway company. The company's first

purchase expired without a thing being done to utilize it.

Amendment after amendment was offered. The proposed

route was almost entirely charged. Electric lights were

to be placed on each pole erected by the company. The

space between the rails was to be paved as welt as a cer-

tain space outside and adjoining the rails. The wires

were to be put under ground under certain conditions, and

in the event of the storage system proving practicable it

was to be adopted. Transfer arrangements were to be

made with ail other street railways which the line might

cross. By this time the representatives of the company

had left the council chamber in disgust, and then the or-

dinance, as amended, was defeated. It is probable, how-

ever, that the company will make a second effort to secure

a renewal of its franchise It has secured the money to

build the line, and the people living along the proposed

route favor it.

Two ordinances have been introduced in the Kansas

City, Kan., comcil granting Iranchises to elecirc light

companies. One ordinance was presented by Charles E,

Edom and the other by Thomas Wolfe. Both ordinances

were referred to the committee on franchises. Mr. Edom
wants the right to construct and opera':e a plant in Kansas

City. Kan., and he agrees to furnish arc lights to pri ate

consumers at the rate of $B a month and incandescent

lights at the rale of 80 cents a month. Me also agrees to

furnish th'rly incandescent lights to the city free of chirgc.

The Wolfe franchise provides for the construction and op-

eration of an electric light plant without conditions.

Judge Rener of the United States Circuit Court at Tope-

kahas signed the decree in foreclosure proceedings against

the Topcka Rapid Transit Railway company, the judg-

ment, with interest, aggregating $33''^375. The mortgage

upon which proceedings were brought was given to the

Metropolitan Trust company of New York and covered the

electric street railway line and all its appurtenances A

.six months' stay of execution has been allowed, before the

expiration of which time it is believed that a compromise

of some sort will be cffcclcd. The road has been in the

hands of a receiver for several months.

The city council of Independence, Mo., a suburb of

Kansas City, has entered into a contract with the Citizens,
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Electric Light company for twenty-five arc lights for one

year, to be distributed throughout the city at a cost of

$1,800 a year.

L. G. Beir has been awarded the contract for wiring the

new county courthouse, and Thomas F. Clohesey has

been awarded a contract for similar work on the new city

hall. The work of wiring has already been begun and will

be completed in a short time. The wire will be placed in

conduits, composed of an asbestos piping, coated with a

waterproof paint.

Prof. Lucien I. Blake, Ph. D., professor of physics and

electrical engineering at the State University of Kansas,

has arranged a series of lectures to be delivered before

the Kansas City society for university extension. The

course, as arranged at present, is as follows;

Scientific Conception of Energy. Its possible transfor-

mation into heat, light, etc. Measurements of work and of

energy. Sources of available energy. Conservation of

energy. Degradation of energy.

The Electro Current. Its electromotive force. Resist-

ance. Current. Electrical units: Volt, Ampere, Ohm,
Watt, Joule.

The Electro Magnet, i. Theory. Its lines of force

and magnetic field. Rules for small electro magnets.
Rules for large electro magnets. 2. Applications. Call-

bells, Annunciators, etc. Morse telegraph.

Electro Dynamics of Current. Its magnetic lines of

force. Mutual action between magnets and currents.

Permanent magnets.
Ampere's Theory of Measuring Instruments of Electric

Current, Voltmeter?. Ammeters Absolute tangent gal-

vanometer.
Theory of Electro Magnetic Potentia'. Electro magnet-

ic induction i. Its Laws Electro magnetic unit, Se-

cohm, Henry. 2 Its Application. Magneto. Dyna-
mos. Motor. Bell Telephone. Elake Transmitter.
Train Telegraphing.— Phelps' system.

Al'ernating Current, i. Theory. Joule's Law. 2.

Application. Incandescent Lamps. Arc Lamps. Elect-

ric VVelding. Therm'c Vul meters.

Electro ch mics. Electrolysis, i. Its Theory, Clausi-

us. 2. Application. Piimary batteries. Secondary.
Electroplating. Elect retyping.

Static Induction, i. Theory. Laws of specific induct-

ive capacity. 2 Applications. Static induction machine.
Topler Holiz. Wimshurst. Submarine cables. Train
telegraphing—Wiley Smith-Edison system, Radiant mat-

ter. Geissler tubes. Radiometer. Crooke's experi-

ments.
Electrical Radiation. Hertz experiments. Electro

magnetic theory of light. Modern view of electricity and
magneiism. Faraday's magnetic rotation of plane of po-

larization. Ether stresses and vertical whorls.

G. M. P.

San Francisco, CaL
San Fr.\ncisco, December 12.—The cable roads

of San Francisco, in all their alleged perfection, have fur-

nished three illistrations in as many days of the inherent de-

fects of the system- The first accident occurred on the Jones

street branch of the California Street Cable Railway com-

pany. The Jones street line is a cross-town road that has

been in operation only a few months, and for this reason it

crosses nearly all the other North-of-Market street lines

and is obliged to give the right of way to all other roads.

In many places in the line the hills are steep and the cars

in crossing other roads are obliged to let go the cable and

pick it up again on the other side of the crossing. In ac-

cident No. I a Jones street car had dropped the rope while

on the hill above Geary street and the gripman was un-

able to hold the car on the grade, doubtless because of a

heavy rain that was prevailing which rendered the brakes

ineffective. As a result the car smashed into the dummy
of a Geary street car that was passing under its right of

way. The dummy on the Geary street car was badly

wrecked, the grip broke off and clung to the rope, and

trafiic was suspended for the rest of the day. The trailer

was crowded with passengers, but owing to the storm no

one but the gripman was on the dummy. Accident No. 2,

which was similiar to the preceding in some respects, oc-

curred yesterday afternoon at the corner of Polk and Sutter

streets. Fire engine No. 3 was tearing along Sutter street

to a fire when a Sutler street car came down the hill and

collided with it. Two of the firemen were seriously and one

was perhaps fatally injured. Cause: the car was not under

sufficient control.

'Ihe most characteristic accident to cable roads was that

which also occurred yesterday to one of the Market street

cars At Twenty fifth street the Valencia street

road crosses the Southern Pacific company's Monterey line,

and as a passenger train was pulling into the Valencia street

station, cable car No.2.t of the Valencia street line came to

the crossing. In vain the gripman endeavored to let go the

rope and bring the car to a standstill, but a broken strand

had caught in the grip and to release it was impossible.

The car moved on rapidly and in a moment it crashed in-

to the rear coach of the passenger train. The cable car

was almost demolished, but through unusual good fortune

there was not a passenger in the car and the gripman and

conductor escaped uninjured. In the passenger coach,
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however, a number were injured by broken glass and flying

bits of broken iron and wood, and one sustained a fractured

ankle. The Chronicle, in commenting on the accident, says:

"The cable became worn and frayed in places, and even con-

stant inspection and repairing cannot prevent the breaking

of strands. When one of these loose bits of wire strikes

a grip the cable car is entirely beyond the control of

the gripman, and the only thing to do is to stop the rope or

go ahead and risk a smash-up."

New Yorkers will deplore the advent of their cable road

after a few "stuck" cable cars have plowed their way two

or three times through a blockade down on Broadway.

S.

PERSONAL.
It was reported in New York last week that Cyrus W.

Field was dying. His physician says he has lost all hope

for Mr. Field's ultimate recovery,

H. K. Oilman of the Great Western Electric Supply

company, Chicago, returned on Thursday from a hurried

trip to New York and other eastern points.

Geo. A. McKinlock. of the Central Electric company,
Chicago, has returned home after an absence of a year

spent in European travel. Mrs. McKinlock and a httle

daughter born in Paris, accompany him.

NEW INCORPORATIONS,
Hornellsviile Electric Railway company, Hornellsville,

N. Y ; capital stock, $50,000, to operate a street surface

railroad

.

Electric Supply & Engineering company, Detroit. Mich.;

capital stock, $25 000; manufacture ot electrical machinery

and goods; E. F. Wood, Detroit, Mich.

Colchester Electric Light & Power company, Colchester.

111.; capital stock, $6,000; to furnish electricity for fuel,

lighting and power; S. D. Mills, Colchester, III.

Newark Chandelier Works. Newark, N. J-; capital

stock, $25,000, to manufacture gas and electric light fix-

tures of and description; L. F. Mergott, Newark, N. J.

Newville Electric Light, Heat & Power company, Xew-
ville. Pa.; capital stock. $5,000, furnishing light, heat and

power to the borough of Newville, Pa. ; Robt. McCachran,
Newville, Pa,

Everett L'ght & Power company, Everett. Washington;

capital stock. $50,000; general electric light and power

business in Everett and elsewhere; Brown & Brownell,

Tacoma. Wash.

Neversink Light, Heat & Power company, Reading,

Pa ; capital stock, $50,000; supplying light, heat and power

or any of them by electricity to the public of the city of

Reading; Geo. F. Baer. Reading, Pa.

Akron Electric Light, Heat & Power company,

Akron, Ohio; capital stock, $300,000; supplying electricity

for light, heat and power; supplying illuminating and fuel

gas and oil, dealing in power apparatus, etc.

Nebraska Power company, Omaha, Neb.; capital stock,

$250,000; to own, control, sell and lease certain inventions

by one Whitcomb L. Judson; to construct street railways

in towns in Nebraska and Council Bluffs, la.

State Electric Light, Heat & Power company, Jersey

City, N. J.; capital stock, $100,000; to construct, maintain

and operate works for the generation, supply and distribu-

tion of electricity; Wm. S Baker, Jersey City, N. J.

Waseca Light & Power company, Waseca, Minn.

;

capital stock, $50,000, to operate a plant for manufacturing

electricity, furnish and supply electricity for light, heat

and power, and business incident thereto; F. L. Benjamin,

76 Winifred street, St. Paul, Minn.

Fairbury Electric Light and Power company. Fairbury,

Neb.; capital stock, $30,000; to contract for construction

of lines of wire for transmission of electric currents for

lighting and power purposes; to act as electrical engineers

in the construction of all kinds of electric works, etc.

National Electro Therapeutic Alarm company (incor-

porated in W. Va.,) Washington, D. C; capital stock,

$100,000; manufacturing and buying electro alarm and
electro therapeutic apparatus or any other system of

electro alarms and controlling and owning patents relating

thereto; Jos. Ruffner, Charleston. W. Ya.

Sorague. Duncan & Hutchinson (Limited) New York
city. N. Y., (Incorporated in Florida), capital stock,

$50,000, promotion, construction, management, purchase,

sale, etc., of electrical undertakings and securitiesof all

kinds, and such other business as may be incidental there-

to; J. R. Parrolt, Jacksonville, Fla.

White Bear Electric company. White Bear, Minn.;

capital stock, $10, 000; to construct, maintain and operate a

plant for manufacturing electricity, deal in and furnish

electricity for light, heat and power, and to do all business

connected with manufacturing, generating and distributing

electricity; manufacture and repair all necessary appliances

necessary in said business; lease, buy and sell real and
personal property; H. C. Levis, 403 Sibley street, St. Paul,

Minn.

Noblesviile Light & Ice company, Noblcsville,

Hamilton county. Ind.; capital stock, $25,000; to con-

struct and operate in the city of Noblesviile, an electric

light and ice plant for the purpose of manufacturing and
furnishing electric lights and power to said city and the

residents thereof, and for manufacturing ice and lurnishing

cold storage, and to provide proper engines and boilers,

machinery, fixtures and appliances necessary for the full

and complete management of said light and ice plant: J.

L. Peck, Noblesviile, Ind,

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Mascoutah, III., is now lighted by electricity. Fifty

street lights and upwards of 200 commercial lights are

used.

A stock company will be incorporated for the purpose
of erecting an electric light aiid power plant in Calons
ville, Md . to be operated by water power.

The Fayettcville, Tenn., ice factory and the Fayettu-
ville Electric Light company have been consolidated. The
company will put new machinery in and otherwise im-
prove both plants.

The Electric Light company of New Britain, Conn., has
been awarded the contract for furnishing the city with 96
lamps of 2.000 candle power each at $qi per night for a
periodof two years.

An ordinance has been introduced in the council of
Santa Barbara, Cal., granting the Electric Development
company permission to use the streets, alleys, highways
and other public places of the city of Santa Barbara for

electric lights and power.

The capacity of the electric light works of the town of
Merced, Cal., has been doubled in order to supply the in-

creasing need of the city. A Corliss engine of 240 horse
power, with new steel boilers, to run a looo light dynamo,
has been substituted for the old plant.

The city council of Richmond, Va , has adopted a reso-

lution authorizing the committee on electric light to adver-
tise for bids to turnish the city with from 300 to 500 elect-

ric lights of 2,ooo candle power each, for two and four
years, and with power to award the contract.

The Brush Electric company has filed three suits in the
United States Circuit Court against Mandel Bros.. George
H. Williams lS^ Co., and Frank Bros of Chicago, alleging
that these firms are using arc lamps that are infringements
of the double carbon patents owned by the plaintifT.

An extensive isolated lighting plant will be installed in

the new sixteen story Unity building on Dearborn street,

in Chicago, by the Chicago Edison company. Two 45
kilowatt compound wound Edison dynamos, driven by two
75 horse power Ideal engines, will be used, and the
building will be wired for about 1,600 incandescent lamps.

There is trouble over the charter of the recently incor-

porated Riverside. Ill , Edison company. This village is

near Chicago, and the Chicago Edison company is putiing
in a central station plant for the local company. It is now
claimed that the new company was to file a bond for

$10,000, but that the sureties did not qualify. A suit has
been begim to have the charter declared forfeited.

An action has been filed in the Circuit Court at Val-

paraiso, Ind., to enjoin the city from fulfilling a contract
entered into between the council and the Stratton Electric
Light company. The legality of the contract is called into

question. The case has resulted from a proposition on the
part of a rival company to light the city at a lower ra'e per
annum than the city is now paying.

J. W. Forbis. mayor of Greensboro, N. C, advertises

for sealed bids for lighting that city "with electricity on
and after April 15. iSq2. Bids to be made upon an esti-

mate of not less than 50 arc lights of 1,500 candle power
each, or with incandescent lamps of equivalent lighting ca-

pacity." The bids are to be made on all night lighting
and on moon table. The competition will close on Febru-
ary I, 1S92.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
An overhead electric line is about completed at Bilboa

in Spain.

The construction of an electric railroad from Blountville
to Bristol, in Tennessee, is a probability.

The Radford. Va., Street Railway company is consider-
ing the construction of an electric railroad.

A new 150 horse power g'enerator has been put in the
power house of the Rochester Railway company.

A company has been organized with a capital of $1,-
000.000 to establish in Fresno, Cal., a complete electric

railway system.

A Pittsburg dispatch says that the two great street

railway systems of that city have been brought under one
management and under the control of the Elkins- Widener-
Lamont Whitney syndicate.

The Port Norfolk Electric Railway company of Ports-

mouth, Va., has applied to the legislature for a charter lo

build and operate a railway from Port Norfolk lo Ports-

mouth, using horse, steam or electric power.

The Petersburg. Va , Street Railway company will

change from horse power to the overhead electric system
and build about two miles of additional track. The com-
p:iny has applied to the legislature for a charter.

The Riverside Park Railway company of Sioux City,
la., has increased its receipts greatly bv electrically light-

ing the park to which the road runs. .Vrc lamps are used,
fed from the railway circuit, and skating and tobogganning
by electric light have been enjoyed this winter.

The Rivermont Street Railway company of Lynchburg:,
Ya., has petitioned the legislature (or a charter. The
compiny is to be privileged to construct, own and operate
a street railway, using horse, steam, electric or other
motive power. The capital stock is lo be not less than
$30,000. nor more than $200,000.

The Thomson Houston company is at work on a new
electric passenger locomotive, somewhat similar to the
freight locomotive recently completed. The mechanism
will be boxed in, something like a dummy engine. A

speed of forty miles an hour is expected. It will probably
be four or five months before the locomotive will be
finished.

The directors of the Rochester Electric Railway com-
pany, which operates the line from Rochester, N. V., to
Ontario Beach, a famous summer resort, have dcddcd to
double the present power and contracts will at once be let

for the work. Another 250 horse power engine and two
80 horse power generators will be put in the power house.
The company will then have sufficient p:>wer to run cars
every two minutes, should occasion demand.

ELECTRIC MINING.
The Grass V'alUy TiJiu:^: of Grass Valley, Cal.. states

that A. Tregidgo of that place intends to establish an
electric power plant for mining purposes. Mr. Tregidgo
is the owner of five water rights in the mountains above the
town where the generating plant will be located. The
enterprise will involve an expenditure of about $1 Bo. 000.
It is proposed to furnish power to all mining companies
desiring it. The company expects to be ready for business
by May ist.

The Electric Reduction company of Albuquerque, N.
M., has been organized with a capital slock of ^20,000, of
which $11,000 was paid up at the meeting of December
iilh. The object of the company is to treat by elec-

tricity and other processes all gold and silver ores, both
refractory and free, and the plant is expected to be in

operation inside of ninety days. The company has al-

ready contracted for machinery. The exact location of the
plant has not yet been decided upon, but it will be in a
short time. This is to be in the nature of an experimental
plant, and should it prove as the projectors desire, the
company will erect extensive works.

TELEPHONE.
At Toronto the telephone company is urder contract lo

pay the city five per cent, of its receipts for the privilege of
erecting poles and doing business in that city. The city

has just collected $1,172 for the three months ending
December ist.

A system has been introduced by the General Telephone
company of Stockholm, Sweden, providing for an annual
charge of ^2.75 and a charge for each telephonic message
of 3 cents, the conversatiors to be registeied by an auto-
matic appliance The instruments are of the usual kind,
and the new central office, which has recently been opened,
has already 300 subscribers.

TELEGRAPH.
It is stated that Western Union dividends will be made

in 1S92 at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum.

Considerable dissatisfaction exists with the frequency of
serious delays in telegraphic communication between
Glasgow and London. Whenever any atmospheric dis-
turbance occurs to disable one or two wires the incon-
venience is very great.

Measures are being taken for the purpose of bringing
the Transvaal in direct communication with Delagoa Bay
by wire. There is a distance of less than a hundred mile's

to be spanned by the wire, when direct communication
between Pretoria and Delagoa Bay, through Barbsrton,
will be attained.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Thomson Houston Electric company employes in

its woiks at Lynn, Mass., 3.400 operatives.

The New York Stock Exchange has listed the Edison
General Electric company's additional issue of capital stock
of .f 1,000, coo.

Earl Russell, the defendant in the recent sensational
divorce case in London, is said to be coming to this coun-
try to lecture on electricity.

In the United States Circuit Court at San Francisco,
Judge Hawley has given judgment for the California
Electrical works in the suit against G. L. Henzel to re-

strain an infringement by the defendant of a patented
electric apparatus for lighting purposes.

The "Hello" Club, composed of the telephone operators
of the Chicago police department, gave a bail last week
which was greatly enjoyed. Among the dances was a
lively berlin "Send the Wagon." a "'Siiil .Marm." schot-
tische a 'Pull Again" waltz, and an oxford '"Uing Off."

On November 2Sth a portrait of Sir \ViIliam Thomscn.
subscribed for by a number of friends to signalize his

election to the oftice of president of the Royal Society of
England, was presented 10 the Glasgow University by A.

J. Balfour, chief secretar)' for Ireland, who said that Sir
William Thomson had been identified with the University
from his earliest years.

The trial of the Sims-Edison dirigible torpedo at Kew-
castle-on-Tyne, in England, on Dccemb<r i6th. is reported

in the cable dispatches as being croinenily satisfactory', de-
spite the foggy weather, there being no fouling of cables
or other disabling occurrences. An exhibition of this

torpedo will shortly be given before the lords of the
admiralty at Stokes Bay.

The United Stales-Port Electric company has taken out
a charter under the laws of West Virginia, having for its

object the transportation of mail and express matter by the
port-elcctric system. The first operations contemplated
are the establishment of a line from the New York postof-

ficc to the Brooklyn posiolVice. and also one to the Grand
Central st.ition in New York: second, the establishment of
the system in other cities of the countn." where rapid tran-

sit isrcquiied with a large suburban territory; third, be-
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tween ceigliboring cities with a large volume of business

transactions. The capital of the United States Port-Elec

trie company is |;2, 000.000 and the president is Thomas L.

Tames, who was postmaster general under Garfield.

Among the other incorporators are Judge A. J. Ditten-

hoefer. Tohn Stratton, Percival Knauth, Col. Henry Huss

and Charles F. James.

celain for the electrical trade to go to Cuba for use as

telegraph insulators. A great deal of credit for the suc-

cess in manufacturing is due to Thomas G. Smith, the

general manager of this concern, who has spent many
years in careful consideration of what is necessary for good
electrical work.

BUSINESS.
TRADE NEWS.

The Law Telephone company. 85 John street. New
York, reports the receipt of a number of large orders for

immediate shipment to western cities, for the Law bat-

ter)*.

The "'A. B. C." lamp, manufactured by Alexander,

Barnev & Chapin of New York, is still meeting with re-

markable success, as is shown by the large number of

orders booked recently.

The Electric Secret Ser\-ice company of New York is

very busy attending to the large number of orders for

individual arc light and motor cut-outs it has booked

for delivery before January ist.

The Electric Construction .S: Supply company. New
York, is running its factory overtime, to meet increasing

demands from the South and West for the "Ward"' arc

lamps, for direct current, street railway circuits and alter-

nating current.

The E. S. Greelev & Co., New York, has bought the pat-

ents of the Crosby'dry battery and the Hussy blue-stone

battery. They have given a large contract for the manu-

facture of these batteries to C. J. Hirlimaaa of 117 Mc-

Dougall street. New York.

The \Vestern Electric company, Chicago, is placing on

the market a new dry battery called the "PhceQix." The
batter>* is the product of a number of exhaustive tests, and

there are features about this cell for which the company

claims unequaled superiority.

The increasing use of platinum is noticeable. The books

of Tas. S:hawel & Co.. New York, indicate the extent to

which electrical workers employ the metal. The stock

handled by this firm is of the very best quality, a large part

of it being imported from Paris.

The American Electrical Works of Providence, R. I..

got out a neat holiday souvenir to show the patrons of the

concern that they were not forgotten. The card contained

a suitabiz inscription and will be appreciated by the pat-

rons of the American Electrical Works.

The Crescent Insulated Wire company of Trenton. N.

J., although a new concern, is getting a gf-oodly share of

orders, especially in the West, where its business has been

unusually good. An order for a large amount of wire for

shipment to the Pacific coast was received last week.

C. S. Van Nuis. 136 Liberty street. New York, reports

that his circuit breaker and indestructible switch is giving

great satisfaction. During the past month he has received

orders from t'ae South and West for the coming year, so

that the parties may receive them as early as possible.

The John E Beggs Manufacturing Supply Co.. of New
York reports business as being brisk, especially for the dif-

ferent kinds of dynamos which they always have on hand.

Persons intending to purchase either a dynamo or odd arc

lamps, or high speed engines, etc., would do well to call

at 74 Cortlandt street.

The Central Electric company. Chicago, has just taken

the agenc)' for Illinois, Missouri, Nebraska and Indiana

for the Interior Conduit & Insulation company and will

carT)' stock ac Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas City and Omaha.
The company reports since taking the agency for the Interior

Conduit & Insulation company that it has secured an order

for 50,000 feet of one size tube.

Julias Andrae, Milwaukee. Wis., has just issued a neat

and very complete catalogue of electrical supplies. In a one

page circular attention is called to the Andrae shade

holder. This new holder is made of one piece of brass. It

is highly polished, and there are no joints or rivets to be

come loose. The holder is made ii}( or 3^^ inches to fit

either Edison or Wes'.inghouse sockets.

At a recent m;eting of the board of directors of the

Burton Electric company a resolution was unanimously
adopted, expressing entire appreciation and satisfaction

with W. R. Mason, president of the company, for the

zeal manifested by him in the management of its affairs,

and for his untiring cfTorts for the advancement of its

interests. The directors further announced that they were
well satisfied with the success of the enterprise.

The I>ensmOTC Typewriter company has lately nddcd
some novel features to its machine, one of which is a rib-

bon movement which moves the ribbon endwise as well as

crosswise. This will be appreciated by stenographers.

With the old style of ribbon movement endwise, ihc

ribbon was worn out in the center only; with the ribbon

moving simply crosswise, the long part of the letters did

not get fresh ink enough, (n the new diagonal movement
the o>jcc:ions to both of the o!d ways arc overcome.

Vcw persons in the electrical tr.ide understand the
manufac:arc of pxcslain, especially when it ts necessary

to'make it non condtjcting. .Some samples ol special de-

sign manafactured by the L'nion Porcelain Works. iJrook-

lyn. were exhibited recently. In these the calculation

regarding the shrinkage of the pieces was nearly 20 per

cent. When it is taken into consideration that the piece

was 4x6x2 inches, and had thirteen holes in various places

npo' "" '' -~ -- - '-^ '--n^s connections were to he
pU' .: of thi* porccla-n the shrink-

a;(c Mes cnounlcrcd in the pro-

cess art at -jr.cc evijcr,*. The Union Porcelain Works arc

pioneers. They claim to have manufactured the first por*

A technical school to be known as the Chicago College

of Engineering, has recently been started at 65 North

Clark street. The plan outlined includes the teaching of

mechanical, steam, civil and electrical engineering and
architecture. B. M. Worthington is at the head of the

institution.

The Scott Electrical Manufacturing company, manu-
facturer of arc lamps of all sorts, in a new catalogue which

is in its way a work of art, calls attention to its railway

lamp and alternating current lamp. Those desiring to

purchase electric lamps of any kind for special work will

find this catalogue worth a perusal.

The Dorman Dynamo company. Chicago, was incor-

porated December 17th. The company is now looking

about for a place to locate a plant and begin manufactur-

ing electrical machinery. It is said that negotiations are

under way which may lead to the occupancy of the factory

of the late Beiding company.

The Easton Electric company. Brooklyn, N. Y., has

just installed another 55 arc light dynamo in the store of

Wechsler ^: Abraham, on Fulton street. This makes the

fifth dynamo the Easton company has sold to this firm.

The fact that the order was given after eighteen months'

trial of the other four dynamos speaks well for the Easton

system.

The Illinois Metal company is placing upon the market
a novelty that is meeting with a successful sale. While
not an electrical device it will probably prevent an
electrician, as well as the common run of humanity, from

losing his hat. It is called a "hat identifier," which is

somewhat of a misnomer, but the successful style in which
the advertising is being done will insure a very large sale.

The Delaware Hard Fibre company, Willmington, Del.,

is distributing throughout the country by mail samples of

its product. The fibre of the concern is made in sheets

from I 100 to r ?4' inches in thickness, and about ^oxfO
inches square ^!so in tubing, rods, washers and any
desired speri.l shape. It can be made very hard like

a metal, or .-••^ pliable as leather. It is especially adapted
for withstanili' g friction. The hard variety is a non-con-

ductor of electii ily-

Araong the recent contracts made by J. G. Beckerleg,

Chicago, for his Excelsior back pressure valve are the fol-

lowing: The Cook county abstract building, Washington
street, one loinch; the Veneiian building, Washington street

one S inch; the A. J. Stone building, intersection of Ogden
and Ashland avenues, one 6 inch; the Fargo Boot and
Shoe Factory, Dixon, III., one 5 inch. Mr. Beckerleg

reports an increase in the demand for his apparatus having
recently made a number of estimates for extra large sizes.

Last week the Aspen Mining company, Aspen, Colo.,

ordered four sets of Burton electric heaters from the

Electric Merchandise company, Chicago, to be used in

warming the mining company's motor stations. The Ben-
son & Halcyon Heights Railroad company, Omaha; the

Edison General Electric company, Portland, Ore. ; the

Maschinenfabrik Oerlikon, Oerlikon bei Zurich, Switzer-

land ; the Newburyport & Amesbury Horse Railroad

company, Newburyport. Mass.. and the Warrensburg
Electric Light company, Warrensburg. Mo., have also

placed orders for Burton heaters.

The Chicago office of the Thomson-Houston Electric

company has just closed a contract wiih the Benton-Bell-

fontaine Railway company, St. Louis, for the equipment
of thirty cars with two motors each, of the company's
latest improved type, known as the water proof. The con-

tract includes the furnishing of three 333 horse power com-
pound wound generators of the Thomson-Houston manu-
facture, a:id it is understood that the railway company
will do everything that is required to make this installa-

tion model, complete ard perfect in every respect. The
Thomson- Houston company has its electric railway equip-

ment in exclusive use in St Louis on the following loads:

St. Louis t\: .Suburban. Union Depot, Mound City. Mis-
souri Railroad, Suspension liridgc, and East St. Louis,

and it is now generally conceded that St. Louis has more
Thomson-Houston c'ectnc railway apparatus in use than
any other city in the United States, with the single excep-

tion of Boston.

According to a list of recent shipments the Ball Engine
company, Erie, Pa., has reason to be congratulated. Out
of a long list of engines sold to different concerns the fol-

lowing shipments were made to elcclrc companies: Law-
rence Gas tt Electric Light company. New Cas'lc, Pa.,

one 150 horse power; Attica Electric Light company. Attica,

N. v., one So horse power; Citizens' Electric L'ght com-
pany, Braddock, Pa., one 150 horse power; Youngstown
Electric L'ght company. Youngstown. 0., one 350 horse
power cross compound; Pittsburg & (iirminghom Traction
company. Pittsburg. Pa., one 50 horse power; Calif Elec-

tric Light company, .San Francisco. Cal.. one 300 horse

power cross compound; Clarcmon'. Electric Light company,
darcmont, N. IL, one 80 horse power; Johnstown ICIcc-

trie Light company. Johnstown. Pa., one 200 hor-i-c power;
Abington & Rockland Electric Light company. North
Abin.'ton. Mass , one too horse power landom compotind;
Edison Gcntral Electric company New York, two 50
horsepower; Union City Eleriric Litlit comp;iny. Union
Cily, Tenn.. one Hf horse prjwtr; Hiush I'lltclric Light
company. Cleveland. O., onz 35 horse power; Lorainc
Electric Light company, Lorairic, O,, one 100 horse

power.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS.
Issiied Di-c. 15, 1 89 1.

464,955, Means for Propelling Boats by Electricity.

Otto Busser, Oderherg, near Berhn, Germany,

464959 Telephone. Charles Cuttriss, New York, N- Y.
Claim iwo is quoted:
'"The combina'ion, in a telephonic transmitter wiih a vibrat-

ing diaphragm of a carbon spiral connected therewith and in-
cluded in the circuit, aad adapted to be compressed and re-
leased by the movements of vibration of said diaphragm."

464,979. Electric Signaling Apparatus. George E. Mil-
ler. Lynn, Mass.

464,986. Electric Conductor. William E. Oehrle, Phila-
delphia, Pa.

Claim two reads:
" A flexible electric conductor consisting of a metallic core

covered with insulating material, a moislure-repellant material,
a protective coating of paralTine, an insulating fireproofing ma-
terial, and an exterior braided covering."

465.034 Electric Car-Brake. Edmond Verstraete, St.
Louis, Mo.

465,039. Portable Electric Lamp Holder. John Baker
and Henry S. Graham, Indianola, Iowa.

465.046. Automatic Circuit Breaker. William R. Mc-
Lain, Des Moines, Iowa.

465078.^ Method of Controlling Alternating Current In-
duction. Elihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.

The third claim is quoted:
'Mhe method of controlling the strength or induction or

self induction in an electric circuit or circuits, consisting in
moving a portion of core on which a coil is wound from a
position ot substantial magnetic coincidence of axis with that
of another coil which is in circuit with the first to a position of
inversion of magnetic axial relation.'"

465,089. Riveting by Electricity, Elias E. Ries, Balti-
more, Md.

465.093. Electric Belt. Andrew Erikson, Hawley, Minn.

465,104. Dynamo Electric Machine. William P. Wie-
mann, Allegheny, Pa.

465.202 Coupling for Electric Conductors. William C.
Preston, Providence, R. I.

465,206. Packet or Pad for Electric Batteries. Lewis H.
Rogers, Brookline, Mass.

The third claim is given:
''A packet or pad for an electric cell, consiting of an electro-

lytic chemical and a casing or envelope of absorbent or porous
material containing said chemical, subilantially as described,
having a portion of said casing made of increased th ckoess to
retard polari:iation of the cell."

465.212. Feed Water Regulator. George W. Schilling,
Philadelphia Pa.

465.218. Adjustable Rheostat. Frank J. Sprague and
Charles R. Pratt, New York, N. Y.

The first claim reads:
"The combination, in an adjustable rheostat, of a series of

contact plates spirally arranged and a relaiively-moviiie
switch-contactadapled to co-operate with said contact plates,"

465.233. Commutator Connection for Dynamo Electric
Machines. Carl O. C. Biliberg, Philadelphia, Pa.

465.234. Brush Holder for Dynamo Electric Machines or
Motors. Carl O. C. Biliberg. Philadelphia. Pa

465,250. Process of Extracting Copper Pyrites. Thomas
A. Edison, Llewellyn Park, N. J.

465,278. Electrical Sewer Gas Indicator, James J. Law-
ler, Scranton Pa.

465,292. Electric Motor Switch. Edwin W. Rice, Jr.,
Lynn, Mass.

465,349. Magnetic Ore Separator. Clinton M. Ball,

Troy, N. Y.

465.359- Converter System for Electric Railways. Mark
W. Dewey, Syracuse, N. Y.

465,360. Electric Fan. Philip Diehl, Eli;cabeth, and
Edwin H. Bennett, Jr., Bayonne, N. J.

465 361. Electric Fan. Philip Diehl, Elizabeth and
Edwin H. Bennett, Jr., Bayonne, N. J.

465365. Bracket for Supporting Electric Conductor.
John A. Duggan, (,>uincy, Mass.

465.369, Production of Insulating Coatings or Linings
in Electrolytic Apparatus. Ludwig Grabau, Hanover,
Germany.

465.396 Train Signaling Apparatus. Paul Synnestvedt,
Chicago, III.

465,404. Switch Acluating Mechanism for Electric Mo-
tors. Charles G. Armstrong, Chicago, III.

465.407. Electric Railway. George F. Green, Kalama-
zoo, Mich.

465423. Electric Heater. Warren H. Holes, Syracuse,
N. Y.

The last claim is quoted:
"In an electric hearer, the ciimbinati<in of a cylindrical core

having an aperture, n r.'.sistance coil spirally wound upon the
core, a pin or bar mounted in the aperture in the core, a
shoiildcron the pin for engaging with the core, and clamps
for flccuring the wire 10 stiid pin or b.ir.'

465.426. Electric Switch and Case for the .Same. Curtis

P. Chappell, Providence, R I

465,430. Electric Connector. William F. 7.. Desant, New
York. N. Y.

465.432. Electrical Railway. George F. Green, Kala
mazoo, Mich.

465,442. Electrical InOicating Instrument. Edward
Weston, Newark, N, J.

'I'hc first claim rends:

*'Tlic combination, Jn an electrical indicating instrument, of
a coil Hupporicd sn AH to be axinlly inovidilc. a mciuiH of pra-
diicing a permanent field of force around Huid coil, and a mcanK
indrpcndrn' of [be coil •inj>j>ort for indicating the extent of
moveinent of said coil.'"

II 210, Electric Motor. Henry fJroswith, Philadelphia,

Pa.

The l;iM cliiim xvinW.

V. Anelcciric motor having a »ct of fiek'-coilH, armature-
roil*, iind comrntitalorin one circuit, a duplinilri iietof clementH,
a common external connection to one bruHJi of each cotn-
mut.ilor, and a palf of conKiclji or binding poMn connected,
rc<iiK:clivcly, to llie Iwn otiicr brunhcH for external connection.
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J-;^'i^:^K F. I'iim.i,if-,'j. l'rc>i|(ltMil. W'.H. SAUVKH, Sft:-y ;ilir| l:liTirir[:\n.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
KI,Kt;TKI<' 1,1 UHT laiVK WIKK.

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERrCANITE, M«GNEI. UU D ETC
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR VV Ix CO y

FARADAY CABLES.

NEW YORK OFFICE, P. 0. Ackemian. 1 Corllanbt Street.

MONTREAL BRANCH. Eugene F Phillips' Electrical Works.

WANTED.
A 9kiile<l Etii^'ine' r for C&ntral .^Ulion in Ohio.

>rtiBt he a llioroagh mechanic and uncJerBland
both arc and in';arideBcent dyDanioa. No Bpull-

catlong will ho coneidered unleea acrompiinlfd hy
referyncei and copIeB of teHilrnonlaifi aa w
ability, chamcter and tobrlety. Salary 8'" **"* p'-r

month, Addrt'BB
"A«'fivf Knc'"*'*'*'*"

('(ir- Wr^-i K»N F.i.'rT>-u lAV. i ')i\r.ft'jn.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
(Jnf-. Df-v Arr;tfit:]r'; ms'l'; by tii" .Sp<rrrv 'rompsnj,

tor-^)h'4hi P'nller-Wood' or Amtrifiti dynamo.
One W voli, -J) ami>*;rfr American il>namo. WUl

ran 12 in Hi Ift-candl*! power lamp-, or one
l.'XJO-MDdlf; I'ower arc lamp,

On<:;i'i H. I'. WcBilDt'hoa^'j Jin^lne,
One iV) II. t*. Me Kiiijitje,

Thre«; am&il Lathea. Two Planerg.

A I,. II>K A WOW. Hprlneflflfl. III.

A practical elf-ctrlcian, thoroughly competent
to plan and direct the electrical and mechanical
'onetriiction of motors and dynamoe. one who
IB theoretically and practically familiar with
different types of machines. Answer by letter

onhj, Riving complete record, r<?rer»^iirefl and
falary wanted. No pert<nnal apjtlicationa con-
sidered. Addreaa "t.hlraeo,"

Ca"*** U'eotrv?,' Ei-F,f.TittrrAV

A GENTLEMAN.
Who has had thr*;o yeara' eip'-rleDC'j with 'i'.-ll.

and Schayler eyetema of Arc Llabtlo?, aod b&s

been Saperintendent of Gas* and Electric Plant

for V> moDihfl. will be opeo for empIoymeoC after

January 3-t.

Addreaa ''SaperlntendeDt.'*
Uare We^tkun Ei,f:'-n:ifiA v.

THE "CLARK " WIRE.
Insalntion <Niiarantee(l wlierever iiHed, Aerial, I'Dderj^round or mDlmiarine.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March 29, 1 886, he says : "A thoroughly reliable and desirable Wire in every respect."

The rubber used in instihlting our wires? and cjibl'^s iw espijcially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or frack, and will r*-tnain ilexibh- in extreme fold

weather, and is not affected by lieat. The insulation is protected from meclmnicul injury by one or more braidB, and the whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, and special extra finifh, which w<*

liave now adopted for all our solid wires as an extra weatherproof protection, and aUo preventing chafing and abraf^ion, which is water, acid, and to a very gr*'at extent tlrt'proof. Onr irifola'ion will prov*-

durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph and Electric Lights from ftock. Cable? made it order. We are now prepared

litha inch wide, and when wrapped about a join
to furnish our Clark Wire with a while outside finish for ceiling cleat work as well as our standard color.

ClarU Joint ijllilll should be used for making waterproof joints. This is put up in half-pound boxep, in strips about one foot long and five-e

and pressed lirmly it makes a solid mass. Jt'OR RAlKWAY and ,HOTOU use, we make all sizes of stranded and flexible with Clark insulation.

WE <irlJARAI¥TEE OUR IWSIIIiATIOX WHEREVER rSEI>, AERIAI,.. UIV'I>ER<; l«<>rM> <>K Sl'ltMARIXE. and onr net prices are as low, if not lower than any
other Ilrst-class Insulated Wire. We shall be pji^ar^ml to mail (.'atalogues ^\i^h terms and discounts for quantitiPi^.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,
«I to 65 Hampshire Street, BOSTOX, MASS.

HENRY A. CLARK, Treaenrer and Gen'l Manager.
HERBERT H. EUSTIS, Preeldent and Electrician.

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS

RECALIBRATED.-REPAIRED
CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO., 73 W. Jackson St.

H. T. PAISTE,
MANUFACTURER OF

SWITCHES, SOCKETS, ETC.,
141 The Rookery. lO So. IHth Wt.,

Cliicaso, 111 Philadelphia, Pa.
See our full page advertisement In Issue Sept.

12, for illustrations, prices, etc.

SOMETHING NEW!
An improved 4 or 6 volt Combined Storage Bat-

tery especially for Dentists' use at very low price.
Purchaoerecan exchange discharged for charged
cells, without eslra cost, beyond exoense for
charging the batteries. Manufactured bv

J.H. PCnPKI.l-Y.
Room 301. S05 H. Canal Ht. Chicago.

ESTABLISHED 1848.

HEMIN6RAY GLASS CO.,
Offices, Covington, Ky. Factories, Muncie, Ind.

STANDARD SCREW GLASS INSULATORS,
Class Break Knobs, Floor Insulators, Battery Jars.

ARC LIGHT GLOBES FOR ALL SYSTEIHS.

"V^rOI^IC OI^ SI'EiCI.A.Ij DESIO-lSrS SOIwTCITEID.

FOR DIREGT>Nii ALTERNATING CIRCUITS.
Thfi

"""""'""'"'^' '"'""

ffFf^i Made by

Portable jl^l '"^HI^ :'i|&GO.,

Voltmeter.

'<c':

For Siile CIic;ip. Secoiul-hancl >I;i-

cliinery, Arc ;in<I Incandescent. Also
Motors. All Apparatus Guaranteeil.

The Electrical Construction Co.

ALL SIZES

AND

IJUALITIESMICA
For Electrical Pnrposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL& CO,
218 Water St., New York.

Electrical Wood.

The Winner of 1 890 will win again in 1891

Eleventh year.

SOLE MAKERS:

LAW TELEPHONE COMPANY,
B5 John St.. aiF.lV VORW

For the WESTERN JLECTRICIAN,

;

c.ThIIAI
'«—'-=°g^"j£

p
/ o

CROSS L ARMS
E
S

OCTAGONAL PINE AND STEEL POLES.

NIo.

Telegraph
I
TelephODe

{
Electric L.iftbt \

Send for Descriptive <'ii-oiilni- No. !Hi5.

TO MAKE A STATION PAY
Buy only the beNt <|iinllt.v or^oo.lN. ThiH 3-011 cm.

ilo by Bcndini; your orderB to un.

Prompt Sliipuicnt. lieasonablc I'riccs. Kiiinicasnrc. No Charge for IJoxillg or Ciirlagt?.

WE ARE HEADQUABTEES FOB
National Allcrnaling and Direct Current Uynamos, Generators and Transformers;

Packard High Grade Lamps: Eddy Motors;
"Helmet" IWealher. proof Wire; •Helmet" Moisture-proof Wire.

Save time and money by placing your orders with

The Electrical Engineering and Supply Co.,
031 Kookery, i:{* K. r.tii (!lt , or|> Hold Kyun, 400 H'. :illrhlenn St.,

CHICAGO. ST. PAUL. DULUTH.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE ANDDISCOUNT SHEETS.

-T H :e:-

ler

ARC MOTORS,
J, \. \, 1, 2, 3. 5 H. P. Sizes.

M'ilU ADtomatic Contrifusal 4>ov-
tTnor. \o Siwilrlif*.

430 West 14th St„ New York.

ROOT'SWATER TUBE BOILER.

Boot's i^cctional isiafety BoLlor.

SAFE. ECONOMICAL. DURABLE.
AX KXCKI.I.ENT

Electric Plant Boiler.
\.Utir;.,, i>_, ;;„, Klooirir l.i;;hl

4 otli|tatii«'N of Dotroit, m. r.-»ol, *. omr.i-
I I (.iiiciniiiiti, Louisville, Jer^-v i"nv
» 1 :i iiU'At niaiiv others; also bv tin* \r-
inm;toii A Sims Kncin^ Co.. Prxividonn-,
K I,; tho Ljnn JUyM Linei^invl Ity. t o.,
I Mui. Mass, and th.» Thonuoti !Ion«ton
( .ri.-<'o

. T v-v. -M:;...

Abendrotli&RootMfg.Co,,

28 Cliff St., New Yorl<.

I'.KANi HKS: Ohicasro, Boston, Phila-
delphia, Dallas, Jtochester.
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Established in 1861.

B. BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ILEDTRIC
FIXTURES.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES, Etc., Etc.,

171 E. ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.
BRANCH STORE

2134 Michigan Avenue.

Stilwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

[|r^#^^=^=^

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents SCALE In Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

PLAYING CARDS.
You can obtain a pack of best

quality playing cards by sending
fifteen cents in postage to P. S.

EusTis, Gen'l Pass. Agent C, B. &
Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.

THE EXCELSIOR
straight- Way Noiseless

Back-Pressure Valve.

te%
->^

a

.Simple : Reliable ! I>nrable !

JAMES G. BECKERLEG.
229 S. FranHin St.. Chicago.

Manufacturers of

OCTAGONAL^^ Cedar
TELEPHOni&ELECTRICAL

RAILWAYpOLES&QlOSSARMS

^^H.M.Loud&SonsUimberQ
OSCODA . MICH.

THEN AND NOW.
Years ago the traveling public conslil-

ered a seat on the diiver's box of a staae

coach the acme of comfort, luxury and ex-

clusivents3. The traveler of to-day asks

for limited trains, made up of Pullman
s'eeping and dining CHVi?, vestibuled and
fitted up in the most sumptuous style of

modern df corallve art.

Such trains are run over the Eri*^ Line?,

through without change between Calcago
and New York, passing through tlu- tieau

tiful Western Reserve, Mahoning Valliy,

by Chai.tauqua Lake, and then thruugh
the moantains of Southern New York aiH
Northern Pennsylvania, the most p'c u-

resque and beautiful scenery between (Chi-

cago and the sta. Tickets over the Erie
can be purchased at any of the principal

ticket ctlices.

SYNOVIAL DYNAMO OIL.
Second to None. Free from Gum or Acids.

Bj retilteriDg can be used continually. Adopted by the largest Electric Plants of the Weet,

Write for Pilces and Samples. s. TAUSSIG, Agent, 45 River St., CHICAGO.

PATENT

LtVER up—Showe oil dropping
machinery rans.

SIGNAL OILERS
still in the Van as the BEaT {or HICH-CRAOE
ENGINES and DYNAMOS. The stop-feed
teatiires prevent waste of oil which item alone will
more than siive thoir coat In a short time. HAS
OTHER EXCEPTIONAL POINTS OF
MERIT. Sendf'T fnildescrlptivecircular. .\ddreB8

THE WM. POWELL CO., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

HARD FIBRE
me-for insulatioa and

chanical construction is

manufactured in Sheets,

Rods, Tubing, Washers, Discs and all Special Shapes. Esti-

mates and samples furnished upon application.

WILMINGTON, DEL,
DELAWARE HARD FiRRE CO., U. S. A.

.;'^~ TITCHBURG,MASS,U.S.A.
^

r;A7AANUFACTURERs OF DYNAMOS FOKLIGHTING,
^'PLATINGAndEXPERIMENTAL PURPOSES.

*-^=—ALSO MOTORS.-*-^
EVERYTHING LATEST DESIGN AND HIGHEST EFFICIENcr.

Kl.KCTltIO I.KiHT
AXD BATTKKV

CJiflBOftS.
CX.EVEL.A.3SriD, OHIO.

imoTO/f

BI^USffES.

THE I>E5Xj.-3?03Nr 'S7%rJS^'F:ElFL "WHESESHi
Gives the Highest Efficiency of any Wheel in the Wo:ld. Over 2.000 in use.

j^ffnr(l> (lie moet pinipiejiril reliable power for all minlne and maniifactiir-
iDg iiiactilDeiy. Atlnpletl to liesda Junnini: frcin'^Oup to 2,000 or more feet.
From ^0 to ao per cei t. bettnr leciiUe guaranteed than can be prodnced from
any other Wheel iu the countiy.

RliKCTKIC TRANt^lfllNSION.
The advantages the Pelton Wtiepl iiffordB In tlie way cf a nnitorin anil relia-

ble ]K)wer, clone regulation and the latiJity of adaptation to varylu); conaltlonH
of tijieed and preteuri*, have brouf;lit It 'ntf special prominence and pxitnslve
DBefor th'sclaBB of work. All applications ehonJd siate aroonni and head of
water power leqnlred, and for what; purpose, with approximate lenyth of pipe
line. SEND FOK Catai.ooue.

Unequaled

in

Efficiency.

Unlimited

in

Capacity.

THE PELTON W^ATER WHEEL CO.,
l;ii-ia.{ llaia St., Sun KranriHCO, t^iil.. il. S. A.

14.1 IjIUHItTY STKEKT. - - AiJir YOllK.
t¥^lt Ii-ivlngcometo onr notice tliat onr pHtent rlghtswre being iutrinped

upon. Inieudlng purchasers are hereliy warned thutall sucli infringements will

be duly iirosecnted.
Pi'l.TOW WATEK mOTOKS. Varying from ibe fraction of 1 to 15

end 'M horse lower, une(|ualod for all light running niachlneiy. WarranMd
lo develoD a given hniount of power wllli one-half the water required by any
other. ^g?-Send for IHotor Circular. Address as above. Deliveries made fr un
Han Francisco or Ts'ew York, as may afford the most favorable freight rates.

THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.,
33 ^^ercer Street, HiTe^xr "^orH^,

I'OH^E-^.-: HI I'KKIOK vS.OV.\N TAGKS IN Till. M ANi: K.\rTUltIC OK

Ii:.A.RD FtXTBSEZR GOODS
f.HjK-riufft/ tn artirtfH nttn/tfffr to 4-l4^rtrifal imtiiNtrh-H, tittrhif/ tthtitinvtl thv not*', fifflif tit itta nn/avftit'f

Mt.tniP ttt'Htti:it uniit'r t/i4' vnluahl*' i^ati'tttn in-»*titr,l to n'Mljl.MAift MiiKM..

.\r.T, OI'I.ltATION^ or sWVi.Nf;, cutting, TCItNING AM> I'OI.IHIIINO ODIt NI^V .STANDAKDH OF
SLJ p" C" 1" p r\ Y\ A K I r^ T~

I I P I NI C^ ^^^ ^ p*rrform(;d with ft )ar;fo reduction hi the w»!ar anrl ttiar of toolB, and conflldornhl*^ eavlns; of labor. Our new Htaiid/irdH are
•l L- C I , II \J LJ r\ W LJ i LJ n» I IN \J of a rlcrmr hlBr,k tfiroiiKhoiit, not hubjfctto change In color, art; toii^'hur and more Iloxlble, do not liecome brittle with a^io, and

i,*v- ,^. r, (?..; ^r,fi ft[,j,ro-.';'j i.y I:." fvFi'lin;; 'l':':trlcftl M>mp8nU'« of the Unltud Btai<;B, In iiddlt'ou to Iheao uUvantai;ep, wo aluo ofTor iidvantat^eH In prlctri.

KIEL'S PATENT HARD RUBBER CELLS FOR STORAGE AND PRIMARY BATTERIES
Htlii rtrnaln tLc most .'.iti ;fa';''jry au'l ':h<;!i[)<-it In tlie market, iincijualeil for slrcnglli, diiruMlIty, Inmilullorj mid rchlHliiinci; to aclilH.

HARD RUBBER GOODS OP EYERY DESCRIPTION MAHUFACTURED. ''';::,?;;v:,'7;::;:,'':v,:;;;;i.::''":sK.v.:r;;?r;-KirK^

For Sale by THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CHICACO.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The attention of PILECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this TEI^K-

KRAXEO WATKR WIIEKI^as particularly adapted to th'-ir us«
on account of its rfiuarKably Htcady motion, hicrh ^p«*#*d
atid croat Effi<'ieii<'y,and lai-fije 4'apacit.T for it?; aiani«-i«-r,
being double the I*o"«'<*r of moot wheels of same diameter, Ii rs used
by a number of the leading electric comT'anies wilh Ercat satisfaction. In the
economical u-sc of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent
of useful effect K:ua.ranle<*d.
HK.^n FOR 47AXAi.of>;rE a:vi> i>arxi<:('i.ari«.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gf^ars are required

and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch VIC'XOR

XirRBII>'ES arranged on a horizontal shaft wiih Catt-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every pariicular. We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shaft,^, and where the situation

admits of their use, we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG. CO.. DAYTON, OHIO.

„*ifNNA 6HI0.<^«''?=.©''lS'mS
ELECTRIC SLATE

Switch-boards a Specialty.

Small samples of plain and marbleized free.

T. J. MURPHY,
Electrical Exchange BIdg. ISO liberty St..

Boom 216. NEW 'ORK.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser and Publisher by

mentioning the WESTERN ELEC-

TRICIAN when writing to advertisers

J.C.TEMPLE.
(Formerly of STOUT, MILLS & TEMPLB),

DAYTOm, OHIO,

flyMicaMlecliaiiicalEDpeer
Improvpment of Water Powers, Arranccment

of I'ower Plants, Shafting, etc. , for Electric Power
and Light. CONSTRUCTION SUPERINTENDED.

LINK-BELT MACHINERY CO.,
OZZXO.A.G-O, XXjXj.

Jlanufacitirere of

Elevators and Conveyors,
For the economiral Iiantlllnc of Coal, Aehes,
Sand, etc., etc. Send for reduced price liet on
I,iQk Belting.

Wm. 8. Tdbker, Prf>G. GEO. A. Bell. V. Pees. J. lrster Wimjobkidob. sec. ana Treaa.

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER ENGINEERING CO.,
Consulting and Constructing

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Complete Equipment of Electric Railways. Steam and Flectric Plants.

47 Times Building. Telephone Call, 1009 Cottlandl. NEW YORK.

CEDAR POLES.
Railway Ties and Posts-

If in want of Polep. Ties and Posts, eave money
by get'lng my prices.

W. C. STERLING, Monroe, Mich.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

EISa7.^^XjXS^S:X> 1878.
SOL,£ MANBFACTrRERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
FACTORY:

wii,mi\'<;tox, i>el.

In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, aod Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. OFFICE:
14 nEY ST„ X. Y.

THE SCHUYLER
-sirsTiBnyc OF-

ARC LIGHTING
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT FEATURES:

Instantaneous and Automatic Regulation.

Self-Lubricating Boxes.

Ventilated Armature, proof against a burn-out.

A Pure White Steady Light.

MSCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO.,

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

GIVEN AWAY!!
8A3IPLE OBDKB4 OF

Buxton's Packing
At Only 50c. Per Pound.

"The Eneineer's Favorite."
All Orders Cinarantecd.

/ Agents wanted In every State in the Union. We c.nn quote Iho
ery lowest prices on Rins PsckJD<;. Send lor dtecuoot and
)rlce Hat.

ESTABLISHED IS?-:.

GEORGE B. BUXTON,
:F 1 7 VIRGINIA ST.. EAST SOMERVILLE, MASS.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
-FOR

—

ARC LIGHT CIRCUITS.

i^IMPLE. RELIABIiE. DFRABLE.

The only safe socket for aeries lamps, and the only

socket having insulating material for the outside

parts. Send for lllaetratcd Catalogue.

620 ATLANTIC AVENUE,
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C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTORS ^J DYNAMOS.
ELECTRIC MOTORS in all standard sizes,

up to and including 100 H. P., for operating

elevators, pumps, printing presses, and machin-

ery for general manufacturing purposes.

POWER GENERATORS.
ELECTRIC MINING MACHINERY of

all kinds, Hoists, Tram Cars, etc.

FA'N OUTFITS. Electric Plants for pump-
ing Church Organs.

We call the special attention of
Station Superintendents to the fact
that our machines are absolutely un-
surpassed for economy of electric

current.

DYNAMOS for isolated plants and the equip-

ment of Mills, Banks and Office Buildings with
Electric Lights.

ELECTRIC BLOWERS for ship ventila-

tion. Have equipped 18 U. S. and foreign War
Ships with ventilating apparatus.

NBW ENGLAND Offire,

G3 Oliver St., BOSTON.
PHILADELPHIA Office, 38 S. Fourth St.

CHICAGO Office, - Phenix Building.

SAN FRANCISCO Office, - 35 Market St.

ST, LOUIS Office, - - 421 Olive St.

NEW ORLEANS Office, 7S Customhouse St

THE G. & G, ELECTRIC MOTOR CO., 402-404 Greenwich Street, NEW YORK.

KARTAVERT
THE BEST SUBSTITUTE FOR HARD RUBBER.

A HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER.
IN SHEETS. RODS and TUBING. FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PURPOSES WHERE

PERFECT INSULATION IS DESIRED. PATENT INSULATING CLEATS.

ThG- Kartavsrt - Manufacturing - Co..»

EMPiRE CHINA WORKS,
UUo 156 Green St.. Green Point, BROOKLYN, N.I.

MANUFACTORY OP
Non-Conductive Blocks. Rosettes and Bases for Cut-Outs

and Switches: also Insulators. Cteats, Lamp Trim-
mings and other Electrical Supplies.

Our production Is a dense body. The glazing and body
of oar ware are of eame composition, and are baked
alike, which are the features of

TRUE HABI> POKCECAIX.

NOW THEN! FOR SALE CHEAP! !
^Ix HJO light Thomeon-Honbton Incandeecent

Dyramoe, IIG volts. Perfect order.
Three" 25 liebt 2,000 candle power American Arc

Dynamos. A 1 order.
Two 50 light 2,00[i candle power Sperry Arc Dy-

namos. A 1 order.
700 Goose Necke, Sockets, Lamps, etc., complete,

good.
50 mllpe No. 10 American Electric Co. Wire, good

ortler. used one year. In Yo mile reels.
Two 400 light Thomson-IIoneton New Armatures.

70 American Single 'Jarbon 2.000 candle power
Arc Lamps. A 1 order.

Two 70 H. P.. 700 volts, Edlson Generatore, used
six months.

Ten 5 H. P. Sprague Motors, used sis months.
Two Edison Electric Mining Rock Drilla. need

eix months.
High Speed Engines and Full Station Eqntp-

ment-i. Poles, etc.

Eighty 3,rO0 candle power American Double Car-
bon Arc Lamps, used three months.

JOHN E. BEGGS MFG. & SUPPLY CO.. 74 Cortlandt Street. NEW YORK.

ELEGTRIOAL AND MEOHANIGAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLIES.

BIPii:H IBllMA
IbiHIfill^lX

T116 Electric Siipply and Goiitractintj Goiiipanij.

S. E. Cor. Fifth and Sycamore Sts., (Nevada Building,) CINCINNATI, O.

You can

Put

It up

Yourself.

Lights

Are Standard

And
Full size.

Tlioroughly

Reliable

And
Practical.

Prices

Reasonable.

Send

For

Illustrated

Pamphlet.

BAIN ELECTRIC MANDFACTDRING CO.,

47 So. JEFFERSON STREET,

CHICAGO.
THE PIONEER LOW SPEED HIGH GRADE MACHINES.

PERRET gLECTRIC MOTORS.
ALL SIZES FOR ALL PURPOSES. THOUSANDS NOW IN USE.

PERRET - ELECTRIC - LIGHT - SYSTEM.

THE ELEKTRON MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass. «^* TASU
( \\'nHliiiii:t(in. I».<;., .(. i:. U(;ilKK CI' ,t (;(;,. DWiN, v. Avi;riui-. St. I'mil. Iliiiii.. I''. .1. HIONZ. !tt KusMlli Sl,r<'(^l„

SELLING ACENT8: »w OrlennM, l,n., GEOHGK IIAQUJE, MOOriitlei- Street. ri>ila<l<-l|)li):i, l»u., I'ENNHYLVANJA MACHINE CO.
' 2U Norlli 7t)i HlrciJl
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For AriTlng Dynamos.

The Clinton Gas Light Co., Clinton, Mass., have thor-

oughly tested and have adopted the Evans System of

Driving Dynamos in their new Electric Light Station.

Thousands of Horse Powder in use driving Dynamos, and hundreds of sets of Cones
in operation, driving all classes of machinery. Address

THE EVANS FRICTION CONE CO., KTann* ConeH.
For \strylns Hpecd.

CHICAGO ZITSULATED WIRE COMFAIT'?,
ivE.A.ra'crx<.A.CM'T7xi.x:x«.)s csf

HIGH BRADE INSULATED WIRES
OF ALt, r>ESCKIl»TI01NS.

WEATHERPROOF WIRES,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR WIRES,

MAGNET WIRES,
INCANDESCENT LAMP CORDS,

ETC., ETC., ETC.

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS
AND SAMPLES.

Our facilities are such that we are prepared to fill orders of any size.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO., 48-52 N. Clinton St„ CHICAGO, ILL.

EVSRYTHXNG IN

WIRE-FUSE- STRIPS. THE MILUKEN PATENT POLE

56 LIBERTY STREET

NEW YORK.

For Electric Street Railways and Electric LlgM Work,

MANUFACTUBED BY

MILUKEN BROS.

69 DE&RBORH STREET,

CHICAGO.

Designers and Builders of Iron and Steel Roofs.—Iron Work
for Light Stations a Specialty.

TVBITE FOR CIRCUL,AB AND CATAJLOGUE.

MANUF.MTrHFl] [iv

The Sperrj Elsctric Uimi Uache Co.

39th St. and Stewart Ave.. CHICAGO.

THOS. C. SMITH, Jr., IVI. E.

Consulting and Contracting Engineer.
Fni^ineBand Complete Steam Plants for Lighting and Power InitallatloDS,
Bent Pipe and Colls in Iron, Braes and Copper, for all kinds of service.

I I Hammond Building, Telephone 1358 CINCINNATI, OHIO.

H, WARD LEONARD & COMPANY.

Secnre Md from ne for Electrical Apparains or
Construction hefore deciding. Railways, Light-
ing, TransmlBBion of Power, Wiring, etc

Rleotrioal Exehanse BnildlD^,
\R\\ YORK CITY.

DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS
Afford the Only Reliable and Efficient Means for

All NI6HT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

All other devices are crude, expensive and unsatisfactory.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY
Has established its broad foundation patent for Double Carbon Arc Lamps, No. 219,208, having won foUr
distinct infvitigement suits in the United States Courts, two of them on tinal hearing, the decisions

being rendered by Judges Gresham, Blodgett, Brown and Ricks.

The public is warned against the use of infringing lamps or any crude substitute for the Brush Invention.

Arc Lighting- Apparatus, Electric Motors and Generators,
Alternating Current Apparatus, Incandescent Liglnting Macliines,

Carbons for Arc Liginting, Etc., Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.,
CDP^ICZ>-
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Imported China Switches.
THE FINEST THING MADE.

Full line branch and main cutouts— all styles and sizes, lowest prices.

PRICES RIGHT.

WE HAVE NOT

GIVEN
iifiiiiii[piimii;iiiiiiiiiiii!miinrmiiiiniwpinii'iTmiiiirninpi^

Gas Attachments. 6 cents.

5 ampere "Baby." 25 cents

New steel hanille and bind posts. AW^AY
Our Old and Unsalable

Stock of

AND

10 ampere. 28 cents.

Titm handle and hind pnnt.

SOCKETS
SWITCHES

Ceiling Cut-Outs. 16 cents.

Wall Sockets. Key and Keyless.

STAR ELECTRIX CO.
641 N. Broad St., Philadelphia.

Chicago Agents: The Illinois Electric Material Co., 158 Fifth Ave.

)
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The New American Turbine Water Wheel.
PAETIOULAELY ADAPTED TO DEIVING

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS,
On account of Its high efBclency at all stages of gitc, steadiness of motion and

easy working gate, the construction of which makes It the most sensi-

tive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

Crun CfiR PJITAI DniP illustrating various styles of setting

on both vertical and horizonti 1 shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,
SUCCESSORS TO f^ B ^M«^^ |^| ^^

STOUT, mi.l,S & TESIPI.K, U /\l I \J IM 9 W
STEAM PLANTS

IN8TAI.I.ED BY

ITIT. B. PCARSON «£ CO.,
MECHAMICAIi EMQIIVEEBH AND COWTRACTOB8.

403 HOME INSURANCE BUILDINC, - CHICACO.
WILLIAMS AUTOMATIC ENGINE.

For all piirpnppn rpfinirinc pteiidv power.
Williams Enginf, Works: No. 447 North >treet,

P.AI.TIMORE.MD.

rOK THK

Western ElectriciaD

SI.OO.

THEWOODBURY|NG!NE

,=,Bir-i'^--«'

:l

THE ORIGINAL WESTINGHOUSE ENGINE,
Built A. D. 1880.

SIZE 3x3. 1,000 REVOLUTIONS.

New preserved in the Offices of tlie Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

THE WESTINGHOUSE MACHINE COMPANY. ^
B PITTSBURGH. PENNA.U.S.of A. G

SELF-CONTAINED, AUTOMATIC
HIGH SPEED STEAM ENGINE
for Electric Ligliting and
Street Railway Service,

WITH BOILER PLANT COMPLETE— <^atal<>cue sent on applU-ation,

STEARNS MFC. CO. ERIE, PA.
BRANCH I

I'liilndflphia, 94'^ Dre-x.-! Itliii;.

OFFICES * Sail Kranrisco, tIJ) ,t r?I Spe.-irSt.

><t^g-^LL°l

f^L^^i TBY

DRY STEAMb4^

THE POND SEPARATOR
The Pond Separator Is guaranteed to relieve the

steam of all entrained water, and return Ihls water
to the boiler, thus effecting a large saving In fuel.

Send to Nearest Office for Circular.

POND ElVeiXFKRIXf,: COMPAXY
ST. LOUIS.
OMAHA.

CHICACO.
DILLAS.

KANSAS CIIY.

SEATTIE.

TAPES AND COMPOUNDS,
VULCA WIRE DUCTS,

ELBOWS, JOINTS, ETC., ETC.

All Supply Stores Keep Them.

THE NRTION'S CHOICE.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,

78-80-82 Franklin Street,

CHICAdiO.

MAIN OFFICE. Tpp U Mppl-pr
649 and 051 Broadway. "*^"- " "CCKCl,

New York. WeiKro Bsoigtr.
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DID YOU SEE IT
AT THE CONVENTION!

THE NEW COMBINED

Snow - Sweeper - and - Plow
EXHIBITED BY THE

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR, PRICES

AND FULL INFORMATION CONCERNING IT.

We are Prepared to Make Quick Delivery,

The Motors and Equipments can all be utilized on other cars

after the Winter Season is over.

.a.x>i3xi.:e3ss.

II

BOSTON OFFICE:

620 Atlantic Avenue.
CHICAGO OFFICE:

148 lyiichigan Ayeziiue.
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KNOCKED OUT!

The great popularity of the Perkuis
Lamp is due to the fact that it has always
maintained its high efficiency. It is

never out of training and having met all

comers in the electrical ring, it has proven
itself the Champion. It sells for a little

more money, but is cheaper in the end.

PERKINS INCANDESCENT LAMPS
^A.XIDE3 SOXjX? 33'S'

J. W. MASON, W. L. BRETHERTON, CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS,
Kansas City, Mo. Tacoma, Wash. San Francisco, Cal.

.^sj^]^

Tie knapp electrical works,
Western Agents, CHICAGO, ILL.
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Letters of Credit.
We print these letters from

Engineers who have used

the hiipi'oved Brush.

CHICAGO ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

73 W. Jackson Street.

December 1, 1891.

THE ELECTRICAI. SUPPLY CO., Chicago.
Gentlemen:—We are using your Patent Dynamo Brushes on our incandescent

dynamo and have been at some pain!5 to observe their behavior. We find that as

the load changes on our dynamo there is decidedly less tendency to spark with

the use of these brushes; the practical result to us being that the dynamo runs

with less time spent for attendance. The wear on the commutator appears remark-

ably small and even when absolutely neglected and allowed to spark, the sparking

does not have the cutting effect which is usually the case.

Yours truly,
DioTATEDBY

jj,yjj^i, (jgj^gj^^ Chicago Electric Manufacturing Co.

UNION LEAGUE CLUB.
Chicago, November 19, 1891.

TO THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., City.

Gentlemen:—After trying one set of your Patent Dynamo Brushes I have put

them on all three of our incandescent dynamos, and like them so well that I would
not be willing to use the old style of brush again.

Yours truly,

D. B. Ramsey, Chief Eng. U. L. Club.

We are manufacturing a complete line of

STREET FIXTURES FOR INCANDESCENF LIGHTING.

'-^^ --H

These two new patterns are meeting with general

approval. Prices quoted on application.

WIRT'S REFLECTING HOOD FOR INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

Globe secured by Spring Clips, and easily removed

for replacing lamp. Water and dust tight.

Ansonia, Conn.

The Electrical Supply Co.,
H KMTi-:it> nvviyv. am* wakkikuhkh

Cor. Randolph St. and Michigan Ave.,

CHICAGO. lOiM'loMC lkiiHiiM*HH Turd
lor lllllHtl-UflMl 4'ulUlOf(U«S.
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National Transtornier System
—OF-

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

TRANSFORMERS FOR ANY SYSTEM.

Alternating and Direct Current Dynamos.

MOTORS.
Onr Apparatns is o[ the Highest Efficiency, Mechanicilly and Electrically.

We are prepared to undertake the construction of Electrical Plants of whatever magnitude.

CorrespoDdence solicited.

National Electric Mfg. Co.^

EAU CLAIRE, WIS.
GEO. B. SHAW, Gen'l Manager.

AGENTS:
New Vork, ai. V.-NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. * CONSTRUCTION CO., Electrical Exchange Bldg.

BniTalo. IK. Y.— F. P. LITTLE & CO.. 141 East Seaeoa Street.

Cincinnati, O.—W. N. GRAY, 12 Chamber otCommeice.
^Vashlnston, D. C—L. M. COX', 16 Fifth Street. S. E.

Philadelpliin, Pa.-PENNSYLVANIA ELECTRIC ENGINEERING CO.
St. Panl, minn.-THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND SUPPLY CO.

Uetroit, HIcll.-COMMERCIAL ELECTRIC CO.
Uenver. Col.-THE MOUNTAIN ELECTRIC CO.

Winnlpesr Man.-SIMPSON-DAVIS ELECTRIC.\L CONSTRUCTION CO.
San FrancilMCn, Cnl.—NATIONAL ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT CO.

I.incoln, Neb —LINCOLN ELECTRICAL MFG. AND SUPPLY CO.
Ualutli, minn.—THE ELECTRICAL ENG. AND SUPPLY CO.

KanNUB City. Mo.-THOMAS WOLFE, 015 Mnln Street.

Hrattle. Wash.-CUAS. n. HAKBH * CO.

Blew Orleans, l,a.-ENTBRPRISE CONSTRUCTIOS AND SUPPLY CO.

lifj^

simy

\im^

"•|- \\iy.iy kftSJ>'
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RT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO..
MAJrUFACXURERS OF THE

LATTERY INDUCTION AND WDOD ARC SYSTEM
-Olf-

THE MOST PERFECT OF ANY.

For references as to the merits of these systems, inquire of the local companies, the operators, or the customers in

the large cities of this country where these systems are now being used almost exclusively after other systems have been
tried and thrown out—Philadelphia, New Orleans, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Detroit, etc.

WE MAKE ALL STANDARD SIZES OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR THE ALTERNATING SYSTEM.
Also Arc Lamps of Standard Sizes, 2,000 c. p., 1 ,200 c. p. and 800 c. p.

Main Office and Factory, FORT WAYNE, IND.

BTEW TORK 115 Broadway. PITTSBURGH, PA 533 Weod Street.

CHICAGO 185 Bearborn Street. SAJT FRANCISCO 35 New Montgomery Street,

PHII.ABELPHIA 907 Filbert Street, TORONTO, CANABA 138 King Street, TV.

BAXLA8. TEXAS Mcl^eod Bnilding. BUFFAXO / 888 Pearl Street,

ONE MOTOR DRIVING BOTH AXLES
Of a street car, is the same principle as having all driving wheels of a locomotive connected, which is the

AMERICAN SYSTEM.

Sizes: M^ ^̂. One Heat

15, 30 and 40 ^^^^^^^^ Proof Motor,

Mechanical ^^^^^^^^^^^g '

Driving

Horse Power. ^^^' '"" —".^^^ Botli Axies.

This cut represents the latest coDstructlon of our Standard Apparatus equipped with our HEAT PROOF MOTOR.
Attention is invited to the work being done by these equipments on the Merrimac Valley Street Railway,

Lawrence, Mass.; Consolidated Street Railway Company, Grand Rapids, Mich.; and the People's Electric Street Rail-
way, Springfield, 111.; where. In each place, the two largest electric companies have put their latest equipments
again«t them, with the result of proving our claims and strengthening the advantages derived from utilizing the full

traction of the car, and driving all wheels simultaneously.

PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS:

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
DETROIT, MICH., U. S. A.

Also Manufacturers of Electrical Power Machinery, Standard Line Appliances and General Electrical Supplies.

COKRKHI'OXBKXCK IXVITKD.


